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In memory of Stonenchizel, March 6th, 2020.
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Rest in peace to the great @Stonenchizel  (GreatAwakening)
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My father’s name was David, but you all may have known him as @stonenchizel

On Friday night, around 10pm, my father passed away peacefully in his sleep after fighting an infection for about a month. His
health hasn’t been where it should have for some years now and most days he was struggling with pain. He’s not in that pain
anymore.

I’m making this post because this community brought him great comfort. The ability to speak with likeminded individuals about
things that were important to him gave him back some of the autonomy that his sickness had stripped from him in the later years
of his life. So I wanted to thank you. Thank you all for being a community that he was able to identify with, that was willing to
welcome him. He would often bring this community up when I would visit, speaking of how amazing it is.

I thank you from the bottom of my heart. You may not have realized it, but you gave the bleak days meaning for him.

And with this, we send him off. May he Rest In Peace and walk with the Lord. May heaven find him free of pain and reunited with
those he loved that he lost over the years.

On behalf of my father,

@Stonenchizel signing off one last time.
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Trump Announces Crackdown on Sanctuary Cities: 'The Federal Government Will Be Withholding Funds'
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Rand Paul Says President Trump Is Standing Strong on Demanding FISA Revisions, But Some Republican
Senators Aren't  (redstate.com)
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Schumer Tries to Backtrack and Spin his Threats Against Supreme Court Justices, McConnell Blasts Him
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Gun Rights Champion Mark Robinson Wins Republican Nomination For NC Lieutenant Governor
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PARTY OF SATAN: Pro-Abortion Leader Takes Over Microphone After Schumer Threatens Gorsuch and
Kavanaugh - Cheers Abortions (VIDEO)  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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Sorry, Barack Obama, Democrats Just Aren't That Into You Anymore, According to Exit Polls  (pjmedia.com)
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Ex-Trans Woman Sues Gender Clinic After Being Given Puberty Blockers As A Child: 'I Should Have Been
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Sen. Rand Paul: President WiIl Not Sign Clean Renewal of FISA without Reform - Despite Wishes of Mitch
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Man released under 'sanctuary city' rules sexually assaults 3-year-old: ICE  (nypost.com)
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MSNBC's Chris Matthews Announces He's 'Retiring,' Breaks for Commercial-and Is GONE. Now THAT'S
'Hardball.'  (pjmedia.com)
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Michael Bloomberg Called Out For Hypocrisy On Gun Control At Town Hall Event (VIDEO)
(thegatewaypundit.com)
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Thank You Patriots, Your Prayers Have Reached And Unleashed The Almighty Father God's Healing Touch Up On
Me... @Stonenchizel  (GreatAwakening)
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Thank You Patriots, Your Prayers Have Reached And Unleashed The Almighty Father God's Healing Touch Up On Me...
@Stonenchizel

God Bless Every Last One Of You and Thank You from the bottom of My Heart. After a long couple of days in the E.R. and
multiple test, C.T. Scans and I don't know how many different doctors, I can breathe without the help of some kind of machine or
massive amounts of adrenaline type of injections that kept me alive. In fact the doctors couldn't understand how I was actually still
alive without massive brain damage from lack of oxygen reaching my brain at time's. I had a weird lung infection that caused such
a shortness of breath that when I would try and breath it felt like a 18 wheeler driving across my chest. Just before the ambulance
got to my house I had asked for your prayers. By the Grace Of God I am here today and I am lucky to be alive after fighting
Cancer all last year and this lung infection that has me still grasping for air at times as I type this message to my voat.co Family'
and Friends today, for I felt the need to let you all know what happened after I had asked for your prayers. I am not out of the
woods yet, but I believe that The Almighty Father God has truly been with me the entire time, with all of your prayers �. As I heal
up completely the doctors insisted that I stay in the hospital, but I insisted that they finally cut me loose so I could go home and
let God do his completed work on me and make me whole again...stubbornesss is what a couple of doctors angrily claimed of me
wanting to leave their hospital, but when you live by faith as I have with all the life threatening ailments that I have had to deal with
throughout my lifetime, I always tend to trust in God and His Holy Spirit and my Savior Jesus Christ to get back to being Me
through another one of life's terrible lessons, because yet here I am. Thank You Jesus once again for My life and everything that
comes with it for all of it has made Me who I am today. I just want to say Thank You again Everyone for your continued prayers for
I am still fighting and will never give up because I love My Family and Friends too much.❤�

May God Truly Bless All of You Patriots,

much love,

� @Stonenchizel
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Father God, I Ask That You Embrace President Donald Trump & Keep Him Close, While He Is Abroad On This

Official Business Trip For The Country'

Father keep him safe and sharp as ever as he does America's business abroad.

Bless Trump and his whole team that travel with him on this trip to the East and may all the deals being made while POTUS is
abroad be for the betterment of Your Will Father God.

Now This Sunday afternoon Lord God, I ask that You Touch and Bless each and every one of the True Patriots that support
President' Trump and follow Qanon. Whatever Their Needs maybe Father, You alone have the Power to grant them Favor, for
these are Your People God.

Lord I ask that You make all things that The Democrats have made crooked, that You Father God bless and show Favor on
President' Trump to make all those things straight for our country, so that any that comes against Trump it be as though they are
coming up against You Lord.

And Father God Bless the whole Trip and bring Trump and his Team back home safely when their business is completed abroad.

Father I ask all these things in Your Precious Son' Jesus Holy Name,

Amen

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT' DONALD TRUMP & QANON
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Here's Absolute Proof That 'Crooked Clinton' Actually Lowered The Bar To Be The Democrats Candidate -
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Trump Rallygoers in Phoenix: 18 Percent Were Democrats and About a Quarter Didn't Vote in 2016
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Deep State Fake News Hacks Re-Tool 'Russian Collusion' Hoax to Smear Both President Trump and
Bernie Sanders  (bigleaguepolitics.com)
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POLL SHOCK. The More People See Mike Bloomberg the Less They Like Him  (redstate.com)
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First Jake Tapper, Now Catherine Herridge Further Discredits NY Times' Story About Russia Trying to
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President Trump's Western Rallies Identify 20,193 New Voters Who Did Not Vote in 2016 and 14,706
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Peter Strzok Email Reveals Hillary Clinton Apologized to FBI For Her Private Server - But Apology Was
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'He is a Hack and a Shill' - Susan "Benghazi" Rice Attacks Richard Grenell as a 'Massively Dishonest'
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WATCH: AG Barr Blasts Social Media Censorship, Open To Changing Regulations For Platforms (VIDEO)
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Hundreds Camp Out Overnight Ahead Of Trump Rally In Colorado  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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WHISTLEBLOWER: Investigation Shows CPS Gave Serial Abuser Custody Over Daughter Who He Then
Raped - Big League Politics  (bigleaguepolitics.com)
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While Dems Ripped Each Other Apart at their Debate, This Amazing Moment Was Happening at the Trump
Rally  (redstate.com)
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The Morning Briefing: Trump Train Keeps Steamrolling Dems  (pjmedia.com)
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Study Finds Most Journalists Are Further Left Politically Than Bernie Sanders  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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AMAZING! Trump Supporters Carry World War II Veteran Into Stadium to See President Trump! -- THEN
TRUMP HONORS THE VETERAN DURING TALK! (VIDEO)  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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"It's Called Communism!" - BOOM! - Bloomberg Calls Out Bernie Sanders the Communist at Dem Debate
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Just Like President Trump Said Tonight In Phoenix, "Whether It's Crazy Bernie Or Little Mike, We Don't Give A Damn,
Because We Are Going To Win No Matter Who Their Candidate Is!"  (GreatAwakening)
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After watching 4 minutes of the Democrat Debate tonight, I quickly changed the channel over to President' Trump's Rally live in
Phoenix on CSPAN.

President 'Trump absolutely is going to destroy whoever the democrats candidate is ....No Doubt!

Have a Great Evening Patriots and May The Almighty God of All Things Great and Small, Richly Bless You and Yours....

WWG1WGA
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Chick-fil-A Worker Finds Envelope Full of Hundreds of Dollars in Cash at Restaurant  (westernjournal.com)
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GOOD NEWS: President Trump Expected to Name Ambassador Richard Grenell as Acting Head of
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Trudeau Bowing and Shaking Hands With Iranian Foreign Minister One Month After Iran Shot Down Plane,
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Ilhan Omar's Sad, Tawdry Affair That Led to Her Divorce  (pjmedia.com)
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Top Mueller Prosecutor Says DoJ Starting New Investigation Into Comey, McCabe, and Strzok  (pjmedia.com)
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Radical and Ignorant Squad Leader Rashida Tlaib Detained by Police During Detroit Airport Protest
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Liberal Woman After Attending Trump Rally: "Democrats Have An Ass-Kicking Coming To Them In
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MUST SEE: Gun Rights Activists Crash Bloomberg Rally in Virginia, Chant 'Guns Save Lives'
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Ukrainian President Slams Trump Impeachment As A 'Soap Opera,' Undermines Key Democrat Argument / He
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President Trump Lets It Fly On Social Media Today, Over Andrew McCabe Not Being Charged For His
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Dan Bongino : No One "Needs" $83,000 A Month For A No-Show Job In A Foreign Country Either, But
Your Son Took The Gig Anyway / Creepy Joe : blah blah blah  (twitter.com)
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Newly Discovered Footnote in IG Report Reveals that FBI Team in Rome Provided Highly Classified Material to Steele
(redstate.com)
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Democrat Privilege: Biden Defends Obama's Caged Border Children over Trump's Caged Border Children
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If AG Bill Barr Cares So Deeply About the Rule of Law He Must Petition Court for a New Trial for Roger
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"Is This Simply a Death Wish?" - Matt Drudge Reports Mini-Mike Bloomberg Wants Crooked Hillary as
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HUGE! Author Lee Smith: "We Knew the Clinton Campaign was Giving Information to FBI - It Now Appears FBI was
Giving Information to Clinton Campaign as Well" (VIDEO)  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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Border Patrol to Deploy Elite Tactical Agents to Sanctuary Cities as "Part of Supercharged Arrest Operation"
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STALLED OUT: Joe Biden's Bus Breaks Down just like his Campaign, on Highway in New Hampshire
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Pedo' Biden Lashes Out At Female New Hampshire Voter Asking About His Poor Performance In Iowa,
'You're A Lying Dog-Faced Pony Soldier' ???WTF(VIDEO)  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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Hah-Hah! Liar Adam Schiff Banished from Sunday Talk Shows After His Latest Coup Attempt Failure
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Watch Steve Bannon Dance Circles Around Bill Maher In Two Minutes  (zerohedge.com)
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BREAKING: Washington Doctors SUCCESSFULLY Treat Coronavirus Patient with Experimental Anti-viral
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OMG! "Loser" Nadler Is Heckled By Trump Supporter After Failed Coup AND IT'S GLORIOUS! (VIDEO)
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Antifa Runs Wild In Portland And Desecrates War Memorial, Throws Bottles At Officers / The Antifa Mob
Was Given Free Reign By Portland Police  (bigleaguepolitics.com)
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Grassley, Johnson Blast Democrat Senators For Leaking About The Bidens  (thefederalist.com)
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"I Don't Know what John's Up To. He's Either a Liar or a Backstabber" - Rudy Giuliani UNLOADS on John
Bolton (VIDEO)  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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Now That IMPEACHMENT! THE MUSICAL! Has Ended Its Short, Bathos-filled Run, The Crats Will Need To
Stir Up Another Mud Hole To Bog Down The President  (redstate.com)
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Man Arrested After Allegedly Driving Through GOP Voter Registration Tent: Police  (theepochtimes.com)
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ONCE AGAIN THE DEMOCRATS' HAVE DOUBLE STANDARDS WHEN IT COMES TO ANYTHING THAT PRESIDENT' TRUMP
DOES, REGARDLESS WHETHER IT'S GOOD FOR THE COUNTRY OR NOT. THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HOPEFULLY CAN
SEE RIGHT THROUGH ALL OF THE DELUSIONAL DEMOCRATS' BULLSHIT AND WILL VOTE THEM OUT OF OFFICE IN
NOVEMBER.
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FIREWORKS! Steve Bannon Takes On Unhinged Leftie Bill Maher And 'ABSOLUTELY CRUSHES HIM!'
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Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His
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Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With

God By His Side And Is Now Resting And Healing,

PLEASE KEEP HIM IN YOUR PRAYERS

@Stonenchizel
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Heh: After Actor James Woods Rejoins Twitter, He and Ted Cruz Promptly Dunk on Michael Avenatti
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BREAKING: Alex Vindman and His Twin Brother Escorted Off White House Grounds Friday Afternoon,
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Democrat Caucuses In Iowa Run So Poorly That The Associated Press Refuses To Declare A Winner
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Rudy Giuliani Challenges FOX News Hack to Debate Over Biden Family Pay-for-Play Scheme in Ukraine
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Andrew Weissmann Makes a Stunning Admission About the Mueller Probe While Ranting on MSNBC
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MUST SEE: Watch Aussie News RIP Pelosi and US Democrats for Their Vile and Childish Behavior
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Rand Paul Triggers 'Deep State Clown John Brennan' Into A Nasty Rant, Then Paul Just Lights Him Up!
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SO WICKED: A DELUSIONAL PELOSI LOSES IT - Tells Reporters President Trump "Impeached Forever"
He's "Never Getting Rid of That Scar!" Except Trump Has Been 'ACQUITTED for life' (Video)
(thegatewaypundit.com)
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Best Takeaway From The State Of The Union Speech / Everyone Of Trump's Achievements That Are Beneficial To
America And Americans, Democrats Respond With Seething Anger Because Dems 'HATE' Americans
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Hey Liberals' Stop Saddling Your Children With The Weight Of The World. It's Making Them Crazy With
'Trump Derangement Syndrome'  (redstate.com)
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Joe Biden Melts Into an Incoherent Mess After Mocking Rush Limbaugh's Illness and Accusing Him of
Being a Racist  (redstate.com)
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WOW! Trump BLASTS Wicked Nancy Pelosi at Prayer Breakfast -- WHILE SHE SITS ON STAGE DURING
HIS TALK! (VIDEO)  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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How Rush Limbaugh Made Millennials Like Me Conservative  (thefederalist.com)
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Mitch McConnell Wastes No Time After Acquittal, Prepares For Votes On 5 More Trump Judicial Nominees
(theblaze.com)
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Impeachment Hoax Backlash Fuels Massive Grassroots Turnout For Trump Event in Key Battleground
State / The Momentum Is Building For Trump In Michigan And Other Battleground States  (bigleaguepolitics.com)
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Republican Leaders Are Out For Blood : GOP Senate Leaders Demand Hunter Biden's Secret Service
Records After Trump's Acquittal  (bigleaguepolitics.com)
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President Trump Should Hold His Next Rally In Speaker Pelosi's District  (redstate.com)
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Matt Gaetz Files Ethics Complaint, Criminal Referral Request Against Nancy Pelosi For Tearing Up SOTU Speech
(zerohedge.com)
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Report: Hate-Filled Bernie Sanders Staffers and Canvassers Chanted "F*ck Biden!", "F*ck Warren!", "F*ck
Buttigieg!" at Iowa Caucus Eve Party  (thegatewaypundit.com)
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Trump's 2016 Vote Totals Demolished Jealous 'Pierre Delecto' Romney's' 2012 Vote Totals In Nearly Every
State Across The Country / Trump Won More Than 2 Million Votes In 2016 Than Romney In 2012
(thegatewaypundit.com)
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Patriots, I Need A Favor- Please Pray For My Oldest Brother 'Dell' He Is Being Wheeled In The OR For Quadruple By-
Pass Heart Surgery, Thank You & God Bless, @Stonenchizel  (GreatAwakening)
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PATRIOTS PLEASE PRAY FOR MY OLDEST BROTHER DELL ,

Heavenly Father, I come to You today & ask Lord that You Touch & Heal my brother Dell & make him strong enough to be able to
kick his recovery in the rear, when he gets out of surgery. Father even though it is a Quadruple By-Pass that it is nothing when
You are guiding the doctors hands, so Father God I ask that You guide the doctors hands right now...

And God I ask that You comfort his family, & his wife & give them hope that all will be well, for my Brother is a Godly man & has
been a true Patriot that supported President' Trump from the start, well at least after I schooled him on it. Father I know he is in
Your Hands ' now & that You got'm & You got the doctors hands, so I just want to say Thank You Father of for everything that You
bring to My life, & I ask all these things Father in Jesus Holy Name,

Amen

Thank You Patriots @Stonencizel
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GOD BLESS PRESIDENT' DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON
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The Democrats'are running a Shit show!

One thing I know for sure and that's that Donald Trump won without even trying. He's a natural winner!
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Video: Trump Supporters Clash With Never Trump "One of Them Going to Jail, One Going to the Cemetery"
(redstate.com)
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TRUMP WINS AGAIN: CNN Is Now Fact-Checking Trump's Claim that Mini-Mike Bloomberg Wants a Box
to Stand on at Debates /Bloomberg will appear on all debates without a box, and without high shoes.
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Flu, HIV Drugs Appear To Help Fight Coronavirus / With Positive Results Coming In Within 48 Hours Of
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Sen. Lamar Alexander Says He Will Vote To Acquit After Voting Against Calling Witnesses  (theepochtimes.com)
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Coronavirus Won't Turn You Into A 'Zombie,' Says Malaysian Government  (zerohedge.com)
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This Video Proves Once Again That The Democrats' Are Just A Bunch Of Sore Losers !

( click link below )

https://youtu.be/a9kA3VGSKeQ

GREAT JOB CONSERVATIVES IN THE SENATE
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The Dems, Last-Minute Leaks From Bolton's Book Are Clearly An Attempt To Unfairly Undermine The
Senate Trial - It's The Same (FAILED) Playbook We Saw From Dems During The Kavanaugh Hearings.
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Donald Trump Jr. Destroys Pelosi In Tweet

( Twitter )

Donald Trump Jr.

@DonaldJTrumpJr

Not that anyone ever believed her “somber moment” BS but this really drive the point home.

While @realDonaldTrump gets USMCA done, china trade done, takes out terrorists etc, the Dems have to stop him because his
continued success is a threat to their failed leftist bullshit!
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We Hold These Truths To Be Self-Evident, That All Men Are Created Equal, That They Are Endowed

By Their Creator

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.That to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, That whenever any
Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to
institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.

For all the people that believe that you and I are going to be overrun by the Socialist Democrats that want to make America a
Socialist country where we just bow down to the government that doesn't hold to the Constitution of the United States of America, I
say let the civil war begin. President Donald Trump has turned America around from the intentional destruction of Barack Hussein
Obama. Hussein was trying to destroy America's sovereignty and this attempt was to be completed when Hillary Clinton was to be
cheated into president, but we all know that Trump totally decimated her in the 2016 Election. Thank God Almighty for President
Donald Trump! Remember to pray for President Trump's safety, health and also pray that God keeps giving Trump the wisdom to
overcome all of the evil schemes that the Evil Deep State keeps trying to use against POTUS. Together We are Strong & that's
why they want Us divided, so keep the faith and may God bless every last one of you True Patriots.

@Stonenchizel

TRUST THE PLAN

WWG1WGA
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Once Again, Donald Trump Has Truly Caused Some People to Lose Their Minds  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-07 14:20:27, 11 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3596509
History: 26 points (+30|-4) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+26|-26) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

Trump to Iran: We've Picked Out 52 Targets To Hit, 1 for Each Hostage You Took in 1979  (westernjournal.com)

submitted at 2020-01-06 11:52:59, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +30|-4 )

4 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3596501
History: 29 points (+31|-2) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+29|-29) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

Iran: Death To America - How Long Before We See Kaepernick Peddling Soleimani Nike Sneakers  (americanthinker.com)

submitted at 2020-01-06 11:46:32, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +31|-2 )

10 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3596498
History: 37 points (+37|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+37|-37) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

Mike Pompeo Roasts Chris Wallace After a Ridiculous Question  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-06 11:35:58, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +37|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3595472
History: 29 points (+29|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+29|-29) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

Iranian Official Announces $80 Million Reward For Trump's Head as MP Calls for Strike on White House
(redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-05 19:41:28, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +29|-0 )

19 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3595465
History: 32 points (+33|-1) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+32|-32) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

Army Veteran Blinded by Iranian Explosive: 'For Us, It's Retribution' and 'Finally Policies That Make
Sense'  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-05 19:38:59, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +33|-1 )

3 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3595152
History: 14 points (+14|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+14|-14) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

Trump Vows to Hit 52 Iranian Targets If Iran Retaliates After Drone Strike  (newsmax.com)

submitted at 2020-01-05 15:54:00, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +14|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3593607
History: 7 points (+8|-1) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+7|-7) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

Dramatic Video Captures The Precise Moment That A US Drone Kills Iran's Qassem Soleimani  (theblaze.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 17:47:56, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +8|-1 )

1 comment    ...  
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Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3593592
History: 27 points (+28|-1) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+27|-27) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

How To Lose 2020: Leftists Plan Protests Across America Against Killing Of Soleimani - Democrats Are
Idiots When It Comes To Terrorists  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 17:41:52, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +28|-1 )

15 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3593471
History: 20 points (+23|-3) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+20|-20) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

HYPOCRISY: In 2016, 'Everyone' (Except Trump) Knew Who Soleimani Was; in 2020, 'No One' Did So
Trump Was Wrong to Take Him Out  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 16:14:57, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +23|-3 )

4 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3593417
History: 27 points (+27|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+27|-27) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

The Truth-Challenged Susan Rice Tells Rachel Maddow Another Whopper  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 15:43:50, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +27|-0 )

7 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3593384
History: 31 points (+31|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+31|-31) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

The Perpetually Conflicted Democrats Are Distraught Over American Victories  (townhall.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 15:26:11, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +31|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3593332
History: 12 points (+13|-1) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+12|-12) at 2020-01-18 22:36:48

Rep. Stefanik: Soleimani Is One Of The Bloodiest Terrorist, He Has Blood Of American Troops On His
Hands  (video.foxnews.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 15:04:14, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +13|-1 )

1 comment    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592710
History: 8 points (+8|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+8|-8) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

Breaking: Airstrike Targets Another Pro-Iranian Militia Convoy North of Baghdad  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 03:11:07, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +8|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3592701
History: 13 points (+13|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+13|-13) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

President Trump Responds To Criticism Of His Airstrike Decision With A Simple Message - 'His Reign Of
Terror Is Over !'  (townhall.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 03:06:34, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +13|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3592696
History: 11 points (+11|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+11|-11) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

CNN: Oh No, Trump Murdered Iran's Master Terrorist Leader Qassim Soleimani  (townhall.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 03:04:46, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +11|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3592666
History: 9 points (+10|-1) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+9|-9) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13
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IRAN'S SOLEIMANI WAS A TERRORIST RAT - TRUMP SHOWS AMERICA'S STRENGTH AND
PRECISION  (media.townhall.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 02:48:52, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +10|-1 )

2 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592608
History: 10 points (+10|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+10|-10) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

THE NEW DEMOCRAT PARTY  (media.townhall.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 02:12:57, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592551
History: 204 points (+212|-8) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+204|-204) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

Trump: We Caught the General 'in the Act' and Terminated Him; We Acted to Stop a War, Not Start One
(redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 01:46:29, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +212|-8 )

34 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592448
History: 27 points (+27|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+27|-27) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

Pelosi Just Keeps Digging Her Hole Deeper, Responds to McConnell on Impeachment  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-04 00:37:28, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +27|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592114
History: 64 points (+66|-2) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+64|-64) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

Watch: Iranian Revolutionary Guard Spokesman Starts Crying On Live TV Over Soleimani's Death - Looks
Like Trump Hit Iran Where It Counts  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-03 21:02:15, 15 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +66|-2 )

17 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3592108
History: 31 points (+31|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+31|-31) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

Ilhan Omar Flips Out After Trump Takes Out Soleimani, Calls It 'Distraction,' Says She Will 'Stop Him'
(redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-03 21:00:17, 15 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +31|-0 )

9 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3592102
History: 38 points (+39|-1) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+38|-38) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

Methodist Christians Who Oppose Same-Sex Marriage Agree To Separate Into New 'Traditionalist' Denomination
(theblaze.com)

submitted at 2020-01-03 20:59:12, 15 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +39|-1 )

7 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3592096
History: 13 points (+14|-1) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+13|-13) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

Iran's Blown-up Terror Mastermind Once Threatened President Trump In Now-ironic Speech: 'We Are Near You In
Places That You Can't Even Imagine' Sometimes Words Come Back To Haunt You  (theblaze.com)

submitted at 2020-01-03 20:54:34, 15 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +14|-1 )

2 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592080
History: 6 points (+6|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:25:22
History: 0 points (+6|-6) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13
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Clown Show Update: Jen Rubin's Premature Hot Take on Iran Ages Badly, as Did the Whiplash That
Followed  (redstate.com)

submitted at 2020-01-03 20:46:23, 15 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592077
History: 17 points (+17|-0) at 2020-01-23 21:27:22
History: 0 points (+17|-17) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13

Trump to Terrorists: 'We Will Find You, We Will Eliminate You'  (washingtontimes.com)

submitted at 2020-01-03 20:43:31, 15 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +17|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3591547
History: 150 points (+151|-1) at 2020-01-23 21:27:22
History: 0 points (+150|-150) at 2020-01-18 22:39:13
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Father God, I Ask This Christmas Holiday Season That You Fill All Of Your Saints With Joy, Love

And Happiness, And Lord May Your Holy Spirit Reach All Of Those That Need It The Most,....

https://mk0g501c3orgpam92jak.kinstacdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Nativity-Scene-1024x640.jpg

Father God, I Ask this Christmas Holiday Season that You fill all of Your Saints with Joy, Love and

Happiness, and Lord May Your Holy Spirit reach All of those that need it the most ,

And today Father God I ask that You Bless each and every Patriot along with their entire Family's, so

that they may know the true meaning of this Holiday Season, that we celebrate the birth of Our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ. For we all know Our Salvation comes through Him alone for He has given His life that

Our sins might be forgiven so that we may be worthy to be Your Children washed in His Blood without blemish.

God I ask that You also Bless President Trump and his Family, and Father Bless all of Our Military and their Families.

I ask Lord that You Bless Q'anon and keep this whole connection to all of Us Patriots that have been informed

through Your Messenger so that We may know Your Plan to remove this horrible Evil that is in the world today.

Father God I just want to Thank You for all that You have done through Your Holy Spirt which has obviously

been bestowed upon our Great President, Donald Trump that You have blessed for such a time as this,

for only You have known that it would take a strong and persistant man to overcome all these false schemes

that are being thrown at President Trump since taking office in 2017 from the Deep State and Democrat Party.

Lord I just ask that You keep Your Love, Giudence, Wisdom and Protection upon President Trump to finish the job that

You have set him to complete. Lord We all trust that You alone are worthy of all Praise, Honor and Glory

for what is yet to come and Father I hope You grant all these things that I have asked of You, for You have stated

that where two or more are gather and ask in Your Son, Jesus Christ Name that it shal be done. So Lord I ask,

and i'm that We all ask that all these things be granted in Your Son Jesus Christ Holy Name,

Amen

Merry Christmas Patriots and May The Lord Be with All of You This Holiday Season

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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From everything we have seen in the past from all of the times that IG Horowitz made a report about anything that dealt with the
FBI and any crime that they have committed has always turned out the same. No Bias, No Intent. So basically what I am saying
is the IG Report will be unconclusive. It wil probably say Comey was a fucking saint! But since we are told by Q'anon that the truth
will come out, I believe it will, but it will come out during Durhams investigation. Now if it doesn' come out then , then we will have
no alterative but to:

Gather Together And Prepare For The Next Scheme That Comes From The Democrats And Globalist That

Control Them
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Melania Trump : Pamela Karlan, You Should Be Ashamed Of Your Very Angry And Obviously

Biased Public Pandering, And Using A Child To Do It

(Twitter)

Melania Trump

A minor child deserves privacy and should be kept out of politics. Pamela Karlan, you should be ashamed

of your very angry and obviously biased public pandering, and using a child to do it.

Melania Trump destroys Democrats star witness in the Impeachment Hoax.

(LINK BELOW)
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Jim Jordan: Just What We Need: Three Liberal Law School Professors Lecturing The American

People / Jordan Destroys Nadlers Fake Impeachment Hoax

Rep. Jim Jordan

@Jim_Jordan

Just what we need: three liberal law school professors lecturing the American people.

Shocking that these witnesses—called in by @RepJerryNadler —think President Trump should be

impeached.

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1202283068331044865
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Jim Jordan: Let Me Get This Straight. Page & Strzok Sent Texts About An "insurance Policy" & How They'll "Stop
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(twitter)

Rep. Jim Jordan

Let me get this straight.

Page and Strzok sent texts about an “insurance policy” and how they’ll “stop Trump” while part of the FBI spying on Trump
campaign.

Now Lisa Page is blaming the President. 1 week before Horowitz’s FISA report.

(LINK BELOW)

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1201507275166375936?s=19
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Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US

Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers & Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving

https://123wishesmessages.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Thanksgiving-Quotes-for-Family.jpg

As another year passes Us by and President Donald Trump 'Keeps Making America Great,'

It makes Me proud to say I am part of the The Awakening and I have followed Q'anon since

the beginning. I do 'Trust The Plan !' - I know these things take time to turn around, what has

been a corrupt system of governent,all the way to the top for over 30 years now. President Trump

has a great team of Advisors and Military Intel making sure that he does the right thing as we take down

these corrupt people. The Elite have made the US Government a way to make milions of dollars for

personal gain while stealing from the People's Tax Dollars all while breaking every Law in the book.

But that is not why I am writing this, I am here today to say that I am so proud of our Great President

that has been fighting for Us the American People to have control of Our Government once again.

I would like to wish President Donald Trump and his whole Family a Happy Thanksgiving. I also

would like to wish Q'anon and All A'nons , Autist , Bakers and Patriots a very Special Blessed and

Happy Thanksgiving Day today. May The Lord Jesus Christ Bless each and every One of You and

also Your Family and Loved Ones this Holiday. Yes I am Grateful today because this has been a trying

year for Me and My Family, with Cancer and so many health issues I have had to deal with this year.

But yet I consider Myself and very blessed man. God is Good, and He has blessed Us all with a Great

President in Donald Trump. We have also been blessed with Q'anon, for dopping Crumbs for Us to

know what is and what will be happening ever since Donald Trump has become president.

Have a Happy Thanksgiving to the whole Q'anon Family

God Bless Patriots,

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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has a great team of Advisors and Military Intel making sure that he does the right thing as we take down

these corrupt people. The Elite have made the US Government a way to make milions of dollars for

personal gain while stealing from the People's Tax Dollars all while breaking every Law in the book.

But that is not why I am writing this, I am here today to say that I am so proud of our Great President

that has been fighting for Us the American People to have control of Our Government once again.

I would like to wish President Donald Trump and his whole Family a Happy Thanksgiving. I also

would like to wish Q'anon and All A'nons , Autist , Bakers and Patriots a very Special Blessed and

Happy Thanksgiving Day today. May The Lord Jesus Christ Bless each and every One of You and

also Your Family and Loved Ones this Holiday. Yes I am Grateful today because this has been a trying

year for Me and My Family, with Cancer and so many health issues I have had to deal with this year.

But yet I consider Myself a very blessed man. God is Good, and He has blessed Us all with a Great

President in Donald Trump. We have also been blessed with Q'anon, for dopping Crumbs for Us to

know what is and what will be happening ever since Donald Trump has become president.

Have a Happy Thanksgiving to the whole Q'anon Family

God Bless Patriots,

@Stonenchizel
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What I Learned From Adam Schiff Impeachment Inquiry, Joe & Hunter Biden Must Have Something

To Hide Because The Democrats Act Like They Would Burn In Hell To Keep The Bidens From Being

Investigated

https://media.vanityfair.com/photos/5d14ea311a77690009af8781/16:9/w_2560%2Cc_limit/hunter-and-joe-biden.jpg

AFTER WATCHING THE ADAM SCHIFF SHIT SHOW FOR THE LAST WEEK I CAME TO ONE CONCLUSION, AND
THAT'S THAT THE DEMOCRATS ARE FIGHTING TO MAKE SURE THAT JOE BIDEN ISN'T INVESTIGATED. THEY
ARE MAKING SURE JOE OR HUNTER BIDEN AREN'T GETTING INVESTIGATED.

THERE IS OBVIOUSLY A HUGE CORRUPTION STORY HIDING IN JOE BIDENS DEAL THAT HE INFLICTED ON THE
UKRAINIAN PRESIDENT WHERE HE BRAGS ABOUT EXACTLY HOW IT HAPPENED. THE DEMS ONLY WANT ONE
THING AND THAT IS TO STOP A BIDEN INVESTIGATION BECAUSE A GOOD INVESTIGATION BRINGS DOWN THE
ENTIRE DEMOCRAT PARTY. THE DEMS ARE AFRAID OF JOE BIDEN BEING INVESTIGATED ABOUT GETTING HIS
SON HUNTER A PLUSH JOB THAT RAPES THE UKRAINIAN PEOPLES MONEY FROM AN OLIGARCH. THAT SAME
OLIGARCH STEALS MONEY FROM THE UKRAINIAN PEOPLE AND HE THEN LAUNDERS THE MONEY THROUGH
PEOPLE LIKE HUNTER BIDEN AND HIS COMPANY.

ALL THE WITNESSES ARE LOYAL DEMOCRATS TO THE PARTY OR THEY WERE PUT IN PLACE BY HUSSEINS
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'S DIRECTORS TO SPY ON PRESIDENT TRUMP. OR THEY WERE LOYAL TO DEEP STATE
BILLIONAIRE DEMOCRAT FUNDER GEORGE SOROS. I BET ALL THESE PEOPLE ARE ON THE TAKE TOO. THAT'S
HOW SOROS WORKS. THAT'S EXACTLY HOW HE DESTROYS COUNTRIES.

NOW IF YOU THINK THAT HUSSEIN ISN'T RIGHT THERE IN WASHINGTON DC WORKING WITH THE DEMS TO
BRING DOWN TRUMP SINCE HIS INAUGUARATIN DAY ( OR EVEN BEFORE THAT) AND IF YOU THINK THAT
HUSSEIN WASN'T COLLECTING IN ON THAT $16.5 MILLION DOLLARS THAT WERE PAID TO HUNTER BIDEN AND
HIS COMPANY, THEN I GOT SOME SWAMP LAND BRIDGES THAT I'D LIKE TO SELL TO YOU REAL CHEAP.
ANYWAYS THAT'S WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A COMMUNITY ORGANIZER GETS ELECTED AS PRESIDENT OF THE
USA. HE BRINGS HIS CHICAGO STYLE POLITICS TO THE WHITE HOUSE AND HE HIRES THE MOST CORRUPT
POLITICIAN IN WHASHINGTON DC IN LAST 26 YEARS, HILLARY CLINTON. WHERE SHE TEACHES EVERY
DEMOCRAT SHE CAME IN TOUCH WITH HOW TO SCHEME OFF THE TOP OF THE TAX PAYERS MONEY. WHEN
SHE LEAVES TO CAMPAIGN TO BECOME PRESIDENT THE CRIMINAL ACTIVITY CONTINUES ON WITH HUSSEINS
ADMINISTRATION TO THE POINT OF WHERE HE GETS HIS INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'SIN ON THE CRIME. BUT WE
ARE GOING TO HAVE TO WAIT TO HEAR ALL OF WHAT HAPPENS UNTIL DECEMBER 9TH THIS YEAR WHEN THE
IG REPORT IS RELEASED.

THIS WHOLE IMPEACHMENT INQUIRY ISN'T GOING TO BE SUCCESSFUL. BUT THE DEMS DON'T CARE ABOUT
THAT, BECAUSE THEY ARE JUST MAKING SURE JOE AND HUNTER BIDEN AREN'T INVESTIGATED. BECAUSE
LIKE QANON HAS SAID THE FISA BRINGS DOWN TH HOUSE. THAT MEANS HUSSEINS WHOLE ADMINISTRATION
IS IN ON THIS CONTINUEOUS ATTEMPTS TO GET RID OF PRESIDENT TRUMP. BECAUSE LIKE HILLARY CLINTON
SAID BEFORE ELECTION DAY, IF TRUMP WINS WE ARE ALL GOING TO HANG. THAT'S BECAUSE SHE KNOWS
THEY HAVE ALL COMMITTED TREASON AND SEDITION AGAINST A SITTING PRESIDENT, DONALD TRUMP. LET
CHIPS FALL WHERE THEY MAY AFTER THE IG REPORT IS RELEASED.

HAVE A GREAT AND BLESSED WEEKEND PATRIOTS,

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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What I Learned From Adam Schiff Impeachment Inquiry, Joe & Hunter Biden Must Have Something

To Hide Because The Democrats Act Like They Would Burn In Hell To Keep The Bidens From Being

Investigated
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AFTER WATCHING THE ADAM SCHIFF SHIT SHOW FOR THE LAST WEEK I CAME TO ONE CONCLUSION, AND THAT'S
THAT THE DEMOCRATS ARE FIGHTING TO MAKE SURE THAT JOE BIDEN ISN'T INVESTIGATED. THEY ARE MAKING
SURE JOE OR HUNTER BIDEN AREN'T GETTING INVESTIGATED.

THERE IS OBVIOUSLY A HUGE CORRUPTION STORY HIDING IN JOE BIDENS DEAL THAT HE INFLICTED ON THE
UKRAINIAN PRESIDENT WHERE HE BRAGS ABOUT EXACTLY HOW IT HAPPENED. THE DEMS ONLY WANT ONE THING
AND THAT IS TO STOP A BIDEN INVESTIGATION BECAUSE A GOOD INVESTIGATION BRINGS DOWN THE ENTIRE
DEMOCRAT PARTY. THE DEMS ARE AFRAID OF JOE BIDEN BEING INVESTIGATED ABOUT GETTING HIS SON HUNTER
A PLUSH JOB THAT RAPES THE UKRAINIAN PEOPLES MONEY FROM AN OLIGARCH. THAT SAME OLIGARCH STEALS
MONEY FROM THE UKRAINIAN PEOPLE AND HE THEN LAUNDERS THE MONEY THROUGH PEOPLE LIKE HUNTER
BIDEN AND HIS COMPANY.

ALL THE WITNESSES ARE LOYAL DEMOCRATS TO THE PARTY OR THEY WERE PUT IN PLACE BY HUSSEINS
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'S DIRECTORS TO SPY ON PRESIDENT TRUMP. OR THEY WERE LOYAL TO DEEP STATE
BILLIONAIRE DEMOCRAT FUNDER GEORGE SOROS. I BET ALL THESE PEOPLE ARE ON THE TAKE TOO. THAT'S HOW
SOROS WORKS. THAT'S EXACTLY HOW HE DESTROYS COUNTRIES.

NOW IF YOU THINK THAT HUSSEIN ISN'T RIGHT THERE IN WASHINGTON DC WORKING WITH THE DEMS TO BRING
DOWN TRUMP SINCE HIS INAUGUARATIN DAY ( OR EVEN BEFORE THAT) AND IF YOU THINK THAT HUSSEIN WASN'T
COLLECTING IN ON THAT $16.5 MILLION DOLLARS THAT WERE PAID TO HUNTER BIDEN AND HIS COMPANY, THEN I
GOT SOME SWAMP LAND BRIDGES THAT I'D LIKE TO SELL TO YOU REAL CHEAP. ANYWAYS THAT'S WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN A COMMUNITY ORGANIZER GETS ELECTED AS PRESIDENT OF THE USA. HE BRINGS HIS CHICAGO STYLE
POLITICS TO THE WHITE HOUSE AND HE HIRES THE MOST CORRUPT POLITICIAN IN WHASHINGTON DC IN LAST 26
YEARS, HILLARY CLINTON. WHERE SHE TEACHES EVERY DEMOCRAT SHE CAME IN TOUCH WITH HOW TO SCHEME
OFF THE TOP OF THE TAX PAYERS MONEY. WHEN SHE LEAVES TO CAMPAIGN TO BECOME PRESIDENT THE
CRIMINAL ACTIVITY CONTINUES ON WITH HUSSEINS ADMINISTRATION TO THE POINT OF WHERE HE GETS HIS
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'SIN ON THE CRIME. BUT WE ARE GOING TO HAVE TO WAIT TO HEAR ALL OF WHAT HAPPENS
UNTIL DECEMBER 9TH THIS YEAR WHEN THE IG REPORT IS RELEASED.

THIS WHOLE IMPEACHMENT INQUIRY ISN'T GOING TO BE SUCCESSFUL. BUT THE DEMS DON'T CARE ABOUT THAT,
BECAUSE THEY ARE JUST MAKING SURE JOE AND HUNTER BIDEN AREN'T INVESTIGATED. BECAUSE LIKE QANON
HAS SAID THE FISA BRINGS DOWN TH HOUSE. THAT MEANS HUSSEINS WHOLE ADMINISTRATION IS IN ON THIS
CONTINUEOUS ATTEMPTS TO GET RID OF PRESIDENT TRUMP. BECAUSE LIKE HILLARY CLINTON SAID BEFORE
ELECTION DAY, IF TRUMP WINS WE ARE ALL GOING TO HANG. THAT'S BECAUSE SHE KNOWS THEY HAVE ALL
COMMITTED TREASON AND SEDITION AGAINST A SITTING PRESIDENT, DONALD TRUMP. LET CHIPS FALL WHERE
THEY MAY AFTER THE IG REPORT IS RELEASED.

HAVE A GREAT AND BLESSED WEEKEND PATRIOTS,

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear,

President Donald Trump Is Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime

https://s.abcnews.com/images/Politics/trump-veterans-day-parade-ss-jt-191112_hpMain_12x5_992.jpg

THIS GUY DONALD TRUMP AMAZES ME MORE EVERY DAY BY TAKING ON WHAT HE KNOWS IS A CORRUPT SYSTEM
THAT IS TOTALLY AGAINST HIM , THE PRESS, THE DEEP STATE, THE ELITE, AND THEY ALL HATE HIM JUST BECAUSE
OF WHAT QANON HAS SAID ABOUT THEM. ARE THEY GUILTY OR WHAT, IT SURE LOOKS THAT WAY BY THE ACTION
THEY HAVE BEEN TAKING SINCE TRUMPS INAUGUARATION ....... IF YOU TELL ME Q'S A LARP, WELL THEN I'L TELL
YOU TO GO FUCK YOURSELF. BUT YET AS PRESIDENT TRUMP KICKS ASS AND TAKES NAMES IN THE PROCESS FOR
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA EVERY DAY ....... AND AS THE COUNTRY'S ECONOMY KEEPS PUMPING ONWARD
TO GREATNESS THE DEMOCRATS ARE TRYING TO IMPEACH HIM ....... WHY ? ....... BECAUSE THEY ARE SCARED
SHITLESS ! ... NOW lLISTEN - Q'ANON IS REAL ... I DON'T KNOW ANY OTHER WAY TO EXPLAIN IT TO THE NEWBIES ...
EXCEPT THAT YOU ARE WELCOME TO THE GREATAWAKENING AND:

TRUST THE PLAN - TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER - THEY WANT US DIVIDED

TOGETHER WE WILL WIN THIS WAR WITH THE STANIC GLOBALIST ELITE

DONALD TRUMP IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT OF MY LIFETIME !

WWG1WGA
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If Adam Schiff's Democrat Loyalist Whistle-Blower: Supposedly Deserves Anonymity And Protection, Then
Julian Assange Surely Deserves The Same Anonymity And Protection That Schiff's Whistle-Blower Does
And Not Locked Up And Silenced In A Prison Cell

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/41/8b/76/418b764b2c2909cc39d0b26bde6a1972.jpg

We keep hearing Adam Schiff repeating the same thing over and over, the Whistle-Blower deserves anonymity and protection from
those who might harm him to silence him. So why the hell doesn't Juian Assange deserve that same anonymity and protection
instead of being locked up in a prison cell and cutting him off from society to silence him. I guess it only works Adam Schiff's way
if you are a loyalist to the Democrats. Well I think we all know why Julian Assange is sitting in a prison cell right now, that's
because he just happen to Blow the Whistle of many facts about the Deep State's choice in the 2016 General Election for
President of The United States of America, yes Hillary Clinton. The same Hillary Clinton that has been on a contineous attempt to
destroy the fabric of America and the American Government ever since she was decimated by President Donald Trump in 2016.

Some may say that I @Stonenchizel may have a swayed view of the situation because I am and I have always been a true
supporter of President Donald John Trump, but here are the irrefutable facts. We may never see an all in attempt to take down all
of the corrupt players in the Democratic Party (or even the Rhino Republicans), but as long as we get to see the Top Tier of The
Hussein Intelligence Agencys being prosecuted for committing seditious attacks on the president , but the reason being is we
might not see all of them prosecuted: the Democratic Party has been playing the game with very foul intentions. The facts will
soon come out in the IG Report on December 9th this year. A couple of days later, we will see the start of the Senatorial version of
the investigation evolve from the "Adam Schiff Super Shitshow Impeachment Inquiry."

But trust me, patriots, when I say that we might never get to see an investigation into all of those that have colluded to remove
President Donald Trump from the presidency. Even though he was duly elected by the people of the USA in a fair election that the
Democrats, on the lead of Hillary Clinton, try to claim that President Trump colluded with Vladimir Putin and the Russian
Government to cheat Hillary Clinton out of the presidency.

Yes, we understand that Russia interfered in the 2016 elections, just like they always do, always have, and always will. But the
Democrats try to claim that the Republicans reject the fact that Russia did intefere in that elelction. What the Democrats don't say
is that Donald Trump did not collude with Russia or Vladimir Putin during the 2016 election to win the presidency.

Everyone in America knows that Donald Trump absolutely worked five times as hard as Hillary Clinton in the 2016 Campaign, if not
ten times or more than she did. Remember she was sick as hell with an alledged blood disease that had a horrible effect on her
and her ability to campaign. When she did campaign, she didn't have many people come out to she her in her events. In my city,
she had an event at a local college here in Central California. During that event, she barely was able to fill up that gymnasium (and
it isnt very big). Hillary mostly would do fund raisers anyways, she did not do stadium campaign rallies like Trump always has.

In the future this time in history will be used as a reason why a woman shouldn't run for president. I'm not saying that there aren't a
lot of great women out there that would make wonderful presidents. But Hillary Clinton showed the future what a 'Sore Loser' looks
like and anyone that is a sore loser shouldn't be allowed to run in the first place, especially if they are willing to do what ever it
takes, even if that means destroying fabric of this great country purposely, all just to get back at a man that she now hates all
because he beat her out of the presidency, and beat her ass definitively too.

You know, Patriots, I started this story out differently but I guess I got side tracked by the truth. I'm going to end it here because I
ain't a journalist, so it doesn't have to be perfect... But why the hell doesn't Julian Assange get all the protection and anonymity
that Adam Schiff's Whistle-Blower does? We all know the reason. It's because Julian is not a loyalst to the Deep State or to the
Democrats; hell, he ain't even loyal to Republicans.

Instead, Julian has always just reported the truth regardless of who it hurts or who it helps, because it is the truth and it should
always be reported. Remember, Hussein pardoned Chelsea Manning who was a Whistle-Blower, but Julian Assange is not loyal to
the Deep State and Chelsea Manning was going through a sex change and that was what his whole agenda was about, because
his wife is a transvestite.

Also the Satanic New World Order is trying to push everything on the public preparing them for the worship of Lucifer who is
basically a trans, just look at any picture of the devil, he has a male body mixed with womens breast.

God Bless Patriots,

@Stonenchizel
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THIS WHOLE IMPEACHMENT INQUIRY IS BECAUSE THE DEMOCRATS ARE SCARED SHITLESS

OF WHAT TRUTHS ARE GOING TO BE COMING OUT IN THE CLINTON AND BIDEN

INVESTIGATIONS - IT REALLY HAD ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO DO WITH WHAT TRUMP DID -

EVERY PRESIDENT DOES A QUID PRO QUO STYLE FOR ALL THE MONIES THAT ARE GIVEN TO

OTHER COUNTRIES, ESPECIALLY IF THEY ARE CORRUPT COUNTRIES - SCHIFF SAYS IT IN HIS

CLOSING SPEECH - IT'S ALL ABOUT INVESTIGATING THE CLINTONS AND BIDENS - THE

DEMOCRATS KNOW TRUMP WILL DECIMATE WHOEVER HE RUNS AGAINST IN 2020 AND THEY

NEED TO TRY AND DAMAGE HIS CHARACTER - BUT TRUMP WILL WIN ANYWAYS DECISIVELY -

@Stonenchizel
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"NOT TO TALK TO ANYONE"

but ran to the Democrats Snitch - The Whistle-Blower , George Soros's own Puppet
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VINDMAN IS A GLOBALIST HUSSEIN LOVING RAT !

AGENDA'S OF PRESIDENTS CHANGE WITH WHO IS PRESIDENT AND VINDMAN

NEEDS TO SWALLOW HIS PRIDE AND REALIZE HE WAS WRONG ALL ALONG.
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Jim Jordan Tells Chairman Adam Schiff 'Nobody Believes You' On Your Claim That Vindman Doesn't Know
The Whistleblower's Identity

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1196836224696238082

JUST LIKE Q'ANON SAYS - "TRAP"

THESE DEEP STATE WITNESSES DON'T REALIZE THAT THE NSA HAS IT ALL, AND TRUMP AND THE MILITARY HAVE
CONTROL OF THE NSA ... IT'S A TRAP AND THE WITNESSES ARE DEEP STATE PLAYERS FROM HUSSEIN'S
ADMINISTRATION ARE SHOWING THEIR LOYALTY TO HUSSEIN AND THE DEEP STATE.

HOPEFULLY THEY ARE ALL GOING TO BE CHARGED WITH SEDITION AGAINST PRESIDENT DONALD
TRUMP

WE WILL SEE IN THE END !

#WWG1WGA
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IT'S ALL FOR OPTICS BECAUSE DEMOCRATS KNOW PRESIDENT TRUMP IS GOING TO DECIMATE

ANY DEMOCRAT RUNNING AGAINST HIM IN THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION

THE DEMOCRATS ARE SO AFFRAID OF WHAT GIULIANI FOUND OUT IN UKRAINE ABOUT ALL OF THEIR CORRUPTION
THAT THEY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN DURING THE HUSSEIN ADMINSTRATION
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Video of Michelle and Barack Obama's Disdain for the American Flag

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI

16 Nov 2019 - 11:11:27 AM

https://twitter.com/conservativma/status/1168180896102588421�

Many who 'represent' us, do not love us.

Q
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Public Education System Indoctrination : Texas Teacher Says Parents 'Should Not Have The Final

Say' In School Drag Queen Event, Blasts Their 'Misguided, Bigoted Views'

He attacked the parents' "archaic" religious beliefs, too

https://assets.rbl.ms/22085505/980x.jpg

A Texas teacher says that parents should not be able to stop schools from hosting drag queen events.

According to news reports, Willis High School English teacher Anthony Lane took to Facebook to scold parents who were outraged
that a drag queen performer had been invited to the school to instruct students how to apply make-up in a cosmetology class. In a
post that has since been removed, Lane allegedly said the school's parents were beholden to "misguided, bigoted views" that were
driven by their "archaic beliefs."

Faithwire obtained a screenshot of Lane's alleged post and a transcript of it can be found below:

I believe that raising a child is the responsibility of the community, and that parents should not have the final say. Let's be honest,
some of you don't know what is best for your kids

Parents believe they should be able to storm the school in the name of political and religious beliefs if something happens in the
school that they are morally opposed to. They forget that we make a promise to prepare their children to live in a diverse world. We
are not required to protect the misguided, bigoted views of their parents.

If you want your children educated with your values, find a private school that will do it. The public education system is not here to
serve your archaic beliefs.

Lane also spoke in favor of the event at a school hearing on the matter where he reportedly tied objections to the drag queen's
appearance to homophobia. "I think as a district we need to make an initiative to teach our kids to be tolerant and respectful," he
said.

What are the details?

The controversy began when a teacher invited a drag queen named Lynn Adonis-Deveaux to address a cosmetology class at
Willis High School, according to Community Impact Newspaper.

The school district, which is approximately 40 minutes north of downtown Houston, told parents they were unaware the performer
would be appearing in full drag. "School administrators learned at the end of the day that the man was wearing jeans but also wore
heels and makeup," a statement said. "However, the speaker did as asked, which was to talk to students about makeup
application. The guest speaker did not discuss sexual orientation, lifestyle or anything else other than makeup application."

( Twitter )

Willis High School Cosmetology

@willishscosmo

Oh Miss Lynn Adonis, how we thoroughly enjoyed your company today! Laughs all day and memories we’ll never

forget. So thankful for you!

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EHL0sYaXUAAdl2Z.jpg

'As a parent, I have a right to know'

At least one local school administrator and several parents were angered by the school's decision to invite Adonis-Deveaux to
campus. "I put numerous calls into the administrator's office, which of course they made it abundantly clear they will not talk about
it," said Dale Inman.

"I've got a problem when somebody with a false name enters a school and has advertised himself as an adult exotic
dancer for men … Nobody would be allowed in a school under those circumstances," Inman added, while noting
Adonis-Deveaux is free to do what he wants in his personal life. "As a parent, I have a right to know who's in that
school building," he said.

Community Impact Newspaper also reported the school included the "Drag Queen/Makeup Class" event in its monthly calendar.
However, it is unclear if Adonis-Deveaux is a licensed cosmetologist.

The issue was hotly debated at a November 11 school board of trustees meeting. Afterward, the board issued a statement to
parents assuring them they had "examined our process on guest speakers and have made some adjustments in regard to
communication to better serve the Willis ISD Community."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/texas_drag_queen_parents_should_not_have_final_say
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What Is He Afraid Of? Adam 'Chicken' Schiff Again Refuses to Allow Republican Elise Stefanik To Ask
Questions  (townhall.com)
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Hillary Clinton Lectures President Trump On Twitter About 'Witness Intimidation' And It Does Not Go Well  (redstate.com)
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AMBASSADOR YOVANOVICTCH PROVES SHE IS DISGRUNTLED FOR BEING FIRED - SHE KNOWS THE PAIN IS
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AS I WATCH THIS YOVANOVITCH TESTIFY, SHE IS OBVIOUSLY TRYING TO WITH HOLD HONEST ANSWERS AS SHE
TALKS TO REPUBLICAN CONGRESSMEN...JUST WATCH HER FACIAL EXPRESSIONS, THEY TELL HER INNNER FEAR OF
WHAT IS COMING NEXT.... IT'S CALLED JIM JORDAN !

NO MATTER WHAT DEMOCRATS SAY OR HOW THE DEMOCRATS LIE ABOUT TRUMP, PRESIDENT TRUMP WILL COME
OUT ON TOP. DONALD TRUMP IS THE PEOPLES PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS WILL JUST HAVE TO DEAL WITH IT!

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING - PAIN !

WWG1WGA
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House Ethics Office Recommends Subpoena For Rashida Tlaib For Refusing To Cooperate In Campaign
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Chick-fil-A Truck Shows Up At High School Football Game. Students Stage Walkout Because They Feel
Unsafe / Then MAGA Counter-Protesters Joined In - Sounds About Right  (theblaze.com)
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Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed
Because President Trump Fired Her For Being Corrupt  (GreatAwakening)
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Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State

And Is Pissed Because President Trump Fired Her For Being Coorupt

ANOTHER WASTE OF AMERICAN TAX DOLLARS AT WORK DURING THE CLOWN ADAM SCHIFF'S

SHITT SHOW, WHAT A JOKE THESE CORRUPT FUCKERS THAT ARE TRYING TO COVER ALL THE

CORRUPTION THAT RUDY GIULIANI WAS DIGGING UP IN UKRAINE
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It"s Funny How Disgusting Creatures Seem To Gravitate Toward Adam Schiff - Another Pedophile Pervert Turns Up In
Adam Schiff's Close Buddies - 'First Ed Buck And Now Dr. Bruce M. Hensel'  (americanthinker.com)
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Polling Shows Democrats Have Lost Faith In Their Impeachment In Just 1 Month Since The Transcript Of
Trump's July 25 Call With Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky Shows No Quid Pro Quo
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Trump Campaign Calls Day One Of Impeachment Hearing 'One Of Our Best Days Of Fundraising Ever'
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BREAKING: Rep. Rashida Tlaib Officially Under Investigation For Campaign Finance Violations
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Pelosi Turns Justice On Its Head, Suggests The President Has To Prove His Innocence  (redstate.com)
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Glenn Beck: 'His Fingers Are On Everything' - That's Why Democrats Are 'Scared' Of Naming The
Whistleblower - His Testimony Would Expose The State Department-funded And George Soros-led
"Shadow Gov...  (theblaze.com)
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Lindsey Graham Vows To Call Adam Schiff To Testify In Potential Senate Impeachment Trial
(westernjournal.com)
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ABC News Political Analyst Matthew Dowd Reduced To A 'Puddle Of Schiff' After 'Sexist' Attack On GOP
Congresswoman Backfires  (redstate.com)
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'He's a Phony, He's a Fake, and He's a Liar': Congressional Colleague Sounds Off on Adam Schiff
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For Our Struggle Is Not Against Flesh And Blood, But Against The Rulers, Against The Authorities, Against The
Powers Of This Dark World And Against The Spiritual Forces Of Evil In The Heavenly Rea....  (theawakening)
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For Our Struggle Is Not Against Flesh And Blood, But Against The Rulers, Against The Authorities,

Against The Powers Of This Dark World And Against The Spiritual Forces Of Evil In The Heavenly

Realms. Therefore Put On The Full Armor Of God

https://djwojo5.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/armour-of-god.jpg

3594

The Armor of God

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI

13 Nov 2019 - 2:21:13 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MK0j765ko4�

Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand
against the devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.
Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and
after you have done everything, to stand. Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the
breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes from the gospel of peace.
In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one.
Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God.

Prepare.

For God & Country.

For Humanity.

We FIGHT!

Q

WWG1WGA
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Jeffrey Epstein Pal Bill Gates To Release Fearmongering Book On Climate Change  (bigleaguepolitics.com)
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He's Back Patriots : Creepy Porn Lawyer Michael Avenatti Receives New Federal Fraud Charge in Nike
Extortion Case  (bigleaguepolitics.com)
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'South Park' Episode Brutally Mocks Transgender Athletes Competing In Women's Sports - Yep, That
Happened  (theblaze.com)
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With 75,000 New Volunteers & 100,000 New Donors The American People See Through The Democrat Schiff Show
And Are Showing Their Support For @realDonaldTrump ! - Keep America Great !  (GreatAwakening)
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With ✔�75,000 New Volunteers & ✔�100,000 New Donors The American People See Through The Democrat
Schiff Show And Are Showing Their Support For @realDonaldTrump ! - Keep America Great!

According to the Republican National Committee, the Trump campaign has picked up 100,000 new donors and 75,000 new
volunteers through an anti-impeachment website the RNC has set up.

( Twitter )

Marc Lotter

@marc_lotter

✔�75,000 new volunteers

✔�100,000 new donors

The American people see through the Democrat #SchiffShow and are showing their support for

@realDonaldTrump! #KeepAmericaGreat
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OMG! 'CLAIMING PUTIN - PUTIN - PUTIN' - NANCY PELOSI HAS JUST PROVEN IN THIS LIVE PRESSER
THAT SHE IS 'ABSOLUTELY TOO FUCKING OLD AND SENILE' TOO RUN THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

AS I WATCH NANCY PELOSI MUMBLING AND BUMBLING TO GET EVERY WORD OUT OF HER MOUTH, IT HAS BECOME
OBVIOUS THAT NANCY PELOSI IS TOO FUCKING OLD! SHE IS TOO OLD TO RUN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
IF THAT IS THE BEST THAT THE DEMOCRAT PARTY CAN DO, THEN THEY ARE IN SOME DEEP SHIT. IT IS HIGH TIME
FOR THE DEMOCRAT PARTY TO REPLACE THAT OLD KOOK BECAUSE SHE IS DIRECTING THE SHIP STRAIGHT OVER
THE EDGE. MAYBE THAT'S BECAUSE SHE HAS BEEN INFECTED BY THE DEMENTED BRAIN OF ADAM SCHIFF. THESE
DEMOCRAT CRIMINALS MUST RELAIZE THAT THEY ARE SHOWING THE AMERICAN PEOPLE THAT THEY ARE
CROOKED AS FUCK ! QANON TELLS US THOSE WHO SCREAM THE LOUDEST HAVE THE MOST TO HIDE. RECENTLY
WE WERE TOLD TO FOLLOW THE FAMILY. THE PELOSI FAMILY SO TO ALL YOU AUTIST AND DEEP DIGGING ANON'S,
DO YOUR THING AND LET US BLOW UP THE AIRWAVES WITH NANCY PELOSI FAMILY CRIMES...

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS,

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OcSVTb7nphc ( 12:05 IN VIDEO )
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Here’s How Bad July Has Been At The Border. The Democrats Still Won’t Propose A Solution

THIS IS THE REASON THAT THE DEMOCRATS ARE STALLING ON MAKING

A SOLUTION IN CONGRESS TO SOLVE THE BORDER PROBLEMS. THE

DEMOCRATS ARE INVOLVED IN A LOT OF DRUG RUNNING OPERATIONS

THAT ARE UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE DEEP STATE OPERATIVES

@Stonenchizel

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Immigrants-crossing-border-913x479.jpg

Democrats are stonewalling funding for the crisis at America’s southern border while ironically complaining about the

conditions caused by lack of funding.

They claim migrant detention facilities are overcrowded (they are) but mock the idea of a wall.

Democratic socialist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio Cortez of New York propagates unfounded lies about the U.S. Customs and Border
Protection agents.

The truth is that the Democrats love the border crisis. They would rather exploit the problem for political gain than fix the border for
the safety and health of the nation they were elected to represent.

But while AOC and her crowd are quick to get photo-ops, they are slow to the draw with solutions.

Like very slow.

As in, they have none. Because they don’t want any.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/NateOnTheHill/status/1154410785352966149

Nate Madden

✔ @NateOnTheHill

A fed up @RepDougCollins puts down his remarks at yet another House hearing about the border crisis: "I'm not

reading this."

What's truly dehumanizing about the crisis he says, is talking about the problem "over & over & over again" and "not

doing anything about it."

So what are they ignoring? What are Democrats allowing to continue with their stubborn obfuscation?

Here’s what’s gone on at the southern border during the first 25 days of July. (The below entries are listed by the date CBP
released details of the incidents, with the most recent ones coming first.)

July 25:

Two border agents were assaulted trying to apprehend illegal aliens in two separate incidents.
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Two border agents were assaulted trying to apprehend illegal aliens in two separate incidents.

Agents seized nearly $300,000 in methamphetamine.

Agents apprehended 11 aliens in Puerto Rico.

July 24:

Agents found 190 pounds of methamphetamine inside fuel tank of a charter bus.

July 23:

Agents apprehended 88 illegal aliens, some with violent criminal records, and, in another incident, arrested 17 more.

Agents arrested an alleged drug smuggler traveling with his family.

July 22:

Agents thwarted an attempt to smuggle into the U.S. a combination of fentanyl, heroin and methamphetamine.

In a separate incident, agents “intercepted a significant amount of hard narcotics with an estimated street value of more
than $6.6 million,” according to an agency news release.

CBP agents apprehended 31 individuals hiding in a tractor trailer.

Agents seized $763,000 worth of hard drugs.

*Agents seized almost $230,000 in methamphetamine, and 91 more pounds in yet another incident.

July 19:

Agents seized 102 pounds of drugs and arrested five smugglers.

Arrests of illegals from African countries topped 1,100 since May 30.

July 18:

Agents stopped a human-smuggling attempt.

Agents stopped a $170,000 drug-smuggling attempt.

Agents seized over $2.2 million in methamphetamine.

July 17:

Agents arrested a man who was trying to smuggle seven illegal immigrants into the country.

Agents prevented the smuggling of $2 million in methamphetamine.

July 16

A smuggler was apprehended and his 19 pounds of cocaine were seized.

July 12:

Agents apprehended a man with two active warrants for raping a child and aggravated sexual abuse of a child.

Agents seized $139,000 in methamphetamine in one incident and $1.7 million in methamphetamine in another incident.

July 11:

In two separate seizures, CBP agents seized drugs worth over $853,000.

July 10

Agents seized $2.1 million in drugs in two incidents.

July 9:

Agents caught a Somali illegal wanted for homicide and seized 123 pounds of methamphetamine and heroine in a
separate incident.

Agents seized over half a ton of marijuana.

July 8:

A group of 168 family units, including unaccompanied children, surrendered to Border Patrol agents.

July 5:

Agents seized 245 pounds of marijuana, smugglers of meth and fentanyl, and made over the 1,000th arrest of a Haitian
national since June 10.

July 3:

A human smuggler was arrested with 33 people locked inside the trailer of his truck.

July 2:

CBP Field Operations seized a “mammoth load” of marijuana worth $1.5 million.

*At another port of entry, agents intercepted $4.1 million in drugs.

Over 160 pounds of meth were seized in two separate incidents.
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Over 160 pounds of meth were seized in two separate incidents.

This is not all the data, but merely a summary.

And even then, the list doesn’t include the activity from other ports located away from the southern border or all of the rescues and
non-apprehension activity that border agents are involved in.

Presented with data like this, why would Democrats repeatedly fail to propose a solution while constantly criticizing the ones
offered by Republicans?

The answer, it seems, is that the crisis, as dangerous and unsustainable as it is, is politically expedient for their party. They may
be counting on it for 2020 talking points, but I suspect it will be their downfall.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Supporters Giving ‘Free Hugs’ Get Bombarded With Milkshaked, Egged 3 Times
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Customs Border Protection Officers Seized 175 Pounds, 11 Ounces Of Khat As Dulles CBP Officers

Bag Second Nigerian Khat Load In One Week

https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/u419/IAD%20Khat9%20072319.jpg

STERLING, Va., – For the second time in one week, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officers at Washington Dulles
International Airport seized a khat load from Nigeria that was destined to Georgia.

CBP officers seized 176 pounds of khat at Washington Dulles International Airport July 23, 2019.Officers seized 175 pounds, 11
ounces of khat Tuesday that arrived in three boxes of air cargo July 19. The khat was concealed inside silver bags that were
comingled in boxes of clothing. The shipment was manifested as “edible items.”

Officers submitted a sample to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) botanist who verified the substance Monday as ,
commonly known as khat.

This seizure follows a CBP 103-pound khat seizure Friday. That load from Nigeria was also destined to an address in Dallas,
Georgia.

The khat will be destroyed.

“These two recent khat seizures illustrate Customs and Border Protection’s mission to interrupt transnational criminal organizations
that thrive on the sale of illicit narcotics to fund their other nefarious businesses,” said Casey Durst, CBP’s Field Operations
Director in Baltimore. “CBP officers remain steadfast in our duty to protect our communities and our the nation against illicit and
dangerous drugs when we encounter them.”

Khat is typically grown in East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula and is chewed for its stimulant effect. The World Health
Organization classified khat as a drug of abuse in 1980.

The Drug Enforcement Administration classifies cathinone as a schedule 1 drug – the most restrictive category used by the DEA.
Please see more information on the DEA Khat Fact Sheet.

CBP routinely conducts inspection operations on arriving and departing international flights and intercepts narcotics, weapons,
currency, prohibited agriculture products, counterfeit goods and other illicit items at our nation’s 328 international ports of entry.

On average, CBP officers seized 4,657 pounds of illicit narcotics every day during 2018. Learn what more CBP achieved during "A
Typical Day" in 2018.

CBP's Border Security mission is led at ports of entry by CBP officers from the Office of Field Operations. Please visit CBP Ports
of Entry to learn more about how CBP’s Office of Field Operations secures our nation’s borders.

CBP continues to hire officers to serve in Baltimore, Philadelphia and other locations across the United States. Learn more about
duties, pay and benefits, and additional specialty opportunities of a CBP officer or visit Apply Now to start the application process.
Read more about it here. For local recruiting questions, contact Baltimore-recruitment@cbp.dhs.gov.

( LINK BELOW )
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Mike Lindell of My Pillow From TV Commercial Considering a Run Against Ilhan Omar in Minnesota’s

5th Congressional District

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/pjimage-63-1200x630.jpg

Freshman legislator Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN) has quickly emerged as one of the nation’s most reviled lawmakers

after making a cacophony of anti-Semitic, anti-white and anti-American comments while serving in Congress. Mike

Lindell, better known as the My Pillow inventor, is considering a challenge against her next year.

Lindell confirmed that he will be intimately involved in the effort to turn Minnesota red next year, and failed to rule out a potential
Congressional run against Omar during an appearance on the Sara Carter show earlier this month.

“There’s things going on you don’t even see,” he said. “And I will tell you this, I’m going to do so much in Minnesota over
the next year and a half, you won’t even see any blue.”

“I just want the people to get to know the good things that are going on,” Lindell added, noting that he intends to tout the
economic progress made by the Trump administration to the voters across the North Star State.

Lindell said that he believes that run for Congressional office may be in store for him in the future, if it’s what God wants him to do.

“I always say, I’ve been asked that a million times and, you know what, if I prayed about it and God had me go that
direction, I would do it in a heartbeat,” he said.

Lindell’s story is the American dream personified, as he has overcome significant hurdles to become one of the most beloved and
recognizable corporate pitchmen in the world.

He founded the The Lindell Recovery Network to help individuals overcome drug addiction. Lindell’s program helps others
overcome their addiction by giving them a support group, finding them jobs, and encouraging them to get faith-based counseling.
Lindell has been sober for years, conquering his addiction to crack cocaine, and he wants to help others to do so as well.

Lindell describes his efforts in combating drug addiction as “a story of hope, help, and mentorship, and it’s going to change this
country.” His program can save lives in a country that is plagued with an opiate epidemic that is ravaging America’s rural
communities in particular.

He also produced the movie “Unplanned,” based on an abortionist for Planned Parenthood who became pro-life. The movie
chronicles the true story of Abby Johnson, who assisted in performing 22,000 abortions before seeing the light. The film was
released in theaters across the country despite boycotts from leftist and pro-abortion groups.

Lindell clearly has many substantial projects he is focusing on right now, but it is not likely that Omar will face a more credible
challenger than the multi-millionaire entrepreneur. Trump believes the entire state of Minnesota is in play because of this Somali
refugee’s unpopular opinions.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

In 2016 I almost won Minnesota. In 2020, because of America hating anti-Semite Rep. Omar, & the fact that

Minnesota is having its best economic year ever, I will win the State! “We are going to be a nightmare to the

President,” she say. No, AOC Plus 3 are a Nightmare for America!

“Your other friend from an incredible state, right, state that I’m going to win — Minnesota,” Trump said about Omar while
addressing a Turning Point USA group earlier this week.

He added: “And you know what I’m going to win the state? Because of her. I almost won it last time. We came [within] just about a
point. Minnesota is very hard work for a Republican to win. We almost won it — one more night. I wanted to go there one more
time. I said, ‘I’m telling you, we’re gong to win Minnesota.’”

Omar currently has one Republican challenger who has announced their candidacy in Danielle Stella, a Trump supporter and
special education teacher with no experience in business or government. However, her candidacy is already in tatters amidst
allegations that she has felony theft charges against her that are pending. Although she proclaims her innocence, Stella may face
years in prison if she is ultimately convicted.

Lindell could be the only hope for a Republican to unseat Omar in 2020, as the Trump wave cascades throughout the

Midwest.

( LINK BELOW )

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/mike-lindell-of-my-pillow-considering-a-run-against-ilhan-omar-in-minnesotas-5th-congressional-
district/
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Border Patrol Agents Assaulted in Two Separate Incidents / Why Congress Needs To Give Them More
Protection And Authority To Use Force In Arresting Illegals

https://www.cbp.gov/profiles/cbp_gov/themes/cbp_gov_theme/logo.png

YUMA, Ariz. – Yuma Sector Border Patrol agents working near Yuma and San Luis were assaulted by illegal aliens in two separate
incidents last week.

At approximately 2:10 a.m. on July 14, remote camera operators observed two illegal aliens running north from the International
Boundary Wall at Avenue 3 ½ E.

A Yuma Station agent responded and located one of the illegal aliens hiding behind a bush. As she gave verbal commands in
English and Spanish to lie on the ground, the man disobeyed her commands and stood up in a fighting stance. As the agent
attempted to handcuff the subject he elbowed her in the ribcage. The agent was able to get physical control of the man and place
him under arrest. The 31-year-old Mexican national was arrested for assault on a federal officer and immigration violations. The
second subject returned to Mexico.

In the second event at approximately 5:30 p.m. on July 16, remote camera operators observed a group of illegal aliens illegally
cross into the U.S. near County 9th Street and the Levee Road.

An agent apprehended one of the subjects and was escorting him to his vehicle when the individual began to resist. The subject
elbowed the agent in the forehead. Additional agents responded to the area and assisted in placing the resistant subject in
handcuffs. The 22-year-old Honduran national was arrested for assault on a federal officer and immigration violations. Three
additional illegal aliens were also arrested nearby and charged with immigration violations.

Neither of the assaulted agents required medical attention and both completed their assigned shift.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection officials welcome assistance from the community. Individuals can report suspicious activity
to the Border Patrol and remain anonymous by calling 1-877-872-7435 toll free. Reporting illicit activity could result in saving
someone’s life.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection is the unified border agency within the Department of Homeland Security charged with the
management, control and protection of our nation's borders at and between official ports of entry. CBP is charged with securing the
borders of the United States while enforcing hundreds of laws and facilitating lawful trade and travel.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/local-media-release/border-patrol-agents-assaulted-two-separate-incidents
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Jim Jordan: "If The FBI Can Spy On A Presidential Campaign, Imagine What They Can Do To You."

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/58/d226abde-34ea-46ed-8b22-02fff0ad1ea5.png

Rep. Jim Jordan

@Jim_Jordan

Jim Jordan: "If the FBI can spy on a Presidential campaign, imagine what they can do to you."

*@KatiePavlich

Jim Jordan Retweeted a Story written by Katie Pavlich with the same title

If The FBI Can Spy On A Presidential Campaign, Imagine What They Can Do To You."

and the Link is below to the Story.

( Link to Story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/07/25/jim-jordan-if-the-fbi-can-spy-on-a-presidential-campaign-imagine-what-they-
can-do-to-you-n2550606

( Link to Tweet in link below )

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1154448802012696576
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A Good Purpose For Second Amendment : Man Breaks Into Home And Fights With Homeowner.

But Homeowner Grabbed Gun Beforehand — And Intruder Loses

I LOVE THESE STORIES OF HOMEOWNERS THAT ACTUALLY DO PROTECT THEIR HOMES

AND FAMILIES WITH THEIR SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHTS TO OWN AND USE THOSE FIRE ARMS

@Stonenchizel

Neighbors are fully behind homeowner

https://assets.rbl.ms/20079753/1200x600.jpg

An Alabama homeowner woke up hearing noise in his residence late Monday night and saw a light on —

so he grabbed his gun and checked things out, WAAY-TV reported.

Sure enough, the homeowner found a man searching through items in his Athens residence and a scuffle ensued, the station said,
citing the Limestone County Sheriff's Office.

As you might expect, the fight was ultimately one sided. The homeowner shot the intruder, the sheriff's office told WAAY.

After authorities were called, the suspect was taken to a hospital. The sheriff's office didn't release the suspect's name, and the
station said it didn't know his condition.

The same suspect allegedly wrecked his car about 10 p.m. Monday prior to the home invasion, WAAY reported.

'I would do what I had to do' After the incident, neighbors told WAAY in a follow-up story that they're nervous — but fully behind the
homeowner who pulled the trigger.

Kelly Lewis lives across the street from the home in question and told the station "it's frightening. Very scary."

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8yMDA4MDM0MS85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjQ2NTM4NDF9.RROeCQDlXB75rwBFejjNKizZNVf1xrXhC0iqQVwN_7k/img.jpg

She added to WAAY, "I don't blame them. I would do what I had to do. They were over there minding their own business and
somebody came in there like that. I'd do what I had to do. I wouldn't want to shoot anybody. I'd start out low, and if they didn't want
to go, then I'd start going up a little higher."

Another neighbor, Amy Jackson, said she and her family are prepared if the same thing happens to them.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8yMDA4MDQwNy85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjQxOTMxMTV9.wccL7xYg7MALMgD9a3WUWgx5tEoPw6Gtm4_Vg8T2QhY/img.jpg

"We've got our weapons, and my husband showed us what to do at all times," Jackson told the station. "If

anything like that happens, he told us what to do."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/us/man-breaks-into-home-and-fights-with-homeowner-but-homeowner-grabbed-gun-before-checking-
things-out-and-intruder-loses
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Q Drop # 3496 - Logical Thinking : Epstein Will Try Whatever It Takes To Make Bail, But Why Hasn't

His Assets Been Frozen E.O. the Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act (Public Law

114-328)

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2019/07/14/nyregion/14epstein-print/merlin_157799289_20c1948b-7a5e-4520-969f-a1478d81aa1d-
articleLarge.jpg

IF JEFFEREY EPSTEIN IS WILLING TO DO WHAT EVER IT TAKES TO MAKE BAIL

ON HIS CHARGES OF SEX WITH MINORS. THERE ARE MANY OTHER CRIMES ATTACHED

TO THE FIRST. I'M WONDERING WHY EPSTEIN'S ASSEST'S HAVE NOT BEEN FROZEN

WITH THE EXECUTIVE ORDER THAT PRESIDENT TRUMP ENACTED THE GLOBAL

MAGNISKY HUMAN RIGHTS ACCOUNTABILITY ACT ( Public Law 114-328) SO THAT HE

ISN'T ABLE TO MAKE BAIL EVEN IF IT WAS GRANTED BY THE COURT. AND IF THAT

ISN'T ENOUGH TO KEEP HIM LOCKED UP AND SAFE FROM HARM BEFORE HIS TRIAL,

WE CAN ALWAYS SHIP HIS PEDOPHILE ASS TO GUANTANAMO BAY PRISON FOR

SAFE KEEPING UNTIL TRIAL. HELL WE CAN EVEN START THE MILITARY TRIBUNALS

WITH JEFFEREY EPSTEIN.

@Stonenchizel

BELOW IS Q'ANON DROP 3496

3496

New: Title TBD

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI 24 Jul 2019 - 10:38:05 PM

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2019/07/23/jeffrey-epstein-appeal-no-bail-ruling-child-sex-trafficking-case/1803636001/�

Does a person who fights hard for bail, then appeals the original decision (attempt to overturn), attempt
suicide prior to the ruling of the appeal?

Logical thinking.

Q

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.qmap.pub/read/3496
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'Crickets': Not One House Dem — Out Of 70 Contacted — Was Willing To Go On 'Fox News @ Night'

After Mueller Hearing

Anchor Shannon Bream has a reputation for being fair and balanced

https://assets.rbl.ms/20084028/1200x600.jpg

A Fox News anchor made a public call asking for a House Democrat — any House Democrat — to come on her

show to react to former special counsel Robert Mueller's testimony on Wednesday. Yet despite staffers reaching out

to roughly 70 members in an attempt to book an interview, all they heard in return was "crickets."

What are the details?

A few hours before Bream's "Fox News @ Night" show began, the journalist took to Twitter to announce that her staff "has reached
out to roughly 70 Dem offices to get a Member to join our show tonight. Crickets. So, if you're a House Dem and willing to talk
about the Mueller hearing — let us know ASAP."

Shannon Bream

@ShannonBream

Our amazing @FoxNewsNight staff - including @BrigidMaryMcD - has reached out to roughly 70 Dem

offices to get a Member to join our show tonight. Crickets. So, if you're a House Dem and willing to talk

about the Mueller hearing - let us know ASAP. See the rest of y'all at 11p!

Democrats eager to pursue impeachment proceedings against President Donald Trump had pressed for Mueller to testify in an
effort to build their case to the American people. But the former special counsel's appearance before the House Intel and Judiciary
Committees was widely seen as disastrous, even among liberal pundits.

The fact that politicians of any stripe would shy away from "Fox News @ Night" is noteworthy, given the show's spot in cable's
Top 10 ratings and Bream's reputation for fairness in reporting. Nonetheless, the late night anchor made it clear the invitation is still
open if Democrats change their mind.

What happened on the show?

Bream's show went on without any Democratic lawmakers, but she did mention on air the efforts made trying to find someone
willing to join her and guest Rep. Greg Steube (R-Fla.) for a discussion about the Mueller hearing.

"By the way, I wanted to let folks know that we — our bookers — reached out to about 70 Democrats offices tonight, your
counterparts on the hill," the host told Steube. "None wanted to come join you for this, so next time bring a friend."

You can view the show below in its entirety. Bream's comments about attempts to book Democratic lawmakers begins around the
28:30 mark.

Fox News @ Night with Shannon Bream 7/24/19| Fox news today July 24, 2019

https://youtu.be/Z57CBWAI5mk via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/crickets-not-one-house-dem-out-of-70-contacted-was-willing-to-go-on-fox-news-night-after-mueller-
hearing
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One Fourth Of AOC's Squad : Rashida Tlaib Isn’t Here To Serve Americans: ‘She Will Serve

Palestine… She Is Deeply Rooted Here’

This Muslim Hater Of America And The American Way Of Life Is A Dangerous Aspect Of Congress

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Rep-Tlaib-913x479.jpg

Somebody needs to remind Rep. Rashida Tlaib that she lives in America and works within the U.S.

Congress.

Although it should go without saying that the freshman Democratic lawmaker ought to be proud of her country while

focusing on Michigan constituents, she defies logic and common sense at every turn.

Tlaib, who comprises a quarter of “the squad” (which includes Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ayanna Pressley and Ilhan Omar),
seemingly can’t go an entire week without rattling congressional cages and stirring political pots.

According to Breitbart, during a speech in Detroit’s Marygrove College this year, #Tlaib said, “Honestly, I’ve never felt more
Palestinian than I ever felt in Congress.”

While standing before the Michigan Coalition for Human Rights, Breitbart reported, Tlaib added that she is “more Palestinian in the
halls of Congress than I am anywhere in the country, in the world.”

Hey, good thing Tlaib got that off her chest. Perhaps she is inexplicably under the impression that her egomaniacal pride and
perpetual grandstanding are part of her job description.

As the Twitter account for President Donald Trump’s re-election campaign wondered, who is the congresswoman serving besides
herself?

Trump War Room

@TrumpWarRoom

Rep. Rashida Tlaib said "I’m more Palestinian in the halls of Congress than I am anywhere in the world."

Tlaib said her roots to the West Bank are “still very strong," adding, “I’m going to be a voice for them" in Congress.

Why not be a voice for the Americans who elected you?

Let there be no doubt Tlaib hasn’t the time of day for Israel, the epitome of a true American ally.

She said of Palestinians, “I’m going to be a voice for them,” HuffPost reported. The Michigan representative went on to say, “It’s
not just Muslim women, it’s women of color.”

After Tlaib’s victory in the Michigan primary last summer, she was praised by Mohammed Tlaib, a distant relative and the mayor of
Beit Our al-Foqa, the village where Rashida’s mother was born on the West Bank.

“It’s a great honor for the Palestinian people to have Rashida in the Congress,” Mohammed Tlaib said, according to The
Associated Press. “For sure she will serve Palestine, for sure she will serve the interests of her nation. She is deeply rooted
here.”

It’s painfully obvious her American patriotism is undetectable. When a subject doesn’t involve identity politics, Tlaib looks
elsewhere.

Her professional agenda isn’t one that’s relevant or consequential to fellow Americans, but a pro-Palestinian one designed to
undermine Israel. That’s her unabashed, self-serving raison d’etre.

In turn, Tlaib’s strongest ally among the carousel of Democratic 2020 presidential candidates — her soul sister, if you will — is
Sen. Kamala Harris. The California story-spinner exudes such escalating envy of Trump and his soaring economy that “racist” has
become part of her daily vocabulary.

Time after time, Tlaib has proven she won’t hesitate to speak her mind — in some cases, while kicking and screaming — as long
as it’s pro-Palestinian and anti-Republican. She has made no bones about her chronic dissatisfaction with U.S. policies, putting
herself and the odd “squad” first.

When you elect Rashida Tlaib, this is what you deserve. A disturbing example to us all.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/rashida-tlaib-isnt-serve-americans-will-serve-palestine-deeply-rooted/
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The Special Counsel’s Job, Nowhere Does It Say That You Were To Conclusively Determine Donald

Trump’s Innocence Or That The Special Counsel Report Should Determine Whether Or Not To

Exonerate Him

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/mueller-ratcliffe-e1563980927597.png

The D.O.J. Does NOT *Exonerate An Individual If They Do Not Prosecute, They Never Have And By Law They Never

Will. Exonerating Individuals Isn't Written Into Any DOJ Law Manuals And Mueller's Team Used It As An Excuse To Punt
The Impeachment Status To Congress Because Robert Mueller Knew That The Special Counsel Could Not Bring
Charges Against President Donald Trump. The Reason Being Is The Whole Russia Collusion Lie Was A Coup Attempt
By The Democrat Head And That Was Barack Obama And Hillary Clinton. That Is The Reason The American And The
5 Eyes Intelligence Agency's Were Used Against Candidate Donald Trump And Then Later President Donald Trump.
Only An Order From An Existing President Could Put All Those Tools Into Action Against An American Citizen Illegally.
The Deep State Players Involved In This Coup Attempt Are Now Trying To Save Their Own Asses By Playing Stupid,
Just Like Mueller Did Yesterday In His Testimony In Front Of Congress. This Whole Collusion, Obstruction Horse Is
Dead, Over...Sorry Democrats But The Fat Lady Has Sung Her Song And Already Went Home....

@Stonenchizel

When Rep. John Ratcliffe, R-Texas, asked Mueller, a former FBI director, when the Department of Justice ever had had the role of
“exonerating” an individual.

Mueller looked confused and he was not clear about the question.

“Let me make it easier,” Ratcliffe, a former U.S. attorney, said. “Can you give me an example other than Donald Trump where the
Justice Department determined that an investigated person was not exonerated, because their innocence was not determined?”

Mueller : “I cannot, but this is a unique situation.”

Ratcliffe followed up by talking about the “bedrock principle” in American law of innocence until proven guilty.

“You can’t find it because, I’ll tell you why, it doesn’t exist,” Ratcliffe said, adding:

The special counsel’s job, nowhere does it say that you were to conclusively determine Donald

Trump’s innocence or that the special counsel report should determine whether or not to exonerate

him.

It’s not in any of the documents. It’s not in your appointment order. It’s not in the special counsel

regulations. It’s not in the OLC [Office of Legal Counsel] opinion. It’s not in the Justice [Department]

manual. It’s not in the principles of prosecution. Nowhere do those words appear together, because,

respectfully, it was not the special counsel’s job to conclusively determine Donald Trump’s innocence

or to exonerate him.

Because the bedrock principle of our justice system is a presumption of innocence. It exists for

everyone. Everyone is entitled to it, including sitting presidents. Because there is presumption of

innocence, prosecutors never, ever need to conclusively determine it.

Ratcliffe : “Donald Trump is not above the law, but he damn sure shouldn’t be below the law,”

( Video Of Rep.John Ratcliffe Questioning Mueller Below )

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6063508969001/#sp=show-clips

This alone proves that Donald Trump was unfairly investigated by a group of Hillary Clinton Loyalist. The fact that
Robert Mueller obviously did NOT write the Mueller Report only proves once again that it was most likely written by
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Robert Mueller obviously did NOT write the Mueller Report only proves once again that it was most likely written by
Andrew Weissemann who is a true blue Hillary Clinton operative, and had every intention of trying to make President
Donald Trump look guilty of some crime , basically any crime that they could make stick. I'm sure the Mueller Team of
Democrat Loyalist to H.R.Clinton would be dancing on the rooftops celebrating if they were able to make a crime stick to
the President , but thank God that there are good people that still care about the truth in America and those are the
hero's in My book.

@Stonenchizel
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The Pedophile Jefferey Epstein Tries To Arkanacide Himself In New York Jail Cell, Now On Suicide Watch
(GreatAwakening)
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The Pedophile Jefferey Epstein Tries To Arkanacide Himself In New York Jail Cell, Now On Suicide

Watch

https://image.cnbcfm.com/api/v1/image/106012127-1562782068149rts2lp7i.jpg

Accused sex trafficker Jeffrey Epstein is on a suicide watch after the wealth financier was found mysteriously injured in
his cell in a federal jail in New York City, WNBC-TV reported Wednesday night.

According to sources, officials do not know whether the wealthy financier tried to hang himself, if he staged a suicide
attempt, or if he was assaulted.

The former friend of Presidents Donald Trump and Bill Clinton is accused of sexually abusing dozens of young girls at his
New York and Florida residences in the early 2000s.

Accused sex trafficker Jeffrey Epstein is on a suicide watch after the wealth financier was found mysteriously injured in
his cell in a federal jail in New York City, WNBC-TV reported Wednesday night.

Epstein, who was arrested in early July on federal charges, was on the floor of his cell in a fetal position when he was discovered,
sources told NBC. He was semi-conscious and had marks on his neck when he was found.

Epstein may have tried to hang himself in the lower Manhattan lockup, according to sources who spoke with WNBC-TV.

But another source said Epstein’s injuries were not serious, and raised the possibility that he may have used the incident to try
obtain a transfer from the jail.

A fourth source who spoke with NBC said that officials have not ruled out the chance that Epstein was assaulted in the
Metropolitan Correctional Center.

Another inmate in that jail, where Epstein is being held without bail, has been questioned about the incident.

NBC reported that the inmate was Nicholas Tartaglione, a former Orange County, New York, police officer who was arrested in
December 2016 and accused of killing four men in an alleged cocaine distribution conspiracy.

Sources told WNBC that Tartaglione claimed that he did not see anything happen to Epstein, and said he did not touch him.
Tartaglione’s lawyer told the station that his client and Epstein get along with each other, and that Epstein was seen at the jail
Wednesday and appeared to be fine.

Tartaglione has pleaded not guilty in his case. Prosecutors announced in March they would seek the death penalty for the ex-cop.

Spokesman for the Metropolitan Correctional Center, the U.S. Bureau of Prison and the U.S Attorney’s Office for the Southern
District of New York, which is prosecuting Epstein, did not immediately respond to requests for comment.

CNBC has also reached out to Epstein’s lawyers requesting comment.

Bruce Barket, a defense lawyer for Tartaglione, said in an email to CNBC: “Any suggestion that Mr. Tartaglione assault[ed] anyone
is a complete fabrication.”

“This story is being leaked to retaliate against Mr. Tartaglione for complaining to the court about the deplorable
conditions at the MCC,” Barket said.

“We made those complaints on Monday in open court ... We warned the judge that officials at the jail would retaliate
against Nick because we have been exposing the inhumane conditions at the facility.”

Epstein, 66, was indicted this month on charges of sex trafficking and conspiracy to commit sex trafficking in U.S. District Court in
Manhattan. He faces up to 45 years in prison if convicted.

A judge last week denied him bail of upwards of $100 million because he represented a danger to women if released, and his risk
of flight due to his vast wealth.
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of flight due to his vast wealth.

Judge Richard Berman also noted the fact that Epstein had in recent months made large payments to potential witnesses against
him, and the discovery by FBI agents of a trove of lewd photographs of young women at his Manhattan townhouse.

“This newly discovered evidence also suggests that Mr. Epstein poses ‘ongoing and forward-looking danger,’” the
judge wrote. “Mr. Epstein’s dangerousness is considerable and includes sex crimes with minor girls and tampering
with potential witnesses.”

Prosecutors say he sexually abused dozens of underage girls from 2002 through 2005 at his New York City townhouse and Palm
Beach, Florida, who visited him under the guise of giving him massages. Some of the girls were as young as 14 years old.

Epstein pleaded guilty in 2008 to state prostitution charges in Florida related to an underage girl.

He served 13 months in custody in that case, but spent much of that time on work release.

He was not prosecuted on federal charges at the time due to a non-prosecution agreement he reached with the U.S. Attorney’s
Office in Miami, which was headed at the time by Alex Acosta. Acosta resigned this month as U.S. Labor secretary after
controversy over that deal.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/24/jeffrey-epstein-injured-in-federal-jail-in-manhattan.html
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Candace Owens Mocks Ocasio-Cortez : AOC Blocked Me, Remember What I Said, Folks— She Will

Never Ever Debate Her Ideas Because She Is A Fraud And A Liar

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EANNvzSWkAAygGe.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EANNvzSW4AEN5-W.jpg

( Candace Owens Tweet In Link Below )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1153851464667848704

Candace Owens

@RealCandaceO

DEVASTATED to announce that after mocking her intellectual cowardice on stage today at the amazing

@TPUSA teen action summit— @AOC decided to block me.

Remember what I said, folks— she will never ever debate her ideas because she is a fraud and a liar.

I will miss you, @AOC

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1153851464667848704
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Democrats Try And Change The Narrative That There Was No Collusion And No Obstruction, But

Have Failed Proportionately / These 'Democrats Are Fucking Stupid'

https://media14.s-nbcnews.com/j/MSNBC/Components/Video/201907/n_mtpd_full_pelosipress_190724_1920x1080.nbcnews-fp-
1200-630.jpg

Now that the Democrat Party have blown their chance of blaming their impeachment

process on Robert Mueller that they were planning on presenting to the press after the

Mueller Testimony. Will the Liberals choose to waste even more of the American Tax

Payers money on endless investigations that keep coming up blank? It is high time that

the Democrat Party stop believing Hillary Clinton and her Campaign teams lies about

what happened during the 2016 election. The fact alone that Rep. Gohmert told Mueller

today that by delaying his investigation for 2 1/2 years that he , Robert Mueller actually

perpetuated the lies about President Trump that were being claimed by the Democrats.

Donald Trump had every right to defend himself from lies he knew were lies ....... period.

This fake Russian Collusion Lie and Obstruction of Justice charge for protecting his honor

by defending himself , that President Trump Obstructed Justice...is a big ridiculous joke !

These Fucking Democrats Are Stupid

WWG1WGA
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IT'S TIME TO INVESTIGATE MUELLER'S TEAM OF 13 ANGRY DEMOCRAT PUPPETS WHO ACTUALLY
WROTE THE MUELLER REPORT AND WHO ACTUALLY WAS BEHIND THIS WHOLE FAKE COLLUSION
STORY

http://www.freakingnews.com/pictures/42500/Hillary-Clinton-Puppet-s-Revenge--42935.jpg
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ADAM SCHIFF IS SUCH A FUCKING HYPOCRITE / IT'S A CRIME TO ACCEPT INFORMATION FROM FOREIGN
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ADAM SCHIFF IS SUCH A FUCKING HYPOCRITE / IT'S A CRIME TO ACCEPT INFORMATION FROM FOREIGN

ENTITY UNLESS OF COURSE YOU'RE HILLARY CLINTON

The Democrats in Congress are fucking hypocrites by calling President Donald Trump

a criminal for colluding with the Russian Government even though after a 2 1/2 year

investigation by a stacked group of Democrats with a loyalty to Hillary Clinton couldn't

find any collusion with Russia and the Trump Campaign. This hearing with Robert Mueller

was an absolute waste of the American Tax Payers money and this bullshit of non -stop

investigations into President Donald Trump all because the Democrats can't accept the

fact that Donald Trump decimated Hillary Clinton fair and square in the 2016 General Election
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REP. DEVIN NUNEZ JUST MADE ME PROUD TO BE A REPUBLICAN / NUNEZ ASK MUELLER QUESTIONS THAT
SHOCKED THE OLD MAN AND HE COULDN'T ANSWER  (GreatAwakening)
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REP. DEVIN NUNEZ JUST MADE ME PROUD TO BE A REPUBLICAN / NUNEZ ASK MUELLER

QUESTIONS THAT SHOCKED THE OLD MAN AND HE COULDN'T ANSWER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNIipT35Eh4

THE DEMOCRAT BIAS IN THE MUELLER SPECIAL COUNSEL TEAM WAS ABSOLUTELY RIDICULOUS

ROBERT MUELLER HAS JUST KILLED THE DEMOCRATS CHANCE OF TAKING THIS FAKE

RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE ANY FURTHER BECAUSE MUELLER DIDN'T WRITE THIS REPORT SO

IT MUST HAVE BEEN HIS NUMBER 2 GUY ANDREW WEISSMANN, A HILLARY CLINTON

OPERATIVE

THE FAT LADY MUST BE SINGING BECAUSE ROBERT MUELLER'S CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY WAS A WASTE OF
TIME AND MONEY

IT'S OVER FOLKS , THIS HORSE IS DEAD, GREAT JOB REPUBLICANS IN QUESTIONING THIS DEEP STATE

PUPPET ROBERT MUELLER

WWG1WGA
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THE FACT THAT Q'ANON STATES MUELLER IS A PUPPET, STATES ALL WE NEED TO KNOW ... PERIOD
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THE FACT THAT Q'ANON STATES MUELLER IS A PUPPET, STATES ALL WE NEED TO KNOW ...

PERIOD

HILLARY CLINTON HAD A WEIRD CONTROL ON ALL OF THESE PUPPETS THAT

CREATED A FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION STORY TO TRY AND DESTROY TRUMP

FOR THE SAKE OF HILLARY CLINTON AND TRYING TO GET HER ELECTED POTUS

EXCEPT Q'ANON LETS US KNOW THAT ROBERT MUELLER IS A DEEP STATE PUPPET

PLUS THE 3 HILLARY CLINTON USA INTELLIGENCE AGENCY PUPPETS BELOW

https://theconservativetreehouse.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/comey-clapper-and-brennan-2.jpg

BELOW IS Q'ANON'S DROP TODAY

https://www.qmap.pub/read/3473

Qanon

WeAreTheNewsNow

FactsMatter

WWG1WGA

WakeUpAmerica

UnitedNotDivided

SaveAmerica

GreatAwakening
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Boom Jim Jordan Just Blew The Lid Off The Hoax As Mueller Cowers & Refuses To Answer Important Questions Like
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Boom � Jim Jordan Just Blew The Lid Off The Hoax As Mueller Cowers & Refuses To Answer

Important Questions Like Why The Person Who Started The Fake Russia Hoax .....

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1151309279187652609/Xd3KbMBQ_400x400.jpg

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/TheRightMelissa/status/1154049817817112576

Melissa A.

@TheRightMelissa

Replying to @realDonaldTrump @KatiePavlich @FoxNews

Boom � Jim Jordan just blew the lid off the Hoax as Mueller cowers & refuses to answer important

questions like why the person who started the fake Russia hoax was interviewed & not charged for lying but

Trump associates were charged for unrelated & process crimes.

Thank You For The Great Tweet Melissa A.

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/TheRightMelissa/status/1154049817817112576/
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Boom Jim Jordan Just Blew The Lid Off The Hoax As Mueller Cowers & Refuses To Answer Important Questions Like
Why The Person Who Started The Fake Russia Hoax  (theawakening)
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Boom � Jim Jordan Just Blew The Lid Off The Hoax As Mueller Cowers & Refuses To Answer

Important Questions Like Why The Person Who Started The Fake Russia Hoax

( Video of Jim Jordan in the link below )

https://twitter.com/TheRightMelissa/status/1154049817817112576

Melissa A.

@TheRightMelissa

Replying to @realDonaldTrump @KatiePavlich @FoxNews

Boom � Jim Jordan just blew the lid off the Hoax as Mueller cowers & refuses to answer important

questions like why the person who started the fake Russia hoax was interviewed & not charged for lying but

Trump associates were charged for unrelated & process crimes..

Thank You Melissa A. for Your awesome tweet

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/TheRightMelissa/status/1154049817817112576
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Gohmert presses Mueller on Comey friendship, handling of FBI agents  (theawakening)
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Gohmert presses Mueller on Comey friendship, handling of FBI agents

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/house/454488-gohmert-presses-mueller-on-comey-friendship-handling-of-fbi-agents
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Rep. Armstrong Stating Facts That Mueller Couldn't Answer About His Teams Investigators Donating To Trumps
Opponent HRC That Were On The Special Counsels Team Was Bias From It"s Inception  (theawakening)
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THE OBVIOUS BIAS ON SPECIAL COUNSEL'S TEAM IS BEYOND RIDICULOUS OF A TRAVESTY TO ANY SPECIAL
COUNSEL PERIOD

THE MUELLER REPORT MUST NEVER BE TRUSTED

ROBERT MUELLER WAS ABSOLUTELY INVOLVED IN PRESIDENT TRUMPS COUP ATTEMPT
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REPUBLICAN REP. LESKO FROM ARIZONA FINALLY ASKED THE ULTIMATE QUESTION : MR.MUELLER WERE
YOU EVER FIRED FROM SPECIAL COUNSEL / MUELLER - NO  (GreatAwakening)
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SO WHY ARE ALL THE DEMOCRATS COMPLAINING ABOUT PRESIDENT TRUMP

AND THAT HE WANTED TO FIRE MUELLER? IT DOESN'T MATTER WHAT IS HEARD

IN HEARSAY BY DEMOCRATS AROUND THE COUNTRY, BECAUSE ROBERT MUELLER

WAS ABLE TO COMPLETE HIS INVESTIGATION AND HE FOUND THAT PRESIDENT TRUMP

DID NOT HAVE ANY COLLUSION WITH THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT . THIS MEANS THAT

DONALD TRUMP HAD EVERY RIGHT TO SAY WHAT EVER HE WANTED TO DEFEND HIS

HONOR BECAUSE HE KNEW THAT HE NEVER COLLUDED WITH RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT

ON ELECTION MEDDLING. THE FACT THAT THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY NO COLLUSION

WITH THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT AND NOW THEY WANT TO TRY AND CHARGE THE

PRESIDENT WITH A CRIME ANY CRIME SO THEY CAN TRY AND IMPEACH THE PRESIDENT.

THESE DEMOCRATS KNOW THAT BARR IS GOING TO FIND THAT THEY ALL COLLUDED WITH

HILLARY CLINTON AND HER CAMPAIGN , INCLUDING THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA IN A COUP

ATTEMPT AGAINST A SITTING PRESIDENT WHICH IS CALLED SEDITION IN AMERICA. THE

DEMOCRATS ALL KNOW THAT THEY WILL BE FACING CHARGES OF SEDITION IN THE

COLLUDING AGAINST A SITTING PRESIDENT. IT IS THE ONLY REASON WE ARE GOING

THROUGH THIS BULLSHIT MUELLER IN FRONT OF CONGRESS TODAY, MORE WASTED

AMERICAN TAX PAYER MONEY. THIS CONGRESS HAS DONE NOTHING AT ALL SINCE

TAKING BACK THE HOUSE IN THE 2018 ELECTION, EXCEPT WASTE OUR HARD EARNED

TAX DOLLARS. THIS CONGRESS AND ROBERT MUELLER ARE A TRAVESTY TO AMERICA.
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WATCHING THE MUELLER DEBACLE IN CONGRESS, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT ROBERT MUELLER

WAS PART OF THE COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT TRUMP

THIS DIRTY COP DUDE ROBERT MUELLER SHOULD BE IN PRISON RIGHT NOW

https://cdn.newspunch.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Mueller-678x381.jpg

IF ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR DOESN'T CHARGE ROBERT MUELLER

IN A COUP ATTEMPT CONSPIRACY, WHEN BARR IS FINISHED WITH HIS INVESTIGATION

THEN THERE IS NO JUSTICE AND WE MIGHT AS WELL HAVE ANOTHER CIVIL WAR TO SETTLE

THIS WHOLE CORRUPT SYSTEM OF DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS RUNNING OUR

COUNTRY INTO THE GROUND WITH USELESS TAX PAYER MONIES BEING SPENT ON

CORRUPT MOTHER FUCKERS LIKE ROBERT MUELLER TRYING TO SWAY AN INVESTIGATION

TOWARDS A CHARGE OF OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE TO A SITTING PRESIDENT

WHO WAS OBVIOUSLY NOT GUILTY OF A CHARGE THAT HE WAS BEING INVESTIGATED FOR.

ANY PERSON NOT GUILTY OF A CHARGE BEING INVESTIGATED WOULD DO THE SAME AS POTUS DID

AND THAT WAS DEFEND HIS HONOR FROM OBVIOUS DEMOCRAT ACCUSATIONS

IF ROBERT MUELLER WAS NOT INVOLVED IN THE WHOLE COUP ATTEMPT WITH THIS

WHOLE FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE THAT WAS STARTED BY JOHN PODESTA, WHO

WAS HILLARY CLINTON'S CAMPAIGN MANAGER, THEN HE WOULD NOT HAVE STATED THAT:

IF PRESIDENT TRUMP WAS NOT GUILTY I WOULD HAVE SAID SO

THIS STATEMENT SAYS MORE THAN ANY PROSECUTOR SHOULD EVER SAY OR EVEN THINK AS A PROSECUTOR

ROBERT MUELLER IS A CORRUPT HILLARY CLINTON PUPPET WHO IS BEST BUDDIES

WITH JAMES COMEY AND WOULD NEVER TELL THE TRUTH OF WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224
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Is It Only Racist When A Republican Says It? Because Newly Surfaced Ilhan Omar Tweet Sounds A

Lot Like The 'Racist' Claims From Democrats About A Tweet From President Trump

https://assets.rbl.ms/20017072/1200x600.jpg

Critics of Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.) pounced on a resurfaced tweet from the firebrand progressive lawmaker that

appeared to use much of the same wording that she and others called "racist" when employed by President Donald

Trump.

The tweet from Omar read, "we are citizens & can't be deported, why don't we deport you to where ever you came from," and was
a response to a tweet that is no longer available.

Ilhan Omar

 Verified account

@IlhanMN

Replying to @jworiah1

@jworiah1 @stevepratico @bemetor5 @somalisijui we are citizens & can't be deported, why don't we deport you to

where ever you came from

Omar and many more critics of the president assailed him for telling her and three other members of Congress to go back to their
home countries in a pair of tweets that have been widely condemned.

"So interesting to see 'Progressive' Democrat Congresswomen, who originally came from countries whose
governments are a complete and total catastrophe, the worst, most corrupt and inept anywhere in the world (if they
even have a functioning government at all), now loudly and viciously telling the people of the United States, the
greatest and most powerful Nation on earth, how our government is to be run," the president tweeted.

"Why don't they go back and help fix the totally broken and crime infested places from which they came," he added.
"Then come back and show us how it is done."

Although the president defended his tweets vehemently to the media, he relented after the audience at his North Carolina rally
chanted "send her back!" in reference to his tweets.

Defenders of the president noted that he asked for the four women to voluntarily leave. Omar's tweet from 2012 went farther and
threatened to "deport" the critic to whom she was responding.

Here's the latest on the "go back" tweets:

Trump criticizes media reaction to 'send her back' chant

https://youtu.be/htHPVb81aMw via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/old-omar-ilhan-tweets-look-very-racist
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Ted Cruz Calls On FBI Director To Investigate Antifa For 'Masked Anonymous Violent Terrorism'

"These are not isolated instances, but rather that this is a pattern"

https://assets.rbl.ms/20019612/1200x600.jpg

Senator Ted Cruz (R-Texas) urged the director of the FBI on Tuesday to investigate the left-wing Antifa

group over a pattern of "masked anonymous violent terrorism."

Cruz asked FBI Director Christopher Wray whether the FBI was already investigating the group during a hearing of the Senate
Judiciary Committee.

"The group that has called itself Antifa, which ironically is short for anti-fascism, and yet they engage in the conduct
of fascists, they engage in violent protests," said Cruz.

"Masked men and women engaging in physical violence, we saw recently the Rose City chapter of Antifa in Portland,
Oregon, that was assaulting citizens, disrupting traffic, violently assaulted one journalist so severely that he was
hospitalized for brain hemorrhage," he added.

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/SenTedCruz/status/1153713533802164224

Senator Ted Cruz  Verified account

@SenTedCruz

ICYMI at today's @senjudiciary hearing: I urged FBI Director Wray to open a RICO investigation into Antifa.

"Likewise this weekend, a Mr. Willem Van Spronsen, another Antifa terrorist, attacked a U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement center in Tacoma, Washington, igniting a vehicle and attempting to ignite a propane tank,"
Cruz continued.

"I am concerned that these are not isolated instances, but rather that this is a pattern, an organization that has
engaged in masked anonymous violent terrorism," he added. "To what extent is the FBI concerned about the threat
of violent activity from an organization like Antifa?"

Wray responded that the FBI was looking into criminal activity by "anarchistic extremists," some of whom are involved with the
Antifa ideology. Cruz went on to say that the laws which empowered the FBI to investigate groups like the Ku Klux Klan and
organized mob crime should be used to probe criminal activity from members of Antifa.

Here's more about Antifa:

ANTIFA Tries to Firebomb ICE Facility, Media Silent I Pseudo-Intellectual

https://youtu.be/YZDchVGY74g via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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Animal Rights Activists Lock Themselves to Slaughterhouse Conveyor Belt. What Could Possibly

Go Wrong?

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Untitled-design-1.jpg

What would you lay down your life for? Would you face death for your religion? Suffer violence for your political beliefs?
Would you decapitate yourself to save a duck?

While you may not give your life for a duck, one man almost made the ultimate sacrifice for some waterfowl destined for the dinner
table.

As CBS San Francisco Reported, nearly 100 people stormed a California duck farm in June. The horde was from Direct Action
Everywhere, a radical animal rights group that advocates “revolutionary social and political change for animals.”

The group ran into the slaughterhouse and began locking themselves to machinery.

What happened next is painfully obvious to anyone who has ever worked around industrial machinery.

Slaughterhouse Lockdown

https://youtu.be/Vr95Hir8bzw via @YouTube

Thomas Chiang, the man who chained himself to the machinery, quickly became a rallying point for the radical animal rights
activists.

“The activist … was taken away by ambulance and treated for nerve damage and severe pain,” Democracy Now
reported. “He’s since been released from the hospital.”

Chiang’s group tried to blame factory workers for the injury, with no evidence to back up their claims.

“So, what Thomas did was he was one of a number of activists who actually locked his own body and neck to the
slaughter line to show solidarity with the animals,” said Wayne Hsiung, co-founder of Direct Action Everywhere. “And
frankly, the human beings that are being threatened by this industry.”

“But the employees at the farm, in response to this, decided to turn on the assembly line and nearly ripped his head
off.”

Judging by the group’s actions in the video, where at one point they turn to desperately pushing buttons at random to stop the
production line, Chiang’s injuries are more likely the result of his comrades’ ineptitude.

And the group’s incompetence isn’t just a product of their hilarious ground operations.

Direct Action Everywhere is unclear about their plan to feed Earth’s growing population once meat is made a relic of the past.
Ducks’ ability to turn slugs, worms, and other inedible fodder into succulent and nutritious meat is crucial to modern food logistics,
similar to a cow being able to turn grass into a juicy steak.

This radical group is just another example of leftist politics taken to the extreme. Speciesism, a new form of injustice the group
exists to fight, has nearly cost one life already.

If these activists continue invading industrial work areas and randomly hitting buttons, there’s no telling how many other lives will
be put in jeopardy.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/slaughterhouse-conveyor-belt/
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Ilhan Omar Wants To Guarantee Abortions For Illegal Immigrants Because Everything Is Stupid

https://www.redstate.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/ilhan-omar-stinkeye.jpg

The vileness of the left isn’t really surprising anymore, but you are still left wondering just how far they are

willing to go.

On the topic of illegal immigration, we’ve seen them endorse open borders, decriminalizing of illegal crossings, and free
healthcare for illegal immigrants. Those things alone are so illogical and counter productive that you’d hope it would satisfy
their left-wing urges for at least a few years.

That’s not the case though. The crazy train is only accelerating, which means that the left have moved from free healthcare
for illegal aliens to Illegal aliens must have access to abortion in the span of just a few weeks.

Ilhan Omar

✔ @IlhanMN

No one should fear receiving medical care because they are undocumented. We must ensure that all people in our

country have access to reproductive health care.https://www.vox.com/2019/7/22/20698285/immigration-ice-raids-

cities-pregnancy-abortion-health …

https://cdn.vox-cdn.com/uploads/chorus_image/image/64779542/GettyImages_1017806756.0.jpg

The entire premise of the article Omar is linking is that illegal immigrants, fearing deportation and not having the necessary
resources, are avoiding “reproductive healthcare,” including abortions. Sure, they give a nod to pre-natal care, but we all
know the real issue at play here because it’s the one most focused on.

As I wrote this morning, support for providing illegal immigrants with free healthcare is extremely low (only 33% support with
a slim majority of even Democrats against). How low should one assume support for giving them taxpayer funded abortions
would be? Perhaps a polling company could bother asking that since it’s being made an issue.

What makes this all especially ridiculous is that the U.S. government is about to pass an awful budget deal that puts our
deficit over one trillion dollars in 2020. All parties share the blame for such a travesty, but on this specific topic, the fiscal
realities show we simply can not afford to start handing out free healthcare and abortions to every person in the word who
manages to sneak across the border (which Democrats want decriminalized, effectively doing away with all enforcement).

I would also be remiss if I wrote an article discussing abortion without pointing out the fact that the procedure involves
killing a child in the womb. A scientifically provable, separate human being with separate DNA is being scrambled and
sucked up with a hose. Democrats inexplicably support this procedure up until the point of birth now (and some even after
birth). That’s pure depravity and history isn’t going to be kind to those who supported such.

But this is the modern Democrat party. Something as mundane as the Hyde Amendment, which bars federal funding for
abortions and enjoys widespread support among Americans, must now be rejected or the left will savage you. Their
radicalism isn’t going to stop and the most insane portions of their party are taking center stage.

( LINK BELOW )
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Never one to pass up an opportunity to bash President Donald Trump, or anyone associated with him, actress

Nancy Lee Grahn attacked his daughter Ivanka for tweeting a picture of her family’s new pet — a dog named Winter.

Ivanka’s tweet came Saturday as part of her daughter Arabella’s birthday celebration.

“Meet Winter, Arabella’s birthday dream come true and the newest member of the Kushner family!” Trump wrote.
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“Meet Winter, Arabella’s birthday dream come true and the newest member of the Kushner family!” Trump wrote.

Ivanka Trump

 Verified account*

@IvankaTrump

Meet Winter, Arabella’s birthday dream come true and the newest member of the Kushner family! 

The dog had been a surprise birthday gift and leftists wasted no time using the heartwarming birthday gesture to
demonstrate their depraved political fervor.

Grahn, of course, seized the opportunity to employ every tried and true Hollywood leftist’s favorite strategy: calling right-
leaning people Nazis.

“How darling. I see you skipped a rescue and went straight to an Aryan breeder. Does it sit and sieg heil yet?” Grahn
asked, noting that the dog had committed the cardinal sin of being white.

Ivanka Trump

✔ @IvankaTrump

Meet Winter, Arabella’s birthday dream come true and the newest member of the Kushner family! 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_9vdFtWsAEfsxv.jpg

Nancy Lee Grahn

 Verified account

@NancyLeeGrahn

Replying to @IvankaTrump

How darling. I see you skipped a rescue and went straight to an Aryan breeder. Does it sit and sieg heil yet?

In any normal world, Trump’s tweet amounts to little more than a mother posting a photo of a cute family pet.

But the left is insistent that we all be dragged into a world that is anything but sane over the last handful of years. To them,
everything related to Donald Trump is Nazism — even his Jewish daughter’s dog.

Grahn’s smear didn’t go unnoticed, with many Twitter users chimed in to call out the patent absurdity.

Nancy Lee Grahn

 Verified account

@NancyLeeGrahn

How darling. I see you skipped a rescue and went straight to an Aryan breeder. Does it sit and sieg heil yet?

Qmprt 

@qmprt

Replying to @NancyLeeGrahn @IvankaTrump

When you want to see racism, you'll find a way.

Even if it's a puppy.

Nancy Lee Grahn

✔ @NancyLeeGrahn

Replying to @IvankaTrump

How darling. I see you skipped a rescue and went straight to an Aryan breeder. Does it sit and sieg heil yet?

kimberly shae

@kssconservative

really... you sent this to a Jewish family.... no tact...

One user wrote, “really… you sent this to a Jewish family…. no tact…”

Grahn is no stranger to criticizing Trump and doing battle on the web with his supporters.

The actress made headlines last month for posting photos of detained illegal immigrants and blaming the president for the
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The actress made headlines last month for posting photos of detained illegal immigrants and blaming the president for the
conditions they lived in.

Nancy Lee Grahn

✔ @NancyLeeGrahn

Trump administration is forcing children 2 sleep on cement floor with an aluminum blanket & lights on all night. Sarah

Fabian from DOJ argued in court that it was good enough & soap was unnecessary. Companies making 750 a kid a

day to torture them.

“Trump administration is forcing children 2 sleep on cement floor with an aluminum blanket & lights on all night.
Sarah Fabian from DOJ argued in court that it was good enough & soap was unnecessary,” Grahn wrote.

“Companies making 750 a kid a day to torture them,” she added.

That time, however, eagle-eyed social media users were quick to point out the fact that an Obama-era timestamp was
suspiciously cropped out.

Caleb Hull

✔ @CalebJHull

30,000 retweets for this total lie.

These pictures are from 2015 and Nancy cropped the time stamp out of the top left.

This only further proves the media took an 8 year nap under Obama.

https://twitter.com/NancyLeeGrahn/status/1142089522487762944 …

Caleb Hull

✔ @CalebJHull

Oh look, the time stamp.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9zMrJ5XsAAV-9A.jpg

“Oh look, the time stamp,” reporter Caleb Hull responded, revealing an doctored version of the photograph Grahn had
used.

Fortunately for conservatives, Grahn is a prime example of Trump Derangement Syndrome.

She, and coastal elite leftists like her, are blissfully unaware of their own foolishness. And, little do they know, that
foolishness may as well go down as the single greatest contribution to Trump’s 2020 reelection campaign.

Openly lying and attacking puppies does not make for a good look, and the American people can see right through it.

( LINK BELOW )
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Life as a “LGBTQ2SIA & human rights activist” is really difficult for Jessica Yaniv.
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Jessica Yaniv

@trustednerd

One proud lesbian. I'll never give up fighting for human rights equality. #LGBTQoftwitter

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9N0BvzVAAA8gAN.jpg

Especially after salons in British Colombia found out Jessica is actually a dude — and that he’s looking to cash in that
coupon for a Brazilian wax.

Seriously, he does that.

But trying to get unsuspecting estheticians to wax his junk isn’t Yaniv’s only social contribution.

He also promotes pool parties.

Specifically, Yaniv is promoting the “Youth All-Bodies Swim for LGBTQ2S+ Youth And Their Allies.” The promotional
materials make it clear that the party is for youths as young as 12 years of age.

But the story really gets hairy when you check out the rules for the pool party that the biologically male Yaniv is promoting.

Rule number 1: No parents.

Why would a biologically male person promote a pool party for a group of teen girls and ban parents from attending?

According to Yaniv, it allows the “kids to be themselves” and is “great for their health.”

Jessica Yaniv

@trustednerd

Replying to @ThatPurplePeng1 @Ofthelot and 2 others

No parents there allowing kids to be themselves is an amazing idea and great for their health

But that’s not the only rule. Not by a long shot.

Rule number 2: the attendees, both boys and girls, are allowed to go topless.

Yaniv originally asked, “what’s the problem with 12 year old topless girls? Let them be theirselves” before deleting the tweet.

Just a Man ��

@OldSchoolLib

Why delete this @trustednerd?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_MJctJXoAUfbbD.jpg

Jessica Yaniv

@trustednerd

I changed the tweet. But I’m still affirming my position that if these girls, boys, and non-binary youth want to be topless
and attend, let them! No harm in supporting #LGBTQ

Yaniv then doubled down. “I’m still affirming my position that if these girls, boys, and non-binary youth want to be topless
and attend, let them!”

Jessica Yaniv

@trustednerd

Replying to @trustednerd @pooheadjenkins

This is an event that was not organized by me, for LGBTQ2S+ youth to swim in a safe place. They were allowed to

be topless as it is a no shame event. 12-24 year olds were invited to swim topless. Mostly girls registered. Nothing

wrong with the event at all. Anti-LGBT shutit down.

Let’s rehearse what we’ve learned today.

As a parent of young girls, I’m trying to imagine my response if a local man, hot off of being rejected for a quality nether-
region waxing, showed up at my door to invite my children to a pool party — and then told me I couldn’t come but that my
little girls would be welcome to go sans top.
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little girls would be welcome to go sans top.

My response would create a problem an esthetician couldn’t fix.

There is a solution to this problem that doesn’t involve fire-bombing Canada. Thanks for asking.

God made human beings male and female. And that creation category is neither accidental nor optional. When the culture
around us seems to be disintegrating into madness, when we’ve slipped far down the slope, only a timeless truth will hold.

( link below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/transgender-lesbian-man-promotes-topless-pool-party-teen-girls-no-parents-allowed/
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President Trump Reminds Young Patriots That Winning It Isn't About Trump, But It Is About All Of

Us - The United States Of America's Citizens Winning

( God Bless President Donald Trump For Being Such A Great Leader )

@Stonenchizel

https://s.hdnux.com/photos/01/04/21/44/17897767/3/920x920.jpg

As President Donald Trump spoke to the Conservative Teens at Turning Point USA Summit

he made sure to remind all of the Young Conservatives in attendance at the Conservative Event

that winning isn't about Donald Trump but it's about All of Us, meaning all of the USA Citizens

winning. The future of the Republican Party looks very strong when you see these Young Americans

with so much enthusiasm and hope for America because they see a great leader like President

Donald Trump changing the way American's feel about the United States of America. The People

are so proud to be part of such a great movement in turning around the way America is seen

in the world. Since America has taken off like a rocket ship thrust upward when it's engines are

set to thrust forward and upward, the same thing has happened to America's Economy under

the leadership of President Donald Trump. Trump has proven that you don't have to be a

politician to Make America Great Again, all you have do is want to make it great again.

Donald Trump has proven that he is the perfect business man for the job as President of

The United States of America. Trump will surely win the 2020 election overwhelmingly

over who ever the Democrats end up running against Donald Trump in the General

Election. The shear fact that our Economy is kicking ass and Trump has made the USA

a country that is respected and feared again by our adversary's and that's a good thing too.

America will lead the world into the next decade and the next century because The USA

is absolutely the greatest country ever to be constituted to establish such an enormously

awesome country that has been brought into existence with the Blood Sweat and Tears of the

American hero's that fought and died for this great country to have the freedoms that we do have*.

I Thank God daily for President Donald Trump and his Team of American Hero's that are

working daily to make America the greatest nation on earth.

God Bless The United States of America

Where We Go One We Go All !
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Watch: Found Pelosi Video Shows Her Being Massively Racist by Today’s Democrats’ Standards,

Says She Doesn’t Want More Illegals

https://radioimg.s3.amazonaws.com/knxam/styles/nts_image_cover_tall_775x425/s3/ap_nancy_pelosi2.jpg

An old clip of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has surfaced online, and based on a lot of current Democratic rhetoric, it
shows a very racist Pelosi. (For the record, I don’t think this was racist, but I’m not the one she has to convince.)

The 2008 clip shows Pelosi addressing reporters at a House speaker news conference.

The clip picks up as a reporter’s question ends and the California Democrat responds, “Securing the border is the first principle we
all have when we talk about the immigration issue.”

That’s fine, mostly. Today’s more radical Democrats might criticize her for suggesting that we should even have a border, but
that’s not as charged as a suggestion as what was soon to come out of Pelosi’s mouth.

After some rambling about being smart in the way we secure the border, Pelosi dropped what would be considered a racial nuke
among Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Rashida Tlaib, Ilhan Omar and their “squad” hangers-on.

Pelosi said, “We need to address the challenge of immigration. … We certainly don’t want any more [illegals] coming in.”

Video below

https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4808811/pelosi-immigration-2008

Now to you, me and any other reasonable person, there’s absolutely nothing wrong with what Pelosi said.

In fact, it sounds very similar to statements made by countless conservatives and even the most powerful Democrats of the last
30 years — Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama.

But today, with AOC and her ilk commanding the media’s attention, a statement like that could be instantly decried as racist.

Doubt me? Look at footage from confrontations between radical leftists and supporters of President Donald Trump. Trump
supporters are blanketly labeled racists, yet all they want is enforcement of laws Congress passed.

Trump supporters appear to be extremely pro-immigrant but very anti-illegal alien. That nuance, however, doesn’t
matter to radical leftists during confrontations. They will still paint the Trumpers as vile racists, filled with hate and barely
checking their violent tendencies.

They charge racism against anyone who wants immigration laws enforced, which apparently, in 2008, included Nancy Pelosi.

So what to do with Pelosi and her would-be racist statements?

First, we acknowledge that even a broken clock is right twice per day.

She’s right. We don’t want more illegals coming to the U.S. We want legal immigrants, not illegal aliens. Legal
immigrants help build our economy, bring skills we might need and provide labor in areas we struggle to fill.

Illegals may provide cheap labor, but they also present security, health and safety risks, and they often bring innocent, vulnerable
children along with them on the incredibly dangerous underground journey to enter the U.S. illegally.

Second, we play the clip nonstop, reminding the American people that in a scant 11 years, the Democratic Party has lost whatever
remained of its mind.

Third, we do our best to force the left to have this fight among themselves. A divided left is good for America. As the fringe left
becomes more extreme in its rhetoric and attempts to stamp out moderate Democrats, the American people will begin to see just
how dangerous it is.

Finally, to Nancy Pelosi, let me say that I don’t think you’re a racist. But it’s not me you have to convince. It’s the people who’ve
believed your rhetoric and taken it to the next level. And they’re not nearly as reasonable or forgiving as I am.

You made this bed, now you have to sleep in it. Sweet dreams.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-pelosi-video-found-showing-massively-racist-todays-democrats-standards-says-doesnt-
want-illegals/
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Hillary Clinton's 'Weasel (Comey)' Had An Agent Spying On Trump Inside The White House

According To DOJ Report

https://www.redstate.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/james-comey-2.jpg

The struggle for Democrats to nail President Donald Trump with anything that they could generated no shortage of
conspiracies and suspicions. One, in particular, is that FBI Director James Comey was trying his level best to bring
Trump down from the inside.

Now it would appear that these suspicions are true, as a report is going to be filed quite shortly showing that Comey was
attempting to get dirt on Trump by planting an agent inside the White House to collect information against Trump, according to
Real Clear Politics. Comey was apparently doing this while assuring Trump that there was no action being taken against him by
the FBI:

Sources tell RealClearInvestigations that Justice Department Inspector General Michael Horowitz will soon file a report with
evidence indicating that Comey was misleading the president. Even as he repeatedly assured Trump that he was not a
target, the former director was secretly trying to build a conspiracy case against the president, while at times acting as an
investigative agent.

Two U.S. officials briefed on the inspector general’s investigation of possible FBI misconduct said Comey was essentially
“running a covert operation against” the president, starting with a private “defensive briefing” he gave Trump just weeks
before his inauguration. They said Horowitz has examined high-level FBI text messages and other communications
indicating Comey was actually conducting a “counterintelligence assessment” of Trump during that January 2017 meeting in
New York.

In addition to adding notes of his meetings and phone calls with Trump to the official FBI case file, Comey had an agent
inside the White House who reported back to FBI headquarters about Trump and his aides, according to other officials
familiar with the matter.

Real Clear noted that the motivations aren’t completely out in the open as to why Comey would do this yet, but Republicans are
positive that this was another way that some were attempting to stop the Trump presidency for the same reasons that Peter
Strzok was; political motivation.

How deep this rabbit hole goes is anyone’s guess. It’s doubtful Comey was doing this of his own accord and likely would have had
co-conspirators in their mission to bring down an entire presidency from the inside. Rest assured that this investigation is going to
turn up a lot more in the future.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.redstate.com/brandon_morse/2019/07/22/comey-agent-spying-trump-inside-white-house/
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IF MUELLER'S A PUPPET THEN ANON's & AUTIST's WHO'S THE BIG BAD WEASEL

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EAHfomIUEAA5nbI.png
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President Trump Agrees On Live TV To Play A Huge Roll For Peace And Be Mediator Between

Pakistan And KASHMIR (corrected)

https://s.hdnux.com/photos/01/04/20/25/17892719/3/920x920.jpg

This guy Donald Trump is unbelievably a modern day hero in the world

He is truly blessed by God and an absolute Great President for the USA

Thank God for President Donald Trump and his vision for America and the World
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‘I Don’t Want To Kill 10 Million People’: Trump Says He Could Win Afghanistan War In 10 Days

( Can you imagine the crying and bitching that the Mainstream Media is going to do about this statement from POTUS ? )

@Stonenchizel

https://d3i6fh83elv35t.cloudfront.net/static/2018/02/RTX4IIQP-1024x678.jpg

US President Donald Trump is seeking help from Pakistan to extricate Washington from the war in Afghanistan, saying
that he could “win” that war in a week if he wanted to kill millions and wipe off the country.

“I could win that war in a week,” Trump said on Monday, as he met with Pakistani PM Imran Khan at the White House.

“Afghanistan would be wiped off the face of the earth... literally in 10 days.”

“I don’t want to go that route,” the president added. “I don’t want to kill 10 million people.”

Instead, Trump said, Pakistan will help “extricate” the US from the long war in Afghanistan the previous administrations have got
entangled in.

( Story in the link below )

https://www.rt.com/usa/464782-trump-war-afghanistan-win/
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In A City Full Of illegals The One Place Where You Don't Find Illegals Is At Jury Duty

Hi Patriots , it's @Stonenchizel - Today I woke up in a grumpy mood because I had to report to Jury Duty. Just knowing what
some of the cases that I might be assigned to for Jury Duty had My mood in a funky blah mood. But then I thought this might
even be a good case if I'm appointed to this certain case that I read about yesterday in My local newspaper on line. It's a case
where a group of gang bangers had been involved in a drive by shooting case that sprung from a couple of murders that had
happened as a response to other gang offenses that kept escalating to the point of where 3 people were shot dead in the end of
the whole debacle that all started with someone flashing gang insignia to another gang member from the opposite gang. That
Norteno gang runs most of the drugs in the tri county area. Now Me being an old veteran in the wrong business in My county, I
thought what an awesome chance to be involved in such an awesome case. But when the Lawyers from the Defendant asked his
first question, I guess I answered it too honestly because I was dismissed so fast and it all ended so quick. Needless to say I was
dismissed and will not be serving on any Jury this year because My response to the first question I was asked. :

Q. Are you involved or connected to any gangs here in the county?

A. Hell No! These punks now a days have no morals and wouldn't know respect if Bitch Slapped them in the face with My
bare hamds

Needless to say I was dismissed!

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS AMERICA

wwg1wga
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In 2020 The American Voters Have A Choice Of Strengthening America Or Turning It 'Into A Shit

Hole Like Venezuela'

Senior White House adviser Stephen Miller said voters have a choice between a leader who will seek to strengthen

America's western values or someone who will morph the country into Venezuela, during an interview on "Fox News

Sunday."

Chris Wallace mentioned Trump's ongoing feud with the four progressive congresswomen known as "the squad" and asked why he
thought their incendiary comments were any worse than Trump's public statements.

"It’s really the heart of the debate that we're having in this country right now," Miller said. "Anybody who's
running for office, right, left, or center, always points out where they think America can do better -- where
they think America needs to go. But there is a fundamental distinction between people who think that we
need to lean into, and strengthen America’s core values, whether it be our constitutional values, the rule of
law, the principles of western civilization -- or people who think that we basically need to turn America into
Venezuela."

Wallace interrupted Miller to discuss the merits of having a free marketplace of ideas, and he responded by reiterating the massive
political differences between the president and his opponents.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6034364002001/#sp=show-clips

"What I’m saying is, there’s a canyon-sized difference between saying that we need to have better
enforcement of our immigration laws to protect U.S. citizens, that we need to have better trade deals to end
the deindustrialization --," Miller said before Wallace jumped back in.

"That isn't what I’m talking about. That’s not what I’m talking about," Wallace replied.

"The president ran a campaign that can be summarized in two words: 'America first.' There’s a huge
difference between 'America first' and an ideology that runs down America," Miller shot back.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6034892994001/#sp=show-clips

Wallace said part of Trump's 2016 campaign involved promising to prosecute and imprison Hillary Clinton and encouraging the
"lock her up" chant, but Miller said the president's only concern has been putting America first.

"The core element of the president’s philosophy is 'America first.' Saying that America needs to improve to
get closer to an 'America first' ideal, as the president did as a candidate, criticizing [former President]
Obama, criticizing our trade deals, our foreign policy deals, our immigration policies, is out of love for
America. Saying, as Representative [Alexandria] Ocasio-Cortez did, that illegal immigrants are in effect more
American than Americans, is fundamentally an anti-American statement," Miller said.

Ocasio-Cortez had told MSNBC's Rachel Maddow following a speech from President Trump this past January: "The
women and children on the border that are trying to seek refuge and seek opportunity in the United States of America
with nothing but the shirt on their backs are acting more American than any person who seeks to keep them out ever
will be."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/media/white-house-adviser-stephen-miller-venezuela-america
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Pennsylvania Mayor That Refused To Raise The Gay Pride Flag Over City Hall, Over Its Ties To ‘The

Liberal Political Movement’ / Finally A Mayor That Did't Forget He Has A Set Of Nuts’

(A Mayor that did"t forget he has a set of nuts, so fuck these democrats and their stupid ideas)

https://www.dailywire.com/sites/default/files/styles/article_full/public/uploads/2019/06/gettyimages-800789024.jpg

“The mayor’s position is that he does not support flags being up that support political movements and he

views that as a political movement,”

( You can catch the whole story in the link below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/pennsylvania-mayor-refuses-raise-pride-flag-ties-political-movement/

Sorry if anyone was offended by this post , but I'm checking out a new format to see how it works

@Stonenchizel
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Viral Video Shows Rashida Tlaib Being Forcibly Dragged Out Of Trump Campaign Event In 2016 By

Secret Service 'You Guys Are Crazy!'

'You guys are crazy!'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19942511/1200x600.jpg

Hundreds of protesters were forcibly removed from Donald Trump's campaign rallies during his historic run to the White
House in 2016. Now we know that Rep. Rashida Tlaib (D-Mich.) was one such protester.

Newly surfaced video shows Secret Service agents forcibly removing an angry and shouting Tlaib during a Trump campaign event
in Detroit in 2016.

"You guys are crazy!" Tlaib screams at Trump supporters as agents restrains her.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/RitaPanahi/status/1152726699777220608

*Rita Panahi

 Verified account

@RitaPanahi

My god! Tlaib back in 2016.

Potato Tomato �

The interruption came during a speech that then-candidate Trump gave at the Detroit Economic Club in August 2016. A dozen
other women joined Tlaib to create a commotion during his speech.

Tlaib, who formally served as a Michigan state representative, later boasted about her protest in an essay in the Detroit Free
Press.

Tlaib wrote:

I can't describe the fear that gripped me when I rose in front of nearly 2,000 professionals at this tony, corporate setting. I watched
as Trump supporters taunted the women who stood before me as they were aggressively and briskly led to the exits. I froze,
feeling the anger around me that would make anyone tremble. Yet, I could only think of the unwavering love for my two sons to
find the courage to do my own part.

Watching my 11-year old's anxiety increase the more he hears from his friends about what Donald Trump said or wants to do if he
is elected has been heartbreaking. So when I heard Trump was coming to Detroit to speak only a few miles from our home, I
couldn't say no when I was offered a ticket to attend his speech.

I told Trump that "our children deserve better" and I asked him to provide a better example to our kids. I implored him to read the
U.S. Constitution. And then I was grabbed by several security personnel who physically moved me to the exit while I continued to
express my concerns.

Perhaps the most ironic part of the incident is that the man who filmed Tlaib told her to "get a job." Well, she did.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/viral-video-shows-rashida-tlaib-being-tossed-from-trump-campaign-event-in-2016-by-secret-service
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IF WE LOOK BACK' THAT'S WHAT HABBENED'

http://i.imgur.com/ClVzd6I.jpg

IF WE LOOK BACK AT THE WEEK IN PICTURES AND IT ALL

STARTED WITH AOC CALLING NANCY PELOSI A RACIST

https://i0.wp.com/www.powerlineblog.com/ed-assets/2019/07/Screen-Shot-2019-07-16-at-11.31.31-PM.png

THEN AOC AND HER SQUAD OF FRESHMEN CONGRESS WOMEN OF COLOR

IMAGINED TEAMING UP AND THEY WOULD TIE AND ATTACK THE SPEAKER PELOSI

https://i1.wp.com/www.powerlineblog.com/ed-assets/2019/07/Screen-Shot-2019-07-12-at-3.14.42-PM.jpg

JUST AS THE LIBERAL SQUAD DECIDED THEY WERE WOULD TAKE CONTROL

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP DECIDED TO DEFEND PELOSI -NOT A RACIST

https://i1.wp.com/www.powerlineblog.com/ed-assets/2019/07/Screen-Shot-2019-07-18-at-11.17.02-AM.png

BUT IN A WORLD WHERE DEMOCRATS CALL GOOD BAD AND BAD GOOD

BE HAPPY WE HAVE A PRESIDENT WHO IS WILLING TO TEL LIT LIKE IT IS

https://i2.wp.com/www.powerlineblog.com/ed-assets/2019/07/IMG_1908.jpg

DEMOCRATS WILL BE THE CRAZY LOONEY FUCKERS THAT THEY ARE WITH CRAP POLICIES

SO THEY SCREAM FROM THE ROOFTOPS, LOOK OVER THERE HE'S WHITE NATIONALIST RACIST

https://i2.wp.com/www.powerlineblog.com/ed-assets/2019/07/Screen-Shot-2019-07-16-at-11.48.48-AM.png

THEN THE WHOLE ESTABLISHMENT FOLLOWS SUIT AND CLAIMS HE'S A RACIST

https://i2.wp.com/www.powerlineblog.com/ed-assets/2019/07/Screen-Shot-2019-07-19-at-11.40.24-AM.png

BUT WHEN YOU ARE A BAD ASS PRESIDENT AND YOUR ECONOMY IS KICKING ASS

YOU JUST DO WHAT YOU DO BECAUSE YOU KNOW THAT YOU ARE DRIVING THEM ALL CRAZY

https://i2.wp.com/www.powerlineblog.com/ed-assets/2019/07/Screen-Shot-2019-07-16-at-11.31.10-PM.png

THAT'S WHY I LIKE MOST PATRIOTS LOVE PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

BECAUSE HE IS TRULY A GIFT FROM GOD TO THIS COUNTRY AT THIS TIME

THANK GOD WE HAVE SUCH AN AWESOME PRESIDENT IN DONALD TRUMP, HAVE A GREAT

WEEKEND PATRIOTS AND TAKE SOME TIME TO TELL YOUR FAMILY YOU LOVE THEM

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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A Delusional AOC Literally Thinks She’s The Successor To the Civil Rights Movement

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Alexandria-Ocasio-Cortez-Bloody-Sunday.jpg

As we’ve watched the ascendancy of “the squad” — progressive freshman Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

of New York, Ilhan Omar of Minnesota, Ayanna Pressley of Massachusetts and Rashida Tlaib of Michigan —

as the new faces of the Democratic Party over the past week, the common quip has been that they’re the

political version of the Beatles.

(The joke is usually so that the attendant wisecrack — that Pressley is the Ringo Starr of the group — can also be
shoehorned in.)

The problem with this comparison is that they’re a little more Oasis than they are the Beatles, and not just because the Fab
Four were actually good.

If you missed Oasis back in the 1990s, here’s a quick explainer: They thought they were the next Beatles until they
collapsed under the weight of their own arrogance and addictions.

The two chief members were brothers Noel and Liam Gallagher; Noel was an accomplished songwriter who was a bit of a
jerk while Liam was a brainless hooligan with a messianic complex who was also a massive jerk.

Both of them constantly squabbled, and very publicly at that. There were three other members who were important to the
group’s success but otherwise disposable unless they’d gotten themselves embroiled in some sort of controversy.

In short: House Speaker Nancy Pelosi of California is Noel, Ocasio-Cortez is Liam and the other three “squad” members are
the random faceless guys in Oasis who served mostly to back up the Gallaghers and try — somewhat unsuccessfully — to
stay out of trouble.

As exhibit A to prove my theory, I present to you Ocasio-Cortez’s Liam-esque speech at a rally in suburban Maryland on
Thursday. The democratic socialist explicitly said she was picking up the mantle of the civil rights movement and running
with it, and that “the squad” was involved in transformative politics.

“I think a lot about this overall moment,” Ocasio-Cortez said at the Thursday rally in the D.C. suburbs, which was
hosted by Maryland Democrat Rep. Jamie Raskin, according to Breitbart. “Not just today, not just this week, but
really just this larger moment that we’re in politically.”

“And I really do believe that we’re in a moment where we are picking up where the civil rights movement left off,” she
added. “I think that’s where we’re at.”

And she made it clear who was responsible for that moment.

“It took … over 240 years for us to get Ayanna Pressley in Congress,” Ocasio-Cortez said. “It’s taken us 240 years
for us to get Ilhan Omar in Congress.”

“It has taken us 240 years to get Rashida Tlaib,” Ocasio-Cortez added.

“It’s taken us 240 years for us to have this unique composite of a Congress in this moment, and we will not go back,”
she continued.

https://www.facebook.com/FoxNews/videos/518268378916800/

“We will not go back to the days of injustice,” she said. “We will not go back; we will go forward. But we sure as hell
will not stand still.”

Liam would have been proud.

Of course, what would you have expected from a public figure who vouchsafed to us that we had 12 years to fix the planet
before we all die, said that ICE detention facilities were “concentration camps” and gave us the Green New Deal.

According to The Washington Post, the speech was part of Raskin’s “Democracy Summer” series — a series which usually
doesn’t draw huge audiences.

Thursday was an exception.

“[A]fter his office announced Ocasio-Cortez’s appearance last week, his phone began to ring endlessly,” The Post
reported. “Within hours, all 700 tickets were gone, and his office had to start a waiting list.”

“Usually I’m the attraction, which tells you about our comparative popular appeal,” Raskin said in a paean to Ocasio-
Cortez prior to the rally. “She makes news when she gets a cup of water.”

A cup of water which, according to Noel — err, Nancy, could have won her district once it got past the primary stage.
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A cup of water which, according to Noel — err, Nancy, could have won her district once it got past the primary stage.

I admit there are a few flaws in my Oasis theory, granted.

Omar has certainly made more headlines than, say, bassist Paul “Guigsy” McGuigan.

Of course, most of these headlines before this week had to do with her anti-Semitic prattling. Some of the headlines this
week still had to do with that garbage, as Omar introduced a resolution in support of the anti-Semitic Boycott, Divestment,
Sanctions movement which seeks to treat Israel as an apartheid state.

However, Ocasio-Cortez and Pelosi continue to be the two prime movers in the whole “squad” controversy, even if Ocasio-
Cortez (and the rest of the team) don’t feel any particular kindness toward the House speaker who led their party to a
majority in the 2018 midterms.

After all, “the squad” is the future, according to Ocasio-Cortez. American democracy has been waiting 240 years for them
— and they arrived not a minute too soon.

They’re going to take up the mantle of Martin Luther King and Medgar Evers. They’re going to Make America Great for the
First Time. And if you’re a bitter clinger, well, you’re going to be on the losing side of history.

“America has always been the story of those fighting to advance the rights of others and some clinging to the past to
preserve the rights of a few,” Ocasio-Cortez said in one particularly straw man-tastic part of her speech.

And you’d better thank your lucky stars you have Ocasio-Cortez and “the squad” making sure they’re advancing the rights
of others.

I mean, that’s what socialism has done throughout history, right?

Well, no, not really. In fact, quite the opposite.

But that’s OK, really.

After all, Oasis was a spent cultural force after just two albums and roughly three years. “The squad” doesn’t

produce albums (at least I hope that’s not on their plate), but three years sounds about right.

Shame, really, since we’ve been waiting for them to show up for 240 years.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/aoc-literally-thinks-successor-civil-rights-movement/
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Large Group Of Migrants Storm Border, Assault CBP Agents Leaving Several Reportedly Injured

Nearly 50 migrants were part of the attack

https://assets.rbl.ms/19941919/1200x600.jpg

One of the busiest ports of entry on the southern United States border had to be temporarily closed on Friday after a
large group of immigrants stormed the border and confronted Border Patrol agents.

Nearly 50 migrants attempted to illegally enter the U.S. Friday morning by storming the border in "waves," Customs and Border
Protection said in a statement.

As a result, the The Pharr International Bridge was temporarily closed.

"At about 4 a.m. [Friday], a group of 47 undocumented individuals attempted to illegally enter the United States in
three waves via the Pharr International Bridge. Ignoring commands to stop, the group suddenly rushed the temporary
barricades, bent metal poles and disabled the concertina wire affixed to the barrier," CBP said.

The migrants ignored commands to "stop," bypassed blockade structures, and confronted immigration agents. Several male
migrants reportedly assaulted officers, and even attempted to grab their "protective devices," according to KGBT-TV.

Immigration authorities deployed tear gas and pepper balls to stop the attack.

In all, authorities apprehended 16 individuals, two of which were charged with interference, KGBT reported. Mexican authorities
apprehended the remaining migrants.

Several CBP officers were injured in the attack, but are expected to be OK, the New York Post reported.

( STORY LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/large-group-of-migrants-storm-border-confront-cbp-agents-leaving-several-reportedly-injured

It's time to start shooting these criminals trying to break into our country illegally

And start treating them like the Outlaws that they truly are breaking our laws.

If any of us citizen's were to do these things we would be thrown into jail and

and charged with a crime or even a few crimes because we would be expected

to pay the cost of the court and a fine and even maybe prison time. Now does that

sound like the Democrats are doing their hob in Congress , because it doesn't

to Me.

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Candace Owens : Einstein’s Definition Of Insanity. DNC Strategy 2020: Let’s Accuse 80% Of the

Population Of Being Deplorable Racists. That’ll Work

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1031586214548267009/oFJ3JNLB_400x400.jpg

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

DNC strategy 2016: Let’s accuse half the population of being deplorable racists. That’ll work.

DNC strategy 2020: Let’s accuse 80% of the population of being deplorable racists. That’ll work.

Einstein’s definition of insanity.

Now Patriots We know that the recent polls are controlled by the

Deep State Cabal and their Mainstream Media trying to control

the narrative of optics in society. Except all you have to do is watch

just one of President Trump's Rallies compared to any of the Democrat

Candidates rallies that he is running against in the 2020 General Election.

Just like they did with the Fake Polls in 2016 the Deep State will once

again try this same old trick because they have one way of doing politics

and it is obvious that Donald Trump has decimated their best efforts

in the 206 elections and will do the same thing in the 2020 election also

God Bless President Trump and keep him safe through all the stops he

will be doing on the campaign trail this election cycle. Amen

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )
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NEW : North Carolina, During The Past 18 Months, More Than 331 Illegal Aliens Charged With 1,172

Child Rapes And Child Sexual Assaults, Data Collected By An Independent Researcher

https://img.theepochtimes.com/assets/uploads/2019/07/17/Mugshots-700x420.png

Ryan Saavedra

 Verified account

@RealSaavedra

NEW: In North Carolina, during the past 18 months, more than 331 illegal aliens have been charged with 1,172 child

rapes and child sexual assaults, according to data collected by an independent researcher.

https://img.theepochtimes.com/assets/uploads/2019/07/17/Mugshots-700x420.png

( This is the story that Ryan was responding to with his tweet )

( Illegal Immigrants Drive Child Sex Crime Charges in North Carolina

North Carolina data indicates massive hidden problem nationwide)

The Democrat Party have been pushing the Open Borders concept.

Except the fact that they have failed to fund the Southern Border Wall

that President Donald Trump told them months ago that it was imperative

that the wall be built to stop the influx of Illegals headed towards America.

Coming from Central American Countries, Massive Caravans had been

reported on the news stories across the world. These Illegal's Crimes are

on the backs of the Democrat Congress and Senate and they need to take

responsibility and fix the problem immediately by changing the Immigration

Laws in Congress and quit playing partisan politics and finally do what is right

for the Security of the United States of America. I believe that the was one of

the rules stated in the oath they took while being sworn into Congress, was to

protect the United States of America from All Enemies Foreign and Domestic

If they don't do their job then get rid of them and send them back to where

they came from, because if they are not fixing the problems in America then

they basically are just wasting the American Tax Payers money and time!

@Stonenchzel
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Finally: Ted Cruz Pushes To Designate Antifa As Terrorist Organization

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Untitled-design-2019-07-19T144601.331.jpg

The violent thugs of Antifa are about to get a wake-up call from the junior senator from Texas.

Sen. Ted Cruz is co-sponsoring a Senate resolution titled “A resolution calling for the designation of Antifa as a domestic
terrorist organization.”

Cruz’s co-sponsor on the resolution is Sen. Bill Cassidy of Louisiana. The resolution seeks to condemn “the violent acts
carried out by members of Antifa” and is “calling for the designation of the group as a domestic terrorist organization.”
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carried out by members of Antifa” and is “calling for the designation of the group as a domestic terrorist organization.”

“Antifa is a group of hateful, intolerant radicals who pursue their unhinged agenda through aggressive violence,” Cruz
said in a statement. “Time and time again their actions have demonstrated that their only purpose is to inflict harm
on those who oppose their views. The hate and violence they spread must be stopped, and I am proud to introduce
this resolution with Senator Cassidy to properly identify what Antifa are: domestic terrorists.”

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2017/08/29/931/524/694940094001_5555933407001_5555931178001-
vs.jpg

“Antifa are terrorists, violent masked bullies who ‘fight fascism’ with actual fascism, protected by Liberal privilege,”
Cassidy said. “With bullies, they get their way until someone says no. There must be courage, not cowardice, from
the elected officials who allow violence against the innocent.”

Senator Ted Cruz

✔ @SenTedCruz

Antifa is a terrorist organization composed of hateful, intolerant radicals who pursue their extreme agenda

through aggressive violence. Time and time again their actions have demonstrated that their central

purpose is to inflict harm on those who oppose their views.

Senator Ted Cruz

✔ @SenTedCruz

Like any terrorist organization they choose to pursue their political ends through violence, fear &

intimidation. They must be stopped. I’m proud to introduce this resolution w @SenBillCassidy to properly

identify what Antifa are: domestic terrorists. —>

https://i0.wp.com/theralphretort.com/wp-content/uploads/2017-03-25_17-42-49.png

The text of the resolution explicitly names several instances of Antifa violence, noting that “members of Antifa have
physically assaulted journalists and other individuals during protests and riots in Berkeley, California” and that “in February
of 2018, journalist Andy Ngo was intimidated and threatened with violence by protestors affiliated with Antifa.”

Cruz and Cassidy’s resolution goes on to document Antifa’s antagonism to Immigration and Customs Enforcement, local
police forces, and other law enforcement agencies.

“An ICE officer was followed by left wing activists and ‘confronted when he went to pick up his daughter from
summer camp’, and another ‘had his name and photo plastered on flyers outside his home accusing him of being
part of the ‘Gestapo,'” the resolution continues.

“Rose City Antifa, an Antifa group founded in 2007 in Portland, Oregon, explicitly rejects the authority of law
enforcement officers in the United States, and Federal, State, and local governments, to protect free speech and
stop acts of violence.”

In light of that litany of offenses, the resolution not only calls for Antifa to be labeled a terrorist organization, but also “calls
upon the Federal Government to redouble its efforts, using all available and appropriate tools, to combat the spread of all
forms of domestic terrorism, including White supremacist terrorism.”

Cruz has been a frequent critic of Antifa even before co-sponsoring the resolution. After the violent group assaulted and
injured journalist Andy Ngo in Portland, Cruz spoke out against Antifa’s violence and Mayor Ted Wheeler’s failure to take
decisive action.

Ted Cruz

✔ @tedcruz

To federal law enforcement: investigate & bring legal action against a Mayor who has, for political reasons,

ordered his police officers to let citizens be attacked by domestic terrorists.

“To federal law enforcement: investigate & bring legal action against a Mayor who has, for political reasons, ordered
his police officers to let citizens be attacked by domestic terrorists,” Cruz said.

When Wheeler contested the accuracy of Cruz’s statements, the Texas lawmaker did not back down.

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2017/08/29/931/524/694940094001_5555933407001_5555931178001-vs.jpg
https://voat.co/u/SenTedCruz
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Ted Cruz

✔ @tedcruz

Ok, Mr. Mayor. You want talk “facts.” Great. Fact 1: a conservative journalist was violently assaulted by

ANTIFA thugs on the streets of your city. Fact 2: you said “I support the Portland Police Bureau’s decision

not to intervene.” Fact 3: you have a pattern of withdrawing...1/2

https://twitter.com/tedwheeler/status/1145852047024988160 …

Mayor Ted Wheeler

✔ @tedwheeler

Dear @TedCruz,

At least get your facts straight. I ordered no such thing.

Could you divert some of those investigation dollars to something that would actually benefit American

cities? Infrastructure, affordable housing, mental health services come to mind.

https://twitter.com/tedcruz/status/1145212985692119041 …

Ted Cruz

✔ @tedcruz

2/2...police protection to further your political agenda. When ANTIFA terrorists threatened ICE in Portland,

you ORDERED police not to protect federal agents. Here’s a US Senate resolution (which I joined)

condemning your partisan civil rights violations: https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/sres611/BILLS-

115sres611is.pdf … https://twitter.com/tedcruz/status/1146130680184745985 …

Ted Cruz

✔ @tedcruz

Ok, Mr. Mayor. You want talk “facts.” Great. Fact 1: a conservative journalist was violently assaulted by

ANTIFA thugs on the streets of your city. Fact 2: you said “I support the Portland Police Bureau’s decision

not to intervene.” Fact 3: you have a pattern of withdrawing...1/2

https://twitter.com/tedwheeler/status/1145852047024988160 …

“Ok, Mr. Mayor. You want talk ‘facts.’ Great. Fact 1: a conservative journalist was violently assaulted by ANTIFA
thugs on the streets of your city” Cruz tweeted. “Fact 2: you said “I support the Portland Police Bureau’s decision not
to intervene.” Fact 3: you have a pattern of withdrawing … police protection to further your political agenda. When
ANTIFA terrorists threatened ICE in Portland, you ORDERED police not to protect federal agents.”

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2017/08/18/us/18antifa-03/18antifa-02-1503000027028-articleLarge.jpg

Cruz’s proposed resolution is a step in the right direction to bring awareness of the dangers of Antifa, a group whose goal is
to rain down violence on all who disagree with it.
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WE ARE Q : Finally Be Strong In The Lord And His Mighty Power. Put On The Full Armour Of God So

That You Can Take Your Stand Against The Devil's Evil Schemes
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Remember Patriots that You are Covered in the Protection of God Almighty

Have a Blessed and Great Weekend and Go With The Lord Always

Together We Are Strong and They Want Us Divided

WE ARE Q

http://we-go-all.net/images/slide-we-are-q.jpg

Together We Will Keep America Great !

Trust The Plan
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Sheriff David Clarke : Shock and Awe, Trump Style
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President Donald Trump delivered a haymaker to the bully freshman House of Representative class of Democrats when
he told them to shut up or get out. He took an old political phrase and served it with blue-collar articulation—half-cooked
and cold. You know the phrase, “America, Love it or Leave it.”

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2559/9248/products/AMERICALOVEIT_2000x.jpg

Remember when it was on bumper stickers and buttons? It was a phrase to remind Anti-American subversives who were at the
time not just critical of America but were intent on destroying the very fabric of our country. Well, sadly, they are back and will
destroy our county—if we let them.

A group of malcontent snotty-nosed freshmen lawmakers in the House of Representatives are pushing an anti-American agenda.
But they are up against an opponent who hits back. In a series of recent tweets, President Trump unleashed—let’s say—the
MOAT (Mother Of All Tweets). Then he doubled down on it the next day. Any other GOP politician would have walked it back,
apologized and gone into seclusion until the backlash subsided. Not Trump. These America haters are up against a president who
loves America and defends and praises the U.S. everywhere he goes, and at every chance he gets, to do so.

What these freshmen brats forget is that Trump is not afraid to color outside the lines of traditionally defined behavior for
presidents that go back to the founding of this nation. He has redefined the office of the president. He has reformulated what it
means to be a Republican and a conservative.

Trump fights back like no Republican ever has. When the left throws rocks at him, he picks those rock up and hurls
them right back.

He fights with very few reliable fighters on his side on Capitol Hill. Most GOPers are still afraid of the left and choose to stay close
to the shore and roll over. They say they are not a "Trump-kind-of-Republican." Someone needs to remind the left that Trump
doesn’t just counterpunch, he punches first when strategically advantageous and forces Democrats to respond to him. People love
it, and Trump knows it.

https://www.thoughtco.com/thmb/PLsCcJ9mMq9I9JQWOlaOOCGA9Ps=/768x0/filters:no_upscale():max_bytes(150000):strip_icc():format(webp)/Getty_false_dilemma-
534177164-585370515f9b586e02af70f1.jpg

Consequently, the left has defined new rules of engagement for themselves about what they can get away with—what they can
say or do in the political arena and with impunity. They get plenty of cover from their accomplices in the liberal media. The editorial
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say or do in the political arena and with impunity. They get plenty of cover from their accomplices in the liberal media. The editorial
boards of The New York Times, Washington Post, USA Today and the anchors of CNN and MSNBC and network television carry
their water. They control the language. It has given them an advantage in political discourse. They can say whatever they want
about whoever they want and without political liability.

These folks on the left refuse to denounce the use of political violence by Antifa. Really? As if it is that difficult to see the violence
these miscreants routinely use. The left has also called Trump Hitler, accused him of criminal behavior where there is no evidence,
Democrat Representative Rashida Tlaib twice said at rallies, …we are gonna impeach that mother- (then dropped an f-bomb)
referring to Trump.

Since the day Trump was elected, the left has engaged not in traditional political opposition but downright raw
resistance.

They have mistreated his family and lie that he puts kids in cages at detention facilities. From the day he was sworn in as
the 45th president, he has fought back and in unconventional ways. And he is winning. He knows the enemy, and he
identifies it to the American people. Then he goes after them.

His never-back-down style has Democrats and the left pulling their hair out. I love it. None of the tactics they have used in the past
to get rid of political opposition or Republicans has worked. They can’t get rid of him. He never tires of the fight and he won’t. Not
only has his base had it with the constant aggression against Trump; there is no doubt in my mind that even people not politically
active have had it too. They are tired of hearing about white privilege, reparations and the myth of their implicit bias against
minorities. It’s Trump’s turn to feed the beast like the left does with their rabid base when they call every American not swallowing
their agenda, a racist, homophobe, Islamaphobe, xenophobe or misogynist. And he did not disappoint with his tweets. What the
left does not understand about Trump’s base is that they live vicariously through him. When they see him mistreated, they feel
mistreated. It’s that basket of deplorables moment all over again. In other words, we are all Trump.

Silently many Trump supporters understood Trump’s blue-collar way of telling those who hate America to love it or
leave it. Politically only Trump could say it the way he did and not lose voters. Many of his supporters nodded to
themselves in agreement.

There is an emotional connection between President Trump and his supporters that mirrors the emotional support
between black voters and Obama. Good, bad, indifferent and whether Obama was wrong on something or not, black
voters were not abandoning Obama. As with Trump supporters, we won’t leave him either. There is nothing you can do to
change that; he’s our guy. Are we clear?

( LINK BELOW )
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George Nader, Witness in Mueller Probe, Hit With New Charges of Sex Trafficking

https://img.thedailybeast.com/image/upload/v1563543031/190718-banco-nader-tease_oen4fc.jpg

George Nader, who was a key witness in Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation, was hit with new federal charges of sex
trafficking for allegedly “engaging in sexual acts” with a 14-year-old boy he transported from Europe.

An indictment unsealed Friday morning in Eastern District of Virginia also charges Nader with counts of child pornography and
obscenity. The charges come on top of separate child-porn charges leveled by the same prosecutors last month.

Nader pleaded not guilty to all charges during a court appearance Friday.

Nader, a 60-year-old Lebanese-American businessman with deep political and financial ties to the United Arab Emirates, was a key
cooperator in Mueller’s probe of foreign influence in the 2016 election. Nader met several times with individuals associated with the
Trump campaign throughout the election and into the early days of the administration. He spoke with officials and advisers on
matters ranging from a pitch by a foreign firm for the campaign to use social-media manipulation to regime-change in Iran. (He met
with Donald Trump Jr. and other campaign advisors about the plan, which included a proposal to use fake avatars to garner
support for Trump, but Trump officials deny they ever considered it.)

He also helped broker a key meeting between Erik Prince, the former Blackwater CEO, and Kirill Dmitriev, the head of one of
Russia’s sovereign wealth funds, in the Seychelles in January 2017. That meeting came under intense scrutiny by Mueller’s team
and was described in its report as one of the ways the Russians tried to influence the incoming Trump administration.

Federal prosecutors in Virginia argued last month in court that Nader should be held in jail before trial, based in part on his prior
criminal history. That history includes a 2003 conviction in the Czech Republic on charges of abusing minors, including a charge of
transporting of a minor boy to the U.S. for sexual purposes. Federal prosecutors said Nader has had “hands-on contact with more
than a dozen minor boys.” Nader’s lawyers called the U.S. government’s argument weak because he was later acquitted of the
Czech sex-trafficking charge.

Nader is also charged with transporting child pornography—a charge he’s faced in the past. In 1984, Nader was indicted for
possessing child pornography in D.C. The charge was later dismissed after his attorneys argued that the material was found
through an illegal search conducted on Nader’s possessions at Dulles. In 1990, again at Dulles, law enforcement caught Nader
with films featuring minor boys. Nader pleaded guilty the following year.

Nader most recently faced allegations of possessing and transporting child pornography in 2018. Authorities stopped him at Dulles
in January of that year and questioned him about his time working with the Trump team. Soon after, Nader began cooperating with
Mueller, and in the spring of 2018 he departed for Dubai, where he lived until he attempted to re-enter the U.S. last month.

When stopped at Dulles, the FBI executed a search warrant on Nader’s electronic devices, including three iPhones. After
analyzing the phones, the FBI found 12 videos that appeared “to be visual depictions of minors engaged in sexually explicit
conduct,” according to a criminal complaint filed in 2018 that remained under seal until last month.

Nader is also charged with violating federal obscenity law.

On June 3, he was arrested at JFK International Airport in New York and transferred to a Virginia jail, where he remains locked up.

Last month, prosecutors told a court that FBI agents found dozens of child-porn videos on one of Nader’s phones, with some
depicting children as young as 3 years old.
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Charlie Kirk :To Vote In Mexico Every Citizen Has To Have A Tamper-Proof Photo ID Card With A

Thumbprint And An Embossed Hologram/ Why Not In The U.S.A.

https://i.redd.it/veo0ryr92zxz.jpg

( twitter in link below )

https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1152301797345652736

Charlie Kirk

 Verified account

@charliekirk11

Did you know:

To vote in Mexico every citizen has to have a tamper-proof photo ID card with a thumbprint and an

embossed hologram.

All citizens are required to personally enroll and show proof of birth or citizenship.

RT if we should do the same in Amer

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dy_F4BVXQAABs6c.jpg

There is No excuse for a country like the United States of America

to not have a tamper proof Election ID Card that has proof of Citizenship

The Democrat Party are the only ones fighting to keep America from

requiring a Tamper Proof American Citizen Voting ID Cards and POTUS

should absolutely order an Executive Order if the Democrats don't pass

legislative law that every citizen be required to have a U.S.A. Voter ID

to vote in the 2020 election by the General Election in 2020

@Stonenchizel
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What would you call a group that regularly calls for the destruction of America, encourages violence against its
political enemies, and actually attacks media and government agencies, including beating a gay Asian journalist
nearly unconscious and firebombing an Immigration and Customs Enforcement facility? Most Americans would
say such a group is terrorist by definition. Well, that group exists and it is known as Antifa. Senators Ted Cruz of
Texas and Bill Cassidy of Louisiana introduced an official resolution on Thursday to condemn Antifa as a
"domestic terrorist organization."

"Antifa are terrorists, violent masked bullies who ‘fight fascism’ with actual fascism, protected by Liberal privilege,"
Cassidy said in a press release according to the Daily Caller.

"Like any terrorist organization they choose to pursue their political ends through violence, fear and intimidation,"
Cruz said. "They must be stopped. I am proud to introduce this resolution with Senator Cassidy to properly identify
what Antifa are: domestic terrorists."

The resolution comes after Andy Ngo was violently beaten in Portland, Oregon by Antifa for his reporting on the far-left
group.

Perhaps Sens. Cassidy and Cruz read Matt's article on Monday highlighting the death of an Antifa activist over the weekend
who was killed by ICE agents after lighting a car on fire and being armed with guns while attacking an agency facility in
Tacoma, Washington.

Matt asked, "So, when can we call Antifa a full-blown domestic terror organization? Over the weekend, police
killed an activist from this progressive mob after he tried to assault an Immigration and Customs Enforcement
detention facility in Tacoma, Washington. Willem Van Spronsen, 69, was armed with a rifle and incendiary
devices, though law enforcement is saying they haven’t pinned down a motive, which is shocking, to say the least.
This man is a left-wing loon, part of a larger mob of progressive thugs who hate this country and any authority
figures that seek to uphold law and order. They’re insane."
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Former NSA Contractor Gets 9 Years In Prison For Stealing Top Secret Documents

https://assets.rbl.ms/19940635/1200x600.jpg

He had stolen documents since the '90s and hoarded them in his home and car

A former National Security Agency contractor has been sentenced to nine years in prison for stealing classified information,
according to The Associated Press.

Here's what we know

Harold Martin III worked as a government contractor for 23 years. In this role, he contracted with multiple U.S. intelligence
agencies including the NSA.

Martin, 54, was convicted of stealing 50 terabytes worth of files while he was working at Booz Allen Hamilton and contracting with
the NSA. Some of these files were classified. He stored the stolen files in his Maryland home and his car, but he is not accused of
trying to sell it or leak it. A terabyte is 1,000 gigabytes of information. A single gigabyte of information can potentially hold more
than a thousand documents.

This information included the names of "numerous" U.S. operatives and risked the "exposure of American intelligence operations,"
according to prosecutors.

"[M]any of the marked [classified] documents were lying openly in his home office or stored in the backseat and trunk of his
vehicle," prosecutors said.

Martin had stolen these files over two decades, beginning in the mid-1990s. His lawyers did not deny that he took the files, but
said that his motives were innocent. According to them, he initially took documents to study them but then began to hoard them as
"a part of a mental health issue."

His public defender James Wyda insisted that "he isn't Edward Snowden" and didn't have an agenda.

What else?

Martin was arrested in 2016. He was sentenced on Friday in Baltimore. His charges could have carried a maximum sentence of 10
years.

"My methods were wrong, illegal and highly questionable," Martin told U.S. District Judge Richard Bennett, according to The
Associated Press.

( LINK BELOW )
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Politician Pushing Gender Neutral Bathrooms Charged with Child Sex Crimes

https://i2-prod.gazettelive.co.uk/incoming/article16466337.ece/ALTERNATES/s810/0_dave-smith.jpg

Those who believe that you should use the bathroom that corresponds to your biological sex are one enemy lighter this
week after a local British politician who pushed gender-neutral bathrooms was arrested on child sex crimes.

According to the BBC, Middlesbrough Council member David Smith was arrested for what the broadcaster called “a string of sex
offenses.”

Smith, 30, was just elected in May, but he’s managed to alienate both supporters of his Conservative Party base and liberals.

On the liberal front, he was forced to apologize after making a comment on social media that welfare recipients were “rotten pond
life families that should be sterilised and washed.”

As for conservatives, both with a capital and lower-case C, he convinced the mayor of the North Yorkshire city to give gender-
neutral toilets a shot.

“Cllr Smith had called for Middlesbrough to become a gender-neutral town and asked the mayor to make a start by
designating all council building toilets as gender-neutral,” Teesside Live reported in June.

Middlesbrough went a different route: “The local authority is planning to roll out the changes in council buildings by making disabled
toilets ‘open access’ while maintaining gender-specific toilets.”

Smith, however, hailed it as a victory.

“This morning I had a constructive meeting with the mayor on the topic of gender-neutral toilets.”

“I very much look forward to working with the mayor to deliver a positive environment for all of the citizens in
Middlesbrough,” he said after his meeting with the mayor.

“Over the last 24 hours, I have listened and read the public’s concerns. But I maintain the view that gender-neutral
toilets does not increase the threat to public safety.

“In fact, gender neutral toilets already exist in Middlesbrough such as Starbucks to very little fuss,” he added.

“This is all about creating a positive environment for everyone to use public facilities without fear or humiliation.”

Starbucks, you must admit, is somewhat different than a public building. At the time, the move incurred some token opposition,
mostly over how it was done with little consultation.

Emma Chesworth

@EmmaChesworth1

*Two men have a meeting and decision is made to introduce 'gender free' toilet trial. No consultation.

And, why does it still need pointing out. You do not have to be a wheelchair user to use a disabled toilet. Many, many, 'invisible'
disabilities.*

https://i2-prod.gazettelive.co.uk/incoming/article16466337.ece/ALTERNATES/s810/0_dave-smith.jpg

At the moment, anyhow, it doesn’t look like Smith is going to be doing any more pushing for gender-neutral facilities, given that his
hands are going to be full with court appearances.

Smith, who was charged with nine counts of sexual touching of a child, is due in court next on August 7. He’s already resigned
from the Middlesbrough Council Conservative Group and the Conservative Party “with immediate effect.”

“I completely reject these spurious allegations and removing myself from the party will ensure I can focus all my
efforts on fighting to clear my name,” Smith said.

And presumably, not fighting to install gender-neutral toilets.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/politician-pushing-gender-neutral-bathrooms-charged-child-sex-crimes/
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Black Pastors Group Calls On Nike To Dissolve Relationship With Colin Kaepernick: ‘Kaep’s Views

On America And The Flag Are Too Far On The Fringe For A Company Like Nike

https://assets.rbl.ms/19939713/1200x600.jpg

A group of black pastors has demanded that Nike sever ties with football player-turned-activist Colin Kaepernick
over his political views.

The group has also called for the popular sportswear brand to reinstate its Betsy Ross flag shoes, which the company
pulled after Kaepernick insisted were inappropriate as they were a throwback to the slave era.

What are the details?

The Coalition of African-American Pastors says that Kaepernick's thoughts — including those on the flag shoe design —
are too far on the fringe for a company like Nike.

The group issued a blistering statement condemning Kaepernick's behaviors, adding that the activist represents "radical
anti-American sentiment."

Published in the Commercial Appeal, the statement — penned by Coalition President Rev. Bill Owens — demanded the
company make the Betsy Ross flag shoes available for the public to purchase.

"Removing the Betsy Ross flag shoes at his behest implies that your company shares his negative view of
America, its founders, and the woman who designed the first flag," a portion of the statement read. "... For a
long time, sport has been something that brings Americans together. Nike has been one of the companies
we associate with 'Team USA.' Please don't tarnish that legacy by continuing to cater to anti-American
policies."

Owens' letter added, "Many of us marched in the civil rights movement of the 1960s and have an established record of civic
activism. We represent a variety of races, ethnicities, and creeds. And we agree that Mr. Kaepernick's views on America
and the flag are fringe opinions, not shared by any of us ... especially the African Americans who marched against
segregation with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. In fact, we find Mr. Kaepernick's views to be ill-informed and offensive,
especially to veterans and others who have served this country."

Owens also warned that Nike is doing itself a disservice by associating itself with such "fringe opinions," insisting that an
affiliation with Kaepernick has "tainted" the group's view of the brand.

"How can we purchase merchandise for ourselves or our families from a company that holds those views of
our country?" Owens' letter added. "If this is not the case, we urge you to make it clear that you respect the
American flag, its people, and its Founders. We ask that you sever your relationship with Mr. Kaepernick,
who has become synonymous with radical anti-American sentiment. And we ask that you make amends to
veterans by producing a select run of the Betsy Ross shoes for the benefit of the veterans groups and
organizations that help military families."

What else?

In an interview, Owens told the outlet that the letter — which is to serve as a petition to Nike and its CEO — gained a warm
reception across his board.

"We just don't feel that it was fair that they would pull this flag because [Kaepernick] opposed it. Because he
opposes a lot of things," Owens concluded. "We love this country, we love the flag, and we love most things
about this country, whereas there are some people who just find something to complain about anything."

The Coalition of African-American Pastors used to be Memphis-based, the outlet reported, but is now based out of
Henderson, Nevada, where Owens moved several years ago.

( LINK BELOW )
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I Love It ! The Democrat Freshmen Clown Squad Don't Even Realize They Are Being Used To Insure

A Trump Win In 2020

https://static.timesofisrael.com/www/uploads/2019/07/063_1161606254-1024x640.jpg

It is actually that simple Patriots, President Donald Trump once again

has proven that he is a stable genius by starting this feud with these

Four Democrat Freshmen who are too dumb to know they are being used.

President Trump's approval numbers have jumped a few points since this

feud with AOC and the Democrat Clown Squad started and will continue to rise

as long as this Squad of Democrat George Soros Puppets keep opening their

pieholes and spewing out hate against America and President Donald Trump

Below in this Meme it shows that the Liberal Dem Squad are 'Stuck in the Mud'

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/lb190717c20190716094858.jpg

HAVE AN AWESOME & BLESSED WEEKEND PATRIOTS

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

WWG1WGA
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Is It Finally Time To Declare 'ANTIFA' A Domestic Terrorist Group / The Answer Is An Astounding

Absolute Yes

https://www.lawenforcementtoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/ANTIFA.jpg

In this Crosstalk piece on Antifa Terrorist , if Antifa should finally being declared a

terrorist organization for how they always use violence at their protest. This charge makes

it obviously clear that Antifa Thugs have proven themselves through their repeated

actions every time the group gathers together to protest their complaints about how

President Donald Trump's Administration is governing America only proves that all of

these Antifa Thugs are absolutely Terrorist in an organization. These Antifa criminals

should be arrested and charged as Terrorist and then prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

@Stonenchizel

Is it finally time to declare Antifa a domestic terrorist group?

Is it finally time for the left to condemn Antifa’s use of violence and intimidation?

And is it finally time for the liberal media to call out Antifa’s strident violations of civil and human rights?

CrossTalking with Jen Kerns, Daniel Bonevac, and George Szamuely.

Podcast: https://soundcloud.com/rttv/sets/crosstalk

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.rt.com/shows/crosstalk/464542-antifa-terrorism-violence-media/
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Another Incident Where The Second Amendment Is Proven A Righteous Law As Armed Man Tries

Breaking Into Woman's Home. But She's Got A Gun As Well — And He Learns A Painful Lesson

Homeowner was atop her roof with a rifle when cops arrived on the scene

https://assets.rbl.ms/19938818/1200x600.jpg

When Seattle police arrived at a reported shooting scene around midnight Thursday, they encountered
something they probably didn't expect — the homeowner who made the 911 call atop her roof and armed with a
rifle, KCPQ-TV reported.

The station said officers had to coax the homeowner off the roof before they could safely approach the burglar suspect that
she said she shot.

Then what?

Cops found a 41-year-old man behind the home with a gunshot wound to the shoulder and a handgun on the ground near
him, police told KCPQ.

The woman who contacted authorities said she shot an armed man trying to break into her home, the station reported,
adding that police said detectives believe the suspect was responsible for multiple bullet holes found on the home's exterior.

The suspect was taken to a hospital in serious condition, KCPQ noted.

Police also took into custody a second man who ran from the scene as they arrived, the station said, adding that cops are
interviewing him to see if he's connected to the incident at the woman's home.

What happened to the homeowner?

Officers interviewed and released the woman pending further investigation, KCPQ said.

https://cdn2.trb.tv/iframe.html?
ec=U4NnE2aTE6Vz9lUS0mz2wzBbMeGb4aPC&pbid=c8cff4cec9d94ae0896f6443af7ee837&pcode=VqYjUyOkWkUw5ULayoUpHorxtcBB

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/armed-man-tries-breaking-into-womans-home-but-shes-got-a-gun-too-and-he-learns-painful-lesson
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Rand Paul Nails 'Guttersnipe' Jon Stewart And The 'Left-Wing Mob' For Lying About 9/11 Survivor

Fund

"Now he is the BS, the BS meter is through the roof..."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19939067/1200x600.jpg

Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) did not hold back in his scathing response to comedian Jon Stewart and the "left-wing
mob" who claimed that he blocked a bill on funding for survivors of the 9/11 terror attack.

"I know Jon Stewart, and Jon Stewart is sometimes funny and sometimes informed, but in this case he's neither
funny nor informed," Paul said.

"I've spent me entire senate career putting forward pay-fors for anytime spending is expanding. As soon ago as two
weeks ago I put forward a pay-for for the border funding, I put forward a pay-for for the disaster funding. I do this on
every new bit of funding," he explained.

"So he's really not informed, and his name-calling just sort of exposes him as a left-winger, part of the left-wing mob
that really isn't using his brain and is willing to call people names. It's really kind of disgusting, because see, he
pretended for years when he was on his comedy show to be somebody who could see both sides and see through
the BS on both sides, well now he is the BS, the BS meter is through the roof," Paul added.

When you see him calling people names, calling people an abomination, when I'm asking for something very
reasonable, that an amendment be included to consider whether we should pay for this, by taking money somewhere
else in the budget. It doesn't actually reduce the deficit, it just keeps the deficit from getting bigger. It's a very
reasonable thing, I've done it dozens and dozens of times," he continued.

Paul pointed out that he tried to force the tax bill to pay for itself, but it was voted out, which is a false accusation made by
many of the left criticizing him.

"The left wing mob doesn't care about the truth," Paul said. "Jon Stewart doesn't care about the truth. It's all about
me me me Jon Stewart, look at me, I'm on TV!"

Stewart was lauded by the media for excoriating members of Congress for not showing up to a hearing about extending
funding for the program. Some Republicans pushed back on his characterization that they didn't care about the survivors.

Stewart also criticized Paul when he tried to introduce an amendment of the bill in order to take funds from another part of
the budget and not increase the deficit.

"No matter how good the cause is, we should offset the spending, it makes no sense to borrow the money from
China," Paul explained.

"What is really disgusting is people like Jon Stewart lie to the American public," he added.

Paul went on to say that people were afraid to call out Jon Stewart's lies because they didn't want to face criticism from a
"guttersnipe" like the actor.

He said that critics are lying that the bill was blocked, but that he had merely forced lawmakers to debate how to fund the
bill, which will easily pass after his amendment is voted down.

Here's the video of Paul's scathing comments:

Rand Paul says Jon Stewart is lying in 9/11 victim fund vote criticism

https://youtu.be/v6tuPzt1G0g via @YouTube
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GOP Senators Call For Antifa To Be Designated As A Domestic Terrorist Organization 'They Must

Be Stopped'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19938733/1200x600.jpg

A pair of Republican senators is calling on the federal government to designate the far-left organization Antifa as a
domestic terror organization.

The resolution, which was introduced by Republican Sens. Bill Cassidy (La.) and Ted Cruz (Texas), notes recent Antifa violence
against journalist Andy Ngo as well as threats against Immigration and Customs Enforcement employees and "calls for the groups
and organizations across the country who act under the banner of Antifa to be designated as domestic terrorist organizations."

The legislation also "calls upon the Federal Government to redouble its efforts, using all available and appropriate tools, to combat
the spread of all forms of domestic terrorism, including White supremacist terrorism."

The report also follows the news that an Antifa member armed with a rifle tried to firebomb an an ICE detention center in Tacoma,
Washington. The resolution, however, does not mention the Tacoma attack.

"Antifa are terrorists, violent masked bullies who 'fight fascism' with actual fascism, protected by Liberal privilege,"
Cassidy said in a news release. "Bullies get their way until someone says no. Elected officials must have courage,
not cowardice, to prevent terror."

"Antifa is a terrorist organization composed of hateful, intolerant radicals who pursue their extreme agenda through
aggressive violence," Sen. Cruz said in a statement. "Time and time again their actions have demonstrated that their
central purpose is to inflict harm on those who oppose their views. Like any terrorist organization they choose to
pursue their political ends through violence, fear and intimidation. They must be stopped."

For reference, Title 18 of federal law defines domestic terrorism as "involve acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of the
criminal laws of the United States or of any State," that occur primarily within the jurisdiction of the United States, and that "appear
to be intended":

(i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population;

(ii) to influence a state or federal government policy by intimidation or coercion; or

(iii) to affect such a government's conduct by "mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping."

However, federal law does not have the same clear-cut designation for domestic terrorism organizations that it does for foreign
terror organizations (FTOs), explained Andy McCarthy in a 2017 column at National Review.

"There are federal-law processes for designating foreign and international terrorism because defending against foreign
threats to national security is primarily a federal responsibility," McCarthy explained, because foreign operatives
have fewer civil rights protections than American citizens and that the best weapon against domestic terror is local
law enforcement, not federal.

On the local front, the city of Portland, Oregon — where Ngo was recently attacked by Antifa members — is considering
a ban on masked protesters in order to cut down on violence from the organization.

( LINK BELOW )
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VIDEO : Students Say Obama Immigration Quote Is Racist… When They Think It’s From Trump

WATCH STUDENTS REACTIONS TO QUESTION IN VIDEO BELOW

https://youtu.be/Vj9IxVlLRl0 via @YouTube
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s Policies Are “Toxic” To The Party / AOC's Damage To Democrats

Running For POTUS Proves Trump’s Tweets Are Genius

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Poll-Alexandria-Ocasio-Cortez-Destroying-Party.jpg

A new poll reveals freshman Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is destroying the image of the Democrat Party, proving
President Donald Trump’s tweets calling out Ocasio-Cortez and her cohorts were brilliant.

President Trump was roundly derided by globalists and media figures from both sides of the aisle for calling out Rep. Ilhan Omar
(D-MN), Rep. Rashida Tlaib (D-MI), and Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) via Twitter, though his genius is proven by a poll
released by Axios revealing Ocasio-Cortez’s divisive rhetoric and brainless commentary is destroying the Democrats’ image.

Axios reported that “Democrats are sounding the alarm that swing voters know and dislike socialism, warning it could cost them
the House and the presidency,” and that “The poll is making the rounds of some of the most influential Democrats in America.”

Axios revealed that the May poll focused on group of freshman congresswomen referred to by President Trump as “The Squad”,
and “included 1,003 likely general-election voters who are white and have two years or less of college education.”

According to Axios, the poll is potentially devastating to Democrats.

From Axios:

The findings:

Ocasio-Cortez was recognized by 74% of voters in the poll; 22% had a favorable view.

Rep. Ilhan Omar of Minnesota — another member of The Squad — was recognized by 53% of the voters; 9% (not a
typo) had a favorable view.

Socialism was viewed favorably by 18% of the voters and unfavorably by 69%.

Capitalism was 56% favorable; 32% unfavorable.

“Socialism is toxic to these voters,” said the top Democrat.

Today, President Trump tripled down on his remarks, saying that Democrats would rather “run for the hills” than tackle the anti-
America, anti-Israel, pro-socialism “Squad” of Democrats who are derailing their party.

Big League Politics reported:

President Donald Trump observed Tuesday that the Democrat party is completely afraid to confront the radical bigoted statements
of the left-wing congresswomen who have seized media attention worldwide.

Trump made a concerted play to confront the congresswomen directly on Twitter, proving that the media and the Democrat party is
terrified of criticizing that extremist group.

Louisiana congressman Ralph Abraham offered to purchase plane tickets for Ilhan Omar and her compatriots so they can leave
the country. President Trump suggested that the junior Democrats perform humanitarian or political work in other countries in the
Third World. Trump refused to back down from his comments, pointing out that the crew of Democrats have said anti-American
and anti-Semitic things. Trump gained strong support in the Senate from Steve Daines and Lindsey Graham.

These developments would seem to do nothing more than help President Trump while forcing Democrats to alienate even more of
the same American voters who made Trump the leader of the free world.

( LINK BELOW )

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/new-poll-showing-aocs-damage-to-dems-proves-trumps-tweets-are-genius/
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Trump’s most tweet about the “Squad”—the informal name for the group comprised of representatives Rashida Tlaib, Ayanna
Pressley, Ilhan Omar, and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez—has caused quite a stir.

This group generated controversy when they decided to vote against a border funding bill which earned the ire of House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi.

Amid the Democrat’s implosion, Trump took to Twitter to criticize Omar and company for their obstruction and constant race-
baiting.

He tweeted, “So interesting to see “Progressive” Democrat Congresswomen, who originally came from countries whose
governments are a complete and total catastrophe, the worst, most corrupt and inept anywhere in the world (if they even have a
functioning government at all), now loudly……”

Trending: New Poll Showing AOC’s Damage to Dems Proves Trump’s Tweets Are Genius

Trump then followed up with, “…and viciously telling the people of the United States, the greatest and most powerful Nation on
earth, how our government is to be run. Why don’t they go back and help fix the totally broken and crime infested places from
which they came. Then come back and show us how…. ….it is done. These places need your help badly, you can’t leave fast
enough. I’m sure that Nancy Pelosi would be very happy to quickly work out free travel arrangements!”

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

So interesting to see “Progressive” Democrat Congresswomen, who originally came from countries whose

governments are a complete and total catastrophe, the worst, most corrupt and inept anywhere in the world

(if they even have a functioning government at all), now loudly......

✔ @realDonaldTrump

So interesting to see “Progressive” Democrat Congresswomen, who originally came from countries whose

governments are a complete and total catastrophe, the worst, most corrupt and inept anywhere in the world

(if they even have a functioning government at all), now loudly......

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump

....and viciously telling the people of the United States, the greatest and most powerful Nation on earth, how

our government is to be run. Why don’t they go back and help fix the totally broken and crime infested

places from which they came. Then come back and show us how....

Donald J. Trump ✔

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....it is done. These places need your help badly, you can’t leave fast enough. I’m sure that Nancy Pelosi

would be very happy to quickly work out free travel arrangements!

This obviously caused uproar from the mainstream Left and even some elements of the weak-kneed Right.

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Screen-Shot-2019-07-18-at-4.21.49-AM.png

Despite such commotion, a YouGov poll found that Trump’s tweets were not only well-received by Whites but also Hispanics.

According to the poll, 21 percent of Hispanic thought that Trump’s tweet was “Great.” Similarly, 26 percent believed that the tweet
was “OK”. 5 percent of Hispanics thought that the tweet was “Good”.

Despite the constant hand-wringing from the media, there are Hispanics who support the President’s overall agenda. BLP reported
on Trump-supporting Hispanics who are in favor of Trump’s border security measures such as the wall.

Mass migration comes with many social costs that most are not able to see at first.

These can include increased crime, balkanized politics, and more identity politics.

Although Hispanics have proven to be a reliable voting bloc for Democrats historically, it is good to see that they are starting to
understand the importance of President Donald Trump’s immigration vision.

Hopefully, this could provide a way for Trump to make inroads with the Hispanic community and bring more of them into the
Republican fold.

( LINK BELOW )

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wow-most-hispanic-americans-support-trumps-love-it-or-leave-it-tweets/
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Judge Denies Epstein Bail After Bombshell Find Hints at Escape Plan

https://static.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Jeffrey-Epstein-1.jpg

After federal agents completed a search of Jeffrey Epstein’s luxurious Manhattan apartment, they

found an overwhelming amount of bizarre and grossly inappropriate items that the Southern District of

New York compiled in a report to convince a judge that Epstein shouldn’t be set free before his trial.

On top of that, on July 15, a “pile of cash, diamonds” and “a passport from a foreign country” were also found in his home,
locked in a safe, according to NBC News.

The evidence against Epstein was so overwhelming that on Thursday, a federal judge ruled that the registered sex-offender
would be staying in jail until his hearing, scoring a massive win for prosecutors on the case, according to another report
from NBC News.

A trial date has not been set at this time.

The judge in the case, U.S. District Judge Richard Berman, pointed to the fact that Epstein was an

obvious flight-risk, especially after the discovery of the fake passport. He also said that Epstein was a

danger to the community.

One of Epstein’s high-powered attorneys, Martin Weinberg, said his team hadn’t yet reviewed the judge’s decision but said
that after they do, “We will seriously contemplate an appeal to the 2nd Circuit.”

Yeah, good luck with that argument. It doesn’t take a $1,500 per hour attorney to deduce that a man like Epstein, who has
virtually endless monetary resources, is the definition of “flight-risk,” especially with his stash of diamonds and fake
Saudi passport.

Oh, and let’s remember, the man has a private island.

Because of those factors, Judge Berman cited a “preponderance” of evidence that Epstein was likely

to get the heck out of dodge before his trial. The “danger to the community” part of his decision

presumably was a result of his past sex-offender history and the massive stash of inappropriate

images authorities found in his apartment, including many who appeared to be underage.

NBC News reported that Epstein sat quietly with his hands folded during the bail hearing while sporting a blue prison
uniform.

Epstein’s lawyers tried their best to convince Berman that their client wouldn’t flee, even offering $559 million in collateral
and agreeing to house arrest in his $77 million New York mansion with the use of electronic monitoring.

Thankfully, the judge didn’t fall for any of it. Even if Epstein promised virtually his entire fortune in assets — that’s just the
money that the government knows about. While we may never know, it’s not a stretch to consider that the ultra-wealthy
financier might have a few offshore accounts for emergency purposes.

The judge even doubled down, claiming Epstein’s lawyers’ offer was “irretrievably inadequate” and followed by saying, “I
doubt any bail package can overcome his danger to the community.”

Epstein got lucky once before. In 2008, the sicko escaped justice after signing what many called a “sweetheart deal” after
being charged in an investigation that included more than 30 underage girls, according to Vox.

In that deal, he was put on a “work release” program, in which he got to sit in a “comfortable office” for 12 hours per day.
And instead of a long sentence in prison, like any other American likely would have received, he did what little time he did in
a private wing of a Palm Beach County jail.

But this time around, it’s going to be quite a bit different for him. According to The Wall Street Journal, Epstein faces a
whopping 45 years in prison if convicted.

Given the OJ Simpson-level publicity around his case now, not to mention the politics involved, getting merely a slap on the
wrist and a special deal seem far out of the realm of possibility at this point.

( LINK BELOW )
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Left
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Tucker Carlson said by defending Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN), Rep.

Rashida Tlaib (D-MI), and Rep. Ayanna Pressley (D-MA), the Democratic party now owns the position that

the American people are racist and borders are immoral. Carlson said the "nasty tweets" President Trump

wrote about the four is now considered "tantamount to bribery and treason."

"Remember collusion? Obstruction of justice? All those high crimes and misdemeanors that CNN promised us justified
removing the president? It turns out that none of it was as immoral as hurting Ilhan Omar’s feelings. Doing that, they’re
telling us on cable news, was the final straw. The President, though, seemed unbothered," Carlson said Tuesday.

"Whatever you think of the original tweets, that’s indisputably true: America’s lawmakers should support their country and
its people. If they don’t, they shouldn’t be lawmakers," Carlson said.

"Nothing these women say can be criticized, by definition," the FNC host said. "That’s the new rule. Okay. But there’s a
cost to that. The Democratic Party has decided to defend these lunatics, no matter what. Which means the party now owns
their positions: the American people are racist. Borders are immoral. The United States is no different from Al Qaeda or
Nazi Germany. Is that a message Democrats can win on? We’re about to find out."

TUCKER CARLSON, FOX NEWS: The Constitution allows Congress to impeach a president for, quote, “treason, bribery, or other
high crimes and misdemeanors.” Treason and bribery are fairly clear cut. But what exactly are high crimes and misdemeanors?
Scholars have debated that question for centuries.

This week, a group newly-elected Democratic members of Congress finally defined it. A high crime and misdemeanor is when you
insult liberals. This weekend the president wrote a series of nasty tweets about congresswomen Ilhan Omar, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, Ayanna Pressley, and Rashida Tlaib. Doing that, we soon learned, is tantamount to bribery and treason. Watch:

Green: BRING ARTICLES OF IMPEACHMENT TO THE FLOOR!

Omar: Impeach this president.

Cicciline: Open an impeachment inquiry.

Tlaib: Impeach this lawless President today.

Remember collusion? Obstruction of justice? All those high crimes and misdemeanors that CNN promised us justified removing
the president? It turns out that none of it was as immoral as hurting Ilhan Omar’s feelings. Doing that, they’re telling us on cable
news, was the final straw. The President, though, seemed unbothered. Here’s what he said today:

Trump: They can go wherever they want or they could stay, but they should love our country. They shouldn’t hate our country. We
look at what they said, I have clips right here. The most vile, horrible statements about our country. About Israel. About others. It's
up to them. They can do what they want. They can leave, they can stay, but they should love our country. They should work for
the good of our country.

Whatever you think of the original tweets, that’s indisputably true: America’s lawmakers should support their country and its
people. If they don’t, they shouldn’t be lawmakers. Lawmakers who dislike their own country are like parents who despise their own
children. It doesn’t end well.

Ilhan Omar despises the United States. She says so often. Listen to her explain that America and Al Qaeda are morally
indistinguishable:

OMAR: When I was in college, I took a terrorism class.

Every time the professor said ‘Al Qaeda’ his shoulders went up. He’d say "Al Qaeda" and "Hezbollah."

You don’t say ‘America’ with an intensity, you don’t say ‘England’ with the intensity. You don’t say ‘the army’ with the intensity.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez doesn’t settle for comparing her country to Al Qaeda. Instead, she compares it to Nazi Germany: �� The
United States is running concentration camps on our southern border and that is exactly what they are.

This isn’t harmless rhetoric. The weekend, an armed terrorist attacked an ICE facility in Tacoma, Washington. In his manifesto, he
used Ocasio-Cortez’s “concentration camp” line.

All four of these congresswomen have accused their countrymen of being racist. They’ve even suggested that Nancy Pelosi is a
bigot. But this is projection. They’re the ones who reduce other people to their skin color. Listen to Ayanna Pressley explain that, if
you’re non-white but think the wrong thoughts, you don’t deserve a voice:

We don’t need any more brown faces that don’t want to be a brown voice. we don’t need black faces that don’t want to be a black
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We don’t need any more brown faces that don’t want to be a brown voice. we don’t need black faces that don’t want to be a black
voice.

What does that even mean? Who knows. Dare to ask and they’ll denounce you as racist. Nothing these women say can be
criticized, by definition. That’s the new rule. Okay. But there’s a cost to that. The Democratic Party has decided to defend these
lunatics, no matter what. Which means the party now owns their positions: the American people are racist. Borders are immoral.
The United States is no different from Al Qaeda or Nazi Germany. Is that a message Democrats can win on? We’re about to find
out.

( LINK BELOW )
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US Navy Shoots Down Iranian Drone In Strait Of Hormuz – Trump
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Shortly after entering the Persian Gulf, a US warship shot down an Iranian drone that had approached to within less than a
kilometer, US President Donald Trump said at a White House press event. Amphibious assault ship USS Boxer took “defensive
action” against an Iranian drone that approached to within 1,000 yards (900 meters), and ignored multiple calls to stand down,
Trump said on Thursday.

The drone was immediately destroyed.

The drone was “threatening the safety of the ship and the ship’s crew,” the president said, adding that the US “reserves the right to
defend our personnel, facilities and interests.”

Lucas Tomlinson

✔ @LucasFoxNews

JUST IN: USS Boxer, a Wasp-class amphibious assault ship, loaded with 2,000 Marines and dozens of

helicopters just entered Persian Gulf following Strait of Hormuz transit hours after Iran says it seized oil

tanker carrying 'smuggled fuel' and 12-man crew

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_xUKvpWwAI0D17.jpg

(U.S. Navy file photo)

The Boxer sailed into the Persian Gulf earlier in the day, following the reports that the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps had
seized the Panamanian-flagged oil tanker MT Riah and its 12-man crew.

The aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln and the accompanying task force – which have been rehearsing a possible strike against
Iran for the past two months – are still in the Arabian Sea, conducting search and rescue operations for a missing sailor.

Trump also called on other countries to “condemn Iran’s attempts to disrupt freedom of navigation and global commerce” in the
Strait of Hormuz, a vital international shipping lane for transport of oil from the Persian Gulf.

Washington has called for an international “coalition” to patrol the strait.

( Story in the link below )
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THE DEMOCRATS CAN'T GET NANCY PELOSI TO IMPEACH TRUMP

SO WITH ABSOLUTELY NO GOOD POLICIES , AOC AND THE DEMOCRATS

ONCE AGAIN FIND THEMSELVES IN FAMILIAR TERRITORY AND DON'T

WANT TO WORK WITH PRESIDENT TRUMP SO THEY LIE TO THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE AND ALSO PUSH RACE AND DECIDE AGAIN TO USE THE RACE CARD

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/mrz071819dAPR20190717114505.jpg

DEMOCRATS HAVE ALWAYS USED THE RACE CARD AGAINST REPUBLICANS

BUT THE FRESHMEN CONGRESSMEN OF COLOR DON'T KNOW THE RULES

AND SUDDENLY THE DEM SQUAD START TAGGING EVERYONE WITH THE RACIST CARD

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/cb071719dAPR20190717034538.jpg

THE WHOLE DEMOCRAT HOUSE OF LIARS AND ACCUSER'S OF RACISM

HAVE NOW JOINED THE SQUAD AND NOW THE DEMOCRAT PARTY HAVE

BECOME ONE BIG HOUSE OF CARD HOLDING CLUB OF RACE CARD ACCUSER'S

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/bg071719dAPR20190717024514.jpg

THE LIBERALS HAVE BEEN USING HATE AND THE RACE CARD FOR YEARS

THEY WILL NEVER CHANGE AT LEAST NOT FOR THE GOOD, SO I SAY FUCK'M !

AS LONG AS THE LIBERALS KEEP USING LIES AND CALLING OF EXPLICIT NAMES

AGAINST PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP, WE KNOW THAT TRUMP IS WINNING

PATRIOTS VOTE TRUMP / PENCE IN THE 2020 ELECTIONS TO INSURE WE KEEP AMERICA GREAT

https://www.picclickimg.com/00/s/NDgwWDE2MDA=/z/w-kAAOSwkQddCYEC/$/Bumper-Sticker-President-Donald-Trump-Mike-
Pence-_57.jpg

GOD BLESS ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Where We Go One We Go All
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'The President Won This One': CNN's Tapper Details How Trump Outflanked Ocasio-Cortez And Her

Leninist Girl Scout Troop
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House Democrats may have appeared united in the resolution condemning President Trump for a series of tweets aimed at
Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), Ilhan Omar (D-MN), Rashida Tlaib (D-MI), and Ayanna Pressley (D-MA), but behind
the scenes we have chaos. A few talked to Tapper off the record and noted this whole fiasco has been a massive win for
the Trump White House. There was infighting between AOC and Speaker Pelosi, which is good, but what’s even better is
forcing the Democratic leadership to re-embrace this Leninist Girl Scout Troop from Hell and their extremist agenda and
anti-Semitic remarks. Oh, and Omar made sure to make it clear to CBS’s Gayle King that she doesn’t regret her remarks.

"The president won this one,” said one House Democrat to Tapper, “What the president has done is politically
brilliant. Pelosi was trying to marginalize these folks and the president has now identified the entire party with them."

He noted all of this in a lengthy Twitter thread:

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

House Democrats appeared unified in their votes this week but I've spent the day talking to a bunch of them

and many are extremely frustrated. All agree POTUS's tweets needed to be condemned; they spoke under

condition of anonymity so they could be candid. (Thread)

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

2/ "The president won this one," said House Dem 1 of the Trump v Squad (AOC, Tlaib, Omar & Pressley)

showdown. "What the president has done is politically brilliant. Pelosi was trying to marginalize these folks

and the president has now identified the entire party with them."

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

3/ Another issue: what are Dems focused on? Is it what will help the class of 2018 (largely more moderate

than the Squad) get reelected?

Dem Rep 2: "The president's words and actions speak for themselves. We need to focus on the issues that

got them here: jobs, health care..."

Jake Tapper ✔ @jaketapper

4/ "...instead of the issues the president brings up deliberately. Anything that takes away from bread and

butter issues is playing into his hands."

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

5/ Other House Democrats are conflicted about having to defend the Squad given things they've said and

done. House Dems cited: talk of supporting challengers to incumbent Dems in primaries, AOC's use of the

term "concentration camps," anti-Semitic comments by Tlaib & Omar.

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

6/ This perceived selective outrage rankled some Dems.

"Everybody was completely outraged by what the president said," said House Dem 3, "and everybody

thought it was appropriate to criticize him...
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thought it was appropriate to criticize him...

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

7/ "...but this was the first time the House has taken action to criticize him in any way, We couldn't even

bring ourselves to have a resolution exclusively condemning anti-Semitism uttered by one of those

members" -- Omar -- "but we leapt to their defense here."

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

8/ A few House Dems noted that Omar and Tlaib just introduced a resolution affirming the right of

Americans to boycott, perceived as an expression of support for the anti-Israel BDS (boycott, divest, and

sanction) movement that most House Dems oppose.

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

9/ "So we'll hear a tirade of attacks on Israel from the same group," said House Dem 3. "Hopefully they

won't be anti Semitic."

House Dem 4 also brought up that bill coming "from someone with a history of anti-Semitism" -- Omar -- "So

yeah it’s challenging."

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

10/ House Dem 4 recalls that "less than 2 weeks ago when members of our caucus were trying to support

funds for children at the border," the Squad was arguing that "we're pro-putting kids in cages, we're against

human rights. So there’s frustration."

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

11/ Others noted that this week the House Democratic Caucus stood by a group that is not perceived as

standing by them.

"I can't tell you the number of Members who are angry and annoyed about them criticizing us," said House

Dem 3.

Jake Tapper

✔ @jaketapper

12/ AOC, in particular "gives her chief of staff license to get candidates to run against her colleagues and to

go after them on social media. It makes people's skin crawl," said House Dem 3.

House Dem 4 summed it up: "We were there for them; they should stop attacking us."

There were also worries that AOC and her crew’s antics won’t help moderate House Democrats keep their seats in 2020.
With them defining the party, that’s very possible. Have you seen the polling? The agenda peddled by these women are
viewed as straight trash.

“Anything that takes away from bread and butter issues is playing into his [Trump’s] hands, said another Democrat.

There’s also great hesitancy to defend this quartet over their absurd claims that we have concentration camps on the
southern border in a not so subtle reference to the Nazi Holocaust. The irony is that soon after these allegations were
lobbed by AOC, she quoted a Nazi sympathizer on Twitter. And defending these women means defending their anti-Semitic
antics, which Omar has been their top quarterback. While some tried to work on a package to help the overcrowding in the
detention centers, this crew attacked them for being complicit for putting kids in cages. Why? Well, anything that enforces
immigration law is seen that way. It’s evil in their eyes. They’re for open borders.

“I can't tell you the number of Members who are angry and annoyed about them criticizing us,” said another
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“I can't tell you the number of Members who are angry and annoyed about them criticizing us,” said another
Democrat.

And while there is agreement that the president’s tweets should be criticized, where were these people when the House tried
to condemn anti-Semitism. Over the weekend, Trump said that these women should go back to their crime-infested places
from whence they came, fix it, and come back. He later doubled down and said if they don’t like it here, they can leave.

Oh, and there’s the whole part about this four-headed monster backing primary challenged. AOC and her Justice Democrats
have said they are in no way backing off from possibly challenging incumbent Democrats next year. Needless to say, that
hasn’t sat well with their Democratic colleagues. It looks like Trump just outflanked them.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/07/17/cnns-tapper-house-democrats-admit-trump-won-the-fight-with-ocasio-cortez-
and-he-n2550242
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Stable Genius Donald Trump: Has Tom Sawyer'd Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez And The Democrat

Freshmen Squad To Re-Elect President Trump

( And the Mainstream Media thinks that President Trump didn't know what he started when he posted those tweets on his page
about AOC and her Squad of Freshmen Haters of America and the American Values in Congress .... Trump 10 steps ahead of the
Democrats in the 2020 election )

@Stonenchizel

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/196/ffd46a07-db5e-41e2-b178-0c3febd8ba7b.png

One of the greatest parts of the great American classic, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, was when young Tom tricked all
of the neighborhood kids into painting a fence for him. Punished by Aunt Polly for one his many indiscretions, Tom promptly
lures and entices his classmates into doing his job for him by making it appear to be an enjoyable, once in a blue moon
opportunity, all the while sitting back and reaping the rewards of his manipulations. The other kids even pay him for the
opportunity. It appears as if Donald Trump has stolen a page from the Mark Twain classic by turning “The Squad” of
Congresswomen Cortez, Tlaib, Pressley, and Omar into the Squad to Re-elect the President.

The past several weeks has seen a civil war break out amongst the leading Democrats in Washington. From Pelosi’s
dismissals of the Squad such as, “that’s like five people” and “They’re four people, and that’s how many votes they got”
to AOC’s racially charged rebuke of the Speaker, “it got to a point where it was just outright disrespectful … the explicit
singling out of newly elected women of color.”, the war between the left’s establishment and the extreme left’s Squad is
raging.

President Trump seems to have taken both notice and full advantage of this opportunity. On Sunday Trump took to
Twitter essentially telling the Squad to go back where they came from. Trump’s aggressively hyped but essentially benign
tweet has led to many reactions, but one result stands out. He has essentially turned the Squad into his own re-election
campaign committee.

Following President Trump’s Twitter storm, the left has rallied around the Squad and given Trump an undeniable asset for
2020. He swayed the tide of the Democrat civil war in favor of the Squad and away from the establishment. Speaker Pelosi,
pre-tweet, had been desperately trying to rein in the extremists and stave off nonsensical calls for impeachment. Tuesday,
Pelosi had to take to the House floor to align herself with the Squad and in the process drew a rebuke from the House
Parliamentarian. Texas Rep. Al Green used the opportunity to continue his pointless push for impeachment. The
establishment certainly rallied around the Squad and in the process gave them even more visibility, more sway, and
inexorably linked the Squad to the face of the Democrats. This is of immense value to a Republican seeking re-election
next year.

The Squad is known for such gems as Rep. Pressley’s statement over the weekend, “We don't need any more brown faces
that don't want to be a brown voice.” Racism and group think, two hallmarks of totalitarian regimes, in one statement.
Then there’s AOC’s Chief of Staff’s now infamous likening of centrist Democrats to segregationists. And of course, there’s
Ilhan Omar’s repeated anti-semitic statements questioning Jewish money and the loyalty of Americans who support
Israel. This is who Pelosi and the establishment Democrats have rallied around and it is going to cost them.

Over the weekend, buried by the mainstream media’s obsessive coverage of President Trump’s tweets, Axios reported a
very disturbing poll being circulated among top Democrats in Washington. It appears that the two most visible members of
the Squad, AOC and Omar are both drawing very high name recognition while simultaneously earning exceptionally low
favorability ratings, 22 percent and 9 percent respectively. If the past eight presidential elections are any indication, 2020 is
going to be decided by roughly ten percent of voters. It’s not a good situation for whomever ends up being the Democrat
nominee when the face of the party is more unpopular than the Yankees in Boston.

Donald Trump, by injecting himself into the Democrat’s civil war and compelling the Pelosi establishment to embrace the
Squad, may have just pulled off a classic Tom Sawyer move. Rather than allowing the Democrats to reign in their extreme
left flank and quell the temper-tantrum-like calls for impeachment, he has gotten the left to embrace their darker demons
and make the Squad the face of the party. In doing so, he has made four freshman Congresswomen the Squad to Re-elect
the President. He has enticed them into painting the fence for him. When playing chess, it is always helpful when your
opponent has a checkers strategy.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/paulcurry/2019/07/18/the-squad-to-reelect-president-trump-n2550225
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Rand Paul Wants To Be Trump's Man in Iran. That Would Be Good News for Peace

https://d2eehagpk5cl65.cloudfront.net/img/c800x450-w800-q80/uploads/2019/07/paulandtrump_1161x653-800x450.jpg

On Monday, Sen. Rand Paul (R–Ky.) tweeted about playing golf with President Donald Trump and Sen. Lindsey Graham
(R–S.C.) over the weekend. Graham and Paul don't see eye-to-eye on military intervention in the Middle East, and they've
essentially been the angel and devil on Trump's shoulder when it comes to foreign policy. Paul's tweets made it clear that
he's still encouraging the president to pull American troops out of war zones and bring them home:

Senator Rand Paul ✔ @RandPaul

Proud that @realDonaldTrump and I argued with you against endless wars! @POTUS made it clear to all of

us at the table, we are getting out of the Middle East quagmire. We’ve been there too long. Time to bring our

troops home. https://twitter.com/lindseygrahamsc/status/1150542489549336576 …

Lindsey Graham

✔ @LindseyGrahamSC

Really enjoyed playing golf with President @realDonaldTrump, @RandPaul and @sendavidperdue

Reminded President Trump how dumb it was for President Obama to ignore sound military advice by

pulling out of Iraq, creating ISIS. (1/2)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_djeikXYAE0pHe.jpg

Today, Politico reports an interesting agenda on Paul's end. Paul is looking to serve as Trump's diplomatic emissary to Iran
to try to serve as a counter to the many, many advisers in Trump's orbit (like Graham and National Security Advisor John
Bolton) trying to rev the engines for a brand new war. Politico notes:

Paul has been among the most prominent voices warning against military intervention. When Trump last month called off
retaliatory military strikes against Iran after an Iranian military official downed a U.S. drone over international waters, Paul
went on the president's favorite television network to offer unqualified praise. "It really takes a statesman to show restraint
amidst a chorus of voices for war," Paul told Fox News' Martha MacCallum.

He also took a jab at the administration's policy, arguing that Iranians view the punishing sanctions imposed by the Trump
administration as "an act of war." …

Earlier this year, Paul pressed [Secretary of State Mike] Pompeo on whether the administration believes it has the authority
to battle the Iranian regime under a 2001 law that allowed the U.S. to pursue the fight against al Qaeda and affiliated
terrorist groups in Afghanistan and beyond.

When Pompeo tried to sidestep the question, Paul warned the administration not to pursue such a conflict, at least not
without Congress' imprimatur.

"You do not have the permission of Congress to go to war with Iran," Paul told Pompeo during the April hearing on
Capitol Hill. "Only Congress can declare war."

The hawks consulted by Politico are not happy that Paul might succeed here and whined to Politico about how this could
weaken their bargaining position.

But this is good news for anybody who wants our country to seek peaceful resolutions to conflicts rather than threaten—and
declare—war. Trump backing off on a militarized response to the downing of a drone off the coast of Iran was the right thing
to do. If Paul being friendly with Trump can keep America out of a new war, the relationship is worth more than its weight in
blood and treasure.

( LINK BELOW )
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Just In: 19 MS-13 Gang Members Charged With ‘Medieval-Style’ Slayings Here In The U.S. Illegally /

Trump Was Right Again

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Gang-member.jpg

As part of his administration’s ongoing effort to crack down on criminal illegal aliens residing in the United

States, President Donald Trump has focused on MS-13, a ruthlessly violent transnational street gang that

originated in El Salvador.

That scrutiny of MS-13, which conducts criminal operations across much of Central America and in the U.S., paid off with an
unsealed indictment announced Tuesday. It charged 22 MS-13 members from the Los Angeles, California, area with several
murders and a host of other violent crimes that were part of an alleged racketeering conspiracy, according to a media release from
the U.S. Attorney’s Office in the Central District of California.

The 12-count, 78-page indictment linked the gang members to at least seven brutal murders in the past two

years in the L.A.-area. The members were part of an MS-13 subset known as the Fulton clique, whose base

of operations was centered in California’s San Fernando Valley.

The murder victims, in most cases, either members of rival gangs or individuals suspected of cooperating with the police, though
at least one of the victims was a homeless man living in a park controlled by the gang. Most of the murders were also part of a
gang initiation ritual in which young associates were “required to kill an MS-13 rival or someone perceived to be adverse to MS-13
to be initiated into MS-13.”

According to Fox News, a spokesman for the U.S. Attorney’s Office in L.A., Thom Mrozek, revealed that 19 of the 22 defendants
were illegal aliens who’d illegally entered the country within the past two or three years.

The media release from the U.S. Attorney’s Office noted the particular brutality used by MS-13 to commit the murders, with the
weapons of choice being machetes, knives and baseball bats.

One particular grisly murder involved a rival gang member being abducted and attacked with machetes, after which the “victim was
dismembered, and his body parts were thrown into a canyon after one of the defendants allegedly cut the heart out of the victim’s
body.”

“We have now taken off the streets nearly two dozen people associated with the most violent arm of MS-13 in Los
Angeles, where the gang is believed to have killed 24 people over the past two years,” U.S. Attorney Nick Hanna
said.

“The collaborative law enforcement effort solved several murder cases and dealt a severe blow to members of the
gang who engaged in acts of brutality not seen in the region for over 20 years,” Hanna added.

The “collaborative effort” and resultant RICO case Hanna described was the culmination of an extensive investigation led by the
Los Angeles Metropolitan Task Force on Violent Gangs, which included the FBI, Los Angeles Police Department, Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department and local, state and federal prosecutors.

“Taking violent offenders off the street should send a message to MS-13 members and their associates that
medieval-style violence and senseless murder will not be tolerated in Los Angeles,” Paul Delacourt, assistant
director in charge of the FBI’s L.A. Field Office, said in the statement.

Delacourt’s reference to “medieval-style violence” in L.A. is rather ironic, given the recent resurgence of “medieval” infectious
diseases among the city’s homeless, diseases that had once been all but wiped out in the civilized Western world.

L.A. County District Attorney Jackie Lacey noted that most of MS-13’s victims were also newly arrived immigrants and said, “The
greatest tragedy in these cases is that these young victims likely left their homelands hopeful that in the United States they would
find safety and prosperity.”

“Instead, these victims had the misfortune of crossing paths with violent gang members who preyed on the
vulnerabilities of their immigrant experience,” Lacey added.

The accused MS-13 killers’ immigration status is a key point that bears repeating: Nearly all of those arrested and charged were
residing in the country illegally and never should have been here in the first place to have the opportunity to commit horrific crimes.

It is criminal illegal aliens like these that Trump and his administration are most focused on locating, apprehending, holding
accountable for their crimes and ultimately deporting out of the country, and we can only hope and pray that his administration will
continue to do so for the remainder of his time in office.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/just-19-ms-13-gang-members-charged-medieval-style-slayings-illegally/
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Media Release: Laredo Sector Border Patrol Agents Intercept Over 2 Million Dollars Worth of Meth -

7/17/2019

https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/u410/IMG-0135.jpg

To report suspicious activity such as alien and/or drug smuggling, download the “USBP Laredo Sector” App or contact the Laredo
Sector Border Patrol toll free at 1-800-343-1994.

LAREDO, Texas – U.S. Border Patrol agents prevented an attempt to smuggle methamphetamine at the

checkpoint located near Hebbronville, Texas.

The incident happened late on the evening of July 15, when a vehicle with two individuals approached the primary inspection area
at the checkpoint on Farm-to-Market Road 1017.

Agents referred the vehicle to the secondary inspection area and a search of the vehicle revealed 41 bundles. Field tests revealed
the bundles contained methamphetamine.

The drugs weighed approximately 31.6 kilograms (69.67 pounds) with an approximate value of $2,227,200. U.S. Border Patrol
agents arrested the driver and passenger, both Mexican Citizens, and seized the vehicle utilized in the smuggling attempt. The
case was turned over to the Drug Enforcement Administration.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection is the unified border agency within the Department of Homeland Security charged with the
management, control and protection of our nation's borders at and between official ports of entry. CBP is charged with securing the
borders of the United States while enforcing hundreds of laws and facilitating lawful trade and travel.

Last modified: July 17, 2019

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/local-media-release/laredo-sector-border-patrol-agents-intercept-over-2-million-dollars/
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July 17, 2019 | Local Media Release: Laredo Sector Border Patrol Agents Intercept Over 2 Million

Dollars Worth of Meth

https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/u410/IMG-0135.jpg

To report suspicious activity such as alien and/or drug smuggling, download the “USBP Laredo Sector” App or contact the Laredo
Sector Border Patrol toll free at 1-800-343-1994.

LAREDO, Texas – U.S. Border Patrol agents prevented an attempt to smuggle methamphetamine at the

checkpoint located near Hebbronville, Texas.

The incident happened late on the evening of July 15, when a vehicle with two individuals approached the primary inspection area
at the checkpoint on Farm-to-Market Road 1017.

Agents referred the vehicle to the secondary inspection area and a search of the vehicle revealed 41 bundles. Field tests revealed
the bundles contained methamphetamine.

The drugs weighed approximately 31.6 kilograms (69.67 pounds) with an approximate value of $2,227,200. U.S. Border Patrol
agents arrested the driver and passenger, both Mexican Citizens, and seized the vehicle utilized in the smuggling attempt. The
case was turned over to the Drug Enforcement Administration.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection is the unified border agency within the Department of Homeland Security charged with the
management, control and protection of our nation's borders at and between official ports of entry. CBP is charged with securing the
borders of the United States while enforcing hundreds of laws and facilitating lawful trade and travel.

Last modified: July 17, 2019
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Video Surfaces Of Hussein Supporting Asylum Restrictions But With Their Double Standard The

Democrats Are Now Slamming President Trump Over The Same Restrictions / Democrat's Are Just

Stupid !

Was Obama being racist then, too?

https://assets.rbl.ms/19934227/1200x600.jpg

Democrats blasted President Donald Trump this week over new asylum regulations enacted in response to

the growing humanitarian crisis at the southern border.

D House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) called the regulations — which require migrants to claim asylum in the first safe country
to which they arrive, not the country of their preference — "illegal" and "cruel."

However, new video of then-President Barack Obama from just five years ago shows just how far Democrats' goal posts have
moved.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTkzNDIyOC85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjQwMDMwMDF9.KD3TkSZ1-
6WguFqeWHoKg9ib1Zwfh5naRJfs_qMvyqo/img.jpg

Speaking in 2014, Obama said that poverty and crime are not sufficient legal reasons for granting asylum.

"Under U.S. law, we admit a certain number of refugees from all around the world based on some fairly narrow
criteria. And, typically, refugees status is not granted just based on economic need or because a family lives in a
bad neighborhood, or poverty," Obama said.

"It's typically defined fairly narrowly," he explained. "You have a state, for example, that was targeting a political
activist and they need to get out of the country, for fear of prosecution or even death."

"There may be some narrow circumstances in which there is a humanitarian or refugee status that a family might be
eligible for," Obama went on to say. "If that were the case, it would be better for them to be able to apply in country,
rather than take a very dangerous journey all the way up to Texas to make those same claims."

However, Obama was clear that the American asylum-request pipeline is not suited to handle a large-scale humanitarian asylum
crisis.

"I think it's important to recognize that would not necessarily accommodate a large number of additional migrants,"
Obama emphasized.

( Video in the link below)

https://twitter.com/tomselliott/status/1150780463289683968

Tom Elliott 

@tomselliott

Flashback Clip of the Day: In 2014, @BarackObama says crime and poverty do not justify an asylum claim

Obama's comments followed a meeting at the White House with Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez, then-Guatemalan
President Otto Perez Molina, and then-El Salvadorian President Salvador Sanchez Ceren.

Obama had met with his three counterparts to discuss what was at the time an ongoing migrant crisis impacting Central America,
Mexico, and the U.S. That crisis is most notable for the surge of unaccompanied migrant children that overwhelmed U.S.
immigration resources.

( Story in the link below )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/barack-obama-2014-asylum-poverty-crime-not-sufficient
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As We Prepare To Send A Woman To The Moon, New York Times Encourages Women To Be Angry

At NASA’s Apollo Program Because It Was ‘Built Around Male Bodies’ NYT Is Just Stupid !

https://twitter.com/airandspace/status/1151298465009405954

National Air and Space Museum

 Verified account

@airandspace

We are GO for the Moon. Our Saturn V projection on the Washington Monument starts tonight! See it tonight

through Thursday from 9:30 to 11:30 pm, and don't miss the full #GoForTheMoon show Friday and

Saturday. Full details: https://s.si.edu/2RYNCkB #Apollo50

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_o70rTWkAELRyz.jpg

Hey ladies, here’s another thing you can be angry about if you need to increase the misery in your daily life:

according to the venerated New York Times, NASA’s Apollo Program that landed the first men on the moon

was designed by men, for men and is ripe to be hated for its gender bias. If that isn’t enough to awaken your

inner feminist, despite the fact that we’ve moved beyond that in the 60 years since and seen many women

astronauts and engineers in the space program, and, in fact, are set to send the first woman to the moon by

2024 in the Artemis Program (Artemis is a Greek goddess, by the way), you should still be really angry

because men went to the moon first and the spacesuits don’t fit women.

Or something. I don’t really get it.

If we do not acknowledge the gender bias of the early space program, it becomes difficult to move past it.

…

What are the lessons to be learned from NASA’s failure to fly women during the Apollo era?

The most recent lesson emerged in April, when NASA had scheduled a spacewalk that was, quite by accident, staffed by
two female astronauts. The agency had to restaff the spacewalk because it had only one spacesuit that was the correct
size for both women.

This is not an indictment of NASA in 2019. But it does demonstrate a causal chain that begins with the Apollo program and
leads through to present-day staffing choices.

The suits, known as extravehicular mobility units, were designed more than 40 years ago, based on the designs of the
Apollo missions, at a time when all astronauts were men. Only four of the original 18 suits are still rated for spaceflight, and
all of those are on the space station.

The Times piece then helpfully goes into a few paragraphs dissecting the budget restraints that kept smaller spacesuits from being
made available and how one lady astronaut had to improvise with padding to make her suit fit during buoyancy tests due to her
small stature.

I mean, call me crazy but this sounds like a call for funding rather than an opportunity for a social justice crusade. The Times also
suggests that because the lady astronauts chose not to make a big deal of having to use their wit and brains to improvise so they
could get on with being bada** astronauts, these spacesuit snafus were evidence of “gender bias [that] became a mistake that we
did not learn from.”

I’d venture to say the ladies who faced the problem and overcame it learned a great deal, which makes them ideal astronauts. The
Times feels the need, however, to inform them of their victimhood and speak when they can’t. (I have a hard time believing women
who make it through the space program are too meek to speak, but whatever).

And it wouldn’t be the Times if they didn’t pick up on the newest, silliest feminist trope and turn it into a potential tragedy.

Inside the spacesuits, astronauts wear the liquid cooling and ventilation garment. This looks like long underwear covered
with meters of tubes. It pumps water around the astronauts to cool them. Men and women wear the same style of garment
despite the fact that we have different sweat patterns. Men sweat more than comparably fit women, and the areas where
they sweat the mostoccur in different parts of the body. In other words, when it comes to temperature-controlling garments,
the needs are different for men and women.

We are already aware of this in relation to office temperatures. Temperatures are set for men, which leaves women carrying
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sweaters to work.

Why the Times, and its woke readership, feels the need to turn basic logistical problems NASA encounters as it moves back
toward space exploration into some kind of divisive proof of bias is baffling. It’s counterproductive and silly. Don’t believe me?
Read the piece and try not to roll your eyes at the part where they describe the “thick wool slippers” on the feet of a female Space
Shuttle crew member.

In fairness, they do cover the antiquated belief back when the space program began in the 60s that women weren’t up to the task
of space flight. And it’s true women weren’t allowed into the military flight training programs that were the career pathway to space
flight. But the truth is, women may not have been physically up to some of the physical demands of space flight given the
technology used at the time. That tiny little Apollo 11 return shuttle, for example, very likely asked a great deal of the human body
and women, as the rest of the Times piece points out, are wired physically differently than men.

As we’ve refined technologically — and the differences in technology from the outset of the space program to the modern age of
commercial space flight are vast — the brawn of the job has decreased in importance and the intellectual necessities (always
there) have taken on more prominence.

And so, more women heading to space. As a woman, I actually take that as something of a compliment,

frankly

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.redstate.com/slee/2019/07/17/new-york-times-encourages-women-angry-nasas-apollo-program-built-around-male-
bodies/
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'FUCK The Troops!': Unhinged Leftist Goes On Potty-Mouthed Tirade Against Military, American

Flag At ICE Facility — Um, And Pole Danced

'You are more concerned with a f*ing piece of cloth than people who are locked in cages!'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19934761/1200x600.jpg

For your midweek entertainment, we bring you an unhinged leftist caught on video going on a potty-

mouthed tirade outside the Colorado Immigration and Customs Enforcement facility where protesters a few

days prior took down an American flag and replaced it with a Mexican flag.

What was the leftist woman's beef?

Apparently she didn't like being questioned about her reasons for protesting along with a few other folks outside the ICE facility in
Aurora.

"White supremacist! White supremacist! White supremacist!" she yelled at conservative activist Ashley St. Clair.

She continued, taunting St. Clair: "I'm gonna get out of your face, or what?"

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTkzNDc3OC85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjQwMDg2ODN9.4aw6NenHzHw0i45kCVrv6DorcTeWgxLdcXYl02yAbI0/img.jpg

'You are more concerned with a fing piece of cloth' The woman then turned her attention to the American flag: "You are
more concerned with a fing piece of cloth than people who are locked in cages! Children! Right in front of you!"

When St. Clair brought up the flag and U.S. troops, the woman lost it.

"I don't give a f! I don't give a f!" she screamed, clapping her hands apparently to underscore her point.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTkzNDc4Mi85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjM2NTgzNDB9.80AGU6zDdRSHfJbCVFFPx1pThfYNQb88wORDCw1ESfw/img.jpg

St. Clair tried again: "That flag and the troops are the reason you're able to —"

Nothing doing; the protester lost it again: "You're a fing bitch! You're a fing stupid-ass, privileged-ass bitch! Get the f*** out of
here now!"

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTkzNDc4NS85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjM1MzgzMzN9.Zr-
m6wvK30rVLJ2CY8TE_E_1AGSiJzHAk_Gi57-clio/img.jpg

(And who put Larry from the Three Stooges in a purple dress? Sad!)

How about a pole dance, y'all?

If you haven't yet decided that the protester was a few chips short of a full bag, for her final act she went off on the U.S. military —
then did a pole dance on a street sign.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTkzNDc5Ni85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjM2MDIzOTh9.b8rjsRVTFXvYzl2Qw1J1glijwFGgU0qTJUhXBwwVjV8/img.jpg

What was it that David Lee Roth once sang? "They say it's kinda frightnin' how this younger generation swings."

Speaking of the video recording it all for posterity, she added, "Go ahead and fing distribute it, bitch! What's up, ho? F you! I
hope this s*t goes viral! Fk the troops. Because all they do is fing kill people."

No doubt her folks are overjoyed.

Content warning: Potty-mouth and pole dance:

( VIDEO in Link Below )

https://twitter.com/stclairashley/status/1150860330748141568

Ashley StClair �� 

@stclairashley

I went to the Aurora ICE facility where deranged leftists took down the U.S flag & raised a Mexican flag in its

place

These lunatics called me a white supremacist simply for supporting our flag and our troops. VC:

@DC_Draino

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/f-the-troops-unhinged-leftist-goes-on-potty-mouthed-tirade-against-military-american-flag-at-ice-
facility-um-and-pole-danced
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Transgender Man Who Had Waby wants To Be 'Father' On Birth Certificate. Official Rules 'He Could

Only Be Registered As...Mother.' Now It's On

'Protecting my child has always been and will always be my number one concern'
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Watch: Facebook Exec Speechless When Called Out for ‘Flagrant Displays of Bullshit' By Louisiana

Republican Sen. John Kennedy

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/John-Kennedy.jpg

Say what you will about Louisiana Republican Sen. John Kennedy, the man has a way with words.

Kennedy weighed in on the President Donald Trump Twitter controversy Tuesday by telling Fox News that far-left Reps.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar, Ayanna Pressley and Rashida Tlaib are “left-wing cranks and they’re the reason
that there are directions on a shampoo bottle.”

I mention this not because it’s funny (although it is), but because it was only the second most quotable thing that Kennedy said on
Tuesday.

That same day, Kennedy, along with other members of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, questioned
David Marcus — the Facebook executive in charge of Libra, the company’s proposed cryptocurrency — about the company’s plan
to create a new digital currency.

Given the fact that Facebook is a tech giant and controls much of the social media landscape, the fact that they’re proposing to
release their own currency has drawn the attention of the government.

Sen. Kennedy, in particular, was drawn to how the company had handled the news media.

“We agree on this, that Facebook has now become the major news source for many, many people, probably
the major news source,” Kennedy said to Marcus. “Is that true?”

Marcus gave the kind of bland response you might expect: “I don’t believe it is, senator. I believe that more and more people are
interacting with other people,” he said.

“Well, 60 percent of your users say they get their news off Facebook as their primary source,” Kennedy
replied.

And then — well, all I have to say is that I hope that C-SPAN had the censors on standby. I know it’s unusual to break out the
bleeps during a Senate hearing, but Kennedy was in fine form.

“Isn’t it true, I really want your opinion, that Facebook has chosen to advance a set of values in which
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truthful reporting has been displaced by, uh, flagrant displays of bulls—?” Kennedy said.

Sen Kennedy to FB execs

Marcus was left nearly speechless — and certainly didn’t have many thoughts to expound upon.

“I don’t know how to answer that question, sir,” Marcus said amid a rumbling of laughter.

I know it’s frequently called a conspiracy theory, but there’s little doubt that Facebook has engaged in the suppression of
conservative content.

Last year, for instance, some videos from Prager University were flagged as hate speech and taken down — something the
company swore up and down was a mistake.

Earlier this year, Facebook also censored a picture of an unborn baby in a pro-life advertisement, saying that it was “graphic” or
“violent” imagery and adding a warning over the advertisement that said, “This photo may be sensitive to some people.”

Meanwhile, I still see plenty of NowThis videos on my newsfeed. I’m not saying that’s bias, I’m just saying there’s no accounting
for taste in this world. There’s also not a whole lot of talk about NowThis videos being censored for spurious hate-speech claims.

Does this all count as “flagrant displays of bull s—”? I’m not quite sure precisely what Kennedy was talking about, but the fact is
that Facebook has handled journalistic controversies and algorithm changes with all of the delicacy of a bull in a china shop. Now
they’re looking to start a cryptocurrency.

However, it looks like the era of escaping Congress’ attention is gone. Kennedy was far from the only one attacking the company
over its practices at the hearing.

Take the words of Sen. Sherrod Brown, an Ohio Democrat: “We’d be crazy to give them a chance to let them experiment with
people’s bank accounts.”

Or take those of Sen. Martha McSally, an Arizona Republican: “I don’t trust you guys,” she said. “Instead of cleaning up your
house you are launching into a new business model.”

And if they’re not going to clean up their house, it looks like Congress is going to do it for them. Hopefully

with a few more pithy quotes from Sen. Kennedy.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://youtu.be/2G7ODLx_4JM via @YouTube

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-facebook-exec-speechless-called-flagrant-displays-bulls/
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Rudy Giuliani : The Democrats And Their Media Say The Worst Things About @realDonaldTrump /

Then Claim He Is Disrespectful? How About Their Disrespect For The President

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/05/10/931/524/694940094001_6034942903001_6034945010001-
vs.jpg

Rudy Giuliani

 Verified account

@RudyGiuliani

The Dems and their media say the worst things about @realDonaldTrump.

However, if he dramatically points out their over the top anti-American and Israeli policies and rhetoric

(detention camps, 9/11 minimization) then he is disrespectful? How about their disrespect for the Pres?

Rudy Giuliani is absolutely right ! The Democrat 4 Whores Women of the Democrat Apocalypse

are always stating disgusting things about President Trump. But these same 4 Dem's are not

only yelling from the rooftops of Congress that Trump is a Racist, Sexist, Homophobic....etc....

They are also expressing their HATE for America. Some of the 4 have even made it their goal

while in Congress to push for extreme Socialism in America. That means Open Borders, and

Free Healthcare for anyone in the world ( Of 8 Billion People ) that want or need free healthcare

is to come to America without any screening at all. Imagine the diseases that would flood the country.

I can go on for days about what these ridiculous Dem's of color' as they themselves want to be labeled

as so they can accept the pitty from the Liberal American People that are sleep living in the Cabal's

Media controlled existence. The same Globalist that Our Great President Trump is working on right

now to rid the country of the Cabal and all their control on so many aspects of the American

and world governments and People around the world at this moment. Thank God for President

Donald John Trump, because he is not afraid of any of the Cabal and that makes this fight good.

@Stonencizel

God Bless President Trump And Keep Him Safe From The Hateful Deep State Puppets

WWG1WGA
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Candace Owens: It Is Time For New Yorkers To Vote The Aspiring Actress Who HATES America

And HATES White People Out Of Office, AOC Is A Nasty Representation For All Women Of Color

https://images.ctfassets.net/ydv6sq0kb5bw/34V30eBvZtRc44aFyXmtfz/576dd98147084bead1e03192831ad906/Candace_8.jpg

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1151506630284062720

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

Candace Owens Retweeted Scherie Murray

This woman, @ScherieMurray, is running against @AOC for Congress and she has my full support.

It is time for New Yorkers to vote the aspiring actress who HATES America and HATES white people out of

office.

AOC is a nasty representation for all women of color.

Vote Murray!

Below is the Republican Candidate running against AOC

https://twitter.com/ScherieMurray/status/1151436395875094529

Scherie Murray

@ScherieMurray

You deserve someone who will fight for you, not fight for the limelight. Someone who will build bridges, not

burn them down. Join me, let’s #unitethefight, & build bridges together. https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=v6geoLhv8LM … #NY14

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1151506630284062720
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A Third-Generation American Offers To Pay For AOC And Her ‘Squad’ To Leave America / I'l Pay For

Their Tickets Out Of This Country Just Tell Me Where They'd Rather Be
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Most of the establishment media is working overtime to depict President Donald Trump as a racist monster

who wants only white people living in the United States.

But the media hacks and leftist pundits couldn’t be further from the truth.

Louisiana Rep. Ralph Abraham understands Trump’s intentions fully.

According to the Washington Examiner, Abraham, whose paternal grandparents were Lebanese immigrants, approved of the
president’s latest Twitter declaration, which stated, “Our Country is Free, Beautiful and Very Successful. If you hate our
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president’s latest Twitter declaration, which stated, “Our Country is Free, Beautiful and Very Successful. If you hate our
Country, or if you are not happy here, you can leave!”

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Our Country is Free, Beautiful and Very Successful. If you hate our Country, or if you are not happy here,

you can leave!

The Louisiana Republican responded directly, offering to pay for the plane tickets of “anti-American” lawmakers.

“There’s no question that the members of Congress that @realDonaldTrump called out have absolutely said anti-
American and anti-Semitic things. I’ll pay for their tickets out of this country if they just tell me where they’d rather
be,” Abraham tweeted.

Rep. Ralph Abraham

✔ @RepAbraham

There’s no question that the members of Congress that @realDonaldTrump called out have absolutely said

anti-American and anti-Semitic things. I’ll pay for their tickets out of this country if they just tell me where

they’d rather be.

Following the third-generation immigrant’s statement, Montana Sen. Steve Daines followed up with a similar message of
love for America and support for Trump.

“Montanans are sick and tired of listening to anti-American, anti-Semite, radical Democrats trash our country and our
ideals,” Daines tweeted. “This is America. We’re the greatest country in the world. I stand with @realdonaldtrump.”

Steve Daines

✔ @SteveDaines

Montanans are sick and tired of listening to anti-American, anti-Semite, radical Democrats trash our country

and our ideals. This is America. We’re the greatest country in the world.

I stand with @realdonaldtrump. ��

This probably won’t be the last time someone offers free, one-way plane tickets to the likes of Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez of New York, Rashida Tlaib of Michigan, Ilhan Omar of Minnesota, and Ayanna Pressley of Massachusetts: the
quartet haven’t stopped attacking American ideals since they were elected and likely won’t stop anytime soon.

Unfortunately for the freshmen progressives, their anti-Trump and anti-America narratives have been off-putting to
Americans.

According to an internal Democratic poll of white voters with less than two years of college experience (obtained exclusively
by Axios), “Ocasio-Cortez was recognized by 74% of voters in the poll; 22% had a favorable view. Rep. Ilhan Omar of
Minnesota … was recognized by 53% of the voters; 9% (not a typo) had a favorable view.”

Yes, Axios actually included the phrase “not a typo” because of how shockingly low Omar is polling.

“Stand with America or leave” is a winning message for the president and the GOP. After all, celebrities like Miley
Cyrus, Whoopi Goldberg and Snoop Dogg promised to leave the U.S. if Trump took the White House. And he did.

Despite Trump’s victory, the Hollywood celebrities didn’t even bother packing. Their wealth and success is hard to come by
in other countries and they know it.

If they truly disliked America, why are they still here?

Despite their provocative remarks, celebrities and politicians alike know that leaving America would be a poor decision.
Though they’ll never admit it, the United States is the greatest country on the planet.

( Story in the link below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/third-generation-american-offers-pay-squad-leave-america/
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And So It Begins...House Democrat Will Defy Party Leaders And File Articles Of Impeachment

Against Trump

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/196/6a144448-cd87-4760-85d0-595021c58eb5.png

It has been a day of chaos on the Hill. House Democrats brought forward a resolution condemning

President Trump for his tweets targeting Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), Ilhan Omar (D-MN),

Rashid Tlaib (D-MI), and Ayanna Pressley (D-MA) for their arguably anti-American views and their

left-wing agenda that will destroy the country.

This crew has peddled anti-Semitism, refused to condemn Antifa violence, and trivialized the 9/11 attacks. And they defend
each other when they get caught dabbling in such antics as well. These four are the Marxist Girl Scout Troop from the
seventh circle of hell. Pelosi condemned the tweets, as did the Democrat-media complex, as racist and said so on the
House floor. House Republicans objected noting that this declaration may have violated the rules and asked that it be edited
or stricken from the record. In a party-line vote, House Democrats overrode the rules and the GOP objections.

http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/05/06/al_green_im_concerned_if_we_dont_impeach_this_president_he_will_get_re-
elected.html

As this bonfire gets going, Rep. Al Green (D-TX) said he would bring forward articles of impeachment against Donald
Trump, defying the House Democratic leadership who knows the perilous nature of this route should a single thing go wrong
and there are more than a few ways where this move can go off the hinges. Green has attempted to bring forward such
articles before and he pretty much gave the game away as to why he’s doing this: he’s afraid of Trump being re-elected (via
WaPo):

Rep. Al Green will file articles of impeachment against President Trump on Tuesday night, triggering a contentious vote
in the coming days to confront an issue that has bitterly divided the Democratic Party.

The Texas congressman, who notified Democratic leaders of his decision on Tuesday, said the House must impeach
Trump for racist remarks suggesting four minority congresswoman “go back” to their ancestral countries as well as other
comments made in the past. The four Democrats — Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (N.Y.), Ilhan Omar (Minn.), Ayanna
Pressley (Mass.) and Rashida Tlaib (Mich.) — are all citizens; three were born in the United States.

“I think that we should not have this level of bigotry emanating from the president of the United States of America,” Green
said in an interview with The Washington Post. “He is clearly making racist comments … The question becomes: What do
we do about it?”

Green added: “To tolerate bigotry — racism in this case — is to perpetuate it. We should not perpetuate this kind of
behavior coming from the president, and if we don’t check him, he will continue.”

Green’s move will force House Democrats to deal with the issue in the near term because of the privileged nature of the
resolution. Under House rules, Democratic leadership can decide to try to table the impeachment articles, effectively
killing them for now and risk criticism from the party’s liberal base; refer them to the House Judiciary Committee for
possible consideration; or allow the vote to proceed.

If leaders do nothing, Green can force a vote on the impeachment articles in two legislative days.

The move comes as more than 80 members of the House have called for launching an impeachment inquiry. House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) has resisted, however, encouraging her chairmen to keep investigating the president for
potential abuse of power and obstruction of justice.

Again, this isn’t the first time Green, but with AOC and her Leninist sect running wild and Al Green defying the speaker’s
position on impeachment on impeachment, it seems the inmates are starting to run the asylum that is the House
Democratic caucus. Pelosi cannot corral the crazies and she’s being pushed into a corner that she doesn’t want to be in
politically. She’s been forced to re-embrace AOC and her ilk’s far left-wing agenda that could torpedo their House majority
and she will be once again called to settle this impeachment business. Any hint of moderation (i.e. not willing to back
Green) could set off another round of drama between Pelosi and her far left. This beef between AOC and Pelosi isn’t done.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/07/16/al-green-impeachment-n2550157
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Home Invasion Suspect Enters Man's Home, Attacks Man's Family / The Suspect Pays The Ultimate

Price After Finding The Homeowner Is Armed

Dramatic events unfolded quickly

https://assets.rbl.ms/19933071/1200x600.jpg

A home invasion suspect is dead after he met up with a homeowner who was armed.

The incident took place around 10 p.m. local time Sunday in Anderson County, South Carolina, according to WSPA-TV.

What are the details?

The suspect, 39-year-old Efren Nectali Ramirez from Honduras, reportedly forced his way into Antwain Moton's home.

Moton's wife, mother-in-law, and 4-year-old daughter were in the home when Ramirez reportedly broke down the door.

Moton, who was playing Xbox at the time, jumped to his feet and pulled out a weapon.

"He was in the front door and closed the door behind him when I had to shoot him," Moton recalled.

Moton, 35, fired his weapon once, striking Ramirez in the chest.

"Eventually I took it [into] my own hands," he said. "That's my 4-year-old daughter in the bedroom."

Moton told WHNS-TV, "His hands were just coming toward us, like he was going to do some type of harm."

Moton explained that Ramirez reportedly bit his wife and shoved his mother-in-law.

The homeowner called 911, but Ramirez was dead by the time first responders arrived.

What else?

"As soon as I shot him, I called 911, and tried to keep him responsive while I [spoke to the dispatcher]," he said.

Moton said that he didn't want to take the intruder's life, but he didn't feel like he had another option.

"It hurts me that I took his life," Moton admitted. "I didn't want that to happen, but I had no other choice."

Moton wonders what would have happened if he hadn't been at home that fateful night.

"What if I wouldn't have been home? What would he have done then?" Moton asked. "I had to protect them. That's
my family."

Moton told the station that he wasn't even sure why Ramirez chose his home.

"Why? Why did he have to come here?" he asked.

According to the station, Moton will likely not face charges in connection with the Sunday incident.

WSPA reported that the Anderson County Sheriff's Office said the shooting appears to be self-defense.

The investigation is still ongoing.

Watch: Anderson Co. homeowner describes having to shoot a man who forced...

https://youtu.be/XGNYjYuK-Ms via @YouTube

( Story in the link below )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/home-invasion-suspect-enters-mans-home-and-attacks-mans-family-the-suspect-pays-the-
ultimate-price-after-finding-the-homeowner-is-armed
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Out Of Pure Hate For President Donald Trump, Nancy Pelosi Breaks Congressional Rules In Calling

Trump Racist , Knowing As Speaker Shes Suppose To Hold Congress To The Rules

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/article_full/public/pelosinancy_071619gn3_lead.jpg

( Pelosi looks like a fucking deer in the headlights when she realized the Republican's called her out on her breaking the House
Rules in Stating that the President is a Racist, then she abandoned the chair and walked off busted )

Patriots I don't know about you but I am getting tired of the Democrats Bullshit!

They are pushing for a Globalist Satanic Controlled New World Order.

The sooner We True Patriots organize and gather together to call out the

Democrats obvious hate for America to be ran as a free country that is ruled

by law and every American citizen be held to the same standard. That means

the Elite being prosecuted also for the crimes they've committed. Not just left to

walk free claiming continually that the President is a Racist and all the other

words they constantly use to divide Americans. Maybe We should organize

and meet and start a bunch of crap like the Liberals do with BLM and ANTIFA.

All these Liberal organizations are funded by George Soros. Why the hell isn't

that corrupt mother fucker sitting in a prison cell right now ? He in no way

should be able to walk freely in America when he funds all these hate organizations.

Plus George Soros has done so many foul things that work against the U.S.A. He stated

that the pinnacle of his life's work would be the destruction of the United Sates of

America. As long as we continue to let these Democrats destroy America they will.

@Stonenchizel

THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK

PATRIOTS TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG - WE WILL KEEP AMERICA GREAT

WWG1WGA
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President Trump Calls It Like He See's It, Unlike All Democrat Politicians Who Speak Gibberish Lies

And That's Why President Trump's Supporters Love Him

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb071619dAPC20190716054511.jpg

If you listen to the gibberish bullshit that comes out the four Democrat Freshmen Congressmen

you will understand exactly why President Trump said what he said about AOC and her Squad

of hate dividers of America's values. These four Freshmen Congress people are exactly like

Nancy Pelosi said they are, just four votes in Congress. The fact that they throw hate out every

time they open their pie holes and spew out hate and division that usually expresses how much

they actually and truly hate The United States of America is unbelievable. This Sqqqquad of

Democrats continually attacking the president of the United States of America Donald Trump as

being called the negative hateful and disgusting stuff that would make any American that truly

loves America angry. Trump has the right to defend his honor regardless of what the Mainstream

Media says.The fact these four Democrats always get away with so much hateful words and continue

with accusations of hate against POTUS with no back draft from the media surely makes people

understand that something is awfully wrong with this picture. George Soros must being paying

these young dumb democrats Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar, Ayana Pressley, Rashida Tlaib

a good amount of money for their pushing his Globalist Agenda onto the American Government

and expressing that President Trump must be impeached. If the American People can not see

what is happening to the Democrat Party and that it is being divided to the point of the Democrat

Party having the closest chance of being totally destroyed just like Q'anon has stated will

happen, then they are just being stupid, but that's why Q'anon always says these same words:

" These People Are Stupid ! "

It's because they are stupid if they don't understand that President Trump is playing them for the

corrupt disgusting American Hating Politician's that they truly are. President Trump is a stable

genius and the Democrat Party truly is being dismantled by a President that knows all of the

Democrat's corruption and is willing to call them out on all of it. That's what make the Liberal's

so damn crazy, they don't know how to fight an honest fight against Trump's Policies because

Trump's Policies are Making America Great Again and will continue to Make America Great.

God Bless President Donald Trump And Q'anon

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

WWG1WGA
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THIS ANTI-SEMITE DEMOCRAT SQUAD FRESHMAN SPEWS HATE ONTO AMERICA

CONTINUALLY FREE FROM CONDEMNATION

https://drillersclub.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/39346/the-right-is-mad-about-ilhan-omar8217s-911-comments-here8217s-what-
she-really-said-1140x350.jpeg

THIS ANTI-SEMITE DEMOCRAT SQUAD FRESHMAN SPEWS HATE ONTO AMERICA CONTINUALLY FREE FROM

CONDEMNATION

THEN SHE ALWAYS CLAIMS IM THE VICTIM, WHEN SHE IS FINALLY CONFRONTED.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_jOvD_W4AAjNGN.jpg

BUT IN REALITY SHE HAS BEEN GIVEN A FREE PASS BY THE MSM TO

SPEW HATE ABOUT POTUS AND AT PATRIOT AMERICANS. SHE IS RACIST

AND WITH POLICIES THAT THE DEMOCRATS ARE PUSHING WE ARE SURE TO

SEE ACROSS AMERICA, THE LIBERALS ARE PUSHING A DANGEROUS AGENDA.

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg071519dAPR20190714074512.jpg

TAKE A LOOK AT THIS CARTOON BECAUSE IT REPRESENTS WHAT TAKES PLACE

AND IS WHAT HAPPENS EVENTUALLY TO MOST LIBERAL RUN CITIES IN AMERICA.

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/mrz071619dAPR20190716024520.jpg

THE DEMOCRATS ARE PUSHING THE GLOBALIST AGENDA

DON'T BE FOOLED GLOBALISM IS THE SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDERISM

http://tribulation.com/images/globe666.jpg

THE REASON THESE DEMOCRATS ARE PUSHING SUCH CRAZY DUMB POLICY

IS BECAUSE THEY ARE NOW OWNED BY THE GLOBALIST ELITE AND HAVE

NO CHOICE NOW BUT TO PUSH THE ELITES AGENDAS SINCE THEY TOOK

THAT INITIAL PAYMENT FROM THE SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER GLOBALIST.

AMERICA NEEDS MORE THAN EVER TO DEFEAT THIS CORRUPT CABAL OF ELITES

https://res.cloudinary.com/teepublic/image/private/s--BBZWliHI--
/t_Preview/b_rgb:191919,c_limit,f_jpg,h_630,q_90,w_630/v1520407232/production/designs/2438979_0.jpg

TRUST THE PLAN BECAUSE TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG AND THEY WANT US DIVIDED

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS AND BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP AND Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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Pot Calling The Kettle Black: Why Is It Not Racist For Democrat Nancy Pelosi To Say: 'Trump Wants

To Make America White Again' / But Only What Trump Says Is Called Racist By These Delusional

Democrats

Here is the proof that Democrat Speaker of the House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi

stating in a Tweet that President Trump wants to Make America White Again :

( Nancy Peosi's Tweet Below )

Nancy Pelosi  Verified account

@SpeakerPelosi

Nancy Pelosi Retweeted Donald J. Trump

When @realDonaldTrump tells four American Congresswomen to go back to their countries, he reaffirms

his plan to “Make America Great Again” has always been about making America white again.

Our diversity is our strength and our unity is our power.

It's funny that only anything that President Trump says is Racist to the delusional

Democrats. The fact that the Democrats are always spewing hate and a lot of

non provable accusations against President Trump, so they call him names

because they have no policy that can challenge President Trumps agendas,

because Trump and his policies are doing great for America and the Economy and

the Democrats know hat they can not beat Trump in an election in 2020 so they feel

the need to destroy the president with vicious lies and name calling because they are

all scared shit less because of the stuff that Q'anon has said about the Liberal Corruption

that is going to be exposed and that those said criminals will be prosecuted and sent to

Gitmo for Military Tribunals. These People are Stupid !

If The Democrats Want To See A Real Racist They Need To Look No Further Than A Mirror
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This Meme Says It All: President Trump Calls It Like He See's It, Unlike All Democrat Politicians Who

Speak Gibberish And That's Why President Trump's Supporters Love Him

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb071619dAPC20190716054511.jpg

If you listen to the gibberish bullshit that comes out the four Democrat Freshmen Congressmen

you will understand exactly why President Trump said what he said about AOC and her Squad

of hate dividers of America's values. These four Freshmen Congress people are exactly like

Nancy Pelosi said they are, just four votes in Congress. The fact that they throw hate out every

time they open their pie holes and spew out hate and division that usually expresses how much

they actually and truly hate The United States of America is unbelievable. This Sqqqquad of

Democrats continually attacking the president of the United States of America Donald Trump as

being called the negative hateful and disgusting stuff that would make any American that truly

loves America angry. Trump has the right to defend his honor regardless of what the Mainstream

Media says.The fact these four Democrats always get away with so much hateful words and continue

with accusations of hate against POTUS with no back draft from the media surely makes people

understand that something is awfully wrong with this picture. George Soros must being paying

these young dumb democrats Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar, Ayana Pressley, Rashida Tlaib

a good amount of money for their pushing his Globalist Agenda onto the American Government

and expressing that President Trump must be impeached. If the American People can not see

what is happening to the Democrat Party and that it is being divided to the point of the Democrat

Party having the closest chance of being totally destroyed just like Q'anon has stated will

happen, then they are just being stupid, but that's why Q'anon always says these same words:

" These People Are Stupid ! "

It's because they are stupid if they don't understand that President Trump is playing them for the

corrupt disgusting American Hating Politician's that they truly are. President Trump is a stable

genius and the Democrat Party truly is being dismantled by a President that knows all of the

Democrat's corruption and is willing to call them out on all of it. That's what make the Liberal's

so damn crazy, they don't know how to fight an honest fight against Trump's Policies because

Trump's Policies are Making America Great Again and will continue to Make America Great.

God Bless President Donald Trump And Q'anon

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

WWG1WGA
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Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey Donates Legal Maximum To Single Democratic Presidential Candidate,

Proving Twitters Bias & Purging Of Conservative Twitter Accounts

https://assets.rbl.ms/19931936/1200x600.jpg

Amid national debate over the scope of power that social media companies wield, Twitter CEO Jack

Dorsey has donated the legal maximum amount to just one single Democratic presidential candidate,

according to documents released Monday.

Newly released Federal Election Commission documents show that Dorsey donated $5,600 to Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (D-
Hawaii) — $2,800 toward the primary and $2,800 toward the general election, both federal legal maximums — on June 27.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTkzMTc1Mi85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjM0MjU1MjB9.baZix9BR5XygCKa_BWS6FuQPDiFETYN6Id49UAdSu3c/img.jpg

The donations came one day after Gabbard appeared in the Democratic primary debate, surprising many with a strong
performance. Gabbard is currently polling at 1 percent among likely Democratic primary voters.

BuzzFeed editor Katherine Miller first reported on Dorsey's political contribution.

Why is this significant?

In an era where just a handful of technology giants control the vast majority of online space, transparency is more important
than ever before.

The politics of companies like Twitter, along with their executives, are often shrouded in mystery, despite widespread belief
that Silicon Valley-based companies like Facebook, Twitter, and Google each hold progressive biases.

Knowing who Dorsey and his counterparts politically endorse with money is important in the fight for

increased transparency.

( Story in the link below )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/jack-dorsey-donates-tulsi-gabbard
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Openly Gay US Soccer Star — Who Unleashed Numerous F-bombs During Team's World Cup

Parade — Calls Christian Player 'Homophobic'

Ashlyn Harris also seemingly accused Jaelene Hinkle of saying something she never uttered in a video

( Video and Story in the link below )
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Social Media Attacks Hispanic Woman Who Purportedly Works As A Customs Officer In The US:

'She Is Literally A Guard At A CONCENTRATION CAMP'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19931748/1200x600.jpg

A woman who reportedly works as a customs officer for the U.S. government is taking heat from the internet

because she's a Hispanic female working in immigration enforcement.

What are the details?

Kiara Cervantes, a young Latina woman claiming to work as a customs officer, is taking fire from the internet after she
became known as #ICEBae on Twitter.

Cervantes, who was reportedly one agent proving security for Vice President Mike Pence during a recent U.S. border visit,
went viral on the internet after a photo of her standing outside a detainment center hit the internet.

According to Newsweek, which asked which agency she belongs to, "Cervantes said she could not provide any comment
until she has spoken with her 'employer.'"

On Monday, she tweeted about the attention — which came in waves. She also shared a photo of herself in her uniform to
Twitter, with a waving emoji.

Kiara C

@kiarace24

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_f9AIfXoAAed1S.jpg

According to the New York Post, Cervantes wrote, "Just woke up … saw that I needed to make a video so y'all could
believe that it's me. It's me — I'm a Customs officer based in Texas and yeah, I don't know what else to say."

Later on Monday, she tweeted, "WOW I am in awe. Thank you all for the support! My job is so hectic at this moment but I
am grateful. I love protecting my country! ... And I love my supporters!"

Kiara C

@kiarace24

WOW I am in awe. Thank you all for the support! My job is so hectic at this moment but I am grateful. I love

protecting my country! ����❤� And I love my supporters!

Throughout the day, Cervantes responded to the remarks she received about her job on Twitter.

To one person — who called Cervantes "scum" and blasted her for being a Hispanic customs officer — Cervantes said, "I
think that's really rude and naive of you to say. You have no idea who my parents are and no idea what goes into my job on
a daily basis... Before speaking on something you know nothing about.... DON'T. Regardless I'm blessed and thankful for
the career I have."

The Real Fat Nick  Verified account

@_FatNick

The Real Fat Nick Retweeted Scott Greer

She’s litteral scum

And for a fact her parents will disown her after seeing this picture

Once again shame on any Hispanic working for ice or anything of that nature

Scott Greer  Verified account

@ScottMGreer
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Nothing but respect for our Latina concentration camp guards

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_X2YtQXUAEXcfJ.jpg

Kiara C

@kiarace24

I think that’s really rude and naive of you to say. You have no idea who my parents are and no idea what

goes into my job on a daily basis... before speaking on something you know nothing about.... DONT.

Regardless I’m blessed and thankful for the career I have.

She also pushed back at claims that the detainment centers at the U.S. border were run like concentration camps.

"I can't agree with concentration camps," she wrote. "But ... this station in particular isn't meant to be a holding
facility hence the overpopulation of aliens. We are doing our best but some people won't ever understand."

Scott Greer

✔ @ScottMGreer

Nothing but respect for our Latina concentration camp guards

Kiara C

@kiarace24

Scott, I can’t agree with concentration camps. But... this station in particular isn’t meant to be a holding

facility hence the overpopulation of aliens. We are doing our best but some people won’t ever understand.

They don’t know the daily of what my job consists of.

Despite criticism, Cervantes said that she takes pride in her job as well as who she is.

"Not only because I am Latina, but just in general the mass amount of people crossing ILLEGALLY daily and the
processing can take a toll on anyone of any gender and race," she said.

She also pushed back at claims that the detainment centers at the U.S. border were run like concentration camps.

"I can't agree with concentration camps," she wrote. "But ... this station in particular isn't meant to be a holding
facility hence the overpopulation of aliens. We are doing our best but some people won't ever understand."

Scott Greer

✔ @ScottMGreer

Nothing but respect for our Latina concentration camp guards

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_X2YtQXUAEXcfJ.jpg

Kiara C

@kiarace24

Scott, I can’t agree with concentration camps. But... this station in particular isn’t meant to be a holding

facility hence the overpopulation of aliens. We are doing our best but some people won’t ever understand.

They don’t know the daily of what my job consists of.

Despite criticism, Cervantes said that she takes pride in her job as well as who she is.

"Not only because I am Latina, but just in general the mass amount of people crossing ILLEGALLY daily and the
processing can take a toll on anyone of any gender and race," she said.

Scott Greer

✔ @ScottMGreer
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✔ @ScottMGreer

Nothing but respect for our Latina concentration camp guards

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_X2YtQXUAEXcfJ.jpg

Kiara C

@kiarace24

But thank you for seeing how difficult my job can be... not only because I am Latina but just in general the

mass amount of people crossing ILLEGALLY daily and the processing can take a toll on anyone of any

gender and any race.

What else?

According to Newsweek and Fox News, some of the more cutting remarks against Cervantes follow:

"Felt cute, might destroy the lives of immigrant families later," a social media user quipped, responding to Cervantes' selfie.

"Found a picture of you with your fellow officers!" another commenter replied to the post, sharing a photo appearing to show female
guards in Nazi concentration camps.

"Who wore it better?" journalist Kit O'Connell wrote, sharing Cervantes' selfie alongside a similar photo of concentration camp
guards.

"You really taking selfies while these people are being held captive? Okay dog," another said.

Another posted a Wikipedia page on "Jewish collaborators with Nazi Germany," appearing to take specific aim at Cervantes being
Latina.

"This country is a mess, we are praising and trending #IceBae when she is literally a guard at a CONCENTRATION CAMP,
guarding CHILDREN IN CAGES, RIPPING FAMILIES APART AT THE BORDER," seethed one Twitter user. "You're all sick,
honestly."

#IceBae is actively aiding in the internment of men, women, and children without trial or even so much as humane living
conditions. She, along with every other officer going along with this is a traitor to the very ideas of justice and freedom."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/social-media-attacks-hispanic-woman-who-purportedly-works-as-a-customs-officer
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VIDEO: Ocasio-Cortez is asked to condemn Antifa terror attack on ICE facility. Here's her surprising

response

Why is so hard to condemn a domestic violence attack?

https://assets.rbl.ms/19931288/1200x600.jpg

( Video in the link below)

https://twitter.com/RebelNewsOnline/status/1150875308599500801

The Rebel  Verified account

@RebelNewsOnline

.@AOC refuses to condemn the Antifa attack on the Tacoma ICE center; refuses to tell @TheRealKeean if

her inflammatory comments about “concentration camps” radicalized the attacker.

( Story in the link below )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/aoc-refuses-to-condemn-attack-on-ice-center
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The RNC Just Torched Ocasio-Cortez And Her 'Squad's' Presser By Rehashing All The Things That

Back Up What Trump Said About Them

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/196/ffd46a07-db5e-41e2-b178-0c3febd8ba7b.png

This crew was throwing punches at House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, but President Trump decided to insert himself into the intra-
Democratic Party conflict, telling the Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez wing of the party that they can leave if they’re unhappy with
America. That set off a meltdown across the liberal media establishment. The accusations of racism and xenophobia were hurled
once again. After hours of simmering, Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), Ayanna Pressley (D-MA), Ilhan Omar (D-MN), and
Rashida Tlaib (D-MI) said they weren’t going to take Trump’s bait, but then decided to chomp down hook, line, and sinker, with
Omar wholeheartedly endorsing the impeachment of Donald trump solely on the basis that he beat Hillary Clinton and didn’t like
what he said about them on Twitter. Yes, they peddled the same trash liberal talking points, but impeachment seems to be their
main unveiling, which isn’t a shocker, while reaffirming the progressive left that they’re still feisty.

Curtis Houck  Verified account

@CurtisHouck

Hilarious how Pressley came out first and said no one should take the bait....then her fellow "squad"

members do just that

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1150878405358968832

Trump War Room  Verified account

@TrumpWarRoom

WATCH: Rep. Ilhan Omar refuses to condemn the Antifa terrorist attack on our ICE men and women

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1150821718354616320

Ryan Saavedra  Verified account

@RealSaavedra

Here's the clip that Trump is referencing with Democrat Rep. Ilhan Omar (MN) where she laughs while

talking about ISIS and Al-Qaeda — Islamic terror groups that kill Americans, U.S. allies, and Jews

( YOU CAN READ THE REST AND FULL STORY IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/07/15/squad-presser-n2550089
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The Self Proclaimed Representation Of The Democrat Party Freshmen : AOC, Ilhan Omar, Ayana

Pressley, Rashida Tlaib, Discussing U.S.Laws During Lunch Break

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg071619dAPR20190715024507.jpg

One day these dumb ass Democrat Freshmen in Congress will come to realize that

they were absolutely wrong on all issues. But they don't care and never will because

as long as George Soros keeps sending those checks in the mail they will keep stirring

the shit pot in the American Government. George Soros has said that he would spend

every last penny he owned to destroy the Trump Presidency and to destroy America's

Sovereignty would be the pinnacle of his life's work. George Soros is a scourge on all

of America's Government and also the Politicians that he buys with is dirty money. These

crooked politicians like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilan Omar, Ayana Pressley and Rashida

Tlaib need to be prosecuted for trying to destroy America's way of life by pushing the

Globalist Satanic New World Order Agenda onto the American People and Politics.

President Donald Trump is absolutely correct about telling them they can leave the USA.

If the Squad hate America and how it has operated for 2 1/2 centuries then they can leave now.

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Candace Owens : FACT : There Are More Instances Of Sheer Stupidity Than There Are Of Racism,

Sexism, Xenophobia And Misogyny Combined

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1031586214548267009/oFJ3JNLB_400x400.jpg

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

FACT: There are more instances of sheer stupidity than there are of racism, sexism, xenophobia and

misogyny combined.

The battle we face in this country is not against inequality, but against ignorance.

And it’s an uphill battle, indeed.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_SOaF-XoAAxGZ5.jpg

WWG1WGA
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AOC & OTHER DEM's WORDS PROVE THEY ARE STUCK IN 2016 AND STILL HURT BECAUSE

DONALD TRUMP DECIMATED HILLARY CLINTON IN ELECTION FOR POTUS

Watch these Democrats push the same old Impeach 45 that they have pushed

since Trump was elected. The Democrats have been repeating Hillary Clinton's old lines

and trying to tell us something that we haven't heard a 1000 times. The Democrats will keep

trying to bring down President Trump because they are still butt hurt because their hero

Hillary Clinton who was suppose to be the first woman president in their minds, but lost. They are hurt

because they were lied to by Hillary Clinton who still hasn't conceded the 2016 election. First

the Democrats tried the fake Russian Collusion and the Mueller Circus... Now they are starting

over with a new charge that Trump is a old and new slew of opinions you would obviously

get if you were to Listen to any angry Democrat talk about President Trump, but this has nothing

to do with policy, because Trumps policies are kicking ass and the Dem's know that 100%.....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nry4f3D0zd4

It sure sounds like these four democrats are now trying to bully

Nancy Pelosi into starting an impeachment process because of course

like AOC stated, Nancy Peosi is a racist just like President Trump.

All because Peosi didn't start an impeachment process like they wanted

Pelosi to do when the Mueller Circus was released to the American Public.

It looks like the Democrat Party is now controlled by the Freshmen Congress.

TRUMP IS RIGHT , THESE WOMEN HATE AMERICA AND THEY ESPECIALLY HATE WHITE AMERICA

ALEXANDRIA OASIO-CORTEZ & HER BUNCH OF FRESHMEN CONGRESSMEN ARE ABSOLUTELY RACIST !

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP AND Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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The Liberal Four Horsewomen Of The Democrat Apocalypse , Ilhan Omar, Ayana Pressley, Rashida

Tlaib, And Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Killing The Democrat Party

https://static.seattletimes.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/07112019_squad-tzr_tzr_090554-780x501.jpg

PATRIOTS WELCOME THE FOUR HORSEWOMEN OF THE DEMOCRAT APOCALYPSE

ILHAN OMAR, AYANA PRESSLEY, RASHIDA TLAIB, AND ALEXANDRIA OCASIO CORRTEZ.

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HAS JUST PLAYED THE FOUR DEMOCRAT FRESHMAN

INTO A FIGHT THAT TAKES AWAY ALL THE ATTENTION FROM ALL OF THE DEMOCRAT

CANDIDATES RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT. AOC MAD AT NANCY PELOSI BY

CALLING HER REMARKS RACIST AGAINST THE WOMEN OF COLOR IN CONGRESS.

SO TRUMP POST SOMETHING STATING THAT HE'S WORKED WITH NANCY PELOSI

FOR A LONG TIME AND THAT PELOSI IS NOT RACIST... A HOUSE DIVIDED

CAN NOT STAND . SOON THE TWEETS ESCALATED TO THE FOUR HORSEWOMEN CLAIMING

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS A WHITE NATIONALIST AND HE'S A WHITE SUPREMACIST

FOR SAYING THAT IF YOU DON'T LOVE AMERICA - THEN YOU CAN LEAVE!

THESE FOUR HORSEWOMEN WILL SURELY DESTROY THE DEMOCRAT PARTY.

https://www.mlive.com/resizer/gNVcfpM7-80VbKMg3ax1CmCCgOw=/600x0/arc-anglerfish-arc2-prod-
advancelocal.s3.amazonaws.com/public/QBSTBXX5WREBBD4Z7V4PLCBXBU.jpg

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KNOWS HE HOLDS THE POWER IN THE USA

HERE'S MY POINT PATRIOTS: THE PRESIDENT IS A STABLE GENUS AND

HE WILL NOT TAKE ANY SHIT FROM ANY CONGRESSMAN PERIOD! . NOW ONE

FIFTH OF 500 COMPARED TO THE POWER OF ONE TO ME HAS ALWAYS MEANT THAT

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES IS AND HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE MOST

POWERFUL COMPARED TO A CONGRESSMAN. THIS IS HOW IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN IN

AMERICA, EVEN WHEN HUSSEIN WAS PRESIDENT AND REPUBLICANS HAD TO

PUT UP WITH HIS AGENDA, BUT WE DID. PRESIDENT TRUMP IS GETTING THE MOST

IMPORTANT MESSAGE ACROSS THAT IS THAT THESE FOUR HORSEWOMEN OF THE

DEMOCRAT APOCALYPSE HATE AMERICA, AND THEY HATE AMERICA AND THEY HATE

AMERICA ! NOW IF THAT ISN'T A GENIUS MESSAGE TO PUSH ACROSS TO THE

AMERICAN VOTERS THEN I DON'T WHAT IS....

THESE DEMOCRAT WOMEN HATE AMERICA AND HER PEOPLE

AOC,TLAIB,PRESSLEY AND OMAR HATE WHITE MEN AND HATE AMERICA

NOW THAT MAKES THE DEMOCRAT FOUR HORSEWOMEN THE BIGGEST LIBERAL RACIST EVER

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

WWG1WGA

BTW PRESIDENT TRUMP WAS ABSOLUTELY RIGHT IN TELLING THESE DEMOCRATS IF

THEY HATE AMERICA SO MUCH THEY HAVE THE RIGHT TO LEAVE ANYTIME THEY WANT

@Stonechizel
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Antifa Terrorist Who Firebombed ICE Facility Invokes AOC's Rhetoric In His Manifesto

'I really shouldn't have to say any more than this...'

The man who attacked an Immigration and Customs Enforcement facility in Tacoma, Washington, over the

weekend echoed rhetoric from Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) in his manifesto.

Willem Van Spronsen, who tried to firebomb the ICE facility after being angered by a "factually inaccurate portrayal" of the facility,
condemned what he claimed are "corporate for profit concentration camps."

"I'm a black and white thinker. Detention camps are an abomination. I'm not standing by. I really shouldn't have to
say any more than this," Van Spronsen wrote.

Last month, Ocasio-Cortez referred to migrant detention centers as "concentration camps" and invoked

other Holocaust language, such as "Never again." Her comments ignited a firestorm of controversy and

outrage that ended with Ocasio-Cortez doubling down despite widespread condemnation from Jews and

actual Holocaust survivors.

A torched car outside the Tacoma ICE facility.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTkyOTczMS85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjM1OTIxMDd9.RVDUXtzt3-
bjKkMjl9y0tiE22yj9Y7gAz5Ct2phXDdA/img.jpg

Image source: YouTube screenshot

Later in the manifesto, the self-avowed "Antifa" member encourages "comrades and incoming comrades to arm themselves."

"We are now responsible for defending people from the predatory state," Van Spronsen said. "Ignore the law in
arming yourself if you have the luxury, I did."

Van Spronsen reportedlywent to the ICE facility about 4 a.m. armed with a rifle and several improvised explosives, such as
molotov cocktails. He reportedly threw his incendiary devices at the building as well as at several vehicles in a parking lot, setting
them ablaze. Police responded with lethal force and killed him.

What's the truth about the Tacoma ICE facility?

According to an official with GEO Group — the for-profit organization that operates the ICE facility in Tacoma — the media is
telling an incorrect story about the facility.

The facility in Tacoma is not comparable to the ICE facilities that temporarily hold migrants at the border. The GEO group does not
manage facilities that hold unaccompanied minors, are overcrowded, or along the border.

Instead, facilities ran by the GEO Group are relatively luxurious with "amenities including artificial turf soccer fields, flat screen
TVs in living areas, indoor and outdoor recreation, classrooms, multipurpose rooms, and libraries," a fact sheet provided to
TheBlaze says.

In a statement to TheBlaze, GEO vice president for corporate relations Pablo Paez said:

Like all Americans, we are concerned about the unprecedented humanitarian crisis at our Southern border; we acknowledge the
challenge, but we are appalled by the historically and factually inaccurate portrayal of our facilities. The outrageous and baseless
accusations that have been leveled against our facilities have led to misplaced aggression and a dangerous environment for our
employees, whose safety is our top priority. Violence of any kind against our employees and property will not be tolerated. We are
thankful for the quick and brave action by the Tacoma Police Department, which prevented innocent lives from being endangered.

Contrary to the images of other facilities on the news, our facilities have never been overcrowded, nor have they ever housed
unaccompanied minors. The GEO Group's facilities, including the processing center in Tacoma, offer modern amenities with air
conditioning, a bed for every individual, recreational activities, 24/7 medical care and access to legal services on the premises as
we carry out our mission to provide the safest, most humane care possible.

( LINK BELOW )
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Even A Liberal Poll Shows How Every Dem Running for President Is Out of Touch with Americans
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Even for Democrats, this is embarrassing.

It’s hard to find an issue where the current crop of Democratic presidential contenders agrees with most Americans.

Open borders, free health care for illegal aliens and higher taxes are all anathema to most voters, but that doesn’t stop Democrats
aiming for the Oval Office from backing them.

Now, a new Gallup poll has turned up an issue where Democratic candidates are so out of touch that even Democratic voters don’t
agree with them.

The poll surveyed Americans on their feelings about statehood for the District of Columbia and found a whopping 64 percent
opposed to it — while 100 percent of the Democrats running for president are in favor of it, according to Politico.

That’s a serious disconnect.

“People just don’t see the reason why D.C. should be a state,” Gallup senior editor Jeff Jones said, according to
Politico. “They’re comfortable with the status quo.”

Nick Solheim

@NickSSolheim

LOL @ all my very pro-DC statehood friends. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/15/poll-dc-statehood-

1415882 …

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1150756984939061249/-O1b3ZUb?format=jpg&name=600x314

(Poll: Nearly two-thirds of Americans oppose D.C. statehood)

The Gallup survey found that 29 percent of adults polled in June support statehood.

There’s a good chance that at least some of the people who don’t think D.C. should be a state know that the Founding Fathers
didn’t want D.C. to be a state.

If Madison, Jefferson & Co. had wanted the nation’s capital to be in a state, they wouldn’t have bothered creating the District of
Columbia specifically to house the federal government.

As commentator Inez Feltscher Stepman wrote in The Federalist in 2017:

“The Founders intended for the capital of the newly created United States to be a neutral ground for co-equal
sovereign states to come together to transact the nation’s business. At the time, state governments were much
more powerful than they are today, so a worry about placing the capital within a state was that the state might
exercise unfair influence or pressure on the federal government. Today, with the expanded powers of the federal
government vis-à-vis the states, the inappropriate influence has the potential to go both ways. Granting DC
statehood would put the other 50 states (perhaps minus Virginia and Maryland) at a distinct disadvantage when
looking to influence federal policy, grants, and regulation.”

And the Founding Fathers — as farsighted as any group of mortals ever born — could not have imagined the lunatic asylum that
D.C. government would become in a short 230 years since they wrote the Constitution.

This is an area that elected a Marion Barry as mayor. Its residents watched him go to prison after an undercover drug arrest that
would have humiliated a city with any self-respect. And, as The Washington Post reported, when he got out, he was elected to City
Council, then elected mayor again.

The country doesn’t need more of that craziness and corruption on a grand scale — not when it already has Illinois.

And if anyone thinks D.C. has come a long way since Barry’s day, just remember, It’s one of the cities that that wants to give 16-
year-olds the right to vote.

Beyond that local, particularly D.C. brand of insanity, granting D.C. statehood is a shorthand way of giving Democrats the at least
one more U.S. representative and two more senators such a state would be guaranteed under the Constitution.

Like most capital areas around the country (even in red states), Washington’s population is overwhelmingly Democratic. For
conservatives to favor increasing Democratic power by granting D.C. statehood would be political insanity on a historic scale.

In one of those developments that gives hope for the future, the Gallup poll showed not even Democrats liked the idea.
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In one of those developments that gives hope for the future, the Gallup poll showed not even Democrats liked the idea.

“While support was slightly higher among women, nonwhite voters and self-identified Democrats, no group had even
close to a majority of respondents in favor,” Politico reported.

But naturally, the Democratic Party leadership doesn’t give that a whole lot of consideration.

Besides the clown car of Democratic presidential contenders, a full 216 members of the House (all Democrats, of course) have co-
sponsored a bill to grant statehood to the District, according to The Post.

Thankfully, the idea is dead in the Senate, with Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, the Kentucky Republican, running the
show.

“As long as I’m the majority leader of the Senate, none of that stuff is going anywhere,” McConnell said in June,
according to Politico.

So, Democratic candidates for president this year are so far out of touch with their own voters that Mitch McConnell is closer.

Even for Democrats, that’s embarrassing.

( LINK BELOW )
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Alexandria Ocaiso-Cortez’s ‘Toilet Water’ Rampage All Started From AOC's Bad Spanish, Proving

She Is An Idiot

THE FACT THAT AOC RAN TO THE PRESS AND STARTED CLAIMING BULLSHIT LIES

ONLY PROVES THAT SHE IS AN ABSOLUTE IDIOT AND PRESIDENT TRUMP IS RIGHT

THAT IF YOU CAN'T SPEAK THE TRUTH AND YOU HATE AMERICA SO MUCH LIKE

AOC, TALIB , OMAR AND THAT OTHER TRAITOR DEM, YOU SHOULD LEAVE AMERICA

@Stonenchizel

( Story & Video in the link below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/report-aocs-toilet-water-rampage-started-bad-spanish/
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Chick-fil-A Manager Changes Flat Tire For 96-Year-Old World War II Veteran: 'God Bless Your Heart'

'Daryl jumped into action without hesitation'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19930233/1200x600.jpg

Once again, a Chick-fil-A employee went above and beyond the call of duty to help a customer.

This time it was Daryl Howard, manager of the Chick-fil-A Quarterfield location in Severn, Maryland, who assisted a customer
known as "Mr. Lee" — a World War II veteran, WJZ-TV reported.

Mr. Lee, who's 96 years old, went up to the register and said he had a flat tire, CNN said.

"He was shaking, almost in tears saying he barely made it to the store on three tires because one was bad," another
manager Rudy Somoza added to the cable network.

Mr. Lee managed to park his car but needed the tire changed, CNN said.

'Daryl jumped into action without hesitation'

"As soon as he finished his sentence, Daryl informed me he needed to help this gentleman right now," Somoza told
the network. "So, Daryl jumped into action without hesitation."

Image source: YouTube screenshot

Within 15 minutes, Howard had the tire changed, CNN said.

"His action of kindness was beautiful," Somoza told the cable network, adding that he's worked with Howard for
about five years. "Daryl has always been so helpful to anyone in need and deserves this recognition."

Somoza told CNN that Mr. Lee came back Friday and was very thankful.

Chick-fil-A employee Sarah Wagner noted, "Thank you Daryl, God bless your heart," WJZ reported.

( VIDEO BELOW )

https://youtu.be/2H1W660GoeE via @YouTube
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JOE BIGGS: Antifa’s Molotov Cocktails Are Why We Need To End Domestic Terrorism

Biggs is organizing the “End Domestic Terrorism” rally in Portland, Oregon, scheduled for August 17

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Biggs-End-Domestic-Terrorism.jpg

After a member of Antifa, armed with a rifle and Molotov cocktails, wreaked havoc at a migrant detention

center in Washington state this weekend, Joe Biggs, an Army veteran, reporter, and political activist, says it

is more important than ever for patriots to speak out against the group.

Biggs, along with Enrique Tarrio and other organizers, is planning a End Domestic Terrorism rally in Portland, Oregon on August 17
in the wake of the violence against Andy Ngo and last weekend’s stunning attack on a migrant detention center from a self-
identified member of Antifa.

Speaking to Big League Politics, Biggs said that the weekend saw “A 69 year old guy who carried out an attack on an ICE facility,
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Speaking to Big League Politics, Biggs said that the weekend saw “A 69 year old guy who carried out an attack on an ICE facility,
and he came with weapons and Molotov cocktails.”

“That’s pretty insane. Not only do these people openly talk about committing violence on social media, they are
actively committing acts of domestic terrorism within the country, and social media is doing nothing to stop it.”

Biggs, who was banned by Twitter for pledging to defend himself against Antifa, also lamented big tech’s willingness to let these
individuals say on their platforms.

“These big tech companies are idly sitting by while they carry these things out,” said Biggs. “These people are willing
to take up arms, they’re willing to learn to mix chemical compounds, and they’re willing to use deadly force to go
against who ever they deem to be fascist.”

“I’ve got a friend who is now a Puerto Rican Nazi, and I’ve got many black Nazi friends, because they just throw this
label onto all these people,” he added. “And Antifa believes it.”

The combat veteran also stressed that Antifa wants to bring communism to American shores, and will attack anyone they believe
stands in their way.

“The true enemy is this Antifa organization,” said Biggs. “They are communists. They want communism in America,
and we need to call it as it is.”

“That’s why this rally is important,” Biggs added. “We’re a nation of laws, this country will never be a communist
country.”

Biggs also explained that he wants Antifa to know that, should they rally in public with the implied or overt threat of violence, they
will face patriots willing to peacefully stand for America wherever they go.

“My goal is to peacefully strike fear into Antifa, to the point where they don’t even want to show up to these events
anymore,” said Biggs. “We can do that without violence. We can do that without needing to have bloodshed.”

Biggs explained that he first decided to hold the Stop Domestic Terrorism rally after witnessing what happened to Ngo, and first
called Ngo offering to run security for him at future events.

“When you start talking brain bleeds, that’s serious,” said Biggs.

He also told Big League Politics that he expects bad actors to come to the rally in an attempt to make the attendees look
dangerous, and disavowed any form of racism or identity politics.

When asked how Antifa’s tactics compares to those he saw while on tours in Iraq in the United States Army, Biggs said they are
beginning to use the same tactics he saw in the Middle East.

“They’re using tactics you would see from insurgents,” said Biggs. “You’re starting to see some of these close
quarter combat, insurgent type tactics being used. The homemade explosives, the Molotov cocktails, the way they
probe to see how you’re going to act to find your weaknesses when they attack.”

“Using black bloc, where someone will jump out and throw a punch or hit you with a weapon and then slowly slip
behind this wall of people so those people can be hidden and concealed.” Biggs added, “These are tactics that are
used in combat all the time, and they’re taking on extremely militant ways to fight in the street.”

Biggs explained this is why the August 17 rally’s security will be heightened, complete with former police officers and former Navy
SEALS in attendance to provide security. Biggs also extensively explained the tactics that will be used to ensure the Stop
Domestic Terrorism rally remains safe and non violent. Big League Politics will not expose these tactics to ensure security for the
event.

“There’s going to be a lot of people,” said Biggs. “There’s a lot of anger, and my job is going to be to make sure
cooler heads prevail and we do the right thing.”

Biggs says he is expecting “at least 1,000” people to attend the rally. He also told Big League Politics that those who attend will be
instructed not to pay for food, hotels, or other accommodation within the city of Portland, as the mayor has repeatedly refused to
name Antifa or work to limit the violence in the city.

The End Domestic Terrorism rally is scheduled for August 17 in Portland, Oregon.

( Story in the link below )
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Conservative Worship Group Stops At Chick-fil-A, While In The Dining Room Area They Busts Out

Viral Rendition Of 'Lean on Me'

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/07/15/931/524/694940094001_6059341709001_6059342748001-
vs.jpg

The sounds of smacking lips and sizzling chicken were briefly interrupted by an enthusiastic a cappella

group at a Chick-fil-A in Nashville earlier this month.

In footage shared to Facebook on July 4, dozens of members of the Acapella Ministries Worship Leader Institute can be seen
breaking out in song – specifically, Bill Withers’ “Lean on Me” – in the Chick-fil-A dining room, much to the delight of the
unsuspecting fast-food patrons and on-duty team members.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/07/1862/1048/ChickFIlASingALongJakeJones1.jpg

( Members of the Acapella Ministries Worship Leader Institute broke out in song at a Chick-fil-A in Nashville earlier this month )

By the clip’s end, both customers and staffers had joined in on the fun, singing and clapping along with the performance.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/07/1862/1048/ChickfilASingAlongJakeJones2.jpg

( Customers and staffers joined in to sing along to the group's impromptu rendition of Bill Withers' "Lean on Me. )

The video, originally shared by Jake Jones, had amassed nearly a million views as of Monday.

“Awesome! Glory to God! These be my brothers!” one commenter wrote.

“I have the chills!” another added.

Jones told Fox News the group was attending Acappella Ministries’ Worship Leader Institute 2019, where they aimed to learn more
effective ways to lead worship groups through song.

"Whenever you get a group of a cappella worship leaders together it’s hard for us not to sing together," Jones says.

Jones added that this rendition of "Lean On Me" was arranged by Acappela Company President Keith Lancaster as a four-part
harmony.

<<"The flash mob was planned to encourage patrons and employees at the Chick-Fil-A," Jones explains. We’ve noticed every time
we do something like this, people comment on the videos saying, 'This is just what I needed,' 'We need more of this,' and 'Why
can’t we have more of this in the world?' We never know who will be touched through this.

"We feel it is our mission in life to spread God’s awesome news through the talents and gifts He’s given us," he
adds. "What better way than to lift people up in song!"

This wouldn’t be the first time a group of talented singers chose Chick-fil-A for a spontaneous performance. In July of 2018,
singers attending the same conference treated patrons of a Chick-fil-A – also in Nashville – to a harmony-packed version of
Hezekiah Walker's "Every Praise.”

http://video.foxnews.com/v/5809098846001

"This year there were too many of us to fit into one Chick-fil-A — we spread out into two groups," said Jones, who
said about 90 members went to this year's event, which drew attendees from all over the world.

"Poland, India, Australia, Colombia, France, England, Mexico, Canada, Singapore, Albania and the United States
were all represented this year," he said.

( LINK BELOW )
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Did Flynn Just Call Out Mueller on Under-the-Table Plea Deal?

https://img.theepochtimes.com/assets/uploads/2019/01/04/GettyImages-163555684-700x420.jpg

Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn appears to have put the team of former special counsel Robert Mueller on the defensive, unraveling what
had been suggested to be a possible unofficial deal with the prosecutors.

Flynn, former national security adviser to President Donald Trump, pleaded guilty in 2017 to one count of lying to the FBI. The
Mueller team recommended a light sentence for him, including no prison time, officially because of his contrition for the crime and
extensive cooperation with multiple Justice Department investigations.

But it appears that another, unofficial, deal may have been in place.

Several weeks before Flynn signed his plea, NBC News reported, based on unnamed sources, that the Mueller team was trying to
get Flynn’s cooperation by threatening to indict his son, Michael Flynn Jr.

“If the elder Flynn is willing to cooperate with investigators in order to help his son … it could also change his own fate, potentially
limiting any legal consequences,” the article stated.......

( FULL STORY BELOW )
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Uh-Oh, Joe! Democratic Rivals Catch On To The Fact You And Obama Deported Millions Of Illegal

Aliens

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/3/894be475-4a0d-496f-9b9e-8a6d5804c00a.png

Poor Joe Biden. The career politician simply cannot catch a break from progressives on the 2020

Democratic primary presidential campaign trail. The latest thorn in Biden's side stems from his years

serving under his "best friend" President Barack Obama. It is somewhat of an odd fact, but President

Trump's immediate predecessor actually deported more individuals than he has so far at this point in

office. Sadly, for Biden however, the progressives are now calling for what is tantamount to open

borders. Thus they are turning even on the former Messiah of the Democratic Party due to his

enforcement of immigration law and saying that Biden must answer for the actions Obama office took.

As pointed out by the RNC's Steve Guest, Mayor Bill de Blasio slammed Biden on CNN today saying

that he "absolutely" should explain why the United States deported millions of illegal aliens when he

was vice president. The answer, of course, for conservatives is pretty simple -- they were here

illegally. But, Democrats, in their ever desire to inch increasingly more leftist, now believe it racist to

deport any illegal alien.

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/SteveGuest/status/1150401477279662081

Steve Guest  Verified account

@SteveGuest

Another front in the Democrat Party’s Civil War:

Bill de Blasio says Joe Biden “absolutely” has to answer for deportation numbers.

As Politico reported this week , progressives around the country have already said Biden needs to

take responsibility for his actions.

( Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/07/14/uhoh-joe-democrats-catch-on-the-fact-you-and-obama-deported-millions-of-
illegal-aliens-n2550023
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Democrats Are Showing Their True Colors Yet Again. Violent Left Liberals Viciously Harass MAGA-

Themed Bride, Wish Death Upon Her Son In ICU With Brain Bleed

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/pjimage-17-1200x630.jpg

West Michigan resident Audra Johnson, who went viral after wearing a wedding dress with “Make America

Great Again” embroidered upon it, has been receiving vicious threats from liberals in the days since her

July 4 wedding.

“I can’t believe the hypocrisy coming out of the left,” Johnson told Big League Politics. “For being the party of
tolerance, they sure are being intolerant.”

Johnson, a pro-life activist in the Michigan Republican Party who is the Kent County leader for the Michigan Heartbeat Coalition,
has had her Facebook page attacked by liberal trolls who have posted demeaning, sexist, and hate-filled remarks incessantly
since her wedding to military veteran Jeff Johnson.

WARNING: Some of these comments are graphic and contain profane language.

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/audry-harassment.png

Even more disgustingly, liberals wished death upon Johnson’s son who is in the intensive care unit at the Helen Devos Children
Hospital in Grand Rapids, MI with a brain bleed following an ATV accident on Friday.

“I posted about my son being in the ICU because of a bad accident he was in yesterday,” Johnson said. “There was
nothing political about the post. Liberals immediately began celebrating his injuries. Some even going as far as to
say they hoped he die.”

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/audry-harassment-2.png

Liberals want your children dead if you refuse to conform to their anti-American ideology.

Facebook has allowed all of these abusive posts to remain on her page as the trolls continue to post their unadulterated hate, while
posts defending Johnson against the polls are getting flagged by the censors.

Johnson notes that her husband’s ethnicity is African-American while she is Filipino, making the hatred from the liberals regarding
their biracial wedding particularly disgusting and hypocritical.

“I really feel like because we are such a mixed family — he’s African-American, I’m Filipino … we both thought it
was really important to show people that that’s wrong,” she said.

Once again, the base of the Democrats – whose slogan was once “Love Trumps Hate” – is showing that they support the most vile
forms of harassment against their political enemies. They will likely continue to grow more unhinged and violent as the presidential
election in 2020 comes into focus.

( LINK BELOW )
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CONFIRMED: Terrorist Who Was Killed Attacking Migrant Detention Center Was Affiliated With

ANTIFA

The violent leftist mob is rapidly becoming America’s top terrorist threat.
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An ANTIFA-affiliated terrorist was killed on Saturday morning during an attack on a migrant detention center

in Washington state, and his comrades are hailing him as a martyr for their anti-American leftist cause as a

result of his failed rampage.

A man identified as Willem Van Spronsen, 69, was killed after tossing incendiary devices toward a migrant detention facility
in Tacoma, WA where he tried to blow up a propane tank. Law enforcement opened fire and killed him before he could do
any damage.

Tacoma police claim he conducted his assault armed with a rifle and several flares. They showed up on the scene at 4 a.m.
on Saturday morning after an employee spotted an armed man outside of the building and quickly opened deadly fire on Van
Spronsen, preventing him from causing any real harm.

The terrorist attack happened just hours after a rally took place outside of the same detention facility where leftist activists
urged for the detention center to be shut down. The media and Democratic politicians have demonized border security and
federal officials for months now, and their partisan hate-mongering against the rule of law almost created a deadly scene.

Deb Bartley, a friend of Van Spronsen’s for almost 20 years told the Seattle Times that he was an ANTIFA activist, and his
radical anarchist beliefs likely inspired his attack.

“He was ready to end it,” Bartley said. “I think this was a suicide. But then he was able to kind of do it in a way that
spoke to his political beliefs . I know he went down there knowing he was going to die.”

Journalist Andy Ngo, who was recently attacked by ANTIFA thugs in the streets of Portland, OR, mentioned that ANTIFA is
celebrating Van Spronsen’s terrorist act as they continue to drive America to the brink of a civil war with their violent
demonstrations.

Andy Ngo

✔ @MrAndyNgo

That the terror attack on the ICE facility this morning happened in Pacific NW is not insignificant. Those who

are eulogizing him now are antifa activists calling him a “comrade & martyr.” Last year he was arrested after

attacking police. They found him carrying a baton & knife.

Other Twitter posts noted that fake news commentators like Black Lives Matter race hustler Shaun King of The Intercept
has called for similar actions to take place.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_ZicLCXsAAhQSU.png

jonas murray 

@spacebabyjonas

Replying to @MrAndyNgo

one could argue that @shaunking @theintercept radicalized that guy. since, you know, shaun king called

for it.

The constitutional rights organization OathKeepers uncovered a rap sheet for Van Spronsen that was showed he was
convicted of attacking a police office last year. He was accused of assaulting a police officer, lunging at the officer’s neck
while he was attempting to detain one of his ANTIFA comrades.

Oath Keepers

@Oathkeepers

Replying to @Oathkeepers

This appears to be his rap sheet from the assault on a police office during a protest outside the same

detention center in 2018:

WILLEM VANSPRONSEN Inmate 2018177071: Pierce County Jail near Tacoma, WA

WILLEM VANSPRONSEN 2018177071 View arrest, jail and bonding information for this inmate that has been incarcerated at the
Pierce County Jail near Tacoma, WA

rapsheets.org

( LINK BELOW )
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ICE Deportation Raids Underway In New York City, 'Number Of Jurisdictions,' Official Says

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/07/1862/1048/ICE1.jpg

A nationwide crackdown to apprehend thousands of illegal immigrants across the country began late

Saturday in the nation's largest city and several other places, according to an official.

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) resumed its previously announced plan to apprehend thousands of illegal immigrants
who've been given orders to leave the country, targeting people in at least 10 cities. The ICE raids began late Saturday and into
the early morning hours on Sunday in "a number of jurisdictions," not just New York City, a senior administration official confirmed
to Fox News.

In an exclusive interview on "FOX & friends," Acting ICE Director Matt Albence said while he couldn't speak to anything
specifically from an operational perspective, the overarching concern when the agency conducts any sort of enforcement operation
is "the safety and security of both our officers that are conducting the operation as well as the public."

“We are doing targeted enforcement actions against specific individuals who have had their day in immigration court
and have been ordered to be removed by an immigration judge,” Albence told Fox News’ Griff Jenkins. “We are
merely executing those lawfully issued judge's orders.”

Albence, who said using the term raid does everyone "a disservice," added the agency is focusing on people who had had the
opportunity to make an asylum claim in front of an immigration judge and chose not to do so or didn't appear for their first hearing.
The acting director added that ICE gave those individuals the opportunity back in February to arrange for an orderly process to be
removed from the country, but only 3 percent of people responded to letters that were sent out.

"At this point, we have no choice but to go out and execute those lawfully-issued removal orders from an immigration
judge," he told "FOX & friends."

In addition to the enforcement operation, ICE also released a report on Sunday meant to illustrate the necessity for removing those
who have committed crimes.

The first of what will be quarterly “Declined Detainer Reports” details incidents from the second quarter of fiscal year 2018, where
law enforcement agencies arrested undocumented immigrants, ignored ICE requests to hold them until federal authorities could
pick them up, and then those individuals were arrested on new charges. The report features highlighted cases, including ones
where the arrests were for rape, murder, assault, burglary, car theft, drug possession, and DUI.

In the cases described in the report, three of the individuals were eventually caught by ICE and removed from the U.S., one is
believed to again be in law enforcement custody while ICE awaits action on a new detainer, and 12 are believed to still be at large.

ICE raids set to begin, some local mayors tell law enforcement to 'stand down'

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6058995655001/#sp=show-clips

In one such case, ICE said an illegal immigrant had been arrested and released 10 times by San Francisco police between
February 2018 and January 2019, despite ICE issuing detainers. Each of those arrests included charges related to either burglary
or a stolen vehicle.

"That individual is a one-man crime spree," Albence said on "FOX & friends."

The immigration sweeps were expected to start Sunday, but New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio said Saturday on Twitter that ICE
agents had already taken action in New York. De Blasio said the raids in New York City took place in parts of Brooklyn and
Manhattan.

"Receiving reports of attempted but reportedly unsuccessful ICE enforcement actions in Sunset Park and Harlem,"
the mayor said. "@NYCImmigrants and advocates are connecting with residents and distributing resources door to

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/confirmed-terrorist-who-was-killed-attacking-migrant-detention-center-was-affiliated-with-antifa/
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the mayor said. "@NYCImmigrants and advocates are connecting with residents and distributing resources door to
door."

Advocates are coaching them on their rights, including instructions not to respond if agents knock on the door unless shown a
warrant signed by a judge. The Democratic mayor has said his city would not cooperate with ICE.

Mark Morgan, acting commissioner of Customs and Border Protection, told "FOX & friends" on Sunday that the raids were about
"enforcing and maintaining the integrity of the system."

"This is about the rule of law," Morgan said. "Those individuals who remain here illegally, especially those who've
received due process more than any other nation in the world would provide someone that came here illegally, to
including those with final orders, that there are consequences to those that remain here illegally. That's what today is
about. "

ICE raids expected in at least 10 major cities Sunday

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6058781312001/#sp=show-clips

Morgan, the former head of ICE, differed to disclose details about the raids. But he blasted mayors of cities who pushed back
against the crackdown, calling their actions “unconscionable.”

"This is about going after individuals here illegally," he said. "Any city, any law enforcement agency that resists,
does not cooperate, they're actually putting those cities in higher danger."

On Friday, Albence said targets were on an "accelerated docket" of immigration court cases for predominantly Central Americans
who recently arrived at the U.S. border in unprecedented numbers. Similar operations occurred in 2016 under President Obama and
in 2017 under President Trump.

Some Democrats give tips to migrants on how to avoid ICE deportations

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6058803383001/#sp=show-clips

The operation will target people with final deportation orders on 10 major court dockets, including Chicago, Los Angeles, New York,
and Miami. Albence said that doesn't mean arrests will be limited to certain areas. Authorities will go where their investigations
lead, even if it's five states away from where the case is filed.

Trump said authorities were "focused on criminals as much as we can before we do anything else."

"It starts on Sunday and they're going to take people out and they're going to bring them back to their countries or
they're going to take criminals out, put them in prison, or put them in prison in the countries they came from," the
president said.

The Obama-era family operation in 2016 resulted in about 10 percent of those targeted being arrested, and the 2017 effort had a
lower arrest rate, according to Albence.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/07/1862/1048/Immigrationdocument1.jpg

Other operations that have targeted people with criminal arrest records have yielded arrests rates of about 30%, aided by access
to law enforcement databases.

Administration officials have said they are targeting about 2,000 people, which would yield about 200 arrests based on previous
crackdowns.

Trump has said on Twitter that his agents plan to arrest millions of immigrants in the country illegally.

( Story in the link below )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/ice-deportation-raids-begin-nationwide
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VP Pence Blasts CNN As 'So Dishonest' For Not Airing 'Full Story' Of His Visit To Border Detention

Facility

Oh, and MSNBC's Chris Hayes chimed in too, not one to be left out of being wrong.

Vice President Mike Pence visited a border detention facility this week, along with members of the press,

and he spoke with CNN about it at length in an interview afterward.

But CNN didn't air everything, Pence suggests, and instead manipulated what they showed in order to skew the report
against the Trump administration and border patrol.

In a series of Tweets on Friday night, Pence cut loose on CNN, calling their reporting "so dishonest."

"CNN is so dishonest. Today we took reporters to a detention facility on the border for families and children and all
told us they were being treated well," he wrote. He said they visited "an overcrowded facility for adult men, many of
whom have been arrested multiple times," and that the men were in a "temporary holding area."

Pence said the reason they were in a temporary area was that Democrats have "refused to fund additional bed space."

"Rather than broadcast the full story, showing the compassionate care the American people are providing to
vulnerable families," he continued. "Tonight CNN only played video of men in the temporary facility and didn't play
any footage of the family facility at all…"

Vice President Mike Pence

 Verified account

@VP

CNN is so dishonest. Today we took reporters to a detention facility on the border for families and children

and all told us they were being treated well.

Vice President Mike Pence

 Verified account

@VP

The crisis at our southern border is not a “manufactured crisis”, it is real and is overwhelming our system. To

show this, we also visited an overcrowded facility for adult men, many of whom have been arrested multiple

times.

Vice President Mike Pence

 Verified account

@VP

These men were in a temporary holding area because Democrats in Congress have refused to fund

additional bed space.

Vice President Mike Pence

 Verified account

@VP

Rather than broadcast the full story, showing the compassionate care the American people are providing to

vulnerable families, tonight CNN only played video of men in the temporary facility and didn’t play any

footage of the family facility at all...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_UxImAUcAAsNmK.jpg

Vice President Mike Pence

 Verified account

@VP

ignoring the excellent care being provided to families and children. Our great @CBP agents deserve better

https://voat.co/u/VP
https://voat.co/u/VP
https://voat.co/u/VP
https://voat.co/u/VP
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ignoring the excellent care being provided to families and children. Our great @CBP agents deserve better

and the American people deserve the whole story from CNN!

MSNBC's Chris Hayes was also accused of misleading and failing to report the full and accurate story. Hayes tweeted that
Pence and other Republicans who were visiting the facility were too cowardly to talk to children and families directly.

Chris Hayes

✔ @chrislhayes

Look at the absolute cowardice on display here. Not one of these men - @VP, @LindseyGrahamSC,

@SenMikeLee @SenThomTillis -have the moral courage or common human decency to actually walk up to

the human beings on the other side of the fence and talk to them.

A pathetic display. https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1149871065365016579 …

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1149871065365016579

NBC News

✔ @NBCNews

New video shows severe overcrowding of men in cages at Texas detainment facility during VP Pence's

visit Friday.

A group of men detained behind chain link fencing shouted to news cameras, "No shower, no shower!"

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/pence-cnn-liars-dishonest-dawsey
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Major Power Outage Cripples Manhattan On anniversary Of Great NYC Blackout Of 1977 (PHOTOS)

Parts of Manhattan have suffered a widespread blackout, which affected traffic lights, several subway stations, businesses and
tourist centers all across Midtown and Upper West Side, according to reports on social medi

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_ZBrmhWkAodnL1.jpg

Lydia Robertson 

@LydiaBBH

Blackout at Rockefeller Center, NBC! We are running on generators!

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_ZD8NiWwAMziDf.jpg

Steve Kornacki 

@SteveKornacki

Well this is something. Apparently there’s a blackout in midtown Manhattan. MSNBC is back on the air

thanks to a backup generator, but most of 30 Rock is dark. Started feeling like I was in a post-apocalyptic

movie as I made my way outside. (The streetlights are all out too)

Tribunal Report ⚖ 

@TribunalReport

#BREAKING: Blackout reported in many areas of Manhattan, New York. Subway stations and may high

rise buildings are running on emergency backup power. Reports of an explosion are also coming in.

Updates to follow. #newyork #blackout #poweroutage

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_ZElG-X4AEGUo5.jpg:large

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/kendisgibson/status/1150178148375547904

kendis gibson  Verified account

@kendisgibson

The power went out during several of our broadcasts, luckily backup generator kicked in. But a good swath

of Manhattan is without electricity.

( Story in the link below )

https://www.rt.com/usa/464116-power-outage-blackout-manhattan/
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Major Pro-Life Victory: Judge Upholds Ban on Abortion Procedure in Oklahoma

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Pro-life-rally.jpg

You know it’s a good day for the pro-life movement when pro-abortion forces call a court ruling “rogue.”

That word is being applied to Oklahoma County District Judge Cindy Truong’s decision that an Oklahoma law banning dilation and
evacuation abortions for women in the second trimester of pregnancy, according to CBS News.

Julie Rikelman, litigation director at the Center for Reproductive Rights — the pro-abortion group that challenged the 2015 state law
— said that the procedure was the “standard of care” for abortions at that stage of pregnancy.

Rikelman also told The Associated Press that the law and the ruling was a “back-door ban on abortion itself.”
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Right. This is false and Rikelman almost certainly knows it; most abortions are performed during the first trimester and don’t
require the dilation and evacuation technique, which involves dilating the cervix before the fetus is pulled out in a procedure that
involves forceps and scraping the walls of the uterus.

A study from 2007 — from a pro-abortion source, mind you — found that only 11 percent of abortions happened after the first
trimester. During the first trimester, less-invasive procedures can be used.

Whether or not the law stays in place will be interesting to observe. Similar laws have been struck down in Alabama, Arkansas,
Kansas, Kentucky and Texas.

As for right now, the Center for Reproductive Rights has already appealed the law to the Oklahoma Supreme Court.

“We’re trying to evaluate all of the next steps we can take to keep the law (from taking effect),” Rikelman said

Other pro-abortion groups were similarly apocalyptic about a single court decision that didn’t affirm the ability of any person to get
an abortion at any time during their pregnancy:

NARAL  Verified account

@NARAL

BREAKING: A rogue district judge in Oklahoma has abandoned precedent and upheld the state’s ban on a

safe and standard abortion procedure. The harm of this decision cannot be overstated.

https://s.abcnews.com/images/Health/WireAP_8a9f37ab56a34acda736b2d7afd525a6_16x9_1600.jpg

Oklahoma judge upholds law banning common abortion procedure

The question, of course, is whether or not this violates the Supreme Court’s “undue burden” standard

established in Planned Parenthood v. Casey back in 1992. That ruling essentially established that because

women apparently have a right to an abortion under the 14th Amendment, any undue burden placed upon

those rights by the states is fundamentally unconstitutional.

Leaving aside how the original decision, which uses Roe v. Wade as a bedrock (and therefore, I would assert, has a fundamental
misunderstanding about what the 14th Amendment entails), I fail to see how there’s an undue burden posed by restricting a
second-trimester abortion when the vast majority of abortions are done during the first trimester.

Even if you believe that women have a constitutional right to abortion — something I personally find specious at best — there’s
nothing that says the courts necessarily need to protect the rights of women who wait until a more invasive procedure is needed.

The fact that similar laws have been struck down in other states isn’t proof that the bans are unconstitutional, it’s proof that our
court system is profoundly broken when it comes to determining exactly what constitutional rights are.

Oklahoma Attorney General Mike Hunter got it right: “Dismemberment abortions are barbaric, brutal and subject unborn children to
more cruelty than we allow for death row inmates.”

“It is unconscionable to think that we would allow this practice to continue. Judge Truong is to be
commended for declaring this legislation constitutional,” Hunter said in a statement. “Today is a major
victory for basic human decency in Oklahoma.”

What’s ironic is that Julie Burkhart — the CEO at Trust Women, a network of clinics that operates one of three abortion centers in
Oklahoma — said that it was “absolutely the most common” type of abortion for women in the second trimester because of its
safety and efficiency.

“This ruling substantially interferes with our doctors’ relationship with their patients and allowing our
physicians to determine what’s the best, safest form of treatment,” Burkhart said.

“It’s so frustrating to have that decision making power taken away from these physicians who have gone
through medical school and become highly trained in their fields.”

The abortionists may be trained in their fields and think that it’s “the best, safest form of treatment.” That

treatment results in death 100 percent of the time — the death of unborn human life. That’s what makes

laws like this so important, and so important to defend.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/major-pro-life-victory-judge-upholds-ban-abortion-procedure-oklahoma/
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WILLIAM JEFFERSON 'SLICK WILLIE' CLINTON HAS BOARDED THE EPSTEIN LOLITA EXPRESS

SO MANY TIMES THAT YOU BETTER BELIEVE HE HAS HAD UNDERAGE SEXUAL RELATIONS

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/09/1862/1048/epsteinclintonplane.jpg

WILLIAM JEFFERSON 'SLICK WILLIE' CLINTON HAS BOARDED THE EPSTEIN LOLITA EXPRESS

SO MANY TIMES THAT YOU BETTER BELIEVE HE HAS HAD UNDERAGE SEXUAL RELATIONS

WITH MORE THAN ONE MINOR FEMALE ON MISTER JEFFERY EPSTEIN'S PEDOPHILE AIR LINES.

AFTER ALL THE SEXUAL ACCUSATIONS TOWARD BILL CLINTON IN THE 30 YEARS OF HIS LIFE IN

THE POLITICAL ARENA , WE'RE SUPPOSE TO BELIEVE THAT OLD SLICK WILLIE IS TELLING THE

TRUTH THIS TIME AROUND, COME ON MAN, GIVE ME A FUCKING BREAK ! IF BILL CLINTON HAS

A CHANCE TO HAVE SEX WITH ANY WOMAN AT ANY TIME, YOU BETTER BELIEVE THAT THIS

OLD SEXUAL PERVERT SLICK WILLIE WILL 10 TIMES OUT OF 10 CHOOSE THE SEX OVER THE

CHANCE OF BEING EXPOSED FOR WHAT HE HAS DONE. THAT'S WHY THEY CALL IT A SICKNESS

BECAUSE BILL CLINTON HAS PROVEN OVER THE YEARS THAT HE IS A SEXUAL DEVIATE AND

HE THINKS THAT HIS ACTIONS ARE FIXABLE IF ANY EVIDENCE OF HIS SEXUAL ENDEAVORS

COME TO LIGHT. THAT'S IS WHAT HAS ALWAYS HAPPENED IN HIS MARRIAGE TO HILLARY

CLINTON, WHEN THERE IS AN INCIDENT OF THAT NATURE, HILLARY LEGALLY HANDLES IT

AND FIXES THE PROBLEM WHETHER IT'S A LEGAL PAYOFF OR A CLINTON SPECIAL IN MANY

CASES WHERE THEY HAVE A PROBLEM. THEY JUST ARKANICIDE THEM.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/09/1862/1048/flightlogpic1.jpg

SO REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE DEEP STATE MAINSTREAM MEDIA REPORTS ON THE MATTER,

THEY WILL ALWAYS PROTECT BILL CLINTON. AND IF YOU THINK JEFFERY EPSTEIN GETTING OFF

WITH A SLAP O THE WRIST LAST TIME PEDOPHILE CHARGES CAME AGAINST HIM THAT BILL

CLINTON DIDN'T HAVE SOMETHING TO DO WITH EPSTEIN GETTING A SWEET DEAL AS THEY

CALL IT WHEN YOUR ARE RICH AND CAN BUY YOUR WAY OUT OF ANY FUCKING CRIME IN

LEGAL JUSTICE SYSTEM THAT HAS BEEN CREATED FOR THE OBVIOUSLY THE WEALTHY.

@Stonenchizel

SINCE Q'ANON HAS TOLD US IN HIS RECENT DROPS THAT THE HEADS WILL START TO ROLL

I TRUST THE PLAN BECAUSE WE WERE TOLD OVER A YEAR AGO THIS WOULD HAPPEN.

3387

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI 9 Jul 2019 - 9:46:46 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ�

Listen very carefully (again).

Note past (2) years.

Note next (6) years.

You were told what was going to happen.

You were told what battles we face.

Strategic.

Pre_planned.

Patriots in control.

Q

WWG1WGA
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Trump Takes Shots At The Three Troublemakers In Congress AOC, Ilhan Omar, While Defending

Pelosi Against Suggestions Of Racism

https://assets.rbl.ms/19927468/1200x600.jpg

In remarks of a kind you don't necessarily expect to hear from President Donald Trump, the president

actually came to the defense of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, one of his chief political rivals, after Pelosi

has faced criticism from Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) and others in the far-left wing of the party.

President Trump was addressing the recent conflict between the Democratic establishment and the progressive wing, which
resulted in Ocasio-Cortez accusing Pelosi of singling out "newly-elected women of color."

"I'll tell you something about Nancy Pelosi that you know better than I do, she is not a racist, okay?" Trump
said Friday. "She is not a racist. For them to call her a racist is a disgrace.

"I don't think Nancy can let that go on. A group of people that came...I don't know where they came from,"
Trump continued.

For the record, despite the strong implication of racism in her comment to the Washington Post, Ocasio-Cortez has since
said that she does not believe Pelosi is racist, according to CNN.

Although Trump called Ocasio-Cortez's words to Pelosi "very disrespectful," respect is not how one would classify the
president's typical way of speaking about the Democratic leader. Trump has called Pelosi "nasty," "horrible," "a mess," and
"crazy," in recent months.

The president also had some words for another new progressive Democrat, Rep. Ilhan Omar of Minnesota, who is closely
allied with Ocasio-Cortez.

"If one-half of the things they're saying about her are true, she shouldn't even be in office," Trump said.

Omar countered with an "I know you are, but what am I"-style response by saying "If one-tenth of what they say about you
is true, you shouldn't be in office...next."

https://twitter.com/IlhanMN/status/1149705161910214662

Ilhan Omar

✔ @IlhanMN

If one-tenth of what they say about you is true, you shouldn’t be in office... next �� ♀�

Will Steakin

✔ @wsteaks

Trump on @AOC, @IlhanMN and "the squad":

"A group of people that came—I don't know where they came from—I'm looking at this Omar from Minnesota and If
one-half of the things they're saying about her are true, she shouldn't be in office."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/trump-takes-shots-at-aoc-ilhan-omar-while-defending-pelosi-against-suggestions-of-racism
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Trump Takes Shots At The Three Troublemakers In Congress AOC, Ilhan Omar, While Defending

Pelosi Against Suggestions Of Racism

https://assets.rbl.ms/19927468/1200x600.jpg

In remarks of a kind you don't necessarily expect to hear from President Donald Trump, the president

actually came to the defense of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, one of his chief political rivals, after Pelosi

has faced criticism from Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) and others in the far-left wing of the party.

President Trump was addressing the recent conflict between the Democratic establishment and the progressive wing, which
resulted in Ocasio-Cortez accusing Pelosi of singling out "newly-elected women of color."

"I'll tell you something about Nancy Pelosi that you know better than I do, she is not a racist, okay?" Trump
said Friday. "She is not a racist. For them to call her a racist is a disgrace.

"I don't think Nancy can let that go on. A group of people that came...I don't know where they came from,"
Trump continued.

For the record, despite the strong implication of racism in her comment to the Washington Post, Ocasio-Cortez has since
said that she does not believe Pelosi is racist, according to CNN.

Although Trump called Ocasio-Cortez's words to Pelosi "very disrespectful," respect is not how one would classify the
president's typical way of speaking about the Democratic leader. Trump has called Pelosi "nasty," "horrible," "a mess," and
"crazy," in recent months.

The president also had some words for another new progressive Democrat, Rep. Ilhan Omar of Minnesota, who is closely
allied with Ocasio-Cortez.

"If one-half of the things they're saying about her are true, she shouldn't even be in office," Trump said.

Omar countered with an "I know you are, but what am I"-style response by saying "If one-tenth of what they say about you
is true, you shouldn't be in office...next."

https://twitter.com/IlhanMN/status/1149705161910214662

Ilhan Omar

✔ @IlhanMN

If one-tenth of what they say about you is true, you shouldn’t be in office... next �� ♀�

Will Steakin

✔ @wsteaks

Trump on @AOC, @IlhanMN and "the squad":

"A group of people that came—I don't know where they came from—I'm looking at this Omar from Minnesota and If
one-half of the things they're saying about her are true, she shouldn't be in office."

( LINK BELOW )
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President Donald Trump : “MUELLER’S PARTISAN WITCH HUNT!”

https://www.aljazeera.com/mritems/imagecache/mbdxxlarge/mritems/Images/2017/1/20/b00599566c1e4978957c2b2a5138c293_18.jpg

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1149896948507430912

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

“MUELLER’S PARTISAN WITCH HUNT!”
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#qanon

#wearethenewsnow
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A QUICK REVIEW OF THE WEEK IN POLITICS , IN THE EYES OF A FEW CARTOONIST

THE DEMOCRAT PARTY PUSH FOR FREE HEALTH CARE FOR ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
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THE SCALES OF POLITICAL FAIRNESS IS BEING SWAYED BY BIG TECH
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DEMOCRAT HOUSE SPEAKER NANCY PELOSI TRIES TO HOLD THE PARTY TOGETHER BUT
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WHILE ALL ALONG HER SAN FRANCISCO POLICE FORCE ARE CHASING THE WRONG SCOURGE ON SOCIETY
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S.D.N.Y. SEX CRIMES UNIT REVISITS THE EPSTEIN PEDOPHILE CHRARGES
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JEFFREY EPSTEIN FINDS HIMSELF IN A JAIL CELL WHERE HE FINALLY SEE'S HIS REFLECTION
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EPSTEIN'S BUDDY FORMER PRESIDENT BILL (SLICK WILLIE) CLINTON DEFENDS SEX ACCUSATIONS**
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EXCEPT WITH OLD SLICK WILLIE' CLINTON' WHEN HE OPENS HIS MOUTH LIES FLY OUT
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WE END THE WEEK WITH THE DEMOCRAT CAUCUS CRYING ABOUT ONE THING OR ANOTHER
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THE BEST ONE IS ABOUT Q'ANON AND HIS ANON'S AND THE FACT THEY KNEW THIS WAS ALL COMING

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/vFHzrmk5Md0/maxresdefault.jpg

HAVE A GREAT AND BLESSED WEEKEND PATRIOTS

TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG, SO TRUST THE PLAN

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND PRESIDENT TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS
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'Make America Great Again,' Celebration Of President Trump Were July 4 Wedding Themes — But

Bride's MAGA Flag Dress Stole The Show

'It looked like America threw up all over my wedding, and I'm not sorry'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19901574/1200x600.jpg

The Fourth of July wedding of Audra and Jeff Johnson featured a lot of patriotic red, white, and blue — but

even more it was a celebration of President Donald Trump and his 2016 election maxim, "Make America

Great Again," WXMI-TV reported.

"It looked like America threw up all over my wedding," Audra Johnson told the station with a laugh. "And I'm not
sorry."

She added to WXMI that she wasn't a particularly political person until Trump's presidential campaign and was drawn to his
declarations that "it's OK to love your country," and "it's OK to put the people in your country first ... and maybe not to be
politically correct."

Johnson also noted to the station the mix in her marriage: "He's African-American, I'm Filipino. I thought it was really important to
show people that the stereotype ... that the whole 'Trump supporters are racist' ... that's wrong."

So when the couple tight the knot last week in Kalamazoo, Michigan, they made sure every detail was taken care of.

For example, everyone in the wedding party wore red MAGA hats.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BzqOyGXgALs/?utm_source=ig_embed

WXMI said groomsmen donned "Don't Tread on Me" cufflinks, each reception table had a petition guests could sign for an anti-
abortion heartbeat bill — and the bride's nails were painted to look like American flags.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BzbgY6fA7_J/?utm_source=ig_embed

And as for the bride's dress — that was the showstopper.

"The dress is actually an Andre Soriano original," Johnson told the station. "It's actually made out of a MAGA flag."

https://www.instagram.com/p/BzjLNDYADDW/?utm_source=ig_embed

WXMI noted that Soriano is known for his custom "Trump gowns" which have been seen on the 2017 Grammys red carpet.

There was a near hiccup with Johnson's lifelong friend and maid of honor — who's a Democrat, the station said.

"We were gonna do our photos with the Trump hats, and she said, 'You know I love you, but I can't wear the Trump
hat,'" Johnson told WXMI. "I said, 'It's OK. It's OK. Just wear a red hat. We still love you. We can have completely
different opinions about everything and still love each other."

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTkwMzQ1Ny85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjMzNjQ2OTJ9.FFVbRtabNzV4_JLJV7DaLer5KsQfBvEV4TP03MdRw5o/img.jpg

But things didn't go so well with a couple of family members. Johnson's brother disowned her due to her beliefs, the station said —
and then there was the groom's father.

"He sent us a text message: 'As long as you support that racist in the White House, I won't be attending your
wedding,'" Johnson told WXMI. "Which is sad, but we did have a lot of people that loved us and showed up."

Johnson added to the station that if she were invited to a Barack Obama-themed wedding, she would attend.

( Story in the link below )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/make-america-great-again-celebration-of-president-trump-were-july-4-wedding-themes--but-brides-
maga-flag-dress-stole-the-show
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The Fourth of July wedding of Audra and Jeff Johnson featured a lot of patriotic red, white, and blue — but

even more it was a celebration of President Donald Trump and his 2016 election maxim, "Make America

Great Again," WXMI-TV reported.

"It looked like America threw up all over my wedding," Audra Johnson told the station with a laugh. "And I'm not
sorry."

She added to WXMI that she wasn't a particularly political person until Trump's presidential campaign and was drawn to his
declarations that "it's OK to love your country," and "it's OK to put the people in your country first ... and maybe not to be
politically correct."

Johnson also noted to the station the mix in her marriage: "He's African-American, I'm Filipino. I thought it was really important to
show people that the stereotype ... that the whole 'Trump supporters are racist' ... that's wrong."

So when the couple tight the knot last week in Kalamazoo, Michigan, they made sure every detail was taken care of.

For example, everyone in the wedding party wore red MAGA hats.
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WXMI said groomsmen donned "Don't Tread on Me" cufflinks, each reception table had a petition guests could sign for an anti-
abortion heartbeat bill — and the bride's nails were painted to look like American flags.
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And as for the bride's dress — that was the showstopper.

"The dress is actually an Andre Soriano original," Johnson told the station. "It's actually made out of a MAGA flag."
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WXMI noted that Soriano is known for his custom "Trump gowns" which have been seen on the 2017 Grammys red carpet.

There was a near hiccup with Johnson's lifelong friend and maid of honor — who's a Democrat, the station said.

"We were gonna do our photos with the Trump hats, and she said, 'You know I love you, but I can't wear the Trump
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But things didn't go so well with a couple of family members. Johnson's brother disowned her due to her beliefs, the station said —
and then there was the groom's father.

"He sent us a text message: 'As long as you support that racist in the White House, I won't be attending your
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Globalist Elite Mitt Romney Defends Paul Ryan After President Trump Unleashes A Scathing Twitter

Denunciation

"He didn't know anything about government..."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19907110/1200x600.jpg

Sen. Mitt Romney (R-Utah) ran to the defense of his former vice presidential running mate Paul Ryan after

President Donald Trump targeted him for a furious Twitter denunciation.

The president lashed out at the former House speaker over derogatory comments he made in an upcoming book.

"Paul Ryan, the failed V.P. candidate & former Speaker of the House, whose record of achievement was atrocious
(except during my first two years as President), ultimately became a long running lame duck failure, leaving his Party
in the lurch both as a fundraiser & leader," the president tweeted.

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

Paul Ryan, the failed V.P. candidate & former Speaker of the House, whose record of achievement was

atrocious (except during my first two years as President), ultimately became a long running lame duck

failure, leaving his Party in the lurch both as a fundraiser & leader......

"When Mitt chose Paul I told people that's the end of that Presidential run. He quit Congress because he didn't know
how to Win. They gave me standing O's in the Great State of Wisconsin, & booed him off the stage. He promised me
the Wall, & failed (happening anyway!)," he continued.

"He had the Majority & blew it away with his poor leadership and bad timing. Never knew how to go after the Dems
like they go after us," Trump added.

"Couldn't get him out of Congress fast enough!" he concluded.

Ryan is quoted in the book as saying that the president didn't know anything about how to run a government, and that he retired in
order to get away from the situation.

"I'm telling you, he didn't know anything about government," said Ryan. "I wanted to scold him all the time."

Romney defended Ryan by taking the blame for the loss in 2012 against former President Barack Obama.

"The fault for our 2012 loss is mine alone," tweeted Romney, "@SpeakerRyan was a tireless campaigner, fundraiser,
and conservative champion."

Mitt Romney

 Verified account

@MittRomney

The fault for our 2012 loss is mine alone; @SpeakerRyan was a tireless campaigner, fundraiser, and

conservative champion. As the sole person who could unite the House, he acquiesced to be Speaker as a

service to the country.

"As the sole person who could unite the House, he acquiesced to be Speaker as a service to the country," he added.
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"As the sole person who could unite the House, he acquiesced to be Speaker as a service to the country," he added.
"His selfless leadership and lifelong policy work were critical to the tax and regulatory reform that have helped propel
the economy," he concluded in a second tweet. "A man like Paul Ryan does not often come along."

Trump continued his vitriol against Paul before reporters on Friday.

"Paul Ryan let us down. Paul Ryan was a terrible speaker," Trump said. "Frankly, he was a baby. He didn't know
what the hell he was doing."

Here are the comments from the president:

https://youtu.be/6iDuhgE81YI via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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Sen. Mitt Romney (R-Utah) ran to the defense of his former vice presidential running mate Paul Ryan after

President Donald Trump targeted him for a furious Twitter denunciation.

The president lashed out at the former House speaker over derogatory comments he made in an upcoming book.

"Paul Ryan, the failed V.P. candidate & former Speaker of the House, whose record of achievement was atrocious
(except during my first two years as President), ultimately became a long running lame duck failure, leaving his Party
in the lurch both as a fundraiser & leader," the president tweeted.

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

Paul Ryan, the failed V.P. candidate & former Speaker of the House, whose record of achievement was

atrocious (except during my first two years as President), ultimately became a long running lame duck

failure, leaving his Party in the lurch both as a fundraiser & leader......

"When Mitt chose Paul I told people that's the end of that Presidential run. He quit Congress because he didn't know
how to Win. They gave me standing O's in the Great State of Wisconsin, & booed him off the stage. He promised me
the Wall, & failed (happening anyway!)," he continued.

"He had the Majority & blew it away with his poor leadership and bad timing. Never knew how to go after the Dems
like they go after us," Trump added.

"Couldn't get him out of Congress fast enough!" he concluded.

Ryan is quoted in the book as saying that the president didn't know anything about how to run a government, and that he retired in
order to get away from the situation.

"I'm telling you, he didn't know anything about government," said Ryan. "I wanted to scold him all the time."
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Romney defended Ryan by taking the blame for the loss in 2012 against former President Barack Obama.

"The fault for our 2012 loss is mine alone," tweeted Romney, "@SpeakerRyan was a tireless campaigner, fundraiser,
and conservative champion."

Mitt Romney

 Verified account

@MittRomney

The fault for our 2012 loss is mine alone; @SpeakerRyan was a tireless campaigner, fundraiser, and

conservative champion. As the sole person who could unite the House, he acquiesced to be Speaker as a

service to the country.

"As the sole person who could unite the House, he acquiesced to be Speaker as a service to the country," he added.
"His selfless leadership and lifelong policy work were critical to the tax and regulatory reform that have helped propel
the economy," he concluded in a second tweet. "A man like Paul Ryan does not often come along."

Trump continued his vitriol against Paul before reporters on Friday.

"Paul Ryan let us down. Paul Ryan was a terrible speaker," Trump said. "Frankly, he was a baby. He didn't know
what the hell he was doing."

Here are the comments from the president:

https://youtu.be/6iDuhgE81YI via @YouTube
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Chick-fil-A Nearly Shut Down In The '80s. Here's How Their Christian Purpose Saved The Company

Not surprising

https://assets.rbl.ms/19902783/1200x600.jpg

A new article in the the Christian Post reveals that popular Christian-owned restaurant chain Chick-fil-

A nearly went under in the '80s — but its Christian mission statement likely saved the company

altogether.

What are the details?

During the 1980s financial recession, Chick-fil-A was hit hard.

Steve Robinson — Chick-fil-A's chief marketing officer at the time — told the outlet that the chain restaurant's "miraculous"
recovery was attributed to the company's corporate purpose, which was crafted in 1982.

"One of the really unique things about that [crisis in] 1982-1983 was it catapulted us to get clear about how we were
going to market the business, to get very clear about how we're going to empower operators to be the primary brand
representatives in the community," he said.

The purpose statement, according to Robinson, calls on franchises and employees to "glorify God by being a faithful
steward of all that is entrusted to us and to have a positive influence on all who come into contact" with the brand.

Robinson's book, "Covert Cows and Chick-fil-A: How Faith, Cows, and Chicken Built an Iconic Brand," highlights the former
chief marketing officer's experiences in the '80s and going forward.

"Chick-fil-A was really the pioneer of not only the chicken sandwich, but the pioneer of food service in malls," he
revealed to the outlet. "Mall development came to a screeching halt, retail sales crashed, and so did Chick-fil-A
sales. And we had a real cash burden."

Robinson and others on the company's executive committee decided to put their heads together in order to keep the
business afloat. They ended up convening at an off-site meeting to brainstorm options.

"That's where, as one, we wrote the corporate purpose," he said. "I mean, we were on the brink of going under. And
when we were sitting in that hotel room talking about what we're going to do, we made some tweaks to the plan and
we froze hirings, we froze salary increases, and we cut the number of stores, cut expenses, and did all the things
that a typical business would do."

One thing not particularly typical of many business models was incorporating the Christian corporate purpose.

The business's founder, Truett Cathy, also attended the meeting and spoke of what the company meant to him.

"When I was running the Dwarf House [restaurant], I had no intentions of creating a chicken sandwich," Robinson
recalled Cathy saying. "It was a simple idea. That's why I was able to do it. I certainly had no idea it would spawn a
business. And my primary concern is that we're good stewards of the gifts that God has given me and us."

"[H]e literally told us, if we're not great stewards of the gifts, then we're not going to have a right to honor God or to
have a positive influence," Robinson added. "This business is a gift that God gave me and we're going to steward it
together. And if He chooses to help us survive and prosper, great. If not, so be it."

Robinson explained that the meeting was a turning point for the company, as well as a "real eye-opening experience."

"[T]hat statement still is the ultimate litmus test on everything Chick-fil-A does," he added. "Whatever the initiative
is, if it doesn't represent good stewardship that has the potential of glorifying God and serving others in a positive
way, we probably shouldn't be doing it."

After the company adopted the purpose statement, Robinson said that the company experienced what could only be
described as "miraculous" growth.

"There's no way to explain it," he said. "The next year, we had a 36 percent sales increase. And let me assure you,
the financial crisis and the retail crisis was not over."

( LINK BELOW )
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Chick-fil-A Nearly Shut Down In The '80s. Here's How Their Christian Purpose Saved The Company

Not surprising
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A new article in the the Christian Post reveals that popular Christian-owned restaurant chain Chick-fil-

A nearly went under in the '80s — but its Christian mission statement likely saved the company

altogether.

What are the details?

During the 1980s financial recession, Chick-fil-A was hit hard.

Steve Robinson — Chick-fil-A's chief marketing officer at the time — told the outlet that the chain restaurant's "miraculous"
recovery was attributed to the company's corporate purpose, which was crafted in 1982.

"One of the really unique things about that [crisis in] 1982-1983 was it catapulted us to get clear about how we were
going to market the business, to get very clear about how we're going to empower operators to be the primary brand
representatives in the community," he said.

The purpose statement, according to Robinson, calls on franchises and employees to "glorify God by being a faithful
steward of all that is entrusted to us and to have a positive influence on all who come into contact" with the brand.

Robinson's book, "Covert Cows and Chick-fil-A: How Faith, Cows, and Chicken Built an Iconic Brand," highlights the former
chief marketing officer's experiences in the '80s and going forward.

"Chick-fil-A was really the pioneer of not only the chicken sandwich, but the pioneer of food service in malls," he
revealed to the outlet. "Mall development came to a screeching halt, retail sales crashed, and so did Chick-fil-A
sales. And we had a real cash burden."

Robinson and others on the company's executive committee decided to put their heads together in order to keep the
business afloat. They ended up convening at an off-site meeting to brainstorm options.

"That's where, as one, we wrote the corporate purpose," he said. "I mean, we were on the brink of going under. And
when we were sitting in that hotel room talking about what we're going to do, we made some tweaks to the plan and
we froze hirings, we froze salary increases, and we cut the number of stores, cut expenses, and did all the things
that a typical business would do."

One thing not particularly typical of many business models was incorporating the Christian corporate purpose.

The business's founder, Truett Cathy, also attended the meeting and spoke of what the company meant to him.

"When I was running the Dwarf House [restaurant], I had no intentions of creating a chicken sandwich," Robinson
recalled Cathy saying. "It was a simple idea. That's why I was able to do it. I certainly had no idea it would spawn a
business. And my primary concern is that we're good stewards of the gifts that God has given me and us."

"[H]e literally told us, if we're not great stewards of the gifts, then we're not going to have a right to honor God or to
have a positive influence," Robinson added. "This business is a gift that God gave me and we're going to steward it
together. And if He chooses to help us survive and prosper, great. If not, so be it."

Robinson explained that the meeting was a turning point for the company, as well as a "real eye-opening experience."

"[T]hat statement still is the ultimate litmus test on everything Chick-fil-A does," he added. "Whatever the initiative
is, if it doesn't represent good stewardship that has the potential of glorifying God and serving others in a positive
way, we probably shouldn't be doing it."

After the company adopted the purpose statement, Robinson said that the company experienced what could only be
described as "miraculous" growth.

"There's no way to explain it," he said. "The next year, we had a 36 percent sales increase. And let me assure you,
the financial crisis and the retail crisis was not over."
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California-Santa Barbara Is Investigating Her / Unbelievable Liberalism
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A university is investigating one of its female graduate students after she said that biological men

cannot be women.

According to a report by The College Fix, the university's Title IX office is involved.

What are the details?

University of California-Santa Barbara feminist grad student Laura Tanner is under fire for remarks that she made on social
media — particularly on her Twitter page. Tanner, a doctoral candidate in the school's department of Feminist Studies, is an
"outspoken critic of transgender ideology," according to the outlet.

Tanner's Twitter page banner reads, "A woman is someone with a female body and any personality ... not a 'female
personality' and any body."

"Any other definition is sexism," the banner concludes.

Tanner's remarks have ruffled enough feathers that the school is investigating her remarks after trans "allies" demanded
that the administration take action against her. Such critics called Tanner "absolute trash" as well as a "dumb b****." Some
have even suggested that Tanner should die because of her sentiments.

The school's newspaper even went as far as calling her "transphobic." The chair of her department — Laury Oaks — said
that Tanner's remarks are "distressing," and said that he could file both ethics and Title IX complaints agains her. Online,
Oaks shared responses from the school's Title IX Coordinator, Ariana Alvarez, who confirmed that the department is
"actively engaging in a response" to Tanner's social media posts.

In a statement, a spokesperson for the school said "university policy prohibits discussing details related to personnel
issues" and is "prohibited from discussing student information."

"The University has a process for reporting bias incidents on campus, and procedures for addressing these issues
when they arise," the statement continued. "The University also has strong policies protecting academic freedom
and freedom of expression. Campus community members are encouraged to report violations of these policies and
of misconduct in all of these areas."

You can read more background information here.

Anything else?

On her website, Tanner warns of the damage the transgender ideology can do to women and girls:

My research and scholarship are currently focused on resisting the discursive erasure of women and

girls, particularly in health and gender discourse; attempts to disassociate the female body from

womanhood; the mistaken idea that biological sex is socially constructed or possible to change, the

loss of women and girls' civil rights through changes to laws that remove sex protections and define

gender as a feeling; and the abusive and dangerously experimental practices of medically “transing"

children and young adults.
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A university is investigating one of its female graduate students after she said that biological men

cannot be women.

According to a report by The College Fix, the university's Title IX office is involved.

What are the details?

University of California-Santa Barbara feminist grad student Laura Tanner is under fire for remarks that she made on social
media — particularly on her Twitter page. Tanner, a doctoral candidate in the school's department of Feminist Studies, is an
"outspoken critic of transgender ideology," according to the outlet.

Tanner's Twitter page banner reads, "A woman is someone with a female body and any personality ... not a 'female
personality' and any body."

"Any other definition is sexism," the banner concludes.

Tanner's remarks have ruffled enough feathers that the school is investigating her remarks after trans "allies" demanded
that the administration take action against her. Such critics called Tanner "absolute trash" as well as a "dumb b****." Some
have even suggested that Tanner should die because of her sentiments.

The school's newspaper even went as far as calling her "transphobic." The chair of her department — Laury Oaks — said
that Tanner's remarks are "distressing," and said that he could file both ethics and Title IX complaints agains her. Online,
Oaks shared responses from the school's Title IX Coordinator, Ariana Alvarez, who confirmed that the department is
"actively engaging in a response" to Tanner's social media posts.

In a statement, a spokesperson for the school said "university policy prohibits discussing details related to personnel
issues" and is "prohibited from discussing student information."

"The University has a process for reporting bias incidents on campus, and procedures for addressing these issues
when they arise," the statement continued. "The University also has strong policies protecting academic freedom
and freedom of expression. Campus community members are encouraged to report violations of these policies and
of misconduct in all of these areas."

You can read more background information here.

Anything else?

On her website, Tanner warns of the damage the transgender ideology can do to women and girls:

My research and scholarship are currently focused on resisting the discursive erasure of women and

girls, particularly in health and gender discourse; attempts to disassociate the female body from

womanhood; the mistaken idea that biological sex is socially constructed or possible to change, the

loss of women and girls' civil rights through changes to laws that remove sex protections and define

gender as a feeling; and the abusive and dangerously experimental practices of medically “transing"

children and young adults.
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Could these individuals with deep connections into Democratic politics have something in common?

Jeffrey Epstein’s mansion, which used to be a K-12 school for children, contained a great deal of peculiar

artwork that give a glimpse into the mindset of this convicted sexual criminal.

The Democratic-affiliated predator had a mural of a prison yard with himself at the center of it in his home, perhaps realizing that
he would someday be held accountable for his life of reprehensible behavior.

Other bizarre works of art contained in the Epstein mansion included dozens of prosthetic eyeballs decorating his hallway, a life-
sized doll hanging from a chandelier as if it was being tortured, and a large display with nude figurines on a human chess board.

Epstein’s mansion cost a whopping $56 million, but it was essentially gifted to him by billionaire retail magnate Leslie Wexner, a
long-time associate of Epstein’s.

Authorities reportedly found child pornography in his house after they raided it. God only knows how many atrocities were
committed inside Epstein’s seven-story townhouse on 9 E. 71st St.

Similarly depraved, sexual imagery has been showcased in the home and office of brothers John and Tony

Podesta, long-time Clinton associates who were found at the center of conspiracy theories after leaked

Democratic Party emails were published by WikiLeaks in 2016.

John Podesta had an image depicting cannibalism hung in his office while he worked the Hillary Clinton presidential
campaign in 2016. He used to quip to shocked observers who asked about the morbid painting depicting two men
feasting on another that “it’s better to be the guy with the fork than the guy on the table.”

Tony Podesta’s home is filled with even more bizarre artwork. Certain images include depictions of women without
heads, a nude woman soaked in blood, a blasphemous nude painting of Jesus Christ, and a young boy who looks as if
he was rendered by a sewing machine.

The most creepy piece of artwork is a statue in the likeness of tortured victim of serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer which hangs from the
ceiling of Tony Podesta’s home. Similar to Epstein’s life-sized doll hanging from a chandelier, it shows a reverence for human
suffering that is seemingly commonplace among the liberal elite.

Independent journalist Ben Swann investigated the revelations found in the leaked e-mails related to John and Tony Podesta when
the conspiracy theories were at their peak.

With Epstein’s apprehension, the notion of elite pedophile rings are once again on the minds of many

Americans. Until the thousands of civil court documents are released and the explosive proof is disclosed

by federal investigators, speculation will continue to run rampant about what these Democrats are really

doing behind closed doors.
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Jeffrey Epstein’s Depraved Artwork Is Eerily Reminiscent Of The Pedophilia Podesta Brother's

Collection

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/pjimage-8-1200x630.jpg

Could these individuals with deep connections into Democratic politics have something in common?

Jeffrey Epstein’s mansion, which used to be a K-12 school for children, contained a great deal of peculiar

artwork that give a glimpse into the mindset of this convicted sexual criminal.

The Democratic-affiliated predator had a mural of a prison yard with himself at the center of it in his home, perhaps realizing that
he would someday be held accountable for his life of reprehensible behavior.

Other bizarre works of art contained in the Epstein mansion included dozens of prosthetic eyeballs decorating his hallway, a life-
sized doll hanging from a chandelier as if it was being tortured, and a large display with nude figurines on a human chess board.

Epstein’s mansion cost a whopping $56 million, but it was essentially gifted to him by billionaire retail magnate Leslie Wexner, a
long-time associate of Epstein’s.

Authorities reportedly found child pornography in his house after they raided it. God only knows how many atrocities were
committed inside Epstein’s seven-story townhouse on 9 E. 71st St.

Similarly depraved, sexual imagery has been showcased in the home and office of brothers John and Tony

Podesta, long-time Clinton associates who were found at the center of conspiracy theories after leaked

Democratic Party emails were published by WikiLeaks in 2016.

John Podesta had an image depicting cannibalism hung in his office while he worked the Hillary Clinton presidential
campaign in 2016. He used to quip to shocked observers who asked about the morbid painting depicting two men
feasting on another that “it’s better to be the guy with the fork than the guy on the table.”

Tony Podesta’s home is filled with even more bizarre artwork. Certain images include depictions of women without
heads, a nude woman soaked in blood, a blasphemous nude painting of Jesus Christ, and a young boy who looks as if
he was rendered by a sewing machine.

The most creepy piece of artwork is a statue in the likeness of tortured victim of serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer which hangs from the
ceiling of Tony Podesta’s home. Similar to Epstein’s life-sized doll hanging from a chandelier, it shows a reverence for human
suffering that is seemingly commonplace among the liberal elite.

Independent journalist Ben Swann investigated the revelations found in the leaked e-mails related to John and Tony Podesta when
the conspiracy theories were at their peak.

With Epstein’s apprehension, the notion of elite pedophile rings are once again on the minds of many

Americans. Until the thousands of civil court documents are released and the explosive proof is disclosed

by federal investigators, speculation will continue to run rampant about what these Democrats are really

doing behind closed doors.

( LINK BELOW )
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JOE BIDEN'S "PERSONALITY" DRIVEN FOREIGN POLICY HAS LED HIM TO BEING "WRONG ON NEARLY EVERY MAJOR
FOREIGN POLICY AND NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUE"

Recognized for his own distinct "Biden Doctrine," former Vice President Joe Biden's "personality" reliant approach to foreign policy
has been characterized by embarrassing gaffes and "foot-in-mouth foibles."

In 2007, Biden claimed he had been fired upon in Iraq and later backtracked saying while he did not have to duck and cover " he
was near where a shot landed ."

In 2008, Biden claimed his helicopter had been " forced down " by Al Qaeda but it was later revealed the helicopter had been
forced to land due to snowy conditions . Biden said publicly he was unaware of any security issue at the compound in Benghazi
and seemed to not know the Administration had been implored to beef up security at the consulate . In 2011, Biden told Turkish
President Abdullah Gul he didn't think violence in Syria would become disruptive regionally ; By 2014, ISIS controlled territory from
Central Syria to the outskirts of Baghdad, Iraq . Biden had to backtrack after appearing to endorse China's One Child Policy while
on a trip to the country saying, " your policy has been one which I fully understand ."

As Obama Defense Secretary Bob Gates puts it, Biden "has been wrong on nearly every major foreign policy and national security
issue over the past four decades."

BIDEN HAS CONSISTENTLY ADVOCATED FOR DANGEROUS, DESTABLIZING OR IMPLAUSIBLE FOREIGN POLICY
STRATEGIES FROM PARTIONING IRAQ TO THE RUSSIA RESET

https://thedailybanter.com/.image/t_share/MTU0MzY2OTc4MTIxODAzMDg4/staticpolitico.jpg

As Vice President, Joe Biden advised President Barack Obama not to go forward with the raid that resulted in the death of 9/11
perpetrator Osama Bin Laden.

Biden once pushed for a controversial plan to partition Iraq that the U.S. embassy in Baghdad said would " produce extraordinary
suffering and bloodshed ."

Following the September 11 attacks, Biden, on a whim, suggested the U.S. send Iran $200 million as a good faith gesture. Biden
was the Obama Administration's " public salesman " for the flawed Iranian nuclear deal which did not eliminated Iran's nuclear
threat nor curb its destabilizing behaviors .

Biden pushed for the Obama Administration's disastrous Russia "reset " policy and personally sought to cozy up to Vladimir Putin
.

Biden supported the Obama Administration's flawed Israel policy and was " particularly harsh " to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu . Despite the threats posed by China to the United States, Biden has engaged in a dovish approach to China stressing
"they're not competition" and they weren't going to "eat our lunch."

JOE BIDEN'S "PERSONALITY" DRIVEN FOREIGN POLICY HAS LED HIM TO BEING "WRONG ON NEARLY EVERY MAJOR
FOREIGN POLICY AND NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUE"

https://fw-d7-freedomworks-org.s3.amazonaws.com/field/image/Biden%20confused.jpg

Recognized For His Own Distinct "Biden Doctrine," Former Vice President Joe Biden's "Personality" Reliant Approach To Foreign
Policy Has Been Characterized By Embarrassing Gaffes And "Foot-In-Mouth Foibles"

Biden's Approach To Foreign Policy Has Been Distinctive In That He Is A "Personality Realist," Who Believes That His Doctrine
"All Gets Down To The Conduct Of Foreign Policy Being Personal." "What makes his approach distinctive is that he may very well
be the nation's first 'personality realist.' Unlike Obama-whose relationships with world leaders from Japan's Shinzo Abe to Israel's
Benjamin Netanyahu are famously chilly-Biden says of his doctrine that 'it all gets down to the conduct of foreign policy being
personal. ... All [foreign policy] is, is a logical extension of personal relationships, with a lot less information to act on.'" (Steve
Clemons, "The Biden Doctrine," The Atlantic, 8/22/16)

Biden's Critics Argue That "Despite His Passion For Worthy Causes," His "Bouts Of Imprecision And Occasional Foot-In-Mouth
Foibles" Have Gotten In The Way. "His critics argue that despite his passion for worthy causes-from efforts to stabilize Iraq to the
'cancer moonshot' to his task force devoted to 'a strong middle class' -his bouts of imprecision and occasional foot-in-mouth foibles
get in the way." (Steve Clemons, "The Biden Doctrine," The Atlantic, 8/22/16)

"Was He Simply A Glad-Handing Flack Pushing The Obama Agenda, A Manic Schmoozer Of Foreign Leaders," Or A "Gaffe-Prone
Foreign-Policy Dilettante Who, In The Long Run, Won't Matter?" "Was he simply a glad-handing flack pushing the Obama agenda,
a manic schmoozer of foreign leaders? A gaffe-prone foreign-policy dilettante who, in the long run, won't matter?" (Steve Clemons,
"The Biden Doctrine," The Atlantic, 8/22/16)

At A 2007 Debate, Biden Claimed That He Had Been Fired Upon In Iraq. SENATOR JOE BIDEN: "Number one, you take all the
troops out; you better have helicopters ready to take those 3,000 civilians inside the Green Zone, where I've been seven times and
shot at; you better make sure you have protection for them or let them die, number one." (Senator Joe Biden, CNN/You Tube
Democrat Presidential Candidate Debate , Charleston, SC, 7/23/07)

Biden Later Said A More Accurate Comment Would Have Been: "I Was Near Where A Shot Landed." "Biden said the incident
happened in the morning while he and at least one other senator were shaving. Although he said it shook the building, he wasn't
rattled enough to duck and cover. 'No one got up and ran from the room-it wasn't that kind of thing,' he said. '…It's not like I had
someone holding a gun to my head.' Thinking about it now, he said, a more accurate comment would have been: 'I was near where
a shot landed.'" ( The Hill , 8/8/07)

Biden Implied That His Helicopter Had Been "Forced Down" By Al Qaeda In Afghanistan. VICE PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: "If you
want to know where al Qaeda lives, if you want to know where bin Laden is, come back to Afghanistan with me. Come back to the
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want to know where al Qaeda lives, if you want to know where bin Laden is, come back to Afghanistan with me. Come back to the
area where my helicopter was forced down with a three-star general and three United States senators at 10,500 feet in the middle
of those mountains. I can tell you where they are. Where is that safe haven? It is not Baghdad. It is in the mountains between
Afghanistan and Pakistan where my helicopter was recently forced down." (Senator Joe Biden, Remarks To The National Guard
Association, Baltimore, MD , 9/22/08)

Biden's Helicopter Was Forced Down By Snow, Not Terrorists. "When Joe Biden tells voters he understands the threat posed by
Afghan extremists, he dramatically illustrates one reason why: His helicopter was 'forced down' on 'the superhighway of terror.'
Actually, snow, not the enemy, persuaded the helicopter pilot to land and wait out a storm." ( The Associated Press , 10/2/08) In
December 2011, Biden Told Turkish Abdullah Gul That He Didn't Think Violence In Syria Would Become "Disruptive Regionally."
"In his meeting with the Turkish president, the senior administration official said, Mr. Biden acknowledged that there were fears in
the Middle East about what would happen if the uprising in Syria managed to topple President Bashar al-Assad. But he argued that
Mr. Assad himself was the greatest cause of instability and sectarian strife. 'The problem right now is Assad,' Mr. Biden said in the
interview. 'Could something emerge that is more disruptive regionally? I don't think so, but it could.'" ( The New York Times ,
12/2/11)

By October 2014, ISIS Reached Its Height And Controlled Several Major Cities Including Mosul, Fallujah, Tikrit, And Raqqa And
Its Territory Stretched From Central Syria To The Outskirts Of Baghdad. "In October 2014, ISIS territory in Syria and Iraq was at
its maximum. The radical Islamist group controlled land stretching from central Syria all the way to the outskirts of Baghdad
including major cities like Mosul, Fallujah, Tikrit, and Raqqa." ( Business Insider , 10/24/17)

In 2011, While In China, Biden Had To Walk Back Statements That Appeared To Endorse China's One Child Policy Which
Includes Forced-Sterilization And Abortion. "Vice President Biden has emphatically backed away from his apparent endorsement
of China's one-child policy. …The one-child policy has rested on coercion, including forced sterilization and abortion, as well as
incentives." ( The Washington Post , 8/24/11) ...........

( YOU CAN READ THE REST OF THIS HUGE LIST OF BIDEN'S HORRIBLE FOREIGN POLICY BELOW )

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.gop.com/joe-bidens-foreign-policy-ive-got-a-mistake-for-that-rsr
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The Facts:

JOE BIDEN'S "PERSONALITY" DRIVEN FOREIGN POLICY HAS LED HIM TO BEING "WRONG ON NEARLY EVERY MAJOR
FOREIGN POLICY AND NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUE"

Recognized for his own distinct "Biden Doctrine," former Vice President Joe Biden's "personality" reliant approach to foreign policy
has been characterized by embarrassing gaffes and "foot-in-mouth foibles."

In 2007, Biden claimed he had been fired upon in Iraq and later backtracked saying while he did not have to duck and cover " he
was near where a shot landed ."

In 2008, Biden claimed his helicopter had been " forced down " by Al Qaeda but it was later revealed the helicopter had been
forced to land due to snowy conditions . Biden said publicly he was unaware of any security issue at the compound in Benghazi
and seemed to not know the Administration had been implored to beef up security at the consulate . In 2011, Biden told Turkish
President Abdullah Gul he didn't think violence in Syria would become disruptive regionally ; By 2014, ISIS controlled territory from
Central Syria to the outskirts of Baghdad, Iraq . Biden had to backtrack after appearing to endorse China's One Child Policy while
on a trip to the country saying, " your policy has been one which I fully understand ."

As Obama Defense Secretary Bob Gates puts it, Biden "has been wrong on nearly every major foreign policy and national security
issue over the past four decades."

BIDEN HAS CONSISTENTLY ADVOCATED FOR DANGEROUS, DESTABLIZING OR IMPLAUSIBLE FOREIGN POLICY
STRATEGIES FROM PARTIONING IRAQ TO THE RUSSIA RESET
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As Vice President, Joe Biden advised President Barack Obama not to go forward with the raid that resulted in the death of 9/11
perpetrator Osama Bin Laden.

Biden once pushed for a controversial plan to partition Iraq that the U.S. embassy in Baghdad said would " produce extraordinary
suffering and bloodshed ."

Following the September 11 attacks, Biden, on a whim, suggested the U.S. send Iran $200 million as a good faith gesture. Biden
was the Obama Administration's " public salesman " for the flawed Iranian nuclear deal which did not eliminated Iran's nuclear
threat nor curb its destabilizing behaviors .

Biden pushed for the Obama Administration's disastrous Russia "reset " policy and personally sought to cozy up to Vladimir Putin
.

Biden supported the Obama Administration's flawed Israel policy and was " particularly harsh " to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu . Despite the threats posed by China to the United States, Biden has engaged in a dovish approach to China stressing
"they're not competition" and they weren't going to "eat our lunch."

JOE BIDEN'S "PERSONALITY" DRIVEN FOREIGN POLICY HAS LED HIM TO BEING "WRONG ON NEARLY EVERY MAJOR
FOREIGN POLICY AND NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUE"
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Recognized For His Own Distinct "Biden Doctrine," Former Vice President Joe Biden's "Personality" Reliant Approach To Foreign
Policy Has Been Characterized By Embarrassing Gaffes And "Foot-In-Mouth Foibles"

Biden's Approach To Foreign Policy Has Been Distinctive In That He Is A "Personality Realist," Who Believes That His Doctrine
"All Gets Down To The Conduct Of Foreign Policy Being Personal." "What makes his approach distinctive is that he may very well
be the nation's first 'personality realist.' Unlike Obama-whose relationships with world leaders from Japan's Shinzo Abe to Israel's
Benjamin Netanyahu are famously chilly-Biden says of his doctrine that 'it all gets down to the conduct of foreign policy being
personal. ... All [foreign policy] is, is a logical extension of personal relationships, with a lot less information to act on.'" (Steve
Clemons, "The Biden Doctrine," The Atlantic, 8/22/16)

Biden's Critics Argue That "Despite His Passion For Worthy Causes," His "Bouts Of Imprecision And Occasional Foot-In-Mouth
Foibles" Have Gotten In The Way. "His critics argue that despite his passion for worthy causes-from efforts to stabilize Iraq to the
'cancer moonshot' to his task force devoted to 'a strong middle class' -his bouts of imprecision and occasional foot-in-mouth foibles
get in the way." (Steve Clemons, "The Biden Doctrine," The Atlantic, 8/22/16)

"Was He Simply A Glad-Handing Flack Pushing The Obama Agenda, A Manic Schmoozer Of Foreign Leaders," Or A "Gaffe-Prone
Foreign-Policy Dilettante Who, In The Long Run, Won't Matter?" "Was he simply a glad-handing flack pushing the Obama agenda,
a manic schmoozer of foreign leaders? A gaffe-prone foreign-policy dilettante who, in the long run, won't matter?" (Steve Clemons,
"The Biden Doctrine," The Atlantic, 8/22/16)

At A 2007 Debate, Biden Claimed That He Had Been Fired Upon In Iraq. SENATOR JOE BIDEN: "Number one, you take all the
troops out; you better have helicopters ready to take those 3,000 civilians inside the Green Zone, where I've been seven times and
shot at; you better make sure you have protection for them or let them die, number one." (Senator Joe Biden, CNN/You Tube
Democrat Presidential Candidate Debate , Charleston, SC, 7/23/07)

Biden Later Said A More Accurate Comment Would Have Been: "I Was Near Where A Shot Landed." "Biden said the incident
happened in the morning while he and at least one other senator were shaving. Although he said it shook the building, he wasn't
rattled enough to duck and cover. 'No one got up and ran from the room-it wasn't that kind of thing,' he said. '…It's not like I had
someone holding a gun to my head.' Thinking about it now, he said, a more accurate comment would have been: 'I was near where
a shot landed.'" ( The Hill , 8/8/07)

Biden Implied That His Helicopter Had Been "Forced Down" By Al Qaeda In Afghanistan. VICE PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: "If you
want to know where al Qaeda lives, if you want to know where bin Laden is, come back to Afghanistan with me. Come back to the
area where my helicopter was forced down with a three-star general and three United States senators at 10,500 feet in the middle
of those mountains. I can tell you where they are. Where is that safe haven? It is not Baghdad. It is in the mountains between
Afghanistan and Pakistan where my helicopter was recently forced down." (Senator Joe Biden, Remarks To The National Guard
Association, Baltimore, MD , 9/22/08)

Biden's Helicopter Was Forced Down By Snow, Not Terrorists. "When Joe Biden tells voters he understands the threat posed by
Afghan extremists, he dramatically illustrates one reason why: His helicopter was 'forced down' on 'the superhighway of terror.'
Actually, snow, not the enemy, persuaded the helicopter pilot to land and wait out a storm." ( The Associated Press , 10/2/08) In
December 2011, Biden Told Turkish Abdullah Gul That He Didn't Think Violence In Syria Would Become "Disruptive Regionally."
"In his meeting with the Turkish president, the senior administration official said, Mr. Biden acknowledged that there were fears in
the Middle East about what would happen if the uprising in Syria managed to topple President Bashar al-Assad. But he argued that
Mr. Assad himself was the greatest cause of instability and sectarian strife. 'The problem right now is Assad,' Mr. Biden said in the
interview. 'Could something emerge that is more disruptive regionally? I don't think so, but it could.'" ( The New York Times ,
12/2/11)

By October 2014, ISIS Reached Its Height And Controlled Several Major Cities Including Mosul, Fallujah, Tikrit, And Raqqa And
Its Territory Stretched From Central Syria To The Outskirts Of Baghdad. "In October 2014, ISIS territory in Syria and Iraq was at
its maximum. The radical Islamist group controlled land stretching from central Syria all the way to the outskirts of Baghdad
including major cities like Mosul, Fallujah, Tikrit, and Raqqa." ( Business Insider , 10/24/17)

In 2011, While In China, Biden Had To Walk Back Statements That Appeared To Endorse China's One Child Policy Which
Includes Forced-Sterilization And Abortion. "Vice President Biden has emphatically backed away from his apparent endorsement
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of China's one-child policy. …The one-child policy has rested on coercion, including forced sterilization and abortion, as well as
incentives." ( The Washington Post , 8/24/11) ...........

( YOU CAN READ THE REST OF THIS HUGE LIST OF BIDEN'S HORRIBLE FOREIGN POLICY BELOW )

( LINK BELOW )
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A Feminist Grad Student Says Biological Men Can’t Be Women - Now The Liberal University Of

California-Santa Barbara Is Investigating Her

https://assets.rbl.ms/19881801/1200x600.jpg

A university is investigating one of its female graduate students after she said that biological men

cannot be women.

According to a report by The College Fix, the university's Title IX office is involved.

What are the details?

University of California-Santa Barbara feminist grad student Laura Tanner is under fire for remarks that she made on social
media — particularly on her Twitter page. Tanner, a doctoral candidate in the school's department of Feminist Studies, is an
"outspoken critic of transgender ideology," according to the outlet.

Tanner's Twitter page banner reads, "A woman is someone with a female body and any personality ... not a 'female
personality' and any body."

"Any other definition is sexism," the banner concludes.

Tanner's remarks have ruffled enough feathers that the school is investigating her remarks after trans "allies" demanded
that the administration take action against her. Such critics called Tanner "absolute trash" as well as a "dumb b****." Some
have even suggested that Tanner should die because of her sentiments.

The school's newspaper even went as far as calling her "transphobic." The chair of her department — Laury Oaks — said
that Tanner's remarks are "distressing," and said that he could file both ethics and Title IX complaints agains her. Online,
Oaks shared responses from the school's Title IX Coordinator, Ariana Alvarez, who confirmed that the department is
"actively engaging in a response" to Tanner's social media posts.

In a statement, a spokesperson for the school said "university policy prohibits discussing details related to personnel
issues" and is "prohibited from discussing student information."

"The University has a process for reporting bias incidents on campus, and procedures for addressing these issues
when they arise," the statement continued. "The University also has strong policies protecting academic freedom
and freedom of expression. Campus community members are encouraged to report violations of these policies and
of misconduct in all of these areas."

You can read more background information here.

Anything else?

On her website, Tanner warns of the damage the transgender ideology can do to women and girls:

My research and scholarship are currently focused on resisting the discursive erasure of women and

girls, particularly in health and gender discourse; attempts to disassociate the female body from

womanhood; the mistaken idea that biological sex is socially constructed or possible to change, the

loss of women and girls' civil rights through changes to laws that remove sex protections and define

gender as a feeling; and the abusive and dangerously experimental practices of medically “transing"

children and young adults.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/feminist-grad-student-says-men-cant-be-women-now-the-university-is-investigating-her
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A Feminist Grad Student Says Biological Men Can’t Be Women - Now The Liberal University Of

California-Santa Barbara Is Investigating Her
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A university is investigating one of its female graduate students after she said that biological men

cannot be women.

According to a report by The College Fix, the university's Title IX office is involved.

What are the details?

University of California-Santa Barbara feminist grad student Laura Tanner is under fire for remarks that she made on social
media — particularly on her Twitter page. Tanner, a doctoral candidate in the school's department of Feminist Studies, is an
"outspoken critic of transgender ideology," according to the outlet.

Tanner's Twitter page banner reads, "A woman is someone with a female body and any personality ... not a 'female
personality' and any body."

"Any other definition is sexism," the banner concludes.

Tanner's remarks have ruffled enough feathers that the school is investigating her remarks after trans "allies" demanded
that the administration take action against her. Such critics called Tanner "absolute trash" as well as a "dumb b****." Some
have even suggested that Tanner should die because of her sentiments.

The school's newspaper even went as far as calling her "transphobic." The chair of her department — Laury Oaks — said
that Tanner's remarks are "distressing," and said that he could file both ethics and Title IX complaints agains her. Online,
Oaks shared responses from the school's Title IX Coordinator, Ariana Alvarez, who confirmed that the department is
"actively engaging in a response" to Tanner's social media posts.

In a statement, a spokesperson for the school said "university policy prohibits discussing details related to personnel
issues" and is "prohibited from discussing student information."

"The University has a process for reporting bias incidents on campus, and procedures for addressing these issues
when they arise," the statement continued. "The University also has strong policies protecting academic freedom
and freedom of expression. Campus community members are encouraged to report violations of these policies and
of misconduct in all of these areas."

You can read more background information here.

Anything else?

On her website, Tanner warns of the damage the transgender ideology can do to women and girls:

My research and scholarship are currently focused on resisting the discursive erasure of women and

girls, particularly in health and gender discourse; attempts to disassociate the female body from

womanhood; the mistaken idea that biological sex is socially constructed or possible to change, the

loss of women and girls' civil rights through changes to laws that remove sex protections and define

gender as a feeling; and the abusive and dangerously experimental practices of medically “transing"

children and young adults.

( LINK BELOW )
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Top Clinton 2016 Aide: 'I Would Do An Ankle Dive At The Door' To Stop Hillary From Running Again

/ Apparentl Jennifer Palmieri's Embarrassment Of Being Decimated By Trump Was Too Much To Do

It All Over Again

The campaign's former communications director gave her thoughts on Clinton's legacy

https://assets.rbl.ms/19881454/1200x600.jpg

The director of communications for Hillary Clinton's 2016 presidential campaign says she would "do an

ankle dive at the door" to stop the failed candidate from making another bid for the White House.

What are the details?

Former staffer Jennifer Palmieri was interviewed Thursday at TheWrap's Power Women Breakfast, where she was asked
what advice she would give to her old boss if Clinton decided to run for president a third time.

"You know, first of all, if Hillary Clinton ran for office again I would do an ankle dive at the door to not allow her to do
it because I love her too much," Palmieri replied, adding, "I wanted her to be the first woman president but she is
going to be the woman that showed us that it was all broken."

The former Clinton mouthpiece went on to say of the 2016 campaign, "We were jamming her into a suit that wasn't made for
her, trying to prove she could do the job the same way as a man could do it. When everyone tells you there's something
wrong with your voice, with how you dress, don't expect to be able to please these people, you're never going to give them
the right answer."

https://youtu.be/sxI5ud2fRB8 via @YouTube

Palmieri attempted to clarify her comments on Twitter later, saying, "Question I got was some form of what @Hillaryclinton
do better if she ran again. My reax: 'Nope. America had it's [sic] chance. I'm not letting her go through this again.' Although,
she'd be the best POTUS I could imagine."

Jennifer Palmieri

✔ @jmpalmieri

Gee - Glad to know Fox is watching...Question I got was some form of what @Hillaryclinton do better if she

ran again. My reax: “Nope. America had it’s chance. I’m not letting her go through this again.” Although,

she’d be best POTUS I could imagine.

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1149408719660146689/v981fFJV?format=jpg&name=600x314

Ex-Clinton aide says she would 'ankle dive' to stop Hillary from running again

Anything else?

According to The Hill, Clinton has "repeatedly" said she would not seek the presidency again. When asked in March about
the potential for her launching another campaign, the former first lady said, "I'm not running, but I'm going to keep on
working and speaking and standing up for what I believe."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/top-clinton-2016-aide-hillary-should-not-run-again
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Top Clinton 2016 Aide: 'I Would Do An Ankle Dive At The Door' To Stop Hillary From Running Again

/ Apparentl Jennifer Palmieri's Embarrassment Of Being Decimated By Trump Was Too Much To Do

It All Over Again

The campaign's former communications director gave her thoughts on Clinton's legacy

https://assets.rbl.ms/19881454/1200x600.jpg

The director of communications for Hillary Clinton's 2016 presidential campaign says she would "do an

ankle dive at the door" to stop the failed candidate from making another bid for the White House.

What are the details?

Former staffer Jennifer Palmieri was interviewed Thursday at TheWrap's Power Women Breakfast, where she was asked
what advice she would give to her old boss if Clinton decided to run for president a third time.

"You know, first of all, if Hillary Clinton ran for office again I would do an ankle dive at the door to not allow her to do
it because I love her too much," Palmieri replied, adding, "I wanted her to be the first woman president but she is
going to be the woman that showed us that it was all broken."

The former Clinton mouthpiece went on to say of the 2016 campaign, "We were jamming her into a suit that wasn't made for
her, trying to prove she could do the job the same way as a man could do it. When everyone tells you there's something
wrong with your voice, with how you dress, don't expect to be able to please these people, you're never going to give them
the right answer."

https://youtu.be/sxI5ud2fRB8 via @YouTube

Palmieri attempted to clarify her comments on Twitter later, saying, "Question I got was some form of what @Hillaryclinton
do better if she ran again. My reax: 'Nope. America had it's [sic] chance. I'm not letting her go through this again.' Although,
she'd be the best POTUS I could imagine."

Jennifer Palmieri

✔ @jmpalmieri

Gee - Glad to know Fox is watching...Question I got was some form of what @Hillaryclinton do better if she

ran again. My reax: “Nope. America had it’s chance. I’m not letting her go through this again.” Although,

she’d be best POTUS I could imagine.

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1149408719660146689/v981fFJV?format=jpg&name=600x314

Ex-Clinton aide says she would 'ankle dive' to stop Hillary from running again

Anything else?

According to The Hill, Clinton has "repeatedly" said she would not seek the presidency again. When asked in March about
the potential for her launching another campaign, the former first lady said, "I'm not running, but I'm going to keep on
working and speaking and standing up for what I believe."

( LINK BELOW )
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Rep. Jim Jordan At Obamacare Hearing: “How Can You Undermine Something That’s Already

Failed?” (Video)

https://www.redstate.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/JimJordanAPPhoto.jpg

On Wednesday, the House Committee on Oversight and Reform held a hearing on Obamacare.

Specifically, the committee wanted to discuss what they called the Trump administration’s “attacks” on the

ACA:

The purpose of the hearing is to examine the Administration’s decision to reverse its position in Texas v. United States and
assert that the entire health care law should be struck down, as well as the impact this reversal could have on millions of
Americans—including those with pre-existing conditions—and the United States health care system.

Ranking member Jim Jordan (R-OH) didn’t mince words in an opening statement that questioned how Obamacare could be
“undermined” if it had already failed. He also talked about what he called the “Nine lies of Obamacare.”

After asserting that the committee was not interested in working towards bipartisan healthcare solutions that would “make the lives
of everyday Americans better”, Jordan said the goal of the hearing was to score “political points” against the Trump administration.

“The Majority’s title for today’s hearing is ‘Trump’s Efforts to Undermine the ACA’,” Jordan said, reading off the agenda in front of
him. “Undermine the ACA? Think about what we were told when this bill passed now, what, 9 years ago? I call them the nine lies of
Obamacare”:

1 – “If you like your doctor you can keep your doctor. Y’all remember that one?”

2 – “How about the one if you like your plan you can keep your plan?”

3 – “We were told by the President of the United States premiums were gonna go down.”

4 – “He then got more specific: Premiums will go down on average $1,500.”

5 – “He said deductibles would decline.”

6 – “This was in the fall of 2013, remember this one? They told us the website was gonna work.”

7 – “They told us the website was secure. Your information would be secure there.”

8 – “They told us that these [Obamacare] co-ops were wonderful, end-all, be-all creations. Twenty-three were created.
Guess how many are still in existence? Four. The other nineteen went bankrupt.”

9 – “First they told us [the individual mandate penalty] it’s not a tax, then they went to court and said it is a tax. Now they’re
saying no it’s not really a tax at all ’cause you can’t tax them now ’cause the individual mandate’s gone. There’s no
penalty.”

Nine different lies we were told about Obamacare and the hearing is titled ‘Trump’s Efforts to Undermine the ACA.’ How can
you undermine something that’s already failed?”

Watch Rep. Jordan’s opening remarks about Obamacare below:

https://youtu.be/VIj8x3dzXZI via @YouTube

Matt Margolis at PJ Media has a good explainer giving some background on each of the lies Jordan talked about. Make sure to
check it out.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.redstate.com/sister-toldjah/2019/07/11/rep.-jim-jordan-obamacare-hearing-can-undermine-something-thats-already-
failed-video
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Rep. Jim Jordan At Obamacare Hearing: “How Can You Undermine Something That’s Already

Failed?” (Video)

https://www.redstate.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/JimJordanAPPhoto.jpg

On Wednesday, the House Committee on Oversight and Reform held a hearing on Obamacare.

Specifically, the committee wanted to discuss what they called the Trump administration’s “attacks” on the

ACA:

The purpose of the hearing is to examine the Administration’s decision to reverse its position in Texas v. United States and
assert that the entire health care law should be struck down, as well as the impact this reversal could have on millions of
Americans—including those with pre-existing conditions—and the United States health care system.

Ranking member Jim Jordan (R-OH) didn’t mince words in an opening statement that questioned how Obamacare could be
“undermined” if it had already failed. He also talked about what he called the “Nine lies of Obamacare.”

After asserting that the committee was not interested in working towards bipartisan healthcare solutions that would “make the lives
of everyday Americans better”, Jordan said the goal of the hearing was to score “political points” against the Trump administration.

“The Majority’s title for today’s hearing is ‘Trump’s Efforts to Undermine the ACA’,” Jordan said, reading off the agenda in front of
him. “Undermine the ACA? Think about what we were told when this bill passed now, what, 9 years ago? I call them the nine lies of
Obamacare”:

1 – “If you like your doctor you can keep your doctor. Y’all remember that one?”

2 – “How about the one if you like your plan you can keep your plan?”

3 – “We were told by the President of the United States premiums were gonna go down.”

4 – “He then got more specific: Premiums will go down on average $1,500.”

5 – “He said deductibles would decline.”

6 – “This was in the fall of 2013, remember this one? They told us the website was gonna work.”

7 – “They told us the website was secure. Your information would be secure there.”

8 – “They told us that these [Obamacare] co-ops were wonderful, end-all, be-all creations. Twenty-three were created.
Guess how many are still in existence? Four. The other nineteen went bankrupt.”

9 – “First they told us [the individual mandate penalty] it’s not a tax, then they went to court and said it is a tax. Now they’re
saying no it’s not really a tax at all ’cause you can’t tax them now ’cause the individual mandate’s gone. There’s no
penalty.”

Nine different lies we were told about Obamacare and the hearing is titled ‘Trump’s Efforts to Undermine the ACA.’ How can
you undermine something that’s already failed?”

Watch Rep. Jordan’s opening remarks about Obamacare below:

https://youtu.be/VIj8x3dzXZI via @YouTube

Matt Margolis at PJ Media has a good explainer giving some background on each of the lies Jordan talked about. Make sure to
check it out.

( LINK BELOW )
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Punk Breaks Into Church, Doesn’t Realize Pastor Is Armed and Ready

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Brant-Adams-345x181.jpg

Stealing from anybody is a pretty bad life choice. Stealing from a place of worship is even worse.

But the worst decision might be what a would-be burglar just tried to do in Florida. A thug in Tampa got more than he bargained for
after breaking into a church and finding that the pastor protected his flock with a lawfully-owned gun.

The incident happened around one in the morning on Thursday when Brant Adams, the pastor of Seminole Heights Baptist Church,
received a notification that a burglar alarm had been triggered.

He and a deacon headed out to see if the church was secure, but Adams arrived first because he lives nearby. To his dismay, the
pastor found a window had been smashed with a brick — and a suspect was still inside the building.

https://youtu.be/S9f2cQSyvM0 via @YouTube

“I walked in and I saw him coming out of the director of Mission Tampa’s office with his back to me,” Adams told
WTVT.

“He’s looking down at his hand, and I didn’t know what he had in his hand, so I pulled the gun through the window. I
sort of stood behind the door but where he could see me.”

With the police still minutes away, the pastor decided to confront the burglar before the situation escalated.

“I took the gun, pointed at him, and told him to get down,” Adams said. “I yelled at him and said ‘Hey, get down!’ He
put his hands up, went to the ground.”

The pastor held the suspect — later identified as Miguel Otero-Rivera — at gunpoint until authorities arrived. Adams told WTVT
that he kept his distance from the alleged burglar and didn’t physically engage him.

Blood in parts of the church from when the intruder broke glass to enter the building made it clear that the suspect had been
searching for something, likely cash.

“Police said the suspect was holding a laptop computer owned by the church,” WTVT reported.

Miguel Otero-Rivera is now facing charges of burglary, grand theft and drug possession. But Pastor Adams explained that the
entire situation could have been avoided if the man had asked for assistance instead of trying to take money by force.

“The simple message is if you need help, ask for it. You don’t need to steal,” he said.

“There’s so many things that we try to do to help people,” Adams continued. “If he would’ve just come to the back
door and knocked and ask for something, said, ‘I need some food.’ We would’ve given him some food.”

While it’s disheartening to see a place of worship disrespected like this, hundreds of similar incidents happen every year.
According to the FBI, nearly 300 hate crime incidents targeted churches, synagogues and other religious buildings in 2017.

That number likely doesn’t include cases where perpetrators were motivated by money or another reason besides anti-religious
anger.

The bottom line is that places that should be sanctuaries aren’t always treated with the respect they

deserve. In this case, though, the pastor was prepared for the worst — and the situation should make

criminals think twice about seeing churches as easy targets.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/punk-breaks-church-doesnt-realize-pastor-armed-ready/
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Punk Breaks Into Church, Doesn’t Realize Pastor Is Armed and Ready

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Brant-Adams-345x181.jpg

Stealing from anybody is a pretty bad life choice. Stealing from a place of worship is even worse.

But the worst decision might be what a would-be burglar just tried to do in Florida. A thug in Tampa got more than he bargained for
after breaking into a church and finding that the pastor protected his flock with a lawfully-owned gun.

The incident happened around one in the morning on Thursday when Brant Adams, the pastor of Seminole Heights Baptist Church,
received a notification that a burglar alarm had been triggered.

He and a deacon headed out to see if the church was secure, but Adams arrived first because he lives nearby. To his dismay, the
pastor found a window had been smashed with a brick — and a suspect was still inside the building.

https://youtu.be/S9f2cQSyvM0 via @YouTube

“I walked in and I saw him coming out of the director of Mission Tampa’s office with his back to me,” Adams told
WTVT.

“He’s looking down at his hand, and I didn’t know what he had in his hand, so I pulled the gun through the window. I
sort of stood behind the door but where he could see me.”

With the police still minutes away, the pastor decided to confront the burglar before the situation escalated.

“I took the gun, pointed at him, and told him to get down,” Adams said. “I yelled at him and said ‘Hey, get down!’ He
put his hands up, went to the ground.”

The pastor held the suspect — later identified as Miguel Otero-Rivera — at gunpoint until authorities arrived. Adams told WTVT
that he kept his distance from the alleged burglar and didn’t physically engage him.

Blood in parts of the church from when the intruder broke glass to enter the building made it clear that the suspect had been
searching for something, likely cash.

“Police said the suspect was holding a laptop computer owned by the church,” WTVT reported.

Miguel Otero-Rivera is now facing charges of burglary, grand theft and drug possession. But Pastor Adams explained that the
entire situation could have been avoided if the man had asked for assistance instead of trying to take money by force.

“The simple message is if you need help, ask for it. You don’t need to steal,” he said.

“There’s so many things that we try to do to help people,” Adams continued. “If he would’ve just come to the back
door and knocked and ask for something, said, ‘I need some food.’ We would’ve given him some food.”

While it’s disheartening to see a place of worship disrespected like this, hundreds of similar incidents happen every year.
According to the FBI, nearly 300 hate crime incidents targeted churches, synagogues and other religious buildings in 2017.

That number likely doesn’t include cases where perpetrators were motivated by money or another reason besides anti-religious
anger.

The bottom line is that places that should be sanctuaries aren’t always treated with the respect they

deserve. In this case, though, the pastor was prepared for the worst — and the situation should make

criminals think twice about seeing churches as easy targets.
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'You're Not A Journalist, You're A Punk!' — Former Trump Aide Confronts Reporter At White House

Social Media Summit

He accused the reporter of threatening him in the Rose Garden of the White House

https://assets.rbl.ms/19837428/1200x600.jpg

Former White House aide Sebastian Gorka angrily confronted a reporter after the social media summit with

President Donald Trump, and it was caught on video.

Gorka, who is known for his belligerent and vehement defense of the president and his policies, is seen stomping up to
Brian Karem, the White House correspondent for Playboy Magazine.

He screamed in Karem's face, "you're a punk! You're not a journalist, you're a punk!"

Karem stood his ground and Gorka stomped away, while in the background other members of the event began chanting,
"Gorka! Gorka! Gorka!"

New York Times White House correspondent Katie Rogers posted videos of the altercation on her social media account.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/katierogers/status/1149436290707927043

Katie Rogers

 Verified account

@katierogers

POTUS leaves without taking questions. “Talk to us! The real news!” Then this mess unfolded with

Sebastian Gorka yelling at a journalist. Supporter say Gorka could “kick your punk ass.” This is happening

in the Rose Garden.

Gorka resigned from his position as White House national security aide in August 2017, after which there were reports that
he had been "pushed out" of the office rather than quitting.

In another video posted by Reuters, Gorka appeared to accuse Karem of "threatening" him before he got into his face.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1149445607288950784

Reuters Top News

 Verified account

@Reuters

GRAPHIC LANGUAGE WARNING - Former White House aide Sebastian Gorka gets in tiff with media,

accusing journalist of 'threatening' him in the Rose Garden, after Trump drops census citizenship question

at a news conference

Karem took to his Twitter account after the confrontation and simply tweeted, "Just another day at the WH!" and "Well it is
never a dull moment here."

Gorka also took to his Twitter account and reiterated his claim that Karem was a "punk" and claimed that he had challenged
him to a fight.

"These people are not journalists," Gorka said.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1149441323067478016

Sebastian Gorka DrG

 Verified account

@SebGorka

Nothing like getting a member of the FAKENEWS challenge you to a fight when you’re both standing in the
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Nothing like getting a member of the FAKENEWS challenge you to a fight when you’re both standing in the

Rose Garden of the @WhiteHouse.

These people are not journalists.

They’re punks and political saboteurs.

FYI: @Uncle_Jimbo has the WHOLE thing on video.

"They're punks and political saboteurs," he added.

Here's another video of the altercation:

( Video Below )

https://twitter.com/katierogers/status/1149438438996942849

Katie Rogers

 Verified account

@katierogers

Wanted to get the part where a guest at a White House function begins walking toward the press and

James O’Keefe is filming and Joy Villa is showing off her FREEDOM gown.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/gorka-accosts-reporter-at-white-house-event
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'You're Not A Journalist, You're A Punk!' — Former Trump Aide Confronts Reporter At White House

Social Media Summit

He accused the reporter of threatening him in the Rose Garden of the White House

https://assets.rbl.ms/19837428/1200x600.jpg

Former White House aide Sebastian Gorka angrily confronted a reporter after the social media summit with

President Donald Trump, and it was caught on video.

Gorka, who is known for his belligerent and vehement defense of the president and his policies, is seen stomping up to
Brian Karem, the White House correspondent for Playboy Magazine.

He screamed in Karem's face, "you're a punk! You're not a journalist, you're a punk!"

Karem stood his ground and Gorka stomped away, while in the background other members of the event began chanting,
"Gorka! Gorka! Gorka!"

New York Times White House correspondent Katie Rogers posted videos of the altercation on her social media account.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/katierogers/status/1149436290707927043
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 Verified account
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Sebastian Gorka yelling at a journalist. Supporter say Gorka could “kick your punk ass.” This is happening

in the Rose Garden.

Gorka resigned from his position as White House national security aide in August 2017, after which there were reports that
he had been "pushed out" of the office rather than quitting.

In another video posted by Reuters, Gorka appeared to accuse Karem of "threatening" him before he got into his face.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1149445607288950784
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Karem took to his Twitter account after the confrontation and simply tweeted, "Just another day at the WH!" and "Well it is
never a dull moment here."

Gorka also took to his Twitter account and reiterated his claim that Karem was a "punk" and claimed that he had challenged
him to a fight.

"These people are not journalists," Gorka said.

( Video in the link below )
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These people are not journalists.
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FYI: @Uncle_Jimbo has the WHOLE thing on video.

"They're punks and political saboteurs," he added.

Here's another video of the altercation:

( Video Below )
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Katie Rogers
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Wanted to get the part where a guest at a White House function begins walking toward the press and

James O’Keefe is filming and Joy Villa is showing off her FREEDOM gown.
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Inside Jeffrey Epstein’s Lavish House of Horrors: Life-Size Dolls, Porn and More

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Jeff-Epstein.jpg

Chances are, you’re already well aware that Jeffrey Epstein is a weird guy. But what authorities recently

found in a search of his East Side Manhattan apartment takes the word “weird” to a whole new level.

According to USA Today, federal documents stated that federal agents used crowbars to pry open the doors of his seven-story
residence and, upon searching, discovered a “vast trove of lewd photographs” of women, some of whom appeared to be underage.

The pictures were reportedly meticulously organized and locked in a safe inside his home, which is beyond bizarre and textbook
creepy.

The memo, which the Southern District of New York produced, described the search to convince a federal judge that Epstein
should not be freed pending trial for sex trafficking charges for which he was arrested on July 6.

Aside from evidence discovered that support the sex trafficking charges, agents discovered “hundreds – and perhaps
thousands – of sexually suggestive photographs of fully – or partially – nude females.” Reportedly while investigators
poured through the vile discoveries, one of the photographed girls “was underage at the time the relevant photographs
were taken.”

USA Today noted that pictures found in a safe included CDs labeled “Young [Name] + [Name],” “Misc

nudes 1,” and “Girl pics nude.”

According to The New York Times, other strange items and decorations were found throughout the mansion, including
one particular hallway that was covered in fake eyeballs originally intended for wounded servicemen.

Agents discovered a life-size female doll that was reportedly hanging from a chandelier and chess set with suggestively
dressed pieces — one of which was modeled after one of the billionaire’s employees.

They also discovered strange artwork in the $55 million mansion, including one painting that depicted a “photorealistic
prison scene that included barbed wire, corrections officers and a guard station, with Mr. Epstein portrayed in the
middle.”

The memo called for Epstein to stay in jail, citing the fact he’s a registered sex offender, which stemmed

from a Florida-based conviction in 2008. It proceeded to try to convince the judge, asserting Epstein “is not

reformed, he is not chastened, he is not repentant, rather he is a continuing danger to the community and an

individual who faces devastating evidence supporting deeply serious charges.”

It also detailed his vast monetary resources that would allow him to flee the country without much of a problem. “Each of these
factors — the seriousness of the allegations, the strength of the evidence, and the possibility of lengthy incarceration — creates
an extraordinary incentive to flee. And as further described below, the defendant has the means and money to do so,” the
documents read.

It’s clear that prosecutors are doing everything possible to make sure Epstein stays locked up and isn’t given the chance to run for
the hills.

According to CNN, the indictment against him includes charges of sexual trafficking of at least three underage girls.

Given the amount of evidence against him, including his “house of horrors” filled with unspeakable items, we hope and pray that
this monster isn’t back out on the streets anytime soon.

The fact that Epstein has skated out of similar trouble in the past and enjoyed a billionaire’s posh lifestyle is beyond sickening.

As long as the U.S. justice system doesn’t fail his victims, Epstein will finally do the time for his crimes.

( LINK BELOW )
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Chances are, you’re already well aware that Jeffrey Epstein is a weird guy. But what authorities recently

found in a search of his East Side Manhattan apartment takes the word “weird” to a whole new level.

According to USA Today, federal documents stated that federal agents used crowbars to pry open the doors of his seven-story
residence and, upon searching, discovered a “vast trove of lewd photographs” of women, some of whom appeared to be underage.

The pictures were reportedly meticulously organized and locked in a safe inside his home, which is beyond bizarre and textbook
creepy.

The memo, which the Southern District of New York produced, described the search to convince a federal judge that Epstein
should not be freed pending trial for sex trafficking charges for which he was arrested on July 6.

Aside from evidence discovered that support the sex trafficking charges, agents discovered “hundreds – and perhaps
thousands – of sexually suggestive photographs of fully – or partially – nude females.” Reportedly while investigators
poured through the vile discoveries, one of the photographed girls “was underage at the time the relevant photographs
were taken.”

USA Today noted that pictures found in a safe included CDs labeled “Young [Name] + [Name],” “Misc

nudes 1,” and “Girl pics nude.”

According to The New York Times, other strange items and decorations were found throughout the mansion, including
one particular hallway that was covered in fake eyeballs originally intended for wounded servicemen.

Agents discovered a life-size female doll that was reportedly hanging from a chandelier and chess set with suggestively
dressed pieces — one of which was modeled after one of the billionaire’s employees.

They also discovered strange artwork in the $55 million mansion, including one painting that depicted a “photorealistic
prison scene that included barbed wire, corrections officers and a guard station, with Mr. Epstein portrayed in the
middle.”

The memo called for Epstein to stay in jail, citing the fact he’s a registered sex offender, which stemmed

from a Florida-based conviction in 2008. It proceeded to try to convince the judge, asserting Epstein “is not

reformed, he is not chastened, he is not repentant, rather he is a continuing danger to the community and an

individual who faces devastating evidence supporting deeply serious charges.”

It also detailed his vast monetary resources that would allow him to flee the country without much of a problem. “Each of these
factors — the seriousness of the allegations, the strength of the evidence, and the possibility of lengthy incarceration — creates
an extraordinary incentive to flee. And as further described below, the defendant has the means and money to do so,” the
documents read.

It’s clear that prosecutors are doing everything possible to make sure Epstein stays locked up and isn’t given the chance to run for
the hills.

According to CNN, the indictment against him includes charges of sexual trafficking of at least three underage girls.

Given the amount of evidence against him, including his “house of horrors” filled with unspeakable items, we hope and pray that
this monster isn’t back out on the streets anytime soon.

The fact that Epstein has skated out of similar trouble in the past and enjoyed a billionaire’s posh lifestyle is beyond sickening.

As long as the U.S. justice system doesn’t fail his victims, Epstein will finally do the time for his crimes.
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So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's Because Epstein Obviously Paid

NYPD Off , Then Maybe NYPD Were Also Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video

https://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1523788992544.png

CAN ANY OF YOU ANSWER THAT QUESTION FOR ME,BECAUSE IF THE NYPD

WHO OBVIOUSLY TOOK A PAYOFF FROM EPSTEIN TO NOT HAVE TO DO COURT

ORDERED EVERY 90 DAY CHECK INS, MAKES ME THINK THAT THE SAME NYPD

WHO SUPPOSEDLY SAW THE FRAZZLE DRIP VIDEO AND COULDN'T HOLD THEIR

PUKE IN FROM WATCHING IT, WOULD SURELY SPEAK OUT AGAINST THE VIDEO.

BUT IF THEY TOOK A PAYOFF FROM JEFF EPSTEIN ON THE COURT ORDERED

90 DAY CHECK IN , JUST MAYBE THEY TOOK A PAYOFF FROM HILLARY CLINTON

TO NOT TALK ABOUT OR REVEAL THE FRAZZLE DRIP VIDEO....

DOES THAT MAKE ANY SENSE TO YOU GUYS ? I WAS JUST CURIOUS.....

@Stonenchizel

WHAT'S YOUR THOUGHT ON THE SUBJECT ?

WWG1WGA
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BUT IF THEY TOOK A PAYOFF FROM JEFF EPSTEIN ON THE COURT ORDERED
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Nancy Pelosi Gets A Taste Of Her Democrat Party's Racist Card Medicine From Democrat Freshman

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

https://media.salon.com/2018/11/ocasio-cortez-pelosi2.jpg

IT LOOKS LIKE ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ DIDN'T GET THE MEMO

THAT CALLING A POLITICAL OPPONENT RACIST IS A GOOD THING AND

IT IS EVEN ENCOURAGED. EXCEPT OCASIO-CORTEZ USED THE LIBERAL

RACE CARD ON NANCY PELOSI, THE TOP RANKING DEMOCRAT AND THE

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE IN CONGRESS. I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE WHERE THIS

CAT FIGHT GOES BECAUSE NANCY PELOSI IS A FIERCE OPPONENT. THE

FRESHMAN CONGRESSWOMAN AOC MIGHT NOT KNOW THAT SHE HAS JUST

INSURED HERSELF ONLY ONE TERM IN CONGRESS. PELOSI WILL DO EVERYTHING

IN HER POWER TO GET RID OF AOC FROM CONGRESS SO THAT SHE DOESN'T

HAVE TO DEAL WITH HER ANYMORE. PELOSI WILL MAKE IT LOOK LIKE THERE ISN'T

A FIGHT AND THAT THEY HAVE MADE UP AND IT WAS JUST A MISUNDERSTANDING.

BUT WHEN IT'S TIME FOR AOC'S RE-ELECTION TIME TO CONGRESS, SPEAKER

PELOSI WILL DEFINITIVELY MAKE SURE THAT ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ IS

BACK BEHIND A BAR COUNTER SERVING DRINKS TO DRUNKS IN NEW YORK

CITY WITHOUT A CHANCE OF EVER BEING IN CONGRESS AGAIN.

BUH BYE ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ !

@Stonenchizel

https://i.kinja-img.com/gawker-media/image/upload/s--xav9FvV---
/c_scale,f_auto,fl_progressive,q_80,w_800/uxxy7d29kzq9vcsabevj.jpg

IT SURE IS NICE TO SEE THE DEMOCRATS USING THEIR TACTICS THAT THEY

HAVE USED ON CONSERVATIVES FOR SO MANY YEARS ON EACH OTHER.

IT WON'T BE LONG BEFORE THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS A THING OF THE PAST

WWG1WGA
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THAT CALLING A POLITICAL OPPONENT RACIST IS A GOOD THING AND

IT IS EVEN ENCOURAGED. EXCEPT OCASIO-CORTEZ USED THE LIBERAL

RACE CARD ON NANCY PELOSI, THE TOP RANKING DEMOCRAT AND THE

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE IN CONGRESS. I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE WHERE THIS

CAT FIGHT GOES BECAUSE NANCY PELOSI IS A FIERCE OPPONENT. THE

FRESHMAN CONGRESSWOMAN AOC MIGHT NOT KNOW THAT SHE HAS JUST

INSURED HERSELF ONLY ONE TERM IN CONGRESS. PELOSI WILL DO EVERYTHING

IN HER POWER TO GET RID OF AOC FROM CONGRESS SO THAT SHE DOESN'T

HAVE TO DEAL WITH HER ANYMORE. PELOSI WILL MAKE IT LOOK LIKE THERE ISN'T

A FIGHT AND THAT THEY HAVE MADE UP AND IT WAS JUST A MISUNDERSTANDING.

BUT WHEN IT'S TIME FOR AOC'S RE-ELECTION TIME TO CONGRESS, SPEAKER

PELOSI WILL DEFINITIVELY MAKE SURE THAT ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ IS

BACK BEHIND A BAR COUNTER SERVING DRINKS TO DRUNKS IN NEW YORK

CITY WITHOUT A CHANCE OF EVER BEING IN CONGRESS AGAIN.

BUH BYE ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ !

@Stonenchizel
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/c_scale,f_auto,fl_progressive,q_80,w_800/uxxy7d29kzq9vcsabevj.jpg

IT SURE IS NICE TO SEE THE DEMOCRATS USING THEIR TACTICS THAT THEY

HAVE USED ON CONSERVATIVES FOR SO MANY YEARS ON EACH OTHER.

IT WON'T BE LONG BEFORE THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS A THING OF THE PAST
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Chick-fil-A On Brink Of Collapse Had ‘Miraculous’ Recovery After Affirming Christian Values / Now

The Third Largest Fast Food Restaurant In The Country

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ab92657372b96ce3e043928/t/5b7dc7ed88251b9ad5516df6/1534969843025/Chick-fil-
A17.jpg

Chick-fil-A is a national treasure. The fast food restaurant has grown to the the third largest in the country.

It has been ranked top in customer satisfaction. For the 4th year in a row.

And, as I confirmed, even last week on a date with my wife, the Chick-fil-A chicken sandwich is unparalleled in the universe.

But things were not always so deliciously wonderful with the company.

According to The Christian Post, the recession of the early 1980s hit Chick-fil-A hard and forced it to re-evaluate its core
principles. As retail shopping declined, especially at malls, the restaurant found itself on “the brink” of closing.

But a “miraculous” recovery occurred after Chick-fil-A created its corporate purpose.

Steve Robinson, Chick-fil-A’s chief marketing officer from 1981 to 2015, told The Christian Post that the corporate purpose was
created at an off-site meeting of the Chick-fil-A executive committee in 1982. It was the first time “the company’s biblical values
were officially put down in one official statement.”

“One of the really unique things about that [crisis in] 1982-1983 was it catapulted us to get clear about how we were
going to market the business, to get very clear about how we’re going to empower operators to be the primary brand
representatives in the community,” Robinson said.

The Chick-fil-A corporate purpose asks its franchisees and employees to “glorify God by being a faithful steward of all that is
entrusted to us and to have a positive influence on all who come into contact with Chick-fil-A.”

According to Robinson, the executive committee of Chick-fil-A went to an off-site meeting to strategize on how to be true to the
company’s mission during a severe 1982 financial crisis.

“That’s where, as one, we wrote the corporate purpose,” Robinson said.

“I mean, we were on the brink of going under. And when we were sitting in that hotel room talking about what we’re
going to do, we made some tweaks to the plan and we froze hirings, we froze salary increases and we cut the
number of stores, cut expenses and did all the things a typical business would do.”

It was then that Chick-fil-A’s founder, S. Truett Cathy, spoke about something that made a deep impact on Robinson and set
Chick-fil-A on an unprecedented path of success.

Cathy’s primary concern was that they were good stewards of the gifts that God has given them, Robinson recalled

“[Cathy] literally told us, if we’re not great stewards of the gifts, then we’re not going to have a right to honor God or
to have a positive influence,” Robinson said. “This business is a gift that God gave me and we’re going steward it
together. And if He chooses to help us survive and prosper, great. If not, so be it.”

Chick-fil-A has worked hard to keep that vision and now, almost 40 years later, the reward has been great.

( LINK BELOW )
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Chick-fil-A On Brink Of Collapse Had ‘Miraculous’ Recovery After Affirming Christian Values / Now

The Third Largest Fast Food Restaurant In The Country
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Chick-fil-A is a national treasure. The fast food restaurant has grown to the the third largest in the country.

It has been ranked top in customer satisfaction. For the 4th year in a row.

And, as I confirmed, even last week on a date with my wife, the Chick-fil-A chicken sandwich is unparalleled in the universe.

But things were not always so deliciously wonderful with the company.

According to The Christian Post, the recession of the early 1980s hit Chick-fil-A hard and forced it to re-evaluate its core
principles. As retail shopping declined, especially at malls, the restaurant found itself on “the brink” of closing.

But a “miraculous” recovery occurred after Chick-fil-A created its corporate purpose.

Steve Robinson, Chick-fil-A’s chief marketing officer from 1981 to 2015, told The Christian Post that the corporate purpose was
created at an off-site meeting of the Chick-fil-A executive committee in 1982. It was the first time “the company’s biblical values
were officially put down in one official statement.”

“One of the really unique things about that [crisis in] 1982-1983 was it catapulted us to get clear about how we were
going to market the business, to get very clear about how we’re going to empower operators to be the primary brand
representatives in the community,” Robinson said.

The Chick-fil-A corporate purpose asks its franchisees and employees to “glorify God by being a faithful steward of all that is
entrusted to us and to have a positive influence on all who come into contact with Chick-fil-A.”

According to Robinson, the executive committee of Chick-fil-A went to an off-site meeting to strategize on how to be true to the
company’s mission during a severe 1982 financial crisis.

“That’s where, as one, we wrote the corporate purpose,” Robinson said.

“I mean, we were on the brink of going under. And when we were sitting in that hotel room talking about what we’re
going to do, we made some tweaks to the plan and we froze hirings, we froze salary increases and we cut the
number of stores, cut expenses and did all the things a typical business would do.”

It was then that Chick-fil-A’s founder, S. Truett Cathy, spoke about something that made a deep impact on Robinson and set
Chick-fil-A on an unprecedented path of success.

Cathy’s primary concern was that they were good stewards of the gifts that God has given them, Robinson recalled

“[Cathy] literally told us, if we’re not great stewards of the gifts, then we’re not going to have a right to honor God or
to have a positive influence,” Robinson said. “This business is a gift that God gave me and we’re going steward it
together. And if He chooses to help us survive and prosper, great. If not, so be it.”

Chick-fil-A has worked hard to keep that vision and now, almost 40 years later, the reward has been great.
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PELOSI GETS A TASTE OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY'S RACIST CARD MEDICINE FROM

DEMOCRAT FRESHMAN ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ

https://media.salon.com/2018/11/ocasio-cortez-pelosi2.jpg

IT LOOKS LIKE ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ DIDN'T GET THE MEMO

THAT CALLING A POLITICAL OPPONENT RACIST IS A GOOD THING AND

IT IS EVEN ENCOURAGED. EXCEPT OCASIO-CORTEZ USED THE LIBERAL

RACE CARD ON NANCY PELOSI, THE TOP RANKING DEMOCRAT AND THE

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE IN CONGRESS. I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE WHERE THIS

CAT FIGHT GOES BECAUSE NANCY PELOSI IS A FIERCE OPPONENT. THE

FRESHMAN CONGRESSWOMAN AOC MIGHT NOT KNOW THAT SHE HAS JUST

INSURED HERSELF ONLY ONE TERM IN CONGRESS. PELOSI WILL DO EVERYTHING

IN HER POWER TO GET RID OF AOC FROM CONGRESS SO THAT SHE DOESN'T

HAVE TO DEAL WITH HER ANYMORE. PELOSI WILL MAKE IT LOOK LIKE THERE ISN'T

A FIGHT AND THAT THEY HAVE MADE UP AND IT WAS JUST A MISUNDERSTANDING.

BUT WHEN IT'S TIME FOR AOC'S RE-ELECTION TIME TO CONGRESS, SPEAKER

PELOSI WILL DEFINITIVELY MAKE SURE THAT ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ IS

BACK BEHIND A BAR COUNTER SERVING DRINKS TO DRUNKS IN NEW YORK

CITY WITHOUT A CHANCE OF EVER BEING IN CONGRESS AGAIN.

BUH BYE ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ !

@Stonenchizel
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/c_scale,f_auto,fl_progressive,q_80,w_800/uxxy7d29kzq9vcsabevj.jpg

IT SURE IS NICE TO SEE THE DEMOCRATS USING THEIR TACTICS THAT THEY

HAVE USED ON CONSERVATIVES FOR SO MANY YEARS ON EACH OTHER.

IT WON'T BE LONG BEFORE THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS A THING OF THE PAST
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PELOSI GETS A TASTE OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY'S RACIST CARD MEDICINE FROM

DEMOCRAT FRESHMAN ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ
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IT LOOKS LIKE ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ DIDN'T GET THE MEMO

THAT CALLING A POLITICAL OPPONENT RACIST IS A GOOD THING AND

IT IS EVEN ENCOURAGED. EXCEPT OCASIO-CORTEZ USED THE LIBERAL

RACE CARD ON NANCY PELOSI, THE TOP RANKING DEMOCRAT AND THE

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE IN CONGRESS. I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE WHERE THIS

CAT FIGHT GOES BECAUSE NANCY PELOSI IS A FIERCE OPPONENT. THE

FRESHMAN CONGRESSWOMAN AOC MIGHT NOT KNOW THAT SHE HAS JUST

INSURED HERSELF ONLY ONE TERM IN CONGRESS. PELOSI WILL DO EVERYTHING

IN HER POWER TO GET RID OF AOC FROM CONGRESS SO THAT SHE DOESN'T

HAVE TO DEAL WITH HER ANYMORE. PELOSI WILL MAKE IT LOOK LIKE THERE ISN'T

A FIGHT AND THAT THEY HAVE MADE UP AND IT WAS JUST A MISUNDERSTANDING.

BUT WHEN IT'S TIME FOR AOC'S RE-ELECTION TIME TO CONGRESS, SPEAKER

PELOSI WILL DEFINITIVELY MAKE SURE THAT ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ IS

BACK BEHIND A BAR COUNTER SERVING DRINKS TO DRUNKS IN NEW YORK

CITY WITHOUT A CHANCE OF EVER BEING IN CONGRESS AGAIN.

BUH BYE ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ !

@Stonenchizel
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IT SURE IS NICE TO SEE THE DEMOCRATS USING THEIR TACTICS THAT THEY

HAVE USED ON CONSERVATIVES FOR SO MANY YEARS ON EACH OTHER.

IT WON'T BE LONG BEFORE THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS A THING OF THE PAST
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President Donald Trump : Dow Just Hit 27,000 For First Time EVER!

http://www.trbimg.com/img-58928e12/turbine/ct-trump-mexico-phone-call-20170201

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

Dow just hit 27,000 for first time EVER!

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HAS SET AMERICA ON THE RIGHT PATH

AFTER 8 YEARS OF HUSSEIN'S HORRIBLE POLICIES. TODAY THE STOCK

MARKET REACHED 27,000 FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER SINCE IT'S INCEPTION.

UNDER PRESIDENT TRUMP THE ECONOMY IS BOOMING AND AMERICA IS

ACTUALLY WORKING AGAIN. WHEN AMERICAN'S ARE WORKING THAT MEANS

THEIR FAMILIES ARE DOING BETTER THAN THEY WERE WHEN THERE WERE

NO JOBS AVAILABLE UNDER THE OBAMA REIGN. ONE THING IS CLEAR AND

THAT IS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HAS BEEN THE GREATEST PRESIDENT

AT LEAST IN THE MODERN ERA. WE SHALL SEE BY THE END OF HIS 2ND

TERM AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IF HE WILL BE

GIVEN THE ABSOLUTE SPOT AS BEST PRESIDENT THAT AMERICA HAS

EVER HAD TO GRACE THE COUNTRY WITH HIS INTELLIGENCE AND SERVICE.

ALL I SAY AT THIS POINT IS THANK GOD FOR PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP!

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL OF YOU TRUE PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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President Donald Trump : Dow Just Hit 27,000 For First Time EVER!
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Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

Dow just hit 27,000 for first time EVER!

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HAS SET AMERICA ON THE RIGHT PATH

AFTER 8 YEARS OF HUSSEIN'S HORRIBLE POLICIES. TODAY THE STOCK

MARKET REACHED 27,000 FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER SINCE IT'S INCEPTION.

UNDER PRESIDENT TRUMP THE ECONOMY IS BOOMING AND AMERICA IS

ACTUALLY WORKING AGAIN. WHEN AMERICAN'S ARE WORKING THAT MEANS

THEIR FAMILIES ARE DOING BETTER THAN THEY WERE WHEN THERE WERE

NO JOBS AVAILABLE UNDER THE OBAMA REIGN. ONE THING IS CLEAR AND

THAT IS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HAS BEEN THE GREATEST PRESIDENT

AT LEAST IN THE MODERN ERA. WE SHALL SEE BY THE END OF HIS 2ND

TERM AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IF HE WILL BE

GIVEN THE ABSOLUTE SPOT AS BEST PRESIDENT THAT AMERICA HAS

EVER HAD TO GRACE THE COUNTRY WITH HIS INTELLIGENCE AND SERVICE.

ALL I SAY AT THIS POINT IS THANK GOD FOR PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP!

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL OF YOU TRUE PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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The fake news recently issued reports containing many inaccuracies and misleading rhetoric about illegal

immigrants from Honduras who were recently charged with rape, child molestation, false imprisonment, and

sexual battery in the state of Georgia.

One report from the Marietta Daily Journal noted that accused perpetrator Baudilio Salomon Diaz Ambrocio, 17, was charged with
one count rape, another count of aggravated child molestation, and another count of aggravated sexual battery. He was arrested
on July 3 and is being detained in a Cobb County jail awaiting trial.

What they failed to mention is that Ambrocio is an illegal immigrant, the type of person who is commonly referred to as a
DREAMer by globalists who want to flood the U.S. border with the refuse of the third-world.

The report referred to Ambrocio as a “Marietta teen” who is “the subject of an ICE detainer” due to being “born overseas in
Guatemala.” This is patently false as Guatemala is located south of Mexico, not overseas.

He reportedly abused a 7-year-old girl while her parents were not home. She was so badly injured following the incident that she
required hospitalization and surgery afterward.

This was not the only Guatemalan who was arrested recently by Marietta law enforcement and charged

with child sex crimes. Cesar Agusto Chavez-Niz, 20, is another Guatemalan illegal immigrant who

allegedly molested a 12-year-old girl on Independence Day.

“I tried going through the back window of my house because the door was locked and my mom had the keys,” the girl
said to Channel 2 Action News. “He grabbed me and he was forcing me to kiss him.”

Chavez is currently being held in Cobb County jail on a $35,000 bond after allegedly stalking the 12-year-old girl, grabbing at her,
and pinning her against a vehicle as he attempted to force himself onto her. He is facing six felony charges of false imprisonment
and child molestation.

Once again, the Daily Journal refused to call the suspected Guatemalan offender an illegal immigrant. They only mentioned
Chavez was “subject to a detainer by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement” and this was “the second recent child
molestation case in Marietta.”

As more like Ambrocio and Chavez are caravanned up through the porous U.S. southern border with aid

from NGOs funded by leftist billionaires like George Soros, the heinous crimes of the third-world will

inevitably spill over into the U.S. With the fake news publishing spin to keep the public mislead about this

crisis, it makes the national emergency even more difficult to stop.

( LINK BELOW )
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The fake news recently issued reports containing many inaccuracies and misleading rhetoric about illegal

immigrants from Honduras who were recently charged with rape, child molestation, false imprisonment, and

sexual battery in the state of Georgia.

One report from the Marietta Daily Journal noted that accused perpetrator Baudilio Salomon Diaz Ambrocio, 17, was charged with
one count rape, another count of aggravated child molestation, and another count of aggravated sexual battery. He was arrested
on July 3 and is being detained in a Cobb County jail awaiting trial.

What they failed to mention is that Ambrocio is an illegal immigrant, the type of person who is commonly referred to as a
DREAMer by globalists who want to flood the U.S. border with the refuse of the third-world.

The report referred to Ambrocio as a “Marietta teen” who is “the subject of an ICE detainer” due to being “born overseas in
Guatemala.” This is patently false as Guatemala is located south of Mexico, not overseas.

He reportedly abused a 7-year-old girl while her parents were not home. She was so badly injured following the incident that she
required hospitalization and surgery afterward.

This was not the only Guatemalan who was arrested recently by Marietta law enforcement and charged

with child sex crimes. Cesar Agusto Chavez-Niz, 20, is another Guatemalan illegal immigrant who

allegedly molested a 12-year-old girl on Independence Day.

“I tried going through the back window of my house because the door was locked and my mom had the keys,” the girl
said to Channel 2 Action News. “He grabbed me and he was forcing me to kiss him.”

Chavez is currently being held in Cobb County jail on a $35,000 bond after allegedly stalking the 12-year-old girl, grabbing at her,
and pinning her against a vehicle as he attempted to force himself onto her. He is facing six felony charges of false imprisonment
and child molestation.

Once again, the Daily Journal refused to call the suspected Guatemalan offender an illegal immigrant. They only mentioned
Chavez was “subject to a detainer by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement” and this was “the second recent child
molestation case in Marietta.”

As more like Ambrocio and Chavez are caravanned up through the porous U.S. southern border with aid

from NGOs funded by leftist billionaires like George Soros, the heinous crimes of the third-world will

inevitably spill over into the U.S. With the fake news publishing spin to keep the public mislead about this

crisis, it makes the national emergency even more difficult to stop.
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Otay Mesa California Border Patrol Officers Seize $2.1 Million Dollars Of Narcotics In Two Days, 1st

Bust Was A 36 Year Old And 2nd Bust A 52 Year Old & Both Were Mexican Citizens

https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/u406/SDOFO%2019060--broccoli%202-sm.jpg

SAN DIEGO – CBP officers assigned to the Otay Mesa cargo facility seize $2.1 million of narcotics in two

days.

“Drug trafficking organizations will try every avenue to bring narcotics across,” said Port Director Rosa Hernandez.
“These apprehensions showcase CBP officers facing this challenge head on.”

The first incident occurred on Monday July 1, at about 5:00 p.m., when a 36-year-old male Mexican citizen entered the port of
entry driving a Ford Bobtail truck with cargo manifested as electrical equipment. The CBP officer referred the truck for further
inspection.

A CBP canine team screened the truck and the detector dog gave a positive alert to the rear cargo area.

Officers searched the shipment and discovered 285 large wrapped packages of methamphetamine and 33

containers of marijuana oil, weighing more than 1,140 pounds.

CBP Officers discover more than 3,000 lbs of marijuana comingled with broccoli.

CBP officers discover more than 3,000 lbs.

of marijuana comingled with broccoli.

The second incident occurred on Tuesday July 2, at about 7:45 p.m., when a 52-year-old male Mexican citizen entered the port of
entry driving a tractor-trailer with cargo manifested as broccoli. The CBP officer referred the truck for further inspection

A CBP canine team screened the pallets of broccoli and the detector dog gave a positive alert. Officers

opened one of the boxes and discovered a green taped package comingled within the broccoli. Officers and

discovered a total of 315 large wrapped packages of marijuana, weighing more than 3,365 pounds.

In total, the narcotics have an estimated street value of $ 2.1 million.

Officers cancelled both driver’s visas and turned them over to the custody of Homeland Security Investigations’ agents.

CBP seized the trucks and narcotics.

CBP officers at the border crossings in Southern California routinely stop illegal activity, while processing millions of legitimate
travelers into the United States. Those statistics can be found here: CBP-enforcement-statistics

( U.S. Customs and Border Protection is the unified border agency within the Department of Homeland Security charged with the
management, control and protection of our nation's borders at and between official ports of entry. CBP is charged with securing the
borders of the United States while enforcing hundreds of laws and facilitating lawful trade and travel. )

( LINK BELOW )
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Otay Mesa California Border Patrol Officers Seize $2.1 Million Dollars Of Narcotics In Two Days, 1st

Bust Was A 36 Year Old And 2nd Bust A 52 Year Old & Both Were Mexican Citizens

https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/u406/SDOFO%2019060--broccoli%202-sm.jpg

SAN DIEGO – CBP officers assigned to the Otay Mesa cargo facility seize $2.1 million of narcotics in two

days.

“Drug trafficking organizations will try every avenue to bring narcotics across,” said Port Director Rosa Hernandez.
“These apprehensions showcase CBP officers facing this challenge head on.”

The first incident occurred on Monday July 1, at about 5:00 p.m., when a 36-year-old male Mexican citizen entered the port of
entry driving a Ford Bobtail truck with cargo manifested as electrical equipment. The CBP officer referred the truck for further
inspection.

A CBP canine team screened the truck and the detector dog gave a positive alert to the rear cargo area.

Officers searched the shipment and discovered 285 large wrapped packages of methamphetamine and 33

containers of marijuana oil, weighing more than 1,140 pounds.

CBP Officers discover more than 3,000 lbs of marijuana comingled with broccoli.

CBP officers discover more than 3,000 lbs.

of marijuana comingled with broccoli.

The second incident occurred on Tuesday July 2, at about 7:45 p.m., when a 52-year-old male Mexican citizen entered the port of
entry driving a tractor-trailer with cargo manifested as broccoli. The CBP officer referred the truck for further inspection

A CBP canine team screened the pallets of broccoli and the detector dog gave a positive alert. Officers

opened one of the boxes and discovered a green taped package comingled within the broccoli. Officers and

discovered a total of 315 large wrapped packages of marijuana, weighing more than 3,365 pounds.

In total, the narcotics have an estimated street value of $ 2.1 million.

Officers cancelled both driver’s visas and turned them over to the custody of Homeland Security Investigations’ agents.

CBP seized the trucks and narcotics.

CBP officers at the border crossings in Southern California routinely stop illegal activity, while processing millions of legitimate
travelers into the United States. Those statistics can be found here: CBP-enforcement-statistics

( U.S. Customs and Border Protection is the unified border agency within the Department of Homeland Security charged with the
management, control and protection of our nation's borders at and between official ports of entry. CBP is charged with securing the
borders of the United States while enforcing hundreds of laws and facilitating lawful trade and travel. )
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House Oversight Committee Democrats were caught in a couple of significant “oopsies” on Twitter Tuesday, when it was
discovered not one but two tweets they posted this month to promote a “kids in cages” immigration hearing that was held earlier
today contained images of kids in cages during the Obama administration.
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Fox News reports:

“Last week, members of our committee visited a detention center at the southern border and discovered grotesque
treatment of children,” the first tweet, posted Tuesday afternoon, said. “This week, we are examining the inhumane
treatment of the children in these detention centers.”

But the tweet included a photograph taken by The Associated Press in 2014, during the Obama administration, showing
migrants in detention in Arizona. The Trump campaign flagged the soon-deleted tweet and noted the image comes from a
time when current Democratic presidential primary front-runner Joe Biden was vice president.

“House Democrats are promoting their ‘civil rights’ hearing on ‘kids in cages’ and ‘inhumane treatment’ with a photo
from 2014, when Joe Biden was Vice President,” the tweet read. “So dishonest!”

According to The Daily Caller, House Democrats then put up a new tweet with a different photograph — also, it turns out,
from the Obama administration years. That tweet was soon deleted as well, after it was noticed by their Republican
counterparts on the committee.

“You all know that’s a picture from 2014, right? Remind us who was President then,” the tweet said.

Here’s are screen grabs of the tweets. The first one was from July 2nd, according to Caleb Hull. The second one was from
Tuesday the 9th:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_ESdyuWsAAtN-7.jpg

Caleb Hull

 Verified account

@CalebJHull

LOL @OversightDems just deleted this tweet from July 2 after @GOPoversight called them out for using a

2014 picture on that one too

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_EGmMdX4AAcXOX.jpg

Caleb Hull  Verified account

@CalebJHull

The @OversightDems just deleted this tweet featuring a graphic placed over a photo of kids in cages at the

border.

The only problem is that the photo was taken in 2014 while Obama was in office.

If they were sincerely interested in the full picture, why not just alter the text on the images to read “Kids in Cages: Inhumane
Treatment at the Border from 2014-2019”? Because a full accounting regarding the origins of the “kids in cages” issues at the
border is apparently just too much to ask for:

“The photo was an error, and it has been removed. But there is simply no comparison between the actions of the
Obama Administration and the Trump Administrations,” a committee aide on the Democratic side told the
Washington Examiner. “The Obama Administration did not separate children from their families and create
dehumanizing conditions as a way to deter immigration and asylum, which is the stated policy of the Trump
Administration. The Obama Administration separated children only in an extremely small number of cases when
there was a true danger to the child’s safety.”

Last month, Obama’s former ICE chief Thomas Homan confirmed once again how and when the issues with putting kids behind
the chain-link fences began.

( LINK BELOW )
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House Oversight Committee Democrats were caught in a couple of significant “oopsies” on Twitter Tuesday, when it was
discovered not one but two tweets they posted this month to promote a “kids in cages” immigration hearing that was held earlier
today contained images of kids in cages during the Obama administration.

Fox News reports:

“Last week, members of our committee visited a detention center at the southern border and discovered grotesque
treatment of children,” the first tweet, posted Tuesday afternoon, said. “This week, we are examining the inhumane
treatment of the children in these detention centers.”

But the tweet included a photograph taken by The Associated Press in 2014, during the Obama administration, showing
migrants in detention in Arizona. The Trump campaign flagged the soon-deleted tweet and noted the image comes from a
time when current Democratic presidential primary front-runner Joe Biden was vice president.

“House Democrats are promoting their ‘civil rights’ hearing on ‘kids in cages’ and ‘inhumane treatment’ with a photo
from 2014, when Joe Biden was Vice President,” the tweet read. “So dishonest!”

According to The Daily Caller, House Democrats then put up a new tweet with a different photograph — also, it turns out,
from the Obama administration years. That tweet was soon deleted as well, after it was noticed by their Republican
counterparts on the committee.

“You all know that’s a picture from 2014, right? Remind us who was President then,” the tweet said.

Here’s are screen grabs of the tweets. The first one was from July 2nd, according to Caleb Hull. The second one was from
Tuesday the 9th:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_ESdyuWsAAtN-7.jpg

Caleb Hull

 Verified account

@CalebJHull

LOL @OversightDems just deleted this tweet from July 2 after @GOPoversight called them out for using a

2014 picture on that one too

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_EGmMdX4AAcXOX.jpg

Caleb Hull  Verified account

@CalebJHull

The @OversightDems just deleted this tweet featuring a graphic placed over a photo of kids in cages at the

border.

The only problem is that the photo was taken in 2014 while Obama was in office.

If they were sincerely interested in the full picture, why not just alter the text on the images to read “Kids in Cages: Inhumane
Treatment at the Border from 2014-2019”? Because a full accounting regarding the origins of the “kids in cages” issues at the
border is apparently just too much to ask for:

“The photo was an error, and it has been removed. But there is simply no comparison between the actions of the
Obama Administration and the Trump Administrations,” a committee aide on the Democratic side told the
Washington Examiner. “The Obama Administration did not separate children from their families and create
dehumanizing conditions as a way to deter immigration and asylum, which is the stated policy of the Trump
Administration. The Obama Administration separated children only in an extremely small number of cases when
there was a true danger to the child’s safety.”

Last month, Obama’s former ICE chief Thomas Homan confirmed once again how and when the issues with putting kids behind
the chain-link fences began.

( LINK BELOW )
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The number one fast food chain on the planet is seeing a major threat on the horizon, and it smells like

chicken sandwiches and waffle fries.

Chick-fil-A is fast becoming America’s most well known and most loved fast food chain. It’s on track to become the third
most successful store in its class, surpassing other national brands like Wendy’s and Sonic and falling behind only
Starbucks and the most famous chain on the planet.

McDonald’s has noticed Chick-fil-A’s rise, and it wants to make sure that the Christian chain can never step on its toes. With that
in mind, McDonald’s has decided that it’s going to begin creating a sandwich that could possibly compete with America’s current
chicken sandwich champion.

“A Chicken Sandwich at McDonald’s should be our top priority,” the National Owners Association board said in an
email addressed to fellow operators on Tuesday according to MSN.

“Chick Fil A’s results demonstrate the power of chicken,” the board added.

In any other kind of business environment, McDonald’s would be making the right move. The problem for McDonald’s is that while
Chick-fil-A’s food is nigh unbeatable in the fast food market, the chain is so much more than chicken, shakes, and fries.

Chick-fil-A is backed by a Christian philosophy that drives their business. It’s corporate mission is “to glorify God by being a
faithful steward of all that is entrusted to us and to have a positive influence on all who come into contact with Chick-fil-A,” as
stated by Chick-fil-A about its corporate purpose. This Christian drive for being a positive influence makes them focus on
hospitality and good service.

Chick-fil-A’s vice president David Farmer described the company’s approach to the customer’s experience as “[NASCAR] pit crew
efficiency, but where you feel like you just got hugged in the process.”

And they do this very well. The chicken sandwich chain is so good at getting customers in and out with all the friendliness and
warmth of a church door greater on Sunday that it’s become an internet meme. As it happens, I had a semi-jocular conversation
with my RedState colleague Bonchie about it today, recalling the fact that I actually had to leave a Chick-fil-A drive-thru line solely
out of fear that I’d be hit by cars due to the fact that the drive-thru line had spilled into the road and extended into the intersection
before it.

Brandon Morse

✔ @TheBrandonMorse

No joke. Yesterday I went to get some Chick-fil-A during lunch but the line was backed up so far it spilled

into the road and into the intersection. It's the first time I ever had to pass on it.

https://twitter.com/johnkim/status/1149035468148871168 …

John Kim

✔ @johnkim

My imperfect analogy. @ChickfilA is a goldfish. It grows to size of its bowl. You could put one in the desert,

30 miles from a road and the drive through line would eventually still wrap around the building. 

Bonchie

@bonchieredstate

Replying to @TheBrandonMorse

And you'd have still gotten through the line faster than sitting behind five people at Whataburger. No offense to Texas'

best fast food burger joint meant.
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best fast food burger joint meant.

Brandon Morse

✔ @TheBrandonMorse

Funny part is that I actually considered waiting in that line because I figured it was likely I'd have my food in

five minutes anyway. The only thing that caused me to leave was the fact that I'd be waiting right in the

middle of the intersection.

This isn’t a rare occurrence, either, as this is a phenomenon that happens all around the country. People are willing to queue up in
these lines because they know they’re not going to be waiting long thanks to the swiftness of Chick-fil-A’s employees.

Air traffic controllers don’t operate this efficiently.

I’ve been to many a McDonald’s in my day. Going in there is usually a hit or miss experience. I might get a friendly employee who
takes my order and sends me on my way after only a few moments. I might also get a bored employee who clearly doesn’t want to
be there and shows it in their attitude toward me. I’m one more obstacle in their quest to sit around and do nothing while they run
down the clock.

Hopefully your order is complete, and after all that, you still have to eat McDonald’s. I haven’t been in one in years except to use it
as an impromptu stop for a restroom on road trips.

McDonald’s thinks this is about a chicken sandwich. Yeah, the sandwich helps, but Chick-fil-A feels like a business with weight
and substance to it. Meanwhile, McDonald’s feels like every other sterilized corporation that is more concerned with money than
good service. They served food that was unfit for humans until Jamie Oliver uncovered what kind of meat they were serving to
humans, and then quietly stopped doing it.

Meanwhile, Chick-fil-A has walked through fire and came out unburnt like some kind of Christian Khaleesi. After LGBT
activists attempted to punish Chick-fil-A for its leaders daring to say it believed in traditional marriage — like any
Christian would — Chick-fil-A walked away more popular and wealthy than ever. Even today, no matter how hard they try,
left-leaning activists can’t seem to stop the juggernaut.

This endeared Chick-fil-A to the masses, not only because it stood tall against the bullies, but because it came out on top
afterward.

It’s a proven corporation with classic American values, Christian principles, solid food, and customer service that many
corporations only dream of.

McDonald’s doesn’t have a chicken sandwich problem, it has a “it’s nothing like Chick-fil-A” problem.
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The number one fast food chain on the planet is seeing a major threat on the horizon, and it smells like

chicken sandwiches and waffle fries.

Chick-fil-A is fast becoming America’s most well known and most loved fast food chain. It’s on track to become the third
most successful store in its class, surpassing other national brands like Wendy’s and Sonic and falling behind only
Starbucks and the most famous chain on the planet.

McDonald’s has noticed Chick-fil-A’s rise, and it wants to make sure that the Christian chain can never step on its toes. With that
in mind, McDonald’s has decided that it’s going to begin creating a sandwich that could possibly compete with America’s current
chicken sandwich champion.

“A Chicken Sandwich at McDonald’s should be our top priority,” the National Owners Association board said in an
email addressed to fellow operators on Tuesday according to MSN.

“Chick Fil A’s results demonstrate the power of chicken,” the board added.
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In any other kind of business environment, McDonald’s would be making the right move. The problem for McDonald’s is that while
Chick-fil-A’s food is nigh unbeatable in the fast food market, the chain is so much more than chicken, shakes, and fries.

Chick-fil-A is backed by a Christian philosophy that drives their business. It’s corporate mission is “to glorify God by being a
faithful steward of all that is entrusted to us and to have a positive influence on all who come into contact with Chick-fil-A,” as
stated by Chick-fil-A about its corporate purpose. This Christian drive for being a positive influence makes them focus on
hospitality and good service.

Chick-fil-A’s vice president David Farmer described the company’s approach to the customer’s experience as “[NASCAR] pit crew
efficiency, but where you feel like you just got hugged in the process.”

And they do this very well. The chicken sandwich chain is so good at getting customers in and out with all the friendliness and
warmth of a church door greater on Sunday that it’s become an internet meme. As it happens, I had a semi-jocular conversation
with my RedState colleague Bonchie about it today, recalling the fact that I actually had to leave a Chick-fil-A drive-thru line solely
out of fear that I’d be hit by cars due to the fact that the drive-thru line had spilled into the road and extended into the intersection
before it.

Brandon Morse

✔ @TheBrandonMorse

No joke. Yesterday I went to get some Chick-fil-A during lunch but the line was backed up so far it spilled

into the road and into the intersection. It's the first time I ever had to pass on it.

https://twitter.com/johnkim/status/1149035468148871168 …

John Kim

✔ @johnkim

My imperfect analogy. @ChickfilA is a goldfish. It grows to size of its bowl. You could put one in the desert,

30 miles from a road and the drive through line would eventually still wrap around the building. 

Bonchie

@bonchieredstate

Replying to @TheBrandonMorse

And you'd have still gotten through the line faster than sitting behind five people at Whataburger. No offense to Texas'

best fast food burger joint meant.

Brandon Morse

✔ @TheBrandonMorse

Funny part is that I actually considered waiting in that line because I figured it was likely I'd have my food in

five minutes anyway. The only thing that caused me to leave was the fact that I'd be waiting right in the

middle of the intersection.

This isn’t a rare occurrence, either, as this is a phenomenon that happens all around the country. People are willing to queue up in
these lines because they know they’re not going to be waiting long thanks to the swiftness of Chick-fil-A’s employees.

Air traffic controllers don’t operate this efficiently.

I’ve been to many a McDonald’s in my day. Going in there is usually a hit or miss experience. I might get a friendly employee who
takes my order and sends me on my way after only a few moments. I might also get a bored employee who clearly doesn’t want to
be there and shows it in their attitude toward me. I’m one more obstacle in their quest to sit around and do nothing while they run
down the clock.

Hopefully your order is complete, and after all that, you still have to eat McDonald’s. I haven’t been in one in years except to use it
as an impromptu stop for a restroom on road trips.

McDonald’s thinks this is about a chicken sandwich. Yeah, the sandwich helps, but Chick-fil-A feels like a business with weight
and substance to it. Meanwhile, McDonald’s feels like every other sterilized corporation that is more concerned with money than
good service. They served food that was unfit for humans until Jamie Oliver uncovered what kind of meat they were serving to
humans, and then quietly stopped doing it.

Meanwhile, Chick-fil-A has walked through fire and came out unburnt like some kind of Christian Khaleesi. After LGBT
activists attempted to punish Chick-fil-A for its leaders daring to say it believed in traditional marriage — like any
Christian would — Chick-fil-A walked away more popular and wealthy than ever. Even today, no matter how hard they try,
left-leaning activists can’t seem to stop the juggernaut.

This endeared Chick-fil-A to the masses, not only because it stood tall against the bullies, but because it came out on top
afterward.

It’s a proven corporation with classic American values, Christian principles, solid food, and customer service that many
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It’s a proven corporation with classic American values, Christian principles, solid food, and customer service that many
corporations only dream of.

McDonald’s doesn’t have a chicken sandwich problem, it has a “it’s nothing like Chick-fil-A” problem.
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Sen. Ted Cruz Is Among Those Backing The Bill
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Republicans are striking back against "sanctuary cities" by sponsoring legislation that would allow victims

of illegal alien crime to sue cities with those controversial policies.

Republican Sen. Thom Tillis of North Carolina announced the legislation in a press release.

"The legislation creates a private right of civil action for the victims of sanctuary jurisdictions, allowing them to bring
an action for compensatory damages against the sanctuary jurisdiction as a result of a violent crime committed by
an illegal immigrant," the press release read. "Any sanctuary city or jurisdiction that refuses to waive its immunity as
it relates to sanctuary-related civil action would be subject to the withholding of certain Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) funding."

Sanctuary city policies are measures taken by municipalities, usually those controlled by Democrats, to prevent local authorities
from cooperating with requests from federal immigration officials to aid in apprehending illegal aliens.

President Donald Trump has criticized sanctuary city policies vehemently.

The Justice for Victims of Sanctuary Cities Act is a direct response to a growing number of sanctuary jurisdictions across the
nation (including North Carolina's Buncombe, Cumberland, Durham, Forsyth, Guilford, Mecklenburg, and Wake Counties) that
either have official sanctuary policies or are refusing to comply with detainer requests and release notifications from the
Department of Homeland Security," the statement continued.

Among those endorsing the legislation are Sens. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) and Ted Cruz (R-Texas).

"A good piece of legislation that is long overdue," said Graham of the bill.

"There must be consequences for governments and entities that gamble with public safety, refuse to work with
federal officials, and refuse to deal with felons here illegally," he added.

"This legislation empowers individuals who are the victims of these entities and governments' poor decisions,"
Graham concluded.

Here's the latest in the sanctuary cities debate:

https://youtu.be/nDnViiNaZSg via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/contributors/gop-bill-allows-sanctuary-cities-to-be-sued
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Republican Bill Would Empower Victims Of Illegal Alien Crime To Sue Sanctuary Cities

Sen. Ted Cruz Is Among Those Backing The Bill

https://assets.rbl.ms/19817500/1200x600.jpg

Republicans are striking back against "sanctuary cities" by sponsoring legislation that would allow victims

of illegal alien crime to sue cities with those controversial policies.

Republican Sen. Thom Tillis of North Carolina announced the legislation in a press release.

"The legislation creates a private right of civil action for the victims of sanctuary jurisdictions, allowing them to bring
an action for compensatory damages against the sanctuary jurisdiction as a result of a violent crime committed by
an illegal immigrant," the press release read. "Any sanctuary city or jurisdiction that refuses to waive its immunity as
it relates to sanctuary-related civil action would be subject to the withholding of certain Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) funding."

Sanctuary city policies are measures taken by municipalities, usually those controlled by Democrats, to prevent local authorities
from cooperating with requests from federal immigration officials to aid in apprehending illegal aliens.

President Donald Trump has criticized sanctuary city policies vehemently.

The Justice for Victims of Sanctuary Cities Act is a direct response to a growing number of sanctuary jurisdictions across the
nation (including North Carolina's Buncombe, Cumberland, Durham, Forsyth, Guilford, Mecklenburg, and Wake Counties) that
either have official sanctuary policies or are refusing to comply with detainer requests and release notifications from the
Department of Homeland Security," the statement continued.

Among those endorsing the legislation are Sens. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) and Ted Cruz (R-Texas).

"A good piece of legislation that is long overdue," said Graham of the bill.

"There must be consequences for governments and entities that gamble with public safety, refuse to work with
federal officials, and refuse to deal with felons here illegally," he added.

"This legislation empowers individuals who are the victims of these entities and governments' poor decisions,"
Graham concluded.

Here's the latest in the sanctuary cities debate:

https://youtu.be/nDnViiNaZSg via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/contributors/gop-bill-allows-sanctuary-cities-to-be-sued
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Democrats appear intent on making the 2020 race for the White House a referendum on immigration, but that strategy keeps
devolving into a comedy of errors.

We’ve already seen liberal lawmakers exaggerate and even lie to push a narrative on the border. You know how it goes: Nothing
was wrong with immigration policy until Donald Trump took office. Now suddenly the government has begun putting children in
cages.

Of course, anyone with even a passing knowledge of the real situation can see through the hyperbole. For the umpteenth time,
liberals just used Obama-era photos of border detentions to re-write history and pin blame on Republicans.
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liberals just used Obama-era photos of border detentions to re-write history and pin blame on Republicans.

As Fox News reported on July 10, “Democrats on the House Oversight Committee have deleted tweets that promoted an upcoming
Wednesday afternoon hearing on ‘kids in cages’ after being called out for using Obama-era images of migrants in detention to
highlight current conditions at the border.”

Those weren’t some random tweets online, but official posts from the Democrat-run House committee. The accompanying photos
were clearly meant to evoke emotion and spark outrage.

“Last week, members of our committee visited a detention center at the southern border and discovered grotesque
treatment of children,” one of the tweets posted Tuesday declared. “This week, we are examining the inhumane
treatment of the children in these detention centers.”

But it seems Democrats didn’t bother vetting the photo they posted in the same tweet. The image was actually taken by an
Associated Press photographer in 2014, two years before Trump was even elected president. And who ran the executive branch
and Border Patrol at that time?

Democrats, of course.

House Democrats are promoting their ‘civil rights’ hearing on ‘kids in cages’ and ‘inhumane treatment’ with a photo
from 2014, when Joe Biden was Vice President,” a tweet from the Trump campaign pointed out. “So dishonest!”

Trump War Room

 Verified account

@TrumpWarRoom

House Democrats are promoting their "civil rights" hearing on "kids in cages" and "inhumane treatment"

with a photo from 2014, when Joe Biden was Vice President. So dishonest!

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_EEhbjX4AAW69f.jpg

There’s more.

Tripping over themselves to prove their own ineptitude, House Democrats then put up another tweet with a completely different
image. The second post also contained a “kids in cages” photo, again from the Obama presidency.

“You all know that’s a picture from 2014, right? Remind us who was President then,” conservative members of the
Oversight Committee replied. Democrats unceremoniously deleted the tweets.

Oversight Committee Republicans

✔ @GOPoversight

You all know that’s a picture from 2014, right? Remind us who was President then

If there was any doubt, even The Associated Press has run an article confirming that the photos were from Obama’s time in office.

These are small examples, but they perfectly illustrate the deceit that Democrats are peddling.

Conservatives don’t dispute that there are major problems at the border; Trump and other Republicans have been sounding the
alarm on mass immigration for years.

But for much of that time, liberals in government and the media insisted that there wasn’t a crisis. They insisted that the issue was
being “manufactured” by the right, all while thousands of Central American migrants formed giant caravans to push toward the
border en masse.

The reason that Democrats keep getting caught twisting reality on the border is because their fingerprints are all over the problem.
If they told the truth, their own party would be implicated.

It’s a fact that border detentions, including of children, happened all the time during former President Barack Obama’s eight years
in office. Pretending the problem is new is lying. Politicians have shrugged off the immigration question and kicked it down the
road for decades.

If it’s time for solutions, then it’s also time to demand that the left end its charade.

President Obama and other Democrats spent years running border facilities similar to Trump’s. Claiming otherwise with misleading
photos helps nothing, just confirming that the president’s most vocal opponents are living in a bizarre fantasy world.

( LINK BELOW )
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Democrats appear intent on making the 2020 race for the White House a referendum on immigration, but that strategy keeps
devolving into a comedy of errors.

We’ve already seen liberal lawmakers exaggerate and even lie to push a narrative on the border. You know how it goes: Nothing
was wrong with immigration policy until Donald Trump took office. Now suddenly the government has begun putting children in
cages.

Of course, anyone with even a passing knowledge of the real situation can see through the hyperbole. For the umpteenth time,
liberals just used Obama-era photos of border detentions to re-write history and pin blame on Republicans.

As Fox News reported on July 10, “Democrats on the House Oversight Committee have deleted tweets that promoted an upcoming
Wednesday afternoon hearing on ‘kids in cages’ after being called out for using Obama-era images of migrants in detention to
highlight current conditions at the border.”

Those weren’t some random tweets online, but official posts from the Democrat-run House committee. The accompanying photos
were clearly meant to evoke emotion and spark outrage.

“Last week, members of our committee visited a detention center at the southern border and discovered grotesque
treatment of children,” one of the tweets posted Tuesday declared. “This week, we are examining the inhumane
treatment of the children in these detention centers.”

But it seems Democrats didn’t bother vetting the photo they posted in the same tweet. The image was actually taken by an
Associated Press photographer in 2014, two years before Trump was even elected president. And who ran the executive branch
and Border Patrol at that time?

Democrats, of course.

House Democrats are promoting their ‘civil rights’ hearing on ‘kids in cages’ and ‘inhumane treatment’ with a photo
from 2014, when Joe Biden was Vice President,” a tweet from the Trump campaign pointed out. “So dishonest!”

Trump War Room

 Verified account

@TrumpWarRoom

House Democrats are promoting their "civil rights" hearing on "kids in cages" and "inhumane treatment"

with a photo from 2014, when Joe Biden was Vice President. So dishonest!

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_EEhbjX4AAW69f.jpg

There’s more.

Tripping over themselves to prove their own ineptitude, House Democrats then put up another tweet with a completely different
image. The second post also contained a “kids in cages” photo, again from the Obama presidency.

“You all know that’s a picture from 2014, right? Remind us who was President then,” conservative members of the
Oversight Committee replied. Democrats unceremoniously deleted the tweets.

Oversight Committee Republicans

✔ @GOPoversight

You all know that’s a picture from 2014, right? Remind us who was President then

If there was any doubt, even The Associated Press has run an article confirming that the photos were from Obama’s time in office.

These are small examples, but they perfectly illustrate the deceit that Democrats are peddling.
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These are small examples, but they perfectly illustrate the deceit that Democrats are peddling.

Conservatives don’t dispute that there are major problems at the border; Trump and other Republicans have been sounding the
alarm on mass immigration for years.

But for much of that time, liberals in government and the media insisted that there wasn’t a crisis. They insisted that the issue was
being “manufactured” by the right, all while thousands of Central American migrants formed giant caravans to push toward the
border en masse.

The reason that Democrats keep getting caught twisting reality on the border is because their fingerprints are all over the problem.
If they told the truth, their own party would be implicated.

It’s a fact that border detentions, including of children, happened all the time during former President Barack Obama’s eight years
in office. Pretending the problem is new is lying. Politicians have shrugged off the immigration question and kicked it down the
road for decades.

If it’s time for solutions, then it’s also time to demand that the left end its charade.

President Obama and other Democrats spent years running border facilities similar to Trump’s. Claiming otherwise with misleading
photos helps nothing, just confirming that the president’s most vocal opponents are living in a bizarre fantasy world.
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AOC Over Same Issue

Dov Hikind is planning to file the suit against U.S. Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, a fellow New York Democrat
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Since a federal appeals court ruled Tuesday that President Donald Trump can't block critics from his Twitter

account, a former New York state assemblyman said he's suing U.S. Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez — a

fellow New York Democrat — for the same thing, Fox News said.

What's the Trump background?

In Trump matter, the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Manhattan upheld a lower court judge who said Trump violates the
Constitution when he blocks critics, the Associated Press reported.

"The irony in all of this is that we write at a time in the history of this nation when the conduct of our government and
its officials is subject to wide-open, robust debate," Circuit Judge Barrington D. Parker wrote on behalf of a three-
judge panel, the AP said.

"This debate, as uncomfortable and as unpleasant as it frequently may be, is nonetheless a good thing," the 2nd
Circuit added, according to the outlet. "In resolving this appeal, we remind the litigants and the public that if the First
Amendment means anything, it means that the best response to disfavored speech on matters of public concern is
more speech, not less."

Trump sports nearly 62 million followers on his @realDonaldTrump Twitter page.

Attorney Jennifer Utrecht argued for the president, the AP said, noting his Twitter account was created long before he
became president and that he acts in a private capacity when he blocks individuals.

"Are you seriously urging us to believe that the president is not acting in his official capacity when he is tweeting?"
Parker replied, according to the outlet. "Why isn't that just a quintessential First Amendment violation?"

The appeals court ruled that the First Amendment disallows a public official using a social media account for "all manner of
official purposes" to exclude individuals because they disagree with the official, the AP said.

Who has Trump blocked?

More from the outlet:

Trump has been a social media pioneer among politicians, earning daily headlines from tweets that often start early in the
morning.

His Twitter account has become a must-read forum for other world leaders and critics and fans, who witness Trump
boasting of accomplishments, belittling opponents and blasting critical media coverage as "fake news."

Among individuals who were blocked from the account were author Stephen King and model Chrissy Teigen. How did the
Justice Department respond to the Trump ruling?

"We are disappointed with the court's decision and are exploring possible next steps," DOJ spokesperson Kelly Laco
said in a statement, according to Fox News. "As we argued, President Trump's decision to block users from his
personal twitter account does not violate the First Amendment."

What's the Ocasio-Cortez background?

Former New York state Assemblyman Dov Hikind told Fox News on Tuesday that Ocasio-Cortez uses her Twitter page "for
political/policy commentary, so to shut a citizen off from her statements is a problem — as well as blocking me from
petitioning her or seeking redress."

More from the network:

Fox News is told the lawsuit likely would focus on Ocasio-Cortez's popular and active @AOC account, which has more than
4.6 million followers. Ocasio-Cortez has maintained a much smaller and rarely used official account, @RepAOC, with only
171,000 followers, but has used her personal @AOC account to discuss politics and engage with constituents and
colleagues regularly.

For example, the top post pinned to Ocasio-Cortez's @AOC feed on Tuesday stated, "A #GreenNewDeal is our plan for a
world and a future worth fighting for." On July 5, she wrote to Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, "Thank you, @SenSanders.
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world and a future worth fighting for." On July 5, she wrote to Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, "Thank you, @SenSanders.
It's an honor to work alongside you and the millions of other people fighting for education, healthcare, and a living wage as
rights."

Who has Ocasio-Cortez blocked?

Conservative news site The Daily Caller said Ocasio-Cortez blocked it in May after the site criticized her Green New Deal,
Fox News reported.

OANN's Liz Wheeler last week tweeted that the congresswoman blocked her despite Wheeler being "respectful & civil."

Liz Wheeler

✔ @Liz_Wheeler

Omg hahahah @AOC blocked me!

I am ALWAYS respectful & civil. I present facts only, nothing personal. Somebody is threatened by facts &

the truth!

The Daily Wire's Ryan Saavedra noted April 5 that Ocasio-Cortez "finally blocked me and it was after I called out her latest
set of lies."

Ryan Saavedra

✔ @RealSaavedra

HAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHA

She finally blocked me and it was after I called out her latest set of lies

Journalist Harry Cherry told Fox News he was blocked after calling Ocasio-Cortez a "moron" for her remarks comparing
border facilities to concentration camps.

Hikind said he's looking for more individuals who've been blocked by Ocasio-Cortez presumably to build his case.

"If you or anyone you know has been blocked by @AOC please get in touch with me ASAP!" he tweeted Tuesday.

Dov Hikind

✔ @HikindDov

If you or anyone you know has been blocked by @AOC please get in touch with me ASAP!
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What's the Trump background?

In Trump matter, the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Manhattan upheld a lower court judge who said Trump violates the
Constitution when he blocks critics, the Associated Press reported.

"The irony in all of this is that we write at a time in the history of this nation when the conduct of our government and
its officials is subject to wide-open, robust debate," Circuit Judge Barrington D. Parker wrote on behalf of a three-
judge panel, the AP said.

"This debate, as uncomfortable and as unpleasant as it frequently may be, is nonetheless a good thing," the 2nd
Circuit added, according to the outlet. "In resolving this appeal, we remind the litigants and the public that if the First
Amendment means anything, it means that the best response to disfavored speech on matters of public concern is
more speech, not less."

Trump sports nearly 62 million followers on his @realDonaldTrump Twitter page.

Attorney Jennifer Utrecht argued for the president, the AP said, noting his Twitter account was created long before he
became president and that he acts in a private capacity when he blocks individuals.

"Are you seriously urging us to believe that the president is not acting in his official capacity when he is tweeting?"
Parker replied, according to the outlet. "Why isn't that just a quintessential First Amendment violation?"

The appeals court ruled that the First Amendment disallows a public official using a social media account for "all manner of
official purposes" to exclude individuals because they disagree with the official, the AP said.

Who has Trump blocked?

More from the outlet:

Trump has been a social media pioneer among politicians, earning daily headlines from tweets that often start early in the
morning.

His Twitter account has become a must-read forum for other world leaders and critics and fans, who witness Trump
boasting of accomplishments, belittling opponents and blasting critical media coverage as "fake news."

Among individuals who were blocked from the account were author Stephen King and model Chrissy Teigen. How did the
Justice Department respond to the Trump ruling?

"We are disappointed with the court's decision and are exploring possible next steps," DOJ spokesperson Kelly Laco
said in a statement, according to Fox News. "As we argued, President Trump's decision to block users from his
personal twitter account does not violate the First Amendment."

What's the Ocasio-Cortez background?

Former New York state Assemblyman Dov Hikind told Fox News on Tuesday that Ocasio-Cortez uses her Twitter page "for
political/policy commentary, so to shut a citizen off from her statements is a problem — as well as blocking me from
petitioning her or seeking redress."

More from the network:

Fox News is told the lawsuit likely would focus on Ocasio-Cortez's popular and active @AOC account, which has more than
4.6 million followers. Ocasio-Cortez has maintained a much smaller and rarely used official account, @RepAOC, with only
171,000 followers, but has used her personal @AOC account to discuss politics and engage with constituents and
colleagues regularly.

For example, the top post pinned to Ocasio-Cortez's @AOC feed on Tuesday stated, "A #GreenNewDeal is our plan for a
world and a future worth fighting for." On July 5, she wrote to Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, "Thank you, @SenSanders.
It's an honor to work alongside you and the millions of other people fighting for education, healthcare, and a living wage as
rights."

Who has Ocasio-Cortez blocked?

Conservative news site The Daily Caller said Ocasio-Cortez blocked it in May after the site criticized her Green New Deal,
Fox News reported.

OANN's Liz Wheeler last week tweeted that the congresswoman blocked her despite Wheeler being "respectful & civil."

Liz Wheeler

✔ @Liz_Wheeler

Omg hahahah @AOC blocked me!

I am ALWAYS respectful & civil. I present facts only, nothing personal. Somebody is threatened by facts &

the truth!
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The Daily Wire's Ryan Saavedra noted April 5 that Ocasio-Cortez "finally blocked me and it was after I called out her latest
set of lies."

Ryan Saavedra

✔ @RealSaavedra

HAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHA

She finally blocked me and it was after I called out her latest set of lies

Journalist Harry Cherry told Fox News he was blocked after calling Ocasio-Cortez a "moron" for her remarks comparing
border facilities to concentration camps.

Hikind said he's looking for more individuals who've been blocked by Ocasio-Cortez presumably to build his case.

"If you or anyone you know has been blocked by @AOC please get in touch with me ASAP!" he tweeted Tuesday.

Dov Hikind

✔ @HikindDov

If you or anyone you know has been blocked by @AOC please get in touch with me ASAP!
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Trafficking Expert Drops Bombshell: Clinton ‘Not Telling The Truth’ About Epstein Ties

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Untitled-design-2019-07-09T175846.438.jpg

This can’t look good for Bill Clinton.

After the case of billionaire convicted sex criminal Jeffrey Epstein took center stage again with the financier’s weekend arrest on
new charges of sex trafficking, Clinton’s spokesperson released a statement Monday minimizing Clinton’s contact with Epstein
and denying the former president had any knowledge of Epstein’s activities.

But that same night on national television, a sex trafficking expert said at least part of the statement was a lie.

In the statement, Clinton spokesman Angel Urena said the former president had traveled aboard Epstein’s plane – dubbed the
“Lolita Express” by some in the media – only four times in 2002 and 2003.

In an interview hours later on “Fox News @ Night,” author and anti-trafficking activist Conchita Sarnoff said there was proof that
Clinton had traveled with Epstein on the plane many more times than that.

“I have read too much information and I have spoken to too many people on the inside” to take Clinton’s statement at
its word, Sarnoff said.

“I actually attempted to interview Clinton but he would not, he did not agree to do so.”

“I know from the pilot logs — and these are pilot logs that you know were written by different pilots and at different
times — that Clinton went, he was a guest of Epstein’s 27 times,” she told host Shannon Bream. “Many of those
times Clinton had his Secret Service with him, and many times he did not.

“Almost every time that Clinton’s name is on the pilot’s logs, there are underage girls. There are initials and there are
names of many, many girls on that private plane.”

Sarnoff isn’t the only person to cast doubt on Clinton’s statement. A Fox News story from May 2016 stated that flight logs from
Epstein’s plane had shown Clinton on board 26 times.

But she might be one of the most knowledgeable.

In 2016, after following the Epstein case for years, she published the book “Trafficking” about her investigation of the affair. Sarnoff
is now the executive director of the advocacy group Alliance to Rescue Victims of Trafficking.

Epstein was suspected for years of engaging in sex with underage girls.

In 2008, after lengthy negotiations with state and federal prosecutors, he pleaded guilty to one state count of solicitation of
prostitution and one count of solicitation of prostitution with a minor under 18, according to a timeline from the Miami Herald.

For that he received a token jail sentence that was nominally 13 months, but his days were spent largely free on work release
while he spent the nights in the Palm Beach County Stockade, the Herald reported.

Plus, he was released five months early and was on probation for a year, according to the Herald.

After that, Epstein has been pursued by lawsuits filed by his alleged victims, but remained free of criminal charges.

After his arrest on Saturday in New Jersey, and a search of his Manhattan mansion turned up “at least hundreds — and perhaps
thousands” of photos of nude or semi-nude young women, he is being held without bail by New York authorities.

And Clinton is issuing statements saying he traveled with Epstein only a handful of times.

Sarnoff, for one, isn’t buying it.

“I am saying, sadly, that he is not telling the truth,” she told Bream.

Many people — like Juanita Broaddrick — have said the same about Clinton over his decades in public life, of course, and he’s
always managed to skate by it.

But this time, he might really have to answer. Because it doesn’t look good at all.
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Trafficking Expert Drops Bombshell: Clinton ‘Not Telling The Truth’ About Epstein Ties
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This can’t look good for Bill Clinton.

After the case of billionaire convicted sex criminal Jeffrey Epstein took center stage again with the financier’s weekend arrest on
new charges of sex trafficking, Clinton’s spokesperson released a statement Monday minimizing Clinton’s contact with Epstein
and denying the former president had any knowledge of Epstein’s activities.

But that same night on national television, a sex trafficking expert said at least part of the statement was a lie.

In the statement, Clinton spokesman Angel Urena said the former president had traveled aboard Epstein’s plane – dubbed the
“Lolita Express” by some in the media – only four times in 2002 and 2003.

In an interview hours later on “Fox News @ Night,” author and anti-trafficking activist Conchita Sarnoff said there was proof that
Clinton had traveled with Epstein on the plane many more times than that.

“I have read too much information and I have spoken to too many people on the inside” to take Clinton’s statement at
its word, Sarnoff said.

“I actually attempted to interview Clinton but he would not, he did not agree to do so.”

“I know from the pilot logs — and these are pilot logs that you know were written by different pilots and at different
times — that Clinton went, he was a guest of Epstein’s 27 times,” she told host Shannon Bream. “Many of those
times Clinton had his Secret Service with him, and many times he did not.

“Almost every time that Clinton’s name is on the pilot’s logs, there are underage girls. There are initials and there are
names of many, many girls on that private plane.”

Sarnoff isn’t the only person to cast doubt on Clinton’s statement. A Fox News story from May 2016 stated that flight logs from
Epstein’s plane had shown Clinton on board 26 times.

But she might be one of the most knowledgeable.

In 2016, after following the Epstein case for years, she published the book “Trafficking” about her investigation of the affair. Sarnoff
is now the executive director of the advocacy group Alliance to Rescue Victims of Trafficking.

Epstein was suspected for years of engaging in sex with underage girls.

In 2008, after lengthy negotiations with state and federal prosecutors, he pleaded guilty to one state count of solicitation of
prostitution and one count of solicitation of prostitution with a minor under 18, according to a timeline from the Miami Herald.

For that he received a token jail sentence that was nominally 13 months, but his days were spent largely free on work release
while he spent the nights in the Palm Beach County Stockade, the Herald reported.

Plus, he was released five months early and was on probation for a year, according to the Herald.

After that, Epstein has been pursued by lawsuits filed by his alleged victims, but remained free of criminal charges.

After his arrest on Saturday in New Jersey, and a search of his Manhattan mansion turned up “at least hundreds — and perhaps
thousands” of photos of nude or semi-nude young women, he is being held without bail by New York authorities.

And Clinton is issuing statements saying he traveled with Epstein only a handful of times.

Sarnoff, for one, isn’t buying it.

“I am saying, sadly, that he is not telling the truth,” she told Bream.

Many people — like Juanita Broaddrick — have said the same about Clinton over his decades in public life, of course, and he’s
always managed to skate by it.

But this time, he might really have to answer. Because it doesn’t look good at all.

( LINK BELOW ) also a video in the link of Bill Clinton
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All Star Major League Baseball Home Run Derby Champion Pete Alonso Will Be Donating 5% Of The

$1 Million Dollars To The Veterans Wounded Warriors Fund That He Made Off Of The Home Run

Derby

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Pete-Alonso-913x479.jpg

Baseball players are called the boys of summer, but the last few years have been one long, protracted

winter for New York Mets’ fans.

Oh, sure, the ever-fatalistic supporters of New York’s second team would always tell you that, but this time they have reason to
feel that way. The team sits 40-50 at the All-Star break, the worst record in the National League when you don’t count the Miami
Marlins. (And really, I’m not sure they’re a team anymore.)

If you want to see how wretched things have gotten, Google “Mets defense.” (First result at the moment: “The Mets’ Defense Is
Historically Bad.”)

But there’s been one definite bright spot this season: Pete Alonso.

Alonso, a rookie first baseman, got into Monday night’s Home Run Derby at the All-Star festivities in Cleveland, Ohio, by dint of
hitting 30 home runs before the break — matching the record for any Met, according to The New York Times. He won the contest
in a nail-biter over fellow rookie Vladimir Guerrero Jr. of the Toronto Blue Jays.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D_AE_dyW4AATjrl.jpg

SNY  Verified account

@SNYtv

YOUR 2019 HOME RUN DERBY CHAMPION, PETE ALONSO!!!

As it turns out, Alonso is just as amazing off of the diamond as he is on it — something that the Wounded

Warrior Project will be thankful for.

Alonso will be donating 5 percent of the $1 million he made off of the derby to the veterans charity,

something he announced back in May.

“Obviously, it’s a big purse for the winner,” Alonso said to MLB.com’s Anthony DiComo. “To be in that moment, to
win, it would be awesome if I could just give back.”

To put in perspective how big it is for Alonso, his rookie salary is just $550,000. Not only did he make more money in one night
than he will all year, he’s also giving $50,000 to the Wounded Warrior Project, a charity that helps veterans wounded in combat
since Sept. 11, 2001.

Alonso made the declaration before he was even picked for the event, though he said that it was part of him using his position in
Major League Baseball to help others.

“That’s what I want to do,” he said.

“I feel really lucky and I feel like all of us are, because without brave men and women who have served this country,
we wouldn’t be able to do what we do. This sport probably wouldn’t exist. We wouldn’t have the freedom to do what
we do. It’s a high price to pay. I just want to recognize all the good things those men and women do for this country.

“I respect the hell out of people who have not just served this country, but who currently serve this country,” Alonso
said. “It’s something I feel really passionate about, and I want to do something to say ‘Thank you’ for those who
have served.”

Of course, having a long family history of serving the United States helps too.

Both of his grandfathers served during wartime, his paternal grandfather in the U.S. Army during the Second World War and his
maternal grandfather in the Marines during the Korean War.

The team also visited Walter Reed National Military Medical Center earlier in the season:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6olzSsWsAEo9fb.jpg

New York Mets

✔ @Mets

What an Amazin’ experience! #Mets players, coaches and staff made a special visit to the Walter Reed

Medical Center where we hosted service members for lunch and games. #BiggerThanBaseball
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And the Wounded Warrior Project isn’t the only thing getting 5 percent of Alonso’s check for winning.

Also benefiting is Tunnel to Towers, which supports the families of veterans, first responders and emergency medical
personnel killed in the line of duty.

That’s $100,000 going to charity — almost a fifth of his salary as a rookie.

“I’ve been living a fantasy,” Alonso said, “and I just want to use my platform.”

As for his strategy to get there, the Mets rookie was blunt: “Hit more homers than everyone else.”

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/SNYtv/status/1147972085806960640

SNY

✔ @SNYtv

#Pete Alonso on his strategy for the Home Run Derby: "Hit more homers than everyone else"  

That he did — and a lot of veterans, first responders and their families are going to be better off because of it. And, if Alonso
keeps hitting and playing like he has, there’s going to be a lot more in charity where that came from. Here’s hoping he’ll even make
a winner out of the Mets sometime soon. Their fans will still be their same fatalistic selves, however.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/home-run-derby-champ-makes-amazing-move-wounded-warriors/
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winter for New York Mets’ fans.

Oh, sure, the ever-fatalistic supporters of New York’s second team would always tell you that, but this time they have reason to
feel that way. The team sits 40-50 at the All-Star break, the worst record in the National League when you don’t count the Miami
Marlins. (And really, I’m not sure they’re a team anymore.)

If you want to see how wretched things have gotten, Google “Mets defense.” (First result at the moment: “The Mets’ Defense Is
Historically Bad.”)

But there’s been one definite bright spot this season: Pete Alonso.

Alonso, a rookie first baseman, got into Monday night’s Home Run Derby at the All-Star festivities in Cleveland, Ohio, by dint of
hitting 30 home runs before the break — matching the record for any Met, according to The New York Times. He won the contest
in a nail-biter over fellow rookie Vladimir Guerrero Jr. of the Toronto Blue Jays.
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Warrior Project will be thankful for.

Alonso will be donating 5 percent of the $1 million he made off of the derby to the veterans charity,

something he announced back in May.

“Obviously, it’s a big purse for the winner,” Alonso said to MLB.com’s Anthony DiComo. “To be in that moment, to
win, it would be awesome if I could just give back.”

To put in perspective how big it is for Alonso, his rookie salary is just $550,000. Not only did he make more money in one night
than he will all year, he’s also giving $50,000 to the Wounded Warrior Project, a charity that helps veterans wounded in combat
since Sept. 11, 2001.

Alonso made the declaration before he was even picked for the event, though he said that it was part of him using his position in
Major League Baseball to help others.

“That’s what I want to do,” he said.

“I feel really lucky and I feel like all of us are, because without brave men and women who have served this country,
we wouldn’t be able to do what we do. This sport probably wouldn’t exist. We wouldn’t have the freedom to do what
we do. It’s a high price to pay. I just want to recognize all the good things those men and women do for this country.

“I respect the hell out of people who have not just served this country, but who currently serve this country,” Alonso
said. “It’s something I feel really passionate about, and I want to do something to say ‘Thank you’ for those who
have served.”

Of course, having a long family history of serving the United States helps too.

Both of his grandfathers served during wartime, his paternal grandfather in the U.S. Army during the Second World War and his
maternal grandfather in the Marines during the Korean War.

The team also visited Walter Reed National Military Medical Center earlier in the season:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6olzSsWsAEo9fb.jpg

New York Mets

✔ @Mets

What an Amazin’ experience! #Mets players, coaches and staff made a special visit to the Walter Reed

Medical Center where we hosted service members for lunch and games. #BiggerThanBaseball

And the Wounded Warrior Project isn’t the only thing getting 5 percent of Alonso’s check for winning.

Also benefiting is Tunnel to Towers, which supports the families of veterans, first responders and emergency medical
personnel killed in the line of duty.

That’s $100,000 going to charity — almost a fifth of his salary as a rookie.

“I’ve been living a fantasy,” Alonso said, “and I just want to use my platform.”

As for his strategy to get there, the Mets rookie was blunt: “Hit more homers than everyone else.”

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/SNYtv/status/1147972085806960640

SNY

✔ @SNYtv

#Pete Alonso on his strategy for the Home Run Derby: "Hit more homers than everyone else"  

That he did — and a lot of veterans, first responders and their families are going to be better off because of it. And, if Alonso
keeps hitting and playing like he has, there’s going to be a lot more in charity where that came from. Here’s hoping he’ll even make
a winner out of the Mets sometime soon. Their fans will still be their same fatalistic selves, however.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/home-run-derby-champ-makes-amazing-move-wounded-warriors/
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Second Amendment Justice : Two Men Allegedly Attempt To Rob Driver After He Exits Car. But

Victim Has A Gun — And One Suspect Exits Permanently.

'He was ready with his own firearm'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19812717/1200x600.jpg

So it seems yet another crime suspect has been taught the ultimate lesson that one never knows who is

carrying a gun.

Harris County Sheriff's deputies told KTRK-TV that a driver had just exited his car early Tuesday morning in Houston when he was
approached by two men.

And this duo tried to rob him, deputies told the station.

A KTRK reporter noted in a video tweet that the "intended victim ... had his own weapon" and fatally shot one of the suspects in an
"exchange of gunfire."

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/JeffEhlingABC13/status/1148553554048802816

Jeff Ehling ✔ @JeffEhlingABC13

* Better look at the truck involved in the robbery attempt gone bad*

"It appears he is aware, and that's why he was ready with his own firearm," Ruben Martinez with the sheriff's office added to the
station.

Deputies also told KTRK the victim was shot in the leg and went to a hospital but is expected to be OK.

What about the other suspect?

Deputies are looking for the second suspect who got away, the station said TheBlaze on Tuesday didn't immediately hear back
from the sheriff's office regarding if the victim had a concealed carry license or if the second suspect was found.

( STORY AND ANOTHER VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/two-men-try-to-rob-driver-armed-victim-shoots-suspect
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Second Amendment Justice : Two Men Allegedly Attempt To Rob Driver After He Exits Car. But

Victim Has A Gun — And One Suspect Exits Permanently.

'He was ready with his own firearm'
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So it seems yet another crime suspect has been taught the ultimate lesson that one never knows who is

carrying a gun.

Harris County Sheriff's deputies told KTRK-TV that a driver had just exited his car early Tuesday morning in Houston when he was
approached by two men.

And this duo tried to rob him, deputies told the station.

A KTRK reporter noted in a video tweet that the "intended victim ... had his own weapon" and fatally shot one of the suspects in an
"exchange of gunfire."

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/JeffEhlingABC13/status/1148553554048802816

Jeff Ehling ✔ @JeffEhlingABC13

* Better look at the truck involved in the robbery attempt gone bad*

"It appears he is aware, and that's why he was ready with his own firearm," Ruben Martinez with the sheriff's office added to the
station.

Deputies also told KTRK the victim was shot in the leg and went to a hospital but is expected to be OK.

What about the other suspect?

Deputies are looking for the second suspect who got away, the station said TheBlaze on Tuesday didn't immediately hear back
from the sheriff's office regarding if the victim had a concealed carry license or if the second suspect was found.

( STORY AND ANOTHER VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )
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NANCY PELOSI & ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ : PAY FOR VIEW ((CAGE FIGHT )) 'THE OLD

LIBERAL WICKED WITCH VERSES THE YOUNG MILLENNIAL SOCIALIST' / WOULD YOU PAY TO

WATCH

https://21stcenturynationalistcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/pelosi-vs-aoc.png

IMAGINE A CAGE FIGHT BETWEEN THESE TWO DEMOCRATS, IT WOULD BE THE ULTIMATE ALLY CAT FIGHT OF THE
DECADE

NOW I WOULD NEVER ASK YOU PATRIOTS TO PAY TO WATCH THIS FIGHT BECAUSE I WOULD SHOW IT FOR FREE

https://arizonadailyindependent.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/dsa.png

PATRIOTS I AM GETTING TIRED OF THE LIBERAL LOSERS WITH THEIR SOCIALISM FOR AMERICA.

WELL I WAS THINKING AND HAD THIS IDEA, BUT I'M SORRY TO SAY NO THIS ISN'T A

REAL EVENT ... YET. BUT THESE DEMOCRATS FIGHTING ABOUT THE FUNDING BILL

FOR THE SOUTHERN BORDER DETENTION CENTERS FOR PROVIDING MONEY TO HELP

MAKE THE CENTERS MORE COMFORTABLE FOR THE CRIMINALLY DETAINED ILLEGALS.

THESE ILLEGALS ARE HELD IN THE DETENTION CENTERS FOR COMING ILLEGALLY INTO

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. WE SHOULD LOAD THE ILLEGALS ONTO BUSES AND

SHIP ALL OF THEM BACK TO THEIR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN IMMEDIATELY. THIS WHOLE

DEMOCRAT PUSH FOR OPEN BORDERS IDEA IS A 'WACK FUCKING CRAZY' IDEA AND SHOULD

NEVER BE IMPLEMENTED INTO AMERICAN LAWS EVER ! THESE TWO LIBERALS NANCY PELOSI

AND ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ ARE BOTH NUTTY BITCHES . TODAY'S LIBERAL DEMOCRATS

ARE PROVING TO BE ENEMIES OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY. THE DEMOCRAT PARTY'S

PATH TO DESTROY AMERICA'S SOVEREIGNTY TO USHER IN THE SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER

WILL NEVER TOTALLY BE COMPLETED BECAUSE PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND ALL OF THE

CONSERVATIVES IN AMERICA WILL NOT ALLOW THESE CROOKED GLOBALIST PURCHASED

DEMOCRATS TO DESTROY AMERICA FROM WITH IN. SO IF ANY DEMOCRAT WANTS TO FIGHT

WITH ANOTHER DEMOCRAT THEN I HAVE AN EVEN BETTER IDEA. I SAY WE GIVE THE

DEMOCRAT LOSERS A COUPLE OF HAND GUNS AND THEN HAVE THEM FACE THEIR BACKS

TO EACH OTHER, COUNT TO 3 AND THEN TELL THEM TO PACE OFF TEN STEPS AND AFTER

THE TENTH STEP TURN AND SHOOT YOUR OPPONENT...GAME OVER!

@Stonenchizel

https://buck.house.gov/sites/buck.house.gov/files/styles/congress_featured_image/public/featured_image/Military-
VeteransSmall.jpg

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

HAVE A GREAT AND BLESSED WEEK PATRIOTS AND TRUST THE PLAN

GOD BLESS OUR GREAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL OF YOU TRUE PATRIOTS FIGHTING FOR AMERICA

WWG1WGA
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SO DOES JEFFERY EPSTEIN'S BANK ACCOUNT AND PROPERTIES GET SEIZED BY THE US

GOVERNMENT BECAUSE HE WAS CHARGED IN PEDOPHILE CASE / TRUMP'S EXECUTIVE

ORDER 13818

https://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2016/09/22/23/38B3CF6100000578-0-image-a-19_1474582844073.jpg

MY ONE QUESTION TODAY ARE JEFFREY EPSTEIN'S BANK ACCOUNTS AND PROPERTIES ACTUALLY BEING

SEIZED BY THE US GOVERNMENT NOW THAT HE HAS BEEN CHARGED WITH A HUMAN TRAFFICKING

CHARGE CONNECTED TO A PEDOPHILIA CASE, EVEN THOUGH HE HAS CLAIMED NOT GUILTY AT HIS

SEXUAL CHARGES WITH A MINOR ARRAIGNMENT IN A US COURT OF LAW BEFORE A US MAGISTRATE

I STILL BELIEVE THAT TRUMP'S E.O. GIVES THE U.S.GOVERNMENT THE POWER TO SEIZE EPSTEIN'S ASSETS

@Stonenchizel

Executive Order 13818 of December 20, 2017

Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or Corruption

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, including the
International Emergency Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.) (IEEPA), the National Emergencies Act ((50 U.S.C. 1601
et seq.) (NEA), the Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act (Pub.L. 114−328) (the "Act"), section 212(f) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 ((8 U.S.C. 1182(f)) (INA), and section 301 of title 3, United States Code,:

I, DONALD J. TRUMP, President of the United States of America, find that the prevalence and severity of human rights abuse and
corruption that have their source, in whole or in substantial part, outside the United States, such as those committed or directed by
persons listed in the Annex to this order, have reached such scope and gravity that they threaten the stability of international
political and economic systems. Human rights abuse and corruption undermine the values that form an essential foundation of
stable, secure, and functioning societies; have devastating impacts on individuals; weaken democratic institutions; degrade the
rule of law; perpetuate violent conflicts; facilitate the activities of dangerous persons; and undermine economic markets. The
United States seeks to impose tangible and significant consequences on those who commit serious human rights abuse or engage
in corruption, as well as to protect the financial system of the United States from abuse by these same persons. I therefore
determine that serious human rights abuse and corruption around the world constitute an unusual and extraordinary threat to the
national security, foreign policy, and economy of the United States, and I hereby declare a national emergency to deal with that
threat. I hereby determine and order:

Section 1. Property.

(a) All property and interests in property that are in the United States, that hereafter come within the United States, or that are or
hereafter come within the possession or control of any United States person of the following persons are blocked and may not be
transferred, paid, exported, withdrawn, or otherwise dealt in: (i) the persons listed in the Annex to this order; (ii) any foreign person
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of State and the Attorney General: (A) to be
responsible for or complicit in, or to have directly or indirectly engaged in, serious human rights abuse; (B) to be a current or former
government official, or a person acting for or on behalf of such an official, who is responsible for or complicit in, or has directly or
indirectly engaged in: (1) corruption, including the misappropriation of state assets, the expropriation of private assets for personal
gain, corruption related to government contracts or the extraction of natural resources, or bribery; or (2) the transfer or the
facilitation of the transfer of the proceeds of corruption; (C) to be or have been a leader or official of (1) an entity, including any
government entity, that has engaged in, or whose members have engaged in, any of the activities described in subsections (ii)(A),
(ii)(B)(1), or (ii)(B)(2) of this section relating to the leader’s or official’s tenure; or (2) an entity whose property and interests in
property are blocked pursuant to this order as a result of activities related to the leader’s or official’s tenure; or (D) to have
attempted to engage in any of the activities described in subsections (ii)(A), (ii)(B)(1), or (ii)(B)(2) of this section; and (iii) any
person determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of State and the Attorney General: (A) to
have materially assisted, sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or services to or in
support of: (1) any activity described in subsections (ii)(A), (ii)(B)(1), or (ii)(B)(2) of this section that is conducted by a foreign
person; (2) any person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order; or (3) any entity, including any
government entity, that has engaged in, or whose members have engaged in, any of the activities described in subsections (ii)(A),
(ii)(B)(1), or (ii)(B)(2) of this section, where the activity is conducted by a foreign person; (B) to be owned or controlled by, or to
have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, any person whose property and interests in property are
blocked pursuant to this order; or (C) to have attempted to engage in any of the activities described in subsections (iii)(A) or (B) of
this section. (b) The prohibitions in subsection (a) of this section apply except to the extent provided by statutes, or in regulations,
orders, directives, or licenses that may be issued pursuant to this order, and notwithstanding any contract entered into or any
license or permit granted before the effective date of this order. Section 2. Immigration.

The unrestricted immigrant and nonimmigrant entry into the United States of aliens determined to meet one or more of the criteria
in section 1 of this order would be detrimental to the interests of the United States, and the entry of such persons into the United
States, as immigrants or nonimmigrants, is hereby suspended. Such persons shall be treated as persons covered by section 1 of
Proclamation 8693 of July 24, 2011, (Suspension of Entry of Aliens Subject to United Nations Security Council Travel Bans and
International Emergency Economic Powers Act Sanctions). Section 3. IEEPA.

I hereby determine that the making of donations of the types of articles specified in section 203(b)(2) of IEEPA (50 U.S.C. 1702(b)
(2)) by, to, or for the benefit of any person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order would
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(2)) by, to, or for the benefit of any person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order would
seriously impair my ability to deal with the national emergency declared in this order, and I hereby prohibit such donations as
provided by section 1 of this order. Section 4. The prohibitions in section 1 include:

(a) the making of any contribution or provision of funds, goods, or services by, to, or for the benefit of any person whose property
and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order; and (b) the receipt of any contribution or provision of funds, goods, or
services from any such person. Section 5. Transactions.

(a) Any transaction that evades or avoids, has the purpose of evading or avoiding, causes a violation of, or attempts to violate any
of the prohibitions set forth in this order is prohibited. (b) Any conspiracy formed to violate any of the prohibitions set forth in this
order is prohibited. Section 6. For the purposes of this order:

( FULL EXECUTIVE ORDER IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Executive_Order_13818
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SO DOES JEFFERY EPSTEIN'S BANK ACCOUNT AND PROPERTIES GET SEIZED BY THE US

GOVERNMENT BECAUSE HE WAS CHARGED IN PEDOPHILE CASE / TRUMP'S EXECUTIVE

ORDER 13818
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MY ONE QUESTION TODAY ARE JEFFREY EPSTEIN'S BANK ACCOUNTS AND PROPERTIES ACTUALLY BEING

SEIZED BY THE US GOVERNMENT NOW THAT HE HAS BEEN CHARGED WITH A HUMAN TRAFFICKING

CHARGE CONNECTED TO A PEDOPHILIA CASE, EVEN THOUGH HE HAS CLAIMED NOT GUILTY AT HIS

SEXUAL CHARGES WITH A MINOR ARRAIGNMENT IN A US COURT OF LAW BEFORE A US MAGISTRATE

I STILL BELIEVE THAT TRUMP'S E.O. GIVES THE U.S.GOVERNMENT THE POWER TO SEIZE EPSTEIN'S ASSETS

@Stonenchizel

Executive Order 13818 of December 20, 2017

Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or Corruption

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, including the
International Emergency Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.) (IEEPA), the National Emergencies Act ((50 U.S.C. 1601
et seq.) (NEA), the Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act (Pub.L. 114−328) (the "Act"), section 212(f) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 ((8 U.S.C. 1182(f)) (INA), and section 301 of title 3, United States Code,:

I, DONALD J. TRUMP, President of the United States of America, find that the prevalence and severity of human rights abuse and
corruption that have their source, in whole or in substantial part, outside the United States, such as those committed or directed by
persons listed in the Annex to this order, have reached such scope and gravity that they threaten the stability of international
political and economic systems. Human rights abuse and corruption undermine the values that form an essential foundation of
stable, secure, and functioning societies; have devastating impacts on individuals; weaken democratic institutions; degrade the
rule of law; perpetuate violent conflicts; facilitate the activities of dangerous persons; and undermine economic markets. The
United States seeks to impose tangible and significant consequences on those who commit serious human rights abuse or engage
in corruption, as well as to protect the financial system of the United States from abuse by these same persons. I therefore
determine that serious human rights abuse and corruption around the world constitute an unusual and extraordinary threat to the
national security, foreign policy, and economy of the United States, and I hereby declare a national emergency to deal with that
threat. I hereby determine and order:

Section 1. Property.

(a) All property and interests in property that are in the United States, that hereafter come within the United States, or that are or
hereafter come within the possession or control of any United States person of the following persons are blocked and may not be
transferred, paid, exported, withdrawn, or otherwise dealt in: (i) the persons listed in the Annex to this order; (ii) any foreign person
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of State and the Attorney General: (A) to be
responsible for or complicit in, or to have directly or indirectly engaged in, serious human rights abuse; (B) to be a current or former
government official, or a person acting for or on behalf of such an official, who is responsible for or complicit in, or has directly or
indirectly engaged in: (1) corruption, including the misappropriation of state assets, the expropriation of private assets for personal
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indirectly engaged in: (1) corruption, including the misappropriation of state assets, the expropriation of private assets for personal
gain, corruption related to government contracts or the extraction of natural resources, or bribery; or (2) the transfer or the
facilitation of the transfer of the proceeds of corruption; (C) to be or have been a leader or official of (1) an entity, including any
government entity, that has engaged in, or whose members have engaged in, any of the activities described in subsections (ii)(A),
(ii)(B)(1), or (ii)(B)(2) of this section relating to the leader’s or official’s tenure; or (2) an entity whose property and interests in
property are blocked pursuant to this order as a result of activities related to the leader’s or official’s tenure; or (D) to have
attempted to engage in any of the activities described in subsections (ii)(A), (ii)(B)(1), or (ii)(B)(2) of this section; and (iii) any
person determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of State and the Attorney General: (A) to
have materially assisted, sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or services to or in
support of: (1) any activity described in subsections (ii)(A), (ii)(B)(1), or (ii)(B)(2) of this section that is conducted by a foreign
person; (2) any person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order; or (3) any entity, including any
government entity, that has engaged in, or whose members have engaged in, any of the activities described in subsections (ii)(A),
(ii)(B)(1), or (ii)(B)(2) of this section, where the activity is conducted by a foreign person; (B) to be owned or controlled by, or to
have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, any person whose property and interests in property are
blocked pursuant to this order; or (C) to have attempted to engage in any of the activities described in subsections (iii)(A) or (B) of
this section. (b) The prohibitions in subsection (a) of this section apply except to the extent provided by statutes, or in regulations,
orders, directives, or licenses that may be issued pursuant to this order, and notwithstanding any contract entered into or any
license or permit granted before the effective date of this order. Section 2. Immigration.

The unrestricted immigrant and nonimmigrant entry into the United States of aliens determined to meet one or more of the criteria
in section 1 of this order would be detrimental to the interests of the United States, and the entry of such persons into the United
States, as immigrants or nonimmigrants, is hereby suspended. Such persons shall be treated as persons covered by section 1 of
Proclamation 8693 of July 24, 2011, (Suspension of Entry of Aliens Subject to United Nations Security Council Travel Bans and
International Emergency Economic Powers Act Sanctions). Section 3. IEEPA.

I hereby determine that the making of donations of the types of articles specified in section 203(b)(2) of IEEPA (50 U.S.C. 1702(b)
(2)) by, to, or for the benefit of any person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order would
seriously impair my ability to deal with the national emergency declared in this order, and I hereby prohibit such donations as
provided by section 1 of this order. Section 4. The prohibitions in section 1 include:

(a) the making of any contribution or provision of funds, goods, or services by, to, or for the benefit of any person whose property
and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order; and (b) the receipt of any contribution or provision of funds, goods, or
services from any such person. Section 5. Transactions.

(a) Any transaction that evades or avoids, has the purpose of evading or avoiding, causes a violation of, or attempts to violate any
of the prohibitions set forth in this order is prohibited. (b) Any conspiracy formed to violate any of the prohibitions set forth in this
order is prohibited. Section 6. For the purposes of this order:

( FULL EXECUTIVE ORDER IN THE LINK BELOW )
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Sara A. Carter : Tucson Border Chief Shares Video Inside Detention Facility After Dems Criticism

Proving That AOC & Democrats Were Lying About Border Detention Centers

https://saraacarter.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/tucson-holding-facility-tour-768x439.jpg

Tucson Sector Chief Patrol Agent Roy Villareal, made a video tour of holding and processing center for

captured illegal immigrants. “This video aims to dispel some of the information about the centers”, said

Agent Villareal.

This video was in response to democratic members of Congress who said the migrants in the Texas facility they toured were being
told by the agents to drink out of the toilets. They also said migrants had been wearing the same soiled clothes for days and do
not have access to showers on a regular basis.

( Video In The Link Below )

https://twitter.com/CBPArizona/status/1146586463942791168

CBP Arizona

 Verified account

@CBPArizona

Here is a look at the inside of a #BorderPatrol processing center with Chief Patrol Agent of #TucsonSector

Roy Villareal @CBP*

( LINK BELOW )

https://saraacarter.com/tucson-border-chief-shares-video-inside-detention-facility-after-dems-criticism/
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Sara A. Carter : Tucson Border Chief Shares Video Inside Detention Facility After Dems Criticism

Proving That AOC & Democrats Were Lying About Border Detention Centers
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Tucson Sector Chief Patrol Agent Roy Villareal, made a video tour of holding and processing center for

captured illegal immigrants. “This video aims to dispel some of the information about the centers”, said

Agent Villareal.

This video was in response to democratic members of Congress who said the migrants in the Texas facility they toured were being
told by the agents to drink out of the toilets. They also said migrants had been wearing the same soiled clothes for days and do
not have access to showers on a regular basis.

( Video In The Link Below )

https://twitter.com/CBPArizona/status/1146586463942791168

CBP Arizona

 Verified account

@CBPArizona

Here is a look at the inside of a #BorderPatrol processing center with Chief Patrol Agent of #TucsonSector

Roy Villareal @CBP*
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In Trump's America, We Have Clean Air, Water, And A Booming Economy / In The Democrats Vision

Of America Is $93 Trillion Dollar Green New Deal, Killing Jobs, Crippling The Economy & Limiting

Freedom

https://timedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/donald-trump-fitness-batting-cages.jpg

Brad Parscale

 Verified account

@parscale

In @realdonaldtrump's America, we have clean air, water, AND a booming economy.

Innovation & competition are driving it & producing an energy revolution at the same time.

Dem’s vision of America is $93T Green New Deal, killing jobs, crippling the economy, & limiting freedom.

https://shssharkattack.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/D72A2CCF-8B77-404D-AFA2-EE43B8CB860A.jpeg

AS A TRUE PATRIOT BORN IN AMERICA AND I LOVE CONSERVATIVE VALUES

I MUCH RATHER HAVE A BOOMING ECONOMY AND CLEAN WATER & CLEAN AIR

THAN HAVING A TOTAL SOCIALIST DEMOCRAT RUN COUNTRY THAT WOULD ABSOLUTELY

BE DOOMED TO FAILURE BECAUSE THE DEMOCRATS WOULD ONLY TRY AND TAX THE

AMERICAN PEOPLE INTO A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY STATUS WHERE OPEN BORDERS AND PLANNED

ATTEMPTS AT DESTROYING AMERICA'S SOVEREIGNTY TO TRY AND HAVE THE DEMOCRATS

DO THE GLOBALIST BIDDING AND USHER IN A SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER GOVERNMENT WHERE

EVERYONE IS A SLAVE TO THE LIBERAL GLOBALIST ELITE THAT DON'T EVEN CARE ABOUT PEOPLE

I WILL TAKE A TRUMP ECONOMY AND CLEAN WATER AND CLEAN AIR ANY DAY OVER SOCIALISM

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/parscale/status/1148340937174724609
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In Trump's America, We Have Clean Air, Water, And A Booming Economy / In The Democrats Vision

Of America Is $93 Trillion Dollar Green New Deal, Killing Jobs, Crippling The Economy & Limiting

Freedom
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Brad Parscale

 Verified account

@parscale

In @realdonaldtrump's America, we have clean air, water, AND a booming economy.

Innovation & competition are driving it & producing an energy revolution at the same time.

Dem’s vision of America is $93T Green New Deal, killing jobs, crippling the economy, & limiting freedom.

https://shssharkattack.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/D72A2CCF-8B77-404D-AFA2-EE43B8CB860A.jpeg

AS A TRUE PATRIOT BORN IN AMERICA AND I LOVE CONSERVATIVE VALUES

I MUCH RATHER HAVE A BOOMING ECONOMY AND CLEAN WATER & CLEAN AIR

THAN HAVING A TOTAL SOCIALIST DEMOCRAT RUN COUNTRY THAT WOULD ABSOLUTELY

BE DOOMED TO FAILURE BECAUSE THE DEMOCRATS WOULD ONLY TRY AND TAX THE

AMERICAN PEOPLE INTO A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY STATUS WHERE OPEN BORDERS AND PLANNED

ATTEMPTS AT DESTROYING AMERICA'S SOVEREIGNTY TO TRY AND HAVE THE DEMOCRATS

DO THE GLOBALIST BIDDING AND USHER IN A SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER GOVERNMENT WHERE

EVERYONE IS A SLAVE TO THE LIBERAL GLOBALIST ELITE THAT DON'T EVEN CARE ABOUT PEOPLE

I WILL TAKE A TRUMP ECONOMY AND CLEAN WATER AND CLEAN AIR ANY DAY OVER SOCIALISM

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/parscale/status/1148340937174724609
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Donald Trump Jr : Remember When @realDonaldTrump Asked Minority Voters For A Chance To

Deliver & 'What Do You Have To Lose ' After They’d Been Ignored & Taken Granted For By

Democrats

https://image.cnbcfm.com/api/v1/image/104579734-RTX3B0YT-donald-trump.jpg

Donald Trump Jr.

 Verified account

@DonaldJTrumpJr

Following Following @DonaldJTrumpJr

Remember when @realDonaldTrump asked minority voters for a chance to deliver for them after they’d

been ignored & taken for granted by Dems? (“What do you have to lose?!”)

Well:

“Minorities account for more than half of all new jobs created during the Trump Presidency.” - @WSJ

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-8_hbpXUAEdoos.jpg

LET'S HOPE IN THE NEAR FUTURE THAT DONALD TRUMP JR WILL RUN FOR CONGRESS OR THE SENATE

SO THAT HE WILL HAVE A LITTLE EXPERIENCE WHEN HE IS NEEDED TO RUN FOR PRESIDENT IN 2024

HEY IT COULD HAPPEN, NOW WOULDN'T THAT BE A PEACH ? THE FUCKING DEMOCRATS WOULD SHIT

ALL OVER THEMSELVES AND MAYBE IT COULD BE THE END OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY ALL TOGETHER

SOME SAY I'M CRAZY TO THINK THIS, BUT I JUST RESPOND WITH I'M A CONSERVATIVE THAT'S OPTIMISTIC

ANYWAYS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS TRULY A MAN THAT KEEPS HIS PROMISES SO VOTE 2020 TRUMP

@Stonenchizel
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Secretary Pompeo : I Am Pleased To Announce The Formation Of A Commission On Unalienable

Rights. It Will Guide Our Foreign Policy Toward A More Perfect Fidelity To Our Founding Principles
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Secretary Pompeo

 Verified account

@SecPompeo

I am pleased to announce the formation of a Commission on Unalienable Rights. It will guide our foreign

policy toward a more perfect fidelity to our founding principles. Read my @WSJ op-ed:

Unalienable Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy

The Founders’ principles can help revitalize liberal democracy world-wide.

https://si.wsj.net/public/resources/images/B3-EK862_Pompeo_M_20190705114711.jpg
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Hussein Obama Asked In 2016 What Does Donald Trump Have A Magic Jobs Wand / Well Mr Islamic

Caliphate Hussein Obama - "Oh Yes He Does"
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AND JUST SO YOU KNOW HUSSEIN, PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP'S MAGIC JOBS WAND

SURE WORKS SO MUCH BETTER THAN YOUR GLOBALIST AGENDA SOCIALISM PENCIL

EVER WORKED AFTER 8 YEARS OF FAILURE YOU WOULD THINK YOU HAD ENOUGH

BUT I UNDERSTAND THAT YOU WANT TO DESTROY PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE

HE IS ABOUT TO EXPOSE ALL OF THE CRIMINAL ACTIVITY THAT YOU COMMITTED

AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND YOU WILL SURELY PAY

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS OUR GREAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS

THANK YOU GO FOR ALL OF AMERICA'S BLESSINGS

WWG1WGA
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BUT I UNDERSTAND THAT YOU WANT TO DESTROY PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE

HE IS ABOUT TO EXPOSE ALL OF THE CRIMINAL ACTIVITY THAT YOU COMMITTED

AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND YOU WILL SURELY PAY

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS OUR GREAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS

THANK YOU GO FOR ALL OF AMERICA'S BLESSINGS
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Hussein's Hometown Murder Rate Just Jumped Again & Had At Least 66 People Shot, 5 Killed, Over

July 4th Weekend In Good Old Chicago
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/media/2018/05/12/DetroitNews/B99658490Z.1_20180512205213_000_GET1QE47O.3-0.jpg

One thing remains the same in Chicago, Obama Calls it his hometown and violent gun activity continues...

In the past Chicago has always had gun violence. But lately it seems like the Gun Violence is out of control. Even though
President Barack Hussein Obama may still call Chicago his hometown doesn't change the fact that gun violence has become what
the city of Chicago expects from it's violent criminals.Chicago citizens believe there will be more gun violence again the next day.
The violence in a City like Chicago in some way must be blamed on the Governing Politicians of that city. Chicago has always
been a Democratic Politically ran city and Crime is something that has also been running rampant in Chicago. With Gangs and
White Collar Criminals running wild and making their own laws like as if Chicago was the Wild West . Well the way things have
been going on in Chicago some would say it is the Wild West. But that just means they haven't been to California yet.

Now you would think with someone like Barack Hussein Obama who was the President of the United States of America and should
carry some kind of clout would do something to make the city of Chicago a safer place for its citizens. Maybe find ways bring
down the Gun Violence no matter what it took to get the job done, they would at least bring down the number of people being shot
in the City of Chicago and do anything that would definitely bring down the gun violence. But we know that Hussein is too busy
running around the world trying to run the Deep States covert operations against President Donald Trump and his Administration.

You know as a Patriot I really don't care what the Crazy Gangs and Awful People killing each other in Chicago do to each other.
Hell I say give them more guns and let them get it over with ....quicker, you know what I mean? This shit has gotten so ridiculous
that in an American Big City that the Gun Violence has been out of control for far too long. Barack Hussein Obama is a fraud and
an Impostor. Hussein has proven that he is exactly like every other Democrat Politician , they chase the Almighty Dollar and don't
get shit done regardless of who says what....They keep chasing that Almighty Dollar because they are Democrats and they will in
their minds get rich at all cost.

https://static.independent.co.uk/s3fs-public/brightcove/5818595392001.jpg

So for the City of Chicago and Hussein Obama calling Chicago his hometown and the continued Gun Violence..well I just want to
tell all you Patriots one thing .... Chicago is fucked because the City is run by Democrats and Hussein Obama doesn't give a shit
about Chicago or it's people and the Democrats will continue to only care about their bank accounts and not actually give two
fucks about their constituents.

So the Gun Violence will continue in Chicago and you can even count on it getting worst.

Because the City of Chicago keeps electing a Democrat to run the city.

@Stonenchizel

WW1WGA

( No Links Below, It Was Just My Observation )

@HusseinObamaSuxDick......
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Hussein's Hometown Murder Rate Just Jumped Again & Had At Least 66 People Shot, 5 Killed, Over

July 4th Weekend In Good Old Chicago
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One thing remains the same in Chicago, Obama Calls it his hometown and violent gun activity continues...

In the past Chicago has always had gun violence. But lately it seems like the Gun Violence is out of control. Even though
President Barack Hussein Obama may still call Chicago his hometown doesn't change the fact that gun violence has become what
the city of Chicago expects from it's violent criminals.Chicago citizens believe there will be more gun violence again the next day.
The violence in a City like Chicago in some way must be blamed on the Governing Politicians of that city. Chicago has always
been a Democratic Politically ran city and Crime is something that has also been running rampant in Chicago. With Gangs and
White Collar Criminals running wild and making their own laws like as if Chicago was the Wild West . Well the way things have
been going on in Chicago some would say it is the Wild West. But that just means they haven't been to California yet.

Now you would think with someone like Barack Hussein Obama who was the President of the United States of America and should
carry some kind of clout would do something to make the city of Chicago a safer place for its citizens. Maybe find ways bring
down the Gun Violence no matter what it took to get the job done, they would at least bring down the number of people being shot
in the City of Chicago and do anything that would definitely bring down the gun violence. But we know that Hussein is too busy
running around the world trying to run the Deep States covert operations against President Donald Trump and his Administration.

You know as a Patriot I really don't care what the Crazy Gangs and Awful People killing each other in Chicago do to each other.
Hell I say give them more guns and let them get it over with ....quicker, you know what I mean? This shit has gotten so ridiculous
that in an American Big City that the Gun Violence has been out of control for far too long. Barack Hussein Obama is a fraud and
an Impostor. Hussein has proven that he is exactly like every other Democrat Politician , they chase the Almighty Dollar and don't
get shit done regardless of who says what....They keep chasing that Almighty Dollar because they are Democrats and they will in
their minds get rich at all cost.

https://static.independent.co.uk/s3fs-public/brightcove/5818595392001.jpg

So for the City of Chicago and Hussein Obama calling Chicago his hometown and the continued Gun Violence..well I just want to
tell all you Patriots one thing .... Chicago is fucked because the City is run by Democrats and Hussein Obama doesn't give a shit
about Chicago or it's people and the Democrats will continue to only care about their bank accounts and not actually give two
fucks about their constituents.

So the Gun Violence will continue in Chicago and you can even count on it getting worst.

Because the City of Chicago keeps electing a Democrat to run the city.

@Stonenchizel

WW1WGA

( No Links Below, It Was Just My Observation )
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Trump Derangement Syndrome Will Guarantee The President’s Re-Election
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President Lyndon Johnson once said, “If one morning I walked on top of the water across the Potomac

River, the headline that afternoon would read: 'President Can't Swim.'” Presidents, historically, have always

had a significant portion of the media opposed to both the administration itself and their policies. Today we

are witnessing something different. Similar in origin of past presidential opposition, yet stronger, more

visceral, more deranged.

Democrats, along with their allies in the mainstream media, have always opposed President Trump and his administration. From
the now famous escalator ride to announce his candidacy, though his campaign, and now, all the way to the onset of the 2020
campaign, the left has been united in their complete opposition to anything that comes from this administration. The opposition, or
‘Resistance’ to President Trump coming from the Democratic National Committee, mainstream media, and Hollywood have
reached a fever pitch we've never before seen in this country. Their opposition has become not only hysterical, but also an asset
to Trump's presidency, an asset that will guarantee his re-election.

Dr. Charles Krauthammer, the great political commentator and psychiatrist, first coined the term "Bush Derangement Syndrome" in
2003 as, “the acute onset of paranoia in otherwise normal people in reaction to the policies, the presidency – nay – the very
existence of George W. Bush.” Krauthammer later updated his diagnosis to include "Trump Derangement Syndrome." According to
Krauthammer, a “general hysteria marked by an inability to distinguish between legitimate policy differences and signs of psychic
pathology" with regards to Donald Trump, indicated signs of Trump Derangement Syndrome.

Democrats are no longer capable of articulating a sound and reasoned opposition to the president. They have continually failed to
or refused to cite a consistent strategic or rational difference in policy and approach. Like Europe was consumed by the Black
Plague, Democrats have been consumed by Trump Derangement Syndrome. They have become both ensconced in, and
incapacitated by, the hysteria of Trump Derangement Syndrome.

The first round of Democratic debates showcased the effects of Trump Derangement Syndrome. Anyone who had the masochistic
experience of sitting through the two-night identity politics pageant should readily have ascertained such effects. Take the border
crisis. Through the campaign and the first two-and-a-half years of Trump's presidency, he talked about the border crisis.
Democrats denied its’ existence. Never offering a counter policy approach, Democrats simply declared that there was no crisis.
When asked about the border crisis at the debates each candidate made a point of using words like ‘inhumane,' ‘compassion,' and
the ever-present yet undefinable ‘comprehensive immigration reform,' yet not one single counter policy approach was presented.
This is Trump Derangement Syndrome plain and simple.

The candidates decried Trump's border crisis approach yet offered no solution of their own. Compassion and inhumane treatment
are not policy approaches or solutions. Trump cannot nationalize the Waldorf Astoria and house the countless illegals there. He
cannot seize control of Cedars-Sinai or the Mayo Clinic to offer, for free, the best medical care in the world. The candidates
presented no solution differing from Trump’s approach, only decrying Trump’s approach because it was Trump’s approach. That’s
Trump Derangement Syndrome.

At the debates, the candidates were presented with the fact that 71 percent of Americans have a favorable view of the economy.
Each candidate repeated the left's tired talking point that Trump’s economy is rigged for the rich. No substantive Trump economic
policy complaints. No rational solutions presented. Simply telling 71 percents of Americans that Trump’s policies are bad because
they’re Trump’s policies. Last year, Bill Maher, leftist comedian and pundit declared, “Bring on the recession!” hoping that such
would help defeat Trump in 2020. Rooting for an economic recession in order to oust a sitting president? This is Trump
Derangement Syndrome at its finest.

The prevalence of Trump Derangement Syndrome is going to reelect the president. The economy is soaring and 71 percent of
Americans agree. Things are moving favorably with both North Korea and Iran, not in spite of Trump’s policies but because of
them. And Americans are paying attention. The president inherited a border crisis the left denied existed and is handling it on a
daily basis. Democrats have provided considerable baseless criticisms regarding the border but no substantive policy approach.

Running a presidential campaign without any substantive policy proposals, only lambasting the very policies Americans are
supporting and feeling the benefits of is a political insanity that we haven’t seen since Walter Mondale’s 1984 promise to raise your
taxes. Trying to convince Americans that policies they are benefitting from are bad simply because they come from Donald Trump
requires a cognitive dissonance on a national level that is simply unattainable.

Trump Derangement Syndrome has consumed the Democrats to the point that they can no longer respond

rationally to anything they disagree with coming from this White House, which is everything. Trump

Derangement Syndrome will re-elect the President.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/paulcurry/2019/07/08/trump-derangement-syndrome-will-guarantee-the-presidents-reelection-
n2549628
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Trump Derangement Syndrome Will Guarantee The President’s Re-Election

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/170/627b00c4-de27-4f70-8f94-2cc4662e77a3.png

President Lyndon Johnson once said, “If one morning I walked on top of the water across the Potomac

River, the headline that afternoon would read: 'President Can't Swim.'” Presidents, historically, have always

had a significant portion of the media opposed to both the administration itself and their policies. Today we

are witnessing something different. Similar in origin of past presidential opposition, yet stronger, more

visceral, more deranged.

Democrats, along with their allies in the mainstream media, have always opposed President Trump and his administration. From
the now famous escalator ride to announce his candidacy, though his campaign, and now, all the way to the onset of the 2020
campaign, the left has been united in their complete opposition to anything that comes from this administration. The opposition, or
‘Resistance’ to President Trump coming from the Democratic National Committee, mainstream media, and Hollywood have
reached a fever pitch we've never before seen in this country. Their opposition has become not only hysterical, but also an asset
to Trump's presidency, an asset that will guarantee his re-election.

Dr. Charles Krauthammer, the great political commentator and psychiatrist, first coined the term "Bush Derangement Syndrome" in
2003 as, “the acute onset of paranoia in otherwise normal people in reaction to the policies, the presidency – nay – the very
existence of George W. Bush.” Krauthammer later updated his diagnosis to include "Trump Derangement Syndrome." According to
Krauthammer, a “general hysteria marked by an inability to distinguish between legitimate policy differences and signs of psychic
pathology" with regards to Donald Trump, indicated signs of Trump Derangement Syndrome.

Democrats are no longer capable of articulating a sound and reasoned opposition to the president. They have continually failed to
or refused to cite a consistent strategic or rational difference in policy and approach. Like Europe was consumed by the Black
Plague, Democrats have been consumed by Trump Derangement Syndrome. They have become both ensconced in, and
incapacitated by, the hysteria of Trump Derangement Syndrome.

The first round of Democratic debates showcased the effects of Trump Derangement Syndrome. Anyone who had the masochistic
experience of sitting through the two-night identity politics pageant should readily have ascertained such effects. Take the border
crisis. Through the campaign and the first two-and-a-half years of Trump's presidency, he talked about the border crisis.
Democrats denied its’ existence. Never offering a counter policy approach, Democrats simply declared that there was no crisis.
When asked about the border crisis at the debates each candidate made a point of using words like ‘inhumane,' ‘compassion,' and
the ever-present yet undefinable ‘comprehensive immigration reform,' yet not one single counter policy approach was presented.
This is Trump Derangement Syndrome plain and simple.

The candidates decried Trump's border crisis approach yet offered no solution of their own. Compassion and inhumane treatment
are not policy approaches or solutions. Trump cannot nationalize the Waldorf Astoria and house the countless illegals there. He
cannot seize control of Cedars-Sinai or the Mayo Clinic to offer, for free, the best medical care in the world. The candidates
presented no solution differing from Trump’s approach, only decrying Trump’s approach because it was Trump’s approach. That’s
Trump Derangement Syndrome.

At the debates, the candidates were presented with the fact that 71 percent of Americans have a favorable view of the economy.
Each candidate repeated the left's tired talking point that Trump’s economy is rigged for the rich. No substantive Trump economic
policy complaints. No rational solutions presented. Simply telling 71 percents of Americans that Trump’s policies are bad because
they’re Trump’s policies. Last year, Bill Maher, leftist comedian and pundit declared, “Bring on the recession!” hoping that such
would help defeat Trump in 2020. Rooting for an economic recession in order to oust a sitting president? This is Trump
Derangement Syndrome at its finest.

The prevalence of Trump Derangement Syndrome is going to reelect the president. The economy is soaring and 71 percent of
Americans agree. Things are moving favorably with both North Korea and Iran, not in spite of Trump’s policies but because of
them. And Americans are paying attention. The president inherited a border crisis the left denied existed and is handling it on a
daily basis. Democrats have provided considerable baseless criticisms regarding the border but no substantive policy approach.

Running a presidential campaign without any substantive policy proposals, only lambasting the very policies Americans are
supporting and feeling the benefits of is a political insanity that we haven’t seen since Walter Mondale’s 1984 promise to raise your
taxes. Trying to convince Americans that policies they are benefitting from are bad simply because they come from Donald Trump
requires a cognitive dissonance on a national level that is simply unattainable.

Trump Derangement Syndrome has consumed the Democrats to the point that they can no longer respond

rationally to anything they disagree with coming from this White House, which is everything. Trump

Derangement Syndrome will re-elect the President.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/paulcurry/2019/07/08/trump-derangement-syndrome-will-guarantee-the-presidents-reelection-
n2549628
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U.S.Marines : Red, White, And Blue Marines With 11th Marine Regiment, @1st_Marine_Div, Stand In

Formation During A Relief And Appointment Ceremony At @MCIWPendletonCA.

HERE'S A SALUTE TO THE BAD ASS MEN AND WOMEN OF THE U.S.MARINE CORPS

MY OUR FATHER IN HEAVEN BLESS THESE MEN AND WOMEN WHILE PROTECTING US

AND KEEP THEIR FAMILY'S SAFE AND CARED FOR IN JESUS HOLY NAME, AMEN

@Stonenchizel

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-kLocYW4AERQMC.jpg

U.S. Marines

 Verified account

@USMC

Red, White, and Blue

Marines with 11th Marine Regiment, @1st_Marine_Div, stand in formation during a relief and appointment

ceremony at @MCIWPendletonCA.

ALSO FROM USMC Recruiting

@USMarineCorps  Verified account

#Congrats on winning the #FIFAWWC2019, ladies! Our Nation is proud of you.

#BattlesWon
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HERE'S A SALUTE TO THE BAD ASS MEN AND WOMEN OF THE U.S.MARINE CORPS

MY OUR FATHER IN HEAVEN BLESS THESE MEN AND WOMEN WHILE PROTECTING US

AND KEEP THEIR FAMILY'S SAFE AND CARED FOR IN JESUS HOLY NAME, AMEN

@Stonenchizel
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Red, White, and Blue

Marines with 11th Marine Regiment, @1st_Marine_Div, stand in formation during a relief and appointment

ceremony at @MCIWPendletonCA.

ALSO FROM USMC Recruiting

@USMarineCorps  Verified account

#Congrats on winning the #FIFAWWC2019, ladies! Our Nation is proud of you.

#BattlesWon
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Mike 'Thomas Paine' Moore :Podesta Emailed About An Assassination Three Days Before Supreme

Court Justice Scalia's Suspicious Death
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cdn.com/filer/53/de/53de5380-142d-4f69-bd42-4ad54847f376/antonin-scalia.jpeg

THIS TRUE PATRIOT POSTED AN ARTICLE FROM 2016 JUST TO REMIND US PATRIOTS

THAT THE CRIMINAL ACTIVITY THAT WENT ON IN THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION. FROM

2009 - 2017 HUSSEIN'S ADMINISTRATION WAS ABSOLUTELY CONTROLLED BY THE

GLOBALIST ELITE. THE CABAL WERE TRYING TO SET UP AN OPENING IN THE SUPREME COURT

TO REPLACE THE LATE GREAT CONSERVATIVE JUSTICE SCALIA WITH A LIBERAL JUSTICE.

THANK GOD NO LIBERAL JUSTICE TOOK THE PLACE OF THE GREAT JUSTICE SCALIA.

UNTIL PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP NOMINATED CONSERVATIVE JUSTICE NEIL GORSUCH

@Stonenchizel

HERE IS THE ORIGINAL POST ON TWITTER FROM MIKE 'THOMAS PAINE' MOORE

https://twitter.com/Thomas1774Paine/status/1147983089534214153

Mike 'Thomas Paine' Moore

@Thomas1774Paine

Podesta Emailed About an Assassination Three Days Before Supreme Court Justice Scalia’s Suspicious

Death

( This is the article from 2016 about Podesta's statement )

https://truepundit.com/podesta-emailed-about-an-assassination-three-days-before-supreme-court-justice-scalias-suspicious-death/

ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR SHOULD HAVE AN INQUIRY INTO THE SCALIA DEATH

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Mike 'Thomas Paine' Moore :Podesta Emailed About An Assassination Three Days Before Supreme
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THIS TRUE PATRIOT POSTED AN ARTICLE FROM 2016 JUST TO REMIND US PATRIOTS

THAT THE CRIMINAL ACTIVITY THAT WENT ON IN THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION. FROM

2009 - 2017 HUSSEIN'S ADMINISTRATION WAS ABSOLUTELY CONTROLLED BY THE

GLOBALIST ELITE. THE CABAL WERE TRYING TO SET UP AN OPENING IN THE SUPREME COURT

TO REPLACE THE LATE GREAT CONSERVATIVE JUSTICE SCALIA WITH A LIBERAL JUSTICE.

THANK GOD NO LIBERAL JUSTICE TOOK THE PLACE OF THE GREAT JUSTICE SCALIA.

UNTIL PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP NOMINATED CONSERVATIVE JUSTICE NEIL GORSUCH

@Stonenchizel

HERE IS THE ORIGINAL POST ON TWITTER FROM MIKE 'THOMAS PAINE' MOORE

https://twitter.com/Thomas1774Paine/status/1147983089534214153

Mike 'Thomas Paine' Moore

@Thomas1774Paine

Podesta Emailed About an Assassination Three Days Before Supreme Court Justice Scalia’s Suspicious

Death

( This is the article from 2016 about Podesta's statement )

https://truepundit.com/podesta-emailed-about-an-assassination-three-days-before-supreme-court-justice-scalias-suspicious-death/

ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR SHOULD HAVE AN INQUIRY INTO THE SCALIA DEATH

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS
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Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

1) Rejected 25,000 jobs for people who need money.

2) Rejected beds & funding for children sleeping on floors.
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2) Rejected beds & funding for children sleeping on floors.

Why does @AOC worships problems, while rejecting their solutions?

Bc like all communists, she relies upon anger & helplessness of people to garner power for herself.

http://dcwhispers.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/aaa712.png

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

More Candace Owens Retweeted Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

To be clear:

@AOC insists the children at the border need help but she doesn’t think it’s a good idea to send them

money.

She insists the kids at the border are sleeping on the floor but she doesn’t think it’s a good idea for Wayfair

to send them beds.

Anarchist or Imbecile?Candace Owens added,

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

Verified account

@AOC

I don’t believe it was a good idea for Dems to blindly trust the Trump admin when so many kids have died in their

custody. It’s a huge mistake.

This admin also refuses to hand over docs to Congress on the whereabouts of…

I LOVE THE FACT THAT THE CONSERVATIVES HAVE STRONG BLACK WOMAN

IN CANDACE OWENS TO SPEAK OUT AGAINST THE COMMUNIST GLOBALIST AGENDA

PUSHING CONGRESSWOMAN, ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ AND HER RIDICULOUS

LIES THAT SHE SPREADS ON A DAILY BASIS THROUGH THE LIBERAL MAINSTREAM MEDIA.

THANK GOD FOR YOUNG DETERMINED CONSERVATIVES LIKE CANDACE OWENS.

@Stonenchizel

THEY WANT US DIVIDED AND WEAK BUT TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG PATRIOTS

LET'S FINISH MAKING AMERICA GREAT AND TOGETHER WE WILL KEEP AMERICA GREAT

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP

WWG1WGA
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Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

1) Rejected 25,000 jobs for people who need money.

2) Rejected beds & funding for children sleeping on floors.

Why does @AOC worships problems, while rejecting their solutions?

Bc like all communists, she relies upon anger & helplessness of people to garner power for herself.

http://dcwhispers.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/aaa712.png

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

More Candace Owens Retweeted Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

To be clear:

@AOC insists the children at the border need help but she doesn’t think it’s a good idea to send them

money.

She insists the kids at the border are sleeping on the floor but she doesn’t think it’s a good idea for Wayfair

to send them beds.

Anarchist or Imbecile?Candace Owens added,

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

Verified account

@AOC

I don’t believe it was a good idea for Dems to blindly trust the Trump admin when so many kids have died in their

custody. It’s a huge mistake.

This admin also refuses to hand over docs to Congress on the whereabouts of…

I LOVE THE FACT THAT THE CONSERVATIVES HAVE STRONG BLACK WOMAN

IN CANDACE OWENS TO SPEAK OUT AGAINST THE COMMUNIST GLOBALIST AGENDA

PUSHING CONGRESSWOMAN, ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ AND HER RIDICULOUS

LIES THAT SHE SPREADS ON A DAILY BASIS THROUGH THE LIBERAL MAINSTREAM MEDIA.

THANK GOD FOR YOUNG DETERMINED CONSERVATIVES LIKE CANDACE OWENS.

@Stonenchizel

THEY WANT US DIVIDED AND WEAK BUT TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG PATRIOTS

LET'S FINISH MAKING AMERICA GREAT AND TOGETHER WE WILL KEEP AMERICA GREAT

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP

WWG1WGA
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Hussein's Former Roommate : "The Barack Obama I Knew Was Using His Indonesian Name, Barry Soetoro" And "He
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Hussein's Former Roommate : “The Barack Obama I Knew Was Using His Indonesian Name, Barry

Soetoro” And “He Broadly Intimated That He Was The Illegitimate Son Of Subud” Who Was His

“Dad” But He “Wasn't Raised By Him” ..

(I don't know about you Patriot's but to Me, from these pictures below Barack Hussein is obviously this Subud dude's son )

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-01UnRXkAA2Lem.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-01Vr4XUAADH5l.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-01W5mWkAQbhvf.jpg
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( BELOW IS THE ORIGINAL TWITTER POST THE IS PART OF GREAT THREAD )

https://twitter.com/diveinordie/status/1147635125359972352

Diveinordie

@diveinordie

19) but wait … remember when his former roommate said “The Barack Obama I knew was using his

Indonesian name, Barry Soetoro” and “He broadly intimated that he was the illegitimate son of subud” who

was his “dad” but he “wasnt raised by him” .. you are free to look this stuff up

https://d2z1w4aiblvrwu.cloudfront.net/ad/dwgm/epix-deep-state-large-2.jpg

BARACK OBAMA'S FORMER ROOMMATE STATED THAT HUSSEIN WOULD OFTEN CLAIM

THAT SUBUD THE INDONESIAN ISLAMIC CULT LEADER WAS HIS REAL FATHER.

SO HOW IS IT THAT HUSSEIN WAS EVER ALLOWED TO RUN FOR ANY OFFICE

IN AMERICAN POLITICS? BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA WAS ABSOLUTELY AN IMPOSTOR

AND HE WAS NOT BORN IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. THEREFORE HUSSEINS

NAME AND ALL EVIDENCE OF HIM EVER BEING CONNECTED TO AMERICA'S PAST GOVERNMENT

HISTORY AND ALL EVIDENCE OR EVEN THE MENTIONING OF HIS NAME SHOULD BE WIPED CLEAN

AND REMOVED FROM ALL OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S RECORDED HISTORY AND DOCUMENTS.

NEVER AGAIN SHOULD THE AMERICAN PEOPLE EVER ALLOW SUCH A TRAVESTY TO BE PERPETRATED

BY AN ABSOLUTE IMPOSTOR CLAIMING TO BE A TRUE AMERICAN CITIZEN TO THE ABSOLUTE HIGHEST JOB

IN THE U.S.A. AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. OUR PRESIDENT REPRESENTS AMERICA'S

INTEREST IN AMERICA AND AROUND THE GLOBE . BUT NOW AT LEAST WE DO HAVE A GREAT LEADER IN

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP , AS PRESIDENT TRUMP IS CORRECTING ALL OF HUSSEIN'S BULLSHIT GLOBALIST

AGENDAS THAT HUSSEIN PUSHED FOR AS POTUS . IT IS EVIDENT THAT HUSSEIN TRULY WAS JUST

AN IMPOSTOR AND WAS CREATED BY THE DEEP STATE GLOBALIST ELITE TO HELP PUSH FORWARD THEIR

SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER. IN THE PROCESS HUSSEIN WAS DESTROYING AMERICA'S SOVEREIGNTY.

AFTER 8 YEARS OF GLOBALIST CONTROL IN THE U.S.A. ALL I CAN SAY IS THANK GOD FOR

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND HIS FIERCE DETERMINATION TO REVERSE ALL OF HUSSEIN'S

GLOBALIST AGENDA RULES AND LAWS THAT WERE INSTATED DURING HUSSEIN'S PRESIDENCY.

@Stonenchizel

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS A TRUE AMERICAN CITIZEN THAT WAS BORN HERE IN

AMERICA.
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PRESIDENT TRUMP LOVES AMERICA AND HAS THE AMERICAN PEOPLES BEST INTEREST AT

HEART

PRESIDENT TRUMP IS DETERMINED TO MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN AND KEEP AMERICA

GREAT

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL YOU TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA

https://twitter.com/diveinordie/status/1147635125359972352
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Hussein's Former Roommate : "The Barack Obama I Knew Was Using His Indonesian Name, Barry Soetoro" And "He
Broadly Intimated That He Was The Illegitimate Son Of Subud" Who Was His "Dad" But ....  (GreatAwakening)
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Hussein's Former Roommate : “The Barack Obama I Knew Was Using His Indonesian Name, Barry

Soetoro” And “He Broadly Intimated That He Was The Illegitimate Son Of Subud” Who Was His

“Dad” But He “Wasn't Raised By Him” ..

(I don't know about you Patriot's but to Me, from these pictures below Barack Hussein is obviously this Subud dude's son )
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( BELOW IS THE ORIGINAL TWITTER POST THE IS PART OF GREAT THREAD )

https://twitter.com/diveinordie/status/1147635125359972352

Diveinordie

@diveinordie

19) but wait … remember when his former roommate said “The Barack Obama I knew was using his

Indonesian name, Barry Soetoro” and “He broadly intimated that he was the illegitimate son of subud” who

was his “dad” but he “wasnt raised by him” .. you are free to look this stuff up

https://d2z1w4aiblvrwu.cloudfront.net/ad/dwgm/epix-deep-state-large-2.jpg

BARACK OBAMA'S FORMER ROOMMATE STATED THAT HUSSEIN WOULD OFTEN CLAIM

THAT SUBUD THE INDONESIAN ISLAMIC CULT LEADER WAS HIS REAL FATHER.

SO HOW IS IT THAT HUSSEIN WAS EVER ALLOWED TO RUN FOR ANY OFFICE

IN AMERICAN POLITICS? BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA WAS ABSOLUTELY AN IMPOSTOR

AND HE WAS NOT BORN IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. THEREFORE HUSSEINS

NAME AND ALL EVIDENCE OF HIM EVER BEING CONNECTED TO AMERICA'S PAST GOVERNMENT

HISTORY AND ALL EVIDENCE OR EVEN THE MENTIONING OF HIS NAME SHOULD BE WIPED CLEAN

AND REMOVED FROM ALL OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S RECORDED HISTORY AND DOCUMENTS.

NEVER AGAIN SHOULD THE AMERICAN PEOPLE EVER ALLOW SUCH A TRAVESTY TO BE PERPETRATED

BY AN ABSOLUTE IMPOSTOR CLAIMING TO BE A TRUE AMERICAN CITIZEN TO THE ABSOLUTE HIGHEST JOB
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IN THE U.S.A. AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. OUR PRESIDENT REPRESENTS AMERICA'S

INTEREST IN AMERICA AND AROUND THE GLOBE . BUT NOW AT LEAST WE DO HAVE A GREAT LEADER IN

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP , AS PRESIDENT TRUMP IS CORRECTING ALL OF HUSSEIN'S BULLSHIT GLOBALIST

AGENDAS THAT HUSSEIN PUSHED FOR AS POTUS . IT IS EVIDENT THAT HUSSEIN TRULY WAS JUST

AN IMPOSTOR AND WAS CREATED BY THE DEEP STATE GLOBALIST ELITE TO HELP PUSH FORWARD THEIR

SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER. IN THE PROCESS HUSSEIN WAS DESTROYING AMERICA'S SOVEREIGNTY.

AFTER 8 YEARS OF GLOBALIST CONTROL IN THE U.S.A. ALL I CAN SAY IS THANK GOD FOR

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND HIS FIERCE DETERMINATION TO REVERSE ALL OF HUSSEIN'S

GLOBALIST AGENDA RULES AND LAWS THAT WERE INSTATED DURING HUSSEIN'S PRESIDENCY.

@Stonenchizel

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS A TRUE AMERICAN CITIZEN THAT WAS BORN HERE IN

AMERICA.

PRESIDENT TRUMP LOVES AMERICA AND HAS THE AMERICAN PEOPLES BEST INTEREST AT

HEART

PRESIDENT TRUMP IS DETERMINED TO MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN AND KEEP AMERICA

GREAT

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL YOU TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Antifa's Press 'Guidelines' For DC Rally — It Shows Everything You Need To Know About Antifa

This is really something

https://assets.rbl.ms/19714030/1200x600.jpg

Antifa violence descended on the nation's capital Saturday, one week after journalist Andy Ngo was

brutally assaulted by violent Antifa protesters in Portland last week.

Given Antifa's reputation for violence, far-left protesters distributed press "guidelines" to members of the media
ahead of Saturday's protests, which, among other things, instructed journalists to avoid "publishing any potentially
incriminating photos or video footage" because they "can be used as evidence in court."

Essentially, Antifa wants the media to cover up their violence to avoid prosecution.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-zZDc-XsAAHgJV.jpg

Julio Rosas

 Verified account

@Julio_Rosas11

These are the rules for members of the press in order to go inside the #AllOutDC rally, which is the antifa

side.

One that suck out: "Please avoid publishing any potentially incriminating photos or video footage..."

Additionally, Antifa organizers restricted media from entering certain protest areas, and demanded media members
obtain explicit consent from protesters before photographing or videoing.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/antifa-press-guidelines-dc-rally
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Antifa's Press 'Guidelines' For DC Rally - It Shows Everything You Need To Know About Antifa  (GreatAwakening)
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Antifa's Press 'Guidelines' For DC Rally — It Shows Everything You Need To Know About Antifa

This is really something

https://assets.rbl.ms/19714030/1200x600.jpg

Antifa violence descended on the nation's capital Saturday, one week after journalist Andy Ngo was

brutally assaulted by violent Antifa protesters in Portland last week.

Given Antifa's reputation for violence, far-left protesters distributed press "guidelines" to members of the media
ahead of Saturday's protests, which, among other things, instructed journalists to avoid "publishing any potentially
incriminating photos or video footage" because they "can be used as evidence in court."

Essentially, Antifa wants the media to cover up their violence to avoid prosecution.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-zZDc-XsAAHgJV.jpg

Julio Rosas

 Verified account

@Julio_Rosas11

These are the rules for members of the press in order to go inside the #AllOutDC rally, which is the antifa

side.

One that suck out: "Please avoid publishing any potentially incriminating photos or video footage..."

Additionally, Antifa organizers restricted media from entering certain protest areas, and demanded media members
obtain explicit consent from protesters before photographing or videoing.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/antifa-press-guidelines-dc-rally
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Antifa Battling Police, Attacking MAGA Hats In D.C., And It's All Being Caught On Camera

The mask is off. Maybe not physically, but they're exposed. Now everyone can see what they are.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19713202/1200x600.jpg

It's not just Portland, anymore. (It never was, but you get the point.) Antifa, the group that purports to oppose

"fascism" but mainly just gets mad about various woke issues of the day, has been bigger in the news since

attacking independent journalist Andy Ngo on camera last week.

Despite the gross attempts by a lot of lefties to turn the negative reaction back on Ngo, it turned out even the media
couldn't avoid reporting on Antifa's violence. Even the police chief had to answer up, (though not very well).

In D.C. on Saturday, the picture became even more clear, as Antifa staged a counter-protest to the so-called
"Demand Free Speech Rally" with the "Proud Boys" that featured far-right figures such as Laura Loomer, Milo
Yiannopoulos, Gavin McInnes, and others. The Antifa counter-protest is billed as "#AllOutDC", and they handed out
preposterous "guidelines" for how the press would be allowed to cover them, and you have to click here and read it to
believe it.

The two protest events began in separate locations, separated and cordoned by police, but eventually Antifa must
have decided they weren't generating enough attention, despite greatly outnumbering the protest they were counter-
protesting, and so they left their area and headed over for confrontations. Which they got. Starting with the police.
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protesting, and so they left their area and headed over for confrontations. Which they got. Starting with the police.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/BenjAlvarez1/status/1147547121085816832

Benjamin Alverez

A group of masked Antifas has left the counter-protest rally area and is moving towards the

#DefendFreeSpeech rally.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

Benjamin Alvarez

Antifa protesters tried to break through the police cordon at 12th Street with Pennsylvania Ave. Quick

response by @DCPoliceDept. #DemandFreeSpeech

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147546502878912512

Naturally, there was vandalism in addition to their attacks on law enforcement.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/thewillwitt/status/1147562397244231680

Will Witt 

@thewillwitt

BREAKING: I’m with Antifa destroying the streets of DC and police pushing back against them. Retweet

and show who the true fascists are!

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/thewillwitt/status/1147563698451599365

Will Witt 

@thewillwitt

#antifa causing even more destruction. Why would they destroy their own city?

And of course the inevitable raging against MAGA hats.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147544976584314881

Julio Rosas  Verified account

@Julio_Rosas11

Antifa attacks guy in a MAGA hat by trying to take his camera and throwing a water bottle at him. #AllOutDC

By the way, they attacked another Asian-American...

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW)

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147550457679831040

Julio Rosas

✔ @Julio_Rosas11

Scuffle breaks out after an antifa member steals a MAGA hat from a Asian Trump supporter. #AllOutDC

AND another journalist. Guess old habits die hard.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW)
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https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147547028559450115

Julio Rosas  Verified account

@Julio_Rosas11

Right before I took this video, one of the antifa member slapped my phone out of my hand as they go out

into the street.

At the time of this posting, although the protest they are counter-protesting ended some time ago, Antifa is still
marauding in the streets.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147582040730157056

Julio Rosas

✔ @Julio_Rosas11

Even though the #DemandFreeSpeech rally ended awhile ago, antifa are now heckling police.

One BLM person asked an African American officer if the white officer was his master.#AllOutDC

This story may be updated with additional information.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/antifa-police-dc-protest-violence
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Antifa Battling Police, Attacking MAGA Hats In D.C., And It's All Being Caught On Camera

The mask is off. Maybe not physically, but they're exposed. Now everyone can see what they are.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19713202/1200x600.jpg

It's not just Portland, anymore. (It never was, but you get the point.) Antifa, the group that purports to oppose

"fascism" but mainly just gets mad about various woke issues of the day, has been bigger in the news since

attacking independent journalist Andy Ngo on camera last week.

Despite the gross attempts by a lot of lefties to turn the negative reaction back on Ngo, it turned out even the media
couldn't avoid reporting on Antifa's violence. Even the police chief had to answer up, (though not very well).

In D.C. on Saturday, the picture became even more clear, as Antifa staged a counter-protest to the so-called
"Demand Free Speech Rally" with the "Proud Boys" that featured far-right figures such as Laura Loomer, Milo
Yiannopoulos, Gavin McInnes, and others. The Antifa counter-protest is billed as "#AllOutDC", and they handed out
preposterous "guidelines" for how the press would be allowed to cover them, and you have to click here and read it to
believe it.

The two protest events began in separate locations, separated and cordoned by police, but eventually Antifa must
have decided they weren't generating enough attention, despite greatly outnumbering the protest they were counter-
protesting, and so they left their area and headed over for confrontations. Which they got. Starting with the police.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/BenjAlvarez1/status/1147547121085816832

Benjamin Alverez

A group of masked Antifas has left the counter-protest rally area and is moving towards the
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A group of masked Antifas has left the counter-protest rally area and is moving towards the

#DefendFreeSpeech rally.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

Benjamin Alvarez

Antifa protesters tried to break through the police cordon at 12th Street with Pennsylvania Ave. Quick

response by @DCPoliceDept. #DemandFreeSpeech

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147546502878912512

Naturally, there was vandalism in addition to their attacks on law enforcement.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/thewillwitt/status/1147562397244231680

Will Witt 

@thewillwitt

BREAKING: I’m with Antifa destroying the streets of DC and police pushing back against them. Retweet

and show who the true fascists are!

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/thewillwitt/status/1147563698451599365

Will Witt 

@thewillwitt

#antifa causing even more destruction. Why would they destroy their own city?

And of course the inevitable raging against MAGA hats.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147544976584314881

Julio Rosas  Verified account

@Julio_Rosas11

Antifa attacks guy in a MAGA hat by trying to take his camera and throwing a water bottle at him. #AllOutDC

By the way, they attacked another Asian-American...

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW)

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147550457679831040

Julio Rosas

✔ @Julio_Rosas11

Scuffle breaks out after an antifa member steals a MAGA hat from a Asian Trump supporter. #AllOutDC

AND another journalist. Guess old habits die hard.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW)

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147547028559450115

Julio Rosas  Verified account

@Julio_Rosas11

Right before I took this video, one of the antifa member slapped my phone out of my hand as they go out

into the street.
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At the time of this posting, although the protest they are counter-protesting ended some time ago, Antifa is still
marauding in the streets.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1147582040730157056

Julio Rosas

✔ @Julio_Rosas11

Even though the #DemandFreeSpeech rally ended awhile ago, antifa are now heckling police.

One BLM person asked an African American officer if the white officer was his master.#AllOutDC

This story may be updated with additional information.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/antifa-police-dc-protest-violence
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Gold Star Mom Amanda Jacobs On Colin Kaepernick: “Colin Kaepernick Was Getting Paid $14

Million Dollars A Year To Throw A Ball. My Son Died For $14,000 A Year And He's Given More Than

Any Football Player, Any Athlete, Has Ever Given

https://assets.rbl.ms/19704172/origin.jpg

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1147281319719628800

Ryan Saavedra

 Verified account

@RealSaavedra

Gold Star mom Amanda Jacobs on Colin Kaepernick: “Colin Kaepernick was getting paid $14 million

dollars a year to throw a ball. My son died for $14,000 a year and he's given more than any football player,

any athlete, has ever given”

Breitbart News

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1147281319719628800
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local event said we needed to “overcome our negative feelings” regarding pedophilia.

The speech was given at a TEDx event at the University of Würzburg in Germany, the Daily Dot reported.

During the May 5 talk, medical student Mirjam Heine said that “pedophilia is an unchangeable sexual orientation.”

“No one can choose to be a pedophile. No one can cease being one,” Heine said. “The difference between pedophilia
and other sexual orientations is that living out this sexual orientation will end in a disaster.”

You don’t say.

Here is the full talk; we must warn you that it contains disturbing material. Reader discretion is advised.
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Heine made it clear she wasn’t promoting abuse — which is a low bar to clear, but at least there was that. However, she insisted
we needed to stop feeling so negatively about people who are sexually attracted to children.

“Just like pedophiles, we are not responsible for our feelings,” she said. “We do not choose them … but it is our
responsibility to … overcome our negative feelings about pedophiles and to treat them with the same respect we
treat other people with.”

Yes, seriously.

While the event was organized by TED, the foundation didn’t pick the speaker and it isn’t the usual TED event most people are
familiar with.

However, the foundation made it clear it wasn’t particularly happy with the talk, announcing that it was under review.

“An independently organized TEDx event recently posted, and subsequently removed, a talk from the TEDx
YouTube channel that the event organizer titled: ‘Why our perception of pedophilia has to change,'” a statement from
the group released on June 19 read.

“After reviewing the talk, we believe it cites research in ways that are open to serious misinterpretation. This led
some viewers to interpret the talk as an argument in favor of an illegal and harmful practice. TED would like to make
clear that it does not promote pedophilia.

“In the TEDx talk, a speaker described pedophilia as a condition some people are born with, and suggested that if we
recognize it as such, we can do more to prevent those people from acting on their instincts and harming children.
This field of science is developing, and the definition of the condition is just one of many points that are in debate
across the global scientific community (and even in standard reference works).”

The idea that pedophiles are “born this way” is a deeply problematic thing if just because, far from offering prevention, what it
actually does is help normalize a deep, dangerous sickness in the name of political correctness and toleration.

“Anyone could be born a pedophile,” Heine says.

Neither she nor science offers any definitive answers in this department. She also offers no definitive evidence that this would help
prevent children from being molested.

Common sense seems to differ: To the extent that we pretend pedophilia is a kind of sexual orientation, we actually make the task
of prevention more difficult. After all, if you’re born as a pedophile, why bother getting help? You can’t change it and if this is what
nature made you, why should you? Nobody says this about other sexual orientations, after all.

According to the TED statement, Heine apparently asked to have the talk removed over concerns for her safety and TED is
aggressively pursuing those who repost it online. While I understand the reasoning behind both, I think it should be left up.

Heine certainly isn’t the only individual who’s sought to normalize pedophilia. It’s not a common opinion, but it’s a line of thinking
that’s certainly out there. Given that, I think Heine’s speech it’s worth seeing.

It may be rebarbative, but it’s something we need to be aware of before it’s too late.

There’s no reason for us to “overcome our negative feelings about pedophiles.” Indeed, those “negative

feelings” are exactly what helps keep our children safe by ensuring society treats child molesters with the

scorn they deserve.

( LINK BELOW )
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local event said we needed to “overcome our negative feelings” regarding pedophilia.

The speech was given at a TEDx event at the University of Würzburg in Germany, the Daily Dot reported.

During the May 5 talk, medical student Mirjam Heine said that “pedophilia is an unchangeable sexual orientation.”

“No one can choose to be a pedophile. No one can cease being one,” Heine said. “The difference between pedophilia
and other sexual orientations is that living out this sexual orientation will end in a disaster.”

You don’t say.

Here is the full talk; we must warn you that it contains disturbing material. Reader discretion is advised.

Heine made it clear she wasn’t promoting abuse — which is a low bar to clear, but at least there was that. However, she insisted
we needed to stop feeling so negatively about people who are sexually attracted to children.

“Just like pedophiles, we are not responsible for our feelings,” she said. “We do not choose them … but it is our
responsibility to … overcome our negative feelings about pedophiles and to treat them with the same respect we
treat other people with.”

Yes, seriously.

While the event was organized by TED, the foundation didn’t pick the speaker and it isn’t the usual TED event most people are
familiar with.

However, the foundation made it clear it wasn’t particularly happy with the talk, announcing that it was under review.

“An independently organized TEDx event recently posted, and subsequently removed, a talk from the TEDx
YouTube channel that the event organizer titled: ‘Why our perception of pedophilia has to change,'” a statement from
the group released on June 19 read.

“After reviewing the talk, we believe it cites research in ways that are open to serious misinterpretation. This led
some viewers to interpret the talk as an argument in favor of an illegal and harmful practice. TED would like to make
clear that it does not promote pedophilia.

“In the TEDx talk, a speaker described pedophilia as a condition some people are born with, and suggested that if we
recognize it as such, we can do more to prevent those people from acting on their instincts and harming children.
This field of science is developing, and the definition of the condition is just one of many points that are in debate
across the global scientific community (and even in standard reference works).”

The idea that pedophiles are “born this way” is a deeply problematic thing if just because, far from offering prevention, what it
actually does is help normalize a deep, dangerous sickness in the name of political correctness and toleration.

“Anyone could be born a pedophile,” Heine says.

Neither she nor science offers any definitive answers in this department. She also offers no definitive evidence that this would help
prevent children from being molested.

Common sense seems to differ: To the extent that we pretend pedophilia is a kind of sexual orientation, we actually make the task
of prevention more difficult. After all, if you’re born as a pedophile, why bother getting help? You can’t change it and if this is what
nature made you, why should you? Nobody says this about other sexual orientations, after all.

According to the TED statement, Heine apparently asked to have the talk removed over concerns for her safety and TED is
aggressively pursuing those who repost it online. While I understand the reasoning behind both, I think it should be left up.

Heine certainly isn’t the only individual who’s sought to normalize pedophilia. It’s not a common opinion, but it’s a line of thinking
that’s certainly out there. Given that, I think Heine’s speech it’s worth seeing.

It may be rebarbative, but it’s something we need to be aware of before it’s too late.

There’s no reason for us to “overcome our negative feelings about pedophiles.” Indeed, those “negative

feelings” are exactly what helps keep our children safe by ensuring society treats child molesters with the

scorn they deserve.
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It sounds like a joke, although sadly it’s not: The nonprofit group TED is apologizing after a speaker at a

local event said we needed to “overcome our negative feelings” regarding pedophilia.

The speech was given at a TEDx event at the University of Würzburg in Germany, the Daily Dot reported.

During the May 5 talk, medical student Mirjam Heine said that “pedophilia is an unchangeable sexual orientation.”

“No one can choose to be a pedophile. No one can cease being one,” Heine said. “The difference between pedophilia
and other sexual orientations is that living out this sexual orientation will end in a disaster.”

You don’t say.

Here is the full talk; we must warn you that it contains disturbing material. Reader discretion is advised.

Heine made it clear she wasn’t promoting abuse — which is a low bar to clear, but at least there was that. However, she insisted
we needed to stop feeling so negatively about people who are sexually attracted to children.

“Just like pedophiles, we are not responsible for our feelings,” she said. “We do not choose them … but it is our
responsibility to … overcome our negative feelings about pedophiles and to treat them with the same respect we
treat other people with.”

Yes, seriously.

While the event was organized by TED, the foundation didn’t pick the speaker and it isn’t the usual TED event most people are
familiar with.

However, the foundation made it clear it wasn’t particularly happy with the talk, announcing that it was under review.

“An independently organized TEDx event recently posted, and subsequently removed, a talk from the TEDx
YouTube channel that the event organizer titled: ‘Why our perception of pedophilia has to change,'” a statement from
the group released on June 19 read.

“After reviewing the talk, we believe it cites research in ways that are open to serious misinterpretation. This led
some viewers to interpret the talk as an argument in favor of an illegal and harmful practice. TED would like to make
clear that it does not promote pedophilia.

“In the TEDx talk, a speaker described pedophilia as a condition some people are born with, and suggested that if we
recognize it as such, we can do more to prevent those people from acting on their instincts and harming children.
This field of science is developing, and the definition of the condition is just one of many points that are in debate
across the global scientific community (and even in standard reference works).”

The idea that pedophiles are “born this way” is a deeply problematic thing if just because, far from offering prevention, what it
actually does is help normalize a deep, dangerous sickness in the name of political correctness and toleration.

“Anyone could be born a pedophile,” Heine says.

Neither she nor science offers any definitive answers in this department. She also offers no definitive evidence that this would help
prevent children from being molested.

Common sense seems to differ: To the extent that we pretend pedophilia is a kind of sexual orientation, we actually make the task
of prevention more difficult. After all, if you’re born as a pedophile, why bother getting help? You can’t change it and if this is what
nature made you, why should you? Nobody says this about other sexual orientations, after all.

According to the TED statement, Heine apparently asked to have the talk removed over concerns for her safety and TED is
aggressively pursuing those who repost it online. While I understand the reasoning behind both, I think it should be left up.

Heine certainly isn’t the only individual who’s sought to normalize pedophilia. It’s not a common opinion, but it’s a line of thinking
that’s certainly out there. Given that, I think Heine’s speech it’s worth seeing.

It may be rebarbative, but it’s something we need to be aware of before it’s too late.

There’s no reason for us to “overcome our negative feelings about pedophiles.” Indeed, those “negative

feelings” are exactly what helps keep our children safe by ensuring society treats child molesters with the
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feelings” are exactly what helps keep our children safe by ensuring society treats child molesters with the

scorn they deserve.
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It sounds like a joke, although sadly it’s not: The nonprofit group TED is apologizing after a speaker at a

local event said we needed to “overcome our negative feelings” regarding pedophilia.

The speech was given at a TEDx event at the University of Würzburg in Germany, the Daily Dot reported.

During the May 5 talk, medical student Mirjam Heine said that “pedophilia is an unchangeable sexual orientation.”

“No one can choose to be a pedophile. No one can cease being one,” Heine said. “The difference between pedophilia
and other sexual orientations is that living out this sexual orientation will end in a disaster.”

You don’t say.

Here is the full talk; we must warn you that it contains disturbing material. Reader discretion is advised.

Heine made it clear she wasn’t promoting abuse — which is a low bar to clear, but at least there was that. However, she insisted
we needed to stop feeling so negatively about people who are sexually attracted to children.

“Just like pedophiles, we are not responsible for our feelings,” she said. “We do not choose them … but it is our
responsibility to … overcome our negative feelings about pedophiles and to treat them with the same respect we
treat other people with.”

Yes, seriously.

While the event was organized by TED, the foundation didn’t pick the speaker and it isn’t the usual TED event most people are
familiar with.

However, the foundation made it clear it wasn’t particularly happy with the talk, announcing that it was under review.

“An independently organized TEDx event recently posted, and subsequently removed, a talk from the TEDx
YouTube channel that the event organizer titled: ‘Why our perception of pedophilia has to change,'” a statement from
the group released on June 19 read.

“After reviewing the talk, we believe it cites research in ways that are open to serious misinterpretation. This led
some viewers to interpret the talk as an argument in favor of an illegal and harmful practice. TED would like to make
clear that it does not promote pedophilia.

“In the TEDx talk, a speaker described pedophilia as a condition some people are born with, and suggested that if we
recognize it as such, we can do more to prevent those people from acting on their instincts and harming children.
This field of science is developing, and the definition of the condition is just one of many points that are in debate
across the global scientific community (and even in standard reference works).”

The idea that pedophiles are “born this way” is a deeply problematic thing if just because, far from offering prevention, what it
actually does is help normalize a deep, dangerous sickness in the name of political correctness and toleration.

“Anyone could be born a pedophile,” Heine says.

Neither she nor science offers any definitive answers in this department. She also offers no definitive evidence that this would help
prevent children from being molested.

Common sense seems to differ: To the extent that we pretend pedophilia is a kind of sexual orientation, we actually make the task
of prevention more difficult. After all, if you’re born as a pedophile, why bother getting help? You can’t change it and if this is what
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of prevention more difficult. After all, if you’re born as a pedophile, why bother getting help? You can’t change it and if this is what
nature made you, why should you? Nobody says this about other sexual orientations, after all.

According to the TED statement, Heine apparently asked to have the talk removed over concerns for her safety and TED is
aggressively pursuing those who repost it online. While I understand the reasoning behind both, I think it should be left up.

Heine certainly isn’t the only individual who’s sought to normalize pedophilia. It’s not a common opinion, but it’s a line of thinking
that’s certainly out there. Given that, I think Heine’s speech it’s worth seeing.

It may be rebarbative, but it’s something we need to be aware of before it’s too late.

There’s no reason for us to “overcome our negative feelings about pedophiles.” Indeed, those “negative

feelings” are exactly what helps keep our children safe by ensuring society treats child molesters with the

scorn they deserve.
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WTF MSM!? is a newsletter that puts a dose of sunlight on the mainstream media and exposes how the

media twist facts, selectively report, and outright lie to advance their left-wing agenda. You can signup for

the WTF MSM!?

Pitiful in every sense of the word …

On Thursday, President Donald Trump celebrated America with a rousing nonpartisan speech in Washington, D.C. Before the
speech even happened, the leftist media went out of its way to spin it negatively. Then after all of its collective scaremongering
was disproven, CNN leaned forward into crazytown with its reaction to the speech.

NewsBusters managing editor Curtis Houck sifted through the nearly half-hour of television to highlight the "worst parts." The
"Situation Room" panel included guest host Brianna Keilar, Obama administration official Adm. John Kirby, CNN's Ryan Lizza,
April Ryan, and more.

Every last one of them put on a master clinic of Trump Derangement Syndrome:

Keilar first gloated that "when you compare [the military] to say his approval ratings, which, I mean, there is a huge chasm
between the two" and was followed up by former Obama administration official and retired Rear Admiral John Kirby.

Kirby blasted Trump's harmless speech as "fairly eighth grade history" that "appropriat[ed]...military virtue for his own personal
gain, so he's wrapping himself around the flag and around these troops and these aircraft."

CNN aired the rest of the speech, but afterward, the floodgates of stupid shattered into a million pieces. Kirby led by asserting that
he's "troubled about the militaristic tone of the whole thing" that was "fairly sepia toned, and saccharine in its depth and context"
lacking anything "about where the country should be going, what we should be working on."

It was a pathetic, sad display that fits in with the left's new mantra that America isn't great. These folks want Trump to fail because
they want a failing America so that people will clamor for their destructive policies.

On Independence Day, Trump played them like a fiddle.

More media Independence Day meltdowns …

Trump crowds were so big and impressive that people were calling pictures Photoshopped

Trump's 'Salute to America' sparks heated debate over militarization of the Fourth of July

Biden trashes Trump on Fourth of July: Celebration in DC was 'to stroke his ego'
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Biden trashes Trump on Fourth of July: Celebration in DC was 'to stroke his ego'

Hollywood's 'Salute to America' meltdown: 'Apologies to the rest of the world'

CNN cuts to commercial during Trump's July Fourth speech

CNN's Mudd on Trump 'Salute to America' speech: At a professional level I hated it — at a personal level I hated it more

'So edgy'! Teen Vogue marks Independence Day by reminding us that 'racism and patriotism go hand in hand'

Links …

Joss Whedon tweets Trump is a 'racist, fascist president who's using armed thugs in law enforcement & illegal militias to
keep us cowed & hopeless ...'

8 times the media said there was no crisis at the southern border

CNN analyst jumps to the defense of anti-Semitic congressional candidate

Slate writer calls out Kamala Harris for 'cynical stunt' in trashing Biden but actually agreeing with him

'The definition of gaslighting': NRO's Kyle Smith busts AP for 'heroic job' helping Kamala Harris clean up her busing mess

'Fake news at its FAKEST': Brit Hume shares INFURIATING thread of 'sinister' forgeries lefties are pushing to discredit
Andy Ngo

(LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/wtf-msm-cnn-completely-embarrasses-itself-with-reaction-to-trumps-patriotic-address
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WTF MSM!? CNN Completely Embarrasses Itself With Reaction To President Trump's Patriotic Address  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2019-07-05 19:35:21, 16 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-0 )
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WTF MSM!? CNN Completely Embarrasses Itself With Reaction To President Trump’s Patriotic

Address

A masterclass in Trump Derangement Syndrome
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WTF MSM!? is a newsletter that puts a dose of sunlight on the mainstream media and exposes how the

media twist facts, selectively report, and outright lie to advance their left-wing agenda. You can signup for

the WTF MSM!?

Pitiful in every sense of the word …

On Thursday, President Donald Trump celebrated America with a rousing nonpartisan speech in Washington, D.C. Before the
speech even happened, the leftist media went out of its way to spin it negatively. Then after all of its collective scaremongering
was disproven, CNN leaned forward into crazytown with its reaction to the speech.

NewsBusters managing editor Curtis Houck sifted through the nearly half-hour of television to highlight the "worst parts." The
"Situation Room" panel included guest host Brianna Keilar, Obama administration official Adm. John Kirby, CNN's Ryan Lizza,
April Ryan, and more.

Every last one of them put on a master clinic of Trump Derangement Syndrome:

Keilar first gloated that "when you compare [the military] to say his approval ratings, which, I mean, there is a huge chasm
between the two" and was followed up by former Obama administration official and retired Rear Admiral John Kirby.

Kirby blasted Trump's harmless speech as "fairly eighth grade history" that "appropriat[ed]...military virtue for his own personal
gain, so he's wrapping himself around the flag and around these troops and these aircraft."

CNN aired the rest of the speech, but afterward, the floodgates of stupid shattered into a million pieces. Kirby led by asserting that
he's "troubled about the militaristic tone of the whole thing" that was "fairly sepia toned, and saccharine in its depth and context"
lacking anything "about where the country should be going, what we should be working on."

It was a pathetic, sad display that fits in with the left's new mantra that America isn't great. These folks want Trump to fail because
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It was a pathetic, sad display that fits in with the left's new mantra that America isn't great. These folks want Trump to fail because
they want a failing America so that people will clamor for their destructive policies.

On Independence Day, Trump played them like a fiddle.

More media Independence Day meltdowns …

Trump crowds were so big and impressive that people were calling pictures Photoshopped

Trump's 'Salute to America' sparks heated debate over militarization of the Fourth of July

Biden trashes Trump on Fourth of July: Celebration in DC was 'to stroke his ego'

Hollywood's 'Salute to America' meltdown: 'Apologies to the rest of the world'

CNN cuts to commercial during Trump's July Fourth speech

CNN's Mudd on Trump 'Salute to America' speech: At a professional level I hated it — at a personal level I hated it more

'So edgy'! Teen Vogue marks Independence Day by reminding us that 'racism and patriotism go hand in hand'

Links …

Joss Whedon tweets Trump is a 'racist, fascist president who's using armed thugs in law enforcement & illegal militias to
keep us cowed & hopeless ...'

8 times the media said there was no crisis at the southern border

CNN analyst jumps to the defense of anti-Semitic congressional candidate

Slate writer calls out Kamala Harris for 'cynical stunt' in trashing Biden but actually agreeing with him

'The definition of gaslighting': NRO's Kyle Smith busts AP for 'heroic job' helping Kamala Harris clean up her busing mess

'Fake news at its FAKEST': Brit Hume shares INFURIATING thread of 'sinister' forgeries lefties are pushing to discredit
Andy Ngo

(LINK BELOW )
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Even The Mainstream Media & The Democrats Must Admit Trump's 4th of July Independence Day

National Mall Celebration Was Yuge & Awesomely Patriotic

BY THE SIZE OF THE CROWD AT THE 4th of JULY INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION

AT THE NATIONAL MALL IN WASHINGTON D.C. PROVES IT WAS A YUGE GREAT SUCCESS

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-q-vCoXsAAzIlA.jpg

BELOW IN THIS CBS NEWS CLIP YOU CAN SEE THE FIREWORKS SHOW WAS ABSOLUTELY MAGNIFICENT

I JUST WANT TO THANK PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP FOR HAVING THE FOR SIGHT

TO SEE THAT AMERICA NEEDED A GREAT CELEBRATION OF OUR GREAT MILITARY

AND A DAY OF CELEBRATING OUR INDEPENDENCE DAY BIRTHDAY FROM EUROPEAN RULE

SINCE THAT DAY AMERICA BECAME IT'S OWN SOVEREIGN NATION AND GREAT THINGS HAVE HAPPENED

AND TODAY WE ARE ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST COUNTRY IN THE WHOLE WORLD.

( video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1146982104527507456

CBS News

 Verified account

@CBSNews

STUNNING: Fireworks filled the sky above the National Mall in Washington, D.C. on Independence Day. �

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-rjNh1XoAAmnmN.jpg

AT THE END OF THE DAY PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP'S 4th of JULY NATIONAL MALL

CELEBRATION WAS A MARVELOUSLY YUGE SUCCESS. / WITH SO MANY PATRIOTS THERE

PRESENT TO ENJOY THE AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION WITH THEIR PRESIDENT.

IT TRULY IS ASHAMED THAT THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA HAD SO MUCH MEDIA BIAS AGAINST

THE PRESIDENT THAT THEY SHOWED THEIR DEMOCRAT TRUE COLORS BY NOT SHOWING

THIS AMAZING PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S

INDEPENDENCE DAY EVENT. DEMOCRATS MADE UP EXCUSES WHY THEY DIDN'T

WANT TRUMP TO HAVE A CHANCE TO TURN THE DAY INTO A CAMPAIGN RALLY

WHEN THEY ARE STILL REALLY TRYING TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT TRUMP FOR DECIMATING

HILLARY CLINTON IN THE 2016 GENERAL ELECTION SINCE SHE WAS A SHITTY CANDIDATE.

THANK YOU PATRIOTS FOR SHARING THIS DAY WITH PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Even The Mainstream Media & The Democrats Must Admit Trump's 4th of July Independence Day

National Mall Celebration Was Yuge & Awesomely Patriotic
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AT THE NATIONAL MALL IN WASHINGTON D.C. PROVES IT WAS A YUGE GREAT SUCCESS
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AND A DAY OF CELEBRATING OUR INDEPENDENCE DAY BIRTHDAY FROM EUROPEAN RULE

SINCE THAT DAY AMERICA BECAME IT'S OWN SOVEREIGN NATION AND GREAT THINGS HAVE HAPPENED

AND TODAY WE ARE ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST COUNTRY IN THE WHOLE WORLD.

( video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1146982104527507456
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@CBSNews

STUNNING: Fireworks filled the sky above the National Mall in Washington, D.C. on Independence Day. �
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CELEBRATION WAS A MARVELOUSLY YUGE SUCCESS. / WITH SO MANY PATRIOTS THERE

PRESENT TO ENJOY THE AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION WITH THEIR PRESIDENT.

IT TRULY IS ASHAMED THAT THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA HAD SO MUCH MEDIA BIAS AGAINST

THE PRESIDENT THAT THEY SHOWED THEIR DEMOCRAT TRUE COLORS BY NOT SHOWING

THIS AMAZING PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S

INDEPENDENCE DAY EVENT. DEMOCRATS MADE UP EXCUSES WHY THEY DIDN'T

WANT TRUMP TO HAVE A CHANCE TO TURN THE DAY INTO A CAMPAIGN RALLY

WHEN THEY ARE STILL REALLY TRYING TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT TRUMP FOR DECIMATING

HILLARY CLINTON IN THE 2016 GENERAL ELECTION SINCE SHE WAS A SHITTY CANDIDATE.

THANK YOU PATRIOTS FOR SHARING THIS DAY WITH PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS
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All The Blacks On TV Crying About The Betsy Ross Flag Is Racist, But It Is All Propaganda Bullshit

Because It Wasn't Racist 10 Years Ago At Hussein's Inauguration

THE PICTURE BELOW IS FROM BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA'S INAUGURATION DAY PHOTOS

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-mDDxPXkAEXLNZ.jpg

THERE ISN'T ONLY A BETSY ROSS FLAG HANGING THERE BUT THERE ARE TWO

BETSY ROSS FLAGS HANGING ON THE BACKGROUND WALL OF HUSSEIN'S 2008 INAUGURATION

THIS IS ABSOLUTE PROOF THAT THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS SO FULL OF SHIT

AND ALL THEY DO IS PUSH FAKE PROPAGANDA BULLSHIT LIES TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

DON'T TRUST ANYTHING THE DEMOCRAT PARTY CANDIDATES TELL YOU, THEY ARE LIARS

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/180/16aa2a7b-b9f3-4d28-975e-c26225e42bc2.png

THE DEMOCRATS KNOW THAT ILLEGALS WONT EVER GET FREE HEALTHCARE COVERAGE

BUT THEY ARE WILLING TO LIE TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE OVER AND OVER AGAIN

JUST TO TRY AND GAIN A COUPLE OF MORE VOTES AGAINST THEIR OPPONENTS

WWG1WGA
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Members of the Revolutionary Community Party burned an American flag outside of the White House on

Thursday shortly before President Donald Trump's "Salute to America" speech. They then threw the flag on

multiple Secret Serviced agents.

A veteran grabbed the half-burned flag and attempted to put it out, clearly upset at the Communists' gesture. Secret Service
eventually used a fire extinguisher to put out the fire.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/stevennelson10/status/1146897287995711488

teven Nelson  Verified account

@stevennelson10

Footage of White House flag burning ahead of Trump's #SaluteToAmerica

A man who identified himself as a veteran grabbed the burned flag #FourthofJuly

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-qYzuNWwAcPGKe.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-qYzuNXUAY3WfL.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-qYzuVXYAAnva5.jpg
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Marcus J. DiPaola

✔ @marcusdipaola

Replying to @marcusdipaola

Communists burn a flag in front of the White House, toss it on U.S. Secret Service Police, who recoils in

pain. Another USSS member comes in with a fire extinguisher and puts it out.

According to the Washington Examiner, flag-burning activist Gregory "Joey" Johnson and two others were arrested for the
stunt.

Johnson made a name for himself when he won a 1989 Supreme Court case that made flag-burning legal. He recently
received a $225,000 settlement from Cleveland, Ohio for being arrested for bringing a flag at the 2016 Republican
convention.

While Johnson was arrested, fellow Communists can be heard yelling, "It's legal to burn the flag!"

( video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/stevennelson10/status/1146895914537291777

Steven Nelson

✔ @stevennelson10

Joey Johnson was just arrested by the Secret Service after burning an American flag outside the White

House #FourthofJuly #SaluteToAmerica

Secret Service told the Examiner that two Secret Service "received minor injuries while attempting to make arrests" and
were taken to the hospital for treatment.

While the Community members are claiming Johnson and the two others were arrested for burning the flag, Secret Service
says that's not the case.

One faces a charge for "felony assault on a police officer and malicious burning" and the other "for obstructing a police
investigation and resisting arrest."

The third person that was originally arrested was released without charges because he was not a member of the group but
merely a bystander defending flag-burning.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/07/04/watch-communists-burn-american-flag-assault-secret-service-outside-white-
house-n2549555
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A veteran grabbed the half-burned flag and attempted to put it out, clearly upset at the Communists' gesture. Secret Service
eventually used a fire extinguisher to put out the fire.
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pain. Another USSS member comes in with a fire extinguisher and puts it out.

According to the Washington Examiner, flag-burning activist Gregory "Joey" Johnson and two others were arrested for the
stunt.

Johnson made a name for himself when he won a 1989 Supreme Court case that made flag-burning legal. He recently
received a $225,000 settlement from Cleveland, Ohio for being arrested for bringing a flag at the 2016 Republican
convention.

While Johnson was arrested, fellow Communists can be heard yelling, "It's legal to burn the flag!"

( video in the link below )
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Steven Nelson

✔ @stevennelson10

Joey Johnson was just arrested by the Secret Service after burning an American flag outside the White
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While the Community members are claiming Johnson and the two others were arrested for burning the flag, Secret Service
says that's not the case.

One faces a charge for "felony assault on a police officer and malicious burning" and the other "for obstructing a police
investigation and resisting arrest."

The third person that was originally arrested was released without charges because he was not a member of the group but
merely a bystander defending flag-burning.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/07/04/watch-communists-burn-american-flag-assault-secret-service-outside-white-
house-n2549555
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A small scuffle ensued with a pro-Communist group lit an American flag on fire in front of the White House

and a veteran Trump supporter confronted them over it.

The altercation happened just minutes before the Fourth of July celebration that President Donald Trump declared at the
national capital.

Video of the altercation was posted on social media [caution, some strong language]:

( video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/stevennelson10/status/1146897287995711488

Steven Nelson
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A man who identified himself as a veteran grabbed the burned flag #FourthofJuly

The man grabbed the American flag away from the communists and put out the flames. He wore a red shirt with the Trump
campaign motto,

"Make America Great Again."

In the video, he identifies himself as a military veteran.

The pro-communist New York City Revolution Club took credit for the demonstration on social media and accused the
Trump supporter of starting the confrontation.

"Today, the Revcoms burnt that rag for the people of the world today!" they quoted from a protester.

https://twitter.com/NYCRevClub/status/1146902123243855873

NYC Revolution Club 

@NYCRevClub

Police threw a veteran & member of the Revolution club on the ground after expressing his constitutional

right to burn a flag.

Thank HIM for his service to humanity!

#JULY4BURNFLAG

#TrumpParade

#July4th2019

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-qdZmCXoAI1G4R.jpg

The communist account also indicated that one of their members was arrested by Capitol police over the altercation.

Here's another video of the scuffle:

( video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/Julio_Rosas11/status/1146886733004517376

Julio Rosas

 Verified account

@Julio_Rosas11

Fight breaks out in front of the White House after the protest group burns the American flag

( LINK BELOW )
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Republican Congressman Dan Crenshaw Demolishes Argument That American Revolution Flag

Should Offend Anyone

Zero words minced

https://assets.rbl.ms/19642460/1200x600.jpg

Rep. Dan Crenshaw (R-Texas) addressed the ongoing controversy surrounding Nike's decision to remove

Betsy Ross flag sneakers from distribution.

What's a brief background?

The footwear company nixed plans to ship out the sneakers to stores after some people — including activist and former NFL
quarterback Colin Kaepernick — insisted that the Revolutionary War-era flag was offensive.

Such people found the shoes offensive because the flag was a throwback to a time when slavery was prevalent in the United
States.

Nike defended its actions and told CNBC that they did not want to "detract from the nation's patriotic holiday" and cause
controversy "based on concerns that it could unintentionally offend" people.

What did Crenshaw have to say?

In a Tuesday tweet, the Texas Republican said that people who were offended by the Betsy Ross flag might be better served in a
place that would carve out safe spaces for those offended.

He wrote, "If you're offended by a shoe celebrating the flag of the American Revolution, it's a good indication that you may be
better off living in a permanent safe space. Or Cuba."

Kaepernick, a former San Francisco 49ers quarterback, famously praised Cuba in 2016, and defended former dictator Fidel Castro.

During a 2016 interview, Kaepernick said, "One thing that Fidel Castro did do is they have the highest literacy rate because they
invest more in their education system than they do in their prison system — which we do not do here, even though we're fully
capable of doing that."

"We do break up families here," he added. "That's what mass incarceration is. That was the foundation of slavery, so
our country has been based on that as well as the genocide of Native Americans."

Crenshaw's tweet went viral after he posted it. At the time of this writing, it has received more than 132,000 likes.

Dan Crenshaw

 Verified account

@DanCrenshawTX

If you’re offended by a shoe celebrating the flag of the American Revolution, it’s a good indication that you

may be better off living in a permanent safe space.

Or Cuba.

( LINK BELOW )
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better off living in a permanent safe space. Or Cuba."

Kaepernick, a former San Francisco 49ers quarterback, famously praised Cuba in 2016, and defended former dictator Fidel Castro.

During a 2016 interview, Kaepernick said, "One thing that Fidel Castro did do is they have the highest literacy rate because they
invest more in their education system than they do in their prison system — which we do not do here, even though we're fully
capable of doing that."

"We do break up families here," he added. "That's what mass incarceration is. That was the foundation of slavery, so
our country has been based on that as well as the genocide of Native Americans."

Crenshaw's tweet went viral after he posted it. At the time of this writing, it has received more than 132,000 likes.

Dan Crenshaw
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@DanCrenshawTX
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Border Patrol Agents Put Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez To Shame With Video Tour After She Insists

Detainees Are Drinking From Toilets

Called her out

https://assets.rbl.ms/19642169/1200x600.jpg

Arizona Border Patrol shared a video tour of their facility this week, directly refuting claims about the

conditions in the facility made by Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y).

Last week, the New York lawmaker toured facilities at the U.S. southern border, blasting them for allegedly being inhumane and
unsanitary.

What are the details?

The Arizona Border Patrol posted the video Wednesday and captioned it, "Here is a look at the inside of a #BorderPatrol
processing center with Chief Patrol Agent of #TucsonSector Roy Villareal."

In the video, Villareal can be seen showing well-stocked supply closets, filled with medical supplies, clothing, and personal
hygiene supplies. A supply cart full of food, baby formula, and blankets can also be seen.

Villareal could also be seen drinking water from a water supply in a holding cell.

( video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/CBPArizona/status/1146586463942791168

CBP Arizona

 Verified account

@CBPArizona

Here is a look at the inside of a #BorderPatrol processing center with Chief Patrol Agent of #TucsonSector

Roy Villareal @CBP

What else?

According to the Daily Caller, Villareal said that his intent in sharing the video was "to dispel some of the misinformation that's out
there" and to prove that the centers aren't nearly what they're being reported as.

In extremely heated remarks, Ocasio-Cortez said that she witnessed horrible treatment during her visits to the detention centers.

She alleged that young children did not have access to clean diapers, and insisted that many detainees also reportedly went
without ample access to clean water or food — even claiming that some were told to drink from the toilet. The freshman lawmaker
also referred to the facilities as "concentration camps," a term that did not go over well with those lawmakers on either side of the
aisle.

During an Instagram streaming session, Ocasio-Cortez said, "he United States is running concentration camps on our southern
border, and that is exactly what they are. They are concentration camps."

She added, "The fact that concentration camps are now an institutionalized practice in the 'Home of the Free' is extraordinarily
disturbing and we need to do something about it."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/border-patrol-agents-put-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-to-shame-with-video-tour-after-she-insists-
detainees-are-drinking-from-toilets
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Border Patrol Agents Put Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez To Shame With Video Tour After She Insists

Detainees Are Drinking From Toilets

Called her out

https://assets.rbl.ms/19642169/1200x600.jpg

Arizona Border Patrol shared a video tour of their facility this week, directly refuting claims about the

conditions in the facility made by Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y).

Last week, the New York lawmaker toured facilities at the U.S. southern border, blasting them for allegedly being inhumane and
unsanitary.

What are the details?

The Arizona Border Patrol posted the video Wednesday and captioned it, "Here is a look at the inside of a #BorderPatrol
processing center with Chief Patrol Agent of #TucsonSector Roy Villareal."

In the video, Villareal can be seen showing well-stocked supply closets, filled with medical supplies, clothing, and personal
hygiene supplies. A supply cart full of food, baby formula, and blankets can also be seen.

Villareal could also be seen drinking water from a water supply in a holding cell.

( video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/CBPArizona/status/1146586463942791168

CBP Arizona

 Verified account

@CBPArizona

Here is a look at the inside of a #BorderPatrol processing center with Chief Patrol Agent of #TucsonSector

Roy Villareal @CBP

What else?

According to the Daily Caller, Villareal said that his intent in sharing the video was "to dispel some of the misinformation that's out
there" and to prove that the centers aren't nearly what they're being reported as.

In extremely heated remarks, Ocasio-Cortez said that she witnessed horrible treatment during her visits to the detention centers.

She alleged that young children did not have access to clean diapers, and insisted that many detainees also reportedly went
without ample access to clean water or food — even claiming that some were told to drink from the toilet. The freshman lawmaker
also referred to the facilities as "concentration camps," a term that did not go over well with those lawmakers on either side of the
aisle.

During an Instagram streaming session, Ocasio-Cortez said, "he United States is running concentration camps on our southern
border, and that is exactly what they are. They are concentration camps."

She added, "The fact that concentration camps are now an institutionalized practice in the 'Home of the Free' is extraordinarily
disturbing and we need to do something about it."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/border-patrol-agents-put-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-to-shame-with-video-tour-after-she-insists-
detainees-are-drinking-from-toilets
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MOST AMERICANS VIEW GEORGE WASHINGTON AS A FEARLESS GENERAL, STATESMAN, PATRIOT, OUR FIRST
PRESIDENT, A HERO, A VISIONARY, ETC.... / LIBERALS VIEW: A SLAVE OWNER

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg070419dAPR20190703024506.jpg

THE DEMOCRATS ARE NO LONGER PETITIONING OR WORKING FOR THEIR CONSTITUENTS

BY DEMANDING FAR OVER THE LEFT POLICIES THAT THEY ARE PUSHING ONTO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

WILL NOT HAVE ANY GOOD EFFECTS ON THE LIVES OF THE AMERICAN CITIZENS IN THE USA

THESE GLOBALIST POLICIES ARE DESIGNED TO DESTROY AMERICAS SOVEREIGNTY

SO THAT THE GLOBALIST ELITES CAN USHER IN THEIR SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER

BUT THE DEMOCRATS AND THEIR LIBERAL CONSTITUENTS DON'T REALIZE THE TRUTH THOUGH

THE SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER THAT THE DEMOCRATS HAVE BEEN PUSHING TO USHER IN

HAVE PLANS TO MAKE EVERY WORLD CITIZEN A SLAVE FOR THE ELITE SATANIC NWO CONTROLLERS

THE DEMOCRATS ATTACK ANY SLAVE OWNER BUT YET THEY ARE PUSHING FOR THE ULTIMATE ENSLAVEMENT

OF NOT ONLY AMERICAN CITIZENS BUT EVERY HUMAN ON EARTH TO BECOME A SLAVE FOR THE NWO

TO DOMINATE EVERY WORLD CITIZEN THAT WILL BE GIVEN A NUMBER AND THAT PERSON

WILL BE WORTH A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF ACTUAL HOURS IN LABOR WORTH TO THE ELITES

THERE WILL BE NO REFUSING TO WORK OR YOU WILL BE DEEMED WORTHLESS AND EXPOSED

WHAT THE DEMOCRATS HAVE BEEN PUSHING FOR THIS SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER ISN'T WHAT

THEY HAVE BEEN TOLD IT WILL BE LIKE WHEN THEY WERE FIRST BOUGHT OFF BY THE GLOBALIST ELITE

WHEN THEY WERE ELECTED TO CONGRESS , BUT NOW THEY ARE OWNED AND NOW MUST ALWAYS

REPEAT THE 4:00 AM TALKING POINTS FOR THE DAY AS REPRESENTATIVES OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY

BUT THESE LIBERALS ARE ACTUALLY DOING THE BUSINESS OF THE SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER

THE DEMOCRAT PARTY ARE THE ENEMY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ..... PERIOD!

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb070419dAPR20190704054508.jpg

HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY ALL YOU TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS

MAY GOD BLESS YOU AND YOURS THIS FOURTH OF JULY HOLIDAY

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP AND Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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MOST AMERICANS VIEW GEORGE WASHINGTON AS A FEARLESS GENERAL, STATESMAN, PATRIOT, OUR FIRST
PRESIDENT, A HERO, A VISIONARY, ETC.... / LIBERALS VIEW: A SLAVE OWNER

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg070419dAPR20190703024506.jpg

THE DEMOCRATS ARE NO LONGER PETITIONING OR WORKING FOR THEIR CONSTITUENTS

BY DEMANDING FAR OVER THE LEFT POLICIES THAT THEY ARE PUSHING ONTO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

WILL NOT HAVE ANY GOOD EFFECTS ON THE LIVES OF THE AMERICAN CITIZENS IN THE USA

THESE GLOBALIST POLICIES ARE DESIGNED TO DESTROY AMERICAS SOVEREIGNTY

SO THAT THE GLOBALIST ELITES CAN USHER IN THEIR SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER

BUT THE DEMOCRATS AND THEIR LIBERAL CONSTITUENTS DON'T REALIZE THE TRUTH THOUGH

THE SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER THAT THE DEMOCRATS HAVE BEEN PUSHING TO USHER IN

HAVE PLANS TO MAKE EVERY WORLD CITIZEN A SLAVE FOR THE ELITE SATANIC NWO CONTROLLERS

THE DEMOCRATS ATTACK ANY SLAVE OWNER BUT YET THEY ARE PUSHING FOR THE ULTIMATE ENSLAVEMENT

OF NOT ONLY AMERICAN CITIZENS BUT EVERY HUMAN ON EARTH TO BECOME A SLAVE FOR THE NWO

TO DOMINATE EVERY WORLD CITIZEN THAT WILL BE GIVEN A NUMBER AND THAT PERSON

WILL BE WORTH A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF ACTUAL HOURS IN LABOR WORTH TO THE ELITES

THERE WILL BE NO REFUSING TO WORK OR YOU WILL BE DEEMED WORTHLESS AND EXPOSED

WHAT THE DEMOCRATS HAVE BEEN PUSHING FOR THIS SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER ISN'T WHAT

THEY HAVE BEEN TOLD IT WILL BE LIKE WHEN THEY WERE FIRST BOUGHT OFF BY THE GLOBALIST ELITE

WHEN THEY WERE ELECTED TO CONGRESS , BUT NOW THEY ARE OWNED AND NOW MUST ALWAYS

REPEAT THE 4:00 AM TALKING POINTS FOR THE DAY AS REPRESENTATIVES OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY

BUT THESE LIBERALS ARE ACTUALLY DOING THE BUSINESS OF THE SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER

THE DEMOCRAT PARTY ARE THE ENEMY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ..... PERIOD!

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb070419dAPR20190704054508.jpg

HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY ALL YOU TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS

MAY GOD BLESS YOU AND YOURS THIS FOURTH OF JULY HOLIDAY

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP AND Q'ANON
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The Liberal War On You

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/65/b18e6c3c-554b-4881-9cd4-2281bf6e94c4.png

We are witnessing the death of the liberal political machine that the elite has operated since the end of

World War II, and everything that it is doing to conservatives right now – the censorship, the threats, the

intimidation, the violence – is proof that it is dying. These are not the acts of an ideology in ascendance but

rather of a scurrilous political paradigm in precipitous decline. And it’s only going to get worse as those

losing their grip on political and cultural power desperately try to hold onto it in the face of our populist

revolt.

Be prepared. It’s going to get uglier. Our would-be masters see the stakes – their power, prestige and position – and that’s
why there is nothing they won’t do, no alleged principle they won’t upend, no bogus value they won’t abandon, to put off
the reckoning that their greed and incompetence have brought upon them.

It’s not just happening here in America. It’s happening all over the world

– in places like Australia, Hungary, the UK, Brazil, and Italy, uppity citizens have proclaimed that enough is enough, that they want
to have a say in their own future. That they have had enough of multiculturalism, globalism and scorn. They want their countries
back.

Let’s review the situation here. Silicon Valley’s tech moguls, who advocated a free and open internet when

it was to their advantage, have found, to their horror, that Normal people could use it to make themselves

heard about the utter failure of our betters at home and abroad

http://i.imgur.com/vsujsPh.png

That’s why we have seen the elite’s 180-degree pivot toward censorship and thought control on the web. The progressives never
believed in free speech except to the precise extent it was useful to them; the tech titans’ alleged libertarianism extended only as
far as them not being held accountable to the people through the people’s government, and no further. Now that they are in power,
well, free speech is suddenly very, very bad. People are saying things the elite dislikes. That’s not supposed to happen.

But it’s too late to shut us off from the web. Oh, they’ll try to stamp out the truth. They’ll demonetize Dennis

Prager and bury search results for Ben Shapiro and Tucker Carlson, and they’ll try to hide the veritas of

Project Veritas. But they did their internet building too well

– the conservative samizdat will endure in the corners and shadows of the electronic frontier until such time as the politicians
representing our interest get fully woke and take action to protect our rights. I look forward to the day when tech titans tremble in
their Birkenstocks at hordes of eager attorneys suing them under new laws mandating algorithm transparency and non-
discrimination on the basis of political views. I yearn to see them try to explain to the SJWs clamoring to ban some patriot who
dares believe that no man can ever have a baby that “We can’t censor him! We’ll be dragged into court tomorrow and slammed for
punitive damages!”

https://www.skyword.com/contentstandard/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/bigstock-the-top-computer-companies-in-65637001-1.jpg

The tech bullies over-played their soft hands. Even fewer and fewer Fredocon goofs are bothering to push

the line that True Conservatism™ requires us to shrug in the face of oppression if the oppressor calls itself a

private entity. At the end of the day, the vulnerability of the Googles and the Facebooks is that U.S.

Marshals can show up in Santa Clara and levy on their assets and arrest their owners for violating

injunctions against discrimination. They have their power, but we have ours.

( STORY LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2019/07/04/the-liberal-war-on-you-n2549354
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The Liberal War On You

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/65/b18e6c3c-554b-4881-9cd4-2281bf6e94c4.png

We are witnessing the death of the liberal political machine that the elite has operated since the end of

World War II, and everything that it is doing to conservatives right now – the censorship, the threats, the

intimidation, the violence – is proof that it is dying. These are not the acts of an ideology in ascendance but

rather of a scurrilous political paradigm in precipitous decline. And it’s only going to get worse as those

losing their grip on political and cultural power desperately try to hold onto it in the face of our populist

revolt.

Be prepared. It’s going to get uglier. Our would-be masters see the stakes – their power, prestige and position – and that’s
why there is nothing they won’t do, no alleged principle they won’t upend, no bogus value they won’t abandon, to put off
the reckoning that their greed and incompetence have brought upon them.

It’s not just happening here in America. It’s happening all over the world

– in places like Australia, Hungary, the UK, Brazil, and Italy, uppity citizens have proclaimed that enough is enough, that they want
to have a say in their own future. That they have had enough of multiculturalism, globalism and scorn. They want their countries
back.

Let’s review the situation here. Silicon Valley’s tech moguls, who advocated a free and open internet when

it was to their advantage, have found, to their horror, that Normal people could use it to make themselves

heard about the utter failure of our betters at home and abroad

http://i.imgur.com/vsujsPh.png

That’s why we have seen the elite’s 180-degree pivot toward censorship and thought control on the web. The progressives never
believed in free speech except to the precise extent it was useful to them; the tech titans’ alleged libertarianism extended only as
far as them not being held accountable to the people through the people’s government, and no further. Now that they are in power,
well, free speech is suddenly very, very bad. People are saying things the elite dislikes. That’s not supposed to happen.

But it’s too late to shut us off from the web. Oh, they’ll try to stamp out the truth. They’ll demonetize Dennis

Prager and bury search results for Ben Shapiro and Tucker Carlson, and they’ll try to hide the veritas of

Project Veritas. But they did their internet building too well

– the conservative samizdat will endure in the corners and shadows of the electronic frontier until such time as the politicians
representing our interest get fully woke and take action to protect our rights. I look forward to the day when tech titans tremble in
their Birkenstocks at hordes of eager attorneys suing them under new laws mandating algorithm transparency and non-
discrimination on the basis of political views. I yearn to see them try to explain to the SJWs clamoring to ban some patriot who
dares believe that no man can ever have a baby that “We can’t censor him! We’ll be dragged into court tomorrow and slammed for
punitive damages!”

https://www.skyword.com/contentstandard/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/bigstock-the-top-computer-companies-in-65637001-1.jpg

The tech bullies over-played their soft hands. Even fewer and fewer Fredocon goofs are bothering to push

the line that True Conservatism™ requires us to shrug in the face of oppression if the oppressor calls itself a

private entity. At the end of the day, the vulnerability of the Googles and the Facebooks is that U.S.

Marshals can show up in Santa Clara and levy on their assets and arrest their owners for violating

injunctions against discrimination. They have their power, but we have ours.

( STORY LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2019/07/04/the-liberal-war-on-you-n2549354
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I'm Tired Of The Democrats Crying About Kids In Cages At The Border Detention Centers When

Those Are Obama Cages & Democrats Won't Change The Laws To Get Rid Of Them

FIRST OF ALL I GOT SOMETHING TO SAY ABOUT ALL THIS BETSY ROSS FLAG HATING BY LIBERALS

http://www.historicflagsoftexas.com/resources/_wsb_555x353_Betsy+Ross+flag.jpg

I HAVE NEVER THOUGHT OF OWNING A BETSY ROSS FLAG , BUT YOU BETTER BELIEVE ME

WHEN I SAY I AM GONG TO BUY ONE AND FLY IT PROUDLY FROM MY FLAG POLE OUT FRONT,

AND I LIVE IN CALIFORNIA TOO, SURROUNDED BY DEMOCRATS EVERYWHERE

BUT I DON'T TWO FUCKS ABOUT WHAT ANY LIBERAL SAYS ABOUT MY AMERICAN RIGHTS

https://cdn.cnn.com/cnnnext/dam/assets/180620164232-02-immigration-facilities-super-tease.jpg

NOW ABOUT THIS HOUSING FOR IMMIGRANTS IT SURE LOOKS A LOT BETTER THAN

THE THOUSANDS OF AMERICAN VETERAN HERO'S HOUSING THAT LIVE ON THE STREET RIGHT NOW.

WITH ABSOLUTELY NO HOUSING AT ALL, THESE LAW BREAKING ILLEGALS ARE CRIMNALS

WHO MADE THE CHOICE TO BREAK THE LAW AND ENTER AMERICA ILLEGALLY

https://media.breitbart.com/media/2016/01/ted-cruz-ad.jpg

WHERE'S THE CRYING OUT BY DEMOCRATS ABOUT AMERICAN HERO'S THAT SLEEP IN THE STREETS?

IT'S OBVIOUS THAT DEMOCRATS DON'T REALLY CARE ABOUT ANYONE BUT THEMSELVES

SINCE THEY HAVE SOLD ALL THEIR VOTES TO THE GLOBALIST THEY MUST FOLLOW ORDERS

IT SEEMS THAT THE DEMOCRATS ARE PUSHING HARD FOR OPEN BORDERS

https://image.cagle.com/180772/750/180772.png

DEMOCRATS HATE PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE HE BEAT HILLARY CLINTON IN 2016

THE LIBERALS WILL NEVER WORK WITH PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE HE IS NOT A GLOBALIST PUPPET

UNLIKE THE DEMOCRATS IN CONGRESS AND THE SENATE WHO'VE BEEN PURCHASED

THIS IS THE TODAY'S DEMOCRATS AND THEY WANT TO ABOLISH ICE AND HAVE OPEN BORDERS

https://image.cagle.com/212791/750/212791.png

PATRIOTS WE NEED TO MAKE SURE PRESIDENT TRUMP BEATS ANY DEMOCRAT THE DEEP STATE RUNS AGAINST
TRUMP BECAUSE THE DEEP STATE WANTS TO OPEN AMERICA'S BORDERS TO USHER IN THEIR SATANIC NEW
WORLD ORDER

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP AND 'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS & GOODNIGHT

WWG1WGA
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I'm Tired Of The Democrats Crying About Kids In Cages At The Border Detention Centers When

Those Are Obama Cages & Democrats Won't Change The Laws To Get Rid Of Them

FIRST OF ALL I GOT SOMETHING TO SAY ABOUT ALL THIS BETSY ROSS FLAG HATING BY LIBERALS

http://www.historicflagsoftexas.com/resources/_wsb_555x353_Betsy+Ross+flag.jpg

I HAVE NEVER THOUGHT OF OWNING A BETSY ROSS FLAG , BUT YOU BETTER BELIEVE ME

WHEN I SAY I AM GONG TO BUY ONE AND FLY IT PROUDLY FROM MY FLAG POLE OUT FRONT,

AND I LIVE IN CALIFORNIA TOO, SURROUNDED BY DEMOCRATS EVERYWHERE

BUT I DON'T TWO FUCKS ABOUT WHAT ANY LIBERAL SAYS ABOUT MY AMERICAN RIGHTS

https://cdn.cnn.com/cnnnext/dam/assets/180620164232-02-immigration-facilities-super-tease.jpg

NOW ABOUT THIS HOUSING FOR IMMIGRANTS IT SURE LOOKS A LOT BETTER THAN

THE THOUSANDS OF AMERICAN VETERAN HERO'S HOUSING THAT LIVE ON THE STREET RIGHT NOW.

WITH ABSOLUTELY NO HOUSING AT ALL, THESE LAW BREAKING ILLEGALS ARE CRIMNALS

WHO MADE THE CHOICE TO BREAK THE LAW AND ENTER AMERICA ILLEGALLY

https://media.breitbart.com/media/2016/01/ted-cruz-ad.jpg

WHERE'S THE CRYING OUT BY DEMOCRATS ABOUT AMERICAN HERO'S THAT SLEEP IN THE STREETS?

IT'S OBVIOUS THAT DEMOCRATS DON'T REALLY CARE ABOUT ANYONE BUT THEMSELVES

SINCE THEY HAVE SOLD ALL THEIR VOTES TO THE GLOBALIST THEY MUST FOLLOW ORDERS

IT SEEMS THAT THE DEMOCRATS ARE PUSHING HARD FOR OPEN BORDERS

https://image.cagle.com/180772/750/180772.png

DEMOCRATS HATE PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE HE BEAT HILLARY CLINTON IN 2016

THE LIBERALS WILL NEVER WORK WITH PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE HE IS NOT A GLOBALIST PUPPET

UNLIKE THE DEMOCRATS IN CONGRESS AND THE SENATE WHO'VE BEEN PURCHASED

THIS IS THE TODAY'S DEMOCRATS AND THEY WANT TO ABOLISH ICE AND HAVE OPEN BORDERS

https://image.cagle.com/212791/750/212791.png

PATRIOTS WE NEED TO MAKE SURE PRESIDENT TRUMP BEATS ANY DEMOCRAT THE DEEP STATE RUNS AGAINST
TRUMP BECAUSE THE DEEP STATE WANTS TO OPEN AMERICA'S BORDERS TO USHER IN THEIR SATANIC NEW
WORLD ORDER

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP AND 'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS & GOODNIGHT

WWG1WGA
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Nike Has No Interest In Displaying The Betsy Ross Flag, So A Veteran-Owned Outfit Selling Betsy

Ross Flag T-Shirt In Protest

'Since Nike has no interest in displaying the Betsy Ross flag, a classic symbol of freedom and unity, then

we proudly will'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19640219/1200x600.jpg

A veteran-owned clothing company is selling a Betsy Ross flag T-shirt in protest of Nike pulling a similar-

themed sneaker line after former NFL quarterback Colin Kaepernick complained the iconic Ross flag is a

symbol of slavery8.

Nine Line Apparel, based in Georgia, also called for a Nike boycott, WJCL-TV reported. Check out an Instagram clip about the T-
shirt here.

"Nike seeks profit through controversy, but with absolutely no regard for the consequences," Tyler Merritt, the outfit's
CEO and a retired Army captain, told the station. "In its corporatist wake, it leaves behind anti-American sentiment
and division, harming our country. But since Nike has no interest in displaying the Betsy Ross flag, a classic symbol
of freedom and unity, then we proudly will. How far Nike has fallen. It was once an iconic American company. Now it
can't even stomach associating itself with one of the greatest moments in our country's history, when individuals of
diverse backgrounds put differences aside to fight tyranny and secure liberty, even as it continues to outsource jobs
to China. The American people should support the red, white, and blue and boycott Nike and join our #NoToNike
campaign. Nike says 'just do it.' We say just stand — stand for your beliefs and for your country."

Nine Line Apparel added a Facebook post saying, "Apparently symbols of patriotism are now racist. It's clear Kaepernick knows
nothing about the country he lives in."

In 2016, Kaepernick launched the trend of athletes kneeling during the nation anthem at sporting events in protest of police
brutality and oppression of people of color. He didn't get back on a team after that season, but he rose to fame for his stance —
and then became the face of Nike's 30th anniversary campaign.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTY0MDI2Ni85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjI0MDgwMDN9.LpEfusRVCk5ElJcOVxkTjwzjDKSthwFEcQh8MnyREIg/img.jpg

What else did the clothing company have to say?

"Nine Line Apparel, along with relentlessly patriotic Americans everywhere, cannot believe the total ignorance and
lack of understanding displayed by both Colin Kaepernick and Nike in relation to our country's Betsy Ross flag, it's
symbolism, and meaning," the company says on its Betsy Ross T-shirt page. "This early design of the flag of the
United States depicts the original 13 colonies and represents the unity of these original American colonies in their
fight against the British for our nation's freedom during the Revolutionary War. It in no way, shape, or form alludes to
slavery yet is a direct representation of freedom fought and earned by early Americans."

The description adds that "we are only able to enjoy our liberties, rights, and lives as Americans today, because of what this flag
has always symbolized and stood for" and that Nike and Kaepernick "are a disgrace to all freedom-loving Americans, choosing
ignorance over patriotism."

"For these reasons and so many more, we proudly stand for freedom and the Betsy Ross flag to say without recall or
hesitation, just DON'T do it," the description concludes.

The Betsy Ross T-shirt — which includes an image of the flag along with the word "Victory" — is on sale through Saturday.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/veteran-owned-outfit-selling-betsy-ross-flag-t-shirt-in-protest-of-nike
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Nike Has No Interest In Displaying The Betsy Ross Flag, So A Veteran-Owned Outfit Selling Betsy

Ross Flag T-Shirt In Protest

'Since Nike has no interest in displaying the Betsy Ross flag, a classic symbol of freedom and unity, then

we proudly will'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19640219/1200x600.jpg

A veteran-owned clothing company is selling a Betsy Ross flag T-shirt in protest of Nike pulling a similar-

themed sneaker line after former NFL quarterback Colin Kaepernick complained the iconic Ross flag is a

symbol of slavery8.

Nine Line Apparel, based in Georgia, also called for a Nike boycott, WJCL-TV reported. Check out an Instagram clip about the T-
shirt here.

"Nike seeks profit through controversy, but with absolutely no regard for the consequences," Tyler Merritt, the outfit's
CEO and a retired Army captain, told the station. "In its corporatist wake, it leaves behind anti-American sentiment
and division, harming our country. But since Nike has no interest in displaying the Betsy Ross flag, a classic symbol
of freedom and unity, then we proudly will. How far Nike has fallen. It was once an iconic American company. Now it
can't even stomach associating itself with one of the greatest moments in our country's history, when individuals of
diverse backgrounds put differences aside to fight tyranny and secure liberty, even as it continues to outsource jobs
to China. The American people should support the red, white, and blue and boycott Nike and join our #NoToNike
campaign. Nike says 'just do it.' We say just stand — stand for your beliefs and for your country."

Nine Line Apparel added a Facebook post saying, "Apparently symbols of patriotism are now racist. It's clear Kaepernick knows
nothing about the country he lives in."

In 2016, Kaepernick launched the trend of athletes kneeling during the nation anthem at sporting events in protest of police
brutality and oppression of people of color. He didn't get back on a team after that season, but he rose to fame for his stance —
and then became the face of Nike's 30th anniversary campaign.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTY0MDI2Ni85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjI0MDgwMDN9.LpEfusRVCk5ElJcOVxkTjwzjDKSthwFEcQh8MnyREIg/img.jpg

What else did the clothing company have to say?

"Nine Line Apparel, along with relentlessly patriotic Americans everywhere, cannot believe the total ignorance and
lack of understanding displayed by both Colin Kaepernick and Nike in relation to our country's Betsy Ross flag, it's
symbolism, and meaning," the company says on its Betsy Ross T-shirt page. "This early design of the flag of the
United States depicts the original 13 colonies and represents the unity of these original American colonies in their
fight against the British for our nation's freedom during the Revolutionary War. It in no way, shape, or form alludes to
slavery yet is a direct representation of freedom fought and earned by early Americans."

The description adds that "we are only able to enjoy our liberties, rights, and lives as Americans today, because of what this flag
has always symbolized and stood for" and that Nike and Kaepernick "are a disgrace to all freedom-loving Americans, choosing
ignorance over patriotism."

"For these reasons and so many more, we proudly stand for freedom and the Betsy Ross flag to say without recall or
hesitation, just DON'T do it," the description concludes.

The Betsy Ross T-shirt — which includes an image of the flag along with the word "Victory" — is on sale through Saturday.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/veteran-owned-outfit-selling-betsy-ross-flag-t-shirt-in-protest-of-nike
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Trump Drives Democrats So Insane That He Is Getting Them To Burn The American Flag On The 4th

Of July / His Best Talent Is Getting His Enemies To Expose Who They Really Are

ON HIS TWITTER ACCOUNT TODAY @RyanSaavedra POST A TWEET

RESPONDING TO AN ORIGINAL TWEET FROM USA TODAY , RYAN STATED THIS BELOW :

Ryan Saavedra

 Verified account

@RealSaavedra

Trump drives Democrats so insane that he is getting them to burn the American flag on the 4th of July —

while he is running for re-election.

His best talent is getting his enemies to expose who they really are

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-kp2XrUIAES_yQ.jpg

THE 4th OF JULY CELEBRATION IN WASHINGTON DC. WILL BE THE GREATEST AMERICAN PRIDE

CELEBRATION OF TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS THAT LOVE THEIR COUNTRY AND ARE PROUD OF AMERICA.

ON THE FOURTH THERE WILL ALSO BE THE LIBERAL DEMOCRATS THAT HAVE STILL NOT GOTTEN OVER THE

2016 ELECTION WHERE THEIR CANDIDATE HILLARY CLINTON WAS DECIMATED BY PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

REGARDLESS OF THE HATE FILLED DEMOCRATS PROTESTING PRESIDENT TRUMP HAS PROMISED AMERICA

THAT THIS WILL BE THE GREATEST AMERICAN PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION ON THE 4th OF JULY

SO PATRIOTS GET READY FOR AN AWESOME SHOW BECAUSE PRESIDENT TRUMP KEEPS HIS PROMISES

@Stonenchizel

THEY WANT US DIVIDED - TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG

WE WILL KEEP AMERICA GREAT

WWG1WGA
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Trump Drives Democrats So Insane That He Is Getting Them To Burn The American Flag On The 4th

Of July / His Best Talent Is Getting His Enemies To Expose Who They Really Are

ON HIS TWITTER ACCOUNT TODAY @RyanSaavedra POST A TWEET

RESPONDING TO AN ORIGINAL TWEET FROM USA TODAY , RYAN STATED THIS BELOW :

Ryan Saavedra

 Verified account

@RealSaavedra

Trump drives Democrats so insane that he is getting them to burn the American flag on the 4th of July —

while he is running for re-election.

His best talent is getting his enemies to expose who they really are

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-kp2XrUIAES_yQ.jpg

THE 4th OF JULY CELEBRATION IN WASHINGTON DC. WILL BE THE GREATEST AMERICAN PRIDE

CELEBRATION OF TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS THAT LOVE THEIR COUNTRY AND ARE PROUD OF AMERICA.

ON THE FOURTH THERE WILL ALSO BE THE LIBERAL DEMOCRATS THAT HAVE STILL NOT GOTTEN OVER THE

2016 ELECTION WHERE THEIR CANDIDATE HILLARY CLINTON WAS DECIMATED BY PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

REGARDLESS OF THE HATE FILLED DEMOCRATS PROTESTING PRESIDENT TRUMP HAS PROMISED AMERICA

THAT THIS WILL BE THE GREATEST AMERICAN PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION ON THE 4th OF JULY

SO PATRIOTS GET READY FOR AN AWESOME SHOW BECAUSE PRESIDENT TRUMP KEEPS HIS PROMISES

@Stonenchizel

THEY WANT US DIVIDED - TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG

WE WILL KEEP AMERICA GREAT

WWG1WGA

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1146494028453515264
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Medal Of Honor Recipient Silences Critics Of Trump’s ‘Salute To America’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Veteran-Petry-345x181.jpg

President Trump is doing July Fourth in Washington, D.C., in a big way — and that has a lot of people

furious.

It costs too much. Too much is being closed. There’s too much military hardware involved. Presidents shouldn’t speak at July
Fourth events.

In an appearance on Fox News, a recipient of the Medal of Honor noted the one thing that few, if any, in the media do: Trump’s

“Salute to America” is an opportunity to say “thank you” to the men and women who have served this country.

“I think it’s great,” Sgt. First Class Leroy Petry, who received the Medal of Honor in 2011, told “Fox & Friends First”
on Wednesday.

“I think about our Vietnam veterans, who went and fought an unpopular war and came back to an ungrateful country.
And I look at it as, our president is doing this to recognize the sacrifices” of service members past and present.

“So, thank you, President Trump, for honoring all of our veterans.”

When asked about the price tag of the event, Petry noted the cost he had paid by holding up his arm, part of which he’d lost as an
Army Ranger in Afghanistan.

“The cost to me was worth it for all of our American citizens, so when it comes to thanking our veterans and doing
the right thing, the cost is worth it to me. It should be to everyone else,” he said.

The latest controversy over the cost is $2.5 million diverted from the National Park Service to cover the event’s price, but there’s
plenty of other outrage to go around.

You can pretty much throw a dart and hit an article with something negative to say about the event. Take this bit of objective
journalism from CBS News: “The National Park Service said on Tuesday it was still waiting for the run of show from the White
House — proof this is a show, one stage-managed by the president down to the placement of tanks and infantry vehicles and the
sequence of military flyovers, reports CBS News’ Major Garrett. The Fourth of July is typically nonpartisan and a tribute to
America’s founding documents and self-government.”

That last sentence is a bit of a rough argument to make when dealing with an event that has always included fireworks. How
exactly are those “a tribute to America’s founding documents and self-government?”

Even NPR, not necessarily given to hand-wringing over budgetary issues, worried about the cost to the American taxpayer. I can
think of one easy way to defray it.

As for the cost, well, Petry is a man who lost his arm in 2008 when he picked up a live grenade; he lost part of his arm, but he
saved lives by throwing it back.

He didn’t pay the ultimate cost in terms of his life, but he’s certainly a testament to the idea that freedom isn’t free. So are the 20.4
million veterans estimated to be in the United States as of 2016.

The idea that a military flyover and tanks on the National Mall turns the Fourth of July in Washington, D.C., into “a combination
Trump rally and Kim Jong-un style military parade of hardware” which is “obscene,” as The Washington Post’s Eugene Robinson
called it, is a study in deliberate overstatement about the value of understatement.

Apparently, understatement is the best way to celebrate the most patriotic day on the calendar for Americans — which is why
we’ve had massive fireworks displays in most of America’s big cities on Independence Day since time immemorial.

Trump just likes doing things a bit bigger, which shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone at this point.

July Fourth is a day where we do many things, including thanking our veterans for their service to our

country. The “Salute to America” is one way to do it, and to do it in a major way.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/medal-of-honor-recipient-silences-critics-of-trumps-salute-to-america/
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Medal Of Honor Recipient Silences Critics Of Trump’s ‘Salute To America’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Veteran-Petry-345x181.jpg

President Trump is doing July Fourth in Washington, D.C., in a big way — and that has a lot of people

furious.

It costs too much. Too much is being closed. There’s too much military hardware involved. Presidents shouldn’t speak at July
Fourth events.

In an appearance on Fox News, a recipient of the Medal of Honor noted the one thing that few, if any, in the media do: Trump’s

“Salute to America” is an opportunity to say “thank you” to the men and women who have served this country.

“I think it’s great,” Sgt. First Class Leroy Petry, who received the Medal of Honor in 2011, told “Fox & Friends First”
on Wednesday.

“I think about our Vietnam veterans, who went and fought an unpopular war and came back to an ungrateful country.
And I look at it as, our president is doing this to recognize the sacrifices” of service members past and present.

“So, thank you, President Trump, for honoring all of our veterans.”

When asked about the price tag of the event, Petry noted the cost he had paid by holding up his arm, part of which he’d lost as an
Army Ranger in Afghanistan.

“The cost to me was worth it for all of our American citizens, so when it comes to thanking our veterans and doing
the right thing, the cost is worth it to me. It should be to everyone else,” he said.

The latest controversy over the cost is $2.5 million diverted from the National Park Service to cover the event’s price, but there’s
plenty of other outrage to go around.

You can pretty much throw a dart and hit an article with something negative to say about the event. Take this bit of objective
journalism from CBS News: “The National Park Service said on Tuesday it was still waiting for the run of show from the White
House — proof this is a show, one stage-managed by the president down to the placement of tanks and infantry vehicles and the
sequence of military flyovers, reports CBS News’ Major Garrett. The Fourth of July is typically nonpartisan and a tribute to
America’s founding documents and self-government.”

That last sentence is a bit of a rough argument to make when dealing with an event that has always included fireworks. How
exactly are those “a tribute to America’s founding documents and self-government?”

Even NPR, not necessarily given to hand-wringing over budgetary issues, worried about the cost to the American taxpayer. I can
think of one easy way to defray it.

As for the cost, well, Petry is a man who lost his arm in 2008 when he picked up a live grenade; he lost part of his arm, but he
saved lives by throwing it back.

He didn’t pay the ultimate cost in terms of his life, but he’s certainly a testament to the idea that freedom isn’t free. So are the 20.4
million veterans estimated to be in the United States as of 2016.

The idea that a military flyover and tanks on the National Mall turns the Fourth of July in Washington, D.C., into “a combination
Trump rally and Kim Jong-un style military parade of hardware” which is “obscene,” as The Washington Post’s Eugene Robinson
called it, is a study in deliberate overstatement about the value of understatement.

Apparently, understatement is the best way to celebrate the most patriotic day on the calendar for Americans — which is why
we’ve had massive fireworks displays in most of America’s big cities on Independence Day since time immemorial.

Trump just likes doing things a bit bigger, which shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone at this point.

July Fourth is a day where we do many things, including thanking our veterans for their service to our

country. The “Salute to America” is one way to do it, and to do it in a major way.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/medal-of-honor-recipient-silences-critics-of-trumps-salute-to-america/
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Ex-ICE Chief Goes Scorched Earth: Illegals Walk To America But Can’t Make It To Court

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Thomas-Homan-1-913x479.jpg

A federal judge ruled on Tuesday against President Donald Trump’s policy that made it more difficult for

certain illegal immigrants to get a bond hearing.

The administration policy set in place two months ago said that those illegals could be detained until their asylum case is
completed.

However, U.S. District Judge Marsha Pechman disagreed and ruled that illegals should be released from custody if they are
otherwise eligible for bond.

The controversy over whether Pechman’s ruling was correct hit its peak during a hot segment on Fox News’ “The Ingraham Angle.”

The two guests were immigration lawyer Gunther Sanabria and Thomas Homan, former U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement acting director.

Sanabria opened blaming Trump for the “bottleneck” conditions at the border. “Donald Trump has stopped the bond hearings, has
stopped the power that the judges have to decide a case and this is what is happening,” Sanagria said. “We have overcrowded
jails, an overcrowded system. The judge said enough. We can fix this problem. The law allows us to give them a bond hearing, and
that is what we’re going to do. There is no reason why we are holding a mother, father and child in a detention center waiting days
and sometimes months for a bond hearing. This is our system. Our legal system allows the judges to grant a bond based on
certain requirements.”

But Homan wasn’t going to sit by and let such an assertion go unchallenged.

The reason why bond was previously denied is because most asylum seeking immigrants fail to show up

for their bond hearings, according to Homan.

“Because they’re likely to abscond. Look at the data. The data’s clear: 90 percent of [illegal aliens] are in absentia,
which means they didn’t go to court. That’s just the facts,” Homan argued.

Acting Homeland Security Secretary Kevin McAleenan previously confirmed that 90 percent figure.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/FoxFriendsFirst/status/1138785771718975490

Fox & Friends First

 Verified account

@FoxFriendsFirst

Acting Homeland Security Secretary, Kevin McAleenan, reveals that 90% of asylum seekers do not show

up for their scheduled hearing after entering the U.S. | @GillianHTurner

Sanabria disputed that statement with no evidence other than asserting that all of his clients show up in court.

“They’re absolutely accurate,” Homan said, defending his statistics. “If you look at those claiming asylum at the
border, almost half of them don’t even file a case in immigration court.”

And then Homan dropped the hammer.

“It’s incredible they can find a way from Central America to the United States, but they can’t find a way to an
immigration court in the city they live,” Homan said. “But I guarantee they’ll find a way to a welfare office. I guarantee
they’ll find a way to [a U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services office] to get employer documents.”

And Homan may not be wrong.

Chris Conover, in a study from the Center for Health Policy and Inequalities Research at Duke University, confirmed Homan’s
sentiment by showing that “illegals throughout the country cost taxpayers billions a year.”

“All told, Americans cross-subsidize health care for unauthorized immigrants to the tune of $18.5 billion a year,”
Conover said.

( LINK BELOW )
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A federal judge ruled on Tuesday against President Donald Trump’s policy that made it more difficult for

certain illegal immigrants to get a bond hearing.

The administration policy set in place two months ago said that those illegals could be detained until their asylum case is
completed.

However, U.S. District Judge Marsha Pechman disagreed and ruled that illegals should be released from custody if they are
otherwise eligible for bond.

The controversy over whether Pechman’s ruling was correct hit its peak during a hot segment on Fox News’ “The Ingraham Angle.”

The two guests were immigration lawyer Gunther Sanabria and Thomas Homan, former U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement acting director.

Sanabria opened blaming Trump for the “bottleneck” conditions at the border. “Donald Trump has stopped the bond hearings, has
stopped the power that the judges have to decide a case and this is what is happening,” Sanagria said. “We have overcrowded
jails, an overcrowded system. The judge said enough. We can fix this problem. The law allows us to give them a bond hearing, and
that is what we’re going to do. There is no reason why we are holding a mother, father and child in a detention center waiting days
and sometimes months for a bond hearing. This is our system. Our legal system allows the judges to grant a bond based on
certain requirements.”

But Homan wasn’t going to sit by and let such an assertion go unchallenged.

The reason why bond was previously denied is because most asylum seeking immigrants fail to show up

for their bond hearings, according to Homan.

“Because they’re likely to abscond. Look at the data. The data’s clear: 90 percent of [illegal aliens] are in absentia,
which means they didn’t go to court. That’s just the facts,” Homan argued.

Acting Homeland Security Secretary Kevin McAleenan previously confirmed that 90 percent figure.

( VIDEO IN THE LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/FoxFriendsFirst/status/1138785771718975490
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@FoxFriendsFirst

Acting Homeland Security Secretary, Kevin McAleenan, reveals that 90% of asylum seekers do not show

up for their scheduled hearing after entering the U.S. | @GillianHTurner

Sanabria disputed that statement with no evidence other than asserting that all of his clients show up in court.

“They’re absolutely accurate,” Homan said, defending his statistics. “If you look at those claiming asylum at the
border, almost half of them don’t even file a case in immigration court.”

And then Homan dropped the hammer.

“It’s incredible they can find a way from Central America to the United States, but they can’t find a way to an
immigration court in the city they live,” Homan said. “But I guarantee they’ll find a way to a welfare office. I guarantee
they’ll find a way to [a U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services office] to get employer documents.”
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And Homan may not be wrong.

Chris Conover, in a study from the Center for Health Policy and Inequalities Research at Duke University, confirmed Homan’s
sentiment by showing that “illegals throughout the country cost taxpayers billions a year.”

“All told, Americans cross-subsidize health care for unauthorized immigrants to the tune of $18.5 billion a year,”
Conover said.
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AOC & The Democrats Are Claiming Child Abuse At Border Detention Centers / The Liberal's

Caused This Problem By NOT FUNDING The Border Wall When They Knew A 100,000 Caravan Of

Illegals Were Headed For Border

https://media3.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2018_43/2621716/181028-migrant-caravan-al-
0906_629b8917d31827524d5de50573bf0896.fit-760w.jpg

Remember when this Caravan of Illegal Migrants were first at the Mexican Southern Border?

Well The Democrats kept stalling on Funding The Southern Border Wall.

https://www.dw.com/image/46062313_303.jpeg

Even thought they knew that all these Caravans of illegals would try and enter the USA illegally.

Instead of making plans with the Trump Administration to handle to eventual problem headed our way.

The Democrats decided to play partisan politics and try and remove President Trump with Coup attempt.

http://allnewspipeline.com/images/BammieSilentCoup1.jpg

Now the Democrats are crying wolf because of the overcrowding at the Border Detention Centers.

These shelters are for Illegal Immigrants that cross the USA border illegally.

Since the Democrats know that this is all their fault for all the illegals that are now in custody.

Today the Democrats tried spreading lies about immigrants drinking water from a toilet that was just a 4:00am talking point.

Because the Democrats refused to fund the Southern Border Wall and claimed there was no crisis.

Now that the Illegals are here and the Democrats have No good idea's what to do now, they cry wolf.

One of these right here would have solved the problem but the Democrats want open borders

https://media2.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2018_43/2620396/181026-border-wall-ew-212p_78529e537eb99a58988c3cce50f6ef97.fit-
760w.jpg

The Democrats are always claiming that America needs these illegals for their work force

But Democrats wouldn't take up the offer for Trump to release these illegals in the Blue States that claim to want them.

United States Of America needs to finish building the Wall on our border with Mexico

It is absolutely time for the Democrats to FUND the Southern Border Wall and fully funded it and built as quick as
possible because there are more Caravans coming to our Southern Border.

WWG1WGA
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Remember when this Caravan of Illegal Migrants were first at the Mexican Southern Border?

Well The Democrats kept stalling on Funding The Southern Border Wall.
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Even thought they knew that all these Caravans of illegals would try and enter the USA illegally.

Instead of making plans with the Trump Administration to handle to eventual problem headed our way.

The Democrats decided to play partisan politics and try and remove President Trump with Coup attempt.

http://allnewspipeline.com/images/BammieSilentCoup1.jpg

Now the Democrats are crying wolf because of the overcrowding at the Border Detention Centers.

These shelters are for Illegal Immigrants that cross the USA border illegally.

Since the Democrats know that this is all their fault for all the illegals that are now in custody.

Today the Democrats tried spreading lies about immigrants drinking water from a toilet that was just a 4:00am talking point.

Because the Democrats refused to fund the Southern Border Wall and claimed there was no crisis.

Now that the Illegals are here and the Democrats have No good idea's what to do now, they cry wolf.

One of these right here would have solved the problem but the Democrats want open borders

https://media2.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2018_43/2620396/181026-border-wall-ew-212p_78529e537eb99a58988c3cce50f6ef97.fit-
760w.jpg

The Democrats are always claiming that America needs these illegals for their work force

But Democrats wouldn't take up the offer for Trump to release these illegals in the Blue States that claim to want them.

United States Of America needs to finish building the Wall on our border with Mexico

It is absolutely time for the Democrats to FUND the Southern Border Wall and fully funded it and built as quick as
possible because there are more Caravans coming to our Southern Border.
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Trump's Fake News Claim Is Actually Valid As CNN Death Spiral Continues with Double Digit Q2

Ratings Collapse

https://media.breitbart.com/media/2019/07/anti-cnn-protest-640x480.jpg

The far-left fake news outlet CNN came in 15th place in primetime during the previous quarter and lost

nearly 20 percent of its already pathetic viewership.

Let’s go straight to the numbers…

During the second quarter of this year, here’s how the average viewing audience stacked up…

Primetime

FOX: 2.4 million

MSNBC: 1.67 million

CNNLOL: 761,000

Total Day

FOX: 1.32 million

MSNBC: 900,000

CNNLOL: 541,000

Viewership drops compared to this same quarter last year…

Primetime

FOX: -2%

MSNBC: -4%

CNNLOL: -18%

Total Day

FOX: -6%

MSNBC: -3%

CNNLOL: -18%

Obviously, what the above numbers prove is that CNNLOL is not the victim of a downturn in the overall news cycle but rather a
victim of its own horribleness, of Suicide By Fake News and Hate.

In all of cable TV during primetime, FOX was number one, MSNBC number two, and CNNLOL was number…. 15.

In the all-important (for advertiser rates) 25-54 age demo during primetime hours, FOX averaged 373,000 viewers, MSNBC
252,000, and CNNLOL just 188,000.

Compared to this same quarter last year, in the age demo, FOX is down 21 percent and MSNBC 27 percent, but CNNLOL again
managed to humiliate itself with an incredible 37 percent crash of young primetime viewers.

With only two other cable news outlets as competition, not a single CNNLOL program ranked in the top 20.

CNN’s best showing was the faltering Cuomo Prime Time, which hit number 25.

Cuomo could not even average a million viewers last quarter (936K), but he’s the Golden Fredo compared to Jake Tapper’s ratings,
which have sunk to 699K. Don Lemon was only able to attract 833K viewers. Anderson Cooper grabbed 892K.

There’s a reason why more Democrats tune into MSNBC and probably even Fox News.

CNN is an unreliable and dishonest hate network obsessed with working out its psychosis against Trump and his supporters by
going so far as to condone and encourage violence against them.

For all of MSNBC’s flaws, its anchors are nowhere near as dangerous or unstable.

Sure, there’s a vocal contingency in the Democrat Party every bit as crazy and dangerous as CNN, but most rank-and-file
Democrats are our friends and neighbors, are good people repulsed by the un-American stench emanating from CNNLOL.

On the left and right, this is an overwhelmingly decent country made up of decent people — CNN is not.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2019/07/03/nolte-cnn-death-spiral-continues-with-double-digit-q2-ratings-collapse/
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Trump's Fake News Claim Is Actually Valid As CNN Death Spiral Continues with Double Digit Q2

Ratings Collapse

https://media.breitbart.com/media/2019/07/anti-cnn-protest-640x480.jpg

The far-left fake news outlet CNN came in 15th place in primetime during the previous quarter and lost

nearly 20 percent of its already pathetic viewership.

Let’s go straight to the numbers…

During the second quarter of this year, here’s how the average viewing audience stacked up…

Primetime

FOX: 2.4 million

MSNBC: 1.67 million

CNNLOL: 761,000

Total Day

FOX: 1.32 million

MSNBC: 900,000

CNNLOL: 541,000

Viewership drops compared to this same quarter last year…

Primetime

FOX: -2%

MSNBC: -4%

CNNLOL: -18%

Total Day

FOX: -6%

MSNBC: -3%

CNNLOL: -18%

Obviously, what the above numbers prove is that CNNLOL is not the victim of a downturn in the overall news cycle but rather a
victim of its own horribleness, of Suicide By Fake News and Hate.

In all of cable TV during primetime, FOX was number one, MSNBC number two, and CNNLOL was number…. 15.

In the all-important (for advertiser rates) 25-54 age demo during primetime hours, FOX averaged 373,000 viewers, MSNBC
252,000, and CNNLOL just 188,000.

Compared to this same quarter last year, in the age demo, FOX is down 21 percent and MSNBC 27 percent, but CNNLOL again
managed to humiliate itself with an incredible 37 percent crash of young primetime viewers.

With only two other cable news outlets as competition, not a single CNNLOL program ranked in the top 20.

CNN’s best showing was the faltering Cuomo Prime Time, which hit number 25.

Cuomo could not even average a million viewers last quarter (936K), but he’s the Golden Fredo compared to Jake Tapper’s ratings,
which have sunk to 699K. Don Lemon was only able to attract 833K viewers. Anderson Cooper grabbed 892K.

There’s a reason why more Democrats tune into MSNBC and probably even Fox News.

CNN is an unreliable and dishonest hate network obsessed with working out its psychosis against Trump and his supporters by
going so far as to condone and encourage violence against them.

For all of MSNBC’s flaws, its anchors are nowhere near as dangerous or unstable.

Sure, there’s a vocal contingency in the Democrat Party every bit as crazy and dangerous as CNN, but most rank-and-file
Democrats are our friends and neighbors, are good people repulsed by the un-American stench emanating from CNNLOL.

On the left and right, this is an overwhelmingly decent country made up of decent people — CNN is not.

( LINK BELOW )
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Candace Owens : People May Not Realize It But What Colin Kaepernick & Nike Are Advocating For

Is Segregation

http://tennesseestar.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Candace-Owens_840x480.jpg

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

People may not realize it but what Colin Kaepernick & Nike are advocating for is segregation.

They are telling black people that the American flag is not for us and that we need something “separate but

equal” to represent us

They are reintroducing segregationist mentality.

( LINK BELOW )
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@RealCandaceO

People may not realize it but what Colin Kaepernick & Nike are advocating for is segregation.

They are telling black people that the American flag is not for us and that we need something “separate but

equal” to represent us

They are reintroducing segregationist mentality.
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Border Agents Branded AOC A ‘Hoe,’ Shared Explicit Images, In Secret Facebook Group

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.07/l/5d1b7435fc7e93c81d8b45ce.jpg

An investigation has been launched after a secret Facebook group for US Border Patrol agents to joke about the death of migrants
and make racist and sexist comments about Latino Congress members was unearthed. The group called ‘I’m 10-15,’ which refers
to the Border Patrol code for ‘aliens in custody’ has been active for three years and boasts about 9,500 members comprising of
current and former Border Patrol agents from across the country, according to a report from ProPublica.

Screenshots revealed members made derogatory comments about Latina lawmakers as recently as Monday, calling them “scum
buckets” and “hoes.” Several posts featured a photoshopped image of Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez in a sexual position with a
detained migrant, and another with President Donald Trump. Some members also asked for an agent to throw burritos at Ocasio-
Cortez and Rep. Veronica Escobar, who had planned a visit to a Border Patrol facility outside of El Paso.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-aL0HSXUAIP6sy.png

CBP

 Verified account

@CBP

Today, CBP was made aware of disturbing social media activity hosted on a private Facebook group that

may include a number of CBP employees. CBP immediately informed DHS Office of the Inspector General

and initiated an investigation. Full statement:

Customs and Border Protection responded with a statement saying that an investigation has been launched into the “completely
inappropriate” posts. “Any employees found to have violated our standards of conduct will be held accountable,” it said.

Ocasio-Cortez addressed the story on Twitter saying it indicated a violent culture among border patrol agents. “This isn’t about ‘a
few bad eggs.’ This is a violent culture,” she said.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

✔ @AOC

This just broke: a secret Facebook group of 9,500 CBP officers discussed making a GoFundMe for officers

to harm myself & Rep. Escobar during our visit to CBP facilities & mocked migrant deaths.

This isn’t about “a few bad eggs.” This is a violent culture.

In another exchange, group members responded to a news story about a 16-year-old Guatemalan migrant who died in May while in
Border Patrol custody in Weslaco, Texas. One member posted a GIF of Elmo with the quote, “Oh well.” Another responded with an
image and the words “If he dies, he dies.”

Another group member posted the now infamous photo of a father and his toddler daughter lying face down in Rio Grande after
drowning while attempting to cross the border. The member asked if the photo may have been faked by Democrats as the agent
had “never seen [clean] floaters like this.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.rt.com/usa/463215-border-patrol-facebook-group/?
utm_source=miximedia&utm_medium=miximedia&utm_campaign=Miximedia
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Border Agents Branded AOC A ‘Hoe,’ Shared Explicit Images, In Secret Facebook Group

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.07/l/5d1b7435fc7e93c81d8b45ce.jpg

An investigation has been launched after a secret Facebook group for US Border Patrol agents to joke about the death of migrants
and make racist and sexist comments about Latino Congress members was unearthed. The group called ‘I’m 10-15,’ which refers
to the Border Patrol code for ‘aliens in custody’ has been active for three years and boasts about 9,500 members comprising of
current and former Border Patrol agents from across the country, according to a report from ProPublica.

Screenshots revealed members made derogatory comments about Latina lawmakers as recently as Monday, calling them “scum
buckets” and “hoes.” Several posts featured a photoshopped image of Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez in a sexual position with a
detained migrant, and another with President Donald Trump. Some members also asked for an agent to throw burritos at Ocasio-
Cortez and Rep. Veronica Escobar, who had planned a visit to a Border Patrol facility outside of El Paso.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-aL0HSXUAIP6sy.png

CBP

 Verified account

@CBP

Today, CBP was made aware of disturbing social media activity hosted on a private Facebook group that

may include a number of CBP employees. CBP immediately informed DHS Office of the Inspector General

and initiated an investigation. Full statement:

Customs and Border Protection responded with a statement saying that an investigation has been launched into the “completely
inappropriate” posts. “Any employees found to have violated our standards of conduct will be held accountable,” it said.

Ocasio-Cortez addressed the story on Twitter saying it indicated a violent culture among border patrol agents. “This isn’t about ‘a
few bad eggs.’ This is a violent culture,” she said.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

✔ @AOC

This just broke: a secret Facebook group of 9,500 CBP officers discussed making a GoFundMe for officers

to harm myself & Rep. Escobar during our visit to CBP facilities & mocked migrant deaths.

This isn’t about “a few bad eggs.” This is a violent culture.

In another exchange, group members responded to a news story about a 16-year-old Guatemalan migrant who died in May while in
Border Patrol custody in Weslaco, Texas. One member posted a GIF of Elmo with the quote, “Oh well.” Another responded with an
image and the words “If he dies, he dies.”

Another group member posted the now infamous photo of a father and his toddler daughter lying face down in Rio Grande after
drowning while attempting to cross the border. The member asked if the photo may have been faked by Democrats as the agent
had “never seen [clean] floaters like this.”
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Democrats Are Claiming Child Abuse At The Border Detention Centers But They Caused This

Problem By NOT FUNDING Southern Border Wall, When They Knew A 100,000 Caravan Of Illegals

Were Headed For Border

https://media3.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2018_43/2621716/181028-migrant-caravan-al-
0906_629b8917d31827524d5de50573bf0896.fit-760w.jpg

Remember when this Caravan of Illegal Migrants were first at the Mexican Southern Border?

Well The Democrats kept stalling on Funding The Southern Border Wall.

https://www.dw.com/image/46062313_303.jpeg

Even thought they knew that all these Caravans of illegals would try and enter the USA illegally.

Instead of making plans with the Trump Administration to handle to eventual problem headed our way.

The Democrats decided to play partisan politics and try and remove President Trump with Coup attempt.

http://allnewspipeline.com/images/BammieSilentCoup1.jpg

Now the Democrats are crying wolf because of the overcrowding at the Border Detention Centers.

These shelters are for Illegal Immigrants that cross the USA border illegally.

Since the Democrats know that this is all their fault for all the illegals that are now in custody.

Today the Democrats tried spreading lies about immigrants drinking water from a toilet that was just a 4:00am talking
point.

Because the Democrats refused to fund the Southern Border Wall and claimed there was no crisis.

Now that the Illegals are here and the Democrats have No good idea's what to do now, they cry wolf.

One of these right here would have solved the problem but the Democrats want open borders.

https://media2.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2018_43/2620396/181026-border-wall-ew-212p_78529e537eb99a58988c3cce50f6ef97.fit-
760w.jpg

The Democrats are always claiming that America needs these illegals for their work force

But Democrats wouldn't take up the offer for Trump to release these illegals in the Blue States that claim to want them.

United States Of America needs to finish building the Wall on our border with Mexico

It is absolutely time for the Democrats to FUND the Southern Border Wall and fully funded it and

built as quick as possible because there are more Caravans coming to our Southern Border.

WWG1WGA
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Democrats Are Claiming Child Abuse At The Border Detention Centers But They Caused This

Problem By NOT FUNDING Southern Border Wall, When They Knew A 100,000 Caravan Of Illegals

Were Headed For Border
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Remember when this Caravan of Illegal Migrants were first at the Mexican Southern Border?

Well The Democrats kept stalling on Funding The Southern Border Wall.
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Even thought they knew that all these Caravans of illegals would try and enter the USA illegally.

Instead of making plans with the Trump Administration to handle to eventual problem headed our way.

The Democrats decided to play partisan politics and try and remove President Trump with Coup attempt.

http://allnewspipeline.com/images/BammieSilentCoup1.jpg

Now the Democrats are crying wolf because of the overcrowding at the Border Detention Centers.

These shelters are for Illegal Immigrants that cross the USA border illegally.

Since the Democrats know that this is all their fault for all the illegals that are now in custody.

Today the Democrats tried spreading lies about immigrants drinking water from a toilet that was just a 4:00am talking
point.

Because the Democrats refused to fund the Southern Border Wall and claimed there was no crisis.

Now that the Illegals are here and the Democrats have No good idea's what to do now, they cry wolf.

One of these right here would have solved the problem but the Democrats want open borders.

https://media2.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2018_43/2620396/181026-border-wall-ew-212p_78529e537eb99a58988c3cce50f6ef97.fit-
760w.jpg

The Democrats are always claiming that America needs these illegals for their work force

But Democrats wouldn't take up the offer for Trump to release these illegals in the Blue States that claim to want them.

United States Of America needs to finish building the Wall on our border with Mexico

It is absolutely time for the Democrats to FUND the Southern Border Wall and fully funded it and

built as quick as possible because there are more Caravans coming to our Southern Border.
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After Trump Supporters Drown Out Democrat's Press Conference At Border Detention Center Liberal
Frederica Wilson: We Must Prosecute Anyone Who 'Makes Fun' Of Members Of Congress Online

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/294/a437d275-b2db-44bd-ad30-0ff4c3186275.jpg

Rep. Frederica Wilson (D-FL) on Tuesday went with other members of Congress to tour a detention facility

for illegal immigrants. During a press conference following the tour, Wilson made a rather interesting

comment. Apparently she believes anyone who "makes fun of members of Congress" on the Internet

"should be prosecuted."

"Those people who are online, making fun of members of Congress, are a disgrace and there is no need for anyone
to think that is unacceptable," Wilson said. "We're going to shut them down and work with whoever it is to shut them
down, and they should be prosecuted."

"You can not intimidate members of Congress, threaten members of Congress. It is against the law in this United
States of America," she said.

It's rather dangerous for a member of Congress to say they want to prosecute people for "making fun of" others. Seriously? What
happened to free speech? If someone says they don't like Wilson's hat because it's ugly, are they going to be prosecuted? If
someone says they think former Vice President Joe Biden is looking old, are they going to be prosecuted?

There's nothing wrong with prosecuting those who go online and threaten our elected representatives. That's totally understandable.
But moving to prosecute people for voicing their opinion is dangerous and it's a slippery slope. Not only that but it's arbitrary. Who
decides what's acceptable? And how do we know that lefties aren't going to persecute only conservatives?

This is just another form of censorship, something we're seeing from big tech companies like Facebook, Twitter and Google.
Except now we have an elected official who wants to work hand-in-hand with them.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1146143587811258370

Ryan Saavedra

✔ @RealSaavedra

Democrat Rep. Frederica Wilson (FL) says that people who are “making fun of members of Congress”

online “should be prosecuted”

( LIN BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/07/02/oh-brother-frederica-wilson-wants-to-prosecute-people-who-make-fun-of-
members-of-congress-online-n2549432
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After Trump Supporters Drown Out Democrat's Press Conference At Border Detention Center Liberal
Frederica Wilson: We Must Prosecute Anyone Who 'Makes Fun' Of Members Of Congress Online
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Rep. Frederica Wilson (D-FL) on Tuesday went with other members of Congress to tour a detention facility

for illegal immigrants. During a press conference following the tour, Wilson made a rather interesting

comment. Apparently she believes anyone who "makes fun of members of Congress" on the Internet

"should be prosecuted."

"Those people who are online, making fun of members of Congress, are a disgrace and there is no need for anyone
to think that is unacceptable," Wilson said. "We're going to shut them down and work with whoever it is to shut them
down, and they should be prosecuted."

"You can not intimidate members of Congress, threaten members of Congress. It is against the law in this United
States of America," she said.

It's rather dangerous for a member of Congress to say they want to prosecute people for "making fun of" others. Seriously? What
happened to free speech? If someone says they don't like Wilson's hat because it's ugly, are they going to be prosecuted? If
someone says they think former Vice President Joe Biden is looking old, are they going to be prosecuted?

There's nothing wrong with prosecuting those who go online and threaten our elected representatives. That's totally understandable.
But moving to prosecute people for voicing their opinion is dangerous and it's a slippery slope. Not only that but it's arbitrary. Who
decides what's acceptable? And how do we know that lefties aren't going to persecute only conservatives?

This is just another form of censorship, something we're seeing from big tech companies like Facebook, Twitter and Google.
Except now we have an elected official who wants to work hand-in-hand with them.

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1146143587811258370

Ryan Saavedra

✔ @RealSaavedra

Democrat Rep. Frederica Wilson (FL) says that people who are “making fun of members of Congress”

online “should be prosecuted”

( LIN BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/07/02/oh-brother-frederica-wilson-wants-to-prosecute-people-who-make-fun-of-
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'NIKE' Dropped Betsy Ross-Themed Patriotic Sneaker After Colin Kaepernick Snivels Racism / So

Where Can I Buy Mine , If They Piss Off Democrats Then I Want A Pair Of Those Patriotic Sneakers
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https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/07/02/931/524/694940094001_6054501424001_6054500748001-
vs.jpg

I only posted this because by wearing these Nike Betsy Ross Patriotic themed shoes it would piss off Colin

Kaepernick and the whole Liberal Democrat Party Crazy's that have made everything in America into a

racist bullshit propaganda story

@Stonenchizel

Have a Great Day Patriots
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So Since Nike Dropped Betsy Ross-Themed Fourth Of July Sneaker After Colin Kaepernick

Complained / Where Can I Buy Mine , If They Piss Off Democrats Then I Want A Pair Of Those

Patriotic Sneakers Now

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/07/02/931/524/694940094001_6054501424001_6054500748001-
vs.jpg

I only posted this because by wearing these Nike Betsy Ross Patriotic themed shoes it would piss off Colin

Kaepernick and the whole Liberal Democrat Party Crazy's that have made everything in America into a

racist bullshit propaganda story

@Stonenchizel

Have a Great Day Patriots

WWG1WGA
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TRUMP : ASK NOT WHAT THE DEMOCRATS CAN DO FOR YOU... LOOK WHAT THEY'VE DONE TO

LOS ANGELES (meme)

IN THESE THREE CARTOONS YOU CAN PRETTY MUCH SOME UP THE 2020 ELECTION

FIRST WE HAVE PRESIDENT TRUMP ASKING THE PATRIOTIC QUESTION

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv062919dAPC20190628084511.jpg

NEXT WE HAVE SOMETHING LIKE HOW THE NEW AMERICAN PLEDGE WOULD BE LIKE

UNDER A DEMOCRAT CONTROLLED USA BUT GOVERNED WITH THEIR LIBERAL SOCIALISM

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/bg070119dBP20190630044507.jpg

AND LAST OF ALL THE DEMOCRATS WANT AMERICANS TO PAY FOR HEALTH CARE INSURANCE

OR BE FINED UNDER THE FAILED DEMOCRAT HEALTHCARE INSURANCE SCAM CALLED OBAMA CARE,

BUT IF YOU ARE AN ILLEGAL ALIEN AND IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA EVERYTHING IS FREE,

BUT GUESS HOW THE DEMOCRATS WANT TO PAY FOR THIS EVERYTHING IS FREE FOR ALIENS BULLSHIT ?

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg070119dAPR20190630094505.jpg

PATRIOTS DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO BE RE-ELECTED AS PRESIDENT IN 2020

THESE DEMOCRATS ARE REALLY STUPID TO THINK THAT THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WANT SOCIALISM

BUT WITH A STABLE GENIUS LIKE DONALD TRUMP AND HIS TEAM OF CONSERVATIVES KICKING ASS

AND TAKING NAMES AND MAKING AMERICA GREAT AGAIN AND MAKING SURE TOGETHER WE WILL:

KEEP AMERICA GREAT

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DX-HtOWWAAAjTqt.jpg

THANK 'Q & HAVE A GREAT DAY OR EVENING AND MAY GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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AND TAKING NAMES AND MAKING AMERICA GREAT AGAIN AND MAKING SURE TOGETHER WE WILL:

KEEP AMERICA GREAT
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THANK 'Q & HAVE A GREAT DAY OR EVENING AND MAY GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS
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Can You Believe This Shit ? 2020 Democrat Bill de Blasio Wants To Force Taxpayers To Fund

Gender Reassignment Surgery

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/Untitled-design-2019-07-01T170425.831-913x479.jpg

Democratic presidential candidates are fighting with all their political might to out-liberal and out-spend

each other when it comes to extreme policy proposals.

And New York Mayor Bill de Blasio may have taken the cake, at least for the time being.

On Sunday, the low-polling de Blasio (0.5 percent on Monday, according to RealClearPolitics) attempted to pander to the
transgender community by suggesting that their “medical needs,” which I’ll spare you by not going into detail, is something
that would be covered under his proposed “Medicare for All” plan.

“Absolutely. We have to respect everyone’s medical needs,” de Blasio said in response to a reporter who at the New
York City WorldPride march if this elective procedure would be covered, according to National Review.

“If someone needs a surgery to be full and to live their life fully — the idea is a health-care system that actually
serves everyone to the fullest, not a health-care system that rations and causes people to struggle to get just a little
health care,” he said.

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/cbszak/status/1145382610102824962

Zak Hudak

 Verified account

@cbszak

.�@BilldeBlasio� tells me gender reassignment surgery should be paid for by Medicare for All

#NYCPrideMarch

According to National Review, de Blasio is the first Democratic presidential contender to publicly take the position that
gender-reassignment surgery should be classified as a medical necessity for transgender individuals.

It would allow those people to get an operation through a taxpayer-funded program, as opposed to through supplemental
plans under private insurance.

The suggestion came only days after Democratic presidential contender Julian Castro said on the Democratic debate stage
in Miami that he would cover abortions for biological men who transition to women under his own version of the Medicare for
All plan. (Never mind that even a pregnancy for such individuals is impossible with current technology.)

“I don’t believe only in reproductive freedom, I believe in reproductive justice. What that means is, just because a
woman or, let’s also not forget, someone in the trans community — a trans female — is poor does not mean they
should not have the ability to exercise that right to choose,” said Castro.

In Democrats’ pursuit to not offend anyone, they’re actually offending many.

For example, conservatives are offended at how Democrats seem to care so little about the value of taxpayer dollars.

This country simply cannot take on something like Medicare for All — it’s impractical and unaffordable. According to Fox
News, some estimates have the plan costing upwards of $32 trillion.

It might work in a small country with an overall healthy population, but it would be an economic disaster for a country as
large as the United States. But those who follow liberal candidates love to hear the word “free” and have absolutely no idea,
nor do they care, how such programs would be paid for.

I honestly believe that many of them, especially the younger, wannabe socialist crowd, think the U.S. government can print
infinite amounts of money at will, with no sense of what it would mean for the economy.
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Imagine the millions of Americans currently enjoying their private health insurance only to have it ripped away and then
forced to use a government-provided solution?

Now imagine living under a system like that and being forced to pay for transgendered people to have surgeries and similar
procedures that a sizable part of the country finds objectionable?

In addition, what kind of country will we have become if we resort to funding abortion clinics and surgeons that would take
advantage of transgender people?

It’s disgusting how the left — particularly politicians like de Blasio, who run cities with higher transgender populations —
ignore the reality of gender dysphoria and the fact that these people tend to need therapy, not surgeries.

It appears as if the Democratic presidential candidates for the 2020 election will say or do just about anything to grab a
quick headline or a boost in polling data.

My only hope is that the moderate voters see through their attempts to pander to specific communities, as de Blasio is
doing with the LGBT crowd.

It’s lazy, ridiculous and a clear sign that he’s desperate for any bump he can manage to get.

Medicare for All, especially a version that forces taxpayers to pay for gender reassignment, shouldn’t even be an option on
the table.

The last entity on the planet that I want making decisions about my health care is the U.S. government.

( LINK BELOW )
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Democratic presidential candidates are fighting with all their political might to out-liberal and out-spend

each other when it comes to extreme policy proposals.

And New York Mayor Bill de Blasio may have taken the cake, at least for the time being.

On Sunday, the low-polling de Blasio (0.5 percent on Monday, according to RealClearPolitics) attempted to pander to the
transgender community by suggesting that their “medical needs,” which I’ll spare you by not going into detail, is something
that would be covered under his proposed “Medicare for All” plan.

“Absolutely. We have to respect everyone’s medical needs,” de Blasio said in response to a reporter who at the New
York City WorldPride march if this elective procedure would be covered, according to National Review.

“If someone needs a surgery to be full and to live their life fully — the idea is a health-care system that actually
serves everyone to the fullest, not a health-care system that rations and causes people to struggle to get just a little
health care,” he said.
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According to National Review, de Blasio is the first Democratic presidential contender to publicly take the position that
gender-reassignment surgery should be classified as a medical necessity for transgender individuals.

It would allow those people to get an operation through a taxpayer-funded program, as opposed to through supplemental
plans under private insurance.

The suggestion came only days after Democratic presidential contender Julian Castro said on the Democratic debate stage
in Miami that he would cover abortions for biological men who transition to women under his own version of the Medicare for
All plan. (Never mind that even a pregnancy for such individuals is impossible with current technology.)

“I don’t believe only in reproductive freedom, I believe in reproductive justice. What that means is, just because a
woman or, let’s also not forget, someone in the trans community — a trans female — is poor does not mean they
should not have the ability to exercise that right to choose,” said Castro.

In Democrats’ pursuit to not offend anyone, they’re actually offending many.

For example, conservatives are offended at how Democrats seem to care so little about the value of taxpayer dollars.

This country simply cannot take on something like Medicare for All — it’s impractical and unaffordable. According to Fox
News, some estimates have the plan costing upwards of $32 trillion.

It might work in a small country with an overall healthy population, but it would be an economic disaster for a country as
large as the United States. But those who follow liberal candidates love to hear the word “free” and have absolutely no idea,
nor do they care, how such programs would be paid for.

I honestly believe that many of them, especially the younger, wannabe socialist crowd, think the U.S. government can print
infinite amounts of money at will, with no sense of what it would mean for the economy.

Imagine the millions of Americans currently enjoying their private health insurance only to have it ripped away and then
forced to use a government-provided solution?

Now imagine living under a system like that and being forced to pay for transgendered people to have surgeries and similar
procedures that a sizable part of the country finds objectionable?

In addition, what kind of country will we have become if we resort to funding abortion clinics and surgeons that would take
advantage of transgender people?

It’s disgusting how the left — particularly politicians like de Blasio, who run cities with higher transgender populations —
ignore the reality of gender dysphoria and the fact that these people tend to need therapy, not surgeries.

It appears as if the Democratic presidential candidates for the 2020 election will say or do just about anything to grab a
quick headline or a boost in polling data.

My only hope is that the moderate voters see through their attempts to pander to specific communities, as de Blasio is
doing with the LGBT crowd.

It’s lazy, ridiculous and a clear sign that he’s desperate for any bump he can manage to get.

Medicare for All, especially a version that forces taxpayers to pay for gender reassignment, shouldn’t even be an option on
the table.

The last entity on the planet that I want making decisions about my health care is the U.S. government.
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For the past few months, Democratic 2020 candidate and South Bend, Indiana, Mayor Pete Buttigieg has

received preferential treatment from the predominately liberal establishment media as the latest “flavor of

the month” who could be the savior of the left, excessively laudatory coverage that vaulted “Mayor Pete” into

the top tier of contenders for the Democratic Party’s nomination to take on President Donald Trump.

That position appears to have become unsustainable for Buttigieg and the liberal media, however, following extensive criticism —
largely from the left, though some from the right — of the dubious manner in which the mayor has handled a controversial police-
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largely from the left, though some from the right — of the dubious manner in which the mayor has handled a controversial police-
involved shooting in his city, one that featured a white officer killing a black man.

The Washington Free Beacon reported that a number of current and former officials with ties to the city, as well as activists and
constituents, are demanding that Buttigieg resign as mayor over what has been perceived as an inadequate response to the boiling
over of long-simmering racial tensions in South Bendy, as well as tensions between law enforcement and the black community
stemming from Buttigieg’s demotion of the city’s first black police chief, Darryl Boykins, in 2012.

Pat Cotrell, the former president of the city’s Board of Public Safety — who resigned in 2013 after Buttigieg ignored his advice on
handling a similarly controversial racial issue — told The Free Beacon that the mayor should “definitely not” be running for
president and said, quite bluntly, “Pete is a fraud.”

“If there wasn’t anyone else running for president, I still wouldn’t vote for Pete,” Cotrell said.

Derek Dieter, who served as president of the city’s Common Council, similarly said Buttigieg should have resigned when he first
announced his candidacy for president, telling The Free Beacon, “Because of Pete’s selfishness, in my opinion, he is still the
mayor.”

A number of activists and constituents are also demanding Buttigieg resign because they say he’s unable to address the racial
concerns of the black community in South Bend.

Activist and pastor Mario Sims told the Free Beacon, “To start with trying to heal, the mayor just needs to resign,” though not
before cleaning house at the police department before he goes.

Sims further accused Buttigieg of being “tone-deaf” on racial issues and said he should suspend his political career entirely until he
has “spent some time evaluating this.”

“I understand political ambition, I understand that. But you’re playing games with the lives of the people here, and
innocent police officers,” Sims said.

“Right now there’s no way he can stand on the stage and honestly talk about the issues pressing this country when
he can’t even successfully address the dire issues of race, lack of diversity, and poverty, not to mention the
homeless issue in this city,” he continued.

“If you can’t even address those issues in a city of 100,000, my God, how can you address those issues in 50
states?” Sims said.

It isn’t just leftist activists calling for Buttigieg to step aside over his mishandling of the recent controversy, but also the South
Bend Fraternal Order of Police, which released a statement recently that called into question the mayor’s leadership skills and
capabilities.

“Mayor Buttigieg’s focus on this incident is solely for his political gain and not the health of the city he serves,” the
FOP said. “Mayor Buttigieg’s comments have already and will continue to have a detrimental effect on local law
enforcement officers and law enforcement officers nationwide. Mayor Buttigieg’s comments and actions are driving a
wedge between law enforcement officers and the community they took an oath to serve.”

Sims noted that Buttigieg has found himself in the unique and unenviable position of being attacked by both sides over the same
issue, and told The Free Beacon, “He’s managed to anger the black community and the police department. Now how do you do
that?”

To get a small taste of the level of outrage aimed at Buttigieg right now, check out this short segment from CNN and listen to what
the black protesters had to say to the mayor as he, rather unsuccessfully, attempted to address their concerns shortly after the
shooting had occurred.

Angry protesters confront Mayor Pete Buttigieg

https://youtu.be/mjT5MlOoUUI via @YouTube

Buttigieg received preferential treatment from the media for a while and enjoyed his status as a near-untouchable Democratic
contender, but reality reached up to grab the mayor by the ankles and yank him back down from that pedestal.

As Sims so accurately noted, if Buttigieg can’t adequately handle the problems in South Bend, who in their

right mind thinks he can come even remotely close to adequately addressing the much larger and far more

varied problems facing this nation?
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For the past few months, Democratic 2020 candidate and South Bend, Indiana, Mayor Pete Buttigieg has

received preferential treatment from the predominately liberal establishment media as the latest “flavor of

the month” who could be the savior of the left, excessively laudatory coverage that vaulted “Mayor Pete” into

the top tier of contenders for the Democratic Party’s nomination to take on President Donald Trump.

That position appears to have become unsustainable for Buttigieg and the liberal media, however, following extensive criticism —
largely from the left, though some from the right — of the dubious manner in which the mayor has handled a controversial police-
involved shooting in his city, one that featured a white officer killing a black man.

The Washington Free Beacon reported that a number of current and former officials with ties to the city, as well as activists and
constituents, are demanding that Buttigieg resign as mayor over what has been perceived as an inadequate response to the boiling
over of long-simmering racial tensions in South Bendy, as well as tensions between law enforcement and the black community
stemming from Buttigieg’s demotion of the city’s first black police chief, Darryl Boykins, in 2012.

Pat Cotrell, the former president of the city’s Board of Public Safety — who resigned in 2013 after Buttigieg ignored his advice on
handling a similarly controversial racial issue — told The Free Beacon that the mayor should “definitely not” be running for
president and said, quite bluntly, “Pete is a fraud.”

“If there wasn’t anyone else running for president, I still wouldn’t vote for Pete,” Cotrell said.

Derek Dieter, who served as president of the city’s Common Council, similarly said Buttigieg should have resigned when he first
announced his candidacy for president, telling The Free Beacon, “Because of Pete’s selfishness, in my opinion, he is still the
mayor.”

A number of activists and constituents are also demanding Buttigieg resign because they say he’s unable to address the racial
concerns of the black community in South Bend.

Activist and pastor Mario Sims told the Free Beacon, “To start with trying to heal, the mayor just needs to resign,” though not
before cleaning house at the police department before he goes.

Sims further accused Buttigieg of being “tone-deaf” on racial issues and said he should suspend his political career entirely until he
has “spent some time evaluating this.”

“I understand political ambition, I understand that. But you’re playing games with the lives of the people here, and
innocent police officers,” Sims said.

“Right now there’s no way he can stand on the stage and honestly talk about the issues pressing this country when
he can’t even successfully address the dire issues of race, lack of diversity, and poverty, not to mention the
homeless issue in this city,” he continued.

“If you can’t even address those issues in a city of 100,000, my God, how can you address those issues in 50
states?” Sims said.

It isn’t just leftist activists calling for Buttigieg to step aside over his mishandling of the recent controversy, but also the South
Bend Fraternal Order of Police, which released a statement recently that called into question the mayor’s leadership skills and
capabilities.

“Mayor Buttigieg’s focus on this incident is solely for his political gain and not the health of the city he serves,” the
FOP said. “Mayor Buttigieg’s comments have already and will continue to have a detrimental effect on local law
enforcement officers and law enforcement officers nationwide. Mayor Buttigieg’s comments and actions are driving a
wedge between law enforcement officers and the community they took an oath to serve.”

Sims noted that Buttigieg has found himself in the unique and unenviable position of being attacked by both sides over the same
issue, and told The Free Beacon, “He’s managed to anger the black community and the police department. Now how do you do
that?”

To get a small taste of the level of outrage aimed at Buttigieg right now, check out this short segment from CNN and listen to what
the black protesters had to say to the mayor as he, rather unsuccessfully, attempted to address their concerns shortly after the
shooting had occurred.

Angry protesters confront Mayor Pete Buttigieg
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https://youtu.be/mjT5MlOoUUI via @YouTube

Buttigieg received preferential treatment from the media for a while and enjoyed his status as a near-untouchable Democratic
contender, but reality reached up to grab the mayor by the ankles and yank him back down from that pedestal.

As Sims so accurately noted, if Buttigieg can’t adequately handle the problems in South Bend, who in their

right mind thinks he can come even remotely close to adequately addressing the much larger and far more

varied problems facing this nation?
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Liberal Portland Mayor Breaks Silence On Antifa Violence, And Gets Scorched By Police Union Rep

"Remove the handcuffs from our officers"
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Portland, Oregon, Mayor Ted Wheeler tried to answer critics in a statement after the violence from Antifa

protesters against a journalist on Saturday, but he was met with a scorching response.

"Portland has always been a beacon of free speech. We are proud of that history," said Wheeler. "But in the last
couple of years, some have increasingly used their opportunity to exercise their 1st amendment rights, as an
opportunity to incite violence."

"Over the weekend some chose to engage in violence in Portland, which is unacceptable and will not be tolerated,"
he continued.

"We stand against all forms of violence - regardless of someone's political leanings. Portland police officers have the
unenviable task of keeping the peace. It's a difficult job and hard decisions are made in real-time," Wheeler added.

Mayor Ted Wheeler

✔ @tedwheeler

Replying to @tedwheeler

We stand against all forms of violence - regardless of someone’s political leanings.

"While we continue to learn more about what transpired over the weekend, we will keep you informed," he concluded.
"We will do everything we can to make sure that those who have committed violence are held accountable."

Portland Police Association President Daryl Turner condemned the violence but demanded that Mayor Wheeler allow police to do
their jobs.

"Where are the voices condemning the lawlessness and violence?" said Turner in a statement. "If this violence had
been directed at Antifa, there would have been an immediate call for an independent, outside investigation. This is a
perfect example of Portland politics at work and why our great City is now under fire in the national news.

"It's our job to ensure that our community can peacefully protest without fear of violence but right now our hands are
tied," he added later in the statement.

"It's time for our Mayor to do two things: tell both ANTIFA and Proud Boys that our City will not accept violence in
our City and remove the handcuffs from our officers and let them stop the violence through strong and swift
enforcement action," Turner concluded. "Enough is enough."

On Monday, Ngo's lawyer issued a wanting to the Antifa provocateurs who attacked his client, while putting the blame on city
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government leaders.

"Goodnight everyone except Antifa criminals who I plan to sue into oblivion and then sow salt into their yoga studios
and avocado toast stands until nothing grows there," Dhillon said in a tweet, "not even the glimmer of a violent
criminal conspiracy aided by the effete impotence of a cowed city government."

Mayor Ted Wheeler

✔ @tedwheeler

Portland has always been a beacon of free speech. We are proud of that history.

Here's the latest on the Antifa attack in Portland:

Harmeet K. Dhillon

✔ @pnjaban

Goodnight everyone except Antifa criminals who I plan to sue into oblivion and then sow salt into their yoga

studios and avocado toast stands until nothing grows there, not even the glimmer of a violent criminal

conspiracy aided by the effete impotence of a cowed city government.
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"Remove the handcuffs from our officers"
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Portland, Oregon, Mayor Ted Wheeler tried to answer critics in a statement after the violence from Antifa

protesters against a journalist on Saturday, but he was met with a scorching response.

"Portland has always been a beacon of free speech. We are proud of that history," said Wheeler. "But in the last
couple of years, some have increasingly used their opportunity to exercise their 1st amendment rights, as an
opportunity to incite violence."

"Over the weekend some chose to engage in violence in Portland, which is unacceptable and will not be tolerated,"
he continued.

"We stand against all forms of violence - regardless of someone's political leanings. Portland police officers have the
unenviable task of keeping the peace. It's a difficult job and hard decisions are made in real-time," Wheeler added.

Mayor Ted Wheeler

✔ @tedwheeler

Replying to @tedwheeler

We stand against all forms of violence - regardless of someone’s political leanings.

"While we continue to learn more about what transpired over the weekend, we will keep you informed," he concluded.
"We will do everything we can to make sure that those who have committed violence are held accountable."

Portland Police Association President Daryl Turner condemned the violence but demanded that Mayor Wheeler allow police to do
their jobs.
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"Where are the voices condemning the lawlessness and violence?" said Turner in a statement. "If this violence had
been directed at Antifa, there would have been an immediate call for an independent, outside investigation. This is a
perfect example of Portland politics at work and why our great City is now under fire in the national news.

"It's our job to ensure that our community can peacefully protest without fear of violence but right now our hands are
tied," he added later in the statement.

"It's time for our Mayor to do two things: tell both ANTIFA and Proud Boys that our City will not accept violence in
our City and remove the handcuffs from our officers and let them stop the violence through strong and swift
enforcement action," Turner concluded. "Enough is enough."

On Monday, Ngo's lawyer issued a wanting to the Antifa provocateurs who attacked his client, while putting the blame on city
government leaders.

"Goodnight everyone except Antifa criminals who I plan to sue into oblivion and then sow salt into their yoga studios
and avocado toast stands until nothing grows there," Dhillon said in a tweet, "not even the glimmer of a violent
criminal conspiracy aided by the effete impotence of a cowed city government."

Mayor Ted Wheeler

✔ @tedwheeler

Portland has always been a beacon of free speech. We are proud of that history.

Here's the latest on the Antifa attack in Portland:

Harmeet K. Dhillon

✔ @pnjaban

Goodnight everyone except Antifa criminals who I plan to sue into oblivion and then sow salt into their yoga

studios and avocado toast stands until nothing grows there, not even the glimmer of a violent criminal

conspiracy aided by the effete impotence of a cowed city government.
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Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) reportedly had a contentious visit to immigrant detention facilities

in southern Texas on Monday, according to The Washington Examiner.

Examiner reporter Anna Giaritelli tweeted Monday that Ocasio-Cortez "screamed at law enforcement agents 'in a threatening
manner'" during her visit with other members of the House of Representatives.

Anna Giaritelli

✔ @Anna_Giaritelli

SCOOP: Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., screamed at federal law enforcement agents “in a
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SCOOP: Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., screamed at federal law enforcement agents “in a

threatening manner” during a visit to a U.S. Border Patrol facility in El Paso, Texas, Monday afternoon and

refused to tour the facility, according to two people who witnessed it.

Ocasio-Cortez's own description of her visit, while not addressing whether or not any screaming occurred, painted a picture of
tensions with Customs and Border Protection agents over their behavior and treatment of detainees.

"Just left the 1st CBP facility," Ocasio-Cortez wrote on Twitter. "I see why CBP officers were being so physically &
sexually threatening towards me. Officers were keeping women in cells w/ no water & had told them to drink out of
the toilets. This was them on their GOOD behavior in front of members of Congress."

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔

@AOC

Just left the 1st CBP facility.

I see why CBP officers were being so physically &sexually threatening towards me.

Officers were keeping women in cells w/ no water & had told them to drink out of the toilets.

This was them on their GOOD behavior in front of members of Congress.

The freshman Democrat also recounted a conversation she had with one of the detainees after she "forced" her way into a cell.

"After I forced myself into a cell w/ women & began speaking to them, one of them described their treatment at the
hands of officers as 'psychological warfare' — waking them at odd hours for no reason, calling them wh*res, etc. Tell
me what about that is due to a 'lack of funding?'

"Now I'm on my way to Clint, where the Trump admin was denying children toothpaste and soap," she continued.
"This has been horrifying so far. It is hard to understate the enormity of the problem. We're talking systemic cruelty
w/ a dehumanizing culture that treats them like animals."

Ocasio-Cortez's visit to facilities in El Paso and Clint, Texas, included more than a dozen other representatives and was organized
by the Congressional Hispanic Caucus.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

✔ @AOC

After I forced myself into a cell w/ women&began speaking to them, one of them described their treatment at

the hands of officers as “psychological warfare” - waking them at odd hours for no reason, calling them

whres, etc*.

Tell me what about that is due to a “lack of funding?”

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

✔ @AOC

Now I’m on my way to Clint, where the Trump admin was denying children toothpaste and soap.

This has been horrifying so far. It is hard to understate the enormity of the problem. We’re talking systemic

cruelty w/ a dehumanizing culture that treats them like animals.
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Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) reportedly had a contentious visit to immigrant detention facilities

in southern Texas on Monday, according to The Washington Examiner.

Examiner reporter Anna Giaritelli tweeted Monday that Ocasio-Cortez "screamed at law enforcement agents 'in a threatening
manner'" during her visit with other members of the House of Representatives.
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threatening manner” during a visit to a U.S. Border Patrol facility in El Paso, Texas, Monday afternoon and

refused to tour the facility, according to two people who witnessed it.

Ocasio-Cortez's own description of her visit, while not addressing whether or not any screaming occurred, painted a picture of
tensions with Customs and Border Protection agents over their behavior and treatment of detainees.

"Just left the 1st CBP facility," Ocasio-Cortez wrote on Twitter. "I see why CBP officers were being so physically &
sexually threatening towards me. Officers were keeping women in cells w/ no water & had told them to drink out of
the toilets. This was them on their GOOD behavior in front of members of Congress."

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔

@AOC

Just left the 1st CBP facility.

I see why CBP officers were being so physically &sexually threatening towards me.

Officers were keeping women in cells w/ no water & had told them to drink out of the toilets.

This was them on their GOOD behavior in front of members of Congress.

The freshman Democrat also recounted a conversation she had with one of the detainees after she "forced" her way into a cell.

"After I forced myself into a cell w/ women & began speaking to them, one of them described their treatment at the
hands of officers as 'psychological warfare' — waking them at odd hours for no reason, calling them wh*res, etc. Tell
me what about that is due to a 'lack of funding?'

"Now I'm on my way to Clint, where the Trump admin was denying children toothpaste and soap," she continued.
"This has been horrifying so far. It is hard to understate the enormity of the problem. We're talking systemic cruelty
w/ a dehumanizing culture that treats them like animals."

Ocasio-Cortez's visit to facilities in El Paso and Clint, Texas, included more than a dozen other representatives and was organized
by the Congressional Hispanic Caucus.
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the hands of officers as “psychological warfare” - waking them at odd hours for no reason, calling them

whres, etc*.

Tell me what about that is due to a “lack of funding?”

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

✔ @AOC

Now I’m on my way to Clint, where the Trump admin was denying children toothpaste and soap.

This has been horrifying so far. It is hard to understate the enormity of the problem. We’re talking systemic

cruelty w/ a dehumanizing culture that treats them like animals.
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As of Monday, a nationwide effort of pro-life groups to bring relief and supplies to the border crisis has

brought in almost $50,000 in supplies and monetary donations in under a week, representatives from two

groups leading the effort told Blaze Media. The goal is to get as many supplies for women and babies to the

border as they can provide.

The effort is called "Bottles to the Border" and is the result of collaboration between pro-life New Wave Feminists and And Then
There Were None, the pro-life ministry for former abortion workers founded by former Planned Parenthood director Abby Johnson.

Pamela Whitehead, the program director of the Texas-based ATTWN, told Blaze Media in a phone interview that as of Monday, the
effort has raised over $30,000 in donations and over $17,500 worth of materials, meaning that the campaign has raised a total
amount of $47,500 in just its first six days.

The campaign is being spearheaded by NWF founder Destiny Herndon-De La Rosa and launched last Tuesday.

Ultimately, Herndon-De La Rosa says, this issue "goes well beyond politics." She calls it "a people issue" and points out that pro-
lifers' concern for human life should extend to vulnerable populations like those at the border, those being trafficked, and others.

"It's not something where you can just say 'I only care about these people,'" she concluded. "No, we are a movement
that's built on caring about the human dignity of all human beings."

This isn't Herndon-De La Rosa's first time providing humanitarian aid, nor her first time teaming up with ATTWN to do it. The two
organizations also worked together to provide feminine hygiene products to shelters around the Houston area in the aftermath of
Hurricane Harvey in 2017, because those items were left out of most donations, she says.

"I became known as the tampon lady at Costco," Herndon-De La Rosa remembers with a laugh. "It was ridiculous."

After that, Herndon-De La Rosa says that her organization's first foray into helping out the situation at the border started in
December when NWF raised around $9,000 to help out the Respite Center in McAllen, Texas.

But she said after seeing the kind of situation created by America's ongoing crisis, she actually went through some "burnout" when
she got back.

"Here I felt like we did so much," she told Blaze Media over the phone, "but these supplies will be gone in a week
because there's just so much need down there."

This time, however, Herndon-De La Rosa says she's approaching this with far more support. A report at Catholic News Agency
said that as of last week, over 40 different pro-life groups had signed on to the effort. This week, Herndon-De La Rosa says that
number is up to 50.
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And though it's not the typical effort that pro-life groups tend to pursue, it's all part of living out a pro-life worldview, Whitehead
explains.

"If I lived in a world where abortion was unthinkable but hunger, homelessness, and hopelessness all increased,
would I have accomplished my pro-life mission?" Whitehead asked. "If I really want to care about people, then I have
to live that out."

"I don't think there's any talking point that's going to prove that to anyone," Whitehead said, adding that she believes
that actions like these are the best way to change people's minds.

For the next two weeks, interested donors can still provide monetary assistance to the campaign, which ends on July 13.
Whitehead says that monetary donations are far more helpful than sending things to the border.

"If you send stuff to the center, it creates work," Whitehead explained during the interview. "The last thing I wanted
to see was this respite center get a lot of work" like sorting through donated materials.

Those interested in donating to the campaign can go to NWF's website, where all donations between now and July 13 will be put
toward the Bottles to the Border campaign.

"I encourage us as a movement to not just be against abortion. Let's be a movement that is FOR more than we are
against," Johnson said in a Facebook post last week. "Let's be a movement that reaches out to those who need our
physical and emotional assistance…whether those people are walking into an abortion clinic, at the border, or are
homeless."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/ready-in-under-one-week-pro-life-groups-raised-almost-50-000-to-help-mothers-and-babies-at-the-
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As of Monday, a nationwide effort of pro-life groups to bring relief and supplies to the border crisis has

brought in almost $50,000 in supplies and monetary donations in under a week, representatives from two

groups leading the effort told Blaze Media. The goal is to get as many supplies for women and babies to the

border as they can provide.

The effort is called "Bottles to the Border" and is the result of collaboration between pro-life New Wave Feminists and And Then
There Were None, the pro-life ministry for former abortion workers founded by former Planned Parenthood director Abby Johnson.

Pamela Whitehead, the program director of the Texas-based ATTWN, told Blaze Media in a phone interview that as of Monday, the
effort has raised over $30,000 in donations and over $17,500 worth of materials, meaning that the campaign has raised a total
amount of $47,500 in just its first six days.

The campaign is being spearheaded by NWF founder Destiny Herndon-De La Rosa and launched last Tuesday.

Ultimately, Herndon-De La Rosa says, this issue "goes well beyond politics." She calls it "a people issue" and points out that pro-
lifers' concern for human life should extend to vulnerable populations like those at the border, those being trafficked, and others.

"It's not something where you can just say 'I only care about these people,'" she concluded. "No, we are a movement
that's built on caring about the human dignity of all human beings."

This isn't Herndon-De La Rosa's first time providing humanitarian aid, nor her first time teaming up with ATTWN to do it. The two
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This isn't Herndon-De La Rosa's first time providing humanitarian aid, nor her first time teaming up with ATTWN to do it. The two
organizations also worked together to provide feminine hygiene products to shelters around the Houston area in the aftermath of
Hurricane Harvey in 2017, because those items were left out of most donations, she says.

"I became known as the tampon lady at Costco," Herndon-De La Rosa remembers with a laugh. "It was ridiculous."

After that, Herndon-De La Rosa says that her organization's first foray into helping out the situation at the border started in
December when NWF raised around $9,000 to help out the Respite Center in McAllen, Texas.

But she said after seeing the kind of situation created by America's ongoing crisis, she actually went through some "burnout" when
she got back.

"Here I felt like we did so much," she told Blaze Media over the phone, "but these supplies will be gone in a week
because there's just so much need down there."

This time, however, Herndon-De La Rosa says she's approaching this with far more support. A report at Catholic News Agency
said that as of last week, over 40 different pro-life groups had signed on to the effort. This week, Herndon-De La Rosa says that
number is up to 50.

And though it's not the typical effort that pro-life groups tend to pursue, it's all part of living out a pro-life worldview, Whitehead
explains.

"If I lived in a world where abortion was unthinkable but hunger, homelessness, and hopelessness all increased,
would I have accomplished my pro-life mission?" Whitehead asked. "If I really want to care about people, then I have
to live that out."

"I don't think there's any talking point that's going to prove that to anyone," Whitehead said, adding that she believes
that actions like these are the best way to change people's minds.

For the next two weeks, interested donors can still provide monetary assistance to the campaign, which ends on July 13.
Whitehead says that monetary donations are far more helpful than sending things to the border.

"If you send stuff to the center, it creates work," Whitehead explained during the interview. "The last thing I wanted
to see was this respite center get a lot of work" like sorting through donated materials.

Those interested in donating to the campaign can go to NWF's website, where all donations between now and July 13 will be put
toward the Bottles to the Border campaign.

"I encourage us as a movement to not just be against abortion. Let's be a movement that is FOR more than we are
against," Johnson said in a Facebook post last week. "Let's be a movement that reaches out to those who need our
physical and emotional assistance…whether those people are walking into an abortion clinic, at the border, or are
homeless."
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Andy Ngo's Lawyer Just Threatened to Sue Antifa Thugs 'Into Oblivion'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/114/72249239-b871-4171-83c4-eb84226ea6ae.jpg

Early Monday morning Harmeet K. Dhillon, lawyer of journalist Andy Ngo, tweeted that she planned to sue

Antifa insurgents "into oblivion" after her client was brutally beaten at a protest.

Goodnight everyone except Antifa criminals who I plan to sue into oblivion and then sow salt into their yoga studios and avocado
toast stands until nothing grows there, not even the glimmer of a violent criminal conspiracy aided by the effete impotence of a
cowed city government.

— Harmeet K. Dhillon (@pnjaban) July 1, 2019

Dhillon savagely called out the lifestyles of the millennial Antifa thugs while simultaneously criticizing the feckless
government of Portland.

Her comments come two days after Ngo was attacked by Antifa at a protest in Portland. He was later admitted to the
hospital for injuries he sustained.

Good news! ?@MrAndyNgo? has been cleared to leave the hospital! He’ll have more to say in coming days about what happened
to him & others yesterday in Portland. He is very thankful for the overwhelming support from decent people, especially ?
@michellemalkin? & donors. pic.twitter.com/gK3ZEHfRyE

— Harmeet K. Dhillon (@pnjaban) July 1, 2019

Dhillon is referring to a GoFundMe campaign Michelle Malkin launched to support Ngo. So far the campaign has raised
$142,000.

Ngo's lawyer later criticized the city of Portland itself, calling it "worse" than San Francisco.

San Francisco rightfully gets a lot of flack from the media for its homelessness problem, drugs, being the utopian petri dish of
America, etc., but Portland is way worse -- it's run by gangs of fey black-clad, armed proto-fascists who commit mayhem & create
no-go zones at will.

— Harmeet K. Dhillon (@pnjaban) July 1, 2019

Dhillon's tweets come after multiple conservative influencers and legislators have condemned the attack against Ngo. Sen.
Ted Cruz (R-TX) has called for "legal action" against Portland's mayor, Ted Wheeler. So far, only three people have been
arrested in the aftermath of the protest. It is unclear whether the arrests were made in relation to Ngo.

( Story in the link below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/victoriamarshall/2019/07/01/andy-ngos-lawyer-just-threatened-to-sue-antifa-thugs-into-oblivion-
n2549282
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Andy Ngo's Lawyer Just Threatened to Sue Antifa Thugs 'Into Oblivion'
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Early Monday morning Harmeet K. Dhillon, lawyer of journalist Andy Ngo, tweeted that she planned to sue

Antifa insurgents "into oblivion" after her client was brutally beaten at a protest.

Goodnight everyone except Antifa criminals who I plan to sue into oblivion and then sow salt into their yoga studios and avocado
toast stands until nothing grows there, not even the glimmer of a violent criminal conspiracy aided by the effete impotence of a
cowed city government.

— Harmeet K. Dhillon (@pnjaban) July 1, 2019

Dhillon savagely called out the lifestyles of the millennial Antifa thugs while simultaneously criticizing the feckless
government of Portland.

Her comments come two days after Ngo was attacked by Antifa at a protest in Portland. He was later admitted to the
hospital for injuries he sustained.

Good news! ?@MrAndyNgo? has been cleared to leave the hospital! He’ll have more to say in coming days about what happened
to him & others yesterday in Portland. He is very thankful for the overwhelming support from decent people, especially ?
@michellemalkin? & donors. pic.twitter.com/gK3ZEHfRyE

— Harmeet K. Dhillon (@pnjaban) July 1, 2019

Dhillon is referring to a GoFundMe campaign Michelle Malkin launched to support Ngo. So far the campaign has raised
$142,000.

Ngo's lawyer later criticized the city of Portland itself, calling it "worse" than San Francisco.

San Francisco rightfully gets a lot of flack from the media for its homelessness problem, drugs, being the utopian petri dish of
America, etc., but Portland is way worse -- it's run by gangs of fey black-clad, armed proto-fascists who commit mayhem & create
no-go zones at will.

— Harmeet K. Dhillon (@pnjaban) July 1, 2019

Dhillon's tweets come after multiple conservative influencers and legislators have condemned the attack against Ngo. Sen.
Ted Cruz (R-TX) has called for "legal action" against Portland's mayor, Ted Wheeler. So far, only three people have been
arrested in the aftermath of the protest. It is unclear whether the arrests were made in relation to Ngo.
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TO HARVEST THEIR BODY PARTS ARE GETTING GREEDY AND CARE MORE ABOUT SELLING OF BABY BODY PARTS
AND MAKING MORE MONEY THAN THEY ARE ABOUT THE SAFETY WOMAN AND HER BABY BEING CARED FOR IN THE
MOST MEDICALLY PROFESSIONAL WAY BECAUSE I THOUGHT DOCTORS ACTUALLY TAKE A HYPOCRITICAL OATH TO
SAVE LIVES INSTEAD OF TAKING THEM FOR PROFIT )
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'If someone else was to go through that experience, I wouldn't want them to terminate because you don't

know what's going to happen.'
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In Scotland, a young pregnant mother was repeatedly advised to abort her baby over medical concerns. Her

son was just born a few weeks ago

A report at The Scotsman tells the story of 21-year-old Lauren Webster and her newborn baby boy, Ollie, who was born weighing 5
pounds, 14 ounces on May 23.

Webster, the story explains, had previously gone through two miscarriages, and scans revealed a bladder blockage. She was
"asked by medics repeatedly" if she wanted to abort her unborn child.

After seeing some problems on her 13-week scan, a doctor at the Princess Royal Maternity Hospital in Glasgow first asked if
Webster wanted an abortion, citing a low chance of the child's survival. When she declined, doctors agreed to monitor the
pregnancy via weekly scans.

"Every week she was asking me if I wanted to terminate," Webster recalled. "She said she had to ask me."

Webster remembers it "was around Christmas time and I was feeling very down" as a result.

"I said to her, 'Don't ask me that again because I'm keeping it,'" Webster added. "By 18 weeks she had noticed that
the bladder had repaired itself."

Doctors were also worried about the possibility that Ollie might have Edwards syndrome, also known as Trisomy 18, a rare genetic
condition with a very short life expectancy.

"She asked me again if I wanted to terminate, saying he wouldn't survive beyond 4 if it was Edwards syndrome,"
Webster recalled.

Despite the warnings that her child might not survive, Webster told the Scottish outlet that she had a "gut feeling" that the baby
would make it. Later, she said, she left the doctors "gobsmacked" when Ollie came into the world just fine, aside from showing up
a few weeks early.

According to the story, the bladder issue fixed itself and specialists ruled out another "serious condition" Ollie was initially thought
to have.

"When I found out I was pregnant, I was very scared because of what had happened before … But I just had a gut
feeling that this was my time," Webster said. "Everything they told me turned out not to have happened."

Now, despite all of the worry, Webster says, baby Ollie "sleeps good and is feeding well."

The new mom also has some advice for anyone else facing a challenging or devastating diagnosis: Don't give up on life.

"If someone else was to go through that experience," Webster said, "I wouldn't want them to terminate because you
don't know what's going to happen."

"I just think everyone should read my story and never give up hope," Webster added.

A sad story from Ireland underlines the point. Following legalization of abortion in Ireland, a couple opted for an abortion after
getting a diagnosis of a fetal abnormality. A later test, however, would show that no abnormality was present, meaning that the
couple had aborted a healthy child for no reason.

( LINK BELOW )
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A report at The Scotsman tells the story of 21-year-old Lauren Webster and her newborn baby boy, Ollie, who was born weighing 5
pounds, 14 ounces on May 23.

Webster, the story explains, had previously gone through two miscarriages, and scans revealed a bladder blockage. She was
"asked by medics repeatedly" if she wanted to abort her unborn child.

After seeing some problems on her 13-week scan, a doctor at the Princess Royal Maternity Hospital in Glasgow first asked if
Webster wanted an abortion, citing a low chance of the child's survival. When she declined, doctors agreed to monitor the
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Webster remembers it "was around Christmas time and I was feeling very down" as a result.
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Doctors were also worried about the possibility that Ollie might have Edwards syndrome, also known as Trisomy 18, a rare genetic
condition with a very short life expectancy.

"She asked me again if I wanted to terminate, saying he wouldn't survive beyond 4 if it was Edwards syndrome,"
Webster recalled.

Despite the warnings that her child might not survive, Webster told the Scottish outlet that she had a "gut feeling" that the baby
would make it. Later, she said, she left the doctors "gobsmacked" when Ollie came into the world just fine, aside from showing up
a few weeks early.

According to the story, the bladder issue fixed itself and specialists ruled out another "serious condition" Ollie was initially thought
to have.

"When I found out I was pregnant, I was very scared because of what had happened before … But I just had a gut
feeling that this was my time," Webster said. "Everything they told me turned out not to have happened."

Now, despite all of the worry, Webster says, baby Ollie "sleeps good and is feeding well."

The new mom also has some advice for anyone else facing a challenging or devastating diagnosis: Don't give up on life.

"If someone else was to go through that experience," Webster said, "I wouldn't want them to terminate because you
don't know what's going to happen."

"I just think everyone should read my story and never give up hope," Webster added.

A sad story from Ireland underlines the point. Following legalization of abortion in Ireland, a couple opted for an abortion after
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Doctors Repeatedly Asked If She Wanted An Abortion. She Ignored Them And Gave Birth To A

Healthy Baby Boy

( IT LOOKS LIKE DOCTORS THAT ARE IN THE ABORTION BUTCHERING BUSINESS OF ABORTING UNBORN CHILDREN
TO HARVEST THEIR BODY PARTS ARE GETTING GREEDY AND CARE MORE ABOUT SELLING OF BABY BODY PARTS
AND MAKING MORE MONEY THAN THEY ARE ABOUT THE SAFETY WOMAN AND HER BABY BEING CARED FOR IN THE
MOST MEDICALLY PROFESSIONAL WAY BECAUSE I THOUGHT DOCTORS ACTUALLY TAKE A HYPOCRITICAL OATH TO
SAVE LIVES INSTEAD OF TAKING THEM FOR PROFIT )

@Stonenchizel

'If someone else was to go through that experience, I wouldn't want them to terminate because you don't

know what's going to happen.'
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In Scotland, a young pregnant mother was repeatedly advised to abort her baby over medical concerns. Her

son was just born a few weeks ago

A report at The Scotsman tells the story of 21-year-old Lauren Webster and her newborn baby boy, Ollie, who was born weighing 5
pounds, 14 ounces on May 23.

Webster, the story explains, had previously gone through two miscarriages, and scans revealed a bladder blockage. She was
"asked by medics repeatedly" if she wanted to abort her unborn child.

After seeing some problems on her 13-week scan, a doctor at the Princess Royal Maternity Hospital in Glasgow first asked if
Webster wanted an abortion, citing a low chance of the child's survival. When she declined, doctors agreed to monitor the
pregnancy via weekly scans.

"Every week she was asking me if I wanted to terminate," Webster recalled. "She said she had to ask me."

Webster remembers it "was around Christmas time and I was feeling very down" as a result.

"I said to her, 'Don't ask me that again because I'm keeping it,'" Webster added. "By 18 weeks she had noticed that
the bladder had repaired itself."

Doctors were also worried about the possibility that Ollie might have Edwards syndrome, also known as Trisomy 18, a rare genetic
condition with a very short life expectancy.

"She asked me again if I wanted to terminate, saying he wouldn't survive beyond 4 if it was Edwards syndrome,"
Webster recalled.

Despite the warnings that her child might not survive, Webster told the Scottish outlet that she had a "gut feeling" that the baby
would make it. Later, she said, she left the doctors "gobsmacked" when Ollie came into the world just fine, aside from showing up
a few weeks early.

According to the story, the bladder issue fixed itself and specialists ruled out another "serious condition" Ollie was initially thought
to have.

"When I found out I was pregnant, I was very scared because of what had happened before … But I just had a gut
feeling that this was my time," Webster said. "Everything they told me turned out not to have happened."

Now, despite all of the worry, Webster says, baby Ollie "sleeps good and is feeding well."

The new mom also has some advice for anyone else facing a challenging or devastating diagnosis: Don't give up on life.

"If someone else was to go through that experience," Webster said, "I wouldn't want them to terminate because you
don't know what's going to happen."

"I just think everyone should read my story and never give up hope," Webster added.
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A sad story from Ireland underlines the point. Following legalization of abortion in Ireland, a couple opted for an abortion after
getting a diagnosis of a fetal abnormality. A later test, however, would show that no abnormality was present, meaning that the
couple had aborted a healthy child for no reason.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/doctors-repeatedly-asked-if-she-wanted-an-abortion-she-ignored-them-and-gave-birth-to-a-health-
baby-boy
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A report at The Scotsman tells the story of 21-year-old Lauren Webster and her newborn baby boy, Ollie, who was born weighing 5
pounds, 14 ounces on May 23.

Webster, the story explains, had previously gone through two miscarriages, and scans revealed a bladder blockage. She was
"asked by medics repeatedly" if she wanted to abort her unborn child.

After seeing some problems on her 13-week scan, a doctor at the Princess Royal Maternity Hospital in Glasgow first asked if
Webster wanted an abortion, citing a low chance of the child's survival. When she declined, doctors agreed to monitor the
pregnancy via weekly scans.

"Every week she was asking me if I wanted to terminate," Webster recalled. "She said she had to ask me."

Webster remembers it "was around Christmas time and I was feeling very down" as a result.

"I said to her, 'Don't ask me that again because I'm keeping it,'" Webster added. "By 18 weeks she had noticed that
the bladder had repaired itself."

Doctors were also worried about the possibility that Ollie might have Edwards syndrome, also known as Trisomy 18, a rare genetic
condition with a very short life expectancy.

"She asked me again if I wanted to terminate, saying he wouldn't survive beyond 4 if it was Edwards syndrome,"
Webster recalled.

Despite the warnings that her child might not survive, Webster told the Scottish outlet that she had a "gut feeling" that the baby
would make it. Later, she said, she left the doctors "gobsmacked" when Ollie came into the world just fine, aside from showing up
a few weeks early.

According to the story, the bladder issue fixed itself and specialists ruled out another "serious condition" Ollie was initially thought
to have.
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"When I found out I was pregnant, I was very scared because of what had happened before … But I just had a gut
feeling that this was my time," Webster said. "Everything they told me turned out not to have happened."

Now, despite all of the worry, Webster says, baby Ollie "sleeps good and is feeding well."

The new mom also has some advice for anyone else facing a challenging or devastating diagnosis: Don't give up on life.

"If someone else was to go through that experience," Webster said, "I wouldn't want them to terminate because you
don't know what's going to happen."

"I just think everyone should read my story and never give up hope," Webster added.

A sad story from Ireland underlines the point. Following legalization of abortion in Ireland, a couple opted for an abortion after
getting a diagnosis of a fetal abnormality. A later test, however, would show that no abnormality was present, meaning that the
couple had aborted a healthy child for no reason.
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Democrat Minnesota attorney general Keith Ellison, formerly a top Democratic National Committee official,

deleted his tweet supporting the radical left-wing network Antifa, which viciously beat journalist Andy Ngo in

Portland over the weekend. But Ellison’s association with a top Portland ANTIFA leader is now coming

under renewed scrutiny.

The attack on Ngo was premeditated, according to Ngo’s own words before the attack happened. Antifa used quick-dry cement,
which they filled milkshake cups with — a tactic known as “milkshaking,” which Antifa has clearly taken to a new violent level.

Ellison was called out for deleting his infamous tweet praising the ANTIFA handbook, which he held in a photo, as the book that
would “strike fear in the heart” of President Donald Trump.

That tweet is preserved. So is the selfie that went along with it.

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/ellison_twitter1.jpg

Ellison’s connections to Antifa — specifically the Portland wing of the left-wing network — are deeper than

a single tweet.

On the heels of an unprecedented Minneapolis Police press conference this week in which officers warned citizens to not vote for
Keith Ellison, photographs obtained by Big League Politics contributor Laura Loomer show Ellison and Luis Enrique Marquez, a
notorious leader of the Portland ANTIFA who has a criminal record and has carried the Communist flag.

Ellison’s support of ANTIFA is no secret, but as a candidate for Attorney General, his relationship with a violent member
of ANTIFA, which has been designated as a domestic terrorist organization by the US Department of State, is concerning

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Screen-Shot-2018-11-05-at-1.01.28-PM-768x649.png

As a result of his criminal actions as the leader of Portland ANTIFA, Luis Enrique Marquez was booked into the Multonomah
County Jail and Conditionally released June 30, 2018 having been charged with two counts of theft (one 2nd degree and one 3rd
degree) and 3rd degree assault per Jail Employee ID 93275.
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“City and federal law enforcement officers arrested nine people in downtown Portland Saturday during competing rallies that law
enforcement officials ultimately declared a riot due to violence. Portland’s Rose City Antifa and Vancouver’s Patriot Prayer were
the primary groups involved,” the Portland Patch reported in June.

Luis Enrique Marquez was one of those nine people arrested in what police described as violent protests.
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Democrat Minnesota attorney general Keith Ellison, formerly a top Democratic National Committee official, deleted his tweet
supporting the radical left-wing network Antifa, which viciously beat journalist Andy Ngo in Portland over the weekend. But Ellison’s
association with a top Portland ANTIFA leader is now coming under renewed scrutiny.

The attack on Ngo was premeditated, according to Ngo’s own words before the attack happened. Antifa used quick-dry cement,
which they filled milkshake cups with — a tactic known as “milkshaking,” which Antifa has clearly taken to a new violent level.

Ellison was called out for deleting his infamous tweet praising the ANTIFA handbook, which he held in a photo, as the book that
would “strike fear in the heart” of President Donald Trump.

That tweet is preserved. So is the selfie that went along with it.

Ellison’s connections to Antifa — specifically the Portland wing of the left-wing network — are deeper than

a single tweet.

On the heels of an unprecedented Minneapolis Police press conference this week in which officers warned citizens to not vote for
Keith Ellison, photographs obtained by Big League Politics contributor Laura Loomer show Ellison and Luis Enrique Marquez, a
notorious leader of the Portland ANTIFA who has a criminal record and has carried the Communist flag.

Ellison’s support of ANTIFA is no secret, but as a candidate for Attorney General, his relationship with a

violent member of ANTIFA, which has been designated as a domestic terrorist organization by the US

Department of State, is concerning.

As a result of his criminal actions as the leader of Portland ANTIFA, Luis Enrique Marquez was booked into the Multonomah
County Jail and Conditionally released June 30, 2018 having been charged with two counts of theft (one 2nd degree and one 3rd
degree) and 3rd degree assault per Jail Employee ID 93275.

“City and federal law enforcement officers arrested nine people in downtown Portland Saturday during competing rallies that law
enforcement officials ultimately declared a riot due to violence. Portland’s Rose City Antifa and Vancouver’s Patriot Prayer were
the primary groups involved,” the Portland Patch reported in June.

Luis Enrique Marquez was one of those nine people arrested in what police described as violent protests.

Luis Enrique Marquez not only has a history of arrests, but he is the subject of several YouTube videos which display his ANTIFA
associations and violent behavior. Again, this is who Keith Ellison was spotted hanging out with at the Minnesota State Fair.
Sources who wish to remain anonymous for the sake of their safety told Big League Politics that Ellison spent over an hour with
Luis Enrique Marquez, whose next court date is scheduled for November 28, 2018 according to Multonomah Court employee
Anthony Tran.

WATCH:

ANTIFA scumbag Luis Marquez trolling bicyclist at Trump impeachment rally

https://youtu.be/zbV6ySiR4Zs via @YouTube

ANTIFA spitter Luis Marquez part 2 "obsession"

https://youtu.be/Br9hvd_oldg via @YouTube

ROSE CITY ANTIFA TOSSED LIKE CHILDREN COURTESY OF TINY TOESE

https://youtu.be/QSnmvFAw1so via @YouTube

Along with being a six-term lawmaker who represents Minnesota’s 5th District, Ellison is the first Muslim to

ever be elected to the U.S. Congress, and has served as the Deputy Chair of the Democratic National

Committee since 2017. When he was sworn into office, Ellison refused to be sworn in with a Bible, and

instead demanded that a Quran be used as a way to emphasize “religious tolerance.”

It is unclear how Ellison, who has himself called for violent riots.....
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As a result of his criminal actions as the leader of Portland ANTIFA, Luis Enrique Marquez was booked into the Multonomah
County Jail and Conditionally released June 30, 2018 having been charged with two counts of theft (one 2nd degree and one 3rd
degree) and 3rd degree assault per Jail Employee ID 93275.

“City and federal law enforcement officers arrested nine people in downtown Portland Saturday during competing rallies that law
enforcement officials ultimately declared a riot due to violence. Portland’s Rose City Antifa and Vancouver’s Patriot Prayer were
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Luis Enrique Marquez was one of those nine people arrested in what police described as violent protests.
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would “strike fear in the heart” of President Donald Trump.

That tweet is preserved. So is the selfie that went along with it.
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a single tweet.

On the heels of an unprecedented Minneapolis Police press conference this week in which officers warned citizens to not vote for
Keith Ellison, photographs obtained by Big League Politics contributor Laura Loomer show Ellison and Luis Enrique Marquez, a
notorious leader of the Portland ANTIFA who has a criminal record and has carried the Communist flag.
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Ellison’s support of ANTIFA is no secret, but as a candidate for Attorney General, his relationship with a

violent member of ANTIFA, which has been designated as a domestic terrorist organization by the US

Department of State, is concerning.

As a result of his criminal actions as the leader of Portland ANTIFA, Luis Enrique Marquez was booked into the Multonomah
County Jail and Conditionally released June 30, 2018 having been charged with two counts of theft (one 2nd degree and one 3rd
degree) and 3rd degree assault per Jail Employee ID 93275.

“City and federal law enforcement officers arrested nine people in downtown Portland Saturday during competing rallies that law
enforcement officials ultimately declared a riot due to violence. Portland’s Rose City Antifa and Vancouver’s Patriot Prayer were
the primary groups involved,” the Portland Patch reported in June.

Luis Enrique Marquez was one of those nine people arrested in what police described as violent protests.

Luis Enrique Marquez not only has a history of arrests, but he is the subject of several YouTube videos which display his ANTIFA
associations and violent behavior. Again, this is who Keith Ellison was spotted hanging out with at the Minnesota State Fair.
Sources who wish to remain anonymous for the sake of their safety told Big League Politics that Ellison spent over an hour with
Luis Enrique Marquez, whose next court date is scheduled for November 28, 2018 according to Multonomah Court employee
Anthony Tran.

WATCH:

ANTIFA scumbag Luis Marquez trolling bicyclist at Trump impeachment rally

https://youtu.be/zbV6ySiR4Zs via @YouTube

ANTIFA spitter Luis Marquez part 2 "obsession"

https://youtu.be/Br9hvd_oldg via @YouTube

ROSE CITY ANTIFA TOSSED LIKE CHILDREN COURTESY OF TINY TOESE

https://youtu.be/QSnmvFAw1so via @YouTube

Along with being a six-term lawmaker who represents Minnesota’s 5th District, Ellison is the first Muslim to

ever be elected to the U.S. Congress, and has served as the Deputy Chair of the Democratic National

Committee since 2017. When he was sworn into office, Ellison refused to be sworn in with a Bible, and

instead demanded that a Quran be used as a way to emphasize “religious tolerance.”

It is unclear how Ellison, who has himself called for violent riots.....
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I don’t know about you, but I’m feeling pretty good about the election after last week’s two-day Democratic

clusterfark, and the president has got to be feeling pretty good too, since he just won it. Oh, we have 17

more months of media pimping of whichever commie candidate is currently the least embarrassing, but the

debates made it very clear that Trump is going to be POTUS until Ric Grenell is on the victorious GOP

ticket in 2024.

In the Dems’ defense, they do have an uphill battle. The economy is on fire, we’ve dodged all the new wars our garbage elite has
proposed, Mueller (who went unmentioned) delivered only humiliation, and all 723 Democrats running are geebos. But say what you
will, they are a diverse bunch in every way except thought – among the weirdos, losers and mutations onstage were a fake Indian,
a furry, a guy so dumb he quotes Che in Miami, a raving weather cultist, America’s shrill first wife, a distinctly non-fabulous gay
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a furry, a guy so dumb he quotes Che in Miami, a raving weather cultist, America’s shrill first wife, a distinctly non-fabulous gay
guy, T-Bone’s homie, whatever the hell Andrew Yang is, and Stevie Nicks.

But it was the thought part where they came together in a festival of insane acclamation. They agreed on everything, and it was all
politically suicidal. Yeah, Americans are thrilled about the idea of subsidizing Marxist puppetry students and getting kicked off their
health insurance so that they can put their lives in the hands of the people who brought you the DMV.

Exactly who, outside of Manhattan and Scat Francisco, think Americans are dying to stop even our feeble enforcement of the
border, make illegal immigration not illegal, never send illegals home once they get here and – think about this – take our tax
money to give these foreigners who shouldn’t even be here in the first place better free health care than our vets get? That should
go well in places like Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylvania. I eagerly await Salena Zito’s interview with a bunch of construction
workers at a diner near Pittsburg who tell her, “It really bugs me, Lou and Joe here that those people coming into the country
illegally aren’t getting free heath care on our dime. We all want to work an extra shift so we can give it to ‘em. We need a president
who finally puts foreigners first! Also, we all agree we ought to give up our deer rifles because people in Cory Booker’s
neighborhood can’t stop shooting each other.”

Even Joe Biden, who should know better, hopped onto that crazy Acela. One of the last Democrats who actually thought his party
should bother with voters who have to shower after they get off work, Biden was looking bad. Physically, he appeared thin and
tired and crusty – the last couple years have not been kind. Mentally, it was just sad. Joe was never going to get mixed up with
Stephen Hawking, but his pathetic flailing about on stage demonstrated that he’s way too old, physically, mentally and culturally.
He would have been perfectly fine up there with guys like Walter Mondale and Hubert Humphrey in 1979, but instead he was
onstage in 2019 with a bunch of people who – to the extent they know who Walter Mondale and Hubert Humphrey were – think that
those guys were a bunch of racist cis-het white males of privilege who can’t understand the truly important issues of today, like –
as Julian Castro pointed out – free abortions for transsexuals.

Democrats have morphed from the party of the working man to the party of contempt for the working man. Take away his voice,
take away his respect, take away his guns and take away his money – that’s their agenda for the kind of ex-Democrat voter who
said “No thanks” and dashed Felonia Milhous von Pantsuit’s hideous dreams.

Currently, this minute, the Dems seem intent on nominating another strong, independent woman who would have been human
wallpaper if she hadn’t hooked up with a potent Democrat male. Hillary had her Bill, at least once, and Kamala had her Willie
Brown. Amusingly, after all their fussin’ and fumin’ about Trump’s lifestyle, the Demos are falling head over heels for a woman
whose her career began as a mistress. But, of course. her situation was totally different. She’s a liberal.

By the way, Kamala’s heart-felt plea about busing in that racist hot-bed of Jim Crow, Berkeley, was especially amusing to me. I’m
two months younger than her, I grew up across the San Francisco Bay from the future Not-Mrs. Wille Brown, and I was bused too.
No one cared. It was no biggie in the Bay Area. You weren’t exactly marching to Selma, you goof.

She “won” the debate because she’s the least inept of that cast of mediocrities, and she’s totally inept. She’s just like all the
others, just a little less so. Gillibrand is super shrill and super naggy, while Harris is just shrill and naggy. Bernie wants Americans
to get off their own lawns so he can redistribute the turf, while Harris might let them keep a few blades of grass. And Marianne
Williamson thinks the number one priority for the next president is to immediately communicate with the prime minister of New
Zealand via magic crystals while Harris’s position on chakras and energy waves remains unclear.

Trump has to be ecstatic. These people are never going to beat him. Their entire platform consists of forcing Normal Americans to
work so that the liberal elite can give free stuff to Democrat constituents and illegal aliens (of course, these categories form a
single circle within the Venn diagram of who Democrats care about). They also want to ensure that the United States obeys the
dictates of the transnational global elite when it comes to sucking up to those few foreigners who haven’t yet snuck in here for
subsidized dental work. Yeah, Americans are totally going to applaud like the trained seals in the Colbert audience for reversing
Trump’s policy of making the euroweenies pick up the tab for their own defense and for reinstating the Paris Accords, which
means shipping cash to the Third World to somehow keep it from being a degree hotter in the year 2219.

Yeah Dems, you go with all that. Keep it up. And in January 2025 you’ll get your wish and finally be rid of Trump – though only
after he hands over the Oval office keys to President Ric Grenell.

Of course, if Trump doesn’t win in 2020, we’re in for chaos. From Willie Brown’s Girlfriend’s pledge to rule by decree to Beto, who
is a furry, demanding we allow people dressed like cartoon foxes into our bathrooms, to Swalwell wanting to go all Nagasaki on
Americans who insist on that inconvenient Second Amendment thing, a victory by any of them would require you set your futures
to “Dystopian.” Want a preview? Check out my action-packed yet super-snarky novels about the United States’ split into red and
blue countries, People's Republic, Indian Country and Wildfire. Liberals and the sad Loser Boat crew from the failed Weekly
Standard, to the extent they are not the same, called them “Appalling,” so they have to be good!
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two months younger than her, I grew up across the San Francisco Bay from the future Not-Mrs. Wille Brown, and I was bused too.
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to get off their own lawns so he can redistribute the turf, while Harris might let them keep a few blades of grass. And Marianne
Williamson thinks the number one priority for the next president is to immediately communicate with the prime minister of New
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Shocking Video Shows Crowd Laughing And Cheering As Andy Ngo Assaulted By Antifa; Attack

Caused 'Brain Bleed', Hospitalization

Michelle Malkin shares new video with a more direct angle, and it is ugly

https://assets.rbl.ms/19632927/1200x600.jpg

When independent photojournalist Andy Ngo was attacked and robbed, ending in a bloodied trip to the hospital after
an attack by masked Antifa members in Portland, photos and videos made it out despite the group's efforts at
silencing him.

On Sunday, a new video was obtained and posted by conservative columnist and author Michelle Malkin, with a
better angle. In the beginning you can only hear the confrontation as the person filming struggles to make it to the
scene, but you can catch the end of the attack as the video goes on.

To include the cheering of the "protesters" over the incident.

*Watch:

EXCLUSIVE: ANDY NGO ROBBERY AND BEATING - ASSAULT GLOVES - ANTIFA PORTLA..

https://youtu.be/UCty7a9o4Qs via @YouTube

Malkin tweeted the YouTube video and remarks that you can see "thug 1" punch Ngo in both eyes while wearing
"assault gloves."

Michelle Malkin

✔ @michellemalkin

EXCLUSIVE: NEW VIDEO ANGLE of @MrAndyNgo assault shows ANTIFA THUG 12 (robber) & front

views of ANTIFA THUG 1 WEARING WHAT APPEAR TO BE ASSAULT GLOVES as he punches Andy in

both eyes. Holy crap …#PROTECTANDYNGO @pnjaban @CassandraRules @tedcruz @FBI /10

Ngo's lawyer posted an update on Saturday night about his condition.

Harmeet K. Dhillon

✔ @pnjaban

Update to @MrAndyNgo supporters — he is being admitted to the hospital overnight as a result of a brain

bleed. You sick “journalists” and other hacks gloating about this should be ashamed. As for the rest, please

pray for @MrAndyNgo who we need back in health — brave man!������❤�

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-RFLBYUIAUWxiG?format=jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-RFLBWU0AEx3E2?format=jpg

Some journalists, perhaps against expectations, have condemned the attack and violence.

Sadly, it was not the only violent incident at the weekend demonstration where Antifa and 'Proud Boys' clashed. In
fact, there were even three arrests, despite the Portland Mayor and Police Department taking a decidedly "hands off"
approach to Antifa's many demonstrations, traffic shut-downs, and general civil unrest over the months.

Malkin has started a GoFundMe for Andy Ngo, which overnight topped an impressive $110,000. You read more about
that here.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/andy-ngo-video-assault-malkin-hospital
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Candace Owens : Trump Will Win 2020 By A Landslide Thanks To The Love Child Of @SenSchumer

And @SpeakerPelosi - That Love Child Is Named Socialism And It’s Rotting Their Party From The

Inside-Out
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( Video In The Link Below )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1144974021102116869

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

Trump will win 2020 by a landslide thanks to the love child of @SenSchumer and @SpeakerPelosi.

That love child is named socialism and it’s rotting their party from the inside-out.

Chuck & Nancy gave birth to @AOC, @IlhanMN—the beginning of the end of the Democrat party.

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump Makes Historic Steps Into North Korea, New Press Secretary Stands Up for

American Media
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President Donald Trump met with North Korean dictator Kim Jong Un on Sunday morning after putting out the invitation to do so on
social media yesterday.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

After some very important meetings, including my meeting with President Xi of China, I will be leaving

Japan for South Korea (with President Moon). While there, if Chairman Kim of North Korea sees this, I

would meet him at the Border/DMZ just to shake his hand and say Hello(?)!

The two leaders met in the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Korea when Kim invited President Trump to walk into
North Korea. He accepted the invitation and became the first sitting U.S. president to do so.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1145266508110675971

**The White House((

 Verified account

@WhiteHouse

The moment President Trump meets Chairman Kim at the DMZ and becomes the first sitting President to

enter North Korea:

Before leaving the Korean Peninsula, President Trump said nuclear negotiations with Kim's regime with continue after being stalled
for months.

READ THE FULL STORY IN THE LINK BELOW

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/06/30/president-trump-makes-historic-steps-into-north-korea-new-press-secretary-
stands-up-for-american-media-n2549228
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President Donald Trump met with North Korean dictator Kim Jong Un on Sunday morning after putting out the invitation to do so on
social media yesterday.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

After some very important meetings, including my meeting with President Xi of China, I will be leaving

Japan for South Korea (with President Moon). While there, if Chairman Kim of North Korea sees this, I

would meet him at the Border/DMZ just to shake his hand and say Hello(?)!

The two leaders met in the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Korea when Kim invited President Trump to walk into
North Korea. He accepted the invitation and became the first sitting U.S. president to do so.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1145266508110675971

**The White House((

 Verified account

@WhiteHouse

The moment President Trump meets Chairman Kim at the DMZ and becomes the first sitting President to

enter North Korea:

Before leaving the Korean Peninsula, President Trump said nuclear negotiations with Kim's regime with continue after being stalled
for months.

READ THE FULL STORY IN THE LINK BELOW

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/06/30/president-trump-makes-historic-steps-into-north-korea-new-press-secretary-
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ANTIFA ARE MODERN DAY SOCIAL TERRORIST
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TRUMP PROVES HE'S A BAD ASS AND CROSSES OVER INTO NORTH KOREA WITH KIM JONG

UN AS FIRST PRESIDENT EVER TO DO SO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MltgcggG4dk

In a made-for-television event with more symbolism than substance, President Donald Trump met Sunday

with Kim Jong Un in the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Korea, and became the first U.S.

president to step onto North Korean territory.

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP MET CHAIRMAN KIM JONG UN IN THE DMZ AND SHOOK HANDS

THEN DONALD TRUMP BEING THE BAD ASS THAT HE IS ,WALKED OVER WITH KIM TO CROSS OVER INTO

THE NORTH KOREAN SIDE OF THE DMZ, AND ACTUALLY IS THE FIRST PRESIDENT TO WALK ONTO

NORTH KOREAN SOIL WITH KIM JONG UN BY HIS SIDE WHILE TALKING AND SMILING WITH KIM

PRESIDENT TRUMP IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST AND BRAVEST PRESIDENT EVER

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AS HE DOES AMERICA'S BUSINESS WITH WORLD LEADERS

GOD BLESS Q'ANON AND GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS AND HAVE A GREAT AND BLESSED SUNDAY

WWG1WGA
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In a made-for-television event with more symbolism than substance, President Donald Trump met Sunday

with Kim Jong Un in the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Korea, and became the first U.S.

president to step onto North Korean territory.

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP MET CHAIRMAN KIM JONG UN IN THE DMZ AND SHOOK HANDS

THEN DONALD TRUMP BEING THE BAD ASS THAT HE IS ,WALKED OVER WITH KIM TO CROSS OVER INTO

THE NORTH KOREAN SIDE OF THE DMZ, AND ACTUALLY IS THE FIRST PRESIDENT TO WALK ONTO

NORTH KOREAN SOIL WITH KIM JONG UN BY HIS SIDE WHILE TALKING AND SMILING WITH KIM

PRESIDENT TRUMP IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST AND BRAVEST PRESIDENT EVER

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AS HE DOES AMERICA'S BUSINESS WITH WORLD LEADERS

GOD BLESS Q'ANON AND GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS AND HAVE A GREAT AND BLESSED SUNDAY
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Democrat's Running For President Tweeted: Kamala Harris Is Not A Jamaican Indian But An

American Black / So Where's Your Birth Certificate Kamala'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/137/324c31a7-93da-4105-93f6-770a8e0f59c8.png

On Twitter today Most of the Democrat's running for president felt the need to protect 'Kamala Harris'

Because Donald Trump Jr. supposedly re-tweeted a post that said Kamal Harris wasn't a Black American

Because Kamal Harris is actually a Jamaican Indian that was born in Canada not the USA

So My question to Kamala Harris is : "Where's Your Birth Certificate Kamala Harris"

So here are all the Democrat's that felt the need to protect Kamala Harris's Blackness

Elizabeth Warren : https://twitter.com/ewarren/status/1145047905411248131

Joe Biden : https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1145104672929308673

Beto O'Rourke : https://twitter.com/BetoORourke/status/1145060137998200832

Tim Ryan : https://twitter.com/TimRyan/status/1145068574450601984

Corey Booker : https://twitter.com/CoryBooker/status/1145080539734532097

Amy Klobachar : https://twitter.com/amyklobuchar/status/1145108646365454338

Pete Buttigieg : https://twitter.com/PeteButtigieg/status/1145097189363978240 

Kirsten Gillibrand : https://twitter.com/SenGillibrand/status/1145118934103973889

SO IF ALL THESE DEMOCRAT'S THINK KAMALA HARRIS IS A TRUE BLACK AMERICAN WOMAN

THEN I BELIEVE WE NEED TO SEE HER BIRTH CERTIFICATE IMMEDIATELY

AND NOT YEARS LATER LIKE BARRY SOWETO OR SOTERO OFFERED UP YEARS LATER AFTER HE HAD CREATED A
FAKE ONE FROM HAWAII
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On Twitter today Most of the Democrat's running for president felt the need to protect 'Kamala Harris'

Because Donald Trump Jr. supposedly re-tweeted a post that said Kamal Harris wasn't a Black American

Because Kamal Harris is actually a Jamaican Indian that was born in Canada not the USA

So My question to Kamala Harris is : "Where's Your Birth Certificate Kamala Harris"

So here are all the Democrat's that felt the need to protect Kamala Harris's Blackness

Elizabeth Warren : https://twitter.com/ewarren/status/1145047905411248131

Joe Biden : https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1145104672929308673

Beto O'Rourke : https://twitter.com/BetoORourke/status/1145060137998200832

Tim Ryan : https://twitter.com/TimRyan/status/1145068574450601984

Corey Booker : https://twitter.com/CoryBooker/status/1145080539734532097

Amy Klobachar : https://twitter.com/amyklobuchar/status/1145108646365454338

Pete Buttigieg : https://twitter.com/PeteButtigieg/status/1145097189363978240 

Kirsten Gillibrand : https://twitter.com/SenGillibrand/status/1145118934103973889

SO IF ALL THESE DEMOCRAT'S THINK KAMALA HARRIS IS A TRUE BLACK AMERICAN WOMAN

THEN I BELIEVE WE NEED TO SEE HER BIRTH CERTIFICATE IMMEDIATELY

AND NOT YEARS LATER LIKE BARRY SOWETO OR SOTERO OFFERED UP YEARS LATER AFTER HE HAD CREATED A
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UN Expert Scorches Pelosi's San Francisco, Says It Reminds Her Of Indian Slums
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California has long been associated with the American dream.

But these days, the liberal state is turning into more of a nightmare.

If you listen to progressives, the Golden State should be an absolute paradise by now.

After all, California has become a sort of test-bed for liberal policies: Strict gun control, sanctuary cities, broad welfare and all the
rest.

But has it worked? Not quite.

Actually, all that leftism seems to have had the opposite of the intended result.

California’s shameful record as the state with the highest poverty rate in America should have been the first clue, but that’s just
the beginning.

A longtime United Nations envoy paid a visit to the “liberal paradise” of San Francisco, and what she found was staggering.

Leilani Farha was left comparing the California city to the slums of India, in what is yet another signal that the leftist experiment
has failed.

“When Leilani Farha paid a visit to San Francisco in January, she knew the grim reputation of the city’s
homeless encampments. In her four years as the United Nations Special Rapporteur for Adequate Housing,
Farha has visited the slums of Mumbai, Delhi, Mexico City, Jarkarta, and Manila,” Business Insider reported
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Farha has visited the slums of Mumbai, Delhi, Mexico City, Jarkarta, and Manila,” Business Insider reported
in November.

Although the UN expert’s trip took place near the end of last year, her findings should alarm every American who is worried about
our nation today.

“The crisis in San Francisco, she said, is comparable to these conditions [in foreign slums],” the Insider
report continued.

One particular encounter with a homeless man caused Farha to compare San Francisco to some of the most dire places on earth.

“The last time I had seen someone cooking on the sidewalk like that was in India, with the pavement
dwellers there, and here I am in San Francisco in a state with the sixth largest GDP in the world,” she said.

California, and especially far-left cities like San Francisco, aren’t something liberals want to talk about when discussing the real-
world impacts of their policies.

But the U.N. expert noted that this is not a new problem, and it’s closely tied to liberalism.

“San Francisco’s crisis of open air drug markets, discarded needles, and piles of poop on the sidewalk dates
back to the nation’s neo-liberal housing policies in the 1980s, according to Farha,” Business Insider
reported.

But amazingly, Farha apparently wants more liberal government to swoop in and fix the problem.

“The idea that a government would deny people those services … when they have nowhere else to go
suggests a kind of cruelty that is unsurpassed,” she said.

Maybe, just maybe, far-left government is actually part of the problem here.

As San Francisco becomes more liberal and acts as a magnet for illegal immigrants with its “sanctuary” policies, the problems
have only increased.

Offering a seemingly endless buffet of more handouts and more taxpayer-funded programs appears to be perpetuating the problem,
which now includes piles of human feces and hazardous needles.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4XfNTYWAAArbMa.jpg

OpenTheBooks 

@open_the_books

Lately there has been a brownout in the Bay Area... Since 2011, there have been at least 118,352 reported

instances of human fecal matter on city streets. @ForbesOpinion

What the failing liberal experiment in San Francisco shows is something conservatives have been saying for years: You cannot
magically solve everyone’s problems by taxing and redistributing what other people have.

This only works to a point before the house of cards collapses.

Pretty soon, you either run out of other people’s money or cannot keep up with masses all demanding more and more “free” stuff.

Socialism, no matter how you label it or dress it up, has ended up collapsing every time it is tried.

You can add San Francisco’s failing leftism to that list, but don’t be surprised if politicians refuse to

acknowledge that their experiments are stiffing a once-great state.

( LINK BELOW )
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California has long been associated with the American dream.

But these days, the liberal state is turning into more of a nightmare.

If you listen to progressives, the Golden State should be an absolute paradise by now.

After all, California has become a sort of test-bed for liberal policies: Strict gun control, sanctuary cities, broad welfare and all the
rest.

But has it worked? Not quite.

Actually, all that leftism seems to have had the opposite of the intended result.

California’s shameful record as the state with the highest poverty rate in America should have been the first clue, but that’s just
the beginning.

A longtime United Nations envoy paid a visit to the “liberal paradise” of San Francisco, and what she found was staggering.

Leilani Farha was left comparing the California city to the slums of India, in what is yet another signal that the leftist experiment
has failed.

“When Leilani Farha paid a visit to San Francisco in January, she knew the grim reputation of the city’s
homeless encampments. In her four years as the United Nations Special Rapporteur for Adequate Housing,
Farha has visited the slums of Mumbai, Delhi, Mexico City, Jarkarta, and Manila,” Business Insider reported
in November.

Although the UN expert’s trip took place near the end of last year, her findings should alarm every American who is worried about
our nation today.

“The crisis in San Francisco, she said, is comparable to these conditions [in foreign slums],” the Insider
report continued.

One particular encounter with a homeless man caused Farha to compare San Francisco to some of the most dire places on earth.

“The last time I had seen someone cooking on the sidewalk like that was in India, with the pavement
dwellers there, and here I am in San Francisco in a state with the sixth largest GDP in the world,” she said.

California, and especially far-left cities like San Francisco, aren’t something liberals want to talk about when discussing the real-
world impacts of their policies.

But the U.N. expert noted that this is not a new problem, and it’s closely tied to liberalism.

“San Francisco’s crisis of open air drug markets, discarded needles, and piles of poop on the sidewalk dates
back to the nation’s neo-liberal housing policies in the 1980s, according to Farha,” Business Insider
reported.

But amazingly, Farha apparently wants more liberal government to swoop in and fix the problem.

“The idea that a government would deny people those services … when they have nowhere else to go
suggests a kind of cruelty that is unsurpassed,” she said.

Maybe, just maybe, far-left government is actually part of the problem here.

As San Francisco becomes more liberal and acts as a magnet for illegal immigrants with its “sanctuary” policies, the problems
have only increased.

Offering a seemingly endless buffet of more handouts and more taxpayer-funded programs appears to be perpetuating the problem,
which now includes piles of human feces and hazardous needles.
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What the failing liberal experiment in San Francisco shows is something conservatives have been saying for years: You cannot
magically solve everyone’s problems by taxing and redistributing what other people have.

This only works to a point before the house of cards collapses.

Pretty soon, you either run out of other people’s money or cannot keep up with masses all demanding more and more “free” stuff.

Socialism, no matter how you label it or dress it up, has ended up collapsing every time it is tried.

You can add San Francisco’s failing leftism to that list, but don’t be surprised if politicians refuse to

acknowledge that their experiments are stiffing a once-great state.
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More Dan Bongino Retweeted Jim Ryan

ANTIFA chumps,

You’re the sorriest bunch of cowards & losers I’ve ever seen. You attack in packs because individually

you’re colossal wusses with not an ounce of dignity or courage. How does it feel knowing your parents live

in shame that they spawned losers such as yourselves?

( Video in the link below )

https://twitter.com/Jimryan015/status/1145067852375851008

Jim Ryan
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@Jimryan015

First skirmish I’ve seen. Didn’t see how this started, but @MrAndyNgo got roughed up.

Dan Bongino You are an American Hero
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President Trump : We Have The Best Economy Anywhere In The World, With GREAT & UNLIMITED

Potential Looking Into The Future
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Donald J. Trump
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@realDonaldTrump

The leaders of virtually every country that I met at the G-20 congratulated me on our great economy. Many

countries are having difficulties on that score. We have the best economy anywhere in the world, with

GREAT & UNLIMITED potential looking into the future!
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The Democrats In Crisis:Trump Derangement Syndrome With Dems Schumer And Pelosi At Each

Other’s Throats
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The two and half years of TDS mass psychosis inside the Democratic Party since November 2016 are

taking a toll. Trump Derangement Syndrome would already be recognized as a mental illness in an

updated DSM-5 if the psychiatric profession were to magically shift into bias for conservatism instead for the

left, but even without the blessing of the shrinks, it is real, and it is taking a toll on the Democrats.

Normally, The Democrats exercise a degree of party discipline that Republicans can only envy. And their friends in the mainstream
media love to highlight tensions within the Republican coalition while ignoring donkey conflicts. Within the party, “Solidarity forever”
isn’t just a tune that union bosses lead their members in singing, it is a philosophy that, for instance, causes Democrat black
political leaders to embrace unlimited illegal immigration, even as it harms the interests of the lower skilled workers by suppressing
wages.

So, what are we to make of this, coming from Mike DeBonis and Rachel Bade of the Washington Post, the most plugged-in news
source when it comes to the Democrats:

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi told her colleagues in a private meeting Thursday that she thought she had a deal this week
with her longtime ally, Senate Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer: She would ensure passage of a more liberal border
funding bill in the House, and he would back her up by persuading Democratic senators to fight for it.

Instead, Pelosi (D-Calif.) said, she was blindsided. Nearly all Senate Democrats voted for a Republican-backed bill that
kneecapped the House and marked the most embarrassing defeat for Pelosi in the six months since Democrats took over
the chamber.

“Schumer destroyed all our leverage on Wednesday by not being able to hold his people,” said a senior House
Democratic aide.

Schumer (D-N.Y.), meanwhile, believed Pelosi failed to deliver on a deal of her own. After House moderates revolted
Thursday, Democrats had to discard a plan to send the bill back to the Senate before an end-of-month deadline.

“They’re blaming everyone but themselves,” said a senior Senate Democratic aide. Contrary to Pelosi’s private
assertions, the aide said, House leaders never asked Schumer to withhold votes in the Senate.

The breakdown between Pelosi and Schumer revealed the extent of the raw divisions among congressional Democrats
and raises the possibility of more skirmishes to come as Congress barrels toward funding and debt ceiling deadlines this
fall. Democrats in both chambers agree they have to be in strategic lockstep to have any hope of besting President Trump
and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.).

The sudden, bitter dispute between the two most powerful Democrats in the country is particularly remarkable given their
long history of cooperation — standing arm-in-arm through some of the most partisan moments in Trump’s presidency,
including the 35-day partial government shutdown.

Trump and McConnell outsmarted the Dems on the border funding, using the holiday recess as pressure to force a deal, as
Democrats would be hoisted on their own petard of decrying the conditions there and being seen as blocking the aid that would
ameliorate them.

But I think something else is at work: deep frustration. Directing hatred for years at an object that refuses to roll over and die
politically raises uncomfortable questions for the future. For the past half century, Democrats’ principal tactic to win support has
been demonization of Republicans and conservatives as racists, fascists, mean child-haters. They have applied this tactic to
Donald Trump and yet he not only remains ebulliently in office, he is succeeding in re-igniting the animal spirits of capitalism, and
the hated free markets are delivering tangible improvements in the lives of their core constituents, those on the lower end of the
income scale.

With the presidential field going far left, embracing policies that have very little support (open borders and free medical care for
illegals, for instance), a sense of dread is spreading among the elders like Schumer and Pelosi, who see their party captured by
extremists that repel majority support.

All of this before John Durham issues and indictments in the Russia Hoax scandal, and DOJ IG Michael

Horowitz reveals further evidence and possible criminal referrals in the biggest political scandal in

American history.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/06/the_democrats_in_crisis_schumer_and_pelosi_at_each_others_throats.html
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The two and half years of TDS mass psychosis inside the Democratic Party since November 2016 are

taking a toll. Trump Derangement Syndrome would already be recognized as a mental illness in an

updated DSM-5 if the psychiatric profession were to magically shift into bias for conservatism instead for the

left, but even without the blessing of the shrinks, it is real, and it is taking a toll on the Democrats.

Normally, The Democrats exercise a degree of party discipline that Republicans can only envy. And their friends in the mainstream
media love to highlight tensions within the Republican coalition while ignoring donkey conflicts. Within the party, “Solidarity forever”
isn’t just a tune that union bosses lead their members in singing, it is a philosophy that, for instance, causes Democrat black
political leaders to embrace unlimited illegal immigration, even as it harms the interests of the lower skilled workers by suppressing
wages.

So, what are we to make of this, coming from Mike DeBonis and Rachel Bade of the Washington Post, the most plugged-in news
source when it comes to the Democrats:

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi told her colleagues in a private meeting Thursday that she thought she had a deal this week
with her longtime ally, Senate Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer: She would ensure passage of a more liberal border
funding bill in the House, and he would back her up by persuading Democratic senators to fight for it.

Instead, Pelosi (D-Calif.) said, she was blindsided. Nearly all Senate Democrats voted for a Republican-backed bill that
kneecapped the House and marked the most embarrassing defeat for Pelosi in the six months since Democrats took over
the chamber.

“Schumer destroyed all our leverage on Wednesday by not being able to hold his people,” said a senior House
Democratic aide.

Schumer (D-N.Y.), meanwhile, believed Pelosi failed to deliver on a deal of her own. After House moderates revolted
Thursday, Democrats had to discard a plan to send the bill back to the Senate before an end-of-month deadline.

“They’re blaming everyone but themselves,” said a senior Senate Democratic aide. Contrary to Pelosi’s private
assertions, the aide said, House leaders never asked Schumer to withhold votes in the Senate.

The breakdown between Pelosi and Schumer revealed the extent of the raw divisions among congressional Democrats
and raises the possibility of more skirmishes to come as Congress barrels toward funding and debt ceiling deadlines this
fall. Democrats in both chambers agree they have to be in strategic lockstep to have any hope of besting President Trump
and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.).

The sudden, bitter dispute between the two most powerful Democrats in the country is particularly remarkable given their
long history of cooperation — standing arm-in-arm through some of the most partisan moments in Trump’s presidency,
including the 35-day partial government shutdown.

Trump and McConnell outsmarted the Dems on the border funding, using the holiday recess as pressure to force a deal, as
Democrats would be hoisted on their own petard of decrying the conditions there and being seen as blocking the aid that would
ameliorate them.

But I think something else is at work: deep frustration. Directing hatred for years at an object that refuses to roll over and die
politically raises uncomfortable questions for the future. For the past half century, Democrats’ principal tactic to win support has
been demonization of Republicans and conservatives as racists, fascists, mean child-haters. They have applied this tactic to
Donald Trump and yet he not only remains ebulliently in office, he is succeeding in re-igniting the animal spirits of capitalism, and
the hated free markets are delivering tangible improvements in the lives of their core constituents, those on the lower end of the
income scale.

With the presidential field going far left, embracing policies that have very little support (open borders and free medical care for
illegals, for instance), a sense of dread is spreading among the elders like Schumer and Pelosi, who see their party captured by
extremists that repel majority support.

All of this before John Durham issues and indictments in the Russia Hoax scandal, and DOJ IG Michael

Horowitz reveals further evidence and possible criminal referrals in the biggest political scandal in

American history.
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It would seem to be a no-brainer that free health care for people who've broken into our country with no

vetting wouldn't be a popular idea. Free health insurance for MS-13, human-smuggling cartels, and

everyone else who makes it across? Step right up. All Democrats on Thursday night's debate stage raised

their hands together for it.

And well, a Rasmussen poll now shows what the public thinks of that specter. According to Breitbart News:

About 5-in-9 likely U.S. voters oppose proving free health care to illegal aliens that American taxpayers pay for, a poll this
month finds.

A Rasmussen Reports survey this month asked 1,000 likely U.S. voters their opinions on the sanctuary state of California’s latest
law that provides full health care benefits to low-income illegal aliens who are under the age of 26-years-old.

About 55 percent, or 5-in-9, likely U.S. voters overall said they opposed providing even the lowest income illegal aliens
with taxpayer-funded health care in their state. Only about 31 percent of likely voters said they supported the giant
subsidy program.

Health care, after all, in the U.S. is expensive. It's also generally very good. Unlike a lot of places, there are world-class treatments
and innovations, as well as fairly low waiting times for treatment, enough to draw wealthy paying customers from socialized
medicine countries in Europe and Canada to the U.S. instead of their own countries.

The prospect of illegals crowding the hospital waiting rooms for health services they don't pay a penny for and bankrupting these
hospitals with state-payment rates (currently, they pay nothing, of course) is rather unattractive to taxpayers. One, they would
likely see their taxes go up to pay for this scheme. Two, they would likely also see their premiums go up as hospitals seek to
cover the below-market payment rates from the state payer, with premium hikes from the paying customers. And all this, for
foreigners coming here with no regard for U.S. law or its legal process, and no history of ever paying into the system to get these
"free services."

No wonder the idea is unpopular. Thomas Lifson pointed out to me that the numbers actually seem low, given the awfulness of the
idea. But a look at the devil's details pushes the real numbers even higher: Five in nine oppose free health care for illegals, but the
question itself was in reference to California's in-the-works scheme to fork out free health care to illegals.

Asked if they'd like this idea to be placed in their own states and then some real levels of discontent come out:

Nearly 7-in-10 likely voters 40 to 64-years-old said they opposed taxpayer-funded health care for illegal

aliens in their state, while almost 8-in-10 Republican voters said they too opposed such a plan. Even with

Democrat likely voters, more than 3-in-10 said they oppose giving taxpayer-funded health care to illegal

aliens, and less than half said they supported the plan.

Among swing voters, about 6-in-10, or 60 percent, said they opposed providing taxpayer-funded health care to illegal
aliens, and middle class Americans are the most likely to say they oppose offering free health care benefits to illegal
aliens.

Fine for California to do it - it might actually draw illegals away from their own states, reducing the illegals caseload. But no way do
most want to pay for it themselves in their own states. Seven in 10 say no, and the percentages get higher for Republicans. The
Breitbart reports that those in the $50,000 to $100,000 income range -- the ones who can't get Obamacare subsidies and have to
shell out full force for both themselves as well as the subsidization of others -- are the least likely to support adding foreign
supplicants to the health care rolls.

To paraphrase Milton Friedman: You can have open borders. Or you can have a welfare state. But you sure as heck can't have
both. The economic giant used the far more academic word, "incompatible." But it's clear as day to ordinary people what he meant.

Offering free health care to foreigners in the U.S. illegally is a bomb for Democrats. And now they own it.

Good luck with that, jackasses.
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It would seem to be a no-brainer that free health care for people who've broken into our country with no

vetting wouldn't be a popular idea. Free health insurance for MS-13, human-smuggling cartels, and

everyone else who makes it across? Step right up. All Democrats on Thursday night's debate stage raised

their hands together for it.

And well, a Rasmussen poll now shows what the public thinks of that specter. According to Breitbart News:

About 5-in-9 likely U.S. voters oppose proving free health care to illegal aliens that American taxpayers pay for, a poll this
month finds.

A Rasmussen Reports survey this month asked 1,000 likely U.S. voters their opinions on the sanctuary state of California’s latest
law that provides full health care benefits to low-income illegal aliens who are under the age of 26-years-old.

About 55 percent, or 5-in-9, likely U.S. voters overall said they opposed providing even the lowest income illegal aliens
with taxpayer-funded health care in their state. Only about 31 percent of likely voters said they supported the giant
subsidy program.

Health care, after all, in the U.S. is expensive. It's also generally very good. Unlike a lot of places, there are world-class treatments
and innovations, as well as fairly low waiting times for treatment, enough to draw wealthy paying customers from socialized
medicine countries in Europe and Canada to the U.S. instead of their own countries.

The prospect of illegals crowding the hospital waiting rooms for health services they don't pay a penny for and bankrupting these
hospitals with state-payment rates (currently, they pay nothing, of course) is rather unattractive to taxpayers. One, they would
likely see their taxes go up to pay for this scheme. Two, they would likely also see their premiums go up as hospitals seek to
cover the below-market payment rates from the state payer, with premium hikes from the paying customers. And all this, for
foreigners coming here with no regard for U.S. law or its legal process, and no history of ever paying into the system to get these
"free services."

No wonder the idea is unpopular. Thomas Lifson pointed out to me that the numbers actually seem low, given the awfulness of the
idea. But a look at the devil's details pushes the real numbers even higher: Five in nine oppose free health care for illegals, but the
question itself was in reference to California's in-the-works scheme to fork out free health care to illegals.

Asked if they'd like this idea to be placed in their own states and then some real levels of discontent come out:

Nearly 7-in-10 likely voters 40 to 64-years-old said they opposed taxpayer-funded health care for illegal

aliens in their state, while almost 8-in-10 Republican voters said they too opposed such a plan. Even with

Democrat likely voters, more than 3-in-10 said they oppose giving taxpayer-funded health care to illegal

aliens, and less than half said they supported the plan.

Among swing voters, about 6-in-10, or 60 percent, said they opposed providing taxpayer-funded health care to illegal
aliens, and middle class Americans are the most likely to say they oppose offering free health care benefits to illegal
aliens.

Fine for California to do it - it might actually draw illegals away from their own states, reducing the illegals caseload. But no way do
most want to pay for it themselves in their own states. Seven in 10 say no, and the percentages get higher for Republicans. The
Breitbart reports that those in the $50,000 to $100,000 income range -- the ones who can't get Obamacare subsidies and have to
shell out full force for both themselves as well as the subsidization of others -- are the least likely to support adding foreign
supplicants to the health care rolls.

To paraphrase Milton Friedman: You can have open borders. Or you can have a welfare state. But you sure as heck can't have
both. The economic giant used the far more academic word, "incompatible." But it's clear as day to ordinary people what he meant.

Offering free health care to foreigners in the U.S. illegally is a bomb for Democrats. And now they own it.

Good luck with that, jackasses.

( Story In The Link Below )
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President Trump Slams Judge Who Ruled Against Border Wall, Revives ICE Raid Threat
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President Trump vowed Saturday to “immediately” appeal a judge’s ruling blocking funding for his border

wall, while reviving threats to proceed with stalled deportation raids as soon as a week from now.

The president discussed his immigration plans as part of a wide-ranging press conference following the G-20 summit in Osaka,
Japan.

His administration, just after notching a win with the passage of a $4.6 billion bill to address the humanitarian crisis along the U.S.-
Mexico border, was dealt a blow Friday when a California judge barred Trump from tapping $2.5 billion in military funding to build
high-priority segments of the border wall in California, Arizona and New Mexico. Judge Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr. in Oakland acted in
two lawsuits filed by California and by activists who contended the money transfer was unlawful and construction would pose
environmental threats.

"We're immediately appealing it and we think we'll win the appeal," Trump said at his press conference, calling the
decision a disgrace. "There was no reason that that should have happened.”

Meanwhile, the president made clear that despite the passage of the aid package in Congress, he plans to move forward with
controversial Immigration and Customs Enforcement raids absent a deal on reforming the asylum process, which he described as
unlikely.

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/27/694940094001_6052964975001_6052966988001-vs.jpg

“We will be removing large numbers of people … starting in a week after, you know, sometime after July 4th,” Trump
said.

Those planned raids have been the subject of intense debate and a source of immense turmoil inside the Department of Homeland
Security. Before last weekend, The Washington Post reported on the closely held plan to target families in up to 10 cities across
the U.S. for deportation raids. The plans prompted outrage from Democrats and, last Saturday, Trump said he would agree to their
requests to delay the operation “for two weeks” to see if they can strike a deal on “Asylum and Loophole problems at the Southern
Border.”

But the past week was consumed by negotiations over the humanitarian aid bill, which Congress passed right before the start of
the holiday break.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/Southwest-Border-Apprehensions-
2019-v3.png

Border Patrol gives tour of Texas detention facility holding over 100 children

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6052966988001/#sp=show-clips

While Trump expressed gratitude to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi for helping pass that package – she steamrolled the liberal wing
of her party in order to move a bipartisan package that did not include restrictions on enforcement sought by that wing – the
president suggested that bill does not make ICE raids less likely.

The raid plan, as well as national controversy over poor conditions at certain migrant detention centers, has been the backdrop to a
major reshuffling at the top levels of the Department of Homeland Security. New leaders have been installed this past week at ICE
and Customs and Border Protection -- as the DHS secretary himself faces questions about his future.

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/24/694940094001_6051599536001_6051598548001-vs.jpg

Military service member assigned to southern border found dead in Arizona
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Acting Secretary Kevin McAleenan has been accused of leaking those planned raids. But during an appearance on Fox News’
“The Ingraham Angle,” he again denied it.

"I would not, have not, ever leaked details of a sensitive law enforcement operation," he said.

One senior administration official told Fox News on Thursday that after the alleged leak, "He’s lost the confidence and trust of both
the workforce and his superiors, with no viable path to proceed with any confidence and credibility."

The official lamented the state of morale at the department, saying: “DHS has devolved into chaos and employee morale is
abysmal.”

McAleenan, though, touted at a press conference on Friday that the flow at the border is reducing, saying he expects as much as
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a 25 percent reduction in border apprehensions in June – from soaring levels so far this year.

The California judge’s wall ruling on Friday created yet another front in the ever-expanding legal, political and physical battle over
immigration.

"All President Trump has succeeded in building is a constitutional crisis, threatening immediate harm to our state,"
said California Attorney General Xavier Becerra, who led a 20-state coalition of attorneys general in one lawsuit.

The U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals is expected to take up the same issue of using military money next week.

At issue is Trump's February declaration of a national emergency so that he could divert $6.7 billion from military and other
sources to begin construction of the wall, which could have begun as early as Monday.

Trump declared the emergency after losing a fight with the Democratic-led House that led to a 35-day government shutdown. The
president identified $3.6 billion from military construction funds, $2.5 billion from Defense Department counterdrug activities and
$600 million from the Treasury Department's asset forfeiture fund.

The judge Friday didn't rule on funding from the military construction and Treasury budgets.

In the second suit, brought by the American Civil Liberties Union on behalf of Sierra Club and the Southern Border Communities
Coalition, the judge determined that the use of the $2.5 billion for two sectors of the wall was unlawful, although he rejected
environmental arguments that wall construction would threaten species such as bighorn sheep.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-revives-ice-raid-threat-blasts-judge-who-ruled-against-border-wall
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the holiday break.
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Border Patrol gives tour of Texas detention facility holding over 100 children
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While Trump expressed gratitude to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi for helping pass that package – she steamrolled the liberal wing
of her party in order to move a bipartisan package that did not include restrictions on enforcement sought by that wing – the
president suggested that bill does not make ICE raids less likely.

The raid plan, as well as national controversy over poor conditions at certain migrant detention centers, has been the backdrop to a
major reshuffling at the top levels of the Department of Homeland Security. New leaders have been installed this past week at ICE
and Customs and Border Protection -- as the DHS secretary himself faces questions about his future.
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Military service member assigned to southern border found dead in Arizona
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Acting Secretary Kevin McAleenan has been accused of leaking those planned raids. But during an appearance on Fox News’
“The Ingraham Angle,” he again denied it.

"I would not, have not, ever leaked details of a sensitive law enforcement operation," he said.

One senior administration official told Fox News on Thursday that after the alleged leak, "He’s lost the confidence and trust of both
the workforce and his superiors, with no viable path to proceed with any confidence and credibility."

The official lamented the state of morale at the department, saying: “DHS has devolved into chaos and employee morale is
abysmal.”

McAleenan, though, touted at a press conference on Friday that the flow at the border is reducing, saying he expects as much as
a 25 percent reduction in border apprehensions in June – from soaring levels so far this year.

The California judge’s wall ruling on Friday created yet another front in the ever-expanding legal, political and physical battle over
immigration.

"All President Trump has succeeded in building is a constitutional crisis, threatening immediate harm to our state,"
said California Attorney General Xavier Becerra, who led a 20-state coalition of attorneys general in one lawsuit.

The U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals is expected to take up the same issue of using military money next week.

At issue is Trump's February declaration of a national emergency so that he could divert $6.7 billion from military and other
sources to begin construction of the wall, which could have begun as early as Monday.

Trump declared the emergency after losing a fight with the Democratic-led House that led to a 35-day government shutdown. The
president identified $3.6 billion from military construction funds, $2.5 billion from Defense Department counterdrug activities and
$600 million from the Treasury Department's asset forfeiture fund.

The judge Friday didn't rule on funding from the military construction and Treasury budgets.

In the second suit, brought by the American Civil Liberties Union on behalf of Sierra Club and the Southern Border Communities
Coalition, the judge determined that the use of the $2.5 billion for two sectors of the wall was unlawful, although he rejected
environmental arguments that wall construction would threaten species such as bighorn sheep.

( LINK BELOW )
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The Deep State Fake Polls Show Trump Lagging Behind Biden And Everyone Else, But The Betting

Market Tells A Whole Other Story
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I know. I know. Polls mean nothing, and we all know then-candidate Donald Trump was down big-time in

almost every one back in 2016 for, well, pretty much the entire cycle until the actual election results proved

the polls to be a giant sack of you know what. This time around, however, with the president supposedly

polling double digits behind everyone both dead and alive with a D beside their name, it’s hard not to get a

little discouraged if you’re all in for four more years of MAGA.

There are several reasons for this, of course. One, any hypothetical, non-tested candidate will likely poll better than a known
incumbent. These Democrats haven’t really battered each other yet, and Trump hasn’t had a chance to turn his full attention on the
individual who ends up surviving that process.

Second, polling is only indicative of attitudes at that point in time, and we all know time and events are ridiculously fluid. Michael
Dukakis led George H.W. Bush by as many as 17 percentage points five months before the 1988 election before Bush pulled out a
seven point win. In January 1983, Reagan only led Mondale by one lousy percent in an election that would go on to be one of the
most historic landslides in history. John Kerry led George W. Bush by six points in March 2004, but Bush pulled it out by three in
the end.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, leftists and an enabling media have made openly supporting the president almost taboo,
something to hide, to be embarrassed about. This is likely one reason Trump underperformed in the polls in 2016, and that will be
even more of a factor now. When that pollster calls, all but the most vocal Trump supporters will either not answer, hang up the
phone, or tell the pollster what they know they want to hear, then (hopefully) vote their wallet, and America, when they get to the
privacy of the voting booth.

Even so, wouldn’t it be great to hear a little good news? Well, I’ve got some - not from polls, but from political betting aggregator
website US-Bookies.com. The site, which uses millions of betting dollars worldwide to provide market trends, also specializes in
U.S. politics and who wagerers think will win at any given time.

Political betting is currently illegal in the U.S., but is alive and well in other markets. In fact, US-Bookies.com predicted via press
release Tuesday that over $100 million will be spent in the 2020 race, “making it the biggest non-sports betting event of all time.”

The front runner for Democrats, no nobody’s surprise, is Joe Biden, with a 16.4 percent chance of becoming president. This is
double Elizabeth Warren and Pete Buttigieg’s 8.2 percent. Kamala Harris and Bernie Sanders come in at 6 percent, and O’Rourke
leads the also-rans at 2.2 percent.

Interestingly, President Trump has a 45.2 percent chance of winning a second term, US-Bookies says. I wondered if this statistic
had something to do with the fact that Trump is already the de facto GOP nominee, and a company spokesperson told me that
yes, indeed, that was the case. However, even in a straight-up battle with Biden, Trump still enjoys 51.2 to 48.8 percent lead over
the former vice president, the rep told me.

Rather than a percentage lead, however, “these numbers are an expression of probability of each candidate winning 2020, derived
from the global betting markets (worth $100m or more), where investors are asked to make an accurate prediction as to who they
think will win the race,” the spokesman said. “The money wagered on each candidate dictates the odds and therefore the percent
chance, based on simple laws of supply and demand. In 2016, some election simulators and polls gave Trump under a 2% chance
of success, while the betting market comfortably gave the president anywhere between a 25% and 40% chance of success.”

I’ll leave you with this from the US-Bookies.com press release:

"But as many turn to the odds to get an accurate picture of the Dem candidates' varying prospects, the message
from the bookmakers remains crystal clear: there has never been a better chance of another 4 years of Trump in the
White House.”

( Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/scottmorefield/2019/06/29/the-polls-show-trump-lagging-behind-biden-and-everyone-else-but-the-
betting-mark-n2549006
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The Deep State Fake Polls Show Trump Lagging Behind Biden And Everyone Else, But The Betting

Market Tells A Whole Other Story
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I know. I know. Polls mean nothing, and we all know then-candidate Donald Trump was down big-time in

almost every one back in 2016 for, well, pretty much the entire cycle until the actual election results proved

the polls to be a giant sack of you know what. This time around, however, with the president supposedly

polling double digits behind everyone both dead and alive with a D beside their name, it’s hard not to get a

little discouraged if you’re all in for four more years of MAGA.

There are several reasons for this, of course. One, any hypothetical, non-tested candidate will likely poll better than a known
incumbent. These Democrats haven’t really battered each other yet, and Trump hasn’t had a chance to turn his full attention on the
individual who ends up surviving that process.

Second, polling is only indicative of attitudes at that point in time, and we all know time and events are ridiculously fluid. Michael
Dukakis led George H.W. Bush by as many as 17 percentage points five months before the 1988 election before Bush pulled out a
seven point win. In January 1983, Reagan only led Mondale by one lousy percent in an election that would go on to be one of the
most historic landslides in history. John Kerry led George W. Bush by six points in March 2004, but Bush pulled it out by three in
the end.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, leftists and an enabling media have made openly supporting the president almost taboo,
something to hide, to be embarrassed about. This is likely one reason Trump underperformed in the polls in 2016, and that will be
even more of a factor now. When that pollster calls, all but the most vocal Trump supporters will either not answer, hang up the
phone, or tell the pollster what they know they want to hear, then (hopefully) vote their wallet, and America, when they get to the
privacy of the voting booth.

Even so, wouldn’t it be great to hear a little good news? Well, I’ve got some - not from polls, but from political betting aggregator
website US-Bookies.com. The site, which uses millions of betting dollars worldwide to provide market trends, also specializes in
U.S. politics and who wagerers think will win at any given time.

Political betting is currently illegal in the U.S., but is alive and well in other markets. In fact, US-Bookies.com predicted via press
release Tuesday that over $100 million will be spent in the 2020 race, “making it the biggest non-sports betting event of all time.”

The front runner for Democrats, no nobody’s surprise, is Joe Biden, with a 16.4 percent chance of becoming president. This is
double Elizabeth Warren and Pete Buttigieg’s 8.2 percent. Kamala Harris and Bernie Sanders come in at 6 percent, and O’Rourke
leads the also-rans at 2.2 percent.

Interestingly, President Trump has a 45.2 percent chance of winning a second term, US-Bookies says. I wondered if this statistic
had something to do with the fact that Trump is already the de facto GOP nominee, and a company spokesperson told me that
yes, indeed, that was the case. However, even in a straight-up battle with Biden, Trump still enjoys 51.2 to 48.8 percent lead over
the former vice president, the rep told me.

Rather than a percentage lead, however, “these numbers are an expression of probability of each candidate winning 2020, derived
from the global betting markets (worth $100m or more), where investors are asked to make an accurate prediction as to who they
think will win the race,” the spokesman said. “The money wagered on each candidate dictates the odds and therefore the percent
chance, based on simple laws of supply and demand. In 2016, some election simulators and polls gave Trump under a 2% chance
of success, while the betting market comfortably gave the president anywhere between a 25% and 40% chance of success.”

I’ll leave you with this from the US-Bookies.com press release:

"But as many turn to the odds to get an accurate picture of the Dem candidates' varying prospects, the message
from the bookmakers remains crystal clear: there has never been a better chance of another 4 years of Trump in the
White House.”

( Story In Link Below )
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https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=a41f7bc7-e219-401f-904b-
5e095db3e34c&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

President Donald Trump said Friday that he “wasn’t impressed” with the first Democratic primary debates

held this week, suggesting that the party is moving too far to the left.

"You know I've been watching the debates a little bit in between meetings and I wasn't impressed,” Trump said while
answering questions with Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro while in Japan for the G20 summit, according to The Hill.

“It's become like the Socialist Party,” he added. “In fact, I heard there's a rumor the Democrats are going to change
the name of the party from the Democratic Party to the Socialist Party."

Trump previously declared himself the winner of the Democratic debates, and criticized the candidates for pledging that their
healthcare plans will cover undocumented immigrants.

"All Democrats just raised their hands for giving millions of illegal aliens unlimited healthcare. How about taking care
of American Citizens first!?" Trump tweeted during a break in meeting with other heads of state. "That’s the end of
that race!"

“I look forward to spending time with you rather than watching the debate,” Trump said at a news conference with
German Chancellor Angela Merkel after his tweet, according to Deadline. “I saw that health care and maximum
health care was given to 100 percent of the illegal immigrants coming into our country by the Democrats.
Unfortunately, they didn’t discuss what they’re giving to American citizens. That’s not a good thing…they had the
first debate last night. It wasn’t very exciting. I can tell you that.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/democratic-debate-socialism/2019/06/28/id/922548/
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held this week, suggesting that the party is moving too far to the left.

"You know I've been watching the debates a little bit in between meetings and I wasn't impressed,” Trump said while
answering questions with Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro while in Japan for the G20 summit, according to The Hill.

“It's become like the Socialist Party,” he added. “In fact, I heard there's a rumor the Democrats are going to change
the name of the party from the Democratic Party to the Socialist Party."

Trump previously declared himself the winner of the Democratic debates, and criticized the candidates for pledging that their
healthcare plans will cover undocumented immigrants.

"All Democrats just raised their hands for giving millions of illegal aliens unlimited healthcare. How about taking care
of American Citizens first!?" Trump tweeted during a break in meeting with other heads of state. "That’s the end of
that race!"

“I look forward to spending time with you rather than watching the debate,” Trump said at a news conference with
German Chancellor Angela Merkel after his tweet, according to Deadline. “I saw that health care and maximum
health care was given to 100 percent of the illegal immigrants coming into our country by the Democrats.
Unfortunately, they didn’t discuss what they’re giving to American citizens. That’s not a good thing…they had the
first debate last night. It wasn’t very exciting. I can tell you that.”
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New Report Accuses Google Of Election Interference To Stop Trump

https://www.pymnts.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/google2-1.jpg

Google intends to intervene in the 2020 presidential election in an effort to thwart President Donald Trump’s

re-election campaign, according to a new report from Project Veritas.

The accusation comes after one of Google’s executives, Jen Gennai, was recorded admitting that Google was focused on “never
letting somebody like Donald Trump come to power again.”

Gennai said that Google was “training our algorithms, like, if 2016 happened again, would we have, would the outcome be
different?”

The Project Veritas report claims Google’s efforts against President Trump could violate the Federal Election Campaign Act.

Specifically, the report says, “As an incorporated entity, Google is forbidden under the FECA to use resources to ‘never let []
somebody like Donald Trump [to] come to power again.’

“It is similarly forbidden to promote candidates it would favor. Using its massive resources to alter search results,
impact electoral internet traffic, or otherwise attempt to prevent a candidate from winning an election are all illegal
acts when done by corporate actors.”

Because FECA prohibits corporations from making in-kind contributions to support or oppose a candidate for office, Google “is
forbidden under the FECA to use resources” in this way.

Benjamin Barr, a partner with Statecraft Law who drafted the report for Project Veritas, listed examples of past violations of FECA.

“[I]t would be illegal for a corporation to give free private jet transportation to favored candidates, but not to others,”
Barr wrote.

“Any use of corporate resources to advance or hinder candidates online is equally suspect and should be evaluated.
This should be a grave concern for the Department of Justice and the Federal Election Commission.”

The report’s conclusion is printed in clear and concerning language:

“Through Project Veritas’s investigative reporting, it has found:

Big tech companies are likely using corporate resources to influence elections.

Big tech and social media companies hide behind the grant of congressional immunityunder Section 230 to manipulate
speech and search queries.

Free speech is being hindered, not advanced, by these trends.”

In a touch of literary flair, Barr closes the report with a quote from George Orwell who said that if “liberty means anything at all, it
means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear.”

Project Veritas sent Statecraft’s report to 11 members of Congress including Sen. Ted Cruz, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and Sen. Josh
Hawley.

The Western Journal reached out to Google for comment, but did not hear back in time for publication of this article.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/new-report-accuses-google-of-election-interference-to-stop-trump/
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Google intends to intervene in the 2020 presidential election in an effort to thwart President Donald Trump’s

re-election campaign, according to a new report from Project Veritas.

The accusation comes after one of Google’s executives, Jen Gennai, was recorded admitting that Google was focused on “never
letting somebody like Donald Trump come to power again.”

Gennai said that Google was “training our algorithms, like, if 2016 happened again, would we have, would the outcome be
different?”

The Project Veritas report claims Google’s efforts against President Trump could violate the Federal Election Campaign Act.

Specifically, the report says, “As an incorporated entity, Google is forbidden under the FECA to use resources to ‘never let []
somebody like Donald Trump [to] come to power again.’

“It is similarly forbidden to promote candidates it would favor. Using its massive resources to alter search results,
impact electoral internet traffic, or otherwise attempt to prevent a candidate from winning an election are all illegal
acts when done by corporate actors.”

Because FECA prohibits corporations from making in-kind contributions to support or oppose a candidate for office, Google “is
forbidden under the FECA to use resources” in this way.

Benjamin Barr, a partner with Statecraft Law who drafted the report for Project Veritas, listed examples of past violations of FECA.

“[I]t would be illegal for a corporation to give free private jet transportation to favored candidates, but not to others,”
Barr wrote.

“Any use of corporate resources to advance or hinder candidates online is equally suspect and should be evaluated.
This should be a grave concern for the Department of Justice and the Federal Election Commission.”

The report’s conclusion is printed in clear and concerning language:

“Through Project Veritas’s investigative reporting, it has found:

Big tech companies are likely using corporate resources to influence elections.

Big tech and social media companies hide behind the grant of congressional immunityunder Section 230 to manipulate
speech and search queries.

Free speech is being hindered, not advanced, by these trends.”

In a touch of literary flair, Barr closes the report with a quote from George Orwell who said that if “liberty means anything at all, it
means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear.”

Project Veritas sent Statecraft’s report to 11 members of Congress including Sen. Ted Cruz, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and Sen. Josh
Hawley.

The Western Journal reached out to Google for comment, but did not hear back in time for publication of this article.
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President Joe Biden has not cleared the field. So far, Biden is dominating the field with black voters, especially black women. No
doubt Harris saw that and she aggressively attacked the VP over his glowing words about segregationist senators he’s worked with
and his opposition to busing concerning education. This question had to have been on the docket for debate rehearsal. He must’ve
known this was coming—and he flubbed it. This wasn’t just one whiff or two. The entire debate Biden seemed lost. He lacks
energy. He didn’t make himself stand out. And for a man who is a titan in the Democratic Party and a former vice president, there
should be cause for worry. After the debate, multiple journalists were getting texts that the Biden camp was in full-blown crisis
mode after this debate. Of course, the spokesperson for the Biden campaign denied there was a panic, but if this is how things are
going to go at the various debate sites, Biden is not going to be the nominee.

Joe Biden Is The Front-Runner????

https://youtu.be/t6QgdWzNOxo via @YouTube

Former Obama adviser Van Jones gave a sobering analysis, saying it’s quite terrible for the Biden camp to be in a position
defending his past remarks about busing. He noted that overall; it was not a good night for the frontrunner of the 2020 Democratic
race and for the party as a whole.

CNN’s Van Jones On Biden’s Debate Performance: “I’m Hurt,” It Was “A Bad...

https://youtu.be/CPbSI2eitVU via @YouTube

Fmr Obama Adviser Axelrod: Biden Seemed “Confused,” “Defensive,” “Mired ...

https://youtu.be/o21H-QnJlfI via @YouTube

Granted, Obama had a dismal first debate against Mitt Romney in 2012 but was able to bounce back in the next two and ultimately
win re-election. But Obama had the political skill; Joe ran twice for president and lost. He’s only the frontrunner due to name
recognition and past nostalgia. It’s also becoming clear that his brand is not fitted for the hyper-left wing trend of the Democratic
Party. He has to retool and reexamine…everything. And he doesn’t look the least bit comfortable up there.

THEN CAME HE TWITTER STORM

Olivia Nuzzi

@Olivianuzzi

A source close to the Biden campaign tells me his staff is “freaking out” about his poor performance tonight.

Olivia Nuzzi

@Olivianuzzi

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

The source said that internally, field staff says the campaign-organized debate watch parties in early voting

states have been “awkward” and that Biden isn’t playing well to those who attended.

Olivia Nuzzi

@Olivianuzzi

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

According to Biden’s staff, he isn’t listening to his debate prep and he’s “set in his ways,” the source close to

the campaign tells me.

Nick Confessore

✔ @nickconfessore

The Biden of the Veep debates, the 2016 Democratic convention — he did not show up tonight.

Jackie Alemany

✔ @JaxAlemany

Source close to Biden’s team texts: “Not going well for Joe...the team is not handling it well right now.”

Sam Stein

✔ @samstein

remarkable. He voted for it! https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1144436687671648272 …
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Joe Biden

✔ @JoeBiden

The Iraq war was a strategic mistake that cost the U.S. dearly. As President, @JoeBiden will use military

power responsibly, and never commit our forces to a conflict without fully preparing for the consequences.

#DemDebate

Ezra Klein

✔ @ezraklein

This is Biden's answer on his vote to go to war in Iraq? He had to know this was coming.

Olivia Nuzzi

@Olivianuzzi

Biden spokesperson says that Biden campaign staff is not “freaking out,” as a source close to the Biden

campaign said: https://twitter.com/kbeds/status/1144435619281690624 …

Kate Bedingfield

✔ @KBeds

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

Nope.

Bryan Murphy

@BryanSMurphy

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

If they aren't freaking out, then they are really screwed

sky walker �� ��

@sskywalkerr

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

i mean ... that's what a spokesperson WOULD say ......
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doubt Harris saw that and she aggressively attacked the VP over his glowing words about segregationist senators he’s worked with
and his opposition to busing concerning education. This question had to have been on the docket for debate rehearsal. He must’ve
known this was coming—and he flubbed it. This wasn’t just one whiff or two. The entire debate Biden seemed lost. He lacks
energy. He didn’t make himself stand out. And for a man who is a titan in the Democratic Party and a former vice president, there
should be cause for worry. After the debate, multiple journalists were getting texts that the Biden camp was in full-blown crisis
mode after this debate. Of course, the spokesperson for the Biden campaign denied there was a panic, but if this is how things are
going to go at the various debate sites, Biden is not going to be the nominee.
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Joe Biden Is The Front-Runner????

https://youtu.be/t6QgdWzNOxo via @YouTube

Former Obama adviser Van Jones gave a sobering analysis, saying it’s quite terrible for the Biden camp to be in a position
defending his past remarks about busing. He noted that overall; it was not a good night for the frontrunner of the 2020 Democratic
race and for the party as a whole.

CNN’s Van Jones On Biden’s Debate Performance: “I’m Hurt,” It Was “A Bad...

https://youtu.be/CPbSI2eitVU via @YouTube

Fmr Obama Adviser Axelrod: Biden Seemed “Confused,” “Defensive,” “Mired ...

https://youtu.be/o21H-QnJlfI via @YouTube

Granted, Obama had a dismal first debate against Mitt Romney in 2012 but was able to bounce back in the next two and ultimately
win re-election. But Obama had the political skill; Joe ran twice for president and lost. He’s only the frontrunner due to name
recognition and past nostalgia. It’s also becoming clear that his brand is not fitted for the hyper-left wing trend of the Democratic
Party. He has to retool and reexamine…everything. And he doesn’t look the least bit comfortable up there.

THEN CAME HE TWITTER STORM

Olivia Nuzzi

@Olivianuzzi

A source close to the Biden campaign tells me his staff is “freaking out” about his poor performance tonight.

Olivia Nuzzi

@Olivianuzzi

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

The source said that internally, field staff says the campaign-organized debate watch parties in early voting

states have been “awkward” and that Biden isn’t playing well to those who attended.

Olivia Nuzzi

@Olivianuzzi

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

According to Biden’s staff, he isn’t listening to his debate prep and he’s “set in his ways,” the source close to

the campaign tells me.

Nick Confessore

✔ @nickconfessore

The Biden of the Veep debates, the 2016 Democratic convention — he did not show up tonight.

Jackie Alemany

✔ @JaxAlemany

Source close to Biden’s team texts: “Not going well for Joe...the team is not handling it well right now.”

Sam Stein

✔ @samstein

remarkable. He voted for it! https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1144436687671648272 …

Joe Biden

✔ @JoeBiden

The Iraq war was a strategic mistake that cost the U.S. dearly. As President, @JoeBiden will use military

power responsibly, and never commit our forces to a conflict without fully preparing for the consequences.

#DemDebate

Ezra Klein

✔ @ezraklein
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✔ @ezraklein

This is Biden's answer on his vote to go to war in Iraq? He had to know this was coming.

Olivia Nuzzi

@Olivianuzzi

Biden spokesperson says that Biden campaign staff is not “freaking out,” as a source close to the Biden

campaign said: https://twitter.com/kbeds/status/1144435619281690624 …

Kate Bedingfield

✔ @KBeds

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

Nope.

Bryan Murphy

@BryanSMurphy

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

If they aren't freaking out, then they are really screwed

sky walker �� ��

@sskywalkerr

Replying to @Olivianuzzi

i mean ... that's what a spokesperson WOULD say ......

( LINK BELOW )
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AS YOU CAN SEE THE GORGEOUSLY BEAUTIFUL FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP

IN AMAZEMENT OF THE HUGE SIZE OF THE CROWD AND SUPPORT FOR HER HUSBAND IN ORLANDO

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP. AMERICA KNOWS THAT TRUMP SUPPORTERS ARE THE MOST LOYAL.

NOW JUST LOOK AT THE SHEAR EXPRESSION OF OF EXCITEMENT ON THE FIRST LADY'S FACE,

THAT IS THE SAME FEELING EVERY LOYAL TRUMP SUPPORTING AMERICAN FEELS AT TRUMP RALLIES.

PRESIDENT TRUMP'S SUPPORTERS WILL MAKE SURE THAT HE IS ELECTED AGAIN IN 2020.

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS , YOU ARE ABSOLUTELY GOING TO MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN !

DON'T YOU JUST LOVE YOUR FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP

GOD BLESS AMERICA'S FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP

WWG1WGA
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AS YOU CAN SEE THE GORGEOUSLY BEAUTIFUL FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP

IN AMAZEMENT OF THE HUGE SIZE OF THE CROWD AND SUPPORT FOR HER HUSBAND IN ORLANDO

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP. AMERICA KNOWS THAT TRUMP SUPPORTERS ARE THE MOST LOYAL.

NOW JUST LOOK AT THE SHEAR EXPRESSION OF OF EXCITEMENT ON THE FIRST LADY'S FACE,

THAT IS THE SAME FEELING EVERY LOYAL TRUMP SUPPORTING AMERICAN FEELS AT TRUMP RALLIES.

PRESIDENT TRUMP'S SUPPORTERS WILL MAKE SURE THAT HE IS ELECTED AGAIN IN 2020.

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS , YOU ARE ABSOLUTELY GOING TO MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN !

DON'T YOU JUST LOVE YOUR FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP
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NY Times David Brooks: Warren And Sanders Pin Themselves, And Perhaps The Democratic Party,

To A 13 Percent Policy Idea. ' Trump Is Smiling '

DAVID BROOKS POST THIS STORY AFTER THE DEMOCRAT'S HAD THEIR FIRST DEBATE

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-KFPu_XsAEGIJG.jpg

David Brooks

 Verified account

@nytdavidbrooks

According to a Hill-HarrisX survey, only 13 percent of Americans say they would prefer a health insurance

system with no private plans. Warren and Sanders pin themselves, and perhaps the Democratic Party, to a

13 percent policy idea. Trump is smiling.

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2019/06/27/opinion/27brooksWeb/merlin_157060014_04c0b278-3ffb-4e43-b8b4-ce54f725064f-
jumbo.jpg

IT LOOKS LIKE THE DEMOCRAT PARTY SUCKED SO BAD DURING THE FIRST DEMOCRAT DEBATE

THAT EVEN THE NEW YORK TIMES WRITER DAVID BROOKS IS CONSIDERING LEAVING THE PARTY

NOW THAT TELLS YOU THAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP WILL DECIMATE ANY LIBERAL CANDIDATE

AND THE MEDIA KNOWS IT, THE DEEP STATE KNOWS IT AND ALL OF AMERICA KNOWS IT

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOOD FOR AMERICA AND HE WILL OVERWHELMINGLY DOMINATE ANY DEMOCRAT
THAT HE RUNS AGAINST IN THE 2020 ELECTION

SO THERE WILL ABSOLUTELY BE AT LEAST 6 MORE YEARS OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

https://www.orlandosentinel.com/resizer/vfuGzPBPtgoh45MqjKT6lurpfFs=/1200x0/top/arc-anglerfish-arc2-prod-
tronc.s3.amazonaws.com/public/OK4CV2Z2FJGYXC7KG3PYKQDPUQ.jpg

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS
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NY Times David Brooks: Warren And Sanders Pin Themselves, And Perhaps The Democratic Party,

To A 13 Percent Policy Idea. ' Trump Is Smiling '

DAVID BROOKS POST THIS STORY AFTER THE DEMOCRAT'S HAD THEIR FIRST DEBATE
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David Brooks
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@nytdavidbrooks

According to a Hill-HarrisX survey, only 13 percent of Americans say they would prefer a health insurance

system with no private plans. Warren and Sanders pin themselves, and perhaps the Democratic Party, to a

13 percent policy idea. Trump is smiling.
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IT LOOKS LIKE THE DEMOCRAT PARTY SUCKED SO BAD DURING THE FIRST DEMOCRAT DEBATE

THAT EVEN THE NEW YORK TIMES WRITER DAVID BROOKS IS CONSIDERING LEAVING THE PARTY

NOW THAT TELLS YOU THAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP WILL DECIMATE ANY LIBERAL CANDIDATE

AND THE MEDIA KNOWS IT, THE DEEP STATE KNOWS IT AND ALL OF AMERICA KNOWS IT

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOOD FOR AMERICA AND HE WILL OVERWHELMINGLY DOMINATE ANY DEMOCRAT
THAT HE RUNS AGAINST IN THE 2020 ELECTION

SO THERE WILL ABSOLUTELY BE AT LEAST 6 MORE YEARS OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

https://www.orlandosentinel.com/resizer/vfuGzPBPtgoh45MqjKT6lurpfFs=/1200x0/top/arc-anglerfish-arc2-prod-
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Justice Clarence Thomas: ‘Our Abortion Jurisprudence Has Spiraled Out Of Control’

"None of these decisions is supported by the text of the Constitution."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19630266/1200x600.jpg

In a short, yet scathing, opinion issued Friday morning, Justice Clarence Thomas called on the Supreme

Court to address its previous precedent on the issue of abortion, writing that things had "spiraled out of

control."

Writing alone in an opinion concurring with the court's decision not to address a lower court's decision blocking Alabama's 2016
dismemberment abortion ban, Thomas explained that while the "case does not present the opportunity to address" what he called
the "demonstrably erroneous 'undue burden' standard," that he and his colleagues "cannot continue blinking the reality of what this
Court has wrought," referring to past abortion rulings.

Thomas' ruling explained that the operating precedent for the court's decision in the decision to let the case stand was the "undue
burden" standard set by the court in the 1992 case of Planned Parenthood v. Casey.

"The notion that anything in the Constitution prevents States from passing laws prohibiting the dismembering of a
living child is implausible," Thomas wrote on Friday. "But under the 'undue burden' standard adopted by this Court, a
restriction on abortion —even one limited to prohibiting gruesome methods — is unconstitutional if 'the 'purpose or
effect' of the provision is to 'place a substantial obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion before the fetus
attains viability.''"

Despite the facts that led to the denial of the petition in this case, however, Thomas also said that the court is going to have to
address its abortion precedents at some point in the future.

"This case serves as a stark reminder that our abortion jurisprudence has spiraled out of control," Thomas remarked
in the concurrence.

"Earlier this Term, we were confronted with lower court decisions requiring States to allow abortions based solely on
the race, sex, or disability of the child," Thomas noted, pointing to an earlier case in which his concurring option
delved into the historic connection between eugenics and abortion.

"Today, we are confronted with decisions requiring States to allow abortion via live dismemberment," Thomas
continued. "None of these decisions is supported by the text of the Constitution."

In another recent opinion, Thomas also called on the court to reevaluate the level of deference it gives to its own past decisions,
saying that the current standard "does not comport with our judicial duty under Article III [of the Constitution]" and "elevates
demonstrably erroneous decisions ... over the text of the Constitution and other duly enacted federal law."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/justice-clarence-thomas-our-abortion-jurisprudence-has-spiraled-out-of-control
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Justice Clarence Thomas: ‘Our Abortion Jurisprudence Has Spiraled Out Of Control’

"None of these decisions is supported by the text of the Constitution."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19630266/1200x600.jpg

In a short, yet scathing, opinion issued Friday morning, Justice Clarence Thomas called on the Supreme

Court to address its previous precedent on the issue of abortion, writing that things had "spiraled out of

control."

Writing alone in an opinion concurring with the court's decision not to address a lower court's decision blocking Alabama's 2016
dismemberment abortion ban, Thomas explained that while the "case does not present the opportunity to address" what he called
the "demonstrably erroneous 'undue burden' standard," that he and his colleagues "cannot continue blinking the reality of what this
Court has wrought," referring to past abortion rulings.

Thomas' ruling explained that the operating precedent for the court's decision in the decision to let the case stand was the "undue
burden" standard set by the court in the 1992 case of Planned Parenthood v. Casey.

"The notion that anything in the Constitution prevents States from passing laws prohibiting the dismembering of a
living child is implausible," Thomas wrote on Friday. "But under the 'undue burden' standard adopted by this Court, a
restriction on abortion —even one limited to prohibiting gruesome methods — is unconstitutional if 'the 'purpose or
effect' of the provision is to 'place a substantial obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion before the fetus
attains viability.''"

Despite the facts that led to the denial of the petition in this case, however, Thomas also said that the court is going to have to
address its abortion precedents at some point in the future.

"This case serves as a stark reminder that our abortion jurisprudence has spiraled out of control," Thomas remarked
in the concurrence.

"Earlier this Term, we were confronted with lower court decisions requiring States to allow abortions based solely on
the race, sex, or disability of the child," Thomas noted, pointing to an earlier case in which his concurring option
delved into the historic connection between eugenics and abortion.

"Today, we are confronted with decisions requiring States to allow abortion via live dismemberment," Thomas
continued. "None of these decisions is supported by the text of the Constitution."

In another recent opinion, Thomas also called on the court to reevaluate the level of deference it gives to its own past decisions,
saying that the current standard "does not comport with our judicial duty under Article III [of the Constitution]" and "elevates
demonstrably erroneous decisions ... over the text of the Constitution and other duly enacted federal law."
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What Do All Democrat Candidates Have In Common? None Of Them Have What It Takes To Make

America Great Again

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/178/12c563de-9be4-4eea-a878-89cdc373b2a6.jpg

What do the 20 Democratic presidential candidates who participated in the inaugural debate of the 2020

campaign have in common? Not a single one of them has what it takes to make America great.

Throughout the two-hour debate, the Democrat Party’s first batch of candidates repeatedly demonstrated that they are simply
incapable of fighting for our future economic success.

One by one, the debate participants lined up to answer softball questions from the liberal NBC and MSNBC moderators, wasting no
time before attacking President Trump and downplaying the historic, rejuvenating effects of his remarkable economic policies.

Senator Elizabeth Warren, for instance, insisted that the economy is “doing great for a thinner and thinner slice at the top,” adding
that the voters “need to make structural change in our government and in our economy.”

Similarly, Robert Francis “Beto” O’Rourke reiterated his promise to eliminate President Trump’s signature tax cuts for American
workers, and New York City Mayor Bill De Blasio gave a full-throated defense of even more punitive tax rates, vowing to raise the
top marginal income tax rate to a whopping 70 percent.

By attacking the policies that have led to the undeniable economic success we’ve enjoyed since President Trump took office, the
Democrats aren’t just going after Trump himself — they’re openly undermining the very foundation of our ongoing economic
renaissance.

Without the middle-income tax cuts, for instance, working families would be saddled with an extra $1,400 in taxes every year,
assuming they could even find a job without the burst of hiring our economy has enjoyed thanks to the president’s historic tax
cuts.

Although several of the candidates have endorsed the radical “Green New Deal,” a job-killing proposal that is estimated to cost
$600,000 per American household — that’s $93 trillion in total! — none of them were brave enough to mention the proposal by
name. Virtually all of them, however, expressed support for various elements of that destructive plan, with several even calling
climate change the “greatest geopolitical threat” facing America today.

Warren, De Blasio, and Senator Amy Klobuchar, meanwhile, also pledged to “cancel” college debt, by which they mean making
everybody else pay the debts of a privileged few.

Senator Bernie Sanders wasn’t on the stage for the first debate, but Warren enthusiastically pitched his trademark proposal for a
government-run healthcare system. Seriously. President Trump had to bail out the Obama-era Veterans Administration because
the Democrats couldn’t even manage to provide decent healthcare to our veterans, and now they want to subject the entire country
to their lethal incompetence.

The Democrats, however, weren’t just content with attacking President Trump’s policies or touting their own radical redistributionist
proposals. Throughout the event, they also resorted to the basest demagoguery — parroting the threadbare talking points that keep
the Russia collusion hoax alive in the fevered imaginations of far-left Democrats.

When they weren’t pushing discredited conspiracy theories, the candidates took predictable and uninspired swipes at President
Trump, describing his policies as “heinous” and “dangerous” but failing to offer compelling alternatives.

“My grandfather was actually separated from his family when he came to this country,” former Representative John
Delaney interjected nonsensically while the candidates railed against the president’s “heinous” Muslim ban. We’ll
never know what point Delaney may have been trying to make, though, since the moderators ignored him and moved
on to other topics.

A little while later, as the candidates were expressing their indignation over America’s withdrawal from the Iran nuclear deal,
Klobuchar and Rep. Tulsi Gabbard both essentially admitted that Trump was right to tear up the deal and pursue a better one,
saying they believe it is necessary to “renegotiate” the “imperfect” agreement.

Americans who watched the inaugural round of 2020 presidential debates this week were undoubtedly disgusted by what they saw
— the Democrat Party can’t seem to shed its sick obsession with President Trump.

The saddest part is, they don’t even seem to realize that they’re attacking the very policies that have been making America great
again under Donald Trump’s leadership. They clearly don’t have what it takes.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/harlanhill/2019/06/27/these-democrats-dont-have-what-it-takes-to-make-america-great-again-
n2549124
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What Do All Democrat Candidates Have In Common? None Of Them Have What It Takes To Make

America Great Again
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What do the 20 Democratic presidential candidates who participated in the inaugural debate of the 2020

campaign have in common? Not a single one of them has what it takes to make America great.

Throughout the two-hour debate, the Democrat Party’s first batch of candidates repeatedly demonstrated that they are simply
incapable of fighting for our future economic success.

One by one, the debate participants lined up to answer softball questions from the liberal NBC and MSNBC moderators, wasting no
time before attacking President Trump and downplaying the historic, rejuvenating effects of his remarkable economic policies.

Senator Elizabeth Warren, for instance, insisted that the economy is “doing great for a thinner and thinner slice at the top,” adding
that the voters “need to make structural change in our government and in our economy.”

Similarly, Robert Francis “Beto” O’Rourke reiterated his promise to eliminate President Trump’s signature tax cuts for American
workers, and New York City Mayor Bill De Blasio gave a full-throated defense of even more punitive tax rates, vowing to raise the
top marginal income tax rate to a whopping 70 percent.

By attacking the policies that have led to the undeniable economic success we’ve enjoyed since President Trump took office, the
Democrats aren’t just going after Trump himself — they’re openly undermining the very foundation of our ongoing economic
renaissance.

Without the middle-income tax cuts, for instance, working families would be saddled with an extra $1,400 in taxes every year,
assuming they could even find a job without the burst of hiring our economy has enjoyed thanks to the president’s historic tax
cuts.

Although several of the candidates have endorsed the radical “Green New Deal,” a job-killing proposal that is estimated to cost
$600,000 per American household — that’s $93 trillion in total! — none of them were brave enough to mention the proposal by
name. Virtually all of them, however, expressed support for various elements of that destructive plan, with several even calling
climate change the “greatest geopolitical threat” facing America today.

Warren, De Blasio, and Senator Amy Klobuchar, meanwhile, also pledged to “cancel” college debt, by which they mean making
everybody else pay the debts of a privileged few.

Senator Bernie Sanders wasn’t on the stage for the first debate, but Warren enthusiastically pitched his trademark proposal for a
government-run healthcare system. Seriously. President Trump had to bail out the Obama-era Veterans Administration because
the Democrats couldn’t even manage to provide decent healthcare to our veterans, and now they want to subject the entire country
to their lethal incompetence.

The Democrats, however, weren’t just content with attacking President Trump’s policies or touting their own radical redistributionist
proposals. Throughout the event, they also resorted to the basest demagoguery — parroting the threadbare talking points that keep
the Russia collusion hoax alive in the fevered imaginations of far-left Democrats.

When they weren’t pushing discredited conspiracy theories, the candidates took predictable and uninspired swipes at President
Trump, describing his policies as “heinous” and “dangerous” but failing to offer compelling alternatives.

“My grandfather was actually separated from his family when he came to this country,” former Representative John
Delaney interjected nonsensically while the candidates railed against the president’s “heinous” Muslim ban. We’ll
never know what point Delaney may have been trying to make, though, since the moderators ignored him and moved
on to other topics.

A little while later, as the candidates were expressing their indignation over America’s withdrawal from the Iran nuclear deal,
Klobuchar and Rep. Tulsi Gabbard both essentially admitted that Trump was right to tear up the deal and pursue a better one,
saying they believe it is necessary to “renegotiate” the “imperfect” agreement.

Americans who watched the inaugural round of 2020 presidential debates this week were undoubtedly disgusted by what they saw
— the Democrat Party can’t seem to shed its sick obsession with President Trump.

The saddest part is, they don’t even seem to realize that they’re attacking the very policies that have been making America great
again under Donald Trump’s leadership. They clearly don’t have what it takes.

( LINK BELOW )
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n2549124
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Border Patrol Agents Confiscated 32.1 Pounds of Meth, 2.31 Pounds of Cocaine, And 4.55 Pounds

of Heroin A Pricey Stash Of Drugs In Child Car Seat, Stroller In California; Woman Arrested

A woman in California was arrested earlier this month after agents found 23 packages containing

methamphetamine, cocaine and heroin in her child’s car safety seat and stroller, according to the U.S.

Border Patrol.

Agents confiscated 32.1 pounds of meth, 2.31 pounds of cocaine, and 4.55 pounds of heroin with a combined street value of
$101,680, as Fox 11 reported.

The 25-year-old woman was arrested in Murrieta this June

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/Car-Seat-smuggling-.jpg

The U.S. Border Patrol says agents arrested a woman in California after finding drugs in her child’s car safety seat. (U.S. Customs
and Border Protection)

Investigators said they stopped the car driven by a man with two women and three children.

They declined to identify the woman who was arrested, citing an ongoing investigation.

She was not charged and was released, and the children were put in the care of an aunt in another car.

Murrieta is about 80 miles southeast of Los Angeles.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/border-patrol-car-seat-stroller-drugs-california-woman-arrested
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Border Patrol Agents Confiscated 32.1 Pounds of Meth, 2.31 Pounds of Cocaine, And 4.55 Pounds

of Heroin A Pricey Stash Of Drugs In Child Car Seat, Stroller In California; Woman Arrested

A woman in California was arrested earlier this month after agents found 23 packages containing

methamphetamine, cocaine and heroin in her child’s car safety seat and stroller, according to the U.S.

Border Patrol.

Agents confiscated 32.1 pounds of meth, 2.31 pounds of cocaine, and 4.55 pounds of heroin with a combined street value of
$101,680, as Fox 11 reported.

The 25-year-old woman was arrested in Murrieta this June
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The U.S. Border Patrol says agents arrested a woman in California after finding drugs in her child’s car safety seat. (U.S. Customs
and Border Protection)

Investigators said they stopped the car driven by a man with two women and three children.

They declined to identify the woman who was arrested, citing an ongoing investigation.

She was not charged and was released, and the children were put in the care of an aunt in another car.

Murrieta is about 80 miles southeast of Los Angeles.
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Liberal Loser Joe Scarborough Lambastes 2nd Dem Debate: A 'Disaster' for Democrats, Biden's

Performance 'Disturbing'

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/931/524/Joe-Scarborough-Joe-Biden-MSNBC-
AP.jpg

“Morning Joe” co-host Joe Scarborough lamented the second Democratic debate, saying it was a “disaster”

for the party as candidates attacked each other rather than President Trump.

Scarborough said Friday morning that he hoped voters weren’t actually watching the debate on his own network as it would give
only a negative impression about them.

“With apologies to our friends watching, last night was a disaster for the Democratic Party. My only hope is people
were not watching and I will tell you why,” the co-host said.

“First on policy — let’s talk about the goal which every Democrat believes, which is we have to beat Donald Trump.
Right? So they’re lined up in trench warfare, ready to get out of the trenches and charge and fight Donald Trump.
Instead, they all turn their guns on each other and shoot each other,” he continued.

“Everybody is yelling at each other all night. Everybody like if you were watching, if you’re an American and this is
your introduction to these candidates and the Democratic Party and all you see are 12 people yelling at each other,
trying to interrupt each other and insulting each other, you’re like ‘You know what? I thought Donald Trump was a
clown show. I’m changing the channel.'”

But Scarborough also directed his fury toward former Vice President Joe Biden for his poor debate performance, particularly for
letting Sen. Kamala Harris land punches on him.

“He was off his game, I must say,” Scarborough said. “It was one of the more disturbing debate performances I have
seen since Ronald Reagan’s first debate in 1984.”

“He was off his game, I must say. It was one of the more disturbing debate performances I have seen since Ronald
Reagan’s first debate in 1984.”

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/28/694940094001_6053504988001_6053510411001-vs.jpg

He said the attacks on Biden’s civil rights record will only continue as the Democratic primary heats up.

“Is there really a Democrat debate in 2020 that wants to say ‘I support busing?’” he asked. “Is there really a
Democrat today that wants to say even in ‘74, I would have supported busing when the overwhelming majority of
Americans oppose busing.’”

Scarborough noted the debate was a “bad sign” for Biden and will raise questions about whether Biden’s “time actually is up.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/scarborough-debate-disaster-democrats-biden-disturbing-performance
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Liberal Loser Joe Scarborough Lambastes 2nd Dem Debate: A 'Disaster' for Democrats, Biden's

Performance 'Disturbing'
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“Morning Joe” co-host Joe Scarborough lamented the second Democratic debate, saying it was a “disaster”

for the party as candidates attacked each other rather than President Trump.

Scarborough said Friday morning that he hoped voters weren’t actually watching the debate on his own network as it would give
only a negative impression about them.

“With apologies to our friends watching, last night was a disaster for the Democratic Party. My only hope is people
were not watching and I will tell you why,” the co-host said.

“First on policy — let’s talk about the goal which every Democrat believes, which is we have to beat Donald Trump.
Right? So they’re lined up in trench warfare, ready to get out of the trenches and charge and fight Donald Trump.
Instead, they all turn their guns on each other and shoot each other,” he continued.

“Everybody is yelling at each other all night. Everybody like if you were watching, if you’re an American and this is
your introduction to these candidates and the Democratic Party and all you see are 12 people yelling at each other,
trying to interrupt each other and insulting each other, you’re like ‘You know what? I thought Donald Trump was a
clown show. I’m changing the channel.'”

But Scarborough also directed his fury toward former Vice President Joe Biden for his poor debate performance, particularly for
letting Sen. Kamala Harris land punches on him.

“He was off his game, I must say,” Scarborough said. “It was one of the more disturbing debate performances I have
seen since Ronald Reagan’s first debate in 1984.”

“He was off his game, I must say. It was one of the more disturbing debate performances I have seen since Ronald
Reagan’s first debate in 1984.”
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He said the attacks on Biden’s civil rights record will only continue as the Democratic primary heats up.

“Is there really a Democrat debate in 2020 that wants to say ‘I support busing?’” he asked. “Is there really a
Democrat today that wants to say even in ‘74, I would have supported busing when the overwhelming majority of
Americans oppose busing.’”

Scarborough noted the debate was a “bad sign” for Biden and will raise questions about whether Biden’s “time actually is up.”
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Ocasio-Cortez Unleashes Her Fury At Pelosi For Caving On McConnell Border Bill / AOC Better

Watch Her Back Or Pelosi Will Arkancide Her Ass

https://assets.rbl.ms/19629019/1200x600.jpg

The far left progressive caucus is very unhappy

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) unleashed her fury at the announcement from House Speaker

Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) that Democrats will pass a border funding bill without amendments to the

Republican version.

She expressed her outrage on CNN on Thursday with Jake Tapper.

"Those are strong words against Speaker Pelosi," Tapper said, adding that bill passed 84 to 4 in the Senate, and
many liberal Democrats voted for>> it. "Explain why you're taking such a strong stance here."

"Because, you know Jake, this is an issue not just of the substance of the bill but also of the process of how we got
here," Ocasio-Cortez responded.

"We passed a House version of this bill which had far more humanitarian provisions, and accountability for the
facilities that are abusing our kids at the border and [Senate Leader] Mitch McConnell [R-Ky.] immediately smacked
it down in order to pass and ram through a Senate bill that has an enormous amount of funding for military, as well as
no guardrails and no accountability for facilities that are abusing our kids," she explained.

"So that's the bill that's in front of us here in front of the the House," Ocasio-Cortez continued. "However, we didn't
even bother to negotiate, there are house amendments we could have negotiated in, we could have conferenced, we
could have tried to get amendments in, to get humanitarian provisions in, to get consequences for facilities that
abuse kids in, and instead what we're doing is that we're immediately going to just saying yes to what got passed out
of the Senate."

She went on to say that Democrats controlled the House despite the Senate being controlled by Republicans.

"Here, we are the House of Representatives, and we are a House majority and we need to act like it!" she concluded.

Tapper challenged Ocasio-Cortez by pointing out that she opposed the Democrats' House bill too. She explained that she believed
they could pass a "pure humanitarian" bill.

Pelosi told Democrats on Thursday that she "reluctantly" supported the Republican bill.

"At the end of the day, we have to make sure that the resources needed to protect the children are available," Pelosi
said in a statement. "In order to get resources to the children fastest, we will reluctantly pass the Senate bill."

Despite the spirited objections from Ocasio-Cortez, the House passed the bill with 305 votes to 102.

Here's the video of Ocasio-Cortez on CNN:

((Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/TheLeadCNN/status/1144355747284824064

The Lead CNN

 Verified account

@TheLeadCNN

“We didn’t even bother to negotiate… we’re immediately going to just saying yes to what got passed out of

the Senate,” says Rep. @AOC on Pelosi’s decision to pass the Senate border funding bill.

“We are a House majority and we need to act like it.”

( Story in the link below )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/aoc-lashes-out-at-pelosi-over-border-funding-bill
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Ocasio-Cortez Unleashes Her Fury At Pelosi For Caving On McConnell Border Bill / AOC Better

Watch Her Back Or Pelosi Will Arkancide Her Ass
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The far left progressive caucus is very unhappy

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) unleashed her fury at the announcement from House Speaker

Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) that Democrats will pass a border funding bill without amendments to the

Republican version.

She expressed her outrage on CNN on Thursday with Jake Tapper.

"Those are strong words against Speaker Pelosi," Tapper said, adding that bill passed 84 to 4 in the Senate, and
many liberal Democrats voted for>> it. "Explain why you're taking such a strong stance here."

"Because, you know Jake, this is an issue not just of the substance of the bill but also of the process of how we got
here," Ocasio-Cortez responded.

"We passed a House version of this bill which had far more humanitarian provisions, and accountability for the
facilities that are abusing our kids at the border and [Senate Leader] Mitch McConnell [R-Ky.] immediately smacked
it down in order to pass and ram through a Senate bill that has an enormous amount of funding for military, as well as
no guardrails and no accountability for facilities that are abusing our kids," she explained.

"So that's the bill that's in front of us here in front of the the House," Ocasio-Cortez continued. "However, we didn't
even bother to negotiate, there are house amendments we could have negotiated in, we could have conferenced, we
could have tried to get amendments in, to get humanitarian provisions in, to get consequences for facilities that
abuse kids in, and instead what we're doing is that we're immediately going to just saying yes to what got passed out
of the Senate."

She went on to say that Democrats controlled the House despite the Senate being controlled by Republicans.

"Here, we are the House of Representatives, and we are a House majority and we need to act like it!" she concluded.

Tapper challenged Ocasio-Cortez by pointing out that she opposed the Democrats' House bill too. She explained that she believed
they could pass a "pure humanitarian" bill.

Pelosi told Democrats on Thursday that she "reluctantly" supported the Republican bill.

"At the end of the day, we have to make sure that the resources needed to protect the children are available," Pelosi
said in a statement. "In order to get resources to the children fastest, we will reluctantly pass the Senate bill."

Despite the spirited objections from Ocasio-Cortez, the House passed the bill with 305 votes to 102.

Here's the video of Ocasio-Cortez on CNN:

((Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/TheLeadCNN/status/1144355747284824064

The Lead CNN

 Verified account

@TheLeadCNN

“We didn’t even bother to negotiate… we’re immediately going to just saying yes to what got passed out of

the Senate,” says Rep. @AOC on Pelosi’s decision to pass the Senate border funding bill.

“We are a House majority and we need to act like it.”

( Story in the link below )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/aoc-lashes-out-at-pelosi-over-border-funding-bill
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Atheist Group Protests Ten Commandments Plaque That's Been Displayed In School For Over 90

Years. And Just Like That, It's Gone

https://assets.rbl.ms/19628429/1200x600.jpg

'Challenging the issue legally would be an enormous risk and burden to the local taxpayers'

After receiving word from a concerned parent, national atheist activist group the Freedom From Religion

Foundation sent an April letter of complaint to an Ohio school district taking issue with a Ten

Commandments plaque display,

The FFRF took issue with the plaque near an auditorium entrance in Welty Middle School in New Philadelphia, saying the
Constitution doesn't allow public schools to advance or endorse religion, the paper said.

'Religious promotion'

So earlier this month, attorney Brian J. DeSantis — who's representing the district — wrote to the FFRF saying the Ten
Commandments plaque had been removed and is "no longer on display on district property," the Times-Reporter said.

Christopher Line of the FFRF told the paper that "as far as we're concerned, this situation is completely resolved. We're happy that
the district did the right thing by taking down this religious promotion."

Oh, but it was far smooth sailing But don't think the resolution to this issue was easily realized.

In fact, New Philadelphia Schools Superintendent David Brand told the Times-Reporter that the district disagreed with FFRF's
approach.

"Rather than meeting with the District to begin a dialogue, FFRF sent a letter from its office in Wisconsin and then
used the local media to further the issue," Brand noted to the paper.

The superintendent noted to the Times-Reporter that the district "gathered more information, listened to interested community
members, and reviewed its options" about the plaque, which was a gift from the Class of 1926 and appears to have been on
display in the district "ever since" 1927.

"With over 90 years on display, the plaque is recognized as part of the tradition and history of New Philadelphia City
Schools," Brand added in his statement to the paper.

But the superintendent said it would have been too costly to fight to keep the plaque displayed.

"Despite offers from local law professionals to help the district, the 'costs' of defending are substantial," Brand told
the Times-Reporter, adding that "challenging the issue legally would be an enormous risk and burden to the local
taxpayers."

He added that the district will look into donating the plaque.

What else has the Freedom From Religion Foundation been up to?

The FFRF demanded that a Texas high school remove a Christian flag flying on campus in 2017 — which resulted in some
students flying the same flag from their vehicles in the school parking lot.

It demanded that an Alabama high school marching band cease it's "religious" halftime performances at football games in 2017.
The school said it would consider removing some props but that the show would remain the same.

The FFRF demanded that a different Alabama high school stop loudspeaker prayers at football games in 2017. But after the school
complied, students ended up praying out loud in the stands.

In March 2018, the FFRF said it got rid of prayer by an Oklahoma City pastor for a local high school football team.

Last fall the group convinced a state college in Utah to remove Bibles and copies of the Book of Mormon from rooms of a hotel it
owns. In January, the atheist group forced New Mexico Junior College to remove Christian crosses it displayed on campus.

In April it said it got quick results after complaining that the phrase "God bless America" was stated over a

loudspeaker after the daily Pledge of Allegiance at a Pennsylvania elementary school.

In June, it got word of a student baptism service on Alabama public school property and demanded the school district
investigate and not let it happen again.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/atheist-group-protests-ten-commandments-plaque-thats-been-displayed-in-school-for-over-90-
years-and-just-like-that-its-gone

https://assets.rbl.ms/19628429/1200x600.jpg
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After receiving word from a concerned parent, national atheist activist group the Freedom From Religion

Foundation sent an April letter of complaint to an Ohio school district taking issue with a Ten

Commandments plaque display,

The FFRF took issue with the plaque near an auditorium entrance in Welty Middle School in New Philadelphia, saying the
Constitution doesn't allow public schools to advance or endorse religion, the paper said.

'Religious promotion'

So earlier this month, attorney Brian J. DeSantis — who's representing the district — wrote to the FFRF saying the Ten
Commandments plaque had been removed and is "no longer on display on district property," the Times-Reporter said.

Christopher Line of the FFRF told the paper that "as far as we're concerned, this situation is completely resolved. We're happy that
the district did the right thing by taking down this religious promotion."

Oh, but it was far smooth sailing But don't think the resolution to this issue was easily realized.

In fact, New Philadelphia Schools Superintendent David Brand told the Times-Reporter that the district disagreed with FFRF's
approach.

"Rather than meeting with the District to begin a dialogue, FFRF sent a letter from its office in Wisconsin and then
used the local media to further the issue," Brand noted to the paper.

The superintendent noted to the Times-Reporter that the district "gathered more information, listened to interested community
members, and reviewed its options" about the plaque, which was a gift from the Class of 1926 and appears to have been on
display in the district "ever since" 1927.

"With over 90 years on display, the plaque is recognized as part of the tradition and history of New Philadelphia City
Schools," Brand added in his statement to the paper.

But the superintendent said it would have been too costly to fight to keep the plaque displayed.

"Despite offers from local law professionals to help the district, the 'costs' of defending are substantial," Brand told
the Times-Reporter, adding that "challenging the issue legally would be an enormous risk and burden to the local
taxpayers."

He added that the district will look into donating the plaque.

What else has the Freedom From Religion Foundation been up to?

The FFRF demanded that a Texas high school remove a Christian flag flying on campus in 2017 — which resulted in some
students flying the same flag from their vehicles in the school parking lot.

It demanded that an Alabama high school marching band cease it's "religious" halftime performances at football games in 2017.
The school said it would consider removing some props but that the show would remain the same.

The FFRF demanded that a different Alabama high school stop loudspeaker prayers at football games in 2017. But after the school
complied, students ended up praying out loud in the stands.

In March 2018, the FFRF said it got rid of prayer by an Oklahoma City pastor for a local high school football team.

Last fall the group convinced a state college in Utah to remove Bibles and copies of the Book of Mormon from rooms of a hotel it
owns. In January, the atheist group forced New Mexico Junior College to remove Christian crosses it displayed on campus.

In April it said it got quick results after complaining that the phrase "God bless America" was stated over a

loudspeaker after the daily Pledge of Allegiance at a Pennsylvania elementary school.

In June, it got word of a student baptism service on Alabama public school property and demanded the school district
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AOC Gets Pressed By Jake Tapper On Whether 'Concentration Camps' Existed Under Obama,

Clinton / Is There A Double Standard
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Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.), who has taken credit for sparking change by calling immigrant

detention facilities "concentration camps," was pressed by CNN's Jake Tapper on Thursday about whether

that term applied when the facilities existed under Democratic presidents.

"...using that definition, there were also concentration camps under Obama, and under Bill Clinton. That's in the story
that you retweeted," Tapper began. "So, did you call them concentration camps at the time, when Obama was
president?"

"Well, at the time, I was working in a restaurant, but I do — I absolutely was outspoken against Obama's immigration
policies and the detention of families then," Ocasio-Cortez replied. "I think it's a remarkably consistent position, and
I'm not here to defend wrong actions just because they happened under a Democratic administration. I'm here to
speak truth to power. If it's wrong, it's wrong, and I frankly don't care what president does it."

https://youtu.be/xMPyXRNLrDw via @YouTube

IT LOOKS LIKE THE DOE GOT CAUGHT IN THE HEADLIGHTS, CAREFUL AOC OR YOU MIGHT GET RAN OVER YOU
FUCKING HYPOCRITE
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"...using that definition, there were also concentration camps under Obama, and under Bill Clinton. That's in the story
that you retweeted," Tapper began. "So, did you call them concentration camps at the time, when Obama was
president?"

"Well, at the time, I was working in a restaurant, but I do — I absolutely was outspoken against Obama's immigration
policies and the detention of families then," Ocasio-Cortez replied. "I think it's a remarkably consistent position, and
I'm not here to defend wrong actions just because they happened under a Democratic administration. I'm here to
speak truth to power. If it's wrong, it's wrong, and I frankly don't care what president does it."
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Bombshell Docs Show Unsettling Relationship Between Huawei And The Chinese Military

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Chinese-military-913x479.jpg

Chinese electronics have become widespread both in America and throughout the world, but what if there’s

a dark side to the cheap smartphone in your pocket?

The Shenzhen-based tech company Huawei is booming. Last year, the gadget manufacturer cranked out a staggering 200
million phones, with the brand making big gains in countries outside of Asia. But there are lingering questions about the
company’s close connections to the communist government in China.

Now, it appears that the brand may have concealed just how deep those questionable ties go. Newly uncovered documents show
disturbing links between the Chinese military and Huawei, and seem to confirm the Trump administration’s suspicions about the
company.

“Several Huawei Technologies Co. employees have collaborated on research projects with Chinese armed forces
personnel, indicating closer ties to the country’s military than previously acknowledged by the smartphone and
networking powerhouse,” Bloomberg reported on Wednesday.

Bloomberg journalists combed through Chinese academic databases, which are similar to the scholarly journals used by
researchers in America. The journalists found a pattern of collaboration among Huawei employees, the People’s Liberation Army
and other branches of the communist government.

“Over the course of the last decade, people identified as Huawei employees have collaborated with military
researchers on at least 10 research projects,” Vice Magazine explained. “[T]he documents give more credence to
White House claims that Huawei is a threat to U.S. national security due to its close relationship with the Chinese
military.”

Indeed, it’s tough to separate the brand from the anti-western government in China. Even the name, Huawei, roughly translates as
“Chinese achievement.”

And the tech firm’s founder, Ren Zhengfei, is a known communist loyalist who worked on communications projects for the Chinese
military during his time in uniform.

It would be somewhat like having millions of Soviet Union-built phones in U.S. homes during the Cold War, all made by a company
named “Russia Forever” that a Red Army officer founded.

Unsurprisingly, the Chinese company downplayed any connections between its employees and the government. “Huawei only
develops and produces communications products that conform to civil standards worldwide, and does not customize R&D
products for the military,” company spokesman Glenn Schloss told Bloomberg.

But an increasing number of decision-makers in the United States are skeptical, including officials within the Trump administration.
The president has indicated that he sees the prevalence of Huawei phones as a national security threat, a stance that privacy
experts reinforce.

“We discovered that there were hundreds of cases of potential backdoor vulnerabilities – improper default
configurations that could allow Huawei or a malicious attacker to covertly access a user’s device,” a security audit
from the U.S. tech firm Finite State found.

Decision-makers in Washington, D.C., pointed to those findings as Exhibit A in their case against the Chinese behemoth.

“This report supports our assessment that since 2009, Huawei has maintained covert access to some of the
systems it has installed for international customers,” a White House official told The Wall Street Journal.

Like it or not, we live in a brave new world. Wireless communications and miraculous smartphones have revolutionized our lives,
but they also carry risks.

Being wary of adversaries who are not friendly to American interests is smart — and at a time when foreign governments are
integrated in Chinese technology brands, asking difficult questions about the devices in our pockets might be unavoidable.

( LINK BELOW )
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The Shenzhen-based tech company Huawei is booming. Last year, the gadget manufacturer cranked out a staggering 200
million phones, with the brand making big gains in countries outside of Asia. But there are lingering questions about the
company’s close connections to the communist government in China.

Now, it appears that the brand may have concealed just how deep those questionable ties go. Newly uncovered documents show
disturbing links between the Chinese military and Huawei, and seem to confirm the Trump administration’s suspicions about the
company.

“Several Huawei Technologies Co. employees have collaborated on research projects with Chinese armed forces
personnel, indicating closer ties to the country’s military than previously acknowledged by the smartphone and
networking powerhouse,” Bloomberg reported on Wednesday.
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researchers in America. The journalists found a pattern of collaboration among Huawei employees, the People’s Liberation Army
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White House claims that Huawei is a threat to U.S. national security due to its close relationship with the Chinese
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Indeed, it’s tough to separate the brand from the anti-western government in China. Even the name, Huawei, roughly translates as
“Chinese achievement.”

And the tech firm’s founder, Ren Zhengfei, is a known communist loyalist who worked on communications projects for the Chinese
military during his time in uniform.

It would be somewhat like having millions of Soviet Union-built phones in U.S. homes during the Cold War, all made by a company
named “Russia Forever” that a Red Army officer founded.

Unsurprisingly, the Chinese company downplayed any connections between its employees and the government. “Huawei only
develops and produces communications products that conform to civil standards worldwide, and does not customize R&D
products for the military,” company spokesman Glenn Schloss told Bloomberg.

But an increasing number of decision-makers in the United States are skeptical, including officials within the Trump administration.
The president has indicated that he sees the prevalence of Huawei phones as a national security threat, a stance that privacy
experts reinforce.

“We discovered that there were hundreds of cases of potential backdoor vulnerabilities – improper default
configurations that could allow Huawei or a malicious attacker to covertly access a user’s device,” a security audit
from the U.S. tech firm Finite State found.

Decision-makers in Washington, D.C., pointed to those findings as Exhibit A in their case against the Chinese behemoth.

“This report supports our assessment that since 2009, Huawei has maintained covert access to some of the
systems it has installed for international customers,” a White House official told The Wall Street Journal.

Like it or not, we live in a brave new world. Wireless communications and miraculous smartphones have revolutionized our lives,
but they also carry risks.

Being wary of adversaries who are not friendly to American interests is smart — and at a time when foreign governments are
integrated in Chinese technology brands, asking difficult questions about the devices in our pockets might be unavoidable.
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Check Out The Fallen Heroes Memorial In Florida Made Of Dog Tags Of Fallen Soldiers As American

Flag
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vs.jpg

The Fallen Heroes Memorial is now stationed in Florida, honoring American veterans with a 28-foot-wide American flag made of the
dog tags of fallen soldiers.

Veterans, active duty volunteers and members of military families built the display, Fox 13 reported

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/Tampa-fallen-soldiers.jpg

"It is designed out of the close to 7,000 dog tags of all those who have fallen in the War on Terror," the site said.

"There are 50 gold stars honoring all Gold Star families nationwide."

The display is open through Sunday on the Tampa Riverwalk for the Warrior Games.
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The chicken sandwich that the left loves to hate is apparently the same one America loves to love.

The left is out of touch again. Oh, well — more delicious waffle fries for me.

For the fourth year in a row, Chick-fil-A was named the top limited service restaurant chain in the country on

the American Customer Satisfaction Index, according to Forbes.

And the ACSI is no small survey, as its results are the aggregation of input from more than 23,000 respondents. Wearing
the crown of customer satisfaction has made a definite impact on the fast-food restaurant’s revenue.

According to Forbes, Chick-fil-A “generated more than 10.4 billion in sales and leapfrogging Taco Bell and Subway for the
No. 3 spot in the industry.”

And it did that while only being open six days a week. Chick-fil-A closes on Sundays out of respect for the day of worship.
“Closing our business on Sunday, the Lord’s Day, is our way of honoring God and showing our loyalty to Him,” Chick-fil-A
founder Truett Cathy wrote in his book “Eat Mor Chikin: Inspire More People.”

Although the restaurant didn’t score as high as it did last year — its tally dropped from 87 to 86 — it “still looms large over
its closest competition on the consumer satisfaction scale, outpacing ‘all other restaurants’ at No. 2 with a score of 82, and
Panera at No. 3 with a score of 81,” Forbes reported.

The chain’s high quality and unwavering commitment to its mission has brought it both fans and detractors.

“Despite some pushback against their values, @ChickfilA has been named America’s favorite restaurant chain for
the 4th year in a row,” Rev. Franklin Graham tweeted. “I’m not surprised! Congratulations Chick-fil-A!”

Franklin Graham

 Verified account

@Franklin_Graham
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Franklin Graham Retweeted Forbes

Despite some pushback against their values, @ChickfilA has been named America’s favorite restaurant

chain for the 4th year in a row. I’m not surprised! Congratulations Chick-fil-A!

Forbes

✔ @Forbes

Chick-fil-A has been named America's favorite restaurant chain—again

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9_UhjEW4AIYg1W?format=jpg

And he’s not the only one who feels that way. At the time of writing this article, Graham’s congratulatory tweet had more
than 16,000 “likes.”

Cody Alcorn, a journalist with FOX Carolina, tweeted: “Despite who you LOVE quit hatin’ on @ChickfilA. You know you
slide in the drive-thru regardless of what you post. � #thosewafflefriestho.”

Cody Alcorn

✔ @CodyAlcorn

Despite who you LOVE quit hatin’ on @ChickfilA. You know you slide in the drive-thru regardless of what

you post. � #thosewafflefriestho https://twitter.com/forbes/status/1143866504657567745 …

Forbes

✔ @Forbes

Chick-fil-A has been named America's favorite restaurant chain—again

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9_UhjEW4AIYg1W?format=jpg

“Even if their food wasn’t great — which it is — they have by far and away the best customer service of any fast
food restaurant,” Chris Sadeghi, a news reporter from Dallas, wrote. “A little bit of pride in your work goes a long, long
way.”

Chris Sadeghi

✔ @chrissadeghi

Even if their food wasn’t great — which it is — they have by far and away the best customer service of any

fast food restaurant. A little bit of pride in your work goes a long, long way.

https://twitter.com/forbes/status/1143866504657567745 …

Forbes

✔ @Forbes

Chick-fil-A has been named America's favorite restaurant chain—again

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9_UhjEW4AIYg1W?format=jpg

So, don’t sweat the haters, Chick-fil-A. Just keep serving me those smiles and hot chicken sandwiches. It will be “my
pleasure” to stay a fan.
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The chicken sandwich that the left loves to hate is apparently the same one America loves to love.

The left is out of touch again. Oh, well — more delicious waffle fries for me.

For the fourth year in a row, Chick-fil-A was named the top limited service restaurant chain in the country on

the American Customer Satisfaction Index, according to Forbes.

And the ACSI is no small survey, as its results are the aggregation of input from more than 23,000 respondents. Wearing
the crown of customer satisfaction has made a definite impact on the fast-food restaurant’s revenue.

According to Forbes, Chick-fil-A “generated more than 10.4 billion in sales and leapfrogging Taco Bell and Subway for the
No. 3 spot in the industry.”

And it did that while only being open six days a week. Chick-fil-A closes on Sundays out of respect for the day of worship.
“Closing our business on Sunday, the Lord’s Day, is our way of honoring God and showing our loyalty to Him,” Chick-fil-A
founder Truett Cathy wrote in his book “Eat Mor Chikin: Inspire More People.”

Although the restaurant didn’t score as high as it did last year — its tally dropped from 87 to 86 — it “still looms large over
its closest competition on the consumer satisfaction scale, outpacing ‘all other restaurants’ at No. 2 with a score of 82, and
Panera at No. 3 with a score of 81,” Forbes reported.

The chain’s high quality and unwavering commitment to its mission has brought it both fans and detractors.

“Despite some pushback against their values, @ChickfilA has been named America’s favorite restaurant chain for
the 4th year in a row,” Rev. Franklin Graham tweeted. “I’m not surprised! Congratulations Chick-fil-A!”

Franklin Graham

 Verified account

@Franklin_Graham
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And he’s not the only one who feels that way. At the time of writing this article, Graham’s congratulatory tweet had more
than 16,000 “likes.”

Cody Alcorn, a journalist with FOX Carolina, tweeted: “Despite who you LOVE quit hatin’ on @ChickfilA. You know you
slide in the drive-thru regardless of what you post. � #thosewafflefriestho.”
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“Even if their food wasn’t great — which it is — they have by far and away the best customer service of any fast
food restaurant,” Chris Sadeghi, a news reporter from Dallas, wrote. “A little bit of pride in your work goes a long, long
way.”

Chris Sadeghi

✔ @chrissadeghi

Even if their food wasn’t great — which it is — they have by far and away the best customer service of any

fast food restaurant. A little bit of pride in your work goes a long, long way.

https://twitter.com/forbes/status/1143866504657567745 …

Forbes

✔ @Forbes

Chick-fil-A has been named America's favorite restaurant chain—again
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So, don’t sweat the haters, Chick-fil-A. Just keep serving me those smiles and hot chicken sandwiches. It will be “my
pleasure” to stay a fan.
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Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

I decided to stage a photoshoot just like @AOC!

Except I’m outside of an inner-city school where the conditions are abhorrent and the majority of black

AMERICAN boys can’t pass a basic reading exam.

Maybe the liberal media will give this epidemic some attention now?
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TRUMP: MUELLER COMMITTED A 'CRIME' BY DELETING EVIDENCE

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Robert-Mueller-testifies-913x479.jpg

President Donald Trump on Wednesday accused special counsel Robert Mueller of deleting

communications, calling the alleged actions “illegal” and “a crime.”

Trump’s statements came during a phone interview with Maria Bartiromo, host of the Fox Business show “Mornings with Maria.”

During wide-ranging interview, it was inevitable that the subject of Mueller’s Russia probe would come up.

Trump, for his part, started speaking about the now-famed text messages between ex-FBI agent Peter Strzok and his romantic
partner, former FBI attorney Lisa Page.

“Here’s the problem, Robert Mueller, they worked for him, and the two lovers were together, and they had
texts back and forth, emails back and forth,” Trump said, as the far-left outlet HuffPost pointed out.

“Mueller terminated them illegally. He terminated the emails. He terminated all of the stuff between Strzok
and Page. You know, they sung like you’ve never seen,” he added.

“Robert Mueller terminated their text messages together. He terminated them. They’re gone. And that’s
illegal. That’s a crime.”

If it’s true, and admittedly, that’s a big if, then Mueller would find himself embroiled in yet another huge scandal.

Trump has suggested as early as this past December that the text messages were illegally deleted, but no evidence has been
publicly proffered to substantiate the claim.

Trump noted in his interview with Bartiromo that despite the Mueller investigation, his administration has overseen an exceptionally
strong economy.

“Let me tell you, I have done great on the economy,” Trump said, according to Newsmax.

“I have done great with the military.”

“I have done great with everything. Here is what is unfair. I’ve had a 24-7, a phony witch hunt. A disgusting,
phony witch hunt,” he added.

When asked about Mueller being called to testify in front of Congress test month, Trump responded: “It never ends.”

Referring to the origins of allegations investigated by the FBI that his 2016 campaign colluded with Russia, Trump told Fox

“They got caught and they’re running around going wild trying to do everything they can, but they spied on
my campaign, it’s as simple as that.”

“It’s so illegal, it’s probably the biggest political scandal in history and they got caught doing it.”

Whether or not Mueller or his team deleted evidence, there is little doubt Trump is right to call the entire Russia probe one of
America’s biggest political scandals.

Democrats will continue to rehash and review the evidence until they get what they want: a 2020 defeat of Trump.

With the collusion hoax now disprove, there is no good reason to press the issue any further except to

capitalize on the fury and rage of the anti-Trump voters.

But history makes me skeptical to expect that reason and calmness will rule the leftist agenda.

(Story in the link below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trump-mueller-committed-crime-deleting-evidence/
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TRUMP: MUELLER COMMITTED A 'CRIME' BY DELETING EVIDENCE
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President Donald Trump on Wednesday accused special counsel Robert Mueller of deleting

communications, calling the alleged actions “illegal” and “a crime.”

Trump’s statements came during a phone interview with Maria Bartiromo, host of the Fox Business show “Mornings with Maria.”

During wide-ranging interview, it was inevitable that the subject of Mueller’s Russia probe would come up.

Trump, for his part, started speaking about the now-famed text messages between ex-FBI agent Peter Strzok and his romantic
partner, former FBI attorney Lisa Page.

“Here’s the problem, Robert Mueller, they worked for him, and the two lovers were together, and they had
texts back and forth, emails back and forth,” Trump said, as the far-left outlet HuffPost pointed out.

“Mueller terminated them illegally. He terminated the emails. He terminated all of the stuff between Strzok
and Page. You know, they sung like you’ve never seen,” he added.

“Robert Mueller terminated their text messages together. He terminated them. They’re gone. And that’s
illegal. That’s a crime.”

If it’s true, and admittedly, that’s a big if, then Mueller would find himself embroiled in yet another huge scandal.

Trump has suggested as early as this past December that the text messages were illegally deleted, but no evidence has been
publicly proffered to substantiate the claim.

Trump noted in his interview with Bartiromo that despite the Mueller investigation, his administration has overseen an exceptionally
strong economy.

“Let me tell you, I have done great on the economy,” Trump said, according to Newsmax.

“I have done great with the military.”

“I have done great with everything. Here is what is unfair. I’ve had a 24-7, a phony witch hunt. A disgusting,
phony witch hunt,” he added.

When asked about Mueller being called to testify in front of Congress test month, Trump responded: “It never ends.”

Referring to the origins of allegations investigated by the FBI that his 2016 campaign colluded with Russia, Trump told Fox

“They got caught and they’re running around going wild trying to do everything they can, but they spied on
my campaign, it’s as simple as that.”

“It’s so illegal, it’s probably the biggest political scandal in history and they got caught doing it.”

Whether or not Mueller or his team deleted evidence, there is little doubt Trump is right to call the entire Russia probe one of
America’s biggest political scandals.

Democrats will continue to rehash and review the evidence until they get what they want: a 2020 defeat of Trump.

With the collusion hoax now disprove, there is no good reason to press the issue any further except to

capitalize on the fury and rage of the anti-Trump voters.

But history makes me skeptical to expect that reason and calmness will rule the leftist agenda.
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A California Woman Grabs Her Gun After Discovering Intruder Was Hiding In Her Home Late At

Night. Then He Approaches Her - Ultimately Making His Final Mistake

Homeowner found intruder hiding in bedroom

https://assets.rbl.ms/19627446/1200x600.jpg

A woman told deputies she was asleep in her Lucerne Valley, California, home overnight Tuesday when

she her dog started barking, which woke her up,

She entered a bedroom where she saw a man hiding, after which she told San Bernardino County Sheriff's deputies she became
frightened and yelled at the man that he didn't belong inside her home, the station said.

The homeowner then went to her living room and armed herself with a gun, deputies told KTVU.

Fearing for her safety

Authorities said the intruder approached her, and — fearing for her safety — she fired once and hit the suspect, the station
reported.

Deputies responded to the residence just before 12:30 a.m. and found the shot suspect, later identified as 32-year-old Shea
Manigult, KTVU said. Deputies and emergency medical personnel tried life-saving measures, but the suspect was pronounced
dead at the scene, the station reported.

Detectives determined that Manigult had forced entry into the home prior to the victim finding him in the bedroom, KTVU said.

The victim has not been arrested, the station said, adding that the case will be given to the District

Attorney's Office for review.

( LINK BELOW )
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A California Woman Grabs Her Gun After Discovering Intruder Was Hiding In Her Home Late At

Night. Then He Approaches Her - Ultimately Making His Final Mistake

Homeowner found intruder hiding in bedroom

https://assets.rbl.ms/19627446/1200x600.jpg

A woman told deputies she was asleep in her Lucerne Valley, California, home overnight Tuesday when

she her dog started barking, which woke her up,

She entered a bedroom where she saw a man hiding, after which she told San Bernardino County Sheriff's deputies she became
frightened and yelled at the man that he didn't belong inside her home, the station said.

The homeowner then went to her living room and armed herself with a gun, deputies told KTVU.

Fearing for her safety

Authorities said the intruder approached her, and — fearing for her safety — she fired once and hit the suspect, the station
reported.

Deputies responded to the residence just before 12:30 a.m. and found the shot suspect, later identified as 32-year-old Shea
Manigult, KTVU said. Deputies and emergency medical personnel tried life-saving measures, but the suspect was pronounced
dead at the scene, the station reported.

Detectives determined that Manigult had forced entry into the home prior to the victim finding him in the bedroom, KTVU said.

The victim has not been arrested, the station said, adding that the case will be given to the District

Attorney's Office for review.

( LINK BELOW )
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Hussein's Former ICE Director Says That Hussein, Not President Trump, But Obama Is Responsible

For The Law That Has Kids In 'Cages' At The Border

https://assets.rbl.ms/19627576/1200x600.jpg

Thomas Homan, former President Barack Hussein Obama's executive associate director of ICE, said that

the "cages" many Democrats rail against President Donald Trump for were ushered in by the Hussein

Obama administration.

He also pointed out that the facilities were not initially meant to house children. Homan served in his position within the Obama
administration between May 2013 and January 2017.

Many Democrats have railed against Trump for housing migrant children in such "cages" at the border.

What are the details?

In remarks at a conference hosted by the Center for Immigration Studies, Homan said, "I've been to that facility, where they talk
about cages. That facility was built under President Obama under [former Homeland Security] Secretary Jeh Johnson. I was there
because I was there when it was built."

Homan went on to point to a time when a Democratic lawmaker asked a Trump official, "You still keeping those kids in cages?"

With a fiery response, Homan retorted, "I would answer the question, 'The kids are being housed in the same facility built under the
Obama administration.'"

"If you want to call them cages, call them cages," he continued. "But if the left wants to call them cages, and the
Democrats want to call them cages, then they have to accept the fact that they were built and funded in [fiscal year]
2015,"he pointed out, when Obama was president.

Homan also explained that the facilities were not initially intended to be used to "take care of children."

Earlier in June, Homan said that deporting illegal immigrants with final orders is effective.

"I've said many times, there are over 100,000 family units with final orders, been ordered removed by an immigration
judge," Homan told Fox News during an interview. "We need to seek them out and return them to their homeland. We
need to execute the final orders issued by the judges, or there's no integrity to the entire system. That's not being
done; we need to do it. I did it four years ago and it worked. I can't understand why that's not happening."

( Story in the link below )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/obamas-former-ice-director-says-that-the-former-president-is-responsible-for-kids-in-cages-at-the-
border/
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Hussein's Former ICE Director Says That Hussein, Not President Trump, But Obama Is Responsible

For The Law That Has Kids In 'Cages' At The Border

https://assets.rbl.ms/19627576/1200x600.jpg

Thomas Homan, former President Barack Hussein Obama's executive associate director of ICE, said that

the "cages" many Democrats rail against President Donald Trump for were ushered in by the Hussein

Obama administration.

He also pointed out that the facilities were not initially meant to house children. Homan served in his position within the Obama
administration between May 2013 and January 2017.

Many Democrats have railed against Trump for housing migrant children in such "cages" at the border.

What are the details?

In remarks at a conference hosted by the Center for Immigration Studies, Homan said, "I've been to that facility, where they talk
about cages. That facility was built under President Obama under [former Homeland Security] Secretary Jeh Johnson. I was there
because I was there when it was built."

Homan went on to point to a time when a Democratic lawmaker asked a Trump official, "You still keeping those kids in cages?"

With a fiery response, Homan retorted, "I would answer the question, 'The kids are being housed in the same facility built under the
Obama administration.'"

"If you want to call them cages, call them cages," he continued. "But if the left wants to call them cages, and the
Democrats want to call them cages, then they have to accept the fact that they were built and funded in [fiscal year]
2015,"he pointed out, when Obama was president.

Homan also explained that the facilities were not initially intended to be used to "take care of children."

Earlier in June, Homan said that deporting illegal immigrants with final orders is effective.

"I've said many times, there are over 100,000 family units with final orders, been ordered removed by an immigration
judge," Homan told Fox News during an interview. "We need to seek them out and return them to their homeland. We
need to execute the final orders issued by the judges, or there's no integrity to the entire system. That's not being
done; we need to do it. I did it four years ago and it worked. I can't understand why that's not happening."

( Story in the link below )
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Second Amendment Rocks : Woman Grabs Gun After Discovering Intruder In Her Home Late At

Night. Then He Approaches Her — And It's His Final Mistake

Homeowner found intruder hiding in bedroom

https://assets.rbl.ms/19627446/1200x600.jpg

A woman told deputies she was asleep in her Lucerne Valley, California, home overnight Tuesday when

she her dog started barking, which woke her up,

She entered a bedroom where she saw a man hiding, after which she told San Bernardino County Sheriff's deputies she became
frightened and yelled at the man that he didn't belong inside her home, the station said.

The homeowner then went to her living room and armed herself with a gun, deputies told KTVU.

Fearing for her safety

Authorities said the intruder approached her, and — fearing for her safety — she fired once and hit the suspect, the station
reported.

Deputies responded to the residence just before 12:30 a.m. and found the shot suspect, later identified as 32-year-old Shea
Manigult, KTVU said. Deputies and emergency medical personnel tried life-saving measures, but the suspect was pronounced
dead at the scene, the station reported.

Detectives determined that Manigult had forced entry into the home prior to the victim finding him in the bedroom, KTVU said.

The victim has not been arrested, the station said, adding that the case will be given to the District

Attorney's Office for review.

( LINK BELOW )
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Second Amendment Rocks : Woman Grabs Gun After Discovering Intruder In Her Home Late At

Night. Then He Approaches Her — And It's His Final Mistake

Homeowner found intruder hiding in bedroom

https://assets.rbl.ms/19627446/1200x600.jpg

A woman told deputies she was asleep in her Lucerne Valley, California, home overnight Tuesday when

she her dog started barking, which woke her up,

She entered a bedroom where she saw a man hiding, after which she told San Bernardino County Sheriff's deputies she became
frightened and yelled at the man that he didn't belong inside her home, the station said.

The homeowner then went to her living room and armed herself with a gun, deputies told KTVU.

Fearing for her safety

Authorities said the intruder approached her, and — fearing for her safety — she fired once and hit the suspect, the station
reported.

Deputies responded to the residence just before 12:30 a.m. and found the shot suspect, later identified as 32-year-old Shea
Manigult, KTVU said. Deputies and emergency medical personnel tried life-saving measures, but the suspect was pronounced
dead at the scene, the station reported.

Detectives determined that Manigult had forced entry into the home prior to the victim finding him in the bedroom, KTVU said.

The victim has not been arrested, the station said, adding that the case will be given to the District

Attorney's Office for review.

( LINK BELOW )
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Mom Of 12-Year-Old Drag Queen Shocked To Find Pedophile Lusting After Him
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You may perhaps have heard about the preteen drag performer who goes by the name “Desmond Is

Amazing.” Desmond Napoles is an online sensation who’s appeared on “Good Morning America” and has

become a cause célèbre among the LGBT community.

In January, a bit of a cultural scuffle happened that may have gone under the radar.

Desmond, who is managed by his parents, appeared in December, at the age of 11, at the 3 Dollar Bill, a New York City
establishment that is either a “gay bar” (the description used by The American Conservative’s Rod Dreher) or “a queer,
multifunctional performance space” (Out’s Devin-Norielle).

Desmond, after his performance, was tipped by members of the audience, leading commentators like

Dreher to say it was “a manifestation of pedophilia, straight up.”

Devin-Norielle blamed Dreher — and all of perfidious “conservative media” — for “unleash[ing] a firestorm of misleading and
fabricated news articles claiming that Desmond’s work as a drag performer is child abuse because, they claim, his performances
are sexual and he receives tips.”

“These arguments are dangerous; conservative media has associated Desmond’s performance of drag with sexuality
simply because he transgresses the binary and opts to express his femininity,” Devin-Norielle wrote. “Newsflash:
gender identity and sexuality are not one and the same. Desmond’s exploration and toying of gender is not a
discovery of his sexual attractions, nor is it a tactic to invite the sexual desires of others.”
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discovery of his sexual attractions, nor is it a tactic to invite the sexual desires of others.”

Just to be clear, this is the performance we’re talking about.

(Warning: Some people, many people, might find this disturbing.)

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.instagram.com/p/BuPvZ8eBslO/?utm_source=ig_embed

Fast forward to June, and Desmond’s mother — who, again, helps manage the child’s career — is now

outraged that her son’s performance “invite[d] the sexual desires of others.”

I warn readers that we’re going to get into some rather disturbing territory here. I’d just as soon not report on it and I think most
individuals would just as soon not read what’s been said about Desmond. That being said, there’s a reason why we need to
examine this.

*Tom O’Carroll is a British pedophile rights campaigner who has been convicted of distributing child

pornography on a massive scale. In a May blog post for his WordPress site — which is openly and proudly

pro-pedophile — O’Carrol declares that “Desmond is truly amazing — and hot!”

“Just check out this introductory video on YouTube. No wonder 11-year-old Desmond Napoles and other kids daringly
diving into drag culture right now have provoked right-wing reactionaries into paroxysms of moral outrage,” O’Carroll
writes.

“Let’s face it, when a pretty young boy tells the world he is gay and dances sensuously in front of grown men,
wearing vampish dresses and makeup; when ‘she’ strips off items of clothing or goes on stage scantily clad right
from the off; when dollar bills are accepted as ‘tips’ from an audience apparently wild with excitement; when all this is
going on we are getting far more than just a celebration of gender diversity or an innocent display of precocious
performance talent.

“And that’s great,” O’Carroll continues. “It is wonderful that a rare niche has been found in the modern, developed
world within which at least a few kids can truly be themselves, in ways that deny neither their gender feelings nor
their sexuality. Being a drag queen, or a drag princess if you will, puts it right out there, in the open for all to see. It
says, loud and proud, ‘I am a sexy kid, with sexy feelings. It’s totally cool for grown-ups to get turned on by me. I
love it. That’s why I do this stuff. It’s great. It’s fun. It’s me!’”

Desmond’s mother, Wendy Napoles, was predictably infuriated over O’Carroll’s vomit-inducing panegyric about her son and
another child performer billed as “Queen Lactatia.”

“This is extremely disturbing. Convicted pedophile Tom O’Carroll has written a blog post stating that Desmond is hot
& feels sexy performing. He also sexualizes fellow drag kid Queen Lactatia. We do not approve of his statements &
have written to @wordpressdotcom several times but they have yet to remove it. It is highly inappropriate to speak
of minors in this manner,” she wrote in an Instagram post this week.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BzIueHGHiPG/?utm_source=ig_embed

This is obviously unsurprising; any parent who heard this sort of thing said about their child would almost certainly react this way,
and I certainly don’t believe Wendy Napoles is any different.

What was interesting was the second paragraph of the post, in which she promptly turns her ire on conservatives who might
somehow disapprove of an 11-year-old public drag performer.

“I want to address some of his points. First, the Conservative press is currently accusing us of purposely attracting
pedophiles & accusing the LGBTQ community of supporting this. What Tom O’Carroll has said is out of our control &
we do not know him or associate with him or any other pedophiles or sex offenders. I think if a pedophile wants to
act on their urges, NO child is safe,” she wrote.

So, let’s be clear: I don’t believe Desmond’s parents are “purposely attracting pedophiles” nor am I “accusing the LGBTQ
community of supporting this.” I believe that both entities, however, are blinded to the dangers faced by an 11-year-old drag
performer who has been given enormous amounts of publicity.

Let’s assume that the 3 Dollar Bill is indeed “a queer, multifunctional performance space” as Devin-Norielle claims and not a “gay
bar” as Dreher says.

(I’m not particularly sure that the difference isn’t semantic, given that “a queer, multifunctional performance space” that serves
alcohol could more or less be construed as a “gay bar.” But I haven’t been to the 3 Dollar Bill and don’t plan on making a voyage
anytime soon, so I’m not in a place to judge.)

Putting your child in such a position, where he’s being tipped for performing in drag, may not necessarily be willfully sexualizing
him. It is, however, being willfully ignorant of pedophiles who will sexualize him. That’s a difference supporters of Desmond (and,
by extension, Desmond’s parents) fail to appreciate.

The neat conclusions of Devin-Norielle and other LGBT activists — that there’s no possible case to be made for the sexualization
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The neat conclusions of Devin-Norielle and other LGBT activists — that there’s no possible case to be made for the sexualization
of underage drag performers like Desmond and that anyone who says so is a far-right bigot — ignores the existence of predatory
individuals like O’Carroll.

Furthermore, it ignores the fact that this is an 11-year-old drag performer being managed by those who gave him life, which is a
moral conflict of interest if there ever was one.

I can grant that taking on a drag persona, or personae, might be Desmond’s own idea, but we’re venturing into profoundly
uncharted psychological territory when he’s shoved out in front of the cameras by (let’s be honest here) stage parents.

I don’t necessarily know that the odds favor Desmond Napoles growing out of drag performance. There isn’t a whole lot of quality
research on young individuals who practice drag as opposed to being transgender and their level of gender dysphoria. What we do
know is that a majority of young people who have gender dysphoria, at least according to current science, grow out of it by
adolescence.

But let’s not make suppositions here. Assume that Desmond Napoles, now 12, remains an LGBT individual who still practices drag
as an adult. Will he be comfortable with these youthful performances? Will he be comfortable with the fact that he attracted the
attention of degenerates like Tom O’Carroll? Will he think that his parents should have, perhaps, done a better job of not exposing
him to depraved individuals like O’Carroll at a young age?

I’m not trying to lead you to a conclusion as to these questions. That’s because these are questions we haven’t scientifically
answered yet because we shouldn’t have to answer them. Now, without much study on the subject, children like Desmond are
being publicized by their parents, not just as drag performers but as guinea pigs.

Will we look back on this in a decade, or two, or three, and feel good about the fact that we were, for the most part, accepting of
this in the most uncritical light?

But maybe I’m just being a reactionary here. O’Carroll certainly thinks so.

“Panicky conservatives, needless to say, spin [Desmond’s sexual nature] differently, desperate as they are to
pretend that kids have no erotic dimension, or at least none that is self-generated,” he wrote. “In their telling,
performances such as Desmond’s … are a travesty in the worst sense: these are kids, they claim, who are being
‘sexualised’ by exploitative adults hell bent on corrupting their supposed natural innocence.”

Not that Tom O’Carroll would know about being one of those “exploitative adults” or anything.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/mom-12-year-old-drag-queen-shocked-find-pedophile-lusting/amp/
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You may perhaps have heard about the preteen drag performer who goes by the name “Desmond Is

Amazing.” Desmond Napoles is an online sensation who’s appeared on “Good Morning America” and has

become a cause célèbre among the LGBT community.

In January, a bit of a cultural scuffle happened that may have gone under the radar.

Desmond, who is managed by his parents, appeared in December, at the age of 11, at the 3 Dollar Bill, a New York City
establishment that is either a “gay bar” (the description used by The American Conservative’s Rod Dreher) or “a queer,
multifunctional performance space” (Out’s Devin-Norielle).

Desmond, after his performance, was tipped by members of the audience, leading commentators like

Dreher to say it was “a manifestation of pedophilia, straight up.”

Devin-Norielle blamed Dreher — and all of perfidious “conservative media” — for “unleash[ing] a firestorm of misleading and
fabricated news articles claiming that Desmond’s work as a drag performer is child abuse because, they claim, his performances
are sexual and he receives tips.”

“These arguments are dangerous; conservative media has associated Desmond’s performance of drag with sexuality
simply because he transgresses the binary and opts to express his femininity,” Devin-Norielle wrote. “Newsflash:
gender identity and sexuality are not one and the same. Desmond’s exploration and toying of gender is not a
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gender identity and sexuality are not one and the same. Desmond’s exploration and toying of gender is not a
discovery of his sexual attractions, nor is it a tactic to invite the sexual desires of others.”

Just to be clear, this is the performance we’re talking about.

(Warning: Some people, many people, might find this disturbing.)

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.instagram.com/p/BuPvZ8eBslO/?utm_source=ig_embed

Fast forward to June, and Desmond’s mother — who, again, helps manage the child’s career — is now

outraged that her son’s performance “invite[d] the sexual desires of others.”

I warn readers that we’re going to get into some rather disturbing territory here. I’d just as soon not report on it and I think most
individuals would just as soon not read what’s been said about Desmond. That being said, there’s a reason why we need to
examine this.

*Tom O’Carroll is a British pedophile rights campaigner who has been convicted of distributing child

pornography on a massive scale. In a May blog post for his WordPress site — which is openly and proudly

pro-pedophile — O’Carrol declares that “Desmond is truly amazing — and hot!”

“Just check out this introductory video on YouTube. No wonder 11-year-old Desmond Napoles and other kids daringly
diving into drag culture right now have provoked right-wing reactionaries into paroxysms of moral outrage,” O’Carroll
writes.

“Let’s face it, when a pretty young boy tells the world he is gay and dances sensuously in front of grown men,
wearing vampish dresses and makeup; when ‘she’ strips off items of clothing or goes on stage scantily clad right
from the off; when dollar bills are accepted as ‘tips’ from an audience apparently wild with excitement; when all this is
going on we are getting far more than just a celebration of gender diversity or an innocent display of precocious
performance talent.

“And that’s great,” O’Carroll continues. “It is wonderful that a rare niche has been found in the modern, developed
world within which at least a few kids can truly be themselves, in ways that deny neither their gender feelings nor
their sexuality. Being a drag queen, or a drag princess if you will, puts it right out there, in the open for all to see. It
says, loud and proud, ‘I am a sexy kid, with sexy feelings. It’s totally cool for grown-ups to get turned on by me. I
love it. That’s why I do this stuff. It’s great. It’s fun. It’s me!’”

Desmond’s mother, Wendy Napoles, was predictably infuriated over O’Carroll’s vomit-inducing panegyric about her son and
another child performer billed as “Queen Lactatia.”

“This is extremely disturbing. Convicted pedophile Tom O’Carroll has written a blog post stating that Desmond is hot
& feels sexy performing. He also sexualizes fellow drag kid Queen Lactatia. We do not approve of his statements &
have written to @wordpressdotcom several times but they have yet to remove it. It is highly inappropriate to speak
of minors in this manner,” she wrote in an Instagram post this week.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BzIueHGHiPG/?utm_source=ig_embed

This is obviously unsurprising; any parent who heard this sort of thing said about their child would almost certainly react this way,
and I certainly don’t believe Wendy Napoles is any different.

What was interesting was the second paragraph of the post, in which she promptly turns her ire on conservatives who might
somehow disapprove of an 11-year-old public drag performer.

“I want to address some of his points. First, the Conservative press is currently accusing us of purposely attracting
pedophiles & accusing the LGBTQ community of supporting this. What Tom O’Carroll has said is out of our control &
we do not know him or associate with him or any other pedophiles or sex offenders. I think if a pedophile wants to
act on their urges, NO child is safe,” she wrote.

So, let’s be clear: I don’t believe Desmond’s parents are “purposely attracting pedophiles” nor am I “accusing the LGBTQ
community of supporting this.” I believe that both entities, however, are blinded to the dangers faced by an 11-year-old drag
performer who has been given enormous amounts of publicity.

Let’s assume that the 3 Dollar Bill is indeed “a queer, multifunctional performance space” as Devin-Norielle claims and not a “gay
bar” as Dreher says.

(I’m not particularly sure that the difference isn’t semantic, given that “a queer, multifunctional performance space” that serves
alcohol could more or less be construed as a “gay bar.” But I haven’t been to the 3 Dollar Bill and don’t plan on making a voyage
anytime soon, so I’m not in a place to judge.)

Putting your child in such a position, where he’s being tipped for performing in drag, may not necessarily be willfully sexualizing
him. It is, however, being willfully ignorant of pedophiles who will sexualize him. That’s a difference supporters of Desmond (and,
by extension, Desmond’s parents) fail to appreciate.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BuPvZ8eBslO/?utm_source=ig_embed
https://voat.co/u/wordpressdotcom
https://www.instagram.com/p/BzIueHGHiPG/?utm_source=ig_embed
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by extension, Desmond’s parents) fail to appreciate.

The neat conclusions of Devin-Norielle and other LGBT activists — that there’s no possible case to be made for the sexualization
of underage drag performers like Desmond and that anyone who says so is a far-right bigot — ignores the existence of predatory
individuals like O’Carroll.

Furthermore, it ignores the fact that this is an 11-year-old drag performer being managed by those who gave him life, which is a
moral conflict of interest if there ever was one.

I can grant that taking on a drag persona, or personae, might be Desmond’s own idea, but we’re venturing into profoundly
uncharted psychological territory when he’s shoved out in front of the cameras by (let’s be honest here) stage parents.

I don’t necessarily know that the odds favor Desmond Napoles growing out of drag performance. There isn’t a whole lot of quality
research on young individuals who practice drag as opposed to being transgender and their level of gender dysphoria. What we do
know is that a majority of young people who have gender dysphoria, at least according to current science, grow out of it by
adolescence.

But let’s not make suppositions here. Assume that Desmond Napoles, now 12, remains an LGBT individual who still practices drag
as an adult. Will he be comfortable with these youthful performances? Will he be comfortable with the fact that he attracted the
attention of degenerates like Tom O’Carroll? Will he think that his parents should have, perhaps, done a better job of not exposing
him to depraved individuals like O’Carroll at a young age?

I’m not trying to lead you to a conclusion as to these questions. That’s because these are questions we haven’t scientifically
answered yet because we shouldn’t have to answer them. Now, without much study on the subject, children like Desmond are
being publicized by their parents, not just as drag performers but as guinea pigs.

Will we look back on this in a decade, or two, or three, and feel good about the fact that we were, for the most part, accepting of
this in the most uncritical light?

But maybe I’m just being a reactionary here. O’Carroll certainly thinks so.

“Panicky conservatives, needless to say, spin [Desmond’s sexual nature] differently, desperate as they are to
pretend that kids have no erotic dimension, or at least none that is self-generated,” he wrote. “In their telling,
performances such as Desmond’s … are a travesty in the worst sense: these are kids, they claim, who are being
‘sexualised’ by exploitative adults hell bent on corrupting their supposed natural innocence.”

Not that Tom O’Carroll would know about being one of those “exploitative adults” or anything.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump: Mueller Committed a ‘Crime’ by Deleting Evidence

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Robert-Mueller-testifies-913x479.jpg

President Donald Trump on Wednesday accused special counsel Robert Mueller of deleting

communications, calling the alleged actions “illegal” and “a crime.”

Trump’s statements came during a phone interview with Maria Bartiromo, host of the Fox Business show “Mornings with Maria.”

During wide-ranging interview, it was inevitable that the subject of Mueller’s Russia probe would come up.

Trump, for his part, started speaking about the now-famed text messages between ex-FBI agent Peter Strzok and his romantic
partner, former FBI attorney Lisa Page.

“Here’s the problem, Robert Mueller, they worked for him, and the two lovers were together, and they had texts back
and forth, emails back and forth,” Trump said, as the far-left outlet HuffPost pointed out.

“Mueller terminated them illegally. He terminated the emails. He terminated all of the stuff between Strzok and Page.
You know, they sung like you’ve never seen,” he added.

“Robert Mueller terminated their text messages together. He terminated them. They’re gone. And that’s illegal. That’s
a crime.”

If it’s true, and admittedly, that’s a big if, then Mueller would find himself embroiled in yet another huge scandal.

Trump has suggested as early as this past December that the text messages were illegally deleted, but no evidence has been
publicly proffered to substantiate the claim.

Trump noted in his interview with Bartiromo that despite the Mueller investigation, his administration has overseen an exceptionally
strong economy.

“Let me tell you, I have done great on the economy,” Trump said, according to Newsmax.

“I have done great with the military.”

“I have done great with everything. Here is what is unfair. I’ve had a 24-7, a phony witch hunt. A disgusting, phony
witch hunt,” he added.

When asked about Mueller being called to testify in front of Congress test month, Trump responded: “It never ends.”

Referring to the origins of allegations investigated by the FBI that his 2016 campaign colluded with Russia, Trump told Fox:

“They got caught and they’re running around going wild trying to do everything they can, but they spied on my
campaign, it’s as simple as that.”

“It’s so illegal, it’s probably the biggest political scandal in history and they got caught doing it.”

Whether or not Mueller or his team deleted evidence, there is little doubt Trump is right to call the entire Russia probe one of
America’s biggest political scandals.

Democrats will continue to rehash and review the evidence until they get what they want: a 2020 defeat of Trump.

With the collusion hoax now disprove, there is no good reason to press the issue any further except

to capitalize on the fury and rage of the anti-Trump voters.

But history makes me skeptical to expect that reason and calmness will rule the leftist agenda.

(Story in the link below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trump-mueller-committed-crime-deleting-evidence/
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Trump: Mueller Committed a ‘Crime’ by Deleting Evidence

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Robert-Mueller-testifies-913x479.jpg

President Donald Trump on Wednesday accused special counsel Robert Mueller of deleting

communications, calling the alleged actions “illegal” and “a crime.”

Trump’s statements came during a phone interview with Maria Bartiromo, host of the Fox Business show “Mornings with Maria.”

During wide-ranging interview, it was inevitable that the subject of Mueller’s Russia probe would come up.

Trump, for his part, started speaking about the now-famed text messages between ex-FBI agent Peter Strzok and his romantic
partner, former FBI attorney Lisa Page.

“Here’s the problem, Robert Mueller, they worked for him, and the two lovers were together, and they had texts back
and forth, emails back and forth,” Trump said, as the far-left outlet HuffPost pointed out.

“Mueller terminated them illegally. He terminated the emails. He terminated all of the stuff between Strzok and Page.
You know, they sung like you’ve never seen,” he added.

“Robert Mueller terminated their text messages together. He terminated them. They’re gone. And that’s illegal. That’s
a crime.”

If it’s true, and admittedly, that’s a big if, then Mueller would find himself embroiled in yet another huge scandal.

Trump has suggested as early as this past December that the text messages were illegally deleted, but no evidence has been
publicly proffered to substantiate the claim.

Trump noted in his interview with Bartiromo that despite the Mueller investigation, his administration has overseen an exceptionally
strong economy.

“Let me tell you, I have done great on the economy,” Trump said, according to Newsmax.

“I have done great with the military.”

“I have done great with everything. Here is what is unfair. I’ve had a 24-7, a phony witch hunt. A disgusting, phony
witch hunt,” he added.

When asked about Mueller being called to testify in front of Congress test month, Trump responded: “It never ends.”

Referring to the origins of allegations investigated by the FBI that his 2016 campaign colluded with Russia, Trump told Fox:

“They got caught and they’re running around going wild trying to do everything they can, but they spied on my
campaign, it’s as simple as that.”

“It’s so illegal, it’s probably the biggest political scandal in history and they got caught doing it.”

Whether or not Mueller or his team deleted evidence, there is little doubt Trump is right to call the entire Russia probe one of
America’s biggest political scandals.

Democrats will continue to rehash and review the evidence until they get what they want: a 2020 defeat of Trump.

With the collusion hoax now disprove, there is no good reason to press the issue any further except

to capitalize on the fury and rage of the anti-Trump voters.

But history makes me skeptical to expect that reason and calmness will rule the leftist agenda.
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Hussein Obama's Former ICE Director Says That Obama, Not Trump, Is Responsible For Kids In

'Cages' At The Border

https://assets.rbl.ms/19627576/1200x600.jpg

Thomas Homan, former President Barack Obama's executive associate director of ICE, said that the

"cages" many Democrats rail against President Donald Trump for were ushered in by the Obama

administration.

He also pointed out that the facilities were not initially meant to house children. Homan served in his position within the Obama
administration between May 2013 and January 2017.

Many Democrats have railed against Trump for housing migrant children in such "cages" at the border.

What are the details?

In remarks at a conference hosted by the Center for Immigration Studies, Homan said, "I've been to that facility, where they talk
about cages. That facility was built under President Obama under [former Homeland Security] Secretary Jeh Johnson. I was there
because I was there when it was built."

Homan went on to point to a time when a Democratic lawmaker asked a Trump official, "You still keeping those kids in cages?"

With a fiery response, Homan retorted, "I would answer the question, 'The kids are being housed in the same facility built under the
Obama administration.'"

"If you want to call them cages, call them cages," he continued. "But if the left wants to call them cages, and the
Democrats want to call them cages, then they have to accept the fact that they were built and funded in [fiscal year]
2015,"he pointed out, when Obama was president.

Homan also explained that the facilities were not initially intended to be used to "take care of children."

Earlier in June, Homan said that deporting illegal immigrants with final orders is effective.

"I've said many times, there are over 100,000 family units with final orders, been ordered removed by an immigration
judge," Homan told Fox News during an interview. "We need to seek them out and return them to their homeland. We
need to execute the final orders issued by the judges, or there's no integrity to the entire system. That's not being
done; we need to do it. I did it four years ago and it worked. I can't understand why that's not happening."

( Story in the link below )
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border
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Hussein Obama's Former ICE Director Says That Obama, Not Trump, Is Responsible For Kids In

'Cages' At The Border

https://assets.rbl.ms/19627576/1200x600.jpg

Thomas Homan, former President Barack Obama's executive associate director of ICE, said that the

"cages" many Democrats rail against President Donald Trump for were ushered in by the Obama

administration.

He also pointed out that the facilities were not initially meant to house children. Homan served in his position within the Obama
administration between May 2013 and January 2017.

Many Democrats have railed against Trump for housing migrant children in such "cages" at the border.

What are the details?

In remarks at a conference hosted by the Center for Immigration Studies, Homan said, "I've been to that facility, where they talk
about cages. That facility was built under President Obama under [former Homeland Security] Secretary Jeh Johnson. I was there
because I was there when it was built."

Homan went on to point to a time when a Democratic lawmaker asked a Trump official, "You still keeping those kids in cages?"

With a fiery response, Homan retorted, "I would answer the question, 'The kids are being housed in the same facility built under the
Obama administration.'"

"If you want to call them cages, call them cages," he continued. "But if the left wants to call them cages, and the
Democrats want to call them cages, then they have to accept the fact that they were built and funded in [fiscal year]
2015,"he pointed out, when Obama was president.

Homan also explained that the facilities were not initially intended to be used to "take care of children."

Earlier in June, Homan said that deporting illegal immigrants with final orders is effective.

"I've said many times, there are over 100,000 family units with final orders, been ordered removed by an immigration
judge," Homan told Fox News during an interview. "We need to seek them out and return them to their homeland. We
need to execute the final orders issued by the judges, or there's no integrity to the entire system. That's not being
done; we need to do it. I did it four years ago and it worked. I can't understand why that's not happening."
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Trump’s Blistering Response to Debate’s ‘Horrible Technical Breakdown’ Utterly Humiliates

Establishment Media Hacks

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/trump-debate-345x181.jpg

NBC News had some technical problems Wednesday night during the first 2020 Democratic debate, which

forced the network to temporarily cut off its feed.

And as a former reality television star and something of an expert when it comes to TV showmanship, President Donald Trump
was not impressed.

NBC, who used more than one team of debate moderators, appeared to be having trouble turning one of the earlier team’s
microphones off.

That meant the millions of people watching at home heard some random chit-chat while one of the current moderators was asking
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That meant the millions of people watching at home heard some random chit-chat while one of the current moderators was asking
a question about gun control.

But enough from me, watch what happened below:

Trump’s response was pure, well, Trump!

He wrote, “.@NBCNews and @MSNBC should be ashamed of themselves for having such a horrible technical breakdown in the
middle of the debate.”

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

@NBCNews and @MSNBC should be ashamed of themselves for having such a horrible technical

breakdown in the middle of the debate. Truly unprofessional and only worthy of a FAKE NEWS

Organization, which they are!

“Truly unprofessional and only worthy of a FAKE NEWS Organization, which they are!” the president added.

He’s absolutely right.

You’d think that a powerful establishment media outlet like NBC would have taken care of something as simple as making sure to
turn the right mics off.

But apparently not.

And plenty of other pundits felt the same way:

Matt Walsh

✔ @MattWalshBlog

NBC is running a professional operation

Charlie Kirk

✔ @charliekirk11

The NBC audio situation is just about as strong as the Democrat field

David Rothkopf

✔ @djrothkopf

So clear loser of the night is NBC technical team

Benjamin Freed

✔ @brfreed

Twenty candidates, five moderators, and nobody on NBC’s audio control board

It was not the first time Trump had weighed in on the Democratic debate.

Earlier, he needed just one tweet to describe what he was watching.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

#BORING!

“BORING!” Trump wrote.

( Story in link below )
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Trump’s Blistering Response to Debate’s ‘Horrible Technical Breakdown’ Utterly Humiliates
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NBC News had some technical problems Wednesday night during the first 2020 Democratic debate, which

forced the network to temporarily cut off its feed.

And as a former reality television star and something of an expert when it comes to TV showmanship, President Donald Trump
was not impressed.

NBC, who used more than one team of debate moderators, appeared to be having trouble turning one of the earlier team’s
microphones off.

That meant the millions of people watching at home heard some random chit-chat while one of the current moderators was asking
a question about gun control.

But enough from me, watch what happened below:

Trump’s response was pure, well, Trump!

He wrote, “.@NBCNews and @MSNBC should be ashamed of themselves for having such a horrible technical breakdown in the
middle of the debate.”

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

@NBCNews and @MSNBC should be ashamed of themselves for having such a horrible technical

breakdown in the middle of the debate. Truly unprofessional and only worthy of a FAKE NEWS

Organization, which they are!

“Truly unprofessional and only worthy of a FAKE NEWS Organization, which they are!” the president added.

He’s absolutely right.

You’d think that a powerful establishment media outlet like NBC would have taken care of something as simple as making sure to
turn the right mics off.

But apparently not.

And plenty of other pundits felt the same way:

Matt Walsh

✔ @MattWalshBlog

NBC is running a professional operation

Charlie Kirk

✔ @charliekirk11

The NBC audio situation is just about as strong as the Democrat field

David Rothkopf

✔ @djrothkopf

So clear loser of the night is NBC technical team

Benjamin Freed

✔ @brfreed

Twenty candidates, five moderators, and nobody on NBC’s audio control board

It was not the first time Trump had weighed in on the Democratic debate.
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It was not the first time Trump had weighed in on the Democratic debate.

Earlier, he needed just one tweet to describe what he was watching.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

#BORING!

“BORING!” Trump wrote.
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A North Carolina woman, who had just begun the process of a chemical abortion, made a last-minute, split-

second decision that saved the life of her babies.

At six weeks pregnant, she walked into A Preferred Women's Health Center, a Charlotte abortion facility, to end the pregnancy.

In a daze, walking out of the abortion facility, she remembered something a sidewalk counselor told her: “It might not be too late
for you—AbortionPillReversal.com—they can still help you save your baby."

Minutes later, she was on the phone with HELP Pregnancy Center, desperate to see if she could go back on her decision.

Abortion survivors share their stories, react to late-term abortion push

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6000799340001/#sp=show-clips

“We got her started on the abortion pill reversal treatment extremely fast,” said Courtney Parks, abortion pill reversal
coordinator for HELP Pregnancy Center.

Immediately after administering the treatment by Heartbeat International's Abortion Pill Rescue Network, which has saved
hundreds of babies, Parks and Alexis looked at an ultrasound with tears in their eyes.

"If I had known what I know now and I had seen how the Lord has provided for these babies," Alexis told Parks. "I
would have never even walked into that clinic."

The pregnancy center threw her a baby shower and several months later Alexis gave birth to a healthy set of twins.

Andrea Trudden, director of communications and marketing for Heartbeat International, told Fox News said she hopes more women
find out about the life-saving protocol.

"Abortion Pill Rescue truly is the last chance these women have to choose life for their babies," Trudden said.
"These twins represent just two of the more than 750 lives that have been saved through abortion pill reversal since
2012."

( LINK BELOW )
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A North Carolina woman, who had just begun the process of a chemical abortion, made a last-minute, split-

second decision that saved the life of her babies.

At six weeks pregnant, she walked into A Preferred Women's Health Center, a Charlotte abortion facility, to end the pregnancy.

In a daze, walking out of the abortion facility, she remembered something a sidewalk counselor told her: “It might not be too late
for you—AbortionPillReversal.com—they can still help you save your baby."

Minutes later, she was on the phone with HELP Pregnancy Center, desperate to see if she could go back on her decision.

Abortion survivors share their stories, react to late-term abortion push

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6000799340001/#sp=show-clips

“We got her started on the abortion pill reversal treatment extremely fast,” said Courtney Parks, abortion pill reversal
coordinator for HELP Pregnancy Center.

Immediately after administering the treatment by Heartbeat International's Abortion Pill Rescue Network, which has saved
hundreds of babies, Parks and Alexis looked at an ultrasound with tears in their eyes.

"If I had known what I know now and I had seen how the Lord has provided for these babies," Alexis told Parks. "I
would have never even walked into that clinic."

The pregnancy center threw her a baby shower and several months later Alexis gave birth to a healthy set of twins.

Andrea Trudden, director of communications and marketing for Heartbeat International, told Fox News said she hopes more women
find out about the life-saving protocol.

"Abortion Pill Rescue truly is the last chance these women have to choose life for their babies," Trudden said.
"These twins represent just two of the more than 750 lives that have been saved through abortion pill reversal since
2012."
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Since before he was even elected, then-candidate, now-President Donald Trump has long called attention

to and highlighted the humanitarian and national security crisis at the U.S. southern border with Mexico.

Trump even went so far as to engage in a prolonged standoff with Democrats and a partial government shutdown in order to obtain
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Trump even went so far as to engage in a prolonged standoff with Democrats and a partial government shutdown in order to obtain
the necessary funding to properly address the crisis with increased border security infrastructure and more resources for dealing
with the growing numbers of illegal aliens coming across the border.

At the time of the shutdown, elected Democrats and prominent liberal media figures summarily dismissed Trump’s insistence of a
“crisis” at the border and asserted that there was no crisis whatsoever, or, at best, a “manufactured crisis” solely of President
Trump’s creation.

But almost overnight, those same elected Democrats and media talking heads have suddenly embraced the term “crisis” to
describe the current situation at the border.

The Washington Free Beacon just compiled a hilarious “that was then, this is now” video featuring many of those prominent figures
offering up contradictory statements back-to-back on the matter.

https://youtu.be/8K8dwSt1hog via @YouTube

“He’s lied so much about the realities of what he’s calling a crisis,” CNN’s Chris Cuomo said in January. But
in June, Cuomo told fellow CNN host Anderson Cooper, “I have never seen a crisis, since maybe when you
were in New Orleans talking about (Hurricane) Katrina, that was as openly understood and ignored.”

“Tonight, the president tries to sell a crisis that the facts tell us does not exist,” MSNBC’s Brian Williams
said in February ahead of the president’s State of the Union address. But three months later in May, Williams
said, “This entire situation, which many have argued is a ‘bona fide crisis’ at our southern border.”

“The big scam of the whole address was that there’s a crisis. There’s not a crisis,” MSNBC’s Nicole Wallace
said in January after Trump’s Oval Office address to the nation about the border situation

Fast-forward to Monday of this week, and Wallace referenced a New York Times article about detention facility conditions and said
the headline included “powerful words written to describe the humanitarian crisis at the border.”

“She’s already been out lying about a crisis on the southern border,” MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough said in
January about former Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen. But just last week,
Scarborough said of Trump, “He’s doing a much worse job than (former President) Barack Obama, and he’s
created this crisis.”

“And the word ‘crisis’ is what this is all about for Team Trump. He’s got to prove that there is one,” CNN’s
Erin Burnett said in January during the shutdown, using finger quotes to highlight the word.

Just a couple of weeks ago, however, Burnett — no longer using air quotes — said, “Move aside for a moment the blame or why
we are suddenly having this crisis right now.”

“Manufactured crisis. Yes, I said manufactured crisis,” CNN’s Don Lemon said in January. But earlier in
June, Lemon said, “It’s a crisis, and we want to drill down on some of the numbers from this humanitarian
crisis.”

There was a clip of Democratic House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer in February when he said, “There is no crisis at the border,”
followed by a clip of Hoyer agreeing with a reporter’s summation of the border situation as a “crisis” with regard to a spending bill
being considered.

There were also similar clips of Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi both saying in January
that there was no border crisis, followed respectively by recent clips of them urging more action to address the “crisis,” and in
Pelosi’s case, a ludicrous denial that Democrats had ever suggested there wasn’t a crisis at the border.

The stunning hypocrisy on display in this brief compilation from the media talking heads and Democratic leaders would be
laughable, were the very real and longstanding crisis situation not so serious and even life-threatening for both our nation’s security
and economic well-being, but for the men and women and children attempting to illegally cross the border as well.

One can only wonder what has prompted this about-face from these liberals — or their apparent belief that Americans are too
stupid to remember what they said just a few months ago. But it is possible that the sheer evidence of the crisis that has been
mounting and can no longer be ignored has finally garnered their attention.

That — or the absurd spoutings of the new unofficial Democratic leader, New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, invoking the
Holocaust to describe border detention facilities and cast aspersions on the Trump administration — has served as a sort of
marching order and talking point for these liberal puppets who know nothing other than to read the script in front of them on paper
or a teleprompter.

Either way, it is as damning as it is disturbing, and every single one of them featured in that video should be ashamed of
themselves — assuming, of course, they have any shame to begin with.

( LINK BELOW )
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Since before he was even elected, then-candidate, now-President Donald Trump has long called attention

to and highlighted the humanitarian and national security crisis at the U.S. southern border with Mexico.

Trump even went so far as to engage in a prolonged standoff with Democrats and a partial government shutdown in order to obtain
the necessary funding to properly address the crisis with increased border security infrastructure and more resources for dealing
with the growing numbers of illegal aliens coming across the border.

At the time of the shutdown, elected Democrats and prominent liberal media figures summarily dismissed Trump’s insistence of a
“crisis” at the border and asserted that there was no crisis whatsoever, or, at best, a “manufactured crisis” solely of President
Trump’s creation.

But almost overnight, those same elected Democrats and media talking heads have suddenly embraced the term “crisis” to
describe the current situation at the border.

The Washington Free Beacon just compiled a hilarious “that was then, this is now” video featuring many of those prominent figures
offering up contradictory statements back-to-back on the matter.

https://youtu.be/8K8dwSt1hog via @YouTube

“He’s lied so much about the realities of what he’s calling a crisis,” CNN’s Chris Cuomo said in January. But
in June, Cuomo told fellow CNN host Anderson Cooper, “I have never seen a crisis, since maybe when you
were in New Orleans talking about (Hurricane) Katrina, that was as openly understood and ignored.”

“Tonight, the president tries to sell a crisis that the facts tell us does not exist,” MSNBC’s Brian Williams
said in February ahead of the president’s State of the Union address. But three months later in May, Williams
said, “This entire situation, which many have argued is a ‘bona fide crisis’ at our southern border.”

“The big scam of the whole address was that there’s a crisis. There’s not a crisis,” MSNBC’s Nicole Wallace
said in January after Trump’s Oval Office address to the nation about the border situation

Fast-forward to Monday of this week, and Wallace referenced a New York Times article about detention facility conditions and said
the headline included “powerful words written to describe the humanitarian crisis at the border.”

“She’s already been out lying about a crisis on the southern border,” MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough said in
January about former Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen. But just last week,
Scarborough said of Trump, “He’s doing a much worse job than (former President) Barack Obama, and he’s
created this crisis.”

“And the word ‘crisis’ is what this is all about for Team Trump. He’s got to prove that there is one,” CNN’s
Erin Burnett said in January during the shutdown, using finger quotes to highlight the word.

Just a couple of weeks ago, however, Burnett — no longer using air quotes — said, “Move aside for a moment the blame or why
we are suddenly having this crisis right now.”

“Manufactured crisis. Yes, I said manufactured crisis,” CNN’s Don Lemon said in January. But earlier in
June, Lemon said, “It’s a crisis, and we want to drill down on some of the numbers from this humanitarian
crisis.”

There was a clip of Democratic House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer in February when he said, “There is no crisis at the border,”
followed by a clip of Hoyer agreeing with a reporter’s summation of the border situation as a “crisis” with regard to a spending bill
being considered.

There were also similar clips of Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi both saying in January
that there was no border crisis, followed respectively by recent clips of them urging more action to address the “crisis,” and in
Pelosi’s case, a ludicrous denial that Democrats had ever suggested there wasn’t a crisis at the border.
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Pelosi’s case, a ludicrous denial that Democrats had ever suggested there wasn’t a crisis at the border.

The stunning hypocrisy on display in this brief compilation from the media talking heads and Democratic leaders would be
laughable, were the very real and longstanding crisis situation not so serious and even life-threatening for both our nation’s security
and economic well-being, but for the men and women and children attempting to illegally cross the border as well.

One can only wonder what has prompted this about-face from these liberals — or their apparent belief that Americans are too
stupid to remember what they said just a few months ago. But it is possible that the sheer evidence of the crisis that has been
mounting and can no longer be ignored has finally garnered their attention.

That — or the absurd spoutings of the new unofficial Democratic leader, New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, invoking the
Holocaust to describe border detention facilities and cast aspersions on the Trump administration — has served as a sort of
marching order and talking point for these liberal puppets who know nothing other than to read the script in front of them on paper
or a teleprompter.

Either way, it is as damning as it is disturbing, and every single one of them featured in that video should be ashamed of
themselves — assuming, of course, they have any shame to begin with.

( LINK BELOW )
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AND YOU ARE TELLING ME THAT THERE ARE 10 MORE OF THESE STUPID LIBERAL'S
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" THESE PEOPLE ARE STUPID "
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@KellyannePolls Are Ridiculous And Unfair

Congressman Jim Jordan during the Congressional Hearings into the Hatch Act

of claims against Kellyanne Conway , Representative Jim Jordan exclaims this below and more:

( Video of Jim Jordan in link below )

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1143897012791889920

Rep. Jim Jordan

✔ @Jim_Jordan

Americans hate unfairness.

These supposed "Hatch Act" allegations against @KellyannePolls are ridiculous and unfair.

I love the way Congressman Jim Jordan fights for the American People

And proves that he is absolutely a true American hero the way he fights for Us

GOD BLESS JIM JORDAN AND PRESIDENT TRUMP

GOD BLESS Q'ANON AND ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS
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Jim Jordan : Americans Hate Unfairness. These Supposed "Hatch Act" Allegations Against

@KellyannePolls Are Ridiculous And Unfair

Congressman Jim Jordan during the Congressional Hearings into the Hatch Act

of claims against Kellyanne Conway , Representative Jim Jordan exclaims this below and more:

( Video of Jim Jordan in link below )

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1143897012791889920

Rep. Jim Jordan

✔ @Jim_Jordan

Americans hate unfairness.

These supposed "Hatch Act" allegations against @KellyannePolls are ridiculous and unfair.

I love the way Congressman Jim Jordan fights for the American People

And proves that he is absolutely a true American hero the way he fights for Us

GOD BLESS JIM JORDAN AND PRESIDENT TRUMP

GOD BLESS Q'ANON AND ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS
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Trump To Reporter: What I Say To Putin At G-20 Is None Of Your Business

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trump2_062619getty.jpg

President Trump said Wednesday that he'll have "a very good conversation" with Russian President

Vladimir Putin at the Group of 20 (G-20) summit but declined to say whether he plans to warn him against

interfering in U.S. elections.

Trump was asked as he departed the White House for the summit in Japan whether he will confront Putin about election
interference.

"I will have a very good conversation with him. What I say to him is none of your business," Trump said.

Asked over the weekend on NBC's "Meet the Press" whether he would directly confront Putin on the issue of election interference,
Trump said, "I may."

The gathering of world leaders in Osaka will mark the first time Trump and Putin have seen each other face to face since special
counsel Robert Mueller concluded his nearly two-year investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election.

Mueller's report concluded that Russia engaged in a systematic effort to interfere in the 2016 election, but investigators did not
establish a conspiracy between the Trump campaign and the Russian government.

Trump faced bipartisan backlash last year after a summit in Helsinki, where he said Putin strongly denied that he was involved in
election interference, undercutting the U.S. intelligence community.

Trump will hold meetings with the heads of state of Australia, Japan, India, Germany, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and China at the
summit.

"I’m meeting with Russia. I’m meeting with China. I’m meeting with many countries," Trump said Wednesday outside the White
House. "We’ve been ripped off by everybody over the years. They’re not ripping us off anymore."

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump To Reporter: What I Say To Putin At G-20 Is None Of Your Business

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trump2_062619getty.jpg

President Trump said Wednesday that he'll have "a very good conversation" with Russian President

Vladimir Putin at the Group of 20 (G-20) summit but declined to say whether he plans to warn him against

interfering in U.S. elections.

Trump was asked as he departed the White House for the summit in Japan whether he will confront Putin about election
interference.

"I will have a very good conversation with him. What I say to him is none of your business," Trump said.

Asked over the weekend on NBC's "Meet the Press" whether he would directly confront Putin on the issue of election interference,
Trump said, "I may."

The gathering of world leaders in Osaka will mark the first time Trump and Putin have seen each other face to face since special
counsel Robert Mueller concluded his nearly two-year investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election.

Mueller's report concluded that Russia engaged in a systematic effort to interfere in the 2016 election, but investigators did not
establish a conspiracy between the Trump campaign and the Russian government.

Trump faced bipartisan backlash last year after a summit in Helsinki, where he said Putin strongly denied that he was involved in
election interference, undercutting the U.S. intelligence community.

Trump will hold meetings with the heads of state of Australia, Japan, India, Germany, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and China at the
summit.

"I’m meeting with Russia. I’m meeting with China. I’m meeting with many countries," Trump said Wednesday outside the White
House. "We’ve been ripped off by everybody over the years. They’re not ripping us off anymore."

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump: "We Should Be Suing Google And Facebook"
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President Trump said that "we should be suing Google and Facebook," adding "perhaps we will," during an interview with Fox
Business on Wednesday.

Why it matters: Regulators appear to be weighing antitrust investigations for some of the Big Tech giants. The Justice Department
has claimed jurisdiction over antitrust issues related to Google and Apple, while the Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction
over Facebook and Amazon.

What's next: The Trump administration plans to host a Social Media Summit on July 11, according to a White House
spokesperson.

Last year, however, the administration indicated it would convene a meeting of tech leaders that never happened.

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump said that "we should be suing Google and Facebook," adding "perhaps we will," during an interview with Fox
Business on Wednesday.

Why it matters: Regulators appear to be weighing antitrust investigations for some of the Big Tech giants. The Justice Department
has claimed jurisdiction over antitrust issues related to Google and Apple, while the Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction
over Facebook and Amazon.

What's next: The Trump administration plans to host a Social Media Summit on July 11, according to a White House
spokesperson.

Last year, however, the administration indicated it would convene a meeting of tech leaders that never happened.
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California Passes Law Mandating Background Checks Before Ammunition Sales

So far, it is the only state in the country with such a law in place
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California has passed a law that will require people to pass background checks before they can purchase

ammunition.

Here's what we know "At the end of the day, it is a perverse fact: Guns don't kill people. Unless a gun is used as a blunt
instrument, a gun is not particularly dangerous," Gov. Gavin Newsom (D) said in a press conference on Tuesday. "A gun requires
a dangerous component and that's ammunition. It is rather curious why we advocate background checks on guns, but then we limit
any consideration, at least nationally, to that dangerous component: ammunition."

He said that people are questioned before they by Sudafed from a pharmacy, "right now, at this moment, as we speak, you can
buy unlimited rounds of ammunition on your smartphone. Have it delivered to your home the next day." He said that this legal
ammunition could then be used in illegally obtained firearms.

These background checks would cost one dollar and would have to be completed before every purchase. There would not be a
delay or waiting period, but the purchaser's name would be entered into a database to determine if they were permitted to make the
purchase. The California Department Of Justice will oversee the implementation of this new system.

This has apparently led to a surge in ammunition purchases before the background checks start. "We have had a lot more bulk
purchases starting as early as last week for people really scrambling to get as much ammunition," The Guns Store co-operation
manager Kellyn Skalko told KTXL-TV.

But Shalko added that she thought, ultimately, that the law would not make much of a difference. "It comes across as a bit more
of a headache, a little bit more of a nuisance because a lot of people in the firearm industry don't genuinely believe this is going to
deter anything," she said. "It's just making it harder for people who already follow the laws."

This law will go into effect on July 1. California is the only state to require a background check before the purchase of ammunition,
something Newsome said should be "a point of pride" for the state. The state already has strict laws regarding the purchase of
firearms.

( VIDEO AND STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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California Passes Law Mandating Background Checks Before Ammunition Sales

So far, it is the only state in the country with such a law in place
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California has passed a law that will require people to pass background checks before they can purchase

ammunition.

Here's what we know "At the end of the day, it is a perverse fact: Guns don't kill people. Unless a gun is used as a blunt
instrument, a gun is not particularly dangerous," Gov. Gavin Newsom (D) said in a press conference on Tuesday. "A gun requires
a dangerous component and that's ammunition. It is rather curious why we advocate background checks on guns, but then we limit
any consideration, at least nationally, to that dangerous component: ammunition."

He said that people are questioned before they by Sudafed from a pharmacy, "right now, at this moment, as we speak, you can
buy unlimited rounds of ammunition on your smartphone. Have it delivered to your home the next day." He said that this legal
ammunition could then be used in illegally obtained firearms.

These background checks would cost one dollar and would have to be completed before every purchase. There would not be a
delay or waiting period, but the purchaser's name would be entered into a database to determine if they were permitted to make the
purchase. The California Department Of Justice will oversee the implementation of this new system.

This has apparently led to a surge in ammunition purchases before the background checks start. "We have had a lot more bulk
purchases starting as early as last week for people really scrambling to get as much ammunition," The Guns Store co-operation
manager Kellyn Skalko told KTXL-TV.

But Shalko added that she thought, ultimately, that the law would not make much of a difference. "It comes across as a bit more
of a headache, a little bit more of a nuisance because a lot of people in the firearm industry don't genuinely believe this is going to
deter anything," she said. "It's just making it harder for people who already follow the laws."

This law will go into effect on July 1. California is the only state to require a background check before the purchase of ammunition,
something Newsome said should be "a point of pride" for the state. The state already has strict laws regarding the purchase of
firearms.

( VIDEO AND STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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'4th of July Independence Day Special ‘God, Guns & Freedom’: Car Dealership Goes National Giving

Away 3 Special Gifts With Every Car Purchase / A Bible, A 12-Gauge Shotgun And An American

Flag'

TRUE AMERICAN SPIRIT SHARED ON THE FOURTH OF JULY , INDEPENDENCE DAY IN AMERICA

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/God-guns-and-freedom-1-345x181.jpg

( The Car Dealership Is Smart And Knows The People Actually Working Are Conservatives & They Can Afford To Purchase
Vehicles & Not The Jobless Liberal Democrats )

For the folks at Chatom Ford, the Fourth of July means three things: “God, guns and freedom.”

And you’ll get each of them with every purchase.

The car dealership in Chatom, Alabama — population 1,200 — has gone national thanks to a special deal that will give a
Bible, a 12-gauge shotgun and an American flag to every car buyer as part of an Independence Day celebration.

“I guess it went viral, as the kids say,” Koby Palmer, the sales manager who appears in the video below, told
USA Today.

The video, which has been viewed more than 100,000 times, shows Palmer holding a Bible in front of a pickup truck with an
American flag draped off of the back.

In the video, he announces that the dealership will “be celebrating July 4 a little bit differently this year.”

Palmer then announces that the dealership will be giving anyone who buys a vehicle between then and July 31 the Bible, the flag
and the gun, which he picks up off the top of the truck bed at the end of the video.

.

“We live in a small town of 1,200 people. It’s a very small, rural area. They lean on their religious beliefs,
their pride in America and they love to hunt,” Palmer told USA Today.

He made sure people knew, too, that the Chatom Ford wasn’t “handing out shotguns in Alabama,” but that buyers would get a
certificate they could take to a gun shop the dealership had partnered with, which would be doing all of the requisite background
checks.

The promotion made quite a splash on Facebook.

“BRILLIANT Promotion! Great Job- God Bless America!” one user said.

“If i was in the market for a truck i would make the 15hr drive down to see you guys! Thanks for supporting
God Guns and freedom!!!” another wrote.

“Well done!!! Do you deliver to FL?” another wrote.

(The dealership responded “we sure do,” so perhaps there’s a sale to be made there.)

If you don’t want the flag, the Bible and the gun, that’s cool with them, too. After all, this is America.

“This is just showing support for our local community,” Palmer said.

“Anyone that doesn’t 100 percent agree with what we’re portraying, we’re not trying to force our beliefs on
anybody. We respect anybody that disagrees, no matter how vehemently they do.”

But that’s the thing: At least for a dealership in Chatom, cars have been moving quickly.

“It’s been running for three business days and we sold five cars. In a small town, business is booming,”
Palmer said.

My guess is that they all took the Bible, the gun and the flag.

After all, God, guns and freedom are three things that a lot of people can really get behind.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/god-guns-freedom-car-dealership-giving-away-3-special-gifts-every-car-purchase/
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'4th of July Independence Day Special ‘God, Guns & Freedom’: Car Dealership Goes National Giving

Away 3 Special Gifts With Every Car Purchase / A Bible, A 12-Gauge Shotgun And An American

Flag'

TRUE AMERICAN SPIRIT SHARED ON THE FOURTH OF JULY , INDEPENDENCE DAY IN AMERICA

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/God-guns-and-freedom-1-345x181.jpg

( The Car Dealership Is Smart And Knows The People Actually Working Are Conservatives & They Can Afford To Purchase
Vehicles & Not The Jobless Liberal Democrats )

For the folks at Chatom Ford, the Fourth of July means three things: “God, guns and freedom.”

And you’ll get each of them with every purchase.

The car dealership in Chatom, Alabama — population 1,200 — has gone national thanks to a special deal that will give a
Bible, a 12-gauge shotgun and an American flag to every car buyer as part of an Independence Day celebration.

“I guess it went viral, as the kids say,” Koby Palmer, the sales manager who appears in the video below, told
USA Today.

The video, which has been viewed more than 100,000 times, shows Palmer holding a Bible in front of a pickup truck with an
American flag draped off of the back.

In the video, he announces that the dealership will “be celebrating July 4 a little bit differently this year.”

Palmer then announces that the dealership will be giving anyone who buys a vehicle between then and July 31 the Bible, the flag
and the gun, which he picks up off the top of the truck bed at the end of the video.

.

“We live in a small town of 1,200 people. It’s a very small, rural area. They lean on their religious beliefs,
their pride in America and they love to hunt,” Palmer told USA Today.

He made sure people knew, too, that the Chatom Ford wasn’t “handing out shotguns in Alabama,” but that buyers would get a
certificate they could take to a gun shop the dealership had partnered with, which would be doing all of the requisite background
checks.

The promotion made quite a splash on Facebook.

“BRILLIANT Promotion! Great Job- God Bless America!” one user said.

“If i was in the market for a truck i would make the 15hr drive down to see you guys! Thanks for supporting
God Guns and freedom!!!” another wrote.

“Well done!!! Do you deliver to FL?” another wrote.

(The dealership responded “we sure do,” so perhaps there’s a sale to be made there.)

If you don’t want the flag, the Bible and the gun, that’s cool with them, too. After all, this is America.

“This is just showing support for our local community,” Palmer said.

“Anyone that doesn’t 100 percent agree with what we’re portraying, we’re not trying to force our beliefs on
anybody. We respect anybody that disagrees, no matter how vehemently they do.”

But that’s the thing: At least for a dealership in Chatom, cars have been moving quickly.

“It’s been running for three business days and we sold five cars. In a small town, business is booming,”
Palmer said.

My guess is that they all took the Bible, the gun and the flag.

After all, God, guns and freedom are three things that a lot of people can really get behind.
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Top Bike Maker Drops Bombshell: ‘Era of Made in China’ Is Over

https://delawareagency.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Fabrika-10.jpg

The world’s largest bicycle maker is taking no chances.

In September, when President Donald Trump began threatening massive tariffs on Chinese exports to the

United States, Giant Manufacturing Co. — located in China — decided to move production of all U.S.-

bound bicycle orders to Taiwan to avoid looming financial hits.

“When Trump announced the plan of 25% tariffs, we took it seriously,” Chairwoman Bonnie Tu said, according to
Bloomberg. “We started moving before he shut his mouth.”

Then she dropped a zinger: “Last year, I noticed that the era of Made In China and supplying globally is over.”

That bold statement isn’t too far outside the realm of reality, as other major companies have recently considered diversifying away
from China.

Last week, Intel Corp. noted that it will be taking a look at its global supply chain in the wake of the U.S.-China trade battle.

In addition, Li & Fung Ltd. — the world’s largest supplier of consumer goods located in Hong Kong — decided to take precautions
against potential tariffs and is considering building new facilities outside China.

In a presentation last week, Li & Fung CEO Spencer Fung noted that China originally became a manufacturing superpower
because of easy sourcing and production efficiency.

“They just put all their eggs in the China basket because the Chinese are very capable,” Fung said. Now, “the trade
war is basically forcing people to rethink their entire global sourcing strategy and to diversify away from China.”

In other words, China is not only feeling the heat from the United States, but from companies within China’s own borders, which
will undoubtedly grab its attention.

Despite all the talk, Giant Manufacturing is one of the first to take action, as the bike maker shut down its China plant in 2018 and
moved most U.S. orders to Taiwan. Last July, the company announced a new factory in Hungary, since “moving production close
to your market is a trend.”

“The world is no longer flat,” said Tu, playing off Thomas Friedman’s book “The World Is Flat,” which describes how
companies and industries supposedly have a level playing field across the world for trade and commerce. “The
concept is no longer affordable in every place.”

A

This comes on the heels of a massive wave of new tariffs on China, as Trump ups the ante in his trade negotiations.

“For 10 months, China has been paying Tariffs to the USA of 25% on 50 Billion Dollars of High Tech, and 10% on
200 Billion Dollars of other goods. These payments are partially responsible for our great economic results. The 10%
will go up to 25% on Friday,” Trump tweeted in May.

“325 Billions Dollars… of additional goods sent to us by China remain untaxed, but will be shortly, at a rate of 25%.
The Tariffs paid to the USA have had little impact on product cost, mostly borne by China. The Trade Deal with
China continues, but too slowly, as they attempt to renegotiate. No!” Trump concluded.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

For 10 months, China has been paying Tariffs to the USA of 25% on 50 Billion Dollars of High Tech, and

10% on 200 Billion Dollars of other goods. These payments are partially responsible for our great economic

results. The 10% will go up to 25% on Friday. 325 Billions Dollars....

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump

....of additional goods sent to us by China remain untaxed, but will be shortly, at a rate of 25%. The Tariffs
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....of additional goods sent to us by China remain untaxed, but will be shortly, at a rate of 25%. The Tariffs

paid to the USA have had little impact on product cost, mostly borne by China. The Trade Deal with China

continues, but too slowly, as they attempt to renegotiate. No!

This is a positive side effect of Trump’s tough — and controversial — stance on trade. China will feel the pressure of those
companies taking business out of their market, ultimately — and reluctantly — bringing them back through an agreement with the
U.S.

While Trump’s negotiation tactics appear brash, the results are shaping up — the U.S. is taking back the high ground and won’t let
China off as previous administrations have done.

Trump promised he could help America win the trade war and he appears to be doing so.

( Story in link below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/top-bike-maker-drops-bombshell-era-made-china/
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The world’s largest bicycle maker is taking no chances.

In September, when President Donald Trump began threatening massive tariffs on Chinese exports to the

United States, Giant Manufacturing Co. — located in China — decided to move production of all U.S.-

bound bicycle orders to Taiwan to avoid looming financial hits.

“When Trump announced the plan of 25% tariffs, we took it seriously,” Chairwoman Bonnie Tu said, according to
Bloomberg. “We started moving before he shut his mouth.”

Then she dropped a zinger: “Last year, I noticed that the era of Made In China and supplying globally is over.”

That bold statement isn’t too far outside the realm of reality, as other major companies have recently considered diversifying away
from China.

Last week, Intel Corp. noted that it will be taking a look at its global supply chain in the wake of the U.S.-China trade battle.

In addition, Li & Fung Ltd. — the world’s largest supplier of consumer goods located in Hong Kong — decided to take precautions
against potential tariffs and is considering building new facilities outside China.

In a presentation last week, Li & Fung CEO Spencer Fung noted that China originally became a manufacturing superpower
because of easy sourcing and production efficiency.

“They just put all their eggs in the China basket because the Chinese are very capable,” Fung said. Now, “the trade
war is basically forcing people to rethink their entire global sourcing strategy and to diversify away from China.”

In other words, China is not only feeling the heat from the United States, but from companies within China’s own borders, which
will undoubtedly grab its attention.

Despite all the talk, Giant Manufacturing is one of the first to take action, as the bike maker shut down its China plant in 2018 and
moved most U.S. orders to Taiwan. Last July, the company announced a new factory in Hungary, since “moving production close
to your market is a trend.”

“The world is no longer flat,” said Tu, playing off Thomas Friedman’s book “The World Is Flat,” which describes how
companies and industries supposedly have a level playing field across the world for trade and commerce. “The
concept is no longer affordable in every place.”

A

This comes on the heels of a massive wave of new tariffs on China, as Trump ups the ante in his trade negotiations.
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“For 10 months, China has been paying Tariffs to the USA of 25% on 50 Billion Dollars of High Tech, and 10% on
200 Billion Dollars of other goods. These payments are partially responsible for our great economic results. The 10%
will go up to 25% on Friday,” Trump tweeted in May.

“325 Billions Dollars… of additional goods sent to us by China remain untaxed, but will be shortly, at a rate of 25%.
The Tariffs paid to the USA have had little impact on product cost, mostly borne by China. The Trade Deal with
China continues, but too slowly, as they attempt to renegotiate. No!” Trump concluded.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

For 10 months, China has been paying Tariffs to the USA of 25% on 50 Billion Dollars of High Tech, and

10% on 200 Billion Dollars of other goods. These payments are partially responsible for our great economic

results. The 10% will go up to 25% on Friday. 325 Billions Dollars....

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump

....of additional goods sent to us by China remain untaxed, but will be shortly, at a rate of 25%. The Tariffs

paid to the USA have had little impact on product cost, mostly borne by China. The Trade Deal with China

continues, but too slowly, as they attempt to renegotiate. No!

This is a positive side effect of Trump’s tough — and controversial — stance on trade. China will feel the pressure of those
companies taking business out of their market, ultimately — and reluctantly — bringing them back through an agreement with the
U.S.

While Trump’s negotiation tactics appear brash, the results are shaping up — the U.S. is taking back the high ground and won’t let
China off as previous administrations have done.

Trump promised he could help America win the trade war and he appears to be doing so.

( Story in link below )
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Watch This Crowd Of Latinos Chant 'Build That Wall!' At The Latino Trump 2020 Campaign Kickoff’

With Vice President Pence
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The Trump campaign’s “Latinos for Trump” initiative kicked off with a speech by Vice President Mike Pence

in Miami on Tuesday — and the audience brought back one of the signature chants of the 2016 presidential

campaign.

During a speech in which the vice president praised law enforcement and called for stronger border security, members of the
audience began to chant “build that wall! Build that wall!” in a scene reminiscent of three years ago.

A clip of the event begins with Pence praising “the millions of Latino and Hispanic Americans who serve on the thin blue line
today.”

“Because Latino and Hispanic Americans believe in law and order. And we support our law enforcement,” Pence
said.

( Video in link below )
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Washington Examiner

 Verified account

@dcexaminer

"Build that wall! Build that wall! Build that wall!"

Chants lead off @VP's speech in front of a #LatinosForTrump crowd as the reelection campaign support

kicks off.

That’s when the crowd began chanting the signature line of Trump’s prior campaign — a full-throated

rejection of illegal immigration that elicited clapping and nodding from the vice president.

“You don’t have to doubt this president knows a nation without borders is not a nation,” Pence said.

“President Trump has taken decisive steps … to secure our border and to support the tens of thousands of men and
women who courageously and compassionately enforce the laws of our immigration [system] across this country,
including Customs and Border Protection and the men and women of ICE.”

Both agencies drew applause from the crowd.

Of course, the very idea of “Latinos for Trump” seems like an absurdity to the media and to liberals accustomed to using the
community as a political bulwark — but, as the Washington Examiner pointed out, Trump won about 29 percent of the Latino vote
in 2016.

That, as Politico noted, is the about same percentage that Mitt Romney did in 2012. The president’s polling with the group remains
inconsistent but has been “anywhere from the mid-20s to 50%,” the Examiner reported.

That’s a big issue in Florida, a state that was key to Trump’s 2016 upset victory.

According to the Miami Herald, the number of voting Hispanics in Florida “grew by 81 percent between the 2014 and 2018 midterm
elections, and Hispanics who registered to vote as independents grew by 101 percent, meaning Hispanics are the fastest-growing
portion of Florida’s electorate heading into the 2020 election.”

Many of those Hispanics, according to WTSP-TV, migrated from Puerto Rico in the wake of Hurricane Maria.

Democrats went out of their way to mock Pence’s visit to the region, with the vice president of one Latino liberal organization
calling the outreach effort “laughable.”

“This repugnant political ploy is just another example of Trump’s disdain for our community,” Mayra Macias of Latino
Victory said at a news conference put on by the Florida Democratic Party, according to the Florida Phoenix, an
online news site based in Tallahassee.

“It is abundantly clear to us in the community — those of us doing this work — that if Donald Trump wins, nothing
good will come for our community,” Macias said.

“The good news is that Latinos have the power to change that. By 2020, the Latino electorate will be the largest
ethnic non-white voting bloc in this country, and there is no state where the Latino vote is more important than the
state of Florida.”

However, as Vice President Pence pointed out on Twitter, that might backfire on Democrats.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D96yDYdXsAA4Ku2.jpg

Mike Pence

 Verified account

@mike_pence

Under President @realDonaldTrump’s leadership, in two and a half short years, we have the LOWEST

unemployment rate ever recorded for Hispanic Americans! #LatinosForTrump #KeepAmericaGreat

Trump has delivered a booming economy that has lifted all boats, particularly in the Hispanic community.

And, as Tuesday proved, not all of them are against a border wall or tighter border security.

Counting on using Latinos to deliver swing states — and moving further to the left to do it — could be the undoing of whoever ends
up taking up the Democrat mantle in 2020.

That’s hardly “laughable” material.

( LINK BELOW )
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The Trump campaign’s “Latinos for Trump” initiative kicked off with a speech by Vice President Mike Pence

in Miami on Tuesday — and the audience brought back one of the signature chants of the 2016 presidential

campaign.

During a speech in which the vice president praised law enforcement and called for stronger border security, members of the
audience began to chant “build that wall! Build that wall!” in a scene reminiscent of three years ago.

A clip of the event begins with Pence praising “the millions of Latino and Hispanic Americans who serve on the thin blue line
today.”

“Because Latino and Hispanic Americans believe in law and order. And we support our law enforcement,” Pence
said.

( Video in link below )
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"Build that wall! Build that wall! Build that wall!"

Chants lead off @VP's speech in front of a #LatinosForTrump crowd as the reelection campaign support

kicks off.

That’s when the crowd began chanting the signature line of Trump’s prior campaign — a full-throated

rejection of illegal immigration that elicited clapping and nodding from the vice president.

“You don’t have to doubt this president knows a nation without borders is not a nation,” Pence said.

“President Trump has taken decisive steps … to secure our border and to support the tens of thousands of men and
women who courageously and compassionately enforce the laws of our immigration [system] across this country,
including Customs and Border Protection and the men and women of ICE.”

Both agencies drew applause from the crowd.

Of course, the very idea of “Latinos for Trump” seems like an absurdity to the media and to liberals accustomed to using the
community as a political bulwark — but, as the Washington Examiner pointed out, Trump won about 29 percent of the Latino vote
in 2016.

That, as Politico noted, is the about same percentage that Mitt Romney did in 2012. The president’s polling with the group remains
inconsistent but has been “anywhere from the mid-20s to 50%,” the Examiner reported.

That’s a big issue in Florida, a state that was key to Trump’s 2016 upset victory.

According to the Miami Herald, the number of voting Hispanics in Florida “grew by 81 percent between the 2014 and 2018 midterm
elections, and Hispanics who registered to vote as independents grew by 101 percent, meaning Hispanics are the fastest-growing
portion of Florida’s electorate heading into the 2020 election.”

Many of those Hispanics, according to WTSP-TV, migrated from Puerto Rico in the wake of Hurricane Maria.
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Democrats went out of their way to mock Pence’s visit to the region, with the vice president of one Latino liberal organization
calling the outreach effort “laughable.”

“This repugnant political ploy is just another example of Trump’s disdain for our community,” Mayra Macias of Latino
Victory said at a news conference put on by the Florida Democratic Party, according to the Florida Phoenix, an
online news site based in Tallahassee.

“It is abundantly clear to us in the community — those of us doing this work — that if Donald Trump wins, nothing
good will come for our community,” Macias said.

“The good news is that Latinos have the power to change that. By 2020, the Latino electorate will be the largest
ethnic non-white voting bloc in this country, and there is no state where the Latino vote is more important than the
state of Florida.”

However, as Vice President Pence pointed out on Twitter, that might backfire on Democrats.
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Mike Pence

 Verified account

@mike_pence

Under President @realDonaldTrump’s leadership, in two and a half short years, we have the LOWEST

unemployment rate ever recorded for Hispanic Americans! #LatinosForTrump #KeepAmericaGreat

Trump has delivered a booming economy that has lifted all boats, particularly in the Hispanic community.

And, as Tuesday proved, not all of them are against a border wall or tighter border security.

Counting on using Latinos to deliver swing states — and moving further to the left to do it — could be the undoing of whoever ends
up taking up the Democrat mantle in 2020.

That’s hardly “laughable” material.
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Deep State Puppet Robert Mueller III Is Part Of The Globalist Cabal & Him Testifying Is Just Another

Dog & Pony Show For The Normie's

https://i1.wp.com/backroombuzz.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/rod-rosenstein-President-Barack-Obama-James-Comey-Robert-
Mueller.jpg

Deep State Puppet Robert Mueller III Is One Of The Globalist Cabal & Him Testifying Is Just Another Dog &

Pony Show For The Normie's.

Even when the Republican Congressmen actually do get the chance to ask Mueller questions that pertain to the FISA Warrants or
the Fake Dossier that Hillary Clinton paid 12 Million Dollars for but it wasn't investigated by Mueller though,but yet the Fake
Dossier was the main reason they wiretapped Carter Page in the first place. That's when the Deep State Puppet's decided to go all
in with the Russian insurance policy to get Hillary Clinton elected as president. The only thing is that the Dumb Ass Globalist
Puppet Robert Mueller who's best friend James Comey who was fired by President Trump was the actual reason or excuse for the
Special Counsel Investigation into his buddy James Comey being fired.The Deep State started to panic and the fact that Comey
was not gonna be able to protect the Deep State anymore by being inside the FBI and by directing the FBI anymore....

https://amp.businessinsider.com/images/5a2192f73dbef4e3058b9707-750-375.jpg

Now jump forward to the day Mueller is finally swore in to testify with camera's rolling and all the

microphones tuned in just right.

Except here's what will happen: when Mueller is asked certain questions by the Republican Congressmen he will just say some
shit like " That is classified and I can't answer or I don't recall." But trust Me when Mueller is asked about anything that refers to
President Trump , Mueller's memory will be sharp as a fucking tack, because that's why he's there in the first place to make it look
like President Trump should absolutely be impeached for the make believe obstruction that Trump committed by actually
defending his honor as a dude that knew he didn't collude with Russia in winning the election but was being investigated and in the
press this was hurting his chances of really making America work like the well oiled machine that is possible if both Parties agreed
to work together for the betterment of the country or even if just the Republican's tried to fix what the Liberal's and Rhino
Republican's had done to destroy America's sovereignty for the last 28 years. Trump knew that his campaign put Hillary's to
shame on a daily basis and he had won the presidency fair and square. But Mueller is going to try and make it look like the
president had broken the law. The Democrat's are fucking nuts! But they will try anything at this point because to be out'd as the
corrupt Satanic child abusing evil fuckers that they really are would make the American public actually want to hurt these foul
Liberal Satanist.... and " These People Will Be Afraid To Walk Down The Street !" just like Q'anon told us in one of his drops....

https://d279m997dpfwgl.cloudfront.net/wp/2017/08/trumpthumbsweb.jpg

President Donald Trump will never be impeached because there is no way in hell that the Senate will have

a 2/3rd's vote to impeach Trump, so the Democrat's are just trying to damage Trump's chances of winning in

2020.

Trump is still going to decimate who ever he runs against because there isn't a Democrat on this earth that could beat Donald
Trump in an election that is run fair and square, hell even if they cheat like HRC did and thought it would be enough to beat Trump
but it wasn't because Trump's supporters are only growing in numbers by the day...The public is tired of the Liberal's lying bullshit
stories and fake investigations about President Trump and they are smart enough to know that the Democrats ain't got shit on
President Trump and that President Donald Trump will absolutely beat any Democrat that they bring up against him. So Patriot's
do your part and continue to support and campaign for President Donald Trump and let all do our part in reassuring that Donald
Trump remains the President of these Great United States of America, because Where We Go One We Go All !

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Now jump forward to the day Mueller is finally swore in to testify with camera's rolling and all the

microphones tuned in just right.

Except here's what will happen: when Mueller is asked certain questions by the Republican Congressmen he will just say some
shit like " That is classified and I can't answer or I don't recall." But trust Me when Mueller is asked about anything that refers to
President Trump , Mueller's memory will be sharp as a fucking tack, because that's why he's there in the first place to make it look
like President Trump should absolutely be impeached for the make believe obstruction that Trump committed by actually
defending his honor as a dude that knew he didn't collude with Russia in winning the election but was being investigated and in the
press this was hurting his chances of really making America work like the well oiled machine that is possible if both Parties agreed
to work together for the betterment of the country or even if just the Republican's tried to fix what the Liberal's and Rhino
Republican's had done to destroy America's sovereignty for the last 28 years. Trump knew that his campaign put Hillary's to
shame on a daily basis and he had won the presidency fair and square. But Mueller is going to try and make it look like the
president had broken the law. The Democrat's are fucking nuts! But they will try anything at this point because to be out'd as the
corrupt Satanic child abusing evil fuckers that they really are would make the American public actually want to hurt these foul
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President Donald Trump will never be impeached because there is no way in hell that the Senate will have

a 2/3rd's vote to impeach Trump, so the Democrat's are just trying to damage Trump's chances of winning in

2020.

Trump is still going to decimate who ever he runs against because there isn't a Democrat on this earth that could beat Donald
Trump in an election that is run fair and square, hell even if they cheat like HRC did and thought it would be enough to beat Trump
but it wasn't because Trump's supporters are only growing in numbers by the day...The public is tired of the Liberal's lying bullshit
stories and fake investigations about President Trump and they are smart enough to know that the Democrats ain't got shit on
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President Trump : Too Bad The Dems In Congress Won’t Do Anything At All About Border Security

Donald J. Trump

@realDonaldTrump

Too bad the Dems in Congress won’t do anything at all about Border Security. They want Open Borders,

which means crime. But we are getting it done, including building the Wall! More people than ever before

are coming because the USA Economy is so good, the best in history.

God Bless President Donald Trump & Q'anon

WWG1WGA
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In Protest Of Washington’s Radical New Sanctuary Law, ICE Releases A List Of Atrocities That

Resulted From Sanctuary Policies

https://www.redstate.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/AP_18016746393078.jpg

( Maru Mora-Villalpando looks on as supporters surround her at a news conference announcing that the longtime activist for illegal
immigrants in the Northwest says she herself is now facing deportation, Tuesday, Jan. 16, 2018, in Seattle. Mora-Villalpando, a
native of Mexico City who has been in the U.S. for more than 25 years, said Tuesday that U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement has given her a notice to appear before an immigration judge. She says she believes ICE is targeting her because of
her activism. (AP Photo/Elaine Thompson)

Washington state recently passed what some are calling the most radical sanctuary law in the country. It

prohibits local jails and state prisons from honoring Immigration and Customs Enforcement detainers and

forbids the notification of illegal immigrants’ release. Additionally, it askes the state’s attorney general to

enact new restrictions on ICE agents making arrests at courthouses and hospitals.

Unusually, the agency fired back in response.

ICE’s criticism comes by way of a June 17th press release, in which it lists seven disturbing cases where sanctuary policies
resulted in horrific tragedy.

Here are a few of the cases it references.

Rosalio Ramos-Ramos was taken into custody by police in January for the murder and dismemberment of his cousin. The arrest
came mere months following his release from a Washington jail in spite of ICE’s request for an immigration detainer as well as a
notification of his pending release. Both were ignored.

As reported by Komo News:

According to ICE a hospital, just like school, are considered a “sensitive location” where enforcement can’t occur unless an
“exigent circumstance” exists

Because ICE couldn’t make an arrest at the hospital, Thomas promised agents his officers would keep tabs on Ramos-
Ramos. Kent police called the hospital daily, but he said staff there were reluctant to give them information.

Similar requests for Martin Gallo-Gallardo were disregarded. Within months of his release from a Clackamas County Oregon jail, he
was arrested again — this time for allegedly murdering his wife and dumping her body in a ditch.

Most recently, Francisco Carranza-Ramirez was convicted of raping a wheelchair-bound woman in Seattle. Twice. He was
sentenced, incarcerated for less than a year, and released contingent upon him self-deporting back to Mexico. Reportedly, he did
indeed go back — after he assaulted the disabled woman for a third time.

From Fox News:

Authorities say he was released on Thursday and on Saturday he tracked down the 32-year-old woman he previously
terrorized. He approached the woman the following day and allegedly assaulted her. The woman, who is partially paralyzed,
suffered cuts and bruises, a seizure and a concussion after authorities say she was strangled and struck in the head, the
Seattle Times reported.

Upon signing the new legislation, Gov. Jay Inslee declared:

“We will not be complicit in the Trump administration’s depraved efforts to break up hard-working immigrant and refugee
families.”

ALEXA

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.redstate.com/alexparker/2019/06/25/protest-washingtons-radical-new-sanctuary-law-ice-releases-list-atrocities-
resulted-sanctuary-policies/
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In Protest Of Washington’s Radical New Sanctuary Law, ICE Releases A List Of Atrocities That

Resulted From Sanctuary Policies
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( Maru Mora-Villalpando looks on as supporters surround her at a news conference announcing that the longtime activist for illegal
immigrants in the Northwest says she herself is now facing deportation, Tuesday, Jan. 16, 2018, in Seattle. Mora-Villalpando, a
native of Mexico City who has been in the U.S. for more than 25 years, said Tuesday that U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement has given her a notice to appear before an immigration judge. She says she believes ICE is targeting her because of
her activism. (AP Photo/Elaine Thompson)

Washington state recently passed what some are calling the most radical sanctuary law in the country. It

prohibits local jails and state prisons from honoring Immigration and Customs Enforcement detainers and

forbids the notification of illegal immigrants’ release. Additionally, it askes the state’s attorney general to

enact new restrictions on ICE agents making arrests at courthouses and hospitals.

Unusually, the agency fired back in response.

ICE’s criticism comes by way of a June 17th press release, in which it lists seven disturbing cases where sanctuary policies
resulted in horrific tragedy.

Here are a few of the cases it references.

Rosalio Ramos-Ramos was taken into custody by police in January for the murder and dismemberment of his cousin. The arrest
came mere months following his release from a Washington jail in spite of ICE’s request for an immigration detainer as well as a
notification of his pending release. Both were ignored.

As reported by Komo News:

According to ICE a hospital, just like school, are considered a “sensitive location” where enforcement can’t occur unless an
“exigent circumstance” exists

Because ICE couldn’t make an arrest at the hospital, Thomas promised agents his officers would keep tabs on Ramos-
Ramos. Kent police called the hospital daily, but he said staff there were reluctant to give them information.

Similar requests for Martin Gallo-Gallardo were disregarded. Within months of his release from a Clackamas County Oregon jail, he
was arrested again — this time for allegedly murdering his wife and dumping her body in a ditch.

Most recently, Francisco Carranza-Ramirez was convicted of raping a wheelchair-bound woman in Seattle. Twice. He was
sentenced, incarcerated for less than a year, and released contingent upon him self-deporting back to Mexico. Reportedly, he did
indeed go back — after he assaulted the disabled woman for a third time.

From Fox News:

Authorities say he was released on Thursday and on Saturday he tracked down the 32-year-old woman he previously
terrorized. He approached the woman the following day and allegedly assaulted her. The woman, who is partially paralyzed,
suffered cuts and bruises, a seizure and a concussion after authorities say she was strangled and struck in the head, the
Seattle Times reported.

Upon signing the new legislation, Gov. Jay Inslee declared:

“We will not be complicit in the Trump administration’s depraved efforts to break up hard-working immigrant and refugee
families.”
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https://www.redstate.com/alexparker/2019/06/25/protest-washingtons-radical-new-sanctuary-law-ice-releases-list-atrocities-
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Conservative Bad Ass Clint Eastwood Will Film In Georgia Despite Hollywood Boycott Against State

Over Heartbeat Abortion Law

The Iconic Actor-Director Is Known For His Right-of-Center Views

https://assets.rbl.ms/19622522/1200x600.jpg

Legendary actor-director Clint Eastwood is known for portraying memorable characters like "Dirty Harry"

Callahan and making box-office hits like "American Sniper" — but his right-of-center views are also well

documented.

Prior to the 2016 election, Eastwood told Esquire that then-Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump is "onto something,
because secretly everybody's getting tired of political correctness, kissing up. That's the kiss-ass generation we're in right now.
We're really in a pussy generation. Everybody's walking on eggshells."

He also told the magazine that then-Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton would be a "tough voice to listen to for four
years."

Go ahead, make my day And now with Hollywood heavyweights boycotting the state of Georgia over its heartbeat abortion law,
one might say Eastwood has more or less repeated a "Dirty Harry" line — "go ahead, make my day" — in deciding to buck the
trend and come to Atlanta to begin work on a new movie.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTYyMjgzMC85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjE3MjA5MjJ9.LTajxuXyCHyfvwx4zTBYe4kffqmr-
katKZPdVdHv1yk/img.jpg

( Photo by Kevin Winter/Getty Images )

Eastwood will begin production this summer on "The Ballad Of Richard Jewell," WXIA-TV reported.

The project is about a security guard who was considered a suspect in the bombing at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics after he alerted
police about a bomb-filled backpack. Jewell was eventually cleared, but his life was never the same. He died in 2007.

Kathy Bates, Olivia Wilde, Jon Hamm, and Sam Rockwell are expected to star in the movie, the station said.

Eastwood also filmed his recent movie, "The Mule" — about a Mexican drug cartel — in several parts of Atlanta last summer,
WXIA said.

What's the background on Georgia's heartbeat abortion law? In March, left-wing celebrities Alyssa Milano, Alec Baldwin, Amy
Schumer, and more than 40 other Hollywood luminaries signed a letter threatening to push TV and film production out of Georgia if
the state's "heartbeat" abortion bill became law.

Georgia's Republican Governor Brian Kemp signed the bill — which bans abortions once a fetal heartbeat can be detected — into
law in May. Kemp then openly mocked celebrities over their boycott.

Oh, and in case anyone's unfamiliar with the words quoted in this story's headline, here's a quick educational moment:

Sudden Impact - Go ahead, make my day - Clint Eastwood as Harry Callahan

https://youtu.be/Flt9K8vlJGE via @YouTube

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/clint-eastwood-says-go-ahead-make-my-day-will-film-in-georgia-despite-
hollywood-boycott-against-state-for-its-heartbeat-abortion-law
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Conservative Bad Ass Clint Eastwood Will Film In Georgia Despite Hollywood Boycott Against State

Over Heartbeat Abortion Law

The Iconic Actor-Director Is Known For His Right-of-Center Views

https://assets.rbl.ms/19622522/1200x600.jpg

Legendary actor-director Clint Eastwood is known for portraying memorable characters like "Dirty Harry"

Callahan and making box-office hits like "American Sniper" — but his right-of-center views are also well

documented.

Prior to the 2016 election, Eastwood told Esquire that then-Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump is "onto something,
because secretly everybody's getting tired of political correctness, kissing up. That's the kiss-ass generation we're in right now.
We're really in a pussy generation. Everybody's walking on eggshells."

He also told the magazine that then-Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton would be a "tough voice to listen to for four
years."

Go ahead, make my day And now with Hollywood heavyweights boycotting the state of Georgia over its heartbeat abortion law,
one might say Eastwood has more or less repeated a "Dirty Harry" line — "go ahead, make my day" — in deciding to buck the
trend and come to Atlanta to begin work on a new movie.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTYyMjgzMC85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NjE3MjA5MjJ9.LTajxuXyCHyfvwx4zTBYe4kffqmr-
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( Photo by Kevin Winter/Getty Images )

Eastwood will begin production this summer on "The Ballad Of Richard Jewell," WXIA-TV reported.

The project is about a security guard who was considered a suspect in the bombing at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics after he alerted
police about a bomb-filled backpack. Jewell was eventually cleared, but his life was never the same. He died in 2007.

Kathy Bates, Olivia Wilde, Jon Hamm, and Sam Rockwell are expected to star in the movie, the station said.

Eastwood also filmed his recent movie, "The Mule" — about a Mexican drug cartel — in several parts of Atlanta last summer,
WXIA said.

What's the background on Georgia's heartbeat abortion law? In March, left-wing celebrities Alyssa Milano, Alec Baldwin, Amy
Schumer, and more than 40 other Hollywood luminaries signed a letter threatening to push TV and film production out of Georgia if
the state's "heartbeat" abortion bill became law.

Georgia's Republican Governor Brian Kemp signed the bill — which bans abortions once a fetal heartbeat can be detected — into
law in May. Kemp then openly mocked celebrities over their boycott.

Oh, and in case anyone's unfamiliar with the words quoted in this story's headline, here's a quick educational moment:

Sudden Impact - Go ahead, make my day - Clint Eastwood as Harry Callahan

https://youtu.be/Flt9K8vlJGE via @YouTube

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/clint-eastwood-says-go-ahead-make-my-day-will-film-in-georgia-despite-
hollywood-boycott-against-state-for-its-heartbeat-abortion-law
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I Hate These Liberal Bitches / Go....... Fuck Yourself Nancy !

Doctor compares conditions at facilities for detained migrant children to 'torture'

This headline was one I thought of posting but I decided to write My own headline instead

@Stonenchizel

Now the Democrats lately are attempting to claim that Trump is mistreating the Immigrants that have been coming from all corners
of the earth through the Caravan's marching up across Mexico from Central America all the way up to the United States Southern
Border.

And as I'm reading this story titled from up above and talking to My Wife , basically complaining about those retarded Democrats ,
because that's kind of what I always do.

My wife says : " I'm tired of this shit " " Why don't they just rent the whole Marriot and give them damn Illegal's free Room Service
and make sure they have a fucking massage before their paid for 2 o'clock Golfing Classes!".... "Oh yeah, don't forget the Wet Bar
and the Fury Robe and Fuzzy Slippers! "

And I turn to her and say: Baby I Love You! You've really been Red Pilled ....

Then she says angrily:
" *What about the American Veteran ...or Homeless dude with piss running down his leg...huh ,who's sleeping on the side of a
freeway or in the doorway of storefront just trying not to be cold , because he's fucking sick or something, Wheres his fucking
fuzzy slippers Pelosi ... Why the hell is she a barefoot cross the border illegally, let them come first , go f...u...............ck yourself
Nancy ! but if your an American citizen ...tough luck ! I hate these damn Liberal Bitches that think they look good going against
actual Americans needs instead of any Illegal that sneaks across the border and breaks the law before they've even put both feet
on United States Soil."

Patriot's I just thought that what just happen was a better post than that DS Liberal Bullshit the Mainstream Media is tying to push
on us daily...

God Bless Patriots , Lets hope Q'anon drops and gives us all a little crumb on upcoming events that will soon take place..

WWG1WGA
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I Hate These Liberal Bitches / Go....... Fuck Yourself Nancy !

Doctor compares conditions at facilities for detained migrant children to 'torture'

This headline was one I thought of posting but I decided to write My own headline instead

@Stonenchizel

Now the Democrats lately are attempting to claim that Trump is mistreating the Immigrants that have been coming from all corners
of the earth through the Caravan's marching up across Mexico from Central America all the way up to the United States Southern
Border.

And as I'm reading this story titled from up above and talking to My Wife , basically complaining about those retarded Democrats ,
because that's kind of what I always do.

My wife says : " I'm tired of this shit " " Why don't they just rent the whole Marriot and give them damn Illegal's free Room Service
and make sure they have a fucking massage before their paid for 2 o'clock Golfing Classes!".... "Oh yeah, don't forget the Wet Bar
and the Fury Robe and Fuzzy Slippers! "

And I turn to her and say: Baby I Love You! You've really been Red Pilled ....

Then she says angrily:
" *What about the American Veteran ...or Homeless dude with piss running down his leg...huh ,who's sleeping on the side of a
freeway or in the doorway of storefront just trying not to be cold , because he's fucking sick or something, Wheres his fucking
fuzzy slippers Pelosi ... Why the hell is she a barefoot cross the border illegally, let them come first , go f...u...............ck yourself
Nancy ! but if your an American citizen ...tough luck ! I hate these damn Liberal Bitches that think they look good going against
actual Americans needs instead of any Illegal that sneaks across the border and breaks the law before they've even put both feet
on United States Soil."

Patriot's I just thought that what just happen was a better post than that DS Liberal Bullshit the Mainstream Media is tying to push
on us daily...

God Bless Patriots , Lets hope Q'anon drops and gives us all a little crumb on upcoming events that will soon take place..

WWG1WGA
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Google Censors Video Evidence Of Employee Discussing Work To Prevent ‘The Next Trump

Situation’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Jen-Gennai-345x181.jpg

Google’s motto, at least when it came to its internal code of conduct, was once “Don’t be evil.”

What, then, do you call it when you censor videos that have to do with your own conduct on your own platform?

Because that seems to be exactly what Google is doing with an undercover video released Monday by Project Veritas, a video
which has been removed from Google’s YouTube platform for alleged privacy complaints.

The video features a Google whistleblower disclosing what are allegedly internal company documents showing that Google
manipulates its algorithms to de-emphasize certain information it views as “unfair” — even if it’s true — in the name of preventing
“algorithmic unfairness.”

The big news out of the exposé, however, was undercover footage of an employee saying the company was working to stop “the
next Trump situation,” among other things.

https://vimeo.com/344068138

Jen Gennai is, at least for the moment, the head of Google’s Responsible Innovation team.

That means she deals with ethical issues regarding the deployment of artificial intelligence. However, her discussion regarding the
rationale behind the company’s A.I. principles may not sound terribly ethical to you.

“The reason we launched our A.I. principles is because people were not putting that line in the sand, that they were
not saying what’s fair and what’s equitable, so we’re like, well we are a big company, we’re going to say it,” she told
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not saying what’s fair and what’s equitable, so we’re like, well we are a big company, we’re going to say it,” she told
the undercover Project Veritas journalist during a dinner in San Francisco.

“There was, the same people who voted for the current president, who do not agree with our definition of fairness.”

Interesting. Care to elaborate?

“Elizabeth Warren is saying we should break up Google,” Gennai is shown saying in the video.

“And like, I love her but she’s very misguided, like that will not make it better — it will make it worse, because all
these smaller companies who don’t have the same resources that we do will be charged with preventing the next
Trump situation, it’s like a small company cannot do that.”

“We all got screwed over in 2016, again it wasn’t just us, it was — the people got screwed over, the news media got
screwed over, like, everybody got screwed over, so we’re rapidly been like, what happened there and how do we
prevent it from happening again,” she says.

“We’re also training our algorithms, like, if 2016 happened again, would we have, would the outcome be different?”

Gennai also says that “conservative sources” of news aren’t necessarily “credible news sources.”

“We have gotten accusations … around fairness … that we’re unfair to conservatives because we’re choosing what
we find as credible news sources and those sources don’t necessarily overlap with conservative sources,” she said.

The video has since been pulled from YouTube due to privacy claims.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D92oShbXsAElKni.jpg

James O'Keefe

@JamesOKeefeIII

�DEVELOPING: We have received two YouTube privacy complaints for undercover interviews in today's

video (https://youtu.be/re9Xp6cdkro ) which exposed a Google exec saying prevent next Trump situation,"

another engineer confirming "ML Fairness." Now is time to download video and SHARE.

It’s probably not difficult to guess from what direction the privacy claims came from given that Gennai wrote a piece on Medium
blaming the video for death threats levied against her.

However, she doesn’t deny actually saying anything in the video.

“Project Veritas has edited the video to make it seem that I am a powerful executive who was confirming that Google
is working to alter the 2020 election,” she wrote.

“On both counts, this is absolute, unadulterated nonsense, of course. In a casual restaurant setting, I was explaining
how Google’s Trust and Safety team (a team I used to work on) is working to help prevent the types of online foreign
interference that happened in 2016. Google has been very public about the work that our teams have done since
2016 on this, so it’s hardly a revelation.”

“The video then goes on to stitch together a series of debunked conspiracy theories about our search results, and
our other products. Google has repeatedly been clear that it works to be a trustworthy source of information, without
regard to political viewpoint. In fact, Google has no notion of political ideology in its rankings. And everything I have
seen backs this up. Our CEO has said ‘We do not bias our products to favor any political agenda.’ He’s somewhat
more powerful and authoritative than me.”

Clearly a reliable source.

And here’s a further take on her remarks: “I was having a casual chat with someone at a restaurant and used some imprecise
language. Project Veritas got me. Well done.”

Nobody condones threats and those who are making them should be prosecuted.

But that’s still not an explanation for what she said.

And one can cast serious doubts on the fact that this was all about “help[ing] prevent the types of online foreign interference that
happened in 2016,” as she claimed, largely because the context simply isn’t there.

But here’s the most serious thing about this all: Google is stopping people on the world’s foremost video platform from seeing this
evidence for themselves, hiding behind a “privacy claim by a third party.”

This is the second time that a Project Veritas claim on abuses within the tech industry has been pulled from YouTube in as many
weeks. An earlier video on alleged abuses at Pinterest was also taken down from the platform earlier this month, according to The
Daily Wire.

At least that one didn’t have to do with Google. When one of the world’s largest tech companies is censoring information about
itself, that’s the very opposite of not being evil.
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Google’s motto, at least when it came to its internal code of conduct, was once “Don’t be evil.”

What, then, do you call it when you censor videos that have to do with your own conduct on your own platform?

Because that seems to be exactly what Google is doing with an undercover video released Monday by Project Veritas, a video
which has been removed from Google’s YouTube platform for alleged privacy complaints.

The video features a Google whistleblower disclosing what are allegedly internal company documents showing that Google
manipulates its algorithms to de-emphasize certain information it views as “unfair” — even if it’s true — in the name of preventing
“algorithmic unfairness.”

The big news out of the exposé, however, was undercover footage of an employee saying the company was working to stop “the
next Trump situation,” among other things.

https://vimeo.com/344068138

Jen Gennai is, at least for the moment, the head of Google’s Responsible Innovation team.

That means she deals with ethical issues regarding the deployment of artificial intelligence. However, her discussion regarding the
rationale behind the company’s A.I. principles may not sound terribly ethical to you.

“The reason we launched our A.I. principles is because people were not putting that line in the sand, that they were
not saying what’s fair and what’s equitable, so we’re like, well we are a big company, we’re going to say it,” she told
the undercover Project Veritas journalist during a dinner in San Francisco.

“There was, the same people who voted for the current president, who do not agree with our definition of fairness.”

Interesting. Care to elaborate?

“Elizabeth Warren is saying we should break up Google,” Gennai is shown saying in the video.

“And like, I love her but she’s very misguided, like that will not make it better — it will make it worse, because all
these smaller companies who don’t have the same resources that we do will be charged with preventing the next
Trump situation, it’s like a small company cannot do that.”

“We all got screwed over in 2016, again it wasn’t just us, it was — the people got screwed over, the news media got
screwed over, like, everybody got screwed over, so we’re rapidly been like, what happened there and how do we
prevent it from happening again,” she says.

“We’re also training our algorithms, like, if 2016 happened again, would we have, would the outcome be different?”

Gennai also says that “conservative sources” of news aren’t necessarily “credible news sources.”

“We have gotten accusations … around fairness … that we’re unfair to conservatives because we’re choosing what
we find as credible news sources and those sources don’t necessarily overlap with conservative sources,” she said.

The video has since been pulled from YouTube due to privacy claims.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D92oShbXsAElKni.jpg

James O'Keefe

@JamesOKeefeIII

�DEVELOPING: We have received two YouTube privacy complaints for undercover interviews in today's

video (https://youtu.be/re9Xp6cdkro ) which exposed a Google exec saying prevent next Trump situation,"
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video (https://youtu.be/re9Xp6cdkro ) which exposed a Google exec saying prevent next Trump situation,"

another engineer confirming "ML Fairness." Now is time to download video and SHARE.

It’s probably not difficult to guess from what direction the privacy claims came from given that Gennai wrote a piece on Medium
blaming the video for death threats levied against her.

However, she doesn’t deny actually saying anything in the video.

“Project Veritas has edited the video to make it seem that I am a powerful executive who was confirming that Google
is working to alter the 2020 election,” she wrote.

“On both counts, this is absolute, unadulterated nonsense, of course. In a casual restaurant setting, I was explaining
how Google’s Trust and Safety team (a team I used to work on) is working to help prevent the types of online foreign
interference that happened in 2016. Google has been very public about the work that our teams have done since
2016 on this, so it’s hardly a revelation.”

“The video then goes on to stitch together a series of debunked conspiracy theories about our search results, and
our other products. Google has repeatedly been clear that it works to be a trustworthy source of information, without
regard to political viewpoint. In fact, Google has no notion of political ideology in its rankings. And everything I have
seen backs this up. Our CEO has said ‘We do not bias our products to favor any political agenda.’ He’s somewhat
more powerful and authoritative than me.”

Clearly a reliable source.

And here’s a further take on her remarks: “I was having a casual chat with someone at a restaurant and used some imprecise
language. Project Veritas got me. Well done.”

Nobody condones threats and those who are making them should be prosecuted.

But that’s still not an explanation for what she said.

And one can cast serious doubts on the fact that this was all about “help[ing] prevent the types of online foreign interference that
happened in 2016,” as she claimed, largely because the context simply isn’t there.

But here’s the most serious thing about this all: Google is stopping people on the world’s foremost video platform from seeing this
evidence for themselves, hiding behind a “privacy claim by a third party.”

This is the second time that a Project Veritas claim on abuses within the tech industry has been pulled from YouTube in as many
weeks. An earlier video on alleged abuses at Pinterest was also taken down from the platform earlier this month, according to The
Daily Wire.

At least that one didn’t have to do with Google. When one of the world’s largest tech companies is censoring information about
itself, that’s the very opposite of not being evil.
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Pelosi’s Reason For Canceling ICE Raids Shows She’s Loyal To Illegals, Not US Children

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Untitled-design-26-913x479.jpg

When Democrats don’t have the facts on their side or don’t know how to logically argue for their position,

they often resort to being emotionally manipulative with the American public.

And that’s exactly what House Speaker Nancy Pelosi did this week concerning the Immigration and Customs Enforcement raids
that were intended to take place in 10 cities nationwide Sunday before their cancellation by President Donald Trump.

At an event in New York on Monday, Pelosi took credit for the cancellation, referencing a recent phone call with the president in
which she specifically asked him to cancel all ICE raids, according to Breitbart.

Why? For the children, of course!

“When I spoke to the president I said, ‘look I’m a mom. I have five kids, nine grandchildren and children are scared.
You’re scaring the children of America, not just in those families but their neighbors and their communities,'” Pelosi
told the audience.

“You’re scaring the children,” she repeated.

https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1143184506091819009

CNN Politics

 Verified account

@CNNPolitics

Speaker Nancy Pelosi on what she told President Trump about ICE raids that have now been delayed:

"Children are scared. You're scaring the children of America, not just in those families but their neighbors

and their communities. You're scaring the children"

It’s difficult to know where to even begin with the incoherence in Pelosi’s statement.

She’s literally arguing that the “fear” generated by an important law enforcement procedure should prevent it from being undertaken.

But, even if that were true, I’d be willing to bet that if you were to ask any reasonable American parent if they would like
immigration officials to halt the arrest and deportation of potentially dangerous people — who may one day hurt them or their loved
ones — they would probably laugh you out of the room.

Sure, it’s definitely going to be scary for illegal aliens and their children if and when the day comes that ICE agents show up and
start slapping on the handcuffs.

And yes, it would be scary for U.S. children if one of those raids happened at a place where they were present.

Anytime law enforcement arrive on scene in raid gear for any reason, it tends to be a little intimidating for onlookers — especially
kids. And nobody wants to scare a kid.

Conservatives are not monsters for crying out loud.

But to use that as an excuse to stop the raids or similar law enforcement actions is absurd, to say the least.

If we were to change law enforcement and government standard procedure based on Pelosi’s charge that it’s too scary for kids,
then should we even have police arresting anyone, anywhere while children are present?

Should police not shoot and kill an armed suspect who’s threatening someone’s life just because a nearby child might be shaken
up?

Again, it’s ridiculous that these examples even need to be used but, by her logic, it’s apparently necessary.

The increased safety generated by law enforcement activities like arrests, or even the forceful neutralization of, a bad guy is
obviously worth the trade-off of a handful of children being momentarily frightened.

Look, we get that Pelosi is pandering to her base, but what a cheap way to go about it.

She’s taken a complete break from reason on this and hopefully at least some folks on her side realize that this is a lazy and,
quite frankly, embarrassingly foolish justification for preventing ICE agents from doing their jobs.

( LINK BELOW )
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When Democrats don’t have the facts on their side or don’t know how to logically argue for their position,

they often resort to being emotionally manipulative with the American public.

And that’s exactly what House Speaker Nancy Pelosi did this week concerning the Immigration and Customs Enforcement raids
that were intended to take place in 10 cities nationwide Sunday before their cancellation by President Donald Trump.

At an event in New York on Monday, Pelosi took credit for the cancellation, referencing a recent phone call with the president in
which she specifically asked him to cancel all ICE raids, according to Breitbart.

Why? For the children, of course!

“When I spoke to the president I said, ‘look I’m a mom. I have five kids, nine grandchildren and children are scared.
You’re scaring the children of America, not just in those families but their neighbors and their communities,'” Pelosi
told the audience.

“You’re scaring the children,” she repeated.

https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1143184506091819009

CNN Politics

 Verified account

@CNNPolitics

Speaker Nancy Pelosi on what she told President Trump about ICE raids that have now been delayed:

"Children are scared. You're scaring the children of America, not just in those families but their neighbors

and their communities. You're scaring the children"

It’s difficult to know where to even begin with the incoherence in Pelosi’s statement.

She’s literally arguing that the “fear” generated by an important law enforcement procedure should prevent it from being undertaken.

But, even if that were true, I’d be willing to bet that if you were to ask any reasonable American parent if they would like
immigration officials to halt the arrest and deportation of potentially dangerous people — who may one day hurt them or their loved
ones — they would probably laugh you out of the room.

Sure, it’s definitely going to be scary for illegal aliens and their children if and when the day comes that ICE agents show up and
start slapping on the handcuffs.

And yes, it would be scary for U.S. children if one of those raids happened at a place where they were present.

Anytime law enforcement arrive on scene in raid gear for any reason, it tends to be a little intimidating for onlookers — especially
kids. And nobody wants to scare a kid.

Conservatives are not monsters for crying out loud.

But to use that as an excuse to stop the raids or similar law enforcement actions is absurd, to say the least.

If we were to change law enforcement and government standard procedure based on Pelosi’s charge that it’s too scary for kids,
then should we even have police arresting anyone, anywhere while children are present?

Should police not shoot and kill an armed suspect who’s threatening someone’s life just because a nearby child might be shaken
up?

Again, it’s ridiculous that these examples even need to be used but, by her logic, it’s apparently necessary.

The increased safety generated by law enforcement activities like arrests, or even the forceful neutralization of, a bad guy is
obviously worth the trade-off of a handful of children being momentarily frightened.

Look, we get that Pelosi is pandering to her base, but what a cheap way to go about it.

She’s taken a complete break from reason on this and hopefully at least some folks on her side realize that this is a lazy and,
quite frankly, embarrassingly foolish justification for preventing ICE agents from doing their jobs.
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President Trump on Monday declared migrant detention facilities are better than they were under former

President Obama, despite numerous reports describing worsening conditions in centers along the southern

border and elsewhere.

“No, the conditions are much better than they were under President Obama,” Trump said during an exclusive
interview with The Hill.

Trump said the Obama administration built many of the facilities where migrants from Central America are behind held and
incorrectly claimed that his predecessor created the policy of separating child migrants from their parents or adult guardians.

“When I came in, I took over Obama’s policy. It was a policy of separation. I’m the one that put them together,” he
said.

The Trump administration last year created a “zero tolerance” policy as a deterrent amid a growing number of Central American
migrants crossing the southern border, which resulted in children being separated from their parents after families were detained by
immigration authorities.

The previous administration did not have a sweeping policy of prosecuting adults in a way that required they be separated from
their children.

Trump later signed an executive order stopping the separations amid a major public outcry.

The president is again fending off criticism over conditions inside facilities for children, which have struggled to handle the tens of
thousands of migrants crossing the border each month.

The acting head of Customs and Border Protection (CBP), John Sanders, plans to step down next week amid the uproar, an
agency official confirmed to The Hill on Tuesday.

The government recently moved children from a Border Patrol station outside El Paso, Texas, after reports that more than 300
were held without proper sanitation, food and water. A lawyer monitoring the facility told The New Yorker that children were forced
to care for one another, had slept on cold floors, did not receive treatment for illnesses like the flu and were denied access to
toothbrushes and soap.

Around 100 children were reportedly returned to the facility due to a lack of bed space at other detention centers, according to
multiple reports.

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) earlier this month likened the conditions to concentration camps. Trump on Monday did
not respond specifically when asked about Ocasio-Cortez’s description.

He said he would “like to see them” receive toothbrushes and other toiletries, but added there may be issues providing them “from
a strictly legal standpoint” while repeating his claim that “we’re taking care of people far better than President Obama did.”

A Justice Department lawyer recently argued in court that migrants in detention centers are not necessarily guaranteed access to
toiletries under a 1997 legal settlement spelling out requirements for the detention of immigrant children.

The comment sparked outrage from Democrats and immigrant-rights activists, who said the agreement spells out that children
should be held in “safe and sanitary” facilities.

Obama also faced criticism in 2014 for the conditions at makeshift facilities for child migrants, most of whom crossed the border
unaccompanied. At the time, news outlets and advocates discovered thousands of children sleeping inside chain-link-fenced
cages, oftentimes on the floor.

“Remember the big, the big deal where they showed the cells all over and they said, Donald Trump, and they showed
young children in the cells and Donald Trump built these cells? It turned out they were built in 2014 when Obama was
president,” Trump said.

The president also expressed pessimism about the possibility Congress will reach an agreement to change immigration laws, a
condition he laid out last week when announcing he was delaying an operation to deport migrant families.

“I was called by some very good people that happen to be Democrat, and they asked me if I’d delay it. I said, ‘But
listen, we are just kidding ourselves unless you're gonna change the loophole provisions and unless you're gonna
change asylum.’ And if we can work on that, fine. And we may not get there. We probably won't. It’s incredible,”
Trump said.
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Trump said.

House Democrats are working to pass a $4.5 billion package to address the flow of migrants at the southern border, which includes
language requiring CBP to establish health and hygiene standards for children and adults in custody.

The White House has threatened to veto the measure, calling it a “partisan” bill that “underfunds”

immigration enforcement efforts and “seeks to take advantage of the current crisis by inserting policy

provisions that would make our country less safe.”

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump on Monday declared migrant detention facilities are better than they were under former

President Obama, despite numerous reports describing worsening conditions in centers along the southern

border and elsewhere.

“No, the conditions are much better than they were under President Obama,” Trump said during an exclusive
interview with The Hill.

Trump said the Obama administration built many of the facilities where migrants from Central America are behind held and
incorrectly claimed that his predecessor created the policy of separating child migrants from their parents or adult guardians.

“When I came in, I took over Obama’s policy. It was a policy of separation. I’m the one that put them together,” he
said.

The Trump administration last year created a “zero tolerance” policy as a deterrent amid a growing number of Central American
migrants crossing the southern border, which resulted in children being separated from their parents after families were detained by
immigration authorities.

The previous administration did not have a sweeping policy of prosecuting adults in a way that required they be separated from
their children.

Trump later signed an executive order stopping the separations amid a major public outcry.

The president is again fending off criticism over conditions inside facilities for children, which have struggled to handle the tens of
thousands of migrants crossing the border each month.

The acting head of Customs and Border Protection (CBP), John Sanders, plans to step down next week amid the uproar, an
agency official confirmed to The Hill on Tuesday.

The government recently moved children from a Border Patrol station outside El Paso, Texas, after reports that more than 300
were held without proper sanitation, food and water. A lawyer monitoring the facility told The New Yorker that children were forced
to care for one another, had slept on cold floors, did not receive treatment for illnesses like the flu and were denied access to
toothbrushes and soap.

Around 100 children were reportedly returned to the facility due to a lack of bed space at other detention centers, according to
multiple reports.

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) earlier this month likened the conditions to concentration camps. Trump on Monday did
not respond specifically when asked about Ocasio-Cortez’s description.

He said he would “like to see them” receive toothbrushes and other toiletries, but added there may be issues providing them “from
a strictly legal standpoint” while repeating his claim that “we’re taking care of people far better than President Obama did.”

A Justice Department lawyer recently argued in court that migrants in detention centers are not necessarily guaranteed access to
toiletries under a 1997 legal settlement spelling out requirements for the detention of immigrant children.
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The comment sparked outrage from Democrats and immigrant-rights activists, who said the agreement spells out that children
should be held in “safe and sanitary” facilities.

Obama also faced criticism in 2014 for the conditions at makeshift facilities for child migrants, most of whom crossed the border
unaccompanied. At the time, news outlets and advocates discovered thousands of children sleeping inside chain-link-fenced
cages, oftentimes on the floor.

“Remember the big, the big deal where they showed the cells all over and they said, Donald Trump, and they showed
young children in the cells and Donald Trump built these cells? It turned out they were built in 2014 when Obama was
president,” Trump said.

The president also expressed pessimism about the possibility Congress will reach an agreement to change immigration laws, a
condition he laid out last week when announcing he was delaying an operation to deport migrant families.

“I was called by some very good people that happen to be Democrat, and they asked me if I’d delay it. I said, ‘But
listen, we are just kidding ourselves unless you're gonna change the loophole provisions and unless you're gonna
change asylum.’ And if we can work on that, fine. And we may not get there. We probably won't. It’s incredible,”
Trump said.

House Democrats are working to pass a $4.5 billion package to address the flow of migrants at the southern border, which includes
language requiring CBP to establish health and hygiene standards for children and adults in custody.

The White House has threatened to veto the measure, calling it a “partisan” bill that “underfunds”

immigration enforcement efforts and “seeks to take advantage of the current crisis by inserting policy

provisions that would make our country less safe.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Border Patrol Catches Yet Another Previously Deported Child Molester, Traveling With Family Unit

In Arizona

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/152/eb5d78f2-2e90-4c09-8899-1f10c8e1b283.png

The United States Border Patrol arrested a previously deported child molester after catching the pervert

sneaking into the United States with five other illegal aliens who were traveling as a family unit in Tucson,

Arizona last Wednesday.

According to News 13, 41-year-old Juan Rojas-Rodriguez was apprehended after Yuma Station border patrol authorities found a
group of six illegal aliens while patrolling along the Colorado River. After running initial background checks, agents discovered that
Rojas-Rodriguez was a previously deported Mexican national who was convicted of sex with a minor under 14 years of age in
California in 1996.

News 13 reports that "Rojas-Rodriguez was last deported in 2008 after immigration officials encountered him at the Lompoc
Federal Correction Institution in California."

The other five individuals were all Guatemalan nationals who identified as a "family unit." Immigration officials are currently
processing their paperwork to determine the veracity of their claims.

As previously reported by Townhall, federal authorities are increasingly suspicious of groups of illegal aliens who identify as a
"family unit" because these claims are often made fraudulently in order to subvert U.S. immigration law.

According to acting Immigration and Customs Enforcement director Matthew Albence, three out of ten "family units" are not
actually comprised of family members.

In May, Albence said that smugglers and traffickers are using false families as a way to drive profit and sneak in individuals into
the United States.

“This industry of smuggling children and trafficking them has been allowed to flourish. These are extensive criminal
organizations," Albence said at the time. "They are transnational criminal organizations that have people that work for
these organization both in the foreign countries — their working with the cartels in Mexico — and they’ve got people here
domestically," he explained. "They’re all working together to facilitate this scourge of human trafficking.”

Rojas-Rodriguez's arrest comes as federal authorities were supposed to start mass deportation raids on Sunday, June 23 but the
president unexpectedly delayed these raids for two weeks in hopes that Congress can come to a bipartisan solution on border
security.

In the meantime, Rojas-Rodriguez has been charged with re-entry as a previously deported aggravated

felon.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/06/25/border-patrol-catches-previously-deported-child-molester-traveling-with-
family-un-n2548909
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Border Patrol Catches Yet Another Previously Deported Child Molester, Traveling With Family Unit

In Arizona
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The United States Border Patrol arrested a previously deported child molester after catching the pervert

sneaking into the United States with five other illegal aliens who were traveling as a family unit in Tucson,

Arizona last Wednesday.

According to News 13, 41-year-old Juan Rojas-Rodriguez was apprehended after Yuma Station border patrol authorities found a
group of six illegal aliens while patrolling along the Colorado River. After running initial background checks, agents discovered that
Rojas-Rodriguez was a previously deported Mexican national who was convicted of sex with a minor under 14 years of age in
California in 1996.

News 13 reports that "Rojas-Rodriguez was last deported in 2008 after immigration officials encountered him at the Lompoc
Federal Correction Institution in California."

The other five individuals were all Guatemalan nationals who identified as a "family unit." Immigration officials are currently
processing their paperwork to determine the veracity of their claims.

As previously reported by Townhall, federal authorities are increasingly suspicious of groups of illegal aliens who identify as a
"family unit" because these claims are often made fraudulently in order to subvert U.S. immigration law.

According to acting Immigration and Customs Enforcement director Matthew Albence, three out of ten "family units" are not
actually comprised of family members.

In May, Albence said that smugglers and traffickers are using false families as a way to drive profit and sneak in individuals into
the United States.

“This industry of smuggling children and trafficking them has been allowed to flourish. These are extensive criminal
organizations," Albence said at the time. "They are transnational criminal organizations that have people that work for
these organization both in the foreign countries — their working with the cartels in Mexico — and they’ve got people here
domestically," he explained. "They’re all working together to facilitate this scourge of human trafficking.”

Rojas-Rodriguez's arrest comes as federal authorities were supposed to start mass deportation raids on Sunday, June 23 but the
president unexpectedly delayed these raids for two weeks in hopes that Congress can come to a bipartisan solution on border
security.

In the meantime, Rojas-Rodriguez has been charged with re-entry as a previously deported aggravated

felon.

( LINK BELOW )
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First Lady Spokeswoman Stephanie Grisham Named New White House Press Secretary

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/Stephanie-Grisham-AP.jpg

Stephanie Grisham, a top aide to first lady Melania Trump, has been picked to replace Sarah Sanders as

White House press secretary, the first lady announced Tuesday.

Grisham, who developed a reputation as a fierce defender of the first lady during her tenure as spokeswoman, will also become the
White House communications director.

“I am pleased to announce @StephGrisham45 will be the next @PressSec & Comms Director!” the first lady
tweeted. “She has been with us since 2015 - @potus & I can think of no better person to serve the Administration &
our country. Excited to have Stephanie working for both sides of the @WhiteHouse.”

Asked about the possibility of choosing her during a recent “Fox & Friends” interview, President Trump said, “Stephanie is terrific.”

Sanders announced her plans to step down as White House press secretary earlier this month.

The role of White House press secretary, while still prominent, has changed during the Trump administration.

Under Sanders, the traditional televised press briefings in the James S. Brady Press Briefing Room have

largely gone away. Earlier this year, the president said he told Sanders “not to bother” giving those regular

briefings anymore, saying the press covers her “rudely and inaccurately.” It’s now become more common for

White House spokespeople to take questions from reporters in informal gaggles outside the West Wing.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/stephanie-grisham-to-become-new-white-house-press-secretary-flotus-announces
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First Lady Spokeswoman Stephanie Grisham Named New White House Press Secretary
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Stephanie Grisham, a top aide to first lady Melania Trump, has been picked to replace Sarah Sanders as

White House press secretary, the first lady announced Tuesday.

Grisham, who developed a reputation as a fierce defender of the first lady during her tenure as spokeswoman, will also become the
White House communications director.

“I am pleased to announce @StephGrisham45 will be the next @PressSec & Comms Director!” the first lady
tweeted. “She has been with us since 2015 - @potus & I can think of no better person to serve the Administration &
our country. Excited to have Stephanie working for both sides of the @WhiteHouse.”

Asked about the possibility of choosing her during a recent “Fox & Friends” interview, President Trump said, “Stephanie is terrific.”

Sanders announced her plans to step down as White House press secretary earlier this month.

The role of White House press secretary, while still prominent, has changed during the Trump administration.

Under Sanders, the traditional televised press briefings in the James S. Brady Press Briefing Room have

largely gone away. Earlier this year, the president said he told Sanders “not to bother” giving those regular

briefings anymore, saying the press covers her “rudely and inaccurately.” It’s now become more common for

White House spokespeople to take questions from reporters in informal gaggles outside the West Wing.

( LINK BELOW )
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Watch: Trump Accuser Blows Huge Holes In Her Own Story Of Rape Charges & Leaves Anderson

Cooper Tongue -Tied Trying To Cut To Commercial
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On the issue of writer E. Jean Carroll’s recent sexual assault allegation against him, Donald Trump didn’t

have a particularly good Monday.

While he told The Hill that “it never happened,” he also said that “with great respect … she’s not my

type.”

You can probably guess which quote got more play in the media.

If you want to play the public relations game here, however, the major consolation for the president is that Carroll had a much
worse Monday.

In an interview with Anderson Cooper on CNN — something that should have been an easy P.R. win for the Elle columnist, given
the events of earlier in the day — Carroll described the alleged event with Trump as a “fight” rather than “rape” and insisted that
“people” think rape is “sexy,” leading Cooper to cut to a commercial.

In case you’re coming late to the story: Carroll claimed, in an excerpt from her new book published in New York Magazine last
week, that Trump sexually assaulted her some time during the mid-1990s when she was working at Bergdorf Goodman in New
York City.

In the excerpt, Carroll claims that Trump “lung[ed]” at her in a dressing room as she was helping him pick out lingerie, forcibly
kissing her and then pushing her against a wall, trying to pull her clothing off.

“I am astonished by what I’m about to write: I keep laughing. The next moment, still wearing correct business attire,
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“I am astonished by what I’m about to write: I keep laughing. The next moment, still wearing correct business attire,
shirt, tie, suit jacket, overcoat, he opens the overcoat, unzips his pants, and, forcing his fingers around my private
area, thrusts his penis halfway — or completely, I’m not certain — inside me. It turns into a colossal struggle,”
Carroll wrote.

“I am wearing a pair of sturdy black patent-leather four-inch Barneys high heels, which puts my height around six-
one, and I try to stomp his foot. I try to push him off with my one free hand — for some reason, I keep holding my
purse with the other — and I finally get a knee up high enough to push him out and off and I turn, open the door, and
run out of the dressing room.”

During the interview on CNN Monday, the now-75-year-old Carroll insisted there was nothing “sexual”

about her alleged encounter with Trump, insisting she didn’t feel victimized.

“I was not thrown on the ground and ravaged,” Carroll said.

“The word rape carries so many sexual connotations. This was not sexual. It just hurt.”

8“I think most people think of rape as a violent assault,” Cooper said, haltingly*.

“I think most people think of rape as being sexy,” Carroll said in response. “They think of the fantasies.”

“We’re just going to take a quick break, if you can stick around,” Cooper said, with evident unease.

“You’re fascinating to talk to,” Carroll said, eliciting a nervous laugh from Cooper.

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/Cam_Cawthorne/status/1143311444261425158

Cameron Cawthorne 

@Cam_Cawthorne

Anderson Cooper went straight to commercial right after this comment.

I’m sure Cooper felt similarly about her — although not for reasons Carroll might appreciate, in both senses of the word.

When this story broke, I noted that while I don’t pretend to have some sort of special knowledge on a sexual assault allegation that
isn’t bequeathed unto the general public, I can spot red flags as well as anyone else.

Carroll has been a public figure for well over a quarter-century now. She would have been by far the most prominent of Trump’s
accusers during the 2016 election cycle (porn stars represented by loud-mouthed attorneys might make for more headlines than
credibility). She’s generated at least some mention on the campaign trail for 2020 already.

But her decision to make allegations against the president instead came as the advance press for her new book “What Do We
Need Men For?: A Modest Proposal.”

To this red flag we can now add this interview with Cooper in which Carroll’s attitudes about the incident — and indeed about what
constitutes rape in general — are so bizarre as to cast further doubt upon her story, blowing huge holes in it.

Without being a woman and without having been sexually victimized, I think most women would know when they’ve been sexually
victimized.

What Carroll is describing is victimization, it meets the definition of sexual assault and it certainly isn’t

“sexy.”

I don’t think I’m alone in this estimation. If you don’t believe me, just watch Anderson Cooper squirm.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-trump-accuser-blows-huge-holes-story-leaves-cooper-tongue-tied-trying-cut-commercial/
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On the issue of writer E. Jean Carroll’s recent sexual assault allegation against him, Donald Trump didn’t

have a particularly good Monday.

While he told The Hill that “it never happened,” he also said that “with great respect … she’s not my

type.”

You can probably guess which quote got more play in the media.

If you want to play the public relations game here, however, the major consolation for the president is that Carroll had a much
worse Monday.

In an interview with Anderson Cooper on CNN — something that should have been an easy P.R. win for the Elle columnist, given
the events of earlier in the day — Carroll described the alleged event with Trump as a “fight” rather than “rape” and insisted that
“people” think rape is “sexy,” leading Cooper to cut to a commercial.

In case you’re coming late to the story: Carroll claimed, in an excerpt from her new book published in New York Magazine last
week, that Trump sexually assaulted her some time during the mid-1990s when she was working at Bergdorf Goodman in New
York City.

In the excerpt, Carroll claims that Trump “lung[ed]” at her in a dressing room as she was helping him pick out lingerie, forcibly
kissing her and then pushing her against a wall, trying to pull her clothing off.

“I am astonished by what I’m about to write: I keep laughing. The next moment, still wearing correct business attire,
shirt, tie, suit jacket, overcoat, he opens the overcoat, unzips his pants, and, forcing his fingers around my private
area, thrusts his penis halfway — or completely, I’m not certain — inside me. It turns into a colossal struggle,”
Carroll wrote.

“I am wearing a pair of sturdy black patent-leather four-inch Barneys high heels, which puts my height around six-
one, and I try to stomp his foot. I try to push him off with my one free hand — for some reason, I keep holding my
purse with the other — and I finally get a knee up high enough to push him out and off and I turn, open the door, and
run out of the dressing room.”

During the interview on CNN Monday, the now-75-year-old Carroll insisted there was nothing “sexual”

about her alleged encounter with Trump, insisting she didn’t feel victimized.

“I was not thrown on the ground and ravaged,” Carroll said.

“The word rape carries so many sexual connotations. This was not sexual. It just hurt.”

8“I think most people think of rape as a violent assault,” Cooper said, haltingly*.

“I think most people think of rape as being sexy,” Carroll said in response. “They think of the fantasies.”

“We’re just going to take a quick break, if you can stick around,” Cooper said, with evident unease.

“You’re fascinating to talk to,” Carroll said, eliciting a nervous laugh from Cooper.

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/Cam_Cawthorne/status/1143311444261425158

Cameron Cawthorne 

@Cam_Cawthorne

Anderson Cooper went straight to commercial right after this comment.

I’m sure Cooper felt similarly about her — although not for reasons Carroll might appreciate, in both senses of the word.

When this story broke, I noted that while I don’t pretend to have some sort of special knowledge on a sexual assault allegation that
isn’t bequeathed unto the general public, I can spot red flags as well as anyone else.

Carroll has been a public figure for well over a quarter-century now. She would have been by far the most prominent of Trump’s
accusers during the 2016 election cycle (porn stars represented by loud-mouthed attorneys might make for more headlines than
credibility). She’s generated at least some mention on the campaign trail for 2020 already.

But her decision to make allegations against the president instead came as the advance press for her new book “What Do We
Need Men For?: A Modest Proposal.”

To this red flag we can now add this interview with Cooper in which Carroll’s attitudes about the incident — and indeed about what
constitutes rape in general — are so bizarre as to cast further doubt upon her story, blowing huge holes in it.

Without being a woman and without having been sexually victimized, I think most women would know when they’ve been sexually
victimized.
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victimized.

What Carroll is describing is victimization, it meets the definition of sexual assault and it certainly isn’t

“sexy.”

I don’t think I’m alone in this estimation. If you don’t believe me, just watch Anderson Cooper squirm.
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Chicago Releases Video Of Police First Encountering Jussie Smollett With Rope Around His Neck

And there's much more video released to the media

https://assets.rbl.ms/19620117/1200x600.jpg

The Chicago Police Department released video from the investigation into the faked racial attack on Jussie

Smollett, including one that showed their first encounter with the celebrity with rope still around his neck.

Smollett reported that he had been attacked by two men who yelled homophobic and racist slurs, but police later concluded that he
had orchestrated the fake beating himself.

The video is the first image of Smollett with a rope around his neck that he said came from his attackers.

Here's the video the police released:

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/CharlieDeMar/status/1143280367589367808

Charlie De Mar  Verified account

@CharlieDeMar

Body camera video of CPD officers entering Jussie Smollett’s apartment the night attack was reported.

He still has rope around his neck.

@cbschicago

The video cuts short because Smollett asked police to turn off their bodycams in order to preserve his privacy.

The police released approximately 1,200 video clips that run to 70 hours from the investigation.

Smollett has maintained that he was an innocent victim and rejected any suggestion that he planned and carried out the racial
attack on himself.

Smollett's accomplices told police that they were paid to conduct the fake attack in order to garner sympathy for the actor.

He was charged with 16 felonies related to making a false report to law enforcement, but he was allowed to go free with all charges
dropped after forfeiting $10,000 of a bond payment and performing community service.

On Friday, an Illinois judge ordered the appointment of a special prosecutor to look into the suspicious conditions surrounding the
dismissal of the charges against Smollett.

Here's a news video about the release:

Jussie Smollett Seen With Rope Around Neck

https://youtu.be/mfyxnB_xPjE via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/chicago-releases-video-of-smollett-with-rope
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Chicago Releases Video Of Police First Encountering Jussie Smollett With Rope Around His Neck

And there's much more video released to the media
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The Chicago Police Department released video from the investigation into the faked racial attack on Jussie

Smollett, including one that showed their first encounter with the celebrity with rope still around his neck.

Smollett reported that he had been attacked by two men who yelled homophobic and racist slurs, but police later concluded that he
had orchestrated the fake beating himself.

The video is the first image of Smollett with a rope around his neck that he said came from his attackers.

Here's the video the police released:

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/CharlieDeMar/status/1143280367589367808

Charlie De Mar  Verified account

@CharlieDeMar

Body camera video of CPD officers entering Jussie Smollett’s apartment the night attack was reported.

He still has rope around his neck.

@cbschicago

The video cuts short because Smollett asked police to turn off their bodycams in order to preserve his privacy.

The police released approximately 1,200 video clips that run to 70 hours from the investigation.

Smollett has maintained that he was an innocent victim and rejected any suggestion that he planned and carried out the racial
attack on himself.

Smollett's accomplices told police that they were paid to conduct the fake attack in order to garner sympathy for the actor.

He was charged with 16 felonies related to making a false report to law enforcement, but he was allowed to go free with all charges
dropped after forfeiting $10,000 of a bond payment and performing community service.

On Friday, an Illinois judge ordered the appointment of a special prosecutor to look into the suspicious conditions surrounding the
dismissal of the charges against Smollett.

Here's a news video about the release:

Jussie Smollett Seen With Rope Around Neck

https://youtu.be/mfyxnB_xPjE via @YouTube
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Rep. Maxine Waters has gone from treating Trump supporters like the enemy to taking a real enemy’s side.

The California Democrat has previously been best known for incessantly chanting “impeachment” when it comes to President
Donald Trump and urging her supporters to confront Trump’s officials wherever possible.

But in a Twitter post Sunday night, she openly took the side of the Islamic Republic of Iran in its dispute with the United States,
and Rep. Dan Crenshaw of Texas didn’t let her get away with it.

Waters was commenting on last week’s downing of an American military drone by Iranian forces. Iran maintains the drone was in
its airspace when it was shot down.

American military officials and the Trump administration say the drone was in international airspace.

Naturally, we know who Waters is going to believe.

”Trump, you get no credit for so-called stopping the strike against Iran,” she wrote. “Why was the unmanned drone in
Iran’s airspace? Why the surveillance? Don’t provoke and then pretend innocence.”

Maxine Waters

✔ @RepMaxineWaters

Trump, you get no credit for so-called stopping the strike against Iran. Why was the unmanned drone in

Iran's airspace? Why the surveillance? Don't provoke and then pretend innocence.

It’s worth noting that Waters didn’t say how or why she believes Tehran’s version of the story.

It’s a good chance she doesn’t know herself — beyond her Pavlovian distaste for anything to do with the current commander in
chief.

The fact that such a woman actually chairs the House Financial Services Committee is a sad indication of just how low the
Democratic Party has dragged itself during the Trump years.

And Crenshaw, one of the most outspoken members of the Republican freshman class, didn’t take long to put Waters down even
further.

“This is a shocking quote from a House Committee Chairwoman,” Crenshaw wrote in a Sunday evening tweet.

Rep. Dan Crenshaw

✔ @RepDanCrenshaw

This is a shocking comment from a House Committee Chairwoman. She is literally repeating the lies of the

Iranian regime. What a disgrace.

Maxine Waters’ hate for Trump runs so deep that she is willing to take Iran’s side over the word of our

military.

https://twitter.com/repmaxinewaters/status/1142914280075010049 …

Maxine Waters

✔ @RepMaxineWaters

Trump, you get no credit for so-called stopping the strike against Iran. Why was the unmanned drone in

Iran's airspace? Why the surveillance? Don't provoke and then pretend innocence.

Now, as most people know by now, Crenshaw is not a normal politician in 21st century America.

A former Navy SEAL, he lost an eye in combat in Afghanistan. It’s a good bet he has a deeper appreciation for the military and its
relations with the government than just about anyone on Capitol Hill — Republican or Democrat.

And he certainly has a much deeper appreciation for the military than a loudmouthed liberal like Waters.

There were plenty of responses to Crenshaw’s post — many, many of them from Twitter users taking Waters’ side, and
questioning why Crenshaw was so uncritically accepting of the official version of events.

That may well be a valid question, but for liberals like Waters that isn’t the point.

The point for the anti-Trump left is that the enemy of their enemy is their friend.

And if Iran is a friend, Iran is to be trusted, no matter how hopelessly insane that sounds.

That’s why Waters can switch from bashing Trump supporters to supporting the murderous mullahs of Iran without even pausing to
wipe the spittle from her lips.

It’s why the host of Trump haters on social media can feel free to respond to a genuine war hero with two Bronze Stars (one with
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It’s why the host of Trump haters on social media can feel free to respond to a genuine war hero with two Bronze Stars (one with
“valor”), a Purple Heart and a Navy Commendation Medal with Valor as though he’s an ignoramus about matters of war and peace
in the United States.

God knows there’s always room for skepticism in the United States when it comes to the government.

Decades of liberal lies going back to the New Deal and the eight years of the Obama administration have left their mark.

So questioning is one thing.

But leaping, as Waters did, to the side of the mullahs is a different matter entirely.

Without reference to any knowledge of her own, Waters’ tweet is simply repeating, Quisling-like, the words of the leaders of a
country that has been antagonizing the U.S. to some degree for the past 40 years.

Democrats have been accusing Trump of “treason” since before he even took the oath of office.

Waters’ tweet makes her look much more guilty of being a traitor than Trump ever has — and probably ever will.

Crenshaw called Waters’ post “shocking.” Unfortunately, considering Waters’ past, “shocking” it isn’t.

But a “disgrace” — that it certainly is.

( LINK BELOW )
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But in a Twitter post Sunday night, she openly took the side of the Islamic Republic of Iran in its dispute with the United States,
and Rep. Dan Crenshaw of Texas didn’t let her get away with it.

Waters was commenting on last week’s downing of an American military drone by Iranian forces. Iran maintains the drone was in
its airspace when it was shot down.

American military officials and the Trump administration say the drone was in international airspace.

Naturally, we know who Waters is going to believe.

”Trump, you get no credit for so-called stopping the strike against Iran,” she wrote. “Why was the unmanned drone in
Iran’s airspace? Why the surveillance? Don’t provoke and then pretend innocence.”

Maxine Waters

✔ @RepMaxineWaters

Trump, you get no credit for so-called stopping the strike against Iran. Why was the unmanned drone in

Iran's airspace? Why the surveillance? Don't provoke and then pretend innocence.

It’s worth noting that Waters didn’t say how or why she believes Tehran’s version of the story.

It’s a good chance she doesn’t know herself — beyond her Pavlovian distaste for anything to do with the current commander in
chief.

The fact that such a woman actually chairs the House Financial Services Committee is a sad indication of just how low the
Democratic Party has dragged itself during the Trump years.

And Crenshaw, one of the most outspoken members of the Republican freshman class, didn’t take long to put Waters down even
further.

“This is a shocking quote from a House Committee Chairwoman,” Crenshaw wrote in a Sunday evening tweet.
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Rep. Dan Crenshaw

✔ @RepDanCrenshaw

This is a shocking comment from a House Committee Chairwoman. She is literally repeating the lies of the

Iranian regime. What a disgrace.

Maxine Waters’ hate for Trump runs so deep that she is willing to take Iran’s side over the word of our

military.

https://twitter.com/repmaxinewaters/status/1142914280075010049 …

Maxine Waters

✔ @RepMaxineWaters

Trump, you get no credit for so-called stopping the strike against Iran. Why was the unmanned drone in

Iran's airspace? Why the surveillance? Don't provoke and then pretend innocence.

Now, as most people know by now, Crenshaw is not a normal politician in 21st century America.

A former Navy SEAL, he lost an eye in combat in Afghanistan. It’s a good bet he has a deeper appreciation for the military and its
relations with the government than just about anyone on Capitol Hill — Republican or Democrat.

And he certainly has a much deeper appreciation for the military than a loudmouthed liberal like Waters.

There were plenty of responses to Crenshaw’s post — many, many of them from Twitter users taking Waters’ side, and
questioning why Crenshaw was so uncritically accepting of the official version of events.

That may well be a valid question, but for liberals like Waters that isn’t the point.

The point for the anti-Trump left is that the enemy of their enemy is their friend.

And if Iran is a friend, Iran is to be trusted, no matter how hopelessly insane that sounds.

That’s why Waters can switch from bashing Trump supporters to supporting the murderous mullahs of Iran without even pausing to
wipe the spittle from her lips.

It’s why the host of Trump haters on social media can feel free to respond to a genuine war hero with two Bronze Stars (one with
“valor”), a Purple Heart and a Navy Commendation Medal with Valor as though he’s an ignoramus about matters of war and peace
in the United States.

God knows there’s always room for skepticism in the United States when it comes to the government.

Decades of liberal lies going back to the New Deal and the eight years of the Obama administration have left their mark.

So questioning is one thing.

But leaping, as Waters did, to the side of the mullahs is a different matter entirely.

Without reference to any knowledge of her own, Waters’ tweet is simply repeating, Quisling-like, the words of the leaders of a
country that has been antagonizing the U.S. to some degree for the past 40 years.

Democrats have been accusing Trump of “treason” since before he even took the oath of office.

Waters’ tweet makes her look much more guilty of being a traitor than Trump ever has — and probably ever will.

Crenshaw called Waters’ post “shocking.” Unfortunately, considering Waters’ past, “shocking” it isn’t.

But a “disgrace” — that it certainly is.
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When President Donald Trump announced in late May that he would impose economically crippling tariffs

on all goods imported from Mexico unless that nation did more to address the illegal immigration crisis at its

shared border with the U.S., the threat was summarily dismissed by Democrats and the predominately

liberal establishment media.

Of course, just days before those threatened tariffs were set to be implemented, Mexican authorities reached an agreement with
the Trump administration to increase efforts at reducing the flow of illicit migrants transiting the nation to arrive at the U.S. border.

Now, a rather major move that almost certainly stems from this agreement has been announced — the deployment of thousands
of Mexican troops to their side of the shared border with the U.S.

CNN reported on Monday that Mexico had announced the deployment of nearly 15,000 troops to that nation’s northern border.

“In the northern part of the country, we have deployed a total of almost 15,000 troops composed of National
Guard elements and military units,” Mexican Defense Secretary Luis Sandoval said at a news conference
Monday in Cancun.

The move came just weeks after Mexico announced the deployment of roughly 2,000 National Guard troops to the nation’s
southern border with Guatemala to supplement the roughly 4,500 troops who were already there.

Guatemala’s border crossings with Mexico serve as points of entry for tens of thousands of Central and South American migrants
headed toward the U.S. border with the intent to either enter illegally or game U.S. immigration laws to be allowed in.

The Hill reported on June 12 that the additional troops deployed to Mexico’s southern border were part of the deal struck to avoid
the threatened tariffs.

Obviously, more needed to be done to address the massive flow of migrants still moving toward the U.S. through Mexico.

Along with stepped-up enforcement of immigration laws in the interior of the country, it appears Mexico has now taken a big step
toward addressing the crisis on their own side of the U.S. border.

Sandoval acknowledged in the news conference that the purpose of Wednesday’s deployment was to stem the flow of migrants,
according to AFP.

He also admitted that the troops had been and would continue to detain and dissuade those migrants prior to them crossing into
the U.S., something that nation hasn’t ever really done in the past.

“We have a total deployment, between the National Guard and army units, of 14,000, almost 15,000 men in
the north of the country,” Sandoval said at the news conference, where he was joined by Mexican President
Andrés Manuel López Obrador.

“Given that [undocumented] migration is not a crime but rather an administrative violation, we simply detain
them and turn them over to the authorities,” Sandoval added.

Those authorities would be the National Migration Institute in Mexico.

AFP noted that the arrangement struck between the Trump administration and Mexican authorities to avoid the implementation of a
5 percent tariff contained a provision allowing 45 days for Mexico to achieve and display their progress toward the desired results
sought by Trump.

All of these things — the initial deployment of National Guard troops to reinforce the border with Guatemala, followed by stepped-
up enforcement of migration laws in the interior of the country, coupled now with nearly 15,000 more Mexican troops being sent to
the border — suggest López Obrador has taken Trump’s threats seriously.

People can say that they will about the impact tariffs have on economies and consumers.

And in an ideal world, such action would not be necessary.

However, Trump has shown again and again that, distasteful as they may be, tariffs and the threat of tariffs are nevertheless
extraordinarily effective tools to garner compliance and cooperation.

Mexico has never cooperated to this extent in addressing the illegal immigration situation, and this recent cooperation has only
come about by way of Trump’s tariff threat.

Does anybody really think that a President Hillary Clinton, or Joe Biden, or Kamala Harris, or Elizabeth

Warren, or Pete Buttigieg would ever achieve similar results, or even try to in the first place?

( LINK BELOW )
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When President Donald Trump announced in late May that he would impose economically crippling tariffs

on all goods imported from Mexico unless that nation did more to address the illegal immigration crisis at its

shared border with the U.S., the threat was summarily dismissed by Democrats and the predominately

liberal establishment media.

Of course, just days before those threatened tariffs were set to be implemented, Mexican authorities reached an agreement with
the Trump administration to increase efforts at reducing the flow of illicit migrants transiting the nation to arrive at the U.S. border.

Now, a rather major move that almost certainly stems from this agreement has been announced — the deployment of thousands
of Mexican troops to their side of the shared border with the U.S.

CNN reported on Monday that Mexico had announced the deployment of nearly 15,000 troops to that nation’s northern border.

“In the northern part of the country, we have deployed a total of almost 15,000 troops composed of National
Guard elements and military units,” Mexican Defense Secretary Luis Sandoval said at a news conference
Monday in Cancun.

The move came just weeks after Mexico announced the deployment of roughly 2,000 National Guard troops to the nation’s
southern border with Guatemala to supplement the roughly 4,500 troops who were already there.

Guatemala’s border crossings with Mexico serve as points of entry for tens of thousands of Central and South American migrants
headed toward the U.S. border with the intent to either enter illegally or game U.S. immigration laws to be allowed in.

The Hill reported on June 12 that the additional troops deployed to Mexico’s southern border were part of the deal struck to avoid
the threatened tariffs.

Obviously, more needed to be done to address the massive flow of migrants still moving toward the U.S. through Mexico.

Along with stepped-up enforcement of immigration laws in the interior of the country, it appears Mexico has now taken a big step
toward addressing the crisis on their own side of the U.S. border.

Sandoval acknowledged in the news conference that the purpose of Wednesday’s deployment was to stem the flow of migrants,
according to AFP.

He also admitted that the troops had been and would continue to detain and dissuade those migrants prior to them crossing into
the U.S., something that nation hasn’t ever really done in the past.

“We have a total deployment, between the National Guard and army units, of 14,000, almost 15,000 men in
the north of the country,” Sandoval said at the news conference, where he was joined by Mexican President
Andrés Manuel López Obrador.

“Given that [undocumented] migration is not a crime but rather an administrative violation, we simply detain
them and turn them over to the authorities,” Sandoval added.

Those authorities would be the National Migration Institute in Mexico.

AFP noted that the arrangement struck between the Trump administration and Mexican authorities to avoid the implementation of a
5 percent tariff contained a provision allowing 45 days for Mexico to achieve and display their progress toward the desired results
sought by Trump.

All of these things — the initial deployment of National Guard troops to reinforce the border with Guatemala, followed by stepped-
up enforcement of migration laws in the interior of the country, coupled now with nearly 15,000 more Mexican troops being sent to
the border — suggest López Obrador has taken Trump’s threats seriously.

People can say that they will about the impact tariffs have on economies and consumers.

And in an ideal world, such action would not be necessary.

However, Trump has shown again and again that, distasteful as they may be, tariffs and the threat of tariffs are nevertheless
extraordinarily effective tools to garner compliance and cooperation.

Mexico has never cooperated to this extent in addressing the illegal immigration situation, and this recent cooperation has only
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Mexico has never cooperated to this extent in addressing the illegal immigration situation, and this recent cooperation has only
come about by way of Trump’s tariff threat.

Does anybody really think that a President Hillary Clinton, or Joe Biden, or Kamala Harris, or Elizabeth

Warren, or Pete Buttigieg would ever achieve similar results, or even try to in the first place?
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We know a lot about former secretary of state and two-time Democrat presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.

We know she likes to listen to women … unless those women are accusing her husband, former President Bill

Clinton, of doing naughty things.

*We know she likes to lecture on cybersecurity … but kept and communicated classified information on an
unsecured private email server.

We know she likes to rail against corruption … but her 2016 campaign allegedly laundered $84 million in what the Committee to
Defend the President’s Dan Backer has called “the largest” campaign finance scandal in American history.

But Clinton also likes to find herself in fights she can’t win.

Here’s looking at you, 2016 presidential election.

Her latest losing battle was between her and Texas Republican Rep. Dan Crenshaw.

(I could stop now. You probably know how this story is going to end.)

Last week, Clinton decided it would be a good idea to step into the spotlight and bless us all with her perspective on the situation
at America’s southern border with Mexico.

Do you think Hillary Clinton is a hypocrite?

“Two-year-olds in detention. Children forced to take care of other children. Not enough food or water,” she tweeted
Friday. “Demand accountability from your Republican representatives for allowing this administration to cage children
and keep them in unconscionable conditions.”

Hillary Clinton

✔ @HillaryClinton

Two-year-olds in detention. Children forced to take care of other children. Not enough food or water.

Demand accountability from your Republican representatives for allowing this administration to cage

children and keep them in unconscionable conditions

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1141796695828836354/ydyNUmMH?format=jpg

( Attorneys: Texas border facility is neglecting migrant kids )

Crenshaw got wind of the tweet and, after no doubt shooting red, white and blue freedom rage from his eye-laser, had the perfect
response.

“What insane gaslighting,” Crenshaw wrote on Sunday. “You know Dems have refused to support funding for
resources at the border & have offered no solutions. So tell us, if you were President, how would you manage
hundreds of thousands of people illegally crossing our border and dragging children with them?”
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Dan Crenshaw

✔ @DanCrenshawTX

#What insane gaslighting.

You know Dems have refused to support funding for resources at the border & have offered no solutions

So tell us, if you were President, how would you manage hundreds of thousands of people illegally

crossing our border and dragging children with them?

https://twitter.com/hillaryclinton/status/1142072700296454144 …

Hillary Clinton

✔ @HillaryClinton

Two-year-olds in detention. Children forced to take care of other children. Not enough food or water.

Demand accountability from your Republican representatives for allowing this administration to cage

children and keep them in unconscionable conditions

But Crenshaw wasn’t done yet.

“After blatantly lying, you’re also fundraising for ‘rights of immigrants’ using ActBlue, the Democratic Party
fundraising platform, so that donor data is collected for the Democrats,” Crenshaw wrote.

Crenshaw was referring to the fact that Hillary turned her ridiculously dishonest tweet into a fundraising effort to obtain donors for
— wait for it — the party that won’t fund any meaningful border reform.

Dan Crenshaw

✔ @DanCrenshawTX

Replying to @DanCrenshawTX

After blatantly lying, you’re also fundraising for “rights of immigrants” using ActBlue, the Democratic Party

fundraising platform, so that donor data is collected for the Democrats.

Absolutely shameless. https://twitter.com/hillaryclinton/status/1142837249861672960?s=21 …

Hillary Clinton

✔ @HillaryClinton

Replying to @HillaryClinton

There are amazing groups at the border and beyond doing critical work to defend the rights of immigrant

and refugee children.

If you can, please chip in to support a few of them today. https://secure.actblue.com/donate/kids-and-

families-border …

Clinton represents the worst of the pandering, crooked and corrupt politicians who suckle at the teat of big money while operating
with a full pass from the establishment media.

She is, as Crenshaw rightly pointed out, “absolutely shameless.”
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We know a lot about former secretary of state and two-time Democrat presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.

We know she likes to listen to women … unless those women are accusing her husband, former President Bill

Clinton, of doing naughty things.

*We know she likes to lecture on cybersecurity … but kept and communicated classified information on an
unsecured private email server.

We know she likes to rail against corruption … but her 2016 campaign allegedly laundered $84 million in what the Committee to
Defend the President’s Dan Backer has called “the largest” campaign finance scandal in American history.

But Clinton also likes to find herself in fights she can’t win.

Here’s looking at you, 2016 presidential election.

Her latest losing battle was between her and Texas Republican Rep. Dan Crenshaw.

(I could stop now. You probably know how this story is going to end.)

Last week, Clinton decided it would be a good idea to step into the spotlight and bless us all with her perspective on the situation
at America’s southern border with Mexico.

Do you think Hillary Clinton is a hypocrite?

“Two-year-olds in detention. Children forced to take care of other children. Not enough food or water,” she tweeted
Friday. “Demand accountability from your Republican representatives for allowing this administration to cage children
and keep them in unconscionable conditions.”

Hillary Clinton

✔ @HillaryClinton

Two-year-olds in detention. Children forced to take care of other children. Not enough food or water.

Demand accountability from your Republican representatives for allowing this administration to cage

children and keep them in unconscionable conditions

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1141796695828836354/ydyNUmMH?format=jpg

( Attorneys: Texas border facility is neglecting migrant kids )

Crenshaw got wind of the tweet and, after no doubt shooting red, white and blue freedom rage from his eye-laser, had the perfect
response.

“What insane gaslighting,” Crenshaw wrote on Sunday. “You know Dems have refused to support funding for
resources at the border & have offered no solutions. So tell us, if you were President, how would you manage
hundreds of thousands of people illegally crossing our border and dragging children with them?”

Dan Crenshaw

✔ @DanCrenshawTX

#What insane gaslighting.

You know Dems have refused to support funding for resources at the border & have offered no solutions

So tell us, if you were President, how would you manage hundreds of thousands of people illegally

crossing our border and dragging children with them?

https://twitter.com/hillaryclinton/status/1142072700296454144 …

Hillary Clinton

✔ @HillaryClinton

Two-year-olds in detention. Children forced to take care of other children. Not enough food or water.

Demand accountability from your Republican representatives for allowing this administration to cage

children and keep them in unconscionable conditions

https://explainlife.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/2019-06-23_18-06-49.jpg
https://voat.co/u/HillaryClinton
https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1141796695828836354/ydyNUmMH?format=jpg
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children and keep them in unconscionable conditions

But Crenshaw wasn’t done yet.

“After blatantly lying, you’re also fundraising for ‘rights of immigrants’ using ActBlue, the Democratic Party
fundraising platform, so that donor data is collected for the Democrats,” Crenshaw wrote.

Crenshaw was referring to the fact that Hillary turned her ridiculously dishonest tweet into a fundraising effort to obtain donors for
— wait for it — the party that won’t fund any meaningful border reform.

Dan Crenshaw

✔ @DanCrenshawTX

Replying to @DanCrenshawTX

After blatantly lying, you’re also fundraising for “rights of immigrants” using ActBlue, the Democratic Party

fundraising platform, so that donor data is collected for the Democrats.

Absolutely shameless. https://twitter.com/hillaryclinton/status/1142837249861672960?s=21 …

Hillary Clinton

✔ @HillaryClinton

Replying to @HillaryClinton

There are amazing groups at the border and beyond doing critical work to defend the rights of immigrant

and refugee children.

If you can, please chip in to support a few of them today. https://secure.actblue.com/donate/kids-and-

families-border …

Clinton represents the worst of the pandering, crooked and corrupt politicians who suckle at the teat of big money while operating
with a full pass from the establishment media.

She is, as Crenshaw rightly pointed out, “absolutely shameless.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump To China: You Need Oil From Iran, So Protect Your Own Ships… We’ve Already Got All We

Need

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Untitled-design-2019-06-24T120529.256-913x479.jpg

President Donald Trump dropped a massive threat on China on Monday morning, tweeting that the Asian

giant might soon have to protect its own interests in the dangerous waters of the Strait of Hormuz.

Trump’s tweets are consistent with his previous statements questioning the United States’ role as the world’s police force.

“So why are we protecting the shipping lanes for other countries (many years) for zero compensation. All of
these countries should be protecting their own ships on what has always been a dangerous journey,” Trump
tweeted.

Donald J. Trump ✔

@realDonaldTrump
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@realDonaldTrump

China gets 91% of its Oil from the Straight, Japan 62%, & many other countries likewise. So why are we

protecting the shipping lanes for other countries (many years) for zero compensation. All of these countries

should be protecting their own ships on what has always been....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....a dangerous journey. We don’t even need to be there in that the U.S. has just become (by far) the largest

producer of Energy anywhere in the world! The U.S. request for Iran is very simple - No Nuclear Weapons

and No Further Sponsoring of Terror!

“We don’t even need to be there in that the U.S. has just become (by far) the largest producer of Energy
anywhere in the world!” Trump said in his follow-up tweet.

“The U.S. request for Iran is very simple – No Nuclear Weapons and No Further Sponsoring of Terror!”

The possibility of economic danger to China under this scenario is great.

Trump knows that China, like many others nations, depends on safe passage through the strait for much of its oil.

“Any blockage of the strait would have serious consequences for its economy,” Reuters reported of China’s
dependence on oil shipments through the region.

In 2018, oil flow through the strait averaged 21 million barrels per day, the equivalent of about 21 percent of global petroleum
liquids consumption, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.

That is why, historically, the United States has worked to keep the area safe for all countries that use it.

Trump’s tweets stand out as a huge departure — both from American precedent, but also from China’s understanding of its free
ride through the strait.

It can’t be overstated how Trump’s move could expose a nasty rift between China and Russia.

Russia stands to gain from increased exports to China, but the price to China would be higher. China would feel that squeeze.

Trump notes that the reason he can make such a threat is America’s increased energy independence.

Indeed, as Bloomberg reported at the end of 2018, America became a “net oil exporter … breaking almost 75 years of continued
dependence on foreign oil.”

Energy independence has been a domestic goal for the U.S. since then-President Nixon stated it in 1973.

Now, the United States is likely to achieve it for the first time in 2020, according to a new report from U.S. Energy Information
Administration.

Trump’s statements make it crystal clear why energy independence is crucial, not just to our domestic economy, but to our
international position.

If we truly have energy independence, then we are free to negotiate and deal with bad actors in a way that protects American
interests first.

And that is always a good thing.

( LINK BELOW )
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President Donald Trump dropped a massive threat on China on Monday morning, tweeting that the Asian

giant might soon have to protect its own interests in the dangerous waters of the Strait of Hormuz.

Trump’s tweets are consistent with his previous statements questioning the United States’ role as the world’s police force.

“So why are we protecting the shipping lanes for other countries (many years) for zero compensation. All of
these countries should be protecting their own ships on what has always been a dangerous journey,” Trump
tweeted.

Donald J. Trump ✔

@realDonaldTrump

China gets 91% of its Oil from the Straight, Japan 62%, & many other countries likewise. So why are we

protecting the shipping lanes for other countries (many years) for zero compensation. All of these countries

should be protecting their own ships on what has always been....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....a dangerous journey. We don’t even need to be there in that the U.S. has just become (by far) the largest

producer of Energy anywhere in the world! The U.S. request for Iran is very simple - No Nuclear Weapons

and No Further Sponsoring of Terror!

“We don’t even need to be there in that the U.S. has just become (by far) the largest producer of Energy
anywhere in the world!” Trump said in his follow-up tweet.

“The U.S. request for Iran is very simple – No Nuclear Weapons and No Further Sponsoring of Terror!”

The possibility of economic danger to China under this scenario is great.

Trump knows that China, like many others nations, depends on safe passage through the strait for much of its oil.

“Any blockage of the strait would have serious consequences for its economy,” Reuters reported of China’s
dependence on oil shipments through the region.

In 2018, oil flow through the strait averaged 21 million barrels per day, the equivalent of about 21 percent of global petroleum
liquids consumption, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.

That is why, historically, the United States has worked to keep the area safe for all countries that use it.

Trump’s tweets stand out as a huge departure — both from American precedent, but also from China’s understanding of its free
ride through the strait.

It can’t be overstated how Trump’s move could expose a nasty rift between China and Russia.

Russia stands to gain from increased exports to China, but the price to China would be higher. China would feel that squeeze.

Trump notes that the reason he can make such a threat is America’s increased energy independence.

Indeed, as Bloomberg reported at the end of 2018, America became a “net oil exporter … breaking almost 75 years of continued
dependence on foreign oil.”

Energy independence has been a domestic goal for the U.S. since then-President Nixon stated it in 1973.

Now, the United States is likely to achieve it for the first time in 2020, according to a new report from U.S. Energy Information
Administration.

Trump’s statements make it crystal clear why energy independence is crucial, not just to our domestic economy, but to our
international position.

If we truly have energy independence, then we are free to negotiate and deal with bad actors in a way that protects American
interests first.

And that is always a good thing.
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His Party Is Using The Race Card To Reject Him Because The Democrats Have Gone Way To The

Left On Biden, And There Is Nothing That He Can Do About It

https://www.politicoscope.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Bernie-Sanders-vs-Kamala-Harris-USA-Headline.jpg

THE LIBERAL WAR HAS BEGUN AND IT LOOKS LIKE THE LIBERALS ARE STARTING TO ATTACK EACH OTHER FOR THE
CHANCE TO BE THE ACTUAL CANDIDATE OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY TO BE TOTALLY DECIMATED BY PRESIDENT
DONALD TRUMP IN THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION

@Stonencizel

We've watched what's happened to former V.P. Biden this past week. In short, he said he once worked with

Southern Democrats to get things done, and now some in the party want him to apologize.

V.P. Biden is right: apologize for what? Working with other senators? Biden does not get to pick who goes to the U.S. Senate. He
does have to work with them.

After all, didn't Biden work with the late Senator Ted Kennedy? Is anyone calling on Biden to apologize for Kennedy's treatment of
women or President Clinton's "bimbo eruptions" operation?

Biden's week tells us a lot about the current state of the party, as we saw in these comments from other Democrats via the New
York Post:

Former Alaska Sen. Mike Gravel, one of just two Democratic candidates who skipped the South Carolina Democratic convention,
lambasted Biden as "unchanging, unapologetic, unaware" for Biden's recent comments praising his own work with segregationist
Senate Democrats in the 1970s.

Gravel tweeted that the former vice president "is a disaster waiting to happen. If you are serious about beating Trump, you need to
be serious about beating Joe and giving us a serious progressive for the White House."

Meanwhile, in Columbia, SC, candidates tried to steer the conversation around the front-runner.

California Sen. Kamala Harris entered the convention with a drum line playing as she rode down an elevator. She attacked Trump
for everything from his tax and trade policies to an alleged lack of civil rights protections for marginalized Americans. She said
Trump's economic proposals help the rich and hurt farmers.

"We need somebody on our stage, when it comes to that general election, who knows how to recognize a rap sheet
when they see it and prosecute the case," said Harris, a former prosecutor.

Harris added that Democrats shouldn't "turn back the clock" and instead "start the next chapter," a veiled swipe at Biden.

Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren pitched her progressive policies as an agenda that can draw both Democratic and
Republican votes.

Poor Joe. The Democrats have gone left on him, and there is nothing that he can do about it.

The Left is now playing the race card on Mr. Biden and simply calling him a racist because he sat down to do business with men
who represented other voters. Let Biden get a taste of what we've had to deal with for many years.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/06/the_race_card_against_their_own.html
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His Party Is Using The Race Card To Reject Him Because The Democrats Have Gone Way To The

Left On Biden, And There Is Nothing That He Can Do About It

https://www.politicoscope.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Bernie-Sanders-vs-Kamala-Harris-USA-Headline.jpg

THE LIBERAL WAR HAS BEGUN AND IT LOOKS LIKE THE LIBERALS ARE STARTING TO ATTACK EACH OTHER FOR THE
CHANCE TO BE THE ACTUAL CANDIDATE OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY TO BE TOTALLY DECIMATED BY PRESIDENT
DONALD TRUMP IN THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION

@Stonencizel

We've watched what's happened to former V.P. Biden this past week. In short, he said he once worked with

Southern Democrats to get things done, and now some in the party want him to apologize.

V.P. Biden is right: apologize for what? Working with other senators? Biden does not get to pick who goes to the U.S. Senate. He
does have to work with them.

After all, didn't Biden work with the late Senator Ted Kennedy? Is anyone calling on Biden to apologize for Kennedy's treatment of
women or President Clinton's "bimbo eruptions" operation?

Biden's week tells us a lot about the current state of the party, as we saw in these comments from other Democrats via the New
York Post:

Former Alaska Sen. Mike Gravel, one of just two Democratic candidates who skipped the South Carolina Democratic convention,
lambasted Biden as "unchanging, unapologetic, unaware" for Biden's recent comments praising his own work with segregationist
Senate Democrats in the 1970s.

Gravel tweeted that the former vice president "is a disaster waiting to happen. If you are serious about beating Trump, you need to
be serious about beating Joe and giving us a serious progressive for the White House."

Meanwhile, in Columbia, SC, candidates tried to steer the conversation around the front-runner.

California Sen. Kamala Harris entered the convention with a drum line playing as she rode down an elevator. She attacked Trump
for everything from his tax and trade policies to an alleged lack of civil rights protections for marginalized Americans. She said
Trump's economic proposals help the rich and hurt farmers.

"We need somebody on our stage, when it comes to that general election, who knows how to recognize a rap sheet
when they see it and prosecute the case," said Harris, a former prosecutor.

Harris added that Democrats shouldn't "turn back the clock" and instead "start the next chapter," a veiled swipe at Biden.

Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren pitched her progressive policies as an agenda that can draw both Democratic and
Republican votes.

Poor Joe. The Democrats have gone left on him, and there is nothing that he can do about it.

The Left is now playing the race card on Mr. Biden and simply calling him a racist because he sat down to do business with men
who represented other voters. Let Biden get a taste of what we've had to deal with for many years.
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Gowdy Hints Trump And Hillary Received Different Pre-Election FBI Intelligence Briefings / Favoring

Clinton By Strzok

https://www.redstate.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Trump-and-Hillary.png

Former House Oversight Chair Trey Gowdy continues to reveal what he knows about exactly what

happened during the 2016 election, when literally everyone was positive Hillary Clinton would handily

defeat now-President Donald Trump.

Gowdy, of course, has seen documentation and transcripts few others have seen, so when he drops truth bombs on Fox News,
where he is now a contributor, it’s wise to listen.

On this edition of “What Trey Gowdy Knows,” the former Congressman appeared on “Sunday Morning Futures” with host Maria
Bartiromo and suggested the FBI gave two different intelligence briefings to candidates Clinton and Trump in August 2016,
defensive briefings that “focused on the broad range of threats posed by foreign intelligence entities.”

During a Sunday interview on Fox News, Gowdy referenced how the campaigns of both Clinton and then-candidate Donald
Trump received counterintelligence “defensive” briefings, but claimed they were not the same. Gowdy said the FBI provided
“two different kinds of defensive briefings to candidates depending on who you like and who you don’t,” and coupled with
how the FBI withheld transcript material from the FISA court, “then your bias begins to impact the investigation.”

Trump’s briefing was coordinated by Strzok, which raised red flags among Republicans. According to Rep. John Ratcliffe,
R-Texas, it made no mention of the counterintelligence investigation into members of the Trump team that he opened less
than three weeks prior.

In recent weeks Gowdy, who was chairman of the Oversight Committee until he left Congress at the beginning of this year,
has spoken out about classified information he claims “has the potential to be a game changer.” Last month he discussed
unreleased transcripts of recorded conversations between FBI informants and former Trump campaign associate George
Papadopoulos. Gowdy said “one in particular has the potential to actually persuade people” and noted this “exculpatory
evidence related to Papadopoulos was not included in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act applications targeting former
Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.”

Gowdy said the potential game-changer transcript should be released to the American public, and he also noted that it had in fact
changed his mind about the Mueller investigation, of which he had originally been supportive.

“[W]hen you have information that someone you think has done something wrong has, in fact, not done something
wrong, when you have exculpatory information and you don’t share it with others and then you put that together with
Strzok and Page and the defensive briefings, remember, Maria, the defense of [former FBI Director James] Comey
and the media and the Democrats has always been, yeah, some of the FBI was biased against Trump, and it didn’t
really matter. This really matters,” Gowdy said.

None of this is really all that surprising at this point, but the more details are released about the collusion sham, the more corrupt
the federal government begins to look because efforts to help Hillary defeat Trump by smearing him seem to have come from
several coordinated corners. As Democrats begin to declare their candidacies for 2020, it might be good to ask incumbents what
they knew — if anything — about events during the election of 2016.

Watch Gowdy’s full interview below.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://youtu.be/GNDYQFmiRJs via @YouTube
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Gowdy Hints Trump And Hillary Received Different Pre-Election FBI Intelligence Briefings / Favoring

Clinton By Strzok

https://www.redstate.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Trump-and-Hillary.png

Former House Oversight Chair Trey Gowdy continues to reveal what he knows about exactly what

happened during the 2016 election, when literally everyone was positive Hillary Clinton would handily

defeat now-President Donald Trump.

Gowdy, of course, has seen documentation and transcripts few others have seen, so when he drops truth bombs on Fox News,
where he is now a contributor, it’s wise to listen.

On this edition of “What Trey Gowdy Knows,” the former Congressman appeared on “Sunday Morning Futures” with host Maria
Bartiromo and suggested the FBI gave two different intelligence briefings to candidates Clinton and Trump in August 2016,
defensive briefings that “focused on the broad range of threats posed by foreign intelligence entities.”

During a Sunday interview on Fox News, Gowdy referenced how the campaigns of both Clinton and then-candidate Donald
Trump received counterintelligence “defensive” briefings, but claimed they were not the same. Gowdy said the FBI provided
“two different kinds of defensive briefings to candidates depending on who you like and who you don’t,” and coupled with
how the FBI withheld transcript material from the FISA court, “then your bias begins to impact the investigation.”

Trump’s briefing was coordinated by Strzok, which raised red flags among Republicans. According to Rep. John Ratcliffe,
R-Texas, it made no mention of the counterintelligence investigation into members of the Trump team that he opened less
than three weeks prior.

In recent weeks Gowdy, who was chairman of the Oversight Committee until he left Congress at the beginning of this year,
has spoken out about classified information he claims “has the potential to be a game changer.” Last month he discussed
unreleased transcripts of recorded conversations between FBI informants and former Trump campaign associate George
Papadopoulos. Gowdy said “one in particular has the potential to actually persuade people” and noted this “exculpatory
evidence related to Papadopoulos was not included in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act applications targeting former
Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.”

Gowdy said the potential game-changer transcript should be released to the American public, and he also noted that it had in fact
changed his mind about the Mueller investigation, of which he had originally been supportive.

“[W]hen you have information that someone you think has done something wrong has, in fact, not done something
wrong, when you have exculpatory information and you don’t share it with others and then you put that together with
Strzok and Page and the defensive briefings, remember, Maria, the defense of [former FBI Director James] Comey
and the media and the Democrats has always been, yeah, some of the FBI was biased against Trump, and it didn’t
really matter. This really matters,” Gowdy said.

None of this is really all that surprising at this point, but the more details are released about the collusion sham, the more corrupt
the federal government begins to look because efforts to help Hillary defeat Trump by smearing him seem to have come from
several coordinated corners. As Democrats begin to declare their candidacies for 2020, it might be good to ask incumbents what
they knew — if anything — about events during the election of 2016.

Watch Gowdy’s full interview below.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://youtu.be/GNDYQFmiRJs via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.redstate.com/slee/2019/06/24/gowdy-hints-trump-hillary-received-different-pre-election-fbi-intelligence-briefings/
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Park Service: Trump's 4th Of July Event To Be 'Biggest Fireworks Show That DC Has Seen'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/foreign_trumpdonald_061219getty.jpg

The “Salute to America” event in Washington, D.C., on July 4th is set to have the largest and longest

fireworks display the capital city has ever seen, officials said.

Following President Trump’s speech from the Lincoln Memorial and flyover from military jets, the fireworks display has been
bulked out thanks to donations from two major firework distributors, according to the Washington Examiner.

“We’re gearing up for what I think we can safely say without hyperbole is going to be the biggest fireworks
show that D.C. has seen,” Mike Litterst, spokesman for the National Park Service’s Washington sites, told the
news outlet.

The Interior Department told the Examiner that firework donations were made by Phantom Fireworks and Fireworks by Grucci, and
will add a second display to follow the 20-minute firework show from Garden State Fireworks.

Litterst said the donations will make the upcoming firework celebration considerably larger than the Bicentennial celebration held on
July 4, 1976.

“This is going to eclipse that tremendously,” he said.

In accommodation for Trump’s 4th of July event, the Interior Department is planning on expanding the public’s access to the
National Mall.

“We are expanding access to great areas of the National Mall that have been closed for years. We received an
extraordinary donation for a phenomenal fireworks display, and our colleagues from the Department of
Defense will be providing a one-of-a-kind music and air power experience,” Interior Secretary David
Bernhardt told the news outlet.

Trump’s participation in the 4th of July festivities typical for Washington drew ire from some critics, who argued that Trump is
making the event about himself and driving up the costs.

The expected increase in public attendance pushed the park service to move the firework launch from the

reflection pool area to West Potomac Park.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/450018-park-service-expects-trumps-4th-of-july-salute-to-america-to-be
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Park Service: Trump's 4th Of July Event To Be 'Biggest Fireworks Show That DC Has Seen'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/foreign_trumpdonald_061219getty.jpg

The “Salute to America” event in Washington, D.C., on July 4th is set to have the largest and longest

fireworks display the capital city has ever seen, officials said.

Following President Trump’s speech from the Lincoln Memorial and flyover from military jets, the fireworks display has been
bulked out thanks to donations from two major firework distributors, according to the Washington Examiner.

“We’re gearing up for what I think we can safely say without hyperbole is going to be the biggest fireworks
show that D.C. has seen,” Mike Litterst, spokesman for the National Park Service’s Washington sites, told the
news outlet.

The Interior Department told the Examiner that firework donations were made by Phantom Fireworks and Fireworks by Grucci, and
will add a second display to follow the 20-minute firework show from Garden State Fireworks.

Litterst said the donations will make the upcoming firework celebration considerably larger than the Bicentennial celebration held on
July 4, 1976.

“This is going to eclipse that tremendously,” he said.

In accommodation for Trump’s 4th of July event, the Interior Department is planning on expanding the public’s access to the
National Mall.

“We are expanding access to great areas of the National Mall that have been closed for years. We received an
extraordinary donation for a phenomenal fireworks display, and our colleagues from the Department of
Defense will be providing a one-of-a-kind music and air power experience,” Interior Secretary David
Bernhardt told the news outlet.

Trump’s participation in the 4th of July festivities typical for Washington drew ire from some critics, who argued that Trump is
making the event about himself and driving up the costs.

The expected increase in public attendance pushed the park service to move the firework launch from the

reflection pool area to West Potomac Park.

( LINK BELOW )
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Illegal Immigration Is A Cancer And ICE Is The Chemotherapy

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/309/e4b9f165-d8a2-4411-ba91-b23dd76d3d42.jpg

Last Monday, Trump announced, via Twitter, of course, a bold, direct, and, most importantly, necessary

move in the war on illegal immigration. ‘The Donald’ informed the country that ICE would be deployed to

various American sanctuary cities in order to detain and deport “millions” of illegal aliens. Predictably, this

set off a firestorm of hysterics from the left, illegal alien rights groups, and, alas, the media. Yet Trump’s

proclamation was right, necessary, and long overdue.

Illegal immigration is a detriment to our national sovereignty, national economy, and, by extension, our national security. Current
estimates put the total number of illegal aliens in our country at over 12 million. Exact numbers are difficult to come by for reasons
such as citizenship questions on the national census (let’s see if the Supreme Court recognizes that this term).

The Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) conducted a comprehensive study regarding the financial impact of illegal
immigration. Services provided to these some 12 million illegals and their families are just over $135,000,000,000, don’t count the
zeroes, that’s BILLIONS. Remember during the 2014 Ebola outbreak when NIH and CDC didn’t have enough money to properly
address the problem? Where could the government have found that money? When funding for the Veterans’ Administration was in
question, what other purse could have been raided? Of course, federal funding and appropriation laws don’t exactly work that way,
but the underlying principle should resonate with anyone who owns a calculator.

Remember the recent government shutdown? $5.7 billion was too much for a wall, but somehow $135 billion in services to illegal
aliens is just the cost of government doing business. These are the same arguments, from the same people, who want to mandate
what taxes, living wages, and Congressional pay raises should be. Not a comforting realization.

America, with or without illegal aliens, has crime, as does any nation. But is that any justification to import more? From Kate
Steinle’s 2015 murder by an illegal to Mollie Tibbett’s 2018 brutal killing, along with the federal government’s report of 2,028
murders by illegals arrested in 2018, an important question arises: Why, through inaction, allow such crimes to persist?

Simply because America already has crime is no justification. If your son or daughter was in the emergency room for a stab wound
would you tell the doctor, “Don’t bother stitching him up. He already has pneumonia?" Of course not. If we can’t get rid of our own
crime problem, we certainly should not invite more that we can get rid of.

We have serious problems that we must deal with, and deal with effectively.

Sanctuary cities that flout our laws only serve to aggravate an already overwhelming set of problems. Los Angeles and San
Francisco, both sanctuary cities, are both crumbling under crises of homelessness and crime. A new app in San Francisco allows
people to track human feces in the street. Back in L.A., even Cher, a liberal stalwart, recently felt compelled to tweet about the
homeless problem in the City of Angels and the insanity of inviting more.

Sanctuary cities not only serve to exacerbate the tribulations we see every day, they invite them. They are beacons to every
illegal border crosser, “Come here, we don’t care about the law or big picture!”

Of course, the Left has attempted to frame the issue of illegal immigration into the only argument they ever make: one of race. Not
surprising for a party whose primary tenet is identity politics. If the Left can only see race or gender or sexual orientation, then they
can only believe others’ opinions are based on the same. Therein lies their argument. “You don’t want unfettered illegal immigration
because of race, not for the actual reasons. Therefore, your opinions are invalid because I believe your basis is in racism.” A
complete lie that the media and 2020 candidates tout more often than Joe Biden makes a gaffe.

They conveniently ignore the logical fallacy of their primary economic beliefs, that a welfare state can support everyone that wants
in. Free college, free health care, guaranteed free income, free to everyone who wants, yet, free of any rational way to support
such a utopia. Free thinkers indeed.

Now the Left has turned its ire on ICE. These federal law enforcement officers are evil, equated to Nazis they shout in almost
every sentence. Democratic members of Congress screaming “Concentration camps!” (PLEASE read a history book on the
Holocaust!). They may as well work for the Department of Redundancy.

ICE is not evil. ICE is not the problem. Illegal immigration is the problem. Sanctuary cities are a symptom of that problem. ICE is
simply doing what is necessary.

As of today, Trump has placed a two-week hold on his plan to detain and deport, hoping Democrats in

Congress can do their job and fix the problem. Failing that, people should remember, Illegal immigration is

the cancer, sanctuary cities are the tumors, and ICE is the chemotherapy.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/paulcurry/2019/06/24/illegal-immigration-is-a-cancer-and-ice-is-the-chemotherapy-n2548797
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Illegal Immigration Is A Cancer And ICE Is The Chemotherapy

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/309/e4b9f165-d8a2-4411-ba91-b23dd76d3d42.jpg

Last Monday, Trump announced, via Twitter, of course, a bold, direct, and, most importantly, necessary

move in the war on illegal immigration. ‘The Donald’ informed the country that ICE would be deployed to

various American sanctuary cities in order to detain and deport “millions” of illegal aliens. Predictably, this

set off a firestorm of hysterics from the left, illegal alien rights groups, and, alas, the media. Yet Trump’s

proclamation was right, necessary, and long overdue.

Illegal immigration is a detriment to our national sovereignty, national economy, and, by extension, our national security. Current
estimates put the total number of illegal aliens in our country at over 12 million. Exact numbers are difficult to come by for reasons
such as citizenship questions on the national census (let’s see if the Supreme Court recognizes that this term).

The Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) conducted a comprehensive study regarding the financial impact of illegal
immigration. Services provided to these some 12 million illegals and their families are just over $135,000,000,000, don’t count the
zeroes, that’s BILLIONS. Remember during the 2014 Ebola outbreak when NIH and CDC didn’t have enough money to properly
address the problem? Where could the government have found that money? When funding for the Veterans’ Administration was in
question, what other purse could have been raided? Of course, federal funding and appropriation laws don’t exactly work that way,
but the underlying principle should resonate with anyone who owns a calculator.

Remember the recent government shutdown? $5.7 billion was too much for a wall, but somehow $135 billion in services to illegal
aliens is just the cost of government doing business. These are the same arguments, from the same people, who want to mandate
what taxes, living wages, and Congressional pay raises should be. Not a comforting realization.

America, with or without illegal aliens, has crime, as does any nation. But is that any justification to import more? From Kate
Steinle’s 2015 murder by an illegal to Mollie Tibbett’s 2018 brutal killing, along with the federal government’s report of 2,028
murders by illegals arrested in 2018, an important question arises: Why, through inaction, allow such crimes to persist?

Simply because America already has crime is no justification. If your son or daughter was in the emergency room for a stab wound
would you tell the doctor, “Don’t bother stitching him up. He already has pneumonia?" Of course not. If we can’t get rid of our own
crime problem, we certainly should not invite more that we can get rid of.

We have serious problems that we must deal with, and deal with effectively.

Sanctuary cities that flout our laws only serve to aggravate an already overwhelming set of problems. Los Angeles and San
Francisco, both sanctuary cities, are both crumbling under crises of homelessness and crime. A new app in San Francisco allows
people to track human feces in the street. Back in L.A., even Cher, a liberal stalwart, recently felt compelled to tweet about the
homeless problem in the City of Angels and the insanity of inviting more.

Sanctuary cities not only serve to exacerbate the tribulations we see every day, they invite them. They are beacons to every
illegal border crosser, “Come here, we don’t care about the law or big picture!”

Of course, the Left has attempted to frame the issue of illegal immigration into the only argument they ever make: one of race. Not
surprising for a party whose primary tenet is identity politics. If the Left can only see race or gender or sexual orientation, then they
can only believe others’ opinions are based on the same. Therein lies their argument. “You don’t want unfettered illegal immigration
because of race, not for the actual reasons. Therefore, your opinions are invalid because I believe your basis is in racism.” A
complete lie that the media and 2020 candidates tout more often than Joe Biden makes a gaffe.

They conveniently ignore the logical fallacy of their primary economic beliefs, that a welfare state can support everyone that wants
in. Free college, free health care, guaranteed free income, free to everyone who wants, yet, free of any rational way to support
such a utopia. Free thinkers indeed.

Now the Left has turned its ire on ICE. These federal law enforcement officers are evil, equated to Nazis they shout in almost
every sentence. Democratic members of Congress screaming “Concentration camps!” (PLEASE read a history book on the
Holocaust!). They may as well work for the Department of Redundancy.

ICE is not evil. ICE is not the problem. Illegal immigration is the problem. Sanctuary cities are a symptom of that problem. ICE is
simply doing what is necessary.

As of today, Trump has placed a two-week hold on his plan to detain and deport, hoping Democrats in

Congress can do their job and fix the problem. Failing that, people should remember, Illegal immigration is

the cancer, sanctuary cities are the tumors, and ICE is the chemotherapy.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/paulcurry/2019/06/24/illegal-immigration-is-a-cancer-and-ice-is-the-chemotherapy-n2548797
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American Hero & Member Of The Famed Tuskegee Airmen, Robert Friend, Died Friday, He Was 99,

He Flew 142 Combat Missions In World War II

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/RobertFriend720.jpg

Robert Friend, who flew 142 combat missions in World War II as a member of the famed Tuskegee Airmen,

died Friday. He was 99.

Friend's daughter, Karen Friend Crumlich, told the Desert Sun newspaper her father died at a hospital in Long Beach, Calif. The
cause of death was not disclosed.

"My dad was my hero. He was always there for me and at the end, I wanted to be there for him," she told the
outlet. "He passed with family and dear friends surrounding him with love and affection. He is truly a
National Treasure who I will carry in my heart. I promise to keep his legacy alive by telling his story to
anyone who wants to hear it."

Friend was born in Columbia, S.C., on Feb. 29, 1920. During his time with the Tuskegee "Red Tails," as the group was then called,
he served as a wingman for the unit's commander, Benjamin O. Davis, who went on to become the Air Force's first African-
American general.

The Tuskegee program, which trained pilots, navigators and ground crews, was created by the military after the NAACP started
challenging policies barring black people from flying military aircraf.

"I never felt that I was anything but an American doing a job," Friend told the Desert Sun in 2017.

Friend spent 28 years in the Air Force, serving in the Korean and Vietnam wars. He also worked on space

launch vehicles and served as a foreign technology program director before retiring as a lieutenant colonel

and forming his own aerospace company.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/robert-friend-tuskegee-airmen-dead-99
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American Hero & Member Of The Famed Tuskegee Airmen, Robert Friend, Died Friday, He Was 99,

He Flew 142 Combat Missions In World War II

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/RobertFriend720.jpg

Robert Friend, who flew 142 combat missions in World War II as a member of the famed Tuskegee Airmen,

died Friday. He was 99.

Friend's daughter, Karen Friend Crumlich, told the Desert Sun newspaper her father died at a hospital in Long Beach, Calif. The
cause of death was not disclosed.

"My dad was my hero. He was always there for me and at the end, I wanted to be there for him," she told the
outlet. "He passed with family and dear friends surrounding him with love and affection. He is truly a
National Treasure who I will carry in my heart. I promise to keep his legacy alive by telling his story to
anyone who wants to hear it."

Friend was born in Columbia, S.C., on Feb. 29, 1920. During his time with the Tuskegee "Red Tails," as the group was then called,
he served as a wingman for the unit's commander, Benjamin O. Davis, who went on to become the Air Force's first African-
American general.

The Tuskegee program, which trained pilots, navigators and ground crews, was created by the military after the NAACP started
challenging policies barring black people from flying military aircraf.

"I never felt that I was anything but an American doing a job," Friend told the Desert Sun in 2017.

Friend spent 28 years in the Air Force, serving in the Korean and Vietnam wars. He also worked on space

launch vehicles and served as a foreign technology program director before retiring as a lieutenant colonel

and forming his own aerospace company.
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Lindsey Graham: If Iran 'Attacks Shipping Again,' US Should Consider 'Taking Out Their Navy, Oil

Refineries'

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/19/931/524/694940094001_6050163732001_6050162096001-
vs.jpg

The Trump administration should consider taking serious action if Iran further disrupts shipping activity,

according to Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C.

The situation in the region is getting worse and American ally Israel would be in danger if Iran's nuclear program progresses much
further, Graham told Bret Baier Wednesday on "Special Report."

"It's getting more dangerous by the day," he claimed, adding Iran's Ayatollah Ali Khamenei should not be
allowed to "develop a nuclear bomb."

"If the Iranians follow through on their threat to start enriching again... and basically take their enrichment
program to a nuclear level in terms of weapons-grade production, Israel's in a world of hurt."

The Senate Judiciary Committee chairman added that President Trump should create a "target list" in the case Iran's activities put
the U.S. or its allies in danger.

"How do you stop that to make Iran understand you're not going to let that happen?" Graham asked of
uranium enrichment.

"He should put the oil refineries on the target list and look at sinking the Iranian Navy if they attack shipping
again."

"If I were the president, I would tell the Iranians, if there's an attack on a ship or a pipeline or anything like
that, we're going to blow up your oil refinery because they're trying to drive up costs by creating chaos."

Graham clarified he was not calling for any potential "land invasion" but reiterated the United States must be prepared to take
action if necessary.

"My red line is - if there's any more disruption of shipping in the [Strait] of Hormuz linked to Iran, take out
their Navy, bomb their refineries."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/lindsey-graham-iran-shipping-navy-oil-refineries
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Lindsey Graham: If Iran 'Attacks Shipping Again,' US Should Consider 'Taking Out Their Navy, Oil

Refineries'
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The Trump administration should consider taking serious action if Iran further disrupts shipping activity,

according to Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C.

The situation in the region is getting worse and American ally Israel would be in danger if Iran's nuclear program progresses much
further, Graham told Bret Baier Wednesday on "Special Report."

"It's getting more dangerous by the day," he claimed, adding Iran's Ayatollah Ali Khamenei should not be
allowed to "develop a nuclear bomb."

"If the Iranians follow through on their threat to start enriching again... and basically take their enrichment
program to a nuclear level in terms of weapons-grade production, Israel's in a world of hurt."

The Senate Judiciary Committee chairman added that President Trump should create a "target list" in the case Iran's activities put
the U.S. or its allies in danger.

"How do you stop that to make Iran understand you're not going to let that happen?" Graham asked of
uranium enrichment.

"He should put the oil refineries on the target list and look at sinking the Iranian Navy if they attack shipping
again."

"If I were the president, I would tell the Iranians, if there's an attack on a ship or a pipeline or anything like
that, we're going to blow up your oil refinery because they're trying to drive up costs by creating chaos."

Graham clarified he was not calling for any potential "land invasion" but reiterated the United States must be prepared to take
action if necessary.

"My red line is - if there's any more disruption of shipping in the [Strait] of Hormuz linked to Iran, take out
their Navy, bomb their refineries."

( LINK BELOW )
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John Lennon’s Son Denounces Political Correctness, Says Leftist Intellectuals Have Become

Pathetic
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The son of the famed Beatles member John Lennon has publicly made it clear that political correctness has

destroyed the left he once knew and respected.

Sean Ono-Lennon took to Twitter on Friday and tweeted out a message that stirred controversy within the left.

“When I was young the most interesting people were left-wing intellectuals. Believe it or not,” tweeted
Lennon.

Sean Ono Lennon ✔

@seanonolennon

When I was young the most interesting people were left wing intellectuals. Believe it or not.

One person identifying themselves as a leftist intellectual attempted to argue that they still are the most interesting people
he could meet, but Lennon flatly shot that idea down and dropped a major bomb.

“No we’ve become the church lady as person below says. It’s embarrassing. We’re offended by comedy and
science. It’s pathetic,” tweeted Lennon.

Paul Duane

@MrPaulDuane

Replying to @seanonolennon

We still are the most interesting

Sean Ono Lennon

✔ @seanonolennon

No we’ve become the church lady as person below says. It’s embarrassing. We’re offended by comedy and

science. It’s pathetic.

He’s not wrong. The left has become so anti-science that what they now believe can be considered something along the
lines of fantasy land. They believe in a limitless number of genders despite there being only two and will punish anyone who
disagrees with them. Their stances on climate change rely on inaccurate sensationalism despite many scientists coming
out and saying the doom isn’t upon us.

Their hot takes on abortion are even in direct defiance of science.

Now, the left’s primary goal isn’t knowledge and understanding, it’s finding where you stand on the victim hierarchy and
asserting your power based on your place in it. It is, as Lennon described, pathetic. More importantly, it’s boring, and it
causes boredom to arise in everything it touches. Introduce a bit of social justice into escapism and people immediately
begin to tune out.

What’s more, is that the left doesn’t allow discussion that may ruin their narrative. Free thought isn’t allowed to exist. You
have to subscribe to the body politic or be punished. Nothing grows, everything stagnates.

Now the counter culture consists of those willing to actually question the mainstream narrative with logic. Those who
actually respect things like the constitution and individualism are considered the “fringe.” It’s within these circles, where
speech can actually go unfettered, that you’re going to find the most interesting conversations and intellectual thought.

How the tables have turned.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.redstate.com/brandon_morse/2019/06/22/john-lennons-son-denounces-political-correctness-says-leftist-intellectuals-
become-pathetic/
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The son of the famed Beatles member John Lennon has publicly made it clear that political correctness has

destroyed the left he once knew and respected.

Sean Ono-Lennon took to Twitter on Friday and tweeted out a message that stirred controversy within the left.

“When I was young the most interesting people were left-wing intellectuals. Believe it or not,” tweeted
Lennon.

Sean Ono Lennon ✔

@seanonolennon

When I was young the most interesting people were left wing intellectuals. Believe it or not.

One person identifying themselves as a leftist intellectual attempted to argue that they still are the most interesting people
he could meet, but Lennon flatly shot that idea down and dropped a major bomb.

“No we’ve become the church lady as person below says. It’s embarrassing. We’re offended by comedy and
science. It’s pathetic,” tweeted Lennon.

Paul Duane

@MrPaulDuane

Replying to @seanonolennon

We still are the most interesting

Sean Ono Lennon

✔ @seanonolennon

No we’ve become the church lady as person below says. It’s embarrassing. We’re offended by comedy and

science. It’s pathetic.

He’s not wrong. The left has become so anti-science that what they now believe can be considered something along the
lines of fantasy land. They believe in a limitless number of genders despite there being only two and will punish anyone who
disagrees with them. Their stances on climate change rely on inaccurate sensationalism despite many scientists coming
out and saying the doom isn’t upon us.

Their hot takes on abortion are even in direct defiance of science.

Now, the left’s primary goal isn’t knowledge and understanding, it’s finding where you stand on the victim hierarchy and
asserting your power based on your place in it. It is, as Lennon described, pathetic. More importantly, it’s boring, and it
causes boredom to arise in everything it touches. Introduce a bit of social justice into escapism and people immediately
begin to tune out.

What’s more, is that the left doesn’t allow discussion that may ruin their narrative. Free thought isn’t allowed to exist. You
have to subscribe to the body politic or be punished. Nothing grows, everything stagnates.

Now the counter culture consists of those willing to actually question the mainstream narrative with logic. Those who
actually respect things like the constitution and individualism are considered the “fringe.” It’s within these circles, where
speech can actually go unfettered, that you’re going to find the most interesting conversations and intellectual thought.

How the tables have turned.
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Trump Reveals The Dem Candidate He’d Like To Face In 2020, Calls Former Foe HRC ‘Ruthless’
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President Trump said that he would prefer to run against former Vice President Joe Biden than have to face

another campaign against former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

Trump, who has continued to launch criticisms at Clinton even after defeating her in the 2016 presidential race, offered rare praise
of the former secretary of state while once again labeling Biden as “sleepy.”

“I actually think that Hillary Clinton was a great candidate. She was very smart. She was very tough. She was
ruthless and vicious,” Trump said during an interview on NBC’s “Meet The Press.” “[Biden’s] sleepy. She was not
sleepy.”

This is not the first time Trump has claimed that he would prefer running against Biden – who consistently leads a crowded
Democratic field and has enjoyed success in head-to-head polls against Trump – to other candidates in 2020.

Biden holds commanding lead over 2020 Democrat rivals in latest Fox News PollVideo “I’d rather run against, I think, Biden than
anybody,” Trump said earlier this month. “I think he’s the weakest mentally and I like running against people that are weak
mentally … The other ones have much more energy."

Biden was also attacked this weekend by fellow Democratic presidential candidates during speeches at the South Carolina
Democratic Party's convention.

Sen. Kamala Harris, D-Calif., said on Saturday that voters mustn't "turn back the clock" but instead, "Let's start the next chapter.
Let's turn the page."

Where does President Trump stand as he kicks off his 2020 reelection bid?

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6051195067001/#sp=show-clips

It was a demonstration that Biden, who has drawn fire in recent weeks for his reversal on opposing taxpayer funding of abortion
and his recollections of working with long-dead segregationist senators, won't become the Democratic nominee without an intense
fight, no matter his front-runner's strategy.

Biden had the luxury of the last word Saturday, using his draw as the last of 20 candidates at the rostrum to deliver a rapid-fire
litany of policy proposals, including a new pitch for an $8,000 tax credit for child care services.

The former vice president avoided mention of his recent spat with New Jersey Sen. Cory Booker, who'd

called for the former vice president to apologize after recalling how he had to work with virulent

segregationists when he was first elected to the Senate in 1972. Booker took particular exception to Biden

noting that Mississippi Sen. James Eastland "never called me boy," only "son."

In an interview with MSNBC after his speech Saturday, Biden did not apologize, saying his remarks got twisted. "I do understand
the consequence of the word boy, but it wasn't said in any of that context at all," Biden says.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-says-hed-rather-run-against-biden-than-face-another-campaign-against-clinton
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President Trump said that he would prefer to run against former Vice President Joe Biden than have to face

another campaign against former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

Trump, who has continued to launch criticisms at Clinton even after defeating her in the 2016 presidential race, offered rare praise
of the former secretary of state while once again labeling Biden as “sleepy.”

“I actually think that Hillary Clinton was a great candidate. She was very smart. She was very tough. She was
ruthless and vicious,” Trump said during an interview on NBC’s “Meet The Press.” “[Biden’s] sleepy. She was not
sleepy.”

This is not the first time Trump has claimed that he would prefer running against Biden – who consistently leads a crowded
Democratic field and has enjoyed success in head-to-head polls against Trump – to other candidates in 2020.

Biden holds commanding lead over 2020 Democrat rivals in latest Fox News PollVideo “I’d rather run against, I think, Biden than
anybody,” Trump said earlier this month. “I think he’s the weakest mentally and I like running against people that are weak
mentally … The other ones have much more energy."

Biden was also attacked this weekend by fellow Democratic presidential candidates during speeches at the South Carolina
Democratic Party's convention.

Sen. Kamala Harris, D-Calif., said on Saturday that voters mustn't "turn back the clock" but instead, "Let's start the next chapter.
Let's turn the page."

Where does President Trump stand as he kicks off his 2020 reelection bid?

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6051195067001/#sp=show-clips

It was a demonstration that Biden, who has drawn fire in recent weeks for his reversal on opposing taxpayer funding of abortion
and his recollections of working with long-dead segregationist senators, won't become the Democratic nominee without an intense
fight, no matter his front-runner's strategy.

Biden had the luxury of the last word Saturday, using his draw as the last of 20 candidates at the rostrum to deliver a rapid-fire
litany of policy proposals, including a new pitch for an $8,000 tax credit for child care services.

The former vice president avoided mention of his recent spat with New Jersey Sen. Cory Booker, who'd

called for the former vice president to apologize after recalling how he had to work with virulent

segregationists when he was first elected to the Senate in 1972. Booker took particular exception to Biden

noting that Mississippi Sen. James Eastland "never called me boy," only "son."

In an interview with MSNBC after his speech Saturday, Biden did not apologize, saying his remarks got twisted. "I do understand
the consequence of the word boy, but it wasn't said in any of that context at all," Biden says.
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Biden Scared Trump Will Kill His Chances Of Wining: Joe Biden Compares Trump's Election To

High-Profile Assassinations Of Martin Luther King & Robert Kennedy

https://assets.rbl.ms/19617292/1200x600.jpg

Biden is so delusion and says 'These millennials — they get it...'

Former Vice President Joe Biden on Saturday compared the cultural ripple effect of President Donald

Trump's election to the assassinations of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. and Sen. Robert Kennedy (D-N.Y.) in

the 1960s.

Speaking with MSNBC host Al Sharpton during the South Carolina Democratic Convention about criminal justice reform, Biden
claimed that Trump's election ignited a cultural awakening that will shift the tides of public policy just like the assassinations of
King and Kennedy drove change a half-century ago.

"I think what's happening now is, I think that Donald Trump may have reawakened sensibilities in this
country to say 'Whoa, maybe we can do this now, 'just like our generation was awakened when Dr. King and
Bobby Kennedy were assassinated," Biden said. "Our whole generation said, 'I'm back in, man."

"These millennials — they get it, Rev., and now they want to get engaged," he added.

Biden compares Trump's election to assassinations of RFK, MLK Jr.

https://youtu.be/nWHDzifQ1-I via @YouTube

NOW IF THIS IS THE BEST THE DEMOCRAT'S HAVE TO RUN AGAINST TRUMP IN 2020 THEN THE LIBERAL'S MIGHT AS
WELL JUST TELL TRUMP , WE FOREIT AND YOU CAN BE PRESIDENT UNTIL 2024

WE ALL KNOW THAT , THAT IS WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN ANYWAYS, AND IT WILL BE FUN TO WATCH TRUMP
DESTROY THESE LIBERAL CLOWNS ONE AT A TIME AND DECIMATE THE ACTUAL NOMINEE FOR THE DEMOCRATS

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/joe-biden-compares-trump-election-assassinations-robert-kennedy-mlk
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High-Profile Assassinations Of Martin Luther King & Robert Kennedy
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Biden is so delusion and says 'These millennials — they get it...'

Former Vice President Joe Biden on Saturday compared the cultural ripple effect of President Donald

Trump's election to the assassinations of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. and Sen. Robert Kennedy (D-N.Y.) in

the 1960s.

Speaking with MSNBC host Al Sharpton during the South Carolina Democratic Convention about criminal justice reform, Biden
claimed that Trump's election ignited a cultural awakening that will shift the tides of public policy just like the assassinations of
King and Kennedy drove change a half-century ago.

"I think what's happening now is, I think that Donald Trump may have reawakened sensibilities in this
country to say 'Whoa, maybe we can do this now, 'just like our generation was awakened when Dr. King and
Bobby Kennedy were assassinated," Biden said. "Our whole generation said, 'I'm back in, man."

"These millennials — they get it, Rev., and now they want to get engaged," he added.

Biden compares Trump's election to assassinations of RFK, MLK Jr.

https://youtu.be/nWHDzifQ1-I via @YouTube

NOW IF THIS IS THE BEST THE DEMOCRAT'S HAVE TO RUN AGAINST TRUMP IN 2020 THEN THE LIBERAL'S MIGHT AS
WELL JUST TELL TRUMP , WE FOREIT AND YOU CAN BE PRESIDENT UNTIL 2024

WE ALL KNOW THAT , THAT IS WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN ANYWAYS, AND IT WILL BE FUN TO WATCH TRUMP
DESTROY THESE LIBERAL CLOWNS ONE AT A TIME AND DECIMATE THE ACTUAL NOMINEE FOR THE DEMOCRATS

@Stonenchizel
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Andrew Dice Clay & The Conservatives Queen Of Comedy Roseanne Barr Announce 'Mr. and Mrs.

America' Standup Tour

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/05/16/931/524/694940094001_6037716712001_6037718243001-
vs.jpg

Andrew Dice Clay is going on tour with Roseanne Barr — and they're doing it for America.

The comedian — the first to ever sell out Madison Square Garden, despite being banned from MTV for life for his material
— told Fox News that the "Mr. and Mrs. America" tour was inspired by the national obsession with political discourse
and, occasionally, the alleged policing of comedians' language.

Clay, 61, and Barr, 66, have known one another for nearly three decades, and the Brooklyn native doesn't believe the "Roseanne"
star truly has a mean bone in her body.

"She's a comic because she's wacky. I've known her since we were kids," Clay told Fox News. "When people
ask about what she said, I say, 'She's a comic!' We gotta stop policing comedians. This is America!"

Clay performed with Barr in March at The Laugh Factory in Las Vegas.

Barr received a standing ovation from most of the audience in what was her first live performance since ABC canceled the
"Roseanne" reboot last May. The firing was famously in response to a tweet Barr posted about President Obama adviser Valerie
Jarrett, comparing her to "Planet of the Apes." Barr apologized at the time (and initially blamed her remarks on sleeping drug
Ambien), but the damage was done. ABC launched a spinoff, "The Conners," which killed off Barr's character.

"I was given a little flak about this, a little bulls—t, when I pulled her onstage at the Laugh Factory in Vegas,
but we've been friends for 30 years," Clay said.

"America really needs to lighten up and not worry about the words comedians use because it's all we have.
There's clean stuff and there's street stuff. I'm a street guy because I tell it like it is," Clay said. "I'm living it
more now than I have for a really long time. My shows have been longer, my material is fresher. With these
shows, I can do as long as I want because it's one show a night."

As far as Barr's reputation, he says, "She's an original I'm an original and people should just stop reading Twitter. Calm down with
your political conversations. Whoever is running the country, nobody else's life changes. We still gotta go out there and make a
living. Enjoy your family, enjoy your friends, bang your chicks and make your money."

The tour is slated to kick off at the Paramount Theater in Long Island, N,Y., on Sept. 19, followed by the Hard Rock in Atlantic
City, N.J., on Sept. 20. Eleanor Kerrigan, Clay's frequent opener, will be a special guest on the shows. Tickets for the Long Island
and Atlantic City dates go on sale Friday.

More dates will be announced.

"We're both excited because we both don't give a s—t what anybody thinks about anything," Clay said,
cracking, "I decided not to run for president because it would be embarrassing for everybody else losing. It
would be too easy."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/andrew-dice-clay-roseanne-barr-mr-mrs-america-tour-standup-comedy
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Andrew Dice Clay & The Conservatives Queen Of Comedy Roseanne Barr Announce 'Mr. and Mrs.

America' Standup Tour

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/05/16/931/524/694940094001_6037716712001_6037718243001-
vs.jpg

Andrew Dice Clay is going on tour with Roseanne Barr — and they're doing it for America.

The comedian — the first to ever sell out Madison Square Garden, despite being banned from MTV for life for his material
— told Fox News that the "Mr. and Mrs. America" tour was inspired by the national obsession with political discourse
and, occasionally, the alleged policing of comedians' language.

Clay, 61, and Barr, 66, have known one another for nearly three decades, and the Brooklyn native doesn't believe the "Roseanne"
star truly has a mean bone in her body.

"She's a comic because she's wacky. I've known her since we were kids," Clay told Fox News. "When people
ask about what she said, I say, 'She's a comic!' We gotta stop policing comedians. This is America!"

Clay performed with Barr in March at The Laugh Factory in Las Vegas.

Barr received a standing ovation from most of the audience in what was her first live performance since ABC canceled the
"Roseanne" reboot last May. The firing was famously in response to a tweet Barr posted about President Obama adviser Valerie
Jarrett, comparing her to "Planet of the Apes." Barr apologized at the time (and initially blamed her remarks on sleeping drug
Ambien), but the damage was done. ABC launched a spinoff, "The Conners," which killed off Barr's character.

"I was given a little flak about this, a little bulls—t, when I pulled her onstage at the Laugh Factory in Vegas,
but we've been friends for 30 years," Clay said.

"America really needs to lighten up and not worry about the words comedians use because it's all we have.
There's clean stuff and there's street stuff. I'm a street guy because I tell it like it is," Clay said. "I'm living it
more now than I have for a really long time. My shows have been longer, my material is fresher. With these
shows, I can do as long as I want because it's one show a night."

As far as Barr's reputation, he says, "She's an original I'm an original and people should just stop reading Twitter. Calm down with
your political conversations. Whoever is running the country, nobody else's life changes. We still gotta go out there and make a
living. Enjoy your family, enjoy your friends, bang your chicks and make your money."

The tour is slated to kick off at the Paramount Theater in Long Island, N,Y., on Sept. 19, followed by the Hard Rock in Atlantic
City, N.J., on Sept. 20. Eleanor Kerrigan, Clay's frequent opener, will be a special guest on the shows. Tickets for the Long Island
and Atlantic City dates go on sale Friday.

More dates will be announced.

"We're both excited because we both don't give a s—t what anybody thinks about anything," Clay said,
cracking, "I decided not to run for president because it would be embarrassing for everybody else losing. It
would be too easy."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/andrew-dice-clay-roseanne-barr-mr-mrs-america-tour-standup-comedy
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President Trump: Appointing Jeff Sessions As Attorney General Was My Biggest Mistake

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpsessions_082418getty.jpg

President Trump in an interview broadcast Sunday said that appointing Jeff Sessions as his first attorney general was his
“biggest mistake” in the Oval Office.

“I would say if I had one do over, it would be, I would not have appointed Jeff Sessions to be attorney

general,” Trump said on NBC’s “Meet the Press.” “That was the biggest mistake.”

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/MeetThePress/status/1142824672477814784

Meet the Press

 Verified account

@MeetThePress

WATCH: President Trump tells Chuck Todd: “I would say if I had one do over it would be I would not have

appointed Jeff Sessions to be attorney general.” #MTP #IfItsSunday

Sessions was a top 2016 campaign surrogate for Trump and the first senator to endorse him, but their relationship soured after
Sessions recused himself from the investigation into Russian interference in 2016, leading then-Deputy Attorney General Rod
Rosenstein to appoint special counsel Robert Mueller.

Mueller’s report details several occasions in which Trump pressured Sessions to reverse his recusal.

Trump would go on to tweet and make public comments indicating he would never have appointed

Sessions had he known he would have recused himself.

Sessions resigned as attorney general in November 2018, the day after the midterm elections.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/449924-trump-appointing-sessions-my-biggest-mistake-trump-appointing
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President Trump: Appointing Jeff Sessions As Attorney General Was My Biggest Mistake
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President Trump in an interview broadcast Sunday said that appointing Jeff Sessions as his first attorney general was his
“biggest mistake” in the Oval Office.

“I would say if I had one do over, it would be, I would not have appointed Jeff Sessions to be attorney

general,” Trump said on NBC’s “Meet the Press.” “That was the biggest mistake.”

( Video in link below )

https://twitter.com/MeetThePress/status/1142824672477814784

Meet the Press

 Verified account

@MeetThePress

WATCH: President Trump tells Chuck Todd: “I would say if I had one do over it would be I would not have

appointed Jeff Sessions to be attorney general.” #MTP #IfItsSunday

Sessions was a top 2016 campaign surrogate for Trump and the first senator to endorse him, but their relationship soured after
Sessions recused himself from the investigation into Russian interference in 2016, leading then-Deputy Attorney General Rod
Rosenstein to appoint special counsel Robert Mueller.

Mueller’s report details several occasions in which Trump pressured Sessions to reverse his recusal.

Trump would go on to tweet and make public comments indicating he would never have appointed

Sessions had he known he would have recused himself.

Sessions resigned as attorney general in November 2018, the day after the midterm elections.

( LINK BELOW )
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MS-13 Gang Member Sentenced To Life In Prison For Rape And Murder Of 13-Year-Old Girl In 2001

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/iStock-Elysian-Park.jpg

An MS-13 gang member has been sentenced to life in prison for the rape and murder of a 13-year-old girl in

2001.

In March, a jury convicted 41-year-old Jorge Palacios of first-degree murder and kidnapping to commit rape in the case of
Jacqueline Piazza of Whittier, Calif. On Friday, Palacios was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole, plus an
additional 25 years, KTLA reports.

The conviction comes almost exactly 18 years to the day after the naked body of 13-year-old Piazza was

discovered in a remote area of Elysian Park, located just behind Dodgers Stadium in Los Angeles. She had

been raped and shot twice in the head.

Jurors also found Palacios guilty of "special circumstance" allegations, finding that the crime was committed "in the commission
of rape, lewd acts on a child and kidnapping," according to a news release from the Los Angeles District Attorney.

Piazza's murder was unsolved for nearly two decades until the city's robbery and homicide division joined forces with the gang and
narcotics division and uncovered new evidence in 2012 that pointed to Palacios and three other men.

Another jury is considering the same charges against Rogelio Contreras, 42, Melvin Sandoval, 40, and Santos Grimaldi, 36.
Grimaldi is also facing an additional charge related to allegations that he used a gun during the crime. The men are set to appear in
the Los Angeles County Superior Court on August 23.

Authorities believed that the four men abducted the teen the night before her body was found, drove her to a secluded area of the
park before sexually assaulting and murdering her.

A previous trial of Contreras, Sandoval and Grimaldi last year resulted in a hung jury.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/ms-13-gang-member-life-prison-rape-murder-teen-los-angeles
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MS-13 Gang Member Sentenced To Life In Prison For Rape And Murder Of 13-Year-Old Girl In 2001
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An MS-13 gang member has been sentenced to life in prison for the rape and murder of a 13-year-old girl in

2001.

In March, a jury convicted 41-year-old Jorge Palacios of first-degree murder and kidnapping to commit rape in the case of
Jacqueline Piazza of Whittier, Calif. On Friday, Palacios was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole, plus an
additional 25 years, KTLA reports.

The conviction comes almost exactly 18 years to the day after the naked body of 13-year-old Piazza was

discovered in a remote area of Elysian Park, located just behind Dodgers Stadium in Los Angeles. She had

been raped and shot twice in the head.

Jurors also found Palacios guilty of "special circumstance" allegations, finding that the crime was committed "in the commission
of rape, lewd acts on a child and kidnapping," according to a news release from the Los Angeles District Attorney.

Piazza's murder was unsolved for nearly two decades until the city's robbery and homicide division joined forces with the gang and
narcotics division and uncovered new evidence in 2012 that pointed to Palacios and three other men.

Another jury is considering the same charges against Rogelio Contreras, 42, Melvin Sandoval, 40, and Santos Grimaldi, 36.
Grimaldi is also facing an additional charge related to allegations that he used a gun during the crime. The men are set to appear in
the Los Angeles County Superior Court on August 23.

Authorities believed that the four men abducted the teen the night before her body was found, drove her to a secluded area of the
park before sexually assaulting and murdering her.

A previous trial of Contreras, Sandoval and Grimaldi last year resulted in a hung jury.

( LINK BELOW )
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Caught Red Handed: Despite Their Protests, Democrats Want Illegals To Vote

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/309/944dcf4a-2382-4d1a-94bb-96ee1fc13141.jpg

You’ve heard them deny it, right?

Democrats attempting to make some very thinly veneered argument that they’d never want illegal aliens to

vote.

Yet they usually make this argument in the midst of advocating for either an open border, illegals to be given some “modest
amount” of domestic services/resources (education/healthcare,) or the issuance of a driver’s license.

That last idea, I was told off the record by a very “moderate” and “common sense” Republican, only concerns him because of the
worry that it might lead to a non-citizen being able to vote.

Which is worth worrying about!

After all wasn’t the basis for all the “concern” regarding the possible collusion of the 2016 campaigns and Russia built upon the
idea that people who were not citizens of our nation would effect the sovereign outcome of our citizens’ freely and properly self
determined choice?

When my “moderate” Republican friend admitted his deeply held concern a hardened democratic politico (in the same
conversation) replied, “They (the Democratic Party in New York State) would never let that happen.”

Sadly at that very moment, the allies of that very politico, were halfway through the process of passing legislation that would have:
presented an easy way to automatically register illegals, let the system do so unchecked, and if ever caught—given the voter and
the state plausible deniability and zero legal penalties.
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the state plausible deniability and zero legal penalties.

Thankfully the efforts of a pair of state legislators exposed it. But they did so only after it had flown through a Democratic majority
State Assembly and was cueing up for final passage in a rubber stamp State Senate where the Democratic Governor would’ve
signed it in the dead of night.

Here’s how it worked:

Last week the Democratic-controlled Assembly and Senate passed and the Democratic Governor signed a bill finally
granting drivers’ licenses to illegals. They had attempted to pass this for the last eight years but finally having the
numbers in both chambers. PLUS with the Governor’s signature, they were able to slam it through.

Three days later they try to pass legislation that would automatically register those persons obtaining licenses to be
registered to vote.

The language in the bill added an “opt out” box for persons not legally residing in the country to voluntarily check.

Days after receiving the registration the state voter registration office would send notice to the newly registered voter of
their need to register as a member of a party in order to be eligible to vote in primary elections.

In the event that the now registered voter failed to opt-out voluntarily, and in fact did cast registered but illegal votes,
language in the bill gave legal cover by stating zero penalties would be leveled for such action. (See attached photos.)

Thankfully as the Governor was dragging the State Assembly and Senate through the dead of night to finish their work State
Assemblywoman Nicole Malliotakis and a colleague began to raise awareness of the bill and the issues I just mentioned.

The Democrats in control attempted to initially deny the legislation meant what it plainly said, then they attempted to pass it with a
pledge that they would fix the problematic language after passage, and finally they agreed to pull the measure—that was on final
passage.

Governor Andrew Cuomo incredibly, and with zero credibility, attempted to claim that he’d “never” have signed such a measure.
Yet it was authored, passed, and defended entirely by Cuomo’s agents in the legislature.

If you’re reading this elsewhere in the nation you may think this is a singularly “New York problem.”

But as you can see, the blueprint was very well thought through and almost flawlessly executed.

And while the measure was pulled this time, Malliotakis is now running for Congress to recapture a formerly Republican seat that is
currently occupied by an Andrew Cuomo, Nancy Pelosi, and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez supporting Democrat: Max Rose. If she is
successful in her quest, state democrats may try again in the next legislative session.

If a watchdog isn’t paying attention at 3 a.m. in a one-party dominated state, suddenly that state could find illegals casting
thousands of votes in the all important races on the 2020 ballot.

Democrats must be exposed.

Illegals must not be given state IDs or driver’s licenses especially in states where the Department of Motor

Vehicles intersects automatically with voter registration.

Democrats are using such systems to collude with those who are not citizens, to steal our elections, and must be
stopped.

One last thought...

And no one has been able to explain it to me to date...

Why are we so concerned with giving documentation to those who drive our roads illegally, when we showed nearly zero
concern about those same persons’ documentation when they showed up at our southern border—a child in hand that
they were unrelated to—knowing that 90 percent of them would never show up for an asylum hearing to certify their
permission to be here to begin with?

Could it be for Democrats to commit the broadest voter fraud possible?

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kevinmccullough/2019/06/23/caught-red-handed-despite-their-protests-democrats-want-illegals-to-
vote-n2548791
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You’ve heard them deny it, right?

Democrats attempting to make some very thinly veneered argument that they’d never want illegal aliens to

vote.

Yet they usually make this argument in the midst of advocating for either an open border, illegals to be given some “modest
amount” of domestic services/resources (education/healthcare,) or the issuance of a driver’s license.

That last idea, I was told off the record by a very “moderate” and “common sense” Republican, only concerns him because of the
worry that it might lead to a non-citizen being able to vote.

Which is worth worrying about!

After all wasn’t the basis for all the “concern” regarding the possible collusion of the 2016 campaigns and Russia built upon the
idea that people who were not citizens of our nation would effect the sovereign outcome of our citizens’ freely and properly self
determined choice?

When my “moderate” Republican friend admitted his deeply held concern a hardened democratic politico (in the same
conversation) replied, “They (the Democratic Party in New York State) would never let that happen.”

Sadly at that very moment, the allies of that very politico, were halfway through the process of passing legislation that would have:
presented an easy way to automatically register illegals, let the system do so unchecked, and if ever caught—given the voter and
the state plausible deniability and zero legal penalties.

Thankfully the efforts of a pair of state legislators exposed it. But they did so only after it had flown through a Democratic majority
State Assembly and was cueing up for final passage in a rubber stamp State Senate where the Democratic Governor would’ve
signed it in the dead of night.

Here’s how it worked:

Last week the Democratic-controlled Assembly and Senate passed and the Democratic Governor signed a bill finally
granting drivers’ licenses to illegals. They had attempted to pass this for the last eight years but finally having the
numbers in both chambers. PLUS with the Governor’s signature, they were able to slam it through.

Three days later they try to pass legislation that would automatically register those persons obtaining licenses to be
registered to vote.

The language in the bill added an “opt out” box for persons not legally residing in the country to voluntarily check.

Days after receiving the registration the state voter registration office would send notice to the newly registered voter of
their need to register as a member of a party in order to be eligible to vote in primary elections.

In the event that the now registered voter failed to opt-out voluntarily, and in fact did cast registered but illegal votes,
language in the bill gave legal cover by stating zero penalties would be leveled for such action. (See attached photos.)

Thankfully as the Governor was dragging the State Assembly and Senate through the dead of night to finish their work State
Assemblywoman Nicole Malliotakis and a colleague began to raise awareness of the bill and the issues I just mentioned.

The Democrats in control attempted to initially deny the legislation meant what it plainly said, then they attempted to pass it with a
pledge that they would fix the problematic language after passage, and finally they agreed to pull the measure—that was on final
passage.

Governor Andrew Cuomo incredibly, and with zero credibility, attempted to claim that he’d “never” have signed such a measure.
Yet it was authored, passed, and defended entirely by Cuomo’s agents in the legislature.

If you’re reading this elsewhere in the nation you may think this is a singularly “New York problem.”

But as you can see, the blueprint was very well thought through and almost flawlessly executed.

And while the measure was pulled this time, Malliotakis is now running for Congress to recapture a formerly Republican seat that is
currently occupied by an Andrew Cuomo, Nancy Pelosi, and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez supporting Democrat: Max Rose. If she is
successful in her quest, state democrats may try again in the next legislative session.

If a watchdog isn’t paying attention at 3 a.m. in a one-party dominated state, suddenly that state could find illegals casting
thousands of votes in the all important races on the 2020 ballot.

Democrats must be exposed.

Illegals must not be given state IDs or driver’s licenses especially in states where the Department of Motor

Vehicles intersects automatically with voter registration.

Democrats are using such systems to collude with those who are not citizens, to steal our elections, and must be
stopped.
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One last thought...

And no one has been able to explain it to me to date...

Why are we so concerned with giving documentation to those who drive our roads illegally, when we showed nearly zero
concern about those same persons’ documentation when they showed up at our southern border—a child in hand that
they were unrelated to—knowing that 90 percent of them would never show up for an asylum hearing to certify their
permission to be here to begin with?

Could it be for Democrats to commit the broadest voter fraud possible?

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump decided Saturday to postpone Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) raids and

mass deportations across the country, set to begin Sunday, to give Democrats more time to reach a

bipartisan agreement about the immigration crisis at the southern border.

The change of heart came after House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif, called Trump on Friday, asking him to call off the raids, a
source familiar with the situation told Fox News.

Acting ICE Director Mark Morgan said on "Justice with Judge Jeanine" on Fox News on Saturday that the postponement will "give
Congress another chance on a bipartisan method to actually get together, pass this supplement, so that we can enforce the rule of
law, positively impact this crisis and maintain the integrity of this system."

The administration has been ramping up pressure on Congress amid the escalating crisis at the southern border, as more than
140,000 migrants were encountered or apprehended at the border in May.

"It's outrageous. Congress should get together and fix this," Morgan said.

Despite the postponement, Morgan insists ICE's aggressive removal tactics to remove any individual,

criminal or not, who has a court-ordered deportation won't stop.

"I've got the green light to anyone that's here in violation of federal immigration law, I have the authority and the
support to go after them, apply consequences, and remove them."

"It's just not about the numbers, Morgan said. "We need to continue to do interior enforcement against anyone who is
here illegally including families because [if] we do that, I promise the American people, we start removing people that
had final orders including families, the numbers will go down, this crisis will be positively impacted."

Morgan said despite being "hopeful" that Congress will pass tighter restrictions to quell the growing number

of illegal immigrants coming into the U.S., mostly from Central America, he remains "skeptical" about a deal

being reached.
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President Trump decided Saturday to postpone Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) raids and

mass deportations across the country, set to begin Sunday, to give Democrats more time to reach a

bipartisan agreement about the immigration crisis at the southern border.

The change of heart came after House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif, called Trump on Friday, asking him to call off the raids, a
source familiar with the situation told Fox News.

Acting ICE Director Mark Morgan said on "Justice with Judge Jeanine" on Fox News on Saturday that the postponement will "give
Congress another chance on a bipartisan method to actually get together, pass this supplement, so that we can enforce the rule of
law, positively impact this crisis and maintain the integrity of this system."

The administration has been ramping up pressure on Congress amid the escalating crisis at the southern border, as more than
140,000 migrants were encountered or apprehended at the border in May.

"It's outrageous. Congress should get together and fix this," Morgan said.

Despite the postponement, Morgan insists ICE's aggressive removal tactics to remove any individual,

criminal or not, who has a court-ordered deportation won't stop.

"I've got the green light to anyone that's here in violation of federal immigration law, I have the authority and the
support to go after them, apply consequences, and remove them."

"It's just not about the numbers, Morgan said. "We need to continue to do interior enforcement against anyone who is
here illegally including families because [if] we do that, I promise the American people, we start removing people that
had final orders including families, the numbers will go down, this crisis will be positively impacted."

Morgan said despite being "hopeful" that Congress will pass tighter restrictions to quell the growing number

of illegal immigrants coming into the U.S., mostly from Central America, he remains "skeptical" about a deal

being reached.
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There’s Nothing Like A Good Guy With A Gun Keeping A Bad Guy At Bay Using The Constitutional

Power And Freedom Of The Second Amendment

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Granny-with-Rifle-345x181.jpg

There’s nothing like a good guy with a gun keeping a bad guy at bay using the Constitutional power and

freedom of the Second Amendment.

However, in this case, that “good guy with a gun” is a 75-year-old grandmother.

On Monday, Alabama grandmother Marcia Black assisted local police in nabbing lawbreaker Cameron Powers, who was wanted for
car theft. After stealing a vehicle, Powers eventually crashed it near Black’s neighborhood and decided to approach the
grandmother’s home, Fox News reported.

But that would turn out to be a big mistake.

While her family was sitting at the dinner table, Black’s granddaughter, 15-year-old Allie Ruth Black, soon noticed Powers standing
at the bottom of the driveway. Black grabbed her trusty rifle and went outside to greet the shirtless and shoeless stranger.

“I walked out and said, ‘Can I help you?’ He said, ‘Yes ma’am, I’d like to use your phone,’” Black said.

Black confronted Powers about the nearby crash, but he denied knowing anything about it. As Powers began inching his way
closer to her home, Black raised her rifle and fired a single warning shot into the air — she had two grandchildren inside her home
that she was dead set on protecting.

“I was just calm as could be. I knew what I was doing. I was in control,” Black said.

“I wanted to keep him at a distance. I didn’t intend to kill him. I just wanted him to think that I would shoot him.”

“He wouldn’t get down so I shot in the air and he realized I meant business, so he got down to his knees,” she
added.

While this confrontation was happening outside, her grandchildren had called 911 and the police were en route. When the cops
arrived at the Limestone County home, they were greeted with a kneeling Powers and a victorious grandmother.

“He feared the deputy more than he did my rifle and he jumped up and ran zig-zag right across the field,” she said.

He didn’t run for long, as officers quickly apprehended him. Powers is now being held on a $6,000 bond after being charged with
car theft and attempting to evade arrest.

Black made a great impression on the family, as Allie Ruth was in awe over the entire debacle, saying, “That’s just amazing to me
that I got to witness my grandmother in action.”

“Our jaws just dropped,” Allie Ruth told WAAY. “We thought, ‘Wow, my grandmother is the coolest person on the
planet. This is a story that I’m going to get to tell my grandkids one day.”

Not only did Black impress the family, but she also exemplifies the importance of the Second Amendment to the nation. The right
to bear arms is the ultimate equalizer, one that allowed an elderly woman to go tit for tat with the bad intentions of a stronger,
younger individual.

In addition, it allows citizens to be on a level playing field with the government and military, should it ever come to that.

In the heated political debates regarding gun control, stories like Black’s are crucial to keeping the Second

Amendment alive and well — because the freedom to protect yourself, your family and your property is an

inherently vital thing to have.

( LINK BELOW )
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There’s nothing like a good guy with a gun keeping a bad guy at bay using the Constitutional power and

freedom of the Second Amendment.

However, in this case, that “good guy with a gun” is a 75-year-old grandmother.

On Monday, Alabama grandmother Marcia Black assisted local police in nabbing lawbreaker Cameron Powers, who was wanted for
car theft. After stealing a vehicle, Powers eventually crashed it near Black’s neighborhood and decided to approach the
grandmother’s home, Fox News reported.

But that would turn out to be a big mistake.

While her family was sitting at the dinner table, Black’s granddaughter, 15-year-old Allie Ruth Black, soon noticed Powers standing
at the bottom of the driveway. Black grabbed her trusty rifle and went outside to greet the shirtless and shoeless stranger.

“I walked out and said, ‘Can I help you?’ He said, ‘Yes ma’am, I’d like to use your phone,’” Black said.

Black confronted Powers about the nearby crash, but he denied knowing anything about it. As Powers began inching his way
closer to her home, Black raised her rifle and fired a single warning shot into the air — she had two grandchildren inside her home
that she was dead set on protecting.

“I was just calm as could be. I knew what I was doing. I was in control,” Black said.

“I wanted to keep him at a distance. I didn’t intend to kill him. I just wanted him to think that I would shoot him.”

“He wouldn’t get down so I shot in the air and he realized I meant business, so he got down to his knees,” she
added.

While this confrontation was happening outside, her grandchildren had called 911 and the police were en route. When the cops
arrived at the Limestone County home, they were greeted with a kneeling Powers and a victorious grandmother.

“He feared the deputy more than he did my rifle and he jumped up and ran zig-zag right across the field,” she said.

He didn’t run for long, as officers quickly apprehended him. Powers is now being held on a $6,000 bond after being charged with
car theft and attempting to evade arrest.

Black made a great impression on the family, as Allie Ruth was in awe over the entire debacle, saying, “That’s just amazing to me
that I got to witness my grandmother in action.”

“Our jaws just dropped,” Allie Ruth told WAAY. “We thought, ‘Wow, my grandmother is the coolest person on the
planet. This is a story that I’m going to get to tell my grandkids one day.”

Not only did Black impress the family, but she also exemplifies the importance of the Second Amendment to the nation. The right
to bear arms is the ultimate equalizer, one that allowed an elderly woman to go tit for tat with the bad intentions of a stronger,
younger individual.

In addition, it allows citizens to be on a level playing field with the government and military, should it ever come to that.

In the heated political debates regarding gun control, stories like Black’s are crucial to keeping the Second

Amendment alive and well — because the freedom to protect yourself, your family and your property is an

inherently vital thing to have.
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Cali Lawmakers No Longer Content With LGBT Tolerance, Call On Pastors To ‘Counsel On LGBTQ

Matters’
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California Assembly Concurrent Resolution 99 is the talk of the town in the “The Golden State” — and it’s

really, really bad.

According to the California Family Council, Assemblyman Evan Low and three dozen other lawmakers are working to push ACR 99
through the legislature, which aims to tell religious leaders what they can and cannot preach from their pulpits about LGBT
individuals — even if it goes against their faith.

The resolution denounces religious figures in the state who promote the idea that same-sex attraction or gender dysphoria is
“unethical,” “harmful” or leads to high rates of suicide, according to CBN News.

“This measure would call upon all Californians to embrace the individual and social benefits of family and community
acceptance, upon religious leaders to counsel on LGBTQ matters from a place of love, compassion, and knowledge
of the psychological and other harms of conversion therapy,” the resolution says.

Pastors Ken Williams and Elizabeth Woning, two individuals who used to be gay, plan to speak out against the “discriminatory”
resolution.

They escaped their LGBT identities after following their newfound faith in Jesus Christ. Together, they lead a ministry that helps
other individuals who are looking to find fulfillment in life — a ministry known as “Equipped to Love,” according to CBN News.

“For us, walking out our faith with biblical conviction means life and hope. Our faith has saved us from suicide and
given us freedom to live with clear consciences,” Woning said.

“We too would like to be acknowledged and affirmed … Instead, activists attack our efforts to care for like-minded
friends by promoting dangerous counseling restrictions and stifling our free speech.”

Williams added, “For years, I believed that even God hated me because of my behavior.”

“But in my early 20s, I encountered a God who loved me despite my sins and temptations. Today, I love my life. I
have been married to my beautiful wife for 13 years, and we have created four incredible children together. To
someone like me, California Assemblyman Evan Low’s proposed resolution, ACR-99, feels like an unfair and direct
attack.”

Ordained pastoral counselor Pastor Joe Dallas joined their fight against ACR 99 with an article entitled, “Pride of Ownership.”

“While warning against the dangers of so-called Conversion Therapy, ACR 99 restricts much more than counseling,
which attempts to change internal sexual responses,” he wrote.

He argued that the resolution also prevents pastors from teaching their religious beliefs that homosexuality is a sin.

“It, in fact, dictates to pastors that they cannot teach that homosexuality is a sin, nor can they encourage
homosexually-attracted people who hold a traditional Biblical view to live in accordance with their own faith,” Dallas
added.

“The politicized LGBTQ movement is showing its hand pretty brazenly, ACR 99 being only the latest exhibit. Today’s
seemingly benign resolution paves the way for tomorrow’s stringently enforced law, and only the most naive will
believe that the California Assembly wishes only to express, but not eventually enforce, its opinion of traditional
Christian values,” Dallas concluded.

The Bible is very clear about the cultural and political pressure put on Christians, as evidenced in Romans 12:2, “Do not conform
to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.”

The liberals of the California legislature essentially represent the world and despite their many attempts to force the LGBT agenda
on Christians, churches and religious leaders, they cannot change what the word of God says.

( LINK BELOW )
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Cali Lawmakers No Longer Content With LGBT Tolerance, Call On Pastors To ‘Counsel On LGBTQ

Matters’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/drag-queen-parade-345x181.jpg

California Assembly Concurrent Resolution 99 is the talk of the town in the “The Golden State” — and it’s

really, really bad.

According to the California Family Council, Assemblyman Evan Low and three dozen other lawmakers are working to push ACR 99
through the legislature, which aims to tell religious leaders what they can and cannot preach from their pulpits about LGBT
individuals — even if it goes against their faith.

The resolution denounces religious figures in the state who promote the idea that same-sex attraction or gender dysphoria is
“unethical,” “harmful” or leads to high rates of suicide, according to CBN News.

“This measure would call upon all Californians to embrace the individual and social benefits of family and community
acceptance, upon religious leaders to counsel on LGBTQ matters from a place of love, compassion, and knowledge
of the psychological and other harms of conversion therapy,” the resolution says.

Pastors Ken Williams and Elizabeth Woning, two individuals who used to be gay, plan to speak out against the “discriminatory”
resolution.

They escaped their LGBT identities after following their newfound faith in Jesus Christ. Together, they lead a ministry that helps
other individuals who are looking to find fulfillment in life — a ministry known as “Equipped to Love,” according to CBN News.

“For us, walking out our faith with biblical conviction means life and hope. Our faith has saved us from suicide and
given us freedom to live with clear consciences,” Woning said.

“We too would like to be acknowledged and affirmed … Instead, activists attack our efforts to care for like-minded
friends by promoting dangerous counseling restrictions and stifling our free speech.”

Williams added, “For years, I believed that even God hated me because of my behavior.”

“But in my early 20s, I encountered a God who loved me despite my sins and temptations. Today, I love my life. I
have been married to my beautiful wife for 13 years, and we have created four incredible children together. To
someone like me, California Assemblyman Evan Low’s proposed resolution, ACR-99, feels like an unfair and direct
attack.”

Ordained pastoral counselor Pastor Joe Dallas joined their fight against ACR 99 with an article entitled, “Pride of Ownership.”

“While warning against the dangers of so-called Conversion Therapy, ACR 99 restricts much more than counseling,
which attempts to change internal sexual responses,” he wrote.

He argued that the resolution also prevents pastors from teaching their religious beliefs that homosexuality is a sin.

“It, in fact, dictates to pastors that they cannot teach that homosexuality is a sin, nor can they encourage
homosexually-attracted people who hold a traditional Biblical view to live in accordance with their own faith,” Dallas
added.

“The politicized LGBTQ movement is showing its hand pretty brazenly, ACR 99 being only the latest exhibit. Today’s
seemingly benign resolution paves the way for tomorrow’s stringently enforced law, and only the most naive will
believe that the California Assembly wishes only to express, but not eventually enforce, its opinion of traditional
Christian values,” Dallas concluded.

The Bible is very clear about the cultural and political pressure put on Christians, as evidenced in Romans 12:2, “Do not conform
to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.”

The liberals of the California legislature essentially represent the world and despite their many attempts to force the LGBT agenda
on Christians, churches and religious leaders, they cannot change what the word of God says.
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The United States is again ranked as one of the worst countries in the world for human trafficking.

According to a recently released report by the State Department, the top three nations of origin for victims of

human trafficking in 2018 were the United States, Mexico and the Philippines.

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo delivered the Trafficking in Persons report, which is created annually by the State Department to
document human trafficking in the year prior, and highlighted the growing focus that government agencies and nonprofit
organizations have dedicated to stopping human trafficking. The Department of Justice provided more than $31 million for 45
victim service providers that offered services to trafficking survivors across the country. It was a demonstrable increase; the DOJ
only provided $16 million to 18 organizations in 2017, according to the report.

At the heart of the human trafficking trade in America is simple economics: Supply and demand.

Over the last two months, Fox News has investigated human trafficking. We followed the enforcement efforts of FBI agents and
police officers, documented the ways advocacy groups protect and serve survivors, and heard heart-wrenching stories of abuse,
rape and recovery from numerous victims.

"The United States is the number one consumer of sex worldwide. So we are driving the

demand as a society."

— Geoff Rogers, co-founder of the United States Institute Against Human Trafficking

If there’s one takeaway from our reporting, it’s that the industry is fueled by an unceasing demand. It’s here that officers focus
their enforcement actions. And it's where advocates focus their education efforts to end the illicit trade.

“We have a major issue here in the United States” Geoff Rogers, co-founder of the United States Institute Against
Human Trafficking (USIAHT), said in an interview with Fox News. “The United States is the No. 1 consumer of sex
worldwide. So we are driving the demand as a society.”

In 2018, the DOJ began 230 federal human trafficking prosecutions, a drop from 282 in 2017. Federal convictions rose from 499 in
2017 to 426 in 2018. More than 70 percent of the cases resulted in jail sentences of more than five years, according to the State
Department report.

"These are American kids, American born, 50% to 60% of them coming out of the foster care

industry."

— Geoff Rogers

“We're also driving the demand with our own people, with our own kids,” Rogers said. “So there are tremendous
numbers of kids, a multitude of kids that are being sold as sex slaves today in America. These are American kids,
American-born, 50 percent to 60 perform of them coming out of the foster care industry.”

This assertion is confirmed by the State Department’s report, which found that children in foster care, homeless youth,
undocumented immigrant children and those with substance abuse problems especially at risk to fall into the human trafficking
trap.

Rogers says that because the demand is so great in the U.S., traffickers are filling that demand with an increased supply of forced
sex workers.

“So the demand here in the United States is a global one,” he said. “We do have men traveling the globe to go to
places like Thailand and other places in East Asia to purchase sex with kids. But, in fact, the demand is so great
that the supply has needed to be filled here in the United States.”

“Because of the demand, then these traffickers are filling that demand with supply. And the demand is so great here
in the United States that they're filling the supply with our very own kids,” Rogers continued.

According to a U.S. Department of Health and Human Services report, over 300,000 of America’s young population is considered
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According to a U.S. Department of Health and Human Services report, over 300,000 of America’s young population is considered
at risk for sexual exploitation. It’s also estimated that 199,000 incidents occur within the U.S. each year.

Corporal Alan Wilkett, of the Pasco County Sheriff’s Office in Florida, operates their local Human Trafficking Task Force. He
believes the best way to combat the trade is to quell the demand.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Wilkett.jpg

“Historically, we've allowed the sex buyer to hide behind a mask of anonymity and actually call them a ‘John,’” He
said in an interview with Fox News. “We don't even call them by their name, because we let them stay behind that
mask. And the only way we're going to attack the supply side is by going after the demand. And that means the sex
buyer needs to be held culpable for the damage and trauma that he or she is causing.”

"Trafficking in America, if you are trafficked in the United States, 85 percent of victims that are

trafficked here are from here."

While Wilkett and other law enforcement officers focus on arrests and sting operations, leaders in the nonprofit realm take a more
holistic approach to healing survivors. Brook Bello, the founder of anti-trafficking organization More Too Life in Florida, focuses on
helping develop skills to lead a successful post-trafficking life.

“We work with victims that are 3 years old and up,” Bello said. “The average victim that we work with, that’s over 18,
started being raped at three. Trafficking in America, if you are trafficked in the United States, 85 percent of victims
that are trafficked here are from here.”

The State Department’s report similarly echoes the domestic nature of sex trafficking in the United States. Despite the growing
focus and concern surrounding human trafficking, gaps exist that leave victims and survivors without the care and resources they
need to build a life beyond the abuse.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Bello-2-PKG2.jpg

“Advocates reported a significant lack of services available for men, boys, and LGBTI individuals and noted
continued concern that some federal funding opportunities no longer highlight the need for services for LGBTI
individuals,” the State Department said in its Trafficking in Persons report. “NGOs and survivor advocates continued
to report insufficient access to emergency shelter, transitional housing, and long-term housing options for trafficking
victims.”

Progress has been made on this front, but too often too many kids can’t fight their way out of the clutches of

their traffickers. In cities across the nation, and along the highways that connect them, police and advocates

continue their fight to eradicate human trafficking and heal those who survived.

( LINK BELOW )
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The United States is again ranked as one of the worst countries in the world for human trafficking.

According to a recently released report by the State Department, the top three nations of origin for victims of

human trafficking in 2018 were the United States, Mexico and the Philippines.

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo delivered the Trafficking in Persons report, which is created annually by the State Department to
document human trafficking in the year prior, and highlighted the growing focus that government agencies and nonprofit
organizations have dedicated to stopping human trafficking. The Department of Justice provided more than $31 million for 45
victim service providers that offered services to trafficking survivors across the country. It was a demonstrable increase; the DOJ
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victim service providers that offered services to trafficking survivors across the country. It was a demonstrable increase; the DOJ
only provided $16 million to 18 organizations in 2017, according to the report.

At the heart of the human trafficking trade in America is simple economics: Supply and demand.

Over the last two months, Fox News has investigated human trafficking. We followed the enforcement efforts of FBI agents and
police officers, documented the ways advocacy groups protect and serve survivors, and heard heart-wrenching stories of abuse,
rape and recovery from numerous victims.

"The United States is the number one consumer of sex worldwide. So we are driving the

demand as a society."

— Geoff Rogers, co-founder of the United States Institute Against Human Trafficking

If there’s one takeaway from our reporting, it’s that the industry is fueled by an unceasing demand. It’s here that officers focus
their enforcement actions. And it's where advocates focus their education efforts to end the illicit trade.

“We have a major issue here in the United States” Geoff Rogers, co-founder of the United States Institute Against
Human Trafficking (USIAHT), said in an interview with Fox News. “The United States is the No. 1 consumer of sex
worldwide. So we are driving the demand as a society.”

In 2018, the DOJ began 230 federal human trafficking prosecutions, a drop from 282 in 2017. Federal convictions rose from 499 in
2017 to 426 in 2018. More than 70 percent of the cases resulted in jail sentences of more than five years, according to the State
Department report.

"These are American kids, American born, 50% to 60% of them coming out of the foster care

industry."

— Geoff Rogers

“We're also driving the demand with our own people, with our own kids,” Rogers said. “So there are tremendous
numbers of kids, a multitude of kids that are being sold as sex slaves today in America. These are American kids,
American-born, 50 percent to 60 perform of them coming out of the foster care industry.”

This assertion is confirmed by the State Department’s report, which found that children in foster care, homeless youth,
undocumented immigrant children and those with substance abuse problems especially at risk to fall into the human trafficking
trap.

Rogers says that because the demand is so great in the U.S., traffickers are filling that demand with an increased supply of forced
sex workers.

“So the demand here in the United States is a global one,” he said. “We do have men traveling the globe to go to
places like Thailand and other places in East Asia to purchase sex with kids. But, in fact, the demand is so great
that the supply has needed to be filled here in the United States.”

“Because of the demand, then these traffickers are filling that demand with supply. And the demand is so great here
in the United States that they're filling the supply with our very own kids,” Rogers continued.

According to a U.S. Department of Health and Human Services report, over 300,000 of America’s young population is considered
at risk for sexual exploitation. It’s also estimated that 199,000 incidents occur within the U.S. each year.

Corporal Alan Wilkett, of the Pasco County Sheriff’s Office in Florida, operates their local Human Trafficking Task Force. He
believes the best way to combat the trade is to quell the demand.
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“Historically, we've allowed the sex buyer to hide behind a mask of anonymity and actually call them a ‘John,’” He
said in an interview with Fox News. “We don't even call them by their name, because we let them stay behind that
mask. And the only way we're going to attack the supply side is by going after the demand. And that means the sex
buyer needs to be held culpable for the damage and trauma that he or she is causing.”

"Trafficking in America, if you are trafficked in the United States, 85 percent of victims that are

trafficked here are from here."

While Wilkett and other law enforcement officers focus on arrests and sting operations, leaders in the nonprofit realm take a more
holistic approach to healing survivors. Brook Bello, the founder of anti-trafficking organization More Too Life in Florida, focuses on
helping develop skills to lead a successful post-trafficking life.

“We work with victims that are 3 years old and up,” Bello said. “The average victim that we work with, that’s over 18,
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started being raped at three. Trafficking in America, if you are trafficked in the United States, 85 percent of victims
that are trafficked here are from here.”

The State Department’s report similarly echoes the domestic nature of sex trafficking in the United States. Despite the growing
focus and concern surrounding human trafficking, gaps exist that leave victims and survivors without the care and resources they
need to build a life beyond the abuse.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Bello-2-PKG2.jpg

“Advocates reported a significant lack of services available for men, boys, and LGBTI individuals and noted
continued concern that some federal funding opportunities no longer highlight the need for services for LGBTI
individuals,” the State Department said in its Trafficking in Persons report. “NGOs and survivor advocates continued
to report insufficient access to emergency shelter, transitional housing, and long-term housing options for trafficking
victims.”

Progress has been made on this front, but too often too many kids can’t fight their way out of the clutches of

their traffickers. In cities across the nation, and along the highways that connect them, police and advocates

continue their fight to eradicate human trafficking and heal those who survived.
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When it comes to Hope Hicks, the liberal hypocrisy comes shining through.

The former White House aide and confidante to President Donald Trump going back to his days as a celebrity businessman
is one of the best-known women in Trump’s circle.

But when a rabidly partisan Democratic congressman insults her by repeatedly getting her name wrong in an important
closed-door session, Democrats who claim to support women don’t have anything to say.

Fortunately, plenty of conservatives do.

The public kerfuffle arose Thursday, with the release of transcripts of Hicks’ Wednesday interview with the

House Judiciary Committee, chaired by New York Democrat Jerrold Nadler (as partisan a liberal hack

who’s ever warmed a chair in Congress).

Much of the testimony involved the work of Corey Lewandowski, the former Trump campaign manager.

The scandalous, largely fictional “tell all” of the first Trump year in office, “Fire and Fury,” also claimed that Hicks and the
married Lewandowski had been romantically involved. (The book also implied then-United Nations Ambassador Nikki Haley
and Trump were having an affair, so you can take author Michael Wolff for whatever you think he’s worth).

The transcripts showed Nadler addressed Hicks three times by the name of “Ms. Lewandowski,” before Hicks corrected
him.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9iVW0uWwAAj_pk.png

Abby D. Phillip

 Verified account

@abbydphillip

Nadler repeatedly calls Hope Hicks "Ms. Lewandowski" until she finally corrects him. "My name is Ms.

Hicks":

At The Federalist, commentator Caroline Court was outraged — and explained in such eloquent terms the whole piece really
deserves a read. But this gives a pretty good idea:

“She earned her reputation as a loyal, hardworking White House staffer. She does not, under any circumstances,
deserve some pants-up-to-his-chin congressman addressing her by the name of a man she may have dated. Dated.
Not married…

“Whether he did it to rattle her during her testimony, or to take a shot at Trump, is also irrelevant. I don’t care what
his motive was. When you’re so obsessed with taking down a political opponent that you don’t care who is collateral
damage, it’s really time to reassess what you’re doing with your life…

“His treatment of Hicks is unacceptable and reprehensible. Yet it will go unpunished and I would be surprised if any
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“His treatment of Hicks is unacceptable and reprehensible. Yet it will go unpunished and I would be surprised if any
of his colleagues on the same side of the aisle called him out for this gross behavior. I know people have lots of bad
things to say about lawyers. But man, politics is so gross.”

The headline summed it up perfectly: “Jerry Nadler Is A Sexist Pig Who Should Be Censured By Congress.”

Plenty of social media users agreed with Court, too, as you might expect.

https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1142123397440294915

Dan Bongino

 Verified account

@dbongino

Social Media Wrecks Nadler for His Name for Hope Hicks During Hearing
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https://twitter.com/MikeMurphy2020/status/1142156367530274816

Mike Murphy

@MikeMurphy2020

Replying to @dbongino

Nadler would be disciplined or jailed for contempt and prejudicial statements if he did this in court (as a

judge or a lawyer). So as a committee chairman compelling testimony with subpoenas, it is reasonable that

he requires adult oversight and the same consequences.

https://twitter.com/FisherJamie57/status/1142157394790760448

Jamie Fisher 

@FisherJamie57

Replying to @dbongino

If I was MS. Hicks I would of told Nadler that my name is Hope Hicks and when you can figure out who

you're questioning I'll return. Then get up and walk out.

But here’s where the hypocrisy comes in. The tweets above were from conservative commentator Dan Bongino’s Twitter
account. There was more elsewhere on social media, of course, but not nearly in the numbers we would expect for a
powerful man insulting a woman in the #MeToo age.

If a Republican had come anywhere close to committing the same rudeness to a Democrat — say a Susan Rice during the
Obama administration, the airwaves and social media would have been filled with denunciations, accusations of sexism,
etc.

But a Democrat insults a female aide to Trump? Crickets are louder than liberals when that happens.

In a CNN interview on Friday, Nadler justified the misidentification by claiming he was distracted during the questioning by
objections raised by White House lawyers.

“That’s what I was thinking about, and I screwed it up,” he said. “I meant nothing by it.”

Oh, right. No harm no foul. After all, who couldn’t confuse to names that sound as much alike as “Hicks” and
“Lewandowski”? It could happen to anyone, right?

Well, no. It couldn’t happen to anyone who was reasonably mentally alert. A House Judiciary Committee chairman who
can’t keep track of the name of the person he’s grilling in preparation for possibly impeaching the president doesn’t deserve
to be in Congress.

On the other hand, a congressman who’s so arrogantly confident of his own ability to carelessly insult a witness doesn’t
deserve to hold power either.

But worse than any of that is the mainstream American media — media that would have roasted a Republican in the same
situation, but shrugs because it’s on the same side as Jerry Nadler.

Just knowing you’re on the same side as Jerry Nadler should give any normal person hives, much less

someone who claims to believe in honesty, patriotism or truth.

But when it comes to Hope Hicks, the liberal hypocrisy comes shining through.
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https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1142123397440294915

Dan Bongino

 Verified account

@dbongino

Social Media Wrecks Nadler for His Name for Hope Hicks During Hearing

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1142077447380307968/HWaoxED1?format=jpg

https://twitter.com/MikeMurphy2020/status/1142156367530274816

Mike Murphy

@MikeMurphy2020

Replying to @dbongino

Nadler would be disciplined or jailed for contempt and prejudicial statements if he did this in court (as a

judge or a lawyer). So as a committee chairman compelling testimony with subpoenas, it is reasonable that

he requires adult oversight and the same consequences.

https://twitter.com/FisherJamie57/status/1142157394790760448

Jamie Fisher 

@FisherJamie57

Replying to @dbongino

If I was MS. Hicks I would of told Nadler that my name is Hope Hicks and when you can figure out who

you're questioning I'll return. Then get up and walk out.

But here’s where the hypocrisy comes in. The tweets above were from conservative commentator Dan Bongino’s Twitter
account. There was more elsewhere on social media, of course, but not nearly in the numbers we would expect for a
powerful man insulting a woman in the #MeToo age.

If a Republican had come anywhere close to committing the same rudeness to a Democrat — say a Susan Rice during the
Obama administration, the airwaves and social media would have been filled with denunciations, accusations of sexism,
etc.

But a Democrat insults a female aide to Trump? Crickets are louder than liberals when that happens.

In a CNN interview on Friday, Nadler justified the misidentification by claiming he was distracted during the questioning by
objections raised by White House lawyers.

“That’s what I was thinking about, and I screwed it up,” he said. “I meant nothing by it.”

Oh, right. No harm no foul. After all, who couldn’t confuse to names that sound as much alike as “Hicks” and
“Lewandowski”? It could happen to anyone, right?

Well, no. It couldn’t happen to anyone who was reasonably mentally alert. A House Judiciary Committee chairman who
can’t keep track of the name of the person he’s grilling in preparation for possibly impeaching the president doesn’t deserve
to be in Congress.

On the other hand, a congressman who’s so arrogantly confident of his own ability to carelessly insult a witness doesn’t
deserve to hold power either.

But worse than any of that is the mainstream American media — media that would have roasted a Republican in the same
situation, but shrugs because it’s on the same side as Jerry Nadler.

Just knowing you’re on the same side as Jerry Nadler should give any normal person hives, much less

someone who claims to believe in honesty, patriotism or truth.

But when it comes to Hope Hicks, the liberal hypocrisy comes shining through.

( LINK BELOW )
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Over 600 U.S. Companies Defy Dems, Sign Letter Supporting Trump’s Tariffs On China

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Trump-913x479.jpg

On Friday, over 600 American companies signed off on a letter that expresses support for President Donald

Trump’s ongoing tariff fight with China.

This letter will be presented during a hearing at the Office of the United States Trade Representative, where discussions have
taken place regarding Trump’s recent proposal to hit China with $300 billion in new tariffs, according to the Daily Caller.

This letter comes as a direct counter to large companies like Apple, who have recently pressed for Trump to drop the tariffs,
according to Reuters.

In an online filing by Apple, the company claims these new tariffs would keep them from being as competitive as they’d like and
reduce their contribution to the U.S. Treasury.

Apple’s comments, however, are much more subdued compared to other large corporations.

Earlier this year, according to Bloomberg, 173 footwear companies — including Nike and Adidas — signed a joint letter that said
Trump’s proposed tariffs would be “catastrophic for our consumers, our companies and the American economy as a whole.”

“On behalf of our hundreds of millions of footwear consumers and hundreds of thousands of employees, we
ask that you immediately stop this action,” the team of footwear companies collectively demanded.

But those demands shouldn’t be very surprising.

Adidas, for example, “sourced just under one-fifth of its 409 million pairs last year from China,” according to Bloomberg.

They want to keep the gravy-train going at the expense of the American economy — they’re worried people won’t buy their newly-
tariffed footwear and will instead pick up a pair of shoes manufactured in the United States.

Despite what those massive companies think, a letter signed by 600 American businesses that are tired of China “taking
advantage” of them tells a far different story.

“On behalf of the undersigned American companies and the millions of workers we employ, we are writing
to offer our support to you and your efforts to resolve the trade imbalance between the U.S. and China. For
decades, China has been taking advantage of the U.S., and we stand firm with you and your agenda to see
that America gets a better deal,” the letter addressed to the president stated.

“Many in the media and those self-interested in China have argued that Americans are bearing the cost of
these tariffs. That is simply, false. China is bearing the burden of these tariffs. China has had to lower its
prices, and they are experiencing fewer exports, lower profits, and lower tax revenue as a result of the tariffs.
Additionally, we will see the Chinese economy experience a slower rate of growth and employment in the
future,” the letter continued.

The letter praised Trump’s tariff tactics, saying that it would bolster U.S. manufacturing and the job

economy.

It would also send a strong and much-needed message to violators of human rights in China — particularly to the ones who
manage sweatshops and employ workers for little to nothing, which is, sadly, far too common there.

“No longer should America play second fiddle to China. It is important we stand united behind this agenda,
and put country over political differences. America’s national security and economy are at stake and we offer
this letter as support for your tariffs on China,” the letter concluded.

Using the threat of tariffs is yet another financial tool in Trump’s negotiation war chest, though it’s not always a popular choice.

The liberal media would love for you to believe that a vast majority of American businesses are opposed to the way he wields his
tariff wand, but 600 companies just proved them otherwise.

President Trump was elected to be a bulldog for the American people and for the U.S. economy, sparring

with any country who takes advantage of workers and families in the homeland.

And he’s doing exactly that.

( LINK BELOW )
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Over 600 U.S. Companies Defy Dems, Sign Letter Supporting Trump’s Tariffs On China
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On Friday, over 600 American companies signed off on a letter that expresses support for President Donald

Trump’s ongoing tariff fight with China.

This letter will be presented during a hearing at the Office of the United States Trade Representative, where discussions have
taken place regarding Trump’s recent proposal to hit China with $300 billion in new tariffs, according to the Daily Caller.

This letter comes as a direct counter to large companies like Apple, who have recently pressed for Trump to drop the tariffs,
according to Reuters.

In an online filing by Apple, the company claims these new tariffs would keep them from being as competitive as they’d like and
reduce their contribution to the U.S. Treasury.

Apple’s comments, however, are much more subdued compared to other large corporations.

Earlier this year, according to Bloomberg, 173 footwear companies — including Nike and Adidas — signed a joint letter that said
Trump’s proposed tariffs would be “catastrophic for our consumers, our companies and the American economy as a whole.”

“On behalf of our hundreds of millions of footwear consumers and hundreds of thousands of employees, we
ask that you immediately stop this action,” the team of footwear companies collectively demanded.

But those demands shouldn’t be very surprising.

Adidas, for example, “sourced just under one-fifth of its 409 million pairs last year from China,” according to Bloomberg.

They want to keep the gravy-train going at the expense of the American economy — they’re worried people won’t buy their newly-
tariffed footwear and will instead pick up a pair of shoes manufactured in the United States.

Despite what those massive companies think, a letter signed by 600 American businesses that are tired of China “taking
advantage” of them tells a far different story.

“On behalf of the undersigned American companies and the millions of workers we employ, we are writing
to offer our support to you and your efforts to resolve the trade imbalance between the U.S. and China. For
decades, China has been taking advantage of the U.S., and we stand firm with you and your agenda to see
that America gets a better deal,” the letter addressed to the president stated.

“Many in the media and those self-interested in China have argued that Americans are bearing the cost of
these tariffs. That is simply, false. China is bearing the burden of these tariffs. China has had to lower its
prices, and they are experiencing fewer exports, lower profits, and lower tax revenue as a result of the tariffs.
Additionally, we will see the Chinese economy experience a slower rate of growth and employment in the
future,” the letter continued.

The letter praised Trump’s tariff tactics, saying that it would bolster U.S. manufacturing and the job

economy.

It would also send a strong and much-needed message to violators of human rights in China — particularly to the ones who
manage sweatshops and employ workers for little to nothing, which is, sadly, far too common there.

“No longer should America play second fiddle to China. It is important we stand united behind this agenda,
and put country over political differences. America’s national security and economy are at stake and we offer
this letter as support for your tariffs on China,” the letter concluded.

Using the threat of tariffs is yet another financial tool in Trump’s negotiation war chest, though it’s not always a popular choice.

The liberal media would love for you to believe that a vast majority of American businesses are opposed to the way he wields his
tariff wand, but 600 companies just proved them otherwise.

President Trump was elected to be a bulldog for the American people and for the U.S. economy, sparring

with any country who takes advantage of workers and families in the homeland.

And he’s doing exactly that.

( LINK BELOW )
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Liberal Mayors Of Major US Cities Say They Will Not Cooperate With Planned ICE Raids Of Illegal

Aliens

"Our law enforcement officers will never participate in these actions"

https://assets.rbl.ms/19616180/1200x600.jpg

Several leaders of major U.S. cities have reacted to reports of planned Immigration and Customs

Enforcement raids, and they say they will not cooperate with the federal action.

Mark Morgan, the acting director of ICE, told reporters that the raids would target families that have received a deportation order.

"If you're here illegally, then you should be removed," he said. "And in this case, that includes families."

Some mayors are responding to the report with anger and intransigence.

Chicago

Chicago's Mayor Lori Lightfoot said that she had cancelled access to ICE of their police databases, and sounded off to the
department about her opposition to the raids.

"I have also personally spoken with ICE leadership in Chicago and voiced my strong objection to any such raids,"
Lightfoot said.

"Further, I reiterated that CPD will not cooperate with or facilitate any ICE enforcement actions," she added.

Los Angeles

Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti made no distinction between legal and illegal immigrants in his statement that rejected the
planned raids.

"Los Angeles will always stand with our immigrant brothers and sisters, and our law enforcement officers will never
participate in these actions," Garcetti said. "No Angeleno should ever have to fear being snatched from their home or
separated from their loved ones — and we are doing everything we can to provide immigrant families with the
information and support they need."

Houston

Houston Mayor Sylvester Turner released a statement citing the "rich cultural contributions" of immigrants to his city.

"The city does not try to do ICE's job, nor does it try to impede ICE," he added.

Turner, however, noted that ICE had not notified Houston of increased ICE activity in the same way they had other cities.

"It doesn't what your ethnicity is, your religion, whether your documented or undocumented," Turner added. "If you're
in the city of Houston, I'm your mayor."

ICE is expected to target 2,000 families in ten cities including Miami, Houston, Los Angeles and Chicago.

The president tweeted on Monday about the raids.

"Next week ICE will begin the process of removing the millions of illegal aliens who have illicitly found their way into
the United States," he said.

Here's a report about the impending ICE raids:

https://youtu.be/VKoLe_-P3l4 via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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IT'S TIME FOR ICE TO START DEPORTING ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT'S ON OVERDRIVE

LET'S REMOVE THE DEMOCRAT'S ILLEGAL VOTING BASE BY THE 2020 ELECTION
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ICE raids targeting migrant families slated to start Sunday in major U.S. cities

( THIS STORY OF DEPORTATIONS STARTING SUNDAY IS BELOW IN LINK )
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Kim Foxx Faces Utter Ruin: Judge Orders Investigation Of ‘Any Person Or Office Involved’ In

Smollett Case
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Kim Foxx, the Cook County, Illinois, State’s Attorney who withdrew herself from the prosecution of actor

Jussie Smollett, is not yet out of the woods. On Friday, a Cook County judge ruled that the appointment of

an “acting state’s attorney” to take her place wasn’t valid.

Foxx, who had recused herself from the prosecution because she’d spoken with one of Smollett’s relatives, named Joseph Magats
the acting state’s attorney.

Judge Michael Toomin said that no such title existed and, because of that, the Smollett case played out with no official
prosecutor, which raises plenty of questions.

“There was no master on the bridge to guide the ship as it floundered through uncharted waters, and it ultimately lost
its bearings,” Toomin wrote in his opinion.

“The unprecedented irregularities identified in this case warrants the appointment of independent counsel to restore
the public’s confidence in the integrity of our criminal justice system.”

As a result of his findings, Toomin shocked everyone involved in the case on Friday by appointing a special

prosecutor to find out why Smollett’s charges were suddenly and mysteriously dropped without explanation.

According to the Chicago Tribune, Toomin wrote that Smollett’s case “purported to have been brought and supervised by a
prosecutor serving in the stead of our duly elected State’s Attorney, who in fact was appointed to a fictitious office having no legal
existence.”

The order for a special investigation into the case was a huge win for former state appellate judge Sheila O’Brien, who was the
driving force behind the demand for special prosecution.

The decision also reportedly came as a surprise because Toomin and O’Brien have had not-so-friendly encounters in previous
court hearings.

Toomin gave the unnamed special prosecutor a wide scope and wrote that he or she may investigate “the actions of any person or
office involved in all aspects of the case.”

That means Smollett, or anyone else involved in the case, could be criminally charged.

Smollett, who is gay, claimed that he was attacked in January by two men shouting racist and homophobic slurs, and that one of
the men slipped a noose around his neck.

The case caught fire and made international headlines, given the nature of the alleged attack and the fact that Smollett was a
relatively high-profile television actor. But Chicago police eventually determined that Smollett faked the attack by paying two
brothers $3,500 for the hoax.

In February, Smollett was charged with disorderly conduct and in March, the world found out he had been indicted on 16 counts.

Not even three weeks after his indictment, Foxx stunned millions when she announced that Smollett’s case had been dismissed,
and to make matters worse — and even more suspicious — Foxx didn’t provide a shred of reasoning as to why the case was
thrown out.

The jaw-dropping decision furthered public opinion concerning the shady history and doings of Cook County politics.

Toomin’s bombshell announcement is bad timing for Foxx, as she’s currently in her first term as a state’s attorney and is expected
to run for re-election in 2020.

If Foxx is eventually found to have been involved in anything shady relating to the Smollett case, it would

likely be a political torpedo for her young career.

( LINK BELOW )
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Kim Foxx, the Cook County, Illinois, State’s Attorney who withdrew herself from the prosecution of actor

Jussie Smollett, is not yet out of the woods. On Friday, a Cook County judge ruled that the appointment of

an “acting state’s attorney” to take her place wasn’t valid.

Foxx, who had recused herself from the prosecution because she’d spoken with one of Smollett’s relatives, named Joseph Magats
the acting state’s attorney.

Judge Michael Toomin said that no such title existed and, because of that, the Smollett case played out with no official
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“There was no master on the bridge to guide the ship as it floundered through uncharted waters, and it ultimately lost
its bearings,” Toomin wrote in his opinion.

“The unprecedented irregularities identified in this case warrants the appointment of independent counsel to restore
the public’s confidence in the integrity of our criminal justice system.”

As a result of his findings, Toomin shocked everyone involved in the case on Friday by appointing a special

prosecutor to find out why Smollett’s charges were suddenly and mysteriously dropped without explanation.

According to the Chicago Tribune, Toomin wrote that Smollett’s case “purported to have been brought and supervised by a
prosecutor serving in the stead of our duly elected State’s Attorney, who in fact was appointed to a fictitious office having no legal
existence.”

The order for a special investigation into the case was a huge win for former state appellate judge Sheila O’Brien, who was the
driving force behind the demand for special prosecution.

The decision also reportedly came as a surprise because Toomin and O’Brien have had not-so-friendly encounters in previous
court hearings.

Toomin gave the unnamed special prosecutor a wide scope and wrote that he or she may investigate “the actions of any person or
office involved in all aspects of the case.”

That means Smollett, or anyone else involved in the case, could be criminally charged.

Smollett, who is gay, claimed that he was attacked in January by two men shouting racist and homophobic slurs, and that one of
the men slipped a noose around his neck.

The case caught fire and made international headlines, given the nature of the alleged attack and the fact that Smollett was a
relatively high-profile television actor. But Chicago police eventually determined that Smollett faked the attack by paying two
brothers $3,500 for the hoax.

In February, Smollett was charged with disorderly conduct and in March, the world found out he had been indicted on 16 counts.

Not even three weeks after his indictment, Foxx stunned millions when she announced that Smollett’s case had been dismissed,
and to make matters worse — and even more suspicious — Foxx didn’t provide a shred of reasoning as to why the case was
thrown out.

The jaw-dropping decision furthered public opinion concerning the shady history and doings of Cook County politics.

Toomin’s bombshell announcement is bad timing for Foxx, as she’s currently in her first term as a state’s attorney and is expected
to run for re-election in 2020.

If Foxx is eventually found to have been involved in anything shady relating to the Smollett case, it would

likely be a political torpedo for her young career.
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You have got check out this video that President Trump posted on Twitter to Piss Off the Democrat's

( Video in link below of President Trump's Campaign )
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Just In: Missouri Finally Makes Decision, Last Abortion Clinic Will Not Get License Renewed
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The Show Me State is showing what it’s made of.

Missouri’s state health department on Friday declined to renew an abortion license for a Planned Parenthood clinic in St. Louis, the
only abortion clinic in the state, ratcheting up a dispute that has pushed Missouri into the front lines of the pro-life cause.

Now, the fate of the clinic is in a judge’s hands.

According to the Kansas City Star, the health department’s decision was announced just before a court hearing was scheduled to
begin in St. Louis City Circuit Court.

The decision has no immediate impact, however, because the clinic has been operating under a preliminary injunction that was
granted after Planned Parenthood sued to stay open even after its license lapsed on May 31 and its renewal application was not
approved.

But it was the latest twist in a long-running dispute for the Planned Parenthood Reproductive Health Center.

The state Department of Health and Human Services had refused to approve the renewal because of

concerns about safety and conditions at the clinic, including “three failed abortions,” according to The

Associated Press.

The state also demanded to interview all seven doctors who perform abortions at the clinic, but only two would agree to speak.

The remaining five physicians work on a contract basis rather than for Planned Parenthood directly, and the organization said it
could not order them to talk to state inspectors.

Meanwhile, on Thursday, Planned Parenthood submitted paperwork announcing it would no longer perform pelvic examinations
before abortions are performed, as mandated by the state, according to the Star.

Questionable procedures. Doctors who won’t talk to the state. Deliberate defiance in refusing to perform required examinations.
How could anyone think an organization like that doesn’t care about women’s health?

The health department’s decision not to renew the clinic’s license means the dispute will now go to the state’s Administrative
Hearing Commission, the Star reported.

Regardless of the details, the fight over Missouri’s the clinic is the freshest front in the battle against abortion in the United States.

In May, Gov. Mike Parson, a Republican, signed a law that prohibits abortion after eight weeks of pregnancy, according to the AP.
The law has exemptions for medical emergencies, but not for rape or incest.

That puts the state in the company of Republican-led, pro-life states such as Georgia and Alabama which have severely restricted
abortions – and even threatened to put abortionists in prison.

And while what happens next in Missouri remains to be seen, it’s clear it’s going to roil the courts.

“The state in its denial letter today stated that it didn’t want any more conversations so it really is in the court’s
hands,” said M’Evie Mead, spokeswoman for Planned Parenthood Advocates in Missouri spokeswoman, according
to the Star.

For many on the pro-life side, it’s in much higher hands than that. In any case, the Show Me State is

showing it isn’t backing down.

( LINK BELOW )
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The Show Me State is showing what it’s made of.

Missouri’s state health department on Friday declined to renew an abortion license for a Planned Parenthood clinic in St. Louis, the
only abortion clinic in the state, ratcheting up a dispute that has pushed Missouri into the front lines of the pro-life cause.

Now, the fate of the clinic is in a judge’s hands.

According to the Kansas City Star, the health department’s decision was announced just before a court hearing was scheduled to
begin in St. Louis City Circuit Court.

The decision has no immediate impact, however, because the clinic has been operating under a preliminary injunction that was
granted after Planned Parenthood sued to stay open even after its license lapsed on May 31 and its renewal application was not
approved.

But it was the latest twist in a long-running dispute for the Planned Parenthood Reproductive Health Center.

The state Department of Health and Human Services had refused to approve the renewal because of

concerns about safety and conditions at the clinic, including “three failed abortions,” according to The

Associated Press.

The state also demanded to interview all seven doctors who perform abortions at the clinic, but only two would agree to speak.

The remaining five physicians work on a contract basis rather than for Planned Parenthood directly, and the organization said it
could not order them to talk to state inspectors.

Meanwhile, on Thursday, Planned Parenthood submitted paperwork announcing it would no longer perform pelvic examinations
before abortions are performed, as mandated by the state, according to the Star.

Questionable procedures. Doctors who won’t talk to the state. Deliberate defiance in refusing to perform required examinations.
How could anyone think an organization like that doesn’t care about women’s health?

The health department’s decision not to renew the clinic’s license means the dispute will now go to the state’s Administrative
Hearing Commission, the Star reported.

Regardless of the details, the fight over Missouri’s the clinic is the freshest front in the battle against abortion in the United States.

In May, Gov. Mike Parson, a Republican, signed a law that prohibits abortion after eight weeks of pregnancy, according to the AP.
The law has exemptions for medical emergencies, but not for rape or incest.

That puts the state in the company of Republican-led, pro-life states such as Georgia and Alabama which have severely restricted
abortions – and even threatened to put abortionists in prison.

And while what happens next in Missouri remains to be seen, it’s clear it’s going to roil the courts.

“The state in its denial letter today stated that it didn’t want any more conversations so it really is in the court’s
hands,” said M’Evie Mead, spokeswoman for Planned Parenthood Advocates in Missouri spokeswoman, according
to the Star.

For many on the pro-life side, it’s in much higher hands than that. In any case, the Show Me State is

showing it isn’t backing down.
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Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon

Him & How He Handles The Deep State's Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran
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Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection

Upon Him & How He Handles The Deep State's Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran

Lord I Ask That You Make All Paths That Are Crooked Straight, All So Your Will May Be Done Father

And Father God I Ask That You Bless The USA's Entire Military Regardless If They Be Needed Or Not

To Go Into Battle For Any Reason That They May Protect The USA's Interest Abroad Quickly & Fiercely

Father Please Keep Trump's Advisers Honest In Dealing With This Iranian Problem So That

They May Give President Trump All The Correct Guidance He May Need For Going Forward

Lord I Ask That You Bless All The True Patriots That Are Supporting President Trump & Are Praying For Him

As Trump Remains President Until 2025 When We Will Support Our Next Republican Leader

To Lead America As POTUS & Father We Come To You & We Ask All These Things In Jesus Holy Name

Amen
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GOP Chairwoman: If Deep State Puppet Hussein Had Called Off Iran Strikes He Would Get Nobel

Peace Prize

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/blogs/trumpobama_040516getty.jpg

Republican National Committee Chairwoman Ronna Romney McDaniel lashed out Friday after President

Trump came under fire for ordering then calling off a retaliatory military strike on Iran over the downing of a

U.S. drone.

“If Obama had called off air strikes, the media would demand he get the Nobel Peace Prize,” McDaniel tweeted.
“Such a double standard.”

Ronna McDaniel

✔ @GOPChairwoman

If Obama had called off air strikes, the media would demand he get the Nobel Peace Prize.

Such a double standard.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1142055388965212161 …

Donald J. Trump

✔

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

....On Monday they shot down an unmanned drone flying in International Waters. We were cocked & loaded

to retaliate last night on 3 different sights when I asked, how many will die. 150 people, sir, was the answer

from a General. 10 minutes before the strike I stopped it, not....

Trump on Thursday night ordered a retaliatory strike on Iran after reports emerged the previous day that Iran had downed a
U.S. Navy surveillance drone.

“We were cocked & loaded to retaliate last night on 3 different sights," Trump tweeted Friday morning, adding that
after he found out 150 people could die in the process, he called it off.

“10 minutes before the strike I stopped it, not proportionate to shooting down an unmanned drone,” he wrote.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

....Death to America. I terminated deal, which was not even ratified by Congress, and imposed strong

sanctions. They are a much weakened nation today than at the beginning of my Presidency, when they

were causing major problems throughout the Middle East. Now they are Bust!....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....On Monday they shot down an unmanned drone flying in International Waters. We were cocked & loaded

to retaliate last night on 3 different sights when I asked, how many will die. 150 people, sir, was the answer

from a General. 10 minutes before the strike I stopped it, not....

Democratic lawmakers, including Sen. Elizabeth Warren (Mass.), who is running for president, slammed Trump over the
move.

Warren tweeted Friday that “there is no justification for further escalating this crisis,” criticizing Trump for pulling out of the
Obama-era nuclear deal that provided sanctions relief to Tehran in exchange for new limits on Iran's nuclear program.

Elizabeth Warren

✔ @ewarren

Donald Trump promised to bring our troops home. Instead he has pulled out of a deal that was working and instigated

another unnecessary conflict. There is no justification for further escalating this crisis—we need to step back from

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/blogs/trumpobama_040516getty.jpg
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another unnecessary conflict. There is no justification for further escalating this crisis—we need to step back from

the brink of war. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/20/world/middleeast/iran-us-drone.html …

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1141778500455731200/ZRLctKmS?format=jpg

Trump blamed Obama for U.S.-Iran tensions, tweeting that the former president “made a desperate and terrible deal.”

“Iran was in big trouble and he bailed them out. Gave them a free path to Nuclear Weapons, and SOON,” Trump said.
“Instead of saying thank you, Iran yelled Death to America. I terminated deal, which was not even ratified by
Congress, and imposed strong sanctions.”

Some have compared the situation to when Obama in 2012 drew a “red line” regarding the use of chemical weapons by
Bashar Assad’s government in Syria but later pulled back.

( LINK BELOW )
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GOP Chairwoman: If Deep State Puppet Hussein Had Called Off Iran Strikes He Would Get Nobel

Peace Prize
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Republican National Committee Chairwoman Ronna Romney McDaniel lashed out Friday after President

Trump came under fire for ordering then calling off a retaliatory military strike on Iran over the downing of a

U.S. drone.

“If Obama had called off air strikes, the media would demand he get the Nobel Peace Prize,” McDaniel tweeted.
“Such a double standard.”

Ronna McDaniel

✔ @GOPChairwoman

If Obama had called off air strikes, the media would demand he get the Nobel Peace Prize.

Such a double standard.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1142055388965212161 …

Donald J. Trump

✔

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

....On Monday they shot down an unmanned drone flying in International Waters. We were cocked & loaded

to retaliate last night on 3 different sights when I asked, how many will die. 150 people, sir, was the answer

from a General. 10 minutes before the strike I stopped it, not....

Trump on Thursday night ordered a retaliatory strike on Iran after reports emerged the previous day that Iran had downed a
U.S. Navy surveillance drone.

“We were cocked & loaded to retaliate last night on 3 different sights," Trump tweeted Friday morning, adding that
after he found out 150 people could die in the process, he called it off.

“10 minutes before the strike I stopped it, not proportionate to shooting down an unmanned drone,” he wrote.
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Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

....Death to America. I terminated deal, which was not even ratified by Congress, and imposed strong

sanctions. They are a much weakened nation today than at the beginning of my Presidency, when they

were causing major problems throughout the Middle East. Now they are Bust!....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....On Monday they shot down an unmanned drone flying in International Waters. We were cocked & loaded

to retaliate last night on 3 different sights when I asked, how many will die. 150 people, sir, was the answer

from a General. 10 minutes before the strike I stopped it, not....

Democratic lawmakers, including Sen. Elizabeth Warren (Mass.), who is running for president, slammed Trump over the
move.

Warren tweeted Friday that “there is no justification for further escalating this crisis,” criticizing Trump for pulling out of the
Obama-era nuclear deal that provided sanctions relief to Tehran in exchange for new limits on Iran's nuclear program.

Elizabeth Warren

✔ @ewarren

Donald Trump promised to bring our troops home. Instead he has pulled out of a deal that was working and instigated

another unnecessary conflict. There is no justification for further escalating this crisis—we need to step back from

the brink of war. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/20/world/middleeast/iran-us-drone.html …

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1141778500455731200/ZRLctKmS?format=jpg

Trump blamed Obama for U.S.-Iran tensions, tweeting that the former president “made a desperate and terrible deal.”

“Iran was in big trouble and he bailed them out. Gave them a free path to Nuclear Weapons, and SOON,” Trump said.
“Instead of saying thank you, Iran yelled Death to America. I terminated deal, which was not even ratified by
Congress, and imposed strong sanctions.”

Some have compared the situation to when Obama in 2012 drew a “red line” regarding the use of chemical weapons by
Bashar Assad’s government in Syria but later pulled back.

( LINK BELOW )
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Presbyterian Church Features Drag Queen Reading Story To Children About LGBTQ Icon Harvey

Milk / What's Next Pedophile Parties

A man also told his coming out story during the service

IN A CHURCH OF GOD, WHAT THE HELL IS HAPPENING ? THIS IS AN ABOMINATION & THE CHURCH IS IN DEEP
TROUBLE

@Stonenchizel

https://assets.rbl.ms/19614700/1200x600.jpg

Last Sunday, Dan Davidson briefly stepped out of his role as caretaker of Cincinnati's Mount Auburn

Presbyterian Church and became "Sparkle Leigh" — dressed in drag with tons of makeup and glitter — to

read a story to children during the service about LGBTQ icon Harvey Milk, the assassinated San Francisco

politician who was openly gay, the Cincinnati Enquirer reported.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19614774/980x.jpg

Davidson wore a pink, flowing dress and a green curly wig, the outlet said, adding that the congregation clapped during
"exciting parts of the tale."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19614777/980x.jpg

Mount Auburn is celebrating Pride month throughout June, the Enquirer said, adding that the sanctuary featured Pride flags
on the front walls and rainbow candles onstage.

Pastor Stacey Midge told the outlet the service's offshoot of the Drag Queen Story Hour — typically held in public libraries
— fits with the church's beliefs that God loves everyone.

Indeed, a man shared his coming story during the service as well, the Enquirer added.

What else do we know about Sparkle Leigh?

Sparkle Leigh performed as a drag queen in Seattle but looked for a different backdrop after experiencing a hate crime and
being hit by a car while in full makeup, the outlet said.

In addition, Sparkle Leigh was drawn to partaking in Drag Queen Story Hour phenomenon to give children support, the
Enquirer said: "I'm excited just to be able to point to diversity and help kids not be afraid of people that are different but to
embrace them and be able to learn from them and find out more about them."

More from the outlet:

Sparkle estimated that about half of the people who come to the storytimes are members of the LGBT community, while the other
half are allies. She mainly reads stories with LGBT themes or books featuring or written by people of color because children aren't
often exposed to these types of stories.

Sparkle's own story on that Sunday in Mount Auburn had a particular kind of poignancy for her: Her conversion therapy sessions
had taken place down the street from the church. The fresh message of acceptance resonated with her, as she hopes LGBT
people can find a place in this and similar churches and that they won't let negative past experiences turn them away from religion.

"Love more, love better," Sparkle said. "It's literally that simple."

IT SURE SOUNDS LIKE THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH HAS BEEN INFILTRATED BY LIBERAL DEMOCRAT SATANIST

I DON'T MEAN TO OFFEND ANY PRESBYTERIAN PATRIOTS BUT THIS IS AN ABOMINATION TO THE CHURCH AND TO
GOD

@Stonenchizel
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Presbyterian Church Features Drag Queen Reading Story To Children About LGBTQ Icon Harvey

Milk / What's Next Pedophile Parties

A man also told his coming out story during the service

IN A CHURCH OF GOD, WHAT THE HELL IS HAPPENING ? THIS IS AN ABOMINATION & THE CHURCH IS IN DEEP
TROUBLE

@Stonenchizel
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Last Sunday, Dan Davidson briefly stepped out of his role as caretaker of Cincinnati's Mount Auburn

Presbyterian Church and became "Sparkle Leigh" — dressed in drag with tons of makeup and glitter — to

read a story to children during the service about LGBTQ icon Harvey Milk, the assassinated San Francisco

politician who was openly gay, the Cincinnati Enquirer reported.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19614774/980x.jpg

Davidson wore a pink, flowing dress and a green curly wig, the outlet said, adding that the congregation clapped during
"exciting parts of the tale."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19614777/980x.jpg

Mount Auburn is celebrating Pride month throughout June, the Enquirer said, adding that the sanctuary featured Pride flags
on the front walls and rainbow candles onstage.

Pastor Stacey Midge told the outlet the service's offshoot of the Drag Queen Story Hour — typically held in public libraries
— fits with the church's beliefs that God loves everyone.

Indeed, a man shared his coming story during the service as well, the Enquirer added.

What else do we know about Sparkle Leigh?

Sparkle Leigh performed as a drag queen in Seattle but looked for a different backdrop after experiencing a hate crime and
being hit by a car while in full makeup, the outlet said.

In addition, Sparkle Leigh was drawn to partaking in Drag Queen Story Hour phenomenon to give children support, the
Enquirer said: "I'm excited just to be able to point to diversity and help kids not be afraid of people that are different but to
embrace them and be able to learn from them and find out more about them."

More from the outlet:

Sparkle estimated that about half of the people who come to the storytimes are members of the LGBT community, while the other
half are allies. She mainly reads stories with LGBT themes or books featuring or written by people of color because children aren't
often exposed to these types of stories.

Sparkle's own story on that Sunday in Mount Auburn had a particular kind of poignancy for her: Her conversion therapy sessions
had taken place down the street from the church. The fresh message of acceptance resonated with her, as she hopes LGBT
people can find a place in this and similar churches and that they won't let negative past experiences turn them away from religion.

"Love more, love better," Sparkle said. "It's literally that simple."

IT SURE SOUNDS LIKE THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH HAS BEEN INFILTRATED BY LIBERAL DEMOCRAT SATANIST

I DON'T MEAN TO OFFEND ANY PRESBYTERIAN PATRIOTS BUT THIS IS AN ABOMINATION TO THE CHURCH AND TO
GOD

@Stonenchizel
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Michael Moore : Admits President Donald Trump 2020 Win Are Promising, He Hasn't Lost One Inch

Of His Fired-Up Insane Base

https://www.newsmax.com/Newsmax/files/43/434d9130-4368-4617-8115-a5eae22cd37e.jpg

Liberal filmmaker Michael Moore admitted the chances of President Donald Trump winning another term in

office are promising.

Reacting to Trump's 2020 campaign kickoff rally this week, Moore wrote on Twitter that Trump's base appears as strong
as ever.

"I watched the whole thing last night. I know no one wants to waste that kind of time even looking at him, but

not wanting to see the enormity of the fight ahead doesn't make it go away. He hasn't lost one inch of his

fired-up insane base

Are u ready?"

Accompanying Moore's tweet was a video taken from Tuesday night's rally in Orlando.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBGisI6n1tI

( LINK BELOW )
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Liberal filmmaker Michael Moore admitted the chances of President Donald Trump winning another term in

office are promising.

Reacting to Trump's 2020 campaign kickoff rally this week, Moore wrote on Twitter that Trump's base appears as strong
as ever.

"I watched the whole thing last night. I know no one wants to waste that kind of time even looking at him, but

not wanting to see the enormity of the fight ahead doesn't make it go away. He hasn't lost one inch of his

fired-up insane base

Are u ready?"

Accompanying Moore's tweet was a video taken from Tuesday night's rally in Orlando.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBGisI6n1tI

( LINK BELOW )
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Tribunal Reports : China Is Killing Prisoners To Harvest Their Organs / Liberal's In The US Gov.

Hopefully Never Get That Sick & Greedy
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An independent tribunal investigating forced organ harvesting from prisoners in Chinese detention centers

has revealed that officials are reportedly killing prisoners to harvest organs.

What are the details?

The tribunal released the findings of its investigation on Monday, concluding that "forced organ harvesting has been committed for
years throughout China on a significant scale, [and] the tribunal has had no evidence that the significant infrastructure associated
with China's transplantation industry has been dismantled and absent a satisfactory explanation as to the source of readily
available organs concludes that forced organ harvesting continues till today."

Forbes reported that "some of the organ extractions were said to have been conducted on live victims who were killed during their
procedures."

U.S. News and World report that victims of such alleged treatments often include prisoners, "including members of religious
minorities." The outlet added that investigators spent 12 months "collecting evidence, work that included questioning more than 50
witnesses, experts, investigators and analysts in public hearings held in April and in December 2018."

The tribunal also evaluated written submissions, investigative reports, and academic papers.

A 2018 statement on the investigation reported that "the tribunal's members are certain — unanimously, and sure beyond a
reasonable doubt — that in China forced organ harvesting from prisoners of conscience has been practiced for a substantial period
of time involving a very substantial number of victims."

In 2014, the Chinese government insisted that the procedure would stop.

The tribunal's chair, Sir Geoffrey Nice QC, said "there is no evidence of the practice [of prisoner organ harvesting] having been
stopped and the tribunal is satisfied that it is continuing."

He added, "[V]ery many people have died indescribably hideous deaths for no reason, that more may suffer in similar ways, and
that all of us live on a planet where extreme wickedness may be found in the power of those, for the time being, running a country
with one of the oldest civilizations known to modern man."

What are the organs worth?

Additional reports found that organs in China are reportedly worth billions of dollars, and that the amount of transplants in China on
an annual basis are estimated to be between 60,000 and 100,000.

London's Chinese Embassy said that the reports are nothing more than "rumors."

In a statement, the embassy said that the "government always follows the World Health Organization's guiding principles on
human organ transplant, and has strengthened its management on organ transplant in recent years."

"On 21 March 2007, the Chinese state council enacted the regulation on human organ transplant, providing that human
organ donation must be done voluntarily and gratis," the statement explained. "We hope that the British people will not be
misled by rumors."
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Tribunal Reports : China Is Killing Prisoners To Harvest Their Organs / Liberal's In The US Gov.

Hopefully Never Get That Sick & Greedy

https://assets.rbl.ms/19614496/1200x600.jpg

An independent tribunal investigating forced organ harvesting from prisoners in Chinese detention centers

has revealed that officials are reportedly killing prisoners to harvest organs.

What are the details?

The tribunal released the findings of its investigation on Monday, concluding that "forced organ harvesting has been committed for
years throughout China on a significant scale, [and] the tribunal has had no evidence that the significant infrastructure associated
with China's transplantation industry has been dismantled and absent a satisfactory explanation as to the source of readily
available organs concludes that forced organ harvesting continues till today."

Forbes reported that "some of the organ extractions were said to have been conducted on live victims who were killed during their
procedures."

U.S. News and World report that victims of such alleged treatments often include prisoners, "including members of religious
minorities." The outlet added that investigators spent 12 months "collecting evidence, work that included questioning more than 50
witnesses, experts, investigators and analysts in public hearings held in April and in December 2018."

The tribunal also evaluated written submissions, investigative reports, and academic papers.

A 2018 statement on the investigation reported that "the tribunal's members are certain — unanimously, and sure beyond a
reasonable doubt — that in China forced organ harvesting from prisoners of conscience has been practiced for a substantial period
of time involving a very substantial number of victims."

In 2014, the Chinese government insisted that the procedure would stop.

The tribunal's chair, Sir Geoffrey Nice QC, said "there is no evidence of the practice [of prisoner organ harvesting] having been
stopped and the tribunal is satisfied that it is continuing."

He added, "[V]ery many people have died indescribably hideous deaths for no reason, that more may suffer in similar ways, and
that all of us live on a planet where extreme wickedness may be found in the power of those, for the time being, running a country
with one of the oldest civilizations known to modern man."

What are the organs worth?

Additional reports found that organs in China are reportedly worth billions of dollars, and that the amount of transplants in China on
an annual basis are estimated to be between 60,000 and 100,000.

London's Chinese Embassy said that the reports are nothing more than "rumors."

In a statement, the embassy said that the "government always follows the World Health Organization's guiding principles on
human organ transplant, and has strengthened its management on organ transplant in recent years."

"On 21 March 2007, the Chinese state council enacted the regulation on human organ transplant, providing that human
organ donation must be done voluntarily and gratis," the statement explained. "We hope that the British people will not be
misled by rumors."
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Evangelicals Go All In For Trump Reelection
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Faith leaders and anti-abortion groups are ramping up their efforts to reelect President Trump, rewarding a

president who has become an unlikely hero of the Christian right because of his commitment to socially

conservative causes.
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The Faith and Freedom Coalition (FFC) will spend tens of millions of dollars on a voter mobilization effort that aims to register 1
million Christians in key battleground states and reach 30 million people nationwide.

The group, which is led by conservative activist Ralph Reed, will pump literature into more than 100,000 churches across 18
states, primarily focusing on the presidential battlegrounds but also with an eye on contested House and Senate races.

The Susan B. Anthony List (SBA), an anti-abortion rights group, has a budget of $41 million this campaign cycle to “expose the
extremism of Trump’s opponents,” among other initiatives.

SBA List will pay more than 1,000 canvassers in eight battleground states with the aim of knocking on 4 million doors. The group
will partner with local churches and anti-abortion groups in states such as North Carolina, Florida, Iowa, Michigan and Arizona to
turn out conservative voters for Trump’s reelection.

And the Family Research Council’s (FRC) political action arm is activating its network of churches and community impact teams in
North Carolina, Michigan, Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas to turn out the vote.

“Trump’s support among Christian voters is at an absolute fever pitch right now,” said Lance Lemmonds, the
communications director for FFC.

Trump will speak at the FFC’s “Road To Majority” conference in Washington next week. Organizers say the event will attract over
2,000 activists, smashing through its previous attendance records.

Exit polls from 2016 found Trump received more than 80 percent support from Evangelicals, a religious group that accounts for
about one-quarter of the nation’s voting population. A recent Pew survey found Trump’s approval rating is sky high among
Evangelicals, at about 70 percent.

But faith leaders interviewed by The Hill say that approval rating underestimates the amount of enthusiasm that exists for the
president among religious conservatives, many of whom were skeptical that he would deliver on his promises when they voted for
him the first time in 2016.

Now, they describe Trump as “the most pro-life president in history” and view him as a warrior for conservative cultural values on
everything from protecting religious liberty to nominating conservative judges, including two Supreme Court justices.

They say the Christian right will turn out once again for Trump in 2020 and could tip the balance of the election in his favor.

“It’s a huge political force, especially now that the uncertainty is gone about how Trump would govern,” said Frank
Cannon, the president of the American Principles Project, a conservative think tank.

Trump’s supporters in the religious community have drawn accusations of hypocrisy from some, who view the president as
immoral and say his rhetoric toward women and immigrants should be anathema to people of faith.

They point to Trump’s past as a thrice-married Manhattan real estate tycoon who does not regularly attend church or speak about
his spiritual life.

“I'm reluctant to comment on another person's faith, but I would say it is hard to look at this president's actions and
believe that they're the actions of somebody who believes in God,” said South Bend, Ind., Mayor Pete Buttigieg, a
2020 Democratic presidential contender who is Episcopalian. “I just don't understand how you can be as worshipful of
your own self as he is and be prepared to humble yourself before God.”

And the political power of the religious right is a source of frustration for some faith leaders, such as Rev. William Barber II, an
advocate for the poor who warned at a presidential candidate forum this week about the GOP’s “Christian nationalism.”

“We have this false moral religious narrative that somehow says that if you’re for tax cuts and against women’s
rights and against gay people and against immigrants that somehow that’s the moral and Godly thing to do,” Barber
said.

But Christian leaders interviewed by The Hill say they are wholly comfortable backing the president because his public policies far
outweigh his personal behavior.

“It’s his polices that drive this and that serve as a major motivator for voters to overlook his flaws, the tweets or his
rough edges,” said FRC President Tony Perkins. “They see him speak with such passion on some of these issues.”

The Supreme Court appointments and dozens of confirmations of conservative judges at lower courts are a major motivating factor
for social conservatives.

But Trump’s actions to scale back abortion rights and his blunt rhetoric on the matter is the primary animating factor for many
Christian conservatives.

At his 2020 campaign launch this week, Trump made it clear that he intends to paint his rivals as extremists on the issue, saying
that “virtually every top Democrat” supports “ripping babies straight from the mother's womb.”

Conservative believe Democrats have provided them with an opening to appeal to independents on the issue, with states such as
New York expanding access to late-term abortions and Democratic contenders announcing opposition to the Hyde Amendment, a
40-year-old ban on federal funding for abortions.
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40-year-old ban on federal funding for abortions.

Of course, the left is equally energized on the issue, with activists descending on Alabama to protest the most restrictive abortion
law in the nation, which passed earlier this year.

Twenty Democratic presidential contenders will attend a Planned Parenthood Action Fund Forum this weekend in South Carolina
as the state legislature considers a new bill to restrict abortion rights there.

But Mallory Quigley, the spokesperson for SBA List, said Trump’s commitment to rolling back abortion rights would ensure that
social conservatives, and perhaps some new voters, such as religious Hispanics, show up at the ballot box for him in November.

“The president has done everything in his power to promote pro-life policies,” Quigley said. “He’s followed

through on his commitments to the pro-life movement and that’s taken enthusiasm on the ground to a new

level. We’re ready to do our part to reelect him so that we can continue to see those victories.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Faith leaders and anti-abortion groups are ramping up their efforts to reelect President Trump, rewarding a

president who has become an unlikely hero of the Christian right because of his commitment to socially

conservative causes.

The Faith and Freedom Coalition (FFC) will spend tens of millions of dollars on a voter mobilization effort that aims to register 1
million Christians in key battleground states and reach 30 million people nationwide.

The group, which is led by conservative activist Ralph Reed, will pump literature into more than 100,000 churches across 18
states, primarily focusing on the presidential battlegrounds but also with an eye on contested House and Senate races.

The Susan B. Anthony List (SBA), an anti-abortion rights group, has a budget of $41 million this campaign cycle to “expose the
extremism of Trump’s opponents,” among other initiatives.

SBA List will pay more than 1,000 canvassers in eight battleground states with the aim of knocking on 4 million doors. The group
will partner with local churches and anti-abortion groups in states such as North Carolina, Florida, Iowa, Michigan and Arizona to
turn out conservative voters for Trump’s reelection.

And the Family Research Council’s (FRC) political action arm is activating its network of churches and community impact teams in
North Carolina, Michigan, Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas to turn out the vote.

“Trump’s support among Christian voters is at an absolute fever pitch right now,” said Lance Lemmonds, the
communications director for FFC.

Trump will speak at the FFC’s “Road To Majority” conference in Washington next week. Organizers say the event will attract over
2,000 activists, smashing through its previous attendance records.

Exit polls from 2016 found Trump received more than 80 percent support from Evangelicals, a religious group that accounts for
about one-quarter of the nation’s voting population. A recent Pew survey found Trump’s approval rating is sky high among
Evangelicals, at about 70 percent.

But faith leaders interviewed by The Hill say that approval rating underestimates the amount of enthusiasm that exists for the
president among religious conservatives, many of whom were skeptical that he would deliver on his promises when they voted for
him the first time in 2016.

Now, they describe Trump as “the most pro-life president in history” and view him as a warrior for conservative cultural values on
everything from protecting religious liberty to nominating conservative judges, including two Supreme Court justices.

They say the Christian right will turn out once again for Trump in 2020 and could tip the balance of the election in his favor.

“It’s a huge political force, especially now that the uncertainty is gone about how Trump would govern,” said Frank
Cannon, the president of the American Principles Project, a conservative think tank.
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Trump’s supporters in the religious community have drawn accusations of hypocrisy from some, who view the president as
immoral and say his rhetoric toward women and immigrants should be anathema to people of faith.

They point to Trump’s past as a thrice-married Manhattan real estate tycoon who does not regularly attend church or speak about
his spiritual life.

“I'm reluctant to comment on another person's faith, but I would say it is hard to look at this president's actions and
believe that they're the actions of somebody who believes in God,” said South Bend, Ind., Mayor Pete Buttigieg, a
2020 Democratic presidential contender who is Episcopalian. “I just don't understand how you can be as worshipful of
your own self as he is and be prepared to humble yourself before God.”

And the political power of the religious right is a source of frustration for some faith leaders, such as Rev. William Barber II, an
advocate for the poor who warned at a presidential candidate forum this week about the GOP’s “Christian nationalism.”

“We have this false moral religious narrative that somehow says that if you’re for tax cuts and against women’s
rights and against gay people and against immigrants that somehow that’s the moral and Godly thing to do,” Barber
said.

But Christian leaders interviewed by The Hill say they are wholly comfortable backing the president because his public policies far
outweigh his personal behavior.

“It’s his polices that drive this and that serve as a major motivator for voters to overlook his flaws, the tweets or his
rough edges,” said FRC President Tony Perkins. “They see him speak with such passion on some of these issues.”

The Supreme Court appointments and dozens of confirmations of conservative judges at lower courts are a major motivating factor
for social conservatives.

But Trump’s actions to scale back abortion rights and his blunt rhetoric on the matter is the primary animating factor for many
Christian conservatives.

At his 2020 campaign launch this week, Trump made it clear that he intends to paint his rivals as extremists on the issue, saying
that “virtually every top Democrat” supports “ripping babies straight from the mother's womb.”

Conservative believe Democrats have provided them with an opening to appeal to independents on the issue, with states such as
New York expanding access to late-term abortions and Democratic contenders announcing opposition to the Hyde Amendment, a
40-year-old ban on federal funding for abortions.

Of course, the left is equally energized on the issue, with activists descending on Alabama to protest the most restrictive abortion
law in the nation, which passed earlier this year.

Twenty Democratic presidential contenders will attend a Planned Parenthood Action Fund Forum this weekend in South Carolina
as the state legislature considers a new bill to restrict abortion rights there.

But Mallory Quigley, the spokesperson for SBA List, said Trump’s commitment to rolling back abortion rights would ensure that
social conservatives, and perhaps some new voters, such as religious Hispanics, show up at the ballot box for him in November.

“The president has done everything in his power to promote pro-life policies,” Quigley said. “He’s followed

through on his commitments to the pro-life movement and that’s taken enthusiasm on the ground to a new

level. We’re ready to do our part to reelect him so that we can continue to see those victories.”
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Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon

Him & How He Handles The Deep State's Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran
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Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection

Upon Him & How He Handles The Deep State's Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran

Lord I Ask That You Make All Paths That Are Crooked Straight, All So Your Will May Be Done Father

And Father God I Ask That You Bless The USA's Entire Military Regardless If They Be Needed Or Not

To Go Into Battle For Any Reason That They May Protect The USA's Interest Abroad Quickly & Fiercely

Father Please Keep Trump's Advisers Honest In Dealing With This Iranian Problem So That

They May Give President Trump All The Correct Guidance He May Need For Going Forward

Lord I Ask That You Bless All The True Patriots That Are Supporting President Trump & Are Praying For Him

As Trump Remains President Until 2025 When We Will Support Our Next Republican Leader

To Lead America As POTUS & Father We Come To You & We Ask All These Things In Jesus Holy Name

Amen
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Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection

Upon Him & How He Handles The Deep State's Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran

Lord I Ask That You Make All Paths That Are Crooked Straight, All So Your Will May Be Done Father

And Father God I Ask That You Bless The USA's Entire Military Regardless If They Be Needed Or Not

To Go Into Battle For Any Reason That They May Protect The USA's Interest Abroad Quickly & Fiercely

Father Please Keep Trump's Advisers Honest In Dealing With This Iranian Problem So That

They May Give President Trump All The Correct Guidance He May Need For Going Forward

Lord I Ask That You Bless All The True Patriots That Are Supporting President Trump & Are Praying For Him

As Trump Remains President Until 2025 When We Will Support Our Next Republican Leader

To Lead America As POTUS & Father We Come To You & We Ask All These Things In Jesus Holy Name

Amen
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Hannity Promises Trump Would 'Bomb The Hell Out Of' Iran Following Downing Of U.S. Drone

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/02/06/931/524/694940094001_5998999628001_5999000234001-
vs.jpg

Fox News host Sean Hannity opened his show Thursday with a vow that President Trump would soon declare war on Iran unless
Iran's leader take a "small opportunity" for peace.

Hannity said Thursday night that the if the "Mullahs [of Iran] are smart enough" they will take a quickly-disappearing option to
negotiate peace with the U.S. following the destruction of a U.S. surveillance drone overnight Wednesday.

If not, Hannity said, Trump would proceed to "bomb the hell out of" the country.

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/peltzmadeline/status/1141876936274305024

Madeline Peltz 

@peltzmadeline

Tucker opened his show by praising Trump for resisting calls to war with Iran.

When his show ended, Sean Hannity promised Trump "will bomb the hell out of" Iran, because this is

"simple peace through strength"

normal news network

A Media Matters reporter who first posted the clip online noted that Hannity's warning to Iran came just minutes after his lead-in,
Tucker Carlson, praised the president for avoiding calls for war with Iran.

Trump's love for Fox News programming is well-known, and it was reported by The Daily Beast on Wednesday that Carlson has
been personally advising Trump on the subject and urging him to resist calls for war from within his administration. Carlson has
also publicly criticized Trump's national security adviser John Bolton, who is seen as hawkish on the issue of Iran.

Tensions escalated overnight between the Trump administration and Iran after Iran claimed to have shot down a surveillance drone
flying over its southern Hormozgan province. U.S. Central Command confirmed the drone's destruction in a statement Thursday,
but denied that the drone was over Iranian territory, countering that it was over international waters.

( LINK BELOW )
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Hannity Promises Trump Would 'Bomb The Hell Out Of' Iran Following Downing Of U.S. Drone
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Fox News host Sean Hannity opened his show Thursday with a vow that President Trump would soon declare war on Iran unless
Iran's leader take a "small opportunity" for peace.

Hannity said Thursday night that the if the "Mullahs [of Iran] are smart enough" they will take a quickly-disappearing option to
negotiate peace with the U.S. following the destruction of a U.S. surveillance drone overnight Wednesday.

If not, Hannity said, Trump would proceed to "bomb the hell out of" the country.

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/peltzmadeline/status/1141876936274305024

Madeline Peltz 

@peltzmadeline

Tucker opened his show by praising Trump for resisting calls to war with Iran.

When his show ended, Sean Hannity promised Trump "will bomb the hell out of" Iran, because this is

"simple peace through strength"

normal news network

A Media Matters reporter who first posted the clip online noted that Hannity's warning to Iran came just minutes after his lead-in,
Tucker Carlson, praised the president for avoiding calls for war with Iran.

Trump's love for Fox News programming is well-known, and it was reported by The Daily Beast on Wednesday that Carlson has
been personally advising Trump on the subject and urging him to resist calls for war from within his administration. Carlson has
also publicly criticized Trump's national security adviser John Bolton, who is seen as hawkish on the issue of Iran.

Tensions escalated overnight between the Trump administration and Iran after Iran claimed to have shot down a surveillance drone
flying over its southern Hormozgan province. U.S. Central Command confirmed the drone's destruction in a statement Thursday,
but denied that the drone was over Iranian territory, countering that it was over international waters.
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'Hail Satan' Opening Prayer At Alaska Liberal Government Meeting Prompts Walkouts, Protest

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/satanprayeralaska_062019.jpg

Several attendees at a government meeting open to the public in Alaska walked out in protest after an

opening prayer praised Satan.

The Associated Press reports the prayer, where a woman declared “Hail Satan,” was given by Satanic Temple member Iris
Fontana, who won the right to open the meeting with an invocation of her choice.

“That which will not bend, must break, and that which can be destroyed by truth should never be spared as demise.
It is done, hail Satan,” Fontana said to open the meeting, according to local radio station KSRM

The controversial prayer Tuesday night started the meeting of the Kenai Peninsula Borough and prompted several attendees to
exit.

A protest outside the borough’s administration building ensued, drawing 40 or so people.

Fontana was reportedly among one of the plaintiffs in a lawsuit litigated by the ACLU of Alaska against the borough after it
approved a policy in 2016 to only allow people belonging to official organizations with an established presence on the Kenai
Peninsula to give invocations at meetings.

Last year the Alaska Supreme Court ruled that the borough policy was unconstitutional and the policy was changed to allow
anyone to offer invocations regardless of affiliation.

( LINK BELOW )
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Several attendees at a government meeting open to the public in Alaska walked out in protest after an

opening prayer praised Satan.

The Associated Press reports the prayer, where a woman declared “Hail Satan,” was given by Satanic Temple member Iris
Fontana, who won the right to open the meeting with an invocation of her choice.

“That which will not bend, must break, and that which can be destroyed by truth should never be spared as demise.
It is done, hail Satan,” Fontana said to open the meeting, according to local radio station KSRM

The controversial prayer Tuesday night started the meeting of the Kenai Peninsula Borough and prompted several attendees to
exit.

A protest outside the borough’s administration building ensued, drawing 40 or so people.

Fontana was reportedly among one of the plaintiffs in a lawsuit litigated by the ACLU of Alaska against the borough after it
approved a policy in 2016 to only allow people belonging to official organizations with an established presence on the Kenai
Peninsula to give invocations at meetings.

Last year the Alaska Supreme Court ruled that the borough policy was unconstitutional and the policy was changed to allow
anyone to offer invocations regardless of affiliation.
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Matt Gaetz: Marianne Williamson By Comparing ICE Raids To 1930s Germany Exposes The Problem

In Democratic Party
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Marianne Williamson received the most notice her Democratic presidential bid will get when she compared

ICE raids to conditions Jews faced in 1930s Germany, according to Rep. Matt Gaetz, R-Fla.

During a speech on Tuesday, Williamson, an inspirational author and self-help guru, told the audience she is Jewish and she was,
"raised to say 'never again'."

"It's happening," Williamson said. "There are some people who would say to me, ah, Miss Williamson, I think this
Jewish analogy - you've really gone too far there. This is not the same type of situation at all. Some of those people
will be deported to places so dangerous that there it actually is no different."

During an appearance on "The Story" Thursday, Rep. Gaetz said the comments will not only get Williamson more attention than
she has received so far in her campaign but that it is indicative of a problem within the Democratic Party.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6050569130001/#sp=show-clips

"This is probably the most attention that the Marianne Williamson presidential campaign will ever get," the lawmaker
said.

"It's indicative of what is going on the primary side of the Democratic Party. Each [candidate] is trying to be a little
more outrageous to get attention."

Gaetz then discussed comments from Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., earlier this week, when she compared border
detention facilities and concentration camps.

Gaetz admitted conditions in the facilities are bleak, but said the Holocaust comparison was inappropriate.

"We should never compare the challenges we face today to the extermination of six million Jews," he said. "When
we do that, when we invoke the holocaust or concentration camps with great frequency, then it undermines and
trivializes the true horror that existed at that time."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/marianne-williamson-democrat-matt-gaetz-holocaust
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Marianne Williamson received the most notice her Democratic presidential bid will get when she compared

ICE raids to conditions Jews faced in 1930s Germany, according to Rep. Matt Gaetz, R-Fla.

During a speech on Tuesday, Williamson, an inspirational author and self-help guru, told the audience she is Jewish and she was,
"raised to say 'never again'."

"It's happening," Williamson said. "There are some people who would say to me, ah, Miss Williamson, I think this
Jewish analogy - you've really gone too far there. This is not the same type of situation at all. Some of those people
will be deported to places so dangerous that there it actually is no different."

During an appearance on "The Story" Thursday, Rep. Gaetz said the comments will not only get Williamson more attention than
she has received so far in her campaign but that it is indicative of a problem within the Democratic Party.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6050569130001/#sp=show-clips

"This is probably the most attention that the Marianne Williamson presidential campaign will ever get," the lawmaker
said.

"It's indicative of what is going on the primary side of the Democratic Party. Each [candidate] is trying to be a little
more outrageous to get attention."

Gaetz then discussed comments from Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., earlier this week, when she compared border
detention facilities and concentration camps.

Gaetz admitted conditions in the facilities are bleak, but said the Holocaust comparison was inappropriate.

"We should never compare the challenges we face today to the extermination of six million Jews," he said. "When
we do that, when we invoke the holocaust or concentration camps with great frequency, then it undermines and
trivializes the true horror that existed at that time."

( LINK BELOW )
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Congratulations Conservatives : Chick-fil-A Is Poised To Become The Third-Biggest US Restaurant

Chain By Sales

Says it all

https://assets.rbl.ms/19613097/1200x600.jpg

Chick-fil-A is set to become the third-biggest restaurant chain in the United States, only surpassed by

McDonald's and Starbucks.

What are the details?

The Wall Street Journal tweeted the news on Wednesday, writing, "Chick-fil-A is poised to become the third-biggest U.S.
>restaurant chain by sales, trailing only McDonald's and Starbucks."

Chick-fil-A retweeted the news, writing, "It's our pleasure."

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/WSJ/status/1141431723319877632

The Wall Street Journal

 Verified account

@WSJ

Chick-fil-A is poised to become the third-biggest U.S. restaurant chain by sales, trailing only McDonald's

and Starbucks

https://twitter.com/ChickfilA/status/1141688663245557760

Chick-fil-A, Inc.

 Verified account

@ChickfilA

Chick-fil-A, Inc. Retweeted The Wall Street Journal

It’s our pleasure.❤�

The outlet shared a video the same day on its website, explaining how Chick-fil-A was able to rise to such meteoric levels.

Titled, "How Chick-fil-A Got Big by Keeping Its Menu Small Chick-fil-A," the video explained how the restaurant is building
its >business on "the strength of a simple chicken sandwich."

Some of the reasons The Wall Street Journal attributes to Chick-fil-A's rise include:

Simple ingredients

Simple menu additions

Efficient drive-through performance

The company's single-owner franchise system

America's taste for chicken has grown, while beef has dropped

Increased market share when compared to other chicken-centric restaurant chains
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Chick-fil-A is set to become the third-biggest restaurant chain in the United States, only surpassed by
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What are the details?

The Wall Street Journal tweeted the news on Wednesday, writing, "Chick-fil-A is poised to become the third-biggest U.S.
>restaurant chain by sales, trailing only McDonald's and Starbucks."

Chick-fil-A retweeted the news, writing, "It's our pleasure."
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 Verified account

@ChickfilA

Chick-fil-A, Inc. Retweeted The Wall Street Journal

It’s our pleasure.❤�

The outlet shared a video the same day on its website, explaining how Chick-fil-A was able to rise to such meteoric levels.

Titled, "How Chick-fil-A Got Big by Keeping Its Menu Small Chick-fil-A," the video explained how the restaurant is building
its >business on "the strength of a simple chicken sandwich."

Some of the reasons The Wall Street Journal attributes to Chick-fil-A's rise include:

Simple ingredients

Simple menu additions

Efficient drive-through performance

The company's single-owner franchise system

America's taste for chicken has grown, while beef has dropped

Increased market share when compared to other chicken-centric restaurant chains
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Trade War Takes A Turn For The Worse In China As US Companies Begin Leaving

https://images.livemint.com/rf/Image-621x414/LiveMint/Period2/2018/03/08/Photos/Processed/chinaxi-kkJ--621x414@LiveMint.jpg

China is finding out how costly a trade war with the United States can be.

With no resolution in sight for the dispute between the countries that kicked into gear in May, numerous American companies are
planning to sharply cut back their manufacturing in the Asian giant in favor of countries that are not in the process of thumbing
their noses at the White House, according to Fox Business News.

And with another round of tariffs on more Chinese imports in the offing, many more companies might be following their lead.

Fox Business News reported Thursday that Apple might be moving up to 30 percent of its production out of China into Southeast
Asia. So Vietnam, a country that’s too often only mentioned in the context of “war” in the U.S., is turning out to be one of the
beneficiaries of the trade war with China.

Besides Apple, other big-name companies such as GoPro, the camera maker; Hasbro, the toy and game maker; and the venerable
tool company Stanley Black & Decker are also reducing their production in China because of the trade dispute.

The shifts don’t immediately benefit American communities. Most of the companies are eyeing countries where production costs
are low without trade complications with the government of the world’s largest consumer market.

Along with Vietnam, India and Mexico are likely destinations for companies looking for a less confrontational atmosphere, Fox
Business News reported.

Brooks Running, the athletic footwear and clothing company, told Reuters in May, near the outbreak of trade hostilities, that it
would have to move production out of China.

The company would not be able to sell its products in the United States with the kind of markup that the tariffs imposed by the
Trump administration on Chinese imports would require, Jim Weber, Brooks Running CEO, told Reuters.

He said the company made the decision in January, when the Trump administration was threatening to more than double tariffs
from 20 percent to 45 percent, Reuters reported.

“We’ve had to make a long-term decision on this picture. It’s disruptive, but the reality,” Weber said. “So, we’ll be
predominantly in Vietnam by the end of the year.”

Obviously, critics of President Donald Trump will be crowing that the trade confrontation is benefiting foreign countries
manufacturing economies while raising prices on American consumers.

But those detractors are missing a point that the hard men in Beijing are no doubt appreciating.

China is a powerful country that’s growing dangerously more powerful all the time (and it’s not shy about flexing its military
muscles), but it still relies on the United States.

For the Trump White House, the previous status quo where China enjoyed a trade relationship with the United States that allowed it
access to the American market while restricting American firms from China, and engaging in intellectual property piracy — “forced
technology transfer” is a dry term for it — all the while, was intolerable.

The current round of tariffs — $250 billion — is already costing the Chinese manufacturing, as the Fox Business News report
showed. A new round on $300 billion worth of goods from China entering the U.S. is likely to bite even deeper.

No conservative likes tariffs as a tool of trade. But President Trump has shown little hesitation to use them as a diplomatic
weapon.

That apparently paid off with Mexico and a step forward in the fight against illegal immigration. And economic measures have
undoubtedly had an impact on the recalcitrant, murderous mullahs in the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping are expected to meet later this month at the G-20 summit in Japan.

Maybe then we’ll find out if China has found out enough about how costly a trade war with the United States

can be.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trade-war-takes-turn-worse-china-us-companies-begin-leaving/
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China is finding out how costly a trade war with the United States can be.

With no resolution in sight for the dispute between the countries that kicked into gear in May, numerous American companies are
planning to sharply cut back their manufacturing in the Asian giant in favor of countries that are not in the process of thumbing
their noses at the White House, according to Fox Business News.

And with another round of tariffs on more Chinese imports in the offing, many more companies might be following their lead.

Fox Business News reported Thursday that Apple might be moving up to 30 percent of its production out of China into Southeast
Asia. So Vietnam, a country that’s too often only mentioned in the context of “war” in the U.S., is turning out to be one of the
beneficiaries of the trade war with China.

Besides Apple, other big-name companies such as GoPro, the camera maker; Hasbro, the toy and game maker; and the venerable
tool company Stanley Black & Decker are also reducing their production in China because of the trade dispute.

The shifts don’t immediately benefit American communities. Most of the companies are eyeing countries where production costs
are low without trade complications with the government of the world’s largest consumer market.

Along with Vietnam, India and Mexico are likely destinations for companies looking for a less confrontational atmosphere, Fox
Business News reported.

Brooks Running, the athletic footwear and clothing company, told Reuters in May, near the outbreak of trade hostilities, that it
would have to move production out of China.

The company would not be able to sell its products in the United States with the kind of markup that the tariffs imposed by the
Trump administration on Chinese imports would require, Jim Weber, Brooks Running CEO, told Reuters.

He said the company made the decision in January, when the Trump administration was threatening to more than double tariffs
from 20 percent to 45 percent, Reuters reported.

“We’ve had to make a long-term decision on this picture. It’s disruptive, but the reality,” Weber said. “So, we’ll be
predominantly in Vietnam by the end of the year.”

Obviously, critics of President Donald Trump will be crowing that the trade confrontation is benefiting foreign countries
manufacturing economies while raising prices on American consumers.

But those detractors are missing a point that the hard men in Beijing are no doubt appreciating.

China is a powerful country that’s growing dangerously more powerful all the time (and it’s not shy about flexing its military
muscles), but it still relies on the United States.

For the Trump White House, the previous status quo where China enjoyed a trade relationship with the United States that allowed it
access to the American market while restricting American firms from China, and engaging in intellectual property piracy — “forced
technology transfer” is a dry term for it — all the while, was intolerable.

The current round of tariffs — $250 billion — is already costing the Chinese manufacturing, as the Fox Business News report
showed. A new round on $300 billion worth of goods from China entering the U.S. is likely to bite even deeper.

No conservative likes tariffs as a tool of trade. But President Trump has shown little hesitation to use them as a diplomatic
weapon.

That apparently paid off with Mexico and a step forward in the fight against illegal immigration. And economic measures have
undoubtedly had an impact on the recalcitrant, murderous mullahs in the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping are expected to meet later this month at the G-20 summit in Japan.

Maybe then we’ll find out if China has found out enough about how costly a trade war with the United States

can be.

( LINK BELOW )
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The FBI Went After Manafort Even Though They Knew This Key Piece Of Evidence Was Probably

Fake

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/248/f27ddf9a-531b-40a7-bc5a-a154061f89e9.jpg

We have a Department of Justice Inspector General report that’s about to drop that goes into the alleged

FISA abuses.

It’s one of the many areas where the investigators of the Russia collusion myth are being placed under the microscope for possible
malfeasance. It’s about time. For two years, Special Counsel Robert Mueller and his team of die-hard Democrats apparently tried
to prove collusion and couldn’t. His exiting presser, which was all but a red flare to House Democrats to start impeachment
proceedings, only reinforced that notion. There is a massive witch-hunt aimed at getting President Donald Trump. From this
Russian collusion nonsense to tax returns, they’re throwing all of it up against the wall in hoping something will stick. The collusion
narrative was their best hope. It blew up in their face when Mueller report said that there was no collusion or conspiracy between
the Kremlin or the Trump team during the 2016 election, the language of which Mueller tweaked to make it seem like an open-
ended question. It’s not. His report is quite clear on that.

We’ve run into occasions where there has been “deception by omission.” Ukrainian businessman Konstantin Kilimnik is cited as an
intelligence source for Russians, though there’s an extensive paper trail pointing to the fact that he was a valued State Department
source for years, delivered a peace plan for the Crimean conflict to the Obama administration, and was allowed to travel to the
U.S. twice to meet with State officials in 2016, a sign that our government didn’t see him as an evil agent. The Hill’s John Solomon
wrote about this and has been doing solid work exposing this whole investigation as a crock of you-know-what. He also reported
that the State Department knew the Trump dossier compiled by Christopher Steele, which was an effort funded by the Clinton
campaign and the Democrats, was a biased political document days before it was cited as credible evidence in obtaining a FISA
spay warrant against former Trump foreign policy adviser Carter Page. Oh, and that Crimea peace plan being delivered to the
Obama team was omitted from the Mueller report, though it’s cited as a possible sign of collusion between the Trump campaign
and Russia; Kilimnik worked for Paul Manafort so that was the reason for this chapter of the report.

Besides the Mueller report all but rendering the Trump dossier an even more worthless piece of paper, it also seems to omit that
Carter Page was a State Department, CIA, and FBI source for years before this false narrative of him possibly being a traitor was
peddled by the Democrat-media complex. We also have a key Mueller witness being slapped with child pornography charges
recently, though he’s had a history of it in the 1980s. Were child porn peddlers’ past run-ins with the law ignored in order to get
Trump?

So, what’s the latest development? Oh, none other than the FBI being warned that the leading document used to go after Trump
campaign chair Paul Manafort might have been fake, which was reported in the press in 2016 citing none other than Mr. Kilimnik.
Mr. Solomon has more on the second document that now looks like it could be total trash:

…the “black cash ledger,” remarkably has escaped the same scrutiny, even though its emergence in Ukraine in the
summer of 2016 forced Paul Manafort to resign as Trump's campaign chairman and eventually face U.S. indictment.

In search warrant affidavits, the FBI portrayed the ledger as one reason it resurrected a criminal case against Manafort that
was dropped in 2014 and needed search warrants in 2017 for bank records to prove he worked for the Russian-backed
Party of Regions in Ukraine.

There’s just one problem: The FBI’s public reliance on the ledger came months after the feds were warned repeatedly that
the document couldn’t be trusted and likely was a fake, according to documents and more than a dozen interviews with
knowledgeable sources.

For example, Ukraine’s top anticorruption prosecutor, Nazar Kholodnytsky, told me he warned the U.S. State
Department’s law enforcement liaison and multiple FBI agents in late summer 2016 that Ukrainian authorities who
recovered the ledger believed it likely was a fraud.

[…]

Manafort “could not have possibly taken large amounts of cash across three borders. It was always a different
arrangement — payments were in wire transfers to his companies, which is not a violation,” Kilimnik wrote in an email to
a senior U.S. official on Aug. 22, 2016.

He added: “I have some questions about this black cash stuff, because those published records do not make sense. The
timeframe doesn’t match anything related to payments made to Manafort. … It does not match my records. All fees
Manafort got were wires, not cash.”

Special counsel Robert Mueller’s team and the FBI were given copies of Kilimnik’s warning, according to three sources
familiar with the documents.

Submitting knowingly false or suspect evidence — whether historical or to support probable cause — in a federal court
proceeding violates FBI rules and can be a crime under certain circumstances.

[…]

But with Manafort, the FBI and Mueller’s office did not cite the actual ledger — which would require agents to discuss
their assessment of the evidence — and instead cited media reports about it. The feds assisted on one of those stories as
sources.

[…]

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/248/f27ddf9a-531b-40a7-bc5a-a154061f89e9.jpg
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Liberal law professor Alan Dershowitz said FBI affidavits almost never cite news articles as evidence. “They are supposed
to cite the primary evidence and not secondary evidence,” he said.

“It sounds to me like a fraud on the court, possibly a willful and deliberate fraud that should have consequences for both
the court and the attorneys’ bar,” he added.

Oh, and what about the AP story that an agent cited in an affidavit, where it said, “The April 12, 2017, Associated Press article
reported that DMI [Manafort’s company] records showed at least two payments were made to DMI that correspond to payments in
the 'black ledger.” Solomon cited this in his lengthy piece as another troubling instance in this investigation. First, as he wrote,
what’s missing is that DOJ prosecutor Andrew Weissmann, who later served as a key player on Mueller’s team proper, met with
reporters for this story and helped them craft it. Second, this intentional leak was based on information the FBI had already been
warned was false, but then cited it in affidavits to give the “black ledger” legitimacy.

Yeah, that’s not shady at all, right?

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/06/20/waitthe-fbi-was-warned-main-doc-used-to-investigate-paul-manafort-could-be-
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We have a Department of Justice Inspector General report that’s about to drop that goes into the alleged

FISA abuses.

It’s one of the many areas where the investigators of the Russia collusion myth are being placed under the microscope for possible
malfeasance. It’s about time. For two years, Special Counsel Robert Mueller and his team of die-hard Democrats apparently tried
to prove collusion and couldn’t. His exiting presser, which was all but a red flare to House Democrats to start impeachment
proceedings, only reinforced that notion. There is a massive witch-hunt aimed at getting President Donald Trump. From this
Russian collusion nonsense to tax returns, they’re throwing all of it up against the wall in hoping something will stick. The collusion
narrative was their best hope. It blew up in their face when Mueller report said that there was no collusion or conspiracy between
the Kremlin or the Trump team during the 2016 election, the language of which Mueller tweaked to make it seem like an open-
ended question. It’s not. His report is quite clear on that.

We’ve run into occasions where there has been “deception by omission.” Ukrainian businessman Konstantin Kilimnik is cited as an
intelligence source for Russians, though there’s an extensive paper trail pointing to the fact that he was a valued State Department
source for years, delivered a peace plan for the Crimean conflict to the Obama administration, and was allowed to travel to the
U.S. twice to meet with State officials in 2016, a sign that our government didn’t see him as an evil agent. The Hill’s John Solomon
wrote about this and has been doing solid work exposing this whole investigation as a crock of you-know-what. He also reported
that the State Department knew the Trump dossier compiled by Christopher Steele, which was an effort funded by the Clinton
campaign and the Democrats, was a biased political document days before it was cited as credible evidence in obtaining a FISA
spay warrant against former Trump foreign policy adviser Carter Page. Oh, and that Crimea peace plan being delivered to the
Obama team was omitted from the Mueller report, though it’s cited as a possible sign of collusion between the Trump campaign
and Russia; Kilimnik worked for Paul Manafort so that was the reason for this chapter of the report.

Besides the Mueller report all but rendering the Trump dossier an even more worthless piece of paper, it also seems to omit that
Carter Page was a State Department, CIA, and FBI source for years before this false narrative of him possibly being a traitor was
peddled by the Democrat-media complex. We also have a key Mueller witness being slapped with child pornography charges
recently, though he’s had a history of it in the 1980s. Were child porn peddlers’ past run-ins with the law ignored in order to get
Trump?

So, what’s the latest development? Oh, none other than the FBI being warned that the leading document used to go after Trump
campaign chair Paul Manafort might have been fake, which was reported in the press in 2016 citing none other than Mr. Kilimnik.
Mr. Solomon has more on the second document that now looks like it could be total trash:

…the “black cash ledger,” remarkably has escaped the same scrutiny, even though its emergence in Ukraine in the
summer of 2016 forced Paul Manafort to resign as Trump's campaign chairman and eventually face U.S. indictment.

In search warrant affidavits, the FBI portrayed the ledger as one reason it resurrected a criminal case against Manafort that
was dropped in 2014 and needed search warrants in 2017 for bank records to prove he worked for the Russian-backed
Party of Regions in Ukraine.
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Party of Regions in Ukraine.

There’s just one problem: The FBI’s public reliance on the ledger came months after the feds were warned repeatedly that
the document couldn’t be trusted and likely was a fake, according to documents and more than a dozen interviews with
knowledgeable sources.

For example, Ukraine’s top anticorruption prosecutor, Nazar Kholodnytsky, told me he warned the U.S. State
Department’s law enforcement liaison and multiple FBI agents in late summer 2016 that Ukrainian authorities who
recovered the ledger believed it likely was a fraud.

[…]

Manafort “could not have possibly taken large amounts of cash across three borders. It was always a different
arrangement — payments were in wire transfers to his companies, which is not a violation,” Kilimnik wrote in an email to
a senior U.S. official on Aug. 22, 2016.

He added: “I have some questions about this black cash stuff, because those published records do not make sense. The
timeframe doesn’t match anything related to payments made to Manafort. … It does not match my records. All fees
Manafort got were wires, not cash.”

Special counsel Robert Mueller’s team and the FBI were given copies of Kilimnik’s warning, according to three sources
familiar with the documents.

Submitting knowingly false or suspect evidence — whether historical or to support probable cause — in a federal court
proceeding violates FBI rules and can be a crime under certain circumstances.

[…]

But with Manafort, the FBI and Mueller’s office did not cite the actual ledger — which would require agents to discuss
their assessment of the evidence — and instead cited media reports about it. The feds assisted on one of those stories as
sources.

[…]

Liberal law professor Alan Dershowitz said FBI affidavits almost never cite news articles as evidence. “They are supposed
to cite the primary evidence and not secondary evidence,” he said.

“It sounds to me like a fraud on the court, possibly a willful and deliberate fraud that should have consequences for both
the court and the attorneys’ bar,” he added.

Oh, and what about the AP story that an agent cited in an affidavit, where it said, “The April 12, 2017, Associated Press article
reported that DMI [Manafort’s company] records showed at least two payments were made to DMI that correspond to payments in
the 'black ledger.” Solomon cited this in his lengthy piece as another troubling instance in this investigation. First, as he wrote,
what’s missing is that DOJ prosecutor Andrew Weissmann, who later served as a key player on Mueller’s team proper, met with
reporters for this story and helped them craft it. Second, this intentional leak was based on information the FBI had already been
warned was false, but then cited it in affidavits to give the “black ledger” legitimacy.

Yeah, that’s not shady at all, right?

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/06/20/waitthe-fbi-was-warned-main-doc-used-to-investigate-paul-manafort-could-be-
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CAMPAIGN 2020 TURBULENCE: Biden Senior Strategist And Ad Maker Leaves Campaign

The self-admitted “gaffe machine” is having a rough week.

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Screen-Shot-2019-06-20-at-11.00.38-AM-1200x630.png

Former vice president Joseph R. Biden Jr. lost a key senior strategist this week amid a tumultuous stretch

for the 2020 presidential hopeful.

“Mark Putnam, a high-profile Democratic strategist and producer of television ads, confirmed in a brief phone call that
he had recently left Mr. Biden’s campaign,” according to The New York Times.

Wednesday, Biden drew the ire of several Democratic Party presidential contenders, including Sens. Cory Booker (D-N.J.) and
Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) over comments praising segregationist senators with whom he worked early in his career.

Putnam’s departure is apparently unconnected to the Biden’s latest gaffe.

“I wish the vice president well,” he reportedly said.

Putnam played an instrumental role in the 2008 and 2012 elections of former president Barack H. Obama, among others.
According to his firm’s website:

A veteran of eight U.S. presidential campaigns, Mark was one of the lead media makers for President Barack Obama in both his
2008 and 2012 presidential campaigns. In all, Mark has been a lead strategist and created national television advertising for six
presidential campaigns, served as chief speechwriter for two presidential campaigns and has been a lead strategist and ad maker
on campaigns at every level in 48 states.

Big League Politics reported on Biden’s tough week Wednesday:

As the 2020 Democratic Party primary heats up, one candidate took a swipe at former vice president Joe Biden, currently the
party’s leading candidate.

“I have, um, a great deal of respect, uh for vice president Biden,” Sen. Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) said to a gaggle of
reporters. “He’s done very good work and he’s served our country in a very noble way. But to coddle the reputation of
segregationists – of people who, if they had their way I would literally not be standing here as a member of the United
States Senate – is, uh, it’s misinformed and it’s wrong.”

Earlier Wednesday, Biden praised late Sens. James Eastland (D-Miss.) and Herman Talmadge (D-Ga.), known as two of the
Senate’s most ardent segregationists, with whom Biden worked early in his political career.

“Let’s be very clear,” Harris continued. “The Senators that [Biden] is speaking of with such adoration are individuals
who made and built their reputations on segregation.”

( LINK BELOW )
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CAMPAIGN 2020 TURBULENCE: Biden Senior Strategist And Ad Maker Leaves Campaign

The self-admitted “gaffe machine” is having a rough week.

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Screen-Shot-2019-06-20-at-11.00.38-AM-1200x630.png

Former vice president Joseph R. Biden Jr. lost a key senior strategist this week amid a tumultuous stretch

for the 2020 presidential hopeful.

“Mark Putnam, a high-profile Democratic strategist and producer of television ads, confirmed in a brief phone call that
he had recently left Mr. Biden’s campaign,” according to The New York Times.

Wednesday, Biden drew the ire of several Democratic Party presidential contenders, including Sens. Cory Booker (D-N.J.) and
Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) over comments praising segregationist senators with whom he worked early in his career.

Putnam’s departure is apparently unconnected to the Biden’s latest gaffe.

“I wish the vice president well,” he reportedly said.

Putnam played an instrumental role in the 2008 and 2012 elections of former president Barack H. Obama, among others.
According to his firm’s website:

A veteran of eight U.S. presidential campaigns, Mark was one of the lead media makers for President Barack Obama in both his
2008 and 2012 presidential campaigns. In all, Mark has been a lead strategist and created national television advertising for six
presidential campaigns, served as chief speechwriter for two presidential campaigns and has been a lead strategist and ad maker
on campaigns at every level in 48 states.

Big League Politics reported on Biden’s tough week Wednesday:

As the 2020 Democratic Party primary heats up, one candidate took a swipe at former vice president Joe Biden, currently the
party’s leading candidate.

“I have, um, a great deal of respect, uh for vice president Biden,” Sen. Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) said to a gaggle of
reporters. “He’s done very good work and he’s served our country in a very noble way. But to coddle the reputation of
segregationists – of people who, if they had their way I would literally not be standing here as a member of the United
States Senate – is, uh, it’s misinformed and it’s wrong.”

Earlier Wednesday, Biden praised late Sens. James Eastland (D-Miss.) and Herman Talmadge (D-Ga.), known as two of the
Senate’s most ardent segregationists, with whom Biden worked early in his political career.

“Let’s be very clear,” Harris continued. “The Senators that [Biden] is speaking of with such adoration are individuals
who made and built their reputations on segregation.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Joe Biden’s son Hunter Biden is getting sued for paternity by a woman in Arkansas.

Page Six reports:

An Arkansas woman claims Hunter Biden is the father of her child — and she’s suing to prove it.

Lunden Alexis Roberts, 28, filed a petition for paternity and child support against Joe Biden’s lawyer son, saying she gave birth to
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Lunden Alexis Roberts, 28, filed a petition for paternity and child support against Joe Biden’s lawyer son, saying she gave birth to
his kid, “Baby Doe,” in August 2018, according to court papers.

The two-page suit was filed in Independence County, Arkansas, on May 28 — nearly two weeks after Hunter tied the knot with a
South African woman named Melissa Cohen.

Roberts wants a court to establish that the 49-year-old father of three is her baby’s biological dad. She is also seeking child
support and for him to provide health insurance for the now-10-month-old infant. All out-of-pocket expenses would be split between
the two parents, the filing said.

The petition does not say how Roberts and Hunter met or how long they were together.

But the birth of the child came while Hunter was in a relationship with Hallie Biden, his late brother Beau’s wife. The former in-laws
started dating in 2017 and split in April, Page Six exclusively reported.

Page Six passage ends

The petition does not say how Roberts and Hunter met or how long they were together.

But the birth of the child came while Hunter was in a relationship with Hallie Biden, his late brother Beau’s wife. The former in-laws
started dating in 2017 and split in April, Page Six exclusively reported.

I reported with Jordan Schactel in August 2015, as Hunter was helping his father prepare an aborted presidential run that Hunter
Biden had an Ashley Madison account in his name. Ashley Madison is a failed dating service that aimed to help married men have
discreet extramarital affairs. Hunter was seeking an “Anything Goes” arrangement with women on the service.

Hunter was initially defiant when confronted with the proof of the account.

“I am certain that the account in question is not mine. This account was clearly set up by someone else without my
knowledge and I first learned about the account in question from the media. In fact, I no longer use the email address
linked to this account as I became aware that this email account may have been compromised. This is unfortunately
not the first time that someone has used my name and identity to try to discredit me,” Hunter Biden told me, while
his public relations team insisted that America’s foreign enemies were behind the account — pointing toward Vladimir
Putin’s Russia, which presumably did not like Hunter Biden because he sat on the board of a Ukrainian gas
company. A representative confirmed on background that Team Hunter was referring to the Russians as the culprits.

But I followed up with the following devastating detail: “But account information shows that the profile, which was confirmed by a
credit card purchase in 2014, was used at the latitude/longitude point of 38.912682, -77.071704. That latitude-longitude point just
happens to exist on the Georgetown University campus, at an administrative building on Reservoir Road. And Hunter Biden just
happened to be teaching there around the time the account was set up.”

Hunter Biden’s problems are not the only concerns plaguing the Biden clan.

Big League Politics reported:

Former Vice President Joe Biden’s daughter-in-law Kathleen Biden operates a group called the DC Volunteer Lawyers Project,
which provides court-appointed legal counsel to children in divorce cases. Kathleen Biden is listed as a co-chair of the group in
some materials and as director of strategic partnerships on the group’s website. Kathleen Biden’s lifelong friend founded the group,
and Kathleen Biden has been involved with the group since its inception.

Kathleen Biden was married to Biden’s son Hunter Biden until 2017, and was married to him at the time of this incident. Joe Biden
raises money for the group.

A lawyer for The DC Volunteer Lawyers Project was caught propositioning a male teenager in the bathroom of DC Superior Court,
and the founder of the group covered it up before acknowledging wrongdoing and quietly terminating the man when forced to by a
Washington newspaper editor who never ran the story.

Big League Politics has exclusively obtained court documents and emails showing both the incident and the cover-up. A witness
speaks on the record with Big League Politics: her six-year old daughter was being represented by the man who committed the act
in the courthouse bathroom.

Multiple eyewitnesses including the boy’s mother notified the DC Volunteer Lawyers Project. The group’s officials expressed that
“they didn’t care” about it, according to the eyewitness account.

Time went by. After the local opinion editor for the Washington Examiner asked the group about it, a top official with the group
stated that they were aware of the incident and they were dismissing the man for “inappropriate” conduct. The Washington
Examiner never went to print on the story, but we have the never-before-seen emails.

The DC Volunteer Lawyers Project, the Biden Foundation, and the alleged perpetrator have all been sought for comment, and have
had ample time to respond. The perpetrator now lives in Ohio, where he has been stripped of his law license for a separate
incident.

The witness says she has faced retaliation for knowing that “this group had a bunch of perverts working in it.”…

( LINK BELOW )
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Joe Biden’s son Hunter Biden is getting sued for paternity by a woman in Arkansas.

Page Six reports:

An Arkansas woman claims Hunter Biden is the father of her child — and she’s suing to prove it.

Lunden Alexis Roberts, 28, filed a petition for paternity and child support against Joe Biden’s lawyer son, saying she gave birth to
his kid, “Baby Doe,” in August 2018, according to court papers.

The two-page suit was filed in Independence County, Arkansas, on May 28 — nearly two weeks after Hunter tied the knot with a
South African woman named Melissa Cohen.

Roberts wants a court to establish that the 49-year-old father of three is her baby’s biological dad. She is also seeking child
support and for him to provide health insurance for the now-10-month-old infant. All out-of-pocket expenses would be split between
the two parents, the filing said.

The petition does not say how Roberts and Hunter met or how long they were together.

But the birth of the child came while Hunter was in a relationship with Hallie Biden, his late brother Beau’s wife. The former in-laws
started dating in 2017 and split in April, Page Six exclusively reported.

Page Six passage ends

The petition does not say how Roberts and Hunter met or how long they were together.

But the birth of the child came while Hunter was in a relationship with Hallie Biden, his late brother Beau’s wife. The former in-laws
started dating in 2017 and split in April, Page Six exclusively reported.

I reported with Jordan Schactel in August 2015, as Hunter was helping his father prepare an aborted presidential run that Hunter
Biden had an Ashley Madison account in his name. Ashley Madison is a failed dating service that aimed to help married men have
discreet extramarital affairs. Hunter was seeking an “Anything Goes” arrangement with women on the service.

Hunter was initially defiant when confronted with the proof of the account.

“I am certain that the account in question is not mine. This account was clearly set up by someone else without my
knowledge and I first learned about the account in question from the media. In fact, I no longer use the email address
linked to this account as I became aware that this email account may have been compromised. This is unfortunately
not the first time that someone has used my name and identity to try to discredit me,” Hunter Biden told me, while
his public relations team insisted that America’s foreign enemies were behind the account — pointing toward Vladimir
Putin’s Russia, which presumably did not like Hunter Biden because he sat on the board of a Ukrainian gas
company. A representative confirmed on background that Team Hunter was referring to the Russians as the culprits.

But I followed up with the following devastating detail: “But account information shows that the profile, which was confirmed by a
credit card purchase in 2014, was used at the latitude/longitude point of 38.912682, -77.071704. That latitude-longitude point just
happens to exist on the Georgetown University campus, at an administrative building on Reservoir Road. And Hunter Biden just
happened to be teaching there around the time the account was set up.”

Hunter Biden’s problems are not the only concerns plaguing the Biden clan.

Big League Politics reported:

Former Vice President Joe Biden’s daughter-in-law Kathleen Biden operates a group called the DC Volunteer Lawyers Project,
which provides court-appointed legal counsel to children in divorce cases. Kathleen Biden is listed as a co-chair of the group in
some materials and as director of strategic partnerships on the group’s website. Kathleen Biden’s lifelong friend founded the group,
and Kathleen Biden has been involved with the group since its inception.

Kathleen Biden was married to Biden’s son Hunter Biden until 2017, and was married to him at the time of this incident. Joe Biden
raises money for the group.

A lawyer for The DC Volunteer Lawyers Project was caught propositioning a male teenager in the bathroom of DC Superior Court,
and the founder of the group covered it up before acknowledging wrongdoing and quietly terminating the man when forced to by a
Washington newspaper editor who never ran the story.

Big League Politics has exclusively obtained court documents and emails showing both the incident and the cover-up. A witness
speaks on the record with Big League Politics: her six-year old daughter was being represented by the man who committed the act
in the courthouse bathroom.

Multiple eyewitnesses including the boy’s mother notified the DC Volunteer Lawyers Project. The group’s officials expressed that
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“they didn’t care” about it, according to the eyewitness account.

Time went by. After the local opinion editor for the Washington Examiner asked the group about it, a top official with the group
stated that they were aware of the incident and they were dismissing the man for “inappropriate” conduct. The Washington
Examiner never went to print on the story, but we have the never-before-seen emails.

The DC Volunteer Lawyers Project, the Biden Foundation, and the alleged perpetrator have all been sought for comment, and have
had ample time to respond. The perpetrator now lives in Ohio, where he has been stripped of his law license for a separate
incident.

The witness says she has faced retaliation for knowing that “this group had a bunch of perverts working in it.”…

( LINK BELOW )
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Scientology, Accused Of Human Trafficking, Lobbied Hillary’s State Department And Obama’s White

House

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/hillary-in-uk-you-can-not-be-civ-1200x630.jpg

Scientology is in big trouble.

The Tampa Bay Times reports:

A team of eight victims’ rights attorneys on Tuesday filed the first of what they promise will be a series of lawsuits against the
Church of Scientology and its leader, David Miscavige, on behalf of defectors who say they suffered a range of exploitation from
child abuse, human trafficking and forced labor to revenge tactics related to the church’s Fair Game policy.

The lawsuit, filed in Los Angeles Superior Court on behalf of an unnamed Jane Doe born in 1979, outlines her lifetime of alleged
suffering in Scientology where she was subjected as a child at the Clearwater headquarters to abuse inherent to auditing,
Scientology’s spiritual counseling that can more resemble interrogation.

Tampa Bay Times passage ends

I reported:

The Church of Scientology started a big-money lobbying relationship with the U.S. State Department during Hillary Clinton’s tenure
as secretary of state. What do you think? Greg Mitchell, proprietor of The Mitchell Firm, is Scientology’s official Washington
lobbyist. A church member, Mitchell works to help the church gain mainstream credibility and to lobby on behalf of issues the
church cares about, like criminal justice reform and religious freedom in foreign countries.

Mitchell features a photograph on his firm’s website that shows him posing with Bill and Hillary Clinton. What do you think?

https://ci3.googleusercontent.com/proxy/K5WkYqGWMWHSNk12oCZnPm2oB1nygB0HiLV592lOdrM0vUFqLYuXqMK1oq8Lr0XRbYQ7ttUOMVG8tYIZvVq0Kznlf5tr1N_RNyl6aPHTKGnMnO8XycWj=s0-
d-e1-ft#http://themitchellfirm.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/slide51.png

Church of Scientology International spent $80,000 over three quarters to have Mitchell lobby the State Department in 2011, during
Clinton’s tenure as the head of the agency. The church had never lobbied the State Department before the second quarter of that
year.

The church’s lobbying continued in 2012, as it spent a total of $80,000 ($20,000 per quarter) to lobby Clinton’s State Department.

Scientology lobbied for religious freedom issues, opposing efforts by foreign governments to stifle minority religions like
Scientology.

Mitchell fought against a new religion law in Hungary that legally de-registers minority religions in the country, and “urged the
Secretary to raise this issue with the Hungarian Prime Minister and with leaders of the Hungarian Parliament,” according to
lobbying disclosure forms.

Mitchell also circulated a letter to the secretary of state and others “to express our deep concern about rising government
restrictions on religion in France” and to fight a religious extremism law in Vladimir Putin’s Russia, among other similar issues.

Scientology continued to lobby John Kerry’s State Department in each quarter of 2013 and 2014 after Clinton left office.

Scientology’s links to the Clintons predate Hillary’s term at the State Department.
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The Clinton administration’s Internal Revenue Service granted Scientology its status as a tax-exempt church within Clinton’s first
year in office in 1993.

I reported:

The Church of Scientology lobbied the White House on key issues, pushing for criminal justice reform and for help to combat
Russia’s religious “Extremism Law,” which targets Scientology.

Scientology’s Washington lobbyist also met with Obama White House officials to participate in multiple working groups and met
with the Obama administration Transition Team before Obama took office, records reveal.

Obama administration departments lobbied by Scientology include the State Department, the Department of Justice, and
the Department of Homeland Security.

Greg Mitchell, founder of the small firm The Mitchell Company, is the Church of Scientology’s official lobbyist in Washington, D.C.
and also a Church of Scientology member. Insiders say that his role is to help the Church gain mainstream credibility with
influential decision-makers.

On behalf of his client Church of Scientology International, Mitchell lobbied the White House Office four times: twice in 2009 and
twice in 2012, according to lobbying disclosure forms. Church of Scientology International was Mitchell’s only client that he lobbied
the White House for on these occasions, according to the disclosures.

In 2012, Mitchell took two payments of $20,000 each from Scientology to lobby the White House Office, State Department, Justice
Department, and others for stronger U.S. engagement on Russia’s alleged “rising restrictions…contributing to an atmosphere of
intolerance and discrimination against religious communities and their individual members,” according to 2012 lobbying
disclosures.

Mitchell’s lobbying work highlighted his clients’ concern about Russia’s “increasing misuse of the 2002 Extremism Law to censor
religious scriptures and disrupt religious organizations,” according to an April 2012 disclosure.

The 2002 Extremism Law has long been a thorn in the side of the Church of Scientology.

“Like other targeted faiths in Russia, authorities are also attempting to suppress the Scientology religion by seizing
upon the June 2002 Extremism Law to justify confiscation and censorship of Scientology religious Scriptures,”
according to a document ”Distributed at the request of Church of Scientology” in June 2010.

“The Church of Scientology, Scientology parishioners and Scientology organizations have been the target of
systematic religious repression and discrimination by Russian authorities in contravention of international human
rights law which Russia is obliged to follow,” the document concluded.

A Moscow court upheld a ban on Scientology books in March 2012, citing “extremism.”

Mitchell took two payments of $40,000 each from Scientology to lobby Congress and the White House Office on another major
Scientology pet issue, criminal justice reform, in 2009. Mitchell specifically lobbied the White House for federal funding of grant
programs authorized by the Second Chance Act of 2007, and for passage of the National Criminal Justice Commission Act of
2009.

“With other members of an informal Faith in Action Criminal Justice Reform Working Group, [Mitchell] met with
members of the Obama Administration Transition Team and spoke about the need to pass and sign into law
legislation to reduce the federal sentencing disparity between crack and powder cocaine offenses, and legislation to
reform the Prison Litigation Reform Act,” according to an April 2009 lobbying disclosure.

“With several other members of a faith-based working group on criminal justice reform, [Mitchell] met with the White
House Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships and proposed the White House organize a national
conference on creating a criminal justice system that reflects our nation’s values,” according to a July 2009
disclosure.

“Gregory Mitchell” visited the Eisenhower Executive Office Building of the White House on September 28, 2009 to
participate in a “Criminal Justice Working Group” with Policy Assistant David Pope, according to White House visitor
logs.

On the Russian issue, Mitchell circulated a letter that was signed by “35 religious and human rights organizations” including the
Church of Scientology expressing concern. The groups are believed to be members of an “informal” group called the International
Religious Freedom Roundtable, co-chaired by Mitchell. The Church of Scientology is an informal member of the group.

Mitchell told TheDC that he would contact his client before agreeing to an interview, and ultimately did not return our request. The
White House and the Church of Scientology did not return requests for comment.

( Story in link below )
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Scientology is in big trouble.

The Tampa Bay Times reports:

A team of eight victims’ rights attorneys on Tuesday filed the first of what they promise will be a series of lawsuits against the
Church of Scientology and its leader, David Miscavige, on behalf of defectors who say they suffered a range of exploitation from
child abuse, human trafficking and forced labor to revenge tactics related to the church’s Fair Game policy.

The lawsuit, filed in Los Angeles Superior Court on behalf of an unnamed Jane Doe born in 1979, outlines her lifetime of alleged
suffering in Scientology where she was subjected as a child at the Clearwater headquarters to abuse inherent to auditing,
Scientology’s spiritual counseling that can more resemble interrogation.

Tampa Bay Times passage ends

I reported:

The Church of Scientology started a big-money lobbying relationship with the U.S. State Department during Hillary Clinton’s tenure
as secretary of state. What do you think? Greg Mitchell, proprietor of The Mitchell Firm, is Scientology’s official Washington
lobbyist. A church member, Mitchell works to help the church gain mainstream credibility and to lobby on behalf of issues the
church cares about, like criminal justice reform and religious freedom in foreign countries.

Mitchell features a photograph on his firm’s website that shows him posing with Bill and Hillary Clinton. What do you think?

https://ci3.googleusercontent.com/proxy/K5WkYqGWMWHSNk12oCZnPm2oB1nygB0HiLV592lOdrM0vUFqLYuXqMK1oq8Lr0XRbYQ7ttUOMVG8tYIZvVq0Kznlf5tr1N_RNyl6aPHTKGnMnO8XycWj=s0-
d-e1-ft#http://themitchellfirm.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/slide51.png

Church of Scientology International spent $80,000 over three quarters to have Mitchell lobby the State Department in 2011, during
Clinton’s tenure as the head of the agency. The church had never lobbied the State Department before the second quarter of that
year.

The church’s lobbying continued in 2012, as it spent a total of $80,000 ($20,000 per quarter) to lobby Clinton’s State Department.

Scientology lobbied for religious freedom issues, opposing efforts by foreign governments to stifle minority religions like
Scientology.

Mitchell fought against a new religion law in Hungary that legally de-registers minority religions in the country, and “urged the
Secretary to raise this issue with the Hungarian Prime Minister and with leaders of the Hungarian Parliament,” according to
lobbying disclosure forms.

Mitchell also circulated a letter to the secretary of state and others “to express our deep concern about rising government
restrictions on religion in France” and to fight a religious extremism law in Vladimir Putin’s Russia, among other similar issues.

Scientology continued to lobby John Kerry’s State Department in each quarter of 2013 and 2014 after Clinton left office.

Scientology’s links to the Clintons predate Hillary’s term at the State Department.

The Clinton administration’s Internal Revenue Service granted Scientology its status as a tax-exempt church within Clinton’s first
year in office in 1993.

I reported:

The Church of Scientology lobbied the White House on key issues, pushing for criminal justice reform and for help to combat
Russia’s religious “Extremism Law,” which targets Scientology.

Scientology’s Washington lobbyist also met with Obama White House officials to participate in multiple working groups and met
with the Obama administration Transition Team before Obama took office, records reveal.

Obama administration departments lobbied by Scientology include the State Department, the Department of Justice, and
the Department of Homeland Security.

Greg Mitchell, founder of the small firm The Mitchell Company, is the Church of Scientology’s official lobbyist in Washington, D.C.
and also a Church of Scientology member. Insiders say that his role is to help the Church gain mainstream credibility with
influential decision-makers.

On behalf of his client Church of Scientology International, Mitchell lobbied the White House Office four times: twice in 2009 and
twice in 2012, according to lobbying disclosure forms. Church of Scientology International was Mitchell’s only client that he lobbied
the White House for on these occasions, according to the disclosures.
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In 2012, Mitchell took two payments of $20,000 each from Scientology to lobby the White House Office, State Department, Justice
Department, and others for stronger U.S. engagement on Russia’s alleged “rising restrictions…contributing to an atmosphere of
intolerance and discrimination against religious communities and their individual members,” according to 2012 lobbying
disclosures.

Mitchell’s lobbying work highlighted his clients’ concern about Russia’s “increasing misuse of the 2002 Extremism Law to censor
religious scriptures and disrupt religious organizations,” according to an April 2012 disclosure.

The 2002 Extremism Law has long been a thorn in the side of the Church of Scientology.

“Like other targeted faiths in Russia, authorities are also attempting to suppress the Scientology religion by seizing
upon the June 2002 Extremism Law to justify confiscation and censorship of Scientology religious Scriptures,”
according to a document ”Distributed at the request of Church of Scientology” in June 2010.

“The Church of Scientology, Scientology parishioners and Scientology organizations have been the target of
systematic religious repression and discrimination by Russian authorities in contravention of international human
rights law which Russia is obliged to follow,” the document concluded.

A Moscow court upheld a ban on Scientology books in March 2012, citing “extremism.”

Mitchell took two payments of $40,000 each from Scientology to lobby Congress and the White House Office on another major
Scientology pet issue, criminal justice reform, in 2009. Mitchell specifically lobbied the White House for federal funding of grant
programs authorized by the Second Chance Act of 2007, and for passage of the National Criminal Justice Commission Act of
2009.

“With other members of an informal Faith in Action Criminal Justice Reform Working Group, [Mitchell] met with
members of the Obama Administration Transition Team and spoke about the need to pass and sign into law
legislation to reduce the federal sentencing disparity between crack and powder cocaine offenses, and legislation to
reform the Prison Litigation Reform Act,” according to an April 2009 lobbying disclosure.

“With several other members of a faith-based working group on criminal justice reform, [Mitchell] met with the White
House Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships and proposed the White House organize a national
conference on creating a criminal justice system that reflects our nation’s values,” according to a July 2009
disclosure.

“Gregory Mitchell” visited the Eisenhower Executive Office Building of the White House on September 28, 2009 to
participate in a “Criminal Justice Working Group” with Policy Assistant David Pope, according to White House visitor
logs.

On the Russian issue, Mitchell circulated a letter that was signed by “35 religious and human rights organizations” including the
Church of Scientology expressing concern. The groups are believed to be members of an “informal” group called the International
Religious Freedom Roundtable, co-chaired by Mitchell. The Church of Scientology is an informal member of the group.

Mitchell told TheDC that he would contact his client before agreeing to an interview, and ultimately did not return our request. The
White House and the Church of Scientology did not return requests for comment.
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NXIVM Cult’s Daycare Centers: Human Experiments Left Children Damaged For Life

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/clarebronfman1-1200x630.jpg

The NXIVM sex cult’s operation of various “Rainbow Cultural Garden” daycare centers is now coming

under intense scrutiny following cult leader Keith Raniere’s conviction Wednesday for sex trafficking. The

cult was found to have imported child sex slaves from Mexico, even providing them with fake identification

to disguise the slaves’ illegal immigrant status.

The Rainbow Cultural Garden’s human experiments on children in Albany came to light courtesy of NXIVM whistleblower Frank
Parlato, and the state of Florida recently stepped in to shut down the Rainbow Cultural Garden in Miami. The Cultural Garden is
overseen by Hillary Clinton donor and illegal bundler Clare Bronfman, who might face more charges including visa fraud in
connection to the NXIVM case.

“They do the human fright experiments where they subject women to surprise graphic viewings” similar to A
Clockwork Orange, Parlato told Big League Politics. The Albany-based Garden hosted Dr. Brandon Porter’s sick
experiments.

“The most diabolical experiments that he conducts are experiments where babies are subjected to a constant
succession of strangers who take care of them instead of their parents, and the strangers teach them foreign
languages,” Parlato said.

“The cult members’ children, they are pressured to give up their children to Raniere. They pay $10,000 to Raniere for
the privilege of having Raniere teach them how to speak.”

Seven different nannies would spend time with the children each day and speak seven different languages, rendering the children
illiterate, confused, and permanently intellectually damaged.

“Adults are shellshocked now having been through this,” Parlato said.

“The children are housed with their parents and then the children either go to a school, Rainbow School, or the
nannies who were sex slaves come to the house,” Parlato said. “The courses run for 6 months to 7 years or so, at
which point Raniere alleges the young child’s brain is most susceptible to these different languages and cultures.
They get them right at 6 months and the program has only been around for (a few years) so there’s only a limited
number of parents.”

Authorities worldwide have been catching on to the NXIVM cult’s scam daycare centers.

The Miami New Times reported in April 2018 on the Rainbow Cultural Garden in Miami: “Now the State of Florida has ordered the
midtown Miami school to shut down immediately after New Times brought the facility to the state’s attention. Florida officials say
the school was not currently licensed to operate.

“[The Department of Children and Families] has no tolerance for any activities that put children at risk, including
operating an unlicensed child-care facility,” David Frady, a spokesperson for the department, said Thursday. “DCF
initiated a child protective investigation and ordered the facility to immediately cease operations this afternoon.'”

Miami New Times passage ends

The Rainbow Cultural Garden in London also came under watchdog review.

The Mexican government shut down the Rainbow Cultural Garden in Monterrey.

Rainbow Cultural Gardens have also operated in New York City, Los Angeles, Guatemala, Spain, and elsewhere in Mexico.

( LINK BELOW )
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NXIVM Cult’s Daycare Centers: Human Experiments Left Children Damaged For Life
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The NXIVM sex cult’s operation of various “Rainbow Cultural Garden” daycare centers is now coming

under intense scrutiny following cult leader Keith Raniere’s conviction Wednesday for sex trafficking. The

cult was found to have imported child sex slaves from Mexico, even providing them with fake identification

to disguise the slaves’ illegal immigrant status.

The Rainbow Cultural Garden’s human experiments on children in Albany came to light courtesy of NXIVM whistleblower Frank
Parlato, and the state of Florida recently stepped in to shut down the Rainbow Cultural Garden in Miami. The Cultural Garden is
overseen by Hillary Clinton donor and illegal bundler Clare Bronfman, who might face more charges including visa fraud in
connection to the NXIVM case.

“They do the human fright experiments where they subject women to surprise graphic viewings” similar to A
Clockwork Orange, Parlato told Big League Politics. The Albany-based Garden hosted Dr. Brandon Porter’s sick
experiments.

“The most diabolical experiments that he conducts are experiments where babies are subjected to a constant
succession of strangers who take care of them instead of their parents, and the strangers teach them foreign
languages,” Parlato said.

“The cult members’ children, they are pressured to give up their children to Raniere. They pay $10,000 to Raniere for
the privilege of having Raniere teach them how to speak.”

Seven different nannies would spend time with the children each day and speak seven different languages, rendering the children
illiterate, confused, and permanently intellectually damaged.

“Adults are shellshocked now having been through this,” Parlato said.

“The children are housed with their parents and then the children either go to a school, Rainbow School, or the
nannies who were sex slaves come to the house,” Parlato said. “The courses run for 6 months to 7 years or so, at
which point Raniere alleges the young child’s brain is most susceptible to these different languages and cultures.
They get them right at 6 months and the program has only been around for (a few years) so there’s only a limited
number of parents.”

Authorities worldwide have been catching on to the NXIVM cult’s scam daycare centers.

The Miami New Times reported in April 2018 on the Rainbow Cultural Garden in Miami: “Now the State of Florida has ordered the
midtown Miami school to shut down immediately after New Times brought the facility to the state’s attention. Florida officials say
the school was not currently licensed to operate.

“[The Department of Children and Families] has no tolerance for any activities that put children at risk, including
operating an unlicensed child-care facility,” David Frady, a spokesperson for the department, said Thursday. “DCF
initiated a child protective investigation and ordered the facility to immediately cease operations this afternoon.'”

Miami New Times passage ends

The Rainbow Cultural Garden in London also came under watchdog review.

The Mexican government shut down the Rainbow Cultural Garden in Monterrey.

Rainbow Cultural Gardens have also operated in New York City, Los Angeles, Guatemala, Spain, and elsewhere in Mexico.
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President Trump: AG Barr & Investigators Are Looking To See If My Phones Were Tapped

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/170/8b80de41-c72e-47d8-a813-64115f60f5b8.png

Well, the liberal media thought he was nuts. Oh, and did they have a field day when Trump suggested that Trump
Tower was wiretapped. And what happened with that? Oh, nothing; just that it was revealed that Paul Manafort’s
phone was tapped by the FBI before and after the 2016 election. Manafort lived in Trump Tower (via The Hill):

The government wiretapped the phone of President Trump’s former campaign chairman, Paul Manafort, during and after
the 2016 presidential campaign, CNN reported on Monday

Sources familiar with the matter told CNN that the government obtained a secret court order under the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) in 2014. The warrant allegedly focused on his work consulting for the government of
Ukraine.

That warrant was reportedly ended in 2016, but the FBI obtained a second one soon after which lasted until early 2017,
including periods when Manafort was speaking with Trump.

It’s not exactly what was alleged by the president, but given what we know about the Trump dossier, and how it’s
total trash but was still cited as credible evidence to secure a FISA spy warrant against former Trump campaign aide
Carter Page, would you be shocked if Trump’s calls were monitored? I wouldn’t. The Mueller probe omitted the
backstory of a State Department intelligence source in order to portray him as a Kremlin agent. A key witnesses’
history of peddling child porn appears to have been ignored. And Ukrainian officials dismissed the document that was
used by the FBI to go after Paul Manafort as fake. The FBI was warned about this too; they went ahead anyway.
We’ll have more on that later today.

With Attorney General William Barr investigating the investigators of the Trump-Russia collusion myth, the Left is
nervous. It also doesn’t help that the AG says he now has more questions than answers about this whole probe, and
that the answers he’s received just don’t “hang together.” Last night, the president told Sean Hannity that they’re now
looking into whether U.S. intelligence agencies were wiretapping his phone calls (via Fox News):

One day after formally launching his 2020 presidential bid, President Trump told Fox News' "Hannity" exclusively on
Wednesday that investigators are working to determine whether his personal phone calls were secretly monitored by U.S.
intelligence agencies during the 2016 campaign -- a possibility he called "the ultimate."

[…]

Numerous issues with the Steele dossier's reliability have surfaced, including several that were brought to the FBI's
attention before it cited the dossier in its FISA application and subsequent renewals. Mueller's report made plain, for
example, that former Trump attorney Michael Cohen did not travel to Prague to conspire with Russian hackers seeking to
access Democrat files, as the dossier alleged.

Mueller also was unable to substantiate the dossier's claims that Page had received a large payment relating to the sale of
a share of Rosneft, a Russian oil giant.

The fact is, they were spying on my campaign, using intelligence agencies to do it. ... We're trying to figure out whether
they listened to my calls. That would be the ultimate. We'll see what happens. If that happens, we'll probably find out. If
they spied on my campaign and they may have, it will be one of the great revelations in history of this country. It will be
very interesting. I think we're gonna find out."

Trump said Attorney General Bill Barr is working "very hard" to get to the bottom the matter.

If anything, what the Trump-Russia collusion hysteria has shown is that this whole myth has broken the minds of
liberal America. The liberal media without solid evidence peddled it. It’s the prime example of the Democrat-media
complex. It also showed how dangerous our government could be, and the lengths it will go to, in order to destroy
someone they find unappealing in a political race (allegedly).

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/06/20/president-trump-investigators-will-determine-if-my-phones-were-tapped-
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Well, the liberal media thought he was nuts. Oh, and did they have a field day when Trump suggested that Trump
Tower was wiretapped. And what happened with that? Oh, nothing; just that it was revealed that Paul Manafort’s
phone was tapped by the FBI before and after the 2016 election. Manafort lived in Trump Tower (via The Hill):

The government wiretapped the phone of President Trump’s former campaign chairman, Paul Manafort, during and after
the 2016 presidential campaign, CNN reported on Monday

Sources familiar with the matter told CNN that the government obtained a secret court order under the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) in 2014. The warrant allegedly focused on his work consulting for the government of
Ukraine.

That warrant was reportedly ended in 2016, but the FBI obtained a second one soon after which lasted until early 2017,
including periods when Manafort was speaking with Trump.

It’s not exactly what was alleged by the president, but given what we know about the Trump dossier, and how it’s
total trash but was still cited as credible evidence to secure a FISA spy warrant against former Trump campaign aide
Carter Page, would you be shocked if Trump’s calls were monitored? I wouldn’t. The Mueller probe omitted the
backstory of a State Department intelligence source in order to portray him as a Kremlin agent. A key witnesses’
history of peddling child porn appears to have been ignored. And Ukrainian officials dismissed the document that was
used by the FBI to go after Paul Manafort as fake. The FBI was warned about this too; they went ahead anyway.
We’ll have more on that later today.

With Attorney General William Barr investigating the investigators of the Trump-Russia collusion myth, the Left is
nervous. It also doesn’t help that the AG says he now has more questions than answers about this whole probe, and
that the answers he’s received just don’t “hang together.” Last night, the president told Sean Hannity that they’re now
looking into whether U.S. intelligence agencies were wiretapping his phone calls (via Fox News):

One day after formally launching his 2020 presidential bid, President Trump told Fox News' "Hannity" exclusively on
Wednesday that investigators are working to determine whether his personal phone calls were secretly monitored by U.S.
intelligence agencies during the 2016 campaign -- a possibility he called "the ultimate."

[…]

Numerous issues with the Steele dossier's reliability have surfaced, including several that were brought to the FBI's
attention before it cited the dossier in its FISA application and subsequent renewals. Mueller's report made plain, for
example, that former Trump attorney Michael Cohen did not travel to Prague to conspire with Russian hackers seeking to
access Democrat files, as the dossier alleged.

Mueller also was unable to substantiate the dossier's claims that Page had received a large payment relating to the sale of
a share of Rosneft, a Russian oil giant.

The fact is, they were spying on my campaign, using intelligence agencies to do it. ... We're trying to figure out whether
they listened to my calls. That would be the ultimate. We'll see what happens. If that happens, we'll probably find out. If
they spied on my campaign and they may have, it will be one of the great revelations in history of this country. It will be
very interesting. I think we're gonna find out."

Trump said Attorney General Bill Barr is working "very hard" to get to the bottom the matter.

If anything, what the Trump-Russia collusion hysteria has shown is that this whole myth has broken the minds of
liberal America. The liberal media without solid evidence peddled it. It’s the prime example of the Democrat-media
complex. It also showed how dangerous our government could be, and the lengths it will go to, in order to destroy
someone they find unappealing in a political race (allegedly).
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You Gotta Check Out These Videos And Photos Of The Crowd At Trump's Rally / Trump 2020 Fever

Is Alive
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President Donald J. Trump launched his 2020 presidential campaign yesterday. As Katie Pavlich covered

for Townhall, the raucous event included all of the Trump rally classics -- "CNN sucks!" chants, Hillary

Clinton jabs, fan favorites like outgoing press secretary Sarah Sanders, and more.

Prior to the rally, GOP Chairwoman Ronna McDaniel said that not a single Democrat today could come
anywhere near the enthusiasm that Trump has from his supporters. The evidence so far suggests that she is
correct. As video and photos have streamed in from the rally on social media, it is obvious that for President
Trump's base, the man is absolutely a rockstar and is heading into 2020 with a possibly even more energetic
crowd than he had in 2016.

Here's a video of President Trump's entrance posted by a Twitter user named Cody Joy.

(video in link below)

https://twitter.com/codyjoy/status/1141140461081509888

Cody Joy

@codyjoy

Trump's entrance, as well as the full size of the crowd #TrumpRallyOrlando

Political strategist Caleb Hull posted a panoramic of the 20,000 seat stadium maximum capacity crowd which
looks more like a college national championship football game than it does a political event.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9YjLRVWkAAbU8t.jpg

Caleb Hull

 Verified account

@CalebJHull

Donald Trump's rally tonight... insane.

Salem radio host and former advisor to President Trump, Sebastian Gorka, attended the rally and posted a
video of Melania Trump's mere presence prompting a chorus of applause and an outbreak of "USA!" chants.

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1141219383790002176

Sebastian Gorka DrG

 Verified account

@SebGorka

Check out the crowd.

America LOVES @FLOTUS

Even outside the stadium was a wild time filled with tailgaters and more, watching on big screen TVs.
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Greg Angel

 Verified account

@NewsGuyGreg

View from above of the large crowd down at 45 Fest ahead of President Trump’s campaign rally tonight at

Amway Center. @MyNews13 @BN9

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9W9OmNX4AAEOjX.jpg

Whatever your opinion of Trump, it is undeniable that his fans and supporters are loyal to him. They back

this up not just with their physical presence, but their wallets as well. As Cortney reported, President Trump

raised an astonishing and record-breaking $24.8 million from donors yesterday as he made his

announcement.

( LINK BELOW )
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President Donald J. Trump launched his 2020 presidential campaign yesterday. As Katie Pavlich covered

for Townhall, the raucous event included all of the Trump rally classics -- "CNN sucks!" chants, Hillary

Clinton jabs, fan favorites like outgoing press secretary Sarah Sanders, and more.

Prior to the rally, GOP Chairwoman Ronna McDaniel said that not a single Democrat today could come
anywhere near the enthusiasm that Trump has from his supporters. The evidence so far suggests that she is
correct. As video and photos have streamed in from the rally on social media, it is obvious that for President
Trump's base, the man is absolutely a rockstar and is heading into 2020 with a possibly even more energetic
crowd than he had in 2016.

Here's a video of President Trump's entrance posted by a Twitter user named Cody Joy.

(video in link below)

https://twitter.com/codyjoy/status/1141140461081509888

Cody Joy

@codyjoy

Trump's entrance, as well as the full size of the crowd #TrumpRallyOrlando

Political strategist Caleb Hull posted a panoramic of the 20,000 seat stadium maximum capacity crowd which
looks more like a college national championship football game than it does a political event.
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Caleb Hull

 Verified account

@CalebJHull

Donald Trump's rally tonight... insane.

Salem radio host and former advisor to President Trump, Sebastian Gorka, attended the rally and posted a
video of Melania Trump's mere presence prompting a chorus of applause and an outbreak of "USA!" chants.

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1141219383790002176

Sebastian Gorka DrG

 Verified account

@SebGorka

Check out the crowd.

America LOVES @FLOTUS

Even outside the stadium was a wild time filled with tailgaters and more, watching on big screen TVs.
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View from above of the large crowd down at 45 Fest ahead of President Trump’s campaign rally tonight at
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Whatever your opinion of Trump, it is undeniable that his fans and supporters are loyal to him. They back

this up not just with their physical presence, but their wallets as well. As Cortney reported, President Trump

raised an astonishing and record-breaking $24.8 million from donors yesterday as he made his

announcement.
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LIBERAL: I HAVE MALE GENITALIA BUT I IDENTIFY AS A FEMALE / CONSERVATIVE DOCTOR :

NO PROBLEM, WE JUST ..... (meme)
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THESE PEOPLE NEED A DOCTOR , BUT NOT ONE THAT OPERATES ON THEM

AND DISFIGURES THEM FOR LIFE, BUT THEY NEED A SHRINK TO HELP THEM UNTWIST

THEIR BRAIN AND THE DELUSION THAT THEY ARE SOME HOW THE OPPOSITE SEX
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Breaking: Syrian Refugee Arrested For Alleged ISIS Terror Plot To Attack Christian Church In

Pittsburgh

"To support the cause of ISIS and to inspire other ISIS supporters..."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19610987/1200x600.jpg

Federal prosecutors say that a Syrian refugee was arrested for allegedly planning a terror attack on a

Christian church in Pittsburgh.

21-year-old Mustafa Mousab Alowemer was accused of the plot "to support the cause of ISIS and to inspire other ISIS supporters
in the United States."

The Department of Justice announced the arrest on Wednesday.

Alowemer was born in Daraa, Syria, and came to the United States as a refugee in 2016, according to the criminal filing.

"Alowemer also distributed propaganda materials, offered to provide potential targets in the Pittsburgh area, requested a weapon
with a silencer, and recorded a video of himself pledging an oath of allegiance to the leader of ISIS, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi," read a
statement from the DOJ.

The complaint alleges that he was targeting the Legacy International Worship Center in Pittsburgh for a bomb attack because they
had Nigerian attendees and he wanted "revenge for [ISIS] brothers in Nigeria."

The FBI says they were tipped off about the plot by comments he made on social media where he indicated that he wanted to die
while committing a terror attack.

Here's a local video of the arrest:

Syrian Refugee Charged For Allegedly Planning To Bomb Pittsburgh Church ...

https://youtu.be/OQZKrIGc4os via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/isis-plot-foiled-in-pittsburgh
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Breaking: Syrian Refugee Arrested For Alleged ISIS Terror Plot To Attack Christian Church In

Pittsburgh

"To support the cause of ISIS and to inspire other ISIS supporters..."
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Federal prosecutors say that a Syrian refugee was arrested for allegedly planning a terror attack on a

Christian church in Pittsburgh.

21-year-old Mustafa Mousab Alowemer was accused of the plot "to support the cause of ISIS and to inspire other ISIS supporters
in the United States."

The Department of Justice announced the arrest on Wednesday.

Alowemer was born in Daraa, Syria, and came to the United States as a refugee in 2016, according to the criminal filing.

"Alowemer also distributed propaganda materials, offered to provide potential targets in the Pittsburgh area, requested a weapon
with a silencer, and recorded a video of himself pledging an oath of allegiance to the leader of ISIS, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi," read a
statement from the DOJ.

The complaint alleges that he was targeting the Legacy International Worship Center in Pittsburgh for a bomb attack because they
had Nigerian attendees and he wanted "revenge for [ISIS] brothers in Nigeria."

The FBI says they were tipped off about the plot by comments he made on social media where he indicated that he wanted to die
while committing a terror attack.

Here's a local video of the arrest:

Syrian Refugee Charged For Allegedly Planning To Bomb Pittsburgh Church ...

https://youtu.be/OQZKrIGc4os via @YouTube
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'Hillary And Clinton' Broadway Show To Close One Month Early Due To Dismal Ticket Sales

What Happened

https://assets.rbl.ms/19608560/1200x600.jpg

"Hillary and Clinton," a theatrical production depicting the life of former President Bill Clinton and former

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, is being shuttered early over a vastly underwhelming amount of ticket

sales.

The show is set in 2008 and examines the beginning of Hillary's first presidential campaign. Actress Laurie Metcalf played the role
of Hillary, while actor John Lithgow took on the role of the former president.

What are the details?

According to The Hollywood Reporter, the Scott Rudin-produced Broadway play will end its run early over the dwindling interest in
the production. Joe Mantello directed the production.

The show's final performance will be held on Sunday. It was scheduled to run through July 21.

The outlet reported that the play cost $4.2 million to produce, but only brought in $4.7 million in ticket sales.

The Hollywood Reporter's Julia Cervantes explained that the production "began performances in March and drew mixed-to-positive
reviews, but has struggled to fill seats, reaching only 36 percent of its gross potential in the past two weeks."

"By the time of its final performance, the play will have had 37 previews and 77 regular performances at the John
Golden Theater," Cervantes added.

( LINK BELOW )
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'Hillary And Clinton' Broadway Show To Close One Month Early Due To Dismal Ticket Sales

What Happened
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"Hillary and Clinton," a theatrical production depicting the life of former President Bill Clinton and former

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, is being shuttered early over a vastly underwhelming amount of ticket

sales.

The show is set in 2008 and examines the beginning of Hillary's first presidential campaign. Actress Laurie Metcalf played the role
of Hillary, while actor John Lithgow took on the role of the former president.

What are the details?

According to The Hollywood Reporter, the Scott Rudin-produced Broadway play will end its run early over the dwindling interest in
the production. Joe Mantello directed the production.

The show's final performance will be held on Sunday. It was scheduled to run through July 21.

The outlet reported that the play cost $4.2 million to produce, but only brought in $4.7 million in ticket sales.

The Hollywood Reporter's Julia Cervantes explained that the production "began performances in March and drew mixed-to-positive
reviews, but has struggled to fill seats, reaching only 36 percent of its gross potential in the past two weeks."

"By the time of its final performance, the play will have had 37 previews and 77 regular performances at the John
Golden Theater," Cervantes added.
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GOP Senator Slams Pro-Abortion Companies: 'Why Do They Think Babies Are Bad For Business?'

They 'want company men and women, not family men and women'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19610244/1200x600.png

(Image source: Sen. Tom Cotton/YouTube screenshot)

In a Wednesday floor speech, Sen. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.) slammed companies that have recently come out

as pro-abortion, accusing them of wanting to keep their employees focused "single-mindedly on their work"

instead of having families.

"I know there are decent people on both sides of this sensitive issue," Cotton said. "We resolve our differences and
reach compromises through democratic debate. What should never happen, though, is billion-dollar corporations
trying to dictate these moral questions to us."

"But that's exactly what we've seen lately," Cotton continued, noting that the "loudest objections" to state-level pro-
life laws have come "increasingly from giant corporations who wield their economic power as a weapon to punish the
American people for daring to challenge their pro-abortion extremism."

In addition to Hollywood's cultural activism on the issue of abortion, the senator also referred to a recent full-page ad in the New
York Times in which CEOs of more than 180 corporations said that pro-life protections for unborn kids were supposedly "bad for
business."

"Restricting access to comprehensive reproductive health care, including abortion, threatens the health,
independence and economic stability of our employees and customers," the advertisement said. "Simply put, it goes
against our values and is bad for business."

"How disgusting is that?" Cotton responded on the Senate floor. "Caring for a little baby is 'bad for business.'"

The senator went on to say that he understood why "outfits like Planned Parenthood or NARAL would say babies are 'bad for
bu>>siness': Abortion is their business, after all, and they're just protecting market share."

"But what about all those other CEOs?" Cotton continued. "Why do they think babies are 'bad for business?' "

"Perhaps because they want their workers to focus single-mindedly on working — not building a family and raising
children," he added. "All these politically correct CEOs want company men and women, not family men and women.
They'll support your individuality and self-expression just so long as you stay unattached and on the clock."

June 19, 2019: Senator Cotton Targets Corporate Attack on Pro-Life Ameri...

https://youtu.be/SPRlvTUwhpE via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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GOP Senator Slams Pro-Abortion Companies: 'Why Do They Think Babies Are Bad For Business?'

They 'want company men and women, not family men and women'
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(Image source: Sen. Tom Cotton/YouTube screenshot)

In a Wednesday floor speech, Sen. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.) slammed companies that have recently come out

as pro-abortion, accusing them of wanting to keep their employees focused "single-mindedly on their work"

instead of having families.
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reach compromises through democratic debate. What should never happen, though, is billion-dollar corporations
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"But that's exactly what we've seen lately," Cotton continued, noting that the "loudest objections" to state-level pro-
life laws have come "increasingly from giant corporations who wield their economic power as a weapon to punish the
American people for daring to challenge their pro-abortion extremism."

In addition to Hollywood's cultural activism on the issue of abortion, the senator also referred to a recent full-page ad in the New
York Times in which CEOs of more than 180 corporations said that pro-life protections for unborn kids were supposedly "bad for
business."

"Restricting access to comprehensive reproductive health care, including abortion, threatens the health,
independence and economic stability of our employees and customers," the advertisement said. "Simply put, it goes
against our values and is bad for business."

"How disgusting is that?" Cotton responded on the Senate floor. "Caring for a little baby is 'bad for business.'"

The senator went on to say that he understood why "outfits like Planned Parenthood or NARAL would say babies are 'bad for
bu>>siness': Abortion is their business, after all, and they're just protecting market share."

"But what about all those other CEOs?" Cotton continued. "Why do they think babies are 'bad for business?' "

"Perhaps because they want their workers to focus single-mindedly on working — not building a family and raising
children," he added. "All these politically correct CEOs want company men and women, not family men and women.
They'll support your individuality and self-expression just so long as you stay unattached and on the clock."

June 19, 2019: Senator Cotton Targets Corporate Attack on Pro-Life Ameri...

https://youtu.be/SPRlvTUwhpE via @YouTube
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New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is taking heat like never before after posting an Instagram video

on Monday night in which she compared migrant holding centers on the southern U.S. border to Nazi-era

concentration camps.
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“The U.S. is running concentration camps on our southern border, and that is exactly what they are,” she said. “If
that doesn’t bother you … I want to talk to the people that are concerned enough with humanity to say that ‘never
again’ means something.”

Though she tried to defend her statements and later argued that she wasn’t referring to Holocaust-era concentration camps, the
simple fact that she used the phrase “never again” gave her zero ground on which to stand, as that particular phrase is a direct
reference to the aftermath of the Holocaust.

Aside from other lawmakers like Republican Rep. Liz Cheney calling out her Democratic colleague for the disrespectful video, on
Tuesday a non-partisan organization in her home state of New York tweeted a copy of a letter of condemnation it wrote to the 29-
year-old freshman representative.

The tweet’s caption made clear they weren’t happy with Ocasio-Cortez’s stunt, saying, “We urge @AOC to refrain from using
terminology evocative of the Holocaust tonvoice concerns about contemporary political issues, as per our letter below.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9YGEhMXUAEciLc.jpg

JCRC of New York

@JCRCNY

We urge @AOC to refrain from using terminology evocative of the Holocaust tonvoice concerns about

contemporary political issues, as per our letter below.

The letter, written by the Jewish Communities Relations Council, lambasted Ocasio-Cortez for her insensitive remarks, explaining
that the organization was “deeply disturbed” by the language she used in her inflammatory video, zeroing in on her use of the
phrases “never again” and “concentration camp.”

“The terms ‘Concentration Camp’ and ‘Never Again’ are synonymous with and evocative of the atrocities committed
by Adolf Hitler’s Nazi Germany, in which 6 million European Jews were systematically denied civil and human rights
due to their race and ultimately murdered in a state-sponsored genocide.

“As concerned as we are about the conditions experienced by migrants seeking asylum in the United States … the
regrettable use of Holocaust terminology to describe these contemporary concerns diminishes the evil intent of the
Nazis to eradicate the Jewish people,” the letter read.

The organization then offered Ocasio-Cortez what amounts to a sensitivity class on the Holocaust and the tragic history
surrounding it.

“We would be pleased to work with you to arrange a visit to a concentration camp, a local Holocaust museum, hear
the stories of local survivors, or participate in other educational opportunities in the hopes of better understanding the
horrors of the Holocaust.”

Making sure Ocasio-Cortez understood the level of disrespect she showed to Holocaust survivors with her remarks, the group
closed the letter with a simple, yet powerful demand.

“Until that time, we urge you to refrain from using terminology evocative of the Holocaust to voice concerns about our
contemporary political issues,” the group said.

Talk about an “Oh, snap!” moment after a conclusion like that; it’s clear that the JCRC group was extremely unhappy with her
irresponsible remarks.

Given that the group isn’t allied with any political party, it further proves just how far over the line Ocasio-Cortez stepped on this
one.

Comparing what Holocaust survivors endured in the concentration camps to humane, perfectly legal holding centers on the U.S.
border — for people who voluntarily crossed the border and knew they would end up there — is a gross display of disrespect and
total lack of knowledge of basic world history.

Politics aside, Ocasio-Cortez should be condemned by all sides for her actions.

Nothing short of a full, sincere apology and perhaps taking up the JCRC on their offer to help her become

more educated on the matter will make this flub go away.

( VIDEO AND STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/deeply-disturbed-nonpartisan-ny-jewish-group-slams-aoc-concentration-camps-never/
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again’ means something.”
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simple fact that she used the phrase “never again” gave her zero ground on which to stand, as that particular phrase is a direct
reference to the aftermath of the Holocaust.
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that the organization was “deeply disturbed” by the language she used in her inflammatory video, zeroing in on her use of the
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“The terms ‘Concentration Camp’ and ‘Never Again’ are synonymous with and evocative of the atrocities committed
by Adolf Hitler’s Nazi Germany, in which 6 million European Jews were systematically denied civil and human rights
due to their race and ultimately murdered in a state-sponsored genocide.
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regrettable use of Holocaust terminology to describe these contemporary concerns diminishes the evil intent of the
Nazis to eradicate the Jewish people,” the letter read.

The organization then offered Ocasio-Cortez what amounts to a sensitivity class on the Holocaust and the tragic history
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“We would be pleased to work with you to arrange a visit to a concentration camp, a local Holocaust museum, hear
the stories of local survivors, or participate in other educational opportunities in the hopes of better understanding the
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Making sure Ocasio-Cortez understood the level of disrespect she showed to Holocaust survivors with her remarks, the group
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Talk about an “Oh, snap!” moment after a conclusion like that; it’s clear that the JCRC group was extremely unhappy with her
irresponsible remarks.

Given that the group isn’t allied with any political party, it further proves just how far over the line Ocasio-Cortez stepped on this
one.

Comparing what Holocaust survivors endured in the concentration camps to humane, perfectly legal holding centers on the U.S.
border — for people who voluntarily crossed the border and knew they would end up there — is a gross display of disrespect and
total lack of knowledge of basic world history.

Politics aside, Ocasio-Cortez should be condemned by all sides for her actions.

Nothing short of a full, sincere apology and perhaps taking up the JCRC on their offer to help her become

more educated on the matter will make this flub go away.
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President Trump Rakes In 'Record Breaking' Amount Of Donations Less Than 24 Hours After

Kicking Of His Re-Election Campaign

That's a lot of cash

https://assets.rbl.ms/19608775/1200x600.jpg

President Donald Trump raised a staggering $24.8 million during the first 24 hours of his official re-election

campaign kickoff, according to the RNC.

On Tuesday night, the president appeared at a rally in Orlando, Florida.

What are the details?

RNC Chairwoman Ronna McDaniel shared the news on Twitter, revealing the massive amount of fundraising.

"@realDonaldTrump has raised a record breaking $24.8 million in less than 24 hours for his re-election," she wrote.
"The enthusiasm across the country for this President is unmatched and unlike anything we've ever seen!
#trump2020 #KeepAmericaGreat."

Brad Parscale, Trump's 2020 campaign manager, retweeted McDaniel's announcement and added, "Crushing the competition!
#Winning."

Tim Murtaugh, the campaign's communications director, added, "Jaw-dropping numbers from the 24 hours of the day
@realDonaldTrump announced his re-election campaign: $24.8 million raised. Do the math: that's more than a million dollars an
hour for an entire day. On top of an electric rally in Orlando, this shows huge Trump enthusiasm."

Ronna McDaniel

 Verified account

@GOPChairwoman

@realDonaldTrump has raised a record breaking $24.8M in less than 24 hours for his re-election. The

enthusiasm across the country for this President is unmatched and unlike anything we’ve ever seen!

#trump2020 #KeepAmericaGreat

Tim Murtaugh

✔ @TimMurtaugh

Jaw-dropping numbers from the 24 hours of the day @realDonaldTrump announced his re-election

campaign:

$24.8 million raised.

Do the math: that’s more than a million dollars an hour for an entire day.

On top of an electric rally in Orlando, this shows huge Trump enthusiasm.

What else is there to know?

In comparison, Democratic presidential candidate and former Vice President Joe Biden — currently the party's frontrunner —
brought in approximately $6.3 million in his first 24 hours of fundraising, according to Politico.

Former Texas Rep. Beto O'Rourke, who is also running for president, brought in $6.1 million in his first 24 hours, while Sen. Bernie
Sanders (I-Vt.) brought in $5.9 million.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/trump-record-breaking-donations-for-re-election
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In comparison, Democratic presidential candidate and former Vice President Joe Biden — currently the party's frontrunner —
brought in approximately $6.3 million in his first 24 hours of fundraising, according to Politico.
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The Hypocrisy Is Mimicking Hillary Clinton's 2016 Election As Joe Biden Talks Income Inequality At

$2,800-a-Head Manhattan Fundraiser

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/VP-Biden-913x479.jpg

Joe Biden is really upset.

The former vice president can barely contain his anger and frustration.

And he wants you to be upset too. You see, the Democratic presidential front-runner is on a mission to do something about this
so-called problem of income inequality.

This issue really means something to Biden and he wants — nay, he needs — your support to help stop it.

Income inequality is the terrible social ill that that some people have more income than other people. It’s similar to Joe-Groping
inequality — where some people get groped by Biden more than others — except with income.

Much of the hullabaloo over income inequality is based around the notion of fairness.

The leftists rant and howl that the rich did not earn their incomes and therefore it is unfair that they have it. Remember that leftists
love to judge fairness by equal outcomes rather than equal opportunity.

And if Biden can get you thinking about fairness, he might get you on his side. But first, you need to pay the

$2,800 it will take to get in the door, according to Washington Examiner.

That was the price to attend a recent Biden fundraiser in Manhattan

Oh, you didn’t get an invite? Me neither. I wonder if this is an example of invite inequality.

All joking aside, the myth of income inequality is a more insidious fallacy because it appeals to a real weakness of the human
heart: jealousy and discontentedness.

It causes us to stop trying hard and to look over our neighbors’ fences and see what they have and then blame fate, or family, or
luck or whatever else, that the grass may be greener over there.

Americans don’t generally disagree with the premise that people who produce more should get more. But according to the
International Journal of Business and Social Research, Americans are more likely to resent it when a person inherits money rather
than gains it from his or her own entrepreneurial production.

While the fact that my neighbor may have inherited his trust fund does mean he didn’t earn it, that fact doesn’t mean that some of
it somehow belongs to me. But the human heart is full of darkness. The leftists have leveraged that sinful covetousness into a
platform to gain votes.

On top of that, the economic data show that inherited wealth plays a small role in how Americans become wealthy. In fact, fewer
than three out of 10 American billionaires inherited their wealth, and “the share of self-made billionaires has been expanding most
rapidly in the United States” according to a Peterson Institute for International Economics study.

If you look at the rich who aren’t billionaires, the number made so by inheritance is even smaller. The Bank of Montreal Financial
Group found that “two-thirds of high-net-worth Americans could be considered self-made, compared to a mere 3 percent who
inherited the majority of their wealth.”

The myth that the rich mostly inherited their wealth is not the only myth circulating about income inequality. A Cato Institute report
took a deep dive into several myths surrounding income inequality. I encourage you to check it out.

This fantasy of income inequality helps perpetuate the narrative that those on the political right are greedy and lack compassion.

However, despite so much data to show the opposite is true, leftists such as Biden continue to use the income inequality myth to
drive a wedge between people and garner political favor with their base.

Poverty is real, and Christian people should respond as the Bible says — be sacrificially generous.

But the income inequality myth doesn’t ask the rich to give to the poor. Rather, it empowers the less fortunate to resent others, to
turn discontented, or to grow bitter.

Wealth is not the problem. And it isn’t necessarily the solution.

Regardless of our lot in life, we should be diligent, be generous and be content.

And you don’t have to pay $2,800 to hear that.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/biden-talks-income-inequality-2800-head-manhattan-fundraiser/
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Jurors in the child trafficking and corruption trial of NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere are set to begin

deliberations at Brooklyn Federal Court Wednesday morning, after both sides finished their closing

arguments Tuesday.

Ayla Ferrone 

@AylaFerrone

Here’s a look at the verdict sheet the jurors in the #NXIVM case will be tasked with filling out.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9Y0YU3XsAA6KP-.jpg

They have a whole lot of evidence to consider.

Raniere stands accused of violating young illegal immigrant girls from Mexico and imprisoning them on threat of deportation by the
cult. Human experiments and Satanism-inspired rituals took place at the cult, according to the mountains of evidence exposed by
this historic trial of the new century.

“The defendant tapped into a never-ending flow of women and money,” the prosecution said of Raniere Monday,
calling him a “crime boss with no limits and no checks on his power.”

Evidence shows how the NXIVM sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign, how it counted Clinton
friend Richard Mays and Kirsten Gillibrand’s stepmother as active members and Gillibrand’s father as an employee, and how the
cult’s “ally” Chuck Schumer was compromised by virtue of the cult possessing his financial records.

Raniere Made Child Porn Featuring Mexican Child Sex Slave

FBI special agent Meagan Rees presented more than twelve images of child pornography allegedly produced by NXIVM cult leader
Keith Raniere in Raniere’s trial Thursday at Brooklyn federal court. Raniere stands accused of sex trafficking during his tenure atop
the elite upstate New York sex cult, where he was branding female sex slaves.

NXIVM Imported Illegal Immigrants and Gave Them Fake ID’s To Break Immigration Law

A former NXIVM sex cult slave named “Daniela” testified in the trial of Raniere, noting that she joined the cult at age 16 in 2002.

The alleged visa and immigration fraud involved in Daniela’s years with the cult underscores the extent to which NXIVM had deep
connections to powerful people in Mexico, including Emiliano Salinas, the son of a former Mexican president.

Robert Gavin of the Albany Times-Union reported:

Robert Gavin 

@RobertGavinTU

The witness said her tourist visa and her father's visa were taken in Atlanta in October 2004. She went back

to Mexico, she said, and Raniere arranged for her to fly to Canada and get picked up on Christmas Eve and

taken to Albany. But the plan had problems.#NXIVM #NXIVMTrial

The witness then described how she was given a fake ID by the sex cult and had a traumatizing experience with Raniere,
alongside her sister, noting, “I stayed there crying. That was Christmas,” according to Gavin. The witness also knew that Raniere
was involved in a sexual relationship with her sister, who was under the age of 18.

Raniere Wanted Human Branding Rituals To Be Satanic, Like Human Sacrifice

The NXIVM sex cult’s leader Keith Raniere, now on trial in Brooklyn for sex trafficking and racketeering, aimed for his branding of
female sex slaves to be “like a sacrifice,” referring to the practice of human sacrifice, which is practiced in Satanic rituals.
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“Do you think the person who’s being branded should be held to the table, almost like a sacrifice?” Raniere said to
his onetime co-conspirator Allison Mack in a 2017 conversation that was captured on audiotape. “That’s a feeling of
submission…It probably should be a more vulnerable position. Laying on the back, legs spread straight, held to the
table. Hands above the head, probably held, almost like sacrificial.”

NXIVM Had The Financial Records of ‘Ally’ Chuck Schumer, and Hillary Clinton’s Emails

NXIVM sex cult’s deep oppposition research files on its political enemies including Roger Stone came up at trial. Documents from
the archives are shedding light on how the sex cult stored data on top politicians including Chuck Schumer — whom the cult
viewed as a “friendly” ally according to ex-employee Frank Parlato — and Hillary Clinton.

The Albany Times-Union noted in 2015: “A former close confidant of Keith Raniere, founder of the NXIVM corporation, claims top
officials in the secretive organization used a Canadian investigative firm or other means to sift the financial records of six federal
judges and U.S. Sen. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., according to court records. The former NXIVM insider, Kristin M. Keeffe, said
that Seagramsheiress Clare W. Bronfman, who oversees NXIVM’s operations, ordered the financial probes at the direction of
Raniere, 55. The six judges whose financial records Keeffe alleges were analyzed have all presided over cases involving NXIVM
or its perceived adversaries and critics…The allegations by Keeffe, 45, are outlined in emails attributed to her that were filed
recently in Albany County Court…Keeffe broke away from NXIVM in February 2014 and is in hiding, according to correspondence
and conversations attributed to her in court records filed in Albany County…”

So the NXIVM cult had information on Schumer.

The Times-Union reported in 2015:

Clare W. Bronfman, an heiress of the Seagram Company business empire, allegedly implanted a “key logger” virus on the
computer of her late father, Edgar M. Bronfman Sr., so officials with the NXIVM corporation could secretly monitor his emails,
including his exchanges with world leaders and Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, according to court records.

The extraordinary allegations are attributed to Kristen M. Keeffe, who was part of the inner circle that ran NXIVM, a “human
development” organization that has been described by one expert as an “extreme cult.” The accusations by Keeffe are contained in
a transcript of a telephone conversation that took place last March between Keeffe and Barbara J. Bouchey, a former NXIVM
executive board member who is facing computer trespassing charges in Albany that accuse her and three others of improperly
accessing the corporation’s website.’”

Times-Union passage ends

A former NXIVM member testified in the trial of cult leader Keith Raniere that the sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary
Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign.

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Jurors in the child trafficking and corruption trial of NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere are set to begin

deliberations at Brooklyn Federal Court Wednesday morning, after both sides finished their closing

arguments Tuesday.
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Here’s a look at the verdict sheet the jurors in the #NXIVM case will be tasked with filling out.
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They have a whole lot of evidence to consider.

Raniere stands accused of violating young illegal immigrant girls from Mexico and imprisoning them on threat of deportation by the
cult. Human experiments and Satanism-inspired rituals took place at the cult, according to the mountains of evidence exposed by
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cult. Human experiments and Satanism-inspired rituals took place at the cult, according to the mountains of evidence exposed by
this historic trial of the new century.

“The defendant tapped into a never-ending flow of women and money,” the prosecution said of Raniere Monday,
calling him a “crime boss with no limits and no checks on his power.”

Evidence shows how the NXIVM sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign, how it counted Clinton
friend Richard Mays and Kirsten Gillibrand’s stepmother as active members and Gillibrand’s father as an employee, and how the
cult’s “ally” Chuck Schumer was compromised by virtue of the cult possessing his financial records.

Raniere Made Child Porn Featuring Mexican Child Sex Slave

FBI special agent Meagan Rees presented more than twelve images of child pornography allegedly produced by NXIVM cult leader
Keith Raniere in Raniere’s trial Thursday at Brooklyn federal court. Raniere stands accused of sex trafficking during his tenure atop
the elite upstate New York sex cult, where he was branding female sex slaves.

NXIVM Imported Illegal Immigrants and Gave Them Fake ID’s To Break Immigration Law

A former NXIVM sex cult slave named “Daniela” testified in the trial of Raniere, noting that she joined the cult at age 16 in 2002.

The alleged visa and immigration fraud involved in Daniela’s years with the cult underscores the extent to which NXIVM had deep
connections to powerful people in Mexico, including Emiliano Salinas, the son of a former Mexican president.

Robert Gavin of the Albany Times-Union reported:

Robert Gavin 

@RobertGavinTU

The witness said her tourist visa and her father's visa were taken in Atlanta in October 2004. She went back

to Mexico, she said, and Raniere arranged for her to fly to Canada and get picked up on Christmas Eve and

taken to Albany. But the plan had problems.#NXIVM #NXIVMTrial

The witness then described how she was given a fake ID by the sex cult and had a traumatizing experience with Raniere,
alongside her sister, noting, “I stayed there crying. That was Christmas,” according to Gavin. The witness also knew that Raniere
was involved in a sexual relationship with her sister, who was under the age of 18.

Raniere Wanted Human Branding Rituals To Be Satanic, Like Human Sacrifice

The NXIVM sex cult’s leader Keith Raniere, now on trial in Brooklyn for sex trafficking and racketeering, aimed for his branding of
female sex slaves to be “like a sacrifice,” referring to the practice of human sacrifice, which is practiced in Satanic rituals.

“Do you think the person who’s being branded should be held to the table, almost like a sacrifice?” Raniere said to
his onetime co-conspirator Allison Mack in a 2017 conversation that was captured on audiotape. “That’s a feeling of
submission…It probably should be a more vulnerable position. Laying on the back, legs spread straight, held to the
table. Hands above the head, probably held, almost like sacrificial.”

NXIVM Had The Financial Records of ‘Ally’ Chuck Schumer, and Hillary Clinton’s Emails

NXIVM sex cult’s deep oppposition research files on its political enemies including Roger Stone came up at trial. Documents from
the archives are shedding light on how the sex cult stored data on top politicians including Chuck Schumer — whom the cult
viewed as a “friendly” ally according to ex-employee Frank Parlato — and Hillary Clinton.

The Albany Times-Union noted in 2015: “A former close confidant of Keith Raniere, founder of the NXIVM corporation, claims top
officials in the secretive organization used a Canadian investigative firm or other means to sift the financial records of six federal
judges and U.S. Sen. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., according to court records. The former NXIVM insider, Kristin M. Keeffe, said
that Seagramsheiress Clare W. Bronfman, who oversees NXIVM’s operations, ordered the financial probes at the direction of
Raniere, 55. The six judges whose financial records Keeffe alleges were analyzed have all presided over cases involving NXIVM
or its perceived adversaries and critics…The allegations by Keeffe, 45, are outlined in emails attributed to her that were filed
recently in Albany County Court…Keeffe broke away from NXIVM in February 2014 and is in hiding, according to correspondence
and conversations attributed to her in court records filed in Albany County…”

So the NXIVM cult had information on Schumer.

The Times-Union reported in 2015:

Clare W. Bronfman, an heiress of the Seagram Company business empire, allegedly implanted a “key logger” virus on the
computer of her late father, Edgar M. Bronfman Sr., so officials with the NXIVM corporation could secretly monitor his emails,
including his exchanges with world leaders and Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, according to court records.

The extraordinary allegations are attributed to Kristen M. Keeffe, who was part of the inner circle that ran NXIVM, a “human
development” organization that has been described by one expert as an “extreme cult.” The accusations by Keeffe are contained in
a transcript of a telephone conversation that took place last March between Keeffe and Barbara J. Bouchey, a former NXIVM
executive board member who is facing computer trespassing charges in Albany that accuse her and three others of improperly
accessing the corporation’s website.’”

Times-Union passage ends

A former NXIVM member testified in the trial of cult leader Keith Raniere that the sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary
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A former NXIVM member testified in the trial of cult leader Keith Raniere that the sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary
Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign.

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Trump Supporter Stuns CNN Reporter In Interview Before Florida Re-Election Rally

He was also startled that people would pray for the president

https://assets.rbl.ms/19607960/1200x600.jpg

A CNN reporter was stunned by the depth of support for President Donald Trump he saw represented by a

Trump supporter in Florida ahead of the president's re-election rally on Tuesday.

CNN's Ed Lavandera was reporting about the kickoff event for the president's re-election campaign when he interviewed Trump
supporter Ed Ardito.

"Do you worry that President Trump's divisiveness, his lies, are gonna hurt him in the long run?" asked Lavandera.

"I don't think so because I, you can't," responded Ardito, "you'd have to tell me what he's lied about, first of all, I don't
think he's lied about anything, and as far as divisiveness..."

"You don't think he's lied about anything?" Lavandera interrupted.

"No," Ardito replied.

Lavandera also seemed startled by the tradition pre-dating Trump that Christians should pray for their leaders.

"The devotion to President Trump is so intense here that a recent meeting of the village Republicans started out with
a prayer asking God to 'deliver President Trump from the evil that is bent on destroying him,'" Lavandera reported.

Trump kicked off his re-election campaign for 2020 with a large rally in Orlando, Florida.

Here's the video of the stunned CNN reporter:

https://youtu.be/g-IbZJ4cyTI via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/trump-supporter-says-trump-has-never-lied
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Trump Supporter Stuns CNN Reporter In Interview Before Florida Re-Election Rally

He was also startled that people would pray for the president

https://assets.rbl.ms/19607960/1200x600.jpg

A CNN reporter was stunned by the depth of support for President Donald Trump he saw represented by a

Trump supporter in Florida ahead of the president's re-election rally on Tuesday.

CNN's Ed Lavandera was reporting about the kickoff event for the president's re-election campaign when he interviewed Trump
supporter Ed Ardito.

"Do you worry that President Trump's divisiveness, his lies, are gonna hurt him in the long run?" asked Lavandera.

"I don't think so because I, you can't," responded Ardito, "you'd have to tell me what he's lied about, first of all, I don't
think he's lied about anything, and as far as divisiveness..."

"You don't think he's lied about anything?" Lavandera interrupted.

"No," Ardito replied.

Lavandera also seemed startled by the tradition pre-dating Trump that Christians should pray for their leaders.

"The devotion to President Trump is so intense here that a recent meeting of the village Republicans started out with
a prayer asking God to 'deliver President Trump from the evil that is bent on destroying him,'" Lavandera reported.

Trump kicked off his re-election campaign for 2020 with a large rally in Orlando, Florida.

Here's the video of the stunned CNN reporter:

https://youtu.be/g-IbZJ4cyTI via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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After Trump Berates 'Fake News' Media And Crowd Chants 'CNN Sucks,' CNN Cuts Away From

Rally Speech

https://assets.rbl.ms/19608012/1200x600.jpg

'There is a lot of fake news back there'

CNN cut away from President Donald Trump's Orlando rally speech less than 10 minutes in—and right after the president's
criticism of "fake news" media led to a chant of "CNN sucks" in the arena, according to The Hill.

President Trump used the Orlando rally to officially announce his reelection campaign for 2020, and the event attracted a raucous
crowd, many of whom camped out nearly two full days beforehand.

"This was a defining moment in American history," Trump said, referring to his 2015 campaign announcement. Then
he pointed to the media. "Ask them right there."

The crowd booed loudly, and then the "CNN sucks" chant took hold in the arena, as the president smiled and took a few steps
away from the podium to take it all in.

"By the way," Trump said when he got back to the microphone. "That is a lot of fake news back there. That's a lot."
The crowd erupted in cheers.

"The amount of press we have tonight reminds me of the Academy Awards before it went political and their ratings
went down the tubes," Trump continued.

That's when CNN's John Berman broke in to the broadcast, saying "Within two minutes he did talk about the economy, but within
four minutes it was attacks on the media."

CNN cuts away from Trump kickoff rally after 'CNN sucks' chant

https://youtu.be/sf6R_6g6xqE via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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After Trump Berates 'Fake News' Media And Crowd Chants 'CNN Sucks,' CNN Cuts Away From

Rally Speech
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'There is a lot of fake news back there'

CNN cut away from President Donald Trump's Orlando rally speech less than 10 minutes in—and right after the president's
criticism of "fake news" media led to a chant of "CNN sucks" in the arena, according to The Hill.

President Trump used the Orlando rally to officially announce his reelection campaign for 2020, and the event attracted a raucous
crowd, many of whom camped out nearly two full days beforehand.

"This was a defining moment in American history," Trump said, referring to his 2015 campaign announcement. Then
he pointed to the media. "Ask them right there."

The crowd booed loudly, and then the "CNN sucks" chant took hold in the arena, as the president smiled and took a few steps
away from the podium to take it all in.

"By the way," Trump said when he got back to the microphone. "That is a lot of fake news back there. That's a lot."
The crowd erupted in cheers.

"The amount of press we have tonight reminds me of the Academy Awards before it went political and their ratings
went down the tubes," Trump continued.

That's when CNN's John Berman broke in to the broadcast, saying "Within two minutes he did talk about the economy, but within
four minutes it was attacks on the media."

CNN cuts away from Trump kickoff rally after 'CNN sucks' chant

https://youtu.be/sf6R_6g6xqE via @YouTube
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PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK

ASS TRUMP STYLE PROVING HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S

HISTORY

https://static.politico.com/dims4/default/142aede/2147483647/resize/1160x/quality/90/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fstatic.politico.com%2F0e%2F58%2F9c6d4f50442f8780aa64f320dc67%2F190615-trump-rally-gty-773.jpg

WITH MASSIVE CROWDS INSIDE AND OUT OF THE ORLANDO FLORIDA AMWAY CENTER

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP STARTED HIS FIRST CAMPAIGN WITH VICE PRESIDENT MIKE PENCE

SPEAKING AND WARMING THE CROWD UP FOR TRUMP'S 2020 ANNOUNCEMENT WITH TELLING

THE CROWD THAT ITS GOING TO TAKE FOUR MORE YEARS TO DRAIN THAT SWAMP

THEN PENCE OUTLINED HOW THE DEMOCRAT'S ARE PROMISING MORE TAXES AND MORE SOCIALISM

THEN CLAIMED THAT PRESIDENT TRUMP SAYS AMERICA WILL NEVER BE A SOCIALIST COUNTRY

PENCE THEN SAID THAT WE NEED TO ELECT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND KEEP AMERICA GREAT

https://www.gannett-cdn.com/presto/2018/10/31/PBRE/7723f91c-be85-4bd7-abb0-8bacab2c1472-1wall.jpg

AND WITH PRESIDENT TRUMP WE WILL MAKE AMERICA GREATER THAN EVER BEFORE

THEN VP. PENCE INTRODUCES THE FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP AND PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

MELANIA TRUMP COMES OUT IN A STUNNING BRIGHT YELLOW DRESS LOOKING BEAUTIFUL AS EVER

https://media.graytvinc.com/images/0618_Trump_2020_rally_AP+2.jpg

AND PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IN HIS STAUNCH SHARP DRESSED PRESIDENTIAL LOOK

MELANIA PROCEEDS TO INTRODUCE HER HUSBAND PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA DONALD TRUMP. TRUMP IN HIS CLASSIC FORM STARTS BY ATTACKING THE CORRUPT PRESS

THEN IN HIS CLASSIC KICK ASS STYLE DONALD TRUMP PROCEEDS TO PROVE WITH A GREAT SPEECH

THAT HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2019/06/18/us/politics/18dc-campaign-sub/merlin_156649677_7c280a41-779a-4abf-9945-
55866adc39eb-jumbo.jpg

PRESIDENT TRUMP PUTS HILLARY CLINTON AND THE DEMOCRAT PARTY ON FRONT STREET

FOR THE RUSSIAN COLLUSION HOAX AND HOW THEY COULDN'T FIND ANY OBSTRUCTION

AFTER 2 1/2 YEARS OF 13 ANGRY LIBERAL'S TRYING TO ENTRAP TRUMP IN RUSSIA COLLUSION

THEY FAILED BECAUSE THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY NO COLLUSION AND TRUMP SAYS

THE DEEP STATE WAS COMING AFTER THE AMERICAN PEOPLE'S CHOICE AND TRYING TO OVERTURN IT

BUT THEY FAILED AND TRUMP PROMISED THAT IT WASN'T GOING TO HAPPEN

THE PRESIDENT STATED ALL OF HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS THAT HE AND HIS ADMINISTRATION

HAVE ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED. IT WAS CLASSIC TRUMP AND HE WOW'S THE CROWD AND MADE SURE

THAT PRESIDENT TRUMP SUPPORTERS IN ATTENDANCE WERE HAPPY AND ECSTATIC THEY CAME

BUT THE BEST PART IS WHEN TRUMP TOLD THE TRUTH ABOUT HILLARY CLINTON'S

CRIMES THAT SHE COMMITTED WHEN SHE WAS THE SECRETARY OF STATE WITH THE

PAY FOR PLAY AND AND ALL THE CROOKED STUFF SHE DID WHILE RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT

THE REASON I LOVE THIS PRESIDENT IS BECAUSE HE TELLS IT EXACTLY LIKE IT IS

AND THAT'S WHY THE DEEP STATE HATES PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP SO MUCH

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK

ASS TRUMP STYLE PROVING HE IS THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS DURING THIS 2020 ELECTION CYCLE

WWG1WGA
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PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK

ASS TRUMP STYLE PROVING HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S

HISTORY
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WITH MASSIVE CROWDS INSIDE AND OUT OF THE ORLANDO FLORIDA AMWAY CENTER

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP STARTED HIS FIRST CAMPAIGN WITH VICE PRESIDENT MIKE PENCE

SPEAKING AND WARMING THE CROWD UP FOR TRUMP'S 2020 ANNOUNCEMENT WITH TELLING

THE CROWD THAT ITS GOING TO TAKE FOUR MORE YEARS TO DRAIN THAT SWAMP

THEN PENCE OUTLINED HOW THE DEMOCRAT'S ARE PROMISING MORE TAXES AND MORE SOCIALISM

THEN CLAIMED THAT PRESIDENT TRUMP SAYS AMERICA WILL NEVER BE A SOCIALIST COUNTRY

PENCE THEN SAID THAT WE NEED TO ELECT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND KEEP AMERICA GREAT

https://www.gannett-cdn.com/presto/2018/10/31/PBRE/7723f91c-be85-4bd7-abb0-8bacab2c1472-1wall.jpg

AND WITH PRESIDENT TRUMP WE WILL MAKE AMERICA GREATER THAN EVER BEFORE

THEN VP. PENCE INTRODUCES THE FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP AND PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

MELANIA TRUMP COMES OUT IN A STUNNING BRIGHT YELLOW DRESS LOOKING BEAUTIFUL AS EVER
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AND PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IN HIS STAUNCH SHARP DRESSED PRESIDENTIAL LOOK

MELANIA PROCEEDS TO INTRODUCE HER HUSBAND PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA DONALD TRUMP. TRUMP IN HIS CLASSIC FORM STARTS BY ATTACKING THE CORRUPT PRESS

THEN IN HIS CLASSIC KICK ASS STYLE DONALD TRUMP PROCEEDS TO PROVE WITH A GREAT SPEECH

THAT HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY
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PRESIDENT TRUMP PUTS HILLARY CLINTON AND THE DEMOCRAT PARTY ON FRONT STREET

FOR THE RUSSIAN COLLUSION HOAX AND HOW THEY COULDN'T FIND ANY OBSTRUCTION

AFTER 2 1/2 YEARS OF 13 ANGRY LIBERAL'S TRYING TO ENTRAP TRUMP IN RUSSIA COLLUSION

THEY FAILED BECAUSE THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY NO COLLUSION AND TRUMP SAYS

THE DEEP STATE WAS COMING AFTER THE AMERICAN PEOPLE'S CHOICE AND TRYING TO OVERTURN IT

BUT THEY FAILED AND TRUMP PROMISED THAT IT WASN'T GOING TO HAPPEN

THE PRESIDENT STATED ALL OF HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS THAT HE AND HIS ADMINISTRATION

HAVE ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED. IT WAS CLASSIC TRUMP AND HE WOW'S THE CROWD AND MADE SURE

THAT PRESIDENT TRUMP SUPPORTERS IN ATTENDANCE WERE HAPPY AND ECSTATIC THEY CAME

BUT THE BEST PART IS WHEN TRUMP TOLD THE TRUTH ABOUT HILLARY CLINTON'S

CRIMES THAT SHE COMMITTED WHEN SHE WAS THE SECRETARY OF STATE WITH THE

PAY FOR PLAY AND AND ALL THE CROOKED STUFF SHE DID WHILE RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT

THE REASON I LOVE THIS PRESIDENT IS BECAUSE HE TELLS IT EXACTLY LIKE IT IS

AND THAT'S WHY THE DEEP STATE HATES PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP SO MUCH

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK

ASS TRUMP STYLE PROVING HE IS THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS DURING THIS 2020 ELECTION CYCLE

WWG1WGA
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NXIVM Satanic Cult Leader Keith Raniere Said ‘Little Children’ Are ‘Perfectly Happy’ Having Sex

With Adults
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NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere, who stands trial for child sex trafficking from Mexico, said that some children are “perfectly
happy” having sex with grown-ups, despite the admonitions of “society.”

This disturbing detail came out in trial on the final day of evidence presentation.

“In some states, it’s 17, in other parts of the world it’s 12,” Raniere said in an audiotaped conversation, referring to the age for
sexual consent, according to the Albany Times Union. “What’s abuse in one area is not abuse in another. And what is it really? Is
the person a child or is the person adult-like? Does the person have a certain type of cognition, morality to make such a choice?”

“Often when you counsel people who were, say, children of what you call abuse … some little children are perfectly happy with it
until they find out what happened later in life and then it’s more society that abuses them than actually parents because in
societies in the past, like in Rome or whatever, the standards were extremely different. But we’re not in Rome and we should know
that,” Raniere stated.

Closing arguments began Monday at Brooklyn federal court in the sex trafficking trial of NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere, who
stands accused of violating young illegal immigrant girls from Mexico and imprisoning them on threat of deportation by the cult.
Human experiments and Satanism-inspired rituals took place at the cult, according to the mountains of evidence exposed by this
historic trial of the new century.

“The defendant tapped into a never-ending flow of women and money,” the prosecution said of Raniere Monday, calling him a
“crime boss with no limits and no checks on his power.”

Evidence shows how the NXIVM sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign, how it counted Clinton
friend Richard Mays and Kirsten Gillibrand’s stepmother as active members and Gillibrand’s father as an employee, and how the
cult’s “ally” Chuck Schumer was compromised by virtue of the cult possessing his financial records.

Raniere Made Child Porn Featuring Mexican Child Sex Slave

FBI special agent Meagan Rees presented more than twelve images of child pornography allegedly produced by NXIVM cult leader
Keith Raniere in Raniere’s trial Thursday at Brooklyn federal court. Raniere stands accused of sex trafficking during his tenure atop
the elite upstate New York sex cult, where he was branding female sex slaves.

A former NXIVM sex cult slave named “Daniela” testified in the trial of Raniere, noting that she joined the cult at age 16 in 2002.

The alleged visa and immigration fraud involved in Daniela’s years with the cult underscores the extent to which NXIVM had deep
connections to powerful people in Mexico, including Emiliano Salinas, the son of a former Mexican president.

Robert Gavin of the Albany Times-Union reported:

Robert Gavin

@RobertGavinTU

The witness said her tourist visa and her father's visa were taken in Atlanta in October 2004. She went back

to Mexico, she said, and Raniere arranged for her to fly to Canada and get picked up on Christmas Eve and

taken to Albany. But the plan had

The witness then described how she was given a fake ID by the sex cult and had a traumatizing experience with Raniere,
alongside her sister, noting, “I stayed there crying. That was Christmas,” according to Gavin. The witness also knew that Raniere
was involved in a sexual relationship with her sister, who was under the age of 18.

Raniere Wanted Human Branding Rituals To Be Satanic, Like Human Sacrifice

The NXIVM sex cult’s leader Keith Raniere, now on trial in Brooklyn for sex trafficking and racketeering, aimed for his branding of
female sex slaves to be “like a sacrifice,” referring to the practice of human sacrifice, which is practiced in Satanic rituals.

“Do you think the person who’s being branded should be held to the table, almost like a sacrifice?” Raniere said to his onetime co-
conspirator Allison Mack in a 2017 conversation that was captured on audiotape. “That’s a feeling of submission…It probably
should be a more vulnerable position. Laying on the back, legs spread straight, held to the table. Hands above the head, probably
held, almost like sacrificial.”

NXIVM sex cult’s deep oppposition research files on its political enemies including Roger Stone came up at trial. Documents from
the archives are shedding light on how the sex cult stored data on top politicians including Chuck Schumer — whom the cult
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the archives are shedding light on how the sex cult stored data on top politicians including Chuck Schumer — whom the cult
viewed as a “friendly” ally according to ex-employee Frank Parlato — and Hillary Clinton.

The Albany Times-Union noted in 2015: “A former close confidant of Keith Raniere, founder of the NXIVM corporation, claims top
officials in the secretive organization used a Canadian investigative firm or other means to sift the financial records of six federal
judges and U.S. Sen. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., according to court records. The former NXIVM insider, Kristin M. Keeffe, said
that Seagramsheiress Clare W. Bronfman, who oversees NXIVM’s operations, ordered the financial probes at the direction of
Raniere, 55. The six judges whose financial records Keeffe alleges were analyzed have all presided over cases involving NXIVM
or its perceived adversaries and critics…The allegations by Keeffe, 45, are outlined in emails attributed to her that were filed
recently in Albany County Court…Keeffe broke away from NXIVM in February 2014 and is in hiding, according to correspondence
and conversations attributed to her in court records filed in Albany County…”

So the NXIVM cult had information on Schumer.

The Times-Union reported in 2015:

Clare W. Bronfman, an heiress of the Seagram Company business empire, allegedly implanted a “key logger” virus on the
computer of her late father, Edgar M. Bronfman Sr., so officials with the NXIVM corporation could secretly monitor his emails,
including his exchanges with world leaders and Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, according to court records.

The extraordinary allegations are attributed to Kristen M. Keeffe, who was part of the inner circle that ran NXIVM, a “human
development” organization that has been described by one expert as an “extreme cult.” The accusations by Keeffe are contained in
a transcript of a telephone conversation that took place last March between Keeffe and Barbara J. Bouchey, a former NXIVM
executive board member who is facing computer trespassing charges in Albany that accuse her and three others of improperly
accessing the corporation’s website.’”

Times-Union passage ends

A former NXIVM member testified in the trial of cult leader Keith Raniere that the sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary
Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign.

Big League Politics first reported this bombshell information, which is now confirmed by a witness under oath.

James Woods ✔ @RealJamesWoods

#This story will be buried so fast
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NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere, who stands trial for child sex trafficking from Mexico, said that some children are “perfectly
happy” having sex with grown-ups, despite the admonitions of “society.”

This disturbing detail came out in trial on the final day of evidence presentation.

“In some states, it’s 17, in other parts of the world it’s 12,” Raniere said in an audiotaped conversation, referring to the age for
sexual consent, according to the Albany Times Union. “What’s abuse in one area is not abuse in another. And what is it really? Is
the person a child or is the person adult-like? Does the person have a certain type of cognition, morality to make such a choice?”

“Often when you counsel people who were, say, children of what you call abuse … some little children are perfectly happy with it
until they find out what happened later in life and then it’s more society that abuses them than actually parents because in
societies in the past, like in Rome or whatever, the standards were extremely different. But we’re not in Rome and we should know
that,” Raniere stated.

Closing arguments began Monday at Brooklyn federal court in the sex trafficking trial of NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere, who
stands accused of violating young illegal immigrant girls from Mexico and imprisoning them on threat of deportation by the cult.
Human experiments and Satanism-inspired rituals took place at the cult, according to the mountains of evidence exposed by this
historic trial of the new century.

“The defendant tapped into a never-ending flow of women and money,” the prosecution said of Raniere Monday, calling him a
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“The defendant tapped into a never-ending flow of women and money,” the prosecution said of Raniere Monday, calling him a
“crime boss with no limits and no checks on his power.”

Evidence shows how the NXIVM sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign, how it counted Clinton
friend Richard Mays and Kirsten Gillibrand’s stepmother as active members and Gillibrand’s father as an employee, and how the
cult’s “ally” Chuck Schumer was compromised by virtue of the cult possessing his financial records.

Raniere Made Child Porn Featuring Mexican Child Sex Slave

FBI special agent Meagan Rees presented more than twelve images of child pornography allegedly produced by NXIVM cult leader
Keith Raniere in Raniere’s trial Thursday at Brooklyn federal court. Raniere stands accused of sex trafficking during his tenure atop
the elite upstate New York sex cult, where he was branding female sex slaves.

A former NXIVM sex cult slave named “Daniela” testified in the trial of Raniere, noting that she joined the cult at age 16 in 2002.

The alleged visa and immigration fraud involved in Daniela’s years with the cult underscores the extent to which NXIVM had deep
connections to powerful people in Mexico, including Emiliano Salinas, the son of a former Mexican president.

Robert Gavin of the Albany Times-Union reported:

Robert Gavin

@RobertGavinTU

The witness said her tourist visa and her father's visa were taken in Atlanta in October 2004. She went back

to Mexico, she said, and Raniere arranged for her to fly to Canada and get picked up on Christmas Eve and

taken to Albany. But the plan had

The witness then described how she was given a fake ID by the sex cult and had a traumatizing experience with Raniere,
alongside her sister, noting, “I stayed there crying. That was Christmas,” according to Gavin. The witness also knew that Raniere
was involved in a sexual relationship with her sister, who was under the age of 18.

Raniere Wanted Human Branding Rituals To Be Satanic, Like Human Sacrifice

The NXIVM sex cult’s leader Keith Raniere, now on trial in Brooklyn for sex trafficking and racketeering, aimed for his branding of
female sex slaves to be “like a sacrifice,” referring to the practice of human sacrifice, which is practiced in Satanic rituals.

“Do you think the person who’s being branded should be held to the table, almost like a sacrifice?” Raniere said to his onetime co-
conspirator Allison Mack in a 2017 conversation that was captured on audiotape. “That’s a feeling of submission…It probably
should be a more vulnerable position. Laying on the back, legs spread straight, held to the table. Hands above the head, probably
held, almost like sacrificial.”

NXIVM sex cult’s deep oppposition research files on its political enemies including Roger Stone came up at trial. Documents from
the archives are shedding light on how the sex cult stored data on top politicians including Chuck Schumer — whom the cult
viewed as a “friendly” ally according to ex-employee Frank Parlato — and Hillary Clinton.

The Albany Times-Union noted in 2015: “A former close confidant of Keith Raniere, founder of the NXIVM corporation, claims top
officials in the secretive organization used a Canadian investigative firm or other means to sift the financial records of six federal
judges and U.S. Sen. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., according to court records. The former NXIVM insider, Kristin M. Keeffe, said
that Seagramsheiress Clare W. Bronfman, who oversees NXIVM’s operations, ordered the financial probes at the direction of
Raniere, 55. The six judges whose financial records Keeffe alleges were analyzed have all presided over cases involving NXIVM
or its perceived adversaries and critics…The allegations by Keeffe, 45, are outlined in emails attributed to her that were filed
recently in Albany County Court…Keeffe broke away from NXIVM in February 2014 and is in hiding, according to correspondence
and conversations attributed to her in court records filed in Albany County…”

So the NXIVM cult had information on Schumer.

The Times-Union reported in 2015:

Clare W. Bronfman, an heiress of the Seagram Company business empire, allegedly implanted a “key logger” virus on the
computer of her late father, Edgar M. Bronfman Sr., so officials with the NXIVM corporation could secretly monitor his emails,
including his exchanges with world leaders and Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, according to court records.

The extraordinary allegations are attributed to Kristen M. Keeffe, who was part of the inner circle that ran NXIVM, a “human
development” organization that has been described by one expert as an “extreme cult.” The accusations by Keeffe are contained in
a transcript of a telephone conversation that took place last March between Keeffe and Barbara J. Bouchey, a former NXIVM
executive board member who is facing computer trespassing charges in Albany that accuse her and three others of improperly
accessing the corporation’s website.’”

Times-Union passage ends

A former NXIVM member testified in the trial of cult leader Keith Raniere that the sex cult illegally raised money for Hillary
Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign.

Big League Politics first reported this bombshell information, which is now confirmed by a witness under oath.

James Woods ✔ @RealJamesWoods
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NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere’s child sex trafficking trial saw fireworks at the end as his attorney tried to paint Raniere’s Satanic
child trafficking as a “lifestyle” that should be protected.

“The word ‘cult’ has come up a few times. I don’t think that helps you,” Raniere’s lawyer said, noting that “the conduct, looked at
objectively, is pretty out there. But that doesn’t make it a crime.”

The prosecution clearly scored the upper hand in closing arguments by reminding the jury of the horrific abuse that Raniere’s sex
slaves, trafficked from Mexico, endured, including a teen girl named Daniela who got locked in a room for two years for being
attracted to a man other than Raniere.

Closing arguments began Monday at Brooklyn federal court in the sex trafficking trial of NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere, who
stands accused of violating young illegal immigrant girls from Mexico and imprisoning them on threat of deportation by the cult.
Human experiments and Satanism-inspired rituals took place at the cult, according to the mountains of evidence exposed by this
historic trial of the new century.
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NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere’s child sex trafficking trial saw fireworks at the end as his attorney tried to paint Raniere’s Satanic
child trafficking as a “lifestyle” that should be protected.

“The word ‘cult’ has come up a few times. I don’t think that helps you,” Raniere’s lawyer said, noting that “the conduct, looked at
objectively, is pretty out there. But that doesn’t make it a crime.”

The prosecution clearly scored the upper hand in closing arguments by reminding the jury of the horrific abuse that Raniere’s sex
slaves, trafficked from Mexico, endured, including a teen girl named Daniela who got locked in a room for two years for being
attracted to a man other than Raniere.

Closing arguments began Monday at Brooklyn federal court in the sex trafficking trial of NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere, who
stands accused of violating young illegal immigrant girls from Mexico and imprisoning them on threat of deportation by the cult.
Human experiments and Satanism-inspired rituals took place at the cult, according to the mountains of evidence exposed by this
historic trial of the new century.

READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW
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Ohio Elementary School Gym Teacher Reportedly Caught On Video Inappropriately Touching At

Least 28 Young Girls Despicable

John Austin Hopkins, a 25-year-old former gym teacher, reportedly inappropriately touched at least 28 first-

grade girls while working at an Ohio elementary school.

What are the details?

Warren County prosecutor David Fornshell revealed that Hopkins would often grab the girls' backsides and position them on his lap
during class, WLWT-TV reported.

Hopkins was indicted on Monday on 36 counts of gross sexual imposition after a three-month investigation, the station said.

The investigation kicked off after a parent reported him to administrators at Clearcreek Elementary School in Springboro, Ohio.
Hopkins resigned from his position in March after the school placed him on administrative leave, WLWT reported.

Prosecutors also say that at least 88 first-grade girls physically interacted with Hopkins between the months of December and
March, the station said..

Of Hopkins, Fornshell said, "Frankly, [the students] loved him as a teacher because of the amount of affection he was showing
them. What these kids didn't realize, this was completely inappropriate and criminal."

Fornshell said that video footage caught Hopkins with many of the young girls on his lap or straddling him in a "sexual manner,"
according to WLWT.

That's not all.

"With respect to some of the girls, his hands are going up their shirts, both the front side and back sides of their
shirts, reaching up under the skirt, grabbing their buttocks," Fornshell explained. "That's really what we saw mostly
with respect to these interactions."

Authorities took Hopkins into custody on Monday. His arraignment had not yet been scheduled at the time of this writing. If
convicted on his charges, he faces up to five years in prison.

What else?

In a statement, Springboro Schools said:

On Friday, March 8th, 2019, within minutes of learning of the potential conduct of Mr. Hopkins, Springboro Schools immediately
placed John Austin Hopkins on Paid Administrative Leave. On March 12th, 2019, Mr. Hopkins submitted a letter of resignation,
which was approved by the district's Board of Education at a special board meeting held March 13th, 2019. Mr. Hopkins is no
longer an employee of Springboro Schools.

Shortly after Mr. Hopkins resigned, Springboro Schools submitted an Educator Misconduct Reporting Form to the Ohio Department
of Education's (ODE) Office of Professional Misconduct, regarding the Ohio Revised Code 3319.31, which states,

"The employee resigned because of, or in the course of, an investigation regarding an act unbecoming the teaching profession."
The purpose of this submission by Springboro Schools is for ODE to consider revocation of Mr. Hopkins' teaching license*.

A series of seven (7) letters and several voice calls have been distributed to the parents of Springboro Schools throughout the
course of the entire investigation process. Springboro Schools takes the allegations against Mr. Hopkins very seriously, and will
continue working with the Springboro Police Department and the Warren County Prosecutor's Office throughout this process.

For many families in our district, these are difficult times. Communication outreach and support is important. The dialogue between
our district parents and administration is paramount, as is the safety of every student in our district. The Child Advocacy Center of
Warren County (CAC) is offering a support/educational group for parents. This support group is located at the Child Advocacy
Center of Warren County (320 E Silver St, Lebanon, OH 45036) and can be contacted at the following number, 513-695-3100.

( Story in link below )
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Ohio Elementary School Gym Teacher Reportedly Caught On Video Inappropriately Touching At

Least 28 Young Girls Despicable

John Austin Hopkins, a 25-year-old former gym teacher, reportedly inappropriately touched at least 28 first-

grade girls while working at an Ohio elementary school.

What are the details?

Warren County prosecutor David Fornshell revealed that Hopkins would often grab the girls' backsides and position them on his lap
during class, WLWT-TV reported.

Hopkins was indicted on Monday on 36 counts of gross sexual imposition after a three-month investigation, the station said.

The investigation kicked off after a parent reported him to administrators at Clearcreek Elementary School in Springboro, Ohio.
Hopkins resigned from his position in March after the school placed him on administrative leave, WLWT reported.

Prosecutors also say that at least 88 first-grade girls physically interacted with Hopkins between the months of December and
March, the station said..

Of Hopkins, Fornshell said, "Frankly, [the students] loved him as a teacher because of the amount of affection he was showing
them. What these kids didn't realize, this was completely inappropriate and criminal."

Fornshell said that video footage caught Hopkins with many of the young girls on his lap or straddling him in a "sexual manner,"
according to WLWT.

That's not all.

"With respect to some of the girls, his hands are going up their shirts, both the front side and back sides of their
shirts, reaching up under the skirt, grabbing their buttocks," Fornshell explained. "That's really what we saw mostly
with respect to these interactions."

Authorities took Hopkins into custody on Monday. His arraignment had not yet been scheduled at the time of this writing. If
convicted on his charges, he faces up to five years in prison.

What else?

In a statement, Springboro Schools said:

On Friday, March 8th, 2019, within minutes of learning of the potential conduct of Mr. Hopkins, Springboro Schools immediately
placed John Austin Hopkins on Paid Administrative Leave. On March 12th, 2019, Mr. Hopkins submitted a letter of resignation,
which was approved by the district's Board of Education at a special board meeting held March 13th, 2019. Mr. Hopkins is no
longer an employee of Springboro Schools.

Shortly after Mr. Hopkins resigned, Springboro Schools submitted an Educator Misconduct Reporting Form to the Ohio Department
of Education's (ODE) Office of Professional Misconduct, regarding the Ohio Revised Code 3319.31, which states,

"The employee resigned because of, or in the course of, an investigation regarding an act unbecoming the teaching profession."
The purpose of this submission by Springboro Schools is for ODE to consider revocation of Mr. Hopkins' teaching license*.

A series of seven (7) letters and several voice calls have been distributed to the parents of Springboro Schools throughout the
course of the entire investigation process. Springboro Schools takes the allegations against Mr. Hopkins very seriously, and will
continue working with the Springboro Police Department and the Warren County Prosecutor's Office throughout this process.

For many families in our district, these are difficult times. Communication outreach and support is important. The dialogue between
our district parents and administration is paramount, as is the safety of every student in our district. The Child Advocacy Center of
Warren County (CAC) is offering a support/educational group for parents. This support group is located at the Child Advocacy
Center of Warren County (320 E Silver St, Lebanon, OH 45036) and can be contacted at the following number, 513-695-3100.
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EXCLUSIVE: House Democrats are trying to overhaul a major border bill by attaching riders that would

nullify significant parts of immigration law and protect illegal immigrants who sponsor child migrants,

multiple Republican sources told Fox News.

“The actual texts of the proposals they’ve sent have contained provisions that would functionally nullify federal
immigration law,” one source familiar with the negotiations told Fox News, calling the riders “very extreme and very
radical.”

President Trump requested $4.5 billion in May to help fund agencies combating the escalating humanitarian crisis at the southern
border, but the request has been bogged down by negotiations. Democrats have blamed Trump for the crisis and accused the
administration of acting cruelly to those seeking asylum, while Republicans have blamed loopholes that allow asylum seekers to
be released into the country as claims are processed, and called on Democrats to support closing those loopholes and funding
border security.

In particular, Republicans have drawn attention to the use of children as a de facto passport for those seeking to enter the country
via the southern border and claimed that children are frequently re-used by those seeking to piggyback off them to gain entry to the
U.S. given restrictions on how long those with children can be detained. Former Department of Homeland Security Secretary
Kirstjen Nielsen said in March that "children are being used as pawns to get into our country."

"We have encountered recycling rings, where innocent young people are used multiple times to help aliens gain
illegal entry," she said. Acting DHS Secretary Kevin McAleenan testified this month that “unless you’re a single
adult, it is very unlikely you’ll be repatriated.”

But amid negotiations over the latest border bill, a source familiar with the talks told Fox News that riders, submitted in writing by
House Democrats, include one that would stop border agents from conducting any asylum interviews. Another controversial rider,
according to two GOP sources, would prevent the funds from being used by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
to share information on sponsors of child migrants, potential sponsors or their households with DHS.

Republicans say the effect would be to prevent HHS from sharing information about child smugglers and traffickers present in the
U.S. with the department responsible for enforcing immigration law.

Another rider allegedly includes language that would require the federal government to prospectively notify illegal immigrants that if
they bring an unaccompanied child into the country and sponsor them, their illegal status would in no way be used against them, a
source said, and that the child will be delivered to them without any reservation.

“So we’d not only be protecting the child smuggling loop, we’d be advertising the child smuggling loop to illegal aliens
throughout the United States who would in turn then be able to have confidence they could pay a smuggler in a
transnational criminal organization to smuggle a child into the country that we would then tell them we would deliver
to them regardless of the law breaking involved,” the source said.

Democrats on the committee acknowledged to Fox News that there are “active discussions about a supplemental appropriations
bill to address the humanitarian crisis President Trump has helped create at the border” but brushed off claims that such proposals
would assist child smuggling as "absurd."

“Given the Trump administration’s terrible track record on immigration policy, House Democrats refuse to give
President Trump a blank check and are insisting on policy provisions that protect the rights and dignity of migrants,”
Evan Hollander, spokesman for Appropriations Committee Democrats, told Fox News.

“These provisions strengthen the wellbeing of children and families, and claims they would affect child smuggling are
absurd and false,” he said.

Another one of the riders, a source said, would nullify the Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP) by stripping funding for the
appropriate section of the U.S. code. Those protocols say that illegal immigrants can be returned to Mexico while their immigration
proceedings are held.

One Republican told Fox News that it was a sign of how far left the Democrats in the House had moved, and accused them of
engaging in “make-believe” government.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6049138503001/#sp=show-clips

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/17/694940094001_6049140579001_6049138503001-vs.jpg

The negotiations come amid an ever-increasing flow across the border from Central America. Customs and Border Protection said
that it encountered more than 144,000 migrants at the border in May, a 30 percent increase from the prior month and double the
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influx recorded at the beginning of the year.

Trump announced this month that he had secured a deal with Mexico that would see the country take tougher measures on illegal
immigration in exchange for the U.S. dropping planned tariffs. Part of that deal includes the U.S. expanding the policy of returning
asylum applicants to Mexico while their claims are processed. According to a joint declaration issued by the State Department,
Mexico will take “unprecedented steps to increase enforcement to curb irregular migration, to include the deployment of its National
Guard throughout Mexico, giving priority to its southern border.”

Meanwhile, in the Senate, Republicans are attempting to push forward with a vote. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-
Ky., said on “Fox & Friends” Monday that he intends to push forward with a freestanding vote on a measure focusing on the
humanitarian issues, not the border wall.

"I think it's safe to say the president is getting more cooperation out of Mexico than he is out of congressional
Democrats," said McConnell.

( Story in link below )
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EXCLUSIVE: House Democrats are trying to overhaul a major border bill by attaching riders that would

nullify significant parts of immigration law and protect illegal immigrants who sponsor child migrants,

multiple Republican sources told Fox News.

“The actual texts of the proposals they’ve sent have contained provisions that would functionally nullify federal
immigration law,” one source familiar with the negotiations told Fox News, calling the riders “very extreme and very
radical.”

President Trump requested $4.5 billion in May to help fund agencies combating the escalating humanitarian crisis at the southern
border, but the request has been bogged down by negotiations. Democrats have blamed Trump for the crisis and accused the
administration of acting cruelly to those seeking asylum, while Republicans have blamed loopholes that allow asylum seekers to
be released into the country as claims are processed, and called on Democrats to support closing those loopholes and funding
border security.

In particular, Republicans have drawn attention to the use of children as a de facto passport for those seeking to enter the country
via the southern border and claimed that children are frequently re-used by those seeking to piggyback off them to gain entry to the
U.S. given restrictions on how long those with children can be detained. Former Department of Homeland Security Secretary
Kirstjen Nielsen said in March that "children are being used as pawns to get into our country."

"We have encountered recycling rings, where innocent young people are used multiple times to help aliens gain
illegal entry," she said. Acting DHS Secretary Kevin McAleenan testified this month that “unless you’re a single
adult, it is very unlikely you’ll be repatriated.”

But amid negotiations over the latest border bill, a source familiar with the talks told Fox News that riders, submitted in writing by
House Democrats, include one that would stop border agents from conducting any asylum interviews. Another controversial rider,
according to two GOP sources, would prevent the funds from being used by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
to share information on sponsors of child migrants, potential sponsors or their households with DHS.

Republicans say the effect would be to prevent HHS from sharing information about child smugglers and traffickers present in the
U.S. with the department responsible for enforcing immigration law.

Another rider allegedly includes language that would require the federal government to prospectively notify illegal immigrants that if
they bring an unaccompanied child into the country and sponsor them, their illegal status would in no way be used against them, a
source said, and that the child will be delivered to them without any reservation.
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source said, and that the child will be delivered to them without any reservation.

“So we’d not only be protecting the child smuggling loop, we’d be advertising the child smuggling loop to illegal aliens
throughout the United States who would in turn then be able to have confidence they could pay a smuggler in a
transnational criminal organization to smuggle a child into the country that we would then tell them we would deliver
to them regardless of the law breaking involved,” the source said.

Democrats on the committee acknowledged to Fox News that there are “active discussions about a supplemental appropriations
bill to address the humanitarian crisis President Trump has helped create at the border” but brushed off claims that such proposals
would assist child smuggling as "absurd."

“Given the Trump administration’s terrible track record on immigration policy, House Democrats refuse to give
President Trump a blank check and are insisting on policy provisions that protect the rights and dignity of migrants,”
Evan Hollander, spokesman for Appropriations Committee Democrats, told Fox News.

“These provisions strengthen the wellbeing of children and families, and claims they would affect child smuggling are
absurd and false,” he said.

Another one of the riders, a source said, would nullify the Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP) by stripping funding for the
appropriate section of the U.S. code. Those protocols say that illegal immigrants can be returned to Mexico while their immigration
proceedings are held.

One Republican told Fox News that it was a sign of how far left the Democrats in the House had moved, and accused them of
engaging in “make-believe” government.
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The negotiations come amid an ever-increasing flow across the border from Central America. Customs and Border Protection said
that it encountered more than 144,000 migrants at the border in May, a 30 percent increase from the prior month and double the
influx recorded at the beginning of the year.

Trump announced this month that he had secured a deal with Mexico that would see the country take tougher measures on illegal
immigration in exchange for the U.S. dropping planned tariffs. Part of that deal includes the U.S. expanding the policy of returning
asylum applicants to Mexico while their claims are processed. According to a joint declaration issued by the State Department,
Mexico will take “unprecedented steps to increase enforcement to curb irregular migration, to include the deployment of its National
Guard throughout Mexico, giving priority to its southern border.”

Meanwhile, in the Senate, Republicans are attempting to push forward with a vote. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-
Ky., said on “Fox & Friends” Monday that he intends to push forward with a freestanding vote on a measure focusing on the
humanitarian issues, not the border wall.

"I think it's safe to say the president is getting more cooperation out of Mexico than he is out of congressional
Democrats," said McConnell.

( Story in link below )
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Donald Trump Jr.: Vote Trump -- The Stakes In 2020 Are Even Higher Than In 2016
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With my father’s official unveiling of his re-election campaign Tuesday evening, Americans are about to

witness another 17-month mudslinging slog to determine the future course of the nation.

The fight is upon us, but before it inevitably degenerates into vicious day-by-day scandal-mongering and ruthless politicking, voters
should take stock of what’s at stake next November.

The 2020 election cycle will feature, if anything, even starker contrasts for the future of this country than 2016’s once-in-a-
generation upset did. We are no longer dealing with the party of Hillary Clinton, let alone the party of Bill Clinton. My father and his
re-election campaign are all that stand between the prosperous, faithful, and peaceful America of the Trump economic boom, and
the revenge-hungry, far-left extremist party of “The Resistance.”

Donald Trump’s victory over Hillary Clinton shocked the Democratic Party to its core. It drove them mad, left them unable to cope
rationally, encouraged them to obsess over outrageous Russiagate conspiracy theories, and allowed a previously marginalized
radical fringe to become the ideological vanguard of any future Democratic administration.

It’s important for voters to recognize what kind of a country lurks beneath the relentless, cheap attacks on family and country that
serve to frame the Democrats’ campaign as a return to “normalcy.”

For instance, virtually every Democrat running for president right now, including the so-called "moderate" ones, would eagerly
embark on the march toward open borders. After all, my father’s 2016 victory eliminated all semblance of liberals’ ability to think
rationally about immigration.

In a few short years, supporting ever greater numbers of poor illegal immigrants and opposing any serious attempt to enforce
existing laws have become articles of faith on the left. America, according to the new Democratic Party, does not belong to
Americans. It is “native land” and we have no right to control entry into it.

The modern Democratic Party not only seeks to subvert America’s borders but also actively encourages the subversion of the
American economy, the American family and even the American constitution itself.

Worse still, Democrats long for a country that will tolerate absolutely no dissent from their extremist socialist agenda and will do
anything to ensure the people who voted for my father are unable to organize again.

Democrats want a country where Catholic high schoolers can be harassed in the street for wearing MAGA hats and then smeared
as racist bigots in media, threatened with expulsion, and ruined simply for not immediately giving in.

They want a country where eminent medical professionals and even self-described socialist feminists are banned on social media,
the modern public square, for questioning the most radical ideas founded in identity politics.

If you don’t like how they would remake America, you might as well just be yelling into the void. The Democrats will defend their
allies in Silicon Valley from any consequences for their sustained, unmitigated campaign to censor all but the most milquetoast of
views from the internet.

And if you think our political norms and constitutional system can serve as a check, you could be in for a rude awakening after
Democrats pack the courts, let 16-year-olds vote, and offer amnesty to millions of illegal immigrants in order to bolster their
electoral coalition, as many of their candidates have already promised to do. They will do their utmost to usher in a socialist era,
antithetical to our founding documents, in which the state rations health care and forcibly redistributes wealth in the name of
“fairness.”

In short, whatever you think the stakes were in 2016, the unrestrained freefall into far-left extremism upon which the Democrat
Party has dived headfirst has redoubled them in 2020.

This is a point of no return election. If you sit this one out, if you let the petty squabbles and barb-throwing of campaign season
blind you from the broader struggle for the future of America, not only may you live to regret it, you may never again get the
chance to make – and keep – America great.

When my father steps to the podium in Orlando before tens of thousands of energized patriots, it will mark

the beginning of a long, arduous path to victory in 2020. It’s a journey with immeasurable consequences for

all Americans that we must understand, engage in, and emerge victorious from.

( Story in link below )
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With my father’s official unveiling of his re-election campaign Tuesday evening, Americans are about to

witness another 17-month mudslinging slog to determine the future course of the nation.

The fight is upon us, but before it inevitably degenerates into vicious day-by-day scandal-mongering and ruthless politicking, voters
should take stock of what’s at stake next November.

The 2020 election cycle will feature, if anything, even starker contrasts for the future of this country than 2016’s once-in-a-
generation upset did. We are no longer dealing with the party of Hillary Clinton, let alone the party of Bill Clinton. My father and his
re-election campaign are all that stand between the prosperous, faithful, and peaceful America of the Trump economic boom, and
the revenge-hungry, far-left extremist party of “The Resistance.”

Donald Trump’s victory over Hillary Clinton shocked the Democratic Party to its core. It drove them mad, left them unable to cope
rationally, encouraged them to obsess over outrageous Russiagate conspiracy theories, and allowed a previously marginalized
radical fringe to become the ideological vanguard of any future Democratic administration.

It’s important for voters to recognize what kind of a country lurks beneath the relentless, cheap attacks on family and country that
serve to frame the Democrats’ campaign as a return to “normalcy.”

For instance, virtually every Democrat running for president right now, including the so-called "moderate" ones, would eagerly
embark on the march toward open borders. After all, my father’s 2016 victory eliminated all semblance of liberals’ ability to think
rationally about immigration.

In a few short years, supporting ever greater numbers of poor illegal immigrants and opposing any serious attempt to enforce
existing laws have become articles of faith on the left. America, according to the new Democratic Party, does not belong to
Americans. It is “native land” and we have no right to control entry into it.

The modern Democratic Party not only seeks to subvert America’s borders but also actively encourages the subversion of the
American economy, the American family and even the American constitution itself.

Worse still, Democrats long for a country that will tolerate absolutely no dissent from their extremist socialist agenda and will do
anything to ensure the people who voted for my father are unable to organize again.

Democrats want a country where Catholic high schoolers can be harassed in the street for wearing MAGA hats and then smeared
as racist bigots in media, threatened with expulsion, and ruined simply for not immediately giving in.

They want a country where eminent medical professionals and even self-described socialist feminists are banned on social media,
the modern public square, for questioning the most radical ideas founded in identity politics.

If you don’t like how they would remake America, you might as well just be yelling into the void. The Democrats will defend their
allies in Silicon Valley from any consequences for their sustained, unmitigated campaign to censor all but the most milquetoast of
views from the internet.

And if you think our political norms and constitutional system can serve as a check, you could be in for a rude awakening after
Democrats pack the courts, let 16-year-olds vote, and offer amnesty to millions of illegal immigrants in order to bolster their
electoral coalition, as many of their candidates have already promised to do. They will do their utmost to usher in a socialist era,
antithetical to our founding documents, in which the state rations health care and forcibly redistributes wealth in the name of
“fairness.”

In short, whatever you think the stakes were in 2016, the unrestrained freefall into far-left extremism upon which the Democrat
Party has dived headfirst has redoubled them in 2020.

This is a point of no return election. If you sit this one out, if you let the petty squabbles and barb-throwing of campaign season
blind you from the broader struggle for the future of America, not only may you live to regret it, you may never again get the
chance to make – and keep – America great.

When my father steps to the podium in Orlando before tens of thousands of energized patriots, it will mark

the beginning of a long, arduous path to victory in 2020. It’s a journey with immeasurable consequences for

all Americans that we must understand, engage in, and emerge victorious from.

( Story in link below )

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/donald-trump-jr-2020-election-donald-trump-democrats-2016
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(CNN anchor Anderson Cooper and his mother, Gloria Vanderbilt. (AP)

Queen of several trades, Gloria Vanderbilt dies at 95

Model, clothing designer, heiress and socialite Gloria Vanderbilt died at age 95. Her son, CNN anchor Anderson Cooper, made the
announcement

Gloria Vanderbilt Opens a New Window. built a career as an actress, artist, fashion designer, author and socialite, amassing a
fortune on top of her inherited money — but the heiress likely didn’t leave an inheritance for her son CNN anchor Anderson Cooper
and other children.

Vanderbilt, who died Monday morning Opens a New Window. after battling stomach cancer, was the beneficiary of a $5 million
trust fund since she was born. The great-great-granddaughter of financier Cornelius Vanderbilt became known as the “poor little rich
girl” in 1934 at age 10 when her mother, Gloria Morgan Vanderbilt, and aunt, Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, were embroiled in a
custody dispute. Whitney eventually won custody, and by 1945, Vanderbilt came into her own trust fund at age 21.

Although it's unclear what will happen to Vanderbilt's estate, Cooper most likely won’t receive a trust fund from his
mother. Cooper told Howard Stern on his radio show in 2014 Opens a New Window. that Vanderbilt had already made it
clear “there is no inheritance.”

"My mom's made clear to me that there's no trust fund. There's none of that," Cooper told Stern. "[And] I don't
believe in inheriting money."

The “Anderson Cooper 360” anchor said inheriting money was an “initiative sucker” and a "curse."

"Who has inherited a lot of money that has gone on to do things in their own life?" Cooper asked Stern. "From the
time I was growing up, if I felt that there was some pot of gold waiting for me, I don't know that I would've been so
motivated."

Gloria Vanderbilt knew her son Anderson Cooper would never give her a real blood born heir from Anderson to the Vanderbilt
fortune because Anderson Cooper is a homosexual that loves sucking cock and playing inside butt holes instead of being with any
woman ever, therefore there would be no actual blood heir to the Vanderbilt fortune from Anderson Cooper

( Story in link below )

https://www.foxbusiness.com/business-leaders/gloria-vanderbilt-anderson-cooper-wont-inherit-fortune
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Why Gloria Vanderbilt's Son Anderson Cooper Likely Won't Inherit Her Massive Fortune
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(CNN anchor Anderson Cooper and his mother, Gloria Vanderbilt. (AP)

Queen of several trades, Gloria Vanderbilt dies at 95

Model, clothing designer, heiress and socialite Gloria Vanderbilt died at age 95. Her son, CNN anchor Anderson Cooper, made the
announcement

Gloria Vanderbilt Opens a New Window. built a career as an actress, artist, fashion designer, author and socialite, amassing a
fortune on top of her inherited money — but the heiress likely didn’t leave an inheritance for her son CNN anchor Anderson Cooper
and other children.

Vanderbilt, who died Monday morning Opens a New Window. after battling stomach cancer, was the beneficiary of a $5 million
trust fund since she was born. The great-great-granddaughter of financier Cornelius Vanderbilt became known as the “poor little rich
girl” in 1934 at age 10 when her mother, Gloria Morgan Vanderbilt, and aunt, Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, were embroiled in a
custody dispute. Whitney eventually won custody, and by 1945, Vanderbilt came into her own trust fund at age 21.

Although it's unclear what will happen to Vanderbilt's estate, Cooper most likely won’t receive a trust fund from his
mother. Cooper told Howard Stern on his radio show in 2014 Opens a New Window. that Vanderbilt had already made it
clear “there is no inheritance.”

"My mom's made clear to me that there's no trust fund. There's none of that," Cooper told Stern. "[And] I don't
believe in inheriting money."

The “Anderson Cooper 360” anchor said inheriting money was an “initiative sucker” and a "curse."

"Who has inherited a lot of money that has gone on to do things in their own life?" Cooper asked Stern. "From the
time I was growing up, if I felt that there was some pot of gold waiting for me, I don't know that I would've been so
motivated."

Gloria Vanderbilt knew her son Anderson Cooper would never give her a real blood born heir from Anderson to the Vanderbilt
fortune because Anderson Cooper is a homosexual that loves sucking cock and playing inside butt holes instead of being with any
woman ever, therefore there would be no actual blood heir to the Vanderbilt fortune from Anderson Cooper
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Border Patrol Council VP Slams Ocasio-Cortez's 'Disgusting' Comparison Of Border Facilities To

'Concentration Camps'

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/18/931/524/694940094001_6049557614001_6049556454001-
vs.jpg

The vice president of the National Border Patrol Council (NBPC) slammed Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

for comparing border facilities to concentration camps.

Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., made the comparison to her Instagram followers during a live stream Monday.

"The fact that concentration camps are now an institutionalized practice in the land of the free is extraordinarily
disturbing," she declared.

Art Del Cueto expressed his frustration with her statements during a Tuesday morning appearance on "America's Newsroom."

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6025576909001/#sp=show-clips

"It's disgusting to compare concentration camps to what the men and women are doing here protecting our country,"
he said, giving a firsthand account of what he's observed at border facilities.

Del Cueto added that he would personally escort Ocasio-Cortez around a facility to prove his point about the humane treatment
given to migrants.

He asserted that the freshman lawmaker should "crack open a history book" about the Holocaust before making such
comparisons.

"It is definitely a slap in the face to a lot of those people who had family members who actually went through
concentration camps," he said.

Ocasio-Cortez has repeatedly called for Immigrations and Customs Enforcement to be abolished, arguing

in February that "Latino people are descendants of Native people" and should not be subject to U.S.

immigration laws.

( Story in link below )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/border-patrol-council-ocasio-cortez-border-concentration-camps
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The vice president of the National Border Patrol Council (NBPC) slammed Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

for comparing border facilities to concentration camps.

Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., made the comparison to her Instagram followers during a live stream Monday.

"The fact that concentration camps are now an institutionalized practice in the land of the free is extraordinarily
disturbing," she declared.

Art Del Cueto expressed his frustration with her statements during a Tuesday morning appearance on "America's Newsroom."

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6025576909001/#sp=show-clips

"It's disgusting to compare concentration camps to what the men and women are doing here protecting our country,"
he said, giving a firsthand account of what he's observed at border facilities.

Del Cueto added that he would personally escort Ocasio-Cortez around a facility to prove his point about the humane treatment
given to migrants.

He asserted that the freshman lawmaker should "crack open a history book" about the Holocaust before making such
comparisons.

"It is definitely a slap in the face to a lot of those people who had family members who actually went through
concentration camps," he said.

Ocasio-Cortez has repeatedly called for Immigrations and Customs Enforcement to be abolished, arguing

in February that "Latino people are descendants of Native people" and should not be subject to U.S.

immigration laws.
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Hannity: John Brennan And Others Must Be Held Accountable

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/18/931/524/694940094001_6049356098001_6049359211001-
vs.jpg

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6049359211001/#sp=show-clips

Fox News host Sean Hannity blasted former CIA chief John Brennan Monday saying he pushed the "dirty

dossier" authored by Christopher Steele.

"At the very same time, Christopher Steele, Hillary Clinton's dirty Russian dossier with Russian lies, misinformation,
propaganda was allegedly being pushed by then CIA Director, a guy by the name of John Brennan," Hannity said on
his television show.

Hannity pointed out that everything he believes Brennan did that influenced the Russia investigation happened under the Obama
administration's watch.

"All of this happened on Obama and sleepy, creepy, crazy uncle Joe's watch, not Donald Trump's. Brennan, now a
paid official 24/7 Trump hater, on conspiracy TV MSNBC... he should be very worried tonight. He has previously
called the president treasonous. But tonight it looks far more likely, far more plausible that in fact, it was Brennan
who used his huge power and influence at the Central Intelligence Agency to spread lies, propaganda,
misinformation, to influence a presidential election," Hannity said.

Hannity added, "How deep this goes we won't find out and it is not just Brennan who needs to be held accountable."

The Fox News host also made it clear how powerful the nation's intelligence community is but noted how it was important it is that
they are not "weaponized" politically.

"Now, we do entrust what is absolutely, positively -- I'm proud of this because we need them. The world's single most
powerful tools of intelligence to protect us against many enemies both foreign and domestic. Those enemies are
real," Hannity said.

"These powerful tools, however, are never to be weaponized against the American people for or political opponents or
political campaigns."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/hannity-john-brennan-and-others-must-be-held-accountable
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Fox News host Sean Hannity blasted former CIA chief John Brennan Monday saying he pushed the "dirty

dossier" authored by Christopher Steele.

"At the very same time, Christopher Steele, Hillary Clinton's dirty Russian dossier with Russian lies, misinformation,
propaganda was allegedly being pushed by then CIA Director, a guy by the name of John Brennan," Hannity said on
his television show.

Hannity pointed out that everything he believes Brennan did that influenced the Russia investigation happened under the Obama
administration's watch.

"All of this happened on Obama and sleepy, creepy, crazy uncle Joe's watch, not Donald Trump's. Brennan, now a
paid official 24/7 Trump hater, on conspiracy TV MSNBC... he should be very worried tonight. He has previously
called the president treasonous. But tonight it looks far more likely, far more plausible that in fact, it was Brennan
who used his huge power and influence at the Central Intelligence Agency to spread lies, propaganda,
misinformation, to influence a presidential election," Hannity said.

Hannity added, "How deep this goes we won't find out and it is not just Brennan who needs to be held accountable."

The Fox News host also made it clear how powerful the nation's intelligence community is but noted how it was important it is that
they are not "weaponized" politically.

"Now, we do entrust what is absolutely, positively -- I'm proud of this because we need them. The world's single most
powerful tools of intelligence to protect us against many enemies both foreign and domestic. Those enemies are
real," Hannity said.

"These powerful tools, however, are never to be weaponized against the American people for or political opponents or
political campaigns."

( LINK BELOW )
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Mainstream Media Claims Biden Leads Trump In Polls, Except True Patriots Believe Their Own Eyes

Just Like They Did In The 2016 Election When Trump Decimated H.R.Clinton

THE MSM ONCE AGAIN IS TRYING TO FOOL THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WITH FALSE PROPAGANDA

BY CLAIMING IN THESE EARLY FALSE POLLS THAT BIDEN IS BEATING TRUMP, IT'S JUST RIDICULOUS

BELOW IS A PICTURE OF JOE BIDEN AT ONE OF HIS SORRY ASS LOW ATTENDANCE RALLIES YESTERDAY

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/wp-content/uploads/biden-rally-empty-2-.jpg

JUST LIKE THE DEEP STATE DID IN 2016 WITH HILLARY CLINTON AND ALL HER POLLS & TINY RALLIES

THE DEEP STATE IS GOING TO TRY AND CONDUCT THE SAME OLD GAME PLAN WITH BIDEN 2020

IT ONLY MAKES ME WONDER HOW LONG THEY HAVE BEEN DOING THIS CROOKED SHIT

WELL I'M HERE TO TELL YOU THAT IT ISN'T GOING TO WORK THIS TIME EITHER IN 2020

BECAUSE TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS KNOW THE TRUTH OF HOW THESE CORRUPT CABAL'ST PLAY

NOW HERE IS A PICTURE OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AT ONE OF HIS LAST RALLIES

https://heavyeditorial.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/gettyimages-1138954955-e1553830247989.jpg

THIS REMINDS ME OF 2016, PRESIDENT TRUMP'S ENORMOUS SUPPORT HAS NEVER DIED

IT HAS ONLY GROWN MORE HUGE AND HIS OLD SUPPORTERS HAVE CAMPAIGNED NEW SUPPORTERS

THIS PICTURE IS FROM 2019, FRESH AND STILL WOWING THE CROWDS BUT THIS TIME HE'S ALSO

KICKING ASS AND RUNNING THE COUNTRY AT THE SAME TIME BECAUSE DONALD TRUMP

IS A FUCKING WINNER AND HE LOVES THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA JUST LIKE ME

SO NO MATTER HOW MANY TIMES THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA TRIES TO SAY BIDEN THIS BIDEN THAT

YOU KNOW THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY LYING THEIR CORRUPT DEEP STATE ASSES OFF

AND PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS ACTUALLY GAINING MORE SUPPORTERS ACROSS AMERICA

IN 2020 WHEN DONALD TRUMP DECIMATES WHOEVER THE DEMOCRAT'S SWAY IN TO PLACE

TO BE THE CANDIDATE FOR THE DEMOCRAT PARTY, IT DOESN'T MATTER BECAUSE WE WILL

BE WINNING WITH PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP UNTIL JANUARY 20, 2025 & WE WILL BE,

KEEPING AMERICA GREAT

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

HAVE A BLESSED DAY PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Just Like They Did In The 2016 Election When Trump Decimated H.R.Clinton

THE MSM ONCE AGAIN IS TRYING TO FOOL THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WITH FALSE PROPAGANDA

BY CLAIMING IN THESE EARLY FALSE POLLS THAT BIDEN IS BEATING TRUMP, IT'S JUST RIDICULOUS

BELOW IS A PICTURE OF JOE BIDEN AT ONE OF HIS SORRY ASS LOW ATTENDANCE RALLIES YESTERDAY
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JUST LIKE THE DEEP STATE DID IN 2016 WITH HILLARY CLINTON AND ALL HER POLLS & TINY RALLIES

THE DEEP STATE IS GOING TO TRY AND CONDUCT THE SAME OLD GAME PLAN WITH BIDEN 2020

IT ONLY MAKES ME WONDER HOW LONG THEY HAVE BEEN DOING THIS CROOKED SHIT

WELL I'M HERE TO TELL YOU THAT IT ISN'T GOING TO WORK THIS TIME EITHER IN 2020

BECAUSE TRUE AMERICAN PATRIOTS KNOW THE TRUTH OF HOW THESE CORRUPT CABAL'ST PLAY

NOW HERE IS A PICTURE OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AT ONE OF HIS LAST RALLIES

https://heavyeditorial.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/gettyimages-1138954955-e1553830247989.jpg

THIS REMINDS ME OF 2016, PRESIDENT TRUMP'S ENORMOUS SUPPORT HAS NEVER DIED

IT HAS ONLY GROWN MORE HUGE AND HIS OLD SUPPORTERS HAVE CAMPAIGNED NEW SUPPORTERS

THIS PICTURE IS FROM 2019, FRESH AND STILL WOWING THE CROWDS BUT THIS TIME HE'S ALSO

KICKING ASS AND RUNNING THE COUNTRY AT THE SAME TIME BECAUSE DONALD TRUMP

IS A FUCKING WINNER AND HE LOVES THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA JUST LIKE ME

SO NO MATTER HOW MANY TIMES THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA TRIES TO SAY BIDEN THIS BIDEN THAT

YOU KNOW THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY LYING THEIR CORRUPT DEEP STATE ASSES OFF

AND PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS ACTUALLY GAINING MORE SUPPORTERS ACROSS AMERICA

IN 2020 WHEN DONALD TRUMP DECIMATES WHOEVER THE DEMOCRAT'S SWAY IN TO PLACE

TO BE THE CANDIDATE FOR THE DEMOCRAT PARTY, IT DOESN'T MATTER BECAUSE WE WILL

BE WINNING WITH PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP UNTIL JANUARY 20, 2025 & WE WILL BE,

KEEPING AMERICA GREAT

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

HAVE A BLESSED DAY PATRIOTS
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Socialism: The True Gospel Of Greed

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/163/c3fe557f-7f4c-48c2-bd44-911b3c882a7e.png

“Tonight, we renew our resolve that America will never be a socialist country.”

That’s from President Trump’s last State of the Union address. I’m sure many people found it as encouraging as I did, especially
in light of surveys indicating that socialism is gaining popularity here in the United States.

And not just at the fringes. One recent Gallup poll showed four out of 10 Americans have a favorable impression of socialism.
Almost half – 47 percent – said they would vote for a socialist candidate for president.

But don’t despair just yet. The same poll also revealed that almost two out of every three Americans – 62 percent – say that
decisions about the economy should be left up to the free market, not the government. The same holds true when it comes to
health care and higher education.

If you know anything about socialism, these results are completely contradictory. It’s obvious that a lot of people who say they
favor socialism don’t understand what it is.

I find that somewhat encouraging. Not that so many people don’t understand what socialism is, of course, but that much of its
apparent support is based on a misunderstanding. That certainly beats a genuine conviction that socialism is better.

If they understood what socialism is – “a system or condition of society in which the means of production are owned and controlled
by the state,” to use Merriam-Webster’s definition – they would realize it’s the antithesis of free enterprise. That it’s the very
opposite of freedom.

Many Americans who say they favor socialism clearly are hearing “socialism” and thinking of it instead as a way to fix whatever
societal woes are bothering them.

Our attitudes have shifted in a negative way. The American Dream rests on us seeing successful people and thinking, “I can do
that, too. I’m free. I’m willing to work hard. I can make it happen for me as well.”

But politicians on the Left encourage their fellow Americans to hate the rich and want to punish them. They equate capitalism with
greed.

And yet nothing is based more on greed than socialism. Just ask Andy Puzder, the former CEO of CKE Restaurants, the parent
company of Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s.

“If you’re in a capitalist economy, the only way you can succeed is by meeting the needs of other people,” he said in
a recent interview. “Socialism, on the other hand, focuses you inward. You’re focused on what you can get.”

The irony is, well, rich.

Puzder recalled a time when, as a boy, he accompanied his car-dealer father to make a delivery to a wealthy client. He was
amazed at the man’s opulent property and asked his dad what the man did for a living. His father said the man was a lawyer who
owned a company.

“I can still remember thinking, to this day, ‘A lawyer. I could be a lawyer.’ Now thank God we lived in a country where
a working-class kid like me could become a lawyer, and have a chance to eventually become the CEO of an
international corporation myself,” Puzder said.

Today, unfortunately, too many Americans are apt to see an individual like that and assume the worst – that he’s a robber baron
who’s exploiting the poor. And opportunistic politicians are all too happy to stoke their envy.

But as Puzder points out, you can’t succeed in a free society without finding a way to serve your fellow man. You gain only by
helping your customers gain.

Socialism is the opposite. You get ahead, Puzder notes, by “satisfying the needs of the government elites. If you can satisfy the
needs of the government elites, in a socialist economy, you can get more.”

That’s why you see well-fed, well-clothed overlords in a socialist economy such as Venezuela. They’re the true robber barons.

You don’t get a better seat on the boat but punching holes under the people sitting in first-class. We’re all in this together. So
rather than focus on how to pull those at the top down, let’s focus on how we can join them.

That’s the only way to keep the American Dream from turning into a nightmare.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/edfeulner/2019/06/17/socialism-the-true-gospel-of-greed-n2548339
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“Tonight, we renew our resolve that America will never be a socialist country.”

That’s from President Trump’s last State of the Union address. I’m sure many people found it as encouraging as I did, especially
in light of surveys indicating that socialism is gaining popularity here in the United States.

And not just at the fringes. One recent Gallup poll showed four out of 10 Americans have a favorable impression of socialism.
Almost half – 47 percent – said they would vote for a socialist candidate for president.

But don’t despair just yet. The same poll also revealed that almost two out of every three Americans – 62 percent – say that
decisions about the economy should be left up to the free market, not the government. The same holds true when it comes to
health care and higher education.

If you know anything about socialism, these results are completely contradictory. It’s obvious that a lot of people who say they
favor socialism don’t understand what it is.

I find that somewhat encouraging. Not that so many people don’t understand what socialism is, of course, but that much of its
apparent support is based on a misunderstanding. That certainly beats a genuine conviction that socialism is better.

If they understood what socialism is – “a system or condition of society in which the means of production are owned and controlled
by the state,” to use Merriam-Webster’s definition – they would realize it’s the antithesis of free enterprise. That it’s the very
opposite of freedom.

Many Americans who say they favor socialism clearly are hearing “socialism” and thinking of it instead as a way to fix whatever
societal woes are bothering them.

Our attitudes have shifted in a negative way. The American Dream rests on us seeing successful people and thinking, “I can do
that, too. I’m free. I’m willing to work hard. I can make it happen for me as well.”

But politicians on the Left encourage their fellow Americans to hate the rich and want to punish them. They equate capitalism with
greed.

And yet nothing is based more on greed than socialism. Just ask Andy Puzder, the former CEO of CKE Restaurants, the parent
company of Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s.

“If you’re in a capitalist economy, the only way you can succeed is by meeting the needs of other people,” he said in
a recent interview. “Socialism, on the other hand, focuses you inward. You’re focused on what you can get.”

The irony is, well, rich.

Puzder recalled a time when, as a boy, he accompanied his car-dealer father to make a delivery to a wealthy client. He was
amazed at the man’s opulent property and asked his dad what the man did for a living. His father said the man was a lawyer who
owned a company.

“I can still remember thinking, to this day, ‘A lawyer. I could be a lawyer.’ Now thank God we lived in a country where
a working-class kid like me could become a lawyer, and have a chance to eventually become the CEO of an
international corporation myself,” Puzder said.

Today, unfortunately, too many Americans are apt to see an individual like that and assume the worst – that he’s a robber baron
who’s exploiting the poor. And opportunistic politicians are all too happy to stoke their envy.

But as Puzder points out, you can’t succeed in a free society without finding a way to serve your fellow man. You gain only by
helping your customers gain.

Socialism is the opposite. You get ahead, Puzder notes, by “satisfying the needs of the government elites. If you can satisfy the
needs of the government elites, in a socialist economy, you can get more.”

That’s why you see well-fed, well-clothed overlords in a socialist economy such as Venezuela. They’re the true robber barons.

You don’t get a better seat on the boat but punching holes under the people sitting in first-class. We’re all in this together. So
rather than focus on how to pull those at the top down, let’s focus on how we can join them.

That’s the only way to keep the American Dream from turning into a nightmare.
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Senator Bernie Sanders is clearly delusional. Americans are not “delighted” at the notion of paying higher taxes in order to fund his
radical proposals for health care and education. In fact, after years of suffering under President Obama, Americans are “delighted”
to finally have a leader who has limited the role of the federal government in our daily lives, putting a significant chunk of our tax
dollars back in our pockets.

When President Trump won the 2016 election, he promised to restore national prosperity by cutting our taxes, eliminating hundreds
of job killing regulations, and implementing a common sense trade policy that protects our workers and promotes their interests.
Thankfully, after just over two years in office, Trump has fulfilled his promises, as millions of citizens and their families around the
country are better off today than they were when he took office.

According to the latest jobs report, the unemployment rate is at a record low in 50 years at 3.6 percent, while wages are continuing
to rise for average workers. Americans also saved an average of $1,400 on their federal taxes last year thanks to the tax law
signed by Trump. Remarkably, these basic economic realities have not stopped Democrats from touting extremist proposals that
would fundamentally derail our current economic renaissance and transform the United States into an unrecognizable totalitarian
dystopia focused on expanding the role of government in our lives with no end.

Indeed, the socialist senator from Vermont has been desperate to make his ideas more appealing to the voters, arguing that the
White House policies have helped only the wealthy. This case has been consistently debunked by every jobs report for more than
two years. Sanders is so desperate to sell Americans on his socialist dream that he is accusing Trump of practicing “corporate
socialism.” Given that Trump has implemented a campaign of tactical tariffs designed to protect our workers, which is a strategy
that many establishment Republicans despise, this is demonstrably a false lie.

As if the delusions of an out of touch socialist are not enough, other Democrats have also voiced support for radical political
proposals that would bankrupt our country. The Green New Deal, for example, would cost taxpayers a whopping $93 trillion, or
approximately $700,000 per household. Likewise, top Democratic presidential candidates, including former Vice President Joe
Biden, have already pledged to repeal the Republican tax cuts if elected in 2020.

Americans are not “delighted” to pay higher taxes. They do not want to be funding radical projects that will shackle their children
with unimaginable debt. They do not share a marxist obsession with a centralized utopia. In 2016, we voted for Donald Trump
because he promised to build a future of economic prosperity by cutting our taxes and shrinking the reach of the federal
government. Today, Democrats are doing everything in their power to accomplish the opposite.

Madison Gesiotto is an attorney and a commentator who serves with the advisory board of the Donald Trump campaign. She was
an inauguration spokesperson and former Miss Ohio. She is on Twitter @MadisonGesiotto.
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Senator Bernie Sanders is clearly delusional. Americans are not “delighted” at the notion of paying higher taxes in order to fund his
radical proposals for health care and education. In fact, after years of suffering under President Obama, Americans are “delighted”
to finally have a leader who has limited the role of the federal government in our daily lives, putting a significant chunk of our tax
dollars back in our pockets.

When President Trump won the 2016 election, he promised to restore national prosperity by cutting our taxes, eliminating hundreds
of job killing regulations, and implementing a common sense trade policy that protects our workers and promotes their interests.
Thankfully, after just over two years in office, Trump has fulfilled his promises, as millions of citizens and their families around the
country are better off today than they were when he took office.

According to the latest jobs report, the unemployment rate is at a record low in 50 years at 3.6 percent, while wages are continuing
to rise for average workers. Americans also saved an average of $1,400 on their federal taxes last year thanks to the tax law
signed by Trump. Remarkably, these basic economic realities have not stopped Democrats from touting extremist proposals that
would fundamentally derail our current economic renaissance and transform the United States into an unrecognizable totalitarian
dystopia focused on expanding the role of government in our lives with no end.

Indeed, the socialist senator from Vermont has been desperate to make his ideas more appealing to the voters, arguing that the
White House policies have helped only the wealthy. This case has been consistently debunked by every jobs report for more than
two years. Sanders is so desperate to sell Americans on his socialist dream that he is accusing Trump of practicing “corporate
socialism.” Given that Trump has implemented a campaign of tactical tariffs designed to protect our workers, which is a strategy
that many establishment Republicans despise, this is demonstrably a false lie.

As if the delusions of an out of touch socialist are not enough, other Democrats have also voiced support for radical political
proposals that would bankrupt our country. The Green New Deal, for example, would cost taxpayers a whopping $93 trillion, or
approximately $700,000 per household. Likewise, top Democratic presidential candidates, including former Vice President Joe
Biden, have already pledged to repeal the Republican tax cuts if elected in 2020.

Americans are not “delighted” to pay higher taxes. They do not want to be funding radical projects that will shackle their children
with unimaginable debt. They do not share a marxist obsession with a centralized utopia. In 2016, we voted for Donald Trump
because he promised to build a future of economic prosperity by cutting our taxes and shrinking the reach of the federal
government. Today, Democrats are doing everything in their power to accomplish the opposite.

Madison Gesiotto is an attorney and a commentator who serves with the advisory board of the Donald Trump campaign. She was
an inauguration spokesperson and former Miss Ohio. She is on Twitter @MadisonGesiotto.
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Hollywood actor Jim Carrey has been a big-screen celebrity for decades, releasing some of the best comedy in cinema history.

But ever since President Donald Trump took office, it seems as if Carrey’s all but flushed his remarkable

career down the drain trying to be the biggest liberal bully on the internet.

On Friday, Carrey tweeted out a picture of a new painting featuring White House Press Secretary Sarah Sanders, who will soon be
leaving her position at the White House to spend time with her family in Arkansas.

Carrey didn’t have to comment on her departure, but he did. And it was nothing short of disgusting.

“Good Riddance, Sarah Huckabee Sanders! Now the only one you have to lie to is Jesus,” Carrey tweeted.

The bizarre artwork depicts a crude rendition of Sanders sporting a red halo and praying at the foot of the cross.
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Jim Carrey

 Verified account

@JimCarrey

Good Riddance, Sarah Huckabee Sanders! Now the only one you have to lie to is Jesus.

Carrey had to stoop pretty low to paint an image as disturbing as that one — but, then again, hitting below the belt has become the
norm for the comedic actor and his Hollywood elitist ilk.

This isn’t the first time the deranged actor has stirred controversy with his “art.”

In March 2018, Carrey launched a similar attack on Sarah Sanders and her strong Christian faith.

“This is the portrait of a so-called Christian whose only purpose in life is to lie for the wicked,” Carrey captioned the
tweet. “Monstrous!”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DYhVrk0VAAAKiPr.jpg

Jim Carrey

 Verified account

@JimCarrey

This is the portrait of a so-called Christian whose only purpose in life is to lie for the wicked. Monstrous!

Many Twitter users raked Carrey over the coals, but one of the most popular responses came from a voter in “the center” who was
confused by the attack against Sarah Sanders.

“I’m surprised to see so many on the left mocking someone’s appearance. I thought they were trying to bring
America in a better direction leaving this sort of stuff behind, At least that’s what they’re [sic] messages have
sounded like from the center. Actions are contradictory though,” Bill D. wrote.

Billy D 

@BillyD90183821

Replying to @JimCarrey

I'm surprised to see so many on the left mocking someone's appearance. I thought they were trying to bring

America in a better direction leaving this sort of stuff behind, atleast that's what they're messages have

sounded like from the center. Actions are contradictory though

Another commenter criticized Carrey’s visually unappealing style of art, saying, “Please please take a basic art class and learn
some technique. 4th graders have more art skill.”

George Harold

@alpzazca

Replying to @JimCarrey

Please please take a basic art class and learn some technique. 4th graders have more art skill.

Ouch. But he’s not wrong.

At the end of the day, Sanders is nothing less than a great American who will likely go down as one of the most impressive and
skilled press secretaries in U.S. history.

An artistic assault by a whack-job, liberal comedian will never change that.

Mrs. Sanders, you essentially have half of this entire nation supporting you, don’t ever forget that.

And we wish you the best of luck in all your future endeavors.
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Hollywood Loser Jim Carrey Takes Sickening Jab At Sarah Sanders’ Christian Faith
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Hollywood actor Jim Carrey has been a big-screen celebrity for decades, releasing some of the best comedy in cinema history.

But ever since President Donald Trump took office, it seems as if Carrey’s all but flushed his remarkable

career down the drain trying to be the biggest liberal bully on the internet.

On Friday, Carrey tweeted out a picture of a new painting featuring White House Press Secretary Sarah Sanders, who will soon be
leaving her position at the White House to spend time with her family in Arkansas.

Carrey didn’t have to comment on her departure, but he did. And it was nothing short of disgusting.

“Good Riddance, Sarah Huckabee Sanders! Now the only one you have to lie to is Jesus,” Carrey tweeted.

The bizarre artwork depicts a crude rendition of Sanders sporting a red halo and praying at the foot of the cross.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9CVGELXYAAqOEO.jpg

Jim Carrey

 Verified account

@JimCarrey

Good Riddance, Sarah Huckabee Sanders! Now the only one you have to lie to is Jesus.

Carrey had to stoop pretty low to paint an image as disturbing as that one — but, then again, hitting below the belt has become the
norm for the comedic actor and his Hollywood elitist ilk.

This isn’t the first time the deranged actor has stirred controversy with his “art.”

In March 2018, Carrey launched a similar attack on Sarah Sanders and her strong Christian faith.

“This is the portrait of a so-called Christian whose only purpose in life is to lie for the wicked,” Carrey captioned the
tweet. “Monstrous!”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DYhVrk0VAAAKiPr.jpg

Jim Carrey

 Verified account

@JimCarrey

This is the portrait of a so-called Christian whose only purpose in life is to lie for the wicked. Monstrous!

Many Twitter users raked Carrey over the coals, but one of the most popular responses came from a voter in “the center” who was
confused by the attack against Sarah Sanders.

“I’m surprised to see so many on the left mocking someone’s appearance. I thought they were trying to bring
America in a better direction leaving this sort of stuff behind, At least that’s what they’re [sic] messages have
sounded like from the center. Actions are contradictory though,” Bill D. wrote.

Billy D 

@BillyD90183821

Replying to @JimCarrey

I'm surprised to see so many on the left mocking someone's appearance. I thought they were trying to bring

America in a better direction leaving this sort of stuff behind, atleast that's what they're messages have

sounded like from the center. Actions are contradictory though

Another commenter criticized Carrey’s visually unappealing style of art, saying, “Please please take a basic art class and learn
some technique. 4th graders have more art skill.”
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some technique. 4th graders have more art skill.”

George Harold

@alpzazca

Replying to @JimCarrey

Please please take a basic art class and learn some technique. 4th graders have more art skill.

Ouch. But he’s not wrong.

At the end of the day, Sanders is nothing less than a great American who will likely go down as one of the most impressive and
skilled press secretaries in U.S. history.

An artistic assault by a whack-job, liberal comedian will never change that.

Mrs. Sanders, you essentially have half of this entire nation supporting you, don’t ever forget that.

And we wish you the best of luck in all your future endeavors.

( LINK BELOW )
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McConnell Says He'll Bring Up 'Freestanding' Bill To Address Humanitarian Crisis At Border:

'What's The Objection?'

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said on "Fox & Friends" that Democrats have been less helpful than Mexico when it
comes to addressing the border crisis.

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/17/931/524/694940094001_6049140579001_6049138503001-
vs.jpg

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said on "Fox & Friends" Monday that Democrats have been less helpful than Mexico
when it comes to addressing the border crisis.

In response, he said he will bring up a "freestanding" bill next week to commit roughly $5 billion to address the humanitarian part of
the crisis.

McConnell, R-Ky., said the money was supposed to be included in a recent bill to provide emergency funds to areas hit by storms,
but the Democrats insisted the funds be removed.

"I'm going to bring it up freestanding next week and see if they really aren't interested in dealing with this mass of
humanity that we have to take care of at the border. What's the objection? he asked.

He stressed that the bill would focus on the humanitarian issues, not President Trump's border wall, which is vigorously opposed
by Democrats.

"I think it's safe to say the president is getting more cooperation out of Mexico than he is out of congressional
Democrats," said McConnell.

He said Democrats are "suffering from Trump Derangement Syndrome" and whatever he supports, they will "reflexively" oppose.

"We want to build a wall. We think the president has made a good case for that. That's not what this is about. This is
just the humanitarian part of the problem on our side of the border," he said.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6048861218001/#sp=show-clips

Jon Stewart on emotional appeal to Congress to save the September 11th Victim Compensation FundVideo McConnell also
responded to comedian Jon Stewart, who accused him on "Fox News Sunday" of failing to prioritize the continued funding of the
9/11 Victims Compensation Fund.

McConnell responded to the clip by stressing that the Senate has "never failed" to address the issue, adding "I'm not sure why
he's all bent out of shape."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/mitch-mcconnell-border-crisis-bill-fox-friends
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McConnell Says He'll Bring Up 'Freestanding' Bill To Address Humanitarian Crisis At Border:

'What's The Objection?'

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said on "Fox & Friends" that Democrats have been less helpful than Mexico when it
comes to addressing the border crisis.
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Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said on "Fox & Friends" Monday that Democrats have been less helpful than Mexico
when it comes to addressing the border crisis.

In response, he said he will bring up a "freestanding" bill next week to commit roughly $5 billion to address the humanitarian part of
the crisis.

McConnell, R-Ky., said the money was supposed to be included in a recent bill to provide emergency funds to areas hit by storms,
but the Democrats insisted the funds be removed.

"I'm going to bring it up freestanding next week and see if they really aren't interested in dealing with this mass of
humanity that we have to take care of at the border. What's the objection? he asked.

He stressed that the bill would focus on the humanitarian issues, not President Trump's border wall, which is vigorously opposed
by Democrats.

"I think it's safe to say the president is getting more cooperation out of Mexico than he is out of congressional
Democrats," said McConnell.

He said Democrats are "suffering from Trump Derangement Syndrome" and whatever he supports, they will "reflexively" oppose.

"We want to build a wall. We think the president has made a good case for that. That's not what this is about. This is
just the humanitarian part of the problem on our side of the border," he said.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6048861218001/#sp=show-clips

Jon Stewart on emotional appeal to Congress to save the September 11th Victim Compensation FundVideo McConnell also
responded to comedian Jon Stewart, who accused him on "Fox News Sunday" of failing to prioritize the continued funding of the
9/11 Victims Compensation Fund.

McConnell responded to the clip by stressing that the Senate has "never failed" to address the issue, adding "I'm not sure why
he's all bent out of shape."
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We Must Reject LGBTQ Craziness Becoming America's Accepted Norm
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Turning around in Walmart, I saw a large exhibit of Listerine mouthwash. The exhibit was covered in rainbows stating that it was in
celebration of LGBTQ (and other alphabets that I can't remember) pride. The wording on the exhibit preached to us about love,
respect and anti-bigotry. Why is Johnson & Johnson which owns Listerine making a big deal about portraying perverted lifestyles
engaged in by less than 3% of the population as something beautiful and crucially important?

My wife Mary showed me a photo on Facebook of a Philadelphia politician with his male sex partner. The politician's male sex
partner had a full beard with his face painted in gaudy feminine makeup wearing a dress. When did things get so crazy in America
that admitting being repulsed by the obviously perverted photo would get one branded a bigot, publicly shamed and severely
punished?
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punished?

The greatest trick of LGBTQ activists was convincing corporations and bullying lawmakers into believing their lie that those in
LGBTQ lifestyles are born that way. Science proves no one is born LGBTQ. And yet, anyone who dares to state this truth risks a
total destruction of his or her life.

Take just the 'T' in that LGBTQ alphabet represented in that rainbow flag. Dr. Michelle Cretella, M.D., president of American
College of Pediatricians, explained that if a brain was born the wrong sex due to factors before birth, every single identical twin
would have the same gender identity every time. They do not. Identical twins have identical DNA. Therefore, if transgenderism
were in the genes, 100% of the time, both twins would be either transgender or non-transgender. Studies show that if one twin is
transgender, 72% of the time the other twin is normal. This proves that post-birth events primarily impact your identity. In other
words, transgenderism is a mental disorder.

Using their “born this way” lie, LGBTQ activists claim rejecting their lifestyle in any of its manifestations is bigotry, the same as
rejecting me because I am black. This is nonsense. My DNA confirms that I was born black. But there is no homosexual gene. As
I stated, daring to state this scientific truth is not permitted; igniting swift and intense retaliation on offenders. It blows my mind
that we are not allowed to publicly state facts, common sense and truth. The LGBTQ enforcers demand that we embrace lies, evil
and craziness.

Dr. Cretella shared a horrific story: In a California kindergarten class, the teacher read to her students two transgender
indoctrination stories for kids. After the teacher finished reading these stories, little Joey went to the restroom and returned to
class wearing a dress. The teacher said: “Boys and girls, Joey is really a girl just like Jazz in our story. From now on we need to
call her Josephine.” This was Joey's parents' and the teacher's way to introduce Joey's transformation to his fellow kindergartners.

Joey's classmates were extremely confused. One little girl was terrified. At home, after bathing in the tub, the girl's mom wrapped
her in a towel. Passing a mirror, the girl noticed that her hair was slicked back. Panicked, she burst into tears. “Mommy, am I
turning into a boy? I don't wanna turn into a boy! Joey turned into a girl. Am I gonna turn into a boy?”

Folks, allowing our kids to be traumatized with LGBTQ crazy ideology is incredibly cruel, insane and irresponsible. God commands
us to protect children.

“But if you cause one of these little ones who trusts in me to fall into sin, it would be better for you to be thrown into
the sea with a large millstone hung around your neck.” Mark 9:42

Folks, do you know the only diagnosis used to begin gender reassignment is a child saying they feel like the opposite sex? That's
insane.

“I Am Jazz” was one of the transgender indoctrination children books read to Joey's kindergarten class. Insanely,
Jazz's parents started his male to female transition at 3 years old. How on earth could rational parents conclude that
their 3 year old was born in the wrong body? Looking like a female from the waist up, Jazz is now 17, star of his own
TV show. LBGTQ enforcers are on the verge of making the reading of “I Am Jazz” a mandatory part of the national
curriculum in public schools.

It shows that government-mandated sexual child abuse is taking root in public schools across America. Meanwhile, far too many
Christian pastors give us sermons about how we must be more tolerant of the LGBTQ agenda.

Still, I keep trusting God. Responsible parents said 'no' to the mandatory reading of “I Am Jazz” to their children in schools. The
great Christian patriots at Liberty Counsel are handling the parents' case. Here is one of the fake news media headlines trashing
the parents: “Elementary school cancels reading of book about a transgender child after 'hate group' threatens to sue.” The tactic
of LGBTQ enforcers and their fake news media minions is to brand all who oppose them infecting our children with LGBTQ
craziness as “haters.”

Dr. Cretella made a great point. She said if someone wants to cut off a healthy arm or leg because they believe they are an
amputee trapped in a normal body, medical professionals correctly would diagnose that person as mentally ill, suffering from Body
Identity Integrity Disorder. And yet, if a person wishes to cut off her healthy breasts or his healthy penis, medical professionals
diagnose them as transgender. Dr. Cretella says transgenderism is a mental illness which should not be a civil right.

The problem is everyone is terrified to publicly state common-sense facts and truth regarding LGBTQ ideology. Dr. Cretella said
she has been secretly contacted by even leftist medical professionals, thanking her for her courage to tout the absurdity of LGBTQ
ideology. They won't go public because they fear losing their jobs as she does.

When I was a black kid growing up in the projects of Baltimore in the 1950s, I thought America was the greatest source of good
around the world. I still believe that. I thought presidents were exceptional people because six-year-old George Washington
confessed to chopping down his father's cherry tree. He could not tell a lie. Roy Rogers and Superman were good guys like my dad
who always tried to do the right thing. As a young man, I thought politicians could not lie because of video. Silly me.

Today, youths are taught there is no longer such a thing as definite right and wrong.

What happened to us? Biblical morality upon which America was founded is systematically being banned from government and our
culture. The Democratic party, LGBTQ enforcers, and fake news media demand that biblical morality be replaced with government-
mandated satanic evil, lies and plain craziness. We must not allow craziness to become America's accepted norm.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/06/we_must_reject_lgbtq_craziness_becoming_americas_accepted_norm_.html
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Turning around in Walmart, I saw a large exhibit of Listerine mouthwash. The exhibit was covered in rainbows stating that it was in
celebration of LGBTQ (and other alphabets that I can't remember) pride. The wording on the exhibit preached to us about love,
respect and anti-bigotry. Why is Johnson & Johnson which owns Listerine making a big deal about portraying perverted lifestyles
engaged in by less than 3% of the population as something beautiful and crucially important?

My wife Mary showed me a photo on Facebook of a Philadelphia politician with his male sex partner. The politician's male sex
partner had a full beard with his face painted in gaudy feminine makeup wearing a dress. When did things get so crazy in America
that admitting being repulsed by the obviously perverted photo would get one branded a bigot, publicly shamed and severely
punished?

The greatest trick of LGBTQ activists was convincing corporations and bullying lawmakers into believing their lie that those in
LGBTQ lifestyles are born that way. Science proves no one is born LGBTQ. And yet, anyone who dares to state this truth risks a
total destruction of his or her life.

Take just the 'T' in that LGBTQ alphabet represented in that rainbow flag. Dr. Michelle Cretella, M.D., president of American
College of Pediatricians, explained that if a brain was born the wrong sex due to factors before birth, every single identical twin
would have the same gender identity every time. They do not. Identical twins have identical DNA. Therefore, if transgenderism
were in the genes, 100% of the time, both twins would be either transgender or non-transgender. Studies show that if one twin is
transgender, 72% of the time the other twin is normal. This proves that post-birth events primarily impact your identity. In other
words, transgenderism is a mental disorder.

Using their “born this way” lie, LGBTQ activists claim rejecting their lifestyle in any of its manifestations is bigotry, the same as
rejecting me because I am black. This is nonsense. My DNA confirms that I was born black. But there is no homosexual gene. As
I stated, daring to state this scientific truth is not permitted; igniting swift and intense retaliation on offenders. It blows my mind
that we are not allowed to publicly state facts, common sense and truth. The LGBTQ enforcers demand that we embrace lies, evil
and craziness.

Dr. Cretella shared a horrific story: In a California kindergarten class, the teacher read to her students two transgender
indoctrination stories for kids. After the teacher finished reading these stories, little Joey went to the restroom and returned to
class wearing a dress. The teacher said: “Boys and girls, Joey is really a girl just like Jazz in our story. From now on we need to
call her Josephine.” This was Joey's parents' and the teacher's way to introduce Joey's transformation to his fellow kindergartners.

Joey's classmates were extremely confused. One little girl was terrified. At home, after bathing in the tub, the girl's mom wrapped
her in a towel. Passing a mirror, the girl noticed that her hair was slicked back. Panicked, she burst into tears. “Mommy, am I
turning into a boy? I don't wanna turn into a boy! Joey turned into a girl. Am I gonna turn into a boy?”

Folks, allowing our kids to be traumatized with LGBTQ crazy ideology is incredibly cruel, insane and irresponsible. God commands
us to protect children.

“But if you cause one of these little ones who trusts in me to fall into sin, it would be better for you to be thrown into
the sea with a large millstone hung around your neck.” Mark 9:42

Folks, do you know the only diagnosis used to begin gender reassignment is a child saying they feel like the opposite sex? That's
insane.

“I Am Jazz” was one of the transgender indoctrination children books read to Joey's kindergarten class. Insanely,
Jazz's parents started his male to female transition at 3 years old. How on earth could rational parents conclude that
their 3 year old was born in the wrong body? Looking like a female from the waist up, Jazz is now 17, star of his own
TV show. LBGTQ enforcers are on the verge of making the reading of “I Am Jazz” a mandatory part of the national
curriculum in public schools.

It shows that government-mandated sexual child abuse is taking root in public schools across America. Meanwhile, far too many
Christian pastors give us sermons about how we must be more tolerant of the LGBTQ agenda.

Still, I keep trusting God. Responsible parents said 'no' to the mandatory reading of “I Am Jazz” to their children in schools. The
great Christian patriots at Liberty Counsel are handling the parents' case. Here is one of the fake news media headlines trashing
the parents: “Elementary school cancels reading of book about a transgender child after 'hate group' threatens to sue.” The tactic
of LGBTQ enforcers and their fake news media minions is to brand all who oppose them infecting our children with LGBTQ
craziness as “haters.”
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craziness as “haters.”

Dr. Cretella made a great point. She said if someone wants to cut off a healthy arm or leg because they believe they are an
amputee trapped in a normal body, medical professionals correctly would diagnose that person as mentally ill, suffering from Body
Identity Integrity Disorder. And yet, if a person wishes to cut off her healthy breasts or his healthy penis, medical professionals
diagnose them as transgender. Dr. Cretella says transgenderism is a mental illness which should not be a civil right.

The problem is everyone is terrified to publicly state common-sense facts and truth regarding LGBTQ ideology. Dr. Cretella said
she has been secretly contacted by even leftist medical professionals, thanking her for her courage to tout the absurdity of LGBTQ
ideology. They won't go public because they fear losing their jobs as she does.

When I was a black kid growing up in the projects of Baltimore in the 1950s, I thought America was the greatest source of good
around the world. I still believe that. I thought presidents were exceptional people because six-year-old George Washington
confessed to chopping down his father's cherry tree. He could not tell a lie. Roy Rogers and Superman were good guys like my dad
who always tried to do the right thing. As a young man, I thought politicians could not lie because of video. Silly me.

Today, youths are taught there is no longer such a thing as definite right and wrong.

What happened to us? Biblical morality upon which America was founded is systematically being banned from government and our
culture. The Democratic party, LGBTQ enforcers, and fake news media demand that biblical morality be replaced with government-
mandated satanic evil, lies and plain craziness. We must not allow craziness to become America's accepted norm.

( LINK BELOW )
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Former Pastor In Texas Charged With Child Sex Abuse
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A former Southern Baptist pastor in Texas is accused of repeatedly molesting a teenage relative and was

arrested on charges of child sex abuse, according to the Associated Press.

Stephen Bratton, the alleged abuser, supported Texas legislation that would have criminalized abortions, according to the AP.

A Harris County Sheriff's Office spokesman told The Houston Chronicle Bratton allegedly engaged in inappropriate touching of his
relative that escalated to "sexual intercourse multiple times a day or several times a week” between 2013 and 2015.

Bratton, 43, posted $50,000 bond has has been released from the county jail, according to the Houston Chronicle.

Bratton told his wife about the abuse in May, and told his Grace Family Baptist Church co-pastors that same day he "sinned in
grievous ways," according to court documents obtained by the AP.

It is unclear whether Bratton has an attorney to comment, and the Associated Press couldn't locate a number for Bratton Sunday.

In April, Bratton publicly spoke out in favor of a failed Texas bill that would have allowed women to be criminally charged with
homicide for terminating pregnancies.

“Whoever authorizes or commits murder is guilty. They’re guilty already in a court that is far more weighty than what
is here in Texas," Bratton said at a hearing for the bill, according to the Associated Press.

( LINK BELOW )
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Rudy Giuliani : The Warped Media Has Covered Up How Biden Was Caving In To China, While His

Son Got $1.5 Billion Investment From China

https://nyppagesix.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/rudy-giuliani-1.jpg

https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1140259881129304064

Rudy Giuliani

 Verified account

@RudyGiuliani

A Fox poll shows that Dems view ethics as critical and prefer Biden. That’s because warped media has

covered up how he brought his son to China, and while he was caving in to China, his son got $1.5 billion

investment from China. Corrupt media can’t hide it forever.

This tweet is so true because if , and I'm only saying if Joe Biden gets the Democrat Nomination

Not only will all of the Pedophilia evidence of Joe Biden's past come out and be blasted in the open

But also the fact that his son did get a $1.5 Bilion Dollar Investment from China

Which is absolutely a huge Ethics Violation that is going to be a noose around Old Sleepy Joe's neck

The entire election cycle in the 2020 General Election between Donald Trump and Joe Biden

I say let the games begin and let the chips fall where they may because this is going to be fun

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO DECIMATE WHOEVER THE DEMOCRAT'S RUN AGAINST HIM IN 2020

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

TRUST THE PLAN AND GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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@RudyGiuliani

A Fox poll shows that Dems view ethics as critical and prefer Biden. That’s because warped media has

covered up how he brought his son to China, and while he was caving in to China, his son got $1.5 billion

investment from China. Corrupt media can’t hide it forever.

This tweet is so true because if , and I'm only saying if Joe Biden gets the Democrat Nomination

Not only will all of the Pedophilia evidence of Joe Biden's past come out and be blasted in the open

But also the fact that his son did get a $1.5 Bilion Dollar Investment from China

Which is absolutely a huge Ethics Violation that is going to be a noose around Old Sleepy Joe's neck

The entire election cycle in the 2020 General Election between Donald Trump and Joe Biden

I say let the games begin and let the chips fall where they may because this is going to be fun

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO DECIMATE WHOEVER THE DEMOCRAT'S RUN AGAINST HIM IN 2020

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

TRUST THE PLAN AND GOD BLESS PATRIOTS
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Candace Owens :They (Democrat's) Don’t Want Black People To Discover The Secret— Which Is

That Conservatism Breeds Success

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/candace_owens_getty_cpac.jpg

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1140264288071933952

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

It truly is amazing how the Left works in overdrive to bury my past.

They don’t want people to know that I came from poverty and started my life in a low-income housing

structure.

They don’t want black people to discover the secret— which is that conservatism breeds success.

I love the fact that Candace Owens speaks out loud for all to hear about the truth of how corrupt

The Democrat's have been and continue to be to their constituents regardless of the subject

You can believe that the Liberal's are in one way lying to their constituents to scare them into

Voting Democrat across the ticket but never keep any promises made during the election cycle

WE ARE BLESSED TO HAVE SOMEONE SO OUTSPOKEN ON THE CONSERVATIVE SIDE OF POLITICS

CANDACE OWENS WILL CONTINUE TO BE A STAUNCH OUTSPOKEN CONSERVATIVE

WITH CANDACE FIGHTING ON OUR SIDE WE WILL HAVE SO MANY MORE AFRICAN AMERICANS VOTING REPUBLICAN
IN 2020

WWG1WGA
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I love the fact that Candace Owens speaks out loud for all to hear about the truth of how corrupt

The Democrat's have been and continue to be to their constituents regardless of the subject

You can believe that the Liberal's are in one way lying to their constituents to scare them into

Voting Democrat across the ticket but never keep any promises made during the election cycle

WE ARE BLESSED TO HAVE SOMEONE SO OUTSPOKEN ON THE CONSERVATIVE SIDE OF POLITICS
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HAPPY FATHER DAY PRESIDENT TRUMP & HAPPY FATHERS DAY PATRIOTS ! MAY GOD

BLESS YOU THIS SPECIAL DAY

http://chapelofhisresurrection.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/happy-fathers-day-religious-1-960x350.jpg

TODAY I WOULD LIKE TO WISH THE PRESIDENT OF THE USA A HAPPY FATHERS DAY

ALSO I WISH A VERY SPECIAL HAPPY FATHERS DAY TO ALL YOU TRUE PATRIOTS

MAY GOD BLESS YOU TODAY AND THROUGH OUT THE ENTIRE YEAR

HAPPY FATHERS DAY TO ALL THE MOTHERS WHO ARE ALSO THE FATHER

WHERE THE FATHER MAY BE ABSENT FOR WHATEVER REASON

HAPPY FATHERS DAY TO ANYONE WHO STANDS IN AS A FATHER TO A CHILD IN NEED

MY WISH FOR ALL YOU PATRIOTS IS THAT ENJOY YOUR SUNDAY HOPEFULLY WITH FAMILY

http://www.fathersday.quotesms.com/images/fathers-day-quotes%20-from-the-bible.jpg

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS
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MAY GOD BLESS YOU TODAY AND THROUGH OUT THE ENTIRE YEAR

HAPPY FATHERS DAY TO ALL THE MOTHERS WHO ARE ALSO THE FATHER

WHERE THE FATHER MAY BE ABSENT FOR WHATEVER REASON

HAPPY FATHERS DAY TO ANYONE WHO STANDS IN AS A FATHER TO A CHILD IN NEED

MY WISH FOR ALL YOU PATRIOTS IS THAT ENJOY YOUR SUNDAY HOPEFULLY WITH FAMILY
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Trump Teases Staying In White House After Term Is Up, Then Wishes 'Vicious Critics' A Happy

Father's Day

The President spent Father's Day morning stirring up the hornets nest.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19601998/1200x600.jpg

President Trump was on social media quite a lot over the weekend, and on Sunday morning he had a short

burst of tweets sure to roil the Twitter waters.

Early in the day, he sent a shout-out to Fox's Pete Hegseth and quoted Fox & Friends talking about low turnout for "anti-Trump
rallies" and calling him the "Greatest President since Ronald Reagan", setting up the later spate of tweets.

That later set began, as his Tweet bursts often do, with a shot at the New York Times and the Washington Post for being "the
Enemy of the People," before moving into the idea that he should stick around past the end of a hypothetical second term, and
then wrapping up wishing Happy Father's Day to all, including his "vicious critics." He said there are "fewer and fewer" of those
critics, still referencing the previous Fox quotes.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

A poll should be done on which is the more dishonest and deceitful newspaper, the Failing New York

Times or the Amazon (lobbyist) Washington Post! They are both a disgrace to our Country, the Enemy of

the People, but I just can’t seem to figure out which is worse? The good.....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

.....news is that at the end of 6 years, after America has been made GREAT again and I leave the beautiful

White House (do you think the people would demand that I stay longer? KEEP AMERICA GREAT), both of

these horrible papers will quickly go out of business & be forever gone!

"[A]t the end of 6 years, after America has been made GREAT again and I leave the beautiful White House (do you
think the people would demand that I stay longer? KEEP AMERICA GREAT)" wrote Trump.

This is obviously designed specifically to invite some degree of hysterice (an invite that will be accepted), because Democrats
have been fretting recently that he would refuse to leave office.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Happy Father’s Day to all, including my worst and most vicious critics, of which there are fewer and fewer.

This is a FANTASTIC time to be an American! KEEP AMERICA GREAT!

The "to the haters" style of tweet is a Trump classic, though.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/trump-fathers-day-critics-third-term
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Trump Teases Staying In White House After Term Is Up, Then Wishes 'Vicious Critics' A Happy

Father's Day

The President spent Father's Day morning stirring up the hornets nest.
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President Trump was on social media quite a lot over the weekend, and on Sunday morning he had a short

burst of tweets sure to roil the Twitter waters.

Early in the day, he sent a shout-out to Fox's Pete Hegseth and quoted Fox & Friends talking about low turnout for "anti-Trump
rallies" and calling him the "Greatest President since Ronald Reagan", setting up the later spate of tweets.

That later set began, as his Tweet bursts often do, with a shot at the New York Times and the Washington Post for being "the
Enemy of the People," before moving into the idea that he should stick around past the end of a hypothetical second term, and
then wrapping up wishing Happy Father's Day to all, including his "vicious critics." He said there are "fewer and fewer" of those
critics, still referencing the previous Fox quotes.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

A poll should be done on which is the more dishonest and deceitful newspaper, the Failing New York

Times or the Amazon (lobbyist) Washington Post! They are both a disgrace to our Country, the Enemy of

the People, but I just can’t seem to figure out which is worse? The good.....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

.....news is that at the end of 6 years, after America has been made GREAT again and I leave the beautiful

White House (do you think the people would demand that I stay longer? KEEP AMERICA GREAT), both of

these horrible papers will quickly go out of business & be forever gone!

"[A]t the end of 6 years, after America has been made GREAT again and I leave the beautiful White House (do you
think the people would demand that I stay longer? KEEP AMERICA GREAT)" wrote Trump.

This is obviously designed specifically to invite some degree of hysterice (an invite that will be accepted), because Democrats
have been fretting recently that he would refuse to leave office.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Happy Father’s Day to all, including my worst and most vicious critics, of which there are fewer and fewer.

This is a FANTASTIC time to be an American! KEEP AMERICA GREAT!

The "to the haters" style of tweet is a Trump classic, though.
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Republicans Propose Constitutional Amendment To Outlaw Flag Burning — President Trump

Endorses It

https://assets.rbl.ms/19601961/1200x600.jpg

President Donald Trump is supporting a proposed constitutional amendment that would outlaw American

flag desecration.

What are the details?

Rep. Steve Womack (R-Ark.) and Sen. Steve Daines (R-Mont.) introduced a constitutional amendment on Friday that would give
Congress the authority to ban flag burning.

"The Congress shall have power to prohibit the physical desecration of the flag of the United States," the proposed
amendment states.

While flag burning is frowned upon, it is not currently illegal to destroy Old Glory. The Supreme Court ruled in the landmark 1989
case Texas v. Johnson that flag burning is a form of free speech protected by the First Amendment.

The ruling made it unconstitutional for local, state, or the federal government to prohibit flag burning.

"Our flag is more than a cloth painted red, white, and blue. It is a symbol of worldwide freedom, unity, and liberty,"
Womack said. "Generations have fought to defend our stars and stripes – and the American people have simply
given too much for the flag to not have the ability to protect it."

"Our United States flag is a timeless symbol of liberty that tells the story of America, the story of our enduring
pursuit of freedom. Remembering the sacrifices of all who carried its colors into battle, our nation should always
render the flag the honor and dignity it is due," Danies said.

What did President Trump say?

Trump said Saturday that the amendment is a "no brainer."

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1139878112701927424

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

All in for Senator Steve Daines as he proposes an Amendment for a strong BAN on burning our American

Flag. A no brainer!

Trump has previously endorsed severe consequences for those guilty of desecrating the American flag. Trump, then-president-
elect, said in November 2016 that consequences for flag burning should include prison time and, perhaps, the loss of citizenship.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/constitutional-amendment-flag-burning
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Republicans Propose Constitutional Amendment To Outlaw Flag Burning — President Trump

Endorses It
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President Donald Trump is supporting a proposed constitutional amendment that would outlaw American

flag desecration.

What are the details?

Rep. Steve Womack (R-Ark.) and Sen. Steve Daines (R-Mont.) introduced a constitutional amendment on Friday that would give
Congress the authority to ban flag burning.

"The Congress shall have power to prohibit the physical desecration of the flag of the United States," the proposed
amendment states.

While flag burning is frowned upon, it is not currently illegal to destroy Old Glory. The Supreme Court ruled in the landmark 1989
case Texas v. Johnson that flag burning is a form of free speech protected by the First Amendment.

The ruling made it unconstitutional for local, state, or the federal government to prohibit flag burning.

"Our flag is more than a cloth painted red, white, and blue. It is a symbol of worldwide freedom, unity, and liberty,"
Womack said. "Generations have fought to defend our stars and stripes – and the American people have simply
given too much for the flag to not have the ability to protect it."

"Our United States flag is a timeless symbol of liberty that tells the story of America, the story of our enduring
pursuit of freedom. Remembering the sacrifices of all who carried its colors into battle, our nation should always
render the flag the honor and dignity it is due," Danies said.

What did President Trump say?

Trump said Saturday that the amendment is a "no brainer."

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1139878112701927424

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

All in for Senator Steve Daines as he proposes an Amendment for a strong BAN on burning our American

Flag. A no brainer!

Trump has previously endorsed severe consequences for those guilty of desecrating the American flag. Trump, then-president-
elect, said in November 2016 that consequences for flag burning should include prison time and, perhaps, the loss of citizenship.

( LINK BELOW )
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THIS IS A SPECIAL MEME POST FOR ALL THE HILLARY CLINTON SORE LOSER SHILLS

ATTACKING THE GREAT AWAKENING

THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE BECOME YOU FUCKING LOSER SHILLS

https://stream.org/wp-content/uploads/Hillary-Trolls-Correct-the-Record-900-.jpg
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WE MUST BE WINNING BECAUSE THE SHILLS ARE TRYING HARD TO DESTROY WHAT WHAT WE HAVE HERE

TODAY I ONLY POSTED A COUPLE OF STORIES AND NOTICED THAT THE

SHILLS ARE OUT IN FORCE. I'M PRETTY SURE OUR OLD FRIEND GEORGE SOROS

HAS DECIDED TO PUT HIS DIRTY MONEY INTO TRYING TO DESTROYING OUR

Q'ANON FOLLOWING ON VOAT.CO AND HAS HIRED LIBERAL LOSERS TO DO THIS

I DON'T CARE IF YOU UPVOAT OR EVEN DOWN VOAT THIS POST BUT PLEASE

UPVOAT ALL THE GOOD POST ON THIS SUB BECAUSE WE ARE DEFINITELY UNDER ATTACK

THE BEST WAY TO FIGHT THESE LOSERS IS TO UPVOAT THE GOOD MATERIAL

AND DOWN VOAT THE SHITTY STUFF THAT IS JUST RIDICULOUSLY STUPID

ANYWAYS IT'S UP TO US TO KEEP THIS SUB ALIVE AND TO DO THAT WE NEED TO UPVOAT GOOD STUFF

SO HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND AND HAPPY FATHERS DAY TO ALL YOU FATHERS OUT THERE

REMEMBER TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG AND WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL

https://scontent-sin6-1.cdninstagram.com/vp/3c82babef2b957f3e4bfcc0df5edf8c1/5D95DECE/t51.2885-
15/e35/49818645_133521734344210_6671626093712750593_n.jpg?_nc_ht=scontent-sin6-
1.cdninstagram.com&ig_cache_key=MTk2NjQyNTc2MDc5NzQwNDEwMw%3D%3D.2

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS
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HAS DECIDED TO PUT HIS DIRTY MONEY INTO TRYING TO DESTROYING OUR

Q'ANON FOLLOWING ON VOAT.CO AND HAS HIRED LIBERAL LOSERS TO DO THIS

I DON'T CARE IF YOU UPVOAT OR EVEN DOWN VOAT THIS POST BUT PLEASE

UPVOAT ALL THE GOOD POST ON THIS SUB BECAUSE WE ARE DEFINITELY UNDER ATTACK

THE BEST WAY TO FIGHT THESE LOSERS IS TO UPVOAT THE GOOD MATERIAL

AND DOWN VOAT THE SHITTY STUFF THAT IS JUST RIDICULOUSLY STUPID

ANYWAYS IT'S UP TO US TO KEEP THIS SUB ALIVE AND TO DO THAT WE NEED TO UPVOAT GOOD STUFF
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REMEMBER TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG AND WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL
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DNC’s Spiral Into Debt May Prove Democrats Are Just Plain Bad With Money

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Tom-Perez.jpg

After former President Barack Obama nearly doubled America’s national debt during his eight-year tenure, it should not come as a
surprise that Democrats are not the greatest at managing money.

And that principle applies even within the confines of their own party.

The Democratic National Committee has already gone into debt just as the 2020 election is ramping up, which could greatly hurt
them in their fight against President Donald Trump, according to Bloomberg.

“By the end of April, the DNC had collected contributions of more than $24.4 million but had spent $28.4 million,
according to the latest disclosures. It had $7.6 million cash on hand, $1 million less than in January. It posted $6.2
million in debt, including bank loans and unpaid invoices to vendors,” Bloomberg reported, based on Federal Election
Commission records.

When will Democrats learn that spending more money than what comes in is a fast route to debt?

Democratic fundraiser John Morgan seems to believe that the large number of presidential candidates are partially to blame for the
DNC’s lack of funds.

“Do you want to fix up the barn or do you want to bet on the horses?” he said, insinuating that people would rather
donate to individual campaigns than the party organizer.

Morgan also added that the DNC’s reputation has gone through the wringer in recent years, as former Chairwoman Debbie
Wasserman Schultz was exposed as being as corrupt as they come.

“Debbie Wasserman Schultz really destroyed a lot of confidence in the DNC for a lot of people and for a lot of
different reasons,” Morgan said.

According to Bloomberg, Wasserman Schultz resigned the day before the Democratic Convention in 2016 after emails hacked and
published by Wikileaks showed she was working to help Hillary Clinton take the nomination over Bernie Sanders.

On the other side of the aisle, the Republican National Committee is high on the hog.

With no debt and $34.7 million in the bank, the RNC is building a solid foundation for a strong ground game and serious advertising
campaigns.

Despite exceptional numbers coming from the Republican party, the president isn’t getting complacent in the fundraising game.

Last weekend in Chicago, a three-day campaign retreat was held by Trump’s team, in which the president’s platform was pitched
to large donors.

Axios reported that it was Trump’s latest effort “to court deep-pocketed Republicans who failed to come out for Donald Trump in
2016, and it further signals that the president’s days of snubbing traditional fundraising mechanisms are over.”

If donors like these change their minds and decide to back Trump in 2020, then the DNC may never match the funds generated by
the RNC and the president’s campaign.

In 2016, Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton lost by an electoral landslide to Trump despite nearly doubling his fundraising
numbers, according to Politico.

Imagine how much damage Trump could do if he had twice as much money as he did nearly four years ago.

The Democrats have a lot of work to do if they want even a remote shot at notching a win next year.

( LINK BELOW )
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DNC’s Spiral Into Debt May Prove Democrats Are Just Plain Bad With Money
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After former President Barack Obama nearly doubled America’s national debt during his eight-year tenure, it should not come as a
surprise that Democrats are not the greatest at managing money.

And that principle applies even within the confines of their own party.

The Democratic National Committee has already gone into debt just as the 2020 election is ramping up, which could greatly hurt
them in their fight against President Donald Trump, according to Bloomberg.

“By the end of April, the DNC had collected contributions of more than $24.4 million but had spent $28.4 million,
according to the latest disclosures. It had $7.6 million cash on hand, $1 million less than in January. It posted $6.2
million in debt, including bank loans and unpaid invoices to vendors,” Bloomberg reported, based on Federal Election
Commission records.

When will Democrats learn that spending more money than what comes in is a fast route to debt?

Democratic fundraiser John Morgan seems to believe that the large number of presidential candidates are partially to blame for the
DNC’s lack of funds.

“Do you want to fix up the barn or do you want to bet on the horses?” he said, insinuating that people would rather
donate to individual campaigns than the party organizer.

Morgan also added that the DNC’s reputation has gone through the wringer in recent years, as former Chairwoman Debbie
Wasserman Schultz was exposed as being as corrupt as they come.

“Debbie Wasserman Schultz really destroyed a lot of confidence in the DNC for a lot of people and for a lot of
different reasons,” Morgan said.

According to Bloomberg, Wasserman Schultz resigned the day before the Democratic Convention in 2016 after emails hacked and
published by Wikileaks showed she was working to help Hillary Clinton take the nomination over Bernie Sanders.

On the other side of the aisle, the Republican National Committee is high on the hog.

With no debt and $34.7 million in the bank, the RNC is building a solid foundation for a strong ground game and serious advertising
campaigns.

Despite exceptional numbers coming from the Republican party, the president isn’t getting complacent in the fundraising game.

Last weekend in Chicago, a three-day campaign retreat was held by Trump’s team, in which the president’s platform was pitched
to large donors.

Axios reported that it was Trump’s latest effort “to court deep-pocketed Republicans who failed to come out for Donald Trump in
2016, and it further signals that the president’s days of snubbing traditional fundraising mechanisms are over.”

If donors like these change their minds and decide to back Trump in 2020, then the DNC may never match the funds generated by
the RNC and the president’s campaign.

In 2016, Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton lost by an electoral landslide to Trump despite nearly doubling his fundraising
numbers, according to Politico.

Imagine how much damage Trump could do if he had twice as much money as he did nearly four years ago.

The Democrats have a lot of work to do if they want even a remote shot at notching a win next year.
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House Intel Republican: 'Foolish' Not To Take Info On Opponent From Foreign Ally

https://www.sltrib.com/resizer/Vex29S0FWa2DTFBT-QA6OGi13Uk=/0x600/smart/filters:quality(86)/arc-anglerfish-arc2-prod-
sltrib.s3.amazonaws.com/public/OICIBHRKT5ECLLOP3GCLF2TCRY.JPG

Rep. Chris Stewart (R-Utah), a member of the House Intelligence Committee, defended President Trump

saying he would not immediately call the FBI if a foreign power gave him dirt on a political opponent, saying

an ally may provide valuable information.

“For example, one of our close allies, the U.K., Australia, a number of others, and they may have information that’s
valuable,” Stewart told CNN Saturday.

“There might be valuable information that comes from one of our allies. If they look at it and it’s credible, I think we’d
be foolish not to take that information.”

https://twitter.com/CNNnewsroom/status/1139531603426680832

CNN Newsroom

 Verified account

@CNNnewsroom

"There might be valuable information that comes from one of our allies ... I think it would be foolish not to

take that."

@RepChrisStewart, when asked by @jimsciutto if it is acceptable for the President to accept information

from foreign countries.

Trump raised eyebrows this week when he told ABC News he would listen if a foreign power gave him opposition research on his
eventual 2020 opponent and would not immediately call the FBI.

"I think you might want to listen. There’s nothing wrong with listening," Trump said. "It’s not an interference. They
have information. I think I’d take it. If I thought there was something wrong, I’d go maybe to the FBI."

Stewart noted that the phrasing was inartful, but echoed a common Republican talking point claiming that Hillary Clinton’s 2016
presidential campaign used information gathered by former MI6 operative Christopher Steele to swing the last presidential race.

“[I] wish the president would not have said it the way he did, and I don’t think it was helpful. For one thing, it gives
his opponents and opportunity to kind of beat up on him,” Stewart said.

“The president talked about doing this, Hillary Clinton and the Democratic National Committee actually did it.”

The conservative group Free Beacon originally paid Fusion GPS for Steele’s research, but stopped once Trump won the
Republican nomination. A law firm representing the Democratic National Committee and Clinton’s campaign later funded the
research, which sought to uncover Russian meddling in the 2016 race.

Several Republican allies of the White House have broken from the president over his recent comments, saying he should not
accept any foreign dirt in the 2020 cycle.

“I think that’s wrong. That’s a mistake,” Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.), a frequent Trump defender, told reporters.
“I’ve been consistent on this, if a public official is approached by a foreign government offering anything of value ...
the right answer is 'no.' ”

( LINK BELOW )
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Rep. Chris Stewart (R-Utah), a member of the House Intelligence Committee, defended President Trump

saying he would not immediately call the FBI if a foreign power gave him dirt on a political opponent, saying

an ally may provide valuable information.

“For example, one of our close allies, the U.K., Australia, a number of others, and they may have information that’s
valuable,” Stewart told CNN Saturday.

“There might be valuable information that comes from one of our allies. If they look at it and it’s credible, I think we’d
be foolish not to take that information.”

https://twitter.com/CNNnewsroom/status/1139531603426680832

CNN Newsroom

 Verified account

@CNNnewsroom

"There might be valuable information that comes from one of our allies ... I think it would be foolish not to

take that."

@RepChrisStewart, when asked by @jimsciutto if it is acceptable for the President to accept information

from foreign countries.

Trump raised eyebrows this week when he told ABC News he would listen if a foreign power gave him opposition research on his
eventual 2020 opponent and would not immediately call the FBI.

"I think you might want to listen. There’s nothing wrong with listening," Trump said. "It’s not an interference. They
have information. I think I’d take it. If I thought there was something wrong, I’d go maybe to the FBI."

Stewart noted that the phrasing was inartful, but echoed a common Republican talking point claiming that Hillary Clinton’s 2016
presidential campaign used information gathered by former MI6 operative Christopher Steele to swing the last presidential race.

“[I] wish the president would not have said it the way he did, and I don’t think it was helpful. For one thing, it gives
his opponents and opportunity to kind of beat up on him,” Stewart said.

“The president talked about doing this, Hillary Clinton and the Democratic National Committee actually did it.”

The conservative group Free Beacon originally paid Fusion GPS for Steele’s research, but stopped once Trump won the
Republican nomination. A law firm representing the Democratic National Committee and Clinton’s campaign later funded the
research, which sought to uncover Russian meddling in the 2016 race.

Several Republican allies of the White House have broken from the president over his recent comments, saying he should not
accept any foreign dirt in the 2020 cycle.

“I think that’s wrong. That’s a mistake,” Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.), a frequent Trump defender, told reporters.
“I’ve been consistent on this, if a public official is approached by a foreign government offering anything of value ...
the right answer is 'no.' ”
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'Sleepy Joe' Was No Exaggeration From Trump... Gramps Biden Seems To Be Falling Asleep At His

Own Campaign Events
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After telling us he was tanned, rested and ready for 2020, so to speak, Democratic frontrunner Joe Biden

seems to have rolled back over and gone back to sleep.

Seriously, he's showing up to campaign events in a state of somnolence.

Patriot Retort observed this:

Well, now I think I understand why No-Show Joe Biden didn’t turn up in Iowa for all the Gay Pride events this past weekend. It’s
really difficult to march in a Pride Parade when your primary ambulatory mode is sleepwalking.

But the Somnambulant Kid-Toucher finally made his way to the Hawkeye State yesterday where apparently he was so bored by
his own speech, he put himself to sleep.

So while the other Democrat candidates are insulting their way to the nomination, the lumbering, droning Joe is sleepwalking there.

Honestly, is it his advancing years or is Sleepwalking Joe just not interested in running for President?

So not only is Biden not up to the rigors of campaigning. He's also reading from prepared scripts. He's getting the attention of
tweeters based on his lack of energy at campaign events. And he doesn't go to many of those anyway.

As PatriotRetort notes: "Joe Biden isn’t bringing his A-game. Though I’m fairly certain we’re seeing his

Zzzzz-Game."

It's not just that, though. As Thomas Lifson noted here, he's unwittingly insulting voters, too, almost as if he finds it an
inconvenience that he has to campaign to win their votes. He's also making strange grandiose gaffes he can't possibly be serious
about, as I argued here.

Now, he's practically falling asleep at his own events, right at the critical early stage of the game when a candidate ought to be at
the top of his game. Sure he's got a clown-car of other Democrats selling retrograde socialism as his competition which ought to
make his journey easier. But is he really that motivated if he can't so much as stay awake for his own events?

It makes his age seem to be a factor. Hillary Clinton, who had a variety of medical issues was brought down in 2016 at least in
part by her lack of energy and that ought to make Democrats worry. Clinton couldn't even make herself go to Wisconsin despite
her husband Bill Clinton's pleading that she needed to.

Now Biden, who if he gets the nomination and then takes the presidency in 2020 at age 79, seems to have the same problem, too.
He makes the man Trump belittled as 'low energy Jeb' Bush look like a fireball. Reality is reality and he must be banking on
Trump-hate to carry him over the finish line.

And it raises another reality that's got to make Democrats uncomfortable as time goes on and Joe fades for his speechside nap:
That Trump was right when he called Joe Biden "Sleepy Joe." Trump has always had a lightning-fast way of reading people and
now it's obvious the president remains at the top of his game. And Joe? One wonders if he knows why he's running.

One can almost pity what happens to this doddering Democrat when Trump cranks his campaign game to

11. It won't be pretty.

( LINK BELOW )
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'Sleepy Joe' Was No Exaggeration From Trump... Gramps Biden Seems To Be Falling Asleep At His

Own Campaign Events

https://media1.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2019_14/2811031/190404-joe-biden-ac-920p_8e2594f5d19b8304cefd5b2bb4ce6509.fit-
760w.jpg

After telling us he was tanned, rested and ready for 2020, so to speak, Democratic frontrunner Joe Biden

seems to have rolled back over and gone back to sleep.

Seriously, he's showing up to campaign events in a state of somnolence.

Patriot Retort observed this:

Well, now I think I understand why No-Show Joe Biden didn’t turn up in Iowa for all the Gay Pride events this past weekend. It’s
really difficult to march in a Pride Parade when your primary ambulatory mode is sleepwalking.

But the Somnambulant Kid-Toucher finally made his way to the Hawkeye State yesterday where apparently he was so bored by
his own speech, he put himself to sleep.

So while the other Democrat candidates are insulting their way to the nomination, the lumbering, droning Joe is sleepwalking there.

Honestly, is it his advancing years or is Sleepwalking Joe just not interested in running for President?

So not only is Biden not up to the rigors of campaigning. He's also reading from prepared scripts. He's getting the attention of
tweeters based on his lack of energy at campaign events. And he doesn't go to many of those anyway.

As PatriotRetort notes: "Joe Biden isn’t bringing his A-game. Though I’m fairly certain we’re seeing his

Zzzzz-Game."

It's not just that, though. As Thomas Lifson noted here, he's unwittingly insulting voters, too, almost as if he finds it an
inconvenience that he has to campaign to win their votes. He's also making strange grandiose gaffes he can't possibly be serious
about, as I argued here.

Now, he's practically falling asleep at his own events, right at the critical early stage of the game when a candidate ought to be at
the top of his game. Sure he's got a clown-car of other Democrats selling retrograde socialism as his competition which ought to
make his journey easier. But is he really that motivated if he can't so much as stay awake for his own events?

It makes his age seem to be a factor. Hillary Clinton, who had a variety of medical issues was brought down in 2016 at least in
part by her lack of energy and that ought to make Democrats worry. Clinton couldn't even make herself go to Wisconsin despite
her husband Bill Clinton's pleading that she needed to.

Now Biden, who if he gets the nomination and then takes the presidency in 2020 at age 79, seems to have the same problem, too.
He makes the man Trump belittled as 'low energy Jeb' Bush look like a fireball. Reality is reality and he must be banking on
Trump-hate to carry him over the finish line.

And it raises another reality that's got to make Democrats uncomfortable as time goes on and Joe fades for his speechside nap:
That Trump was right when he called Joe Biden "Sleepy Joe." Trump has always had a lightning-fast way of reading people and
now it's obvious the president remains at the top of his game. And Joe? One wonders if he knows why he's running.

One can almost pity what happens to this doddering Democrat when Trump cranks his campaign game to

11. It won't be pretty.
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Meet The 'Stone-Cold Killer' Who Is Emerging As The Top Candidate To Replace Sarah Huckabee

'Pure Trump'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19601331/1200x600.jpg

Stephanie Grisham, the press secretary and communications director for first lady Melania Trump, is

emerging as one of the top contenders to replace outgoing White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee

Sanders.

What are the details?

Grisham joined the Trump campaign during its initial days in 2015 and has remained steadfastly loyal to the Trump family since,
rising to become one of the most powerful White House staffers. She was even recently described as Melania Trump's "enforcer."

Multiple sources close to the Trump family revealed to The Daily Wire why Grisham is likely the top candidate to replace Sanders.

One White House source told The Daily Wire that Grisham "has proven herself to be a stone-cold killer" who is a "risk-free move
for the administration in the run-up to perhaps the most important election in American history."

"Grisham is pure Trump," the source told the news outlet. "She holds down the East Wing with ease and has
no loyalties to any faction within the Republican Party. Members of the first family love her and know that
she is fiercely dedicated and loyal."

Another source, who was described as being close to President Donald Trump, told The Daily Wire of Grisham:

Stephanie Grisham is a favorite of Trump loyalists, many in the national press corps, and most important, the Trump family. The
First Lady loves Stephanie's tenacity and loyalty, and President Trump has remarked that he respects Stephanie's ability to stay
cool under pressure and manage the toughest of news cycles. Stephanie might not be the first name that comes to mind for this
role, but she's the one person inside or outside the building who everyone nods their head and says, "She'd be great." A third
source, a former senior White House officials, said Grisham "is unquestionably loyal and has the respect of the press corps. She'd
be a total home run as press secretary — both for the President and his supporters."

Aside from being known as an extremely loyal staffer, Grisham wields more influence than most other White

House staffers.

As the Washington Post described last December, Grisham was singlehandedly responsible for the firing of a national security
official who clashed with Melania's team ahead of her first solo foreign trip last fall. After then-White House chief of staff John Kelly
did not respond to the incident, Grisham spoke with Melania, who spoke with the president privately. Days later, the national
security official had been fired.

Experts told The Post that the chain of events was unprecedented in White House history.

But Grisham has also earned the respect of the press corps, often advocating on their behalf and going out of her way to serve
reporters, according to The Post.

What did Trump say?

Speaking on "Fox and Friends" Friday, Trump was succinct in his praise of Grisham.

"Stephanie is terrific," Trump said.

( LINK BELOW )
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Meet The 'Stone-Cold Killer' Who Is Emerging As The Top Candidate To Replace Sarah Huckabee

'Pure Trump'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19601331/1200x600.jpg

Stephanie Grisham, the press secretary and communications director for first lady Melania Trump, is

emerging as one of the top contenders to replace outgoing White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee

Sanders.

What are the details?

Grisham joined the Trump campaign during its initial days in 2015 and has remained steadfastly loyal to the Trump family since,
rising to become one of the most powerful White House staffers. She was even recently described as Melania Trump's "enforcer."

Multiple sources close to the Trump family revealed to The Daily Wire why Grisham is likely the top candidate to replace Sanders.

One White House source told The Daily Wire that Grisham "has proven herself to be a stone-cold killer" who is a "risk-free move
for the administration in the run-up to perhaps the most important election in American history."

"Grisham is pure Trump," the source told the news outlet. "She holds down the East Wing with ease and has
no loyalties to any faction within the Republican Party. Members of the first family love her and know that
she is fiercely dedicated and loyal."

Another source, who was described as being close to President Donald Trump, told The Daily Wire of Grisham:

Stephanie Grisham is a favorite of Trump loyalists, many in the national press corps, and most important, the Trump family. The
First Lady loves Stephanie's tenacity and loyalty, and President Trump has remarked that he respects Stephanie's ability to stay
cool under pressure and manage the toughest of news cycles. Stephanie might not be the first name that comes to mind for this
role, but she's the one person inside or outside the building who everyone nods their head and says, "She'd be great." A third
source, a former senior White House officials, said Grisham "is unquestionably loyal and has the respect of the press corps. She'd
be a total home run as press secretary — both for the President and his supporters."

Aside from being known as an extremely loyal staffer, Grisham wields more influence than most other White

House staffers.

As the Washington Post described last December, Grisham was singlehandedly responsible for the firing of a national security
official who clashed with Melania's team ahead of her first solo foreign trip last fall. After then-White House chief of staff John Kelly
did not respond to the incident, Grisham spoke with Melania, who spoke with the president privately. Days later, the national
security official had been fired.

Experts told The Post that the chain of events was unprecedented in White House history.

But Grisham has also earned the respect of the press corps, often advocating on their behalf and going out of her way to serve
reporters, according to The Post.

What did Trump say?

Speaking on "Fox and Friends" Friday, Trump was succinct in his praise of Grisham.

"Stephanie is terrific," Trump said.
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Trey Gowdy Excoriates Hypocritical Media That Ignored Stonewalling Of Congress From Obama

Admin

An interesting interview of one former congressman by another former congressman

https://assets.rbl.ms/19601106/1200x600.jpg

In an interview of former congressman Trey Gowdy by former congressman Jason Chaffetz, they excoriate

the absence of outrage from the media when the Obama administration stonewalled investigations by

Congress.

Gowdy praised Chaffetz for trying to speak to the media when he was in Congress, but then decried them for their "duplicity" and
unfair "relativism."

"Hey, how about six years worth of not being able to get information from President Obama's administration?" he
responded.

"I mean, where was the outrage?" he asked rhetorically.

Chaffetz agreed.

"Where are the Politico, [The] Hill, Washington Post articles about how outrageous it is the executive branch was not
cooperating with legitimate oversight?" he asked.

"You don't see any of it!" Gowdy exclaimed.

"So look i get that our former line of work ain't that popular," he continued, "but folks in the media are not trusted as
much as we need them to be in a robust, thriving democracy, and at some point, they need to ask themselves, I
wonder why we're not trusted, I wonder why people think we're in the tank for Democrats?"

Later in the interview, Gowdy also mocked former Deputy Director of the FBI Andrew McCabe for recent comments where he said
that the president should be impeached.

"I really don't know anyone who gives a damn what Andy McCabe thinks about impeachment and Donald Trump,"
said Gowdy. "I really don't, other than the reporter that asked him!"

Here's the video Gowdy's interview:

https://youtu.be/Hos0nk6S7w0 via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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Trey Gowdy Excoriates Hypocritical Media That Ignored Stonewalling Of Congress From Obama

Admin

An interesting interview of one former congressman by another former congressman

https://assets.rbl.ms/19601106/1200x600.jpg

In an interview of former congressman Trey Gowdy by former congressman Jason Chaffetz, they excoriate

the absence of outrage from the media when the Obama administration stonewalled investigations by

Congress.

Gowdy praised Chaffetz for trying to speak to the media when he was in Congress, but then decried them for their "duplicity" and
unfair "relativism."

"Hey, how about six years worth of not being able to get information from President Obama's administration?" he
responded.

"I mean, where was the outrage?" he asked rhetorically.

Chaffetz agreed.

"Where are the Politico, [The] Hill, Washington Post articles about how outrageous it is the executive branch was not
cooperating with legitimate oversight?" he asked.

"You don't see any of it!" Gowdy exclaimed.

"So look i get that our former line of work ain't that popular," he continued, "but folks in the media are not trusted as
much as we need them to be in a robust, thriving democracy, and at some point, they need to ask themselves, I
wonder why we're not trusted, I wonder why people think we're in the tank for Democrats?"

Later in the interview, Gowdy also mocked former Deputy Director of the FBI Andrew McCabe for recent comments where he said
that the president should be impeached.

"I really don't know anyone who gives a damn what Andy McCabe thinks about impeachment and Donald Trump,"
said Gowdy. "I really don't, other than the reporter that asked him!"

Here's the video Gowdy's interview:

https://youtu.be/Hos0nk6S7w0 via @YouTube
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Mark Meadows Tweet Proves President Trump Is A Stable Genius & Is Controlling The Narrative For

Setting Up Those Deep State Players Like Hillary Clinton For Prosecution

https://static.politico.com/dims4/default/7a060ba/2147483647/resize/1160x%3E/quality/90/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fstatic.politico.com%2Fc8%2Fff%2Fef56871d4d8b88a332567adfc0e2%2F181210-meadows-gty-773.jpg

Mark Meadows

 Verified account

@RepMarkMeadows

This week President Trump was able to do something no one else could: get the left to care about foreign

intel in our elections.

You’d think Democrats paying for oppo research from Russians, then funneling it to DOJ to open an

investigation, would’ve done the trick. Guess not

NOW THAT THE MEDIA AND ALL THE LIBERAL'S AGREE THAT IT IS A CRIME TO ACCEPT DIRTY INFORMATION FROM A
FOREIGN STATE, IF DONALD TRUMP WERE TO DO IT. BUT THE DEMOCRAT'S AND MEDIA DON'T REALIZE WHAT
PRESIDENT TRUMP JUST DID ... HE PLAYED THEM FOR THE FOOLS THAT THEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN.

I CAN'T WAIT FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR'S ORDERED INVESTIGATION IS FINALLY COMPLETE, THIS IS GETTING
VERY INTERESTING PATRIOT'S

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Mark Meadows Tweet Proves President Trump Is A Stable Genius & Is Controlling The Narrative For

Setting Up Those Deep State Players Like Hillary Clinton For Prosecution

https://static.politico.com/dims4/default/7a060ba/2147483647/resize/1160x%3E/quality/90/?
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Mark Meadows

 Verified account

@RepMarkMeadows

This week President Trump was able to do something no one else could: get the left to care about foreign

intel in our elections.

You’d think Democrats paying for oppo research from Russians, then funneling it to DOJ to open an

investigation, would’ve done the trick. Guess not

NOW THAT THE MEDIA AND ALL THE LIBERAL'S AGREE THAT IT IS A CRIME TO ACCEPT DIRTY INFORMATION FROM A
FOREIGN STATE, IF DONALD TRUMP WERE TO DO IT. BUT THE DEMOCRAT'S AND MEDIA DON'T REALIZE WHAT
PRESIDENT TRUMP JUST DID ... HE PLAYED THEM FOR THE FOOLS THAT THEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN.

I CAN'T WAIT FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR'S ORDERED INVESTIGATION IS FINALLY COMPLETE, THIS IS GETTING
VERY INTERESTING PATRIOT'S

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Liberals Have Category 5 Meltdown After Trump Likens Melania To Jackie O

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/melania.jpg

Folks, it seems as if President Donald Trump has sent liberals into full-on DEFCON 1 “triggered” status.

On Friday, Trump was blasted all over social media after comparing first lady Melania Trump to former first lady Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis.

“We have our own Jackie O today, it’s called Melania,” the president said in a “Fox and Friends” phone interview.
Just prior, Trump had been defending his recent decision to change the baby blue Air Force One design that
Kennedy Onassis picked in the 1960s to a more patriotic design.

“It was Jackie O and that’s good. But we have our own Jackie O today, it’s called Melania. Melania. We’ll call it
Melania T, okay?” Trump said.

The direct comparison made by the president was met with intense vitriol unlike almost anything else in the Twitter-sphere.

“Melania Trump isn’t mysterious. Melania Trump is no Jackie. Melania Trump sure as hell is no Michelle. Melania
Trump is out of her league. Melania Trump is scared,” one Twitter user wrote.
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Trump is out of her league. Melania Trump is scared,” one Twitter user wrote.

https://twitter.com/belisawriter/status/1139546593441357824

Belisa Andréa 

@belisawriter

Melania Trump isn't mysterious.

Melania Trump is no Jackie.

Melania Trump sure as hell is no Michelle.

Melania Trump is out of her league.

Melania Trump is scared.

“Jackie O was the epitome of grace & beauty. She overcame a plethora of hardships & heartaches, with poise and
elegance. She was an incredible First Lady & an even more marvelous woman. She balanced passions + duties, and
did so with class,” another tweeted. “Don’t EVER compare her to Melania.”

https://twitter.com/rebvill/status/1139545172054814720

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9B6SdwWsAEK6cd.jpg

ecca 

@rebvill

Jackie O was the epitome of grace & beauty. She overcame a plethora of hardships & heartaches, with

poise and elegance. She was an incredible First Lady & an even more marvelous woman. She balanced

passions + duties, and did so with class.

Don’t EVER compare her to Melania.

Others took issue with Trump saying the word “it” in reference to his wife and then piled on disgusting and hateful comments about
her.

“A) ‘It’ refers to an object, a thing — not a human being. B) Melania is not fit to wipe the dust from the bottom of
Jaqueline’s shoes. She could never be & will never be a ‘new Jackie O,’ another user tweeted.

https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1139515253648236544

Philip Rucker  Verified account

@PhilipRucker

Trump tells Fox he wants to redo Air Force One livery even though the iconic baby blue was “Jackie O.” He

then says, “We have a new Jackie O. It’s called Melania.”

https://twitter.com/MMCannon2010/status/1139525213887107073

Mary Margaret Cannon 

@MMCannon2010

Replying to @PhilipRucker

A) “It” refers to an object, a thing — not a human being.

B) Melania is not fit to wipe the dust from the bottom of Jaqueline’s shoes. She could never be & will never

be a “new Jackie O”. �� ♀�

However, President Trump knows the real popularity of his wife in this country and around the world — despite how the anti-Trump
left might feel about Melania Trump — because he sees it firsthand during international state visits, campaign rallies and press
conferences.

“When I go speak in big crowds — we have tremendous crowds and so many people are holding up banners, you
know, ‘we love our first lady,’ ‘’we love high heels,'” Trump said during his interview.
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Liberals may be loud and obnoxious online, but that won’t make up for the fact that in many instances they’re not very bright.

Many of the haters apparently thought that Trump was snubbing Kennedy Onassis, when he was actually saying that Melania
exudes the same sense of fashion, gracefulness and class Jackie did when she was first lady in the White House.

Further, the president’s remarks were nothing short of a tremendous compliment to Melania, as Jackie Kennedy Onassis is
renowned for being one of the most popular and most intriguing first ladies in American history.

Can liberals no longer tolerate a man complimenting his wife? Give me a break.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/libs-category-5-meltdown-trump-likens-melania-jackie-o/
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Folks, it seems as if President Donald Trump has sent liberals into full-on DEFCON 1 “triggered” status.

On Friday, Trump was blasted all over social media after comparing first lady Melania Trump to former first lady Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis.

“We have our own Jackie O today, it’s called Melania,” the president said in a “Fox and Friends” phone interview.
Just prior, Trump had been defending his recent decision to change the baby blue Air Force One design that
Kennedy Onassis picked in the 1960s to a more patriotic design.

“It was Jackie O and that’s good. But we have our own Jackie O today, it’s called Melania. Melania. We’ll call it
Melania T, okay?” Trump said.

The direct comparison made by the president was met with intense vitriol unlike almost anything else in the Twitter-sphere.

“Melania Trump isn’t mysterious. Melania Trump is no Jackie. Melania Trump sure as hell is no Michelle. Melania
Trump is out of her league. Melania Trump is scared,” one Twitter user wrote.

https://twitter.com/belisawriter/status/1139546593441357824

Belisa Andréa 

@belisawriter

Melania Trump isn't mysterious.

Melania Trump is no Jackie.

Melania Trump sure as hell is no Michelle.

Melania Trump is out of her league.

Melania Trump is scared.

“Jackie O was the epitome of grace & beauty. She overcame a plethora of hardships & heartaches, with poise and
elegance. She was an incredible First Lady & an even more marvelous woman. She balanced passions + duties, and
did so with class,” another tweeted. “Don’t EVER compare her to Melania.”
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ecca 

@rebvill

Jackie O was the epitome of grace & beauty. She overcame a plethora of hardships & heartaches, with

poise and elegance. She was an incredible First Lady & an even more marvelous woman. She balanced

passions + duties, and did so with class.

Don’t EVER compare her to Melania.

Others took issue with Trump saying the word “it” in reference to his wife and then piled on disgusting and hateful comments about
her.

“A) ‘It’ refers to an object, a thing — not a human being. B) Melania is not fit to wipe the dust from the bottom of
Jaqueline’s shoes. She could never be & will never be a ‘new Jackie O,’ another user tweeted.

https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1139515253648236544

Philip Rucker  Verified account

@PhilipRucker

Trump tells Fox he wants to redo Air Force One livery even though the iconic baby blue was “Jackie O.” He

then says, “We have a new Jackie O. It’s called Melania.”

https://twitter.com/MMCannon2010/status/1139525213887107073

Mary Margaret Cannon 

@MMCannon2010

Replying to @PhilipRucker

A) “It” refers to an object, a thing — not a human being.

B) Melania is not fit to wipe the dust from the bottom of Jaqueline’s shoes. She could never be & will never

be a “new Jackie O”. �� ♀�

However, President Trump knows the real popularity of his wife in this country and around the world — despite how the anti-Trump
left might feel about Melania Trump — because he sees it firsthand during international state visits, campaign rallies and press
conferences.

“When I go speak in big crowds — we have tremendous crowds and so many people are holding up banners, you
know, ‘we love our first lady,’ ‘’we love high heels,'” Trump said during his interview.

Liberals may be loud and obnoxious online, but that won’t make up for the fact that in many instances they’re not very bright.

Many of the haters apparently thought that Trump was snubbing Kennedy Onassis, when he was actually saying that Melania
exudes the same sense of fashion, gracefulness and class Jackie did when she was first lady in the White House.

Further, the president’s remarks were nothing short of a tremendous compliment to Melania, as Jackie Kennedy Onassis is
renowned for being one of the most popular and most intriguing first ladies in American history.

Can liberals no longer tolerate a man complimenting his wife? Give me a break.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/libs-category-5-meltdown-trump-likens-melania-jackie-o/
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Our President Is Such A Great World Leader, 'Mr Donald J.Trump' Happy Birthday From A True

Stable Genius

https://scontent-sjc3-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.0-9/55823704_132012477880632_171876293309104128_n.jpg?
_nc_cat=108&_nc_oc=AQlscxIBSHcY_3gk83trOyuUZcvM3C6wmpq1CGYMD9NN9KH6aujbxJ-
vUF_aZtOHOBTmZP7l_YrXcMYOBKdfpl8M&_nc_ht=scontent-sjc3-
1.xx&oh=68f0dc1572986bb9ffbacb636371180c&oe=5DC5861B

( Remember laughter is the best medicine especially on special occasions, God Bless You Patriot's )

GOD BLESS YOU MR. PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP

HAVE A BLESSED AND HAPPY BIRTHDAY MR. PRESIDENT

FROM THE PATRIOTS FROM VOAT.CO

WWG1WGA
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( Remember laughter is the best medicine especially on special occasions, God Bless You Patriot's )
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Kidnapping Suspect Tries To Make Off With A Couple's 6-Year-Old Granddaughter. He Gets The

Beating Of His Life

" Ouch "

Indiana grandparents Patricia and Martin Roth defended themselves and their granddaughter after suspect Benjamin J. Dillon
attempted to kidnap their grandchild.

Ditch the fake news ==> Click here to get news you can trust sent right to your inbox. It's free! What are the details? The incident
took place last week in the middle of the night.

According to the Boone County Sheriff's Office, Dillon, 37, broke down the family's door and attempted to abduct their six-year-old
granddaughter.

The sheriff's office said that Dillon told the Roths that he was "taking the child." Dillon reportedly told the grandparents that the girl
was his daughter, and that she was being "raped."

The Roths weren't giving their granddaughter up without a fight, however: they physically held him off and forced him out the door,
restraining him until the police arrived. When police arrived, a visibly agitated Dillon reportedly screamed that he would fight every
officer and kill them. Authorities were able to eventually subdue Dillon, and handcuff him. He still insisted on kicking at screaming
at officers.

Officers said that when they arrived on the scene, three stun guns were ineffective at subduing Dillon.

The Roths said that they believed Dillon was high on drugs during the incident.

Authorities charged Dillon with burglary, intimidation, and resisting arrest. He is being held on a $75,000 bond and has been
enrolled in a substance abuse program.

The young girl was not harmed in the incident, according to reports.

What else? Patricia Roth told WTHR-TV, "I was sound asleep in my bedroom and this guy came kicking in and said, 'You have my
daughter!'"

"I was nervous," she said. "Very nervous. I was shaking so bad. I don't understand why he picked our apartment, I'll never figure
that one out."

"I wouldn't want him walking back in my apartment again," Patricia added. "He will regret it the next time."

Dillon told WTHR that the incident was nothing more than a "big understanding," and said that he was looking for his own daughter.

"I was under the impression that maybe my daughter might be over there in that apartment complex," Dillon explained during a jail
interview. He added that he "wasn't looking for anybody's child but my own." Dillon said that he hadn't seen his own daughter "in a
while."

"I am truly sorry for coming to your apartment door, for waking you up," Dillon said in a statement to the Roths during the interview.

VIDEO IN LINK BELOW

https://www.theblaze.com/news/2019/06/14/kidnapping-suspect-tries-to-make-off-with-a-couples-6-year-old-granddaughter-they-
give-him-the-beating-of-his-life/amp

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/kidnapping-suspect-tries-to-make-off-with-a-couples-6-year-old-granddaughter-they-give-him-the-
beating-of-his-life
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Kidnapping Suspect Tries To Make Off With A Couple's 6-Year-Old Granddaughter. He Gets The

Beating Of His Life

" Ouch "

Indiana grandparents Patricia and Martin Roth defended themselves and their granddaughter after suspect Benjamin J. Dillon
attempted to kidnap their grandchild.

Ditch the fake news ==> Click here to get news you can trust sent right to your inbox. It's free! What are the details? The incident
took place last week in the middle of the night.

According to the Boone County Sheriff's Office, Dillon, 37, broke down the family's door and attempted to abduct their six-year-old
granddaughter.

The sheriff's office said that Dillon told the Roths that he was "taking the child." Dillon reportedly told the grandparents that the girl
was his daughter, and that she was being "raped."

The Roths weren't giving their granddaughter up without a fight, however: they physically held him off and forced him out the door,
restraining him until the police arrived. When police arrived, a visibly agitated Dillon reportedly screamed that he would fight every
officer and kill them. Authorities were able to eventually subdue Dillon, and handcuff him. He still insisted on kicking at screaming
at officers.

Officers said that when they arrived on the scene, three stun guns were ineffective at subduing Dillon.

The Roths said that they believed Dillon was high on drugs during the incident.

Authorities charged Dillon with burglary, intimidation, and resisting arrest. He is being held on a $75,000 bond and has been
enrolled in a substance abuse program.

The young girl was not harmed in the incident, according to reports.

What else? Patricia Roth told WTHR-TV, "I was sound asleep in my bedroom and this guy came kicking in and said, 'You have my
daughter!'"

"I was nervous," she said. "Very nervous. I was shaking so bad. I don't understand why he picked our apartment, I'll never figure
that one out."

"I wouldn't want him walking back in my apartment again," Patricia added. "He will regret it the next time."

Dillon told WTHR that the incident was nothing more than a "big understanding," and said that he was looking for his own daughter.

"I was under the impression that maybe my daughter might be over there in that apartment complex," Dillon explained during a jail
interview. He added that he "wasn't looking for anybody's child but my own." Dillon said that he hadn't seen his own daughter "in a
while."

"I am truly sorry for coming to your apartment door, for waking you up," Dillon said in a statement to the Roths during the interview.

VIDEO IN LINK BELOW

https://www.theblaze.com/news/2019/06/14/kidnapping-suspect-tries-to-make-off-with-a-couples-6-year-old-granddaughter-they-
give-him-the-beating-of-his-life/amp

( LINK BELOW )
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To Prove Polls Are Fake , Trump Highlights Polls That Showed Clinton Beating Him By Double

Digits

President Trump mocked news reports of his campaign's internal polling on Friday with a tweet highlighting numerous polls taken in
2016 that showed him losing the presidential election to then Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.

In a tweet, the president declared that the "dishonest media" was attempting to "keep us from accomplishing our objectives on
behalf of our GREAT AMERICAN PEOPLE!"

A video accompanying the tweet included clips from multiple news networks showing various polls from various outlets that
showed Trump trailing Clinton throughout the 2016 presidential election, even by double-digits in some cases.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1139612393749852160

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

The dishonest media will NEVER keep us from accomplishing our objectives on behalf of our GREAT

AMERICAN PEOPLE! #MAGA

The post closely followed a report from ABC News reportedly detailing the Trump campaign's internal polling, which suggested that
he trails former Vice President Joe Biden among voters in several key battleground states.

Trump tweeted the video an hour after ABC News reported the results of an internal poll reportedly conducted by the Trump
campaign in March, which found the president trailing Biden by double digits in both Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, two states that
were key to his 2016 defeat of Clinton.

The poll results obtained by ABC did not include matchups between other top contenders for the Democratic Party's nomination,
for which Biden is generally considered to be the current frontrunner, and were taken before Biden announced his entry into the
Democratic primary race.

Brad Parscale, head of Trump's 2020 reelection bid, claimed that more recent polling conducted by the campaign had seen swings
in favor of the president in a statement to ABC following the news.

“These leaked numbers are ancient, in campaign terms, from months-old polling that began in March before two major events had
occurred: the release of the summary of the Mueller report exonerating the President, and the beginning of the Democrat
candidates defining themselves with their far-left policy message,” Parscale said.

“Since then, we have seen huge swings in the President’s favor across the 17 states we have polled, based on the policies now
espoused by the Democrats. For example, the plan to provide free health care to illegal immigrants results in an 18-point swing
toward President Trump," he added.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/448645-trump-highlights-polls-that-showed-clinton-beating-him-by-double-digits
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To Prove Polls Are Fake , Trump Highlights Polls That Showed Clinton Beating Him By Double

Digits

President Trump mocked news reports of his campaign's internal polling on Friday with a tweet highlighting numerous polls taken in
2016 that showed him losing the presidential election to then Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.

In a tweet, the president declared that the "dishonest media" was attempting to "keep us from accomplishing our objectives on
behalf of our GREAT AMERICAN PEOPLE!"

A video accompanying the tweet included clips from multiple news networks showing various polls from various outlets that
showed Trump trailing Clinton throughout the 2016 presidential election, even by double-digits in some cases.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1139612393749852160

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

The dishonest media will NEVER keep us from accomplishing our objectives on behalf of our GREAT

AMERICAN PEOPLE! #MAGA

The post closely followed a report from ABC News reportedly detailing the Trump campaign's internal polling, which suggested that
he trails former Vice President Joe Biden among voters in several key battleground states.

Trump tweeted the video an hour after ABC News reported the results of an internal poll reportedly conducted by the Trump
campaign in March, which found the president trailing Biden by double digits in both Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, two states that
were key to his 2016 defeat of Clinton.

The poll results obtained by ABC did not include matchups between other top contenders for the Democratic Party's nomination,
for which Biden is generally considered to be the current frontrunner, and were taken before Biden announced his entry into the
Democratic primary race.

Brad Parscale, head of Trump's 2020 reelection bid, claimed that more recent polling conducted by the campaign had seen swings
in favor of the president in a statement to ABC following the news.

“These leaked numbers are ancient, in campaign terms, from months-old polling that began in March before two major events had
occurred: the release of the summary of the Mueller report exonerating the President, and the beginning of the Democrat
candidates defining themselves with their far-left policy message,” Parscale said.

“Since then, we have seen huge swings in the President’s favor across the 17 states we have polled, based on the policies now
espoused by the Democrats. For example, the plan to provide free health care to illegal immigrants results in an 18-point swing
toward President Trump," he added.
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Trump: Melania Is 'Our Own Jackie O'

https://media.arkansasonline.com/img/photos/2019/06/03/AP19154502321644_t800.jpg

President Donald Trump Friday, while commenting on his plans for a new paint job on Air Force One, compared his wife Melania to
iconic first lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis while commenting on reasons he'd like the plane's colors changed from the signature
light blue color it's been for years.

"It's been a long time and fits the plane better," Trump told Fox News' "Fox and Friends" during a lengthy interview. "I
like the concept of red, white and blue, and I think it'll look much better actually. The navy blue doesn't fit with us."

He acknowledged that "people get used to something," but the plane's current colors are "Jackie O and that's good, but we have
our own Jackie O, it's called Melania, Melania T."

The plane's traditional look was designed by President John F. Kennedy and first lady Jackie in the early 1960s, but Trump has
said he wants a color scheme that "looks more American" and isn't a "Jackie Kennedy color," reports Axios.

His call for change has caused some issues with Air Force officials, who say the current colors are "known around the world."

Trump Friday praised his wife, saying "people love her" even though she gets "no credit from the media."

"When I go speak in big crowds, we have tremendous crowds, and so many people are holding up banners, (saying)
'we love our first lady," said Trump, noting that they even compliment the stiletto heels she wears.

"The time the news said she walked in high heels to the Texas flood, she likes to look elegant (but) she carries
sneakers" when she's out of the public eye, said Trump.

He also commented on his trip to London, saying he'd gotten criticized for having "too much fun."

Queen Elizabeth's "people" said "she hasn't had so much fun in 25 years," said Trump. "We have a great relationship and I had a
great relationship with (Prince) Charles and honestly I have a very good relationship with a lot of the foreign leaders."

( LINK BELOW ))

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/melania-trump-air-force-one-jackie-kennedy/2019/06/14/id/920383/
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Trump: Melania Is 'Our Own Jackie O'
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President Donald Trump Friday, while commenting on his plans for a new paint job on Air Force One, compared his wife Melania to
iconic first lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis while commenting on reasons he'd like the plane's colors changed from the signature
light blue color it's been for years.

"It's been a long time and fits the plane better," Trump told Fox News' "Fox and Friends" during a lengthy interview. "I
like the concept of red, white and blue, and I think it'll look much better actually. The navy blue doesn't fit with us."

He acknowledged that "people get used to something," but the plane's current colors are "Jackie O and that's good, but we have
our own Jackie O, it's called Melania, Melania T."

The plane's traditional look was designed by President John F. Kennedy and first lady Jackie in the early 1960s, but Trump has
said he wants a color scheme that "looks more American" and isn't a "Jackie Kennedy color," reports Axios.

His call for change has caused some issues with Air Force officials, who say the current colors are "known around the world."

Trump Friday praised his wife, saying "people love her" even though she gets "no credit from the media."

"When I go speak in big crowds, we have tremendous crowds, and so many people are holding up banners, (saying)
'we love our first lady," said Trump, noting that they even compliment the stiletto heels she wears.

"The time the news said she walked in high heels to the Texas flood, she likes to look elegant (but) she carries
sneakers" when she's out of the public eye, said Trump.

He also commented on his trip to London, saying he'd gotten criticized for having "too much fun."

Queen Elizabeth's "people" said "she hasn't had so much fun in 25 years," said Trump. "We have a great relationship and I had a
great relationship with (Prince) Charles and honestly I have a very good relationship with a lot of the foreign leaders."
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Obama DOJ Spokesperson Twists Himself In Knots Trying To Explain Why It's Fine For Democrats

To Hire Foreigners For Campaigns

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/165/158226ad-a1b3-4724-8a00-e1fe89bd9761.png

Former Obama Justice Department Spokesperson Matt Miller did his best yesterday to justify the DNC and Clinton
campaign's hiring of foreign spy Christopher Steele during the 2016 presidential election.

During an interview on MSNBC, Miller said it was perfectly legal to hire a foreigner for information, but illegal to
receive free information or "help" from a foreigner.

"It is legal under United States law for a campaign to hire a foreign individual, to hire someone, to pay them to
go out and conduct research or do other things for you. Campaigns do that from time to time. That's what the
DNC did," Miller said. "It is illegal to accept help from a foreigner."

( video in link )

https://twitter.com/LizRNC/status/1139213060583895040

Elizabeth Harrington
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 Verified account

@LizRNC

Mind-numbing spin right here

Matt Miller says it is perfectly OK for Hillary and DNC to accept disinformation on their opponent from a

foreign national as long as they hired them and paid for it

"Campaigns do that from time to time, that's what the DNC did"

Miller's comments came after President Trump said he would listen to information presented to him by a foreign
individual about a campaign opponent before potentially calling the FBI.

( video in link )

https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1138936855573999616

ABC News  Verified account

@ABC

EXCLUSIVE: Pres. Trump tells @GStephanopoulos he wouldn't necessarily alert the FBI if approached by

foreign figures with information on his 2020 opponent: "It’s not an interference. They have information. I

think I’d take it."

Apparently accepting foreign help during a campaign, paid or unpaid, is ethical only if you're a Democrat. If you're
President Trump, it's an impeachable offense.

House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy summed it up nicely:

( video in link )

https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1139281317013663746

Official Trump War Room

 Verified account

@TrumpWarRoom

“Where is the outrage there? Where is this country to make sure this never gets repeated again?”

Democrats used FALSE INFORMATION from FOREIGN SOURCES to drum up the Russia investigation.

Where is the outrage from the media?

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/06/14/obama-doj-spokesperson-its-totally-fine-to-hire-a-foreigner-like-democrats-did-
but-not-okay-for-republicans-to-receive-free-info-n2548240
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Former Obama Justice Department Spokesperson Matt Miller did his best yesterday to justify the DNC and Clinton
campaign's hiring of foreign spy Christopher Steele during the 2016 presidential election.

During an interview on MSNBC, Miller said it was perfectly legal to hire a foreigner for information, but illegal to
receive free information or "help" from a foreigner.

"It is legal under United States law for a campaign to hire a foreign individual, to hire someone, to pay them to
go out and conduct research or do other things for you. Campaigns do that from time to time. That's what the
DNC did," Miller said. "It is illegal to accept help from a foreigner."

( video in link )

https://twitter.com/LizRNC/status/1139213060583895040
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Mind-numbing spin right here

Matt Miller says it is perfectly OK for Hillary and DNC to accept disinformation on their opponent from a

foreign national as long as they hired them and paid for it

"Campaigns do that from time to time, that's what the DNC did"

Miller's comments came after President Trump said he would listen to information presented to him by a foreign
individual about a campaign opponent before potentially calling the FBI.

( video in link )
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ABC News  Verified account

@ABC

EXCLUSIVE: Pres. Trump tells @GStephanopoulos he wouldn't necessarily alert the FBI if approached by

foreign figures with information on his 2020 opponent: "It’s not an interference. They have information. I

think I’d take it."

Apparently accepting foreign help during a campaign, paid or unpaid, is ethical only if you're a Democrat. If you're
President Trump, it's an impeachable offense.

House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy summed it up nicely:

( video in link )

https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1139281317013663746

Official Trump War Room

 Verified account

@TrumpWarRoom

“Where is the outrage there? Where is this country to make sure this never gets repeated again?”

Democrats used FALSE INFORMATION from FOREIGN SOURCES to drum up the Russia investigation.

Where is the outrage from the media?
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Trump Fires Off On Demands For Kellyanne’s Removal: ‘It Doesn’t Work That Way’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Trump-Conway.jpg

For all those Kellyanne Conway haters out there who were hoping she would be fired soon, don’t hold your

breath.

President Donald Trump just delivered a clear message and it’s looking good for Conway’s job security.

“I’m not gonna fire her. I think she’s a terrific person. She’s a tremendous spokesperson,” Trump said.

Trump made the statement during an interview Friday morning on “Fox & Friends.”

Conway recently came under fire after a government watchdog group asked that she be removed from office for alleged violations
of the Hatch act. The accusations claim Conway repeatedly violated the law by making disparaging statements about political
candidates during interviews and on Twitter.

The Hatch Act prohibits specified political activity of federal employees that might appear to be political interference.

The report was distributed by the U.S. Office of Special Counsel — a group different from the federal entity Robert Mueller
oversaw.

As The Washington Times reported in May, Conway has been asked about her potential Hatch violations previously. “If you’re
trying to silence me through the Hatch Act, it’s not going to work…Let me know when the jail sentence starts,” she responded.

If you think that the pressure on Conway might cause Trump to ask Conway to change her fiery approach, think again.

Trump made it clear he wants Conway to be able to give full-throated responses to the questions she is asked.

“It looks to me like they’re trying to take away her right of free speech,” Trump said. When asked if Conway should
adjust her tactics, Trump responded, “It doesn’t work that way. A person wouldn’t be able to express themselves,
and I just don’t see it.”

“The Office of Special Counsel’s unprecedented actions against Kellyanne Conway are deeply flawed and violate her
constitutional rights to free speech and due process,” Steven Groves, a White House spokesman, said in a
statement, according to Washington Examiner.

“Others, of all political views, have objected to the OSC’s unclear and unevenly applied rules which have a chilling
effect on free speech for all federal employees. Its decisions seem to be influenced by media pressure and liberal
organizations — and perhaps OSC should be mindful of its own mandate to act in a fair, impartial, non-political
manner, and not misinterpret or weaponize the Hatch Act,” Groves said.

Henry Kerner, the source of the OSC’s recommendation, didn’t back down from his recommendation but said he would defer to the
president.

“We respect his decision and, of course, the president has any option he’d like — to reprimand or not to reprimand,”
Kerner said.

“It is up to the president’s discretion and we respect that.”

Kerner rebuffed the idea that the recommendation was based on any bias.

“I am a Trump appointee — I have no animus toward Kellyanne whatsoever,” Kerner said. “My job is to make sure
the federal workforce stay as depoliticized and as fair as possible.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trump-fires-off-demands-kellyannes-removal-doesnt-work-way/
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For all those Kellyanne Conway haters out there who were hoping she would be fired soon, don’t hold your

breath.

President Donald Trump just delivered a clear message and it’s looking good for Conway’s job security.

“I’m not gonna fire her. I think she’s a terrific person. She’s a tremendous spokesperson,” Trump said.

Trump made the statement during an interview Friday morning on “Fox & Friends.”

Conway recently came under fire after a government watchdog group asked that she be removed from office for alleged violations
of the Hatch act. The accusations claim Conway repeatedly violated the law by making disparaging statements about political
candidates during interviews and on Twitter.

The Hatch Act prohibits specified political activity of federal employees that might appear to be political interference.

The report was distributed by the U.S. Office of Special Counsel — a group different from the federal entity Robert Mueller
oversaw.

As The Washington Times reported in May, Conway has been asked about her potential Hatch violations previously. “If you’re
trying to silence me through the Hatch Act, it’s not going to work…Let me know when the jail sentence starts,” she responded.

If you think that the pressure on Conway might cause Trump to ask Conway to change her fiery approach, think again.

Trump made it clear he wants Conway to be able to give full-throated responses to the questions she is asked.

“It looks to me like they’re trying to take away her right of free speech,” Trump said. When asked if Conway should
adjust her tactics, Trump responded, “It doesn’t work that way. A person wouldn’t be able to express themselves,
and I just don’t see it.”

“The Office of Special Counsel’s unprecedented actions against Kellyanne Conway are deeply flawed and violate her
constitutional rights to free speech and due process,” Steven Groves, a White House spokesman, said in a
statement, according to Washington Examiner.

“Others, of all political views, have objected to the OSC’s unclear and unevenly applied rules which have a chilling
effect on free speech for all federal employees. Its decisions seem to be influenced by media pressure and liberal
organizations — and perhaps OSC should be mindful of its own mandate to act in a fair, impartial, non-political
manner, and not misinterpret or weaponize the Hatch Act,” Groves said.

Henry Kerner, the source of the OSC’s recommendation, didn’t back down from his recommendation but said he would defer to the
president.

“We respect his decision and, of course, the president has any option he’d like — to reprimand or not to reprimand,”
Kerner said.

“It is up to the president’s discretion and we respect that.”

Kerner rebuffed the idea that the recommendation was based on any bias.

“I am a Trump appointee — I have no animus toward Kellyanne whatsoever,” Kerner said. “My job is to make sure
the federal workforce stay as depoliticized and as fair as possible.”
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Democrats Get Torched For Tweeting Fake News On Detainment Camp For Migrant Children /

They're Misrepresenting The Truth To Attack President Trump

https://assets.rbl.ms/19598716/1200x600.jpg

Democratic lawmakers and media outlets were criticized heavily for spreading a false narrative about the

Trump administration detaining migrant children in former internment camps.

One of the offending Democrats was Democratic Senator Merkley of Oregon.

"This photo of a Japanese American internment camp represents one of the darkest chapters of our history,"
Merkley tweeted. "Yesterday it was announced Donald Trump will be reopening one of these camps to detain migrant
children."

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8491wAXkAAX266.jpg

Senator Jeff Merkley  Verified account

@SenJeffMerkley

This photo of a Japanese American internment camp represents one of the darkest chapters of our history.

Yesterday it was announced Donald Trump will be reopening one of these camps to detain migrant

children. These children belong in homes, schools, and parks—not prison camps.

"These children belong in homes, schools, and parks—not prison camps," he added. What he neglected to explain
was that Trump was not "reopening" the camp, but that it was already open, and that former President Barack
Obama had also detained migrant children there.

Rep. Mark Takano (D-Calif.) also posted the accusation without noting that Obama had already done what he was excoriating.

"It's immoral for our government to be doing this to children seeking asylum," tweeted Takano. "Internment was a
dark time in our history — we can't allow history to repeat itself."

Mark Takano  Verified account

@RepMarkTakano

Families like mine still bear scars from the suffering they underwent in Japanese internment. It’s immoral for

our government to be doing this to children seeking asylum. Internment was a dark time in our history — we

can't allow history to repeat itself.

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1138664311746961409/_NM1KR6G?format=jpg

In fact, the Time article he posted admitted as such:

Using military bases in this way is not new. In 2014, the Obama Administration placed around 7,700 migrant children on bases in
Texas, California and Oklahoma, including Fort Sill. The temporary shelters were shuttered after four months. Last year, the
government evaluated several military bases to shelter migrants, but ultimately decided not to use the facilities. Opinion writer
James Taranto noted that there had been reporting in 2014 of the Obama administration doing the same, but not the connection to
Japanese internment camps. The ACLU and Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) made similar accusations against Trump.

Critics called the tweets "dishonest and despicable," and "insensitive" to the real tragedy of past detainment at Fort Sill.

Here's a report about the Trump admin plan:

https://youtu.be/nR72WRpuV7k via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/detainment-camp-for-migrant-children
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was that Trump was not "reopening" the camp, but that it was already open, and that former President Barack
Obama had also detained migrant children there.

Rep. Mark Takano (D-Calif.) also posted the accusation without noting that Obama had already done what he was excoriating.

"It's immoral for our government to be doing this to children seeking asylum," tweeted Takano. "Internment was a
dark time in our history — we can't allow history to repeat itself."

Mark Takano  Verified account

@RepMarkTakano

Families like mine still bear scars from the suffering they underwent in Japanese internment. It’s immoral for

our government to be doing this to children seeking asylum. Internment was a dark time in our history — we

can't allow history to repeat itself.

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1138664311746961409/_NM1KR6G?format=jpg

In fact, the Time article he posted admitted as such:

Using military bases in this way is not new. In 2014, the Obama Administration placed around 7,700 migrant children on bases in
Texas, California and Oklahoma, including Fort Sill. The temporary shelters were shuttered after four months. Last year, the
government evaluated several military bases to shelter migrants, but ultimately decided not to use the facilities. Opinion writer
James Taranto noted that there had been reporting in 2014 of the Obama administration doing the same, but not the connection to
Japanese internment camps. The ACLU and Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) made similar accusations against Trump.

Critics called the tweets "dishonest and despicable," and "insensitive" to the real tragedy of past detainment at Fort Sill.

Here's a report about the Trump admin plan:

https://youtu.be/nR72WRpuV7k via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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The Trump administration is blaming Iran for attacks on two oil tankers in the Gulf of Oman.

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo leveled the accusation from the State Department briefing room on Thursday.

“It is the assessment of the United States government that the Islamic Republic of Iran is responsible for the attacks
the occurred in the Gulf of Oman today,” Pompeo said in a roughly five-minute statement.

“This assessment is based on intelligence, the weapons used and the level of expertise needed the operation, recent
similar Iranian attacks on shipping and the fact that no proxy group operating in the area has the resources and
proficiency to act with such a high degree of sophistication,” he added.

Pompeo did not go into further detail on what evidence the United States has against Iran, and he did not take questions after the
statement.

He said he has told acting U.S. ambassador to the U.N. Jonathan Cohen to raise the incident at Thursday afternoon’s U.N.
Security Council meeting.

“The United States will defend its forces, interests and stand with our partners and allies to safeguard global
commerce and regional stability,” Pompeo said.

The Norwegian-owned MT Front Altair and the Japanese-owned Kokuka Courageous were reported attacked Thursday morning in
the Gulf of Oman about 25 miles off the southern coast of Iran.

U.S. Central Command said the U.S. Navy received two distress calls, one at 6:12 a.m. local time and a second 7 a.m.

The USS Bainbridge guided missile destroyer was operating in the area and responded, Central Command said. Twenty-one
mariners from the Kokuka Courageous are now on the Bainbridge, it added.

The attack comes weeks after alleged sabotage attacks against four oil tankers off the coast of the United Arab Emirates. The
United States similarly blamed those attacks on Iran, pointing to limpet mines that officials said were Iranian.

“On April 22, Iran promised the world it would interrupt the flow of oil through the Strait of Hormuz. It is now working
to execute on that promise,” Pompeo said Thursday.

Iran has frequently threatened to close the Strait of Hormuz, through which about a third of all oil traded by sea passes, but has
not in the past acted.

Thursday’s attack occurred during a visit to Iran by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe seeking to mediate over the Iran nuclear
deal.

Citing Abe’s visit, Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif called the attacks “suspicious.”

“Reported attacks on Japan-related tankers occurred while PM @AbeShinzo was meeting with Ayatollah
@khamenei_ir for extensive and friendly talks,” Zarif tweeted. “Suspicious doesn't begin to describe what likely
transpired this morning.”

Pompeo accused Iran of “insulting” Japan with the attack on the Japanese-owned tanker.

Shortly before Pompeo began his remarks, President Trump tweeted that while he “very much appreciate[s] P.M. Abe going to Iran
to meet with Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, I personally feel that it is too soon to even think about making a deal.”

“They are not ready, and neither are we!” Trump added.

Last month, the Trump administration warned of unspecified “troubling and escalatory indications and warnings” coming from Iran
and deployed a carrier strike group and bomber task force to the region in response.

The administration is pointing to the tanker attacks, as well as a rocket attack last month that landed near the U.S. Embassy in
Baghdad, as evidence that the warning was correct.

Pompeo also for the first time Thursday publicly confirmed reports that the signs in early May included the Iran Revolution Guard
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Pompeo also for the first time Thursday publicly confirmed reports that the signs in early May included the Iran Revolution Guard
Corp deploying small boats known a dhows capable of launching missiles.

“Taken as a whole, these unprovoked attacks present a clear threat to the international peace and security, a blatant
assault of the freedom of navigation and an unacceptable campaign of escalating tension by Iran,” Pompeo said.
“Iran is lashing out because the regime wants our successful maximum pressure campaign lifted.”

Trump’s critics have accused the administration of itself escalating tension with Iran. In addition to withdrawing from the nuclear
deal last week, the administration has ramped up sanctions and designated Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps a terrorist
organization.

Critics also fear the administration’s rhetoric and actions are a precipitation to war with Iran, accusing officials are inflating
intelligence in echoes of the lead up to the Iraq War.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/policy/defense/448421-pompeo-blames-iran-for-attack-on-oil-tankers
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“The United States will defend its forces, interests and stand with our partners and allies to safeguard global
commerce and regional stability,” Pompeo said.
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the Gulf of Oman about 25 miles off the southern coast of Iran.

U.S. Central Command said the U.S. Navy received two distress calls, one at 6:12 a.m. local time and a second 7 a.m.

The USS Bainbridge guided missile destroyer was operating in the area and responded, Central Command said. Twenty-one
mariners from the Kokuka Courageous are now on the Bainbridge, it added.

The attack comes weeks after alleged sabotage attacks against four oil tankers off the coast of the United Arab Emirates. The
United States similarly blamed those attacks on Iran, pointing to limpet mines that officials said were Iranian.

“On April 22, Iran promised the world it would interrupt the flow of oil through the Strait of Hormuz. It is now working
to execute on that promise,” Pompeo said Thursday.

Iran has frequently threatened to close the Strait of Hormuz, through which about a third of all oil traded by sea passes, but has
not in the past acted.

Thursday’s attack occurred during a visit to Iran by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe seeking to mediate over the Iran nuclear
deal.

Citing Abe’s visit, Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif called the attacks “suspicious.”
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Citing Abe’s visit, Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif called the attacks “suspicious.”

“Reported attacks on Japan-related tankers occurred while PM @AbeShinzo was meeting with Ayatollah
@khamenei_ir for extensive and friendly talks,” Zarif tweeted. “Suspicious doesn't begin to describe what likely
transpired this morning.”

Pompeo accused Iran of “insulting” Japan with the attack on the Japanese-owned tanker.

Shortly before Pompeo began his remarks, President Trump tweeted that while he “very much appreciate[s] P.M. Abe going to Iran
to meet with Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, I personally feel that it is too soon to even think about making a deal.”

“They are not ready, and neither are we!” Trump added.

Last month, the Trump administration warned of unspecified “troubling and escalatory indications and warnings” coming from Iran
and deployed a carrier strike group and bomber task force to the region in response.

The administration is pointing to the tanker attacks, as well as a rocket attack last month that landed near the U.S. Embassy in
Baghdad, as evidence that the warning was correct.

Pompeo also for the first time Thursday publicly confirmed reports that the signs in early May included the Iran Revolution Guard
Corp deploying small boats known a dhows capable of launching missiles.

“Taken as a whole, these unprovoked attacks present a clear threat to the international peace and security, a blatant
assault of the freedom of navigation and an unacceptable campaign of escalating tension by Iran,” Pompeo said.
“Iran is lashing out because the regime wants our successful maximum pressure campaign lifted.”

Trump’s critics have accused the administration of itself escalating tension with Iran. In addition to withdrawing from the nuclear
deal last week, the administration has ramped up sanctions and designated Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps a terrorist
organization.

Critics also fear the administration’s rhetoric and actions are a precipitation to war with Iran, accusing officials are inflating
intelligence in echoes of the lead up to the Iraq War.
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The volatile Middle East region is once again on edge.

One oil tanker was left in flames and another was badly damaged on Thursday, and fingers are pointing squarely at the rogue state
of Iran.

Dramatic footage from the Gulf of Oman, an area vital to global shipping, showed the tanker Front Altair billowing smoke after an
apparent naval attack.

Reuters reported that another vessel, the Kokuka Courageous, was also attacked, sparking fears of an escalating conflict that
could impact the world.

But while the United States scrambles to confirm its suspicions that Iran is behind both strikes, history provides a hint about what
could happen next.

Over 30 years ago, the U.S. Navy retaliated against Iran’s forces for a very similar provocation … and the level of devastation it
delivered to that country’s navy should be a warning for today.

https://youtu.be/fHwLA4XFbno via @YouTube

Operation Praying Mantis has been largely forgotten now, but it was a major turning point in the triangle of

American, Iranian and Iraqi policies during the tail end of the Reagan presidency.
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In 1988, Iranian sea mines badly damaged a U.S. vessel that was protecting area oil tankers.

America struck back, leaving half of Iran’s fleet in ruins and effectively crippling its naval capabilities.

“Watchstanders aboard USS Samuel B. Roberts (FFG 58), Northeast of Qatar, sighted three mines floating
approximately one-half mile from the ship,” the U.S. Navy explained about the triggering incident.

“Twenty minutes after the first sighting, as Samuel B. Roberts was backing clear of the minefield, it struck a
submerged mine,” the Navy continued.

“The blast injured 10 Sailors and tore a 21-foot hole in the hull, nearly ripping the warship in half. Quick and
determined actions by the crew, who worked for seven hours to stabilize the ship, kept the vessel from sinking.”

American officials immediately began formulating a response.

They came up with two targets: Large oil platforms used by Iran to launch attacks against civilian merchant ships in the area.

Operation Praying Mantis began, but Iran decided to counter-attack the U.S. forces.

It would be a costly mistake.

https://youtu.be/RYDnlEdukEk via @YouTube

The first Iranian vessel to be sunk was the frigate Sahand, which took Harpoon missile hits and laser-

guided bomb strikes before plummeting to the bottom of the ocean.

Another Iranian frigate was disabled too, while enemy patrol boats and speed boats were also hit.

“By the end of the operation, U.S. air and surface units had sunk, or severely damaged, half of Iran’s operational
fleet,” the U.S. Navy reported.

The U.S. suffered minimal casualties, though two U.S. Marines tragically died in a helicopter crash.

“This particular exercise, in my view, finished the Iranian Navy in the Arabian Gulf,” said Vice Adm. (Ret.) James B.
Perkins III, the officer who commanded a Surface Action Group during the operation.

Could that same level of devastating response be awaiting Iran’s navy today if they continue to attack civilian vessels?

You’d better believe that the option is on the table.

The two latest tankers to be struck in the Gulf of Oman aren’t alone. An additional four tankers were also attacked last month, with
Iran likely behind the action, according to CBS News.

International patience for Iran, even from other Middle Eastern countries, is wearing thin, making an

international agreement on a tough response possible.

We’ll know much more soon, but if history is any guide, the odds of Iran walking away unscathed are growing ever more slim.

( LINK BELOW )
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apparent naval attack.

Reuters reported that another vessel, the Kokuka Courageous, was also attacked, sparking fears of an escalating conflict that
could impact the world.

But while the United States scrambles to confirm its suspicions that Iran is behind both strikes, history provides a hint about what
could happen next.

Over 30 years ago, the U.S. Navy retaliated against Iran’s forces for a very similar provocation … and the level of devastation it
delivered to that country’s navy should be a warning for today.

https://youtu.be/fHwLA4XFbno via @YouTube

Operation Praying Mantis has been largely forgotten now, but it was a major turning point in the triangle of

American, Iranian and Iraqi policies during the tail end of the Reagan presidency.

In 1988, Iranian sea mines badly damaged a U.S. vessel that was protecting area oil tankers.

America struck back, leaving half of Iran’s fleet in ruins and effectively crippling its naval capabilities.

“Watchstanders aboard USS Samuel B. Roberts (FFG 58), Northeast of Qatar, sighted three mines floating
approximately one-half mile from the ship,” the U.S. Navy explained about the triggering incident.

“Twenty minutes after the first sighting, as Samuel B. Roberts was backing clear of the minefield, it struck a
submerged mine,” the Navy continued.

“The blast injured 10 Sailors and tore a 21-foot hole in the hull, nearly ripping the warship in half. Quick and
determined actions by the crew, who worked for seven hours to stabilize the ship, kept the vessel from sinking.”

American officials immediately began formulating a response.

They came up with two targets: Large oil platforms used by Iran to launch attacks against civilian merchant ships in the area.

Operation Praying Mantis began, but Iran decided to counter-attack the U.S. forces.

It would be a costly mistake.

https://youtu.be/RYDnlEdukEk via @YouTube

The first Iranian vessel to be sunk was the frigate Sahand, which took Harpoon missile hits and laser-

guided bomb strikes before plummeting to the bottom of the ocean.

Another Iranian frigate was disabled too, while enemy patrol boats and speed boats were also hit.

“By the end of the operation, U.S. air and surface units had sunk, or severely damaged, half of Iran’s operational
fleet,” the U.S. Navy reported.

The U.S. suffered minimal casualties, though two U.S. Marines tragically died in a helicopter crash.

“This particular exercise, in my view, finished the Iranian Navy in the Arabian Gulf,” said Vice Adm. (Ret.) James B.
Perkins III, the officer who commanded a Surface Action Group during the operation.

Could that same level of devastating response be awaiting Iran’s navy today if they continue to attack civilian vessels?

You’d better believe that the option is on the table.

The two latest tankers to be struck in the Gulf of Oman aren’t alone. An additional four tankers were also attacked last month, with
Iran likely behind the action, according to CBS News.

International patience for Iran, even from other Middle Eastern countries, is wearing thin, making an

international agreement on a tough response possible.

We’ll know much more soon, but if history is any guide, the odds of Iran walking away unscathed are growing ever more slim.
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It sure is nice having a President like Donald Trump that keeps America in touch with what is actually happening and how he feels
about what is happening daily

Trump Tweets The Truth Again Like He Usually Does

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

The Dems fight us at every turn - in the meantime they are accomplishing nothing for the people! They have

gone absolutely “Loco,” or Unhinged, as they like to say!

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Michael Avenatti Implicated In Scheme To Extort Millions From Paraplegic

https://freedomoutpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/shutterstock_1070703860-1200x630.jpg

As with any commonly held profession, lawyers, attorneys, and other litigious liaisons hold a certain stereotype in American
society...albeit it not a pleasant one.

For many, the thought of hiring a lawyer, (or facing one), sends a certain twinge of disgust to the cerebellum. We begin to envision
someone whose sole purpose in this world is to use their education to talk someone else out of their hard earned money.
Furthermore, the widely-held idea that the most expensive lawyer tends to win more cases than they lose puts the average
American in a state of discomfort when approaching what should be considered a fair and just legal system.

Michael Avenatti, the "creepy porn lawyer", as Tucker Carlson called him, has done very little during his career to assuage those
stereotypes. Avenatti is famous for representing adult film actress Stormy Daniels during her publicity stunt lawsuit against
President Trump - a move that helped her sell out nearly all of the dates on her "Make America Horny Again Tour".

Trending: At Least 1 Of 2 Former GOP Senators Found Shot To Death Alleged To Have Been Closing In On Child Trafficking In
Arkansas State Government

Avenatti has since fallen even further from grace, however, having been charged in a number of high dollar extortion schemes.

Now, to top it all off, he is being accused of stealing money from a client of his who happens to be paraplegic.

Michael Avenatti, the lawyer who represented porn star Stormy Daniels in lawsuits against U.S. President Donald Trump, has been
sued by a paraplegic former client who accused him of siphoning away a $4 million settlement he had won.

Geoffrey Johnson is seeking at least $9.5 million, plus punitive damages, from Avenatti and several former colleagues in a
complaint filed with the Orange County Superior Court in California.

“He engaged in a four-year cover-up,” Johnson’s lawyer Daniel Callahan said at a press conference on Thursday,
referring to Avenatti. “Mr. Avenatti has acted so despicably, it’s beyond words.”Avenatti rejected the allegations. “Mr.
Johnson’s claims are categorically false and frivolous, and his case will be thrown out of court,” Avenatti said in an
email.

Combined with his pending cases involving sneaker giant Nike, there is a chance that Michael Avenatti will be going away for a
very long time.

( LINK BELOW )
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Michael Avenatti Implicated In Scheme To Extort Millions From Paraplegic
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As with any commonly held profession, lawyers, attorneys, and other litigious liaisons hold a certain stereotype in American
society...albeit it not a pleasant one.

For many, the thought of hiring a lawyer, (or facing one), sends a certain twinge of disgust to the cerebellum. We begin to envision
someone whose sole purpose in this world is to use their education to talk someone else out of their hard earned money.
Furthermore, the widely-held idea that the most expensive lawyer tends to win more cases than they lose puts the average
American in a state of discomfort when approaching what should be considered a fair and just legal system.

Michael Avenatti, the "creepy porn lawyer", as Tucker Carlson called him, has done very little during his career to assuage those
stereotypes. Avenatti is famous for representing adult film actress Stormy Daniels during her publicity stunt lawsuit against
President Trump - a move that helped her sell out nearly all of the dates on her "Make America Horny Again Tour".

Trending: At Least 1 Of 2 Former GOP Senators Found Shot To Death Alleged To Have Been Closing In On Child Trafficking In
Arkansas State Government

Avenatti has since fallen even further from grace, however, having been charged in a number of high dollar extortion schemes.

Now, to top it all off, he is being accused of stealing money from a client of his who happens to be paraplegic.

Michael Avenatti, the lawyer who represented porn star Stormy Daniels in lawsuits against U.S. President Donald Trump, has been
sued by a paraplegic former client who accused him of siphoning away a $4 million settlement he had won.

Geoffrey Johnson is seeking at least $9.5 million, plus punitive damages, from Avenatti and several former colleagues in a
complaint filed with the Orange County Superior Court in California.

“He engaged in a four-year cover-up,” Johnson’s lawyer Daniel Callahan said at a press conference on Thursday,
referring to Avenatti. “Mr. Avenatti has acted so despicably, it’s beyond words.”Avenatti rejected the allegations. “Mr.
Johnson’s claims are categorically false and frivolous, and his case will be thrown out of court,” Avenatti said in an
email.

Combined with his pending cases involving sneaker giant Nike, there is a chance that Michael Avenatti will be going away for a
very long time.

( LINK BELOW )
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PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE

WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS

https://www.motherjones.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/blog_stephanopoulos_trump.jpg

IN 5 SIMPLE TWEETS PRESIDENT TRUMP EXPLAINS HIS ANSWER TO STEPHANOPOULOS QUESTION ON IF A
FOREIGN STATE HAD OFFERED DIRT ON TRUMP'S 2020 OPPONENT

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

1.

I meet and talk to “foreign governments” every day. I just met with the Queen of England (U.K.), the Prince of

Wales, the P.M. of the United Kingdom, the P.M. of Ireland, the President of France and the President of

Poland. We talked about “Everything!” Should I immediately....

2.

....call the FBI about these calls and meetings? How ridiculous! I would never be trusted again. With that

being said, my full answer is rarely played by the Fake News Media. They purposely leave out the part that

matters.

3.

When Senator @MarkWarnerVA spoke at length, and in great detail, about extremely negative information

on me, with a talented entertainer purporting to be a Russian Operative, did he immediately call the FBI?

NO, in fact he didn’t even tell the Senate Intelligence Committee of....

4.

....which he is a member. When @RepAdamSchiff took calls from another person, also very successfully

purporting to be a Russian Operative, did he call the FBI, or even think to call the FBI? NO! The fact is that

the phony Witch Hunt is a giant scam where Democrats,...

5.

....and other really bad people, SPIED ON MY CAMPAIGN! They even had an “insurance policy” just in

case Crooked Hillary Clinton and the Democrats lost their race for the Presidency! This is the biggest &

worst political scandal in the history of the United States of America. Sad!

SO THE DEMOCRAT'S CAN CRY ALL THEY WANT, BECAUSE THEY KNOW IT IS EXACTLY WHAT HILLARY CLINTON DID
TO TRUMP WITH THE FAKE RUSSIAN DOSSIER IN THE 2016 ELECTION. HILLARY CLINTON'S ACTIONS ARE THE
REASON THERE WAS A RUSSIAN COLLUSION INVESTIGATION IN THE FIRST PLACE. PRESIDENT TRUMP KNOWS
EXACTLY WHAT HE IS DOING AND WHERE HE'S LEADING THE LIBERAL'S AND THE PRESS TOO, BECAUSE OUR
PRESIDENT IS A STABLE GENIUS AND HE ONLY KNOWS HOW TO WIN, SO TRUST ME PATRIOT'S , DONALD TRUMP
WILL COME OUT THE WINNER WHEN ALL OF THIS IS SAID AND DONE AND HIS ENEMIES WILL BE PROSECUTED AND
PUT TO SHAME EXACTLY HOW THEY SHOULD BE FOR THE TREASONOUS AND SEDITIOUS CRIMES THEY HAVE
COMMITTED

WWG1WGA

( LINKS BELOW )
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https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1139164973286985730/

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1139164977271595010/
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PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE

WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS

https://www.motherjones.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/blog_stephanopoulos_trump.jpg

IN 5 SIMPLE TWEETS PRESIDENT TRUMP EXPLAINS HIS ANSWER TO STEPHANOPOULOS QUESTION ON IF A
FOREIGN STATE HAD OFFERED DIRT ON TRUMP'S 2020 OPPONENT

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

1.

I meet and talk to “foreign governments” every day. I just met with the Queen of England (U.K.), the Prince of

Wales, the P.M. of the United Kingdom, the P.M. of Ireland, the President of France and the President of

Poland. We talked about “Everything!” Should I immediately....

2.

....call the FBI about these calls and meetings? How ridiculous! I would never be trusted again. With that

being said, my full answer is rarely played by the Fake News Media. They purposely leave out the part that

matters.

3.

When Senator @MarkWarnerVA spoke at length, and in great detail, about extremely negative information

on me, with a talented entertainer purporting to be a Russian Operative, did he immediately call the FBI?

NO, in fact he didn’t even tell the Senate Intelligence Committee of....

4.

....which he is a member. When @RepAdamSchiff took calls from another person, also very successfully

purporting to be a Russian Operative, did he call the FBI, or even think to call the FBI? NO! The fact is that

the phony Witch Hunt is a giant scam where Democrats,...

5.

....and other really bad people, SPIED ON MY CAMPAIGN! They even had an “insurance policy” just in

case Crooked Hillary Clinton and the Democrats lost their race for the Presidency! This is the biggest &

worst political scandal in the history of the United States of America. Sad!

SO THE DEMOCRAT'S CAN CRY ALL THEY WANT, BECAUSE THEY KNOW IT IS EXACTLY WHAT HILLARY CLINTON DID
TO TRUMP WITH THE FAKE RUSSIAN DOSSIER IN THE 2016 ELECTION. HILLARY CLINTON'S ACTIONS ARE THE
REASON THERE WAS A RUSSIAN COLLUSION INVESTIGATION IN THE FIRST PLACE. PRESIDENT TRUMP KNOWS
EXACTLY WHAT HE IS DOING AND WHERE HE'S LEADING THE LIBERAL'S AND THE PRESS TOO, BECAUSE OUR
PRESIDENT IS A STABLE GENIUS AND HE ONLY KNOWS HOW TO WIN, SO TRUST ME PATRIOT'S , DONALD TRUMP
WILL COME OUT THE WINNER WHEN ALL OF THIS IS SAID AND DONE AND HIS ENEMIES WILL BE PROSECUTED AND
PUT TO SHAME EXACTLY HOW THEY SHOULD BE FOR THE TREASONOUS AND SEDITIOUS CRIMES THEY HAVE
COMMITTED

WWG1WGA
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PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE

WOULD LISTEN TO FOREIGNERS OFFERED DIRT ON AN OPPONENTS

https://www.motherjones.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/blog_stephanopoulos_trump.jpg

IN 5 SIMPLE TWEETS PRESIDENT TRUMP EXPLAINS HIS ANSWER TO STEPHANOPOULOS QUESTION ON IF A
FOREIGN STATE HAD OFFERED DIRT ON TRUMP'S 2020 OPPONENT

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

1.

I meet and talk to “foreign governments” every day. I just met with the Queen of England (U.K.), the Prince of

Wales, the P.M. of the United Kingdom, the P.M. of Ireland, the President of France and the President of

Poland. We talked about “Everything!” Should I immediately....

2.

....call the FBI about these calls and meetings? How ridiculous! I would never be trusted again. With that

being said, my full answer is rarely played by the Fake News Media. They purposely leave out the part that

matters.

3.

When Senator @MarkWarnerVA spoke at length, and in great detail, about extremely negative information

on me, with a talented entertainer purporting to be a Russian Operative, did he immediately call the FBI?

NO, in fact he didn’t even tell the Senate Intelligence Committee of....

4.

....which he is a member. When @RepAdamSchiff took calls from another person, also very successfully

purporting to be a Russian Operative, did he call the FBI, or even think to call the FBI? NO! The fact is that

the phony Witch Hunt is a giant scam where Democrats,...

5.

....and other really bad people, SPIED ON MY CAMPAIGN! They even had an “insurance policy” just in

case Crooked Hillary Clinton and the Democrats lost their race for the Presidency! This is the biggest &

worst political scandal in the history of the United States of America. Sad!

SO THE DEMOCRAT'S CAN CRY ALL THEY WANT, BECAUSE THEY KNOW IT IS EXACTLY WHAT HILLARY CLINTON DID
TO TRUMP WITH THE FAKE RUSSIAN DOSSIER IN THE 2016 ELECTION. HILLARY CLINTON'S ACTIONS ARE THE
REASON THERE WAS A RUSSIAN COLLUSION INVESTIGATION IN THE FIRST PLACE. PRESIDENT TRUMP KNOWS
EXACTLY WHAT HE IS DOING AND WHERE HE'S LEADING THE LIBERAL'S AND THE PRESS TOO, BECAUSE OUR
PRESIDENT IS A STABLE GENIUS AND HE ONLY KNOWS HOW TO WIN, SO TRUST ME PATRIOT'S , DONALD TRUMP
WILL COME OUT THE WINNER WHEN ALL OF THIS IS SAID AND DONE AND HIS ENEMIES WILL BE PROSECUTED AND
PUT TO SHAME EXACTLY HOW THEY SHOULD BE FOR THE TREASONOUS AND SEDITIOUS CRIMES THEY HAVE
COMMITTED

WWG1WGA
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https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1139164977271595010
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PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE

WOULD LISTEN TO FOREIGNERS OFFERED DIRT ON AN OPPONENTS

https://www.motherjones.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/blog_stephanopoulos_trump.jpg

IN 5 SIMPLE TWEETS PRESIDENT TRUMP EXPLAINS HIS ANSWER TO STEPHANOPOULOS QUESTION ON IF A
FOREIGN STATE HAD OFFERED DIRT ON TRUMP'S 2020 OPPONENT

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

1.

I meet and talk to “foreign governments” every day. I just met with the Queen of England (U.K.), the Prince of

Wales, the P.M. of the United Kingdom, the P.M. of Ireland, the President of France and the President of

Poland. We talked about “Everything!” Should I immediately....

2.

....call the FBI about these calls and meetings? How ridiculous! I would never be trusted again. With that

being said, my full answer is rarely played by the Fake News Media. They purposely leave out the part that

matters.

3.

When Senator @MarkWarnerVA spoke at length, and in great detail, about extremely negative information

on me, with a talented entertainer purporting to be a Russian Operative, did he immediately call the FBI?

NO, in fact he didn’t even tell the Senate Intelligence Committee of....

4.

....which he is a member. When @RepAdamSchiff took calls from another person, also very successfully

purporting to be a Russian Operative, did he call the FBI, or even think to call the FBI? NO! The fact is that

the phony Witch Hunt is a giant scam where Democrats,...

5.

....and other really bad people, SPIED ON MY CAMPAIGN! They even had an “insurance policy” just in

case Crooked Hillary Clinton and the Democrats lost their race for the Presidency! This is the biggest &

worst political scandal in the history of the United States of America. Sad!

SO THE DEMOCRAT'S CAN CRY ALL THEY WANT, BECAUSE THEY KNOW IT IS EXACTLY WHAT HILLARY CLINTON DID
TO TRUMP WITH THE FAKE RUSSIAN DOSSIER IN THE 2016 ELECTION. HILLARY CLINTON'S ACTIONS ARE THE
REASON THERE WAS A RUSSIAN COLLUSION INVESTIGATION IN THE FIRST PLACE. PRESIDENT TRUMP KNOWS
EXACTLY WHAT HE IS DOING AND WHERE HE'S LEADING THE LIBERAL'S AND THE PRESS TOO, BECAUSE OUR
PRESIDENT IS A STABLE GENIUS AND HE ONLY KNOWS HOW TO WIN, SO TRUST ME PATRIOT'S , DONALD TRUMP
WILL COME OUT THE WINNER WHEN ALL OF THIS IS SAID AND DONE AND HIS ENEMIES WILL BE PROSECUTED AND
PUT TO SHAME EXACTLY HOW THEY SHOULD BE FOR THE TREASONOUS AND SEDITIOUS CRIMES THEY HAVE
COMMITTED

WWG1WGA
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https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1139164973286985730
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YouTube Removes Video of Pinterest Insider Exposing Pro-Life Censorship: Report

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Untitled-design-2019-06-13T105449.575.jpg

The latest update in the saga of Pinterest’s censorship of pro-life content may be the most disturbing.

A little background may be helpful.

An employee insider from Pinterest recently came forward and revealed how the social media company was actively
banning pro-life site, LiveAction.org, by placing the site on porn block lists. This action made it so users could not create
“pins” if the source link was on the LiveAction.org domain.

The insider spoke with James O’Keefe of Project Veritas in an expose video that revealed the techniques, documentation,
conversations, block terms and technology behind Pinterest’s actions. I watched the video. It was compelling and thorough.

Pinterest responded by removing Live Action from the block list.

But then, Pinterest almost immediately reversed course and permanently suspended Live Action’s account.

Then a Pinterest spokesman responded with a statement that didn’t explain anything and wasn’t helpful in the least.

But the most recent chapter involves another player — one that is no stranger to bias.

YouTube, the Google-owned captain of censorship, sketchy demonetization and deplatforming, was apparently upset that it
had gone four hours without taking action against a conservative cause or personality.

According to a report from Project Veritas, YouTube actually removed the investigative video. As in, YouTube eliminated it
completely. Gone. Not just suppressed or demonetized, the smoking gun video has vanished.

https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1138942670439690242

( video was removed by YouTube )

James O'Keefe 

@JamesOKeefeIII

@JamesOKeefeIII

Tech giants retaliating against insider who leaked docs showing censorship of christian and pro-life

material. They have REMOVED our investigative insider report. @YouTube now fighting bullet-proof

journalism by deleting it. Video still on our website:

I have reached out to YouTube for comment regarding the removal of the video and have yet to get a response.

The insider, now revealed as now-former Pinterest employee Eric Cochran, exposed much more than pro-life bias at the 300
million-user Pinterest.

“In addition to removing content it wants to censor, Pinterest also ‘hides’ materials from users on their home screens
and search results,” Cochran told Project Veritas.

“There is also ‘silent removing,’ which means the content is removed but there is no notice to the account who
posted the material that it was removed.”

Eric Cochran

@Eric_Cochran

*We need more insiders to come forward and expose #BigTech. I hope my story inspires and encourages.

While I lost my @Pinterest job, I am more determined than ever to abolish abortion and promote

transparency.

If you'd like to help, I have a GoFundMe*
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Pinterest Censorship Whistleblower FIRED

Cochran believes it is important for people to know the truth about the sites they are using.

“I think when public policies don’t match with how social media companies are actually implementing them, people
have a right to know, people have a right to that transparency,” Cochran said.

“And the thing is, one person can make all the difference… One person can bring transparency to big tech.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D86R16tWwAIW5Ls.png

Project Veritas  Verified account

@Project_Veritas

Pinterest insider on @TuckerCarlson: "And pro-lifers who exist within Big Tech companies — there’s a lot

of us. They need to come to Project Veritas and they need to expose what’s going on."

The tips are coming in...

More insiders can tell their stories

And he is absolutely right.

Until more insiders like Cochran come forward, darkness and lack of transparency will shield big tech from rigorous scrutiny.

( LINK BELOW )
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The latest update in the saga of Pinterest’s censorship of pro-life content may be the most disturbing.

A little background may be helpful.

An employee insider from Pinterest recently came forward and revealed how the social media company was actively
banning pro-life site, LiveAction.org, by placing the site on porn block lists. This action made it so users could not create
“pins” if the source link was on the LiveAction.org domain.

The insider spoke with James O’Keefe of Project Veritas in an expose video that revealed the techniques, documentation,
conversations, block terms and technology behind Pinterest’s actions. I watched the video. It was compelling and thorough.

Pinterest responded by removing Live Action from the block list.

But then, Pinterest almost immediately reversed course and permanently suspended Live Action’s account.

Then a Pinterest spokesman responded with a statement that didn’t explain anything and wasn’t helpful in the least.

But the most recent chapter involves another player — one that is no stranger to bias.

YouTube, the Google-owned captain of censorship, sketchy demonetization and deplatforming, was apparently upset that it
had gone four hours without taking action against a conservative cause or personality.

According to a report from Project Veritas, YouTube actually removed the investigative video. As in, YouTube eliminated it
completely. Gone. Not just suppressed or demonetized, the smoking gun video has vanished.

https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1138942670439690242

( video was removed by YouTube )

James O'Keefe 
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@JamesOKeefeIII

@JamesOKeefeIII

Tech giants retaliating against insider who leaked docs showing censorship of christian and pro-life

material. They have REMOVED our investigative insider report. @YouTube now fighting bullet-proof

journalism by deleting it. Video still on our website:

I have reached out to YouTube for comment regarding the removal of the video and have yet to get a response.

The insider, now revealed as now-former Pinterest employee Eric Cochran, exposed much more than pro-life bias at the 300
million-user Pinterest.

“In addition to removing content it wants to censor, Pinterest also ‘hides’ materials from users on their home screens
and search results,” Cochran told Project Veritas.

“There is also ‘silent removing,’ which means the content is removed but there is no notice to the account who
posted the material that it was removed.”

Eric Cochran

@Eric_Cochran

*We need more insiders to come forward and expose #BigTech. I hope my story inspires and encourages.

While I lost my @Pinterest job, I am more determined than ever to abolish abortion and promote

transparency.

If you'd like to help, I have a GoFundMe*

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1138933572902051840/Ux7y5P6q?format=jpg&name=600x314

Pinterest Censorship Whistleblower FIRED

Cochran believes it is important for people to know the truth about the sites they are using.

“I think when public policies don’t match with how social media companies are actually implementing them, people
have a right to know, people have a right to that transparency,” Cochran said.

“And the thing is, one person can make all the difference… One person can bring transparency to big tech.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D86R16tWwAIW5Ls.png

Project Veritas  Verified account

@Project_Veritas

Pinterest insider on @TuckerCarlson: "And pro-lifers who exist within Big Tech companies — there’s a lot

of us. They need to come to Project Veritas and they need to expose what’s going on."

The tips are coming in...

More insiders can tell their stories

And he is absolutely right.

Until more insiders like Cochran come forward, darkness and lack of transparency will shield big tech from rigorous scrutiny.
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WATCH: Anti-Trump Journalist ‘Dr. Pizza’ Arrested For Child Sex Crimes

There is a shocking report out of the Southern District of New York, where a prominent journalist in the tech industry has been
taken into federal custody for crimes against children.

One America’s Jack Posobiec breaks down the charges against Peter Bright.

https://youtu.be/BN2XCPOaBTc via @YouTube
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Nearly 1.7K Alleged Child Predators Arrested In Nationwide Operation

A nationwide crackdown on online child sex offenders has led to thousands of arrests. On Tuesday, the Department of Justice
announced the two-month initiative, which successfully brought nearly 1,700 alleged abusers into custody during the months of
April and May.

The Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) task forces reportedly initiated the sting, known as Operation Broken Heart, which
investigated over 18,000 complaints of internet-related abuse. Those arrested are suspected of producing or possessing child
pornography, engaging in child sex trafficking, enticing minors online for sexual purposes or traveling across state lines to sexually
abuse children. The ICAC task forces identified over 300 potential offenders and nearly 360 minors who suffered from child
exploitation.

https://d2pggiv3o55wnc.cloudfront.net/oann/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/doj.jpg

The task forces, located in all 50 states, is comprised of over 45,000 law enforcement officers, prosecutors and other
professionals trained on techniques to investigate and prosecute ICAC-related cases.

“Law enforcements have come together as you can see, all these different agencies and all these different
departments that have come together to tackle one issue, and that’s to prevent people from preying on our kids,”
stated Constable Alan Rosen of the Houston Police Department.

Officials have urged parents and the public to keep an eye out for potential child exploitation.

“The suspects that do this look like you and I,” said Houston Police Chief Art Acevedo. “They can be your neighbor,
your preacher, a person of the faith — please report any crime.”

According to the Department of Justice, the ICAC is responsible for nearly 100,000 arrests since the program was created in 1998.

( LINK BELOW )
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Nearly 1.7K Alleged Child Predators Arrested In Nationwide Operation

A nationwide crackdown on online child sex offenders has led to thousands of arrests. On Tuesday, the Department of Justice
announced the two-month initiative, which successfully brought nearly 1,700 alleged abusers into custody during the months of
April and May.

The Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) task forces reportedly initiated the sting, known as Operation Broken Heart, which
investigated over 18,000 complaints of internet-related abuse. Those arrested are suspected of producing or possessing child
pornography, engaging in child sex trafficking, enticing minors online for sexual purposes or traveling across state lines to sexually
abuse children. The ICAC task forces identified over 300 potential offenders and nearly 360 minors who suffered from child
exploitation.

https://d2pggiv3o55wnc.cloudfront.net/oann/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/doj.jpg

The task forces, located in all 50 states, is comprised of over 45,000 law enforcement officers, prosecutors and other
professionals trained on techniques to investigate and prosecute ICAC-related cases.

“Law enforcements have come together as you can see, all these different agencies and all these different
departments that have come together to tackle one issue, and that’s to prevent people from preying on our kids,”
stated Constable Alan Rosen of the Houston Police Department.

Officials have urged parents and the public to keep an eye out for potential child exploitation.

“The suspects that do this look like you and I,” said Houston Police Chief Art Acevedo. “They can be your neighbor,
your preacher, a person of the faith — please report any crime.”

According to the Department of Justice, the ICAC is responsible for nearly 100,000 arrests since the program was created in 1998.
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Florida Chick-fil-A Franchise Owner Arrested For Child Molestation
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A Florida Chick-fil-A franchise owner was arrested Wednesday on two counts of lewd and lascivious molestation of a 15-year-old,
the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office said.

Heather Matuszek, 32, was the alleged victim’s youth leader at Clearwater Community Church in Pinellas County in 2014 and 2015
when the incidents allegedly took place, The Tampa Bay Times reported.

The alleged victim, who is now 19, told deputies Matuszek touched her inappropriately two times, the report said. She reported the
allegations last March.

The investigation is ongoing and the sheriff’s office says they believe there could be more victims. The alleged victim also said
there were more inappropriate incidents with Matuszek outside of the county.

Matuszek posted her $40,000 bail Wednesday night, according to The Times.
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Florida Chick-fil-A Franchise Owner Arrested For Child Molestation

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/matuszek.png

A Florida Chick-fil-A franchise owner was arrested Wednesday on two counts of lewd and lascivious molestation of a 15-year-old,
the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office said.

Heather Matuszek, 32, was the alleged victim’s youth leader at Clearwater Community Church in Pinellas County in 2014 and 2015
when the incidents allegedly took place, The Tampa Bay Times reported.

The alleged victim, who is now 19, told deputies Matuszek touched her inappropriately two times, the report said. She reported the
allegations last March.

The investigation is ongoing and the sheriff’s office says they believe there could be more victims. The alleged victim also said
there were more inappropriate incidents with Matuszek outside of the county.

Matuszek posted her $40,000 bail Wednesday night, according to The Times.
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Hillary Clinton Detonates An Atomic Bomb Of Idiocy With Latest Swipe At Trump

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/152/a9f9bd24-5d47-4ee1-93c5-46bb3e2ffc50.png

It’s been three years now. And Hillary Clinton has shown she still cannot move on from her epic 2016 defeat. She wrote a book
about it, “What Happened.” She went on a whine tour for it. She bashed the FBI, the media, the Democratic National Committee,
Bernie Sanders, Russia, and James Comey—anyone but herself. And the time she did take responsibility—put that in air quotes—
she always had a “but,” which would lead to some tangent where she would lay blame at someone else. Thank God, she’s not
president. And she never will be. So, what’s this two-time presidential loser saying now about the president? Oh, pretty much
insinuating that Trump’s America could be more dangerous than…Nazi Germany. Yes, she went there. Old hag yells at cloud…the
mushroom cloud from the atomic bomb of insanity she just detonated. The former first lady was at Wellesley College for an
alumnae event. The good folks at Campus Reform found the part where she went off about Trump possibly being the harbinger for
fascism in the country, even noting it from the Facebook Live video (1:09-mark):

https://www.facebook.com/WellesleyCollege/videos/372103856844059/

“I think Madeline [Albright]'s book is really well-named: "Fascism: A Warning," Clinton said. “And the idea that 'oh, it
can’t happen here' is just old-fashioned, my friends.”

“The demagoguery, the appeal to the crowd, the very clever use of symbols, the intimidation, verbal and physical,”
she listed, “this is a classic pattern. There is nothing new about it, it's just different means of messages being
delivered."

Clinton mentioned fascist dictators Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini and, although she never explicitly used Trump’s name, she
referenced him quite frequently during her speech and repeated a few accusations against him, including Russian interference in
the 2016 presidential election and obstruction of justice.

"I think with the rapidity with which information can be conveyed today because of the internet, it is an even more
dangerous set of circumstances..." Clinton said, seemingly comparing Trump's America to Hitler's Germany and
Mussolini's Italy.

It’s sad it’s even come to this: we’re not like Nazi Germany. Sorry liberals, you’re not entitled to win elections. And when you lose,
it doesn’t mean the country is slipping into authoritarianism, which is ironic in the extreme because the Left are the ones who
actively push for such an ethos in their agenda items. Hey, if there were no double standards, the Democrats wouldn’t have any.
It’s just funny that the side that wants everyone to be like them and will use state power to coerce them into doing so, think Trump
could be the beginning of fascist America.

“Liberalism, it’s so good it’s mandatory” is the mantra.

Grandma needs a nap and maybe a brain transplant.

Trump is Hitler. Bush is Hitler. Are you seeing a pattern? It’s an arch of liberal America’s ever-growing stupidity.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/06/12/she-went-there-did-hillary-suggest-that-trumps-america-is-more-dangerous-
than-n2548059
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Hillary Clinton Detonates An Atomic Bomb Of Idiocy With Latest Swipe At Trump
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It’s been three years now. And Hillary Clinton has shown she still cannot move on from her epic 2016 defeat. She wrote a book
about it, “What Happened.” She went on a whine tour for it. She bashed the FBI, the media, the Democratic National Committee,
Bernie Sanders, Russia, and James Comey—anyone but herself. And the time she did take responsibility—put that in air quotes—
she always had a “but,” which would lead to some tangent where she would lay blame at someone else. Thank God, she’s not
president. And she never will be. So, what’s this two-time presidential loser saying now about the president? Oh, pretty much
insinuating that Trump’s America could be more dangerous than…Nazi Germany. Yes, she went there. Old hag yells at cloud…the
mushroom cloud from the atomic bomb of insanity she just detonated. The former first lady was at Wellesley College for an
alumnae event. The good folks at Campus Reform found the part where she went off about Trump possibly being the harbinger for
fascism in the country, even noting it from the Facebook Live video (1:09-mark):

https://www.facebook.com/WellesleyCollege/videos/372103856844059/

“I think Madeline [Albright]'s book is really well-named: "Fascism: A Warning," Clinton said. “And the idea that 'oh, it
can’t happen here' is just old-fashioned, my friends.”

“The demagoguery, the appeal to the crowd, the very clever use of symbols, the intimidation, verbal and physical,”
she listed, “this is a classic pattern. There is nothing new about it, it's just different means of messages being
delivered."

Clinton mentioned fascist dictators Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini and, although she never explicitly used Trump’s name, she
referenced him quite frequently during her speech and repeated a few accusations against him, including Russian interference in
the 2016 presidential election and obstruction of justice.

"I think with the rapidity with which information can be conveyed today because of the internet, it is an even more
dangerous set of circumstances..." Clinton said, seemingly comparing Trump's America to Hitler's Germany and
Mussolini's Italy.

It’s sad it’s even come to this: we’re not like Nazi Germany. Sorry liberals, you’re not entitled to win elections. And when you lose,
it doesn’t mean the country is slipping into authoritarianism, which is ironic in the extreme because the Left are the ones who
actively push for such an ethos in their agenda items. Hey, if there were no double standards, the Democrats wouldn’t have any.
It’s just funny that the side that wants everyone to be like them and will use state power to coerce them into doing so, think Trump
could be the beginning of fascist America.

“Liberalism, it’s so good it’s mandatory” is the mantra.

Grandma needs a nap and maybe a brain transplant.

Trump is Hitler. Bush is Hitler. Are you seeing a pattern? It’s an arch of liberal America’s ever-growing stupidity.
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Trump on disputed claim of Russian withdrawal from Venezuela: 'Ultimately I'm always right'

President Trump on Wednesday stood by his claim that Russia had withdrawn its forces from Venezuela despite the Kremlin's
denials, asserting that he would be proven right in the end.

Trump was asked during an Oval Office meeting with Polish President Andrzej Duda what he knows about Russia's involvement in
Venezuela given the conflicting statements.

"Well, let's just see who's right. You know what you're going to do? You're going to see in the end who's right," Trump said.

"You just watch it, OK?" he added. "And we'll see who's right. Ultimately, I'm always right."

Trump tweeted earlier this month that Russia had informed the U.S. that it had removed "most of their people from Venezuela." He
offered no further information, and officials did not elaborate on Trump's announcement.

The next day, a Kremlin spokesman told reporters that most of Russia's military specialists were still working in Venezuela.

The issue has been a point of contention among some of Trump's top advisers. The administration has backed opposition leader
Juan Guaidó, while Russia has offered support for embattled President Nicolás Maduro.

National security adviser John Bolton and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo have repeatedly blamed Russia and Cuba for propping
up Maduro's government.

Trump on Wednesday described the situation in Venezuela as "in flux," and blamed the country's leaders for its descent into a
worsening economic and humanitarian crisis.

"It's a very sad thing," he said. "We're watching Venezuela very closely."

( LINK BELOW )
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"Well, let's just see who's right. You know what you're going to do? You're going to see in the end who's right," Trump said.

"You just watch it, OK?" he added. "And we'll see who's right. Ultimately, I'm always right."

Trump tweeted earlier this month that Russia had informed the U.S. that it had removed "most of their people from Venezuela." He
offered no further information, and officials did not elaborate on Trump's announcement.

The next day, a Kremlin spokesman told reporters that most of Russia's military specialists were still working in Venezuela.

The issue has been a point of contention among some of Trump's top advisers. The administration has backed opposition leader
Juan Guaidó, while Russia has offered support for embattled President Nicolás Maduro.

National security adviser John Bolton and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo have repeatedly blamed Russia and Cuba for propping
up Maduro's government.

Trump on Wednesday described the situation in Venezuela as "in flux," and blamed the country's leaders for its descent into a
worsening economic and humanitarian crisis.
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If you don’t cheer for endless illegal immigration, you’re a horrible racist — at least, that’s what the frequent

liberal narrative says.

But what happens when one of those illegal immigrants ends up standing naked in your bedroom, trying to touch your wife?

That chilling scenario allegedly happened to one Texas couple over the weekend, after an intruder broke into their Dallas-area
home.

According to The Dallas Morning News, Trent Tate and his wife Hope woke up early Saturday morning to find a Hispanic man
standing over their bed.

He was completely nude, and allegedly threatened their lives as soon as the residents woke up.

https://youtu.be/3RwGHjVSnwU via @YouTube

“Go back to sleep or I will [expletive] kill you,” the home invader allegedly said to the couple.

At that moment he was unarmed, but police later found he had left a pair of scissors elsewhere in the home that could have easily
been used as a weapon.

“He was just looking over us,” Trent Tate said. “He even touched my wife’s face to push her toward the bed.”

“I noticed he was completely naked, and that’s when I got triggered.”
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The husband sprang into action, throwing the intruder to the ground and pinning him there for five minutes until police arrived.

When authorities finally got there and arrested the suspect, they identified him as Oscar Martinez Gomez.

Judging by the fact that there’s now an immigration hold against him, it’s almost certain that — you guessed it — Gomez is an
illegal alien.

Now he’s facing a burglary charge, but the frightening situation could have been much worse.

“Being a husband and seeing some random naked guy touch your wife, it really triggered something in me,” Trent
Tate told The Morning News.

“We haven’t really slept since then because it’s always running through your head.”

Considering that this is Texas, the alleged intruder is lucky that he wasn’t met with the barrel of a gun.

The couple also said they are no longer comfortable living in the apartment, and plan on moving as soon as possible.

The Morning News reported that the couple had a dog elsewhere in the house who could have alerted them sooner, but Gomez
allegedly entered directly into the bedroom through a window while the bedroom door stayed closed.

There are a few big takeaways from this incident. One of them is the classic adage, “when seconds count, police are minutes
away.”

That was precisely the case here, and exactly why the right to self defense is so important.

Imagine for a moment if the details in this case had been slightly different.

What if the wife had been there by herself, or there was a child involved, or the intruder had decided to enter carrying a knife?

It took at least five minutes for cops to arrive on scene, and that was after the alleged criminal had been subdued.

Lawfully owned firearms can level the playing field in scenarios like this, which is why so many conservatives advocate for the
Second Amendment.

The second takeaway, of course, is the illegal immigration angle.

Countless voices on the left seem to want Americans to shrug off what is happening.

They act as if we should all just leave our front doors open for anybody to stroll in, without knowing who they are or what they’re up
to.

That’s not how home security works, and it’s not how border security works either.

America can be welcoming to law-abiding, hard-working immigrants while still controlling our front door.

How many break-ins, murders and other crimes need to be committed by illegal aliens before we take the situation seriously?

The next incident may end much more tragically, and it will be those who refuse to even admit that there’s a problem who hold
responsibility.

( LINK BELOW)
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According to The Dallas Morning News, Trent Tate and his wife Hope woke up early Saturday morning to find a Hispanic man
standing over their bed.
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https://youtu.be/3RwGHjVSnwU via @YouTube

“Go back to sleep or I will [expletive] kill you,” the home invader allegedly said to the couple.

At that moment he was unarmed, but police later found he had left a pair of scissors elsewhere in the home that could have easily
been used as a weapon.

“He was just looking over us,” Trent Tate said. “He even touched my wife’s face to push her toward the bed.”

“I noticed he was completely naked, and that’s when I got triggered.”

The husband sprang into action, throwing the intruder to the ground and pinning him there for five minutes until police arrived.

When authorities finally got there and arrested the suspect, they identified him as Oscar Martinez Gomez.

Judging by the fact that there’s now an immigration hold against him, it’s almost certain that — you guessed it — Gomez is an
illegal alien.

Now he’s facing a burglary charge, but the frightening situation could have been much worse.

“Being a husband and seeing some random naked guy touch your wife, it really triggered something in me,” Trent
Tate told The Morning News.

“We haven’t really slept since then because it’s always running through your head.”

Considering that this is Texas, the alleged intruder is lucky that he wasn’t met with the barrel of a gun.

The couple also said they are no longer comfortable living in the apartment, and plan on moving as soon as possible.

The Morning News reported that the couple had a dog elsewhere in the house who could have alerted them sooner, but Gomez
allegedly entered directly into the bedroom through a window while the bedroom door stayed closed.

There are a few big takeaways from this incident. One of them is the classic adage, “when seconds count, police are minutes
away.”

That was precisely the case here, and exactly why the right to self defense is so important.

Imagine for a moment if the details in this case had been slightly different.

What if the wife had been there by herself, or there was a child involved, or the intruder had decided to enter carrying a knife?

It took at least five minutes for cops to arrive on scene, and that was after the alleged criminal had been subdued.

Lawfully owned firearms can level the playing field in scenarios like this, which is why so many conservatives advocate for the
Second Amendment.

The second takeaway, of course, is the illegal immigration angle.

Countless voices on the left seem to want Americans to shrug off what is happening.

They act as if we should all just leave our front doors open for anybody to stroll in, without knowing who they are or what they’re up
to.

That’s not how home security works, and it’s not how border security works either.

America can be welcoming to law-abiding, hard-working immigrants while still controlling our front door.

How many break-ins, murders and other crimes need to be committed by illegal aliens before we take the situation seriously?

The next incident may end much more tragically, and it will be those who refuse to even admit that there’s a problem who hold
responsibility.
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CNN’s hypocrisy truly knows no bounds.

In a Tuesday article, CNN editor-at-large Chris Cillizza claimed President Donald Trump and Fox News have been “dog-whistling on
Joe Biden” in regard to the former vice president’s health.

“For anyone who watches Fox News Channel, it’s not at all surprising that its anchors and hosts (with few notable
exceptions) talk up President Donald Trump while knocking down the Democrats running against him in 2020,”
Cillizza wrote.

“There are ratings in partisanship — so Fox News engages in partisanship.”

“But even partisanship should have its limits,” Cillizza continued. “And one of those limits should be raising entirely
unfounded questions about a presidential candidate’s health. Which is exactly what two Fox News personalities —
[Lisa] Kennedy and Sean Hannity — have done.”

Cillizza then cited a Daily Beast report by Justin Baragona that claimed Kennedy and Hannity have speculated about Biden’s
health on four different occasions in recent days.

“Joe Biden’s tired,” Hannity said early last week. “He does not have the energy for this. He’s not up for this
challenge. They’re already hiding him like they hid [2016 Democrat presidential nominee] Hillary [Clinton]. They don’t
want him out there.”

One night earlier, Kennedy had asserted on her show that Biden “says stupid things and slurs,” and also “does look very tired.”

These suppositions by Fox anchors resembled Trump’s attacks on “Sleepy Joe.”

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1121388967444799488

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump

Welcome to the race Sleepy Joe. I only hope you have the intelligence, long in doubt, to wage a successful

primary campaign. It will be nasty - you will be dealing with people who truly have some very sick &

demented ideas. But if you make it, I will see you at the Starting Gate!

“Trump — and his surrogates, including those at Fox — showed they were willing to do anything and everything to
get him elected in 2016,” Cillizza concluded. “These baseless hits on Biden’s health — more than a year before the
election — suggest they’ll be following that same blueprint again.”

But it seems the CNN editor forgot that his own network discussed Trump’s health in great detail back in 2016, publishing almost
every detail of a report by the president’s then-personal physician, Dr. Harold Bornstein.

Under a sub-headline called “Trump’s key stats,” CNN deemed Trump “overweight” and presented a long list of the then-Republican
nominee’s medical statistics.

“At 6-foot-3 and 236 pounds, Trump has a body mass index of 29.5, which makes him overweight, according to the
National Institutes of Health’s online BMI calculator. However, all of his test results were within normal range,” CNN
reporter Jacqueline Howard wrote just two months before the 2016 election.

“Bornstein’s letter indicates that Trump has a cholesterol level of 169 and blood pressure of 116/70. His blood sugar
level is 99 mg/dL, and his triglycerides, which are a type of fat found in your blood, are 61 mg/dL,” Howard added.

Now, Cillizza wasn’t hired by CNN until after Trump was elected president, meaning he couldn’t have been involved in that 2016
story.

Still, you just can’t have it both ways.

If Cillizza is going to criticize Fox hosts for speculating about a candidate’s health, then he should similarly criticize his current
employer for speculating about Trump’s health.

The blatant “do as I say, not as I do” aspect of CNN’s reporting does not help the network look unbiased

and objective.

Quite the opposite, in fact.

( LINK BELOW )
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CNN’s hypocrisy truly knows no bounds.

In a Tuesday article, CNN editor-at-large Chris Cillizza claimed President Donald Trump and Fox News have been “dog-whistling on
Joe Biden” in regard to the former vice president’s health.

“For anyone who watches Fox News Channel, it’s not at all surprising that its anchors and hosts (with few notable
exceptions) talk up President Donald Trump while knocking down the Democrats running against him in 2020,”
Cillizza wrote.

“There are ratings in partisanship — so Fox News engages in partisanship.”

“But even partisanship should have its limits,” Cillizza continued. “And one of those limits should be raising entirely
unfounded questions about a presidential candidate’s health. Which is exactly what two Fox News personalities —
[Lisa] Kennedy and Sean Hannity — have done.”

Cillizza then cited a Daily Beast report by Justin Baragona that claimed Kennedy and Hannity have speculated about Biden’s
health on four different occasions in recent days.

“Joe Biden’s tired,” Hannity said early last week. “He does not have the energy for this. He’s not up for this
challenge. They’re already hiding him like they hid [2016 Democrat presidential nominee] Hillary [Clinton]. They don’t
want him out there.”

One night earlier, Kennedy had asserted on her show that Biden “says stupid things and slurs,” and also “does look very tired.”

These suppositions by Fox anchors resembled Trump’s attacks on “Sleepy Joe.”

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1121388967444799488

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump

Welcome to the race Sleepy Joe. I only hope you have the intelligence, long in doubt, to wage a successful

primary campaign. It will be nasty - you will be dealing with people who truly have some very sick &

demented ideas. But if you make it, I will see you at the Starting Gate!

“Trump — and his surrogates, including those at Fox — showed they were willing to do anything and everything to
get him elected in 2016,” Cillizza concluded. “These baseless hits on Biden’s health — more than a year before the
election — suggest they’ll be following that same blueprint again.”

But it seems the CNN editor forgot that his own network discussed Trump’s health in great detail back in 2016, publishing almost
every detail of a report by the president’s then-personal physician, Dr. Harold Bornstein.

Under a sub-headline called “Trump’s key stats,” CNN deemed Trump “overweight” and presented a long list of the then-Republican
nominee’s medical statistics.

“At 6-foot-3 and 236 pounds, Trump has a body mass index of 29.5, which makes him overweight, according to the
National Institutes of Health’s online BMI calculator. However, all of his test results were within normal range,” CNN
reporter Jacqueline Howard wrote just two months before the 2016 election.

“Bornstein’s letter indicates that Trump has a cholesterol level of 169 and blood pressure of 116/70. His blood sugar
level is 99 mg/dL, and his triglycerides, which are a type of fat found in your blood, are 61 mg/dL,” Howard added.

Now, Cillizza wasn’t hired by CNN until after Trump was elected president, meaning he couldn’t have been involved in that 2016
story.

Still, you just can’t have it both ways.

If Cillizza is going to criticize Fox hosts for speculating about a candidate’s health, then he should similarly criticize his current
employer for speculating about Trump’s health.

The blatant “do as I say, not as I do” aspect of CNN’s reporting does not help the network look unbiased
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The blatant “do as I say, not as I do” aspect of CNN’s reporting does not help the network look unbiased

and objective.

Quite the opposite, in fact.
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The Catholic Church Makes Its Stand, Scorches ‘Confused Concept’ of Transgenderism
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With many churches and denominations beginning to succumb to the will of the aggressive LGBT agenda, it’s about time someone
stood up and laid out the facts.

That’s what the Catholic Church did on Monday, rejecting the concept of transgenderism and affirming that there are only two
genders: male and female.

In an official document released by the Vatican’s Congregation for Catholic Education, entitled “Male and Female He Created
Them,” the Catholic Church said the two complimentary genders are established by God and cannot be changed, as TheBlaze
reported.

The document condemns “calls for public recognition of the right to choose one’s gender, and of a plurality of new types of unions,
in direct contradiction of the model of marriage as being between one man and one woman, which is portrayed as a vestige of
patriarchal societies.”

“The disorientation regarding anthropology which is a widespread feature of our cultural landscape has undoubtedly
helped to destabilise the family as an institution, bringing with it a tendency to cancel out the differences between
men and women, presenting them instead as merely the product of historical and cultural conditioning,” the document
reads.

The Church also addresses the idea that gender can exist on a spectrum.

According to the document, this progressive concept is “founded on nothing more than a confused concept of freedom in the realm
of feelings and wants, or momentary desires provoked by emotional impulses and the will of the individual, as opposed to anything
based on the truths of existence.”

This dissertation couldn’t come at a more relevant time, as America is in the midst of “pride month,” where members of the LGBT
community celebrate their various sexual identities.

While this paper was not signed by Pope Francis, the head of the Catholic Church has certainly made it clear where he stands on
the issue.

“Let’s think of the nuclear arms, of the possibility to annihilate in a few instants a very high number of human
beings,” Francis once said in an interview for a book, the National Catholic Reporter noted in 2015.

“Let’s think also of genetic manipulation, of the manipulation of life, or of the gender theory, that does not recognize
the order of creation.”

“With this attitude, man commits a new sin, that against God the creator,” he added. “The true custody of creation
does not have anything to do with the ideologies that consider man like an accident, like a problem to eliminate.”

That’s a pretty strong rebuke to progressive gender theory, to say the least.

The LGBT community has been unrelenting in the last decade, continuously pushing its agenda through the political arena, often
via online activism.

A great deal of the cultural damage they’ve caused would be negated if they simply realized that disagreement with one’s lifestyle
choices it not the same as outright hatred.

Let’s agree to disagree and move on

( LINK BELOW )
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The Catholic Church Makes Its Stand, Scorches ‘Confused Concept’ of Transgenderism
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With many churches and denominations beginning to succumb to the will of the aggressive LGBT agenda, it’s about time someone
stood up and laid out the facts.

That’s what the Catholic Church did on Monday, rejecting the concept of transgenderism and affirming that there are only two
genders: male and female.

In an official document released by the Vatican’s Congregation for Catholic Education, entitled “Male and Female He Created
Them,” the Catholic Church said the two complimentary genders are established by God and cannot be changed, as TheBlaze
reported.

The document condemns “calls for public recognition of the right to choose one’s gender, and of a plurality of new types of unions,
in direct contradiction of the model of marriage as being between one man and one woman, which is portrayed as a vestige of
patriarchal societies.”

“The disorientation regarding anthropology which is a widespread feature of our cultural landscape has undoubtedly
helped to destabilise the family as an institution, bringing with it a tendency to cancel out the differences between
men and women, presenting them instead as merely the product of historical and cultural conditioning,” the document
reads.

The Church also addresses the idea that gender can exist on a spectrum.

According to the document, this progressive concept is “founded on nothing more than a confused concept of freedom in the realm
of feelings and wants, or momentary desires provoked by emotional impulses and the will of the individual, as opposed to anything
based on the truths of existence.”

This dissertation couldn’t come at a more relevant time, as America is in the midst of “pride month,” where members of the LGBT
community celebrate their various sexual identities.

While this paper was not signed by Pope Francis, the head of the Catholic Church has certainly made it clear where he stands on
the issue.

“Let’s think of the nuclear arms, of the possibility to annihilate in a few instants a very high number of human
beings,” Francis once said in an interview for a book, the National Catholic Reporter noted in 2015.

“Let’s think also of genetic manipulation, of the manipulation of life, or of the gender theory, that does not recognize
the order of creation.”

“With this attitude, man commits a new sin, that against God the creator,” he added. “The true custody of creation
does not have anything to do with the ideologies that consider man like an accident, like a problem to eliminate.”

That’s a pretty strong rebuke to progressive gender theory, to say the least.

The LGBT community has been unrelenting in the last decade, continuously pushing its agenda through the political arena, often
via online activism.

A great deal of the cultural damage they’ve caused would be negated if they simply realized that disagreement with one’s lifestyle
choices it not the same as outright hatred.

Let’s agree to disagree and move on
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Trump On Disputed Claim Of Russian Withdrawal From Venezuela: 'Ultimately I'm Always Right'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpdonald_06112019getty.jpg

Trump on disputed claim of Russian withdrawal from Venezuela: 'Ultimately I'm always right'

President Trump on Wednesday stood by his claim that Russia had withdrawn its forces from Venezuela despite the Kremlin's
denials, asserting that he would be proven right in the end.

Trump was asked during an Oval Office meeting with Polish President Andrzej Duda what he knows about Russia's involvement in
Venezuela given the conflicting statements.

"Well, let's just see who's right. You know what you're going to do? You're going to see in the end who's right," Trump said.

"You just watch it, OK?" he added. "And we'll see who's right. Ultimately, I'm always right."

Trump tweeted earlier this month that Russia had informed the U.S. that it had removed "most of their people from Venezuela." He
offered no further information, and officials did not elaborate on Trump's announcement.

The next day, a Kremlin spokesman told reporters that most of Russia's military specialists were still working in Venezuela.

The issue has been a point of contention among some of Trump's top advisers. The administration has backed opposition leader
Juan Guaidó, while Russia has offered support for embattled President Nicolás Maduro.

National security adviser John Bolton and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo have repeatedly blamed Russia and Cuba for propping
up Maduro's government.

Trump on Wednesday described the situation in Venezuela as "in flux," and blamed the country's leaders for its descent into a
worsening economic and humanitarian crisis.

"It's a very sad thing," he said. "We're watching Venezuela very closely."

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump on disputed claim of Russian withdrawal from Venezuela: 'Ultimately I'm always right'

President Trump on Wednesday stood by his claim that Russia had withdrawn its forces from Venezuela despite the Kremlin's
denials, asserting that he would be proven right in the end.

Trump was asked during an Oval Office meeting with Polish President Andrzej Duda what he knows about Russia's involvement in
Venezuela given the conflicting statements.

"Well, let's just see who's right. You know what you're going to do? You're going to see in the end who's right," Trump said.

"You just watch it, OK?" he added. "And we'll see who's right. Ultimately, I'm always right."

Trump tweeted earlier this month that Russia had informed the U.S. that it had removed "most of their people from Venezuela." He
offered no further information, and officials did not elaborate on Trump's announcement.

The next day, a Kremlin spokesman told reporters that most of Russia's military specialists were still working in Venezuela.

The issue has been a point of contention among some of Trump's top advisers. The administration has backed opposition leader
Juan Guaidó, while Russia has offered support for embattled President Nicolás Maduro.

National security adviser John Bolton and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo have repeatedly blamed Russia and Cuba for propping
up Maduro's government.

Trump on Wednesday described the situation in Venezuela as "in flux," and blamed the country's leaders for its descent into a
worsening economic and humanitarian crisis.

"It's a very sad thing," he said. "We're watching Venezuela very closely."
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This 2008 ABC Special Pushed Insane Climate Predictions – Look How Bad Their Predictions Were
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The left is hell-bent on calling anyone who dares question the data on global warming as a “climate denier.”

The implication from the left is that all the data is crystal-clear, and therefore, there is no room for debate on either the bias, the
source, the results or implications of the “data.”

But let’s be honest. The left’s game is more emotional than academic. The left’s environmental appeal is more to fear than to fact.
From recent occurrences such as Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s prediction of universal doom within 12 years to older fallacies such
as Life magazine claiming we would all be wearing gas masks by 1980.

The appeal to paranoia explains why there are articles upon articles covering decades of wildly inaccurate climate predictions.
Leftists realize the best tactic is emotional, not rational.

You can add to the fear-based tactics this ABC trailer from 2008. The video, a promo for a then-upcoming show, was envisioning
the world in 2015 if the world didn’t increase its urgency to address the purported dangers of global warming.

The claims made in the promo were made by talking head “experts” and teenagers’ homemade videos recording their predictions of
life in 2015. Listen to the language used in this paranoia-inducing horror flick and see if you agree that fear is the prominent tool of
the left’s environmental strategy.

https://youtu.be/8pcZuSDq2SE via @YouTube

“We’re going to see more floods, more droughts, more wildfires,” one said. The 2015 predictions continued — the
seas will rise, the temperatures will become dangerous, crop production will plummet and a billion people will be
starving.

Then the video gets really desperate. It shows teenagers make more absurd and, we now know, completely false predictions:

“It’s June 8th, 2015. One carton of milk is $12.99,” the first teenager said.

“Gas has reached over $9 a gallon!” the second exclaimed.

The third teen appealed to fear — because that’s all he said: “I’m scared as [bleep] right now.”

The visuals of the promo are also meant to induce fear — about flames, floods and Manhattan half-underwater.

The tactic did not go unnoticed, or unforgotten, by El Rushbo himself. Recently on his show, Rush Limbaugh said about the 11
year-old video, “it illustrates just how wrong and fear-mongering the entire climate change, global warming (now ‘extreme weather’)
crowd is.”

As a conservative and a Christian, I believe that we should be responsible with God’s creation.

And that starts with a rational discussion based on unbiased facts. It doesn’t start with trying to scare the

ever-lovin’ [bleep] out of everyone.

( LINK BELOW )
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This 2008 ABC Special Pushed Insane Climate Predictions – Look How Bad Their Predictions Were

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Tornado-flood.jpg

The left is hell-bent on calling anyone who dares question the data on global warming as a “climate denier.”

The implication from the left is that all the data is crystal-clear, and therefore, there is no room for debate on either the bias, the
source, the results or implications of the “data.”

But let’s be honest. The left’s game is more emotional than academic. The left’s environmental appeal is more to fear than to fact.
From recent occurrences such as Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s prediction of universal doom within 12 years to older fallacies such
as Life magazine claiming we would all be wearing gas masks by 1980.

The appeal to paranoia explains why there are articles upon articles covering decades of wildly inaccurate climate predictions.
Leftists realize the best tactic is emotional, not rational.

You can add to the fear-based tactics this ABC trailer from 2008. The video, a promo for a then-upcoming show, was envisioning
the world in 2015 if the world didn’t increase its urgency to address the purported dangers of global warming.

The claims made in the promo were made by talking head “experts” and teenagers’ homemade videos recording their predictions of
life in 2015. Listen to the language used in this paranoia-inducing horror flick and see if you agree that fear is the prominent tool of
the left’s environmental strategy.

https://youtu.be/8pcZuSDq2SE via @YouTube

“We’re going to see more floods, more droughts, more wildfires,” one said. The 2015 predictions continued — the
seas will rise, the temperatures will become dangerous, crop production will plummet and a billion people will be
starving.

Then the video gets really desperate. It shows teenagers make more absurd and, we now know, completely false predictions:

“It’s June 8th, 2015. One carton of milk is $12.99,” the first teenager said.

“Gas has reached over $9 a gallon!” the second exclaimed.

The third teen appealed to fear — because that’s all he said: “I’m scared as [bleep] right now.”

The visuals of the promo are also meant to induce fear — about flames, floods and Manhattan half-underwater.

The tactic did not go unnoticed, or unforgotten, by El Rushbo himself. Recently on his show, Rush Limbaugh said about the 11
year-old video, “it illustrates just how wrong and fear-mongering the entire climate change, global warming (now ‘extreme weather’)
crowd is.”

As a conservative and a Christian, I believe that we should be responsible with God’s creation.

And that starts with a rational discussion based on unbiased facts. It doesn’t start with trying to scare the

ever-lovin’ [bleep] out of everyone.
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Sometimes, even the mainstream media recognizes “malarkey” when it sees it. Most Americans sure do.

And the Joe Biden presidential campaign might be finding that out.
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And the Joe Biden presidential campaign might be finding that out.

Former Vice President Joe Biden is no stranger to running off at the mouth, a fact familiar to anyone who has paid attention to
politics since Richard Nixon was in the White House.

On the campaign trail in Ottumwa, Iowa, on Tuesday, the loquacious Biden went so far even the liberal Huffington Post was
skeptical: He promised that if he was elected president, the country was going to “cure cancer.”

Biden’s own son, Beau, died of brain cancer in 2015, and the memory of that experience clearly came through in Biden’s
statement.

“A lot of you understand what loss is and when loss occurs, you know that people come up to you and tell you ‘I
understand’ if you lose a husband, a wife, a son, a daughter, a family member,” he said, according to USA Today.

Fair enough. But then he jumped the shark.

“That’s why I’ve worked so hard in my career to make sure that — I promise you if I’m elected president, you’re
going to see the single most important thing that changes America, we’re gonna cure cancer.”

As Biden himself might put it, that would be a “big f—ing deal.”

Unfortunately for Biden and the Democrats who see him as their best chance for beating President Donald Trump come Nov. 3,
2020, it’s also almost guaranteed not to happen during a potential Biden presidency — or any other in the foreseeable future.

And no one should know that better than Biden himself who was designated in 2016 by then-President Barack Obama as a kind of
“cancer czar” to head up the country’s “moonshot” against cancer.

“Because he’s gone to the mat for all of us on so many issues over the past 40 years, I’m putting Joe in charge of
Mission Control,” Obama said in his 2016 State of the Union address.

The idea was to marshal the might of the United States toward finding a cure for cancer the way the government focused the
technological resources of the country toward landing a man on the moon in the 1960s. The difference, as astute readers will note,
is that American astronauts actually landed on the moon in 1969.

Cancer, unfortunately, in myriad different forms, is still with us, and it will be regardless of who gets elected president in 2020.

The mainstream media must have recognized Biden’s “we’re gonna cure cancer” line as the gibberish it was.

It hasn’t gotten anywhere the kind of mocking, sarcastic coverage it deserved — or that a similar grandiose statement by Trump
would have drawn. But at least the largest news outlets didn’t treat it as a selling point for the Democratic candidate.

And by the low standards of what pretends to be journalism in 21st century America, that passes for progress.

Social media, however, lit up at Biden’s ill-advised words.

https://twitter.com/SilERabbit/status/1138577956501168130

Nate's Liver

@SilERabbit

#Joe Biden fixed his own baldness. It's insane to think he can't cure cancer.

Tim Young  Verified account

@TimRunsHisMouth

Me: Democrats promise tons of impossible hand-outs, but at least they've never fully jumped the shark and

said they'd cure cancer...

Joe Biden:

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/TimRunsHisMouth/status/1138636258786336768

https://twitter.com/Utah_AM/status/1138570992622612480

Utah A&M

 @Utah_AM

More Utah A&M Retweeted The Hill

Biden: Ok everyone, how do we cure cancer?

Scientists: You know we've been working on this for quite some time now right?

Biden: Ok cool, so I really need you to finish soon. I made some promises
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Cheap, shooting-fish-in-the-barrel jokes aside, there is at least one serious reason to say what Biden is promising now is
impossible — simply because the catchall term “cancer” does not describe an individual situation.

As Kevin Williamson pointed out in the National Review back in 2016, there are many forms of cancer – and they keep changing.

“Cancer is unlikely to be ‘cured’ for the same reason that crime will never be eradicated: adaptation,” Williamson wrote.

(In the same column, presciently titled “No, Joe Biden Isn’t Going to Cure Cancer,” Williamson pointed out that the then-vice
president not only wouldn’t cure cancer, Biden “couldn’t find chlamydia backstage at a Mötley Crüe concert.” That’s priceless.)

Or as another Twitter user put it:

https://twitter.com/beyerstein/status/1138522195146301442

Lindsay Beyerstein 

@beyerstein

Lindsay Beyerstein Retweeted Sahil Kapur

The president's role in curing cancer is very limited. This is an irresponsible promise

.Lindsay Beyerstein added,

Sahil Kapur

Verified account

@sahilkapur

.@JoeBiden in Ottumwa, Iowa: "I promise you if I'm elected president, you're going to see the single most

important thing that changes America — we're going to cure cancer."

Lindsay Beyerstein 

@beyerstein

@beyerstein

As a former cancer czar, Joe Biden must know that cancer isn't one disease with a single cure. Why is he

talking like this?

In short, Biden’s vow to cure cancer in Iowa on Tuesday crumbled immediately, not only on its own preposterous weight but also
by virtue of the fact that Biden himself was already in charge of an alleged all-out effort by the government against cancer when he
was in office.

Has anyone heard we’re on the verge of curing cancer since then?

America remembers that. The mainstream media remembers that. Biden remembers that.

And it’s one more moment when Joe Biden is full of malarkey.

( LINK BELOW )
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On the campaign trail in Ottumwa, Iowa, on Tuesday, the loquacious Biden went so far even the liberal Huffington Post was
skeptical: He promised that if he was elected president, the country was going to “cure cancer.”

Biden’s own son, Beau, died of brain cancer in 2015, and the memory of that experience clearly came through in Biden’s
statement.

“A lot of you understand what loss is and when loss occurs, you know that people come up to you and tell you ‘I
understand’ if you lose a husband, a wife, a son, a daughter, a family member,” he said, according to USA Today.

Fair enough. But then he jumped the shark.

“That’s why I’ve worked so hard in my career to make sure that — I promise you if I’m elected president, you’re
going to see the single most important thing that changes America, we’re gonna cure cancer.”

As Biden himself might put it, that would be a “big f—ing deal.”

Unfortunately for Biden and the Democrats who see him as their best chance for beating President Donald Trump come Nov. 3,
2020, it’s also almost guaranteed not to happen during a potential Biden presidency — or any other in the foreseeable future.

And no one should know that better than Biden himself who was designated in 2016 by then-President Barack Obama as a kind of
“cancer czar” to head up the country’s “moonshot” against cancer.

“Because he’s gone to the mat for all of us on so many issues over the past 40 years, I’m putting Joe in charge of
Mission Control,” Obama said in his 2016 State of the Union address.

The idea was to marshal the might of the United States toward finding a cure for cancer the way the government focused the
technological resources of the country toward landing a man on the moon in the 1960s. The difference, as astute readers will note,
is that American astronauts actually landed on the moon in 1969.

Cancer, unfortunately, in myriad different forms, is still with us, and it will be regardless of who gets elected president in 2020.

The mainstream media must have recognized Biden’s “we’re gonna cure cancer” line as the gibberish it was.

It hasn’t gotten anywhere the kind of mocking, sarcastic coverage it deserved — or that a similar grandiose statement by Trump
would have drawn. But at least the largest news outlets didn’t treat it as a selling point for the Democratic candidate.

And by the low standards of what pretends to be journalism in 21st century America, that passes for progress.

Social media, however, lit up at Biden’s ill-advised words.

https://twitter.com/SilERabbit/status/1138577956501168130

Nate's Liver

@SilERabbit

#Joe Biden fixed his own baldness. It's insane to think he can't cure cancer.

Tim Young  Verified account

@TimRunsHisMouth

Me: Democrats promise tons of impossible hand-outs, but at least they've never fully jumped the shark and

said they'd cure cancer...

Joe Biden:

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/TimRunsHisMouth/status/1138636258786336768

https://twitter.com/Utah_AM/status/1138570992622612480

Utah A&M

 @Utah_AM

More Utah A&M Retweeted The Hill

Biden: Ok everyone, how do we cure cancer?

Scientists: You know we've been working on this for quite some time now right?

Biden: Ok cool, so I really need you to finish soon. I made some promises

Cheap, shooting-fish-in-the-barrel jokes aside, there is at least one serious reason to say what Biden is promising now is
impossible — simply because the catchall term “cancer” does not describe an individual situation.

https://twitter.com/SilERabbit/status/1138577956501168130
https://voat.co/u/SilERabbit
https://voat.co/u/TimRunsHisMouth
https://twitter.com/TimRunsHisMouth/status/1138636258786336768
https://twitter.com/Utah_AM/status/1138570992622612480
https://voat.co/u/Utah_AM
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As Kevin Williamson pointed out in the National Review back in 2016, there are many forms of cancer – and they keep changing.

“Cancer is unlikely to be ‘cured’ for the same reason that crime will never be eradicated: adaptation,” Williamson wrote.

(In the same column, presciently titled “No, Joe Biden Isn’t Going to Cure Cancer,” Williamson pointed out that the then-vice
president not only wouldn’t cure cancer, Biden “couldn’t find chlamydia backstage at a Mötley Crüe concert.” That’s priceless.)

Or as another Twitter user put it:

https://twitter.com/beyerstein/status/1138522195146301442

Lindsay Beyerstein 

@beyerstein

Lindsay Beyerstein Retweeted Sahil Kapur

The president's role in curing cancer is very limited. This is an irresponsible promise

.Lindsay Beyerstein added,

Sahil Kapur

Verified account

@sahilkapur

.@JoeBiden in Ottumwa, Iowa: "I promise you if I'm elected president, you're going to see the single most

important thing that changes America — we're going to cure cancer."

Lindsay Beyerstein 

@beyerstein

@beyerstein

As a former cancer czar, Joe Biden must know that cancer isn't one disease with a single cure. Why is he

talking like this?

In short, Biden’s vow to cure cancer in Iowa on Tuesday crumbled immediately, not only on its own preposterous weight but also
by virtue of the fact that Biden himself was already in charge of an alleged all-out effort by the government against cancer when he
was in office.

Has anyone heard we’re on the verge of curing cancer since then?

America remembers that. The mainstream media remembers that. Biden remembers that.

And it’s one more moment when Joe Biden is full of malarkey.

( LINK BELOW )
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The partisan divide on the House Intelligence Committee was on full display Wednesday as Democrats

and Republicans sought to broadcast their takeaways from special counsel Robert Mueller’s report.

Democrats sought to highlight the potential counterintelligence risks stemming from contacts between the Trump campaign and
Moscow as detailed in Mueller’s report. While Mueller did not ultimately charge members of the Trump campaign with conspiring
with Russia, Democrats argued the report nevertheless presents troubling links that could impact national security.

In his opening remarks, House Intelligence Committee Adam Schiff (D-Calif.) declared that Mueller’s report does not vindicate
Trump on allegations of Russia “collusion” and that it raises more pressing questions about what happened to the
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Trump on allegations of Russia “collusion” and that it raises more pressing questions about what happened to the
counterintelligence investigation that proceeded the special counsel’s probe.

“It may not be a crime to build a Trump Tower in Moscow. Or for Michael Cohen to seek the Kremlin's help
to do so. It may not be a crime to try to enrich yourself with a foreign business deal even while running for
President, or to lie about it to the American people,” Schiff said. “But it is deeply compromising.”

Republicans tried to cast doubt on the FBI’s original probe into links between the Trump campaign and Moscow, suggesting agents
acted improperly in various decisions made in the early months of the investigation during the Obama administration.

Rep. Devin Nunes (R-Calif.), the panel’s top Republican and a Trump ally, used his opening statement to rip Democrats and the
media for perpetuating what he described as the “collusion hoax.” He also criticized Mueller’s report as a “hit piece” that was
selectively edited to bolster Democrats’ argument for impeachment.

“Unfortunately for Democrats, the Mueller dossier, as I call it, either debunked many of their favorite
conspiracy theories or did not even find them worth discussing,” Nunes said.

The result was a hearing that appeared split in two – with Democrats training their questions on what they deemed troubling details
in the report, while Republicans zeroed in on the FBI’s use of information from the author of the Steele dossier to apply for a
warrant to surveil former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.

The Democrats’ witnesses, two former FBI national security officials who worked under Mueller, emphasized the breadth of the
Russian threat and expanded on potential national security concerns raised by contacts between the campaign and Moscow.

Robert Anderson, a former executive assistant director of the FBI’s cyber and criminal investigations branch, said he was
disturbed by how quickly the Russians were able to gain access to top officials in the Trump campaign without its members raising
red flags.

“The people around [Trump] weren’t savvy at all, in my opinion, in counterintelligence or national security
issues,” Anderson said.

Stephanie Douglas, a former executive assistant director of the FBI’s national security branch, said the decisions by Trump’s
associates to lie about their contacts with Russia also made them vulnerable to potential blackmail from Russia.

“The key here is the deception. The deception makes the person vulnerable,” Douglas said when asked by
Schiff about false admissions made by ex-Trump attorney Michael Cohen and former national security
adviser Michael Flynn.

“It’s not the fact that he had that conversation whether it was appropriate or inappropriate,” she said of
Flynn, who pleaded guilty to lying about his contacts with the Russian ambassador. “It is the fact that he
chose to be deceptive about it that made him vulnerable.”

Republicans brought their own witness, former federal prosecutor and conservative commentator Andrew McCarthy, who criticized
Mueller’s final report as espousing “political assertions” rather than traditional prosecutorial judgments. McCarthy cast doubt on
Mueller’s conclusion that Russia sought to help Trump win, saying that Moscow’s main goal was to destabilize the United States.

McCarthy also argued there was nothing wrong about the Trump campaign’s hoping to benefit from negative information published
about Hillary Clinton, likening it to opposition research.

Republicans repeatedly questioned the witnesses about the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) application for the Page
warrant, suggesting the FBI should have provided more fulsome disclosure of the Democratic link to Steele’s research when
applying for it.

McCarthy agreed and argued that the FBI should have treated Steele as a “case agent” rather than a source and should have been
more skeptical of his potential motivations for sharing the information.

Still, McCarthy at times appeared to undercut Republicans’ arguments about the investigation.

Under questioning from Schiff, McCarthy said he did not believe that officials who signed off on the Page warrant acted in “bad
faith.”

“I think they made a mistake,” McCarthy said.

McCarthy also said that the Trump campaign should have called the FBI to report outreach from the Russians.

“I call the FBI for things probably less serious than that, I imagine,” McCarthy said. “We always want
information, any information that would be helpful to us in apprising what the likely intentions of potentially
hostile powers are.”

Wednesday’s hearing was decidedly less explosive than the committee’s last open hearing on Russia, during which Republicans
sought to expel Schiff from his position as the committee’s chairman.

Still, the proceedings made clear the difference of opinion across the aisle as to the implications of the Russia investigation –
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Still, the proceedings made clear the difference of opinion across the aisle as to the implications of the Russia investigation –
evidence of a partisan rift that has dominated the committee since the days of the panel’s first, GOP-led Russia probe.

The hearing notably did not feature testimony from Mueller himself, despite Schiff and other Democrats’ desire to bring the now ex-
special counsel in for public questioning. Mueller telegraphed his resistance to public testimony in his first remarks on the
investigation on May 29.

The House Intelligence and Judiciary Committees continue to negotiate for his appearance, but may ultimately look to subpoena
Mueller if a deal is not reached.

Schiff expects to hold more hearings on Mueller’s report in the near future, forecasting plans to dig into the cyber and election
security findings contained in the special counsel’s report.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump on allegations of Russia “collusion” and that it raises more pressing questions about what happened to the
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“It may not be a crime to build a Trump Tower in Moscow. Or for Michael Cohen to seek the Kremlin's help
to do so. It may not be a crime to try to enrich yourself with a foreign business deal even while running for
President, or to lie about it to the American people,” Schiff said. “But it is deeply compromising.”

Republicans tried to cast doubt on the FBI’s original probe into links between the Trump campaign and Moscow, suggesting agents
acted improperly in various decisions made in the early months of the investigation during the Obama administration.

Rep. Devin Nunes (R-Calif.), the panel’s top Republican and a Trump ally, used his opening statement to rip Democrats and the
media for perpetuating what he described as the “collusion hoax.” He also criticized Mueller’s report as a “hit piece” that was
selectively edited to bolster Democrats’ argument for impeachment.

“Unfortunately for Democrats, the Mueller dossier, as I call it, either debunked many of their favorite
conspiracy theories or did not even find them worth discussing,” Nunes said.

The result was a hearing that appeared split in two – with Democrats training their questions on what they deemed troubling details
in the report, while Republicans zeroed in on the FBI’s use of information from the author of the Steele dossier to apply for a
warrant to surveil former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.

The Democrats’ witnesses, two former FBI national security officials who worked under Mueller, emphasized the breadth of the
Russian threat and expanded on potential national security concerns raised by contacts between the campaign and Moscow.

Robert Anderson, a former executive assistant director of the FBI’s cyber and criminal investigations branch, said he was
disturbed by how quickly the Russians were able to gain access to top officials in the Trump campaign without its members raising
red flags.

“The people around [Trump] weren’t savvy at all, in my opinion, in counterintelligence or national security
issues,” Anderson said.

Stephanie Douglas, a former executive assistant director of the FBI’s national security branch, said the decisions by Trump’s
associates to lie about their contacts with Russia also made them vulnerable to potential blackmail from Russia.
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“The key here is the deception. The deception makes the person vulnerable,” Douglas said when asked by
Schiff about false admissions made by ex-Trump attorney Michael Cohen and former national security
adviser Michael Flynn.

“It’s not the fact that he had that conversation whether it was appropriate or inappropriate,” she said of
Flynn, who pleaded guilty to lying about his contacts with the Russian ambassador. “It is the fact that he
chose to be deceptive about it that made him vulnerable.”

Republicans brought their own witness, former federal prosecutor and conservative commentator Andrew McCarthy, who criticized
Mueller’s final report as espousing “political assertions” rather than traditional prosecutorial judgments. McCarthy cast doubt on
Mueller’s conclusion that Russia sought to help Trump win, saying that Moscow’s main goal was to destabilize the United States.

McCarthy also argued there was nothing wrong about the Trump campaign’s hoping to benefit from negative information published
about Hillary Clinton, likening it to opposition research.

Republicans repeatedly questioned the witnesses about the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) application for the Page
warrant, suggesting the FBI should have provided more fulsome disclosure of the Democratic link to Steele’s research when
applying for it.

McCarthy agreed and argued that the FBI should have treated Steele as a “case agent” rather than a source and should have been
more skeptical of his potential motivations for sharing the information.

Still, McCarthy at times appeared to undercut Republicans’ arguments about the investigation.

Under questioning from Schiff, McCarthy said he did not believe that officials who signed off on the Page warrant acted in “bad
faith.”

“I think they made a mistake,” McCarthy said.

McCarthy also said that the Trump campaign should have called the FBI to report outreach from the Russians.

“I call the FBI for things probably less serious than that, I imagine,” McCarthy said. “We always want
information, any information that would be helpful to us in apprising what the likely intentions of potentially
hostile powers are.”

Wednesday’s hearing was decidedly less explosive than the committee’s last open hearing on Russia, during which Republicans
sought to expel Schiff from his position as the committee’s chairman.

Still, the proceedings made clear the difference of opinion across the aisle as to the implications of the Russia investigation –
evidence of a partisan rift that has dominated the committee since the days of the panel’s first, GOP-led Russia probe.

The hearing notably did not feature testimony from Mueller himself, despite Schiff and other Democrats’ desire to bring the now ex-
special counsel in for public questioning. Mueller telegraphed his resistance to public testimony in his first remarks on the
investigation on May 29.

The House Intelligence and Judiciary Committees continue to negotiate for his appearance, but may ultimately look to subpoena
Mueller if a deal is not reached.

Schiff expects to hold more hearings on Mueller’s report in the near future, forecasting plans to dig into the cyber and election
security findings contained in the special counsel’s report.

( LINK BELOW )
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Some things are certain. Death. Taxes. And the fact that leftists lose their minds when questioned about the

actual merits of their ideas.
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If you ask a leftist about the facts of when life begins, he or she will call you a sexist and claim you hate healthy women.

If you ask a leftist about a reasonable, sustainable border reform policy, he or she will call you racist and xenophobic.

If you ask a leftist about the fact of a zero success rate for socialism, he or she will call you a greedy, compassionless crony.

As left-leaning CNN anchor Jake Tapper recently learned, even if you are a leftist, a reasonable question about the merits of
another leftist’s plan will get you chewed up and spit out.

Here’s what happened. Tapper had 2020 presidential contender, Sen. Cory Booker, on his show. He had the nerve to ask the
senator a thoughtful question about how his proposed gun control plan would have stopped the recent shooting in Virginia Beach.

Booker struggled to answer the question. Watch below:

https://youtu.be/Ra_-d7fHS5s via @YouTube

But rather than take issue with Booker’s inability to answer a straightforward question about his own proposed gun policies, the left
blamed Tapper.

“What is the point of this question, except to give cover to the right? It’s absurd to ask which law would “prevent” a
specific crime. It doesn’t work like that, and Jake knows it,” a Charles Johnson wrote on Twitter.

It’s absurd to ask how a proposed gun law would address a gun-related crime? If it doesn’t work “like that,” then it doesn’t work. At
all.

And by the way, do you see how right I am? When I say those on the left are insulted and put out that they dare defend the merits
of their own ideas, I’m not joking. They have little to say beyond their virtue signaling. It’s as if they are allergic to actual facts and
pragmatic realism.

But it wasn’t just leftists on Twitter who took issue with Tapper’s sensible question.

Leftist Charles Blow, writer of columns for the left-leaning New York Times, was infuriated Friday on “Real Time with Bill Maher.”
And it wasn’t because he thought Booker should have had a better answer. It was because Tapper supposedly asked a “horrible
question.”

“Because what we’re doing is picking out one incident out of 30,000 deaths per year and saying, ‘How could you
solve this one thing?’” Blow said, railing against Tapper’s question. “That is not the objective of gun control. The
objective of gun control is to reduce capacity to kill people who should not be killed.”

So, we should never ask a leftist how his or her solution will fix a specific thing? But rather, knowing that those on the left are
unable to give any, or few, examples of how their proposals would actually address a problem, we should just smoke their virtue
pipe with them and amend the Constitution?

To his credit, Tapper defended his question for what it was — a simple inquiry into the real-life impact of a presidential contenders
policies.

https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1137750394501775361

Jake Tapper

 Verified account

@jaketapper

More Jake Tapper Retweeted Mediaite

I asked which proposed gun laws might actually have had an impact on preventing a gun violence tragedy.

Jake Tapper added,

https://twitter.com/Mediaite/status/1137731612861485057

Tapper will learn soon enough. Those on the left refuse to be questioned. We must all bow or pay the price.
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Some things are certain. Death. Taxes. And the fact that leftists lose their minds when questioned about the

actual merits of their ideas.

If you ask a leftist about the facts of when life begins, he or she will call you a sexist and claim you hate healthy women.

If you ask a leftist about a reasonable, sustainable border reform policy, he or she will call you racist and xenophobic.

If you ask a leftist about the fact of a zero success rate for socialism, he or she will call you a greedy, compassionless crony.

As left-leaning CNN anchor Jake Tapper recently learned, even if you are a leftist, a reasonable question about the merits of
another leftist’s plan will get you chewed up and spit out.

Here’s what happened. Tapper had 2020 presidential contender, Sen. Cory Booker, on his show. He had the nerve to ask the
senator a thoughtful question about how his proposed gun control plan would have stopped the recent shooting in Virginia Beach.

Booker struggled to answer the question. Watch below:

https://youtu.be/Ra_-d7fHS5s via @YouTube

But rather than take issue with Booker’s inability to answer a straightforward question about his own proposed gun policies, the left
blamed Tapper.

“What is the point of this question, except to give cover to the right? It’s absurd to ask which law would “prevent” a
specific crime. It doesn’t work like that, and Jake knows it,” a Charles Johnson wrote on Twitter.

It’s absurd to ask how a proposed gun law would address a gun-related crime? If it doesn’t work “like that,” then it doesn’t work. At
all.

And by the way, do you see how right I am? When I say those on the left are insulted and put out that they dare defend the merits
of their own ideas, I’m not joking. They have little to say beyond their virtue signaling. It’s as if they are allergic to actual facts and
pragmatic realism.

But it wasn’t just leftists on Twitter who took issue with Tapper’s sensible question.

Leftist Charles Blow, writer of columns for the left-leaning New York Times, was infuriated Friday on “Real Time with Bill Maher.”
And it wasn’t because he thought Booker should have had a better answer. It was because Tapper supposedly asked a “horrible
question.”

“Because what we’re doing is picking out one incident out of 30,000 deaths per year and saying, ‘How could you
solve this one thing?’” Blow said, railing against Tapper’s question. “That is not the objective of gun control. The
objective of gun control is to reduce capacity to kill people who should not be killed.”

So, we should never ask a leftist how his or her solution will fix a specific thing? But rather, knowing that those on the left are
unable to give any, or few, examples of how their proposals would actually address a problem, we should just smoke their virtue
pipe with them and amend the Constitution?

To his credit, Tapper defended his question for what it was — a simple inquiry into the real-life impact of a presidential contenders
policies.
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I asked which proposed gun laws might actually have had an impact on preventing a gun violence tragedy.
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Aside from dominating the entire field of 2020 Democratic presidential candidates in all major polls, former

Vice President Joe Biden can’t seem to catch a break.

Defending what seems to be a constant stream of criticism from all sides — including accusations of plagiarism surrounding his
climate change policy — Biden is facing yet another accusation that he borrowed someone else’s words. This one comes from an
unlikely source — disgraced former porn star lawyer Michael Avenatti.

On Thursday during a campaign speech where he railed President Donald Trump, Biden told a crowd that he was going to “make
America America again.” While that line brought many cheers from the audience, Avenatti told The Daily Caller in a text message
that the slogan was his original creation.

“I used it throughout the US when I was exploring a run. Including in Iowa and at the Wing Ding last year. A supporter
of mine even made a video centered on the message. It was my slogan and theme,” Avenatti said.

Surprisingly, he wasn’t lying. The Daily Caller said Avenatti used the line in 2018 in closing at the annual Iowa Wing Ding — an
event attended by many presidential hopefuls.

He used the line again in a tweet a month later, when he announced an anti-Trump “resistance” rally in Texas, telling his audience
that he was ready to “fight fire with fire.”

Before being slammed with a long list of criminal charges, Avenatti — at the height of his media popularity — announced his
intention to run for the presidency.

You can see Biden using the slogan at the rally in the tweet below:

https://twitter.com/PoliticusSarah/status/1138525211245105153

Sarah Reese Jones

 Verified account

@PoliticusSarah

Biden turned Trump's Make America Great Again slogan into Make America America Again during a

speech in Iowa

Luckily for Biden, not much controversy should bubble up around his seemingly borrowed slogan, as Avenatti also told The Daily
Caller that Biden’s use of the slogan was acceptable.

“Since I won’t be using it, I guess somebody should because it’s a damn good slogan and message,” Avenatti said.

Biden came under heavy fire earlier this month after he was accused of plagiarizing parts of his announced

proposal to fight climate change.
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Aside from dominating the entire field of 2020 Democratic presidential candidates in all major polls, former

Vice President Joe Biden can’t seem to catch a break.

Defending what seems to be a constant stream of criticism from all sides — including accusations of plagiarism surrounding his
climate change policy — Biden is facing yet another accusation that he borrowed someone else’s words. This one comes from an
unlikely source — disgraced former porn star lawyer Michael Avenatti.

On Thursday during a campaign speech where he railed President Donald Trump, Biden told a crowd that he was going to “make
America America again.” While that line brought many cheers from the audience, Avenatti told The Daily Caller in a text message
that the slogan was his original creation.

“I used it throughout the US when I was exploring a run. Including in Iowa and at the Wing Ding last year. A supporter
of mine even made a video centered on the message. It was my slogan and theme,” Avenatti said.

Surprisingly, he wasn’t lying. The Daily Caller said Avenatti used the line in 2018 in closing at the annual Iowa Wing Ding — an
event attended by many presidential hopefuls.

He used the line again in a tweet a month later, when he announced an anti-Trump “resistance” rally in Texas, telling his audience
that he was ready to “fight fire with fire.”

Before being slammed with a long list of criminal charges, Avenatti — at the height of his media popularity — announced his
intention to run for the presidency.

You can see Biden using the slogan at the rally in the tweet below:

https://twitter.com/PoliticusSarah/status/1138525211245105153

Sarah Reese Jones

 Verified account

@PoliticusSarah

Biden turned Trump's Make America Great Again slogan into Make America America Again during a

speech in Iowa

Luckily for Biden, not much controversy should bubble up around his seemingly borrowed slogan, as Avenatti also told The Daily
Caller that Biden’s use of the slogan was acceptable.

“Since I won’t be using it, I guess somebody should because it’s a damn good slogan and message,” Avenatti said.

Biden came under heavy fire earlier this month after he was accused of plagiarizing parts of his announced

proposal to fight climate change.
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Trump: 'Totally Ridiculous' To Have Census Without Citizenship Question

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_opinion/public/trump2_060619getty.jpg

President Trump on Wednesday defended his administration’s controversial decision to add a citizenship

question to the 2020 census.

“I think it’s totally ridiculous that we would have a census without asking,” Trump said during an Oval Office meeting
with the president of Poland.

His remarks came the same day the Justice Department announced that Trump had invoked executive privilege to block
congressional investigators from viewing documents related to the move.

The decision to invoke privilege escalated the fight between the White House and the Democrat-controlled House.

The Oversight and Reform Committee is set to vote Wednesday afternoon on whether to hold Attorney General William Barr and
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross in contempt for failing to comply with congressional subpoenas for documents related to their
census investigation.

Critics in Congress argue that adding a citizenship question could intimidate immigrants from participating and create an inaccurate
population count. That could have major consequences when congressional district lines are redrawn, with opponents arguing it
could benefit Republicans.

The administration has dismissed that argument, saying the question is intended to provide accurate information about the U.S.
population.

A citizenship question has not been included in census questions for all U.S. households since 1950.

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump on Wednesday defended his administration’s controversial decision to add a citizenship

question to the 2020 census.

“I think it’s totally ridiculous that we would have a census without asking,” Trump said during an Oval Office meeting
with the president of Poland.

His remarks came the same day the Justice Department announced that Trump had invoked executive privilege to block
congressional investigators from viewing documents related to the move.

The decision to invoke privilege escalated the fight between the White House and the Democrat-controlled House.

The Oversight and Reform Committee is set to vote Wednesday afternoon on whether to hold Attorney General William Barr and
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross in contempt for failing to comply with congressional subpoenas for documents related to their
census investigation.

Critics in Congress argue that adding a citizenship question could intimidate immigrants from participating and create an inaccurate
population count. That could have major consequences when congressional district lines are redrawn, with opponents arguing it
could benefit Republicans.

The administration has dismissed that argument, saying the question is intended to provide accurate information about the U.S.
population.

A citizenship question has not been included in census questions for all U.S. households since 1950.
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Buttigieg Becomes a Laughingstock After Pandering Brown Bag Stunt Flops

(The funniest part of Ole Pete sucking on that bottle was he was trying to get his lips around it like it was a male's dick or
something)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8orotFWsAAYb45.jpg

Ever since Richard Nixon appeared on “Laugh-In,” clumsily repeating the catchphrase, “Sock it to me?” presidential candidates
have tried to appear cool with varying degrees of failure.

I mean, let’s face it: Most presidential candidates don’t get where they are by cultivating a kind of rock-star cool. Yes, even Donald
Trump, though he may have been a larger-than-life real-estate developer, was still a real-estate developer. And he was the one that
came from the private sector.

The rest of the lot are usually Model U.N. kids who made good or Robert “Beto” O’Rourke. Neither is really an appealing backstory.

So, if you’re Beto, you drag out the skateboard. If you’re Bill Clinton, you emphasize your love of the saxophone and Fleetwood
Mac. And if you’re Pete Buttigieg, you brown-bag it with Desus and Mero.

If you’re not familiar with Messrs. Desus and Mero, they’re two podcasters-turned-Showtime kinda-sorta-pundits who lean to the
left of the aisle — think back to when MTV used to have those “Rock the Vote” specials, aim slightly higher and you’ll get a decent
idea of what the tone is.

You may remember when they had Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez as a guest and she tried to explain the whole cow farts thing
(and somehow made it sound worse).

Speaking of making one seem worse, Pete Buttigieg was on the show this week. Desus and Mero are both from the Bronx, so
they decided to make him “uptown certified.”

Part of this included drinking from brown paper bags:

They made sure to get Buttigieg some whiskey (he’s known to be something of an aficionado — again, gotta cultivate that cool
factor) and talked about his service in Afghanistan.
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factor) and talked about his service in Afghanistan.

“Oh my goodness, that is good stuff!” Buttigieg exclaimed about the whiskey.

“Keep it low in case the cops go by. They be trippin’ at the end of the month, bro,” he was told.

Then there was a bit of ranking the various branches of the armed forces and where the Space Force would theoretically fit in.

However, here was the thing — Buttigieg, the mayor of South Bend, Indiana, was basically courting urban voters on Desus and
Mero by breaking the law and drinking liquor out of a plastic bag.

He was also doing it in trousers, a white shirt and a blue tie — not usually the attire of those using a brown paper bag in order to
get around public drinking ordinances. His companions were a bit more casual in their dress.

Some on Twitter noticed that one of these things was not like the others:

https://twitter.com/MillerStream/status/1137769837332221952

Jon Miller  Verified account

@MillerStream

Nothing to see here. Just @PeteButtigieg pandering to blacks by breaking the law and drinking in public.

“Maybe if I do something illegal, blacks will think I’m one of them!”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8orotFWsAAYb45.jpg

https://twitter.com/JairoEVera1/status/1138106096227409920

Jairo Vera��

@JairoEVera1

Pete Buttigieg has entered the race for cringiest candidate 2020 by pandering to low income voters by day drinking a

40 out of a paper bag... things are getting interesting!

Pocahontas is still in the lead though with “Beto” closely trailing

Now, I’m sure that this segment didn’t come as a surprise to Buttigieg. All of these stunts are run by campaign officials, after all.

That means someone, somewhere signed off on this and thought it was a great idea.

This is cellophane-transparent. Buttigieg clearly has an issue outside of his base, which is about as anti-populist as you could
possibly get. Outside of that, his campaign doesn’t have much in the way of legs.

So instead, we get this. This is what you do when you’re trying to join a frat, not run for president.

Pandering is nothing new. Pandering to try to seem hip is nothing new, either. Remember Beto’s skateboard. Clinton’s “boxers or
briefs” moment? Elizabeth Warren livestreaming herself with the beer?

At least I can say this much: Twitter seems to be socking it to Buttigieg.

Voters — those who see this — will end up doing the same, I think.

( LINK BELOW )
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I mean, let’s face it: Most presidential candidates don’t get where they are by cultivating a kind of rock-star cool. Yes, even Donald
Trump, though he may have been a larger-than-life real-estate developer, was still a real-estate developer. And he was the one that
came from the private sector.

The rest of the lot are usually Model U.N. kids who made good or Robert “Beto” O’Rourke. Neither is really an appealing backstory.

So, if you’re Beto, you drag out the skateboard. If you’re Bill Clinton, you emphasize your love of the saxophone and Fleetwood
Mac. And if you’re Pete Buttigieg, you brown-bag it with Desus and Mero.

If you’re not familiar with Messrs. Desus and Mero, they’re two podcasters-turned-Showtime kinda-sorta-pundits who lean to the
left of the aisle — think back to when MTV used to have those “Rock the Vote” specials, aim slightly higher and you’ll get a decent
idea of what the tone is.

You may remember when they had Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez as a guest and she tried to explain the whole cow farts thing
(and somehow made it sound worse).

Speaking of making one seem worse, Pete Buttigieg was on the show this week. Desus and Mero are both from the Bronx, so
they decided to make him “uptown certified.”

Part of this included drinking from brown paper bags:

They made sure to get Buttigieg some whiskey (he’s known to be something of an aficionado — again, gotta cultivate that cool
factor) and talked about his service in Afghanistan.

“Oh my goodness, that is good stuff!” Buttigieg exclaimed about the whiskey.

“Keep it low in case the cops go by. They be trippin’ at the end of the month, bro,” he was told.

Then there was a bit of ranking the various branches of the armed forces and where the Space Force would theoretically fit in.

However, here was the thing — Buttigieg, the mayor of South Bend, Indiana, was basically courting urban voters on Desus and
Mero by breaking the law and drinking liquor out of a plastic bag.

He was also doing it in trousers, a white shirt and a blue tie — not usually the attire of those using a brown paper bag in order to
get around public drinking ordinances. His companions were a bit more casual in their dress.

Some on Twitter noticed that one of these things was not like the others:

https://twitter.com/MillerStream/status/1137769837332221952

Jon Miller  Verified account

@MillerStream

Nothing to see here. Just @PeteButtigieg pandering to blacks by breaking the law and drinking in public.

“Maybe if I do something illegal, blacks will think I’m one of them!”
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Jairo Vera��

@JairoEVera1

Pete Buttigieg has entered the race for cringiest candidate 2020 by pandering to low income voters by day drinking a

40 out of a paper bag... things are getting interesting!

Pocahontas is still in the lead though with “Beto” closely trailing

Now, I’m sure that this segment didn’t come as a surprise to Buttigieg. All of these stunts are run by campaign officials, after all.

That means someone, somewhere signed off on this and thought it was a great idea.

This is cellophane-transparent. Buttigieg clearly has an issue outside of his base, which is about as anti-populist as you could
possibly get. Outside of that, his campaign doesn’t have much in the way of legs.

So instead, we get this. This is what you do when you’re trying to join a frat, not run for president.

Pandering is nothing new. Pandering to try to seem hip is nothing new, either. Remember Beto’s skateboard. Clinton’s “boxers or
briefs” moment? Elizabeth Warren livestreaming herself with the beer?

At least I can say this much: Twitter seems to be socking it to Buttigieg.

Voters — those who see this — will end up doing the same, I think.
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Liberal College Tries To Start Its Own Baker Controversy, Gets Slapped With $11 Million Judgment
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Ohio’s Oberlin College decided to take a page out of the left’s anti-bakery handbook in an effort to drum up its own controversy
with a local shop.

Launching a politically correct fight against a bakery didn’t work out well for liberals in Colorado, and it’s not going so well in Ohio
either.

Now, after two long years, a verdict has finally been reached in the Gibson’s Bakery v. Oberlin College case.

A jury last week awarded $11 million to the Gibson family, sending a powerful statement to self-righteous colleges around the
country.

Cornell Law Professor William Jacobson, writing at Legal Insurrection, summarized the entire process perfectly, having reported on
the story from the initial protests to the jury’s decision.

“The verdict sends a strong message that colleges and universities cannot simply wind up and set loose student
social justice warriors and then wash their hands of the consequences,” Jacobson wrote.

“In this case, a wholly innocent 5th-generation bakery was falsely accused of being racist and having a history racial
profiling after stopping three black Oberlin College students from shoplifting. The students eventually pleaded guilty,
but not before large protests and boycotts intended to destroy the bakery and defame the owners. The jury appears
to have accepted that Oberlin College facilitated the wrongful conduct against the bakery,” he concluded.

On Friday, bakery owner David Gibson and his son, Allyn W. Gibson, addressed the media. David Gibson said he was thrilled that
this lawsuit could be put behind him and his family, who look forward to the future.

“I don’t want to be afraid to even work there anymore,” he said, according to the Elyria, Ohio, Chronicle-Telegram. “I
just want this to send the message so that we can enjoy our community and the business that we’ve had for all
these generations.”

Allyn added that he’s hoping the bakery and his family’s way of life can return to normal.

“People (were too) scared to come in. It’s hard to believe it could get that way in a small town,” he said, according to
the Chronicle-Telegram.

Below is a video of comments made by the bakery owners and their legal team after the victory:

https://youtu.be/sxlr8ofmhU0 via @YouTube

The central issue around the lawsuit was Oberlin College’s reaction to the arrests made at the Gibson’s shop.

The school, which did business with the Gibsons, didn’t wait for the guilty pleas of the three black students, who admitted to
attempting to steal alcohol as underage individuals.

Oberlin College wrongly decided that the best course of action was to pour gasoline on the fire.

Meredith Raimondo, Oberlin College dean of students, allegedly participated in the protests, handing out flyers that attacked the
bakery, Legal Insurrection reported.

The Oberlin College Student Senate passed a resolution against the Gibson’s, claiming the bakery had “a long history of racial
profiling and discriminatory treatment of students and residents alike,” according to Legal Insurrection.

The college’s administration promoted this resolution by the student senate, according to Legal Insurrection.

The verdict comes nearly a year after the United States Supreme Court issued a 7-2 ruling in favor of a Colorado baker Jack
Phillips. In 2012, Phillips refused to make a wedding cake for a gay couple at his bakery, ultimately opening up the floodgates for
the hateful, litigious spirit of some on the left.

Six years later, Phillips emerged victorious in a grueling, drawn-out fight against slander, lies and character assassination — not
unlike what the Gibson family endured before Friday’s verdict.

Despite its many attempts to tear down the Gibson family, Oberlin’s reactive attacks have all fallen by the wayside as the justice
system followed through once again.

Now Oberlin has an $11 million bill to pay, which could go higher if the jury awards punitive damages in a second phase of the trial,
according to The Washington Post.

And leftists should be learning that local bakeries are not to be trifled with.

( LINK BELOW )
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Ohio’s Oberlin College decided to take a page out of the left’s anti-bakery handbook in an effort to drum up its own controversy
with a local shop.

Launching a politically correct fight against a bakery didn’t work out well for liberals in Colorado, and it’s not going so well in Ohio
either.

Now, after two long years, a verdict has finally been reached in the Gibson’s Bakery v. Oberlin College case.

A jury last week awarded $11 million to the Gibson family, sending a powerful statement to self-righteous colleges around the
country.

Cornell Law Professor William Jacobson, writing at Legal Insurrection, summarized the entire process perfectly, having reported on
the story from the initial protests to the jury’s decision.

“The verdict sends a strong message that colleges and universities cannot simply wind up and set loose student
social justice warriors and then wash their hands of the consequences,” Jacobson wrote.

“In this case, a wholly innocent 5th-generation bakery was falsely accused of being racist and having a history racial
profiling after stopping three black Oberlin College students from shoplifting. The students eventually pleaded guilty,
but not before large protests and boycotts intended to destroy the bakery and defame the owners. The jury appears
to have accepted that Oberlin College facilitated the wrongful conduct against the bakery,” he concluded.

On Friday, bakery owner David Gibson and his son, Allyn W. Gibson, addressed the media. David Gibson said he was thrilled that
this lawsuit could be put behind him and his family, who look forward to the future.

“I don’t want to be afraid to even work there anymore,” he said, according to the Elyria, Ohio, Chronicle-Telegram. “I
just want this to send the message so that we can enjoy our community and the business that we’ve had for all
these generations.”

Allyn added that he’s hoping the bakery and his family’s way of life can return to normal.

“People (were too) scared to come in. It’s hard to believe it could get that way in a small town,” he said, according to
the Chronicle-Telegram.

Below is a video of comments made by the bakery owners and their legal team after the victory:

https://youtu.be/sxlr8ofmhU0 via @YouTube

The central issue around the lawsuit was Oberlin College’s reaction to the arrests made at the Gibson’s shop.

The school, which did business with the Gibsons, didn’t wait for the guilty pleas of the three black students, who admitted to
attempting to steal alcohol as underage individuals.

Oberlin College wrongly decided that the best course of action was to pour gasoline on the fire.

Meredith Raimondo, Oberlin College dean of students, allegedly participated in the protests, handing out flyers that attacked the
bakery, Legal Insurrection reported.

The Oberlin College Student Senate passed a resolution against the Gibson’s, claiming the bakery had “a long history of racial
profiling and discriminatory treatment of students and residents alike,” according to Legal Insurrection.

The college’s administration promoted this resolution by the student senate, according to Legal Insurrection.

The verdict comes nearly a year after the United States Supreme Court issued a 7-2 ruling in favor of a Colorado baker Jack
Phillips. In 2012, Phillips refused to make a wedding cake for a gay couple at his bakery, ultimately opening up the floodgates for
the hateful, litigious spirit of some on the left.

Six years later, Phillips emerged victorious in a grueling, drawn-out fight against slander, lies and character assassination — not
unlike what the Gibson family endured before Friday’s verdict.

Despite its many attempts to tear down the Gibson family, Oberlin’s reactive attacks have all fallen by the wayside as the justice
system followed through once again.

Now Oberlin has an $11 million bill to pay, which could go higher if the jury awards punitive damages in a second phase of the trial,
according to The Washington Post.

And leftists should be learning that local bakeries are not to be trifled with.

( LINK BELOW )
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It has become increasingly apparent that the major Silicon Valley tech companies hold a liberal bias against conservatives, and
though those firms routinely deny it, the mask of unbiased nonpartisanship has continued to slip as these firms receive pushback
for their one-sided ideological activities.

The latest tech firm to let the mask slip is Google, as its CEO recently admitted in an interview with Axios that content creators on
YouTube — which is owned and operated by Google — can be censored by the platform even if they haven’t actually violated any
of YouTube’s policies or terms of service.

The interview with Google CEO Sundar Pichai took place prior to the most recent YouTube scandal, but remarks from Pichai about
the need to address and even censor “borderline content” on the platform has now been viewed as alluding to actions YouTube
took in the days after the interview.

The latest scandal involved conservative comedian Steven Crowder, who’d been targeted by a leftist activist and writer for Vox
named Carlos Maza. Maza accused Crowder of using homophobic and racist insults against him.

An initial review of Crowder’s content by YouTube found that no violations of policy had occurred. However, following a great
outcry from the left, YouTube proceeded to censor and demonetize Crowder’s channel anyways, as his content was deemed to
have displayed “a pattern of egregious actions has harmed the broader community.”

Getting back to Pichai’s commentary in the “Axios on HBO” interview, the CEO said that YouTube and Google were working hard
to remove “harmful content” from its platforms, though he admitted it was a work in progress that still needed adjustments.

https://youtu.be/igYXPKctRyw via @YouTube

He noted that much like how Google ranks search results based on content quality, “(W)e are bringing that same notion and
approach to YouTube so that we can rank higher quality stuff better and really prevent borderline content.”

Pichai proceeded to define borderline content as, “Content which doesn’t exactly violate policies, which needs to be removed, but
which can still cause harm.”

The CEO suggested that the efforts to prevent such content from appearing on the platforms was not just a “hard computer
science problem,” but also a “hard societal problem because we need better frameworks around what is hate speech, what’s not,
and how do we as a company make those decisions at scale, and get it right without making mistakes.”

So there you have it, the CEO of what is arguably the largest and most influential tech firm in the world stated openly that content
creators on YouTube don’t even have to violate the vague policies and terms of service to be punished by way of censorship,
demonetization or even removal from the platform.

Instead, such individuals can find themselves in trouble merely by posting “borderline content” that doesn’t violate anything but is
nevertheless deemed by the powers that be at Google to be “harmful” in some way, shape or form to the broader social community
at large.

We pretty much already know how that arbitrary measure will work, as the liberal morality police at Google and YouTube have
already revealed their inordinate ideological bias in favor of liberals and against conservatives.

In other words, people who post conservative content on YouTube could find that they’ve been deemed “harmful” to the liberal
social media utopia the Google overlords are attempting to create, while “borderline” or even blatantly harmful content that
unquestionably violates policies and terms of service will continue to be overlooked and ignored.

If Google was to establish clear guidelines policing allowable content and speech on the platform and otherwise maintain a hands-
off approach to those who didn’t violate those specific policies, there likely wouldn’t be any problems whatsoever, regardless of the
inherent bias of those who run Google and YouTube.

However, the arbitrary crackdown on content and speech that the left finds disagreeable has only become worse and will likely only
cause additional problems going forward, and that is simply unacceptable to roughly half of the country.

( LINK BELOW )
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It has become increasingly apparent that the major Silicon Valley tech companies hold a liberal bias against conservatives, and
though those firms routinely deny it, the mask of unbiased nonpartisanship has continued to slip as these firms receive pushback
for their one-sided ideological activities.

The latest tech firm to let the mask slip is Google, as its CEO recently admitted in an interview with Axios that content creators on
YouTube — which is owned and operated by Google — can be censored by the platform even if they haven’t actually violated any
of YouTube’s policies or terms of service.

The interview with Google CEO Sundar Pichai took place prior to the most recent YouTube scandal, but remarks from Pichai about
the need to address and even censor “borderline content” on the platform has now been viewed as alluding to actions YouTube
took in the days after the interview.

The latest scandal involved conservative comedian Steven Crowder, who’d been targeted by a leftist activist and writer for Vox
named Carlos Maza. Maza accused Crowder of using homophobic and racist insults against him.

An initial review of Crowder’s content by YouTube found that no violations of policy had occurred. However, following a great
outcry from the left, YouTube proceeded to censor and demonetize Crowder’s channel anyways, as his content was deemed to
have displayed “a pattern of egregious actions has harmed the broader community.”

Getting back to Pichai’s commentary in the “Axios on HBO” interview, the CEO said that YouTube and Google were working hard
to remove “harmful content” from its platforms, though he admitted it was a work in progress that still needed adjustments.

https://youtu.be/igYXPKctRyw via @YouTube

He noted that much like how Google ranks search results based on content quality, “(W)e are bringing that same notion and
approach to YouTube so that we can rank higher quality stuff better and really prevent borderline content.”

Pichai proceeded to define borderline content as, “Content which doesn’t exactly violate policies, which needs to be removed, but
which can still cause harm.”

The CEO suggested that the efforts to prevent such content from appearing on the platforms was not just a “hard computer
science problem,” but also a “hard societal problem because we need better frameworks around what is hate speech, what’s not,
and how do we as a company make those decisions at scale, and get it right without making mistakes.”

So there you have it, the CEO of what is arguably the largest and most influential tech firm in the world stated openly that content
creators on YouTube don’t even have to violate the vague policies and terms of service to be punished by way of censorship,
demonetization or even removal from the platform.

Instead, such individuals can find themselves in trouble merely by posting “borderline content” that doesn’t violate anything but is
nevertheless deemed by the powers that be at Google to be “harmful” in some way, shape or form to the broader social community
at large.

We pretty much already know how that arbitrary measure will work, as the liberal morality police at Google and YouTube have
already revealed their inordinate ideological bias in favor of liberals and against conservatives.

In other words, people who post conservative content on YouTube could find that they’ve been deemed “harmful” to the liberal
social media utopia the Google overlords are attempting to create, while “borderline” or even blatantly harmful content that
unquestionably violates policies and terms of service will continue to be overlooked and ignored.

If Google was to establish clear guidelines policing allowable content and speech on the platform and otherwise maintain a hands-
off approach to those who didn’t violate those specific policies, there likely wouldn’t be any problems whatsoever, regardless of the
inherent bias of those who run Google and YouTube.

However, the arbitrary crackdown on content and speech that the left finds disagreeable has only become worse and will likely only
cause additional problems going forward, and that is simply unacceptable to roughly half of the country.
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Let’s face it: Donald Trump isn’t exactly popular in Mexico. His rhetoric regarding the border and immigration crisis has made him a
bit of a piñata to our southern neighbor, with figures including former Mexican President Vicente Fox lining up to take jabs against
Trump since he took office.

But something may be changing. First, rising frustration within Mexico regarding Central American migrant caravans in their own
cities fostered some of the same attitudes among Mexicans that helped Trump win in 2016.

And now first-year President Andreas Manuel López Obrador of Mexico seems to be actually listening to the U.S. administration,
at least in some areas.

That seems to be exactly what happened over the past week. In a move that was likely part of a deal with Washington, authorities
in Mexico have arrested caravan organizers for allegedly taking money to illegally transport immigrants.

“Cristobal Sanchez and Irineo Mujica were arrested within an hour of each other last week in different parts of Mexico
and flown together to the southern town of Tapachula in Chiapas state for the court hearing on charges they illegally
transported immigrants for money,” Reuters reported on Monday.

That could mark a sea change in Mexico’s handling of the migrants coming through their country and into the United States. No
matter how you slice it, it’s a huge win for Trump.

“The two men were arrested on Wednesday as the United States and Mexico negotiated a deal,” Reuters explained.

“Mexico agreed to clamp down on people smuggling networks and deploy security forces to curb illegal immigration
from Central America.”

One of the main groups encouraging and facilitating the movement of immigrants through Mexico — many of them without legal
paperwork — has been Pueblo Sin Fronteras, or “People Without Borders.”

If the organization’s reaction to the Latin American nation’s renewed interest in border enforcement is any sign, Trump’s
negotiations have definitely stuck a chord.

“The Mexican government has captured them to present them like trophies to the United States government,” Pueblo
Sin Fronteras said in a statement.

But that very group’s actions likely pushed both the U.S. and Mexican governments to crack down on the thousands of immigrants
ignoring border rules and moving through their countries.

“U.S. border officials have in the past said Pueblo Sin Fronteras ‘coaches’ migrants to ask for asylum,” Reuters
reported. “Earlier this year, [Mexican] Interior Minister Olga Sanchez accused the group of recruiting migrants.”

In addition to allegedly coaching migrants on how to take advantage of the American asylum system, overwhelming authorities and
often using false relationships with children to game the system, caravan organizers are now accused of taking money from
Central American immigrants in exchange for organized transport.

If authorities are correct, that could be classified as human trafficking, a serious offense that carries hefty prison time.

“Pueblo Sin Fronteras said it was ‘no coincidence’ that the pair was arrested right as Mexican Foreign Minister
Marcelo Ebrard was meeting at the White House,” Reuters reported.

“On the day of the arrests, Mexico also froze bank accounts it said were linked to people traffickers and detained
more than 350 people arriving from Guatemala with a line of armed police and soldiers, a show of uncommon force,”
the news outlet continued.

President Trump has a reputation as a shrewd negotiator, and it sure looks like he just cut one of his famous deals with our
southern neighbors.

By employing a carrot-and-stick approach with the Latin American nation and using tariffs as a negotiation chip, he may have just
pulled off what his critics claimed was impossible: A deal with Mexico that benefits both neighboring countries.

Don’t look now, but it seems a lot like winning.

( LINK BELOW )
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Let’s face it: Donald Trump isn’t exactly popular in Mexico. His rhetoric regarding the border and immigration crisis has made him a
bit of a piñata to our southern neighbor, with figures including former Mexican President Vicente Fox lining up to take jabs against
Trump since he took office.

But something may be changing. First, rising frustration within Mexico regarding Central American migrant caravans in their own
cities fostered some of the same attitudes among Mexicans that helped Trump win in 2016.

And now first-year President Andreas Manuel López Obrador of Mexico seems to be actually listening to the U.S. administration,
at least in some areas.

That seems to be exactly what happened over the past week. In a move that was likely part of a deal with Washington, authorities
in Mexico have arrested caravan organizers for allegedly taking money to illegally transport immigrants.

“Cristobal Sanchez and Irineo Mujica were arrested within an hour of each other last week in different parts of Mexico
and flown together to the southern town of Tapachula in Chiapas state for the court hearing on charges they illegally
transported immigrants for money,” Reuters reported on Monday.

That could mark a sea change in Mexico’s handling of the migrants coming through their country and into the United States. No
matter how you slice it, it’s a huge win for Trump.

“The two men were arrested on Wednesday as the United States and Mexico negotiated a deal,” Reuters explained.

“Mexico agreed to clamp down on people smuggling networks and deploy security forces to curb illegal immigration
from Central America.”

One of the main groups encouraging and facilitating the movement of immigrants through Mexico — many of them without legal
paperwork — has been Pueblo Sin Fronteras, or “People Without Borders.”

If the organization’s reaction to the Latin American nation’s renewed interest in border enforcement is any sign, Trump’s
negotiations have definitely stuck a chord.

“The Mexican government has captured them to present them like trophies to the United States government,” Pueblo
Sin Fronteras said in a statement.

But that very group’s actions likely pushed both the U.S. and Mexican governments to crack down on the thousands of immigrants
ignoring border rules and moving through their countries.

“U.S. border officials have in the past said Pueblo Sin Fronteras ‘coaches’ migrants to ask for asylum,” Reuters
reported. “Earlier this year, [Mexican] Interior Minister Olga Sanchez accused the group of recruiting migrants.”

In addition to allegedly coaching migrants on how to take advantage of the American asylum system, overwhelming authorities and
often using false relationships with children to game the system, caravan organizers are now accused of taking money from
Central American immigrants in exchange for organized transport.

If authorities are correct, that could be classified as human trafficking, a serious offense that carries hefty prison time.

“Pueblo Sin Fronteras said it was ‘no coincidence’ that the pair was arrested right as Mexican Foreign Minister
Marcelo Ebrard was meeting at the White House,” Reuters reported.

“On the day of the arrests, Mexico also froze bank accounts it said were linked to people traffickers and detained
more than 350 people arriving from Guatemala with a line of armed police and soldiers, a show of uncommon force,”
the news outlet continued.

President Trump has a reputation as a shrewd negotiator, and it sure looks like he just cut one of his famous deals with our
southern neighbors.

By employing a carrot-and-stick approach with the Latin American nation and using tariffs as a negotiation chip, he may have just
pulled off what his critics claimed was impossible: A deal with Mexico that benefits both neighboring countries.

Don’t look now, but it seems a lot like winning.
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"Real Time" host Bill Maher made a stunning admission on Monday night when he said he thought former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton "committed obstruction of justice" with the email scandal.

Maher began by praising former President Obama having two "successful" terms in office without a "whiff of scandal" and knocked
Republicans for their attempts to stir controversy.

"They tried Benghazi, Fast and Furious, Solyndra, all these nothingburgers," Maher told CNN anchor Chris Cuomo.

While he complained that the Clinton email investigation was "overcovered" by the media during the 2016 election, the HBO star
conceded that Clinton's behavior may have been unlawful.

"There's a lot of reasons why the Democrats lost and many of them were Hillary was a terrible candidate, that's
absolutely true," Maher said.

"She didn't help herself [nor] the situation with the emails in terms of how she handled her answers and her actions,"
Cuomo replied.

"Absolutely," Maher agreed. "And she committed obstruction of justice. Now Trump, I think, did in much worse
fashion, but I mean... smashing up your phones and your hard drives..."

The "Real Time" host also warned 2020 Democrats to stop "pecking" at former Vice President Joe Biden if he's the only candidate
who can beat President Trump in the general election as well as slammed political correctness as the "cancer of progressivism."

( LINK BELOW )
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"Real Time" host Bill Maher made a stunning admission on Monday night when he said he thought former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton "committed obstruction of justice" with the email scandal.

Maher began by praising former President Obama having two "successful" terms in office without a "whiff of scandal" and knocked
Republicans for their attempts to stir controversy.

"They tried Benghazi, Fast and Furious, Solyndra, all these nothingburgers," Maher told CNN anchor Chris Cuomo.

While he complained that the Clinton email investigation was "overcovered" by the media during the 2016 election, the HBO star
conceded that Clinton's behavior may have been unlawful.

"There's a lot of reasons why the Democrats lost and many of them were Hillary was a terrible candidate, that's
absolutely true," Maher said.

"She didn't help herself [nor] the situation with the emails in terms of how she handled her answers and her actions,"
Cuomo replied.

"Absolutely," Maher agreed. "And she committed obstruction of justice. Now Trump, I think, did in much worse
fashion, but I mean... smashing up your phones and your hard drives..."

The "Real Time" host also warned 2020 Democrats to stop "pecking" at former Vice President Joe Biden if he's the only candidate
who can beat President Trump in the general election as well as slammed political correctness as the "cancer of progressivism."
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Justice Department officials are pushing back on the suggestion that a recently struck deal with House Judiciary Committee
Chairman Jerrold Nadler will give Democrats unfettered access to documents pertaining to former Special Counsel Robert
Mueller’s Russia probe.

A source familiar with the negotiations told Fox News on Tuesday that while the agreement with Nadler, D-N.Y., would allow
members of his committee to review certain underlying evidence associated with the Mueller report, he is not going to get access
to “whatever documents he wants.”

“This is not a blank check. They can’t just see whatever they want,” the source told Fox News. “They have to tell us
what they want to see and then we will consider that legitimate request. This is just the start of a process.”

The source also told Fox News that when Nadler requests a document, the White House will have the ability to review the files to
see if any White House equities are implicated. At that point, President Trump would have the opportunity to assert executive
privilege in a bid to protect them from release.

The pushback comes after Nadler on Monday announced the deal with the Justice Department for documents and evidence related
to Mueller’s inquiry on whether the president obstructed justice -- an agreement that prompted him to hit pause on efforts to hold
Attorney General Bill Barr in contempt, though his House colleagues are still pursuing contempt against Barr on two separate
fronts this week.
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Former Deputy Independent Counsel Sol Wisenberg argues Nadler, Barr made a 'wise compromise' on Mueller docsVideo Nadler in
his statement described the document access as key, as fellow Democrats cast the deal as a win over the Trump administration.

“I am pleased to announce that the Department of Justice has agreed to begin complying with our committee’s
subpoena by opening Robert Mueller’s most important files to us, providing us with key evidence that the Special
Counsel used to assess whether the President and others obstructed justice or were engaged in misconduct,” Nadler
said in his statement on Monday. “These documents will allow us to perform our constitutional duties and decide how
to respond to the allegations laid out against the President by the Special Counsel.”

Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee, D-Texas, went so far as to claim this was a DOJ "capitulation" and the department has begun to open
up "all" the documents Democrats want to see.

The Justice Department agreed to give both Democrats and Republicans access to the files.

“Given our conversations with the Department, I will hold the criminal contempt process in abeyance for now,” Nadler
said Monday. “We have agreed to allow the Department time to demonstrate compliance with this agreement. If the
Department proceeds in good faith and we are able to obtain everything we need, then there will be no need to take
further steps.”

Nadler did say, however, that if “important information is held back,” then the committee would have “no choice but to enforce our
subpoena in court and consider other remedies.”

Nadler’s announcement comes after the Judiciary Committee voted to hold Barr in contempt last month, after the Justice
Department did not comply with a subpoena seeking access to an unredacted version of Mueller’s Russia report, as well as
underlying documents and evidence. President Trump also asserted executive privilege over the files in a bid to protect them from
release.

However, at this stage House Democrats are still preparing to move forward on a separate contempt-related resolution to enforce
subpoenas for Barr and former White House Counsel Don McGahn. The measure is scheduled for floor action on Tuesday.

Meanwhile, Nadler’s committee, which would oversee any potential impeachment proceedings, has sought underlying evidence
related to Mueller’s obstruction of justice inquiry for months.

Last month, in his only public appearance as special counsel, Mueller maintained that there was “not sufficient evidence to charge
a conspiracy” with regard to whether members of the Trump campaign coordinated with the Russian government during the 2016
presidential election.

But Mueller left open the question of whether the president obstructed justice.

“If we had had confidence that the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said that,” Mueller said.
“We did not determine whether the president did commit a crime.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Justice Department officials are pushing back on the suggestion that a recently struck deal with House Judiciary Committee
Chairman Jerrold Nadler will give Democrats unfettered access to documents pertaining to former Special Counsel Robert
Mueller’s Russia probe.

A source familiar with the negotiations told Fox News on Tuesday that while the agreement with Nadler, D-N.Y., would allow
members of his committee to review certain underlying evidence associated with the Mueller report, he is not going to get access
to “whatever documents he wants.”

“This is not a blank check. They can’t just see whatever they want,” the source told Fox News. “They have to tell us
what they want to see and then we will consider that legitimate request. This is just the start of a process.”
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what they want to see and then we will consider that legitimate request. This is just the start of a process.”

The source also told Fox News that when Nadler requests a document, the White House will have the ability to review the files to
see if any White House equities are implicated. At that point, President Trump would have the opportunity to assert executive
privilege in a bid to protect them from release.

The pushback comes after Nadler on Monday announced the deal with the Justice Department for documents and evidence related
to Mueller’s inquiry on whether the president obstructed justice -- an agreement that prompted him to hit pause on efforts to hold
Attorney General Bill Barr in contempt, though his House colleagues are still pursuing contempt against Barr on two separate
fronts this week.

Former Deputy Independent Counsel Sol Wisenberg argues Nadler, Barr made a 'wise compromise' on Mueller docsVideo Nadler in
his statement described the document access as key, as fellow Democrats cast the deal as a win over the Trump administration.

“I am pleased to announce that the Department of Justice has agreed to begin complying with our committee’s
subpoena by opening Robert Mueller’s most important files to us, providing us with key evidence that the Special
Counsel used to assess whether the President and others obstructed justice or were engaged in misconduct,” Nadler
said in his statement on Monday. “These documents will allow us to perform our constitutional duties and decide how
to respond to the allegations laid out against the President by the Special Counsel.”

Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee, D-Texas, went so far as to claim this was a DOJ "capitulation" and the department has begun to open
up "all" the documents Democrats want to see.

The Justice Department agreed to give both Democrats and Republicans access to the files.

“Given our conversations with the Department, I will hold the criminal contempt process in abeyance for now,” Nadler
said Monday. “We have agreed to allow the Department time to demonstrate compliance with this agreement. If the
Department proceeds in good faith and we are able to obtain everything we need, then there will be no need to take
further steps.”

Nadler did say, however, that if “important information is held back,” then the committee would have “no choice but to enforce our
subpoena in court and consider other remedies.”

Nadler’s announcement comes after the Judiciary Committee voted to hold Barr in contempt last month, after the Justice
Department did not comply with a subpoena seeking access to an unredacted version of Mueller’s Russia report, as well as
underlying documents and evidence. President Trump also asserted executive privilege over the files in a bid to protect them from
release.

However, at this stage House Democrats are still preparing to move forward on a separate contempt-related resolution to enforce
subpoenas for Barr and former White House Counsel Don McGahn. The measure is scheduled for floor action on Tuesday.

Meanwhile, Nadler’s committee, which would oversee any potential impeachment proceedings, has sought underlying evidence
related to Mueller’s obstruction of justice inquiry for months.

Last month, in his only public appearance as special counsel, Mueller maintained that there was “not sufficient evidence to charge
a conspiracy” with regard to whether members of the Trump campaign coordinated with the Russian government during the 2016
presidential election.

But Mueller left open the question of whether the president obstructed justice.

“If we had had confidence that the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said that,” Mueller said.
“We did not determine whether the president did commit a crime.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Former Vice President Joe Biden, the 2020 Democratic front-runner and current media favorite, made a not-

so-subtle and very public attempt last week at warming the heart of former President Barack Obama — and

possibly at winning his endorsement.

And it’s leaving one former Obama adviser wondering if it’s all a big joke.

On Friday, the former No. 2 man in the Obama White House tweeted a picture of a childish bracelet with charms spelling
out the words “Joe” and “Barack.”

“Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama,” Biden tweeted from his campaign’s Twitter page.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8lHmDZXkAASEhz.jpg

Joe Biden

 Verified account

@JoeBiden

Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama.

However, since Obama has not endorsed his former VP in the 2020 Democratic primary race, the tweet was met with a
deluge of criticism and mockery.

David Axelrod, chief strategist for Obama’s campaigns and a close adviser, didn’t mince words.

“This is a joke, right?” Axelrod wrote in response.

@JoeBiden

Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama.

David Axelrod

✔ @davidaxelrod

This is a joke, right?

“He’s such a good friend that he [won’t] endorse you for president,” political comedian Tim Young tweeted out.

@JoeBiden

Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama.

Tim Young

✔ @TimRunsHisMouth

He's such a good friend that he wont endorse you for President...

Another tweet mocked Biden’s interpretation of his relationship with Obama, saying that the former president might simply
view his former VP as a “co-worker.

@JoeBiden

Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama.

Jesse Fernandez

✔ @JesseFernandez

Biden: Obama’s my best friend.

Obama: Biden’s my coworker.

We may never know exactly why Obama hasn’t endorsed Biden yet, but there are a few potential reasons:

The 44th president may simply want to wait until after the primary to endorse, afraid that an early endorsement may divide
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The 44th president may simply want to wait until after the primary to endorse, afraid that an early endorsement may divide
the party even more than it already is.

His relationship with Biden may have turned sour over a variety of issues.

Obama might simply think another candidate is more qualified (or “woke,” as the Democrats might say these days).

Who knows?

Regardless, Biden’s cringe-worthy attempt at winning Obama over to his side screams desperation.

We’ll see how far it gets him heading into 2020.

( LINK BELOW )
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Former Vice President Joe Biden, the 2020 Democratic front-runner and current media favorite, made a not-

so-subtle and very public attempt last week at warming the heart of former President Barack Obama — and

possibly at winning his endorsement.

And it’s leaving one former Obama adviser wondering if it’s all a big joke.

On Friday, the former No. 2 man in the Obama White House tweeted a picture of a childish bracelet with charms spelling
out the words “Joe” and “Barack.”

“Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama,” Biden tweeted from his campaign’s Twitter page.
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However, since Obama has not endorsed his former VP in the 2020 Democratic primary race, the tweet was met with a
deluge of criticism and mockery.

David Axelrod, chief strategist for Obama’s campaigns and a close adviser, didn’t mince words.

“This is a joke, right?” Axelrod wrote in response.

@JoeBiden

Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama.

David Axelrod

✔ @davidaxelrod

This is a joke, right?

“He’s such a good friend that he [won’t] endorse you for president,” political comedian Tim Young tweeted out.
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@JoeBiden

Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama.

Tim Young

✔ @TimRunsHisMouth

He's such a good friend that he wont endorse you for President...

Another tweet mocked Biden’s interpretation of his relationship with Obama, saying that the former president might simply
view his former VP as a “co-worker.

@JoeBiden

Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend, @BarackObama.

Jesse Fernandez

✔ @JesseFernandez

Biden: Obama’s my best friend.

Obama: Biden’s my coworker.

We may never know exactly why Obama hasn’t endorsed Biden yet, but there are a few potential reasons:

The 44th president may simply want to wait until after the primary to endorse, afraid that an early endorsement may divide
the party even more than it already is.

His relationship with Biden may have turned sour over a variety of issues.

Obama might simply think another candidate is more qualified (or “woke,” as the Democrats might say these days).

Who knows?

Regardless, Biden’s cringe-worthy attempt at winning Obama over to his side screams desperation.

We’ll see how far it gets him heading into 2020.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Unleashes On 'Failing' And 'Slower Than He Used To Be' Biden

President Trump on Tuesday lashed out at Joe Biden in response to the 2020 contender’s plans to call the president an “existential
threat” to the country ahead of both politicians’ trip to Iowa.

Trump appeared to stoke speculation about Biden’s health and age, saying the former vice president is a “different guy” and
“slower than he used to be.”

He also said Biden would be the “weakest” opponent he could face in 2020, dismissing reports that he fears Biden the most. He
also labeled Biden “one percent Joe.”

“He’s failing,” Trump said of Biden, pointing to polls showing his Democratic rivals gaining on him.

He also knocked Biden’s previous presidential runs, saying “Joe never got more than one percent” but former President Barack
Obama “took him off the trash heap” when he picked him as his running mate in 2008.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/447932-trump-insults-biden-obama-took-him-off-the-trash-heap
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He also said Biden would be the “weakest” opponent he could face in 2020, dismissing reports that he fears Biden the most. He
also labeled Biden “one percent Joe.”

“He’s failing,” Trump said of Biden, pointing to polls showing his Democratic rivals gaining on him.

He also knocked Biden’s previous presidential runs, saying “Joe never got more than one percent” but former President Barack
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“Better to remain silent and be thought a fool than to speak and to remove all doubt.”

That wise advice may or may not have actually come from Abraham Lincoln, but Democratic Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez could
still learn a lot from it.

On Tuesday, the bartender-turned-lawmaker made a general fool out of herself as she tried to hammer FBI officials about how they
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On Tuesday, the bartender-turned-lawmaker made a general fool out of herself as she tried to hammer FBI officials about how they
prosecuted hate crimes.

From the beginning, it was clear that she had an agenda: Implying that white criminals are given more lenient treatment than
Muslim terrorists.

It didn’t go very well.

Instead of agreeing with her, FBI officials schooled AOC about the actual law, and ended up making the New York legislator
appear shockingly ignorant.

Check it out here.

https://youtu.be/VK3JwJVD8C0 via @YouTube

Even the mainstream media couldn’t spin it to make Ocasio-Cortez look good.

“In a video clip that has now gone viral, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez pressed the FBI’s top counterterrorism
official over what she called ‘discrepancies’ between the FBI’s handling of violent white supremacists and Muslim
extremists,” ABC News reported.

Ocasio-Cortez seemed to be searching for outrage where there wasn’t any by claiming that Muslim attackers — such as the
gunman in the bloody Pulse nightclub shooting of 2016 — had been charged with “domestic terrorism,” while white supremacist
attackers had not.

“But is that true? Not exactly,” noted ABC News.

It looks like AOC had no idea of what she was talking about.

“We’ve seen white supremacist attacks that were clearly domestic terrorism,” she said, citing the 2015 Charleston,
South Carolina, church massacre and last year’s shooting at a Pittsburgh synagogue.

“Those were only designated and charged as hate crimes, not domestic terrorist incidents,” she continued. “Why did
the FBI not believe that these incidents were domestic terrorist incidents?”

She was clearly not ready for FBI Assistant Director Michael McGarrity’s answer.

“That’s not correct. I don’t know who told you that we didn’t, but we certainly had cases open on them in both those
cases,” he said.

The FBI official noted that he wasn’t personally involved in the Charleston shooting case, but had firsthand knowledge of how
authorities investigated the Tree of Life synagogue attack.

“I remember that case distinctly, it was worked as both a domestic terrorism case and a hate crimes case,”
McGarrity said.

He quickly dug into the root of AOC’s ignorance about the law.

“There’s no ‘domestic terrorism’ charge like 18 USC 2339 A B C D for foreign terrorist organizations,” McGarrity
continued, schooling the clueless Democrat.

The FBI expert knows what he’s talking about. While authorities can and do investigate incidents as “domestic terrorism” internally,
the actual federal law — 18 USC 2339 — deals with terrorists with links to foreign groups. There isn’t actually a federal statute
against “domestic terrorism.”

“We’ll use any tool in the tool kit to arrest them […] on the record, it’s stated that it is domestic terrorism,” McGarrity
said.

In other words, even if prosecutors wanted to charge somebody with “domestic terrorism,” there is no such charge under current
federal law. Ocasio-Cortez seemed completely unaware of this, even though she and the rest of Congress are responsible for
passing laws.

“Was the actual charge domestic terrorism?” AOC asked, still not getting it.

“You’re not going to find an actual charge of ‘domestic terrorism’ out there,” the FBI official replied, clearly becoming
frustrated with Ocasio-Cortez.

AOC still acted clueless, bringing up the 2015 San Bernadino terrorist attack as an example of a recent terrorism charge, but
completely ignoring the fact that those suspects had connections to known foreign terrorist organizations.

https://youtu.be/VK3JwJVD8C0
https://voat.co/u/YouTube
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“Because the perpetrator was Muslim, they are … doesn’t it seem because the perpetrator is Muslim …” she trailed
off.

“That is not correct. That has nothing to do with it. No. No. That’s not correct,” McGarrity replied.

“That is not correct,” he said one more time, obviously offended that AOC implied the FBI prosecuted people based
on their religion.

He had to once again explain the difference between a homegrown radical extremist with no ties to external groups, and terrorists
linked to foreign forces who can actually be prosecuted under 18 USC 2339. He might as well have been talking at a wall.

Incredibly, after the hearing, Ocasio-Cortez released a Twitter post that still claimed she was correct about the law.

https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1136329869783117824

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

✔ @AOC

#This hearing was wild.

First the FBI witness tried to say I was wrong. I tried to be generous + give benefit of doubt, but then we

checked. I wasn’t.

Violence by Muslims is routinely treated as “terrorism,” White Supremacist violence isn’t.

Neo-Nazis are getting off the hook.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1136304925212905474

NowThis

✔ @nowthisnews

Rep. @AOC confronted this official about why the FBI doesn’t treat white supremacists the way it treats

other terrorists

She has, however, not said what her staff checked, or how she was proven correct.

And as even ABC News pointed out, the FBI doesn’t make the laws. The bureau can only prosecute people for laws that are on
the books — and if AOC has a problem with that, it’s literally her job to change it.

“Any ‘discrepancies’ in prosecution are largely rooted in the laws as passed by Congress, not policy decisions made
inside the FBI,” that news outlet noted.

“If a white supremacist were tied to some group designated a foreign terrorist organization by the U.S. government,
that could allow federal prosecutors to charge the white supremacist with the same offenses as an ISIS-inspired
terrorist – but no such case has ever been identified,” ABC reported. (Emphasis added.)

In other words, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is living in a fantasy world and is absolutely bewildered by the actual law or prosecution
process.

Worse, she’s trying desperately to push a dangerous and false claim about racial favoritism at the FBI, based on nothing but
ignorance, and her own agenda .

And that is truly something to be outraged about.

( LINK BELOW )
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“Better to remain silent and be thought a fool than to speak and to remove all doubt.”

That wise advice may or may not have actually come from Abraham Lincoln, but Democratic Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez could
still learn a lot from it.

On Tuesday, the bartender-turned-lawmaker made a general fool out of herself as she tried to hammer FBI officials about how they
prosecuted hate crimes.

From the beginning, it was clear that she had an agenda: Implying that white criminals are given more lenient treatment than
Muslim terrorists.

It didn’t go very well.

Instead of agreeing with her, FBI officials schooled AOC about the actual law, and ended up making the New York legislator
appear shockingly ignorant.

Check it out here.

https://youtu.be/VK3JwJVD8C0 via @YouTube

Even the mainstream media couldn’t spin it to make Ocasio-Cortez look good.

“In a video clip that has now gone viral, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez pressed the FBI’s top counterterrorism
official over what she called ‘discrepancies’ between the FBI’s handling of violent white supremacists and Muslim
extremists,” ABC News reported.

Ocasio-Cortez seemed to be searching for outrage where there wasn’t any by claiming that Muslim attackers — such as the
gunman in the bloody Pulse nightclub shooting of 2016 — had been charged with “domestic terrorism,” while white supremacist
attackers had not.

“But is that true? Not exactly,” noted ABC News.

It looks like AOC had no idea of what she was talking about.

“We’ve seen white supremacist attacks that were clearly domestic terrorism,” she said, citing the 2015 Charleston,
South Carolina, church massacre and last year’s shooting at a Pittsburgh synagogue.

“Those were only designated and charged as hate crimes, not domestic terrorist incidents,” she continued. “Why did
the FBI not believe that these incidents were domestic terrorist incidents?”

She was clearly not ready for FBI Assistant Director Michael McGarrity’s answer.

“That’s not correct. I don’t know who told you that we didn’t, but we certainly had cases open on them in both those
cases,” he said.

The FBI official noted that he wasn’t personally involved in the Charleston shooting case, but had firsthand knowledge of how
authorities investigated the Tree of Life synagogue attack.

“I remember that case distinctly, it was worked as both a domestic terrorism case and a hate crimes case,”
McGarrity said.

He quickly dug into the root of AOC’s ignorance about the law.

“There’s no ‘domestic terrorism’ charge like 18 USC 2339 A B C D for foreign terrorist organizations,” McGarrity
continued, schooling the clueless Democrat.

The FBI expert knows what he’s talking about. While authorities can and do investigate incidents as “domestic terrorism” internally,
the actual federal law — 18 USC 2339 — deals with terrorists with links to foreign groups. There isn’t actually a federal statute
against “domestic terrorism.”

“We’ll use any tool in the tool kit to arrest them […] on the record, it’s stated that it is domestic terrorism,” McGarrity
said.

In other words, even if prosecutors wanted to charge somebody with “domestic terrorism,” there is no such charge under current
federal law. Ocasio-Cortez seemed completely unaware of this, even though she and the rest of Congress are responsible for
passing laws.

“Was the actual charge domestic terrorism?” AOC asked, still not getting it.

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Untitled-design-2019-06-10T174701.537-345x181.jpg
https://youtu.be/VK3JwJVD8C0
https://voat.co/u/YouTube
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“You’re not going to find an actual charge of ‘domestic terrorism’ out there,” the FBI official replied, clearly becoming
frustrated with Ocasio-Cortez.

AOC still acted clueless, bringing up the 2015 San Bernadino terrorist attack as an example of a recent terrorism charge, but
completely ignoring the fact that those suspects had connections to known foreign terrorist organizations.

“Because the perpetrator was Muslim, they are … doesn’t it seem because the perpetrator is Muslim …” she trailed
off.

“That is not correct. That has nothing to do with it. No. No. That’s not correct,” McGarrity replied.

“That is not correct,” he said one more time, obviously offended that AOC implied the FBI prosecuted people based
on their religion.

He had to once again explain the difference between a homegrown radical extremist with no ties to external groups, and terrorists
linked to foreign forces who can actually be prosecuted under 18 USC 2339. He might as well have been talking at a wall.

Incredibly, after the hearing, Ocasio-Cortez released a Twitter post that still claimed she was correct about the law.

https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1136329869783117824

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

✔ @AOC

#This hearing was wild.

First the FBI witness tried to say I was wrong. I tried to be generous + give benefit of doubt, but then we

checked. I wasn’t.

Violence by Muslims is routinely treated as “terrorism,” White Supremacist violence isn’t.

Neo-Nazis are getting off the hook.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1136304925212905474

NowThis

✔ @nowthisnews

Rep. @AOC confronted this official about why the FBI doesn’t treat white supremacists the way it treats

other terrorists

She has, however, not said what her staff checked, or how she was proven correct.

And as even ABC News pointed out, the FBI doesn’t make the laws. The bureau can only prosecute people for laws that are on
the books — and if AOC has a problem with that, it’s literally her job to change it.

“Any ‘discrepancies’ in prosecution are largely rooted in the laws as passed by Congress, not policy decisions made
inside the FBI,” that news outlet noted.

“If a white supremacist were tied to some group designated a foreign terrorist organization by the U.S. government,
that could allow federal prosecutors to charge the white supremacist with the same offenses as an ISIS-inspired
terrorist – but no such case has ever been identified,” ABC reported. (Emphasis added.)

In other words, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is living in a fantasy world and is absolutely bewildered by the actual law or prosecution
process.

Worse, she’s trying desperately to push a dangerous and false claim about racial favoritism at the FBI, based on nothing but
ignorance, and her own agenda .

And that is truly something to be outraged about.

( LINK BELOW )
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Alabama Gov Signs Bill Requiring Child Sex Offenders To Undergo Chemical Castration

Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey (R) signed a bill into law Monday night that would require the chemical castration of certain sex offenders
as a condition of parole, according to AL.com.

The bill, passed by the state legislature last week, requires male offenders whose offense involved a child under the 13 to “undergo
chemical castration treatment in addition to any other penalty or condition prescribed by law.”

The law would require the sex offenders to foot the bill for the treatment but would “prohibit a person from being denied parole
because of indigency.”

State Rep. Steve Hurst (R), who sponsored the bill and had backed similar measures for over a decade, reportedly said, “Not only
did I want it to pass, I want to follow it on through to the future where we can try to improve it. One of the ultimate goals that I want
to do is for us to track it and to make sure what medication works for what individuals.”

Other states, including Florida and California, have passed similar laws, but American Civil Liberties Union of Alabama Executive
Director Randall Marshall told AL.com that the option has rarely been used and that it likely violates the Constitution’s ban on cruel
and unusual punishment.

“It’s not clear that this actually has any effect and whether it’s even medically proven,” Marshall said. “When
the state starts experimenting on people, I think it runs afoul of the Constitution.”

State Sen. Cam Ward (R), the bill’s state Senate sponsor, said the law was unlikely to be frequently applied, as most people
convicted of sex offenses against children will not be up for parole.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/447825-alabama-gov-signs-bill-requiring-child-sex-offenders-to-undergo-chemical
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Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey (R) signed a bill into law Monday night that would require the chemical castration of certain sex offenders
as a condition of parole, according to AL.com.

The bill, passed by the state legislature last week, requires male offenders whose offense involved a child under the 13 to “undergo
chemical castration treatment in addition to any other penalty or condition prescribed by law.”

The law would require the sex offenders to foot the bill for the treatment but would “prohibit a person from being denied parole
because of indigency.”

State Rep. Steve Hurst (R), who sponsored the bill and had backed similar measures for over a decade, reportedly said, “Not only
did I want it to pass, I want to follow it on through to the future where we can try to improve it. One of the ultimate goals that I want
to do is for us to track it and to make sure what medication works for what individuals.”

Other states, including Florida and California, have passed similar laws, but American Civil Liberties Union of Alabama Executive
Director Randall Marshall told AL.com that the option has rarely been used and that it likely violates the Constitution’s ban on cruel
and unusual punishment.

“It’s not clear that this actually has any effect and whether it’s even medically proven,” Marshall said. “When
the state starts experimenting on people, I think it runs afoul of the Constitution.”

State Sen. Cam Ward (R), the bill’s state Senate sponsor, said the law was unlikely to be frequently applied, as most people
convicted of sex offenses against children will not be up for parole.
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Imagine All The Liberal Agenda's Joe Biden Will Have To ' Flip Flop ' On, Just To Satisfy Today's

Socialist Democrat Party To Become The Dem's Candidate

REGARDLESS OF WHAT THEY ARE OLD SLEEPY JOE WILL SURELY FLOP BECAUSE HE IS A GLOBALIST PUPPET
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With their hopes for defeating President Donald Trump in 2020 depending largely on turning out the black vote in its
usual monolithic numbers, Democrats have been relentless in trying to paint the Trump administration as an
unadulterated evil for African-Americans.

But a report released this month by the U.S. Sentencing Commission just made that job many, many times harder.

The report found that the First Step Act of 2018, a criminal sentencing reform bill passed by a Republican Congress
and signed by Trump in December 2018, had benefited black prisoners incarcerated in the federal prison system in
numbers far greater than other races.

Among the key findings for all prisoners, as highlighted by Washington Examiner commentator Paul Bedard in a
piece last week headlined “Feds: Kushner’s criminal justice reform working, blacks benefit overwhelmingly”:

• 1,051 motions were granted for a reduced sentence.

• 78.9 percent of granted motions were made by the defendant, 11.8 percent by the attorney for the government, and 9.3 percent
by the court

• Offenders received an average decrease of 73 months (29.4 percent) in their sentences.

• The original average sentence was 239 months.

• The new average sentence was 166 months.

More to the point when it comes to the political optics, though, the beneficiaries of those sentence reductions have
been mainly black inmates, according to the report.

Only 4.3 percent of prisoners receiving reduced sentences have been white. More than 90 percent have been black.

And more than 98 percent of them have been male.

Those numbers reflect cases processed through April 30, according to the report, so that’s the effect of the law after
only four months in existence.

But even in that short time frame, it’s pretty clear that the law’s impacts are a direct challenge to the Democratic
Party’s accusations of racism against the Trump White House.

This is an administration, remember, that has overseen an economy that has brought the unemployment rate among
black Americans to historic lows.

It’s even drawn support from surprising places, such as rap superstar Kanye West.

Now, black Americans are the main beneficiaries of a sentencing reform bill that was passed when Republicans held
majorities in both houses of Congress and signed by a president whom liberals, Democrats and their propaganda arm
in the mainstream media have spent years now vilifying as a “racist.”

One of the chief offenders in that canard has been 2020 Democratic presidential front-runner Joe Biden.

As a senator, Biden was one of the authors of the 1994 crime bill that is the main reason for the country’s high
incarceration rate today, particularly among black Americans (it’s a contribution he continues to defend, as CNN
noted last week).

He’s also the former vice president famous for, among other things, telling a black audience that a Republican White
House — if Mitt Romney were elected president in 2012 — would “put y’all back in chains.”

As usual when it comes to Democrats, exactly the opposite is true.

The party that fought the Civil War to keep black Americans enslaved in the United States, then spent more than 100
years after that defending Jim Crow laws that enforced a very real kind of second-class citizenship for black people
in the South, has been disgracefully successful at painting itself as the champion of civil rights for minorities for two
generations now.

It’s a propaganda victory that couldn’t have happened without the complicity of a leftist education system, a
dishonest media and, of course, the lies of the Democratic Party itself.

But the numbers don’t lie.

It was the Trump administration that helped spur the American economy in ways that have undeniably benefited
black Americans.

It was a Republican Congress and Trump’s signature that enacted criminal sentencing reform that’s benefited black
Americans in more than nine out of 10 cases where it’s been applied.

And all the Democratic pandering and mainstream media caterwauling about “racism” can’t change that.

Democrats typically get about 85 percent of the black vote — a number that’s been crucial for them to be
competitive in the past and will be even more so in 2020, given the way Democratic presidential candidates have
made so little effort to attract the kind of traditional white voter the party lost in 2016.

Branding Trump as “racist” and stoking the black vote will be key to the Democratic strategy for the 16 months
between now and Nov. 3, 2020.

With the economy benefiting blacks with jobs and the First Step Act taking away one argument for a “racist” criminal
justice system, the numbers aren’t going to be helping the Democrats at all.

In fact, for them, these numbers are the stuff of nightmares.
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These are the kinds of numbers that give Democrats nightmares.

With their hopes for defeating President Donald Trump in 2020 depending largely on turning out the black vote in its
usual monolithic numbers, Democrats have been relentless in trying to paint the Trump administration as an
unadulterated evil for African-Americans.

But a report released this month by the U.S. Sentencing Commission just made that job many, many times harder.

The report found that the First Step Act of 2018, a criminal sentencing reform bill passed by a Republican Congress
and signed by Trump in December 2018, had benefited black prisoners incarcerated in the federal prison system in
numbers far greater than other races.

Among the key findings for all prisoners, as highlighted by Washington Examiner commentator Paul Bedard in a
piece last week headlined “Feds: Kushner’s criminal justice reform working, blacks benefit overwhelmingly”:

• 1,051 motions were granted for a reduced sentence.

• 78.9 percent of granted motions were made by the defendant, 11.8 percent by the attorney for the government, and 9.3 percent
by the court

• Offenders received an average decrease of 73 months (29.4 percent) in their sentences.

• The original average sentence was 239 months.

• The new average sentence was 166 months.

More to the point when it comes to the political optics, though, the beneficiaries of those sentence reductions have
been mainly black inmates, according to the report.

Only 4.3 percent of prisoners receiving reduced sentences have been white. More than 90 percent have been black.

And more than 98 percent of them have been male.

Those numbers reflect cases processed through April 30, according to the report, so that’s the effect of the law after
only four months in existence.

But even in that short time frame, it’s pretty clear that the law’s impacts are a direct challenge to the Democratic
Party’s accusations of racism against the Trump White House.

This is an administration, remember, that has overseen an economy that has brought the unemployment rate among
black Americans to historic lows.

It’s even drawn support from surprising places, such as rap superstar Kanye West.

Now, black Americans are the main beneficiaries of a sentencing reform bill that was passed when Republicans held
majorities in both houses of Congress and signed by a president whom liberals, Democrats and their propaganda arm
in the mainstream media have spent years now vilifying as a “racist.”

One of the chief offenders in that canard has been 2020 Democratic presidential front-runner Joe Biden.

As a senator, Biden was one of the authors of the 1994 crime bill that is the main reason for the country’s high
incarceration rate today, particularly among black Americans (it’s a contribution he continues to defend, as CNN
noted last week).

He’s also the former vice president famous for, among other things, telling a black audience that a Republican White
House — if Mitt Romney were elected president in 2012 — would “put y’all back in chains.”

As usual when it comes to Democrats, exactly the opposite is true.

The party that fought the Civil War to keep black Americans enslaved in the United States, then spent more than 100
years after that defending Jim Crow laws that enforced a very real kind of second-class citizenship for black people
in the South, has been disgracefully successful at painting itself as the champion of civil rights for minorities for two
generations now.
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generations now.

It’s a propaganda victory that couldn’t have happened without the complicity of a leftist education system, a
dishonest media and, of course, the lies of the Democratic Party itself.

But the numbers don’t lie.

It was the Trump administration that helped spur the American economy in ways that have undeniably benefited
black Americans.

It was a Republican Congress and Trump’s signature that enacted criminal sentencing reform that’s benefited black
Americans in more than nine out of 10 cases where it’s been applied.

And all the Democratic pandering and mainstream media caterwauling about “racism” can’t change that.

Democrats typically get about 85 percent of the black vote — a number that’s been crucial for them to be
competitive in the past and will be even more so in 2020, given the way Democratic presidential candidates have
made so little effort to attract the kind of traditional white voter the party lost in 2016.

Branding Trump as “racist” and stoking the black vote will be key to the Democratic strategy for the 16 months
between now and Nov. 3, 2020.

With the economy benefiting blacks with jobs and the First Step Act taking away one argument for a “racist” criminal
justice system, the numbers aren’t going to be helping the Democrats at all.

In fact, for them, these numbers are the stuff of nightmares.
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I LOVE THESE TRUMP 2020 POSTERS IN BLACK - CHECK'M OUT

PATRIOT'S CHECK OUT THESE TRUMP 202O POSTERS, I THINK THESE ARE SO COOL WITH THE BLACK BACKGROUND
AND CAN'T WAIT FOR MINE TO COME IN THE MAIL .....

And No this isn't a sale's pitch , I really love the black posters and wanted to share them with all of you Patriots!

https://teeshirtpalace-production.s3.amazonaws.com/spree/images/TPKAG239-BLACK-HPOST/large/TPKAG239-BLACK-
HPOST.jpg
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And of course I had to purchase this one to put in My office, for any Liberal that might come into My office. That way there is no
misconceptions of where My loyalty lies.....That's with President Donald Trump !
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These Are Going To Look Cool Hanging On My Office Walls, Just Thought I'd Share Them with You Patriot's In Case You Haven't
Seen Them Yet...

Have A Great Week Patriots , Hopefully We See Some Declassification's This Week

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU TRUE PATRIOTS
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Eric Swalwell Mounts A Strong Effort To Take The Crown As The Most Pathetic Entrant In The

Democrats’ Presidential Field

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-06/214151_5_.png

The expression “clown car” is frequently used to describe the crowded field of Democrats running for the presidency. But it
is appropriate not just to denote the crowding, but also the behavior of some of the members of the field. Yesterday, it
looked to me as though it would be hard to top the efforts of Kirsten Gillibrand to ingratiate herself with the patrons of a gay
bar in Des Moines by chugging shots and getting jiggy.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-06/214137_5_.png

But Eric Swalwell, the Bay Area congressman who unsuccessfully tried to ride charges of “treason” against President
Trump to fame and fortune, is making a strong effort to surpass her. The weekend before last, he tried changing an
unnamed but presumably his baby’s diapers on video, only to see that it was inadequate to rocket him up the rankings of
presidential contenders beyond too-low-to-round-upward-to-one-percent.

So, in the last few days, he managed to beclown himself not once, but twice.

Watch as he gives such an inane answer to a serious question by S. E. Cupp on CNN on his signature issue – why, if he’s
serious about gun violence, is he focused on assault weapons that only account for a tiny percentage of deaths:

“I’ll just say assault weapons are a small percentage of gn violence deaths, but when you talk to a child in a
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“I’ll just say assault weapons are a small percentage of gn violence deaths, but when you talk to a child in a
classroom today, 100% of their fear is an assault weapon coming into their classroom…”

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/UnfilteredSE/status/1137520434130444290

SE Cupp Unfiltered

 Verified account

@UnfilteredSE

@UnfilteredSE

Learn why gun control is @RepSwalwell’s signature campaign issue for 2020 and why @secupp finds his

stance "refreshingly honest."

Then, speaking at the big event in Iowa last weekend, the “Hall of Fame” event, he expected a round of applause for what
he thought was a killer line and encountered…crickets.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1137821371084419072

Ryan Saavedra

 Verified account

@RealSaavedra

@RealSaavedra

Democrat presidential candidate Eric Swalwell: “I will be bold without the bull”

Swalwell pauses, appearing to expect applause from the audience

No one claps

Of course, we can’t rule out something from Biden, once he stops hiding, and opens his gaffe-emitting mouth. And I
wouldn’t rule out a pander from Kamala Harris so grotesque that it startles even hard core Dems with its cravenness. There
is no depth to which she will not stoop.

But being honest, my money would still be on Gillibrand, whose combination of vapidity, ambition, and stupidity makes her
the front-runner in the contest for doofus of the field.

My supply of popcorn awaits the good times ahead.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/06/eric_swalwell_mounts_a_strong_effort_to_take_the_crown_as_the_most_pathetic_entrant_in_the_democrats_presidential_field.html
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is appropriate not just to denote the crowding, but also the behavior of some of the members of the field. Yesterday, it
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But Eric Swalwell, the Bay Area congressman who unsuccessfully tried to ride charges of “treason” against President
Trump to fame and fortune, is making a strong effort to surpass her. The weekend before last, he tried changing an
unnamed but presumably his baby’s diapers on video, only to see that it was inadequate to rocket him up the rankings of
presidential contenders beyond too-low-to-round-upward-to-one-percent.

So, in the last few days, he managed to beclown himself not once, but twice.

Watch as he gives such an inane answer to a serious question by S. E. Cupp on CNN on his signature issue – why, if he’s
serious about gun violence, is he focused on assault weapons that only account for a tiny percentage of deaths:

“I’ll just say assault weapons are a small percentage of gn violence deaths, but when you talk to a child in a
classroom today, 100% of their fear is an assault weapon coming into their classroom…”

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/UnfilteredSE/status/1137520434130444290

SE Cupp Unfiltered

 Verified account

@UnfilteredSE

@UnfilteredSE

Learn why gun control is @RepSwalwell’s signature campaign issue for 2020 and why @secupp finds his

stance "refreshingly honest."

Then, speaking at the big event in Iowa last weekend, the “Hall of Fame” event, he expected a round of applause for what
he thought was a killer line and encountered…crickets.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1137821371084419072

Ryan Saavedra

 Verified account

@RealSaavedra

@RealSaavedra

Democrat presidential candidate Eric Swalwell: “I will be bold without the bull”

Swalwell pauses, appearing to expect applause from the audience

No one claps

Of course, we can’t rule out something from Biden, once he stops hiding, and opens his gaffe-emitting mouth. And I
wouldn’t rule out a pander from Kamala Harris so grotesque that it startles even hard core Dems with its cravenness. There
is no depth to which she will not stoop.

But being honest, my money would still be on Gillibrand, whose combination of vapidity, ambition, and stupidity makes her
the front-runner in the contest for doofus of the field.

My supply of popcorn awaits the good times ahead.
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Dan Bongino Slams Democrats Over Planned John Dean Hearing: They're Trying To 'Fabricate' An

Obstruction Charge

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/10/931/524/694940094001_6046469064001_6046466262001-
vs.jpg

Author and Fox News contributor Dan Bongino claimed Monday that House Democrats are trying to distract the public from
questions about the Mueller report by calling former Watergate figure John Dean to testify.

Dean, the former White House counsel to Richard Nixon, is expected to be front and center on Capitol Hill Monday afternoon, as
House Democrats begin a series of hearings attempting to keep the spotlight on Special Counsel Robert Mueller's report.

President Trump blasted Dean as a "CNN sleazebag attorney" Sunday in a nod to Dean's appearances on the cable news channel.

"This whole charade they are engaging on this week in these impeachment hearings, it's an act. What they are trying
to do is distract you from the fact that the Mueller probe is completely collapsing its credibility," he argued.

Appearing on "Fox & Friends," Bongino accused the mainstream media of ignoring stories that he believes cast doubt on Mueller's
investigation, including former Trump lawyer John Dowd accusing Mueller of misrepresenting a statement he made to an attorney
for Michael Flynn.

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/08/694940094001_6046052988001_6046055161001-vs.jpg

Bongino likened the Mueller investigation to giving someone a gift box that turns out to have nothing but "air popcorn" inside.

"There was never anything there. They're trying to fabricate an obstruction charge that doesn't exist and they know
it," he claimed, dismissing Dean as a "discredited former felon."

In a March op-ed in The New York Times, Dean made clear his thoughts on Trump, whom he called an "authoritarian president," in
no uncertain terms.

"In fact, all Americans are affected by the growing authoritarianism that made Mr. Trump president," Dean wrote.
"These people who facilitated his rise will remain long after Mr. Trump is gone. We need to pay more attention."

Dean assisted with the Watergate coverup and pleaded guilty to obstruction before becoming a key prosecution witness.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dan-bongino-slams-democrats-over-planned-john-dean-hearing
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Supreme Court Rejects Challenges To Gun Silencer Law

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/scotus_supremecourt_012219gn4.jpg

The Supreme Court on Monday rejected a pair of cases challenging a federal law requiring the registration of gun silencers.

The justices, in an unsigned order, said they won’t take up the cases of two men who challenged the National Firearms Act
of 1934 after they were convicted for failing to register their gun silencers.

The two Kansas men — Shane Cox and Jeremy Kettler — had separately appealed their convictions to the justices, and
asked the court to consider if the gun silencers are protected under the Second Amendment.

The 10th Circuit Court of Appeals had upheld both of their convictions last year, and the justices' order leaves them in
place.

Monday's order also means the high court is skipping out on a chance to rule on the scope of gun laws and protections: The
federal law being challenged also requires the registration of some firearms.

President Trump earlier this month also indicated that he would be open to banning silencers for firearms.

This decision comes shortly after the mass shooting in Virginia Beach that left 12 people dead. The gunman in that
shooting used a gun with a silencer.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/447715-supreme-court-rejects-challenges-to-gun-silencer-law
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The Supreme Court on Monday rejected a pair of cases challenging a federal law requiring the registration of gun silencers.

The justices, in an unsigned order, said they won’t take up the cases of two men who challenged the National Firearms Act
of 1934 after they were convicted for failing to register their gun silencers.

The two Kansas men — Shane Cox and Jeremy Kettler — had separately appealed their convictions to the justices, and
asked the court to consider if the gun silencers are protected under the Second Amendment.

The 10th Circuit Court of Appeals had upheld both of their convictions last year, and the justices' order leaves them in
place.

Monday's order also means the high court is skipping out on a chance to rule on the scope of gun laws and protections: The
federal law being challenged also requires the registration of some firearms.

President Trump earlier this month also indicated that he would be open to banning silencers for firearms.

This decision comes shortly after the mass shooting in Virginia Beach that left 12 people dead. The gunman in that
shooting used a gun with a silencer.
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Iranian Foreign Minister: 'Whoever Starts A War With Us Will Not Be The One Who Finishes It'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/zarif_mohammadjavad_0826.jpg

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said Monday that “whoever starts a war with us will not be the one who
finishes it.”

Zarif made the remarks in Tehran while standing alongside German Foreign Minister Heiko Mass, who is in Iran as part of
an effort to save the Obama-era nuclear deal, which the U.S. exited in 2018, The Associated Press reports.

The remarks come amid escalating tensions between Washington and Tehran.

Last month, the Trump administration deployed a carrier strike group and a bomber task force to the Middle East. It cited
“troubling and escalatory indications and warnings” from Iran that were not publicly identified for the move.

After previously threatening that war would be "the official end of Iran,” President Trump said last Wednesday that there’s “a
chance” the U.S. military would take action against Iran.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/policy/international/447677-iranian-foreign-minister-whoever-starts-a-war-with-us-will-not-be-the
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Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said Monday that “whoever starts a war with us will not be the one who
finishes it.”

Zarif made the remarks in Tehran while standing alongside German Foreign Minister Heiko Mass, who is in Iran as part of
an effort to save the Obama-era nuclear deal, which the U.S. exited in 2018, The Associated Press reports.

The remarks come amid escalating tensions between Washington and Tehran.

Last month, the Trump administration deployed a carrier strike group and a bomber task force to the Middle East. It cited
“troubling and escalatory indications and warnings” from Iran that were not publicly identified for the move.

After previously threatening that war would be "the official end of Iran,” President Trump said last Wednesday that there’s “a
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WHY TRUMP IS WINNING
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I received wonderful news Monday. Talkers magazine -- the Bible of America's radio industry -- named me

to their Heavy Hundred list of the top 100 talk radio hosts in the United States. I made my debut at No. 62.

And of course, No. 1 in Las Vegas.

Think of the numbers involved. I Googled "radio stations." There are about 5,000 AM stations alone (which generally
means "news and talk"). Assume the typical station has at least three hosts in its lineup. That's 15,000 radio hosts
in America. I just made the top 100 out of 15,000 hosts in a nation of 330 million people, in a career 3 1/2 years old.
What an honor.

And the company I'm keeping is awe-inspiring. The top five are Sean Hannity, Rush Limbaugh, Dave Ramsey, Mark
Levin and Howard Stern. Those five combined reach tens of millions of Americans. But those guys all had a big head
start. Four years ago, I'd never hosted a talk radio show in my life. Stern started his radio career in 1975. Rush
started in 1972. I started mine in 2016.

Why do I tell you this story? There are valuable lessons in it. My story is the reason I believe President

Donald Trump will win in an electoral landslide in 2020.

First, the media are lying when they say Trump is unpopular. Much like this column, my show is a nightly celebration
of all things Trump. I am a Paul Revere for him: I loudly and proudly tell my listeners about all the great things Trump
has accomplished for America, 90% of which you won't hear from the biased mainstream media. Americans are
hungry to hear the truth.

Secondly, like Trump, I spend all three hours of my show celebrating America. Where else can an SOB (son of a
butcher) morph from a Vegas oddsmaker to one of the top political talk radio hosts in the country? As Don King
says, "only in America." That's why Trump is a winner. He is a relentless champion of America, American workers
and the American dream. He won't let the rest of the world push us around. He loves this country. People see that.

Third, my success didn't happen by coincidence. America's streets are paved with gold only if you earn it. In the past
3 1/2 years of my journey, I've worked tirelessly and relentlessly 16 hours a day, seven days a week. That strategy
works in any field. Trump is the hardest-working president in history. The man fights for America first 24 hours a day.
He is a human Energizer Bunny. While Trump celebrates America, the left calls him terrible names and screams for
his impeachment. Cher recently fantasized about Trump being raped in a prison cell. Do you believe this is what
Americans want to hear?

Meanwhile, Trump stood on the stage at the Air Force Academy graduation ceremony last week and shook

the hands of all 900-plus graduates. What president ever did that? Trump loves America. That's what

Americans love about him. Democrats don't understand any of this. It goes right over their heads. That's

why Trump will win in an electoral landslide in 2020.

Wanna bet?

( LINK BELOW )
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WHY TRUMP IS WINNING
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I received wonderful news Monday. Talkers magazine -- the Bible of America's radio industry -- named me

to their Heavy Hundred list of the top 100 talk radio hosts in the United States. I made my debut at No. 62.

And of course, No. 1 in Las Vegas.

Think of the numbers involved. I Googled "radio stations." There are about 5,000 AM stations alone (which generally
means "news and talk"). Assume the typical station has at least three hosts in its lineup. That's 15,000 radio hosts
in America. I just made the top 100 out of 15,000 hosts in a nation of 330 million people, in a career 3 1/2 years old.
What an honor.

And the company I'm keeping is awe-inspiring. The top five are Sean Hannity, Rush Limbaugh, Dave Ramsey, Mark
Levin and Howard Stern. Those five combined reach tens of millions of Americans. But those guys all had a big head
start. Four years ago, I'd never hosted a talk radio show in my life. Stern started his radio career in 1975. Rush
started in 1972. I started mine in 2016.

Why do I tell you this story? There are valuable lessons in it. My story is the reason I believe President

Donald Trump will win in an electoral landslide in 2020.

First, the media are lying when they say Trump is unpopular. Much like this column, my show is a nightly celebration
of all things Trump. I am a Paul Revere for him: I loudly and proudly tell my listeners about all the great things Trump
has accomplished for America, 90% of which you won't hear from the biased mainstream media. Americans are
hungry to hear the truth.

Secondly, like Trump, I spend all three hours of my show celebrating America. Where else can an SOB (son of a
butcher) morph from a Vegas oddsmaker to one of the top political talk radio hosts in the country? As Don King
says, "only in America." That's why Trump is a winner. He is a relentless champion of America, American workers
and the American dream. He won't let the rest of the world push us around. He loves this country. People see that.

Third, my success didn't happen by coincidence. America's streets are paved with gold only if you earn it. In the past
3 1/2 years of my journey, I've worked tirelessly and relentlessly 16 hours a day, seven days a week. That strategy
works in any field. Trump is the hardest-working president in history. The man fights for America first 24 hours a day.
He is a human Energizer Bunny. While Trump celebrates America, the left calls him terrible names and screams for
his impeachment. Cher recently fantasized about Trump being raped in a prison cell. Do you believe this is what
Americans want to hear?

Meanwhile, Trump stood on the stage at the Air Force Academy graduation ceremony last week and shook

the hands of all 900-plus graduates. What president ever did that? Trump loves America. That's what

Americans love about him. Democrats don't understand any of this. It goes right over their heads. That's

why Trump will win in an electoral landslide in 2020.

Wanna bet?
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California Sees Surge In Ammo Sales Ahead Of New Gun Regulations

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/h_butoday_Gun_violence.jpg

California ammunition providers are seeing a spike in sales ahead of a new state law that will clamp down on individuals trying to
buy ammo.

Proposition 63, which Gov. Gavin Newsom made a cornerstone of his campaign, was approved by voters in 2016 is slated to go
into effect July 1.

“From San Bernardino to Ventura to Poway, too many Californians have already died from gun violence,” Newsom
said last week. “I championed Prop. 63 because it is beyond time that we take common sense actions such as
these to keep deadly ammo out of the wrong hands and protect our communities.”

The law will create more restrictions on ammo buyers by forcing them to buy face-to-face from licensed dealers, rather than the
internet, according to the Los Angeles Times.

Advocates of the measure see it as a way to close loopholes on gun laws that focus on firearms rather than ammo. Proponents,
however, believe Prop 63 unfairly punishes law-abiding gun owners.

The law’s tough restrictions have prompted gun owners to stock up on ammo. OC Guns store owner Scott Bodkin, who was cited
by the Los Angeles Times, said his sales have doubled in recent weeks.

“People are gearing up for it,” he said of the new law. “They are buying a lot. They don’t like it. It’s just another
typical California deterrent to make things tougher for gun owners.”

Mike Hein, another Orange County-based gun shop owner, told The Times that sales have increased more than 10% in recent
months, with some customers buying as much as 1,000 rounds at a time.

“People are starting to stock up. We stocked up on ammunition,” he said. “Most people know about the deadline.
“They are running scared. They are pissed off.”

( LINK BELOW )
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California ammunition providers are seeing a spike in sales ahead of a new state law that will clamp down on individuals trying to
buy ammo.

Proposition 63, which Gov. Gavin Newsom made a cornerstone of his campaign, was approved by voters in 2016 is slated to go
into effect July 1.

“From San Bernardino to Ventura to Poway, too many Californians have already died from gun violence,” Newsom
said last week. “I championed Prop. 63 because it is beyond time that we take common sense actions such as
these to keep deadly ammo out of the wrong hands and protect our communities.”

The law will create more restrictions on ammo buyers by forcing them to buy face-to-face from licensed dealers, rather than the
internet, according to the Los Angeles Times.

Advocates of the measure see it as a way to close loopholes on gun laws that focus on firearms rather than ammo. Proponents,
however, believe Prop 63 unfairly punishes law-abiding gun owners.

The law’s tough restrictions have prompted gun owners to stock up on ammo. OC Guns store owner Scott Bodkin, who was cited
by the Los Angeles Times, said his sales have doubled in recent weeks.

“People are gearing up for it,” he said of the new law. “They are buying a lot. They don’t like it. It’s just another
typical California deterrent to make things tougher for gun owners.”

Mike Hein, another Orange County-based gun shop owner, told The Times that sales have increased more than 10% in recent
months, with some customers buying as much as 1,000 rounds at a time.

“People are starting to stock up. We stocked up on ammunition,” he said. “Most people know about the deadline.
“They are running scared. They are pissed off.”
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Broward County: Accused Murderer On The Run After Jail Screws Up Paperwork And Let's Him Go

Free
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What is it with the Broward County justice system down there in Florida? The South Florida Sun-Sentinel reports that a man
indicted on first-degree murder charges is now on the run after the Broward County jail he was being held in claims he was
mistakenly set free due to a supposed clerical error by the clerk's office. But, neither the court house nor the jail is actually
taking responsibility for the screwup.

Rafael Omeda reports that Eric Vail was arrested in January after allegedly shooting and killing a man with an AR-15 in
October in Florida. Originally, he was accused of second-degree murder. But in March, authorities arrested a co-defendant
Christopher Avery Campbell on charges of first-degree murder. Following an investigation, police determined "Vail and
Campbell were in a Nissan Altima when they pulled alongside Harris and opened fire with an AR-15-style rifle. Harris, who
was driving a pickup, died instantly. Investigators concluded Vail was the shooter and Campbell was driving the Nissan."

Both men were the indicted on April 3rd by a grand jury. However, the grand jury dropped Vail's initial second-degree murder
charge, and instead indicted him for first-degree murder. But, apparently, that was never relayed to the jail. So what
happened? Omeda breaks it down for readers:

He was supposed to be held without bond on the more serious charge, but the clerk’s office never sent that paperwork to
the jail.

After the change to Vail’s criminal charges, the clerk’s office never generated a “capias” — or an order to arrest or detain
the 28-year-old defendant.

The Broward Sheriff’s Office, which runs the jail, may have compounded the problem: It wasn’t required to check the
clerk’s website to see whether Vail had other cases against him. Sheriff’s officials say checking the clerk’s website is not
part of their routine procedures because it’s unreliable “and not an official warrant database.” The jail searches for a
capias, a warrant, or a court order, not the clerk’s website.

That search also would have flagged the breakdown in communication between the clerk and the sheriff’s office and kept
a suspected murderer from going free

But the jail released Vail anyways. This was a costly mistake argues the clerk's office.

“In order to release a prisoner from confinement, a directive from the judiciary is required,” Dian Diaz, chief operating
officer for Broward Clerk of Courts Brenda Forman told media this week.

That order was never given. But, the jail argues that since the aforementioned capias was never sent on April 3, they were
never aware that Vail should be held which is why he was released.

However, Omeda says that "Even without the capias, whether the Sheriff’s Office should have known to hold Vail remains
in dispute. The April indictment contains an explicit court order to hold Vail without bond. Coleman-Wright said it was the
clerk’s responsibility to notify the jail about that order with the capias."

But Vail's public defender Howard Finklestein says both parties need to simply figure out what happened so future incidents
never happen again. “If [the jail's] query does not have them check their local database to see if the defendant has another
case then the query is stupid,” Finklestein said. “The sheriff’s office and the clerk’s office need to stop focusing on blaming
each other and start taking measures to make sure this never happens again.”

As of Friday, Vail has been on the lam more than a week. Finklestein is urging the suspect to turn himself in.

( LINK BELOW )
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Broward County: Accused Murderer On The Run After Jail Screws Up Paperwork And Let's Him Go

Free
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What is it with the Broward County justice system down there in Florida? The South Florida Sun-Sentinel reports that a man
indicted on first-degree murder charges is now on the run after the Broward County jail he was being held in claims he was
mistakenly set free due to a supposed clerical error by the clerk's office. But, neither the court house nor the jail is actually
taking responsibility for the screwup.

Rafael Omeda reports that Eric Vail was arrested in January after allegedly shooting and killing a man with an AR-15 in
October in Florida. Originally, he was accused of second-degree murder. But in March, authorities arrested a co-defendant
Christopher Avery Campbell on charges of first-degree murder. Following an investigation, police determined "Vail and
Campbell were in a Nissan Altima when they pulled alongside Harris and opened fire with an AR-15-style rifle. Harris, who
was driving a pickup, died instantly. Investigators concluded Vail was the shooter and Campbell was driving the Nissan."

Both men were the indicted on April 3rd by a grand jury. However, the grand jury dropped Vail's initial second-degree murder
charge, and instead indicted him for first-degree murder. But, apparently, that was never relayed to the jail. So what
happened? Omeda breaks it down for readers:

He was supposed to be held without bond on the more serious charge, but the clerk’s office never sent that paperwork to
the jail.

After the change to Vail’s criminal charges, the clerk’s office never generated a “capias” — or an order to arrest or detain
the 28-year-old defendant.

The Broward Sheriff’s Office, which runs the jail, may have compounded the problem: It wasn’t required to check the
clerk’s website to see whether Vail had other cases against him. Sheriff’s officials say checking the clerk’s website is not
part of their routine procedures because it’s unreliable “and not an official warrant database.” The jail searches for a
capias, a warrant, or a court order, not the clerk’s website.

That search also would have flagged the breakdown in communication between the clerk and the sheriff’s office and kept
a suspected murderer from going free

But the jail released Vail anyways. This was a costly mistake argues the clerk's office.

“In order to release a prisoner from confinement, a directive from the judiciary is required,” Dian Diaz, chief operating
officer for Broward Clerk of Courts Brenda Forman told media this week.

That order was never given. But, the jail argues that since the aforementioned capias was never sent on April 3, they were
never aware that Vail should be held which is why he was released.

However, Omeda says that "Even without the capias, whether the Sheriff’s Office should have known to hold Vail remains
in dispute. The April indictment contains an explicit court order to hold Vail without bond. Coleman-Wright said it was the
clerk’s responsibility to notify the jail about that order with the capias."

But Vail's public defender Howard Finklestein says both parties need to simply figure out what happened so future incidents
never happen again. “If [the jail's] query does not have them check their local database to see if the defendant has another
case then the query is stupid,” Finklestein said. “The sheriff’s office and the clerk’s office need to stop focusing on blaming
each other and start taking measures to make sure this never happens again.”

As of Friday, Vail has been on the lam more than a week. Finklestein is urging the suspect to turn himself in.
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Trump Issues Mea Culpa For Trashing 'Corrupt Media'

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=c9123b22-9749-4872-a067-
4301366b7655&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

President Donald Trump trashed MSNBC's Donny Deutsch and CNN's Erin Burnett on Saturday night, following the "hit back" with
a mea culpa about not appearing "presidential" on Twitter, but adding it was necessary to correct "fake news."

Trump tweeted just before midnight ET:

"Little @DonnyDeutsch, whose show, like his previous shoebiz tries, is a disaster, has been saying that I had been a
friend of his. This is false. He, & separately @ErinBurnett, used to BEG me to be on episodes of the Apprentice
(both were bad), but that was it. Hardly knew him,.."

And followed up in tweet seconds later:

"....other than to know he was, and is, a total Loser. When he makes statements about me, they are made up, he
knows nothing!"

President Trump's tweets came after Deutsch's "Saturday Night Politics" aired and opened with a "Tale of 2 Trumps," a review of
his D-Day speech being a great example of being presidential, which were contrasted with his words to Fox News from Normandy
that trashed politicians and the media relentlessly.

Deutsch's show also featured "Fire and Fury" and "Siege: Trump Under Fire" author Michael Wolff, an author who has claimed
access to the Trump White House and written books on the shortcomings of the administration, often times with unsubstantiated
claims from anonymous sources.

"Speaking of the Trump Organization and bankruptcy – and I've known Trump well for years – I believe it's a criminal
enterprise," Deutsch said Saturday night during a panel discussion with Wolff and others.

CNN's Burnett is the host of "OutFront" in prime time, a show where she often takes shots at the president's administration and
form.

About 15 minutes after the hits on Deustch and Burnett, President Trump tweeted his mea culpa for his "hit back" at "fake news"
for the "corrupt media."

"I know it is not at all 'Presidential' to hit back at the Corrupt Media, or people who work for the Corrupt Media, when
they make false statements about me or the Trump Administration. Problem is, if you don't hit back, people believe
the Fake News is true. So we'll hit back!"

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/mea-culpa-corrupt-media-fake-news-donny-deutsch/2019/06/09/id/919532/
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Trump Issues Mea Culpa For Trashing 'Corrupt Media'
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4301366b7655&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

President Donald Trump trashed MSNBC's Donny Deutsch and CNN's Erin Burnett on Saturday night, following the "hit back" with
a mea culpa about not appearing "presidential" on Twitter, but adding it was necessary to correct "fake news."

Trump tweeted just before midnight ET:

"Little @DonnyDeutsch, whose show, like his previous shoebiz tries, is a disaster, has been saying that I had been a
friend of his. This is false. He, & separately @ErinBurnett, used to BEG me to be on episodes of the Apprentice
(both were bad), but that was it. Hardly knew him,.."

And followed up in tweet seconds later:

"....other than to know he was, and is, a total Loser. When he makes statements about me, they are made up, he
knows nothing!"

President Trump's tweets came after Deutsch's "Saturday Night Politics" aired and opened with a "Tale of 2 Trumps," a review of
his D-Day speech being a great example of being presidential, which were contrasted with his words to Fox News from Normandy
that trashed politicians and the media relentlessly.

Deutsch's show also featured "Fire and Fury" and "Siege: Trump Under Fire" author Michael Wolff, an author who has claimed
access to the Trump White House and written books on the shortcomings of the administration, often times with unsubstantiated
claims from anonymous sources.

"Speaking of the Trump Organization and bankruptcy – and I've known Trump well for years – I believe it's a criminal
enterprise," Deutsch said Saturday night during a panel discussion with Wolff and others.

CNN's Burnett is the host of "OutFront" in prime time, a show where she often takes shots at the president's administration and
form.

About 15 minutes after the hits on Deustch and Burnett, President Trump tweeted his mea culpa for his "hit back" at "fake news"
for the "corrupt media."

"I know it is not at all 'Presidential' to hit back at the Corrupt Media, or people who work for the Corrupt Media, when
they make false statements about me or the Trump Administration. Problem is, if you don't hit back, people believe
the Fake News is true. So we'll hit back!"

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/mea-culpa-corrupt-media-fake-news-donny-deutsch/2019/06/09/id/919532/
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Trump Claims 'A National Holiday Would Be Immediately Declared' If Obama Made The Deals That

Trump Has

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_opinion/public/trump2_060619getty.jpg

President Trump on Sunday claimed that “a National Holiday would be immediately declared” if former President
Obama made the deals on immigration and the economy that he has.

“If President Obama made the deals that I have made, both at the Border and for the Economy, the Corrupt Media
would be hailing them as Incredible, & a National Holiday would be immediately declared,” Trump wrote in a post on
Twitter. “With me, despite our record setting Economy and all that I have done, no credit!”

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137712485769863168

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

If President Obama made the deals that I have made, both at the Border and for the Economy, the Corrupt

Media would be hailing them as Incredible, & a National Holiday would be immediately declared. With me,

despite our record setting Economy and all that I have done, no credit!

Trump in a series of tweets on Sunday morning touted his border security deal with Mexico, which averted tariffs on
the U.S.’s southern neighbor, and knocked the media for its coverage of the agreement.

On Friday, he struck a deal with Mexico that called for the U.S. to drop plans to impose sweeping tariffs on the
country in exchange for Mexico's promise to crack down on illegal migration.

The New York Times reported Saturday that a majority of the deal was previously agreed upon between the two
sides, prompting Trump to lash out against the news outlet on Sunday, once again calling it, along with CNN, “The
Enemy of the People!”

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137697504785588225

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Another false report in the Failing @nytimes. We have been trying to get some of these Border Actions for a

long time, as have other administrations, but were not able to get them, or get them in full, until our signed

agreement with Mexico. Additionally, and for many years,....

@realDonaldTrump

.....not mentioned in yesterday press release, one in particular, were agreed upon. That will be announced

at the appropriate time. There is now going to be great cooperation between Mexico & the USA, something

that didn’t exist for decades. However, if for some unknown reason...

@realDonaldTrump

.....there is not, we can always go back to our previous, very profitable, position of Tariffs - But I don’t believe

that will be necessary. The Failing @nytimes, & ratings challenged @CNN, will do anything possible to see

our Country fail! They are truly The Enemy of the People!

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/447627-trump-rips-new-york-times-for-reporting-on-mexico-deal-they-are-truly
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Trump Claims 'A National Holiday Would Be Immediately Declared' If Obama Made The Deals That

Trump Has

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_opinion/public/trump2_060619getty.jpg

President Trump on Sunday claimed that “a National Holiday would be immediately declared” if former President
Obama made the deals on immigration and the economy that he has.

“If President Obama made the deals that I have made, both at the Border and for the Economy, the Corrupt Media
would be hailing them as Incredible, & a National Holiday would be immediately declared,” Trump wrote in a post on
Twitter. “With me, despite our record setting Economy and all that I have done, no credit!”

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137712485769863168

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

If President Obama made the deals that I have made, both at the Border and for the Economy, the Corrupt

Media would be hailing them as Incredible, & a National Holiday would be immediately declared. With me,

despite our record setting Economy and all that I have done, no credit!

Trump in a series of tweets on Sunday morning touted his border security deal with Mexico, which averted tariffs on
the U.S.’s southern neighbor, and knocked the media for its coverage of the agreement.

On Friday, he struck a deal with Mexico that called for the U.S. to drop plans to impose sweeping tariffs on the
country in exchange for Mexico's promise to crack down on illegal migration.

The New York Times reported Saturday that a majority of the deal was previously agreed upon between the two
sides, prompting Trump to lash out against the news outlet on Sunday, once again calling it, along with CNN, “The
Enemy of the People!”

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137697504785588225

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Another false report in the Failing @nytimes. We have been trying to get some of these Border Actions for a

long time, as have other administrations, but were not able to get them, or get them in full, until our signed

agreement with Mexico. Additionally, and for many years,....

@realDonaldTrump

.....not mentioned in yesterday press release, one in particular, were agreed upon. That will be announced

at the appropriate time. There is now going to be great cooperation between Mexico & the USA, something

that didn’t exist for decades. However, if for some unknown reason...

@realDonaldTrump

.....there is not, we can always go back to our previous, very profitable, position of Tariffs - But I don’t believe

that will be necessary. The Failing @nytimes, & ratings challenged @CNN, will do anything possible to see

our Country fail! They are truly The Enemy of the People!

( LINK BELOW )
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Joe Biden's Getting Embarrassing / Biden Post A Barack Friendship Bracelet That Has Pedophile

Written All Over It

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8lHmDZXkAASEhz.jpg

MAYBE IT'S THE FACT THAT DEMOCRAT'S DON'T CARE ANYMORE ABOUT THE PUBLIC

KNOWING THAT THE UPPER ECHELON OF THEIR PARTY ARE PEDOPHILES.

THE GLOBALIST HAVE BEEN TRYING TO NORMALIZE PEDOPHILIA FOR THE LAST FEW YEARS

JOE BIDEN IS DEFINITELY A PEDOPHILE. REGARDLESS OF WHAT HE DOES NOW WHEN

HE IS IN FRONT OF THE CAMERA'S, I GUESS THE DEEP STATE ARE GOING TO TRY AND RUN

THE SAME STYLE OF CAMPAIGN FOR OLD CREEPY SLEEPY JOE BIDEN,

EXACTLY THE WAY HILLARY CLINTON RAN HER LIBERAL CAMPAIGN IN 2016

BY KEEPING JOE OUT OF THE PUBLIC EYE WHILE ALL THE OTHER 23 LIBERAL

CANDIDATES FIGHT AND ACCUSE THE OTHERS OF NOT BEING THEM AND WHY

THEY SHOULD PICK THEM TO BE PRESIDENT INSTEAD OF JOE BIDEN. THE PROBLEM WITH THAT IS

JOE BIDEN DOES SOMETHING STUPID ANY CHANCE HE GET'S, EVEN IF HE ISN'T IN THE PUBLIC'S EYE.

LIKE TWEETING A PEDOPHILE BRACELET THAT HIS PARTNER IN CRIME FOR 8 YEARS

REMINDING US THAT JOE BIDEN WAS OBAMA'S YES MAN FOR 8 YEARS

WHY WOULD THE AMERICAN PEOPLE VOTE TO GO BACKWARDS TO AN AN AMERICA WHERE

CRIME BY THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION AND OBAMA'S FBI, DOJ, CIA...ETC...ETC

WHERE ALL RUNNING THE GOVERNMENT LIKE A MAFIA OF CRIMINALS UNDER

THE CABAL'S ORDERS. AN ADMINISTRATION THAT SEEMED TO INFLICT EVERY KIND

OF FILTH IMAGINABLE FOR A GOVERNMENT TO CONDONE. THESE LIBERAL'S

LIKE OBAMA , CLINTON, COMEY ,MUELLER ETC... AND EVEN JOE BIDEN WHO ARE ALL

GUILTY OF RUNNING A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

THEY USED ALL THE TOOLS OF THE USA GOVERNMENT'S INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'S

THIS IS A CRIME AND IT IS NOT JUST FORGIVABLE BECAUSE YOU WERE A US GOV EMPLOYEE'S

BUT EVEN MORE SO SHOULD THEY BE PROSECUTED BECAUSE THEY WERE US GOV EMPLOYEE'S

NOW LOOK AT THIS PGN AGAIN AND REMEMBER, THESE FUCKERS ARE PEDOPHILES

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8lHmDZXkAASEhz.jpg
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Joe Biden's Getting Embarrassing / Biden Post A Barack Friendship Bracelet That Has Pedophile

Written All Over It

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8lHmDZXkAASEhz.jpg

MAYBE IT'S THE FACT THAT DEMOCRAT'S DON'T CARE ANYMORE ABOUT THE PUBLIC

KNOWING THAT THE UPPER ECHELON OF THEIR PARTY ARE PEDOPHILES.

THE GLOBALIST HAVE BEEN TRYING TO NORMALIZE PEDOPHILIA FOR THE LAST FEW YEARS

JOE BIDEN IS DEFINITELY A PEDOPHILE. REGARDLESS OF WHAT HE DOES NOW WHEN

HE IS IN FRONT OF THE CAMERA'S, I GUESS THE DEEP STATE ARE GOING TO TRY AND RUN

THE SAME STYLE OF CAMPAIGN FOR OLD CREEPY SLEEPY JOE BIDEN,

EXACTLY THE WAY HILLARY CLINTON RAN HER LIBERAL CAMPAIGN IN 2016

BY KEEPING JOE OUT OF THE PUBLIC EYE WHILE ALL THE OTHER 23 LIBERAL

CANDIDATES FIGHT AND ACCUSE THE OTHERS OF NOT BEING THEM AND WHY

THEY SHOULD PICK THEM TO BE PRESIDENT INSTEAD OF JOE BIDEN. THE PROBLEM WITH THAT IS

JOE BIDEN DOES SOMETHING STUPID ANY CHANCE HE GET'S, EVEN IF HE ISN'T IN THE PUBLIC'S EYE.

LIKE TWEETING A PEDOPHILE BRACELET THAT HIS PARTNER IN CRIME FOR 8 YEARS

REMINDING US THAT JOE BIDEN WAS OBAMA'S YES MAN FOR 8 YEARS

WHY WOULD THE AMERICAN PEOPLE VOTE TO GO BACKWARDS TO AN AN AMERICA WHERE

CRIME BY THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION AND OBAMA'S FBI, DOJ, CIA...ETC...ETC

WHERE ALL RUNNING THE GOVERNMENT LIKE A MAFIA OF CRIMINALS UNDER

THE CABAL'S ORDERS. AN ADMINISTRATION THAT SEEMED TO INFLICT EVERY KIND

OF FILTH IMAGINABLE FOR A GOVERNMENT TO CONDONE. THESE LIBERAL'S

LIKE OBAMA , CLINTON, COMEY ,MUELLER ETC... AND EVEN JOE BIDEN WHO ARE ALL

GUILTY OF RUNNING A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

THEY USED ALL THE TOOLS OF THE USA GOVERNMENT'S INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'S

THIS IS A CRIME AND IT IS NOT JUST FORGIVABLE BECAUSE YOU WERE A US GOV EMPLOYEE'S

BUT EVEN MORE SO SHOULD THEY BE PROSECUTED BECAUSE THEY WERE US GOV EMPLOYEE'S

NOW LOOK AT THIS PGN AGAIN AND REMEMBER, THESE FUCKERS ARE PEDOPHILES

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8lHmDZXkAASEhz.jpg
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A Patriot Reply's To James Comey Pride Month T-Shirt Tweet : Hey Jamesy.... That Will Be A Perfect

Shirt For You To Wear In PRISON... Tick Toc .... #Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8jC358XYAEQcpZ.jpg

https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1137373179121479680

James Comey

 Verified account

@Comey

Happy #PrideMonth everybody

Granite 

@YBizne

@YBizne

Replying to @Comey

Hey Jamesy.... that will be a perfect shirt for you to wear in PRISON... tick toc .... #Qanon

( LINK BELOW )
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A Patriot Reply's To James Comey Pride Month T-Shirt Tweet : Hey Jamesy.... That Will Be A Perfect

Shirt For You To Wear In PRISON... Tick Toc .... #Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8jC358XYAEQcpZ.jpg

https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1137373179121479680

James Comey

 Verified account

@Comey

Happy #PrideMonth everybody

Granite 

@YBizne

@YBizne

Replying to @Comey

Hey Jamesy.... that will be a perfect shirt for you to wear in PRISON... tick toc .... #Qanon

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Rips New York Times For Reporting On Mexico Deal: 'They Are Truly The Enemy Of The

People!'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpdday4_060619getty.jpg

President Trump renewed his attack on The New York Times, a frequent target, Sunday after the paper reported that
Mexico had agreed to take action at the border months before Trump announced potential tariffs.

Trump tweeted Sunday that it was "another false report."

"We have been trying to get some of these Border Actions for a long time, as have other administrations, but
were not able to get them in full, until our signed agreement with Mexico," Trump tweeted.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137697504785588225

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

Another false report in the Failing @nytimes. We have been trying to get some of these Border Actions for a

long time, as have other administrations, but were not able to get them, or get them in full, until our signed

agreement with Mexico. Additionally, and for many years,....

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137697505683091461

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

.....Mexico was not being cooperative on the Border in things we had, or didn’t have, and now I have full confidence,

especially after speaking to their President yesterday, that they will be very cooperative and want to get the job

properly done. Importantly, some things.....

The New York Times reported Saturday that the deal Trump announced to avoid tariffs on goods from Mexico was
similar to actions Mexico had agreed to in prior discussions, ahead of Trump's tariff threats.

Trump pushed back on the reporting and said Mexico "was not being cooperative." He added that he now has "full
confidence" they "will be very cooperative."

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Rips New York Times For Reporting On Mexico Deal: 'They Are Truly The Enemy Of The

People!'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpdday4_060619getty.jpg

President Trump renewed his attack on The New York Times, a frequent target, Sunday after the paper reported that
Mexico had agreed to take action at the border months before Trump announced potential tariffs.

Trump tweeted Sunday that it was "another false report."

"We have been trying to get some of these Border Actions for a long time, as have other administrations, but
were not able to get them in full, until our signed agreement with Mexico," Trump tweeted.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137697504785588225

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

Another false report in the Failing @nytimes. We have been trying to get some of these Border Actions for a

long time, as have other administrations, but were not able to get them, or get them in full, until our signed

agreement with Mexico. Additionally, and for many years,....

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137697505683091461

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

.....Mexico was not being cooperative on the Border in things we had, or didn’t have, and now I have full confidence,

especially after speaking to their President yesterday, that they will be very cooperative and want to get the job

properly done. Importantly, some things.....

The New York Times reported Saturday that the deal Trump announced to avoid tariffs on goods from Mexico was
similar to actions Mexico had agreed to in prior discussions, ahead of Trump's tariff threats.

Trump pushed back on the reporting and said Mexico "was not being cooperative." He added that he now has "full
confidence" they "will be very cooperative."

( LINK BELOW )
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Hilariously Unhinged Trump Protester At SF Free Speech Rally Goes Viral After Ranting About

Smashing Fascists' Free Speech

( this was published May 28 ,2019 bu t I thought a good laugh wouldn't hurt today )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19556631/1200x600.jpg

'I can't tell if I'm a man or a woman!'

A woman is going viral for her foul-mouthed appearance at a recent rally in San Francisco.

Fog City Midge, a conservative filmmaker and producer, visited the free speech rally in San Francisco, where liberal protesters
gathered to rail against conservatives standing up for their rights to express their conservative views.

Fog City Midge shared the video on her popular YouTube channel and captioned it, "Fake News Media have pushed a false
narrative of Trump supporters being fascists from day one. At the recent Free Speech Rally in SF, Trump-Derangement leftist
characters like this show how effective they've been. The hypocrisy is crazy! No problem admitting that sometimes they act like
fascists to fight the 'fash.' Unreal!"

During the visit, Midge met up with the protester, who railed against fascism, but admitted that sometimes, you have to use
fascism to fight fascism.

Here are some of the protester's most interesting quotes:

"I hate fascists. I hate fascism. Fascism is not a political philosophy. Fascism is an illness, it's a plague, it's a disease.
It's a tumor! You cut it out! You don't argue with them! You don't debate them!"

"'Hey, doctor, can you give me an argument against cancer, please, so I can argue against cancer?' No! No! No."

"I'm not intolerant, idiot! My father and my uncles ... got the purple heart! Patton! Ike! Bradley! Montgomery! Churchill! ...
[I'm angry] because I hate your fascist ass!"

"I'll write your obituary and piss on your grave."

"I am very intolerant of fascism, you moron! ... I'm also intolerant of cancer and AIDS, f***head."

"If they dox me, they're gonna get the shock of their f***ing life. ... They use face recognition. The tech comes from
Putin."

"These are stupid fing fatso dirtbags living in their mom's basements. They are not ... a threat. But, we do not have
to have them on our streets! We should not have to see their ugly faces! Let them go back to their fing cellars!"

"Of course I'm intolerant!"

"The election of Trump encouraged the 'fash' to come out of their basements. We now have fascism because Trump,
Trumpism led to fascism. We weren't fascists in 2016."

"Their right to be white people who get the jobs first ... who tell me, stupidly,

'I can't tell if you're a man or a woman,' to which I say, 'Neither can I! So* fing what! Does that mean you get to kill me?
Noooo.' I can't tell if I'm a man or a woman.'"

What else?

Elsewhere during the five-minute video, Midge asked the protester if she believed that the whole point of free speech was the
ability to demonstrate and march.

"No free speech for fascists! No free speech for cancer! No free speech for HIV!" the protester blared. "No, sorry."

Midge told TheBlaze that the anti-Trump and leftist protesters at the rally "claimed that they were there to 'smash fascism,'" and
insisted that "all Trump supporters were 'fascists'" with no right to free speech.

"Sometimes we have to get fascist against the fascists," the protester added. "That's a terrible thing for me to say. I'm a
spiritual person."

(Content warning: Rough language):

https://youtu.be/2YRaJg8LYDI via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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fascists to fight the 'fash.' Unreal!"

During the visit, Midge met up with the protester, who railed against fascism, but admitted that sometimes, you have to use
fascism to fight fascism.

Here are some of the protester's most interesting quotes:

"I hate fascists. I hate fascism. Fascism is not a political philosophy. Fascism is an illness, it's a plague, it's a disease.
It's a tumor! You cut it out! You don't argue with them! You don't debate them!"
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Trumpism led to fascism. We weren't fascists in 2016."

"Their right to be white people who get the jobs first ... who tell me, stupidly,

'I can't tell if you're a man or a woman,' to which I say, 'Neither can I! So* fing what! Does that mean you get to kill me?
Noooo.' I can't tell if I'm a man or a woman.'"

What else?

Elsewhere during the five-minute video, Midge asked the protester if she believed that the whole point of free speech was the
ability to demonstrate and march.

"No free speech for fascists! No free speech for cancer! No free speech for HIV!" the protester blared. "No, sorry."
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FBI Releases Damning New Hillary Clinton Email Docs That Discuss 'Smoking Gun Document'
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For some reason, the FBI reportedly never acted on this information

The FBI released a treasure trove of new documents related to the investigation of Hillary Clinton's private

email server on Friday, revealing, among other discoveries, that information from Clinton's server was found

on the dark web.

The documents also reveal that hackers likely compromised Clinton's server, a detail the government has not publicly
confirmed, the Washington Examiner reported.

What are the details?

The documents, released via the FBI's "The Vault," include notes from an independent review that reveal the Romanian
hacker known as "Guccifer" potentially compromised Clinton's unprotected email server when he breached a separate
server operated by longtime Clinton confidant Sidney Blumenthal.

"It is inescapable that a security breach and a violation of basic server security occurred here, both with Mr.
Blumenthal and Mrs. Clinton," the notes state.

Shockingly, the notes confirm Guccifer used a server in Russia to conduct his hacking "penetration," leaving the U.S.
intelligence community to conclude there is a "high possibility" Russian officials retained a copy of the hacked information
and data.

Of most concern, an Excel spreadsheet with "targeting data" from Clinton's server was discovered on the Dark Web, a
highly encrypted layer of the internet used by criminals and hackers. The notes call the document's presence on the dark
web a "major loss to the Intelligence Community."

To make matters worse, the document in question was found stripped of its classification "collars," which should have been
the government's highest level of classification: Top Secret.

"If it is determined by the by the FBI that this file ever was overtly classified, it will serve as a potential 'smoking gun
document,'" the notes say.

Anything else?

According to national security and foreign policy analyst Jordan Schachtel:

Jordan Schachtel

✔ @JordanSchachtel

Replying to @JordanSchachtel

Update: Some of aforementioned docs appear to be conclusions not directly from FBI, but from @JudicialWatch,

which pulled info from FBI data. It looks like JW had privileged access to unreleased info for research. @TomFitton

can prob offer more clarity on how docs came to light.

Jordan Schachtel

✔ @JordanSchachtel

Replying to @JordanSchachtel

More info: @TomFitton says Judicial Watch gave this research (showing that Clinton emails had been found on the

dark web, among other sensitive items) to FBI a few weeks b4 Comey's infamous presser. The agent JW team met

with: Peter Strzok. FBI never did anything with his data.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/fbi-hillary-clinton-email-documents-smoking-gun
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For some reason, the FBI reportedly never acted on this information

The FBI released a treasure trove of new documents related to the investigation of Hillary Clinton's private

email server on Friday, revealing, among other discoveries, that information from Clinton's server was found

on the dark web.

The documents also reveal that hackers likely compromised Clinton's server, a detail the government has not publicly
confirmed, the Washington Examiner reported.

What are the details?

The documents, released via the FBI's "The Vault," include notes from an independent review that reveal the Romanian
hacker known as "Guccifer" potentially compromised Clinton's unprotected email server when he breached a separate
server operated by longtime Clinton confidant Sidney Blumenthal.

"It is inescapable that a security breach and a violation of basic server security occurred here, both with Mr.
Blumenthal and Mrs. Clinton," the notes state.

Shockingly, the notes confirm Guccifer used a server in Russia to conduct his hacking "penetration," leaving the U.S.
intelligence community to conclude there is a "high possibility" Russian officials retained a copy of the hacked information
and data.

Of most concern, an Excel spreadsheet with "targeting data" from Clinton's server was discovered on the Dark Web, a
highly encrypted layer of the internet used by criminals and hackers. The notes call the document's presence on the dark
web a "major loss to the Intelligence Community."

To make matters worse, the document in question was found stripped of its classification "collars," which should have been
the government's highest level of classification: Top Secret.

"If it is determined by the by the FBI that this file ever was overtly classified, it will serve as a potential 'smoking gun
document,'" the notes say.

Anything else?

According to national security and foreign policy analyst Jordan Schachtel:

Jordan Schachtel

✔ @JordanSchachtel

Replying to @JordanSchachtel

Update: Some of aforementioned docs appear to be conclusions not directly from FBI, but from @JudicialWatch,

which pulled info from FBI data. It looks like JW had privileged access to unreleased info for research. @TomFitton

can prob offer more clarity on how docs came to light.

Jordan Schachtel

✔ @JordanSchachtel

Replying to @JordanSchachtel

More info: @TomFitton says Judicial Watch gave this research (showing that Clinton emails had been found on the

dark web, among other sensitive items) to FBI a few weeks b4 Comey's infamous presser. The agent JW team met

with: Peter Strzok. FBI never did anything with his data.
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Trump: Mexico Will Send 6,000 Troops To Its Southern Border

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/133/37fa9572-a117-4663-806f-f8672d32deac.png

As Cortney covered last night, President Donald J. Trump announced a last-minute deal with Mexico to crack down on illegal
immigration following through their country into the United States, thus avoiding five percent tariffs on Mexican imports as the
president previous threatened if the "humanitarian crisis" was not dealt with by the Mexican government. As part of that deal,
President Trump announced via Twitter today that Mexico will indeed send six thousand troops to its southern border to deter
illegal aliens.

In his tweet, the president quoted Brandon Judd of the National Border Patrol Council, who said that the agreement was "going to
be a huge deal because Mexico will be using their strong Immigration Laws - A game changer."

"People no longer will be released into the U.S.," Judd added. The president then explained, there will now be "6000 Mexican
Troops at their Southern Border. Currently there are few!"

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137312170100875264

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Brandon Judd, National Border Patrol Council: “That’s going to be a huge deal because Mexico will be

using their strong Immigration Laws - A game changer. People no longer will be released into the U.S.”

Also, 6000 Mexican Troops at their Southern Border. Currently there are few!

While the joint agreement released by the United States and Mexico last night was sparse on details, the statement noted that
"Mexico will take unprecedented steps to increase enforcement to curb irregular migration, to include the deployment of its
National Guard throughout Mexico, giving priority to its southern border."

It also said that due to "the dramatic increase in migrants moving from Central America through Mexico to the United States, both
countries recognize the vital importance of rapidly resolving the humanitarian emergency and security situation."

The two countries also agreed to "commit to strengthen bilateral cooperation, including information sharing and coordinated actions
to better protect and secure our common border."

Earlier this week, Mexico voluntarily agreed to send six thousand troops to its southern border, but the Trump administration
insisted that was not enough and required more commitments from the country as seen in the Friday night deal to avoid the
looming tariffs.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/06/08/trump-mexico-will-send-6000-troops-to-its-southern-border-n2547792
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Trump: Mexico Will Send 6,000 Troops To Its Southern Border
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president previous threatened if the "humanitarian crisis" was not dealt with by the Mexican government. As part of that deal,
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In his tweet, the president quoted Brandon Judd of the National Border Patrol Council, who said that the agreement was "going to
be a huge deal because Mexico will be using their strong Immigration Laws - A game changer."

"People no longer will be released into the U.S.," Judd added. The president then explained, there will now be "6000 Mexican
Troops at their Southern Border. Currently there are few!"
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Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Brandon Judd, National Border Patrol Council: “That’s going to be a huge deal because Mexico will be

using their strong Immigration Laws - A game changer. People no longer will be released into the U.S.”

Also, 6000 Mexican Troops at their Southern Border. Currently there are few!

While the joint agreement released by the United States and Mexico last night was sparse on details, the statement noted that
"Mexico will take unprecedented steps to increase enforcement to curb irregular migration, to include the deployment of its
National Guard throughout Mexico, giving priority to its southern border."

It also said that due to "the dramatic increase in migrants moving from Central America through Mexico to the United States, both
countries recognize the vital importance of rapidly resolving the humanitarian emergency and security situation."

The two countries also agreed to "commit to strengthen bilateral cooperation, including information sharing and coordinated actions
to better protect and secure our common border."

Earlier this week, Mexico voluntarily agreed to send six thousand troops to its southern border, but the Trump administration
insisted that was not enough and required more commitments from the country as seen in the Friday night deal to avoid the
looming tariffs.
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Watch: Cop Intervenes Amid Chaos as Courageous 13-Year-Old Defends Unborn Babies
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It’s enough to have your opinions shouted down when you’re an adult.

When you’re shouting down a 13-year-old at a town meeting because you find his or her defense of unborn babies triggering, that’s
something entirely different. And that ugly spectacle, unfortunately, is what played out at a city council meeting Tuesday, June 4,
in Raleigh, North Carolina.

Addison Woosley, a young anti-abortion activist, was jeered incessantly during a speech in which she called on the city to ban
abortion and be a “sanctuary city for the unborn,” according to the Raleigh News & Observer.

“Abortion should be illegal because it’s murder,” she began. “The definition of murder is the killing of one human
being by another.”

https://youtu.be/UJHTNTA9ro8 via @YouTube
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https://youtu.be/UJHTNTA9ro8 via @YouTube

“On ultrasounds, the baby tries to run away from the disturbing instruments that try to kill the baby,” she said.

“The baby’s mouth opens wide in a scream when being killed. These babies are alive. They feel being killed. It hurts
them and there is nothing they can do about it. There is no way around it. Abortion is murder.”

This resulted in jeers such as “You’re a baby!” and “Oh, please, getting a child to do this is wrong!”

It’s worth noting that these individuals are on the side of the aisle that takes young activists such as David Hogg or Greta
Thunberg with the utmost of seriousness and proclaims them as the future of politics. I’m not sure if these particular individuals
do, but consider the hue and cry that would occur if conservatives shouted them down this way.

Things got particularly ugly when she noted the racial disparity in abortion numbers.

“Are you choosing to be like the plantation worker flogging the little black child?” Woosley said. “Or are you going to
protest even if it cost your life like Martin Luther King, Jr.?”

“Do not speak for black people!” one woman was yelling. “Go save your own! You don’t speak for black people!”

“Done! Done!” another yelled as Woosley sat down. “Inappropriate!”

Eventually, a police officer had to intervene after one woman gave the middle finger to someone filming the audience’s reactions,
also grabbing his phone.

“Don’t you dare! Don’t you dare! Right here, pal!” she said as she gave him the one-finger salute. The video shows
the officer intervening with the woman, who insisted he didn’t have the right to film.

“If I go, he goes!” she said. As it turned out, she ended up going without the man behind the camera as the police
officer told her to step outside.

WARNING: The following video contains vulgar language that some viewers may find offensive. The confrontation begins at
roughly 3:00:

https://www.facebook.com/100014069468616/videos/630454417433535/

I understand people have strong opinions about those who aren’t adults expressing their views about what legal rights adults can
have. That being said, Woosley’s speech was a moving and well-written one. If you want to bring up that she’s “a baby,” implying
that she doesn’t fully understand the issue on which she speaks, that’s fine. You can do that — provided, of course, that you’re
not shouting her down during a public forum at which she has every right to express her views.

I previously brought up Hogg and Thunberg, two activists who I would posit have been allowed to hide behind their youth to silence
their critics. I’ve criticized them nonetheless, because I don’t think they fully understand the issues they bellow on about — and I
think the fact that the inchoate and unformed nature of their worldview has something to do with their immaturity.

Now, would I go to one of their rallies and shout them down with this? No. That’s profoundly inappropriate. Furthermore, I would
verbally oppose anyone who would do so, even though that person might agree with me. That’s called civility.

It’s worth noting the only people I saw standing up for Woosley in this situation were pro-life activists. There was no one from the
other side of the aisle willing to confront their own, even as they verbally abused and attacked a 13-year-old girl. The only voice of
civility was Mayor Pro Tem Corey Branch, who specifically addressed the African-American pro-abortion activists who harassed
Woosley after banging his gavel to stop the invective.

“I need order in here,” he said, banging his gavel. “So, yes, I am a black man and yes, everyone who signs up has a
right to speak. That is the rule of the land. I can’t come up here and say you can speak or you can’t speak.”

But that’s the problem: These activists don’t believe that. They don’t want those who disagree with them to be able to air their
opinions. That’s a sign of a desperate sickness in America — a sickness we desperately need to address.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-cop-intervenes-amid-chaos-courageous-13-year-old-defends-unborn-babies/
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Watch: Cop Intervenes Amid Chaos as Courageous 13-Year-Old Defends Unborn Babies

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Teen-girl.jpg

It’s enough to have your opinions shouted down when you’re an adult.

When you’re shouting down a 13-year-old at a town meeting because you find his or her defense of unborn babies triggering, that’s
something entirely different. And that ugly spectacle, unfortunately, is what played out at a city council meeting Tuesday, June 4,
in Raleigh, North Carolina.

Addison Woosley, a young anti-abortion activist, was jeered incessantly during a speech in which she called on the city to ban
abortion and be a “sanctuary city for the unborn,” according to the Raleigh News & Observer.

“Abortion should be illegal because it’s murder,” she began. “The definition of murder is the killing of one human
being by another.”

https://youtu.be/UJHTNTA9ro8 via @YouTube

“On ultrasounds, the baby tries to run away from the disturbing instruments that try to kill the baby,” she said.

“The baby’s mouth opens wide in a scream when being killed. These babies are alive. They feel being killed. It hurts
them and there is nothing they can do about it. There is no way around it. Abortion is murder.”

This resulted in jeers such as “You’re a baby!” and “Oh, please, getting a child to do this is wrong!”

It’s worth noting that these individuals are on the side of the aisle that takes young activists such as David Hogg or Greta
Thunberg with the utmost of seriousness and proclaims them as the future of politics. I’m not sure if these particular individuals
do, but consider the hue and cry that would occur if conservatives shouted them down this way.

Things got particularly ugly when she noted the racial disparity in abortion numbers.

“Are you choosing to be like the plantation worker flogging the little black child?” Woosley said. “Or are you going to
protest even if it cost your life like Martin Luther King, Jr.?”

“Do not speak for black people!” one woman was yelling. “Go save your own! You don’t speak for black people!”

“Done! Done!” another yelled as Woosley sat down. “Inappropriate!”

Eventually, a police officer had to intervene after one woman gave the middle finger to someone filming the audience’s reactions,
also grabbing his phone.

“Don’t you dare! Don’t you dare! Right here, pal!” she said as she gave him the one-finger salute. The video shows
the officer intervening with the woman, who insisted he didn’t have the right to film.

“If I go, he goes!” she said. As it turned out, she ended up going without the man behind the camera as the police
officer told her to step outside.

WARNING: The following video contains vulgar language that some viewers may find offensive. The confrontation begins at
roughly 3:00:

https://www.facebook.com/100014069468616/videos/630454417433535/

I understand people have strong opinions about those who aren’t adults expressing their views about what legal rights adults can
have. That being said, Woosley’s speech was a moving and well-written one. If you want to bring up that she’s “a baby,” implying
that she doesn’t fully understand the issue on which she speaks, that’s fine. You can do that — provided, of course, that you’re
not shouting her down during a public forum at which she has every right to express her views.

I previously brought up Hogg and Thunberg, two activists who I would posit have been allowed to hide behind their youth to silence
their critics. I’ve criticized them nonetheless, because I don’t think they fully understand the issues they bellow on about — and I
think the fact that the inchoate and unformed nature of their worldview has something to do with their immaturity.

Now, would I go to one of their rallies and shout them down with this? No. That’s profoundly inappropriate. Furthermore, I would
verbally oppose anyone who would do so, even though that person might agree with me. That’s called civility.

It’s worth noting the only people I saw standing up for Woosley in this situation were pro-life activists. There was no one from the
other side of the aisle willing to confront their own, even as they verbally abused and attacked a 13-year-old girl. The only voice of
civility was Mayor Pro Tem Corey Branch, who specifically addressed the African-American pro-abortion activists who harassed
Woosley after banging his gavel to stop the invective.

“I need order in here,” he said, banging his gavel. “So, yes, I am a black man and yes, everyone who signs up has a
right to speak. That is the rule of the land. I can’t come up here and say you can speak or you can’t speak.”
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But that’s the problem: These activists don’t believe that. They don’t want those who disagree with them to be able to air their
opinions. That’s a sign of a desperate sickness in America — a sickness we desperately need to address.
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De Niro Get's The Going Against President Trump Curse: Hollywood Actor Robert De Niro In A $500

Million Divorce Battle

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=2269e522-a9bd-4943-a695-
21d6fd9a1317&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Robert De Niro is locked in a messy divorce battle with his estranged wife Grace Hightower, who is demanding half of his $500
million fortune. The couple's high-profile split came last year.

They were married – for the second time to each other – in 2004. They also were married from 1997 to 1999.

A prenup was reportedly put in place for the second marriage limiting Grace Hightower to a $6 million apartment, $500,000 cash
and $1 million a year in alimony in the event of divorce, according to WonderWall. Now that they have parted ways, Hightower is
estimating De Niro's fortune at $500 million fortune and is demanding half of it.

Things got heated during a divorce hearing on Thursday at the Manhattan Supreme Court. Hightower argued that she should
receive half of what De Niro has earned since 2004, when the prenup was signed. Hightower’s attorney explained that De Niro's
accumulated wealth of $300 million since 2004 was generated from 35 business ventures and 38 movies.

"His total income is more than $500 million. He gets it all, " Allan Mantel, told the judge, according to Page Six.

De Niro's legal team meanwhile argued that Hightower was trying to suck her soon-to-be ex-husband dry, and making a spectacle
of the ordeal. Hightower has reportedly issued De Niro with six subpoenas for his financial records.

"She is seeking essentially every piece of paper of De Niro’s receipts for meals on movie sets, wardrobe, payroll
records of every employee at Nobu, credit card charges. This all goes back 15 years," said De Niro’s lawyer,
Caroline Krauss-Browne.

The couple have a 7-year-old daughter and have been battling over custody but have not released any formal comment on the
divorce, Page Six added.

It looks like Robert DeNiro has gotten a touch of karma coming his way for talking out against

President Trump every time he stepped in front of camera. Sorry for your luck you smug Hollywood

fuck !

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )
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De Niro Get's The Going Against President Trump Curse: Hollywood Actor Robert De Niro In A $500

Million Divorce Battle

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=2269e522-a9bd-4943-a695-
21d6fd9a1317&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Robert De Niro is locked in a messy divorce battle with his estranged wife Grace Hightower, who is demanding half of his $500
million fortune. The couple's high-profile split came last year.

They were married – for the second time to each other – in 2004. They also were married from 1997 to 1999.

A prenup was reportedly put in place for the second marriage limiting Grace Hightower to a $6 million apartment, $500,000 cash
and $1 million a year in alimony in the event of divorce, according to WonderWall. Now that they have parted ways, Hightower is
estimating De Niro's fortune at $500 million fortune and is demanding half of it.

Things got heated during a divorce hearing on Thursday at the Manhattan Supreme Court. Hightower argued that she should
receive half of what De Niro has earned since 2004, when the prenup was signed. Hightower’s attorney explained that De Niro's
accumulated wealth of $300 million since 2004 was generated from 35 business ventures and 38 movies.

"His total income is more than $500 million. He gets it all, " Allan Mantel, told the judge, according to Page Six.

De Niro's legal team meanwhile argued that Hightower was trying to suck her soon-to-be ex-husband dry, and making a spectacle
of the ordeal. Hightower has reportedly issued De Niro with six subpoenas for his financial records.

"She is seeking essentially every piece of paper of De Niro’s receipts for meals on movie sets, wardrobe, payroll
records of every employee at Nobu, credit card charges. This all goes back 15 years," said De Niro’s lawyer,
Caroline Krauss-Browne.

The couple have a 7-year-old daughter and have been battling over custody but have not released any formal comment on the
divorce, Page Six added.

It looks like Robert DeNiro has gotten a touch of karma coming his way for talking out against

President Trump every time he stepped in front of camera. Sorry for your luck you smug Hollywood

fuck !

@Stonenchizel
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VIDEO: Former Prisoner Thanks Donald Trump And Jared Kushner For New Found Freedom

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/157/7fa983f8-2d29-4293-9a90-f845f356b33e.png

A man previously serving a double life sentence who was released from prison thanks to the First Step Act posted a video today
on Twitter thanking President Donald J. Trump and his son-in-law Jared Kushner for their efforts in passing the legislation which
made it possible for him to regain his freedom.

"Meet Anthony Swatzie - He was serving a DOUBLE LIFE SENTENCE for Crack! He filed motion due to the 1st Step Act & is now
FREE after serving 20 years," Kareem D. Lanier tweeted today.

Lanier, who works for the Urban Revitalization Coalition, went on to say, "Anthony wanted to say a Public THANK YOU to
@jaredkushner? ? @realDonaldTrump?!"

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realkareemdream/status/1137019897366683659

Kareem D. Lanier 

@realkareemdream

@realkareemdream

Meet Anthony Swatzie - He was serving a DOUBLE LIFE SENTENCE for Crack!

He filed motion due to the 1st Step Act & is now FREE after serving 20 years!

Anthony wanted to say a Public THANK YOU �to �@jaredkushner� �@realDonaldTrump�!

RT/Like & show him some love!!!

The video was retweeted by Ivanka Trump and has amassed thousands of favorites and retweets. The video comes as a recent
report shows that the First Step Act, a bipartisan victory for the Trump administration, has been largely successful.

As explained by Paul Bedard of the Washington Examiner, "1,051 motions were granted for a reduced sentence," since the act
was signed. Bedard also notes that the "legislation generally shortens some drug sentences and expands rehab programs in
prison, and only targets federal sentences. States are now following suit to pass reforms."

The Hill reports that Swatzie "Swatzie petitioned a court as recently as 2013 and as far back as 2000 for his sentence to be
reduced, only to be denied both times," according to Court document.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/06/07/video-prisoner-released-by-first-step-act-thanks-donald-trump-and-jared-
kushner-n2547783
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VIDEO: Former Prisoner Thanks Donald Trump And Jared Kushner For New Found Freedom

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/157/7fa983f8-2d29-4293-9a90-f845f356b33e.png

A man previously serving a double life sentence who was released from prison thanks to the First Step Act posted a video today
on Twitter thanking President Donald J. Trump and his son-in-law Jared Kushner for their efforts in passing the legislation which
made it possible for him to regain his freedom.

"Meet Anthony Swatzie - He was serving a DOUBLE LIFE SENTENCE for Crack! He filed motion due to the 1st Step Act & is now
FREE after serving 20 years," Kareem D. Lanier tweeted today.

Lanier, who works for the Urban Revitalization Coalition, went on to say, "Anthony wanted to say a Public THANK YOU to
@jaredkushner? ? @realDonaldTrump?!"

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realkareemdream/status/1137019897366683659

Kareem D. Lanier 

@realkareemdream

@realkareemdream

Meet Anthony Swatzie - He was serving a DOUBLE LIFE SENTENCE for Crack!

He filed motion due to the 1st Step Act & is now FREE after serving 20 years!

Anthony wanted to say a Public THANK YOU �to �@jaredkushner� �@realDonaldTrump�!

RT/Like & show him some love!!!

The video was retweeted by Ivanka Trump and has amassed thousands of favorites and retweets. The video comes as a recent
report shows that the First Step Act, a bipartisan victory for the Trump administration, has been largely successful.

As explained by Paul Bedard of the Washington Examiner, "1,051 motions were granted for a reduced sentence," since the act
was signed. Bedard also notes that the "legislation generally shortens some drug sentences and expands rehab programs in
prison, and only targets federal sentences. States are now following suit to pass reforms."

The Hill reports that Swatzie "Swatzie petitioned a court as recently as 2013 and as far back as 2000 for his sentence to be
reduced, only to be denied both times," according to Court document.

( LINK BELOW )
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Barr Asking Questions The Media Don't Want Asked

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/154/078559e6-5728-4930-88d6-530dad73a77f.png

"I'm amused," Attorney General William Barr told CBS News' Jan Crawford, "by these people who make a living by disclosing
classified information, including the names of intelligence operatives, wringing their hands about whether I'm going to be
responsible in protecting intelligence sources and methods."

He went on after further questions: "Well, the media reaction is strange. Normally the media would be interested in letting the
sunshine in and finding out what the truth is. And usually the media doesn't care that much about protecting intelligence sources
and methods. But I do, and I will."

You don't have to have been "in the business" for Barr's nearly 50 years to understand what he means. Just flash back 13 years to
June 2006 and read The New York Times' revelations about the Swift bank procedures.

The Belgian-based Swift manages foreign currency transfers, and after 9/11, the CIA and Treasury conducted data searches to
spot -- and, ultimately, stop -- terrorist financing. The Times' story conceded that this program was successful in obstructing
terrorist activity, and it identified no abuses.

Top administration officials pleaded with The Times not to publish the story, and then-President George W. Bush said the
publication was "disgraceful." Times editor Bill Keller's justification was that "the administration's" -- not the government's but the
administration's -- "extraordinary access to this vast repository of international financial data ... is a matter of public interest."

In other words, The Times didn't care much about weakening America's fight against terrorism by disclosing classified information
and revealing intelligence sources and methods. It was more interested in letting the sunshine in on a program that, to the best of
its knowledge, had infringed no one's rights.

Some called for prosecution of The Times for violating the Espionage Act of 1917, which criminalizes the publication of classified
information, signed by then-President Woodrow Wilson two months after the U.S. entered World War I. But as then-Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan pointed out in his 1998 book "Secrecy: The American Experience," the Espionage Act is overbroad, and
government tends to overclassify information, including even newspaper articles.

Accordingly, successive administrations up to and including George W. Bush's have declined to prosecute news media for
publishing stories, including leaks of classified information, that seem clearly forbidden by the words of Wilson's Espionage Act.

Abandoning that precedent, perhaps surprisingly, was the administration of Barack Obama. He described himself as "a strong
believer in the First Amendment" and dismissed "stories about us cracking down on whistleblowers or whatnot" as "a really small
sample."

Actually, they were an unprecedentedly large number. As James Risen, co-byliner on The Times' original Swift story, wrote in
December 2016, the Obama administration "has prosecuted nine cases involving whistleblowers and leakers, compared with only
three by all previous administrations combined."

Obama's Justice Department subpoenaed Associated Press phone records -- of AP trunk lines and 30 separate phones. It
identified Fox News reporter James Rosen as a "co-conspirator" in an Espionage leak case. The supposedly liberal and pro-First
Amendment Obama administration was actively pursuing what the Columbia Journalism Review called "a massive intrusion into
newsgathering operations."

It's true that Obama did not emit as many tart words for the press in his eight years as president as Donald Trump has in his two
and a half. But it's also true that Trump has come nowhere near to challenging Obama's record as the president most inclined to
sic law enforcement on the press since Woodrow Wilson himself. Liberal Democrats aren't necessarily the best friends of press
freedom.

Nor are they, it seems, friends of a citizen's right to privacy or a candidate's right to seek public office without government
surveillance. In his testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee, when Barr made the point that the government "spying" had
occurred on the Trump campaign, Democrats and the press expressed horror. You're not supposed to say "spying," apparently,
even though Democrats and media like The Times have routinely used it as a conveniently short and understandable synonym for
surveillance.

As Barr told Crawford, spying is appropriate if it's "adequately predicated" -- and it's unclear whether the spying on the Trump
campaign was. Certainly, the use of the partisan and unverified Steele dossier is not adequate.

Barr is old enough to remember when liberals did not take government legal or intelligence agencies' word that spying on an
administration's opponents was justified and did not attack those who questioned it as unpatriotic.

He may be amused that such doings are self-righteously justified today, but it's good that he's willing to ask questions most of the
media don't want asked, to determine how the Obama law enforcement and intelligence agencies set about spying on the opposite
party's presidential campaign.

( LINK BELOW)
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"I'm amused," Attorney General William Barr told CBS News' Jan Crawford, "by these people who make a living by disclosing
classified information, including the names of intelligence operatives, wringing their hands about whether I'm going to be
responsible in protecting intelligence sources and methods."

He went on after further questions: "Well, the media reaction is strange. Normally the media would be interested in letting the
sunshine in and finding out what the truth is. And usually the media doesn't care that much about protecting intelligence sources
and methods. But I do, and I will."

You don't have to have been "in the business" for Barr's nearly 50 years to understand what he means. Just flash back 13 years to
June 2006 and read The New York Times' revelations about the Swift bank procedures.

The Belgian-based Swift manages foreign currency transfers, and after 9/11, the CIA and Treasury conducted data searches to
spot -- and, ultimately, stop -- terrorist financing. The Times' story conceded that this program was successful in obstructing
terrorist activity, and it identified no abuses.

Top administration officials pleaded with The Times not to publish the story, and then-President George W. Bush said the
publication was "disgraceful." Times editor Bill Keller's justification was that "the administration's" -- not the government's but the
administration's -- "extraordinary access to this vast repository of international financial data ... is a matter of public interest."

In other words, The Times didn't care much about weakening America's fight against terrorism by disclosing classified information
and revealing intelligence sources and methods. It was more interested in letting the sunshine in on a program that, to the best of
its knowledge, had infringed no one's rights.

Some called for prosecution of The Times for violating the Espionage Act of 1917, which criminalizes the publication of classified
information, signed by then-President Woodrow Wilson two months after the U.S. entered World War I. But as then-Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan pointed out in his 1998 book "Secrecy: The American Experience," the Espionage Act is overbroad, and
government tends to overclassify information, including even newspaper articles.

Accordingly, successive administrations up to and including George W. Bush's have declined to prosecute news media for
publishing stories, including leaks of classified information, that seem clearly forbidden by the words of Wilson's Espionage Act.

Abandoning that precedent, perhaps surprisingly, was the administration of Barack Obama. He described himself as "a strong
believer in the First Amendment" and dismissed "stories about us cracking down on whistleblowers or whatnot" as "a really small
sample."

Actually, they were an unprecedentedly large number. As James Risen, co-byliner on The Times' original Swift story, wrote in
December 2016, the Obama administration "has prosecuted nine cases involving whistleblowers and leakers, compared with only
three by all previous administrations combined."

Obama's Justice Department subpoenaed Associated Press phone records -- of AP trunk lines and 30 separate phones. It
identified Fox News reporter James Rosen as a "co-conspirator" in an Espionage leak case. The supposedly liberal and pro-First
Amendment Obama administration was actively pursuing what the Columbia Journalism Review called "a massive intrusion into
newsgathering operations."

It's true that Obama did not emit as many tart words for the press in his eight years as president as Donald Trump has in his two
and a half. But it's also true that Trump has come nowhere near to challenging Obama's record as the president most inclined to
sic law enforcement on the press since Woodrow Wilson himself. Liberal Democrats aren't necessarily the best friends of press
freedom.

Nor are they, it seems, friends of a citizen's right to privacy or a candidate's right to seek public office without government
surveillance. In his testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee, when Barr made the point that the government "spying" had
occurred on the Trump campaign, Democrats and the press expressed horror. You're not supposed to say "spying," apparently,
even though Democrats and media like The Times have routinely used it as a conveniently short and understandable synonym for
surveillance.

As Barr told Crawford, spying is appropriate if it's "adequately predicated" -- and it's unclear whether the spying on the Trump
campaign was. Certainly, the use of the partisan and unverified Steele dossier is not adequate.

Barr is old enough to remember when liberals did not take government legal or intelligence agencies' word that spying on an
administration's opponents was justified and did not attack those who questioned it as unpatriotic.

He may be amused that such doings are self-righteously justified today, but it's good that he's willing to ask questions most of the
media don't want asked, to determine how the Obama law enforcement and intelligence agencies set about spying on the opposite
party's presidential campaign.

( LINK BELOW)
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California Rep. Devin Nunes, the top Republican on the House Intelligence Committee, joined Fox News

host Sean Hannity on Thursday to discuss former Trump administration national security adviser Michael

Flynn, who long ago pleaded guilty lying to investigators regarding his contact with a Russian ambassador.

News had broken earlier in the day Thursday that Flynn, who’s awaiting sentencing, had fired his legal team.

Nunes pulled no punches as he described two former top officials at the FBI — Director James Comey and Deputy Director
Andrew McCabe, both of whom were fired — as being perfect examples of the term “dirty cop.”

That’s because both men, Nunes indicated, deliberately attempted to set Flynn up in a perjury trap.

Hannity started by noting that Flynn’s identity was “illegally unmasked” in raw intelligence materials, and suggested that Flynn
needs to turn the tables and go after Comey and McCabe “for setting him up.”

“What I would say to this, Sean, is that, in the future, when you look up the word ‘dirty cop’ — if you have a fair
internet and free internet — you will see the pictures of Comey and McCabe,” Nunes replied.

“These guys make Hoover look like a saint,” he added, referring to former FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, who was
accused of abusing his authority to go after political enemies and rivals.

Nunes then referenced a clip Hannity had played prior to the segment. In that clip, Comey told MSNBC host Nicolle Wallace how
he had directed agents to casually interview Flynn in the White House in a manner that ignored and violated standard protocols.

Comey seemed to brag about how he took advantage of the incoming Trump administration.

“[I]n a more organized administration,” he said, “if the FBI wanted to send agents into the White House itself to
interview a senior official, you would work through the White House counsel and there would be discussions.”

“I thought, it’s early enough, let’s just send a couple guys over,” Comey added.

This flippant attitude caught Nunes’ ire.

“I had actually never seen that clip that you just played, but it is absolutely despicable that the head of the FBI would
think it’s funny and cute to send over these FBI agents to go and interview the national security adviser for the
president of the United States, and then they walk out of there and say, ‘look, we don’t think the guy’s lying.'”

“But instead, what do you do? You double down,” he added. “And closing with this, let’s not forget the biggest leak of
all the leaks was the leak of General Flynn, the incoming national security adviser for the president of the United
States, talking to the Russian ambassador.”

Hannity interjected to ask, “That’s a crime, isn’t it?”

Nunes replied, “It is an absolute crime,” and lamented that “nothing was ever done” to address what he characterized as the
“biggest leak in U.S. history.”

Following a moment of commentary from investigative reporter Sara Carter about the recent developments and genesis of the
Flynn case, Hannity tossed it back to Nunes and asked him for a “preview of coming attractions in the days to come.”

“Well, there’s clearly many problems at the State Department that we still are waiting to get to the bottom of, and I
would just add that I don’t want people to forget, the ‘dirty cops’ were so busy looking at everything but themselves
— don’t forget, they also leaked transcripts of the president talking to the Australian prime minister and the Mexican
president,” Nunes said.

“I mean, can you imagine this?” he added.

“These massive transcripts getting aired out for the whole public to see and in the meantime, what are they doing?
They’re actually investigating the president … instead of investigating themselves.”

Nunes has been doggedly digging for some time now to get to the bottom of exactly what transpired during the Obama
administration’s failed efforts to block Donald Trump from winning the presidency, then undermine and subvert his incoming
administration.

The FBI may have forced Flynn into a perjury trap — thus discrediting him and forcing him out of the administration — but that
was only a small part of the overall scheme.
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was only a small part of the overall scheme.

Despite incredible obstruction from Democrats and foot-dragging from bureaucrats in response to Nunes’ efforts, he’s helping the
American people put together the puzzle, one piece at a time.

( LINK BELOW )
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California Rep. Devin Nunes, the top Republican on the House Intelligence Committee, joined Fox News

host Sean Hannity on Thursday to discuss former Trump administration national security adviser Michael

Flynn, who long ago pleaded guilty lying to investigators regarding his contact with a Russian ambassador.

News had broken earlier in the day Thursday that Flynn, who’s awaiting sentencing, had fired his legal team.

Nunes pulled no punches as he described two former top officials at the FBI — Director James Comey and Deputy Director
Andrew McCabe, both of whom were fired — as being perfect examples of the term “dirty cop.”

That’s because both men, Nunes indicated, deliberately attempted to set Flynn up in a perjury trap.

Hannity started by noting that Flynn’s identity was “illegally unmasked” in raw intelligence materials, and suggested that Flynn
needs to turn the tables and go after Comey and McCabe “for setting him up.”

“What I would say to this, Sean, is that, in the future, when you look up the word ‘dirty cop’ — if you have a fair
internet and free internet — you will see the pictures of Comey and McCabe,” Nunes replied.

“These guys make Hoover look like a saint,” he added, referring to former FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, who was
accused of abusing his authority to go after political enemies and rivals.

Nunes then referenced a clip Hannity had played prior to the segment. In that clip, Comey told MSNBC host Nicolle Wallace how
he had directed agents to casually interview Flynn in the White House in a manner that ignored and violated standard protocols.

Comey seemed to brag about how he took advantage of the incoming Trump administration.

“[I]n a more organized administration,” he said, “if the FBI wanted to send agents into the White House itself to
interview a senior official, you would work through the White House counsel and there would be discussions.”

“I thought, it’s early enough, let’s just send a couple guys over,” Comey added.

This flippant attitude caught Nunes’ ire.

“I had actually never seen that clip that you just played, but it is absolutely despicable that the head of the FBI would
think it’s funny and cute to send over these FBI agents to go and interview the national security adviser for the
president of the United States, and then they walk out of there and say, ‘look, we don’t think the guy’s lying.'”

“But instead, what do you do? You double down,” he added. “And closing with this, let’s not forget the biggest leak of
all the leaks was the leak of General Flynn, the incoming national security adviser for the president of the United
States, talking to the Russian ambassador.”

Hannity interjected to ask, “That’s a crime, isn’t it?”

Nunes replied, “It is an absolute crime,” and lamented that “nothing was ever done” to address what he characterized as the
“biggest leak in U.S. history.”

Following a moment of commentary from investigative reporter Sara Carter about the recent developments and genesis of the
Flynn case, Hannity tossed it back to Nunes and asked him for a “preview of coming attractions in the days to come.”

“Well, there’s clearly many problems at the State Department that we still are waiting to get to the bottom of, and I
would just add that I don’t want people to forget, the ‘dirty cops’ were so busy looking at everything but themselves
— don’t forget, they also leaked transcripts of the president talking to the Australian prime minister and the Mexican
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— don’t forget, they also leaked transcripts of the president talking to the Australian prime minister and the Mexican
president,” Nunes said.

“I mean, can you imagine this?” he added.

“These massive transcripts getting aired out for the whole public to see and in the meantime, what are they doing?
They’re actually investigating the president … instead of investigating themselves.”

Nunes has been doggedly digging for some time now to get to the bottom of exactly what transpired during the Obama
administration’s failed efforts to block Donald Trump from winning the presidency, then undermine and subvert his incoming
administration.

The FBI may have forced Flynn into a perjury trap — thus discrediting him and forcing him out of the administration — but that
was only a small part of the overall scheme.

Despite incredible obstruction from Democrats and foot-dragging from bureaucrats in response to Nunes’ efforts, he’s helping the
American people put together the puzzle, one piece at a time.

( LINK BELOW )
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In a huge revelation, John Solomon of The Hill just exposed a massive omission from Mueller report.

First let me give you a little context.

The Mueller report attempts casts a shady light on Ukranian businessman named Konstatin Kilimnik who worked from time to time
for one-time Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort. The Mueller report made Kilimnik look as suspicious as possible by
identifying him as a person having connections to “Russian intelligence.”

Here’s the kicker, though.

Since 2018, Mueller’s team had in its possession hundreds of pages evidence that reveal Kilimnik is a “sensitive” intelligence
source for the U. S. State Department.

As a source, Kilimnik reportedly gave intel on Ukrainian and Russian matters going back to as early as 2013.

So why would Mueller attempt to arouse suspicion about Kilimnik by preventing the whole truth from being mentioned?

Why would Mueller omit such a significant fact about Kilimnik even though he had the information to include it?

In a column published Thursday, Solomon points out that as far as intelligence assets go, “Kilimnik was not just any run-of-the-mill
source.”

Kilimnik often met several times a week with the chief political officer at the U.S. Embassy in Kiev as well as passed on
messages to Ukraine’s leaders.

He also “delivered written reports to U.S. officials via emails that stretched on for thousands of words.”

And, as Solomon revealed, members of the Mueller team knew all of this well before they released their final report.

Solomon writes, “Three sources with direct knowledge of the inner workings of Mueller’s office confirmed to me that the special
prosecutor’s team had all of the FBI interviews with State officials, as well as Kilimnik’s intelligence reports to the U.S. Embassy,
well before they portrayed him as a Russian sympathizer tied to Moscow intelligence or charged Kilimnik with participating with
Manafort in a scheme to obstruct the Russia investigation.”

In addition to that damning information, Solomon points out that Alan Purcell and Alexander Kasanof, two of the chief political
officers in the embassy in Kiev, both knew Kilimnik and counted him as “valuable and “one of the few reliable insiders.”

Solomon compared Purcell’s and Kasanof’s comments to “scores” of emails that confirm Kilimnik’s intel was both reliable and
regularly used.

“The memos show Kilimnik provided real-time intelligence on everything from whose star in the administration was
rising or falling to efforts at stuffing ballot boxes in Ukrainian elections,” Solomon writes.

But to add further doubt to the growing credibility issues of Mueller’s report, the emails Solomon reviewed showed that Kilimnik
was allowed to twice visit the United States in 2016, which Solomon notes is “a clear sign he wasn’t flagged in visa databases as
a foreign intelligence threat.”

The most damning observation that Solomon noted was perhaps the deception Mueller showed in a part of the report when he
flagged Kilimnik for delivering a Crimean peace plan to the Trump campaign. But, as Solomon reveals, Kilimnik gave Obama’s
administration virtually the same plans just a few months earlier.

So Mueller flagged Kilimnik’s delivery of peace plan to the Trump campaign as “potentially nefarious” but failed to even mention
delivery of the plan to Obama’s team not long before.

As Solomon puts it: “That’s what many in the intelligence world might call ‘deception by omission.'”

Solomon, who has been a regular source of blockbuster reporting on the “Russian collusion” investigations, makes the important
point in his conclusion:

“If Mueller’s team can cast such a misleading portrayal of Kilimnik, however, it begs the question of what else might
be incorrect or omitted in the report …

“A few more such errors and omissions, and Americans may begin to wonder if the Mueller report is worth the paper
on which it was printed.”

( VIDEO AND STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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In a huge revelation, John Solomon of The Hill just exposed a massive omission from Mueller report.

First let me give you a little context.

The Mueller report attempts casts a shady light on Ukranian businessman named Konstatin Kilimnik who worked from time to time
for one-time Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort. The Mueller report made Kilimnik look as suspicious as possible by
identifying him as a person having connections to “Russian intelligence.”

Here’s the kicker, though.

Since 2018, Mueller’s team had in its possession hundreds of pages evidence that reveal Kilimnik is a “sensitive” intelligence
source for the U. S. State Department.

As a source, Kilimnik reportedly gave intel on Ukrainian and Russian matters going back to as early as 2013.

So why would Mueller attempt to arouse suspicion about Kilimnik by preventing the whole truth from being mentioned?

Why would Mueller omit such a significant fact about Kilimnik even though he had the information to include it?

In a column published Thursday, Solomon points out that as far as intelligence assets go, “Kilimnik was not just any run-of-the-mill
source.”

Kilimnik often met several times a week with the chief political officer at the U.S. Embassy in Kiev as well as passed on
messages to Ukraine’s leaders.

He also “delivered written reports to U.S. officials via emails that stretched on for thousands of words.”

And, as Solomon revealed, members of the Mueller team knew all of this well before they released their final report.

Solomon writes, “Three sources with direct knowledge of the inner workings of Mueller’s office confirmed to me that the special
prosecutor’s team had all of the FBI interviews with State officials, as well as Kilimnik’s intelligence reports to the U.S. Embassy,
well before they portrayed him as a Russian sympathizer tied to Moscow intelligence or charged Kilimnik with participating with
Manafort in a scheme to obstruct the Russia investigation.”

In addition to that damning information, Solomon points out that Alan Purcell and Alexander Kasanof, two of the chief political
officers in the embassy in Kiev, both knew Kilimnik and counted him as “valuable and “one of the few reliable insiders.”

Solomon compared Purcell’s and Kasanof’s comments to “scores” of emails that confirm Kilimnik’s intel was both reliable and
regularly used.

“The memos show Kilimnik provided real-time intelligence on everything from whose star in the administration was
rising or falling to efforts at stuffing ballot boxes in Ukrainian elections,” Solomon writes.

But to add further doubt to the growing credibility issues of Mueller’s report, the emails Solomon reviewed showed that Kilimnik
was allowed to twice visit the United States in 2016, which Solomon notes is “a clear sign he wasn’t flagged in visa databases as
a foreign intelligence threat.”

The most damning observation that Solomon noted was perhaps the deception Mueller showed in a part of the report when he
flagged Kilimnik for delivering a Crimean peace plan to the Trump campaign. But, as Solomon reveals, Kilimnik gave Obama’s
administration virtually the same plans just a few months earlier.

So Mueller flagged Kilimnik’s delivery of peace plan to the Trump campaign as “potentially nefarious” but failed to even mention
delivery of the plan to Obama’s team not long before.

As Solomon puts it: “That’s what many in the intelligence world might call ‘deception by omission.'”

Solomon, who has been a regular source of blockbuster reporting on the “Russian collusion” investigations, makes the important
point in his conclusion:

“If Mueller’s team can cast such a misleading portrayal of Kilimnik, however, it begs the question of what else might
be incorrect or omitted in the report …

“A few more such errors and omissions, and Americans may begin to wonder if the Mueller report is worth the paper
on which it was printed.”

( VIDEO AND STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Judge Rules FBI Must Release Some Redacted Sections Of Comey Memos

A federal judge ruled Friday that the FBI must release some of the redacted sections of former FBI Director James
Comey’s memos of his conversations with President Trump.

James E. Boasberg of the District Court for the District of Columbia ruled the redactions must be released in a Freedom of
Information Act lawsuit brought against the FBI by CNN, saying that the agency’s publication of redacted memos on its
website and the conclusion of special counsel Robert Mueller’s report led him to his decision.

Boasberg ruled in 2018 that the memos would remain redacted amid Mueller’s probe into Russian meddling in the 2016
election.

CNN’s request surrounds memos Comey wrote following several conversations with the president.

The former FBI director said he wrote the notes down out of fear that the president would try to mischaracterize their
meetings.

Friday’s ruling deals with a batch of several redactions from the memos, choosing to order the release of some and allowing
the government to keep secret some others.

One batch, which Boasberg ruled would be partially unredacted, concerns a conversation Trump had with former White
House national security adviser Michael Flynn. The discussion appears to regard which world leader called Trump first to
congratulate him after his inauguration.

The FBI had argued that relationships with different countries could be damaged if the exchange was unredacted.

Comey’s memos regarding Flynn have been significant in the past, as they revealed that Trump asked Comey to halt the
FBI’s investigation into the then-national security adviser, a move several observers have said could have obstructed
justice.

Boasberg also ordered that an exchange between Comey and Trump regarding Egypt’s president be partially redacted. He
allowed a redaction containing “a reference about the President’s observation about responding to a question he was asked
about Russian President Putin” would be allowed to remain secret.

( LINK BELOW )
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Judge Rules FBI Must Release Some Redacted Sections Of Comey Memos

A federal judge ruled Friday that the FBI must release some of the redacted sections of former FBI Director James
Comey’s memos of his conversations with President Trump.

James E. Boasberg of the District Court for the District of Columbia ruled the redactions must be released in a Freedom of
Information Act lawsuit brought against the FBI by CNN, saying that the agency’s publication of redacted memos on its
website and the conclusion of special counsel Robert Mueller’s report led him to his decision.

Boasberg ruled in 2018 that the memos would remain redacted amid Mueller’s probe into Russian meddling in the 2016
election.

CNN’s request surrounds memos Comey wrote following several conversations with the president.

The former FBI director said he wrote the notes down out of fear that the president would try to mischaracterize their
meetings.

Friday’s ruling deals with a batch of several redactions from the memos, choosing to order the release of some and allowing
the government to keep secret some others.

One batch, which Boasberg ruled would be partially unredacted, concerns a conversation Trump had with former White
House national security adviser Michael Flynn. The discussion appears to regard which world leader called Trump first to
congratulate him after his inauguration.

The FBI had argued that relationships with different countries could be damaged if the exchange was unredacted.

Comey’s memos regarding Flynn have been significant in the past, as they revealed that Trump asked Comey to halt the
FBI’s investigation into the then-national security adviser, a move several observers have said could have obstructed
justice.

Boasberg also ordered that an exchange between Comey and Trump regarding Egypt’s president be partially redacted. He
allowed a redaction containing “a reference about the President’s observation about responding to a question he was asked
about Russian President Putin” would be allowed to remain secret.

( LINK BELOW )
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Sleepy Joe Biden Couldn't Even Stand Up To Liberal Abortion Pushers For One Day, Without Fip-

Flop'n - How's He Going To Stand Up To President Trump

https://i0.wp.com/www.right-mind.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/hqdefault.jpg

THE ANSWER TO THAT QUESTION IS A VERY SIMPLE ONE

HE'SNOT !

BECAUSE PRESIDENT TRUMP IS GOING TO MAKE MINCED MEAT OUT OF OLD SLEEPY JOE BIDEN

THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION IS GOING TO BE FUN BECAUSE IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE

DEMOCRAT'S CAN'T BEAT DONALD TRUMP, SO THEY ARE GOING TO TRY AND IMPEACH HIM

BUT IT WILL NEVER HAPPEN , EVEN IF THE CONGRESS WASTE OUR TIME AND MONEY

IT WILL NEVER PASS BY 2/3rds IN THE SENATE, SO WHEN THEY SAY IMPEACH TRUMP

THE DEMOCRAT'S ARE SAYING DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO DECIMATE US IN THE 2020 ELECTION

https://teeshirtpalace-production.s3.amazonaws.com/spree/images/TMLC756-BLACK-HPOST/large/TMLC756-BLACK-HPOST.jpg

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS AL YOU TRUE PATRIOT

WWG1WGA
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President Trump Torches Nancy Pelosi: She's An Untalented 'Nasty And 'Vindictive' Disgrace Of A

Woman

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/157/99a80a31-1f32-4b11-90e3-f16f8c257f53.png

Fix bayonets! That should be the mantra for the GOP as we head into the 2020 election cycle. Show no mercy for we shall
receive none by the Democrats. President Trump surely took that to heart because he just took House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi to the woodshed in a recent interview with Fox News’ Laura Ingraham. The president said he has tried to get along
with the House Speaker but to no avail. He pretty much called her an untalented, nasty, and vindictive disgrace of a
woman. She’s ineffectual and incapable of getting deals done. He also was not pleased with what she said about wanting to
see him in jail instead of impeached.

On the deal-making, Trump’s right. Nancy isn’t good. Right now, we need serious funds to handle the border crisis, but
they’re not playing ball. The 2018 Democratic playbook was run on impeachment or at the very least vow never to work with
or compromise with the Trump White House on policy. Well, we’re seeing that play out on immigration and the looming
impeachment fight. The latter being a conflict based on Trump’s crime of…beating Hillary Clinton. It’s pathetic. Trump did
not hold back in slamming the House Speaker (via Fox News):

Speaking exclusively to Fox News’ Laura Ingraham in Normandy, France, in an interview that aired Thursday, the
president first took time to pay tribute to the heroes who fought on D-Day 75 years ago, describing them as “incredibly
brave people” who displayed incredible “valor.”

Then, the president switched gears, slamming Pelosi, D-Calif., as a “nasty, vindictive, horrible person” -- after saying he
had “tried to be nice to her.”

“I think she’s a disgrace. I actually don’t think she’s a talented person, I’ve tried to be nice to her because I would have
liked to have gotten some deals done,” Trump said on “The Ingraham Angle.”

“She’s incapable of doing deals, she’s a nasty, vindictive, horrible person, the Mueller report came out, it was a disaster
for them.”

[…]

Ingraham then asked Trump if he cared whether or not Mueller would testify publicly about his report. The president used
the question as another chance to unload on Pelosi.

“Let me tell you, he made such a fool out of himself the last time she -- because what people don’t report is the letter he
had to do to straighten out his testimony because his testimony was wrong but Nancy Pelosi, I call her nervous Nancy,
Nancy Pelosi doesn’t talk about it,” Trump told Fox News.

“Nancy Pelosi’s a disaster, OK, she’s a disaster and let her do what she wants, you know what? I think they’re in big
trouble because when you look at the kind of crimes that were committed, and I don’t need any more evidence, and I
guess from what I’m hearing there’s a lot of evidence coming in.

Pelosi is facing what appears to be an impeachment revolt. Deep down she knows what a gift an impeachment war with
Trump would be for him and his base, especially if the case against him is shoddy, which it will be. Based on how she
handled Rep. Ilhan Omar's (D-MN) anti-Semitism fiasco, she'll cave. She's been unable to corral the crazies on the Hill. they
want Trump impeached. Still, it’s refreshing to see classic Trump, a man who can take the hatred hurled at him, but also
strike back just as effectively. After two years of being on defense with the Trump-Russia collusion myth, which was
debunked by the Mueller report, it’s time to go on the offensive.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/06/07/president-trump-torches-pelosi-shes-an-untalented-nasty-and-vindictive-disgr-
n2547739/
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President Trump Torches Nancy Pelosi: She's An Untalented 'Nasty And 'Vindictive' Disgrace Of A

Woman
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Fix bayonets! That should be the mantra for the GOP as we head into the 2020 election cycle. Show no mercy for we shall
receive none by the Democrats. President Trump surely took that to heart because he just took House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi to the woodshed in a recent interview with Fox News’ Laura Ingraham. The president said he has tried to get along
with the House Speaker but to no avail. He pretty much called her an untalented, nasty, and vindictive disgrace of a
woman. She’s ineffectual and incapable of getting deals done. He also was not pleased with what she said about wanting to
see him in jail instead of impeached.

On the deal-making, Trump’s right. Nancy isn’t good. Right now, we need serious funds to handle the border crisis, but
they’re not playing ball. The 2018 Democratic playbook was run on impeachment or at the very least vow never to work with
or compromise with the Trump White House on policy. Well, we’re seeing that play out on immigration and the looming
impeachment fight. The latter being a conflict based on Trump’s crime of…beating Hillary Clinton. It’s pathetic. Trump did
not hold back in slamming the House Speaker (via Fox News):

Speaking exclusively to Fox News’ Laura Ingraham in Normandy, France, in an interview that aired Thursday, the
president first took time to pay tribute to the heroes who fought on D-Day 75 years ago, describing them as “incredibly
brave people” who displayed incredible “valor.”

Then, the president switched gears, slamming Pelosi, D-Calif., as a “nasty, vindictive, horrible person” -- after saying he
had “tried to be nice to her.”

“I think she’s a disgrace. I actually don’t think she’s a talented person, I’ve tried to be nice to her because I would have
liked to have gotten some deals done,” Trump said on “The Ingraham Angle.”

“She’s incapable of doing deals, she’s a nasty, vindictive, horrible person, the Mueller report came out, it was a disaster
for them.”

[…]

Ingraham then asked Trump if he cared whether or not Mueller would testify publicly about his report. The president used
the question as another chance to unload on Pelosi.

“Let me tell you, he made such a fool out of himself the last time she -- because what people don’t report is the letter he
had to do to straighten out his testimony because his testimony was wrong but Nancy Pelosi, I call her nervous Nancy,
Nancy Pelosi doesn’t talk about it,” Trump told Fox News.

“Nancy Pelosi’s a disaster, OK, she’s a disaster and let her do what she wants, you know what? I think they’re in big
trouble because when you look at the kind of crimes that were committed, and I don’t need any more evidence, and I
guess from what I’m hearing there’s a lot of evidence coming in.

Pelosi is facing what appears to be an impeachment revolt. Deep down she knows what a gift an impeachment war with
Trump would be for him and his base, especially if the case against him is shoddy, which it will be. Based on how she
handled Rep. Ilhan Omar's (D-MN) anti-Semitism fiasco, she'll cave. She's been unable to corral the crazies on the Hill. they
want Trump impeached. Still, it’s refreshing to see classic Trump, a man who can take the hatred hurled at him, but also
strike back just as effectively. After two years of being on defense with the Trump-Russia collusion myth, which was
debunked by the Mueller report, it’s time to go on the offensive.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Administration Imposes Sanctions On Iranian Petrochemical Group And 39 Of Its

Subsidiaries

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpdonald_052019upi3_lead.jpg

The Trump administration on Friday announced fresh sanctions against Iran, targeting the country's largest

petrochemical company for giving financial support to the Revolutionary Guard Corps and 39 of Its

subsidiaries

The Treasury Department imposed sanctions on the Persian Gulf Petrochemical Industries Company and 39 of its subsidiaries,
stating that the company provides contracts to the financial arm of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), a branch of
Iran's armed forces.

The administration said the petrochemical company and its subsidiaries are responsible for 40 percent of Iran's petrochemical
production capacity and 50 percent of the country's petrochemical exports.

Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin argued in a statement that sanctions against the petrochemical company would undermine the
Revolutionary Guard Corps.

"This action is a warning that we will continue to target holding groups and companies in the petrochemical sector
and elsewhere that provide financial lifelines to the IRGC," Mnuchin said.

The administration in April labeled Iran’s Revolutionary Guard a "foreign terrorist organization," the first time the United States has
applied the designation to an entire government entity.

President Trump and his advisers have taken a hard-line against Iran since withdrawing from the Obama-era Iran nuclear deal. The
administration has reimposed sanctions on Tehran's financial institutions and oil industry, and additionally targeted its metals
industry and the Revolutionary Guard.

Trump asserted on Thursday during a meeting with French President Emmanuel Macron that the sanctions imposed by the U.S.
have crippled Iran.

"They’re doing very poorly as a nation," he said. "They’re failing as a nation. And I don't want them to fail as a nation.
We can turn that around very quickly, but the sanctions have been extraordinary how powerful they’ve been, and
other things. I understand they want to talk and if they want to talk that’s fine."

Iranian leaders have given no indication they are open to negotiations with U.S. officials, and the two countries have no official
diplomatic channels.

The Trump administration announced last month it will deploy 1,500 troops to the region, further escalating

tensions.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/447457-trump-administration-imposes-sanctions-on-iranian-petrochemical-group
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Trump Administration Imposes Sanctions On Iranian Petrochemical Group And 39 Of Its

Subsidiaries
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The Trump administration on Friday announced fresh sanctions against Iran, targeting the country's largest

petrochemical company for giving financial support to the Revolutionary Guard Corps and 39 of Its

subsidiaries

The Treasury Department imposed sanctions on the Persian Gulf Petrochemical Industries Company and 39 of its subsidiaries,
stating that the company provides contracts to the financial arm of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), a branch of
Iran's armed forces.

The administration said the petrochemical company and its subsidiaries are responsible for 40 percent of Iran's petrochemical
production capacity and 50 percent of the country's petrochemical exports.

Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin argued in a statement that sanctions against the petrochemical company would undermine the
Revolutionary Guard Corps.

"This action is a warning that we will continue to target holding groups and companies in the petrochemical sector
and elsewhere that provide financial lifelines to the IRGC," Mnuchin said.

The administration in April labeled Iran’s Revolutionary Guard a "foreign terrorist organization," the first time the United States has
applied the designation to an entire government entity.

President Trump and his advisers have taken a hard-line against Iran since withdrawing from the Obama-era Iran nuclear deal. The
administration has reimposed sanctions on Tehran's financial institutions and oil industry, and additionally targeted its metals
industry and the Revolutionary Guard.

Trump asserted on Thursday during a meeting with French President Emmanuel Macron that the sanctions imposed by the U.S.
have crippled Iran.

"They’re doing very poorly as a nation," he said. "They’re failing as a nation. And I don't want them to fail as a nation.
We can turn that around very quickly, but the sanctions have been extraordinary how powerful they’ve been, and
other things. I understand they want to talk and if they want to talk that’s fine."

Iranian leaders have given no indication they are open to negotiations with U.S. officials, and the two countries have no official
diplomatic channels.

The Trump administration announced last month it will deploy 1,500 troops to the region, further escalating

tensions.
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California City Official Pushing Hard To Stop Chick-fil-A Restaurant From Opening / 'When People

Think Of The Chick-fil-A Logo — What They Think Of Is Anti-LGBTQ'

Chick-fil-A Responds

Here We Go Again

https://assets.rbl.ms/19583945/1200x600.jpg

A San Mateo County, California, official is pushing to keep Chick-fil-A from opening a restaurant in

Redwood City, California.

What are the details?

San Mateo County Supervisor David Canepa told KPIX-TV that he is actively trying to prevent the Christian-owned restaurant from
even obtaining an architectural permit because of the company's traditional, Christian stance on marriage.

"This would not go before the city council — because it's an existing use, it would just be administerial for
the planning commission," Canepa explained. "When people think of the Chick-fil-A logo — what they think
of is anti-LGBTQ."

Canepa said that he hopes residents will rally around him and help to deter the restaurant from opening.

"What we are trying to do is make sure Chick-fil-A — if they want to do business here — that there is a lot of
pressure here and that they should do the right thing and withdraw their application," he added.

A member of the San Mateo County LGBTQ Commission is behind Canepa's move.

Craig Wiesner told KPIX that the government should not prevent any companies from conducting their business in the city, but he
also called for residents to stand up to the local government.

"I don't think that we should necessarily be regulating what businesses can open in Redwood City, but I do think that
as a community, we can stand up and say we don't want this particular business which has taken a very open stand
against LGBTQ people and spent millions of dollars against us at the heart of our county," Wiesner said.

A spokesperson for the wildly popular restaurant issued a brief statement to the station on the matter.

"We are committed to earning the respect and business of all our customers, and one day hope to serve
guests in Redwood City," the representative insisted.

orig. story in link below

https://cbsloc.al/2KuW9Ko
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California City Official Pushing Hard To Stop Chick-fil-A Restaurant From Opening / 'When People

Think Of The Chick-fil-A Logo — What They Think Of Is Anti-LGBTQ'

Chick-fil-A Responds

Here We Go Again
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A San Mateo County, California, official is pushing to keep Chick-fil-A from opening a restaurant in

Redwood City, California.

What are the details?

San Mateo County Supervisor David Canepa told KPIX-TV that he is actively trying to prevent the Christian-owned restaurant from
even obtaining an architectural permit because of the company's traditional, Christian stance on marriage.

"This would not go before the city council — because it's an existing use, it would just be administerial for
the planning commission," Canepa explained. "When people think of the Chick-fil-A logo — what they think
of is anti-LGBTQ."

Canepa said that he hopes residents will rally around him and help to deter the restaurant from opening.

"What we are trying to do is make sure Chick-fil-A — if they want to do business here — that there is a lot of
pressure here and that they should do the right thing and withdraw their application," he added.

A member of the San Mateo County LGBTQ Commission is behind Canepa's move.

Craig Wiesner told KPIX that the government should not prevent any companies from conducting their business in the city, but he
also called for residents to stand up to the local government.

"I don't think that we should necessarily be regulating what businesses can open in Redwood City, but I do think that
as a community, we can stand up and say we don't want this particular business which has taken a very open stand
against LGBTQ people and spent millions of dollars against us at the heart of our county," Wiesner said.

A spokesperson for the wildly popular restaurant issued a brief statement to the station on the matter.

"We are committed to earning the respect and business of all our customers, and one day hope to serve
guests in Redwood City," the representative insisted.
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no mercy for we shall receive none by the Democrats. President Trump surely took that to heart

because he just took House Speaker Nancy Pelosi to the woodshed in a recent interview with Fox

News’ Laura Ingraham. The president said he has tried to get along with the House Speaker but to no

avail. He pretty much called her an untalented, nasty, and vindictive disgrace of a woman. She’s

ineffectual and incapable of getting deals done. He also was not pleased with what she said about

wanting to see him in jail instead of impeached.

On the deal-making, Trump’s right. Nancy isn’t good. Right now, we need serious funds to handle the

border crisis, but they’re not playing ball. The 2018 Democratic playbook was run on impeachment or

at the very least vow never to work with or compromise with the Trump White House on policy. Well,

we’re seeing that play out on immigration and the looming impeachment fight. The latter being a

conflict based on Trump’s crime of…beating Hillary Clinton. It’s pathetic. Trump did not hold back in

slamming the House Speaker (via Fox News):

Speaking exclusively to Fox News’ Laura Ingraham in Normandy, France, in an interview that aired

Thursday, the president first took time to pay tribute to the heroes who fought on D-Day 75 years

ago, describing them as “incredibly brave people” who displayed incredible “valor.”

Then, the president switched gears, slamming Pelosi, D-Calif., as a “nasty, vindictive, horrible

person” -- after saying he had “tried to be nice to her.”

“I think she’s a disgrace. I actually don’t think she’s a talented person, I’ve tried to be nice to her

because I would have liked to have gotten some deals done,” Trump said on “The Ingraham Angle.”

“She’s incapable of doing deals, she’s a nasty, vindictive, horrible person, the Mueller report came

out, it was a disaster for them.”

[…]

Ingraham then asked Trump if he cared whether or not Mueller would testify publicly about his

report. The president used the question as another chance to unload on Pelosi.

“Let me tell you, he made such a fool out of himself the last time she -- because what people don’t

report is the letter he had to do to straighten out his testimony because his testimony was wrong but

Nancy Pelosi, I call her nervous Nancy, Nancy Pelosi doesn’t talk about it,” Trump told Fox News.

“Nancy Pelosi’s a disaster, OK, she’s a disaster and let her do what she wants, you know what? I

think they’re in big trouble because when you look at the kind of crimes that were committed, and I

don’t need any more evidence, and I guess from what I’m hearing there’s a lot of evidence coming

in.

Pelosi is facing what appears to be an impeachment revolt. Deep down she knows what a gift an

impeachment war with Trump would be for him and his base, especially if the case against him is

shoddy, which it will be. Based on how she handled Rep. Ilhan Omar's (D-MN) anti-Semitism fiasco,

she'll cave. She's been unable to corral the crazies on the Hill. they want Trump impeached. Still, it’s

refreshing to see classic Trump, a man who can take the hatred hurled at him, but also strike back just

as effectively. After two years of being on defense with the Trump-Russia collusion myth, which was

debunked by the Mueller report, it’s time to go on the offensive.

( LINK BELOW )
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because I would have liked to have gotten some deals done,” Trump said on “The Ingraham Angle.”
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as effectively. After two years of being on defense with the Trump-Russia collusion myth, which was

debunked by the Mueller report, it’s time to go on the offensive.
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Border and immigration issues have been at the forefront of politics since at least the 2016 election. Donald Trump, of course,
made immigration a key plank in his platform, talking about border security when many others stayed away from the issue.

But while much of the border debate revolves around migrant caravans and Hispanics entering the country, there is a much more
sinister side to the issue.

Conservatives have often warned that the U.S.-Mexico border could be exploited by terrorists who seek to do mass harm to our
nation, yet this alarm has usually been laughed off by the establishment media.

It may not be a laughing matter after all. The infamous Islamic State group might be eyeing our southern border as the entry point
for destructive plots, at least if reports of a disturbing confession are correct.

“A chilling confession from a captured ISIS fighter has shed light on how the terrorist group intended to
exploit the vulnerabilities of the U.S. border with Mexico, using English speakers and westerners to take
advantage of smuggling routes and target financial institutions,” Fox News reported Thursday.

One alleged member of the notorious terrorist group claims he was recruited by the organization to plan attacks on the United
States, using migration routes from Central America as the starting point.

https://youtu.be/stJwAFGqdaQ via @YouTube

“Seized ISIS fighter Abu Henricki, a Canadian citizen with dual citizenship with Trinidad, last month said
that he was sought out by the violent insurgency’s leadership to attack the U.S. from a route starting in
Central America,” Fox reported.

That information came from a report carried out by the International Center for the Study of Violent Extremism and published in
Homeland Security Today.

Homeland Security Today, meanwhile, is a publication of the Government Technology & Services Coalition. It’s a fairly obscure
group that most Americans probably haven’t heard of, but Homeland Security Today has some impressive credentials.

Their editorial board is headed by former Department of Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff, and a variety of respected
military and Homeland Security experts make up its additional editors.

In other words, it’s worth taking the report as very credible.

While the establishment media has downplayed the terrorism vulnerabilities of America’s southern border in the past, a
Georgetown University professor is calling the videotaped confession “entirely plausible.”

“ISIS has organized plots in Europe with returnees so it seems entirely plausible that they wanted to send
guys out to attack,” report-co-author Anne Speckhard, director of the ICSVE and an adjunct associate
professor of psychiatry at Georgetown, told Fox.

“The issue that makes a North American attack harder is the travel is more difficult from Syria,” she noted.
“So the idea that they would instead use people who were not known to their own governments as having
joined ISIS might make it possible for them to board airplanes.”

While many terrorist activities are of course designed to kill or maim as many people as possible, Henricki said during his
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While many terrorist activities are of course designed to kill or maim as many people as possible, Henricki said during his
confession that the attacks the group wanted him to carry out would be intended to “cripple the U.S. economy.”

Using false passports, he and likely others would move from the Caribbean to Mexico and then into the U.S.

“That information, the plan came from somebody from the New Jersey state of America,” alleged terrorist
claimed. “I was going to take the boat from Puerto Rico into Mexico. He was going to smuggle me in,”
Henricki added, according to Homeland Security Today.

New York was allegedly a prime target.

That would certainly match the modus operandi of many extremist Islamic terrorist groups. While we remember 9/11 for its horrific
loss of life, for example, the World Trade Center was chosen in part because its collapse would deeply impact U.S. banking and
the American economy.

Henricki claimed he refused to carry out the Islamic State group’s orders, and was tortured in Syria as a result.

“Henricki surrendered to the U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in the final assault to take back
Baghouz earlier this year,” Fox reported.

“He remains behind bars in the SDF-controlled region of Syria, with their futures in legal limbo as many
foreign governments are not willing to take back accused ISIS operatives,” that network said.

Global security expert Alex Hamerstone of the consulting group TrustedSec confirmed that an insider threat to U.S. banking was a
very plausible scenario. “[I]t wouldn’t be a huge stretch for them to get an American to get a job at a bank and then sabotage it,” he
told Fox.

Henricki, meanwhile, said he believes the specific plot he was recruited for never got off the ground and is now dead in the water
because the Islamic State group has been badly reduced after years of fighting.

U.S.-led strikes are believed to have dramatically impacted the group’s leadership — but there’s no telling whether similar plots
could resurface.

If the confession is genuine, it should serve as a wake-up call about our nation’s security.

To ignore the very real possibility of enemy groups exploiting our borders, especially when illegal immigration is rampant, would be
foolish.

We need to secure America’s borders, and we need to do it yesterday.

It isn’t a political issue, it’s a matter of national security.

( LINK BELOW )
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nation, yet this alarm has usually been laughed off by the establishment media.

It may not be a laughing matter after all. The infamous Islamic State group might be eyeing our southern border as the entry point
for destructive plots, at least if reports of a disturbing confession are correct.

“A chilling confession from a captured ISIS fighter has shed light on how the terrorist group intended to
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One alleged member of the notorious terrorist group claims he was recruited by the organization to plan attacks on the United
States, using migration routes from Central America as the starting point.

https://youtu.be/stJwAFGqdaQ via @YouTube

“Seized ISIS fighter Abu Henricki, a Canadian citizen with dual citizenship with Trinidad, last month said
that he was sought out by the violent insurgency’s leadership to attack the U.S. from a route starting in
Central America,” Fox reported.

That information came from a report carried out by the International Center for the Study of Violent Extremism and published in
Homeland Security Today.

Homeland Security Today, meanwhile, is a publication of the Government Technology & Services Coalition. It’s a fairly obscure
group that most Americans probably haven’t heard of, but Homeland Security Today has some impressive credentials.

Their editorial board is headed by former Department of Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff, and a variety of respected
military and Homeland Security experts make up its additional editors.

In other words, it’s worth taking the report as very credible.

While the establishment media has downplayed the terrorism vulnerabilities of America’s southern border in the past, a
Georgetown University professor is calling the videotaped confession “entirely plausible.”

“ISIS has organized plots in Europe with returnees so it seems entirely plausible that they wanted to send
guys out to attack,” report-co-author Anne Speckhard, director of the ICSVE and an adjunct associate
professor of psychiatry at Georgetown, told Fox.

“The issue that makes a North American attack harder is the travel is more difficult from Syria,” she noted.
“So the idea that they would instead use people who were not known to their own governments as having
joined ISIS might make it possible for them to board airplanes.”

While many terrorist activities are of course designed to kill or maim as many people as possible, Henricki said during his
confession that the attacks the group wanted him to carry out would be intended to “cripple the U.S. economy.”

Using false passports, he and likely others would move from the Caribbean to Mexico and then into the U.S.

“That information, the plan came from somebody from the New Jersey state of America,” alleged terrorist
claimed. “I was going to take the boat from Puerto Rico into Mexico. He was going to smuggle me in,”
Henricki added, according to Homeland Security Today.

New York was allegedly a prime target.

That would certainly match the modus operandi of many extremist Islamic terrorist groups. While we remember 9/11 for its horrific
loss of life, for example, the World Trade Center was chosen in part because its collapse would deeply impact U.S. banking and
the American economy.

Henricki claimed he refused to carry out the Islamic State group’s orders, and was tortured in Syria as a result.

“Henricki surrendered to the U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in the final assault to take back
Baghouz earlier this year,” Fox reported.

“He remains behind bars in the SDF-controlled region of Syria, with their futures in legal limbo as many
foreign governments are not willing to take back accused ISIS operatives,” that network said.

Global security expert Alex Hamerstone of the consulting group TrustedSec confirmed that an insider threat to U.S. banking was a
very plausible scenario. “[I]t wouldn’t be a huge stretch for them to get an American to get a job at a bank and then sabotage it,” he
told Fox.

Henricki, meanwhile, said he believes the specific plot he was recruited for never got off the ground and is now dead in the water
because the Islamic State group has been badly reduced after years of fighting.

U.S.-led strikes are believed to have dramatically impacted the group’s leadership — but there’s no telling whether similar plots
could resurface.

If the confession is genuine, it should serve as a wake-up call about our nation’s security.

To ignore the very real possibility of enemy groups exploiting our borders, especially when illegal immigration is rampant, would be
foolish.

We need to secure America’s borders, and we need to do it yesterday.

It isn’t a political issue, it’s a matter of national security.
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Rudy Giuliani said he is planning to step down as President Donald Trump's personal attorney, the Washington Examiner is
reporting.

Giuliani said he hopes to depart as soon as he finishes "cleanup" from former special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation.

He recently challenged Mueller to appear before Congress and explain why he did not recommend Trump be charged with a crime
stemming from the Russia probe.

The former mayor of New York City has been working for free since joining the Trump legal team in April 2018, the Examiner
noted.

Giuliani said he is also dealing with legal issues on Trump's behalf with the U.S. attorney's office for the Southern S District of New
York and with the New York attorney general's office.

He told the Examiner he intends to leave once it becomes clear non-congressional legal fallout is over for the president.

Asked if he would stay on if Trump made the request, he said: "Depends on if I'm needed."

Giuliani, 75, said he would spend the additional time doing "what I am now: security analysis and consulting all over the world and
legal cases I am interested in."

( LINK BELOW )
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ICE Acting Director: Migrants 'Renting Babies' To Cross Border

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=1a0ce350-8dbe-4b62-9dbe-
6d918e5ad809&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

The acting director of Immigration and Customs Enforcement is telling GOP senators that migrants from

Central America are “renting babies” to make it easier to get across the U.S. border – the third time he’s

made the disturbing assertion in the last two months.

Mark Morgan discussed the information to underscore the border crisis, according to Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, who was
among the senators to attend a lunch briefing on the topic, The Hill reported Thursday.

“I can’t believe that this actually happens but that people down there in Central America or Mexico are renting babies
to get across the border and then sending them back and renting them again to get across the border," Grassley told
reporters.

“The public doesn’t know about it. I hope you guys will help advertise that, assuming the information that I heard
yesterday was accurate because that’s a humanitarian crisis that we have to be concerned about."

When reporters questioned whether Morgan had provided any proof, Grassley said he hadn’t seen any evidence from Department
of Homeland Security officials, Law and Crime reported, but signaled he believed it.

Morgan made the same assertion during a Fox News interview Wednesday night. The remarks start at the 4:15-minute mark.

“Right now, we have people that are renting kids,” he said. “They’re renting kids, coming across, then the facilitators
on the American side are then sending the kids back to be recycled to be rented again to form fake families so they
can come into the United States.”

And he said the same thing in an interview with Epoch Times in April.

“Grab a kid and you’re in,” he told the outlet. “And so now you’ve seen a complete change in the demographics
because of that. And now you’re seeing adult males coming along. And it goes even further, the children are being
exploited.”

“An adult male who wants to get across will pay the cartels to basically rent the kid. It’s horrendous,” he added.

( LINK BELOW )
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ICE Acting Director: Migrants 'Renting Babies' To Cross Border

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=1a0ce350-8dbe-4b62-9dbe-
6d918e5ad809&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

The acting director of Immigration and Customs Enforcement is telling GOP senators that migrants from

Central America are “renting babies” to make it easier to get across the U.S. border – the third time he’s

made the disturbing assertion in the last two months.

Mark Morgan discussed the information to underscore the border crisis, according to Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, who was
among the senators to attend a lunch briefing on the topic, The Hill reported Thursday.

“I can’t believe that this actually happens but that people down there in Central America or Mexico are renting babies
to get across the border and then sending them back and renting them again to get across the border," Grassley told
reporters.

“The public doesn’t know about it. I hope you guys will help advertise that, assuming the information that I heard
yesterday was accurate because that’s a humanitarian crisis that we have to be concerned about."

When reporters questioned whether Morgan had provided any proof, Grassley said he hadn’t seen any evidence from Department
of Homeland Security officials, Law and Crime reported, but signaled he believed it.

Morgan made the same assertion during a Fox News interview Wednesday night. The remarks start at the 4:15-minute mark.

“Right now, we have people that are renting kids,” he said. “They’re renting kids, coming across, then the facilitators
on the American side are then sending the kids back to be recycled to be rented again to form fake families so they
can come into the United States.”

And he said the same thing in an interview with Epoch Times in April.

“Grab a kid and you’re in,” he told the outlet. “And so now you’ve seen a complete change in the demographics
because of that. And now you’re seeing adult males coming along. And it goes even further, the children are being
exploited.”

“An adult male who wants to get across will pay the cartels to basically rent the kid. It’s horrendous,” he added.

( LINK BELOW )
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Before Illinois House, Bold Pastor Asks God To Judge State Over Abortion Bill

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Untitled-design-2019-06-06T133346.866-345x181.jpg

The Illinois legislature recently passed a bill that openly repealed the state’s ban on partial-birth abortion.

The “Reproductive Health Act” will allow Illinois residents to abort their babies up to the ninth month of pregnancy — and force
insurance companies to pay for the procedure. Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker has said he will sign the bill, according to the Southern
Illinoisan.

The bill, which some have called even more extreme than New York’s recent “late term” abortion law, also includes a smack in the
face to churches, nonprofits with religious affiliations and small business owners by removing coverage exemptions from those
entities.

On Friday, three days after the bill passed in the House, Rep. Darren Bailey invited the Rev. Corey Musgrave, a pastor from
Fairfield, Illinois, to open the legislative session in prayer.

Musgrave did not waste his opportunity. He prayed with passion and boldness. It was simply spectacular.

“God, we have made our appeals to the leaders of Illinois this week on behalf of those innocent babies who do not
yet have a voice,” Musgrave prayed.

“We have been a voice for those who cannot speak for themselves as You have commanded us. Those appeals
were denied, but we have one final appeal left and that is to the courts of Heaven.”

And the final appeal to which Musgrave referred was not without effect. The ears, and hopefully the hearts, of the legislators in that
room are still stinging:

“God Almighty, I make an appeal to Heaven today, to You the perfect judge, the One who presides over Heaven’s
court. I ask You to rise up, oh God, and judge Illinois for the sanctioned destruction of the innocent unborn.”

The pastor then went on to acknowledge the fact that God’s judgment on his state could actually bring obedience, “When Your
judgments are in this state, the inhabitants of Illinois learn righteousness.”

But then Musgrave, remembering that the Gospel is as much a story of merciful redemption as it is condemnation for sin, ended
his prayer with poetically compelling request.

“In Your judgment, I pray that You would remember mercy, for we know that You, oh God, do not want anyone to be
destroyed,” Musgrave prayed.

“I ask this in the name of Your son, the one who died for a sinner like me, the one who was appointed to judge the
living and the dead. In the name of Jesus Christ I pray. Amen.”

And that’s how it’s done.

As could be expected, some didn’t like his prayer.

When asked to clarify, according to WEHT, Musgrave simply said, “People thought the word judge or judgment some people
misconstrued that as wrath or I wanted God to do something bad, no.”

Musgrave continued, “The definition of ‘judge’ is to make a decision, and my prayer is to God you have to make a decision on this
because we are hopelessly divided as a nation on this issue.”

https://www.tristatehomepage.com/news/local-news/pastor-says-prayer-during-illinois-general-assembly-was-misunderstood-
/2055492082

God bless courageous men like Corey Musgrave, and God have mercy on the United States of America.

( LINK BELOW )
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Before Illinois House, Bold Pastor Asks God To Judge State Over Abortion Bill
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The Illinois legislature recently passed a bill that openly repealed the state’s ban on partial-birth abortion.

The “Reproductive Health Act” will allow Illinois residents to abort their babies up to the ninth month of pregnancy — and force
insurance companies to pay for the procedure. Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker has said he will sign the bill, according to the Southern
Illinoisan.

The bill, which some have called even more extreme than New York’s recent “late term” abortion law, also includes a smack in the
face to churches, nonprofits with religious affiliations and small business owners by removing coverage exemptions from those
entities.

On Friday, three days after the bill passed in the House, Rep. Darren Bailey invited the Rev. Corey Musgrave, a pastor from
Fairfield, Illinois, to open the legislative session in prayer.

Musgrave did not waste his opportunity. He prayed with passion and boldness. It was simply spectacular.

“God, we have made our appeals to the leaders of Illinois this week on behalf of those innocent babies who do not
yet have a voice,” Musgrave prayed.

“We have been a voice for those who cannot speak for themselves as You have commanded us. Those appeals
were denied, but we have one final appeal left and that is to the courts of Heaven.”

And the final appeal to which Musgrave referred was not without effect. The ears, and hopefully the hearts, of the legislators in that
room are still stinging:

“God Almighty, I make an appeal to Heaven today, to You the perfect judge, the One who presides over Heaven’s
court. I ask You to rise up, oh God, and judge Illinois for the sanctioned destruction of the innocent unborn.”

The pastor then went on to acknowledge the fact that God’s judgment on his state could actually bring obedience, “When Your
judgments are in this state, the inhabitants of Illinois learn righteousness.”

But then Musgrave, remembering that the Gospel is as much a story of merciful redemption as it is condemnation for sin, ended
his prayer with poetically compelling request.

“In Your judgment, I pray that You would remember mercy, for we know that You, oh God, do not want anyone to be
destroyed,” Musgrave prayed.

“I ask this in the name of Your son, the one who died for a sinner like me, the one who was appointed to judge the
living and the dead. In the name of Jesus Christ I pray. Amen.”

And that’s how it’s done.

As could be expected, some didn’t like his prayer.

When asked to clarify, according to WEHT, Musgrave simply said, “People thought the word judge or judgment some people
misconstrued that as wrath or I wanted God to do something bad, no.”

Musgrave continued, “The definition of ‘judge’ is to make a decision, and my prayer is to God you have to make a decision on this
because we are hopelessly divided as a nation on this issue.”

https://www.tristatehomepage.com/news/local-news/pastor-says-prayer-during-illinois-general-assembly-was-misunderstood-
/2055492082

God bless courageous men like Corey Musgrave, and God have mercy on the United States of America.
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CNN Coming Apart As Best-Rated Show Lands In 25th Place, Can’t Break 1,000,000 Viewers

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Chris-Cuomo-for-June-6-345x181.jpg

The old joke about CNN is that it’s the official channel of airline terminals. However, when Chris Cuomo is

your top-rated host and he barely made the top 25 in cable news ratings and couldn’t even break a million

viewers, I wonder if even the folks at Dulles are putting you on anymore.

According to Adweek’s TV Newser, things were generally good if you were at Fox News or MSNBC. Things were especially
good if you were at the former.

“Fox News was home to four of the top five shows on cable news for May 2019, with Sean Hannity leading the
charge for the fourth consecutive month,” Adweek reported last week.

“Hannity averaged 3.13 million total viewers with 506,000 [adult viewers between 25 and 54] for the month of
May.”

“Fox News’ signature show was a tiny bit up from April in total viewers, but -4% in total viewers and -22%
among adults 25-54 vs. the program’s May 2018 delivery.”

“Tucker Carlson leapfrogged Rachel Maddow into the No. 2 spot, both in total viewers and among adults 25-
54. He was one of the few cable news programs to actually post year-over-year improvement in total audience
(+6%), however, he, too, was down year-over-year in the demo [along with Hannity] (-9%).”

And then there was CNN and Chris Cuomo.

“Cuomo Prime Time hosted by Chris Cuomo was CNN’s top show of the month, averaging 938,000 total
viewers (No.25 across cable news), and 228,000 A25-54 demo viewers (No. 14 across cable news).”

Those who do tune in to Cuomo tend to hear defensive, anti-Trump whining like this:

(video in link below )

https://twitter.com/ChrisCuomo/status/1135728422586445824

Christopher C. Cuomo

 Verified account

@ChrisCuomo

@ChrisCuomo

This is America. We don't have presidents who punish companies that don't flatter him. Nothing great again

about taking America down the path of the despot. We have never had a President call for Americans to

boycott a company he doesn't like.

Is it any wonder no one’s watching?

To be fair, “Anderson Cooper 360” finished 26th, too. And Anderson Cooper actually comes across as someone who isn’t a
very upset android, unlike Cuomo, so there’s that.

Besides those two outliers, most of CNN’s shows were clustered between 33rd (“Erin Burnett Outfront”) and 40th (“Inside
Politics”).

The only other show that was ranked was “Early Start” — CNN’s program for early risers, between 4 and 6 a.m.

Even then, it finished third among shows aimed at either the extreme morning person or the insomniac. Apparently, even
that crowd prefers “Fox & Friends First” and MSNBC’s “First Look.”

In fact, “New Day” — CNN’s proper morning show, which airs between 6 and 9 a.m. — lost out to “Fox & Friends First.”
Good work, guys. Needless to say, it also finished third to “Fox & Friends” and “Morning Joe” on MSNBC.

“Fox & Friends” averaged 1,513,000 viewers, “Morning Joe” 1,053,000 viewers and “New Day” a solid 485,000,
most of whom were probably busy checking the time on their cell phones and regretting taking the first flight
out of Newark when it was just going to be delayed until who knows when.

CNN’s performance in the 25-54 demographic that advertisers love was better, but not by much, and the network couldn’t
get higher than 14th with Cuomo. Fox News was still in the top two spots.

And, according to TV Newser, this was a “mixed May for CNN in the ratings department.”

“The good news for the network is that it beat its rival MSNBC in the A25-54 demo — the one valued most by
news advertisers — during dayside hours for the 63rd consecutive month, as well as across total day. It also

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Chris-Cuomo-for-June-6-345x181.jpg
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news advertisers — during dayside hours for the 63rd consecutive month, as well as across total day. It also
beat MSNBC weekends in the key demo, and earned a top 10 ranking in total day viewers across basic cable
(No. 8) for the 17th consecutive month. No small feat.

“The not-so-good news is that CNN stumbled in prime time relative to recent months and years, finishing a
distant third place behind Fox News and MSNBC in the relevant categories, and dropping out of the top 15
basic cable networks in total prime time viewers altogether.”

The question almost asks itself: Is Larry King still available? Did his time with RT sully him too much?

I guess when it comes to straight news — what the networks say they’re peddling during the day, no matter

how much they aren’t — the CNN name still carries some cachet.

At night, well, not so much. The fact that they can barely even crack the top 25 is proof.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/cnn-coming-apart-best-rated-show-lands-25th-place-cant-break-1000000-viewers/
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The old joke about CNN is that it’s the official channel of airline terminals. However, when Chris Cuomo is

your top-rated host and he barely made the top 25 in cable news ratings and couldn’t even break a million

viewers, I wonder if even the folks at Dulles are putting you on anymore.

According to Adweek’s TV Newser, things were generally good if you were at Fox News or MSNBC. Things were especially
good if you were at the former.

“Fox News was home to four of the top five shows on cable news for May 2019, with Sean Hannity leading the
charge for the fourth consecutive month,” Adweek reported last week.

“Hannity averaged 3.13 million total viewers with 506,000 [adult viewers between 25 and 54] for the month of
May.”

“Fox News’ signature show was a tiny bit up from April in total viewers, but -4% in total viewers and -22%
among adults 25-54 vs. the program’s May 2018 delivery.”

“Tucker Carlson leapfrogged Rachel Maddow into the No. 2 spot, both in total viewers and among adults 25-
54. He was one of the few cable news programs to actually post year-over-year improvement in total audience
(+6%), however, he, too, was down year-over-year in the demo [along with Hannity] (-9%).”

And then there was CNN and Chris Cuomo.

“Cuomo Prime Time hosted by Chris Cuomo was CNN’s top show of the month, averaging 938,000 total
viewers (No.25 across cable news), and 228,000 A25-54 demo viewers (No. 14 across cable news).”

Those who do tune in to Cuomo tend to hear defensive, anti-Trump whining like this:

(video in link below )

https://twitter.com/ChrisCuomo/status/1135728422586445824

Christopher C. Cuomo

 Verified account

@ChrisCuomo

@ChrisCuomo
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This is America. We don't have presidents who punish companies that don't flatter him. Nothing great again

about taking America down the path of the despot. We have never had a President call for Americans to

boycott a company he doesn't like.

Is it any wonder no one’s watching?

To be fair, “Anderson Cooper 360” finished 26th, too. And Anderson Cooper actually comes across as someone who isn’t a
very upset android, unlike Cuomo, so there’s that.

Besides those two outliers, most of CNN’s shows were clustered between 33rd (“Erin Burnett Outfront”) and 40th (“Inside
Politics”).

The only other show that was ranked was “Early Start” — CNN’s program for early risers, between 4 and 6 a.m.

Even then, it finished third among shows aimed at either the extreme morning person or the insomniac. Apparently, even
that crowd prefers “Fox & Friends First” and MSNBC’s “First Look.”

In fact, “New Day” — CNN’s proper morning show, which airs between 6 and 9 a.m. — lost out to “Fox & Friends First.”
Good work, guys. Needless to say, it also finished third to “Fox & Friends” and “Morning Joe” on MSNBC.

“Fox & Friends” averaged 1,513,000 viewers, “Morning Joe” 1,053,000 viewers and “New Day” a solid 485,000,
most of whom were probably busy checking the time on their cell phones and regretting taking the first flight
out of Newark when it was just going to be delayed until who knows when.

CNN’s performance in the 25-54 demographic that advertisers love was better, but not by much, and the network couldn’t
get higher than 14th with Cuomo. Fox News was still in the top two spots.

And, according to TV Newser, this was a “mixed May for CNN in the ratings department.”

“The good news for the network is that it beat its rival MSNBC in the A25-54 demo — the one valued most by
news advertisers — during dayside hours for the 63rd consecutive month, as well as across total day. It also
beat MSNBC weekends in the key demo, and earned a top 10 ranking in total day viewers across basic cable
(No. 8) for the 17th consecutive month. No small feat.

“The not-so-good news is that CNN stumbled in prime time relative to recent months and years, finishing a
distant third place behind Fox News and MSNBC in the relevant categories, and dropping out of the top 15
basic cable networks in total prime time viewers altogether.”

The question almost asks itself: Is Larry King still available? Did his time with RT sully him too much?

I guess when it comes to straight news — what the networks say they’re peddling during the day, no matter

how much they aren’t — the CNN name still carries some cachet.

At night, well, not so much. The fact that they can barely even crack the top 25 is proof.
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Trump Earns Higher Marks Than State Lawmakers Among California Voters

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/06/05/931/524/694940094001_6045075425001_6045066940001-
vs.jpg

President Trump is more popular with Californians than the state’s overwhelmingly Democratic legislature,

a new poll says.

In a state that has been at the forefront of the anti-Trump movement and in which Trump was only able to garner a little over 30
percent of the vote in 2016, voters think better of the president than they do of their own legislature, according to a new poll
conducted by the Public Policy Institute of California.

This is not to say that the president should be bragging about his popularity in the Golden State -- only 38 percent of Californians
approve of Trump, compared with 60 percent that disapprove, the poll states. But for the state legislature, only 34 percent approve
of the job they're doing in Sacramento compared with 53 percent that disapprove of it.

Democratic strategists say that a big reason for the unpopularity of the state legislature in California is that voters are seeing very
little action from their elected officials amidst a worsening housing crisis and more money coming out of their wallets for things like
gasoline and health care.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6004506569001/#sp=show-clips

“It’s a reflection of voters not seeing any solutions in sight for the issues that matter most to them — like affordable
housing, student debt and affordable health care,” Democratic consultant Steve Maviglio told the Los Angeles Times.

He added: “All they hear from Sacramento are proposals for more taxes and more spending for everyone except the middle class.
And they rightfully wonder where the high taxes they already are paying are going.”

Voters are also angered by a slew of proposed new taxes on everything from water to car batteries, despite the state sitting on a
$21 billion surplus.

The biggest loser in the poll, however, is Congress, which got a pitiful 22 percent approval and a 73 percent

disapproval -- even though House Speaker Nancy Pelosi hails from California.

( LINK BELOW)
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Trump Earns Higher Marks Than State Lawmakers Among California Voters
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President Trump is more popular with Californians than the state’s overwhelmingly Democratic legislature,

a new poll says.

In a state that has been at the forefront of the anti-Trump movement and in which Trump was only able to garner a little over 30
percent of the vote in 2016, voters think better of the president than they do of their own legislature, according to a new poll
conducted by the Public Policy Institute of California.

This is not to say that the president should be bragging about his popularity in the Golden State -- only 38 percent of Californians
approve of Trump, compared with 60 percent that disapprove, the poll states. But for the state legislature, only 34 percent approve
of the job they're doing in Sacramento compared with 53 percent that disapprove of it.

Democratic strategists say that a big reason for the unpopularity of the state legislature in California is that voters are seeing very
little action from their elected officials amidst a worsening housing crisis and more money coming out of their wallets for things like
gasoline and health care.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6004506569001/#sp=show-clips

“It’s a reflection of voters not seeing any solutions in sight for the issues that matter most to them — like affordable
housing, student debt and affordable health care,” Democratic consultant Steve Maviglio told the Los Angeles Times.

He added: “All they hear from Sacramento are proposals for more taxes and more spending for everyone except the middle class.
And they rightfully wonder where the high taxes they already are paying are going.”

Voters are also angered by a slew of proposed new taxes on everything from water to car batteries, despite the state sitting on a
$21 billion surplus.

The biggest loser in the poll, however, is Congress, which got a pitiful 22 percent approval and a 73 percent

disapproval -- even though House Speaker Nancy Pelosi hails from California.

( LINK BELOW)
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A chilling confession from a captured ISIS fighter has shed light on how the terrorist group intended to exploit the vulnerabilities of
the U.S. border with Mexico, using English speakers and westerners to take advantage of smuggling routes and target financial
institutions.

Seized ISIS fighter Abu Henricki, a Canadian citizen with dual citizenship with Trinidad, last month said that he was sought out by
the violent insurgency’s leadership to attack the U.S from a route starting in Central America, according to a study by the
International Center for the Study of Violent Extremism (ICSVE) and published in Homeland Security Today.

“ISIS has organized plots in Europe with returnees so it seems entirely plausible that they wanted to send guys out
to attack. The issue that makes a North American attack harder is the travel is more difficult from Syria,” Anne
Speckhard, who co-conducted the study as the director of ICSVE and Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychiatry at
Georgetown University, told Fox News. “So the idea that they would instead use people who were not known to their
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Georgetown University, told Fox News. “So the idea that they would instead use people who were not known to their
own governments as having joined ISIS might make it possible for them to board airplanes.”

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/09/1862/1048/ISIS-raqqa-file.jpg

Henricki allegedly traveled to Syria with the intention of serving as an ISIS fighter, but was later told he could not take on soldier
duties due to a chronic illness. At the end of 2016, he claimed to have been “invited” by the ISIS intelligence wing – known as the
emni – to join other Trinidadians and launch financial attacks on the U.S.

The attacks were described to Henricki as designed to “cripple the U.S. economy,” and he was said to have been informed that he
would be issued false identification and passports and would be maneuvered from Puerto Rico to Mexico and then to the United
States.

“The plan came from someone from the New Jersey state of America. I was going to take the boat from Puerto Rico
into Mexico. He was going to smuggle me in,” the ISIS cadre continued.

He further elaborated that he believed the scheme was aimed at New York financial targets.

“They wanted to use these people (to attack inside the U.S.) because they were from these areas,” Henricki told the
scholars, indicating that they were either from North America or were English speakers.

Central American migrants ride atop a freight train during their journey toward the U.S.-Mexico border, in Ixtepec, Oaxaca State,
Mexico Central American migrants ride atop a freight train during their journey toward the U.S.-Mexico border, in Ixtepec, Oaxaca
State, Mexico (AP)

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/04/1862/1048/migrant-caravan.jpg

He underscored that other Trinidadians, many of whom have been killed in the protracted mayhem over the past several years,
were also approached to “do the same thing.”

However, Henricki then claimed he refused the mission and was subsequently thrown into an ISIS prison in Manbij and brutally
tortured. His wife, also a Canadian, was also imprisoned in a women’s department and endured psychological torture.

“This plot is likely dead as those who were pressured to join it are according to Abu Henricki now all dead and ISIS is
in retreat as we know," Speckhard said. "That doesn’t mean we shouldn’t disregard that it was a plot. We should take
thoughtful steps to prevent.

"We often hear about terrorists trying to enter the southern border in political debate, but I rarely have come across a
real case. It surprised me to hear this was a real plot by ISIS to exploit our southern border. That’s concerning of
course.”

Henricki surrendered to the U.S-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in the final assault to take back Baghouz earlier this
year. He remains behind bars in the SDF-controlled region of Syria, with their futures in legal limbo as many foreign governments
are not willing to take back accused ISIS operatives.

A representative from Canada’s Global Affairs was not immediately able to respond to a request for comment.

Alex Hamerstone, the governance, risk, and practice lead at global security firm TrustedSec, told Fox News that it is not
uncommon at all for criminal groups to use Americans to help facilitate their crimes and that it is far easier to do once inside the
country of target.

“Even better, however, is to get someone inside the actual company to attack its network from behind the firewall.
That is much easier to carry out than a cyber attack from outside of the network, and this type of ‘insider threat’ is a
major problem already for US companies,” he explained. “An employee knows everything about his or her company,
and what its strengths and weaknesses are. This type of person would be very effective at exploiting a corporate
network and causing massive amounts of damage. What is really surprising is that terrorist groups have not already
used US employees to attack their own companies.”

Hamerstone pointed out that terrorist groups like ISIS have been able to recruit Americans and people in the U.K. to go to their
training camps, “so it wouldn't be a huge stretch for them to get an American to get a job at a bank and then sabotage it.”

“Think about what an insider in IT aligned with terrorists could do,” he noted. “What's really scary to think about is
that an insider can do almost anything to a company. There are very few limits on the type of damage a rogue
employee could cause.”

Moreover, the authors of the report underscored that it serves to demonstrate that ISIS has discussed and operationalized ways in
which their operatives could infiltrate our borders and cause harm to our citizens, and downplay the potential terrorist threats from
the border areas would be harmful to the safety of Americans.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/09/1862/1048/ISIS-raqqa-file.jpg
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“This account is not a warning bulletin for an imminent attack against our country, nor is it a fear-mongering attempt
to suggest a wave of ISIS terrorists are waiting to cross our southern border,” the authors added. “But a reminder to
diligently consider leads and sources that confirm terrorists’ intentions to exploit one of the weakest links in our
national security – our borders.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/world/isis-plot-westerners-mexico-border
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A chilling confession from a captured ISIS fighter has shed light on how the terrorist group intended to exploit the vulnerabilities of
the U.S. border with Mexico, using English speakers and westerners to take advantage of smuggling routes and target financial
institutions.

Seized ISIS fighter Abu Henricki, a Canadian citizen with dual citizenship with Trinidad, last month said that he was sought out by
the violent insurgency’s leadership to attack the U.S from a route starting in Central America, according to a study by the
International Center for the Study of Violent Extremism (ICSVE) and published in Homeland Security Today.

“ISIS has organized plots in Europe with returnees so it seems entirely plausible that they wanted to send guys out
to attack. The issue that makes a North American attack harder is the travel is more difficult from Syria,” Anne
Speckhard, who co-conducted the study as the director of ICSVE and Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychiatry at
Georgetown University, told Fox News. “So the idea that they would instead use people who were not known to their
own governments as having joined ISIS might make it possible for them to board airplanes.”

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/09/1862/1048/ISIS-raqqa-file.jpg

Henricki allegedly traveled to Syria with the intention of serving as an ISIS fighter, but was later told he could not take on soldier
duties due to a chronic illness. At the end of 2016, he claimed to have been “invited” by the ISIS intelligence wing – known as the
emni – to join other Trinidadians and launch financial attacks on the U.S.

The attacks were described to Henricki as designed to “cripple the U.S. economy,” and he was said to have been informed that he
would be issued false identification and passports and would be maneuvered from Puerto Rico to Mexico and then to the United
States.

“The plan came from someone from the New Jersey state of America. I was going to take the boat from Puerto Rico
into Mexico. He was going to smuggle me in,” the ISIS cadre continued.

He further elaborated that he believed the scheme was aimed at New York financial targets.

“They wanted to use these people (to attack inside the U.S.) because they were from these areas,” Henricki told the
scholars, indicating that they were either from North America or were English speakers.

Central American migrants ride atop a freight train during their journey toward the U.S.-Mexico border, in Ixtepec, Oaxaca State,
Mexico Central American migrants ride atop a freight train during their journey toward the U.S.-Mexico border, in Ixtepec, Oaxaca
State, Mexico (AP)
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He underscored that other Trinidadians, many of whom have been killed in the protracted mayhem over the past several years,
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He underscored that other Trinidadians, many of whom have been killed in the protracted mayhem over the past several years,
were also approached to “do the same thing.”

However, Henricki then claimed he refused the mission and was subsequently thrown into an ISIS prison in Manbij and brutally
tortured. His wife, also a Canadian, was also imprisoned in a women’s department and endured psychological torture.

“This plot is likely dead as those who were pressured to join it are according to Abu Henricki now all dead and ISIS is
in retreat as we know," Speckhard said. "That doesn’t mean we shouldn’t disregard that it was a plot. We should take
thoughtful steps to prevent.

"We often hear about terrorists trying to enter the southern border in political debate, but I rarely have come across a
real case. It surprised me to hear this was a real plot by ISIS to exploit our southern border. That’s concerning of
course.”

Henricki surrendered to the U.S-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in the final assault to take back Baghouz earlier this
year. He remains behind bars in the SDF-controlled region of Syria, with their futures in legal limbo as many foreign governments
are not willing to take back accused ISIS operatives.

A representative from Canada’s Global Affairs was not immediately able to respond to a request for comment.

Alex Hamerstone, the governance, risk, and practice lead at global security firm TrustedSec, told Fox News that it is not
uncommon at all for criminal groups to use Americans to help facilitate their crimes and that it is far easier to do once inside the
country of target.

“Even better, however, is to get someone inside the actual company to attack its network from behind the firewall.
That is much easier to carry out than a cyber attack from outside of the network, and this type of ‘insider threat’ is a
major problem already for US companies,” he explained. “An employee knows everything about his or her company,
and what its strengths and weaknesses are. This type of person would be very effective at exploiting a corporate
network and causing massive amounts of damage. What is really surprising is that terrorist groups have not already
used US employees to attack their own companies.”

Hamerstone pointed out that terrorist groups like ISIS have been able to recruit Americans and people in the U.K. to go to their
training camps, “so it wouldn't be a huge stretch for them to get an American to get a job at a bank and then sabotage it.”

“Think about what an insider in IT aligned with terrorists could do,” he noted. “What's really scary to think about is
that an insider can do almost anything to a company. There are very few limits on the type of damage a rogue
employee could cause.”

Moreover, the authors of the report underscored that it serves to demonstrate that ISIS has discussed and operationalized ways in
which their operatives could infiltrate our borders and cause harm to our citizens, and downplay the potential terrorist threats from
the border areas would be harmful to the safety of Americans.

“This account is not a warning bulletin for an imminent attack against our country, nor is it a fear-mongering attempt
to suggest a wave of ISIS terrorists are waiting to cross our southern border,” the authors added. “But a reminder to
diligently consider leads and sources that confirm terrorists’ intentions to exploit one of the weakest links in our
national security – our borders.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Amid A Sea Of Companies Raising Money For Abortion, Wendy's Stands Up And Promotes

Adoption

https://assets.rbl.ms/19579903/1200x600.jpg

According to a Tuesday article published on Live Action, Wendy's clearly has adoption on its mind over

abortion.

According to the Family Council, some of the companies that widely support Planned Parenthood include Aetna, Clorox,
Deutsche Bank, Mondelez International, Nike, Starbucks, United Airlines, and more.

In May, Netflix employees donated at least $20,000 to Planned Parenthood. Netflix announced that it would be
reconsidering filming in Georgia as a result of the state's new "heartbeat" law.

What are the details?

Through Wendy's Wonderful Kids — a program belonging to The Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption — children who
belong to a group considered "more difficult-to-place" are given a leg up in achieving adoption.

That group includes those children who are "older, have special needs, or are part of a sibling group." These kids are able to
engage with the Wonderful Kids program to "find loving homes using evidence-based, child-focused methods."

Wendy's kicked off a new initiative in May called the Cause Cups, which will feature a Snapcode that allows consumers to
donate $5 to the Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption through a simple and efficient click of their smart device.

Live Action reported that the foundation hopes to bring the Wendy's Wonderful Kids program to all 50 states by 2028.

What else?

Wendy's CEO Rita Soronen told Columbus Monthly that the key to being able to place the children in stable forever homes
is to know the children.

"At the core is knowing that child," she said. "When you give a caseworker time to really work a case, you will find
an adoptive family for these children."

Catholic Connect shared a post on Instagram promoting Wendy's initiative, which featured one of the Cause Cups.

Catholic Connection's Instagram account captioned the photo, "INSTEAD of supporting the sick for-profit abortion industry
of Planned Parenthood THIS is what big corporations should be doing for America. Bravo @wendys."

https://www.instagram.com/p/ByOf7Gxg5l7/?utm_source=ig_embed

( LINK BELOW )
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Amid A Sea Of Companies Raising Money For Abortion, Wendy's Stands Up And Promotes

Adoption

https://assets.rbl.ms/19579903/1200x600.jpg

According to a Tuesday article published on Live Action, Wendy's clearly has adoption on its mind over

abortion.

According to the Family Council, some of the companies that widely support Planned Parenthood include Aetna, Clorox,
Deutsche Bank, Mondelez International, Nike, Starbucks, United Airlines, and more.

In May, Netflix employees donated at least $20,000 to Planned Parenthood. Netflix announced that it would be
reconsidering filming in Georgia as a result of the state's new "heartbeat" law.

What are the details?

Through Wendy's Wonderful Kids — a program belonging to The Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption — children who
belong to a group considered "more difficult-to-place" are given a leg up in achieving adoption.

That group includes those children who are "older, have special needs, or are part of a sibling group." These kids are able to
engage with the Wonderful Kids program to "find loving homes using evidence-based, child-focused methods."

Wendy's kicked off a new initiative in May called the Cause Cups, which will feature a Snapcode that allows consumers to
donate $5 to the Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption through a simple and efficient click of their smart device.

Live Action reported that the foundation hopes to bring the Wendy's Wonderful Kids program to all 50 states by 2028.

What else?

Wendy's CEO Rita Soronen told Columbus Monthly that the key to being able to place the children in stable forever homes
is to know the children.

"At the core is knowing that child," she said. "When you give a caseworker time to really work a case, you will find
an adoptive family for these children."

Catholic Connect shared a post on Instagram promoting Wendy's initiative, which featured one of the Cause Cups.

Catholic Connection's Instagram account captioned the photo, "INSTEAD of supporting the sick for-profit abortion industry
of Planned Parenthood THIS is what big corporations should be doing for America. Bravo @wendys."

https://www.instagram.com/p/ByOf7Gxg5l7/?utm_source=ig_embed
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Liberal Media Call Trump Normandy Best Speech Ever

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=6e191c11-1b46-4741-a695-
c9c6649d503f&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

( President Donald Trump stands with World War II veterans during a ceremony to mark the 75th anniversary of D-Day at the
Normandy Thursday, June 6, 2019. World leaders gathered Thursday in France to mark the 75th anniversary of the D-Day
landings.)

Members of the liberal media had high praises for President Donald Trump's words at the 75th

commemoration of D-Day celebration in Normandy, including MSNBC's "Morning Joe" host Joe

Scarborough calling it the "strongest speech of his presidency" and CNN's Jim Acosta lauding it as his

most "on-message moment."

"There was one especially beautiful moment, and I loved the thought because any World War II documentary you
see...they will tear up and they will say the heroes are the ones that never came back," Scarborough said after the
speech. "Well, President Trump said that that’s what these heroes were saying. The heroes were the ones buried
here. And yet, he went on to talk about the remarkable life that was created by this generation."

He noted that late President Ronald Reagan "set the stage for these commemorations," but other presidents, like George W. Bush
and Bill Clinton did not fare as well. But Trump, he added, "had several high moments."

Acosta, who has sparred often with the Trump administration and had his White House “hard pass” revoked for a short period in
November 2018, said the speech hit "all the right moments."

"It really was one of those moments that I think Donald Trump needed to rise to in order to walk away from this
cemetery, walk away from this hallowed ground, and have people back home saying, you know what—no matter
what I think about the current President of the United States, he said the right thing at Normandy, he did the right
thing at Normandy," said Acosta.

"Morning Joe" co-host Mika Brzezinski, called Trump's speech "very good" and said it "measured up to the moment"
and was a "true salute to the unity of this day," and another show co-host, Willie Geist, added that he thought the
speech was "terrific" and that Trump did a "great job" telling the story of D-Day through the men and women sitting
behind him.

Washington Post associate editor David Ignatius, also on the MSNBC program, said he thought Trump "hit

pretty much every note right" in his speech, adding that it was both well-written and delivered well and that

Trump "got it right."

( LINK BELOW )
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Liberal Media Call Trump Normandy Best Speech Ever

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=6e191c11-1b46-4741-a695-
c9c6649d503f&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

( President Donald Trump stands with World War II veterans during a ceremony to mark the 75th anniversary of D-Day at the
Normandy Thursday, June 6, 2019. World leaders gathered Thursday in France to mark the 75th anniversary of the D-Day
landings.)

Members of the liberal media had high praises for President Donald Trump's words at the 75th

commemoration of D-Day celebration in Normandy, including MSNBC's "Morning Joe" host Joe

Scarborough calling it the "strongest speech of his presidency" and CNN's Jim Acosta lauding it as his

most "on-message moment."

"There was one especially beautiful moment, and I loved the thought because any World War II documentary you
see...they will tear up and they will say the heroes are the ones that never came back," Scarborough said after the
speech. "Well, President Trump said that that’s what these heroes were saying. The heroes were the ones buried
here. And yet, he went on to talk about the remarkable life that was created by this generation."

He noted that late President Ronald Reagan "set the stage for these commemorations," but other presidents, like George W. Bush
and Bill Clinton did not fare as well. But Trump, he added, "had several high moments."

Acosta, who has sparred often with the Trump administration and had his White House “hard pass” revoked for a short period in
November 2018, said the speech hit "all the right moments."

"It really was one of those moments that I think Donald Trump needed to rise to in order to walk away from this
cemetery, walk away from this hallowed ground, and have people back home saying, you know what—no matter
what I think about the current President of the United States, he said the right thing at Normandy, he did the right
thing at Normandy," said Acosta.

"Morning Joe" co-host Mika Brzezinski, called Trump's speech "very good" and said it "measured up to the moment"
and was a "true salute to the unity of this day," and another show co-host, Willie Geist, added that he thought the
speech was "terrific" and that Trump did a "great job" telling the story of D-Day through the men and women sitting
behind him.

Washington Post associate editor David Ignatius, also on the MSNBC program, said he thought Trump "hit

pretty much every note right" in his speech, adding that it was both well-written and delivered well and that

Trump "got it right."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/normandy-liberal-media-speech/2019/06/06/id/919212/
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When MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough is praising Donald Trump, you can be certain the president did

something right.

Thursday morning, Scarborough swooned over Trump’s speech honoring the 75th anniversary of D-Day in Normandy, France,
during World War II.

On his show, “Morning Joe,” Scarborough said Trump’s words are “the most powerful he’s given as a president of the United
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States, from certainly the most moving setting.”

And the praise didn’t stop there. Even CNN’s Jim Acosta admitted that the speech was the “most on-message moment” of
Trump’s presidency. He “rose to the moment,” Acosta said.

Trump’s words were indeed inspiring.

https://youtu.be/NSX7X4ynWKs via @YouTube

He began by recognizing the unprecedented bravery and sacrifice of so many on June 6, 1944.

“We are gathered here on freedom’s altar,” Trump said. “On these shores, on these bluffs, on this day 75 years ago,
10,000 men shed their blood, and thousands sacrificed their lives, for their brothers, for their countries, and for the
survival of liberty. Today, we remember those who fell, and we honor all who fought right here in Normandy. They
won back this ground for civilization.”

Trump then paid special respects to those survivors who were present at his speech. “To more than 170 veterans of the Second
World War who join us today: You are among the very greatest Americans who will ever live,” Trump said. “You’re the pride of our
nation. You are the glory of our republic. And we thank you from the bottom of our hearts. Here with you are over 60 veterans who
landed on D-Day. Our debt to you is everlasting. Today, we express our undying gratitude.”

In one of the most compelling moments of his speech, Trump told the story of that morning with respectful yet passionate
sentiment.

“On the 6th of June 1944, they joined a liberation force of awesome power and breathtaking scale,” Trump said.
“After months of planning, the Allies had chosen this ancient coastline to mount their campaign to vanquish the
wicked tyranny of the Nazi empire from the face of the Earth.”

“The battle began in the skies above us. In those first tense midnight hours, 1,000 aircraft roared overhead with
17,000 Allied airborne troops preparing to leap into the darkness beyond these trees.

“Then came dawn. The enemy who had occupied these heights saw the largest naval armada in the history of the
world. Just a few miles offshore were 7,000 vessels bearing 130,000 warriors. They were the citizens of free and
independent nations, united by their duty to their compatriots and to millions yet unborn.”

Trump humbly acknowledged other nations’ sacrifice — he specifically thanked the British, Canadians and the Poles.

But he saved the best for last.

“And, finally, there were the Americans,” Trump said. “They came from the farms of a vast heartland, the streets of
glowing cities, and the forges of mighty industrial towns. Before the war, many had never ventured beyond their own
community. Now they had come to offer their lives half a world from home.”

The president spoke of individual stories from that day. He told the audience of Ray Lambert, winner of four Purple Hearts and an
attender at Trump’s speech.

Trump spoke of the heroism of Capt. Joe Dawson, Col. George Taylor and Private First Class Russell Pickett.

“These men ran through the fires of hell moved by a force no weapon could destroy: The fierce patriotism of a free,
proud and sovereign people,” Trump said.

“They battled not for control and domination, but for liberty, democracy, and self-rule. They pressed on for love in
home and country — the Main Streets, the schoolyards, the churches and neighbors, the families and communities
that gave us men such as these. They were sustained by the confidence that America can do anything because we
are a noble nation, with a virtuous people, praying to a righteous God.”

Trump’s words included a powerful observation: “The blood that they spilled, the tears that they shed, the lives that they gave, the
sacrifice that they made, did not just win a battle. It did not just win a war. Those who fought here won a future for our nation. They
won the survival of our civilization. And they showed us the way to love, cherish, and defend our way of life for many centuries to
come.”

As he concluded, the president made a promise.

“Today, as we stand together upon this sacred Earth, we pledge that our nations will forever be strong and united,”
Trump said. “We will forever be together. Our people will forever be bold. Our hearts will forever be loyal. And our
children, and their children, will forever and always be free.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trump-shines-d-day-powerful-speech-ever/
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When MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough is praising Donald Trump, you can be certain the president did

something right.

Thursday morning, Scarborough swooned over Trump’s speech honoring the 75th anniversary of D-Day in Normandy, France,
during World War II.

On his show, “Morning Joe,” Scarborough said Trump’s words are “the most powerful he’s given as a president of the United
States, from certainly the most moving setting.”

And the praise didn’t stop there. Even CNN’s Jim Acosta admitted that the speech was the “most on-message moment” of
Trump’s presidency. He “rose to the moment,” Acosta said.

Trump’s words were indeed inspiring.

https://youtu.be/NSX7X4ynWKs via @YouTube

He began by recognizing the unprecedented bravery and sacrifice of so many on June 6, 1944.

“We are gathered here on freedom’s altar,” Trump said. “On these shores, on these bluffs, on this day 75 years ago,
10,000 men shed their blood, and thousands sacrificed their lives, for their brothers, for their countries, and for the
survival of liberty. Today, we remember those who fell, and we honor all who fought right here in Normandy. They
won back this ground for civilization.”

Trump then paid special respects to those survivors who were present at his speech. “To more than 170 veterans of the Second
World War who join us today: You are among the very greatest Americans who will ever live,” Trump said. “You’re the pride of our
nation. You are the glory of our republic. And we thank you from the bottom of our hearts. Here with you are over 60 veterans who
landed on D-Day. Our debt to you is everlasting. Today, we express our undying gratitude.”

In one of the most compelling moments of his speech, Trump told the story of that morning with respectful yet passionate
sentiment.

“On the 6th of June 1944, they joined a liberation force of awesome power and breathtaking scale,” Trump said.
“After months of planning, the Allies had chosen this ancient coastline to mount their campaign to vanquish the
wicked tyranny of the Nazi empire from the face of the Earth.”

“The battle began in the skies above us. In those first tense midnight hours, 1,000 aircraft roared overhead with
17,000 Allied airborne troops preparing to leap into the darkness beyond these trees.

“Then came dawn. The enemy who had occupied these heights saw the largest naval armada in the history of the
world. Just a few miles offshore were 7,000 vessels bearing 130,000 warriors. They were the citizens of free and
independent nations, united by their duty to their compatriots and to millions yet unborn.”

Trump humbly acknowledged other nations’ sacrifice — he specifically thanked the British, Canadians and the Poles.

But he saved the best for last.

“And, finally, there were the Americans,” Trump said. “They came from the farms of a vast heartland, the streets of
glowing cities, and the forges of mighty industrial towns. Before the war, many had never ventured beyond their own
community. Now they had come to offer their lives half a world from home.”

The president spoke of individual stories from that day. He told the audience of Ray Lambert, winner of four Purple Hearts and an
attender at Trump’s speech.

Trump spoke of the heroism of Capt. Joe Dawson, Col. George Taylor and Private First Class Russell Pickett.

“These men ran through the fires of hell moved by a force no weapon could destroy: The fierce patriotism of a free,
proud and sovereign people,” Trump said.

“They battled not for control and domination, but for liberty, democracy, and self-rule. They pressed on for love in
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“They battled not for control and domination, but for liberty, democracy, and self-rule. They pressed on for love in
home and country — the Main Streets, the schoolyards, the churches and neighbors, the families and communities
that gave us men such as these. They were sustained by the confidence that America can do anything because we
are a noble nation, with a virtuous people, praying to a righteous God.”

Trump’s words included a powerful observation: “The blood that they spilled, the tears that they shed, the lives that they gave, the
sacrifice that they made, did not just win a battle. It did not just win a war. Those who fought here won a future for our nation. They
won the survival of our civilization. And they showed us the way to love, cherish, and defend our way of life for many centuries to
come.”

As he concluded, the president made a promise.

“Today, as we stand together upon this sacred Earth, we pledge that our nations will forever be strong and united,”
Trump said. “We will forever be together. Our people will forever be bold. Our hearts will forever be loyal. And our
children, and their children, will forever and always be free.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Yesterday, I sat down with Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell for an exclusive interview on the Guy

Benson Show. If you've followed my work here, it will come as no surprise that much of our conversation

centered around McConnell's pivotal role in reshaping the federal judiciary during the Trump presidency.

After having some fun with his slew of dramatic nicknames -- including the "Grim Reaper" moniker he

bestowed upon himself

I asked him to defend his recently-articulated stance that the GOP Senate majority would move to fill a hypothetical
Supreme Court vacancy, if one were to arise next year. Back in 2016, McConnell famously refused to consider President
Obama's high court nominee to replace Justice Scalia, arguing that the American people deserved to choose the next
president first. So why wouldn't seating a new justice in 2020 represent an epic flip flop on this front? Listen to his reply
(toggle forward to the 1:20 mark):

MCCONNELL: They're conveniently cherry picking what I said in 2016 what I pointed out was that you'd have to go back to
the eighteen eighties to find the last time a Senate controlled by a different party than the president filled a vacancy on the
Supreme Court created in the middle of a presidential election. I said it then. I've said it repeatedly and I was shocked that
this seemed like news. And next year there will be a Republican Senate and a Republican president. I have no idea
whether there will be a Supreme Court vacancy knowing how the left of center members of the Supreme Court feel about
the president United States. I think it would take a significant life ending event to create such a vacancy...So yeah we
would fill a vacancy that occurred.

BENSON: So the difference is the party control --

MCCONNELL: Yeah because the Constitution is quite clear that only the president doesn't have an exclusive on Supreme
Court appointments. There are two roles he gets to pick. We get to decide whether to go forward. We have every bit a right
to assert ourselves as he does to assert himself. And so we have a constitutional role. It's been there since the
Constitution was written and we would fully exercise it next year.

McConnell also referred to 2020 candidates' various proposals to expand or pack the Supreme Court as a "genuine threat,"
warning that a future united Democratic government could fundamentally alter the country's constitutional and ideological
order. In addition to rehearsing the other party's history of unilateral power grabs in the judicial confirmation wars, McConnell
said that his counterpart across the aisle, Chuck Schumer, committed a tactical error in 2017 by lacking the "courage to
stand up to his left" flank in resisting the ill-fated decision to mount a partisan filibuster against Justice Gorsuch's
nomination -- thus clearing the path for McConnell to invoke the Reid Rule. He also added another dig at Schumer:
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No judge was ever defeated with a filibuster until [after] the year 2000 when George W. Bush was elected. No cabinet
member ever been defeated by a filibuster. This is a recent invention and the guy who started it was Chuck Schumer, so it
was kind of fun to watch him squirm frankly because he started this whole battle and we ended it. And right now where
we are Guy is we're back where we were until Bush 43 got elected executive calendars done with a simple majority and I
think it's the right thing for the institution -- and I'm sure it will benefit [the Democrats, in the future] you know.

As for upcoming legislation, McConnell said House Democrats' newly-passed standalone DREAM Act will "probably not" get
an up-or-down vote in the Senate, explaining that while he's strongly sympathetic to the cause of normalizing DREAMers'
legal status, such an action should be paired with border enforcement measures. He also called on Democrats to heed both
President Trump and the New York Times' call to approve humanitarian aid funding to help alleviate the crisis on the
Southern border. The majority leader also indicated an openness to Sen. Graham's legislation to reform US asylum laws
and practices. On the president's threatened tariffs against Mexico (is this an off-ramp?), McConnell said there's a "lack of
enthusiasm" among Senate Republicans for this potential policy, sidestepping the question of whether reports of an
emerging veto-proof majority coalition on this issue are true:

BENSON: President's now linking the border crisis with trade policy threatening tariffs on Mexico. There are reports that
there might be an emerging bipartisan veto proof majority to undo those tariffs should they be implemented based on
what you're seeing from your caucus. Is that true?

MCCONNELL: Let me just say there is a lack of enthusiasm among Senate Republicans for what would amount to a tax
increase frankly on working class people. I mean drives up the cost of goods that you would be purchasing at Walmart
other places. So I'm hoping this can be avoided. There's a Mexican delegation in town as you and I are speaking trying to
see if they can reach some agreement to do a better job of keeping folks most of these people who were coming up or
coming from Central America not from Mexico and they're traversing the entire of Mexico that the Mexicans could do a
better job of preventing them from crossing the border in the southern part of Mexico and also try to enhance their effort
on the border. Maybe all of this can be averted.

Finally, on Democrats' treatment of Attorney General Bill Barr, including a planned contempt vote in the House, McConnell
praised Barr (he's "doing a great job") and slammed Democrats' inability to 'let go' of the Russia issue. He reiterated his
position that on collusion, "the case is closed:"

The only objective investigation with the Mueller Report. You know the public knows there's not going to be an objective
investigation in Congress. Each side will try to politicize it. They need to let it go. I mean I think that the reason the
speaker is so reluctant to see them go down the impeachment path is that the American people are not interested in it. If
you've got a grievance with Donald Trump you've got a vote coming up next year. Why would we need to in effect veto the
election the American people conducted in 2016 that legitimately elected him?

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/06/06/exclusive-mcconnell-interview-n2547410
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Benson Show. If you've followed my work here, it will come as no surprise that much of our conversation

centered around McConnell's pivotal role in reshaping the federal judiciary during the Trump presidency.

After having some fun with his slew of dramatic nicknames -- including the "Grim Reaper" moniker he

bestowed upon himself

I asked him to defend his recently-articulated stance that the GOP Senate majority would move to fill a hypothetical
Supreme Court vacancy, if one were to arise next year. Back in 2016, McConnell famously refused to consider President
Obama's high court nominee to replace Justice Scalia, arguing that the American people deserved to choose the next
president first. So why wouldn't seating a new justice in 2020 represent an epic flip flop on this front? Listen to his reply
(toggle forward to the 1:20 mark):
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the eighteen eighties to find the last time a Senate controlled by a different party than the president filled a vacancy on the
Supreme Court created in the middle of a presidential election. I said it then. I've said it repeatedly and I was shocked that
this seemed like news. And next year there will be a Republican Senate and a Republican president. I have no idea
whether there will be a Supreme Court vacancy knowing how the left of center members of the Supreme Court feel about
the president United States. I think it would take a significant life ending event to create such a vacancy...So yeah we
would fill a vacancy that occurred.

BENSON: So the difference is the party control --

MCCONNELL: Yeah because the Constitution is quite clear that only the president doesn't have an exclusive on Supreme
Court appointments. There are two roles he gets to pick. We get to decide whether to go forward. We have every bit a right
to assert ourselves as he does to assert himself. And so we have a constitutional role. It's been there since the
Constitution was written and we would fully exercise it next year.

McConnell also referred to 2020 candidates' various proposals to expand or pack the Supreme Court as a "genuine threat,"
warning that a future united Democratic government could fundamentally alter the country's constitutional and ideological
order. In addition to rehearsing the other party's history of unilateral power grabs in the judicial confirmation wars, McConnell
said that his counterpart across the aisle, Chuck Schumer, committed a tactical error in 2017 by lacking the "courage to
stand up to his left" flank in resisting the ill-fated decision to mount a partisan filibuster against Justice Gorsuch's
nomination -- thus clearing the path for McConnell to invoke the Reid Rule. He also added another dig at Schumer:

No judge was ever defeated with a filibuster until [after] the year 2000 when George W. Bush was elected. No cabinet
member ever been defeated by a filibuster. This is a recent invention and the guy who started it was Chuck Schumer, so it
was kind of fun to watch him squirm frankly because he started this whole battle and we ended it. And right now where
we are Guy is we're back where we were until Bush 43 got elected executive calendars done with a simple majority and I
think it's the right thing for the institution -- and I'm sure it will benefit [the Democrats, in the future] you know.

As for upcoming legislation, McConnell said House Democrats' newly-passed standalone DREAM Act will "probably not" get
an up-or-down vote in the Senate, explaining that while he's strongly sympathetic to the cause of normalizing DREAMers'
legal status, such an action should be paired with border enforcement measures. He also called on Democrats to heed both
President Trump and the New York Times' call to approve humanitarian aid funding to help alleviate the crisis on the
Southern border. The majority leader also indicated an openness to Sen. Graham's legislation to reform US asylum laws
and practices. On the president's threatened tariffs against Mexico (is this an off-ramp?), McConnell said there's a "lack of
enthusiasm" among Senate Republicans for this potential policy, sidestepping the question of whether reports of an
emerging veto-proof majority coalition on this issue are true:

BENSON: President's now linking the border crisis with trade policy threatening tariffs on Mexico. There are reports that
there might be an emerging bipartisan veto proof majority to undo those tariffs should they be implemented based on
what you're seeing from your caucus. Is that true?

MCCONNELL: Let me just say there is a lack of enthusiasm among Senate Republicans for what would amount to a tax
increase frankly on working class people. I mean drives up the cost of goods that you would be purchasing at Walmart
other places. So I'm hoping this can be avoided. There's a Mexican delegation in town as you and I are speaking trying to
see if they can reach some agreement to do a better job of keeping folks most of these people who were coming up or
coming from Central America not from Mexico and they're traversing the entire of Mexico that the Mexicans could do a
better job of preventing them from crossing the border in the southern part of Mexico and also try to enhance their effort
on the border. Maybe all of this can be averted.

Finally, on Democrats' treatment of Attorney General Bill Barr, including a planned contempt vote in the House, McConnell
praised Barr (he's "doing a great job") and slammed Democrats' inability to 'let go' of the Russia issue. He reiterated his
position that on collusion, "the case is closed:"

The only objective investigation with the Mueller Report. You know the public knows there's not going to be an objective
investigation in Congress. Each side will try to politicize it. They need to let it go. I mean I think that the reason the
speaker is so reluctant to see them go down the impeachment path is that the American people are not interested in it. If
you've got a grievance with Donald Trump you've got a vote coming up next year. Why would we need to in effect veto the
election the American people conducted in 2016 that legitimately elected him?

( LINK BELOW )
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Top Dem On AG Barr: He's ‘Dangerous’...Because He Makes Democrats Look Like Total Idiots
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I mean Democrats and their allies in the media have peddled this whole Trump-Russia collusion nonsense for over two
years. They have to stick by this myth. They were the original snake oil salesmen on this trash. Even when it became quite
clear that there was no solid evidence to prove that the Kremlin and the Trump campaign colluded to win the 2016 election,
these clowns doubled-down. They pushed all their chips in with the report on the matter that was to be submitted by Special
Counsel Robert Mueller. They thought he had something. After two years of investigating, and with a cadre of die-hard
Democratic lawyers, Mueller found nothing. Trump was exonerated on Russian collusion. With Mueller fanning the flames of
the hysteria again when he gave his exiting presser, where he tweaked the language on the Russian collusion findings, he
all but signaled to Democrats they should start impeachment hearings.

In the twilight of this circus, Attorney General William Barr was confirmed, replacing the outgoing and ineffectual Jeff
Sessions. Barr has become the AG we all hoped for; someone who wouldn’t take the Left’s crap and execute the office
within the parameters of upholding the laws of this country. That was not present when Eric Holder or Loretta Lynch
occupied the office. He’s now investigating the origins of the Russia investigation, saying the answers he has received to
his questions just “don’t hang together.” He’s investigating the investigators. Democrats don’t like that. Oh, and he released
the redacted version of the Mueller report because…there was information about ongoing investigations in the report, which
needed to be censored in accordance with department policy, but there’s a cover-up or something. The stupidity over this
whole affair is intense, like ‘maybe the Democrats need to be bashed over the head with a hammer’ intense. And Rep.
Adam Schiff (D-CA), the chair of the House Intelligence Committee, has reached the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro when it comes
to idiocy over the Russian collusion nonsense. He thinks AG Barr is the second most dangerous man in the country. Kids,
cocaine is a helluva drug (via The Hill):

VIDEO IN LINK BELOW

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1136226407481143296

The Hill

 Verified account

@thehill

@thehill

Rep. Adam Schiff on AG Barr: "He's the second most dangerous man in the country."

House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff (D-Calif.) on Tuesday called Attorney General William Barr the
"second-most dangerous man in the country.”

“We find ourselves, I think for the first time, with an attorney general who really is the president’s defense lawyer and
spokesperson, who’s quite good at it and has the veneer of respectability to camouflage what he’s doing,” Schiff said,
referring to Barr, during remarks at the Council on Foreign Relations in Washington, D.C.

“He is not the sophist that Giuliani is, he’s much more dangerous, and I think he’s the second-most dangerous man in
the country,” he added, referring to President Trump's lawyer, Rudy Giuliani.

Democrats are freaking out because the Department of Justice’s inspector general, Michael Horowitz, an Obama-appointee,
is about to drop what many have heard is a scorching report on the alleged FISA abuses that occurred in 2016 under the
Obama administration. Yes, we’ve all heard about spygate. This is it. The FBI reportedly used the Clinton-funded Trump
dossier compiled by ex-MI6 spook, Christopher Steele, to secure a FISA spy warrant against former Trump foreign policy
adviser Carter Page. A sitting administration allegedly spied on the presidential campaign of the opposing party based on an
unverified political opposition document that was totally debunked by the Mueller report. Oh, and the State Department
knew it was a biased political document as well—and the British seemed to have been skeptical over the document. Some
very, very bad news is heading down the Democrats’ path. The only recourse is to trash whoever they can.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/06/05/top-dem-on-ag-barr-hes-dangerous-because-hes-good-at-slapping-down-our-tru-
n2547489
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I mean Democrats and their allies in the media have peddled this whole Trump-Russia collusion nonsense for over two
years. They have to stick by this myth. They were the original snake oil salesmen on this trash. Even when it became quite
clear that there was no solid evidence to prove that the Kremlin and the Trump campaign colluded to win the 2016 election,
these clowns doubled-down. They pushed all their chips in with the report on the matter that was to be submitted by Special
Counsel Robert Mueller. They thought he had something. After two years of investigating, and with a cadre of die-hard
Democratic lawyers, Mueller found nothing. Trump was exonerated on Russian collusion. With Mueller fanning the flames of
the hysteria again when he gave his exiting presser, where he tweaked the language on the Russian collusion findings, he
all but signaled to Democrats they should start impeachment hearings.

In the twilight of this circus, Attorney General William Barr was confirmed, replacing the outgoing and ineffectual Jeff
Sessions. Barr has become the AG we all hoped for; someone who wouldn’t take the Left’s crap and execute the office
within the parameters of upholding the laws of this country. That was not present when Eric Holder or Loretta Lynch
occupied the office. He’s now investigating the origins of the Russia investigation, saying the answers he has received to
his questions just “don’t hang together.” He’s investigating the investigators. Democrats don’t like that. Oh, and he released
the redacted version of the Mueller report because…there was information about ongoing investigations in the report, which
needed to be censored in accordance with department policy, but there’s a cover-up or something. The stupidity over this
whole affair is intense, like ‘maybe the Democrats need to be bashed over the head with a hammer’ intense. And Rep.
Adam Schiff (D-CA), the chair of the House Intelligence Committee, has reached the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro when it comes
to idiocy over the Russian collusion nonsense. He thinks AG Barr is the second most dangerous man in the country. Kids,
cocaine is a helluva drug (via The Hill):

VIDEO IN LINK BELOW

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1136226407481143296
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Rep. Adam Schiff on AG Barr: "He's the second most dangerous man in the country."

House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff (D-Calif.) on Tuesday called Attorney General William Barr the
"second-most dangerous man in the country.”

“We find ourselves, I think for the first time, with an attorney general who really is the president’s defense lawyer and
spokesperson, who’s quite good at it and has the veneer of respectability to camouflage what he’s doing,” Schiff said,
referring to Barr, during remarks at the Council on Foreign Relations in Washington, D.C.

“He is not the sophist that Giuliani is, he’s much more dangerous, and I think he’s the second-most dangerous man in
the country,” he added, referring to President Trump's lawyer, Rudy Giuliani.

Democrats are freaking out because the Department of Justice’s inspector general, Michael Horowitz, an Obama-appointee,
is about to drop what many have heard is a scorching report on the alleged FISA abuses that occurred in 2016 under the
Obama administration. Yes, we’ve all heard about spygate. This is it. The FBI reportedly used the Clinton-funded Trump
dossier compiled by ex-MI6 spook, Christopher Steele, to secure a FISA spy warrant against former Trump foreign policy
adviser Carter Page. A sitting administration allegedly spied on the presidential campaign of the opposing party based on an
unverified political opposition document that was totally debunked by the Mueller report. Oh, and the State Department
knew it was a biased political document as well—and the British seemed to have been skeptical over the document. Some
very, very bad news is heading down the Democrats’ path. The only recourse is to trash whoever they can.
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New Border Apprehension Numbers Are In And They're Out of Control...Again
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U.S. Customs and Border Protection released new detention numbers for May 2019 Wednesday afternoon. They exceed the
previous month by more than 30 percent. It's the worst month on record so far this year, the third month in a row with over 100,000
detentions and the worst numbers in over a decade. The chart below says it all.

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/06/05/new-border-apprehension-numbers-are-in-and-theyre-out-of-controlagain-
n2547598
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U.S. Customs and Border Protection released new detention numbers for May 2019 Wednesday afternoon. They exceed the
previous month by more than 30 percent. It's the worst month on record so far this year, the third month in a row with over 100,000
detentions and the worst numbers in over a decade. The chart below says it all.
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The ‘Coward Of Broward’ Stood By While Children Were Shot, Now He Faces 96 Years In Prison

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Scot-Peterson.jpg

Few people will ever forget how the Broward County Sheriff’s deputy assigned as a school resource officer at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, did next to nothing in response to the horrific and deadly mass shooting that occurred in
February 2018 and claimed 17 lives.

Former deputy and SRO Scot Peterson — who has since been dubbed the “Coward of Broward” — is known to have stood outside
the building sheltered in relative safety while the tragic massacre occurred inside. Peterson is now facing accountability and justice
for his inaction that fateful day that quite likely cost innocent lives.

Miami NBC affiliate WTVJ reported that 56-year-old Peterson was placed under arrest and booked into the Broward County jail on
Tuesday, where he is being held on a $102,000 bond. Peterson faces seven counts of neglect of a child, three counts of culpable
negligence, and one count of perjury, according to the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

If convicted on all charges, Peterson could face a maximum of 96 and a half years in prison. The criminal charges followed a 15-
month investigation into the response of law enforcement to the Parkland shooting incident, an investigation which revealed that
Peterson had retreated to safety rather than enter the building and engage the shooter, on top of his directing other arriving officers
from entering the building as well.

In a statement about the charges, FDLE Commissioner Rick Swearingen said, “The FDLE investigation shows former Deputy
Peterson did absolutely nothing to mitigate the MSD shooting that killed 17 children, teachers and staff and injured 17 others.”

“There can be no excuse for his complete inaction and no question that his inaction cost lives,” the commissioner added.

The news garnered a positive reaction from Broward County Sheriff Gregory Tony, who replaced the now-suspended former Sheriff
Scott Israel. Tony said in a statement, “I was pleased the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, in conjunction with the State
Attorney’s Office, conducted a thorough investigation that yielded the arrest of Scot Peterson.”

“All the facts related to Mr. Peterson’s failure to act during the MSD massacre clearly warranted both termination of
employment and criminal charges. It’s never too late for accountability and justice,” the new sheriff added.

The arrest also elicited a reaction from Republican Florida Sen. Rick Scott, who was governor at the time of the deadly shooting.
Scott said in a statement, “Had this individual done his job, lives would have been saved. Actions (or inaction) have
consequences.”

“We need more accountability, and that includes at the FBI, which has yet to show me a single example of how they’ve
improved their processes following the failures in the lead-up to the Parkland shooting,” Scott added.

A number of still-grieving family members who lost loved ones in the tragedy also released statements expressing their gratitude
that accountability and justice were finally being served against the man tasked with protecting school children who instead
cowered in fear while those children were slaughtered.

Aside from the lengthy investigation into the delayed and failed law enforcement response to the shooting rampage in Parkland, a
state commission was created and tasked with producing a comprehensive report detailing everything that occurred before, during
and after the shooting.

That commission’s 458-page report has led to a re-examination of policies for responding to active shooter situations and
recommended the state allow teachers to voluntarily arm themselves to defend their pupils and colleagues, a recommendation the
Florida legislature and Gov. Ron DeSantis has now codified into law.

Pinellas County Sheriff Bob Gualtieri, who chaired that commission, summed up the arrest of Peterson quite succinctly: “Scott
Peterson is a coward, a failure and a criminal,” whose arrest was “absolutely warranted.” Gualtieri added, “There is no doubt in my
mind that because he didn’t act, people were killed.”

The arrest and conviction of Peterson will not bring back the precious lives lost to a deranged gunman while the deputy hid himself
away from the action, and the modicum of cold comfort it will bring the parents of those lost children — while no doubt appreciated
— means little in the big scheme of things.

That said, it is always a good thing to see accountability and justice applied to those who deserve it. There is little denying that
Peterson’s fateful inaction that day in 2018 has earned him 17 lifetimes worth of accountability and justice that must be paid in full.

( LINK BELOW )
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The ‘Coward Of Broward’ Stood By While Children Were Shot, Now He Faces 96 Years In Prison
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Few people will ever forget how the Broward County Sheriff’s deputy assigned as a school resource officer at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, did next to nothing in response to the horrific and deadly mass shooting that occurred in
February 2018 and claimed 17 lives.

Former deputy and SRO Scot Peterson — who has since been dubbed the “Coward of Broward” — is known to have stood outside
the building sheltered in relative safety while the tragic massacre occurred inside. Peterson is now facing accountability and justice
for his inaction that fateful day that quite likely cost innocent lives.

Miami NBC affiliate WTVJ reported that 56-year-old Peterson was placed under arrest and booked into the Broward County jail on
Tuesday, where he is being held on a $102,000 bond. Peterson faces seven counts of neglect of a child, three counts of culpable
negligence, and one count of perjury, according to the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

If convicted on all charges, Peterson could face a maximum of 96 and a half years in prison. The criminal charges followed a 15-
month investigation into the response of law enforcement to the Parkland shooting incident, an investigation which revealed that
Peterson had retreated to safety rather than enter the building and engage the shooter, on top of his directing other arriving officers
from entering the building as well.

In a statement about the charges, FDLE Commissioner Rick Swearingen said, “The FDLE investigation shows former Deputy
Peterson did absolutely nothing to mitigate the MSD shooting that killed 17 children, teachers and staff and injured 17 others.”

“There can be no excuse for his complete inaction and no question that his inaction cost lives,” the commissioner added.

The news garnered a positive reaction from Broward County Sheriff Gregory Tony, who replaced the now-suspended former Sheriff
Scott Israel. Tony said in a statement, “I was pleased the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, in conjunction with the State
Attorney’s Office, conducted a thorough investigation that yielded the arrest of Scot Peterson.”

“All the facts related to Mr. Peterson’s failure to act during the MSD massacre clearly warranted both termination of
employment and criminal charges. It’s never too late for accountability and justice,” the new sheriff added.

The arrest also elicited a reaction from Republican Florida Sen. Rick Scott, who was governor at the time of the deadly shooting.
Scott said in a statement, “Had this individual done his job, lives would have been saved. Actions (or inaction) have
consequences.”

“We need more accountability, and that includes at the FBI, which has yet to show me a single example of how they’ve
improved their processes following the failures in the lead-up to the Parkland shooting,” Scott added.

A number of still-grieving family members who lost loved ones in the tragedy also released statements expressing their gratitude
that accountability and justice were finally being served against the man tasked with protecting school children who instead
cowered in fear while those children were slaughtered.

Aside from the lengthy investigation into the delayed and failed law enforcement response to the shooting rampage in Parkland, a
state commission was created and tasked with producing a comprehensive report detailing everything that occurred before, during
and after the shooting.

That commission’s 458-page report has led to a re-examination of policies for responding to active shooter situations and
recommended the state allow teachers to voluntarily arm themselves to defend their pupils and colleagues, a recommendation the
Florida legislature and Gov. Ron DeSantis has now codified into law.

Pinellas County Sheriff Bob Gualtieri, who chaired that commission, summed up the arrest of Peterson quite succinctly: “Scott
Peterson is a coward, a failure and a criminal,” whose arrest was “absolutely warranted.” Gualtieri added, “There is no doubt in my
mind that because he didn’t act, people were killed.”

The arrest and conviction of Peterson will not bring back the precious lives lost to a deranged gunman while the deputy hid himself
away from the action, and the modicum of cold comfort it will bring the parents of those lost children — while no doubt appreciated
— means little in the big scheme of things.

That said, it is always a good thing to see accountability and justice applied to those who deserve it. There is little denying that
Peterson’s fateful inaction that day in 2018 has earned him 17 lifetimes worth of accountability and justice that must be paid in full.
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President Trump's Art Of The Deal , Becomes Hillary Clinton's Art Of The Steal, Kamala Hariss' Art

Of The Kneel & Joe Biden's Art Of The Feel

https://i.imgur.com/c1IDYX2.jpg

YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT'S TO COME NEXT IN AMERICAN POLITICS.

YET WE ARE TOLD TO TRUST THE PLAN AND HAVE FAITH IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM.

BUT UNTIL WE SEE DEEP STATE PUPPET'S LIKE HILLARY CLINTON & JAMES COMEY ARRESTED

AND PROSECUTED, AMERICAN'S WILL NOT ACCEPT WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED IN THE 2016 ELECTIONS.

IT'S TIME TO DECLASSIFY FISA WARRANT PAPERS AND START ARRESTING THESE DEEP STATE CRIMINALS.

IT'S ALREADY WEDNESDAY AND WE WERE TOLD THAT THE DECLASSIFICATION WAS COMING.

WELL IT IS TIME SO LET'S GET THIS SHOW ON THE ROAD ALREADY.

ARREST , PROSECUTE AND PLASTER THE NEWS ALL OVER THE AIRWAVES THAT THESE CRIMINAL'S

ATTEMPTED A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP. ALL WITH A FALSE CHARGE

OF RUSSIAN COLLUSION, WHEN IN FACT WE KNOW THAT HILLARY CLINTON AND THE OBAMA ELITE

ADMINISTRATION BROKE SO MANY FEDERAL LAWS DURING THE 2016 ELECTION.

THE CABAL USED THE INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES TO ATTACK CANDIDATE TRUMP AND LATER POTUS TRUMP

TO PUSH FORWARD A CABAL TAKE OVER OF THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. AFTER

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAD CHOSE DONALD TRUMP THROUGH A FAIR AND SQUARE ELECTION.

THE DEEP STATE KNEW THAT THEY WERE ABOUT TO BE EXPOSED SO THEY

CAME UP WITH THIS FAKE STORY TO ENTRAP PRESIDENT TRUMP. BUT TRUMP'S

LAWYER'S WOULDN'T ALLOW THE DEEP STATE'S OWN ROBERT MUEELR QUESTION

PRESIDENT TRUMP IN PERSON. SO THEY COULDN'T TRAP POTUS INTO AN OBSTRUCTION OF

JUSTICE CHARGE LIKE THEY DID WITH GENERAL FLYNN, WHEN PETER STRZOK QUESTIONED HIM.

IT IS TIME TO ARREST JAMES COMEY AND GET THIS PARTY STARTED

WWG1WGA*
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President Trump's Art Of The Deal , Becomes Hillary Clinton's Art Of The Steal, Kamala Hariss' Art

Of The Kneel & Joe Biden's Art Of The Feel
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YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT'S TO COME NEXT IN AMERICAN POLITICS.

YET WE ARE TOLD TO TRUST THE PLAN AND HAVE FAITH IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM.

BUT UNTIL WE SEE DEEP STATE PUPPET'S LIKE HILLARY CLINTON & JAMES COMEY ARRESTED

AND PROSECUTED, AMERICAN'S WILL NOT ACCEPT WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED IN THE 2016 ELECTIONS.

IT'S TIME TO DECLASSIFY FISA WARRANT PAPERS AND START ARRESTING THESE DEEP STATE CRIMINALS.

IT'S ALREADY WEDNESDAY AND WE WERE TOLD THAT THE DECLASSIFICATION WAS COMING.

WELL IT IS TIME SO LET'S GET THIS SHOW ON THE ROAD ALREADY.

ARREST , PROSECUTE AND PLASTER THE NEWS ALL OVER THE AIRWAVES THAT THESE CRIMINAL'S

ATTEMPTED A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP. ALL WITH A FALSE CHARGE

OF RUSSIAN COLLUSION, WHEN IN FACT WE KNOW THAT HILLARY CLINTON AND THE OBAMA ELITE

ADMINISTRATION BROKE SO MANY FEDERAL LAWS DURING THE 2016 ELECTION.

THE CABAL USED THE INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES TO ATTACK CANDIDATE TRUMP AND LATER POTUS TRUMP

TO PUSH FORWARD A CABAL TAKE OVER OF THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. AFTER

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAD CHOSE DONALD TRUMP THROUGH A FAIR AND SQUARE ELECTION.

THE DEEP STATE KNEW THAT THEY WERE ABOUT TO BE EXPOSED SO THEY

CAME UP WITH THIS FAKE STORY TO ENTRAP PRESIDENT TRUMP. BUT TRUMP'S

LAWYER'S WOULDN'T ALLOW THE DEEP STATE'S OWN ROBERT MUEELR QUESTION

PRESIDENT TRUMP IN PERSON. SO THEY COULDN'T TRAP POTUS INTO AN OBSTRUCTION OF

JUSTICE CHARGE LIKE THEY DID WITH GENERAL FLYNN, WHEN PETER STRZOK QUESTIONED HIM.

IT IS TIME TO ARREST JAMES COMEY AND GET THIS PARTY STARTED

WWG1WGA*
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Can You Believe This Shit ? After Legalizing Late-Term Abortion, NY Leftists Want To Ban Cat

Declawing
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I am definitively a dog person, but I understand there are people who fall into the feline camp, and even I would like to see them
afforded certain legal protections. Pet abuse is a sick thing, after all. But, I think we can all agree on one thing: There should
probably be more legal protections for unborn human children than for cats. Right?

Apparently, not everyone in New York state agrees.

“New York would be the first state in the U.S. to ban the declawing of cats under legislation approved by lawmakers
at the request of cat owners, animal welfare advocates and many veterinarians who call the procedure cruel and
needless,” The Associated Press reported Tuesday.

“The bill, which would subject veterinarians to $1,000 fines for performing the operation, now heads to the desk of
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, a Democrat, whose representatives said he will review the bill before deciding if he will sign it.”
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If he signs it, it certainly won’t be the most high-profile piece of legislation Cuomo’s signed this year. That would be the
Reproductive Health Act, the piece of legislation which legalized late-term abortion.

As the AP reported at the time, “the measure replaces a 1970 state abortion law that was passed three years before [Roe v. Wade]
legalized abortion nationwide. It codifies many abortion rights laid out in Roe and other court rulings, including a provision
permitting late-term abortions when a woman’s health is endangered.

“The previous law, which was in conflict with Roe and other subsequent abortion rulings, only permitted abortions
after 24 weeks of pregnancy if a woman’s life was at risk. The new law also authorizes physician assistants to
perform some abortions and moves the section of state law dealing with abortion from the penal code to health
statutes.”

Of course, the problem isn’t just that it legalizes late-term abortion but the fact that “the health of the mother” is a potentially
slippery slope. There’s also the fact that this makes abortions less safe by allowing them to be performed by physician assistants.

“In the face of a federal government intent on rolling back Roe v. Wade and women’s reproductive rights, I promised
that we would pass this critical legislation within the first 30 days of the new session — and we got it done,” Gov.
Cuomo said at the bill’s signing.

“Today we are taking a giant step forward in the hard-fought battle to ensure a woman’s right to make her own
decisions about her own personal health, including the ability to access an abortion. With the signing of this bill, we
are sending a clear message that whatever happens in Washington, women in New York will always have the
fundamental right to control their own body.”

And the fundamental right to control another human body that’s inside of them, but never mind that. This is basically saying that
the unborn are worthless and that even the slightest restriction on abortion is too much.

But meanwhile, don’t declaw your cat.

“Cats of New York: Show me your claws” Democratic state Assemblywoman Linda Rosenthal, who had pushed for
the bill for years, said upon its passage. She called the process “barbaric and inhumane.” The bill would only allow
the procedure in cases of infection, injury or other medical complications.

“New York prides itself on being first,” Rosenthal said, according to NBC News. “This will have a domino effect.”

For what it’s worth, the bill was opposed by the New York State Veterinary Medical Society, which said that it could still be useful
as a last resort in other cases, such as where a cat cannot stop clawing at furniture or where the owner has a weakened immune
system and a cat scratch could leave them with severe medical issues.

However, the AP pointed out the procedure could be extremely painful for the cat.

“Unlike human nails, a cat’s claws are attached to bone, so declawing a feline requires a veterinarian to slice through
tendon and nerves to remove the last segment of bone in a cat’s toes,” the AP reported. “Supporters of the ban cite
estimates that a quarter or more of all domestic cats in the U.S. have had the procedure.”

Isn’t it curious how few articles about the Reproductive Health Act went into even this desultory level of detail regarding the
process of late-term abortion?

Again, for what it’s worth, Assemblywoman Rosenthal was one of the sponsors of the Reproductive Health Act when it was
introduced in the state Assembly.

As Rosenthal argues, declawing your cat for no particularly good reason is a pretty awful thing to do. But, apparently, when it
comes to aborting a late-term pregnancy, that same level of concern for what is and is not “humane” does not seem to apply.

“Declawing a cat is not like getting a mani/pedi, it’s a brutal surgical procedure that involves removing the first bone
of the cat’s toe and part of the tendons and muscles,” a statement from Rosenthal read, according to CNN.

“Now that New York is poised to become the first state in the nation to ban cat declawing, the days when this
procedure is cavalierly offered for the convenience of the owners to protect couches and curtain are numbered.”

The irony involving gruesome procedures being “cavalierly offered for the convenience of” individuals somehow escaped her.
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Isn’t it curious how few articles about the Reproductive Health Act went into even this desultory level of detail regarding the
process of late-term abortion?
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ICE Prepares for Mass Deportations, Acting Director Admits ‘We Have No Choice

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/ICE-officers-345x181.jpg

Desperate times call for desperate measures.

And the crisis at the border is absolutely a crisis. If you have any doubt about that, read this now.

In response to the crisis, President Donald Trump’s administration is moving forward with a plan for large-scale deportations. The
proposal would address a current problem area — migrant families who fail to attend their court dates, when they would learn their
asylum claims have been denied and be ordered for deportation.

According to Washington Examiner, the acting director of Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Mark Morgan, said ICE hopes
the plan will “disincentivize” migrants who are not actually in fear of their lives but still cross the border illegally and falsely claim
asylum.

Why take this drastic step now? Because it’s a crisis. It really is. Even though the left says it’s not a crisis, then says it is, then
says it’s not, then says it is, and then says it is not — make no mistake — it is absolutely a crisis.

So, the time to act is right now.

Morgan agrees with me: “We have no choice as I see this, we need to take some interior enforcement action,” Morgan said. “We
need to continue to do everything that we can within the current legal framework, within the current laws, within the current
statutorily mandated duties of ICE, to assist, to reduce this humanitarian crisis.”

Morgan was clear: “That will include families.”

While ICE will not target families per se, Morgan was clear that no classification of unauthorized immigrants would escape the new
operation by means of an exemption.

.

“I think that a significant incentive there is the fact that once you’re here and you’ve gone through the entire due
process in this country and you’ve received a final order of deportation … We’re in a position where we need to
enforce that to disincentivize these individuals from taking that trip, exploiting the loopholes, and entering our country
illegally,” Morgan said.

The current limitations on how long a child can be detained and the family detention centers’ full capacities make a quick
implementation of ICE’s plan a necessity.

ICE’s resources are “strained” and the agency is consistently housing more than maximum capacity.

Of course, the left will complain that any reform is evil. Sending them back is “xenophobic.” Keeping them here is “heartless.”
Spreading them around is “bigoted.” Tightening the ports of entry is “racist.”

But the truth is that until we address the number of entrants, the drain on resources and over-capacity centers will continue to run
at crisis levels.

The left wants its cake and to eat it too.

“If they don’t like the laws, they can change them. But right now, this is the law,” Morgan said. “This is ICE’s
mandate. I’m committed to ensure that we’re executing those laws with compassion and humanity.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump's Art Of The Deal , Becomes Hillary Clinton's Art Of The Steal, Kamala Hariss' Art Of The

Kneel & Joe Biden's Art Of The Feel

https://i.imgur.com/c1IDYX2.jpg

YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT'S TO COME NEXT IN AMERICAN POLITICS.

YET WE ARE TOLD TO TRUST THE PLAN AND HAVE FAITH IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM.

BUT UNTIL WE SEE DEEP STATE PUPPET'S LIKE HILLARY CLINTON & JAMES COMEY ARRESTED

AND PROSECUTED, AMERICAN'S WILL NOT ACCEPT WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED IN THE 2016 ELECTIONS.

IT'S TIME TO DECLASSIFY FISA WARRANT PAPERS AND START ARRESTING THESE DEEP STATE CRIMINALS.

IT'S ALREADY WEDNESDAY AND WE WERE TOLD THAT THE DECLASSIFICATION WAS COMING.

WELL IT IS TIME SO LET'S GET THIS SHOW ON THE ROAD ALREADY.

ARREST , PROSECUTE AND PLASTER THE NEWS ALL OVER THE AIRWAVES THAT THESE CRIMINAL'S

ATTEMPTED A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP. ALL WITH A FALSE CHARGE

OF RUSSIAN COLLUSION, WHEN IN FACT WE KNOW THAT HILLARY CLINTON AND THE OBAMA ELITE

ADMINISTRATION BROKE SO MANY FEDERAL LAWS DURING THE 2016 ELECTION.

THE CABAL USED THE INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES TO ATTACK CANDIDATE TRUMP AND LATER POTUS TRUMP

TO PUSH FORWARD A CABAL TAKE OVER OF THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. AFTER

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAD CHOSE DONALD TRUMP THROUGH A FAIR AND SQUARE ELECTION.

THE DEEP STATE KNEW THAT THEY WERE ABOUT TO BE EXPOSED SO THEY

CAME UP WITH THIS FAKE STORY TO ENTRAP PRESIDENT TRUMP. BUT TRUMP'S

LAWYER'S WOULDN'T ALLOW THE DEEP STATE'S OWN ROBERT MUEELR QUESTION

PRESIDENT TRUMP IN PERSON. SO THEY COULDN'T TRAP POTUS INTO AN OBSTRUCTION OF

JUSTICE CHARGE LIKE THEY DID WITH GENERAL FLYNN, WHEN PETER STRZOK QUESTIONED HIM.

IT IS TIME TO ARREST JAMES COMEY AND GET THIS PARTY STARTED

WWG1WGA*
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Trump Pulls Plug On Fetal Tissue Research By Federal Scientists

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=d46d9ef0-f569-4413-a9dc-
72299dead386&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

The Trump administration said Wednesday it is ending medical research by government scientists using

human fetal tissue, a victory for abortion foes that comes despite impassioned pleas from scientists that

some health problems can't be studied any other way.

Research using fetal tissue that otherwise would be discarded has been funded by the government, under leadership of both
political parties, for decades — and has led to life-saving advances including development of vaccines for rubella and rabies, and
drugs for the HIV virus.

Officials said government-sponsored research by universities will be allowed to continue, subject to additional scrutiny.

But ongoing research at the National Institutes of Health involving fetal tissue from elective abortion would not be allowed to
proceed.

The policy change won't affect privately funded research that uses human fetal tissue.

"Promoting the dignity of human life from conception to natural death is one of the very top priorities of President
Trump's administration," the Department of Health and Human Services said in a statement.

But ending its use is a priority for anti-abortion activists, a core element of President Donald Trump's political base. Trump casts
himself as "strongly pro-life," and his administration has taken many steps to restrict access to abortion, which remains a legal
medical procedure. Trump has nominated federal judges who oppose abortion, attempted to cut funding for Planned Parenthood,
and expanded legal protection for medical providers who object to abortion.

Critics argue that modern science has alternatives to replace fetal tissue in the laboratory, such as using tissue from infants who
undergo heart surgery or stem cells that grow into organ-like clumps in lab dishes.

But leading scientific groups say there still are conditions where fetal tissue is the best, or even the only, option to get clear
answers to some devastating disorders — because those substitutes don't act the same as tissue from the exact developmental
stage that needs to be studied.

( LINK BELOW )
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The Trump administration said Wednesday it is ending medical research by government scientists using

human fetal tissue, a victory for abortion foes that comes despite impassioned pleas from scientists that

some health problems can't be studied any other way.

Research using fetal tissue that otherwise would be discarded has been funded by the government, under leadership of both
political parties, for decades — and has led to life-saving advances including development of vaccines for rubella and rabies, and
drugs for the HIV virus.

Officials said government-sponsored research by universities will be allowed to continue, subject to additional scrutiny.

But ongoing research at the National Institutes of Health involving fetal tissue from elective abortion would not be allowed to
proceed.

The policy change won't affect privately funded research that uses human fetal tissue.

"Promoting the dignity of human life from conception to natural death is one of the very top priorities of President
Trump's administration," the Department of Health and Human Services said in a statement.

But ending its use is a priority for anti-abortion activists, a core element of President Donald Trump's political base. Trump casts
himself as "strongly pro-life," and his administration has taken many steps to restrict access to abortion, which remains a legal
medical procedure. Trump has nominated federal judges who oppose abortion, attempted to cut funding for Planned Parenthood,
and expanded legal protection for medical providers who object to abortion.

Critics argue that modern science has alternatives to replace fetal tissue in the laboratory, such as using tissue from infants who
undergo heart surgery or stem cells that grow into organ-like clumps in lab dishes.

But leading scientific groups say there still are conditions where fetal tissue is the best, or even the only, option to get clear
answers to some devastating disorders — because those substitutes don't act the same as tissue from the exact developmental
stage that needs to be studied.

( LINK BELOW )
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Alabama Puts Pedophiles On Notice, Chemical Castration Bill Delivered To Governor’s Desk

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Untitled-design-2019-06-05T100726.459-345x181.jpg

According to United Press International, HB 379 would make any individual over the age of 21 who is

imprisoned for molesting a child subject to chemical castration — injections that significantly reduce the

amount of testosterone the body produces — before parole.

The state would also require the sex offender to pay for the treatment. If the offender stops receiving the treatment, it would be
considered a parole violation — which means a trip straight back to prison.

According to KADN-TV, the treatments would start a month before the individual was to be released from prison. The court would
decide when and if the treatments would end.

The bill passed the state House by a vote of 72-16 and the Senate by a 27-0, according to Legiscan.

“If we do something of this nature, it would deter something like this happening again in Alabama and maybe reduce
the numbers,” GOP state Rep. Steve Hurst, the man who introduced the bill, told Birmingham’s WIAT-TV.

“They have marked this child for life and the punishment should fit the crime.”

He’s introduced the bill before but had received complaints.

“I had people call me in the past when I introduced it and said, ‘Don’t you think this is inhumane?'” Hurst said.

“I asked them what’s more inhumane than when you take a little infant child, and you sexually molest that infant
child when the child cannot defend themselves or get away, and they have to go through all the things they have to
go through. If you want to talk about inhumane — that’s inhumane.”

https://www.cbs42.com/top-stories/alabama-considers-chemical-castration/2050636492

The bill, even if signed into law by Republican Gov. Kay Ivey, would face Eighth Amendment challenges regarding cruel and
unusual punishment.

“They’re going to claim that it is cruel and unusual punishment for someone who has served their time and for the
rest of their life have to be castrated,” attorney Raymond Johnson told WIAT.

Whether it violates the Eighth Amendment has never really been settled by the Supreme Court, but it’s worth noting that a 2002
case — McKune vs. Lile — found that a rehabilitative program that forced sex offenders to admit their guilt didn’t violate the Fifth
Amendment’s protections against self-incrimination because it was a “clinical rehabilitative program” with a “legitimate penological
objective.”

Presumably, the same standard could apply in some way to the Eighth Amendment and protections against cruel and unusual
punishment.

And it’s not exactly cruel and unusual punishment when we’re talking about a deterrent.

These are dangerous criminals whose sick, predatory actions represent a legitimate danger to the community after their release
from prison.

Chemical castration is certainly one way to lessen that risk once they get back into the community.

A 2005 German study concluded that “[o]rganic treatments (surgical castration and hormonal medication) showed larger effects
than psychosocial interventions” when it came to treating sex offenders.

“Any action that we can take against a child molester that would prevent them from ever committing this type of
crime again, I support, including chemical castration,” state Rep. Allen Treadaway told KADN.

“I think this bill is one of those steps to ensure public safety.”

It’s not likely to touch off as much debate as Alabama’s abortion bill, but this is still going to cause a hue and cry from liberals.

Well, fine.

The state of Alabama has the obligation to keep its citizens — particularly its children, their most vulnerable citizens — safe.

This is just one way they’re doing it.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/alabama-puts-pedophiles-notice-chemical-castration-bill-delivered-governors-desk/
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According to United Press International, HB 379 would make any individual over the age of 21 who is

imprisoned for molesting a child subject to chemical castration — injections that significantly reduce the

amount of testosterone the body produces — before parole.

The state would also require the sex offender to pay for the treatment. If the offender stops receiving the treatment, it would be
considered a parole violation — which means a trip straight back to prison.

According to KADN-TV, the treatments would start a month before the individual was to be released from prison. The court would
decide when and if the treatments would end.

The bill passed the state House by a vote of 72-16 and the Senate by a 27-0, according to Legiscan.

“If we do something of this nature, it would deter something like this happening again in Alabama and maybe reduce
the numbers,” GOP state Rep. Steve Hurst, the man who introduced the bill, told Birmingham’s WIAT-TV.

“They have marked this child for life and the punishment should fit the crime.”

He’s introduced the bill before but had received complaints.

“I had people call me in the past when I introduced it and said, ‘Don’t you think this is inhumane?'” Hurst said.

“I asked them what’s more inhumane than when you take a little infant child, and you sexually molest that infant
child when the child cannot defend themselves or get away, and they have to go through all the things they have to
go through. If you want to talk about inhumane — that’s inhumane.”

https://www.cbs42.com/top-stories/alabama-considers-chemical-castration/2050636492

The bill, even if signed into law by Republican Gov. Kay Ivey, would face Eighth Amendment challenges regarding cruel and
unusual punishment.

“They’re going to claim that it is cruel and unusual punishment for someone who has served their time and for the
rest of their life have to be castrated,” attorney Raymond Johnson told WIAT.

Whether it violates the Eighth Amendment has never really been settled by the Supreme Court, but it’s worth noting that a 2002
case — McKune vs. Lile — found that a rehabilitative program that forced sex offenders to admit their guilt didn’t violate the Fifth
Amendment’s protections against self-incrimination because it was a “clinical rehabilitative program” with a “legitimate penological
objective.”

Presumably, the same standard could apply in some way to the Eighth Amendment and protections against cruel and unusual
punishment.

And it’s not exactly cruel and unusual punishment when we’re talking about a deterrent.

These are dangerous criminals whose sick, predatory actions represent a legitimate danger to the community after their release
from prison.

Chemical castration is certainly one way to lessen that risk once they get back into the community.

A 2005 German study concluded that “[o]rganic treatments (surgical castration and hormonal medication) showed larger effects
than psychosocial interventions” when it came to treating sex offenders.

“Any action that we can take against a child molester that would prevent them from ever committing this type of
crime again, I support, including chemical castration,” state Rep. Allen Treadaway told KADN.

“I think this bill is one of those steps to ensure public safety.”

It’s not likely to touch off as much debate as Alabama’s abortion bill, but this is still going to cause a hue and cry from liberals.

Well, fine.

The state of Alabama has the obligation to keep its citizens — particularly its children, their most vulnerable citizens — safe.

This is just one way they’re doing it.

( LINK BELOW )
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The ‘Coward Of Broward’ Stood By While Children Were Shot, Now He Faces 96 Years In Prison

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Scot-Peterson.jpg

Few people will ever forget how the Broward County Sheriff’s deputy assigned as a school resource officer at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, did next to nothing in response to the horrific and deadly mass shooting that occurred in
February 2018 and claimed 17 lives.

Former deputy and SRO Scot Peterson — who has since been dubbed the “Coward of Broward” — is known to have stood outside
the building sheltered in relative safety while the tragic massacre occurred inside. Peterson is now facing accountability and justice
for his inaction that fateful day that quite likely cost innocent lives.

Miami NBC affiliate WTVJ reported that 56-year-old Peterson was placed under arrest and booked into the Broward County jail on
Tuesday, where he is being held on a $102,000 bond. Peterson faces seven counts of neglect of a child, three counts of culpable
negligence, and one count of perjury, according to the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

If convicted on all charges, Peterson could face a maximum of 96 and a half years in prison. The criminal charges followed a 15-
month investigation into the response of law enforcement to the Parkland shooting incident, an investigation which revealed that
Peterson had retreated to safety rather than enter the building and engage the shooter, on top of his directing other arriving officers
from entering the building as well.

In a statement about the charges, FDLE Commissioner Rick Swearingen said, “The FDLE investigation shows former Deputy
Peterson did absolutely nothing to mitigate the MSD shooting that killed 17 children, teachers and staff and injured 17 others.”

“There can be no excuse for his complete inaction and no question that his inaction cost lives,” the commissioner added.

The news garnered a positive reaction from Broward County Sheriff Gregory Tony, who replaced the now-suspended former Sheriff
Scott Israel. Tony said in a statement, “I was pleased the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, in conjunction with the State
Attorney’s Office, conducted a thorough investigation that yielded the arrest of Scot Peterson.”

“All the facts related to Mr. Peterson’s failure to act during the MSD massacre clearly warranted both termination of
employment and criminal charges. It’s never too late for accountability and justice,” the new sheriff added.

The arrest also elicited a reaction from Republican Florida Sen. Rick Scott, who was governor at the time of the deadly shooting.
Scott said in a statement, “Had this individual done his job, lives would have been saved. Actions (or inaction) have
consequences.”

“We need more accountability, and that includes at the FBI, which has yet to show me a single example of how they’ve
improved their processes following the failures in the lead-up to the Parkland shooting,” Scott added.

A number of still-grieving family members who lost loved ones in the tragedy also released statements expressing their gratitude
that accountability and justice were finally being served against the man tasked with protecting school children who instead
cowered in fear while those children were slaughtered.

Aside from the lengthy investigation into the delayed and failed law enforcement response to the shooting rampage in Parkland, a
state commission was created and tasked with producing a comprehensive report detailing everything that occurred before, during
and after the shooting.

That commission’s 458-page report has led to a re-examination of policies for responding to active shooter situations and
recommended the state allow teachers to voluntarily arm themselves to defend their pupils and colleagues, a recommendation the
Florida legislature and Gov. Ron DeSantis has now codified into law.

Pinellas County Sheriff Bob Gualtieri, who chaired that commission, summed up the arrest of Peterson quite succinctly: “Scott
Peterson is a coward, a failure and a criminal,” whose arrest was “absolutely warranted.” Gualtieri added, “There is no doubt in my
mind that because he didn’t act, people were killed.”

The arrest and conviction of Peterson will not bring back the precious lives lost to a deranged gunman while the deputy hid himself
away from the action, and the modicum of cold comfort it will bring the parents of those lost children — while no doubt appreciated
— means little in the big scheme of things.

That said, it is always a good thing to see accountability and justice applied to those who deserve it. There is little denying that
Peterson’s fateful inaction that day in 2018 has earned him 17 lifetimes worth of accountability and justice that must be paid in full.

( LINK BELOW )
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Few people will ever forget how the Broward County Sheriff’s deputy assigned as a school resource officer at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, did next to nothing in response to the horrific and deadly mass shooting that occurred in
February 2018 and claimed 17 lives.

Former deputy and SRO Scot Peterson — who has since been dubbed the “Coward of Broward” — is known to have stood outside
the building sheltered in relative safety while the tragic massacre occurred inside. Peterson is now facing accountability and justice
for his inaction that fateful day that quite likely cost innocent lives.

Miami NBC affiliate WTVJ reported that 56-year-old Peterson was placed under arrest and booked into the Broward County jail on
Tuesday, where he is being held on a $102,000 bond. Peterson faces seven counts of neglect of a child, three counts of culpable
negligence, and one count of perjury, according to the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

If convicted on all charges, Peterson could face a maximum of 96 and a half years in prison. The criminal charges followed a 15-
month investigation into the response of law enforcement to the Parkland shooting incident, an investigation which revealed that
Peterson had retreated to safety rather than enter the building and engage the shooter, on top of his directing other arriving officers
from entering the building as well.

In a statement about the charges, FDLE Commissioner Rick Swearingen said, “The FDLE investigation shows former Deputy
Peterson did absolutely nothing to mitigate the MSD shooting that killed 17 children, teachers and staff and injured 17 others.”

“There can be no excuse for his complete inaction and no question that his inaction cost lives,” the commissioner added.

The news garnered a positive reaction from Broward County Sheriff Gregory Tony, who replaced the now-suspended former Sheriff
Scott Israel. Tony said in a statement, “I was pleased the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, in conjunction with the State
Attorney’s Office, conducted a thorough investigation that yielded the arrest of Scot Peterson.”

“All the facts related to Mr. Peterson’s failure to act during the MSD massacre clearly warranted both termination of
employment and criminal charges. It’s never too late for accountability and justice,” the new sheriff added.

The arrest also elicited a reaction from Republican Florida Sen. Rick Scott, who was governor at the time of the deadly shooting.
Scott said in a statement, “Had this individual done his job, lives would have been saved. Actions (or inaction) have
consequences.”

“We need more accountability, and that includes at the FBI, which has yet to show me a single example of how they’ve
improved their processes following the failures in the lead-up to the Parkland shooting,” Scott added.

A number of still-grieving family members who lost loved ones in the tragedy also released statements expressing their gratitude
that accountability and justice were finally being served against the man tasked with protecting school children who instead
cowered in fear while those children were slaughtered.

Aside from the lengthy investigation into the delayed and failed law enforcement response to the shooting rampage in Parkland, a
state commission was created and tasked with producing a comprehensive report detailing everything that occurred before, during
and after the shooting.

That commission’s 458-page report has led to a re-examination of policies for responding to active shooter situations and
recommended the state allow teachers to voluntarily arm themselves to defend their pupils and colleagues, a recommendation the
Florida legislature and Gov. Ron DeSantis has now codified into law.

Pinellas County Sheriff Bob Gualtieri, who chaired that commission, summed up the arrest of Peterson quite succinctly: “Scott
Peterson is a coward, a failure and a criminal,” whose arrest was “absolutely warranted.” Gualtieri added, “There is no doubt in my
mind that because he didn’t act, people were killed.”

The arrest and conviction of Peterson will not bring back the precious lives lost to a deranged gunman while the deputy hid himself
away from the action, and the modicum of cold comfort it will bring the parents of those lost children — while no doubt appreciated
— means little in the big scheme of things.

That said, it is always a good thing to see accountability and justice applied to those who deserve it. There is little denying that
Peterson’s fateful inaction that day in 2018 has earned him 17 lifetimes worth of accountability and justice that must be paid in full.
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Alabama Puts Pedophiles On Notice, Chemical Castration Bill Delivered To Governor’s Desk
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According to United Press International, HB 379 would make any individual over the age of 21 who is

imprisoned for molesting a child subject to chemical castration — injections that significantly reduce the

amount of testosterone the body produces — before parole.

The state would also require the sex offender to pay for the treatment. If the offender stops receiving the treatment, it would be
considered a parole violation — which means a trip straight back to prison.

According to KADN-TV, the treatments would start a month before the individual was to be released from prison. The court would
decide when and if the treatments would end.

The bill passed the state House by a vote of 72-16 and the Senate by a 27-0, according to Legiscan.

“If we do something of this nature, it would deter something like this happening again in Alabama and maybe reduce
the numbers,” GOP state Rep. Steve Hurst, the man who introduced the bill, told Birmingham’s WIAT-TV.

“They have marked this child for life and the punishment should fit the crime.”

He’s introduced the bill before but had received complaints.

“I had people call me in the past when I introduced it and said, ‘Don’t you think this is inhumane?'” Hurst said.

“I asked them what’s more inhumane than when you take a little infant child, and you sexually molest that infant
child when the child cannot defend themselves or get away, and they have to go through all the things they have to
go through. If you want to talk about inhumane — that’s inhumane.”

https://www.cbs42.com/top-stories/alabama-considers-chemical-castration/2050636492

The bill, even if signed into law by Republican Gov. Kay Ivey, would face Eighth Amendment challenges regarding cruel and
unusual punishment.

“They’re going to claim that it is cruel and unusual punishment for someone who has served their time and for the
rest of their life have to be castrated,” attorney Raymond Johnson told WIAT.

Whether it violates the Eighth Amendment has never really been settled by the Supreme Court, but it’s worth noting that a 2002
case — McKune vs. Lile — found that a rehabilitative program that forced sex offenders to admit their guilt didn’t violate the Fifth
Amendment’s protections against self-incrimination because it was a “clinical rehabilitative program” with a “legitimate penological
objective.”

Presumably, the same standard could apply in some way to the Eighth Amendment and protections against cruel and unusual
punishment.

And it’s not exactly cruel and unusual punishment when we’re talking about a deterrent.

These are dangerous criminals whose sick, predatory actions represent a legitimate danger to the community after their release
from prison.

Chemical castration is certainly one way to lessen that risk once they get back into the community.

A 2005 German study concluded that “[o]rganic treatments (surgical castration and hormonal medication) showed larger effects
than psychosocial interventions” when it came to treating sex offenders.

“Any action that we can take against a child molester that would prevent them from ever committing this type of
crime again, I support, including chemical castration,” state Rep. Allen Treadaway told KADN.

“I think this bill is one of those steps to ensure public safety.”

It’s not likely to touch off as much debate as Alabama’s abortion bill, but this is still going to cause a hue and cry from liberals.

Well, fine.

The state of Alabama has the obligation to keep its citizens — particularly its children, their most vulnerable citizens — safe.

This is just one way they’re doing it.

( LINK BELOW )
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According to United Press International, HB 379 would make any individual over the age of 21 who is

imprisoned for molesting a child subject to chemical castration — injections that significantly reduce the

amount of testosterone the body produces — before parole.

The state would also require the sex offender to pay for the treatment. If the offender stops receiving the treatment, it would be
considered a parole violation — which means a trip straight back to prison.

According to KADN-TV, the treatments would start a month before the individual was to be released from prison. The court would
decide when and if the treatments would end.

The bill passed the state House by a vote of 72-16 and the Senate by a 27-0, according to Legiscan.

“If we do something of this nature, it would deter something like this happening again in Alabama and maybe reduce
the numbers,” GOP state Rep. Steve Hurst, the man who introduced the bill, told Birmingham’s WIAT-TV.

“They have marked this child for life and the punishment should fit the crime.”

He’s introduced the bill before but had received complaints.

“I had people call me in the past when I introduced it and said, ‘Don’t you think this is inhumane?'” Hurst said.

“I asked them what’s more inhumane than when you take a little infant child, and you sexually molest that infant
child when the child cannot defend themselves or get away, and they have to go through all the things they have to
go through. If you want to talk about inhumane — that’s inhumane.”

https://www.cbs42.com/top-stories/alabama-considers-chemical-castration/2050636492

The bill, even if signed into law by Republican Gov. Kay Ivey, would face Eighth Amendment challenges regarding cruel and
unusual punishment.

“They’re going to claim that it is cruel and unusual punishment for someone who has served their time and for the
rest of their life have to be castrated,” attorney Raymond Johnson told WIAT.

Whether it violates the Eighth Amendment has never really been settled by the Supreme Court, but it’s worth noting that a 2002
case — McKune vs. Lile — found that a rehabilitative program that forced sex offenders to admit their guilt didn’t violate the Fifth
Amendment’s protections against self-incrimination because it was a “clinical rehabilitative program” with a “legitimate penological
objective.”

Presumably, the same standard could apply in some way to the Eighth Amendment and protections against cruel and unusual
punishment.

And it’s not exactly cruel and unusual punishment when we’re talking about a deterrent.

These are dangerous criminals whose sick, predatory actions represent a legitimate danger to the community after their release
from prison.

Chemical castration is certainly one way to lessen that risk once they get back into the community.

A 2005 German study concluded that “[o]rganic treatments (surgical castration and hormonal medication) showed larger effects
than psychosocial interventions” when it came to treating sex offenders.

“Any action that we can take against a child molester that would prevent them from ever committing this type of
crime again, I support, including chemical castration,” state Rep. Allen Treadaway told KADN.

“I think this bill is one of those steps to ensure public safety.”

It’s not likely to touch off as much debate as Alabama’s abortion bill, but this is still going to cause a hue and cry from liberals.

Well, fine.

The state of Alabama has the obligation to keep its citizens — particularly its children, their most vulnerable citizens — safe.

This is just one way they’re doing it.

( LINK BELOW )
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WATCH: Yet Another Trump Supporter Attacked In London — An Elderly Man Who's Shoved To The
Ground By Anti-Trump Protesters

'Donald Trump's not welcome here!'*

https://assets.rbl.ms/19578668/1200x600.jpg

On the same day an angry mob surrounded a supporter of President Donald Trump and treated him to a "milkshake" attack in
London's Trafalgar Square, another Trump supporter was attacked, Yahoo News UK reported.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19578733/980x.jpg

But this time it was an elderly man who was shoved to the ground in nearby Parliament Square by anti-Trump protesters angry
about the president's state visit.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19578724/980x.jpg

The incident was caught on video, and anti-Trump protesters were chanting "Donald Trump's not welcome here" as they wrestled
with the elderly man, who appeared to be clutching one of their protest signs.

After the man was shoved to the ground, a few people quickly helped him to his feet, and one person can be heard saying, "When
you act like that, you act like Donald Trump, so don't."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19578725/980x.jpg

Here's the clip:

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/itvnews/status/1135995565077073921

ITV News

 Verified account

@itvnews

@itvnews

'When you act like that, you act like Donald Trump'

An elderly supporter of the US president is pushed to the ground during anti-Trump protests in London

Trump arrived in England on Monday to commemorate the 75th anniversary of D-Day — and, as expected, has been greeted by
throngs of protesters.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/watch-yet-another-trump-supporter-attacked-in-london-an-elderly-man-whos-shoved-to-the-ground-
by-anti-trump-protesters
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WATCH: Yet Another Trump Supporter Attacked In London — An Elderly Man Who's Shoved To The
Ground By Anti-Trump Protesters

'Donald Trump's not welcome here!'*
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On the same day an angry mob surrounded a supporter of President Donald Trump and treated him to a "milkshake" attack in
London's Trafalgar Square, another Trump supporter was attacked, Yahoo News UK reported.
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But this time it was an elderly man who was shoved to the ground in nearby Parliament Square by anti-Trump protesters angry
about the president's state visit.
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The incident was caught on video, and anti-Trump protesters were chanting "Donald Trump's not welcome here" as they wrestled
with the elderly man, who appeared to be clutching one of their protest signs.

After the man was shoved to the ground, a few people quickly helped him to his feet, and one person can be heard saying, "When
you act like that, you act like Donald Trump, so don't."
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Here's the clip:

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/itvnews/status/1135995565077073921
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'When you act like that, you act like Donald Trump'

An elderly supporter of the US president is pushed to the ground during anti-Trump protests in London

Trump arrived in England on Monday to commemorate the 75th anniversary of D-Day — and, as expected, has been greeted by
throngs of protesters.
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Trump, World Leaders Commemorate 75th Anniversary Of D-Day

LET US NEVER FORGET WHAT THESE PATRIOTS DID FOR THE AMERICA AND THE WORLD

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv060519dAPR20190604024512.jpg

BELOW PRESIDENT TRUMP ALONG WITH WORLD LEADERS COMMEMORATE THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF D-DAY

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/156/924a3475-b87d-4c0c-9586-a6714bd65ea3.png

President Trump commemorated the 75th anniversary of D-Day with world leaders in England on

Wednesday, reading a prayer President Franklin Roosevelt delivered on June 6, 1944.

“Almighty God, our sons, pride of our nation, this day, have set upon a mighty endeavor, a struggle

to preserve our republic, our religion and our civilization and to set free a suffering humanity,” he

read, marking the moment U.S. and allied forces crossed the English Channel to storm the beaches

of Normandy, France.

Roughly 300 World War II veterans were in attendance for the commemoration.

Queen Elizabeth II, a World War II veteran, also delivered remarks.

“When I attended the commemoration of the 60th anniversary of the D-Day Landings, some thought it might be the
last such event. But the wartime generation —my generation— is resilient, and I am delighted to be with you in
Portsmouth today,” she said, praising the “hundreds of thousands of young soldiers, sailors and airmen (who) left
these shores in the cause of freedom.”

“Many of them would never return, and the heroism, courage and sacrifice of those who lost their lives will never be
forgotten,” she said in closing. “It is with humility and pleasure, on behalf of the entire country —indeed the whole
free world— that I say to you all, thank you.”

Other world leaders read first-hand testimonies from those who fought in World War II.

British Prime Minister Theresa May read from a letter written by Capt. Norman Skinner of the Royal Army Service Corps to
his wife, Gladys, on June 3, 1944, a few days before the invasion. He was killed the day after D-Day.

He wrote: “Although I would give anything to be back with you, I have not yet had any wish at all to back down from the
job we have to do.”

French president Emmanuel Macron read from a letter sent by a young resistance fighter, Henri Fertet, before he was
executed at the age of 16. The letter said: “I am going to die for my country. I want France to be free and the French to be
happy.”

Before he began Macron said: “First, let me thank you sincerely, on behalf of my nation” — drawing cheers from
spectators gathered in Portsmouth.

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau read from the Victoria Cross citation of Lt. Col. Cecil Merritt, the first Canadian to
be awarded the medal for gallantry for his leadership during the raid on Dieppe in 1942. (AP)

You can watch the entire ceremony below:

VIDEO BELOW

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1136245995401072640

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

As we approach the 75th Anniversary of D-Day, we proudly commemorate those heroic and honorable

patriots who gave their all for the cause of freedom during some of history’s darkest hours. #DDay75

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1136308963480363008/crq5FrM_?format=jpg
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https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/06/05/trump-commemorates-dday-with-world-leaders-n2547480
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“When I attended the commemoration of the 60th anniversary of the D-Day Landings, some thought it might be the
last such event. But the wartime generation —my generation— is resilient, and I am delighted to be with you in
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THE DEMOCRAT PARTY HAS IMPEACHMENT ON THEIR TONGUES BUT

THEY KNOW IMPEACHMENT WILL NEVER PASS IN THE SENATE, SO THEY

ARE JUST TRYING TO CHANGE THE NARRATIVE THAT THE FAKE RUSSIAN

COLLUSION STORY WAS REALLY A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

NOW THAT ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR IS INVESTIGATING THE INVESTIGATOR'S,

THE LIBERAL'S WILL TRY ANYTHING TO CHANGE THE NARRATIVE OF THE TRUTH OF WHAT HAPPENED

KEEP PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IN YOUR DAILY PRAYERS
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Old Aging Hollywood Hack Bette Midler: Apologizes For Her Latest Trump Tweet , Then Show's Her

True Nature

http://dcjournalist.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/bettemidler-1280x640.jpg

Singer and actress Bette Midler is one of the many celebrities to share her hate for Trump on Twitter. Her insults have certainly
given Cher, Trump's original tweeting nemesis, a run for her money. Midler has felt no need to apologize, until she attributed a
quote to the president that didn't exist.

Rumor had it that in a 1998 People Magazine interview, Trump said that Republicans were "the dumbest group of voters in the
country.” The quote proved that he "knew his audience," Midler tweeted this week.

Yet, after reading a fact check that debunked the statement, the actress offered the following regrets.

Bette Midler

✔ @BetteMidler

I apologize; this quote turns out to be a fake from way back in ‘15-16. Don’t know how I missed it, but it

sounds SO much like him that I believed it was true! Fact Check: Did Trump say in '98 Republicans are

dumb?

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1134856800207904768/rmVl4y6G?format=jpg

She was soon back to her old ways, tweeting out several messages mocking Trump's appearance and intellect.

https://twitter.com/BetteMidler/status/1135701332797661184

Bette Midler

✔ @BetteMidler

Queen Elizabeth gave Trump #WinstonChurchill’s copy of a rare book. Even more rare? The chance that

Trump would actually read it, or ANY book.

https://twitter.com/BetteMidler/status/1135704937063751683

Bette Midler

✔ @BetteMidler

PROPORTION FAIL!! His white waistcoat is at least two inches too long; tailcoat is supposed to be almost

the same length as the waistcoat beneath, sleeves should be shorter and show a bit of the cuff below, waist

itself is nipped in...what a figure he cuts! Fire the tailor!!

https://twitter.com/funder/status/1135695705392209925

Scott Dworkin

✔ @funder

Creepiest thing about Trump’s UK trip?

Eric Trump.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8LNOUcWsAAxE1H?format=jpg

Midler has often defined Trump as an ogre, even when he's reached out to different communities. When he tweeted his
support for Pride month the other day, Midler responded with a note he has done nothing for gay rights. Actually, the
actress said, he "has harassed LGBTQ Americans since he took office." She added that he was "mental."

( LINK BELOW )
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http://dcjournalist.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/bettemidler-1280x640.jpg

Singer and actress Bette Midler is one of the many celebrities to share her hate for Trump on Twitter. Her insults have certainly
given Cher, Trump's original tweeting nemesis, a run for her money. Midler has felt no need to apologize, until she attributed a
quote to the president that didn't exist.

Rumor had it that in a 1998 People Magazine interview, Trump said that Republicans were "the dumbest group of voters in the
country.” The quote proved that he "knew his audience," Midler tweeted this week.

Yet, after reading a fact check that debunked the statement, the actress offered the following regrets.

Bette Midler

✔ @BetteMidler

I apologize; this quote turns out to be a fake from way back in ‘15-16. Don’t know how I missed it, but it

sounds SO much like him that I believed it was true! Fact Check: Did Trump say in '98 Republicans are

dumb?

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1134856800207904768/rmVl4y6G?format=jpg

She was soon back to her old ways, tweeting out several messages mocking Trump's appearance and intellect.

https://twitter.com/BetteMidler/status/1135701332797661184

Bette Midler

✔ @BetteMidler

Queen Elizabeth gave Trump #WinstonChurchill’s copy of a rare book. Even more rare? The chance that

Trump would actually read it, or ANY book.

https://twitter.com/BetteMidler/status/1135704937063751683

Bette Midler

✔ @BetteMidler

PROPORTION FAIL!! His white waistcoat is at least two inches too long; tailcoat is supposed to be almost

the same length as the waistcoat beneath, sleeves should be shorter and show a bit of the cuff below, waist

itself is nipped in...what a figure he cuts! Fire the tailor!!

https://twitter.com/funder/status/1135695705392209925

Scott Dworkin

✔ @funder

Creepiest thing about Trump’s UK trip?

Eric Trump.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D8LNOUcWsAAxE1H?format=jpg

Midler has often defined Trump as an ogre, even when he's reached out to different communities. When he tweeted his
support for Pride month the other day, Midler responded with a note he has done nothing for gay rights. Actually, the
actress said, he "has harassed LGBTQ Americans since he took office." She added that he was "mental."

( LINK BELOW )
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/133/d63885bf-3c7a-4a9a-bcbd-ac2735c54d62.png

Border Patrol agents detained more than 100 illegal aliens from Africa late last week after they unlawfully

crossed into the United States through the Rio Grande in Texas. The apprehended individuals were from

Angola, Cameroon and Congo.

“Large groups present a unique challenge for the men and women of the Del Rio Sector,” Chief Border Patrol Agent of
the Del Rio Sector Raul Ortiz said in a statement. “This large group from Africa further demonstrates the complexity
and severity of the border security and humanitarian crisis at our Southwest border.”

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1134582068934008837

CBP

 Verified account

@CBP

@CBP

U.S. Border Patrol agents assigned to Del Rio Sector apprehended a large group of 116 individuals—from

Angola, Cameroon and Congo—after they illegally crossed the Rio Grande River into the U.S.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cbpphotos/47973770248

Since the beginning of the year, Border Patrol agents have apprehended more than 500,000 people illegally crossing into the
U.S., putting the country on track for one million detentions by the end of 2019.

Large groups are increasingly becoming a problem for Border Patrol to control. Last week a group of 1000 people illegally
crossed into the U.S. in the El Paso Sector. This was the largest group on record.

Embedded video

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1134237789900410882

CBP

✔ @CBP

#1,036 individuals were apprehended by El Paso Sector Border Patrol as part of a large group yesterday morning. This is the
largest group ever encountered illegally crossing the border. All the individuals were from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.

Meanwhile, the Trump administration continues to call on Congress to reform immigration laws that enable fraud and abuse
of the system. Senator Lindsey Graham has introduced legislation that does exactly that.

( LINK BELOW )
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Border Patrol Just Detained More Than 100 Illegal Aliens From Africa
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Border Patrol agents detained more than 100 illegal aliens from Africa late last week after they unlawfully

crossed into the United States through the Rio Grande in Texas. The apprehended individuals were from

Angola, Cameroon and Congo.

“Large groups present a unique challenge for the men and women of the Del Rio Sector,” Chief Border Patrol Agent of
the Del Rio Sector Raul Ortiz said in a statement. “This large group from Africa further demonstrates the complexity
and severity of the border security and humanitarian crisis at our Southwest border.”

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1134582068934008837

CBP

 Verified account

@CBP

@CBP

U.S. Border Patrol agents assigned to Del Rio Sector apprehended a large group of 116 individuals—from

Angola, Cameroon and Congo—after they illegally crossed the Rio Grande River into the U.S.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cbpphotos/47973770248

Since the beginning of the year, Border Patrol agents have apprehended more than 500,000 people illegally crossing into the
U.S., putting the country on track for one million detentions by the end of 2019.

Large groups are increasingly becoming a problem for Border Patrol to control. Last week a group of 1000 people illegally
crossed into the U.S. in the El Paso Sector. This was the largest group on record.

Embedded video

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1134237789900410882

CBP

✔ @CBP

#1,036 individuals were apprehended by El Paso Sector Border Patrol as part of a large group yesterday morning. This is the
largest group ever encountered illegally crossing the border. All the individuals were from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.

Meanwhile, the Trump administration continues to call on Congress to reform immigration laws that enable fraud and abuse
of the system. Senator Lindsey Graham has introduced legislation that does exactly that.
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Give This Woman A Medal: Pro-Trump Supporter Bursts 'Baby Trump' Protest Balloon

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/155/b52cc8fa-9366-4b51-8b50-13e641cd05d4.png

Okay, okay, maybe I was a bit too harsh by calling the anti-Trump British protestors eurotrash because we have one woman who
deserves a medal for what she did—and she captured it all. We all know the UK isn’t happy that President Trump is in Britain.
London Mayor Sadiq Khan didn’t want the “red carpet” to be rolled out, despite state visits being offered to leaders who were
actually dictators in times past. Nevertheless, the protests have marked the president’s visit, which was expected (via AP):

Thousands of protesters greeted President Donald Trump’s U.K. visit with anger and British irony Tuesday, crowding London’s
government district while the U.S. leader met Prime Minister Theresa May nearby.

Feminists, environmentalists, peace activists, trade unionists and others demonstrated against the lavish royal welcome being
given to a president they see as a danger to the world, chanting “Say it loud, say it clear, Donald Trump’s not welcome here.”

“I’m very cross he’s here,” said guitar teacher Katie Greene, carrying a home-made sign reading “keep your grabby
hands off our national treasures” under a picture of one of Queen Elizabeth II’s corgis.

[…]

“It’s 16 feet high, so it’s as large as his ego,” said Don Lessem from Philadelphia, who built the statue from foam
over an iron frame and had it shipped by boat across the Atlantic.

Lessem, a dinosaur expert who makes models of prehistoric creatures, said “I’m interested in things that are big, not very
intelligent and have lost their place in history.”

“I wanted people here to know that people in America do not support Trump in the majority . and [sic] humor is my
weapon,” he said.

Well, that’s funny because Hillary Clinton didn’t win the popular vote either, clinching 48 percent. That’s not 50+1 is it? And that
part about some Philly liberal yucking it up with anti-Trumpers overseas appears to be indicative of the protests. Most of the
participants outside Buckingham Palace are tourists, according to BBC1:

The number of protesters and supporters of President Trump haven’t been enormous outside Buckingham Palace. It has been
mainly tourists standing about one deep. A few boos a few claps to welcome him,” BBC 1 special correspondent Lucy Manning
reported on Monday.

Granted, its one location, but who cares—we’ve known for years that liberals hate Trump. In Europe, a socialist cesspool, it’s
probably magnified twenty-fold. Still, there are some heroes out there. One woman popped the ‘baby Trump’ protest balloon. She
recorded it, puncturing the balloon as lefties cried out.

https://youtu.be/K_HJkyLCJrQ via @YouTube

“That’s a disgrace. It’s a national disgrace. The president of the United States is the best president ever,” she
shouted. She injured herself in the process and was apprehended by police shortly after deflating the obnoxious
balloon. This woman is today’s hero.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/06/04/give-this-woman-a-medal-pro-trump-supporter-bursts-baby-trump-protest-
balloon-n2547417
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Okay, okay, maybe I was a bit too harsh by calling the anti-Trump British protestors eurotrash because we have one woman who
deserves a medal for what she did—and she captured it all. We all know the UK isn’t happy that President Trump is in Britain.
London Mayor Sadiq Khan didn’t want the “red carpet” to be rolled out, despite state visits being offered to leaders who were
actually dictators in times past. Nevertheless, the protests have marked the president’s visit, which was expected (via AP):

Thousands of protesters greeted President Donald Trump’s U.K. visit with anger and British irony Tuesday, crowding London’s
government district while the U.S. leader met Prime Minister Theresa May nearby.

Feminists, environmentalists, peace activists, trade unionists and others demonstrated against the lavish royal welcome being
given to a president they see as a danger to the world, chanting “Say it loud, say it clear, Donald Trump’s not welcome here.”

“I’m very cross he’s here,” said guitar teacher Katie Greene, carrying a home-made sign reading “keep your grabby
hands off our national treasures” under a picture of one of Queen Elizabeth II’s corgis.

[…]

“It’s 16 feet high, so it’s as large as his ego,” said Don Lessem from Philadelphia, who built the statue from foam
over an iron frame and had it shipped by boat across the Atlantic.

Lessem, a dinosaur expert who makes models of prehistoric creatures, said “I’m interested in things that are big, not very
intelligent and have lost their place in history.”

“I wanted people here to know that people in America do not support Trump in the majority . and [sic] humor is my
weapon,” he said.

Well, that’s funny because Hillary Clinton didn’t win the popular vote either, clinching 48 percent. That’s not 50+1 is it? And that
part about some Philly liberal yucking it up with anti-Trumpers overseas appears to be indicative of the protests. Most of the
participants outside Buckingham Palace are tourists, according to BBC1:

The number of protesters and supporters of President Trump haven’t been enormous outside Buckingham Palace. It has been
mainly tourists standing about one deep. A few boos a few claps to welcome him,” BBC 1 special correspondent Lucy Manning
reported on Monday.

Granted, its one location, but who cares—we’ve known for years that liberals hate Trump. In Europe, a socialist cesspool, it’s
probably magnified twenty-fold. Still, there are some heroes out there. One woman popped the ‘baby Trump’ protest balloon. She
recorded it, puncturing the balloon as lefties cried out.

https://youtu.be/K_HJkyLCJrQ via @YouTube

“That’s a disgrace. It’s a national disgrace. The president of the United States is the best president ever,” she
shouted. She injured herself in the process and was apprehended by police shortly after deflating the obnoxious
balloon. This woman is today’s hero.
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Wisconsin Parents Outraged After Teacher Gives Transgender Lesson To K-5th Grade Without

Permission

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/06/1862/1048/Frank-Allis-Elementary-School-
Google.jpg

Parents at an elementary school in Madison, Wis. are upset officials allowed a science teacher to give a presentation on
transgenderism without parents' permission.

A religious liberty group claims the teacher violated district policy and the constitutional prohibition against schools enforcing any
kind of "orthodoxy."

Liberty Counsel, a religious liberty law firm, sent a records request to the school alleging a teacher, who goes by "Vica Steel,"
formerly Mark "Vince" Busenbark, showed a "transgender coming out" video to Frank Allis Elementary School students in K-5th
grade on May 16.

Steel said the purpose of the video was "so [students] can know who I am and who I am becoming," and the people who disagree
are motivated by "fear" and "hate." The teacher read a book to the children titled, “They Call Me Mix.” The book includes the
statements, “‘BOY or GIRL?’ Are you a boy or a girl? How can you be both? Some days I am both. Some days I am neither. Most
days I am everything in between.”

The book also states, “As a kid, I never felt like just a girl. I never felt right knowing everyone was deciding and agreeing that I was
a girl.”

Instead, of Mr. or Mrs., Steel asks students to use "Mx."

“And now, let me introduce myself, anew…. I am going to take my wife, Stella Steel’s last name, and I am going to
use, not mister, not miss, but ‘mix.’ So you can call me, ‘Mix Steel.’.. And for my pronouns, you can call me ‘they,’
‘them,’ and ‘their.’”

One parent of a first grader in Steel's class wrote online they were "pissed off" because there was "no warning, no heads up" given
beforehand.

"I’ve had to sit down with my kids and explain that what they heard is flat-out wrong and incorrect," the parent wrote.
"We will be kind to others, but we WILL NOT be involved in adult games of make-believe. Shame on those that
support this!"

Another parent reportedly confronted the school about the issue but said school officials brushed it off.

“It is outrageous that school administrators would allow a male science teacher to expose children to propaganda
that promotes confusion about basic biology, and to instruct students to address him by a false name, title and
pronouns,” Mat Staver, founder and chairman of Liberty Counsel, said in a statement. “These impressionable
students do not exist to validate Busenbark’s sexual identity. Parents send their children to school trusting that they
will be taught academic curriculum, not become participants in a teacher’s play acting,” said Staver.

Liberty Counsel alleges the video could violate the district's policies on wellness, "all instruction should be 'age-appropriate,
medically accurate, non-stigmatizing, and inclusive for all students,'" and controversial issues.

Neither the school or the teacher responded to requests by Fox News seeking comment.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/wisconsin-teacher-transgender-parents-lesson
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Wisconsin Parents Outraged After Teacher Gives Transgender Lesson To K-5th Grade Without

Permission
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Google.jpg

Parents at an elementary school in Madison, Wis. are upset officials allowed a science teacher to give a presentation on
transgenderism without parents' permission.

A religious liberty group claims the teacher violated district policy and the constitutional prohibition against schools enforcing any
kind of "orthodoxy."

Liberty Counsel, a religious liberty law firm, sent a records request to the school alleging a teacher, who goes by "Vica Steel,"
formerly Mark "Vince" Busenbark, showed a "transgender coming out" video to Frank Allis Elementary School students in K-5th
grade on May 16.

Steel said the purpose of the video was "so [students] can know who I am and who I am becoming," and the people who disagree
are motivated by "fear" and "hate." The teacher read a book to the children titled, “They Call Me Mix.” The book includes the
statements, “‘BOY or GIRL?’ Are you a boy or a girl? How can you be both? Some days I am both. Some days I am neither. Most
days I am everything in between.”

The book also states, “As a kid, I never felt like just a girl. I never felt right knowing everyone was deciding and agreeing that I was
a girl.”

Instead, of Mr. or Mrs., Steel asks students to use "Mx."

“And now, let me introduce myself, anew…. I am going to take my wife, Stella Steel’s last name, and I am going to
use, not mister, not miss, but ‘mix.’ So you can call me, ‘Mix Steel.’.. And for my pronouns, you can call me ‘they,’
‘them,’ and ‘their.’”

One parent of a first grader in Steel's class wrote online they were "pissed off" because there was "no warning, no heads up" given
beforehand.

"I’ve had to sit down with my kids and explain that what they heard is flat-out wrong and incorrect," the parent wrote.
"We will be kind to others, but we WILL NOT be involved in adult games of make-believe. Shame on those that
support this!"

Another parent reportedly confronted the school about the issue but said school officials brushed it off.

“It is outrageous that school administrators would allow a male science teacher to expose children to propaganda
that promotes confusion about basic biology, and to instruct students to address him by a false name, title and
pronouns,” Mat Staver, founder and chairman of Liberty Counsel, said in a statement. “These impressionable
students do not exist to validate Busenbark’s sexual identity. Parents send their children to school trusting that they
will be taught academic curriculum, not become participants in a teacher’s play acting,” said Staver.

Liberty Counsel alleges the video could violate the district's policies on wellness, "all instruction should be 'age-appropriate,
medically accurate, non-stigmatizing, and inclusive for all students,'" and controversial issues.

Neither the school or the teacher responded to requests by Fox News seeking comment.
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Newt: Trump Proving Self As 'Genuine World Leader'

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=a4603e64-28c1-4a97-a234-
4e51cced1f86&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

President Donald Trump is proving himself as a "genuine world leader" with his reception in England and

during other recent trips, former House Speaker Newt Gingrich said Tuesday.

"There is something pathetic about the American news media who end up in Japan or end up in Great Britain, end up
in France," Gingrich told Fox News' "Fox and Friends." "Half of them revert to asking questions though they're in
Washington, D.C. The questions are trivial. Usually hostile to America. They undermine the president who luckily for
the country is bigger than that."

And if one watches Trump in England, or in his recent trip to Japan, where he was the first foreign head of state to meet new
Emperor Naruhito, he "emerges as a genuine world leader, despite every effort of the American news media to keep him small,"
said Gingrich.

Gingrich also said he thinks Trump was right when it comes to his comments about the Brexit agreement.

"They would have been much better off saying to the Europeans, you have 60 days to figure this out," said Gingrich.
"The Europeans are deliberately making it as painful as possible, to send a signal to Italy, Greece, Hungary, Poland,
this is what it is like to try to leave. They're terrified if the British have a successful departure, there will be four or
five more countries waving goodbye in the near future."

Meanwhile, there have been protests in London against Trump, but Gingrich told the program that late President Ronald Reagan
had "much greater" resistance in Europe than there has been to Trump.

"Reagan was very anti-communist, wanted to strengthen the western defenses," said Gingrich. "The Soviet Union
financed the peace movement. This is one of those little secrets the left doesn't want to talk about."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/london-brexit/2019/06/04/id/918846/
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President Donald Trump is proving himself as a "genuine world leader" with his reception in England and

during other recent trips, former House Speaker Newt Gingrich said Tuesday.

"There is something pathetic about the American news media who end up in Japan or end up in Great Britain, end up
in France," Gingrich told Fox News' "Fox and Friends." "Half of them revert to asking questions though they're in
Washington, D.C. The questions are trivial. Usually hostile to America. They undermine the president who luckily for
the country is bigger than that."

And if one watches Trump in England, or in his recent trip to Japan, where he was the first foreign head of state to meet new
Emperor Naruhito, he "emerges as a genuine world leader, despite every effort of the American news media to keep him small,"
said Gingrich.

Gingrich also said he thinks Trump was right when it comes to his comments about the Brexit agreement.

"They would have been much better off saying to the Europeans, you have 60 days to figure this out," said Gingrich.
"The Europeans are deliberately making it as painful as possible, to send a signal to Italy, Greece, Hungary, Poland,
this is what it is like to try to leave. They're terrified if the British have a successful departure, there will be four or
five more countries waving goodbye in the near future."

Meanwhile, there have been protests in London against Trump, but Gingrich told the program that late President Ronald Reagan
had "much greater" resistance in Europe than there has been to Trump.

"Reagan was very anti-communist, wanted to strengthen the western defenses," said Gingrich. "The Soviet Union
financed the peace movement. This is one of those little secrets the left doesn't want to talk about."
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Parkland Deputy Arrested, Charged For Failing To Act During Shooting

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/parklandschoolfirstday_081518getty.jpg

The former school resource officer who stayed outside during the high school shooting in Parkland, Fla., last year has been
arrested and charged for failing to act during the incident at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School.

Former Broward Sheriff's Office deputy Scot Peterson, 56, is facing seven counts of neglect of a child, three counts of culpable
negligence and one count of perjury, according to a statement released Tuesday by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

The charges come about 15 months after a gunman opened fire at the high school, killing 17 and wounding several others.

“The FDLE investigation shows former Deputy Peterson did absolutely nothing to mitigate the MSD shooting that killed 17 children,
teachers and staff and injured 17 others,” FDLE Commissioner Rick Swearingen said in a statment. “There can be no excuse for
his complete inaction and no question that his inaction cost lives.”

Broward County Sheriff Gregory Tony added that Peterson’s actions warranted “termination of employment and criminal charges.”

Broward County Sgt. Brian Miller was also fired following the investigation, according to The South Florida Sun-Sentinel.

FDLE said that an investigation found that Peterson refused to investigate the sources of gunshots during the shooting and that he
retreated while victims were being shot. The probe also discovered that he directed law enforcement who arrived on the scene to
remain 500 feet away from the building.

Peterson was booked into the Broward County Main Jail following his arrest. He could face up to 97 years in state prison if
convicted of the charges, The Sun-Sentinel noted. His bond was reportedly set at $102,000.

Peterson, who resigned following the shooting, became the subject of outrage after surveillance video showed that he did not enter
the school building during the shooting.

“It’s never too late for accountability and justice,” Tony said, The Sun-Sentinel reported.

( LINK BELOW )
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Parkland Deputy Arrested, Charged For Failing To Act During Shooting
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The former school resource officer who stayed outside during the high school shooting in Parkland, Fla., last year has been
arrested and charged for failing to act during the incident at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School.

Former Broward Sheriff's Office deputy Scot Peterson, 56, is facing seven counts of neglect of a child, three counts of culpable
negligence and one count of perjury, according to a statement released Tuesday by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

The charges come about 15 months after a gunman opened fire at the high school, killing 17 and wounding several others.

“The FDLE investigation shows former Deputy Peterson did absolutely nothing to mitigate the MSD shooting that killed 17 children,
teachers and staff and injured 17 others,” FDLE Commissioner Rick Swearingen said in a statment. “There can be no excuse for
his complete inaction and no question that his inaction cost lives.”

Broward County Sheriff Gregory Tony added that Peterson’s actions warranted “termination of employment and criminal charges.”

Broward County Sgt. Brian Miller was also fired following the investigation, according to The South Florida Sun-Sentinel.

FDLE said that an investigation found that Peterson refused to investigate the sources of gunshots during the shooting and that he
retreated while victims were being shot. The probe also discovered that he directed law enforcement who arrived on the scene to
remain 500 feet away from the building.

Peterson was booked into the Broward County Main Jail following his arrest. He could face up to 97 years in state prison if
convicted of the charges, The Sun-Sentinel noted. His bond was reportedly set at $102,000.

Peterson, who resigned following the shooting, became the subject of outrage after surveillance video showed that he did not enter
the school building during the shooting.

“It’s never too late for accountability and justice,” Tony said, The Sun-Sentinel reported.
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SCOTUS Crushes Another Obama-Era Health Reg, Openly Hits Obama Admin’s Lawlessness

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Obama-Thomas.jpg

Barack Obama’s pen and phone have been retired — and many of the regulations they ushered in have either been swept
away or are being undone by the courts.

In a 7-1 ruling on Monday, the Supreme Court struck down an Obama Medicare reimbursement regulation because,
according to The Hill, officials did not follow the proper notice and comment regulations in implementing the formula.

Stephen Breyer was the only dissenting vote; Brett Kavanaugh had originally heard the case when he was on the D.C.
Circuit and wasn’t part of the proceedings.

The policy, which was implemented in 2014, had reduced payments to hospitals for treating low-income patients.

“In 2014, the government revealed a new policy on its website that dramatically — and retroactively — reduced
payments to hospitals serving low-income patients,” Justice Neil Gorsuch wrote in his decision.

“Because affected members of the public received no advance warning and no chance to comment first, and
because the government has not identified a lawful excuse for neglecting its statutory notice-and-comment
obligations, we agree with the court of appeals that the new policy cannot stand.”

According to The Epoch Times, Allina Health Services — a Midwestern-based operator of non-profit hospitals — brought
the suit.

“The company claimed it had been shortchanged by as much as $4 billion as a result of the improperly executed
policy change,” The Times reported.

“Allina had asked the Provider Reimbursement Review Board for relief, but the entity said it lacked jurisdiction to
hear the case. Allina took the matter to a U.S. district court, eventually losing at the appellate level.”

Given that Medicare is the second-biggest federal program right after Social Security, Gorsuch wrote in his decision, it
“touches the lives of nearly all Americans.”

Thus, if the government wants “to establish or change a ‘substantive legal standard’ affecting Medicare benefits, it must
first afford the public notice and a chance to comment.”

The policy was defended by the Trump administration, which argued, according to The Epoch Times, “that the formal
rulemaking process wasn’t required by the statute.”

According to Courthouse News Service, “substantive rules require notice and comment, while interpretive rules do not.” The
Department of Health and Human Services seemed to argue that it was in the latter category.

Only Breyer seemed to agree with HHS.

While the Trump administration may have been for it, the court ruled correctly: The new calculation of reimbursement
metrics was a substantive rules change that should have been open to comment. Instead, the Obama administration — that
paragon of openness and transparency — decided to treat it as interpretive.

Furthermore, what would have happened to these hospitals had the rule remained in place?

Some would likely close. Others would pass on the money to other patients. Either way, it would have put an onus on
Americans.

As Justice Gorsuch pointed out in his decision, “as the government knows well, courts aren’t free to rewrite clear statutes
under the banner of our own policy concerns.

“If the government doesn’t like Congress’ notice-and-comment policy choices, it must take its complaints there.”

Is this the most egregious example of what we’ve seen from Obama and his administration? No. But it was indicative of a
mindset — a mindset which is now being undone, whether by the courts or by the Trump administration.

( LINK BELOW )
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Barack Obama’s pen and phone have been retired — and many of the regulations they ushered in have either been swept
away or are being undone by the courts.

In a 7-1 ruling on Monday, the Supreme Court struck down an Obama Medicare reimbursement regulation because,
according to The Hill, officials did not follow the proper notice and comment regulations in implementing the formula.

Stephen Breyer was the only dissenting vote; Brett Kavanaugh had originally heard the case when he was on the D.C.
Circuit and wasn’t part of the proceedings.

The policy, which was implemented in 2014, had reduced payments to hospitals for treating low-income patients.

“In 2014, the government revealed a new policy on its website that dramatically — and retroactively — reduced
payments to hospitals serving low-income patients,” Justice Neil Gorsuch wrote in his decision.

“Because affected members of the public received no advance warning and no chance to comment first, and
because the government has not identified a lawful excuse for neglecting its statutory notice-and-comment
obligations, we agree with the court of appeals that the new policy cannot stand.”

According to The Epoch Times, Allina Health Services — a Midwestern-based operator of non-profit hospitals — brought
the suit.

“The company claimed it had been shortchanged by as much as $4 billion as a result of the improperly executed
policy change,” The Times reported.

“Allina had asked the Provider Reimbursement Review Board for relief, but the entity said it lacked jurisdiction to
hear the case. Allina took the matter to a U.S. district court, eventually losing at the appellate level.”

Given that Medicare is the second-biggest federal program right after Social Security, Gorsuch wrote in his decision, it
“touches the lives of nearly all Americans.”

Thus, if the government wants “to establish or change a ‘substantive legal standard’ affecting Medicare benefits, it must
first afford the public notice and a chance to comment.”

The policy was defended by the Trump administration, which argued, according to The Epoch Times, “that the formal
rulemaking process wasn’t required by the statute.”

According to Courthouse News Service, “substantive rules require notice and comment, while interpretive rules do not.” The
Department of Health and Human Services seemed to argue that it was in the latter category.

Only Breyer seemed to agree with HHS.

While the Trump administration may have been for it, the court ruled correctly: The new calculation of reimbursement
metrics was a substantive rules change that should have been open to comment. Instead, the Obama administration — that
paragon of openness and transparency — decided to treat it as interpretive.

Furthermore, what would have happened to these hospitals had the rule remained in place?

Some would likely close. Others would pass on the money to other patients. Either way, it would have put an onus on
Americans.

As Justice Gorsuch pointed out in his decision, “as the government knows well, courts aren’t free to rewrite clear statutes
under the banner of our own policy concerns.

“If the government doesn’t like Congress’ notice-and-comment policy choices, it must take its complaints there.”

Is this the most egregious example of what we’ve seen from Obama and his administration? No. But it was indicative of a
mindset — a mindset which is now being undone, whether by the courts or by the Trump administration.
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Rasmussen Just Blasted CNN’s Chris Cuomo With Brutal Tweet: ‘#TVClown’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/06/Untitled-design-2019-06-04T140837.088-345x181.jpg

Chris Cuomo is a complete doofus. For what it’s worth, that’s my official position on the matter.

On Monday, Coumo, host of “Cuomo Prime Time,” had Christopher Ruddy, the CEO of Newsmax Media, on his show to discuss
President Donald Trump and his visit to England.

Mid-interview, Ruddy referred to poll numbers as proof that the American people like the manner in which Trump speaks.

“The American people knew going into this that he likes to just speak his mind,” Ruddy said. “I think they
accept that. I think the polling data shows they accept it.”

Cuomo didn’t like that one bit. He questioned Ruddy’s use of polls and claimed falsely that Trump has never had an approval rating
over 50 percent.

TRENDING: Huck Says He Has Photo of Biden Skipping Meeting, Posts Historic Pic With Small, Hilarious Change

“What poll have you seen that makes you believe that this president is somewhere beyond where he’s always
been, low-40s, sometimes mid-40s, never a spike above 50 percent in any respected polls since he’s been
president?” asked Cuomo.

Cuomo probably thought he had won the moment, but Ruddy was ready.

The Newsmax head immediately shot off not one not two, but three polls that have had Trump at or above a 50 percent approval
rating.

“I can cite you, just go to RealClearPolitics, you go to Newsmax.com, you will find three or four polls that
have him at 45 to over 50, the Rasmussen is typically a 50,” Ruddy said.

Then Cuomo did what all liberals do when they lose. He blamed the bias of the messenger.

“Those are Republican-leaning polls though,” whined the whining Cuomo. “You know no respectable
organization looks at those.”

I’m not sure how Cuomo measures “respectable” unless he means losing to Fox News every night — night after night after night.

Rasmussen’s Twitter account didn’t let the moment pass. It snapped back with two good points.

First, like any respectable organization, they called Cuomo a “#TVClown.” That seems quite respectable to me. Fact check: true.

So, @ChrisCuomo tells @ChrisRuddyNMX no poll has shown @realDonaldTrump at over 50% approval.

Mr. Ruddy cites 3 polls incl @Rasmussen_Poll on @newsmax showing Trump over 50%.

Mr. Cuomo then says "no respectable organization uses those polls."#TVClownhttps

— Rasmussen Reports (@Rasmussen_Poll) June 4, 2019

Second, Rasmussen linked to a study by the American Research Group that shows Rasmussen to be most accurate
pollster in the 2016 election.

And lastly, just for good measure and even better laughs, Rasmussen tossed in a graphic showing Cuomo’s TV terrible
ratings.

Rasmussen Tweet

I’m sure that third-place organizations might struggle to find accurate information, but I would recommend

starting with a source that has a track record of accuracy rather than a track record of losing.

( LINK BELOW )
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Chris Cuomo is a complete doofus. For what it’s worth, that’s my official position on the matter.

On Monday, Coumo, host of “Cuomo Prime Time,” had Christopher Ruddy, the CEO of Newsmax Media, on his show to discuss
President Donald Trump and his visit to England.

Mid-interview, Ruddy referred to poll numbers as proof that the American people like the manner in which Trump speaks.

“The American people knew going into this that he likes to just speak his mind,” Ruddy said. “I think they
accept that. I think the polling data shows they accept it.”

Cuomo didn’t like that one bit. He questioned Ruddy’s use of polls and claimed falsely that Trump has never had an approval rating
over 50 percent.

TRENDING: Huck Says He Has Photo of Biden Skipping Meeting, Posts Historic Pic With Small, Hilarious Change

“What poll have you seen that makes you believe that this president is somewhere beyond where he’s always
been, low-40s, sometimes mid-40s, never a spike above 50 percent in any respected polls since he’s been
president?” asked Cuomo.

Cuomo probably thought he had won the moment, but Ruddy was ready.

The Newsmax head immediately shot off not one not two, but three polls that have had Trump at or above a 50 percent approval
rating.

“I can cite you, just go to RealClearPolitics, you go to Newsmax.com, you will find three or four polls that
have him at 45 to over 50, the Rasmussen is typically a 50,” Ruddy said.

Then Cuomo did what all liberals do when they lose. He blamed the bias of the messenger.

“Those are Republican-leaning polls though,” whined the whining Cuomo. “You know no respectable
organization looks at those.”

I’m not sure how Cuomo measures “respectable” unless he means losing to Fox News every night — night after night after night.

Rasmussen’s Twitter account didn’t let the moment pass. It snapped back with two good points.

First, like any respectable organization, they called Cuomo a “#TVClown.” That seems quite respectable to me. Fact check: true.

So, @ChrisCuomo tells @ChrisRuddyNMX no poll has shown @realDonaldTrump at over 50% approval.

Mr. Ruddy cites 3 polls incl @Rasmussen_Poll on @newsmax showing Trump over 50%.

Mr. Cuomo then says "no respectable organization uses those polls."#TVClownhttps

— Rasmussen Reports (@Rasmussen_Poll) June 4, 2019

Second, Rasmussen linked to a study by the American Research Group that shows Rasmussen to be most accurate
pollster in the 2016 election.

And lastly, just for good measure and even better laughs, Rasmussen tossed in a graphic showing Cuomo’s TV terrible
ratings.

Rasmussen Tweet

I’m sure that third-place organizations might struggle to find accurate information, but I would recommend

starting with a source that has a track record of accuracy rather than a track record of losing.
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What profound sadness

A PBS documentary is going viral on the internet Tuesday for its chilling depiction of a pregnant woman nonchalantly taking
the abortion pill to terminate her twin pregnancies.

What are the details?

Pro-life activist Obianuju Ekeocha shared a snippet of the documentary on Twitter Monday, captioning it, "This PBS
documentary airbrushes abortion to make it look like some healthy new age practice."

"The woman in blue is pregnant with twins and she is filmed here taking the abortion pill to kill them," she explained.
"You witness their killing.

"And," Ekeocha added, "her statement at the end is chilling."

The video features footage of an abortion clinic call center, chock-full of women answering phone calls about abortion
advice.

Throughout the short video, a smiling woman, wearing a blue dress and a full face of makeup, can be seen taking her first
pill in the abortion pill series. The second pill will be taken 24 hours after the first, according to a health care practitioner who
is seeing her in the office.

At the end of the video, the woman — who is apparently pregnant with twins — smiles into the camera and sends a
message to her unborn children, as well as voices her hopes for the abortion.

"What I hope I feel is a sense of peace, not only with myself and the decision that I have made, but also a sense of
peace with these two beings that I have chosen not to bring into the world," she explains.

It gets worse, if you can believe it.

"Thank you for choosing me and I'm honored to be given this gift of life and also I can't do it right now," the woman
says. "I can't accept that mantle in terms of the other lives I'm taking care of and responsible for."

(video in link below )

https://twitter.com/obianuju/status/1135551037128024065

Obianuju Ekeocha

 Verified account

@obianuju

@obianuju

This PBS documentary airbrushes abortion to make it look like some healthy new age practice.

The women in blue is pregnant with twins and she is filmed here taking the abortion pill to kill them. You

witness their killing

And her statement at the end is chilling.

( LINK BELOW )
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What profound sadness

A PBS documentary is going viral on the internet Tuesday for its chilling depiction of a pregnant woman nonchalantly taking
the abortion pill to terminate her twin pregnancies.

What are the details?

Pro-life activist Obianuju Ekeocha shared a snippet of the documentary on Twitter Monday, captioning it, "This PBS
documentary airbrushes abortion to make it look like some healthy new age practice."

"The woman in blue is pregnant with twins and she is filmed here taking the abortion pill to kill them," she explained.
"You witness their killing.

"And," Ekeocha added, "her statement at the end is chilling."

The video features footage of an abortion clinic call center, chock-full of women answering phone calls about abortion
advice.

Throughout the short video, a smiling woman, wearing a blue dress and a full face of makeup, can be seen taking her first
pill in the abortion pill series. The second pill will be taken 24 hours after the first, according to a health care practitioner who
is seeing her in the office.

At the end of the video, the woman — who is apparently pregnant with twins — smiles into the camera and sends a
message to her unborn children, as well as voices her hopes for the abortion.

"What I hope I feel is a sense of peace, not only with myself and the decision that I have made, but also a sense of
peace with these two beings that I have chosen not to bring into the world," she explains.

It gets worse, if you can believe it.

"Thank you for choosing me and I'm honored to be given this gift of life and also I can't do it right now," the woman
says. "I can't accept that mantle in terms of the other lives I'm taking care of and responsible for."

(video in link below )

https://twitter.com/obianuju/status/1135551037128024065
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@obianuju

This PBS documentary airbrushes abortion to make it look like some healthy new age practice.

The women in blue is pregnant with twins and she is filmed here taking the abortion pill to kill them. You

witness their killing

And her statement at the end is chilling.
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Poll: Majority of Americans Want Roe v. Wade Changed or Overturned
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Let's circle back to the results of a poll that Tim flagged over the weekend -- which once again demonstrates the
yawning disconnect between the American people's views, and the abortion lobby-supporting cultural elites who
dominate the entertainment industry and mainstream newsrooms. We've written repeatedly about this gap, which
shows strong majorities of voters favoring significant new restrictions on legalized abortion, some of which would
merely bring the United States up to speed with much of the western world on this human rights front. The latest
Harris/Harvard survey further underscores this theme:

Guy Benson

✔ @guypbenson

Poll: 70% of voters favor limiting legalized abortion to rare cases (life of mother/rape/incest) or the first

trimester of pregnancy.

Framing these stances as "extreme" is an abortion lobby talking point, prevalent in many mainstream

newsrooms.

The poll, conducted online within the United States from May 29-30, 2019 among 1,295 registered voters, found that
41% of voters believe abortion should only be allowed in cases of incest and rape. 29% believe that abortion should
be legal up until the first trimester. The survey also found that just 6% of Americans believe abortion should be the
allowed until the moment of birth, 8% of Americans believe it should be allowed in the third trimester, and 17%
believe that it should be allowed in the second.

The Democratic Party has lurched into outright radicalism, widely embracing a shockingly extreme stance shared by
only a tiny fraction of the American people. The poll finds that just six percent of the public believes abortion ought to
be legal until the moment of birth, which is the explicit or de facto position adopted by nearly all of the Democrats
running for president. The media largely fails to highlight or challenge this fringe view because the mainstream press
is extraordinarily biased in favor of abortion rights, and it's consistently reflected in their coverage. One of the few
outlets that deals with the abortion issue in a non-lopsided way is Fox News (where I work). Fox covered the
stunning comments from the Governor of Virginia about infanticide, which many other journalists prefer to ignore -- to
the point of pretending it's a lie to mention his verbatim quotes:

Guy Benson

✔ @guypbenson

Gonna just airbrush Gov. Northam out of existence, huh? And is it “false” to describe killing a partially-

delivered baby as “infanticide”? Trying to keep my �s and �’s straight here

CNN

✔ @CNN

Vice President Mike Pence suggested that abortion rights activists support "infanticide," echoing false claims made

last month by President Trump about doctors killing babies that have already been born

I'll also note that Illinois Democrats are poised to repeal a widely-supported ban on the gruesome practice of partial-
birth abortion, in which an often-viable baby is partially delivered, then killed mid-birth, as her skull is punctured and
brain evacuated by a vacuum. One can use all sorts of sanitized language to describe that heinous act (trying to
police our language is a major priority of the abortion lobby and their media allies), but it is what is is. The reality of
late-term abortion is unavoidably appalling, which is why its defenders so often deflect, euphemize, or ignore. How
much coverage have you seen of the Illinois bill? Anyway, here's Kirsten Gillibrand, the New York Senator and
flagging presidential candidate, struggling to answer a woman's question on late-term abortion. Rather than address
the actual issue, she attacks Fox, calls infanticide a "red herring," and eventually seeks rhetorical shelter by
affirming Roe v. Wade, another dodge:

(video in link below)

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1135350426939809793

Ryan Saavedra

 Verified account
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 Verified account

@RealSaavedra

@RealSaavedra

Kirsten Gillibrand is asked if she supports late-term abortion

She responds by blaming Fox News for talking about infanticide after Ralph Northam's remarks

Chris Wallace shuts down her attacks

Gillibrand is again asked about her position, she replies w/she supports Roe v. Wade

Supporting Roe is a pretty safe place to land for Democrats, as many polls show that Americans heavily oppose
uprooting that 1973 Supreme Court decision. However, those results are often skewed by the many respondents who
falsely equate overturning Roe with making abortion widely illegal, which isn't the case. Ending Roe would return
abortion policy to the states, leading to a patchwork of different policies, tailored to vastly different electorates with
vastly different value sets. Also, Roe-related questions are almost always binary, asking people whether they want
the precedent maintained or overruled. The aforementioned Harris/Harvard survey added another option: Modification.
When that option is on the table, Americans -- who widely support additional abortion limits -- suddenly become far
less committed to the supposedly untouchable status of Roe v. Wade. Compare and contrast the focus of this
headline with the new findings:

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1134528494073987072

The Hill

 Verified account

@thehill

@thehill

NEW POLL: Nearly half of Americans say Supreme Court should uphold Roe v. Wade

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D76npxfXsAcrwf0.jpg

Forty-six percent of respondents said the high court should uphold the ruling in Roe if the issue comes before the
justices, while 36 percent said the Supreme Court should modify the 46-year-old ruling. Eighteen percent wanted the
ruling to be overturned altogether. But 49 percent expected that the Supreme Court would ultimately move to modify
its position on abortion rights. Thirty-one percent believe Roe will be upheld, while 20 percent said that the high court
will strike it down.

A poll from USA Today shows the country splitting 55-45 percent against the fetal heartbeat bills recently passed in
states like Georgia and Louisiana (where it was signed into law by a Democratic governor). The paper frames this as
a warning shot against ostensible Republican overreach, but think of it this way: Fully 45 percent of those surveyed
favor laws that would outlaw most abortions starting midway through the first trimester, after the child's heartbeat is
detected. It stands to reason that these people are disproportionately concentrated in places other than the Northeast
and West Coast. In other words, the state legislatures currently being targeted for intense criticism are representing
their constituents (Alabama's law is another story, in my view). Conversely, considering the data showing near-
universal support for significant limits on legal abortion after 20 weeks, are blue state legislators actually upholding
their voters' wishes by enacting extremist late-term abortion laws? I'll leave you with this pushback against the latest
dehumanizing rhetorical gambit from abortion supporters:

( video in link below )

https://twitter.com/LifeNewsHQ/status/1134501235678015488

LifeNews.com 

@LifeNewsHQ

@LifeNewsHQ

The New York Times is dehumanizing unborn babies by calling the baby's heartbeat "embryonic pulsing."

Hey @nytimes here is the heartbeat of a 7-week-old unborn baby. There is no denying the baby's humanity

Report the truth!

( LINK BELOW )
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Let's circle back to the results of a poll that Tim flagged over the weekend -- which once again demonstrates the
yawning disconnect between the American people's views, and the abortion lobby-supporting cultural elites who
dominate the entertainment industry and mainstream newsrooms. We've written repeatedly about this gap, which
shows strong majorities of voters favoring significant new restrictions on legalized abortion, some of which would
merely bring the United States up to speed with much of the western world on this human rights front. The latest
Harris/Harvard survey further underscores this theme:

Guy Benson

✔ @guypbenson

Poll: 70% of voters favor limiting legalized abortion to rare cases (life of mother/rape/incest) or the first

trimester of pregnancy.

Framing these stances as "extreme" is an abortion lobby talking point, prevalent in many mainstream

newsrooms.

The poll, conducted online within the United States from May 29-30, 2019 among 1,295 registered voters, found that
41% of voters believe abortion should only be allowed in cases of incest and rape. 29% believe that abortion should
be legal up until the first trimester. The survey also found that just 6% of Americans believe abortion should be the
allowed until the moment of birth, 8% of Americans believe it should be allowed in the third trimester, and 17%
believe that it should be allowed in the second.

The Democratic Party has lurched into outright radicalism, widely embracing a shockingly extreme stance shared by
only a tiny fraction of the American people. The poll finds that just six percent of the public believes abortion ought to
be legal until the moment of birth, which is the explicit or de facto position adopted by nearly all of the Democrats
running for president. The media largely fails to highlight or challenge this fringe view because the mainstream press
is extraordinarily biased in favor of abortion rights, and it's consistently reflected in their coverage. One of the few
outlets that deals with the abortion issue in a non-lopsided way is Fox News (where I work). Fox covered the
stunning comments from the Governor of Virginia about infanticide, which many other journalists prefer to ignore -- to
the point of pretending it's a lie to mention his verbatim quotes:

Guy Benson

✔ @guypbenson

Gonna just airbrush Gov. Northam out of existence, huh? And is it “false” to describe killing a partially-

delivered baby as “infanticide”? Trying to keep my �s and �’s straight here

CNN

✔ @CNN

Vice President Mike Pence suggested that abortion rights activists support "infanticide," echoing false claims made

last month by President Trump about doctors killing babies that have already been born

I'll also note that Illinois Democrats are poised to repeal a widely-supported ban on the gruesome practice of partial-
birth abortion, in which an often-viable baby is partially delivered, then killed mid-birth, as her skull is punctured and
brain evacuated by a vacuum. One can use all sorts of sanitized language to describe that heinous act (trying to
police our language is a major priority of the abortion lobby and their media allies), but it is what is is. The reality of
late-term abortion is unavoidably appalling, which is why its defenders so often deflect, euphemize, or ignore. How
much coverage have you seen of the Illinois bill? Anyway, here's Kirsten Gillibrand, the New York Senator and
flagging presidential candidate, struggling to answer a woman's question on late-term abortion. Rather than address
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flagging presidential candidate, struggling to answer a woman's question on late-term abortion. Rather than address
the actual issue, she attacks Fox, calls infanticide a "red herring," and eventually seeks rhetorical shelter by
affirming Roe v. Wade, another dodge:

(video in link below)

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1135350426939809793

Ryan Saavedra

 Verified account

@RealSaavedra

@RealSaavedra

Kirsten Gillibrand is asked if she supports late-term abortion

She responds by blaming Fox News for talking about infanticide after Ralph Northam's remarks

Chris Wallace shuts down her attacks

Gillibrand is again asked about her position, she replies w/she supports Roe v. Wade

Supporting Roe is a pretty safe place to land for Democrats, as many polls show that Americans heavily oppose
uprooting that 1973 Supreme Court decision. However, those results are often skewed by the many respondents who
falsely equate overturning Roe with making abortion widely illegal, which isn't the case. Ending Roe would return
abortion policy to the states, leading to a patchwork of different policies, tailored to vastly different electorates with
vastly different value sets. Also, Roe-related questions are almost always binary, asking people whether they want
the precedent maintained or overruled. The aforementioned Harris/Harvard survey added another option: Modification.
When that option is on the table, Americans -- who widely support additional abortion limits -- suddenly become far
less committed to the supposedly untouchable status of Roe v. Wade. Compare and contrast the focus of this
headline with the new findings:

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1134528494073987072

The Hill

 Verified account

@thehill

@thehill

NEW POLL: Nearly half of Americans say Supreme Court should uphold Roe v. Wade
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Forty-six percent of respondents said the high court should uphold the ruling in Roe if the issue comes before the
justices, while 36 percent said the Supreme Court should modify the 46-year-old ruling. Eighteen percent wanted the
ruling to be overturned altogether. But 49 percent expected that the Supreme Court would ultimately move to modify
its position on abortion rights. Thirty-one percent believe Roe will be upheld, while 20 percent said that the high court
will strike it down.

A poll from USA Today shows the country splitting 55-45 percent against the fetal heartbeat bills recently passed in
states like Georgia and Louisiana (where it was signed into law by a Democratic governor). The paper frames this as
a warning shot against ostensible Republican overreach, but think of it this way: Fully 45 percent of those surveyed
favor laws that would outlaw most abortions starting midway through the first trimester, after the child's heartbeat is
detected. It stands to reason that these people are disproportionately concentrated in places other than the Northeast
and West Coast. In other words, the state legislatures currently being targeted for intense criticism are representing
their constituents (Alabama's law is another story, in my view). Conversely, considering the data showing near-
universal support for significant limits on legal abortion after 20 weeks, are blue state legislators actually upholding
their voters' wishes by enacting extremist late-term abortion laws? I'll leave you with this pushback against the latest
dehumanizing rhetorical gambit from abortion supporters:

( video in link below )
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The New York Times is dehumanizing unborn babies by calling the baby's heartbeat "embryonic pulsing."

Hey @nytimes here is the heartbeat of a 7-week-old unborn baby. There is no denying the baby's humanity

Report the truth!

( LINK BELOW )
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Hillary Clinton's Russia Collusion IOU: The Answers She Owes America

During the combined two decades she served as a U.S. senator and secretary of State, Hillary Clinton’s patrons regularly
donated to her family charity when they had official business pending before America’s most powerful political woman.

The pattern of political IOUs paid to the Clinton Foundation was so pernicious that the State Department even tried to
execute a special agreement with the charity to avoid the overt appearance of “pay-to-play” policy.

Still, the money continued to flow by the millions of dollars, from foreigners and Americans alike who were perceived to be
indebted to the Clinton machine or in need of its help.

It’s time for the American public to call in their own IOU on political transparency.

The reason? Never before — until 2016 — had the apparatus of a U.S. presidential candidate managed to

sic the weight of the FBI and U.S. intelligence community on a rival nominee during an election, and by

using a foreign-fed, uncorroborated political opposition research document.

But Clinton’s campaign, in concert with the Democratic Party and through their shared law firm, funded

Christopher Steele’s unverified dossier which, it turns out, falsely portrayed Republican Donald Trump as a

treasonous asset colluding with Russian President Vladimir Putin to hijack the U.S. election.

Steele went to the FBI to get an investigation started and then leaked the existence of the investigation, with the hope of
sinking Trump’s presidential aspirations.

On its face, it is arguably the most devious political dirty trick in American history and one of the most overt

intrusions of a foreigner into a U.S. election.

It appears the Clinton machine knew that what it was doing was controversial. That’s why it did backflips to

disguise the operation from Congress and the public, and in its Federal Election Commission (FEC)

spending reports.

Clinton and the Democratic National Committee (DNC) used the law firm of Perkins Coie to hire Glenn Simpson’s research
firm, Fusion GPS, which then hired Steele — several layers that obfuscated transparency, kept the operation off the
campaign’s public FEC reports and gave the Clintons plausible deniability.

But Steele’s first overture on July 5, 2016, failed to capture the FBI’s imagination. So the Clinton machine escalated.
Steele, a British national, went to senior Department of Justice official Bruce Ohr — whose wife, Nellie, also worked for
Fusion — to push his Trump dirt to the top of the FBI.

Nellie Ohr likewise sent some of her own anti-Trump research augmenting Steele’s dossier to the FBI through her husband.
Perkins Coie lawyer Michael Sussmann used his connection to former FBI general counsel James Baker to dump Trump
dirt at the FBI, too.

Then Steele and, separately, longtime Clinton protégé Cody Shearer went to the State Department to get the story out,
increasing pressure on the FBI.

In short, the Clinton machine flooded the FBI with pressure — and bad intel — until an investigation of Trump was started.
The bureau and its hapless sheriff at the time, James Comey, eventually acquiesced with the help of such Clinton fans as
then-FBI employees Peter Strzok and Lisa Page.

To finish the mission, Simpson and Steele leaked the existence of the FBI investigation to the news media to ensure it
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To finish the mission, Simpson and Steele leaked the existence of the FBI investigation to the news media to ensure it
would hurt Trump politically. Simpson even called the leaks a “hail Mary” that failed.

Trump won, however. And now, thanks to special counsel Robert Mueller, we know the Russia-collusion allegations
relentlessly peddled by Team Clinton were bogus. But not before the FBI used the Clinton-funded, foreign-created research
to get a total of four warrants to spy on the Trump campaign, transition and presidency from October 2016 through the
following autumn.

The Clinton team’s dirty trick was as diabolical as it was brilliant. It literally used house money and a large part of the U.S.
intelligence apparatus to carry out its political hit job on Trump.

After two years of American discomfort, and tens of millions of taxpayer dollars spent, it’s time for the house to call in its
IOU.

Hillary Clinton owes us answers — lots of them. So far, she has ducked them, even while doing many high-profile media
interviews.

I’m not the only one who thinks this way. Longtime Clinton adviser Douglas Schoen said Friday night on Fox News that it’s
time for Clinton to answer what she knew and when she knew it.

Here are 10 essential questions

In January 2018, the Senate Judiciary Committee sent a formal investigative request for documents and written
answers from your campaign. Do you plan to comply? Please identify each person in your campaign who was
involved with, or aware of, hiring Fusion GPS, Glenn Simpson and Christopher Steele.

Please identify each person in your campaign, including Perkins Coie lawyers, who were aware that Steele provided
information to the FBI or State Department, and when they learned it.

Describe any information you and your campaign staff received, or were briefed on, before Election Day that was
derived from the work of Simpson, Steele, Fusion GPS, Nellie Ohr or Perkins Coie and that tried to connect Trump,
his campaign or his business empire with Russia.

Please describe all contacts your campaign had before Election Day with or about the following individuals: Bruce
Ohr, Nellie Ohr, Glenn Simpson, Christopher Steele, former Australian diplomat Alexander Downer, former foreign
policy scholar Stefan Halper and Maltese academic Joseph Mifsud.

Did you or any senior members of your campaign, including lawyers such as Michael Sussmann, have any contact
with the CIA, its former Director John Brennan, current Director Gina Haspel, James Baker, Peter Strzok, Lisa Page
or former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe?

Describe all contacts your campaign had with Cody Shearer and Sidney Blumenthal concerning Trump, Russia and
Ukraine.

Describe all contacts you and your campaign had with DNC contractor Alexander Chalupa, the Ukraine government,
the Ukraine Embassy in the United States or the U.S. Embassy in Kiev concerning Trump, Russia or former Trump
campaign chairman Paul Manafort.

Why did your campaign and the Democratic Party make a concerted effort to portray Trump as a Russian asset?

Given that investigations by a House committee, a Senate committee and a special prosecutor all have

concluded there isn’t evidence of Trump-Russia collusion, do you regret the actions by your campaign and

by Steele, Simpson and Sussmann to inject these unfounded allegations into the FBI, the U.S. intelligence

community and the news media?

Hillary Clinton owes us answers to each of these questions. She should skip the lawyer-speak and answer

them with the candor worthy of an elder American stateswoman

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/446736-hillary-clintons-russia-collusion-iou-the-answers-she-owes-america
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During the combined two decades she served as a U.S. senator and secretary of State, Hillary Clinton’s patrons regularly
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The pattern of political IOUs paid to the Clinton Foundation was so pernicious that the State Department even tried to
execute a special agreement with the charity to avoid the overt appearance of “pay-to-play” policy.

Still, the money continued to flow by the millions of dollars, from foreigners and Americans alike who were perceived to be
indebted to the Clinton machine or in need of its help.

It’s time for the American public to call in their own IOU on political transparency.

The reason? Never before — until 2016 — had the apparatus of a U.S. presidential candidate managed to

sic the weight of the FBI and U.S. intelligence community on a rival nominee during an election, and by

using a foreign-fed, uncorroborated political opposition research document.

But Clinton’s campaign, in concert with the Democratic Party and through their shared law firm, funded

Christopher Steele’s unverified dossier which, it turns out, falsely portrayed Republican Donald Trump as a

treasonous asset colluding with Russian President Vladimir Putin to hijack the U.S. election.

Steele went to the FBI to get an investigation started and then leaked the existence of the investigation, with the hope of
sinking Trump’s presidential aspirations.

On its face, it is arguably the most devious political dirty trick in American history and one of the most overt

intrusions of a foreigner into a U.S. election.

It appears the Clinton machine knew that what it was doing was controversial. That’s why it did backflips to

disguise the operation from Congress and the public, and in its Federal Election Commission (FEC)

spending reports.

Clinton and the Democratic National Committee (DNC) used the law firm of Perkins Coie to hire Glenn Simpson’s research
firm, Fusion GPS, which then hired Steele — several layers that obfuscated transparency, kept the operation off the
campaign’s public FEC reports and gave the Clintons plausible deniability.

But Steele’s first overture on July 5, 2016, failed to capture the FBI’s imagination. So the Clinton machine escalated.
Steele, a British national, went to senior Department of Justice official Bruce Ohr — whose wife, Nellie, also worked for
Fusion — to push his Trump dirt to the top of the FBI.

Nellie Ohr likewise sent some of her own anti-Trump research augmenting Steele’s dossier to the FBI through her husband.
Perkins Coie lawyer Michael Sussmann used his connection to former FBI general counsel James Baker to dump Trump
dirt at the FBI, too.

Then Steele and, separately, longtime Clinton protégé Cody Shearer went to the State Department to get the story out,
increasing pressure on the FBI.

In short, the Clinton machine flooded the FBI with pressure — and bad intel — until an investigation of Trump was started.
The bureau and its hapless sheriff at the time, James Comey, eventually acquiesced with the help of such Clinton fans as
then-FBI employees Peter Strzok and Lisa Page.

To finish the mission, Simpson and Steele leaked the existence of the FBI investigation to the news media to ensure it
would hurt Trump politically. Simpson even called the leaks a “hail Mary” that failed.

Trump won, however. And now, thanks to special counsel Robert Mueller, we know the Russia-collusion allegations
relentlessly peddled by Team Clinton were bogus. But not before the FBI used the Clinton-funded, foreign-created research
to get a total of four warrants to spy on the Trump campaign, transition and presidency from October 2016 through the
following autumn.

The Clinton team’s dirty trick was as diabolical as it was brilliant. It literally used house money and a large part of the U.S.
intelligence apparatus to carry out its political hit job on Trump.

After two years of American discomfort, and tens of millions of taxpayer dollars spent, it’s time for the house to call in its
IOU.

Hillary Clinton owes us answers — lots of them. So far, she has ducked them, even while doing many high-profile media
interviews.

I’m not the only one who thinks this way. Longtime Clinton adviser Douglas Schoen said Friday night on Fox News that it’s
time for Clinton to answer what she knew and when she knew it.

Here are 10 essential questions

In January 2018, the Senate Judiciary Committee sent a formal investigative request for documents and written
answers from your campaign. Do you plan to comply? Please identify each person in your campaign who was
involved with, or aware of, hiring Fusion GPS, Glenn Simpson and Christopher Steele.

Please identify each person in your campaign, including Perkins Coie lawyers, who were aware that Steele provided
information to the FBI or State Department, and when they learned it.

Describe any information you and your campaign staff received, or were briefed on, before Election Day that was
derived from the work of Simpson, Steele, Fusion GPS, Nellie Ohr or Perkins Coie and that tried to connect Trump,
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derived from the work of Simpson, Steele, Fusion GPS, Nellie Ohr or Perkins Coie and that tried to connect Trump,
his campaign or his business empire with Russia.

Please describe all contacts your campaign had before Election Day with or about the following individuals: Bruce
Ohr, Nellie Ohr, Glenn Simpson, Christopher Steele, former Australian diplomat Alexander Downer, former foreign
policy scholar Stefan Halper and Maltese academic Joseph Mifsud.

Did you or any senior members of your campaign, including lawyers such as Michael Sussmann, have any contact
with the CIA, its former Director John Brennan, current Director Gina Haspel, James Baker, Peter Strzok, Lisa Page
or former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe?

Describe all contacts your campaign had with Cody Shearer and Sidney Blumenthal concerning Trump, Russia and
Ukraine.

Describe all contacts you and your campaign had with DNC contractor Alexander Chalupa, the Ukraine government,
the Ukraine Embassy in the United States or the U.S. Embassy in Kiev concerning Trump, Russia or former Trump
campaign chairman Paul Manafort.

Why did your campaign and the Democratic Party make a concerted effort to portray Trump as a Russian asset?

Given that investigations by a House committee, a Senate committee and a special prosecutor all have

concluded there isn’t evidence of Trump-Russia collusion, do you regret the actions by your campaign and

by Steele, Simpson and Sussmann to inject these unfounded allegations into the FBI, the U.S. intelligence

community and the news media?

Hillary Clinton owes us answers to each of these questions. She should skip the lawyer-speak and answer

them with the candor worthy of an elder American stateswoman

( LINK BELOW )
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HOUSE DEMOCRATS TO VOTE ON HOLDING BARR, ROSS IN CONTEMPT OF CONGRESS

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Photo-by-Alex-WongGetty-Images-Photographer-Patrick-T.-
FallonBloomberg-via-Getty-Images-e1559594532738.jpg

The House Oversight and Reform Committee announced Monday it will vote on holding Attorney General William Barr and
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross in contempt of Congress, Politico reports.

The announcement comes as both Barr and Ross refuse to provide documents in regards to adding a citizenship question
to the 2020 census.

“Unfortunately, your actions are part of a pattern,” Maryland Democratic Rep. Elijah Cummings, the chairman of the
committee, wrote in different letters to Barr and Ross. “The Trump administration has been engaged in one of the
most unprecedented cover-ups since Watergate, extending from the White House to multiple federal agencies and
departments of the government and across numerous investigations.”

“The Administration has been challenging Congress’ core authority to conduct oversight under the Constitution,
questioning the legislative bases for congressional inquiries, objecting to committee rules and precedents that have
been in place for decades under both Republican and Democratic leadership, and making baseless legal arguments
to avoid producing documents and testimony,” Cummings continued.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Attorney-General-William-Barr-testifies-before-the-Senate-Judiciary-
Committee-May-1-2019-in-Washington-DC.jpg

(Attorney General William Barr testifies before the Senate Judiciary Committee May 1, 2019 in Washington, DC. (Photo by Alex
Wong/Getty Images)

This comes months after a second court ruled against adding a citizenship question to the 2020 census in March and
accused Ross of breaking the law.

The House Judiciary Committee also voted on May 8 to hold Barr in contempt of Congress for not giving the committee
special counsel Robert Mueller’s full, unredacted report.

In the letter, Cummings said he would possibly delay the contempt votes if Barr and Ross give the committee the
documents they asked for by Thursday, June 6.

(LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/06/03/house-democrats-barr-contempt/?
utm_medium=push&utm_source=daily_caller&utm_campaign=push
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The House Oversight and Reform Committee announced Monday it will vote on holding Attorney General William Barr and
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross in contempt of Congress, Politico reports.

The announcement comes as both Barr and Ross refuse to provide documents in regards to adding a citizenship question
to the 2020 census.

“Unfortunately, your actions are part of a pattern,” Maryland Democratic Rep. Elijah Cummings, the chairman of the
committee, wrote in different letters to Barr and Ross. “The Trump administration has been engaged in one of the
most unprecedented cover-ups since Watergate, extending from the White House to multiple federal agencies and
departments of the government and across numerous investigations.”

“The Administration has been challenging Congress’ core authority to conduct oversight under the Constitution,
questioning the legislative bases for congressional inquiries, objecting to committee rules and precedents that have
been in place for decades under both Republican and Democratic leadership, and making baseless legal arguments
to avoid producing documents and testimony,” Cummings continued.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Attorney-General-William-Barr-testifies-before-the-Senate-Judiciary-
Committee-May-1-2019-in-Washington-DC.jpg

(Attorney General William Barr testifies before the Senate Judiciary Committee May 1, 2019 in Washington, DC. (Photo by Alex
Wong/Getty Images)

This comes months after a second court ruled against adding a citizenship question to the 2020 census in March and
accused Ross of breaking the law.

The House Judiciary Committee also voted on May 8 to hold Barr in contempt of Congress for not giving the committee
special counsel Robert Mueller’s full, unredacted report.

In the letter, Cummings said he would possibly delay the contempt votes if Barr and Ross give the committee the
documents they asked for by Thursday, June 6.

(LINK BELOW )
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The 2020 presidential race is heating up — and so is former Vice President Joe Biden’s “symbolic crack

pipe,” according to Harvard University philosopher Dr. Cornel West.

West, a leading liberal activist, told the Washington Examiner for an article published Wednesday that Biden, who is leading
the 2020 Democrat field in most national polls, is headed for serious trouble if he continues to defend a crime law he wrote
in 1994.

According to West, the former vice president can expect low turnout from black voters if President Donald Trump keeps
attacking the now-infamous law.

“I hope and pray he is unable to do it. But if Trump comes out strong on criminal justice reform, he is going to get a
slice of the black vote, because this is life or death,” said West, who is black.

“I think Biden is going to have to take responsibility and acknowledge the contribution he made to something that
was not a force for good. We all make mistakes, but this was a major, major bad judgment. And we have to tell the
truth.”
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truth.”

“That Joe Biden was one of the architects, or core architects, is going to haunt him in a very serious way,” West
concluded.

“When he says it didn’t contribute to mass incarceration, I tell him he has to get off his symbolic crack pipe.”

The legislation in question, formally as the “Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994,” resulted rising state
prison populations, among other things.

As the Examiner noted: “The 1994 law introduced mandatory life sentences for three-time federal felons and had a ripple
effect of increasing state prison populations by granting $12.5 billion for prison construction to states that passed ‘truth-in-
sentencing’ laws forcing inmates to serve 85% of sentences.”

It was a steroid shot for the prison system — and Trump is destroying Biden for putting it all together.

“Super Predator was the term associated with the 1994 Crime Bill that Sleepy Joe Biden was so heavily involved in
passing. That was a dark period in American History, but has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!” Trump tweeted Monday.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1133119875272994816

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....Super Predator was the term associated with the 1994 Crime Bill that Sleepy Joe Biden was so heavily

involved in passing. That was a dark period in American History, but has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!

“Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected,” Trump wrote in a follow-up
tweet.

“In particular, African Americans will not be able to vote for you. I, on the other hand, was responsible for Criminal
Justice Reform, which had tremendous support, & helped fix the bad 1994 Bill!”

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1133139717069910017

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected. In particular, African

Americans will not be able to vote for you. I, on the other hand, was responsible for Criminal Justice Reform,

which had tremendous support, & helped fix the bad 1994 Bill!

Many in the black community have shown strong support for Trump’s work to help reform the criminal justice system,
specifically his signing into law of the FIRST STEP Act, which reduced the three-strikes penalty from life behind bars to 25
years in prison.

Actor Isaiah Washington wrote on Twitter in April that he voted for former President Barack Obama twice, but appreciates
that Trump took meaningful action to help the black community.

https://twitter.com/IWashington/status/1112763004695793666

Isaiah Washington

 Verified account

@IWashington

@IWashington

I voted for 44 twice. I even checked my emails in his Senate Office while lobbying for Salone to be given

another chance to rebrand. Not once in 8 years was I given any support regarding Africa or the Black

Agenda, but 45 invites me to the WH to celebrate the #FirstStepAct �� ♂�

Multiple times during his 2016 campaign, Trump promised to help all Americans.

If West is right, he’ll be rewarded at the voting booth for coming though on that promise once November 2020 rolls around.

( LINK BELOW )
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The 2020 presidential race is heating up — and so is former Vice President Joe Biden’s “symbolic crack

pipe,” according to Harvard University philosopher Dr. Cornel West.

West, a leading liberal activist, told the Washington Examiner for an article published Wednesday that Biden, who is leading
the 2020 Democrat field in most national polls, is headed for serious trouble if he continues to defend a crime law he wrote
in 1994.

According to West, the former vice president can expect low turnout from black voters if President Donald Trump keeps
attacking the now-infamous law.

“I hope and pray he is unable to do it. But if Trump comes out strong on criminal justice reform, he is going to get a
slice of the black vote, because this is life or death,” said West, who is black.

“I think Biden is going to have to take responsibility and acknowledge the contribution he made to something that
was not a force for good. We all make mistakes, but this was a major, major bad judgment. And we have to tell the
truth.”

“That Joe Biden was one of the architects, or core architects, is going to haunt him in a very serious way,” West
concluded.

“When he says it didn’t contribute to mass incarceration, I tell him he has to get off his symbolic crack pipe.”

The legislation in question, formally as the “Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994,” resulted rising state
prison populations, among other things.

As the Examiner noted: “The 1994 law introduced mandatory life sentences for three-time federal felons and had a ripple
effect of increasing state prison populations by granting $12.5 billion for prison construction to states that passed ‘truth-in-
sentencing’ laws forcing inmates to serve 85% of sentences.”

It was a steroid shot for the prison system — and Trump is destroying Biden for putting it all together.

“Super Predator was the term associated with the 1994 Crime Bill that Sleepy Joe Biden was so heavily involved in
passing. That was a dark period in American History, but has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!” Trump tweeted Monday.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1133119875272994816

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....Super Predator was the term associated with the 1994 Crime Bill that Sleepy Joe Biden was so heavily

involved in passing. That was a dark period in American History, but has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!

“Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected,” Trump wrote in a follow-up
tweet.

“In particular, African Americans will not be able to vote for you. I, on the other hand, was responsible for Criminal
Justice Reform, which had tremendous support, & helped fix the bad 1994 Bill!”

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1133139717069910017

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected. In particular, African
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Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected. In particular, African

Americans will not be able to vote for you. I, on the other hand, was responsible for Criminal Justice Reform,

which had tremendous support, & helped fix the bad 1994 Bill!

Many in the black community have shown strong support for Trump’s work to help reform the criminal justice system,
specifically his signing into law of the FIRST STEP Act, which reduced the three-strikes penalty from life behind bars to 25
years in prison.

Actor Isaiah Washington wrote on Twitter in April that he voted for former President Barack Obama twice, but appreciates
that Trump took meaningful action to help the black community.

https://twitter.com/IWashington/status/1112763004695793666

Isaiah Washington

 Verified account

@IWashington

@IWashington

I voted for 44 twice. I even checked my emails in his Senate Office while lobbying for Salone to be given

another chance to rebrand. Not once in 8 years was I given any support regarding Africa or the Black

Agenda, but 45 invites me to the WH to celebrate the #FirstStepAct �� ♂�

Multiple times during his 2016 campaign, Trump promised to help all Americans.

If West is right, he’ll be rewarded at the voting booth for coming though on that promise once November 2020 rolls around.
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Piers Morgan Blasts 'Disrespectful' British Anti-Trump Protesters: 'When We Needed The

Americans In World War II, They Were There For Us'

He's not necessarily wrong

https://assets.rbl.ms/19573156/1200x600.jpg

Piers Morgan, former CNN host and current "Good Morning Britain" anchor, blasted protesters demonstrating President
Donald Trump's visit to the U.K.

Trump arrived in England Monday for a state visit to commemorate the 75th anniversary of D-Day. You can read more
about the visit here.

What did he say?

During Monday's broadcast of "Good Morning Britain," Morgan spoke out against the hundreds of thousands of protesters
across London, calling them "disrespectful" and the protests unnecessary.

"I think, actually, indeed, they ... are a little bit disrespectful to be waving baby balloons all around the place at the
President of the United States," he explained. "When we needed the Americans in World War II, they were there for
us."

"And if our response [to that country] is to have bigger protests against the leader of United States, than it ever was
against the leader of Saudi Arabia ... or China ... or Russia ... There's something a bit warped about our values,"
Morgan said.

https://youtu.be/4xxwFU-Y5V4 via @YouTube

"Is Trump really worse than Putin or King Salman?" he later asked during another portion of the show.

"Americans fought and died alongside us on D-Day," he added.

Trump's visit coincides with the 75th anniversary of D-Day.

More than 20,000 police officers are expected to be stationed at more than 20 locations across the U.K. during the
president's visit. The Daily Mail reports that the patrolling effort will cost about $23 million.

The outlet also reports that protesters plan to pilot a 20-foot blimp depicting Trump as an "angry baby," as well as deploy at
16-foot robot featuring the likeness of the U.S. president sitting on a gold toilet.

According to the Sun, "The main mass demonstration is set to take place outside Buckingham Palace [on Monday] from
5.30pm when the president will be enjoying a banquet with the Queen."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/piers-morgan-blasts-uk-trump-protesters
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Piers Morgan Blasts 'Disrespectful' British Anti-Trump Protesters: 'When We Needed The

Americans In World War II, They Were There For Us'

He's not necessarily wrong
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Piers Morgan, former CNN host and current "Good Morning Britain" anchor, blasted protesters demonstrating President
Donald Trump's visit to the U.K.

Trump arrived in England Monday for a state visit to commemorate the 75th anniversary of D-Day. You can read more
about the visit here.

What did he say?

During Monday's broadcast of "Good Morning Britain," Morgan spoke out against the hundreds of thousands of protesters
across London, calling them "disrespectful" and the protests unnecessary.

"I think, actually, indeed, they ... are a little bit disrespectful to be waving baby balloons all around the place at the
President of the United States," he explained. "When we needed the Americans in World War II, they were there for
us."

"And if our response [to that country] is to have bigger protests against the leader of United States, than it ever was
against the leader of Saudi Arabia ... or China ... or Russia ... There's something a bit warped about our values,"
Morgan said.

https://youtu.be/4xxwFU-Y5V4 via @YouTube

"Is Trump really worse than Putin or King Salman?" he later asked during another portion of the show.

"Americans fought and died alongside us on D-Day," he added.

Trump's visit coincides with the 75th anniversary of D-Day.

More than 20,000 police officers are expected to be stationed at more than 20 locations across the U.K. during the
president's visit. The Daily Mail reports that the patrolling effort will cost about $23 million.

The outlet also reports that protesters plan to pilot a 20-foot blimp depicting Trump as an "angry baby," as well as deploy at
16-foot robot featuring the likeness of the U.S. president sitting on a gold toilet.

According to the Sun, "The main mass demonstration is set to take place outside Buckingham Palace [on Monday] from
5.30pm when the president will be enjoying a banquet with the Queen."
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Mueller’s press conference this week should be giving the president a good reason to be asking, how long can his

administration afford to allow this coup d’ état to continue before a quorum of public opinion takes hold in this country

that will wrongfully compel him by force of some unlawful process, if not arms, to be removed from office?

Undeniably, America is in the midst of a civil war. The only things not yet flying are the bullets.
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Liberals in Congress are demanding our president be impeached for undefined offenses. Liberal federal judges are letting
themselves be used to thwart his policies at every turn. A complicit liberal media, with the help of Hollywood, is doing its
very best to enable the president’s enemies to foment in the public’s mind — without evidence — that he is a liar, a cheat
and a criminal who must be removed from office. And Mueller's press conference brought this tempest to an even greater
boil than when the president was first elected over two years ago.

Why?

For one reason, because the president has survived long enough to expose a coup attempted by former high-ranking
officials within our government and complicit members of the media to bring him down. Independent investigations have
revealed they took affirmative actions in furtherance of a conspiracy to unlawfully — i.e., undemocratically — overthrow his
administration, which is a crime.

In a word, they committed treason.

In summary, these liberal elitists felt they knew better what’s good for America than did the millions of people who elected
the president. And so to thwart him and them, the Clintons and the DNC “allegedly” paid to create a false dossier that not
only slandered the president but then was used by Hillary’s sympathizers to fraudulently legitimize their spying on his
campaign before the election and to undermine his administration ever since.

The president’s problem now — as revealed by Mueller — is that they are still trying to pull off the coup they started before
he was even elected.

And why wouldn’t they? Traitors who know they have been discovered, but who have yet to be held accountable for their
crimes, have nothing to lose by trying to incite an insurrection that could help them to avoid going to jail … or worse. And
this threat is made even more potent when such highly motivated people are also both very intelligent and experienced in
how the system can be manipulated to achieve their infamy.

Almost one year ago I published an editorial—Memo to President Trump: Prosecute Hillary or Perish— to sound a warning
to our president that, if nothing is done soon to stop the overthrow of his presidency, time is likely to play in his opponents’
favor. And, that is precisely what we are all watching play out before our very eyes today with the likes of Mueller’s press
conference.

It is true that since that warning was issued Attorney General Sessions has been replaced, and several of the treasonous
conspirators — in addition to James Comey — have lost their jobs.

But so what?

All of them — from President Obama and Hillary Clinton on down to their minions, like Comey, Clapper, Brennan, Yates, the
Ohrs, McCabe, Strzok, Page and now Mueller —have remained absolutely free to move about the country publishing
editorials, writing books, giving speeches and tweeting to their heart's content to tell everybody they can how our duly
elected president and his government should be overthrown and replaced. All while helping others to search endlessly for
crimes they are hoping to find he committed to justify his removal. In other words, to do everything they can — with the
assistance of their allies in Hollywood and the media — to persuade the public of the rightness of their cause to both
buttress their nefarious purposes and save their hides.

Both the president and his administration would do well to keep in mind that in 2016 Hillary received over 65 million votes by
liberals who the coup conspirators could reasonably anticipate rallying to their side. And they very well could be if enlisted if
the traitors continue to be allowed to convince them that the coup they are attempting not only should succeed but can.

Why else would Comey recently write an Op-Ed published by the New York Times? There, by inference, he strongly
suggested to the public that if you support the president:

• You are supporting an amoral criminal who cheats, lies and forces others to commit crimes;

• You are betraying our country; and

• “…you are lost. He has eaten your soul,” unless, that is, you join people like Comey, who is brave enough to resist the
president’s evil.

Why else would Mueller hold a press conference weeks after the filing of his report that seemingly exonerated the
president? Again, by inference, he suggested to the public that:

• Attorney General Barr’s interpretation of his report was erroneous, if not criminally biased in favor of the president;

• The president did commit the crime of obstructing justice for which Mueller could not charge him due to Department of
Justice policies; and

• So, it is now the incumbent duty of Congress to do what he could not, and remove the president from office by
impeachment.

If such suggestions being broadcast to the public are not calls to arms, what are they?

These are exactly the kind of solicitations for public support one would expect from those who are guilty after being
informed that both the president and his attorney general are now investigating their treason. Already too guilty to deny their
attempts to overthrow our government, their only remaining hope is to see their attempted coup through to the end.
Operating on fear, they see it as the only path left for them to avoid years in prison… if not a noose.
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Therefore, at present, the only recourse to stop this coup dead in its tracks is for the president, his Department of Justice,
and all patriotic Americans to insist that the traitors be held accountable for their crimes. Only their indictments and
prosecution can put such Americans on notice that their behavior is contrary to what America stands for and will be dealt
with harshly in the future. Otherwise, their coup will only continue until it succeeds.

This was the gauntlet Mr. Mueller most certainly threw down before the president this week. Mr. President, please,

take this moment in history to meet his challenge and do what is right… that is before your enemies — like Mr.

Mueller — are enabled any further to obtain the political momentum they are seeking to force you from office and

destroy the constitutional republic we love.

( LINK BELOW )
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Mueller’s press conference this week should be giving the president a good reason to be asking, how long can his

administration afford to allow this coup d’ état to continue before a quorum of public opinion takes hold in this country

that will wrongfully compel him by force of some unlawful process, if not arms, to be removed from office?

Undeniably, America is in the midst of a civil war. The only things not yet flying are the bullets.

Liberals in Congress are demanding our president be impeached for undefined offenses. Liberal federal judges are letting
themselves be used to thwart his policies at every turn. A complicit liberal media, with the help of Hollywood, is doing its
very best to enable the president’s enemies to foment in the public’s mind — without evidence — that he is a liar, a cheat
and a criminal who must be removed from office. And Mueller's press conference brought this tempest to an even greater
boil than when the president was first elected over two years ago.

Why?

For one reason, because the president has survived long enough to expose a coup attempted by former high-ranking
officials within our government and complicit members of the media to bring him down. Independent investigations have
revealed they took affirmative actions in furtherance of a conspiracy to unlawfully — i.e., undemocratically — overthrow his
administration, which is a crime.

In a word, they committed treason.

In summary, these liberal elitists felt they knew better what’s good for America than did the millions of people who elected
the president. And so to thwart him and them, the Clintons and the DNC “allegedly” paid to create a false dossier that not
only slandered the president but then was used by Hillary’s sympathizers to fraudulently legitimize their spying on his
campaign before the election and to undermine his administration ever since.

The president’s problem now — as revealed by Mueller — is that they are still trying to pull off the coup they started before
he was even elected.

And why wouldn’t they? Traitors who know they have been discovered, but who have yet to be held accountable for their
crimes, have nothing to lose by trying to incite an insurrection that could help them to avoid going to jail … or worse. And
this threat is made even more potent when such highly motivated people are also both very intelligent and experienced in
how the system can be manipulated to achieve their infamy.

Almost one year ago I published an editorial—Memo to President Trump: Prosecute Hillary or Perish— to sound a warning
to our president that, if nothing is done soon to stop the overthrow of his presidency, time is likely to play in his opponents’
favor. And, that is precisely what we are all watching play out before our very eyes today with the likes of Mueller’s press
conference.

It is true that since that warning was issued Attorney General Sessions has been replaced, and several of the treasonous
conspirators — in addition to James Comey — have lost their jobs.

But so what?
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But so what?

All of them — from President Obama and Hillary Clinton on down to their minions, like Comey, Clapper, Brennan, Yates, the
Ohrs, McCabe, Strzok, Page and now Mueller —have remained absolutely free to move about the country publishing
editorials, writing books, giving speeches and tweeting to their heart's content to tell everybody they can how our duly
elected president and his government should be overthrown and replaced. All while helping others to search endlessly for
crimes they are hoping to find he committed to justify his removal. In other words, to do everything they can — with the
assistance of their allies in Hollywood and the media — to persuade the public of the rightness of their cause to both
buttress their nefarious purposes and save their hides.

Both the president and his administration would do well to keep in mind that in 2016 Hillary received over 65 million votes by
liberals who the coup conspirators could reasonably anticipate rallying to their side. And they very well could be if enlisted if
the traitors continue to be allowed to convince them that the coup they are attempting not only should succeed but can.

Why else would Comey recently write an Op-Ed published by the New York Times? There, by inference, he strongly
suggested to the public that if you support the president:

• You are supporting an amoral criminal who cheats, lies and forces others to commit crimes;

• You are betraying our country; and

• “…you are lost. He has eaten your soul,” unless, that is, you join people like Comey, who is brave enough to resist the
president’s evil.

Why else would Mueller hold a press conference weeks after the filing of his report that seemingly exonerated the
president? Again, by inference, he suggested to the public that:

• Attorney General Barr’s interpretation of his report was erroneous, if not criminally biased in favor of the president;

• The president did commit the crime of obstructing justice for which Mueller could not charge him due to Department of
Justice policies; and

• So, it is now the incumbent duty of Congress to do what he could not, and remove the president from office by
impeachment.

If such suggestions being broadcast to the public are not calls to arms, what are they?

These are exactly the kind of solicitations for public support one would expect from those who are guilty after being
informed that both the president and his attorney general are now investigating their treason. Already too guilty to deny their
attempts to overthrow our government, their only remaining hope is to see their attempted coup through to the end.
Operating on fear, they see it as the only path left for them to avoid years in prison… if not a noose.

Therefore, at present, the only recourse to stop this coup dead in its tracks is for the president, his Department of Justice,
and all patriotic Americans to insist that the traitors be held accountable for their crimes. Only their indictments and
prosecution can put such Americans on notice that their behavior is contrary to what America stands for and will be dealt
with harshly in the future. Otherwise, their coup will only continue until it succeeds.

This was the gauntlet Mr. Mueller most certainly threw down before the president this week. Mr. President, please,

take this moment in history to meet his challenge and do what is right… that is before your enemies — like Mr.

Mueller — are enabled any further to obtain the political momentum they are seeking to force you from office and

destroy the constitutional republic we love.
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Father God We Ask In This Prayer For President Donald J.Trump And His Whole Administration

That You Protect Our President And His Whole Administration

https://www.thefwpc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/plug-into-power-of-prayer.jpg

Father in Heaven We Come To You Lord and We ask God that You Forgive Us Our Sins

Lord We ask that You with all of Your Grace to Forgive Any that might have Sinned against Us,

Father now We come to You as a Family of Supporters Of President Donald J.Trump

Lord We are a small Family compared to the rest of the people on line connecting for what ever reasons they see fit

But today God We ask that You send Your Awesome Holy Spirit down from Heaven

To touch everything that President Donald Trump does for the United States of America and Her People

And We ask Lord that You Bless this Man with all of Your Wisdom to do what is right in Your Eyes Father, for Your Glory

Father We know that You are with President Trump and his whole administration, for they are working for the People

Of this Great Country and We ask Lord that You help Attorney William Barr with these investigations into what happened

And who was involved in this Coup Attempt on Our Great President and let it be known to the public

That President Trump has been telling the truth all along in the Russian Collusion Lie

And that he was innocent all along and knew it was a Coup Attempt perpetrated by his Opponent Hillary Clinton

Lord I want to keep this short so I will just ask Father that You most of all send a Legion of Angels

To come down from Heaven and keep a Covering of Protection over President Trump

From all those that wish to hurt the President or any of his Administration that are involved

In the everyday work of bringing the Dark to Light and the Making of America Great Again

Father God I ask that You also cover all the Patriot's that are in this fight with Q'anon and POTUS

To have the patience to see this Plan through to take back the government from the Cabal

Of Deep State Player's and let all their corruption and Coup Attempt be brought to light

Until all of the foul Player's have been arrested and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law

We know Lord that all these things take time and We ask all these things in Jesus Holy Name,

Amen

KEEP AMERICA GREAT 2020
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GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOT'S
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Father God We Ask In This Prayer For President Donald J.Trump And His Whole Administration

That You Protect Our President And His Whole Administration

https://www.thefwpc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/plug-into-power-of-prayer.jpg

Father in Heaven We Come To You Lord and We ask God that You Forgive Us Our Sins

Lord We ask that You with all of Your Grace to Forgive Any that might have Sinned against Us,

Father now We come to You as a Family of Supporters Of President Donald J.Trump

Lord We are a small Family compared to the rest of the people on line connecting for what ever reasons they see fit

But today God We ask that You send Your Awesome Holy Spirit down from Heaven

To touch everything that President Donald Trump does for the United States of America and Her People

And We ask Lord that You Bless this Man with all of Your Wisdom to do what is right in Your Eyes Father, for Your Glory

Father We know that You are with President Trump and his whole administration, for they are working for the People

Of this Great Country and We ask Lord that You help Attorney William Barr with these investigations into what happened

And who was involved in this Coup Attempt on Our Great President and let it be known to the public

That President Trump has been telling the truth all along in the Russian Collusion Lie

And that he was innocent all along and knew it was a Coup Attempt perpetrated by his Opponent Hillary Clinton

Lord I want to keep this short so I will just ask Father that You most of all send a Legion of Angels

To come down from Heaven and keep a Covering of Protection over President Trump

From all those that wish to hurt the President or any of his Administration that are involved

In the everyday work of bringing the Dark to Light and the Making of America Great Again

Father God I ask that You also cover all the Patriot's that are in this fight with Q'anon and POTUS

To have the patience to see this Plan through to take back the government from the Cabal

Of Deep State Player's and let all their corruption and Coup Attempt be brought to light

Until all of the foul Player's have been arrested and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law

We know Lord that all these things take time and We ask all these things in Jesus Holy Name,

Amen

KEEP AMERICA GREAT 2020
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Father God We Ask In This Prayer For President Donald J.Trump And His Whole Administration

That You Protect Our President And His Whole Administration
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Father in Heaven We Come To You Lord and We ask God that You Forgive Us Our Sins

Lord We ask that You with all of Your Grace to Forgive Any that might have Sinned against Us,

Father now We come to You as a Family of Supporters Of President Donald J.Trump

Lord We are a small Family compared to the rest of the people on line connecting for what ever reasons they see fit

But today God We ask that You send Your Awesome Holy Spirit down from Heaven

To touch everything that President Donald Trump does for the United States of America and Her People

And We ask Lord that You Bless this Man with all of Your Wisdom to do what is right in Your Eyes Father, for Your Glory

Father We know that You are with President Trump and his whole administration, for they are working for the People

Of this Great Country and We ask Lord that You help Attorney William Barr with these investigations into what happened

And who was involved in this Coup Attempt on Our Great President and let it be known to the public

That President Trump has been telling the truth all along in the Russian Collusion Lie

And that he was innocent all along and knew it was a Coup Attempt perpetrated by his Opponent Hillary Clinton

Lord I want to keep this short so I will just ask Father that You most of all send a Legion of Angels

To come down from Heaven and keep a Covering of Protection over President Trump

From all those that wish to hurt the President or any of his Administration that are involved

In the everyday work of bringing the Dark to Light and the Making of America Great Again

Father God I ask that You also cover all the Patriot's that are in this fight with Q'anon and POTUS

To have the patience to see this Plan through to take back the government from the Cabal

Of Deep State Player's and let all their corruption and Coup Attempt be brought to light

Until all of the foul Player's have been arrested and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law

We know Lord that all these things take time and We ask all these things in Jesus Holy Name,

Amen

KEEP AMERICA GREAT 2020
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Father God We Ask In This Prayer For President Donald J.Trump And His Whole Administration

That You Protect Our President And His Whole Administration

https://www.thefwpc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/plug-into-power-of-prayer.jpg

Father in Heaven We Come To You Lord and We ask God that You Forgive Us Our Sins

Lord We ask that You with all of Your Grace to Forgive Any that might have Sinned against Us,

Father now We come to You as a Family of Supporters Of President Donald J.Trump

Lord We are a small Family compared to the rest of the people on line connecting for what ever reasons they see fit

But today God We ask that You send Your Awesome Holy Spirit down from Heaven

To touch everything that President Donald Trump does for the United States of America and Her People

And We ask Lord that You Bless this Man with all of Your Wisdom to do what is right in Your Eyes Father, for Your Glory

Father We know that You are with President Trump and his whole administration, for they are working for the People

Of this Great Country and We ask Lord that You help Attorney William Barr with these investigations into what happened

And who was involved in this Coup Attempt on Our Great President and let it be known to the public

That President Trump has been telling the truth all along in the Russian Collusion Lie

And that he was innocent all along and knew it was a Coup Attempt perpetrated by his Opponent Hillary Clinton

Lord I want to keep this short so I will just ask Father that You most of all send a Legion of Angels

To come down from Heaven and keep a Covering of Protection over President Trump

From all those that wish to hurt the President or any of his Administration that are involved

In the everyday work of bringing the Dark to Light and the Making of America Great Again

Father God I ask that You also cover all the Patriot's that are in this fight with Q'anon and POTUS

To have the patience to see this Plan through to take back the government from the Cabal

Of Deep State Player's and let all their corruption and Coup Attempt be brought to light

Until all of the foul Player's have been arrested and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law

We know Lord that all these things take time and We ask all these things in Jesus Holy Name,

Amen

KEEP AMERICA GREAT 2020
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Trump Accuses Russia, Syria, Iran Of 'Bombing The Hell' Of Idlib Province

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/idlib_syria_09102018.jpg

President Trump on Sunday accused Russia, Syria and Iran of escalating violence in Syria's Idlib region,

calling on those countries to stop carrying out bombings in the province.

"Hearing word that Russia, Syria and, to a lesser extent, Iran, are bombing the hell out of Idlib Province in
Syria, and indiscriminately killing many innocent civilians," Trump tweeted Sunday evening. "The World is
watching this butchery. What is the purpose, what will it get you? STOP!"

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1135332642851893250

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Hearing word that Russia, Syria and, to a lesser extent, Iran, are bombing the hell out of Idlib Province in

Syria, and indiscriminately killing many innocent civilians. The World is watching this butchery. What is the

purpose, what will it get you? STOP!

Asked about the situation as he left the White House to fly to the United Kingdom, Trump reiterated that he was concerned
with what's happening in Idlib.

“I gave people a warning seven months ago, I stopped it," he said. "I don’t like what’s happening. They’re
killing indiscriminately many, many civilians. Bad things are happening over there."

Idlib is the last remaining stronghold for Syrian rebels, and has been at the center of a month-long campaign by the Syrian
government that has resulted in numerous civilian deaths.

Recent government airstrikes, backed by Syrian president Bashar Assad allies in Moscow, have uprooted more than
300,000 people and killed 229 civilians, according to the Union of Medical Care and Relief Organizations.

The State Department on Tuesday called recent Russian and Syrian government airstrikes in northwest Syria a “reckless
escalation” as Assad seeks to oust rebels from the country’s Idlib province.

Turkey and Russia have aligned themselves with Assad's government, while the United States has backed Kurdish forces.

Trump announced late last year that U.S. forces in Syria would be returning home, but the administration has since clarified
that a few hundred troops would remain in the region.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/446562-trump-accuses-russia-syria-iran-of-bombing-the-hell-of-idlib-province
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Trump Accuses Russia, Syria, Iran Of 'Bombing The Hell' Of Idlib Province

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/idlib_syria_09102018.jpg

President Trump on Sunday accused Russia, Syria and Iran of escalating violence in Syria's Idlib region,

calling on those countries to stop carrying out bombings in the province.

"Hearing word that Russia, Syria and, to a lesser extent, Iran, are bombing the hell out of Idlib Province in
Syria, and indiscriminately killing many innocent civilians," Trump tweeted Sunday evening. "The World is
watching this butchery. What is the purpose, what will it get you? STOP!"

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1135332642851893250

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Hearing word that Russia, Syria and, to a lesser extent, Iran, are bombing the hell out of Idlib Province in

Syria, and indiscriminately killing many innocent civilians. The World is watching this butchery. What is the

purpose, what will it get you? STOP!

Asked about the situation as he left the White House to fly to the United Kingdom, Trump reiterated that he was concerned
with what's happening in Idlib.

“I gave people a warning seven months ago, I stopped it," he said. "I don’t like what’s happening. They’re
killing indiscriminately many, many civilians. Bad things are happening over there."

Idlib is the last remaining stronghold for Syrian rebels, and has been at the center of a month-long campaign by the Syrian
government that has resulted in numerous civilian deaths.

Recent government airstrikes, backed by Syrian president Bashar Assad allies in Moscow, have uprooted more than
300,000 people and killed 229 civilians, according to the Union of Medical Care and Relief Organizations.

The State Department on Tuesday called recent Russian and Syrian government airstrikes in northwest Syria a “reckless
escalation” as Assad seeks to oust rebels from the country’s Idlib province.

Turkey and Russia have aligned themselves with Assad's government, while the United States has backed Kurdish forces.

Trump announced late last year that U.S. forces in Syria would be returning home, but the administration has since clarified
that a few hundred troops would remain in the region.
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Jim Jordan: Barr Will Get To 'Bottom' of Propriety of FBI Russia Probe

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=f8659160-9568-4108-8141-
4cbf009c9585&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Rep. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, on Sunday defended Attorney General William Barr’s decision to investigate the origin of the FBI
Russia probe, saying "unauthorized surveillance and political surveillance" should "scare" Americans.

In an interview on ABC News’ “This Week,” the co-founder of the hard-right Freedom Caucus said Barr "is going to get to
the bottom of this thing."

“[Barr] said there was a failure of leadership at the upper echelon of the FBI. That was definitely true,” Jordan said.

“Then he said three other things that everyone should pay attention… there's a basis for his concern about the
spying that took place. Maybe most important, he used two terms that should scare all your viewers, unauthorized
surveillance and political surveillance. The evidence seems to suggest it happened.”

Jordan also hit former special counsel Robert Mueller’s report on Russian interference in the election for taking too long and
costing too much — and that former FBI James Comey came to the same conclusion earlier and quicker.

Fired as FBI chief May 9, 2017, Comey oversaw the first 10 months of the FBI's collusion investigation.

“He said after 10 months of the FBI looking into this they had no evidence of any coordination or collusion between
the Trump campaign and Russia to impact the 2016 election. How long did it take Bob Mueller?“ Jordan asked.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/jordan-barr-mueller-comey/2019/06/02/id/918563/
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Rep. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, on Sunday defended Attorney General William Barr’s decision to investigate the origin of the FBI
Russia probe, saying "unauthorized surveillance and political surveillance" should "scare" Americans.

In an interview on ABC News’ “This Week,” the co-founder of the hard-right Freedom Caucus said Barr "is going to get to
the bottom of this thing."

“[Barr] said there was a failure of leadership at the upper echelon of the FBI. That was definitely true,” Jordan said.

“Then he said three other things that everyone should pay attention… there's a basis for his concern about the
spying that took place. Maybe most important, he used two terms that should scare all your viewers, unauthorized
surveillance and political surveillance. The evidence seems to suggest it happened.”

Jordan also hit former special counsel Robert Mueller’s report on Russian interference in the election for taking too long and
costing too much — and that former FBI James Comey came to the same conclusion earlier and quicker.

Fired as FBI chief May 9, 2017, Comey oversaw the first 10 months of the FBI's collusion investigation.

“He said after 10 months of the FBI looking into this they had no evidence of any coordination or collusion between
the Trump campaign and Russia to impact the 2016 election. How long did it take Bob Mueller?“ Jordan asked.
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Rep. Doug Collins Says Mueller Twisted US Due Process

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/doug-collins-innocent-guilty-due-process/2019/06/02/id/918571/

Special counsel Robert Mueller's first and final statement on his investigation was based on the flawed premise "you're
guilty until we prove you're innocent," according to House Judiciary Committee Ranking Member Doug Collins, R-Ga.

"He starts from the premise that, so interestingly, the wrong narrative from America that he's trying to take, is that
we're proving innocence here and you're guilty until we prove you're innocent," Collins told "Fox News Sunday."

Rep. Collins pointed to Mueller's statement in the report he cannot conclude President Donald Trump did not commit a
crime as a reversal of U.S. due process, and had they done so, "we would have said so."

"Instead of finding answers, we still find more questions," Rep. Collins told host Chris Wallace.

The Mueller investigation was always about impeachment for Democrats, Collins suggested.

"They've been wanting to impeach this president since November 2016," Collins said. "They've never liked him.
They'd use any excuse to begin the impeachment process."

Collins ripped Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler, D-N.Y., for a willingness "to subpoena anything that moves," but
doubts there will be a subpoena for Mueller.

"I don't believe he really wants to talk to Robert Mueller," Collins said. "It's better for [Nadler] to continue a narrative
that Robert Mueller said things or implied things that he's trying to imply to the American people is impeachment.

". . . Nadler likes to continue the innuendo and doubt that has been placed, and also at the same point, Robert
Mueller doesn't want to talk to Congress because he's going to get real questions about how the investigation was
done [and] where it started."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/doug-collins-innocent-guilty-due-process/2019/06/02/id/918571/
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Rep. Doug Collins Says Mueller Twisted US Due Process

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/doug-collins-innocent-guilty-due-process/2019/06/02/id/918571/

Special counsel Robert Mueller's first and final statement on his investigation was based on the flawed premise "you're
guilty until we prove you're innocent," according to House Judiciary Committee Ranking Member Doug Collins, R-Ga.

"He starts from the premise that, so interestingly, the wrong narrative from America that he's trying to take, is that
we're proving innocence here and you're guilty until we prove you're innocent," Collins told "Fox News Sunday."

Rep. Collins pointed to Mueller's statement in the report he cannot conclude President Donald Trump did not commit a
crime as a reversal of U.S. due process, and had they done so, "we would have said so."

"Instead of finding answers, we still find more questions," Rep. Collins told host Chris Wallace.

The Mueller investigation was always about impeachment for Democrats, Collins suggested.

"They've been wanting to impeach this president since November 2016," Collins said. "They've never liked him.
They'd use any excuse to begin the impeachment process."

Collins ripped Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler, D-N.Y., for a willingness "to subpoena anything that moves," but
doubts there will be a subpoena for Mueller.

"I don't believe he really wants to talk to Robert Mueller," Collins said. "It's better for [Nadler] to continue a narrative
that Robert Mueller said things or implied things that he's trying to imply to the American people is impeachment.

". . . Nadler likes to continue the innuendo and doubt that has been placed, and also at the same point, Robert
Mueller doesn't want to talk to Congress because he's going to get real questions about how the investigation was
done [and] where it started."
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Trump Makes Unannounced Stop At Virginia Church(VIDEO)

---( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )---

President Trump on Sunday made a brief unannounced visit to a Virginia church following a morning at his golf club.

The White House said Trump was stopping at McLean Bible Church in Vienna, Virginia, "to visit with the Pastor and pray for
the victims and community of Virginia Beach."

But the stop on Sunday lasted only a short time, and there was no explicit mention of the shooting victims.

Twelve people died after a gunman opened fire at a municipal office in Virginia Beach on Friday. Trump has tweeted his
condolences and spoken with local leaders.

Trump walked onstage at the church wearing khaki pants and a jacket over his polo shirt and holding a golf hat. He stood
alongside Pastor David Platt, who noted that there had been calls from Christian leaders to pray for the president on
Sunday.

"We don’t want to do that just on this Sunday," Platt said. "We want to do that continually, day in and day out. So I
want to ask us to bow our heads together now and pray for our president."

The pastor went on to offer a prayer for the president and other political leaders.

"We know we need your mercy. We need your grace. We need your help. We need your wisdom in our country," he
said. "And so we stand right now on behalf of our president, and we pray for your grace and your mercy and your
wisdom upon him.”

The pastor added that he was praying not just for the president but also for "leaders in Congress," "leaders in courts" and
state leaders.

The president did not make remarks onstage before departing.

Evangelist Franklin Graham and 250 other Christian leaders last week announced they were calling for a “Special Day of
Prayer” to set aside time to lead their local congregations in praying for the president on Sunday.

Trump had retweeted several messages on Saturday night mentioning the planned day of prayer.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/446541-trump-makes-unannounced-stop-at-virginia-church
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Trump Makes Unannounced Stop At Virginia Church(VIDEO)

---( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )---

President Trump on Sunday made a brief unannounced visit to a Virginia church following a morning at his golf club.

The White House said Trump was stopping at McLean Bible Church in Vienna, Virginia, "to visit with the Pastor and pray for
the victims and community of Virginia Beach."

But the stop on Sunday lasted only a short time, and there was no explicit mention of the shooting victims.

Twelve people died after a gunman opened fire at a municipal office in Virginia Beach on Friday. Trump has tweeted his
condolences and spoken with local leaders.

Trump walked onstage at the church wearing khaki pants and a jacket over his polo shirt and holding a golf hat. He stood
alongside Pastor David Platt, who noted that there had been calls from Christian leaders to pray for the president on
Sunday.

"We don’t want to do that just on this Sunday," Platt said. "We want to do that continually, day in and day out. So I
want to ask us to bow our heads together now and pray for our president."

The pastor went on to offer a prayer for the president and other political leaders.

"We know we need your mercy. We need your grace. We need your help. We need your wisdom in our country," he
said. "And so we stand right now on behalf of our president, and we pray for your grace and your mercy and your
wisdom upon him.”

The pastor added that he was praying not just for the president but also for "leaders in Congress," "leaders in courts" and
state leaders.

The president did not make remarks onstage before departing.

Evangelist Franklin Graham and 250 other Christian leaders last week announced they were calling for a “Special Day of
Prayer” to set aside time to lead their local congregations in praying for the president on Sunday.

Trump had retweeted several messages on Saturday night mentioning the planned day of prayer.
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Democrat Presidential Candidate Booed More Than 30 Seconds For Saying 'Socialism Is Not the

Answer'

EVIDENTLY THE DEMOCRAT PARTY ARE NOW ' WITH OUT A DOUBT 'THE PARTY OF SOCIALISM

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/155/fc4b957c-a5f0-4c1c-91ec-b697655641bc.jpg

Former Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper received an unwelcome reception at the California

Democratic Convention on Saturday after the one of two dozen presidential candidates told the crowd that

"socialism is not the answer" to defeating incumbent Republican President Donald J. Trump. For this

remark, he received a loud and steady "boo" of disapproval from the audience.

"If we want to beat Donald Trump and achieve big progressive goals, socialism is not the answer," Hickenlooper said
to more than 4,500 delegates on Saturday, reports CNN. The otherwise quiet observers began to boo and voice their
condemnation of the statement. Their reaction lasted more than 30 seconds. Hickenlooper tried to reason with the
crowd, saying, "You know, if we're not careful, we're going to end up helping to re-elect the worst president in history.

Finally, the crowd quieted down and then Hickenlooper really ground their gears when he suggested the Democratic party
needed "pragmatism" moving forward on policy issues like healthcare and the environment.

"We shouldn't try to achieve universal coverage by removing private insurance from over 150 million Americans. The
booing the reinitiated. Nevertheless, he persisted, saying, "We should not try to tackle climate change by
guaranteeing every American a government job."

"Hold on, hold on," Hickenlooper said according to CNN. "I want to give Americans a reason to look forward
tomorrow. As president, I will make healthcare a right, not a privilege with a real public option."

A portion of the speech and the audience's reaction can be seen here:

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1134966028881027072

( VIDEO IN LINK ABOVE )

The Hill

 Verified account

@thehill

@thehill

John @Hickenlooper is booed at the California Democratic convention for saying: "Socialism is not the

answer."

Hickenlooper is one of 15 Democratic candidates scheduled to speak to the CA Democratic Convention.
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Democrat Presidential Candidate Booed More Than 30 Seconds For Saying 'Socialism Is Not the

Answer'

EVIDENTLY THE DEMOCRAT PARTY ARE NOW ' WITH OUT A DOUBT 'THE PARTY OF SOCIALISM
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Former Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper received an unwelcome reception at the California

Democratic Convention on Saturday after the one of two dozen presidential candidates told the crowd that

"socialism is not the answer" to defeating incumbent Republican President Donald J. Trump. For this

remark, he received a loud and steady "boo" of disapproval from the audience.

"If we want to beat Donald Trump and achieve big progressive goals, socialism is not the answer," Hickenlooper said
to more than 4,500 delegates on Saturday, reports CNN. The otherwise quiet observers began to boo and voice their
condemnation of the statement. Their reaction lasted more than 30 seconds. Hickenlooper tried to reason with the
crowd, saying, "You know, if we're not careful, we're going to end up helping to re-elect the worst president in history.

Finally, the crowd quieted down and then Hickenlooper really ground their gears when he suggested the Democratic party
needed "pragmatism" moving forward on policy issues like healthcare and the environment.

"We shouldn't try to achieve universal coverage by removing private insurance from over 150 million Americans. The
booing the reinitiated. Nevertheless, he persisted, saying, "We should not try to tackle climate change by
guaranteeing every American a government job."

"Hold on, hold on," Hickenlooper said according to CNN. "I want to give Americans a reason to look forward
tomorrow. As president, I will make healthcare a right, not a privilege with a real public option."

A portion of the speech and the audience's reaction can be seen here:

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1134966028881027072

( VIDEO IN LINK ABOVE )

The Hill

 Verified account

@thehill

@thehill

John @Hickenlooper is booed at the California Democratic convention for saying: "Socialism is not the

answer."

Hickenlooper is one of 15 Democratic candidates scheduled to speak to the CA Democratic Convention.
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Veterans Walk out of Private Meeting With AOC: 'I Just Couldn't Hear Her BS Anymore'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/151/ebe9f581-d135-4da5-82b2-82233f072c4a.png

The New York Post reports that two military veterans walked out of a private meeting with Democratic Socialist Rep.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez earlier this week after the freshman congresswoman began bashing US foreign policy. However,
AOC's office claims the two men are lying.

“She knocks the country, she knocks the president. And that’s not what America is about,” Silvio Mazzella, a
Vietnam War veteran and treasurer of Community Board 11, told the New York Post.

Another veteran, "Anthony Vitaliano — an Army veteran who worked in the NYPD for 38 years, and commanded the
Bronx’s homicide detectives," was sitting right next to the congresswoman and her chief of staff as she made her remarks.

“I just couldn’t hear her BS anymore,” Vitaliano told the paper. “I just got up, got my umbrella in my hand and walked
right out.”

After one board member asked about the conflict in Yemen, "The progressive firebrand slammed the US policy of providing
bombs to Saudi Arabia, which has supported Yemen’s government in a brutal civil war, according to attendees. Some
blamed her for not including the roles of other nations in explaining the volatile region’s violence," according to those who
attended the meeting.

One anonymous attendee said he was "revolted," after AOC's calling Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
President Donald J. Trump "autocrats."

When asked about the walkouts, AOC's spokesman Corbin Trent claimed they never happened. “The only person that left
the meeting while it was underway was someone who had to go pick up their children,” Trent told the NYP.

But Vitaliano responded saying, "That’s bulls–t. Everybody that was there knows I walked out.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/06/02/two-veterans-walk-out-of-private-meeting-with-aoc-i-just-couldnt-hear-her-
bs-a-n2547265
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The New York Post reports that two military veterans walked out of a private meeting with Democratic Socialist Rep.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez earlier this week after the freshman congresswoman began bashing US foreign policy. However,
AOC's office claims the two men are lying.

“She knocks the country, she knocks the president. And that’s not what America is about,” Silvio Mazzella, a
Vietnam War veteran and treasurer of Community Board 11, told the New York Post.

Another veteran, "Anthony Vitaliano — an Army veteran who worked in the NYPD for 38 years, and commanded the
Bronx’s homicide detectives," was sitting right next to the congresswoman and her chief of staff as she made her remarks.

“I just couldn’t hear her BS anymore,” Vitaliano told the paper. “I just got up, got my umbrella in my hand and walked
right out.”

After one board member asked about the conflict in Yemen, "The progressive firebrand slammed the US policy of providing
bombs to Saudi Arabia, which has supported Yemen’s government in a brutal civil war, according to attendees. Some
blamed her for not including the roles of other nations in explaining the volatile region’s violence," according to those who
attended the meeting.

One anonymous attendee said he was "revolted," after AOC's calling Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
President Donald J. Trump "autocrats."

When asked about the walkouts, AOC's spokesman Corbin Trent claimed they never happened. “The only person that left
the meeting while it was underway was someone who had to go pick up their children,” Trent told the NYP.

But Vitaliano responded saying, "That’s bulls–t. Everybody that was there knows I walked out.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Her political power is waning, and her attempts to suggest indictment of Trump show her personal fears.

Hillary Clinton recently editorialized about the second volume of special counsel Robert Mueller’s massive

report. She concluded of the report’s assorted testimonies and inside White House gossip concerning

President Trump’s words and actions that “any other person engaged in those acts would certainly have

been indicted.”

Psychologists might call her claims “projection.” That is the well-known psychological malady of attributing bad
behavior to others as a means of exonerating one’s own similar, if not often even worse, sins.

After 22 months of investigation and $34 million spent, the Mueller report concluded that there was no Trump–Russia
collusion — the main focus of the investigation — even though that unfounded allegation dominated print and televised
media’s speculative headlines for the last two years.

While Mueller’s report addressed various allegations of Trump’s other roguery, the special counsel did not recommend that
the president be indicted for obstruction of justice in what Mueller had just concluded was not a crime of collusion.

What Mueller strangely did do — and what most federal prosecutors do not do — was cite all the allegedly questionable
behavior of a target who has just been de facto exonerated by not being indicted.
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behavior of a target who has just been de facto exonerated by not being indicted.

What Mueller did not do was explain that much of the evidence he found useful was clearly a product of unethical and illegal
behavior. In the case of the false charge of “collusion,” the irony was rich.

Russians likely fed salacious but untrue allegations about Trump to ex-British spy Christopher Steele, who was being paid
in part by the Hillary Clinton campaign and the Democratic National Committee to find dirt on Trump.

The Russians rightly assumed that Steele would lap up their fantasies, seed them among Trump-hating officials in the
Barack Obama administration and thereby cause hysteria during the election, the transition, and, eventually, the Trump
presidency.

Russia succeeded in sowing such chaos, thanks ultimately to Clinton, who likely had broken federal laws by using a British
national and, by extension, Russian sources to warp an election. Without the fallacious Steele dossier, the entire Russian
collusion hoax never would have taken off.

Without Steele’s skullduggery, there probably would have been no Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court–approved
surveillance of Trump aide Carter Page. There might have been no FBI plants inserted into the Trump campaign. There
might have been no subsequent leaking to the press of classified documents to prompt a Trump collusion investigation.

Given the Steele travesty and other past scandals, it is inexplicable that Clinton has not been indicted.

Her lawlessness first made headlines 25 years ago, when she admitted that her cattle-futures broker had

defied odds of one in 31 trillion by investing $1,000 from her trading account and returning a profit of nearly

$100,000. Clinton failed to report about $6,500 in profits to the IRS. She initially lied about her investment

windfall by claiming she made the wagers herself. She even fantastically alleged that she mastered cattle-

futures trading by reading financial newspapers.

To paraphrase Clinton herself, anyone else would have been indicted for far less.

The reason that foreign oligarchs are no longer donating millions of dollars to the Clinton

Foundation, and that Bill Clinton is not being offered $500,000 for speaking appearances in Moscow,

is simply that Hillary Clinton is not secretary of state. She is no longer in a public position to hector

her colleagues into approving pro-Russian commercial deals, such as the one that gave Russian

interests access to North American uranium.

As secretary of state, Clinton also sidestepped the law by setting up a home-brewed email server. She

transmitted classified documents over this insecure route and lied about it. And she destroyed some 30,000

emails that were in effect under subpoena. Anyone else would have been indicted for far less.

In truth, Clinton was at the heart of the entire Russian-collusion hoax. Even after the election, she kept fueling it in order to
blame Trump–Russia conspiracies for her stunning defeat in 2016. Unable to acknowledge her own culpability as a weak
and uninspiring candidate, Clinton formally joined the post-election “resistance” and began whining about collusion. That
excuse seemed preferable to explaining why she had blown a huge lead and lost despite favorable media coverage and
superior funding.

For much of her professional life, Hillary Clinton had acted above and beyond the law on the assumption that as the wife of
a governor, as first lady of the United States, as a senator from New York, as secretary of state, and as a two-time
candidate for the presidency, she could ignore the law without worrying over the consequences.

For Clinton now to project that the president should be indicted suggests she is worried about her own

potential indictment. And she is rightly concerned that for the first time in 40 years, neither she nor her

husband is serving in government or running for some office, and therefore she could be held accountable.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/05/hillary-clinton-fears-indictment/
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Her political power is waning, and her attempts to suggest indictment of Trump show her personal fears.

Hillary Clinton recently editorialized about the second volume of special counsel Robert Mueller’s massive

report. She concluded of the report’s assorted testimonies and inside White House gossip concerning

President Trump’s words and actions that “any other person engaged in those acts would certainly have

been indicted.”

Psychologists might call her claims “projection.” That is the well-known psychological malady of attributing bad
behavior to others as a means of exonerating one’s own similar, if not often even worse, sins.

After 22 months of investigation and $34 million spent, the Mueller report concluded that there was no Trump–Russia
collusion — the main focus of the investigation — even though that unfounded allegation dominated print and televised
media’s speculative headlines for the last two years.

While Mueller’s report addressed various allegations of Trump’s other roguery, the special counsel did not recommend that
the president be indicted for obstruction of justice in what Mueller had just concluded was not a crime of collusion.

What Mueller strangely did do — and what most federal prosecutors do not do — was cite all the allegedly questionable
behavior of a target who has just been de facto exonerated by not being indicted.

What Mueller did not do was explain that much of the evidence he found useful was clearly a product of unethical and illegal
behavior. In the case of the false charge of “collusion,” the irony was rich.

Russians likely fed salacious but untrue allegations about Trump to ex-British spy Christopher Steele, who was being paid
in part by the Hillary Clinton campaign and the Democratic National Committee to find dirt on Trump.

The Russians rightly assumed that Steele would lap up their fantasies, seed them among Trump-hating officials in the
Barack Obama administration and thereby cause hysteria during the election, the transition, and, eventually, the Trump
presidency.

Russia succeeded in sowing such chaos, thanks ultimately to Clinton, who likely had broken federal laws by using a British
national and, by extension, Russian sources to warp an election. Without the fallacious Steele dossier, the entire Russian
collusion hoax never would have taken off.

Without Steele’s skullduggery, there probably would have been no Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court–approved
surveillance of Trump aide Carter Page. There might have been no FBI plants inserted into the Trump campaign. There
might have been no subsequent leaking to the press of classified documents to prompt a Trump collusion investigation.

Given the Steele travesty and other past scandals, it is inexplicable that Clinton has not been indicted.

Her lawlessness first made headlines 25 years ago, when she admitted that her cattle-futures broker had

defied odds of one in 31 trillion by investing $1,000 from her trading account and returning a profit of nearly

$100,000. Clinton failed to report about $6,500 in profits to the IRS. She initially lied about her investment

windfall by claiming she made the wagers herself. She even fantastically alleged that she mastered cattle-

futures trading by reading financial newspapers.

To paraphrase Clinton herself, anyone else would have been indicted for far less.

The reason that foreign oligarchs are no longer donating millions of dollars to the Clinton

Foundation, and that Bill Clinton is not being offered $500,000 for speaking appearances in Moscow,

is simply that Hillary Clinton is not secretary of state. She is no longer in a public position to hector

her colleagues into approving pro-Russian commercial deals, such as the one that gave Russian

interests access to North American uranium.

As secretary of state, Clinton also sidestepped the law by setting up a home-brewed email server. She

transmitted classified documents over this insecure route and lied about it. And she destroyed some 30,000

emails that were in effect under subpoena. Anyone else would have been indicted for far less.

In truth, Clinton was at the heart of the entire Russian-collusion hoax. Even after the election, she kept fueling it in order to
blame Trump–Russia conspiracies for her stunning defeat in 2016. Unable to acknowledge her own culpability as a weak
and uninspiring candidate, Clinton formally joined the post-election “resistance” and began whining about collusion. That
excuse seemed preferable to explaining why she had blown a huge lead and lost despite favorable media coverage and
superior funding.

For much of her professional life, Hillary Clinton had acted above and beyond the law on the assumption that as the wife of
a governor, as first lady of the United States, as a senator from New York, as secretary of state, and as a two-time
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candidate for the presidency, she could ignore the law without worrying over the consequences.

For Clinton now to project that the president should be indicted suggests she is worried about her own

potential indictment. And she is rightly concerned that for the first time in 40 years, neither she nor her

husband is serving in government or running for some office, and therefore she could be held accountable.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/05/hillary-clinton-fears-indictment/
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New Poll Has Great News For Trump Ahead Of Campaign Season, Bad News For Democrats

Trump's re-election chances are surging

https://assets.rbl.ms/19571178/1200x600.jpg

President Donald Trump's approval rating hit the highest level in two years this week, boosted by a strengthening economy
and surging consumer optimism.

What are the details?

According to the latest Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll, 48 percent of voters approve of Trump's job performance while a slight
majority — just 52 percent — do not approve of his job performance, according to The Hill.

The last time Trump's approval reached 48 percent in the Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll was in June 2017.

The survey showed Americans most approve of Trump's performance on economic matters. The Hill reported that a record
62 percent of voters told Harvard/Harris they approve of Trump's handling of unemployment, while 59 percent said they
approve of his overall handling of the economy.

Meanwhile, 71 percent of voters said they believe Trump has made the economy "somewhat strong or very strong," and 51
percent said the economy continues to head in the right direction.

Unfortunately, just 39 percent of respondents told Harvard/Harris they believe the country is headed in the overall correct
direction.

What's the bad news for Dems?

Given that voters traditionally tend to ignore social issues and emphasize economic concerns at the voting booth, this poll
presents a major problem for Democrats in 2020 who are already focusing a serious chunk of their campaign efforts on
social issues.

If this poll is any indication of voter sentiment heading in 2020, with a strong economy behind the president, Democrats will
have their work cut out for them if they want to win back the White House.

Mark Penn, co-director of the Harvard/Harris survey, told The Hill the increase in Trump's approval reflects the president's
strong possibility of re-election.

"People's views on the economy are gradually pushing Trump's numbers up and his actions on other issues like
China and immigration are neutral to positive," Penn said. "Every point of increase in this range of 45 to 50 improves
the possibility of re-election."

( LINK BELOW )
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New Poll Has Great News For Trump Ahead Of Campaign Season, Bad News For Democrats

Trump's re-election chances are surging

https://assets.rbl.ms/19571178/1200x600.jpg

President Donald Trump's approval rating hit the highest level in two years this week, boosted by a strengthening economy
and surging consumer optimism.

What are the details?

According to the latest Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll, 48 percent of voters approve of Trump's job performance while a slight
majority — just 52 percent — do not approve of his job performance, according to The Hill.

The last time Trump's approval reached 48 percent in the Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll was in June 2017.

The survey showed Americans most approve of Trump's performance on economic matters. The Hill reported that a record
62 percent of voters told Harvard/Harris they approve of Trump's handling of unemployment, while 59 percent said they
approve of his overall handling of the economy.

Meanwhile, 71 percent of voters said they believe Trump has made the economy "somewhat strong or very strong," and 51
percent said the economy continues to head in the right direction.

Unfortunately, just 39 percent of respondents told Harvard/Harris they believe the country is headed in the overall correct
direction.

What's the bad news for Dems?

Given that voters traditionally tend to ignore social issues and emphasize economic concerns at the voting booth, this poll
presents a major problem for Democrats in 2020 who are already focusing a serious chunk of their campaign efforts on
social issues.

If this poll is any indication of voter sentiment heading in 2020, with a strong economy behind the president, Democrats will
have their work cut out for them if they want to win back the White House.

Mark Penn, co-director of the Harvard/Harris survey, told The Hill the increase in Trump's approval reflects the president's
strong possibility of re-election.

"People's views on the economy are gradually pushing Trump's numbers up and his actions on other issues like
China and immigration are neutral to positive," Penn said. "Every point of increase in this range of 45 to 50 improves
the possibility of re-election."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/donald-trump-approval-rating-harvard-poll
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So, remember when President Trump accused former Secretary of State John Kerry of violating the Logan Act for speaking
with the Iranians? Yeah, CNN did a fact check piece. It’s funny because when Republican Senators wrote a letterto the
leaders of Iran warning them that if a Democrat fails to succeed the Obama presidency in 2016, a Republican president
could nuke this shoddy Iran Deal. Oh, the Logan Act allegations were flying from liberals at the time. It was an
embarrassment. Now, Trump is playing by their rules (via Politico):

President Donald Trump said on Thursday that John Kerry "should be prosecuted" for allegedly violating the Logan Act
through his conversations with Iran, escalating a feud between his administration and the former secretary of State.

"John Kerry violated the Logan Act," Trump said during a White House press availability. "He's talking to Iran and has has
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"John Kerry violated the Logan Act," Trump said during a White House press availability. "He's talking to Iran and has has
[sic] many meetings and many phone calls and he's telling them what to do. That is total violation of the Logan Act."

In response, Kerry spokesman Matt Summers told POLITICO that "everything President Trump said today is simply
wrong, end of story."

"[Trump's] wrong about the facts, wrong about the law, and sadly he's been wrong about how to use diplomacy to keep
America safe," the Kerry spokesman said. "Secretary Kerry helped negotiate a nuclear agreement that worked to solve an
intractable problem. The world supported it then and supports it still. We'd hope the president would focus on solving
foreign policy problems for America instead of attacking his predecessors for theater."

Well, as it turns out, former Obama officials have been talking to Iran, which they said was “normal.” You see, we have
another round of ‘liberals can do it, but conservatives can’t,’ a game that this administration doesn’t care about; a game that
we’re throwing back in the faces of liberals. The hell we can’t accuse you of treason; we’re playing by your rules, liberals.
And if Republicans had been doing this if the roles were reversed, you bet MSNBC, CNN, and the entire liberal media
establishment would be calling for trials. Also, this isn't the first time Kerry has spoken with the Iranians after he left the
State Department (via Daily Beast):

Mark Hemingway

✔ @Heminator

Sounds like a Logan Act violation! Commence the wiretaps.

Omri Ceren

@omriceren

Former Obama officials have been working with Iran and friends on the Hill to isolate the Trump admin. Their most

recent contacts were a couple weeks ago. They told @thedailybeast that them secretly talking to Iran is "normal"

https://www.thedailybeast.com/team-obama-tells-iran-dont-escalate-dont-take-trumps-bait …

Omri Ceren

@omriceren

Former Obama officials have been working with Iran and friends on the Hill to isolate the Trump admin. Their most

recent contacts were a couple weeks ago. They told @thedailybeast that them secretly talking to Iran is "normal"

https://www.thedailybeast.com/team-obama-tells-iran-dont-escalate-dont-take-trumps-bait …

As the Trump administration sent warplanes and an aircraft carrier to the Persian Gulf, a small group of former Obama
administration officials reached out to their contacts in the Iranian government, including Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif. Their message to Iran: Don’t take Trump’s bait. Stay calm.

[…]

…lawmakers on Capitol Hill pressed for details about the threat, at times turning to former Obama officials for answers.

Three Obama officials who worked closely on the Iran nuclear deal, one of whom is still in touch with Iranian government
officials, traveled to Capitol Hill to brief congressional Democrats about the situation. Those former officials said would
not say if they passed information from Iranian government officials to members of Congress. Rather, they said they
focused on educating members about their experience working with Iranian leaders and how Tehran reacts to economic
pressure.

Several former officials who spoke to The Daily Beast stressed that their discussions with their Iranian contacts were
“normal.” But in other corners, these kind of talks cause alarm. A Republican congressional aide who works on Iran
policy told The Daily Beast the conversations may run counter to the Trump administration’s messaging to the Iranian
government.

[…]

One former official who worked on the Obama administration’s Iran policy told The Daily Beast he spoke with Iranian
government officials as recently as a few weeks ago, as tensions were cresting. His message, he said, was simple: The
Trump administration can escalate things plenty all by itself; the Iranians shouldn’t take the bait, fuel the fire, and move
things from bad to worse by, for example, pulling completely out of the nuclear deal.

Another former senior Obama administration official, who said he was not himself aware of the conversations, called the
talks “neither unusual nor particularly consequential.”

“Exaggerating their significance lends undue credence to those cynically blaming others for their own failing approach,”
the ex-official said.

Separately, some former Obama officials are trying to keep the roots of the Iran nuclear deal alive by taking the pulse of
lawmakers on Capitol Hill to gauge whether they are in favor of restarting talks in the future. They are also speaking to
officials in Europe who are concerned about their long-term ability to trade with Iran and stick to the terms of the Iran
nuclear deal, all while attempting to avoid U.S. sanctions.

Yeah, that’s a lot more than just sending a letter to Iran as the Senate Republican Caucus did at the outset of the Iran
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Yeah, that’s a lot more than just sending a letter to Iran as the Senate Republican Caucus did at the outset of the Iran
nuclear deal negotiations. And liberal America was screaming treason…over a simple letter that wasn’t inaccurate. So,
lefties, when you get slapped with Logan Act theater, first, shut your face and second we all know full well this goes beyond
what Republican senators did under the Obama administration.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/05/31/logan-act-former-obama-officials-admit-theyre-talking-to-the-iranians-n2547201
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So, remember when President Trump accused former Secretary of State John Kerry of violating the Logan Act for speaking
with the Iranians? Yeah, CNN did a fact check piece. It’s funny because when Republican Senators wrote a letterto the
leaders of Iran warning them that if a Democrat fails to succeed the Obama presidency in 2016, a Republican president
could nuke this shoddy Iran Deal. Oh, the Logan Act allegations were flying from liberals at the time. It was an
embarrassment. Now, Trump is playing by their rules (via Politico):

President Donald Trump said on Thursday that John Kerry "should be prosecuted" for allegedly violating the Logan Act
through his conversations with Iran, escalating a feud between his administration and the former secretary of State.

"John Kerry violated the Logan Act," Trump said during a White House press availability. "He's talking to Iran and has has
[sic] many meetings and many phone calls and he's telling them what to do. That is total violation of the Logan Act."

In response, Kerry spokesman Matt Summers told POLITICO that "everything President Trump said today is simply
wrong, end of story."

"[Trump's] wrong about the facts, wrong about the law, and sadly he's been wrong about how to use diplomacy to keep
America safe," the Kerry spokesman said. "Secretary Kerry helped negotiate a nuclear agreement that worked to solve an
intractable problem. The world supported it then and supports it still. We'd hope the president would focus on solving
foreign policy problems for America instead of attacking his predecessors for theater."

Well, as it turns out, former Obama officials have been talking to Iran, which they said was “normal.” You see, we have
another round of ‘liberals can do it, but conservatives can’t,’ a game that this administration doesn’t care about; a game that
we’re throwing back in the faces of liberals. The hell we can’t accuse you of treason; we’re playing by your rules, liberals.
And if Republicans had been doing this if the roles were reversed, you bet MSNBC, CNN, and the entire liberal media
establishment would be calling for trials. Also, this isn't the first time Kerry has spoken with the Iranians after he left the
State Department (via Daily Beast):

Mark Hemingway

✔ @Heminator

Sounds like a Logan Act violation! Commence the wiretaps.

Omri Ceren

@omriceren

Former Obama officials have been working with Iran and friends on the Hill to isolate the Trump admin. Their most

recent contacts were a couple weeks ago. They told @thedailybeast that them secretly talking to Iran is "normal"

https://www.thedailybeast.com/team-obama-tells-iran-dont-escalate-dont-take-trumps-bait …
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As the Trump administration sent warplanes and an aircraft carrier to the Persian Gulf, a small group of former Obama
administration officials reached out to their contacts in the Iranian government, including Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif. Their message to Iran: Don’t take Trump’s bait. Stay calm.

[…]

…lawmakers on Capitol Hill pressed for details about the threat, at times turning to former Obama officials for answers.

Three Obama officials who worked closely on the Iran nuclear deal, one of whom is still in touch with Iranian government
officials, traveled to Capitol Hill to brief congressional Democrats about the situation. Those former officials said would
not say if they passed information from Iranian government officials to members of Congress. Rather, they said they
focused on educating members about their experience working with Iranian leaders and how Tehran reacts to economic
pressure.

Several former officials who spoke to The Daily Beast stressed that their discussions with their Iranian contacts were
“normal.” But in other corners, these kind of talks cause alarm. A Republican congressional aide who works on Iran
policy told The Daily Beast the conversations may run counter to the Trump administration’s messaging to the Iranian
government.

[…]

One former official who worked on the Obama administration’s Iran policy told The Daily Beast he spoke with Iranian
government officials as recently as a few weeks ago, as tensions were cresting. His message, he said, was simple: The
Trump administration can escalate things plenty all by itself; the Iranians shouldn’t take the bait, fuel the fire, and move
things from bad to worse by, for example, pulling completely out of the nuclear deal.

Another former senior Obama administration official, who said he was not himself aware of the conversations, called the
talks “neither unusual nor particularly consequential.”

“Exaggerating their significance lends undue credence to those cynically blaming others for their own failing approach,”
the ex-official said.

Separately, some former Obama officials are trying to keep the roots of the Iran nuclear deal alive by taking the pulse of
lawmakers on Capitol Hill to gauge whether they are in favor of restarting talks in the future. They are also speaking to
officials in Europe who are concerned about their long-term ability to trade with Iran and stick to the terms of the Iran
nuclear deal, all while attempting to avoid U.S. sanctions.

Yeah, that’s a lot more than just sending a letter to Iran as the Senate Republican Caucus did at the outset of the Iran
nuclear deal negotiations. And liberal America was screaming treason…over a simple letter that wasn’t inaccurate. So,
lefties, when you get slapped with Logan Act theater, first, shut your face and second we all know full well this goes beyond
what Republican senators did under the Obama administration.

( LINK BELOW )
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Of all the jobs and responsibilities of the president, there is one that stands high above the rest: serving as

commander in chief of the U.S. military.

Each president has had a different relationship with the troops. Some are more stand-offish, while others seem to relish any
opportunity to spend time with American servicemen. If President Donald Trump’s visit to the U.S. Air Force Academy this
week is any sign, he’s definitely in the second camp.

On Thursday, Trump arrived in Colorado Springs, Colorado, to deliver the commencement address for some thousand
cadets who are graduating to become officers. Although it wasn’t a requirement — he is a busy man, after all — the
president stayed to shake the hand of every graduating classmate.
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president stayed to shake the hand of every graduating classmate.

“They gave me a choice, they said: ‘Sir, you don’t have to shake any hands.’ Some people do that,” Trump told the
sharply dressed cadets as he addressed the graduating class.

“‘You can shake the one hand, the top of the class. You can shake 10, 50 or 100,'” the president continued, recalling
what advisers had told him.

“‘Or you could also stay for 1,000.’ And I’m staying for 1,000, OK?” he said to cheers, according to ABC News.

https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/1134160042477752320

ABC News Politics

 Verified account

@ABCPolitics

@ABCPolitics

President Trump says he was given the choice of shaking no hands, shaking only a few or "stay for a

thousand" and he has chosen to stay and shake the hands of each of the 2019 graduates at the United

States Air Force Academy

Trump was clearly enjoying himself, but there was also a serious tone to his commencement address. The president
referenced the responsibilities of being an officer in the U.S. military and took time to thank parents who had raised such
high achievers.

“You are the ones who will invent and define the next generation of air warfare. You’ll win so much you’re gonna get
tired of winning,” Trump said, before also commenting that the cadets had the inner strength to “vanquish any
menace that dares to threaten our country or our people.”

“To the thousands of moms and dads and grandparents and family members beaming with joy: Thank you for raising
rock-ribbed, American patriots,” the president also said.

ABC News reported that true to his word, Trump spent more than an hour saluting each graduating cadet and shaking his or
her hand. His appearance seemed to go over well with families of the graduating class, judging from their comments to
reporters.

“I think it’s just a huge honor to the cadets that he [Trump] would take the time. He supports the military and this is
his way of showing it,” the mother of one Academy graduate told ABC. Another described the president as “pro-
military.”

Sure enough, he has fairly solid marks among members of the military. Just prior to the 2018 midterm election, Military
Times conducted a detailed survey and found that Trump had a 44 percent positive rating overall among the troops. That
might not look stellar, but it’s exceptional compared to Barack Obama’s abysmal 15 percent approval rating from the
military in 2014.

“Troops surveyed continue to give high marks to [President Trump] for his handling of military issues specifically,”
Military Times reported in 2018. “More than 60 percent said they believe the military is in better shape now than it
was under President Barack Obama, and nearly the same number have a favorable view of his handling of the
military.”

The importance of America’s men and women in uniform is one area where partisan politics can be set

aside. Regardless of the ups and downs of Washington, there’s little doubt that President Trump respects

the troops — and it’s great to see him making the next generation of military leaders a top priority.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Shakes Each Hand in Class of 1,000 Air Force Academy Graduates: ‘You Chose a Harder

Path and a Higher Calling’
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Of all the jobs and responsibilities of the president, there is one that stands high above the rest: serving as

commander in chief of the U.S. military.

Each president has had a different relationship with the troops. Some are more stand-offish, while others seem to relish any
opportunity to spend time with American servicemen. If President Donald Trump’s visit to the U.S. Air Force Academy this
week is any sign, he’s definitely in the second camp.

On Thursday, Trump arrived in Colorado Springs, Colorado, to deliver the commencement address for some thousand
cadets who are graduating to become officers. Although it wasn’t a requirement — he is a busy man, after all — the
president stayed to shake the hand of every graduating classmate.

“They gave me a choice, they said: ‘Sir, you don’t have to shake any hands.’ Some people do that,” Trump told the
sharply dressed cadets as he addressed the graduating class.

“‘You can shake the one hand, the top of the class. You can shake 10, 50 or 100,'” the president continued, recalling
what advisers had told him.

“‘Or you could also stay for 1,000.’ And I’m staying for 1,000, OK?” he said to cheers, according to ABC News.

https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/1134160042477752320

ABC News Politics

 Verified account

@ABCPolitics

@ABCPolitics

President Trump says he was given the choice of shaking no hands, shaking only a few or "stay for a

thousand" and he has chosen to stay and shake the hands of each of the 2019 graduates at the United

States Air Force Academy

Trump was clearly enjoying himself, but there was also a serious tone to his commencement address. The president
referenced the responsibilities of being an officer in the U.S. military and took time to thank parents who had raised such
high achievers.

“You are the ones who will invent and define the next generation of air warfare. You’ll win so much you’re gonna get
tired of winning,” Trump said, before also commenting that the cadets had the inner strength to “vanquish any
menace that dares to threaten our country or our people.”

“To the thousands of moms and dads and grandparents and family members beaming with joy: Thank you for raising
rock-ribbed, American patriots,” the president also said.

ABC News reported that true to his word, Trump spent more than an hour saluting each graduating cadet and shaking his or
her hand. His appearance seemed to go over well with families of the graduating class, judging from their comments to
reporters.

“I think it’s just a huge honor to the cadets that he [Trump] would take the time. He supports the military and this is
his way of showing it,” the mother of one Academy graduate told ABC. Another described the president as “pro-
military.”

Sure enough, he has fairly solid marks among members of the military. Just prior to the 2018 midterm election, Military
Times conducted a detailed survey and found that Trump had a 44 percent positive rating overall among the troops. That
might not look stellar, but it’s exceptional compared to Barack Obama’s abysmal 15 percent approval rating from the
military in 2014.

“Troops surveyed continue to give high marks to [President Trump] for his handling of military issues specifically,”
Military Times reported in 2018. “More than 60 percent said they believe the military is in better shape now than it
was under President Barack Obama, and nearly the same number have a favorable view of his handling of the
military.”

The importance of America’s men and women in uniform is one area where partisan politics can be set

aside. Regardless of the ups and downs of Washington, there’s little doubt that President Trump respects

the troops — and it’s great to see him making the next generation of military leaders a top priority.
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the troops — and it’s great to see him making the next generation of military leaders a top priority.
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Trey Gowdy Decimates Adam Schiff For Claiming Republicans Privately Tell Him To Oppose Trump

"One of the most overly partisan charlatans"

https://assets.rbl.ms/19570183/1200x600.jpg

Trey Gowdy, the former congressman from South Carolina, decimated Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Calif.) in a

brutal interview on Fox News about the repercussions from the Mueller report.

Ditch the fake news ==> Click here to get news you can trust sent right to your inbox. It's free! Charles Payne asked
Gowdy to comment on the assertion from Schiff that many Republicans were privately encouraging him to continue
opposing the president, but they were too cowardly to say it publicly.

"Well let's just get the top line out of the way, I don't know a single Republican who gives a damn what Adam Schiff
thinks of him or her or the Republican party," Gowdy responded.

"There are three kinds of Republican Adam really likes, those that vote with Democrats, those that lose, and those
that die, and for most of us that's too steep a price to pay to curry favor with Adam Schiff," he explained.

"This is the same Adam Schiff that did everything in his power to keep you from finding out that Hillary Clinton had
her own server, and classified information traversed that server," Gowdy continued. "He did everything he could to
make sure you never found that out, Charles, the dossier, you wouldn't know about if it was up to Adam Schiff. The
FISA application and what was used in it, you wouldn't know about if it was up to Adam Schiff.

"He went to court to make sure that you did not know that the DNC funded Christopher Steele's work," he explained.
"And you wouldn't know about the Strzok-Page texts if it were up to Adam Schiff, so the king of transparency is one
of the most overly partisan charlatans that I had the pleasure of serving with.

"There are plenty of Democrats I do care what they think," Gowdy concluded, "Adam Schiff just ain't one of

them."

Here's the scathing interview with Gowdy:

https://youtu.be/OvY9h3hiwoQ via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/trey-gowdy-rips-into-adam-schiff
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Trey Gowdy Decimates Adam Schiff For Claiming Republicans Privately Tell Him To Oppose Trump

"One of the most overly partisan charlatans"
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Trey Gowdy, the former congressman from South Carolina, decimated Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Calif.) in a

brutal interview on Fox News about the repercussions from the Mueller report.

Ditch the fake news ==> Click here to get news you can trust sent right to your inbox. It's free! Charles Payne asked
Gowdy to comment on the assertion from Schiff that many Republicans were privately encouraging him to continue
opposing the president, but they were too cowardly to say it publicly.

"Well let's just get the top line out of the way, I don't know a single Republican who gives a damn what Adam Schiff
thinks of him or her or the Republican party," Gowdy responded.

"There are three kinds of Republican Adam really likes, those that vote with Democrats, those that lose, and those
that die, and for most of us that's too steep a price to pay to curry favor with Adam Schiff," he explained.

"This is the same Adam Schiff that did everything in his power to keep you from finding out that Hillary Clinton had
her own server, and classified information traversed that server," Gowdy continued. "He did everything he could to
make sure you never found that out, Charles, the dossier, you wouldn't know about if it was up to Adam Schiff. The
FISA application and what was used in it, you wouldn't know about if it was up to Adam Schiff.

"He went to court to make sure that you did not know that the DNC funded Christopher Steele's work," he explained.
"And you wouldn't know about the Strzok-Page texts if it were up to Adam Schiff, so the king of transparency is one
of the most overly partisan charlatans that I had the pleasure of serving with.

"There are plenty of Democrats I do care what they think," Gowdy concluded, "Adam Schiff just ain't one of

them."

Here's the scathing interview with Gowdy:

https://youtu.be/OvY9h3hiwoQ via @YouTube
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Florida College Student, Suspended Over Gun Photo, Sues School

A Florida college student is suing her school after she was suspended indefinitely over a photo of her posing with a handgun
at a shooting range.

According to the lawsuit, filed May 14 in U.S. District Court in Jacksonville, Dia'mon Dallas alleges her constitutional rights
were violated when First Coast Technical College suspended her based on the photo posted to her Facebook page.

“Everything has just gone down the drain. I really was trying hard in school. I was making A’s,” Dallas told WJAX-TV.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7R4MOKWwAAMwr-.jpg

Jenna Bourne 

@jennaANjax

@jennaANjax

"I can’t get a job and I have a baby I have to support." A local mom says she was indefinitely suspended

from First Coast Technical College over this photo. Watch the full story at 5:30 on CBS47 @ActionNewsJax

& let me know if you think the school was right or wrong.

Dallas said she and her fiance, Anfernee Royster, were at the range with her cousin, a military veteran who was teaching
the couple how to shoot. The couple posed together for a photo holding the firearms with the caption “She’s my Bonnie and
I’m her Clyde.”

Another student reported the photo to officials at the St. Augustine-based school after it was posted online. Donna Gary-
Donovan, the assistant principal, confronted Dallas and told her she was being indefinitely suspended, according to the
news station.

Gary-Donovan told Dallas in a subsequent meeting that the student had a "mean look" on her face.

Dallas is suing the school for violating her First and 14th Amendment rights.

The lawsuit said the photo was “purely off-campus Facebook communication with friends.” It also said it had no connection
to a “school-related activity” and therefore does not “interrupt the school environment," according to The Jacksonville Daily
Record.

“Some people just don’t like guns. They feel threatened by firearms. But that’s why we have constitutional
protections, to protect activities that other people might find uncomfortable or unpopular,” Republican state Rep.
Chris Byrd, who's representing Dallas, told the station.

The college and Byrd did not return messages and calls from Fox News on Friday. The suit seeks the school admitted it
violated Dallas' rights and damages to be determined at trial.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/florida-college-student-suspended-over-gun-photo-sues-school
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Florida College Student, Suspended Over Gun Photo, Sues School

A Florida college student is suing her school after she was suspended indefinitely over a photo of her posing with a handgun
at a shooting range.

According to the lawsuit, filed May 14 in U.S. District Court in Jacksonville, Dia'mon Dallas alleges her constitutional rights
were violated when First Coast Technical College suspended her based on the photo posted to her Facebook page.

“Everything has just gone down the drain. I really was trying hard in school. I was making A’s,” Dallas told WJAX-TV.
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"I can’t get a job and I have a baby I have to support." A local mom says she was indefinitely suspended

from First Coast Technical College over this photo. Watch the full story at 5:30 on CBS47 @ActionNewsJax

& let me know if you think the school was right or wrong.

Dallas said she and her fiance, Anfernee Royster, were at the range with her cousin, a military veteran who was teaching
the couple how to shoot. The couple posed together for a photo holding the firearms with the caption “She’s my Bonnie and
I’m her Clyde.”

Another student reported the photo to officials at the St. Augustine-based school after it was posted online. Donna Gary-
Donovan, the assistant principal, confronted Dallas and told her she was being indefinitely suspended, according to the
news station.

Gary-Donovan told Dallas in a subsequent meeting that the student had a "mean look" on her face.

Dallas is suing the school for violating her First and 14th Amendment rights.

The lawsuit said the photo was “purely off-campus Facebook communication with friends.” It also said it had no connection
to a “school-related activity” and therefore does not “interrupt the school environment," according to The Jacksonville Daily
Record.

“Some people just don’t like guns. They feel threatened by firearms. But that’s why we have constitutional
protections, to protect activities that other people might find uncomfortable or unpopular,” Republican state Rep.
Chris Byrd, who's representing Dallas, told the station.

The college and Byrd did not return messages and calls from Fox News on Friday. The suit seeks the school admitted it
violated Dallas' rights and damages to be determined at trial.
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Embarrassing: It Seems Even The British Knew The Trump Dossier Was Trash…in 2017

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/148/54d53e7a-8896-42db-a2cf-5a37270347db.png

The Trump dossier was a piece of political opposition research compiled by ex-MI6 spy Christopher Steele. The Democrats
and the Clinton campaign bankrolled it. The mission was simple. Find dirt on Donald Trump and he used sources that are
still active in the Kremlin. Sounds like Clinton-Russia collusion, but that’s a whole other tale. Even from the beginning of
this fiasco, the document’s credibility was suspect. It’s loaded with salacious tales about Trump that are pretty much
straight trash in the sense that they’re false at face value. It’s why no other outlet decided to publish the document in full,
except BuzzFeed because they have no standards. This document is reportedly the insurance policy that fired FBI Agent
Peter Strzok, former bureau lawyer Lisa Page, and disgraced FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe may have been referring
to in texts between Strzok and Page with whom he was having an extramarital affair. It was also used to secure a FISA spy
warrant against former foreign policy adviser Carter Page. Was the document verified then? Well, based on some of these
glaring errors, the answer looks like a ‘hell no.’

So far, the FBI and Department of Justice was the focal point of the controversy over the alleged FISA abuses related to
Spygate. Now, it seems the British were firing warning flares about the credibility of the Trump dossier compiled by Steele
back in 2017. Steele had reportedly briefed members the UK’s intelligence community and MI6 and MI5 were aware of the
document as well (via Washington Examiner):

Rep. Mark Meadows, R-N.C., sent a referral to the Justice Department about a message a top United Kingdom national
security official delivered to the Trump transition team a week before President Trump's inauguration.

Congressional investigators told the Hill that in January 2017 then-U.K. national security adviser Sir Mark Lyall Grant
hand-delivered a memo to soon-to-be national security adviser Michael Flynn's team that asserted the U.K. government
had doubts about the credibility of British ex-spy Christopher Steele. Recent reports suggest Steele had briefed British
intelligence officials on his dossier after the 2016 presidential election, and the heads of MI5 and MI6 were made aware of
the contents of the dossier by late November.

“A whistleblower recently revealed the existence of a communique from our allies in Great Britain during the early days of
the Russia collusion investigation,” Meadows said.

“Based on my conversations with that individual, and the credible timelines that are supported by other events, I made a
referral to Attorney General William Barr and Inspector General Michael Horowitz for further investigation,” the North
Carolina Republican added. “There now is overwhelming evidence to suggest that on multiple occasions the FBI was
warned that Christopher Steele and the dossier had severe credibility issues.”

John Solomon recently wrote for the Hill that the State Department is now being roped into the FISA scandal since officials
there knew the dossier was a biased piece of political opposition research. Steele told them. He said the contents had a
shelf life, needing to be revealed to impact the 2016 race (via The Hill):

Donald Trump’s campaign, it sat buried for more than 2 1/2 years in the files of a high-ranking State Department official

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Kathleen Kavalec’s written accountof her Oct. 11, 2016, meeting with FBI informant
Christopher Steele shows the Hillary Clinton campaign-funded British intelligence operative admitted that his research
was political and facing an Election Day deadline.

And that confession occurred 10 days before the FBI used Steele’s now-discredited dossier to justify securing a Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA warrant to surveil former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page and the campaign’s
ties to Russia.

Steele’s client “is keen to see this information come to light prior to November 8,” the date of the 2016 election, Kavalec
wrote in a typed summary of her meeting with Steele and Tatyana Duran, a colleague from Steele’s Orbis Security firm.
The memos were unearthed a few days ago through open-records litigation by the conservative group Citizens United.

Kavalec’s notes do not appear to have been provided to the House Intelligence Committee during its Russia probe,
according to former Chairman Devin Nunes (R-Calif.). "They tried to hide a lot of documents from us during our
investigation, and it usually turns out there’s a reason for it," Nunes told me. Senate and House Judiciary investigators
told me they did not know about them, even though they investigated Steele’s behavior in 2017-18.

DOJ Inspector General Michael Horowitz, an Obama appointee, is compiling a report on the alleged FISA abuses, and I
think a lot of Democrats are going to get scorched by it. It’s time to investigate the investigators and bring out righteous
vengeance to those who tried to put their finger on the scale.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/05/31/embarrassing-it-seems-even-the-british-knew-the-trump-dossier-was-trashin-
2017-n2547204
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The Trump dossier was a piece of political opposition research compiled by ex-MI6 spy Christopher Steele. The Democrats
and the Clinton campaign bankrolled it. The mission was simple. Find dirt on Donald Trump and he used sources that are
still active in the Kremlin. Sounds like Clinton-Russia collusion, but that’s a whole other tale. Even from the beginning of
this fiasco, the document’s credibility was suspect. It’s loaded with salacious tales about Trump that are pretty much
straight trash in the sense that they’re false at face value. It’s why no other outlet decided to publish the document in full,
except BuzzFeed because they have no standards. This document is reportedly the insurance policy that fired FBI Agent
Peter Strzok, former bureau lawyer Lisa Page, and disgraced FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe may have been referring
to in texts between Strzok and Page with whom he was having an extramarital affair. It was also used to secure a FISA spy
warrant against former foreign policy adviser Carter Page. Was the document verified then? Well, based on some of these
glaring errors, the answer looks like a ‘hell no.’

So far, the FBI and Department of Justice was the focal point of the controversy over the alleged FISA abuses related to
Spygate. Now, it seems the British were firing warning flares about the credibility of the Trump dossier compiled by Steele
back in 2017. Steele had reportedly briefed members the UK’s intelligence community and MI6 and MI5 were aware of the
document as well (via Washington Examiner):

Rep. Mark Meadows, R-N.C., sent a referral to the Justice Department about a message a top United Kingdom national
security official delivered to the Trump transition team a week before President Trump's inauguration.

Congressional investigators told the Hill that in January 2017 then-U.K. national security adviser Sir Mark Lyall Grant
hand-delivered a memo to soon-to-be national security adviser Michael Flynn's team that asserted the U.K. government
had doubts about the credibility of British ex-spy Christopher Steele. Recent reports suggest Steele had briefed British
intelligence officials on his dossier after the 2016 presidential election, and the heads of MI5 and MI6 were made aware of
the contents of the dossier by late November.

“A whistleblower recently revealed the existence of a communique from our allies in Great Britain during the early days of
the Russia collusion investigation,” Meadows said.

“Based on my conversations with that individual, and the credible timelines that are supported by other events, I made a
referral to Attorney General William Barr and Inspector General Michael Horowitz for further investigation,” the North
Carolina Republican added. “There now is overwhelming evidence to suggest that on multiple occasions the FBI was
warned that Christopher Steele and the dossier had severe credibility issues.”

John Solomon recently wrote for the Hill that the State Department is now being roped into the FISA scandal since officials
there knew the dossier was a biased piece of political opposition research. Steele told them. He said the contents had a
shelf life, needing to be revealed to impact the 2016 race (via The Hill):

Donald Trump’s campaign, it sat buried for more than 2 1/2 years in the files of a high-ranking State Department official

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Kathleen Kavalec’s written accountof her Oct. 11, 2016, meeting with FBI informant
Christopher Steele shows the Hillary Clinton campaign-funded British intelligence operative admitted that his research
was political and facing an Election Day deadline.

And that confession occurred 10 days before the FBI used Steele’s now-discredited dossier to justify securing a Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA warrant to surveil former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page and the campaign’s
ties to Russia.

Steele’s client “is keen to see this information come to light prior to November 8,” the date of the 2016 election, Kavalec
wrote in a typed summary of her meeting with Steele and Tatyana Duran, a colleague from Steele’s Orbis Security firm.
The memos were unearthed a few days ago through open-records litigation by the conservative group Citizens United.

Kavalec’s notes do not appear to have been provided to the House Intelligence Committee during its Russia probe,
according to former Chairman Devin Nunes (R-Calif.). "They tried to hide a lot of documents from us during our
investigation, and it usually turns out there’s a reason for it," Nunes told me. Senate and House Judiciary investigators
told me they did not know about them, even though they investigated Steele’s behavior in 2017-18.

DOJ Inspector General Michael Horowitz, an Obama appointee, is compiling a report on the alleged FISA abuses, and I
think a lot of Democrats are going to get scorched by it. It’s time to investigate the investigators and bring out righteous
vengeance to those who tried to put their finger on the scale.

( LINK BELOW )
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As impeachment fever soaks up the oxygen in Washington D.C., the crisis on the southern border with Mexico continues to get
worse by the day.

Yesterday marked a new and grave milestone for Border Patrol agents as more than 1,000 illegal aliens, the vast majority falsely
claiming asylum, poured over the border into the United States.

“The apprehension of 1,036 individuals in a single group – the largest group ever encountered by Border Patrol agents –
demonstrates the severity of the border security and humanitarian crisis at our Southwest border,” Customs and Border Protection
Deputy Commissioner Robert Perez released in a statement. “The dedicated men and women of CBP, and in particular the U.S
Border Patrol, are doing their very best every day to address the influx of family units and unaccompanied children.”

( VIDEO IN LINK )

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1134237789900410882

CBP

 Verified account

@CBP

@CBP

1,036 individuals were apprehended by El Paso Sector Border Patrol as part of a large group yesterday

morning. This is the largest group ever encountered illegally crossing the border. All the individuals were

from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.

According to CBP, "all members of the group were from Guatemala, Honduras, or El Salvador," made up of "934 family members,
63 unaccompanied minors, and 39 single adults."

"They were taken into custody for processing and initial medical screenings. They will remain in U.S. Border Patrol custody until
they are processed accordingly," CBP says.

Already this year, more than 500,000 people have been apprehended. That means the U.S. is on track for more than one million
illegal entries by the end of 2019.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D72sGLqX4AEwPTW.jpg

CBP

 Verified account

@CBP

Over 500,000 people have been apprehended on the SW border this FY.

TOTAL SW border apprehensions have surpassed every FY since 2009.

USBP has more people in custody than there are Agents on the SW border.

Apprehensions remain on track to surpass 1 million people this FY.

(READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW)

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/05/31/watch-videos-shows-1000-illegal-aliens-pouring-over-the-border-n2547175
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As impeachment fever soaks up the oxygen in Washington D.C., the crisis on the southern border with Mexico continues to get
worse by the day.

Yesterday marked a new and grave milestone for Border Patrol agents as more than 1,000 illegal aliens, the vast majority falsely
claiming asylum, poured over the border into the United States.

“The apprehension of 1,036 individuals in a single group – the largest group ever encountered by Border Patrol agents –
demonstrates the severity of the border security and humanitarian crisis at our Southwest border,” Customs and Border Protection
Deputy Commissioner Robert Perez released in a statement. “The dedicated men and women of CBP, and in particular the U.S
Border Patrol, are doing their very best every day to address the influx of family units and unaccompanied children.”

( VIDEO IN LINK )

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1134237789900410882

CBP

 Verified account

@CBP

@CBP

1,036 individuals were apprehended by El Paso Sector Border Patrol as part of a large group yesterday

morning. This is the largest group ever encountered illegally crossing the border. All the individuals were

from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.

According to CBP, "all members of the group were from Guatemala, Honduras, or El Salvador," made up of "934 family members,
63 unaccompanied minors, and 39 single adults."

"They were taken into custody for processing and initial medical screenings. They will remain in U.S. Border Patrol custody until
they are processed accordingly," CBP says.

Already this year, more than 500,000 people have been apprehended. That means the U.S. is on track for more than one million
illegal entries by the end of 2019.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D72sGLqX4AEwPTW.jpg

CBP

 Verified account

@CBP

Over 500,000 people have been apprehended on the SW border this FY.

TOTAL SW border apprehensions have surpassed every FY since 2009.

USBP has more people in custody than there are Agents on the SW border.

Apprehensions remain on track to surpass 1 million people this FY.
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Federal prosecutors have released the full transcript of a voicemail from one of President Trump’s attorneys to an attorney
for Michael Flynn that special counsel Robert Mueller examined as part of his obstruction inquiry.

The voicemail was left for Robert Kelner, a lawyer for the former national security adviser, after Flynn withdrew from a joint
defense agreement with Trump’s attorneys and began cooperating in Mueller’s investigation.

According to the voicemail transcript, Trump’s lawyer asked Flynn’s attorney for a “heads up” if he knew of information that
“implicates the president,” describing it as a “national security issue.” The president’s attorney also said that Trump’s feeling
toward Flynn “still remains.”

Mueller examined the voicemail as part of his investigation into whether Trump or others obstructed justice, in which Flynn
provided information. Mueller ultimately did not make a decision on whether Trump obstructed the investigation.

“It wouldn’t surprise me if you’ve gone on to make a deal with, and uh, work with the government,” Trump’s counsel,
identified in news reports as John Dowd, said, according to the transcript. “I understand that you can’t join the joint
defense; so that’s one thing. If, on the other hand, we have, there’s information that … implicates the president, then
we’ve got a national security issue.”

“Then, you know, we need some kind of heads up. Um, just for the sake of … protecting all our interests,” the
attorney said. “Remember what we’ve always said about the president and his feelings toward Flynn and that still
remains.”

Earlier this month, Judge Emmet Sullivan ordered government prosecutors to file a transcript of the voicemail, which is
referenced in Mueller's report and a less-redacted version of a memo detailing Flynn’s cooperation that Mueller filed in
December.

Sullivan also ordered the government to file transcripts of recordings of Flynn’s phone calls with Russian officials and those
of any other recordings of him. And the judge instructed prosecutors to file unredacted passages from Mueller’s 448-page
report that relate to Flynn.

On Friday, federal prosecutors said they were not relying on any other records in the case against Flynn and would not be
filing transcripts of other contacts.

“The government further represents that it is not relying on any other recordings, of any person, for purposes of
establishing the defendant’s guilt or determining his sentence, nor are there any other recordings that are part of the
sentencing record,” prosecutors in Washington, D.C., wrote in a filing Friday afternoon.

Prosecutors also said that all of the material Flynn provided to the special counsel’s office is currently in unredacted, public
report, as well as all of the information about Flynn.

Flynn pleaded guilty in December 2017 to lying to FBI agents about his conversations with Russian Ambassador Sergey
Kislyak. He also agreed to cooperate with Mueller’s investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election.

Flynn’s contacts with Kislyak about sanctions on Russia were revealed by The Washington Post in February 2017 and
eventually prompted Flynn's resignation from the White House later that month.

Mueller said last year that Flynn provided “substantial assistance” in the Russia investigation and other inquiries,
recommending he be given a lenient sentence. Mueller said Flynn provided information about interactions between members
of Trump’s transition team and Kremlin officials.

The new version of his sentencing memo filed earlier in May revealed that Flynn also assisted in Mueller’s inquiry into
obstruction of justice, including by providing the special counsel’s team with the voicemail recording. Quotes from the
voicemail are referenced in the public report, which was released in April.

“The defendant informed the government of multiple instances, both before and after his guilty plea, where either he
or his attorneys received communications from persons connected to the Administration or Congress that could have
affected both his willingness to cooperate and the completeness of that cooperation,” the sentencing memo filed on
May 16 states.

Mueller ultimately did not charge members or associates of Trump’s campaign with conspiring with Russia to interfere in the
2016 election. The special counsel also did not reach a conclusion on whether Trump obstructed the probe, though Attorney
General William Barr and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein later reviewed the evidence and said it was insufficient
to charge Trump with obstruction.

Mueller said in a press conference Wednesday that he did not reach a conclusion one way or another on obstruction
because of the Justice Department opinion that a sitting president cannot be indicted.

“Charging the president with a crime was therefore not an option we could consider,” Mueller said in his first public
remarks since being tapped as special counsel two years ago. He reiterated that his investigation did not exonerate
Trump of allegations of obstruction.

Flynn was supposed to be sentenced in December but elected to delay his sentencing, after Sullivan sternly criticized his
actions and suggested he was prepared to give Flynn jail time.

Flynn also assisted the government in the criminal investigation into his former business partner, Bijan Kian, who has been
charged with working as an unregistered foreign agent for the Turkish government. Flynn is expected to take the witness
stand against Kian, who has pleaded not guilty and is set to go to trial in July in the Eastern District of Virginia.

( LINK BELOW )
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Federal prosecutors have released the full transcript of a voicemail from one of President Trump’s attorneys to an attorney
for Michael Flynn that special counsel Robert Mueller examined as part of his obstruction inquiry.

The voicemail was left for Robert Kelner, a lawyer for the former national security adviser, after Flynn withdrew from a joint
defense agreement with Trump’s attorneys and began cooperating in Mueller’s investigation.

According to the voicemail transcript, Trump’s lawyer asked Flynn’s attorney for a “heads up” if he knew of information that
“implicates the president,” describing it as a “national security issue.” The president’s attorney also said that Trump’s feeling
toward Flynn “still remains.”

Mueller examined the voicemail as part of his investigation into whether Trump or others obstructed justice, in which Flynn
provided information. Mueller ultimately did not make a decision on whether Trump obstructed the investigation.

“It wouldn’t surprise me if you’ve gone on to make a deal with, and uh, work with the government,” Trump’s counsel,
identified in news reports as John Dowd, said, according to the transcript. “I understand that you can’t join the joint
defense; so that’s one thing. If, on the other hand, we have, there’s information that … implicates the president, then
we’ve got a national security issue.”

“Then, you know, we need some kind of heads up. Um, just for the sake of … protecting all our interests,” the
attorney said. “Remember what we’ve always said about the president and his feelings toward Flynn and that still
remains.”

Earlier this month, Judge Emmet Sullivan ordered government prosecutors to file a transcript of the voicemail, which is
referenced in Mueller's report and a less-redacted version of a memo detailing Flynn’s cooperation that Mueller filed in
December.

Sullivan also ordered the government to file transcripts of recordings of Flynn’s phone calls with Russian officials and those
of any other recordings of him. And the judge instructed prosecutors to file unredacted passages from Mueller’s 448-page
report that relate to Flynn.

On Friday, federal prosecutors said they were not relying on any other records in the case against Flynn and would not be
filing transcripts of other contacts.

“The government further represents that it is not relying on any other recordings, of any person, for purposes of
establishing the defendant’s guilt or determining his sentence, nor are there any other recordings that are part of the
sentencing record,” prosecutors in Washington, D.C., wrote in a filing Friday afternoon.

Prosecutors also said that all of the material Flynn provided to the special counsel’s office is currently in unredacted, public
report, as well as all of the information about Flynn.

Flynn pleaded guilty in December 2017 to lying to FBI agents about his conversations with Russian Ambassador Sergey
Kislyak. He also agreed to cooperate with Mueller’s investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election.

Flynn’s contacts with Kislyak about sanctions on Russia were revealed by The Washington Post in February 2017 and
eventually prompted Flynn's resignation from the White House later that month.

Mueller said last year that Flynn provided “substantial assistance” in the Russia investigation and other inquiries,
recommending he be given a lenient sentence. Mueller said Flynn provided information about interactions between members
of Trump’s transition team and Kremlin officials.

The new version of his sentencing memo filed earlier in May revealed that Flynn also assisted in Mueller’s inquiry into
obstruction of justice, including by providing the special counsel’s team with the voicemail recording. Quotes from the
voicemail are referenced in the public report, which was released in April.

“The defendant informed the government of multiple instances, both before and after his guilty plea, where either he
or his attorneys received communications from persons connected to the Administration or Congress that could have
affected both his willingness to cooperate and the completeness of that cooperation,” the sentencing memo filed on
May 16 states.
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Mueller ultimately did not charge members or associates of Trump’s campaign with conspiring with Russia to interfere in the
2016 election. The special counsel also did not reach a conclusion on whether Trump obstructed the probe, though Attorney
General William Barr and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein later reviewed the evidence and said it was insufficient
to charge Trump with obstruction.

Mueller said in a press conference Wednesday that he did not reach a conclusion one way or another on obstruction
because of the Justice Department opinion that a sitting president cannot be indicted.

“Charging the president with a crime was therefore not an option we could consider,” Mueller said in his first public
remarks since being tapped as special counsel two years ago. He reiterated that his investigation did not exonerate
Trump of allegations of obstruction.

Flynn was supposed to be sentenced in December but elected to delay his sentencing, after Sullivan sternly criticized his
actions and suggested he was prepared to give Flynn jail time.

Flynn also assisted the government in the criminal investigation into his former business partner, Bijan Kian, who has been
charged with working as an unregistered foreign agent for the Turkish government. Flynn is expected to take the witness
stand against Kian, who has pleaded not guilty and is set to go to trial in July in the Eastern District of Virginia.
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Sam Elliott has one of the most unmistakable voices in all of Hollywood. One word from that rumbling baritone and you
know exactly who it’s coming from.

On Memorial Day, the Academy Award nominee used that voice to pay tribute to an American hero — in the hero’s own
words.

Sgt. Ray Lambert, a World War II veteran, isn’t just a member of the Greatest Generation. He was there on D-Day, a medic
in the middle of one of the bloodiest battles of the war. As part of the 30th National Memorial Day Concert in Washington,
Elliott read Lambert’s recollection of that terrifying day.

“We were headed to Omaha Beach,” Elliott began.

https://youtu.be/MdzWRdZgan0 via @YouTube

“I was glad. After all the fighting in Africa and Sicily, I just wanted to get this war over with.”

The African fighting may have been tough indeed for the Allies, but the Normandy invasion was immense. On that fateful
day — June 6, 1944 — Lambert recalls wondering about their chances with his brother Bill and making a promise that if one
of them didn’t survive, the other would take care of both their families. Then, it was off to Omaha Beach.

“On the way in, we could hear the battleships firing and see the big shells landing ahead of us. Guys were getting
sick and vomiting from the choppy water and the diesel fumes. As we got in closer, the Germans had a bird’s-eye
view of us coming in. We picked up machine gun fire. The bullets clanged against the metal ramp of the boat like
hail.”

“Every time a shell whistled overhead all you could hear was the sound of a banshee screaming. Boats around us
were burning. I saw men on fire. Even their shoes were on fire. Dead and wounded were floating on the waters. We
had orders not to stop and pick anyone up. I told my men, ‘When the ramp drops, hit the water hard and keep as low
as you can to dodge the bullets.’ We sank up over our heads.”

The results were brutal: “Thirty-one men jumped off that boat. Only seven made it to the beach.”

“It was total confusion,” Lambert recalled.
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“Shells exploding, boats blowing up, people yelling because they couldn’t hear anything, machine gun bullets hitting
the water all around you, the roar of the boats coming in.

“It’s like you’re all alone in the world of a million people because you’re concentrating on what you have to do.”

He talked about how he “hadn’t gone far when I felt a bullet go through my right arm.”

“I just kept going. I was thinking of only one thing: Getting to the men who needed me.”

Later, a piece of shrapnel hit him in his thigh. He “put a tourniquet on it, gave myself a shot of morphine and went back to
work. You did the job you were trained to do. If you didn’t, you died.”

Lambert almost did: Two of his vertebrae were crushed by the ramp of a landing boat that struck him as he was pulling a
soldier from the surf. It was only by the grace of God that he was able to make it out alive and back to England. By a stroke
of luck, his brother Bill was in the cot next to him.

Lambert closed his recollection with a tribute to those who didn’t make it.

“People who have never been in a war should understand what soldiers give up,” he wrote.

“The guys we left on Omaha Beach never had a chance to live the lives they dreamed of. A day hasn’t gone by when
I haven’t prayed for the men we lost and their families. I still wake up at night sometimes thinking about the guys.
Every man that walked into those machine guns and that artillery fire on Omaha Beach that day — every man —
was a hero. What kind of person would I be if I didn’t tell their stories?”

And that’s what Memorial Day is all about. For too many of us, it’s just a day off and a barbecue, maybe a few sporting
events on television. Too many men and women who have earned us the right to spend a day in that manner, however,
haven’t come back. There were no more days off, no more barbecues, nothing like that.

“It’s such an honor to tell your story,” Elliott said as he shook Lambert’s hand. At least he was able to give him that
honor.

At a time when it can even be controversial to say the Pledge of Allegiance in the United States, it was a refreshing
moment.

The rest of us should be wishing we could give him that honor, too.

( LINK BELOW )
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Sam Elliott has one of the most unmistakable voices in all of Hollywood. One word from that rumbling baritone and you
know exactly who it’s coming from.

On Memorial Day, the Academy Award nominee used that voice to pay tribute to an American hero — in the hero’s own
words.

Sgt. Ray Lambert, a World War II veteran, isn’t just a member of the Greatest Generation. He was there on D-Day, a medic
in the middle of one of the bloodiest battles of the war. As part of the 30th National Memorial Day Concert in Washington,
Elliott read Lambert’s recollection of that terrifying day.

“We were headed to Omaha Beach,” Elliott began.

https://youtu.be/MdzWRdZgan0 via @YouTube

“I was glad. After all the fighting in Africa and Sicily, I just wanted to get this war over with.”

The African fighting may have been tough indeed for the Allies, but the Normandy invasion was immense. On that fateful
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day — June 6, 1944 — Lambert recalls wondering about their chances with his brother Bill and making a promise that if one
of them didn’t survive, the other would take care of both their families. Then, it was off to Omaha Beach.

“On the way in, we could hear the battleships firing and see the big shells landing ahead of us. Guys were getting
sick and vomiting from the choppy water and the diesel fumes. As we got in closer, the Germans had a bird’s-eye
view of us coming in. We picked up machine gun fire. The bullets clanged against the metal ramp of the boat like
hail.”

“Every time a shell whistled overhead all you could hear was the sound of a banshee screaming. Boats around us
were burning. I saw men on fire. Even their shoes were on fire. Dead and wounded were floating on the waters. We
had orders not to stop and pick anyone up. I told my men, ‘When the ramp drops, hit the water hard and keep as low
as you can to dodge the bullets.’ We sank up over our heads.”

The results were brutal: “Thirty-one men jumped off that boat. Only seven made it to the beach.”

“It was total confusion,” Lambert recalled.

“Shells exploding, boats blowing up, people yelling because they couldn’t hear anything, machine gun bullets hitting
the water all around you, the roar of the boats coming in.

“It’s like you’re all alone in the world of a million people because you’re concentrating on what you have to do.”

He talked about how he “hadn’t gone far when I felt a bullet go through my right arm.”

“I just kept going. I was thinking of only one thing: Getting to the men who needed me.”

Later, a piece of shrapnel hit him in his thigh. He “put a tourniquet on it, gave myself a shot of morphine and went back to
work. You did the job you were trained to do. If you didn’t, you died.”

Lambert almost did: Two of his vertebrae were crushed by the ramp of a landing boat that struck him as he was pulling a
soldier from the surf. It was only by the grace of God that he was able to make it out alive and back to England. By a stroke
of luck, his brother Bill was in the cot next to him.

Lambert closed his recollection with a tribute to those who didn’t make it.

“People who have never been in a war should understand what soldiers give up,” he wrote.

“The guys we left on Omaha Beach never had a chance to live the lives they dreamed of. A day hasn’t gone by when
I haven’t prayed for the men we lost and their families. I still wake up at night sometimes thinking about the guys.
Every man that walked into those machine guns and that artillery fire on Omaha Beach that day — every man —
was a hero. What kind of person would I be if I didn’t tell their stories?”

And that’s what Memorial Day is all about. For too many of us, it’s just a day off and a barbecue, maybe a few sporting
events on television. Too many men and women who have earned us the right to spend a day in that manner, however,
haven’t come back. There were no more days off, no more barbecues, nothing like that.

“It’s such an honor to tell your story,” Elliott said as he shook Lambert’s hand. At least he was able to give him that
honor.

At a time when it can even be controversial to say the Pledge of Allegiance in the United States, it was a refreshing
moment.

The rest of us should be wishing we could give him that honor, too.
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Chicago Police Get Last Laugh, Dump Damning Smollett Texts
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A new trove of evidence in the Jussie Smollett case from Chicago police proves two things: a) Smollett looked pretty darn guilty
and b) nobody in the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office seemed interested in that fact.

Somewhere in that trove of evidence was a series of texts from Smollett to the Nigerian-born brothers who admitted staging the
assault upon the “Empire” actor, arranging a meeting to talk “face to face” with them before the attack.

The texts also include requests to the Osundairo brothers for hookups to illegal drugs, including cocaine, ecstasy and marijuana.

“N—-, you still got a molly [ecstasy] connect?” a text from Smollett to Abimbola Osundairo in September read, according to The
Daily Beast. “Hahahaha … Imma need a good fo pills Haha.”

Another text in January seemed to have more sinister connotations to it, however: “Might need your help on the low. You around to
meet up and talk face to face?” Smollett texted.

( FULL STORY BELOW )

( VIDEO AND STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/chicago-police-get-last-laugh-dump-damning-smollett-texts/
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A new trove of evidence in the Jussie Smollett case from Chicago police proves two things: a) Smollett looked pretty darn guilty
and b) nobody in the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office seemed interested in that fact.

Somewhere in that trove of evidence was a series of texts from Smollett to the Nigerian-born brothers who admitted staging the
assault upon the “Empire” actor, arranging a meeting to talk “face to face” with them before the attack.

The texts also include requests to the Osundairo brothers for hookups to illegal drugs, including cocaine, ecstasy and marijuana.

“N—-, you still got a molly [ecstasy] connect?” a text from Smollett to Abimbola Osundairo in September read, according to The
Daily Beast. “Hahahaha … Imma need a good fo pills Haha.”

Another text in January seemed to have more sinister connotations to it, however: “Might need your help on the low. You around to
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Trump: Mexico Taking Advantage of US Laws

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=26a69a63-2c67-46fa-8c17-
47c7a4da29d5&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

President Donald Trump says Mexico has been taking advantage of the United States for decades because of ineffective
U.S. immigration laws.

In a tweet Friday, Trump blamed Democrats for what he called "BAD" laws and said it was time for Congress to pass
legislation to address illegal immigration.

Trump says he is placing a 5% tariff on all Mexican imports, starting June 10, to pressure Mexico to crack down on the
surge of Central American migrants trying to cross the U.S. border.

In a follow-up tweet, Trump said the his tactic would get industry to return to the U.S. from Mexcio:

"In order not to pay Tariffs, if they start rising, companies will leave Mexico, which has taken 30% of our Auto
Industry, and come back home to the USA. Mexico must take back their country from the drug lords and cartels.
The Tariff is about stopping drugs as well as illegals!"

Asked what Mexico can do to avoid the tariff, White House press secretary Sarah Sanders told reporters that a "very big
first step" would be for Mexico to send home Central American migrants crossing through Mexico to get into the United
States.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/headline/trump-mexico-tariffs-trade/2019/05/31/id/918387/
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President Donald Trump says Mexico has been taking advantage of the United States for decades because of ineffective
U.S. immigration laws.

In a tweet Friday, Trump blamed Democrats for what he called "BAD" laws and said it was time for Congress to pass
legislation to address illegal immigration.

Trump says he is placing a 5% tariff on all Mexican imports, starting June 10, to pressure Mexico to crack down on the
surge of Central American migrants trying to cross the U.S. border.

In a follow-up tweet, Trump said the his tactic would get industry to return to the U.S. from Mexcio:

"In order not to pay Tariffs, if they start rising, companies will leave Mexico, which has taken 30% of our Auto
Industry, and come back home to the USA. Mexico must take back their country from the drug lords and cartels.
The Tariff is about stopping drugs as well as illegals!"

Asked what Mexico can do to avoid the tariff, White House press secretary Sarah Sanders told reporters that a "very big
first step" would be for Mexico to send home Central American migrants crossing through Mexico to get into the United
States.
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DHS Chief: 80,000 Migrants in Custody as Illegal Crossings Spike

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=d4ba5bb9-c3e9-49bf-b950-
d5d07d49dbfb&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

The illegal immigration situation at America's southern border is nearly unprecedented, a top Homeland

Security official says.

During a White House call with reporters Thursday evening, acting Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kevin
McAleenan said the Border Patrol is apprehending several thousand people every day.

"The situation is both a humanitarian and border security crisis that has become a national emergency," McAleenan
said.

McAleenan, who was appointed to lead DHS on an acting basis when his predecessor Kirstjen Nielsen was ousted in April,
then rattled off some staggering numbers:

On average, more than 4,500 people have illegally crossed into the U.S. or arrived at ports of entry without proper
documentation over the past 21 days. That number was 700 in May 2017.

The current month will see the highest number of illegal migrant crossings in more than 12 years and is on pace
to "significantly surpass" the record of 109,000 people, recorded in April.

More than 80,000 people are in custody, including 2,350 unaccompanied children. Both of those figures are
record highs.

More than 75,000 families have arrived at the U.S. border with Mexico this month.

"Let me clear, the current situation is risking the lives of children every day," McAleenan said. "To address this
crisis, Mexico must take significant action to secure their southern border, stop the unlawful flow of migrants across
their territory, and attack the criminal groups preying on vulnerable migrants and profiting from these smuggling
enterprises."

Earlier Thursday evening, President Donald Trump said he will institute increasing tariffs on Mexican goods until the country
is able to stop the flow of migrants to the U.S. border.

Trump's trade adviser Peter Navarro, meanwhile, called Mexico a "criminal enterprise" for the "export … of illegal aliens."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/headline/immigration-mcaleenan/2019/05/31/id/918420/
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DHS Chief McAleenan: 'National Emergency' at Southern Border
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DHS Chief: 80,000 Migrants in Custody as Illegal Crossings Spike
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The illegal immigration situation at America's southern border is nearly unprecedented, a top Homeland

Security official says.

During a White House call with reporters Thursday evening, acting Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kevin
McAleenan said the Border Patrol is apprehending several thousand people every day.

"The situation is both a humanitarian and border security crisis that has become a national emergency," McAleenan
said.

McAleenan, who was appointed to lead DHS on an acting basis when his predecessor Kirstjen Nielsen was ousted in April,
then rattled off some staggering numbers:

On average, more than 4,500 people have illegally crossed into the U.S. or arrived at ports of entry without proper
documentation over the past 21 days. That number was 700 in May 2017.

The current month will see the highest number of illegal migrant crossings in more than 12 years and is on pace
to "significantly surpass" the record of 109,000 people, recorded in April.

More than 80,000 people are in custody, including 2,350 unaccompanied children. Both of those figures are
record highs.

More than 75,000 families have arrived at the U.S. border with Mexico this month.

"Let me clear, the current situation is risking the lives of children every day," McAleenan said. "To address this
crisis, Mexico must take significant action to secure their southern border, stop the unlawful flow of migrants across
their territory, and attack the criminal groups preying on vulnerable migrants and profiting from these smuggling
enterprises."

Earlier Thursday evening, President Donald Trump said he will institute increasing tariffs on Mexican goods until the country
is able to stop the flow of migrants to the U.S. border.

Trump's trade adviser Peter Navarro, meanwhile, called Mexico a "criminal enterprise" for the "export … of illegal aliens."

( LINK BELOW )
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Democrats Are Giving ‘Sanctuary’ To Murderers

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/45/9efe714e-2e0b-4d58-bc59-e095041c20cc.jpg

Another day, another preventable MS-13 murder enabled by the “sanctuary city” policies of which

Democrats are so proud.

Last week, two illegal alien MS-13 gangsters were among three people charged with murdering a 14-year-old girl, Ariana
Funes-Diaz, in Maryland. To make matters worse in this tragedy, neither of the alleged teenage killers should have been
free to terrorize American communities in the first place.

According to Breitbart, Josue Rafael Fuentes-Ponce and Joel Ernesto Escobar were released from custody by Prince
George’s County officials last year “after being charged with attempted first-degree murder, attempted second-degree
murder, participation in gang activity, conspiracy to commit murder, and attempted robbery.”

Remarkably, local authorities released the pair in 2018 despite a detainer request from U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE), because Prince George’s County is a “sanctuary” county that refuses to honor ICE detainers unless
compelled to do so by a judge.

“These individuals had demonstrated violent criminal behavior before, and because they were released in spite of the
lawful detainer, they were afforded an opportunity to take a life,” an ICE official said in a statement.

In case you were wondering, 14-year-old Funes-Diaz was killed in the gruesome manner typical of MS-13

violence — she was hacked with a machete and repeatedly hit with a baseball bat.

So-called “sanctuary” policies, it turns out, merely create a protected class of criminals who can avoid punishment for their
crimes merely by virtue of residing in the country illegally, allowed to roam free to destroy lives.

When Donald Trump was elected, he promised to fix our broken immigration system and restore true border security, in part
to protect American communities from the plague of violence associated with MS-13. Sadly, the Democrats have
undermined the president’s efforts at every turn, even refusing to provide funding for the border wall that many Democrats
had openly supported just a few years before.

The Democrats’ obstruction campaign isn’t confined to the halls of Congress, either.

For years, liberals have promoted the idea of creating “sanctuary” communities across the country, urging state and local
governments to create safe havens for illegal immigrants by refusing to cooperate with federal immigration enforcement
authorities. They’ve ramped up those efforts considerably since Trump’s election, hoping to blunt the impact of federal
policies designed to address the illegal immigration crisis.

In other words, the Democrats have openly asked local authorities to violate U.S. immigration law and put their own
communities at risk in the name of social justice.

Last year, Senate Democrats even blocked an initiative to crack down on sanctuary cities, complaining that the measure
didn’t address “Dreamers” as an excuse for blocking it.

Let them explain that one to the family of Ariana Funes-Diaz.

That disingenuous maneuver is even more galling in light of the fact that Democrats are clearly aware that sanctuary
policies put law-abiding citizens at risk. When news reports indicated that the Trump administration was merely considering
a plan to send migrants detained at the border to sanctuary cities upon their release, Democrats were incensed.

House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer, whose district includes parts of Prince George’s County, expressed outrage that
President Trump would “penalize or visit retribution [upon]” sanctuary cities by letting them host the illegal immigrants they
are so intent on protecting from deportation. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, whose hometown of San Francisco is a
prominent sanctuary city, called the notion “disrespectful.”

If sending illegal aliens to cities that explicitly desire to provide them with sanctuary is “disrespectful,” then how should we
describe the practice of deliberately releasing violent criminals into American communities? “Heinous” doesn’t seem like a
strong enough term, certainly not for Ariana’s family.

The Democrats bear both moral and political responsibility for the predictable and preventable tragedies

wrought by their support for sanctuary cities. Ariana Funes-Diaz was not the first innocent victim to pay the

ultimate price for their callous indifference to human suffering, and sadly, she won’t be the last.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/annapaulina/2019/05/30/democrats-are-giving-sanctuary-to-murderers-n2547102
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Another day, another preventable MS-13 murder enabled by the “sanctuary city” policies of which

Democrats are so proud.

Last week, two illegal alien MS-13 gangsters were among three people charged with murdering a 14-year-old girl, Ariana
Funes-Diaz, in Maryland. To make matters worse in this tragedy, neither of the alleged teenage killers should have been
free to terrorize American communities in the first place.

According to Breitbart, Josue Rafael Fuentes-Ponce and Joel Ernesto Escobar were released from custody by Prince
George’s County officials last year “after being charged with attempted first-degree murder, attempted second-degree
murder, participation in gang activity, conspiracy to commit murder, and attempted robbery.”

Remarkably, local authorities released the pair in 2018 despite a detainer request from U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE), because Prince George’s County is a “sanctuary” county that refuses to honor ICE detainers unless
compelled to do so by a judge.

“These individuals had demonstrated violent criminal behavior before, and because they were released in spite of the
lawful detainer, they were afforded an opportunity to take a life,” an ICE official said in a statement.

In case you were wondering, 14-year-old Funes-Diaz was killed in the gruesome manner typical of MS-13

violence — she was hacked with a machete and repeatedly hit with a baseball bat.

So-called “sanctuary” policies, it turns out, merely create a protected class of criminals who can avoid punishment for their
crimes merely by virtue of residing in the country illegally, allowed to roam free to destroy lives.

When Donald Trump was elected, he promised to fix our broken immigration system and restore true border security, in part
to protect American communities from the plague of violence associated with MS-13. Sadly, the Democrats have
undermined the president’s efforts at every turn, even refusing to provide funding for the border wall that many Democrats
had openly supported just a few years before.

The Democrats’ obstruction campaign isn’t confined to the halls of Congress, either.

For years, liberals have promoted the idea of creating “sanctuary” communities across the country, urging state and local
governments to create safe havens for illegal immigrants by refusing to cooperate with federal immigration enforcement
authorities. They’ve ramped up those efforts considerably since Trump’s election, hoping to blunt the impact of federal
policies designed to address the illegal immigration crisis.

In other words, the Democrats have openly asked local authorities to violate U.S. immigration law and put their own
communities at risk in the name of social justice.

Last year, Senate Democrats even blocked an initiative to crack down on sanctuary cities, complaining that the measure
didn’t address “Dreamers” as an excuse for blocking it.

Let them explain that one to the family of Ariana Funes-Diaz.

That disingenuous maneuver is even more galling in light of the fact that Democrats are clearly aware that sanctuary
policies put law-abiding citizens at risk. When news reports indicated that the Trump administration was merely considering
a plan to send migrants detained at the border to sanctuary cities upon their release, Democrats were incensed.

House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer, whose district includes parts of Prince George’s County, expressed outrage that
President Trump would “penalize or visit retribution [upon]” sanctuary cities by letting them host the illegal immigrants they
are so intent on protecting from deportation. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, whose hometown of San Francisco is a
prominent sanctuary city, called the notion “disrespectful.”

If sending illegal aliens to cities that explicitly desire to provide them with sanctuary is “disrespectful,” then how should we
describe the practice of deliberately releasing violent criminals into American communities? “Heinous” doesn’t seem like a
strong enough term, certainly not for Ariana’s family.

The Democrats bear both moral and political responsibility for the predictable and preventable tragedies

wrought by their support for sanctuary cities. Ariana Funes-Diaz was not the first innocent victim to pay the

ultimate price for their callous indifference to human suffering, and sadly, she won’t be the last.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump's Approval Rating Hits Highest Point In Two Years
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President Trump’s job approval rating is the highest it’s been in two years, boosted by voter optimism about the economy,
according to the latest Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll.

The survey found that 48 percent approve of the job Trump is doing, compared to 52 percent who said they disapprove.
That’s up from 45 percent approval in March. The last time the president’s job approval rating reached 48 percent in the
Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll was in June of 2017.

Trump appears to be getting a lift from the economy, with a record 62 percent approving of his approach to employment and
59 percent approving of his handling of the economy.

While only 39 percent of voters said the country is on the right track, 51 percent said the economy is heading in the right
direction. Seventy-one percent of voters said the economy is very strong or somewhat strong.

“People’s views on the economy are gradually pushing Trump’s numbers up and his actions on other issues like
China and immigration are neutral to positive,” said Mark Penn, the co-director of the Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll.
“Every point of increase in this range of 45 to 50 improves the possibility of re-election.”

Trump’s job approval rating in the Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll is higher than what other recent polls have found.

The president’s job approval rating is at 42.5 percent in the RealClearPolitics average. A recent Rasmussen Reports survey
found Trump at 48 percent, but six other recent polls found him ranging between 38 percent and 44 percent.

Gallup has registered some momentum for Trump recently. The president’s job approval in that survey bounced from 39
percent in March to 46 percent in late April, before falling back to 42 percent this month.

Still, there are some warning signs for the president.

Only 37 percent of voters said they would definitely or probably vote for Trump in the 2020 election, compared to 42 percent
who said they would definitely or probably vote for the Democratic nominee. Twelve percent of voters are unsure and 9
percent said they’d vote for an independent or third party candidate.

And a slim majority of voters, 52 percent, say they disapprove of Trump’s handling of immigration, his signature campaign
issue.

Late Thursday, the president said he would impose new tariffs on Mexico unless the country puts an end to illegal
immigration at the southern border.

Stocks fell on the news and analysts warned the tariffs could stifle economic growth.

The Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll online survey of 1,295 registered voters was conducted from May 29 to May 30.

The Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll is a collaboration of the Center for American Political Studies at Harvard University and The
Harris Poll. The Hill will be working with Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll throughout 2019.

Full poll results will be posted online later this week. The Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll survey is an online sample drawn from
the Harris Panel and weighted to reflect known demographics. As a representative online sample, it does not report a
probability confidence interval.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump's Approval Rating Hits Highest Point In Two Years

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_opinion/public/trump_donald_smile_getty.jpg

President Trump’s job approval rating is the highest it’s been in two years, boosted by voter optimism about the economy,
according to the latest Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll.

The survey found that 48 percent approve of the job Trump is doing, compared to 52 percent who said they disapprove.
That’s up from 45 percent approval in March. The last time the president’s job approval rating reached 48 percent in the
Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll was in June of 2017.

Trump appears to be getting a lift from the economy, with a record 62 percent approving of his approach to employment and
59 percent approving of his handling of the economy.

While only 39 percent of voters said the country is on the right track, 51 percent said the economy is heading in the right
direction. Seventy-one percent of voters said the economy is very strong or somewhat strong.

“People’s views on the economy are gradually pushing Trump’s numbers up and his actions on other issues like
China and immigration are neutral to positive,” said Mark Penn, the co-director of the Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll.
“Every point of increase in this range of 45 to 50 improves the possibility of re-election.”

Trump’s job approval rating in the Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll is higher than what other recent polls have found.

The president’s job approval rating is at 42.5 percent in the RealClearPolitics average. A recent Rasmussen Reports survey
found Trump at 48 percent, but six other recent polls found him ranging between 38 percent and 44 percent.

Gallup has registered some momentum for Trump recently. The president’s job approval in that survey bounced from 39
percent in March to 46 percent in late April, before falling back to 42 percent this month.

Still, there are some warning signs for the president.

Only 37 percent of voters said they would definitely or probably vote for Trump in the 2020 election, compared to 42 percent
who said they would definitely or probably vote for the Democratic nominee. Twelve percent of voters are unsure and 9
percent said they’d vote for an independent or third party candidate.

And a slim majority of voters, 52 percent, say they disapprove of Trump’s handling of immigration, his signature campaign
issue.

Late Thursday, the president said he would impose new tariffs on Mexico unless the country puts an end to illegal
immigration at the southern border.

Stocks fell on the news and analysts warned the tariffs could stifle economic growth.

The Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll online survey of 1,295 registered voters was conducted from May 29 to May 30.

The Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll is a collaboration of the Center for American Political Studies at Harvard University and The
Harris Poll. The Hill will be working with Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll throughout 2019.

Full poll results will be posted online later this week. The Harvard CAPS/Harris Poll survey is an online sample drawn from
the Harris Panel and weighted to reflect known demographics. As a representative online sample, it does not report a
probability confidence interval.
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William Barr pulled no punches when discussing the media’s coverage of the origins of the Trump-Russia probe,
as well as of the surveillance activities carried out against the Trump campaign.

“Normally the media would be interested in letting the sunshine in and finding out what the truth is,” Barr told
CBS News in an interview that aired Friday

“They’re supposed to be the watchdogs of, you know, our civil liberties.”
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“They’re supposed to be the watchdogs of, you know, our civil liberties.”

Attorney General William Barr accused the media in a new interview of being uninterested in finding out about the origins of
the Trump-Russia probe, and of shirking their duty as watchdogs for the public.

“Normally the media would be interested in letting the sunshine in and finding out what the truth is,” Barr said in an
interview with CBS News. “And usually the media doesn’t care that much about protecting intelligence sources and
methods. But I do and I will.

Barr was discussing his plans for declassification of documents related to the surveillance activities against the Trump
campaign during the Russia investigation.

President Donald Trump ordered the heads of various government agencies, including the FBI and CIA, to provide materials
to Barr. He also granted Barr the authority to declassify documents as he sees fit.

The decision generated heavy criticism from former intelligence officials, TV pundits and some journalists.

The New York Times, Politico, The Washington Post, and other outlets published stories that quoted former intelligence
officials fretting that the declassification order would allow Barr to disclose the identities of confidential sources used in the
Russia investigation. The Times article asserted that the CIA is concerned that the declassification order will lead to the
unmasking of a sensitive Kremlin source close to Vladimir Putin.

The Times reported that the source, which the CIA has cultivated for years, provided the information that Putin directed the
election interference in 2016.

WATCH:

https://youtu.be/y8qf7u-q1Aw via @YouTube

Former CIA Director John Brennan responded to Trump’s order on May 24, saying that he was worried that Barr would
release information on sources and methods in “willy nilly” fashion.

“The concern is that very, very precious source and methods of the United States intelligence community as well as
our partners and allies abroad — those who share this sensitive information with us,” said Brennan.

But Barr dismissed that argument, saying that he will consult with the heads of intelligence agencies before revealing any
sensitive information.

“I’m amused by these people who make a living by disclosing classified information, including the names of
intelligence operatives, wringing their hands about whether I’m going to be responsible in protecting intelligence
sources and methods,” said Barr.

“I’ve been in the business as I’ve said for over 50 years long before they were born and I know how to handle
classified information and I believe strongly in protecting intelligence sources and methods.”

Barr did not specify instances where journalists have published information about sources and methods. But as The Daily
Caller News Foundation has reported, newspapers like The New York Times and Washington Post have published
numerous stories disclosing classified information about sources and methods used in the Russia probe.

The Times published stories confirming that the FBI used former Cambridge professor Stefan Halper as an informant to
make contact with Trump campaign aides George Papadopoulos and Carter Page. The Times also reported that a woman
who posed as Halper’s assistant was actually a government investigator.

The Post on April 11, 2017 broke the story revealing that the FBI obtained a warrant to wiretap Page.

The government officials behind those leaks have not been identified. But there is some evidence that the CIA was involved
in at least one leak of highly sensitive intelligence regarding the U.S. government’s assessment of Putin’s role in the cyber
attacks against Democrats in 2016.

Peter Strzok, the former FBI counterintelligence official who opened the Trump-Russia probe, speculated in text messages
that the CIA was behind one leak about Putin.

“Think our sisters have begun leaking like mad. Scorned and worried and political, they’re kicking in to overdrive,”
Strzok wrote in a text message on Dec. 15, 2016. A day earlier, NBC News reported that the CIA believed that Putin
directed the computer hacks against Democrats.

Barr also suggested in his CBS interview that the media has largely ignored the government’s surveillance activities against
the Trump campaign.

“The fact that today people just seem to brush aside the idea that it is okay to you know, to engage in these
activities against a political campaign is stunning to me especially when the media doesn’t seem to think that it’s
worth looking into,” Barr said.

“They’re supposed to be the watchdogs of, you know, our civil liberties.”

Barr said in the interview that information he has received about the origins of the Russia probe and counterintelligence
activities does not square up with what former intelligence officials have said publicly.

He also said that he has questions about the timeline of the investigation, which the FBI has claimed was opened on July
31, 2016.

https://youtu.be/y8qf7u-q1Aw
https://voat.co/u/YouTube
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31, 2016.

“I assumed I’d get answers when I went in and I have not gotten answers that are well satisfactory, and in fact
probably have more questions, and that some of the facts that- that I’ve learned don’t hang together with the official
explanations of what happened.”

Barr appointed U.S. attorney John Durham to oversee an investigation of the government’s surveillance against the Trump
campaign.

( LINK BELOW )
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William Barr pulled no punches when discussing the media’s coverage of the origins of the Trump-Russia probe,
as well as of the surveillance activities carried out against the Trump campaign.

“Normally the media would be interested in letting the sunshine in and finding out what the truth is,” Barr told
CBS News in an interview that aired Friday

“They’re supposed to be the watchdogs of, you know, our civil liberties.”

Attorney General William Barr accused the media in a new interview of being uninterested in finding out about the origins of
the Trump-Russia probe, and of shirking their duty as watchdogs for the public.

“Normally the media would be interested in letting the sunshine in and finding out what the truth is,” Barr said in an
interview with CBS News. “And usually the media doesn’t care that much about protecting intelligence sources and
methods. But I do and I will.

Barr was discussing his plans for declassification of documents related to the surveillance activities against the Trump
campaign during the Russia investigation.

President Donald Trump ordered the heads of various government agencies, including the FBI and CIA, to provide materials
to Barr. He also granted Barr the authority to declassify documents as he sees fit.

The decision generated heavy criticism from former intelligence officials, TV pundits and some journalists.

The New York Times, Politico, The Washington Post, and other outlets published stories that quoted former intelligence
officials fretting that the declassification order would allow Barr to disclose the identities of confidential sources used in the
Russia investigation. The Times article asserted that the CIA is concerned that the declassification order will lead to the
unmasking of a sensitive Kremlin source close to Vladimir Putin.

The Times reported that the source, which the CIA has cultivated for years, provided the information that Putin directed the
election interference in 2016.

WATCH:

https://youtu.be/y8qf7u-q1Aw via @YouTube

Former CIA Director John Brennan responded to Trump’s order on May 24, saying that he was worried that Barr would
release information on sources and methods in “willy nilly” fashion.

“The concern is that very, very precious source and methods of the United States intelligence community as well as
our partners and allies abroad — those who share this sensitive information with us,” said Brennan.

But Barr dismissed that argument, saying that he will consult with the heads of intelligence agencies before revealing any
sensitive information.

“I’m amused by these people who make a living by disclosing classified information, including the names of
intelligence operatives, wringing their hands about whether I’m going to be responsible in protecting intelligence
sources and methods,” said Barr.
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“I’ve been in the business as I’ve said for over 50 years long before they were born and I know how to handle
classified information and I believe strongly in protecting intelligence sources and methods.”

Barr did not specify instances where journalists have published information about sources and methods. But as The Daily
Caller News Foundation has reported, newspapers like The New York Times and Washington Post have published
numerous stories disclosing classified information about sources and methods used in the Russia probe.

The Times published stories confirming that the FBI used former Cambridge professor Stefan Halper as an informant to
make contact with Trump campaign aides George Papadopoulos and Carter Page. The Times also reported that a woman
who posed as Halper’s assistant was actually a government investigator.

The Post on April 11, 2017 broke the story revealing that the FBI obtained a warrant to wiretap Page.

The government officials behind those leaks have not been identified. But there is some evidence that the CIA was involved
in at least one leak of highly sensitive intelligence regarding the U.S. government’s assessment of Putin’s role in the cyber
attacks against Democrats in 2016.

Peter Strzok, the former FBI counterintelligence official who opened the Trump-Russia probe, speculated in text messages
that the CIA was behind one leak about Putin.

“Think our sisters have begun leaking like mad. Scorned and worried and political, they’re kicking in to overdrive,”
Strzok wrote in a text message on Dec. 15, 2016. A day earlier, NBC News reported that the CIA believed that Putin
directed the computer hacks against Democrats.

Barr also suggested in his CBS interview that the media has largely ignored the government’s surveillance activities against
the Trump campaign.

“The fact that today people just seem to brush aside the idea that it is okay to you know, to engage in these
activities against a political campaign is stunning to me especially when the media doesn’t seem to think that it’s
worth looking into,” Barr said.

“They’re supposed to be the watchdogs of, you know, our civil liberties.”

Barr said in the interview that information he has received about the origins of the Russia probe and counterintelligence
activities does not square up with what former intelligence officials have said publicly.

He also said that he has questions about the timeline of the investigation, which the FBI has claimed was opened on July
31, 2016.

“I assumed I’d get answers when I went in and I have not gotten answers that are well satisfactory, and in fact
probably have more questions, and that some of the facts that- that I’ve learned don’t hang together with the official
explanations of what happened.”

Barr appointed U.S. attorney John Durham to oversee an investigation of the government’s surveillance against the Trump
campaign.

( LINK BELOW )
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For the past two years, famed liberal attorney and retired Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz has been a rather rare
species in terms of the current political climate regarding President Donald Trump and special counsel Robert Mueller.

On the one hand, Dershowitz consistently maintained that Trump enjoyed a presumption of innocence until proven
otherwise.

Still, he defended Mueller, who was probing allegations of Russian collusion in the 2016 election, as a man of integrity.

And he seemed to truly see Mueller’s investigation as a fair and nonpartisan proceeding in an apolitical justice system.

But that changed on Wednesday following Mueller’s televised news conference, where he rather unsubtly implied Trump’s
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But that changed on Wednesday following Mueller’s televised news conference, where he rather unsubtly implied Trump’s
guilt and seemed to encourage, with an equal amount of subtlety, the Democrat-led House of Representatives to pursue
impeachment

In an Op-Ed for The Hill published Wednesday, Dershowitz wrote that Mueller’s actions this week were on par with, and in
some ways perhaps even worse than, what disgraced and fired FBI Director James Comey did in 2016.

Comey, you may remember, gave a televised statement explaining why the FBI would not be recommending that former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton be charged in relation to her use of a private email server.

“Comey was universally criticized for going beyond his responsibility to state whether there was sufficient evidence
to indict Clinton. Mueller, however, did even more,” Dershowitz wrote Wednesday.

“He went beyond the conclusion of his report and gave a political gift to Democrats in Congress who are seeking to
institute impeachment proceedings against President Trump,” he continued.

Mueller’s implication that Trump had obstructed justice, Dershowitz explained, served as an invitation to Democrats to
launch their impeachment efforts.

“Until today, I have defended Mueller against the accusations that he is a partisan,” Dershowitz wrote. “I did not
believe that he personally favored either the Democrats or the Republicans, or had a point of view on whether
President Trump should be impeached.”

“But I have now changed my mind. By putting his thumb, indeed his elbow, on the scale of justice in favor of
impeachment based on obstruction of justice, Mueller has revealed his partisan bias,” he added.

According to Dershowitz, it’s widely understood that prosecutors are never supposed to go further than the evidence takes
them, particularly with respect to the public, and that “no responsible prosecutor” would ever publicly imply the guilt of an
individual if there was insufficient evidence to prove that guilt beyond a reasonable doubt in a court of law.

Those fundamental rules don’t change just because the subject of the investigation is Trump, or because Mueller is a
special counsel, or because this was an extraordinary case.

Dershowitz wrote that unlike in a “full adversarial trial” where defense attorneys are permitted to cross-examine witnesses,
produce exculpatory evidence of innocence and enjoy the other safeguards of due process, federal investigations are often
“one-sided” affairs.

In federal investigations, especially those involving a special prosecutor, Dershowitz wrote, “They hear only evidence of
guilt and not exculpatory evidence. Their witnesses are not subject to the adversarial process. There is no cross-
examination. The evidence is taken in secret behind the closed doors of a grand jury.”

“For that very reason, prosecutors can only conclude whether there is sufficient evidence to commence a
prosecution. They are not in a position to decide whether the subject of the investigation is guilty or is innocent of
any crimes,” Dershowitz added.

He was likely referring to Mueller’s ludicrous remark that he was unable to exonerate Trump of wrongdoing, something
Mueller wasn’t supposed to do, and indeed is likely incapable of doing.

Dershowitz wrote that the “safeguards” of an adversarial trial “were not present in this investigation, and so the suggestion
by Mueller that Trump might well be guilty deserves no credence. His statement, so inconsistent with his long history, will
be used to partisan advantage by Democrats, especially all those radicals who are seeking impeachment.”

“No prosecutor should ever say or do anything for the purpose of helping one party or the other,” Dershowitz wrote. “I
cannot imagine a plausible reason why Mueller went beyond his report and gratuitously suggested that President
Trump might be guilty, except to help Democrats in Congress and to encourage impeachment talk and action.”

“Shame on Mueller for abusing his position of trust and for allowing himself to be used for such partisan advantage,”
he added.

Dershowitz is absolutely right.

Shame on Mueller indeed, and shame on anyone who defends what may very well be one of the worst instances of
prosecutorial misconduct this nation has seen in some time.

Mueller may just have traded in his integrity and reputation to try and help impeachment-obsessed Democrats perpetuate
their baseless “witch hunt” against the president they despise.

( LINK BELOW )
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For the past two years, famed liberal attorney and retired Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz has been a rather rare
species in terms of the current political climate regarding President Donald Trump and special counsel Robert Mueller.

On the one hand, Dershowitz consistently maintained that Trump enjoyed a presumption of innocence until proven
otherwise.

Still, he defended Mueller, who was probing allegations of Russian collusion in the 2016 election, as a man of integrity.

And he seemed to truly see Mueller’s investigation as a fair and nonpartisan proceeding in an apolitical justice system.

But that changed on Wednesday following Mueller’s televised news conference, where he rather unsubtly implied Trump’s
guilt and seemed to encourage, with an equal amount of subtlety, the Democrat-led House of Representatives to pursue
impeachment

In an Op-Ed for The Hill published Wednesday, Dershowitz wrote that Mueller’s actions this week were on par with, and in
some ways perhaps even worse than, what disgraced and fired FBI Director James Comey did in 2016.

Comey, you may remember, gave a televised statement explaining why the FBI would not be recommending that former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton be charged in relation to her use of a private email server.

“Comey was universally criticized for going beyond his responsibility to state whether there was sufficient evidence
to indict Clinton. Mueller, however, did even more,” Dershowitz wrote Wednesday.

“He went beyond the conclusion of his report and gave a political gift to Democrats in Congress who are seeking to
institute impeachment proceedings against President Trump,” he continued.

Mueller’s implication that Trump had obstructed justice, Dershowitz explained, served as an invitation to Democrats to
launch their impeachment efforts.

“Until today, I have defended Mueller against the accusations that he is a partisan,” Dershowitz wrote. “I did not
believe that he personally favored either the Democrats or the Republicans, or had a point of view on whether
President Trump should be impeached.”

“But I have now changed my mind. By putting his thumb, indeed his elbow, on the scale of justice in favor of
impeachment based on obstruction of justice, Mueller has revealed his partisan bias,” he added.

According to Dershowitz, it’s widely understood that prosecutors are never supposed to go further than the evidence takes
them, particularly with respect to the public, and that “no responsible prosecutor” would ever publicly imply the guilt of an
individual if there was insufficient evidence to prove that guilt beyond a reasonable doubt in a court of law.

Those fundamental rules don’t change just because the subject of the investigation is Trump, or because Mueller is a
special counsel, or because this was an extraordinary case.

Dershowitz wrote that unlike in a “full adversarial trial” where defense attorneys are permitted to cross-examine witnesses,
produce exculpatory evidence of innocence and enjoy the other safeguards of due process, federal investigations are often
“one-sided” affairs.

In federal investigations, especially those involving a special prosecutor, Dershowitz wrote, “They hear only evidence of
guilt and not exculpatory evidence. Their witnesses are not subject to the adversarial process. There is no cross-
examination. The evidence is taken in secret behind the closed doors of a grand jury.”

“For that very reason, prosecutors can only conclude whether there is sufficient evidence to commence a
prosecution. They are not in a position to decide whether the subject of the investigation is guilty or is innocent of
any crimes,” Dershowitz added.

He was likely referring to Mueller’s ludicrous remark that he was unable to exonerate Trump of wrongdoing, something
Mueller wasn’t supposed to do, and indeed is likely incapable of doing.

Dershowitz wrote that the “safeguards” of an adversarial trial “were not present in this investigation, and so the suggestion
by Mueller that Trump might well be guilty deserves no credence. His statement, so inconsistent with his long history, will
be used to partisan advantage by Democrats, especially all those radicals who are seeking impeachment.”

“No prosecutor should ever say or do anything for the purpose of helping one party or the other,” Dershowitz wrote. “I
cannot imagine a plausible reason why Mueller went beyond his report and gratuitously suggested that President
Trump might be guilty, except to help Democrats in Congress and to encourage impeachment talk and action.”

“Shame on Mueller for abusing his position of trust and for allowing himself to be used for such partisan advantage,”
he added.

Dershowitz is absolutely right.

Shame on Mueller indeed, and shame on anyone who defends what may very well be one of the worst instances of
prosecutorial misconduct this nation has seen in some time.
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prosecutorial misconduct this nation has seen in some time.

Mueller may just have traded in his integrity and reputation to try and help impeachment-obsessed Democrats perpetuate
their baseless “witch hunt” against the president they despise.
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Robert Mueller Made a Mockery of Criminal Justice

( below is Mueller's Walk of Shame )

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=d88bc283-d007-4234-80b6-
735cc705ba4c&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

With his confusing, contradictory, and ever-changing comments about the results of his investigation of

President Trump, Special Counsel Robert Mueller made a mockery of the criminal justice system.

In that system, there is no place for concluding that the subject of an investigation is not criminally charged but is not
exonerated. To say, “If we had confidence that the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said so” makes
as much sense as saying, “The moon could be made of blue cheese, we just don’t know.”

Nor is there any place for implying that a subject would be criminally charged if it were not for the fact that he is president.
As Mueller’s own report makes clear, Trump neither colluded with the Russian government nor corruptly covered up,
destroyed evidence, or made false statements to mislead investigators, as happened during Watergate when President
Nixon clearly obstructed justice.

Now the question of how this outrageous process ever started becomes even more important. While the initial FBI
investigation into Russian efforts to interfere in the 2016 election was entirely legitimate, the subsequent counterintelligence
investigation that specifically targeted Trump after he fired James Comey as FBI director was based on false pretenses.

In his book “The Threat,” Andrew McCabe says that as acting FBI director, he opened that investigation targeting Trump
and urged Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein to appoint a special counsel to investigate him based almost entirely
on Trump’s comment to NBC’s Lester Holt that he thought about “this Russia thing” when he decided to fire Comey in May
2017.

With those garbled words, it sounded as if Trump was saying he fired Comey because the FBI director was pursuing the
ongoing Russia investigation that started in 2016, and Trump wanted to stop it. But as noted in my book “The Trump White
House: Changing the Rules of the Game,” Trump went on to say twice to Holt that he recognized that by firing Comey, he
was probably prolonging the FBI investigation.

That is the exact opposite of attempting to obstruct an investigation, yet in his book, McCabe deliberately and dishonestly
omitted the rest of what Trump said to Holt about recognizing that he was prolonging the investigation.

On top of that, McCabe parenthetically cited in his book the fact that in a “demeaning and dismissive way,” Trump had
called the ongoing FBI investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election — which included the possibility of
collusion by the campaign — a “witch hunt.” Thus, according to McCabe, expressing his opinion as president and defending
himself was a reason to investigate Trump.

So incredibly the entire basis for starting the FBI’s obstruction and collusion investigation specifically targeting Trump,
according to the FBI official who says he started it, was outrageously based on a lie: a phony predicate that deceitfully
misrepresented what Trump said in the NBC interview.

The real story behind the start of the FBI investigation of Trump and the appointment of a special counsel is undisputed and
far more shocking and scandalous than all the often hyperbolic claims we see in the media and in Congress about the FBI’s
FISA warrant applications, the so-called dossier, or the alleged wiretapping of the Trump campaign. Yet incredibly, no one in
the media has picked up on it.

I have covered the FBI since J. Edgar Hoover was director. I have written three books on the FBI, one of which led to the
dismissal of William Sessions as FBI director over his abuses. And for my book “The Secrets of the FBI,” Robert Mueller
as FBI director gave me unprecedented access to the bureau.

In that book, I portrayed the actions Mueller took after 9/11 to make the FBI more prevention oriented. Those steps are
largely responsible for the fact that we have not had a successful attack by a foreign terrorism network since 9/11.

But by unfairly impugning President Trump, Mueller ended his otherwise sterling career with a travesty

while ignoring an abuse of the FBI’s authority the likes of which we have not seen since the Hoover days.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/mueller-justice-system-fbi-trump/2019/05/30/id/918254/
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Robert Mueller Made a Mockery of Criminal Justice

( below is Mueller's Walk of Shame )

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=d88bc283-d007-4234-80b6-
735cc705ba4c&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

With his confusing, contradictory, and ever-changing comments about the results of his investigation of

President Trump, Special Counsel Robert Mueller made a mockery of the criminal justice system.

In that system, there is no place for concluding that the subject of an investigation is not criminally charged but is not
exonerated. To say, “If we had confidence that the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said so” makes
as much sense as saying, “The moon could be made of blue cheese, we just don’t know.”

Nor is there any place for implying that a subject would be criminally charged if it were not for the fact that he is president.
As Mueller’s own report makes clear, Trump neither colluded with the Russian government nor corruptly covered up,
destroyed evidence, or made false statements to mislead investigators, as happened during Watergate when President
Nixon clearly obstructed justice.

Now the question of how this outrageous process ever started becomes even more important. While the initial FBI
investigation into Russian efforts to interfere in the 2016 election was entirely legitimate, the subsequent counterintelligence
investigation that specifically targeted Trump after he fired James Comey as FBI director was based on false pretenses.

In his book “The Threat,” Andrew McCabe says that as acting FBI director, he opened that investigation targeting Trump
and urged Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein to appoint a special counsel to investigate him based almost entirely
on Trump’s comment to NBC’s Lester Holt that he thought about “this Russia thing” when he decided to fire Comey in May
2017.

With those garbled words, it sounded as if Trump was saying he fired Comey because the FBI director was pursuing the
ongoing Russia investigation that started in 2016, and Trump wanted to stop it. But as noted in my book “The Trump White
House: Changing the Rules of the Game,” Trump went on to say twice to Holt that he recognized that by firing Comey, he
was probably prolonging the FBI investigation.

That is the exact opposite of attempting to obstruct an investigation, yet in his book, McCabe deliberately and dishonestly
omitted the rest of what Trump said to Holt about recognizing that he was prolonging the investigation.

On top of that, McCabe parenthetically cited in his book the fact that in a “demeaning and dismissive way,” Trump had
called the ongoing FBI investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election — which included the possibility of
collusion by the campaign — a “witch hunt.” Thus, according to McCabe, expressing his opinion as president and defending
himself was a reason to investigate Trump.

So incredibly the entire basis for starting the FBI’s obstruction and collusion investigation specifically targeting Trump,
according to the FBI official who says he started it, was outrageously based on a lie: a phony predicate that deceitfully
misrepresented what Trump said in the NBC interview.

The real story behind the start of the FBI investigation of Trump and the appointment of a special counsel is undisputed and
far more shocking and scandalous than all the often hyperbolic claims we see in the media and in Congress about the FBI’s
FISA warrant applications, the so-called dossier, or the alleged wiretapping of the Trump campaign. Yet incredibly, no one in
the media has picked up on it.

I have covered the FBI since J. Edgar Hoover was director. I have written three books on the FBI, one of which led to the
dismissal of William Sessions as FBI director over his abuses. And for my book “The Secrets of the FBI,” Robert Mueller
as FBI director gave me unprecedented access to the bureau.

In that book, I portrayed the actions Mueller took after 9/11 to make the FBI more prevention oriented. Those steps are
largely responsible for the fact that we have not had a successful attack by a foreign terrorism network since 9/11.

But by unfairly impugning President Trump, Mueller ended his otherwise sterling career with a travesty

while ignoring an abuse of the FBI’s authority the likes of which we have not seen since the Hoover days.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/mueller-justice-system-fbi-trump/2019/05/30/id/918254/
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Federalist Editor Takes Mueller To The Woodshed: You're Whole Operation Was A Political Hit Job

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/149/d8e7c156-de94-4b08-8532-9187c6240598.png

Watch out, folks! The Federalist’s Sean Davis is dragging the beaten hypothetical corpse of Robert Mueller through. He just took
the man to the woodshed in his latest piece and rightfully so. The Russia investigation is over. Special Counsel Mueller is done.
He’s done talking about it. He directed us to read the report that was compiled after two years of digging and to leave him alone.
Oh, and Democrats, go ahead with impeachment wink* wink*. He twisted the words of his investigation’s findings on Russian
collusion; none was found. But Mueller phrased it in a way that left it open for interpretation. And if we know anything about that,
impeachment-obsessed Democrats will take it, run with it, and totally go off the rails—and they have. The Mueller report
exonerated the Trump White House of Russian collusion. That’s a fact. Done. This circus is over. I wish it were over, but Mueller
had to rehash and pour gasoline over the obstruction allegations, which the DOJ determined didn’t have enough to bring forward
formal charges.

Again, it’s over. But the Left, promising their base a fight, are going to impeach Donald Trump. It’s only a matter of time. They
need to; it’s a key 2018 campaign promise. House Democrats wouldn’t be running the show in the lower chamber if they hadn’t
pushed for of heavily insinuated that this would be an agenda action item. Mueller decided to fan those flames again, and now we
have a brushfire over a presser that really didn’t unveil anything new. If anything, it was what Attorney General William Barr
outlined prior to the redacted report being released to the public. It’s that outline that apparently reeks of a cover-up, an allegiance
to Trump, and possible perjury. Even after the case has been closed, the nothing burgers keep being served. Only Democrat
whose brain function has been depressed by over consuming this myth for the past two years would believe this were a rational
take. Everyone else knows it's not. Mueller is now patient zero, spreading impeachment Ebola that has spread like a brush fire
among congressional Democrats.

Maybe this was his aim all along. Davis noted that the media glossed over key portions of the Mueller report that showed the
political motivations of the investigation. The hard-core group of Democratic lawyers really, really wanted to prove Russian
collusion, but couldn’t find anything, which adds more credibility to the report’s conclusions on that front. It also could explain why
after this Trump-Russia collusion horse was discovered to be a myth—the investigation limped on and on for 18 months at the
cost of millions of dollars. As a result, the liberal pundits, Democrats, and their minions in the media kept hanging onto hope that
something would be found. And then the report was done, nothing was found, and an entire industry got a haymaker so brutal, so
violent, that the lower part of its jaw was dislodged. They can’t let it go. They won’t let it go. Like penicillin-resistant syphilis, it will
linger trying to slowly take down this White House for merely beating an inauthentic, lying, untrustworthy woman whose favorable
numbers depreciated the longer she remained in the spotlight. Hillary sucked. Sorry, lefties, your gal just couldn’t win. And if she
couldn’t do it in 2016, she was never going to win.

Sean Davis ✔ @seanmdav

A few things are clear from the press conference: Mueller (who came across as feeble and doddering, more

resembling an aging senator than a tough prosecutor) always wanted to impeach Trump, is mad he lost

control of the narrative, and doesn't think he's accountable to Congress.

Sean Davis

✔ @seanmdav

Replying to @seanmdav

Also, Mueller's view of a prosecutor's role -- to prove and declare a target's innocence, rather than to charge

criminality -- is a despicable affront to the rule of law and the Constitution. Cops and lawyers don't grant

innocence. It is our default legal state absent conviction

This feeling was amplified with the conclusion of this investigation and no definitive smoking gun that could torpedo this
administration. As a result, Davis goes into a very lengthy piece about how the exiting presser by Mueller yesterday proved that
this was a political hit job that perverted the rule of law. And he also makes a note that the apple doesn’t fall too far from the tree
between Mueller and his successor at the FBI, James Comey, concerning the apparent overreach in the investigations that have
defined their legacies:

If there were any doubts about Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s political intentions, his unprecedented press conference on
Wednesday should put them all to rest. As he made abundantly clear during his doddering reading of a prepared statement that
repeatedly contradicted itself, Mueller had no interest in the equal application of the rule of law. He gave the game, and his nakedly
political intentions, away repeatedly throughout his statement.

“It is important that the office’s written work speak for itself,” Mueller said, referring to his office’s 448-page report. Mueller’s report
was released to the public by Attorney General William Barr nearly six weeks ago. The entire report, minus limited redactions
required by law, has been publicly available, pored through, and dissected. Its contents have been discussed ad nauseum in print
and on television. The report has been speaking for itself since April 18, when it was released.

If it’s important for the work to speak for itself, then why did Mueller schedule a press conference in which he would speak for it
weeks after it was released? The statement, given the venue in which it was provided, is self-refuting.

Let’s start with the Mueller team’s unique take on the nature of a prosecutor’s job. The standard American view of justice, affirmed
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Let’s start with the Mueller team’s unique take on the nature of a prosecutor’s job. The standard American view of justice, affirmed
and enforced by the U.S. Constitution, is that all are presumed innocent absent conviction by a jury of a specific charge of criminal
wrongdoing. That is, the natural legal state of an individual in this country is innocence. It is not a state or a nature bestowed by
cops or attorneys. Innocence is not granted by unelected bureaucrats or federal prosecutors.

“Every defendant is presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.”

Had he stopped there, he would have been correct. But then he crafted a brand new standard.

“The order appointing the special counsel authorized us to investigate actions that could obstruct the investigation. We conducted
that investigation and kept the office of the acting attorney general apprised of our work,” Mueller said. “After that investigation, if
we had confidence that the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said so.”

According to Mueller and his team, charged Russians are presumed innocent. An American president, however, is presumed guilty
unless and until Mueller’s team determines he is innocent.

[…]

( ONLY 10,000 LETTERS ALLOWED IN STORY HERE, SO READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/05/30/federalist-editor-takes-mueller-to-the-woodshed-youre-whole-operation-was-a-
political-hit-job-n2547045
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Watch out, folks! The Federalist’s Sean Davis is dragging the beaten hypothetical corpse of Robert Mueller through. He just took
the man to the woodshed in his latest piece and rightfully so. The Russia investigation is over. Special Counsel Mueller is done.
He’s done talking about it. He directed us to read the report that was compiled after two years of digging and to leave him alone.
Oh, and Democrats, go ahead with impeachment wink* wink*. He twisted the words of his investigation’s findings on Russian
collusion; none was found. But Mueller phrased it in a way that left it open for interpretation. And if we know anything about that,
impeachment-obsessed Democrats will take it, run with it, and totally go off the rails—and they have. The Mueller report
exonerated the Trump White House of Russian collusion. That’s a fact. Done. This circus is over. I wish it were over, but Mueller
had to rehash and pour gasoline over the obstruction allegations, which the DOJ determined didn’t have enough to bring forward
formal charges.

Again, it’s over. But the Left, promising their base a fight, are going to impeach Donald Trump. It’s only a matter of time. They
need to; it’s a key 2018 campaign promise. House Democrats wouldn’t be running the show in the lower chamber if they hadn’t
pushed for of heavily insinuated that this would be an agenda action item. Mueller decided to fan those flames again, and now we
have a brushfire over a presser that really didn’t unveil anything new. If anything, it was what Attorney General William Barr
outlined prior to the redacted report being released to the public. It’s that outline that apparently reeks of a cover-up, an allegiance
to Trump, and possible perjury. Even after the case has been closed, the nothing burgers keep being served. Only Democrat
whose brain function has been depressed by over consuming this myth for the past two years would believe this were a rational
take. Everyone else knows it's not. Mueller is now patient zero, spreading impeachment Ebola that has spread like a brush fire
among congressional Democrats.

Maybe this was his aim all along. Davis noted that the media glossed over key portions of the Mueller report that showed the
political motivations of the investigation. The hard-core group of Democratic lawyers really, really wanted to prove Russian
collusion, but couldn’t find anything, which adds more credibility to the report’s conclusions on that front. It also could explain why
after this Trump-Russia collusion horse was discovered to be a myth—the investigation limped on and on for 18 months at the
cost of millions of dollars. As a result, the liberal pundits, Democrats, and their minions in the media kept hanging onto hope that
something would be found. And then the report was done, nothing was found, and an entire industry got a haymaker so brutal, so
violent, that the lower part of its jaw was dislodged. They can’t let it go. They won’t let it go. Like penicillin-resistant syphilis, it will
linger trying to slowly take down this White House for merely beating an inauthentic, lying, untrustworthy woman whose favorable
numbers depreciated the longer she remained in the spotlight. Hillary sucked. Sorry, lefties, your gal just couldn’t win. And if she
couldn’t do it in 2016, she was never going to win.

Sean Davis ✔ @seanmdav

A few things are clear from the press conference: Mueller (who came across as feeble and doddering, more

resembling an aging senator than a tough prosecutor) always wanted to impeach Trump, is mad he lost

control of the narrative, and doesn't think he's accountable to Congress.
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Sean Davis

✔ @seanmdav

Replying to @seanmdav

Also, Mueller's view of a prosecutor's role -- to prove and declare a target's innocence, rather than to charge

criminality -- is a despicable affront to the rule of law and the Constitution. Cops and lawyers don't grant

innocence. It is our default legal state absent conviction

This feeling was amplified with the conclusion of this investigation and no definitive smoking gun that could torpedo this
administration. As a result, Davis goes into a very lengthy piece about how the exiting presser by Mueller yesterday proved that
this was a political hit job that perverted the rule of law. And he also makes a note that the apple doesn’t fall too far from the tree
between Mueller and his successor at the FBI, James Comey, concerning the apparent overreach in the investigations that have
defined their legacies:

If there were any doubts about Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s political intentions, his unprecedented press conference on
Wednesday should put them all to rest. As he made abundantly clear during his doddering reading of a prepared statement that
repeatedly contradicted itself, Mueller had no interest in the equal application of the rule of law. He gave the game, and his nakedly
political intentions, away repeatedly throughout his statement.

“It is important that the office’s written work speak for itself,” Mueller said, referring to his office’s 448-page report. Mueller’s report
was released to the public by Attorney General William Barr nearly six weeks ago. The entire report, minus limited redactions
required by law, has been publicly available, pored through, and dissected. Its contents have been discussed ad nauseum in print
and on television. The report has been speaking for itself since April 18, when it was released.

If it’s important for the work to speak for itself, then why did Mueller schedule a press conference in which he would speak for it
weeks after it was released? The statement, given the venue in which it was provided, is self-refuting.

Let’s start with the Mueller team’s unique take on the nature of a prosecutor’s job. The standard American view of justice, affirmed
and enforced by the U.S. Constitution, is that all are presumed innocent absent conviction by a jury of a specific charge of criminal
wrongdoing. That is, the natural legal state of an individual in this country is innocence. It is not a state or a nature bestowed by
cops or attorneys. Innocence is not granted by unelected bureaucrats or federal prosecutors.

“Every defendant is presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.”

Had he stopped there, he would have been correct. But then he crafted a brand new standard.

“The order appointing the special counsel authorized us to investigate actions that could obstruct the investigation. We conducted
that investigation and kept the office of the acting attorney general apprised of our work,” Mueller said. “After that investigation, if
we had confidence that the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said so.”

According to Mueller and his team, charged Russians are presumed innocent. An American president, however, is presumed guilty
unless and until Mueller’s team determines he is innocent.

[…]

( ONLY 10,000 LETTERS ALLOWED IN STORY HERE, SO READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Get This The Old Kook: Hillary, Chelsea Clinton Plan Hollywood Production Company

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/clintonchelsea_clintonhillary_01222019getty.jpg

Former Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton and Chelsea Clinton plan to create a Hollywood production company,
according to a Thursday Bloomberg report.

The Clintons have met with studios about financing, per Bloomberg, which said that the former secretary of State and her activist
daughter "plan to focus on stories by and about women."

Discussions about the formation of the yet-to-be-named company are said to be in the early stages.

Hillary and Chelsea Clinton's potential foray together into Hollywood film and television projects comes almost one year after
former President Obama and former first lady Michelle Obama agreed to produce films and series for streaming powerhouse
Netflix.

Hillary Clinton has had experience working with high-powered Tinseltown figures in the past, including director and producer Steven
Spielberg for “The Woman’s Hour," a film adaptation of the acclaimed book that looked back on female activists and their fight to
give women the right the vote under the 19th Amendment.

( LINK BELOW )
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Former Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton and Chelsea Clinton plan to create a Hollywood production company,
according to a Thursday Bloomberg report.

The Clintons have met with studios about financing, per Bloomberg, which said that the former secretary of State and her activist
daughter "plan to focus on stories by and about women."

Discussions about the formation of the yet-to-be-named company are said to be in the early stages.

Hillary and Chelsea Clinton's potential foray together into Hollywood film and television projects comes almost one year after
former President Obama and former first lady Michelle Obama agreed to produce films and series for streaming powerhouse
Netflix.

Hillary Clinton has had experience working with high-powered Tinseltown figures in the past, including director and producer Steven
Spielberg for “The Woman’s Hour," a film adaptation of the acclaimed book that looked back on female activists and their fight to
give women the right the vote under the 19th Amendment.
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Pro-life Alabama Senator Reveals Activists Threatened To Rape His Wife Over His Support Of Abortion Ban

https://assets.rbl.ms/19564373/1200x600.jpg

Alabama state Sen. Garlan Gudger says that pro-abortion activists threatened to rape his wife over his support of the
state's new abortion ban.

What are the details?

In an interview on Alabama Public Television, Gudger revealed that activists have threatened his family.

Gudger, who has been a vocal supporter of the state's new abortion ban, has said that "abortion is murder" and that unborn
children deserves protections "even in the most difficult of circumstances."

"It's been tough dealing with the balancing of my wife and my children being attacked," Gudger told Alabama Public
Television "Capitol Journal" host Don Dailey during the discussion. "I obviously don't like that part. No one should be
attacked or threatened with harm for a difference of opinion. But overall, I'm doing well, besides that."

Gudger revealed that social media trolls have reached out to his teenage son through the internet, while other activists have
told his wife that "they were going to break into our house and rape and do other things to her."

Gudger said that the threats have been a source of stress and concern in his household, and revealed that he isn't the only
pro-life lawmaker to receive such threats.

"A lot of the other colleagues on the floor the same way," he added. "It's something we have to deal with, and we're
dealing with it."

Gudger also said that despite the threats, he has no intention of changing his position on abortion.

What else?

Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey (R) signed the strict pro-life bill into law last week.

In a statement following her signing of the bill, Ivey said, "To the bill's many supporters, this legislation stands as a powerful
testament to Alabamians' deeply held belief that every life is precious and that every life is a sacred gift from God."

( LINK BELOW )
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Pro-life Alabama Senator Reveals Activists Threatened To Rape His Wife Over His Support Of Abortion Ban
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Alabama state Sen. Garlan Gudger says that pro-abortion activists threatened to rape his wife over his support of the
state's new abortion ban.

What are the details?

In an interview on Alabama Public Television, Gudger revealed that activists have threatened his family.

Gudger, who has been a vocal supporter of the state's new abortion ban, has said that "abortion is murder" and that unborn
children deserves protections "even in the most difficult of circumstances."

"It's been tough dealing with the balancing of my wife and my children being attacked," Gudger told Alabama Public
Television "Capitol Journal" host Don Dailey during the discussion. "I obviously don't like that part. No one should be
attacked or threatened with harm for a difference of opinion. But overall, I'm doing well, besides that."

Gudger revealed that social media trolls have reached out to his teenage son through the internet, while other activists have
told his wife that "they were going to break into our house and rape and do other things to her."

Gudger said that the threats have been a source of stress and concern in his household, and revealed that he isn't the only
pro-life lawmaker to receive such threats.

"A lot of the other colleagues on the floor the same way," he added. "It's something we have to deal with, and we're
dealing with it."

Gudger also said that despite the threats, he has no intention of changing his position on abortion.

What else?

Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey (R) signed the strict pro-life bill into law last week.

In a statement following her signing of the bill, Ivey said, "To the bill's many supporters, this legislation stands as a powerful
testament to Alabamians' deeply held belief that every life is precious and that every life is a sacred gift from God."
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Now Mueller Too ! Tagged With 'Presumption Of Guilt For Treason & Coup Attempt

http://www.wbdaily.com/wp-content/uploads/hillary-mueller.jpg

All For The Protection Of The One And Only Criminally Plagued Hillary Clinton

Now it seems Mueller too along with Comey, Mc Cabe, Rosenstein, Strzok, Ohr and so many other Liberal's that have destroyed
their very own career's and are now tagged with the Presumption of Guilt For Treason, and a Coup attempt on President Donald
Trump, all for the protection of the criminally plagued Hillary Clinton. I'm sure that they all have their reason's why they would
chance their very lives and their freedom to try and remove Donald Trump from being president of the USA.

Maybe even the fact that after 30 years of working close with the Clinton's , that there would be two people that know all of these
people' I mentioned above' worst nightmarish secrets. Yes you guessed it Hillary Clinton ! Of course her slick husband Bill too. Is
it true ? Could the Clinton's be holding the most filthy of dirty shit on each one of these now committed to the protection of Hillary
Clinton and her crimes? It's true that they are still attempting to get rid of President Donald Trump.

I'm sure they all know that Treason and Sedition are punishable by death. This could be their reasoning for their attitude of " We
Must Impeach Trump " at all cost. And now the Democrat Elite that were involved in this Coup attempt on President Trump are still
trying to get Trump impeached at all cost, because they know that the Democrat's in the field to run against Trump in the 2020
elections chances Of winning against President Trump are little to none.The Democrat's right now have absolutely no way to beat
Trump in 2020 .

But don't worry Patriot's this election cycle President Donald Trump is sure to destroy each person the Liberal's put forward.Even
though the Liberal's philosophy is " Hell if you can't beat'm - impeach'm!"

These damn Liberal's are exactly like Q'anon said: "THESE PEOPLE ARE STUPID"

Of course these top Liberal people that worked in the Obama Administration must be afraid of their crimes and sickening lifestyles
being exposed to the public. Never forget that time Hillary said:

" If Trump wins this election , " We Are All Going To Hang!"

So until Barr is done with his investigation I guess we will have to sit back and watch these fools destroy one another by blaming
each other for what they all knew they had panned to destroy Trump's reputation and get rid of him one way or the other all in due
time.

ITS TIME TO DECLASSIFY ALL OF THE INFORMATION AND START PROSECUTING THESE COUP

ATTEMPTING - HILLARY CLINTON LOVING SUPPORTERS AND DEEP STATE LOYALIST ONCE AND

FOR ALL

TRUST THE PLAN !

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS
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Now Mueller Too ! Tagged With 'Presumption Of Guilt For Treason & Coup Attempt
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All For The Protection Of The One And Only Criminally Plagued Hillary Clinton

Now it seems Mueller too along with Comey, Mc Cabe, Rosenstein, Strzok, Ohr and so many other Liberal's that have destroyed
their very own career's and are now tagged with the Presumption of Guilt For Treason, and a Coup attempt on President Donald
Trump, all for the protection of the criminally plagued Hillary Clinton. I'm sure that they all have their reason's why they would
chance their very lives and their freedom to try and remove Donald Trump from being president of the USA.

Maybe even the fact that after 30 years of working close with the Clinton's , that there would be two people that know all of these
people' I mentioned above' worst nightmarish secrets. Yes you guessed it Hillary Clinton ! Of course her slick husband Bill too. Is
it true ? Could the Clinton's be holding the most filthy of dirty shit on each one of these now committed to the protection of Hillary
Clinton and her crimes? It's true that they are still attempting to get rid of President Donald Trump.

I'm sure they all know that Treason and Sedition are punishable by death. This could be their reasoning for their attitude of " We
Must Impeach Trump " at all cost. And now the Democrat Elite that were involved in this Coup attempt on President Trump are still
trying to get Trump impeached at all cost, because they know that the Democrat's in the field to run against Trump in the 2020
elections chances Of winning against President Trump are little to none.The Democrat's right now have absolutely no way to beat
Trump in 2020 .

But don't worry Patriot's this election cycle President Donald Trump is sure to destroy each person the Liberal's put forward.Even
though the Liberal's philosophy is " Hell if you can't beat'm - impeach'm!"

These damn Liberal's are exactly like Q'anon said: "THESE PEOPLE ARE STUPID"

Of course these top Liberal people that worked in the Obama Administration must be afraid of their crimes and sickening lifestyles
being exposed to the public. Never forget that time Hillary said:

" If Trump wins this election , " We Are All Going To Hang!"

So until Barr is done with his investigation I guess we will have to sit back and watch these fools destroy one another by blaming
each other for what they all knew they had panned to destroy Trump's reputation and get rid of him one way or the other all in due
time.

ITS TIME TO DECLASSIFY ALL OF THE INFORMATION AND START PROSECUTING THESE COUP

ATTEMPTING - HILLARY CLINTON LOVING SUPPORTERS AND DEEP STATE LOYALIST ONCE AND

FOR ALL

TRUST THE PLAN !

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS
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Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That

Was Wikileaks Source

https://pixel.nymag.com/imgs/daily/intelligencer/2019/05/29/29-robert-mueller-press-statement.w700.h700.jpg

ROBERT MUELLER HELD A PRESS CONFERENCE TODAY AND CLAIMED RUSSIAN MILITARY

HAD HACKED HILLARY CLINTON'S CAMPAIGN AND THE DEMOCRAT DATA BASE, BUT THAT WAS A BIG LIE

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT RUSSIA MAY HAVE FUCKED AROUND AND BOUGHT SOME TIME ON AMERICAN MEDIA

BUT EVERYONE KNOWS THAT RUSSIA DID NOT HACK HRC OR DNC AND THAT IT WAS SETH RICH WHO GAVE

JULIAN ASSANGE OF THE WIKILEAKS ORGANIZATION THE DNC AND PODESTA EMIAILS INFORMATION

MUELLER IS A MAN THAT HAS BEEN DEFEATED IN HIS WORK AND FELT THE NEED TO LIE ABOUT RUSSIAN HACKERS

HE KNOWS THAT ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR WILL GET TO THE BOTTOM OF THE WHOLE

RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE AND WHEN HE DOES , ROBERT MUELLER WILL BE ONE OF THE PERPETRATOR'S

OF THE WHOLE RUSSIAN HACKERS LIE THAT WAS REALLY A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP.

ROBERT MUELLER TODAY DECIDED THAT HE HAD TO HAVE A PRESS CONFERENCE

TO RALLY THE DEMOCRAT'S TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT TRUMP AND AG BILL BARR

IF MUELLER CAN GET THE CONGRESS TO IMPEACH AG BARR OR POTUS THAT HE CAN STOP

THIS INVESTIGATION INTO THE INVESTIGATOR'S OF THE FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE

THEREFORE SAVING HIMSELF AND HIS GOOD FRIEND JAMES COMEY AND THE REST OF THE DEEP STATE

MUELLER OF ALL PEOPLE ABSOLUTELY KNOW THAT TREASON AND SEDITION ARE PUNISHABLE BY DEATH

THAT IS ENOUGH TO GET ANYONE WHO MIGHT BE CHARGED WITH THOSE CRIMES TO TRY AND CHANGE

THE NARRATIVE OF WHAT IS IN THE MEDIA. JUST LIKE WHEN MUELLER COMPLAINED ABOUT MEDIA'S

TAKE ON WHAT BARR HAD RELEASED, REMEMBER THAT? MUELLER IS NOW AFRAID OF HANGING FROM A NOOSE

FOR HIS INVOLVEMENT INTO THE WHOLE RUSSIA COLLUSION COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT TRUMP

IT TRULY IS AMAZING TO WATCH THE DEEP STATE PUPPET'S LIKE COMEY , MUELLER AND

BRENNAN HILLARY CLINTON, BARACK OBAMA , JAMES CLAPPER AS THEY WILL ALL JOIN IN

TO IMPEACH TRUMP, JUST WATCH

IT'S TIME TO GATHER TOGETHER PATRIOTS AND PROTEST WHAT THESE CRIMINALS ARE

NOW TRYING TO DO TO PRESIDENT TRUMP, ESPECIALLY SINCE THE MATTER IS DONE WITH,

CASE CLOSED AGAIN ON THE ORIGINAL COUP ATTEMPT

NOW IT'S TIME FOR ALL THOSE CRIMINAL'S THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE COUP ATTEMPT TO BE

BROUGHT TO JUSTICE AND PROSECUTED FOR COMMITTING TREASON AND SEDITION AGAINST

AMERICA AND A SITTING PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP

EVEN IF WE HAVE TO BRING JULIAN ASSANGE TO AMERICA TO TESTIFY BEFORE CONGRESS

OF WHERE HE ACTUALLY GOT THOSE MATERIALS THAT MUELLER HAS CLAIMED WERE

HACKED BY RUSSIAN MILITARY
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Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That

Was Wikileaks Source
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ROBERT MUELLER HELD A PRESS CONFERENCE TODAY AND CLAIMED RUSSIAN MILITARY

HAD HACKED HILLARY CLINTON'S CAMPAIGN AND THE DEMOCRAT DATA BASE, BUT THAT WAS A BIG LIE

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT RUSSIA MAY HAVE FUCKED AROUND AND BOUGHT SOME TIME ON AMERICAN MEDIA

BUT EVERYONE KNOWS THAT RUSSIA DID NOT HACK HRC OR DNC AND THAT IT WAS SETH RICH WHO GAVE

JULIAN ASSANGE OF THE WIKILEAKS ORGANIZATION THE DNC AND PODESTA EMIAILS INFORMATION

MUELLER IS A MAN THAT HAS BEEN DEFEATED IN HIS WORK AND FELT THE NEED TO LIE ABOUT RUSSIAN HACKERS

HE KNOWS THAT ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR WILL GET TO THE BOTTOM OF THE WHOLE

RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE AND WHEN HE DOES , ROBERT MUELLER WILL BE ONE OF THE PERPETRATOR'S

OF THE WHOLE RUSSIAN HACKERS LIE THAT WAS REALLY A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP.

ROBERT MUELLER TODAY DECIDED THAT HE HAD TO HAVE A PRESS CONFERENCE

TO RALLY THE DEMOCRAT'S TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT TRUMP AND AG BILL BARR

IF MUELLER CAN GET THE CONGRESS TO IMPEACH AG BARR OR POTUS THAT HE CAN STOP

THIS INVESTIGATION INTO THE INVESTIGATOR'S OF THE FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE

THEREFORE SAVING HIMSELF AND HIS GOOD FRIEND JAMES COMEY AND THE REST OF THE DEEP STATE

MUELLER OF ALL PEOPLE ABSOLUTELY KNOW THAT TREASON AND SEDITION ARE PUNISHABLE BY DEATH

THAT IS ENOUGH TO GET ANYONE WHO MIGHT BE CHARGED WITH THOSE CRIMES TO TRY AND CHANGE

THE NARRATIVE OF WHAT IS IN THE MEDIA. JUST LIKE WHEN MUELLER COMPLAINED ABOUT MEDIA'S

TAKE ON WHAT BARR HAD RELEASED, REMEMBER THAT? MUELLER IS NOW AFRAID OF HANGING FROM A NOOSE

FOR HIS INVOLVEMENT INTO THE WHOLE RUSSIA COLLUSION COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT TRUMP

IT TRULY IS AMAZING TO WATCH THE DEEP STATE PUPPET'S LIKE COMEY , MUELLER AND

BRENNAN HILLARY CLINTON, BARACK OBAMA , JAMES CLAPPER AS THEY WILL ALL JOIN IN

TO IMPEACH TRUMP, JUST WATCH

IT'S TIME TO GATHER TOGETHER PATRIOTS AND PROTEST WHAT THESE CRIMINALS ARE

NOW TRYING TO DO TO PRESIDENT TRUMP, ESPECIALLY SINCE THE MATTER IS DONE WITH,

CASE CLOSED AGAIN ON THE ORIGINAL COUP ATTEMPT

NOW IT'S TIME FOR ALL THOSE CRIMINAL'S THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE COUP ATTEMPT TO BE

BROUGHT TO JUSTICE AND PROSECUTED FOR COMMITTING TREASON AND SEDITION AGAINST

AMERICA AND A SITTING PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP

EVEN IF WE HAVE TO BRING JULIAN ASSANGE TO AMERICA TO TESTIFY BEFORE CONGRESS

OF WHERE HE ACTUALLY GOT THOSE MATERIALS THAT MUELLER HAS CLAIMED WERE

HACKED BY RUSSIAN MILITARY
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So, When Will Democrat's Charge Christopher Steele With Obstruction? He Won’t Cooperate With

Trump Probe

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/180/8fc714f9-6787-4f1d-80e4-d0d95ae4a6b7.jpg

Okay, we’re back for a special episode because Micah is burnt out. He needed to abscond to Florida…after a three-day weekend.
You cannot make this up. Three words, folks: Weak. Weak. Weak. Anyways…on with the show, Special Counsel Robert Mueller
announced his departure from the DOJ. It’s over. The investigation is over. He’s done talking about it; he wants everyone to read
his report about it, which was apparently also part of some cover-up concocted by AG William Barr…who pretty much reiterated
everything Mueller said in his closing presser today. Oh, and Mueller thanked the attorney general today for how he’s handled the
findings. Still, he seemed to rephrase the language concerning the Russian collusion findings, leaving it open to interpretation for
the Left and he injected a new round of steroids into the obstruction allegations that Democrats seized on and took as an
impeachment referral. Oh, Nancy Pelosi is going to have a lot of pressure on her soon.

She says she doesn’t want to go down this route, though her party wouldn’t be in control of the House without promising, or heavily
insinuating, that this would happen should they regained the lower chamber during the 2018 midterms. She tries to downplay the
progressive Left’s influence on the caucus, and while small, they appear to have the entire party kowtowing to their agenda items.
They recently derailed a simple non-binding resolution condemning anti-Semitism after Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN) peddled an
explicitly anti-Semitic talking point, accusing supporters of Israel of exhibiting dual loyalty. Pelosi now says all options are on the
table, typical of Democrats these days when discussing this issue, while also saying she wants an “ironclad” case against the
president. Yeah, sorry Nancy, this stopgap won’t delay the inevitable. Democrats are now gung-ho about impeachment. They’re
going to push for it. And you’re either going to have to go with it, and risk animating the Trump base like the reactor core in
Chernobyl, or corral the loudmouths into coming back to their senses.

The crux of the Democrats’ argument for impeachment will be grounded in this obstruction allegation. So, if that’s the case, are we
going to haul in ex-MI6 spook Christopher Steele? He’s not cooperating with the DOJ’s probe into the origins of the Russia
investigation. Steele is the author of the Trump dossier, which was Clinton campaign-funded political opposition research that
turned out to be straight trash. The Mueller report torpedoed it, but it’s been alleged to have been used as credible evidence to
secure a FISA spy warrant against Carter Page, a foreign policy adviser for the Trump campaign. The FBI has stonewalled
answering questions about whether it was verified at the time it was reportedly used to secure the spy warrant. From just a basic
glance at some of the glaring errors in the document, it looks like the FBI didn’t even attempt to verify it (via Daily Caller):

Christopher Steele, the author of the anti-Trump dossier, will not cooperate with an investigation led by a prosecutor handpicked by
Attorney General William Barr to review the origins of the Trump-Russia probe, Reuters reports.

Barr appointed John Durham, the U.S. attorney in Connecticut, to oversee the inquiry. President Donald Trump last Thursday also
granted Barr the authority to declassify documents related to the government’s investigation and surveillance of the Trump
campaign.

The FBI relied heavily on Steele’s dossier to obtain surveillance warrants against former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.
Barr has said that he is concerned about the FBI’s use of Steele’s document, which had several of its core allegations debunked
by the special counsel’s report.

If Democrats try to make an impeachment move, it’ll crash and burn in the Senate. And speaking of the Senate, Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell said that if a Supreme Court vacancy occurs in 2020, he’s going to fill it. Talk about Supreme revenge, folks—
also it’s a pretty good documentary on PBS, which you should check out (via Time):

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said Tuesday that he would work with President Donald Trump to fill a Supreme Court
vacancy should one arise during next year’s presidential election, CNN reports.

The comments marked a reversal from his position in 2016, when he moved to block a nomination by then-President Barack
Obama.

The question was posed by an attendee of a speaking appearance at the Paducah Chamber of Commerce luncheon in Kentucky, a
video of which was shared on the local WPSD TV website.

“Should a Supreme Court justice die next year, what will your position be on filling that spot?” the attendee asked.

After a pause, McConnell answered, “Oh, we’d fill it.”

Yes, Democrats lobbed hypocrisy attacks. So what? They don’t play by the rules and neither should we in these circumstances.
Also, they’re Democrats; who cares what they think. Storm explains how the Biden rule doesn’t apply in this instance either.

We rounded out the episode with German officials telling its Jewish citizens not to wear Kippas in public. Ilhan Omar was
unavailable for comment. Some Northwestern professor gave a social justice warrior commencement address at NYU. Definitely
look up Harrison Floyd who is running for Congress in Georgia. And knocking off Democratic Sen. Doug Jones (D-AL) could be
upset if Roy Moore tries to run again.
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Okay, we’re back for a special episode because Micah is burnt out. He needed to abscond to Florida…after a three-day weekend.
You cannot make this up. Three words, folks: Weak. Weak. Weak. Anyways…on with the show, Special Counsel Robert Mueller
announced his departure from the DOJ. It’s over. The investigation is over. He’s done talking about it; he wants everyone to read
his report about it, which was apparently also part of some cover-up concocted by AG William Barr…who pretty much reiterated
everything Mueller said in his closing presser today. Oh, and Mueller thanked the attorney general today for how he’s handled the
findings. Still, he seemed to rephrase the language concerning the Russian collusion findings, leaving it open to interpretation for
the Left and he injected a new round of steroids into the obstruction allegations that Democrats seized on and took as an
impeachment referral. Oh, Nancy Pelosi is going to have a lot of pressure on her soon.

She says she doesn’t want to go down this route, though her party wouldn’t be in control of the House without promising, or heavily
insinuating, that this would happen should they regained the lower chamber during the 2018 midterms. She tries to downplay the
progressive Left’s influence on the caucus, and while small, they appear to have the entire party kowtowing to their agenda items.
They recently derailed a simple non-binding resolution condemning anti-Semitism after Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN) peddled an
explicitly anti-Semitic talking point, accusing supporters of Israel of exhibiting dual loyalty. Pelosi now says all options are on the
table, typical of Democrats these days when discussing this issue, while also saying she wants an “ironclad” case against the
president. Yeah, sorry Nancy, this stopgap won’t delay the inevitable. Democrats are now gung-ho about impeachment. They’re
going to push for it. And you’re either going to have to go with it, and risk animating the Trump base like the reactor core in
Chernobyl, or corral the loudmouths into coming back to their senses.

The crux of the Democrats’ argument for impeachment will be grounded in this obstruction allegation. So, if that’s the case, are we
going to haul in ex-MI6 spook Christopher Steele? He’s not cooperating with the DOJ’s probe into the origins of the Russia
investigation. Steele is the author of the Trump dossier, which was Clinton campaign-funded political opposition research that
turned out to be straight trash. The Mueller report torpedoed it, but it’s been alleged to have been used as credible evidence to
secure a FISA spy warrant against Carter Page, a foreign policy adviser for the Trump campaign. The FBI has stonewalled
answering questions about whether it was verified at the time it was reportedly used to secure the spy warrant. From just a basic
glance at some of the glaring errors in the document, it looks like the FBI didn’t even attempt to verify it (via Daily Caller):

Christopher Steele, the author of the anti-Trump dossier, will not cooperate with an investigation led by a prosecutor handpicked by
Attorney General William Barr to review the origins of the Trump-Russia probe, Reuters reports.

Barr appointed John Durham, the U.S. attorney in Connecticut, to oversee the inquiry. President Donald Trump last Thursday also
granted Barr the authority to declassify documents related to the government’s investigation and surveillance of the Trump
campaign.

The FBI relied heavily on Steele’s dossier to obtain surveillance warrants against former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.
Barr has said that he is concerned about the FBI’s use of Steele’s document, which had several of its core allegations debunked
by the special counsel’s report.

If Democrats try to make an impeachment move, it’ll crash and burn in the Senate. And speaking of the Senate, Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell said that if a Supreme Court vacancy occurs in 2020, he’s going to fill it. Talk about Supreme revenge, folks—
also it’s a pretty good documentary on PBS, which you should check out (via Time):

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said Tuesday that he would work with President Donald Trump to fill a Supreme Court
vacancy should one arise during next year’s presidential election, CNN reports.

The comments marked a reversal from his position in 2016, when he moved to block a nomination by then-President Barack
Obama.

The question was posed by an attendee of a speaking appearance at the Paducah Chamber of Commerce luncheon in Kentucky, a
video of which was shared on the local WPSD TV website.

“Should a Supreme Court justice die next year, what will your position be on filling that spot?” the attendee asked.

After a pause, McConnell answered, “Oh, we’d fill it.”

Yes, Democrats lobbed hypocrisy attacks. So what? They don’t play by the rules and neither should we in these circumstances.
Also, they’re Democrats; who cares what they think. Storm explains how the Biden rule doesn’t apply in this instance either.

We rounded out the episode with German officials telling its Jewish citizens not to wear Kippas in public. Ilhan Omar was
unavailable for comment. Some Northwestern professor gave a social justice warrior commencement address at NYU. Definitely
look up Harrison Floyd who is running for Congress in Georgia. And knocking off Democratic Sen. Doug Jones (D-AL) could be
upset if Roy Moore tries to run again.

( link below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/05/29/so-when-will-we-charge-christopher-steele-with-obstruction-he-wont-cooperate-
with-trump-probe-n2547049
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CNN's Chris Cuomo Faces Backlash After Mocking A Video About A Pro-Gun Rape Survivor

"I honestly thought it was beneath Chris Cuomo to try to dunk on a rape survivor for vowing to protect herself from future attacks,
but here we are."

Wednesday afternoon, CNN anchor Chris Cuomo took issue with a recent online video posted by the National Rifle Association in
which spokeswoman Kimberly Corban talks about defending her children by exercising her Second Amendment rights.

Ditch the fake news ==> Click here to get news you can trust sent right to your inbox. It's free! "I'm a mother of two, and if a
predator or anyone else tries to harm me or my family, they have to come through my firearm first," Corban says in the video.

"Only in America," Cuomo responded in a quote Tweet.

The cable news personality might not have watched the minute-long video in its entirety, but it covers how Corban, a rape survivor,
became a Second Amendment advocate following the horrific ordeal she endured while a college student. For those who aren't
familiar with her story, here's a more detailed account.

"I will never be unarmed or utterly vulnerable ever again," Corban concludes.

In response to Cuomo's mocking tweet, Corban called the news anchor out by simply challenging him to talk about it.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/ChrisCuomo/status/1133763361399803906

Christopher C. Cuomo  Verified account

@ChrisCuomo

Christopher C. Cuomo Retweeted NRATV

Only in America*

Christopher C. Cuomo added,

( READ THE FULL STORY BELOW )

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/cnns-cuomo-faces-backlash-after-mocking-a-video-about-a-pro-gun-rape-survivor
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CNN's Chris Cuomo Faces Backlash After Mocking A Video About A Pro-Gun Rape Survivor

"I honestly thought it was beneath Chris Cuomo to try to dunk on a rape survivor for vowing to protect herself from future attacks,
but here we are."

Wednesday afternoon, CNN anchor Chris Cuomo took issue with a recent online video posted by the National Rifle Association in
which spokeswoman Kimberly Corban talks about defending her children by exercising her Second Amendment rights.

Ditch the fake news ==> Click here to get news you can trust sent right to your inbox. It's free! "I'm a mother of two, and if a
predator or anyone else tries to harm me or my family, they have to come through my firearm first," Corban says in the video.

"Only in America," Cuomo responded in a quote Tweet.

The cable news personality might not have watched the minute-long video in its entirety, but it covers how Corban, a rape survivor,
became a Second Amendment advocate following the horrific ordeal she endured while a college student. For those who aren't
familiar with her story, here's a more detailed account.

"I will never be unarmed or utterly vulnerable ever again," Corban concludes.

In response to Cuomo's mocking tweet, Corban called the news anchor out by simply challenging him to talk about it.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/ChrisCuomo/status/1133763361399803906

Christopher C. Cuomo  Verified account

@ChrisCuomo

Christopher C. Cuomo Retweeted NRATV

Only in America*

Christopher C. Cuomo added,

( READ THE FULL STORY BELOW )

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/cnns-cuomo-faces-backlash-after-mocking-a-video-about-a-pro-gun-rape-survivor
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Nadler's Reaction To Mueller Presser 'Proves' He Shouldn't Be Chairman, Giuliani Says

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/141/2977e92e-9402-4a6f-87da-7533c248ad22.png

After listening to Robert Mueller's final public statement about the Russia probe on Wednesday, House Judiciary Chairman Jerry
Nadler (D-NY) released a statement concluding that it will be up to Congress to do the dirty work of proving the president
obstructed justice. To put it another way, Mueller explained that DOJ rules prevent him from pursuing criminal charges against a
sitting president, so Nadler will take it from here.

(((Rep. Nadler)))

✔ @RepJerryNadler

#Given that Special Counsel Mueller was unable to pursue criminal charges against the President, it falls to Congress to respond
to the crimes, lies and other wrongdoing of President Trump – and we will do so. No one, not even the President of the United
States, is above the law.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/05/29/chairman-nadler-reacts-to-mueller-presser-n2547019
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After listening to Robert Mueller's final public statement about the Russia probe on Wednesday, House Judiciary Chairman Jerry
Nadler (D-NY) released a statement concluding that it will be up to Congress to do the dirty work of proving the president
obstructed justice. To put it another way, Mueller explained that DOJ rules prevent him from pursuing criminal charges against a
sitting president, so Nadler will take it from here.

(((Rep. Nadler)))

✔ @RepJerryNadler

#Given that Special Counsel Mueller was unable to pursue criminal charges against the President, it falls to Congress to respond
to the crimes, lies and other wrongdoing of President Trump – and we will do so. No one, not even the President of the United
States, is above the law.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Chinese Video Urges War With U.S./ State-Controlled Media Urges Fight 'Til End,' Calls For

Sanctions On U.S. Companies

https://fb12.akamaized.net/up/2019/05/Xi-Jinping-1.jpg

China's Communist Party-controlled media stepped up a war of words with the United States recently urging an escalation
of the ongoing trade dispute into a full-scale conflict.

"China must be prepared to fight a protracted war," states a four-minute, anti-American video posted five days ago
on a Chinese video-sharing service.

"Trump's ‘outrageous and selfish' strategy might work for smaller countries, but it will never work for China," the
video warns. "To quote a well-written article in the Global Times: If the Americans want to fight, we will fight them
until the end! And we will fight until the Pacific Ocean splits into two!" Global Times is the Communist Party of
China's nationalistic and anti-U.S. news outlet.

During the voiceover, images of cargo ships, trucks and shipping containers in China, along with high-technology facilities in
China, is shown. An Apple store and a Boeing jetliner also appears in the video and American fast-food companies in China.
Criticism of the United States is illustrated with images of the U.S. Capitol.

https://youtu.be/CkRM8k2N1FU via @YouTube

The video was posted on Watermelon Video, a short-video sharing platform that is under control of Beijing's State
Administration of Radio and Television, the propaganda control office that regulates all online and broadcast content.
Anything broadcast or published to the estimated 300 million Watermelon users is therefore considered approved by senior
leaders of the ruling Communist Party of China.

Broadcasts or online reports that violate official rules can result in the closing down of the outlet and the imprisonment of its
editors or reporters.

The inflammatory video was produced by a militant online propaganda group called Mars Phalanx, which is known for
producing radical videos.

Analysts of Chinese propaganda said the posting of the video urging conflict with the United States represents a shift in
official Communist Party policy in favor of more hardline anti-U.S. policies.
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official Communist Party policy in favor of more hardline anti-U.S. policies.

The report said President Trump's announcement of increased tariffs on Chinese goods earlier this month was an escalation
of the trade dispute.

"This is an undisguised threat from a modern imperialistic country," the video said. "Now that they can't scare us
with military forces, they resort to economic measures."

The video said compromises and concessions "cannot win pity from the enemy, just look at the case of ZTE."

The U.S. government imposed sanctions on the Chinese telecommunications company ZTE in 2018 for violating U.S. laws
by exporting goods to Iran and North Korea.

However, the sanctions were inexplicably lifted after several months based on appeals from Chinese leaders to allow
U.S. companies to sell American parts to the company.

A second Chinese telecom firm, Huawei Technologies, has been indicted for similar illegal exports to Iran.

China's Commerce Ministry announced May 19 that China will be forced to launch countermeasures to the new U.S. tariffs.

The video said the Trump administration has launched a trade war "in the name of protecting their own intellectual property."

"What America is doing is to protect its own competitive edge and hinder China's progress in upgrading our industry,"
the video states, adding that surrender in the competition of high-technology would prevent the next generation of
Chinese to "compete and live with dignity."

In response the video urges the Chinese government to impose sanctions on American companies doing business in China,
including Boeing, Walmart, GE, Ford, McDonald's, KFC, Apple, and U.S. airlines.

China also should sell its large holdings of U.S. Treasury bonds and ban the export of rare earth metals.

Further, the video urges cutting off Chinese industries controlled by U.S. companies in China like the fast-food company
Yum China and Coca-Cola that the report said were already taking more than $200 billion annual in profits from China.

According to the video, the trade war is about politics, not economic differences.

"The trade war itself is not the goal but only a means to an end," the video says. "In essence the trade war is a
competition of overall national strength between China and USA."

The trade dispute was not launched by Trump but instead was instigated by anti-Chinese groups, the video asserts.

"We should be prepared for the expansion of the trade war because in its core, the United States is a country that
admires strength," the video said. "It is a matter of our country's future, and China must not make any concessions.
Fortune favors the bold, all imperialists are paper tigers!"

The report concluded by supporting the Chinese government's response to the U.S. tariffs.

Guo Wengui, a dissident Chinese billionaire, said broadcast of the warlike video appears to be part of a national propaganda
campaign in China by the Communist Party.

"Basically it is video meant to incite the emotions and a psychological [warfare] campaign designed to inspire
people's loyalty and foment nationalism," Guo said in an interview.

"This is a standard ploy used by the Communist Party since Mao Zedong," he added.

Guo said such a campaign could be used by Chinese leaders who may be creating the conditions for launching a military
attack on Taiwan, conducting a further crackdown on freedoms in Hong Kong or as a lead up to a clash with U.S. military
forces in the disputed South China Sea.

Guo urged the White House National Security Council, Pentagon and U.S. intelligence agencies to closely study the video
for clues to future Chinese actions.

By permitting the release of video, Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leaders are "trying to incite people to get behind the
CCP and to lay out a plan for national warfare against the U.S.," Guo said.

"This is not a joke from the CCP because they are really embedding a kind of a message in this video to prepare to
confront the U.S.," he said.

( LINK BELOW )

https://freebeacon.com/national-security/chinese-video-urges-war-with-u-s/
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Chinese Video Urges War With U.S./ State-Controlled Media Urges Fight 'Til End,' Calls For

Sanctions On U.S. Companies

https://fb12.akamaized.net/up/2019/05/Xi-Jinping-1.jpg

China's Communist Party-controlled media stepped up a war of words with the United States recently urging an escalation
of the ongoing trade dispute into a full-scale conflict.

"China must be prepared to fight a protracted war," states a four-minute, anti-American video posted five days ago
on a Chinese video-sharing service.

"Trump's ‘outrageous and selfish' strategy might work for smaller countries, but it will never work for China," the
video warns. "To quote a well-written article in the Global Times: If the Americans want to fight, we will fight them
until the end! And we will fight until the Pacific Ocean splits into two!" Global Times is the Communist Party of
China's nationalistic and anti-U.S. news outlet.

During the voiceover, images of cargo ships, trucks and shipping containers in China, along with high-technology facilities in
China, is shown. An Apple store and a Boeing jetliner also appears in the video and American fast-food companies in China.
Criticism of the United States is illustrated with images of the U.S. Capitol.

https://youtu.be/CkRM8k2N1FU via @YouTube

The video was posted on Watermelon Video, a short-video sharing platform that is under control of Beijing's State
Administration of Radio and Television, the propaganda control office that regulates all online and broadcast content.
Anything broadcast or published to the estimated 300 million Watermelon users is therefore considered approved by senior
leaders of the ruling Communist Party of China.

Broadcasts or online reports that violate official rules can result in the closing down of the outlet and the imprisonment of its
editors or reporters.

The inflammatory video was produced by a militant online propaganda group called Mars Phalanx, which is known for
producing radical videos.

Analysts of Chinese propaganda said the posting of the video urging conflict with the United States represents a shift in
official Communist Party policy in favor of more hardline anti-U.S. policies.

The report said President Trump's announcement of increased tariffs on Chinese goods earlier this month was an escalation
of the trade dispute.

"This is an undisguised threat from a modern imperialistic country," the video said. "Now that they can't scare us
with military forces, they resort to economic measures."

The video said compromises and concessions "cannot win pity from the enemy, just look at the case of ZTE."

The U.S. government imposed sanctions on the Chinese telecommunications company ZTE in 2018 for violating U.S. laws
by exporting goods to Iran and North Korea.

However, the sanctions were inexplicably lifted after several months based on appeals from Chinese leaders to allow
U.S. companies to sell American parts to the company.

A second Chinese telecom firm, Huawei Technologies, has been indicted for similar illegal exports to Iran.

China's Commerce Ministry announced May 19 that China will be forced to launch countermeasures to the new U.S. tariffs.

The video said the Trump administration has launched a trade war "in the name of protecting their own intellectual property."

"What America is doing is to protect its own competitive edge and hinder China's progress in upgrading our industry,"
the video states, adding that surrender in the competition of high-technology would prevent the next generation of
Chinese to "compete and live with dignity."

In response the video urges the Chinese government to impose sanctions on American companies doing business in China,
including Boeing, Walmart, GE, Ford, McDonald's, KFC, Apple, and U.S. airlines.

China also should sell its large holdings of U.S. Treasury bonds and ban the export of rare earth metals.

Further, the video urges cutting off Chinese industries controlled by U.S. companies in China like the fast-food company
Yum China and Coca-Cola that the report said were already taking more than $200 billion annual in profits from China.

According to the video, the trade war is about politics, not economic differences.

"The trade war itself is not the goal but only a means to an end," the video says. "In essence the trade war is a
competition of overall national strength between China and USA."

The trade dispute was not launched by Trump but instead was instigated by anti-Chinese groups, the video asserts.
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"We should be prepared for the expansion of the trade war because in its core, the United States is a country that
admires strength," the video said. "It is a matter of our country's future, and China must not make any concessions.
Fortune favors the bold, all imperialists are paper tigers!"

The report concluded by supporting the Chinese government's response to the U.S. tariffs.

Guo Wengui, a dissident Chinese billionaire, said broadcast of the warlike video appears to be part of a national propaganda
campaign in China by the Communist Party.

"Basically it is video meant to incite the emotions and a psychological [warfare] campaign designed to inspire
people's loyalty and foment nationalism," Guo said in an interview.

"This is a standard ploy used by the Communist Party since Mao Zedong," he added.

Guo said such a campaign could be used by Chinese leaders who may be creating the conditions for launching a military
attack on Taiwan, conducting a further crackdown on freedoms in Hong Kong or as a lead up to a clash with U.S. military
forces in the disputed South China Sea.

Guo urged the White House National Security Council, Pentagon and U.S. intelligence agencies to closely study the video
for clues to future Chinese actions.

By permitting the release of video, Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leaders are "trying to incite people to get behind the
CCP and to lay out a plan for national warfare against the U.S.," Guo said.

"This is not a joke from the CCP because they are really embedding a kind of a message in this video to prepare to
confront the U.S.," he said.

( LINK BELOW )

https://freebeacon.com/national-security/chinese-video-urges-war-with-u-s/
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CREEPY UNCLE JOE BIDEN IS AT IT AGAIN - w/10 yr old this time

( This was from yesterday where Joe Biden couldn't control himself and did it again )

CREEPY JOE BIDEN AFTER BEING TOLD ABOUT HIS OVER THE TOP INVASION

OF WOMEN AND LITTLE GIRL'S SPACE, WAS NOT ENOUGH TO CHANGE THE DIRTY OLD PERVERT

( VIDEO BELOW FROM YESTERDAY )

Creepy Joe Returns - Calls 10-Year Old Girl 'Good Looking,' Then Puts Hi..

https://youtu.be/9TmSIoXNXV0 via @YouTube
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CREEPY UNCLE JOE BIDEN IS AT IT AGAIN - w/10 yr old this time

( This was from yesterday where Joe Biden couldn't control himself and did it again )

CREEPY JOE BIDEN AFTER BEING TOLD ABOUT HIS OVER THE TOP INVASION

OF WOMEN AND LITTLE GIRL'S SPACE, WAS NOT ENOUGH TO CHANGE THE DIRTY OLD PERVERT

( VIDEO BELOW FROM YESTERDAY )

Creepy Joe Returns - Calls 10-Year Old Girl 'Good Looking,' Then Puts Hi..

https://youtu.be/9TmSIoXNXV0 via @YouTube
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Mueller Tries To Cover His Own Ass From Being Involved In The Attempted Coup Of President Trump Since AG Barr Is
Now Investigating Investigators

https://thenypost.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/190418-robert-mueller-1.jpg

TODAY ROBERT MUELLER HAD A PRESS CONFERENCE TO TRY AND SAVE HIS OWN ASS

AS ONE OF THE CONSPIRATOR'S TO A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP.

NOW THAT JAMES COMEY CAME OUT YESTERDAY AND TRIED TO SAVE HIS ASS ALSO

WITH A OPED SUMMARY OF HOW THE FBI UNDER HIS DIRECTION DIDN'T SPY ON TRUMP

BUT THE FACT THAT WE ALL KNOW OTHERWISE IS WHY HE WAS TRYING TO CHANGE THE NARRATIVE

IN THE NEWS. NOW MUELLER AND EVERYONE ELSE THAT WAS INVOLVED IN THIS COUP ATTEMPT

INCLUDING COMEY, STRZOK , PAGE, ETC... ALL THE WAY UP TO OBAMA WILL TRY AND CHANGE THE

FACTS OF WHAT HAPPENED SINCE DONALD TRUMP THREW HIS HAT INTO THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE.

WE ALREADY KNOW THROUGH ALL THE SENATORIAL COMMITTEE HEARINGS THAT HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED

ROBERT MUELLER IS A FUCKING LIAR BECAUSE WE KNOW SETH RICH GAVE THOSE DNCLEAKS

AND PODESTA EMAILS TO JULIAN ASSANGE OF WIKILEAKS AND NOT RUSSIAN AGENTS

THIS WHOLE PRESS CONFERENCE WAS A FARCE AND WAS MUELLLER WAS ASKED TO DO PRESSER BY DEM'S

AND WE KNOW THAT THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY A COUP ATTEMPT. NOW WILLIAM BARR HAS THE AUTHORITY

TO INVESTIGATE THE INVESTIGATOR'S AND THE INVESTIGATOR'S ARE NOW TRYING TO COVER THEIR ASSES

FROM EVENTUALLY BEING CHARGED WITH TREASON AND SEDITION WHICH ARE PUNISHABLE BY DEATH

ROBERT MUELLER HAS TRIED TO GIVE THE LIBERAL CONTROLLED CONGRESS GROUNDS FOR IMPEACHMENT

I SAY DRAG MUELLER BEFORE CONGRESS SO THE REPUBLICAN CONGRESSMEN

CAN ASK MUELLER ABOUT WHY NOT INVESTIGATE FAKE DOSSIER USED TO BRING FISA

WARRANTS AGAINST CARTER PAGE AND ALL THE COLLUSION HRC's CAMPAIGN HAD WITH FOREIGN ENTITIES

BECAUSE ROBERT MUELLER IS TRYING TO COVER HIS ASS AS A COUP CONSPIRATOR

INVESTIGATE THE INVESTIGATOR'S ATTORNEY BARR AND THERE YOU WILL FIND THE TRUTH

I FOR ONE AM SORRY FOR YOUR LUCK MUELLER, LET THE HANGINGS BEGIN FOR COUP ATTEMPT CONSPIRACY

GITMO BOUND FOR THE RUNNING THESE FUCKING CRIMINAL'S THROUGH THEIR MILITARY TRIBUNALS

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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Mueller Tries To Cover His Own Ass From Being Involved In The Attempted Coup Of President Trump Since AG Barr Is
Now Investigating Investigators

https://thenypost.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/190418-robert-mueller-1.jpg

TODAY ROBERT MUELLER HAD A PRESS CONFERENCE TO TRY AND SAVE HIS OWN ASS

AS ONE OF THE CONSPIRATOR'S TO A COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP.

NOW THAT JAMES COMEY CAME OUT YESTERDAY AND TRIED TO SAVE HIS ASS ALSO

WITH A OPED SUMMARY OF HOW THE FBI UNDER HIS DIRECTION DIDN'T SPY ON TRUMP

BUT THE FACT THAT WE ALL KNOW OTHERWISE IS WHY HE WAS TRYING TO CHANGE THE NARRATIVE

IN THE NEWS. NOW MUELLER AND EVERYONE ELSE THAT WAS INVOLVED IN THIS COUP ATTEMPT

INCLUDING COMEY, STRZOK , PAGE, ETC... ALL THE WAY UP TO OBAMA WILL TRY AND CHANGE THE

FACTS OF WHAT HAPPENED SINCE DONALD TRUMP THREW HIS HAT INTO THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE.

WE ALREADY KNOW THROUGH ALL THE SENATORIAL COMMITTEE HEARINGS THAT HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED

ROBERT MUELLER IS A FUCKING LIAR BECAUSE WE KNOW SETH RICH GAVE THOSE DNCLEAKS

AND PODESTA EMAILS TO JULIAN ASSANGE OF WIKILEAKS AND NOT RUSSIAN AGENTS

THIS WHOLE PRESS CONFERENCE WAS A FARCE AND WAS MUELLLER WAS ASKED TO DO PRESSER BY DEM'S

AND WE KNOW THAT THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY A COUP ATTEMPT. NOW WILLIAM BARR HAS THE AUTHORITY

TO INVESTIGATE THE INVESTIGATOR'S AND THE INVESTIGATOR'S ARE NOW TRYING TO COVER THEIR ASSES

FROM EVENTUALLY BEING CHARGED WITH TREASON AND SEDITION WHICH ARE PUNISHABLE BY DEATH

ROBERT MUELLER HAS TRIED TO GIVE THE LIBERAL CONTROLLED CONGRESS GROUNDS FOR IMPEACHMENT

I SAY DRAG MUELLER BEFORE CONGRESS SO THE REPUBLICAN CONGRESSMEN

CAN ASK MUELLER ABOUT WHY NOT INVESTIGATE FAKE DOSSIER USED TO BRING FISA

WARRANTS AGAINST CARTER PAGE AND ALL THE COLLUSION HRC's CAMPAIGN HAD WITH FOREIGN ENTITIES

BECAUSE ROBERT MUELLER IS TRYING TO COVER HIS ASS AS A COUP CONSPIRATOR

INVESTIGATE THE INVESTIGATOR'S ATTORNEY BARR AND THERE YOU WILL FIND THE TRUTH

I FOR ONE AM SORRY FOR YOUR LUCK MUELLER, LET THE HANGINGS BEGIN FOR COUP ATTEMPT CONSPIRACY

GITMO BOUND FOR THE RUNNING THESE FUCKING CRIMINAL'S THROUGH THEIR MILITARY TRIBUNALS

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON
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Democrats Outraged After McConnell Vows To Fill Any Supreme Court Vacancy In 2020

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/democrats-outraged-after-mcconnell-vows-to-fill-any-supreme-court-vacancy-in-2020
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Democrats Outraged After McConnell Vows To Fill Any Supreme Court Vacancy In 2020
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After Promising to Respect Women's Space, Biden Has Creepy Interaction With Young Girl —( and it's on video)

"Seems he hasn't quite gotten the message"

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/biden-caught-in-another-creepy-interaction
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After Promising to Respect Women's Space, Biden Has Creepy Interaction With Young Girl —( and it's on video)

"Seems he hasn't quite gotten the message"
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Hannity: 'Deep State In Full Panic Mode'
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Trey Gowdy: James Comey Has No One To Blame But Himself On Trump's Treason Charges

TODAY JAMES COMEY WAS TRYING TO SPREAD THE NEWS THAT THERE WAS NO TREASON

AND BY GETTING THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA TO REPEAT HIS LIES THAT HE WOULD NOT BE CHARGED

OF TREASON AFTER ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR IS DONE INVESTIGATING WHAT WENT ON

IN THE OBAMA INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES WHO WERE INVESTIGATING THE FAKE RUSSIA COLLUSION LIE.

BUT IN THIS VIDEO TREY GOWDY EXPLAINS EXACTLY WHY JAMES COMEY IS ABSOLUTELY GUILTY

AND JAMES COMEY HAS NO ONE TO BLAME FOR WHAT HAPPENED EXCEPT HIMSELF

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehOO079WDL4
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Trey Gowdy: James Comey Has No One To Blame But Himself On Trump's Treason Charges

TODAY JAMES COMEY WAS TRYING TO SPREAD THE NEWS THAT THERE WAS NO TREASON

AND BY GETTING THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA TO REPEAT HIS LIES THAT HE WOULD NOT BE CHARGED

OF TREASON AFTER ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR IS DONE INVESTIGATING WHAT WENT ON

IN THE OBAMA INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES WHO WERE INVESTIGATING THE FAKE RUSSIA COLLUSION LIE.

BUT IN THIS VIDEO TREY GOWDY EXPLAINS EXACTLY WHY JAMES COMEY IS ABSOLUTELY GUILTY

AND JAMES COMEY HAS NO ONE TO BLAME FOR WHAT HAPPENED EXCEPT HIMSELF

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehOO079WDL4
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New Book Has A Bombshell Claim About Obstruction Charges & Mueller Demolished It With Just 7 Words /Looks Like
That Bombshell Was a Dud

https://assets.rbl.ms/19558366/1200x600.jpg

A new book claimed that special counsel Robert Mueller drew up a draft indictment of President Donald Trump for obstruction, but
a spokesman for Mueller obliterated the accusation in a curt statement.

Author Michael Wolff says that Mueller drew up a draft indictment of the president that included three charges of obstruction, and
that the document was heavily debated by members of Mueller's office.

He claimed that he obtained the document from "sources close to the Office of the Special Counsel."

But as soon as that apparent bombshell dropped, it was dismantled by a rare statement from a spokesperson for Mueller.

"The documents that you have described do not exist," said Peter Carr to the Daily Caller.

Wolff has had remarkable access to the White House, but he has been criticized heavily for audacious claims in his previous
Trump book, "Fire and Fury."

Democrats were disappointed when a redacted version of the Mueller report was released and Republicans used it to justify claims
that Trump had not obstructed justice as many of his detractors claimed.

HERE'S THE LATEST OF THE BOOK DUD:

https://youtu.be/RhHcBbnQZd4 via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/new-wolff-book-refuted-already
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New Book Has A Bombshell Claim About Obstruction Charges & Mueller Demolished It With Just 7 Words /Looks Like
That Bombshell Was a Dud
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A new book claimed that special counsel Robert Mueller drew up a draft indictment of President Donald Trump for obstruction, but
a spokesman for Mueller obliterated the accusation in a curt statement.

Author Michael Wolff says that Mueller drew up a draft indictment of the president that included three charges of obstruction, and
that the document was heavily debated by members of Mueller's office.

He claimed that he obtained the document from "sources close to the Office of the Special Counsel."

But as soon as that apparent bombshell dropped, it was dismantled by a rare statement from a spokesperson for Mueller.

"The documents that you have described do not exist," said Peter Carr to the Daily Caller.

Wolff has had remarkable access to the White House, but he has been criticized heavily for audacious claims in his previous
Trump book, "Fire and Fury."

Democrats were disappointed when a redacted version of the Mueller report was released and Republicans used it to justify claims
that Trump had not obstructed justice as many of his detractors claimed.

HERE'S THE LATEST OF THE BOOK DUD:

https://youtu.be/RhHcBbnQZd4 via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/new-wolff-book-refuted-already
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GREAT READ PATRIOTS : A 95-Year-Old World War II Veteran Graduates From Florida High School

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/screen_shot_2019-05-28_at_4_0.png

More than 70 years after he started high school, Joe Perricone, 95, graduated Saturday as a member of the Class of 2019.

Perricone was originally in the Class of 1943 at Hillsborough High School in Tampa, Florida, according to ABC Action News, but he
was drafted into the U.S. Army at 19.

Although he did finish his education, he never got to cross the stage with his peers, local NBC affiliate WFLA reported.

Instead, he was sent to basic training before fighting against Germany in Europe and traveling through France, Belgium, Denmark
and the United Kingdom, ABC News reported.

“The draft board said you go and serve your country and be a big boy,” Perricone said.

After returning home in 1945, Perricone began his life with his fiancée, Hope. He took her handkerchief with him to keep him calm
during the war.

Perricone’s grandson, Tom Palermo, a circuit court judge, reached out to the school to organize the surprise after hearing his
grandfather’s story for years.

“It means a lot to us that someone we love very much will finally live out his dream,” Palermo said, according to ABC Action
News.

Perricone also returned to Hillsborough High School ahead of the ceremony to receive his cap, gown and tassel. It was his first
visit to the school in more than seven decades, according to ABC News.

“I never thought I’d get one of these,” he said, holding his tassel.

Palermo also shared his grandfather’s advice for his fellow graduates: Go the extra mile.

“Always do the best you can plus 10 percent,” Palermo said, according to ABC Action News. “That extra 10 percent will usually
help you get over whatever you’re trying to do.”

At the ceremony, which was held at the Florida State Fairgrounds, Perricone crossed the stage first and was honored for his
service.

( LINK BELOW )
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More than 70 years after he started high school, Joe Perricone, 95, graduated Saturday as a member of the Class of 2019.

Perricone was originally in the Class of 1943 at Hillsborough High School in Tampa, Florida, according to ABC Action News, but he
was drafted into the U.S. Army at 19.

Although he did finish his education, he never got to cross the stage with his peers, local NBC affiliate WFLA reported.

Instead, he was sent to basic training before fighting against Germany in Europe and traveling through France, Belgium, Denmark
and the United Kingdom, ABC News reported.

“The draft board said you go and serve your country and be a big boy,” Perricone said.

After returning home in 1945, Perricone began his life with his fiancée, Hope. He took her handkerchief with him to keep him calm
during the war.

Perricone’s grandson, Tom Palermo, a circuit court judge, reached out to the school to organize the surprise after hearing his
grandfather’s story for years.

“It means a lot to us that someone we love very much will finally live out his dream,” Palermo said, according to ABC Action
News.

Perricone also returned to Hillsborough High School ahead of the ceremony to receive his cap, gown and tassel. It was his first
visit to the school in more than seven decades, according to ABC News.

“I never thought I’d get one of these,” he said, holding his tassel.

Palermo also shared his grandfather’s advice for his fellow graduates: Go the extra mile.

“Always do the best you can plus 10 percent,” Palermo said, according to ABC Action News. “That extra 10 percent will usually
help you get over whatever you’re trying to do.”

At the ceremony, which was held at the Florida State Fairgrounds, Perricone crossed the stage first and was honored for his
service.
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Former Obama Official: Trump Is Going To Win Re-Election Because The Economy Is Solid

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/140/a2ac4ee6-17ba-4ded-8d61-704ff9b8a431.png

The 2020 election cycle is very, very far away but some Democrats aren’t as confident that Donald Trump

can be easily bumped off. Heck, they may be the case for the entire Democratic base. Why do you think

they’re clamoring for impeachment? It’s the quickest and most immediate way to remove him from office—

so they think—and if it’s successful, yes—Mike Pence doesn’t have the draw of the Trump train

He would probably lose, but impeachment won’t be successful. And while the Left lusts for such a fight, jobless claims
have dropped to its lowest levels in a half-century, unemployment has dipped below four percent, wages are up, economic
growth is solid at three percent, and the jobs are bountiful. There are more jobs than there are job seekers. Oh, I’m just
being suffocated by this white nationalist agenda…my eyes cannot roll any harder at that tired, absurd, and wholly
ridiculous liberal talking point.

The thing about Trump is that people like his policies. He scores pretty well on handling the economy, it’s just that his
personality doesn’t register high. Yet, at the end of the day, Trump gets stuff done, which is more than what you can say
about the Democratic Party over the past ten years. With a solid economy and the power of incumbency, Steve Rattner, a
Treasury official under the Obama administration who was a top adviser during the auto bailout, threw some cold water on
the Left’s 2020 hopes, noting the power of the incumbency and the state of the economy are keys to determining outcomes.
In this case, that would be advantage Trump—and he’s not the only one. Rattner uses Yale professor Ray Fair’s model,
which predicted the outcomes for 2008, 2012, and 2016 elections. Mark Zandi, another economist, has looked at a dozen
other models as well. All of them have Trump winning re-election (via NYT):

The economy invariably ranks among the top issues on the minds of voters in presidential elections. At the moment, it
appears to offer President Trump a meaningful tailwind.

[…]

But how big is that tailwind? Fortunately, economists have worked hard to develop models for predicting election
outcomes, and according to one of the best of these, it should be quite large.

One of the first — and perhaps still the best — of these models was created by Ray Fair, a professor at Yale. He found that
the growth rates of gross domestic product and inflation have been the two most important economic predictors — but he
also found that incumbency was also an important determinant of presidential election outcomes.

[…]

It’s worth noting that the Fair model is hardly alone in its forecast. Mark Zandi, the chief economist at Moody’s Analytics,
has looked at 12 models, and Mr. Trump wins in all of them. Donald Luskin of Trend Macrolytics has reached the same
conclusion in his examination of the Electoral College.

So the question for 2020 may well be whether Mr. Trump can overcome the majority of voters’ poor perception of him and
use a good economy and incumbency to win re-election.

Over at Hot Air, Ed touched on this piece and another by Bret Stephens, who also noted Trump’s likely re-election next
year:

The problem isn’t Trump as much as it is the extreme nature of his opposition. Around the globe, progressives are on the
retreat thanks to their inflexibility and their inability to connect to the common people who cast those votes.

And by peddling gun bans/confiscation, late-term abortion, high taxes, free college, free health care, and

political correctness—they’re doing a helluva job in trying to not connectwith…normal people

( LINK BELOW )
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The 2020 election cycle is very, very far away but some Democrats aren’t as confident that Donald Trump

can be easily bumped off. Heck, they may be the case for the entire Democratic base. Why do you think

they’re clamoring for impeachment? It’s the quickest and most immediate way to remove him from office—

so they think—and if it’s successful, yes—Mike Pence doesn’t have the draw of the Trump train

He would probably lose, but impeachment won’t be successful. And while the Left lusts for such a fight, jobless claims
have dropped to its lowest levels in a half-century, unemployment has dipped below four percent, wages are up, economic
growth is solid at three percent, and the jobs are bountiful. There are more jobs than there are job seekers. Oh, I’m just
being suffocated by this white nationalist agenda…my eyes cannot roll any harder at that tired, absurd, and wholly
ridiculous liberal talking point.

The thing about Trump is that people like his policies. He scores pretty well on handling the economy, it’s just that his
personality doesn’t register high. Yet, at the end of the day, Trump gets stuff done, which is more than what you can say
about the Democratic Party over the past ten years. With a solid economy and the power of incumbency, Steve Rattner, a
Treasury official under the Obama administration who was a top adviser during the auto bailout, threw some cold water on
the Left’s 2020 hopes, noting the power of the incumbency and the state of the economy are keys to determining outcomes.
In this case, that would be advantage Trump—and he’s not the only one. Rattner uses Yale professor Ray Fair’s model,
which predicted the outcomes for 2008, 2012, and 2016 elections. Mark Zandi, another economist, has looked at a dozen
other models as well. All of them have Trump winning re-election (via NYT):

The economy invariably ranks among the top issues on the minds of voters in presidential elections. At the moment, it
appears to offer President Trump a meaningful tailwind.

[…]

But how big is that tailwind? Fortunately, economists have worked hard to develop models for predicting election
outcomes, and according to one of the best of these, it should be quite large.

One of the first — and perhaps still the best — of these models was created by Ray Fair, a professor at Yale. He found that
the growth rates of gross domestic product and inflation have been the two most important economic predictors — but he
also found that incumbency was also an important determinant of presidential election outcomes.

[…]

It’s worth noting that the Fair model is hardly alone in its forecast. Mark Zandi, the chief economist at Moody’s Analytics,
has looked at 12 models, and Mr. Trump wins in all of them. Donald Luskin of Trend Macrolytics has reached the same
conclusion in his examination of the Electoral College.

So the question for 2020 may well be whether Mr. Trump can overcome the majority of voters’ poor perception of him and
use a good economy and incumbency to win re-election.

Over at Hot Air, Ed touched on this piece and another by Bret Stephens, who also noted Trump’s likely re-election next
year:

The problem isn’t Trump as much as it is the extreme nature of his opposition. Around the globe, progressives are on the
retreat thanks to their inflexibility and their inability to connect to the common people who cast those votes.

And by peddling gun bans/confiscation, late-term abortion, high taxes, free college, free health care, and

political correctness—they’re doing a helluva job in trying to not connectwith…normal people
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New England Patriots' Benjamin Watson Hits Back At Alyssa Milano's Abortion 'LIE'

https://a57.foxnews.com/hp.foxnews.com/images/2019/05/320/180/3ee2975dfd61260f6b7e058ae574585e.jpg

New England Patriots tight end Benjamin Watson hit back at actress Alyssa Milano for saying anti-abortion laws would
affect "women of color" the most.

Watson, a father of seven and the author of “The New Dad’s Playbook,” appeared on “Fox & Friends” on Tuesday and
commented on Milano’s abortion remarks.

“This is the same type of narrative or lie that’s been told over and over again and whether she meant to do it or not,
so many people fall into this and it’s really a combination of ignorance or racism,” Watson said. “And when I say
racism what I’m saying is that to the fact that having more children of color is a problem and the idea that would be a
problem to women of color is an issue."

Actress Alyssa Milano calls for nationwide 'sex strike' to protest abortion lawsVideo Watson added: “I believe our children
are our most cherished possession in our communities and the lies that have been told over and over and over again is that
if you’re in a certain economic situation, if you’re a certain color this is the solution we’re going to offer you. And that’s
detrimental, not only to black communities but to America as a whole.”

“Fox & Friends” host Jedediah Bila then suggested Milano should be advocating for outreach rather than abortion.
Watson called it a “very complex issue.”

“It’s a very complex issue because you have a situation where a community we are historically pro-life. But then
there became a shift where there were certain economic issues that make it tough. Look, these decisions that are
being made women are very tough decisions,” he responded. “I’m not sitting here and saying the people are doing
things flippantly. Although we do know that most abortions across the board are because of some sort of
convenience whether financial or emotional.”

Watson did say he appreciated the dialogue he had with Milano after a Twitter exchange and said that’s what society is
missing.

“We’re missing people that have very different views but are willing to at least converse and at least find somewhere
they have common ground and challenge each other in a respectful manner,” he said.

Watson faces some controversy of his own. He said Sunday he was told he will be suspended four games for violating the
league's performance-enhancing drug policy. He told "Fox & Friends" he was using testosterone to help with his overall
health when he failed a drug test.

( LINK BELOW)
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New England Patriots' Benjamin Watson Hits Back At Alyssa Milano's Abortion 'LIE'
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New England Patriots tight end Benjamin Watson hit back at actress Alyssa Milano for saying anti-abortion laws would
affect "women of color" the most.

Watson, a father of seven and the author of “The New Dad’s Playbook,” appeared on “Fox & Friends” on Tuesday and
commented on Milano’s abortion remarks.

“This is the same type of narrative or lie that’s been told over and over again and whether she meant to do it or not,
so many people fall into this and it’s really a combination of ignorance or racism,” Watson said. “And when I say
racism what I’m saying is that to the fact that having more children of color is a problem and the idea that would be a
problem to women of color is an issue."

Actress Alyssa Milano calls for nationwide 'sex strike' to protest abortion lawsVideo Watson added: “I believe our children
are our most cherished possession in our communities and the lies that have been told over and over and over again is that
if you’re in a certain economic situation, if you’re a certain color this is the solution we’re going to offer you. And that’s
detrimental, not only to black communities but to America as a whole.”

“Fox & Friends” host Jedediah Bila then suggested Milano should be advocating for outreach rather than abortion.
Watson called it a “very complex issue.”

“It’s a very complex issue because you have a situation where a community we are historically pro-life. But then
there became a shift where there were certain economic issues that make it tough. Look, these decisions that are
being made women are very tough decisions,” he responded. “I’m not sitting here and saying the people are doing
things flippantly. Although we do know that most abortions across the board are because of some sort of
convenience whether financial or emotional.”

Watson did say he appreciated the dialogue he had with Milano after a Twitter exchange and said that’s what society is
missing.

“We’re missing people that have very different views but are willing to at least converse and at least find somewhere
they have common ground and challenge each other in a respectful manner,” he said.

Watson faces some controversy of his own. He said Sunday he was told he will be suspended four games for violating the
league's performance-enhancing drug policy. He told "Fox & Friends" he was using testosterone to help with his overall
health when he failed a drug test.
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Mueller Team: There Was No Draft Indictment For Trump

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=12e64ca9-c2c1-45cd-b264-cede9f311b80&SiteName=Newsmax

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=cf6d37ac-e7a3-4e03-9e55-
657fa6761c19&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Special counsel Robert Mueller’s spokesperson on Tuesday denied a claim made by “Fire and Fury” author Michael Wolff that
Mueller drafted an indictment for obstruction of justice against President Donald Trump.

Wolff wrote in his new book, “Siege: Trump Under Fire,” that Mueller wrote a three-count indictment for obstruction of justice,
concluding that Trump went to “extraordinary lengths… to protect himself from legal scrutiny and accountability, and to undermine
the official panels investigating his actions,” but decided against issuing it. Wolff claimed to have “internal documents” that verified
his claims, provided by “sources close to the Office of the Special Counsel.

However, Mueller spokesman Peter Carr told The Guardian that “The documents that you’ve described do not exist.”

After criticism over inaccuracies in his previous book, Wolff told the student publication for his alma mater, Vassar College: “I am
an observer: I investigate nothing. All I do is look and write what I see and what I hear, and my job — which has nothing to do with
truth — is to take what I see and what I hear and write that in a way that readers can come [as close] as possible — as close as I
came — to the experience of doing this. I want to be able to turn what I see into something that a reader says ‘oh, I see that too.’”

( LINK BELOW )
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Special counsel Robert Mueller’s spokesperson on Tuesday denied a claim made by “Fire and Fury” author Michael Wolff that
Mueller drafted an indictment for obstruction of justice against President Donald Trump.

Wolff wrote in his new book, “Siege: Trump Under Fire,” that Mueller wrote a three-count indictment for obstruction of justice,
concluding that Trump went to “extraordinary lengths… to protect himself from legal scrutiny and accountability, and to undermine
the official panels investigating his actions,” but decided against issuing it. Wolff claimed to have “internal documents” that verified
his claims, provided by “sources close to the Office of the Special Counsel.

However, Mueller spokesman Peter Carr told The Guardian that “The documents that you’ve described do not exist.”

After criticism over inaccuracies in his previous book, Wolff told the student publication for his alma mater, Vassar College: “I am
an observer: I investigate nothing. All I do is look and write what I see and what I hear, and my job — which has nothing to do with
truth — is to take what I see and what I hear and write that in a way that readers can come [as close] as possible — as close as I
came — to the experience of doing this. I want to be able to turn what I see into something that a reader says ‘oh, I see that too.’”
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Lindsey Graham Drops Bomb On Nat. TV: Pelosi’s Job Is In Danger
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House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has had her hands on the gavel of power since January, but she may be far more vulnerable than her
party believes.

That’s what Sen. Lindsey Graham insisted on Sunday, as he predicted that the California congresswoman who is on her second
time around as speaker of the House could be dethroned sooner rather than later.

During an appearance on Fox News Sunday, the South Carolina Republican pointed out that the left’s incessant drive to impeach
the president could backfire politically — and Pelosi could end up handing in her gavel at the same time.

“Her job is very much at risk,” Graham declared. “Nancy Pelosi is riding a bucking, wild bronco called the Democratic caucus.”

Check out the Graham interview below. The Pelosi discussion starts about the 3:55 mark.

https://youtu.be/ARX3SbmUnOg via @YouTube

The senator knows a few things about politics. He’s served in the House and Senate for nearly 30 years, dealing with four different
presidents during that time.

In a warning that even his political opponents would be wise to heed, Graham predicted that a push to impeach Donald Trump for
vague reasons could fracture the Democrat party.

“Seventy percent of the Democratic base wants President Trump impeached,” Graham said, according to The Hill. “[Pelosi] knows
that impeachment would be political suicide because there’s no reason to impeach the president.”

He was clearly referring to the report by special counsel Robert Mueller, which found far less dirt against Trump than Democrats
had hoped. While many on the left had pinned their hopes of removing Trump on the Russian collusion narrative, Mueller’s report
revealed no such thing.

But many Democrats have not toned down their impeachment rhetoric, even after being faced with the mild Mueller findings. That
puts Pelosi in a tough spot as the party’s highest-ranking elected official.

“So she’s trying to keep the party intact,” Graham continued. “If she goes down the impeachment road, Republicans take back the
House, we keep the Senate, President Trump gets re-elected.”

Sure enough, Pelosi has taken a fairly neutral stance on impeachment in recent weeks. On May 20, for example, Politico reported
that Pelosi was acting as the voice of reason against impeachment while many of her own party demanded that she take down
Trump.

“House Democratic leaders sparred internally on Monday over whether to begin an impeachment inquiry against President Donald
Trump, with Speaker Nancy Pelosi and her allies rejecting the call to move forward for now,” the news outlet reported.

Pelosi “rejected their calls, saying Democrats’ message is being drowned out by the fight over possibly impeaching Trump,”
Politico continued.

It’s a strange moment when Nancy Pelosi and Lindsey Graham essentially agree, but other Democrats have joined the speaker in
dialing down the impeachment talk.

“We did not run on impeachment, we did not run on collusion … so logic suggests that we should carry forward with the agenda
that we communicated to the American people,” said Democratic Rep. Hakeem Jeffries, chairman of the Democratic caucus,
according to Politico.

But other prominent Democrats strongly disagree.

“I believe that we have come to the time of impeachment,” New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez said on May 21.

https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1130869783937933312

The fact that media darling Ocasio-Cortez is now sparring with the leader of her own party somewhat proves Graham’s point:

If Speaker Pelosi isn’t able to control the message of her own side, she could soon lose her position of power.

If he’s right, then 2020 could be a wild year for Democrats.

“A house divided cannot stand,” the saying goes.

And it just might be a poignant prediction about the left’s chances at holding half of Congress.

( LINK BELOW )
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House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has had her hands on the gavel of power since January, but she may be far more vulnerable than her
party believes.

That’s what Sen. Lindsey Graham insisted on Sunday, as he predicted that the California congresswoman who is on her second
time around as speaker of the House could be dethroned sooner rather than later.

During an appearance on Fox News Sunday, the South Carolina Republican pointed out that the left’s incessant drive to impeach
the president could backfire politically — and Pelosi could end up handing in her gavel at the same time.

“Her job is very much at risk,” Graham declared. “Nancy Pelosi is riding a bucking, wild bronco called the Democratic caucus.”

Check out the Graham interview below. The Pelosi discussion starts about the 3:55 mark.

https://youtu.be/ARX3SbmUnOg via @YouTube

The senator knows a few things about politics. He’s served in the House and Senate for nearly 30 years, dealing with four different
presidents during that time.

In a warning that even his political opponents would be wise to heed, Graham predicted that a push to impeach Donald Trump for
vague reasons could fracture the Democrat party.

“Seventy percent of the Democratic base wants President Trump impeached,” Graham said, according to The Hill. “[Pelosi] knows
that impeachment would be political suicide because there’s no reason to impeach the president.”

He was clearly referring to the report by special counsel Robert Mueller, which found far less dirt against Trump than Democrats
had hoped. While many on the left had pinned their hopes of removing Trump on the Russian collusion narrative, Mueller’s report
revealed no such thing.

But many Democrats have not toned down their impeachment rhetoric, even after being faced with the mild Mueller findings. That
puts Pelosi in a tough spot as the party’s highest-ranking elected official.

“So she’s trying to keep the party intact,” Graham continued. “If she goes down the impeachment road, Republicans take back the
House, we keep the Senate, President Trump gets re-elected.”

Sure enough, Pelosi has taken a fairly neutral stance on impeachment in recent weeks. On May 20, for example, Politico reported
that Pelosi was acting as the voice of reason against impeachment while many of her own party demanded that she take down
Trump.

“House Democratic leaders sparred internally on Monday over whether to begin an impeachment inquiry against President Donald
Trump, with Speaker Nancy Pelosi and her allies rejecting the call to move forward for now,” the news outlet reported.

Pelosi “rejected their calls, saying Democrats’ message is being drowned out by the fight over possibly impeaching Trump,”
Politico continued.

It’s a strange moment when Nancy Pelosi and Lindsey Graham essentially agree, but other Democrats have joined the speaker in
dialing down the impeachment talk.

“We did not run on impeachment, we did not run on collusion … so logic suggests that we should carry forward with the agenda
that we communicated to the American people,” said Democratic Rep. Hakeem Jeffries, chairman of the Democratic caucus,
according to Politico.

But other prominent Democrats strongly disagree.

“I believe that we have come to the time of impeachment,” New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez said on May 21.

https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1130869783937933312

The fact that media darling Ocasio-Cortez is now sparring with the leader of her own party somewhat proves Graham’s point:

If Speaker Pelosi isn’t able to control the message of her own side, she could soon lose her position of power.

If he’s right, then 2020 could be a wild year for Democrats.

“A house divided cannot stand,” the saying goes.

And it just might be a poignant prediction about the left’s chances at holding half of Congress.
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Tired of waiting for the federal government, a private group called “We Build the Wall” constructed a segment of a border
wall in New Mexico on private land.

The half-mile section in the El Paso area was unveiled over the weekend.

“We’re closing a gap that’s been a big headache for them,” said Kris Kobach, former Kansas secretary of state and
general counsel for We Build the Wall.

The 18-foot wall is similar to the construction designs used by the Border Patrol. The group said the project went up faster
and cost less money than the similar project undertaken by the federal government.

According to Kobach, the half-mile section typically saw roughly 100 migrants and $100,000 worth of drugs pass through on
a typical night.

The barrier is reportedly being constructed close to the Mount Cristo Rey statue near the Texas-New Mexico state line
across from Mexico. The El Paso Times reported the land is owned by American Eagle Brick Co., whose owner, Jeff
Allen, confirmed the construction. He told the publication that anyone who is against the construction is “against
America.”

Kobach said the barrier isn’t made with the “run-of-the-mill” steel the government uses, which needs to be replaced every
25 years. Instead, the group used “all-weathering” steel that lasts three times as long, he said.

The construction started the same day a federal judge blocked the Trump administration’s efforts to build his long-
promised wall with funds that were not appropriated by Congress but instead were shifted from other departments,
including the military. (Texas Tribune)

The group posted a video of the construction on its Facebook page with the caption, “We did it!!!”

Money for the project has been raised on GoFundMe, bringing in more than $22 million so far from 265,000

pledges. The group’s campaign goal is set at $1 billion.

( LINK BELOW )
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Tired of waiting for the federal government, a private group called “We Build the Wall” constructed a segment of a border
wall in New Mexico on private land.

The half-mile section in the El Paso area was unveiled over the weekend.

“We’re closing a gap that’s been a big headache for them,” said Kris Kobach, former Kansas secretary of state and
general counsel for We Build the Wall.

The 18-foot wall is similar to the construction designs used by the Border Patrol. The group said the project went up faster
and cost less money than the similar project undertaken by the federal government.

According to Kobach, the half-mile section typically saw roughly 100 migrants and $100,000 worth of drugs pass through on
a typical night.

The barrier is reportedly being constructed close to the Mount Cristo Rey statue near the Texas-New Mexico state line
across from Mexico. The El Paso Times reported the land is owned by American Eagle Brick Co., whose owner, Jeff
Allen, confirmed the construction. He told the publication that anyone who is against the construction is “against
America.”

Kobach said the barrier isn’t made with the “run-of-the-mill” steel the government uses, which needs to be replaced every
25 years. Instead, the group used “all-weathering” steel that lasts three times as long, he said.

The construction started the same day a federal judge blocked the Trump administration’s efforts to build his long-
promised wall with funds that were not appropriated by Congress but instead were shifted from other departments,
including the military. (Texas Tribune)

The group posted a video of the construction on its Facebook page with the caption, “We did it!!!”

Money for the project has been raised on GoFundMe, bringing in more than $22 million so far from 265,000

pledges. The group’s campaign goal is set at $1 billion.
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Texas Is About To Expand Its Program For Teachers Carrying Guns
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Twenty years after Columbine, the United States is still looking for how to stop mass public shootings. The rest of the
world, where mass public shootings are actually much more common, is also looking for solutions. Russia, France, Finland,
and Norway are among the European countries that have experienced far more deaths per capita from these attacks.

Change is coming, if slowly, in the United States. Twenty states currently allow teachers and staff to carry guns to varying
degrees on school property. Florida’s just enacted law expanding their program.

Texas’ Senate overwhelmingly passed a measure by a 20-to-11 margin that removes the cap on the number of school
personnel that can carry firearms at schools. The bill heads to Governor Greg Abbott’s desk, and he is certain to sign it into
law.

It isn’t by coincidence that every mass public shooting in Europe since at least 1990 has occurred in an area where general,
law-abiding citizens are banned from carrying firearms for protection, and for recent mass public shootings in New Zealand,
Brazil, and the Netherlands. That has also held true for 98% of such attacks in the US since 1950.

Moms Demand Action, a gun control advocacy group funded by Michael Bloomberg, argues that the bill in Texas “would
make school a much more dangerous place for our children.” By contrast, President Trump keeps proposing arming
teachers and staff at schools, saying: “I’m telling you that would work.”

But with so many states having teachers and staff carrying guns, we don’t need to guess about how safe these schools
are. Some states have had these rules for decades. The Crime Prevention Research Center, of which I am the president,
has just released a new report looking at all the school shootings of any type in the United States from 2000 through 2018.

During these years, Utah, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and parts of Oregon allowed all permitted teachers and staff to
carry, without any additional training requirements. Other states leave it to the discretion of the local superintendent or
school board. As of December 2018, more than 30 percent of Texas school districts let teachers/staff have guns. And in
September 2018, Ohio teachers were carrying in over 200 school districts.

Carrying in a school is no different than in a grocery store, movie theater, or restaurant. Seventeen million Americans have
concealed handgun permits — which is 8.5 percent of the adult population outside of permit-unfriendly California and New
York. Nobody knows whether the person next to them might have a gun, unless it happens to be needed.

We found 306 cases of gunshots on school property, 48 of which were suicides. Not counting suicides, 193 people died and
267 were injured in these incidents. Four cases were simply instances of accidental gunshots by police officers.

The rate of shootings and people killed by them has increased significantly since 2000. The yearly average number of
people who died between 2001 and 2008 versus 2009 and 2018 has doubled (regardless of whether one excludes gang
fights and suicides).

This increase has occurred entirely among schools that don’t let teachers carry guns. Outside of suicides or gang violence
in the wee hours of the morning, there has yet to be a single case of someone being wounded or killed from a shooting at a
school during school hours. Indeed, the one shooting occurred at 2:20 AM in a parking lot when no armed teachers would
have been around.

There haven't been any serious accidents. No student has ever got a hold of their teacher’s gun, and the one accidental
discharge by a teacher occurred outside of school hours. The teacher had only very minor injuries.

School insurance premiums haven‘t risen at all from teachers being allowed to carry. “From what I’ve seen in Utah, [school
insurance] rates have not gone up because of guns being allowed,” says Curt Oda, former president of the Utah Association
of Independent Insurance Agents. Nor has a survey of six other states shown any increase in insurance costs.

Police have a very difficult job stopping mass public shootings, as they will be the first people targeted in an attack.
Concealed carry means that killers won't know who is armed. Even if they take an officer by surprise, they must worry that
they are revealing their position to someone else who can stop them.

Gun control groups may paint fearful pictures of what might go wrong with teachers carrying, but that fear gets harder to
push given these programs’ successes. This research provides evidence that armed teachers deter attacks. It is past time
for us to do something that really works. Let’s stop leaving our schoolchildren as sitting ducks.

( LINK BELOW )
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Twenty years after Columbine, the United States is still looking for how to stop mass public shootings. The rest of the
world, where mass public shootings are actually much more common, is also looking for solutions. Russia, France, Finland,
and Norway are among the European countries that have experienced far more deaths per capita from these attacks.

Change is coming, if slowly, in the United States. Twenty states currently allow teachers and staff to carry guns to varying
degrees on school property. Florida’s just enacted law expanding their program.

Texas’ Senate overwhelmingly passed a measure by a 20-to-11 margin that removes the cap on the number of school
personnel that can carry firearms at schools. The bill heads to Governor Greg Abbott’s desk, and he is certain to sign it into
law.

It isn’t by coincidence that every mass public shooting in Europe since at least 1990 has occurred in an area where general,
law-abiding citizens are banned from carrying firearms for protection, and for recent mass public shootings in New Zealand,
Brazil, and the Netherlands. That has also held true for 98% of such attacks in the US since 1950.

Moms Demand Action, a gun control advocacy group funded by Michael Bloomberg, argues that the bill in Texas “would
make school a much more dangerous place for our children.” By contrast, President Trump keeps proposing arming
teachers and staff at schools, saying: “I’m telling you that would work.”

But with so many states having teachers and staff carrying guns, we don’t need to guess about how safe these schools
are. Some states have had these rules for decades. The Crime Prevention Research Center, of which I am the president,
has just released a new report looking at all the school shootings of any type in the United States from 2000 through 2018.

During these years, Utah, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and parts of Oregon allowed all permitted teachers and staff to
carry, without any additional training requirements. Other states leave it to the discretion of the local superintendent or
school board. As of December 2018, more than 30 percent of Texas school districts let teachers/staff have guns. And in
September 2018, Ohio teachers were carrying in over 200 school districts.

Carrying in a school is no different than in a grocery store, movie theater, or restaurant. Seventeen million Americans have
concealed handgun permits — which is 8.5 percent of the adult population outside of permit-unfriendly California and New
York. Nobody knows whether the person next to them might have a gun, unless it happens to be needed.

We found 306 cases of gunshots on school property, 48 of which were suicides. Not counting suicides, 193 people died and
267 were injured in these incidents. Four cases were simply instances of accidental gunshots by police officers.

The rate of shootings and people killed by them has increased significantly since 2000. The yearly average number of
people who died between 2001 and 2008 versus 2009 and 2018 has doubled (regardless of whether one excludes gang
fights and suicides).

This increase has occurred entirely among schools that don’t let teachers carry guns. Outside of suicides or gang violence
in the wee hours of the morning, there has yet to be a single case of someone being wounded or killed from a shooting at a
school during school hours. Indeed, the one shooting occurred at 2:20 AM in a parking lot when no armed teachers would
have been around.

There haven't been any serious accidents. No student has ever got a hold of their teacher’s gun, and the one accidental
discharge by a teacher occurred outside of school hours. The teacher had only very minor injuries.

School insurance premiums haven‘t risen at all from teachers being allowed to carry. “From what I’ve seen in Utah, [school
insurance] rates have not gone up because of guns being allowed,” says Curt Oda, former president of the Utah Association
of Independent Insurance Agents. Nor has a survey of six other states shown any increase in insurance costs.

Police have a very difficult job stopping mass public shootings, as they will be the first people targeted in an attack.
Concealed carry means that killers won't know who is armed. Even if they take an officer by surprise, they must worry that
they are revealing their position to someone else who can stop them.

Gun control groups may paint fearful pictures of what might go wrong with teachers carrying, but that fear gets harder to
push given these programs’ successes. This research provides evidence that armed teachers deter attacks. It is past time
for us to do something that really works. Let’s stop leaving our schoolchildren as sitting ducks.
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Evangelist Franklin Graham and 250 other Christian leaders are calling for a “Special Day of Prayer” to “protect, strengthen,
encourage, and guide” President Trump.

Graham asked Christians to set aside time to lead their local congregations in praying for the president on Sunday.

“President Trump’s enemies continue to try everything to destroy him, his family, and the presidency. In the
history of our country, no president has been attacked as he has. I believe the only hope for him, and this
nation, is God,” Graham wrote in a Facebook post on Sunday.

“This is a critical time for America. We’re on the edge of a precipice. Time is short. We need to pray for God
to intervene. We need to ask God to protect, strengthen, encourage, and guide the President,” he continued.

Graham, who is the son of the late prominent evangelist Billy Graham, is the president of the evangelical organization
Samaritan's Purse and the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association.

He has long been an ardent supporter of the president, saying last November that he endorses Trump because he defends
the Christian faith.

Franklin Graham recently went after 2020 Democratic presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg for calling himself a "gay
Christian," saying that the Bible defines homosexuality as something for which to be repentant.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/445699-franklin-graham-calls-for-special-day-of-prayer-to-protect-trump-from
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Evangelist Franklin Graham and 250 other Christian leaders are calling for a “Special Day of Prayer” to “protect, strengthen,
encourage, and guide” President Trump.

Graham asked Christians to set aside time to lead their local congregations in praying for the president on Sunday.

“President Trump’s enemies continue to try everything to destroy him, his family, and the presidency. In the
history of our country, no president has been attacked as he has. I believe the only hope for him, and this
nation, is God,” Graham wrote in a Facebook post on Sunday.

“This is a critical time for America. We’re on the edge of a precipice. Time is short. We need to pray for God
to intervene. We need to ask God to protect, strengthen, encourage, and guide the President,” he continued.

Graham, who is the son of the late prominent evangelist Billy Graham, is the president of the evangelical organization
Samaritan's Purse and the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association.

He has long been an ardent supporter of the president, saying last November that he endorses Trump because he defends
the Christian faith.

Franklin Graham recently went after 2020 Democratic presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg for calling himself a "gay
Christian," saying that the Bible defines homosexuality as something for which to be repentant.
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President Trump Says Black People 'Will Not Be Able' To Vote For Joe Biden Because Of Support

For 1994 Crime Bill

'...has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19555603/1200x600.jpg

President Donald Trump said Monday that former Vice President and former senator Joe Biden's support for a 1994 crime
bill that created the "three strikes" rule would hurt him with black voters, according to the New York Daily News.

Pres. Trump in the same series of tweets, criticized Biden's support for the tough-on-crime law while touting his own role in
advancing bipartisan criminal justice reform that aimed to curb over-incarceration.

"Super Predator was the term associated with the 1994 Crime BIll that Sleepy Joe Biden was so heavily involved in
passing," Pres. Trump wrote. "That was a dark period in American History, but has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!"

"Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected," the president said in a tweet a
little over an hour later. "In particular, African Americans will not be able to vote for you. I, on the other hand, was
responsible for Criminal Justice Reform, which had tremendous support, & helped fix the bad 1994 bill!"

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....Super Predator was the term associated with the 1994 Crime Bill that Sleepy Joe Biden was so heavily

involved in passing. That was a dark period in American History, but has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected. In particular, African

Americans will not be able to vote for you. I, on the other hand, was responsible for Criminal Justice Reform,

which had tremendous support, & helped fix the bad 1994 Bill!

The president is referring to the 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act, signed by former Pres. Bill Clinton.
The most well-known result of the law was a policy of "mandatory life imprisonment without possibility of parole for Federal
offenders with three or more convictions for serious violent felonies or drug trafficking crimes."

The law also included funding for border control and illegal immigrant deportations, as well as "enhanced penalties for failure
to depart the United States after a deportation order or reentry after deportation."

Biden, as ranking minority member and eventually chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, contributed significantly to
efforts to establish mandatory minimums for drug offenses and to curb violent crime. His role in the effort has been well-
documented in recent years as a potential obstacle to his presidential ambitions.

A spokesman for Biden in 2015 claimed the then-vice president had actually opposed the three strikes aspect of the 1994
law, supposedly fearing unintended consequences.

Biden has not yet responded to the president's tweets.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/pres-trump-says-black-people-will-not-be-able-to-vote-for-joe-biden-because-of-support-for-1994-
crime-bill
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President Trump Says Black People 'Will Not Be Able' To Vote For Joe Biden Because Of Support

For 1994 Crime Bill

'...has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!'
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President Donald Trump said Monday that former Vice President and former senator Joe Biden's support for a 1994 crime
bill that created the "three strikes" rule would hurt him with black voters, according to the New York Daily News.

Pres. Trump in the same series of tweets, criticized Biden's support for the tough-on-crime law while touting his own role in
advancing bipartisan criminal justice reform that aimed to curb over-incarceration.

"Super Predator was the term associated with the 1994 Crime BIll that Sleepy Joe Biden was so heavily involved in
passing," Pres. Trump wrote. "That was a dark period in American History, but has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!"

"Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected," the president said in a tweet a
little over an hour later. "In particular, African Americans will not be able to vote for you. I, on the other hand, was
responsible for Criminal Justice Reform, which had tremendous support, & helped fix the bad 1994 bill!"

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....Super Predator was the term associated with the 1994 Crime Bill that Sleepy Joe Biden was so heavily

involved in passing. That was a dark period in American History, but has Sleepy Joe apologized? No!

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Anyone associated with the 1994 Crime Bill will not have a chance of being elected. In particular, African

Americans will not be able to vote for you. I, on the other hand, was responsible for Criminal Justice Reform,

which had tremendous support, & helped fix the bad 1994 Bill!

The president is referring to the 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act, signed by former Pres. Bill Clinton.
The most well-known result of the law was a policy of "mandatory life imprisonment without possibility of parole for Federal
offenders with three or more convictions for serious violent felonies or drug trafficking crimes."

The law also included funding for border control and illegal immigrant deportations, as well as "enhanced penalties for failure
to depart the United States after a deportation order or reentry after deportation."

Biden, as ranking minority member and eventually chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, contributed significantly to
efforts to establish mandatory minimums for drug offenses and to curb violent crime. His role in the effort has been well-
documented in recent years as a potential obstacle to his presidential ambitions.

A spokesman for Biden in 2015 claimed the then-vice president had actually opposed the three strikes aspect of the 1994
law, supposedly fearing unintended consequences.

Biden has not yet responded to the president's tweets.

( LINK BELOW )
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WWG1WGA

( Q'ANON LIST THESE PREVIOUS OBAMA LOYAL DEEP STATE PLAYER'S THAT HAVE COMMITTED TREASON AND
SEDITION AGAINST AMERICA AND A SITTING PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA )

THERE ARE SOME HERE BUT THE LIST GOES ON BELOW

https://conservativebase.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/2019/02/Deep-State-Players.jpg

I KNOW THAT ALL OF THE CORRUPT DEEP STATE PLAYERS IN THIS PICTURE BUT BELOW ARE THE MAIN PERP'S

HERE ARE THE CRIMINAL'S THAT WERE DROPPED IN A Q'ANON POST THAT HAVE COMMITTED TREASON AND
SEDITION THAT WERE IN THE HIGHEST APPOINTED JOBS IN OBAMA'S WASHING DC. ADMINISTRATION, THEY ARE
NUMBERED THE SAME AS Q'ANON DROPPED THEM MARCH 18th ,2019

3122

Andrew McCabe - Fired Deputy/Acting Director of the FBI

Q

!!mG7VJxZNCI

18 Mar 2019 - 4:30:19 PM
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John Brennan - Obama's Director of the CIA
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I CAN'T WAIT FOR THE DAY THAT ALL THESE CRIMINAL'S FROM THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION ALONG WITH BARACK
OBAMA AND HILLARY AND BILL CLINTON ARE ALL SHIPPED TO GITMO WHERE THEY WILL BE JUDGED BEFORE A
MILITARY TRIBUNAL AND FINALLY PROSECUTED FOR ALL THE CRIMES THEY HAVE COMMITTED FROM THE 2016
ELECTION CYCLE AND BEYOND. ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR HAS BEEN GIVEN A LOT MORE FREEDOM TO
INVESTIGATE AND PROSECUTE ANY AND ALL PERPETRATORS THAT HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THIS COUP ATTEMPT
ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

YES I KNOW PATRIOTS THAT WE HAVE KNOWN ALL THESE THINGS SINCE THE BEGINNING BUT NOW THE TRUTH
WILL SLOWLY UT SURELY COME OUT AND WILL BE PROSECUTED IN FRONT OF THE WHOLE WORLD TO SEE, SO SIT
BACK AND REALLY THIS TIME WATCH THE MOVIE BECAUSE IT GOING TO GET REALLY EXCITING REAL SOON.

HAPPY MEMORIAL DAY PATRIOT'S

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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HERE ARE THE CRIMINAL'S THAT WERE DROPPED IN A Q'ANON POST THAT HAVE COMMITTED TREASON AND
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OBAMA AND HILLARY AND BILL CLINTON ARE ALL SHIPPED TO GITMO WHERE THEY WILL BE JUDGED BEFORE A
MILITARY TRIBUNAL AND FINALLY PROSECUTED FOR ALL THE CRIMES THEY HAVE COMMITTED FROM THE 2016
ELECTION CYCLE AND BEYOND. ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR HAS BEEN GIVEN A LOT MORE FREEDOM TO
INVESTIGATE AND PROSECUTE ANY AND ALL PERPETRATORS THAT HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THIS COUP ATTEMPT
ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

YES I KNOW PATRIOTS THAT WE HAVE KNOWN ALL THESE THINGS SINCE THE BEGINNING BUT NOW THE TRUTH
WILL SLOWLY UT SURELY COME OUT AND WILL BE PROSECUTED IN FRONT OF THE WHOLE WORLD TO SEE, SO SIT
BACK AND REALLY THIS TIME WATCH THE MOVIE BECAUSE IT GOING TO GET REALLY EXCITING REAL SOON.
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James Clapper - Obama's Director of National Intelligence
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I CAN'T WAIT FOR THE DAY THAT ALL THESE CRIMINAL'S FROM THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION ALONG WITH BARACK
OBAMA AND HILLARY AND BILL CLINTON ARE ALL SHIPPED TO GITMO WHERE THEY WILL BE JUDGED BEFORE A
MILITARY TRIBUNAL AND FINALLY PROSECUTED FOR ALL THE CRIMES THEY HAVE COMMITTED FROM THE 2016
ELECTION CYCLE AND BEYOND. ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR HAS BEEN GIVEN A LOT MORE FREEDOM TO
INVESTIGATE AND PROSECUTE ANY AND ALL PERPETRATORS THAT HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THIS COUP ATTEMPT
ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

YES I KNOW PATRIOTS THAT WE HAVE KNOWN ALL THESE THINGS SINCE THE BEGINNING BUT NOW THE TRUTH
WILL SLOWLY UT SURELY COME OUT AND WILL BE PROSECUTED IN FRONT OF THE WHOLE WORLD TO SEE, SO SIT
BACK AND REALLY THIS TIME WATCH THE MOVIE BECAUSE IT GOING TO GET REALLY EXCITING REAL SOON.

HAPPY MEMORIAL DAY PATRIOT'S

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Brennan Explains The Bogus Reason & Why He's A Treasonous Snake & Believes It's 'Outrageous'

For Barr To Investigate Russia Probe Origins

( SORRY PATRIOTS , I JUST HAD TO ADD "WHY HE'S A TREASONOUS SNAKE" IN THE TITLE )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/227/5cd79935-b9d0-476b-ae45-388cf9ff215e.jpg

( BUT JUST LOOK AT BRENNAN AND YOU WILL UNDERSTAND WHY I FELT THE NEED TO PUT IT THERE, SINCE HIS
ACTIONS HAVE PROVEN HIM TO BE A CORRUPT LIAR )

President Donald Trump on Thursday granted Attorney General William Barr the authority to declassify information relevant
to the investigation into how spying on the Trump campaign started in 2016. Former CIA Director John Brennan appeared on
MSNBC's "All in with Chris Hayes" to discuss the decision.

According to Brennan, Barr investigating the origins of the Russia probe is "outrageous."

"How big a deal do you read the portion of the executive order last night that appears to give [Attorney General
William] Barr the unilateral authority to declassify?" Hayes asked.

"Well, I see it as a very, very serious and outrageous move on the part of Mr. Trump, once again, trampling on the
statutory authorities of the Director of National Intelligence and the heads of the independent intelligence agencies.
And it's unclear to me what Mr. Barr is actually going to do. Is he investigating a crime? Well, what's the predication
of that crime? Or is he just going to be looking for information?" Brennan asked.

"I think it's rightly, as you pointed out, right at the top, that Mr. Trump can just give to just some of his defenders on
the right and cherrypick information that could be taken out of context. But, I think more fundamentally, is the
concern is that very, very precious source and methods of the United States intelligence community, as well as our
partners and allies abroad, those who share this sensitive information with us," Brennan explained. "Is Mr. Barr, who
doesn't have an understanding of the equities involved, is he just going to release information he deems appropriate
for Mr. Trump's defense? So this is very serious and I know my former colleagues in the intelligence agencies are
looking upon this with great concern and worry."

When will Democrats and the mainstream media give it up? They wanted Trump investigated. They got their investigation.
They got to pick their guy – Special Counsel Robert Mueller – and he found no collusion and no obstruction. In fact, it was
revealed that the FISA warrants that were used to start the probe weren't vetted. The American people want to know how so
much of their taxpayer funds were used for this phony investigation. They want to know exactly how this started so it never
happens again.

Democrats hate Barr because he's not giving into their political whims. They wanted him to release Mueller's full report but
he didn't because he followed the rule of law. Grand jury testimony is not allowed to be made public.

Democrats hate Barr because he doesn't sit back and take their crap. He's willing to use his intelligence to fight fire with
fire.

Democrats hate Barr because he's going to expose their shenanigans and how this witch hunt began.

Buckle your seats, folks. This is about to be a bumpy ride.

https://youtu.be/OzlSlNWyQAg via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/05/26/bogus-brennan-believes-barr-investigating-origins-of-russia-probe-is-
outrageous-n2546909
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Brennan Explains The Bogus Reason & Why He's A Treasonous Snake & Believes It's 'Outrageous'

For Barr To Investigate Russia Probe Origins

( SORRY PATRIOTS , I JUST HAD TO ADD "WHY HE'S A TREASONOUS SNAKE" IN THE TITLE )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/227/5cd79935-b9d0-476b-ae45-388cf9ff215e.jpg

( BUT JUST LOOK AT BRENNAN AND YOU WILL UNDERSTAND WHY I FELT THE NEED TO PUT IT THERE, SINCE HIS
ACTIONS HAVE PROVEN HIM TO BE A CORRUPT LIAR )

President Donald Trump on Thursday granted Attorney General William Barr the authority to declassify information relevant
to the investigation into how spying on the Trump campaign started in 2016. Former CIA Director John Brennan appeared on
MSNBC's "All in with Chris Hayes" to discuss the decision.

According to Brennan, Barr investigating the origins of the Russia probe is "outrageous."

"How big a deal do you read the portion of the executive order last night that appears to give [Attorney General
William] Barr the unilateral authority to declassify?" Hayes asked.

"Well, I see it as a very, very serious and outrageous move on the part of Mr. Trump, once again, trampling on the
statutory authorities of the Director of National Intelligence and the heads of the independent intelligence agencies.
And it's unclear to me what Mr. Barr is actually going to do. Is he investigating a crime? Well, what's the predication
of that crime? Or is he just going to be looking for information?" Brennan asked.

"I think it's rightly, as you pointed out, right at the top, that Mr. Trump can just give to just some of his defenders on
the right and cherrypick information that could be taken out of context. But, I think more fundamentally, is the
concern is that very, very precious source and methods of the United States intelligence community, as well as our
partners and allies abroad, those who share this sensitive information with us," Brennan explained. "Is Mr. Barr, who
doesn't have an understanding of the equities involved, is he just going to release information he deems appropriate
for Mr. Trump's defense? So this is very serious and I know my former colleagues in the intelligence agencies are
looking upon this with great concern and worry."

When will Democrats and the mainstream media give it up? They wanted Trump investigated. They got their investigation.
They got to pick their guy – Special Counsel Robert Mueller – and he found no collusion and no obstruction. In fact, it was
revealed that the FISA warrants that were used to start the probe weren't vetted. The American people want to know how so
much of their taxpayer funds were used for this phony investigation. They want to know exactly how this started so it never
happens again.

Democrats hate Barr because he's not giving into their political whims. They wanted him to release Mueller's full report but
he didn't because he followed the rule of law. Grand jury testimony is not allowed to be made public.

Democrats hate Barr because he doesn't sit back and take their crap. He's willing to use his intelligence to fight fire with
fire.

Democrats hate Barr because he's going to expose their shenanigans and how this witch hunt began.

Buckle your seats, folks. This is about to be a bumpy ride.

https://youtu.be/OzlSlNWyQAg via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/05/26/bogus-brennan-believes-barr-investigating-origins-of-russia-probe-is-
outrageous-n2546909
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Pitfalls Along The Road To Socialism / Europe Is Discovering That It Really Doesn't Like The Creeping Socialism

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/212936_5_.png

All over Europe, elections are teaching Brussels that Greeks like being Greek, Brits Brit, and French French. Nobody

much cottons to being "European," where some Belgian bureaucrat says what you will and won't do in your small

town where another language is spoken and people don't like paying huge salaries to self-important nobodies in gray

flannel suits.

The population of Europe is discovering that it really doesn't like the creeping socialism of the European Union, though
many probably don't even realize that that's what they're mad about. It isn't even full-blown socialism yet, but everybody
knows that's the destination, and the shine has worn off. Happens every time on the long and winding road to socialism.

Some insightful sage noted that you can vote your way into socialism but you have to shoot your way out. That's what
waits at the end of the road Europe is on. Strife. Once it breaks into the open, citizens will suddenly understand why they
haven't been allowed to own private firearms. It's a lesson Venezuelans have learned the hard way and that many
Americans still don't get.

But Europe will probably have to get hungry first. Literally hungry, and not "literally" in the Joe Biden sense. Perhaps before
that, Europe will get literally cold as Moscow starts playing with the natural gas spigot, just to show who's really boss.
Certainly, before that, Europeans will run low on gasoline and will have to wait in line for a few expensive liters to get home
from the jobs that just laid them off.

Rough times await Europeans. They're going to discover they need all that self-regenerating energy that greenness doesn't
provide but that they paid billions for. They will shiver in their homes from all the warming not caused by the CO2 their
bodies emit. Disease will spread as trash builds up and clean water stops. Gunshots in the streets will remind them they
have no defense against rioting, looting crowds.

It will be Venezuela all over again, and meek half-steps will not check the social ills. As civilization crumbles, the choice
will be suppression now or repression later. Rebel now, get suppressed now. Don't rebel now, get repressed later anyway. In
either case, rebellion will take a while to get going, during which the supranationalist kingpins will keep on quietly arranging
the complete demise of the nationalities.

That's what illegal immigration's all about. By this late date, many of us can see the endgame from the supra perspective:
replace the native populations of the West with people from places where social peace has never existed; tribal hatreds
take the place of civil discourse; and sudden, violent death is a way of life. Hobbes's state of nature, famously nasty,
brutish, and short, reasserts itself, with force the only form of control. Who controls the force? If you said, "Brussels," go to
the head of the class.

Unknowingly, Donald Trump assists and impedes the entire process. The string-pullers behind the scenes want all this done
on the sneak so the present populations don't become unpleasant. Trump's economy is improving lives the world over, and
people everywhere are content to let the rising tide lift their boats. But once the Trumpian economy stalls, as it inevitably
will, things could quickly turn fractious. In time, they will become fractious.

Europe, you have a problem. If you don't take care of it, it becomes everyone else's problem, too. Without America

taking up the slack when you fail, you have become the leading barometer of Western success or failure defending

against the forces of evil tearing at its foundations. The surprise election results going on across the continent are

glimmerings of the fight for Greeks to be Greek, Brits Brit, and French French.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/05/pitfalls_along_the_road_to_socialism.html
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Pitfalls Along The Road To Socialism / Europe Is Discovering That It Really Doesn't Like The Creeping Socialism

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/212936_5_.png

All over Europe, elections are teaching Brussels that Greeks like being Greek, Brits Brit, and French French. Nobody

much cottons to being "European," where some Belgian bureaucrat says what you will and won't do in your small

town where another language is spoken and people don't like paying huge salaries to self-important nobodies in gray

flannel suits.

The population of Europe is discovering that it really doesn't like the creeping socialism of the European Union, though
many probably don't even realize that that's what they're mad about. It isn't even full-blown socialism yet, but everybody
knows that's the destination, and the shine has worn off. Happens every time on the long and winding road to socialism.

Some insightful sage noted that you can vote your way into socialism but you have to shoot your way out. That's what
waits at the end of the road Europe is on. Strife. Once it breaks into the open, citizens will suddenly understand why they
haven't been allowed to own private firearms. It's a lesson Venezuelans have learned the hard way and that many
Americans still don't get.

But Europe will probably have to get hungry first. Literally hungry, and not "literally" in the Joe Biden sense. Perhaps before
that, Europe will get literally cold as Moscow starts playing with the natural gas spigot, just to show who's really boss.
Certainly, before that, Europeans will run low on gasoline and will have to wait in line for a few expensive liters to get home
from the jobs that just laid them off.

Rough times await Europeans. They're going to discover they need all that self-regenerating energy that greenness doesn't
provide but that they paid billions for. They will shiver in their homes from all the warming not caused by the CO2 their
bodies emit. Disease will spread as trash builds up and clean water stops. Gunshots in the streets will remind them they
have no defense against rioting, looting crowds.

It will be Venezuela all over again, and meek half-steps will not check the social ills. As civilization crumbles, the choice
will be suppression now or repression later. Rebel now, get suppressed now. Don't rebel now, get repressed later anyway. In
either case, rebellion will take a while to get going, during which the supranationalist kingpins will keep on quietly arranging
the complete demise of the nationalities.

That's what illegal immigration's all about. By this late date, many of us can see the endgame from the supra perspective:
replace the native populations of the West with people from places where social peace has never existed; tribal hatreds
take the place of civil discourse; and sudden, violent death is a way of life. Hobbes's state of nature, famously nasty,
brutish, and short, reasserts itself, with force the only form of control. Who controls the force? If you said, "Brussels," go to
the head of the class.

Unknowingly, Donald Trump assists and impedes the entire process. The string-pullers behind the scenes want all this done
on the sneak so the present populations don't become unpleasant. Trump's economy is improving lives the world over, and
people everywhere are content to let the rising tide lift their boats. But once the Trumpian economy stalls, as it inevitably
will, things could quickly turn fractious. In time, they will become fractious.

Europe, you have a problem. If you don't take care of it, it becomes everyone else's problem, too. Without America

taking up the slack when you fail, you have become the leading barometer of Western success or failure defending

against the forces of evil tearing at its foundations. The surprise election results going on across the continent are

glimmerings of the fight for Greeks to be Greek, Brits Brit, and French French.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/05/pitfalls_along_the_road_to_socialism.html
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Trump: Impeach on Obstruction? 'Dems Are Obstructionists!'

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=97bea276-3958-4ed6-a9c6-
29eb87b54a34&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

President Donald Trump's opposition has not dropped its claims of obstruction of justice, but the president says it is the
Democrats who are obstructing, politics that is.

President Trump tweeted early Monday morning, responding to a tweet from the RNC's Ronna McDaniel that slammed
impeachment talk as a cover for a lack of message by Democrats.

"Impeach for what, having created perhaps the greatest Economy in our Country's history, rebuilding our Military,
taking care of our Vets (Choice), Judges, Best Jobs Numbers Ever, and much more? Dems are Obstructionists!"

He continued with an ensuing tweet, repeating his claims that the Democrats' endless investigations are an effort to "do-
over" the Mueller report that concluded no conspiracy to assist Russia's election meddling in the 2016 presidential election.

"The Dems are getting NOTHING done in Congress!" President Trump tweeted. "They only want a Do-Over on
Mueller!"

The McDaniel tweet that set off the president came Sunday afternoon:

"Rashida Tlaib continues to obsess over impeachment this morning.

"Democrats want to impeach @realDonaldTrump because they don't have any other message heading into 2020 and
they’re scared they can’t beat him at the ballot box."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/obstructionists-impeachment-democrats-twitter/2019/05/27/id/917710/
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Trump: Impeach on Obstruction? 'Dems Are Obstructionists!'

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=97bea276-3958-4ed6-a9c6-
29eb87b54a34&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

President Donald Trump's opposition has not dropped its claims of obstruction of justice, but the president says it is the
Democrats who are obstructing, politics that is.

President Trump tweeted early Monday morning, responding to a tweet from the RNC's Ronna McDaniel that slammed
impeachment talk as a cover for a lack of message by Democrats.

"Impeach for what, having created perhaps the greatest Economy in our Country's history, rebuilding our Military,
taking care of our Vets (Choice), Judges, Best Jobs Numbers Ever, and much more? Dems are Obstructionists!"

He continued with an ensuing tweet, repeating his claims that the Democrats' endless investigations are an effort to "do-
over" the Mueller report that concluded no conspiracy to assist Russia's election meddling in the 2016 presidential election.

"The Dems are getting NOTHING done in Congress!" President Trump tweeted. "They only want a Do-Over on
Mueller!"

The McDaniel tweet that set off the president came Sunday afternoon:

"Rashida Tlaib continues to obsess over impeachment this morning.

"Democrats want to impeach @realDonaldTrump because they don't have any other message heading into 2020 and
they’re scared they can’t beat him at the ballot box."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/obstructionists-impeachment-democrats-twitter/2019/05/27/id/917710/
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Lindsey Graham Chimes In On Declassifying Russia Probe Document And Dems Won't Like What

He Has To Say

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/121/d2550755-e23e-4344-89be-7126bf5f16da.png

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Lindsey Graham (R-SC) told "Fox News Sunday" host Chris Wallace he believes the
former intelligence officials that oppose the declassification of documents relating to the Russia probe “are worried about
being exposed.”

"I was one of the Republicans insisting that [Special Counsel Robert] Mueller be allowed to do his job. I never
thought it was a witch hunt. The Mueller report is in. No collusion," Graham said. "You know Mueller didn't do
anything on obstruction. Now I'm insisting that we get to the bottom of this, all of the documents around the FISA
warrant application released.

"I want to find out exactly how the counterintelligence operation began,” Graham said. “I think transparency is good
for the American people. Not one Democrat seems to care," Graham said. "I wish some Democrat would come
forward to find out if the FISA court was defrauded by the FBI and the Department of Justice.”

Graham said he has complete confidence in Attorney General William Barr's discretion. Wallace pushed back.

"Critics make two points, particularly about this issue of declassifying because these are, after all, the crown jewels
of the intelligence community, including, reportedly, the identity of a key informant who was close to Vladimir Putin,"
Wallace said. "Here are the two questions they raise: one, can Barr be trusted with these secrets and two, can he be
trusted not to cherrypick the information to make a case for the president?"

The Chairman said he believes Barr can be trusted and no one questioned his judgement when he supported Mueller's
investigation.

"Nobody doubted my trust or my ability to be fair when I supported Mueller. The people who are worried about this
are worried about being exposed for taking the law into their own hands. It doesn't surprise me that the people we're
looking at – they don't want transparency," Graham said. "We're not compromising national security here. We're
trying to create a system to make sure this never happens again by shedding light on what happened with the FISA
warrant process, the counterintelligence investigation. Did they have a lawful reason to surveil President Trump’s
campaign? Did they lie to the FISA court? Every American should want to find that out"

Graham's comments come after former CIA Director John Brennan went on MSNBC to say the declassification of
documents is "outrageous." Brennan and other Obama era officials believe the declassification is a national security threat
and a way for Barr to defend Trump.

https://youtu.be/Hg5O682nujw via @YouTube
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He Has To Say
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Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Lindsey Graham (R-SC) told "Fox News Sunday" host Chris Wallace he believes the
former intelligence officials that oppose the declassification of documents relating to the Russia probe “are worried about
being exposed.”

"I was one of the Republicans insisting that [Special Counsel Robert] Mueller be allowed to do his job. I never
thought it was a witch hunt. The Mueller report is in. No collusion," Graham said. "You know Mueller didn't do
anything on obstruction. Now I'm insisting that we get to the bottom of this, all of the documents around the FISA
warrant application released.

"I want to find out exactly how the counterintelligence operation began,” Graham said. “I think transparency is good
for the American people. Not one Democrat seems to care," Graham said. "I wish some Democrat would come
forward to find out if the FISA court was defrauded by the FBI and the Department of Justice.”

Graham said he has complete confidence in Attorney General William Barr's discretion. Wallace pushed back.

"Critics make two points, particularly about this issue of declassifying because these are, after all, the crown jewels
of the intelligence community, including, reportedly, the identity of a key informant who was close to Vladimir Putin,"
Wallace said. "Here are the two questions they raise: one, can Barr be trusted with these secrets and two, can he be
trusted not to cherrypick the information to make a case for the president?"

The Chairman said he believes Barr can be trusted and no one questioned his judgement when he supported Mueller's
investigation.

"Nobody doubted my trust or my ability to be fair when I supported Mueller. The people who are worried about this
are worried about being exposed for taking the law into their own hands. It doesn't surprise me that the people we're
looking at – they don't want transparency," Graham said. "We're not compromising national security here. We're
trying to create a system to make sure this never happens again by shedding light on what happened with the FISA
warrant process, the counterintelligence investigation. Did they have a lawful reason to surveil President Trump’s
campaign? Did they lie to the FISA court? Every American should want to find that out"

Graham's comments come after former CIA Director John Brennan went on MSNBC to say the declassification of
documents is "outrageous." Brennan and other Obama era officials believe the declassification is a national security threat
and a way for Barr to defend Trump.

https://youtu.be/Hg5O682nujw via @YouTube
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GOP senators say that if the House passes articles of impeachment against President Trump they will quickly quash them
in the Senate, where Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) has broad authority to set the parameters of a trial.

While McConnell is required to act on articles of impeachment, which require 67 votes — or a two-thirds majority — to
convict the president, he and his Republican colleagues have the power to set the rules and ensure the briefest of trials.

“I think it would be disposed of very quickly,” said Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.).

“If it’s based on the Mueller report, or anything like that, it would be quickly disposed of,” he added.

Sen. John Cornyn (R-Texas), an adviser to McConnell’s leadership team, said “nothing” would come of impeachment
articles passed by the House.
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articles passed by the House.

Given the Senate GOP firewall, Cornyn, who’s also a member of the Judiciary Committee, said he doubts that Democrats
will commence the impeachment process.

“It would be defeated. That’s why all they want to do is talk about it,” he said. “They know what the outcome would
be.”

Republicans hold a 53-47 majority in the chamber, and Vice President Pence would cast the tie-breaking vote if necessary.

Senate Republicans say that an impeachment trial would be given the bare minimum amount of floor time.

“Why on earth would we give a platform to something that I judge as a purely political exercise?” said Sen. Thom
Tillis (R-N.C.), another member of the Judiciary Committee. “We have to perform our constitutional duty, but if people
think that we’re going to try and create a theater that could give you the perception that this is a matter that rises to
the level of Watergate, that’s nonsense.”

Tillis said he would support McConnell bringing the impeachment process to a quick close, and that any kind of extended
trial would be “rewarding what I view as bad behavior on the part of the House.”

Tillis, who is up for reelection next year, said many independents and moderates in his state are tired of impeachment talk.

National polls show that fewer than 40 percent of Americans support impeachment proceedings against Trump, while the
majority oppose them.

McConnell would have broad authority to determine how a Senate trial would play out. He could stifle the arguments of
Democratic prosecutors from the House as long as he’s backed up by his fellow GOP senators.

Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts would preside over a Senate trial, but he would be constrained by the rules and
traditions of the Senate, where the majority leader sets the schedule and has the right of first recognition.

Under the Senate manual’s rules for impeachment trials, the presiding officer — likely Roberts — would rule on all questions
of evidence, but any senator could ask for a formal vote to appeal a decision. Under the Senate rules, it takes a majority to
sustain or overrule a ruling from the presiding officer.

Democrats would need to persuade at least four Republicans to break with McConnell in order to bring in any witnesses or
exhibits he decides to block.

That would mean winning over moderates like Sens. Lisa Murkowski (Alaska) and Susan Collins (Maine) or vulnerable
senators in swing states, namely Sens. Cory Gardner (Colo.) and Martha McSally (Ariz.).

Murkowski told The Hill on Thursday that she hasn’t given much thought as to how a Senate trial might play out.

Democrats, however, are skeptical they would get much, if any, Republican support to overrule McConnell.

“There are 47 Democrats. On a good day, even when the president is at his most outrageous level, only three
Republican senators will publicly say so,” said Senate Democratic Whip Dick Durbin (Ill.).

Former Sen. Trent Lott (R-Miss.), who was the majority leader when the Senate acted on articles of impeachment against
former President Clinton, said he had broad power to shape the debate, which he wanted to keep short, knowing that it was
politically unpopular.

“Some people wanted to bring Monica Lewinsky into the well of the Senate and take her statement in front of the
whole Senate, and I said, ‘We’re not going to do that. As long as I’m the majority leader of the United States Senate,
we’re not going to be talking about a stain on a blue dress in the well of this chamber.’ So we didn’t do it,” he said.

“Then they wanted to bring in Clinton’s appointments secretary, [Betty Currie]. I said, ‘We’re not going to do it.' We
didn’t do it,” he added.

Lott said he was under pressure from House Republicans at the time to extend the trial by allowing multiple exhibits and
witnesses, but he resisted knowing he wouldn’t get enough Democrats to convict Clinton on any counts.

“Some of the House people always felt like I could have gotten him removed if I really wanted to,” he said. “I wasn’t
ever going to have the votes. So the question was: How do we do it with dignity to get it to a conclusion?”

Lott said he could have “pretty much” done whatever he wanted to set the trial’s procedure, as long as he had the votes to
sustain his decisions.

He said he initially wanted Clinton’s trial to be shorter but had to ditch an even-more truncated schedule than what was
eventually agreed to because of the objections of conservatives like former Sens. Rick Santorum (Pa.), Phil Gramm
(Texas) and Don Nickles (Okla.), who wanted a more-thorough review of the charges.

And even though he only needed simple-majority votes to back up his decisions on the schedule, he circumvented a drawn-
out battle over process by striking an agreement with then-Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.).

“I kept Tom Daschle informed of every step and basically had his acquiescence,” Lott said, adding “we had an
agreement” on how to proceed.
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We should be remembering the 4,435 American troops who died in the Revolutionary War.

We should be remembering the 2,260 American troops who died in the War of 1812.

We should be remembering the 13,283 American troops who died in the Mexican War.

We should be remembering the 364,511 American troops who died in the Civil War.

We should be remembering the 2,446 American troops who died in the Spanish-American War.

We should be remembering the 4,435 American troops who died in the Revolutionary War.

We should be remembering the 2,260 American troops who died in the War of 1812.

We should be remembering the 13,283 American troops who died in the Mexican War.

We should be remembering the 364,511 American troops who died in the Civil War.

We should be remembering the 2,446 American troops who died in the Spanish-American War.

We should be remembering the 116,516 American troops who died in World War I.

We should be remembering the 405,399 American troops who died in World War II.

We should be remembering the 36,574 American troops who died in the Korean War.

We should be remembering the 58,220 American troops who died in the Vietnam conflict.

We should be remembering the 383 American troops who died in the Persian Gulf war.

We should be remembering the 4,410 American troops who died in Operation Iraqi Freedom.

We should be remembering the 73 American troops who died in Operation New Dawn.

We should be remembering the 2,347 American troops who died in Operation Enduring Freedom.

We should be remembering the 76 American troops who died in Operation Inherent Resolve.

We should be remembering the 69 American troops who died in Operation Freedom’s Sentinel.

We should be remembering the eight American troops who died in the Iranian hostage rescue mission.

We should be remembering the 265 American troops who died in the Lebanon peacekeeping mission.

We should be remembering the 19 American troops who died in Operation Urgent Fury.

We should be remembering the 23 American troops who died in Operation Just Cause.

We should be remembering the 43 American troops who died in Operation Restore Hope.

We should be remembering the four American troops who died in Operation Uphold Democracy.

“Our fallen heroes have not only written our history, they have shaped our destiny,” President Donald Trump
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“Our fallen heroes have not only written our history, they have shaped our destiny,” President Donald Trump

said on Memorial Day in 2018. “They inspired their communities and uplifted their country and provided the

best example of courage, virtue and valor the world will ever know. They fought and bled and died so that

America would forever remain safe and strong and free.”

The numbers above were obtained from the Congressional Research Service and the U.S. Department of

Defense.
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We should be remembering the 4,435 American troops who died in the Revolutionary War.

We should be remembering the 2,260 American troops who died in the War of 1812.

We should be remembering the 13,283 American troops who died in the Mexican War.

We should be remembering the 364,511 American troops who died in the Civil War.

We should be remembering the 2,446 American troops who died in the Spanish-American War.

We should be remembering the 4,435 American troops who died in the Revolutionary War.

We should be remembering the 2,260 American troops who died in the War of 1812.

We should be remembering the 13,283 American troops who died in the Mexican War.

We should be remembering the 364,511 American troops who died in the Civil War.

We should be remembering the 2,446 American troops who died in the Spanish-American War.

We should be remembering the 116,516 American troops who died in World War I.

We should be remembering the 405,399 American troops who died in World War II.

We should be remembering the 36,574 American troops who died in the Korean War.

We should be remembering the 58,220 American troops who died in the Vietnam conflict.

We should be remembering the 383 American troops who died in the Persian Gulf war.

We should be remembering the 4,410 American troops who died in Operation Iraqi Freedom.

We should be remembering the 73 American troops who died in Operation New Dawn.

We should be remembering the 2,347 American troops who died in Operation Enduring Freedom.

We should be remembering the 76 American troops who died in Operation Inherent Resolve.

We should be remembering the 69 American troops who died in Operation Freedom’s Sentinel.

We should be remembering the eight American troops who died in the Iranian hostage rescue mission.

We should be remembering the 265 American troops who died in the Lebanon peacekeeping mission.
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We should be remembering the 265 American troops who died in the Lebanon peacekeeping mission.

We should be remembering the 19 American troops who died in Operation Urgent Fury.

We should be remembering the 23 American troops who died in Operation Just Cause.

We should be remembering the 43 American troops who died in Operation Restore Hope.

We should be remembering the four American troops who died in Operation Uphold Democracy.

“Our fallen heroes have not only written our history, they have shaped our destiny,” President Donald Trump

said on Memorial Day in 2018. “They inspired their communities and uplifted their country and provided the

best example of courage, virtue and valor the world will ever know. They fought and bled and died so that

America would forever remain safe and strong and free.”

The numbers above were obtained from the Congressional Research Service and the U.S. Department of

Defense.
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If You Can Kill A Human Before They’re ‘Viable,’ Why Does Doing The Same To A Turtle End In Jail Time
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Hypocrisy is not a new look for the left.

While the left pickets on the front steps of state legislative halls over a bill that dare protect a human baby once a heartbeat is
detected, they are silent when it comes to a law that protects the unviable fetuses of the Atlantic Loggerhead.

A quick read of Florida’s Marine Turtle Protection Act proves my point: “A person, firm, or corporation that illegally takes, disturbs,
mutilates, destroys, causes to be destroyed, transfers, sells, offers to sell, molests, or harasses any marine turtle species or
hatchling, or parts thereof, or the eggs or nest of any marine turtle species described in this subsection commits a felony of the
third degree.“(FLA. 379.2431 (1)(d)(5))

Yes. You read that right.

Florida levies a stiff burden for a first-time offender of harassment of turtle eggs — to the tune of up to five years in prison and a
$10,000 fine. However, if you abort a human baby, the left tells you to celebrate it on social media or go watch a comedy routine
that makes abortion jokes.

The Florida law threatens to imprison and fine a person for disturbing a turtle, egg or nest during nesting season. But the left is
outraged at states for drawing a line in the sand to protect human life. They are furious that someone dare tell a mother she is not
allowed to murder her own child.

They picket and protest that it’s unfair. They shriek and howl that that thing inside a mother is “not a baby.” (They really say that.
Watch it here.)

As they sigh in feigned frustration that a group of legislators dare protect human life more than turtle life, they reveal the underlying
issue: They don’t care.

They don’t care that “viability” as a standard could give license to kill grown adults.

They don’t care that science has expanded the period of viability, not restricted it.

They don’t care that abortion lets rapists off the hook. That abortion lessens responsibility of men who prey on vulnerable women.
That abortion affects minority babies far more than Caucasian ones.

They simply do not care.

No one on the left is screaming that Florida’s Marine Turtle Protection Act is a vestige of a bygone era. They are not complaining
that protecting those eggs is unfair to the autonomy of female leatherbacks.

They aren’t throwing blood on themselves and dog-piling each other to expose the injustice of saving the unviable fetuses of the
Lepidochelys kempi.

To be clear, conservation is good. Protecting the creation that God gave us is a worthwhile goal. But murdering those who are
fashioned in the image of their Creator is neither moral nor compassionate.

Abortion is shaping up to be the most controversial issue of the 2020 election. The arguments on both sides expose a
fundamentally different perspective of the value of human life. The left much prefers for the controversy to be put behind us
because as science develops, so does technology that reveals with great clarity and definition that life within the womb is human,
valuable and worthy of protection.

Medical advancement and research only weakens the lefts’ argument. So they become more desperate. They lean so heavily on
the argument of a mother’s “choice” that they now — with a straight face — endorse measures that allow a baby to be aborted at
full term and even post birth.

The greatest resource that God gave earth is human life. We must protect these innocent lives at all costs. At every stage. For all
time. Without exceptions.

America finds itself once again at a moral crossroad. The iron is hot.

It is time.
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REMEMBER AND HONOR MEMORIAL DAY

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg052419dAPR20190524044556.jpg

AS AMERICAN'S WE REMEMBER PATRIOTS THAT GAVE THE ULTIMATE SACRIFICE ,THESE BRAVE MEN AND WOMEN

THAT HAVE GIVEN THEIR LIVES TO HONOR AND PROTECT THE FREEDOM'S OF THIS GREAT COUNTRY

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND WHICH SHE STANDS FOR, FOR LIFE, LIBERTY AND THE PURSUIT OF
HAPPINESS

https://cdn11.bigcommerce.com/s-4274e/images/stencil/1280x1280/products/23345/25146/8397_9x18_LifeLiberty_RED-
COTT__45990.1515098471.jpg

AND TODAY WE REMEMBER AND HONOR MEMORIAL DAY AND EVERYTHING IT STANDS FOR,

GOD BLESS AMERICA!

MAY THE LORD BLESS YOU AND YOUR FAMILY AND LOVED ONE'S PATRIOTS ON THIS

MEMORIAL DAY

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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96-Year-Old WWII Vet Wows NJ Stadium By Playing National Anthem On Harmonica
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A New Jersey stadium went wild on Sunday when a 96-year-old played a touching rendition of the National

Anthem on his harmonica ahead of Memorial Day.

Pete DuPre played the tune at halftime during the U.S. women’s national soccer team’s USWNT match

against Mexico at Red Bull Arena in Harrington

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/05/20/694940094001_6039014877001_6039014679001-vs.jpg

DuPre, whose musical abilities have earned him the nickname “Harmonica Pete,” has reportedly played the

national anthem live before.

The 96-year-old served as a medic in the 114th General Hospital Unit in Kidderminster, England where he

treated wounded service members from across Europe during World War II, USWNT told nj.com.

USWNT -- coming into the match unbeaten in their last eight games -- capped of their send-off series with a

3-0 win over Mexico. Their next tournament is slated for June 7 in Paris.

( LINK BELOW )
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Brexit Party Set To Win Most UK Seats In EU Elections

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/faragenigel_030119gn4_lead.jpg

Nigel Farage’s Brexit Party is set to claim the most U.K. seats in the European Union’s parliament following

last week’s European elections, according to early tallies, CNBC reports.

Farage, the former leader of the U.K. Independence Party and a major backer of efforts to leave the EU before and after the
2016 Brexit referendum, formed the new party in April.

Initial results show the party with 31.7 percent of the vote, compared to 18.7 percent for the Liberal Democrats, 14.1 percent
for the Labour Party and 8.7 percent for the Conservative Party. The party is projected to gain 29 seats.

Farage made frustration over the U.K.’s failure to pass a deal to exit the European Union by the initial March deadline a
centerpiece of the party’s campaign. Prime Minister Theresa May announced on Friday she would resign after failing to get
a deal through the U.K.’s Parliament on three occasions.

Supporters of Brexit had hoped that Great Britain would have been out of the European Union before the parliamentary
elections were held, and that they would not have been necessary.

The Brexit Party's success is likely to effect the debate over who should lead the Conservative Party following May's
departure, and will raise questions about whether the conservatives are poised to lose support to a party on the right in
future elections in Great Britain.

Farage said if both the Labor and Conservative parties do not change their behavior, his party will win a general election in
Great Britain.

“The Labour and Conservative parties could learn a big lesson from tonight but I don’t suppose that they actually
will,” Farage said as election returns came in. “I have to say this, if we don’t leave on October 31, then the scores
you’ve seen for the Brexit Party today will be repeated in a general election and we are getting ready for it.”

Returns indicated voter turnout increased significantly in the EU from the 2014 elections, climbing from 43 percent to
between 49 and 51 percent.

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump Meets Japan's New Emperor In Lavish Welcome Ceremony

https://s.marketwatch.com/public/resources/images/MW-HK363_trumpj_ZH_20190526205757.jpg

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/resizer/eGBpTiznnydvwdKbYjcE0bFutc8=/415x0/arc-anglerfish-arc2-prod-
tronc.s3.amazonaws.com/public/QQSZ6K3ZBRDVNJWCOGAHUJIEFQ.jpg

Trump met Emperor Naruhito at a ceremony full of pageantry at the Imperial Palace in Tokyo. It is part of a

lavish state visit to Japan by Trump that has also featured a visit to a sumu wrestling match on Sunday.

Trump is set to meet with Japan Prime Minister Abe later on Monday and will also attend a state banquet with the emperor
later in the evening.

A military band and dozens of children waving American and Japan flags were a part of the ceremony, which was also
attended by first lady Melania Trump and several White House aides, including press secretary Sarah Sanders and national
security adviser John Bolton.

The display sent a signal of deep unity between the United States and Japan amid Trump's trade war with China, the rising
economic power in the region. Trump this month raised tariffs on China after a failure to reach an agreement with Beijing.

North Korea is expected to be a subject of discussion when Trump meets with Abe.

The ceremony follows a tweet from Trump over the weekend in which the president said he “smiled” at North Korean
Chairman Kim Jong Un’s characterization of former Vice President Joe Biden as “low IQ” and said he “ha[s] confidence” in
Kim’s commitment to his promise to Trump despite a North Korean missile test earlier this month, which National Security
Adviser John Bolton on Saturday called a violation of United Nations resolutions.

Trump's tweet contradicted Bolton's remarks.

“U.N. Security Council resolutions prohibit North Korea from firing any ballistic missiles,” Bolton told reporters in
Tokyo, according to The Associated Press. “In terms of violating U.N. Security Council resolutions, there is no doubt
about that.”

Trump also has come under criticism for agreeing with Kim's criticism of Biden.

Trump has met twice with Kim, a dictator previous presidents had not agreed to meet.

( LINK BELOW )
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Why Mueller May Be Fighting A Public Hearing On Capitol Hill
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One of the more profound statements by Archie Bunker in “All In The Family” came when he corrected his daughter Gloria
for questioning if God made a mistake: “God don’t make no mistakes, that’s how he got to be God.” There is a certain value
in divine status. Natural disasters are dismissed as “God’s will,” and genetic defects as part of “God’s plan.”

Very few mortals ever warrant such faith, except perhaps Robert Mueller. Washington has deified him by popular
acclamation. The times demanded it. It was simply not enough to demonize Donald Trump. That was done throughout the
2016 campaign, with the notable assistance of Trump himself. However, you cannot have a villain without a countervailing
hero. Evil needs a point of reference, and Mueller became that reference. While Trump is portrayed as bombastic,
impetuous, and juvenile, Mueller is painted as stoic, reserved, and professional. Indeed, as every new filing undermined the
common narrative of Trump campaign collusion with the Russians, the commentators fell into a mantra of “just wait for
Mueller.”

They are still waiting. Mueller has yet to testify despite Attorney General William Barr stating that he has no objections to
him doing so. In the past week, it was confirmed that Mueller is resisting testifying in public. At the same time, House
Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerrold Nadler indicated that his committee may indeed allow Mueller to appear in private
with no subpoena, no cameras, and no cries of coverup. The media is remarkably uninterested in the reason for this
demand from Muelller. After all, if you have no faith in Mueller, then you are an apostate within the Beltway.

So why is Mueller and his staff so worried and apprehensive about his answering questions in public? To answer that
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So why is Mueller and his staff so worried and apprehensive about his answering questions in public? To answer that
question, we must look at his report objectively, as agnostics rather than as advocates for one side or the other. Mueller
has to address several glaring problems with how he carried out his responsibilities, including his reported failure to identify
grand jury material, as requested by Barr and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, which may have delayed the report.

The most troubling failure, however, was Mueller refusing to reach a conclusion on obstruction. He reached a conclusion on
collusion and stated that his staff could “not establish that members of the Trump campaign conspired or coordinated with
the Russian government in its election interference activities.” He then stated that he would not reach a conclusion on
obstruction, without explaining why beyond citing past Justice Department memos stating that a sitting president cannot be
indicted. His decision on this matter is incompatible with his mandate.

The special counsel is mandated to find possible evidence of criminal conduct. If Mueller is going to argue that he felt
constrained by Justice Department memos, he was a failure as special counsel. I have argued, going back to my testimony
in the Clinton impeachment hearings, that the Justice Department was wrong on those memos. Nothing in the Constitution
says that a president has immunity from criminal charges. Nevertheless, one can accept these memos and still see the
illogic in reading them as a bar to reaching conclusions as a special counsel.

First, any implied interpretation would not only contradict the governing federal regulations but contradict the express
directions of the Justice Department superiors overseeing the special counsel. Indeed, both Barr and Rosenstein pushed
Mueller to reach a conclusion on obstruction. When he failed to do so, they did it for him. No one has suggested that they
violated Justice Department policy in reaching their conclusion.

Second, any reading of the two Justice Department memos dispels any notion of a limit on special counsels. Even
accepting the flawed logic of the memoranda, they only speak to indicting a president while in office. Because such an
indictment would tie up a president in litigation, it was argued that it would interfere with his functioning. Yet, nothing in that
policy would stop a special counsel from making findings of criminal conduct. Indeed, Mueller made findings not just on
collusion but on facts underlying obstruction. It is nonsensical to read memos on the indictment of a president to mean that
you cannot find a basis for criminal charges.

Finally, this is what a special counsel does, as defined in the regulations, which outweigh any Office of Legal Counsel
memos. A special counsel makes prosecutorial decisions. For two years, both Congress and the executive branch
expected Mueller to reach conclusions. Before filing his report, Barr and Rosenstein expressly told him to do so. If he was
not willing to do so, he should have stood aside when asked to come on.

Many of the commentators discussing the report in the media not only make excuses for Mueller but ignore that the report
is not particularly impressive. The investigation by the FBI certainly was impressive and notable, especially on Russian
hacking and trolling operations. However, the report itself reads like a long account of interesting vignettes with no
prosecutorial conclusions. One obvious concern is that Mueller and his staff did not reach a conclusion on obstruction
because they could not bring themselves to give Trump a clean bill of health on criminal conduct.

The statement released by Barr was damning to be sure. Even if Trump was not found to have acted in an indictable or
impeachable fashion, he was found to have acted in a contemptible fashion. However, reaching a conclusion in both
volumes may have proven too much for Mueller after months of abuse by Trump. If this was the motivation, then the
greatest political offense established by the special counsel was indeed his own.

Mueller may not want to answer any of these questions in public. Indeed, he seemed to have trouble answering even in
private. As Barr tellingly testified to the Senate: “Special counsel Mueller stated three times to us in that meeting, in
response to our questioning, that he emphatically was not saying that,” but for the Office of Legal Counsel opinion, “he
would have found obstruction.” He continued: “We did not understand exactly why the special counsel was not reaching a
decision. When we pressed him on it, he said that his team was still formulating the explanation.”

That is not the Mueller many of us encountered 30 years ago. It is bizarre that he would meet with the attorney general and
the deputy attorney general about his conclusions but not have a clear explanation on not reaching conclusions. In the past,
the idea of Mueller saying his team was working on an explanation after two years would have been laughable.

The House Judiciary Committee is not placing conditions on Mueller testifying as it did with Barr, who had been willing to
appear in public until the committee added a condition guaranteeing that he would not by insisting that he be questioned by
legal staff, like a mob “torpedo” in the Kefauver hearings. When asked why they would forgo Barr testifying by insisting on
such a condition, members said the special counsel report was so complicated that legal staff needed to question the
witness.

Suddenly, it seems, the report has become less complicated. There is no demand for a public hearing and, apparently, no
demand for legal staff to question Mueller. He has much to explain, and the public is entitled to hear it without the usual
partisan filters. Mueller can still fulfill his mandate and redeem his legacy. After all, to err may not be divine, but it is human.

( LINK BELOW )
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Army's Tweet Asking Soldiers How Service Has Impacted Them Prompts Heartbreaking Responses

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/us_army_troops_12042018.jpg

A post on Twitter from the U.S. Army asking former soldiers how serving has impacted them drew harrowing and
heartbreaking responses, showing the human impact service and deployment has on veterans.

The U.S. Army asked Thursday night for responses to the seemingly benign question that has since elicited more than
10,000 responses as of Sunday.

While some answers from former service members were filled with fond memories and instances of growth and pride, an
overwhelmingly amount discussed in detail struggles with mental health, PTSD and suicide.

Many of the responses detailed the difficult transition for service members when they returned home from combat or exited
the military and returned to their lives as civilians.

U.S. Army

 Verified account

@USArmy

How has serving impacted you?

Sean P. 

@SeanP_75

@SeanP_75

@USArmy

The “Combat Cocktail”: PTSD, severe depression, anxiety. Isolation. Suicide attempts. Never ending rage.

It cost me my #relationship with my eldest son and my grandson. It cost some of my men so much more.

czzHow did serving impact me? Ask my family.

U.S. Army

 Verified account

@USArmy

How has serving impacted you?

Cory Schabacker 

@CorySchabacker

@CorySchabacker

@USArmy

After 15 years in I was kicked out after showing obviously signs of PTSD and depression. Now I can't

function in society because of my major depressive disorder.

So now what?*

U.S. Army  Verified account

@USArmy

How has serving impacted you?

Michael J Neel 

@MichaelJNeel1

@MichaelJNeel1

@USArmy

26 brothers dead. Only 8 in theater.

Psyche ward myself after 3 attempts.
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Psyche ward myself after 3 attempts.

Everything we accomplished in Mosul was wasted. Every life we gave was spat on.

That's how serving impacted me.

The Army responded to its post late Saturday with a follow-up tweet thanking everyone who responded.

"Thank you for sharing your story,” the Army wrote. “Your stories are real, they matter, and they may help others in
similar situations. The Army is committed to the health, safety, and well-being of our Soldiers.”

U.S. Army

 Verified account

@USArmy

How has serving impacted you?

4:34 PM - 23 May 2019 7,933 Retweets 14,339 Likes Lasse GrönqvistDoughhVai pro inferno Jake
PuddingbojackhorsemanxcamplazloxangrybeaverspornGeorge �em.Senyosolodrama“the brat” 10,200 replies 7,933 retweets
14,339 likes Reply 10K Retweet 7.9K Like 14K Direct message WWG1WGATweet text

New conversation

U.S. Army

 Verified account

@USArmy

To everyone who responded to this thread, thank you for sharing your story. Your stories are real, they

matter, and they may help others in similar situations. The Army is committed to the health, safety, and well-

being of our Soldiers.

At least one response thanked the Army for asking the question and starting the thread, saying it raises much-needed
awareness of the sacrifice service members make.

U.S. Army

 Verified account

@USArmy

How has serving impacted you?

Mike Schmidt 

@MikeSchmidt69

@MikeSchmidt69

@USArmy

Some say this thread back-fired but this is just the thread that is needed each memorial day so we

remember the sacrifices military members and their families make and how we as a country need to

understand the true cost of service and improve our support.
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Graham: Impeachment Is 'Political Suicide' for Pelosi's Democrats

( VIDEO & STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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安倍晋三安倍晋三 AbeShinzo : President Trump And The First Lady Are Staying In Japan As The First State

Guests Akie And I Are Looking Forward To Seeing Them Tomorrow !

(WHAT A GREAT GESTURE AS A NATION LEADER TO SHOW SUCH RESPECT TO HONOR THAT NATIONS COLORS IS
AWESOME)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7Z4do-U0AAniPZ.jpg

安倍晋三安倍晋三

 Verified account

@AbeShinzo

@AbeShinzo

President Trump and the First Lady are staying in Japan as the first State Guests of the new era “Reiwa”!

TOKYO SKYTREE welcomes their historic visit with a special lighting inspired by the Stars and Stripes.

Akie and I are looking forward to seeing them tomorrow !

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/AbeShinzo/status/1132224813177614337
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Connecticut Boat Dealers Hire 85% More Full Time Employees After State Legislature Cuts Tax

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/247/8bd7703b-9e92-442e-b8f2-0125fc535a95.jpg

The Day reports that boating companies in the Nutmeg State have seen record sales which have allowed boat dealers to
hire 85% more workers after the Connecticut state government cut the boat sale tax from 6.35% to 2.99% starting last July.

Rick Dieterich, owner of Springline Yacht Sales, sold more than $3.6 million worth of equipment in 2018 following the state's
tax cut, and is on track to do more than $4 million worth of sales in 2019. Dieterich credits the tax cut with his boom in
business. "He said the average sale is in the $400,000 range but called them 'working people's boats,' for which buyers
typically take out a 20-year mortgage," according to the paper.

But still, sales like those have helped marinas and boat dealers across the state stay in business and put more people to
work. According to Kathleen Burns, executive director of the Connecticut Marine Trades Association, "average boat sales
were up 41 percent per month, marinas reported an occupancy rate increase from 65 to 78 percent, and 85 percent of all
dealers hired additional full-time personnel since July 2018." Even during the winter season, sales were up 8% when in
previous years that season saw low unemployment and profits for the boating industry.

But, now this tax cut is in jeopardy of being repealed if the budget proposal Gov. Ned Lamont passes. This budget would
revert the tax cut back to 6.35%. Burns and other boating advocates and boat owners testified before the state legislature
that raising the tax back up would harm the economy.

For example, Tasha Cusson, owner of Atlantic Outboard "said her company invested more than $1 million in the business in
the past year, something it wouldn't have done if employees thought the sales tax reduction was temporary."

Other advocates say this boils down to competition and that neighboring states are reaping the awards of low, or no taxes,
on boat sales. Kate Mosley, marina manager of Saybrook Point Marina, told the government that, "When we lose boat sales
and boat slips to neighboring states, we also (lose) tax revenue from restaurants, hotels, spas, entertainment venues, and
more."

"Raising occupancy and boat sales taxes will drive tourists and jobs out of the state, resulting in the overall LOSS of tax
revenue," she added.

While tax revenue on boat sales have declined slightly since the bill was implemented, revenue loss has not been as great
as the government has anticipated. And, proponents of retaining the 2.99% tax rate point out that May is typically the
busiest month of the year for boat sales. Others point out that the revenue tax is somewhat unquantifiable in that revenue
raised in other areas such as payroll taxes, have increased across the board with hiring new employees.

The state legislature will now decide whether to approve or compromise on Gov. Lamont's Budget.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/05/26/connecticut-boat-dealers-hire-more-full-time-employees-after-state-
legislature-cu-n2546903
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Liberal Journo' Tweets Fabricated Trump Quote, Dems And Media Fall Hook, Line, And Sinker

https://assets.rbl.ms/19554123/1200x600.jpg

A political scientist and author, a man who is a contributor to Time and has almost half a million Twitter followers, fabricated
a quote about Joe, which he attributed to President Trump. Guess what happened next.

If you guessed "Democrats, journalists, #Resistance Twitter, and so on Tweeted it and treated it as true," then ding-ding-
ding, you win. Because that is indeed what happened.

The quote, which one can admit is sort of plausible as Trumpism, was "Kim Jong Un is smarter and would make a better
President than Sleep Joe Biden."

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/fake-trump-quote-biden-viral-bremmer
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/284/a98f857a-66eb-435d-a6cc-e900a7c23a27.jpg

A Guatemalan national previously deported from the United States after being charged and serving jail time for rape and kidnapping
was arrested this week in El Paso, TX after attempting to re-enter the country.

ABC 7 KVIA News reports that "Domingo Larios Castro, 49, was attempting to enter the United States illegally with a group of 43
undocumented immigrants." The group was apprehended by Border Patrol which transported the 40 plus individuals to a station for
background checks and other procedures.

While there, authorities discovered Larios' "alarming criminal history." The 49-year-old man was deported in 2008 after serving five
years in jail for rape and kidnapping in Rhode Island. Also in his background check was the fact that he had an outstanding
arrested warrant for another assault in Rhode Island he committed more than a decade ago.

Because of this, Larios will now be extradited from Texas to Providence, RI to face trial for his assault.

This arrest comes as Border Patrol agents apprehended another sex offender miles away in Alpine, TX. Hidden amongst a group
of 11 illegal aliens, authorities discovered that one of the 11 individuals, "identified as Simon Gonzalez-Munoz, a 44-year-old male
from Mexico, was previously convicted on May 27, 2003, of indecency with a child, sexual contact/aggravated sexual assault.
Gonzalez-Munoz was convicted in Brownfield, Terry County, Texas and sentenced to six years confinement. Gonzalez-Munoz,
was previously deported in March 2009."

These arrests highlight the growing problem of safety concerns not just for Americans should men like Gonzalez-Munoz and Larios
have made it into the United States, but also for the migrant children they travel with on their journey to the border.

( LINK BELOW )
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THERE'S NO DENYING IT Q'ANON IS A WORLD WIDE MOVEMENT / DARK TO LIGHT

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7gOVvKWsAAKyHq.jpg

JAPANESE SUPPORTER'S WELCOMING THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DONALD TRUMP

AND OF COURSE IN JAPAN, THEY ALSO FOLLOW 'Q' , AND THESE JAPANESE SUPPORTERS WELCOMED Q'ANON

WITH A CARDBOARD CUT OUT OF THE LETTER "Q" PAINTED RED WHITE AND BLUE

PORTRAYING THE GREAT FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN THE SHAPE OF A 'Q'

Q'ANON MOVEMENT IS A REAL THREAT TO THE DEEP STATE AND THE DEEP STATE WILL TRY

WITH EVERYTHING THEY HAVE AND OWN TO TRY AND DESTROY THIS SO CALLED LARP IN THE MEDIA'S EYES

BUT THEN AGAIN WE KNOW WHO OWNS THE MEDIA AND THEY ARE THE SAME PEOPLE THAT ARE RUNNING SCARED

BECAUSE THEY NOW KNOW THAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP ALONG WITH ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR

WILL GET TO THE BOTTOM OF WHO, WHAT , WHERE AND WHEN THE WHOLE FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION

COUP ATTEMPT STARTED AND WHO WAS INVOLVED PUSHING THIS NARRATIVE FORWARD

OF COURSE THE DEEP STATE CRIMINAL'S HATE Q'ANON BECAUSE HE HAS HELPED RED PILL SO MANY OF THE
MASSES

AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHY YOU SEE IN THE MEDIA EVERY NOW AND THEN AN ATTACK ON Q'ANON AS A LARP OR A
CONSPIRACY THEORY

BECAUSE THEY WANT TO STOP ANYONE ELSE FROM SEARCHING OR HEARING THE TRUTH,

SO 'Q' SAID THIS STATEMENT ABOUT THESE CRIMINAL'S THAT ARE TRYING TO DESTROY THE Q' MOVEMENT:

" YOU ATTACK THOSE WHO THREATEN YOU THE MOST "

( Logical Thinking )

Q'ANON (in today's drop)

http://magaimg.net/img/825r.png
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Illegal Immigrant Arrested After 11-Year-Old Is Found Pregnant
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https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/illegal-immigrant-arrested-11-year-old-found-pregnant/
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Pope Francis Compares Abortion To Hiring A Hitman
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Pope Francis compared having an abortion to hiring a "hitman" and called the procedure always unacceptable on Saturday.

“Is it legitimate to take out a human life to solve a problem?” he said Vatican conference according to The New York
Times. “Is it permissible to contract a hitman to solve a problem?”

The pope characterized aborting an unhealthy fetus as “inhuman eugenics.”

“Human life is sacred and inviolable and the use of prenatal diagnosis for selective purposes should be discouraged
with strength,” Francis said, according to The Times.

His remarks come as anti-abortion legislation sweeps across several U.S. states. In recent weeks, several state legislatures have
advanced or passed bills outlawing abortion at about six weeks into a pregnancy. This month, Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey (R) signed
a bill into law that would outlaw almost all abortions.

On Friday, Missouri Gov. Mike Parson (R) signed a bill on Friday prohibiting abortion at eight weeks into pregnancy.

With the new legislation also comes a renewed debate in the U.S. around the issue, with several 2020 Democratic candidates
proposing new ways to protect abortion rights.

According to the National Catholic Register, a Catholic newspaper, Francis previously made the hitman comparison in October.

( LINK BELOW )
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EX-CIA OFFICIALS FUME ABOUT DECLASSIFICATION ORDER, IGNORING PREVIOUS LEAKS OF SECRET SOURCES
AND METHODS

John Brennan and other intelligence community operatives are circling the wagons against President Donald Trump’s
declassification directive, claiming that it could expose top-secret sources and methods used in the Trump-Russia probe. But
Brennan’s complaint may be misplaced given that virtually all of the significant leaks about sources and methods used in the
investigation have been given to left-leaning news outlets. In one case, FBI official Peter Strzok expressed concerns that the CIA
was leaking inaccurate information about the intelligence gathered on Trump associates. Former intelligence community officials,
including former CIA director John Brennan, have expressed concern over President Donald Trump’s declassification order due the
potential release of CIA sources and methods.

“The concern is that very, very precious source and methods of the United States intelligence community as well as our partners
and allies abroad — those who share this sensitive information with us,” Brennan said on MSNBC on Friday.

But Brennan’s concern, which was echoed by other intelligence community veterans and TV pundits on Friday, may be misplaced.

Government officials who appear to not be allies of Trump have been behind countless leaks of classified information regarding
sources, methods and investigative targets in the Trump-Russia probe. Some of the leaks have disclosed the existence of
surveillance warrants and FBI informants used against the Trump campaign.

In one case, the FBI official who led the investigation into Russian interference, Peter Strzok, believed that the CIA was leaking
highly classified assessments about Russia’s election-related activities to the press. (RELATED: Peter Strzok Suspected CIA
Was Behind Inaccurate Media Leaks)

“I’m beginning to think the agency got info a lot earlier than we thought and hasn’t shared it completely with us. Might explain all
these weird/seemingly incorrect leads all these media folks have. Would also highlight agency as source of some of the leaks,”
Strzok wrote in a text message on April 13, 2017.

Strzok expressed similar concern in a text message months earlier.

“Think our sisters have begun leaking like mad. Scorned and worried and political, they’re kicking in to overdrive,” Strzok wrote on
Dec. 15, 2016, a day after NBC News reported that the CIA believed that Vladimir Putin directed the computer hacks against
Democrats.

The New York Times has since reported that a person close to Putin is the CIA’s lone source for the information about Putin. The
Times reported on Friday that current and former intelligence community officials are concerned that the source (who the
newspaper identified as a man) could be in danger because of Trump’s declassification order.

But there is no indication that Trump’s order will lead to the disclosure of top-secret sources, including those working inside the
Kremlin.

On Thursday, Trump directed the heads of various intelligence community agencies, including the FBI and CIA, to provide
materials to Attorney General William Barr as part of a review he is conducting of surveillance activities directed at the Trump
campaign.

Barr has said that he believes that “spying” occurred against the Trump campaign, and that he is investigating whether it was legal
or illegal.

Trump also granted Barr the authority to declassify documents as he sees fit. Brennan said Friday that he is concerned that Barr
will release highly sensitive information in “willy nilly” fashion.

WATCH:

https://youtu.be/OzlSlNWyQAg via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/05/25/brennan-sources-methods-cia-barr/?
utm_medium=push&utm_source=daily_caller&utm_campaign=push
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Artist Banned From Facebook For Turning 'MAGA' Hats Into Symbols Of Hate Speech

An artist who redesigns President Trump’s “Make America Great Again” hats into recognizable symbols of hate speech says she
was banned from Facebook for violating the platform's standards.

Kate Kretz of Mount Rainer, Md., rips apart the iconic red campaign hat and resews it to look like other symbols, such as a Nazi
arm band or a Ku Klux Klan hood, WUSA 9 reported.

“The arm band is actually titled, ‘Only the Terrorized Own the Right to Name Symbols of Terror,’ and so if people are afraid of
people that are walking around with MAGA hats, because they’re afraid of violence," Kretz said. "It’s not really up to the wearer to
say 'oh you shouldn’t feel afraid of me.'"

The artist said that Facebook took down an image of the reimagined Nazi paraphernalia for “violating community standards."

She appealed the decision and labeled another image with text clarifying that the photo was of a piece of art but her entire account
was later disabled.

Kretz told the outlet that she uses her Facebook page to sell her art and maintain her livelihood, as well as keep contacts for art
shows.

"I understand doing things for the greater good," Kretz said. "However, I think artists are a big part of Facebook’s content
providers, and they owe us a fair hearing.”

The Hill has reached out to Facebook for comment.

Kretz told KTVU that she only buys knock off "MAGA" hats that are the same texture and color so she is not directly funding
Trump’s campaign.

“I wanted to make sure I wasn’t putting any money in [Trump’s] pocket,” Kretz said.

The cap has become a polarizing symbols since Trump's 2016 campaign.

Just this week, a high school in Pennsylvania apologized after the yearbook club blurred out two teenagers' pro-Trump apparel in a
yearbook photo.

( LINK BELOW )
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Brennan, Clapper Lash Out Trump For Declassifying 2016 Election Intel / Dark To Light You Globalist Puppets
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https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/05/25/931/524/694940094001_6040951279001_6040950982001-
vs.jpg

Former CIA Director John Brennan and former DNI James Clapper blasted President Trump on Friday night for directing
Attorney General William Barr to declassify documents related to the surveillance of his campaign during the 2016 election,
calling it "outrageous."

"I see it as a very, very serious and outrageous move on the part of Mr. Trump, once again, trampling on the
statutory authorities of the Director of National Intelligence and the heads of the independent intelligence agencies,"
Brennan told MSNBC host Chris Hayes. "And it's unclear to me what Mr. Barr is actually going to do. Is he
investigating a crime? Well, what's the predication of that crime? Or he is just going to be looking for information...
that Mr. Trump can just give to his defenders on the right and cherry-pick information that could be taken out of
context?"

Brennan expressed concern about exposing "sources and methods" as well as the intelligence of "partners abroad."

"This is very serious and I know that my former colleagues in the intelligence agencies are looking upon this with
great concern and worry," the former top Obama official stated.

He later said he hopes that DNI Dan Coats and CIA Director Gina Haspel will "stand up" to President Trump's
"unprecedented act."

Brennan slammed President Trump on Twitter after the president shared a political cartoon mocking the former CIA
Director, former DNI Clapper, and FBI Director James Comey.

"Young people everywhere: Please do not emulate Mr. Trump’s very immature behavior. Find others of honesty,
integrity, & decency to be your role models," the MSNBC analyst tweeted. "And always try to do what you know is
the right thing, even when doing what is right is both unpopular & difficult."

Meanwhile, Clapper told CNN's Anderson Cooper that the "bigger issue" is "what exactly is the scope" of the
declassification, whether it involves all of Russia's interference in the election or just the counter-intelligence probe. He
expressed similar concerns as Brennan regarding sources and methods being exposed and putting "people's lives at risk."

Clapper, now a CNN analyst, insisted that the infamous Steele dossier was not used as sourcing for the intelligence
community assessment in January 2017.

( LINK BELOW )
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Castro Makes Utter Fools of Obama, Brennan, Kerry and Ben Rhodes—Media Silent
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Two Illegals Set Free Thanks To ‘Progressive’ Leadership. Now A 14-Year-Old Girl Is Dead

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Untitled-design-2019-05-23T184051.136-592x331.jpg

Political decisions have consequences. It’s easy to pretend that rhetoric exists in some sort of bubble, making for neat
talking points but having no impact on everyday life.

But a life is now over, and leftist policies on illegal immigration may be directly to blame.

A 14-year-old Maryland girl was murdered last month in Prince George’s County, just a stone’s throw from our nation’s
Capitol. Two suspects have been arrested, and they’re both illegal aliens from El Salvador.

That’s outrageous enough, but it gets worse. The alleged murderers are repeat offenders, yet were released into the public
even though they had Immigration and Customs Enforcement detainers against them.

“2 unlawfully present El Salvadoran teens have been arrested and charged with first-degree murder of a
Maryland girl,” the official White House Twitter account stated in a post on Tuesday. “Both had previously
been arrested for attempted murder.”

“In spite of detainers placed on them, both were released without notification to [ICE],” the official tweet continued.

The White House

✔ @WhiteHouse

BREAKING: 2 unlawfully present El Salvadoran teens have been arrested and charged with first-degree

murder of a Maryland girl.

Both had previously been arrested for attempted murder. In spite of detainers placed on them, both were

released without notification to @ICEgov.

Authorities told WJLA-TV that Josue Rafael Fuentes-Ponce and Joel Ernesto Escobar were in the U.S. illegally when they
and a 14-year-old girl named Cynthia Hernandez-Nucamendi killed Ariana Funes-Diaz last month. They then allegedly left
the teen’s body in a creek, where it was found on April 19, WJLA reported.

The murder suspects are believed to be linked to the infamous MS-13 gang, and suspected of killing Funes-Diaz to prevent
her from going to police with information about a robbery, WJLA reported.

According to WTTG in Washington, the two were arrested last year in Prince George’s County, accused of attempted
murder and gang-related charges. It wasn’t clear when or how the two were released, according to the Washington
Examiner.

So how exactly do illegal immigrants facing charges of violent crime get treated with kid gloves? That’s exactly what the
Trump administration is demanding to know, but officials in Maryland are now playing a game of finger-pointing.

“Prince George’s corrections director Mary Lou McDonaugh said Wednesday that they ignored the ICE
detainer a year ago because of the guidance from the attorney general,” WJLA reported.

The chain of blame seems to link right back to the Maryland attorney general, at least based on that report and a statement
from the Prince George’s County Department of Corrections.

“The Department of Corrections follows the Guidance Memorandum of the Maryland Attorney General to not
inform the U.S. Immigrations [sic] and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency of individuals being released with
a detainer, which is a civil matter,” that department said in a written notice, according to WJLA.

And who is the attorney general of Maryland? That would be Brian E. Frosh, a Democrat now in his second term who made
his last election all about taking on the Trump administration.

“The Maryland attorney general’s race has become a referendum on the anti-Trump resistance: Democratic
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“The Maryland attorney general’s race has become a referendum on the anti-Trump resistance: Democratic
incumbent Brian E. Frosh touts his success suing the administration over issues including the president’s
travel ban,” The Washington Post reported in September, just before the November election.

“I’m protecting our state and everyone in it from what is going on in Washington,” Frosh declared at a 2018
rally.

How catch-and-release policies for criminal illegal aliens are “protecting” Maryland citizens is a bit of a mystery.

They certainly didn’t protect Ariana Funes-Diaz from being murdered.

But Frosh has spent much of his time focused on attacking the Trump administration, filing no less than 20 lawsuits against
the administration that have made him what one analyst called a “progressive hero,” The Washington Post reported. And if
the state’s Department of Corrections is right, he’s also pushed sanctuary-style policies that discourage localities from
cooperating with ICE.

Instead of working with the federal agency to keep dangerous aliens off the streets, Maryland officials seem to be using
“legalese” to split hairs about their responsibilities.

“A detainer is not a warrant. It’s a civil detainer,” Director of Corrections Mary Lou McDonough said during a
Wednesday news conference. “It’s actually a request for localities to hold inmates till ICE decides whether
they want to come for them or not. And following that guidance, Prince George’s County does not notify
ICE.”

video below

https://twitter.com/ABC7Brad/status/1131267174042132480

Brad Bell

✔ @ABC7Brad

Replying to @ABC7Brad

@ABC7News

New Prince George's county jail director firing back at @ICEgov saying the prior release of two teens now

charged with murder despite an immigration detainer is legal and proper based on guidance from the

Maryland Attorney General. I'll have the full story on @ABC7News

You have to wonder if that kind of justification lets officials sleep at night, feeling smug about foiling the Trump
administration while suspected killers go free.

Here’s the bottom line: The ridiculous decision by liberal politicians to see the president as their enemy, and do whatever it
takes to spite him, is putting innocent people at risk.

This isn’t a game. There are life-and-death consequences, and it’s time for officials to admit that protecting Americans is
more important than their petty anti-Trump bickering.
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Trump Admin Investigating Religious Discrimination Claims After Chick-fil-A Excluded From Airports

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/article_images/chickfila_getty.jpg

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) launched an investigation into two airports after they excluded Chick-fil-A from
facilities.

"The Department of Transportation has received complaints alleging discrimination by two airport operators
against a private company due to the expression of the owner’s religious beliefs," and the FAA said in a
statement Friday.

"FAA’s Office of Civil Rights has notified the San Antonio International Airport (SAT) and Buffalo Niagara
International Airport (BUF) that it has opened investigations into these complaints," the administration
added, noting that operators cannot exclude people on a religious basis if they receive FAA funds.

Chick-fil-A was not named in the statement.

“We received a letter from the FAA advising us they were opening an investigation into the airport
concessions contract,” City Attorney Andy Segovia told the San Antonio Express-News. “We will need time
to review the letter and determine our course of action.”

The San Antonio City Council voted 6-4 in March to bar Chick-fil-A from the airport, citing the company’s anti-LGBTQ
donations and history. Since then, Texas state lawmakers have introduced and advanced a "Save Chick-fil-A" bill that
would prevent the government from punishing a person or company based on actions connected to a religious belief.

The Buffalo Niagra airport's concessionaire Delaware North has also canceled plans for a Chick-fil-A at the airport,
according to The Buffalo News.

The Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority's executive director said in a letter to commissioners obtained by The Buffalo
News that “The decision not to move forward with Chick-fil-A at Buffalo airport was not made by the NFTA."

( LINK BELOW )
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Kanye West: Trump Voters 'Bullied' by 'Liberals'

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=c5fb9b35-a5e3-48c5-801c-
f94a10b506a5&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Musician and fashion designer Kanye West reportedly laments the treatment of President Donald Trump voters, saying
they’re “bullied” by “liberals,” and “treated like enemies of America.”

In an interview on David Letterma’s Netflix show “My Next Guest Needs No Introduction,” West tried to explain his affection
for Trump in a conversation that began about his “fear” as a man during the #MeToo movement, the Daily Beast reported.

“This is like my thing with Trump—we don’t have to feel the same way, but we have the right to feel what we
feel,” he said, adding that when he wears his “Make America Great Again” hat, it’s “not about politics” but
an attempt to break the stigma of supporting Trump.

“So if I see a person that I admire talking about Donald Trump can think whatever he does, I wonder if those
thoughts, indirectly, aren’t hurting people who are already being hurt,” Letterman said.

West responded instead that he sympathized with Trump voters who are “treated like enemies of America because that’s
what they felt.”

“Have you ever been beat up in your high school for wearing the wrong hat?” West asked later. “Liberals
bully people who are Trump supporters.”

The hour-long discussion and four other episodes of the show can be streamed on Netflix beginning May 31.
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Lindsey Graham: Nancy Pelosi Is Either Delusional Or Misrepresenting Where Democrats Stand On

Impeachment

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/143/d59c6b2f-ac5c-46f0-a985-d3b894ad8aae.png

In case you missed it earlier this week, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi blew up a scheduled infrastructure meeting at the White
House after accusing President Trump of a cover-up.

"We believe the President of the United States is engaged in a cover-up," Pelosi said after a meeting with House Democrats about
impeachment Wednesday. "We do believe that it's important to follow the facts. We believe that no one is above the law, including
the President of the United States."

Yesterday, she tripled down on her comments and called for Trump officials to stage an intervention with the President. She also
said Democrats aren't going to impeach President Trump because "he wants them to."

(video in link)

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1131953250641383424

The Hill  Verified account

@thehill

@thehill

Speaker Nancy Pelosi: "The White House is just crying out for impeachment

This isn't a serious argument.

During an interview on Capitol Hill, Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Lindsey Graham called Pelosi's bluff.

(video in link)

https://twitter.com/jason_donner/status/1131614796095401984

Jason Donner

 Verified account

@jason_donner

@jason_donner

Lindsey Graham: “When she [Nancy Pelosi] says the President wants to be impeached. I don’t buy that.

When she says her caucus is not divided. I don’t buy that. She’s either delusional or misrepresenting where

her caucus really is.”

He followed up on Fox and Friends Friday morning, saying Democrats who want to impeach Trump have lost their minds.

https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/1131904721831251968

Washington Examiner

 Verified account

@dcexaminer

@dcexaminer

@LindseyGrahamSC says he defends @realDonaldTrump because it is good for the country.

"He is really doing a good job. The Democrats are going to get him reelected."

Graham says the people who are trying to impeach Trump have "lost their mind."
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Panics During Thunderstorm, Says DC Weather Is Result Of ‘Climate Crisis.’ A Meteorologist
Hilariously Shuts Her Down

https://assets.rbl.ms/19551404/1200x600.jpg

A meteorologist took Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) to task after she panicked about "climate crisis" during a
Thursday tornado warning in Washington, D.C

What happened?

Ocasio-Cortez attempted to connect the tornado warning to climate change on social media, but meteorologist Ryan Maue
set her straight.

"There's people stuck outside!" she told her Instagram followers in a video, gesturing to the heavy rain and winds
occurring outside. "We need to get them out. This is crazy."

She added, "Well, that was something. Alarms went off in the building advising people to seek shelter."

"Apparently the tornado moved/missed the city so quickly that they ended the warning shortly after," Ocasio-Cortez
continued. "Apparently this is a thing that happens in the summer here? With increasing intensity?"

The freshman lawmaker went on to share a PBS story that examined a study trying to determine whether climate change
worsens the effects of tornadoes. She quoted the piece, writing, "Rather than lie squarely in the Great Plains, America's
tornadoes appear to be sliding into the Midwest and Southeast."

Ocasio-Cortez told her followers, "Tornadoes are challenging to link to climate change links due to their nature
(geographically, limited, acute patterns, how they form, etc.), but we DO know that tornadoes HAVE been changing.
They are no longer limited to the Great Plains, and are shifting to other regions of the country."

"The climate crisis is real, y'all," she added. "Guess we're at casual tornadoes in growing regions of the country."

What did the weatherman say?

Maue responded to Ocasio-Cortez's alarmism, pointing out that she was confusing weather and climate change.

On Twitter, Maue wrote, "The Congresswoman @AOC does not know the difference between weather and climate. Let's try
an easy analogy: Weather is what outfit you wear heading out the door. Climate is your closet wardrobe."

He also added, "I thought this was fake but it's from @AOC Instagram story. No idea what she means with 'casual
tornadoes' and how this line of severe thunderstorms is proof of any 'climate crisis.' It's just the weather in D.C."

Ryan Maue

 Verified account

@RyanMaue

I thought this was fake but it's from @AOC Instagram story.

No idea what she means with "casual tornadoes" and how this line of severe thunderstorms is proof of any

"climate crisis".

It's just the weather in D.C. � ♂�

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7SFwkfXsAEnl5V.jpg

Ryan Maue  Verified account

@RyanMaue Follow Follow @RyanMaue

The Congresswoman @AOC does not know the difference between weather and climate.

Let's try an easy analogy:

Weather is what outfit you wear heading out the door.

Climate is your closet wardrobe.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7SrQPtXoAIv_OM.jpg
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Democrat Adam Schiff Calls Declassification Order 'un-American' — And Gets Torched By His Own Words

He really should have searched his own timeline before firing off accusations

https://assets.rbl.ms/19552662/1200x600.jpg

Democratic leader Rep. Adam Schiff of California was criticized by many on social media after his apparently contradictory
tweets on declassification of the Russian investigation were discovered.

Schiff, a vehement opponent of President Donald Trump, denounced the memorandum issued by the president on Thursday
giving full declassification power to U.S. Attorney General William Barr on the documents that led to the Russian
investigation.

"While Trump stonewalls the public from learning the truth about his obstruction of justice, Trump and Barr conspire
to weaponize law enforcement and classified information against their political enemies," Schiff tweeted.

Adam Schiff

✔ @RepAdamSchiff

#While Trump stonewalls the public from learning the truth about his obstruction of justice,

Trump and Barr conspire to weaponize law enforcement and classified information against their political

enemies.

The coverup has entered a new and dangerous phase.

This is un-American.

"The coverup has entered a new and dangerous phase," he added. "This is un-American." But online sleuths almost
instantly discovered a previous tweet where Schiff appeared to support the declassification of all documents related
to the Russian investigation. And, he cited Trump's reticence against it as evidence of wrongdoing.

"President Obama can and must declassify as much as possible about Russia hacking our elections. Rest assured,
Trump won't," he tweeted in 2016.

Adam Schiff

✔ @RepAdamSchiff

President Obama can and must declassify as much as possible about Russia hacking our elections. Rest

assured, Trump won't.

Michael McFaul

✔ @McFaul

In 2009, Obama declassified intel on Iran's nuclear program to alert world of threat. He can do the same

now regarding Russian cyber threat

The president and his allies have alleged that the investigation in Russian election interference and alleged collusion with
the Trump campaign was begun under dubious evidence and motivated by political partisanship.

Here's the latest on the declassification debacle:

Trump gives Barr sweeping power to declassify intel related to Russia probe

https://youtu.be/FY1M2GDQ9fQ via @YouTube
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Adam Schiff Makes Quite A Revealing Statement After Trump Orders Declassification Of Spying Documents

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/142/b8fe6c22-ef85-4a7c-ab88-fa9282726626.png

Last night, President Trump gave Attorney General Bill Barr the authority to declassify information and documents related to
the FBI's spying during the 2016 presidential election. He's asked for a number of government agencies to cooperate with
Barr's inquiry, including the State Department, Treasury, Defense, Energy, Homeland Security, CIA and the Director of
National Intelligence.

"Today, at the request and recommendation of the Attorney General of the United States, President Donald J.
Trump directed the intelligence community to quickly and fully cooperate with the Attorney General’s investigation
into surveillance activities during the 2016 Presidential election," the White House released in a statement. "The
Attorney General has also been delegated full and complete authority to declassify information pertaining to this
investigation, in accordance with the long-established standards for handling classified information. Today’s action
will help ensure that all Americans learn the truth about the events that occurred, and the actions that were taken,
during the last Presidential election and will restore confidence in our public institutions."

Declassification means more transparency for the American people. Hopefully, it will lead to accountability for those who
turned federal law enforcement agencies into political weapons against private American citizens.

House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff has a different take. Ironically, it exposes Democrats.

Adam Schiff

✔ @RepAdamSchiff

While Trump stonewalls the public from learning the truth about his obstruction of justice,

Trump and Barr conspire to weaponize law enforcement and classified information against their political

enemies.

The coverup has entered a new and dangerous phase.

This is un-American.

This is what we call projection. Schiff is accusing President Trump of exactly what the Left has been doing for years. Barr
is investigating their scheming and corruption, which is making players like Schiff, former FBI Director James Comey,
former CIA Director John Brenna, former DNI James Clapper, former Attorney General Loretta Lynch and others squirm.

It was the Obama White House, FBI and Department of Justice that weaponized law enforcement and classified information
against their political enemies. Whether it was the IRS working with DOJ to target conservative tea party leaders or the FBI
using a bogus Clinton funded dossier to justify domestic spying on Americans working for the Trump campaign.

Further, Trump isn't covering up anything. He didn't assert executive privilege over the Mueller report, 90 percent of which is
non-redacted. The 10 percent redacted material relates to sources and methods, in addition to grand jury information.

It's easy to find out exactly what the left is doing. All we have to do is look at what Schiff and others like him are accusing
the Trump administration of doing and we have the answer.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/05/24/adam-schiff-makes-laughable-claim-after-trump-orders-declassication-
n2546843
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@Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: (5/9/19)
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HI PATRIOTS , IT'S @Stonenchizel - I HAVE JUST RETURNED HOME FROM A DOCTOR VISIT

WHERE MY DOCTOR REMOVED THE STITCHES FROM MY LAST SURGERY ON MAY 9th

https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208310

WHERE I HAD ASKED FOR PRAYERS ON VOAT.CO @theawakeningsub BEFORE I WENT INTO SURGERY TO

REMOVE THE CANCER THAT NEEDED TO BE CUT OUT OF MY BACK AREA AND THEN LATER THAT DAY

I REPORTED BACK TO THE PATRIOT'S THAT FOLLOW Q'ANON THAT THE SURGERY HAD GONE FINE.

https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209121

ANYWAYS I GOT GREAT NEWS TODAY AND THE CANCER IN MY BACK AREA IS GONE, THE

PATHOLOGY REPORT CAME BACK WITH A NOT PRESENT FOR CANCER

SO I WOULD LIKE TO THANK EVERY LAST ONE OF YOU TRUE PATRIOTS THAT BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF PRAYER

I'D LIKE TO THANK OUR FATHER GOD IN HEAVEN FOR PUTTING ME IN THE HANDS OF SOME OF THE MOST
PRESTIGIOUS SURGEON'S IN MONTEREY COUNTY

FOR GIVING ME HOPE AND LIFE MORE ABUNDANTLY SINCE I'VE TURN MY LIFE OVER TO JESUS CHRIST YEARS AGO

ALL I CAN SAY IS I AM HAPPY TODAY AND I AM HAPPY TO HAVE SUCH COOL PEOPLE HERE ON VOAT.CO THAT I CAN
SHARE MY GOOD NEWS WITH

GOD IS GREAT & HE IS GREATLY TO BE PRAISED

THANK YOU AGAIN PATRIOTS FOR YOUR PRAYERS

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

@Stonenchizel
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ANYWAYS I GOT GREAT NEWS TODAY AND THE CANCER IN MY BACK AREA IS GONE, THE

PATHOLOGY REPORT CAME BACK WITH A NOT PRESENT FOR CANCER

SO I WOULD LIKE TO THANK EVERY LAST ONE OF YOU TRUE PATRIOTS THAT BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF PRAYER

I'D LIKE TO THANK OUR FATHER GOD IN HEAVEN FOR PUTTING ME IN THE HANDS OF SOME OF THE MOST
PRESTIGIOUS SURGEON'S IN MONTEREY COUNTY

FOR GIVING ME HOPE AND LIFE MORE ABUNDANTLY SINCE I'VE TURN MY LIFE OVER TO JESUS CHRIST YEARS AGO

ALL I CAN SAY IS I AM HAPPY TODAY AND I AM HAPPY TO HAVE SUCH COOL PEOPLE HERE ON VOAT.CO THAT I CAN
SHARE MY GOOD NEWS WITH
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Even With Absolutely 'NO Crimes' Democrats Aren’t Letting The Lack Of A Reason Stop Them From Pushing
Impeachment

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/142/e22b611a-c664-49f1-8008-9e6638bc8a52.png

President Donald Trump must be guilty of something, the Democrats insist. After all, he tweets mean things and refuses to
let White House staffers testify about their private interactions with him. Why else would someone do that? Besides, he’s a
Republican, and in the liberal world, that is grounds enough to impeach. The only thing missing from the Democrats' push to
undo the will of the people is any evidence or legal reason to do so, but they aren’t going to let that stop them.

Liberals know Donald Trump is corrupt, they just can’t prove it. That inability to prove it is not getting in the way of the
march to impeach the 45th president of the United States, as the chorus of voices calling for the start of impeachment
proceedings continues to grow.

Media Democrats are bedside themselves, upset at Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s hesitance to go all in on removing the
president. Congressional Democrats have introduced impeachment resolutions and launched investigations in search of
crimes in the hope of finding something, anything, to justify what they’re setting up. It’s the antithesis of what the justice
system in this country is supposed to be.

But this is the justice system Democrats want, at least for everyone they don’t like. Brett Kavanaugh was guilty of
something before he was even accused. When Christine Blasey Ford came forward with insane, unverified, unprovable
“allegations” of sexual assault, that was enough for Democrats to turn into Torquemada. If they’d had the power, they would
have executed him on the spot.

The “crime” any Republican is naturally guilty of is not being on their side, and the punishment is destruction. They’ll figure
out a reason for that destruction later.

Nearly two years and $25 million dollars spent thoroughly combing through everything Trump related, coming up empty isn’t
going to prevent them from their dream of destroying the man who beat Hillary Clinton. They’re still insisting Russian
collusion happened, and they never stopped demanding that Donald Trump obstructed justice.

Robert Mueller, no Trump fan, found there was no collusion, but dreams die hard. He was more ambiguous on obstruction,
leaving that to the Attorney General. William Barr, after a pow-wow with his top advisors, concluded that did not happen
either. But Democrats insist it did.

Leftists insist mean tweets about Mueller are somehow obstruction. They are certain that telling a staffer to have Mueller
fired, a right the president has, then not following up on it when it didn’t happen is the same as setting fire to evidence.

You’d think if the president wanted someone fired on, say, a Tuesday, and he’d given that order, by that Friday he might
notice that the order wasn’t carried out. If he’d meant it, there’d likely be a second conversation, something along the lines
of, “Hey, I can’t help but notice that the guy I told you to fire hasn’t been fired. What gives?” But that did not happen. So
how does that qualify as obstruction of justice?

As weak as the case would be, there is no crime of “attempted obstruction of justice,” only obstruction of justice. It’s not
like attempted murder, where someone tried and failed to kill someone, you either obstruct justice or you do not.

Growing up, I know I drove my parents nuts. And I knew it at the time. I can guarantee you there were times they,
particularly my mother, said to someone, “I could kill that kid.” It’s natural. It’s also not attempted murder.

People say things, especially when angry, without ever acting on them. Donald Trump may well have told people to have
Robert Mueller fired, but he didn’t act on it, he didn’t follow through on it. Mueller was able to complete his investigation,
which he could have dragged out as long as he wanted, without interference and with complete cooperation from the White
House. If that is obstruction, every dictionary needs to be rewritten.

Yet Democrats insist it is.

Moreover, they want to dig deeper. You can tell they know the weakness of their case by the fact that they’re desperate to
find anything else.

They want 10 years of tax and business records to see if the President may have broken any laws. That’s the job of the
IRS, which has been auditing Trump for decades and charged him with nothing. But Democrats no longer control the IRS,
they can’t use it as a weapon against him like Obama did to his opponents, so they don’t trust it because it hasn’t come up
with the results they want.

They're looking at impeachment in search of a reason, like a mob in search of a crime. That’s not how our criminal justice,
or even political system, works. Investigations are launched when a crime has occurred, they aren’t launched to find a
crime. They aren’t launched to justify an outcome.

There is no human being in the country whose every move has been scrutinized more than Donald Trump and they’ve come
up empty. There are book deals, speaking fees, movie deals, and the undying love and devotion of every liberal in the
country awaiting anyone with evidence that Donald Trump has broken the law, and no one has come forward.

There are lots of people who don’t like him, millions who would love to see him destroyed, but no one has come forward to
claim the prize. That can’t be by accident.

Democrats won’t stop – they can’t stop – promises have been made, and the alternative would be to run against the
strongest economy in a generation. They can’t compete with that, so an alternative had to be found.

Yes, impeachment, as has often been said, is a political act, but it shouldn’t be a political weapon. It’s all Democrats have,
however, so they aren’t about to let the lack of a reason for it stand in their way.
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Unusual : Democrat Diane Feinstein Had Dinner Meeting With Iran's Foreign Minister

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/3/174f2ed5-f961-49df-a61b-c2b366d5b327.png

Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) had a dinner meeting with Iranian foreign minister Javad Zarif, Politico

Playbook reported Thursday morning—a move even the left-leaning media outlet called “unusual.”

Feinstein’s staff told Politico the meeting, which took place a few weeks ago, was “in consultation with the State
Department” but it was not at State’s request that she go.

"The office was in touch with State in advance of the meeting to let them know it was happening and to get an
update on U.S.-Iran activity," the California Democrat’s office said.

OF COURSE, the United States and Iran are in the middle of a high-wire diplomatic and military staring contest. The United States
has moved additional military resources into the region, and has indicated it has intelligence that the Iranians were readying to
attack American interests in the region.

IT'S A BIT UNUSUAL THAT FEINSTEIN, the former chair and vice chair of the Intelligence Committee and a member of the
Senate minority, is dining with the foreign minister of an adversary.

WE HAVE REACHED OUT to the White House to see if they had anything to say about this, and they did not respond to two
emails seeking comment. (Politico Playbook)

Politico reported last week that she was seen around the Capitol with Zarif’s contact information visible on her phone.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6sEX7rWkAECqme.jpg

POLITICO

 Verified account

@politico

@politico

Spotted �: Sen. Dianne Feinstein walking around the Capitol with her iPhone screen facing outward in full

view, and Javad Zarif’s contact page on the screen. (Zarif is the name of Iran’s foreign minister.)

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and acting Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan briefed lawmakers on Tuesday on their
strategy to push back against "Iran's malign activity."

Shanahan told reporters the administration’s goal “is to prevent Iranian miscalculation,” adding, “We do not want the
situation to escalate.”

( LINK BELOW )
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New York Times Op-Ed Calls Out 'Unlivable' Conditions In Democratic-Led Cities

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1024/576/Syringes-San-Francisco-AP.jpg

A New York Times opinion piece is calling attention to the "unlivable" conditions in many American cities, including House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi's hometown of San Francisco.

In the op-ed, titled "America’s Cities Are Unlivable. Blame Wealthy Liberals," author Farhad Manjoo wrote of the
"developing-world nightmare" unfolding in his home state.

"To live in California at this time is to experience every day the cryptic phrase that George W. Bush once
used to describe the invasion of Iraq: “Catastrophic success.” The economy here is booming, but no one
feels especially good about it. When the cost of living is taken into account, billionaire-brimming California
ranks as the most poverty-stricken state, with a fifth of the population struggling to get by. Since 2010,
migration out of California has surged," he explained.

In San Francisco, Manjoo contrasted the homelessness epidemic with the fact that one of every 11,600 residents is a
billionaire and "the annual household income necessary to buy a median-priced home now tops $320,000."

Manjoo went on to explain how a bill to expand affordable housing failed to move forward despite support from "a diverse
coalition of business and advocacy groups."

On "America's Newsroom" Thursday, Fox Business Network's Cheryl Casone agreed with Manjoo's perspective on a "not-in-
my-backyard" mentality taking root in big cities like San Francisco.

"Then you have billionaires that say, 'we don't want a homeless shelter in our neighborhood. We want you to
deal with the homeless, but can you ship them over to Pleasanton or the East Bay,'" she explained.

Democrat Mo Elleithee said on the show that the issue goes beyond partisan politics and there is a growing problem of
cities thriving economically, but becoming "less livable" for lower-income residents at the same time.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/new-york-times-unlivable-conditions-in-democratic-led-cities-california
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Donald Trump Jr. On New Call To Testify: I'm Already 'Fully Cleared'

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=73585e4c-4c19-4748-836b-
f708b669e812&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Donald Trump Jr. Thursday said he has "always said I will be reasonable" about testifying before the Senate Intelligence
Committee, but is frustrated by a call for him to reappear for more testimony because he's been "fully cleared" after going
through "30 hours of testimony nonsense."

"The Mueller report cites my congressional testimony, cites my Senate testimony," President Donald Trump's oldest
son told Fox News' "Fox and Friends." "It cites my Twitter feed."

He added that "no one has spoken to these guys more than I have," but the "19 leftist lawyers on that committee ― who
would love nothing more than to get a guy like me and certainly my father — they didn't do anything."

Trump also complained that Intelligence Committee Chairman Sen. Richard Burr, R-N.C., is "one Republican too weak to
stand up to the Democrats" by agreeing to recall him for testimony.

Also on Thursday, Trump complained that Democrats are not dealing with his father in good faith.

"First, it was collusion," he said. "It failed miserably. NOw there was a coverup...they are upset that he is upset that
they perpetrated the greatest hoax on the American people in this country, so you can't deal with someone like that."

Trump added that his father has a track record of success, and Democrats "don't want him to rack up more wins."

Despite the impasse on fixing the nation's infrastructure — including a White House meeting that ended before it began
when the president walked out Wednesday — Trump said he'd love to see his father work on issue.

"He is a builder," said Trump. "That is what he does better than anything."

(LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/trump-jr-senate-judiciary/2019/05/23/id/917316/
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'Sen. Kennedy Berates Democrats For 'Toying' With The President On Impeachment - 'Urinate Or

Get Off The Pot!'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19548326/1200x600.jpg

He also rips into a Democratic narrative about the president's taxes

Republican Senator John Kennedy of Louisiana berated Democrats for "toying" with President Donald Trump on impeachment in a
colorful interview on MSNBC Wednesday.

"I think that some, I don't want to speak in too broad a brush, but some members of the House leadership, they're just
toying with him," Kennedy told Chuck Todd of MSNBC.

"I mean what I said, they need to urinate or get off the pot!" he exclaimed.

"And go ahead and impeach him if you think he deserves to be impeached, he won't be convicted in the Senate but but stop
toying with him!" Kennedy added.

"And you say well they are in good faith, some have said that, well maybe some, let me give you an example, Chuck," he
continued, "the House Ways and Means chairman, he says I have to see Trump's tax returns because it will help me
evaluate how well the IRS conducts audits!

"Right!" Kennedy mocked. "And Jimmy Hoffa died of natural causes! Nobody believes that!"

Kennedy went on to explain that he believed Mueller did not want to indict Trump over charges of obstruction of justice, and denied
the common Democratic talking point that he only refused to indict because of Department of Justice guidelines.

"And Chuck if you speak ill of Louisiana, God will punish you!" Kennedy joked at the end of the interview.

Here's the video of Kennedy's interview:

https://youtu.be/ld4KNfrJ8aI via @YouTube
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Let's open with all of the good news, beginning with new data from Gallup showing that American voters are historically
optimistic about the state of the US job market. With the unemployment rate plummeting to five-decade lows, strong public
sentiment along these lines shouldn't be surprising -- but it nonetheless proves that even in an age of hyper-polarized
partisanship, people recognize positive results when they see them. Seventy-one percent of Americans don't agree on
much these days, but they agree on this:

Andrew Clark

✔ @AndrewHClark

Biden stump speech: The economy is growing but people aren't feeling it!

People in multiple surveys: Yes we are.

Confidence in U.S. job market hits highest level (71%) since Gallup first started asking this question.

The point about Biden is a good one. Biden is simultaneously trying to downplay the undeniable and robust economic gains
by pretending that people aren't experiencing the benefits, while also claiming credit for the progress on behalf of the Obama
administration. In a major applause line during his official announcement speech over the weekend, Biden quipped that
Trump inherited the roaring economy, just like he inherited everything else in his life. This is laughable revisionism. Trump
inherited the slowest American recovery since World War II from his predecessors, whose wasteful, anti-growth policies
handcuffed the economy. As promised, Trump and the Republicans cut taxes for the overwhelming majority of taxpayers
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and reduced burdensome regulations, unleashing job creation and GDP growth. The outcomes speak for themselves:

**Vice President Mike Pence

✔ @VP

✔�5.8 MILLION new jobs

✔�Enacted the largest tax cuts & reform in American history

✔�Rebuilt our military

✔�Unemployment at a near 50yr low

✔�Unemployment for African Americans & Hispanic Americans at lowest in history

✔�Wages rising at the fastest pace in nearly a decade

On the subject of wages, contra liberal messaging, conservative policies are not leaving lower-income Americans behind.
For all the obsessive Democratic rhetoric about "the rich," look who's benefitting:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D69IeqUWsAERW32.jpg

Michael R. Strain

 Verified account

@MichaelRStrain

@MichaelRStrain

Low-wage workers are enjoying the fastest wage growth. Chart by Goldman Sachs.

Biden can try to steal credit for the growth and prosperity fostered by the party and policies he opposes, but Americans
aren't buying it. Polling from last October showed that by a two-to-one margin, the electorate attributes the current economic
success to Trump, not Obama. That was more than half a year ago. There's a reason why President Trump's job approval
on the economy is quite strong, far outpacing his top line approval numbers. I'll leave you with the bad news. Typically, a
leader presiding over an historically superb economy would be pretty popular and well-positioned to win a second term. And
yet:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7Kxy5SXoAYwyZL.jpg

Harry Enten)))
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@ForecasterEnten

@ForecasterEnten

Early days yet, but the strong opposition to Trump's re-elect remains historically high.

All sort of caveats apply, including the reality that dynamics often change when the election becomes a choice between two
people, rather than a vague referendum on the incumbent. And the two first-term presidents in the "best" shape on this
metric -- George H.W. Bush and Jimmy Carter -- both ended up losing, while the three in the "worst" shape all went on to
secure four more years. That being said, having an outright majority telling pollsters that they'll definitely vote against you is
not a healthy space to occupy.
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Trump Slams Dems As ‘Do Nothing Party,’ Calls Post-Mueller Probes A ‘Fishing Expedition’
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'Urinate Or Get Off The Pot!' — Sen. Kennedy Berates Democrats For 'Toying' With The President

On Impeachment
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He also rips into a Democratic narrative about the president's taxes

Republican Senator John Kennedy of Louisiana berated Democrats for "toying" with President Donald Trump on impeachment in a
colorful interview on MSNBC Wednesday.

"I think that some, I don't want to speak in too broad a brush, but some members of the House leadership, they're just
toying with him," Kennedy told Chuck Todd of MSNBC.

"I mean what I said, they need to urinate or get off the pot!" he exclaimed.

"And go ahead and impeach him if you think he deserves to be impeached, he won't be convicted in the Senate but but stop
toying with him!" Kennedy added.

"And you say well they are in good faith, some have said that, well maybe some, let me give you an example, Chuck," he
continued, "the House Ways and Means chairman, he says I have to see Trump's tax returns because it will help me
evaluate how well the IRS conducts audits!

*"Right!" Kennedy mocked. "And Jimmy Hoffa died of natural causes! Nobody believes that!"(

Kennedy went on to explain that he believed Mueller did not want to indict Trump over charges of obstruction of justice, and denied
the common Democratic talking point that he only refused to indict because of Department of Justice guidelines.

"And Chuck if you speak ill of Louisiana, God will punish you!" Kennedy joked at the end of the interview.

Here's the video of Kennedy's interview:

https://youtu.be/ld4KNfrJ8aI via @YouTube
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On Jan. 17, BuzzFeed News released the dramatic claim that former Donald Trump attorney Michael Cohen said he had
been told to lie to Congress about a deal for a Trump Tower in Russia. Almost immediately, the special counsel released a
statement saying that story wasn’t materially true.

Since then, the claim about whether Trump told Cohen to lie about the property deal has been walked back little by little.
Now we have the transcript of his testimony, which the Democrats say vindicates their claims Trump and his crew were
spinning a web of lies.

In the middle of all of it, however, was a Cohen statement that undermines a great deal of what he said.
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So, if you’re unfamiliar with the most explosive — and problematic — claim the former attorney and current inmate made,
here’s the TL;DR version: When Cohen testified before the House Intelligence Committee in a closed-door two-day session
in March, he made it clear that Trump told him in “coded” language to lie about when negotiations for the Moscow Trump
Tower ended when Cohen testified before Congress in 2017.

“Mr. Trump asked — President Trump asked me: ‘Why did you say no? Just cooperate.’ He goes: ‘There’s nothing
here. There’s no Russia. There’s no collusion. There’s no business dealings. Why didn’t you cooperate?’” Cohen said
during his testimony, according to The Daily Caller.

“Mr. Cohen, I just want to be really clear about something you testified to just a couple minutes ago. Describing that
Oval Office meeting you had with [Trump lawyer] Jay Sekulow and the President, you said the President said to you,
just cooperate. And are you telling this committee that you understood him to be telling you indirectly to lie?” a
staffer asked Cohen.

“Yes,” Cohen replied.

Cohen also told the committee that Sekulow edited his statement to Congress to make it appear that negotiations had
stopped in January 2016 — a critical date, since it took place before the Iowa caucuses.

“I lied to Congress about when Mr. Trump stopped negotiating the Moscow Tower project in Russia. I stated that we
stopped negotiating in January 2016. That was false – our negotiations continued for months later during the
campaign,” Cohen said, according to ABC News.

“You need to know that Mr. Trump’s personal lawyers reviewed and edited my statement to Congress about the
timing of the Moscow Tower negotiations before I gave it.”

This was enough for the chairman of the thoroughly dysfunctional House Intelligence Committee, one Rep. Adam Schiff, to
release a grave-sounding statement about just What It All Means For the Country when the transcripts were dropped.

“With the completion of Special Counsel Mueller’s work and the release of his report, it is critically important that the
Committee, and the Congress, make public as much information as possible that bears on Mueller’s findings, explain
the evidence he uncovered, and expose the obstructive actions taken by this President and those who surround
him,” Schiff, a California Democrat, said.

“It is in this light that the Committee today releases the transcripts of two days of interviews of Trump’s former
personal lawyer Michael Cohen.”

Pretty serious stuff. One thing that Schiff didn’t highlight, however, was this exchange between another congressional
staffer and Cohen about whether the president’s lawyer was absolutely sure about the meaning of “cooperate.”

“And I’m just thinking maybe, perhaps, you had this code, but because he said cooperate, there’s nothing to be
afraid of, cooperate, not that he said ‘nothing to be afraid of,’ but you see what l’m saying — cooperate, you know,
there is no Russia, go forward, that is certainly a plausible explanation, no?” the staffer asked.

“It’s plausible,” Cohen said.

I could really call for summary judgment and end this article — and any further discussion of Cohen — now.

This is the president’s lawyer, the man whose 24-karat headline-grabbing accusation during his grovel-session before
Congress — the one where he was supposed to be telling the truth — was that he knew that Donald John Trump, the 45th
president of these United States, was telling him to lie during his previous appearance before Congress because he knew
the code in which they talked. But then, when asked if it was plausible that this wasn’t code, he admitted that it was totally
plausible.

I’ve always been confused at this syllogism: Michael Cohen is a bad person who did rotten things, and it doesn’t reflect well
on Donald Trump that he was Trump’s personal attorney or that he lied before Congress. Therefore, we should all believe
what Michael Cohen is saying to Congress now.

I’m perfectly fine with concurring with the first two points. I understand he could have his deal with prosecutors revoked if he
were proved to be lying this time — and face further charges of lying to Congress, no less.

Then again, that looming threat didn’t stop him the first time, the same way the threat of legal punishments for all of the
other non-Trump-related things Cohen pleaded guilty to didn’t stop him from doing them, either.

Are we to place trust in the guy who recently sent letters to congressional Democrats begging to be spared from jail for the
time being because he just happened to have stumbled across a hard drive with 14 million files on it, some potentially
relating to Trump, and only he can properly put them in order? Is this the guy House Democrats are going to co-sign for?

On anything but his most recent testimony before them, no. But that testimony keeps getting the headlines, and God knows
Adam Schiff needs them. It’s a bellows for a party desperate to keep that obstruction flame going, and the fact that a
congenital liar and criminal handed it to them is unimportant.

“It’s plausible.” Those two words should have been the epitaph on this whole story. Instead, they’re just going to be
ignored in the blizzard of utterances made by a man desperate to keep himself out of prison.

( LINK BELOW)
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Trump notes captured by @jabinbotsford:

“They want to impeach me over acts that they did”

“Dems have no achomlishments [sic]”
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MS-13 Teens Came To U.S. As Family Unit And Unaccompanied, Murdered 14-Year-Old Girl After

Being Released In A Sanctuary County

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/118/03e579ee-3196-48b9-8a3c-d36253095642.jpg

Two illegal aliens, one who came to the United States in 2015 as part of a "family unit" and the other unaccompanied in 2016, were
released by the Prince George’s County Police Department after being charged with attempted first degree murder and other
crimes. Upon release, they killed 14-year-old girl Ariana Funes-Diaz and dumped her body in a creek.

Prince George's County, which contains Baltimore, is a "sanctuary" for illegal aliens. Both are members of the extremely
violent gang MS-13.

"Following the recent arrest of two unlawfully present teens suspected in the violent murder of a young girl in
Maryland, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) officers in
Baltimore are again seeking to take custody of the illegal aliens through the ICE detainer process following the
Prince George’s County Detention Center’s (PGCDC) failure to cooperate," ICE released in a statement. "Josue
Rafael Fuentes-Ponce and Joel Ernesto Escobar, both Salvadoran nationals, were previously arrested on May 11,
2018 when they were arrested by Prince George’s County Police Department (PGCPD) for attempted first-degree
murder, attempted second-degree murder, participation in gang activity, conspiracy to commit murder, attempted
robbery, and other related charges."

ICE filed a request with the local Maryland police department to hold Fuentes-Ponce and Ernesto Escobar. In other words, they
issued a detainer. Instead of being held, the two were released "on an unknown date and time without notification to ICE." At the
time, Fuentes-Ponce had already been ordered for removal from the country by an immigration judge.

Last week on May 16, 2019, the same two men were arrested again and charged with first-degree murder.

“As law enforcement officers, we must continue to serve and protect the American public and act in the interest of
public safety first,” Baltimore Field Office Director Diane Witte released in a statement about the situation. “These
individuals had demonstrated violent criminal behavior before, and because they were released in spite of the lawful
detainer, they were afforded an opportunity to take a life.”

Enraged yet?

Read this:

Fuentes initially arrived in the U.S. on Dec. 23, 2015 as part of a family unit in Texas. They were ultimately paroled into the
U.S. pending the outcome of the immigration case. On March 16, 2017, an immigration judge ordered Fuentes removed in
absentia, yet he remained.

Escobar was found by immigration officials to be an unlawfully present unaccompanied juvenile on Aug. 23, 2016, near
McAllen, Texas. Escobar was transferred to the custody of the Office of Refugee Resettlement, and later released to a
family member in the Washington, D.C. area.
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Rand Paul Splits With Amash On Trump Impeachment / Says Mueller's 's Report Into Russian

Interference In The 2016 Election Was The “Antithesis of Libertarianism.”

https://thenypost.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/rand-paul.jpg

Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) broke with his fellow libertarian-leaning lawmaker Rep. Justin Amash (R-Mich.) on impeachment
Wednesday.

Paul told the Huffington Post in an interview that special counsel Robert Mueller's report into Russian interference in the
2016 election was the “antithesis of libertarianism.”

“I actually think the libertarian position on the investigation is ― you know, libertarians, we’ve been very, very critical
of the intelligence community having too much power, including congressman Amash has said, you know, really you
should have to get a warrant before you get an American’s records,” Paul told the outlet.

Amash this week became the first Republican in the House to support impeachment proceedings against President Trump
based on the results of Mueller's report.

He tweeted Saturday that "Attorney General Barr has deliberately misrepresented Mueller’s report. 2. President Trump has
engaged in impeachable conduct. 3. Partisanship has eroded our system of checks and balances. 4. Few members of
Congress have read the report."

Amash's comments have sparked intense backlash from all flanks of the Republican party.

Trump fired back at the Michigan lawmaker over the weekend, calling him a "loser."

"How do you Obstruct when there is no crime and, in fact, the crimes were committed by the other side?" Trump
tweeted Sunday. "Justin is a loser who sadly plays right into our opponents hands!"

Members of the conservative House Freedom Caucus, a group Amash helped found, voted to condemn his remarks on
Monday evening.
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President Donald Trump early Wednesday declared that his poll numbers would be much higher if it was not for special
counsel Robert Mueller's "illegal witch hunt" investigation into him and Russian interference into the 2016 presidential
election.

"Without the ILLEGAL Witch Hunt, my poll numbers, especially because of our historically “great” economy, would
be at 65%," Trump tweeted. "Too bad! The greatest Hoax in American History."

According to a Quinnipiac University National Poll released Tuesday, just 38% approve of Trump's overall job performance,
compared to 41% who approved of him in a May 2 poll. In addition, 71% said they rate the economy as excellent or good,
but just 48% approved of how Trump handles the economy.

Earlier Wednesday morning, Trump posted several tweets complaining that Democrats had contributed to "two years of an
expensive and comprehensive Witch Hunt" and that they now want a "DO OVER. In other words, the Witch Hunt
continues."

The tweets come as more Democrats call for impeachment proceedings to begin after Trump blocked his former White
House lawyer from testifying before the House Judiciary Committee on Tuesday.

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, who prefers a more methodical approach to Trump, will meet with a small group of the House
Democratic caucus to discuss strategy, as Democrats are pushing her and other leaders to act on impeachment.

( LINK BELOW )
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https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/shanahanpatrick_011719upi_lead.jpg

Acting Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan has approved a request from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to
build temporary housing at six locations along the southern border to hold at least 7,500 adult migrants, the Pentagon
announced Wednesday.

The May 9 request from DHS asked the Department of Defense (DOD) to “construct temporary facilities to house and care
for a minimum of 7,500 total single adult male and female aliens that have been processed by Customs and Border
Protection and turned over to Immigration and Customs Enforcement/Enforcement Removal Operations custody,” according
to a statement from Pentagon spokesperson Maj. Chris Miller.

“This support is being provided to help DHS address the ongoing humanitarian and security crisis on our
southern border,” Miller added.

The DOD will conduct site assessments in the next two weeks on land identified by DHS to determine the scope, cost and
timeline to build the temporary housing in Tucson and Yuma, Ariz., as well as in Tornillo, Donna, Laredo and Del Rio,
Texas.

The statement stresses that military personnel will not operate the facilities and will only erect the tents, which will be
loaned by the Pentagon.

“Operating the facilities remains the responsibility of DHS,” Miller said.

The request was approved the same day acting Homeland Security Secretary Kevin McAleenan told lawmakers an increase
in funds to the agency would have prevented the recent deaths of migrant children. He said he is asking for more money in
the fiscal 2020 budget as the influx of people at the border is draining resources and making it difficult for the agency to be
able to adequately respond.

"The crisis is exceeding the resources provided," he said.

His testimony came days after the announcement that a Guatemalan teen was the fifth minor to die at the border since
December.

This is not the first time the administration has asked the Pentagon about finding and providing housing for migrants. The
DOD in April approved a March request from the Department of Health and Human Services to find housing for as many as
5,000 unaccompanied migrant children.

And the Pentagon already has 4,364 troops stationed at the border. They are expected to remain there until at least
September.

Customs and Border Protection said earlier this month that it expects more than 500,000 migrants to cross the border this
fiscal year.

( LINK BELOW )
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SPYGATE: If The FBI Missed This Glaring Inaccuracy, Did They Even Attempt To Verify The Trump Dossier
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Did the FBI verify the Trump dossier? It’s a question that then-Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe refused to answer. The
dossier is the piece of political opposition research compiled by former MI6 spook Christopher Steele that the Clinton
campaign and the Democrats bankrolled. The intention was to find dirt on Trump. It was reportedly used as credible
evidence to secure a FISA spy warrant on Carter Page, who briefly served as a foreign policy adviser to the Trump
campaign. This FISA warrant was renewed at least three times from 2016 up until 2017. Was it verified? Given these glaring
errors in the document itself, probably not. In fact, these errors could easily have been debunked by a simple Google
search. First, let's go to why this whole affair—Spygate—just got worse for the FBI/DOJ. Well, there’s a new actor involved
now, the State Department, because officials there seem to have known that the Trump dossier was a biased document
compiled for political purposes days before the FISA warrant was issued for Page. Steele was quite adamant that the
contents of this document had to be known prior to Election Day 2016 in order the race. John Solomon at The Hill has more:

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Kathleen Kavalec’s written account of her Oct. 11, 2016, meeting with FBI informant
Christopher Steele shows the Hillary Clinton campaign-funded British intelligence operative admitted that his research was
political and facing an Election Day deadline.

And that confession occurred 10 days before the FBI used Steele’s now-discredited dossier to justify securing a Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA warrant to surveil former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page and the campaign’s ties
to Russia.

Steele’s client “is keen to see this information come to light prior to November 8,” the date of the 2016 election, Kavalec
wrote in a typed summary of her meeting with Steele and Tatyana Duran, a colleague from Steele’s Orbis Security firm. The
memos were unearthed a few days ago through open-records litigation by the conservative group Citizens United.

Okay, so onto the ‘did the FBI do any due diligence with this dossier’ side of the story. WMAL’s Larry O’Connor and the
Federalist’s Mollie Hemingway shared a lengthy Twitter thread by John W. Huber, which pretty much shows that it’s a safe
bet that no verification process was taken at the FBI. Some of the sources in the dossier claim there was a Russian
consulate in Miami, which served as a base for hacking operations. At the time, there was no Russian consulate in Miami.
It was in Tampa and in the same building as the Commerce Department. This source also said the infamous pee tapes with
Trump and escorts existed. They don’t.

The point is, which this thread makes clear, is that the FBI should’ve known this document’s authenticity was suspect when
this source cited areas where Russian interests were being carried out that didn’t exist. Huber aptly noted, “If they're wrong
about ‘Miami’ what else are they wrong about?”

Undercover Huber

@JohnWHuber

EXCLUSIVE: The "Steele" dossier source who falsely claimed there was a Russian Consulate in Miami was ALSO was a
source for the Moscow “pee tape” AND the key source alleging an “extensive conspiracy” between the Trump campaign &
Russia involving Manafort and Page �

THREAD

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6r_vMrXoAEmamR.png

Undercover Huber 

@JohnWHuber

@JohnWHuber

Christopher Steele tells State Dept. Official Kathleen Kavalec on Oct 11 2016 that a "human/technical operation run out of
Moscow targeting the election" is "hacking" and "recruiting" and "payments to those recruited are made out of the
Russian Consulate in Miami"

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6r_vMrXoAEmamR.png

Undercover Huber 

@JohnWHuber

@JohnWHuber

Kavalec (likely after a cursory search) says "It is important to note there is no Russian Consulate in Miami" �

This is critical to the credibility of Steele's source for this "payments to hackers" allegation: if they're wrong about
"Miami" what else are they wrong about? �

YOU CAN READ FULL STORY IN LIN BELOW

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/05/22/facepalm-theres-no-way-the-fbi-attempted-to-verify-the-trump-dossier-with-
these-n2546461
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Bold Cardinal Denounces One-World Gov’t, Repudiates Pope’s Globalist Ideals
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“Globalist” has apparently become a nasty epithet when used in a negative sense. The fact that the term was once used
with anti-Semitic undertones makes it eternally anti-Semitic — even when those who are against globalism direct their
strongest ire at a deliberative body that countenances anti-Semitism like whoa, the United Nations.

So, let’s be clear what globalism is, shorn of any baggage deliberately thrown onto it: It’s the belief that supranational
organizations with power and influence over individual nation states are both good and necessary for human affairs.

Among the most perfervid believers in this matter is the current pope, the artist formerly known as Jorge Mario Bergoglio.

“In the current situation of globalization not only of the economy but also of technological and cultural exchanges, the
nation state is no longer able to procure the common good of its population alone,” Pope Francis told an audience at
the Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences earlier this month.

“The common good has become global and nations must associate for their own benefit,” he said. “While, according
to the principle of subsidiarity, individual nations must be given the power to operate as far as they can, on the other
hand, groups of neighboring nations – as is already the case – can strengthen their cooperation by attributing the
exercise of certain functions and services to intergovernmental institutions that manage their common interests.”

“When a supranational common good is clearly identified, there is need for a special legally constituted authority
capable of facilitating its implementation,” he added.

While this wasn’t the first time he’d given public support to a more aggressive form of globalism, it was certainly the most
full-throated defense of it he has given so far. And, just a few weeks later, it got a stinging rebuke from one of his biggest
critics within the church.

Cardinal Raymond Burke, an American known for his conservative views — he wasn’t confirmed to the Congregation for
Bishops by Pope Francis back in 2013, which was seen as a rebuke for not mirroring the current pope’s more liberal views
on social matters within the church — told an audience at the Rome Life Forum last week that “[t]he divine authority, in
accord with the order written upon the human heart, does not make just and legitimate a single global government.”

Burke’s speech, titled “Filial Piety and National Patriotism as Essential Virtues of Citizens of Heaven at Work on Earth,”
argued that — well, actually, you can probably get a decent idea from that alone.

“I now reflect on an essential aspect of our daily life, which pertains to the grace of piety and the practice of the
virtue of piety. It has to do with a truth which is called into question in our time. I refer to our relationship with our
homeland, which demands of us the practice of that part of piety which is called patriotism,” Burke said.

“Before the challenges of our time, there are those who propose and work for a single global government, that is, for
the elimination of individual national governments, so that all of humanity would be under the control of a single
political authority. For those who are convinced that the only way to achieve the common good is the concentration
of all government in a single authority, loyalty to one’s homeland or patriotism has become an evil. It is often called
nationalism, a term which evokes the evils of a misguided or corrupt national identity, obscuring the truth of our
natural identity with a certain land and its culture.”

However, Burke argued that “[t]he virtue of patriotism reflects excellence in the fulfillment of the demands of the Fourth
Commandment,” to honor thy mother and thy father. To that end, he quoted Saint Thomas Aquinas, who noted that “man is
debtor chiefly to his parents and his country, after God.”

“It is clear from the Angelic Doctor’s exposition that, not only is patriotism not a sin, but it is a requirement of nature
itself,” Burke said.

“The divine authority, in accord with the order written upon the human heart, does not make just and legitimate a
single global government. In fact, the divine law illumines our minds and hearts to see that such a government would
be, by definition, totalitarian, assuming the divine authority over the governance of the world,” Burke said toward the
end of his speech, noting that the “sinful pride which inspires the pursuit of a single global government has been
likened to the pride of our ancient ancestors, after the Deluge, who thought that they could unite heaven with earth by
their forces alone, building the Tower of Babel,” he said in conclusion.

“On the contrary, God meets us and orders our lives for the good in the family and in the homeland.”

I’m going to guess he’s not going to be getting that appointment the next time around, either.

To be clear, this isn’t a cardinal who had the scales fall from his eyes on the Damascene political highway and, after
hearing Pope Francis‘ comments earlier this month, decided it was time to go rogue. Cardinal Burke has long been a thorn
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hearing Pope Francis‘ comments earlier this month, decided it was time to go rogue. Cardinal Burke has long been a thorn
in the side of the current pontiff on issues that tend to have a political bent to them and — one assumes from this speech
— will continue in that role.

The takeaway, however, ought to be that the imprimatur of the Holy See on a more aggressive form of supranational
government is a premature one. The pope doth not the entire Catholic Church make, and God isn’t necessarily for the
United Nations and against Westphalian sovereignty. Globalism isn’t necessarily a good thing, and critiquing it is neither evil
nor prejudicial.

Will the media remember these things the next time we get a piece of over-adulating, uncritical praise for Pope Francis
when he tacitly or implicitly states none of these things are true?

Of course not. You should, though.

( LINK BELOW )
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Dunkin’ Donuts Exec Just Thrilled Every Conservative Who’s Sick of Liberal Starbucks

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/dunkin-donuts-exec-just-thrilled-every-conservative-sick-liberal-starbucks/?jwsource=cl

The business of America is business, Calvin Coolidge once said. That’s sound advice, and from a man of few words.

But what’s the business of business? It seems like this should be an obvious tautology, but sometimes it feels a bit like
political persuasion in the era of the latte.

Take Starbucks, the coffee chain so omnipresent that I believe they’re about to open their fourth outlet at McMurdo Station.

Starbucks has combined ubiquity; a middle-of-the-road menu that consists of either bad coffee, hot milk that’s kind of
touched coffee or diabetes-inducing desserts in cups that take up at least 125 percent of your daily caloric content; and a
branding strategy that includes more than a dollop of liberal politics.

Starbucks has let everyone know how it feels about abortion through donations to Planned Parenthood. Starbucks has put
PP on notice regarding guns. It used designs on the side of their coffee cups to try to start a conversation about race and
even got political regarding who could use the company’s bathrooms. (Pretty much anybody, no matter whether you were
buying some joe or not.)

Now, if you’re a corporation that wants to have a political, social or religious identity, that’s your right. Lord knows Black
Rifle Coffee Company has gotten enough free marketing off of its conservative bent.

However, Black Rifle is a small boutique coffee roaster — not one of the world’s biggest coffee chains. People generally
don’t like a side of politics with their caffeine.

That’s something Dunkin’ Donuts apparently seems to grok.

“We are not Starbucks, we aren’t political,” Drayton Martin, Dunkin’ Brands VP of brand stewardship, said at the 2019
meeting of the International Trademark Association, according to a series of tweets. (Yahoo! Finance reports that the
panel wasn’t recorded and that a transcript wasn’t available.)

“We don’t want to engage you in political conversation, we want to get you in and out of our store in seconds,” she
added. “We don’t want people burning their Munchkin boxes.”

alexandra j. roberts

@lexlanham

"we are not starbucks, we aren't political-- we aren't gonna put stuff on our cups to start conversations. we don't want to
engage you in political conversation, we want to get you in & out of our store in seconds. it's donuts & ice cream-- just be
happy."#dunkin #inta2019

Betsy Rosenblatt

@221Betsy

On issues of social conscience, Dunkin' can't stay neutral, but wants to make everyone feel welcome. "We don't want
people burning their munchkin' boxes." So everything with social or political overtones has to be case by case and avoid
partisanship. #INTA2019

Stacey Lantagne
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@StaceyLantagne

Dunkin isn't Starbucks, they don't want to start a conversation on their cups. They want you in and out in a minute and
twenty seconds. Have conversations with your friends; Dunkin isn't your friend. (This is such a New England attitude, I
love it.) #INTA2019

This likely wasn’t just a rogue executive, either. Consider the fact that Martin was on the panel with Dunkin’ Brands director
of retail business development Chuck Kantner and director of legal counsel Alana Sharenow. If either contradicted Martin or
attempted to yank her off of the panel with a cane as if a ghastly vaudeville act, record of it doesn’t exist.

It’s also worth noting that in her position with Dunkin’ Brands, Baskin-Robbins is part of Martin’s purview, as well. In other
words, Ben & Jerry’s is another competitor. Just sayin’.

Martin’s remarks illustrate the ultimate paradox with the corporate desire to be both omnipresent and a sociopolitical actor:
If you’re willing to alienate half of your audience, you’re going to have a competitor who’s willing to welcome those
customers — along with people who agree with you as well.

I guarantee that Martin’s comments may ruffle some people who post 1,100-word screeds to Facebook about why Colin
Kaepernick needs to be signed or else they’ll boycott a league they weren’t interested in anyway. That anger will go away,
because Dunkin’ Donuts is going to go out of its way not to offend said rage-poster.

Dunkin’ will also not be going to go out of its way to offend conservatives, either, who are probably thrilled they can go
somewhere and get coffee without giving money to a company that champions causes they loathe. Meanwhile, expect the
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez collectible line of cups to be coming out of Starbucks any day now.

That’s why Calvin Coolidge would have been a Dunkin’ man. (And he was from Massachusetts anyway, where — by law —
every third store must be a Dunkin’ Donuts.)

The business of business is business. Executives forget that truism at their own peril.

( LINK BELOW )
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Why's Trump Keep Letting Illegal Immigrants Into The USA & He's Not Sending Them Back To

Mexico

https://static.vibe.com/files/2017/02/national-guard-immigrants-vibe-1487348633-compressed.jpg

First of all this is for all the Patriots that frequently comment that President Trump isn't doing anything about the Caravan of Illegal
Immigrants coming across the border into America....

It's not Trumps fault these illegals are allowed to enter & stay in America, President Trump has been

trying to defend America's Borders from day 1 as POTUS

It's the Congress that insist that the Obama doctrine be in place & illegals be allowed to stay in America until their
asylum hearings are heard, which could be many years before that takes place. Democrats refuse to change the
laws pertaining to immigration. In hopes of gaining more Democrat Voters by having illegals voting blue in elections
even though they are not American citizens (first requirement for being able to participate in American elections)

Liberals refuse to fund the building of border wall that would secure the southern border but liberals reveal on a daily
basis that they hate Donald Trump because they are sore ass losers because Hillary Clinton lost 2016 election

In their crying stupor & hate for Trump these Liberal Congressman do nothing except cry about Trump & fake
conjured up crimes so that they can try & impeach POTUS

The reason being is : You can refer back to my first explanation , the Democrat's are cry baby sore losers & can't
accept that in 2016 a fair & square election that Hillary Clinton got obliterated in the 2016 election by the now
President of The United States of America Donald Trump. Liberals can't seem to move on from the whole Fake
Russian Collusion Lie...

Probably because they trusted Hillary Clinton & she's the one who holds their loyalty & she hasn't been prosecuted for her
said crimes yet, but the whole Democrat Party feels the need to protect their Corrupt Old Matriarch....

Basically that's the last 2 years of Democrat policy... Sad but true!

Hope that answered any questions that you may have had Patriots , on why Illegals are allowed to stay in America until their
asylum hearings.

WWG1WGA
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Fred Keller: Republican Wins Special House Election In Pennsylvania

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/fredkeller.jpg

Fred Keller, a Republican state representative, beat Democrat Marc Friedenberg in the race to represent Pennsylvania's
12th District on Tuesday.

Keller’s victory means that the north-central Pennsylvania district will remain in Republican hands after former Rep. Tom
Marino (R-Pa.) stepped down in January, less than one month into his fifth term in office.

The 12th District still tilts heavily in the GOP’s favor, unlike several districts in Pennsylvania that became more competitive
for Democrats after the state Supreme Court ordered the state’s congressional lines to be redrawn.

President Trump would have carried the district by 36 points in 2016 had the state’s current congressional boundaries been
in place that year, and Keller outspent Friedenberg by more than $140,000, according to federal filings.

Keller also got a last-minute boost on Monday when Trump held a rally in Montoursville, inside the 12th District, to
campaign with the GOP hopeful.

Speaking to supporters there, Trump declared that the special election was tantamount to a “referendum” on his presidency.

“Get out tomorrow,” Trump urged supporters. “It’s a little bit of a referendum.”

Friedenberg, an assistant professor at Pennsylvania State University, ran against Marino for the seat in 2018. He lost that
election by more than 30 points.

While the national parties have largely stayed out of the 12th District special election, Keller’s campaign tested some of the
messaging that Republicans are hoping to use in 2020 as they look to retake control of the House and maintain their hold on
the Senate.

On the campaign trail, the GOP state representative accused Friedenberg of championing socialism in the same vein as
Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) and Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) while deriding liberal proposals such as the Green
New Deal and "Medicare for All."

For his part, Friedenberg backs those proposals but rarely discussed them in his campaign, focusing instead on a more
poll-tested message including issues such as health care and infrastructure.

( LINK BELOW )
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Hannity: The Deep State Is Desperate For Dirt On Trump

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6039591728001/#sp=show-clips
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Creepy Porn Lawyer Avenatti Says He Expects To Be Indicted Within 48 Hour

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/avenattimichael_10152018getty.jpg

Attorney Michael Avenatti said Tuesday that he expects to be indicted on charges related to his March arrest within 48
hours.

In a statement released on his Twitter account, which is currently set to private, the attorney who represented Stormy
Daniels in her defamation suit against President Trump tweeted that the charges against him were "bogus" and that he
intended to fight them in court.

"I intend on fighting these bogus/legally baseless allegations, and will plead not guilty to ALL CHARGES. I look
forward to the trial where I can begin to clear my name," Avenatti wrote.

"The indictment is the formal charging document that usually follows a criminal complaint, which is what was issued
in connection with my arrest," he added.

In a statement to The Hill, Avenatti wrote that he wanted his innocence to be proved by a jury.

"I expect to be fully exonerated because the law and the facts are fully on my side," he wrote in an emailed
statement. "I want a jury to decide my fate."

Avenatti was charged by federal prosecutors earlier this year with fraud and extortion just hours after the attorney had announced a
press conference to "disclose a major high school/college basketball scandal perpetrated by Nike."

He was also charged by federal prosecutors in California with embezzling a client's money for his own legal expenses.

“A lawyer has a basic duty not to steal from his client,” U.S. Attorney Nick Hanna said of Avenatti's California case
in March. “Mr. Avenatti is facing serious criminal charges alleging he misappropriated client trust funds for his
personal use and he defrauded a bank by submitting phony tax returns in order to obtain millions of dollars in loans.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/444939-avenatti-says-he-expects-to-be-indicted-within-48-hours
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Hannity: Documents Will Prove 'Trump-Russia Collusion Was Always A Hoax'

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=f4457d33-db0c-4e2a-bdac-
5d5d8f80fa85&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Fox News’ Sean Hannity said Monday that allegations that President Donald Trump’s campaign colluded with Russia will be
proven false once new information is released.

"At this hour, your federal government is in possession of transcripts from 2016 featuring secretly recorded
conversations between FBI informants and one-time trump campaign aide George Papadopoulos," Hannity said
during his Monday night show.

Papadopoulos reportedly told the House Judiciary Committee that the FBI had asked him to wear a wire while attending a
meeting with a foreign professor who said they had compromising information on Trump’s 2016 rival Hillary Clinton.

"According to those who have seen these transcripts, its contents are chock-full of clear irrefutable, incontrovertible,
exculpatory evidence proving Trump-Russia collusion was always a hoax from the get-go. This includes former
congressman Trey Gowdy who is now calling these documents 'game changing.'"

Gowdy previously told Fox Business’ Maria Bartiromo that “some of us have been fortunate enough to know whether or not
those transcripts exist. But they haven’t been made public, and I think one, in particular ... has the potential to actually
persuade people. Very little in this Russia probe I’m afraid is going to persuade people who hate Trump or love Trump. But
there is some information in these transcripts that has the potential to be a game-changer if it’s ever made public.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/sean-hannity-campaign-collusion/2019/05/21/id/916968/
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Fed. Commission Finds 42% Of Federal Crimes Committed By Illegals

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Illegal-immigrants-592x331.jpg

Are illegal aliens just good people searching for a better life, or criminals who bring problems over the border?

That question has been at the core of the immigration debate for years. As with most things, the answer is somewhere in
the middle … but an eye-opening new report makes it clear that illegal immigrants commit far more crimes than many on
the left would have you believe.

The United States Sentencing Commission has released its annual report, which digs deep into federal crime data for the
2018 fiscal year. This report is a goldmine of information about offenders at the federal level — and it contains a fact that
needs to be seen by every American concerned about immigration.

“For 2017, data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey shows non-citizens comprise about 7
percent of the country’s population, but the 2018 Annual Report and Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics
shows they committed more than 40 percent of all federal crimes,” The American Mirror noted.

Indeed, Hispanics are dramatically over-represented in the federal sentencing data, with illegal immigration a major reason.

“In fiscal year 2018, 54.3 percent of all offenders were Hispanic, 21.2 percent were White, 20.6 percent were Black,
and 3.8 percent were of another race. Non-U.S. Citizens accounted for 42.7 percent of all federal offenders,” the
government report said.

“Immigration cases accounted for the largest single group of offenses in fiscal year 2018, comprising 34.4 percent of
all reported cases,” the government document continued.

Of course, a skeptic might point out that this by itself isn’t so surprising. Illegal immigration is a federal crime and
widespread, so it makes sense that aliens — many of them Hispanic — receive a high number of federal sentences.

But the numbers show deeply disturbing trends.

It isn’t just that aliens are being prosecuted for immigration crimes. Actually, they are also committing many other crimes at
an alarming rate.

“Cases involving drug possession, for example, were nearly evenly split between citizens and non-citizens with 361
and 339, respectively,” The American Mirror noted. But remember, non-citizens are only about 7 percent of the
population.

“In other words, non-citizens violated federal drug possession laws at a rate roughly seven times higher than
citizens,” [emphasis added] the outlet wrote.

We already know that drug crimes are common near the border, but what do the numbers say about illegal immigrants and
other offenses? It’s the same story: They commit crimes in numbers far above what you’d expect from the population data.

“Statistics were similar for violations of national defense, with 30 percent of cases involving non-citizens, as well as
money laundering at 27 percent, drug trafficking at 24 percent and murder at 18 percent,” The American Mirror wrote
based on the government report.

And even in the cases when a non-citizen’s only crime was illegal immigration, it appears that a high number of them were
repeat offenders. At the federal level, crossing the border illegally the first time is a misdemeanor and rarely results in jail
time. It is repeatedly re-entering illegally that becomes a felony, punishable by prison.

Yet a shockingly high number of non-citizens were sentenced to prison, which indicates that they were either repeat
offenders or committed more serious crimes while also being in the country illegally.

“In the vast majority of cases involving both citizens and non-citizens – 87.8 percent – the offenders were sentenced
to prison,” American Mirror wrote. “For the roughly 29,000 non-citizens convicted of federal crimes in fiscal year
2018, that statistic was 98.5 percent, according to the report.”

What these numbers suggest is that conservatives have been mostly correct on this issue. Even if you set aside the
immigration-only offenses, the high rate of lawlessness from noncitizens should be eye-opening.

And it is legal immigrants, including Latinos, who ought to be the most frustrated by this situation. People who ignore
America’s laws have spiked the statistics to make Hispanics the majority of all federal criminals, tarnishing the reputation of
millions of lawful immigrants who try to do the right thing.

Something needs to change. There is indeed a crisis at the border and with immigration as a whole — and pretending
otherwise is simply dishonest.

( LINK BELOW )
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Hillary Slams ‘Grotesque’ Trump Pardons, Benghazi Hero Quickly Steps In with a Humiliating Reminder

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Hillary-Clinton-Mark-Geist-592x331.jpg

There have been recent media reports that President Donald Trump would use his executive power of clemency to issue
pardons on behalf of several military members who were facing prosecution or have already been convicted of various “war
crimes” alleged to have been committed during service overseas.

Of course, a host of the president’s critics lashed out at the news, accusing him of undermining justice, allowing malevolent
criminals to walk free or even of committing war crimes of his own.

One of those who was unsurprisingly critical of the potential pardons was Trump’s failed opponent in the 2016 election,
former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

Clinton’s attempt to cut the president down to size on social media only served to leave herself wide open to harsh
criticisms of her own questionable and disgraceful actions in the past.

Linking to a New York Times article about the possible military pardons, Clinton tweeted, “This is grotesque.”

https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1130581759639396352

Hillary Clinton  Verified account

@HillaryClinton

@HillaryClinton

This is grotesque.

No. What was really “grotesque” was how then-Secretary Clinton had handled the deadly 2012 terrorist attack in Benghazi,
Libya, which resulted in the deaths of four American citizens — Ambassador Chris Stevens, Sean Smith, Glen Doherty and
Tyrone Woods.

Whether it be her refusal to grant additional security following repeated requests prior to the attack or the fact that no real
reinforcements or rescue effort was launched during the hours-long attack on a diplomatic facility the field of justifiable
critiques was ripe for harvest.

With all of that in mind, one of the heroes from the Benghazi terrorist attack — former military combat veteran turned private
security contractor Mark Geist — tweeted his own criticism of Clinton’s “grotesque” tweet.

“And to think, had you done your job I wouldn’t have had to testify in Federal court today in the trial of Mustafa Al-imam,” he
wrote. “But I’m guessing you have zero clue as to who he is. Let me remind you. He is accused of being involved in the
deaths of 4 Americans #Benghazi #13hours”

Mark Geist

@MarkGeistSWP

##And to think, had you done your job I wouldn’t have had to testify in Federal court today in the trial of Mustafa Al-imam.
But I’m guessing you have zero clue as to who he is. Let me remind you. He is accused of being involved in the deaths of
4 Americans #Benghazi #13hours

In a separate post from Geist, he revealed how his testimony against the accused terrorist had been “long awaited.”

That tweet linked to a post from country music legend Charlie Daniels about the trial, in which Daniels had asserted, “No,
Benghazi ain’t over by a long shot.”

Mark Geist

@MarkGeistSWP

A long awaited day being able to share the events of #Benghazi and the tough tenacity of Rone and Bub. My
friends, my ##teammates and fellow defenders of our great country. #justice #America #TyroneWoods
#GlennDoherty

Charlie Daniels

✔ @CharlieDaniels
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Mark Geist is on his way to DC District Court to testify in the trial of Mustafa-Al Imam who is standing trial
for his part in the

Benghazi attack

No, Benghazi ain’t over by a long shot.

To be sure, Geist was not the only one to call out Clinton over her “grotesque” tweet, as countless others reminded her of
Benghazi as well as some of the more dubious presidential pardons issued by her husband — former President Bill Clinton.

People also reminded her that she lost in 2016 and was really just mad that it wasn’t her wielding the executive power to
issue pardons as she saw fit.

Thanks to our nation’s freedom of speech as enshrined in the U.S. Constitution, the former secretary of state enjoys her
right to utter whatever sort of nonsensical criticisms of the president who defeated her as she’d like.

That said, given her own history of “grotesque” behavior and abysmal failings, it would probably be wise of her to just be
quiet and sit this one out.

( LINK BELOW )
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REPUBLICAN GOOGLE ENGINEER WRITES OPEN LETTER ABOUT COMPANY’S ‘OUTRAGE MOBS’ AND ‘WITCH HUNTS’

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Google-Logo-e1553803127812.jpg

Republican Google software engineer has written an open letter describing a culture of left-wing “outrage mobs” that make
use of the company’s anonymous bias reporting channels to shut down dissent.

The open letter, published Tuesday morning on Medium, was written by software engineer Mike Wacker, who was reported
himself multiple times via the company’s anonymous reporting tools.

“If left unchecked,” Wacker wrote, “these outrage mobs will hunt down any conservative, any Christian, and any
independent free thinker at Google who does not bow down to their agenda.”

In one case, Wacker describes a fellow Republican employee who was reported for saying nice things about the University
of Toronto academic Jordan Peterson. He was given a note in writing that said, “One Googler raised a concern that you that
you appeared to be promoting and defending Jordan Peterson’s comments about transgender pronouns, and this made
them feel unsafe at work.”

Wacker himself was twice reported via the company’s anonymous reporting channels.

“You wrote in the activists-us@ group: ‘The definition of ‘Google’s values’ that matters is the one used by Google’s
activists, who could only be described as ‘nonpartisan’ in the same sense that the Women’s March could be
described as inclusive towards pro-life Jewish women,'” reads a note he received in January. “Other members of the
group responded that your statement was percieved [sic] as hateful/incendiary/inflammatory. [redacted].”

In February, he received a note that said, “You received feedback on industry-info@ that your comments were ‘rude,
disrespectful, and intellectually dishonest.'”

In an exchange released in Wacker’s medium post, he describes a back-and-forth with Blake Lemoine, the engineer who
belongs to a self-described cult led by a former porn star and called Republican Tennessee Sen. Marsha Blackburn a
“terrorist.” When Wacker raised issues with how the company had handled the AI ethics board debacle that ended with the
company dropping Heritage Foundation President Kay Coles James, Lemoine replied that, “Everyone is aware of your
tolerance for bigotry.”

Mike Wacker 

@m_wacker

@m_wacker

New from me: Google's Outrage Mobs and Witch Hunts

In another post, Lemoine added “If you think that trans women aren’t women then you can either keep it to yourself or
GTFO.”

It appears the company is trying to make that happen.

Wacker describes a meeting in March with HR and his manager, in which he claims to have been offered a severance
package from the company.

Wacker writes:

I was pulled into a meeting of my own with my management and HR. During that meeting, I

received a final written warning, and I received a verbal offer of 8 weeks of severance pay if I left

the company. That verbal offer of severance was an implied threat of termination. While they

never said it explicitly, it was clear that if I didn’t take that offer, they would invent some pretext to

fire me shortly thereafter.

A spokesperson for Google declined to comment on Wacker’s situation, but added that, “to make sure that no complaint
raised goes unheard at Google, we give employees multiple channels to report concerns, including anonymously, and
investigate all allegations of retaliation.”

(link below )
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Ex-Special Counsel Pulls Out All Of Obama's Ex-AG Eric Holder’s Dirty Laundry After Corrupt AG Attacks Barr

On the heels of special counsel Robert Mueller releasing his report on Russian meddling in the 2016 election, we’ve seen a
firestorm of liberals attack Attorney General William Barr with baseless conspiracy accusations.

One might have thought these accusations would eventually die down. After all, there’s quite a lot going on in Washington,
D.C., and you’d think liberals would move on to something else.

Yet the attacks on Barr continue, even though Mueller did not charge President Donald Trump with any crime, be it related
to alleged Russian collusion or obstruction of justice.

On Saturday, a powerful ex-Justice Department official stepped up to the plate to take a swing at Barr’s good name.

The ex-official in question was former Attorney General Eric Holder, who held the post under former President Barack
Obama.

In a vicious tweet, the ex-attorney general brutally lambasted Barr’s handling of the Mueller report.

“AG Barr has deliberately misrepresented the Mueller report. He has started examinations of the conduct of Intell/FBI
personnel without a predicate-for political reasons,” Holder wrote. “He is protecting the President.”

Holder went on to smear Barr’s reputation by claiming the current attorney general “is not fit to lead [the] DOJ.”

Eric Holder

✔ @EricHolder

AG Barr has deliberately misrepresented the Mueller report. He has started examinations of the

conduct of Intell/FBI personnel without a predicate-for political reasons. He is protecting the

President. He does not stand up for the good people he leads. He is not fit to lead DOJ.

However, federal white collar criminal defense attorney and Fox News contributor Solomon L. Wisenberg quickly turned the
tables on Holder, reminding the world if there’s one man who wasn’t “fit” to head the Justice Department, it would be Holder,
who oversaw a long list of disasters when he was attorney general.

Did Holder forget that his tenure as the nation’s top prosecutor was an absolute train wreck? Wisenberg didn’t.

Wisenberg pointed to a list of infamous Holder-era scandals, most notably the failed Fast and Furious program, in which the
feds turned a blind eye to the purchase of firearms by alleged dangerous drug smugglers.

Those events, sadly, led to the death of Brian Terry, a U.S. Border Patrol agent

“You: swore falsely under oath in Fast & Furious and dared not name a Special Counsel; failed to name a Special
Counsel in the IRS targeting scandal; failed to prosecute key players in the mortgage meltdown; aided and abetted
the Marc Rich pardon,” Wisenberg, who served as the DOJ’s acting special counsel for judicial selection during the
Reagan administration, tweeted Sunday.

“You sir, were unfit to lead DOJ.”

Solomon L. Wisenberg

@WisenbergSol

You: swore falsely under oath in Fast & Furious and dared not name a Special Counsel; failed to

name a Special Counsel in the IRS targeting scandal; failed to prosecute key players in the

mortgage meltdown; aided and abetted the Marc Rich pardon. You sir, were unfit to lead DOJ&&.

Eric Holder

✔ @EricHolder

AG Barr has deliberately misrepresented the Mueller report. He has started examinations of the conduct of Intell/FBI
personnel without a predicate-for political reasons. He is protecting the President. He does not stand up for the good
people he leads. He is not fit to lead DOJ.

As Wisenberg noted, Holder also failed to appoint a special counsel to look into accusations that the Internal Revenue
Service was allegedly targeting conservatives.

And in regard to the mortgage crisis, a 2014 headline in The Guardian pointed out: “Eric Holder didn’t send a single banker
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And in regard to the mortgage crisis, a 2014 headline in The Guardian pointed out: “Eric Holder didn’t send a single banker
to jail for the mortgage crisis. Is that justice?”

When it came to some of the biggest sandals of the time — scandals he was responsible for looking into — Holder did very
little.

Yet somehow he’s trying to make it sound like he’s the better man.

Please.

Considering everything that Wisenberg highlighted in his tweet, it’s truly a wonder that Holder can even sleep at night.

Make no mistake, powerful Democrats will continue to bash Barr and Trump for the foreseeable future.

With America thriving under Trump’s leadership, many liberals literally have nothing else to talk about.

( LINK BELOW )
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IMPEACHMENT IS NOW THE ONLY PLAY THE DEMOCRAT'S HAVE' EXCEPT NOTHING CAN STOP

WHAT IS COMING'

https://bostonglobe-prod.cdn.arcpublishing.com/resizer/qCSJQoQJK2NLxzA3s6URFVS8v0c=/1440x0/arc-anglerfish-arc2-prod-
bostonglobe.s3.amazonaws.com/public/CUTSYACJZQI6TNGWWUNZUDONEE.jpg

REGARDLESS OF HOW HARD THE LIBERAL DEEP STATE PUPPET'S TRY TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP,
TRUMP WILL BE RE-ELECTED IN 2020 BECAUSE THE WHOLE RUSSIA COLLUSION LIE WAS AN ACTUAL DEEP STATE
COUP ATTEMPT WHERE MANY DEMOCRAT AFFILIATES & EVEN RHINO REPUBLICAN'S HAVE COMMITTED TREASON &
SEDITION

I have had it up to here with the Democratic Party, now investing all its energy in destroying Donald Trump even if it means
doing irreparable harm to the country and the presidency. And it's about to get worse.

Color me unsurprised. Schumer, Pelosi, their congressional cohorts, their peevish billionaire backers, their unserious
presidential aspirants, their angry base, their media sycophants, and their Deep State allies — none of them gives a fig
about the damage their cause is doing to America's tradition of constitutional governance. It's about power, not principle.

Plenty of ordinary people who inhabit the Left's echo chamber believe they're on the side of the angels. You know them —
the cousins, siblings, friends who refuse to entertain any information that contradicts their beliefs. The Progressives' pawns.
In their millions, they're about to be enlisted in the Democrats' last-ditch attempt to nullify Trump's election.

Mueller was probably told by Barr to wrap it up and stuck his finger in the A.G.'s eye by devoting half the report to
obstruction porn. They'll deny it, but House committee chairs Schiff, Nadler, and Cummings are now prepping the ground for
impeachment hearings. Every Dem in the House, including the "moderates," will vote to impeach because they live in
Nancy's world. Against conventional wisdom, it will happen sooner rather than later. Why?

As Mueller and collusion recede, as the economy keeps chugging along, Trump's numbers are likely to tick up. He must be
stopped before he reverses the progressive train wreck the left plans for the rest of us. Impeachment — not conviction,
which is not going to happen — might constrain Trump from pursuing his agenda and perhaps render him unelectable in
2020. Consider:

The instant the president is impeached, he will be proclaimed tainted and unworthy of holding the office. Hillary's
charge that he is an illegitimate president will become the new narrative, the inescapable truth.

Deathly afraid of Ruth Bader Ginsberg's passing, Schumer will declare that an impeached president has no
business making appointments to the Supreme Court. Thousands of left-leaning lawyers and academics will sign
petitions. The news will be about nothing else. In this climate, McConnell might be unable to herd all his cats
and get a Supreme Court nominee through.

On immigration, trade, Iran, Venezuela, and a host of other matters, squishy Republicans in the House and
Senate will determine that Trump is weakened and desert him to bask in the praise of Colbert, Schiff, and the New
York Times for abandoning partisanship for the good of the country. (Barf.) I'm thinking of you, Senator Romney.

Impeachment in the near future obliterates coverage of the DOJ's I.G. report, the Huber inquiry, and anything Bull
Durham has come up with since he began his investigation. Smoking guns? Brennan, Clapper, Comey indicted?
Who cares? Section B, page 13, maybe. Trump's impeachment is the only story.

Loyal opposition, my butt. The Left and its enablers are disloyal opportunists messing with the greatest document — aside
from the Bible — in human history: the Constitution of the United States. And more's the pity: millions of Americans who
love this country and its institutions stand with the people who are trying to shred it. These I don't forgive for they know not
what they do, because they've chosen ignorance.

With Mueller done and hell about to descend on the Deep State, Pelosi must pull the trigger on impeachment. That's all the
Dems have. And, not being entirely convinced about the wisdom of the American electorate, it may be enough.

( LINK BELOW )
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CNN's Anderson Cooper Mocks President Trump, Mimics ‘Islamophobe-in-arms’ Jeanine Pirro During Bizarre Segment
Cringeworthy

https://assets.rbl.ms/19542641/1200x600.jpg

CNN host Anderson Cooper blasted President Donald Trump and Fox News host Jeanine Pirro during an "Anderson Cooper 360°"
segment on Monday night.

During his "Ridiculist" segment at the end of his show, Cooper hit out at Trump for criticizing Fox News for hosting Democratic
presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg.

Buttigieg appeared during a Fox News town hall event on Sunday and received a standing ovation.

Trump tweeted his disdain about the event on Sunday, writing, "Hard to believe that @FoxNews is wasting airtime on Mayor Pete,
as Chris Wallace likes to call him. Fox is moving more and more to the losing (wrong) side in covering the Dems. They got
dumped from the Democrats [sic] boring debates, and they just want in."

"They forgot the people who got them there," the president added. "Chris Wallace said, 'I actually think, whether you like his
opinions or not, that Mayor Pete has a lot of substance ... fascinating biography.' Gee, he never speaks well of me — I like Mike
Wallace better ... and Alfred E. Newman will never be President!"

What did Cooper say?

Cooper responded to Trump's remarks, saying, "Tonight, the world's biggest, most elegant cable news fan has gotten his foxy-loxy
tail in a twist. That's right, President Trump — a man that thinks journalism is an hour-long phone call where Sean Hannity spoon-
feeds him topics like pre-chewed cream of wheat is on a tirade against his most favorite network."

"Their offense? Fox's actual news division — not their morning zoo crew or primetime propaganda pack — invited a Democrat to
appear on the air," Cooper added

After reading the president's aforementioned tweets, Cooper joked, "Does that sound like a jealous 15-year-old boy to you,
Snapchatting his bestie late at night?"

"Oh," he continued, "the betrayal when the network you love and rely on for advice and support suddenly gives a platform to
someone else and they give him a standing ovation."

Cooper also ridiculed Pirro — whom he called "the president's Islamophobe-in-arms" — mocking her facial expressions while
playing a clip of her show.

Calling Pirro "that Amtrak seat-mate that you just cannot get away from," Cooper cued a clip from her weekend show.

"Wow, who wrote that!" he sarcastically marveled. "Biting!"

https://youtu.be/NT52VXUv76A via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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CNN: Mueller Hesitant On Testifying To Congress

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/muellerrobert_032419getty_lead.jpg

Special Counsel Robert Mueller's team is reportedly hesitant about the former FBI director giving public testimony before
the House Judiciary Committee.

His team has expressed that Mueller does not want to seem political, CNN reported Tuesday, citing sources familiar with
the matter.

The Hill has reached out to the special counsel's office for comment. Mueller spokesman Peter Carr declined CNN's request
for comment.

House Judiciary Chair Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.) has repeatedly called for Mueller's public testimony and has said he will
subpoena the special counsel if it comes to that.

"Eventually we will hear from Mueller because ... we will subpoena him if we have to," Nadler told CNN this month. "I
certainly hope it doesn't come to the, to our necessity to subpoena him," he added.

It has been reported that Mueller was in talks with the committee about whether he would testify.

( LINK BELOW )
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Now There’s Irrefutable Proof: Arming School Staff Keeps Kids Safe

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/64/52c0b085-fabb-4e2d-a227-cba535e2e2a9.png

In the latest two horrific school shootings, one at a STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) high school in Highlands
Ranch, CO, and the other at a college in Charlotte, NC, two courageous students lost their lives as they tackled the shooters to
stop the slaughter.

Never again should another precious young person with his whole life ahead of him need to die as a first responder.

Now we know they don’t have to because armed and willing school staff can keep them safe. This is the take-away from a new
study from the Crime Prevention Research Center after analyzing nearly 20 years of comprehensive data from reliable, respected
sources including the National School Safety Centers (NSSC) report, “School Associated Violent Deaths” and the Washington
Post’s database of school shootings.

The report’s conclusion: “There hasn’t been a single mass public shooting in any school that allows teachers and staff to carry
guns legally. Since at least as far back as January 2000, not a single shooting-related death or injury has occurred during or
anywhere near class hours on the property of a school that allows teachers to carry.”

What a shocker for leftist billionaire Michael Bloomberg’s Everytown for Gun Safety and their herculean effort to terrify parents into
pressuring politicians to pass more anti-gun laws. It’s time the thousands of gullible moms in his sister organization, “Moms
Demand Action for Gun Sense” change their name to “Moms With Common Sense Demand Schools Allow Concealed Carry by
Staff to Protect Their Kids.” Yeah, like that’ll happen.

Here’s more unwelcome news from the Crime Research study for Bloomberg and his gun-grab cronies: “Ironically, there is not one
mass public shooting this century that would have been stopped by universal background checks, even with a perfectly enforced
law.” And that’s not all. None of the tragic school shooting events over nearly two decades could have been prevented by any of
the gun control laws proposed or currently on the books, including magazine capacities or age restrictions.

There is not a single case of what the gun-phobic fear-peddlers constantly warn us about: no teacher shot a kid for mouthing off,
no student wrestled a gun from a teacher, no janitor’s gun accidentally going off and hurting a student. None, zero.

More gun laws won’t work because psychotic, hate-propelled child-killers won’t obey laws designed to stop them from murderous
rampage. The two teen shooters at the Colorado STEM school defied a slew of state anti-gun laws by breaking into a parent’s
locked gun cabinet for weapons. Mentally disturbed high schoolers also can’t seem to read those “GUN FREE ZONE” signs no
matter how large they are.

I live in Douglas County, where courageous 18-year old engineering student Kendrick Castillo was shot and killed on May 7th as he
rushed one of the shooters, a classmate. Two other brave young men, Brendan Bialy and Joshua Jones, also charged the shooter
and luckily escaped. Eight students were wounded, some injuries were serious.

On Tuesday, May 14th, a week after the tragedy, the Douglas County Board of Education held a meeting where students, parents
and citizens offered their ideas. They included the usual: metal detectors, only one door where every student would enter into the
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and citizens offered their ideas. They included the usual: metal detectors, only one door where every student would enter into the
school, more armed School Resource Officers (SROs) onsite, and more mental health personnel to counsel troubled students.
And, of course, more millions in tax dollars to fund it all.

I challenged the board to schedule a public town hall where Independent Women’s Forum Fellow Laura Carno could explain to
parents, school administrators, and students the FASTER Colorado program she leads that trains and arms school staff. FASTER
is an acronym for Faculty/Administrator Safety Training and Emergency Response. In Colorado, 150 willing school staff in 30
Colorado school districts have been trained by the program’s active duty law enforcement officers with SWAT experience. All
armed staff are volunteers, and most already have their concealed carry permits.

The FASTER Colorado training and emergency first aid program is offered free or at minimal cost to school districts, paid for by
donations. Over 20 states now allow school staff concealed carry in hundreds of schools.

Following every one of these terrible tragedies, the shocked and grieving community tries to figure out a way to end the violence.
The universal cry is “how could this happen here?” Desperate parents, grandparents, and officials try to come up with some hope
to comfort their sorrowing hearts and their children’s fears.

But the awful truth is that every one of these proposed solutions will fail. The attacks almost always take place at high schools
with thousands of kids. The STEM school has over 1800 students. It would be a shooter’s dream to have them gathered en masse
outside the school, waiting to file through a metal detector. They would be a huge target, ducks in a shooting gallery easily mowed
down by any drive-by psycho. How convenient for a murderer looking for a big score.

The one-door theory falls apart because a school must have many exit doors to satisfy fire codes and other emergencies. The
shooter only needs an inside collaborator or two to open an exit door for him. Once inside, he hands his buddy another gun and the
two (or three or four) killers are off and running.

School Resource Officers (SROs) are cited as another panacea; after all, they’re well-trained actual police officers. But at
Parkland, Florida, a single deranged teenager shot to death 14 students and three teachers while the SRO cowered outside the
school in fear, soon joined by a number of newly-arrived deputies who also failed to run to the gunfire, shirking their sworn duty.

The other problem with SRO’s is the typical high school. With anywhere from 1,000 to over 3,000 students, these schools are just
too big and their layouts too maze-like for one or even two or three SRO’s to cover. Just locating and reaching the shooters takes
too much precious time. The 1,800 STEM students were lucky to have a police substation just a half mile away, enabling a wave
of deputies to reach the scene in only moments. Most schools don’t have police so close, and even with this proximity the
shooters had enough time to murder one student and wound eight.

But what about giving the students more mental health resources? Douglas County School District recently hired 75 new school
counselors but there’s no evidence that either of the shooters came to them or anyone else for counseling.

And is it really likely that any severely troubled kids would confide their violent urges and seething hatreds to a school counselor,
knowing they would certainly be reported to police? These teen shooters don’t have “normal” teen problems.

The 16-year-old STEM suspect is a biological girl “transitioning” to boyhood, likely with the aid of puberty-blocking drugs that can
induce mental health problems like depression and suicidal thoughts.Her illegal immigrant father had been sentenced to two years
for felony menacing of her mother and had been deported three times but kept returning to the U.S. He’s currently in Mexico.

It’s reported that both the shooters took drugs. The 18-year-old had ranted about his hatred of Christians, spray- painted F***
Society on his car and put the satanic symbols 666 and a pentagram on the roof. Not typical teen angst.

Both shooters are described as bullies, but it’s not been revealed whether or not these disturbed young people had been disciplined
at the school, or if their bad behavior was simply ignored. According to the older shooter’s social media posts, he was anti-Trump
but a big fan of Barack Obama.

The study also points out “from January 1998 through May 2018, 42 percent of mass public shooters were seeing mental health
care professionals before their attacks. In only one of those cases had the killer previously been identified as a danger to others.
We can't foresee every attack, so what's our backup plan when violence does occur?”

This definitive study from the Crime Research Prevention Center proves there is no rational justification for the gun-phobic
opposed to well-trained volunteer staff carrying concealed guns to protect students and themselves. Those who continue to
oppose armed staff and insist on more useless gun-control laws are not only irrational; they’re endangering our children’s lives.

Citizens in Douglas County and across the nation need to show up in large numbers and demand their school districts approve
arming school staff. None of them will probably ever need to use their guns because these attacks are relatively rare, compared to
the millions of children attending schools. But they’ll be ready.

Even more than the guns themselves, the deterrent is uncertainty – the would-be shooter doesn’t know who is armed and where
they are. And these killers want to kill as many children as they can before they can be killed. Think about it. Parents, rather than
that “Gun Free Zone” sign outside the school as you drop your child off, wouldn’t you like to see a sign like this: “ATTENTION :
Please be aware that the staff at this school is armed and will use whatever force is necessary to protect our students” ?

( LINK BELOW )
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Bombshell News: James Comey Was A Communist!

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/James-Comey-3-592x331.jpg

Which words come to mind when you think of James Comey? While some not-so-flattering descriptions of the disgraced ex-
FBI director probably spring to mind, it’s a safe bet that “Communist” wasn’t one of them.

After all, the man who ran the Bureau when President Trump took office was widely seen as a loyal public servant, at least
up until the last two years.

He fit the “G-man” image: An American patriot working his way through the ranks of law enforcement, a Republican who was
named deputy attorney general by George W. Bush.

By now, we know that Comey may not have been such a Boy Scout. His role in the Justice Department’s decision not to
prosecute Hillary Clinton for negligence, combined with his fingerprints all over the disproved “Trump collusion” narrative,
have severely tarnished his reputation.

But what if Comey’s problems go even deeper? Is it possible that the disgraced director didn’t just clash with Trump over
partisan politics? What if it’s because Comey had a fundamentally different and even anti-American worldview?

That’s what famed conservative pundit Rush Limbaugh is asking, and he’s drawing attention to a forgotten 2003 interview to
raise some serious red flags — no pun intended.

“[H]ow many of you have heard or thought that James Comey was a lifelong Republican? I have,” Limbaugh said on his
Friday program.

“I’ve always thought that James Comey was of a lifelong Republican. I’ve been told that James Comey is a lifelong
Republican.”

“It turns out not to be true,” the radio host revealed. “Are you aware that James Comey used to be a Communist?”

Sure enough, during a 2003 interview with New York Magazine, the man who would go on to helm the FBI a decade later
stated on the record that he was a Communist during his formative years.

“I’d moved from Communist to whatever I am now,” Comey said of his early political views. “I’m not even sure how to
characterize myself politically.”

In the same interview, the former Bureau director stated that he voted for Ronald Reagan in 1984 and Jimmy Carter in 1980.
That’s hardly anything to write home about, but in the same breath Comey said that he had sympathized with Communist
views before that time.

Although Comey didn’t elaborate, this would match up with his college years, which began in the late ’70s. That was of
course a time when far-left politics bloomed on university campuses, around the same years that Barack Obama was
smoking marijuana and chumming it up with socialists.

Of course, so were a lot of people. But as both Limbaugh and Zero Hedge noted, James Comey wasn’t the only Obama-era
chief to admit past Communist sympathies. He shares that “distinction” with none other than fellow anti-Trump figure John
Brennan.

“The heads of Obama’s FBI and CIA both voted for Communists during the Cold War, yet were somehow able to move up
the ranks within the same US intelligence community that had spent decades fighting that very ideology,” Zero Hedge
reported on Thursday.

“Former CIA Director John Brennan […] admitted in 2016 to voting Communist in the 1970s,” that outlet pointed out. Sure
enough, CNN broke that story two months before the presidential election.

“I voted for the Communist Party candidate,” Brennan admitted during a Congressional Black Caucus Foundation
conference. He revealed that during his 1980 polygraph test for admission to the CIA, he momentarily thought about
covering up this fact before ultimately telling the truth to the examiner.

That Communist candidate was Gus Hall, a radical leftist who supported the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and ran
for president four times.

Since Brennan admitted his Communist sympathies during his 1980 polygraph but was too young to vote in 1972, it’s nearly
certain that he voted for the avowed Communist candidate in 1976, just four years before joining the CIA.

Based on his admission, it’s very possible that Comey voted for the very same Soviet-backed Communist candidate.

Does it matter? It’s hard to say. On the one hand, people can certainly change, and it isn’t uncommon for young people to
hold radical views during experimental college years, only to see the light later on.

But on the other hand, there wasn’t really that much time between when both Comey and Brennan admittedly saw
themselves as Communists and when they entered public service.

Communism isn’t something you casually walk away from. It’s an all-encompassing worldview; if you leave it behind,
everything in your worldview has to shift. Remember, this was near the height of the Cold War, when siding with
communists meant seeing eye-to-eye with the USSR while American soldiers were fighting and dying at the hands of
Soviet-backed North Vietnam.

And it’s also worth noting that Comey didn’t seem all that eager to distance himself from Communism during his 2003
interview or clarify that he had long outgrown those radical views. Instead, he weakly described his politics as “whatever I
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interview or clarify that he had long outgrown those radical views. Instead, he weakly described his politics as “whatever I
am now,” and said he wasn’t “sure how to characterize myself politically.”

At the end of the day, we don’t know what is in the hearts and minds of Comey and Brennan. We may never truly know
where their sympathies lie, but the president’s instincts about distrusting both men may have been right all along.

( LINK BELOW )
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A. Which one of you three men Sold your Soul to Satan so Hillary Clinton could win Election?

B. Who decided it was a good idea to use the Fake HRC Dossier for FISA Warrants?

C. If you had to blame the whole Russia Collusion Lie on someone , Who would it be?

D. Since We know you are all Globalist Puppets, Who takes it up the Ass?
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Which words come to mind when you think of James Comey? While some not-so-flattering descriptions of the disgraced ex-
FBI director probably spring to mind, it’s a safe bet that “Communist” wasn’t one of them.

After all, the man who ran the Bureau when President Trump took office was widely seen as a loyal public servant, at least
up until the last two years.

He fit the “G-man” image: An American patriot working his way through the ranks of law enforcement, a Republican who was
named deputy attorney general by George W. Bush.

By now, we know that Comey may not have been such a Boy Scout. His role in the Justice Department’s decision not to
prosecute Hillary Clinton for negligence, combined with his fingerprints all over the disproved “Trump collusion” narrative,
have severely tarnished his reputation.

But what if Comey’s problems go even deeper? Is it possible that the disgraced director didn’t just clash with Trump over
partisan politics? What if it’s because Comey had a fundamentally different and even anti-American worldview?

That’s what famed conservative pundit Rush Limbaugh is asking, and he’s drawing attention to a forgotten 2003 interview to
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That’s what famed conservative pundit Rush Limbaugh is asking, and he’s drawing attention to a forgotten 2003 interview to
raise some serious red flags — no pun intended.

“[H]ow many of you have heard or thought that James Comey was a lifelong Republican? I have,” Limbaugh said on his
Friday program.

“I’ve always thought that James Comey was of a lifelong Republican. I’ve been told that James Comey is a lifelong
Republican.”

“It turns out not to be true,” the radio host revealed. “Are you aware that James Comey used to be a Communist?”

Sure enough, during a 2003 interview with New York Magazine, the man who would go on to helm the FBI a decade later
stated on the record that he was a Communist during his formative years.

“I’d moved from Communist to whatever I am now,” Comey said of his early political views. “I’m not even sure how to
characterize myself politically.”

In the same interview, the former Bureau director stated that he voted for Ronald Reagan in 1984 and Jimmy Carter in 1980.
That’s hardly anything to write home about, but in the same breath Comey said that he had sympathized with Communist
views before that time.

Although Comey didn’t elaborate, this would match up with his college years, which began in the late ’70s. That was of
course a time when far-left politics bloomed on university campuses, around the same years that Barack Obama was
smoking marijuana and chumming it up with socialists.

Of course, so were a lot of people. But as both Limbaugh and Zero Hedge noted, James Comey wasn’t the only Obama-era
chief to admit past Communist sympathies. He shares that “distinction” with none other than fellow anti-Trump figure John
Brennan.

“The heads of Obama’s FBI and CIA both voted for Communists during the Cold War, yet were somehow able to move up
the ranks within the same US intelligence community that had spent decades fighting that very ideology,” Zero Hedge
reported on Thursday.

“Former CIA Director John Brennan […] admitted in 2016 to voting Communist in the 1970s,” that outlet pointed out. Sure
enough, CNN broke that story two months before the presidential election.

“I voted for the Communist Party candidate,” Brennan admitted during a Congressional Black Caucus Foundation
conference. He revealed that during his 1980 polygraph test for admission to the CIA, he momentarily thought about
covering up this fact before ultimately telling the truth to the examiner.

That Communist candidate was Gus Hall, a radical leftist who supported the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and ran
for president four times.

Since Brennan admitted his Communist sympathies during his 1980 polygraph but was too young to vote in 1972, it’s nearly
certain that he voted for the avowed Communist candidate in 1976, just four years before joining the CIA.

Based on his admission, it’s very possible that Comey voted for the very same Soviet-backed Communist candidate.

Does it matter? It’s hard to say. On the one hand, people can certainly change, and it isn’t uncommon for young people to
hold radical views during experimental college years, only to see the light later on.

But on the other hand, there wasn’t really that much time between when both Comey and Brennan admittedly saw
themselves as Communists and when they entered public service.

Communism isn’t something you casually walk away from. It’s an all-encompassing worldview; if you leave it behind,
everything in your worldview has to shift. Remember, this was near the height of the Cold War, when siding with
communists meant seeing eye-to-eye with the USSR while American soldiers were fighting and dying at the hands of
Soviet-backed North Vietnam.

And it’s also worth noting that Comey didn’t seem all that eager to distance himself from Communism during his 2003
interview or clarify that he had long outgrown those radical views. Instead, he weakly described his politics as “whatever I
am now,” and said he wasn’t “sure how to characterize myself politically.”

At the end of the day, we don’t know what is in the hearts and minds of Comey and Brennan. We may never truly know
where their sympathies lie, but the president’s instincts about distrusting both men may have been right all along.

( LINK BELOW )
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AG Barr: 'I Felt The Rules Were Being Changed To Hurt Trump'
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Attorney General William Barr said that his handling of the Mueller report and its aftermath is rooted in a desire to defend the power
of the executive branch rather than personal support for President Trump.

"I felt the rules were being changed to hurt Trump, and I thought it was damaging for the presidency over the long haul," Barr told
The Wall Street Journal in El Salvador in an interview published Monday, where he traveled last week to boost support for Trump's
policies toward the violent street gang MS-13.

"At every grave juncture the presidency has done what it is supposed to do, which is to provide leadership and direction," Barr
added. "If you destroy the presidency and make it an errand boy for Congress, we’re going to be a much weaker and more divided
nation."

California Republican Rep. Devin Nunes says that Attorney General William Barr and House Republicans will not be swayed by
these false claims.

Democrats have accused Barr and Trump of trying to stonewall and obstruct Congress' oversight duties a charge that was
repeated Monday after Trump directed former White House Counsel Don McGahn to defy a congressional subpoena to testify
before the House Judiciary Committee. That committee voted earlier this month to hold Barr in contempt after he defied a
subpoena for an unredacted version of Special Counsel Robert Mueller's report into Russian activities during the 2016 presidential
campaign.

In an interview with Fox News' Bill Hemmer last week, Barr described that vote as "part of the usual ... political circus that's being
played out. It doesn't surprise me."

Barr has taken the opprobrium in stride, going so far as to approach House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., at a Capitol Hill event
last week and ask her if she had brought her handcuffs.

Barr told Fox News last week that he had ordered an investigation into the origins of the Russia probe because many of the
answers he had gotten were "inadequate."

"People have to find out what the government was doing during that period," he told "America's Newsroom" host Bill Hemmer. "If
we're worried about foreign influence, for the very same reason we should be worried about whether government officials abused
their power and put their thumb on the scale. I'm not saying that happened but its something we have to look at."

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump has directed former White House Counsel Don McGahn to skip a House Judiciary Committee hearing
scheduled for Tuesday, citing a Justice Department opinion that he cannot be compelled to testify about his official duties --
and, through his legal team, McGahn confirmed Monday evening that he won't appear.

The development prompted an obstinate response late Monday from House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler, D-
N.Y.: “We are having the hearing tomorrow and we’re expecting Mr. McGahn to show pursuant to the subpoena."

Earlier this month, House Democrats opted to question an empty chair -- and a bucket of fried chicken -- when Attorney
General Bill Barr failed to appear, citing Democrats' unusual demands.

In a letter to Nadler, McGahn attorney William Burck said his client won't show up. Burck said current White House Counsel
Pat Cipollone had communicated that Trump had instructed McGahn not to testify, and that Assistant Attorney General for
the Office of Legal Counsel Steven Engel had said McGahn was immune from testifying.

"Mr. McGahn understands from your prior correspondence that the Committee would vote to hold him in contempt should he
not appear tomorrow and the House of Representatives may follow suit," Burck wrote to Nadler. "While we disagree with the
Committee’s position and hope it will instead seek an accommodation with the White House, Mr. McGahn also must honor
his ethical and legal obligations as a former senior lawyer and senior advisor to the President. In short, it is our view that the
Committee’s dispute is not with Mr. McGahn but with the White House."

Burck added: "Mr. McGahn remains obligated to maintain the status quo and respect the President’s instruction. In the
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Burck added: "Mr. McGahn remains obligated to maintain the status quo and respect the President’s instruction. In the
event an accommodation is agreed between the Committee and the White House, Mr. McGahn will of course comply with
that accommodation."

In a statement released Monday afternoon, White House Press Secretary Sarah Sanders blasted Democrats for continuing
to pursue Trump investigations, saying they want a "wasteful and unnecessary do-over" in the wake of Special Counsel
Robert Mueller's probe -- and describing the subpoena for McGahn as part of that.

"The House Judiciary Committee has issued a subpoena to try and force Mr. McGahn to testify again. The Department of
Justice has provided a legal opinion stating that, based on long-standing, bipartisan, and Constitutional precedent, the
former Counsel to the President cannot be forced to give such testimony, and Mr. McGahn has been directed to act
accordingly," Sanders said. "This action has been taken in order to ensure that future Presidents can effectively execute
the responsibilities of the Office of the Presidency."

The related DOJ memo said McGahn, like other senior advisers to a president, has "immunity" from being compelled to
testify about his official duties.

"This immunity applies to the former White House Counsel. Accordingly, Mr. McGahn is not legally required to appear and
testify about matters related to his official duties as Counsel to the President," the memo said.

The New York Times first reported that the president would likely direct McGahn to skip the hearing.

The committee announced the hearing last week, but it was unclear whether McGahn would appear due to the ongoing
battle between congressional Democrats and the White House over his testimony.

Earlier this month, Sanders said she did not “anticipate” that a hearing would take place. “We consider this to be a case
closed and we’re moving forward to do the work of the American people,” Sanders said on ABC News’ “The Investigation”
podcast.

The committee, led by Nadler, subpoenaed McGahn on April 22, days after the release of Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s
report, which featured McGahn prominently in its section related to the obstruction of justice inquiry. This included a claim
that McGahn disobeyed Trump’s call to have him seek Mueller’s removal.

“On June 17, 2017, the president called [White House Counsel Don] McGahn at home and directed him to call the Acting
Attorney General and say that the Special Counsel had conflicts of interest and must be removed. McGahn did not carry
out the direction, however, deciding that he would resign rather than trigger what he regarded as a potential Saturday Night
Massacre,” the report stated, referencing the Watergate scandal.

The report also revealed that when the media reported on the president’s request, the president directed White House
officials “to tell McGahn to dispute the story and create a record stating he had not been ordered to have the special
counsel removed.” He did not.

The House committee's subpoena, coming amid a fight over access to the unredacted Mueller report, called for McGahn to
appear before the panel to testify and provide documents related to the Mueller investigation.

But earlier this month, Cipollone first notified the committee that McGahn would not be allowed to comply with the
subpoena, saying requests for documents and materials must go to the White House.
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“The White House provided these records to Mr. McGahn in connection with its cooperation with the Special Counsel’s
investigation and with the clear understanding that the records remain subject to the control of the White House for all
purposes,” Cipollone wrote. “The White House records remain legally protected from disclosure under longstanding
constitutional principles, because they implicate significant Executive Branch confidentiality interests and executive
privilege.”

He added: “Because Mr. McGahn does not have the legal right to disclose these documents to third parties, I would ask the
Committee to direct any request for such records to the White House, the appropriate legal custodian.”

Cipollone wrote that acting chief of staff Mick Mulvaney “has directed Mr. McGahn not to produce these White House
records,” adding that the Justice Department concurs with their legal position.

But Nadler has stressed the importance of McGahn’s testimony, saying it would “help shed further light on the president’s
attacks on the rule of law, and his attempts to cover up those actions by lying to the American people and requesting others
to do the same.”

Trump, though, said he never told McGahn to fire Mueller, and tweeted last month that if he “wanted to fire Mueller, I didn’t
need McGahn to do it, I could have done it myself."
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The battle over McGahn's testimony is just one front in the clash between the White House and congressional Democrats.

Earlier this month, the committee voted to hold Barr in contempt for defying a subpoena for Mueller's full and unredacted report, as
well as underlying evidence and documents used in the investigation.

Trump, prior to the vote, asserted executive privilege over the materials in a bid to protect them from being turned over to the
committee. The full House has yet to take a final vote on whether to hold Barr in contempt of Congress.

( LINK BELOW )
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Well It Looks Like Tom Hanks Will Be Voting For Donald Trump In 2020 Election Since Trump Has Done
Such A Great Job And Has Kept All Of His Campaign Promises. But Will You Keep Your Word Tom Hanks ?

Back in 2016 when President Donald Trump had just defeated Hillary Clinton

it was November 17, 2016 a month after the General Election,

Hollywood Actor Tom Hanks is offering a more tempered tone,

stated these things possibly to the dismay of many of his Tinseltown colleagues.

We are going to be all right

because we constantly get to

tell the world who we are. We

constantly get to define

ourselves as America. We do

have the greatest country in

the world. We move at a slow

pace. We have the greatest

country in the world because

we are always moving

towards a more perfect

*union. That journey never *

ceases, it never stops.

Sometimes, to quote a

Springsteen song, it’s “one

step forward, two steps

back,” but we still aggregately

move forward. We, who are a

week into wondering what

the hell just happened, will

continue to move forward.

We have to choose to do so,

but we will move forward

because if we do not move

forward, what is to be said of

us?

This is the United States of America. We'll go on.

There's great like-minded people out there who are Americans

first and Republicans or Democrats second," Hanks told The

Hollywood Reporter.

"I hope the president-elect
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"I hope the president-elect

does such a great job that I vote for his

re-election in four years."

Tom Hanks ..... ( Hollywood Actor )

(FROM ARTICLE 12/17/2016 IN LINK BELOW )
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Modern warfare calls for modern solutions. Gone are the days of the Cold War, when whoever could make the biggest bomb
was considered the biggest kid on the block. Now, it’s all about fighting smarter.

Enter the Counter-Electronics High Power Microwave Advanced Missile Project — or CHAMP for short.

According to the Daily Mail, the missiles were tested back in 2012 before being adopted by the United States Air Force.
Reportedly, 20 of these missiles have now been deployed.

The weapons are loaded on B-52 bombers, and function like a cruise missile — but without the explosion. Instead, the
CHAMP missile flies over a target and fires its electromagnetic pulse cannon, sending a wave to the ground.

For electronics in the effective radius, it’s a death sentence. Surveillance systems, computers, cameras, and other
electronics wouldn’t just be offline after this EMP blast — they would be completely destroyed.

Surge protectors are too slow to stop it, and it’s doubtful that any primitive shielding technique in Iran or North Korea would
keep their equipment safe.

The energy in this wave is completely harmless to humans.

With a few well-placed missiles, entire anti-air batteries can be taken offline. Artillery, which relies heavily on a
communications network, would be forced to fire blind.

With either of these systems down, a lightning amphibious invasion would be disastrous for the enemy.

Do you think the CHAMP missile will be an effective weapon?

Of course, this weapon would likely prevent the need for a full-scale invasion.

A blast to a dense part of Pyongyang or Tehran would create unmitigated chaos and economic loss. A few more of these to
vital locations for the countries’ economies or infrastructure could easily shut them down for months.

Power plants, government buildings, and other strategic structures would be easy prey for the CHAMP system.

The missile can even fry targets entrenched in mountain bunkers, provided they’re linked to the power grid with external
cables.

If the enemy hopes to shoot one of these missiles down, they’re in for a rude awakening.

The CHAMP missile is capable of frying radar installations while on its way to a primary target, making locating this weapon
a feat in and of itself.

This is a humane yet devastating weapon that is capable of shutting down the enemy without spilling a drop of blood.

It may not be a flashy and scary missile, but CHAMP allows America to project her power and maintain a peaceful world.

Phantom Works, the defense prototyping wing of Boeing, is behind the advanced weapons system. The group is also
behind several other missiles and advanced aircraft, including planned next-generation fighter jets.

With developments like these, we’re blessed to live in a free market society that fosters this pace of technological progress.
If brutality bred innovation, North Korea would be the one with a leg up on us.

( VIDEO & STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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The White House sent a letter to House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler Monday afternoon informing him former
White House Counsel Don McGahn will not be complying with a subpoena for testimony.

"At the President’s direction, the White House has been completely transparent with the Special Counsel’s
investigation. The Special Counsel received more than 1.4 million documents and hours and hours of
interviews from White House officials, including more than 30 hours from former Counsel to the President,
Don McGahn. The Democrats do not like the conclusion of the Mueller investigation – no collusion, no
conspiracy, and no obstruction – and want a wasteful and unnecessary do-over," White House Press
Secretary Sarah Sanders released in a statement.

"The House Judiciary Committee has issued a subpoena to try and force Mr. McGahn to testify again. The
Department of Justice has provided a legal opinion stating that, based on long-standing, bipartisan, and
Constitutional precedent, the former Counsel to the President cannot be forced to give such testimony, and
Mr. McGahn has been directed to act accordingly," she continued. "This action has been taken in order to
ensure that future Presidents can effectively execute the responsibilities of the Office of the Presidency."

Shortly before the White House announcement, the Department of Justice issued a 15-page memo explaining the legal
precedent for why the Trump administration is capable of keeping McGahn from testifying.

"We provide the same answer that the Department of Justice has repeatedly provided for nearly five decades:
Congress may not constitutionally compel the President's senior advisors to testify about their official
duties. This testimonial immunity is rooted in the constitutional separation of powers and derives from the
President's independence from Congress," the memo states, citing actions by former Clinton Attorney
General Janet Reno and others. "The immunity of the President's immediate advisors from compelled
congressional testimony on matters related to their official responsibilities has long been recognized and
arises from the fundamental workings of the separation of powers. This immunity applies to the former White
House Counsel. Accordingly, Mr. McGahn is not legally required to appear and testify about matters related
to his official duties as Counsel to the President."

( LINK BELOW )
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HEZBOLLAH IS FEELING THE SQUEEZE OF TRUMP’S SANCTIONS
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Hezbollah has been forced to make “draconian cuts” to its expenditures as a direct result of President Donald Trump’s 2018
sanctions on Iran, according to The Washington Post.

Hezbollah, a U.S.-designated terrorist group, received upwards of $700 million a year, or 70% of its revenue, from Iran in the
past. But Iran’s ability to finance the Lebanese militia group has been significantly curtailed after Trump pulled out of former
President Barack Obama’s 2015 nuclear deal, WaPo reported on May 18.

“There is no doubt these sanctions have had a negative impact,” a Hezbollah official told WaPo. “But ultimately, sanctions
are a component of war, and we are going to confront them in this context.”

The Trump administration claims that $10 million has been wiped off of Iran’s bottom line since November.

Some Hezbollah fighters have been furloughed and others have been assigned to the reserves, resulting in little to no pay,
according to an administrative employee of the group.

Officials and fighters who’ve kept their job are also feeling the pinch, losing access to auxiliary benefits such as meals, gas
and transportation, according to another Hezbollah official who spoke with WaPo.

Other wealthy financiers of Hezbollah from Lebanon and abroad have also been deterred by a separate set of sanctions
targeting companies and banks that conduct business with the group, according to Washington Institute for Near East
Policy Hezbollah analyst Hanin Ghaddar.

Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah called on his followers in March to contribute to “a jihad of money” in an effort to
compensate for its dwindling revenue streams. Hezbollah’s social media sites are telling Lebanese citizens it’s their
“religious duty” to contribute to Hezbollah-run charities.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Hassan-Nasrallah-Hezbollah-40-Anniversary.jpg

The U.S. designated Hezbollah as a terrorist group in the 1980s after it was found responsible for a series of suicide
bombings of Americans in Lebanon.

The United Kingdom followed suit in February, announcing it will ban Hezbollah and that any member or supporter of the
terrorist group could face up to 10 years in prison. (RELATED: UK To Add Hezbollah To List Of Banned Terrorist Groups)

Legislation a bipartisan group of lawmakers introduced on May 16 would make $1.68 billion available to the families of 241
American servicemen killed in a 1983 Hezbollah bombing.

“Terrorists, and those who support them financially, must be held accountable for the 1983 Marine Barracks attack that took
the lives of 241 American service members, including 220 Marines,” Republican Rep. Greg Pence of Indiana told The Daily
Caller News Foundation. “This legislation will help victims and their families obtain just a small amount of justice.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Researchers Find Campaign On Instagram To Undermine President Trump That Bears Hallmarks Of

Disinformation Campaigns That Proliferated The Platform In 2016

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/donaldtrump_05082019.jpg

Researchers have identified what appears to be a coordinated campaign to undermine President Trump on Instagram, an
effort that bears the hallmarks of the disinformation campaigns that proliferated on the platform in 2016.

A recently-published study by Italian analytics firm Ghost Data has identified a network of 350 anti-Trump accounts
coordinating efforts to promote messages deriding and mocking the president, sometimes with graphic or violent language.
The researchers found 19 suspicious Instagram accounts leading the network of accounts promoting anti-Trump content.

In total, the posts from the accounts generated have more than 35.2 million interactions, with 3.9 million of those
interactions occurring in the last two months. The study concluded that the anti-Trump Instagram campaign has ramped up
over the past several months, with the network's activities swelling "dramatically" since April.

"Most content shared by these users is identical, while other images are slightly altered in size, colors, filter,
partial or missing text," the researchers wrote, explaining how they identified that the campaign is
coordinated rather than the result of organic political discourse. "Many identical or similar posts are
published a few minutes apart from each other, while some are even weeks apart."

Reuters first reported on the study on Monday.

Facebook-owned Instagram in a statement said it is "investigating the accounts in question and have already removed
those that we’ve found to violate our policies."

"Accounts used to manipulate or mislead the public are not allowed on Instagram and we will take action if
we find additional violations," the company spokesperson said

The company has so far accounts that violate its "misrepresentation policies," which bar users from impersonating or
deceiving others.

Some of the accounts identified by name in the study – for example, Dumpchumpvote – were still online as of Monday
afternoon, while others – including Dumpchump, Lindadiazzzz, and emmamiller71 – have been removed.

The researchers pointed out that some of the posts appear to violate Instagram's hate speech policies, while others violate
its guidelines against inauthentic behavior.

The interactions for the 19 suspicious accounts' posts "are actually growing exponentially," the study found, with 69,222
likes and comments in the first ten days of May.

Instagram has come under fire for allowing a Russian troll farm to take advantage of its platform during the 2016 presidential
election, with members of the Russian government's Internet Research Agency creating more than 100 Instagram accounts
aimed at sowing political discord. Analysts have said Instagram was one of the most powerful tools available to the IRA,
and they were allowed to spread pro-Trump and anti-Hillary Clinton messages for years unabated.

Researchers said they did not see evidence that the anti-Trump campaign was linked to Russia, noting that it is difficult to
discern intent with these coordinated campaigns

"Even if it is impossible to differentiate between clickbait strategies and sincere political outrage, our data
shows that a certain number of accounts are directly linked to each other and even operate in a coordinated
fashion to spread these anti-Trump memes," they wrote.

The network of 350 accounts has published 12,1051 posts since 2016.

Instagram and its owner, Facebook, have been engaged in concerted efforts to wipe inauthentic behavior from their services
for months. Instagram has identified and removed hundreds of Instagram accounts as part of those efforts.

( LINK BELOW )
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Rep. Meadows: FBI Knew Early On That Trump Did Not Collude With Russia

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=95ae17c6-b53b-43bc-9e17-cc774f768fd7&SiteName=Newsmax

When President Donald Trump declassifies transcripts from the FBI's surveillance of his campaign, Americans will be "astonished"
to see that the FBI knew early on through its spying on former campaign aide George Papadopoulos, that there was no collusion
with Russia, Rep. Mark Meadows said Monday, while agreeing with former Rep. Trey Gowdy that the FBI is withholding
information.

"He is a serious chairman," the North Carolina Republican told Fox News" "Fox and Friends" about Gowdy. "He has seen
documents that I have not seen. We have come to the same conclusion, and that is, indeed George Papadopoulos was actually
taped and recorded, and those interviews actually, there are records of those."

He added that he's spoken with Trump recently and believes the declassification is "right around the corner."

Sunday, Gowdy, now a contributor for Fox News, told "Sunday Morning Futures" anchor Maria Bartiromo he's seen the transcripts,
and they contain information that calls the collusion matter into question.

“Some of us have been fortunate enough to know whether or not those transcripts exist," Gowdy said. "One in particular...there is
some information in these transcripts that has the potential to be a gamechanger if it’s ever made public.”

The FBI's investigation into Trump's campaign opened on July 31, 2016, after the Australian government reported that a diplomat,
Alexander Downer, had claimed Papadopoulos told him in May that he had heard Russians could be releasing information on
Hillary Clinton.

But before the investigation opened, Meadows said Monday, "we know that there were some improper activities going on and after
certainly there were, and I believe Attorney General (William) Barr is very serious about getting to the bottom of it."

(LINK BELOW)
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Obama Cybersecurity Official: It's 'A Problem' That Former Colleague Now Lobbies For Huawei

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/444566-obama-cybersecurity-official-its-a-problem-that-former-colleagues-lobbying-for

Former Department of Homeland Security official Nate Snyder on Monday criticized a former Obama administration official
who now lobbies for Chinese telecommunications company Huawei.

Huawei this year hired lobbyist Samir Jain of Jones Day, a former senior director for cybersecurity on the National Security
Council.

"That's a problem," Snyder, who is a senior advisor at Cambridge Global Advisors, told Hill.TV. "From a national
security perspective, things get less partisan -- we just look at the problem and it's a problem. We’ve got a big
problem here."

President Trump in an April tweet called Jain's hiring unacceptable

Jones Day did not immediately respond to a request for comment.

Huawei is one the world's biggest smartphone manufacturers, but U.S. intelligence agencies have warned that Huawei is
used by the Chinese government to steal intellectual property from the West and that it poses a threat to the safety of U.S.
communications infrastructure.

All six heads of the U.S. intelligence agencies told Congress last year that they would recommend consumers stay far
away from Huawei products, with FBI Director Christopher Wray saying, "We’re deeply concerned about the risks of allowing
any company or entity that is beholden to foreign governments that don’t share our values to gain positions of power inside
our telecommunications networks."

Trump indirectly targeted Huawei in a recent executive order designed to protect U.S.

communications infrastructure from foreign influence.

( LINK BELOW )
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MEADOWS SAYS DECLASSIFICATION OF RUSSIA PROBE DOCUMENTS IS ‘RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER’

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Screen-ShotRep.-MeadowsFox-NewsScreen-Shot-e1558364106213.png

North Carolina Republican Rep. Mark Meadows said important documents relating to the origins of the counterintelligence
investigation into President Donald Trump’s campaign will be released soon on Monday.

The House Oversight Committee member responded to the former committee chair Trey Gowdy’s comments that the FBI
possibly withheld “game-changing” evidence regarding the origins of the Russia probe. Meadows said he agreed with Gowdy
that former Trump campaign associate George Papadopoulos was being taped and recorded by FBI informants and that the
unreleased transcript was never released to the FISA court, in an appearance on Fox News.

“[Gowdy] has seen documents that actually I have not seen,” Meadows said. “But we have come to the same conclusion
and that is, indeed, George Papadopoulos was actually taped and recorded,” saying the documents would expose
exculpatory information on the question of possible collusion between the Trump campaign and Russia.

WATCH:

https://youtu.be/dYVwq9teTS4 via @YouTube

“I think the delay is over,” Meadows continued. “I think the president is serious. I’ve spoken to him recently and I think
declassification is right around the corner and hopefully the American people will be able to judge for themselves.”

Meadows also said he and Papadopoulos have spoken about the possible declassification that if Trump declassifies
records, “the American people will be astonished to see not only was it going on and the president was right, he was
actually taped and recorded but other than that, he was not colluding with the Russians and they knew this very early on.
So that could be the game changer that [Gowdy] was referring to.”

Gowdy and Meadows did not have a specific timeline for the release of the documents, but Meadows says it is “right around
the corner.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/05/20/meadows-declassification-russia/?
utm_medium=push&utm_source=daily_caller&utm_campaign=push
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US Destroyer Armed With Missiles Enters S. China Sea In Challenge To Beijing’s Territorial Claims

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.05/l/5ce232eafc7e9344328b4677.jpg

A US Navy Arleigh Burke-class destroyer sailed next to a disputed shoal in the South China Sea, ignoring repeated warnings from
Beijing to stay clear of the region amid rising tensions between the two economic superpowers. On Sunday, the USS Preble (DDG-
88), armed with Tomahawk missiles, sailed along the Scarborough Shoal in the South China Sea in order to “challenge” the Asian
giant’s claim to the area. Washington has repeatedly refused to acquiesce to Chinese protests over its incursions into the sea,
citing the principle of “freedom of navigation.”

“Preble sailed within 12 nautical miles of Scarborough Reef in order to challenge excessive maritime claims and preserve access
to the waterways as governed by international law,” Commander Clay Doss, a spokesman for the Seventh Fleet, stated.

Sunday’s incident marks the second such US intrusion into the South China Sea this month. On May 6, the USS Chung-Hoon
sailed within 12 nautical miles of Gaven and Johnson Reefs in the Spratly Islands, triggering a strong response from China.

“The relevant actions of the US warships violated China’s sovereignty and undermined peace, security and good order in the
relevant sea areas,” Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Geng Shuang said.

Washington’s daring actions followed last week’s Chinese announcement that it will impose tariffs of up to 25 percent on $60 billion
worth of American products, in retaliation for Trump’s levies on $200 billion of Chinese goods.

The Preble’s journey into the disputed waterway also coincided with bilateral naval drills being held in the South China Sea by the
Indian and Singaporean Navies. Those exercises are set to conclude on Wednesday.

( LINK BELOW )
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Joe Biden Mocked For Claiming To Have Started The Climate Change Movement (VIDEO)

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.05/l/5ce162efdda4c815048b45e2.JPG

Joe Biden has been roundly mocked on Twitter after making the unlikely claim to a young activist appealing for a
presidential debate on climate change that he kicked-off the whole global warming movement back in the late 1980s.

A young activist from US Youth Climate Strike asked Biden if he would support a presidential climate policy forum
organized by the group. Biden interrupted the girl before she was finished, asking, “By the way, did you know I’m the guy
who did all this? Read ‘Real Clear Politics’ – it will tell you about how I started this whole thing back in 1987 – climate
change.”

https://twitter.com/usclimatestrike/status/1129894089758052353

https://twitter.com/JordanUhl/status/1129925482605088768

https://twitter.com/banditelli/status/1129938754792112129

Social media users were quick to criticize Biden’s response, with some mocking him for saying he had started climate
change, and others pointing out that his 1987 effort didn’t really work out so well.

https://twitter.com/CapnSasquatch/status/1129901434374447105

https://twitter.com/donaltc/status/1129970191436136449

Biden has repeatedly boasted of his 80’s climate change concern, telling voters he was the first to introduce a climate bill.
In 1987, Biden delivered a Senate speech warning of the dangers of global warming, and his Global Climate Protection Act
called for setting up a task force to plan to tackle the issue.

While he is the first to have a climate bill passed, he certainly isn’t the first politician to raise the alarm about climate
change, let alone have ‘started’ the whole thing.

Congressman Al Gore held House hearings on climate change in 1976, and as a senator introduced a resolution calling for a
research program into greenhouse gas emissions in 1985. The following year, Republican Senator John Chafee held Senate
climate hearings warning of the “serious problem” and featuring an expert explaining that ‘significant’ warming could happen
within 5-15 years.

Biden has been criticized for reportedly planning a ‘middle ground’ approach to climate policy that is accused of lacking
urgency and not going far enough.

( LINK BELOW )
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Swedish Prosecutors File Request For @Wikileaks Founder Julian Assange's Detention Over Rape Inquiry

https://media3.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2019_18/2841611/190501-julian-assange-cs-
824a_912157579f6cd4975bcb1ef10cdd52fb.fit-760w.jpg

Prosecutors in Sweden have asked the courts to detain Julian Assange in his absence as part of an investigation into rape
allegations. If the request is accepted, Sweden will issue an arrest warrant for the Wikileaks founders. In an announcement this
morning the deputy director of public prosecutions in Sweden said: “I request the District Court to detain Assange in his absence,
on probable cause suspected for rape (less serious crime). If the court decides to detain him, I will issue a European Arrest
Warrant concerning surrender to Sweden."

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.05/l/5cdaddaddda4c8210f8b458f.jpeg

The Wikileaks founder is currently serving a 50-week prison sentence in the UK after he was arrested at the Ecuadorian Embassy,
where he had sought political asylum for nearly seven years. The Wikileaks founder was found guilty of jumping bail, and may still
face extradition to the United States or Sweden.

Two women accused Assange of sexual assault during a visit he made to Sweden in August 2010. Swedish prosecutors reopened
the case after Assange’s arrest last month.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump: 'I Will Not Let Iran Have Nuclear Weapons'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/trumpdonald_051519upi2_lead.jpg

President Trump said in a Sunday night Fox News interview that he doesn't want to go to war with Iran but emphasized he
will never allow the nation to develop nuclear weapons.

"I will not let Iran have nuclear weapons," Trump told Fox News host Steve Hilton. "I don’t want to fight. But you do have
situations like Iran, you can’t let them have nuclear weapons — you just can’t let that happen.”

Trump has reportedly grown frustrated with the hardline approach toward Tehran taken by national security adviser John
Bolton and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and wishes to negotiate directly with Iranian leaders, but escalated his own
rhetoric earlier Sunday afternoon, warning that a military engagement would mean “the official end of Iran.”

Tensions have risen between the two countries in recent weeks, with Bolton announcing a carrier group would be deployed
to the Persian Gulf in response to unspecified acts of aggression by Iran, while Iran announced it will scale back some of
its commitments under the 2015 nuclear deal on the anniversary of Trump’s announcement the U.S. would withdraw from
the deal entirely.

"I ended the Iran nuclear deal, and actually, I must tell you — I had no idea it was going to be as strong as it was. It totally
— the country is devastated from the standpoint of the economy," Trump said Sunday.

( LINK BELOW )
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Two Florida Dope Addicts Left Veteran, 82, Suicidal After Emptying His Bank Account, Police Say

( Henry and Dushan allegedly spent $500 per day of the stolen money on drugs. (DeLand Police Department)

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/931/524/henry-dushan-sbs.jpg

A Florida woman and her boyfriend were arrested last week for scamming an 82-year-old veteran out of his life savings to
fuel their drug habit after the man told a crisis line he wanted to kill himself over his empty bank account, authorities said.

Jessica Henry, 31, and Gregory Dushan, 28, coerced more than $50,000, along with property, from the U.S. Coast Guard
veteran, DeLand police said in a news release. The couple allegedly spent more than $500 of the money on drugs daily.

The 82-year-old victim called the Veterans Crisis Center and told the agency that his bank

account had a negative balance and he felt the only solution was to end his life, the release

said. The center immediately called police.

The victim, who hasn’t been identified, told officers that he first met Henry about three years ago. He started giving the
woman money after she claimed she wasn’t able to feed her children and didn’t have transportation to take them to school,
the release said.

Henry contacted the victim again six months ago, claiming she needed $350 a day to pay for urine tests as part of her
probation for a recent arrest, WKMG-TV reported, citing an arrest report. Dushan, pretending to be Henry's probation officer,
also called the victim daily to demand between $150 and $1,000.

Dushan threated to seize the victim’s car and throw him in jail if the demands weren’t met, police said. The veteran
eventually gave his car to Dushan. Police said they have since recovered the vehicle.

Henry and Dushan were charged with exploiting an elderly person between amounts of $20,000 and $100,000. Dushan was
separately charged with impersonating a correction/probation officer. The couple could face more charges, police said.

A DeLand police spokesman told WKMG that the department is looking into ways to help the 82-year-old, who has been
unable to pay his rent because of the incident.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/florida-couple-veteran-bank-account
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2020 DEMOCRATS ARE RELEASING SWEEPING PLANS TO EXPAND ABORTION

( WE AS CONSERVATIVE PRO LIFE PATRIOTS NEED O FIGHT WITH EVERYTHING WE HAVE TO DEFEAT

THE DEMOCRAT'S HOPES OF EXPANDING ABORTION )

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Handmaids-e1558295207456.jpg

A growing number of Democratic presidential candidates say Congress should pass legislation protecting abortion access in case
the Supreme Court overturns Roe v. Wade.

The Democratic trend accompanies a swell of pro-life legislation at the state level.

“Congress should do its job and protect their constituents from these efforts by establishing affirmative, statutory rights that
parallel Roe vs. Wade,” Democratic Sen. Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts wrote in a Friday Medium essay.

The Constitution’s supremacy clause gives federal law precedence over state law where the two conflict. Warren and Democratic
Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand of New York say Congress should adopt a sweeping legislative package that would displace state
restrictions on abortion in favor of a permissive federal regime. Both criticized targeted regulations on abortion providers, or so-
called “TRAP” laws.

Such laws mean to ensure high standards of care for women who terminate pregnancies, though Democrats say they are
medically unnecessary stealth measures whose real purpose is the closure of abortion clinics.

“I would ensure that no state can pass laws that chip away at access to reproductive care or criminalize reproductive healthcare
providers,” Gillibrand wrote Thursday. “Federal law would supersede those harmful state restrictions.” (RELATED: Democratic
Efforts To Pack The Supreme Court Hit A Big Wall: Public Opinion)

The New York Democrat has also pledged to appoint Supreme Court justices who will uphold Roe, as has Sen. Bernie Sanders of
Vermont. Gillibrand and Warren shared detailed abortion platforms earlier in May, which are largely similar in their particulars and
far-reaching ambition.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Kirsten-Gillibrand-1.jpg

Other candidates have voiced support for codifying Roe and related efforts like repealing the Hyde Amendment, which prohibits
federal funding of abortion. Democratic Sen. Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota told Fox News on Sunday that she would sign legislation
codifying abortion rights if elected president, while Democratic Sen. Cory Booker of New Jersey promised to roll back Trump
administration rules allowing employers to opt out of contraceptive coverage for reasons of conscience, among other items.

Former Colorado Gov. John Hickenlooper also said the next president should “enshrine Roe v. Wade into law” in a Wednesday
tweet.

Democrats say aggressive legislative efforts are warranted in view of President Donald Trump’s successful run of judicial
confirmations. The Senate confirmed the 100th Trump judicial appointee in early May, and some believe the confirmation of
Justice Brett Kavanaugh entrenched an anti-Roe majority on the Supreme Court.

Whatever their plans, a legislative effort to protect Roe is unlikely to succeed in the near-term, given Republican control of the
Senate. Administrative efforts to repeal pro-life regulations like the domestic gag rule — which bars providers who receive Title X
dollars from making abortion referrals — could easily be achieved by a Democratic president, however.

There are several abortion-related cases currently pending before the high court. The disputes relate to pro-life measures adopted
in Indiana and Louisiana.

( PATRIOT'S IT IS GOOD TO KNOW WHAT THE LIBERAL'S ARE PLANNING SO WE CAN STOP THEIR GLOBALIST AGENDA
BEFORE IT HAS A CHANCE OF BECOMING LAW )

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Could Soon Be Back Tending Bars After What Her Constituents Told Pollsters

Democratic socialist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York might have to return to bartending after her first term, at
least if recent polling data is any indication.
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least if recent polling data is any indication.

The Stop The AOC PAC recently surveyed residents in New York’s 14th Congressional District, which Ocasio-Cortez
represents, about their congresswoman.

“My family came from Russia when I was a baby, and I grew up hearing what they went through. And I have a strong dislike
for that ideology,” the PAC’s founder, Dan Backer, told The Daily Caller, explaining why he believes it’s so important to fight
Ocasio-Cortez’s policies.

“‘The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing,'” Backer said, quoting a line from former
President Reagan, though 18th century statesman Edmund Burke was the first to use it. “Someone had to stand up and do
something. If we don’t challenge socialism, we let it win,” Backer added.

It looks like Ocasio-Cortez’s constituents are already turning against her, according to data collected through Backer’s
organization.

“We did robocalls and text message polling and compared the data,” Backer said.

The results were telling.

“We saw that the district is for the Green New Deal and some of her other policies,” Backer said.

“But they’re wildly opposed to her with regard to Amazon, the reality of the jobs and the opportunities that she cost them.
She screwed over the local economy in a big way, and screwed over her voters.”

Earlier this year, Amazon canceled its plans to bring its headquarters to New York, which would have provided 25,000 new
jobs in exchange for $3 billion in tax breaks.

Amazon canceled the deal because multiple New York elected officials, including Ocasio-Cortez, were hostile to the
company and its plans.

“It was that the environment over the course of the past three months had not got any better. There were some local and
state elected officials who refused to meet with Amazon and criticized us day in and day out about the plan,” Jodi Seth,
Amazon’s head of policy communications, told NBC News at the time.

Ocasio-Cortez, for her part, celebrated Amazon’s decision to cancel the deal on Twitter and slammed Amazon’s “corporate
greed.”

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez  Verified account

@AOC

@AOC

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Retweeted J. David Goodman

Anything is possible: today was the day a group of dedicated, everyday New Yorkers & their

neighbors defeated Amazon’s #corporate greed, its worker exploitation, and the power of the richest

man in the world.

J. David Goodman

✔ @jdavidgoodman

AMAZON CANCELS PLAN TO COME TO NEW YORK

"After much thought and deliberation, we’ve decided not to move forward with our plans to build a
headquarters for Amazon in Long Island City, Queens" - Amazon spokeswoman Jodi Seth

But not everybody was celebrating the loss of jobs — even liberal New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio was upset at Ocasio-
Cortez for spoiling the Amazon deal.

And Stop The AOC PAC’s canvassing data suggests that only 9 percent of voters agree with Ocasio-Cortez’s position on
Amazon.

Another 36 percent support Amazon, while 55 percent of respondents said they were “unsure.”

Moreover, only 20 percent of respondents said they hold a favorable opinion of their democratic socialist congresswoman,
compared to 44 percent of voters who have an unfavorable opinion of her.

Ryan Saavedra

✔ @RealSaavedra

New poll on Ocasio-Cortez from inside her own district shows she’s in serious trouble:

-44% view her unfavorable

-36% don’t know who she is

https://voat.co/u/AOC
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-36% don’t know who she is

Only 20% view her favorablehttps://

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1129472927907307520/7eqTNdqq?format=jpg

This poll, of course, is absolutely humiliating for Ocasio-Cortez. Many of her constituents don’t support her, and a large
chunk of the poll’s respondents (43 percent) said they weren’t even familiar with her.

Her constituents don’t seem to be fans of her hostile stance toward Amazon, which chased away 25,000 jobs.

But voters should expect more of the same from Ocasio-Cortez, as her democratic socialist policies will inevitably result in
fewer jobs and less prosperity.

“I think she’s very beatable,” Backer told The Daily Caller. “Her district — they don’t know her, they don’t like her, they don’t
trust her. As long as we give voters the choice, they’re choosing to turn away from her.”

Ocasio-Cortez touts herself as a heroine for the working class, but many of her constituents rightfully see her for what she
truly is — a job-killing socialist.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/aoc-soon-back-tending-bars-constituents-told-pollsters/
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This Is The Promise Trump Just Made Iran Following A Rocket Landing In Baghdad

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/88/efb16eb8-4489-477b-af8e-ad978edcd344.png

Days after the Trump administration ordered American diplomatic personnel to leave the United States' embassy in
Baghdad, a rocket attacked the very area they were in on Sunday, The Washington Times reported. The area that was
attacked was the Green Zone in the Iraq capital. It's where the U.S. embassy and the main headquarters for combating the
Islamic State sat.

As of now, no casualties have been reported and no group or person has taken responsibility for the attack. Iraqi officials
did, however, confirm that one rocket landed inside the diplomatic compound. Eyewitnesses say a second rocket landed
inside the Green Zone but that has not been officially confirmed.

British Major General Chris Ghika, the deputy commander of the U.S.-led coalition fighting ISIS publicly disagreed with
America's assessment earlier this week, saying there was no increased threat.

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said it's evident there is a growing threat from Iran but the United States is doing
everything in its power to stop a war from forming.

“We’re not going to miscalculate: Our aim is not war, our aim is a change in the behavior of the Iranian
leadership,” Pompeo told CNBC. “The forces that we’re putting in place, the forces that we’ve had in the region
before — you know, we often have carriers in the Persian Gulf — but the president wanted to make sure that, in the
event something took place, we were prepared to respond to it in an appropriate way.”

*Although the U.S. wants to negotiate with Iran, President Donald Trump took to Twitter to make a stark warning: come
after America and you will be defeated.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

If Iran wants to fight, that will be the official end of Iran. Never threaten the United States

again!

81.5K 1:25 PM - May 19, 2019 Twitter Ads info and privacy
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President Donald Trump: If Iran Wants To Fight, That Will Be The Official End Of Iran. Never Threaten

The United States Again!
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Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

If Iran wants to fight, that will be the official end of Iran. Never threaten the United States again!
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Trump: I am Pro-Life Except in Cases of 'Rape, Incest and Protecting the Life of the Mother

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/116/50394c2e-91b5-4f80-beaa-84c1af15e0eb.png

While not outright condemning the recent Alabama law which bans abortions in all cases except the life of the mother,
President Donald J. Trump tweeted his disagreement last night saying that he is "strongly Pro-Life, with the three
exceptions - Rape, Incest and protecting the Life of the mother - the same position taken by Ronald Reagan."

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

#As most people know, and for those who would like to know, I am strongly Pro-Life, with the three exceptions - Rape,
Incest and protecting the Life of the mother - the same position taken by Ronald Reagan. We have come very far in the last
two years with 105 wonderful new.....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

...Federal Judges (many more to come), two great new Supreme Court Justices, the Mexico City Policy, and
a whole new & positive attitude about the Right to Life. The Radical Left, with late term abortion (and worse),
is imploding on this issue. We must stick together and Win....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....for Life in 2020. If we are foolish and do not stay UNITED as one, all of our hard fought gains for Life can,

and will, rapidly disappear!

LiveAction, a pro-life organization, tweeted in response, "Hi Mr. President, please see this powerful testimony from Jennifer
Christie, who was raped on a business trip & then discovered she was pregnant. Rape or incest are horrible situations, and
abusers need to be held fully to the law — but abortion is not the path to healing."

(VIDEO BELOW)

https://twitter.com/LiveAction/status/1129960862486343680

Live Action  Verified account

@LiveAction

@LiveAction

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

Hi Mr. President, please see this powerful testimony from Jennifer Christie, who was raped on a business
trip & then discovered she was pregnant.

Rape or incest are horrible situations, and abusers need to be held fully to the law — but abortion is not the
path to healing.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Fires Back At 'Loser' GOP Lawmaker Who Said He'd Engaged In 'Impeachable Conduct'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_feature_image/public/mreporttrumppostlead_2.jpg

President Trump on Sunday ripped Rep. Justin Amash (R-Mich.) for saying that the president had reached the "threshold for
impeachment," accusing the conservative lawmaker of leveling the charge "for the sake of getting his name out there
through controversy."

"Never a fan of @justinamash, a total lightweight who opposes me and some of our great Republican ideas and policies just
for the sake of getting his name out there through controversy," Trump said on Twitter.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

·

Never a fan of @justinamash, a total lightweight who opposes me and some of our great Republican

ideas and policies just for the sake of getting his name out there through controversy. If he actually

read the biased Mueller Report, “composed” by 18 Angry Dems who hated Trump,....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....he would see that it was nevertheless strong on NO COLLUSION and, ultimately, NO
OBSTRUCTION...Anyway, how do you Obstruct when there is no crime and, in fact, the crimes were
committed by the other side? Justin is a loser who sadly plays right into our opponents hands!

Trump added that Amash would see that he was misguided if he "actually read the biased" report put together by special
counsel Robert Mueller.

"He would see that it was nevertheless strong on NO COLLUSION and, ultimately, NO OBSTRUCTION," Trump said.
"Anyway, how do you Obstruct when there is no crime and, in fact, the crimes were committed by the other side? Justin is
a loser who sadly plays right into our opponents hands!"

Amash, a member of the House Freedom Caucus, on Saturday became the first GOP lawmaker to say that the president's
conduct was "impeachable."

The lawmaker made the accusation in a series of tweets that laid out his thoughts on Mueller's investigation and report.
Amash argued that the report identified "multiple examples of conduct satisfying all the elements of obstruction of justice."

He also criticized Attorney General William Barr, saying that he "deliberately" misrepresented Mueller's finding when he sent
a four-page memo about the investigation to Congress earlier this year.

"Mueller’s report reveals that President Trump engaged in specific actions and a pattern of behavior that meet the threshold
for impeachment," Amash said at one point.

The GOP lawmaker also criticized the partisanship in Congress, saying that it has "eroded our system of checks and
balances."

Amash has frequently criticized the president throughout his term in the White House. He previously said that he would not
rule out seeking the Libertarian nomination for president in 2020.

His remarks break with many of the arguments members of the Trump administration and GOP lawmakers have made
since Mueller's 22-month investigation ended.

The Mueller report revealed that the special counsel did not find sufficient evidence to conclude that a conspiracy took
place between Moscow and the Trump campaign. But the report said that Mueller was unable to make a conclusive
determination on obstruction.

In addition to Trump, the Republican National Committee (RNC) denounced Amash over his accusation.

"It's sad to see Congressman Amash parroting the Democrats' talking points on Russia. The only people still fixated on the
Russia collusion hoax are political foes of President Trump hoping to defeat him in 2020 by any desperate means possible,"
said RNC Chairwoman Ronna Romney McDaniel.

( LINK BELOW )
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135 Officers Arrest 50 People In Massive Connecticut Heroin Bust: 11 Suspects On The Run

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Raw-deal.jpg

State and Federal law enforcement arrested 50 people in Connecticut on Friday as part of a massive undercover operation
that resulted in the seizure of thousands of bags of heroin, guns and $15,000 in cash.

Police in Waterbury say the arrests were part of an investigation called "Operation Raw Deal" that began in September "in
response to an increase in heroin overdoses and heroin-related deaths in the city."

According to Fox 61, detectives issued 92 warrants for the 52 suspects, with charges ranging from the sale of narcotics,
conspiracy at the sale of narcotics, firearm violations and possession in a school zone. Thirteen police teams carried out
those warrants in a series of raids across the quiet Connecticut town.

The arrest phase of “Operation: Raw Deal” consisted of 135 detectives, officers, agents and investigators, from the VICE
and Intelligence Division, Criminal Investigation Bureau (CID), Gang Task Force (GTF), Street Crime Unit (SCU),
Emergency Response Team (ERT), Patrol Division, forensic technicians and investigators from other local and federal law
enforcement agencies.

Forty-one suspects from the original list of 52 were arrested for various drug-related offenses, while nine people were
arrested for various drug-related offenses and other crimes.

Detectives seized 8 ounces of raw heroin, thousands of bags of heroin packaged for sale, $15,000 in cash, two cars, two
handguns, bullets and a rifle.

Waterbury police say most of those arrested in the monthlong operation were mid-level heroin dealers.

Lt. David Silverio says this operation was about saving lives, not just making arrests.

"You have the people that have a medical need and may need treatment and then we have traffickers and suppliers. This
kind of operation is targeting the trafficker side of the narcotics problem," Lt. Silverio of the Waterbury Police Department
told Fox 61.

"As of May 4, there’s been 24 deaths in Waterbury this year alone and 99 overdoses. This year, the numbers hopefully will
get better, but we have a problem right here in this city," added Lt. Silverio.

In a nationwide study by the CDC, overdose deaths in 2017 are nearly four times as frequent as they were in 1999. Heroin
overdoses have remained stagnant, as other forms of opioid use have increased dramatically.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Overdose-Death-CDC.png

Fox 61 says there are still 11 people on the run from the operation. The Waterbury Police says if you recognize one of the
suspects, do not approach them and contact police immediately.

( LINK BELOW )
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GOWDY: FBI HAS PAPADOPOULOS TRANSCRIPTS THAT ARE POTENTIAL ‘GAME-CHANGER’

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GowdyBartiromo-e1558281391569.jpeg

Former Republican South Carolina Rep. Trey Gowdy said he is aware of potentially game-changing evidence in the FBI’s
Russia probe regarding George Papadopoulos, the former Trump campaign adviser. During an interview on Fox News’
“Sunday Morning Futures,” Gowdy indicated he has seen FBI transcripts related to Papadopoulos that contain potentially
exculpatory information on the question of possible collusion between the Trump campaign and Russian government.

“If the bureau’s going to send in an informant in, the informant’s going to be wired, and if the bureau is monitoring telephone
calls, there’s going to be a transcript of that,” Gowdy told host Maria Bartiromo.

Gowdy continued:

“Some of us have been fortunate enough to know whether or not those transcripts exist. But they haven’t been made
public, and I think one in particular is going — it has the potential to actually persuade people. Very little in this
Russia probe I’m afraid is going to persuade people who hate Trump or love Trump. But there is some information in
these transcripts that has the potential to be a game-changer if it’s ever made public.”

WATCH:

https://youtu.be/4BWCNhcdu88 via @YouTube

The FBI officially opened its counterintelligence investigation of the Trump campaign July 31, 2016, after receiving
information from the Australian government regarding Papadopoulos. A top Australian diplomat, Alexander Downer, claimed
Papadopoulos told him during a conversation May 10, 2016, that he heard Russia might release information on Hillary
Clinton close to the campaign

As part of its investigation, the FBI used a longtime informant, Stefan Halper, to make contact with Papadopoulos. He paid
Papadopoulos $3,000 and flew him to London in mid-September 2016 under the guise of writing an academic paper on
Mediterranean energy security issues.

Halper, a former Cambridge professor, was accompanied by a woman he claimed was his assistant. But the woman, who
used the alias Azra Turk, was actually a government investigator. Papadopoulos claims during meetings in London, Halper
and Turk asked him if he knew of or was involved in Russian efforts to obtain Clinton emails. Papadopoulos said he denied
having any knowledge of the matter.

A month after Papadopoulos’s trip, the FBI obtained a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) warrant against Carter
Page, another Trump campaign aide. The surveillance warrant mentioned Papadopoulos as well. It is unclear if the
application for the warrant includes any information gathered by Halper, who also established contact with Page.

Gowdy, who served on the House Intelligence Committee, said he and Texas Rep. John Ratcliffe have seen the potentially
exculpatory documents. He said he hopes the public will one day get to review it.

“If you have exculpatory information and you don’t share it with the court, that ain’t good. I’ve seen it, Johnny [Ratcliffe] has
seen it. I’d love for your viewers to see it,” he said.

Gowdy, who is a Fox News contributor, dropped another potential bombshell in a Fox News interview earlier in May.

He indicated that while he was in office, he saw an FBI spreadsheet that listed news articles and information from longtime
Clinton crony Sidney Blumenthal as corroborating information for the Steele dossier.

( LINK BELOW )
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Undertow Of Exploitation: How Teens Get Trapped In Human Trafficking

Her story began like so many others, with an exploitation of trust.

Edie Rhea is a survivor of sex trafficking. Her formative years were largely spent being sold for sex by her mother’s
boyfriend. It began when she was 10 and lasted until she was 17 years old.

"A lot of people would purchase me out of the meat store. Sometimes I would have to
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"A lot of people would purchase me out of the meat store. Sometimes I would have to

have sex with them in the meat store, where the frozen meat was at.”

— Edie Rhea

“He really did take on that daddy-figure role,” Rhea said. “Then at 10 started sexually abusing me and trafficking me. That
literally wrecked my world, my whole life.”

Rhea’s story is unique to her, and no two trafficking stories are identical – but there are common threads that exist among
most survivors. Often, traffickers prey on the vulnerabilities of young teenagers who face troubles at home.

“Most of the victims are folks that are in such a vulnerable position they are not able to make their own decisions,” William
Sweeney, the assistant director in charge of the FBI’s New York bureau, said. “It’s often targeting the most vulnerable in
society.”

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Rhea-Counseling-PKG2.jpg

Rhea’s father died when she was 4 years old, leaving her mother with three young girls to care for. Her mother’s boyfriend
became a father figure to Rhea – and used that trust to exploit her. She said he would sell her for sex out of the meat-
packaging store her family owned.

“He would take me to somebody’s home. They could come to where I lived,” Rhea said. “We had a meat store, so a lot of
people would purchase me out of the meat store. Sometimes I would have to have sex with them in the meat store, where
the frozen meat was.”

Rhea has rebounded from her tumultuous youth. Now, she works at an all-girls safe home for survivors of trafficking in
Florida. Fox News agreed not to publicize the location or name of the home to protect the safety of the women who call it
home.

“This is a safe, therapeutic home for women over the age of 18 that has experienced some type of sexual exploitation or
human trafficking,” Rhea said.

Rhea’s path from abuse to survival to advocacy is a well-traveled one; many sex-trafficking victims feel a responsibility to
help people who have known similar situations to theirs.

Brook Bello, another Florida-based trafficking advocate, founded More Too Life, a mentoring and counseling nonprofit that
focuses on helping trafficking survivors right their lives. Like Rhea, she turned to advocacy after being sexually exploited by
someone close to her family.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Bello-2-PKG2.jpg

“Every victim I’ve worked with has had an extraordinary negative relationship with a male, their father, or he’s been the
rapist and the violator,” Bello said. “We work with victims that are 3 years old and up. The average victim that we work with,
that’s over 18, started being raped at three.”

Her organization tries to provide survivors with self-worth and real-world skills. Bello said her goal is to turn a “victim to
survivor, survivor to thriver, and thriver to champion.” Bello’s advocacy is borne from experience, and she uses that to
connect and empower the women she works with.

Child abuse, homelessness and sexual assault are among the top risk factors reported

by survivors.

— Data from the Polaris Project

Bello, like Rhea, experienced sexual abuse before being forced into sex trafficking. Their stories of rape and assault are not
unique among survivors. Qualitative data compiled by the Polaris Project, a sex-trafficking advocacy group, found that child
abuse, homelessness and sexual abuse are among the top risk factors reported by survivors.

“I was violently raped,” Bello said. “[I was a] baseball player, a straight-A student, science buff. Not the kind of kid who you
would think would get caught up into what we now call human trafficking.”

Vulnerabilities provide traffickers with a way to either gain their victim’s trust or break down their defenses. The motivation
for their exploitation is simple: money.

.“It’s sex trafficking by force or coercion for money, for profit. Victimizing those young individuals for their purposes,”
Sweeney said. "Money to the benefit of the pimp or the individual that is victimizing the children.”

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump Calls For Republicans To Be U'nited' On Abortion

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/iranallies_trumpdonald_051619getty.jpg

Trump calls for Republicans to be 'united' on abortion

President Trump called for Republicans to be 'united' in the midst of a wave of new abortion laws signed by Republican
governors.

Trump tweeted late Saturday night that he was "strongly pro-life" and shared former President Ronald Reagan's views that
there should be exemptions for rape, incest and the mother's health.

"We have come very far in the last two years," Trump said, highlighting the appointment of 105 federal judges and
appointing two Supreme Court justices.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

As most people know, and for those who would like to know, I am strongly Pro-Life, with the three

exceptions - Rape, Incest and protecting the Life of the mother - the same position taken by Ronald

Reagan. We have come very far in the last two years with 105 wonderful new.....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....Federal Judges (many more to come), two great new Supreme Court Justices, the Mexico City Policy, and
a whole new & positive attitude about the Right to Life. The Radical Left, with late term abortion (and worse),
is imploding on this issue. We must stick together and Win....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

....Federal Judges (many more to come), two great new Supreme Court Justices, the Mexico City

Policy, and a whole new & positive attitude about the Right to Life. The Radical Left, with late term

abortion (and worse), is imploding on this issue. We must stick together and Win....

Donald J. Trump ✔

@realDonaldTrump

....for Life in 2020. If we are foolish and do not stay UNITED as one, all of our hard fought gains for Life can,
and will, rapidly disappear!

"The Radical Left, with late term abortion (and worse), is imploding on this issue," Trump said. "The Radical Left, with late
term abortion (and worse), is imploding on this issue."

Trump said Republicans must "stick together and Win for Life."

"If we are foolish and do not stay UNITED as one, all of our hard fought gains for Life can, and will, rapidly disappear," the
president said.

Trump's tweets come the same week as Alabama passed the most restrictive abortion laws, prohibiting it in almost all
cases except when the life of the mother is in danger.

( LINK BELOW )
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California Wanted More Illegals, Now Border Patrol Will Grant Their Wish Three Times A Week

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/migrants-2-592x331.jpg

Democrats in California wanted more illegal immigrants, so Border Patrol will grant their wish by flying hundreds of illegal
immigrants to the Golden State.

California has been notoriously permissive toward illegal immigration, with multiple sanctuary cities refusing to cooperate
with immigration law enforcement officials.

And last year, a California Democrat introduced legislation that would have given government-funded healthcare to illegal
immigrants, according to the Los Angeles Times.

Fortunately, the legislation didn’t pass, but it’s an example of California Democrats practically daring illegal immigrants to
live there.

And it looks like California will get its wish.

“The U.S. Border Patrol said Friday that it would fly hundreds of migrant families from south Texas to San Diego for
processing,” the Associated Press reported.

The flights will continue indefinitely three times a week, and each flight will contain 120 to 135 illegal immigrants, according
to Douglas Harrison, the Border Patrol’s interim San Diego sector chief.

“We don’t have an end date,” Harrison said. “This is a contingency operation. We’ve got to give the people in Rio Grande
Valley some relief.”

(VIDEO IN LINK BELOW)

https://twitter.com/BrandonNews8/status/1129490583251144705

Brandon Lewis  Verified account

@BrandonNews8

@BrandonNews8

US Border Patrol announces plan to fly non-criminal families caught entering US illegally in Rio

Grande Valley to San Diego for processing. First flight arriving @SanDiegoAirport now with 120-135

people.

Democrats insist there isn’t an immigration crisis at the southern border, but local border communities have seen an
unprecedented surge in illegal immigration, and they can’t keep up.

The huge influx in illegal immigration resulted in Douglas Nicholls, the mayor of Yuma, Arizona, declaring a state of
emergency last month.

“Today I proclaimed a local emergency in Yuma, due to the migrant family releases overwhelming the local shelter system,”
Nicholls said.

The mayor also warned about mobs of migrants “roaming the streets looking to satisfy basic human needs” because local
shelters are unable to adequately care for them.

It’s a similar story for local border communities in Texas, which is why Border Patrol has resorted to flying illegal
immigrants to California.

But even San Diego, where the flights land, will struggle with the influx of illegal immigrants.

“The flights could further strain the San Diego Rapid Response Network, a coalition of religious and civic groups that has
provided temporary shelter to asylum-seeking families since large-scale releases began in October,” the AP reported.

Keep in mind that all of this struggle could have been avoided if there was a proper border wall, which Democrats continue
to oppose.

But the California city shouldn’t have an issue with the surge of illegal immigrants because it’s exactly what they wanted.
After all, San Diego is a sanctuary city.

( LINK BELOW )
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Anti-Trump Comedian Surprises Audience, Says Trump 1st President To ‘Actually Deliver’ on Promises

https://cdn1.thr.com/sites/default/files/imagecache/scale_crop_768_433/2015/09/trevor_noah_stephen_colbert_h_2015.jpg

Comedy Central’s “The Daily Show” host Trevor Noah gave President Donald Trump credit for doing what he said he was
going to do while running for office in 2016.

Appearing on ABC’s “Jimmy Kimmel Live” on Thursday night, Noah said Trump in fact is the first president to “actually
deliver” on his campaign promises.

The South African native recounted how he was surprised when he took over “The Daily Show” in 2015 that people were
frustrated with him because he did not display more indignation on the program.

“And I was like, ‘What do you have to be angry about? Things are going great right now; your economy is growing, your
president is loved, your footprint around the world is one that’s being cemented as the super power. What are you angry
about?'” Noah said.

The 35-year-old remembers telling people, “‘There’s nothing to be angry about. There’s nothing to be stressed about right
now.’ And I was worried about that for the show.”

However, Noah said that when Trump took over, the 45th president gave him fodder for his program.

“Then when Donald Trump was elected and then proceeded to do the things that he had promised, ironically, right?” he said.

“Because it’s funny that Donald Trump would be the first presidential candidate to actually deliver,” Noah continued. “Hate
him or love him, hate him or love him, he’s doing the things that he said he was going to do.”

https://youtu.be/FdrvuFO8D6o via @YouTube

Noah cited Trump’s work toward building a wall on the U.S. border with Mexico and his Muslim travel ban as examples.

Noah regularly takes swipes at Trump on “The Daily Show.”

For example, the comedian targeted the president in March for continuing to talk about Sen. John McCain, even after the
Arizona Republican senator’s passing last fall, Vanity Fair reported.

“I really can’t believe Trump is beefing with a dead man — and losing!” said Noah.

Fox News assessed Trump’s promises made and kept in a piece at the half point in his presidency in January.

Among the accomplishments listed were the Republican tax cuts of December 2017, removing the U.S. from the Iran
Nuclear Deal, instituting major reforms at the Veterans Administration, exiting the United Nation’s Paris climate accord,
moving the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem, and bombing the “s— out of” ISIS.

In March, the 45th president was able to happily announce the complete demise of the Islamic State’s caliphate.

Trump has also proudly touted the record low unemployment numbers for African-Americans, Hispanic-Americans and
Asian-Americans, as the U.S. overall experiences its lowest unemployment rate since 1969.

In the yet to be accomplished ledger, Fox News listed building a border wall that Mexico paid for, completely repealing the
Affordable Care Act (thanks to McCain’s unexpected no vote), and ending sanctuary cities.

( LINK BELOW )
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Military Vet Injured By Surveyor’s Tripod Thrown From California Overpass

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/931/524/chp-sacramento-1.jpg

A military veteran was injured Thursday when a surveyor’s tripod hurled from a California overpass crashed through a van
windshield.

Police made an arrest in connection with the freak incident in Sacramento, which involved a van belonging to Military
Family Support Group, a veteran’s charity.

The driver of the van told KCRA-TV that he was on I-5 when he saw “a yellow something” out of the corner of his eye.

A homeless man has been accused of hurling a stolen surveyor's tripod from an overpass, smashing a van's windshield and
injuring a military veteran. A homeless man has been accused of hurling a stolen surveyor's tripod from an overpass,
smashing a van's windshield and injuring a military veteran. (California Highway Patrol)

"When it hit the windshield, then I ducked and kind of bent over, a little late of course,” Tim Page said. “And when I
straightened up and looked over, that's when I saw this through the windshield."

The vet who was injured was Page’s passenger. He suffered broken ribs, stitches and a collapsed lung.

“Scary to think that just a few inches to the left could mean the difference between life and death,” Military Family Support
Group said on Facebook.

The surveyor’s tripod was stolen from a California Transportation Department crew and deliberately thrown, California
Highway Patrol said.

CHP accused Matthew Thompson, a 32-year-old homeless man, of stealing the tripod and said he is facing attempted
murder charges.

Thompson was initially charged with resisting a peace officer and an outstanding warrant, the station reported.

( LINK BELOW )
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EX-FBI LAWYER CLAIMS HE WAS ‘CONCERNED’ WITH STEELE DOSSIER, BUT STILL USED IT TO GET CARTER PAGE
SPY WARRANT

Former FBI general counsel James Baker said Friday he viewed the Steele dossier “skeptically” and was “concerned” about
the veracity of the document when the bureau received it before the 2016 election.

But despite those concerns, Baker was one of the FBI officials who reviewed the Carter Page surveillance warrant
application, which relied heavily on information from the dossier.

The dossier, which former British spy Christopher Steele wrote, has come under intense scrutiny in the wake of the special
counsel’s report, which undercut Steele’s core claim of a “well-developed conspiracy of co-ordination” between the Kremlin
and Trumpworld.

Steele, who worked during the 2016 campaign for the Clinton campaign and DNC, alleged Page was one of the Trump
campaign’s liaisons to the Kremlin. The first of four Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) warrants was granted
against Page on Oct. 21, 2016.

“It was more information that we viewed, that I viewed, skeptically from the outset, and I was concerned about it and had a
jaundiced eye, or looked at it with a jaundiced eye right from the outset,” Baker told MSNBC’s Chuck Todd.

“Steele was and had been a source that we thought was reliable. He’s reporting all this information. It looks alarming. We
took it seriously, but we tried to vet it.”

WATCH

https://youtu.be/ckBuIN5kz1w via @YouTube

Steele first provided information from his Trump investigation July 5, 2016, but his reports reportedly did not make their way
to the FBI team leading the Trump probe until mid-September 2016. The FBI was aware Steele was working for Democrats,
and that he had told a Justice Department official he was “desperate” to see Trump lose the 2016 election.

Baker, who resigned from office in May 2018, is considered an expert on FISA. He was the top Justice Department official
in the office that handles FISAs before joining the FBI. He has testified to Congress that he rarely reviewed FISA
applications in his FBI job, but made an exception for the Carter Page application.

Baker said Friday he believes FISAs against Page would have been granted even without the dossier. He also declined to
say whether Steele’s reporting was used to obtain other FISA warrants.

“Based on my recollection of my facts at the time…my answer to that question is that, I think the answer is yes, that I think
there was sufficient probable cause in the application even without that information.”

When asked whether the dossier was used for other FISA warrants, Baker dodged the question.

“I don’t think I should comment on that, I’m not sure what else the government has confirmed,” he said.

“I don’t want to confirm or deny anything about other potential FISA applications.”

( LINK BELOW )
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THE DEEP STATE PUPPET'S LOYAL TO HILLARY CLINTON, CLAPPER, COMEY AND BRENNAN

ARE CAUGHT IN THE BLAME GAME

Blame Game: Clapper, Brennan and Comey Start Turning on Each Other as Barr Turns Up the Heat

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/05/16/well-well-clapper-brennan-and-comey-sure-dont-want-an-investigation-of-their-
actions-n2546375

Now that the two year long Special Counsel investigation into the 2016 election is over, Attorney General Bill Barr has serious
questions about how the investigation got started in the first place and whether spying on the Trump campaign was illegally
conducted by the CIA, DNI and FBI.

For weeks, U.S. Attorney John Durham has been looking into the situation. Now that the microscope has turned to the heads of
U.S. intelligence agencies during the Obama administration, things are getting quite uncomfortable for former FBI Director James
Comey, former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper and former CIA Director John Brennan.

As a result, they're already turning on each other and doing their best to get ahead of an investigative report from Department of
Justice Inspector General Michael Horowitz.

For example, Comey and Brennan are at each others throats over who pushed the dossier.....

(FULL STORY IN LINK ABOVE)
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IT'S OBVIOUS THAT CLAPPER, COMEY AND BRENNAN ARE LEFT WITH ONLY ONE OPTION

SINCE ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR HAS STARTED HIS INVESTIGATION INTO

THE WHOLE RUSSIAN COLLUSION FAKE COUP ATTEMPT ON PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP.

YOU CAN CALL IT THE HILLARY CLINTON LOYALIST BLAME GAME AND WE KNOW ONE THING FOR SURE

AND THAT IS THEY ARE ALL GUILTY OF THE SAME CRIME,AND THAT CRIME IS TREASON AND SEDITION.

CLAPPER, COMEY AND BRENNAN PLUS A SLEW OF OTHER DEEP STATE PLAYER'S HAVE COMMITTED

THESE SAID CRIMES AGAINST A SITTING PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

THE DEEP STATE PUPPET'S LOYAL TO HILLARY CLINTON, CLAPPER, COMEY AND BRENNAN

ARE CAUGHT IN THE BLAME GAME

TRUST THE PLAN PATRIOTS

TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG

WWG1WGA
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ICE Arrests 33 Illegal Aliens' Ranging From 'Drunk Drivers To Wife-Beaters' In 4 Days Across 4 States

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/192/aed69142-253a-479d-80f6-caea2cc1ed72.jpg

https://img.huffingtonpost.com/asset/5c105dd024000001018c2668.jpeg

The United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement office announced the arrest of 33 illegal aliens this week across
Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Louisiana, including 23 who had been previously deported or have been ordered to be
removed.

ICE Enforcement and Removal Operations New Orleans Acting Field Office Director Trey Lund told media that, "These
arrests are an excellent example of ICE’s ongoing focus toward unlawfully present foreign nationals who commit criminal
offenses as well as those who threaten the integrity of our nation’s immigration system."

According to the New Orleans field office, the arrests took place over May 13 - May 16. The criminals arrested have
committed a barrage of crimes ranging from a three-time deported illegal alien who is "currently facing criminal domestic
violence charges pursuant to an instance in which he is accused of choking the victim" to a previously deported illegal alien
with two convictions for drunk driving.

A press release by the agency notes that, "Of the 33 arrests, 22 have prior criminal convictions or pending criminal
charges; 23 were either previously deported or have outstanding removal orders issued by the courts. Nine arrests took
place in metro New Orleans, 12 in Alabama, eight in Arkansas and four in Tennessee."

Lund notes that these arrests were made in full compliance with federal and state law. "Despite attempts by some to
confuse the public, ICE does not conduct any type of random or indiscriminate enforcement and the agency’s targeted
enforcement efforts make communities safer for all persons whatever their immigration status may be," the acting field
officer director noted.

( LINK BELOW )
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Former CIA Officer Sentenced To 20 Years For Disclosing State Secrets To Chinese For $25G

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/931/524/524.jpeg

An ex-CIA officer was sentenced Friday to 20 years in prison for revealing military secrets to China and potentially seeking to
expose human assets who were once his responsibility.

Kevin Mallory, 62, was found guilty back in June on charges of spying for China. U.S. District Judge T.S. Ellis III handed down the
sentence which is less than the life sentence as sought by prosecutors but double what the defense requested.

The former intelligence officer was convicted under the Espionage Act for providing classified information to Chinese handlers in
exchange for $25,000.

Mallory’s acts first became known to U.S. authorities after he was randomly picked for a secondary screening at Chicago O’Hare
International Airport in April 2017 on a flight back from Shanghai with his son and customs agents found $16,500 in unreported
cash.

During voluntary interviews with law enforcement officials, Mallory then was caught off guard when a Samsung phone provided to
him by the Chinese showed text conversations between Mallory and the Chinese recruiter.

“Your object is to gain information, and my object is to be paid.”

— Kevin Mallory's text to his Chinese handler

“Your object is to gain information, and my object is to be paid,” Mallory wrote in one text message to his Chinese handler.

Prosecutor John Gibbs said that the former CIA officer was “desperate for money, and the most valuable thing he had was
our nation’s secrets.” The $25,000 Mallory received was just a glimpse into what would have occurred if he hadn’t been
caught, Gibbs added.

The 20-year sentence comes after multiple delays, with the judge seeking to clarify the exact value of the information Mallory
provided to the Chinese, while the prosecutors and the defense clashed on the issue of whether the defendant tried to put human
assets at risk.

While a significant portion of the case remains classified, according to court records, prosecutors believe Mallory either sent or
intended to send evidence that would have exposed human assets described as “the Johnsons.” Gibbs said Mallory was the
Johnsons’ handler when he was at the CIA.

Judge Ellis ruled that he couldn’t conclusively say that Mallory planned on exposing human assets, but said his “long-term
intentions” were sinister.

“If I had concluded that sources had been compromised ... I would impose a far more severe sentence,” Ellis said.

“If you choose to play footsie with another country ... you have committed a crime. Don’t

think that you can be a double agent.”

— U.S. District Judge T.S. Ellis III

The defense argued that a long sentence shouldn’t be applied, pointing to the small sum of money he received from the Chinese
and that he voluntarily disclosed his contacts with the Chinese to his former employers at the CIA.

But the judge noted that the reason Mallory received arguably a small figure was because he was caught in an early stage of his
work with the Chinese.

Mallory’s attorneys say they will seek to appeal the conviction.

( LINK BELOW )
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As you no doubt know if you’ve been watching the news these past few days, there’s been a bit of a showdown in the
Persian Gulf between Iran and the United States.

Iran was likely behind the attack on four oil tankers in the Gulf last weekend, which led to the United States removing some
of its diplomatic staff from Baghdad. They also sent U.S. destroyers through the Gulf in a show of force; The New York
Times reports that the Iranians have unloaded missiles from several small boats in territorial waters, leading some to
believe that tensions are ratcheting down. Still, the Iranians were saber-rattling as ever; Iranian state media quoted the chief
of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps as saying that “Even our short-range missiles can easily reach (U.S.) warships in the
Persian Gulf,” according to Reuters.

This is a pretty tense situation best handled by the Pentagon and the Trump administration, one would say. That’s why this
tidbit from Politico on Thursday caught our eye:

“SPOTTED: SEN. DIANNE FEINSTEIN (D-Calif.), who sits on the Senate Intelligence Committee, walking around
the Capitol with her iPhone screen facing outward in full view, and Javad Zarif’s contact page on the screen. Zarif is
the name of Iran’s foreign minister,” Politico reported.

So, in the midst of a crisis, the head of the Senate Intelligence Committee — an individual who finds herself diametrically
opposed to President Trump more often than not — was talking to Iran’s foreign minister.

Fox News host and radio pundit Mark Levin thought this may have told us a bit more about Feinstein, aside from the fact
that she was an iOS user.

https://soundcloud.com/conservativereview/levin-what-in-the-hell-is-feinstein-doing-talking-on-an-iphone-to-javad-zarif

“He’s the foreign minister to an enemy state that seeks to attack American military personnel in the Middle East, that
seeks to put nuclear warheads on ICBMs so they can reach the United States. It is a terrorist regime, an Islamo-
Nazi regime in Tehran, that has killed Americans, that funds Hezbollah to kill Americans, that funds Hamas to kill,
and is a threat to our national security, obviously,” Levin said on his Thursday radio show.

“What in the hell is the ranking Democrat on the Senate Intelligence Committee doing talking on an iPhone around
the Capitol to Javad Zarif?”

Well, the answer might lie in a statement she issued in which she urged Secretary of State Mike Pompeo to talk to Jarif.

“In the last few days, the United States has moved additional military forces to the region and has signaled a
willingness to reposition tens of thousands more. Iran-backed Houthis have claimed credit for a recent attack against
Saudi Arabia’s oil infrastructure. And suspicions behind who attacked oil tankers moving through the Straits of
Hormuz have fallen on Tehran,” she said in the statement.

“War isn’t necessary to solve a problem when both sides want a solution. I urge Secretary Pompeo to reach out to
Foreign Minister Javad Zarif, who I know doesn’t want to see a conflict with the United States.

“We should do everything possible to prevent an unnecessary war, beginning with immediately reopening diplomatic
channels and toning down the rhetoric.”

The statement was released at 2:57 p.m. Wednesday, Politico reported. While it’s not entirely clear from Politico’s reporting
that it followed her call with the Iranian ambassador, Levin’s Conservative Review said that it did — and it would certainly
go to figure.

“What is it with these Democrats fronting for this Islamo-Nazi regime that wants to kill Americans and Jews in Israel?
You’ve got Frankenfeinstein, you’ve got … John Kerry — or the real Frankenstein — giving aid and comfort to the
enemy!” Levin said. “It’s not enough that they released $150 billion to this regime; now they’re giving it advice,
against the president of the United States. You want to talk about the Logan Act? You want to talk about collusion?”

“So now she’s a mouthpiece for the enemy,” Levin said. “A mouthpiece for the enemy. She sits on the Senate
Intelligence Committee. For years, she had a driver who was a communist spy for Red China. Her husband has done
business — a lot of business — with Communist China. They’ve made a lot of money doing business with
Communist China. … Anybody going to subpoena her about her phone call? Anybody going to subpoena her about
her driver? Anybody going to subpoena her husband about his business dealings with Red China?

“Of course not,” he continued. “It all goes one way. Anybody going to subpoena her and question her about her
contacts with the foreign minister of Iran and any other contacts she may have had, undermining this administration?
Can you imagine? It’d be like WWII: You have FDR, and then you have senators contacting the Third Reich!”

Yet, most of the media has been silent on the phone call; after Politico reported it, it was met with silence by everyone
aside from conservative media. As Levin noted, though, Donald Trump Jr. meets with a couple of Russians and all of a
sudden the Trump campaign was trying to influence the election — I mean, except for the fact that Robert Mueller couldn’t
find any evidence of collusion.

Iran is a dedicated enemy of the United States. It has attacked oil tankers and warned the United States that it could hit our
warships with missiles if so desired. That’s pretty close to an enemy, one that’s threatening acts of war — certainly not just
China. If the administration wants to call Zarif, that’s fine, though one would hope they didn’t reward the Iranians for their
actions. For Dianne Feinstein to do it is all levels of inappropriate.

https://soundcloud.com/conservativereview/levin-what-in-the-hell-is-feinstein-doing-talking-on-an-iphone-to-javad-zarif
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actions. For Dianne Feinstein to do it is all levels of inappropriate.

But you think anything’s going to come of it — especially when the media won’t even report it?
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There Is No Way Democrats Can't Lead Our Country Without Taking Seriously The Border Crisis

“I voted for a fence, I voted …, and some of you won't like it, I voted for 700 miles of fence.” Former Vice President Joe Biden,
currently leading the Democratic pack in the 2020 presidential race, confessed to this in a 2006 speech to a South Carolina Rotary
club, noting that as a senator he had supported the Secure Fence Act.

Today, such a remark is considered a cardinal sin among the Democratic Party’s growing progressive base. Biden’s forced partial
walk-back in commenting about his vote shows just how out of step a Democratic White House would be in dealing with our
ongoing border crisis.

The situation in which Democrats find themselves on immigration has been fascinating to witness. In what might seem like an
alternative universe, many Democrats once had a reasonable, rational response to illegal immigration and border security. They
understood that an unsecured border is a serious issue that must be addressed through national security and economic lenses.

Large numbers of illegal crossings can put downward pressure on wages and make life harder for working-class Americans.
Potentially dangerous individuals can cross the border and pose a serious threat to the safety of Americans. And there’s the issue
of the continual flow of illegal drugs through Mexico into the United States.

In the past, Republicans and Democrats worked together to confront these issues — including, as Biden noted, by funding 700
miles of border fence and other security measures. But bipartisan cooperation has been upended as Democrats today largely
choose to ignore the deteriorating situation at the southern border and offer unserious solutions to these pressing issues. They’d
rather pretend a crisis doesn’t exist, even though the facts at ground zero paint a clear picture.

Perhaps what best illustrates the problem of an unsecured border is the alarming amount of narcotics that smugglers attempt to
bring into the United States each year:

Fentanyl seized by the U.S. Border Patrol increased from 0 pounds in fiscal year 2016 to a whopping 1,207
pounds for FY 2019 to date. For context, only 0.25 milligrams of fentanyl can kill a person. That is the equivalent
of cutting one baby aspirin into more than 300 pieces.

Other illegal drugs have flowed into the country. From 2012 to 2015, more than 32,000 pounds of cocaine and
17,000 pounds of methamphetamine were confiscated by the U.S. Border Patrol.

And it isn’t just drugs being trafficked into the United States but also people. Vulnerable families entrust much of their livelihoods
to notoriously inhumane “coyotes” who promise them safe passage across the border. But for many families and children, this isn’t
the case. This year ......

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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For a guy supposedly hellbent on engineering a pro-Trump cover-up, Attorney General Bill Barr is certainly acting strangely.
After accurately conveying the Mueller report's bottom line legal determinations, releasing nearly the entire report to the
public with minimal redactions, offering an even less-redacted version to members of Congress, and testifying about his
decisions before a Senate committee for multiple hours, Barr has once again stated that he has no objection to the Special
Counsel testifying before Congress. Barr may not have any grounds to theoretically do so, now that Mueller is no longer his
subordinate, but in an interview with the Wall Street Journal, Barr says he's washed his hands of the whole Mueller drama.
As far as he's concerned, his professional involvement is over, and it's time for him to move on to his other duties:

Attorney General William Barr denied he is standing in the way of special counsel Robert Mueller’s testimony before
Congress, after the chairman of the House panel seeking his appearance accused the Justice Department of being
unwilling to set a date. “It’s Bob’s call whether he wants to testify,” Mr. Barr told The Wall Street Journal Wednesday, en
route to El Salvador, a trip focused on increasing international cooperation against the violent street gang MS-13, which
has roots in both Central America and the U.S. “I’m trying to break away from Washington and do the real work of the
attorney general,” he said

.

Remember the rumors that Mueller was going to testify earlier this week? That obviously didn't come to pass -- leading to
questions about why the Special Counsel hasn't yet appeared before Congress. Barr says doesn't know, other than being
aware of continuing talks: "Mr. Barr said only that he is aware of continuing negotiations between the special counsel’s
office and the House Judiciary Committee over Mr. Mueller’s appearance," the Journal reported. With Mueller free to do as
he pleases, why haven't we seen a spate of hearings and media interviews? Ed Morrissey wonders if Mueller might be
inclined to simply let his hundreds of pages of work product to his talking:

If Mueller truly felt his work had been mischaracterized, especially by Barr, wouldn’t we have already seen a 60 Minutes
interview with Mueller? If Barr’s not muzzling Mueller, then the only other conclusion is that Mueller himself may not be
interested in talking to anyone about the report or the investigation. It’s very likely, given Mueller’s institutional instincts,
that he feels the report is his testimony, to which Mueller would be disinclined to add or subtract. Nadler will want to grill
him on other issues, such as whether Mueller felt any interference with his probe, but Mueller might be disinclined to
delve too deeply there either. Mueller’s not talking, and it doesn’t look like that is William Barr’s fault.

Well, it's certainly not Barr's 'fault,' but I'm not necessarily convinced that Mueller won't break his public silence -- either
before a Congressional committee, or in press interviews. His "snitty" letter to Barr, sent in between Barr's memo and the
report's release, was leaked just before Barr's testimony. That suggests that Mueller may feel he has more to say. Perhaps
not. Time will tell. In the interim, with follow-on investigations underway, and new allegations and finger-pointing flying, I'll
leave you with Barr's delightful greeting for Speaker Pelosi at a recent event (in case you missed it):

Nicholas Fandos  Verified account

@npfandos

@npfandos

Today at a law enforcement ceremony at Capitol:

AG Barr approached Pelosi, shook her hand: "Madam Speaker, did you bring your handcuffs?"

Pelosi smiled and, per a bystander, told Barr the House Sergeant at Arms was there should an arrest

be needed. Barr laughed; walked away

For what it's worth, majorities of Americans disapprove of some Democrats' (hazy) impeachment plans, but also want
Mueller to answer lawmakers' questions.
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President Trump: Anonymous News Sources Are 'Bullshit'

https://img.huffingtonpost.com/asset/5cddb6f42100007505808e17.jpeg

President Trump on Friday railed against the use of anonymous sources in news reports about his

administration, calling it

"Bullshit."

The president went on a tangent during remarks to the National Association of Realtors in Washington, D.C., complaining
about news coverage of his administration's approach to Iran.

He disputed that he is at odds with some of his top advisers on the subject, before mocking the way some of the reports
use unnamed administration officials.

"Do you ever notice they never write the names of people anymore?" Trump said. "Everything is 'a

source says.' There is no source. The person doesn’t exist. The person’s not alive. It’s bullshit, OK?

It’s bullshit."

News outlets often quote government officials who are granted anonymity to speak candidly without fear of retribution.

Just this week, an official from the Trump administration detailing its immigration plan did so on the condition they be
referred to only as a senior administration official and not by their name.

Trump went on to deride journalists as "bad people," said he had to rely on speeches and social media to disseminate his
message and claimed he came up with the term "fake news." While the term existed prior to Trump, the president frequently
deploys the insult to ridicule unfavorable coverage.

The president has been fixated in recent days on news reports about the administration's strategy in dealing with Iran.
Tensions between the U.S. and Tehran have flared in recent weeks, raising questions about whether the Trump
administration is preparing for military action.

In a pair of tweets earlier Friday and again at the realtors' conference, Trump disputed that he's upset with Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo and national security adviser John Bolton. He suggested that the reports he has denied may actually
be beneficial in clouding the administration's intentions.

"They put out so many false messages that Iran is totally confused," he said. "I don’t know, that might be a good thing."

The Trump administration over the past few weeks has deployed an aircraft carrier to the Persian Gulf — as well as a
Patriot missile defense battery and a bomber task force — and ordered diplomatic staff to leave the U.S. Embassy in Iraq
over fears that Iran may be preparing to carry out attacks on Americans.

Trump said Thursday he hopes the U.S. does not go to war with Iran.

While Trump claimed the media reporting has led to confusion over his plans for addressing the conflict with Iran,
lawmakers in both parties have voiced frustration over the lack of information coming from the White House.

Multiple senators, including Trump ally Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.), have in recent days lamented that the Trump
administration has not adequately briefed lawmakers on the threat emanating from Iran.

Congressional leaders received a classified briefing on Thursday. Both the full Senate and the full House are expected to
receive a briefing next Tuesday.
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BARR: ‘VERY UNUSUAL’ FOR FBI TO RELY ON STEELE DOSSIER GIVEN ‘CLEAR MISTAKES

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/William_Barr_Reuters-e1556745996994.jpg

*Attorney General William Barr said in an interview that aired Friday that he is investigating what role the Steele dossier
played in the Russia probe, and that the salacious document had “a number of clear mistakes.”

“It’s a very unusual situation to have opposition research like that, especially one that on its face had a number of clear
mistakes and a somewhat jejune analysis,” Barr told Fox News’ Bill Hemmer.

“And to use that to conduct counterintelligence against an American political campaign is a strange — would be strange
development.”

In the interview, Barr spoke at length about an inquiry he launched at the Justice Department into the origins of the Russia
investigation. He told The Wall Street Journal in an interview that the investigation is also focusing on what information U.S.
intelligence agencies gathered on Trump campaign associates before the FBI formally opened its investigation in July 2016.

https://youtu.be/ch50Kuqcr6I via @YouTube

The FBI relied heavily on the Steele dossier, which was funded by the DNC and Clinton campaign, to obtain surveillance
warrants against Carter Page, a Trump campaign adviser. But Republicans have accused the FBI of misleading the
surveillance court by relying on the dossier given that its allegations were unverified.

Christopher Steele, a former British spy, claimed in the dossier that the Trump campaign was involved in a “well-developed
conspiracy of co-operation” with the Russian government to influence the 2016 election. He alleged that Page and other Trump
associates, like Paul Manafort and Michael Cohen, were at the center of the scheme.

But the special counsel’s report all but debunked the dossier’s central thesis, while dismissing one specific allegation about
Cohen. The report said that prosecutors were unable to establish a conspiracy between the Trump team and Russia. It also
said that Cohen did not visit Prague in August 2016, which is where the dossier claimed the former Trump lawyer went to
pay off Russian hackers.

Steele and his client, Fusion GPS, shopped the dossier around to numerous journalists. Steele also provided memos from
his dossier to the FBI and State Department.

Barr told Hemmer that the answers he has received so far about the origins of the investigations “aren’t sufficient.” He is
reportedly working with the directors of the CIA, FBI and Office of National Intelligence on the inquiry.

The Justice Department’s inspector general is also investigating the dossier’s role in the Russia investigation, as well as
the FBI’s surveillance efforts against the Trump campaign

( LINK BELOW )
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Barr: “Government Power Was Used To Spy On American Citizens”

https://hotair.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/barr-spying2.png

Looks like William Barr still has no issues using the s-word to describe Operation Crossfire Hurricane. Despite criticism over
calling the FISA-warrant surveillance on Trump campaign adviser Carter Page “spying,” Barr insists that’s exactly what it
was in an interview with the Wall Street Journal. Barr wants to develop more specific rules for the circumstances which
gave rise to it in order to ensure any future probes are properly predicated:

Attorney General William Barr said his review of the origins of the Russia investigation is focused on U.S.
intelligence gathering before the Federal Bureau of Investigation opened its formal inquiry in July 2016 and could lead
to rule changes for counterintelligence investigations of political campaigns.

“Government power was used to spy on American citizens,” Mr. Barr told The Wall Street Journal, in his first
interview since taking office in February. “I can’t imagine any world where we wouldn’t take a look and make sure
that was done properly.”

He added: “Just like we need to ensure that foreign actors don’t influence the outcome of our elections, we need to
ensure that the government doesn’t use its powers to put a thumb on the scale.”

As before, Barr argues that the term is not meant pejoratively; it merely makes a connection to FISA’s counterintelligence
purposes. Former FBI officials James Comey and James Baker insist that the word “spying” is wrong and that the FBI does
not “spy” on people, a rather interesting argument considering that the FBI is the only domestic agency chartered to conduct
counterespionage in the US. The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act is not a normal law-enforcement tool, but specifically
for the FBI to conduct espionage on US persons who are supposed to be conclusively shown to act as foreign agents.

Operation Crossfire Hurricane was not a domestic law-enforcement investigation, as Comey and Baker hint. It was a
counterintelligence operation, which is why the FBI had to seek a FISA warrant in the first place to surveil Page. Had it
been a law-enforcement operation, they could have sought warrants under normal law-enforcement functions, but they would
have had to show probable cause that Page was part of criminal activity. The FBI sought a FISA warrant instead in order to
conduct counterespionage surveillance, which in any practical terms is spying.

The utter lack of any connection between Page and indictments against anyone in this operation suggests that the FBI got
it wrong on Page. Their FISA warrant’s reliance on the Steele dossier suggests that they might have cut corners to get it in
the first place. It doesn’t require a genius to see that, at the very least, the FBI and Department of Justice need to rethink
their compliance procedures after this embarrassing failure. The use of the word “spying” is the least of our worries,
especially since it happens to accurately convey what the FBI did, whether or not it was properly predicated.

None of this presumes a political motive either, although the risks there are apparent enough. Barr mentions the risk of an
administration putting its “thumb on the scale” in an election but doesn’t allege that’s what happened here. The FBI could
very well have made a series of honest errors and overzealously pursued a FISA warrant, too. However, that’s still a good
reason to investigate every aspect of the decisions that led to Operation Crossfire Hurricane and all of the actions within it
— so those mistakes never get made again.

Kim Strassel hails the appointment of John Durham to find those answers, and the opportunity to resolve this credibly and
with finality:

The Connecticut prosecutor is a straight arrow. Even Chris Murphy, Mr. Durham’s home state Democratic senator,
praised him this week as “apolitical,” “serious,” and “fair.” In a 37-year tenure at the Justice Department, Mr. Durham
has served six presidents. Federal records show he has never donated to a political candidate. He’s the antithesis of
a showboater; he doesn’t do news conferences and he doesn’t do leaks.

Mr. Durham has also specialized in investigations into government actors—from the Federal Bureau of Investigation
to the Central Intelligence Agency to political figures. The record shows that he doesn’t bring prosecutions lightly, but
also isn’t afraid to hold the powerful to account. I’ve confirmed he’ll be joined by the highly respected Nora Dannehy.
Ms. Dannehy was herself once the U.S. attorney in Connecticut and in 2008 led the probe into the George W. Bush
administration’s controversial firing of U.S. attorneys. She only recently returned to Justice from private practice and
is working as counsel in Mr. Durham’s office.

The esteemed duo can give the public confidence that Justice and FBI actions are getting a fair and thorough look.

Perhaps we can all pledge to accept Durham’s eventual findings. If Durham finds nothing amiss or just some poor judgment
calls, then critics should support those findings and any efforts to make FBI and DoJ guidelines less ambiguous. If Durham
finds more than that, though, perhaps defenders of Comey and Baker will pledge to pursue that to its full conclusion.

( LINK BELOW )
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Watch Megastar Kelsey Grammer Quietly Teach PBS Hack Why Trump Is Good For America

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Christiane-Amanpour-Kelsey-Grammer.jpg

Kelsey Grammer of “Cheers” and “Frasier” fame is one of the highest-profile conservatives in Hollywood. (And he’s not
currently locked out of his Twitter account, either.)

He’s also not exactly a NeverTrumper. During a recent interview on “Amanpour & Company” on PBS, he told host Christiane
Amanpour exactly why he thought the president was good for both the country and for Washington.

Grammer was mostly on the show, which aired Tuesday, to talk about his role in “Man of La Mancha.”

However, Amanpour acknowledged that Grammer was unusual in that he was both an actor and a supporter of President
Donald Trump.

“Can I ask you, Kelsey, because we were talking obviously about today’s politics and it’s very divisive, it’s very partisan,
whether it’s in the United States, whether it’s here,” she said.

“You are one of those rare Hollywood beasts who is conservative, and you voted for Donald Trump. And I just wonder, what,
whether you sort of took any hits in Hollywood for that? Did you feel that you were sort of marginalized?”

https://www.mrctv.org/videos/kelsey-grammar-praises-trump-washington-clowns-didnt-do-us-any-favors-past-60-years

“I’m not aware of taking a hit for it but now, certainly passions run high, and certainly he has touched on an
extraordinarily passionate response,” Grammer said.

“I don’t know if it’s as serious or horrible as everybody wants it to be.”

“I was wondering whether you thought that the sort of, many people believe this sort of fabric is being disrupted,” Amanpour
said.

Instead of taking the bait, however, Grammer said he saw nothing wrong with that.

“Well, I think fabric being disrupted is a good thing,” Grammer said.

“You do?” Amanpour responded.

“Oh yeah. I do not think Washington was doing us any favors,” he said.

“For the last 50, 60 years, I think they’ve all been sort of just the same party, the same bunch of clowns, the
same bunch of really unpleasant people,” Grammer added.

“That’s politics,” Amanpour interjected.

“And I don’t think they’ve been helping anybody but themselves,” Grammer said.

One of the things people don’t seem to understand is that Trump got elected because Americans were tired of politics as
usual — particularly the politicians who practiced the dark arts of Washington power.

Christiane Amanpour, experienced journalist though she may be, doesn’t quite get why people would want to see the fabric
disrupted.

That’s part of the problem — both in Washington and in Hollywood.

( LINK BELOW )
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No English, No Admission: Trump’s New Immigration Plan Has The Left Freaking Out

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Donald-Trump-592x331.jpg

Donald Trump’s new immigration plan is out, and to say that it’s triggering the left is a bit of an understatement.

The president’s new plan, which would include a “Build America Visa” in place of a green card, would require both work
skills and proficiency in English.

“You will get more points for being a younger worker, meaning you will contribute more to our social safety net. You will get
more points for having a valuable skill and offer of employment and advanced education or a plan to create jobs,” Trump
said during a Thursday Rose Garden media conference.

“Priority will also be given to higher wage workers, ensuring we never undercut American labor. To protect benefits from
American citizens, immigrants must be financially self-sufficient,” he added.

“Finally, to promote integration, assimilation and national unity, future immigrants will be required to learn English and to
pass a civics exam prior to admission.”

According to the president, the plan would also streamline asylum claims at the southern border.

“Legitimate asylum-seekers are being replaced by those lodging frivolous claims — these are frivolous claims to gain
admission into our country,” he said.

“If you have a proper claim, you will quickly be admitted. If you don’t, you will promptly be returned home.”

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

We are here on this beautiful spring day to unveil our plan to create a fair, modern & LAWFUL

system of immigration for the U.S. If adopted, our plan will transform America’s immigration system

into the pride of our Nation and the envy of the modern world.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1129102710580621312

“If adopted, our plan will transform America’s immigration system into the pride of our nation and the envy of the modern
world,” Trump said.

“Our proposal builds upon our nation’s rich history of immigration, while strengthening the bonds of citizenship that bind us
together as a national family.”

Democrats quickly and loudly disagreed.

“Today the president has unveiled an immigration plan that makes no mention of DACA, a program Trump unilaterally ended
in late 2017, that has been hanging by a thread thanks to court injunctions,” Rep. Ilhan Omar said in a speech to a liberal
group, according to Fox News.

“A plan that fails to make sure people with temporary protection status and deferred enforced departure recipients don’t
have a path to a permanent status or citizenship. A plan that seeks to limit asylum seekers fleeing violence.

“So what are we asking for? What we are asking for is very simple. We need to make sure that we cut, and not put
increases on spending on detention facilities. We need to stop using DHS as a slush fund,” Omar said.

“We need to abolish ICE and end all inhumane deportation and detention programs. We need to fight back against the
criminalization of immigrants and those crossing the border. We need to create a fair and accessible path to legal status
and citizenship for all undocumented people in the United States.”

Ashley Rae Goldenberg  Verified account

@Communism_Kills

@Communism_Kills

Ilhan Omar (@IlhanMN) speak on immigration today. The line that got the most applause? "Abolish

ICE." Repeatedly during her speech, she talked about the supposed criminalization of immigration.

@capitalresearch

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Communism_Kills/status/1129128630569832452

Meanwhile, Nancy Pelosi slammed the concept of “merit,” calling it “condescending.”
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Jack Ralph 

@NevadaJack2

@NevadaJack2

Nancy Pelosi is already attacking President Trump’s proposed merit-based immigration plan as

racist.

Nancy Pelosi doesn’t like the plan and says the word 'merit' is “condescending.”

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/NevadaJack2/status/1129223571094401028

Yes, apparently merit immigration is condescending. This is news to us.

Immigration is an American virtue, but it ought to be able to strengthen us, not divide us or create more dependents.
Trump’s plan not only makes us stronger that way, but it also encourages assimilation through English proficiency and a
civics exam.

Assimilation is a very dirty word in liberal circles right now, which is probably why this is going to be so controversial.

As of right now, the plan is probably stalled. The Democrat-controlled House isn’t going to take it up, certainly not without
any deal for DACA. Meanwhile, The Hill reported that the plan was “met by … ambivalence from conservatives.” It shouldn’t
be.

This ought to be something that conservatives ought to embrace — particularly since it’ll throw the differences between the
Democrats and the Republicans on immigration into sharp relief.

( LINK BELOW )
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Bill Barr Vows To Uncover 'Exactly What Happened' With Russia Probe, Says Explanations Have Been 'Inadequate'

https://a57.foxnews.com/hp.foxnews.com/images/2019/05/1024/427/218ca3edb8039781ed68395000cad765.jpg

Attorney General Bill Barr, in an exclusive interview with Fox News, said the country must know “exactly what happened”
with counterintelligence activities conducted during the 2016 election -- and he is determined to get to the bottom of the
case.

In his first interview since becoming attorney general, Barr spoke to “America’s Newsroom” host Bill Hemmer during a visit
to El Salvador for meetings with law enforcement officials. In pointed terms, he fired back at Democrats who have
castigated him over his handling of Special Counsel Robert Mueller's report -- calling Speaker Nancy Pelosi's charge that he
lied to Congress "laughable" and dismissing an attempt to hold him in contempt of Congress.

"That's part of the usual ... political circus that's being played out. It doesn't surprise me," he said.

And the nation's top law enforcement official provided new details about the recently announced probe into the origins of the
Russia investigation, defending his decision to pursue it and stressing that many of the answers he's gotten so far have
been "inadequate."

“The first step is to find out exactly what happened, and we're trying to get our arms around that, getting all the
relevant information from the various agencies and starting to talk to some of the people that have information,” Barr
told Hemmer.

While the decision to look back at the origins of the investigation has prompted harsh criticism from Democrats who
previously have accused him of acting as the president's lawyer, Barr argued there's much yet to learn.

“I think there's a misconception out there that we know a lot about what happened,” he said.

“The fact of the matter is Bob Mueller did not look at the government's activities. He was looking at whether or not the
Trump campaign had conspired with the Russians. But he was not going back and looking at the counterintelligence
program. And we have a number of investigations underway that touch upon it -- the main one being the office of inspector
general that's looking at the FISA warrants.”
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general that's looking at the FISA warrants.”

Barr specifically acknowledged that the period between Election Day and Inauguration Day will be key, saying “some very
strange developments” took place in that time – including the early January briefing intelligence officials gave to the
president at Trump Tower and “the leaking of information subsequent to that meeting.”

At that meeting, Trump was briefed on Russian meddling and was informed by then-FBI boss James Comey about the
allegations against him in a salacious and unverified dossier. Details later leaked to the press.

“That's one of the things ... we need to look at,” Barr said of the briefing.

Barr's review could prove as politically explosive as the Russia probe itself. President Trump is watching closely, and
tweeted Friday morning that those who spied on his campaign committed "treason" and could face "long jail sentences." It
comes as congressional Democrats ramp up their own investigations into the Trump administration, including looking at
obstruction allegations in connection with the Russia case.

It emerged earlier this week that hard-charging U.S. Attorney John Durham was tapped to examine the origins of the Russia
investigation, and has been working on his review “for weeks.” Bill Barr assigned Durham to conduct the inquiry into alleged
misconduct and alleged improper government surveillance on the Trump campaign in 2016 as well as whether Democrats
improperly colluded with foreign actors.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6036355240001/#sp=show-clips

Durham will focus on the period before Nov. 7, 2016—including the use of FBI informants, as well as alleged improper
issuance of Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) warrants. Durham was asked to help Barr to "ensure that
intelligence collection activities by the U.S. Government related to the Trump 2016 Presidential Campaign were lawful and
appropriate."

A source also told Fox News that Barr is working "collaboratively" on the investigation with FBI Director Chris Wray, CIA
Director Gina Haspel, and Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats, and that Durham is also working directly with Justice
Department Inspector General Michael Horowitz, who is currently reviewing allegations of misconduct in issuance of FISA
warrants, and the role of FBI informants during the early stages of the investigation.

In his interview Friday, Barr said he stressed it is of the utmost importance

“to find out what the government was doing during that period.”

“I've been trying to get answers to questions and I found that a lot of the answers have been inadequate. And I've
also found that some of the explanations I've gotten don't hang together,” Barr told Hemmer.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6037133022001/#sp=show-clips

“So in a sense, I have more questions today than I did when I first started. Some of what things don't hang together, some
of the explanations of what occurred. People have to find out what the government was doing during that period. If we're
worried about foreign influence, for the very same reason shouldn’t we be worried about whether government officials
abused their power and put their thumb on the scale?”

He added: “I'm not saying that happened, but I'm saying that we have to look at that.”

Barr then turned his attention to Pelosi, D-Calif., and her recent claims that he lied under oath.

“It's a laughable charge and I think it's largely being made to try to discredit me partly because they may be
concerned about the outcome of a review of what happened during the election,” Barr countered.

“They may be trying to undermine my credibility, but obviously you can look at the face of my testimony and see on
its face that there was nothing inaccurate about it.”

Earlier this month, Pelosi alleged that the attorney general “lied to Congress.” She was apparently referring to an April 9
hearing, where Rep. Charlie Crist had asked whether Barr knew what prompted reports that prosecutors on the special
counsel team were frustrated with his initial summary of their findings. Barr said he did not. But The Washington Post
reported that Mueller had contacted Barr to express concerns about that summary, though he reportedly was concerned
largely about the media coverage of it.

As Barr also battles congressional Democrats over their push for access to the full Mueller report and underlying documents
-- a fight that saw a key committee call for holding him in contempt -- the attorney general seemingly teased Pelosi on the
sidelines of a Capitol Hill event this week.

According to a source close to the attorney general, Barr approached her in a holding tent after the Wednesday event and
asked whether she had brought her handcuffs.

The quip was a reference to calls from some rank-and-file Democrats for Barr himself to be arrested, amid the fight over
access to Russia probe documents.

( LINK BELOW )
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FBI OFFICIALS WHO WORKED ON CLINTON EMAIL CASE NEVER SUSPECTED STRZOK-PAGE AFFAIR UNDER THEIR
NOSES

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Peter_Strzok_Lisa_Page-e1529272033304.jpeg

FBI personnel are trained to look for activity that could lead to an agent being blackmailed, which could include an
extramarital affair.

A former undercover federal agent, Wayne Black, told The Daily Caller News Foundation the officials’ blindness to the affair
says something about the Clinton probe, in which important leads were allegedly not followed. (RELATED: ‘If The FBI
Missed This, What Else Was Missed?’ Strzok Wrote Of Email Probe).

But it also, he said, suggests Strzok used his FBI-provided training in the art of deception to become a cunning liar, a talent
turned against his wife, his colleagues and investigators examining his role in the Trump-Russia investigation.

TheDCNF obtained unreleased transcripts of testimony from the two officials to the House committees on oversight and the
judiciary. Both testified in the summer of 2018.

Jonathan Moffa, now deputy assistant director at the FBI, worked as a counterintelligence analyst for 20 years.

“When the Midyear Exam Investigation began and it was based in the counterespionage section, they put me in charge of
the analytic team associated with that investigation,” he testified.

The investigation into Clinton’s emails was codenamed Midyear Exam.

Moffa, who knew Strzok well enough to go to ballgames with him in addition to interacting heavily at work, said he never
picked up the clues that two colleagues were having an affair.

Q: I think I have a pretty clear understanding, going way back several hours ago, what your professional relationship
with Mr. Strzok was. Did you have a social relationship with him at all?

A: Yeah, I think we had a limited social relationship. And by that term, I mean kind of the classic work friend. So
occasionally, you know, you’d catch a game or, you know, I think our families had met a couple of times, two or
three times. But certainly not, like, a regular social interaction. We worked together very closely, and I think, like
anybody you work with closely for years — and I knew Pete for more than 10 years — you get to know them as a
person. But what I wouldn’t say is we were, like, close social companions outside of the office, in large part because
we spend a lot of time interacting in the office, and so there was no need to interact outside of it.

Q: Prior to all the news reporting about the texts and all the drama about that, prior to any of that, were you aware of
an extramarital affair going on around you?

A: No, I actually wasn’t. He never spoke to me about it, and I had no evidence of that to point to.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/PageStrzok.jpg

Congressional investigators grilled Moffa on whether detecting affairs was a part of FBI training, given that someone in
Strzok’s position could be blackmailed by a foreign power with the threat of exposing his sexual affair:

Q: In your training, knowledge, and expertise as a counterintelligence professional, as a counterintelligence analyst,
and as an FBI employee, is a tool used to recruit assets in the espionage world the fact that someone might be
having an extramarital affair?

A: In a general sense, I think any exploitable fact like that could be used in that way, sure.

Q: Is extramarital affair specifically something that the FBI cautions about for potential weakness to a hostile
adversary?

A: I don’t know if we do or not, to be honest, if in any of our security guidance that’s called out or not. I just don’t
recall it.

The second employee was Sally Moyer, a unit chief at the FBI’s Office of General Counsel, where Page worked, who said
she was “friends” with Page inside and outside of work.

“I started as an assistant general counsel, and then eventually I was promoted to unit chief. And the whole time I’ve worked
in the counterintelligence law unit,” she said of her 13 years with the Bureau. “So for Midyear Exam, I was an acting unit
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in the counterintelligence law unit,” she said of her 13 years with the Bureau. “So for Midyear Exam, I was an acting unit
chief at the time.”

Q: And you were close friends with Lisa Page?

A: I was friends with her, yeah. […]

Q: And when you say “friends,” you socialize outside of work?

A: Yes. […]

Q: Were you aware she was having an affair with Peter Strzok?

A: No.

Q: So you learned about it when the public learned about it through the texts and the publication of certain texts?

A: I learned about it when the, I believe The Washington Post had an article. […]

Q: Is there concern in espionage matters, or is an indication or a vulnerability to commit espionage, is having an
extramarital affair something that you’re familiar with in your knowledge of espionage matters?

A: That’s one of many factors that can be used to try to recruit a subject. […]

Q: Real quickly going back just a second. If we were told by an FBI employee that you affirmatively reported the Lisa
Page/Peter Strzok affair to supervisors, how would you assess the validity of that information?

A: That’s not true.

Moyer was represented at the deposition by lawyer Bill Pittard. He also represented Democratic Florida Rep. Debbie
Wasserman Schultz in her efforts to prevent the Capitol Police from examining evidence tied to her IT aide Imran Awan,
whom House authorities deemed “an ongoing and serious risk to the House of Representatives.”

Judiciary Committee member Rep. Louie Gohmert, a Texas Republican, implied in July 2018 that Strzok had deployed his
skills in deception as a counterintelligence agent against Congress and his own wife.

“How many times did you look so innocent into your wife’s eyes and lie to her about Lisa Page?” Gohmert said. “You do it
with a straight face and I watched you in the private testimony you gave and I told some of the other guys, ‘he is really
good, he’s lying, he know, we know he’s lying and he can probably pass the polygraph.'”

The FBI declined to comment for this story.

Black, the former undercover agent, said he believes on some level, Strzok and Page’s colleagues must have suspected
the affair, but chose to remain in the dark — which he compared to what he said was a willful ignorance when it came to
pursuing the Clinton email probe.

“When they say they didn’t know, do they just mean they never walked in on them having sex? Intel is proactive, not
reactive,” Black told TheDCNF. “You don’t wait until something slaps you in the face. When you’re in the intel field you’re
sensitive to something, you come up with a hypothesis, and you try to disprove or prove it.”

“Either they suspected it and got into denial and didn’t talk about it, or they knew about it and suppressed it,” he continued.
“Either way they should have reported it, because [affair participants are] subject to blackmail.”

As for Strzok, “Someone in his position has extensive undercover and counter-intel training, so if he’s doing something
untoward, it’s second nature for him to use that deception training. He’s in survival mode. I watched those hearings, I think
he’s pathological.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Suggests Cop Killers Should ‘Immediately’ Face Death Penalty

https://www.westernjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Donald-Trump-Peace-Officers-Memorial-Day-Service.jpg

President Donald Trump called for the death penalty for those found guilty of killing police officers who have been killed in
the line of duty.

“The ambushes and attacks on our police must end, and they must end right now,” Trump said at the National Peace
Officers’ Memorial Day service on Capitol Hill on Wednesday. “We believe that criminals who murder police officers should
immediately, with trial, get the death penalty — but quickly.”

“The trial should go fast,” he continued. “It’s got to be fair, but it’s got to go fast. And that’s happening.”

https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1128693834433662977

Trump honored some of the officers who lost their lives during the past year, including California police Corporal Ronil
Singh, who was shot by an illegal alien during a routine traffic stop the day after Christmas.

“Ronil came to this country legally in 2003 with the dream of earning the badge of an American police officer,” Trump said of
Singh, whose family immigrated to the U.S. from Fiji.

“That was always his dream. And that’s exactly what Ronil did: He devoted his life to defending the laws of our country,” the
president added.

Trump invited the members of the Singh family who were in attendance to come up to the stage to address the audience.

Ronil’s widow, Anamika Singh, carrying the couple’s 10-month-old son, thanked the president for reaching out to the family
following her husband’s murder.

“I actually want to thank you personally, you’re the only one that actually reached out and gave your condolences to the
family, and it actually means a lot to all of our law enforcement families that are here, for the sacrifice my husband and his
brothers in blue and sisters in blue have given,” she said.

https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/1128764604627202049

Ahead of Wednesday’s event, Trump issued a proclamation recognizing the service and sacrifice of police officers to keep
the nation safe.

“On Peace Officers Memorial Day and throughout Police Week, we express our unending gratitude to our Nation’s law
enforcement officers,” the proclamation said.

“Those brave men and women selflessly confront danger to protect our families and defend our communities. We also honor
those in blue who have been killed or disabled in the line of duty. We are especially mindful of the tremendous sacrifices of
the 106 heroes who laid down their lives last year while protecting their communities.”

https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1128851321350762498

“Our nation’s law enforcement officers serve with courage, dedication, and strength. They fearlessly enforce our laws, even
at the risk of personal peril, safeguarding our property, our liberty, and our lives. We owe them, and their families, our full
and enduring support,” the proclamation concluded.

According to the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund, 43 officers have died so far this year, which is a 32
percent decline from the first five months of 2018.

( LINK BELOW )
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Another week, another school shooting — this time, at a Colorado middle school, where an 18-year-old alleged shooter, and
an alleged juvenile accomplice, killed one student. Does anyone think it a coincidence that the more Democrats have
infiltrated and infested our culture and our industries, the more our youths commit cold-blooded murder?

America is now witnessing what unchecked and unfettered Democrat influence and indoctrination begat. Death, violence,
injury, and destruction are all inherent in the political terrorism of "it takes a village," "democratic socialism," and
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injury, and destruction are all inherent in the political terrorism of "it takes a village," "democratic socialism," and
"fundamental transformation."

Why do kids kill kids?

The poisoning of our youth's hearts, souls, and minds by Democrats is at DEFCON 1 urgency.

There are two problems that constitute the main battle in the existential war to preserve our republic:

1. For some of our youth, the damage has already been done. We must be as vigilant as possible in
protecting our children from murderous teenagers and juveniles.

2. Reversing or preventing the social engineering and exploitation of youth who are undamaged.

As much as it pains me to say this, some youths are damaged irreparably. The only question is, how many are in our
communities and schools? A body count isn't the only result of terrorism; so is living in fear. The only nonviolent pathway
forward for America is the re-education of our youth, which starts at home.

Handguns have existed for centuries. AR-15s have existed for approximately 22,000 days; the NRA was founded 54,000
days ago. "All Quiet on the Western Front" was released 32,000 days ago, and Hollyweird has produced thousands of
violent films.

So what are the causes of kids killing kids at the highest frequency in American history? Democrats and the DMIC
(Democrat Media Industrial Complex) never engage in honest attempts to answer this question because they know they are
the primary culprit of this political ill.

In my upcoming first book, 10 Warning Signs Your Child is Becoming a Democrat, I avoid policy and hone in on parenting. I
believe that if my playbook is followed, we can ensure that future generations of our youth don't grow up to be Democrats.
Substantive health care fixes, cures for cancer and AIDS, and the first man and woman on Mars will be as useless as a
Willard Romney endorsement if we don't win the youth battle within the four walls of our homes.

Democrat Abortionists Go

I'd be remiss if I failed to mention the abhorrently increasing zeal for abortions during any stage of pregnancy. The residual
effects of Democrat polices, in addition to producing killer kids, also kill our unborn. All of it is by design; nothing in politics
is coincidental.

To defeat an opponent, one must keenly understand the tactics, methodology, psychology, and motives. Pro-abortion
propaganda is genius because its basis is "keep the government out of my life" — the core, fundamental tenet of
guaranteed constitutional liberties. It's genius also because it sells the belief that restrictive abortion laws won't stop women
from aborting children — funny, but gun-owners always say the same about gun control. Joesph Goebbels, the Nazi
minister of propaganda, as well as Vladimir Kozhevnikov, the founder of Pravda, would blush at the effectiveness of
Democrat and DMIC pro-abortion propaganda.

It's not enough for Democrat abortionists to peddle the infanticidal mania of zero-restriction abortions. A few weeks ago,
Democrat John Rogers, an Alabama state legislator, said: "Kill them now or you kill them later." The "them" are unwanted
children, who either are killed in the womb or die on the streets or in prison. There was a truth to what Rogers stated, and I
doubt he realized his own irony: he not only confirmed that "it takes a village" — a third-world family structure in which the
State is the parent and provider — is guaranteed to fail, but also admitted that abortion is murder.

Rogers didn't stop there; he channeled his inner Josef Mengele, the Nazi concentration camp physician, by suggesting that
the final solution to preventing abortions is forced sterilization of men.

The United Almost Socialist States

America is the one country that has come closest to voluntarily implementing socialism and communism, thanks in large
part to the burgeoning love affair between our youth and these -isms. In no way are we in the clear. The war will be long and
arduous; 2016 wasn't the end, but the beginning. The youth are the palette by which the Democrats create their art; our
young dying is just the cost of doing business to Democrats, who seek not to represent or govern us, but to rule over us, as
a monarchy does over its serfs.

"He alone who owns the youth gains the future," said Hitler. "Give me just one generation of youth, and I'll transform the
whole world," Lenin said. (There's that "transformation" again, the raison d'être of all tyrants, despots, and Democrats.) It's
not just that Democrats want our guns, due process, religious liberties, and other God-given rights; they want the innocence
of our children.

The most useful political pawns of the Democratic Party are children, precisely because they're defenseless. I don't fault
parents, most of whom are good and decent law-abiding Americans, for their ignorance; they don't think about their kids as
prey for Leninist Democrats. In the past, Democrats entangled children in their web surreptitiously and covertly — in middle-
of-the-night doses. Now? Nurse Ratched Nancy Pelosi no longer hides her pursuit of our children; recently, she said,
"Capture kids when they're in high school," referring to her support of lowering the voting age to 16.

We're no longer up against simple tax-and-spend Democrats; we're up against Democrats whose ideology — an amalgam of
the worst mass-murdering and mass-suffering ideologies in world history — has made killers of our kids.

The true victims of "it takes a village" — crime, poverty, and squalor — are our youths. That fact should keep all of us up at
night. And with all due respect, if you're not kept up at night over something — anything — Democrats do day in and day
out, then you're not paying close enough attention.
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Trump Administration Pulls Nearly $1 Billion From California's High-Speed Rail Project
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The Federal Railroad Administration said Thursday it would be withdrawing nearly $1 billion in federal money it had promised
to California for the state’s high-speed rail project.

The administration argued that California failed to hold up its end of the deal, including complying with the terms of the grant
and making reasonable progress. Additionally, the FRA said California “abandoned its original vision” for a train between Los
Angeles and San Francisco.

“After careful consideration, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has terminated Cooperative Agreement No. FR-HSR-
0118-12-01-01 (the FY10 Agreement) with the California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA), and will deobligate the
$928,620,000 in funding under that agreement,” read a statement announcing the FRA’s decision. “FRA finds that CHSRA
has repeatedly failed to comply with the terms of the FY10 Agreement and has failed to make reasonable progress on the
Project. Additionally, California has abandoned its original vision of a high-speed passenger rail service connecting San
Francisco and Los Angeles, which was essential to its applications for FRA grant funding."

https://twitter.com/ZavalaA/status/1129103028995256320

The administration also said it is continuing to consider all options available for recovering $2.5 billion in American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act funds given to CHSRA.

In a statement, California Gov. Gavin Newsom called the move “illegal and a direct assault on California, our green
infrastructure, and the thousands of Central Valley workers who are building this project.”

He added: “the Trump Administration is trying to exact political retribution on our state,” and vowed to go to court to protect
“California’s money, appropriated by Congress.”

https://twitter.com/CaHSRA/status/1129124135420997632
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Baby Ripped From Murdered Woman's Womb In Chicago. Family Says She Was Lured To Her Death By A Woman She
Met Through Facebook

The 19-year-old woman's body was found in the garbage behind a Chicago home

https://assets.rbl.ms/19499120/1200x600.jpg

The body of a formerly pregnant Illinois woman was discovered Wednesday inside a trash can behind a Chicago-area home,
according to officials.

The young woman's baby was reportedly cut from her body after she was killed, according to police, the Chicago Sun-Times
reported. Marlen Ochoa-Lopez, 19, died from strangulation, according to the Cook County Medical Examiner's Office.

"We believe that she was murdered and we believe that the baby was forcibly removed following that murder," Chicago
Police spokesman Anthony Guglielmi said, adding that the baby is hospitalized in "grave" condition.

Ochoa-Lopez of Pilsen was nine months pregnant when she went missing April 23.

The young woman's family believe she was lured to the home of a Southwest Side woman, whom she reportedly met
through a pregnancy support group on Facebook, for a stroller exchange and baby clothes.

"She was giving clothes away, supposedly under the pretense that her daughters had been given clothes and they had all
these extra boy clothes," Cecelia Garcia, a spokeswoman for Ochoa-Lopez's family, told the Chicago Tribune.

What are the details?

Ochoa-Lopez was last seen leaving Latino Youth High School on April 23 when she left to meet up with the woman from the
Facebook group called "Help a Sister Out," WBBM-TV reported.

Later that day, at 6:11 p.m., a 46-year woman called 911 claiming that she had just given birth at her home. The address of
the home was the same address Ochoa-Lopez reportedly drove to earlier that afternoon for the meet up.

Paramedics responded to the call where they found a newborn baby not breathing. They performed CPR and transported the
infant to Advocate Christ Medical Center.

Last week, the missing woman's Honda Civic was found about a block from the 46-year-old woman's home.

DNA testing has shown that the baby boy born April 23 belonged to Ochoa-Lopez and her husband Yiovanni Lopez. The
family named the baby Yadiel Yiovanni Lopez.

"I have a lot of pain, a lot of anguish, a lot of sadness," Lopez told reporters in Spanish, the Sun-Times reported. "It's
painful to lose your wife, the woman you love the most. It's painful."

The couple also have a 3-year-old son.

Did neighbors see anything?

One woman, who asked for anonymity, told the Sun-Times that she saw the 46-year-old woman standing outside holding a
baby that was wrapped up in a sheet or towel.

"I said, 'What's up?' and she said, 'I just had the baby. It's not breathing.'"

The neighbor recalled seeing blood on the woman's hands and shirt.

"She said, 'I stood up and the baby came out,'" the neighbor told the newspaper.

The neighbor added that neither the woman or paramedics went inside the home.

What else?

On Tuesday, police entered the Scottsdale neighborhood home where neighbors said the 46-year-old woman lives with her
boyfriend, daughter, and another man. Authorities took the four people into custody for questioning in connection with the
young woman's murder.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/baby-ripped-from-murdered-womans-womb/
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https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Peter_Strzok_Lisa_Page-e1529272033304.jpeg

FBI personnel are trained to look for activity that could lead to an agent being blackmailed, which could include an extramarital
affair.

A former undercover federal agent, Wayne Black, told The Daily Caller News Foundation the officials’ blindness to the affair says
something about the Clinton probe, in which important leads were allegedly not followed. (RELATED: ‘If The FBI Missed This,
What Else Was Missed?’ Strzok Wrote Of Email Probe).

But it also, he said, suggests Strzok used his FBI-provided training in the art of deception to become a cunning liar, a talent turned
against his wife, his colleagues and investigators examining his role in the Trump-Russia investigation.

TheDCNF obtained unreleased transcripts of testimony from the two officials to the House committees on oversight and the
judiciary. Both testified in the summer of 2018.

Jonathan Moffa, now deputy assistant director at the FBI, worked as a counterintelligence analyst for 20 years.

“When the Midyear Exam Investigation began and it was based in the counterespionage section, they put me in charge of the
analytic team associated with that investigation,” he testified.

The investigation into Clinton’s emails was codenamed Midyear Exam.

Moffa, who knew Strzok well enough to go to ballgames with him in addition to interacting heavily at work, said he never picked up
the clues that two colleagues were having an affair.

Q: I think I have a pretty clear understanding, going way back several hours ago, what your professional relationship with Mr.
Strzok was. Did you have a social relationship with him at all?

A: Yeah, I think we had a limited social relationship. And by that term, I mean kind of the classic work friend. So occasionally, you
know, you’d catch a game or, you know, I think our families had met a couple of times, two or three times. But certainly not, like, a
regular social interaction. We worked together very closely, and I think, like anybody you work with closely for years — and I knew
Pete for more than 10 years — you get to know them as a person. But what I wouldn’t say is we were, like, close social
companions outside of the office, in large part because we spend a lot of time interacting in the office, and so there was no need to
interact outside of it.

Q: Prior to all the news reporting about the texts and all the drama about that, prior to any of that, were you aware of an
extramarital affair going on around you?

A: No, I actually wasn’t. He never spoke to me about it, and I had no evidence of that to point to.

Lisa Page (Mark Wilson/Getty Images); Peter Strzok (Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images) Lisa Page (Mark Wilson/Getty Images);
Peter Strzok (Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images)

Congressional investigators grilled Moffa on whether detecting affairs was a part of FBI training, given that someone in Strzok’s
position could be blackmailed by a foreign power with the threat of exposing his sexual affair:

Q: In your training, knowledge, and expertise as a counterintelligence professional, as a counterintelligence analyst, and as an FBI
employee, is a tool used to recruit assets in the espionage world the fact that someone might be having an extramarital affair?

A: In a general sense, I think any exploitable fact like that could be used in that way, sure.

Q: Is extramarital affair specifically something that the FBI cautions about for potential weakness to a hostile adversary?

A: I don’t know if we do or not, to be honest, if in any of our security guidance that’s called out or not. I just don’t recall it.

The second employee was Sally Moyer, a unit chief at the FBI’s Office of General Counsel, where Page worked, who said she was
“friends” with Page inside and outside of work.

“I started as an assistant general counsel, and then eventually I was promoted to unit chief. And the whole time I’ve worked in the
counterintelligence law unit,” she said of her 13 years with the Bureau. “So for Midyear Exam, I was an acting unit chief at the
time.”

Q: And you were close friends with Lisa Page?

A: I was friends with her, yeah. […]

Q: And when you say “friends,” you socialize outside of work?

A: Yes. […]

Q: Were you aware she was having an affair with Peter Strzok?

A: No.

Q: So you learned about it when the public learned about it through the texts and the publication of certain texts?

A: I learned about it when the, I believe The Washington Post had an article. […]

Q: Is there concern in espionage matters, or is an indication or a vulnerability to commit espionage, is having an extramarital affair
something that you’re familiar with in your knowledge of espionage matters?

A: That’s one of many factors that can be used to try to recruit a subject. […]

Q: Real quickly going back just a second. If we were told by an FBI employee that you affirmatively reported the Lisa Page/Peter
Strzok affair to supervisors, how would you assess the validity of that information?

A: That’s not true.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Peter_Strzok_Lisa_Page-e1529272033304.jpeg
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A: That’s not true.

Moyer was represented at the deposition by lawyer Bill Pittard. He also represented Democratic Florida Rep. Debbie Wasserman
Schultz in her efforts to prevent the Capitol Police from examining evidence tied to her IT aide Imran Awan, whom House
authorities deemed “an ongoing and serious risk to the House of Representatives.”

Judiciary Committee member Rep. Louie Gohmert, a Texas Republican, implied in July 2018 that Strzok had deployed his skills in
deception as a counterintelligence agent against Congress and his own wife.

“How many times did you look so innocent into your wife’s eyes and lie to her about Lisa Page?” Gohmert said. “You do it with a
straight face and I watched you in the private testimony you gave and I told some of the other guys, ‘he is really good, he’s lying,
he know, we know he’s lying and he can probably pass the polygraph.'”

The FBI declined to comment for this story.

Black, the former undercover agent, said he believes on some level, Strzok and Page’s colleagues must have suspected the
affair, but chose to remain in the dark — which he compared to what he said was a willful ignorance when it came to pursuing the
Clinton email probe.

“When they say they didn’t know, do they just mean they never walked in on them having sex? Intel is proactive, not reactive,”
Black told TheDCNF. “You don’t wait until something slaps you in the face. When you’re in the intel field you’re sensitive to
something, you come up with a hypothesis, and you try to disprove or prove it.”

“Either they suspected it and got into denial and didn’t talk about it, or they knew about it and suppressed it,” he continued. “Either
way they should have reported it, because [affair participants are] subject to blackmail.”

As for Strzok, “Someone in his position has extensive undercover and counter-intel training, so if he’s doing something untoward,
it’s second nature for him to use that deception training. He’s in survival mode. I watched those hearings, I think he’s pathological.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Says Campaign Was 'Conclusively Spied On,' Calls It 'Treason'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_opinion/public/trumpdonald_immigrationgop_051619getty.jpg

President Trump on Friday asserted that his 2016 campaign had been "conclusively spied on" by the Obama administration
while calling the charge akin to "treason" and demanding jail time for those behind it.

In a tweet, the president said "nothing like this has ever happened" while calling for prison sentences.

"A really bad situation. TREASON means long jail sentences, and this was TREASON!" he continued.

My Campaign for President was conclusively spied on. Nothing like this has ever happened in American Politics. A really
bad situation. TREASON means long jail sentences, and this was TREASON!

Donald J. Trump

(@realDonaldTrump) May 17, 2019

The president's tweet comes days after Attorney General William Barr announced the appointment of a U.S. attorney to
review the decisions that led to the establishment of an investigation into Trump's campaign and Russian election
interference.

The attorney general infuriated many Democrats on Capitol Hill earlier this year when he asserted that "spying" on the
Trump campaign had occurred in 2016, while declining to take a position on its legality. His choice of language has earned
rebukes from former members of the Justice Department including former FBI chief James Comey.

Barr told The Wall Street Journal and Fox News in interviews published Friday that he had received insufficient answers
from Justice Department personnel about the reasons why an investigation had been launched into the Trump campaign in
the first place.

“Government power was used to spy on American citizens,” Barr told the Journal on Friday. “I can’t imagine any world
where we wouldn’t take a look and make sure that was done properly.”

"I’ve been trying to get answers to the questions and I've found that a lot of the answers have been inadequate and some of
the explanations I've gotten don't hang together, in a sense I have more questions today than when I first started," Barr
added in his interview with Fox.

"People have to find out what the government was doing during that period. If we're worried about foreign influence, for the
very same reason we should be worried about whether government officials abuse their power and put their thumb on the
scale."

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump’s Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Pres-Trump-11-345x181.jpg

Aside from enduring more than two years of unnecessary scrutiny and constant attacks from Democrats and the
mainstream media, one of the greatest PR gifts President Donald Trump has received is the Mueller report.

*Not only is Trump scoring record-high overall ratings (higher than former President Barack Obama at the same period
during his presidency), he’s also gaining traction with a group that’s sending chills down every Democratic candidate’s
spine: millennials. * According to a recent Zogby poll, President Trump is sitting pretty with a job approval rating of 51
percent, which is the highest he has seen during his time in the Oval Office. That number beats President Obama’s rating,
at the same time in his presidency, by a whopping 3 percent.

A stunning 51 percent of millennials aged 18-29 — who were a serious contributing factor in both of Obama’s election wins
— approve of the president. That number climbs significantly with higher age brackets. Voters aged 25-34 come in at 53
percent approval and those aged 35-54 register at an impressive 59 percent.

That kind of poll love from American voters is nothing short of encouraging, especially as the 2020 campaign season nears.
If this isn’t an eye-opener for Democrats and the #NeverTrump crowd, I don’t know what is.

Zogby credited the positive bump to several contributing factors, including the release of the long-awaited Mueller report.

“President Trump’s job approval rating has seen a post Mueller report boost! We called it a few weeks ago. But that’s not
the complete story as to why the president has reached a peak in his job approval rating. Trump is also riding high on
positive economic news-a record high stock market, low unemployment, and solid GDP growth at home,” Zogby wrote.

Zogby also elaborated on some of the more interesting demographics that should also give Trump an edge. “One of the
demographics to give Trump a very good job performance rating were self-identified social networkers (59% approve/40%
disapprove-people who engage with social media) … The president also made strides with college educated voters (55%
approve/45% disapprove), and saw support increase slightly with non-college educated voters (47% approve/50%
disapprove).”

One more not-so-surprising demographic that gave the president high marks is rural America, with a solid 60 percent
approval rating. It’s no secret that rural America loves Trump — and what’s better is that he returns the love during his
rallies in America’s heartland.

Make no mistake: Many Democrats are as nervous as a long-tailed cat in a room full of rocking chairs after seeing this kind
of data emerge. Not only do they have a ridiculously crowded field of candidates, at some point in the near future, those
who emerge as leaders of the pack will have to turn against one another and carve out their respective bases.

There’s no telling who the remainder of millennials will back.

Even with these tremendous numbers, it doesn’t mean the Trump campaign team — or any Republicans up for election for
that matter — can sit back and crack open a cold one.

Sure, poll results like this pump up Trump’s base and inspire great confidence, but it’ll undoubtedly cause the left to go into
overdrive and fight harder than before. They’re definitely not ready to lose again.

The last thing liberals want is to witness another four years of Trump in office, so there’s no telling how low they’ll stoop to
prevent that from happening. The Mueller investigation was a bust, along with everything else they’ve tried, but that doesn’t
mean their sleeves aren’t stuffed full with dirty tricks.

Millennials used to be an easy get for Democratic candidates, but according to these polling numbers, it certainly appears
as if the tables have turned.

As long as President Trump continues on the path of success he’s on now, there’s a good chance he won’t be moving out
of the White House in January 2021.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump’s Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Pres-Trump-11-345x181.jpg

Aside from enduring more than two years of unnecessary scrutiny and constant attacks from Democrats and the
mainstream media, one of the greatest PR gifts President Donald Trump has received is the Mueller report.

*Not only is Trump scoring record-high overall ratings (higher than former President Barack Obama at the same period
during his presidency), he’s also gaining traction with a group that’s sending chills down every Democratic candidate’s
spine: millennials. * According to a recent Zogby poll, President Trump is sitting pretty with a job approval rating of 51
percent, which is the highest he has seen during his time in the Oval Office. That number beats President Obama’s rating,
at the same time in his presidency, by a whopping 3 percent.

A stunning 51 percent of millennials aged 18-29 — who were a serious contributing factor in both of Obama’s election wins
— approve of the president. That number climbs significantly with higher age brackets. Voters aged 25-34 come in at 53
percent approval and those aged 35-54 register at an impressive 59 percent.

That kind of poll love from American voters is nothing short of encouraging, especially as the 2020 campaign season nears.
If this isn’t an eye-opener for Democrats and the #NeverTrump crowd, I don’t know what is.

Zogby credited the positive bump to several contributing factors, including the release of the long-awaited Mueller report.

“President Trump’s job approval rating has seen a post Mueller report boost! We called it a few weeks ago. But that’s not
the complete story as to why the president has reached a peak in his job approval rating. Trump is also riding high on
positive economic news-a record high stock market, low unemployment, and solid GDP growth at home,” Zogby wrote.

Zogby also elaborated on some of the more interesting demographics that should also give Trump an edge. “One of the
demographics to give Trump a very good job performance rating were self-identified social networkers (59% approve/40%
disapprove-people who engage with social media) … The president also made strides with college educated voters (55%
approve/45% disapprove), and saw support increase slightly with non-college educated voters (47% approve/50%
disapprove).”

One more not-so-surprising demographic that gave the president high marks is rural America, with a solid 60 percent
approval rating. It’s no secret that rural America loves Trump — and what’s better is that he returns the love during his
rallies in America’s heartland.

Make no mistake: Many Democrats are as nervous as a long-tailed cat in a room full of rocking chairs after seeing this kind
of data emerge. Not only do they have a ridiculously crowded field of candidates, at some point in the near future, those
who emerge as leaders of the pack will have to turn against one another and carve out their respective bases.

There’s no telling who the remainder of millennials will back.

Even with these tremendous numbers, it doesn’t mean the Trump campaign team — or any Republicans up for election for
that matter — can sit back and crack open a cold one.

Sure, poll results like this pump up Trump’s base and inspire great confidence, but it’ll undoubtedly cause the left to go into
overdrive and fight harder than before. They’re definitely not ready to lose again.

The last thing liberals want is to witness another four years of Trump in office, so there’s no telling how low they’ll stoop to
prevent that from happening. The Mueller investigation was a bust, along with everything else they’ve tried, but that doesn’t
mean their sleeves aren’t stuffed full with dirty tricks.

Millennials used to be an easy get for Democratic candidates, but according to these polling numbers, it certainly appears
as if the tables have turned.

As long as President Trump continues on the path of success he’s on now, there’s a good chance he won’t be moving out
of the White House in January 2021.

( LINK BELOW )
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Senate Confirms Trump Judge Who Faced Scrutiny Over Abortion Views

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/vitterwendy_041018.jpg

Senate Republicans on Thursday confirmed a Trump district judicial nominee who faced fierce scrutiny over their views on
abortion.

Senators voted 52-45 on Wendy Vitter's nomination to be a judge for the eastern district of Louisiana. GOP Sen. Susan
Collins (Maine), who is up for reelection in 2020, joined Democrats to oppose Vitter's nomination.

Vitter, the wife of former Sen. David Vitter (R-La.), was viewed as likely to be confirmed after Republicans broke a filibuster
on her nomination, which languished for more than a year, earlier this week.

"Ms. Vitter’s impressive legal career includes experience in private practice and a decade in the Orleans Parish District
Attorney’s office, where she handled more than 100 felony jury trials," Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) said,
praising Vitter ahead of the vote

McConnell views judicial nominations as his top priority and the party's best shot at having a long-term impact on the
country. Republicans have confirmed more than 100 of Trump's judicial nominees, including setting records on the number
of influential appeals judges Trump has gotten through the chamber.

Minority Leader Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) criticized McConnell's focus on confirming Trump's judicial appointments, which
have dominated the Senate calendar in recent weeks, arguing that many are "unqualified ideologues or merely unqualified."

"Many have offered bigoted remarks in the past, really bigoted. They are not who a judge should be. A judge is supposed to
be able to walk in the plaintiff's shoes and the defendant's shoes, and then come up with a decision that is governed by
existing law. These people are ideologues," Schumer said.

Vitter, who served as the general counsel for the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New Orleans, has come under intense
scrutiny because of her previous comments on abortion.

Vitter appeared at a rally opposing the construction of a Planned Parenthood clinic, where she accused the group of "killing
over 150,000 females a year." At a 2013 conference Vitter appeared to back a brochure that linked abortions to breast
cancer and taking birth control to an increased likelihood of violent relationships.

"Go to Dr. Angela's website, Breast Cancer Prevention Institute, download it, and at your next physical, you walk into your
pro-life doctor and say, 'Have you thought about putting these facts or this brochure in your waiting room?' Each one of you
can be the pro-life advocate to take that next step. That's what you do with it," she said at the conference, according to
NPR.

Vitter pledged during her confirmation hearing that she wouldn't let her personal views influence her rulings on abortion-
related cases, telling senators that she would "be bound by precedent."

“My religious, personal or political beliefs would have to be set aside. It is not something I would aspire to; it would be my
duty and my obligation to do so, and I would do so without hesitation," she said.

Vitter also came under fire from outside groups for sidestepping a direct answer to a question during her confirmation
hearing about whether she believes the Brown v. Board of Education case from the 1950s was correctly decided by the
Supreme Court.

"Wendy Vitter was among the earliest of Trump's judicial nominees to fail to close the door on legal apartheid in this country
and affirm the Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of Education," People for the American Way Senior Legislative
Counsel Paul Gordon said in a statement

( LINK BELOW )
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Alabama’s far-reaching abortion restrictions have set off fervid speculation about the future of Roe v. Wade, but
two abortion cases are already pending before the Supreme Court.

One case involves Indiana laws that require women to have ultrasounds 18 hours before termination, impose
rules on the disposal of fetal remains, and ban abortion based on sex, race, or disability.
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rules on the disposal of fetal remains, and ban abortion based on sex, race, or disability.

Another case arose in Louisiana, which adopted a law requiring that abortion providers have admitting privileges
at a local hospital.

Alabama GOP Gov. Kay Ivey approved a package of sweeping abortion regulations Wednesday, teeing up a legal fight over
Roe v. Wade some believe may reach the Supreme Court.

Whether the Alabama law will even reach the Supreme Court on the merits is an open question, though there are two
abortion controversies from Indiana and Louisiana on which the justices may act in the coming months.

Mandatory ultrasounds, disposal regulations for fetal remains, and bans on trait-selective abortion

Vice President Mike Pence signed a battery of abortion regulations into law during his tenure as governor of Indiana. Those
mandates require women to have an ultrasound 18 hours before terminating a pregnancy, compel medical professionals to
cremate or bury fetal remains, and ban abortions on the basis of sex, race, or disability.

The 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against all three regulations over two different decisions. The first case touched
the disposal mandate and the trait-selective abortion ban, which supporters refer to as an anti-eugenics law. A three-judge
panel unanimously struck down the trait-selective ban and found against the disposal rules 2-1.

The full 7th Circuit elected to review the panel ruling in June 2018, but reversed course after Judge Michael Scudder
recused himself from the matter. Scudder’s recusal left the court evenly divided, so the decision was upheld.

That result drew a dissent from Judge Frank Easterbrook, who was skeptical that current precedent forbids the Indiana ban
on race, sex, or disability selective abortions. He was more direct with the fetal remains requirements, criticizing the court
for striking down those rules under a highly permissive legal standard.

The panel said Indiana had not identified a rational basis for the regulations, since fetuses do not qualify as human beings
and thus cannot be regulated like persons under law. (RELATED: Trump Administration Will Challenge Nationwide
Injunctions At Supreme Court)

“Simply put, the law does not recognize that an aborted fetus is a person,” the decision reads. “As such, the state’s interest
in requiring abortion providers to dispose of aborted fetuses in the same manner as human remains is not legitimate.”

Easterbrook countered that state regulations of non-human life are quite ordinary, citing animal welfare laws as an example.

“Think of animal-welfare statutes,” Easterbrook wrote. “Dogs may not be beaten for fun. Bullfights are forbidden. Horses
may not be slaughtered in Illinois for the dinner table under a statute this circuit sustained largely on animal-welfare
grounds. The panel has held invalid a statute that would be sustained had it concerned the remains of cats or gerbils.”

The dispute reached the high court in October 2018. The justices were first scheduled to discuss the petition in January.
Since then, they deferred action on the petition more than a dozen times. That move could indicate that they are
intentionally pushing the case to next term. Some court-watchers believe the justices are ducking controversial disputes in
the aftermath of Justice Brett Kavanaugh’s contentious confirmation.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Brett-Kavanaugh-1.jpg

The delays might also mean that a justice is working on a dissent from the Court’s refusal to take the case.

The ultrasound challenge did not reach the Supreme Court until February, and has been deferred only twice. U.S. District
Judge Tanya Walton Pratt temporarily blocked the ultrasound rules from taking effect. The 7th Circuit affirmed that decision
in July 2018. A decision as to whether the justices will hear these cases could come as soon as Monday. The cases are
Nos. 18-483 and 18-1019 Box v. Planned Parenthood of Indiana and Kentucky.

A redux from 2016

The justices will also grapple with a Louisiana law called the Unsafe Abortion Protection Act or Act 620. The measure
provides that physicians who perform abortions must have admitting privileges at a nearby hospital. Abortion advocates say
the law is identical to a Texas regulation the Supreme Court struck down in a 2016 case called Whole Women’s Health v.
Hellerstedt.

Though U.S. District Judge John W. deGravelles blocked enforcement of the law, the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed. That prompted a last-second appeal from abortion providers to the Supreme Court. The justices reversed the 5th
Circuit on Feb. 7 and temporarily blocked the law from taking effect on a 5-4 vote, with Chief Justice John Roberts joining
the liberal bloc. The law will not be in force while the lawsuit proceeds through the courts. (RELATED: Democratic Efforts
To Expand The Supreme Court Just Hit A Big Wall: Public Opinion)

Opponents of the law style it a stealth measure to end abortion in Louisiana, claiming it will leave just one abortion provider
in the state. In the 2016 Hellerstedt case, a five-member majority led by Justice Stephen Breyer found Texas’s admissions
requirement did not provide a meaningful medical benefit for women, while imposing onerous regulations many clinics were
unable to meet. As a result, many of the state’s 40 abortion clinics closed. The high court’s 1992 Planned Parenthood v.
Casey decision forbid “undue burdens” on abortion access.

Pro-choice activists fear a similar outcome in Louisiana, which has three facilities where pregnancies are terminated. About
10,000 abortions are performed in Louisiana per year, according to the Guttmacher Institute.

Supporters of the law say it will increase standards of care, ensuring abortions are conducted as safely as surgeries. The
5th Circuit said Act 620 was distinguishable from the Texas law for a number of reasons. For example, some Texas
physicians had difficultly obtaining admissions rights because of stringent state rules. In Louisiana, on the other hand, the
panel found that the providers did not make good-faith efforts to obtain privileges.

Louisiana abortion providers filed their petition for review at the high court April 17. Louisiana’s response is due by July 19.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Brett-Kavanaugh-1.jpg
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Louisiana abortion providers filed their petition for review at the high court April 17. Louisiana’s response is due by July 19.
The case is No. 18-1323 June Medical Services v. Gee
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Earlier this week, I traveled to Brussels, Belgium and Sochi, Russia as part of the press delegation accompanying US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on his latest overseas trip. Pompeo made headlines over his meetings with top Russian
officials, including Vladimir Putin -- and as we landed back in the United States early Wednesday morning, news was
breaking about the serious precautions the Trump administration had begun to implement in response to what it terms 'real'
and 'escalating' global threats against Americans and American interests from the Iranian regime. Though officials have
been tight-lipped about the exact nature of the new intelligence, a New York Times report today suggests that the latest
menace involves freshly-discovered Iranian sea-based missiles:

The intelligence that caused the White House to escalate its warnings about a threat from Iran came from photographs of
missiles on small boats in the Persian Gulf that were put on board by Iranian paramilitary forces, three American officials
said. Overhead imagery showed fully assembled missiles, stoking fears that the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps
would fire them at United States naval ships. Additional pieces of intelligence picked up threats against commercial
shipping and potential attacks by Arab militias with Iran ties on American troops in Iraq.

I asked about this issue in my exclusive one-on-one interview with Pompeo, which will air in its entirety during the 6pm ET
hour of tonight's Guy Benson Show on Fox News Radio:

**.@SecPompeo gave @guypbenson intel surrounding possible new threats from Iran. You can listen to the entire one on one
interview during The #GuyBensonShow **

— The Guy Benson Show (@GuyBensonShow) May 16, 2019 BENSON: I know that you can’t get into too much of the
intelligence as you just said, but are there any additional details about the nature of the threat matrix that you’ve been
seeing from Iran in the last few days? And can you comment at all on The New York Times report this morning that some
of this may have been related to new images of sea-based missiles from Iran?

POMPEO: OK, it’s important for everyone to understand that this is 40 years of aggression by the Islamic Republic of Iran,
so to put it into just three days or five days or seven days takes out of context the threat and the desires of the Islamic
Republic of Iran.

BENSON: Right.

POMPEO: So all of this – all of this is part and parcel of the challenge of a revolutionary regime that wants the 'Great
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POMPEO: So all of this – all of this is part and parcel of the challenge of a revolutionary regime that wants the 'Great
Satan' and Israel to go away. So you have to take the data set along with – right – it’s always about capability and will,
demonstrated will, ill will against the United States of America. So the things that you see, and I can’t comment on the
New York Times story, other than to say that the things that you’ve seen us do to attempt to achieve deterrence against
the Islamic Republic of Iran, from their malign activity, is a direct response to eight years of an administration that allow
the terror regime to expand. Right?

During the JCPOA, we had increased missile capabilities coming out of Iran. We had their capacity to deliver harm from
Houthi rebels in Yemen -- all of these things Iran did happened because the previous administration appeased the Islamic
Republic of Iran. So we are pushing back, and when you push back, tension does increase. Our mission set is very clear.
We know what we’re asking the Iranian leadership to do, and we are very focused on achieving that, and we’re trying to
do so in a way to make sure that we keep every American diplomat and every American soldier, sailor, airman and Marine
safe as well.

Later in our discussion, I asked Pompeo about one of his predecessors from the previous administration, John Kerry.
President Trump has called for Kerry to potentially be prosecuted under the obscure and rarely-enforced Logan Act over his
ongoing back-channels with the Iranian regime, reportedly urging Tehran to wait out the current administration. For this
meddling. Senator Marco Rubio has also called for a formal investigation into Kerry's conduct. What does Pompeo make of
this controversy? He made his sentiments quite clear:

.@guypbenson sat down for an exclusive interview with @SecPompeo and asked him about President Trump's
suggestion to have John Kerry prosecuted under the Logan Act. You can catch the full segment tonight on The
#GuyBensonShow 6-8PM ET pic.twitter.com/GnAYO0hoDh

— The Guy Benson Show (@GuyBensonShow) May 16, 2019 POMPEO: It is ahistorical and completely unhelpful when
previous secretaries of state are continuing to engage in the tasks that they engaged in when they were the secretary of
state. I’ll leave it at that in the sense of it’s time to get off the stage for the previous administration. I understand they have
different views than we have; they are entitled to those views. But talking with senior leaders around the world and
suggesting to them somehow that waiting out this administration is the best course of action for those countries is
something that is unheard of, it is fundamentally different than any previous administration has undertaken, and they
ought to leave the foreign policy to us. And then do their best to give folks with foreign policy views that have appeased
the Iranians, that allowed Chairman Kim Jong-Un to continue to advance his nuclear threat, that put us prostrate around
the world -- if those are the policies they want, they should go fight for them at the ballot box.

Other policy-related elements of our exchange touched on Russian relations, Putin's reaction to the Mueller report, and
Pompeo's harsh response ("sickening") to American politicians like Rep. Ilhan Omar who've been parroting Russian spin on
behalf of Nicholas Maduro in Venezuela. I also asked the Secretary to compare and contrast his current job with his
previous post as director of the CIA, as well as a personal question about how his family is adjusting to his truly grueling
travel schedule. To listen to the full interview, tune in to this evening's show, subscribe to the daily podcast, or visit our
website for the embedded audio. I'll leave you with another exclusive interview from this week's trip:
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TRUMP STRIPS CALIFORNIA OF $930 MILLION IN HIGH-SPEED RAIL FUNDING
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The Trump administration will terminate its agreement with California to fund the state’s struggling high-speed rail project,
the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) said Thursday.

In a letter to state officials, Administrator Ronald Batory said FRA would deobligate the $928.6 million set aside for the
California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) under a 2010 agreement. The agency will also continue to examine recouping
the $2.5 billion in stimulus funds already spent on the rail program, according to a copy of Batory’s letter obtained by The
Daily Caller News Foundation.

“FRA finds that CHSRA has repeatedly failed to comply with the terms of the FY10 Agreement and has failed to make
reasonable progress on the Project,” FRA said in an emailed statement.

“Additionally, California has abandoned its original vision of a high-speed passenger rail service connecting San Francisco
and Los Angeles, which was essential to its applications for FRA grant funding,” the agency said.

The decision to withdraw federal rail funding is likely to heighten tensions between the Trump administration and California.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/RTS2GVIM.jpg

Dubbed the “train to nowhere,” Gov. Gavin Newsom announced in February he shelved plans to complete the entire high-
speed rail line that voters approved in 2008. The project was meant to connect major urban areas from San Diego to San
Francisco by high-speed rail.

Instead, California intends to finish an 119-mile corridor in the Central Valley — at a cost of roughly $89 million per mile.

California’s once-celebrated dream of high-speed rail became bogged down by cost overruns, delays and mismanagement.
State officials reported in 2018 that finishing the entire rail line could cost $77 billion.

Despite the high cost, Newsom, a Democrat, said he wanted to complete a section of the rail line to help the Central
Valley’s economy and avoid having to send $3.5 billion in federal funds back to the Trump administration.

“I am not interested in sending $3.5 billion in federal funding that was allocated to this project back to [President] Donald
Trump,” Newsom said in February.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/RTS2HZUZ.jpg

However, Trump quickly took to Twitter to demand California repay the federal government over the abandoned rail project.
The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) warned it was keeping a close eye on California’s high-speed rail plans,
including whether or not the state would need to pay back $3.5 billion in federal funds.

Now, DOT officials have determined California violated the terms of its cooperative agreement with the federal government.
That determination cost California nearly $930 million in funds, Batory wrote in his letter.

“Finally, the dramatically reduced scope of California’s current plan for its HSR System is simply not consistent with the
Project as CHSRA proposed in its applications for Federal financial assistance on the Project,” Batory wrote.

“For these reasons, and those set forth in this decision, FRA has determined to terminate the FYlO Agreement, effective
today, and will deobligate the associated funds,” wrote Batory.
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Facebook Censors Picture of Unborn Baby, Says It May ‘Be Sensitive to Some People’
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Facebook censored a pro-life advertisement campaign featuring an unborn baby because it might “be sensitive to some people.”

The Iona Institute, an Ireland-based Catholic advocacy group, launched its new “still one of us” billboard campaign last week
featuring a picture of an unborn baby.

“The campaign is currently running on a number of billboards in various parts of the country and we had extended the campaign to
Facebook where we were paying a small amount (€150 in total) to bring it to a wider audience,” Iona Institute said.

But Facebook censored the advertisement and claimed the image of the unborn baby fell under the “graphic” or “violent” imagery
category.

Now Facebook users see a warning where the ad once appeared: “This photo may be sensitive to some people.”

But who would be “sensitive” to a photo of an unborn baby? It’s not a graphic photo of an aborted baby — it’s a harmless picture of
an unborn baby in the womb.

“Needless to say, there is nothing graphic or violent about an image of an unborn child in the womb. On the contrary, it is
extremely life-affirming,” Iona Institute said.

It’s strange that a harmless image of an unborn baby is deemed too “graphic” or “violent,” but it’s not too “graphic” or “violent” for
teenage girls to get abortions.

“Are we now at a point where images of an unborn child in the womb cannot be shown in public even though parents see such
images every day in hospitals all over the country and have no hesitation showing such images to their children?” Iona Institute
said.

And I doubt that pro-abortion advertisements are censored. In fact, Planned Parenthood currently has several active advertisement
campaigns on Facebook.

It’s perfectly fine for left-wing groups to normalize the murder of unborn babies, but a photo of an unborn baby with a pro-life
message is too “graphic” for Facebook.

https://twitter.com/roddreher/status/1128461805645209601

It seems highly plausible that Facebook censored this advertisement for political reasons — it’s obviously not too graphic or
violent, and the only people that would find it “sensitive” are leftists who don’t want to be faced with the brutal reality of abortion.

This is the latest example of big tech’s recent censorship campaign against conservatives.

Earlier this month, Facebook banned several conservative journalists and provocateurs and Twitter suspended actor James
Woods.

Facebook and Twitter are usually able to hide behind their vague content policies when they censor conservatives, but there is
absolutely no excuse for censoring mainstream political opinions on abortion.

It’s clear that big tech is desperately trying to stop conservatives from reaching people with their message.
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PETA Is Beyond Parody
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Let me just say from the start that I love animals, and I’m not just talking about the delicious ones. I drive my wife a little nuts by
feeding the birds, squirrels, deer, rabbits, and pretty much anything else I know that wanders through our yard. But our kids love
watching them and so do I. Plus, we have a bunch on the inside of the house, too. That being said, I have a lot of issues with so-
called animal rights groups.

I’m as disgusted as anyone with animal abuse. People who’d torture any sentient creature should have the same Hell imposed on
them. But far too often groups that present themselves as fighting to make sure animals are not abused end up being abusers
themselves.

No group is more hypocritical on this front than PETA – People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. They’re very good at
fundraising and getting themselves publicity, but when it comes to actually being honest people doing good work…not so much.

In 2013, the New York Times reported the group was killing “an average of about 2,000 dogs and cats each year at its animal
shelter” in Virginia. And that’s just one shelter. As far as pet adoptions at those shelters goes, the Times reports they only adopted
out “19 cats and dogs in 2012 and 24 in 2011.” They’re quick to kill, seemingly not so big on the care and feeding part of taking
care of pets.

CARTOONS | VIEW CARTOON Two years later, the Washington Post found PETA in Virginia was still euthanizing 80 percent of
the animals they “rescued.” Makes you wonder what they were rescued from.

Occasionally PETA does expose animal abuse, and good on them for that. But it seems like a large percentage of their energy,
time, and money is focused on stunts to aid in their fundraising and keep their name out there to give the impression that they’re
fighting abuse. When I worked on Capitol Hill, the one day every year people talked about PETA was when they had hot models
wearing lettuce bikinis giving away vegetarian hot dogs to Hill staff at lunch. Hill staffers will eat anything that’s free, especially
when given to them by scantily clad models.

While the tradition of free hot dogs served by models has, sadly, ended, PETA’s tradition of recklessness has apparently not.

I saw the other day that PETA is being sued by PetSmart for spying. Yes, you read that right – spying.

According to lawsuits filed against the organization and their former employee, PetSmart alleges Jenna Jordan, the former
employee, secretly recorded audio and video for PETA while posing as a PetSmart employee. They were apparently hoping to find
animal abuse, since PetSmart is one of the few remaining pet stores where people can adopt pets.

The suit alleges PETA “deceptively edited the unlawfully recorded conversations and published the deceptively edited video as
part of a promotional video intended to damage and discredit PetSmart.”

If PETA really wants to stamp out animal abuse they should start with the nearest reflective surface. In 2017, the group
euthanized 1809 cats and dogs while only adopting out 44.

Meanwhile, PETA rails against the consumption of meat and has joined in with the PC word police to end “phrases that trivialize
cruelty to animals.” Last December they tweeted, “Just as it became unacceptable to use racist, homophobic, or ableist language,
phrases that trivialize cruelty to animals will vanish as more people begin to appreciate animals for who they are and start ‘bringing
home the bagels’ instead of the bacon.”

Recommended The GOP Base Is Done Tolerating RINO Collaboration With The Democrats Kurt Schlichter

At first, I thought it was a parody account, but they’ve become impossible to parody.

On the birthday of the late “Crocodile Hunter” Steve Irwin in January, PETA took the opportunity to condemn the man by tweeting
he “was killed while harassing a ray.” Irwin died when his heart was pierced by a stingray while filming a dive for his TV show. The
group also said Irwin “wrestled wild animals who were minding their own business.” Like they’d just stepped away from their desk
for a smoke when this crazy guy jumped on their back.

Irwin did more to raise awareness and respect for animals than a rabid left-wing activist group spending its time secretly recording
pet store managers, “putting down” cats and dogs, and lecturing people about their diets ever could.

There’s a lot of horrible people out there who abuse animals, and they should all be condemned. That includes people who exploit
their abuse to make money and get attention.
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Blame Game: Clapper, Brennan And Comey Start Turning On Each Other As Barr Turns Up The Heat
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Now that the two year long Special Counsel investigation into the 2016 election is over, Attorney General Bill Barr has
serious questions about how the investigation got started in the first place and whether spying on the Trump campaign was
illegally conducted by the CIA, DNI and FBI.

For weeks, U.S. Attorney John Durham has been looking into the situation. Now that the microscope has turned to the
heads of U.S. intelligence agencies during the Obama administration, things are getting quite uncomfortable for former FBI
Director James Comey, former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper and former CIA Director John Brennan.

As a result, they're already turning on each other and doing their best to get ahead of an investigative report from
Department of Justice Inspector General Michael Horowitz.

For example, Comey and Brennan are at each others throats over who pushed the dossier.

Mark Meadows

✔ @RepMarkMeadows

Amazing—James Comey says that in 2016, John Brennan insisted on including the dossier in their

IC assessment. But Brennan says: no no, COMEY wanted to use the dossier.

They know the truth is coming. And now they're all throwing each other under the

bus.https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dispute-erupts-over-whether-brennan-comey-pushed-steele-

dossier-as-doj-probe-into-misconduct-begins …

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1128642624422858753/9iNwfPFS?format=jpg

More on that from Fox News:

A high-level dispute over which senior government officials pushed the unverified Steele dossier amid efforts to surveil the
Trump campaign has broken out into the open again, after it emerged that Attorney General William Barr appointed a U.S.
attorney to examine the origins of the Russia investigation and determine if the FBI and DOJ's actions were "lawful and
appropriate."

Sources familiar with the records told Fox News that a late-2016 email chain indicated then-FBI Director James Comey told
bureau subordinates that then-CIA Director John Brennan insisted the dossier be included in the intelligence community
assessment on Russian interference, known as the ICA.

Former top FBI attorney Jim Baker had this to say about Comey:

Senior FBI officials were concerned then director James Comey would appear to be blackmailing then President-elect
Trump – using tactics notoriously associated with J.Edgar Hoover – when he attended a fateful Jan. 6, 2017, meeting at
which he informed the real estate magnate about allegations he had consorted with prostitutes in Moscow, according to Jim
Baker, the bureau’s chief counsel at the time.

“We were quite worried about the Hoover analogies, and we were determined not to have such a disaster happen on our
watch,” said Jim Baker, then the FBI’s top lawyer in an interview with the Yahoo News podcast Skullduggery.

Meanwhile Clapper thinks the country should just move on.

https://youtu.be/egp9UJEKQzQ via @YouTube

Now that they've been caught using the power of the federal government to go after political opponents, it's no surprise
they're 1) calling for America to move on 2) going after each other to avoid responsibility.

Katie Pavlich

✔ @KatiePavlich

The Comey vs Brennan vs Clapper vs Lynch vs Obama show is going to be awesome �

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/05/16/well-well-clapper-brennan-and-comey-sure-dont-want-an-investigation-of-their-
actions-n2546375
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Missouri's Republican-controlled Senate passed a bill early on Thursday that would ban abortions after the eighth week of
pregnancy except in medical emergencies.

The vote came a day after Alabama's governor signed into law a ban on abortions at any time absent a medical emergency.

The bills, along with similar measures proposed in more than a dozen other states, are the latest effort by conservatives to
challenge Roe v. Wade, the landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision from 1973 establishing a woman's right to terminate her
pregnancy.

"This comprehensive, life-affirming legislation prohibits abortions once a heartbeat has been detected, prohibits abortions
when a baby is capable of felling pain, and would outlaw abortion in Missouri upon the reversal of Roe v. Wade," the
Missouri Senate Republicans said in a statement.

Senate Democrats opposed the bill.

The Missouri Stands for the Unborn bill will go back to the Republican-controlled House of Representatives for a final
approval vote before it can head to Missouri Governor Mike Parson, a Republican, to be signed into law. The bill passed the
Senate in a 24-10 vote, NBC News reported.

Parson has planned a news conference on Thursday afternoon in support of what he called "one of the strongest pro-life
bills in the country."

The bill would not allow an abortion even in the case of rape or incest. It would punish doctors with a prison sentence for
carrying out a banned abortion but would not punish women who seek the procedure.

Supporters of such restrictions say fetuses should be afforded rights similar to those of babies. Many supporters are
Christians and say they believe God forbids most abortions. The House version of the Missouri bill says that "God is the
author of life."

Opponents of the legislation, including the American Civil Liberties Union and many Democratic lawmakers, say women
should not be deprived of bodily autonomy and that bans lead to an increase in women seeking riskier illegal abortions.

The U.S. Supreme Court, now with a majority of conservative justices after U.S. President Donald Trump appointed two,
could possibly overturn Roe v. Wade. That decision held that the due process clause of the U.S. Constitution's 14th
Amendment provides a fundamental right to privacy that protects a woman's right to abortion.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/missouri-abortion-ban/2019/05/16/id/916248/
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Proud Republican Actor Praises President Donald Trump For ‘Disrupting The Fabric’ Of Washington

'Bunch of clowns'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19495791/1200x600.jpg

Actor Kelsey Grammer applauded President Donald Trump during a recent interview and called Washington politicians a
"bunch of clowns" in the very same breath.

What did he say?

Grammer, who is currently starring in a West End production of "Man of La Mancha" in London, sat down for a Wednesday
interview on PBS' "Amanpour & Co." with host Christiane Amanpour.

An outspoken Republican, Grammer told Amanpour that he doesn't believe his politics have ever impacted his career.

"Can I ask you, Kelsey, because we were talking obviously about today's politics and it's very divisive, very partisan,
whether it's in the United States, whether it's here," Amanpour began. "You are one of those rare Hollywood beasts who is
conservative, and you voted for Donald Trump. And I just wonder, what, whether you sort of took any hits in Hollywood for
that? Did you feel that you were sort of marginalized?"

Grammer said he didn't believe that he, individually, was impacted by his conservative politics, but acknowledged
the rift between liberals and conservatives.

"I'm not aware of taking a hit for it but now, certainly passions run high, and certainly [Trump] has touched on an
extraordinarily passionate response," he said.

"I don't know if it's as serious or horrible as everybody wants it to be."

Amanpour continued, seemingly attempting to push Grammer into saying something negative or controversial about the
president or his administration.

"I was wondering," she added, "whether you thought the sort of — many sort of people believe this sort of fabric is being
disrupted."

Grammer responded, "Well, I think fabric being disrupted is a good thing. ... I don't think Washington — Washington
didn't do us any favors for the last 50, 60 years. I think they've all been sort of the same party, they're same bunch
of clowns, the same bunch of really unpleasant people."

"And," he continued, "I don't think they've been helping anybody but themselves."

Anything else?

He later concluded the interview by downplaying division in the U.S.

"The American people will be just fine," he said. "We've been through a lot worse."

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Rips de Blasio 2020 Bid: 'He Is A JOKE'

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/859982100904148992/hv5soju7_400x400.jpg

President Trump hammered New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio (D) Thursday shortly after the mayor announced his
presidential bid, slamming his fellow New Yorker as a “JOKE.”

“The Dems are getting another beauty to join their group. Bill de Blasio of NYC, considered the worst mayor in the U.S., will
supposedly be making an announcement for president today. He is a JOKE, but if you like high taxes & crime, he’s your
man. NYC HATES HIM!” Trump tweeted.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1129001970654679040

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

The Dems are getting another beauty to join their group. Bill de Blasio of NYC, considered the worst

mayor in the U.S., will supposedly be making an announcement for president today. He is a JOKE,

but if you like high taxes & crime, he’s your man. NYC HATES HIM!

De Blasio launched his White House bid Thursday with a vow to help the working class and a harsh rebuke of the president.

“Right now, the federal government is not on the side of working people. And that’s because Donald Trump is playing a big
con on America,” de Blasio said on ABC's “Good Morning America.”

“I call him Con Don. Every New Yorker knows he’s a con artist. We know his tricks. We know his playbook,” de Blasio
continued. “I know how to take him on — I’ve been watching him for decades. He’s trying to convince working Americans
he’s on their side. It’s been a lie from day one.”

De Blasio has emerged as a vocal critic of Trump, holding a news conference on Monday in Trump Tower where he
promoted new regulations curbing energy use by the city’s buildings. He added that the Trump Organization could face fines
of around $2 million per year starting in 2030 if its buildings do not reduce their carbon emissions.

He was heckled by Trump supporters during his appearance and later got into a heated Twitter exchange with Eric Trump,
the president’s son

De Blasio, who became the 24th contender to throw his hat into the ring for the Democratic presidential nomination, faces
an uphill battle against more established progressives who have been campaigning and raking in donations for months. The
New York mayor could also initially struggle to raise the necessary funds to land a spot on the primary debate stage next
month.

He could also face hometown opposition, as 76 percent of New York City residents said in a Quinnipiac University poll
released last month that he should not run for president.

( LINK BELOW )
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Candace Owens: What If Our Govt Funded An Organization That Conducted Assisted Suicides/ This Is The Liberal
Argument For Abortion
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Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

@RealCandaceO

What if our govt funded an organization that conducted assisted suicides?

What if the education system began teaching students that it was “their body, their choice” & it was the “responsible
decision to make” if they were impoverished?

This is the liberal argument for abortion.

( VIDEO BELOW LINK OF CANDACE OWENS SHOW )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1128706053686923272
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The stupid Beltway GOP Establishment, but I repeat myself, is finally standing firm on something – unfortunately, what it is
standing firm on is its failure to listen to its own base. The base is woke and the Establishment’s a joke. I speak to a lot of
conservative groups of various types and flavors: hardcore tea partiers, patriotic vets, loyal radio listeners, besieged
students, brass New Yorkers, even rich country club types who you would think were into Jeb! – you know, diversity. And
lately, I’ve tended to start off my talks by posing this question:

“Okay, who here agrees with me that the left wants us enslaved or dead?”

Every hand goes up.

Every single one of them.

That’s our base.

Folks, our base is hella woke.

.And they love Trump, because Trump has delivered the oven-fresh, piping hot conservatism they ordered.

Now, these were not all Trump fans from the get-go. The vast majority were initially like me – extremely suspicious and
leery of the outrageous Manhattan tycoon. But, as I described in the first chapter of book Militant Normals, I came around
because Trump delivered – something the GOP Establishment never did. Trump came through with the most conservative
agenda of anyone since Reagan – maybe more conservative than even St. Ronnie – and he won me over. And he won the
base over. They love him.

Love him.
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Love him.

He fights.

He wins.

The Establishment never does either.

So, we’re now two years into what we hope will be eight years of awesomeness. The GDP is exploding. We’re rebuilding our
military yet avoiding more idiotic wars that the geniuses in DC thought were a great idea for us and our kids to get killed
fighting with our hands tied behind our backs. We have scores of new judges and have rolled-back bushels of regulations.
Unemployment – for every kind of American – is setting record lows not seen since Felonia Milhous von Pantsuit tried to
rock a miniskirt. And the constitutional abomination that was the soft coup disguised as a scandal was finally blown out of
the water by a gravely disappointed Robert Mueller.

It appears the situation might be resolved, but it never should have arisen. With the party unified and rising in the polls, and
the fake RUSSIA! scandal finally behind us so we can move forward with the conservative agenda we were promised, what
do the Fredocon jerks of the GOP Establishment do?

What they always do.

Screw everything up.

You probably don’t know Senator Richard Burr (R-Chamber of Commerce), because he’s utterly undistinguished in
everything except his total commitment to doing the bidding of his corporate donor masters in service of reinforcing the
Establishment’s grip on power. He allegedly represents North Carolina, but he is actually the Distinguished Gentlemen from
Open Borders.

And he’s a sap.

He’s chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee – go ahead and insert your own oxymoron joke – and it was with him
that Donald Trump, Jr., agreed to give 20+ hours of testimony about the whole bogus RUSSIA TREASON EMOLUMENTS
TRAITOR COLLUSION lie on the condition that his testimony was once and done. In the end Mueller, who would have
gleefully charged Don Jr. with anything he could have found or invented charged Don Jr. with nada. So, after Mueller
reluctantly put a stake in the heart of this garbage scandal – because you know Mueller and his pack of Democrats was
slobbering at the thought of a Trump scalp – what did Burr decide to do?

1.Celebrate the total exoneration of the President of the false charges made against him by Democrats and their
lying mainstream media transcriptionists?

Or

2.Decide to play along with the Democrats’ craven and malicious effort to keep the lie alive by subpoenaing Don Jr.
to testify again about claims made by Federal Convict #86626, aka Michael Cohen, currently a resident of the old
stoney lonesome for lying to Congress, as part of an attempt to frame the President’s son for perjury?

“Well, gosh,” you might think, “Only a Democrat-collaborating hack, or slack-jawed idiot, or both, would choose Option Two,”
but then you remember we’re talking about an Establishment bot like Richard Burr.

Of course, the usual cruise ship conservative crewmembers gathered on the Lido Deck to opine that this was all perfectly
legit and just fine and gee, how could anyone imagine that what is manifestly a perjury trap designed to revitalize a failed
bogus narrative could be a perjury trap designed to revitalize a failed bogus narrative? Why, we should defer to our
wonderful institutions because the people who run our insitutions only want what’s best for us.

Except our institutions are garbage.

There’s our lesson from the last two years. The ruling class that runs them ran the institutions not for our benefit but for its
own, to preserve its own power and position. The institutions and those running them are entirely responsible for our
legitimate contempt – they deserve no respect, no deference and no obedience.

That’s the feeling of the GOP base, DC insiders. You might consider interacting with some DC outsiders sometime because
you don’t seem to get it. The base is furious. And now this North Carolina nitwit decides to side with the Democrats against
the base just as we were all finally coming together? Does anyone think the base will just shrug it off?

This kind of nonsense is just part and parcel of what Never Trump is. See, though Burr is apparently not running again in
four years, he’s laboring under the delusion that by then America will come to its senses and welcome him and his gooey ilk
back into unchallenged power. He’s counting on some sort of Establishment payback down the road – a nice job on K
Street, an appointment as the token GOP Secretary of Mediocrity for President Creepy Joe, or maybe some CNN hits along
with Ana Navarro. He’s burnishing his credentials as one of the Republicans the ruling class can always count on to submit
and obey.

He’s Mitt Romney without the dog tormenting. BTW, Mitt was last seen voting against a federal judge nominee because of
True Conservatism™ or something.

Never Trump is just another flavor of narcissism, and Burr’s selfishness will shaft the rest of his Senate colleagues most of
all in 2020. He doesn’t care – and he expects the Senate collegiality he is ignoring as he hurts his team will protect him
from the blistering criticism he deserves from other Republicans. Pity poor Thom Tillis, North Carolina’s other senator. Most
of us already suspect he’s squishy. Tillis has to run in 2020 and now Burr’s brought this Schiff-storm down on him. Burr’s
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of us already suspect he’s squishy. Tillis has to run in 2020 and now Burr’s brought this Schiff-storm down on him. Burr’s
behavior was bad enough that Tillis offered tweets in protest, which is a big deal among senators. When Tillis loses, he can
thank his good buddy Burr the Blue Falcon.

Other senators better tighten-up and turn on the pressure. Martha McSally faces a tough run next year – where is she on
this? John Cornyn? Better surf the zeitgeist, and the zeitgeist is all about fighting back. I give Mitch McConnell (who Hugh
Hewitt accurately assesses as the best GOP Senate majority leader in a century) a pass, since he has to wrangle a Senate
caucus composed of both sissy weak-hearts and sturdy heroes, and he needs to fight this fight his way even if we don’t
fully appreciate his moves right now. But you know Cocaine Mitch must be livid at Burr; down the road, that tool will be
saying “Hello” to Mitch’s little friend.

We’re woke to the Burrs too, and sooner or later we are going to purge them all.

Want to experience exactly what the left would do if given a monopoly on power? Check out my action-packed yet super-
snarky novels about the United States’ split into red and blue, People's Republic, Indian Country and Wildfire. The squishes
will tell you my vision could not possibly be true. The hacks who sank the garbage scow flagship of Conservative, Inc,
TheWeekly Standard, call my books “appalling.” Could there be any better recommendation?

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2019/05/16/the-gop-base-is-done-tolerating-rino-collaboration-with-the-democrats-
n2546315
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President Trump / The White House: Tonight, The White House Was Lit In Blue In Honor Of Peace Officers Memorial Day
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Donald J Trump

@realDonaldTrump Retweeted

The White House

 Verified account

@WhiteHouse

@WhiteHouse

Tonight, the White House was lit in blue in honor of Peace Officers Memorial Day.

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS A GREAT LEADER THAT LOVES TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH AMERICA'S TRUE PATRIOTS

WE ARE TRULY BLESSED TO HAVE SUCH AN AWESOME MAN LEADING AMERICA AWAY FROM THE DEEP STATE
CONTROL

DARK TO LIGHT & GOOD OVER EVIL, IT'S ALL BEEN PUT INTO MOTION NOW PATRIOTS - TRUST THE PLAN

https://drrichswier.com/wp-content/uploads/trump-face-american-flag.png

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU THIS EVENING PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Trey Gowdy Claims Hillary Clinton's Hatchet Man Sidney Blumenthal Was Used To Corroborate Steele Fake Dossier

Trey Gowdy said that the FBI used information from Hillary Clinton hatchet man Sidney Blumenthal to corroborate the
Steele dossier.

“I have seen each factual assertion listed in that dossier, and then I’ve seen the FBI’s justification. And when you’re citing
newspaper articles as corroboration for a factual assertion that you have made, you don’t need an FBI agent to go do a
Google search,” said Gowdy, a former South Carolina congressman and member of the House Intelligence Committee, in a
Fox News interview.

“And when the name Sidney Blumenthal is included as part of your corroboration, and you’re the world’s leading law
enforcement agency, you have a problem,” Gowdy said.

( Video Trey Gowdy Below )

https://youtu.be/3XyyMUhIOfI via @YouTube

In 2018, Gowdy hinted that Blumenthal was responsible for the creation of the dossier.

"When you hear who the source or one of the sources of that information is, you're going to think, 'Oh my gosh, I've
heard that name somewhere before. Where could it possibly have been?'" Gowdy said in February 2018.

Blumenthal worked with the Clinton Foundation and was an informal adviser to Hillary Clinton during her stint as secretary of
state. Blumenthal has been a controversial figure, helping out with a “secret spy network” to give Clinton information on
Libya*.

He was responsible for giving another dossier containing some of the same salacious content on then-candidate Trump to a
State Department official. The dossier was compiled by another Clinton ally, Cody Shearer, and was eventually given to the
FBI to substantiate its own investigation.

In an interview released Wednesday with the “Skullduggery” podcast, former FBI General Counsel James Baker said the
FBI took the Trump dossier “seriously” but “not necessarily literally.”

Watch Full Screen to Skip Ads
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White House Launches Tool For Reporting Social Media 'Bias'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpdonaldtwo_05152019wh.jpg

The White House on Wednesday launched a tool that allows people to report possible "political bias" by social media
companies, an issue that President Trump and top Republicans have hammered for months, accusing the largest tech
platforms of censoring right-wing voices.

The reporting tool prompts users to "share [their] story with President Trump" if they suspect they were removed or reported
on social media due to "political bias."

"SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS should advance FREEDOM OF SPEECH,"* the website reads. "Yet too many Americans
have seen their accounts suspended, banned, or fraudulently reported for unclear 'violations' of user policies.*"

The form first asks for the respondent's first and last name, zip code, phone number and whether they are a citizen. Once
they fill out that information, the tool asks what allegedly happened to their social media account, whether a specific post
was involved and which platform (choosing between Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube or "other"). The tool also
provides a space to attach any screenshots.

"The Trump Administration is fighting for free speech online," the White House's official account tweeted. "No matter your
views, if you suspect political bias has caused you to be censored or silenced online, we want to hear about it!"

Trump and a growing chorus of Republicans have accused companies such as Google, Twitter and Facebook of
discriminating against conservatives online, raising concerns over instances in which posts from Republicans have been
taken down or their accounts have been suspended.

*Tech companies have pushed back against those allegations, pointing out that there is no public evidence outside of
individual anecdotes to substantiate any political bias claims.

All of the companies say they do not take political ideology into account when they enforce their policies.

Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) at a recent hearing conceded most of the evidence presented for bias claims is “anecdotal,” but
said he hopes more transparency from the tech companies will clear up the issue.

Trump at a meeting with Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey last month reportedly raised concerns over the number of Twitter
followers he has lost, claiming it stemmed from alleged bias against Republicans.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Signs Executive Order To Prevent Foreign Espionage Through Communication Networks
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President Donald Trump on Wednesday signed an executive order declaring a national emergency to protect America's
communication networks. The move was made as a way of allowing the federal government to prevent companies from
doing business with other countries, including the Chinese firm Huawei, the Washington Post reported.

In particular, Trump is concerned that the United States' adversaries are exploiting our telecom technology and services'
vulnerabilities.

“The President has made it clear that this Administration will do what it takes to keep America safe and prosperous, and to
protect America from foreign adversaries who are actively and increasingly creating and exploiting vulnerabilities in
information and communications technology infrastructure and services in the United States,” White House Press Secretary
Sarah Sanders said in a statement.

Under this executive order, the Commerce Secretary can block any transactions that involve communication technologies if
it can cause a major risk to public services*

( LINK BELOW )
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DHS Asks Military To Build Six New Tent Cities At The Southern Border
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The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is reportedly enlisting the military to build half a dozen tent cities at the
southern border to hold some 7,500 migrants.

Acting Secretary of Defense Patrick Shanahan is expected to sign an order fulfilling the DHS request, NBC News reported
on Wednesday

The Pentagon would build the tents, likely not on military bases, but the camps themselves are to be operated by
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), a DHS agency.

DHS sent a request for assistance to the Department of Defense (DOD) on Thursday for the new tent cities.

"DHS has agreed to ask that DOD will loan and erect on-hand DoD tents in support of ICE, and provide contracting support
to ICE for wrap-around services for which ICE will reimburse DoD," Maj. Chris Mitchell told NBC.

( LINK BELOW )
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Oh My: Escalating Probe Into Origins Of Russia-Trump Investigation Has Been Active For 'Weeks'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/112/45c1d9b7-b404-4eea-bb48-f6a8a04ce90a.png

Earlier in the week, as promised, Attorney General Bill Barr assigned a US attorney to oversee the events and tactics that
set into motion the lengthy and politically-explosive federal probe that was eventually inherited and concluded by Special
Counsel Robert Mueller. Barr has infuriated Democrats by stating that he was planning to do so, inflaming them further by
using the word "spying" in reference to certain government surveillance of Trump campaign associates. But as even former
DNI James Clapper has admitted, the Obama-era DOJ's actions met the "dictionary definition" of spying. In any case, we're
learning that the current investigation of the previous investigation has already expanded.

Recall that the Justice Department's tough and respected Inspector General is on the brink of completing his look at
potential FISA abuses, which is rumored to contain very critical assessments of the FBI's reliance on the infamous (and
heavily discredited) Steele Dossier. How many people knew about Steele's serious credibility problems as they leaned so
heavily on his work to obtain warrants? And was the fact that his dodgy (and possibly Russia-planted) opposition research
was bought and paid for by Hillary Clinton and the DNC hidden or obscured from the judges who approved those warrants?
These are important questions, but their scope only goes so far -- which is why Barr has moved to assign the job of
rendering a more comprehensive account to someone else. And boy, does this process, still being presented as a "review,"
appear to be escalating:

Attorney General William Barr is working closely with the CIA to review the origins of the Russia investigation and
surveillance issues surrounding Donald Trump’s presidential campaign, according to a source familiar with the matter,
broadening an effort that the President has long demanded to involve all major national security agencies. Barr is
working in close collaboration with CIA Director Gina Haspel, Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats and FBI Director
Christopher Wray, the source said. There had been speculation as to why Haspel had been spotted at the Justice
Department in recent weeks. Wray testified last week he was assisting Barr.

The CIA is in the mix? We've also learned that the probe has already been underway for some time:

John Roberts

✔ @johnrobertsFox

Per our Jake Gibson: Sources tell @FoxNews that CT US Attorney John Durham has been working on the investigation
into the origins of the FBI’s counterintelligence investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 presidential election and
the Trump Campaign for “weeks.”
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the Trump Campaign for “weeks.”

And who is John Dunham, the man tasked with sorting all of this out?

John H. Durham, the United States attorney in Connecticut, has a history of serving as a special prosecutor investigating
potential wrongdoing among national security officials, including the F.B.I.’s ties to a crime boss in Boston and
accusations of C.I.A. abuses of detainees...Durham, who was nominated by Mr. Trump in 2017 and has been a Justice
Department lawyer since 1982, has conducted special investigations under administrations of both parties. Attorney
General Janet Reno asked Mr. Durham in 1999 to investigate the F.B.I.’s handling of a notorious informant: the organized
crime leader James (Whitey) Bulger. In 2008, Attorney General Michael B. Mukasey assigned Mr. Durham to investigate the
C.I.A.’s destruction of videotapes in 2005 showing the torture of terrorism suspects. A year later, Attorney General Eric H.
Holder Jr. expanded Mr. Durham’s mandate to also examine whether the agency broke any laws in its abuses of detainees
in its custody.

As is the case with IG Horowitz, it's going to be awfully difficult for Democrats to charge that Mr. Dunham is a partisan
hack. Note that Durham was most recently nominated by President Trump, but has been assigned to oversee special cases
in this realm by three Attorneys General -- two of which were Democrats. Connecticut's two US Senators have praised him
as "fierce" and "fair." Nevertheless, partisans in the media and on Capitol Hill are already trying to craft a preemptive
narrative:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6kUJWrXsAEYju6.jpg

CNN Politics  Verified account

@CNNPolitics

@CNNPolitics

A federal prosecutor's "apolitical" reputation is on the line as he helps Attorney General Barr review the origins of the
Russia investigation

The unsubtle implication is that if Durham's findings are problematic for Democrats, or helpful to Trump, he'll trash his
"apolitical" reputation and be transformed into a right-wing gargoyle -- just the latest career official whose "soul" was "eaten"
by the president, or whatever. On that particularly nasty and personal slander, former Deputy Attorney General Rod
Rosenstein (who was hailed by many as a brave public servant who stood up to the president up until the moment that he
agreed with Barr's approach to concluding the Mueller probe) fired back at James Comey in a recent speech:

( VIDEO IN LINK )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1128097587444105217

Ryan Saavedra  Verified account

@RealSaavedra

@RealSaavedra

Former Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein slams former FBI Director James @Comey: "The former director seems
to be acting as a partisan pundit, selling books and earning speaking fees while speculating about the strength of my
character and the fate of my immortal soul"

As this phase of this seemingly endless saga moves forward, two admonitions: First, conservatives should guard against
the temptation to Muellerize Mr. Durham. So many Trump opponents invested so much in Mueller's work that they turned
him into something of a superhero, upon whom they were counting to swoop in and save the day. He disappointed them on
both collusion and obstruction, the latter of which we're still fighting about. Second, and relatedly, It's entirely possible -- if
not probable -- that any malfeasance or corner-cutting discovered by Horowitz and Durham will fall well short of the "deep
state" conspiracy that many Trump backers have convinced themselves took place. It's also entirely possible, if not
probable, that several key components of the Russia probe's provenance were in fact rooted in rational, reasonable
suspicions. Manage expectations (and read this old Jonathan Turley analysis that I believe helps explain a lot of what's
happened over the past two years). I'll leave you with some comments from former Rep. Trey Gowdy that raised my
eyebrows a little bit:*

( VIDEO IN LINK )

https://twitter.com/seanhannity/status/1128438134914605058

Sean Hannity  Verified account

@seanhannity

@seanhannity

“Sean, I can tell you, it’s even worse than what you described…” Trey Gowdy’s description of the Russia probe’s origins
on #HANNITY will send chills down your spine!
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Remember, Gowdy had essentially told conservatives to calm down earlier in this whole process, assuring voters that the
intelligence he had access to convinced him that the FBI had acted properly in deploying some human intelligence methods
against Trump-linked sources. His two sets of comments aren't necessarily contradictory, but I'd love to see a deeper
explanation of what Gowdy views as proper and lawful versus potentially abusive. Also, what are these emails he's talking
about?

( LINK BELOW )
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‘National Emergency’: Trump Signs Executive Order Clearing Way To Ban Huawei From US Telecoms

US President Donald Trump has declared a national emergency over technology designed or produced by ‘foreign adversaries,’ an
act widely understood to target China’s ZTE and Huawei in an effort to freeze them out of 5G market. Arguing that “foreign
adversaries are increasingly creating and exploiting vulnerabilities in information and communications technology and services” the
US increasingly depends on, Trump’s executive order on Wednesday declares an emergency over foreign-designed, developed,
manufactured or supplied information and communications technologies.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6osXgsW4AABPr_.jpg

Brian Fung  Verified account

@b_fung

@b_fung

Trump has signed the executive order prohibiting US firms from using telecom gear from companies deemed a national
security risk:

The emergency order gives the Secretary of Commerce the authority to block any transactions that would pose “undue risk of
sabotage to or subversion” of IT or communications technologies and services, or “undue risk of catastrophic effects on the
security or resiliency of... critical infrastructure or the digital economy.”

There is also a catch-all provision intended to block anything that “otherwise poses an unacceptable risk to the national security of
the US or the security and safety” of Americans.

The Department of Commerce is ordered to name the companies or technologies to be banned under the emergency, and told to
developed an enforcement regime, all of which will take at least several months.

Though no countries are specifically named in the emergency declaration, both the Trump administration and Congress have
repeatedly singled out China’s telecom giants ZTE and Huawei as potential threats to the US, in particular their development of 5G
technology.

( LINK BELOW )
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Ocasio-Cortez Blasts Alabama Abortion Law & Then The Skank Solicits Donations To Planned Parenthood

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/ocasiocortezalexandria_051519gn_lead.jpg

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) on Wednesday solicited donations for Planned Parenthood in the wake of Alabama’s state
legislature passing one of the nation’s most restrictive abortion measures.

The Alabama bill, which awaits Gov. Kay Ivey’s (R) signature after passing the state senate 25-6 on Tuesday, bans the procedure
in all cases except to save the life of the mother, with no exceptions for rape or incest.

“That means a child who is raped will be forced to carry that pregnancy by their rapist to term. With a maximum penalty of 99
years in jail, Alabama will officially punish people who seek abortions more harshly than people convicted of rape,” Ocasio-Cortez’s
campaign said in an email to supporters Wednesday.

“By jailing women who only seek to exercise their right, Alabama Republicans have taken yet another step towards pushing us
back into the past — in their endless quest to return women to second-class citizen status.”

The email notes that while 51 percent of Alabamans are women, only 15 percent of seats in both chambers of the state legislature
are women, and that all 22 state senators who voted against a rape and incest exception were men.

The proposed law would criminalize abortion, allowing doctors found performing abortions in the state to face up to 99 years in
prison.

Ocasio-Cortez’s email describes the legislation as “just the beginning,” citing bills recently passed in Ohio and Georgia that ban
abortion after a fetal heartbeat can be detected, or about six weeks.

Ocasio-Cortez previously took to Twitter to lambaste such bills, noting that many women do not know they are pregnant at six
weeks.

“Republicans refuse to acknowledge one fundamental truth: you can never ban abortion — you can only ban safe abortion,” the
email states.

( LINK BELOW )
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Alabama Senate Votes To Ban Almost All Abortions, Sending Measure To Governor's Desk

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/statecapitolbuildings_alabama_montgomery_030615getty.jpg

The Alabama Senate on Tuesday evening passed legislation that bans nearly all abortions in the state, sending the
measure to Gov. Kay Ivey's (R) desk to be signed into law.

Ivey has not said whether she will sign the measure, which passed by a 25-6 margin. It would ban abortions in virtually all
instances in Alabama, including for victims of rape and incest, and would only permit the procedure if necessary to save a
mother’s life.

Anyone performing an abortion could be punished by 10 to 99 years in prison, but no criminal charges would be filed against
a person undergoing the procedure.

The legislation was tabled last week when a shouting match erupted on the Senate floor after an exception for cases of rape
and incest was removed from the bill.

The bill’s proponents say they hope the legislation, along with abortion restrictions in other states, will set up a Supreme
Court battle that will see the overturning of the landmark Roe v. Wade decision that was the first to legalize abortion.

State Rep. Terri Collins (R), who sponsored the bill, told The Washington Post she empathized with survivors of rape and
incest but that the exceptions were specifically left out so that the law would be strong enough to force a federal court
battle.

Sixteen states have passed or are currently considering abortion bans once a fetal heartbeat is detected about six weeks
into pregnancy. Four states have approved so-called heartbeat abortion laws.

However, Alabama’s is without a doubt the most restrictive abortion law in the country.

“If I were them, I would be making plans to leave Alabama,” Sen. Vivian Figures (D) told The Post before the bill was
considered. “Who is going to stay in a state like this?”

The pro-choice group NARAL swiftly condemned Tuesday’s vote and expressed concern that the current makeup of the
Supreme Court put Roe v. Wade at risk after the Senate successfully installed President Trump’s two nominees.

“Alabama just passed a law that is a total ban on abortion, criminalizing the act and punishing women and doctors. Anti-
choice Republicans no longer even pretend to respect the law or the women that it protects. When this dangerous and
demeaning law passed, Republicans stood up and applauded, while women wept,” NARAL Pro-Choice America President
Ilyse Hogue said in a statement.

"When women stood up in record numbers to fight Kavanaugh’s nomination, propelled by his alarming record and Trump’s
promise to nominate jurists committed to criminalizing abortion and punishing women, we were told we were ‘hysterical’
because Roe was settled law. Not six months later, we are battling measures where the stated goal is exactly that:
outlawing abortion,” she added, referring to the newest Supreme Court justice, Brett Kavanaugh.

( LINK BELOW )
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Tulsi Gabbard Mocks Bill And Hillary Clinton's Speaking Tour, Unleashes On 'Blatant' Liar James Clapper In Joe Rogan
Interview

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/09/1024/576/TulsiGabbard.jpg

Hawaii congresswoman and 2020 Democratic presidential candidate Tulsi Gabbard had some laughs at the expense of the
Clintons for their revived speaking tour and blasted former DNI director James Clapper during her Monday appearance on
the podcast, "The Joe Rogan Experience."

Host Joe Rogan pondered on "who is paying to listen to Hillary Clinton talk," which prompted Gabbard to ask "What are they
getting out of it?"

Rogan then turned his attention to closed-door speeches Clinton has given previously, saying: "I would love to pretend to be
a banker, put a lizard skin face mask on, go sit with those bankers and listen to one of those conversations that Hillary
Clinton got paid a quarter of a million dollars for.".

"Yeah, never released the transcripts," Gabbard added.

Rogan told Gabbard that he is "baffled" by the people who would pay and to see former President Bill Clinton and the former
First Lady and Secretary of State "bulls--- them."

"That's right," Gabbard agreed.

She also slammed Clapper for misleading Congress about the NSA's surveillance of American citizens and took a swipe at
CNN for hiring him as an "expert."

"I think you had the director of the Department of National Intelligence at that time, James Clapper, who sat before the
United States Senate and blatantly lied," Gabbard charged.

"He was asked very directly, 'Are you collecting this information,' and he said 'no.' 'Are you collecting this information on
American citizens' and he said, 'no.' And yet, he is somebody you see on TV almost every day as an expert in this country
without any consequence lying to the American people."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/tulsi-gabbard-clinton-clapper-joe-rogan
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WATCH: Dem Governor Running For President Awkwardly Stumbles When Asked What Accomplishments He's Proud Of '

Yet another Democrat has announced a candidacy for the party's 2020 nomination. Some, like Joe Biden, create a big
splash and immediately dominate the polls. Others, like Montana Gov. Steve Bullock, leave observers wondering who told
them they should run.

Bullock officially announced his candidacy Tuesday, and kicked off his campaign with a thoroughly uninspiring campaign
event. One of the lowlights of the announcement was the way he answered a simple question about his time as governor:

"What have you been proudest to achieve as governor?"

One would think Bullock, knowing he was running for president, would have his list of accomplishments and credentials
ready to recite enthusiastically at a moment's notice. Bullock, however, reacted as if no one had ever asked him such a
perplexing question.

Steve Guest  Verified account

@SteveGuest

This is the most painful video you’ll watch all day.

Democrat Gov. Steve Bullock struggled to name an achievement he was proud of as governor during his 2020 presidential
campaign announcement

RNC Research

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/SteveGuest/status/1128398023074177024

"Um...I am...happy that...hopefully my kids still know my most important job is being their dad," Bullock began, after a
noticeably long pause.

Bullock then began to qualify his answer by making it clear that it's not always obvious how successful a governor has been
right away.

"I think the things where—you know, as governor, it's not like attorney general, where you know when you've won or lost a
case. Sometimes, you won't have impacts for years."

After he struggled through those two warm-up sentences he finally began to list things that resembled gubernatorial
accomplishments.

"But I know that 100,000 people in Montana have healthcare because of the work that we've done," Bullock said. "I know
that we've done more, to the earlier question, that we've done more to try to keep the outside influence of the dollars out of
our elections so your voice matters as long as you vote, than some big corporate treasury company. I'm pleased that we
have invested in education. I think that's one of the great equalizers we have. I think another great equalizer is our public
lands. We've protected those, so we'll hand off that to you as well. So I guess those are a few of the things I've been
pleased with."

( LINK BELOW )
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Breaking News: GOP Senators Propose Congressional Term Limits

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/dome_capitol_032219gn3_lead.jpg?itok=qhdBptIj

Sens. Rick Scott (R-Fla.) and Mike Braun (R-Ind.) introduced two sweeping legislative proposals Tuesday to implement a
slew of reforms in Washington, including implementing congressional term limits.

The “Make Washington Work” plan intends to reform “the dysfunctional and tired ways of thinking in Washington” with three
constitutional amendments and one bill. Among other things, the proposals would institute congressional term limits, an
idea that has grown in prominence and support in recent years.

"I’ve been a member of the United States Senate for four months, and it’s as dysfunctional as you think it is – government
needs to be completely reinvented. If you were going to create a federal government system today, it sure wouldn’t be what
we have now,” Scott said in a statement.

“That career politicians’ gravy train needs to come to an end. It’s clear that now more than ever it will be an uphill climb, but
I’m committed to fighting for the people of Florida. I won’t back down.”

“I knew Washington was dysfunctional, gummed up and not moving, but it’s worse than I ever thought. The Make
Washington Work plan is a solution that will help unclog the dysfunction in Washington by creating term limits and
eliminating automatic pay raises for Members of Congress,” Braun added.

The plan proposes constitutional amendments that would require a supermajority, or two-thirds, of each chamber of
Congress to approve a raise on any tax or fee, provide a modified version of line-item veto authority for the president and
establish 12-year term limits for the House and Senate.

Current members of Congress would be grandfathered in or would have the limits commence at the beginning of their next
elected term.

The proposal also includes a bill to reform the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 to eliminate automatic pay raises for
Members of Congress.

Scott and Braun, two Senate freshmen who were elected in November’s midterm elections, both campaigned against what
they saw as a state of dysfunction on Capitol Hill and vowed to fight to change it once they were inaugurated.

( LINK BELOW )
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Lindsey Graham Advises Trump Jr To Ignore His Senate Subpoena

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/60/457f09d5-b3b5-4ea9-ab73-e3f17352d5f8.png

One of the top trends on Twitter Tuesday is #ResignLindseyGraham, following the senator's advice for Donald Trump Jr. to
ignore his Senate Intelligence Committee subpoena. At first, Graham told him to just ignore the summons altogether. But
this week he is directing the president's son to at least show up, but then refuse to answer the panel's questions.

“You just show up and plead the Fifth and it’s over with,” he said.

It's that simple.

Trump Jr. has long been of interest to the intelligence committee because of a meeting he had at Trump Tower in 2016 with
a Russian lawyer. He had been promised dirt on his dad's presidential opponent Hillary Clinton, but they reportedly ended up
talking about Russian adoption.

Graham is one of several lawmakers peeved with their fellow Republican colleague Sen. Richard Burr, the chairman of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, for pressuring Trump Jr. to answer more questions about the Russia investigation. Robert
Mueller found no collusion, so the "case is closed," according to Mitch McConnell. Others like GOP Leader Kevin McCarthy
reminded Burr, Trump Jr. has already spent "dozens of hours testifying in front of Congressional committees."

This whole thing is nuts,” Graham agreed. “To me, it’s over.”

Trump Jr.'s lawyer would be an "idiot" to put his client back on the stand, the senator added for good measure.

Attorney General William Barr revealed on Monday that he has begun a new investigation. He's hired a prosecutor to review
the origins of the Russia probe. Connecticut U.S. Attorney John Durham's task will be to determine whether the
investigation was "lawful and appropriate."

( LINK BELOW )
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In The People's Republic Of California, There Is A War On The Press...And Donald Trump Is Not Involved
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The media has whined and exercised severe hyperbole when it comes to their responses to President Trump bashing them.
It’s about time. It’s partially why the president is so appealing to his base. He doesn’t take any crap. He dishes it out and if
the press doesn’t like it, too bad. He’s still president. He still won the election, and there is nothing they can do about it.
What the press has done is thrown an epic tantrum over the 2016 election and the subsequent nothing burger that followed
in that was the DOJ probe into Russian collusion led by Special Counsel Robert Mueller. With no evidence of Trump-Russia
collusion to impeach the president, the media went into full forth again. The fact is they suck. They always have; we just
have a fighter in the White House who tells it to their faces on a nearly daily basis. In the meantime, the press has
undergone a ridiculous campaign noting their self-importance, with some even equating to what they do to firefighting and
first responder work. No, Trump won't jail journalists, which has become a favorite liberal media tale, with the pervasive “my
six-year-old asked me” stories that these clowns post on social media to preface their lecture about how Trump criticizing
them is bad for our society. Nope. It’s good…because these clowns are all really just a softer form of political operative. So,
what’s this have to do with the People’s Republic of California? Oh yeah—while the liberal media whines about Trump,
California has been engaging in a war on the press, specifically the city of San Francisco, who are now raiding the homes of
reporters in order to unveil their sources.

The late San Francisco Public Defender Jeff Adachi passed away in February while at the apartment of a female companion
named “Catalina,” who was not his wife. He had heart issues, and the combination of cocaine and alcohol that were in his
system at the time of his death probably didn’t help. Adachi did not have a good relationship with the police department.
And freelance reporter Bryan Carmody obtained a police report into Adachi’s death just hours later, which he sold to local
media. The report was meant to be confidential. There were allegations that this was a premeditated leak with the goal of
damaging Adachi’s character, especially due to his less than stellar relationship with the police department. The police
came to Carmody’s door twice. The first time the reporter admitted they were very nice, but he refused their request to
reveal his source. The next time they came, it was guns drawn (via NYT):

When two San Francisco police officers knocked on Bryan Carmody’s door in April they politely requested that Mr.
Carmody, a freelance videographer, reveal who had leaked a police report to him about the mysterious death of the city’s
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Carmody, a freelance videographer, reveal who had leaked a police report to him about the mysterious death of the city’s
public defender.

“They were nice about it,” Mr. Carmody said. “Of course I said, ‘No, I’m not going to tell you guys.’”

But when a dozen officers returned to his home on Friday, this time their guns were drawn and they came equipped with
a search warrant, a sledgehammer and a battering ram.

In an interview Monday, as concern spread among journalists and civil rights activists about his treatment, Mr. Carmody
said his wrists were still sore from being handcuffed for six hours while the police raided his house and seized laptops,
phones and hard drives — including all the images and documents he had archived from his 29-year career as a reporter
and cameraman.

[…]

The raid has raised alarm among free press advocates who question why two trial court judges allowed a search for
communication about the leaked document, which was described in the search warrant as “stolen or embezzled”
property. Free speech advocates have also questioned why two F.B.I. agents were present during the raid.

The Police Department did not return calls about the investigation. A spokeswoman in the F.B.I.’s San Francisco office
confirmed the agents’ presence but declined to say how they were involved.

[…]

Mr. Carmody obtained a police report soon after Mr. Adachi’s death that said the public defender collapsed in an
apartment with a woman who was not his wife. Supporters of Mr. Adachi said they suspected that the Police Department
had leaked the report to tarnish the reputation of its longtime adversary: Mr. Adachi had campaigned against police
abuses, including a scandal involving racist text messages among officers. Confronted with the subsequent outrage, the
police started an investigation into the leak.

An autopsy released a month after his death revealed that Mr. Adachi, 59, died from a mixture of cocaine, alcohol and a
weakened heart. The female friend had called 911 after Mr. Adachi collapsed in a loaned apartment.

Carmody told The Washington Post that when the police raided his house, they treated him like a drug dealer:

About 10 officers from the San Francisco Police Department were bashing the front gate of his home in the Outer
Richmond neighborhood with a sledgehammer, he said. It was just after 8 o’clock in the morning.

Carmody called out and said he would let them into the house. The officers showed him a search warrant and proceeded
to go through his home — from “top to bottom” he says — with their guns drawn.

“They treated me like I was some kind of drug dealer," he said in an interview with The Washington Post.

Carmody was being raided in connection with a criminal investigation.

Two weeks before, police investigators showed up at his home to ask him, politely he says, to identify the source who
provided him with a confidential police report about the February death of the city’s public defender, Jeff Adachi.
Carmody, who said he worked with three local television news stations on the story, declined.

Oh, and even liberal America is disconcerted that an actual issue of press freedom has occurred…in deep blue California:

Many were surprised that this latest chapter in this saga came in the Bay Area.

“If feels as if this anti-press sentiment has penetrated even liberal San Francisco,” Ed Wasserman, the dean of Berkeley’s
journalism school said in a phone interview. “There’s a sense of entitlement and empowerment that law enforcement now
feels, thanks to the anti-press contagion that the administration has propagated. I find it very disquieting.”

Oh, the irony is deep. Trump hasn’t jailed any journalists or ordered raids, but in blue cesspool of San Francisco, not
revealing your sources as a member of the media could bring police and sledgehammers to your residence. On the issue of
press freedom, or what the liberal media thinks is an issue, it seems we have not just a case of friendly fire, but a
Democratic state actually taking the mantle of using police powers to compel reporters to spill their sources. Welcome to
progressive America.

( LINK BELOW )
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Not Kidding: NYT Praises Joe Biden For Not Putting His Foot In His Mouth

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Uncle-Joe-592x331.jpg

You know it’s campaign season when New York Times headlines start looking like The Onion.

The famous newspaper veered into parody territory on Sunday by going so soft on former Vice President Joe Biden that it’s
hard not to chuckle. Talk about setting a low bar: The Times apparently believes it’s newsworthy that Biden didn’t fall on his
face as his campaign gets into gear.

“‘There He Goes Again’? Not Yet, as Biden Avoids Major Gaffes,” an article published by the paper declared over
the weekend. Yes, even The New York Times seemed surprised that Biden hasn’t gone off the rails as he sets his
sights on the White House.

“Just over two weeks into Mr. Biden’s candidacy, the most notable feature of his campaign may be what hasn’t happened:
He has not blurted out anything that delights his rivals, horrifies his aides and reinforces his image as ‘Uncle Joe,'” The
Times journalist Jonathan Martin wrote.

Two weeks without horrifying his own people? A rousing success!

You can probably imagine similar satire headlines from your favorite humor website: “Biden Kept on Leash for Entire Event,
Only Bites Two Children.” Somebody get that man a ticket to Washington.

But it gets better. The real-life article in The Times then went on to admit that it’s only a matter of time before the 2020
hopeful makes a complete fool of himself.

“It is early yet — which even Mr. Biden’s friends allow as they hold their breath — and precedent offers good reason to
question whether his streak of mostly error-free days can last,” the newspaper said.

His staff’s plan to get Biden elected? Just make sure he doesn’t tell voters what’s really on his mind.

“[Biden’s] staff has sought to mitigate the risk by effectively recreating the trappings of the vice presidency: guarding
question-and-answer sessions, selecting safe interview settings and remaining all but glued to his hip when he greets voters
on rope lines, dips into ice cream shops and steps out of the black Chevy Suburbans that are indistinguishable from the
Secret Service models he once rode in,” the newspaper continued.

In other words, controlling him like a loose cannon. Not that we can blame them: After all, Biden has gotten himself into
trouble with his mouth before — possibly with his hands.

He has already been accused of sexually harassing a former staff member, and there are numerous photos and videos that
show Biden making women and girls uncomfortable. As if he weren’t tone-deaf enough, the former vice president also tried
to turn his past behavior into the butt of jokes.

“By the way, he gave me permission to touch him,” Biden joked in cringe-worthy fashion about a young boy last month. One
of his accusers didn’t find it funny.

“To make light of something as serious as consent degrades the conversation women everywhere are courageously trying
to have,” Lucy Flores, a Democrat who says Biden acted inappropriately with her, responded.

No wonder the Democrat front-runner is being so closely guarded by his handlers. That alone should speak volumes about
the shallow pool of candidates from the left in 2020, but there’s another angle here should also be pointed out: There’s no
getting around the fact that establishment media outlets such as The New York Times are using kid gloves — don’t get
excited, Joe — when it comes to their coverage of Democrat candidates.

It’s hard to imagine a GOP candidate being handled so mildly, especially while facing serious accusations and repeatedly
putting a foot in his or her mouth. Yet all it takes for Biden to receive positive spin from The Times is to have a pulse and
recite his lines, it seems. Welcome to 2019.

( LINK BELOW )
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THE PRESIDENT'S PROMISES, MADE AND KEPT

During the 2016 election, President Trump made plenty of campaign promises, as does any candidate. But this president has done
what his predecessors often fail to accomplish: he has kept his promises.

Perhaps the president’s most important accomplishment so far is his restoration of the judicial branch—a big reason many
otherwise wary voters supported him in 2016. You probably already know about his two appointees to the Supreme Court, Neil
Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh, who are poised to make sure that the Constitution isn’t a rubber stamp for progressive policy
preferences but a document whose meaning endures over time. But those justices are only the beginning: the Senate has
confirmed more than one hundred judges to lower court positions in both the United States Circuit Courts and the Federal Court of
Appeals.

Of course, refreshing our third branch of government isn’t the only success Trump has under his belt. We shouldn’t forget the
phenomenal trade policies Trump has instituted, nor the agreements he’s renegotiating. Trump has revised NAFTA and
implemented the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement, a better trade deal that strengthens America’s job-creating ability.
President Trump has also renegotiated trade agreements with South Korea to protect American companies. And while previous
presidents have talked tough on China, Trump is backing his talk up with action. This administration has made aggressive moves
to stop the trade abuses we suffer from China and finally level the playing field. Trump just raised the tariffs on China from 10
percent to 25 percent, a measure that will curb our trade deficit with the communist nation. Thanks to these measures, the U.S.
trade deficit fell to an eight-month low in February.

The controversial Paris Accords weren’t technically an economic agreement, but President Obama’s decision to sign on with this
environmental agreement—a treaty in all but name—would have had serious economic repercussions. The accords are supposed
to keep the global rise of temperature under 2 degrees Celsius, in part by participating nations pledging $100 billion a year to
developing countries. But at what cost? The Heritage Foundation projected that the Accords would reduce the GDP $2.5 trillion by
2035. That is a high price to pay for very little promise of success in green energy and environmental restoration. Some of the
chief polluters in the world are India and China, yet they would not have suffered under the same rigid sanctions as the United
States if we signed the Paris Accords. President Trump was wise to get us out of this bad deal.

In the meantime, he teamed up with the GOP-controlled Congress to give a great deal to American taxpayers in the form of
sweeping tax cuts. There was a vicious campaign by the left to smear the tax cuts, but even the New York Times had to admit
that Americans of all income levels kept more of their hard-earned cash last year. For example, CBS News reports that there are
now one million more job openings than unemployed persons. This growth and hiring ability are thanks to more money being
available for businesses.

The Trump Administration and Republican leaders in the House and Senate should be congratulated for their accomplishments so
far—though of course, there is plenty more work to be done. Consider the courts: despite the enormous success of the Trump
administration to this point, there are still 159 current and known future vacancies. President Trump has already nominated 59
individuals to fill those seats, and the Senate should be working around the clock to make sure all their nominees are confirmed,
despite the obstruction coming from the left.

And make no mistake: Democrats will find new ways to obstruct, even with their dreams of collusion and obstruction being
dissolving with the Mueller Report. President Trump didn’t let that distraction block his promises to restore the judiciary, put
America first, and rejuvenate the economy—and we can expect him to keep more promises in the years ahead.

( LINK BELOW )
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As Expected, The Left Is Probably Going To Freak Out Over Trump's Move To Gut Nationwide Injunctions

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/116/fae36a35-7830-4706-b06b-52000fb982f4.png

The Trump administration is looking to outflank the activist Left on by curtailing the power of injunctions from lower district
court judges. In most cases, Obama appointees have hamstrung constitutional and proper actions issued by this White
House. Two of the most significant have been the executive order on immigration, which the Left erroneously calls the
“Muslim ban,” and the rollbacks to the Deferred Action on Childhood Arrivals—the latter of which was already
constitutionally questionable under Obama. The executive gave an order and they can rescind it. The courts have tried to
block it. And the Trump White House has had enough.

The plan for this was set into motion last year. Now, the Trump administration has reiterated the call to rein in these judges
from district courts. Vice President Mike Pence said these judges were “unfairly” targeting Trump polices. He’s not wrong.
The Supreme Court ruled definitively that the executive order on immigration was well within the parameters of the
executive. Still, the Left throws a tantrum. Too bad—elections have consequences. With this move on the lower courts, you
can bet liberal America is going to go bananas (via The Hill):

Pursuing an end to nationwide injunctions would mark the latest attempt by President Trump to shape the federal courts
after getting two Supreme Court justices confirmed and more than 100 of his judicial picks installed by the Senate.

Trump opponents have argued that nationwide injunctions are necessary to protect people who may not be part of a
lawsuit but would nonetheless be impacted by a particular policy or legislation.

“When the extent of the harm is nationwide, the relief should be nationwide,” Sasha Buchert, a senior attorney for the
LGBT rights group Lambda Legal, told The Hill.

[…]

…Cecillia Wang, a deputy legal director for the American Civil Liberties Union, said the administration's effort to limit the
scope of injunctions "is simply to stand in the way of justice."

Wang also argued that the power to issue nationwide injunctions is protected under the Constitution.

“I can't take seriously the vice president's threat to undo what the founders of the country, the framers of the Constitution
intended, which is to have a safeguard against unlawful executive branch action,” Wang said.

But other legal experts oppose nationwide injunctions. They argue that judges’ rulings blocking policies should apply
only to those behind the legal challenge and that courts are overstepping their bounds by issuing wide-ranging
injunctions.

Samuel Bray, a law professor at the University of Notre Dame who has been vocal in his opposition to national
injunctions, said such sweeping orders “take the courts outside of their constitutional role.”

He argued that district courts were designed to rule on matters involving specific parties and not an entire nation.

Couldn’t agree more. This is going to be another major legal fight, but for now—the Trump administration has to worry about
the Democrats’ impeachment crusade that has zeroed in on his personal income tax returns.

( LINK BELOW )
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Texas Republican Lawmaker Attacks Vaccine Expert On Twitter For Promoting 'Sorcery'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19463254/1200x600.jpg

A Republican member of the Texas state Legislature has attacked a prominent vaccine expert on Twitter, accusing him of
promoting what amounted to "sorcery" at the behest of drug companies.

What's the story?

On May 7, professor Peter Hotez, a vaccinologist and pediatrician, tweeted about the rise in the number of Texans claiming
"conscientious exemptions" from vaccines. He called on Texas' "elected leaders" to fight this "and stand up for our children."
Hotez said that this was an example of children being "placed in harm's way for the financial gain of special & outside interest
groups."

Texas GOP state Rep. Jonathan Stickland shot back in a tweet of his own that Hotez was "bought and paid for by the biggest
special interest in politics" and told him, "Do our state a favor and mind your own business."

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D59_qk1WkAERr5c.jpg

Prof Peter Hotez MD PhD 

@PeterHotez

New #vaccine exemption @TexasDSHS numbers tell much of the story. I'll tell the rest: Children of #Texas have been
placed in harm's way for the financial gain of special & outside interest groups. Calling on our TX elected leaders to say
"NO MAS" and stand up for our children!

Jonathan Stickland 

@RepStickland

You are bought and paid for by the biggest special interest in politics. Do our state a favor and mind your own business.
Parental rights mean more to us than your self enriching “science.” #txlege

Hotez responded that he did not "take a dime from the vaccine industry" and that "as a Texas pediatrician-scientist it is
most certainly my business.

Stickland shot back that Hotez should "[m]ake the case for your sorcery to consumers on your own dime" and that he
needed to "[q]uit using the heavy hand of government to make your business profitable through mandates and immunity. It's
disgusting.

( YOU CAN READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/texas-republican-vaccine-expert-sorcery
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'Transgender Woman' Stripped Of Victory In Powerlifting Competition (True Gender Male)

https://static.pjmedia.com/trending/user-content/51/files/2019/04/Screen-Shot-2019-04-29-at-4.39.06-PM.sized-770x415xt.png

The future for female athletes in competitions is grim if males are allowed to compete with them under the theory that one
can choose to be female, take some hormones and/or other treatment, and become a woman. Men are born with many
advantages that make it impossible for women to compete successfully in many, probably most, sports.

One sports federation is fighting back and just stripped championship awards from a "transgender woman" who dominated a
competition held in April. Pink News (a "Daily LGBT+ Newsletter") is not pleased:

Transgender powerlifter Mary Gregory, who claims to have broken four women's world records in competition last month,
has been stripped of her [sic] trophies and described as "actually a male."

Gregory says [he] broke the squat, bench press, deadlift and total records for [his] weight class and gender at the 100%
Raw Powerlifting Federation competition.

Following the event, Gregory posted on Instagram on April 27, thanking the federation for making [him] feel welcome as a
transgender athlete and treating [him] as "just another female lifter."

However, in a statement released on May 1, 100% Raw Powerlifting Federation president Paul Bossi said the group has
stripped Gregory of [his] wins because he believes [Gregory] is male.

"It was revealed that this female lifter was actually a male in the process of becoming a Transgender female," Bossi said in
the statement.

"Our rules, and the basis of separating genders for competition, are based on physiological classification rather than
identification.

"On the basis of all information presented to the Board of Directors for this particular case, the conclusion made, is that the
correct physiological classification is male."

Keep in mind that the 100% Raw Powerlifting Federation is one of "literally dozens of 'American' Powerlifting Federations"
and not the original body in that sport (that title belongs to the IPF — the International Powerlifting Federation.

The distinctive claim to legitimacy of the 100% Raw Powerlifting Federation is this, according to Powerliftingwatch.org:

The 100% Raw Powerlifting Federation is just that, 100% raw. They don't allow shirts, wraps or lifting suits of any kind.
They also are a drug free organization. Their stated goal is to "showcase powerlifters safely competing with no special
"support" equipment and 100% Drug-Free!" The 100% Raw Powerlifting Federation was established in 1999. They primarily
offer events on the East coast.

Since the "transgender" competitor was taking testosterone-blockers, this may be the tripwire — or legal defense — for
rescinding the championship.

My guess is that because transgenderism reigns so powerfully in the media, educational, and government establishments,
they will try to ignore or dismiss this move, on the grounds that the federation involved is "one of dozens" or maybe a fringe
group.

But there are girls and women out there who train hard every day seeking athletic excellence. Their dreams of competitive
triumph are being dashed by men who desperately want to be women despite sporting a Y-chromosome in every cell of their
bodies. We shall see whether propaganda and intimidation can overcome nature and common sense when it comes to
women's athletics.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/05/transgender_woman_stripped_of_victory_in_powerlifting_competition.html
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Rosenstein Quotes Mueller In Commencement Address

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/newsletter-rosenstein_043019getty.jpg

Former Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein quoted special counsel Robert Mueller in remarks at the University of
Baltimore School of Law commencement on Monday, emphasizing the need to stand by one’s principles when under
pressure.

“You need to be prepared to compromise when you can do so without violating your principles,” Rosenstein said during
remarks Monday afternoon. “Of course, you will face pressure to compromise on things that matter most, perhaps even to
trade virtue for the appearance of virtue. But you should exercise caution when circumstances tempt you to disregard
principles.”

“As Robert Mueller once said, ‘There [may] come a time when you will be tested. You may find yourself standing alone,
against those you thought were trusted colleagues. You may stand to lose [all that] you have worked for. And [it may] not
be an easy call,’” Rosenstein continued.

Rosenstein went on to advise the crowd of graduates that they would look back positively on difficult moments in which
they stood their ground to defend their principles.

“Principles exist precisely for those moments. When you grow old and reflect on times you stood firmly for what was right
although it was painful and costly, the most difficult occasions may rank among your finest moments,” Rosenstein said.

Monday’s address marked Rosenstein’s first public appearance as a private citizen since stepping down from his post in
the Trump administration just 48 hours earlier. Rosenstein withstood intense public scrutiny throughout his 16-month tenure
as deputy attorney general, first for his role in authoring a memo used to justify James Comey’s firing as FBI director and
later for his appointment of Mueller as special counsel and oversight of the investigation into Russian interference.

Rosenstein quipped about the attention he attracted on Monday, sharing an anecdote in which he assured his daughter that
deputy attorney general would be a “low-profile job.”

“Before I went to Washington in 2017, my daughter asked whether I would get my picture in the newspaper. I said no. I told
her that deputy attorney general is a low-profile job. Nobody knows the deputy attorney general!” Rosenstein said Monday
afternoon, prompting chuckles from the crowd. “I was mistaken about that.”

“I knew when I started that deputy attorney general is usually a controversial job. It is one of those jobs where you
frequently need to make decisions that leave someone aggrieved,” Rosenstein continued. “One of my predecessors gave
me some wise advice. He said, “In this job, you will never be more popular than on your first day.’ He was right about that!”

Rosenstein, a former U.S. attorney in Maryland, was a little-known figure before Trump tapped him as the No. 2 Justice
Department official at the beginning of his administration. Rosenstein worked under Attorney General Jeff Sessions and,
after Sessions resigned at Trump’s request, under Attorney General William Barr.

Rosenstein fell under fire from both Republicans and Democrats at various points during his time in the Trump
administration.

An explosive report in the New York Times last September that Rosenstein suggested secretly taping Trump and recruiting
other cabinet members to invoke the 25th amendment to expel the president from office triggered massive speculation he
would be fired. But Rosenstein, who fiercely criticized the Times’ account, managed to hang on.

It was long expected that Rosenstein, who tapped Mueller as special counsel in May 2017, would leave soon after the
conclusion of Mueller’s investigation. Rosenstein submitted his resignation letter to President Trump on April 29, less than
two weeks after Attorney General William Barr released a redacted version of Mueller’s final report.

( LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/443419-rosenstein-quotes-mueller-in-commencement-address
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CANDACE OWENS: ‘THEY CRIPPLED OUR COMMUNITY,’ HERE’S HOW

https://youtu.be/JlgId-1aw8I via @YouTube

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Screen-Shot-2019-05-13-at-11.04.58-AM.png

Conservative activist Candace Owens believes that black voters should leave the Democratic Party because it does not
represent the interests of the black community.

Owens started the “Blexit” movement to “free minority minds,” she told The Daily Caller in an exclusive interview.

“The goal of the Blexit movement is just to inspire people to be free,” Owens said.

Owens accuses Democrats of manipulating minority voters, beginning with former President Lyndon Johnson’s “Great
Society” initiatives of the 1960’s.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/05/12/candace-owens-blexit-trump-democrats/
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LIBERAL'S KNOW AG WILLIAM BARR IS A THOROUGH AND EXCELLENT PROSECUTOR AND HE WILL INVESTIGATE
EXACTLY WHO, WHAT, WHERE AND WHY

https://amp.businessinsider.com/images/5c3e456dd1189307a4524994-750-375.jpg

AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHY THE DEMOCRAT'S ARE TRYING SO HARD TO IMPEACH

ATTORNEY GENERAL BILL BARR , SO HE DOESN'T REVEAL THE TRUTH OF THEIR CRIMES

DEMOCRAT JERRY NADLER: WE MUST IMPEACH ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR OR ELSE WE ARE TOAST

THE REASON BEING IS AG BARR WOULD NOT BREAK THE LAW AS DEMOCRAT'S DEMANDED

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/mrz051119dAPR20190510074515.jpg

NOW THE LIBERAL'S ARE CLAIMING WE HAVE A CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS ON OUR HANDS

BUT THE REAL CRISIS IS THAT THE DEMOCRAT'S CHARGED AG BARR WITH CONTEMPT

BECAUSE AG BARR & DEPUTY AG ROSENSTEIN DECIDED NOT TO INDICT PRESIDENT TRUMP

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb051319dAPR20190513054507.jpg

WHEN IN REALITY THE DEMOCRAT'S ARE REALLY AFRAID OF WHAT ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR

WILL FIND WHEN HE DOES INVESTIGATE THE WHOLE FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION HACK JOB BY THE DEMOCRATS

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv051319dAPR20190513054516.jpg

THE TOP DEMOCRAT'S ON THE HOUSE COMMITTEE KNOW THAT WILLIAM BARR IS A THOROUGH

AND EXCELLENT PROSECUTOR AND HE WILL INVESTIGATE EXACTLY WHO, WHAT, WHERE AND WHY

THE WHOLE RUSSIAN COLLUSION STORY STARTED AND WHO PUSHED THE STORY AND EVEN BETTER YET

EXACTLY WHO PAID FOR THE SALACIOUS FAKE DOSSIER USED TO ACQUIRE THE FISA WARRANTS

WHICH WERE USED TO SPY ON THE WHOLE TRUMP CAMPAIGN TO TRY AND GET HILLARY CLINTON

ELECTED AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DURING THE 2016 ELECTION CYCLE

BASICALLY THE LIBERAL'S KNOW THAT IF WILLIAM BARR IS LEFT TO INVESTIGATE THE WHOLE RUSSIAN
COLLUSION NARRATIVE , UNLIKE MUELLER WHO ONLY INVESTIGATED TRUMP AND HIS ALLY'S , AG BARR WILL FIND
THE TRUTH THAT THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY A COUP ATTEMPT TO REMOVE A SITTING PRESIDENT AND ALL WHO
HAVE CONSPIRED TO REMOVE TRUMP FROM HIS PRESIDENCY WILL BE CHARGED WITH SEDITION AND TREASON
AGAINST AMERICA AND PRESIDENT TRUMP

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Graham Working On Declassifying Document With Major Revelation About Steele Dossier

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/121/d2550755-e23e-4344-89be-7126bf5f16da.png

Senate Judiciary Chairman Lindsey Graham (R-SC) said Sunday he is working on declassifying a bombshell document that
proves authorities knew the Steele dossier lacked credibility.

"There's a document that's classified that I'm gonna try to get unclassified that takes the dossier -- all the pages of it -- and
it has verification to one side," Graham told Fox News anchor Maria Bartiromo. "There really is no verification, other than
media reports that were generated by reporters that received the dossier."

The FBI used the dossier from Christopher Steele, a former British intelligence officer, as justification for surveilling
Carter Page, a former Trump aide.

"So, the bottom line is the dossier has never been independently confirmed,” Graham said. “It was used to get a warrant.
They knew the author of the dossier was on the Democrat Party payroll. He hated Trump; they got the warrant anyway.
Most Americans should be very upset about that. I'm very upset about it. And we're going to get to the bottom of it."

Graham specifically cited the report from The Hill's John Solomon that the FBI was expressly told that Steele, the bureau's
confidential informant, had admitted to a contact at the State Department that he was "keen" to leak his discredited dossier
for purposes of influencing the 2016 election. Steele also acknowledged that his dossier was funded by the Democratic
National Committee (DNC) and Hillary Clinton campaign.

"Christopher Steele was trying to leak it to everybody," Graham said.

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Kathleen Kavalec’s written account of her Oct. 11, 2016, meeting with Steele was
apparently sent to the FBI, according to records unearthed in a transparency lawsuit by Citizens United. Nevertheless, the
FBI included claims in Steele's dossier in its successful FISA warrant application to monitor Page. (FoxNews.com)

"But-for the dossier, there would be no warrant against Carter Page," Graham said. "The meeting on Oct. 11 was 10 days
before the FISA warrant application. So the FBI was on notice that their confidential informant went to the Department of
State to urge the Department of State to take the dossier and leak it to the public to affect the election. That's about as sick
as it gets."

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/05/13/graham-seeks-to-declassify-document-on-steele-dossier-n2546216
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Trump Blasts Tlaib Over Holocaust Comments, Accuses Her Of 'Tremendous Hatred'

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/05/13/931/524/694940094001_6036037782001_6036033606001-
vs.jpg

President Trump joined the chorus of criticism Monday against freshman Democratic Rep. Rashida Tlaib over her recent
remarks about the Holocaust.

"Democrat Rep. Tlaib is being slammed for her horrible and highly insensitive statement on the Holocaust. She obviously
has tremendous hatred of Israel and the Jewish people," Trump tweeted. "Can you imagine what would happen if I ever said
what she said, and says?"

The president's remarks came as fellow Republicans called for Democratic leaders to "take action" against their colleague
from Michigan.

Tlaib, who is Palestinian-American, discussed the Holocaust on the Yahoo News podcast "Skullduggery."

"There’s always kind of a calming feeling, I tell folks, when I think of the Holocaust, and the tragedy of the Holocaust, and
the fact that it was my ancestors — Palestinians — who lost their land and some lost their lives, their livelihood, their
human dignity, their existence in many ways, have been wiped out, and some people's passports," Tlaib said on the most
recent episode, which was put out Friday. "And, just all of it was in the name of trying to create a safe haven for Jews,
post-the Holocaust, post-the tragedy and the horrific persecution of Jews across the world at that time. And, I love the fact
that it was my ancestors that provided that, right, in many ways, but they did it in a way that took their human dignity away
and it was forced on them."

The state of Israel was formed three years after the end of the Holocaust, although historians have pointed out that modern
migration to the region had started decades earlier. The area was named Palestine at the time, although it was under British
control.

Tlaib's use of the phrase "calming feeling" in reference to the aftermath of the Holocaust is what has drawn backlash.

"There is no justification for the twisted and disgusting comments made by Rashida Tlaib just days after the annual Day of
Holocaust Remembrance," House Minority Whip Steve Scalise, R-La., said in a statement. "More than six million Jews
were murdered during the Holocaust; there is nothing 'calming' about that fact."

Tlaib responded to criticism Sunday night in a tweet, claiming her words were being taken out of context.

"Policing my words, twisting & turning them to ignite vile attacks on me will not work. All of you who are trying to silence me
will fail miserably. I will never allow you to take my words out of context to push your racist and hateful agenda. The truth
will always win."

Tlaib and Rep. Ilhan Omar. D-Minn., have both come under fire for alleged anti-Semitism since joining Congress earlier this
year. In past remarks, Omar has said that Israel has "hypnotized" the world to be blind to Israel's "evil doings," and has
alleged that American support for the Jewish state is based on money. She has since apologized for those comments.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-blasts-tlaib-holocaust-comments
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Google Favors Left-Leaning Outlets CNN, New York Times In Its Top Stories Algorithm, Study Says

--

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/02/13/931/524/694940094001_6001792460001_6001788107001-
vs.jpg

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6001788107001/#sp=show-clips

Google's Top Stories box provides users with articles from left-leaning news organizations such as CNN 62.4 percent of the
time -- with only 11.3 percent coming from outlets that are considered conservative, according to a study by Northwestern
University researchers.

The researchers conducted an “algorithm audit” of the Google Top Stories box using data from late 2017 to determine the
tech giant’s role in shaping which news its audience consumes. The Top Stories box – which is the three highlighted
articles that appear with images at the top of any Google search – is among the most prominent real estate on the internet.

The researchers analyzed 30 “hard news” stories per day over a 30-day period, resulting in 6,302 links to various articles.
The results indicate that liberal publications were prominently featured in Google’s Top Stories box – with CNN, The New
York Times, and The Washington Post, combining for a whopping 23 percent of Top Stories appearances during the sample
period.

Links to the far-left CNN appeared in 10.9 percent of searches, while The New York Times made up 6.5 percent. By
comparison, link to Fox News articles only appeared in 3 percent of the researcher’s searches.

“We observed a left-leaning ideological skew in Google's selection of sources, only slightly exacerbating the background
baseline of media we measured,” researchers Daniel Trielli and Nicholas Diakopoulos wrote.

The average number of appearances in Google’s Top Stories box per search term was also examined, and CNN once again
came out on top.

The study indicated that “journalists are not the only ones exercising editorial judgment in today's media environment”
because “algorithmic curators” now play a significant role in determining what news reaches consumers. The algorithm has
the ability to highlight or de-emphasize particular information, offering a significant boost in traffic to whatever articles it
highlights.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5833237003001/#sp=show-clips

“Lack of media diversity could make it difficult to discover new perspectives or ideas thus limiting the quality of arguments,
it could curtail users’ autonomy of information selection, or it could stifle the awareness needed to contest an idea or issue,”
Trielli and Diakopoulos wrote.“Because of the importance of Google in referring traffic to news sites, less source diversity
implies the unequal capture of economic benefits, such as advertising revenue or the ability to convert users to subscribers,
with potential to impact the vitality of the media landscape.”

Google’s co-founder Sergey Brin famously admitted in a leaked video that staffers were “upset” about President Trump’s
2016 victory over Hillary Clinton. Last year, a bombshell report by The Daily Caller’s Peter Hasson revealed that Google
staffers considered taking action.

Google has long denied favoring liberal outlets with insiders insisting the algorithms can’t actually detect perspectives and
are apolitical. Google CEO Sundar Pichai disputed the notion that his company is biased against conservatives as he faced
lawmakers on Capitol Hill last year.

“We have no insight into the methodology these researchers used. Other researchers have found exactly the opposite. The
fact is that like Google search and Google News, our top stories feature has absolutely no signal for a story's political point
of view and simply reflects the overall corpus of news and information on the web,” a Google spokesperson told Fox News.

The California-based company has also rejected claims that its pre-election actions were biased against conservatives.

( LINK BELOW )
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ALFRED E. BUTT'PLUGG MIS-QUOTES HIS BOSSES INTENTIONS

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/IMG-562420190425113844.jpg

THE FACT THAT THE DEMOCRAT PARTY NOT ONLY CONDONES ABORTION

THE LIBERAL'S ACTUALLY NOW INSIST ON KILLING THE BABIES EVEN AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN BORN

DEMOCRAT PARTY CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT ALFRED E. BUTTPLUGG (PETE BUTTIGEG)

SAYS GOD DOESN'T HAVE A POLITICAL PARTY , WELL I BEG TO DIFFER MR. BUTTPLUGG

THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS THE DEVIL'S OWN POLITICAL PARTY PUSHING FORWARD SATAN'S AGENDA

SO LIKE WE DID IN 2016 WE WILL OVERWHELMINGLY ELECT DONALD TRUMP TO BE POTUS IN 2020

BECAUSE WITH DONALD TRUMP AS OUR PRESIDENT WE CAN INSURE THAT WE CAN KEEP AMERICA GREAT

https://s.yimg.com/uu/api/res/1.2/Grd8mqsZ72_c2MJMLsfnag--
~B/aD0xOTk5O3c9MzAwMDtzbT0xO2FwcGlkPXl0YWNoeW9u/https://media.zenfs.com/creatr-images/GLB/2017-01-18/059d42f0-
ddaa-11e6-a92d-d3f74fc40955_trump-keep-america.jpg

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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CANDACE OWENS : LIBERALISM SINISTERLY TRAINS PEOPLE TO OPPRESS THEMSELVES
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Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

Convincing black people that we need “safe spaces” from white ppl = segregation.

Allowing children to undergo gender-reassignment surgery = genital mutilation.

Pro-choice = murder your offspring

Liberalism sinisterly trains people to oppress themselves.

( PODCAST IN LINK BELOW )

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/the-candace-owens-show/id1454587745 …

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1127662908895367171
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Trump Lashes Out At Dem Talk Of 'Constitutional Crisis'

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/443320-trump-lashes-out-at-dem-talk-of-constitutional-crisis?jwsource=cl

President Trump on Sunday took to Twitter to excoriate Democrats and the media over the suggestion that the U.S. is
facing a constitutional crisis, calling the assertion "a pathetically untrue soundbite."

"The Democrats new and pathetically untrue sound bite is that we are in a 'Constitutional Crisis,'" Trump wrote in multiple
tweets. "They and their partner, the Fake News Media, are all told to say this as loud and as often as possible. They are a
sad JOKE! We may have the strongest Economy in our history, best employment numbers ever, low taxes & regulations, a
rebuilt military & V.A., many great new judges, & so much more."

Trump went on to claim that the real constitutional crisis is "a giant SCAM perpetrated upon our nation, a Witch Hunt, a
Treasonous Hoax." The president has often used those terms to describe the FBI and special counsel Robert Mueller's
investigations into Russia's election interference. He later said the Democrats were acting like "crazed lunatics" in the wake
of the Mueller probe's end and that the only constitutional crisis is "the Democrats refusing to work."

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1127710864650514432

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

Despite two years and millions of dollars spent, the Democrats are acting like crazed lunatics ever since the results of the
Mueller Report were made public. But they knew there was NOTHING even before the Report was started. It is all a big
Hoax, the biggest in American history!

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1127712737310728194

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

Ever since the Mueller Report showed No Collusion & No Obstruction, the Dems have been working overtime to damage
me and the Republican Party by issuing over 80 demands for documents and testimonies, and with NO REASON. That’s
all they want to do - don’t care about anything else!

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1127714988313980928

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

The “Constitutional Crisis” is the Democrats refusing to work. Let them start by fixing the mess that their Immigration
Laws have caused at the Southern Border.

His tweets come after prominent Democrats, including Speaker Nancy Pelosi (Calif.) and House Judiciary Committee
Chairman Jerrold Nadler (N.Y.), last week made the assertion that the country is experiencing a constitutional crisis.

Nadler made his comments after his panel voted to hold Attorney General William Barr in contempt for failing to turn over an
unredacted version of Mueller's final report.

"We’ve talked for a long time about approaching a constitutional crisis. We are now in it,” Nadler told reporters following the
vote.

"Now is the time of testing whether we can keep a republic or whether this republic is destined to change into a different,
more tyrannical form of government," he added. "We must resist this."

The following day, Pelosi said at a press conference that she agrees with Nadler.

"Yes, I do agree with Chairman Nadler because the administration has decided that they're not going to honor their oath of
office," she said.

It's unclear how congressional Democrats will move forward in response to the fallout from Mueller's report. Pelosi has not
said if the full House will vote on the contempt resolution against Barr.

Many progressive Democrats, meanwhile, including Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (N.Y.), have called for the House to
begin an investigation into whether Trump should be impeached.

However, Pelosi has steadfastly resisted to go forward with impeachment, arguing that it's a distraction and not the most
effective way to win as the U.S. heads into an election year.

( LINK BELOW )
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Mike Pence's Liberty University Commencement Speech Bound To Piss Off Democrats

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/303/5f326133-341c-4ba7-b6aa-8088a91151b5.jpg

Liberty University Vice President Mike Pence delivered the commencement address, where he told graduates that
they should be prepared to be mocked and shunned for their Christian faith

“Throughout most of American history, it's been pretty easy to call yourself Christian,” Pence told students Saturday, according to
USA Today. “It didn’t even occur to people that you might be shunned or ridiculed for defending the teachings of the Bible.”

“But things are different now,” he continued, adding that “some of the loudest voices for tolerance today have little tolerance for
traditional Christian beliefs. Be ready.”

[…]

“When my wife, Karen, returned to teach art at an elementary Christian school earlier this year, we faced harsh attacks by the
media and the secular left,” he also said during the address, according to The Christian Post.

“These attacks on Christian education are un-American,” Pence continued.

The vice president also boasted about the actions being taken by the Trump administration in recent months to “protect religious
liberty.”

“I promise you, we will always stand up for the right of Americans to live, to learn, and to worship God according to the dictates of
their conscience,” he said.

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/05/12/mike-pence-to-liberty-university-graduates-be-prepared-to-be-shunned-for-your-
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Rand Paul: Mueller Probe 'Politically Motivated,' 'Goes Even Back To The Clintons'

https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/443293-rand-paul-mueller-probe-politically-motivated-goes-even-back-to?
jwsource=cl

Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) said Sunday that the Robert Mueller's Russia probe is an example of why the U.S. should not have
special prosecutors and pointed to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISA) as "truly unconstitutional and the root
of the problem we should be addressing."

"I think since the very beginning this has been politically motivated and now both sides are doing it," he told George
Stephanopoulos on ABC's "This Week." "It goes back to the Clintons."

Paul said that because the Mueller report found no evidence of an underlying crime, the "best thing we can do at this point
is say 'let's get on with the country's business.'"

While a debate has raged over the past week over whether the impasse between two branches of government constitutes a
constitutional crisis, Paul said the underlying constitutional issue is whether the FISA court "which is supposed to spy on
foreigners, which has a lower constitutional standard, can you use the FISA court to spy on a presidential campaign?"

"That, truly, is a travesty and truly is unconstitutional and is the root of the problem we should be addressing," he added.

Eight House conservatives in a letter to President Trump in March argued that the declassification of some documents
related to the Mueller investigation was necessary to find out “how Congress, the courts, and the American people were
misled by Department of Justice leadership into a two-year investigation that failed to discover any evidence of Russian
collusion.”

The lawmakers said they wanted the Trump administration to declassify the FISA applications for former Trump campaign
adviser Carter Page and other key documents related to the Steele dossier, including information on the Justice Department
official’s contact with Christopher Steele, who authored the controversial dossier.

The lawmakers cited the Mueller investigation closing with no additional indictments as further reason to release the
documents.

( LINK BELOW )
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US Army's New Uniforms A Throwback To Classic WWII Design

The U.S. Army Opens a New Window. is planning to roll out new uniforms Opens a New Window. , which look very similar
to ones members have worn in the past.

A spokesperson for the Army told FOX Business that the look – which was worn by soldiers in World War II and the Korean
War – is “one of the most admired and recognizable” in the service’s history.

“The reintroduction of this uniform is meant to inspire trust and confidence in our soldiers' professionalism and readiness,”
Heather J. Hagan told FOX Business.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxbusiness.com/foxbusiness.com/content/uploads/2019/05/932/470/Pink-Greens-1.JPG

The style of uniform was termed “pinks and greens” by Army members.

During an address at the Wounded Warriors Project Soldier Ride last month, President Trump said the uniforms would be
expensive.

“In the Army, we’re even getting new uniforms and those beautiful new uniforms with the belt. It was a big deal — the belt,”
Trump said. “And if you think those uniforms were inexpensive, they were very expensive. They were very. But they wanted
it and we got it.”

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxbusiness.com/foxbusiness.com/content/uploads/2019/05/932/470/Pink-Greens-2.jpg

Hagan told FOX Business, however, that the new uniform will have no additional cost for either the American taxpayer or
enlisted soldiers. The higher quality uniforms are expected to last for a “longer service life” and the Army will be phasing
them in over a longer period for costs to remain neutral.

The Army does not yet have specific cost information, Hagan said, because the procurement phase for the uniform had not
yet begun.

All soldiers are expected to be given the uniforms in 2020, according to The New York Times. Field tests have been
underway for a number of months.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/us-armys-uniforms-wwii-design
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LOL: Alyssa Milano Didn't Expect Pro-Lifers To Run With Her 'Sex Strike'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/222/6e2a5cb2-8c5f-426b-84a2-122117a9300d.jpg

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/abbyjohnson/2019/05/12/sexstrike-hollywood-finally-embraces-abstinence-n2546194

ALSO : #SexStrike: Hollywood Finally Embraces Abstinence :

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/abbyjohnson/2019/05/12/sexstrike-hollywood-finally-embraces-abstinence-n2546194

TWO GREAT STORIES THAT LOOK LIKE WHEN ALYSSA MILANO PLANNED A SEX STRIKE THAT IT UNINTENTIONALLY
BACKFIRES AND GETS CONSERVATIVES ON BOARD SINCE LESS DEMOCRATS HAVING SEX AND OR BABIES IS LESS
ABORTIONS AND LESS DEMOCRAT KIDS FOR THE FUTURE

( CHECK THEM OUT THEY ARE COOL LITTLE READS ABOVE IN LINKS )
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*Contrary to Democrat Talking Point, The Economy is Working for Everyone

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/84/3cc45cd7-5d65-4193-9acf-707d826623df.png

With the unemployment rate at its lowest level in 50 years and wages growing at their fastest pace in a decade, even
Democrats cannot deny that the economy is booming. But in an attempt to downplay President Trump's economic success,
they are claiming that these economic gains are merely going to the rich.

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said last week that "the evidence shows that most of the economic gains continue to benefit
those already well-off." House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer claimed, "wages aren’t growing fast enough to allow millions of
workers to keep pace and feel that real economic security is within reach." And Sen. Cory Booker broadly asserted that
"Americans are struggling."

This Democratic characterization of Trump's economy is not new. Earlier this year, Kamala Harris said, "The economy is
not working for working people.” Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer complained that “the state of the Trump economy
is failing America’s middle class.” And for Sen. Elizabeth Warren, the economy is perpetually "rigged" -- whatever that
means.

This diversion tactic fails on its merits. Start with unemployment rates, which are at or near record lows for Hispanic, black,
female, and young workers. The unemployment rate for Americans without a high-school education, supposedly a group
that's been shafted in today's economy, is hovering near a record low. The rate for those with disabilities has fallen by more
than 20 percent over the last year to a mere 6.3 percent -- the lowest level on record.

Then look at wages. While average wages have been growing at about 3.2 percent for several months now, they've been
increasing even faster for middle-class production and nonsupervisory workers. Last year, wage growth was 6.5 percent for
the 10th percentile of workers with the lowest incomes -- about double the overall average. Contrast this wage growth to the
paltry 2 percent average under President Obama.

Over the last five quarters, economic growth has exceeded 3 percent -- more than 50 percent higher than the average under
the Obama administration. As socialist economist Thomas Piketty pointed out in his celebrated, if unreadable, tome,
Capital in the 21st Century, the growth rate disproportionately benefits ordinary workers who often don't have exposure to
the stock market. At 3 percent economic growth, standards of living triple over an average lifetime; at 2 percent growth they
merely double.

That said, the stock market, which hit a record high this month, benefits ordinary Americans as well. Two-thirds of
Americans aged 30 to 64 own stocks. They see the value of their pension, retirement, and college savings accounts rise
with equity prices. Record stock prices also help those exposed feel richer, meaning they spend more, invest more, and tip
more -- actions that directly stimulate the economy and benefit workers who don't own stocks.

Food stamp usage continues to decline. Disability claims are near a historic low. Initial jobless claims are at their lowest
level since 1969.

This week, the Labor Department announced that there are a record 7.5 million unfilled jobs,

millions of which pay good middle-class salaries. Forget a $15 minimum wage; President

Trump's economy has created countless $50,000 jobs.

Survey data also demonstrates the broadness of this economic boom. According to Gallup, Americans' optimism about
their personal finances is at a level not seen in more than 16 years. Consumer confidence continues to hover near a 21st
century high.

Can you imagine the self-congratulatory speeches by Democrats if these numbers were coming out during the Obama
administration?

No matter how strong the economy, there will always be some people who are left behind. It's just that right now that
number is vanishingly small. In a desperate attempt to avoid giving Trump credit, Democrats will continue to pretend this
number is bigger than it is. But Americans should take their claim for what it really is: a partisan talking point that has no
basis in reality.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/alfredoortiz/2019/05/12/contrary-to-democrat-talking-point-the-economy-is-working-for-everyone-n
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Stranded Teens Send Up A Prayer, Then The Amen Motors Into View

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Boat-called-Amen-345x181.jpg

When you say “amen” at the end of a prayer, you probably don’t consider the definition or etymology of the phrase. So let’s
start with a little primer.

The word has been unchanged from Hebrew to Ecclesiastical Greek to Late Latin to English. The Online Etymology
Dictionary describes it as “‘truth,’ used adverbially as an expression of agreement (as in Deuteronomy xxvii.26, I Kings
i.36), from Semitic root a-m-n ‘to be trustworthy, confirm, support.'”

Off the coast of Vilano Beach, Florida, a boat christened Amen helped save the lives of two stranded teens — and proved
to them the truth of God’s protection.

The story began, according to WJAX-TV, on a high school senior skip day for students at Christ’s Church Academy in
Jacksonville, Florida, on April 18.

Tyler Smith and Heather Brown were among those gathered at Vilano Beach, near St. Augustine. They’d been friends since
the fourth grade. The two swam out from shore and, at some point, realized they’d gone out far enough that they might not
make it back.

Both of the 17-year-olds were soccer players, according to Fox News. Yet even with their youth and athleticism, they were
left exhausted from battling the waves for two hours, holding onto each other for support.

That’s when Smith called upon God to deliver them from the life-threatening situation.

“I cried out: ‘If You really do have a plan for us, like, come on. Just bring something,’” he told WJAX.

God did have a plan for them, in the form of a boat sailing from South Florida to New Jersey: the Amen, which Brown says
she spotted.

“I started swimming towards it. I was like, ‘I’m going to get this boat. Just stay here. I’m going to get this boat. We are
going to live,'” she said.

“Over all the wind, waves and engines, we thought we heard a desperate scream,” boat captain Eric Wagner said.
“Exhausted and near the end, the boy told me he called out for God’s help. Then we showed up.”

Wagner called the Coast Guard and piloted the craft over to the teens, who were able to climb aboard.

“I told them the name of the vessel, that’s when they started to cry,” Wagner said. “The young couple was gracious and
grateful to us and to God. It was the latter all along.”

Brown concurred: “The first words that came out of my mouth were, ‘God is real.’”

“From us crying out to God, for Him to send someone for us to keep living and a boat named ‘Amen,’ there’s no way that it
wasn’t Him,” Smith later told Fox News.

The school echoed a similar message.

“The staff, students and families of Christ’s Church Academy are incredibly grateful for God‘s protection over Heather and
Tyler,” Jeanie Collins, director of marketing and development at the school, told Fox News. “Thank you to Mr. Eric Wagner,
captain of the ‘Amen’ vessel that rescued our students, for your action and compassion!”

Eric Wagner

Most unbelievable day, this really happened: We're bringing my boat "the Amen" from Delray to NJ. The wind is 15-20kn
and the seas are rough but we decided to go out anyway. An adventure. Had to keep her at 13kn to maintain control so the
engines were loud. The video was from earlier that day. Nearly 2 miles out: over all the wind, waves, and engines we
thought we heard a desperate scream. 200 yards behind us we saw an arm flail over the swells. Troy started the u-turn w..

And, thanks to the protection of God, they’ll both be graduating on May 19. Smith and Brown plan to enter the military.

You could, of course, chalk this up to a coincidence — a very unlikely coincidence, mind you, but a coincidence
nonetheless. However, to this writer, it was the very essence of “amen.”

For support, there was the boat. There was the trustworthiness of God’s covenant with His people: “And if we know that he
hears us — whatever we ask — we know that we have what we asked of him” (1 John 5:15). And for two teens who faced
death, it was a very real example of the truth of God’s existence.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/stranded-teens-send-prayer-amen-motors-view/
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May The Lord God Bless You Graciously This Mother's Day To All You True Patriot Mothers

https://www.delphiunitedchurch.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Happy-Mothers-Day-Image-1.jpg

LORD ON THIS MOTHER'S DAY THAT WE CELEBRATE THE MOTHERS IN OUR LIVES

I'D LIKE TO ASK FATHER GOD THAT YOU BLESS EACH AND EVERY TRUE PATRIOT MOTHER

THAT HAS BEEN RED PILLED AND NOW FIGHTING TO BRING THE DARK TO LIGHT

FATHER I ASK YOU BLESS THEM EACH SO GRACIOUSLY WITH YOUR AWESOME LOVE AND AFFECTION

LET THEM KNOW TODAY THAT THEY ARE THE BACKBONES TO ALL OF US GREAT PATRIOTS

AND FATHER I ASK THAT YOU BLESS THE FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP AND Q'ANON'S MOTHER

*ON THIS DAY WE CELEBRATE THE MOTHERS IN OUR LIVES MAY WE BE BLESSED

AND LORD WE ASK THAT YOU HELP GUIDE AND BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND HIS ADMINISTRATION

AND LORD BLESS THIS @GREATAWAKENING @THEAWAKENING AND @QRV ANDTHE @VOAT.CO''s WHOLE PLATFORM

FOR ALL OF US PATRIOTS THAT ARE LIKE MINDED FOLLOWERS OF Q'ANON OR NOT

WE ARE JUST GRATEFUL WE CAN GATHER AND SHARE OUR TAKE ON THE Q' DROPS

WITHOUT THE INTRUSION FROM BIG BROTHER TELLING US WHAT WE CAN AND CAN'T SAY

AND LORD I ASK THAT YOU IN YOUR SPECIAL WAY MAKE EACH MOTHER HAVE A PIECE OF JOY IN HER LIFE

WE THANK YOU LORD FATHER GOD , AND ASK ALL THESE THINGS IN JESUS HOLY NAME,

AMEN

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Violent Felon Pleads Guilty to Re-Entering Country After 4 Deportations

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/243/c5d7b857-1104-442f-8d53-5b1076f813b6.jpg

United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement announced a Honduran national pleaded guilty this week to re-
entering the country after four prior deportations and other criminal offenses, such as being a felony conviction in California
for beating his wife.

According to an ICE press release, Jose Edgardo Diaz-Ramos, 36, was "convicted of a violent felony in California of willful
infliction of corporal injury on a spouse." Prior to this, Diaz-Ramos had been removed from the country three times. After
spending six years in jail in 2014, Diaz-Ramos was deported to his home country for a fourth time.

It is unclear when he re-entered the country, Diaz-Ramos was apprehended earlier this year. On May 9th, Diaz-Ramos
"pleaded guilty to illegal reentry of a removed alien after commission of a felony, and faces a maximum penalty of 10 years
in prison when sentenced on July 26."

Lyle A. Boelens, Acting Field Office Director for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE) Enforcement and
Removal Operations (ERO) Washington, D.C, told me that,"ERO prioritizes the prosecution and removal of criminal aliens
committing egregious and violent felonies that victimize our communities."

“Virginia residents can be assured that ERO officers will continue to pursue violent criminal aliens for prosecution and
removal, particularly those who demonstrate a constant disregard for our laws," Boelens added.

It is unclear how long Diaz-Ramos will go to jail for, as noted in the press release, "actual sentences for federal crimes are
typically less than the maximum penalties. A federal district court judge will determine any sentence after taking into
account the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines and other statutory factors."

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/05/10/violent-felon-illegal-alien-pleads-guilty-to-re-entering-country-after-4-
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MEME: DEM'S NADLER ABSOLUTELY OVERREACHES & CHARGES AG BARR WITH CONTEMPT FOR UPHOLDING THE
RULE OF LAW

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb051019dAPR20190510024509.jpg

THIS WEEK ONCE AGAIN THE DEMOCRAT'S OVERREACH WITH THEIR CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE

AS CHAIRMAN JERRY NADLER PROVES HE IS NOT FIT FOR THE JOB TO LEAD THIS COMMITTEE

ONCE NADLER CHARGED ATTORNEY GENERAL BILL BARR WITH CONTEMPT OF CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS

IT MAKES IT ALL CLEAR THAT THE DEMOCRAT'S WERE COUNTING ON MUELLER TO INDICT

AND SINCE MUELLER DIDN'T INDICT , AG. BARR & DEPUTY AG ROSENSTEIN AGREED NOT TO INDICT

NOW THE DEMOCRAT'S ARE OVERREACHING AND JUST TRYING TO KEEP THE WHOLE LIE GOING

BY CHARGING BARR WITH CONTEMPT THEY ARE NOW TRYING TO STOP AG BARR FROM INVESTIGATING

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/cb051019dAPR20190510124510.jpg

BECAUSE WHEN BARR INVESTIGATES WHAT REALLY HAPPEN IN 2016 HE WILL SURELY FIND

THAT OBAMA USED HIS INTELLIGENT AGENCIES TO TRY AND STEAL ELECTION FOR HRC

AND AFTER TRUMP WAS ELECTED THOSE SAME OBAMA PEOPLE HAVE COMMITTED SEDITION

PLUS ALL THE CRIMES THAT DEM'S LIKE ADAM SCHIFF & NADLER , PELOSI AND SCHUMER , ETC

ARE ALL GUILTY OF CONSPIRACY TO COMMITTING SEDITION AND TREASON AGAINST POTUS AND THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE

THE DEM'S CAN TRY TILL THEIR BLUE IN THE FACE BUT BARR JUST UPHELD THE RULE OF LAW

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/mle190502c20190502124620.jpg

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Leftist Nightmare As Women’s Donations To Trump Jump 60%, Now Nearly Half Of All Donors

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Women-for-Trump-345x181.jpg

The year 2018 was supposed to be the year of the woman in politics, as members of the distaff gender were elected to Congress
in record numbers. As 2019 dawned, a record number of women also declared for the Democrat nomination for president.

President Donald Trump is considered to be a rampant sexist by the media. Therefore, one might assume 2020 was going to be
the year that female politicians and voters end the Trump presidency and sweep the GOP out of office.

Why, then, are women’s donations to President Trump’s campaign up by 60 percent?

“Despite Donald Trump’s often rocky relationship with women, nearly half of the president’s 2020 campaign contributions this year
have come from female donors, putting him in third place out of 15 candidates in terms of total percentage of donations from
women,” Newsweek reported on Monday.

“Trump’s campaign raised $1.47 million in donations from women across the country in the first quarter of 2019, according to an
analysis by the Center for Responsive Politics. The report is based only on donors who made itemized contributions of over $200.”

And that’s not all.

“Trump won in 2016 despite collecting less than 29 percent of his contributions from women — he defeated Hillary Clinton, who
took in 52 percent of her itemized contributions from women,” the Center for Responsive Politics found.

This year, 45 percent of his donations are coming from women.

Center for Responsive Politics noted, however, that “2016 was not the banner year for women donors, or candidates, that 2018
was and 2020 may be.”

Completing this poll entitles you to Conservative Tribune news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime. You also
agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. The only other male candidate among the top five was Beto O’Rourke.

Of course, Trump has the advantage of being one of the only Republicans in the field. Former Massachusetts governor and
Libertarian vice presidential candidate William Weld is currently the only person challenging Trump for the nomination, according to
Newsweek.

Meanwhile, toward the bottom half of the scale of gender-balanced donations were some very big names.

“Near bottom of the list, Sen. Bernie Sanders and South Bend, Ind. Mayor Pete Buttigieg raised only a third of their contributions
from women donors in the first quarter — both at 33 percent,” the Center for Responsive Politics found.

“Sanders and Buttigieg are two of the candidates who have the highest amount of money coming from small donors — Sanders at
74 percent and Buttigieg at 64 percent. Keeping in mind that generally only donations above $200 are itemized, thus providing
gender data, the gender landscape of small donations are absent.

“Sanders, whose contributions from women have fallen since his 2016 run, does not share many women donors with other
Democratic candidates within his itemized contributions,” they noted.

“Less than 2 percent of Sanders’ women donors also gave to the Democratic women in the presidential candidate field. Of that
small group of shared women donors, the majority gave money to both Sanders and Warren — 65 percent. On the other hand, 15
percent of Buttigieg’s women donors gave to Democratic women, mostly [Kamala] Harris and [Amy] Klobuchar.”

Joe Biden, having held off announcing his campaign until very recently, wasn’t included in the analysis.

Yes, the president hasn’t been doing well with women in the polls, something that should concern his campaign — particularly
since those numbers won’t be as malleable as they were in 2016 when Trump hadn’t ever held office and the opinion about him as
a politician hadn’t reified.

Still, the fundraising numbers are actually a pretty big deal. (Joe Biden might put it a bit more strongly.) Perhaps it’s a sign that
we’re dealing with a shifting political landscape. Perhaps it’s the Bradley effect rearing its head yet again. Or, perhaps it’s a sign
that conservative female voters are going to be sticking with the party in 2020, no matter how many sexism charges we hear from
the Democrats.

Whatever the case, if the Democrats thought they could so divide the vote as to break off women for themselves, these numbers
should be very worrying indeed.

( LINK BELOW )
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Leftist Nightmare As Women’s Donations To Trump Jump 60%, Now Nearly Half Of All Donors

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Women-for-Trump-345x181.jpg

The year 2018 was supposed to be the year of the woman in politics, as members of the distaff gender were elected to Congress
in record numbers. As 2019 dawned, a record number of women also declared for the Democrat nomination for president.

President Donald Trump is considered to be a rampant sexist by the media. Therefore, one might assume 2020 was going to be
the year that female politicians and voters end the Trump presidency and sweep the GOP out of office.

Why, then, are women’s donations to President Trump’s campaign up by 60 percent?

“Despite Donald Trump’s often rocky relationship with women, nearly half of the president’s 2020 campaign contributions this year
have come from female donors, putting him in third place out of 15 candidates in terms of total percentage of donations from
women,” Newsweek reported on Monday.

“Trump’s campaign raised $1.47 million in donations from women across the country in the first quarter of 2019, according to an
analysis by the Center for Responsive Politics. The report is based only on donors who made itemized contributions of over $200.”

And that’s not all.

“Trump won in 2016 despite collecting less than 29 percent of his contributions from women — he defeated Hillary Clinton, who
took in 52 percent of her itemized contributions from women,” the Center for Responsive Politics found.

This year, 45 percent of his donations are coming from women.

Center for Responsive Politics noted, however, that “2016 was not the banner year for women donors, or candidates, that 2018
was and 2020 may be.”

Of course, Trump has the advantage of being one of the only Republicans in the field. Former Massachusetts governor and
Libertarian vice presidential candidate William Weld is currently the only person challenging Trump for the nomination, according to
Newsweek.

Meanwhile, toward the bottom half of the scale of gender-balanced donations were some very big names.

“Near bottom of the list, Sen. Bernie Sanders and South Bend, Ind. Mayor Pete Buttigieg raised only a third of their contributions
from women donors in the first quarter — both at 33 percent,” the Center for Responsive Politics found.

“Sanders and Buttigieg are two of the candidates who have the highest amount of money coming from small donors — Sanders at
74 percent and Buttigieg at 64 percent. Keeping in mind that generally only donations above $200 are itemized, thus providing
gender data, the gender landscape of small donations are absent.

“Sanders, whose contributions from women have fallen since his 2016 run, does not share many women donors with other
Democratic candidates within his itemized contributions,” they noted.

“Less than 2 percent of Sanders’ women donors also gave to the Democratic women in the presidential candidate field. Of that
small group of shared women donors, the majority gave money to both Sanders and Warren — 65 percent. On the other hand, 15
percent of Buttigieg’s women donors gave to Democratic women, mostly [Kamala] Harris and [Amy] Klobuchar.”

Joe Biden, having held off announcing his campaign until very recently, wasn’t included in the analysis.

Yes, the president hasn’t been doing well with women in the polls, something that should concern his campaign — particularly
since those numbers won’t be as malleable as they were in 2016 when Trump hadn’t ever held office and the opinion about him as
a politician hadn’t reified.

Still, the fundraising numbers are actually a pretty big deal. (Joe Biden might put it a bit more strongly.) Perhaps it’s a sign that
we’re dealing with a shifting political landscape. Perhaps it’s the Bradley effect rearing its head yet again. Or, perhaps it’s a sign
that conservative female voters are going to be sticking with the party in 2020, no matter how many sexism charges we hear from
the Democrats.

Whatever the case, if the Democrats thought they could so divide the vote as to break off women for themselves, these numbers
should be very worrying indeed.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Administration Moves To Crack Down On Illegal Immigrants In Public Housing

https://a57.foxnews.com/hp.foxnews.com/images/2019/05/1024/576/80be09d8dbb3051284dba5c6ba230af1.jpg

The Trump administration on Friday moved forward with a proposed rule to make it harder for illegal immigrants to access federally
subsidized housing -- the latest crackdown by the administration on immigrants who use public assistance.

The rule, proposed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and posted in the Federal Register, would require
that those seeking public housing would be subject to verification of their immigration status. Only families in which every member
is either a citizen or a legal resident would qualify for federally subsidized housing. Currently families where at least one person is
either a citizen or green card holder can get federal assistance, even if other family members are not.

The administration says that regulations “presently excuse individuals from submitting documentation if they do not contend to
having eligible immigration status. This results in no actual determination of immigration status being made.” The rule would also
require current participants who have not previously proven their eligibility to do so at their next evaluation of their need for public
assistance.

An agency analysis, reported by The Washington Post, found that approximately 25,000 households, representing about 108,000
people, now live in subsidized housing with at least one person who would be ineligible.

Among those “mixed-status” households, 70 percent are legally eligible for benefits -- approximately 76,000 people including
55,000 children. The majority live in California, Texas and New York, the Post reported.

“HUD expects that fear of the family being separated would lead to prompt evacuation by most mixed households,” the agency’s
analysis said. “Temporary homelessness could arise for a household, if they are unable to find alternative housing.”

HUD Secretary Ben Carson defended the proposal this week, telling Fox Business’ Stuart Varney that illegal immigrants are
limiting assistance that could go to “legitimate American citizens.”

“We have a long list of people we can only serve right now one in four of the people who are looking for assistance from the
government," he said. “So obviously we want to get those people taken care of. And we also want to abide by the laws.”

An administration official told The Daily Caller, which first reported the proposal last month, that "we need to take care of our
citizens."

“Because of past loopholes in HUD guidance, illegal aliens were able to live in free public housing desperately needed by so many
of our own citizens. As illegal aliens attempt to swarm our borders, we’re sending the message that you can’t live off of American
welfare on the taxpayers’ dime," the official said.

However, the HUD analysis reportedly found that that the rule could cost up to an additional $227 million a year because mixed-
status families would then receive higher subsidies.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6033726749001/#sp=show-clips

ICE creates 'most wanted' list to help track down criminal illegal immigrantsVideo The proposal is likely to face fierce opposition
from Democrats. On Friday, 13 Democratic members of Congress from New York said in a letter to Carson that it would
“needlessly inflict hardship” on families.

“Your approach represents a major shift from current HUD policy and by design makes it more difficult for families to have access
to assistance for which they would otherwise be eligible," the letter says.

It is the latest proposed crackdown by the administration on the use of public assistance by immigrants. Reuters reported last
week that the administration is considering making it easier to deport legal permanent residents who have used public benefits.

A draft regulation, which is still subject to change, would reportedly allow for the deportation of some permanent residents who
have used certain public benefits within five years of admission into the U.S. Those benefits include Supplemental Security
Income (SSI), the Supplemental Nutritional Assistance Program (SNAP), Section 8 housing vouchers, certain Medicaid benefits;
and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF).
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DOJ Inspector General Found Carter Page FISA Extensions Were Illegally Obtained, Joe diGenova Says
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The Justice Department inspector general has determined the three Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act warrant extensions
against onetime Trump campaign aide Carter Page were illegally obtained, attorney Joe diGenova said on Thursday.

In an investigation that began last year, Inspector General Michael Horowitz is examining the Justice Department's and FBI's
compliance with legal requirements as well as policies and procedures in applications filed with the U.S. Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court related to Page as part of a larger counterintelligence probe into Trump's campaign.

The inspector general inquiry is expected to be completed in either late May or June, and diGenova, a former U.S. attorney for the
District of Columbia, said Democrats on Capitol Hill are working overtime to investigate and discredit President Trump.

"They are doing that as a diversionary tactic away from the inevitable conclusions of the DOJ inspector general, Michael Horowitz,
who, by the way, we have learned has concluded that the final three FISA extensions were illegally obtained," diGenova said on
Fox Business. "The only question now is whether or not the first FISA was illegally obtained."

He pointed to memos, obtained by conservative group Citizens United through open-records litigation, that suggest the FBI might
have misled the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court in the first warrant application about an unverified dossier.

Horowitz "apparently, as a result of those disclosures ... which he was unaware of — the bureau hid those memos from Horowitz
— as a result of that they're doing additional work on the first FISA. It may be that all four FISAs will have been obtained illegally,"
diGenova said.

The dossier, compiled by ex-British spy Christopher Steele, contained salacious and unverified claims about Trump's ties to
Russia. It was used by the FBI to obtain the authority to wiretap Page, an American who had suspicious connections to the
Russians. The first warrant application was submitted in October 2016, after which there were three renewals at three-month
intervals, including in January, April, and June 2017.

The memos obtained by Citizens United, and shared with the Washington Examiner, show Steele met with Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State Kathleen Kavalec on Oct. 11 and admitted he was encouraged by a client to get his research out before the
2016 election, signaling a possible political motivation. The timing of the meeting is notable, as it was 10 days before the FBI used
Steele's unverified dossier to obtain the original warrant to wiretap Page.

Senate and House investigators told The Hill they too were unaware of the documents, which were given to and redacted by the
FBI, and one member of Congress referred the memo to the Justice Department inspector general. "They tried to hide a lot of
documents from us during our investigation, and it usually turns out there’s a reason for it," House Intelligence Committee ranking
member Devin Nunes, R-Calif., said.

A memo from the House Intelligence Committee in February 2018 alleged Steele was paid over $160,000 by the Democratic
National Committee and Hillary Clinton's campaign through the Perkins Coie law firm and opposition research group Fusion GPS to
"obtain derogatory information on Donald Trump's ties to Russia." The memo also said the FBI never informed the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court of the dossier's Democratic benefactors or Steele's anti-Trump bias when it applied to spy on Page,
who was investigated by special counsel Robert Mueller over his interactions with Russians but was never charged.

In a rebuttal to the House Intelligence GOP memo, Democrats argued the Justice Department and FBI "met the rigor,
transparency, and evidentiary basis needed to meet FISA's probable cause requirement."

In recent days top former officials at the FBI have defended their handling of the warrant applications. Former FBI Director James
Comey said during a CNN town hall on Thursday that “the most important part” of the dossier was on “Russians coming for the
American election,” which he asserted was “consistent with our other intelligence” and “true.” Former FBI General Counsel James
Baker, who acknowledged he "wanted the burden on me to a significant degree" in preparing the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act application paperwork, said it would have been "gratuitous" to name the U.S. persons — the Hillary Clinton campaign and DNC
— in the documents.

Both Comey and Baker said they are confident the bureau did nothing wrong in obtaining the warrants, although Baker admitted the
inspector general makes him "nervous."

DiGenova appeared on Fox Business with his wife and legal partner Victoria Toensing. She accused FBI Director Christopher Wray
of "hiding" Comey's "sins."

DiGenova served as an independent counsel in the 1990s for a case on former President Bill Clinton's passport before he was
elected. Last year, it was announced diGenova and Toensing were joining Trump's legal team for the federal Russia investigation,
but that plan was nixed within days.

He had been highly critical of Mueller's Russia investigation, claiming that Trump had been "framed" by the Justice Department
and the FBI.

( LINK BELOW )
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STATE DEPARTMENT UNDER PRESSURE OVER CHRISTOPHER STEELE CONTACTS
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Three Republican senators are pressing the State Department to provide information about a meeting between dossier
author Christopher Steele and a State Department official before the 2016 election.

Steele met on Oct. 11, 2016 with Kathleen Kavalec* Kavalec’s notes from that meeting have been released. They show
that Steele claimed he had contact with the media and that his client was “keen” to see anti-Trump information published
before the election.

The State Department has largely avoided scrutiny from GOP-led investigations of the Steele dossier, but that changed this
week with the release of notes that a State Department official took during an October 2016 meeting with dossier author
Christopher Steele.

In letters this week to Sec. of State Mike Pompeo, GOP Sens. Chuck Grassley of Iowa, Ron Johnson of Wisconsin and
Lindsey Graham of South Carolina pressed Pompeo for details about the Oct. 11, 2016 meeting, which was held at Foggy
Bottom between Steele and Kathleen Kavalec, the deputy assistant secretary of state for European and Eurasian affairs

Steele, a former British spy, was investigating President Donald Trump and his campaign on behalf of the Clinton campaign
and DNC.

Kavalec’s notes from the meeting, which were released this week, show that Steele told her about contacts he had with the
media, including The New York Times and Washington Post. They also showed that Steele said that his client for his anti-
Trump research campaign (which he did not identify at the time) was “keen” to see information on Trump released prior to
the Nov. 8, 2016 election.

Steele also made dubious or inaccurate claims to Kavalec, including that Russia had planted a mole within the DNC and
that the Russian government had a consulate in Miami. (RELATED: Steele Claimed Congressional Contacts ‘Confirmed’
Dubious Claim About Carter Page)

The trio of Republicans say that the notes contradict some of the claims that the FBI made in applications for surveillance
warrants against Carter Page, the former Trump campaign adviser. The FBI relied heavily on Steele’s unverified dossier to
obtain the spy warrants.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Chuck-Grassley-e1554818246144.jpg

(U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Senator Chuck Grassley (R-IA) speaks during a news conference on Capitol Hill in
Washington, U.S., October 4, 2018. REUTERS/Yuri Gripas*)

In a letter sent to Pompeo on Thursday, Grassley and Johnson, who chair the Senate Banking and Senate Homeland
Security Committees, respectively, asserted that any contacts that Steele had with the media would contradict what the
FBI claimed the Carter Page warrants.

“If true, that would contradict the Carter Page FISA application where the FBI repeatedly represented to the court that
Steele did not have unauthorized contacts with the press prior to October 2016,” they wrote.

“Based on the publicly-released version of the typed notes of the meeting, it appears Steele’s intent of the meeting with the
State Department was to maximize the impact of the unverified information that he had acquired in an effort to undermine
the Trump campaign,” they added.

Kavalec’s notes were obtained by Citizens United through a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit. The Hill first published the
documents.

“Further, if that information was included in the material submitted to the FBI, then the FBI may have been aware of
Steele’s political motivations before submitting any FISA application,” Grassley and Johnson added.

They are asking Pompeo to disclose when the State Department informed the FBI about Steele’s dossier or the meeting
with Kavalec. The bureau obtained its first surveillance warrant against Page on Oct. 21, 2016, ten days after the Kavalec-
Steele meeting.

In a letter sent Friday to Pompeo, Graham, the chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, sought communications
between Steele and State Department employees, as well as between State employees and the Justice Department
regarding Steele.

He is also asking Pompeo to make Kavalec available for a transcribed interview.

Victoria Nuland, who served as Kavalec’s boss at the bureau of European and Eurasian affairs, was the government official
who approved an FBI agent in Rome meeting Steele in early July 2016.

Jonathan Winer, who then served as special envoy to Libya, also met with Steele in Summer 2016. The pair had known
each other since 2009, and Steele shared more than 100 of his private intelligence reports with Winer over the years. Winer,
who shared those reports with others at the State Department, appears to have set up the meeting with Kavalec. He is
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who shared those reports with others at the State Department, appears to have set up the meeting with Kavalec. He is
mentioned throughout Kavalec’s notes.

Winer was also a source for at least two news articles written by reporters who received information from Steele. Michael
Isikoff and David Corn revealed in a book they co-authored that Winer was a background source for stories they wrote
before the 2016 election. The Daily Caller News Foundation has published emails showing that Fusion GPS founder Glenn
Simpson, who hired Steele, was in contact with Winer the day before Isikoff’s article was published on Sept. 23, 2016

( LINK BELOW)
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Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign

https://pmcdeadline2.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/https_cdn.cnn_.com_cnnnext_dam_assets_190509201055-james-comey-town-
hall-2.jpg

Did James Comey just reveal more than he meant to?

A recent town hall–style meeting with CNN's Anderson Cooper, taking questions from college students, had Comey telling
the youngster it was "totally normal" for the FBI to spy on presidential campaigns.

According to a report in the Daily Caller, Comey responded to a student inquiring about the validity of sending investigative
agents to then-candidate Donald Trump's campaign this way:

Yeah, I'm not going to comment on a particular investigative step, because that's for the bureau to do, and I'm not in the
government any longer, but the FBI doesn't spy to begin with. The FBI investigates. And you got to remember where we
were in the end of July 2016," Comey answered. "We knew the Russians were engaged in a massive effort to attack our
democracy, and then we learn from an allied ambassador that one of President Trump-elect — candidate Trump's advisers
had been talking to a Russian representative long before that about dirt they had on Hillary Clinton that the Russians wanted
to make available.

And in response to a bit of probing from Anderson Cooper about the extremism of putting a spy into a presidential
campaign, Comey added this (emphasis mine):

No, it's a reasonable — that was the guy, Papadopoulos, who was the subject of the information we got from the
Australians that he had talked to the Russians," Comey added. "I don't remember talking about that particular step with my
team. I knew they were trying to see if they could check it out. That's a totally normal step. See if you can get somebody
close to the person and see if they'll confirm what we heard from the Australians.

One wonders what the heck went on over there with a Comey answer like that. The FBI couldn't assume that someone such
as Papadopoulos, an American with pro-American views they should have known about, and who had ambitions of joining
the Trump team, might not jump to cooperate with the FBI on bagging a Russian spy if asked? Any right-winger would;
lefties are the ones who like to defend anti-American socialist dictators and mullahs. The Republicans like to wrap
themselves in the flag. Why didn't they go to the most normal route for finding out what they needed to find out and ask him
directly?

Maybe it's because there was something else going on: the problem seems to be that Papadopoulos was fed the
information he disclosed to Australian ambassador to the U.K. Alexander Downer by what's apparently another U.S. agent,
Josef Mifsud, who Rep. Devin Nunes says has ties to the State Department. Topping it off, Papadopoulos said he believed
that Downer was an American "asset" as well, sent to make contact with Papadopoulos after Mifsud fed Papadopoulos the
information. That's quite a conveyor belt. We have American spy one, Mifsud, handing info over to Papadopoulos the Trump
man, and the latter passing through what he got from Mifsud to American spy two, Alexander Downer. All to Get Trump.

First question: Can't these people get any real Russian agents to do their skullduggery for them? Do they have any? Seems
they don't have such assets, which is not a good thing for Putin to know, but here we have Comey letting the cat out of the
bag on that with his effort to justify bureau campaign meddling, as well as the highly questionable American spy–Trump
operative–American spy dynamic to take down Trump.

And Comey calls this 'totally normal'? If it's totally normal, how many other presidential campaigns was he doing this on?
There actually was a report, which came and went, suggesting that the FBI also had a spy in the Ted Cruz campaign. How
many others did they try this on?

Everyone knows that you don't spy on presidential campaigns, at least not if you are professional. The fact that ordinary G-
Men were not involved in this, but FBI political operatives at the top, suggests some fast and loose activity from the elites.

Now the word is out: the FBI spies on campaigns, and Comey tells us it's all justified.

( LINK BELOW )
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Pentagon Approves Additional $1.5 Billion For Border Wall

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/9/1f9e86f8-b868-4337-aea0-c2c98b8616bb.png

Acting Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan has approved an additional $1.5 billion to build 80 more miles of President
Trump's border wall.

Carla Babb

✔ @CarlaBabbVOA

#BREAKING #Border @ActingSecDef Pat Shanahan confirms he is transferring $1.5 billion in Pentagon funds for the
border wall, including funds Pentagon was saving for #Afghanistan. But then tells me "I won't be reprogramming any
more money for the border wall."

Department of Homeland Security officials, both current and former ones like President Obama's DHS Chief Jeh Johnson,
insist there is a crisis at the U.S.-Mexico border. There were over 100,000 apprehensions in April alone, the highest monthly
total since 2007.

At a recent hearing, Shanahan said the Pentagon has sufficient funds to build at least 256 miles of the wall.

https://twitter.com/RNCResearch/status/1126207345263095814

RNC Research

 Verified account

@RNCResearch

Acting Secretary of Defense Shanahan: soon building 256 miles of border wall, 1/2 mile per day

https://youtu.be/T5mGFgRd7L8
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Report: Colorado High School Shooting Suspect Railed Against Christians and Trump, Shared Leftist Content

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/130/b243b74a-2aec-4f00-adcc-6b8eb01a72d5.png

Earlier this week, two teenagers perpetrated a premeditated mass shooting at their charter school in suburban Denver. They
murdered one of their classmates, a hero who rushed his killer in an effort to stop the slaughter, and wounded eight more.
As authorities investigate the motives behind this horrific crime, we've learned new details about at least one alleged
assailant's political views. He resented gay-"hating" Christians, and shared pro-Obama and anti-Trump material on social
media. Via the Washington Examiner (redactions mine):

The social media posts by a suspect in the STEM School Highlands Ranch shooting in Colorado included opposition to
"Christians who hate gays," criticism of President Trump, and support for the left-wing Occupy Democrats...On his now-
deleted Facebook account, [the alleged shooter], 18, posted: "You know what I hate? All these Christians who hate gays,
yet in the bible, it says in Deuteronomy 17:12-13, if someone doesn’t do what their priest tells them to do, they are
supposed to die. It has plenty of crazy stuff like that. But all they get out of it is ‘ewwwwww gays.'"The other suspect in
the shooting, which left one dead and seven wounded, has been identified as in court documents as [the other alleged
shooter], a 16-year-old female who identifies as a transgender male and prefers to be called Alec...In 2016, Erickson
shared a video of late-night host Seth Meyers criticizing President Donald Trump prior to the 2016 election, and had
shared an Occupy Democrats post that praised President Barack Obama.

An Occupy Democrats meme he posted also criticized Fox News. When anyone associated with any element of the right --
even the extreme alt-right fringe -- commits an act of violence these days, many in the media rush to blame President
Trump, or at least tie his rhetoric to a cultural 'climate' in which such despicable acts take place. As I've written about
repeatedly, I find such arguments abhorrent. Deranged and evil people are responsible for their crimes, not politicians or
mainstream political ideologies. Claims to the contrary are almost always guilt-by-association demagoguery and represent a
cheap silencing tactic. I've made this point when both the Right and the Left have been tarred over the actions of somebody
from their "side" of the spectrum. I stand by that view. But much of the press seems to be rather selective in applying
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from their "side" of the spectrum. I stand by that view. But much of the press seems to be rather selective in applying
standards on this front. Indeed, the suspected shooter's apparent leftism has hardly generated any major coverage at all. If
he were a MAGA hat-wearing, 'build the wall'-chanting teenager, do you think that information would have been reported far
more prominently? Don't bother; it's a rhetorical question.

We're just a few short news cycles removed from lefties lecturing conservatives about their supposed "incitement" against
Rep. Ilhan Omar, assailing critics of her bigotry and ignorance for allegedly making her unsafe. In this Colorado case, we
have a young man whose brain was apparently full of left-wing ideas, including the notion that Christians 'hate' gay people.
He then decided to team up with a classmate to shoot as many people he could at his high school. Is it time for liberals to
tone down their rhetoric and incitement? After all, people are getting shot. Whether or not his true motives were even
remotely political (the Congressional baseball shooter was undoubtedly driven by intense partisan animus) is almost
immaterial. Harsh words of criticism, even against bona fide bigotry, can have dangerous ripple effects, and might even put
people in physical peril, right? That was the lesson from the Left on Omar. It was the "climate of hate" lesson from the Left
on Giffords.

Indeed, it's a recurring theme whenever the facts appear to fit a certain narrative (even if they actually don't). Based on their
own standards, shouldn't we be having a national conversation about left-wing rhetoric, debating the extent to which
Democratic leaders and liberal influencers may have contributed to an overall environment that allows hate to fester and boil
over? Another glaring double standard in this tragic case is the coverage of the students who walked out of a vigil because
it was being politicized. As we've reported, this is what happened:

https://twitter.com/TrevorHughes/status/1126318621892866048

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6F8zf_UIAAj6Jy.jpg

Trevor Hughes  Verified account

@TrevorHughes

@TrevorHughes

Frustrated, crying and angry, #STEMschool shooting victims hold an impromptu vigil in the rain Wednesday after leaving
a gun-control vigil they felt inappropriately politicized their trauma. (They asked that I not photograph their faces close up,
and I respected their wishes.)

The event Wednesday was primarily billed as a vigil to honor Kendrick Castillo, who was fatally shot in a rampage by two
students at the STEM school here. Speakers at the school's packed gymnasium, however, were mostly politicians and
advocates pressing Congress for more restrictive gun laws. After about 30 minutes, hundreds of students from the STEM
School stormed out yelling "this is not for us," "political stunt" and "we are people, not a statement."...Wednesday night,
the traumatized shooting survivors who exited the rally thrust lighted cellphones into the air and chanted "mental health,
mental health," as their hands and voices shook in the cold rain. Angry students pushed and screamed at journalists,
demanding to see photos they had taken...Many students appeared unaware the event was organized by the Brady
Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence. Sen. Michael Bennet and Rep. Jason Crow, both Democrats, both spoke at length
about the need for federal action. The Brady Campaign invited reporters to cover the event.

Let's set aside the question of how it came to pass that a political advocacy group was able to so swiftly swoop in and
commandeer a high school vigil for a recently-murdered child. It is simply undeniable that if the political views of the adults
and the students in this scenario had been reversed, these kids would've been immediately lavished with fame and praise
by the political media, and warmly championed by the popular culture taste-making class. Instead, from what I've seen, this
story has gotten attention in conservative media circles and social media feeds, with relatively scant, perfunctory coverage
elsewhere. One CNN segment actually suggested that it was the students who'd done some of the politicizing, by refusing
to participate in an event that was being used by politicians to push a particular political program. That's quite a bit of
framing from the network that brought us this spectacle last year. I wonder if they'll hold a similar primetime event for the
Colorado teenagers who clearly weren't on board with instantly exploiting their trauma to advance the "correct" agenda.

I'll leave you with two names, and a harrowing thought piece. We are not naming the accused gunmen. We are mourning the
loss of Kendrick Castillo, who died as he risked his life to stop the spree, and applauding Brendan Bialy who forcibly
disarmed the shooter (an armed security guard, a former Marine, detained the other shooter):

The three students who disarmed a gunman in a Colorado school shooting leapt up from their desks without a word and
with no thought for their own safety when they spotted the gun, recounted one of the young men. They slammed the
teenager, a classmate of theirs, against the wall and struggled with him when shots rang out. Kendrick Castillo, who led
the charge, slumped to the ground. His close friend, Brendan Bialy, wrestled the gun away and called out to Castillo.
There was no response, Bialy told a roomful of reporters on Wednesday as he recalled what happened the previous day at
STEM School Highlands Ranch. “Kendrick went out as a hero,” Bialy said. “He was a foot away from the shooter and
instead of running the opposite direction he ran toward it.”...“They lost,” he said of the shooters. “They completely and
utterly lost to good people.”

Speaking of those good people, David French wonders if these sort of extraordinary heroics are an imperfect antidote to the
toxic spiral that perpetuates mass shootings:

https://twitter.com/DavidAFrench/status/1126501010833387521

David French  Verified account
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@DavidAFrench

@DavidAFrench

As three straight mass shooters have confronted immediate, fierce resistance, has a Flight 93-style change happened? As
policy-makers struggle to grapple with a problem beyond their control, citizens deprive shooters of the carnage and fame
they crave:

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1126255761435316237/1Rl5gtEz?format=jpg&name=600x314
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HATEFUL HILLARY HOPES TO RUN AGAIN

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/60/32c28ada-c980-4373-bb6d-88386aae861c.png

Hillary Clinton is the gift that just keeps on giving to President Donald Trump and the Republican Party. She will not leave
the political stage and continues to keep herself in the public eye. After completing a rather unsuccessful speaking tour with
her husband, former President Bill Clinton, in which ticket prices were slashed dramatically to fill empty seats, Hillary
Clinton decided to visit New Hampshire, the site of the first presidential primary in 2020.

Not only is Clinton not ready to endorse any of the almost two dozen declared Democratic presidential candidates, she is
still flirting with a third race for the presidency. It seems Hillary is a horrible listener and did not get the message from the
2016 election that the voters of America don’t like her.

Despite being given CNN debate questions from her friend Donna Brazile, Hillary had to cheat to defeat Senator Bernie
Sanders and win the 2016 Democratic Party presidential nomination. In the general election, she outspent political novice
Donald Trump by a two-to-one margin and still lost in an electoral vote landslide. What was truly amazing about her defeat
was that she had 95% of the media on her side and decades of political experience on her team, but was still defeated by a
candidate who had never run for any political office. Trump understood the importance of campaigning in states like
Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, which were ignored by Hillary.

Ever since Election Night of 2016, Hillary has harbored a deep animosity against both Donald Trump and the American
people who rejected her. She was never a gracious loser and claimed that she was a victim of a great injustice. On her
speaking tour, at an event in Los Angeles, Clinton said that despite running “the best campaign,” a candidate can “still have
the election stolen from you.”

Clinton was obviously referring to her loss, for which she continues to offer a variety of lame excuses. Of course, the real
reason for her stunning loss was that she was an awful candidate. According to Kellyanne Conway, White House Counselor
and former Trump Campaign Manager, Hillary Clinton possesses a “fierce inability, intractable inability to connect with
Americans.”

Instead of admitting the truth, Hillary regularly points to “Russian meddling” as one of the reasons for her defeat, even
though her campaign was one that peddled the phony Steele dossier. This salacious and unverified document was produced
by Russian sources working through anti-Trump former British agent Christopher Steele. It led to the spying on Trump aide
Carter Page and the unprecedented surveillance of an opposing political party’s presidential campaign by U.S. intelligence
agencies.

While Hillary’s campaign was not successful in electing her President, it was successful in setting up Donald Trump for
years of unfair and potentially illegal harassment. Trump was the true victim of a smear and spying campaign, while Hillary
was given every possible advantage. For example, she should have been indicted by the Department of Justice, but her
husband mysteriously met with then U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch on the tarmac of the Phoenix airport. They
supposedly discussed golf and grandchildren, but, soon thereafter, then FBI Director James Comey exonerated Hillary
despite mountains of evidence, such as her improper handling of classified emails.

Hillary Clinton was allowed to scrub her computer, destroy her cell phones and was questioned by the FBI in the presence
of her attorneys, who were given immunity. She was the beneficiary of a double standard of justice from the very beginning,
while her opponent was targeted and surveilled.

Her continuing comments are both laughable and sad. They reflect an individual with an inability to accept reality. She plays
the victim card, while ignoring her tremendous flaws as a candidate and the massive advantages that she enjoyed.

Hillary Clinton will never be able to move past the 2016 election for everything was arranged for her to win. She just did not
expect a candidate like Donald Trump to arise and espouse a powerful message that connected with 63 million American
voters.

Obviously, Hillary wants to run for President again and take on Donald Trump in a 2020 election rematch. While she
continues to harbor this fantasy, it will only hurt the Democratic Party and boost President Trump’s chances for re-election.
As long as she continues to mount a pseudo campaign highlighted by her long list of grievances, Hillary Clinton will serve
as a great reminder to the American people that they made the right choice in the 2016 election.

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump Just Gave Mayor Pete His New Nickname: Alfred E. Neuman

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/124/42092044-d4d9-4025-9226-8b1ae2496091.jpg

Say what you want about the man, but President Donald J. Trump reigns king in terms of giving his political opponents
nicknames. His latest moniker was bestowed upon South Bend Mayor Pete Buttigieg during an interview with Politico on
Friday. The commander-in-chief bluntly told the magazine that "Alfred E. Neuman cannot become president," referring to the
iconic mascot for the magazine MAD.

The president made his remarks during a 15 minutes interview with Politco Friday afternoon. As noted by the magazine,
"Neuman’s freckled, gap-toothed face and oversized ears have for decades graced the cover of the humor magazine Mad."

Indeed, a side-by-side comparison of "Mayor Pete" and Alfred E. Neuman shows the president nailed the description.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6R2OJ-X4AEA24n.jpg

Michael Tracey  Verified account

@mtracey

@mtracey

OK, Trump referring to Mayor Pete as "Alfred E. Neuman" is genuinely hilarious

https://twitter.com/mtracey/status/1127172577607155712

Buttigieg, for his part, admitted he had to Google who exactly the president was speaking about. "I’ll be honest. I had to
Google that," Mayor Pete told Politico. "I guess it’s just a generational thing. I didn’t get the reference. It's kind of funny, I
guess. But he’s also the president of the United States and I’m surprised he’s not spending more time trying to salvage this
China deal."

As one source close to President Trump told Politico, these nicknames give President Trump a huge edge over his
opponents, whether the American political class likes to admit it or not.

“Trump believes that if you can encapsulate someone in a phrase or a nickname, you can own them,” the source said. “Low
energy Jeb, Little Marco, that kind of sh* really diminishes people and puts you in control of them and that’s what Trump is
a genius for doing*.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Just Re-Read Q'anon's Drop 3325 : Why Did Obama Assign "Renegade" as His US Secret Service Codename

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/7cb3a5cf265b2db7e05503d774efe109b2dc956c6398591f29c07500db1029f2.jpeg

3325

Why Did Obama Assign "Renegade" as His US Secret Service Codename?

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI 25 Apr 2019 - 6:20:28 PM

Why would a President of the United States [HUSSEIN] assign 'RENEGADE' as his USSS codename?

Define 'Renegade'.

noun

1. a person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles.

synonyms: traitor, defector, deserter, turncoat, betrayer;

adjective: renegade

1. having treacherously changed allegiance.

Q

ABOVE IS AN ACTUAL Q DROP # 3325 WHERE Q IS TELLING US OBAMA DESERTED AMERICA

Q'ANON WANTED US TO READ EACH NOUN AND ADJECTIVE THAT EXPLAIN EXACTLY WHAT A RENEGADE IS

BECAUSE BEING AN INSIDER Q'ANON KNOWS THAT OBAMA LIVED UP TO HIS CODE NAME

AND BARACK OBAMA WASN'T ONLY A TREASONOUS TRAITOR TO AMERICA AND HER PEOPLE

BUT OBAMA HAD A TREACHEROUSLY ALLEGIANCE WITH MUSLIM TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS

Q'ANON WANTS US TO KNOW THAT OBAMA NOT ONLY HAS HE COMMITTED TREASON AGAINST AMERICA

BARACK OBAMA HAS ALSO COMMITTED SEDITION IN TRYING TO COVERTLY HAVE PRESIDENT TRUMP IMPEACHED

AND REMOVED FROM THE PRESIDENCY BEFORE TRUMP CAN INVESTIGATE ALL THE CRIMES OBAMA HAS

COMMITTED AGAINST AMERICA AND HER PEOPLE

( BELOW IS A MEME OF JUST SOME OF OBAMA'S CRIMES )

https://i.redd.it/hh25exvs9pu21.jpg

BUT THAT'S NOT EVEN COUNTING THE CASH DEAL OBAMA MADE WITH IRAN, YOU REMEMBER ALL THAT CASH ON
PALLETS IN THE DARKNESS OF NIGHT. I'M SURE OBAMA STOLE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN THAT CROOKED DEAL. I
SAY AG. BARR SHOULD INVESTIGATE OBAMA'S BANKING AND OFFSHORE BANK ACCOUNTS AND THERE HE WILL
FIND STOLEN AMERICAN TAX DOLLARS. NO WONDER THE LIBERAL'S ARE ACTING SO CRAZY AND WANT BARR
REMOVED NOW THAT THE FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION HASN'T WORKED TO REMOVE PRESIDENT TRUMP AND AG
BARR HAS SAID HE WILL INVESTIGATE WHO WHAT WHERE AND WHEN THIS WHOLE BIG RUSSIA LIE STARTED AND
WAS PUT INTO MOTION.

I LIKE MOST OF YOU PATRIOT'S WANT TO SEE THE TRUE TRAITOR BARACK OBAMA, A TRAITOR TO AMERICA AND
HER PEOPLE BE ARRESTED AND PROSECUTED FOR CRIMES OF TREASON AND SEDITION AGAINST SITTING
PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

SOON ALL THE TRUTH WILL BE OUT IN THE OPEN FOR ALL TO SEE BECAUSE DONALD TRUMP IS A MASTER AT HIS
JOB AND HE WILL BRING DOWN THE WHOLE CROOKED DEMOCRAT PARTY , JUST BE PATIENT AND IT WILL ALL COME
TO PASS. Q'ANON HAS SHARED WITH US FOR A LONG TIME NOW AND AND WHEN THE SHIT HITS THE FAN WE ALL
WILL BE EXCITED AND PLEASED WITH OUR GREAT PRESIDENT HOW HE WENT THROUGH ALL OF THIS AND TOOK SO
MUCH SHIT THAT ANY NORMAL MAN COULD NOT HANDLE. SO BE HAPPY THAT DONALD TRUMP IS YOUR PRESIDENT
IN THIS TRYING TIME FOR AMERICA BECAUSE THE REASON YOU SEE ALL THE DEMOCRAT'S ACTING SO BAT SHIT
CRAZY IS BECAUSE THEY KNOW THEIR TIME IS RUNNING OUT AND THEY WILL BE PROSECUTED FOR ALL THEIR
CRIMES THEY HAVE COMMITTED SINCE COMING TO WASHINGTON DC.

TRUST THE PLAN PATRIOTS & HAVE A BLESSED WEEKEND

WWG1WGA
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Video has recently surfaced depicting a violent assault on the campus of the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill last
month. The video shows a female student attacking a young man after she apparently became angry over anti-abortion
signage, according to a report by Campus Reform.

The young man, Austin Beigel, is an intern with the pro-life group Created Equal. Biegel said in a Facebook post that he
was attacked while “peacefully talking to students about abortion,” adding that “violence from abortion supporters is
becoming more common.”

The female attacker appears to be a student who attends the university.

Created Equal was reportedly on the UNC campus in order to display “large signs depicting the gruesome reality of abortion”
and engage in conversations with students on April 2, a Tuesday press release from the group said. The appearance was
part of a bigger tour across 14 college campuses, located in three different states.

“Footage of the outburst begins with a woman asking our team, ‘Did you put these [signs] up?’” the press release stated,
according to The Daily Caller News Foundation. “When they respond affirmatively, she proceeds to repeatedly punch and
kick a member of our staff."

The video shows the attacker repeatedly shouting that her victim is a “f*cking terrible person,” and that the signage is “not
okay,” adding that it is “triggering.”

Created Equal President Mark Harrington reportedly said Tuesday that the university had still not reached out to the group,
but that police had charged the assailant with non-aggravated assault. Campus Reform was not able to independently
confirm those charges with the UNC police.

"Pro-abortion activists are losing the argument,” said Harrington, “and instead of seeking debate they are escalating the
violence on peaceful preborn defenders on college campuses. We will never cave to acts of violence or intimidation. We will
return hate with love for mothers and their babies."

According to The Daily Caller News Foundation, campus police confirmed the identity of 19-year-old attacker Jillian
Alexandra Ward, who allegedly assaulted Beigel and struck him in “the face and stomach with her fist."

Ward’s Facebook account indicates that she considers herself to be a “feminist,” “mental health advocate,” and “activist.”

Beigel does not appear to be deterred by the attack, however.

“I hope you pray for the heart of the young woman who attacked me,” wrote Beigel on Facebook, “because ‘There but by the
grace of God go I.’ Please consider supporting me and my wife so that I can continue bringing the truth in love to the many
lost people in our country. Your donations make it possible for lives to be saved and changed by God through my ministry.”

Campus Reform reportedly reached out to UNC for comment, but did not receive a response in time for publication.

( LINK BELOW )
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This Texas Democrat Just Admitted The Real Reason Why The Left Wants Trump Impeached

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/116/39de9cf8-795a-4f73-a9d3-7c9c60bae540.png

Even for Democrats who want to impeach and remove President Trump, they know the waters of this are murky, choppy, and
loaded with peril. You cannot go off half-cocked. One minor misstep can lead to political blowback that could all but assure a
second term for Donald Trump—and with this current crop of Democrat, there are a lot of loudmouths who could mess things up.
I’m not complaining about that. I hope Democrats continue to reach full froth on impeachment and Russian collusion because
they’re looking totally insane. And if Nancy Pelosi wants to keep her caucus from going totally off the reservation, she better
speak to Rep. Al Green (D-TX), who said that the Democrats just have to impeach Trump…because he will get a second term.
Green sad this during an MSNBC interview on May 4 (via Free Beacon):

Rep. Al Green (D., Texas) said … that if Democrats don't begin impeachment proceedings against

President Donald Trump, "he will get re-elected."*

Green, who has called for Trump's removal from office since 2017 and introduced articles of impeachment that year, told MSNBC
that he dismissed the idea that impeaching Trump could help him politically.

"I'm concerned if we don't impeach this president, he will get re-elected. If we don't impeach him, he will say he's been vindicated,"
Green said. "He will say the Democrats had an overwhelming majority in the House and they didn't take up impeachment. He will
say that we had a constitutional duty to do it if it was there, and we didn't. He will say he's been vindicated."

It isn’t new for Green to be pushing for impeachment. He has been at the forefront of the impeach Trump train from the beginning.
He’s filed articles of impeachment before—all without success. Yet, is this an admission of fear? The 2020 Democratic clown car
is loaded with has-beens and no-names. It’s now over 20 candidates, and New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio might be joining the
mix. It’s a left-wing circus. At the same time, while the Democrats tout their strength with women and diversity, it’s old white dudes
leading the field. You bet there will be an increase in identity politics nonsense when the debates begin. It will be a massive race
concerning who can out-liberal the other. It’s a one-way ticket to crazytown, which the larger electorate will find unpalatable. Free
college, Medicare for All, open borders, and the Green New Deal. Oh, and no plan to pay for any of this other than taxing Amazon,
or something. So, yeah—I can see Green’s point. Trump is on the track to re-election, especially if the economy keeps roaring.

( LINK BELOW )
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AOC You Later, Biden! Ocasio-Cortez Says Former Vice President's Moderate Global Warming Stance Is A Dealbreaker

BY THE LOOKS OF IT NOT EVEN ARE LIBERAL'S GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE NEW LIBERALS

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/60/144893b6-0b4b-4509-bada-08f98e793219.png

Hey Joe, what do ya know? Apparently not much when it comes to fighting against global warming, according to Democratic
Socialist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. The freshman Congresswoman and leader on the socialistic style Green New Deal
tweeted her disgust after sources revealed a part of Joe Biden's plan to combat climate change, saying the Vice President
displayed a "lack of leadership" with his potential "middle ground" proposal.

According to Reuters, "[t]he backbone of the policy will likely include the United States re-joining the Paris Climate
Agreement and preserving U.S. regulations on emissions and vehicle fuel efficiency that Trump has sought to undo,
according to one of the sources, Heather Zichal, who is part of a team advising Biden on climate change. She previously
advised President Barack Obama."

Reuters source also said that "the policy could also be supportive of nuclear energy and fossil fuel options like natural gas
and carbon capture technology, which limit emissions from coal plants and other industrial facilities."

In response, Rep. Ocasio-Cortez said, "This is a dealbreaker. There is no 'middle ground' w/ climate denial & delay. Blaming
'blue collar' Americans as the main opponents to bold climate policy is gas lobbyist 101."

"We’re not going to solve the climate crisis w/ this lack of leadership. Our kids’ lives are at stake," she added.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez  Verified account

@AOC

@AOC

More Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Retweeted Naomi Klein This is a dealbreaker.

There is no “middle ground” w/ climate denial & delay.

Blaming “blue collar” Americans as the main opponents to bold climate policy is gas lobbyist 101.

We’re not going to solve the climate crisis w/ this lack of leadership. Our kids’ lives are at stake.Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
added,

Naomi Klein

Verified account

@NaomiAKlein

No Joe, there is no "middle ground" on climate breakdown - there is bold, transformative action or there is sinking
ground, burning ground and churning ground. "Presidential hopeful Biden looking for ‘middle ground’ climate policy"

This is Rep. Ocasio-Cortez's first comments about a specific candidate in the 2020 race and could spell trouble for the
current front runner of the Democratic primary campaign. A recent poll of Democratic 2020 primary voters indicated climate
change, second only behind health care, was one of the top concerns for party voters.

As reported by Townhall shortly after Biden entered the race, progressives already displayed concerns with the
establishment Democrat's previous policy proposals. Former AOC adviser and current Justice Democrats' spokesperson
Waleed Saheed "questioned 'how [Biden's] going to explain to voters who have been affected by his decisions on mass
incarceration, the war in Iraq, and financial deregulation and unfair trade deals'" in the crowded field of presidential
candidates all vying to rev the increasingly far-left base.

Rep. Ocasio-Cortez has yet to endorse a 2020 candidate.
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WE ARE THE NEWS NOW PATRIOTS, TRUST NO NETWORK FOR THEY ARE ALL OWNED BY THE GLOBALIST ELITE

A Patriot Comments Proof : That The Mainstream Media Surely Got Their 4:00 AM Talking Points In This Video

IN A POST I DID TODAY A PATRIOT @CokeOrPepe COMMENTED ON MY POST WITH THIS VIDEO:

https://youtu.be/rLEchPZm318/YouTUBE

I WANTED TO SHARE THIS BECAUSE IT TOTALLY PROVES THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA ARE FAKE NEWS

JUST LIKE PRESIDENT TRUMP SAYS, THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA ARE OUR ENEMY

THEY ABSOLUTELY ALL GOT THE 4:00AM TALKING POINTS IN THIS VIDEO

SO REGARDLESS OF WHAT ANY NETWORK REPORTS ON ANY GIVEN DAY IT IS FAKE NEWS

I DON'T KNOW OF ANY NEWS NETWORK THAT REPORTS ACTUAL NEWS AND NOT LIBERAL PROPAGANDA

WE ARE THE NEWS NOW PATRIOTS, TRUST NO NETWORK FOR THEY ARE ALL OWNED BY THE

GLOBALIST ELITE

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE WE FIGHTING AGAINST AN EVIL BEAST

GOD BLESS Q'ANON & GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA

( link to video below )

https://youtu.be/rLEchPZm318/YouTUBE .... Thank You @CokeOrPepe
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WE ARE THE NEWS NOW PATRIOTS, TRUST NO NETWORK FOR THEY ARE ALL OWNED BY THE GLOBALIST ELITE

A Patriot Comments Proof : That The Mainstream Media Surely Got Their 4:00 AM Talking Points In This Video

IN A POST I DID TODAY A PATRIOT @CokeOrPepe COMMENTED ON MY POST WITH THIS VIDEO:

https://youtu.be/rLEchPZm318YouTUBE

I WANTED TO SHARE THIS BECAUSE IT TOTALLY PROVES THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA ARE FAKE NEWS

JUST LIKE PRESIDENT TRUMP SAYS, THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA ARE OUR ENEMY

THEY ABSOLUTELY ALL GOT THE 4:00AM TALKING POINTS IN THIS VIDEO

SO REGARDLESS OF WHAT ANY NETWORK REPORTS ON ANY GIVEN DAY IT IS FAKE NEWS

I DON'T KNOW OF ANY NEWS NETWORK THAT REPORTS ACTUAL NEWS AND NOT LIBERAL PROPAGANDA

WE ARE THE NEWS NOW PATRIOTS, TRUST NO NETWORK FOR THEY ARE ALL OWNED BY THE

GLOBALIST ELITE

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP BECAUSE WE FIGHTING AGAINST AN EVIL BEAST

GOD BLESS Q'ANON & GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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CANDACE OWENS: THESE STUDENTS ARE HEROES! UNBELIEVABLY BRAVE!!

https://www.gannett-cdn.com/presto/2019/05/09/USAT/dcebd3f0-5299-4ad0-943a-3f580ec350af-
VPC_COLORADO_SHOOTING_RALLY_WALK_OUT_DESK_THUMB.png

Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

WOW!!! The students of the Colorado shooting WALKED OUT of the vigil saying that they would

NOT allow their pain to be politicized by leftist politicians and journalists looking to pass gun

control.

THESE STUDENTS ARE HEROES! UNBELIEVABLY BRAVE!!

https://www.gannett-cdn.com/presto/2019/05/09/USAT/5546dd81-258f-40e7-ba4c-59758e43491f-colorado_vigil.JPG

( Students walk out of Colorado school shooting vigil, saying their trauma was being politicized USA Today )

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1126515468083314689
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NYPD Adding Officers Who Died From 9/11-Related Illnesses To Memorial

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/911memorial_05102019getty.jpg

The New York City Police Department (NYPD) on Friday will add the names of 47 police officers who have died due to 9/11
related illnesses to a memorial commemorating those who lost their lives in the attack.

"All 47 of those lost are casualties of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks that shocked the world," wrote NYPD
Commissioner James O'Neill in an ABC News op-ed.

"While more than 3,000 Americans were killed in the devastating flurry of events in a single day, few then imagined that
Americans would still be stricken by — and dying from — 9/11-related illnesses almost 18 years later," he added.

In 2018, 15 officers died from cancer and other illnesses they were found to have because of their work on or after Sept. 11.
O'Neill wrote that more than 500 officers have or had 9/11-related cancers.

He also asked Congress to restore the Victims Compensation Fund "for as long as it takes and as much as it costs" to help
first-responders and their loved ones in the piece.

"We know that the names of fallen cops from 9/11 that we will add to our Police Memorial wall on Friday, won’t be our last,"
he wrote.

( LINK BELOW )
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Parents Say 2nd-Grade Teacher Tried To Convince Their Son, 8, That He Was Transgender: 'He Feels Different Now; He
Feels Confused'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19457169/1200x600.jpg

An Oregon mother and father are suing a school district for nearly $1 million after they say their son's second-grade teacher
last year asked him several times if he thought he was a girl and held him out of recess to read books, watch videos, and
have one-on-one conversations about being transgender — all without their knowledge, KPTV-TV reported.

"He feels different now, he feels confused," the mother told the station, which didn't reveal her identity or the father's
identity. "To hear your son say that ... on a couch talking to a therapist, holding back tears — it's very heartbreaking."

What's the background?

The parents told KPTV it started when their son began using the staff restroom at Nellie Muir Elementary School in
Woodburn because a stomach condition left him feeling uncomfortable using the boys' restroom. They added to the station
they believe the teacher assumed their son — who was 8 at the time — was uncomfortable using the boys' restroom
because he was transgender.

The mother and father also told KPTV the teacher — who they said still works at the school — obtained transgender-
themed materials to share with their son from one of the teacher's transgender friends.

Then the boy brought home one of the books from school, the parents told the station.

https://twitter.com/BonnieSilkman/status/1126346065609760769

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6GVxivU0AU3kuj.jpg

Bonnie Silkman KPTV  Verified account

@BonnieSilkman

@BonnieSilkman

A father in Woodburn says:

A teacher held one-on-one lessons with his 8-year-old son about the child’s gender identity. The boy was held back from
recess multiple times to discuss if he was transgender. Dad had no idea...until his son brought home this book. Story @
10 #fox12

"She should have notified us if that was the case, if he did say he felt like a girl," the boy's father told KPTV.

The parents' complaint said it was all "an effort to promote [him] becoming transgender" and demonstrate to their son "it is
acceptable to become transgender," the Statesman Journal reported.

"[They] were extremely shocked to find out that she would expose [their son] to various sexual concepts, such as the
difference between male and female body parts," the family's attorney Edgar Diaz said in the lawsuit, the paper added.

The parents filed a complaint with the school but said school officials minimized what has occurred, telling them, "If this
happened in Portland, it would not be a big deal," the Statesman Journal said.

Alleged repercussions

"Still today, a year later, if he plays with my niece, he's a girl in that moment … if he plays with my nephew, he's a boy," the
mother added to the station.

*Also, the boy now shies away from playing with "girl" toys or playing "girl-related" games and underwent personality
changes, becoming more depressed, aggressive, and isolated, the paper said.

More from KPTV:

The mother says her son was left confused and hurt after being singled out. Now, a year later, the 9-year-old is taking
anxiety medication and going to therapy, according to his parents. The family says the boy's confusion and emotional
distress has also affected the entire family. The father says he's suffering from panic attacks and the mother says she's
now on medical leave, suffering from anxiety and depression, and staying home from work

"He has also become afraid of attending his current school, seeing [the teacher], and using the boys' bathroom," Diaz said
in the complaint, the Statesman Journal reported.

"He can be whatever he wants, I don't care what he is," the father told the station. "I just want him to be my happy son, and
I feel like she messed that up. It frustrates me that my son can be influenced that drastically and nothing be done about it;
they just wanted to sweep it under the rug."

The parents' lawsuit accuses the school district of negligence, false imprisonment,and intentional infliction of emotional
distress, KPTV said, adding that Woodburn School District said it cannot comment about the lawsuit.
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President Trump Is One Of Few Presidents More Popular Than At Inauguration

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6c/Donald_Trump_swearing_in_ceremony.jpg

Donald Trump is only the third president since FDR whose job approval rating is higher at this point in the third year of his
first term.

The Gallup poll revealed that President Trump’s job approval rate is 46 percent in his 119th week in office, up from 43
percent the week of his January 20, 2017 inauguration day. The only other presidents in the last 74 years whose job
approval rate was higher at this point than their inaugural day were Pres. George HW Bush and his son Pres. George W.
Bush, who both got temporary 20-percentage point job approval up moves after what initially looked like successes in the
First and Second Gulf Wars.

Since Gallup began generating a weekly presidential job approval poll during World War II, Americans have generally tended
to have a more negative attitude of their presidents in his third year in office. Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy,
Johnson, Ford, Carter, Reagan, Clinton, and Obama were all down about 15 points in their 119th week.

Since Donald Trump came down the elevator at Trump Tower in June 2015 to declare his ‘Make America Great Again’
candidacy for the nation’s highest office, the share of white voters without four-year college degrees, the nation’s largest
demographic bloc at 42 percent, the percentage identifying or leaning Republican rose from 54 percent to 59 percent. The
share that identify or lean Democrat remained unchanged at 34 percent.

But Trump’s populist policies appear to have had the opposite effect on white voters with four-year college degrees, the
second largest bloc at 25 percent. American political identity that was tied at 47 percent in mid-2015, has seen a 6-point
gain for Democrat, at the direct expense of a 6-point loss for the Republicans.

With 31 percent of the population, the percentage of non-whites politically identifying or leaning for either party has remained
unchanged since mid-2015 at 66 percent for Democrats and 21 percent for Republicans. The voting intensity of non-whites
declined to 21 percent in 2016 and has continued to stay low at 24 percent.

Presidential job approvals have typically been closely tied to the electorate’s personal finances. The Trump economic boom
and job growth since mid-2015 probably explains why the percentage of Americans that believe the nation is divided into
"haves" and "have-nots," has fallen by 4 percent to just 41 percent; while the percentage that reject the divide has risen to
58 percent. As a sign of how the Trump boom has positively impacted all demographics, only 3 percent more non-whites
now view America as divided into the "haves" and "have-nots."

Americans' optimism about their personal finances has reach the highest levels in more than 16 years, with 69 percent
expecting to be financially better off in a year. About 56 percent of Americans rate their “personal financial situation as
excellent/good.” Fifty-six percent of Americans say they are now able to save money; while just 26 percent are “making
ends meet.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Some people have a favorite music artist or novelist that inspires them, that speaks truths in ways others simply don’t.

I’m a political geek, so my tastes tend to run a bit differently. Instead of obsessing over Beyoncé or Thomas Pynchon
(although, in fairness, I do come close to obsessiveness on Pynchon), my choice in this department would be investigative
journalist John Solomon.

If you haven’t heard of Solomon, well, then, shame on you. While the media was fixated on whether the Trump campaign
had merely colluded with Russia or really, really colluded with Russia, Solomon was churning out report after report about
the sausage-making aspect of the collusion investigation, including one of the first pieces alleging that the investigation had
begun before the FBI had acknowledged it had.

Recently, Solomon’s turned his sights on the hive of villainy that is Ukraine’s farcical anti-corruption agencies and the
possibility that the Obama administration may have pressured them to revive and/or drop cases that might have had
political implications for the administration.

And now, Solomon has turned his critical eye toward Christopher Steele’s Trump dossier. Not that the compendium of paid
hearsay from a corpus of dodgy intelligence figures funded by the Clinton campaign hasn’t come under enough deserved
scrutiny, particularly over the fact that it was used to obtain a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court warrant against a
Trump campaign individual.

However, Solomon notes that one part of that warrant application — the assertion that Steele’s intelligence was reliable and
that no one had raised doubts about it — is “fraying faster than a $5 souvenir T-shirt bought at a tourist trap.”

“Newly unearthed memos show a high-ranking government official who met with Steele in October 2016 determined some of
the Donald Trump dirt that Steele was simultaneously digging up for the FBI and for Hillary Clinton’s campaign was
inaccurate, and likely leaked to the media,” Solomon wrote in a piece published Thursday.

“The concerns were flagged in a typed memo and in handwritten notes taken by Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
Kathleen Kavalec on Oct. 11, 2016.

“Her observations were recorded exactly 10 days before the FBI used Steele and his infamous dossier to justify securing a
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) warrant to spy on Trump campaign adviser Carter Page and the campaign’s
contacts with Russia in search of a now-debunked collusion theory.”

As Solomon notes, the FISA warrant vouchsafed that Steele’s “reporting has been corroborated and used in criminal
proceedings,” was “reliable” and the FBI was “unaware of any derogatory information pertaining” to his work.

“That’s a pretty remarkable declaration in Footnote 5 on Page 15 of the FISA application, since Kavalec apparently needed
just a single encounter with Steele at State to find one of his key claims about Trump-Russia collusion was blatantly false,”
Solomon writes.

Kavalec’s notes describe Steele talking about how there was a “technical/human operation run out of Moscow targeting the
election.” It worked by cultivating immigrants to “do hacking and recruiting” for them.

Her summary notes that Steele said the following: “Payments to those recruited are made out of the Russian Consulate in
Miami.”

In brackets, Solomon wrote, Kovalec noted something that should have alerted the FBI to just who it was dealing with:

“It is important to note that there is no Russian consulate in Miami.”

That’s a big whoopsie. So is the fact, according to Kavalec’s notes, that Steele was possibly leaking the information to the
press.

State Department handwritte… by on Scribd
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“June — reporting started,” a note read, mentioning The New York Times and Washington Post as potential outlets that had
the information.

“Those same notes suggest Steele spun some wild theories to State, including one that the Russians had a ‘plant in DNC’
and had assembled an ‘HRC dossier,’ apparent references to the Democratic National Committee and Clinton,” Solomon
wrote.

“She expounded in her typed memo. ‘The Russians have succeeded in placing an agent inside the DNC,’ she quoted Steele
as saying.”

Other dodgy conspiracy theories involved the Russians meeting with Page, one-time Trump campaign chairman Paul
Manafort owing over $100 million to Russia and therefore being malleable, and the oft-repeated fictions that the Russians
and Trump communicated through a computer system and that Trump lawyer Michael Cohen had traveled to Prague.

Solomon says these could have “easily could have been debunked before the FISA application.”

Solomon also lists other damning information we know about Steele: He was fired from the FBI for leaking, the court wasn’t
notified about his firing until long after Election Day, senior Justice Department official Bruce Ohr had known Steele was
“desperate” to nail Trump, etc.

Solomon acknowledged that the recipients of the Kavalec memo are classified, but wrote that it was “unlikely that her
concerns failed to reach the FBI.”
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concerns failed to reach the FBI.”

He also made it clear that even if it didn’t, there’s little doubt bureau knew how weak Steele was:

“Even if the FBI didn’t get Kavalec’s memo, it is just as implausible that the bureau couldn’t figure out, during the many
hours that its agents spent with Steele, what Kavalec divined in a few short minutes: He was political, inaccurate, spinning
wild theories and talking to the media. “

And there is one particular paragraph from Solomon, that I think we all ought to meditate on — even if it’s not new
information:

“Special counsel Robert Mueller’s report, released last month, dispelled all those wild theories while hardly mentioning
Steele, except for a passing reference to his dossier being ‘unverified.’ That’s significant, because the FISA request from
October 2016 that rested heavily on Steele’s information was marked ‘verified application’ before the FBI submitted it to the
court,” he wrote.

The FISA warrant — and by extension, the dossier — is what really kicked two-and-a-half years of investigations and wild,
Oliver Stone-level conspiracy theorizing into high gear.

When Mueller finally issued his report, after assumedly looking into all of the leads Steele had provided, all he could say
was that the former MI5 agent’s work was “unverified.”

That’s damning for Steele, but even more so for the people who used his work to get a FISA warrant even though they knew
that part of the report involved alleged payments from a consulate that didn’t exist.

Yet again, Solomon gets it: This flimsy piece of opposition research isn’t going to die. Except now, it’s not going to be an
investigation into whether the dossier was factual.

It’s going to look into the people who either thought — or pretended to think — that it was true.

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump on Friday predicted Joe Biden would defeat Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) for the Democratic Party's
presidential nomination in 2020, employing a new nickname for the former vice president.

“Looks to me like it’s going to be SleepyCreepy Joe over Crazy Bernie. Everyone else is fading fast!” Trump tweeted early
Friday.

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Looks to me like it’s going to be SleepyCreepy Joe over Crazy Bernie. Everyone else is fading fast!

Trump has previously called Biden “Sleepy Joe” and said Sanders and he are the frontrunners in the 2020 Democratic
primary race. He even suggested last week Sanders has an edge on Biden.

“He’s not as smart as Bernie, and he’s not as quick,” Trump said of Biden during an interview with Boston Herald Radio.

Now, Trump is suggesting Biden has the advantage and using a new name referring to allegations of unwanted touching
brought by more than a half dozen against the former vice president.

The president last month made an offhand remark about rhyming the nickname in an interview with Fox News host Sean
Hannity.

“I thought to refer to him as Sleepy Joe, because a lot of people wanted me to take the word ‘sleepy’ to something that
rhymes with it. Does that make sense to you? And I thought it was too nasty,” he said.

Biden has said he is sorry if he made the women feel uncomfortable and said he will be “more mindful” of respecting others'
personal space.

( LINK BELOW )
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Well, it’s about time. Fired FBI Director James Comey admitted in a CNN town hall that the text messages between also
terminated FBI Agent Peter Strzok and former bureau attorney Lisa Page made the entire agency look like trash. It
damaged the institution and it tarnished the Russia investigation Caleb Howe at Mediaite has more.

Comey was fielding a question from the audience when the topic came up. The audience member asked what Comey
thought should have been the consequences for Strzok, Page, and Andrew McCabe.

“I think, given the standards that we have,” said Comey, “there should have been, and was, severe discipline around their
behavior.”

“Everyone has opinions,” said Comey. “You can’t bring them to work and have them affect your work, there have to be
severe consequences.”

CNN’s Anderson Cooper followed up with several questions, including whether he would “acknowledge” the episode
“damaged” the FBIs reputation and “tarnished” the Russia investigation.

"Definitely, yeah” Comey said.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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NONE OF THESE LIBERAL CLOWNS HAVE A CHANCE IN HELL AGAINST PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IN 2020
ELECTION

(Democrat Clown Car Below )

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6LHtcGVUAUDwJR.jpg

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO MAKE MINCED MEAT OUT OF THESE LIBERAL CLOWNS.

THE DEMOCRAT'S THINK BY RUNNING 21 - 22 - 23 - UP TO 30 CLOWNS FOR CANDIDATE OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY

THAT THEY CAN BEAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP FOR THE JOB AS POTUS IN THE 2020 ELECTION.

DEM'S THINK THEY CAN GET MORE VOTERS INCLUDING ILLEGAL ALIEN'S TO VOTE DEMOCRAT.

EXCEPT DONALD TRUMP THE CANDIDATE HAS NEVER LOST ANY VOTERS SINCE 2016,

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HAS GAINED SO MANY MORE VOTERS SINCE HE HAS BECOME PRESIDENT,

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND CREATED THE GREATEST ECONOMY AMERICA HAS EVER HAD.

GET READY REPUBLICAN'S BECAUSE THE LIBERAL CLOWN CAR MIGHT GROW MORE CROWDED AS

MORE DELUSIONAL DEMOCRAT'S BELIEVE THEY CAN BECOME PRESIDENT SINCE THEY ACTUALLY THINK

THAT THEY WILL BE ABLE TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT TRUMP. SORRY DEM'S BUT NO BANANA'S, BUT JUST KEEP
TRYING

AND MAYBE YOU CAN FOOL YOUR CONSTITUENTS JUST TO MAKE A QUICK BUCK LIKE HILLARY CLINTON DID

HILLARY CLINTON IN THE 2016 ELECTION BY NOT CAMPAIGNING BUT ONLY GOING TO FUNDRAISERS

POCKETED A LEAST ANOTHER BILLION THAT SHE DIDN'T SPEND ON HER SHITTY CAMPAIGN.

BUT ONE THING I AM SURE OF IS THAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP WILL WIN IN THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION

NOT ONLY WILL TRUMP WIN IN 2020 BUT HE WILL DECIMATE WHOEVER THE LIBERAL CLOWN ENDS UP BEING

AND PRESIDENT TRUMP WILL BE THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA UNTIL JANUARY 20, 2025

MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN & WE ARE GOING TO KEEP AMERICA GREAT

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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NOT EVEN ONE OF THESE LIBERAL CLOWNS HAS A CHANCE AGAINST PRESIDENT DONALD

TRUMP IN THE 2020 ELECTION

(Democrat Clown Car Below )
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PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO MAKE MINCED MEAT OUT OF THESE LIBERAL CLOWNS.

THE DEMOCRAT'S THINK BY RUNNING 21 - 22 - 23 - UP TO 30 CLOWNS FOR CANDIDATE OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY

THAT THEY CAN BEAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP FOR THE JOB AS POTUS IN THE 2020 ELECTION.

DEM'S THINK THEY CAN GET MORE VOTERS INCLUDING ILLEGAL ALIEN'S TO VOTE DEMOCRAT.

EXCEPT DONALD TRUMP THE CANDIDATE HAS NEVER LOST ANY VOTERS SINCE 2016,

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HAS GAINED SO MANY MORE VOTERS SINCE HE HAS BECOME PRESIDENT,

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND CREATED THE GREATEST ECONOMY AMERICA HAS EVER HAD.

GET READY REPUBLICAN'S BECAUSE THE LIBERAL CLOWN CAR MIGHT GROW MORE CROWDED AS

MORE DELUSIONAL DEMOCRAT'S BELIEVE THEY CAN BECOME PRESIDENT SINCE THEY ACTUALLY THINK

THAT THEY WILL BE ABLE TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT TRUMP. SORRY DEM'S BUT NO BANANA'S, BUT JUST KEEP
TRYING

AND MAYBE YOU CAN FOOL YOUR CONSTITUENTS JUST TO MAKE A QUICK BUCK LIKE HILLARY CLINTON DID

HILLARY CLINTON IN THE 2016 ELECTION BY NOT CAMPAIGNING BUT ONLY GOING TO FUNDRAISERS

POCKETED A LEAST ANOTHER BILLION THAT SHE DIDN'T SPEND ON HER SHITTY CAMPAIGN.

BUT ONE THING I AM SURE OF IS THAT RESIDENT DONALD TRUMP WILL WIN IN THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION

NOT ONLY WILL TRUMP WIN IN 2020 BUT HE WILL DECIMATE WHOEVER THE LIBERAL CLOWN ENDS UP BEING

AND PRESIDENT TRUMP WILL BE THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA UNTIL JANUARY 20, 2025

MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN & WE ARE GOING TO KEEP AMERICA GREAT

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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Flint’s Trump-Hating Mayor Now Caught in Scandal of a Lifetime

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Karen-Weaver-592x331.jpg

Many cities strive to become well known nationally, but Flint, Michigan, has recently found itself on the map for some very dire
reasons. Flint became infamous for having drinking water so terrible it was literally poisoning its residents — and more and more, it
looks like corruption is the root cause.

Flint, located 70 miles northwest of Detroit and once home to a thriving automotive industry, saw its population nearly drop in half
since its peak in 1960.

All the while, the increasingly crime-ridden city has had nothing but Democrat mayors since 1975 … yet those liberals have
consistently pointed fingers at Republicans for the area’s problems.

You’d think that after decades of watching a once-proud city turn into a hellhole under Democrat leadership, Flint’s residents would
at least try a different tune. But no: In 2015 they once again elected a liberal, Karen Weaver, as mayor.

Predictably, Weaver has been a vocal anti-Trump critic from the start, while also blaming conservatives at the capitol in Lansing
for almost every issue under the sun.

Back in 2017, the liberal mayor slammed President Trump over Puerto Rico hurricane relief and voiced her solidarity with San Juan
Mayor Carmen Yulin Cruz.

In a twist of irony, however, both Cruz and Weaver are now facing serious scandals over how they handled their respective
emergencies. In both Puerto Rico and Flint, there are signs that corruption and incompetence are rampant … and Trump may end
up having the last laugh.

Weaver is now accused of using the Flint water crisis for personal gain by re-directing donations to a political fund she controlled.

“Mayor Karen Weaver asked employees to redirect charitable donors to a nonprofit fund she created shortly after taking office in
2015, an ex-city official testified during a federal whistleblower trial in Detroit on Wednesday,” MLive reported.

The Democrat mayor, of course, is denying the allegations and doing her best to deflect the public relations nightmare, but many
observers aren’t buying her story.

“They got slick,” community activist Arthur Woodson bluntly told MLive. “They were trying to steal the money.”

Slick is certainly the right word. If the accusations are correct, Weaver used her emergency declaration during the peak of the
water crisis in 2015 as a catalyst to receive a significant amount of money from sympathetic donors trying to help the city’s
residents. The way those donations were handled is what first raised eyebrows.

“By January 2016, Weaver, who was elected and took office the previous November, created her nonprofit, Caring for Flint,”
explained MLive. But there were red flags from the start.

“The nonprofit was created as a 527 organization, usually a form of campaign fund created for politicians. Under federal law, a 527
account isn’t required to register or report to the state, can accept direct corporate contributions and is only obliged to report
donors and expenditures if contributions exceed $25,000 in a year,” the newspaper continued.

At the center of the controversy are Jody Lundquist and Natasha Henderson, the city’s former chief financial officer and city
administrator, respectively. They’re now whistle-blowers who are speaking out about what they saw at city hall.

The two former officials say that Mayor Weaver directed her staff to funnel donations meant for the city into her new account,
which made them uncomfortable.

After Henderson began asking questions about how the donated funds were being handled, she was fired by the Democrat mayor.

“The termination prompted Henderson, who claims she was fired for pointing out the questionable donation diversion, to file a
federal Whistleblower Protection Act lawsuit in May 2016 against Flint and Weaver,” MLive said.

That suit has since morphed into a U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals case, which is still ongoing.

No political party is spotless, but there does seem to be a shocking trend of Democrat leaders using their power for personal gain.
Hopefully, the truth in this case will come out — and at the very least, Flint’s residents will think twice about who they’re voting for
in the future.
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Top U.S. and Chinese trade negotiators concluded the first of two days of talks on Thursday to rescue a trade deal that is
close to collapsing as Washington prepares to go ahead with plans to hike tariffs on hundreds of billions of dollars of goods
imported from China. Tension between Washington and Beijing has risen after a major setback in negotiations last week
when China revised a draft deal and weakened commitments to meet U.S. demands for trade reform.

President Donald Trump responded by ordering a tariff hike, and China has said it would retaliate. The 10-month-old trade
war has already cost companies in both countries billions of dollars.

Chinese Vice Premier Liu He, U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer and U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin
talked for 90 minutes on Thursday and were expected to resume talks on Friday. Officials did not speak to reporters as they
left the talks.

In comments to Chinese state media upon arriving in Washington, Liu said that hiking tariffs "is very disadvantageous to
both parties."

"We come here this time, under pressure, which shows China's greatest sincerity, and want to sincerely, confidently, and
rationally resolve certain disagreements or differences facing China and the United States. I think there is hope," he said.

Before they get back around the table on Friday, the United States will have increased duties on $200 billion of Chinese
goods, to 25 percent from 10 percent. The duties apply to cargoes leaving China after 12:01 a.m. EDT (0401 GMT) Friday.

Consumer products, including cell phones, computers, clothing and toys, are to be especially hard hit.

Trump on Thursday took aim at the $325 billion in Chinese goods that are so far untouched by the trade war, saying he was
"starting ... paperwork today" to tax those with a punitive tariff of 25 percent.

Trump, who has adopted protectionist policies as part of his "America First" agenda aimed at rebalancing global trade and
boosting U.S. manufacturing, accused Beijing of reneging on commitments made during months of negotiations.

"We were getting very close to a deal, then they started to renegotiate the deal. We can't have that. We can't have that,"
Trump said at an event at the White House.

Trump said if the two sides cannot make a deal, the United States would go back to manufacturing products that China now
makes. "It'll be the old-fashioned way, the way we used to do it: We made our own product."

U.S. stock indexes closed lower on Thursday ahead of the trade talks, though they pared losses after Trump said he had
received a "beautiful" letter from Chinese President Xi Jinping. U.S. oil prices slid and U.S. Treasury yields fell as investors
sought safe-haven assets.

Data released Thursday showed the U.S. goods trade deficit with China shrank to its smallest level in five years in March,
which could further embolden Trump as he escalates the trade war with Beijing.

Plans by Washington to hike tariffs could cut China's growth by 0.3 percentage points but the strengthening economy has
become more resilient to external shocks, a Chinese central bank adviser said on Friday.

TENSE TALKS

China appealed to the United States to help salvage the deal earlier on Thursday. Commerce Ministry spokesman Gao
Feng said the decision to send Liu to Washington despite the tariff hike threat demonstrated China's "utmost sincerity."

"The U.S. side has given many labels recently, 'backtracking,' 'betraying,' etc. ... China sets great store on trustworthiness
and keeps its promises, and this has never changed," he told a news briefing in Beijing.

A source familiar with the talks said China's changes to the language of the draft trade deal were so extensive it could take
a month to fix them, assuming the United States rejects them.

The talks could still go several ways, a person close to the discussions said.

China could make some concessions to prolong talks even after tariffs and retaliation. The two sides could end
negotiations, given they are so far apart. Or China could reverse the changes to the text and return the negotiations to
where they were a week ago and work toward a deal to be signed at the G20 summit in Japan in June, the source said.

WIDE RIFT

Reuters on Wednesday revealed the extent of the rift that has opened between the two countries, reporting that a draft trade
agreement text sent by Beijing on Friday night was riddled with changes that marked reversals in Chinese commitments
that undermined core U.S. demands.

In seven chapters of the draft, China deleted commitments to change laws to resolve complaints that caused the United
States to launch a trade war: theft of U.S. intellectual property and trade secrets; forced technology transfers; competition
policy; access to financial services; and currency manipulation, sources told Reuters.

The stripping of binding legal language from the draft struck directly at Lighthizer's highest priority. The U.S. trade
representative views changes to China's laws as essential to verifying compliance after years of what U.S. officials have
called empty reform promises.

Trump told supporters at a rally in Florida on Wednesday that China "broke the deal," and vowed not to back down on
imposing new tariffs on Chinese imports unless Beijing "stops cheating our workers."

( LINK BELOW )
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Former FBI Director James Comey on Thursday addressed a portion of special counsel Robert Mueller's report in which
White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders acknowledged misleading the press about Comey's firing.

“I wasn’t shocked, I knew it was a lie when it was first said at the time. And it was I guess gratifying to see the special
counsel have her admit that it was,” Comey said at a CNN town hall.

The former FBI director was addressing Sanders's assertions shortly after his firing in 2017 in which she claimed that
"countless" rank-and-file FBI agents had lost confidence in him. She has since said that her misstatements were a "slip of
the tongue."

“I gather she’s back on saying ‘slip of the tongue’ again," Comey told CNN's Anderson Cooper during the town hall on
Thursday. “And if I need to explain to you what her deal is, I can’t help you.”

Sanders made the comments when seeking to explain President Trump's firing of Comey in 2017.

"The DOJ [Department of Justice] lost confidence in Director Comey. Bipartisan members of Congress made it clear that
they had lost confidence in Director Comey. And most importantly, the rank and file of the FBI had lost confidence in their
director," said during a press briefing at the time.

She later told investigators with special counsel Robert Mueller's team that she made false statements about the firing, as a
"slip of the tongue" and "in the heat of the moment," according to the report.

CNN held its town hall with Comey on the 2-year anniversary of his firing.

( LINK BELOW )
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Anita Hill: #MeToo Could Have Started Long Ago If Biden-led Panel Had 'Done Its Job'

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/bidenjoe_043019getty2.jpg

Brandeis University professor Anita Hill penned an op-ed for The New York Times on Thursday, taking aim at former Vice
President Joe Biden for his failure to take allegations of sexual assault against Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas
seriously in 1991.

In the column for the Times, Hill writes that the #MeToo movement aimed at holding powerful men accountable for acts of
sexual assault and other misconduct could have started in 1991 with the support of the federal government had Biden taken
her claims against Thomas seriously.

Biden has received criticism from the left for his treatment of Hill, who reported last month that Biden had reached out to
apologize for his and other lawmakers' treatment of her during her Senate Judiciary Committee hearings decades earlier
shortly before he announced his presidential bid.

"If the government had shown that it would treat survivors with dignity and listen to women, it could have had a ripple
effect," Hill argued.

"If the Senate Judiciary Committee, led then by Mr. Biden, had done its job and held a hearing that showed that its
members understood the seriousness of sexual harassment and other forms of sexual violence, the cultural shift we saw in
2017 after #MeToo might have began in 1991 — with the support of the government," she added.

Biden's treatment of Hill has been targeted due to his past unwillingness to apologize to Hill, as well as accusations from
fellow Democrats who were in Congress at the time who said that the former vice president was not even planning to allow
Hill's testimony before a group of furious Democratic congresswoman marched to his office and demanded he reconsider.

"[W]e were so upset that they weren't even going to let her testify. And remember, [Biden] was the chairman," former Rep.
Pat Schroeder (D-Colo.) said last month on CNN.

Hill said last month that she was unsatisfied with Biden's apology, which she had likened to a late acknowledgement that
insufficiently addressed his own actions.

“I cannot be satisfied by simply saying I’m sorry for what happened to you. I will be satisfied when I know there is real
change and real accountability and real purpose,” she told the Times.

( LINK BELOW )
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Comey: US Not In A 'Constitutional Crisis,' But System Is Being Tested

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/comeyjames_060817gn_lead.jpg?itok=1lqokueC

Former FBI Director James Comey said Thursday in a CNN town hall that he does not believe, as some top Democrats
have said, that the U.S. is in a "constitutional crisis."

“I actually don’t think so,” Comey said when asked by CNN anchor Anderson Cooper whether the U.S. was in a
constitutional crisis.

“We’re in a time where our constitutional design, the genius of our Founders, is going to be tested, and I think it’s up for it,”
he added during the town hall on the 2-year anniversary of his firing.

He said the battle between the executive and legislative branches of the U.S. government will be fought in the courts.

“A crisis would be if the United States courts say, ‘No, Mr. President, you must comply with this demand’ and he says,
‘No,’ then," Comey said. "We’re not there."

Comey said he did believe the U.S. political system was being “stress-tested.”

Both House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.) have said
they believe the U.S. is in a "constitutional crisis."

The Democrats made the remarks after the Judiciary panel voted Wednesday to hold Attorney General Barr in contempt of
Congress for failing to produce an unredacted version of special counsel Robert Mueller's report and its underlying evidence.

President Trump on Wednesday asserted executive privilege over the report, which was released in redacted form last
month

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump’s Response to Rally Heckler May Keep MSM from Covering This One

https://accuweather.brightspotcdn.com/dims4/default/f79bcd3/2147483647/resize/590x/quality/90/?
url=http%3A%2F%2Faccuweather-bsp.s3.amazonaws.com%2F07%2F2a%2F161a451543389ac311f63b5bc1ef%2Fpanama-city-
beach-trump-rally-5-8-2019.jpg

President Donald Trump had the perfect response to a heckler during his Wednesday rally in Florida’s panhandle.

Trump held a rally in Panama City Beach, Florida, and vented his frustrations with the ongoing crisis at the southern border.

“You have 15,000 people marching up and you have hundreds and hundreds of people, and you have two or three border
security people that are brave and great,” Trump told the Florida crowd.

There has been a huge surge in illegal border crossings, including the series of massive caravans, which has left border
security and local communities overwhelmed.

Trump went on to point out that border security doesn’t use weapons on illegal immigrants, which is an important detail
because the left has accused the Trump administration of mistreating illegal immigrants.

“Don’t forget, we don’t let them use weapons,” Trump said. “We can’t. Other countries do. We can’t. I would never do that.”

“But how do you stop these people?” Trump asked.

Then one heckler attempted to undercut Trump’s message about dealing with illegal immigration in a nonviolent manner.

“Shoot them!” one attendee shouted.

Trump had to respond to the heckler carefully because a bad response would have been jumped on by the media.

But Trump is not a stranger to hecklers, and he dealt with the Florida heckler perfectly by downplaying the comment and
keeping the energy of the rally going.

“That’s only in the Panhandle you can get away with that statement. Only in the Panhandle,” Trump said.

( VIDEO IN LINK )

https://twitter.com/AnandWrites/status/1126473885627637760

Anand Giridharadas  Verified account

@AnandWrites

Trump on immigrants: “How do you stop these people?”

Audience member: “You shoot ‘em.”

Trump: “Only in the panhandle can you get away with that statement.”

Trump acknowledged that the heckler’s comment was ridiculous by saying you can only “get away with that statement” in
the panhandle.

Trump could have brought down the energy of the rally by condemning and apologizing for the heckler, but that would’ve
been unnecessary — Trump’s response made it clear that he didn’t endorse the heckler’s message.

The heckler’s comment was ridiculous and didn’t deserve any recognition beyond Trump’s brief and effective response.

And there’s no doubt the media is disappointed with Trump’s good response. This could have been the establishment
media’s opportunity to paint Trump as a “racist,” but not after such a good response.

This heckler situation is impossible for the media to spin. Trump said that he “would never” let border patrol agents use
weapons and wasn’t swayed by a heckler.

( LINK BELOW )
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Left-leaning law professor Jonathan Turley -- who has stood out in recent years as a rare legal analyst unwilling to allow his
political views to cloud his constitutional judgments -- has written an absolutely devastating column addressing House
Democrats' efforts to hold Attorney General Bill Barr in contempt of Congress. Anti-Trump partisans have compiled a list of
grievances against Barr, many of them specious, but House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler has chosen to
focus the contempt charge on the Attorney General's unwillingness to release a tiny redacted fraction of the Mueller report.
Turley says this is "the weakest possible contempt claim," warning that pursuing it will damage the House, not the
administration. Here's the core of his argument on the redactions-based contempt complaint:

The problem is that the contempt action against Barr is long on action and short on contempt. Indeed, with a superficial
charge, the House could seriously undermine its credibility in the ongoing conflicts with the White House...As someone
who has represented the House of Representatives, my concern is that this one violates a legal version of the Hippocratic
oath to “first do no harm.” This could do great harm, not to Barr, but to the House. It is the weakest possible case to
bring against the administration, and likely to be an example of a bad case making bad law for the House...Barr promised
to release as much of the report as possible, and he has delivered. Indeed, he is not expressly given the authority to
release the confidential report. Yet, he not only released it but declared executive privilege waived on its content. The key
obstruction portion of the report is virtually unredacted. Just 8 percent of the public report was redacted, largely to
remove material that could undermine ongoing investigations. The sealed version of the report given to Congress only
had 2 percent redacted. Democrats are therefore seeking a contempt sanction on a report that is 98 percent disclosed and
only lacks grand jury material.

Barr restricted access to the 98 percent disclosed report, as opposed to the 92 percent public report, due to the inclusion
of evidence impacting ongoing prosecutions. He has offered to expand the number of members and staff to review that
material but insists on it remaining protected. But this has nothing to do with the redactions. It is the 2 percent solution to
a major political dilemma of the left. Faced with a report that rejected the collusion theories of their running narrative,
Democrats want to focus on those 2 percent of redactions rather than over 400 pages of findings. So Congress now will
ask a court to find civil contempt for Barr refusing to release grand jury information. The District of Columbia Circuit
Court of Appeals recently rejected a district court claim to have the “inherent supervisory authority” to disclose grand
jury matters because of great public interest. To make matters worse, the Justice Department has now said the president
has invoked executive privilege over the entire report, making this contempt claim even less likely to prevail over the long
run

Turley also recalls his own testimony before Congress during Barr's confirmation process, in which he stated that by asking
Barr to preemptively pledge to release a completely unredacted version of the Mueller report, Democrats were literally
asking the nominee to promise to violate the law: "As a witness, I testified that they were asking Barr to commit to a
potential criminal act to secure his own confirmation. The report inevitably would contain some grand jury material, which
under the law is information that cannot be publicly released without a court order. It is a crime to unveil such information."
As he mentions in a bolded portion of the excerpt above, a powerful federal court recently fortified the precedent that secret
grand jury records cannot be made public simply as a means of satisfying significant public interest. Absent following a
process dictated by existing law, revealing such information is illegal. House Democrats are seeking to hold America's chief
law enforcement officer in contempt of Congress for declining to commit a crime. Bold strategy.

Again, Barr offered to expand the circle of members and staffers who have access to the 98 percent unredacted report, but
that hasn't impressed the Democrats either. I'd also note that nobody appears to be making a serious case that the
redactions are improper or corrupt or geared toward a "cover up" in any way. Indeed, we know that Robert Mueller's team
worked closely with the DOJ team on completing that task. The notion that they decided to bury some smoking gun
evidence against the president via a bogus redaction is ludicrous -- especially considering how acutely sensitive Mueller
and some of his associates seem to have been to any public perception that they were too soft on Trump. This very much
looks like Nadler & Co wanted to hold Barr in contempt -- perhaps to satisfy the frustrated cravings of their base, which I've
argued is a root cause of Barr Derangement -- so they decided to conjure up some justifications. They've tipped their hand:

https://twitter.com/guypbenson/status/1126503210049343491

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6Ikn2rUcAElrxQ.png

Guy Benson  Verified account

@guypbenson

@guypbenson

"As of this writing, not one of the six Democrats granted access to what amounts to 99.9 percent of

volume II of the Mueller report, which details the president’s behavior as it relates to obstruction of

justice, have taken the opportunity to examine it."

[Barr] has made available to top Democrats the entirety of volume II of the Mueller report, save for two full and seven
partial lines, which were redacted to protect grand jury secrecy in keeping with federal law...As assistant attorney general
William Boyd argued in a letter sent to House Judiciary Committee chairman Jerry Nadler on Monday, Democrats’ refusal
to examine the most transparent version of the report that Barr can legally make available, “naturally raises questions
about the sincerity of the committee’s interest in and purported need for the redacted material.”

Democrats' risible party line response has been to claim that if those members who've been granted access to the less-
redacted version of Mueller's report actually took advantage of that access, it would undermine the party's demands for
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redacted version of Mueller's report actually took advantage of that access, it would undermine the party's demands for
even more access. Good luck selling that spin. Turley's op/ed also points out how "curious" it is that in spite of their
thunderous denunciations of Barr's alleged "lies" to Congress and his outrageous refusal to face questions from Nadler's
panel, neither of those seemingly serious accusations were cited as legal underpinnings for the contempt citation. Why not?
Because, he writes, "House Democrats know both claims would not withstand even a cursory judicial review." Click through
and read his detailed explanations on both issues. The Cliffs Notes version is as follows: Barr's letter to Congress was
accurate, he didn't lie to Congress, and he sparred with a Senate committee for hours, only refusing to appear at a hearing
in which Democrats insisted on outsourcing their questioning for no defensible reason. "Democrats wanted to manufacture a
conflict, and they have succeeded in doing so," Turley correctly concludes. I'll leave you with more damaging hyperbole
from the unserious Mr. Nadler:

https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1126236975663583232

CNN  Verified account

@CNN

@CNN

“We’ve talked for a long time about approaching a constitutional crisis. We are now in it,” House Judiciary Chairman
Jerry Nadler said moments after the committee voted to hold Attorney General William Barr in contempt

Pelosi agrees with him. But there is no such crisis; still -- if, for the sake of argument, one were to accept the premise that
a crisis does exist, re-read Turley's full piece and decide who is responsible for precipitating it. Also, ask yourself why, if
they truly believe their own rhetoric, Democratic leadership is still so allergic to moving forward with impeachment. Could it
be that they're fearful of a self-inflicted political crisis, which would be far more grave than intoning about an ostensible
constitutional one?

( LINK BELOW )
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US OFFICIALS ANNOUNCE ‘FIRST-EVER SEIZURE’ OF NORTH KOREAN SHIP ALLEGEDLY USED TO BUST SANCTIONS

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/kim-jong-un-donald-trump-e1553283769313.jpg

17,061-ton ship that is registered in North Korea.

The Wise Honest was intercepted April 2, 2018, while carrying coal from North Korea. The ship had not operated its
automatic signaling system since Aug. 4, 2017, according to the Justice Department.

The ship was used to “illicitly ship coal from North Korea and to deliver heavy machinery” to the North Korean government,
the Justice Department said. Payments to maintain the vessel were reportedly made in American currency routed through
unwitting American banks. (RELATED: North Korea Launches ‘Unidentified’ Rocket)

“This conduct violates longstanding U.S. law and United Nations Security Council resolutions,” reads a Justice Department
press release.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/GettyImages-1128001817-620x413.jpg

(US President Donald Trump (R) walks with North Korea’s leader Kim Jong Un during a break in talks at the second US-North
Korea summit at the Sofitel Legend Metropole hotel in Hanoi on February 28, 2019. (Photo by SAUL LOEB/AFP/Getty Images)

The seizure comes in the wake of escalating tensions between Washington and Pyongyang. North Korea has launched two
short-range missiles in the past five days, even as President Donald Trump has claimed publicly that he hopes to continue
negotiations over nuclear weapons with Kim Jong Un, North Korea’s dictator.

Trump made a surprise announcement March 22 on Twitter that he was withdrawing a new round of sanctions the Treasury
Department had placed against North Korea earlier that day.

The Wise Honest was used by the Korea Songi Shipping Company to export coal from North Korea to foreign clients from
November 2016 through April 2018. The ship in turn imported machinery to North Korea.

The company is an affiliate of the Korea Songi General Trading Corporation, which was sanctioned June 1, 2017, by the
Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control.

The Songi Trading Corporation is a subordinate of North Korea’s army, the government said.

As part of a scheme to mask the Wise Honest’s country of origin, the Songi company allegedly “falsely” listed other
countries on shipping documents. A representative of Songi also allegedly routed over $750,000 in payments for coal
shipments through unwitting U.S. banks.

Geoffrey Berman, the U.S. attorney for the southern district of New York, said the Wise Honest seizure was the “first-ever
seizure” of a North Korean cargo ship alleged to have violated international sanctions.

“This scheme not only allowed North Korea to evade sanctions, but the Wise Honest was also used to import heavy
machinery to North Korea, helping expand North Korea’s capabilities and continuing the cycle of sanctions evasion,”
Berman said in a statement.

“With this seizure, we have significantly disrupted that cycle. We are willing and able to deploy the full array of law
enforcement tools to detect, deter, and prosecute North Korea’s deceptive attempts to evade sanctions.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/05/09/us-north-korea-ship-sanctions/?
utm_medium=push&utm_source=daily_caller&utm_campaign=push
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Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT!

Psalm 86:5 (NKJV)

For You, Lord, are good, and ready to forgive, And abundant in mercy to all those who call upon

You

https://pics.me.me/god-is-good-psalm-86-5-26181751.png

FIRST OF ALL I'D LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU SO MUCH TO THE LORD OUR GOD THE FATHER IN HEAVEN

SECOND I'D LIKE TO THANK ALL YOU PATRIOTS THAT TOOK THE TIME TO SAY A PRAYER AND COMMENT

MY SURGERY WENT UNBELIEVABLY WELL, EVEN THE NURSE HAD AN EASY TIME PUTTING IN AN IV

YOU'VE GOT TO UNDERSTAND WITH ME, EVERYTHING IS ALWAYS HARD AT HOSPITALS

MY DOCTOR SAID HE BELIEVES THAT HE WAS ABLE TO REMOVE THE REMAINDER OF CANCER IN MY BACK

I ACTUALLY JUST WOKE UP AFTER A GOOD POWER NAP AFTER SURGERY AND I FEEL GREAT!

SO ONCE MY DOCTOR GETS BACK THE REPORT FROM PATHOLOGY I WILL KNOW FOR SURE THAT THE CANCER IS
ABSOLUTELY GONE

I PROMISE I WILL KEEP YOU ALL IN TOUCH AND LET YOU KNOW WHAT THE PATHOLOGY REPORT SAYS

I HOPE ALL IS WELL IN THE CONSERVATIVE SIDE OF THE WORLD AND IN THE Q'ANON SUBS

THANKS AGAIN PATRIOTS FOR ALL YOUR PRAYERS AND BEAUTIFUL WORDS KINDNESS AND LOVE

GOD IS GOOD....NO GOD IS GREAT AND GREATLY TO BE PRAISED, SO LET'S REMEMBER TO

THANK GOD OFTEN

THANKS AGAIN PATRIOTS AND GOD BLESS YOU

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT!

Psalm 86:5 (NKJV)

For You, Lord, are good, and ready to forgive, And abundant in mercy to all those who call upon

You

https://pics.me.me/god-is-good-psalm-86-5-26181751.png

FIRST OF ALL I'D LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU SO MUCH TO THE LORD OUR GOD THE FATHER IN HEAVEN

SECOND I'D LIKE TO THANK ALL YOU PATRIOTS THAT TOOK THE TIME TO SAY A PRAYER AND COMMENT

MY SURGERY WENT UNBELIEVABLY WELL, EVEN THE NURSE HAD AN EASY TIME PUTTING IN AN IV

YOU'VE GOT TO UNDERSTAND WITH ME, EVERYTHING IS ALWAYS HARD AT HOSPITALS

MY DOCTOR SAID HE BELIEVES THAT HE WAS ABLE TO REMOVE THE REMAINDER OF CANCER IN MY BACK

I ACTUALLY JUST WOKE UP AFTER A GOOD POWER NAP AFTER SURGERY AND I FEEL GREAT!

SO ONCE MY DOCTOR GETS BACK THE REPORT FROM PATHOLOGY I WILL KNOW FOR SURE THAT THE CANCER IS
ABSOLUTELY GONE

I PROMISE I WILL KEEP YOU ALL IN TOUCH AND LET YOU KNOW WHAT THE PATHOLOGY REPORT SAYS

I HOPE ALL IS WELL IN THE CONSERVATIVE SIDE OF THE WORLD AND IN THE Q'ANON SUBS

THANKS AGAIN PATRIOTS FOR ALL YOUR PRAYERS AND BEAUTIFUL WORDS KINDNESS AND LOVE

GOD IS GOOD....NO GOD IS GREAT AND GREATLY TO BE PRAISED, SO LET'S REMEMBER TO

THANK GOD OFTEN

THANKS AGAIN PATRIOTS AND GOD BLESS YOU

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers - I'm Having Surgery To Remove The Cancer From My Back Today

FIRST OF ALL I'D LIKE TO THANK EVERY LAST ONE OF YOU FOR ALWAYS LIKING MY POST

I AM GOING UNDER THE KNIFE ONE MORE TIME TO REMOVE THE CANCER FROM MY BACK AREA

THIS WILL BE MY THIRD SURGERY ON MY BACK SINCE I FOUND OUT I HAVE CANCER IN JANUARY

I AM NOW ASKING THAT THE LORD GUIDE THE DOCTORS HANDS AND MAKE THIS SURGERY A SUCCESS

I HAVE FAITH THAT THIS WILL BE MY LAST SURGERY ON MY BACK AND THAT GOD HAS MY BACK ( No Pun Intended )

I PRAY THAT THE LORD BLESSES ALL YOU PATRIOTS THAT MAKE THE VOAT.CO FAMILY SO AWESOME

AND I ASK THAT THE LORD OUR GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON ALWAYS

I THANK YOU FATHER FOR HAVING THE BEST DOCTOR TO DO THE SURGERY AND I KNOW THAT

YOU ARE ALWAYS WITH ME FATHER GOD AND KEEP ME IN YOUR ARMS TODAY FATHER

AMEN

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers - I'm Having Surgery To Remove The Cancer From My Back Today

FIRST OF ALL I'D LIKE TO THANK EVERY LAST ONE OF YOU FOR ALWAYS LIKING MY POST

I AM GOING UNDER THE KNIFE ONE MORE TIME TO REMOVE THE CANCER FROM MY BACK AREA

THIS WILL BE MY THIRD SURGERY ON MY BACK SINCE I FOUND OUT I HAVE CANCER IN JANUARY

I AM NOW ASKING THAT THE LORD GUIDE THE DOCTORS HANDS AND MAKE THIS SURGERY A SUCCESS

I HAVE FAITH THAT THIS WILL BE MY LAST SURGERY ON MY BACK AND THAT GOD HAS MY BACK ( No Pun Intended )

I PRAY THAT THE LORD BLESSES ALL YOU PATRIOTS THAT MAKE THE VOAT.CO FAMILY SO AWESOME

AND I ASK THAT THE LORD OUR GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON ALWAYS

I THANK YOU FATHER FOR HAVING THE BEST DOCTOR TO DO THE SURGERY AND I KNOW THAT

YOU ARE ALWAYS WITH ME FATHER GOD AND KEEP ME IN YOUR ARMS TODAY FATHER

AMEN

@Stonenchizel
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CHUCK SCHUMER & NANCY PELOSI COME TO PEPE
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MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN

KEEP AMERICA GREAT

VOTE DONALD TRUMP 2020
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DEM'S: NO COLLUSION SO CHARGED BARR W/OBSTRUCTION - BUT NOT BARR'S FAULT, MUELLER DIDN'T INDICT

AFTER 2 1/2 YEARS OF MUELLER'S INVESTIGATION , MUELLER FOUND NO COLLUSION & NO

OBSTRUCTION

BECAUSE THE DEMOCRAT'S SURELY CAN'T CHARGE MUELLER WITH OBSTRUCTION SINCE HE WAS SUPPOSE TO BE
THEIR SAVIOR, THE WHITE HAIRED ANGEL OF TRUTH SEEMS TO HAVE FAILED THE DEMOCRATS

https://images.axios.com/JGWvxXYpGGK9FUnDhMaF7pLBLwk=/11x0:605x334/1920x1080/2019/03/24/1553460645005.png

PATRIOTS DON'T WORRY POTUS HAS THIS ALL UNDER CONTROL & THE:

DEMOCRATS ARE ONLY TRYING TO LAY THE GROUNDWORK TO TRY AND IMPEACH PRESIDENT TRUMP, BECAUSE
THEY KNOW THE HAMMER IS COMING AND ALL THEIR CRIMES ARE NOW UNDER INVESTIGATION WITH THIS WHOLE
FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE THAT HAS BEEN PUSHED AGAINST PRESIDENT TRUMP BY THE GLOBALIST OWNED
NEW WORLD ORDER MAINSTREAM MEDIA AND THE BOUGHT AND OWNED DEMOCRATS THAT ARE NOW ONLY
VOICES FOR THE GLOBALIST WHICH HAVE PURCHASED THEIR LOYALTY

ALL I CAN SAY IS I HOPE THE HUBER REPORT IS RELEASED SOON ALONG WITH THE NEWLY INVESTIGATION TO THE
HILLARY CLINTON EMAIL INVESTIGATION THAT WAS FIXED BY STRZOK AND COMEY TO FREE HRC TO RUN FOR
POTUS. THEN PRESIDENT TRUMP CAN ALSO RELEASE ALL THE FISA COURT WARRANTS AND ANY OTHER
CLASSIFIED MATERIAL THAT PROVE THE DEMOCRATS COMMITTED SEDITION AND TREASON AGAINST A SITTING
PRESIDENT AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

THEY NEVER THOUGHT SHE WOULD LOSE ( THE PAPER TRAIL IS YUGE )

WE HAVE ALL IT ALL FOLKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PRAY FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

...DEM'S ARE GITMO BOUND

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS - TRUST THE PLAN

WWG1WGA
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GOLD STAR WIVES LOBBY CONGRESS FOR FULL SURVIVOR BENEFITS

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GettyImages-963356958-e1557335530679.jpg

Nearly eight years after her husband’s death left her to raise their newborn son alone, Gold Star wife Brittany Jacobs is
trying to ensure that families like hers receive their full survivor benefits from the U.S. government.

Jacobs’ husband, Marine Sgt. Christopher Jacobs, was killed in a training accident on Oct. 24, 2011 when an amphibious
assault vehicle slipped into a ravine. Her son, Christian, was just eight months old at the time. (RELATED: Gold Star Wife
Brittany Jacobs Shares Her Family’s Journey)

Like many widows, Jacobs was rushed through a scourge of paperwork, in part so that she could start receiving the benefits
offered to the surviving family members of service members.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GettyImages-689787228.jpg

At the time, Jacobs was instructed to select the “child only” option so that she could avoid something called the “Widow’s
Tax.”

The “Widow’s Tax” refers to the Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP) and Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC) offset.

The SBP is a Department of Defense (DOD) insurance plan that pays survivors a monthly income in the event of a service
member’s early death, while the DIC is a Veterans Affairs (VA) program that gives a tax-free benefit to survivors. Service
members opt into the SBP by paying premiums to enroll in the insurance program.

Survivors, however, are not allowed to “double dip” by receiving benefits across government agencies. For each $1 a
survivor receives in DIC, they lose $1 from their SBP.

“SBP is an insurance annuity earned by years of service and/or paid for as income protection for surviving family members.
It is not standard practice for insurance programs to deny payment because a beneficiary receives income from another
source,” Jacobs wrote in an email to The Daily Caller.

Approximately 65,000 military widows are affected by the SBP/DIC offset.

In order to avoid the Widow’s Tax, some surviving wives opt to sign their SBP benefits away to their children. However,
many do not realize that by doing so, they forfeit the benefit once their child turns 18, or 22 if they are a full-time student.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GettyImages-693810770.jpg

Some people sign these papers days after their husband dies,” Jacobs told the Caller. “I had no idea what I was signing.”

Widows who selected the child option were hit with another unexpected whammy this year, when they discovered that a
new provision in the tax code takes away even more of the benefits to which they are entitled.

The Trump-backed Tax Cuts and Jobs Act made changes to the “Kiddie Tax,” a tax on a child’s unearned income. The tax
would typically apply to trusts or estates, but the new law also includes benefits given to Gold Star children.

Instead of being taxed at the parent’s rate, SBP allocations are now taxed as high as 37%, according to Task & Purpose.

Theresa Jones, whose Navy Lt. husband was killed in a helicopter crash, has seen the tax obligation on her child’s benefit
spike from about $1,150 to $5,400.

“My kids are owing the government back money, that the government gave them, because their dad died, and my kids have
to pay it back,” Jones told Task & Purpose. “And every year this comes around and it’s just this reminder of this tragedy,
and it’s literally like throwing salt in the wound.”

There are currently bills in the House and the Senate that would eliminate the Widow’s Tax, allowing widows to put both
benefits in their name so they can avoid the offset and the higher tax rate on unearned child income. Each bill also allows
widows who previously chose the “child only” option to reselect.

H.R. 553, the Military Surviving Spouses Equity Act, is sponsored by Republican South Carolina Rep. Joe Wilson and
currently sits in the Subcommittee on Military Personnel.

S. 622, the Military Widow’s Tax Elimination Act of 2019, is sponsored by Democratic Alabama Sen. Doug Jones and is
sitting in the Armed Services Committee.

Jacobs, who met President Donald Trump with her son at Arlington National Cemetery on Memorial Day in 2017, believes
the president would support such measures.

“If I could just get five minutes with him I know he would help,” Jacobs told the Caller. “I just know he would.”

A spokesperson for the Department of the Treasury assured the Caller that they are examining the issue.

“We are deeply grateful for the sacrifices made by our brave service members and their families and we are evaluating what
can be done to solve this issue and provide relief to the families of our fallen heroes,” the spokesperson said.

( LINK BELOW )
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Dems Use NYT Report On Trump's Business Losses As An Excuse To See President's Tax Returns

( IF YOU READ WHAT THE DEMOCRATS ARE SAYING, THEY MADE ANOTHER EXCUSE TO SEE TRUMP'S TAXES )

THE DEMOCRAT PARTY HAS NOTHING AT ALL SO THEY MAKE UP SHIT TO AND IMPEACH TRUMP

IT'S REALLY EVIDENT THE DEMOCRATS KNOW THEY HAVE ALREADY LOST THE 2020 ELECTION

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpdonald_041819gn14_lead.jpg?itok=7C69GBOf

Congressional Democrats are seizing on a New York Times article published Tuesday that found President Trump reported
more than $1 billion in business losses from 1985 to 1994, saying the report enhances the need for the Trump
administration to comply with their request for Trump's recent tax returns.

"It does tell us … that it would be useful to see his tax returns," Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) said at an event on
Wednesday hosted by The Washington Post.

Pelosi noted that the statute under which Democrats requested Trump's tax returns states that the Treasury Secretary
"shall" provide requested returns.

"It doesn't say 'may,' 'should,' 'could' [or] 'under certain circumstances,'" she said.

The Times obtained copies on Trump's IRS tax transcripts for 10 years in the 1980s and 1990s, which showed business
losses of $1.17 billion. The news outlet reported in its article that Trump appeared to have lost more money in that time
period than nearly any other American, and that the president only paid income taxes in two of the 10 years.

Trump responded to the article on Twitter Wednesday morning, saying that real-estate developers in the 1980s and 1990s,
"were entitled to massive write offs and depreciation which would, if one was actively building, show losses and tax losses
in almost all cases." He also called the article a "highly inaccurate Fake News hit job!"

The Times article was published one day after Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin rejected a request from House Ways
and Means Committee Chairman Richard Neal (D-Mass.) for Trump's personal and business tax returns from 2013 to 2018.

Neal has said that he expects to decide his next steps by the end of the week, and has signaled that he may go straight to
filing a lawsuit rather than first issuing a subpoena for the documents.

He told reporters Wednesday that the Times article is "not related to the legality of the case."

Rep. Dan Kildee (D-Mich.), a Ways and Means Committee member, said that it seems that during the period of time
covered by the Times article, Trump has done "everything he can in his power to avoid paying taxes."

"It makes us question whether or not he's continued that practice, and that's one of the reasons we're interested [in his tax
returns]," Kildee told The Hill.

Rep. Bill Pascrell (D-N.J.), another Ways and Means Committee member, also said that the article shows that Congress
needs to see Trump's more recent tax returns.

"We now have another part of the truth," Pascrell tweeted shortly after the article was published Tuesday evening. "We
need a lot more."

Rep. Brad Sherman (D-Calif.), a certified public accountant, said the article raises questions about whether Trump is
supporting tax policies that personally benefits him.

"It raises the question, is Trump helping guide us toward tax justice, or does he believe it's tax justice that he should pay
zero income tax," he told The Hill.

Senate Finance Committee ranking member Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) said that the article demonstrates why presidents should
be required to release their tax returns. Wyden has offered legislation that would require presidents to do so, and the House
passed a wide-ranging ethics bill earlier this year that would require presidents to release 10 years of personal and business
tax returns.

“Releasing one’s tax returns is the lowest ethical bar for presidential candidates," he said in a statement.

Congressional Republicans have opposed Democrats' request for the president's tax returns. The top Republican on the
Ways and Means Committee, Kevin Brady (R-Texas), said on Wednesday that the Times story hasn't changed his opinion
that Democrats' request for Trump's returns is inappropriate.

"It gives [Democrats] no ammunition at all," he said. "I still think this is all part of this rush to impeachment."

Democrats also said that the Times report shows that the image that Trump presented during his 2016 presidential
campaign of being a successful businessman was a lie.

"It certainly, I think, blows up the entire foundation of his career and his image. It should anyway," House Budget
Committee Chairman John Yarmuth (D-Ky.) told reporters.

( LINK BELOW )
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Republican Rep 'Can't Wait' To See The Look On The Judge's Face When Dems Try To Hold Barr In Contempt

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/128/3493b9c5-58dd-4df3-a524-70ba856ad6fe.png

The House Judiciary Committee held a hearing Wednesday after President Trump invoked executive privilege to reject
Chairman Jerrold Nadler's (D-NY) demands to see the full unredacted Robert Mueller report. Democrats on the committee
are pursuing contempt charges against Barr for refusing their demands. At the hearing, Republican Rep. Andy Biggs (AZ)
said he “can’t wait” to see the look on the judge’s face when his Democratic colleagues provide the following facts:

Attorney General William Barr offered to let us view the less redacted version of the report, but we

didn’t even bother to look at it

He permitted us to take notes and asked if we can continue to negotiate, but we rejected that too.

We didn’t hold a hearing with Mueller or Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein before our contempt citation.

We wanted him to violate federal law by complying with our subpoena.

The funny thing is, Republicans point out, is that the DOJ says it has offered Congress 92 percent of the report. The rest
Barr is legally forbidden to release, Rep. Tom McClintock (R-CA) noted

Not good enough, says Democrat Cedric Richmond. He "wishes" he could have gotten away with only telling 92 percent of
stories as a kid. Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee (D-TX) went further in asserting that Trump is undermining the Constitution.

McClintock said the American people know better. They won't soon forget that for two years, they were "force fed a
monstrous lie." Mueller and his investigators didn't find collusion between Trump and Russia, so Democrats "needed to
come up with a new lie quick" about obstruction.

( LINK BELOW )
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Panic! At The DOJ? Obama's Spy Czar Nukes Comey And FBI Director Wray's Assertion That Trump Campaign Wasn't
Spied On

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/202/cdba4c6e-2298-4f41-8076-fb28e0052724.jpg

The cat is out of the bag. You cannot put the toothpaste back in the tube. It seems like the Obama administration spied on
the Trump campaign. The only thing left is figuring out the final cast of characters. James Comey, Rod Rosenstein, and
some other familiar faces should be yanked back onto the Hill to discuss everything. From this apparent spy operation
against the Trump campaign to FISA abuses, there are rumblings that the impending IG report on these abuses will be
“scorching.” So, is there panic? There might be, especially after former Director of National Intelligence under Obama,
James Clapper, nuked the FBI’s position that no spying occurred against the Trump team in 2016. The New York Times
reported that some woman named Azra Turk was sent over by the FBI (or CIA) to oversee the spying operation, which also
included longtime CIA operative Stefan Halper trying to infiltrate the campaign. Ms. Turk reportedly was a “honeypot” trying
to pump information out of George Papadopoulos, who said he has no gripes with the Times’ piece other than he thought
Turk was CIA. Yeah, former CIA director under Obama, John Brennan, is also on the list of people who need to get the hell
back to the Hill to answer questions.

Yet, Michael Goodwin of the NY Post also noted how it’s a bit disturbing that the liberal media takes all of this at face
value. How do we know this wasn’t a plot to stop Trump from being elected? How do we know nothing illegal occurred? All
should be answered in due time. With Attorney General William Barr at the helm at DOJ, I have confidence that this will
happen.

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Pay Attention, Dems: Jim Jordan Drops A Huge Truth Bomb About 'Political Surveillance'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/58/d226abde-34ea-46ed-8b22-02fff0ad1ea5.png

The House Judiciary Committee is preparing to vote on whether or not to hold Attorney General William Barr in contempt of
Congress. The Democrats are unhappy because Barr refuses to release a full unredacted version of Special Counsel Robert
Mueller's report.

The document that has been made public has very few redactions. The redactions that did take place fall under four
categories: (1) grand-jury information, which, by law, cannot be made public; (2) investigative techniques that could harm
ongoing intelligence or law enforcement activities; (3) information that, if released, could harm ongoing law enforcement
matters, including charged cases where court rules and orders bar public disclosure by the parties of case information; and
(4) information that would unduly infringe upon the personal privacy and reputitional interests of peripheral third parties.

Before the House Judiciary Committee makes their official vote, various members of the Committee made statements.
Rep. Jim Jordan (R-OH) delivered a fiery speech about the Democrats' attacks on Barr, despite his best efforts to be
transparent while following the rule of law.

"Bill Barr is following the law and what's his reward? Democrats are going to hold him in contempt," Jordan said. "I don't
think today is about getting information. I don't think it's about getting the unredacted Mueller report. I don't think last week's
hearing was actually about staff questioning the attorney general. I think it's, as my colleague said earlier, I think it's all
about trying to destroy Bill Barr because Democrats are nervous he's going to get to the bottom of everything. He's going to
get to the bottom of how and why this investigation started in the first place."

Jordan reiterated a point Barr made a few weeks ago: there were massive failures at the head of the FBI. It's why FBI
Director James Comey and FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe were fired. It's why FBI General Counsel left the
department and is undergoing investigation. It's why Lisa Paige and Peter Strzok left the department.

"There was certainly a failure of leadership at the upper echelon of the FBI," Jordan said.

But he also reminded Committee members of one important tidbit: Barr said spying did occur and his concern about said
spying is warranted.

"He said, in his judgement, he thinks there may have been unauthorized surveillance and political surveillance. Scary
terms," Jordan said.

He also said something his colleagues probably hadn't thought of: each and every one of them should want Barr to
investigate these surveillance issues because it could happen to any one of them.

"In the partisan commotion surrounding the Mueller report, it would be well to remember what can be done to a president
can be done any of us," he said.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1126149693308796928

Rep. Jim Jordan

 Verified account

@Jim_Jordan

@Jim_Jordan

Bill Barr is following the law. What's his reward? Democrats are going to hold him in contempt.
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The 2020 Democrats' Assault On The Middle Class

https://prod-cdn-static.gop.com/media/images/BIDEN_1557320839_Content_Consumption_Large.jpg

2020 Democrats are promising to raise taxes on hardworking Americans by repealing President

Trump’s middle class tax cuts.

A repeal of President Trump’s tax cuts would affect the 82% of middle-income Americans who saw a tax cut in 2018.

Gone would be the average savings of $1,260 that President Trump delivered to the middle class.

To put the benefits of President Trump’s tax cuts into perspective:

The average family of 4 with a household income of $73,000 saw a tax cut of over $2,000. That’s a 58% reduction in federal taxes.
A single parent with one child making $41,000 saw a tax cut of $1,304. That’s a 73% reduction in federal taxes. And because of
the near doubling of the standard deduction, which simplified the tax filing process, taxpayers saved $5 billion. Bloomberg reports,
“Repealing the entire 2017 law would affect nearly every taxpayer by increasing rates and cutting the child tax credit in half to
$1,000. It would also decrease the standard deduction to $12,700 down from $24,000 for a couple filing jointly.”

And it’s not just Harris and Biden who have promised to repeal the Republican tax cuts. Buttigieg, Castro, Gillibrand, Inslee,
O’Rourke, Sanders, Swalwell, and Warren all want to repeal or roll back President Trump’s tax cuts.

Sanders has gone as far as to say that he would raise taxes on virtually everyone.

At a time our country has record low unemployment and is seeing increased average hourly earnings under President Trump, do
2020 Democrats really think their message of “I promise, I’m going to raise your taxes” will resonate with voters?

( LINK BELOW )
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James Comey Calls William Barr's Summary Of Mueller Report "Misleading" And "Inadequate"

In his first television interview since the release of special counsel Robert Mueller's Russia report, former FBI Director James
Comey said Wednesday that Attorney General William Barr's four-page summary of Mueller's nearly two-year long investigation
was "misleading." Comey also blasted Barr's summary of the lengthy probe as "inadequate."

"It certainly gave the impression that Bob Mueller had decided that he was not going to rule on this question of obstruction of
justice when that's not what Mueller did. Mueller laid it out and signaled to a future prosecutor after this individual is out of office
you ought to take a serious look at charging him," Comey told "CBS This Morning" on Wednesday.

Comey, whose dramatic firing by President Donald Trump led to Mueller's appointment as special counsel, said that Mueller was
"trying to be principled and fair" in not explicitly advising the Justice Department to charge Mr. Trump with obstruction of justice
and instead chose to abide by a long-held ruling that the DOJ does not indict a sitting president.

Comey, however, said Mueller's evidence showing 10 potential instances of obstruction of justice committed by the president were
"deeply concerning" to him.

Meanwhile, as Barr claimed during congressional testimony that unauthorized spying on Mr.Trump's campaign had occurred in
2016, Comey maintained that he had "no idea" what Barr was talking about.

"The FBI doesn't spy, the FBI investigates," Comey said. "We investigated a very serious allegation that Americans might be
hooked up with the Russian effort to attack our democracy."

Comey added that "Republicans need to breathe into a paper bag" when it comes to claims of surveillance, and suggested if a
Democratic candidate were talking to foreign adversaries, "they would be screaming for the FBI to investigate and that's all we
did."

He later suggested that Barr has quickly evolved into becoming the "lawyer for the president."

"That's not the role for the attorney general, the attorney general is a political appointee but he or she represents an institution that
has to be aside from politics so that's been disappointing," Comey told CBSN.

While congressional Republicans, including Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell have declared "case closed" on the Russian
interference probe, Comey says that it's time to "move on" by voting in 2020 for the next president.

"The American people now have a clear view of how the president acted. Read the report. If you didn't have a clear enough view of
Donald Trump's character and the way he approaches this office, you now do," Comey said. "It's time to move on to the most
important thing we do which is vote to decide who should represent us as president."

While Democrats continue to push for Mueller to testify himself on the report's findings, Comey said it would be in the special
counsel's best interest to do so.

"I'd very much like him to testify. I think he'd be useful in explaining his thinking and his approach, the good news is even he
doesn't get to testify, that report is extraordinary and detailed," Comey told CBSN. He added, "I don't know why the president
wouldn't want him to, because I thought it was a complete exoneration."

( LINK BELOW )
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$2.5 trillion 'Holy Grail' Found? Breakthrough Discovery Could Lead To 100 Percent Recyclable Plastics, Scientists Say

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/03/931/524/plastic_bogged_screen_lighter.jpg

Plastic pollution in the world's oceans may have a $2.5 trillion impact, negatively affecting "almost all marine ecosystem
services," including areas such as fisheries, recreation and heritage. But a breakthrough from scientists at Berkeley Lab
could be the solution the planet needs for this eye-opening problem – recyclable plastics.

The study, published in Nature Chemistry, details how the researchers were able to discover a new way to assemble the
plastics and reuse them "into new materials of any color, shape, or form."

“Most plastics were never made to be recycled,” said lead author Peter Christensen, a postdoctoral researcher at Berkeley
Lab’s Molecular Foundry, in the statement. “But we have discovered a new way to assemble plastics that takes recycling
into consideration from a molecular perspective.”

Known as poly(diketoenamine), or PDK, the new type of plastic material could help stem the tide of plastics piling up at
recycling plants, as the bonds PDK forms are able to be reversed via a simple acid bath, the researchers believe.

"Poly(diketoenamine)s ‘click’ together from a wide variety of triketones and aromatic or aliphatic amines, yielding only water
as a by-product," the study's abstract reads. "Recovered monomers can be re-manufactured into the same polymer
formulation, without loss of performance, as well as other polymer formulations with differentiated properties. The ease with
which poly(diketoenamine)s can be manufactured, used, recycled and re-used—without losing value—points to new
directions in designing sustainable polymers with minimal environmental impact."

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/new-plastic-image.jpg

A byproduct of petroleum, plastic is inherently made up of molecules known as polymers that are composed of carbon-
containing compounds known as monomers. Once chemicals are added to the plastic for use and consumption, the
monomers bind with the chemicals and make it difficult to be processed at recycling plants, the researchers said.

When the plastics are chopped up in an effort to make new products, it's difficult to predict "which properties it will inherit
from the original plastics," the researchers added.

Prior to the discovery, the unpredictableness of the properties had made it nearly impossible to perform what has been
coined "the Holy Grail of recycling:" a "circular" material that can be used over and over again for any number of products,
including adhesives, phone cases, computer cables and more.

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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APPEALS COURT RULES TRUMP CAN SEND ASYLUM SEEKERS TO MEXICO

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GettyImages-1140855212-e1557312260542.jpg

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled Tuesday that President Donald Trump has the authority to send asylum seekers to
Mexico as they wait for the United States to adjudicate their claims, handing the president a big win on immigration policy.

The “Remain in Mexico” policy seeks to curb catch-and-release by denying fraudulent asylum seekers the incentive of being
released into the interior of the U.S. while their cases proceed in immigration courts

The circuit court overruled an earlier decision by San Francisco Judge Richard Seeborg, who blocked Trump’s policy on the
grounds that the administration was making the asylum process too difficult and could be putting migrants at further risk by
demanding they stay in Mexico. (RELATED: Judge Blocks Trump Administration Policy Of Returning Asylum Seekers To Mexico)

The Ninth Circuit temporarily issued a stay in mid-April while they reviewed the case, allowing the Trump administration to continue
the policy until further notice.

Now, the president can at least temporarily declare victory on “Remain in Mexico.”

The lower court still has to rule on the merits of the case, which could end up at the Supreme Court.

The Washington Post obtained documents and emails from the White House on Tuesday that ordered asylum officers to be
tougher with applicants, flagging inconsistencies in their claims about having credible fear in their home countries. President Trump
has repeatedly accused some asylum seekers of being “coached” through their initial interviews with asylum officers and has
made a concerted effort to eliminate fraud from the system.

Attorney General Bill Barr further advanced the administration’s crackdown on asylum seekers by deciding in April that such
immigrants are not eligible to be released on bond. They therefore can be detained indefinitely during the adjudication process
unless the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) deems them eligible for parole for other reasons.

( LINK BELOW )
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Florida Man Jailed Over A Sticker ( I Eat Ass ) On His Pickup Vows To Sue For Wrongful Arrest

The arresting officer pulled him over on suspicion of possessing 'obscene or lewd material'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19452471/1200x600.jpg

A Florida man says he's ready to file a wrongful arrest lawsuit, after being hauled to jail for refusing to alter a sticker on the
back of his truck.

What are the details?

Dillon Webb was pulled over by a Columbia County Sheriff's deputy Sunday, after the officer spotted a sticker reading "I eat
ass" on the back of the 23-year-old's Chevy. According to the Lake City Reporter, the deputy claimed the sticker violates
Florida law, issued Webb a notice to appear in court, and took a picture of the sticker as evidence.

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Trump Declares Executive Privilege Over Mueller Report

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/442674-trump-exerts-executive-privilege-over-mueller-report?jwsource=cl

The White House on Wednesday asserted executive privilege over special counsel Robert Mueller’s full report on Russia’s
interference in the 2016 election, ramping up its clash with Congress over its investigations into President Trump.

The move came just before the House Judiciary Committee was scheduled to vote to hold Attorney General William Barr in
contempt of Congress for failing to turn over Mueller’s unredacted report and underlying materials, which the panel had
subpoenaed.

Assistant Attorney General Stephen Boyd wrote in a letter to the committee's chairman, Rep. Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.), that the
administration was following through on its threat to assert privilege if the panel refused to delay the contempt vote, saying
lawmakers effectively “terminated” negotiations over access to Mueller’s report and underlying evidence.

“As we have repeatedly explained, the attorney general could not comply with your subpoena in its current form without violating
the law, court rules and court orders, and without threatening the independence of the Department of Justice’s prosecutorial
functions,” Boyd wrote. “Accordingly, this is to advise you that the president has asserted executive privilege over the entirety of
the subpoenaed materials.”

Wednesday marks the first time Trump has used executive privilege to stymie House Democrats’ probes into his administration,
campaign and businesses. The move is sure to anger Democrats and could trigger a legal challenge that may take months to
resolve.

The White House maintained that Trump had “no other option” than to exert executive privilege.

“Faced with Chairman Nadler’s blatant abuse of power, and at the attorney general’s request, the president has no other option
than to make a protective assertion of executive privilege,” White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said in a
statement.

Trump’s efforts to stonewall congressional investigators have provoked top Democrats, to the delight of campaign advisers who
believe the probes could backfire and boost the president’s chances of reelection in 2020.

Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) has voiced opposition to impeachment proceedings, but said Trump is practically inviting them by
continuing to block Democrats’ requests for witnesses and documents.

“Every single day the president is making a case — he's becoming self-impeachable, in terms of some of the things he's doing,”
Pelosi said during an event sponsored by The Washington Post.

The White House this week has turned down Democrats’ request to hand over Trump’s tax returns and instructed former White
House counsel Don McGahn not to give documents to the Judiciary panel. Trump over the weekend said Mueller should not testify
to Congress.

The privilege claim came just as Nadler gaveled in to a committee meeting on Barr’s contempt vote. The New York Democrat has
argued the panel entitled to view the full, unredacted Mueller report as part of its oversight and investigative authorities.

At the time of the announcement, lawmakers had not yet voted on whether to hold Barr in contempt after he did not comply with
the subpoena.

Nadler accused the Trump administration of “unprecedented obstruction” in his opening remarks and argued that Trump had
already waived executive privilege “long ago” in the course of the Mueller investigation.

Trump allowed Mueller to interview aides and did not assert privilege over the contents of the public report, which was released in a
redacted form by Barr on April 18. The committee soon afterwards issued a subpoena for Mueller’s full report and investigative
files.

“As a co-equal branch of government, we must have access to the materials that we need to fulfill our constitutional
responsibilities in a manner consistent with past precedent,” Nadler said Wednesday. “The administration has announced — loud
and clear — that it does not recognize Congress as a co-equal branch with independent constitutional oversight authority and it will
continue to wage its campaign of obstruction.”

Barr has allowed a select group of lawmakers to review a less-redacted version of the report in a secure area, provided they don’t
discuss its contents, but has refused to give the committee his blessing to petition a court for the release of grand jury material.

Democrats have described his offer as unacceptable, demanding more members have access to the full special counsel’s report
and the evidence Mueller collected in his 22-month investigation.

Committee staff met with Justice Department officials on Tuesday afternoon, but failed to resolve an impasse. The Justice
Department offered to let more staffers view the report and for members who view it to discuss it amongst themselves and take
their notes on it from the secure room.

The Justice Department threatened in a letter late Wednesday that the attorney general would recommend that Trump assert
executive privilege over the subpoenaed materials if the panel moved forward on the contempt vote.
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Singer & Trump Supporter Joy Villa Donned a Brilliant Pro-Life Dress Sure to Tick Off Every Leftist at Daytime Emmys

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Untitled-design-95-592x331.jpg

When it comes to conservative performance art, Joy Villa’s red carpet appearances are a thing of genius.

It all began with her “Make America Great Again” dress at the Grammys in February 2017. That’s when the Trump-fueled
outrage of the left was still election-fresh and the merest fact that she had the courage to show support for the new
president created a hue and cry unlike any other in Hollywood. You could hear the gnashing of dental implants and the
rending of Issey Miyake originals.

And among conservatives, we were all, like, “well done.”

Villa didn’t stop the trigger-fest there, however. Some of her more recent fashion statements have not only been pro-Trump
but have also been in support of the unborn, another issue that gives Tinseltown a collective case of hypertension.

And, at the 2019 Daytime Emmy Awards on Sunday in Pasadena, Villa sent a few sphygmomanometers off the charts.

“The 28-year-old singer, known primarily for making conservative political points with radical styles at award shows, arrived
at the Pasadena Civic Auditorium wearing Desi Designs Couture gown festooned with silhouettes of storks carrying babies.
The train of the skirt featured letters that spelled out: ‘Pro-life is pro-woman,'” People reported.

https://twitter.com/Joy_Villa/status/1125515205109096449

Joy Villa  Verified account

@Joy_Villa

@Joy_Villa

I was encouraged not to go political by a few friends who are members of the #emmys Television

Academy, fearing that I’d never be invited again. I almost listened but that would NOT be me. I stuck

to my guns, my voice is not to be quieted. #prolifeisprowoman @savethestorks

In an Instagram post, Villa explained her decision in no uncertain terms.

“I proudly wore my @desidesigns_couture dress DEDICATED to @savethestorks! A charity my husband and I financially
support for only $35/month you can save the unborn and their mothers,” she wrote.

“Abortion is so often only spoken about as a ‘women’s right’ but I stand here to stand up for EVERY WOMAN and her right
to life!”

https://scontent-sjc3-1.cdninstagram.com/vp/ba9eb624d72a8ac7d3c98438d73b86a2/5D6AD3BA/t51.2885-
15/e35/58468443_980393705493342_6980398350416095774_n.jpg?_nc_ht=scontent-sjc3-1.cdninstagram.com
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support for only $35/month you can save the unborn and their mothers. Abortion is so often only spoken about as a
“women’s right” but I stand here to stand up for EVERY WOMAN and her right to life! #prolifeisprowoman �SUPPORT,
link in bio�

Save the Storks is a pro-life organization that provides mobile vans with pregnancy testing and ultrasound equipment,
among other things.

It partners with local pregnancy crisis centers who often don’t have the resources for these kinds of services.

“Through our partnership with pregnancy centers, we provide the tools and resources they need to get closer to those who
need their services,” the group’s website reads.

“Our Stork Bus minimizes the distance between pro-life professionals and the women who most need them. Additionally,
our consulting packages help pregnancy centers understand how to better utilize their staff and resources to reach a greater
number of women.

On Twitter, Villa shared her very personal reason for advocating for pro-life causes:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D52sm95UIAAQw_i.jpg

Joy Villa  Verified account

@Joy_Villa

@Joy_Villa

I love to carry the message of life & empower women. I’ve personally survived an abusive relationship years ago & was
pressured to choose abortion, but I chose an open adoption & I have relationship with my daughter today! ��❤�This is
why I know #ProlifeIsProwoman @savethestorks

“I love to carry the message of life & empower women,” she wrote. “I’ve personally survived an abusive relationship years
ago & was pressured to choose abortion, but I chose an open adoption & I have relationship with my daughter today!”

Villa has previously modeled pro-life fashions, particularly at this year’s Grammys, where she came with a handbag that
said “Choose Life” and a dress that showed a fetus in the womb.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DUqW66fUMAAgXhr.jpg

billboard  Verified account

@billboard

@billboard

Joy Villa arrives on #GRAMMYs red carpet in anti-abortion dress

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Former Assistant Director Of FBI Drops Bombshell: ‘Comey Is In Trouble’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Untitled-design-94-345x181.jpg

Kevin R. Brock is the former assistant director of intelligence for the FBI. I’m going to guess he wasn’t a friend of James
Comey’s. If he was, well, I’m pretty sure he’s been unfriended.

That’s because Brock, in a commentary piece for The Hill titled “James Comey is in trouble and he knows it,” noted that the
former FBI director is in a bit of a pickle thanks to Attorney General William Barr’s recent intimations that he’s going after
Comey. Not only that, Brock believes Comey deserves every bit of it.

“James Comey’s planet is getting noticeably warmer. Attorney General William Barr’s emissions are the suspected cause,”
Brock wrote in the Tuesday piece.

“Barr has made plain that he intends to examine carefully how and why Comey, as FBI director, decided that the bureau
should investigate two presidential campaigns and if, in so doing, any rules or laws were broken.”

Brock was referring, in part, to a Tuesday Fox News report that Barr had been assembling a team to look into how the FBI
handled the 2016 election, specifically the counterintelligence operation opened against the Trump campaign.
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handled the 2016 election, specifically the counterintelligence operation opened against the Trump campaign.

He then quipped that “the fired former FBI director apparently has decided that photos of him on Twitter standing amid tall
trees and in the middle of empty country roads, acting all metaphysical, is no longer a sufficient strategy.” (But those posts
were pretty amusing, I must say.)

“No, Comey has realized, probably too late, that he has to try to counter, more directly, the narrative being set by the
unsparing attorney general whose words in front of the Senate Judiciary Committee last week landed in the Trump-
opposition world like holy water on Linda Blair. Shrieking heads haven’t stopped spinning since.”

Comey’s first move, according to Brock, was a “curious” piece for The New York Times, titled (conveniently) “How Trump
Co-opts Leaders Like Bill Barr.”

“How could Mr. Barr, a bright and accomplished lawyer, start channeling the president in using words like ‘no collusion’ and
F.B.I. ‘spying’?” Comey wrote. “And downplaying acts of obstruction of justice as products of the president’s being
‘frustrated and angry,’ something he would never say to justify the thousands of crimes prosecuted every day that are the
product of frustration and anger?

“How could he write and say things about the report by Robert Mueller, the special counsel, that were apparently so
misleading that they prompted written protest from the special counsel himself?

“How could Mr. Barr go before the Senate Judiciary Committee on Wednesday and downplay President Trump’s attempt to
fire Mr. Mueller before he completed his work?”

Well, because they were all true or matters of opinion, a concept Comey is unfamiliar with because one gets the impression
he’s the kind of man who takes his own opinion, right or wrong, as a matter of fact.

Comey also posited that “proximity to an amoral leader reveals something depressing.”

“I think that’s at least part of what we’ve seen with Bill Barr and Rod Rosenstein. Accomplished people lacking inner
strength can’t resist the compromises necessary to survive Mr. Trump and that adds up to something they will never
recover from. It takes character like Mr. Mattis’s to avoid the damage, because Mr. Trump eats your soul in small bites,” he
wrote.

Brock, who left the FBI in 2007 after a 23-year career, long before Comey was appointed director in 2013, wasn’t buying it.

“In the op-ed, Comey trotted out his now-familiar St. James schtick, freely pronouncing on the morality of others. He sees
himself as a kind of Pontiff-of-the-Potomac working his beads, but comes across more like an unraveling Captain Queeg
working his ball bearings,” Brock wrote.

Just in case Comey’s own Times piece didn’t do the trick, however, Brock noted “a Times reporter, with whom Comey has
cooperated in the past, wrote a news article exposing an early, controversial investigative technique against the Trump
campaign in an attempt to get out front and excuse it.”

“Next, Comey is scheduled to be encouraged on a friendly cable news ‘town hall,'” Brock noted. (Just in case you weren’t
annoyed enough by him already.)

“OK, let’s step back for a moment: James Comey appears to be in trouble,” Brock wrote. “His strange, desperate
statements and behaviors betray his nervousness and apprehension. In a way, it’s hard to watch.

“Comey will claim that everything he did in the FBI was by the book. But after the investigations by Department of Justice
Inspector General Michael Horowitz and U.S. Attorney John Huber, along with Barr’s promised examination, are completed,
Comey’s mishandling of the FBI and legal processes likely will be fully exposed.”

Despite the inflammatory column, Brock is clearly no bomb-thrower.

Check out this appearance on Fox News from December 2017. He comes across as a man deeply concerned about the
FBI’s public image — and why it’s important that the American public be able to trust the nation’s premier law enforcement
agency.

https://youtu.be/O13-OWfpYUo via @YouTube

Brock laid out three lines of inquiry he hoped Barr’s investigation would follow:

The first was whether the Clinton and Trump 2016 presidential campaigns were treated even-handedly.

(I’m not rushing to judgment here, but the fact that Hillary Clinton got very publicly let off for having classified information on
a private email server while it looks increasingly like the Trump campaign was spied upon doesn’t indicate fair handling.)

The second was whether Comey’s FBI followed norms and guidelines, including whether electronic surveillance against a
candidate was called for.

Finally, Brock wrote, there should be an “examination of whether Comey was unduly influenced by political agendas
emanating from the previous White House and its director of national intelligence, CIA director and attorney general. This,
above all, is what’s causing the 360-degree head spins.”

“James Comey is right to be apprehensive. He himself ate away at the soul of the FBI, not in small bites but in dangerously
large ones,” Brock wrote. “It was a dinner for one, though: His actions are not indicative of the real FBI. The attorney
general’s comprehensive examination is welcome and, if done honestly and dispassionately, it will protect future
presidential candidates of both parties and redeem the valuable soul of the FBI.”

Whether that happens is questionable.

The Democrats are still pushing the “St. James” narrative, particularly since he’s the only unsullied soul left in this whole
investigation to them, at least after the Mueller report. (They’re willing to forget about Anthony Weiner’s laptop, I suppose.)

He’s going to be protected in the same aggressive way that the Democrats protected Bob Mueller.

https://youtu.be/O13-OWfpYUo
https://voat.co/u/YouTube
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He’s going to be protected in the same aggressive way that the Democrats protected Bob Mueller.

To them, no matter what tactics were used, the FBI’s actions in regards to the Trump campaign were justified. The same
thing goes with his pronouncement regarding Hillary Clinton. The FISA warrant, the FBI’s tactics toward Papadopoulos — all
of these were totally legit.

That being said, Barr’s testimony before Congress last week wasn’t indicative of a milquetoast, at least when it comes to
dealing with Democrats.

Whether or not he displays the same spirit when it comes to reviewing how James Comey’s FBI handled the 2016 election
remains to be seen.

But if he does, Comey could be in very big trouble.
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DOJ Threatens Executive Privilege Over Mueller Report If Dems Carry Out Contempt Vote

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/nadler-barr_getty.jpg

The Department of Justice (DOJ) says it will ask President Trump to invoke executive privilege over the Mueller report if the
House Judiciary Committee goes through with its threat to vote on whether to hold Attorney General William Barr in
contempt.

Assistant Attorney General Stephen Boyd in a letter on Tuesday to Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.)
threatened to turn to the presidential power on the eve of the contempt markup before the panel, a move that is certain to
deepen the agency’s feud with Capitol Hill.

"In the face of the Committee’s threatened contempt vote, the Attorney General will be compelled to request that the
President invoke executive privilege with respect to the materials subject to the subpoena," Boyd wrote in the letter to
Nadler, which The Hill obtained.

"I hereby request that the Committee hold the subpoena in abeyance and delay any vote on whether to recommend a
citation of contempt for non-compliance with the subpoena, pending the President’s termination of this question," he added.

A committee aide told The Hill that Nadler plans to go forward with the contempt proceedings on Wednesday.

The chairman also slammed the DOJ for their threat, stating that executive privilege does not apply in this instance
because the White House waived these privileges.

“The White House waived these privileges long ago, and the Department seemed open to sharing these materials with us
earlier today. The Department’s legal arguments are without credibility, merit, or legal or factual basis," Nadler said in a
statement.

“Worse, this kind of obstruction is dangerous. The Department’s decision reflects President Trump’s blanket defiance of
Congress’s constitutionally mandated duties. In the coming days, I expect that Congress will have no choice but to confront
the behavior of this lawless Administration. The Committee will also take a hard look at the officials who are enabling this
cover up,” he continued.

The letter and the contempt vote are both moves that will further escalate the battle between Capitol Hill and the DOJ over
access to redacted information that intensified after special counsel Robert Mueller released his long-awaited report on
Russia's election interference last month.

Negotiations between the two parties failed on Tuesday. Despite representatives of the committee staff and the DOJ
meeting on Capitol Hill to discuss the possibility of additional access to the Mueller report, the two sides were not able to
reach an agreement — instead, any progress appears to be lost.

"The Department offered to expand the number of staff members who may review the minimally redacted report; to allow
Members of Congress who have reviewed the minimally redacted report to discuss the material freely among themselves;
and to allow Members to take and retain their notes following their review," Boyd wrote to Nadler.

Boyd also expressed disappointment that Democrats still refused to review a less redacted version of the report, an offer
Democrats rejected because they said it was too rigid in allowing only a dozen to review such information and not allowing
them to discuss it.

According to the committee aide, Democrats counteroffered. They asked Barr to work with the committee to obtain grand
jury material by either going to court with them or not opposing their efforts to go to court — information Barr has maintained
he will not give to Congress. They also requested that all members on the House Intelligence and Judiciary committees
have access to this less redacted version rather than just House and committee leadership; they requested three staffers
from each side rather than two, as the DOJ proposed; and they requested that the DOJ agree to a meeting as early as this
week to provide members with access to underlying evidence in the report.

Republicans blasted Democrats for rejected Barr's accommodations and thereby thwarting their own chances to gain
access to redacted information.

"It appears that the more access to information Democrats receive, the less interested they are in actually examining those
facts," Rep. Doug Collins (R-Ga.), the top Republican on the Judiciary panel, said in a statement.

"Chairman Nadler, however, rebuffed the olive branch and plowed ahead with his plan to hold Attorney General Barr in
contempt for upholding the law. I can’t imagine a more illogical hill for a legislator to die on," he continued.

( LINK BELOW )
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McConnell: Dems Have 'Trump Derangement Syndrome' Amid Barr Fight

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/mcconnellmitch_050719gn3_lead.jpg

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) lashed out Democrats for criticizing Attorney General William Barr saying
they are suffering from "Trump Derangement Syndrome."

Reacting to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's comment that Barr "lied to Congress," McConnell told Fox News's "The Story"
that it's an "outrageous assertion."

"To call a public servant like the Attorney General a liar is completely over the top. These people are somewhat suffering
from Trump Derangement Syndrome," McConnell said. The House Judiciary Committee is set to vote Wednesday to hold
Barr in contempt for failing to respond to a subpoena for Mueller’s full report and investigative files. Meanwhile, Senate
Democrats are clamoring for the Justice Department inspector general to open up a probe into Barr's handling of the Mueller
report.

The interview comes as McConnell is leaning heavily into his argument that the country should "move on" from special
counsel Robert Mueller's two-year probe into Russian meddling in the 2016 election and the Trump campaign.

He gave a speech on Tuesday morning, which was teased in advance by his office, summarizing the investigation as "case
closed." He also characterized Democrats as "grieving" because of Mueller's findings and urged them to "come back to
reality."

McConnell added during the Fox News interview that it was time to "put it to rest."

"Mueller spent two years on this. … What else do we need to know? It’s time to move on," McConnell said.

Democrats have blasted McConnell over his rhetoric. Schumer, speaking to reporters during a weekly press conference,
called the GOP leader's speech a "disgrace."

"He should be ashamed of himself with that speech," Schumer added.
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Seattle Woman Reveals A Horrific Rape, And Gets Backlash From Liberals Because She Accused A Homeless Man

Is this what "compassion" looks like?

https://assets.rbl.ms/19451323/1200x600.jpg

A Seattle woman revealed a horrific rape that she suffered at the hands of a homeless man living in a publicly-funded
encampment, but the response from many on the left was to blame her instead.

TheBlaze Daily ==> Click here to get news you can trust delivered right to your inbox. It's free! The woman, named Lindsey, spoke
out about the attack in order to expose the failures in how the city's political leaders are dealing with the homeless issue.

She recalled how she was waiting for a shuttle at a car dealership in May 2018 when she went to use their bathroom. Once inside,
she said a man forced his way into her stall and attacked her.

"He grabbed me by my throat and my shoulder and he threw me down on the ground in front of the handicapped stall and we fought
for several minutes," Lindsey said in the documentary video.

The man, who is much taller and stronger than Lindsey, overpowered her and raped her.

Employees of the dealership were alerted to the attack and restrained the man until law enforcement arrived. He was found to be
evading warrants for his arrest, and living at a city-funded shelter that had neglected to do a background check on him.

Lindsay says she met with city leaders about the attack but they were dismissive about her complaints.

"I think we need to all acknowledge what we're doing isn't working —what we're doing right now is actually harming the city," she
said. "And we need stronger leaders. And strong leaders, in my opinion, are out there."

Her video on Facebook has received over 44,000 views in two weeks.

The liberal backlash

As documented by the director of the film, the backlash from many liberal homeless advocates was less than sympathetic to the
rape victim.

Feminist journalist Erica Barnett denounced the coverage that news outlets gave to the video, and implied that they only did it
because she was blonde and attractive.

Erica C. Barnett

✔ @ericacbarnett

Replying to @ericacbarnett

The agenda (Rufo's and KIRO's) is to create a false link between a policy—"allowing" homeless people to live outside of
government camps or jails—and rape of a (not coincidentally) attractive, blonde woman, who could be "your" daughter, sister,
cousin.

Barnett said they should have ignored the rape victim's account because it would hurt the image of the homeless. "It is the
responsibility of media not to repeat false narratives credulously, even if they are presented in well-lighted studios and with many
tears," she tweeted.

Seattle city Council-member Lorena Gonzalez agreed, saying that it was irresponsible for the media to "sensationalize" and "create
fear" in the community.

"Seattle's activist class seems, then, to have more compassion for transient criminals than for the victims of their crimes,"
responded Christopher Rufo, the City Journal editor who created the documentary video.

Here's a local news report about the brutal attack:

https://youtu.be/JotjMLOqQ58 via @YouTube
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WH IMMIGRATION PLAN WILL FOCUS ON BORDER SECURITY AND MERIT-BASED IMMIGRATION

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GettyImages-1138919297-e1557267674766.jpg

The new White House immigration plan presented to Republican senators Tuesday focuses on increased border security
and a merit-based legal immigration program, a senior administration official told The Daily Caller.

The plan was spearheaded by senior adviser and the president’s son-in-law Jared Kushner, but also included input from
senior policy adviser Stephen Miller and has now been signed off on by President Donald Trump, the official said during a
briefing with a few reporters. (RELATED: GOP Senators Meet At White House Before Release Of Immigration Plan)

There are specifically six goals that the plan aims at addressing: securing the border, protecting American wages, attracting
and retaining the best and brightest, unifying families, labor in critical industries and retaining the United States’
humanitarian values. Border officials and immigration experts had a hand in crafting the policies that they believed would
achieve those goals.

On border security, the plan calls for a physical barrier and modernization at ports of entry to stop drugs and trafficking.

“We want to make sure that all people, vehicles and packages coming through the ports of entry are fully scanned for
drugs,” the official explained. “This is something from a national security point of view that we believe our country should
have.”

The official claimed that asylum seekers will be vetted more quickly but did not offer details on how the process will
change.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GettyImages-1142126649.jpg

In terms of merit-based immigration, the plan would create a “points-based” system, based on Australian and New Zealand
models.

The official declined to answer if the diversity visa lottery and chain migration would specifically be eliminated under the
plan, but noted that Republican Arkansas Sen. Tom Cotton’s RAISE Act was at least partially used as a guide in crafting
the merit-based system. They also contended that the plan is more about stripping down immigration to its base and then
building from scratch, rather than eliminating certain items.

Current legal immigration levels would remain the same under the new plan.

Trump shared the plan with a group of Republican senators at the White House on Tuesday afternoon, and the feedback
was described as “very positive.” The official pointed out that there were few leaks about the plan, which is usually a good
sign of agreement on an issue, and said that the senators were “surprised to see Kushner and Miller agreeing on
something.”

A person familiar with the meeting today said at least four Republican senators applauded the plan and that one goal is to
curb the perception that Republicans constantly talk about ideas but offer no concrete solutions.

However, early signs indicate that tough-on-immigration conservatives might not be thrilled with the plan. Numbers USA, a
group that advocates for fewer immigrants to the U.S., raised concerns on Twitter that the plan would harm American
wages.

NumbersUSA

@NumbersUSA

#Early indications are that Kushner wants to cut some family categories while boosting both skilled and unskilled employment
visas. The only plan that would raise the pay of American workers is immigration reduction.

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1125796885548208129/jph4Zv38?format=jpg&name=600x314

The plan does not address the Deferred Action for Child Arrivals (DACA) program.

Deputy White House press secretary Hogan Gidley released the following statement about the president’s meeting with the
senators:

Today, President Donald J. Trump met with Republican Senators for an important and productive conversation on our
Nation’s immigration policy. The President and Senators discussed a potential plan that would secure the border, protect
and raise wages for the American worker, and move toward a merit based immigration system. President Trump wants a
commonsense, lawful and safe immigration system that Americans, and those wanting to become Americans, have
deserved for a long time.

The official did not offer a timeline for when the plan will be released publicly, instead stating that the president will share it
when he is ready.

( LINK BELOW )
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The president of a California union representing health care workers said members will picket outside Vice President Joe
Biden's upcoming fundraiser in Los Angeles set to be held at the home of a director of the Kaiser Foundation.

HuffPost reported Tuesday that the National Union of Healthcare Workers (NUHW), an Oakland-based union representing
more than 3,000 Kaiser Permanente employees in the state, will hold an informal picket outside Biden's Wednesday event.

The union has battled Kaiser for years over staffing levels in California clinics, according to HuffPost, and is reportedly
pressuring Biden's campaign to side with union workers over his donors. The former vice president defended unions in
recent days after criticism from President Trump over several unions' endorsement of Biden's campaign.

“He should take our side in this dispute,” union president Sal Rosselli told HuffPost. “I think he should walk. He should
cancel it.”

Biden's campaign did not immediately return a request for comment. The union has staged multiple protests in recent
weeks at Kaiser's headquarters in California, accusing the company of unfairly cutting jobs in northern California.

Rosselli's union endorsed Biden's closest rival in the 2020 Democratic primary, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.), during Sanders'
2016 run for president. Rosselli told HuffPost that Biden should refuse contributions from Kaiser executives until the union
dispute is resolved.

“I think he should step up and get a commitment,” Rosselli said.

Biden, who launched his campaign officially last month, currently sits at the top of most polls and has established a
comfortable lead over Sanders, the only other contender in the crowded Democratic field regularly pulling double-digit
support in surveys of early primary states.

He faced criticism from Sanders' campaign last month following his launch and subsequent fundraiser at the home of
Comcast executive president David Cohen.
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US Deployment A Response To Iran Moving Ballistic Missiles By Boat

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/usb52bomber_022715getty_0.jpg

Iran is likely moving short-range ballistic missiles by boat in the Persian Gulf, a key reason the United States decided this
week to move an aircraft carrier strike group and bombers to the area, CNN reported Tuesday.

The network, citing several U.S. officials with direct knowledge of the situation, reported that movement of the missiles
along with intelligence from other areas led the Trump administration to believe Iran had an intention to launch strikes
against U.S. targets.

National security adviser John Bolton on Sunday announced that the USS Abraham Lincoln strike group and a B-52 bomber
task force were deploying to the U.S. Central Command region “to send a clear and unmistakable message to the Iranian
regime that any attack on United States interests or on those of our allies will be met with unrelenting force.”

The announcement at the time was in response to unspecified “troubling and escalatory indications and warnings” from Iran.

U.S. Central Command (CENTOM) spokesperson Capt. Bill Urban in a statement on Tuesday called the deployment of the
strike group and bomber task force “prudent steps to protect U.S. forces and interests in the region and to deter any
aggression.”

He added that CENTOM requested more forces after “recent and clear indications that Iranian and Iranian proxy forces were
making preparations to possibly attack U.S. forces in the region,” indicating that the threats were both maritime and on land.

The officials cited by CNN said that the Pentagon is considering sending more military assets to the region, including anti-
missile defense systems.

It was unclear whether Iran intended to launch missiles from the boats or if they were transporting them to another land
location to be used by Iranian forces, the outlet reported.

The movement raises fears that Iran could pose a risk to U.S. and coalition forces in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Qatar.
There are also concerns over U.S. forces in Iraq and Syria, as well as transit in the Red Sea, where Iranian-backed forces
in Yemen could hinder.
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Kellyanne Conway Question For Hillary: Where Is the Hillary Clinton Center for Women and Girls?

KELLYANNE CALLS OUT HILLARY CLINTON ON A PROMISE MADE , INSTEAD OF WALLOWING IN SELF PITTY

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/60/c592fad2-4b29-4d15-aa9e-889f58d2859b.png

Failed presidential candidate Hillary Clinton is still claiming that the 2016 election was "stolen" from her. Successful
campaign manager Kellyanne Conway is urging her to move on, first by realizing that the blame for her loss lies with her
and her alone.

"We got 304 electoral votes under her nose," Conway recalled during a radio interview with host Hugh Hewitt on Tuesday.
"She knows she lost the election fairly and squarely."

The real story, Conway explained, was that Clinton was "an overestimated, underwhelming candidate who had this
unbelievable fierce inability to connect with Americans."

Yet, two and a half years later, Clinton is "playing a dangerous game" claiming that forces worked to steal the election.
She's blamed FBI Director James Comey, sexism, misogyny, among other things.

Conway reminded Clinton how outraged she supposedly was during a presidential debate with Trump when the candidates
were asked if they'd accept the election results. Trump said, "we'll see," and Clinton freaked. Her reaction, Hewitt noted,
"didn't age well."

Clinton is a former first lady, senator, and secretary of state. Why isn't somebody with her kind of platform out there doing
some real good, instead of wallowing in self pity?

"Where is her Hillary Clinton Center for Girls and Women?" Conway wondered. "Why isn't she abroad helping girls
all across the world?"

As First Lady, Clinton was considered a women's rights champion. In a speech at the UN in 1995, she declared, "women's
rights are human rights."

She also wondered aloud where all of Clinton's speech money went. Conway invited Clinton to give her a call at the White
House when she's done "talking about herself" so they can work on the issues of the day on behalf of Americans.
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All-Out War: Trump Administration Slaps Down House Democrats' Subpoenas

https://s.adroll.com/a/H5C/ZJK/H5CZJKCICVADDNMIUZJ5VS.jpg

It’s an all-out war. Okay—that was the case after the 2016 election, but now we’re seeing repetitive smackdowns of subpoenas
issued by Democrats by the Trump administration. They’re all politically motivated. Trump hasn’t committed a crime. The report on
Russian collusion isn’t conclusive on obstruction because the evidence is not sufficient, as deemed by Deputy Attorney General
Rod Rosenstein and Attorney General William Barr, and it totally kills the narrative that the Trump campaign colluded with the
Kremlin in the 2016 election. That point is dead, like three shots to the head dead. There was no evidence of this myth from the
get-go. It was a manufactured lie peddled by the Democrat-media complex. Period. The collusion aspect was the basis for
everything—and now it’s dead. But Democrats are not giving up on their crusade to impeach the president. They want six years
worth of tax returns from the president. The Treasury Department refused to comply with the subpoena yesterday.

In April, former White House Counsel Don McGahn was handed a subpoena by House Democrats to turn over documents on the
president’s finances and, of course, to see whether he obstructed justice…for a crime that never occurred (via WaPo):

The Democratic chairman of the House Judiciary Committee issued a subpoena Monday ordering former White House
counsel Donald McGahn to testify before the panel next month and hand over documents and records pertaining to
federal investigations of President Trump, his finances, his campaign and charges that he sought to obstruct justice.

**“The special counsel’s report, even in redacted form, outlines substantial evidence that President Trump engaged in obstruction
and other abuses,” the panel’s chairman, Rep. Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.), said in a statement, calling McGahn “a critical witness to
many of the allege instances of obstruction of justice and other misconduct described in the Mueller **.”

“His testimony will help shed further light on the president’s attacks on the rule of law, and his attempts to cover up those actions
by lying to the American people and requesting others do the same,” Nadler continued.

Last week, President Trump all but showed his hand on how this McGahn subpoena was going to end (via MSNBC):

Donald Trump seems to be aware of the congressional subpoena former White House counsel Don McGahn has received,
but as of yesterday, the president doesn’t seem to care about it.

President Donald Trump said on Thursday he did not believe he would allow former White House counsel Don McGahn to
testify to committees in Congress, saying McGahn had already spoken to the special counsel on the Russia probe.

“I would say it’s done,” Trump told Fox News.

“I’ve had him testifying already for 30 hours,” Trump said, referring to McGahn’s testimony to Special Counsel Robert
Mueller’s team.

And now, the Trump administration has officially told House Democrats to shove it on this subpoena as well (via ABC News):

The White House has instructed former White House counsel Donald McGahn not to comply with a subpoena from House
Democrats for documents related to the special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday
from White House counsel Pat Cipollone to McGahn's attorney William Burck.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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More women donated to President Donald Trump’s reelection campaign than any of the Democratic 2020 presidential candidates,
according to FEC data.

10,375 women have donated to Trump in the first quarter of 2020, more than double the nearest Democratic challenger. California
Sen. Kamala Harris had the second highest number of female donors with 3,850.

Trump’s average donation per woman donor is also much lower than his top female opponents. New York Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand’s
average donation was $1,321, and Sen. Harris’s average was $935 per woman respectively, while Trump’s donors average out to
$141.

The data, compiled by the Center for Responsive Politics, uses publicly available contribution information from the Federal
Elections Commission (FEC). Individual donors are only itemized with the FEC once they reach at least $200 in donations to a
particular candidate.

Number of female donors by candidate (Q1 2020):

Donald Trump: 10,375

Kamala Harris: 3,850

Bernie Sanders: 3,271

Beto O’Rourke: 2,289

Cory Booker: 2,020

Pete Buttigieg: 1,335

Elizabeth Warren: 1,330

Amy Klobuchar: 1,321

Andrew Yang: 964

Kirsten Gillibrand: 960

Julian Castro: 563

Jay Inslee: 473

John Delaney: 451

John Hickenlooper: 362

Tulsi Gabbard: 164

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GettyImages-621806018.jpg

Trump stacks up especially well against his Democratic competitors when looking at the gender breakdown of his donors.

A demographic breakdown of donors for each candidate ranks Trump third in gender parity, with 45.45% of his contributions
coming from women. Trump sits behind New York Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, with 52.48% female donors, and California Sen. Kamala
Harris, with 49.27% female donors.

Percentage of female donors by candidate (Q1 2020):

Kirsten Gillibrand: 52.48%

Kamala Harris: 49.27%

Donald Trump: 45.45%

Amy Klobuchar: 45.20%

Beto O’Rourke: 44.86%

Julian Castro: 42.25%
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Julian Castro: 42.25%

Elizabeth Warren: 41.48%

John Delaney: 39.45%

Jay Inslee: 39.04%

Cory Booker: 38.30%

John Hickenlooper: 35.05%

Pete Buttigieg: 33.53%

Bernie Sanders: 33.29%

Tulsi Gabbard: 29.34%

Andrew Yang: 23.10%

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GettyImages-694612040.jpg

When including all of Trump’s fundraising beyond just the first quarter of 2020, 20,363 women have donated $7,592,966 to the
president’s reelection campaign. That means overall, Trump has received more total contributions from women than all of the
Democratic candidates combined, although Trump has had more time to fundraise than the Democratic candidates. (RELATED:
Kasie Hunt Says Trump Has No Shot At Re-Election Because Of Ratings With Women)

The president’s gender breakdown of donors has improved over time. Across all 2020 fundraising, 36.3% of Trump’s donations
came from women. However, when looking at just the first quarter of 2020, that number jumped over nine percentage points to
45.45%.

( LINK BELOW )
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Mitch McConnell Mocks Dems For 'Publicly Working Through The 5 Stages Of Grief' Over Mueller Report

'The special counsel's finding is clear: Case closed!'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19449404/1200x600.png

During a Tuesday morning floor speech, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) mocked his Democratic colleagues'
response to the special counsel Robert Mueller report over the past few weeks as "publicly working through the five stages of
grief."

"They told everyone that there'd been a conspiracy between Russia and the Trump campaign," McConnell said. "Yet on this
central question, the special counsel's finding is clear: Case closed!"

McConnell said the 22-month Russia probe's findings "ought to be good news for everyone," but added that his Democratic
colleagues "seem to be publicly working through the five stages of grief."

The five stages of grief are denial, anger, bargaining, grief, and acceptance. Using that framework, McConnell then went on to
elaborate on his metaphor.

"First stage is denial," McConnell said. "Remember what happened when the attorney general released his preliminary letter
describing the special counsel's bottom-line legal conclusion: Denial. Immediately, denial. Immediately totally baseless speculation
that perhaps Attorney General [William] Barr hadn't quoted the report properly."

Then, McConnell said, "comes stage two: anger."

"The Democrats are angry — angry that the facts disappointed them, angry that our legal system will not magically undo the 2016
election for them," he continued. "And they've opted to channel all their partisan anger on to the attorney general. They seem to be
angrier at Bill Barr for doing his job than they are at Vladimir Putin."

After pointing out all the things that Barr didn't do to cover up the report, McConnell remarked that it was "hard to see" why
Democrats are so angry.

"Maybe our Democrat colleagues are thinking of some strange new kind of cover-up where you take the entire thing you're
supposedly covering up and post it on the internet," the senator quipped. "The claims get more and more utterly absurd."

McConnell then skipped over bargaining and got straight to stage four: grief. He pointed out how the "outrage industrial complex
that spans from capital press conferences to cable news" are grieving over the investigation's findings.

"They are grieving," McConnell said. "They are grieving that the national crisis they spent two years wishing for did not materialize.

"So now they are slandering a distinguished public servant because the real world has disappointed them," he added. "Instead of
taking a deep breath and coming back to reality, our colleagues across the aisle want to shoot the messenger and keep the
perpetual outrage machine right on on going — even undermining the institution of the attorney general itself in the process."

McConnell concluded with some tongue-in-cheek hopefulness for the fifth stage.

"The last stage of grief is acceptance," McConnell said. "For the country's sake, I hope my Democratic friends will get there
sometime soon. There are serious issues the American people need us to tackle."

( WATCH McCONNELL VIDEO BELOW IN LINK )

https://youtu.be/saRS-vWU3qg via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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DON MCGAHN GIVES DEMOCRATS THE STIFF-ARM, DEFIES SUBPOENA FOR MUELLER RECORDS

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Don-McGahn-e1557246552913.jpg

The Trump administration has directed former White House counsel Don McGahn not to cooperate with a congressional
subpoena seeking certain records relating to special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation.

McGahn lawyer William Burck told the House Judiciary Committee in a Tuesday letter that McGahn would defy their
subpoena at the White House’s instruction, teeing up another clash between congressional Democrats and the Trump
administration over the reach of executive privilege and congressional oversight.

“Where co-equal branches of government are making contradictory demands on Mr. McGahn concerning the same set of
documents, the appropriate response for Mr. McGahn is to maintain the status quo unless and until the committee and the
executive branch can reach an accommodation,” Burck said in a letter to the Judiciary Committee.

In a separate letter to Burck, White House counsel Pat Cipollone said the records the subpoena seeks contain sensitive
internal information which is subject to executive privilege.

“The White House provided these records to Mr. McGahn in connection with its cooperation with the special counsel’s
investigation and with the clear understanding that the records remain subject to the control of the White House for all
purposes,” Cipollone wrote. “The White House records remain legally protected from disclosure under long-standing
constitutional principles, because they implicate significant executive branch confidentiality interests and executive
privilege.”

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/TrumpMcGahn.jpg

McGahn, who gave over 30 hours of testimony to the special counsel, loomed large in the Mueller report. Among other
items, the report revealed that McGahn rebuffed the president’s request to dismiss the special counsel, then refused to
repudiate a press account to that effect which appeared in The New York Times.

Earlier Tuesday, McGahn missed a Democrat-imposed deadline to produce certain documents touching Mueller’s work.
Democrats also asked him to appear before the Judiciary Committee for testimony on May 21.

( LINK BELOW )
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Failing Fake News Network CNN Cutting Staff By As Many As 300 Jobs

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-05/213544_5_.png

Maybe President Trump ought to use the adjective "failing" in front of CNN instead of the New York Times. In point of fact, Trump-
hatred has been good for the Gray Lady, with digital subscriptions up substantially (over $700 million in revenue last year) as the
paper became the premier source of anti-Trump fulminations.

But with CNN, the story is very different. The network that pioneered cable news long ago lost its dominant position to Fox News,
and since Donald Trump became president has bet its future on the Russia Hoax — and lost. Big time.

From The Hill:

CNN's prime-time ratings dropped a whopping 26 percent in April compared to last year, according to Nielsen Media Research.

MSNBC's ratings were down 14 percent in April 2019 compared to April 2018, while Fox News's ratings overall were flat.

The sharp decrease for CNN marked its lowest-rated month in total viewers since October 2015.

Most humiliatingly, CNN now is a distant third place in the ratings among cable news providers:

In prime time, Fox News finished first with an average of 2.4 million viewers. In April 2018, the network also averaged 2.4 million
viewers, according to Nielsen.

MSNBC was second with an average of 1.66 million viewers, down from 1.93 million in April 2018.

CNN was third with 767,000 average primetime viewers, down from 1.04 million in April 2018.

A plan unveiled yesterday shows that CNN is cutting costs and downsizing its staff. Paula Blyard reports at PJ Media:

CNN is planning to cut up to 300 jobs, "many being older employees with years at the network," according to a report on Monday.

According to FTVLive, a website that monitors the television industry, "Word is that just under 200 people will be pink slipped and
just over 100 will be offered a buyout." Staffers are reportedly calling the cuts a "massive brain drain" because so many veteran
employees are being given pink slips.

A brain drain is the last thing CNN needs, but older employees tend to be more expensive than the youngsters that Obama's
national security adviser Ben Rhodes bragged that he could easily manipulate:

"The average reporter we talk to is 27 years old, and their only reporting experience consists of being around political campaigns.
That's a sea change. They literally know nothing."

So we can expect even more from CNN of the pap that has tanked its ratings.

As many companies do, CNN is using a move of its facilities as an opportunity to shed employees:

The reported cuts come just as CNN is moving many of its New York operations and studios from the Time Warner Center to
Hudson Yards.

Aidan McLaughlin, an editor for Mediaite, tweeted that, according to a CNN source, the cable network is not making layoffs, but
"more than 100 staffers took part in a voluntary buyout program[.]"

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D56a8pwV4AALmfc?format=jpg&name=small

And CNN's media correspondent Brian Stelter (formerly of the prospering New York Times) tweets:

https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1125546730194391040

Most likely, few if any prominent on-camera personalities will be taking buyouts or will get pink slips. It will be more anonymous
staffers suffering the damage.

While CNN has actively driven away its viewers, the network still has continuing revenue from cable and satellite providers that
helps cushion the decline in advertising revenue that will inevitably follow its ratings crash.

These are tough times for almost every media outlet, as the near duopoly of online advertising by Google and Facebook starves
other outlets (including AT) of ad revenue, even if, as in our case, the audience remains strong and even growing.

( LINK BELOW )
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A Day Of Reckoning Is Coming For Democrats And Their Fellow Anti-Trump/Anti-America Resisters

Democrat Sen. Mazie Hirono verbally brutalized A.G. William Barr during the Judiciary Committee hearing. Hirono's abuse
of Barr and disrespect for our president were condescending and breathtakingly evil. Her demand that Barr resign was
rooted in spin and lies. She venomously denounced president Trump as a "grifter and liar."

Can you imagine the American Left's response to a Republican calling Obama a grifter and liar? That Republican would be
declared a racist then given a high-tech beating and stoning to death in the public square. All standards of decency have
been thrown out the window in the leftists' mission to stop Trump from restoring America's greatness and to remove him
from office. Vitriolic disrespect for Trump and his family, even death threats, are acceptable.

Wicked Democrat Nancy Pelosi outrageously claimed that Barr lied, committing perjury during the hearing. Pelosi knows
that fake news media will promote her absurd charge against Barr as the truth.

On my car radio, I heard ABC news report that the Mueller report concluded that Trump did try to collude and obstruct
justice. I thought, "That is not what the Mueller report concluded." My relatives, who pay little attention to politics, hear fake
news media lies and believe them. Most of my black relatives believe that Trump is racist and hates women, blacks, and
Mexicans. These are absurd strategic lies promoted by evil Democrats and their fake news media minions.

Due to the media hiding the truth while promoting Democratic lies, my black relatives have no idea that Trump is doing an
amazing job for America, blacks, and women. Black unemployment has reached historic lows. Women and Hispanics are
also thriving in Trump's economy.

By rolling back a ton of Obama's overreaching, absurd government regulations, America is experiencing a remarkable wave
of prosperity. Unemployment is at 3.6%, the lowest since 1969. In essence, everyone seeking a job has one. The private-
sector average hourly wage is $27.77. Despicably, fake news media are hiding the great job Trump is doing for the
American people. Fake news media are demonically obsessed with spreading lies about Trump 24/7.

But folks, what really turned my stomach was watching Democrats Mazie Hirono, Cory Booker, and Kamala Harris's
arrogant attitude of superiority at the hearing as they spewed hateful lies. Clearly, they will destroy whomever necessary to
undermine Trump's remarkably successful presidency. My sense of justice and fair play hates to see Hirono, Pelosi, and
their fellow Democrat minions get away with it.

The Bible says they will not get away with it.

"A false witness shall not be unpunished, and [he that] speaks lies shall perish." Proverbs 19:9

"Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor." Exodus 20:16

Democrats are insidiously bearing false witness, lying to the American people in total contradiction to the Mueller report,
which did not find Trump guilty of collusion or obstruction. And yet, the Democrats, with the help of their minions in the
media, persist in keeping their "Trump colluded and obstructed" lie going.

A day of reckoning is coming for Democrats and their fellow anti-Trump/anti-America resisters.

Democrats and the fake news media still do not know how to defeat Donald J. Trump, the new sheriff in town. Like the
sheriff in the classic movie High Noon, Trump is courageously fighting alone. Unlike most Republicans, Trump stays on
offense rather than cowering in fear in response to political attacks.

Democrats and the Deep State are panicked because President Trump is about to declassify details of their silent coup to
destroy his presidency. As the Bible says, those who bear false witness will be punished. Praise God!

( LINK BELOW )
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McConnell Suggests Obama 'Emboldened' Russia's Election Interference

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/mcconnellmitch_050719gn_lead.jpg

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) appeared to blame the Obama administration on Tuesday for emboldening
Russia to interfere in the 2016 election.

"Maybe stronger leadership would have left the Kremlin less emboldened. Maybe tampering with our democracy wouldn't
have seemed so very tempting. Instead the previous administration sent the Kremlin the signal they could get away with
almost anything," McConnell said on the Senate floor.

He added that, "so is it surprising that we got the brazen interference detailed in special counsel Mueller's report?"

McConnell's comments were part of his speech on special counsel Robert Mueller's report on Russian election meddling in
the 2016 election, which he summarized as "case closed."

The GOP Senate leader pointed to a myriad of incidents where he argued the Obama administration hadn't been firm
enough, including Russia's occupation of Georgia, the annexation of Crimea, the assassination of Boris Nemtsov in 2015
and Russia's actions in Syria.

"I think many of us now see that President Obama's approach to Russia could have used some more of the 1980s, more
Ronald Reagan and less Jimmy Carter," he added.

Democrats quickly lashed out at McConnell over his remarks, arguing he was trying to "circle the wagon" around Trump.

https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1125786337003692032

Elizabeth Warren  Verified account

@SenWarren

You and I both took an oath, @SenateMajLdr McConnell. To defend the Constitution of the United States – not to protect
@realDonaldTrump. Congress must consider the evidence provided in the Mueller Report and hold the President accountable.

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) told reporters that "that’s just not a fact. The case is not closed."

Senate Minority Leader Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.), who accused McConnell of "whitewashing" Mueller's findings, added that
McConnell "has not taken the threat of Russia's election interference as seriously as he should."

"In the run up to the 2016 election when the Obama administration sought to warn state election officials about foreign
meddling and designate election systems as 'critical infrastructure' Leader McConnell reportedly delayed for weeks, watered
down the letter from congressional leaders and pushed back against the designation," Schumer added.

McConnell has brushed off the accusation for more than a year that he watered down a letter from leadership. “This is the
same old thing they’ve been saying for weeks. I’ve issued a statement on that a couple of weeks ago, and I’d be happy to
send it to you again," he told reporters last year when asked about the 2016 letter.

( LINK BELOW )
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Pamela Anderson Visits Julian Assange In Prison, Says He's Innocent

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/mreportassangecmslead.jpg

Actress Pamela Anderson visited Julian Assange in prison on Tuesday, telling reporters afterward that the WikiLeaks
founder is innocent of the charges he faces.

Anderson said that Assange was an "incredible" man who was being mistreated by British authorities as he waits possible
extradition to the U.S. to face charges of aiding in the hack of a Pentagon computer.

"It was great to see him, but this is just misrule of law in operation. It is absolute shock that he has not been able to get out
of his cell," Anderson said.

"I love him, I can't imagine what he's being going through," the former "Baywatch" star added.

Assange was arrested last month after spending years in the Ecuadorian Embassy in London.

The actress, who has been one of his staunchest public supporters, criticized both the Trump administration and the British
government for Assange's arrest last month in a pair of tweets.

"How could you UK. ? Of course - you are America’s bitch and you need a diversion from your idiotic Brexit bullshit," she
wrote in April, adding that she was "in shock."

"And the USA ? This toxic coward of a President He needs to rally his base? - You are selfish and cruel. You have taken
the entire world backwards," Anderson added at the time.

( LINK BELOW )
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McConnell: Democrats Having 'Absolute Meltdown' Over Mueller Report

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/mcconnellmitch_040919gn2_lead.jpg

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) on Tuesday blasted Democrats, saying they were having an "absolute
meltdown" over special counsel Robert Mueller's report and are "working through the five stages of grief."

"What we've seen is a meltdown, an absolute meltdown, an inability to accept the bottom line conclusion on Russian
interference from the special counsel's report," McConnell said from the Senate floor. "My Democratic colleagues seem to
be publicly working through the five stages of grief."

McConnell added that some on the left had turned Mueller into a "kind of secular saint," appeared to be "grieving" and
should "come back to reality."

"For two years many of the president's opponents seemed to be hoping the worst conspiracy theories were actually true.
They seemed to be hoping for a national crisis for the sake of their own politics," McConnell added.

"Russia set out to sow discord, to create chaos in American politics and undermine confidence in our democracy. But on
that given the ... fixation on delegitimizing the president, the president Americans chose, and shooting any messenger who
tells them inconvenient truths ... I'm afraid the Russians hardly need to lift a finger," McConnell continued.

The floor speech marks the most extensive remarks McConnell, who is up for reelection in 2020 and aligning himself
closely with Trump, has made on the Mueller report.

Senate Minority Leader Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) quickly hit back at McConnell saying he was trying to "whitewash"
Mueller's findings and compared his calls to "move on" to "Richard Nixon saying let's move on at the height of the
investigation of his wrongdoing."

Senate Republicans are arguing it's time to move on from Mueller's two-year investigation, with McConnell characterizing
the probe as "case closed" on Tuesday.

But Democrats are preparing to dig in for follow up oversight from Mueller's report. House Judiciary Committee Democrats
are currently in talks with Mueller for him to testify about his report. The panel has also scheduled a vote this week to hold
Attorney General William Barr in contempt.

McConnell on Tuesday argued that Democrats were angry at Barr for doing his job.

"Baseless accusations of perjury, laughable threats of impeachment. Look, we all know what's going on here. The whole
angry barrage the Democrats had prepared to unleash on President Trump except the facts let them down," McConnell said.
"They are slandering a distinguished public servant because the real world has disappointed them."
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We all know Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) is doing her best to rein in the Democratic Party. She wants the 2020 Dems to
move away from their progressive and back to the moderate Democratic stances that will allow them to woo middle-of-the-
road voters. Her reason she wants progressives to scale back is because she's "afraid" President Trump will question the
election's results if he doesn't win.

Fox's Brit Hume was spot on earlier when he explained why Pelosi has become "unhinged."

"Trump whines and complains about election results and says they're unfair all the time but he has never done anything to
try to negate any election results, that I'm aware of," Hume said. "

She makes this extravagant claim and it's not her only extravagant claim in recent days. She's also said, you might recall,
the other day, that Bill Barr, the attorney general, had lied to Congress and that's a crime," Hume explained. "Well, what
specifically did she mean? It would have been nice if she would have been asked by members of the press corp, when she
said that, what exactly she meant. "

Let's face it. Nancy has lost control of her caucus...and she's just now realizing that. She wants to rein in her party, not
because she's afraid Trump won't accept the election results, but because she wants to take credit for a 2020 White House
victory. She wants to be able to say that she brought the party together, that she was single handedly responsible for a
Democratic president taking office.

As Hume said, Trump may grumble about election results but he has never totally challenged or questioned their outcome.
If he did, he would have been in an uproar last November when the Democrats retook the House. Was he upset about it?
Absolutely. Did he grumble about it? Of course. Did he challenge every single seat a Democrat won? No chance.

Pelosi is running with this theme because, in so many terms, she's telling her fellow Democrats to sit down, shut up and get
on board the Nancy train.

https://twitter.com/AmericaNewsroom/status/1125419665067520000

America's Newsroom  Verified account

@AmericaNewsroom

@AmericaNewsroom

WATCH: @BillHemmer spoke with @brithume after a @nytimes report stating @SpeakerPelosi fears President Trump won't leave
office if he loses a close 2020 election #nine2noon
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CANDACE OWENS: LIBERAL POLICIES HAVE DESTROYED OUR FAMILIES, OUR SCHOOLS -SENT OUR MEN TO PRISON
& CHILDREN TO THE STREETS
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Candace Owens

 Verified account

@RealCandaceO

White supremacy is of no current threat to black America, but liberal supremacy very much is.

Liberal policies have destroyed our families, our schools—sent our men to prison & children to

the streets.

Crime, poverty & hopelessness are the direct result of liberal supremacy.

( LINK & VIDEO BELOW )
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President Trump on Monday awarded Tiger Woods the Presidential Medal of Freedom, calling the pro golf legend “a global
symbol of American excellence, devotion and drive.”

Trump, an avid golfer himself, recounted Woods’s storied yet tumultuous career during a ceremony in the White House
Rose Garden attended by senior administration officials, a handful of senators and members of Woods’s family.

“Your spectacular achievements on the golf course, your triumph over physical adversity and your relentless will to win, win,
win — these qualities embody the American spirit,” the president said.

Woods, 43, received the nation’s highest civilian honor weeks after winning his fifth Masters Tournament, capping off a
comeback from injuries, family troubles and problems with drugs that jeopardized his golfing career.

Woods, who is second all-time in major championship and PGA Tour victories, grew emotional when thanking his family
after receiving the award.

“You’ve seen the good and bad and the highs and the lows, and I would not be in this position without your help,” he said.

Trump tweeted last month after Woods's Masters victory that he wanted to bestow the award upon the golfer for “his
incredible Success & Comeback in Sports (Golf) and, more importantly, LIFE.”

But Trump’s decision to award Woods the medal drew scrutiny because of the business and personal relationship between
the two men.

The golf legend, who wore a white shirt and red tie that matched Trump’s, is designing a golf course at a Trump
Organization-managed club in Dubai. Woods celebrated his 1997 Masters victory at Trump’s Taj Mahal casino in Atlantic
City, N.J. Trump also named a villa at his Doral, Fla., club after the golfer.

The Presidential Medal of Freedom is given to people who have made “an especially meritorious contribution to the security
or national interests of the United States, world peace, cultural or other significant public or private endeavors,” according to
the 1963 executive order creating the award.

Like past presidents, Trump has given the award to athletes. Those who have received the award from Trump include
legendary baseball player Babe Ruth and football Hall of Famer Roger Staubach. Woods is the fourth golfer to receive the
award, joining Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Charlie Sifford.

Woods said he had a close relationship with Sifford, the first African American to play on the PGA Tour, calling him
“grandpa” and even naming his son, Charlie, after him.

( LINK BELOW )
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Delusional: Hillary Clinton Dares To Claim 2016 Election Was ‘Stolen’ from Her
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She’s the Norma Desmond of the Democratic Party.

Hillary Clinton, the former first lady, New York senator and atrociously corrupt secretary of state, is still on her road tour of
U.S. cities with former President Bill Clinton, but she can’t stop living in the fantasy world that follows her everywhere.

But judging by her ticket prices, it’s a story that’s not selling like it used to.

It’s the one where she was an attractive candidate in 2016, did everything right, checked all the boxes and should have
waltzed to victory and a new stay in the White House and the Oval Office that’s rightfully hers.

But in Hillary’s world, her just price was “stolen” from her, and now she’s telling other Democrats that they might be in for
the same thing.

Hillary Clinton, the former first lady, New York senator and atrociously corrupt secretary of state, is still on her road tour of
U.S. cities with former President Bill Clinton, but she can’t stop living in the fantasy world that follows her everywhere.

But judging by her ticket prices, it’s a story that’s not selling like it used to.

It’s the one where she was an attractive candidate in 2016, did everything right, checked all the boxes and should have
waltzed to victory and a new stay in the White House and the Oval Office that’s rightfully hers.

But in Hillary’s world, her just price was “stolen” from her, and now she’s telling other Democrats that they might be in for
the same thing.

“I think it’s also critical to understand that, as I’ve been telling candidates who have come to see me, you can run the best
campaign, you can even become the nominee, and you can have the election stolen from you,” Clinton told her audience
Saturday at an “Evening with the Clintons” stop in Southern California, according to Fox News.

It was a fitting enough venue for Clinton to cling to her faded dream. The Forum in Inglewood, just outside Los Angeles, is
about a 15-minute limo ride from Beverly Hills, where the embittered Desmond gnawed at the memories of her Hollywood
glory days in the film noir classic “Sunset Boulevard.”

Desmond was dreaming of a return to the spotlight that would never, ever happen — which sounds a lot like a certain former
Democratic presidential candidate.

Clinton isn’t entirely out of the public eye, of course, but Democrats might wish she were — as opposed to giving advice to
the Democratic candidates who are trying to win the presidency from Donald Trump.

In the Hillary script, of course, Trump is the archvillain — the man who denied her what she was due.

Reality, however, has long since intruded on that story line.

When special counsel Robert Mueller concluded his investigation into “Russian collusion” at the end of March, it was clear
to everyone across the political spectrum that Clinton had lost outright.

It would be interesting to see how many Democrats are actually interested in Clinton’s account of her historically
embarrassing loss. This was the woman who spent twice as much as her opponent, remember, and who had the entire
media-industrial complex on her side (but for Fox News and conservative websites).

But she still managed to lose — and hasn’t stopped making excuses for it ever since.

Clinton critics on social media weren’t buying it.

The Daily Wire

 Verified account

@realDailyWire

@realDailyWire

Hillary Clinton Suggests She Ran 'Best Campaign,' Had Election 'Stolen' From Her
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(HILLARY CLINTON IS TRULY DELUSIONAL BECAUSE DONALD TRUMP ACTUALLY DECIMATED HER IN THE 2016
ELECTION)

@Stonenchizel
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She’s the Norma Desmond of the Democratic Party.

Hillary Clinton, the former first lady, New York senator and atrociously corrupt secretary of state, is still on her road tour of
U.S. cities with former President Bill Clinton, but she can’t stop living in the fantasy world that follows her everywhere.

But judging by her ticket prices, it’s a story that’s not selling like it used to.

It’s the one where she was an attractive candidate in 2016, did everything right, checked all the boxes and should have
waltzed to victory and a new stay in the White House and the Oval Office that’s rightfully hers.

But in Hillary’s world, her just price was “stolen” from her, and now she’s telling other Democrats that they might be in for
the same thing.

Hillary Clinton, the former first lady, New York senator and atrociously corrupt secretary of state, is still on her road tour of
U.S. cities with former President Bill Clinton, but she can’t stop living in the fantasy world that follows her everywhere.

But judging by her ticket prices, it’s a story that’s not selling like it used to.

It’s the one where she was an attractive candidate in 2016, did everything right, checked all the boxes and should have
waltzed to victory and a new stay in the White House and the Oval Office that’s rightfully hers.

But in Hillary’s world, her just price was “stolen” from her, and now she’s telling other Democrats that they might be in for
the same thing.

“I think it’s also critical to understand that, as I’ve been telling candidates who have come to see me, you can run the best
campaign, you can even become the nominee, and you can have the election stolen from you,” Clinton told her audience
Saturday at an “Evening with the Clintons” stop in Southern California, according to Fox News.

It was a fitting enough venue for Clinton to cling to her faded dream. The Forum in Inglewood, just outside Los Angeles, is
about a 15-minute limo ride from Beverly Hills, where the embittered Desmond gnawed at the memories of her Hollywood
glory days in the film noir classic “Sunset Boulevard.”

Desmond was dreaming of a return to the spotlight that would never, ever happen — which sounds a lot like a certain former
Democratic presidential candidate.

Clinton isn’t entirely out of the public eye, of course, but Democrats might wish she were — as opposed to giving advice to
the Democratic candidates who are trying to win the presidency from Donald Trump.

In the Hillary script, of course, Trump is the archvillain — the man who denied her what she was due.

Reality, however, has long since intruded on that story line.

When special counsel Robert Mueller concluded his investigation into “Russian collusion” at the end of March, it was clear
to everyone across the political spectrum that Clinton had lost outright.

It would be interesting to see how many Democrats are actually interested in Clinton’s account of her historically
embarrassing loss. This was the woman who spent twice as much as her opponent, remember, and who had the entire
media-industrial complex on her side (but for Fox News and conservative websites).

But she still managed to lose — and hasn’t stopped making excuses for it ever since.

Clinton critics on social media weren’t buying it.

The Daily Wire
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@realDailyWire

@realDailyWire
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There is a tendency among Democrats, one that has increased in frequency since President Donald Trump took office, to
confidently assume that a majority of the American people stand alongside them on a particular issue, only to find that their
assumptions were dreadfully wrong.

It just happened again when the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee tweeted a poll and got results it obviously
didn’t anticipate.

The poll, posted Friday, asked Twitter users, “Do you want more Supreme Court justices like Ruth Bader Ginsburg or do
you want more justices like Brett Kavanaugh?”

By Sunday afternoon, the tweet had been deleted — though not before ample screen shots of the results had been saved.

The DSCC was surely horrified to see the conservative Kavanaugh, an appointee of President Donald Trump, crushing the
liberal icon Ginsburg.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D507ONyW0AAiZe_.jpg

Yashar Ali �  Verified account

@yashar

@yashar

3. The @dscc has deleted this tweet after the results didn’t end up in their favor.
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Yashar Ali �

✔ @yashar

@yashar

3. The @dscc has deleted this tweet after the results didn’t end up in their favor.
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Official Team Trump  Verified account

@TeamTrump

@TeamTrump

It looks like @dscc deleted this poll...

DEMS CAN’T HANDLE THE TRUTH!

#MAGA

Paul Sacca

✔ @Paul_Sacca

Hey @dscc, why did you delete your poll about Supreme Court justices? It still had two days left of

voting. Don't worry, we saved the current vote count for you...

The screen shots show Kavanaugh received over 70 percent of the more than 200,000 votes.

To be sure, Twitter polls are most definitely not conducted in a scientific manner, and the results can be easily skewed in
one particular direction if a faction of users makes a concerted effort to flood one particular response on the poll, which
could be what happened here.

Regardless, the DSCC should have known that was possible but posted the poll anyway, likely doing so with an abundance
of confidence that most Twitter users are liberal — a questionable notion.

Taking note of the stunning result of the vote and how the DSCC deleted the poll, the new Republican National Committee
spokeswoman Elizabeth Harrington tweeted, “Democrats, refusing to accept voting results (again).”
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spokeswoman Elizabeth Harrington tweeted, “Democrats, refusing to accept voting results (again).”

Elizabeth Harrington

✔ @LizRNC

#Democrats, refusing to accept voting results (again) https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1125120604103954432?s=19 …

Yashar Ali �

✔ @yashar

Replying to @yashar

3. The @dscc has deleted this tweet after the results didn’t end up in their favor.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D507ONyW0AAiZe_?format=jpg&name=small

In the end, we can only wonder if the horrific manner in which Democrats brutally smeared and nearly destroyed Kavanaugh
with false and unproven allegations during his 2018 confirmation hearings may have backfired on them tremendously with
the average American voter.
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Dunking on the mainstream media is as easy as tripping a fat kid in a cast, except we would probably feel sorry for a fat kid
in a cast who we tripped and sent slamming into the pavement piehole first. Unless the fat kid in a cast was a mainstream
media journalist, in which case it would be totally hilarious.

They hate you, so feel free to hate them back. The MSM was not infuriated with Donald Trump when he called these hack
transcriptionists for the liberal elite “the enemy of the people” because he was lying. The MSM was not infuriated with
Donald Trump because he was telling the truth.

They know that they hate you. They know that they eagerly embrace their role as the high-pitched mouthpiece for the
coastal elite. They just don’t want you to know it.

But we do know it. We’re woke. Now we just need to get the rest of the potentially militant Normals out there woke too.
Once we do that, we can see about finishing the toppling of our corrupt and incompetent ruling class, a job we started when
we elected The Donald. Destroying our garbage mainstream media is a key component of that laudable objective.

The mainstream media is our enemy. That’s undeniable; to deny it is to deny what we see and hear with our own eyes and
ears every day. Don’t be a “the media is garbage” denier. It would be like denying climate change if climate change was a
real thing instead of a media-driven scam designed to take your money and freedom.

Worse, the mainstream media is an enemy that considers you unworthy of the courtesy of not lying to your face about
obvious things. Liberal journalists have such contempt for us that they won’t even make the effort to gaslight us properly
any more. Maybe it’s because liberal journalists think you are dumb. Maybe liberal journalists are themselves dumb. Or
maybe – probably – it’s some combination of the two. But they are no longer even showing you the respect of trying to
pretend that they are not lying to you.

Look at the whole RUSSIA TRUMP TREASON COLLUSION EMOLUMENTS thing. The last week was dedicated to trying
to crucify William Barr for a couple months ago offering a summary of a report that has actually been released that was
factually 100% accurate but was allegedly not aggressively hostile enough to the victim of the witch hunt that the report
expressly cleared. That was a thing, except with a media that was not composed of human dumpster fires it would never
have been a thing. If we had a real media, the story would have been “Bitter Liberal Hillary Donors On Witchfinder General’s
Team Make Pathetic Play To Try To Cause Further Political Damage To Guy Who Was Too Clean For Them To Frame.”

But we don’t have a real media, not in the sense that a real media would be composed of neutral truth-tellers who let the
chips fall where they may and have no agenda nor favorites. What we have are hacks, many of them ex-staffers for the
same liberal Democrats they are covering. Well, covering for.

Imagine what a real media would do faced with overwhelming evidence that the previous administration used the FBI, CIA
and NSA to spy on the other party’s political campaign. Yeah, they might be a tiny bit interested in unraveling a scandal
that, comparatively, makes Watergate look like pulling off a mattress tag. But no. Not only are they actively not curious
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that, comparatively, makes Watergate look like pulling off a mattress tag. But no. Not only are they actively not curious
about this almost unbelievable outrage, but they are actively attempting to cover it up on behalf of their liberal masters.

“How dare you call covert surveillance of an opponent designed to secretly obtain confidential information ‘spying’?” they
fume.

They are lapdogs of the liberal elite, and everything they write is designed to promote an agenda designed to disarm you,
impoverish you, and silence you. Here’s the Kurt Test: Name one liberal media objective that, if implemented, would allow
you to earn and keep more money and/or that would make you freer.

Go on. Try.

There is none. They want you to be a hybrid of a piggy bank and a serf, just like the official Democrats do.

And they are such intolerable hypocrites. Take their insufferable posturing as uncompromising advocates for free
expression. Just the other day was World Press Freedom Day, which resulted in an utterly predictable circle of self-love
among these paragons of press liberty. Yeah, like they are brave firefighters battling to tell the truth instead of pathetic
scribes obediently gacking up whatever leftist vomit their masters require.

Here’s how they celebrated World Press Freedom Day – by ignoring the suppression of the press freedom of people they
don’t like. This week a bunch of journalists got banned off Facebook, but they were unapproved journalists so there was
nary a squeak from the approved ones. Nor was there any comment on the continuing fascist oppression of dissent on
college campuses, which provides a preview of what the liberal elite hopes to impose throughout America. Where is the
press screaming about this suppression of free speech? Yeah, right. The undeniable fact is that the mainstream media
approves of censorship – it actively supports censorship of dissenting views.

Specifically, conservative ones. Just wait. The mainstream conservatives you enjoy reading and listening to are next. The
lib elite might let their Fredocon collaborators continue to scribble their trademark limp goo on their unread websites, but
make no mistake – the mainstream media will be giddy when it has the public square to itself again.

Oh, the liberal journalists won’t come out and say they support censorship, but they do. There’s always an excuse, always
a reason, why shutting up a conservative is just fine. Oh, so-and-so is an “extremist.” He is uttering “hate speech.” He is
“dangerous.” Why, gagging him is cool because Facetwittergram is “a private company.” Their lame excuses for censorship
may change, but in the end, every time, you will find the final conclusion of our glorious mainstream media guardians of free
speech is that prohibiting the conservative opponents of their masters’ free speech is A-OK.

The mainstream media was a lying garbage institution that considers truth an obstacle to its agenda. Join me in making a
personal commitment to cause the media harm in any lawful way possible.

Never spend a dime on the mainstream media. Given the choice between gouging out my eyeballs and watching the
broadcast networks, CNN or MSNBC, I’d go for gouging. I haven’t paid for a newspaper since Elizabeth Warren was a
papoose.

Highlight media failures and humiliations to the unwoke on social media and in person. For instance, if you see some poor
sap reading the Washington Post, you might ask, “Did you know that paper called Louis Farrakhan ‘right wing’? Can you
trust anything it says?”

Never talk to a mainstream media reporter unless it helps you achieve one of your goals. I’ve been a source for several,
and cut them off when they stopped providing me value. Also, they get really fussy when you tell them, “Oh, I have some
really juicy info on that, but I’m not going to tell you because you suck.”

Feel free to prank the mainstream media in order to humiliate it publicly and help it lose even more credibility. Most liberal
journalists are kind of dumb and easy to fool into writing something stupid. It’s hilarious.

You owe them nothing, not your attention or your respect. The mainstream media is a garbage institution serving a garbage
ruling class. It’s your duty to fight the power by tripping it like a fat kid in a cast.

I had a real problem trying to write about the media in my action-packed (and occasionally hilarious) novels about the United
States split into red and blue, People's Republic, Indian Country and Wildfire. That’s because it was hard to come up with a
vision of a mainstream media in the leftist hellholes that was somehow worse than the Baghdad Bobs we experience today.
Read the books and see how I did. That pack of losers at that sad website that replaced what used to be the failed Weekly
Standard hailed these books as “appalling,” so know you’ll love them!

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2019/05/06/our-lying-garbage-media-is-lying-garbage-but-you-knew-that-n2545860
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Old Senile" Joe Biden Claims Margaret Thatcher, Who Died In 2013, Is Worried About Trump

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/05/05/931/524/694940094001_6033037145001_6033036661001-
vs.jpg

Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden reportedly had to correct himself over the weekend after telling donors
Margaret Thatcher is concerned about the United States under President Trump.

Thatcher, the former prime minister of Britain, died in 2013 – nearly two years before Trump launched his first campaign for
president.

According to Bloomberg News, Biden eventually corrected himself, explaining to the donors he meant to say British Prime
Minister Theresa May instead of Thatcher, blaming the mix-up on a “Freudian slip.”

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Comic Rob Schneider Blasts Democrats For ‘Orwellian Nightmare Of Censorship’
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Entertainer Rob Schneider chastised Democrats and tech giants, saying they are responsible for today's "Orwellian
nightmare of censorship."

What did he say?

In a Saturday tweet, Schneider — a "Saturday Night Live" alum — pointed to Poynter's recent list of "unreliable news
sources," which ended up being less than reliable. You can read more about the major snafu here.

He wrote, "We are in a real world Orwellian nightmare of censorship. Be careful who you label and smear today. You will be
the smeared tomorrow!"

Schneider later addressed Facebook's most recent move to permanently ban a series of controversial mouthpieces
including Infowars' Alex Jones, Milo Yiannopoulos, Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan, and more, for being what they
considered "dangerous."

"Just bizarre," he said of liberals' support for Facebook's move. "Progressive Democrats, who once stood for Civil Rights,
Liberty,Free Speech now stand for censorship & removing parent rights."

On Sunday, the actor and comic noted that all speech should be covered under the umbrella of free speech.

"Free Speech is ALL SPEECH! The UK and Australia don't have protected speech. And we are not protecting our 1st
Amendment. #EternalVigilance," he said.

The "SNL" alum doubled down on his remarks about free speech and quoted Noam Chomsky's remarks about Reich
Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels.

"As America's greatest linguist Noam Chomsky says, 'Free Speech is ALL SPEECH. You're either for ALL of it or NONE of
it," he wrote, and added "(Emphisis 4 dummies)," he tweeted.

Rob Schneider

✔ @RobSchneider

We are in a real world Orwellian nightmare of censorship. Be careful who you label and smear today. You will be the
smeared tomorrow!

Stephen Miller

✔ @redsteeze

Poynter gonna need to make another list that only includes Poynter.
https://twitter.com/mzhemingway/status/1124144510223753217 …

Rob Schneider
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✔ @RobSchneider

Just bizarre. Progressive Democrats, who once stood for Civil Rights, Liberty,Free Speech now stand for censorship &
removing parent rights

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D51eaSdUUAAPzhC.jpg

Rob Schneider

✔ @RobSchneider

As America’s greatest linguist Noam Chomsky says,”Free Speech is ALL SPEECH. You’re either for ALL of it or NONE of
it.”(Emphisis 4 dummies)

Rob Schneider

✔ @RobSchneider

As America’s greatest linguist Noam Chomsky says,”Free Speech is ALL SPEECH. You’re either for ALL of it or NONE of
it.”(Emphisis 4 dummies)

Anything else?

In a 2018 interview with the New York Daily News, Schneider — a former longtime Democrat — said that he switched his
party affiliation to independent because of his concerns over an overly politically correct culture.

"[Schneider] enjoys finding humor in making fun of liberals so they can find the 'hypocrisy' in their actions,'" a
portion of the interview read.

"Literally if you don't toe the party line — you're out," he said. "There's a real ugliness to it."

( LINK BELOW )
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PETER STRZOK SUSPECTED CIA WAS BEHIND INACCURATE MEDIA LEAKS

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Peter-Strzok-e1536856890932.jpg

Peter Strzok suspected CIA employees were behind inaccurate leaks to the press regarding possible Trump campaign
contacts with Russia, according to an email the former FBI counterintelligence official sent to colleagues in April 2017.

“I’m beginning to think the agency got info a lot earlier than we thought and hasn’t shared it completely with us. Might
explain all these weird/seemingly incorrect leads all these media folks have. Would also highlight agency as source of some
of the leaks,” Strzok wrote in an email to FBI colleagues on April 13, 2017.

The email is highlighted in a letter that two Republican senators sent Monday to Michael K. Atkinson, the inspector general
of the intelligence community.

In the letter, Sens. Chuck Grassley of Iowa and Ron Johnson of Wisconsin asked Atkinson if he has investigated whether
the CIA or other intelligence community agencies leaked information to the press.

They pointed to a Dec. 15, 2016 text message that Strzok, the lead investigator on the Trump-Russia probe, sent to then-
FBI attorney Lisa Page.

“Think our sisters have begun leaking like mad. Scorned and worried and political, they’re kicking in to overdrive,” Strzok
wrote Page.

Strzok did not identify a specific leak, but a day earlier, NBC News broke a bombshell story that Russian President Vladimir
Putin was personally involved in the U.S. election hacks. The story was sourced to “senior U.S. intelligence officials.”

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/LisaPage-1.jpg

Former FBI lawyer Lisa Page arrives for her House Judiciary Committee deposition. REUTERS/Leah Millis

Strzok’s email several months later referred to another bombshell report, this one published by The Guardian.

Entitled “British spies were first to spot Trump team’s links with Russia,” the 2017 story claimed that British intelligence
provided their American counterparts with information about possible Trump campaign contacts and Russians in late 2015.

In his email to colleagues, Strzok did not dispute The Guardian’s report. But the article appears to have raised his suspicion
that the CIA, which is referred to in government circles as “the agency,” had intelligence that had not been shared with the
FBI. Strzok believed some of that intelligence had been leaked to the media, even though it was inaccurate. (RELATED:
FBI Officials Discussed ‘Insurance Policy’ Against Trump)

Strzok was removed from the special counsel’s investigation in July 2017, after the messages were discovered as part of
an inspector general’s investigation into the FBI’s handling of the Clinton email probe. He was fired on Aug. 13, 2018.

Strzok, who was having an affair with Page, was a lead investigator on both the email investigation and the Trump-Russia
inquiry.

“These texts and emails raise a number of serious questions and concerns,” Grassley and Johnson wrote in their letter to
Atkinson.

They are asking Atkinson to provide more information about the “sisters” and why they would have started leaking.

The Justice Department’s inspector general is investigating the FBI and Justice Department’s handling of the Russia probe.
Attorney General William Barr said on May 1 that the agency has “multiple” criminal leak investigations ongoing. He has
also formed a task force to investigate the origins of the Trump investigation.

( LINK BELOW )
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Oh My: NYT Editorial Board Concedes Trump is Right on Border Crisis, Urges Congress to Fulfill New WH Budget
Request
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Everyone knows the old sayings about broken clocks and blind squirrels, but I'll confess to being genuinely surprised by
this one. The editors of the New York Times, one of the most reliably liberal mainstream publications in America, are no
longer able to ignore or abide the ongoing chaos at the Southern border. In a new house editorial, they acknowledge reality
and urge Congressional Democrats to get serious about the problem -- including a call to fulfill the Trump administration's
latest budget request on this front
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latest budget request on this front

@ArthurSchwartz

New York Times Editorial Board: “President Trump is right: There is a crisis at the southern border.”

The piece includes some throat clearing and shots at the president, but its overall message is at least somewhat
constructive. And it's a far cry from Democrats' bogus "manufactured crisis" rhetoric of recent months:

President Trump is right: There is a crisis at the southern border. Just not the one he rants about...But as record numbers
of Central American families flee violence and poverty in their homelands, they are overwhelming United States border
systems, fueling a humanitarian crisis of overcrowding, disease and chaos. The Border Patrol is now averaging 1,200
daily arrests, with many migrants arriving exhausted and sick...On Wednesday, the White House sent Congress a request
for $4.5 billion in emergency funding to help manage the surge. In a letter to lawmakers, the acting director of the White
House’s budget office, Russell Vought, sought to convey the scope of the challenge. “In February, U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) encountered more than 76,000 illegal border crossers and inadmissible aliens, and in March that
number exceeded 100,000 — the highest monthly level in more than a decade,” Mr. Vought wrote. He described what he
said were “alarming numbers” of women and children jammed into Border Patrol stations never intended as long-term
shelters.

Funding for vital services is not expected to last through the fiscal year, Mr. Vought said. Most urgently, the program that
deals with unaccompanied minors is expected to run dry next month, requiring resources to be diverted from other
programs and leading to a further deterioration in conditions...Nearly three-quarters of the funds, $3.3 billion, would be
earmarked for humanitarian needs, with much of it flowing to the Office of Refugee Resettlement, the agency responsible
for unaccompanied minors. None of the money would go toward Mr. Trump’s border wall. Several hundred million
dollars would, however, go toward shoring up border security operations, including increasing the number of detention
beds overseen by Immigration and Customs Enforcement, or ICE. This, for Democrats, is a nonstarter...The Democratic
chairwoman of the House Appropriations Committee, Nita Lowey of New York, said that the administration was seeking
billions of dollars to “double down on cruel and ill-conceived policies” and bail out ICE for locking up more migrant
families than it could humanely accommodate. But until better policies are in place, Democrats need to find a way to
provide money for adequate shelter.

Consider how extraordinary it is that the Times feels compelled to describe any effort to enhance border security -- even
excluding 'the wall' -- or to provide additional detention beds as 'nonstarters' for Democrats. Both of these priorities are
urgently needed. The editorial rightly tells Democrats that "until better policies are in place," they need to "find a way to
provide money for adequate shelter." Unfortunately, a significant portion of the Democratic Party is overtly or effectively in
favor of "catch and release" policies that inexorably increase the number of illegal immigrants living inside the United
States. A number of them have even proposed decreasing border security and enforcement mechanisms, even as this
undeniable crisis is playing out. Meanwhile, we see verifiable evidence of traffickers creating false families to exploit our
broken status quo, which creates an incentive to illegally enter US territory with children in tow:

Greg Abbott ✔

@GregAbbott_TX

ICE is Cracking Down on 'Fake Families' Using Children as 'Pawns' at Border. I can’t believe some people say the border
is not an emergency issue.

Texas is about to spend almost a billion dollars in state money to do the federal government’s job. #txlege
https://www.newsweek.com/ice-chief-vows-crack-down-fake-families-using-children-pawns-border-1409471 …

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1123190291194888193/Y2LURKay?format=jpg&name=600x314

( ICE to crack down on "fake families" using children as "pawns" at border "Our highly-skilled teams are working to stop
individuals, networks and organizations facilitating child smuggling and document fraud,” ICE Acting Director Matthew Albence
said.)

The Daily Signal

✔ @DailySignal

Does our immigration system incentivize child trafficking?@DanCrenshawTX shares a chilling story to raise awareness to
a crisis few understand.

"People of good intentions don't want to believe our system incentivizes this terrible behavior..."

So what are the chances of Congress adopting a sensible, Ron Johnson-esque approach to these acute and unrelenting
policy challenges? One can always hold out hope, but consider the political backdrop of House Democrats being unable to
rally behind a bill to implement the sort of "clean" DREAM Act they've been demanding for years. Why? They're fighting
amongst themselves about whether or not that sort of amnesty (which I generally favor) should be extended to illegal
immigrants with criminal records. Yes, really:

House Democrats have shelved plans to advance legislation protecting “Dreamers” next week, delivering a setback to the
caucus on a top legislative priority. The bill is stalled because of an intraparty fight over providing citizenship to
undocumented immigrants with criminal records, multiple lawmakers and aides said Thursday, and a likely committee
vote is now delayed...Democrats are worried the bill as currently written couldn't even survive a committee markup and
have privately fretted about the potential amendments Republicans will offer. Senior Democrats are also concerned that
Republicans could weaponize the Dreamers bill on the floor and force immigration votes on amendments that could be
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Republicans could weaponize the Dreamers bill on the floor and force immigration votes on amendments that could be
tough for swing district Democrats to oppose...The bill, authored by Rep. Lucille Roybal-Allard (D-Calif.), would allow
undocumented immigrants to commit three misdemeanors before they’re disqualified from seeking citizenship. But some
Democrats worry the language in the bill is too broad and want to consider changes so that committing only certain
misdemeanors would allow people to remain on the path to citizenship.

I'll leave you with a question for every Democratic presidential candidates: How many crimes should an illegal immigrant be
allowed to commit while maintaining his eligibility to become a citizen?

( LINK BELOW )
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BIDEN FACES RENEWED SCRUTINY OVER SON’S RELATIONSHIP TO UKRAINIAN GAS COMPANY

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/joe-biden-2020-e1556192387911.jpg

Hunter Biden was appointed to the board of directors of a Ukranian company as part of an effort to recruit well-connected
Americans while the company was under investigation, according to The New York Times

Then-Vice President Joe Biden played a role in pressuring Ukraine to oust the country’s top prosector, Viktor Shokin,
who was investigating the company, Burisma

Shokin’s successor initially ended the investigation into Burisma, but decided in March 2019 to reopen it.

A Ukrainian gas company gave a seat on its board to the son of former Vice President Joe Biden in an attempt to secure
relationships with Democrats while it was under multiple investigations, according to a recent New York Times report.

Biden largely took credit for pressuring Ukraine into removing its top prosecutor, who was leading those probes. Ukraine
recently relaunched an investigation into the company, the Times reported Wednesday, and President Donald Trump’s
personal attorney, Rudy Giuliani, has repeatedly called for the U.S. Department of Justice to scrutinize the Bidens.

Hunter Biden was appointed to the four-member board of Burisma Holdings, Ukraine’s largest privately owned gas company,
in April 2014. The seat came while the elder Biden was serving in former President Barack Obama’s administration and was
slated to head relations with Ukraine for the administration.

Burisma is a natural gas exploration and production company owned by Mykola Zlochevsky, a cabinet member of former
Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovich. Yanukovich was removed from his position in February 2014. He currently lives in
exile in Russia and is wanted by Ukraine for high treason.

Zlochevsky later fled the country in late-2014 as Ukrainian prosecutors launched investigations into his time in public office
as well as his private businesses. Around the same time, the U.K. Serious Fraud Office froze $23 million in a London
account that was linked to Zlochevsky. A British court later unblocked the bank accounts in January 2015 and “found no
grounds for further consideration of the case,” according to The Kyiv Post.

Roughly two years after Hunter Biden’s appointment to Burisma’s board, the vice president traveled to Kiev, Ukraine’s
capital, where he threatened that the U.S. would withhold $1 billion in loan guarantees unless Ukraine ousted its prosecutor
general, Viktor Shokin. At the time, Shokin was accused of ignoring corruption within his own political office.

But Shokin was also investigating corruption within Burisma.

Several investigations into Burisma, which included possible tax evasion and money laundering, preceded Shokin’s time as
prosecutor general. But he also launched a separate investigation into gas licenses that Zlochevsky issued while serving in
his official capacity in the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources, according to the Times. Shokin was fired from the
prosecutorial position days after Biden’s arrival and subsequent pressure campaign in Kiev.

U.S. officials reportedly stated that the British prosecution crumbled after Shokin stepped down and the succeeding
Ukrainian prosecutor general declined to cooperate. (RELATED: Tensions Grow Between Obama Admin, Ukraine)

Hunter Biden, who did not previously have any experience in the eastern European country, was paid up to $50,000 per
month for his work with Burisma, according to financial disclosures. Only months before he accepted the position as a
board member, the Navy Reserve had discharged him after failing a drug test, which tested positive for cocaine.

“I have had no role whatsoever in relation to any investigation of Burisma, or any of its officers,” Hunter Biden told the
Times. “I explicitly limited my role to focus on corporate governance best practices to facilitate Burisma’s desire to expand
globally.”

But he was appointed to Burisma’s board to “be in charge of the holdings’ legal unit and will provide support for the company
among international organizations,” a press release obtained by the Times said.

Hunter Biden said Burisma’s release was a mischaracterization, saying that “at no time was [he] in charge of the company’s
legal affairs.”

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Bill Bill Clinton Says Kavanaugh Fight Was Payback For Vince Foster

https://i.kinja-img.com/gawker-media/image/upload/s--tvBfhSKz--
/c_scale,f_auto,fl_progressive,q_80,w_800/ohdlfqp5zbabhlaetnv0.png

LAS VEGAS — Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh got what he deserved when he was accused in his confirmation
hearing of sexual assault — because of his role in investigating the Clintons in the 1990s, former President Bill Clinton
suggested.

"He didn't have any problem making us put up with three years of Vince Foster nonsense that was a total charade," Clinton,
72, said Sunday during a joint appearance with his wife Hillary at the Park Theater in Las Vegas during the last stop in the
10-event "An Evening With the Clintons” speaking tour.

A childhood friend of Bill Clinton, Foster, 48, became a deputy White House counsel in Clinton's White House in 1993 after
being a partner at the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark., where Hillary Clinton was a colleague. In July 1993 his body was
found in Fort Marcy Park in Northern Virginia with a single gunshot wound to the mouth.

After three years, an investigation by independent counsel Robert Fiske concluded in June 1994 that Foster had committed
suicide. That was the same conclusion reached by several other investigations, but Kavanaugh critics have accused the
future justice of dabbling in the conspiracy theories that swirled after Foster's death.

In early 1995, however, Kavanaugh offered his boss, independent counsel Kenneth Starr, the legal rationale to broaden his
Whitewater investigation to include the Foster death. Kavanaugh, then 30, argued that the possibility Foster might have
been murdered gave Starr the right to delve more deeply.

“We are currently investigating Vincent Foster’s death to determine, among other things, whether he was murdered in
violation of federal criminal law,” Kavanaugh wrote to Starr in a March 24, 1995 memo. “[I]t necessarily follows that we must
have the authority to fully investigate Foster’s death.”

The new Foster inquiry, led by Kavanaugh, gave succor to conspiracy theorists, boosted Kavanaugh's reputation as a hard-
charging Republican lawyer, and allowed Starr to continue investigating Bill Clinton, eventually leading him to the Monica
Lewinsky scandal.

After a three-year investigation, Kavanaugh concluded in 1997 that Foster had indeed killed himself.

Bill Clinton argued in Las Vegas that all this meant Kavanaugh had no moral authority to complain about being hit with
unsubstantiated sexual assault allegations from his high school days. Kavanaugh vehemently denied claims by Christine
Blasey Ford stretching back to the early 1980s, when they both attended private high schools in the Maryland suburbs of
Washington, D.C.

After days of angry Senate Judiciary Committee hearings that delved into Kavanaugh's personal life, he won confirmation to
the Supreme Court by the narrowest margin since the 1880s.

Clinton said Kavanaugh's behavior harkened back to the notorious "red-baiting" lead lawyer and political adviser to Sen. Joe
McCarthy, R-Wis., in the 1950s, Roy Cohn — who went on the represent Donald Trump in the 1970s and was known as a
master of innuendo. Clinton said Trump and his family have "been doing that for decades in business and other contexts."

( LINK BELOW )
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PRESIDENT TRUMP: The Witch Hunt Is Over But We Will Never Forget. MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/56/Donald_Trump_official_portrait.jpg/1200px-
Donald_Trump_official_portrait.jpg

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Despite the tremendous success that I have had as President, including perhaps the greatest ECONOMY and most
successful first two years of any President in history, they have stolen two years of my (our) Presidency (Collusion
Delusion) that we will never be able to get back.....

.....The Witch Hunt is over but we will never forget. MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!

GOD PRESIDENT DONALD JOHN TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump notes 'remarkable achievements of Mexican Americans' in Cinco de Mayo message President Trump marked Cinco
de Mayo on Sunday with a presidential message celebrating the "remarkable achievements of Mexican Americans."

"As we honor the anniversary of this historic victory, we celebrate the courage and patriotism the Mexican soldiers
exemplified in defeating the invading army of Napoleon III," he said in a White House statement.

"We also acknowledge the remarkable achievements of Mexican Americans and the many contributions they have made,
and continue to make, to our Nation," he added. "Melania and I hope those who are celebrating enjoy today's festivities.
Feliz Cinco de Mayo!"

Trump has had a strained relationship with the Latino community due to his stance on immigration and comments he made
on the 2016 campaign trail characterizing Mexican immigrants as “rapists” and accusing them of “bringing crime” to the U.S.

His comments on Sunday echo his past Cinco de Mayo statements while in office. Last year, he hailed "the significant
contributions of Mexican Americans to the United States."

As a presidential candidate, Trump marked the holiday, which celebrates the Mexican Army's defeat of the French in the
Battle of Puebla in 1862, by tweeting a photo of himself eating a taco bowl from Trump Grill in New York City.

“Happy #CincoDeMayo! The best taco bowls are made in Trump Tower Grill. I love Hispanics!” the president tweeted in
2016.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ChtuyP0VEAQZlY1.jpg

Donald J. Trump

 Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Happy #CincoDeMayo! The best taco bowls are made in Trump Tower Grill. I love Hispanics!

https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump/posts/10157008375200725:0 …
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Shocking: NBC's Chuck Todd Actually Gives Trump A Standing Ovation With Credit For Booming Economy
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Democrats claim to like statistics and numbers. They claim to be data driven (even though we ALL know that's generally
not the case). But even NBC's Chuck Todd can't deny it: the economy is booming under President Donald Trump.
Unemployment is at a record low. We haven't seen numbers like this since the late 1960s.

As much as it probably killed him to admit on live TV, Todd gave credit to Trump, saying "the economy is doing great."

https://twitter.com/RNCResearch/status/1125043513857576960

RNC Research

 Verified account

@RNCResearch @RNCResearch

NBC’s Chuck Todd: “the economy is doing great”

https://youtu.be/Ri7Ge_gjhLI

For awhile, Democrats tried to deny the unemployment numbers. Even some of the 2020 Democrats attempted to make the
case that Americans were worse off under a Trump presidency than President Barack Obama's administration. They've
seen the numbers. And guess what? They're now changing their tune. They're now spinning the data to try and say the
unemployment rate has to do with the Obama administration's policies.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D5z7OMaUUAEIV30.png

Beth Baumann

 Verified account

@eb454

@eb454

A snapshot at the unemployment rate over time:

What's interesting to look at though, is President Trump's approval ratings verses President Barack Obama's approval
ratings.

When Obama took office in January 2009 his approval rating was 67 percent. In April 2015 – at roughly the same time
Trump is currently at during his presidency – Obama's approval rating dropped to 45 percent.

President Trump's approval rating has actually gone up. When he took office in January 2017 his approval rating was 49
percent. It now sits 56 percent.

What does this show? Americans have faith in the Trump economy. They're seeing more money in their paychecks thanks
to Trump's tax cuts. They're feeling good about the direction things are headed. More people are employed and more money
is in people's pockets instead of in the government's bank account.

If people had that kind of confidence in the so-called Obama policies that are supposedly sparking the economy, why was
consumer confidence down? Why were people afraid of spending their money?

Democrats, it's time to give credit where credit is due.

( LINK BELOW )
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Donald Trump Jr : The Media Won't Be Happy Until Anyone To The Right Of @CNN Is Banned From Having A Voice
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Donald Trump Jr.

 Verified account

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@DonaldJTrumpJr

The media won't be happy until anyone to the right of @CNN is banned from having a voice.

And lets not pretend this is just about social media either, leftists are already pressuring web-hosting sites, banks
& credit card companies to ban people they disagree with politically.

DO NOT TRUST THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA THEY LIE TO EVERYONE

THE LIBERAL MEDIA ARE A PROPAGANDA MACHINE FOR THE GLOBALIST ELITE

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Four Texas State University students were arrested Wednesday following an altercation with another student who was
wearing a “Make America Great Again” hat during a demonstration on campus.

Campus Reform first reported that Tyler M., a freshman, was in an area on campus where counter-protesters were
demonstrating in anticipation of a protest by conservative biker group Texas Nomads SAR, which never showed.

Tyler said he was engaging in conversation with some of the counter-protesters when one of them grabbed the pro-
President Trump hat off his head, threw it on the ground and kicked it. Video posted by Campus Reform showed part of the
exchange as a female student is seen kicking a MAGA hat on the ground as a police officer is trying to speak to her.

Again, none of our conservative people were ever instigating anything,” Tyler M. told Campus Reform. “I can guarantee that.
No one was ever yelling or shouting over people. We were all very patient.”

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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None Dare Call It Spying (But It Was Obviously Spying)

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/308/c0a67761-a89c-454c-b286-2422ef6fafc0.jpg

We used to be able to get along. We really did. We haven’t always been able to work together – it’s difficult to find common
ground when you want the polar opposite of your opponent – but at the end of a long day of fighting, people were perfectly
capable of eating a meal near or even with each other. Now we can’t even agree in the obvious definition of words.

Dictionary.com defines “spy” as:

1) a person employed by a government to obtain secret information or intelligence about another, usually hostile,
country, especially with reference to military or naval affairs.

2) a person who keeps close and secret watch on the actions and words of another or others.

There is no possible interpretation of those definitions that does not cover what the Obama administration did to the
presidential campaign of Donald Trump in 2016. Whether it was justified or not is irrelevant to the fact that spying did occur.
Yet to one side of the aisle, to speak that indisputable truth is akin to declaring the moon landing was filmed by Stanley
Kubrick on a soundstage in Hollywood.

When Attorney General William Barr used that word, spoke the truth, before Congress last month Democrats were outraged.
Chuck Todd, host of Meet the Press and former staffer for Democratic Senator Tom Harkin’s 1992 presidential run, was
beside himself. “Using the word ‘spying’ plays into the President's language and argument that the Russia investigation, to
him, is just a witch hunt,” Todd said. “And every time they've brought up this allegation, there has been zero factual basis
for it.”

Of course, there was plenty of “factual basis for it.” But for Chuck and others on the left wanted no part if it; it did not fit the
narrative. Rather than deal with reality, they simply denied it and changed the meaning of the word.

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Tickets to the latest stop on Bill and Hillary Clinton’s speaking tour were going for as little as $20 on the secondary market
as their 13-city adventure continued to struggle to find an audience.

The best seats in the house at Seattle’s WaMu Theater on Friday could be had for $829, a steep 54% drop from the $1,785
that the former first couple fetched when the tour was announced in early November.

But organizers soon had to slash listed prices and even offer discount ducats through Groupon to boost sales.

The official prices for Friday’s appearance ranged from $66.50 to $519, the Seattle Times reported.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Sara Carter Proves That CNN News Network Is Run By Delusional Democrats

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1107325511028613127/7SvT3rHh_400x400.jpg

IN HER TWITTER ACCOUNT SARA CARTER POSTED A POLL TAKEN BY CNN

AND THIS POLL WAS REVEALED ON THEIR NEWS NETWORK CNN WITH GRAPHICS

BELOW IS SARA'S TWEET ON WHAT CNN REALLY BELIEVES WHAT WILL HAPPEN ON 2020

Sara A. Carter

 (Verified account)

@SaraCarterDC

@SaraCarterDC

@BetoORourke: "I Can [Hypothetically] Beat @realDonaldTrump By 10 Points As Per @CNN #Poll" |

( CLICK JPG BELOW )

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1124833172880015362/E-8vaH5v?format=jpg&name=600x314

NOW IF CNN EVER CLAIMS TO BE ANYTHING BESIDES AN ARM OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY THEN YOU KNOW WITH
OUT A DOUBT THAT THEY ARE LYING TO YOU AND THAT CNN IS ABSOLUTELY FULL OF FUCKING SHIT !

@Stonenchizel

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1124833172049596416
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NADLER PROVES THAT HE'S NOT FIT TO CHAIR A COMMITTEE & DEMOCRAT CLOWNS DON'T GET TO QUESTION AG
BARR

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv050319dAPR20190502064617.jpg

THE DEMOCRAT'S ARE MAD BECAUSE THEY THOUGHT MUELLER'S LETTER TO BARR

STATED THAT HE DISAGREED WITH AG. BARR'S CONCLUSION OF THE MUELLER REPORT

BUT MUELLLER WAS MAD BECAUSE HE DIDN'T LIKE HOW THE PRESS WAS TREATING HIS REPORT

ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR STATED THE FACTS UNDER OATH AND THE MATTER IS FINISHED

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/IMG-570820190503105828.jpg

DEMOCRAT'S WERE HANDED THEIR FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION BACK WITHOUT A IMPEACH

APPROVAL AND THEY NEED SOMEONE TO BLAME IS WHY THEY ARE MAD , BUT WILLIAM

BARR WILL NOT BE THEIR PUNCH TOY

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

HAVE A BLESSED SUNDAY PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Texas Police Dept. Names 9-Year-Old Boy With Liver Cancer It's Honorary Captain

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/931/524/Brandon-Tadeo-Alvarez-4.jpg

A 9-year-old boy fighting liver cancer was sworn in as an honorary police captain on Friday by officers at the Alton Police
Department in Texas.

The boy, Brandon Tadeo Alvarez, got a cancer diagnosis last year, then his illness went into remission in September. But
the cancer was back again at the start of this year.

Officers of the department visited Brandon on Wednesday after receiving a phone call from a friend of his who'd noted the
young boy's love for law enforcement. Brandon, it became clear, dreamed of one day becoming an officer himself.

"During our visit, Tanya [Brandon's mom] shared the details of Brandon's condition and informed us that doctors had
stopped all treatment," Chief Jonathan Flores told Fox News on Saturday.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Brandon-Tadeo-Alvarez-1-1.jpg

"We knew immediately that we needed to make his dream come true," Flores said.

More than 200 people -- family, friends, elected officials, members of the community and officers from neighboring police
departments -- gathered at City Hall to support him in a ceremony on Friday, at which he was sworn in by Judge Keno
Vasquez.

"We had members of law enforcement lining the walls to show their support," Flores said.

Citizens offered their own form of support to the boy and his family, creating a poster board of messages titled, “Not Going
Down Without A Fight.”

"That is truly the essence of law enforcement and the thin blue line family," Flores said. "When one of us is hurting, we all
rally together and step up to the plate to help."

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/05/1862/1048/Brandon-Tadeo-Alvarez-3.jpg

"In this family, no one fights alone," Flores said, referring to the camaraderie within the police force. "We will continue to
support Brandon and his family, doing whatever we can to lift his spirits and help him to stay motivated and continue to fight
this terrible disease.

"Last night captured the true essence of what the city of Alton and our law enforcement community is all about."

( LINK BELOW )
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Justice Kavanaugh Still Triggering The Unhinged Liberal Left That Loses Its Mind Over A Single University Course

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-05/213486_5_.png

Normally, one would expect that a university fortunate enough to get a sitting Supreme Court Justice to join its faculty
would be receiving accolades from its students. But of course, these are not normal times. Thus, when George Mason
University recently announced that Justice Brett Kavanaugh would co-teach (along with Professor Jennifer L. Mascott) a
summer class at its Antonin Scalia Law School, the campus Left was seriously triggered.

Students immediately launched protests, a petition drive, and an ad campaign claiming that they would suffer harm due to
the uncorroborated allegations of sexual assault made against Kavanaugh during his confirmation hearings last fall.

Reason's Robby Soave described the unhinged response:

'The hiring of Kavanaugh threatens the mental well-being of all survivors on this campus,' said one female student during
the public comment period of GMU's board meeting last week… Another student, a survivor of sexual violence, claimed that
her mental health had already suffered as a result of the Antonin Scalia Law School's decision to hire Kavanaugh. 'It is
affecting my mental health knowing that an abuser will be part of our faculty,' she said. A third student said, ‘As someone
who has survived sexual assault three times, I do not feel comfortable with someone who has sexual assault allegations
walking on campus.'

And it wasn’t just students. Professor Bethany Letiecq, president of GMU's chapter of the American Association of
University Professors, actually suggested that the university conduct its own separate investigation of Kavanaugh. “It's hard
to imagine what such an investigation would even look like,” Soave noted, “given that the incidents in question do not
involve GMU, were made three decades ago, and were already explored by the federal government and the news media.”

GMU president Angel Cabrera sought to bring some common sense and civility to the discussion, saying that:
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GMU president Angel Cabrera sought to bring some common sense and civility to the discussion, saying that:

“I respect the views of people who disagreed with Justice Kavanaugh’s Senate confirmation due to questions raised
about his sexual conduct in high school… But he was confirmed and is now a sitting Justice. The law school has
determined that the involvement of a U.S. Supreme Court Justice contributes to making our law program uniquely
valuable for our students. And I accept their judgment.”

Dr. Cabrera later reiterated his support for Kavanaugh at a town hall organized by GMU’s student government, saying that
“even if the outcome is painful, what’s at stake is very, very important for the integrity of the university.”

What is so absurd about all this is that Kavanaugh will not be teaching anywhere near the GMU campus in Virginia. The
course will be taught in Runnymede, England. In other words, we are being asked to believe that some university students
(and professors) will be traumatized by the presence of an individual teaching at a campus 3,600 miles away.

The contretemps may surprise some who think of GMU as a conservative university. However, Walter Williams, the
respected professor of economics at GMU, explained that the university's reputation as a bastion of conservatism is
somewhat overstated:

“George Mason University erroneously earns a reputation as a conservative/libertarian university because of its most
distinguished and internationally known liberty-oriented economics department, which can boast of two homegrown
Nobel laureates in economics. Its Antonin Scalia Law School has a distinguished faculty that believes in personal liberty
and reveres the U.S. Constitution -- unlike many other law schools that hold liberty and our Constitution in contempt. The
rest of the university is just like most other universities -- liberal, Democratic Party-dominated. The chief difference
between my GMU colleagues and liberals at some other universities is that they are polite, respectful and congenial,
unlike what one might find at places like U.C. Berkeley or University of Massachusetts.”

The subject of Justice Kavanaugh's course itself might prove triggering to the Left. The course is entitled “Creation of the
Constitution.” According to the course description, “students will study the historical origins of the Constitution and read
Founding-era documents and debates shaping the content of the document.”

Runnymede, where the course will be taught, was the location of the sealing of the Magna Carta.

In his indispensable book, The Roots of American Order, Russell Kirk explained the significance of the Magna Carta [p.
195]:

“It became the rock upon which the English constitution was built. It was principle of the supremacy of law: the idea that
an enduring law exists, which all men must obey. The king himself is one of those men under the law. Along with this
principle ran the corollary principle -- that if the king breaks the law, and invades the rights of his vassals, then barons
and people may deprive him of his powers.

“From this principle, the whole English constitution -- an unwritten constitution in the sense that it can be found in no single
document -- developed in time. This principle would be asserted by the Americans in the last quarter of the eighteenth
century; it is the root of the Declaration of Independence.”

This is our shared heritage, the British legal system, the foundation of America's freedom. Recently, Joe Biden, the current
Democratic frontrunner for the presidency, said that our "English jurisprudential culture" should be changed, although he
declined to say what he might replace it with. Biden ought to take some time to visit Runnymede this summer and audit
Justice Kavanaugh's class. He just might learn something.

( LINK BELOW )
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Collusion Narrative Comes Back To Haunt Dems in Report, DNC Sought Dirt on Trump from Ukrainians

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Donald-Trump-12-592x331.jpg

Democrats and much of the establishment media have been squawking about “collusion” between Donald Trump and
Russia since the election, only for them to be silenced by the collusion-free Mueller report.

The president may now be largely vindicated, but there is still some suspicious collusion which needs to be investigated.
Only it appears to have come from the left, and it was not with Russia but with Ukraine.

Investigative reporter John Solomon has been on a roll lately. We’ve already covered his efforts to dig into the Fusion GPS
debacle, where it seems likely that the DNC paid activists for a false dossier and encouraged officials in the Obama
administration to use their power to sway an election.

But Solomon is just getting warmed up.

On Thursday, he wrote a scathing Op-Ed piece for The Hill which laid out the case that Democrats tried to collude with the
foreign government of Ukraine in a desperate effort to derail Trump.

“In its most detailed account yet, the Ukrainian Embassy in Washington says a Democratic National Committee (DNC)
insider during the 2016 election solicited dirt on Donald Trump’s campaign chairman and even tried to enlist the country’s
president to help,” Solomon wrote.

“Ambassador Valeriy Chaly’s office says DNC contractor Alexandra Chalupa sought information from the Ukrainian
government on Paul Manafort’s dealings inside the country, in hopes of forcing the issue before Congress,” the Op-Ed
continued.

Trying to gather information is one thing. While a bit shady, that kind of opposition research is fairly common within political
campaigns. But if the veteran investigative journalist is right, the DNC pushed the boundaries of ethics by trying to get
Ukrainian officials to meddle in the 2016 election.

“Chalupa later tried to arrange for Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko to comment on Manafort’s Russian ties on a U.S.
visit during the 2016 campaign,” Solomon wrote, citing the ambassador.

“[Ambassador Chaly] says the embassy considered her requests an inappropriate solicitation of interference in the U.S.
election.”

Through a statement released by the Ukrainian embassy, the ambassador made it clear that they were suspicious of DNC
contractor Chalupa’s efforts.

“The Embassy representatives unambiguously refused to get involved in any way, as we were convinced that this is a
strictly U.S. domestic matter,” Chaly said.

Solomon said that he spoke with a Ukrainian political officer named Andrii Telizhenko, who worked for the ambassador.

The journalist quoted this foreign official and alleged that the DNC operative Chalupa admitted that her goal in meeting with
Ukrainians was to stop Donald Trump.

“She said the DNC wanted to collect evidence that Trump, his organization and Manafort were Russian assets, working to
hurt the U.S. and working with Putin against the U.S. interests,” Telizhenko told the journalist.

Remember, that claim of Trump being controlled by Russia has been disproved repeatedly, most recently in the Mueller
report. Yet this false narrative was being openly pushed to foreign officials by a DNC consultant — and the purpose was
clearly to take down Trump.

“She indicated if we could find the evidence they would introduce it in Congress in September and try to build a case that
Trump should be removed from the ballot, from the election,” recalled Telizhenko, the embassy staff member.

If this shocking claim is true, it means that it was actually Democrats who were purposely attempting to collude with a
foreign government to influence a U.S. election.

It’s time for the truth to come out.

The left must be held to the same standards they demanded when they thought they could impeach the president — and if
it was actually Democrats who were colluding, the American people have a right to be outraged

( LINK BELOW )
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The Democrats’ Imaginary Crime Committed By Don Jr. Has One Problem: The Law

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/townhall/reu/o/2018/337/a4755c4c-5b50-4693-95f6-ca052b08e241.png

When the “Russia collusion” scam failed so miserably as a means to take down this administration, liberal politicians and
their media cronies got creative, coming up with ever more strained legal theories to justify their harassment of President
Trump. The latest iteration is their effort to twist campaign finance laws to fit new, imagined crimes.

A prime example of this wishful thinking is the attack on Donald Trump, Jr. over the infamous “Trump Tower Meeting.”
Recall that a British publicist emailed Don Jr. in 2016, saying he would be meeting with some Russian citizens, and that
Russian prosecutors possibly had “information that would incriminate Hillary and her dealings with Russia.”

“If it's what you say I love it,” Don Jr. replied. The meeting took place and despite the tease, no incriminating information
about Hillary Clinton was offered.

“That’s illegal! That’s a crime!” the left has been shrieking for nearly two years since Don Jr. voluntarily released the emails
about the meeting for the world to see. That Robert Mueller looked at these facts and declined to prosecute, has done
nothing to dampen the left’s rabid fervor.

Despite the shrill rhetoric, no one has yet to cite a precedent establishing that it is illegal to merely say you’d be interested
in damaging information about a political opponent, whatever the source. Certainly no one has ever been convicted for what
is a routine campaign activity. Indeed, many political veterans across the political spectrum would tell you that it would be
political malpractice to turn away potentially useful opposition research.

So why do these universally liberal “experts” think there’s a crime here? Their theory is predicated upon federal election law
prohibiting the solicitation of “contributions,” defined as “things of value,” from foreigners. The theory goes that “dirt” on
opponents, because it is helpful to campaigns and might be paid for as opposition research, is a “thing of value,” and
therefore it would be a crime to solicit or receive such information from foreigners.

The problem with that theory is that it has no basis in law or fact.

As eminent law professor Eugene Volokh pointed out, this theory is not only a stretch in terms of the language of the
statute, it also has no logical stopping point. If mere information that hurts or helps a candidate is really a “campaign
contribution,” then virtually anyone discussing any election-related issue with a foreign national is a criminal.

Journalists who take a tip from overseas? Criminals. Campaigns that use the stories from illegal aliens? Criminals. All a
prosecutor would have to do is show that the words were spoken “for the purpose of influencing [an] election for Federal
office” to send the listener to Club Fed.

This is not the law. If it were the law, then desperate Democrats seeking to capitalize on Russia fever for their own
fundraising and re-election purposes would also be in deep trouble. Adam Schiff comes to mind – he was caught on tape by
two Russian pranksters promising nude Donald Trump photos. What about the infamous Steele Dossier that Democrats
purchased from Fusion GPS and which was laden with information obtained from foreign sources? Might that be a crime?

Even if, by some misguided impulse, Congress were to pass a law criminalizing conversations with foreign
nationals that might lead to helpful information, or the FEC were to adopt such an interpretation of existing law, it
would conflict with the First Amendment, due process, and potentially other Constitutional norms.

( LINK BELOW )
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Candace Owens : This Is Why Trump Wins. He Stands Up For People, Regardless Of People’s Opinions Of Them

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1031586214548267009/oFJ3JNLB_400x400.jpg

Candace Owens  Verified account

@RealCandaceO

Candace Owens Retweeted Donald J. Trump

This is why Trump wins.

He stands up for people, regardless of people’s opinions of them.

The libeling, smearing & now outright banning of conservatives is getting worse— we all know it.

If you don’t have the courage to say something about it, you don’t deserve a platform.

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

So surprised to see Conservative thinkers like James Woods banned from Twitter, and Paul Watson banned from
Facebook!

( LINK BELOW )
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WSJ Columnist: This Is Why The 'FBI Spying On Trump Campaign' Story All Of A Sudden Has More Leaks Than The Iraqi
Navy

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/116/c9b278ae-d6d2-4b7b-8ffb-4f51aa9f094a.png

It’s a word that Democrats don’t like to hear when it comes to the 2016 Trump campaign. For starters, it could place a lot of
their allies in the legal crosshairs. Second, it would be yet another time they would have to eat crap for dismissing another
claim by President Trump as whacko-doodle talk. Yeah, everyone has a plan until they get punched in the mouth. Trump
says his tower was tapped. It was dismissed as psycho-talk…and then we learned that Paul Manafort, who lived in Trump
Tower, has his phones tapped by the FBI. Then, there’s this whole allegation about spying. Spygate is what the president
calls it—and once again these claims were dismissed as a whackjob theory. That was until last year when it was revealed
that Stefan Halper was the person the FBI was trying to use to infiltrate the Trump campaign. This wasn’t hard to figure out;
most of the breadcrumbs leading to Halper were public knowledge. Oh, and these attempts continued after the 2016 election
as well. Sam Clovis, George Papadopoulos, and Carter Page were the alleged targets.

The New York Times has tried to spin this whole operation as something that was everything, but spying. Then again,
Obama’s former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper said it would have been a good thing if intelligence
operative had been “observing” the campaign due to the threats the Russian allegations posed to the integrity of our
electoral system or something. And that’s what a lot of liberals are saying to excuse the Trump campaign spy operation. It
was a national security priority. Friendly reminder, the Trump campaign, and the Russians did not collude, nor was there
any conspiracy to collude during the 2016 election per the Mueller report.

Larry O'Connor

✔ @LarryOConnor

He wasn't a spy.... he was hired by the FBI to secretly engage in conversations under false pretenses and then report back
whatever he learned in those conversations.

But he wasn't a spy.

�

Sebastian Gorka DrG

✔ @SebGorka

Orwell was not writing fiction.

For over a year @realDonaldTrump told us he was spied on.

The “Elite” laughed at him.

Now we know is was all true and even have the codename of the Operation: #CrossfireHurricane.

But the @nytimes and its coconspirators still lie to America:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Ddwk52JVQAAXU4j?format=jpg

This is the new pivot because it looks pretty clear that some sort of secret surveillance took place. Also, the American
people aren’t going to buy that this was a ‘non-spy’ operation given the objectives and methods executed by the FBI in this
case [UPDATE: Papadopoulos says Ms. Turk was CIA]. The New York Times’ story relating to this all but confirmed what
many of us had known for years (via NYT) [emphasis mine]:

( YOU CAN READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/05/03/sorry-democrats-it-looks-like-the-obama-doj-was-spying-on-the-trump-
campaign-n2545762
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https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/Haley-Omar-592x331.jpg

A disappointing and infuriating pattern has become obvious with regard to Democratic Minnesota Rep. Ilhan Omar, in that
every few weeks or so she utters something outrageous and controversial that comes across to most people as anti-
American and/or anti-Semitic.

Almost as if by clockwork, Omar has once again sparked controversy with a statement that doesn’t align well with most
Americans.

This time, she seemingly expressed support for the dictatorial socialist regime of Venezuela and said that U.S. economic
sanctions against it were a form of “bullying” responsible for the utter devastation and suffering of the Venezuelan people.

Omar’s remarks came during an interview on Wednesday with a far-left media outlet known as Democracy Now!, in which
the congresswoman was asked for her take on the uprising of people led by democratically elected opposition leader Juan
Guaido, who the Trump administration supports in efforts to unseat socialist regime leader Nicolas Maduro.

“A lot of the policies that we have put in place has kind of helped lead the devastation in Venezuela, and we’ve sort of set
the stage for where we’re arriving today,” Omar said.

“This particular bullying and the use of sanctions to eventually intervene and make regime change really does not help the
people of countries like Venezuela, and it certainly does not help, and is not in the interest of, the United States,” she
added.

https://twitter.com/thejcoop/status/1123676951573561345

John Cooper 

@thejcoop

@thejcoop

WOW: @IlhanMN says the U.S. has "helped lead the devastation in #Venezuela," and accuses the U.S. on "bullying" the
Maduro regime.

Apparently Maduro's starvation of his people and armored trucks running them over in the streets is not worthy of
criticism in her eyes.

Set aside for a moment the hypocritical fact that Omar suggested that economic sanctions imposed against the tyrannical
socialist dictatorship of Venezuela is a form of “bullying,” when she is fully in support of imposing crippling economic
sanctions against Israel’s democratically elected leaders.

Instead, focus on the fact that she is essentially defending an anti-American regime that has utterly ruined a once-
flourishing economy, starved its citizens for years and is now violently suppressing a popular uprising against a tyrannical
authoritarian.

That is where Nikki Haley, former U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, focused her attention in response to Omar’s
absurd commentary that blamed the devastation of Venezuela on economic sanctions imposed by the U.S. government.

Those sanctions, it should be noted, have largely been narrowly targeted against regime leaders and not the general
population as a whole, as Omar’s critique would imply.

Haley tweeted, “.@IlhanMN the avg Venezuelan adult has lost 24 lbs. Babies have no medicine. Families have to walk
miles in the heat to get the only meal they may have that day. All bc of the corrupt Maduro regime. Your comments are so
far from the truth. Cuba and Russia appreciate your support.”

Nikki Haley

✔ @NikkiHaley

**@IlhanMN the avg Venezuelan adult has lost 24 lbs. Babies have no medicine. Families have to walk miles in the heat to
get the only meal they may have that day. All bc of the corrupt Maduro regime. Your comments are so far from the truth.
Cuba and Russia appreciate your support.

That last line from Haley should be particularly galling to Democrats such as Omar, who have spent the past two years
falsely accusing President Donald Trump of being a supportive puppet of Russian President Vladimir Putin.

But it is nevertheless true that Omar has now aligned herself with Russia and communist Cuba, who support the
continuation of the Maduro regime, and stands directly opposed to her own government’s support for freedom and liberty for
the oppressed Venezuelan people.

The horrifying devastation in Venezuela includes starving citizens eating their own family pets to survive and roving bands
of armed Maduro supporters suppressing protests from the overwhelmingly disarmed populace or armored military vehicles
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of armed Maduro supporters suppressing protests from the overwhelmingly disarmed populace or armored military vehicles
being used to run over protesters. It’s the inevitable outcome of the socialist policies from a Marxist regime that has
governed the formerly prosperous nation for years now.

U.S. sanctions against the Maduro regime did not cause that devastation; Maduro’s policies, and those from the late
dictator Hugo Chavez before him, are solely responsible for the deprivation, destruction and death being suffered.

Anyone who argues otherwise is little more than an apologist for a murderous socialist dictator — but as infuriating as it is
to see a sitting member of Congress adopt that disgraceful position, it is rather unsurprising to find that it is Omar who has
done so.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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*President Donald Trump and Senate Republicans are setting historic records for appeals court confirmations.

*Trump’s nominees have skewed the circuit courts rightward, and might flip two appellate courts to majority Republican control by
the end of 2019.

*Despite success at the circuit court level, vacancies on federal trial courts have ballooned, as have the number of courts
classified as so-called “judicial emergencies.”

The Senate confirmed President Donald Trump’s 100th judicial nominee Thursday, passing a symbolic threshold meant to
signal the GOP’s determined push to staff the federal judiciary with conservative jurists.

As of this writing, the president has appointed 102 judges to the federal bench. That total includes 63 trial judges, 37
appeals judges and two Supreme Court justices.

“Today marks an incredible milestone as the Senate confirmed President Trump’s 100th judicial nominee,” said Carrie
Severino, chief counsel of the Judicial Crisis Network. “This is a big win for the country to have judges who fairly apply the
law and adhere to the Constitution sitting on our nation’s most prized courts.”

Though Trump and the Senate Republican caucus have processed nominees with stunning proficiency, the administration
has not yet overcome left-leaning majorities on many federal appeals courts, while a burgeoning number of trial court
vacancies present a daunting challenge.

The Senate reached the 100-judge mark with the confirmation of Rodolfo “Rudy” Armando Ruiz to the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of Florida on a 90-8 vote. Ruiz is a state court judge and a member of the Federalist Society, a
conservative legal group that advises the White House of judgeships. The confirmations of Raul Manuel Arias-Marxuach to
the District of Puerto Rico and Joshua Wolson to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania followed.

With 37 appointments to the circuit courts, Trump and GOP lawmakers have set a record for appellate confirmations. By
way of comparison, former President Barack Obama had 18 circuit court appointments at this juncture of his presidency,
while former President George W. Bush had 30.

The nation’s 12 circuit courts hear appeals from the federal trial courts. Since the Supreme Court reviews approximately 75
disputes each term, the circuit panels render the final decision in the overwhelming majority of federal cases.

That astounding clip was enabled by a sequence of changes Republican lawmakers made to Senate process over bitter
Democratic objections. The Republican-led Senate Judiciary Committee has held at least a dozen hearings in which
multiple circuit nominees testified before the panel, a break from prior practice in which appellate nominees generally
appeared before the committee one at a time. (RELATED: One Supreme Court Justice Thinks Term Limits Aren’t Such A
Bad Idea)

The Judiciary Committee has also eschewed the so-called blue slip system for appeals court nominees. The blue slip
protocol provides that the Judiciary Committee will not convene a hearing for a nominee until senators return an opinion on a
nominee selected for a federal court in their state. Republicans say that rule has been enforced erratically in the modern
period.

In turn, Democrats used a procedural gambit to slow the confirmation tempo for trial court nominees. That prompted
Republicans to trigger the “nuclear option” in April, reducing the pre-vote debate time from 30 hours to two hours.

Yet the reach of Trump’s judicial confirmations is limited in an important respect — many of his nominees are themselves
succeeding Republican appointees on appeals courts where right-leaning judges are already in the majority.

“If the confirmation juggernaut proceeds, one thing to watch is who creates vacancies to fill,” The Brookings Institution’s
Russell Wheeler wrote in an August 2018 report. “As explained, the fact that Republican-appointees have created most
vacancies so far has blunted, to some degree, Trump’s and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s efforts to change the
party-of-appointing-president balance on the courts of appeals.”

Still, replacing Republican appointees can move a particular court in a conservative direction. For example, in the space of
two months, Judge Richard Posner retired from the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, while Judge Amy Coney Barrett was
confirmed to that same panel. Though Posner was a Ronald Reagan appointee, his pragmatic judicial philosophy favors
abortion and LGBT rights. That Barrett would join the 7th Circuit as Posner leaves is a meaningful change to the court’s
ideological valence.

While progress has been slow on left-leaning benches, Trump may flip an important appeals court to majority Republican
appointees by year’s end. Judge Christopher Droney of the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, a Bill Clinton appointee,
announced in April that he will take senior status, a form of quasi-retirement that allows judges to leave regular service while
still participating in cases on a limited basis.

With Droney’s departure, there will be four vacancies on the 2nd Circuit, though Michael Park’s imminent confirmation will
reduce that figure to three. If Trump nominees fill the three remaining seats, GOP appointees will have a 7-6 majority on the
2nd Circuit, which covers Connecticut, New York, and Vermont.

All told, Trump’s nominees have indisputably rotated a more conservative cast into the federal courts, according to
University of Richmond School of Law Professor Carl Tobias, who studies judicial selection.

“Trump’s judges have made most circuit courts more conservative, except for the Boston and Washington, D.C. based
appeals courts,” Tobias said. “The 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals is the only panel that has ‘flipped’ to majority
Republican appointees.”

The 3rd Circuit is the federal appellate court for Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and the Virgin Islands. Trump has
made three appointments to that panel.

Whatever the benefits of the GOP’s push for appellate nominees, the administration has struggled to manage the growing
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Whatever the benefits of the GOP’s push for appellate nominees, the administration has struggled to manage the growing
number of trial court vacancies, though the April rule change may renew Republican interest in those judgeships.
(RELATED: Judge Says Congressional Democrats Can Proceed With Novel Emoluments Lawsuit Against Trump)

“Though nominations have kept pace with retirements at the circuit court level, they have not kept pace for trial courts,”
Tobias told TheDCNF.

That trend is particularly worrisome in view of the growing number of “judicial emergencies.” A judicial emergency exists
when a court is unable to process its caseload in a timely manner. The Judicial Conference of the United States, the policy-
making arm for the federal courts, uses several different metrics to identify judicial emergencies. Tobias told TheDCNF that
emergencies have proliferated in recent years.

“Trump has not prioritized judicial emergencies, which is a big mistake because by definition they have the greatest need,”
Tobias said. “Since Republicans took the Senate majority, emergencies have soared from 12 to as high as 88 and are now
at 82.”

After Thursday’s confirmations, McConnell teed up Park’s confirmation vote for the 2nd Circuit. Final action will follow in the
coming days.
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New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama’s DOJ: Report

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/05/barack-obama-1-592x331.jpg

It’s no secret that liberals across the country have tried desperately to stop Donald Trump since he became a candidate,
but their efforts to undermine him may now be coming back at themselves like a boomerang.

A scandal which began before the 2016 election was even held has just exploded, at least if a bombshell report from the
watchdog group Judicial Watch is accurate. The organization has been diligently unraveling the facts around Fusion GPS,
and what they recently found is jaw-dropping.

Fusion GPS, of course, is the “opposition research” firm which was contracted by the DNC to dig up dirt on Trump in the
run-up to the election. The company is linked to the infamous dossier containing scandalous — and thoroughly debunked —
claims about the president, but the controversy is much wider than just those papers.

It now appears that someone working for Fusion GPS was purposely and frequently collaborating with a deputy attorney
general within the Obama administration, sending anti-Trump material in a way that was certainly unethical if not completely
illegal.

The Obama-era official is Associate Deputy Attorney General Bruce Ohr, and the anti-Trump figure working for Fusion GPS
was his wife.

“[A] series of ‘Hi Honey’ emails from Nellie Ohr to her high-ranking federal prosecutor husband and his colleagues raise the
prospect that Hillary Clinton-funded opposition research was being funneled into the Justice Department during the 2016
election through a back-door marital channel,” explained veteran investigative journalist John Solomon for The Hill.

“Ohr has admitted to Congress that, during the 2016 presidential election, she worked for Fusion GPS — the firm hired by
Democratic nominee Clinton and the Democratic National Committee to perform political opposition research,” the journalist
said.

That kind of research is often used by political campaigns against their opponents, and is not by itself off limits. But
Judicial Watch uncovered 339 emails which reveal that Nellie Ohr likely crossed the line by using her marriage as a political
tool, and sending pages of anti-Trump research directly to official Department of Justice email accounts.

“They clearly show that Ohr sent reams of open-source intelligence to her husband, Associate Deputy Attorney General
Bruce Ohr, and on some occasions to at least three DOJ prosecutors: Lisa Holtyn, Ivana Nizich and Joseph Wheatley,”
Solomon said.

“Such overt political content flowing into the email accounts of a DOJ charged with the nonpartisan mission of prosecuting
crimes is jarring enough. It raises additional questions about potential conflicts of interest when it is being injected by a
spouse working as a Democratic contractor trying to defeat Trump,” he continued.

But the scandal is deeper than just emails. Nellie and Bruce Ohr apparently had key roles in pushing the debunked Trump
dossier and the false narrative that the future president was colluding with Russia.

“For instance, just 24 days after the anti-Trump screed was emailed, both Ohrs met in Washington with British intelligence
operative Christopher Steele,” Solomon said. “She said she learned that Steele had concerns that he hoped the DOJ or FBI
would investigate, with help from her husband.”

And that appears to be exactly what happened.

“The next day, Bruce Ohr used his official DOJ position to go to then-Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe with Steele’s
allegations (later to become known as the Steele dossier), and the bureau opened its first investigation into Russia
collusion,” he said.

There are obvious parallels to Peter Strzok and Lisa Page, the two FBI officials who were also having an affair all while
texting back and forth about how Trump should be stopped. More and more, it looks like partisan politics and anti-Trump
collaboration was widespread within agencies which are supposed to be unbiased.

That is the real scandal here: Not that liberals tried to uncover dirt on a candidate, but that official government personnel
within our own government eagerly participated in the partisan witch hunt.

It looks like there was collusion, but not by Trump.

Instead, the real collusion took place between Obama-era government officials and activists who saw nothing as off limits in
order to install Hillary Clinton as president — and that should alarm every American, no matter their party.

( LINK BELOW )
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APRIL JOBS REPORT: 263,000 JOBS ADDED, UNEMPLOYMENT AT 3.6 PERCENT
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The U.S. economy added 263,000 jobs in April while the unemployment rate fell to 3.6 percent, making March the 103rd
straight month of job growth, according to Department of Labor data released Friday.

Economists predicted 190,000 jobs would be added and the unemployment rate would hold at 3.8 percent, according to The
Wall Street Journal. (RELATED: Unemployment Claims Hit 50-Year Low)

Jobs numbers for March were revised down from 196,000 to 189,000, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics report.
The unemployment rate is at its lowest level in 50 years since December 1969, CNN reports.

Jobs growth has come back strong after February, when just 33,000 jobs were added. The U.S. economy added more than
500,000 jobs the two months prior to February.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Coal_Miners_Trump_Reuters.jpg

The unemployment rate has held steady between 4 percent and 3.7 percent for more than a year before the April jobs report
showed it drop to 3.6 percent. Prior to April’s report, the consistent unemployment rate suggested that workers are jumping
back into the workforce to fill open jobs, rather than the workers who are currently collecting unemployment welfare,
according to WSJ.

Worker productivity has jumped 2.4 percent over the past year, as measured by each worker’s output of goods and services
on the job, according to Department of Labor data released Thursday and reported by The Wall Street Journal. That year-
over-year growth is the highest seen since 2010.

( LINK BELOW )
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After a national tragedy like the California synagogue shooting, Americans traditionally come together to offer prayers,
support and anything else they can to those affected.

Some, however, use it as an excuse to push an agenda.

Soon after last week’s deadly shooting at the Chabad of Poway synagogue near San Diego, CNN was quick to seemingly
turn the tragedy against President Donald Trump.

The network brought a rabbi on and after painting Trump’s administration as a group that excuses white supremacists and
asked him how he felt about it. The rabbi expressed fear for himself and his community. The hosts shook their heads,
almost as if in disbelief that we have such a racist president. The clip can be seen here.

While these hosts may have been glad they got a slam in on Trump, fellow CNN personality Anderson Cooper was not so
lucky.

Interviewing Yisroel Goldstein, the rabbi of the Poway synagogue, Cooper asked him about that day. Goldstein gave a
heartfelt and teary account of the massacre, carnage which he witnessed personally, and where he was wounded.

Goldstein, whose grandchildren were in a room behind him, was visibly shaken by the horrifying encounter. His voice
cracked as he explained the fear and terror he felt.

Goldstein eventually revealed that Trump even called him — impressing Goldstein with his kindness and comforting words.

Anderson Cooper could do nothing but sit and listen.

https://twitter.com/JFNYC1/status/1123054958197264386

Joel Fischer 

@JFNYC1

@JFNYC1

I'm sorry @AC360 for the unexpected

I feel so bad for @CNN, what's up with this people? When will they learn that this is not what you guys wanna hear �

The whole interview can be seen here. Goldstein’s comments about the Trump call start about the 9-minute mark.

https://youtu.be/7n3dKT-Huag via @YouTube

Goldstein’s words completely shredded the narrative CNN has been struggling to push since Trump first announced he
intended to run for the Oval Office.

Instead of the narrative of Trump as a sort of malevolent buffoon who has a habit of encouraging white supremacists, the
president was moved by the tragedy.

Does this phone call shatter the liberal media’s image of President Trump?

Reaching out to those affected by the shooting, he expressed sympathy in a way that Goldstein admits “brought comfort” to
the synagogue members.

“For me, that was such a blessing,” Goldstein said. “It really brought comfort to us that the [president of] the United States
of America would take 15 minutes of his day to review what happened, and bring comfort and consolation to us.

“And we are very blessed and thankful for that.”

Thankfully, we have a president who doesn’t embrace hate, despite what CNN tells us, but actively rejects it.

Trump’s actions in the aftermath of this tragedy speak louder than any negative spin against him the media tries to play.

( LINK BELOW )
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We’re back for episode 76 of the Triggered podcast, where Dr. Sebastian Gorka, host of Salem National Radio’s "America
First" and former Deputy Assistant to President Trump, decided to drop by to discuss the utter insanity that erupted at
yesterday’s Senate Judiciary Committee hearing with Attorney General William Barr. It was unhinged.

https://anchor.fm/triggeredthm/embed/episodes/76-America-First-Dr--Gorka-Returns-e3tnqp

Sen. Mazie Hirono (D-HI) decided to lower everyone’s intelligence when she spoke, as she often does. Sen. Kamala Harris
(D-CA) did her 2020 grandstanding. And oh yeah, there’s this utter lie that Barr lied to Congress or something. Whatever the
case, the Democrats think Barr should resign because…he’s the attorney general. That’s the reality. In their psychobabble,
they think he’s more of a Trump agent, for which they have zero evidence to back up, which is becoming a rather disturbing
quality of American liberalism: presumed guilt first. It’s a kangaroo court ethos that has leeched into most Democratic
circles. Look at the Left's policy to combat sexual assault on college campuses.

Dr. Gorka noted that he recently visited the president in the Oval Office to talk about his upcoming book and catch up.
During his visit, Dr. Gorka remembered what the president told him two years ago concerning the Russia investigation.

“They will find nothing because there is nothing,” Dr. Gorka remembers Trump telling him when the Left initiated this clown
show. And after two years, $30+ million, 500 search warrants, 500 interviewed witnesses, and 2,800 subpoenas, Special
Counsel Robert Mueller concluded just that on Russia collusion. For years, some of us knew there was zero evidence to
prove Russia collusion. It didn’t happen. The report confirmed that.

As for obstruction, well, there wasn’t enough evidence. Both AG Barr and outgoing DAG Rosenstein said there wasn’t
enough to pursue charges. In liberal land, that means…Trump obstructed. No, it doesn't. And just because some trash
Obamaite on CNN says so doesn’t make it real. No obstruction. No collusion. Trump is president. Those are the facts.
Some bad things reportedly happened throughout this investigation, says the Left. If there are no charges, I couldn’t care
less. We all know the Left hates Trump and will do anything to get rid of him. Frankly, and you all know this, we don’t have
to care what the Left has to say because we all know they’re horrible human beings. Barr was poised, exhibiting, as Dr.
Gorka noted, measured contempt for the clowns on the committee while dismantling much of the nonsense they spouted.

The media will continue to waste its time over this nothing burger story about Russia and the Barr-Mueller letter, where the
latter said the AG’s summary wasn't inaccurate, but Mueller was upset with how the media was reporting on it. That’s not a
story. That’s typical DC-diva drama. What is a story is the increasing tension in Venezuela? Oh, and Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-
MN), the congresswoman who is probably an anti-Semite, who thinks Israel has hypnotic powers that blind people to its
evil, and marginalized the 9/11 attacks as an event, “where some people did something” to avoid slamming radical Islam,
thinks the Venezuelan situation is America's fault.

Storm and Dr. Gorka also discussed how American liberalism, at its heart, is a philosophy that has zero accountability,
where every day is a new flavor. You see that with their abortion extremism and racist antics. Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam
wore blackface and is still in office. Mark Herring, who also wore blackface, is still the state’s attorney general. Any other
politician from an opposing party would have resigned. Don’t tell me there aren’t separate rules on this—and Democrats
know this. How else would you explain Democratic Alabama State Rep. John Rodgers saying, on the abortion issue, “some
kids are wanted, unloved…you send them to the electric chair…so, you kill them now or you kill them later.” This was a
long time coming. Maybe the first public showing of the Left’s abortion extremism in the past decade was when they
removed “safe, legal, and rare” from the 2012 Democratic platform, which was also the convention where Democrats booed
God.

With Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein leaving, perhaps AG Barr can clean up the DOJ. That whole department was
politicized to the extreme, but also, as Dr. Gorka noted, so was the IRS and Park Service. Remember when park rangers
set up barricades to prevent veterans from going to the World War II memorial?

The other aspect that was touched on by Dr. Gorka was how he thinks the campaign to destroy Barr stems from the Left's fear
that he’s the chief legal enforcement official who will be in office when the DOJ Inspector General’s report on the alleged FISA
abuses is released. It’s coming soon, and Dr. Gorka said he heard it’s going to be a “scorcher.” The usual suspects, Peter Strzok,
John Brennan, Andrew McCabe, and others are included, and serious ramification could occur as a result. Stay tuned.

( LINK BELOW )
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The Cook County judge set to decide whether a special prosecutor should be appointed to investigate why charges were
dropped against "Empire" actor Jussie Smollett has a son who works in the state's attorney's office.

The news sets up another potential conflict of interest with State's Attorney Kim Foxx's office and its handling of the
controversial case.

Judge Leroy Martin Jr. addressed a petition Thursday filed by retired appellate Judge Sheila O'Brien to recuse himself and
assign the case to a judge outside Cook County.

Martin's son, Leroy Martin III, is an assistant state's attorney who has worked under Foxx for more than a year. He was
hired in April 2018.

"You're going to be deciding whether (Foxx), your son's boss, is teling the truth," O'Brien told Martin.

Martin said he would decide whether to recuse himself and set the next hearing on the matter for May 10.

“I think it is a problem,” CBS2 legal analyst Irv Miller said about Martin presiding over the case. “She’s the son’s employer.
She controls his son’s pay, promotions. That’s why there is an appearance of impropriety.”

O'Brien has also asked for a special prosecutor to delve into the behind-the-scenes decision-making process in the Smollett
case.

Foxx has publicly said she'd welcome an independent probe into her office's decision to dismiss a 16-count indictment
against Smollett, who is accused of staging a hate crime on himself.

However, she filed a motion on Tuesday opposing the call for a special prosecutor made by O'Brien. Her office filed two
other motions that day as well. One seeks to quash subpoenas for Foxx and her top assistant Joseph Magats and prevent
O'Brien from requesting additional subpoenas. The other seeks the court's permission to allow Foxx's office and the county
inspector general access to records that were sealed at the same hearing where prosecutors dropped all charges against
Smollett.

The decision to drop the charges during an unannounced March hearing sparked outrage from the Chicago Police
Department as well as outgoing Mayor Rahm Emanuel who blasted the move as a "whitewash of justice."

President Trump also weighed in on the case, calling it "an embarrassment to our nation" in a March 28 tweet.

O'Brien's petition calls out Foxx's handling of the case for saying she recused herself in the early stages of the investigation
because she was in contact with a family member of Smollett only to claim recently that her recusal was not a recusal "in
the legal sense" which would have required her entire office to withdraw from the prosecution.

O'Brien claims Foxx's comments and actions created "a perception that justice was not served here, that Mr. Smollett
received special treatment."

( LINK BELOW )
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Sarah Sanders Sizes Up Why The Dems Had No Witness At Today's Hearing
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Before Thursday's lightning fast House Judiciary Committee got underway, White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee
Sanders sized up the proceedings as a sham. The key witness, Attorney General William Barr, did not show up, because
Chairman Jerrold Nadler told him that staffers would be doing the questioning.

The Democrats already "embarrassed themselves" at Wednesday's Senate Judiciary Committee hearing, which Barr did
show up to. The AG sat for hours as Democratic panelists grilled him about his summary of special counsel Robert
Mueller's investigation and a new Washington Post report that suggested Mueller was not happy with his interpretation.
Some of the more fiery exchanges were between Sen. Mazie Hirono (D-HI) and Barr, when the senator concluded that the
AG had "sacrificed" his "once-decent reputation for the grifter and liar who sits in the Oval Office." Her words prompted a
rebuke from Chairman Lindsey Graham, who said he wouldn't let her slander the witness from top to bottom.

Having endured those interrogations, Barr clearly would not have been "terrified" to similarly appear before the House, as
Nadler asserted, ranking member Doug Collins (R-GA) observed. The blame for Barr's no-show lies with Democrats and
Democrats alone.

Perhaps the House Democrats decided they're "incapable" of asking Barr questions, Sanders said on Fox News, adding,
"that's why they have no witness."

Sanders had already lost confidence in Nadler, but now he's even "lost confidence in himself."

The press secretary added how "pathetic" it was that House Democrats were relying on staffers to do their own work.

As we've now read in his own words, special counsel Robert Mueller's two-year Russia investigation concluded without
finding any evidence that President Trump colluded with Russia to win the 2016 election.

"This thing is over," Sanders said. "It's time for Democrats to move on."

( LINK BELOW )
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CNN (Fake News) Ratings Tank, Down 26% From This Time Last Year

https://www.westernjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/CNN-Building.jpg

CNN saw a huge drop in their ratings in April 2019 compared to last year.

Based on findings from Nielsen Media Research, CNN’s prime time ratings dropped 26 percent, making this April the
lowest-rated month for CNN for prime time viewers since October 2015.

MSNBC also suffered from a 14 percent drop in their ratings from April 2018.

In the coveted 25- to 54-year-old demographic, which advertisers use to choose which networks to run their ads on, April
was also CNN’s least-watched month since August 2015, down a whopping 41 percent according to Forbes.

Fox News was in the lead with 389,000 viewers, followed by MSNBC at 255,000 and CNN with 198,000.

In April 2018, Fox had 483,000 viewers, MSNBC had 398,000 and CNN had 336,000.

Fox News came in first for prime time ratings with an average of 2.4 million viewers. At this same time last year, Fox News
also claimed 2.4 million viewers.

CNN’s average audience for April 2019 in prime time did not even breach 1 million, averaging 767,000 viewers.

Newsbusters argued that special counsel Robert Mueller’s report, which found that President Donald Trump did not collude
with Russia in the 2016 elections, contributed to the drop in ratings for CNN and MSNBC.

Mark Meadows

@RepMarkMeadows

We knew they wouldn’t give up.

The collusion delusion fell flat, and now reports say House Democrats are preparing to “ramp up” their investigations of President
Trump.

Not “move on”—“ramp up.” They’re doubling down. This is a myopic obsession with politically targeting POTUS.

“The disastrous news for Russia-obsessed liberals that the Mueller Report would not lead to the immediate end of the
Trump presidency must have put CNN’s viewer base in a deep depression,” the website wrote.

Newsbusters also noted that Fox has been the most watched prime-time news network for a consecutive 208 months, or 17
years and 4 months.

Fox’s “Hannity,” with an average of 3.086 million viewers and “Tucker Carlson Tonight,” with an average of 2.834 million,
dominated the top five cable news network prime time shows. MSNBC’s “Rachel Maddow Show” was third with 2.630 million
viewers, followed by Fox’s “The Ingraham Angle” with 2.455 million viewers.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....Dumb and Sick. A really bad show with low ratings - and will only get worse. CNN has been a proven and long term ratings and
beyond disaster. In fact, it rewarded Chris Cuomo with a now unsuccessful prime time slot, despite his massive failure in the
morning. Only on CNN!
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Alan Dershowitz : Barr Right On Obstruction, Mueller Wrong

https://cdn.cnn.com/cnnnext/dam/assets/170520192757-trump-impeachment-dershowitz-cabrera-segment-00000623-super-169.jpg

Attorney General William Barr's appearance in front of the Senate Judiciary Committee showed he was right on not charging
President Donald Trump with obstruction of justice, attorney Alan Dershowitz told Newsmax TV.

During an appearance on "Newsmax Now," Dershowitz reacted to Barr's Capitol Hill testimony.

"What's most important is that Barr is 100 percent right on obstruction of justice and Mueller is 100 percent wrong,"
Dershowitz said. "You can't convict a president, or charge a president with obstruction of justice, for engaging in a
Constitutionally authorized act such as firing [former FBI director] James Comey."

Special counsel Robert Mueller wrote a letter to Barr that expressed concern over how his report was portrayed, which
Dershowitz said was irrelevant.

"We can all read the letter, we can all read the report and decide for ourselves," he said.

Mueller, whose team investigated Russian involvement in the 2016 U.S. presidential election and whether the Trump
campaign conspired with Russia to win, concluded there was no collusion. He punted on whether Trump obstructed justice,
on which Barr and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein concluded there was not sufficient evidence.

"You can't indict a sitting president for doing what he's supposed to do: pardoning, firing, or anything else that's authorized
by the Constitution. So, Barr wins and Mueller loses," Dershowitz said.

Regarding the role of the attorney general, Dershowitz said Barr — or whoever holds the office — has two jobs. One is to
work in the presidential Cabinet and the other is to enforce the law.

"He's a Cabinet member. He's supposed to protect the president. He's supposed to help him get elected next time. He's just
like the secretary of state. He's just like the secretary of the treasury," Dershowitz said. "He works for the president, he's
part of the administration."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsmax-tv/alan-dershowitz-mueller-report-william-barr-cabinet/2019/05/01/id/914161/
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Until An Arrest Of Hillary Clinton & Prosecution For Any Of The Multiple Crimes She Has Committed, Can There Be An
End To The Democrat's Charade On The Trump Presidency

( Every time HRC Opens Her Mouth America Pays For Her Corruption Covering Lies)

During the MSNBC show, Clinton claimed that she was "living rent free inside Donald Trump's brain," adding "it's not a very nice
place to be, I can tell you that."

She claimed that any mention of her by Trump or his supporters was a misdirect.

"When in doubt, go after me. ...They know better," she said. "But this is part of their whole technique to divert attention from what
the real story is. The real story is the Russians interfered in our election. And Trump committed obstruction of justice. That's the
real story."

It is obvious now to everyone that HRC is behind the Russian Collusion Hoax, because it started from her mouth during
the 2016 election cycle

The reason for making up the Russian Collusion Hoax was to cover the fact that Hillary Clinton had ordered the Murder of Seth
Rich, the actual source of the @Wikileaks publications in 2016 @DNCLeaks & the @PodestaEmails

It's time to investigate that crime & stop chasing Hillary Clinton's lies

WWG1WGA
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Dem Rep: ‘Some Kids Are Unwanted, So You Kill Them Now Or You Kill Them Later’
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MEME : BIDEN WANTS TO TAKE AMERICA BACKWARDS TO THE OBAMA CORRUPTION YEARS
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AFTER ONLY A FEW YEARS OF TRUMP'S SUCCESSFUL ECONOMY JOE BIDEN WANTS TO TAKE

THE COUNTRY BACK TO HOPE & CHANGE. A TIME WHERE THE ECONOMY WAS AT A SIT STILL

AND A COUNTRY DESPERATE FOR MORE JOBS. BARACK OBAMA SAID IT WOULD TAKE A MAGIC

WAND TO BRING BACK COMPANIES AND JOBS FROM OVER SEAS. WELL PRESIDENT DONALD

TRUMP MUST OWN A MAGIC WAND BECAUSE HE HAS CREATED AN ECONOMY WHERE THE

COUNTRY HAS MORE JOBS THAN ACTUAL PEOPLE LOOKING FOR JOBS AND BARACK OBAMA

https://twt-thumbs.washtimes.com/media/image/2018/10/22/gv102018dAPR_s878x647.jpg?
a2bdda7eb402887d1daf792726108ae42083f033

NOW DOESN'T ONLY HAVE A FOOT IN HIS MOUTH BUT HE'S GOT TRUMP'S FOOT UP HIS ASS

AND JOE BIDEN WANTS TO TAKE AMERICA BACK TO HOPE AND CHANGE, WHERE AMERICA

WOULD BE TURNED BACK TO OBAMA'S CORRUPTION GOVERNMENT RUN BY BIDEN

I SAY HELL NO TO JOE BIDEN OR ANY OTHER DEMOCRAT RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT

https://brobible.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/updated-2020-us-presidential-election-odds.jpg

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO DECIMATE WHOEVER THE DEM'S RUN IN THE 2020 ELECTION

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Graham Won't Call For Mueller To Testify: 'It's Over'

https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/441663-graham-wont-call-for-mueller-to-testify-its-over?jwsource=cl

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) reiterated on Wednesday that he will not ask special counsel Robert Mueller to testify about the
Russia probe.

“I'm not going to do any more. Enough already. It's over,” Graham told reporters, asked why he wasn’t calling Mueller to appear
before his committee.

Graham’s comments come after his panel held an hours-long, closely watched hearing with Attorney General William Barr about
Mueller’s findings in the two-year probe on Russia's election interference and the Trump campaign.

Democrats — including Sen. Dianne Feinstein (Calif.), the top member of her party on the committee — are clamoring for Mueller
to testify, arguing that Barr has misrepresented the findings of the Russia report.

Several senators have signaled they would be open to Mueller testifying. Sen. John Kennedy (R-La.), a member of Graham’s
committee, told reporters earlier Wednesday that he had “no problem” with Mueller testifying, wanting to know why he was
“unhappy” with Barr.

Calls for Mueller to testify have also grown after reports emerged over the past 24 hours indicating that Mueller had expressed
frustration to Barr about the attorney general's initial handling of the special counsel's report once it was filed in March.

Mueller twice asked Barr to release the special counsel's own summary of his findings from the 448-page report, according to a
letter released Wednesday. Barr had initially summarized Mueller's findings in a four-page letter to Congress on March 24.

But top Republicans, including Graham and Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (Ky.), have indicated they think it's time to move on
from Mueller.

"I appreciate very much what Mr. Mueller did for the country. I have read most of the report. For me, it is over," Graham said as
part of his opening statement at Wednesday's hearing.

( LINK BELOW )
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ABC News Blows Its Stack Over AG Barr, Accuse Him Of Lying But This Legal Analyst Guts Their Whole Tantrum

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/121/442b19d8-769b-4549-8474-79815b446554.png

MSNBC wasn’t the only network to interrupt the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing with Attorney General William Barr.
ABC News decided to cut in to offer close to a half hour of Barr bashing because…they wanted to get in the allegation that
he lied. This is the latest Democratic attack line, which was also manufactured without evidence. Barr being viewed, as a
Trump agent was an inevitable consequence of his confirmation to the top DOJ post, despite being supremely qualified for
the job. And it was on full display today. The Democrat-media complex is hard at work trying to destroy Barr, Trump, and
this White House because even after the 2016 election has long passed us by—the institutional Left cannot stand that
Hillary Clinton is not the president. Cecilia Vega was first at-bat—and Curtis Houck of Newsbusters was more than happy to
give us the play-by-play of this nonsense:

On Wednesday morning, ABC broke in for roughly 20 minutes of coverage for the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing
featuring Attorney General Bill Barr concerning the Mueller report and, predictably, ABC journalists were livid with Barr and
painted him as a lying, partisan stooge. But they were undermined by chief legal analyst Dan Abrams asserting that he
doesn’t think Barr critics will be able to sufficiently prove that he lied.

Senior White House correspondent Cecilia Vega told World News Tonight anchor David Muir that Barr “is facing very serious
new questions, renewed questions about his credibility” in addition to the supposed Barr vs. Mueller riff.

VEGA: The — the attorney general really created the impression that Mueller's team found no wrongdoing and then we later
came to find out that that is not at all what the report concluded. And just as of two hours ago, President Trump was
tweeted these words that we have heard him say so many times before: “No obstruction. No collusion. Complete
vindication.” That's been their narrative and in many ways, it was a gift from the attorney general. I think there are some
questions right now about whether — the Democrats will certainly ask them, about whether this is the attorney general
acting as the attorney general of the United States or the lawyer for President Trump.

MUIR: Or the lawyer for President Trump because remember, Bob Mueller said in his report that if we could exonerate him,
we will. He did not.

And then ABC chief legal analyst Dan Abrams game in for the sack:

It was here that Abrams burst some liberal bubbles: “Look, it's a very lawyery answer, right? And this is why I don't think
they’re going to be able to truly kind of prove that Barr, quote unquote, lied, right? Because I think there will be an
explanation for everyone of Barr's comments about the Mueller investigation.”

The media seems to be obsessed with this letter, where Special Counsel Robert Mueller outlined his concerns to Barr.
There were conversations between the two men. The letter dealt with Mueller’s concerns about Barr’s context in his
released summary of the report, but was Barr’s summary inaccurate? No. Even Mueller admitted that.

Guy Benson

✔ @guypbenson

Barr confirms, under oath, that when he spoke with Mueller on the phone, the Special Counsel was "very clear" that Barr's letter
laying out the report's 'bottom lines' was NOT inaccurate.

Bret Baier

✔ @BretBaier

And also under oath - says Mueller told him 3x that Mueller’s decision not to reach a judgement on obstruction was NOT based on
DOJ policy that a President can’t be indicted.

Guy Benson

@guypbenson

Barr confirms, under oath, that when he spoke with Mueller on the phone, the Special Counsel was "very clear" that Barr's letter
laying out the report's 'bottom lines' was NOT inaccurate.

Saagar Enjeti

✔ @esaagar

"When Barr pressed him whether he thought Barr’s letter was inaccurate, Mueller said he did not, but felt that the media coverage
of the letter was misinterpreting the investigation, officials said."

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1123367157323259904/iW_N-9g6?format=jpg

Still, Democrats want Barr gone. Sen. Mazie Hirono (D-HI) was the one on the Senate side who made that aim explicitly
clear in her unhinged rant against Barr. Real Clear Politics has the transcript and the video.

http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/05/01/mazie_hirono_to_bill_barr_you_lied_to_congress_and_now_we_know.html?
jwsource=cl

( read the full story in link below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/05/01/abc-news-blows-its-stack-over-ag-barr-but-this-legal-analyst-guts-their-whole-
tantrum-n2545711
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BARR: TRUMP WAS ‘FALSELY ACCUSED’ OF BEING A TREASONOUS RUSSIAN AGENT

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/President-Donald-Trump-attends-a-signing-ceremony-for-of-an-executive-
order-at-the-White-House-on-the-%e2%80%9cNational-Roadmap-to-Empower-Veterans-and-End-Veteran-Suicide%e2%80%9d-
March-5-2019-in-Washington-DC-e1555605956651.jpg

Attorney General William Barr said Wednesday that President Donald Trump’s administration has been “dominated” by false
allegations that he was a Russian agent who colluded with the Kremlin.

“To listen to some of the rhetoric, you’d have figured that the Mueller report had found the opposite,” Barr said during a
contentious hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee.

“How did we get to the point here where the evidence is now that the president was falsely accused of colluding with the
Russians, and accused of being treasonous, and accused of being a Russian agent?” said Barr, adding “the evidence now
is that was without a basis.”

“Two years of his administration have been dominated by the allegations that have now been proven false.”

WATCH:

https://youtu.be/O7dX_ZeJXdw via @YouTube

Barr offered the assessment late into Wednesday’s hearing, which saw the attorney general face down questions from
Democrats who accused him of misrepresenting special counsel Robert Mueller’s final Russia report.

Democrats accused Barr of downplaying evidence that Mueller gathered showing Trump attempted to obstruct the Mueller
probe. Barr defended his handling of the report. He received the report from Mueller on March 22, and released a four-page
letter laying out its main conclusions two days later. He released a partially redacted version of the report just over three
weeks later, on April 18.

Barr offered his summary of the origins of the Russia probe after a particularly pointed exchange in which Hawaii Sen.
Mazie Hirono accused him of lying to Congress about his handling of the Mueller report.

Democratic lawmakers and liberal pundits have long accused Trump of being a Russian stooge and of conspiring with the
Kremlin to win the 2016 election. One major source for the unfounded allegations was a dossier authored by a former British
spy w>ho worked in 2016 for the Clinton campaign and DNC. (RELATED: Barr ‘Concerned’ That Steele Dossier Was
Russian Disinformation)

Christopher Steele, the dossier author, provided his reports about Trump’s alleged Russian ties to the FBI as well as to the
media. The FBI relied heavily on Steele’s work to obtain surveillance warrants against former Trump campaign adviser
Carter Page.

The claims that the campaign colluded or that Trump is a Russian agent were all but debunked by Mueller’s 448-page
report.

Mueller said prosecutors were unable to establish that Trump or members of his campaign conspired with Russia in 2016, or
that they acted as agents of Russia.

Barr also said Wednesday he is looking into the FBI’s decision to begin investigating the Trump campaign. He also said he
is “concerned” the Steele dossier could be the product of Russian disinformation.

( link below )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/05/01/barr-trump-russia-treason-agent/?
utm_medium=push&utm_source=daily_caller&utm_campaign=push
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AG Barr Fires Back At Dems: 'Stop Using The Criminal Justice Process As A Political Weapon'

https://s.abcnews.com/images/Politics/william-barr-08-gty-jc-190501_hpMain_12x5_992.jpg

( My Favorite Words That Came From AG Barr )

ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR MADE IT VERY CLEAR THAT THE DEMOCRAT PARTY

NEEDS TO STOP USING THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AS A POLITICAL WEAPON

Everyone knows that the Democrat Party all the way up to President Obama used every aspect of the United States
Government and all of Obama's Intelligent Agencies to try & push the whole Fake Russian Collusion narrative to try &
destroy Candidate and later President Elect Donald Trump. The whole Mueller report was corrupt from it's very inception.

Attorney General William Barr made the absolute right decision in NOT charging President Donald Trump with any
Collusion or Obstruction of Justice according to the findings in the Robert Mueller Investigation Report

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & ALSO Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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MSNBC Reporter Admits What Conservatives Have Said About Guns Is Completely True

MSNBC Report on Venezuela Makes Case for Second Amendment

https://youtu.be/MZnzvUIEzGQ via @YouTube
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Barr: President Trump Was Falsely Accused of Something He Didn't Do

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/84/b6ff8a07-d63d-44b3-a6bb-4f5c04bcedb3.png

Testifying in front of the Senate Judiciary Committee Wednesday morning, Attorney General Bill Barr stated that President
Trump was falsely accused of colluding with the Russian government during the 2016 presidential election.

"If the President is being falsely accused, which the evidence now suggests the accusations against him were false and he
knew they were false, and he felt that this investigation was unfair, propelled by his political opponents and was hampering
his ability to government. That is not a corrupt motive for replacing an independent counsel," Barr said.

The remarks came during questioning from Ranking Member Dianne Feinstein. The Democrat Senator asked the Attorney
General about whether President Trump obstructed justice by asking for Robert Mueller to be removed during private
conversations with White House staff. He explained that because President Trump was telling the truth about no collusion,
his intentions toward ending the Special Counsel investigation were rooted in frustration about not being able to govern,
rather than being an attempt to cover up wrong doing.

The 400-page Special Counsel report, which was released two weeks ago, revealed President Trump was very concerned
the appointment of Robert Mueller would severely hamper his ability to govern.

"Attorney General was his most important appointment and that Sessions had 'let [him] down' contrasting him to Eric Holder
and Robert Kennedy. Sessions recalled that the President said to him, 'you were supposed to protect me,' or words to that
effect," the Special Counsel report states. "The President returned to the consequences of the appointment and said,
'Everyone tells me if you get one of these independent counsels it ruins your presidency. It takes years and years and I
won't be able to do anything. This is the worst thing that ever happened to me.'"

While Special Counsel Mueller shirked his duty on coming to a final conclusion on obstruction of justice, Barr did make a
determination.

*Russian government in its election interference activities," a four page letter Barr sent to Capitol Hill in March states>.

"After reviewing the Special Counsel's final report on these issues; consulting with Department officials, including the Office
of Legal Counsel; and applying the principles of federal prosecution that guide our charging decisions, Deputy Attorney
General Rod Rosenstein and I have concluded that the evidence developed during the Special Counsel's investigation is not
sufficient to establish that the President committed an obstruction-of-justice offense."

( LINK BELOW )
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Senate Judiciary Chairman Lindsey Graham opened Wednesday's hearing with Attorney General William Barr rather
heatedly. He held up the 400-page report from special counsel Robert Mueller and noted, rather sarcastically, that anyone
can read it. When they do, they'll find that President Trump did not collude with Russia to win the 2016 presidential election.

https://twitter.com/SteveGuest/status/1123598410379071489

Steve Guest 

@SteveGuest

@SteveGuest

Lindsey Graham: Special Counsel Robert Mueller had “ample” resources to conduct his investigation and that the White
House cooperated fully.

Graham took a few moments to read several of the hateful anti-Trump texts sent between former FBI agent Peter Strzok
and FBI lawyer Lisa Page that exposed bias at the agency. Mueller eventually fired Strzok from the investigation. Graham
read one nasty text in particular and didn't use any censors.

(graphic language)

https://twitter.com/YahooNews/status/1123592798689619968

Yahoo News 

@YahooNews

@YahooNews

Trump is a f**** idiot": Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Lindsey Graham opens Barr hearing by reading Peter Strzok's
texts**

The chairman apologized to "the kids out there" for the language, but he was trying to prove a point that some of the people
leading the Russia investigation "hated" Trump's guts.

On the contrary, Graham noted, Mueller conducted himself in a much more neutral manner and used his resources wisely.
He was "the right guy to do this job,” Graham said. After two years and millions of dollars, Mueller concluded that Trump did
not collude with Russia.

Graham pledged that once the Mueller report is "put to bed," his committee is going to be looking into how the investigation
got started in the first place.
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BARR: DOJ HAS ‘MULTIPLE’ CRIMINAL LEAK INVESTIGATIONS UNDERWAY

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/GrassleyBarr-e1556724002994.jpeg

Attorney General William Barr testified Wednesday that the Justice Department has “multiple” investigations into leaks of
classified information to the media.

Barr revealed the ongoing investigations during an exchange with Republican Iowa Sen. Chuck Grassley, a member of the
Senate Judiciary Committee.

Grassley sent a letter to Barr on April 25 inquiring whether the Justice Department is investigating leaks to the media
regarding several stories involving the Russia investigation. Grassley noted a leak to The Washington Post on April 11,
2017, regarding the existence of a classified surveillance warrant against former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.

Barr did not identify which leaks are being investigated.

“We have multiple criminal leak investigations underway,” Barr told Grassley.

WATCH:

https://youtu.be/AFAyAFyzvjA via @YouTube
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House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer say they have reached a deal with President
Donald Trump in regards to a $2 trillion infrastructure bill after meeting with Trump Tuesday.

While departing the West Wing after their meeting with the president, Pelosi and Schumer told reporters that they have
agreed on a number for the infrastructure bill and that they would be meeting again soon to discuss how it will be paid for.
Although they did not agree on how it will be funded, Schumer said they agreed on the $2 trillion and another meeting with
Trump in three weeks to work out specifics.
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Trump Wants to Charge Asylum-Seekers to Apply

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=27d84955-73ba-415d-b7fe-
bee34ae631b5&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

President Donald Trump is proposing charging asylum-seekers a fee to process their applications as he continues to try to
crack down on the surge of Central American migrants trying to cross into the U.S.

In a presidential memorandum signed Monday, Trump directed his attorney general and acting homeland security secretary
to take additional measures to overhaul the asylum system, which he insists "is in crisis" and plagued by "rampant abuse."

The changes are just the latest in a series of proposals from an administration that is struggling to cope with a surge of
migrant families arriving at the southern border that has overwhelmed federal resources and complicated Trump's efforts to
claim victory at the border as he runs for re-election. Most of those arriving say they are fleeing violence and poverty and
many request asylum under U.S. and international law.

As part of the memo, Trump is giving officials 90 days to come up with new regulations to ensure that applications are
adjudicated within 180 days of filing, except under exceptional circumstances.

And he is directing officials to begin charging a fee to process asylum and employment authorization applications — which
do not currently require payment.

The White House and DHS officials did not immediately respond to questions about how much applicants might be forced to
pay, and it is unclear how many families fleeing poverty would be able to afford such a payment.

The memo says the price would not exceed the cost of processing applications, but officials did not immediately provide an
estimate for what that might be.

Trump also wants to bar anyone who has entered or tried to enter the country illegally from receiving a provisional work
permit and is calling on officials to immediately revoke work authorizations when individuals are denied asylum and ordered
removed from the country.

He is also calling on Homeland Security to reassign immigration officers and any other staff "to improve the integrity of
adjudications of credible and reasonable fear claims, to strengthen the enforcement of the immigration laws, and to ensure
compliance with the law by those aliens who have final orders of removal."

Arrests along the southern border have skyrocketed in recent months, with border agents making more than 100,000 arrests
or denials of entry in March, a 12-year high.

( LINK BELOW )
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The Pentagon says the acting defense secretary, Patrick Shanahan, has approved a plan to send about 320 more troops to the
U.S.-Mexican border to provide additional support, such as driving Customs and Border Protection vehicles to transport migrants.

The decision announced Monday evening provides approval for a plan the Pentagon disclosed last Friday.

The Pentagon says the extra troop support will cost about $7.4 million through Sept. 30.

The decision allows the newly deployed troops to have contact with migrants when necessary to perform their tasks. In such
cases, there are to be civilian Department of Homeland Security personnel nearby to conduct law enforcement functions.
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Trump Family Sues Deutsche Bank, Capital One To Fight Dems' Subpoenas

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/165/78ce9f5b-fdbc-46fb-b2de-2851a7c33cc0.jpg

The Trump family on Monday filed a lawsuit against Deutsche Bank and Capital One to prevent the banks from complying
with subpoenas from the House Intelligence and Financial Services Committees, the Washington Examiner reported. The
lawsuit was filed on behalf of President Donald Trump, three of his children and the Trump Organization. They allege the
Democratic-led subpoenas are being issued to "harass" the president and his family based solely on political differences.

“This case involves congressional subpoenas that have no legitimate or lawful purpose,” the lawsuit says. “The subpoenas
were issued to harass President Donald J. Trump, to rummage through every aspect of his personal finances, his
businesses and the private information of the president and his family, and to ferret about for any material that might be
used to cause him political damage. No grounds exist to establish any purpose other than a political one.”

The House Intelligence and Financial Services Committees sent letters to Deutsche Bank earlier this month. The
Committees are interested in Deutsche Bank's relationship with President Trump because they have given him more than
$2 billion in loans over the years.

When Deutsche made the Trumps aware of the subpoena on April 17th, the bank said the Committees wanted "records
and/or information relating to banking activities, including information regarding accounts, financings, and related financial
information," Business Insider reported.

The subpoenas extend to all "current or former employees, officers, directors, shareholders, partners, members, consultants,
managers, senior associates, staff employees, independent contractors, agents, attorneys or other representatives."

Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase and Bank of America also received subpoenas, the Washington Examiner reported.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Trump: Sticking It To The Man

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpdonald_041819getty_0.jpg

“It’s my little way of sticking it to The Man.”

That was the killer quote from a 2006 Sprint commercial, where an older white male told his younger underling that his
purchase of a new phone was an audacious act of rebellion against a power structure that he was presumably part of.

Donald Trump’s presidency has been one long exercise in sticking it to The Man.

In the usual sense, Trump is an unlikely rebel.

He is rich and successful. He went to the finest schools, inherited millions of dollars, was a regular on the New York social
scene, has a beautiful family and has a beautiful wife. And he is a compulsive golfer.

It is good to be The Man in golf, (as in “You da Man, Tiger”).

It is not good to be The Man in politics, though, and hasn’t been good in quite a while.

Out of our last 14 presidents, only the Bush family and Franklin Delano Roosevelt could be seen as being true scions of the
establishment, and Roosevelt did his best to distance himself from the Wall Street tycoons who had plunged America into
the Great Depression.

The establishment usually does a pretty good job of making presidential outsiders Washington insiders, usually just in time
for their second term. They invite them to their parties, help them smooth off their rough edges, teach them the way things
are done in polite society.

Not so with President Trump.

Just days before the election in 1936, Franklin Roosevelt gave a speech at Madison Garden, condemning those malevolent
forces of capitalism that were hostile to his New Deal. “They are unanimous in their hate for me, and I welcome their
hatred.”

It is safe to say that the establishment remains united in their hatred for President Trump, and it is fair to say that the
president welcomes their hatred, precisely because it is so good for him politically.

We live in a society that collectively enjoys having a big chip on our shoulders.

We like blaming somebody else for our troubles, and usually we blame The Man.

Who is The Man?

Well, if you are a progressive, The Man is probably a white male capitalist who looks a lot like Donald Trump or the guy in
the Sprint commercial.

But if you are a conservative, The Man is the mainstream media, the C-Suite CEO, the academic who pontificates from the
Ivory Tower and just about anybody who appears on “Morning Joe.”

In fly-over country, that triangular space between California and New York City and Washington, D.C., where most
presidential elections are decided, it is clear who The Man is.

It’s the coastal elites who look down their noses at the deplorables masses, who push for open borders and free trade, who
lecture everyday Americans about values as they cheat to get their kids into schools like Georgetown and USC.

It is hard to see why the Democrats would nominate somebody like Joe Biden who, as a white, straight male, checks no
boxes for the box-conscious progressive movement.

But should he get the nomination, he will have a big challenge.

How can Joe Biden stick it to The Man if he is The Man?

President Trump has already perfected that move.

There is no doubt that Trump is the outsider’s outsider. He will say anything to get a rise out of the media establishment, he
will do anything to dismantle the political establishment, he will take any step to circumvent the national security
establishment if he thinks it is the right thing to do.

Every day, Donald Trump is sticking it to The Man. That’s why his voters continue to support him and why he is the odds-
on favorite to win a second term.

( LINK BELOW )
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Press: Trump Disses White House Correspondents

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/styles/thumb_small_article/public/trumpdonald_042919getty.jpg

It’s a long list. In addition to the Paris accords on climate change, the Iran Nuclear Deal, frequent presidential news conferences,
congressional oversight and the separation of powers, you can add to the list of Washington traditions Donald Trump has trashed
the White House correspondents’ dinner (WHCD).

For the third year in a row, Donald Trump refused to attend this year’s dinner —held Saturday evening, April 27, at the Washington
Hilton — because, he complained, it was “so boring, so negative.” Not only that, in the ultimate display of pettiness, Trump banned
all members of his administration — White House aides, Cabinet secretaries and department heads — from attending.

Trump’s intention, of course, was not only to strike another blow in his ongoing war against the media, but to discredit and destroy
one of the oldest traditions in Washington. But he wasted his time. In fact, he achieved just the opposite.

The correspondents’ dinner is one of Washington’s oldest traditions, dating back to 1921. BT, before Trump, every president since
President Coolidge had attended the dinner at least once. Ronald Reagan skipped the dinner in 1981, but he had a good excuse:
he’d narrowly escaped an assassination attempt. Even so, he phoned into the dinner and joked: “If I could give you just one little
bit of advice: When somebody tells you to get in a car quick, do it.”

The WHCD began with the best of intentions. In the spirit of fellowship, for one night a year, the president and reporters who
covered him would declare timeout to break bread together, without abandoning the independent role of each. Nothing wrong with
that — even though, from the beginning, reporters who attended the annual event were criticized for getting too “cozy” with
politicians.

Nevertheless, the correspondents’ dinner continued as a proud journalistic tradition until the late ’80s, when it started to go
“Hollywood.” The first celebrity guest was former White House secretary Fawn Hall, a central figure in the Iran-Contra scandal.
Then came actual movie stars. By the time I arrived in Washington in 1996, the dinner was more Hollywood than Washington.
Comedians had replaced political speakers, guests walked the red carpet and movie stars outnumbered congressional or
administration guests: George Clooney, Barbra Streisand, Chevy Chase, Sharon Stone, Stephen Spielberg, Helen Mirren, Ben
Affleck and so many others. Hooray for Hollywood!

By this point, the annual dinner was on life support. Veteran White House correspondents lamented the glitz and glamification of
the dinner. Several news outlets, including The New York Times and The New Yorker, stopped buying tables or sponsoring parties.
Some members of the White House Correspondents’ Association even suggested canceling the event. The dinner badly needed
intervention. Donald Trump to the rescue!

With no Trump present, the dinner returned to its original purpose: an uplifting celebration of the First Amendment. No celebrities.
No comedian. Instead, presidential historian Ron Chernow reviewed the history of relations between every president and the media,
starting with George Washington. Those relations have often been adversarial, he noted, but “don’t need to be steeped in venom.”
And he reminded politicians and journalists alike: “Whether Republicans or Democrats, we are all bona fide members of Team
U.S.A., and not members of enemy camps.”

I’d never pretend to speak for the entire White House Correspondents’ Association. But as one member, I thank Donald Trump for
not coming to this year’s White House correspondents’ dinner. He did us all a favor. He saved the day and dinner. I hope he stays
away again next year.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )
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ABORTION: California Professor Slammed For Calling Fetus 'Legitimate Parasite' During Lecture On Cancer

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/03/1862/1048/ultrasound-istock.jpg

A medical school lecture comparing the "parallels between fetuses and cancers" is coming under fire from the University of
California as a dehumanizing lesson to students.

But the professor insists it wasn't the point of the slide.

The lecture, reportedly part of the UC San Diego School of Medicine course, Evolution of Human Disease, "explores the
major epidemiological transitions from ape-like ancestors to foraging tribes, farmers and pastoralists, to the global
metropolitan primate we now are. We focus on how diseases have shaped humans and how humans have shaped disease
over time."

In the screengrab, the slide refers to a preborn child as a "legitimate parasite" that "invades" its mother and "manipulates"
her immunity.

Dylan Griswold, a Stanford Medical student, posted a screengrab of the slide Thursday night with the caption: "No joke, a
friend just sent me this slide from her upper-level biology course. I'm speechless."

Later, Griswold tweeted: "as all 'woke' medical students know, pregnancy is a disease. Abortion is the remedy...Ironically, it
is you whose language espouses vitriol, division, and bigotry."

After the slide went viral, the professor responded in an email to his class.

"Most of you probably realize that my point was to show that mammals are especially prone to invasive cancers because
mammals evolved invasive placentation," he wrote, according to a tweet from Griswold. "My point was not to indoctrinate
you with the notion that fetuses are cancers, as insinuated in the article."

Lila Rose, the founder and president of Live Action, slammed California's public university system and called out the
professor for his statement.

"Amid scrutiny, UC San Diego professor says he didn't intend to say 'fetuses and cancers,'" Rose wrote. "How about
backtracking the term “parasite”? These are medically inaccurate & offensive terms, ones that abortion advocates have
used for dozens of years to dehumanize children."

The university said the slide said the point of the slide is to show "mammals are especially prone to invasive cancers, in
part because mammals evolved the ability to host fetuses and placentas."

"The slide presents common, widely accepted scientific concepts and in no way represents a political statement," the
university said in a statement.

( LINK BELOW )
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Makes Huge Blunder As She Tries Using Synagogue Shooting To Push Anti-Gun Bill

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/04/AOC-mourners-592x331.jpg

The shooting at a California synagogue during the end of Passover caused our nation to come together against hate.
Antisemitism was strongly condemned, and people of all faiths offered their prayers to the victims and families of the
rampage.

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez was among those who posted about the massacre. “Heartbroken to hear of the San Diego
synagogue shooting,” the congresswoman tweeted. “Particularly so on this final day of Passover. We have a responsibility
to love + protect our neighbors.”

But what immediately followed that statement is looking like a cruel and callous use of the deaths to push legislation
through.

Wasting no time in turning a tragedy into a political push, the tweet went on to say, “The longer the Senate delays holding a
vote on #HR8, the more we put Americans at risk.”

Heartbroken to hear of the San Diego synagogue shooting, particularly so on this final day of Passover.

We have a responsibility to love + protect our neighbors.

The longer the Senate delays holding a vote on #HR8, the more we put Americans at risk

— Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (@AOC) April 27, 2019

H.R.8, the Bipartisan Background Checks Act of 2019, bills itself as simply a way “to require a background check for every
firearm sale.” Having passed the Democrats-held House, the proposed legislation still faces a major uphill battle to become
law.

But would this have stopped the synagogue shooter, or at least prevented him from buying a gun? It’s hard to tell, but it’s
not likely.

California has some of the strictest gun laws in the nation, including a recently added one that raises the legal age to buy a
rifle from 18 to 21. Since the shooter was 19 and living in California, no gun dealer would have risked his or her license and
business selling to someone the state considers underage.

The only other possibilities are that he owned the rifle before the law came into effect, was given the gun, bought it out of
state or simply stole it.

Of those, the only one H.R.8 may have prevented is the out-of-state gun purchase. Considering the shooter was a
promising nursing student with a stellar high school record, he most likely would have passed a background check anyway.

California’s gun laws didn’t stop him. Laws against murder didn’t stop him. And unless the shooter had a secret felony
conviction nobody knew about, H.R.8 likely wouldn’t have stopped him, either.

Despite all of California’s intrusive firearm laws, the one thing that may have saved more lives was, unsurprisingly, a good
guy with a gun.

The hero, Border Patrol agent Jonathan Morales, was off-duty at the time of the shooting. He pulled his weapon and
engaged the gunman, who later surrendered to police.

President Donald Trump praised the agent, saying, “he may have been off duty but his talents for Law Enforcement
weren’t!”

Thankfully, the laws in place that day didn’t put a full stop to this agent’s ability to arm himself. Given stricter laws,
however, the death toll could have been much higher if nobody was around to return fire.

( LINK BELOW )
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ICE ANNOUNCES PLAN TO STOP ‘FAKE FAMILIES’ AND CHILD SMUGGLING AT THE BORDER

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Migrant-Kids-e1556558169610.jpg

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) announced Monday that it is shifting its resources to deal with the influx of
“fake families” arriving on the U.S-Mexico border.

Fake families are being formed to cross our border and avoid detention. ICE [Homeland Security Investigations] is working
with [Customs and Border Protection] to stop individuals, networks and organizations facilitating child smuggling and
document fraud to illegally enter the U.S.,” ICE tweeted on Monday.

The agency stated that it is moving experts to the border to investigate child smuggling, and it will be using science data to
“dismantle” the child trafficking rings employed by human smugglers working in Central American and Mexico. The
announcement came on the same day as a media appearance by the agency’s acting director.

“What we’re currently doing is surging resources from ICE’s Homeland Security investigations to the border. We’re sending
human trafficking experts, document fraud experts, forensic interviewers, victim assistance specialists, because our first
and primary goal is the safety and security of these children,” said Acting ICE Director Matthew Albence during an
appearance of Fox and Friends.

Family units make up a large portion of the illegal aliens apprehended at the southern border. Of all the people apprehended
at the southwest border, 62 percent of them were an unaccompanied minor or claimed to be a part of a family unit. In a six-
month time period, around 2,700 migrants were determined to be lying about their family unit claims.

The number of children traveling with adults who are lying about their relationship has raised concerns among immigration
enforcement.

“These children are being victimized. We know they’re being trafficked, we know they’re being recycled and sent back
across the border numerous times to be rented by these cartels and by these organizations to be utilized again and placed
with a non-relative adult so that adult can be released because they know that we can’t hold them,” Albence continued.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GettyImages-1136571687-e1555168340463.jpg

( Central American migrants heading to the US walk in caravan along the route between Metapa and Tapachula in Mexico on April
12, 2019. – A group of 350 Central American migrants forced their way into Mexico Friday, authorities said, as a new caravan of
around 2,500 people arrived — news sure to draw the attention of US President Donald Trump. Mexico’s National Migration
Institute said some members of the caravan had a “hostile attitude” and had attacked local police in the southern town of Metapa
de Dominguez after crossing the border from Guatemala )

The Department of Homeland Security has already begun changing policy to deal with the huge wave of “fake” children
arriving at the border, with officials now fingerprinting minors that are 14 and younger. Previously, Border Patrol agents
would only occasionally take photos and collect some information on children. The changes, they believe, will help them
better identify children being used by human smugglers. (RELATED: Pentagon Set To Send Hundreds Of Troops To The
Southern Border)

Radio and newspaper advertisements in Central America are encouraging locals to flee to the U.S. illegally and telling them
to bring children with them as that increases their chances of making it into the interior of the country.
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SRI LANKA IMPOSES EMERGENCY LAW BANNING FACE COVERINGS

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Burqa-e1556547804414.jpg

Sri Lanka imposed an emergency law banning face coverings in the wake of the Easter Sunday suicide bombings.

President Maithripala Sirisena announced Monday that he would use an emergency law to ban head coverings or any
covering that “hinders identification,” according to BBC News.

The move comes after reports suggested some individuals involved in the Easter bombings may have been women wearing
head coverings. Women wearing burqas were spotted fleeing the Easter bombing sites, government officials told the Daily
Mirror. Officials suspect many of these women were involved in the attacks on Christians that killed about 250 people and
sent 450 others to the hospital.

Sri Lankan MP Ashu Marasinghe proposed a bill banning burqas on his Facebook page on April 23, saying that the head
coverings pose national security risks because of their ability to hide terrorists. (RELATED: Extremists In Sri Lanka Add 15
More To Country’s Death Toll)

Muslim residents of Sri Lanka criticized the ban, saying they had already resolved not to wear burqas voluntarily.

“It is the stupidest thing to do,” Hilmy Ahmed, vice-president of the Sri Lanka Muslim Council, told BBC. “Three days ago
we [the Muslim community] took a voluntary decision regarding this. The All Ceylon Jamiyyathul Ulema told all Muslim
women not to wear face veils for security reasons. If they wanted to wear a veil, then they were told not to come out.”

“We see this as a reflection of the conflict between the president and the prime minister. We strongly criticize the decision.
We will not accept the authorities interfering with the religion without consulting the religious leadership.”

Authorities cancelled Sunday church services across Sri Lanka as the country is still on high alert from the terrorist attacks,
but Christians gathered to pray outside the badly damaged St. Anthony’s Shrine Sunday morning according to BBC.

WATCH:

VIDEO: Church bells toll mournfully at Colombo’s devastated St Anthony’s Shrine as scores of Christians weep but defiantly pray
and light candles for the victims of the horrific Easter bombings

https://twitter.com/AFP/status/1122529656299614208

VIDEO: People hold a vigil outside St. Anthony’s Shrine in Colombo

https://twitter.com/AFP/status/1122397016552697857
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Combat Vet Reveals Harrowing Moment He 'Scared The Hell' Out Of Poway Synagogue Shooter

https://assets.rbl.ms/19430217/1200x600.jpg

'You motherf*er! I'm going to kill you!'

Saturday's tragic shooting at Chabad of Poway synagogue near San Diego, which resulted in one death and three injuries,
could have been much worse if it weren't for the heroic actions of Oscar Stewart.

Stewart, a combat veteran of the Iraq War who served time in the Army and Navy, immediately jumped into action when
AR-15 shots rang out. He recalled his story in an interview with The Daily Caller on Sunday.

What did Stewart say?

Stewart, 51, recalled that he does not remember a single conscious thought between the time the shots began and when
the incident was finally over. He just remembers that he acted on instinct, running toward the shots — not away from them.

"Get down!" Stewart yelled when shots rang out, according to witnesses. "You motherf***er! I'm going to kill you!"

"I knew I had to be within five feet of this guy so his rifle couldn't get to me," Stewart explained. "So I ran immediately
toward him, and I yelled as loud as I could. And he was scared. I scared the hell out of him."

Stewart said when the shooter opened fire, he was in the back of the synagogue. Unfortunately, by the time the shooter
reached the lobby, he had already mortally wounded one woman and shot three others. That's when Stewart turned the
corner and engaged the shooter.

"When I came around the corner into the lobby area, I saw the individual with a gun, and he fired two rounds. And I yelled at
him and I must have yelled very loud, and he looked at me, and I must have had a really mean look on my face or
something, because he immediately dropped his weapon and turned and ran. And then I gave chase," Stewart told The
Daily Caller.

Indeed, witnesses recall that Stewart screamed so loud that he made the noise of four or five men.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19430224/980x.jpg

After engaging the shooter, Stewart said the 19-year-old killer cowardly locked himself in his car. Stewart pounded on the
car — determined to deal with the shooter himself — when he saw the shooter reach for another firearm inside the car.
That's when the off-duty Border Patrol agent, whom President Donald Trump recognized Saturday night, told Stewart to
duck.

The Border Patrol agent, who apparently received the civilian firearm from someone inside the synagogue, fired several
shots into the shooter's car, intending to disable it. Unfortunately, the shooter was able to drive away.

Fortunately, the shooter — who said he was inspired by last month's Christchurch massacre in New Zealand — later turned
himself in to police.

Does Stewart consider himself a hero?

While the military veteran is being hailed as a hero, he told The Daily Caller that he does not consider himself one. Instead,
he gave that distinction to Lori Gilbert Kaye, the incident's only fatality. Witnesses say the 60-year-old woman shielded the
congregation's rabbi with her body.

"People in the aftermath here have been saying it's important to be strong and defend ourselves. I also think it's important
to know that being strong and defending ourselves requires a lot of sacrifice too," Stewart said.

"I don't know if I consciously made the choice to potentially sacrifice myself," he explained. "But I did. And this lady, she
stood and she jumped in front of the shooter and she saved the rabbi's life. When somebody said I was a hero, I'm like, she
was a hero. I just did it instinctively, like an animal. There was no conscious decision. I just did it."

The funeral service for Kaye is on Monday.

Anything else?

Various reports claimed the shooter dropped his firearm, an AR-15 semi-automatic rifle, only after it jammed. But Stewart
disputes this fact.

In fact, Stewart told The Daily Caller that the shooter dropped the firearm in part because he was frightened by Stewart.

"He was in the act of shooting when I saw him," Stewart said. "When I yelled at him he turned and looked at me, and he like
froze. And then the look on his face was one of amazement at first, and then one of fear. He saw me coming, and I was
ready to do whatever I had to do to stop him."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/oscar-stewart-hero-poway-shooting
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Work Hard, Play By The Rules, And Be Hated By Liberals

That famous formulation by Bill Clinton describing the Normal Americans that Democrats used to at least pretend to care about
now describes the Americans that the Democrats openly hate – you and me.

We’re America. We work hard. We play by the rules. But everything bad is our fault, and the solution to every real or imaginary
problem is to take more of our money and more of our freedom and hand them over to the liberal elite to redistribute among their
minions.

How about “No?” It’s time to get militant, Normals.

Here’s a fun test, a little mental exercise for those of you so unwoke that you don’t get that the leftist objective is your
enslavement (meaning your utter obedience to the ruling class and the total forfeiture of your right to participate in your own
governance) and/or your death (whether through the fine grinding of time, fellow boomers, or through more proactive means on
softball fields and elsewhere – it’s all good as long as you’re gone): Look at the 672,451 Democrats running for the chance to be
crushed next year by Donald “3.2% GDP/3.8% Unemployment” Trump and see if you can find a single policy, position or promise
from any of them that increases either your prosperity or your liberty.

Your prosperity. Your liberty. Not that of some pack of randos that constitutes a key Democrat demo. Not that of a sub-set of a
sub-set of leftist-loving weirdos or of a constituency of greedy lay-abouts looking for further succor from Uncle Sucker. Not that of
those dwelling at the farthest fringes of the acronyms/symbols/punctuation marks of the LGBTQZ4x&F#V™@!y£ü spectrum.

Yours.

By the way, the “F” is for “Furry,” and Beto is one.

What do Democrats offer you, and the people like you, who work hard and play by the rules? Nothing, except hate and the demand
that you give up even more of what’s yours so the lib elite can buy votes by redistributing it to people who didn’t earn it and don’t
deserve it.

Come on, what is one single Democrat policy, position or promise that increases either your prosperity or your liberty?

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Thanks Jerry Nadler : Barr May Skip His House Judiciary Testimony Because Of You
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Attorney General William Barr threatened to skip testifying in front of the House Judiciary Committee if the format Chairman
Jerry Nadler (D-NY) proposed is what's used for the hearing later this week. Nadler wanted each member of the Committee
to have five minutes each to ask Barr whatever questions they saw fit in relation to the redacted areas of the Mueller report.
The second round of questioning would include 30 minutes from each parties' Committee counselors. According to CNN, the
questioning from the parties' Committee counselors is what the Department of Justice takes issue with.

"He [Barr] is not going to dictate the format of the Judiciary Committee," Nadler told reporters. He said that each member
having five minutes to ask questions followed by each parties' Committee counselors having 30 minutes for questions is "a
standard method of doing things."

"In my judgment, it's an effective way of doing things," Nadler said. "And the witness is not going to tell the Committee how
to conduct its hearing. Period."

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1122587537355100160

The Hill

✔ @thehill

Rep. Jerry Nadler on AG Barr: "The witness is not going to tell the committee how to conduct its hearing, period."

The DOJ objects to counselors' questioning because "members of Congress should be the ones doing the questioning,"
department spokesman Kerri Kupec told The Hill.

“The Attorney General agreed to appear before Congress. Therefore, Members of Congress should be the ones doing the
questioning. He remains happy to engage with Members on their questions regarding the Mueller report," Kupec said.

If Barr refuses to comply with the Judiciary Committee, Nadler said the members are prepared to subpoena the Attorney
General.

"Then we will have to subpoena him, and we will have to use whatever means we can to enforce the subpoena," Nadler
said.

Nadler has also suggested the Committee go into closed session to discuss the redacted report, something Barr also
objects to.

House Judiciary Committee Republicans chided Nadler's fight with Barr.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/04/28/ag-william-barr-may-skip-house-judiciary-committee-appearance-heres-why-
n2545512
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On Illegals, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Whines About Trump Not Doing What's Actually Her Job

https://www.themainewire.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Alexandria.jpg

Does Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez know anything at all about the job of a congresswoman? Or does she just talk and talk,
parrotty-like, not understanding a thing she's saying?

She's out blaming President Trump for turning illegal aliens into ... illegal aliens because he's trying to enforce U.S. law. You
know, the job he was elected to do, for the law he was sworn to uphold. Letting migrants in requires processing and

https://youtu.be/sUWXYQd3Pck via @YouTube

By Ocasio-Cortez's logic, Trump is the one to blame for foreign nationals choosing of their own free will to emigrate from
their home countries into the U.S. without any documentation or vetting. Trump did it, Trump is to blame, they're just
helpless dolls who can't help themselves, and breaking the law is part of their DNA, they don't respond to incentives.

It's baloney.

In reality, Trump is doing his job, enforcing U.S. law as it is currently written by, of all places, Congress. If Ocasio-Cortez
doesn't like those laws, well, guess what -- she's the lawmaker who's in a position to change them. Is she trying to do that?
There's no evidence for it on her website. It's quite likely she doesn't even know that that's her own job. Trump has no such
power to change quotas or processing requirements. But she does - assuming she can persuade enough of her fellow
legislators to enact open borders or increased quotas or more agents to process visa applications. Why isn't she doing it?
Because it's so much easier to poops all over Trump.

Congress itself not only writes the law on entry to the U.S., it also is responsible for immigration quotas, meaning, how
many people can be admitted to the U.S. Want more migrants? Easy, change the law to admit more migrants. Only
Congress can do it. The U.S. admits about 1 million foreign nationals a year as legal residents. If Ocasio, who is whining
about processing times for migrants doesn't like that number, she's perfectly free to change the law to allow larger numbers
of migrants in, assuming she can get her fellow congressmembers to agree.

Instead, she's just yelling about Trump, saying he's forcing foreign lawbreakers to become illegal aliens because of all that
vetting or because they are short staffed based on their inability to see a wall constructed. Cause, effect.

For good measure, she says she doesn't care if migrants are legal or illegal on the spurious grounds that she care about
'human rights.' That would be news to Venezuelans, whose brutal socialist dictatorship she loudly defends. But she seems
to think all foreign nationals have a 'human right' to enter the U.S. and partake of its government services.

So where's her bill in Congress to increase legal migrant quotas? Where's her proposal to increase border wall funding so
that more agents are free to process legal migrant entries? Where's her bill to reduce red tape for migrants applying to be let
in? Where's her bill for open borders/

What we are seeing here is Ocasio-Cortez blaming Trump for the fact that she's not doing her own job. One can only wonder
what she must have been like as a bartender out stealing from the tip jar. She has a funny way of blaming the president for
things she didn't do.

( LINK BELOW )
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Islamic Terrorism Remains the World's Greatest Threat to Peace

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/76/53bf703d-fd40-40eb-8e90-3f08fd320a4a.jpg

After the horrific mass murder of 50 Muslim worshippers in Christchurch, New Zealand, there was widespread coverage and
a torrent of mainstream news networks contemplating the threat of white supremacy. These conversations, completely
reasonable and necessary in the face of violent attacks from a racist gunman, soon began deteriorating into politically
motivated and specious claims contending that "white supremacy" had become the predominate terror threat in the world.

Well, the coordinated bomb blasts aimed at Christian worshippers on Easter Sunday, which killed at least 290 people and
injured hundreds more, demonstrates the kind of meticulous planning, funding, resources and support that is still
exclusively the domain of radical Islamic terrorism. It's not merely that the act was planned to maximize the death toll, but
that it is a continuation of long-standing efforts by Islamists to destroy the Christian communities left in Asia.

Those who kill in the name of Islam are part of a worldwide, historic, ideological and political movement that includes, to
various degrees and various reasons, radicalized men and women from both great factions of the faith. Then again, terrorist
groups -- as well as their recruitment and propaganda outfits -- are often functioning in Islamic regimes, which either actively
sustain terror, tolerate these groups or pay them off to engage in terrorism elsewhere.

The Christians who remain in the Islamic world are often oppressed in other ways. In a number of these nations, publicly
praying in any faith but Islam is forbidden and, in many, converting to Christianity is still punishable by death. "Islamic
extremism remains the global, dominant driver of persecution, responsible for initiating oppression and conflict in 35 of the
50 countries on the list," according to Open Doors, a worldwide Christian group.

The idea that a similar threat exists in the West is risible. There's not a single Western country that doesn't afford Muslim
citizens the same rights it does as all other citizens. No government on Earth supports white supremacy.

There is no funding infrastructure for those who support white power. There is no Christian or Jewish denomination, or any
notable political factions, in those nations that imbue white supremacy with any theological or ideological legitimacy. There
is no white supremacist government trying to obtain nuclear weapons, and none sending its terrorists to other countries. In
the world's free nations, where any political party can participate in the process, the power of racist groups is minimal.

Yet the American left continues to downplay the danger, first by arguing that Islam has nothing to do with Islamic terrorism,
and then by lumping every white-skinned person who commits a terrorist act into one imaginary coherent political movement
to contrast against it. It's true that Americans have been spared much Islamic terror since 2002 -- a year that, curiously,
nearly every graph media uses to measure domestic terrorism starts -- but only because we've spent billions of dollars each
year and immense resources, both in lives and treasure, keeping it out of the country and fighting it abroad.

Another reason the majority of Americans might not comprehend Islamic radicalism's reach is the skewed intensity of the
media coverage. Political correctness and a chilling fear of being labeled "Islamophobic" makes it difficult to honestly report
on terrorism around the world.

In addition to the massacre this Easter in Sri Lanka, at least 200 Christian civilians have been murdered in Africa by Islamic
militants thus far in 2019 -- many of them killed by machete, some by bombings. Many more Christians have been
murdered during the past calendar year.

In November 2018, for example, 42 people were slaughtered in an attack on a Catholic mission in the Central African
Republic. In October, 55 Christians were murdered by a group of Islamists in Nigeria. Another 29 were killed when 10
churches were burned down in Ethiopia last summer. Another seven Coptic Christians were gunned down in Egypt -- and
others spared only because of the good work of police.

There are pockets of racists in the world, and individuals who engage in terrible acts of violence against innocent people.
These are dangerous men, capable of doing tremendous damage. But no group threatens global peace the same way that
political Islam does. None has its reach or material and theological support. None has created more mayhem and death in
the world since the end of the Cold War. The Sri Lankan massacre is just another harrowing reminder.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )
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Trump Speaks Of 'Attempted Coup' And Previews Coming Storm Headed Toward The Plotters

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/E_4XgZWDRFg/maxresdefault.jpg

President Trump has gone on the record that the plotters against him in what he called an "attempted coup" are going to be
exposed and brought to justice for their misdeeds, and that it is happening faster than most people believe. Last night, for
almost three quarters of an hour, President Trump spoke via telephone on air with Sean Hannity on the latter's eponymous
Fox News program. Because the two men are friends, the conversation flowed from topic to topic, covering a wide range of
points. But the president made some startling points that cover complicated stories just emerging.

Probably, the key sound bite was his use of the expression "attempted coup" to describe the machinations of those who
used the intelligence and law enforcement apparatus of the federal government to prevent his election and, once elected, to
frustrate his operations and drive him from office.

The president previewed the forthcoming I.G. report, which, he said, "based on what I hear," would be a blockbuster. He
also promised full declassification of the FISA warrant applications that were used to spy on his campaign, and promised
much more than that in terms of declassification.

But beyond that, he discussed the recent revelations about Ukraine apparently colluding with Obama administration officials
to benefit the Hillary Clinton campaign, as explained in John Solomon's article in The Hill. Two excerpts of the interview
relating to Ukraine can be found here and here.

Also explosive are the revelations in newly released text messages between adulterous lovebirds Peter Strzok and Lisa
Page, as revealed by Catherine Herridge and Sara Carter discussing the recruitment of spies within the incoming Trump
administration. Excerpts can be found here and here.

President Trump expressed his confidence in A.G. William Barr but made the point that the A.G. would make the calls on
investigating all of these scandals.

Here is the entire interview, available at YouTube:

https://youtu.be/2xglDpABkCA via @YouTube

President Trump also granted an exclusive interview to Mark Levin, for broadcast on his show today. Mark has offered two
excerpts from that interview as a preview of what will be heard later today.

( LINK BELOW )
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WTF MSM!? Trump Economy Booms With 3.2% Growth Despite Media Rooting For Failure

The media's doom and gloom has not worked

https://assets.rbl.ms/19426800/1200x600.jpg

The numbers … This morning, first-quarter gross domestic product growth numbers were released. The Trump recovery
continues with a booming 3.2 percent growth rate. The economy continues to explode despite the media trying to downplay
it at every turn.

Since the moment President Donald Trump took the oath of office, the media has worked overtime to undersell the booming
economy. In July 2018, the Washington Examiner highlighted the media saying that the second-quarter GDP bump was "too
big" and not to "buy it." Back then, an MSNBC guest said that people were just stocking up on items because they were
"worried about his [Trump's] tariffs."

In October, the media peddled doom and gloom and reacted with glee that the stock market had what in hindsight was a
short contraction. Vox wrote an explainer on how it was Trump's fault. CNN even made allusions to the "Great Depression."
Of course the market has almost recovered all the early October losses.

Just like in 1984, "It's morning again in America." The economy is booming and it's touching all segments of society.
Millions of people are financially better off than they were during the Obama administration.

While the nation rejoices, the media continue to be sad.

Antonia beats YouTube … On Wednesday, Second Amendment activist Antonia Okafor had her YouTube channel
demonetized after posting an episode about "teaching young women to defend themselves." Okafor is an outspoken
African-American conservative. After an outcry from conservatives, YouTube reinstated her monetization, according to
Okafor and Breitbart News.

Okafor isn't buying YouTube's explanation that her channel was demonetized by mistake.

"They claim in the same response that they carefully look at each channel, never make decisions based on politics but
after all the uproar claim it was just 'incorrectly removed,'" she said.

This reversal by YouTube shows that conservative pressure on Big Tech is working. These companies will continue to try
to silence voices they don't agree with. With two high-profile reversals over the past month – Twitter's manipulation of the
"Unplanned" movie's account and now Okafor – maybe, just maybe the tide is turning.

Links …

Biden tells 'The View' he's most proud of Obama administration because there wasn't a 'single whisper of scandal.' Here's a
major fact-check

'The View's' Joy Behar tells rapper Pitbull he should run for president after he says 'the border crossed Mexico,' not other
way around

Trump calls into Sean Hannity's show for 45-minute conversation, tells Hannity the media 'owe YOU an apology' Trevor
Noah's 'The Daily Show' ridicules past Joe Biden gaffes

CNN shreds Biden on failed presidential bids: 'He's never really relevant' Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey personally called Rep.
Ilhan Omar after Trump tweeted video of her 9/11 comments and she demanded that he take the tweet down

ABC News comes up with creative new headline to say Republicans pounced: 'Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez's Twitter
blunder prompts GOP backlash'

( LINK BELOW )
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Taking Back US Sovereignty: President Trump Ditches UN Treaty

https://assets.rbl.ms/19426568/1200x600.jpg

President Donald Trump announced Friday that the United States is withdrawing from a United Nations treaty that regulates
international arms trade, arguing that the multilateral accord chips away at U.S. sovereignty.

Speaking at the National Rifle Association's annual convention in Indianapolis, the president tore into the U.N. Arms Trade
Treaty, which was signed in 2013 by former President Barack Obama.

"Under my administration, we will never surrender American sovereignty to anyone," Trump told attendees at the NRA
gathering. "We will never allow foreign bureaucrats to trample on your Second Amendment freedoms."

While delivering his speech, the president, on stage, signed the paperwork necessary for thwarting the ratification process.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D5GBLgXXkAArZCF.jpg

NRA

@NRA

@NRA

Breaking: @realDonaldTrump just announced at the @NRAILA Leadership Forum that he will unsign the U.N. Arms Trade Treaty,
unbinding the United States from the obligation to refrain from acts that would defeat the object and purpose of an unconstitutional
treaty. #NRAAM (1/3)

The Hill reported on the raucous scene at the NRA convention:

"Under my administration, we will never surrender American sovereignty to anyone," Trump told the group, which erupted in
applause. "We will never allow foreign bureaucrats to trample on your Second Amendment freedoms.

Trump signed paperwork instructing the Senate to halt the ratification process, held up the document as the crowd cheered
"U-S-A, U-S-A," then tossed his pen into the crowd."

https://twitter.com/politico/status/1121826068699045888

POLITICO 

@politico

@politico

Trump told an #NRAAM crowd today that he intends to walk away from the 2014 Arms Trade Treaty

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Here Was The Most Important Line From Trump's NRA-ILA Leadership Forum Speech

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/116/38d7c80e-2559-437d-b2a9-15c3f6aebed4.png

President Donald Trump on Friday addressed attendees at the National Rifle Association's Annual Meeting. During his
speech, Trump touted the number of jobs the economy has added, his America First approach and even an end to the UN
Arms Trade Treaty.

Trump said one very important line: "In America, we don't worship government. We worship God."

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1121823755234349056

The Hill 

@thehill

@thehill

President Trump: "In America, we don't worship government. We worship God."

That saying in itself is a direct testament to the policies the Trump administration has pursued. The White House has
worked diligently to roll back red tape, rein in illegal immigration, cut welfare fraud and get the American people standing on
their own two feet. Instead of relying on the government to provide every single bit of what we have, Americans are standing
up and saying "We trust in God to provide for us."

While we know that God will provide, we also know that there are those who wish to cause us harm. And it's the reason so
many of us are fierce defenders of the Second Amendment.

Trump also invited a police officer's wife on stage to tell her personal story about why the Second Amendment is important
to her.

"My husband is an officer and works night shift. One night he was at work and my daughter and I were home alone.
Someone started banging on the door so hard it broke in two places," the mother recounted. "He demanded that I let him in.
I called 911 and went to my room to get the gun. I heard a loud crash and when I came out to the hallway to see he was
running towards me with a look in his eyes that I will never forget."

"I shot him twice and held him at gunpoint until the police arrived," she said, as cheers erupted.

"This event was something that changed my life. I've never been more afraid but I am standing strong and have told my
story again and again because, with each person I told, they stood a little taller, knowing that if I could protect myself and
my family, that they could too," the woman said.

According to the woman, the right to keep and bear arms are the reason she's still alive today. Without the ability to protect
her and her daughter, she said she might not be here today.

https://twitter.com/BlazeTV/status/1121831971389419520

BlazeTV 

@BlazeTV

@BlazeTV

President @realDonaldTrump invited the wife of a police officer on stage to speak at the NRA convention to tell her
powerful story.

"Protecting my family would not be possible without the right to bear arms."

( LINK BELOW )
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Democrats Believe That Criminals In Prison & Terrorist Should Be Able To Vote / Watch GOP Commercial

Democrats: Let Terrorists Vote Video

https://youtu.be/mxWTzqjecfA via @YouTube

THESE DEMOCRATS ARE SICK, BECAUSE THEY WILL CHANGE ANY LAW TO TRY AND BEAT PRESIDENT DONALD
TRUMP IN THE UPCOMING 2020 GENERAL ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT OF THE U.S.A. BUT WE KNOW THAT PRESIDENT
TRUMP IS GOING TO DECIMATE WHOEVER THE DEMOCRAT'S RUN AS THEIR CANDIDATE JUST LIKE HE DID HILLARY
CLINTON IN 2016

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Judge Rips Kim Foxx In Middle Of Hearing, Exposes Her Sins To Entire Courtroom

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/04/Kim-foxx-1-592x331.jpg

A judge in the Chicago area is making news after he invoked the Jussie Smollett case during a similar proceeding in his
courtroom — though in this case, the defendant wasn’t rich, famous or powerful.

And his most scathing remarks were saved for Kim Foxx, State’s Attorney for Cook County who has borne much of the
criticism for letting Smollett off in his alleged hoax attack case.

According to WFLD-TV, Cook County Judge Marc Martin agreed with Candace Clark, a defendant who said she was the
victim of what the station called “a Kim Foxx double standard.”

Like Smollett, Clark was charged with filing a false police report. Prosecutors allege she let an acquaintance use her bank
account and then reported the money as being stolen to police. She denies the charges.

Unlike Smollett, however, Clark was offered a more onerous deal by prosecutors even though she’s a first-time offender.

“On April 11, just before Martin expressed his astonishment at Clark’s treatment, the prosecutor assigned to the case had
filled out paperwork for a ‘deferred prosecution,’ which would have required Clark to pay back approximately $2,500 — as
well as attend periodic court hearings, get a G.E.D. and either show proof of a job or do community service, said Wendy
Schilling, Clark’s assistant public defender,” the Chicago Sun-Times reported.

Smollett didn’t receive a deferred prosecution, of course, and whatever fines he received were fairly easy to pay off. Clark,
who works overnight at Home Depot unloading trucks and taking care of plants, can’t do so as easily.

In court, Judge Martin lambasted the prosecution.

https://youtu.be/Rt9KCIRPfI4 via @YouTube

“I’d like to know why Ms. Clark is being treated differently than Jussie Smollett,” Judge Martin said. “It’s a disorderly
conduct case [false] reporting — a lot less egregious than Mr. Smollett’s case. I have a problem with it. Why is she being
treated differently?”

Allison Kudzy, the prosecutor handling the case, told the judge that “each case is reviewed individually based on the facts,
the investigation and the position of the victims in this case.”

“Well, Ms. Clark is not a movie star, she doesn’t have a high-price lawyer, although, her lawyer is very good,” Martin said.

“And this smells, big time. I didn’t create this mess, your office created this mess. And your explanation is unsatisfactory to
this court. She’s being treated differently.”

He then said that both sides need to “take a step back and re-evaluate the situation.”

“I was very shocked. I was ecstatic,” the 21-year-old Clark said.

Foxx’s office declined comment, as there was “pending litigation” involved. However, the judge has a point. Smollett’s
alleged crimes were far more egregious, and yet prosecutors still wanted to extract more from Clark than they did from a
man who created a national outrage over what prosecutors maintain was a fake attack.

There’s no universe where what Kim Foxx did qualifies as excellence in prosecutorial discretion. By pointing this out, Judge
Martin exposed her sins before the courtroom — the kind of courtroom that Jussie Smollett ought to have been in.

Even in a low-profile case such as Clark’s, with no real wider sociopolitical implications, she was given a stricter plea deal
than the “Empire” star was.

In fact, Smollett didn’t even have to plea. All he had to do was surrender his bond, do some desultory “community service”
with Rev. Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow/PUSH Coalition and the charges were no more.

Also, do you see Clark’s records being sealed? Do you see non-recusal recusals? Any of this? Apparently, what Clark did
was more problematic to prosecutors than a fake hate con. What a joke.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )
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A former FBI lawyer said in congressional testimony last year the bureau had “learned about facts” about
Christopher Steele that had bearing on the former spy’s work as an FBI source.
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Christopher Steele that had bearing on the former spy’s work as an FBI source.

The Mueller report’s finding of no collusion between the Trump campaign and Russia has put Steele and his
infamous dossier back in the spotlight.

The Justice Department’s inspector general is reportedly scrutinizing Steele’s work. New questions have been
raised about whether Steele was targeted with Russian disinformation.

A former FBI attorney who worked on the Russia investigation told Congress last year the bureau learned information about
dossier author Christopher Steele “that might bear on his credibility as a source.”

Trisha Anderson, the former principal deputy general counsel, said in a closed-door interview that meetings were held at the
FBI with then-Deputy Director Andrew McCabe and the team working on the investigation to discuss Steele, a former MI6
officer who investigated President Donald Trump on behalf of the Clinton campaign and DNC.

Steele provided information from his dossier to the FBI, State Department and members of the press.

“There were meetings with Mr. McCabe about the Russia investigation that involved discussions of the various reports that
were generated by Chris Steele that we had received, both with respect to the content of the reports as well as what we had
learned about Christopher — we, I’m sorry — the FBI investigative team had learned about facts that might bear on his
credibility as a source,” Anderson said in the Oct. 31, 2018 interview, a transcript of which was obtained by The Daily Caller
News Foundation.

“And what were those facts? You had mentioned the contents. More specifically, what were these discussions about? But
start with the credibility issues,” a congressional staffer asked Anderson.

Anderson did not say when the meetings occurred. Nor did she say what the possible credibility issues might have been.

When asked for further details, an FBI attorney intervened to say that Anderson could not answer more questions because
they “pertain to matters that are being looked at by the special counsel and its investigation.”

At some point after relying on Steele as a confidential source, FBI officials were told that Steele was working on behalf of
the Clinton campaign and DNC to investigate Trump. The former British spy had been hired in June 2016 by Fusion GPS,
an opposition research firm.

Bruce Ohr, a Justice Department official who served as Steele’s handler, also told FBI officials at one point during the
investigation Steele said he was “desperate” to see Trump lose the election. Though the FBI was aware of that information,
it was not included in applications for surveillance warrants on former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.

The FBI relied heavily on Steele’s information to obtain the spy warrants.

Steele’s credibility as an FBI source has come under renewed scrutiny recently as the findings in the special counsel’s
investigation have cast significant doubt on some of the more serious claims in the dossier. Republicans have accused the
FBI of misleading the FISA court because the dossier was unverified when it was used in the spy warrant applications.

The FBI declined to comment for this article. Anderson, who now works in private practice, also declined to comment.

The special counsel’s report undercut many of the allegations in Steele’s dossier, which claimed that there was a “well-
developed conspiracy” between the Trump campaign and Russian government.

The special counsel’s report all but debunked Steele’s claim that Trump lawyer Michael Cohen visited Prague during the
campaign to meet with Russian operatives. The report said that Cohen did not visit to European city.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/andrew_mccabe_sues_trump-1.jpg

Robert Mueller, the special counsel, also said in the report that prosecutors did not find enough evidence to charge any
Trump associates with conspiracy or with acting as unregistered Russian agents. No Trump associates were indicted or
accused of being Russian agents, which was one of the implications of Steele’s dossier.

The Justice Department’s office of the inspector general is reportedly investigating the FBI’s use of Steele as a source as
part of a broader probe into possible abuse of the FISA system. The New York Times reported on Friday that intelligence
community officials determined at some point in 2017 that some of Steele’s allegations were either likely wrong, or based
on exaggeration by Steele’s sub-sources.

Investigators have also increasingly considered whether the dossier is the product of Russian disinformation planted with
Steele, who served in Moscow through 2009.

Other clues about how the FBI assessed Steele’s credibility have trickled out in recent months.

Sally Moyer, another top FBI lawyer, told the congressional task force in an Oct. 31, 2018 interview that she and other FBI
officials relied in part on Ohr, the Justice Department official, to assess Steele’s reliability. (RELATED: FBI Was Still
Assessing Christopher Steele’s ‘Reliability’ Even After Using Dossier To Obtain Spy Warrants)

“We were meeting, one of the reasons that the investigators were talking to Bruce Ohr was to try to get further clarity about
Christopher Steele and his reliability,” Moyer said in an Oct. 23, 2018 interview.

That meeting took place on Nov. 21, 2016, a month after the FBI had claimed in its FISA application that Steele was a
reliable and credible source. Ohr met with Steele twice before the election. He served as Steele’s full-time handler after the
FBI cut ties with the ex-spy on Nov. 1, 2016 after he made unauthorized disclosures to the media about being an FBI
source.

Lawmakers have pressed the FBI to provide memos regarding Steele’s reliability. In 2018, then-Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Chuck Grassley requested a Human Source Validation Report that the FBI created on Steele on Nov. 14, 2016.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )
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( VIDEO BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/hillary-surfaces-give-take-mueller-report-don-jr-reminds-really-obstructed-justice/?jwsource=cl

Donald Trump Jr. gave failed 2016 Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton a reminder about who really obstructed justice.

Since Clinton’s humiliating defeat by President Donald Trump in 2016, she has occasionally crawled out of the woodwork to
offer her terrible political commentary.

Clinton showed up to a Time magazine event on Tuesday and gave her opinion on Trump’s alleged “obstruction” after the
release of special counsel Robert Mueller’s Russian “collusion” investigation.

Mueller’s report found that Trump did not collude with the Russians to influence the 2016 investigation and declined to make
a prosecutorial judgment on the issue of obstruction.

To Trump and Republicans, Mueller’s report makes it obvious that collusion didn’t happen and Trump’s alleged “obstruction”
was an understandable frustration with a politically motivated witch hunt.

Furthermore, Mueller admitted in his report that some of Trump’s alleged “obstruction” attempts “involved facially lawful
acts” within his authority under the Constitution.

But that didn’t stop Clinton from peddling obstruction claims on Tuesday.

“I think there is enough there that any other person who had engaged in those acts would certainly have been indicted,”
Clinton said.

“The whole matter of obstruction was very directly sent to the Congress,” Clinton added, hinting at possible impeachment
proceedings.
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CNN's Brian Stelter Moans That President Trump Ditching White House Correspondents' Dinner Is 'Attack Against The
Media'

'I do think it matters mostly because what it means about these tensions continuing to escalate'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19417642/1200x600.jpg

On the heels of President Donald Trump reportedly telling his administration to skip the insufferable liberal lovefest that is
the White House Correspondents' Dinner, CNN's Brian Stelter moaned that Trump not attending the annual event is an
"attack against the media."

Stelter — host of the network's "Reliable Sources" program — sat in during "CNN Newsroom" Tuesday and listened to host
Brooke Baldwin's introductory pitch: "Say what you will about 'the press.' This is an event that honors the First
Amendment."

As you might expect, Stelter knocked that softball toss for extra bases with that rat-a-tat-tat, 1930s sports announcer
delivery of his:

Yes, that's what it's about. It's an awards dinner and a fundraiser. In the past, presidents have always shown up even if they
were angry at the press at any given time, and importantly it's useful for White House aides to schmooze with reporters. It's
helpful for us to get to know our sources. There's some value in these sorts of festive events, but it is, as you said, another
example of a tradition at least being put on pause during the Trump age. 'Attack against the media'

But Stelter went deeper than that, adding to Baldwin that Trump skipping the dinner — as he's done in past years — is "yet
another example" of "the administration's attack against the media." He added that such attacks take "many forms," one of
them being Trump's choice to hold a rally instead of going to the dinner — again, something he's done in years past.

"I do think it matters mostly because of what it means about these tensions continuing to escalate," Stelter added.

https://www.mrctv.org/videos/drama-queen-stelter-complains-trump-skipping-whcd-attack-against-media
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U.S. ‘AGGRESSIVELY’ BUILDING TRUMP’S BORDER WALL, DHS CHIEF SAYS
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The acting secretary of Homeland Security pushed back on the narrative that President Donald Trump’s border wall is not
being built, pointing out that construction has actually been going at an aggressive pace.

“So normally for a federal project of this scope, from the time you get funded to starting, it’s over two years,” Kevin
McAleenan said Tuesday on Fox News. “We’ve already built the [fiscal year] 2017 funding in less than two years. That
shows how aggressively we’re moving out on this.”

McAleenan — who became acting DHS secretary earlier in April after Kirstjen Nielsen resigned — has been tapped by the
Trump administration to lead the agency at a time when the U.S. southern border is experiencing record numbers of illegal
migrants, many of them Central American families.

Trump has been forced to fight tooth-and-nail with congressional Democrats over border wall funding. The federal
government experienced its longest shutdown in U.S. history as the two camps fought over how much money could be
appropriated for wall construction. The White House is being sued after it declared a national emergency on the southern
border, allowing it to allocate billions more in funding. (RELATED: Trump Speculates Mexican Troops Pulled Guns On
American Soldiers To Protect Drug Smugglers)

The new DHS leader said more military troops are needed to help alleviate the crisis.

“They helped us repel two attempts by a caravan to enter the United States by helping us fortify ports of entry,” he said to
host Dana Perino, adding that their presence has helped free up border agents to enforce immigration laws. “They’re going
to be helping us build the wall, too.”

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Border-Patrol.jpg

McAleenan called for an overhaul of the country’s immigration laws, but cited two areas specifically that are in dire need of
reform. Homeland Security agents, he argued, need to be able to detain migrant families together and also have ability to
repatriate migrant children from noncontiguous countries. (RELATED: Acting DHS Chief: Family Separation ‘Not On The
Table’)

The requests closely mirrored what former DHS secretary Nielsen asked of Congress in March. The since-axed secretary
sent a letter to lawmakers asking them for legislative fixes that would address a number of issues that have contributed to
the immigration crisis. Namely, current immigration laws are not well-equipped to handle the massive number of family units
from noncontiguous countries, which has resulted in overcrowded detention centers across the country.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )
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British reality TV stars are somehow more vulgar and tactless than ours, which is surprising since I’ve seen a few episodes
of “Jersey Shore” and I know how insipid ours can be.

, Andy West may have set some sort of new low bar for this sort of thing, all thanks to a vile series of messages on Twitter
in which he wrote that the Christian victims of Sunday’s Sri Lankan terror attacks oughtn’t be prayed for because he once
saw missionaries try to convert people in the wake of another disaster, or something.

West, according to the New York Post, is a 34-year-old famous for being on the U.K.’s version of “Big Brother.” This is the
TV show where you essentially live in a house, get recorded 24 hours a day, complete tasks and win by being the last
person not voted out of the domicile by viewers. In other words, this guy is basically famous for, in some sense, being at
least somewhat likable (he came in fourth in the competition, according to the Irish Examiner.)

Just keep that in mind for the remainder of this article, difficult though it may be.

So thus it began shortly after the attacks, which have claimed over 300 lives thus far:
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Sometimes, a few sentences tell you more about a person -- and, more importantly, an ideology -- than a learned thesis.
That is the case with tweets from Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama two days ago in response to the mass murder of more
than 300 Christians and others in Sri Lanka.

Their tweets are worth serious analysis because they reveal a great deal about the left. Of course, they reveal a great deal
about Clinton and Obama, too, but that doesn't interest me.

And that, too, is important. Many Americans -- especially conservatives and "independents" -- are more interested in
individual politicians than in political ideologies.

Many conservatives have long been fixated on Clinton -- so much so that probably any other Democrat would have defeated
Donald Trump, as conservative anger specifically toward her propelled many people to the polls. Similarly, Republican
Never-Trumpers are fixated on Trump rather than policy. They care more about Trump's personal flaws than about the
mortal dangers the left poses to America and the West or about the uniquely successful conservative policies Trump
promulgates.

And independents all claim to vote "for the person, not the party."

Only leftists understand that one must vote left no matter who the Democrat is, no matter who the Republican opponent is.
Leftists are completely interchangeable: There is no ideological difference among the 20 or so Democrats running for
president. Mayor Pete Buttigieg is not one degree to the right of Kamala Harris or Elizabeth Warren.

That is why it is important to understand Clinton and Obama's tweets: to understand the left, not to understand her or him.

Here are the tweets:

Obama: "The attacks on tourists and Easter worshippers in Sri Lanka are an attack on humanity. On a day devoted
to love, redemption, and renewal, we pray for the victims and stand with the people of Sri Lanka."

Three hours later, Clinton tweeted: "On this holy weekend for many faiths, we must stand united against hatred and
violence. I'm praying for everyone affected by today's horrific attacks on Easter worshippers and travelers in Sri
Lanka."

As they both spelled "worshipers" the same idiosyncratic way and used the term "Easter worshippers," it is likely they
either had the same writers or Clinton copied Obama.

Here's what's critical: Neither used the word "Christians." And in order to avoid doing so, they went so far as to make up a
new term -- "Easter worshippers" -- heretofore unknown to any Christian.

When Jews were murdered at the Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburgh, Clinton mentioned the synagogue in a tweet. But in
her post-Sri Lanka tweet, despite the bombing of three churches filled with Christians, Clinton made no mention of church or
churches. In a tweet after the massacre of Muslims in New Zealand, she wrote that her heart broke for "the global Muslim
community." But in her latest tweet, not a word about Christians or the global Christian community.

Obama similarly wrote in his tweet about New Zealand that he was grieving with "the Muslim community" over the "horrible
massacre in the Mosques." But in his tweet about Sri Lanka, there is no mention of Christians or churches.

The reason neither of them mentioned Christians or churches is that the left has essentially forbidden mention of all the
anti-Christian murders perpetrated by Muslims in Europe, the Middle East and Africa and of all the Muslim desecration of
churches in Europe, Africa and anywhere else. This is part of the same phenomenon -- that I and others have documented -
- of British police and politicians covering up six years of rape of 1,400 of English girls by Muslim "grooming gangs" in
Rotherham and elsewhere in England.

Essentially, the left's rule is that nothing bad -- no matter how true -- may be said about Muslims or Islam and nothing good
-- no matter how true -- may be said of Christians or Christianity.

Clinton's post-New Zealand tweet also included these words: "We must continue to fight the perpetuation and normalization
of Islamophobia and racism in all its forms. White supremacist terrorists must be condemned by leaders everywhere. Their
murderous hatred must be stopped."

She made sure to condemn "Islamophobia," but she wrote not a word about the far more destructive and widespread hatred
of Christians in the Muslim world, seen in Muslims' virtual elimination of the Christian communities in the Middle East, the
regular murder and kidnappings of Coptic Christians in Egypt and the murder of Christians in Nigeria. She calls on "leaders
everywhere" to condemn "white supremacist terrorists," one of the smallest hate groups on Earth, but never calls on leaders
everywhere to condemn Islamist terrorists, the largest hate group on Earth.

These two tweets tell you a lot about Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama. But far more importantly, they tell you a lot about
the left.

( LINK BELOW )
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WASHINGTON — Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney revealed at The National Catholic Prayer Breakfast in Washington, D.C.,
Tuesday that President Donald Trump outright asks world leaders what they do to protect Christians in their countries.

Mulvaney, who was a special guest speaker at the breakfast as a Catholic leader, noted that during the past two-and-a-half
years, Trump has spent a great deal of time on the mistreatment of Christians and other religious minorities internationally.

Mulvaney referenced the first-ever State Department Ministerial to Advance Religious Freedom attended by 600 people from
around the world as well as President Trump’s role in the release of Pastor Andrew Brunson from his two-year imprisonment
in Turkey.

“What you don’t know about is what goes on behind closed doors,” Mulvaney said. “I very rarely talk about my private
meetings with the president, the stuff that goes on what goes on outside the private eye, but I can assure you that I have
been sitting with him in the Oval Office, in the cabinet room, with leaders around the world, where he will look at them and
say, ‘Now, you’re not doing enough to take care of the Christians in your country,’ or, ‘Thank you for helping Christians in
your country.'”

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Trump-Oval-Office.jpg

( Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu shakes hands with U.S. President Donald Trump during their meeting in the Oval
Office at the White House in Washington, U.S., March 25, 2019. )

“I won’t lie to you, that’s pretty powerful stuff,” Mulvaney said, “to be a leader of a foreign nation sitting in the Oval Office
with the president of the United States and have him say, ‘Look, I need you to do more to help religious minorities.'”

Mulvaney said that to be present during these meetings and to be part of such discussion has been invigorating. “It hasn’t
been articulated in the Oval Office in way too long,” the Chief of Staff said.

( LINK BELOW )
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THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA WILL TRY AND TELL YOU OTHERWISE WITH FAKE NEWS REPORTING
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IT LOOKS LIKE IT'S TIME TO INVESTIGATE THE PERPETRATOR'S OF THE MUELLER INVESTIGATION

THE CROOKED FBI & DOJ & THE OBAMA INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES , ALL THE WAY UP TO OBAMA

BECAUSE

WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL
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Kim Kardashian: People Warned Me Going to Trump White House Would Ruin My Career
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Kim Kardashian West reached out to President Trump last year because she knew he could help get Alice Marie Johnson
out of prison. The 63-year-old great grandmother was serving a life sentence for a first-time, nonviolent drug offense.
Kardashian considered it an injustice and brought her case to the White House. When Trump heard her out, he agreed with
her. In just a few months, he commuted Johnson's sentence and gave her a second chance at life. The freed citizen cried
tears of joy and was later invited as the president's distinguished guest at the 2019 State of the Union.

Kardashian was also very grateful to the president, and wasn't afraid to tell her fans.

Kim Kardashian West

✔ @KimKardashian

So grateful to @realDonaldTrump, Jared Kushner & to everyone who has showed compassion & contributed countless
hours to this important moment for Ms. Alice Marie Johnson. Her commutation is inspirational & gives hope to so many
others who are also deserving of a second chance.

Yet, Kardashian revealed over the weekend that she was repeatedly warned not to meet with the administration.

"I know I got so many times people would say to me, 'Don't go to the White House, your career will be over, don't go there,'"
she shared with Van Jones on Saturday's "The Van Jones Show."

"And I just kind of weighed the decision where it was like...to save a life or to get maybe bad tweets about me or a bad
news story for a few days," she continued. "I guarantee you the people sitting behind bars do not care who the president is.
They just want that relief. And so if I could have done that, I don't care."

Jones shared similar sentiments on Monday in an interview with Townhall.

"What I’ve learned is that, first of all, for the people at the very bottom of our society, who have the least human freedom,
least human dignity, they don’t care what political party you’re in," he noted. "They just need help."

That's why he too has extended a hand to the Trump White House without worrying about what his fellow liberals think.

The CNN host praised Kardashian for her candor, her courage, and her humility.

"She’s just a gracious human being across the board," he shared. "She never takes credit for the whole movement. She
works very humbly with formerly incarcerated people. For years and decades. People would be stunned to know how much
she puts into it. She’s working on this stuff every day. It’s a beautiful thing to watch."

Kardashian also revealed that people have told her to "stay in her lane," but she's paying no mind. She recently revealed
she's studying to be a lawyer.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/04/22/kim-kardashian-people-warned-me-going-to-trump-white-house-would-ruin-
my-career-n2545145
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TRUMP SIGNING MEMO CRACKING DOWN ON VISA OVERSTAYS

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GettyImages-1143605890-e1555968000237.jpg

The memorandum recommends, among other measures, placing travel restrictions on citizens of the 20 countries who have
higher than 10% visa overstay rates, including Chad, Yemen, Syria, Angola and others. Over 415,000 individuals were
suspected of overstaying their short-term visitor visas in FY 2018, according to Department of Homeland Security data as
of March 2019.

“What we’re doing here is shutting a backdoor for illegal immigration,” a senior administration official told The Daily Caller.
“This is part of the Trump Administration’s comprehensive approach to combating illegal immigration.”

Visa overstays account for nearly half of all immigrants present in the U.S. illegally. The administration has taken several
measures in the past aimed at reducing overstays, including using biometric systems at ports of entries to identify travelers
and notifying visa holders that their admissions period is set to expire.

The Wall Street Journal first reported that the administration was considering restrictions on the visa program last week.

“This issue is not only an issue of national security and public safety, but also one of economic security, as this form of
illegal immigration imposes dramatic costs on American society because you have people promising to stay on a very
short-term basis, but then never leaving and becoming dependent on our public welfare system paid for by U.S. taxpayers,”
the administration official told the Caller.

The crackdown on visa overstays is just the latest in a line of administrative actions getting tough on illegal immigration.

Attorney General Bill Barr decided last week that illegal immigrants seeking asylum are no longer eligible to be released on
bond, meaning they can be held indefinitely while they await court proceedings for their asylum claims. The Department for
Housing and Urban Development followed that decision by proposing a crackdown on illegal immigrants taking advantage of
public housing benefits. (RELATED: Scoop: HUD Planning Crackdown On Illegal Immigrants In Public Housing)

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/22/trump-memo-visa-overstays/?
utm_medium=push&utm_source=daily_caller&utm_campaign=push
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Melania Trump Spofkesperson Says ‘Weight Lifted’ From FIrst Family After Mueller Report Release

As President Trump and the first lady prepare to welcome thousands of children and their families to annual Easter Egg Roll
at the White House, Melania Trump’s spokesperson opened up about some of what people can expect this year.

Stephanie Grisham told “Fox & Friends” on Monday morning the first lady planned every detail of Monday’s spring event –
from the color of the eggs to the activities offered.

"New activities that we are really excited for that go in line with her 'Be Best' campaign,” Grisham said. “‘Be Best’ hopscotch
for the kids. ‘Be Best’ musical eggs that will be really fun… It’s going to be a great day.”

Grisham said the president and first lady will be part of the traditional egg roll as well as be part of an activity coloring cards
with children that will be sent to troops overseas.

“There’s a ton of stuff to do. It’s going to be a great day,” she said.Grisham said the president and first lady will be part of
the traditional egg roll as well as be part of an activity coloring cards with children that will be sent to troops overseas.

“There’s a ton of stuff to do. It’s going to be a great day,” she said.

When asked how the end of the Russia investigation felt as they were planning the final details of Monday’s Easter Egg
Roll, Grisham said a weight was lifted off the administration.

"It was all very ridiculous, it's great, we were down at Mar-a-Lago with the president and fast lady. Good mood and spirit.”

The White House will host the 141st annual Easter Egg Roll on the South Lawn on Monday – a tradition that dates back to
1878 under the administration of President Rutherford B. Hayes.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/melania-trump-mueller-report
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The Mueller Report Has Become The Left's Da Vinci Code

Outside the dark recesses of the fantasy-filled world most leftists reside in, it is accepted as fact that the twenty-two
month-long Mueller investigation did not find any evidence that President Trump colluded with Russia or obstructed justice.

As the leftist media propaganda machine rants and raves about hidden crimes they've uncovered that are somehow secretly
woven into the $25-million-dollar report like it were some political Da Vinci Code, they conveniently disregard the
overwhelming and tangible evidence of a genuine conspiracy to overthrow a duly elected President of the United States.

But Democrats and the media might want to reconsider launching an obstruction of justice campaign against the President
for two reasons. First, there is no obstruction of justice without a crime to obstruct, and second, because the crime that was
actually committed falls squarely on the left side of the aisle.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-03/212787_5_.png

Also, the closest thing to an obstruction that can remotely be attributed to Trump was in his possibly trying to stop a coup
attempt against his office. Democrats might just as well say that Trump is guilty of obstructing their efforts to remove him
from office illegally.

The obvious truth that the leftist media and Democrats will avoid at all costs is that the entire Russia collusion question was
started by a well-coordinated conspiracy between senior officials within the Department of Justice and the FBI to undo the
lawfully obtained results of the 2016 election.

As the full extent of the conspiracy against President Trump is exposed, Americans will learn just how dishonest and
corrupt law enforcement under Obama was -- clearing Hillary Clinton of multiple crimes she committed and scapegoating
Donald Trump for a crime that didn't exist.

If there is any chance for justice to be served, it must happen by way of a robust and thorough investigation into the
genesis of the Russian collusion hoax. A massive deception perpetrated upon the American people for over two years,
destroying lives and careers and wasting millions of taxpayer dollars while undercutting the policies and progress of an
elected President.

By imposing severe punishments to those individuals who nearly destroyed the U.S. government in order to attain power,
President Trump will be taking a significant step in restoring trust in government as well as fulfilling his signature campaign
promise of draining the swamp.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/the_mueller_report_has_become_the_lefts_da_vinci_code.html#.XL2gZFltlBQ.twitter
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MSNBC REPORTER STICKS A MIC IN ROBERT MUELLER’S FACE AFTER EASTER SERVICES

( MUELLER NOW KNOWS THE FEELING TO BE THE ONE UNDER THE MIC & SPOTLIGHT & HE SHOULD FEEL LIKE SHIT
KNOWING HE WAS PART OF THE BIGGEST MOST CORRUPT ATTEMPT AT TRYING TO REMOVE A SITTING ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA)

MSNBC reporter Mike Viqueira confronted Robert Mueller with a microphone and camera crew after the former special
counsel exited Easter Sunday church services with his wife.

https://youtu.be/uOlOYvTXBwM via @YouTube

The MSNBC reporter and camera crew were waiting outside where Mueller typically attends church, and Viqueira
acknowledged that they likely surprised Mueller, whose recently released report has dominated the news cycle, as he left
the building.

“Well, we understood that Robert Mueller was just across Lafayette Square here from downtown Washington at St. John’s
Episcopal Church,” Viqueira said, describing the encounter to anchor Alex Witt on Sunday. “He’s been seen there before
over the last several weeks attending services. He was there with Mrs. Mueller at the 9:00 a.m. service. We had a camera
crew waiting outside. It was, of course, Easter service. And, yes, we did surprise director Mueller upon his exiting of the
church.”

Reporter: Sir, could I ask you a couple of questions? Will you testify before Congress, sir?

Mueller: I have no comment.

Reporter: Are you sure about that, sir?

Mueller: No comment.

But Viqueira wasn’t finished pressing: “If it were anybody but the president, would Mr. Trump be indicted, sir? Now that you
have finished — sir, why didn’t you make a recommendation to Congress one way or the other? Did the attorney general
accurately characterize your positions on conspiracy and obstruction, sir?” (RELATED: ‘You’re Very Rude, Sir!’ — Martha
MacCallum Fires Back At Filibustering Dem Congressman During Heated Exchange)

Speaking with Witt after the encounter, Viqueira said, “I think we can characterize director Mueller’s attitude as tight lipped
and perhaps not interested in talking to me. It was after all Easter Sunday and he was after all coming out of Easter
services. But nevertheless, that’s the first time we have heard from Bob Mueller in quite some time, even if his only
comment was no comment.”

Witt applauded the reporter for “asking all the right questions.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/21/msnbc-reporter-robert-mueller-easter-church/?
utm_medium=push&utm_source=daily_caller&utm_campaign=push
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One Question For Democrats: "How Does One Be Charged Of Obstructing A Witch Hunt"

https://i.redd.it/2j7cwxs5bjyy.jpg

SHOW ME IN THE CONSTITUTION WHERE IT SAYS SUCH A THING

I have an honest question for all the Democrats that are claiming now that the Mueller Report has been released and
Attorney General Barr has said there is NO COLLUSION & NO OBSTRUCTION

How do the Democrats believe that a sitting President can be charged of a crime that there is NO INITIAL CRIME where
there have been NO CHARGES OF ANY CRIME in the first place ?

All the bullshit the Democrats have been claiming since the Mueller Report has been released is just Partisan Politics

The Democrats are only trying to destroy President's chances of winning the 2020 General Election now.

Don't worry Patriots , Donald Trump will get to the bottom of who started this Fake Collusion story in the first place

https://grrrgraphics.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/crooked_hillary_rgb_ben_garrison.jpg

President Donald Trump & His Entire Campaign Has Been Cleared Of Any Collusion Or Obstruction Of Justice, The Matter
Is Over Except For The Democrats Who Know They Are Going To Lose The 2020 Election & Will Try Their Best But
Without Success To Impeach Trump

HAPPY EASTER PATRIOTS & GOD BLESS YOU

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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Trump Is Guilty Of Fighting Against Fictional, Fabricated, And False Charges Against Himself For Crimes He's Innocent
Of

Donald Trump, the president of the United States, behaved as any innocent man would, behave having been framed by fabricated
propaganda prepared by foreign intelligence agents and paid for by his political enemies.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/what_trump_is_guilty_of.html
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Finally, A Real Attorney General

It has been quite a while since Americans have witnessed an honorable and effective Attorney General serving in that important
position. The two Attorneys General during the Obama administration were hopelessly partisan and extremely protective of the
President.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/jeffcrouere/2019/04/21/finally-a-real-attorney-general-n2545110
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20+killed, 280 Injured in 6 Blasts at Sri Lankan Hotels and Churches on Easter Sunday

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.04/l/5cbbf7f1fc7e93487f8b4625.png

Several churches and hotels have been targeted by explosions in Colombo, Sri Lanka, just as Christians started Easter
celebrations, police confirmed to local media.

Blasts during Easter mass celebrations reportedly took place at St Anthony’s Church in Colombo and another church in
Katuwapitiya, Katana, just outside the capital. The explosions appear to have been coordinated, as both occurred around
8:45am local time.

At about the same time in the capital, the Shangri-La and Kingsbury hotels were also hit, local media report.

https://youtu.be/dIFR1Djbj8w via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.rt.com/news/457129-sri-lanka-church-hotel-blasts/?
utm_source=browser&utm_medium=push_notifications&utm_campaign=push_notifications
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Kellyanne Conway: Mueller Report Closes Door On Haters Putting An Asterisk On Trump's Presidency

( VIDEO BELOW IN LINK )

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6028384383001/
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Huckabee Blasts Romney: 'Makes Me Sick' That You Could Have Been President
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Even Democratic Strategist Admits: Obama ‘Didn’t Do Enough’ To Prevent Russian Meddling

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/even-democratic-strategist-admits-obama-didnt-enough-prevent-russian-meddling/?jwsource=cl
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Eric Swalwell Proves He's Not All That And A Bag Of Chips After Refusing To Debate Dana Loesch

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/84/76bed858-412d-403d-8912-59e9ebac6c8d.jpg

Rep. Eric Swalwell (D-CA) might be the dumbest Democratic candidate in the 2020 race which, in a crowded field of more-so-than
usual whacko moonbats, is a pretty tough thing to pull off. With the charisma of Gumby, Swalwell somehow managed to prove
these past few days he's not even worth half a bag of potato chips and that he's afraid to debate political opponents of the fairer
sex.

First, his Twitter team tweeted the following question on Thursday. "$1 could buy you half a bag of chips OR it could save us from
a crumbling government. How will you spend yours?"

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/04/20/eric-swalwell-proves-potato-chips-have-more-substance-after-an-
embarrassing-day-on-twitter-n2545088
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MUELLER REPORT EXPOSES STRING OF ANONYMOUSLY SOURCED STORIES THAT GOT IT WRONG

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/robert-mueller-report-e1555697899351.jpg

The Mueller report revealed a number of bombshell stories based on anonymous sources were apparently wrong.

BuzzFeed and McClatchy each corrected two stories following the Mueller report’s release.

Mueller’s report had no evidence backing up a bombshell report in The Guardian that went viral but has since come into question.

A major CNN report on the June 2016 Trump Tower meeting was also inaccurate, Mueller’s report confirmed.

Special counsel Robert Mueller’s report on Russian meddling revealed a string of anonymously-sourced stories about the
investigation were inaccurate.

BuzzFeed and McClatchy each added editor’s notes to two stories following the publication of the Mueller report, which also
contradicted an explosive CNN report and called into further question a bombshell story in The Guardian.

The Mueller report directly contradicted a Jan. 18 BuzzFeed story alleging that Mueller had evidence President Donald
Trump ordered Michael Cohen, his former attorney, to lie to Congress about his exploration of a potential Trump Tower
Moscow deal in 2016. (RELATED: Many Claimed Countless Times Over The Last 2 Years That Mueller Was ‘Closing In’ —
Then He Filed His Report)

The story claimed that Cohen “told the special counsel that after the election, the president personally instructed him to lie
— by claiming that negotiations ended months earlier than they actually did — in order to obscure Trump’s involvement.”

But Mueller’s report states: “Cohen said that he and the President did not explicitly discuss whether Cohen’s testimony
about the Trump Tower Moscow project would be or was false, and the President did not direct him to provide false
testimony. Cohen also said he did not tell the President about the specifics of his planned testimony.”

A June 2018 BuzzFeed story fingered former Russian Olympic weightlifter Dmitry Klokov as a potential go-between for
Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin.

Klokov was in contact with Donald Trump and Ivanka Trump, and offered to set up a meeting between Trump and Putin, the
BuzzFeed report claimed, including photos of the weightlifter. Klokov at the time adamantly denied having been in contact
with the Trump camp, and he was right.

Cohen had been in contact with a Russian he thought was Dmitry Klokov, the former Olympian, but he and BuzzFeed got it
wrong. (RELATED: The Media’s Russia ‘Bombshells’ Look Even Worse Now That Mueller Found ‘No Collusion’)

Mueller’s report showed Cohen had confused the Russian weightlifter with a former Russian official by the same name.

Cohen was still under the impression that he had been talking with the weightlifter when he spoke with the special counsel’s
office, according to the Mueller report.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/attorney-michael-cohen-e1555724628244.jpg

( Michael Cohen, former attorney and fixer for President Donald Trump, arrives at the secure offices of the House Intelligence
Committee in the basement of the House Visitors Center at the U.S. Capitol March 06, 2019 in Washington, DC. )

The Mueller report contained no evidence to support an explosive, but thinly sourced, article in The Guardian.

The Guardian’s article alleged that former Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort visited WikiLeaks head Julian Assange
three times between 2013 and 2016, including once around the time he joined Trump’s campaign.

The article, which was shared more than 100,000 times across the internet, attributed the bombshell claim to unnamed
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The article, which was shared more than 100,000 times across the internet, attributed the bombshell claim to unnamed
sources.

The Mueller report made no mention of Manafort ever visiting Assange. Before Mueller’s report came out, The Guardian’s
story had been called into question.

Politico Magazine published an article the next day from a former CIA official who questioned if The Guardian’s reporters
had fallen for “a disinformation campaign.”

Two weeks after The Guardian’s story came out, The Washington Post’s Paul Farhi noted that the fact that no other outlet
had confirmed the British paper’s story meant it “could be a dud.” More than five months after Farhi’s observation, The
Guardian’s story remains unconfirmed.

Chuck Ross

✔ @ChuckRossDC

When's The Guardian and @lukeharding1968 updating their Manafort-Assange garbage story?

The Daily Caller News Foundation emailed The Guardian’s press office to ask whether the paper has any plans to update,
correct or retract its story, but did not receive a response by press time.

McClatchy, a news company with 29 newspapers under its umbrella, added editor’s notes to two Trump-Russia stories in
response to the Mueller report’s release. (RELATED: NYT Corrects Story Claiming 17 Intel Agencies ‘Agree’ On Russia)
Both McClatchy stories claimed that Mueller had evidence that Cohen traveled to Prague during the 2016 campaign, a key
claim in the salacious but inaccurate Trump-Russia dossier.

The second report specified that Mueller had allegedly received evidence that Cohen’s personal cell phone sent signals to a
tower near Prague in later summer 2016, around the time the dossier alleged that the former Trump fixer was meeting with a
group of Kremlin insiders.

But Cohen hadn’t traveled to Prague, according to the Mueller report. “Cohen had never traveled to Prague and was not
concerned about those allegations, which he believed were provably false,” the report states.

When asked for comment, a McClatchy spokeswoman directed TheDCNF to an article the company published Thursday.

“The redacted report is silent on whether investigators received information placing one of Cohen’s devices in or near
Prague, as McClatchy reported,” the article states, adding that “McClatchy stands by the reporting.”

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/donald-trump-easter-weekend-e1555724746376.jpg

( President Donald Trump walks to speak with supporters after arriving on Air Force One at the Palm Beach International Airport to
spend Easter weekend at his Mar-a-Lago resort on April 18, 2019 in West Palm Beach, Florida )

A bombshell CNN report on the June 2016 meeting that Trump Jr., Manafort and Jared Kushner attended with Russian
nationals was flawed as well, Mueller’s report confirms. (RELATED: 7 Times CNN Botched The News In 2017)

The CNN story said that Cohen claimed “then-candidate Trump knew in advance about the June 2016 meeting in Trump
Tower in which Russians were expected to offer his campaign dirt on Hillary Clinton.”

“Cohen alleges that he was present, along with several others, when Trump was informed of the Russians’ offer by Trump
Jr. By Cohen’s account, Trump approved going ahead with the meeting with the Russians,” the CNN report added, citing
unnamed sources.

CNN stood by its story, even after Lanny Davis, Cohen’s attorney, refuted the network’s report. The Mueller report
contradicted CNN’s reporting.

“Michael Cohen recalled being in Donald J. Trump ‘s office on June 6 or 7 when Trump Jr. told his father that a meeting to
obtain adverse information about Clinton was going forward. Cohen did not recall Trump Jr. stating that the meeting was
connected to Russia,” Mueller’s report states.

A CNN spokeswoman did not return an email seeking comment.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/19/mueller-report-anonymous-stories/?
utm_medium=push&utm_source=daily_caller&utm_campaign=push
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Trump Blasts Some Statements About Him in Mueller Report as 'Total BullshIt'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/85/40f176a6-f535-41dc-b6d6-bf2fed8bf6f2.png

A day after celebrating the Mueller report for finding “No Collusion – No Obstruction,” President Trump blasted certain parts
of the 448-page document as “total bullshIt.”

"Statements are made about me by certain people in the Crazy Mueller Report, in itself written by 18 Angry Democrat
Trump Haters, which are fabricated & totally untrue,” he tweeted Friday morning. “Watch out for people that take so-called
“notes,” when the notes never existed until needed. Because I never agreed to testify, it was not necessary for me to
respond to statements made in the “Report” about me, some of which are total bullshit & only given to make the other
person look good (or me to look bad). This was an Illegally Started Hoax that never should have happened…”

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Statements are made about me by certain people in the Crazy Mueller Report, in itself written by 18 Angry Democrat Trump
Haters, which are fabricated & totally untrue. Watch out for people that take so-called “notes,” when the notes never existed until
needed. Because I never....

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

...agreed to testify, it was not necessary for me to respond to statements made in the “Report” about me, some of which are total
bullshit & only given to make the other person look good (or me to look bad). This was an Illegally Started Hoax that never should
have happened, a...

According to Axios, Trump was likely referring to the section in the report where he questioned why former White House
counsel Don McGhan took notes during their conversations.

According to details McGahn and others provided to the Mueller's team, Trump had instructed McGahn to contact Deputy
Attorney General Rod Rosenstein to have Mueller fired. McGahn did not carry out Trump's order.

Refusals from McGahn — and other top White House staffers — to obey such presidential directives are part of the reason
why Trump ultimately avoided obstruction of justice charges in Mueller's investigation.

The report found no collusion and did not implicate or exonerate the president on obstruction of justice charges. As Trump’s
attorney Jay Sekulow noted, “the key there is that the attorney general and the deputy attorney general made the
conclusion that you don't have obstruction when there's no underlying crime.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/04/19/trumps-tweets-n2545060?1919
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Trump's "Divide And Conquer" Strategy On Immigration Is Affecting Internal Democratic Politics

https://media.pri.org/s3fs-public/styles/story_main/public/story/images/trump_0.jpg

Dems' dilemma: The country wants border security, but their base wants open borders

Donald Trump has the Democrats over an immigration barrel, and Rep. Tim Ryan knows it.

Ryan has announced his intention to run for president, and the Ohio congressman is one of the only Democrats in the race
who clearly sees that the nation at large wants better border security, but the radical left that has taken over the party wants
to be more welcoming of illegal aliens, even going so far as advocating the elimination of ICE.

This sets Trump up for nicely for 2020. While Democrats will be trying to outdo one another in promoting open borders
policies, Trump will be talking immigration meat and potatoes; securing the border to protect the country.

Washington Post:

"You can't come to Ohio and the Great Lakes states and assure them about immigration without first and foremost assuring
people that you are going to protect their children," Ryan said. "It has to be a lot smarter and more effective than it is now."

But so far this year, most of Ryan's rivals have chosen a different path, almost entirely focused on denouncing Trump's
policies as un-American, bigoted and inhumane, while offering new policies that are more welcoming to undocumented
immigrants than anything offered by President Barack Obama or, in some cases, the party's last nominee, Hillary Clinton.

The result is a Democratic primary debate that is far more liberal on immigration than any previous campaign, fueling a new
debate over whether the party is giving Trump an unneeded boost in key swing states as it tries to animate its own left-
leaning voters.

At the heart of the problem is the stark divide between progressive Democratic primary voters and white working-class
swing voters when it comes to the security issues around immigration.

The numbers help explain Trump's own strategy of fanning fear about immigration, while creating controversy around the
issue that tends to enrage Democratic voters. In a typical provocation, Trump said Friday he was considering releasing
detained immigrants [sic] in liberal cities, as punishment for Democratic refusal to change immigration laws. A few weeks
earlier, he labeled Democrats the party of "open borders, drugs and crime."

It says a lot about the Post's mindset that its reporters would consider it fear-mongering for Trump to warn about the
hundreds of thousands of illegal aliens currently in American prisons. Criminals come across the border illegally. To deny
that fact is simply to deny reality. It's a real problem that needs to be addressed by doing a much better job in securing our
southern border.

*Trump is using immigration as a wedge issue, not only to clearly mark the divide in our country over illegal immigration, but
his efforts also have the effect of dividing the Democratic Party, further distancing the far left from ordinary Democratic
voters.

It's a clever strategy, if a cynical one, that promises to pay big dividends in 2020.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/dems_dilemma_the_country_wants_border_security_but_their_base_wants_open_borders.html#.XLoQWm5X0eM.twitter
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RNC Flips The Script, Goes After Obama Admin In Wake Of Mueller Report

( VIDEO BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/rnc-flips-script-goes-obama-admin-wake-mueller-report/?jwsource=cl

( STORY BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/04/Barack-Obama-345x181.jpg

The full Mueller report is rather like a Rorschach test of your political inclinations. Conservatives tended to believe the report
(mostly) exonerated President Trump, although it depended on whether you bought Attorney General William Barr’s
explanation of what constituted obstruction of justice or whether you were more inclined to look at Robert Mueller’s more
expansive definition of obstruction. Liberals certainly were prone to agree with Mueller’s definition.

Take this sub-headline from Wired: “If Donald Trump isn’t guilty of obstruction of justice, who ever could be?”

This depends on whether or not you believe Trump was trying to stop an investigation into Russian collusion for corrupt
purposes. Given that the investigation ended up finding absolutely zero evidence of that, good luck there.

The Democrats are obviously going to try said luck; freshman Rep. Rashida Tlaib of Michigan (she of “we’re gonna go in
there and we’re going to impeach the motherf—–!” fame) has pledged to try and impeach the president, with fellow freshman
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez being the biggest name to sign onto Tlaib’s resolution.

That’s in the Democrat-controlled House, of course. The Senate is controlled by Republicans, who’ve indicated they plan to
look into how the Obama administration handled the Russia probe when it was in their hands, both in terms of preventing
election interference from happening and investigating it — including getting surveillance warrants against a Trump
campaign official using a dossier that had been assembled as opposition research as evidence.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/rnc-flips-script-goes-obama-admin-wake-mueller-report/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Liberal Reporter Tells Colleagues To Get Off The Russian 'Collusion Crackpipe'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/88/a3516320-56d6-4378-85c3-da0372a5fb60.png

Well, the day has come. The Mueller report has been released and guess what; Attorney General William Barr’s summary
was accurate. There was no collusion. There was no conspiracy. On the obstruction charges, there wasn’t enough evidence
to bring forward formal charges. Here is where Democrats will make their last stand. Obstruction junction is ahead. It’s the
only thing the Left can keep going from this clown show. I’m all for it. The longer the liberal media looks like idiots, the
better it is for us. And if the Russian collusion myth was bad, the obstruction nonsense will be a whole other level. And yes,
former Young Turks reporter Michael Tracey was there to provide brutal analysis on the report. Tracey is a progressive. He
does not hide that fact, but he’s also an original Trump-Russia collusion skeptic. Line-by-line Tracey guts every linchpin of
this whole myth that was peddled for two years by the Democrat-media complex.

He also poked fun of those who continue to think that this Russian collusion nonsense is…real. One New York Times
columnist compared Barr’s presser today to something akin to what we seem from authoritarian dictatorships. He
understands that after two years of pushing this garbage, the Left is hooked on Russian collusion, though he urged his
colleagues to get off the crack pipe and get on the road to recovery. Why? Well, because this report definitively kills the
Trump-Russia collusion story for all time.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4c93XSXkAAHXSI.jpg

Michael Tracey 

@mtracey

@mtracey

Remember when there was huge speculation about whether Mueller would investigate Trump's personal business activities,
because if he did not investigate such matters, he would fail to uncover collusion? Turns out he DID investigate the Trump Org,
dating back to at least 2013

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4c8wbGXsAAtqWS.jpg

Michael Tracey 

@mtracey

@mtracey

Remember when there was massive speculation about Alfa-Bank being a key pillar of the Trump/Russia conspiracy? Yes, Mueller
did investigate activity related to Alfa-Bank and found no conspiracy

( YOU CAN READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/04/18/liberal-reporter-goes-linebyline-torpedoing-the-medias-trumprussia-collusion-
myth-peddling-n2545044
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Democrats Say Trump Committed Obstruction /Of A Coup Attempt / But Who Incited This Treasonous Sedition Against
Trump

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2017/09/01/931/524/694940094001_5561031680001_5561008841001-
vs.jpg

NOW WE ALL KNOW FROM ALL THE CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS THAT HILLARY CLINTON'S PAID FOR FAKE DOSSIER
WAS USED TO ACQUIRE THE FISA WARRANTS TO SPY ON THE ENTIRE TRUMP CAMPAIGN IN 2016. THE FACT THAT
JAMES COMEY AND HILLARY CLINTON ARE OBVIOUSLY TWO OF THE PERPETRATORS IN THIS WHOLE RUSSIA
COLLUSION DEBACLE, THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER TREASONOUS PLAYERS LIKE BARACK OBAMA, JOHN
BRENNAN, CLAPPER , STRZOK , PAGE ... ETC ...ETC...THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA ....NEED I GO ON?

https://i.imgur.com/wGu1QKa.jpg

ONE THING IS FOR SURE , IT IS TIME TO INVESTIGATE THE INVESTIGATORS AND RELEASE THE HUBER REPORT AND
ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED MATERIALS THAT PERTAIN TO THE RUSSIAN COLLUSION ATTEMPTED COUP OF A SITTING
PRESIDENT SO AMERICA CAN TRULY KNOW THE WHOLE STORY THAT THE ANON'S SEEM TO KNOW ALL TOO WELL

(SO WE CAN CHARGE ALL THE CORRUPT PLAYERS THAT HAVE COMMITTED TREASON AND SEDITION WITH THESE
CHARGES BELOW)

18 U.S. Code CHAPTER 115— TREASON, SEDITION, AND SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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18 U.S. Code § 2381. Treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war against them or adheres to their enemies, giving them aid and
comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less
than five years and fined under this title but not less than $10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the
United States.

18 U.S. Code § 2382. Misprision of treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States and having knowledge of the commission of any treason against them,
conceals and does not, as soon as may be, disclose and make known the same to the President or to some judge of the
United States, or to the governor or to some judge or justice of a particular State, is guilty of misprision of treason and shall
be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than seven years, or both.

18 U.S. Code § 2383. Rebellion or insurrection

Whoever incites, sets on foot, assists, or engages in any rebellion or insurrection against the authority of the United States
or the laws thereof, or gives aid or comfort thereto, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or
both; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States.

18 U.S. Code § 2384. Seditious conspiracy

If two or more persons in any State or Territory, or in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspire to
overthrow, put down, or to destroy by force the Government of the United States, or to levy war against them, or to oppose
by force the authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, or delay the execution of any law of the United States, or by
force to seize, take, or possess any property of the United States contrary to the authority thereof, they shall each be fined
under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both.

18 U.S. Code § 2385. Advocating overthrow of Government

Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, advises, or teaches the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of
overthrowing or destroying the government of the United States or the government of any State, Territory, District or
Possession thereof, or the government of any political subdivision therein, by force or violence, or by the assassination of
any officer of any such government; or

Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any such government, prints, publishes, edits, issues,
circulates, sells, distributes, or publicly displays any written or printed matter advocating, advising, or teaching the duty,
necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government in the United States by force or violence,
or attempts to do so; or

Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society, group, or assembly of persons who teach, advocate, or
encourage the overthrow or destruction of any such government by force or violence; or becomes or is a member of, or
affiliates with, any such society, group, or assembly of persons, knowing the purposes thereof—

Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by
the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the five years next following his conviction.

If two or more persons conspire to commit any offense named in this section, each shall be fined under this title or
imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by the United States or any
department or agency thereof, for the five years next following his conviction.

As used in this section, the terms “organizes” and “organize”, with respect to any society, group, or assembly of persons,
include the recruiting of new members, the forming of new units, and the regrouping or expansion of existing clubs, classes,
and other units of such society, group, or assembly of persons.

I WOULD LOVE TO BE A FLY ON THE WALL OF THE MILITARY TRIBUNALS

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON
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Democrats Will Now Try To Do What Mueller Couldn't Do For Two Years, That's To Get Trump To Obstruct Justice

It truly is funny to watch all these Democrats on all the News Channels trying to make up another Fake Reason to try and
Impeach President Trump. These people are truly SICK, or they are so damn guilty of so many crimes and they are
scared shit less that President Trump is going to prosecute all the Globalist Cabal and their Puppets in the American
Government just like Q'anon has stated in his drops since the very beginning. Funny how a Democrat could be so scared
of being tried in a Military Tribunal where they can't use their crooked money and crooked lawyers to get them out of all
their Acts of Treason against the American Government and the American People all for what a supposedly LARP and
Conspiracy Theorist has said.

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS Q'ANON
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HOW CAN THE DEMOCRATS CLAIM OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE WITH NO COLLUSION

https://youtu.be/Zu8wFYtr4l4 via @YouTube

So if there was NO COLLUSION' the President was just protecting his word that there was never any collusion President Trump
could not Obstruct Justice' if this Fake Witch Hunt wasn't perpetrated by the Obama Intelligence Agencies along with Trump's
opponant Hillary Clinton and her cronies

Just another Fake Investigation by the Democrats to try and ruin Trump's chances in 2020

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS
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Kellyanne Conway Spars With Reporters: We're Taking Apologies, by the Way

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/23/0a8332a5-1d6a-4298-9ee9-6a4d97000b0a.png

Kellyanne Conway, White House Counselor and the first woman to successfully win the White House as a presidential
campaign manager, sparred with reporters Thursday afternoon over the release of the Mueller report.

“No collusion, and there was certainly no criminal conspiracy with any Russians,” Conway told the White House Press
Corps. “We’re accepting apologies today, too, for anybody who feels the grace in offering them.”

Conway continued her remarks, saying today is "really the best day" since President Trump was elected in November 2019.

"The president’s in a great mood,” she said. "The burden is increasingly on those who won’t let go of this big lie."

Conway also slammed Democrats on Capitol Hill for failing to get anything real accomplished with their new House majority.

https://twitter.com/CalebJHull/status/1118956097153503232

Caleb Hull 

@CalebJHull

@CalebJHull

"This is the success of Democrats in the first 100 days of Congress."

@KellyannePolls holds up a blank sheet of paper �

During an interview on Fox News, Conway doubled down on her calls for House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam
Schiff to resign over his false allegations of Russian collusion and his repeated claims he has evidence.

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/s1280x720/2018/303/d3570f63-87b7-44ac-8d7e-1dd6f04be8fe.jpg

https://twitter.com/OutnumberedOT/status/1118950480808488960

Outnumbered Overtime 

@OutnumberedOT

@OutnumberedOT

Developing news on Outnumbered Overtime with @HarrisFaulkner : @kellyannePolls calling on House Intelligence Committee
Chairman Adam Schiff to resign saying "he ought to put up or shut up". #outnumberedot #nocollusion #muellerreport
#harrisfaulkner
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UNFCKINGBELIEVBLE: Mueller No Collusion, Maybe Obstruction - So Trump Might Have Obstructed Justice To A 12
Million Dollar Lie Paid For By Hillary Clinton Fake Investigation

PATRIOTS MY DISGUST WITH THE DEMOCRAT PARTY AND THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA IS OVER THE TOP. I AM TRYING
TO RAP MY BRAIN AROUND THIS WHOLE BIG FUCKING LIE THAT HAS BEEN PERPETRATED BY HILLARY CLINTON AND
HER WHOLE CAMPAIGN RIGHT BEFORE THEY KNEW THEY WERE ABSOLUTELY GOING TO LOSE THE 2016 ELECTION
TO DONALD TRUMP. THE EVIDENCE HAS SHOWN US FOR THE LAST TWO AND A HALF YEARS THAT HILLARY CLINTON
PAID FOR THE FAKE RUSSIAN DOSSIER THAT WAS USED TO ATTAIN CORRUPT FISA WARRANTS TO START THIS
FAKE COLLUSION INSURANCE POLICY HRC AND HER CRONIES CAME UP WITH TO TRY AND IMPEACH TRUMP. NOW
THAT THE MUELLER REPORT SAYS NO COLLUSION AND MUELLER LEFT JUST ENOUGH ROOM FOR THE DEMOCRATS
TO TRY AND FUCK WITH A SITTING PRESIDENT AFTER HE HAS JUST WENT THROUGH A TWO AND A HALF YEARS OF
TRYING TO DEFEND HIMSELF FROM A CLAIM HE KNEW WAS ABSOLUTELY FALSE. NOW THE FUCKING DEMOCRATS
ARE SAYING TRUMP TRIED TO OBSTRUCT JUSTICE TO A CRIME THAT NEVER EXISTED. TELL ME IS THAT THE MOST
DUMBEST SHIT YOU HAVE EVER HEARD OF COMING FROM ANYTHING INVOLVED WITH AN AMERICAN ELECTION.
THIS WHOLE FUCKING RUSSIA COLLUSION IS HILLARY CLINTON'S TO OWN AND SHE BETTER WELL BE PROSECUTED
FOR IT OR AMERICA IS FUCKED AND WILL NEVER BE CONSIDERED THE GREATEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD AGAIN.

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Barr: White House Offered Unfettered Access to Special Counsel Investigation, Did Not Obstruct Justice, No Executive
Privilege Claimed

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/354/f47c4440-acd3-49fb-8e5d-b3079cca633a.png

Speaking to reporters at the Justice Department Thursday morning, Attorney General Bill Barr addressed questions about
obstruction of justice during the Special Counsel investigation into the 2016 presidential election.

During his remarks, Barr argued that not only was there no obstruction of justice, but that the White House cooperated with
every aspect of the probe, offered witnesses and provided requested documentation. During this section, he specifically
cited the Mueller report.

"The White House fully cooperated with the Special Counsel’s investigation, providing unfettered access to campaign and
White House documents, directing senior aides to testify freely, and asserting no privilege claims. And at the same time,
the President took no act that in fact deprived the Special Counsel of the documents and witnesses necessary to complete
his investigation," Barr said. "Apart from whether the acts were obstructive, this evidence of non-corrupt motives weighs
heavily against any allegation that the President had a corrupt intent to obstruct the investigation."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/04/18/barr-white-house-offered-unfettered-access-to-special-counsel-investigation-
and-did-not-obstruct-justice-n2545001
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FEDS 1 IN 4 Inmates Are Foreign-Born, Costing U.S. Taxpayers $1.4B Annually

About one in four federal inmates are either an illegal alien, legal immigrant, or suspected foreign-born criminal, a new federal report
concludes.

In total, there were nearly 240,000 inmates in the federal prison system as of 2018, a Department of Justice (DOJ) report finds. Of
that total, nearly 60,000 of those prisoners were illegal aliens and legal immigrants who have been ordered to be deported, were in
proceedings to be deported, or were currently under investigation by the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to confirm
their foreign-born status.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/04/17/feds-inmates-foreign-born-1-4b/
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FEDS 1 IN 4 Inmates Are Foreign-Born, Costing U.S. Taxpayers $1.4B Annually

https://media.breitbart.com/media/2017/12/prison-cell-block-guard-bars-ap-640x480.jpg

About one in four federal inmates are either an illegal alien, legal immigrant, or suspected foreign-born criminal, a new
federal report concludes.

In total, there were nearly 240,000 inmates in the federal prison system as of 2018, a Department of Justice (DOJ) report
finds. Of that total, nearly 60,000 of those prisoners were illegal aliens and legal immigrants who have been ordered to be
deported, were in proceedings to be deported, or were currently under investigation by the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) to confirm their foreign-born status.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/04/17/feds-inmates-foreign-born-1-4b/
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The Mueller Report On Trump-Russia Collusion Isn’t Released…And The Liberal Media Is Already Melting Like Chernobyl

Today is the day. It’s arrived. The report by Special Counsel Robert Mueller is about to be released. Attorney General William Barr
will host a press conference at 9:30 A.M EST. Congress will receive their copies of it at 11 A.M. President Trump could host his
own presser after the attorney general concludes his event with the media. It’s going to be pandemonium. The allegations of Barr
being a political operative will be flying. The Russian collusion myth peddlers will continue to triple-down. And the liberal media will
once again eat crap. They will embarrass themselves. They will become a frothing mess—and it will be absolutely delicious to
watch. Donald J. Trump is president. He will remain president. And there isn’t a damn thing you can do about it. Your two-year
campaign has failed. Two words, snowflakes: Suck. It.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/04/18/the-mueller-report-isnt-released-yetand-the-liberal-media-is-already-melting-
like-chernobyl-n2544984
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The Mueller Report On Trump-Russia Collusion Isn’t Released…And The Liberal Media Is Already Melting Like Chernobyl
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Today is the day. It’s arrived. The report by Special Counsel Robert Mueller is about to be released. Attorney General
William Barr will host a press conference at 9:30 A.M EST. Congress will receive their copies of it at 11 A.M. President
Trump could host his own presser after the attorney general concludes his event with the media. It’s going to be
pandemonium. The allegations of Barr being a political operative will be flying. The Russian collusion myth peddlers will
continue to triple-down. And the liberal media will once again eat crap. They will embarrass themselves. They will become a
frothing mess—and it will be absolutely delicious to watch. Donald J. Trump is president. He will remain president. And
there isn’t a damn thing you can do about it. Your two-year campaign has failed. Two words, snowflakes: Suck. It.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/04/18/the-mueller-report-isnt-released-yetand-the-liberal-media-is-already-melting-
like-chernobyl-n2544984
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Man Police Say Was Attacked for Wearing MAGA Hat Sends Jesus-Inspired Message to Suspects
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Illegal Immigrant Arrested After Abducting, Raping New Jersey Teen

An illegal immigrant from Mexico got pulled over this week in Ohio with a 15-year-old girl — who turned out to be a child sex slave
from New Jersey, according to cops.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/illegal-immigrant-arrested-after-abducting-raping-new-jersey-teen-cops
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Illegal Immigrant Arrested After Abducting, Raping New Jersey Teen
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An illegal immigrant from Mexico got pulled over this week in Ohio with a 15-year-old girl — who turned out to be a child sex
slave from New Jersey, according to cops.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/illegal-immigrant-arrested-after-abducting-raping-new-jersey-teen-cops
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Father of NY Firefighter Killed on 9/11 Hammers Ilhan Omar: ‘Donald Trump is 100 Percent Right’

Rep. Ilhan Omar’s downplaying of the Sept. 11 attacks as “some people did something” upset and angered many
Americans, but likely none more than Jim Riches.

Riches, the father of a heroic firefighter who lost his life in the collapse of the North Tower of the World Trade Center, is now
demanding Omar apologize for her flippant dismissal of the deadliest terror attack in U.S. history.

Speaking Tuesday at an annual GOP gala in Manhattan, Riches tore into the congresswoman and those other lawmakers
who refused to condemn her, according to the New York Post.

He was particularly scornful of Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerrold
Nadler. Both are New York Democrats.

“They can’t deal with reality — Schumer, Nadler, all the New York politicians were quiet,” Riches said. “They didn’t say one
thing.”

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/father-ny-firefighter-killed/
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Vicious: This Reporter Has Taken The Liberal Media To The Woodshed For Its Russian Collusion Myth Peddling

THIS IS A GREAT READ PATRIOTS

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/79/34ffc956-173c-4b7e-8eb8-ed2163ad39a0.png

We’ll probably see another wave of this tomorrow, but in case you missed it, The Intercept’s Glenn Greenwald went on a
rampage against the mainstream media for peddling the Russian collusion myth. Now, Greenwald is no conservative writer.
He’s not an establishment liberal either. I guess you can call him a progressive who calls out both sides for their perceived
sins. Either way, if you want to hear the other side that isn’t totally insane on the Russia stuff, Greenwald is a good follow.
His Twitter thread over the past few weeks, like that of Michael Tracey, formerly of the Young Turks, has been brutal in
holding accountable those who have been peddling the Russian collusion myth. From Rachel Maddow to The New Yorker,
Greenwald does not hold back in slamming those who have made this narrative into something of a psycho left-wing cult.

For two years, the liberal media created hundreds of stories that insinuated some dark conspiracy that cheated Hillary
Clinton out of a win in 2016. In reality, it was Hillary Clinton who did that to herself, ignoring the Rust Belt, having piss poor
messaging, and being an all-around terrible candidate. And even after Special Counsel Robert Mueller submitted his report,
which was summarized by Attorney General William Barr, after two years of investigating—there is still zero evidence of
Russian collusion. Tomorrow, the full Mueller report will be released. It will be another time the Left eats crap over this
myth.

Glenn Greenwald

✔ @ggreenwald

The time to attack Robert Mueller and his investigation as shoddy and misguided -long taboo - has officially arrived. He's about to
be transformed from Honorable and Noble Patriot of the Highest Integrity™ to GOP hack covering for Trump & his administration
with a biased report:

Larry Noble

@LarryNoble_DC

CNN just published my Op-Ed about why we should not be so quick to accept Barr's and Mueller's conclusion that the Trump
campaign did not coordinate with Russia

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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The Trump Administration Is Cracking Down On Illegal Aliens' Housing

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/79/32172960-7c94-424e-87d6-a77381a748a6.jpg

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) plans to crack down on illegal aliens who are taking advantage
of public house assistance programs, The Daily Caller reported. As it currently stands, illegal aliens are now allowed to
receive financial housing assistance. They often skirt this rule by living with family members who are U.S. citizens and
receive their assistance from HUD.

The new rule would prevent illegal aliens from living in homes that receive HUD funding, even if they're not the ones actually
receiving the assistance. Those who are caught with illegal aliens living in their homes will have to comply with the new rule
or move to a different non-HUD location.

To determine whether or not a household is complying with the program, families will be screened through the "SAVE"
program, which stands for Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements.

HUD estimates that there are tens of thousands of illegal aliens who are skirting the requirement process by living in these
"mixed families." As of now, millions of Americans are on the HUD waitlist because there isn't enough money to assist
everyone.

“This proposal gets to the whole point Cher was making in her tweet that the President retweeted. We’ve got our own people
to house and we need to take care of our citizens,” a HUD official told The Daily Caller. “Because of past loopholes in HUD
guidance, illegal aliens were able to live in free public housing desperately needed by so many of our own citizens. As
illegal aliens attempt to swarm our borders, we’re sending the message that you can’t live off of American welfare on the
taxpayers’ dime.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4NFNQGWsAEum6o.jpg:large

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

I finally agree with @Cher!

( LINK BLOW )
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DOES TRUMP HAVE THE LEGAL AUTHORITY TO SEND ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS TO SANCTUARY CITIES

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GettyImages-1137448855-e1555449838853.jpg

President Donald Trump is toying with the idea of releasing detained illegal immigrants into sanctuary cities, a policy that
would certainly face legal challenges if it were to come to fruition.

Reports last week claimed that Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) pushed back on the White House’s idea to
transport illegal immigrants to liberal enclaves that provide certain protections for illegal immigrants accused of committing
a crime. However, Trump has continued to push the idea as a potential solution to “catch and release” policies that force
immigration officials to release illegal immigrants into the interior of the United States.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GettyImages-1136743369.jpg

( Central American migrants heading in caravan to the US rest during a stop in their journey, at park Hidalgo in Tapachula, Chiapas
state, Mexico on April 13, 2019 )

Immigration hardliners believe Democrats who are angry with the president’s proposed plan are displaying hypocrisy by
being unwilling to take in the very illegal immigrants they claim to want to protect. However, as political implications
emerge, the logistics and legalities of such a program are less clear.

Perhaps the biggest legal challenge facing the administration is determining how to get funding for the transportation of the
immigrants. The White House would not be able to reallocate Department of Homeland Security (DHS) dollars that are
already appropriated for other purposes.

“My understanding is that it is not legal,” Democratic Maryland Sen. Ben Cardin told Fox News on Sunday. “This is clearly a
political move for the president. He is using the immigrants as pawns in a political game of chess.”

National Border Patrol Council President Brandon Judd told The Daily Caller that there is “nothing in law that says where we
have to release [illegal immigrants],” but noted that funding “could be a problem.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Some Plans Are Good, Some Are Ingenious, But Trump's Plan To Send Illegals To Sanctuary Cities Is Simply Brilliant

https://d3i6fh83elv35t.cloudfront.net/static/2018/01/trumpimmi-1024x652.jpg

Some plans are good. Some are ingenious. But some are simply brilliant. The federal government has been dumping illegals
in towns close to the border for decades, leaving the towns to support, educate, and provide medical care for them. It’s not
fair that these towns and counties should shoulder the economic and social burden caused by the failure of Congress to
pass real immigration reform.

Trump realized something many have missed. “Sanctuary” cities, counties, and states believe in open borders – so much
so that they keep ICE agents from deporting even the most dangerous illegals, ones that have been convicted of violent
crimes. Since these cities welcome illegal immigrants with open arms, and since many of the illegals know they will be
protected there and want to go there – why not help the process along?

Instead of dumping the illegals where they are not wanted, why not take them directly to the “sanctuaries”? It seems like
such a wonderful idea that I wonder why I didn’t think of it. But, shockingly, the Democrats who have professed such
undying love for illegals are screaming with outrage. They don’t want these people flooding in and ruining their beautiful
communities with their mansions and limousines and manicured lawns.

It’s like when all the politicians vote to build low-cost housing for poor people. The rich are avid proponents until the
planners decide the perfect location would be one close to their gated communities. “Not in my backyard!” they cry in
unison.

I was particularly amused when Trump mused about transporting illegals to Nancy Pelosi’s hometown. She’s perfectly
happy to have hundreds of thousands of illegals dumped on the streets of El Paso and other border towns. But not one
should be delivered to her precious San Francisco – a much larger city with far greater capabilities of providing food,
shelter, schooling, and medical care for the illegals.

The reason this plan is so superb is that when the Liberals who insist on protecting violent illegals from deportation in their
“sanctuaries” get a taste of what it’s like to care for tens of thousands of people who don’t speak English and need to have
virtually everything provided for them, they will very quickly tell their Democrat Senators and Representatives to cooperate
with the Republicans and pass legislation to take care of the current crisis at our Southern border.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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TRUMP MAKING IMMIGRATION MOVE AFTER FAVORABLE RULING FROM 9TH CIRCUIT

The Trump administration is reportedly preparing to return asylum seekers to Mexico while they await immigration hearings
following a temporary lift on an injunction barring the administration from action.

Staff at the office of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) are preparing to enforce President Donald Trump’s
“Remain in Mexico” policy, which returns asylum seekers to Mexico while they await a hearing. USCIS officials told staffers to
ready themselves for enforcement of the policy, according to emails obtained by the Los Angeles Times.

The “Remain in Mexico” policy is intended to help immigration officials who face a growing crisis at the border. The policy has
likely contributed to growing numbers of immigrants trying to cross the border illegally rather than through ports of entry, according
to data from U.S. Customs and Border Protection.

The move comes after the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in California temporarily lifted an injunction preventing the administration
from enforcing the policy. The temporary lift followed San Francisco Judge Richard Seeborg’s April 8 order for the administration to
halt the deportation of asylum seekers, according to The Associated Press.

An internal memo referenced the 9th Circuit’s decision “that granted the government’s emergency motion for a stay of a lower court
ruling that had blocked the policy,” or “Migrant Protection Protocols [(MPPs)],” reported the LA Times.

“This means that implementation of MPP may resume pending the ongoing litigation,” the memo reads, according to the LA Times.
“In the meantime, we have staff on standby for new referrals.”

No asylum seekers have yet been returned to Mexico due to the lift, according to the LA Times.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Asylum-seeker-waiting-on-hearing.jpg

Two civil liberties groups sued the administration in February over its December 2018 policy sending foreign nationals seeking
asylum in the U.S. back to Mexico while they await immigration hearings. The suit was filed by the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) and Center for Gender & Refugee Studies on behalf of 11 asylum seekers. It alleges the administration is violating
immigrants’ rights to apply for asylum by making it difficult to do so. (RELATED: Sanctuary Laws Allowed Illegal Immigrant Who
Tried To Kill A Cop Remain In The US, ICE Claims)

The Trump administration says it is within the bounds of immigration law to send migrants to the country from which they traveled
while they await their case hearings, according to NBC.

The appeals court will decide within the week whether to extend the temporary lift on Seeborg’s injunction, according to the LA
Times.

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/16/trump-asylum-seekers-mexico/
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Tucker Carlson Drops The Hammer On Ungrateful Ilhan Omar For Her Continued Whining About America

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/106/814316fd-6408-4e6b-881e-ca393771aca1.png

During a recent episode of his highly successful prime-time show, Fox News host Tucker Carlson did not mince words
during a segment about Democrat Congresswoman Ilhan Omar.

"According to Omar, there’s barely a difference between this country and terrorist groups like Al Qaeda. In a 2013 interview,
Omar complained that people seem to think there’s a big difference between America and Al Qaeda," Carlson said.

https://twitter.com/ReaganBattalion/status/1116390602546003973

The Reagan Battalion 

@ReaganBattalion

@ReaganBattalion

A recently discovered video shows @IlhanMN mocking Americans for their anxiety about al-Qaeda, equating US armed
forces to al-Qaeda and Hezbollah.

As noted, here's the key line about Omar's story: she's ungrateful to America and has gone to great lengths to attack it.

"In 1992, Ilhan Omar came to this country from a refugee camp in East Africa. Three years later, she and her family applied
for, and received, refugee status in the United States. Five years after that, she became a U.S. citizen. She’s been
attacking the United States as a racist hellhole pretty much ever since," Carlson said. "Is she grateful? No. She never
stops complaining. As part of that complaining, she made this now-famous remark about 9/11: 'CAIR was founded after
9/11 because they recognized that some people did something, and that all of us were starting to lose access to our civil
liberties.'"

( Tucker: Omar thinks there's little difference between US, Al Qaeda )

https://youtu.be/SC_i-XppPEg via @YouTube

For days Omar and her defenders have been calling criticism of her 9/11 remarks an incitement to violence. Her allies in the
House, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Rashida Tlaib, have said opposition to Omar is racist and that America just "isn't
ready" to engage women of color. Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi has blamed the backlash against Omar's comments
on President Trump. All of this, of course, is nonsense.

( LINK BELOW )
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Tax Returns Show Biggest Class Warriors From 2020 Democrat Field Are Also The Richest

https://a57.foxnews.com/hp.foxnews.com/images/2019/04/1024/427/1fbd7e4587bae1102885790aa02cbd51.jpg

Stressing transparency in government, more than a half-dozen Democrats running for the White House have released their
tax returns.

And while the filings are a way for the Democratic candidates to spotlight Republican President Trump’s refusal to release
his taxes -- both as a 2016 White House candidate and as a sitting president -- the returns also have revealed that some of
the biggest class warriors of the 2020 field happen to be among the wealthiest.

"This year, we had $560,000 in income," Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont explained Monday night during a Fox News town
hall.

Minutes before the start of the town hall in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, the independent senator from Vermont’s presidential
campaign released his 2018 returns. According to the figures, Sanders and his wife Jane paid a 26 percent effective tax
rate on $561,293 in income, and made more than $1 million in both 2016 and 2017. Nearly $400,000 of his income last year
came from book sales.

Sanders doubled down on his previous defenses of his wealth, which even some progressives have criticized considering
his advocacy for an increase in the tax rates the wealthiest Americans pay.

"In my and my wife's case, I wrote a pretty good book. It was a bestseller, sold all over the world, and we made money. If
anyone thinks I should apologize for writing a bestselling book, I'm sorry, I'm not gonna do it," he said.

And Sanders, who’s faced calls for the past month to release his returns, acknowledged that he had been "fortunate" even
as he pushed for a more progressive tax system.

Sanders isn’t the only populist senator running for the White House whose tax returns indicate income in the upper six-digits

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/03/19/694940094001_6015663195001_6015665888001-vs.jpg

Minutes after pushing her proposal to increase taxes on the ultra-wealthy, Sen. Elizabeth Warren released her tax returns
last week. The figures show that the Massachusetts Democrat and her husband Bruce – a professor at Harvard University –
paid more than $230,000 in taxes last year on just over $846,000 in adjusted income, for an effective tax rate of 27 percent.
Warren made about $325,000 in book sales in addition to the $175,000 salary she receives as a senator. Her husband
earned around $400,000 from Harvard.

The wealthiest Democrat among those 2020 candidates who’ve so far made their tax returns public is Sen. Kamala Harris of
California.

The former Golden State attorney general and her husband – attorney Doug Emhoff – reported an adjusted income of nearly
$1.9 million in 2018. They paid nearly $700,000 in taxes, for an effective rate of 37 percent. Besides her Senate income,
Harris earned around $320,000 in income from writing a book that was published earlier this year. Her husband earned $1.5
million for his work as an attorney.

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/03/27/694940094001_6018728591001_6018720683001-vs.jpg

While Harris is reporting the most income of the candidates who’ve so far released their 2018 tax returns, former Rep. John
Delaney of Maryland appears to be the wealthiest candidate in the field of Democratic presidential nomination contenders.

Last year, the then-three-term congressman was listed as the sixth wealthiest member of Congress, with an estimated net
worth of $92.6 million according to rankings from Roll Call. Delaney, who grew up in a working-class family in New Jersey,
became the youngest CEO in the history of the New York Stock Exchange.

According to his first quarter of fundraising report, the candidate infused $11.7 million of his own money into his campaign,
making up the vast majority of the $12.1 million he brought in during the first three months of the year.

Former Rep. Beto O’Rourke and his wife, meanwhile, made $366,455 – according to their 2017 returns – paying an effective
tax rate of 22 percent. The candidate released 10 years of returns on Monday, but didn’t include his 2018 taxes.

"As a candidate aspiring to restore the American people's trust in the nation's highest office, O'Rourke will also release his
2018 tax returns as soon as possible after they are filed," his campaign explained.

Sen. Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota and her husband earned $338,121 last year, paying a 19 percent effective tax rate. Sen.
Kirsten Gillibrand and her husband earned nearly $215,000 in income last year, paying an effective tax rate of 14 percent.

Gillibrand became the first of the 2020 Democrats to make public her returns, when she released her returns on March 27.

“Join me in calling on every presidential candidate to disclose their taxes. This is what transparency and accountability is all
about,” Gillibrand said in a video at the time, as she challenged the rest of the Democratic 2020 contenders to make their
returns public.

Washington State Gov. Jay Inslee also released his returns, indicating that he and his wife earned nearly $203,000 last
year, paying an effective tax rate of 15 percent.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/who-are-the-wealthiest-2020-dems-with-tax-returns-in-the-answer-may-surprise-you
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James Woods Calls Out ‘Three Witches of the East’ In What Could Be His Best Attack On Dems Ever

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/04/James-Woods-2-592x331.jpg

It has become increasingly apparent that Democratic House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is the leader of her caucus in name
only.

The real agenda-setters are the outspoken far-leftists that openly embrace socialism and are forming a growing bloc within
the Democratic Party.

That far-left socialistic wing of the party is arguably led by three freshmen members of Congress — New York Rep.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Minnesota Rep. Ilhan Omar and Michigan Rep. Rashida Tlaib — though a number of other
members of the House and Senate, as well as several prominent Democratic 2020 candidates, are following the lead set by
those three.

However, Pelosi hasn’t quit just yet, and attempted to push back on the notion that her party was embracing socialism while
also dismissing the influence wielded by the outspoken young members during an appearance Sunday on CBS’ “60
Minutes.”

CNN reported that Pelosi said, “I do reject socialism as a economic system. If people have that view, that’s their view. That
is not the view of the Democratic Party.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4MeZl_WwAcVJ6t.jpg

CNN

✔ @CNN

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi: "I do reject socialism as a economic system. If people have that view, that's their view. That
is not the view of the Democratic Party."

But that assertion by Pelosi only elicited a hilarious brutal response from conservative Hollywood actor and social media
firebrand James Woods, who let Pelosi know in his own inimitable way that she was no longer in charge of the Democratic
Party.

Instead, as Woods pointed out, control of the party now seems to rest in the hands of the aforementioned freshmen
congresswomen — Ocasio-Cortez, Omar and Tlaib — who received quite the descriptive hashtag from the actor.

“Honey, the #ThreeWitchesOfTheEast are the Democratic Party now. You’re a memorial postage stamp at best. ‘We are the
captains now…,'” Woods tweeted in response to Pelosi’s claim.

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

Honey, the #ThreeWitchesOfTheEast are the Democratic Party now. You’re a memorial postage stamp at best. “We are the
captains now...”

CNN

✔ @CNN

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi: "I do reject socialism as a economic system. If people have that view, that's their view. That is not
the view of the Democratic Party

That last line — “We are the captains now” — would seemingly be in reference to the self-assured line uttered by the lead
Somali pirate to the character played by Tom Hanks in the hit movie “Captain Phillips,” based off the real-life story of a
cargo ship — the Maersk Alabama — that was hijacked by said Somali pirates off the east coast of Africa in 2009.

Of course, the left will probably call that “racist” in light of the fact that Rep. Omar is from Somalia, but it is perhaps more
apt than they’d prefer to admit, as Omar has indeed helped lead an increasingly hostile takeover of the cargo ship that is
the Democratic Party’s House caucus and wrested control away from its nominal captain, Speaker Pelosi.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/james-woods-calls-three-witches-east-best-attack-dems-ever/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Trump Confronts China With Aircraft Carrier Bristling With F-35Bs

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/213170_5_.png

President Trump confronted China's effort to dominate the South China Sea by sailing the USS Wasp Marine Assault Carrier
armed with up to 15 F-35B jump jets.

Local fishermen uploaded video of the USS Wasp amphibious carrier on April 15 sailing near the highly disputed Scarborough
Shoal reef about 140 miles from the Philippine mainland that Beijing forcibly seized in 2012, after an extended standoff with
Manila. The Obama administration diplomatically intervened, but the Chinese have been dredging and have continued block
access to Scarborough Shoal's fish-rich lagoon.

President Trump began confronting China by sailing the 4,500-ton USS Hopper destroyer to within 12 miles of Scarborough Shoal
in January 2018.

Filipino fishermen were stunned when the monstrous 844-foot USS Wasp, weighing 40,500 tons, came over the horizon. They
reported that the vessel, carrying a crew of 1,000 sailors, 1,600 Marines, fifteen F-35Bs, four V-22 Ospreys and helicopters, was
actively launching and recovering armed F-35B warplanes.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/trump_confronts_china_with_aircraft_carrier_bristling_with_f35bs.html#.XLXnYUfinFY.twitter
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Swalwell: I Will Jail Those Who Defy My Gun Grabbing Agenda

Democratic Congressman Eric Swalwell (D-CA) is running for president. He’s one of many who are hopping into the 2020 clown
car. No, he probably won’t win the nomination. And yes, he would certainly lose against President Donald J. Trump. He’s also
running on an issue that is only popular with the most insane of Democrats: gun confiscation.

Swalwell has gone off the deep end with his absurd allegations that Donald Trump is an agent of the Kremlin. Yet, he’s been
saying it for months. Even with the Mueller report torpedoing Democratic hopes of finding cause to impeach the president, the
California liberal is part of the bitter clinger wing of his party on this front. Still, his views on gun control border on absurdity and for
all the network’s faults, and there are many, CNN’s Jake Tapper did a good job cornering Swalwell into suggesting that he would
jail gun owners should he become president of the United States. Tim Graham of Newsbusters clipped this piece of glory (via
NewsBusters):

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/04/15/trapped-cnns-tapper-actually-forced-dem-rep-to-admit-he-wants-to-jail-gun-
owners-n2544824
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Bernie Confirms What We Already Knew: He Literally Refuses To Put His Money Where His Mouth Is

(WATCH: Bernie Fumbles To Answer Whether Or Not He'd Pay His Proposed Wealth Tax)

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/44/2c3c673f-7dbd-4233-a076-5df33e381752.png

Although the Democratic National Committee (DNC) refused to allow Fox News to hold debates with any of the 2020
Democrats, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT) agreed to a town hall with the conservative network. During his town hall on
Monday, Sanders, naturally, failed to say whether or not he himself would pay the wealth tax he has long championed.
Instead, he deflected.

Martha MacCallum: You said you don't agree with 70 percent. So what would your number be?

Bernie Sanders: In the campaign, in 2016, we talked about 52 percent.

MacCallum: Alright. So 52 percent. So would you be willing to pay 52 percent on the money that you made? You can
volunteer. You can send it back.

Sanders: You can volunteer too.

crowd laughs

Sanders: We have–

MacCallum: But you suggested that's what you suggested that's what everyone in your bracket should do.

Sanders: Martha, why don't you give? You make more money than I do. Why don't you give?

MacCallum: I didn't suggest a wealth tax.

Bret Baier: And she's not running for president.

Sanders: And we're going to fight for a wealth tax. And we're going to demand that we end the absurdity, where major
corporation after corporation. You know what? This tax bill– In this tax bill that you are defending, families like the Koch
brothers– families like the Koch brothers get billions and billions of dollars in savings. That is absurd. Trump wants to
repeal the entire estate tax. Huge tax breaks for the billionaires.

Notice two things:

1) Bernie can't answer whether or not he'd pay the very tax he'd propose. It's convenient, isn't it? He's all about taxing
everyone...but not himself.

2) He failed to mention that the majority of Americans actually paid less taxes over the course of the year. Their tax refunds
were smaller but they saw the tax breaks in their paychecks throughout the year.

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1117923991950258176

Ryan Saavedra 

@RealSaavedra

@RealSaavedra

MacCallum: “So would you be willing to pay 52% on the money that you made? You can volunteer, you can send it back”

Bernie: “You can volunteer too…why don’t you give? You make more money than I do”

M: “I didn’t suggest a wealth tax”

Baier: “And she’s not running for POTUS”

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/04/15/watch-bernie-fumbles-to-answer-whether-or-not-hed-pay-his-proposed-
wealth-tax-n2544830
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Democrats Claim Barr Has No Proof Of Spying On Trump Campaign

( BUT THE REALITY OF THE MATTER IS PLAIN AND SIMPLE )

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb041219dAPR20190412024507.jpg

PLUS THE FISA WARRANT WAS FOUGHT FOR BY STRZOK BY USING HILLARY CLINTON'S FAKE $12,000,000.00
MILLION DOLLAR DOSSIER ON DONALD TRUMP TO ACQUIRE THE FISA WARRANT IN THE FIRST PLACE

( PRESIDENT TRUMP WAS ABSOLUTELY CORRECT THE WHOLE TIME ABOUT THE MUELLER REPORT AND
INVESTIGATION WAS JUST A WITCH HUNT AND IF THE INVESTIGATION WAS DONE CORRECTLY BY MUELLER IT
SHOULD ABSOLUTELY TELL THE TRUTH OF HILLARY CLINTON'S GUILT IN PLANNING THE WHOLE FAKE RUSSIAN
COLLUSION LIE IN THE FIRST PLACE )

ONE TING IS FOR SURE & THAT'S ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR PLANS ON GETTING TO THE TRUTH, BUT HE WILL BE
FOUGHT BY THE DEMOCRATS ALL ALONG THE WAY

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv041219dAPR20190412034506.jpg

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATROTS

WWG1WGA
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James Woods Brilliantly Calls Out Leftist Hypocrisy On Immigration With Attack On Pelosi, Schumer

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/04/James-Woods-for-April-15-592x331.jpg

Illegal immigration is much in the news as of late, with President Donald Trump floating an interesting plan on how to deal
with detained illegal immigrants: Release them into sanctuary locales.

“Just out: The USA has the absolute legal right to have apprehended illegal immigrants transferred to Sanctuary Cities,”
Trump tweeted Saturday.

“We hereby demand that they be taken care of at the highest level, especially by the State of California, which is well
known or (sic) its poor management & high taxes!”

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Just out: The USA has the absolute legal right to have apprehended illegal immigrants transferred to Sanctuary Cities. We
hereby demand that they be taken care of at the highest level, especially by the State of California, which is well known or
its poor management & high taxes!

Even before that tweet was published, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi was expressing her outrage at the proposal.

“I don’t know anything about it, but again, it’s just another notion that is unworthy of the presidency of the United States and
disrespectful of the challenges that we face as a county, as a people, to address who we are: a nation of immigrants,” she
said Friday, according to The Hill.

But conservative actor James Woods had no problem pointing out just how hypocritical and opportunistic Pelosi’s stance
really is.

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

We all know that if illegal aliens voted Republican, Schumer and Pelosi would be out there laying bricks on the border
themselves.

“We all know that if illegal aliens voted Republican, Schumer and Pelosi would be out there laying bricks on the border
themselves,” he tweeted on Saturday.

While illegal aliens don’t typically vote, their children certainly do, given birthright citizenship.

And the fact that Latino voters tend to vote Democrat is nothing new.

Pew Research found that 69 percent of the Latino vote in the 2018 midterms went to Democratic candidates, while 29
percent voted for Republicans.

This is close to the 2016 presidential vote, where 66 percent of Hispanics voted for Hillary Clinton against 28 percent for
Donald Trump.

The Democrats have often argued that “demographics is destiny,” that an emerging electorate that is less white will be more
solidly liberal.

I’m generally a skeptic of this idea — I would agree with TheWeek.com’s Damon Linker and his assertion in an excellent
2018 essay on the topic that the idea of a homogenous non-white voting bloc is a “creation of demographers and liberal data
journalists eager to mollify their anxieties” — but it’s an idea that the Democrats are in love with.

Woods, of course, is pointing out the cynicism at the heart of Democratic policies on illegal immigration: If this belief in
demographic destiny didn’t exist, the wall would have been built years ago.

We would have seen photo-ops of Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer down at the border, wearing stylish hardhats and
putting in ceremonial bricks. They would be violently opposed to giving benefits to illegal immigrants and demand that
Immigration and Customs Enforcement be more vigorous in carrying out its duties.

Instead, we get Pelosi pointing out that we’re “a nation of immigrants” — implying that those caught trying to illegally cross
into the country are exactly the same as those who came here through legal channels — while simultaneously decrying the
idea that those immigrants may be placed in sanctuary cities: “Come to our country, just don’t come too close to my
district.”

Trump’s proposal is unlikely to happen, of course, but it’s been a great vehicle to point out the hypocrisy of the left.

That’s something James Woods is all too good at pointing out, too.

( LINK BELOW )
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Migrants Headed For United States Show Their True, Violent Colors: Break Border Gate, Attack Police  (GreatAwakening)
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Migrants Headed For United States Show Their True, Violent Colors: Break Border Gate, Attack Police

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D3-OYe_WkAA1n_O.jpg

When the first wave of caravans from Central America began approaching the United States, the reaction of the media was
almost unanimous:

These groups were made up of peaceful women and children fleeing violence and certain death in their home countries, and
anyone who said anything else was a liar.

Caravans are a regular feature of illegal immigration now, particularly from countries like Honduras, Guatemala and El
Salvador. We’re told that the members of the groups are seeking safety in numbers, and there’s no doubt some truth to
that.

There’s also some truth to the fact that numbers can also allow them to intimidate authorities, should the need arise. I only
mention that because that’s what a group of 350 migrants Friday did at the border between Guatemala and Mexico,
according to The Associated Press.

The migrants, according to the AP report, broke the locks on gates and forced their way into Mexico, going as far
as to attack police.

( READ FULL STORY IN INK BELOW )
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President Trump's Immigrants To Sanctuary Cities Triggers 'CHER' : Not In My Neighborhood

The singer Cher (no last name) promised to leave this country, even this planet, if Donald J. Trump (R) became president of
the United States. Well, Trump is president, and Cher is still living in this country — and yes, in Los Angeles, California and
its wealthy liberal suburbs of Beverly Hills and Malibu, where Cher lives in huuuuuge homes (she owns several here and
there), surrounded by gates and walls and doormen and guards, utilizing the hi-tech security that is part of the USA.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/213160_5_.jpg

( A wax version of Cher that will remain on earth even if she leaves the planet. )

What, you expected a lefty liberal to keep a promise of sacrifice?

But President Trump is keeping his promise of safeguarding this country by upholding immigration laws and releasing illegal
aliens into locales that promote such sanctuaries such as Cher's neighborhood. Oh, no! Oh, yes!

Cher immediately tweeted a self-righteous battle-cry objection amounting to nothing more than the lame it-is-OK-for-
everyone-else-but-not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) excuse. Boom!

Suddenly she notices and expresses concern for the homeless, the struggling veterans, and the poor who live within a few
miles of her residences. And — shock of shocks — she publicly states that California can't take care of them, so "How Can
It Take Care of More?"

Cher 

@cher

@cher

I Understand Helping struggling Immigrants,but MY CITY (Los Angeles) ISNT TAKING CARE OF ITS OWN.WHAT ABOUT
THE 50,000+��Citizens WHO LIVE ON THE STREETS.PPL WHO LIVE BELOW POVERTY LINE,& HUNGRY? If My State
Can’t Take Care of Its Own(Many Are VETS)How Can it Take Care Of More

Excellent question, Cher. I know! House the present indigent in your spacious residences; place the overflow in tents in
your backyards. Front yards. Pay even more taxes. Your Twitter followers offered even more helpful ideas. Maybe you
should blast off to Jupiter, as you promised, and if the Jupiter residents allow you entry, maybe they can offer you some
hints.

Until then, I'm sure you'll agree your homes and those of your many like-minded neighbors would go a long way to solving
the problem.

MAGA!

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/not_in_chers_neighborhood.html#.XLShJ6eLMt0.twitter
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60 Minutes Gives Nancy Pelosi A Softball Interview - And Exposes A Weakling

Nancy Pelosi was interviewed on 60 Minutes last night, and in yuckily flattering terms. "She's the most powerful woman in
American political history," Judy Woodruff intoned at the opener. Pelosi got lots of airtime after it to natter on about her
leadership, her being a woman, her denials of being a socialist, her supposed historic role, and her efforts to control her
unruly party.

The only thing one can conclude is that 60 Minutes gave her a lot of space for spin control, wittingly or not. But the real
conclusion is that the Democratic leader is a weakling.

Start with President Trump's Twitter take on it:

Donald Trump Jr. 

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@DonaldJTrumpJr

We've reached a sad point where @SpeakerPelosi is so terrified of offending her new bosses, Omar/AOC/Tlaib, that those 3 could
submit a resolution deeming 911 an inside job & I'm confident that 95% of House Dems would still be too afraid to cross them.

They run the Dem Party now

And here are some even more vinegary observations from Trump's allies and inner circle:

James Woods 

@RealJamesWoods

@RealJamesWoods

James Woods Retweeted James Woods

She looks like a kidnap victim with a gun to her ribs, and the cop is asking, “You okay, lady?”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4K79UbUIAAhvmd?format=jpg

Sebastian Gorka DrG 

@SebGorka

@SebGorka

Sebastian Gorka DrG

Retweeted Ryan Saavedra

@SpeakerPelosi knows she’s been dethroned.

https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1117626450193072128

She got into her second stretch as Speaker by a squeak, not because she was 'a strong woman' as 60 Minutes sought to
portray her. She did so with large numbers of incoming Democrats promising to oppose her. A few who crossed over - the
crazies, such as Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Ilhan Omar - did so with the promise of fancy committee seats, well above
their intellectual heft or alone seniority. That's created the current dumpster fire in Congress, and the net result has so far
been that she's now their little pawn - which is what we see now. Pelosi can't even get a garden-variety anti-Semitism
resolution through the House, let alone a deal for the DREAMers, or something more serious, such as a reform of asylum
law loophole abuse. She badly miscalculated on the government shutdown, imagining that voters would blame President
Trump exclusively for that and a wall would never go up. She failed and money is rolling in for both a wall and President
Trump's re-election. And being a Washington swamp creature, she obviously never reads the news, let alone listens to even
former Democratic Homeland Security secretaries about an emerging border crisis, which is what's fueling the turn of events
for Trump. She's that out of touch.

Did 60 Minutes, home of hard-hitting journalism, corner Pelosi on any of this - or even ask her nicely? No, they did not. Its
interviewer focused instead on how to build up and flatter Pelosi, asking assorted Democratic congresspeople if they were
'afraid' of her and showing nonsense about Pelosi's famous viral 'clap.' Pelosi assured she was 'a manifestation of women in
power.'

No challenges to that one. Yet a look at the record says far more than anything they could claim.

File under useless journalism, the only thing exposed in it was what 60 Minutes obviously didn't want exposed, which was
Pelosi's weakness.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Just Drove A Mack Truck Through The Shameless Liberal Hypocrisy On Sanctuary Cities

If the liberal attitude toward immigration and a host of other issues could be summed up with just one saying, it would be this one:
“good for thee, but not for me.”

Safely tucked away inside their think tanks, tenured academic positions, lilly-white suburban enclaves, and ESPECIALLY behind
their carefully crafted WALLS, it’s easy for liberals to virtue-signal about how the rest of us should be “compassionate” and agree
to welcome every migrant who takes a notion to come to the United States. But when it comes to their own personal lives, their
“money” is almost never anywhere in the vicinity of their big fat jabbering pie holes.

In other words, just like with the degree of charitable contributions from people all-too-eager to spend YOUR money, liberals are big
fat hypocrites.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/scottmorefield/2019/04/15/trump-just-drove-a-mack-truck-through-the-shameless-liberal-hypocrisy-
on-sanctuary-cities-n2544764
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CANDACE OWENS: If There Is One Clip That I Wish Every Black American Could Watch, This Would Be It

Candace Owens 

@RealCandaceO

@RealCandaceO

If there is one clip that I wish every Black American could watch, this would be it. I will never stop fighting for the freedom of black
minds.

The racist Democrats (@RepJerryNadler, @tedlieu etc) have at long last met their match.

We will be free.

BLEXIT

( VIDEO OF CANDACE IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1117185047520600066
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MSM Outlet Posts A Trashy OpEd That Physically Targets Trump Officials. Guess What Happened Next

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/98/69fb6b1d-bf67-4afd-8a8b-eafcdb9a59d8.png

The Boston Globe on Wednesday published a column written by Luke O'Neil, a former waiter, who regretted not "pissing" in
Bill Krisol's salmon, Fox News reported. He also said he hopes former Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen
remains unemployed because of her role as a “reluctant triggerman for Donald Trump’s inhumane policies of ethnic
cleansing”

“One of the biggest regrets of my life is not pissing in Bill Kristol’s salmon,” the first sentence of the now deleted opinion
piece read. "Keep Kirstjen Nielsen unemployed and eating Grubhub over her kitchen sink."

“As for the waiters out there, I’m not saying you should tamper with anyone’s food, as that could get you into trouble,”
O’Neil wrote. “You might lose your serving job. But you’d be serving America. And you won’t have any regrets years later.”

O'Neil also said the last time he was proud to be an American was when White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee
Sanders and other Republicans were forced out of restaurants by hecklers.

“It was also one of the only times it seemed like any of the architects of this ruinous xenophobic pre-pogrom might be
forced to contend, however briefly, with the consequences of their policy decisions,” the opinion piece read.

The Globe wiped the piece from their website and issued the following retraction:

Note to readers: The Globe Opinion page has removed from its website an April 10 column by Luke O'Neil on former
homeland security chief Kirstjen Nielsen because it did not receive sufficient editorial oversight and did not meet Globe
standards. The Globe regrets its lack of vigilance on the matter. O'Neil is not on staff.

“Absolute brain genius move by the Globe to edit my story three times then take it down altogether and put up a note saying
I’m not on staff instead of perhaps standing by a long time contributor and siding with labor instead of bad faith critics who
would hate them no matter what,” O’Neil said on Twitter.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/04/14/icymi-boston-globe-published-a-trashy-oped-encouraging-waiters-to-tamper-
with-trump-officials-food-n2544759
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High School Principal Apologizes For Telling Student She Can't Wear Trump Tee Shirt On "American Pride Day"

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/66/9c50e5ac-85da-498e-b75a-483d6881ddaa.png

The Union Leader reports a New Hampshire high school principal has apologized for telling a freshman student at Epping
High School that she had to remove a "Trump Make America Great Again" tee shirt on "American Pride" day last week
because, according to the principal, President Trump is a controversial president and her attire might offend other students.
He now says that was wrong of him to do so and hopes to correct the situation.

“I thought for America Day it would be OK and there wouldn’t be an issue,” Mackenzie Ciretta told the media about her shirt.

But, her outfit that day "resulted in her being called to the principal’s office. Ciretta said she was told by Epping High School
Principal Brian Ernest that she wasn’t in trouble, but that she needed to find a different shirt."

Ciretta asked what would happen if she did not remove the shirt, and Ernest told her she would be forced to separate from
the other students. Her parents at the time blasted the principal for his actions.

"I think it’s a good time for people to stop and reflect, ‘Am I teaching my child to be respectful of other people’s opinions?’
In my opinion the school shouldn’t be put in that position,” Ciretta's mom said.

"The underlying issue, she said, is that adults aren’t practicing tolerance and respect, so neither are children," the Union
Leader reports.

“Is censorship the answer or talking about it? I thought it was the wrong way out,” her dad said of the situation.

School board Chairman Dave Mylott said he personally believed the decision was very wrong and said it would be
addressed at the next school board meeting on April 18th.

On Friday, Ernest issued the following letter saying, "I have worked in the Epping School District for the past five years.
During this time, I have always promoted tolerance, acceptance, diversity and civility. Since the event of April 8th there has
been a multitude of responses, some of which have fact-based information and other responses less factual. I have always
been respectful and sincere in my approach to promote civil discourse and free speech/expression. I want our students to
be free thinkers and be able to express their opinions in a respectful manner."

“We have begun to draft a plan to move forward to promote civil discourse and diversity in our schools. In retrospect, I want
to fully acknowledge my error in judgement and sincerely apologize if my actions were misinterpreted and offended anyone.
That was never my intention,” he added.

( LINK BELOW )
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Latest 2020 Poll Spells Disaster for Top Dems, Trump Is Going To Love This

VIDEO BELOW

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/latest-2020-poll-spells-disaster-top-dems-trump-going-love/?jwsource=cl
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Pro-Life Film ‘Unplanned’ Was So Life-Changing That Almost 100 Abortion Clinic Workers Seek To Leave Industry

In recent congressional testimony, Chuck Konzelman, the writer and director of “Unplanned,” reported that he knows of almost 100
abortion clinic employees who have undertaken to leave the abortion industry after seeing the film.

“Unplanned,” which centers around the true story of former Planned Parenthood clinic director Abby Johnson, opened on March 29.

Since then, Konzelman said, 94 clinic workers have approached Johnson’s nonprofit organization, And Then There Were None,
according to Pure Flix, the production company behind “Unplanned.”

Konzelman spoke to Congress on Tuesday during a panel to discuss Twitter’s alleged censorship of “Unplanned.”

Twitter temporarily suspended the movie’s marketing account during its opening weekend.

COMMENTARY CULTURE Pro-Life Film ‘Unplanned’ Was So Life-Changing That Almost 100 Abortion Clinic Workers Seek To
Leave Industry BY KARISTA BALDWIN PUBLISHED APRIL 14, 2019 AT 7:12AM MODIFIED APRIL 14, 2019 AT 11:47AM Share
Tweet Email Print In recent congressional testimony, Chuck Konzelman, the writer and director of “Unplanned,” reported that he
knows of almost 100 abortion clinic employees who have undertaken to leave the abortion industry after seeing the film.

“Unplanned,” which centers around the true story of former Planned Parenthood clinic director Abby Johnson, opened on March 29.

Since then, Konzelman said, 94 clinic workers have approached Johnson’s nonprofit organization, And Then There Were None,
according to Pure Flix, the production company behind “Unplanned.”

Konzelman spoke to Congress on Tuesday during a panel to discuss Twitter’s alleged censorship of “Unplanned.”

Twitter temporarily suspended the movie’s marketing account during its opening weekend.

TRENDING: Name of Resolution Pushing To Boot Schiff From Committee Was Inspired by Trump’s Insulting Nickname for Him:
‘PENCIL Act’

LifeSiteNews reported that Konzelman said that the social media platform undeservedly targeted the film’s Twitter presence
because of its pro-life perspective.

Konzelman pointed out that, “Meanwhile, Planned Parenthood, an organization that actually kills babies every single day, still had
an active Twitter account in good standing.”

https://youtu.be/RID5RKVl3yQ via @YouTube

Despite the alleged censorship, the film evidently reached many with its message of mercy and hope.

According to Pure Flix, Konzelman said the 94 abortion clinic workers who have sought help in leaving their jobs represent about 1
percent of all abortion clinic workers in the U.S.

“One percent of the abortion workers in the United States, after getting one look at them being portrayed on film,” Konzelman said,
according to Pure Flix, “have decided to change their lives … and what they do for a living.”

“Unplanned” tells the story of Johnson’s relationship with abortion, before, during, and after her eight-year career at Planned
Parenthood.

Johnson says her pro-abortion beliefs changed when she assisted an abortionist and watched the ultrasound of the abortion being
performed.

Since quitting Planned Parenthood, she’s become a pro-life advocate and founded And Then There Were None — an organization
that exists specifically to help workers in the abortion industry get out.

“As of now, we have helped 487 workers leave the clinics and … those workers have closed 21 abortion facilities, because they’ve
worked with state officials,” Johnson told Pure Flix last month. “They have worked with health departments to go in and close
those facilities because of bad practices, medical negligence, whatever it may be.”

Because of its history, the group is uniquely positioned to help abortion workers leave the field.

As the group states on its website: “We believe that a clinic worker’s life is valuable, too. As former clinic workers, we have a
different perspective than others may have — we’ve been in their shoes. And we used those shoes to walk away.”

“ATTWN seeks to end abortion from the inside out. We believe that the end of abortion starts with abortion clinic workers leaving
their jobs and finding healing from their past work. That’s why, as former clinic workers ourselves, we’re committed to helping them
through the ENTIRE journey.”

As Konzelman said during his testimony, the film doesn’t portray clinic workers or women who have had abortions as monsters.

Instead, it offers a message of hope and healing to those who want to embrace life and leave the shackles of abortion behind.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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President Trump Congratulates Tiger Woods On Masters Win

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/04/1862/1048/1024-preview-9.jpg

President Trump on Sunday congratulated Tiger Woods for his Masters win.

(AP Photo/David J. Phillip)

President Trump was quick to congratulate Tiger Woods on Sunday moments after he won his fifth Masters golf tournament.

"Congratulations to @TigerWoods.," he tweeted. "a truly Great Champion!"

It was Trump's third post on Twitter about the event. He earlier said there was a "Great Masters going on right now," referred to the
event as exciting and said that during the game's final hole, Woods was "looking GREAT!"

Woods, 43, shot a 2-under 70 for a one-stroke victory in Augusta, Georgia, to win his 15th major championship. Trump said that it
was a "fantastic life comeback for a really great guy."

It was his first major win since the 2008 U.S. Open, capping a remarkable recovery from debilitating injuries and embarrassing
personal problems. He triumphed in the 2018 Tour Championship, which had been his first victory of any kind since 2013.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5997817846001/#sp=show-clips

Additionally, Sunday's victory was the first time Woods has ever come from behind on the final day to win a major championship,
leaving him three behind Jack Nicklaus' record of 18 major titles.

In February, Trump and Woods golfed together, alongside Jack Nicklaus, at the Trump National Golf Club in Jupiter, Florida. He
tweeted at the time that the trio had a "great morning" together on the green.

Both Nicklaus and Woods are regular golf partners for Trump. Nicklaus even designed the club’s 18-hole course, according to the
golf course's website.

( LINK BELOW )
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Jake Tapper Grills Eric Swalwell On His Anti-Gun Agenda, He Admits Second Amendment Not 'Absolute Right'

*But it's not just the violence that they've caused, it's the fear...'

Rep. Eric Swalwell (D-Calif.), who is running for the 2020 Democratic presidential nomination, revealed his campaign's main
agenda on CNN's "State of the Union" Sunday, which focuses on gun control.

But just how far does Swalwell want to go? CNN host Jake Tapper asked tough questions to clarify Swalwell's vision.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Mark Morgan, Head Of Obama Administration U.S. Border Patrol Supports President Trump " Walls Work "

https://bloximages.newyork1.vip.townnews.com/avpress.com/content/tncms/assets/v3/editorial/e/e1/ee1db048-2f59-11e9-884f-
0b377ec4d8d8/5c63bb84a3cf8.image.jpg

Last January, Mark Morgan, the last head of the U.S. Border Patrol agency under the Obama Administration, started
weighing in on the illegal alien invasion crisis at the Southern border.

On January 8, Law & Crime was one of the first news outlets to break the story about the former Border Patrol director.
Morgan, it said,

…went public on Tuesday with a message that may surprise the White House: he supports Mr. Trump and his efforts to get
funding for a border wall.

“I’m here today breaking my silence to tell the American people that the president is correct in what he’s doing,”
Morgan said in an interview with the Law & Crime Network. “The wall works.”

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/213134_5_.jpg

( Mark Morgan on Fox & Friends, April 13, 2019 Screen shot by Peter Barry Chowka )

Back in January, Law & Crime reminded its readers about Morgan’s tenure as President Obama’s Border Patrol head.

When he was still running the Border Patrol, Morgan referred to the needs at the border as a “fence.” He told a Senate
committee in November 2016, “Do we need more fencing? Yes. Does it work? Yes. Do we need it everywhere? No. Is it the
sole answer? No.” Morgan again said on Tuesday that a physical barrier is not the whole answer and is not needed along
the entire border, but it is significant.

“It would be like having a high-tech security system, but not having doors or windows in your house,” Morgan said.

Asked if he was encouraged by the White House to make his views known, Morgan said no.

“I’m doing this on my own for one reason,” he said. “I’m a patriot.”

Morgan says he was asked to resign by the Trump White House one day after the president signed an executive order
authorizing the immediate construction of a border wall. Behind the scenes, Morgan believes, was pressure from officials
of the Border Patrol agents union which opposed the appointment of an outsider to run the agency. Morgan spent the
bulk of his law enforcement career with the FBI.

In the past three months, private citizen Mark Morgan has become one of President Trump’s most articulate defenders on
border issues. He has written columns for publication, he’s received coverage in the mainstream print and online media, and
he has appeared frequently on cable news television including regularly on Fox News, where he is a contributor.

On March 16, President Trump praised and thanked Mark Morgan in a tweet.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/213132_5_.jpg

On Saturday morning, April 13, Morgan appeared live on Fox & Friends Weekend. The brief video of his appearance is well
worth watching

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/213133_5_.jpg

( Mark Morgan (left) with Fox & Friends hosts Ed Henry, Jedediah Bila and Pete Hegseth April 13, 2019 Screen shot by Peter
Barry Chowka )

The topic under discussion was President Trump’s floating the idea of transporting illegal aliens, who have entered the
country and cannot be deported, to sanctuary cities. The idea is that these safe harbor cities, which say they welcome
“migrants” without reservation, can put their money where their left-wing political mouths are and take care of them. Morgan
said the President’s comments have grown out of his understandable frustration with the crisis at the border and being
checkmated at every turn in his efforts to solve it by the Democrats, the Congress, the media, and the courts.

Sanctuary cities are part of this crisis. They are signaling and telling the immigrants come here illegally, exploit our laws –
our generosity – not only will we take you in, we’ll protect you, we’ll reward you, and we will thwart the law enforcement from
trying to do their job. It’s truly unbelievable.

Morgan’s 52-word comment on Fox & Friends yesterday represents one of the best summaries of the current crisis at the
border that I have seen. He is an impressive, experienced source who is well worth our continuing attention.
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Let’s pretend you’re a Democrat. I know, it may be difficult to take leave of your senses, but do it for a second.

Let’s also pretend that you’re a prominent Democrat — say, so prominent that you’re credibly tipped to be in contention to
represent the party in the 2020 election.

Who would be your source for strategy? Your family? Your advisers?

Or, would you take advice from a former presidential candidate who had twice as much money as her opponent, fawning
media coverage, support of the sitting president and an opponent pretty much everyone was more than happy to portray as
a tyro, a bigot and a liar — and who still lost?

Well, if you want advice from such a figure, Hillary Clinton has some counsel for you. So, if you’re such a Democrat, feel
free to do exactly the opposite of what she said.

The 2016 standard-bearer was speaking at the Women in the World conference in New York City on Friday when she urged
candidates “to do two things simultaneously.”

“You have to be able to counter and ignore where possible (and) respond where necessary to the diversion and distraction
that we see, unfortunately, working by the current incumbent in the White House,” she told CNN’s Fareed Zakaria.

“So you have to do that balancing act, and I think that we have excellent candidates who are demonstrating their ability to
do that.”

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/11170611226900930 

The Hill 

@thehill

@thehill

WATCH: Hillary Clinton gives her advice to 2020 Democrats challenging President Trump

That advice really means everything and nothing at the same time. It’s also how Clinton lost the 2016 election.

Keep in mind that when she ignored Donald Trump, it was during the homestretch of the campaign, when she decided to
look beyond the Republican opponent. Take this CNN article from Oct. 24, 2016, which, as the kids like to say, hasn’t aged
well:

“Hillary Clinton is steadily moving her focus beyond Donald Trump, increasingly planning for what she believes will be her
transition to the presidency after a final two-week dash through battleground states.

“Even as Clinton intensifies her efforts to help Democrats across the party, particularly trying to win control of the Senate,
she is spending much of her time behind-the-scenes putting together a White House team and preparing for a task even
tougher than taking on Trump: governing in the divisive election’s aftermath.”

So in other words, she looked beyond Trump and was more interested in transition, plus “governing in the divisive election’s
aftermath.” Whoops. And that’s not even mentioning the fact that she misidentified what the battleground states were.

As for “respond(ing) when necessary,” well, I don’t think she did a fantastic job of that either. (See: deplorables, basket of.)

But, as some Twitter users pointed out, the cheek of Hillary giving election advice to anyone was really the best part of this:

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1117061122690093056

The Hill 

@thehill

Apr 13

WATCH: Hillary Clinton gives her advice to 2020 Democrats challenging President Trump.
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*The U.S. Military Stands Ready To Send More Troops T The Southern Border
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While meeting with the German Minister of Defense, Ursula von der Leyen, Acting Secretary of Defense Partick Shanahan
told reporters the U.S. Department of Defense is prepared to send even more troops to the southern border.

“First of all, it shouldn't come as a surprise that we'll provide more support to the border,” Shanahan said. “The way I tend to
frame that is: Our support is very elastic, and given the deterioration there at the border you would expect that we would
provide more support.”

Shanahan revealed he has not received another request for more service members from the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, “but we've been having a number of conversations with” them.

“This past week was space week for me, so tomorrow we'll have a planning team here in the building and it will follow up
with where are we on barrier construction, where do we stand on troops deployed and then in the areas we anticipate, what
type of preliminary plans should we be doing prior to receiving a request for assistance,” he continued. “So to your detainee
question, we haven't received any details on that, but I expect an increase in support will occur.”

There are currently around 2,100 National Guardsmen and 3,000 active-duty troops deployed to the U.S.-Mexico border.

The Democratic state governors from California, New Mexico, and Wisconsin have pulled their National Guardsmen away
from the border because they say Trump and his administration are pushing a false crisis.

( LINK BELOW )
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One would think that a stance against pedophilia would be something we can all agree on, yet here we are.

Shockingly, there are people in the liberal media attempting to normalize pedophilia. These media sources range from outlets like
Salon.com to peer-reviewed journals to popular cable news media shows.

One would think that a stance against pedophilia would be something we can all agree on, yet here we are. To those with only a
cursory understanding of liberalism and liberal ideology, this is shocking. However, to those with an intimate understanding of
liberal ideology, this is the next logical threshold when articulating the moral foundations of liberalism.

To understand the path of this logical progression, we must explore the work and thought of Jean Rousseau, the godfather and
patron saint of liberalism. Rousseau believed that "man is a being who is naturally good ... and the first movements of nature are
always good." Human beings are born naturally benevolent, and our natural goodness means man's impulses and feelings are
naturally just and correct, therefore making them moral to follow.

Rousseau believed that man lives in a fictitious utopian "state of nature," which existed prior to civil society. In the state of nature,
human beings lived independently; they lived free from the judgments of others; and we necessitated not favors, nor esteem, nor
flattery from our neighbors.

Unfortunately, when a person selfishly acquired private property for himself, it caused society's birth, which destroyed the utopian
"state of nature" permanently. We are now forever dependent on others, forever subjected to the judgments of our neighbors, and
forever faced with the need to garner esteem and flattery. As Arthur Melzer, a scholar of Rousseau, explained, "the dependency
relationships formed in society, and the process of psychological corruption they produce, culminate in the other-directed self-
seeker, who spends his life obsessed with others precisely because he cares only about himself." Human beings pretend to be
nice to others simply for their own personal gain. The only reason we are kind is to gain a utilitarian advantage from others, others
we do not actually care about. The need to free oneself from the dependence and judgment of others and live freely is the thrust of
what is known as the ethic of sincerity, or in this case, insincerity.

As David Gauthier, another Rousseau scholar, observed of Rousseau, "to depend on opinion is to depend on others for one's
sentiment of existence. It is to be alienated from oneself." Gauthier quoted Rousseau's moral angst: "I no longer found anything
great ... but to be free and virtuous, above fortune and opinion, and to suffice to oneself. Although the shame and fear of hisses
kept me from behaving upon these principles at first."

So long as Rousseau was under the tyranny of the esteem of others, he lived a beleaguered life. Rousseau felt a pressure from
society to conceal his true nature and live life wearing a mask over his personality. He bemoaned the nature of this constraint in
The first discourse (1750):

One does not dare to appear as what one is. And in this perpetual constraint, men who make up this herd we call society, placed
in the same circumstances, will all do the same things, unless more powerful motives prevent them. Thus, one will never know
well the person one is dealing with.
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well the person one is dealing with.

Rousseau is fearful of shame and negative opinions from others. He must therefore live the life of a phony, insincere person,
perpetually stunted from being himself. To be oneself is the essence of a life sincerely lived.

Melzer identified Rousseau as the first person to canonize this philosophical premise, which defined "the good as being oneself
regardless of what one may be" (p. 14). Simply be yourself, and "let go and stop trying. ... I truly find myself when, rejecting all
strenuous talk about my higher self, and liberated from shame and guilt, I just freely observe and sincerely acknowledge all that
goes on within my soul." Read Jill Locke's description of Rousseau's moral philosophy in Democracy and the death of shame:
Political equality and social disturbance:

He connected his misery to an unhealthy preoccupation with the impressions of others and the ease with which he could be made
to feel ashamed. His narrative of self-loathing and longing to be free from the judgments of others who cast one as undesirable.

Rousseau's true goal in living authentically was escaping the judgment and shame others cast upon him. Being true to oneself
means living a life without shame, free of guilt, removed from the opinions of others. For Rousseau, the authentic person is one
who is not just free from shame and judgment, but has the opportunity to be whoever he chooses to be.

As the fear of shame is removed from our lives, our notion of what is good, beautiful, and true changes. For Rousseau, "morality
itself requires of the individual only that he listen to his heart and yield effortlessly to its present command." We only have to listen
to our hearts because of our natural goodness. When Rousseau said, "The first movements of nature are always good," he meant
that one "acts only in accord with his impulses and reason." The natural goodness of man means we are devoid of evil
inclinations. This natural goodness makes all our actions benevolent, so long as we mean well. As Rousseau said, "I give myself
to the impression of the moment without resistance and [even] without scruple; for I am perfectly sure that my heart loves only
that which is good."

Tying Rousseau's natural goodness of man, his desire to live without shame, living free from the opinions of others, and his belief
that a person must only look inside and be whatever it is he feels inside — however reprehensible it may be — to the modern
issue of pedophilia should appear axiomatic. If human beings are naturally good, if they need to only look inside themselves and
act on their impulses, which, again, are always moral, then they should.

If those impulses are those of pedophilia, it is logical, according to Rousseau and his acolytes, to act upon them. Society needs to
refrain from judging the rapists and molesters of the world because that's just who they are on the inside, and because of our
natural goodness, all of their impulses are moral and worth following.

I submit that pedophilia is the final frontier, but then again, who knows? So long as the liberals believe morality consists in living
authentically, looking within, and living a life without shame, the boundaries of socially acceptable behavior will move in directions
and places our ancestors could have never imagined.
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( A SHORT CLIP FROM STORY )

“You know, if Trump really wants to put kids in cages, he should start with Eric and Donald Junior, just to see how
it goes.”

That got cheers, because, you know, this is the left’s moral compass nowadays.

Just to be clear: Kids aren’t in cages. Whether kids were ever really in cages for an extended period of time is a matter of
controversy, but the genesis of this whole line of thought — a 2014 photo in which children who had crossed the border
illegal were kept for processing and kept in holding pens made out of chain-link fencing — was wholly an Obama thing,
though it went viral on social media as being the result of the Trump administration’s zero tolerance policy on illegal
immigration.
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I never thought I would care about the personal life of Aunt Becky from “Full House” or her influencer daughter. I also never thought
I would be living in a time when “influencer” could be an actual profession, but here we are: Actress Lori Loughlin is currently one of
the most famous high net-worth individuals who bribed to get their children into an elite college when they had no business being
there.

In this case, the child is YouTube shill Olivia Jade, who’s apparently furious that her mother ruined her lucrative career of
advertising beauty products on social media. More’s the pity.

As we follow the exploits of Loughlin and other rich people who manipulated test scores and managed to pass their progeny off as
rowers or curlers or whatever minor sports they played, let’s not forget that there’s almost always some way to connect any
scandal to the Clintons.

Really, it’s like magic. I wouldn’t be entirely surprised if they managed to find a link between the Clintons and the Chicago Black
Sox scandal.

No, Hillary and Bill didn’t pass Chelsea Clinton off as a top recruit in water polo to get her into Stanford back in the day,
considering the fact that first children tend to be able to go to whatever university they please. But, according to the Washington
Examiner, the former president did try to use his influence to advance Chelsea’s then-boyfriend into the final selection round for a
prestigious scholarship.
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'Unplanned' Star Shares The Power Prayer Had During Filming Of The Pro-Life Movie: 'I Have Never Felt Closer To God
Than I Did On That Set'

( 'I wanted to just fall to my knees in that moment and cry' )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19387197/1200x600.jpg

“Unplanned" star Ashley Bratcher has been vocal about her pro-life views in the wake of the movie's success, taking to
social media to weigh in on the abortion debate. Bratcher, who plays real-life abortion clinic worker-turned-pro-life activist
Abby Johnson, recently revealed some of the on-set “Unplanned" prayer moments that she believes deeply inspired the
cast and crew.

One of the most powerful scenes in "Unplanned" — a film currently showing in theaters across America — comes when
Bratcher portrays the moment Johnson experienced complications from taking an abortion pill. The actress recently told
PureFlix.com's "Pure Talk" that the scene was the "most difficult" to perform — but that prayer made a massive impact.

"I have never felt closer to God than I did on that set," she said. "It was so anointed."

Watch Bratcher reveal the stunning impact of prayer:

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/unplanned-actress-ashley-bratcher-prayer-on-movie-set
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Newest Feminist Lie: A Botched Abortion Survivor Is Not An Actual Baby

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/51/feb26bb8-150b-4401-adf3-786444bd8a74.jpg

A pro-choice student at Boston College is in the news this week for repeatedly claiming that a baby born after a failed
abortion is “not a baby.”

The student made the claim during an exchange with Kristan Hawkins, a pro-life advocate and president of Students for Life
of America, during a sold-out stop on Hawkins’ “Lies Feminists Tell” university tour. Hawkins later wrote about the
uncomfortable exchange on Twitter.

"There is an abortion crisis of one million killings a year, and it all starts with dehumanizing the unborn," Hawkins tweeted,
referring to the heated encounter that occurred between her and the student during the Q and A portion of the event.

The pro-life speaker had been invited to the university by the Boston College Pro-Life Club. During the exchange with the
pro-choice student, Hawkins compared the humanity of a child at the U.S.-Mexico border to the humanity of a preborn baby
within the walls of a Planned Parenthood abortion clinic.

“Do you think that children that are apprehended at the border that are in U.S. government care…do you think babies who
are going to die should be resuscitated and given care?” Hawkins asked, in reference to children at the border.

"Yes," the student replied.

“Okay. Do you believe that a baby who is born alive during an abortion at Planned Parenthood should get care?” Hawkins
followed up.

The student replied, "No."

That’s when Hawkins paused and asked: "What's the difference?"

When Hawkins asked again why the child who survives a botched abortion is not a child, the student doubled down.

“Because they’re performing an abortion,” the student argued. “So, before that, they’ve already determined that it’s not a
baby. I know you’re telling me that science has determined one thing, but…”

As the exchange grew increasingly heated another student appeared to want to support the pro-choice student on the other
end of Hawkins' questioning, when they both admitted that a baby surviving an abortion is a rare circumstance.

"It is rare but it does happen because a group of abortion survivors were just at the White House," Hawkins responded, but
the student insisted yet again that in her mind, an abortion survivor is not a child.

Hawkins also described a third-trimester abortion to the student, explaining that during the procedure, the abortionist injects
the nearly full-term, unborn baby with digoxin to induce cardiac arrest so that the baby is delivered dead.

“So this baby comes out of utero,” Hawkins said, “and the digoxin hasn’t been successful in inducing cardiac arrest, and
this baby is alive … so, do you think it’s a baby?”

“No,” insisted the student.

Hawkins continued to press, asking the pro-choice student to explain how exactly an abortionist “can determine it’s not a
baby.”

The pro-choice student stood her ground, but failed to explain how an infant born alive after a botched abortion is not, in
fact, a baby.

Hawkins is no stranger, however, to these sorts of conversations.

“This is the second year of my ‘Lies Feminists Tell’ speaking tour – where I expose the truth behind the self-proclaimed
feminists’ lies about abortion, like ‘abortion doesn’t harm women’ and ‘women need abortion to be equal,’” Hawkins wrote in
an email to supporters.

( STORY LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/briannaheldt/2019/04/13/newest-feminist-lie-a-botched-abortion-survivor-is-not-an-actual-baby-
n2544733
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Court Won't Immediately Stop Trump From Returning Asylum Seekers To Mexico

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=4cd1e87e-63a2-477d-a27b-008822b28bdb&SiteName=Newsmax

The U.S. government can continue at least temporarily to send asylum seekers back to Mexico after President Donald
Trump scored a rare ruling in his favor on Friday from the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals.

The asylum program was set to be shut down at 8 p.m. EDT by an order issued on Monday by U.S. District Court Judge
Richard Seeborg, but the Trump administration had asked for the Court of Appeals in San Francisco to intervene.

The Court of Appeals issued a two-paragraph order saying the lower court injunction was temporarily stayed while the
parties prepare to submit arguments next week on the government's request for a longer stay that would remain in place for
the months-long appeals process.

The government told the Court of Appeals in papers filed late Thursday that the United States faced "a humanitarian and
security crisis" at the southern border and needed to the policy to deal with surging number of refugees.

Seeborg had ruled on Monday the policy was contrary to U.S. immigration law and ordered a nationwide injunction to halt
the program, but delayed implementation of his order to allow the government to appeal.

"This is an interim step while the court considers the government’s stay request," said a statement from Judy Rabinovitz, a
lawyer for the American Civil Liberties Union who represented plaintiffs in the case and who opposed the stay.

Since January, the administration has sent more than 1,000 asylum seekers, mostly from Central America, back to Mexico
to wait the months or years it can take to process claims through an overloaded immigration system.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/us-apnewsalert/2019/04/12/id/911544/
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HECKLER INTERRUPTS CLINTON EVENT TO TELL THEM HOW BORING THEY ARE

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GettyImages-1142122058-e1555119033679.jpg

The opening of Bill and Hillary Clinton’s national speaking tour reportedly included a front-row heckler who labeled the
proceedings as “boring” before being hauled off by security.

The New York Post’s Maureen Callahan, who paid $210 to attend the 90-minute talk, wrote about her experience watching
“longtime Clinton lackey Paul Begala” launch “softballs” at the Clintons in what, in her opinion, turned out to be a
“snoozefest.”

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/GettyImages-1142122894-1-620x413.jpg

At least until “the most exciting moment of the night,” when “a man in the front row stood up and interrupted.”

“Bill, this is boring!” he yelled. As he tried asking his question — “Why don’t you talk about — ” Hillary immediately began talking
over him, saying that the “important political conversations” they were trying to have could be difficult, especially when interrupted
by such “agent provocateurs.”

“Jeffrey Epstein!” shouted the man.

Oh, the irony.

The heckler was, of course, swiftly hauled away, and the conversation returned to Bill talking about the good old days when he
was president …

Billionaire financier Jeffrey Epstein was convicted of soliciting an underage girl for prostitution in 2008 and served 13
months in federal prison. Bill Clinton famously took 26 flights on the registered sex offender’s private jet.

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/12/heckler-interrupts-clinton-rally/
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BUSTED: Mount Vernon Debunks Politico's Fake News Story About Trump's Visit To Washington's Estate

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/85/88a9a0ca-5ab9-4256-be42-19538cc006fb.png

How many times will the liberal media have to endure getting hit in the face with their shoddy reporting about the Trump
White House? Seriously, how many stories have been utterly gutted for being straight trash? From the oodles of bombshells
that were nothing burgers about Russian collusion to the bust of MLK Jr.being removed from the Oval Office, the list of fake
news stories is extensive. So, it shouldn’t shock us that Politico was caught red-handed trying to bash Trump for being
uninterested in a tour of Mount Vernon when French President Emmanuel Macron visited last April. Supposedly, sources
said this tour was “truly bizarre,” with Trump being unengaged, asking why George Washington didn’t name any real estate
after him (via Politico) [emphasis mine]:

During a guided tour of Mount Vernon last April with French president Emmanuel Macron, Trump learned that Washington was one
of the major real-estate speculators of his era. So, he couldn’t understand why America’s first president didn’t name his historic
Virginia compound or any of the other property he acquired after himself.

“If he was smart, he would’ve put his name on it,” Trump said, according to three sources briefed on the exchange. “You’ve got to
put your name on stuff or no one remembers you.”

[…]

Trump’s lack of interest in presidential history, said the historian Jon Meacham, means that he has “basically thrown out the one
data set available to him. We don’t have anything else to study. It’s all you got.” It also stands in contrast to the fascination of
other presidents with their predecessors. Even former President George W. Bush — not known as a tweedy intellectual —
consumed several presidential biographies while in office.

[…]

The president’s disinterest in Washington made it tough for tour guide Bradburn to sustain Trump’s interest during a deluxe 45-
minute tour of the property which he later described to associates as "truly bizarre." The Macrons, Bradburn has told several
people, were far more knowledgeable about the history of the property than the president.

A former history professor with a PhD, Bradburn “was desperately trying to get [Trump] interested in" Washington's house, said a
source familiar with the visit, so he spoke in terms Trump understands best — telling the president that Washington was an 18th
century real-estate titan who had acquired property throughout Virginia and what would come to be known as Washington, D.C.

Trump asked whether Washington was "really rich," according to a second person familiar with the visit. In fact, Washington was
either the wealthiest or among the wealthiest Americans of his time, thanks largely to his mini real estate empire.

“That is what Trump was really the most excited about,” this person said.

Yeah, if there’s one thing that we know about anonymous sources in the anti-Trump resistance era is that they’re usually
wrong. And Mount Vernon made that clear in a statement released today:

Mount Vernon has a firm, long-standing policy of not commenting on the details of high-profile visits to the home of George
Washington. However, we believe in the importance of ensuring that reports about events that take place at Mount Vernon are
accurate. As such, we are concerned that the third-party accounts of the Trump-Macron visit released by several media outlets
today do not correctly reflect the events that transpired nearly a year ago.

Mount Vernon President Doug Bradburn and Regent Sarah Coulson escorted the presidents and first ladies on a tour of the
Mansion on April 23, 2018. During the tour, all parties were interested and engaged in the story of George Washington and his
beloved home. Conversations touched on topics like business dealings, real estate, and related matters that were of relevance and
interest to the touring parties, and questions were asked by both leaders with curiosity and respect. Comments pulled from
sources who were not present for the tour do not properly convey the tone and context in which they were delivered.

For more than 200 years, Mount Vernon has welcomed heads of state and world leaders, offering them a place to find inspiration in
Washington’s example of servant leadership. The Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association is proud to have carried on that tradition of
diplomacy during last year’s state visit, and we look forward to welcoming similar delegations for generations to come.

Yeah, that’s a polite way of saying your sources were garbage, Politico. So, congratulations, liberal media, you can add
yourself (again) to the in-kind contribution list for the Trump 2020 campaign.

Oh, and if you’re on the fence about whether these “sources” aren’t anti-Trump, well, here you go:

“His supporters don't care, and if anything they enjoy the fact that the liberal snobs are upset” that he doesn’t know much history,
this person said.

A recent survey conducted by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation found that just four in 10 Americans today can
pass the country's citizenship exam, which is comprised of several questions about the Constitution and American history, such
as "Who did the United States fight during World War II?" and "What is one right granted under the First Amendment to the
Constitution?"

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/04/10/busted-mount-vernon-debunks-politicos-fake-news-story-about-trumps-visit-to-
wa-n2544609
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IT'S AMAZING HOW JAMES COMEY CAN LIE AGAIN ABOUT SPYING ON PRESIDENT TRUMP

BELOW IS THE DEMOCRATS TRYING TO FIND THE TRUTH

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/lb190412c20190411012203.jpg

AS YOU CAN SEE THE DEMOCRATS CAN'T SEE SHIT WHEN IT COMES TO THE TRUTH

THE DEMOCRATS CONTINUE TO LIE ABOUT SPYGATE , CLAIMING IT WAS SURVEILLANCE

JAMES COMEY AND THE REST OF OBAMA'S INTEL KNEW HILLARY CLINTON PAID FOR FAKE DOSSIER & YET THEY
STILL USED IT FOR A FAKE FISA TO SPY ON THE TRUMP CAMPAIGN

NOT ONLY ARE THE DEMOCRATS AND OBAMA INTELLIGENCE FLUNKIES LYING ABOUT SPYGATE

JAMES COMEY WE KNOW IS A LIAR ALONG WITH MC CABE, BUT I'D BET MY LAST DIME ONE THE

FACT THAT CLAPPER, BRENNAN AND ALL THE WAY TO BARACK OBAMA HIMSELF OF ALL OF THEM BEING

GUILTY OF SPYING ON THE TRUMP CAMPAIGN IN 2016 TO TRY AND GET HILLARY CLINTON ELECTED

AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. BUT WHEN THEY FAILED THEY CONTINUED TO SPY AND EVEN

ATTEMPTED TO OVERTHROW PRESIDENT TRUMP WITH THE FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION FIASCO

NOW THAT THE WORLD KNOWS FROM MUELLER'S REPORT THAT THERE WASN'T ANY COLLUSION

WITH THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT AS DEMOCRATS CLAIMED, THE DEMOCRAT TALKING HEADS FROM

THE LIBERAL MEDIA AND OBAMA'S INTELLIGENCE MEN THAT TURNED INTO CNN TRUMP HATERS

LIKE JAMES COMEY ARE NOW TRYING TO SAY THEY WEREN'T SPYING BECAUSE IT WAS SURVEILLANCE

EXCEPT YOU CAN'T HAVE A LEGAL SURVEILLANCE WITH A FALSE DOSSIER THAT WAS PAID FOR

BY HILLARY CLINTON PLUS OBAMA'S INTEL PEOPLE ABSOLUTELY KNEW IT WAS PAID FOR BY

HILLARY CLINTON IN ORDER TO DESTROY DONALD TRUMP'S CANDIDACY. THEREFORE NOT

EVEN ONE THESE PEOPLE EVER SHOULD BE TRUSTED AGAIN WHEN THEY SAY ANYTHING

THAT IS ABOUT DONALD TRUMP AND SPYGATE. STARTING WITH JAMES COMEY, BRENNAN, CLAPPER

MC CABE, STRZOK, PAGE, OHR, CLINTON, PODESTA, NEED I GO ON ? I'M PRETTY SURE YOU GET THE
MESSAGE

ALL OF THE PERPETRATORS THAT HAD ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE WHOLE RUSSIA COLLUSION AND

THAT INCLUDES THE PRESS ALSO, SHOULD BE PROSECUTED TO THE FULLEST EXTENT OF THE LAW

BECAUSE WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q 'ANON

WWG1WGA
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Disgusting: New York Denies Gold Star Families Free College Tuition, But Will Offer It To Illegal Aliens

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/64/c2e01dd1-9974-4535-b22f-8f88630af089.jpg

New York decided to challenge California over which state can be the most insane. It’s a rather disturbing contest between
the two states over who is really the mecca of progressivism. And by that, I mean mental illness. These two states are both
deep blue cesspools. And the worst of the worst on the Hill come from these states. In their latest move, the Empire State
decided to block free college tuition for Gold Star families, but offer it to illegal aliens (via Syracuse.com):

New York lawmakers on Tuesday refused to advance a bill that would have provided free college tuition to the families of
all military personnel from the state who were killed in the line of duty.

The Assembly’s Higher Education Committee voted 15 to 11 to hold the bipartisan bill, effectively ending its chances of
making it to a floor vote this session.

The move comes a week after lawmakers passed a $175 billion state budget that included $27 million to provide college
tuition aid for undocumented immigrants.

Some Central New York lawmakers said it was outrageous to block a bill that would likely cost in the hundreds of
thousands of dollars to help children of military members who died for their county.

That’s disgraceful. There’s no other reason to do this other than to screw over the families of America’s fallen heroes. It
only shows that once again, the Democratic Party cares more about illegals, people who shouldn’t be here, than American
citizens. And now, this horrible narrative has leeched into impacting the families of those citizens who have sacrificed
everything for the nation. The Empire State of Mind is on crack cocaine. But hey, for a state that voted to kill babies
virtually up to the moment of birth—this is par for the course, right?

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/04/12/disgusting-new-york-denies-gold-star-families-free-college-tuition-but-will-off-
n2544683
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Pelosi Fumes Over White House Plan To Release Immigrant Detainees In Sanctuary Cities

https://a57.foxnews.com/hp.foxnews.com/images/2019/04/1280/533/d9ee96d9dc2671113654d11a922a6345.jpg

Trump renews focus on immigration crisis, says he will not separate families

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6024475807001/

A scuttled White House proposal to release immigrant detainees in San Francisco and other sanctuary cities triggered a fierce
backlash Friday from Democrats including House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, whose office called the idea “despicable.”

The Washington Post first reported that the White House proposed sending the detainees to sanctuary cities, including Pelosi's
district, twice in the last six months. The proposal was first floated in November amid reports of a large migrant caravan from
Central America making its way to the southern border. The idea was again considered in February, amid the standoff with
Congress over a border wall.

“The extent of this Administration’s cynicism and cruelty cannot be overstated,” Pelosi spokeswoman Ashley Etienne said in a
statement Friday. “Using human beings—including little children—as pawns in their warped game to perpetuate fear and demonize
immigrants is despicable, and in some cases, criminal.”

She added: “The American people have resoundingly rejected this Administration’s toxic anti-immigrant policies, and Democrats
will continue to advance immigration policies that keep us safe and honor our values.”

Officials stressed that the plan never went anywhere.

A source familiar with the discussions also told Fox News that Democrats who advocate leniency toward illegal immigrants should
work with the administration to find ways to transport those set for release, including in their states and districts.

The proposal was apparently rejected both times it came up by immigration agencies.

A Nov. 16 email from the White House to officials at several agencies reportedly asked whether migrants could be arrested and
bused to “small-and mid-sized sanctuary cities” and other Democratic strongholds. Pelosi’s district in San Francisco was
considered one of the areas targeted, according to The Post.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Rod Rosenstein Says It’s ‘Completely Bizarre’ To Say William Barr Is ‘Trying To Mislead People’ On Mueller Report

https://a57.foxnews.com/hp.foxnews.com/images/2019/04/1280/533/f64e5871bf71f760e11bbec778d117eb.jpg?tl=1&ve=1

( Rosenstein: Barr is being 'as forthcoming as he can' on Mueller report )

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6025391601001/

Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein defended attorney general William Barr’s handling of the Mueller report, just days after
Barr testified before a House appropriations subcommittee.

In his first interview since the Mueller investigation wrapped up, Rosenstein said that he believed it was strange to say the attorney
general was misleading the public on the highly-anticipated report.

“He’s being as forthcoming as he can, and so this notion that he’s trying to mislead people, I think is just completely bizarre,” Mr.
Rosenstein told the Wall Street Journal.

“It would be one thing if you put out a letter and said, ‘I’m not going to give you the report,’” Rosenstein said. “What he said is,
‘Look, it’s going to take a while to process the report. In the meantime, people really want to know what’s in it. I’m going to give
you the top-line conclusions.’ That’s all he was trying to do.”

The deputy attorney general called on the public to have “tremendous confidence” in Barr and declined to say how the review of the
report was going.

( James Comey hopeful Mueller report shows FBI isn't corrupt )

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6019002660001/

During hearings on Capitol Hill this week, Barr defended his decision to send a letter to Congress detailing Mueller’s principal
conclusions because the public would not have tolerated waiting weeks for information. Mueller concluded his nearly two-year
Russia investigation in late March and submitted the nearly 400-page confidential report to Barr.

The attorney general sent his four-page letter to Congress two days later.

Barr wrote in his letter that Mueller found no evidence of Trump-Russia collusion despite efforts by "Russian-affiliated individuals to
assist the Trump campaign." He also said that Mueller had not exonerated President Trump on the issue of obstruction of justice.

Barr said on Tuesday a redacted version of Mueller’s report will be made public within a week.

Rosenstein, 54, told the Wall Street Journal he hopes to begin a new job toward the end of the summer. Earlier this year, Trump
announced he will nominate Jeff Rosen to replace Rosenstein deputy attorney general. President Trump has threatened to fire
Rosenstein, who said he stayed in his position at the Department of Justice “at Barr’s request” saying, “For me, it’s a real
privilege.”

Rosenstein’s comments come after Barr said in Capitol Hill testimony that “spying did occur” against the 2016 Trump campaign.
Former FBI Director James Comey claimed he had no idea what the Justice Department leader was talking about.

“I have no idea what he’s talking about so it’s hard for me to comment,” Comey said. “When I hear that kind of language used, it’s
concerning because the FBI and the Department of Justice conduct court-ordered electronic surveillance. I have never thought of
that as spying.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/rod-rosenstein-bizarre-william-barr-mueller-report
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Avenatti Gets Hit With Dozens Of New Charges...Including Embezzling Millions From Paraplegic Client

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/231/5b6cc67f-9d0c-4192-8e31-dbfb061f7821.jpg

A California federal grand jury has indicted celebrity attorney Michael Avenatti on 36 counts of fraud, perjury, failure to pay
taxes, embezzlement and other financial crimes, U.S. prosecutors said Thursday. Avenatti was charged last month with
attempting to extort Nike for $20 million.

In the latest indictments, Avenatti is alleged to have stolen millions from his clients, including one mentally ill paraplegic
man who won a $4 million settlement from Los Angeles County. The lawyer hid the money from the client for years, the
indictment says.

In 2017, Avenatti received $2.75 million in proceeds from another client’s legal settlement, but concealed that too, the
indictment says. The next day, he put $2.5 million of that money into the purchase of a private jet for Passport 420, LLC, a
company he effectively owned, according to prosecutors.

At the time, Avenatti and his businesses owed millions of dollars in back taxes, the government claimed, and his Newport
Beach law firm, Eagan Avenatti, was weeks from bankruptcy.

Federal agents seized the Honda HA-420 jet at Santa Barbara Airport on Wednesday under a court-approved warrant that
remains under seal, said Thom Mrozek, a spokesman for the U.S. attorney’s office in Los Angeles. (LA Times)

“Michael Avenatti allegedly stole from his clients, and he stole from the IRS,” said Ryan L. Korner, the chief of Internal
Revenue Service criminal investigations in Los Angeles. “The money was used to fuel a lavish lifestyle that had no limits,
including making mortgage payments on a multimillion-dollar home in Laguna Beach and purchasing a private plane.”

Fox News’s legal analyst Gregg Jarrett said Avenatti ought to “get used to a jumpsuit.”

“I've read through the 61 page, 36 indictment. If the feds can prove just a fraction of this then Avenatti better throw away the
Armani suit and get used to a jumpsuit because the feds say he was essentially the Bernie Madoff of lawyers running a
Ponzi scheme stealing from one client to pay another to pay his predators,” Jarrett said on “Hannity.” “The lavish lifestyle
and the jet that he had and then the pyramid eventually just came crashing around him. And the behavior in his victims, this
is just unconscionable for a lawyer. And it's also, If proven, criminal.”

If convicted on all counts, he could be given a maximum sentence of 335 years in prison.

The attorney said on Twitter he is entitled to the "presumption of innocence" and is "confident that justice will be done once
ALL of the facts are known."

He also issued a statement about allegations that he mishandled money due to clients, calling it "bogus nonsense."

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/hv/images/2019/102/07c34049-8d2c-4018-bf8e-cd804b84b4d6.png
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Don’t Believe the Media: Video of Trump Rolling Into Town Shows How Much Americans Love Him

https://i1.wp.com/www.todaytells.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/trump-in-palm-beach-president-to-dine-with-gop-leaders-at-mar-
a-lago.jpg

Sometimes being a conservative can feel like living on an island. It seems like everywhere you look, people on the right are
being assaulted for supporting the president or being portrayed as bigots for not towing the liberal line.

But once you step away from the talking heads on TV, a very different reality emerges. It turns out that conservatism is
actually thriving in America, and the signs are all around.

There’s the fact that the majority of likely voters currently approve of President Donald Trump. He’s actually doing better
than Barack Obama at the same time in their presidencies, according to one major polling group — and that’s after years of
a mostly negative media onslaught.

It looks like many parts of the heartland are still Trump country, at least if an amazing video is any sign. On Wednesday,
Trump shared a video on his official Twitter account which shows just how out-of-touch the naysayers in the media are.

The nearly one minute long video was taken from the presidential motorcade, and captured throngs of people lined up along
the streets of a town as Trump rolled through.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1116093773665140736

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

THANK YOU Texas, I love you!

American flags, Trump banners, and custom signs voicing support for the president could be seen on both sides of the street as
police escorted the commander-in-chief to his destination.

You’ll want to turn the sound on, too, to hear the cheering crowds that were audible even over the sound of police motorcycles and
the motorcade.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/dont-believe-media-video-trump-rolling-town-shows-much-americans-love/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostSideSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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The Democrat's "By Any Means Necessary" Party Is Fact-Challenged And Showing Signs Of Desperation
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( "There is nothing more deceptive than an obvious fact." —Sir Arthur Conan Doyle )

At the hearing of the Oversight Committee on Tuesday, Attorney General William Barr was grilled about the Mueller report:
when will it be released? Will they see an unredacted version? Has he (Barr) discussed it with the president? Etc. The
questions were redundant, mostly stupid. All of those asked by the Democrats were accusatory. Since Special Counsel
Robert Mueller announced there would be no charges of collusion against the president or anyone in or of his campaign, the
Democrats have lost any semblance of sanity they may have had before Trump won the 2016 election. Since that day, the
moment they were 100% certain that Hillary would become president, they have descended into a hell of their own making.
They spend their days furiously angry, ready and willing to do anything to take Trump down and out. Since then (and before
that day) they — "they" includes the mainstream media — have been determined to destroy the man. If the country must
be damaged in the process, so be it. Our Democrats are willing to foment an invasion by third-world migrants (think Camp of
the Saints) to prevent Trump from achieving his principal campaign promise, to control the border and the crisis of illegal
immigration. That is how much they hate the fact that Trump is our president. That is how stupefied they have become, so
much so that they are now a danger to us all.

When A.G. Barr stated he would be investigating the "spying" on the Trump campaign, the Democrats on the committee
were shocked, truly stunned. How dare he suggest such a thing? These folks, for over two years, have had their heads
deep in ostrich sand. They are apparently completely unaware, or pretend to be, of the massive amounts of actual proof
that the Obama administration illegally attempted to eliminate Trump from the running by trying to plant its own spies in the
campaign and surveil under prohibited pretexts. Part of this plan was to create and amass fake evidence to be used against
him. As almost everyone knows by now, the "Russia Collusion" hoax was just that, a hoax, devised by persons with power
in the FBI, the DOJ, the NSA and the Obama administration. Once Hillary lost the election, her minions, such as the
disreputable Rob Mook, were right there to get the claim out that she lost because "the Russians hacked the election."
Yeah, right. No way. Not a chance. Did she know then that her supporters in the Obama administration, the FBI, and the
DOJ had already implemented a stratagem to undo his victory? Probably. That would explain her leap to blame her loss on
"the Russians." Hillary is a callous, nasty piece of work.

Can these people, these Democrats on the Oversight Committee and those media narcissists who melted down after Barr
uttered those few words on Wednesday, be as truly uninformed as they seem to be? Judging by their questions for A.G.
Barr, and the media's talking heads' subsequent panic for the rest of the day, they are actually shocked there is gambling in
Casablanca! Is it possible that they have not read a word of Gregg Jarrett's book; Dan Bongino's book; the multiple well
researched columns of John Solomon, Sara Carter, Margot Cleveland, Jeff Carlson, Lee Smith, et. al.? Have they not
bothered to read the numerous transcripts of closed-door interviews with the principals involved? Obviously not. Have they
not heard even a snippet or two of Mark Levin's radio and television programs, Limbaugh, Hannity, Larry Elder, and so many
others over the past two years? Were they never even a little bit curious about all the information out there? While we
conservatives can never escape their views, their mindsets, their anti-Americanism, they are thoroughly clueless about
everything outside their purview. Most of the Democrats in Congress and the usual suspects in the mainstream media, it
seems, have studiously avoided hearing, reading, learning anything that might obtrude upon their orange-man-bad mindset.
They consider the work product of conservatives invalid without ever looking into it. They convince people that anything on
Fox News is null and void. That is how close-minded the American left is today, all except those who are not, those who are
leaving it. And on the horizon for them, Candace Owens's Blexit movement is gaining steam, as is Brandon Straka's Walk
Away campaign. The Democrats should be afraid, very afraid. They deserve to lose those who are leaving their party.

It has for nearly two years been clear, proven beyond all doubt, that a self-important faction at the FBI and DOJ, with covert
approval of then-president Obama, conspired to see that Trump would not be elected. Once he was, they amped up their
plan to see that he would be removed from office. They embarked on their scheme to frame him, his family, friends and
campaign staff for colluding with Russia. All along it was them, setting him up, planting spies, involving persons in the UK
and Australia. That is how deceptive, how venal, these people are. And all along, only the Clinton campaign colluded with
Russians. Only Clinton paid for fabricated "opposition research." Mueller was hired to cover up their despicable conspiracy
in which so many of his own pals were involved. As hard as he and his team of professional saboteurs tried, they found no
provable evidence of collusion with Russians.

The facts are in. It was all a grand scam to deprive voters of their duly-elected President who these self-appointed tyrants
could not abide. And the dems cannot accept the facts. They've been exposed. The truth is coming out, in dribs and drabs
that will soon be a tsunami. The dems in Congress have embarrassed themselves over and over again; the Kavanaugh
spectacle was a disgrace. Schiff, Swalwell, Nadler, Lieu, Pelosi, etc. They are all disgraceful, pretentious snobs who lack
any intellectual prowess. That any of them can act as though there is no evidence of what is the most serious, egregious
political scandal in American history is a very sad commentary. They have succumbed to Arthur Conan Doyles's
observation that "there is nothing more deceptive than an obvious fact." Our leftists have allowed themselves to be
deceived by a mountain of obvious facts. The nation has suffered tremendously for their crimes and history will judge them
harshly.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/democrats_railings_about_barr_and_spying_are_going_to_end_badly_for_them.html#.XLCKzhlrbK0.twitter
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Unreal: AOC Tells Dan Crenshaw to 'Go Do Something' About Terrorism

Democratic Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s response to Republican colleague Rep. Dan Crenshaw (Texas) drew the ire of
conservatives for telling the former Navy SEAL he should “go do something” about terrorism.

Crenshaw had initially commented that Omar was the “First member of Congress to ever describe terrorists who killed thousands
of Americans on 9/11 as ‘some people who did something,’” which he called “unbelievable.”

Quick to defend her friend, the New York lawmaker accused Crenshaw of taking Omar’s remarks out of context and attacked him
for not co-sponsoring the 9/11 Victim’s Compensation Fund.

You refuse to cosponsor the 9/11 Victim’s Compensation Fund, yet have the audacity to drum resentment towards Ilhan
w/completely out-of-context quotes,” she said. “In 2018, right-wing extremists were behind almost ALL US domestic terrorist
killings. Why don’t you go do something about that?”

As you can imagine, many on Twitter did not take kindly to AOC bashing a decorated war veteran this way:

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/04/12/not-the-onion-aoc-tells-dan-crenshaw-to-go-do-something-about-terrorism-
n2544684
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Ohio Governor Signs Historical Pro-Life Bill

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/306/64a805cc-81ab-47fd-a867-eff316933ed3.jpg

Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine (R) gave a victory to the pro-life movement Thursday by signing one of the strictest pro-life bills in
the nation.

“The essential function of government is to protect the most vulnerable among us,” DeWine said before signing the bill.
“Those who do not have a voice. Government’s role should be to protect life from the beginning to the end. To protect those
who cannot protect themselves, such as the elderly, the unborn, those who are sick, those who have a disability, those who
have a mental illness or an addiction. The signing of this bill today is consistent with that respect for life and the imperative
to protect those who cannot protect themselves.”

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW WITH FULL STORY IN LINK ALSO )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/iansnively/2019/04/11/ohio-governor-signs-historical-prolife-bill-n2544667
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Chicago Sues Jussie Smollett

https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/438559-chicago-sues-jussie-smollett?jwsource=twi

The City of Chicago on Thursday filed a lawsuit against "Empire" actor Jussie Smollett.

Chicago said in court that Smollett owes more than $130,000 to compensate the city for the cost of police overtime as authorities
investigated an incident he reported, according to the suit's complaint, which was published in full by the Chicago Sun-Times.

"The City is entitled to recovery of the costs of necessary services provided by the City in order to provide services in
investigating and responding to Defendant’s violations of the [Municipal Code of Chicago]," the complaint states.

Smollett told police earlier this year that he was the victim of an attack in which two men yelled racist and homophobic slurs at him
and also used language in support of President Trump. Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson later said that the reported
crime was a hoax and that Smollett made it up "because he was dissatisfied with his salary."

Smollett was indicted on multiple felony charges last month in connection with the alleged false report. Prosecutors dropped the
charges against him a few weeks later.

"After reviewing all of the facts and circumstances of the case, including Mr. Smollet’s volunteer service in the community and
agreement to forfeit his bond to the City of Chicago, we believe this outcome is a just disposition and appropriate resolution to this
case," the Cook County State's Attorney's Office said in a statement.

Smollett's lawyers said after the charges were dropped that their client's "record has been wiped clean."

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/438559-chicago-sues-jussie-smollett#.XK_ngvdY7N8.twitter
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Kamala Harris, Who Supports Abortion, Slams ICE For Immigrant Women Miscarrying While Detained

( If unborn life matters, it must matter in all cases )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19385225/1200x600.jpg

Sen. Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) acknowledged the value of the lives of unborn children Tuesday in a tweet criticizing
Immigration and Customs Enforcement for detaining pregnant women.

What did Harris say? "Detaining pregnant women is dangerous. As many as 28 women have miscarried while in ICE
custody over the past two years. I've called on this Administration to end this practice now," Harris wrote.

Kamala Harris 

@KamalaHarris

@KamalaHarris

Detaining pregnant women is dangerous. As many as 28 women have miscarried while in ICE custody over the past two years.
I’ve called on this Administration to end this practice now.

Why was she talking about this?

Senate Democrats have petitioned President Donald Trump to reevaluate the policy that allows for pregnant illegal
immigrants to be detained. They want the president to return to a policy of "presumptive release" for pregnant women,
"unless she is a threat to herself or others, or is a threat to public safety or national security."

In February, a Honduran woman delivered a stillborn child after going into premature labor at an ICE detention center.
According to NBC News, ICE has reported 18 miscarriages in fiscal 2018 and 10 in fiscal 2017.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Pentagon Announcement May Have Just Delivered 2020 To Trump: Wall Construction To Be Finished Oct 2020

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/04/border-wall-construction-592x331.jpg

Months after President Donald Trump declared a national emergency for the border crisis, progress is finally being made.
The Department of Defense authorized nearly $1 billion for Trump’s campaign-promised border wall.

The Pentagon announced on Tuesday that two different companies have been given $976 million in contracts to start
building portions of the border wall, CNN reported.

SLSCO Ltd., a company based in Texas, has been given a $789 million contract to build a wall in Santa Teresa, New
Mexico, and Barnard Construction Company, based in Montana, has been given a $187 million contract for work in Yuma,
Arizona.

Department of Defense spokesman Lt. Col. Jamie Davis said that the wall in the El Paso border sector in Santa Teresa
would include a “30-foot bollard fencing and a five-foot anti-climb plate.”

The Yuma sector project includes an “18-foot bollard fencing and a five-foot anti-climb plate.”

These projects are both expected to be completed by October 2020, one month before the presidential election.

Official Trump War Room 

@TrumpWarRoom

@TrumpWarRoom

Pentagon awards nearly $1 billion in border wall contracts https://nypost.com/2019/04/10/pentagon-awards-nearly-1b-in-border-wall-
contracts/ … #BuildTheWall

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1115864640397959169/cB43oZo6?format=jpg&name=600x314

These are the first funds awarded for the border wall since Trump announced a national emergency for the border crisis in
February.

The Pentagon announced its decision to transfer military funds for border wall construction last month before finally
awarding the funds on Tuesday.

As expected, Democrats were absolutely furious.

In a media release published on March 25, a number of Senate Democrats demanded answers from acting Secretary of
Defense Patrick Shanahan.

“We strongly object to both the substance of the funding transfer, and to the Department implementing the transfer without
seeking the approval of the congressional defense committees and in violation of provisions in the defense appropriation
itself,” the letter read.

It’s important to note that the Pentagon doesn’t need approval from Congress before transferring funds.

But it’s understandable why Democrats would be upset — the Department of Defense is practically handing Trump the 2020
election.

Trump supporters voted for him with the expectation that he would do something to stop the border crisis, but he has been
somewhat ineffective as lawmakers have refused to cooperate.

Now that portions of the wall are finally being built, Trump’s base will be energized and some disillusioned conservatives might be
more willing to throw their support behind Trump once again.

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump On Russia Investigation: This Was Treason

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/65/a75d464c-4883-4cf0-af1e-7e1cb4dceaf3.png

Speaking to reporters ahead of a meeting with South Korean President Moon Jae-in at the White House Thursday,
President Trump called the Special Counsel investigation into the 2016 presidential election "treasonous."

"The bottom line, the result is no collusion, no obstruction. And that's the way it is. And I know a lot of people were very
disappointed, but they knew the real answer. You know when the Democrats go behind the scenes, and they go into a room
backstage, and they sit and they talk, they laugh. Because they know it's all a big scam, a big hoax. This is dirty politics.
This is actually treason," Trump said. "This is a very bad thing that people have done. And I just hope that law enforcement
takes it up because if they don't take it up they're doing a great disservice to our country."

President Trump also took to Twitter to express his discontent.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

So, it has now been determined, by 18 people that truly hate President Trump, that there was No Collusion with Russia. In fact, it
was an illegal investigation that should never have been allowed to start. I fought back hard against this Phony & Treasonous
Hoax!

Trump's remarks come one day after Attorney General Bill Barr testified on Capitol Hill he believes spying occurred on the
Trump campaign and will be looking into the circumstances of why it happened.

"I think spying did occur," Barr said. "I'm not talking about the FBI necessarily, but intelligence agencies more broadly,"
Barr said.

"I think spying on a political campaign is a big deal. I'm not suggesting those rules were violated but I think it's important to
look at that," he continued. "The question is whether it was predicated, adequately predicated, and I'm not suggesting it
wasn't adequately predicated, but I need to explore that."
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BREAKING: President Obama's White House Counsel Has Just Been Indicted

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/308/e8e1d7e9-9e63-4a0b-9796-44d2466bc2c1.jpg

Former White House Counsel for President Obama, Gregory Craig, was indicted Thursday afternoon by a grand jury for lying to FBI
agents and for failing to register as a foreign agent. He is accused of failing to disclose work on behalf of the Ukrainian
government.

"Craig, 74, of Washington, D.C., was indicted by a grand jury in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia for willfully
falsifying and concealing material facts from the FARA Unit, in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1001(a)(1), and
for making false and misleading statements to the FARA Unit, in violation Title 22, United States Code, Section 618(a)(2)," the
Department of Justice released in a statement. "The maximum penalties for the charged offenses are, respectively, five years’
imprisonment and a $250,000 fine, and five years’ imprisonment and a $10,000 fine. The maximum statutory sentence for federal
offenses is prescribed by Congress and is provided here for informational purposes. The sentencing will be determined by the court
based on the advisory Sentencing Guidelines and other statutory factors."

Craig will be arraigned in Court, likely on Friday. He worked as White House Counsel from 2009 to 2010.

Meanwhile, former Washington D.C. lobbyist Tony Podesta, the brother of former Clinton Campaign Chairman John Podesta, has
also been reportedly under investigation for FARA violations.

The probe of Podesta and his Democratic-leaning lobbying firm grew out of Mueller's inquiry into the finances of former Trump
campaign chairman Paul Manafort, according to the sources. As special counsel, Mueller has been tasked with investigating
possible collusion between the Trump campaign and Russia.

Manafort had organized a public relations campaign for a non-profit called the European Centre for a Modern Ukraine (ECMU).
Podesta's company was one of many firms that worked on the campaign, which promoted Ukraine's image in the West.

The sources said the investigation into Podesta and his company began as more of a fact-finding mission about the ECMU and
Manafort's role in the campaign, but has now morphed into a criminal inquiry into whether the firm violated the Foreign Agents
Registration Act, known as FARA.
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JUST WATCH ANY OF THE PRESIDENT'S SPEECHES DURING THE 2016 CAMPAIGN
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GOD BLESS YOU JULIAN ASSANGE
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Ken Starr: Hillary Clinton 'Triggered Vince Foster's Suicide, But This Is Why I Omitted It From The Final Report

We all kid around about the so-called Clinton body bag conspiracy theory. For most, it’s for a few laughs or a jab at the Clinton,
one of the Right’s favorite targets. With her defeat to Donald J. Trump in 2016, taking swipes at Hillary and Bill is still a pastime,
though we don’t have to fear another term with them in the White House. In most cases, the swipes we take at the two-time
presidential loser is that she’s a limousine liberal, who is way out of touch with most of America that aren't insufferable progressive
snobs. So, I guess it’s time where we can unveil one last skeleton from the Clinton closet. Yes, there was the emails about the
alleged quid pro quo that surrounded the Clinton Foundation; Guy’s post about how it was a de facto slush fund can be found here.
Yet, one death during the first Clinton administration has always been a source of speculation: the suicide of Deputy White House
Counsel Vince Foster. Well, according to Ken Starr, the independent counsel who looked into Foster’s death, which was part of his
Whitewater probe, he said that the former first lady berating Foster in front of White House staff “triggered” his suicide, but left that
part out of the report so as to not upset Hillary. Ronald Kessler of the Daily Mail has more:

Ken Starr purposefully left out the finding that Hillary Clinton had 'triggered' the suicide of President Clinton's Deputy White House
Counsel in his final FBI report to spare her feelings, DailyMail.com can reveal.

FBI agents investigating the death of Vince Foster learned he was set off after Hillary attacked and humiliated him in front of other
White House aides a week before he took his own life on July 20, 1993.

[...]

At a reception for authors participating in the 2019 Annapolis Book Festival last weekend, I asked Starr why he omitted the
damaging FBI finding.

At first, he beat around the bush, citing well-established facts indicating that Foster was already depressed before Hillary lashed
into him at the White House meeting.

But when pressed, Starr admitted he 'did not want to inflict further pain' on Hillary by revealing that her humiliation of Foster a week
before he took his own life pushed him over the edge.

[…]

In interviews for my book The First Family Detail, the FBI agents who worked the case for Starr revealed the truth about Foster's
death when he shot himself at Fort Marcy Park along the Potomac River.

The investigation into Foster's death was conducted for independent counsel Starr's probe of the Clintons' investments in the
Whitewater real estate development.

In interviewing Clinton White House aides and Foster's friends and family, the FBI agents found that a week before Foster's death,
Hillary as First Lady held a meeting at the White House with Foster and other top aides to discuss her proposed health care
legislation.

She told him he didn't get the picture, and he would always be a little hick town lawyer who was obviously not ready for the big
time.

Hillary violently disagreed with a legal objection Foster raised at the meeting and ridiculed him in front of his peers, former FBI
agent Coy Copeland and former FBI supervisory agent Jim Clemente told me.

[…]

'Hillary put him down really, really bad in a pretty good-size meeting,' Copeland said. 'She told him he didn't get the picture, and he
would always be a little hick town lawyer who was obviously not ready for the big time.'

As noted, Foster was already depressed prior to his suicide, which reports say were exacerbated by the failed Attorney General
nomination of Zoe Baird, whose pathway to becoming the nation’s chief law enforcement official were dashed when it was revealed
that she had hired illegal aliens. And yes, these alleged outbursts aimed at him by Hillary probably didn’t help. Foster reportedly
suffered a serious panic attack over the failed Baird nomination (via WaPo):

Why did the stings of Washington life, endured by so many, prove fatal for Vincent W. Foster Jr.?

[...]
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From the pinnacle of the Arkansas legal establishment, Foster leaped into the service of his boyhood friend, Bill Clinton, after
Clinton was elected president. According to Fiske, the toll on Foster was intense from the beginning. During the transition period –
when he vetted a number of top appointees – Foster complained to his Little Rock physician of depression and anxiety.

His symptoms grew worse when he got to Washington. In January 1993, Zoe E. Baird was forced to withdraw her nomination as
attorney general because she had failed to pay taxes for a nanny; fresh from his inauguration, President Clinton was hit with
charges of elitism and corner-cutting and incompetent screening. Foster blamed himself – the Fiske report shows him constantly
shouldering blame for mistakes made in the chaotic White House – and the night of the Baird debacle Foster was literally sick from
a panic attack.

The embarrassment was even greater when seven employees of the White House travel office were summarily fired amid hints of
financial shenanigans, because it turned out the investigation had been slapdash, the firings hasty, and the odor of cronyism hung
over the whole affair. The "Travelgate" fallout singed Foster and burned his friend and protege, William Kennedy, also of the
counsel's office. Kennedy drew an official reprimand.

Foster's colleagues at the White House advised him to shake off the episode, but for him Travelgate apparently became an
obsession. He felt guilty because he had assigned Kennedy to the travel office investigation. He begged his boss, then-White
House counsel Bernard W. Nussbaum, to let him take the heat and the reprimand in Kennedy's place.

So, there you have it; Ken Starr reportedly didn’t want t hurt Hillary’s feelings over the matter. As for the conspiracy theories
surrounding Foster’s death, well, you already know them. No need to flesh them out further here.
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Good Samaritan Murdered At Waffle House Shortly After Paying For Other Customers' Meals

( A woman became angry over the man not paying for her meal or giving her money )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19381342/1200x600.jpg

A good Samaritan was shot and killed after he handed out cash and paid for other people's meals at a Florida Waffle House over
the weekend.

Ezekiel Luke Hicks, 25, is accused of killing Craig Arttez Brewer early Sunday morning at the Gainesville restaurant, according to
the Alachua County Sheriff's Department news release.

The 41-year-old man died after being shot in the head, authorities said.

"There was at least one gunshot to the head but the medical examiner will offer authoritative information on that," Lt. Brett
Rhodenizer said, the Gainesville Sun reported.

Police arrested Hicks shortly after the incident. He's been charged with first-degree murder.

What are the details? At about 3 a.m., Brewer was buying meals and passing out $20 bills to random customers inside the
restaurant.

A woman became angry because Brewer had not paid for her meal or given her money, officials said. Her anger prompted Hicks to
confront Brewer.

"The victim was engaging folks at the restaurant, and there was a disagreement with a female customer," Rhodenizer said.

Police initially received a call for assistance from employees who wanted help dispersing the large crowd that had gathered.

At some point during the argument, Hicks went outside briefly but returned with a gun. A bystander tried to stop Hicks from going
back in the restaurant, police said.

"The evidence in the case is fairly straightforward. We're working with the state attorney. It's pretty obvious. We have on video
what happened," Rhodenizer said, the newspaper reported.

The two men got into a physical fight shortly before Hicks pulled the gun from his pants and fired it at Brewer's head, according to
the release.

Rhodenizer said the shooting likely occurred just before or as they were arriving.

Investigators recovered a 9 mm Glock handgun not far from the scene.

What else? Authorities are still working to determine whether or not Hicks and Brewer had a relationship prior to the fatal shooting.

"What we're trying to find out in the days ahead is if this was truly a verbal argument that turned into a murder case or if there is
something missing there."

The restaurant has reopened since the incident. Waffle House management declined the newspaper's request for comment.

( LINK BELOW )
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Those Who Started Russia Probe Were Attempting A ‘Coup’, AG Must Start Investigation – Trump

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.04/article/5cadf960dda4c847648b45a9.JPG

President Donald Trump has called the FBI’s investigation into alleged ‘Russian collusion’ a “coup” attempt, and said he wants
Attorney General William Barr to investigate the probe’s origins. "It was an illegal investigation, it was started illegally, everything
about it was crooked," Trump told reporters outside the White House. "It was an attempted coup."

He also said that he himself hadn't seen or read the report on alleged Russian involvement in the 2016 election presented by
Special Counsel Robert Mueller.

"I won," he said. "There was no collusion, no obstruction."

Justice Department Inspector General Michael Horowitz has been investigating the FBI’s alleged misuse of the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court for just over one year, and Barr told a House Appropriations Committee hearing on Tuesday that
Horowitz’s final report should be completed by “May or June.”

Horowitz’s investigation centers around the FBI’s use of the now-infamous ‘Steele Dossier’ as evidence to acquire a warrant to
wiretap Trump campaign adviser Carter Page. The dossier was compiled by a former British spy, paid for by Trump’s opponents
within Hillary Clinton’s campaign, and contained a raft of unverified claims about Trump’s supposed contact with Russians.

Speaking at Tuesday’s hearing, Barr also told lawmakers that he may open a broader investigation into the FBI’s 2016 ‘Crossfire
Hurricane’ counterintelligence investigation against Trump, opened by openly Trump-hating FBI agent Peter Strzok.

“More generally, I am reviewing the conduct of the investigation and trying to get my arms around all the aspects of the
counterintelligence investigation that was conducted during the summer of 2016,” Barr told the hearing.

Barr did not elaborate further, but a potential investigation could look into claims that the FBI actively worked to keep Trump out of
the White House, whether Strzok and FBI lawyer Lisa Page’s anti-Trump bias affected the agency’s investigation, and whether top
FBI officials selectively leaked information to the press to build negative publicity around Trump.

Speaking to the press on Wednesday, Trump called Strzok, Page, former FBI Director James Comey, and Deputy Director Andrew
McCabe “bad people,” and their investigation “a scam.”

Since Mueller’s report cleared Trump of any collusion with Russia, the pendulum has swung toward Republican-backed
investigations of the FBI. South Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham said last month that he will investigate the agency’s probe,
while California Rep. Devin Nunes has said that he will make several criminal referrals to Barr.

( LINK BELOW )
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Candace Owens: The anti-Ocasio-Cortez, She Is A Blessing On Us All, Our Rose Among Thorn.
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It has been a long time since a person as young as Candace Owens appeared on the political scene who is as brilliant,
grounded, and quick-thinking as she is. She is the same age as Rep. Ocasio-Cortez! Let that sink in a minute.

Owens has about a hundred I.Q. points on the supremely ignorant Ocasio-Cortez. Owens's grace and class are the
antithesis of Ocasio-Cortez's empty-headed, ditzy meanderings. Owens's videos are all worth watching, and her
performance on Tuesday in front of the House Oversight Committee was spectacular. She put the Democrats on that
committee to shame, especially Jerrold Nadler and Ted Lieu. Both of them tried their best to humiliate her, to use her as a
prop in their latest narrative that Trump is responsible for a make-believe rise of white nationalism and white supremacy.
The two of them are imbecilic at best. Their focus on "white nationalism" is nonsense, but that is all the Democrats have
now: nonsense.

Owens's opening statement, for any conservative who watched it, was cause for a standing ovation. Miraculously, she has
somehow escaped the mind-numbing indoctrination that has afflicted so many young people, especially those who ventured
onto a college campus as students. She left the University of Rhode Island after her junior year — smart girl. She is the
director of communications of Turning Point, USA, a young conservative group founded by Charlie Kirk, who is equally
young and un-indoctrinated by tenured radicals. She is also the founder of Blexit, which encourages black Americans to
leave the Democratic Party for its failure to do anything for black Americans but tell them they are victims of enduring
racism — a lie at best, soul-killing abuse at worst. It is difficult to know if the Democrats take this movement seriously, but
they should, for it has many, many adherents. The contrast between the nothing Obama did for American blacks over his
eight years and what Trump has done for them in two is stunning. Those who are willing to admit that fact are leaving the
Left.

In the hearing on Tuesday that was to be about hate groups, the intellectually challenged Ted Lieu of California tried to
submarine Owens with a short excerpt from a recording of a talk Owens had given where she was asked about nationalism.
Lieu clearly had no idea whom he was up against; Owens eviscerated him for the dirty trick and for assuming that black
Americans are "stupid" and would not know to find the entirety of her answer to that question online. The odious Jerrold
Nadler interrupted her to scold her for calling a member of the committee "stupid." She had not. Owens nicely pointed out
that he had not been listening. He is as much of an ignoramus on this committee as he is on the Judiciary Committee, out
of his depth.

Nadler and Lieu, like Schiff and Swalwell, are political bottom-feeders. They care not one bit about their constituents, the
American people, facts, or the truth. All they know and feel is their hatred for President Trump, and that hatred has infected
their brains. It has obliterated their ability to think critically.

Our left today has gone stark-raving mad. Leftists have no ideas. As usual, they want to raise taxes, punish those who
have succeeded, and redistribute their wealth. They sell fear and victimology. They want to import millions of migrants from
third-world nations to vote for them, illegally. They have done and continue to do terrible damage to this nation. And now
they want to point us in the direction that Venezuela has gone: total destruction of a once civilized society. They are yet
again trying to sell socialism to Americans! They really do think we are all stupid.

The lovely and quick-witted Ms. Owens is a dose of best medicine. She is optimism, hope, belief in America, and
intellectual prowess all in one beautiful package. She is a gifted speaker and a natural leader. That she is on our side gives
us old conservatives renewed faith in our youth. It is Trump's agenda, and how it has played out so far, that has invigorated
Owens and given rise to her spectacular voice. She is a blessing on us all, our rose among thorns.

( LINK BELOW )
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The Push to Demonize Private Gun Ownership Never Stops

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/224/a4a8f836-3e75-4783-88b6-0ac08393a1c9.jpg

The push to demonize private gun ownership never stops. Michael Bloomberg and other gun control advocates are
continuing to pour hundreds of millions of dollars into research that the news media uncritically disseminates.

Entertainment television shows are no less one-sided.

Americans use guns defensively about 2 million times a year — about 5 times more frequently than guns are used to
commit crimes. But don’t expect to see gun owners saving the day on television. Instead, gun owners are bigoted,
hotheaded, and dangerous.

ABC’s The Rookie has a scene where an armed neighborhood watch group is patrolling its neighborhood. One man wears a
red baseball cap and picks up a Hispanic-looking man who is trimming a hedge in his yard because he “looks guilty as hell
to me.” The police arrive and tell the patrol members to put away their guns because protecting the neighborhood is a “job
for law enforcement.”

CBS’s SWAT had a similar theme. After a hit-and-run driver injures gay men, and others are threatened, a gay “gun rights
group” tries arming itself for protection (February 21, 2019, Season 2, episode 16). The police explain that the job of
protecting people is their own, and that the gay men are just “amateurs.” Letting people defend themselves is described as
“shooting up the streets.”

An April 1st episode of CBS’s Bull begins with a man shooting his wife in the back and then successfully persuading a jury
that he thought that she was an intruder (Season 3, episode 18). The stereotypical Texan is also attacked as the jury is
only too gullible to believe that the shooting was an accident. The show hits all the misleading rhetoric from gun control
groups about spousal violence, and makes it look like anyone can just snap and kill someone else.

In a recent episode of Chicago PD, a criminal leaves a gun at a crime scene and the gun registration system allows the
police to eventually trace the gun back to him (March 27, 2019, Season 6, episode 17). It is nice in theory, but reality never
works this way. Registration is just a lazy way for writers to solve crimes, as we've seen for many years on NBC’s Law &
Order.

In real life, crime guns are very rarely left at the scene of incidents, and the only exceptions occur when criminals have
been seriously injured or killed. Also, crime guns are very rarely registered. In the exceedingly rare instances that they are,
they aren’t registered to the person who committed the crime. That's why police in Chicago, Hawaii, DC, Pennsylvania, or
Canada can’t point to any crimes that have been solved as a result of registration.

In “The Rookie,” police discuss how valuable gun registration and gun buybacks are to making Los Angeles safer (January
21, 2019, Season 1, episode 11). PoliceOne, the largest private organization of police officers in the US, recently asked its
450,000 members, “Do you believe gun buyback or turn-in programs can be or have been effective in reducing the level of
gun violence?” Only 11.2% of police answered “yes,” whereas 81.5% said “no.” In just a minute and a half, the program hit
on people’s fears about guns, including the risks of having guns in homes with children.

In NBC’s Chicago MED, doctor Natalie (played by Torrey DeVitto) asks Will (Nick Gehlfuss) to move back in with her. But
she has a condition: he must give up his handgun. Will's handgun has been a major stumbling block in their relationship,
and Natalie has frequently warned him about the dangers of owning a gun. This time, Will finally relents and promises to
turn in his gun to the police. But Will fails to follow through and has his gun stolen shortly afterward. The criminal shoots a
young man, seriously injuring him.

The lesson is clear: If Will had only listened to Natalie and gotten rid of his dangerous gun, there would have been no
robbery and shooting. But criminals in Chicago don’t need to steal guns from law-abiding citizens. They obtain guns from
drug gangs about as easily as they obtain drugs from those very same gangs.

Sure, things going wrong with guns makes for good entertainment. But so does law-abiding citizens heroically stopping
attackers, as occurs so many times every year in real life. The one-sidedness of our entertainment shows and downright
preachiness of some scenes betray a strong political agenda. Our entertainment shows should be a form of escapism, and
political agendas ruin that for a lot of us.

Lott is the president of the Crime Prevention Research Center and the author most recently of The War on Guns.
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Hillary Opened Her Mouth About MAGA And White Nationalism...And Crashed Right Into A Wall
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This is getting absolutely embarrassing, but Hillary Clinton does have a lot of free time on her hands. She went on a whine
tour after her shocking 2016 loss. She set up a super PAC to help Democrats and fight the agenda of President Donald J.
Trump. She may not be running again in 2020, but she’s still taking her swings at the Trump administration. They’re all so
tiring, though they’re aimed at keeping the left-wingers rabid. A popular one is that the slogan “Make America Great Again”
is a white nationalist war cry. It’s not. She even tweeted an article from The Huffington Post to make her point:

Hillary Clinton

✔ @HillaryClinton

The white nationalists certainly think MAGA is a white nationalist slogan.

Alexandre Bissonette wore the hat.

A Canadian, Bissonette hadn’t voted for Donald Trump. He lived in a French-speaking province, far from the U.S.
president’s campaign rallies and “America first” appeals. But some of the first photos to emerge of the 27-year-old
after he stormed a Quebec City mosque and killed six Muslim men in January 2017 showed him wide-eyed with a
slight smirk and a red “Make America Great Again” cap casting a shadow over his pallid face.

“Make America Great Again” has become more than a U.S. political slogan. For Bissonette and other white
nationalist, radical right and anti-immigrant extremists all over the world, it’s a symbol; a kind of political
messaging that transcends the specifics of country and language.

“The hat and the MAGA acronym have really become shorthand for this white nationalist movement,” said Barbara
Perry, a professor at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology and an expert on the far right.

Searching for MAGA symbolism is one of the easiest ways to notice online extremists and members of hate
groups, Perry and other researchers have found — a game of “Where’s Waldo?” for racists. A 2018 study by
extremism researcher J.M. Berger that analyzed tens of thousands of alt-right Twitter accounts found the most
common word in their profiles was “MAGA” and the most frequent pairing of words was “Trump supporter.”

https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1115691977452990464

Okay, first of all, Bissonette is a crazy person. Second, is this nuts we’ve become? It’s a great slogan—and both
Democrats and Republicans have used it. Ronald Reagan used it, as did Bill Clinton, which is why Hillary probably
should’ve just shut up about this whole matter. Slick Willy used it a lot during his political career. Is he a racist, a far right-
winger, or an extremist? Is he a white nationalist? No. Bill Clinton is often wrong, but he’s no white nationalist. Trump
derangement syndrome has become so bad that anything related to the man is seen as a sign that this small, whacko
fringe slice that happen to wear MAGA hats are mainstream. They’re not. They’re still losers and they’re still in the
basement of politics. And they’re going to stay there. A huge slice of Democrats were members of the Ku Klux Klan. When
are they going to be reamed out for backing a group that’s actually a white supremacist organization? And just like these
loony toon groups, they’re small. The Klan’s membership today is less than 10,000. Everyone freak out!

Hillary Clinton said that black youth were “super-predators” to push for passage of President Bill Clinton’s 1994
crime bill. Is she a racist?

All Trump has done so far is push for border security, enforcement of our immigration laws, cut taxes, cut regulations,
created jobs, boosted paychecks, and catapulted consumer and small business confidence to record highs. Oh yeah, and
the Dow Jones has been marching along at a solid pace as well. This is winning. This is mainstream. This is good for the
country. It’s sad that the Left’s warped; authoritarian politically correct ethos views this as a white nationalist agenda.

( LINK BELOW )
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You Go, Girl! Candace Owens Blasts Dems For Splicing Her Video To Fit Their Despicable Narrative
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Prager University's Candace Owens appeared in front of the House Judiciary Committee on Tuesday to testify about white
nationalism in America. In typical liberal fashion, Democrats on the Committee attempted to spin Owens' previous words
explaining nationalism.

Rep. Ted Lieu (D-CA) decided to play a 30 second clip of of Owens' video of her explaining how she feels about national.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Breaking: Pentagon Awards $1 Billion In Contracts To Build President Trump's Border Wall

It's finally happening

https://assets.rbl.ms/19378564/1200x600.jpg

The Pentagon announced Monday that the first of contracts to build the border wall proposed by President Donald Trump have
been awarded and construction will begin shortly.

And it's almost one billion in funding so far.

The announcement named SLSCO Ltd., a company from Galveston, Texas, as the major recipient of $789 million for the
construction of "border replacement wall" in Santa Teresa, New Mexico. The contract is to be completed by October 2020.

Barnard Construction Company from Montana was also awarded $187 million by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to construct
"primary pedestrian wall replacement" in Yuma, Arizona. That project is also estimated to be completed by October 2020.

A spokesman for the Department of Defense told The Hill in a statement that "30-foot bollard fencing and a five-foot anti-climb
plate" would be constructed in the Santa Teresa contract. For the Yuma contract, "18-foot bollard fencing and a five-foot anti-climb
plate" would be constructed.

The construction would be the first since Trump announced the declaration of a national emergency at the border between the U.S.
and Mexico. Many of his critics have decried the action as unconstitutional since he admitted that he was only doing so in order to
avoid the opposition from Congress.

The president had threatened to shut down the border to trade in order to force Mexico to do more to stop illegal immigrants from
attempting entry into the U.S., but he later backed off on the threat.

Here's the latest on the border wall battle

https://youtu.be/jdVXBpFAIpk via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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President Trump : The Mainstream Media Has Never Been More Inaccurate Or Corrupt Than It Is Today
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( I AM SURE WE CAN ALL AGREE WITH PRESIDENT TRUMP ON THIS ISSUE TODAY ON TWITTER PRESIDENT TRUMP
STATED THIS ) :

Donald J. Trump

( Verified account )

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

The Mainstream Media has never been more inaccurate or corrupt than it is today. It only seems to get worse. So
much Fake News!

( IT SURE IS NICE TO HAVE A PRESIDENT THAT SPEAKS DIRECTLY WITH THE PEOPLE ON @TWITTER )

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Michael Cohen's Usefulness To Prosecutors May Be Drying Up

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=3031d819-304a-48bc-9ff8-
3248a45845f1&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

As Michael Cohen seeks another reprieve from his three-year prison sentence, there are mounting indications his usefulness to
federal prosecutors is drying up.

Several prosecutors assigned to his campaign-finance violation case in New York have moved on to other jobs, and authorities
recently returned electronic devices that the FBI seized from Cohen a year ago Tuesday.

Even Democratic lawmakers seem reluctant to intervene on behalf of President Donald Trump's former lawyer and fixer, who said
last week that he has uncovered new evidence implicating Trump and needs more time to review digital files recently returned to
him.

Meanwhile, special counsel Robert Mueller's closing of his probe into Russian attempts to influence the 2016 presidential election
effectively shuts the door on Cohen emerging as a key witness in that investigation.

"They're not going to be making any new cases with his testimony," predicted David S. Weinstein, a former federal prosecutor in
Miami.

When the FBI raided Cohen's home and office, some pundits declared it the beginning of the end of Trump's presidency. It was
only a matter of time, they speculated, before Cohen gave investigators a roadmap to Trump's supposed misdeeds.

Cohen stoked those flames as recently as Thursday by saying he was cooperating in federal probes he wasn't at liberty to
discuss.

But there are growing signs that he may wind up being the only person to go to prison for the hush-money scandal that has dogged
Trump's presidency.

With Cohen scheduled to report to prison May 6, his attorneys have reached out to Democrats in Congress, asking them to write
letters saying Cohen's three-year sentence for tax evasion, campaign finance violations and other crimes should be postponed
because his help is needed going through a "substantial trove of new information, documents, recordings, and other evidence."

But tellingly, federal prosecutors themselves made no such request.

To be sure, federal authorities in New York don't appear to be finished scrutinizing people close to Trump. Investigations continue
into the president's inaugural committee. Among other things, authorities are looking into payments made to vendors and whether
foreigners illegally donated.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Putin On Mueller investigation: It’s ‘Total Nonsense’ Targeted At Domestic US Audience

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.04/article/5caca456dda4c82d6d8b45a5.JPG

The investigation by Robert Mueller was only aimed at home consumption and revealed a crisis in the US political system,
Vladimir Putin said in his first comment on the probe, which found no collusion between Trump and Russia.

“This is complete nonsense, which was only aimed at a domestic audience [in the US],” the Russian president said on the
investigation, which topped the headlines in the mainstream media for months, but turned-out fruitless.

“Such attacks on Trump are elements of a crisis in the political system of the US,” he added.

here’s an evident divide among the US elites as “the party interests are put ahead of those of the nation and society,” Putin
explained.

Putin said that “from the start, we said that Mr Muller’s notorious commission is not going to find anything.”

“We knew better than anybody – Russia has never interfered with any US election. There was no collusion between Trump
and Russia that Mueller” was investigating.

( LINK BELOW )
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Eric Swalwell Announced His Candidacy Tonight And People's Reactions Are Priceless

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/60/90d3579e-a8cc-4dad-a1c2-df6953cf32d6.png

Rep. Eric Swalwell (D-CA) on Monday announced his intention for running for president on "The Late Show With Stephen
Colbert."

Kyle Griffin

✔ @kylegriffin1

Eric Swalwell on The Late Show: "I'm running for President of the United States."

His campaign's theme is "Let's go big, be bold and do good," which can be seen in his promo video:

https://twitter.com/ericswalwell/status/1115400050086227969

Eric Swalwell  Verified account

@ericswalwell

@ericswalwell

Are you ready America? Let's go big, be bold, and do good!

Not everyone was excited about the what they saw. In fact, Swalwell has made a name for himself as anti-gunner and, like
practically every other 2020 Democrat, plans to run on the gun control issue.

While he wants to be known as a strong supporter of "gun safety," his claim to fame is wanting to nuke gun owners.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D3q9T9wWkAETup-.jpg

Steve Guest

✔

@SteveGuest

Meet wannabe nuker-in-chief Eric Swalwell.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/04/08/eric-nuke-them-swalwell-is-running-for-president-heres-peoples-instant-
react-n2544468
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Pillow Biting, Pole Smoker' Pete Buttigieg Attacks Evangelical Trump Supporters as Hypocrites

( THE DEMOCRATS GAY PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/197/544fc324-7129-41ea-a288-e9f93548b3b4.jpg

Evangelical support for President Trump has remained steady these past few years. The latest polling finds that 69 percent
of white evangelicals are still on board. The demographic has consistently approved of the administration because Trump
has routinely promoted religious freedom, and pro-life policies. Yet, critics scratch their heads as they see Trump tweet
untoward insults at his opponents, or read about his alleged affairs. How, they wonder, can Christians still support a man
like that?

On "Meet the Press" this weekend, Pete Buttigieg became the latest figure to accuse evangelicals of being "hypocrites" for
accepting, rather than rejecting Trump.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D3kGO3LXoAA0Cxj.png:large

Byron York

@ByronYork

Pete Buttigieg makes his appeal to evangelicals: You're a bunch of hypocrites. From @MeetThePress:

It's worse than the uncivil behavior, however. According to Buttigieg, the president doesn't even believe in God.

"I'm reluctant to comment on another person's faith, but I would say it is hard to look at this president's actions and believe
that they're the actions of somebody who believes in God," Buttigieg told the USA Today.

Buttigieg, who is openly gay, has also recently accused Vice President Mike Pence of misinterpreting Scripture.

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1115275859219214336

One of the most prominent evangelical leaders to publicly praise the Trump administration has been Liberty University
President Jerry Falwell. He welcomed Trump to campus with open arms during the 2016 campaign and hasn't looked back
since. In a recent interview with Townhall, Falwell told us that he often chats with the president on a variety of issues,
offering his advice and support.

He has defended his relationship with Trump by noting nobody's perfect.

"When Jesus said we’re all sinners, he really meant all of us, everybody," Falwell explained. "I don’t think you can choose a
president based on their personal behavior."

Of course evangelicals who support Trump will always be questioned. Consider, however, their alternative. At the 2012 Democratic
National Convention, attendees weren't sure they still wanted to recognize God in their platform. Some even booed.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Trump's Poll Numbers And Momentum Favor A Big Win In 2020

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-03/212468_5_.png

Watch most cable or network news shows and the message is clear -- President Donald Trump is unpopular, especially compared
to the dozens of fresh faces attempting to challenge him for the White House in 2020. Some of the faces are not so fresh as three
of the leading contenders -- Biden, Sanders, and Warren are septuagenarians.

Despite the exonerating Mueller report, Trump is still on the ropes, about to be impeached, a Russian agent, and so on. Trump is
also a Nazi, racist, homophobe, Islamophobe, and sexist pig. Nobody likes him. At least that’s what CNN says.

If this was truly the case, Trump should be polling in the low 30s at best, with most of the country giving him and his
administration a thumbs down on performance and results. Yet reality is far different. In the media bubble, where journalists all live
in the same neighborhoods, kids attend the same schools, all go to the same parties and belong to the same tennis and fitness
clubs, there are no MAGA hats to be seen.

Outside the bubble, the picture is far different, even if the smart set at MSNBC and the New York Times choose not to see it.
What do opinion polls say?

Rasmussen has the well-deserved reputation as the most accurate pollster, based on being the closest of all major polling
organization in predicting the results of the 2016 presidential election.

In their daily presidential tracking poll, as of Friday April 5, President Trump had a 51 percent total approval number. Most of this
calendar year, despite the constant drumbeat of Russian collusion, his approval number has been in the mid to high 40s, ranging
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calendar year, despite the constant drumbeat of Russian collusion, his approval number has been in the mid to high 40s, ranging
from a low of 43 percent to a high of 52 percent since January 1.

For comparison, President Obama, exactly eight years ago on April 5, 2011, was at 47 percent approval, with numbers ranging
from the mid to high 40s, occasionally hitting 50 percent, much the same as President Trump.

At first glance, one might say both presidents were equally popular at the same points of their respective presidencies. And both
went on to be reelected for a second term. Fair enough -- but there is more.

What shapes public opinion in significant part? The media. What has the media’s role been in influencing opinion during the Obama
versus Trump presidencies?

Media coverage of President Trump has been almost exclusively negative. NewsBusters reported 90 percent negative coverage of
Trump during 2018, matching similarly negative coverage in 2017. But without effect, as they note.

At the midpoint of Donald Trump’s first term, the establishment media’s obvious hostility shows no signs of relenting, but polls
show this negative coverage has had no discernible impact on the public’s attitudes toward the President.

According to Pew Research, another polling firm, news stories about Trump were only 5 percent positive in 2017, compared to 42
percent positive for President Obama in 2009. And yet in public opinion polls such as Rasmussen, the two presidents poll
similarly, with Trump having a slight edge.

It’s not just Trump. George W. Bush had 22 percent positive media coverage with Bill Clinton at 27 percent positive. It’s more than
clear that Obama was the media’s favorite with Trump being their redheaded stepchild.

Imagine Trump’s approval ratings if he had media coverage similar to that of his predecessor? I realize that could not happen, as
most of the mainstream media and the Democratic Party are one and the same. But if Trump had 42 percent positive coverage as
did Obama, his approval number would likely be at 60 percent or higher.

Do the recent midterm elections provide any clues as to Trump’s prospects of reelection in 2020? The Washington Post
surprisingly acknowledged, “If the midterms were a referendum, Trump won.” CNN had a similar take on the midterms, “President
Donald Trump's poll numbers are bad, but here's why he could win in 2020.”

CNN did something most out of character, they cited a Fox News Poll. Normally they are quite critical of Fox, partially out of
ratings envy and partially because they believe Fox, Trump, and Russia are the triumvirate of illegal collusion. But said poll from a
month after the midterms found that only 39 percent of voters think Trump will be reelected.

That’s not at all surprising if you get your news from CNN, MSNBC, or any of the other major networks, or if you read the New
York Times or Washington Post, and hear a constant drumbeat of Trump negativity, including predictions of his imminent
indictment and impeachment for being a Russian agent and a traitor.

As some point, readers and listeners begin believing that Trump’s days are numbered. It’s the Stockholm syndrome for those of us
held hostage by the mainstream media.

Even Trump himself admitted before the 2016 election, “That like many in the country and worldwide, he ‘sort of’ thought he was
going to lose.” Why not? Trump is a news junkie and he heard the same claptrap from the media that the rest of us hear every day.
Sure, he had his own internal polling, but when every news show on TV and every newspaper predicts Hillary Clinton winning in a
landslide, even candidate Trump believed it to some degree.

In fleeting moments of honesty, some news organizations admit the obvious. From the Atlantic, “Why Trump is the favorite in
2020.” Or from another far-left news outlet the Daily Beast, “Trump should have a 70 percent chance of winning in 2020.”

His recent Rasmussen numbers are optimistic, but don’t expect Trump to be complacent, and neither should his supporters. His
campaign organization now has a winning election under its belt and will be even more formidable in 2020 compared to 2016. The
Democratic field of challengers are hacks who don’t hold a candle to Trump in terms of charisma and connection to the voters.
Their ideas are as stale as month-old Russian borscht, resurrected from the grand ideas of the old Soviet Politburo, with some
Democrat candidates as old as the last general secretaries of the Soviet Union.

Much can happen between now and November 2020, but if Trump pushes onward with his agenda, he will be tough to beat. The
nail in the Democratic coffin is Trump building the wall, stopping illegal immigration, declassifying the FISA warrants, and
punishing those who seditiously lied to Congress, the courts, and the American people.

This election is his to lose and despite the incessant whinging from Democrats and the media, his poll numbers and momentum
favor a big win in 2020.

( LINK BELOW )
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School District Removes Bathroom Stall Doors Citing Safety Concerns Amid Threats — But Some Girls Aren't Having It

Students are bringing their own replacements for privacy

https://assets.rbl.ms/19347021/1200x600.jpg

An Illinois school district has brought back an old trend by removing stall doors from the bathrooms at Beardstown
Middle/High School in response to threats scrawled on the walls. While open stalls used to be commonplace in schools,
Beardstown students are pushing back in the name of privacy.

What are the details?

On March 22, the school went on lockdown after a threat that was eventually "not determined to be credible" was found
scribbled on a bathroom wall, administrators reported. Days later, another undisclosed message was discovered in a
bathroom, resulting in a second call to police and enhanced security measures. On March 28, a third threat was found, and
the school was put under a "soft" lockdown and students were released while authorities conducted an investigation.

Officials began using metal detectors on students and conducting bag searches, according to the Journal-Courier, before
ultimately deciding the bathroom stall doors needed to go.

"You have to understand when kids have a place to spend time, whether it's a minute or five minutes sometimes things
happen whether it's good, bad or otherwise," Superintendent Ron Gilbert explained to WISC-TV. "It has helped limit some of
the things that were taking place."

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/school-removes-bathroom-stall-doors
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A Ukrainian Prosecutor Claiming Evidence of Dem. Election Crimes Says He’s Being Kept from Presenting Evidence in
US

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/04/Kostiantyn-Kulyk-SBS-Hillary-345x181.jpg

Kostiantyn Kulyk is a Ukrainian prosecutor. He says that money was illegally spent by a former Ukrainian president on donations
to Democrats. He’d like to present his evidence in the United States.

The problem, according to Kulyk, is that the United States won’t let him in.

In a commentary piece published Monday by The Hill, investigative journalist John Solomon reports that Kulyk told him about
“evidence of wrongdoing by American Democrats and their allies in Kiev, ranging from 2016 election interference to obstructing
criminal probes.”

“But, they say, they’ve been thwarted in trying to get the Trump Justice Department to act,” Solomon wrote.

“We were supposed to share this information during a working trip to the United States,” Kulyk said in an interview.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Disgusting: Kim Foxx Defenders Smear Chicago Cops As 'Blue Klux Klan,' Racists

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/97/4cfffdff-f664-4c64-8cd1-3e4bd114f33e.png

Question: How can the law enforcement apparatus in a major American city function properly when the police and the top
prosecutor are at war with each other? Chicago's incoming Mayor has her work cut out for her. By now, you already know
the Cook County State's Attorney Kim Foxx has been blasted by national and state-level organizations of district attorneys
and prosecutors for her unethical and dishonest handling of the Jussie Smollett case -- and that Chicago cops have
demanded a federal investigation into her office's conduct related to the matter. The Chicago Fraternal Order of Police has
formally called on her to resign in a 'no confidence' vote:

Chicago's police union has demanded the resignation of Cook County State's Attorney Kimberly Foxx after prosecutors
dropped 16 felony counts against "Empire" actor Jussie Smollett. The city's Fraternal Order of Police and the suburban
police chiefs associations announced a "no confidence" vote against Foxx during a joint news conference Thursday
afternoon. "We are grateful for the top police officials here with one united voice to demand the resignation of Cook
County State’s Attorney Kimberly Foxx,” said Kevin Graham, president of the Fraternal Order of Police. Graham said the
vote was about more than the Smollett case, but noted that the high-profile incident undermined the public's confidence
in Chicago's criminal justice system.

These criticisms echoed the furious responses of the Chicago Police Superintendent and the city's outgoing Mayor, who
blasted Foxx's decision to let Smollett off the hook after his costly, damaging and divisive 'hate crime' hoax. Foxx's moves,
which came in the midst of apparent conflicts of interest and a "recusal" lie, didn't even result in Smollett being required to
admit guilt and apologize for his actions. Astoundingly, his lawyers are insisting that Chicago should be apologizing to their
client. No wonder local authorities are so disgusted:

https://youtu.be/CMMNtXtVoIo via @YouTube

Foxx's defenders have come to her aid by shamelessly playing the race card, painting the police as racists who are pushing
a bigoted vendetta against the black State's Attorney:

Matt Finn

@MattFinnFNC

Kim Foxx is expected to address media any moment at Jessie Jackson’s rainbow push. Many speakers calling the FOP racist,
including fomer mayoral canidate Jamal Greene who called it the “blue klux clan.” #JussieSmollett

https://twitter.com/MattFinnFNC/status/1114581801337610240

Matt Finn

@MattFinnFNC

A rally in support of Kim Foxx just happened in which at least one speaker flat out called the FOP racist “blue klux klan.” Foxx did
not object to that and carried on with her speech. After her extemely short presser I asked if she agrees that all police are racist:

U.S. Rep. Bobby Rush, activist Ja’Mal Green, [Jesse] Jackson and a group of other Foxx supporters blamed the city’s
Fraternal Order of Police for a Monday confrontation over the Smollett case that displayed some of the city’s racial and
political divisions. “The FOP is the sworn enemy of black people, the sworn enemy of black people,” said Rush, who
drew criticism in the city’s mayoral election when he suggested supporters of Mayor-elect Lori Lightfoot would have the
blood of African-American youth killed by the police on their hands. “The FOP has always taken the position that black
people can be shot down in the street by members of the Chicago Police Department, and suffer no consequences,” Rush
said, as an aide approached Foxx and the state’s attorney stepped out of television cameras’ view. “Let’s be clear: Kim
Foxx, her battle, is with the FOP and all of their cohorts.”

Rush is a disgusting race-baiter and a hyperbolic blowhard, as recently evidenced by his ridiculous slur against Lightfoot
supporters for supposedly having black youths' blood on their hands. Lightfoot is an African-American woman, and Chicago
voters elected her by a 48-point margin, in the face of Rush's pathetic demagoguery. No one is arguing that the CPD's
record is blemish-free, or that Chicago doesn't face a very serious violent crime problem (this story is scary and shocking).
But the situation only gets worse when entirely legitimate criticisms of a public official are countered by lazy allegations of
racial hatred. Foxx has been taken to the woodshed by the national organization of district attorneys, the Illinois bar
association of prosectors, and the police force -- which is led by a black man. Notice that nobody seems to be defending
Foxx on substance or facts. They're crying racism, further deepening the fissures Jussie Smollett exploited with his
disgraceful stunt.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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US Designates Iran’s Revolutionary Guards As Terrorist Organization – Trump

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.04/article/5cab5b64fc7e9390778b4581.jpg

The US has designated Iran’s Revolutionary Guards as a “terrorist organization,” accusing the elite force of financing and
promoting terrorism in the region. Tehran is now eyeing a mirror response for the American military. A statement from
Donald Trump released Monday claimed: “This unprecedented step, led by the Department of State, recognizes the reality
that Iran is not only a State Sponsor of Terrorism, but that the IRGC actively participates in, finances, and promotes
terrorism as a tool of statecraft.”

The move marks the first time the US has ever designated part of another government as a Foreign Terrorist Organization
(FTO). Any support or business with the unit will amount to “bankrolling terrorism,” the statement reads further.

In a direct response, the Iranian Foreign Ministry asked President Hassan Rouhani to label US Central Command
(CENTCOM) as a terrorist organization over its own “involvement in terrorist activities.”

Speaking after Trump’s announcement, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo also held a press conference on the matter,
explaining that the US designation is set to take effect in one week.

Pompeo accused the IRGC of “masquerading” as a legit military force, while “actively engaging” in terrorism for 40 years.
The force “organizes and executes terror campaigns around the world” and is working to destabilize the Middle East region,
namely Syria, Iraq, Yemen and other countries, according to Pompeo.

Notably, while Iran has indeed a limited contingent of "military advisers" in Syria, the troops were deployed there to aid the
fight against Islamic State (IS, formerly ISIS) terrorists and on the invitation of Damascus. To the contrary, the presence of
American military in Syria was branded illegal by the local government.

What’s more, despite ravaging Iraq twice and killing tens of thousands of Iraqis, the US labeled Iran’s “expansionism” as the
main danger for the country, as well as accusing IRGC’s “proxies” of killing over 600 US servicemen.

Meanwhile, US National Security Advisor John Bolton did not pull punches on Iran either, taking to Twitter to reiterate
Trump’s statement, with a bit of a personal touch. The official claimed that while the elite force "invests" in terrorism,
ordinary people of Iran “suffer.”

John Bolton

@AmbJohnBolton

Today’s unprecedented move to designate the IRGC as a Foreign Terrorist Organization demonstrates our commitment to
maximize pressure on the Iranian regime until it ceases using terrorism as tool of statecraft. The corrupt IRGC invests in terrorism,
while Iran’s people suffer.

Yet, Bolton may have somewhat jumped the gun here. As the Middle East state has been recently suffering from massive
flash flooding, it was Washington’s sanctions that prevented foreign aid coming in.

The restrictions have been lambasted by Iran as “economic terrorism” and also denounced by the Red Crescent, which
called them “inhumane.”

The IRGC was formed in 1979, shortly after the Islamic Revolution. The Corps is tasked with protecting the values of the
Revolution, along with national security in its broadest meaning. The IRGC has its own land, naval, air, and missile forces.
It also has its own special elite-within-elite, the Quds force – an expeditionary branch tasked with operations abroad and
unconventional warfare.

( LINK BELOW )
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LOL: Chris Cuomo Interviews An Illegal Alien. The Man's Response Doesn't Align With CNN's Agenda

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/262/bdaa8456-af33-4e43-8b48-f3ee4ff78ad7.jpg

CNN's Chris Cuomo had a conversation with an illegal alien, with the help of a translator, about why the man decided to
come to the United States. The questions Cuomo asked confirmed what President Donald Trump and the Republican Party
has said for the past few years: illegal aliens are coming to America for jobs, not because they're truly seeking asylum from
a dangerous government.

“Is he here to work or is he here for asylum?” Cuomo asked the translator.

He wants to work but if he gets asylum he's willing to get asylum," the translator told Cuomo.

"Why did he take his kid with him to come here if it's just to work?" Cuomo asked.

"It's what you and I were talking about. He says that if he comes here with his son then he's allowed to stay," the translator
responded.

https://twitter.com/NumbersUSA/status/1113497134861516801

NumbersUSA 

@NumbersUSA

@NumbersUSA

Kudos to Chris Cuomo for revealing that what's driving illegal immigration from Central America are job opportunities in U.S. and
asylum loopholes. Very few have legitimate credible fear claims. This is how reporting is done.

Congress continues to allow this crisis to build.

Cuomo has made it known that he disagrees with Trump's take on illegal immigration. Just look at some of his tweets on
his Twitter feed and clips from his show:

Christopher C. Cuomo

✔ @ChrisCuomo

why must this potus paint migrants seeking asylum as a brown menace? Why does he want you to fear them so badly?

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1114307415019802624/fAG-FC7g?format=jpg&name=600x314

( Trump belittles Democrats, says asylum seekers look like they're 'fighting for the UFC' )

( READ THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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said-about-the-border-n2544404
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BLESS THE LORD, O MY SOUL: AND ALL THAT IS WITHIN ME, BLESS HIS HOLY NAME

Psalm 103 King James Version (KJV)

1 Bless the Lord, O my soul: and all that is within me, bless his holy name.

2 Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits:

3 Who forgiveth all thine iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases;

4 Who redeemeth thy life from destruction; who crowneth thee with lovingkindness and tender mercies;

5 Who satisfieth thy mouth with good things; so that thy youth is renewed like the eagle's.

6 The Lord executeth righteousness and judgment for all that are oppressed.

7 He made known his ways unto Moses, his acts unto the children of Israel.

8 The Lord is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy.

9 He will not always chide: neither will he keep his anger for ever.

10 He hath not dealt with us after our sins; nor rewarded us according to our iniquities.

11 For as the heaven is high above the earth, so great is his mercy toward them that fear him.

12 As far as the east is from the west, so far hath he removed our transgressions from us.

13 Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear him.

14 For he knoweth our frame; he remembereth that we are dust.

15 As for man, his days are as grass: as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth.

16 For the wind passeth over it, and it is gone; and the place thereof shall know it no more.

17 But the mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to everlasting upon them that fear him, and his righteousness unto children's
children;

18 & To such as keep his covenant, and to those that remember his commandments to do them*.

19 The Lord hath prepared his throne in the heavens; and his kingdom ruleth over all.

20 Bless the Lord, ye his angels, that excel in strength, that do his commandments, hearkening unto the voice of his word.

21 Bless ye the Lord, all ye his hosts; ye ministers of his, that do his pleasure.

22 Bless the Lord, all his works in all places of his dominion: bless the Lord, O my soul.

TODAY PATRIOTS I HAVE HEARD FROM A FEW GOOD FRIENDS CLAIMING THAT THE SHILLS ARE ATTACKING TO
MUCH ON THIS @GAsub & THE @theawakeningSub

SO I WANTED TO SHARE ONE OF MY FAVORITE CHAPTERS IN THE HOLY BIBLE WITH YOU ALL

REMEMBER PATRIOTS THAT THE DEEP STATE IS GOING TO TRY WITH EVERYTHING THEY OWN TO ATTACK
PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & ESPECIALLY Q'ANON, SO STAY STRONG AND TRUST IN GOD FOR THE EVIL DOERS
ARE OUT IN FORCE

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS & GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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BLESS THE LORD, O MY SOUL: AND ALL THAT IS WITHIN ME, BLESS HIS HOLY NAME

Psalm 103 King James Version (KJV)

1 Bless the Lord, O my soul: and all that is within me, bless his holy name.

2 Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits:

3 Who forgiveth all thine iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases;

4 Who redeemeth thy life from destruction; who crowneth thee with lovingkindness and tender mercies;

5 Who satisfieth thy mouth with good things; so that thy youth is renewed like the eagle's.

6 The Lord executeth righteousness and judgment for all that are oppressed.

7 He made known his ways unto Moses, his acts unto the children of Israel.

8 The Lord is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy.

9 He will not always chide: neither will he keep his anger for ever.

10 He hath not dealt with us after our sins; nor rewarded us according to our iniquities.

11 For as the heaven is high above the earth, so great is his mercy toward them that fear him.

12 As far as the east is from the west, so far hath he removed our transgressions from us.

13 Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear him.

14 For he knoweth our frame; he remembereth that we are dust.

15 As for man, his days are as grass: as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth.

16 For the wind passeth over it, and it is gone; and the place thereof shall know it no more.

17 But the mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to everlasting upon them that fear him, and his righteousness unto children's
children;

18 & To such as keep his covenant, and to those that remember his commandments to do them*.

19 The Lord hath prepared his throne in the heavens; and his kingdom ruleth over all.

20 Bless the Lord, ye his angels, that excel in strength, that do his commandments, hearkening unto the voice of his word.

21 Bless ye the Lord, all ye his hosts; ye ministers of his, that do his pleasure.

22 Bless the Lord, all his works in all places of his dominion: bless the Lord, O my soul.

TODAY PATRIOTS I HAVE HEARD FROM A FEW GOOD FRIENDS CLAIMING THAT THE SHILLS ARE ATTACKING TO
MUCH ON THIS @GAsub & THE @theawakeningSub

SO I WANTED TO SHARE ONE OF MY FAVORITE CHAPTERS IN THE HOLY BIBLE WITH YOU ALL

REMEMBER PATRIOTS THAT THE DEEP STATE IS GOING TO TRY WITH EVERYTHING THEY OWN TO ATTACK
PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & ESPECIALLY Q'ANON, SO STAY STRONG AND TRUST IN GOD FOR THE EVIL DOERS
ARE OUT IN FORCE

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS & GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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The Last Two Years Under President Donald Trump Have Been Two Years Of Promises Made & Promises Kept

Donald J. Trump Retweeted

VICE PRESIDENT MIKE PENCE TWEETED YESTERDAY THAT:

Mike Pence 

@mike_pence

The last 2 years, under @RealDonaldTrump, have been 2 years of action – it’s been 2 years of results – & it’s been 2 years
of promises made and promises kept!

#MAGA

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

I FOR ONE AM GRATEFUL FOR PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & I AM GRATEFUL FOR Q'ANON, MAY GOD BLESS THEM
ALWAYS

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Trump The Madman Somehow Tricked A Bunch Of Democrats Into Defending MS-13 Thugs (Again)

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/93/bebff946-b200-4ced-9a89-94d62ec0bdb3.png

t's a mad, mad, mad, mad world. In their earnest desire to ruin the current president of the United States with lies and
slander, liberals, Democratic representatives, and presidential hopefuls have begun defending the virtuosity of violent gang
members who stab their victims more than 100 times and set their bodies on fire. Why? For some reason, the left side of
the aisle believes this gives them a moral high ground on President Donald J. Trump.

I wrote about this already but limited the examples in my article to Joy Reid at MSNBC and a New York Times columnist. I
should have waited because now President Trump has unwittingly tricked boatloads of Democrats into defending MS-13
gang members. The astounding thing is that he wasn't even trying to do so.

After hearing a quote of President Trump supposedly calling asylum seekers "animals" that was tweeted on Friday night by
Mark Elliot, somebody who is for all intent and purposes a Twitter rando, Democrats simply had to rush out and condemn
the president.

The great irony here is that this all stemmed from a clip that was already debunked last year after the first time a media
brouhaha occurred because of this deceptively edited video. Here's what I wrote yesterday about Elliot's clip:

Indeed, if Elliot had simply started the video just seconds earlier, his audience would know the president was absolutely
referring to MS-13 gang members and not asylum seekers.

Sheriff Margaret Mimms of Fresno County, CA, lamented the fact that Immigration and Customs Enforcement does not
have access to her database of "bad guys" because of Sanctuary City laws prevent them from doing so, she told the
roundtable. At the end of her speaking slot, she remarked, "There could be an MS-13 member I know about — if they
don’t reach a certain threshold, I cannot tell ICE about it."

The president responded by saying:

"We have people coming into the country, or trying to come in — and we’re stopping a lot of them — but we’re taking
people out of the country. You wouldn’t believe how bad these people are. These aren’t people. These are animals. And
we’re taking them out of the country at a level and at a rate that’s never happened before. And because of the weak laws,
they come in fast, we get them, we release them, we get them again, we bring them out. It’s crazy. The dumbest laws —
as I said before, the dumbest laws on immigration in the world. So we’re going to take care of it, Margaret. We’ll get it
done." emphasis added

Regardless of the facts, Democratic politicians, advisors, and liberal activists alike fretted this was the beginning of a
national genocide and the dehumanization of fellow global citizens, or whatever they call MS-13 gang members who illegally
come into the country.

The Washington Free Beacon's Alex Griswold screenshotted numerous individuals who possibly believed that President
Trump was indeed referring to asylum seekers. These tweets include former Obama adviser Ben Rhodes, gun control
activist David Hogg, liberal Jesuit Catholic priest Father James Martin, editor and publisher of TPM Josh Marshall, and
even the Democratic National Committee Chairman Tom Perez.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW* )
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Trump’s Incredible Decision with NRA Is Sure To Draw Ire From The Anti-Gun Left

https://youtu.be/bac0t7pezME via @YouTube

You can cue the rage now: For the third time since he’s taken up residence at 1600 Pennsylvania, President Donald Trump
will be giving the keynote address at the NRA Institute for Legislative Action Leadership Forum, the group’s annual meeting.

According to The Daily Caller, the president is expected to give the speech at the Indiana Convention Center at Lucas Oil
Stadium in Indianapolis on April 26.

“Donald Trump is the most enthusiastic supporter of the Second Amendment to occupy the Oval Office in our lifetimes. It is
truly an honor to have President Trump address NRA members for the fifth consecutive year,” Chris Cox, executive director
of the NRA-ILA, said in a statement.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Majority Of Americans Think Mainstream Press Publish Fake News For Partisan Gain

https://assets.rbl.ms/19343996/1200x600.jpg

Ironically, or perhaps demonstratively, most press either ignored the poll, or cast it as a Republican problem.

A poll released by the Wason Center for Public Policy at Christopher Newport University revealed a majority of Americans
believe the press publish fake news for political reasons.

Ironically, or perhaps demonstratively, most press either ignored the poll, or cast it as a Republican problem.

The poll's authors write of the pertinent question that it shows Trump's "war on the press" is working. They clarify that they
used very carefully chosen words, which is an important point.

Here we ask voters to agree or disagree with the following statement :"Our nation's major news organizations publish fake news
stories for political purposes." We were quite intentional about the wording. We wanted to be sure respondents understood we were
talking about large, traditional media sources like our nation's major newspapers and not blogs or "fringe" sources.

https://assets.rebelmouse.io/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpbWFnZSI6Imh0dHBzOi8vYXNzZXRzLnJibC5tcy8xOTM0Mzc4My85ODB4LmpwZyIsImV4cGlyZXNfYXQiOjE1NTQ4MTE5ODh9.RLzw4I8KdDk2xJ68DYQoyeUnQIEcwIKkysqtqTxzoTs/img.jpg

Understanding that the words were carefully chosen to get at a specific mindset, and acknowledging those who conducted
the study choosing to focus on the large (but predictable) share of Republicans (86%) who mistrust the press, it is a far
more noteworthy point of data how the other two self-identification groups panned out.

61% of Independents and 31% of Democrats agree that the nation's major news outlets are publishing fake news stories for
political purposes.

For the media, that number should be a gut check.

"Nine out of 10 Republicans think the major news outlets — WSJ, NBC, CBS — intentionally publish fake news to hurt the
president," said Wason Center Assistant Director Rachel Bitecofer in an interview. What she, and subsequent news reports,
did not focus on was that the overall answer is six in ten Americans feel that way.

It is fitting that the poll showing people by a majority distrust the media and think they publish fake news for partisan
reasons would be spun by partisans and ignored by the news, isn't it?

The poll also showed that Democrats think the views of Republicans "threaten the well-being of the country" and
Republicans think the views of Democrats "threaten the well-being of the country," in both cases by a majority of
respondents. Though that hardly required quantifying, it was still spun by Bitecofer as being particularly damning of
Republicans but somehow not of Democrats. Go figure.

For better takes on the results, see the responses from college students asked about it by WHSV. Seriously.

( LINK BELOW )
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FATHER OF CHRISTIAN WOMAN KILLED IN ISIS CAPTIVITY DISGUSTED TO FIND OUT POMPEO STRIPPED OF
‘HOSTAGE FREEDOM AWARD’

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/RTS2ECDD-e1554577946315.jpg

The father of a young American woman taken hostage by the Islamic State condemned the James W. Foley Legacy
Foundation for stripping their “American Hostage Freedom Award” from Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, in an interview
with The Daily Caller.

He also expressed his profound dismay at the partisan hatred that has seemingly crept into every facet of American
society.

Carl Mueller’s daughter, Kayla Mueller, was a young Christian woman from Prescott, Arizona, who “was drawn to alleviate
the suffering of Syrian refugees,” according to her family. After graduating college in 2009, Kayla worked with humanitarian
aid groups in India, Israel and Palestinian territories. Her plan to work in Africa changed when civil war broke out in Syria,
and in 2012 Kayla moved to southern Turkey, where she worked with Support to Life and the Danish Refugee Council to aid
those fleeing the conflict.

Kayla was kidnapped on Aug. 4, 2013 by ISIS militants, who ambushed her vehicle as she left a Doctors Without Borders
hospital in Aleppo. For 18 months, she was held hostage and reportedly abused personally by ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-
Baghdadi. Refusing to convert to Islam during her imprisonment, those who were imprisoned with her claimed that she clung
to her Christian faith, even defending it to the notoriously brutal “Jihadi John.” (EXCLUSIVE: Andrew Brunson’s American
Pastor Describes Harrowing Turkish Courtroom Experience)

ISIS claimed that Kayla was killed during coalition airstrikes in early 2015, at the age of 26. Though it confirmed her death,
the U.S. government reached no official conclusion regarding the cause of it, and her parents remain unsure of her ultimate
fate.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/RTR4Q6HE.jpg

Carl and his wife, Marsha, traveled to Washington, D.C., earlier in the week to attend the James W. Foley Legacy
Foundation Awards dinner, named for the journalist who was beheaded by ISIS in 2014. They also met with Pompeo, who
was originally slated to receive an award from the organization for his work to release American hostages worldwide. The
foundation later rescinded the award because of pressure from media groups who paid up to $50,000 for a table, according
to knowledgeable sources who spoke with The Washington Examiner. (RELATED: Mike Pompeo Loses ‘Hostage Freedom
Award’ After Backlash)

The foundation’s executive director, Margaux Ewen, nevertheless maintained in a Friday statement that such claims were
“mischaracterized,” and that the award was revoked because of the Trump administration’s response to the murder of Saudi
Arabian journalist Jamal Khashoggi.

Ewen’s statement said, in part, that “while it is accurate that our foundation intended to present our hostage freedom award
to Secretary Pompeo until [Jan. 11], we ultimately decided we could not present the award as planned due to the dramatic
change in circumstances when the administration did not press for genuine accountability from the Saudi government for
the brutal murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi.” (OPINION: Khashoggi Is No Hero, And Neither Is The Washington Post)

“In addition to advocating for the safe return of American hostages abroad, the protection of free speech and promotion of
journalists’ safety is a key pillar of our foundation and this award would have been in conflict with that key principle,” Ewen
added.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/RTS2AIY4.jpg

Whatever the reason for the foundation’s decision, Mueller was so angered by the Freedom Awards Dinner that he “literally
got up and left” after he “suffered through [keynote speaker Christiane Amanpour’s] little speech.” He believes Pompeo’s
loss of the award “was all political” and driven by the liberal media’s hatred for President Donald Trump. (RELATED: CNN’s
Christiane Amanpour Suggests ‘Lock Her Up’ Chant Is ‘Hate Speech’)

“It is sad that this kind of thing has worked its way into society—the hate for Republicans, mostly the hatred for Donald
Trump,” Mueller said. “But it’s sad that it dictates to a fine foundation that’s trying to do good work and good things, but yet
unfortunately bows to these journalists. They said they would boycott the event if Mr. Pompeo got the award. And the only
reason I can see they would do that is because of their hatred of Donald Trump.”

Mueller asserted that he and his wife “probably wouldn’t have attended [the dinner] had we known that they succumbed to
the pressure of the left media. So is the Foley Foundation now run by these people? This is the first indication that that
might be true.”

“It’s typical when a foundation gets as large as the Foley Foundation, and it’s very sad that it cowers down and bows down
to the pressure from the left media. I find that very disturbing,” Mueller lamented, adding, “We’ve known the Foleys for a
long time. I admire and respect [foundation president] Diane Foley, and she has done so much. But given this kind of
thought and rhetoric, I hope that a Republican reporter never gets taken. Because are they are going to support him? It’s a
ludicrous question, but that’s what comes to mind.”
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Though he maintains that Brett McGurk, the Obama-era diplomat who was the ultimate recipient of the award, is “a
wonderful man” who deserves recognition, Mueller was disappointed by the Obama administration’s attitude toward his
daughter’s ordeal.

“I’ll tell you a little story about [former Secretary of State] John Kerry and the Obama administration,” Mueller said. “We
were communicating 18 months with ISIS to save our daughter. And when President Obama finally decided to meet with us
—finally agreed to meet with us after a second request—we were leaving the White House and John Kerry was walking in. If
it hadn’t been for [former Democratic Indiana Sen.] Joe Donnelly grabbing him by the arm and dragging him over to us, he
would have never met with us. He never attempted to meet with us. He never requested a meeting with us.” (RELATED:
Lindsey Graham: Obama ‘Released The Taliban Dream Team’)

Mueller contrasted such behavior with the current administration and secretary of state. “I have to stand up for the Trump
administration and Mr. Pompeo in regards to the hostage situation and the hostage families,” Mueller maintained, noting
“they reached out, brought us to D.C., we met personally with Secretary Pompeo.” Mueller mentioned how they were just
one of many hostage families invited to meet with Pompeo the past week.

“We have many questions that we still need to answer that the previous administration has blocked,” Mueller continued.
“Our story is starting to come out because obviously we’re coming out of the closet in a big way. We told Secretary
Pompeo at our private meeting with the other families that we truly believe that if this current administration was in when
Kayla was captured, she would be home. We truly believe that.”

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/RTS2EHLY.jpg

In remarks delivered Tuesday in Washington, D.C., to families of Americans held captive abroad, Pompeo expressed the
personal interest he takes in securing their release. “For those of you’ve had a chance to come visit my office – a handful of
you did it today – you would have seen on the edge of my desk a Bible that I keep open every day to remind me of what
matters most in our life – God and family, doing what’s right, protecting the weakest,” Pompeo said. (RELATED:
Persecuted Christian Woman Asia Bibi Remains Trapped In Pakistan)

After recounting the biblical story of the apostle Peter being miraculously saved from prison, Pompeo soberly admitted that
such outcomes are not always forthcoming. Shortly before mentioning Kayla and others by name, he said, “Sometimes,
tragically, our efforts fail, or they don’t produce results as quickly as they deserve. And I want you all to know I am not here
today to instill in you any false hope. Sometimes our best simply is not enough. And we mourn all the men and women that
have been wrongly detained and who have been lost to us. I met with some of their families today as well.”

“What I can do today for each of you,” he added, “is to make my personal commitment known, to talk to you about what it is
we’re doing and will continue to do every day – our very best every day to deliver every wrongfully detained American
home.”

( LINK BELOW )
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This Is Why We Stand: Homecoming For Officer Killed In Afghanistan Should Silence Anthem Protesters
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Why do we stand for the national anthem and the American flag? Sgt. 1st Class Will D. Lindsay is one of the reasons.

Lindsay, a member of the 2nd Battalion, 10th Special Forces Group, was one of two soldiers killed in combat last month.

The 33-year-old sergeant was cut down by gunfire in Afghanistan’s Kunduz province, along with Spc. Joseph P. Collette,
Stars and Stripes reported.

https://youtu.be/rgthsLpN-dc via @YouTube

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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ICE Agents Arrested 280 Employees At A Technology Repair Company In Collin County, Texas
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As they say, it was an exciting Wednesday around here. This is a summary of the events:

Immigration and Customs Enforcement arrested 280 employees at a technology repair company in Collin County, Texas, on
charges of working in the United States illegally. It's the largest work site raid in the country in more than a decade, according to a
Homeland Security Investigations official.

ICE's Homeland Security Investigations division received tips that the company — CVE Technology Group — may have knowingly
hired undocumented immigrants [sic] and that several workers were using fraudulent identification documents, said Katrina Berger,
special agent in charge in HSI's Dallas office. Hiring irregularities found during an audit of the company's I-9 forms confirmed those
tips. CVE hasn't responded to media requests for comment.

Federal hiring laws require that employers have new hires fill out I-9 forms. The laws perform "necessary and common sense
functions," Berger said at a news conference Wednesday afternoon.

"They ensure U.S. citizens and legal U.S. residents are hired for jobs in the U.S.," Berger said. "They also ensure that illegal
workers are not preyed upon or paid less than the going wage or otherwise coerced or cheated or subjected to unsafe working
conditions without any means of complaint."

Biggest operation in ten years, or so I hear!

These companies are a triple threat to the Hispanic community:

First, they are exploiting workers ruthlessly, from human-smuggling to document fraud.

Second, these companies avoid legal Hispanic workers.

Third, they make it more difficult for Hispanic-owned companies operating legally to compete in the marketplace. In other words,
you cannot compete with a competitor who has a labor advantage because of illegal immigration.

Let's hope ICE sent a message.

More raids, please!

( LINK BELOW )
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Abby Johnson's story of transforming from a Planned Parenthood clinic director to one of the most well-known pro-life advocates in
America is a captivating journey of faith, hope and redemption — one that is taking the box office by storm. Audiences have
flocked to see Johnson's story as told in the new feature film “Unplanned."

Johnson told "The Pure Flix Podcast" this week that she's been blown away by the response to the film, which was the fourth
most popular movie in America last weekend

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Wall Street Insiders Have Great News For President Trump, Bad News For Democrats On 2020 Election

Really Bad News For Democrats

https://assets.rbl.ms/19343304/1200x600.jpg

If the heartbeat of Wall Street is any indication for future events, then President Donald Trump will comfortably win re-
election next November.

According to a new survey from global investment bank RBC Capital Market, more than 70 percent of Wall Street believes
Trump will be president for another four years, CNBC reported.

What are the details?

If the heartbeat of Wall Street is any indication for future events, then President Donald Trump will comfortably win re-
election next November.

According to a new survey from global investment bank RBC Capital Market, more than 70 percent of Wall Street believes
Trump will be president for another four years, CNBC reported.

What are the details?

According to CNBC:

The survey polled 141 "equity-focused institutional investors"

The survey was conducted after special counsel Robert Mueller announced the conclusion of his investigation Former Vice
President Joe Biden is seen as the "most stock market-friendly" potential Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Elizabeth
Warren (D-Mass.) is the " least acceptable Democratic candidate for the stock market"

Trump could shore up additional support on Wall Street if Biden does not enter the race because most other Democratic
candidates are seen as "anti-business"

Most expect Trump to win in 2020, but there's still some nervousness around the event, " Lori Calvasina, RBC's head of
U.S. equity strategy, said, according to CNBC, adding that 67 percent of survey respondents "believe that Joe Biden is
seen as the most acceptable Democratic candidate by the stock market for the White House."

"No other candidate got a significant number of votes," she said.

The news comes as the economy continues to operate from a powerful position. March's jobs report, which released Friday,
showed the economy added 196,000 jobs in March, better than experts had predicted. The unemployment rate held steady
at just 3.8 percent.

( LINK BELOW )
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Democratic New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez recently spoke at Al Sharpton’s National Action Network, which really
isn’t all that surprising, given she is a rising star in the Democratic Party and Sharpton’s organization is entrenched as an
ally on the side of Democrats.

What was surprising, however, was an odd and never-heard-before accent that Ocasio-Cortez appeared to adopt while
speaking to the predominately black audience.

That accent was extremely bizarre — and a style of talking that has never been heard by the congresswoman prior.

( FULL STORY AND VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )
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Poll: 67% Of Likely Voters Say Illegal Immigration Is A Serious Problem, Most Believe Democrats Don't Want To Stop It
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A new Rasmussen poll conducted this week indicates that 67% of likely United States voters believe that illegal
immigration is a "serious problem" in the country today, but the plurality of those who took the survey do not believe that
the Democratic Party in Congress "wants to slow or stop illegal immigration."

The percentage of likely voters who said illegal immigration is a "serious issue" has not changed since a similar poll
conducted in January asked the same question. Furthermore, it could be argued that Americans are becoming less
concerned with illegal immigration during President Trump's time in office as a similar 2015 poll found that 80% of likely
voters said that it was a serious issue.

But the poll of 1,000 likely voters, conducted April 2-3 via telephone and online surveys, also found that 47% "say [illegal
immigration] a Very Serious one." On the opposite side, 32% say illegal immigration is not a serious problem.

If poll answers are broken down across political party lines, "72% of Republicans see illegal immigration as a Very Serious
problem, while "only 28% of Democrats agree."

When asked "Do most Democrats in Congress want to slow or stop illegal immigration?" Just 31% of likely voters said that
Democrats in Congress want to "slow or stop illegal immigration." Comparatively, 70% of those polled said they believe
Republicans want to stop the flow of illegal aliens. 45% of those polled believe the Democratic party does not want to stop
illegal immigration at all.

The poll also found that "48% favor halting U.S. foreign aid to Mexico and governments in Central America that refuse to
stop the flow of illegal immigrants into this country."

These numbers were released the same day that President Trump told law enforcement officials that those seeking to come
to the United States that, "Whether it’s asylum, whether it’s anything you want, it’s illegal immigration, can’t take you
anymore. Our country is full, our area is full, the sector is full, can’t take you anymore. I’m sorry, can’t happen, so turn
around -- that’s the way it is."

( LINK BELOW )
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6th Circuit Court Of Appeals Upholds Kentucky's Pro-Life Ultrasound Law

Ruling requires doctors to perform ultrasound before an abortion can take place

https://assets.rbl.ms/19341867/1200x600.jpg

The 6th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in a 2-1 decision Thursday that Kentucky's law requiring an ultrasound before an
abortion is performed can remain in place.

What are the details?

The Kentucky law requires doctors perform an ultrasound before every abortion and for doctors to explain the images on the
screen to their patients. Women could opt to have the heartbeat sound turned off and look away from the screen. Doctors
are still permitted to suggest that women have abortions, and the law does not apply to instances in which an abortion is
medically necessary.

The Circuit Court overturned a lower court ruling that the bill was unconstitutional, The Hill reported. The ruling from the 6th
Circuit said the court found that the law "does not violate a doctor's right to free speech under the First Amendment."

But the one judge who dissented thought her colleagues were setting a dangerous precedent.

"I am gravely concerned with the precedent the majority creates today," Judge Bernice Bouie Donald, an Obama appointee,
wrote. "Its decision opens the floodgates to states in this Circuit to manipulate doctor-patient discourse solely for ideological
reasons."

The majority opinion was written by Judge John Bush, a Trump appointee. The remaining judge, Alan Norris, is a Reagan
appointee and has been on the bench since 1986.

What else?

Kentucky GOP Gov. Matt Bevin called the ruling "a major, pro-life legal victory." He said that the decision "affirms the
common sense notion that patients should be well equipped with relevant information before making important medical
decisions. I am grateful to be governor of a state that values every human life, and we are committed to continue our fight
on behalf of the most vulnerable among us."

Kentucky currently has only one legal abortion clinic, according to The Hill.

( LINK BELOW )
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Russian Academic Linked To Flynn Denies Being Spy, Says Her Past Contact Was ‘Used’ To Smear Him
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A Russian-born academic who was at the center of attention in 2017 for past contact with former National Security Adviser Michael
Flynn told Fox News in an exclusive interview that she is not a spy for Moscow – and, to the contrary, believes she was “used” to
smear Flynn.

"I think there's a high chance that it was coordinated, and I believe it needs to be properly investigated,” Svetlana Lokhova told
Fox News.

Lokhova entered the political firestorm in early 2017, as Flynn was forced out of the Trump administration over lying about his
contact with Ambassador Sergei Kislyak. At the time, Lokhova was contacted by three American media outlets over a four-day
period – and was promptly hit with claims in the press and on social media that she was a Russian operative for Moscow.

The allegations involved her contact with Flynn three years prior at a 2014 dinner at the University of Cambridge, England, when
Flynn was Defense Intelligence Agency director.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/04/1862/1048/Michael-Flynn.jpg

"I'm not a Russian spy and I have never worked for the Russian government," the 38-year old historian and academic said, in an
interview first broadcast on Fox News’ “Tucker Carlson Tonight.” "I believe that General Flynn was targeted and I was used to do
it."

Lokhova said the U.K. academic group behind the dinner included American Stefan Halper. The professor, who did not return
emails from Fox News seeking comment, is widely reported to be a confidential source in the FBI's original probe into Russian
meddling in the 2016 election. During the 2016 presidential campaign, Halper also reached out to Trump campaign aides including
Carter Page, George Papadopoulos and Sam Clovis

Halper is also at the center of a whistleblower complaint filed last summer that alleges government contractor abuses, as well as
excessive payments with taxpayer dollars.

Lokhova said the 2014 Cambridge event was attended by about a dozen people. According to an event flyer, the Cambridge
events were organized by Halper and others including Sir Richard Dearlove, former head of British intelligence service MI6.

"General Flynn was the guest of honor and he sat on one side of the table in the middle. I sat on the opposite side of the table to
Flynn next to Richard Dearlove because I was the only woman at dinner, and it's a British custom that the only woman gets to sit
next to the host.”

When asked if she was ever alone with Flynn, Lokhova told Fox News, "I have never been alone with General Flynn, before, during
or after the dinner."

Documents reviewed by Fox News appear to back up Lokhova’s timeline of events -- and raise questions about subsequent
unsolicited outreach to Lokhova on Halper’s behalf.

In the months following the 2014 dinner, Lokhova said there was no sign of concern, providing Fox News with a May 2015 email
indicating the U.S. government tried to set up a similar event with the Cambridge group, including Lokhova, to host a new senior
intelligence agency head.

Then in December 2015, Flynn traveled to Moscow as a private citizen and was paid $45,000 to speak at a Russia Today event
where he shared a table with President Vladimir Putin. Allegations later emerged that Lokhova -- who said she emailed with Flynn a
few times after the Cambridge dinner -- discussed traveling to Moscow to act as a translator. She flatly denies the allegations,
saying, "There was absolutely no discussion of going to Moscow with General Flynn."

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/04/1862/1048/Svetlana.jpg?ve=1&tl=1

Soon after, Halper re-entered the picture. In early 2016, as Flynn's role advising the Trump campaign became known, Lokhova said
she received an invitation out of the blue to a private dinner party with Halper. Lokhova shared the email with Fox News.

“It was very, very unusual because Stefan Halper and I, despite being part of the same group, and meeting pretty much in a public
forum, we've had no personal contact at all. [Halper] to me was an obnoxious academic who absolutely hated all Russians," she
said.

Then in early 2017, as Flynn was fired, Lokhova said the allegations surfaced about suspicious contact with Flynn three years
earlier. The former national security adviser has since pleaded guilty to making false statements to the FBI and is awaiting
sentencing.

Lokhova, a 38-year-old mother and academic who specializes in Russian intelligence, said she has spent a lot of time over the last
two years "connecting the dots" and is now speaking out for personal and professional reasons.

"I'm an academic and I'm an author and my very career depends on my reputation. On a personal level, I'm a mother of a young
child and I don't want my child when she grows up to think her mom is a wh-re and a traitor."

Halper has said virtually nothing in public about his role. During a rare interview with BBC Radio 4 Today in May 2017, Halper was
asked if the Trump FBI inquiry was of Watergate proportions.

Halper said it's "moving in that direction."

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/russian-academic-linked-to-flynn-denies-being-spy-says-used-to-smear-him
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President Trump Should Pardon Gen. Flynn Right Now And Summon Him Back To Washington

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/JjFFAqXYGNg/maxresdefault.jpg

President Trump should pardon Gen. Flynn right now and summon him back to Washington. Mueller forced Flynn to plead
guilty to an invented charge of lying to FBI agents, even though the FBI agents who interviewed him about Russian
contacts said that they thought he was telling the truth. Now that the Mueller investigation has come up with nothing, the
frame-up of Gen. Flynn appears all the more heinous. The Deep State feared Mike Flynn, with good reason. Trump should
reappoint him to a top job, and really terrify his opponents.

( WHOLE STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/general_michael_flynn_may_be_the_key_to_uncovering_and_prosecuting_the_deep_state_attempted_coup.html#.XKeT6-
TIOaQ.twitter
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A PICTURE IS WORTH A MILLION WORDS / SUBJECT DEMOCRAT JERRY NADLER

( SATIRICAL ) OR ( TRUTH )

It all depends on who the reader is:

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb040419dAPR20190404074506.jpg

I DON'T KNOW ABOUT WHAT YOU SEE HERE, BUT I SEE A DEMOCRAT CONGRESSIONAL DEEP STATE

PUPPET JERRY NADLER U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK'S 10TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

OBVIOUSLY TRYING TO SQUEEZE SOMETHING OUT OF A DEAD JACKASS (DEMOCRAT) LIE

THAT WAS PERPETRATED BY HILLARY CLINTON AND JOHN PODESTA TO COVER UP THE FACT

THAT THEY HAD JUST ORDERED THE MURDER OF SETH RICH, THE TRUE LEAKER OF THE

2016 @DNCleaks AND THE @PODESTAemails THAT WERE EVENTUALLY SHARED WITH THE WHOLE WORLD

BY JULIAN ASSANGE ON HIS TWITTER ACCOUNT FOR @WIKILEAKS DURING THE 2016 GENERAL ELECTION

OF COURSE THE DEMOCRATS RAN WITH THE BIG LIE OF TRUMP RUSSIAN COLLUSION TO

STEAL THE ELECTION FROM HILLARY CLINTON, THE SAME HRC THAT PAID 12 MILLION DOLLARS

TO FUSHION GPS TO HIRE CHRISTOPHER STEELE WHO ACTUALLY COLLUDED WITH RUSSIANS TO

MAKE UP THE INFAMOUS FAKE STEELE RUSSIAN COLLUSION DOSSIER . NOW NADLER WHO CLAIMED THAT

THE TRUTH WOULD BE REVEALED IN THE MUELLER REPORT BEFORE MUELLER FINISHED THE REPORT

BUT NOW NADLER WON'T ACCEPT WHAT THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S ATTORNEY GENERAL SAYS

THE MUELLER REPORT NOW REVEALS AND THAT IS THAT THE MUELLER REPORT ABSOLUTELY VINDICATES

PRESIDENT TRUMP OF ANY COLLUSION WITH THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT DURING THE 2016 ELECTION.

ALSO THE MUELLER REPORT VINDICATES PRESIDENT TRUMP OF ANY OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE IN THE FIRING

OF CORRUPT EX - FBI DIRECTOR JAMES COMEY. SO THERE IT IS , THAT'S MY REALITY AND WITH ALL THAT SAID,

HELL I COULD BE WRONG, BUT I DOUBT IT ! BUT JUST MAYBE JERRY NADLER IS TRYING TO FUCK THE

DEMOCRAT DONKEY RIGHT UP THE ASS ! ....... THEN AGAIN , I WOULDN'T PUT THAT PAST ANY DEMOCRAT

ESPECIALLY NOT WITH HOW THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS RUN TODAY

( HAVE A GREAT DAY PATRIOTS AND GOD BLESS YOU )

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WA
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McConnell Wins Again: Senate Reforms Confirmation Rules, Thwarting Unprecedented Democratic Obstruction

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/199/c9c77262-7396-4263-99a5-3fe17781d631.jpg

Earlier in the week, we wrote about Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell's plan to codify previous common practices to
the upper chamber's consideration of relatively low-level presidential nominees. Given the extraordinary and unprecedented
delay and obstruction tactics by Senate Democrats, McConnell sought to limit formal debate over selections for district
court posts and (mostly) sub-cabinet executive positions to two hours, down from the current 30. Democrats have been
exploiting the 30-hour rule as a matter of course, gumming up the works and dragging out the Senate calendar. They've
similarly been abusing cloture votes as a delay tactic, to an extent that's never been seen before. A refresher on the
numbers:

Across the first two years of each of the six presidents preceding President Trump, the Senate only had to hold 24 total
cloture votes on nominations. That’s the once-rare procedural step that unlocks an up-or-down confirmation vote even
though a minority has sought to block it. And in President Trump’s first two years? We had to hold a stunning 128 cloture
votes to advance nominations. Our Democratic colleagues made the Senate jump over five times as many hurdles as in
the equivalent periods in the Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, Bush and Obama administrations combined.

In a Politico Op/Ed McConnell wrote that a number of Democrats actually supported his proposed reforms, but didn't want
the changes to apply to President Trump. No sale, he responded. Republicans therefore moved forward on Wednesday,
using the Harry Reid-pioneered 'nuclear option' to overcome Democratic opposition:

The Senate voted largely along party lines to change its debate rules — a move that will speed up the confirmation
process for some lower-level judicial and agency nominees. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., used a
complex procedural maneuver, known as the nuclear option, to cut debate for lower-level nominees from 30 hours to two
hours. The change does not apply to Cabinet-level nominees, federal appeals judges, members of some boards and
commissions or the Supreme Court. It also does not change the 60-vote requirement to advance legislation. All Senate
Democrats opposed the move, and they were joined by two Republicans — Susan Collins of Maine and Mike Lee of Utah.
In response to overheated rhetoric and objections from Senate Democrats -- the large majority of whom blew up the
nominations filibuster in 2013 after Republicans used Democrat-invented, Bush-era obstruction tactics against some of
President Obama's nominees -- a former GOP Senate staffer with deep knowledge of these battles weighed in with a
useful Twitter thread. Some of his key points, as he calls the "handwringing" from the Left "utter nonsense:"

������ �. ��������

@StevenJDuffield

Replying to

@StevenJDuffield

Today, the nominations are open for debate for up to 30 hours. Now it will be 2 hours. How many hours are needed? The easiest
way to figure that out is to say, well, how many hours have typically been used to debate these types of nominations? 3/

������ �. ��������

@StevenJDuffield

Guess what? The answer is … something less than 15 minutes. That’s the typical amount of time senators usually take to debate
district court nominations, and it’s often ZERO minutes of debate. They just vote. 4/

But what about a hypothetical world in which Senators had strong problems with a truly scandalous nominee?

( I THOUGHT I'D THROW IN A MEME , JUST BECAUSE IT MATCHED THE STORY LINE )

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/lb190405c20190404090947.jpg
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https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/04/05/cocaine-mitch-wins-again-senate-reforms-confirmation-rules-to-thwart-
unprecedented-democratic-obstruction-n2544279
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Bam: Here's Why Trey Gowdy Wants The CIA To Stop Providing Intel To Adam Schiff

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/36/956ac79c-11a7-4659-bfb7-1a30977b1803.jpg

Former House Oversight Committee Chairman Trey Gowdy (R-SC) on Sunday said he believed the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) should withhold information from House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff (D-CA). His reason?
Schiff leaks information “like a screen door on a submarine.”

According to Gowdy, who also served on the Intelligence Committee, he has never seen a chairman called to resign the
way Republicans have called Schiff to resign over his comments and actions relating to the Mueller probe.

"Have you ever seen anything like that?" Fox News' Maria Bartiromo asked Gowdy. "Nine Republicans are asking the
chairman [Schiff] to step down. What is your reaction to Adam Schiff's behavior?"

"Never seen that before,” Gowdy said. “We had a lot of bad days the eight years I was in Congress but we never voted to
remove or ask a chairperson to step down.”

But Schiff is also unlike past chairmen.

“Adam is a deeply partisan person. He did everything he could to make sure Hillary Clinton became the next president. And
he’s done everything he could, since he failed at that, to keep a cloud over the Trump presidency,” Gowdy explained.

The most interesting aspect of the calls for Schiff's resignation: they're coming from members of Congress who aren't
"bomb throwers," or people who like to ruffle feathers.

"The folks on the House Intelligence Committee on the Republican side, Maria, are not members of the crazy caucus.
They're not bomb throwers. It's Elise Stefanik (R-NY). It's Will Hurd (R-TX), who was a CIA employee. It's Johnny Ratcliff
(R-TX), who was a terrorism prosecutor. It's not part of the crazy caucus either," Gowdy explained. "These are reasonable
Republicans, all of whom, unanimously, said 'Adam, we've lost confidence in your ability to lead.'"

The former Congressman believes intelligence communities will eventually stop providing Schiff information if he doesn't
take what they say at face value.

"The different intelligence entities are going to say 'You know what, Chairman Schiff? If you don't believe the information we
provide to you, if you prejudge the outcome of investigations, if you have the President of the United States not just
indicted, but in jail, and you continue to leak just like a screen door on a submarine, we're going to quit giving you
information,'" Schiff explained.

He said at that point, Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) will be forced to replace Schiff with someone else.

Trey Gowdy on Adam Schiff

https://youtu.be/CQGtNVchWhU via @YouTube

( link for story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/04/04/gowdy-on-schiff-and-cia-n2544128
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Breaking: Jussie Smollett Misses Deadline To Pay Chicago $130,000 For Police Overtime — And They Are Going To Sue

( If he pays, it's admitting he did it )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19340539/1200x600.jpg

The law department of the city of Chicago said that they are planning to sue "Empire" star Jussie Smollett after he missed
a deadline Thursday to pay a $130,000 bill for the costs the police department incurred while investigating his false attack
claims.

Rob Elgas of ABC -7 Chicago reported that the law department released a statement confirming the lawsuit.

"The Law Department is now drafting a civil complaint that will be filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County" against Jussie
Smollett, the department said in the statement.

Rob Elgas

✔ @RobElgasABC7

JUST IN: The city of Chicago law department tells @ABC7Chicago "The Law Department is now drafting a civil complaint that will
be filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County" against Jussie Smollett.

"Mr. Smollett has refused to reimburse the City of Chicago for the cost of police overtime spent investigating his false
police report on January 29, 2019," they added.

Smollett was given a week to write a cashier's check or money order in the amount of $130,000. He had already forfeited a
$10,000 bond in the settlement with the prosecutor's office over his case.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/smollett-misses-payment-deadline
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Joe Biden & 'His Creepy Purvey Self' Is The Least Of The Democrats Running For POTUS Problems"
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THE DEMOCRAT PARTY HAS SOME REAL PROBLEMS AND IT ALL BEGINS WITH THEIR IDEA'S

WHEN YOU HAVE ONE RUNNING ON SOCIALISM ANOTHER ON LATE TERM ABORTIONS

ANOTHER ON THE GREEN NEW DEAL AND YET ANOTHER ON ABOLISH THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE

ANOTHER ON EXPAND THE SUPREME COURT AND ONE ON END PRIVATE HEALTH CARE

ANOTHER ON OPEN BORDERS AND ANOTHER ON WEALTH TAX AND MEDICARE FOR ALL

AND ALSO ONE RUNNING ON UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME AND ONE ON SLAVERY REPARATIONS

WITH THE DEMOCRATS RUNNING ON SO MANY RIDICULOUS THINGS IS ONLY GOING

TO MAKE THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION A PLAYGROUND FOR PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

TO TOTALLY DECIMATE THE WHOLE BUNCH OF THEM RUNNING FOR THE DEMOCRAT CANDIDATE

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/mrz040319dAPR20190403034508.jpg

I SURE AM GLAD THAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP ACTUALLY CARES ABOUT AMERICA AND IT'S FUTURE

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND Q 'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Watch Jimmy Fallon Laugh Hysterically as Smollett Gets Destroyed by Tracy Morgan

IT'S TRULY AMAZING WHEN THE LEFT EAT THEIR OWN @Stonenchizel

( Tracy Morgan Reacts to Jussie Smollett's Hate Crime Controversy )

https://youtu.be/nAPdOBjo94w via @YouTube

Morgan isn’t the only black comedian to come out against Smollett’s apparent hate crime hoax — Chris Rock also had a bit
about Smollett at Saturday night’s NAACP Image Awards in Hollywood’s Dolby Theatre

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-jimmy-fallon-laugh-hysterically-smollett-gets-destroyed-tracy-morgan/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostBottomSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Anti - Gun Grabbers Get Surprise of Their Lives When Tidal Wave of Pro-2A Citizens Overwhelm Them at Anti-Gun
Hearing

The left will never stop in its constant assault on Americans’ right to keep and bear arms. Luckily, there are still patriots able and
willing to step up and stop liberals right in their tracks.

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/gun-grabbers-get-surprise/?

Us Patriots are the last of the true American Second Amendment Supporters

We must fight to keep Our Second Amendment Rights

WWG1WGA
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MAGA Hat-Wearing Man Targeted By Unhinged Female Leftist At Starbucks Speaks Out About Woman's 'Trump
Derangement Syndrome'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19339104/1200x600.jpg

( He took off his hat at one point during the interview to reveal a yarmulke )

The Trump supporter who endured a woman's bizarre rant over his red "Make America Great Again" hat is speaking out
about his experience with the woman — and polite political discourse in the U.S. at large.

What's the back story?

Social media user Parker Mankey approached the 74-year-old man — identified as Victor — as he sat in a local Starbucks
on Monday in Palo Alto, California.

Mankey began ranting and raving at the elderly man over his hat, demanding that others in the store support her. They
didn't. Promising she would find Victor's personal information and make his life a living hell, Mankey left the store, and
posted now-viral inflammatory and accusatory remarks about Victor as well as his picture on social media.

"There were other white people in there who should have called him out. It is the duty of every white person in America to
stand up to this every time they see it," Mankey complained in one of her now-deleted social media messages.

Mankey, a lifelong Palo Alto resident, wife, mother, and former accountant for Gryphon Stringed Instruments, lost her job
over her antics.

What did the man say about the incident?

During a Wednesday interview, Victor told KPIX-TV that he wasn't impressed with Mankey's anger.

"This crazy woman came over and started raving at me," he said. "She turned to the rest of Starbucks and said, 'Hey
everybody, here's this racist over here. He hates brown people, he's crazy, he's a Nazi,' and so forth."

"You know, America is still a free country right?" he added.

Victor said that Mankey didn't have any interest in polite debate — she just wanted to rant and rave.

"She didn't want to discuss the issues with me," Victor said, at one point taking off his hat to reveal a yarmulke. "She
wanted just to scream about Nazis and so on and that's what we've sunken to."

Victor said that he took personal exception to the fact that she called him a Nazi, considering he is Jewish.

"People with an education should know better than to say stupid things like that," he added.

What else?

Victor told KTVU-TV that her behavior can be chalked up to three words: Trump derangement syndrome.

"It's called Trump derangement syndrome: people acting crazy," he explained. "If you can't tell the difference between a hat
that says 'Make America Great Again' and a Nazi helmet or a Ku Klux Klan hat, I'd say you're deranged."

KTVU reported that during the course of Victor's interview another woman approached him who hugged him and offered up
support even though she apparently had differing viewpoints.

"Wear that hat and be proud," she told Victor. "You just stand up for what you believe in and I'll stand up for what I believe
in and we can still have a cup of coffee together. Right on."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/maga-hat-wearing-man-targeted-in-starbucks-speaks-out
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Tucker Carlson evidently wasn’t a big fan of Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s town hall meeting Friday on MSNBC.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Secretary of State Mike Pompeo is the man at the center of so many complex and vital issues facing America right now.
But one constant through it all is his Christian faith

Pompeo's life so far includes a growing list of accomplishments: Eagle Scout, first in his class at West Point, Harvard Law
School graduate, Kansas congressman and the first American to ever hold the top jobs at both the CIA and the State
Department. However, his number one on the list remains a faithful decision made back in college: a decision point to follow
Jesus Christ.

"I grew up going to church on Sundays, but frankly it wasn't a priority in my life growing up," Pompeo told CBN News. "I
went off to West Point, and as a young cadet, during my freshman year, there were two young men who were juniors who
were true men of faith. And they held these little Bible study/cookie klatches on Sunday afternoons and they invited all the
cadets to see – it was purely voluntary."

( LINK BELOW )
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Polish Ex-Army Chief Says, US Nuclear Strikes ‘Most Reasonable’ Response If Russia Invades

https://cdni.rt.com/files/2019.04/article/5ca60877fc7e93ed578b45f4.jpg

War and soldiering were never far from the retired Polish army commander’s mind as he talked US nuclear strikes in response to
Russia’s imaginary invasion and complained that NATO’s eastern European buildup was not enough. Waldemar Skrzypczak, who
led Poland’s Land Forces until 2009, seems to have joined the chorus of the West’s most belligerent military leaders who have
seized on the “Russian threat” to make their case. Speaking to Wirtualna Polska, he claimed Poland has become a bulwark
against the “aggression from the East.”

It is likely to become a scene of potential clashes between NATO and Russia, and this is why the alliance must realize that
Poland “is an extremely important state from a strategic point of view,” the high-ranked retiree insisted.

Russia is now “the greatest concern of the free world,” and no army in Europe is a match for “the Russian war machine.” That said,
there is only one thing left that could avert the imminent danger.

“It is true that the Americans vowed nuclear attacks to stop the Red Army in Poland,” Skrzypczak said, in an apparent reference to
the days of the Cold War

"Now there are plans like this if Putin hits. Not only that, in a military sense, this is the most reasonable" [response].

Such an outcome is “unacceptable” for Poland but if an all-out war breaks out, “nobody will ask our opinion,” the former general
said. Going back to reality, he acknowledged that the worst thing that could happen to Poland is its isolation “as a result of our own
political mistakes.”

“To say that Poland alone will be able to resist the aggression of Russia is a cheap populism that none of our allies treat
seriously,” Skrzypczak argued.

Over the past few years, Poland has seen no foreign military activity on its soil aside from a massive military buildup initiated by
NATO. The 29-member bloc sent sizeable land and air force contingents from the US, the UK, Germany and others to Poland as
well as Baltic states, in addition to building sophisticated military infrastructure there.

Poland, after Romania, will host the US-built Aegis Ashore land-based missile defense system, which covers all of western
Russia. It also held an array of war games last year, with the two-week Saber Strike being the largest. The buildup did not go well,
with some Poles who took part in numerous anti-war rallies in Warsaw and beyond.

According to the Russian military, NATO has tripled its assets on Russia’s western borders over the past five years. Moscow has
repeatedly warned that an increased NATO presence on its doorstep undermines stability in Europe and heightens the risk of a
military confrontation.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.rt.com/news/455555-poland-nuclear-strike-russia/
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In the early stages of her current Speakership, Nancy Pelosi was celebrated in the media for exerting tight control over her
new House majority. That discipline has since slipped considerably, with many rank-and-file members siding with
Republicans on motions to recommit (will any Democrats sign onto a GOP-led discharge petition to force an anti-infanticide
vote?), followed by a disgraceful and shambolic attempt to condemn anti-Semitism within their ranks. With hardcore
progressives now going to war with the DCCC over its incumbent protection policies, and Pelosi tossing cold water on
radical proposals like the Green New Deal and single-payer healthcare, it looks like House leadership has decided that
attempting to craft and introduce an annual budget would rip their caucus apart. So they're not going to try. Governance:

Democrats are finally in charge of the House. But they’re likely to skip one of their most fundamental responsibilities:
passing a budget. Eager to steer clear of another public intraparty battle, House Democrats are expected to avoid a vote
on a budget this year, multiple Democratic lawmakers and aides tell POLITICO. House Democrats are still drafting a
budget, which would offer their first chance as a new majority to formally outline their broader agenda. But the resolution
— which is purely a political messaging document and is not signed into law — would also stoke major ideological
clashes within the caucus over “Medicare for All,” the “Green New Deal” and defense spending...Indeed, in a worst-case
scenario for Speaker Nancy Pelosi and her party, the budget could be an embarrassing flop on the House floor...Most
Democrats say publicly they want a chance to vote on their party’s fiscal blueprint after eight years of rejecting GOP
budgets. Privately, however, lawmakers and aides say that a budget is unlikely to come for a final vote. It’s an
acknowledgment of the divisions within the caucus even on key principles, and a sign of how difficult it will be to craft
actual legislation in the months to come.
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For years, Pelosi repeatedly attacked Republican-produced budgets by calling them a reflection of core values. The GOP is
calling her out:

https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1110668193058770947

Kevin McCarthy  Verified account

@GOPLeader

@GOPLeader

Do-Nothing Democrats �

THEN: “Show me your budget, show me your values” – @SpeakerPelosi

NOW: “House Democrats likely to punt on writing a budget amid divisions”

Despite intense internal disagreements and disparate agendas, recent Republican majorities managed to produce budgets.
Congress is, in fact, required by law to pass budgets annually. Pelosi's Democrats won't even try because their ideological
rifts are too deep. This is a pitiful abdication of responsibility, a political dodge, and a poor reflection on their seriousness as
legislators. "Show me your budget, show me your values," Pelosi intoned, over and over again. Where is her party's
budget? Where are their values? Apparently, they can't agree on these fundamental questions, so they're punting. It's worth
pointing out that Senate Democrats took the same craven approach for four consecutive years (2010-2014) when they were
most recently in the majority, at the behest of Chuck Schumer. The point was to shield members from tough votes. They
ended up losing control of the upper chamber anyway. Rather than offering voters a blueprint of what they would like to do
with the federal budget (leftists want wild spending, moderates are worried about taxes and GOP attacks), House
Democrats are merely signaling that they want large, automatic spending increases -- with no details or priorities specified:

House Democrats formally punted on releasing a budget blueprint on Tuesday, instead unveiling a bill that would
increase military and domestic spending caps by more than $350 billion over the next two years. The proposal frustrated
fiscal hawks on both sides of the aisle and Democrats on the party’s left flank who balked at the prospect of increasing
military spending. It also meant that House Democrats, without a blueprint to counter the one the Trump administration
released last month, had effectively opted out of outlining their own budget priorities in the face of a divided government
and division within their caucus.

Remember when every single Democrat in Congress opposed the tax reform law, falsely claiming that it would raise taxes
on the middle class (later refusing to make permanent the middle class tax cuts they'd previously claimed didn't exist),
supposedly due to deficit concerns? I sure do. Welp:

Marc Goldwein

✔ @MarcGoldwein

NEW ANALYSIS: The House Budget proposal would add TWO TRILLION DOLLARS to projected deficits - in other words, they'd
cost more than the tax cuts.

In lieu of a budget resolution, the House Budget Committee has put forward a bill to increase discretionary spending caps
by $358 billion over the next two years. Not only would this increase be twice as expensive as eliminating the
discretionary sequester and bring base discretionary spending to record levels...it would expand deficits by roughly $2
trillion over the next decade. After a 16 percent spending increase over the past two years, current law calls for a 10
percent drop in discretionary spending between 2019 and 2020. The Investing in People Act of 2019 would instead
increase spending by another 7 percent over the next two years...This plan would lift discretionary spending to record
levels on an inflation-adjusted basis, roughly in line with the 2010 level that both parties considered too high. Because
current law caps expire after 2021, this spending deal would actually increase projected deficits by far more than the $358
billion sticker price.

Cowardice, hypocrisy, and fiscal recklessness. Welcome to month four of Nancy Pelosi's Democratic majority.

( LINK BELOW )
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Finally! Mitch McConnell Shuts Down Democrats’ Obstruction Of Confirmation Of Trump Appointees

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/212961_5_.png

Because of unprecedented abuse of Senate rules, two-and-a-half years into his presidency, President Trump has not been
able to put all of his own qualified, confirmable appointees into senior-level positions. This obstructionism has allowed
Obama administration holdovers to obstruct and sabotage implementation of his policies (and to leak to the media).

Senate Democrats have cynically exploited the Senate rules allowing 30 hours of debate of each appointee to slow down
the staffing of his administration. Finally, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell yesterday pushed through a majority-
vote measure that changes those rules, limiting debate to two hours per appointment.

The same trick has been used to limit the confirmation of federal judges, and those rules also have been changed.

Naturally, Politico’s coverage of the story is long onDemocrat taling points, nd short on examination of the unprecedented
obstructionism of the Dems:

Senate Republicans used the “nuclear option” Wednesday to unilaterally reduce debate time on most presidential nominees,
the latest in a series of changes to the fabric of the Senate to dilute the power of the minority

The move by Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) immediately paves the way to expedite confirmations of
President Donald Trump’s judicial and executive branch picks and comes amid deep GOP frustration with Democrats’
delays. Future presidents will benefit, too, though McConnell and Trump stand to gain inordinately as they seek to fill 130
District Court vacancies during the 18 months before the 2020 elections.

The lesson for Dems and their media lickspittles is simple: abuse the rules of the Senate and those rules will be changed.

( LINK BELOW )
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Well, pack some sandbags and brace for impact, folks. Russian collusion hysteria is about to erupt all over again. House
Democrats voted to subpoena Special Counsel Robert Mueller for the full report, including all the evidence that’s been collected
over the past two years. This investigation began as an FBI probe into possible Russian collusion, a counterintelligence
investigation where disgraced ex-FBI Agent Peter Strzok was reportedly one of the key people to sign off on it. Strzok is known for
his extramarital affair with former bureau lawyer Lisa Page. The pair exchanged tens of thousands of texts, many of them anti-
Trump. Some of them anti-Trump. Some of the most infamous texts were the ones where Strzok and Page discussed an
“insurance policy” concerning Trump, with the former outright saying that they would stop a Trump presidency, whatever that
meant. The two also worried that the FBI was going too hard on Hillary when the bureau was investigating whether the former first
lady had mishandled classified information while serving as secretary of state via her unsecured and unauthorized homebrew
server; Clinton conducted all official business through this server.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Media Downplays Another Huge Trump Accomplishment
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It’s not often you see the words “win” and “Trump” in a headline on CNN’s website. It’s rarer still when those words are separated
by the word “for” and not some variation of that “win” being against the president. Yet that happened on Monday because, despite
the liberal narrative and CNN’s seemingly expressed wishes, President Donald Trump scored a huge win for the American people
in the battle to roll back the damage done to American lives during the opioid crisis.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Illegal aliens who break laws to enter our country are just like you and me, and you’re a racist if you dare say otherwise —
at least, that’s the narrative pushed by the left.

We heard that line over and over during the last presidential election cycle when then-candidate Donald Trump found himself
in hot water for saying that some illicit border crossers are rapists and murderers. Daring to point out that the border is being
exploited by some shady characters is now verboten, it seems.

But over and over, it turns out to be correct. We’ve covered numerous examples of illegal aliens coming to America not for
“a better life,” but rather to carry out all types of crimes. Now it’s happened again — and a woman is dead as a result.

In the last week of March, a 45-year-old nanny named Carolina Cano was brutally raped and murdered in New Jersey. She
had gone jogging on a Sunday morning and never came back home.

Authorities found her dead in a nearby lake and determined that she had been sexually assaulted before being killed. Now
they have a suspect — and you guessed it, he’s believed to be an illegal alien.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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5 Federal Courts on Mexican Border Lead Nation in Criminal Convictions

The five federal court districts that sit along the U.S.-Mexico border were the top five districts in the country for the number of
defendants they convicted and sentenced to imprisonment in fiscal 2018, according to data published by the Administrative Office
of the U.S. Courts.

The U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas ranked No. 1. It convicted 8,179 criminal defendants and sentenced 7,126
of them to imprisonment in the last fiscal year.

It was followed by the Southern District of Texas (6,140/5,939), the Southern District of California (5,723/5,470), the District of
Arizona (4,731/4,378) and the District of New Mexico (3,979/3,923).

The combined jurisdictions of these five federal district courts cover the U.S.-Mexico border from the Pacific to the Gulf of Mexico.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Watch This Guy Boldly Speak The Truth About Abortion In Front Of State Lawmakers

('Men are told that we can't talk — that when the children are dying, that when we see these things happening — that we have to
sit down and be quiet')

https://assets.rbl.ms/19336071/1200x600.jpg

His name is Matthew Thomas Foster, and last month he spoke in front of the Rhode Island Senate Judiciary Committee about a
far-reaching abortion rights bill — and in the span of just over five minutes put a few dents in pro-choice arguments.

After questioning lawmakers for their "uncanny parallel political thinking" to move along the bill — similar to ones in New York and
Virginia — "within the span of two months directly after a midterm election," Foster called out what he saw as "semblances of
voluntary eugenics."

Eugenics Foster noted his concern when discussion focused on a baby's "desirable traits, whether a child will be born poor ...
where we're deciding quality of life." He added that "the fear is that voluntary eugenics will slowly slip in to state-demanded
eugenics," in which thresholds such "if you don't reach a certain income, if you don't reach a certain IQ" will decide life or death.

Planned Parenthood Foster also said that Planned Parenthood "from the beginning has had a strict plan for forced eugenics" and
that the organization's founder Margaret Sanger was a "firm believer in birth licenses. She didn't even believe in the fundamental
human right of motherhood."

He also blasted Planned Parenthood for its "hatred"-based initial abortion stance ("we didn't want the poor people to have babies
because we thought they weren't good for society") and then shifting to a "loving" reason for continuing to push abortion ("we don't
want them to have the babies because it's not good for them; the baby won't be happy; the baby will have a poor quality of life").

The voices of men Foster saved his best for last: Standing up for the voices of men — many of whom have been shamed and
intimidated by the left into staying silent about abortion, even if they silently believe it's wrong. "Men are told that we can't talk —
that when the children are dying, that when we see these things happening — that we have to sit down and be quiet," he said.

But Foster pointed out society always takes a look back at past atrocities and wonders why people didn't speak up.

"Yet, we have the same gumption to look back into civilizations that commit genocide and say, 'Where were you? Why weren't you
standing up? Where were all the people in Nazi Germany?' Well, I wonder if maybe people will look back on us that way and say,
'Where were all the people standing up?'" he asked.

Foster said the response later might be that "we were told that we didn't have voices, we were told that we didn't even know
morality; as men, we couldn't speak up about our children."

The bill is still in committee, and Foster added that lawmakers should slow down on it, as "71 percent are for abortion" and "73
percent are against late-term abortion."

Check it out:

Young Man DESTROYS The Pro-Choice Argument in 5 MINUTES

https://youtu.be/OqS4qFc_I6A via @YouTube

Foster also posted a clip on his Facebook page as a follow-up to his appearance in front of lawmakers in which he breaks down
the abortion issue in Rhode Island:

https://www.facebook.com/matt.foster.969952/videos/10211091462961494/

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/watch-this-guy-boldly-speak-the-truth-about-abortion-in-front-of-state-lawmakers
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CNN: Okay Fine, There's a Crisis at the Border

( NOW DOES @CNN SOUND LIKE AN ACTUAL NEWS NETWORK OR A PROPAGANDA MACHINE FOR THE DEMOCRATS? )

STORY BELOW

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/290/5767bf68-be3b-4ebb-ada4-4f095cb196c6.jpg

Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen is in El Paso today as the crisis on the border continues to
rage. On Thursday, she will travel to Yuma, Arizona, where a border barrier has been used to successfully stop illegal
immigration, human trafficking and drug flow.

During an interview Tuesday night with Fox News, Nielsen described the DHS response to the chaos as "category 5
hurricane." In other words, as many resources as possible are being diverted to address the issue.

( VIDEO BELOW IN SEC.KIRSTJEN NIELSEN TWEET )

https://twitter.com/SecNielsen/status/1113441697487314944

Sec. Kirstjen Nielsen 

@SecNielsen

@SecNielsen

I’ve called on Congress to give @DHSgov the authority & resources needed to stem the flood of illegal migration fueling the
emergency at our border. Families & unaccompanied children should not be collateral damage to our political dysfunction.

According to DHS, one million illegal immigrants are expected to cross the southern border with Mexico this year. Detention
facilities are already overwhelmed.

"El Paso’s U.S. Customs and Border Patrol Sector (CBP) and facility is currently over capacity by 280% with more than
3,400 in custody," DHS reports.

After months of denying there's a crisis, some Democrats are admitting the humanitarian situation has become dire. Former
DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson, who served under President Obama, made the rounds this week and stressed the numbers
being reported are beyond crisis levels.

Even the administration's biggest detractors in the media are admitting the situation has become catastrophic.

https://twitter.com/CuomoPrimeTime/status/1112885276207181824

Cuomo Prime Time 

@CuomoPrimeTim

@CuomoPrimeTime

@ChrisCuomo: This migrant situation is called a "crisis," but that word is overused. It doesn't do the situation justice.

It's not easy to see what's happening, but the only thing harder is to realize what isn't happening: Shameful inaction.

President Trump will visit Calexico, California on Friday. Secretary Nielsen will join him.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/04/03/cnn-okay-fine-theres-a-crisis-at-the-border-n2544163
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Deported MS-13 Member, A Convicted Killer In The US, Caught Back On New York's Long Island

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/04/03/931/524/694940094001_6022001023001_6022004122001-
vs.jpg?ve=1&tl=1

A man who admitted to being part of the MS-13 street gang -- and who'd been deported after killing a man on New York's Long
Island -- was arrested again Tuesday in the town where he committed the slaying after illegally re-entering the country, according
to officials.

William Umberto Martinez Chavez, 40, was arrested in Huntington, New York on Tuesday morning by agents from U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement.

The 40-year-old, who still has MS-13 tattoos on his chest and stomach, was deported in October 2017 after being convicted of
manslaughter and serving time in state prison in connection with a fatal stabbing in May 2000 outside a deli in Huntington,
according to federal prosecutors.

“This office is firmly committed to prosecuting criminals who illegally reenter the United States, especially MS-13 gang members
who break into the country after deportations resulting from violent crime convictions," Eastern District U.S. Attorney Richard
Donoghue said in a statement.

Chavez, originally from El Salvador, was carrying a Mexican driver's license bearing his photograph and name at this time of his
arrest on Tuesday, according to a criminal complaint.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/04/1862/1048/William-Umberto-Martinez-
Chavez.jpg

When he was taken into custody, officials took his fingerprints and matched them to sets that were taken when he was originally
arrested in 2000 and deported in 2017.

The 40-year-old admitted to officers he had been an MS-13 gang member but claimed to "not be a gang member at this time,"
according to the complaint.

Newsday reported Chavez claims he only joined the gang for protection while in prison.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/deported-ms-13-member-convicted-of-manslaughter-arrested-again-on-new-yorks-long-island-feds-say
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Slapped With New FEC Complaint

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/58/658e63ba-c303-4b7f-a3cf-491b82a0be7e.png

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez promised to raise hell in D.C.—and she has for the most part. She’s one of the main
advocates for the so-called Green New Deal, which is nothing short of a prescription for economic death for the country. It
calls for the end of the combustible engine, the upgrading of all buildings in the country to become more energy efficient,
the death of farting cows, and welfare for lazy people. It’s going to cost trillions, which is on top of their Medicare for All
nonsense. Yet, while AOC fights the phantom threat of global warming, she has issues on the legal front. In fact, she has
multiple issues. She was slapped with another FEC complaint (via Fox News):

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., has been hit with another Federal Election Commission (FEC) complaint, this one
alleging she and her campaign manager operated a “subsidy scheme” that ran afoul of campaign finance laws.

The crux of the complaint, which was given exclusively to Fox News in advance of its filing Wednesday, accused Ocasio-
Cortez and her campaign manager, Saikat Chakrabarti, of overseeing a "shadowy web" of political action committees
(PACs) that allowed them to raise more cash than they could have legally. It also alleged that a limited liability company
(LLC) was created to avoid federal expenditure requirements by offering Ocasio-Cortez and other Democratic candidates
political consulting services at a price so low that the company apparently shut down before the election was even over.

The complaint named Ocasio-Cortez, Chakrabarti (now her chief of staff), the Justice Democrats PAC, the Brand New
Congress PAC and Brand New Congress LLC as the overlapping entities that aimed to “subsidize cheap assistance for
Ocasio-Cortez and other candidates at rates far below market value.”

[…]

“Chakrabarti was trying to create the Uber for politics,” said Dan Backer, the conservative attorney behind the complaint.
“Uber functions because of a massive subsidy from venture capital. Here, it’s subsidized by these PACs to deliver a
valuable service that people need and want, but can’t be delivered at the real cost of it.”

The Virginia-based attorney has made political hay with recent complaints against Ocasio-Cortez. This is Backer’s second
FEC complaint against her in less than a month. He used the first as somewhat of a springboard to launch the Stop the
AOC PAC, which he said has raised a few thousand dollars and conducted polling in her New York City district.

This isn’t the first time AOC and her minions have run aground on ethics and FEC rules. There’s the issue of her boyfriend
having a congressional email account, which seems to have run counter to the rules and regulations of IT policy that
governs the House of Representatives. Dan Backer has been on the Triggered podcast, where he explained all of the
various violations AOC and her staff allegedly committed. One of which involves nearly a million dollars in campaign
contributions being taken off the books. The is part of the other complaint that alleges she hid her controlling stake in
Justice Democrats PAC, which was the point of the lance in her primary challenge against now-ex-Congressman Joe
Crowley. Remember, PACs and the campaign proper cannot coordinate (via Fox News):

New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Saikat Chakrabarti, the progressive firebrand's multimillionaire chief of staff,
apparently violated campaign finance law by funneling nearly $1 million in contributions from political action committees
Chakrabarti established to private companies that he also controlled, according to an explosive complaint filed Monday
with the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and obtained by Fox News.

Amid the allegations, a former FEC commissioner late Monday suggested in an interview with The Daily Caller News
Foundation that Ocasio-Cortez and her team could separately be facing major fines and potentially even jail time if they
were knowingly and willfully violating the law by hiding their control of the Justice Democrats political action committee
(PAC). Such an arrangement could have allowed Ocasio-Cortez's campaign to receive donations in excess of the normal
limit, by pooling contributions to both the PAC and the campaign itself.

Mr. Backer explains more here:

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/04/03/ocasio-cortez-slapped-with-new-fec-complaint-n2544197
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DEMOCRAT LIAR ADAM SHIFF TRIES TO REVIVE THE FALSE FLAG DEAD HORSE

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/sk040119dAPR20190329064514.jpg

ADAM SHIFF KNOWS HIS CREDIBILITY IS ACTUALLY DEADER THAN THE RUSSIA COLLUSION LIE

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv040219dAPR20190401084514.jpg

NOW IT LOOKS LIKE THE DEMOCRATS WILL HAVE TO RESORT TO PLAN 'B' TO GET RID OF TRUMP

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/cb032919dAPR20190329024510.jpg

THESE POOR DEMOCRATS HAVE CHASED HILARY CLINTON'S LIES FOR SO LONG THAT THEY

ACTUALLY BELIEVE THEIR OWN LIES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE UP DURING THE LAST TWO YEARS

SINCE THE 2016 LOSS OF THE GENERAL ELECTION WHERE PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

DECIMATED DEMOCRAT CANDIDATE HILLARY CLINTON, ONE OF THE ORIGINAL CREATORS

OF THE ACTUAL FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE THAT STARTED THE WHOLE MUELLER REPORT

IN THE FIRST PLACE. THAT BIG LIE HAS BEEN PUT TO REST EXCEPT BY THOSE WHO HAVE

PERPETRATED THE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE IN THE FIRST PLACE

ADAM SHIFF NEEDS TO STEP DOWN AS CHAIR OF THE HOUSE OF THE

INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE IMMEDIATELY BECAUSE THE MAN HAS ABSOLUTELY NO CREDIBILITY

( GOD BLESS PATRIOTS )

WWG1WGA
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When Joe Biden Is Suddenly Creepy

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/88/052708a2-9434-4312-b85b-ea35a58c7e2e.png

The Democrat-media complex has suddenly decided that Joe Biden has a creepiness problem. Why now? Why not when he
was vice president for eight years? Does anyone remember the allegedly fierce White House press corps pelting the press
secretary with questions, asking when then-President Obama would tell his understudy to stop putting his hands on women
-- and little girls -- and putting his face uncomfortably close to theirs?

There have been scads of photos of Biden pawing women, putting his arms around girls, kissing their necks, etc.
Conservatives have mocked them for a long time. But liberals always suggested it was just "Biden being Biden."

Back in February 2015, the internet went viral with pictures and video footage of Biden at the swearing-in ceremony for Ash
Carter as secretary of defense. He stood behind Carter's wife, Stephanie Carter, and placed his hands on her shoulders and
his nose in her ear, whispering ... something. The optics were eerie, to say the least. But this was Uncle Joe, and it
generated only a light gasp followed by giggles.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/brentbozellandtimgraham/2019/04/03/when-joe-biden-is-suddenly-creepy-n2544176
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Gary Sinise Goes All Out, Helps Provide Disabled Vet With Smart Home

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Gary-Sinise-Helps-Vet.jpg

It’s hard — no, impossible — not to love Gary Sinise. The television and movie star famous for his roles in “Forrest Gump”
and “CSI: NY” could easily be yet another arrogant celebrity, but instead he’s dedicated much of his life to a worthy cause:
helping America’s veterans.

Sinise has made headlines for his work with groups such as the USO and the “Lt. Dan Band,” a musical group which goes
on tour to entertain deployed troops. But just when you thought Lieutenant Dan himself couldn’t get any cooler, he one-ups
himself.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/gary-sinise-goes-helps-provide-disabled-vet-smart-home/
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Unplanned: A Movie Planned Parenthood Doesn't Want You To See

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-04/212907_5_.png

In New York City, the One World Trade Center was lit up pink to celebrate the state’s new abortion-till-birth legislation -- a
moral travesty that wouldn’t be tolerated, much less fêted, if the movie Unplanned were given the same publicity and
distribution as a typical Hollywood film. But just as evildoers seek the night to hide their violence, so also Planned
Parenthood and its fervent supporters make every effort to conceal the true nature of their enterprise -- a “procedure” whose
soul-wrenching character it conceals not only from “clients” but also from seasoned staff members who can work for years
without witnessing the live ultrasound-guided reality the organization promotes with infomercial zeal.

The very first scene of Unplanned depicts just such an abortion witnessed by the film’s true-to-life protagonist, Abby
Johnson (Ashley Bratcher) who by that time had become the director of Planned Parenthood’s clinic in Bryan, Texas.
Viewing the “evacuation” of a “fetus” from its mother’s womb in real time was the final straw that broke the emotional dam of
this prominent and passionate “right to choose” advocate. Johnson’s flashback journey from inherited pro-life sentiments to
that final moment of moral crisis constitutes the bulk of this well-crafted drama. It’s a narrative that the “culture of death”
hopes to bury -- as indicated by the numerous advertising boycotts and predictably negative reviews the film has received.
After all, what could be more disconcerting to a debased culture than a story about someone who was actually honored by
Planned Parenthood and then joined “the enemy”?

For many viewers the most poignant scene in the movie Gosnell was court testimony given by a respected doctor who
reluctantly admitted that the practice typically employed at a major Philadelphia hospital when a fetus unexpectedly
emerges alive from a late-term abortion was simply to give it “comfort care” until it “passed” -- a practice recently described
sympathetically by Virginia’s pediatric governor. The comment in Gosnell’s trial illustrates the similarity between legal late-
term abortions and actions a jury unanimously deemed murderous. By contrast, Unplanned focuses exclusively on the well-
obscured nature of legal abortions up to 24-weeks as well as the business model of Planned Parenthood, a “non-profit”
whose substantial revenues depend on the pregnancy-ending segment of this well-funded enterprise.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/unplanned_a_movie_planned_parenthood_doesnt_want_you_to_see.html via
@AmericanThinker
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Creepy Joe Comes Out Of The Closet

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/88/6c3d332f-f85a-4a0f-8302-3dba363e3f3c.png

Wait…this is episode 66? We’ve lasted this long without getting fired, so I guess the show goes on, right? And what better
way to execute episode 66 than talking about how Joe Biden is now a total creep, who likes to touch women on the
shoulders from behind, smell their hair, and kiss them on the back of their heads. Two women have alleged that Joe
Creeper was a bit handsy with them, so going by the Left's rules on these matters, Biden is a horrible demon of toxic
masculinity and must be destroyed. Screw the facts. Screw due process. Since Democrats play by two separate sets of
rules, expect Biden to get a safety blanket. You already have people saying that he’s just an affectionate person.

At the same time, some Democrats, like Sen. Dick Durbin (D-IL), said that one allegation is disqualifying. Well, now there
are two allegations tricky Dick, so what say you now?

On The View, most of the ladies are already running interference for Joe Biden (via TheBlaze):

The women of "The View" don't think much of the accusations made against Joe Biden of inappropriate behavior with
women, and several said they wanted him to continue smelling women's hair and kissing them without asking.

"Joe is a hands on kind of guy!" said Whoopi Goldberg, who asked why the accuser couldn't have simply asked him to
stop touching her.

Biden was accused by a former Nevada lawmaker of smelling her hair and kissing her in a way that made her very
uncomfortable. She cited other examples of inappropriate behavior from Biden in her statement.

"It's a long way from smelling your hair to grabbing your hoo-ha!" said Behar. "I mean let's tell the truth."

Behar went on to say that Biden is a "close talker," and that she believed him because they are friends.

"I think it would be really unfortunate if we got rid of everyone who's just an affection person, you know?" she added.

Then again, the Democrats might weaponize this to clip Biden during the primaries, so maybe we should watch them eat
each other over this.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/04/02/creepy-joe-comes-out-of-the-closet-n2544166
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Supreme Court, Gorsuch Rule Missouri Inmate With Disease Has No Right To ‘Painless Death,’ Can Be Executed

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/04/02/931/524/694940094001_6021743989001_6021741995001-
vs.jpg

Missouri man convicted in a brutal rape and murder can be executed by lethal injection because he is not guaranteed a
"painless death," the U.S. Supreme Court ruled Monday, quashing Russell Bucklew's bid to avoid the needle because of his
rare medical condition.

In a 5-4 ruling, the Supreme Court granted Missouri the right to proceed with execution protocol for Bucklew, who was
sentenced to death for the 1996 murder of Michael Sanders, who was dating Bucklew's ex-girlfriend. Bucklew had
previously assaulted the couple and stalked his former lover the day of the murder in order to find out where she was living.
After shooting and killing Sanders, Bucklew fired at his former girlfriend's 6-year-old child -- and missed -- before kidnapping
the woman and raping her several times. He was eventually arrested after a car chase and police shootout.

"Today we bring this case to a close at last because we agree with the courts below that Mr. Bucklew's claim isn't
supported by either the law or the evidence," Justice Neil Gorsuch said in summarizing his majority opinion.

The court previously ruled inmates challenging the method a state plans to use to execute them have to show there's an
alternative that is likely to be less painful.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/04/1862/1048/AP19074782237806.jpg

Bucklew argued death by lethal injection would be extremely painful because a blood-filled tumor in his throat caused by a
rare medical condition would likely burst during the execution — causing him to choke on his own blood and cut off oxygen
to his body for up to four minutes. He said this would violate the Constitution’s ban on cruel and unusual punishment. As an
alternative, Bucklew wanted to die by inhaling pure nitrogen gas through a mask, a method no state has ever used to
execute a prisoner.

The five justices in the majority -- Chief Justice John Roberts and Associate Justices Clarence Thomas, Samuel Alito,
Brett Kavanaugh and Gorsuch -- rejected Bucklew’s argument and said the inmate failed to show that the alternative
method "would significantly reduce his risk of pain."

Gorsuch said Bucklew failed to show the state would carry out the alternative execution.

“The Eighth Amendment does not guarantee a prisoner a painless death — something that, of course, isn’t guaranteed to
many people, including most victims of capital crimes,” Gorsuch also wrote.

The Supreme Court granted Bucklew a stay of execution hours before he was scheduled to die last year. His life was also
spared in 2014 when his execution was halted at the 11th hour.

Chris Nuelle, a spokesman for the Missouri Attorney General's Office, said in a statement that Monday's ruling put the state
and Bucklew's victims "one step closer to justice."

( LINK BELOW )
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PRESIDENT TRUMP CALLS OUT THE DEEP STATE PLAYERS THAT STARTED THE WHOLE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE
ON LIVE TV

https://www.politico.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/GettyImages-667789030-1200x628.jpg

RIGHT NOW ON FOX NEWS PRESIDENT TRUMP CALLS OUT THE DEEP STATE PLAYERS THAT

HAVE STARTED THE WHOLE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE, HE SAID THERE ARE SOME GREAT STORIES THAT

COULD COME FROM INVESTIGATING THESE FACTS AND TO THE PRESS HE SAID A BUNCH YOU CAN

BE PULITZER PRIZE WINNERS FROM WRITING AND REPORTING ON WHAT HAS HAPPENED AND THE

PEOPLE WHO STARTED THIS RUSSIA LIE HAVE GONE SO FAR THAT THEY MAY HAVE COMMITTED

TREASON BY DOING THE THINGS THEY HAVE DONE TO PERPETRATE THIS FALSE EVENT THAT

THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT SPENT 30 MILLION DOLLARS TO FIND NO COLLUSION AFTER

TWO YEARS OF INVESTIGATING ONLY THE TRUMP CAMPAIGN AND NOT THE OTHER SIDE

WHICH HAVE COMMITTED TREASON

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & 'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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McConnell: Due to Endless Democratic Obstruction, It's Time to Fast-Track Trump Nominees
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'It's Not just The Economy, Stupid' : Democrats Are In Disarray

We are in the midst of a great political transition from one era to another. Such transitions are rare in this country. "The End
of the New Deal Era, and the Coming Realignment" in the American Interest, by Frank J. DiStefano, says there have been
five such eras in our history. At the end of each era, in response to the failure of the old party system, the parties reinvent
themselves, making new coalitions in attempting to form a majority. DiStefano says the Democratic and Republican
coalitions of the New Deal era which is just ending are both inadequate and need a do-over.

What DiStefano doesn't appreciate is that the reinvention of the Republican Party has already taken place. It happened in
the 2016 election. Today's Republicans are now nationalists and populists, and, as always, constitutional conservatives.
Out goes the Chamber of Commerce. In come the working men and women of America.

So, DiStefano is right, except only one party is in disarray, and it's the Democrats. The cascade of presidential candidates
is a sign of incoherence. The party is fragmenting. The only traditional Democrat, with proven appeal to working-class
whites is the besieged Joe Biden. The man's ego is so enflamed and he's such a drama queen that it may take him a while
to accept reality. He's toast.

Bernie Sanders is head and shoulders above the rest, a man who is intent on transforming the Democratic Party into a
vehicle to advance socialism. He's a lunatic, a true believer in a totally discredited, crackpot ideology. As long as he's in the
race, he'll pull the party further to the loony left. The mix of abortion extremism, gun control, climate hysteria, open borders,
and warmed-over socialism is not a winning set of issues.

So when you think about the cards being dealt Donald Trump, it's not just the economy. He has a full hand. And he plays
the game well.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/its_not_just_the_economy_stupid.html#.XKN6KAPhjE4.twitter
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Joe Biden Has Problems. Like, A Lot Of Them, Investigative Journalist Uncovers Stunning Biden Docs… In Ukraine

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Biden-ukraine-russia-592x331.jpg

( Former Vice President Joe Biden is often talked about as a front-runner for the Democratic nomination if he enters the race, but
an incident involving Biden and Ukraine (partial map, center) could make him a target for other Democratic contenders. And in a
party that just spent more than two years accusing President Donald Trump of collusion with Russia (partial map, right) that could
mean trouble for Biden. (Getty Images; CIA Factbook maps)

Simply put: Joe Biden has problems. Like, a lot of them. And some of them don’t even involve women who are creeped
out by Biden’s handsiness. In fact, some of them aren’t even in America at all.

I’m not sure if you’re familiar with John Solomon, but you should be. The investigative reporter has forgotten about more
political corruption investigations than most other journalists have taken part in.

He’s also been one of the most consistently reliable reporters on the Russia “collusion” story and the attendant corruption
and swampiness surrounding that debacle. So, of course, most of the mainstream media didn’t really pay it much mind.

His attention, most recently, has been on Joe Biden and some thorny issues in Ukraine — issues that could yet again throw
some shade on Biden’s probable 2020 run for the presidency.

Biden, you may perhaps remember, was given the role as the Obama administration’s point man on Ukraine after the 2014
revolution that ousted the pro-Moscow president at the time, one Viktor Yanukovych.

The then-vice president certainly made some waves in the former Soviet republic. In a 2018 speech before the Council on
Foreign Relations, he used some inadvisable bluster to discuss how he threatened Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko
with the possibility of quashing $1 billion in loan guarantees from the United States if the country’s Prosecutor General
Viktor Shokin wasn’t canned.

“I said, ‘You’re not getting the billion.’ I’m going to be leaving here in, I think it was about six hours. I looked at them and
said: ‘I’m leaving in six hours. If the prosecutor is not fired, you’re not getting the money,’” Biden recalled of the March 2016
meeting, according to a Solomon piece published Monday by The Hill.

“Well, son of a bitch, he got fired. And they put in place someone who was solid at the time,” Biden said.

Shokin was indeed an unpopular man with both the United States and the Ukrainians for not bringing enough anti-corruption
cases, sources told Solomon

However, Solomon reported, they said Biden’s narrative misrepresents two important facts.

First, according to Solomon, the pressure was applied from late 2015 up to Shokin’s firing, indicating that this was
a significant priority for Biden. Second, while Shokin’s unpopularity may have stemmed from the fact that he
wasn’t investigating enough corruption, the vice president neglected to mention one anti-corruption probe Shokin
actually was undertaking at the time of his firing: A probe of natural gas corporation Burisma Holdings, a company
that sported Hunter Biden — the then-veep’s son — as a board member.

“U.S. banking records show Hunter Biden’s American-based firm, Rosemont Seneca Partners LLC, received regular
transfers into one of its accounts — usually more than $166,000 a month — from Burisma from spring 2014 through
fall 2015, during a period when Vice President Biden was the main U.S. official dealing with Ukraine and its tense
relations with Russia,” Solomon noted in the Monday report.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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This Doctor Performed 1,200 Abortions Until Tragedy Struck And Stopped Him In His Tracks

( His life is featured in 'Unplanned' )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19330968/1245x700.jpg

Dr. Anthony Levatino is a gynecologist who performed around 1,200 first- and second-trimester abortions early in his career
before a stunning change-of-heart left him sickened and distraught, transforming him into an outspoken pro-life advocate.

Levatino, who still practices medicine, plays an abortion doctor in the new hit film "Unplanned," a movie that tells the real-
life story of Abby Johnson, a former Planned Parenthood director who fled her clinic and became one of the most prominent
pro-life voices in America.

The doctor recently told "The Billy and Justin Show" all about his background, revealing that he was initially pro-choice in
the 1970s and early 1980s when he was studying and later operating his independent practice.

But then his perspective started to change. Listen to Levatino tell his incredible story at the 32:30-mark:

( FOR FULL STORY CLICK LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/unplanned-abortionist-1200-abortions-gives-up-practice
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The Dems’ Plan to Make Elections Obsolete

With a fraudulent Russian collusion claim no longer in their hip pocket, Democrats are still optimistic about recapturing the White
House and the U.S. Senate in 2020.

But they are tired of competing. To ensure the desired outcome, they’ve proposed steps that would finish off the national, two-
party system for all intents and purposes.

First, they oppose any efforts to strengthen the border and reduce illegal immigration. They want to ensure a massive flow of
undocumented Democrats and recruits for the Free Stuff Army.

Next, they propose doing away with the Electoral College, since it sunk Hillary Clinton in 2016.

As former Attorney General Eric Holder tweeted, “It’s undemocratic, ......

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Trump Threatened To Close The Border As Another Caravan Approached – And Mexico Is Taking A Hint

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/307/358e4846-27ca-4a39-b6a0-7fd17c770219.jpg

Another caravan is headed towards the United States, with 2,500 illegal aliens from Central America and the Caribbean.
Mexico plans to provide limited humanitarian visas to caravan riders to persuade them from heading north to the United
States. According to the National Migration Institute (INM), Mexico will prioritize those who need visas, with women,
children and migrants over the age of 65 coming first, Fox News reported.

Mexico made changes to their humanitarian visa process. Instead of providing visas to illegal aliens at the border, they're
now providing them in the southern most part of the country. Caravans are no longer allowed to spend the night in cities and
fewer Mexican citizens are providing food, water and transportations to caravan riders.

The INM plans to provide "transportation back to Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras for citizens of those countries, and
air transport home to migrants from Cuba, Haiti and Nicaragua."

To keep caravans from coming through Mexico in the future, INM will issue humanitarian visas in the capitals of El
Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, as well as in San Pedro Sula, Honduras beginning in mid-May.

"The goal of the visa restrictions, the institute said, has been to achieve a more orderly, regulated and safe international
movement of people," Fox News reported.

The move comes after President Donald Trump threatened to close the United States-Mexico border. Trump took to Twitter
on Friday to explain his position:
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Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

The DEMOCRATS have given us the weakest immigration laws anywhere in the World. Mexico has the strongest, & they make
more than $100 Billion a year on the U.S. Therefore, CONGRESS MUST CHANGE OUR WEAK IMMIGRATION LAWS NOW, &
Mexico must stop illegals from entering the U.S....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....through their country and our Southern Border. Mexico has for many years made a fortune off of the U.S., far greater than
Border Costs. If Mexico doesn’t immediately stop ALL illegal immigration coming into the United States throug our Southern
Border, I will be CLOSING.....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....the Border, or large sections of the Border, next week. This would be so easy for Mexico to do, but they just take our money
and “talk.” Besides, we lose so much money with them, especially when you add in drug trafficking etc.), that the Border closing
would be a good thing!

He slammed the Democrats on Sunday for their "asylum system and major loopholes":

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

The Democrats are allowing a ridiculous asylum system and major loopholes to remain as a mainstay of our immigration system.
Mexico is likewise doing NOTHING, a very bad combination for our Country. Homeland Security is being sooo very nice, but not
for long!

On Monday, Trump reiterated his position:

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Democrats, working with Republicans in Congress, can fix the Asylum and other loopholes quickly. We have a major National
Emergency at our Border. GET IT DONE NOW!

Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen also took to Twitter over the weekend to share her position on the situation,
saying there's a "dire situation at the border."

Sec. Kirstjen Nielsen

✔ @SecNielsen

We have a dire situation at the border. Late last year, DHS apprehended or encountered 50-60k migrants a month. Last month, it
was more than 75k, the highest in over a decade. This month, we are on track to interdict nearly 100,000 migrants. Congress must
act to end this crisis!

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/04/01/heres-how-mexico-plans-to-handle-the-latest-caravan-headed-for-the-border-
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CANDACE OWENS : The Democrat Party Has Become The Party Of Angry Suburban Women

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1031586214548267009/oFJ3JNLB_400x400.jpg

Candace Owens 

@RealCandaceO

The Democrat Party has become the party of angry suburban women.

The @chelseahandler and @Alyssa_Milano types, on a perpetual quest to find pet-victim minorities.

It’s disgusting, elitist feminism.

Blacks, Hispanics and all minorities should reject their implicit bigotry

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1112823502158159872
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REPUBLICANS CAST DOUBT ON WHITE HOUSE SECURITY CLEARANCE WHISTLEBLOWER

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Rep.-Jim-Jordan-R-OH-speaks-during-CPAC-2019-February-28-2019-in-
National-Harbor-Maryland-e1553443807518.jpg

GOP lawmakers on the House Oversight Committee are casting doubt on a White House whistleblower in a Monday morning
memorandum, alleging that nearly two dozen White House aides were given security clearances despite initially being denied.

Democratic staff revealed Monday morning that the whistleblower noted that 25 people, including senior White House aides, were
given clearance despite having it rejected by career staffers. The whistleblower, Tricia Newbold, is a manager in the White House
personnel office.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/jared-kushner--e1551445248539.jpg

( Senior Adviser to the President and son-in-law Jared Kushner (R) listens as President Donald Trump (2nd L) meets with Hispanic
pastors at the Roosevelt Room of the White House January 25, 2019 in Washington, DC. (Photo by Alex Wong/Getty Images)

“I know that this will not be perceived in favor of my intentions, which is to bring back the integrity of the office,” she said,
according to a summary provided by the House Oversight Committee.

GOP lawmakers responded in a Monday afternoon memo that “Ms. Newbold provided testimony that the Democrats are misusing
to manufacture a misleading narrative that the Trump White House is reckless with our national security,” adding that, “The
Democrats are inclined to use some information from the transcribed interview to embarrass senior White House officials. Ms.
Newbold’s testimony discussed two officials with specificity, who the Democrats labeled as “Senior White House Official 1” and
“Senior White House Official 2.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/01/republicans-cast-doubt-white-house-security-clearance-whistleblower/
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Monterey County EMT Accused Of Child Molestation, 98 Charges Filed

( THIS ONE BLEW MY MIND PATRIOTS BECAUSE IT'S CLOSE TO HOME )

https://kubrick.htvapps.com/htv-prod-media.s3.amazonaws.com/images/kevin-crane-1554142805.png

SALINAS, Calif.

A Monterey County EMT was arrested for allegedly engaging in lewd acts with a child.

According to officials, Kevin Crane, 37, of Salinas, was arrested last week and charged with 98 counts. Crane worked for
American Medical Response.

Crane was charged with two counts of lewd acts with a child under 14. Of those two counts, Crane is charged with
committing those acts 96 times.

Crane was also charged with sexual abuse and child cruelty.

Bail has been set at $5.3 million.

Follow this story to get instant e-mail alerts from KSBW on the latest developments and related topics.

( LINK BELOW )
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I Owe The World & The Mainstream Media A Huge : " I'm Sorry ! "

https://thehill.com/sites/default/files/muellereport_memo_022119hillillustration.jpg

I’m sorry for calling the Russiagaters idiots:

Morons, Drooling Imbeciles, Stupid, Gullible Sheep, Foam-Brained Human Livestock, Tinfoil Pussyhat-Wearing Delusional
Conspiracy Theorists, Demented Cold War-Enabling McCarthyite Bootlickers, Oafish Slug-Headed Slime Creatures, Energy-
Sucking, CIA-Coddling Wastes Of Space And Oxygen,Aand an Embarrassment to The Human Species....... etc........
etc.....

https://static.independent.co.uk/s3fs-public/styles/feed/public/thumbnails/image/2018/11/28/14/trump-train.png

APRIL FOOLS!

I WILL NEVER BE SORRY FOR CALLING ALL THE DEEP STATE PLAYERS EXACTLY WHAT THEY ARE

HAVE A GREAT DAY PATRIOTS, TODAY IS MY 56h BIRTHDAY

( STORY ORIGINALLY POSTED FROM @GA PATRIOT & THIS WAS JUST ONE PARAGRAPH, LINK BELOW )

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-04-01/johnstone-leaked-401-page-mueller-report-proves-barr-lied-collusion-theorists
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Lindsey Graham Reveals AG Barr Is 'Upset' Over Clinton Email Investigation — And Suggests It Might Not Be Over

( 'I think it's important to understand that political bias probably drove the Clinton outcome' )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19328606/1200x600.jpg

Senate Judiciary Chairman Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) revealed over the weekend that Attorney General William Barr is
"upset" over how the Obama administration's Justice Department handled the Hillary Clinton email scandal, suggesting the
case may yet not be over.

What are the details?

During an appearance on Fox News' "Sunday Futures," Graham said that as chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee
he believes there need to be investigations into the "criminality" over how the FBI handled the Clinton email scandal, FISA
warrant abuses, and the FBI's decision to open a counter-intelligence investigation into the Trump campaign.

Regarding the Clinton investigation, Graham said, "So it seems to me that she was interviewed not under oath. She had a
couple of her staff people with her. People in her campaign were given immunity without anything in return. Nobody in the
Clinton e-mail investigation went to jail for lying about the process, because there was no process."

"I know Bill Barr pretty well, and he's pretty upset about the way all this was handled," Graham added, explaining he hopes
Barr appoints a special counsel to investigate "DOJ corruption."

CHRIS ENLOE

Senate Judiciary Chairman Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) revealed over the weekend that Attorney General William Barr is
"upset" over how the Obama administration's Justice Department handled the Hillary Clinton email scandal, suggesting the
case may yet not be over.

What are the details?

During an appearance on Fox News' "Sunday Futures," Graham said that as chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee
he believes there need to be investigations into the "criminality" over how the FBI handled the Clinton email scandal, FISA
warrant abuses, and the FBI's decision to open a counter-intelligence investigation into the Trump campaign.

Regarding the Clinton investigation, Graham said, "So it seems to me that she was interviewed not under oath. She had a
couple of her staff people with her. People in her campaign were given immunity without anything in return. Nobody in the
Clinton e-mail investigation went to jail for lying about the process, because there was no process."

"I know Bill Barr pretty well, and he's pretty upset about the way all this was handled," Graham added, explaining he hopes
Barr appoints a special counsel to investigate "DOJ corruption."

"And I don't know if he's going to have a special prosecutor to look at the probability of criminal misbehavior. I'm going to
look at what happened from an oversight role. But I hope there's a special counsel appointed to look at DOJ corruption and
political bias, because Mueller did his job against Trump" Graham said.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19328542/980x.jpg

The South Carolina lawmaker said he doesn't want to "retry" Clinton but wants the public to know "that she got away with
something they wouldn't get away with."

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/lindsey-graham-clinton-email-investigation-barr-upset
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Lawsuit: College 'Demoted, Harassed,' Then 'Effectively Fired' Psychology Prof For 'Conservative' Gender Views

( 'The University of Louisville's attempts to silence Dr. Josephson shut down debate and do a disservice to students and faculty
alike' )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19328813/1200x600.jpg

Attorneys for a University of Louisville psychology professor filed a federal lawsuit against the school last week saying their
client was "demoted, harassed, and then effectively fired" for his "conservative" views on gender, according to Alliance
Defending Freedom, a Christian legal outfit.

What's the background?

ADF said the university hired Dr. Allan M. Josephson in 2003 as chief of the "then-struggling" Division of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry and Psychology, which he turned around, "building a program that now has a national reputation."
Josephson, the suit says, has been a medical doctor since 1976 and has built an international reputation since that time.

Josephson also has served as an expert witness in numerous cases involving gender dysphoria in children and adolescents
and has held the view that sex is binary and fixed at birth — and that parents should help their children feel more
comfortable with their biological gender through therapy, the suit says. Josephson also was a panelist for The Heritage
Foundation, a conservative group, in the fall of 2017 on the topic of treating youth with gender dysphoria.

( READ FULL STORY BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/lawsuit-college-demoted-prof-for-conservative-gender-views
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Judge Jeanine Is Back – Without a Word About Her Two-Week Suspension

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/04/judge_jeanine_is_back__without_a_word_about_her_twoweek_suspension.html
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AOC Falsely Claims GOP Amended Constitution To Kick FDR Out Of Office

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-falsely-claims-republicans-amended-constitution-to-kick-fdr-out-of-office
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Republicans Should Demand Maxine Waters Resign As Chair Of The House Committee On Financial Services

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/mikelachance/2019/04/01/republicans-should-demand-maxine-waters-resign-as-chair-of-the-house-
committee-on-financial-services-n2544045
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Border Crisis Hits Unprecedented, 'Staggering' Territory As Border Patrol Forced To Release Families

https://assets.rbl.ms/19327234/1200x600.jpg

Amid a growing border crisis and news that the "mother of all caravans" is journeying north from Central America,
President Donald Trump on Friday threatened to shut down the border to alleviate overwhelming stress on U.S. immigration
resources.

But just how bad is the situation at the border? According to a new USA Today story detailing the situation, local officials
say the crisis has entered unprecedented territory.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/border-crisis-staggering-territory
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Retired Female Champion Comes Out Against Transgender Athletes in Elite Sports: ‘Has To Be Protected’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Paula-Radcliffe-345x181.jpg

Paula Radcliffe is a very controversial woman right now. She’s controversial because apparently, she still believes the elite
tiers of women’s sports should be reserved for those who were born as, well, women.

Radcliffe, a retired British long-distance runner with the world record for fastest marathon time by a female, made similar
comments earlier in the month, according to The Daily Wire.

During an appearance on BBC Radio 5 on Friday, she refused to back away from those remarks, at least as far as elite
sports go.

Radcliffe said there are “absolutely probably hundreds of transgenders who want to take part in sport, for all the other
benefits that it brings.”

“And all we’re saying is, ‘That’s fine, but not elite sport, because elite sport, that female section of elite sport, has to be
protected so that females can genuinely reach the top of it.'”

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/bbc5live/status/1111546660117569536

BBC Radio 5 Live 

@bbc5live

@bbc5live

'Elite sport should be protected for women' @paulajradcliffe on what rules she thinks should apply to transgender athletes.

5LiveBreakfast

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/retired-female-champion-comes-transgender-athletes-elite-sports-protected/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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It's Time To Turn The Hunters Into The Hunted & It's Time To Relentlessly Special Counsel The Democratic Party Into
Oblivion.

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/88/1f213dd4-c98d-4f77-8286-aaee277c6e98.png

I wrote the best-selling business book "The Power of Relentless" four years ago. After a lifetime of studying business
leaders, I concluded that being "relentless" is the No. 1 trait that leads to success. And I named Donald J. Trump the most
relentless human being in modern history.

Soon after, Trump was elected president against all odds.

Don't look now, but Trump is proving it all over again. We've just experienced the greatest week in the history of the
relentless Donald J. Trump's presidency.

First, of course, Trump was exonerated and vindicated after the most corrupt hoax in the history of U.S. politics. There
never was "Russian collusion."

Even Robert Mueller -- a Trump-hater with a team of vicious Democrat-donor prosecutors -- had to admit that. And as
brilliant Attorney General William Barr explained, without "collusion," there can't be obstruction of justice.

Trump wins -- again. That's relentless.

Poor, poor liberals. After two years, more than $25 million and thousands of hours of obsession by Mueller and the
liberal media, all they got was a crummy T-shirt.

But then it got better. Way better.

On Monday, the Department of Justice announced that it is urging an appeals court to side with a federal judge who ruled
Obamacare is unconstitutional. The administration argues the entire Affordable Care Act should be struck down. DOJ
lawyers are pushing for an end to Obamacare. You didn't see that coming, did you? That's relentless.

Next, the Pentagon notified Congress that it had authorized the first $1 billion for Trump to build his wall. This money will be
used to build 57 miles of new wall and fencing along the Yuma and El Paso sections of the border.

Construction will begin immediately. Didn't liberals claim Trump would never build his wall? That's relentless.

This money is just the start of the release of military funds that will occur thanks to Trump's emergency order -- you know,
the one this columnist first recommended to the president back in November. What an honor to be a part of history.

Finally, Trump has announced he'll sign a new executive order to recognize Israel's sovereignty over the Golan Heights, a
strip of land central to Israel's security. Trump loves Israel. He just cemented his legacy as the greatest U.S. president ever
to the Jewish people. Contrast this with nine Democrat presidential candidates boycotting the American Israel Public Affairs
Committee this week.

Trump has single-handedly changed the dynamic between Jews and the Democratic Party. That's relentless.

Now there is one thing left to do. It's time to relentlessly demand justice.

It's time to play the Democrats' game. If it's good for the goose, it's good for the gander. Barr must name special counsels
to investigate the endless scandals of the Democrats. It's time to investigate Russiagate, the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act scandal, the unmasking scandal and the FBI and DOJ officials who perpetrated this collusion hoax on the
American people. But why stop there?

Name special counsels to investigate Hillary Clinton, the Clinton Foundation, the Uranium One deal and the Barack Obama
IRS scandal. It's time for Clinton, Obama, James Comey, Andrew McCabe, Loretta Lynch, John Brennan, James Clapper,
Ben Rhodes and so many others to pay for their awful crimes.

It's time to turn the hunters into the hunted. It's time to relentlessly special counsel the Democratic Party into
oblivion.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/wayneallynroot/2019/03/31/its-time-to-turn-the-hunters-into-the-hunted-n2543994
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Three Previously Deported Hondurans Caught Running Salt Lake City Drug Ring

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/260/f4d2a859-7f20-424c-9edf-679cd41efca5.jpg

Three previously deported illegal aliens have been charged by the Utah Attorney General's Office with running a drug ring
throughout Salt Lake City in addition to other felonies, reports KSL.com.

"Melvin Arrazola-Raudales, 41, Rene Leonardo Trejo-Raudales, 26, and Richer Brayan Valle-Raudales, 23, were each
charged in 3rd District Court with two counts of drug distribution, a second-degree felony, and possession of a weapon by a
restricted person, a third-degree felony," writes Pat Reavy.

All three men told authorities they had been previously deported but snuck back in through the Texas border.

via KSL:

Arrazola-Raudales has a history of drug distribution and has been previously deported twice, the charges state

Valle-Raudales told investigators "he is an immigrant from Honduras who has been in the United States for approximately
three months. (He) attempted to cross the border in 2014. Valle-Raudales again crossed the border approximately six
months ago and again was deported," the charges state.

Trejo-Raudales "reported he is an immigrant from Honduras who has been in the United States for approximately seven
months," according to court documents. He told investigators he crossed the border in Texas and had been deported
once before.

The attorney general's SECURE Strike Force "received information about a group of Honduran nationals selling narcotics
throughout the Salt Lake Valley, specifically heroin and cocaine" and quickly moved in on the suspects. Authorities found
$7,500 in cash as well as more cocaine and heroin in the house last week after obtaining a "no-knock warrant."

"I immediately instructed assisting agents to inspect the suspects' mouths for contraband. Inside Mr. Arrazola-Raudales's
mouth was five square white plastic twists and 27 round white plastic twists. The square twists were field tested on scene
and showed positive for cocaine. The round twists were field tested on scene and showed positive for heroin," the charges
state.

"In the bathroom, agents found an empty plastic gum container and two twists on the floor with water near them. Based on
your (investigator's) training and understanding of drug distributors it appears likely the suspects were flushing drugs down
the toilet," the attorney generals office said.

Records say one of the suspects confessed to receiving "narcotics from some Mexicans in the evening and would separate
them into individual packaging for selling at night. The next day they would go throughout the Salt Lake Valley and sell the
packages of narcotics."

(LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/03/31/three-previously-deported-hondurans-caught-running-salt-lake-city-drug-
ring-n2544043
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If You'd Rather Have "The Whole Truth," Without Artificial Sweeteners Or Additives, The Mean Mainstream Will Classify
You As A Fascist

https://www.ndfp.org/sayt/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Freedom-of-the-press-1030x796.jpg

( The Quest For Truth In A World Of Media Deception )

Do you believe that the truth shall set you free? Well, nowadays, you'll be damned if you do and "dumbed" if you don't.

Let's start with this: how do you like your truth in the morning? The politically correct answer should be "crooked or snide,
I'm satisfied." Then the mainstream media go: "Upside-down, I never frown, news can almost be bliss just as long as I get
my twist."

If you'd rather have "the whole truth," without artificial sweeteners or additives, the mean mainstream will classify you as a
"fascist" (general term for "the one who disagrees").

If you were right all along, and a lengthy (e.g., 675 days), costly (e.g., $25.2 million) lie finally backfires, do not expect an
official apology or clarification. The "Collusion Club" considers that you are either "deplorable" or dumb — in both cases,
denial will do.

Funny how "Adam Schiff rejects reports that Mueller indictments are over"(Fox News, March 24) echoes "I reject your
reality and substitute my own" — a quote popularized by Adam Savage from Obama's favorite show, Mythbusters. By the
way, since BHO's one MythBusters regret is "they never let me blow anything up," I must give it to Obama: for once, he
doesn't want to take credit for what he has done (plenty), and in more ways than one.

Even if it's difficult to disagree with Orwell's "In a time of deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act," acknowledgment of
double standards is today just a boring element of contemporary socio-political routine. In 2012, Adam Schiff said, "I feel an
ancestral connection to the [Russian] community because that's the part of the world my family comes from[.] ... I look
forward to getting to know my cousins."

Just try to imagine Mueller's "arguments" and media-induced hysteria if such a statement came "from the camp" of
President Trump. Needless to say, the Jussie Smollett case would take a different turn, too, if it did not stem from the left.

Why is the swamp's hate toward Donald Trump so intense? Well, as Miguel de Unamuno put it, "a lot of good arguments are
spoiled by some fool who knows what he is talking about."

Schopenhauer is credited with an interesting statement about truth. If the Three Stages Theory is correct, we are on the
way to seeing the truth recognized. "In the first stage the truth is ridiculed; in the second stage it is opposed; in the third
stage it is regarded as self-evident."

Many of us are so sick and tired of treacherous lies that it's hard to believe that the biblical verse (John 8:32) "And ye shall
know the truth and the truth shall make you free" was etched into the wall of the CIA's building to serve as a reminder of the
intelligence mission in a free country. I dare hope that despite the present media eclipse, the belief will remain engraved in
the heart of humanity, as long as we strive for free society. For as long as our kind remains "sapiens."

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/the_quest_for_truth_in_a_world_of_media_deception.html#.XKBGHfLPX8Q.twitter
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THIS IS WHAT A REAL ASSAULT VICTIM LOOKS LIKE, ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU A BLACK CELEBRITY
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ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU ARE A BLACK CELEBRITY

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv032919dAPR20190329034509.jpg

AND THE DEMOCRAT PARTY HAS BECOME THE DUMB PARTY

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/holb_c16440720190329120100.jpg

DEMOCRATS ARE TRULY JACK ASSES

ENJOY YOUR WEEKEND PATRIOTS & GOD BLESS YOU

WWG1WGA
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Empire' Ratings , Like CNN Collapse To 'All-Time Low' After Criminal Charges Dropped Against Jussie Smollett

He had been charged with 16 felonies

Outrage erupted this week when the Cook County State's Attorney's Office announced it was dropping all charges against
actor Jussie Smollett, who had been indicted on 16 felony counts in relation to allegedly orchestrating a hate crime hoax
against himself.

After the controversial announcement, ratings for "Empire," the FOX show on which Smollett starred, collapsed to an "all-
time low."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/empire-ratings-collapse-jussie-smollett-charges-dropped
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Veteran Congressmen Fire Back After Dem. Rep. Says Schiff Has More Integrity Than Them

Some of the veteran members in Congress fired back after Rep. David Cicilline (D-RI) said Rep. Adam Schiff (D-CA) has more
patriotism and integrity in his little finger than President Donald Trump “or any of the Republicans in Congress today will have in
their lifetimes.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/juliorosas/2019/03/30/veteran-congressmen-fire-back-after-dem-rep-says-schiff-has-more-integrity-
than-them-n2544026
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Trey Gowdy On Next Steps For The Mueller Report, Adam Schiff's Future

Trey Gowdy, former chairman of the House Oversight Committee, said Friday he has full confidence that Attorney General
Bill Barr was able to read and write an accurate summary of Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s Russia investigation report in
a weekend

A Justice Department official told Fox News this week that the Mueller report is more than 300 pages long.

He summarized it, I’m quite certain he read it, he’s a really, really smart guy which is something that should give all of us
confidence. Three hundred pages is not that much,” said Gowdy, who is also an attorney, on The Daily Briefing with Dana
Perino.

Barr said Friday he plans to submit the full version of Mueller’s report to Congress by "mid-April, if not sooner," and will not
give the White House a sneak peek.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/former-chairman-of-the-house-oversight-committee-on-next-steps-for-the-mueller-report-adam-
schiffs-future
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Adam Schiff " The Leader Of The Tinfoil Hat Party "

Republicans on the House Intelligence Committee handed Chairman Adam Schiff a letter at a Thursday morning hearing
demanding he resign from the panel. Despite special counsel Robert Mueller concluding that President Trump did not collude with
Russia in the 2016 presidential election, Schiff is holding fast to his belief that it did happen. Russia offering Trump's team dirt on
Hillary Clinton's campaign "is corrupt and evidence of collusion," Schiff said at today's hearing.

A few hours later, two more of Schiff's colleagues, Reps. Mark Green (R-TN) and Tim Burchett (R-TN) poked fun at him by making
a video announcing they'd found the manila "Schiff Report" folder that proved Trump did collude with Russia after all.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/03/29/watch-schiffs-colleagues-make-fun-at-his-collusion-conspiracy-n2543926
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TONIGHT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP PROVES ONCE AGAIN HE IS ABSOLUTELY BEST MAN TO BE PRESIDENT
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TONIGHT IN MICHIGAN PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HELD HIS FIRST RALLY SINCE THE

MUELLER REPORT VINDICATED HIM OF COLLUSION WITH RUSSIA IN THE 2016 ELECTION

DURING HIS SPEECH TONIGHT PRESIDENT TRUMP HAS PROVEN THROUGH ALL HIS PROMISES

KEPT TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE AND ACTUALLY MORE DONE THAN HE PROMISED THAT HE IS

ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT AMERICA HAS EVER HAD. THE PRESIDENT HAS CALLED

OUT ALL THE LYING DEMOCRATS ON THE BULLSHIT RUSSIA COLLUSION LIE THAT HAS BEEN

PERPETRATED IN THE MEDIA AND BY ALL THE DEMOCRATS FOR OVER TWO YEARS ABOUT HOW

ROBERT MUELLER'S REPORT WOULD PROVE TRUMP GUILTY BUT THE EXACT OPPOSITE THING HAPPENED

WHEN MUELLER RELEASED HIS RUSSIA COLLUSION REPORT BY TOTALLY VINDICATING OUR

GREAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP. ALSO PRESIDENT TRUMP HAS PROMISED ALL AMERICAN'S THAT

WE WILL MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN AND WE WILL DRAIN THE SWAMP

( DONALD TRUMP & MIKE PENCE 2020 KEEP AMERICA GREAT )

https://i.mlive.com/resizer/iywdFLkrPanK3FEkEZx-80TSPFo=/960x0/arc-anglerfish-arc2-prod-
advancelocal.s3.amazonaws.com/public/FEM2QHAPMFB4HLB4HZJMQLNWKE.JPG

I LOVE PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND ASK THE GOD MOST HIGH TO BLESS AND KEEP HIM SAFE

GOD BLESS Q'ANON AND ALL YOU @GA PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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TRUMP IN MICHIGAN: LITTLE PENCIL NECK ADAM SCHIFF, SICK SICK , THESE ARE SICK PEOPLE, THEY KNOW IT'S
ALL LIES & BULLSHIT

( I Found The Perfect Little Adam Schiff Meme For That )

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/mrz032719dAPR20190328024509.jpg

( And Here's Little Adam Schiffs Big Russia Burger )

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb032719dAPR20190327044508.jpg

PRESIDENT TRUMP IS PROVING LIKE HE ALWAYS DOES THAT HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE RIGHT MAN FOR JOB AS
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON & DRAIN THE SWAMP

WWG1WGA
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PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP: THE COLLUSION DELUSION IS OVER/ NOTHING MORE THAN A PLAN BY THOSE WHO
LOST ELECTION 2016

WE DEFEATED A VERY CORRUPT ESTABLISHMENT AND IT'S DRIVING THEM CRAZY !

DONALD TRUMP IS AMERICA GREATEST PRESIDENT EVER !

GOD BLESS YOU PRESIDENT TRUMP

WWG1WGA
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Q'ANON: Psalms 23: The Lord Is My Shepherd

I POSTED THIS YESTERDAY BUT PICTURE DID NOT SHOW UP, SO I WILL POST AGAIN

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D2xgSVOUgAErfAN.png

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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President Trump: FBI & DOJ To Review Outrageous Jussie Smollet Case In Chicago, It Is An Embarrassment To Our
Nation

https://www.geo.tv/assets/uploads/updates/2018-07-10/202621_3956917_updates.jpg

The fate of the higher-ups who pulled the strings to get Jussie Smollett off the hook is now in the hands of a dummy who is
panicking.

The venerable political machine that runs the most corrupt big city in America, the very city who gave us the presidency of
Barack Obama, is erupting in a political civil war over a case that has riveted the attention of the public. What makes this
story a beacon of hope for reform-minded populists is that the fate of the rascals is now in the hands of an incompetent
public official who has outraged the public with obvious corruption of justice, and who is now panicking and making huge
mistakes because the walls are starting to close in on her.

President Trump this morning confirmed an earlier report by ABC Chicago and promised that the FBI and DoJ will review the
Smollett case:

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

FBI & DOJ to review the outrageous Jussie Smollett case in Chicago. It is an embarrassment to our Nation

For people who have spent the last few days on the dark side of the moon, prosecution of Jussie Smollett for falsely
reporting a fake hate crime that he personally staged with the help of two associates (who have confessed and who are on
surveillance tape purchasing the items used in the fake attack) was dropped by the state's attorney's office of Cook County
and the record expunged with evidence in the case sealed.

( TO READ FULL STORY CLICK LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/facing_an_fbi_and_doj_investigation_of_smollett_case_kim_foxx_is_panicking_and_changing_her_story.html#.XJ0Oil30P9E.twitter
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President Trump Receptive To Senator Graham's Call For 2nd Special Counsel To Review Russia Probe Origins
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President Trump Receptive To Senator Graham's Call For 2nd Special Counsel To Review Russia Probe Origins

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/03/26/931/524/694940094001_6018336435001_6018337305001-
vs.jpg

President Trump was enthusiastic about the idea of appointing a second special counsel to review the origins of the Russia
investigation when it came up during a meeting Tuesday with Republican senators, a source familiar with the discussions
told Fox News.

The president was specifically reacting to GOP Sen. Lindsey Graham's call for another special counsel as well as the
senator's vow to look into issues like the alleged abuse of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act at the dawn of the
Russia probe. The source told Fox News that the president seemed excited about that course during a Senate GOP lunch
on Capitol Hill, which Graham and other senators attended.

The topic of a new special counsel resurfaced this week when Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Graham, R-S.C.,
urged Attorney General Bill Barr to appoint someone to look into alleged abuses in the case following the conclusion of
Robert Mueller's investigation -- which did not uncover evidence of a Trump-Russia conspiracy in 2016, according to Barr's
summary.

Graham said that due to “the emotional nature of this,” he believed a new appointment was necessary.

“I’d like to find somebody, like a Mr. Mueller, that can look into what happened with the FISA warrants, the
counterintelligence investigation. Am I right to be concerned? It seems pretty bad on its face—but there are some people
that are never going to accept the Mueller report, but by any reasonable standard, Mueller thoroughly investigated the
Trump campaign. You cannot say that about the other side of the story,” Graham told reporters Monday.

“I hope Mr. Barr will appoint somebody outside the current system to look into these allegations, somebody we all trust, and
let them do what Mueller did,” he continued, adding that he'd been calling for the appointment of a second special counsel
since 2017 to investigate “whether or not a counterintelligence investigation was opened as a back door to spy on the
Trump campaign.”

The source told Fox News that the president also was excited about Graham’s plans to conduct a “deep dive” into the “other
side of the story,” referring to the early phase of the Russia investigation at the Justice Department and the FBI.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-receptive-to-grahams-call-for-second-special-counsel-to-review-russia-probe-source-says#
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Sen. Rand Paul: It Was Brennan Who Legitimized Fake Trump Dossier In Intelligence Reports

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/227/5cd79935-b9d0-476b-ae45-388cf9ff215e.jpg

Special Counsel Robert Mueller has submitted his report. President Trump has been vindicated on the charges of Russian
collusion and now it’s time to hold everyone who peddled this myth to be torched mercilessly. A lot of us already knew this
collusion narrative was trash. A lot of us got that when zero evidence was found to corroborate such an explosive claim.
Over 2,500 subpoenas were issued and 500 witnesses were interviewed. No collusion was found. None. As such, Mueller’s
report also exposed the so-called Trump dossier as a complete fabrication. It was largely unverified. Now, it’s total garbage
and yet, it was used as a point of reference for scores of anti-Trump liberals hoping that the Russian collusion narrative
would be enough to impeach the president.

Senator Rand Paul

✔ @RandPaul

BREAKING: A high-level source tells me it was Brennan who insisted that the unverified and fake Steele dossier be included in the
Intelligence Report... Brennan should be asked to testify under oath in Congress ASAP.

Senator Rand Paul

✔ @RandPaul

Time to investigate the Obama officials who concocted and spread the Russian conspiracy hoax!

And who were the main offenders for pushing the Russian collusion myth? Well, apparently, a high-levels source told Sen.
Rand Paul (R-KY) that former CIA Director John Brennan was key in citing the Trump dossier in intelligence reports. Paul
Bedard of the Washington Examiner has more:

Sen. Rand Paul escalated his demand for an investigation into former Obama officials who “concocted” the anti-Trump
Russia scandal, revealing that former CIA Director John Brennan was the key figure who legitimized the charges and
discredited “dossier” against the president.
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discredited “dossier” against the president.

[…]

In a tweet, he said that he heard from a high level source that Brennan helped to validate the “dossier” in intelligence
reports.

“A high-level source tells me it was Brennan who insisted that the unverified and fake Steele dossier be included in the
Intelligence Report ... Brennan should be asked to testify under oath in Congress ASAP,” he tweeted.

In an earlier tweet Wednesday, Paul called for wide investigation into former President Barack Obama and his team.
“Time for Congress to investigate. What did President Obama know and when? How did this hoax go on for so long
unabated?”

The dossier was a piece of opposition research funded by the Clinton campaign and compiled by former MI6 spook
Christopher Steele. This document could be the alleged insurance policy against a Trump presidency that disgraced FBI
Agent Peter Strzok and bureau lawyer Lisa Page. Page and Strzok sent tens of thousands f texts during their extramarital
affair, most of which were anti-Trump. Strzok was a key person in the Hillary Clinton email probe and signed off on the
counterintelligence investigation into Russian collusion that was eventually taken over by Special Counsel Mueller after FBI
Director James Comey was fired in May of 2017.

This dossier was also reportedly used to secure a FISA spy warrant against Trump’s former foreign policy adviser, Carter
Page. This piece of fiction cost millions in taxpayer dollars, mass hysteria in the media, and the destruction of people’s
lives and reputation. The Wall Street Journal editorial board rightfully called for those who concocted this hoax to be
investigated:

The dossier was concocted in spring 2016 by oppo-research firm Fusion GPS, and financed by the Clinton campaign and
the Democratic National Committee. Fusion hired former British spy Christopher Steele to compile sensational claims,
based on anonymous Russian sources, that Donald Trump was compromised by Russian intelligence.

[…]

M. Steele used his intelligence contacts to get the dossier to an Obama State Department official and the FBI. Fusion GPS
chief Glenn Simpson funneled it to the FBI through Justice Department employee Bruce Ohr, and even planted it directly
with former FBI general counsel James Baker via Mother Jones reporter David Corn.

All of this should have set off FBI klaxon bells. Mr. Baker has told Congress the FBI was wary of the dossier’s
provenance, but FBI Director Jim Comey and his team nonetheless made the dossier a central feature of their
unprecedented counterintelligence probe into the Trump campaign in July 2016.

That included using the dossier’s allegations as part of its application to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court for a
wiretap warrant in October 2016 against former Trump aide Carter Page. The FBI obscured for the court the damning
information it had about Mr. Simpson’s political paymasters. Mr. Comey has testified that the FBI targeted at least four
Trump-related individuals.

[…]

Mr. Mueller’s conclusion that there was no collusion suggests that he was not able to verify the dossier’s claims, and
there needs to be a reckoning. The country has endured two years of angst and controversy based on a politically
motivated invention financed by the Clinton campaign and promoted by former Obama CIA Director John Brennan and
former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper.

The Justice Department Inspector General is investigating, and so should prosecutors. Senate Judiciary Chairman
Lindsey Graham is promising hearings, and he should put this entire crowd under oath. The Steele dossier looks like one
of the nastiest dirty tricks in political history, and its authors and promoters should be held accountable.

Now, the real investigation begins…and we should hope that the heads of these clowns who pushed this collusion trash roll

( LINK BELOW )

Now, the real investigation begins…and we should hope that the heads of these clowns who pushed this collusion trash roll
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These Twitter Responses to AOC & Death of GND Will Restore Your Faith in Common Sense
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Jobs, Jobs, Jobs:' New Investments, Hiring Announced In Pennsylvania And Michigan  (theawakening)
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Jobs, Jobs, Jobs:' New Investments, Hiring Announced In Pennsylvania And Michigan

With the political commentariat still in the throes of acute Mueller Mania (Sunday may have been one of the best days of Trump's
presidency, from his perspective), I figured I'd offer up a little bit of counter-programming. Some attention was paid last week to a
series of political models rely exclusively rely on economic indicators to predict presidential election outcomes. Based on the
present conditions in the US economy, President Trump is currently projected to win re-election...in every single model. That's
pretty extraordinary. How the numbers look 18 months from now will obviously be far more potentially-determinative, of course
(more on that below), but this is an interesting data point that can't easily be ignored:

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/03/27/jobs-jobs-jobs-new-investments-hiring-announced-in-pennsylvania-and-
michigan-n2543612
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A TRUCK FULL OF DEMOCRAT VOTERS

NOW THIS IS FUNNY , JUST WATCH AND SEE HOW THE DEMOCRATS ARE GETTING MORE VOTERS

https://twitter.com/ECHOtheCALL/status/1110853399568883712

( Thank You FreedomReigns WWG1WGA �� @ECHOtheCALL For The LOL )

WWG1WGA
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The Lord Is My Shepherd : I Shall Not Want
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MAY GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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PENNSYLVANIA STATE REP. HORRIFIES DEMOCRATS WITH OPENING PRAYER, ‘AT THE NAME OF JESUS EVERY
KNEE WILL BOW’

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Borowicz_Invocation-e1553645919300.jpg

Republican Pennsylvania State Rep. Stephanie Borowicz outraged Democrats by mentioning Jesus 13 times in her invocation on
the day of Pennsylvania’s first female Muslim representative’s swearing-in.

Borowicz thanked Jesus, “the King of Kings; the Lord of lords; the great I Am; the One who’s coming back again; the One who
came, died, and rose again on the third day,” for the honor of being His ambassador, asked forgiveness on behalf of America for
forgetting Him and for Him to heal the country, praised Him for President Donald Trump’s support of Israel and declared that “at the
name of Jesus every knee will bow.”

Democratic Pennsylvania State Rep. Movita Johnson-Harrell, the first female Muslim representative in the state’s legislature,
decried the Monday prayer as offensive, as did state Democratic leadership.

WATCH

https://youtu.be/RLVrgWygwQo via @YouTube

Johnson-Harrell also asserted that Borowicz used Jesus “as a weapon” to target her because she is Muslim.

“I knew I was going to receive some discrimination because of my religion,” Johnson-Harrell said according to WHYY. “Because
I’m a hijabi woman. And I am the first…but I did not think it would come on the actual day of my swearing-in.”

An Islamic prayer called Takbir was recited before the legislature during Johnson-Harrell’s swearing-in, but ended just before the
prayer’s traditional last line, which repudiates the belief that God begat a son, thereby rejecting the Christian understanding of
Jesus.

House Minority Leader Frank Dermody also denounced Borowicz’s prayer as “beneath the dignity of this House.”

Dermody proposed developing guidelines to ensure that the prayer delivered before voting sessions will be one that “is meant to
inspire us, that is meant to bring us together so we can have, at least, an opportunity at the beginning of the day to think sure that
we can get something done here together.”

Democratic Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf also decried the prayer.

The state’s legislature, by contrast, applauded Muslim Democratic Pennsylvania State Rep. Jason Dawkins’ Tuesday invocation,
in which he recited from the Quran.

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/03/26/pennsylvania-state-rep-jesus-prayer/ via @dailycaller
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American Mainstream Media Has Handed An Information Warfare Victory To Vladimir Putin

( The Incalculable Damage of the Russia Hoax )

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-03/212788_5_.png

With powerful free press constitutional safe guards, Americans have empowered our media with an important mission in an
informed democracy: reporting accurately with full transparency on important events. Now with the Russia! Russia! Russia!
Trump! Trump! Trump! Hoax, with its incredibly inaccurate and malicious reporting blown to hell and back, there is a
significant lesson to be learned.

I have not seen anyone focus on both President Trump and President Putin winning; one man for good the other for evil.

It is very simple. There have been two individuals who entered the maelstrom of this fake news hurricane to emerge after
the event and to have their positions made stronger on the world stage. Both President Trump and President Putin knew the
real truth of a fake narrative from the first moment the collusion issue was raised as a vehicle for a hide in plain sight what
must acknowledged as political/media coup attempt.

President Trump was incredibly strong in standing firm, and his daughter Ivanka nailed it, in essence: the truth is the truth:

@IvankaTrump

@IvankaTrump

Truth is generally the best vindication against slander. — Abraham Lincoln

Russia’s historic goal of sowing dissent and weakening our democratic institutions was rapidly realized at first, as the
Trump presidency was widely declared to be illegitimate on the Left and in the media. But the finding by the Mueller team of
no collusion proved the wisdom of Lincoln and Ivanka. Trump Nation “deplorables” have become even more empowered
during this time of historic testing and are emerging even stronger in their resolve to support President Trump’s leadership
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during this time of historic testing and are emerging even stronger in their resolve to support President Trump’s leadership
to Make America Great Again.

The Trump presidency has just reaped a global foreign policy and defense benefit: No world leader would never, ever doubt
how tough he is, having survived this attempted coup.

Tragically, in terms of world peace slipping away, the other winner was President Putin. He is perhaps the second-best
global information warrior in a leadership position in the world today. (President Trump is an order of magnitude better, but
faces a hostile media establishment that works against him, and by default helps Putin.

Not since Stalin and one of the original fake news reporters, Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times journalist Walter
Duranty, has a Russian leader scored such an important information warfare victory in the United States. pyrrhic victory
been achieved by. Duranty spread propaganda denying Stalin’s starving of millions of Ukrainians, estimated at over 10
million.

It took more than half a century for the New York Times to publicly acknowledge the insidiousness of Duranty’s and its own
role in Stalin’s information warfare victory:

On Christmas Day in 1933, Joseph Stalin conferred this orchid on his favorite Western journalist:

''You have done a good job in your reporting the U.S.S.R., though you are not a Marxist, because you try to tell the truth
about our country... I might say that you bet on our horse to win when others thought it had no chance and I am sure you
have not lost by it.''

The reporter was Walter Duranty, then The New York Times's Moscow correspondent, who is credited with coining the term
''Stalinism.'' He was fascinated, almost mesmerized by the harsh system he described. And having bet on Stalin's rise in
the 1920's, Mr. Duranty remained loyally partial to his horse. The result was some of the worst reporting to appear in this
newspaper. (snip)

The biggest Duranty lapse was his indifference to the catastrophic famine in 1930-31, when millions perished in the Ukraine
on the heels of forced collectivization. He shrugged off the famine as ''mostly bunk,'' and in any case, as he admonished the
squeamish, ''You can't make an omelette without breaking eggs.''

Ironically, history shows Duranty knew he was writing BS. Just as I suspect a few ideologically driven reporters have, deep
down, known over the last two years that they were also publishing their asserted opinions in the form of hard “breaking
news.” Those and many others were useful dolts and will live in infamy.

The damage to America is they have shown to Putin the strengths and weakness of our First Amendment safeguards in
real time. He has greatly benefited in seeing this American media suicide attempt.

While the U.S. media was focusing on Trump, Putin was enjoying a relatively free ride in making trouble -- from the Baltics
in sending his planes out to threaten our Intel aircraft, to probing UK airspace, to continuing to move aggressively in Ukraine
and Syria. Putin has gotten mostly a free ride, his aggressions escaping significant American media focus

President Putin has recently threatened a direct attack against the United States if we do not comply with his strategic
approach to Europe and the rest of the world. And the Russian PR machine has really kicked in. Why are all his blustery
nuclear threats, some real and others notional (fake) not being reported on?

Instead of attacking President Trump with now proven “fake news,” our media need to grow up and focus on the real danger
of Putin’s capabilities and intentions.

Is President Putin diabolically smart or simply a psychopath? Perhaps he is both, because by his direct action, the world is
now a much more dangerous place as the former KGB officer creates a nuclear doomsday scenario backed by real Russian
naval capabilities.

And the American media establishment has been his unwitting (we charitably assume) partner.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/03/the_incalculable_damage_of_the_russia_hoax.html#.XJt0XQWEAQQ.twitter
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Deep State? What Was This High-Level Meeting With Intel Officials That Occurred After The 2016 Election

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/193/680dcf7e-4c82-4663-8768-1a21e3f582e1.jpg

Around December of 2016, there was a high-level meeting among U.S. intelligence officials. New texts between former Deputy FBI
Director Andrew McCabe and counterintelligence agent Peter Strzok point that out. Both men have since been fired from the FBI.
Strzok was made famous for his extramarital affair with bureau lawyer Lisa Page. The two exchanged tens of thousands of texts,
the vast majority of which were anti-Trump. It rattled the FBI and struck at the independence and credibility that have been a
hallmark characteristic of this agency. Strzok signed off on the FBI probe into Russian collusion. He was also involved in the
Hillary Clinton email probe. On this investigation, Strzok and Page worried that the bureau was going too hard on Hillary. When
Special Counsel Robert Mueller, who had taken over the Russia collusion probe in May of 2017, discovered Strzok’s texts, he was
reassigned to human resources. Page eventually resigned from the FBI. The two have been at the center of the controversy
concerning the DOJ/FBI and the 2016 election. The Obama DOJ reportedly ordered the FBI not to charge Hillary with mishandling
classified information. Oh yes, there have been allegations of election meddling, but not from the Kremlin. That call was coming
from inside the house, but back to this meeting

Fox News reported that then-Director of National Intelligence James Clapper was in contact with Peter Strzok which has been
described as irregular. This meeting among those who could be called “deep state” actors was between Clapper, then-CIA Director
John Brennan, and Deputy CIA Director David Cohen:

Newly obtained text messages between former Acting FBI Director Andrew McCabe and bureau lawyer Lisa Page
reveal a high-level meeting among senior intelligence officials was held weeks before President Trump’s
inauguration – during a critical period for the Russia probe.

In a Dec. 12, 2016, text reviewed by Fox News, Page wrote to McCabe: "Btw, [Director of National Intelligence
James] Clapper told Pete that he was meeting with [CIA Director John] Brennan and Cohen for dinner tonight. Just
FYSA [for your situational awareness]."

Within a minute, McCabe replied, "OK."

It is unclear whether the dinner meeting concerned the investigation and suspicions about Russians' contacts with
Trump advisers including incoming national security adviser Michael Flynn.

But two government sources told Fox News it was “irregular” for Clapper to be in direct contact with Strzok, who
was at a much more junior level. It is not clear from the text if Strzok also attended the dinner. A lawyer for Strzok
declined to comment, but did not dispute the text referred to Strzok.

Asked for comment, a former government official characterized the dinner as a routine monthly sit-down held to
discuss “ongoing intelligence issues,” adding that it’s “impossible” to recall what was discussed. The former
official said the “bottom line” is that Clapper “does not know Peter Strzok beyond possibly receiving a briefing
from him years ago, and he certainly never kept him in the loop about anything.” The source also said Clapper
“does not know Strzok on a personal level, and has had no professional relationship with him.”

However, the December 2016 meeting that was apparently shared with Strzok – as documented in the text – came during a critical
period for the Russia probe. Donald Trump had scored a stunning upset victory a month earlier; Flynn, around this time, was
having conversations with Russia’s U.S. ambassador that caught the attention of the feds; the FBI had recently started
surveillance on Trump adviser Carter Page; The New York Times was about to publish a lengthy report on Russia’s U.S. election
interference; and then-FBI Director James Comey and others would soon brief Trump on allegations against him in the so-called
Steele dossier.

This very well could not as ominous as it would suggest, but seldom in the combing of the FBI’s 2016 personnel have there been
bright spots. There have been allegations that a collection of unelected bureaucrats have been working to hamstring the Trump
administration and that suspicion was confirmed when it was revealed that top DOJ officials had discussed using the
25thAmendment to remove Trump from office. This is coup talk, folks. This is arguably treason. So, please excuse my
uneasiness about another meeting with top intelligence officials who were apparently in contact with those who were trying to derail
the Trump presidency. Strzok even admitted in texts that his crew would “stop” Donald Trump.

( Dershowitz: Ousting Trump via 25th Amendment is an attempted coup )

https://youtu.be/Tqfzz7odWfs via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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‘Are You Serious’: Fox News Host Duked It Out With This Democrat Who Still Believes The Russian Collusion Myth

Kids, drugs are bad. It fries your brain. In politics, the most addictive and destructive drug permeating members of Congress is the
Russian collusion myth. One of the most prominent victims is Rep. Eric Swalwell (D-CA) who is still peddling the debunked claim
that President Trump colluded with the Russians during the 2016 election. Oh, it’s a bad case, folks. Swalwell duked it out with
Fox News host Martha MacCallum last night, where the man still think the Trump dossier, which was already largely unverified,
was a legitimate piece of evidence. Even after Special Counsel Robert Mueller submitted his report over the weekend, said there
was no collusion, and ruined the Democrats’ grand plan for impeachment, Swalwell doubled down, asking MacCallum which parts
of the dossier were debunked. It’s a prime example of how the Left willingly and arrogantly ignores the facts it disembowels their
narrative. It’s ironic. Robert Mueller did just that. Democrats are whipping a dead rotting horse on Russian collusion.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/03/27/lord-of-the-idiots-this-democrat-still-thinks-trump-colluded-with-russia-and-the-
steele-dossier-is-legitimate-n2543812
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Trump: Mark My Words, The Republican Party Will Soon Be the Party of Healthcare

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/84/3cc45cd7-5d65-4193-9acf-707d826623df.png

Speaking to reporters on Capitol Hill Tuesday, President Trump announced he is working on a new plan for healthcare and
declared Republicans are going to fix the system.

"Mark my words, the Republican Party will soon be the Party of healthcare," Trump said, also tweeting the idea.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

The Republican Party will become “The Party of Healthcare!”

Trump's remarks came just ahead of a meeting Republican lawmakers for a policy lunch.

"President Trump and his administration are working to replace unconstitutional Obamacare with a more efficient and
effective system while also fighting for Americans with pre-existing conditions," the White House released Tuesday in a
statement. "President Trump’s actions to improve healthcare options stand in stark contrast to Democrats’ horrible
‘Medicare for All’ alternative, which would devastate our country."

"Democrats are rallying for proposals that would initiate a complete government takeover of the American healthcare
system and completely eliminate options for consumers," the statement continues. "Versions of their expensive plan have
been project to cost up to a mind-boggling $32 trillion dollars for taxpayers. According to analysis by the CEA, the high
taxes needed to fund ‘Medicare for All’ would lead to a 19% decline in household incomes, annually."

Last night, the Department of Justice announced it will side with a District Court that ruled earlier this year Obamacare is
unconstitutional. The ruling could lead to the law being completely struck down. From The Hill:

The DOJ previously argued in court that the law's pre-existing condition protections should be struck down. Now, the
administration argues the entire law should be invalidated.

U.S. District Judge Reed O'Connor ruled in December that the Affordable Care Act's individual mandate is
unconstitutional and that the rest of law is therefore invalid.

The DOJ said Monday that it agrees the decision should stand as the case works its way through the appeals process in
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit.

"The Department of Justice has determined that the district court’s judgment should be affirmed," the department said in
a short letter to the appeals court.

Democrats on Capitol Hill and on the 2020 campaign trail are pushing for a government run, socialist system for all
Americans.

( link below )
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HERE'S THE REASON JUSSIE SMOLLET'S 16 HATE CRIME FELONY CHARGES WERE DROPPED

LIKE Q'ANON SAID TODAY AND IN THE PAST, WHAT HAPPENS IF JUSSIE SMOLLETS

PHONE RECORDS ARE LEAKED, WHO WAS HE TEXTING & TALKING TO BEFORE HE

TURNED HIMSELF INTO THE CHICAGO POLICE TO BE BOOKED FOR 16 FELONIES

Chicago Friends In High Places, But These People Are Sick

http://www.puppetstringnews.com/uploads/7/2/8/4/72845613/dzq427-uyaa9vem_orig.jpg

https://www.dcclothesline.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Jussie-Smollett-Obamas-600-600x381.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CcALm3-WEAI2rJQ.jpg

https://i1.wp.com/politicallyincorrecthumor.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/and-it-all-makes-sense-now-jussie-smollett-with-
michele-barack-obama.jpg

NOW WHO IN THE HELL DO YOU THINK CONJURED UP JUSSIE SMOLLET'S FAKE HATE CRIMES

( COME ON A'NON'S LET'S GET BUSY AND FIND THE EVIDENCE WITH YOUR SPECIAL SEARCHING SKILLS )
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Proof Of Sedition : McCabe-Page Texts Reveal High-Level Intel Meeting After 2016 Election

https://a57.foxnews.com/media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/03/22/931/524/694940094001_6017038404001_6017031631001-
vs.jpg

Newly obtained text messages between former Acting FBI Director Andrew McCabe and bureau lawyer Lisa Page reveal a
high-level meeting among senior intelligence officials was held weeks before President Trump’s inauguration – during a
critical period for the Russia probe.

In a Dec. 12, 2016, text reviewed by Fox News, Page wrote to McCabe: "Btw, [Director of National Intelligence James]
Clapper told Pete that he was meeting with [CIA Director John] Brennan and Cohen for dinner tonight. Just FYSA [for your
situational awareness]."

Within a minute, McCabe replied, "OK."

Cohen is likely then-Deputy CIA Director David Cohen. Pete is a likely reference to Peter Strzok, who played a lead role in
the original Russia investigation at the FBI (and with whom Page was having an affair).

It is unclear whether the dinner meeting concerned the investigation and suspicions about Russians' contacts with Trump
advisers including incoming national security adviser Michael Flynn.

But two government sources told Fox News it was “irregular” for Clapper to be in direct contact with Strzok, who was at a
much more junior level. It is not clear from the text if Strzok also attended the dinner. A lawyer for Strzok declined to
comment, but did not dispute the text referred to Strzok.

Asked for comment, a former government official characterized the dinner as a routine monthly sit-down held to discuss
“ongoing intelligence issues,” adding that it’s “impossible” to recall what was discussed. The former official said the “bottom
line” is that Clapper “does not know Peter Strzok beyond possibly receiving a briefing from him years ago, and he certainly
never kept him in the loop about anything.” The source also said Clapper “does not know Strzok on a personal level, and
has had no professional relationship with him.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Wait...Did Pelosi Just Call Ilhan Omar Anti-American

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/70/f577b742-e986-45fc-a35f-3cff523cc706.png

So, with the Mueller report being dropped over the weekend, the Ilhan Omar fiasco has been buried…for now. The
Minnesota Democratic congresswoman has engulfed her party in an anti-Semitism pickle that exposed the cracks in the
new House majority. It also showed that Speaker Nancy Pelosi is incapable of controlling the far left-wing elements within
her own caucus. She caved.

Omar has a long history of peddling anti-Semitism. From tweeting about Israel’s hypnotic powers in 2012 to allegations of
dual loyalty lobbed at supporters of the Jewish state, it’s been ugly. The dual loyalty fiasco is by far the worst example of
explicit anti-Semitism peddled by Omar, one that she has yet to offer an apology. It’s not going to happen, of course. It did
force House Democrats to vote on a resolution condemning anti-Semitism, but a closed-door meeting led to a rumble
between Democrats who wanted to vote for a strong resolution to those who wanted to water it down because they didn’t
want to single out Omar. It took days for the Left to get their act together and in the end; the resolution became an all-
encompassing anti-bad things resolution that was straight trash.

Pelosi then had to do her job and defend Omar, which she did by pretty much calling her an idiot, saying she cannot be anti-
Semitic because she doesn’t understand words. Again, if she’s that dense, why is she on a key house committee—Foreign
Affairs—and no one should buy that so-called defense anyway. Omar has lived her for nearly a quarter-century. She’s been
educated here. The way you know there’s no defense of Omar’s alleged bigotry is that the Left is going way over the top to
defend her. We have Democrats downplaying the Holocaust. Yet, did Pelosi just gut her ‘Omar is a moron’ defense at
AIPAC? She did say those who peddle anti-Semitism are anti-American (via NTK Network):

( VIDEO BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/03/26/waitdid-pelosi-just-call-ilhan-omar-antiamerican-n2543760

Without mentioning her by name, Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) took a swing at fellow House Democrat Rep. Ilhan Omar
(D-MN) for her recent string of anti-Semitic comments, declaring at AIPAC on Tuesday that “to be anti-Semitic is to be
anti-American.”

Since being sworn in as a member of the House earlier this year, Omar has found herself at the center of two different
anti-Semitic controversies, the last of which caused the House to condemn Omar for suggesting that Jewish Americans
have “dual loyalty.”

“In our Democratic societies, we should welcome legitimate debate on how best to honor our values and to advance our
priorities without questioning loyalty or patriotism,” Pelosi said. “This month, the full House came together to condemn
the anti-Semitic myth of dual loyalty and all forms of bigotry.”

“I simply declare: to be anti-Semitic is to be anti-American. It has no place in our country,” Pelosi said.

Well, there’s little room for interpretation here. Nancy, this could’ve been neutralized if you didn’t back down to the radical
Left and voted on a resolution that slammed anti-Semitism. Worried about singling out Ilhan Omar? Lady, you just did.

Oh, and did Omar just sit there and keep her mouth shut? Oh, hell no (via Free Beacon)

"We must also be vigilant against bigoted or dangerous ideologies masquerading as policy, and that includes BDS,"
Pelosi said at AIPAC.

Omar, a vocal supporter of sanctions against Israel, responded later in the day by telling reporters on Capitol Hill that the
BDS movement was an exercise of free speech.

"A condemnation for people that want to exercise their First Amendment rights is beneath any leader, and I hope that we
find a better use of language when we are trying to speak as members of Congress that are sworn to protect the
Constitution," Omar said.

Do we have a Democratic civil war going on?

( LINK BELOW )
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Islamic Democrat Ilhan Omar Has Been Holding Secret Fundraisers For Groups That Support Terrorism
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The report submitted by Special Counsel Robert Mueller that exonerated President Trump on the charge that he colluded
with the Russians. Right now, they’re having an epic meltdown over that fact. They wanted indictments. They wanted a
roadmap to impeachment. Well, that plan was torched. The media hasn’t been this salty since the 2016 election. I love it.
Sorry, this is just too good. At the same time, while Democrats are whining about Trump’s deep ties to America, it does
bury an issue (for now) that was engulfing the party: allegations of anti-Semitism. Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN) has been playing
bigotry’s greatest hits on that front, which forced House Democrats to vote on a resolution that was supposed to condemn
anti-Semitism. It was watered down after radical elements thought it could single out Omar. What was voted on was a
watered down piece of garbage resolution that was against…bad things.

So, with the Mueller report having Democrats frothing at the mouth, maybe they should be happy that they’re not answering
questions about her attendance to secret fundraisers for groups with ties to terrorism (via Free Beacon):

Democratic freshman Rep. Ilhan Omar (D., Minn.) has been holding a series of secret fundraisers with groups that
have been tied to the support of terrorism, appearances that have been closed to the press and hidden from public
view.

The content of these speeches, given to predominately Muslim audiences, remains unknown, prompting some of
Omar's critics to express concern about the type of rhetoric she is using before these paying audiences,
particularly in light of the lawmaker's repeated use of anti-Semitic tropes in public.

Omar recently spoke in Florida at a private event hosted by Islamic Relief, a charity organization long said to have
deep ties to groups that advocate terrorism against Israel. Over the weekend, she will appear at another private
event in California that is hosted by CAIR-CA PAC, a political action committee affiliated with the Council on
American Islamic Relations, or CAIR a group that was named as an unindicted co-conspirator in a massive terror-
funding incident.

Omar's appearance at these closed-door forums is raising eyebrows in the pro-Israel world due to her repeated and
unapologetic public use of anti-Semitic stereotypes accusing Jewish people of controlling foreign policy and
politics. With Omar's popularity skyrocketing on the anti-Israel left, it appears her rhetoric is translating into
fundraising prowess.

So, is this treason? You can debate that among yourselves. It’s becoming quite clear that Omar has a Jewish problem. She
was educated here. She’s lived here for nearly a quarter-century. Speaker Pelosi tried to defend her by pretty much saying
she was too dumb to know what she was saying about Jewish people and supporters of Israel. So, then why is she on the
foreign affairs committee in the House if she’s a moron? She knows. Democrats have gone to absurd lengths to rationalize
her appalling remarks, even going so far as to downplay the Holocaust. Dr. Sebastian Gorka was on the Triggered podcast
recently and he was unequivocal that Omar hates Jewish people and Pelosi caving to these radical elements, and being
unable to control them, will produce a serious problem for the Left in the long term. When that happens, grab the popcorn.

( FULL LINK BELOW )
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HEY PATRIOTS I JUST HAD TO SHARE THIS WITH THE CLASS, IT IS WHAT WE CAN

EXPECT FROM THE DEMOCRAT LIAR ADAM SCHIFF

SINCE THE MUELLER REPORT HAS PROVEN HIM TO BE A LIAR AND A CORRUPT

CONGRESSMAN FROM THE LEFT

We Are Making A Difference Patriots, We Are The News - ( Q'anon )

GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GOD BLESS OUR GREAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

GOD BLESS Q'ANON & ALL THE GREAT AWAKENING PATRIOTS
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Obama And Hillary Would Be In Jail And Broke Today If Justice Did Their Job Of Enforcing The Laws In An Equal Manner

https://pastorwardclinton.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/you-tube-video-lie.jpg

For the last two years, we have been treated to California Democrat Rep. Adam Schiff and others continually lying about
having evidence of President Trump supposedly colluded with Russia to steal the election from Hillary Clinton.

Pretend-journalists from media outlets throughout the U.S. have treated these stories as if they were true, without any
evidence. Facts haven’t mattered for a long time. The only thing that did matter to these people was destroying Trump.
From their perspective, if they threw enough fictitious dirt out there, many people would believe them. Now that the Mueller
report is out, none of these sources or journalists will be held to account. Instead, Schiff, Rep. Jerry Nadler and others will
be treated as if they are reliable sources as they continue in their witch hunt to destroy Trump and complicit journalists will
go along further reducing their already low credibility.

People should not think that this relentless attack on Republicans will end in 2020, when Trump is reelected. Journalists
and other Democrats have sought to destroy Republicans for decades, no matter what they have had to make up. They
went after President Reagan, as well as both Presidents Bush, and Republican presidential nominees John McCain and Mitt
Romney with fake stories. The only time they liked McCain or Romney is when those candidates trashed Republicans.
They have became especially fond of Bush Sr. after he died.

Since Trump started running for president in the summer of 2015, almost all of the media and the other Democrats have
been doing opposition research on him in order to destroy him. They must have found nothing factual that they could beat
him with, so the DNC and its figurehead at the time, Hillary Clinton, decided they needed to pay over $10 million to create a
fictional Russian dossier.

Then the Obama Administration, including the Justice Department, the FBI and the intelligence agencies colluded with the
DNC and Hillary to use the dossier to set out to destroy Trump, using whatever means necessary to take him down. Every
step of the way, almost all the media and other Democrats participated in the collusion to take out Trump, too.

They lied to the courts to get a FISA warrant in order to spy on Trump, using the obviously fictional dossier to
support the request. They used taxpayer dollars in multiple ways to destroy this political opponent. They stuck
spies in the Trump campaign to entrap people and they still couldn't get Trump.

After they couldn't beat Trump at the ballot box, they continued in their efforts to destroy him by having a special counsel.
Now, after two years of practically unlimited taxpayer dollars -- the total was at least $25 million -- they still couldn't get him.
But that isn't enough for Democrats and politicized judicial officials in New York.

People compliment Mueller on the report, but think how many people have had their lives destroyed by a process that
should never have started in the first place. Think of former Trump advisor Carter Page, former National Security Advisor
Michael Flynn, and former campaign aide George Papadopoulos, among others. If this bogus investigation hadn't started,
they would never have been convicted and financially destroyed by process crimes or investigations. It is truly a shame
how much power the government has to entrap and destroy people especially when the power is used for political
destruction.

The report says that Russia clearly tried to influence our election, and the evidence is that they hacked the Democrats'
computers, yet not one government official has been allowed to examine the computers. They also say they tried to
influence the election by spending money on social media outlets. It appears they spent a whopping $300,000 trying to
influence the election. How many taxpayer dollars, again, were used by the Obama administration to destroy Trump?

If President Obama and his administration were so concerned about Russian influence that they would spy on Trump, why
would Obama have given a stand-down order to his cyber security chief to stop investigating Russia for hacking?
Remember this?

Obama cyber chief confirms 'stand down' order against Russian cyberattacks in summer 2016

Think also of how many people surrounding Obama and Hillary would be in jail and broke today if Justice did their job of
enforcing the laws in an equal manner. Hillary and her aides would have been convicted. Other former officials, such as Eric
Holder, James Clapper, John Brennan, Susan Rice, Andrew McCabe, James Comey, Lisa Page and plenty more would
have been financially destroyed and convicted. The Podesta brothers -- John and Tony -- would probably be in jail for their
Russian ties. President Obama would also have been investigated for lying and obstruction of justice with Hillary's computer
as well as on other subjects.

There is nothing that has been redeeming about this whole effort to destroy our duly elected president, but think of
how clean Trump must be if, after all this effort, they still can't get him.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/think_how_clean_trump_had_to_be_that_democrats_would_create_a_fake_dossier_and_use_taxpayer_money_to_spy_on_him.html#.XJoX-
Lob410.twitter
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THESE THREE CARTOONS SAY IT ALL ABOUT THE MUELLER REPORT
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ENJOY YOUR DAY PATRIOTS & GOD BLESS YOU

WWG1WGA
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PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP'S EXCELLENCE IS THE GREATEST RED PILL

ALL AMERICAN'S WILL NOW BE CLAIMING DONALD TRUMP AS THEIR LEGITIMATE PRESIDENT

A MAGA HAT WILL SOON BECOME A PATRIOTIC SYMBOL TO THE NORMIES

AND IT FEELS GOOD TO KNOW I WAS PART OF A GREAT BUNCH OF AMERICAN CITIZENS

THAT REALLY CARED ABOUT THEIR COUNTRY AND CAME TOGETHER ON MULTIPLE

NETWORKING SITES ON THE WEB AND FOLLOWED A MILITARY INTELLENGENCE WORKER

WHO CALLED HIMSELF Q'ANON AND THAT WAS OK WITH US BECAUSE WE CAMPAIGNED AND

VOTED FOR DONALD TRUMP FOR PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND WE KNEW DONALD TRUMP WAS NOT GUILTY OF THIS MADE UP COLLUSION CRIME PUNISHABLE BY
DEATH

AND WE LOVE OUR GREAT PRESIDENT AND SUPPORT HIM TO THIS VERY DAY 100%

I AM @STONENCHIZEL A TRUE BELIEVER IN Q'ANON AND THE Q'ANON MOVEMENT

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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My Favorite Line Came From Dan Bongino Today when he Tweeted this

Below about Little Adam Shiff & Eric Swalwell two of the Democrat Party Loudest Moutths

( BELOW IS A TWEET FROM DAN BONGINO )

Dan Bongino  Verified account

@dbongino

@dbongino

Sleazy Adam Schiff and slimy Eric Swalwell should IMMEDIATELY resign.

They’ve disgraced themselves, the US Congress, their colleagues, their Party, and anyone claiming them.

No serious person should ever include their opinions in any serious conversation from this point on.

THE FACT THAT ADAM SCHIFF HAS CLAIMED ALONG WITH ERIC SWALWELL THAT THEY HAD ACTUAL PROOF

THAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP DEFINITELY COLLUDED WITH THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT TO DESTROY

AMERICA FROM WITHIN. PLUS THE FACT THEY SAID THEMSELVES THAT THEY HAVE SEEN THE EVIDENCE OF
COLLUSION,

THAT ORIGINALLY CAME FROM JOHN PODESTA DURING THE 2016 GENERAL ELECTION, SHORTLY

AFTER SETH RICH WAS MURDERED IN COLD BLOOD. RUSSIA RUSSIA PODESTA CLAIMED THE RUSSIAN LIE

TO TAKE THE HEAT OFF OF HIS ORDERING THE SETH RICH MURDER. NOW IT'S BEEN 2 1/2 YEARS SINCE

SETH RICH WAS MURDERED FOR TURNING OVER THE @DNCLEAKS AND THE @PODESTAEMAILS

TO @JULIANASSANGE . LATER THEY WERE PUBLISHED ON THE TWITTER ACCOUNT OF @WIKILEAKS

SO IT ALL BOILS DOWN TO THE DEMOCRATS AND NEO CONSERVATIVES DO THEY EVER TRUST ANYTHING

THAT COMES OUT OF ADAM SCHIFF'S OR ERIC SWALWELL'S MOUTHS AGAIN, BECAUSE I NEVER HAVE

I'M JUST HAPPY BECAUSE A STRENGTHENED PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP MEANS A WEAKER DEMOCRAT PARTY

SETH RICH - THANK YOU & R.I.P.

WWG1WGA
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DEMOCRATS DEMAND MUELLER REPORT BE FULLY RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC, BUT WILL IT BACKFIRE

https://img.thedailybeast.com/image/upload/v1543413716/Screen_Shot_2018-11-28_at_14.01.24_bxjeiw.png

BUT WILL THE ROBERT MUELLER RUSSIAN COLLUSION REPORT EXPOSE ALL THE DEMOCRATS

THAT TRIED TO DESTROY PRESIDENT TRUMP THROUGH THE HILLARY CLINTON PAID FOR

FAKE DOSSIER ON DONALD TRUMP? ARE THERE ALSO REPUBLICANS THAT WILL BE OUTTED

AS CORRUPT AND INVOLVED WITH THE WHOLE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE, LIKE JOHN MC CAIN

AND ALL THE OTHERS THAT HAVE BEEN FIRED FROM THE FBI AND THE DOJ

JUST MAYBE THE MUELLER REPORT WILL BE RELEASED AND BACKFIRE ON ALL THE DEMOCRATS

FROM THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION THAT COMMITTED TREASON AND SEDITION AGAINST

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP BEFORE AND AFTER HE WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE USA

WELL I AM OPTIMISTIC AND BELIEVE THIS MIGHT BE THE PLAN ALL ALONG, BUT WE WILL

HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS. REGARDLESS OF WHAT HAPPENS NEXT WE ALREADY KNEW

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP WON THE PRESIDENCY FAIR AND SQUARE AND IS A GREAT WORLD LEADER

I AM PROUD AS HELL OF MY PRESIDENT BECAUSE HE HAS BEEN RIGHT EVERY TIME HE ACCUSED

THE DEMOCRAT PARTY AND OBAMA ADMINISTRATION OF PLAYING FOUL

AND JUST LOOK HOW AWESOME THE COUNTRY IS DOING AND HOW MUCH BETTER IT COULD

BE DOING IF THE DEMOCRATS WEREN'T CHASING HILLARY CLINTON'S LIES

ANYMORE. TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG AND WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL TRUE PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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No Mercy: Donald Trump Jr. Is Just Torching Michael Avenatti Over His Extortion Charge

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/295/f21cda2b-c2d5-4574-a78e-3613f0ded472.jpg

Remember Michael Avenatti? Well, he’s the lawyer who represented former adult film actress Stormy Daniels, who allegedly
had an affair with President Donald Trump. Daniels sued Trump for defamation. She lost and was ordered to pay the
president’s $290k legal tab. Avenatti also was told by a judged to pay his neglected child support payments. He was also
evicted from his law offices for not paying rent for months and slapped with a multi-million dollar judgment from one of his
colleagues at his firm. Then, he was slapped with domestic abuse allegations. Prosecutors decided not to press charges.
Avenatti also decided to represent Julie Swetnick, one of the women who accused Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh
of being part of a gang rape ring in high school. The story was trash, uncorroborated, and seen as a gross overreach, one
that possibly played a part in Sen. Susan Collins (R-ME) voting for Kavanaugh’s confirmation. She was on the fence
throughout the vetting process.

Avenatti was once a top figure in the anti-Trump crusade, even being someone who could possibly run for president. Well,
being late on child support, accused of domestic violence, and not paying your office rent doesn’t provide the best
foundation for a national run. “Basta!” was his war cry against the Trump White House. And now, we have new charges:
he’s been accused of trying to extort $15-25 million from Nike. To make this even sweeter (and awkward) he tweeted this
about an hour prior to his extortion charge:

Michael Avenatti

✔ @MichaelAvenatti

Tmrw at 11 am ET, we will be holding a press conference to disclose a major high school/college basketball scandal perpetrated
by @Nike that we have uncovered. This criminal conduct reaches the highest levels of Nike and involves some of the biggest
names in college basketball.

Tmrw at 11 am ET, we will be holding a press conference to disclose a major high school/college basketball
scandal perpetrated by @Nike that we have uncovered. This criminal conduct reaches the highest levels of Nike and
involves some of the biggest names in college basketball.

https://twitter.com/BarstoolNewsN/status/1110233281570787329

Barstool News Network 

@BarstoolNewsN

@BarstoolNewsN

Michael Avenatti’s last two hours

And here we are folks

Authorities charge Avenatti threatened to hold a press conference on the eve of the NCAA basketball tournament to
reveal damaging allegations against the firm unless it paid his client $1.5 million and agreed to hire Avenatti and
another lawyer for $15 to $25 million to conduct an “internal investigation” into the allegations.

The charging document said that Avenatti proposed another alternative to hiring him to conduct an investigation —
“a total payment of $22.5 million from Nike to resolve any claims (the client) might have and additionally to buy
Avenatti’s silence.”

Oh, and he was one of the folks who thought Donald Trump Jr. would be indicted. Yes, Trump Jr. is enjoying himself over this
development, torching Avenatti with no mercy.

Donald Trump Jr.

✔ @DonaldJTrumpJr

#MAGA - Michael Avenatti Getting Arrested!!

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/03/25/oh-my-michael-avenatti-allegedly-tried-to-extort-20-million-from-nike-n2543693
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Donald Trump Jr. Makes Fun of Democratic Congressman Schiff After Mueller Report Victory

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/305/fd2c2c93-2ff8-4aea-bf0e-bdc08d3a6957.jpg

Attorney General William Barr announced to Congress that special counsel Robert Mueller found no evidence that President
Donald Trump colluded with Russia during the 2016 election. Following the revelation, Donald Trump Jr. went on Twitter to
insult House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff (D-CA).

Donald Trump Jr.

✔ @DonaldJTrumpJr

Has anyone heard from slimy Adam #fullofschiff Schiff today? I mean it must be embarrassing to have have spent the last 2 years
as the leader of the tinfoil hat brigade and have it all come crashing down so quick.

I’m legitimately concerned for his mental state.

Schiff told Congress Sunday, before Barr shared a summary of the investigation, that if there was “overwhelming evidence
of criminality” caused by Trump, members should consider impeaching the president.

“The letter says that Mueller did not make a conclusion as to whether Trump obstructed justice in the investigation of
Russia's election interference,” The Hill reported. “Though Barr and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein decided they
would not pursue an obstruction of justice charge against Trump.”

In response to the summary of the report, Schiff took to Twitter, saying that while he trusts Mueller’s findings, the report
should be delivered in its entirety to Congress.

Adam Schiff

✔ @RepAdamSchiff

Mueller spent two years investigating obstruction of justice and found evidence that “does not exonerate” Trump. Barr took two
days to set aside that evidence.

The entire report must be published and evidence provided to Congress so the American people can judge for themselves.

Adam Schiff

✔ @RepAdamSchiff

Mueller did not find sufficient evidence to establish conspiracy, notwithstanding Russian offers to help Trump’s campaign, their
acceptance, and a litany of concealed interactions with Russia.

I trust Mueller’s prosecutorial judgement, but the country must see the evidence.

Trump Jr. accused Schiff of leaking private testimony that he made in 2017 regarding his meeting with a Russian lawyer the
previous year at Trump Tower. Schiff told CNN that it wasn’t a “leak” but rather “exposure” to Trump Jr.’s “fallacious claims
of privilege.”

“Now, he (Trump Jr.) calls that a leak because we exposed the fact that he refused to answer questions and was making up
some attorney-client privilege to cover conversations between he and his father when neither is an attorney nor the client of
the other,” Schiff said in January.

After the summary of the Mueller report, Trump Jr. asked Americans to, “hold the conspiracy caucus in Congress
accountable.”

https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1110164844538404867 Donald Trump Jr.

✔ @DonaldJTrumpJr

It’s time to hold the conspiracy caucus in Congress accountable. These Democrat Truthers spent the last 2 years knowingly lying
to the American people about collusion. They’ve disgraced their offices and should step down. #CollusionTruthers

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/iansnively/2019/03/25/trump-jr-makes-fun-of-democratic-congressman-schiff-after-mueller-report-
victory-n2543678
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Robert Mueller's Special Counsel Investigation Was A Witch Hunt From It's Very Inception

https://i2.wp.com/www.weeklyblitz.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Demise-of-Robert-Mueller-
%E2%80%98investigation%E2%80%99-imminent.jpg

Today the Democrat Party's plan to attempt to diminish the excellence of President Donald Trump is to say in the Mueller
Report that President Trump is guilty of Obstruction of Justice.

Robert Mueller left that assumption of guilt in the report totally on purpose, especially knowing that his report and
investigation was a Witch Hunt from it's very inception.

The Deep State absolutely know that the Democrats haven't a chance in Hell of beating President Donald Trump in the 2020
General Election.

Robert Mueller knew the Liberals needed something , so the Democrats can attack and continue to try and diminish the
excellence of President Donald Trump , that is exactly what Robert Mueller purposely did with his Report of a False
Investigation.

But in reality if the investigation was anything at all about finding the truth of the 2016 election then it would lead into the
fact that the whole Special Counsel Investigation was a planned attempt to destroy the Republican Candidate running for
President of the United States of America , Donald Trump by his opponent from the Democrat Party, Hillary Clinton by
paying for a FAKE DOSSIER about Russian Collusion with the Trump Campaign.

The end scenario should be Hillary Clinton and everyone from Barack Obama down to Lisa Page convicted of Treason
and Sedition against a sitting President of The United States of America.

( JUST A FEW OF THE GUILTY PLAYERS BELOW )

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DljfstMUUAATBOk.jpg

Let Us all hope that Justice is blind and that the truth that which has been revealed from the Mueller Report and from all the
Congressional Hearings during the last two years all come together and those that have committed the crimes that are so
evident to anyone looking at the facts with open eyes may come to realization that the Democrat Party just got caught with
their filthy hands in the cookie jar

@Stonenchizel

God Bless President Donald Trump & Q'anon

God Bless All You Patriots

WWG1WGA
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BREAKING: The Summary of Mueller's Special Counsel Report is Here and It's Great for Trump
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Attorney General William Barr sent a letter to four lawmakers on Capitol Hill Sunday afternoon summarizing the findings of
Robert Mueller's two year long Special Counsel investigation.

The letter is four pages long and repeatedly states nobody from the 2016 Trump campaign, or any individual associated with
it, colluded with Russians to steal the presidential election.

"The Special Counsel's investigation did not find that the Trump campaign or anyone associated with it conspired
or coordinated with Russia in its efforts to influence the 2016 U.S. presidential election. As the report states: "[T]he
investigation did not establish that members of the Trump campaign conspired or coordinated with the Russian government
in its election interference activities," the letter states.

"The Special Counsel's investigation determined that there were two main Russian efforts to influence the 2016 election.
The first involved attempts by a Russian organization, the Internet Research Agency (IRA), to conduct disinformation and
social mdia operations in the United States designed to sow social discord, eventually with the aim of interfering with the
election," the letter continues. "As noted above, the Special Counsel did not find that any U.S. person or Trump
campaign official or associate conspired or knowingly coordinated with the IRA in its efforts, although the Special
Counsel brought criminal charges against a number of Russian nationals and entities in connection with these activities."

On the issue of whether President Trump committed obstruction of justice, Attorney General Bill Barr writes there is not
sufficient evidence to conclude that is the case.

"The Special Counsel therefore did not draw a conclusion -- one way or the other -- as to whether the examined conduct
constituted obstruction," the letter states. "After reviewing the Special Counsel's final report on these issues; consulting
with Department officials, including the Office of Legal Counsel; and applying the principles of federal prosecution that guide
our charging decisions, Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein and I have concluded that the evidence developed during
the Special Counsel's investigation is not sufficient to establish that the President committed an obstruction-of-justice
offense."

Barr reiterated in the letter he will be as transparent as possible with a fuller release of the report within the Special Counsel
guidelines and the law.

( You can read full Vindication here below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/03/24/vindication-read-the-summary-of-robert-muellers-special-counsel-report-
n2543623?2416

The White House has responded to the report as a full exoneration of President Trump.

Sarah Sanders

✔ @PressSec

The Special Counsel did not find any collusion and did not find any obstruction. AG Barr and DAG Rosenstein further determined
there was no obstruction. The findings of the Department of Justice are a total and complete exoneration of the President of the
United States.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/03/24/breaking-attorney-general-barr-releases-the-first-details-of-the-mueller-report-
n2543597
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The Rare Wisdom Of Our President Donald J.Trump Is A Gift

Politicians are used to seeing cowardice and being cowards. So used to it are they that they cannot even imagine there
being another way.

Our president has proven to be quite different. He is fearless. He is bold. He acts. He accomplishes. (What he would be
accomplishing if those in his party had the courage to support him is hard to conceive.) If one takes a moment to look at his
brilliance, it is a truly rare and beautiful thing.

First off, the attacks were made to wear him down and wear him out. To make him sue (and compromise) for peace. He did
not.

Two, they thought they could make him overreact, go beyond his jurisdiction. He did not do that, either.

Three, when attacks on him directly failed, they went after his family. The media in the end were saying his children were
going to be indicted. He did not wince. (Neither did they.)

https://thenypost.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/gettyimages-619026874.jpg

And what is even more an indicator of genius is that often the very thing that drove his enemies mad — and made it
obvious to onlookers that they were mad (and thus not be believed) was seen by his supporters in a positive light. His good
humor, for instance.

This is a rare form of leadership — temperance crossed with almost outlandish boldness. (How often can those two words
describe the same man at the very same time?) Thank God, it is rarely needed.

That the "wise" cannot see this is to be expected. They worship what they themselves are: wordy, hapless, false, and
ineffective.

Our president is none of these things. He is truly something else. Something rare. Something wonderful.

To think this nation received such a leader at this critical time by mere chance is to this writer unimaginable.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/the_rare_wisdom_of_our_president_is_a_gift.html#.XJfDfOfZErg.twitter
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( VIDEO BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/donald-trump-jr-celebrates-destruction-isis-trashing-obamas-legacy-incompetent/?jwsource=twi

On Saturday, world leaders hailed the fact that the Islamic State group lost its last swath of territory in Syria, essentially
ending the “caliphate” that terrorism’s “JV team” had managed to accumulate.

“Syrian Democratic Forces declare total elimination of so-called caliphate and %100 (sic) territorial defeat of ISIS. On this
unique day, we commemorate thousands of martyrs whose efforts made the victory possible. #SDFDefeatedISIS,” Syrian
Democratic Forces spokesman Mustafa Bali wrote in a tweet.

The White House was in a celebratory mood when it came to the news.

“We will remain vigilant against ISIS by aligning global counterterrorism efforts to fight ISIS until it is finally defeated
wherever it operates,” President Donald Trump promised, according to Bloomberg.

The Hill reported that Trump was briefed on the development aboard Air Force One on his way to Florida. Separately, White
House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders showed reporters a map demonstrating the Islamic State group’s territorial
losses.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/donald-trump-jr-celebrates-destruction-isis-trashing-obamas-legacy-incompetent/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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It’s not often I, like most of America, make a point to watch MSNBC or CNN. If I want to know what leftists are thinking I
just imagine something so incredibly insane that there’s no way an educated adult would actually believe it, then double it
and I’m there. But Friday night was an exception, I had to see how they responded to the news of the Mueller Report’s
submission to the Attorney General and no further indictments coming. It was glorious.

You rarely get the chance to watch someone have to choke down a crap sandwich of their own making in front of the people
they’d been force-feeding one to for years, but that was Friday night on cable news.

Rachel Maddow teared up.

Don Lemon, working both of his brain cells to their limit, wondered if President Trump not sitting down for an interview with
Mueller “saved him,” then he brought on Dan Rather to discuss. I’m not making this up.

Everyone on those two channels should have been apologetic, gaslighting the country for 2 years before having the curtain
ripped back so thoroughly should have been met with some humility. They should have been begging their audience for
forgiveness. They were not.

Hilariously, these knuckle-dragging buffoons tried to play the “We have to wait and see what’s in the report” card. Suddenly,
pragmatism and a desire to avoid speculation became the order of the day. It was as if the people who hear dog whistles in
everything a Republican says had been deaf to their own voices for 2 years.

Elected Democrats, led by Congressman Adam Schiff (for brains), insisted the entire report be released against Department
of Justice rules and, more importantly, without acknowledging they’d sworn to the public they’d personally seen evidence of
corruption.

Normally this would be a devastating blow to elected Democrats – what journalist would have them back on television after
they’d been exposed as straight-up lying every time they’d been on their shows? Luckily for them there aren’t any
journalists left in the media.

Schiff was on MSNBC and not one single clip of his previous pronouncements was even alluded to, let alone played. Fox
News played some (there are too many to play them all), but these people wouldn’t go near Fox News before, they surely
won’t get into the same zip code as Fox now.

Democrats scrambled, scheduling a 3:00 pm conference call for Saturday on how to coordinate their messaging in the wake
of the Mueller report contradicting everything they’d been saying. It’s likely there was feverish focus-grouping beforehand,
hunting for the best way to convince an angry mob that even though everything they’d been promised was so really wasn’t,
it doesn’t matter somehow. Oh, to have been a fly on the wall there.

By now, Democrats have their new talking points, “journalists” have been briefed and are on the same page, and all will start
their week as if Friday didn’t happen. But it did happen. No matter how far the goalposts get moved, nothing is going to
change that.

But they are trying.

In a possible preview, blogger for Esquire and CNN personality Ryan Lizza, who was fired from the New Yorker for “improper
sexual conduct,” tweeted Friday, “whispers* Mueller was always a side show the real action is in NY.” Two years, tens of
millions of dollars, and no limit on what he can look into coming up empty is not enough for these leftists. They now turn
their longing gaze north to New York, and not just the Southern District*.

The state’s new Attorney General, Letitia James, promised the liberal mob she “will use every area of the law to investigate
President Trump and his business transactions and that of his family as well.” It’s not often an elected official announces
they will employ the Soviet tactic of investigating to see if they can find a crime rather than investigate when a crime has
been reported, but these aren’t normal people. In fact, these aren’t even good people.

Friday night was fun – like watching an obnoxious kid wrestle with discovering the truth about Santa. But it was just one
day. Liberals will choke down their crap sandwich, brush their teeth, and get right back on to work attempting to undo the
2016 election. They’ll do it with the media on their side, zero shame or sense of decency.

This is how they win – they play the long game and don’t let anything stand in the way of their goals. If Republicans don’t
learn to counter it, to fight the way they do, to beat them until they don’t have the energy to cry for mercy, every GOP
victory will be temporary. Friday was glorious, but it’s not Friday anymore. Our opponents are not done, we shouldn’t be
either.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/derekhunter/2019/03/24/mueller-delivers-liberals-a-giant-crap-sandwich-n2543591
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No Collusion: The Special Counsel Investigation is Done and Mueller Isn't Indicting President Trump
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Attorney General Bill Barr announced late Friday afternoon Robert Mueller has officially completely his Special Counsel
investigation into the 2016 presidential election. The report has not been submitted to Capitol Hill and will not be
immediately released to the public. It will undergo further review by Barr, who will determine what information -- if any -- to
release.

However, the Department of Justice is confirming Mueller is finished with his indictments This means, to Democrats'
dismay, President Trump will not be indicted by the Special Counsel for collusion, conspiracy or any other crime.

"Special Counsel Mueller not recommending any further indictments," Fox News reports from a senior DOJ official.

This means Mueller's investigation concluded on the following:

Jason K. Morrell

✔ @CNNJason

• Mueller is on day 675

• He's has brought criminal charges against 34 people & 3 companies

• 6 are Trump associates

• 26 are Russians & 3 Russian companies

• 5 people sentenced to prison

• Trump has tweeted “witch hunt” about the Russia investigation 170+ times

President Trump hasn't directly responded the news Mueller's report is finished, but White House Press Secretary Sarah
Sanders says they haven't seen any details.

Sarah Sanders

✔ @PressSec

The next steps are up to Attorney General Barr, and we look forward to the process taking its course. The White House has not
received or been briefed on the Special Counsel’s report.

Attorney General Barr will brief the chairmen and ranking members of the Senate and House Judiciary Committees this
weekend.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/03/22/sorry-leftists-after-finishing-the-report-mueller-isnt-going-to-indict-trump-
n2543571
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Mainstream Media Misleads Again: Only 21 Percent Think They're Getting a Tax Cut -- Even Though 80 Percent Are
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The GOP-passed tax reform law -- against which every Democrat in Congress voted, hysterically warning of 'Armageddon' --
reduced the tax burdens of roughly 80 percent of all Americans in 2018, including approximately 91 percent of middle
income families. That's according to multiple nonpartisan organizations and analysts, as well as the federal government. It's
just a fact. But although the law has gained in popularity in recent months, and is viewed far more favorably than when the
Left's dishonest propaganda reached a fever pitch during debate over passage, widespread misconceptions remain. I shared
this story on Twitter yesterday because the back-and-forth with a friend stopped me in my tracks. No amount of information,
including the admission that he received a tax cut, could convince him that he hadn't been 'screwed over' by the law:

Guy Benson

✔ @guypbenson

· Mar 21, 2019

Was just having a debate about the tax cuts with a friend. He conceded that he got a net tax cut (!), but still says was “f***ed over”
because he can write off fewer expenses now. Even though his taxes went down overall...

Guy Benson

✔ @guypbenson

...I also pointed out that most ppl take the standard deduction, which the new law doubled. He called this “bulls***.” I furnished
evidence that it’s just an empirical fact & he concluded that we’d just have to “agree to disagree.” I’m at a loss.

As a liberal who doesn't follow politics closely, he apparently knew what he was "supposed" to believe, and would not be
moved from that perception -- objective facts, and his own personal experience, notwithstanding. He's not alone. A new poll
from Reuters shows that barely over one-fifth of Americans believe they'll pay less this tax season, while slightly more
believe their tax bill will actually go up:

The March 6-11 survey found about 21 percent of adults who had either filed their taxes or planned to said “the new
tax plan that Congress recently passed” would let them pay less this year; about 29 percent said they would pay
more; 27 percent said there would be no impact; 24 percent said they were not sure. The responses differed along
party lines, with Republican taxpayers more likely than others to expect a tax benefit. According to the poll, about
33 percent of Republicans said they would pay less tax; 17 percent said they would pay more. Among Democrats,
about 8 percent said they would pay less; about 45 percent said they would pay more.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/03/22/poll-just-21-percent-of-americans-think-theyre-getting-a-tax-cut-in-reality-80-
percent-of-them-are-n2543549
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Economists: Based On Presidential History, Trump Will Win 2020 In A Landslide

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/66/9c50e5ac-85da-498e-b75a-483d6881ddaa.png

A new poll from earlier this week shows a whopping 71 percent of the country believes the economy is doing really well*.

Overall, 71% say the nation’s economy is in good shape, the highest share to say so since February 2001, and the
best rating during Trump’s presidency by two points. A majority give the President positive reviews for his
handling of the nation’s economy (51% approve), and his overall approval rating has ticked up to 42% in the new
poll. The 51% who say they disapprove of the President’s job performance overall represent the lowest share to do
so in CNN polling since the start of his presidency.

Based on this number, in addition to a number of other economic factors, some economists believe Trump is on his way to
a 2020 landslide victory if things hold. From POLITICO:

If the election were held today, he’d likely ride to a second term in a huge landslide, according to multiple
economic models with strong track records of picking presidential winners and losses.

Credit a strong U.S. economy featuring low unemployment, rising wages and low gas prices — along with the
historic advantage held by incumbent presidents.

“The economy is just so damn strong right now and by all historic precedent the incumbent should run away with
it,” said Donald Luskin, chief investment officer of TrendMacrolytics, a research firm whose model correctly
predicted Trump’s 2016 win when most opinion polls did not. “I just don’t see how the blue wall could resist all
that.”

Yale economist Ray Fair, who pioneered this kind of modeling, also shows Trump winning by a fair margin in 2020
based on the economy and the advantage of incumbency.

“Even if you have a mediocre but not great economy — and that’s more or less consensus for between now and the
election — that has a Trump victory and by a not-trivial margin,” winning 54 percent of the popular vote to 46 for
the Democrat, he said. Fair’s model also predicted a Trump win in 2016 though it missed on Trump’s share of the
popular vote.

Trump campaign manager Brad Pascale sat down with CNN recently to talk about 2020 strategy and messaging, which
strongly emphases the economy.

( CNN gets rare look into Trump's re-election campaign )

https://youtu.be/DctS9uhGg3g via @YouTube

Brad Parscale

✔ @parscale

I sat down with @DanaBashCNN and had a great conversation. I truly appreciate her fair questions related to actual news,
2020.https://www.

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1107991028823400448/CtKNr12N?format=jpg&name=600x314
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Top 2020 Democrats Snub AIPAC Conference With Little Or No Explanation, Marking Far-left Shift On Israel
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Why Democrats Fear The Electoral College

The United States isn't a "democracy." Though every American should have learned this fact in high school civics class, the smart
set still like to ridicule people who point it out -- such a cliche and all.

Today we see why the left has worked to convince Americans that majoritarianism is a profound moral good. And it's not just that
the political class is going through another silly debate about the suddenly inconvenient Electoral College; it's that Democrats are
increasingly comfortable attacking foundational ideas of American governance.

Most of the Founding Fathers believed that a diffuse democracy would weaken the ability of politicians to scaremonger and rely on
emotional appeals to take power. Most of them believed that proportional voting would blunt the vagaries of the electorate and help
ensure national stability. Democrats agree, which is why they want to scrap the system.

So much for protecting norms.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/davidharsanyi/2019/03/22/why-democrats-fear-the-electoral-college-n2543492
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Ooooops ! She Just Did It Again: AOC Uses Wildly Out Of Context Race Numbers & The Internet’s Crushing Her For It
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Democratic Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York deceived her Twitter followers by slamming a prestigious school as
a “system failure” for its racial inequality while neglecting to mention most of the students are Asian-American.

*The 29-year-old self-identified democratic socialist was responding to an article published Monday by The New York Times
about Stuyvesant High School, a selective public school in New York City.

As the headline of the article notes, only seven black students were admitted to Stuyvesant this year.

Ocasio-Cortez tweeted that this is a symptom of “education inequity,” adding typical left-wing buzzwords like “racial wealth
gap” and “injustice.”

“68% of all NYC public school students are Black or Latino,” she said. “To only have 7 Black students accepted into
Stuyvesant (a public high school) tells us that this is a system failure.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/just-aoc-uses-wildly-context-race-numbers-internets-crushing/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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KOPPEL: NYT AND WAPO NOT WHAT THEY USED TO BE THANKS TO TRUMP VENDETTA

Former ABC News anchorman Ted Koppel expressed his belief that many news organizations are out to get President Donald
Trump.

Koppel’s statements came earlier this month during a Q&A session with Marvin Kalb at the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace and were first reported by NewsBusters on Tuesday.

( LINK BELOW )
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House Democrats Attempt To Legalize Voter Fraud

A letter to the editor in the Richmond Times-Dispatch last week chastised the GOP for "bounty-hunting" blackface photos of
Virginia’s attorney general, Mark Herring. The author immediately lapsed into name-calling, typecasting Republican delegates as
racist who lack any moral high ground for their opposition to eliminating voter ID laws and other safeguards when there is little
evidence of voter fraud.

Most people know that voter fraud has existed since the founding, but few get caught and fewer prosecuted. My late father shared
his Depression-era story of when he and his brother earned some pocket money by participating in a Dem vote-buying scheme in
his rural Florida district. Dad said the scheme worked, and no one got caught, but the experience forever soured him on politics.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/house_dems_attempt_to_legalize_voter_fraud.html
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Trump's Booming Economy Has 2020 Dems Struggling To Find Negative Spin

Multiple 2020 Democratic candidates are scrambling to put a negative spin on the state of the economy, with some resorting to
incorrect or overblown suggestions that workers have to hold down two or three jobs to merely “survive” in the U.S.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/2020-dems-resort-to-incorrect-misleading-claims-about-people-working-multiple-jobs-to-trash-
economy
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Swalwell Tries Slandering Trump On 1st Amend., Crenshaw Shuts Him Down With History Lesson On Democrat's, Obama

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Rep-Dan-Crenshaw-1-592x331.jpg

There is no disputing that President Donald Trump and the liberal media have a rather contentious relationship, as the
president routinely calls out the media for their hostile bias and “fake news” while the media incessantly hit him with slanted
or outright dishonest attacks.

Of course, the media and Democrats generally see no problems with Trump is covered, and are thus horrified and object
loudly that the president’s criticism of the media is some sort of dictatorial assault on the First Amendment-protected
freedom of the press.

That viewpoint was recently espoused on social media by Democratic California Rep. Eric Swalwell, only for him to be
corrected by Republican Texas Rep. Dan Crenshaw, with a brief history lesson thrown in.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW)
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Supreme Court Hands President Trump Administration A Victory In Immigration Battle
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The Supreme Court on Tuesday handed the Trump administration a victory in its battle to clamp down on illegal immigration
by making it easier to detain immigrants with criminal records.

The ruling that federal immigration authorities can detain immigrants awaiting deportation anytime after they have been
released from prison on criminal charges represents a victory for President Trum.

In the case before the justices, a group of mostly green card holders argued that unless immigrants were picked up
immediately after finishing their prison sentence, they should get a hearing to argue for their release while deportation
proceedings go forward. But in the 5-4 decision on Tuesday, the Supreme Court ruled against them, deciding that federal
immigration officials can detain noncitizens at any time after their release from local or state custody. The court also ruled
the government maintains broad discretion to decide who would represent a danger to the community in deciding who to
release or detain.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-administration-notches-victory-in-immigration-battle-with-supreme-court-ruling#
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Muslim Doctor Shocks CNN After Saying Trump, GOP ‘Beloved’ in Much of the Muslim World

( CNN HATES WHEN A MUSLIM SINGS PRAISES OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/78/8564cca3-3aed-43df-b447-ab9ab21b163a.png

CNN host Fredericka Whitfield looked taken aback Saturday when a Muslim doctor she had on her show insisted that
President Trump and Republicans are “beloved” in much of the Muslim world and are not Islamaphobic as they are
portrayed in the U.S.

“One thing the viewers should know, this president and this administration is often castigated as Islamophobic, but I move
in the Muslim word, in Egypt, in Oman, in Jordan, in Iraqi Kurdistan, where this president is beloved,” said Dr. Qanta
Ahmed. “This president and the Republican Party going back to George Bush is very dearly held. Today is the anniversary
of Halabja, the massacre of 180,000 Kurds at the hands of Saddam Hussein. That only change would [be] because of a
Republican president. So it is very important not to lose so much perspective that we start believing our entire government
is Islamophobic. That is not the case”

( VIDEO OF INTERVIEW IN TWEET BELOW )

https://twitter.com/MissDiagnosis/status/1107295210642591749

Qanta Ahmed 

@MissDiagnosis

@MissDiagnosis

AHMED: it is FALLACY to claim the #Trump administration is '#Islamophobic' - On the anniversary of #Halabja and #Anfaal
#genocide perpetrated by #SaddamHussein & Iraqi Arab government on Iraqi #Kurds claiming 180,000 lives only ended because of
a #Republican @POTUS

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/03/19/muslim-doctor-shocks-cnn-after-saying-trump-gop-beloved-in-much-of-the-
muslim-world-n2543339
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The Democrats Can Block A News Networking From Hosting A Debate, But Not The Truth About Their Radical Agenda
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Democrats certainly have thin skin — they proved it with their decision to block Fox News from hosting one of their 12
upcoming presidential primary debates.

According to recent reports, the Democratic National Committee (DNC) barred the network from hosting Democratic debates
in 2020, claiming it is too closely aligned with President Trump.

DNC Chairman Tom Perez claimed that the network has an “inappropriate relationship” with President Trump and “is not in a
position to host a fair and neutral debate for our candidates.”

This move by the DNC is fairly ironic since the Democratic Party has kept a tight grip on the mainstream media for the
better part of three decades. Especially since it’s eight-year love-affair with President Obama, reporters and anchors have
become accustomed to routinely amplifying left-wing talking points and attacking Republicans.

In the last two years alone, the media has repeatedly colluded with the Democrats to bully conservative voters, amplify
politically-motivated hoaxes, publish misleading “fact checks,” and ignore stories that could undermine the liberal narrative.

Just last month, prominent media personality Lara Logan warned that a vast majority of journalists in America lean to the
left, creating an industry-wide bias that often obscures the truth.

“There’s one Fox, and there are many, many, many more organizations on the left,” Logan said. “The problem is
the weight of all these organizations on one side of the political spectrum.”

By blacklisting the largest news network in the country, the DNC is obviously trying to insulate its growing field of
radical candidates from critical journalists who might expose the absurdity of their platforms.

After all, one would hardly expect news anchors from CNN or MSNBC to ask the Democrats meaningful questions
about the ongoing border crisis or the history of failure and despair wrought by socialism throughout world
history.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/newtgingrich/2019/03/19/the-democrats-can-block-a-news-networking-from-hosting-a-debate-but-
not-the-truth-about-their-radical-agenda-n2543396
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Trump Explains Why He's Still Criticizing McCain
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Sen. John McCain (R-AZ) passed away in August, but President Trump is still sharing his opinion of his old adversary.
Here's what he tweeted on Sunday.

Donald J. Trump

✔

@realDonaldTrump

So it was indeed (just proven in court papers) “last in his class” (Annapolis) John McCain that sent the Fake
Dossier to the FBI and Media hoping to have it printed BEFORE the Election. He & the Dems, working together,
failed (as usual). Even the Fake News refused this garbage!

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/03/19/trump-explains-why-hes-still-criticizing-mccain-n2543367
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Rep. Devin Nunes Is Suing Twitter And a Conservative Strategist For Millions. Here's Why.
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Rep. Devin Nunes (R-CA) on Monday filed a lawsuit against Twitter, Republican strategist Liz Mair and multiple anonymous
accounts for "shadow-banning conservatives" in an attempt to influence the outcome of his 2018 Congressional reelection
campaign. Nunes is seeking $250 million in compensatory damages and $350,000 in punitive damages in the lawsuit. He also
wants Twitter to hand over the identities of numerous anonymous accounts, including @DevinNunesMom and @DevinCow, who
he says harassed and defamed him.

"Twitter created and developed the content at issue in this case by transforming false accusations of criminal conduct, imputed
wrongdoing, dishonesty and lack of integrity into a publicly available commodity used by unscrupulous political operatives and their
donor/clients as a weapon," the suit stated. "Twitter is 'responsible' for the development of offensive content on its platform
because it in some way specifically encourages development of what is offensive about the content."

The lawsuit also cites former Republican National Committee online communication director Liz Mair's tweets and videos about the
Congressman, saying she attempted to push the idea that

BrandValue$4B

✔ @LizMair

To be fair, I think the @fresnobee writing up your investment in a winery that allegedly used underage hookers to solicit
investment-- an allegation you've known about for years, during which you've stayed invested in it, I might add-- did surprise you.

https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1010331787124465665 …

Devin Nunes

✔ @DevinNunes

Nothing surprises me any more...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DlXrlajWsAE0hVD.jpg

BrandValue$4B 

@LizMair

@LizMair

For those of you watching @DevinNunes, here's an email I just sent to a bunch of media in his district. You may want to take a
look. #dirtydevin

BrandValue$4B

✔ @LizMair

For those of you watching @DevinNunes, here's an email I just sent to a bunch of media in his district. You may want to take a
look. #dirtydevin

Byron York

✔ @ByronYork

If Ds get Trump tax returns, some Rs warning what goes around comes around. 'Once you go down the road, there's no turning
back...There are lots of people we could have subpoenaed their tax returns the last few years that would be very interesting.'

The lawsuit seeks to hold Twitter equally accountable for the content because the social media platform "has a duty to exercise
reasonable care to avoid hosting outwardly defamatory content," Fox News reported. As Twitter takes a more active role in
censoring conservative content, they should be held responsible for the content they do allow on their platform, the lawsuit
suggests.

"Access to Twitter is essential for meaningful participation in modern-day American Democracy," the complaint stated. "A
candidate without Twitter is a losing candidate. The ability to use Twitter is a vital part of modern citizenship. A presence on
Twitter is essential for an individual to run for office or engage in any level of political organizing in modern America. That is
because Twitter is not merely a website: it is the modern town square. Twitter is equivalent to the private owner of a public forum
who has fully opened its property to the general public for purposes of permitting the public’s free expression and debate. That is,
in fact, what Twitter has always claimed to be."

Twitter said they do not shadow ban people.

"We do not shadow ban. You are always able to see the tweets from accounts you follow (although you may have to do more work
to find them, like go directly to their profile). And we certainly don’t shadow ban based on political viewpoints or ideology," the
social media platform said in a statement.

Mair declined to comment, saying she has yet to read through the lawsuit.

( STORY & COPY OF LAWSUIT BELOW IN LINK )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/03/18/rep-devin-nunes-is-suing-twitter-and-a-conservative-strategist-for-millions-
n2543326
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Presidential candidate Sen. Kamala Harris (D-CA) is someone who has long opposed capital punishment. She reiterated that point
during an interview on National Public Radio last week. In Harris' eyes, there is nothing, absolutely nothing a person could do to
justify the death penalty.

During her interview, host Steve Inskeep brought up California Gov. Gavin Newsom's (D) recent moratorium which put a halt to the
death penalty in the Golden State. Harris appears to be in step with Newsom, who said capital punishment goes against the
bedrock of Californians' principals.

Here's the exchange between Harris and Inskeep.

Inskeep: California’s current governor, Gavin Newsom, has this week, as I am sure you know, announced a moratorium on
the death penalty in California. Is there a federal equivalent that you would do? Federal executions, of course, are quite rare.
But there’s a federal death penalty.

Harris: Yes, I think that there should be.

Inskeep: A moratorium, an end?

Harris: Yes. I do, I do believe that.

Inskeep: No one would be executed?

*Harris: Correct.

Inskeep: If you were president of the United States?

Harris: Correct.

Inskeep: For any crime?

Harris: Correct.

Inskeep: Not even, I don't know, treason.

Harris: Not in the United States, no.

Inskeep: There’s nothing that rises to that level?

Harris: Not in the United States, no ).

Harris' take brings about one vital question: is the death penalty reasonable in other countries but not in America?

She said "Not in the United States," which means there's something that differentiates us from other nations. Is it our standing in
the world? Is it because other countries are more crime ridden?

That modifier can make so much. Generally people who oppose the death penalty are against the punishment because they feel
it's immoral. To infer that it's wrong for Americans to utilize the death penalty but it's perfectly okay for other nations is rather odd.
And it's twisted thinking.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.mrctv.org/videos/kamala-harris-would-ban-all-capital-punishment
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Oh, So This Is Why The FBI Couldn't View The Clinton Foundation Emails On Hillary's Unauthorized Server
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I know it’s a story that isn’t as dominating as the 2020 contenders, the college admission scandal, or the horrific shooting in New
Zealand, but the Department of Justice/FBI meddling in the 2016 election is still news. We all had suspicions that there were top-
level folks screwing around. I mean, we just had revelations that top officials at the DOJ were discussing ways to remove Donald
Trump through the 25thAmendment. These people weren’t elected. This was coup talk. Period. Now, we have ex-FBI lawyer Lisa
Page saying that there was an order handed down from the DOJ to the FBI, telling them not to charge Hillary Clinton for
mishandling classified information on her unauthorized and unsecured server from which she did all of her officials business when
she served the Obama administration as secretary of state. And now, there was supposedly a deal between the DOJ and the
Clinton camp that prevented the FBI from viewing Clinton Foundation emails (via Washington Examiner):

*Fired FBI agent Peter Strzok told Congress last year that the agency "did not have access" to Clinton Foundation emails
that were on Hillary Clinton's private server because of a consent agreement "negotiated between the Department of Justice
attorneys and counsel for Clinton."

That agreement was revealed in newly released congressional transcripts from Strzok's closed-door testimony at the House
Judiciary Committee on June 27, 2018.

*When asked by then-majority general counsel Zachary Somers if “the Clinton Foundation was on the server”, Strzok
testified that he believed it was “on one of the servers, if not the others.” But Strzok stressed that due to an agreement
between the DOJ and Clinton, they were not allowed to search Clinton Foundation emails for information that could help in
their investigation.

The FBI would have been investigating Clinton's emails in 2016, when former President Barack Obama was still in office
and when Clinton was running for president against then-candidate Donald Trump.

Somers asked in the 2018 hearing: “Were you given access to those emails as part of the investigation?”

Strzok replied: “We were not. We did not have access," according to the transcript.

The allegations lobbed at the Clinton Foundation have been pervasive as well, with many noting that it was a virtual slush fund for
the power couple. A political favor bank where the wealthy and well connected to drop a donation and could expect very good
things to benefit them in their economic lives at some point down the road. And it wasn’t just liberals who were writing about how
this little system was rather slimy. In August of 2016, Guy noted that the DOJ rejected an FBI request to look into the Clinton
Foundation. At the time, who cares, right? Clinton was going to win anyway.

For years, the liberal media and the Democrats have alleged that there was Russian collusion with the Trump campaign to tilt the
2016 election. So far, there’s been zero evidence to substantiate that allegation that’s rapidly becoming a clown show. It’s
embarrassed the media for peddling stories on this beat that was not just straight trash, but totally wrong. Now, with more light on
the FBI, DOJ, and Clinton campaign’s antics, the collusion call is coming from inside the house. Remember the Steele Dossier on
Trump that was compiled by ex-MI6 spook Christopher Steele was a Democrat/DNC/Clinton funded the venture.

Lisa Page and Peter Strzok had a months-long extramarital affair in which they shared tens of thousands of anti-Trump texts,
alluding to an insurance policy against the then-candidate, worried that the bureau might be going too hard on Hillary during the
email probe, with Strzok explicitly saying that they would find ways to stop a Trump presidency. Strzok was a top
counterintelligence agent at the bureau prior to the revelation of these texts. He was transferred to human resources before being
fired, but not after he was involved in the Clinton email probe and signed off on the counterintelligence investigation into Russian
collusion in July of 2016; an investigation now being helmed by Special Counsel Robert Mueller. Page resigned, but in a closed-
door session with Congress said the anti-Trump texts meant what they said. So, when it comes to collusion, the Robert F.
Kennedy and J. Edgar Hoover buildings seem to be a point sources.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/03/18/more-collusion-clinton-campdoj-deal-prevented-fbi-from-viewing-foundation-
emails-on-her-unsecured-and-unauthorized-server-n2543144
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The Plot Thickens, School Claims It Let Transgender Activist Read To Kindergarteners With Parents' Permission. Parents
Say they Weren’t Given The Choice.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19283102/1200x600.jpg

A Virginia elementary school has found itself under fire for the second time in as many months after the school hosted a
transgender activist but reportedly did not get parents' permission.

The truth about Bitcoin and other crypto currencies Wall Street won’t tell you What are the details? In February, transgender
advocate Sarah McBride visited Ashlawn Elementary School in Arlington to read kindergarten-aged children a book about
transgenderism and transition.

The class — which is taught by openly gay teacher Jaim Foster — as well as the school permitted McBride to read the book, "I
Am Jazz," the story of a young boy's transition into a young woman, to the children.

McBride, who is a spokesperson for the Human Rights Campaign in addition to being a trans activist, told the children that boys
can have "a girl brain but a boy body" and vice versa.

After parents voiced their disapproval of McBride's visit, the school insisted that parents were "notified by a letter ahead of time
and were allowed to opt out if they chose."

New reports, however, allege that that such a letter was never actually sent.

According to The Federalist's Casey Chalk, "a copy of the February 22 letter provided to the Family Foundation of Virginia under
the Virginia Freedom of Information Act shows absolutely no offer for parents to pull their kids out of the activity."

"Moreover," Chalk wrote, "although the letter notes that a book written by a transgender person would be read to the class, it does
not explicitly say that kindergarteners will be told they may have a 'girl brain but a boy body' or a boy brain and a girl body, as the
book claims."

Chalk added that the letter in question also did not reveal that the story would be read by a "cross-dressing man who calls himself
'Sarah.'"

What else? Charlotte Clymer, press secretary for the Human Rights Campaign, told WTTG-TV after McBride's visit that children
should feel "included," which is why McBride visited the school to begin with.

"All children should feel included, they should feel safe and dignified in their schools and communities, and what we find is LGBTQ
children are especially vulnerable to violence and discrimination, especially in school and communities," Clymer explained. "So we
want classmates, teachers, parents to make sure they are good allies, to make sure they include transgender and gender-
expansive children in school curriculum and school activities."

( VIDEO BELOW )

http://www.fox5dc.com/news/local-news/lgbtq-inclusion-highlighted-in-school-reading-event-in-arlington

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/school-transgender-activist-kindergarteners-no-parent-permission
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College Admissions Scandal Proves That Elite Universities Aren’t What They’re Cracked Up to Be
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Twitter was aghast after it found out that actress Lori Loughlin, best known as Full House’s Aunt Becky, had cheated the
college admissions system in her kids' favor by writing big checks to bribe admissions officers. She, along with so many
other American elites, was so concerned about where her children would attend college that she hired a master manipulator
to pay off a college admission staffer at the University of Southern California (USC) $500,000 to ensure that both her
daughters were accepted. Aunt Becky’s pretentious attitude is not unique, as 33 other parents were charged in this national
scandal

It’s a huge shame, and makes us question the integrity of our universities. But there’s a larger question at hand: Why didn’t
these kids flunk out of the schools they weren’t good enough to get into? It’s now clear the college admissions process at
many schools is so cutthroat that it no longer signals who has the ability to succeed and instead in many cases reflects
who can best play the admissions game to their advantage.

Could it be that the name of your school no longer matters?

When my parents decided to continue their education by going to college in the 1980s, they knew that having a degree was
a distinct advantage in the workforce. Back then, when you earned a college degree, it meant that you were optimistic that
you’d achieve something more. But where you went to college wasn’t the focal point of your entire young adult life.

In today’s world, as many as 200 colleges across the U.S. offer a similar level of education. This should actually ease the
college admission process for students, but interestingly enough, it has had the exact opposite effect. As the playing field
among great higher education institutions evens out, the stress of prospective students has unexpectedly increased. It’s
true that competition for admission has increased in the last 30 years, yet the anxiety that the students experience is still
misguided. So much emphasis is placed on the name of a particular school that many people aren’t even questioning if it’s
where their children will best succeed.

What if Olivia Jade, Lori Loughlin’s daughter, didn’t want to go to college? Why was such an elaborate scheme to get
children into a particular school deemed important to so many rich people? Sure, she can coast through school, even at
USC, by enrolling in advanced basket-weaving or some other easy classes.

But according to recent Gallup surveys, future employers do not care as much about where you went to college as they do
about your actual skills. Where a job candidate received his or her college degree was ranked “very important” by 9 percent
of top business leaders, whereas the amount of knowledge the candidate has is “very important” to 84 percent these
executives. Therefore, attending class at some fancy college you bribe your way into— but not gaining any meaningful
knowledge—is, perhaps, not the best use of $200,000.

So schools should think twice about allowing students to take classes that are designed to specifically not be challenging.
Universities should be designing curriculum to challenge students to gain the knowledge they need for the working world, if
they want to uphold an extremely selective admission process. High-income parents are desperate to find the right colleges
for their kid, when it really should be the opposite: the highest-income colleges should be desperate to find the right
students to ensure that their classrooms stay challenging sites of inquiry—not simply places focused on partying and game
day.

Loughlin and others were merely paying in to the ego of these top-tier institutions by assuming their children would be better
off with a degree from USC rather than UC San Diego. This just isn’t the case.

In fact, Princeton economists Alan Krueger and Stacy Berg Dale followed the careers of 19,000 college graduates and
concluded, “whether you went to Penn or Penn State, Williams College or Miami University of Ohio, job outcomes were
unaffected in terms of earnings.” So if the end result is close to the same, and even students without much academic merit
can perform just fine in these elitist schools, then perhaps what a university is called really doesn’t matter after all.

( LINK BELOW)

https://townhall.com/columnists/youngvoicesadvocates/2019/03/18/college-admissions-scandal-proves-that-elite-universities-arent-
what-theyre-cracked-up-to-be-n2543281
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Oh My: Support For Impeachment, Faith In Mueller Crater In New Poll, As Majority Agrees Trump 'Witch Hint' Victim

( WE ALL KNOW THAT THE MUELLER INVESTIGATION IS A WITCH HUNT )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/59/30ca615a-ec2a-4fed-991e-3b133cb90748.png

We'll get to the new polling in a moment, but first, some context: I realize that the commentariat has been speculating for
many months about the Mueller probe finally "wrapping up," including repeated assertions from the president's team that the
investigation was nearly over. At last, it appears as though such conjecture is actually accurate. A few weeks ago, various
news sources reported that the report was being prepared, with other bread crumbs seeming to confirm that Mueller and
team were in their home stretch. A new detail that emerged last week about one of the Special Counsel's top deputies
making arrangements to re-enter the 'normal' workforce:

Special counsel Robert Mueller's top deputy is leaving his post, adding to speculation that Mueller's office is
winding down its work. Deputy special counsel Andrew Weissmann, who oversaw Mueller's high-profile case
against former Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort, is expected to leave the office soon, Mueller spokesman
Peter Carr confirmed. "Andrew Weissmann will be concluding his detail to the Special Counsel's Office in the near
future,” he said in an email, declining to comment further. Weissmann is expected to take a teaching post at New
York University this fall...

We're still quite a distance from the fall, but if major aspects of the probe were still active, it's unlikely that a top official
would be making plans to teach later this year. On the other hand, it's also conceivable that because the Manafort angle
has been exhausted, perhaps Mueller has given Weissmann permission to depart, now that the area of his focus is wrapped
up. Conceivable, but unlikely, in my view; Mueller would probably want to keep his core team together so long as any major
avenues of exploration were still underway. Meanwhile, amid speculation that the public may not get to see the bulk of
Mueller's findings, the House unanimously passed a resolution last week expressing the legislative body's will on that issue:

The House on Thursday unanimously passed a resolution calling on special counsel Robert Mueller to release his final
report to the public once it's out. Lawmakers voted 420-0 in favor of the measure from House Judiciary Committee
Chairman Jerrold Nadler, D-N.Y. Four Republicans voted "present" on the resolution...Democrats and Republicans have
been pushing for the release of Mueller's report for different reasons. Democrats fear the report may show some wrongdoing
by Trump that remains out of the public eye because of the Justice Department's policy of not indicting a sitting
president...Republicans are out to make sure they understand exactly how Mueller operated in his investigation against
Trump*.

I'd add that the GOP would also like to see the book closed on this saga as soon as possible, especially if Mueller doesn't
turn up hard evidence of collusion or provable obstruction. Democrats seem to be lowering their expectations and shifting
their goalposts on the Special Counsel report, so one wonders if they're now convinced that will underwhelm. I'll admit to
being a bit surprised that the House was able to vote for anything without a single dissenting vote, given the polarized
nature of the Russia matter. The president tweeted over the weekend that he encouraged the GOP to vote along with
Democrats as part of the optics "game:"

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

On the recent non-binding vote (420-0) in Congress about releasing the Mueller Report, I told leadership to let all Republicans vote
for transparency. Makes us all look good and doesn’t matter. Play along with the game!

Now add to the mix a new USA Today/Suffolk poll showing that Trump's "witch hunt" messaging is resonating with a
growing number voters, while the public's already-shrinking appetite for impeachment is waning:

Guy Benson

✔ @guypbenson

USA Today/Suffolk poll:

50% now believe Trump a "witch hunt" target, including 54% of independents. Faith in Mueller falls.

Impeachment support slides to 28 percent.

Investigation fatigue + overreach by Trump opponents could ultimately benefit him

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/03/18/wow-faith-in-mueller-support-for-impeachment-crater-in-new-poll-n2543285?
1815
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President Donald Trump Orders Alien Biometric IDs, Dump 466,000 Obama Green Cards

President Trump ordered biometric ID cards for all non-immigrant work visas and is moving to dump Obama’s Executive
Order expanding H-1B green cards by 466,000.

Donald Trump’s first initiatives as president was issuing the "Buy American and Hire American” in April 2017 that instructed
the U.S. Immigration Service to drastically restructure the job-destroying H-1B “temporary foreign worker” program.

Republican President George H.W. Bush joined Democratic Senator Ted Kennedy to pass the Immigration Act of 1990 that
expanded U.S. foreign worker visas, implemented family-chain-migration, and launched the H-1B “specialty occupations"
visa program.

( READ FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/trump_orders_alien_biometric_ids_dump_466000_obama_green_cards_.html#.XI-
IPXr-rDY.twitter
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Library Apologizes For Allowing Child Sex Offender To Entertain Children At 'Drag Queen Storytime'

( The program is already highly controversial )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19280740/1200x600.jpg

The Houston Public Library has issued an apology after a registered sex offender was allowed to entertain children during
the library's highly controversial program called "drag queen storytime."

What are the details?

The library announced last Friday that a review of its volunteers revealed Albert Alfonso Garza never submitted a
background check before being allowed to entertain children during "drag queen storytime," KTRK-TV reported.

According to the Houston Chronicle, Garza was convicted of aggravated sexual assault of an 8-year-old child in 2009.

He was last seen entertaining children at a Houston-area library last September. He will not be allowed to return, the
Houston Public Library said.

"In our review of our process and of this participant, we discovered that we failed to complete a background check as
required by our own guidelines. We deeply regret this oversight and the concern this may cause our customers. We realize
this is a serious matter," the library said in a statement, KTRK reported.

We are taking the appropriate action to ensure that the status of every participant in every program throughout our system
is verified. We will continue to review our process to ensure that this cannot happen again," the statement continued.

To re-assure the public, the library also explained that "drag queen storytime" participants are not allowed to be alone with
children. Additionally, HPL said it has never received a complaint about inappropriate behavior.

What is drag queen storytime?

The controversial program, which allows drag queens to read to children, takes place at the Freed-Montrose library and is
"part of a national program that aims to promote love and acceptance," according to KHOU-TV.

Opponents of the program filed a lawsuit against the city of Houston and Mayor Sylvester Turner last October with the aim
of stopping the program. A judge dismissed the lawsuit in January.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/houston-library-apologizes-drag-queen-storytime
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WATCH: Bill Maher Tears Into The DNC For Running Away From Fox News' Tough Questions

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/46/1cda7c2e-1719-41f3-a99a-2a2237c98fb4.jpg

During his Friday night show, HBO Host Bill Maher slammed the Democratic National Committee's decision to bar Fox
News from hosting a 2020 presidential debate. According to DNC Chairman Tom Perez, the decision was made because
Fox "is not in a position to host a fair and neutral debate for our candidates."

According to Maher, the DNC made a horrible decision.

"Last week, the Democrats made a terrible decision when they announced that they had turned down Fox News's offer to
host one of their 2020 primary debates, saying that Fox was nothing more than propaganda. OK, so why not go on Fox
News and tell them that?" Maher asked rhetorically.

“You wanna be in the big leagues, but you refuse to ever play an away game? You don’t like the questions that Fox News
might ask, so you’re deciding not to take any questions at all? How very Trump of you,” Maher explained. Republicans
never shy away from coming on this show, and they come with a smile on their face despite knowing that the only people in
the crowd cheering them on are the three campaign aides they brought with them … The audience is against them and they
don’t care — it’s an opportunity to expose people to your side of the story.”

According to The Hill, "Fox and Friends" hosts applauded Maher for his calling out his own political party.

"How much truth he’s speaking to his own party about the resistance movement being a bunch of wimps — not actually
getting in and fighting on ideas, for example, just taking cheap shots," Fox News's Ed Henry responded said in response to
Maher's comments.

"It's not just on [Maher's] show that Republicans are willing to go on," Co-host Rachel Campos-Duffy explained. "Most of the
media is very liberal, and conservative Republican members of Congress are very accustomed to going on to CNN and
MSNBC and ABC and taking tough questions, and yet the Democrats are afraid to do that."

Maher is right. If the Democrats claim to be the "resistance" then they should be fearless. If they truly believe in what
they're saying then they should have absolutely no problem answering the tough questions Fox News has for them.

Conservatives have to continually talk to liberal news anchors and reporters because the majority of news outlets are
liberal. If conservatives refused to talk to liberal outlets then they'd be construed as "cowards" who are hiding from the
tough questions.

It's 2019. Get it together, Dems. If your candidates are too afraid to answer questions they don't like while they're running for
president, then they won't be able to handle the weight of answering tough questions while president.

New Rule: Get In the Bubble | Real Time with Bill Maher (HBO)

https://youtu.be/hdhyioTtMnM via @YouTube
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Trump Offers Fox News Free Advice: 'Be Strong & Prosper, Be Weak & Die!'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/362/268c5688-b772-4635-9446-87d7455139bf.png

Today on Twitter, President Donald J. Trump advised Fox News to "stay strong" and "fight back with vigor" against political
correctness after host Judge Jeanine Pirro was absent last night from her show, "Justice." Pirro's absence comes a week after
she questioned Rep. Ilhan Omar's stance on Sharia law which sparked backlash and accusations of Islamophobia.

"Your party is not anti-Israel, she is," Pirro said referring to the Democratic Party and Rep. Ilhan Omar. "So, if it's not rooted in the
Party, where is she getting it from? Think about it. Omar wears a hijab, which according to the Quran 33:59, tells women to cover
so they won't get molested. Is her adherence to this Islamic doctrine indicative of her adherence to Sharia law, which in itself is
antithetical to the United States Constitution?"

This morning, the president slammed the news outlet for working "soooo hard on being politically correct" and warned the "Radical
Left Democrats" were working with the "Fake News Media" to "SILENCE a majority of our country."

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump Bring back @JudgeJeanine Pirro. The Radical Left Democrats, working closely with their
beloved partner, the Fake News Media, is using every trick in the book to SILENCE a majority of our Country. They have all out
campaigns against @FoxNews hosts who are doing too well. Fox ....

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump ....must stay strong and fight back with vigor. Stop working soooo hard on being politically
correct, which will only bring you down, and continue to fight for our Country. The losers all want what you have, don’t give it to
them. Be strong & prosper, be weak & die! Stay true....

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump ....to the people that got you there. Keep fighting for Tucker, and fight hard for
@JudgeJeanine. Your competitors are jealous - they all want what you’ve got - NUMBER ONE. Don’t hand it to them on a silver
platter. They can’t beat you, you can only beat yourselves!

Tucker Carlson, host of Fox News' 'Tucker Carlson Tonight' has also come under fire from the left regarding decades-old audio
featuring crass jokes about women, sex, and foreigners. Carlson promised to never give into the "mob" and continued to host his
show all week. It is unclear when Pirro will return.

( LINK BELOW )
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Lashes Out At Fox News After Poll Shows Her Unfavorable Ratings Have Skyrocketed

( A majority of Americans view Ocasio-Cortez unfavorably )

https://assets.rbl.ms/19280295/1200x600.jpg

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) lashed out at Fox News over the weekend after new polling showed that her
"unfavorable" ratings have skyrocketed among most voter demographic groups.

What do the number say?

The new Gallup survey released last Friday showed that Ocasio-Cortez is becoming a well-known politician despite her
freshman status in Congress. However, with the recognition has come negative perception.

In fact, while the poll found her favorability has inched up seven points since last September from 24 percent to 31 percent,
Ocasio-Cortez's unfavorable ratings have found a similar boost: 15 points since last September from 26 percent 41 percent.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Newly Unsealed Court Documents Reveal Who Shared The Russia Dossier With The FBI And Media

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/59/59a72f0b-63a9-4c62-a82f-ebd66f525eb1.png

Previously sealed court documents reveal how Sen. John McCain (R-AZ) and one of his associates, former State Department
official David Kramer and McCain Institute fellow, shared the Democratic National Committee-funded Russia dossier with the FBI
and various media outlets. McCain previously denied being BuzzFeed's source after the outlet published the dossier.

According to Fox News, "former senior counterintelligence FBI agent Bill Priestap confirmed that the FBI received a copy of the
first 33 pages of the dossier in December 2016 from McCain."

In a 2017 court filing, Kramer confirmed that British spy Christopher Steele provided the dossier to him. Kramar then turned around
and provided the dossier to reporters at McClatchy, NPR, The Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal, BuzzFeed and CNN’s
Carl Bernstein, The Daily Caller reported.

The report was also shared with State Department official Victoria Nuland, Obama National Security Council official Celeste
Wallander and Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-IL).

It is speculation that Fusion GPS sought out McCain because of his political standing.

“I think they felt a senior Republican was better to be the recipient of this rather than a Democrat because if it were a Democrat, I
think that the view was that it would have been dismissed as a political attack,” Kramer said.

Kramer explained how BuzzFeed published the dossier (from The Daily Caller):

Fusion GPS attempted to plant the dossier with various news outlets prior to the 2016 election. Simpson, Fusion’s founder, met
with New York Times reporters, as well as Yahoo! News reporter Michael Isikoff. Corn and Isikoff were the only two reporters to
publish stories before the election sourced directly to Steele’s reports.

Kramer also revealed details of his fateful meeting with Bensinger, the BuzzFeed reporter.

During a meeting at the McCain Institute on Dec. 29, 2016, Kramer said that Bensinger took photos of all 35 pages of the dossier.
Kramer said he did not permit Bensinger to photograph the dossier, but that he left the room for 30 minutes to allow the reporter to
review the document.

Kramer also said he gave Bensinger the same warning he provided other reporters he spoke with about the dossier.

“I said to him what I had said to the others, which is I’m not in a position to verify or refute this, but that it seemed to me to be
serious enough to be looked at in a professional way, and that professional journalists were arguably in a position to look into the
matter,” said Kramer. “And I stressed to him the sensitivity of it; that it had to be handled very carefully. And he agreed.”

Kramer said Simpson informed him about BuzzFeed’s publication of the dossier. He said he immediately called Bensinger to
request the report be taken down.

“My first words out of my mouth were you are gonna get people killed,” said Kramer.

Kramer also said that he spoke to Steele hours after BuzzFeed published the dossier and that the former spy was “shocked.” The
longtime McCain associate also said he lied to Steele about providing the dossier to Bensinger.

“He did ask me subsequently, and I denied it,” Kramer said when asked what he told Steele about the Bensinger contact.

Kramer said he lied to Steele out of concern that admitting he was BuzzFeed’s source would end their relationship.

“Initially I panicked, and then I felt I could try to do more good and by maintaining contact with Mr. Steele which I thought might
end if I had told him,” said Kramer, who is now a fellow at Florida International University.

The documents were unsealed as part of a libel lawsuit against BuzzFeed
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TRUMP REALLY WANTS JUDGE JEANINE BACK ON FOX NEWS

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/pirro-e1552834657720.jpg

Judge Jeanine Pirro has only been off the air for one episode of her Fox News show, but President Donald Trump noticed —
and he wants her to come back.

Fox announced Saturday that Pirro would not be on air for her regular Saturday evening show, “Justice with Judge Jeanine”
— and although the network made no connection between the decision to pull her and recent comments she made
questioning the loyalty of Democratic Minnesota Rep. Ilhan Omar, a number of others jumped to that conclusion.

Brian Stelter

✔ @brianstelter

The circumstances suggest that Jeanine Pirro has been suspended by Fox in the wake of her anti-Omar comments. But Fox won't
confirm. And she definitely hasn't been fired... so we'll see when she is back on the air

Fox released a statement saying instead that the network would not be commenting on internal scheduling matters.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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First VETO' Trump Campaign Announces Michigan Rally on March 28
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President Donald Trump's re-election campaign has announced he's holding a rally in Michigan at the end of the month.

*The announcement came shortly after Trump vetoed a congressional measure blocking his declaration of a national
emergency at the Mexican border.

The campaign says the rally is set for the Van Andel Arena in Grand Rapids, Michigan, on March 28.

Trump narrowly won the Midwest state's 16 electoral votes in the 2016 presidential election.

The president recently declared a national emergency at the border in order to claim federal funding to build a wall there and
fulfill a signature promise of his original campaign.

Both the House and Senate voted to block the declaration, but Trump vetoed that measure Friday. It was the first veto of
his presidency.
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Democrat's Dumb Ass Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Mocks Prayer In Wake Of Deadly New Zealand Massacre

https://assets.rbl.ms/19277597/1200x600.jpg

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) mocked the notion of thoughts and prayers following Friday's deadly massacre in
Christchurch, New Zealand, which took the lives of at least 49 people and injured many.

An accused mass killer opened fire on two different mosques during times of prayer.

Authorities charged at least one person in the attack and detained three more.

What did she say?

In what the freshman congresswoman later described as a slam on the National Rifle Association, Ocasio-Cortez
questioned the usefulness of thoughts and prayers during a tragedy like the one in New Zealand.

Shortly after the news broke, Ocasio-Cortez addressed comments made by New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern. In
her remarks, Ardern mentioned that her "thoughts" were with those grieving over the deadly mass killing.

Ocasio-Cortez tweeted, "At 1st I thought of saying, 'Imagine being told your house of faith isn't safe anymore.' But I couldn't
say 'imagine.' Because of Charleston. Pittsburgh. Sutherland Springs. What good are your thoughts & prayers when they
don't even keep the pews safe?"

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez 

@AOC

@AOC

At 1st I thought of saying, “Imagine being told your house of faith isn’t safe anymore.”

But I couldn’t say “imagine.”

Because of Charleston.

Pittsburgh . Sutherland Springs.

What good are your thoughts & prayers when they don’t even keep the pews safe?

( VIDEO IN LINK BELOW)

https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1106408088603713536

Ocasio-Cortez issued a second tweet attempting to clarify her first after receiving criticism.

She claimed that "'Thoughts and prayers' is reference to the NRA's phrase used to deflect conversation away from policy
change during tragedies. Not directed to [New Zealand] PM Ardern, who I greatly admire."

(FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/aoc-mocks-prayer-after-massacre
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Uncle Joe Biden Meets Hollywood McCarthyism -- And Folds

( DEMOCRAT PARTY CANDIDATES RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT HAVEN'T GOT A CHANCE IN HELL WHEN IT COMES TO
RUNNING ON THE FACTS OF WHAT IS SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE TO THE LEFT )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/306/37e6bbe6-596f-47f5-9b64-403d4ab9b672.jpg

I don't know which is worse, the intolerant left's condemnation of former Vice President Joe Biden for saying Vice President
Mike Pence is a "decent guy," or Biden's shameless groveling and apology.

Biden committed his unforgivable infraction during a speech in Omaha, in which he casually alluded to Pence's speech at
the Munich Security Conference in early February. He said, "The fact of the matter is it was followed on by a guy who's a
decent guy, our vice president, who stood before this group of allies and leaders and said, 'I'm here on behalf of President
Trump,' and there was dead silence."

How dare he! Even the sainted ex-vice president will not be able to utter such blasphemies. Has Uncle Joe learned nothing
of the ways of the new left that his former superior, Barack Obama, unleashed onto our culture? Biden is way too white,
male and cisgender to enjoy immunity in this era of white privilege, intersectionality, microaggressions and gender
dysphoria.

The inevitable smackdown came from the liberal activist and actress Cynthia Nixon, who put this handsy and presumptuous
septuagenarian in his place. "You've just called America's most anti-LGBT elected leader 'a decent guy,'" Nixon tweeted.
"Please consider how this falls on the ears of our community." (At least she said please)

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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GOD IS GOOD ! Hey @GA Q'anon Patriots & The Whole @VoatFamily, Thanks For The Prayers, My Surgery Went Great !

Hi @GA Patriots, & The Whole @VoatFamily it's @Stonenchizel , I am resting and haven't posted anything today because

My doctor ordered that I rest, rest and then rest and not do anything that got Me excited or angry

So Me being a President Donald Trump staunch supporter, I realized I better not go on line and read the news

But its already 9:00pm. on America's West Coast and I can see the sun already set over here out My bedroom window

And I figured I had to share with My Voat.co Family what happened during surgery since I asked you all for prayers

My Doctor said they got the Cancer (Adeno Carcinoma) all removed from my back and they took several Biopsies

Hopefully when I go see Doctor Tuesday , he will have some great news .... I am really hopeful

So a few more prayers wouldn't hurt . Plus I wanted to thank everyone of you for the love and prayers

Keep the faith Patriots and " Trust The Plan because Where We Go One We Go All "

@Stonenchizel

( THANK GOD FOR VOAT.CO )

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP

GOD BLESS Q'ANON

GOD BLESS ALL YOU PATRIOTS FIGHTING THE GOOD FIGHT

WWG1WGA
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Lisa Page Transcripts Reveal Details Of Anti-Trump ‘Insurance Policy,’ Concerns Over Full-Blown Probe

( Page: No evidence of collusion before Mueller appointment )

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5835851955001/

House Judiciary Committee Republicans on Tuesday released hundreds of pages of transcripts from last year's closed-door
interview with ex-FBI attorney Lisa Page, revealing new details about the bureau's controversial internal discussions
regarding an “insurance policy” against then-candidate Donald Trump.

Page first entered the spotlight in December 2017, when it was revealed by the Justice Department inspector general that
she and then-FBI Special Agent Peter Strzok exchanged numerous anti-Trump text messages. The two were involved in
the FBI’s initial counterintelligence investigation into Russian meddling and potential collusion with Trump campaign
associates during the 2016 election, and later served on Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s team.

Among their texts was one concerning the so-called "insurance policy." During her interview with the Judiciary Committee in
July 2018, Page was questioned at length about that text -- and essentially confirmed this referred to the Russia
investigation while explaining that officials were proceeding with caution, concerned about the implications of the case while
not wanting to go at "total breakneck speed" and risk burning sources as they presumed Trump wouldn't be elected anyway.

Further, she confirmed investigators only had a "paucity" of evidence at the start.

Then-Rep. Trey Gowdy, R-S.C., kicked off that section of questioning by asking about the text sent from Strzok to Page in
August 2016 which read: “I want to believe the path you threw out in Andy’s [McCabe's] office—that there’s no way he gets
elected—but I’m afraid we can’t take the risk. It’s like an insurance policy in the unlikely event you die before you’re 40.”

The former FBI lawyer explained how the FBI was trying to strike a balance with the investigation into the Trump campaign
—which agents called “Crossfire Hurricane.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2J9duJN #FoxNews
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Media Bubble : Everyone Freaked Out That Trump Signed Bibles. Reagan, Bush, Obama, And FDR Did The Same

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/70/06e4e162-1ef0-42db-b6b3-ef97ecf84817.png

Earlier last week, Lee County, Alabama was devastated by series of tornados that left 23 people dead. President Donald
Trump visited the devastated communities in the state, where he was mocked over his border security agenda. Rep. Ted
Lieu (D-CA) posted and then deleted an idiotic tweet last Friday, where he said, “WE ARE IN THE THIRD WEEK OF THE
NATIONAL EMERGENCY! Can you feel the emergency? Is this why @realDonaldTrump is going to Alabama because we
need to build a wall along Alabama’s southern border? Oh wait, I just looked at the map… #FridayMorning Thoughts."

People are dead, man, but this is what you get when your brain is fried from Trump derangement syndrome. Also, California
liberals so happen to be the worst and lowest form of being. But then something else happened that drove the media
establishment (and some folks on the Right) insane. He signed bibles for the survivors (via Newsweek):

The president and first lady Melania Trump made the trip to Lee County, which was hardest hit by the storm five
days ago. He toured the area with Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey, according to this USA Today report. The motorcade
stopped at Providence Baptist Church, where crosses had been placed. The president and first lady paused to read
the names of the 23 victims, and then they entered the church that has served as a shelter for those who lost pretty
much everything from the powerful twisters.

“I saw this and it’s hard to believe,” Trump said. “You saw things that you wouldn’t believe.”

Once inside the church to visit families seeking shelter, and the families of victims killed, the president began
signing Bibles and hats for them. When he signed a Bible for one 12-year-old boy, the people in attendance gave
them an applause, according to local volunteer Ada Ingram.

“I enjoyed him coming,” Ingram said in TheHill.com. “I think it’s a godsend. I’m sorry. The situation is bad. And
there are going to be people who will say 'why did he come to my town?' I don’t know why. I don’t why the
hurricane happened [either]. But there is a reason."

And yes, federal aid has also been allocated to these devastated areas. But the media reaction couldn’t have been more
predictable (via Daily Beast):

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/03/12/everyone-freaked-out-trump-signed-bibles-reagan-bush-obama-and-fdr-did-the-
same-n2542941
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Sarah Sanders: Nancy Pelosi Is ‘Starting To Lose Control Of Her Party’

( Sarah Sanders on Pelosi shelving impeachment, new border wall funding fight, Trump's immigration comments )

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6013116756001/

White House Press Secretary Sarah Sanders on Tuesday said the fight in the Democratic Party over whether to push for
the impeachment of President Trump shows that House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., is losing control of the party.

“Look, I think Nancy Pelosi is clearly already starting to lose control of her party, I think we’re seeing that on a lot of things
that have taken place over the last couple of weeks,” Sanders said on Fox News' “Outnumbered Overtime.”

( FULL STORY IN KINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2u3N29R #FoxNews
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James Woods Uses Ocasio-Cortez’s Own Words Against Her To Trash All-Inclusive Boy Scouts

( VIDEO BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/james-woods-uses-ocasio-cortezs-words-trash-inclusive-boy-scouts/?jwsource=twi

As you may have heard, as of this year, the Boy Scouts are no longer the “Boy Scouts.”

“The Boy Scouts of America, in its continued effort to appeal to girls, announced on Wednesday that it would drop the ‘boy’
from its namesake program next February. The century-old organization also said that it would start welcoming older girls,
opening a door for them to earn the organization’s highest rank of Eagle Scout,” The New York Times reported in May.

The new organization celebrated the change with a campaign called “Scout Me In,” which, according to a statement from
the organization, “celebrates the BSA’s expansion to serve families and welcome girls and boys into Scouting in
communities across the country.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus)

Hi guys , I just wanted to share some pretty awesome news with the @GAsub

I was wondering how I was going to make it to My surgeries to get rid of this Cancer

My car just broke down and I called My friend and asked if he could fix My car before Wednesday

Because I have surgery Wednesday afternoon to cut some of this Cancer out of My back

And last night My Wife and I were saying a prayer and ask "That God Provide A Way"

This morning My friend with a auto shop and tire shop came by and just blew My mind

He walks into My room and hands Me a Pink Slip to a Crown Victoria and said its yours Bro

I didn't know what to do but say Thank You Jesus and gave him a hug

He told Me that last night God weighed it heavy on his heart to give Me the car

So I wanted to share with you all , that God is good and He always has My back

Especially when I trust in Him and believe He can make all things happen when we believe

So I want to give The Lord Jesus Christ all the praise because only He is worthy to be praised

( Thank You for taking the time to read my post Patriots )

May God Bless You All Patriots

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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ALL PELOSI'S PROBLEMS ARE CAUSED BY 3 PEOPLE FROM THE LEFT

( Ocasio-Cortez and freshman allies amass power, creating problems for Pelosi and party )

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/03/1862/1048/Behind-Pelosi-FoxNews-
THUMB.jpg

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

Ocasio-Cortez and freshman allies amass power, creating problems for Pelosi and party

https://fxn.ws/2JhHL9o #FoxNews
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We Will Never Bow To The Mob: Watch Tucker Carlson Shred The Left-Wing Attacks Against Him

It dropped yesterday. Over a decade ago, Fox News host Tucker Carlson said something shocking…on a shock jock’s
radio show. Golly! I’m downright flabbergasted—not! For those who don’t have Sirius XM, Carlson was on Bubba The Love
Sponge’s show on Howard 100. Yes, that’s Howard Stern’s channel. Now, to be honest, I never really listened to Bubba’s
show. Sorry, I was a loyal Howard Stern listener throughout high school and college. I’m still a fan, though I haven’t listened
to the show in years. My commute to work is not that bad and the cost was just not worth it. But if you didn’t know that you
could be a little looser than usual on this program, I don’t know what to tell you. Apparently, Media Matters, a left-wing
outlet, decided to comb through years of radio clips for some reason in order to execute a hit job against Tucker Carlson.
The Left hates him. So, he has to go. He shreds liberal narratives daily on his show on Fox News. And because he has
differing opinions—he must be destroyed. This is progressivism in 2019 (via WaPo):

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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ICYMI: Mitch McConnell Slapped Down Democrats On Why There Will Be No Vote On Their Anti-First Amendment Bill
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Sarah Sanders Spars With CNN’s Jim Acosta Over Anti-Semitism Allegations

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6010671351001/

( White House: 'Absolute embarrassment' that Congress is using all their time, resources to attack Trump Speaking on 'Fox &
Friends,' press secretary Sarah Sanders calls it 'absolutely outrageous' that Democrats are launching investigations into the
president instead of solving the country's problems. )

Sarah Sanders sparred with CNN’s Jim Acosta during the first White House press briefing in 42 days on Monday.

The exchange was prompted after NBC’s Hallie Jackson initially asked Sanders if Trump truly believes that “Democrats
hate Jews,” following Trump's declaration last week that Democrats are "anti-Israel" and "anti-Jewish." The White House
press secretary declined to answer directly, noting that the president has laid out his position on the matter in the past.

Democrats have had a number of opportunities to condemn specific comments and have refused to do that,” Sanders said,
referring to the ongoing controversy surrounding Rep. Ilhan Omar for making allegedly anti-Semitic remarks.

Sanders eventually called on Acosta, whom she has feuded with on a regular basis during past press briefings.

CNN’s chief White House correspondent opened with a question about whether Trump tried to block AT&T’s merger with
Time Warner. After Sanders said she was not aware of any such conversation, Acosta circled back to the situation with
“Democrats and Jewish people,” asking if Trump’s rhetoric is “beneath” the American people.

“Do you think that the president has thought, at all, going into the 2020 campaign that the rhetoric just needs to be lowered?
Whether it’s talking about Democrats, the media, immigrants, or should we just plan on hearing the president use the same
kind of language that we heard in 2016 and all through the first couple years of this administration?” Acosta asked.

https://twitter.com/CalebJHull/status/1105179604422148097

✔ @CalebJHull

Jim Acosta says it's "patently untrue" that Democrats hate Jewish people just after Ilhan Omar's tough couple weeks of extremely
anti-Semitic comments.

Sarah Sanders responds by saying it's a shame that Democrats can't call out anti-Semites by name, like Omar.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Republican Rep. Buchanan Pushing Bill To Stop MS-13 From Crossing the Border

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/109/d155a74c-27b4-45d4-9239-7d324212ab7b.jpg

Recently, Congressman Vern Buchanan (R-FL) stood with Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) to support his “EL CHAPO” Act, which
would use funds confiscated from the infamous drug lord and use it to fund President Donald Trump’s border wall.

Now the congressman plans to pass a bill of his own to go after notorious gang members like MS-13.

“We can’t allow vicious gangs like MS-13 to enter or live in the United States,” Buchanan said in a statement. “My bill would
help ensure these criminals don’t slip through the cracks and threaten the lives of law enforcement and ordinary citizens.”

The “Criminal Alien Gang Member Removal Act” seeks to deport people legally admitted into the United States who are or
were members of any gang known to commit acts of violence or drug felonies. Current law prevents immigrants from being
deported or denied access because they were associated with a gang.

“Such individuals shall be subject to mandatory detention,” according to a summary of the bill. “Shall not be eligible for
asylum, temporary protected status, or special immigrant juvenile visas and shall not be eligible for parole unless they are
assisting the government in a law enforcement matter.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ IS DANGEROUSLY INCOMPETENT

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/GettyImages-1134928536-e1552309645283.jpg

Today’s show is about the leadership of the Democratic Party. Not House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, not Senate Minority
Leader Chuck Schumer; the true leader of the party is socialist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Presidential candidates are
afraid to declare themselves capitalists now because she’s not a fan of capitalism. She also doesn’t seem to understand
what capitalism is, but that doesn’t appear to bother anyone.

Appearing at South by Southwest — which used to be a music festival but is now the Fyre Festival for Democratic
presidential hopefuls — Ocasio-Cortez proudly displayed economic and historical ignorance in an unchallenging interview in
front of adoring drones. What she said, and how so many Democrats running for president scramble to please the people
who believe her, is a testament to how destructive the country’s education system has become. Presidential candidates are
twisting themselves into pretzels to avoid saying anything positive about capitalism for the primary that will damage them in
a general election. It’d be hilarious if it weren’t so sad. You have to hear it all to believe it.

Then we interview Rabbi Evan Moffic about the rabid anti-Semitism on the left, where it comes from and why it thrives.
Moffic is the author of the book, “First The Jew: Combating the World’s Longest-Running Hate Campaign.”

Please help spread the word about The Daily Daily Caller Podcast. Please take a minute to rate and review on iTunes,
share on social media and be sure to subscribe so you never miss an episode:

( LINK BELOW )
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Giant Underwater Jesus Draws Hundreds To Frozen Lake Michigan

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/03/1862/1048/lake-christ.jpg?ve=1&tl=1

( On March 9, hundreds of people waited in the cold on Lake Michigan to spot the crucifix through a hole carved in the five feet of
ice, below 22 feet of water )

Unbeknownst to many, Lake Michigan is the home of the only known underwater crucifix in freshwater. And, for the first
time in several years, it's visible to the public eye.

The 11-foot tall statue, onto which a 5-foot 5-inch figure of Jesus Christ is attached, is located about 800 feet from the
shore of the town of Petoskey, in Northern Michigan.

On Saturday, hundreds of people waited in the cold to spot the crucifix through a hole carved in the five feet of ice, below
22 feet of water, WPBN reports.

The story behind the statue's final resting place at the bottom of Lake Michigan stretches back to 1956, when a 15-year-old
farm boy died in an accident in the eastern town of Bad Axe, according to Inside Edition. His family, in mourning, decided to
purchase the 1,850-pound crucifix from Italy for $2,500 as a way to memorialize him. However, when it arrived, the family
refused it because the cross broke during transfer.

The cross made its way north to the Little Traverse Bay, near Petoskey, in 1962 after being sold in an insurance sale to a
diving club. It was ordered to be lowered into Lake Michigan in memory of a diver who lost his life in nearby Torch Lake.
Eventually, it became known as a symbol for remembrance of all those who lost their lives at sea. That same year, the
Jesus figure on the crucifix lost its right arm, and it has never been recovered.

The first public viewing of the crucifix was held in 2015, when a record 2,021 people waited in line to view the historic
landmark. However, due to weather conditions, it has not been safe enough for crowds to come back and visit until this past
weekend.

( LINK BELOW )
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PRESIDENT TRUMP IS AN ARMY OF ONE

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-03/212463_5_.jpg

( No other Republican could withstand the daily blistering barrage from the media and both political parties ganging up on Donald
Trump to destroy his presidency )

Presidents typically have the backing and support of their political party. Although all presidents have the bully pulpit to
broadcast their messages, the presidency is a busy job and the president must delegate messaging and branding to
surrogates, including elected officials in the president’s party.

Barack Obama had legions of apologists and defenders. Every Congressional Democrat and scores of leftovers from the
Clinton administration were ready, willing, and able to defend all things Obama, as well as viciously pounce on any of his
detractors. The Obamacare and Benghazi scandals were vociferously shielded from any criticism.

Bill Clinton enjoyed the same support from Team Democrat, particularly when navigating his scandal-filled two terms in
office and impeachment. His supporters attacked independent counsel Kenneth Starr incessantly, impugning his character
and calling him a pervert.

In addition, all Democrat presidents have the unwaveringly loyal support of the media, print and digital. News coverage of
past Democrat presidents has mostly been favorable, overlooking negative stories and supplying an abundance of
humanizing puff pieces. Democrat presidential candidates are routinely endorsed by most major newspapers in America.

Then along came Donald Trump, previously a member of each political party at different times in his life when such party
affiliation served his interests. The truth was he was never a Democrat or a Republican, at least as they are defined today.
Instead he is a problem solver, beholden to no one and not part of the political establishment. His loyalty is only to America
and those who voted for him, not to the donor classes and globalist elites.

Seeking the presidency, he understood the folly of running as a third-party candidate, at least officially, although in reality
he was very much a third-party candidate, joining the GOP as the lessor of two evils. He was not part of either party’s ruling
cabal, having never held elective office or political appointment. He did not campaign or arrive at the White House with an
entourage of advisors and staff, from previous stints as a governor or senator. Trump was an army of one.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/03/trump_is_an_army_of_one.html#.XIZ7PzZfvxs.twitter
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The Old Kook, Nervous Nancy Has Lost Control of Her Crazy Party

https://i0.wp.com/storage.googleapis.com/stateless-dailynigerian-com/2019/01/31f17c40-nancy-pelosi-22.jpg?
fit=731%2C400&ssl=1

The only thing that should keep you from roaring in laughter as Nancy Pelosi freaks out trying to keep a lid on the freak
show that is the Democratic caucus is the knowledge that the freshmen freakettes giving her fits would impose an ideology
of tyranny and murder if given the chance. But you can still allow yourself a good giggle as you watch Nancy’s dreams of a
Democrat majority die on the altar of anti-Semitism, taking away your health insurance, and banning cheeseburgers.

This was on display as the Democrats struggled to find a way to publicly pretend to condemn their superstar bigot’s hatred
of Jews without annoying all the Democrats for whom hatred of Jews is a key component of their intersectional web of
leftist prejudices. Nancy essentially tried to excuse it by explaining that Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Berlin) is too stupid to know
she’s anti-Semitic which, to be fair, is plausible.

She could only get her caucus to agree to condemning all prejudice, sort of, including the tsunami of prejudice against
Pacific Islanders that we all see around us so much in our daily lives. Take that, people who hate Pacific Islanders.

Of course, the Democrats never named the actual bigot because the Democrat base is affirmatively pro-bigotry. They hate
Jews, Christians, white people, dissident non-white people, men, women who like men, and people who blaspheme against
the creepy climate cult, among others. The list of Bad People Who Are Bad goes on and on – the key element of
intersectionality is that it always intersects with ugly prejudices against groups that leftists see as insufficiently supportive
of their sick ideology.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2019/03/11/nervous-nancy-has-lost-control-of-her-crazy-party-n2542883
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Are You Kidding Me? That's Why This Democratic Clown Mocked Trump For Visiting Alabama Tornado Victims

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/25/70a6cedc-2816-4c74-adaf-83cdf84924eb.png

Trump derangement syndrome makes you do stupid things. We all know this. From the media peddling, trash stories about
Russian collusion to feeding koi fish, the history of embarrassment has been extensive. Folks, the media couldn’t even
report on Trump feeding fish accurately. That’s how bad it is. Oh, and then there’s the daughter of a podiatrist who new
Trump’s bone spur diagnosis was a favor, but can’t really say that because anyone who was credible who could corroborate
that allegation is dead. Also, she wasn’t even sure if her dad examined Trump. There’s also no paper evidence. On the Hill,
it’s a different story.

Enter the insufferable Rep. Ted Lieu (D-CA) who decided to mock the president’s visit to Lee County, Alabama, where 23
people died after a string of strong storms brought major tornados into the area. Yeah, how dare the president visit the area
of the country that’s been devastated? Lieu deleted the tweet, but the Internet is forever. The Washington Free Beacon has
more:

Ted Lieu

✔ @tedlieu

I have concluded based on Twitter comments I received that my last tweet was inappropriate. I understand the purpose now of the
President's visit to Alabama. I apologize and am going to delete my tweet.

When the day came, Trump tweeted he was on his way to Alabama. Lieu reacted with his "#FridayMorning Thoughts."

"WE ARE IN THE THIRD WEEK OF THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY! Can you feel the emergency?" Lieu tweeted, a
reference to Trump's effort to declare a national emergency in order to bypass Congress and fund his proposed border wall.

Is this why @realDonaldTrump is going to Alabama, because we need to build a wall along Alabama’s southern border? Oh
wait, I just looked at the map…" he continued. "#FridayMorning Thoughts."

Lieu has something of a habit of sticking his foot in his mouth on social media, previously apologizing after he tweeted that
an underage Parkland, Florida school shooting survivor should travel to California and sample their marijuana. Lieu also
deleted a tweet after he was called out by White House press secretary Sarah Sanders for tweeting out a false and
misleading headline.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1104189720211451905

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1104103949446103041

MSNBC

✔ @MSNBC

President Trump and First Lady Melania Trump view memorial crosses for the 23 people killed in the Alabama tornadoes.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1104155064116101121

Donald J. Trump  Verified account

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Donald J. Trump Retweeted WVTM 13

Unimaginable loss - Such great people!

Okay, so this isn’t the first time that Lieu has acted intellectually disabled. Then again, this is what happens when anyone
becomes a frothing anti-Trumper. At the same time, California liberals have always been morons so let’s give credit where
credit is due: the local weather reporters who have been credited for saving lives. They also weren’t freaking out and trying
to cause a panic in their reports. Yet, apparently, this was a tragedy that deserved to be mocked to get at Donald Trump for
his border security agenda. This is the Democratic Party of 2019, folks.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/03/11/are-you-kidding-me-thats-why-this-democratic-clown-mocked-trump-for-
visiting-al-n2542900
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Roseanne Barr Says Michelle Obama Got Her Fired For Racist Tweet

( America not sold on 'Roseanne' minus Roseanne Barr )

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5850427262001/

Roseanne Barr believes former first lady Michelle Obama is responsible for getting her fired from her eponymous ABC
reboot.

The hit reboot of "Roseanne" was famously canceled in May 2018 after Barr, 66, posted a series of allegedly racist,
Islamophobic and anti-Semitic tweets, including one saying that former President Barack Obama aide Valerie Jarrett to
someone from "Planet of the Apes" and the Islamic Brotherhood.

Barr initially took responsibility for the remark, which she has alternately blamed on using Ambien and supporting President
Donald Trump, but now she believes the former first lady is behind her getting the reboot boot.

She said, 'This tweet is unforgivable.' That's what I was told and I tend to believe it because the woman who fired me is now
working with the Obamas at Netflix," Barr fumed to The Sunday Times (via The Sun). Barr appeared to be referring to
Channing Dungey, the former ABC Entertainment president responsible for canceling "Roseanne." Netflix hired her late last
year to work on original programming, including content from the Obamas' Higher Ground Productions.

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2019/02/01/694940094001_5997547389001_5997546186001-vs.jpg

In late May 2018, Barr retweeted a fan who claimed that the Obamas were behind her firing, though she never said so
herself until this week. She replied to the tweet at the time, "Is this true?"

The claim has never actually been substantiated.

The comedian also expressed outrage at ABC still using her characters in "Roseanne" spinoff "The Conners," in which her
character was killed off in an opioid overdose.

After her firing, Barr initially gave her blessing to use the characters, cast and crew of "Roseanne" for "The Conners," but
lashed out after her onscreen death was revealed.

Roseanne Barr calls Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez out on social media* |

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6005226667001/

In June 2018, Barr said in a statement that she accepted a settlement and to be removed to make way for "The Conners,"
telling press, "I regret the circumstances that have caused me to be removed from ‘Roseanne.’ I agreed to the settlement in
order that 200 jobs of beloved cast and crew could be saved, and I wish the best for everyone involved."

Her tune has changed significantly this week.

"They think because they killed me it's OK to use me, use the memory of me," she fumed to The Times. "Still mention me.
It's still my show, but they stole it. They are going to do it to other comics. I'm just the first."

(LINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2J3jqDO #FoxNews
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Cop Poses As Dead Man To Nab Tampa Woman, 28, Accused Of Distributing Heroin, Fentany

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/03/1862/1048/Joamary-Rosario-.jpg

( Joamary Rosario was charged with distributing heroin and fentanyl leading to a death, according to investigators. ) (Hillsborough
County Sheriff’s Office)

A 28-year-old Tampa woman was charged with distributing heroin and fentanyl leading to a death, according to investigators
-- who said they nabbed her with the help of an undercover officer who posed as a dead man.

United States Attorney Maria Chapa Lopez said in a statement that Joamary Rosario allegedly “sold 10 plastic bags —
each of which contained a substance composed of a mixture of heroin, fentanyl, and acetyl fentanyl” — to a man who died
in early November.

The next night an undercover law enforcement officer posed as the dead man to nab Rosario, who “was arrested and found
to be in possession of three more bags of the same substance,” the release said.

If convicted, Rosario faces a minimum mandatory penalty of 20 years, and up to life, in federal prison.

The case, investigators said, was part of the Middle District of Florida’s anti-opioid strategy to combat opioid trafficking and abuse.

( LINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2u0niLO #FoxNews
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MAGA Hat Attacks: Hate Crimes? Or Something Else

https://a57.foxnews.com/a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/09/640/320/1862/1048/rtx2mbht.jpg

Get ready for a potentially unpopular opinion. Ready? Okay, don’t say I didn’t warn you.

Over the past few weeks, we have seen several physical assaults against people wearing MAGA hats. Late last month, an 81-
year-old New Jersey man was attacked after being confronted because he was wearing the red cap. In Massachusetts, a woman
assaulted a patron in a Mexican restaurant because she was offended by his MAGA hat. She is now facing deportation. Lastly, A
man was arrested in Kentucky after pulling a gun on a man who was sporting the supposedly offensive headgear.

Needless to say, these news stories have aroused no small level of outrage on the right, who can clearly see that they are being
targeted for their political beliefs. Many in the realm of Twitter blue checkmarks have referred to these incidents as hate crimes.
As egregious as these displays are, they do not constitute hate crimes, and it is counterproductive to refer to them as such.

Over the past few weeks, several prominent conservatives have spoken out against the assaults on Trump supporters wearing
MAGA hats. On the heels of the media-manufactured Covington kids deception and the Jussie Smollett hoax, Americans are
understandably sensitive when it comes to the red headwear.

Here are some of the tweets posted by conservatives on the matter:

https://twitter.com/HowieCarrShow/status/1102548660066418688

https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1102353275880275968

https://twitter.com/RyanAFournier/status/1100831235977424897

Let’s be clear: physically assaulting someone because you don’t like their political beliefs is an abhorrent crime that should be
punished to the fullest extent of the law. The right to free speech is one of the most crucial values upon which America was built.
Those who would use violence to silence people with whom they disagree are not just wrong, they are unAmerican.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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TRUMP TO REQUEST AN ADDITIONAL $8.6 BILLION TO COMPLETE BORDER WALL

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/trump-rally-e1551987492590-620x265.jpg

President Donald Trump will ask Congress for an additional $8.6 billion for wall construction on the U.S.-Mexico border, a
move that will likely set up another fierce battle over border security funding.

The president is expected to roll out his 2020 budget proposal Monday, which will include billions more than his previous
demand for wall funding. The budget will request $5 billion for the Department of Homeland Security and another $3.6 billion
for the Defense Department’s military construction budget to build more sections of wall along the U.S. southern border, The
Washington Post reported.

Announcement of the new budget proposal comes shortly after the federal government ended a historic 35-day partial
shutdown over wall funding.

Trump in December demanded $5.7 billion to help fund massive wall construction along the U.S.-Mexico border. However,
following major gridlock between Republican and Democratic lawmakers, Congress allocated only $1.375 billion to finance
55 miles of barrier in Texas. The president accepted that funding in February but also declared a national emergency that
ultimately gave him a total of $8 billion in funding.

A number of lawsuits have since been filed against the national emergency, and the Senate is set to pass a resolution that
disapproves of the move.

The additional $8.6 billion — combined with funds from the emergency declaration — will allow the completion of 722 miles
of barrier construction, a long-sought goal by the Trump administration. The White House claims that about 122 miles of
border barriers have already been finished or are currently under construction. The entire length of the U.S.-Mexico border is
1,954 miles, with most walls located on the border’s western half.

The 2020 budget proposal will undoubtedly keep border security a top issue as the presidential election gets underway. The
upcoming fiscal year ends just one month before the presidential election.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Wall-Construction-e1552234210305.jpg

During an interview on Fox News, the White House’s top economic adviser said a budget battle is coming.

“>I suppose there will be,” Larry Kudlow said Sunday. “I would just say that the whole issue of the wall, of border security, is of
paramount importance. We have a crisis down there. I think the president has made that case very effectively.”

( LINK BELOW )
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ABC NEWS’ TERRY MORAN: MEDIA, DEMOCRATS FACE ‘RECKONING’ IF MUELLER FINDS NO COLLUSION

( And We Know That President Donald Trump Had Absolutely NO Collusion With Russia In The 2016 Election )

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/trump-rally-e1551987492590.jpg

Democrats and the media will face a “reckoning” if special counsel Robert Mueller finds no evidence of collusion involving
the Trump campaign, ABC News’ Terry Moran argued in a panel discussion Sunday.

“How big a deal is it if they don’t find collusion for the president?” ABC “This Week” host Martha Raddatz asked
Moran.

“Huge,” said Moran. “He’s cleared. If Robert Mueller comes back, Mueller became a folk hero in the United States.”

“The central and most serious question in this investigation, the reason Robert Mueller started it: Did the current president
of the United States assist the Kremlin in an attack on our democracy? And if Mueller, after two years, comes back and
says, ‘I don’t have the evidence to support that charge,’ that’s a reckoning,” he said. “That’s a reckoning for progressives
and Democrats who hoped that Mueller would essentially erase the 2016 election. It’s a reckoning for the media. It’s a
reckoning across the country if in fact after all this time there was no collusion.”

https://youtu.be/JLLO0Q5dp7c via @YouTube

Mueller is expected in the near future to send a confidential report on the Russia probe to Attorney General William Barr. A
former FBI director, Mueller was appointed special counsel on May 17, 2017.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/03/10/terry-moran-mueller-collusion-reckoning/
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The Offspring Of Trump Derangement Syndrome Is Pelosi's Triple Nightmare

During the 2018 campaign, we heard a lot about Democrat enthusiasm or the blue wave. Indeed, there was a lot of excitement, and
it flipped enough districts to give us Speaker Pelosi.

The other side of the excitement is that a bunch of radical leftists were elected, such as Ocasio-Cortez, Omar, and Tlaib. They are
now Pelosi's triple nightmare and a full threat to the party in 2020, as Doug Schoen just wrote.

Omar's remarks about President Obama are just startling. This is what she said:

The Minnesota Democrat, who's faced controversy over comments perceived as anti-Semitic, got into hot water yet again after
saying Obama's "hope and change" message was a "mirage" and slammed the administration's drone and border-detention
policies.

She told Politico that the Obama administration was responsible for the "caging of kids" at the U.S.-Mexico border, the "droning of
countries around the world," and that the 44th president "operated within the same fundamentally broken framework as his
Republican successor."

"We can't be only upset with Trump. ... His policies are bad, but many of the people who came before him also had really bad
policies. They just were more polished than he was," Omar is quoted as saying in the article.

"And that's not what we should be looking for anymore. We don't want anybody to get away with murder because they are polished.
We want to recognize the actual policies that are behind the pretty face and the smile."

Wow! Where do we go from here?

First, can you imagine how the leftist mob would have reacted if a conservative had posted something about President Obama
"caging the kids"? My guess is that Facebook or Twitter would have deleted the remarks for being unsuitable for the community. I
wonder if Omar's Twitter account will be shut down!

Second, I wonder how many from the left agree with Omar's anti-Obama remarks. My guess is that many do but were afraid to say
it. After all, President Obama never closed Gitmo or stopped the drones, and indeed, he put a lot of kids in cages.

These three ladies are Pelosi's nightmare because she can't stop them. They owe nothing to the party leadership, and I wouldn't be
surprised if they think of Pelosi what Omar thinks of Obama.

Pelosi's three spoiled brats will make her long for her days as minority leader or when she didn't have to explain resolutions like the
farce we saw last week.
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On Thursday, lawyer Dan Backer was invited onto the Triggered podcast where he discussed the alleged dark money
activities by Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) and her staff. Again, was this nefarious in intent? No. This wasn’t like
how Tony Soprano moves money around. In fact, if they had just been upfront with whom they hired to do stuff and labeled
properly on the FEC report, none of this would have been much of an issue, but they didn’t. It all stemmed from AOC’s
boyfriend, Riley Roberts, having a congressional email account, even though he wasn’t on her staff. Political consultant
Luke Thompson discovered this, and it just snowballed from there. It was later discovered that AOC and her now chief of
staff Saikat Chakrabarti had majority control of Justice Democrats PAC, which was the point of the lance in her primary
challenge to Rep. Joe Crowley. They didn’t disclose to the FEC that she and Chakrabarti control the PAC during her
insurgent congressional campaign. Now, the third ethics complaint stems from how Roberts used his account. He’s not on
staff, nor is he her spouse, and it’s quite clear that boyfriends (and girlfriends) just can’t have access to the House
electronic mail system. The regulations on that are quite clear.
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THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS GOING TO HAVE SOME REAL PROBLEMS WHEN IT COMES TO HUMAN LIFE

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO TEAR THOSE POOR DUMMIES APART ONE BY ONE

I DON'T KNOW ANY AMERICAN'S THAT ARE GOING TO BE WILLING TO VOTE FOR THIS PARTY BELOW
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Hoax hate crimes belong to a larger category of ideologically motivated hoaxes, meant to sway public opinion and impact
policy and legislation. There are broadly three types of ideological hoaxes.

First, one finds journalistic hoaxes. Among these are the hoax of the Duke lacrosse-players and the UVA rape case. Such
cases are fabricated and sensationalized in order to support the ideological claim of "rape culture on campuses."

Second, there are academic hoaxes, which are "studies" based on fabricated data and cherry-picked samples designed to
provide an ideological outcome. For example, there was a study that showed that gays die much earlier because people do
not support calling two men in a romantic relationship a marriage.

The third type is the fake hate crime. They are meant to prove the existence of violent bigots who attack the heroic victims,
such as Jussie Smollett, Mathew Shepherd, and Tyler Clementi. These function as morality tales, with a victim hero and a
religious martyr who proves the existence of endemic hate and violence. At the center exists the brave innocent who
suffered for all our sins. These, by eliciting pity, prove victimhood and the harms of homophobia, racism, and sexism.
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First reported by Military Times, U.S. Northern Command revealed on Tuesday which units are currently deployed to the
U.S.- Mexico border in support of the U.S Department of Homeland Security. The active-duty units were deployed last fall in
response to large caravans making their way through Central America and towards the American border.

Many of the units deployed to the border are engineers, military police, and transportation units. From the updated list that
was released in November, a major difference is the increase in Marine Corps units.

At the start of March, an increase of 1,000 active-duty troops were deployed to the border, bringing the total number to
6,000.

“To clarify, the composition of the more than 5,000 personnel currently on the Southwest Border (and growing to
approximately 6,000 by March 1) is comprised of both Active Duty and National Guard personnel,” the Pentagon said in a
statement. “Specifically, approximately 2,100 personnel are National Guard and the rest are Active Duty.”

36th Engineer Brigade

5th Engineer Battalion

563rd Military Police Company

595th Engineer Company

161st Engineer Support Company

Alpha Company, 52nd Engineer Battalion

Alpha Company, 16th Engineer Battalion

Forward Support Company, 5th Engineer Battalion

1st Support Maintenance Company

542nd Support Maintenance Company

584th Support Maintenance Company

46th Engineer Battalion

Forward Support Company, 46th Engineer Battalion
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108th Military Police Company

515th Engineer Company

610th Engineer Support Company

147th Support Maintenance Company

602nd Support Maintenance Company

7th Engineer Support Battalion (USMC)

Alpha Company, 7th Engineer Support Battalion (USMC)

CE Company, 7th Engineer Support Battalion (USMC)

Alpha Company, 1st Law Enforcement Battalion (USMC)

Echo Company, 2nd Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment (USMC)

Fox Company, 2nd Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment (USMC)

Golf Company, 2nd Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment (USMC)

Weapons Company, 2nd Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment (USMC)

Combat Logistics Battalion 5 (-) (USMC)

819th Red Horse Squadron (USAF)

503rd Military Police Battalion

66th Military Police Company

41st Engineer Company

4th Sustainment Brigade

264th Combat Sustainment Support Battalion

227th Quartermaster Company

178th Adjutant General Company

126th Transportation Company

155th Transportation Company

377th Transportation Company

259th Movement Control Team

153rd Quartermaster Company

1st Squadron, 14th Cavalry Regiment

Alpha Company, 1st Squadron, 14th Cavalry Regiment

Bravo Company, 1st Squadron, 14th Cavalry Regiment

Charlie Company, 1st Squadron, 14th Cavalry Regiment

1st Battalion, 37th Field Artillery Regiment

Headquarters and Headquarters Battery, 1st Battalion, 37th Field Artillery Regiment

Charlie Company, 1st Battalion, 37th Field Artillery Regiment

Charlie Company, 1st Battalion, 23rd Infantry Battalion

1st Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion (USMC)

Echo Company, 2nd Battalion, 4th Marine Regiment (USMC)

Golf Company, 2nd Battalion, 4th Marine Regiment (USMC)

3rd Combat Aviation Brigade

4th Battalion, 3rd Combat Aviation Brigade

24th Theater Public Affairs Support Element

63rd Expeditionary Signal Battalion

505th Military Intelligence Brigade
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More Than 500 Illegal Aliens Arrested In 24 Hour Stretch Including 2 Sex Offenders, Unaccompanied Children

( CONGRESS NEEDS TO FUND AND BUILD THE SECURITY BORDER WALL NOW )
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Fox 5 New York reports that United States Border Patrol near El Paso, TX arrested hundreds of illegal aliens earlier this
week after groups of mostly Central American families attempted to sneak into the country. In total on Wednesday, Border
Patrol apprehended more than 500 illegal aliens between the two caravans including an escaped federal inmate, sex
offenders, and unaccompanied children as young as two years old.

The two largest caravans were stopped on Wednesday morning, but agents apprehended several smaller groups throughout
the day as well. According to Fox 5, "Agents apprehended a group of 112 illegal aliens at the border wall near downtown El
Paso just after midnight Wednesday. At about the same time agents working further east were processing a group of 252
aliens apprehended at the border just west of a high school."

Fox 5 also reports that the aforementioned sex offenders were arrested in different groups and each had previously served
jail time for perverted acts before being deported from the United States. Likewise, a violent criminal who had previously
escaped federal prison was also discovered attempting to reenter the country. Many children without parents were also
apprehended in these caravans containing such dangerous individuals.

Border Patrol data show a sharp increase in families trying to enter the country, however, based on the fact many of these
children were unaccompanied, it should be questioned how many trying to claim entry as families are actually blood-related.
As noted by Fox 5, " The data showed the greatest increase in the El Paso Sector where family groups are up 1,689%
when compared to same period last year." These arrests come just days after authorities released information showing that
more than 76,000 people attempted to illegally cross the border in February, the highest it has been since 2007.
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Democratic New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has compiled a slew of ethics complaints during her first few months in
Congress while barely responding to any of them.

Watchdog groups have leveled ethics complaints at Ocasio-Cortez over her use of social media and alleged willingness to set up a
million-dollar slush fund.

Ocasio-Cortez has not yet fully responded to The Daily Caller News Foundation’s reports showing that she and her chief of staff
had sole ownership of a political action committee that helped her campaign.

Democratic New York Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has racked up several ethics complaints since she began her first
congressional term.

She has yet to address one of the most damning reports about her campaign team’s actions during the election.

Two watchdog groups have filed ethics complaints against Ocasio-Cortez for misusing her resources as a congresswoman
with the Office of Congressional Ethics, while another group filed a complaint with Federal Election Commission (FEC)
alleging she and her chief of staff set up a million-dollar private slush fund. Ocasio-Cortez’s term officially began in January.

Ocasio-Cortez “improperly converted U.S. House resources to her non-official, personal use by obtaining an official
‘@mail.house.gov’ e-mail address for her boyfriend, despite the fact he was not employed by her congressional office,” the
Coolidge-Reagan Foundation claimed in a complaint Thursday.

She also falsely designated her boyfriend, Riley Roberts, a “staff” member to help secure the address, the group noted. The
Coolidge-Reagan Foundation’s website champions itself as a first amendment watchdog group that defends, protects and
advances “liberty.” (RELATED: Twitter Locks Man’s Account Revealing Ocasio-Cortez’s Boyfriend’s Government Email
Address)

News of the email address first appeared after political consultant Luke Thompson posted a screenshot of a House
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News of the email address first appeared after political consultant Luke Thompson posted a screenshot of a House
directory on Feb. 15 showing Roberts listed under “staff,” alongside the email address and the phone number for Ocasio-
Cortez’s congressional office. The New York representative’s chief of staff, Saikat Chakrabarti, dismissed Thompson’s
insinuation that Robert is a paid staff member.

“He’s not paid. We have no volunteers in the office. He’s not doing any government work,” Chakrabarti noted in a tweet
responding to Thompson. “He can see her calendar just like spouses/partners/family members in other congressional office.
Check your damn facts before you report bullshit. Lazy journos need to learn to do their jobs.”

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Ocasio-Complaint.jpg

(Screenshot of House Directory site showing Riley’s email address)

The second complaint was filed by The Foundation for Accountability and Civic Trust (FACT) Thursday and alleges Ocasio-
Cortez’s political Instagram account contains direct links to her House Instagram account and includes a link for political
contributions, alongside posts of official video footage on the House floor. The group claims these actions violate House
ethics rules.

House ethics rules prohibit lawmakers from using official resources for political purposes, the complaint notes. The rules
also forbid a member from posting a link to her official social media site on a campaign social media site. She solicited
donations on the page that used the video footage, according to FACT, a nonprofit group whose past president, Matthew
Whitaker, served as President Donald Trump’s acting attorney general in 2018 and 2019.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Alexandria_Ocasio-Cortez_Reuters-1.jpg

U.S. Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) arrives to listen to Michael Cohen. REUTERS/Kevin Lamarque

The three complaints came within days of each other. National Legal and Policy Center (NLPC), a conservative government
watchdog, accused Ocasio-Cortez and Chakrabarti Tuesday of illegally funneling money between political action
committees (PACs) and private companies that were both controlled by Chakrabarti.

NLPC claims the transfers from the PACs to the LLCs were part of an “extensive” plan to avoid reporting campaign
expenditures to the FEC. Ocasio-Cortez, for part, denied violating campaign finance laws in response to the complaint.
“There is no violation,” Ocasio-Cortez told Fox News.

But she has not yet fully responded to a Daily Caller News Foundation report Wednesday showing that both Ocasio-Cortez
and her chief of staff obtained majority control over the Justice Democrats PAC in 2017, despite the fact that the PAC was
credited with being the central force behind her primary victory.

She never disclosed her control over the PAC, leaving open the possibility that they could face serious criminal charges if it
is found that they intentionally withheld the ties from the FEC. Ocasio-Cortez’s office has not yet responded to TheDCNF’s
request for comment about FACT’s complaint. (RELATED: Ocasio-Cortez Denies Violating Campaign Finance Laws After
FEC Complaint)

Ocasio-Cortez’s first three months in office have stymied with various fits and starts. She’s managed to inject a lot of
energy into the Democratic Party, using her high-profile social media presence to elevate new ways to tackle global
warming and discuss criminal justice issues. But one of her first actions as a congresswoman was beset with problems
from the get-go.

She unveiled her so-called Green New Deal resolution Feb. 2 to cheers from liberal Democrats and environmentalists, but
her office was forced to make extensive clarifications after a document posted on her website appeared to contradict
aspects of the actual proposal. The document on her site called for a “[b]uild out highspeed rail at a scale where air travel
stops becoming necessary.”

Conservatives and Republicans took advantage of the bungled roll out, disparaging it as pie-in-the-sky and unrealistic.
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IMMIGRANT DEATHS UNDER TRUMP VIRTUALLY UNCHANGED SINCE OBAMA ERA

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/ICE-Deaths-e1552083017320.jpg

Immigrants detained by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) under the Trump administration are dying at virtually
the same rate as they did during the Obama administration.

During former President Barack Obama’s first year in office, 10 foreign nationals died in ICE custody. Five passed away in
2012, and 12 died in 2016, according to ICE data obtained by the Washington Examiner. The numbers are not far removed
from President Donald Trump’s first two years in office.

Ten detainees died in 2017 and 12 died in 2018, according to the American Immigration Lawyers Association. There have
been no reported deaths in fiscal year 2019 as of March 5.

Not only are current deaths on par with the Obama administration, but they remain far lower than the numbers from about 15
years ago. Thirty-two people died in calendar year 2004, and 20 died in 2005. A far larger number of foreign nationals were
caught crossing the U.S.-Mexico border during the 1990’s and early 2000s, which led to more immigrants being detained
than is currently the case.

The data contradicts a narrative pushed by many Democrats that the current administration is less humane to foreign
nationals that are caught trying to enter the country illegally.

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Border-Crossers.jpg

( Migrants, part of a caravan of thousands from Central America trying to reach the United States, return to Mexico after being hit
by tear gas by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) after attempting to illegally cross the border wall into the United States
in Tijuana, )

Madam Secretary, do you know how many children have died in CBP custody under your tenure as secretary?” New Mexico
Democratic Rep. Xochitl Torres Small asked Wednesday during a House congressional committee hearing with Homeland
Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen. “Can you give me the numbers and how many children have died?” (RELATED: 18
Deaths Of ICE Detainees Acknowledged Under Obama — But Not Investigated)

While speaking at a town hall in January regarding immigration, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi claimed Trump’s tenure was
“a departure” from all modern presidencies, and blamed the deaths of two migrant children who died in custody on a lack of
proper medical care.

( LINK BELOW )
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House Speaker Pelosi Doubles Down & Attempts To Protect Fellow Democrat Omar, But Fails Miserably

( I CAN'T BELIEVE THE DEMOCRAT'S & THEIR DOUBLE STANDARDS WHEN IT COMES TO ANY DEMOCRAT )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Nancy-Pelosi-4-592x331.jpg

Democrats are doing damage control for one of their own representatives, but the leader of the liberal party just offered one of the
most bizarre defenses ever: Rep. Ilhan Omar doesn’t know what words mean.

Omar has come under fire from both Republicans and Democrats after making a series of statements which have been widely
criticized as anti-Semitic. The situation is even more inflamed because the Minnesota lawmaker — one of only two Muslims in
Congress — also sits on the House Foreign Affairs Committee.

The congresswoman has previously implied that Israel is “evil” before also repeating anti-Jewish stereotypes on social media. That
led many Democrats and a vast majority of the House to officially scold her, although the condemnation didn’t call Omar out by
name.

“The 407-23 vote caps a tumultuous week for Democratic leadership as they tried to contain the fallout over Omar’s latest
provocative comments,” reported The Guardian on Friday.

But now Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi seems to be trying to have it both ways. Also on Friday, the Democrat leader offered
a strange and weak excuse for Omar’s apparent anti-Jewish views.

“The incident that happened with (Omar), I don’t think our colleague is anti-Semitic,” Pelosi declared, according to The Hill.

“I think she has a different experience in the use of words, doesn’t understand that some of them are fraught with meaning,”
the speaker continued.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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President Trump : The Wall Is Being Built And Is Well Under Construction

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

The Wall is being built and is well under construction. Big impact will be made. Many additional contracts are close to being
signed. Far ahead of schedule despite all of the Democrat Obstruction and Fake News!

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1103994805477085186
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Male Weightlifter Mocks Trans Movement; ‘Breaks’ Women’s Record By Claiming He’s A Woman

( VIDEO BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/video-male-identifies-woman/?jwsource=twi

A British rapper has put the entire transgender movement in checkmate, and we couldn’t be happier.

Zuby, a United Kingdom-based musician and Oxford graduate, was apparently fed up with the surge of men participating in
and dominating women’s sports. He took to Twitter to deliver a death blow to the argument that transgender men can fairly
compete in women’s events.

“I keep hearing about how biological men don’t have any physical strength advantage over women in 2019,” Zuby wrote in a
Twitter post. “So watch me DESTROY the British Women’s deadlift record without trying.”

“P.S. I identified as a woman whilst lifting the weight. Don’t be a bigot.”

https://twitter.com/ZubyMusic/status/1100348562041462784

ZUBY: 

@ZubyMusic

@ZubyMusic

I keep hearing about how biological men don't have any physical strength advantage over women in 2019...

So watch me DESTROY the British Women's deadlift record without trying.

P.S. I identified as a woman whilst lifting the weight. Don't be a bigot. 

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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First Lady Melania Trump Recognizes Women Of Courage Around The World

~~~~~~~~ ( GOD BLESS THE FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP ) ~~~~~~~~

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=a7fe1019-5a87-42bb-92ca-
21c21c363654&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Melania Trump on Thursday honored women from 10 countries for their courage, saying the trait "is one of the qualities we need
most in society."

"It is what propels us forward," the first lady said as she joined Secretary of State Mike Pompeo to confer the International Women
of Courage Award on recipients from Bangladesh, Djibouti, Egypt, Ireland, Jordan, Montenegro, Myanmar, Peru, Sri Lanka and
Tanzania.

"Courage is what divides those who only talk about change from those who actually act to change," Mrs. Trump said. "Courage
takes sacrifice, bravery and humility. It is the ability to put others first."

Human rights activists, police officers and an investigative journalist were among recipients of the award, which the State
Department created in 2007. The award has been bestowed on more than 120 women from more than 65 countries.

Pompeo separately recognized women in Iran for protesting the requirement that they wear a head covering known as a hijab in
public and a Ukrainian activist who died in 2018 after she was attacked with sulfuric acid.

He introduced the first lady as "a woman of incredible power and courage" who has "been increasingly outspoken against the
enslavement of human trafficking and sexual abuse of women and girls all around the globe."

"I know she will continue to be an influential leader, an influential voice, who inspires future women leaders, like herself, all around
the world," Pompeo said.

International Women's Day is Friday.

( link below )
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Famous Trump Painter Redefines ‘Border Emergency’ With Newest Work

~~~~~~~~ ( Jon McNaughton Fine Art ) ~~~~~~~~

@McNaughtonArt

@McNaughtonArt

My new painting – “National Emergency” “They hold the flags they cherish… And trample America’s interests… And endanger
millions of people… It is a national emergency.” – Jon McNaughton For a list of figures standing on the flag:

https://cdn10.bigcommerce.com/s-dcvfa4/product_images/uploaded_images/national-emergency-web1.jpg
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House Democrats Water Down Anti-Semitism Resolution, Embrace All Kinds Of Deflections (meme)

Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN) has been slapped with the charge that she’s anti-Semitic. Maybe that’s because she keeps peddling
talking points that are…anti-Semitic. This isn’t the first time. She said Israel had hypnotized the world in 2012, something that led
her to a little sit-down with local Jewish leaders in her state.

PELOSI EMBRACES ANTI - SEMITISM

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg030719dAPR20190307074507.jpg

HATE , I'M THE VICTIM, CLAIMS DEMOCRAT CONGRESS REP. OMAR

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb030719dAPR20190307064507.jpg

The Democrat Party Congress Representatives Just Gave Omar A Green Light To Say Anything She So Desires Because She Is
A Muslim. Where The Hell Is This Country Going To End Up If The Democrats Are So Stupid In Letting This Islamic Hate Into Our
Own Government. Patriots We Need To Vote In All Republicans Come 2020, Or We Are Doomed With The Democrat Logic.

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Nancy Pelosi Just Showed She's A Helluva Weak Speaker Over Ilhan Omar's Anti-Semitism Fiasco

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/59/83be1589-915f-4371-bbd9-af3401822f03.png

Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN) has Democrats running for the Pepto-Bismol again. She once again peddled an anti-Semitic talking point,
this time heaving insinuating that those who support Israel have dual loyalty (via Washington Examiner):

Rep. Ilhan Omar has intensified her claims that some Jewish lawmakers have a dual loyalty to Israel, rejecting criticism
from Democratic colleagues that she is engaging in anti-Semitism.

“I should not be expected to have allegiance/pledge support to a foreign country in order to serve my country in Congress or
serve on committee,” Omar tweeted Sunday afternoon. “I am told everyday that I am anti-American if I am not pro-Israel. I
find that to be problematic and I am not alone. I just happen to be willing to speak up on it and open myself to attacks.”

Omar, an aggressive first-term Democrat hoping to bring left-wing views to the Foreign Affairs Committee, has drawn
rebukes from Democratic leaders after her comments about the U.S.-Israel alliance. Foreign Affairs Chairman Eliot Engel,
who is Jewish, urged her on Friday to apologize for suggesting that Israel supporters “push for allegiance to a foreign
country,” a claim that he dubbed “a vile anti-Semitic slur.”

This isn’t the first time. Her tweet about AIPAC contributions and related donations are “all about the Benjamins,” a not so subtle
swipe about Jewish money and political control. In 2012, she said that Israel was hypnotizing the world as well. That post led to a
sit-down with local Minnesota Jewish leaders, but given her serial refusal to recognize that her views are bigoted, they’re reportedly
not going to treat her with “kid gloves” anymore. The fallout from the dual loyalty remarks has embroiled the House Democratic
leadership in another nasty bout of infighting. The pressure to put forward a resolution was met with some intense criticism from
fellow Democrats, which erupted into an all-out brawl behind closed doors yesterday. Some Democrats are rightfully saying that
they should vote on the resolution condemning anti-Semitism. Others found it redundant and wondered why Omar was being held
to a different standard. This is the Democratic Party; everything is on a graduated scale. And obviously, anti-Semitism isn’t a
serious problem compared to Trump being in the White House. The Left has long been infested with those who hate Israel and
Jewish people, so this isn’t shocking.

But this is common sense. Omar is being slammed, not because she’s black or a Muslim, but because she’d peddling outright
anti-Semitic trash. And the fact that Pelosi can’t get her side under control over this just shows how weak of a speaker she has
become. It took less than six months for the far left rodeo to overwhelm her. As Cortney wrote, she also defended Omar, pretty
much saying that she doesn’t know what she’s talking about (via RCP) [emphasis mine]:

( VIDEO BELOW )

http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/03/07/pelosi_ilhan_omar_did_not_understand_the_full_weight_of_the_words_she_used.html?
jwsource=twi

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Ocasio-Cortez Hit With New Ethics Complaint Over Boyfriend's Email Account

EXCLUSIVE — A conservative group that filed a complaint with the FEC alleging Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez's
campaign may have illegally funneled thousands of dollars through an allied PAC to boyfriend Riley Roberts on Thursday
lodged a fresh complaint with the Office of Congressional Ethics.

The new filing also concerns the famous congresswoman's boyfriend, but focuses on his use of a congressional
email account

(FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2tTwMrQ #FoxNews
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Vet's Widow, 84, Threatened With Eviction From California Veterans Home If She Doesn't Stop Hosting Bible Studies

https://assets.rbl.ms/19258467/1200x600.jpg

An 84-year-old veteran's widow is being threatened with eviction from the California Veterans Home if she continues to host
Bible studies for fellow residents, according to the Pacific Justice Institute.

The Institute — a legal outfit that defends religious freedom — said it received a March 1 email from an attorney with the
California Department of Veterans Affairs saying Artis Breau's Bible studies violate prior directives and would result in her
"involuntary discharge" from the Home in Yountville if they continued.

https://assets.rbl.ms/19258486/980x.jpg

PJI added that the "Home claims it needs to protect residents from this elderly widow, even though attendance at her Bible studies
is entirely voluntary" and that Breau said the "real issue is that she is an evangelical Jewish believer in Jesus, which does not sit
well with some of the chaplains."

What's the background, according to PJI?

The Institute said Breau and her late husband moved to the Veterans Home about nine years ago and that he served as a
Merchant Marine in World War II, as well as overseas in the 82nd Airborne Division and with the Air Force during the Korean
War. Breau worked as a civilian employee in the Office of the Chief of Staff of the Army at the Pentagon during the Korean
War, PJI said.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/vets-widow-eviction-threat-bible-studies
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Senator Rand Paul's "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" Shtick Is Getting Old, & His Principles Are Not Usually Worth
Defending

Sen. Rand Paul loves the Constitution so much that he is willing to put it in jeopardy by opposing President Trump's emergency
measures declaration. Paul's libertarian streak has emerged yet again — at a fortuitous time for Democrats hoping to import more
voters and a calamitous time for conservatives desperate for a big victory on immigration.

"I can't vote to give the president the power to spend money that hasn't been appropriated by Congress. We may want more
money for border security, but Congress didn't authorize it. If we take away those checks and balances, it's a dangerous
thing," Paul said while addressing a Southern Kentucky Lincoln Day Dinner.

The above quote illustrates the problem with Paul's constitutionalist line of thinking. While Paul is concerned about proper
procedure, his liberal enemies are advancing toward their next goal. While Paul is willing to surrender authority because of
concerns over technicalities, the Democrats rush headlong into the next extra-constitutional power-grab that pushes the U.S.
Republic closer and closer to dissolution.

Paul's "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" shtick is getting old, and his principles are not usually worth defending.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/rands_most_illadvised_stand_yet.html#.XIFHO6D3v1c.twitter
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Crooked Globalist Media Magic: How A Democrat Pedophile Became A 'Trump Scandal'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/69/aeb1330c-0e8a-46ee-9d69-4fb775a5d3e6.jpg

Strangely, the media have suddenly taken an intense interest in the case of pedophile and major Democratic donor Jeffrey
Epstein.

In 2005, the Palm Beach police were told by the mother of a young girl in West Palm Beach that her daughter had been brought to
the Democratic donor's mansion and asked to have sex with him for money. This kicked off an intensive, one-year undercover
investigation.

The police sifted through Epstein's garbage and interviewed 17 witnesses, including the housemen, who told of sex toys and dildos
left behind after the underage girls left. One of Epstein's procurers, a 20-year-old local woman named Haley Robson, who was paid
$200 for every teenaged girl she brought to Jeffrey, was cooperating with police, telling them she was like "Heidi Fleiss." They
obtained statements from five of Epstein's young victims, who said they'd been paid $200 to $300 to engage in various sex acts
with him. Police raided Epstein's home, finding explicit photographs of teenaged girls, incriminating phone records -- and one girl's
high school transcript.

But when the police chief brought this mountain of evidence to Palm Beach County's Democratic prosecutor Barry Krischer, he
punted, charging the Democrat child molester with only one count of soliciting prostitution -- yes, the child victims were labeled
"prostitutes" -- and offered Epstein probation.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/anncoulter/2019/03/06/media-magic-how-a-democrat-pedophile-became-a-trump-scandal-n2542736
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President Trump & The DNC Saying 'No' To Fox News Hosting A Primary Debate

~~~~~~~~~~ (President Donald Trump Always Responds Intelligently ) ~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/59/59a72f0b-63a9-4c62-a82f-ebd66f525eb1.png

The Democratic National Committee has made one thing very clear: they don't want Fox News involved in the primary debates.
According to DNC Chairman Tom Perez, Fox News is unable to host a "fair and neutral debate" for the Democratic candidates.

Perez released the following statement about the subject:

I believe that a key pathway to victory is to continue to expand our electorate and reach all voters. That is why I have made it a
priority to talk to a broad array of potential media partners, including Fox News. Recent reporting in the New Yorker on the
inappropriate relationship between President Trump, his administration and Fox News has led me to conclude that the network is
not in a position to host a fair and neutral debate for our candidates. Therefore, Fox News will not serve as a media partner for the
2020 Democratic primary debates.

What Perez didn't anticipate, however, was how President Donald Trump would react to the news. Trump took to Twitter to remind
Perez of one thing: in order for a general election debate to take place, the president has to be on stage. And he's refusing to
cooperate as long as Fox News is left out of the picture:

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Democrats just blocked @FoxNews from holding a debate. Good, then I think I’ll do the same thing with the Fake News
Networks and the Radical Left Democrats in the General Election debates!

Fox News remains hopeful that the DNC will eventually come around.

“We hope the DNC will reconsider its decision to bar Chris Wallace Bret Baier and Martha MacCallum all of whom embody the
ultimate journalistic integrity and professionalism from moderating a Democratic presidential debate. They’re the best debate team
in the business and they offer candidates an important opportunity to make their case to the largest TV news audience in America
which includes many persuadable voters," Fox News Senior Vice President Bill Sammon said in a statement.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/03/06/trump-chimes-in-after-dnc-says-fox-news-cant-host-a-primary-debate-
n2542741
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Q'ANON ' FREEDOM OF THOUGHT WILL NOT ONLY SAVE YOU, BUT IT WILL SAVE THE WORLD

9~~~~~~~~~ ( GOD BLESS YOU Q'ANON & THANK YOU ) ~~~~ 3/6/2019 ~~~~

FREEDOM OF TOUGHT WILL NOT ONLY SAVE YOU , BUT IT WILL SAVE THE WORLD

THE DAYS OF FAKE NEWS [CONTROL OF NARRATIVE] [BRAINWASHING] ARE OVER

ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE

THE GREATAWAKENING

Q

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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The Punk Who Cold-Cocked Conservative At Berkeley May Never Get A Decent Job After Latest Charges Come Out
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President Trump Holds Ultimate Gold Card (Declassifying FISA Coup Attempt) For Mueller's Witch Hunt Attempt To Indict

~~~~~~~~ ( KEEP PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP IN YOUR DAILY PRAYERS ) ~~~~~~~~

Do you ever wonder why the Mueller Report has taken so damn long to come to a conclusion? While in the mean time

President Donald J.Trump has to deal with the everyday grind of being President & taking care of the country

& making sure America is number one in the world economy , Politically, Economically & most of all Trump

does this part like no other can & that's Optically. Not only is America kicking ass in all aspects of the

of the Economic reality, but just the fact that President Trump does not sweat or let all the Democrats crazy attempts to

frame anyone who has ever worked with President Trump in the Democrats newly Congressional outreaching attempts

to try & find a crime , any crime since Mueller's Investigation has only been able to convict Trump associates

that had absolutely nothing to do with Russia Collusion. Remember when this whole fiasco started it was was

the Democrat's Obama Administration's Intelligence Agencies that claimed they had evidence of Russia Collusion

between Trump's Campaign & the Russian Government. Yet after 2 years of Mueller's Witch Hunt there is without a

doubt still no proof of those original claims. The Mueller investigation has been attempting to destroy Trump's Presidency

through good old fashion optics, by using the Mainstream Media as its mouthpiece to continuously state to the

American public that President Trump's Russian Collusion investigation has convicted many of his associates

therefore Trump must be guilty of the Collusion claims, at least listening to any Democrat that voted for Hillary,

But regardless of how Mueller's Investigation some's up & tries to indict President Trump with some conjured up

charges, President Trump has the ultimate Gold Card. The fact that the Obama Administration used

every aspect of the American Itel Agencies & also intelligence connections around the world to try & frame

Donald Trump in one manner or another , they were never on the right track because they ultimately were counting

on the Fake Dossier as their proof of evidence until then the truth came out through Congressional Hearings that

Hillary Clinton paid for this salacious Fake Dossier. Mueller's investigation fell apart the day all the facts started pouring

out about Hillary Clinton paying for the FAKE DOSSIER ....... & like a ball rolling down hill there was stopping the

facts from coming out. You know what I'm referring to : Stzrok , Page, Comey , McCabe .... etc...etc.. The list goes

on for ever leading right back to the White House were Hillary Clinton & Barack Obama conjured up

a ridiculous plan to frame Trump & she would use as all the bullshit lines Hillary used during the election cycle.

The only problem is the Democrats knew that what they had done was a crime that could & should send them

all to prison for Sedition & Treason. So just as soon as Mueller releases his Fake Investigation results & the

Democrat Congress try & impeach President Trump, but Trump being the smarter player in game has withheld

the FISA Evidence that proves their was absolutely a coup attempt by the Democrats & this will lead to

the ultimate Draining of the Swamp because President Donald Trump along with Military Intelligence has

Everything, More Than Know just like Q'anon always says. The details are all on paper & the Democrats

thought that Hillary Clinton was going to win the Presidency so much that they left their own demise in

a long paper trail behind, Clapper , Brennan, Comey, it just gets better & better as the truth is revealed & that's

not to mention all the back & forth on social media that was all recorded by the NSA. The Democrat Party, well

My fellow Q'anon Patriots are about to be revealed to even the Democrat's greatest staunch supporters, to be the most

corrupt party & the Obama Administration will go down in history for what it truly was; Just another Chicago Mob

of Criminals that somehow got into the White House & ran a steal from the Tax Payers & the American Government

as much possible that they could steal in an 8 year expansion & eventually all these crooks that were involved will be sitting in

prison or better yet swinging from a rope. Sorry for the rant Patriots , but I was typing at the same time Red Pilling My

Nephew from the Oakland Bay area who just got a bit of @Stonenchizel's Red Pill Medicine..

( NEVER FORGET WHO HOLDS ALL THE ULTIMATE POWER IN DC )

God Bless Patriots

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS THE PAN

WWG1WGA
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Trump Fulfills Terminally Ill Man's Dying Wish With Phone Call

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Welcome To The 'CLOWN SHOW' The Democrat Candidates For President In 2020
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PATRIOTS , THIS TIME AROUND IT'S REALLY GONNA GET FUN, I CAN'T WAIT FOR PRESIDENT

DONALD J. TRUMP DECIMATE EVERY LAST ONE OF THE DEMOCRAT CANDIDATES

RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT IN 2020. PUT ON YOUR LAUGHING HATS BECAUSE TRUMP IS

GOING TO MAKE SURE WE ARE ALL ARE HAVING FUN WITH THE SOCIALIST PARTY IN THIS ELECTION

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP

GOD BLESS Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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President Trump Economic Approval Highest Yet at 56 Percent

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=5094c5b6-5634-4bca-ad3a-
677b210ff65f&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Americans' approval of President Donald Trump's handling of the economy is at the highest point of his presidency, hitting 56% in
a recent Gallup poll.

Trump's rating for handling the economy also is the highest of his approval ratings on any of 14 domestic and foreign issues tested
in the latest Gallup poll.

Americans' approval of his handling of unemployment is nearly as high, at 54%, Gallup said.

The poll, conducted Feb. 12-28, found Trump's only other approval rating above the 50% mark was his handling of the situation
with North Korea.

Americans' assessments of the national economy have been mostly positive since Trump took office and his handling of it has
been a relative strength for his public image. With the unemployment rate at 4% in January and the stock market performing better
than it had been in December and January, Americans' approval of Trump's handling of the economy rose four points since early
February.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/finance/streettalk/gallup-trump-economy-approval/2019/03/05/id/905569/
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Second Amendment Sanctuaries' A Growing Phenomenon

~~~~~~~~ ( 2 Amendment Strong , We The People ) ~~~~~~

Taking a page from the liberal playbook on illegal aliens, several blue-state counties are declaring themselves to be "Second
Amendment sanctuaries" where they refuse to enforce gun laws they feel infringe on a citizen's Second Amendment rights.

Organizers of the pro-gun sanctuaries admit they took the idea from liberals who have created immigration sanctuaries across the
United States where local officials defy the Trump administration's efforts to enforce tougher immigration laws.

Now local conservatives are rebelling against majority Democratic rule in the states. Elected sheriffs and county
commissioners say they might allow some people deemed to be threats under "red flag" laws to keep their firearms. In
states where the legal age for gun ownership is raised to 21, authorities in some jurisdictions could refuse to confiscate
guns from 18- to 20-year-olds.

Democrats took control of state governments or widened leads in legislative chambers last November, then followed through on
promises to enact gun control in response to an epidemic of mass shootings in public spaces, religious sites and schools.

Resistance to those laws is complicating Democratic efforts to enact gun control in Washington, Oregon, New Mexico and Illinois,
even though the party holds the governorship and both chambers of the state legislature in all four states.

The sanctuary movement is exposing the rift between rural and urban America as much as the one between the
Republican and Democratic parties, as small, conservative counties push back against statewide edicts passed by big-city
politicians.

Can counties pick and choose which gun control laws to enforce? The courts will decide that. But I think we're talking about apples
and oranges when looking at lack of enforcement of federal immigration law and ignoring state gun control statutes.

Sanctuary cities have been granted wide latitude by the courts to determine how they enforce federal immigration law —
specifically, whether they should be forced to put a "hold" on illegal aliens who commit a crime and keep them until federal
authorities can take them into custody. Courts have ruled that requiring cities and states to comply with a federal "hold" on an
illegal alien is an intrusion by the federal government into local law enforcement.

But a state law banning sales of guns to anyone under 21, or allowing some people to own firearms who the state says cannot, is
a different matter. The Constitution granted states full authority to legislate things like public safety, and it's not clear what legal
justification the sheriffs can use to defy the law. State legislatures have every right to "intrude" in local law enforcement matters,
so the basis of a legal theory that says otherwise remains hidden.

While the idea has a nice symbiosis with sanctuary cities, I doubt whether the actions by counties will hold up in court.

( DON'T TREAD ON ME ) WWG1WGA

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/second_amendment_sanctuaries_a_growing_phenomenon.html#.XH7ryZYhvlo.twitter
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Alexandria Ocasio Cortez Facing Huge Scandal As $1 Million Allegedly Unaccounted For & Secretive Shell Companies
Exposed

~~~~~~~~~ ( GOD BLESS PATRIOTS ) ~~~~~~~~

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/aoc-facing-huge-scandal-1-million-allegedly-unaccounted-secretive-companies-exposed/?
jwsource=twi

A complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission alleges that one of Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s top aides channeled
$1 million in campaign donations to companies he owned.

According to The Washington Times, the complaint by the National Legal and Policy Center alleges that Saikat Chakrabarti,
Ocasio-Cortez’s chief of staff, set up a political action committee called Brand New Congress PAC “to collect and bundle
donations for newbie politicians including Ms. Ocasio-Cortez.”

“He then diverted more than $1 million to two of his companies that did campaign work, skirting reporting requirements,”
the complaint alleges, according to the newspaper. (Read the full complaint here.)

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/aoc-facing-huge-scandal-1-million-allegedly-unaccounted-secretive-companies-exposed/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Whine Tour Part LXIII: Hillary Clinton Has Identified Yet Another Thing To Blame For Her 2016 Defeat

( IT'S UNBELIEVABLE , WILL HILLARY CLINTON EVER FACE THE FACT THAT SHE LOST FAIR AND SQUARE IN 2016 )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/60/cf2b744b-f0c4-434a-ad78-bdd0c27a37b3.png

Hillary Rodham Clinton still cannot let 2016 go—and that goes for her supporters as well. The entire Democratic establishment is
still seething over her epic loss to President Donald J. Trump. They all read FiveThirtyEight and the Huffington Post’s polls. It had
her chances of winning at 90+ percent. Then, they all got punched in the mouth. Trump won. We won, you lost, and the country
soldiers on. But as with all losers, especially high-profile ones like Clinton, there’s the book deal, the tour, and the endless
interviews of who’s to blame. For Hillary, it was everyone, but her that was to blame for her 2016 loss. The FBI, the media, James
Comey, Bernie Sanders, the Democratic National Committee, sexism, misogyny, Russia, Vladimir Putin, Obama, and Joe Biden.
It’s their fault, but hers. Now, she always says, ‘I take responsibility, but’ when asked what happened by the press. And that so
happened to be the title of her book about that contentious campaign. There’s a new item to add to the ‘why I lost’ whine tour: the
Voting Rights Act (via Yahoo! News):

Speaking Sunday at the historic Brown Chapel AME Church, former secretary of state, first lady and 2016 Democratic presidential
nominee Hillary Clinton suggested a key Supreme Court decision may have cost her the White House.

Clinton was participating in an annual commemoration of the 1965 Selma to Montgomery marches that included the infamous
“Bloody Sunday,” when civil rights activists were viciously beaten by white police and protesters. The church where she spoke was
the starting point for the marches, which were organized by a group that was pushing for voting rights and included Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and Rep. John Lewis, D-Ga. Clinton connected the push for voting rights to her 2016 presidential campaign.

“I was the first person who ran for president without the protection of the Voting Rights Act and I will tell you, it makes a really big
difference,” Clinton said.

Okay—well, first Clinton would’ve won the election, handily I might add if she did slightly better with white working-class voters in
the Rust Belt. She already nabbed a solid portion of the black vote and by solid; I mean 88 percent of black voters.

Lady, you suck. And the fact that you still cannot see that your weakness with white working-class voters was the cause of
your downfall explains why you’re not in the White House. It also didn’t help that young people didn’t like or trust you,
which was evident in the Democratic primaries. As for outreach to the white working class, it doesn’t help to tell coal-
mining communities, already decimated by the Obama administration, that your plan is to put more of them out of work.
That’s why you lost, lady. You suck.

Also, so we have another example of pandering? Clinton going into a black church and talking about how the Voting Rights Act
was a reason presidential campaign failed when it’s not. This is almost as egregious when The Breakfast Club, a radio show on
105.1, one of the largest hip-hop and R&B stations in New York, interviewed her in April of 2016; Clinton said she carries hot sauce
in her bag. Lady, stop…just stop. And luckily, it looks like she’s heeding the warnings because she’s not running in 2020, even
though, yes, there’s definitely room for her. I would like to see a rematch of Donald and Hillary. That would make a 2020 cycle
even more insane and entertaining, with the added benefit that the Trump would win again. Alas, we cannot always get what we
want.
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Surprise! Illegal Border Crossings Are Expected to Surge...Again
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Border Patrol agents along the United States-Mexico border in Texas had a busy February, in large part because of the cold
temperatures. In fact, February was the coldest and busiest month for Border Patrol agents stationed along the southern border,
the Laredo Morning Times reported. In February alone, Border Patrol agents detained 70,000 illegal aliens, compared to 58,000
over January.

Officials anticipate the surge to continue through March and April. Both are times Border Patrol tends to see an influx in illegal
crossings, primarily because of the cooler temperatures and the increased need for seasonal labor in the United States.

The Times details the struggle agents are currently facing:

The number of migrants taken into custody last year jumped 39 percent from February to March, and a similar increase this month
would push levels to 100,000 detentions or more.

*It was a surge in the border numbers in March 2018 that infuriated Trump and launched his administration's attempt to deter
families by separating children from their parents. Trump stopped the separations six weeks later to quell public outrage. But the
controversy the policy generated - and its widely publicized reversal - is now viewed by U.S. agents as the moment that opened
the floodgates of family migration even wider, worsening the problem it was meant to fix(.

While arrests along the border fell in recent years to their lowest levels in half a century, they are now returning to levels not seen
since the George W. Bush administration, driven by the record surge in the arrival of Central American families.

For U.S. border agents, the strain has grown more acute, as they struggle to care for children using an enforcement infrastructure
made in an era when the vast majority of migrants were Mexican adults who could be quickly booked and deported. The Central
American families - called "give-ups" because they surrender instead of trying to sneak in - have left frustrated U.S. agents
viewing their own role as little more than the facilitators for the last stage of the migrants' journey. They are rescuing families with
small children from river currents, irrigation canals, medical emergencies and freezing winter temperatures.

When the Central American caravans were arriving in the fall, the Department of Homeland Security's focus was on California,
Arizona and New Mexico. President Donald Trump sent troops to the border but that shifted the crossing points further into Texas.

One of the issues agents face is the lack of manpower. The drug cartels are using the flooding of illegal aliens as a diversion in the
Rio Grande area since only one agent covers the area. It forces the agent to stay near the riverbank, allowing the cartels to
continue their drug smuggling.

DHS plans to expand their pilot program, called Migrant Protection Protocol, which is currently taking place in San Ysidro, along
the California border. Aliens who apply for asylum are sent to Mexico to wait while their claim is processed. El Paso is expected to
see the program begin in their area.

Mexican officials have taken an active role in this process. They have established the Estas en Tu Casa plan (translated to "This
is Your Home"). Asylum seekers would be given identifying documentation, jobs for adults and school for kids. The only catch was
that they would have to stay in Mexico's two southernmost states of Chiapas and Oaxaca.
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Former Olympic Medalist Says Biological Men Shouldn't Compete In Women's Sports — And Gets Blasted As
'tTansphobic'

( THESE DAMN DEMOCRATS RESOLVE TO NAME CALLING WHEN THEY DON'T HAVE A REAL RESPONSE )

Sharron Davies — who won a silver medal for Great Britain in the 1980 Summer Olympics — was also accused of 'sharing
hate speech'

https://assets.rbl.ms/19247632/1200x600.jpg?

Sharron Davies, welcome to Martina Navratilova's world.

Davies — a 56-year-old former swimmer who won a silver medal for Great Britain in the 1980 Summer Olympics, BBC Sport said
— decided to take a public stand against biological males who identify as females competing in women's sports.

"I have nothing against anyone who wishes 2be transgender," she tweeted Friday. "However I believe there is a fundamental
difference between the binary sex u r born with & the gender u may identify as. To protect women's sport those with a male sex
advantage should not be able 2compete in women's sport."

And just as tennis legend Navratilova got upbraided and even kicked out of an LGBTQ advocacy group for saying the same thing
last month, Davies received her obligatory whipping for speaking out as well.

Who ripped Davies?

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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They Got Him: Triggered Punk Who Assaulted Conservative At Berkeley Has Been Arrested
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Last week, Hayden Williams of the Leadership Institute was assaulted on UC Berkeley’s campus. Williams is a LI field organizer
and he was trying to get more recruits for Turning Points USA. Apparently, this was very triggering for some because he was
punched in the face for it. Students and some faculty of the school voiced their support for this act of violence because that’s the
Left; words almost always fail them. It’s typical Berkeley. It’s how progressives deal with people who have a differing opinion. An
investigation was launched, but for days he eluded capture. On February 25, Williams appeared on Fox News’ Hannity to detail his
assault (via Free Beacon):

[WARNING: Graphic language]

Conservative Attacked By Leftists At UC Berkeley

https://youtu.be/vCigSIvUyXA via @YouTube

Still sporting a black eye, Williams told Fox News host Sean Hannity on Thursday that some people walking by took offense to the
table's sign, "Hate Crime Hoaxes Hurt Real Victims," a reference to the Jussie Smollett case. According to him, two men
approached him in what he described as an erratic fashion, accusing him of promoting racism and violence, and one of them "took
his aggression out on us."

He said he started recording the men out of fear for his safety. At one point, his phone was slapped out of his hand.

[…]

A man in a black shirt swore, flipped over his table, and then repeatedly cursed at him, threatening to shoot him at one point and
calling him a "c—t," "motherf—er," and "racist, little inbred bitch." A bystander's video showed him tussling with Williams and
finally sucker-punching him in the eye, walking away yelling, "f—ing c–t!"

Police do not believe the suspect is a student at the university.
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Kangaroo Court: Jim Jordan Blasts Democrats' Move To Issue Dozens Of Subpoenas Against Trump Associates

~~~~~~~~ ( GOD BLESS PATRIOTS ) ~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/184/3c7b3900-a508-4687-bacd-2a18cff0c254.jpg

After hearing from former and disgraced lawyer Michael Cohen on Capitol Hill last week, House Judiciary Committee Chairman
Jerry Nadler plans to issue up to 60 subpoenas against a number of individuals associated with President Trump. This includes
Donald Trump Jr. and Ivanka Trump, who currently serves as a top advisor in the White House.

Republican Congressman Jim Jordan, who serves as ranking member on the House Oversight Committee, is blasting the move.

Rep. Jim Jordan ✔

@Jim_Jordan

C’mon @RepJerryNadler—at least pretend to be serious about fact finding.

Nadler feeling the heat big time. Jumps to Tom $teyer’s conclusion—impeaching our President—before first document request.

What a Kangaroo court.

Manu Raju

✔ @mkraju

House Judiciary Chairman Nadler says tomorrow “we will be issuing document requests to over 60 different people ... including
Don Jr and Allen Weisselberg” as part of its investigation into obstruction. Asked on ABC if he believes Trump obstructed justice,
Nadler said: Yes, I do”

Over the weekend, Jordan made an appearance on NBC's Meet the Press. During the interview, he slammed Cohen's testimony as
untrustworthy and defended President Trump's leadership.
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AS MUCH AS I HATE THESE TWO MEN , I LAUGHED MY ASS OFF SEEING THIS

HAVE A GREAT EVENING PATRIOTS

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS
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DC Government Worker Pleads Guilty To $400,000 Welfare Fraud Scheme

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2010/43/0f5c0960-5684-49e2-8fc3-fd8c0069beb6@news.ap.org.jpg

The Washington Post reports that a former D.C. government employee has pled guilty to attempting to steal $400,000 from
federally backed food stamp benefits intended for city residents.

According to the Post, Gary T. Holliday was "was a policy analyst at DHS, where he worked in a part of the agency that reviewed
applications for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) — commonly known as food stamps — and Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)."

A press release issued by the Justice Department says that "Holliday’s job responsibilities at DHS included representing the
agency at 'fair hearings' that involved disputes between DHS and its clients about eligibility and benefits. In cases where the
agency lost the hearing, Holliday was responsible for creating a memorandum summarizing the conclusions of the hearing and
directing another employee at DHS to calculate and pay whatever underpayments' the client was owed. "

While on the job during 2017, Holliday figured out a way to steal money via the two programs' electronic benefits program. Holliday
created a fake account in order to obtain an electronic card and ordered hundreds of thousands of dollars to that account. In total,
Holliday completed 400 fraudulent transactions, shifting money intended for the public to his phony personal account.

D.C. Department of Human Services spokeswoman Dora Taylor-Lowe told the newspaper "that the agency had 'discovered
irregularities' in welfare payments and reported them to the D.C. inspector general’s office. She praised law enforcement officials
for pursuing their investigation."

“The unconscionable actions of this (former) public servant violated the trust of the residents we serve,” Taylor-Lowe added.
“Stealing from programs built to assist our community’s most vulnerable children and their families deserve swift and aggressive
justice.”

The Post's Peter Jamison reports that "Under federal sentencing guidelines, Holliday could face up to 41 months in prison, though
his plea agreement could reduce that penalty. He is scheduled to be sentenced in June."
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CNN analyst and former Obama administration advisor Samantha Vinograd recoiled at President Donald J. Trump's CPAC speech,
accusing the current commander-in-chief of sounding like mass murderer and dictator Adolph Hitler as well as having his speech
written by Russia's Vladimir Putin.

In particular, Vinograd was aghast that President Trump mentioned preserving "our heritage."
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Rumor Mill: Trump May Be Forced to Issue His First Veto

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Last week, the House of Representatives voted to overturn President Donald Trump's national emergency declaration that would
free up funds to build his highly anticipated border wall. Now, it looks as though the Senate may vote in a similar fashion. And the
person who will be the deciding vote is none other than Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY).

Paul told a crowd of Republicans he couldn't support the president on the declaration, the Bowling-Green Daily News reported.

"I can’t vote to give extra-Constitutional powers to the president. I can’t vote to give the president the power to spend money that
hasn’t been appropriated by Congress. We may want more money for border security, but Congress didn’t authorize it. If we take
away those checks and balances, it’s a dangerous thing," Paul explained.

Paul joins Sens. Susan Collins (R-ME), Lisa Murkowski (AK) and Thom Tillis (NC) who said they will vote to overturn Trump's
emergency declaration. If these four Republicans join the Senate's 47 Democrats in opposition to the declaration, President Trump
may be forced to issue a veto in order to obtain the funding for his wall.

If Trump decides to go through with vetoing the decision, he could face backlash from fellow Republicans, something Sen. Lamar
Alexander (R-TN) warned about on Thursday, POLITICO reported.

“He’s got sufficient funding without a national emergency, he can build a wall and avoid a dangerous precedent,” Alexander told
reporters. “That would change the voting situation if he we were to agree to do that.”

This will definitely be something to watch as both parties finalize their votes.

( LINK BELOW )
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RAND PAUL WILL VOTE AGAINST TRUMP’S NATIONAL EMERGENCY DECLARATION

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Senator-Rand-Paul-R-KY-asks-a-question-during-a-Senate-Foreign-
Relations-Committee-hearing-with-US-Secretary-of-State-Mike-Pompeo-in-Washington-DC-on-July-25-2018-e1551640585930.jpg

Kentucky Republican Sen. Rand Paul said he will vote against a resolution in an attempt to terminate President Donald Trump’s
national emergency for border wall funding.

Paul will join a group of three Republicans who have expressed their concerns with Trump’s declaration for a national emergency,
saying they do not believe the president should be allowed to override Congress to such a degree.

“I can’t vote to give extraconstitutional powers to the President,” Paul said, to the Bowling Green Daily News Saturday. “I can’t
vote to give the President the power to spend money that hasn’t been appropriated by Congress,” he continued. “We may want
more money for border security, but Congress didn’t authorize it. If we take away those checks and balances, it’s a dangerous
thing.” He was speaking to the Warren County Republican Party.

In the group are Republican Sens. Lisa Murkowski of Alaska, Thom Tillis of North Carolina and Susan Collins of Maine.

“As a U.S. senator, I cannot justify providing the executive with more ways to bypass Congress,” Tillis wrote in an op-ed for The
Washington Post. “As a conservative, I cannot endorse a precedent that I know future left-wing presidents will exploit to advance
radical policies that will erode economic and individual freedoms.”

Murkowski said Tuesday she would vote for the resolution, making it clear that the bill will pass the Senate due to support from
these Republicans.

Democrats in the House of Representatives introduced the resolution Friday to block Trump’s national emergency that could allow
him to build a wall on the southern border.

Democratic Texas Rep. Joaquin Castro introduced the resolution, which he said will pass the House, as 222 cosponsors have
jumped on board. Castro sent out a tweet saying his resolution would terminate Trump’s national emergency. Democrats only need
218 supporters to pass the resolution.

Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi sent a letter to her colleagues Thursday, telling them they need to “move swiftly to pass this
bill.” (RELATED: 3 Senate Republicans Are Banding Together To Support Resolution To Terminate Trump’s National Emergency)

This comes just days after Democratic Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, a 2020 hopeful, listed of a number of issues for
which she would declare a national emergency if elected president, including “climate change, gun violence, student loan debt —
right off the top. That’s what we ought to be working on.”

Trump will still have the option to veto the resolution if passed by the Senate.

(LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/03/03/rand-paul-vote-no-trump-emergency/
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HEY DEPLORABLE'S IMAGINE NO 2 AMENDMENT

With the Democrats pushing the country into accepting Infanticide

What will come next? I can only imagine with the Communist Party Democrats

click link below meme

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb022719dAPR20190227054506.jpg

I say We The People make sure Donald Trump Is absolutely Re-Elected in 2020

And also win back The House of Representatives and keep The Senate Red

START CAMPAIGNING NOW FOR TRUMP SO WE CAN HAVE A TOTAL SWEEP IN EVERY STATE

2 AMENDMENT STRONG

KAG

WWG1WGA
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Q'anon Worldwide: De Wereld Staat Op Het Punt Te Veranderen / The World Is About To Change

~~~~~~~~ GOD BLESS THE DUTCH & THE VOAT.CO @GA ~~~~~~~~

ONCE AGAIN PROVING AROUND THE WORLD Q'ANON IS ABSOLUTELY LOVED

SHEEP NO MORE ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ DARK TO LIGHT

These Dutch Followers of Q'anon Express :

" De Wereld Staat Op Het Punt Te Veranderen "

Transferred to the Engilsh Language :

" The World Is About To Change "

Q'ANON IS WORLDWIDE, WE ARE THE NEWS NOW

(below in Q drop )

https://images2.imgbox.com/40/00/mWuOKcUk_o.png

GOD BLESS AMERICA

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP

GOD BLESS Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Democracy Dies At Washington Post: James Woods Issues Brilliant Response To WaPo’s ‘Editor’s Note’

~~~~~~~~~ (VIDEO BELOW) ~~~~~~~~

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/democracy-dies-washington-post-james-woods-issues-brilliant-response-wapos-editors-note/?
jwsource=twi

The Washington Post has sort-of-but-not-really apologized for its reporting on the Covington Catholic story. For his part,
conservative actor James Woods isn’t buying it.

The apology that wasn’t came in the form of an “editor’s note” that dropped just as the weekend hit — and, of course, shortly after
The Post got hit with a $250 million lawsuit by the family of Covington teen Nicholas Sandmann.

“A Washington Post article first posted online on Jan. 19 reported on a Jan. 18 incident at the Lincoln Memorial. Subsequent
reporting, a student’s statement and additional video allow for a more complete assessment of what occurred, either contradicting
or failing to confirm accounts provided in that story — including that Native American activist Nathan Phillips was prevented by
one student from moving on, that his group had been taunted by the students in the lead-up to the encounter, and that the students
were trying to instigate a conflict,” the note read.

“The high school student facing Phillips issued a statement contradicting his account; the bishop in Covington, Ky., apologized for
the statement condemning the students; and an investigation conducted for the Diocese of Covington and Covington Catholic High
School found the students’ accounts consistent with videos,” it added. “Subsequent Post coverage, including video, reported these
developments: ‘Viral standoff between a tribal elder and a high schooler is more complicated than it first seemed’; ‘Kentucky
bishop apologizes to Covington Catholic students, says he expects their exoneration’; ‘Investigation finds no evidence of “racist or
offensive statements” in Mall incident.'”

“A Jan. 22 correction to the original story reads: Earlier versions of this story incorrectly said that Native American activist Nathan
Phillips fought in the Vietnam War. Phillips said he served in the U.S. Marines but was never deployed to Vietnam.”

The Post also said it had deleted an erroneous tweet regarding Phillips … and then showed the tweet so that everyone could see it
again.

https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1101609186184646656/photo/1

The Washington Post

✔ @washingtonpost

The Post has issued an Editor’s Note about updates to its initial coverage of the Jan. 18 incident at the Lincoln Memorial:
https://wapo.st/2EnDsUg

We’ve also deleted this Jan. 19 tweet in light of later developments. For more, see the Editor’s Note.

Even then, a representative for The Post seemed relatively miffed the paper had to do this much.

“While we do not accept the characterizations and contentions regarding our reporting of the incident at the Lincoln Memorial, we
have taken steps to address the concerns expressed to us,” Washington Post Vice President for Communications Kristine Corrati
Kelly told Reason.

That was it. No retraction. No real corrections.

And all of it delivered weeks after all this information was available to them. Might this perhaps have had to do with the lawsuit?

Woods was decidedly not impressed.

“It took a $250M lawsuit for the #WaPoWankers to retract their #FakeNews coverage of the Media and Hollywood jihad against the
#CovingtonChildren,” he tweeted Saturday.

“Without the lawsuit the @washingtonpost lies would have been burned into internet lore forever.
#DemocracyDiesAtWashingtonPost”

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

It took a $250M lawsuit for the #WaPoWankers to retract their #FakeNews coverage of the Media and Hollywood jihad against the
#CovingtonChildren. Without the lawsuit the @washingtonpost lies would have been burned into internet lore forever.
#DemocracyDiesAtWashingtonPost

Paint King

@Paintking

FAKE NEWS WASHINGTON POST issues a lengthy editor’s note admitting that their initial coverage of the Covington Catholic
controversy was FLAWED after HIT with a $250 MILLION lawsuit Subsequent reporting, a student's statement, additional video
allow for a more complete assessment

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0qcNOhWsAEQl35?format=jpg&name=900x900

(FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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President Trump's Campaign Has Perfect Response To Speaker Pelosi Telling Trump ‘Don’t Run’ In 2020

~~~~~~~~~~ ( RE-ELECT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP 2020 @KAG ) ~~~~~~~~

President Donald Trump’s re-election campaign national press secretary is hitting back hard after House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
told Trump not to run in 2020.

Kayleigh McEnany appeared on Fox News’ “The Story with Martha MacCallum” to respond to Pelosi’s comments from a recent
Rolling Stone interview.

Pelosi’s interview was from a “Women Shaping the Future” edition of Rolling Stone, which also featured Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez of New York, Ilhan Omar of Minnesota and Jahana Hayes of Connecticut. (All Democrats, because apparently Republican
women don’t “shape the future.”)

The four women also appear in a short video for Rolling Stone, which clearly seems meant to influence young female voters.

The video features slow motion shots of the women doing things like triumphantly walking together or getting their pictures taken.

The montage is sprinkled with interview clips where the politicians discuss important issues — like what their theme songs are.

( Video in Tweet Below )

https://twitter.com/RollingStone/status/1100885537487908865

Rolling Stone

✔ @RollingStone

Nancy Pelosi, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar and Jahana Hayes share their advice for young women, what they would say
to Trump and their go-to theme song. See more from our #WomenShapingtheFuture cover here: https://rol.st/2TpR7Dw

During one interview clip, Pelosi revealed what she’d tell the president if she got the chance: “Mr. President, do the country a favor
— don’t run.”

Is she scared that he’ll win again?

McEnany certainly thought so, dismissing Pelosi’s message as “pathetic” on Fox News on Friday. McEnany told host Martha
MacCallum that there is “zero chance” of the president taking Pelosi’s advice.

“I can tell you the president is excited for this campaign. He’s geared up. He’s ready,” McEnany said.

“I’m sure Nancy Pelosi does not want him to run. Because how can you argue against results? A soaring economy, wages growing
at the fastest pace in 10 years, remedying our trade imbalances across the world.”

“You can’t argue against success,” McEnany continued.

( Pelosi to Trump: Do the country a favor, don't run in 2020 )

https://youtu.be/Q_Z7_o9K1dc via @YouTube

McEnany also had some advice of her own for Pelosi, saying the House speaker “should spend less time palling around with a
socialist and a congresswoman with anti-Semitic remarks and spend more time focusing on working with the president.”

She was, of course, referring to self-proclaimed “Democratic socialist” Ocasio-Cortez, and to Omar, who has been accused of anti-
Semitism.

While Pelosi’s comment was flippant, Republicans should take it as a good sign that she’s worried about another Trump win.

It also gave McEnany a great opportunity to champion the president’s successes in office.

There’s a woman who’s definitely “shaping the future.”
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Ted Cruz At CPAC: 'Democrats Have Gone Bat-Crap Crazy'

( I Myself Believe Ted Cruz Meant To Say " Bat Shit Crazy " )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/44/0fded05f-9249-46b6-aa78-3bcb1acadb2f.png

Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) was back at CPAC 2019, this time with Rich Lowry, an editor at National Review. They sat down Friday to
discuss concerns about the nation’s border near Mexico.

Lowry asked Cruz if President Donald Trump and the GOP should have worked to pass border wall funding before Democrats took
power in the House.

Before he answered the question, Cruz said that Trump’s administration and the GOP made some great achievements in the first
two years. He applauded them for passing the 2017 tax cuts, getting rid of the individual mandate requirement from Obamacare,
and lowering the unemployment rate, including the rate for African-Americans and Hispanic-Americans.

With that said, Cruz believes that Trump could have tackled the border crisis much earlier than he did. The senator said that he
told Republicans, “If we have 183 days left to legislate, let us legislate.” He believes much more could have been done in that
amount of time.

“If we did that, I don’t think we would have lost a House of Representatives,” Cruz said.

Cruz believes that the Democrats, both in the House and in the 2020 presidential race, have recently moved closer toward
socialism. Not only because of their push for late-term abortion, but also for open borders and amnesty.

“Democrats have gone bat-crap crazy,” Cruz said. “If you go into the dictionary, it’s under ‘B.’”

Cruz said that the Democrats, including Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) were originally in favor of more border wall funding, and that
the only reason they don’t want a wall now is because they want to continue to act as the anti-thesis of Trump.

“Trump equals wall. We the Democrats hate Trump. Therefore, no wall,” Cruz said.

Cruz believes that we will see Democrats act more aggressive than ever in the 2020 election. It will be a challenge, but the senator
thinks Trump can still win with the help of the conservative movement.

“If we turn common sense conservatives out, we can win,” he said.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/iansnively/2019/03/01/ted-cruz-at-cpac-democrats-have-gone-batcrap-crazy-n2542453
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TRUMP ON RUSSIA PROBE: ‘THEY’RE TRYING TO TAKE YOU OUT WITH BULLSHIT'

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Screen-Shot-2019-03-02-at-12.44.06-PM-e1551548678161.jpg

President Donald Trump criticized Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation at the Conservative Political Action Conference
(CPAC) on Saturday, asserting, “they’re trying to take you out with bullshit.”

The president referred to the investigation into alleged collusion between Russia and his 2016 presidential campaign as a “witch
hunt” and a “phony deal.”

“They don’t have anything with Russia. There’s no collusion,” Trump said. “So now they go and morph into, ‘let’s
inspect every deal he’s ever done. We’re gonna go into his finances. We’re gonna check his deals’ … These people are
sick! They’re sick.”

https://youtu.be/4KcAFv-JmWA via @YouTube

The president continued by slamming Democratic Rep. Adam Schiff, who he called “Shifty Schiff,” for refocusing on the
president’s taxes instead of alleged collusion. (RELATED: Trump Reacts To Possibly Impending Mueller Report)

“We had the greatest [election] of all time. Now we have people that lost and unfortunately you put the wrong people in a
couple of positions and they leave people for a long time that shouldn’t be there, and all of a sudden they’re trying to take
you out with bullshit, okay?”

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/03/02/trump-russia-mueller-cpac/ via @dailycaller
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Candace Owens At CPAC ' Hillary Clinton Still Isn't President Of The United States'

~~~~~~~ ( GOD BLESS CANDACE OWENS ) ~~~~~~~~

During her speech at CPAC 2019 Candace Owens continues to state the facts about African Americans

And their Democrat background and how the Democrats used African Americans in the past. She speaks with

Courage as she states more facts of what Blacks go through, Candace reminds us that Hillary Clinton still is not the

President of The United States of America. Then tells the Democrat Party to stop abusing trying to use African Americans

through their multiple Acts of desperation to use African Americans only to receive their votes and nothing else.

But what I love most about Candace Owens is that she is without a doubt a young a African American

Woman that is truly heaven sent to the Republican Party for she's not afraid to tell the truth of the

African American citizens of this country's struggle and fight to make it in America and their loyalty to America.

But this is the number one reason why I love Candace Owens because she always gives praise and glory to

The One and Only Almighty God. For that reason alone I love this true Republican strong voice for the Party.

God Bless You Candace Owens!

( A STRONG CONSERVATIVE VOICE LIKE CANDACE OWENS ALONE CAN DESTROY THE DEMOCRAT'S AFRICAN
AMERICAN VOTE )

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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President Donald Trump Proving Once Again At CPAC That He Is Absolutely The Right Man For The Job As POTUS

~~~~~~~~ ( DONALD TRUMP IS THE GREATEST PRESIDENT EVER ) ~~~~~~~~

JUST WATCHING PRESIDENT TRUMP AT CPAC MAKES ME REALIZE AMERICA IS SO BLESSED TO HAVE SUCH AN
AWESOME PERSON RUNNING OUR COUNTRY FINALLY. PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HAS ABSOLUTELY PROVEN WITH
HIS GREAT SPEECH AT CPAC THAT HE WILL DECIMATE ANY DEMOCRAT THEY BRING UP AGAINST HIM IN THE 2020
ELECTION

WE WILL MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN AND WE WILL KEEP AMERICA GREAT !

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

GOD BLESS AMERICA

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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CPAC Watch: Rick Harrison Of ‘Pawn Stars’ Unleashes On Socialism – ‘Literally Like Heroin’

It’s not particularly a secret that Rick Harrison of “Pawn Stars” is a conservative. In fact, as far as the entertainment industry goes,
he’s one of the highest-profile people willing to admit that they’re denizens of the right.

It’s also not a secret that he’s one of the funniest conservatives out there and has a healthy dose of contempt for anyone who
thinks socialism might work.

“I truly believe that if you’re older and you’re educated and you’re touting socialism, you’re either not that intelligent or you’re evil,”
Harrison said in an August 2018 interview with Mark Levin. “It comes down to that.”

During his appearance at the 2019 Conservative Political Action Conference on Friday, he had a better metaphor for it.

“The majority (of) people in this room know that socialism is just stupid,” the legendary owner of the Gold & Silver Pawn Shop told
attendees.

“It’s literally like heroin. The first shot is great. For a little bit it’s wonderful, but then the rest of your life is a living hell.”

( CPAC 2019 - Rick Harrison )

https://youtu.be/fHdVE2MXJa4 via @YouTube

“And that’s literally what the socialists are doing,” he added.

Free stuff, of course, can be addicting. However, polities can’t end up in rehab. They can only hit rock bottom.

“Once you give someone something it’s hard to take it away,” Harrison said. “Then you get Venezuela.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-rick-harrison-pawn-stars-unleashes-socialism-literally-like-heroin/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Threatened Disloyal Dems With Primary ‘List.’ Now She’s Backtracking, Dissension Among
Democratic Ranks

https://assets.rbl.ms/19243873/1200x600.jpg

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) ignited controversy among House Democratic ranks this week after allegedly threatening
Democrats who vote with Republicans that they will be put on a "list" for primary challenges.

Now, Ocasio-Cortez is backtracking.

What happened? During a closed-door meeting Thursday, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) admonished two dozen moderate
Democrats for sometimes siding with Republicans, urging unequivocal support for the Democratic agenda and universal
condemnation of Republican policies.

"We are either a team or we're not, and we have to make that decision," Pelosi said, according to the Washington Post.

Then Ocasio-Cortez "upped the ante," the Post reported, suggesting during the meeting that she would help unseat disloyal
moderate Democrats. Corbin Trent, Ocasio-Cortez's spokesman, said Ocasio-Cortez told her Democratic colleagues that if they
continue to support Republican policies, they "are putting themselves on a list" for a primary challenge.

Triggering the blowup was Wednesday's votes on a bill to expand federal background checks for gun purchases. Twenty-six
moderate Democrats joined Republicans in amending the legislation, adding a provision requiring that ICE be notified if an illegal
immigrant seeks to purchase a gun.

Unsurprisingly, Ocasio-Cortez's threat rocked moderate Democrats who believe they are responsible for giving Democrats the
majority in the House.

On Friday, Ocasio-Cortez claimed she did not level the threat, despite other mainstream media outlets corroborating the Post's
reporting.

IF ALL ELSE FAILS , AOC HAS FIGURED OUT THE DEMOCRAT WAY - JUST LIE

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/ocasio-cortez-democrats-list-backtracks-aoc
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Tucker Carlson Explains The Totalitarian Left Takeover Of The Democrats ,' It's Already Happened, And Tucker Proves It

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ( GOD BLESS PATRIOTS ) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In case you missed it, I embed below Tucker Carlson's seven-and-a-half minute-long opening signet from last night's show. He did
an excellent job of explaining how the Democratic Party has already become a force for totalitarianism. He used the Joe Biden
apology for calling Mike Pence a "decent guy" as a convincing way to make the case that the party has converted from a political
to a religious movement, the difference being that in the former, dissent and discussion are the norm, while in the latter, no dissent
from God's (or Gaia's or History's) Truth is permitted.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-03/212317_5_.png

If you have friends who Just Don't Get It about the takeover of one of our two parties by the radical revolutionary Left, maybe email
them this video segment. It is well worth seven and a half minutes, and Tucker has perfected a humorous, ironic delivery.

Tucker: Ask Too Many Questions or Think Too Many Independent Thoughts and You Will Wind up on Commissar AOC’s list
@TuckerCarlson

https://grabien.com/file.php?id=569029&utm_source=player&utm_medium=filebutton

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/tucker_carlson_explains_the_totalitarian_left_takeover_of_the_democrats.html#.XHqx_-
tXUgc.twitter
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'No Respect For Human Life' -- ICE Busts Human Traffickers Keeping 67 Illegal Aliens In New Mexico Shed

( AND THE DEMOCRATS WANT TO GET RID OF ICE )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/60/5a634842-f801-4d3e-925d-f2e35d20dc6a.png

Immigration and Customs Enforcement announced yesterday that authorities have discovered human traffickers keeping 67 illegal
aliens from Guatemala and Ecuador in a "stash house" in Dexter, New Mexico. ICE reports that amongst these victims abused by
transnational criminals include 6 teenagers.

“As the deplorable conditions of this stash house demonstrate, transnational criminal organizations (TCOs) have no respect for
human life,” Jack P. Staton, special agent in charge of ICE Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) El Paso, said in a press
release. “Human smuggling is a multi-billion-dollar enterprise, and the individuals being smuggled are viewed as cargo by the
criminal networks. HSI continues to investigate this organization and will hold them accountable for their illicit activities.”

ICE charged Guatemalan national Tomas Miguel Mateo with a "federal criminal complaint with harboring the illegal aliens and with
unlawfully re-entering the United States after having been previously deported."

According to the press release, conditions for these illegal aliens were absolutely atrocious as dozens of people were cramped into
20 by 20 foot shed. Shockingly, one sign in Spanish in the stash was posted saying “Don’t use the bathroom.”

ICE, an organization the far-left seeks to abolish, regularly saves victims of human trafficking. According to ICE's website, "In
fiscal year 2016, HSI initiated 1,029 investigations with a nexus to human trafficking and recorded 1,952 arrests, 1,176
indictments, and 631 convictions; 435 victims were identified and assisted."

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/03/01/no-respect-for-human-life--ice-busts-human-traffickers-keeping-67-illegal-
aliens-in-new-mexico-shed-n2542467
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Fox Segment Goes Off Rails As Gutfeld Tells Juan Williams, ‘Say That Again & I’ll Throw You Off Set’

( WATCH VIDEO BELOW) Juan Williams Proves Once & For All That He Is Hillary Clinton's Pocket

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/fox-segment-goes-off-rails-gutfeld-tells-juan-williams-say-throw-off-set/?jwsource=twi

A segment on Fox News’ “The Five” became heated when Greg Gutfeld said he would throw Juan Williams off the set for saying
Gutfeld is “in the bunker” for President Donald Trump.

The disagreement between Gutfeld and Williams happened during a segment Wednesday night about former Trump attorney
Michael Cohen’s testimony before Congress.

Early in the segment, Gutfeld was frustrated that Williams, a left-wing panelist on the show, wasn’t giving others enough time to
speak.

“Gosh, you guys ever going to let me finish,” Williams said.

“No, because you’re always finishing,” Gutfeld replied. “There’s somebody sitting there who hasn’t said a damn word.”

“You are so deep in the bunker, and you –,” Williams said before Gutfeld cut him off.

“Oh shut up, Juan, I’m in nobody’s bunker,” Gutfeld said. “Enough with your bunker. … I’m trying to be polite to somebody on the
panel, Juan, which you won’t do.”

Greg Gutfeld Erupts on Juan Williams for Saying He’s In the Bunker

https://youtu.be/tkIIDIl6O8E via @YouTube

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/fox-segment-goes-off-rails-gutfeld-tells-juan-williams-say-throw-off-set/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Fury: Liberals And Moderates Rage At Each Other At Closed-Door Meeting Of House Democrats

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/60/2241e2a1-981e-4908-ada9-72e6ebe5c1cc.png

Earlier this week, House Republicans scored a second surprise victory on a 'motion to recommit,' one of the lower chamber
minority's few procedural tactics. During a legislative battle over gun control legislation, more than two dozen Democrats backed a
GOP proposal to require that ICE be notified whenever an illegal immigrant is flagged attempting to purchase a firearm.
Republicans succeeded in another MTR gambit several weeks ago, adding language condemning anti-semitism to a foreign policy
vote, a move clearly designed to isolate and shame Rep. Ilhan Omar. Following these losses, Democratic leadership is reeling,
leading to a fiery closed-door party meeting, during which various factions of the party reportedly sniped at each other:

House Democrats exploded in recriminations Thursday over moderates bucking the party, with liberal Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez threatening to put those voting with Republicans “on a list” for a primary challenge. In a closed-door session, a frustrated
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) lashed out at about two dozen moderates and pressured them to get on board. “We are either a
team or we’re not, and we have to make that decision,” Pelosi said, according to two people present but not authorized to discuss
the remarks publicly. But Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.), the unquestioned media superstar of the freshman class, upped the ante,
admonishing the moderates and indicating she would help liberal activists unseat them in the 2020 election. Corbin Trent, a
spokesman for Ocasio-Cortez, said she told her colleagues that Democrats who side with Republicans “are putting themselves on
a list.”

Moderate-leaning Democrats did not take kindly to such threats, reminding more left-wing members that the new majority was built
by freshmen who were able to win purple and even red-tinted districts:

They insist they are not going to be dissuaded from voting with their districts, and many are warning that majority control is at
stake...Inside the Democratic meeting, one of those freshmen — Rep. Xochitl Torres Small (N.M.) — reacted sharply to Ocasio-
Cortez’s comments and rose to urge her colleagues to respect the political reality of representing a swing district ,
according to multiple people present. A spokesman for Torres Small did not respond to a request for comment.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/03/01/fury-moderate-democrats-rage-at-aocs-proposed-enemies-list-n2542449
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Michael Cohen Book Proposal Offered Glowing Praise Of Trump, Contradicted His Congressional Testimony

( In the book, he specifically says that he does not think Trump is a 'liar )

~~~~~ ( It Looks Like The Charges Of Perjury To Congress Against Michael Cohen Have Some Legs Here )~~~~~

https://assets.rbl.ms/19242442/1200x600.jpg

A manuscript from a book proposal authored by former Trump lawyer Michael Cohen directly contradicts the testimony he gave
before Congress on Wednesday. While Cohen told the House Oversight Committee that President Donald Trump was a "racist," a
"conman," and a "cheat," his proposed book offered glowing praise and specifically said that Trump wasn't a "liar."

What did the book proposal say?

The Daily Mail claims to have seen a copy of a book proposal, under the working title "Trump Revolution: From The Tower to The
White House, Understanding Donald J. Trump," that Cohen submitted last year to several publishers. He reportedly never signed a
deal because he was holding out for more money.

In the book, Cohen listed names Trump had been called, including "liar," and then dismissed them. According to the Daily
Mail:

He started his proposal with a list of unflattering barbs that have been thrown at Trump since he became Commander-in-Chief.
'Crazy'; 'Dumb'; 'Paranoid'; 'In Over His Head'; 'Liar'; 'Addicted to TV'; 'Hates the Media'.

All of these things have been said about my longtime boss, Donald J. Trump,' Cohen added. 'None of it is true. Except maybe that
last one – about the media. Trump does believe that reporters are out to get him, and for a very good reason. Many of them are.

'That doesn't make him paranoid,' wrote Cohen. 'That makes him a realist*.'

This stands in stark contrast to Cohen's testimony on Wednesday, where he said in his opening statement:

I am ashamed that I chose to take part in concealing Mr. Trump's illicit acts rather than listening to my own conscience. I am
ashamed because I know what Mr. Trump is. He is a racist. He is a conman. He is a cheat.

Cohen also bragged about what he saw as his own expertise and versatility:

Most of my work took place behind the scenes. Unless it was the sort of situation that required me to come through the front door
with a wrecking ball, that is – in which case my involvement was pretty obvious.

No issue was too big, too sticky or too oddball for me to tackle. I saw it all, handled it all. And still do.

A CNN interview from 2016 also contradicts Cohen's testimony

During Cohen's hearing, Rep. Jim Jordan (R-Ohio) accused Cohen of being vindictive toward Trump because he had never been
offered a White House job. Cohen vehemently denied this accusation, saying the he had been "offered jobs," but "did not want to
go to the White House.

After the hearing, a CNN panel quickly observed that the network had reported on multiple occasions that Cohen had wanted to get
a White House job.

One of these instances was in 2016, when Cohen told CNN New Day anchor Chris Cuomo that he hadn't "been asked" to work in
the White House, but that he would "100 percent" go to Washington, D.C., with Trump.

( In Video Tweet below Cohen Contradicts himself on the stand )

https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/1101223031765110793

Washington Examiner

✔ @dcexaminer

In this 2016 interview with @ChrisCuomo, @MichaelCohen212 says he "certainly hopes" he'll get a job in Trump's White House.

He said he would "100 percent" take a job if offered.

Cohen denied aspiring to work for Trump during testimony before Congress.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/michael-cohen-book-proposal-offered-glowing-praise-of-trump-contradicted-his-testimony
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The Failing New York Times Tries To Fact Check Trump’s Tweet On Abortion, Immediately Ends Up Backfiring

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/nyt-tries-fact-check-trumps-tweet-abortion-immediately-ends-backfiring-twitter/?jwsource=twi

In light of the recent fierce discussion over late-term and even post-birth abortions, Republican Nebraska Sen. Ben Sasse
introduced a bill called the Born Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act, which would require doctors and medical personnel to
make all efforts to save the life of a baby that survived an attempted abortion, rather than kill it or stand idly by while it died
naturally.

Incredibly, that bill failed to achieve the necessary votes for passage on Monday, according to The Daily Wire, after only three
Democrats joined with Republicans to vote in favor of saving an abortion survivor’s life, while 44 other Senate Democrats
heartlessly voted against the measure.

In response to that grotesque and disheartening outcome, President Donald Trump excoriated Democrats in a pair of fiery tweets
Monday evening, calling the left “extreme” for being in favor of “executing babies” after they had been born.

Trump tweeted,

“Senate Democrats just voted against legislation to prevent the killing of newborn infant children. The Democrat position
on abortion is now so extreme that they don’t mind executing babies AFTER birth.”

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Senate Democrats just voted against legislation to prevent the killing of newborn infant children. The Democrat position on abortion
is now so extreme that they don’t mind executing babies AFTER birth....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....This will be remembered as one of the most shocking votes in the history of Congress. If there is one thing we should all agree
on, it’s protecting the lives of innocent babies.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/nyt-tries-fact-check-trumps-tweet-abortion-immediately-ends-backfiring-twitter/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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'Magic Wand:' US Economy Tops Three Percent Growth Over Calendar Year, A Milestone Obama Never Achieved

( President Donald J.Trump )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/37/e0763534-e629-4d6b-9a07-fb102e5919a0.png

A few important caveats, lest anyone be tempted to spike the football without reservations: First, while several of these data
points are definitely encouraging, whether this level of growth (and continued record-low unemployment) can be sustained through
2019 and 2020 is an open question -- and one that could be determinative as to the president's re-election chances. Second, in the
fiscal year, overall US GDP growth fell just shy of three percent, by one-tenth of one percentage point. Third, it's virtually
guaranteed that these numbers would be significantly better if the president were not engaged in multiple trade-related showdowns
and tariff battles. Whether one agrees or disagrees with his approach to trade policy (I mainly disagree), it is settled economic
science that increased tariffs are anti-growth. And finally, there's a risk that the developing global slowdown could infect the US
economy, even if we're performing relatively well.

Now, onto the good news:

U.S. economic growth was better than expected as 2018 came to a close, with GDP rising 2.6 percent, according to a first
estimate the Commerce Department released Thursday. Economists surveyed by Dow Jones expected a gain of 2.2 percent after
a 3.4 percent rise in the third quarter. The growth came amid a bevy of uncertainty and a time when the stock market briefly slid
into bear market territory...Even with the weaker fourth quarter, economic growth was solid for the year, after GDP gains of 2.2
percent and 4.2 percent in the first and second quarters respectively...Employment remains strong, with payroll gains continuing in
excess of 200,000 a month and wages rising at the fastest clip of the recovery.

Fourth quarter GDP exceeded experts' expectations, topped three percent over the last year (more on that shortly), and is
buttressed by sustained, low unemployment, and steadily rising wages. Bloomberg reports on a strong indicator that the GOP's tax
reform law -- which is cutting taxes for the vast majority of Americans, despite universal Democratic opposition -- helped spur
2018's robust growth, thanks to increased business investment:

Consumption, which accounts for the majority of the economy, grew 2.8 percent, slightly below forecasts, while nonresidential
business investment accelerated to a 6.2 percent gain on equipment, software and research spending. Government spending
slowed, trade was a minor drag and inventories gave GDP a small boost...The report shows how Republican-backed tax cuts may
have continued to aid growth and help bring the full-year figure to 3.1 percent, just above President Donald Trump’s 3 percent goal.
While the expansion is poised to become the nation’s longest on record at midyear amid a still-healthy consumer, supportive Fed
and robust labor market, the pace could cool amid the trade war, slowing global growth and fading impact of fiscal stimulus.

As that paragraph references, from Q4 to Q4, US GDP growth exceeded 3.1 percent, which is better than any yearlong
period during the Obama administration. The White House's Council of Economic Advisors tweeted, "for the first time in
13 years (since 2005), according to data from @BEA_News, we have hit 3.1 percent economic growth during a calendar
year (Q4 over Q4)," and added this direct comparison:

CEA 

@WhiteHouseCEA

We nailed our forecast of 3.1 percent GDP growth – it is exactly what we predicted it would be in our 2018 Budget/troika forecast
last year.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0gCuO-WsAAe0Bi.png

CEA 

@WhiteHouseCEA

@WhiteHouseCEA

This Administration’s GDP growth for 2018 (Q4 over Q4) is higher than any year under the last Administration (highest was 2.7).

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0gDYa0X4AAOEAM.jpg

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/03/01/gdp-growth-n2542378
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New York Man Pleads Guilty ' To Phoning In Death Threats To GOP Senators' For Backing Kavanaugh

( He's Facing Up To A Decade Behind Bars )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://assets.rbl.ms/19241486/1200x600.jpg

A New York man has pleaded guilty to threatening the lives of two U.S. senators last year over their support of Judge Brett
Kavanaugh's confirmation as a justice on the Supreme Court.

Long Island resident Ronald DeRisi, 74, was arrested in October after leaving several expletive-filled messages on the voicemails
of Sens. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) and Susan Collins (R-Maine). At the time, Grassley was chairman of the Judiciary Committee
that was conducting the contentious Kavanaugh hearings. Collins all but sealed Kavanaugh's confirmation by announcing that she
would vote "yes" in a widely-viewed speech on the Senate floor.

The New York Post reported that in one message to Grassley,

DeRisi said he had a "present" for the senator: "It's a 9 millimeter. Side of your fucking skull, you scumbag
motherfucker."

He reportedly concluded the message by saying*, "Yeah, Kavanaugh — I don't think so."

According to prosecutors, in a message to Collins ahead of the vote for Kavanaugh's confirmation, DeRisi stated, "you better pray
this guy don't get in." He called back less than 90 minutes later and added, "I'm going to get you," USA Today reported.

After the Senate confirmed Kavanaugh, DeRisi left another message for Collins where he said, "Thanks to you...we now have a
sexual predator on the Supreme Court," and added, "we will proceed to correct it."

Federal authorities busted DeRisi — who evidently used a prepaid cell phone to issue the threats —by using phone records and
voice samples. They were able to link him to more than 10 calls to the senators, and to a threat made to a fellow New Yorker
years prior in an unrelated case, according to The Washington Times.

On Thursday, DeRisi pleaded guilty to the threats against the senators, and is required under his plea agreement to forfeit two
rifles. He faces up to 10 years in prison.

U.S. Attorney Richard Donoghue issued a statement on the case, saying, "This defendant threatened to assault and murder two
sitting United States senators in an effort to intimidate them and interfere with their performance of official duties. Ours is a system
of laws — not threats — and the Department of Justice will vigorously prosecute those who seek to undermine the integrity of our
constitutional system through violence."

( LINK BELOW )
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Female HS Sprinter On Transgender Dominance: 'We Are Not Physically Able To Be Competitive Against' Biological Males
'It's Very Frustrating'

( The Deep State Push For Transgender Is Because Satan Is A Transgender Figure )

https://media.swncdn.com/cms/RT/62025-satanic-statue-creative-commons-pixabay.1200w.tn.jpg

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ( Story Below )
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As a pair of transgender high school sprinters — who were born male but identify as female — continue to dominate the
competition in Connecticut, a female-born sprinter who races against them is stating what's blatantly obvious.

"It's very frustrating," Selina Soule of Connecticut's Glastonbury High School told Fox News' Laura Ingraham. "Because I know I
have put in — some of my friends and fellow competitors have put in — so much time and effort to take down our times and
compete ourselves better, but we are not physically able to be competitive against someone who is biologically a male."

https://assets.rbl.ms/19241370/980x.jpg

As a pair of transgender high school sprinters — who were born male but identify as female — continue to dominate the
competition in Connecticut, a female-born sprinter who races against them is stating what's blatantly obvious.

"It's very frustrating," Selina Soule of Connecticut's Glastonbury High School told Fox News' Laura Ingraham. "Because I know I
have put in — some of my friends and fellow competitors have put in — so much time and effort to take down our times and
compete ourselves better, but we are not physically able to be competitive against someone who is biologically a male."

Image source: YouTube screenshot Soule finished eighth in the recent state indoor girls' 55-meter sprint — and missed qualifying
for the New England regionals by two spots, The Associated Press said. As it happens, transgender sprinters Terry Miller and
Andraya Yearwood smashed the field, coming in first and second place. The third-place finisher, a biological female, posted a
much slower time (7.23 seconds) than Miller's (6.95 seconds — state record) and Yearwood (7.01 seconds).

https://assets.rbl.ms/19241373/980x.jpg

Soule told the AP had Miller and Yearwood not run, she would be in the regional race and showing her abilities to more college
coaches.

"We all know the outcome of the race before it even starts; it's demoralizing," Soule told the outlet. "I fully support and am happy
for these athletes for being true to themselves. They should have the right to express themselves in school, but athletics have
always had extra rules to keep the competition fair."

In her interview with Ingraham, Soule maintained her support for Miller and Yearwood to live the way they want — but that it
becomes "unfair" when their personal choices affect the efforts of biological girls.

Ingraham was more direct: "What happens to field hockey when soccer players start to play? What happens with girls' basketball?
What happens with girls' volleyball? What happens with tennis?" The host brought up the controversy over tennis legend Martina
Navratilova, a lesbian, who was booted from an LGBTQ advocacy group for calling transgender females competing against
biological women "insane and cheating."

( Cis High School Girl Talks About Losing To Male To Female Trans Athletes... )

https://youtu.be/HLX1OHlunjE via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )
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Trump Calls the Democratic Party Socialist & He's Right

A recent New York Times headline warned readers that "Republicans Already Are Demonizing Democrats as Socialists and Baby
Killers." The article pivots on President Donald Trump's strategy of portraying Democratic Party leaders as a gaggle of radicalized
socialists.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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U. S. Senate Fails to Protect Babies Born Alive from Abortion. May God Have Mercy on Us as a Nation

The U.S. Senate voted on February 25 on the Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act. The bill had nothing to do with
regulating or restricting abortion itself. Instead, the act would have legally obligated that a physician provides the same medical
care to the baby born alive from an abortion attempt as a “wanted” baby who was born at that gestational age. Not only is the
woman not held liable in a failed abortion attempt, but she would have been able to seek damages over medical care not provided.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/rebeccadowns/2019/02/28/us-senate-fails-to-protect-babies-born-alive-from-abortion-may-god-
have-mercy-on-us-as-a-nation-n2542386
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After Vietnam, President Trump Visits Troops in Alaska

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/304/0bb27f10-b3f2-4a56-896e-f074e6ce69c1.jpg

On his way back to Washington D.C. from Vietnam after his summit with North Korean dictator Kim Jong Un, President Trump
made a stop at Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson in Anchorage to visit with U.S. troops.

“As you know, I’m on my way back from Vietnam. I wanted to stop here to share my gratitude to every brave soldier, sailor,
airman, marine, coast guardsmen, and national guardsmen who serves in the land of the midnight sun,” Trump said during the
stop. “The men and women who serve at JBER share one vital mission: to serve in our country’s last frontier as America’s first
line of defense. Since the Second World War, our intrepid service members in Alaska have proudly stood at the top cover for North
America.”

“To everyone here today who fights for our flag across the globe, thank you for bravely facing down the danger to protect, and we
have such danger out there, the lives and liberty of all Americans. Our country is stronger now maybe then it is ever been. Our
military is being rebuilt at a rapid pace,” he continued.

Video in Dan Scavino Jr's Tweet Below

https://twitter.com/Scavino45/status/1101217914173046784

Dan Scavino Jr. 

@Scavino45

@Scavino45

Air Force One over Alaska...

President Trump will be back at the White House late Thursday night. On Saturday he will speak to the annual Conservative
Political Action Committee conference.

“Our military families are a true national treasure. Without all of the people backing you brave men and women, it wouldn’t work so
well for you. Your life would be a lot more difficult. It wouldn’t be the same. You all know that,” he said.

( LINK BELOW )
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How House Republicans Are Making Life Difficult For Democrats, Pelosi

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6008631430001/

(Growing pains: House Republicans outmaneuver Democrat majority on climate change, gun control legislation)

“You drive us wild. We’ll drive you crazy.” – KISS, Rock and Roll All Nite

House Republicans are driving Democrats crazy, and driving a major wedge through the majority party.

GOPers are using a garden-variety procedural tool to goad Democrats into taking challenging votes on the floor – and risking the
defeat or alteration of legislation which is on the verge of passing.

The parliamentary gambit is called the "Motion to Recommit," or MTR as it’s known in congressional shorthand. MTR's must be
"germane" and tied directly to the legislation at hand. In short, an MTR can't deal with cats if the bill deals with dogs.

At the end of almost every debate, just before the House votes on most major legislation, the majority provides the minority a
parliamentary option, which, depending on how it’s drafted, could either change or possibly kill bills. In its purest form, a MTR is
just that: an effort to “recommit” legislation to committee, whisking it off the floor.

Most MTR’s resulted in party-line votes until 2007. That’s when Democrats again won control of the House after 12 years in the
wilderness. Democrats captured the House with victories by moderate Democrats in battleground districts in the 2006 midterm
elections. Seeing an opportunity, Republicans began crafting artful MTR’s, written in a way to put the squeeze on vulnerable
Democrats. Democrats took pains to protect their new members and leaders granted them leeway to vote against the brass and in
line with their district on some MTR’s. In the end, this created havoc for Democrats on the floor – even though they were in the
majority.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2IFawfx #FoxNews
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The Black Witch Herself Hillary Clinton Controls Michael Cohen & His Lawyer Lanny Davis

TRUMP IS A RACIST, A CHEAT AND A CON MAN, WHO WON'T ACCEPT THE OUTCOME OF LOSING THE 2020 ELECTION

( click jpn. below )

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb022819dAPR20190228064505.jpg

OF COURSE PATRIOTS THIS IS JUST ANOTHER FALSE CLAIM BY THE DEMOCRATS BECAUSE THEY ABSOLUTELY
KNOW THAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS GOING TO DECIMATE WHO EVER HE RUNS AGAINST IN THE 2020
ELECTION

I THOUGHT YOU PATRIOTS MIGHT ENJOY A LITTLE HILLARY CLINTON HUMOR THIS EVENING

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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WATCH: New Video CPAC Video Shows Reagan's Chilling Warning That Is Now America's Reality

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ( GOD BLESS PATRIOTS )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/142/f99504ec-e1da-4d27-8a7d-d27215d7fdb0.jpg

At the start of CPAC on Thursday, the American Conservative Union, the hosts of the largest gathering of conservatives across
the nation aired an ad called "Fight On." The ad features clips of various Democrats, like Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT) and Rep.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who talk about the need for socialism in America. The video also features a clip from President Ronald
Reagan warning about the Democrat's ideas and their desire to push America even further the Left.

America is staring down the Left's attempt to drastically change our great nation. The warning President Reagan made decades
ago is now our very sad reality.

"You know, someone very pro-founding once said many years that if fascism ever comes to America it'd come in the form of
liberalism. What is fascism? Fascism is private ownership, private enterprise, but total government control and regulation. Well,
isn't this the liberal philosophy?" President Reagan asked in the clip. "The conservative so-called [philosophy] is less government,
get off my back, get out of my pocket and let me have more control over my own destiny."

What Reagan said is 100 percent true. America's future hangs in the balance. Where we come from and where we go depends on
what we do today. If we sit idly by and allow the Left to continue to brainwash our youth and mobilize, the America we know – and
love – will be gone. We'll have the government in every aspect of our lives. In our bedrooms. In our doctor's offices. In our
finances. Every. Single. Aspect. Of our lives will be long to them. Living a life of freedom and choice would be a thing of the past.

There are no limitations with the Left. They want to take, take and take. Having any kind of personal property or choice of
how to live your life is wrong in their eyes. You know why? Because that means that we're not all equal. We're not all the
same. And not all of us are on the same playing field. And that's why they want to fundamentally transform America.

( CPAC 2019 - Fight On )

VIDEO BELOW

https://youtu.be/vSa6tdOhnq0 via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/02/28/watch-new-video-cpac-video-shows-reagans-chilling-warning-that-is-now-
americas-reality-n2542385
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Nancy Pelosi And Ocasio-Cortez Are Furious After Republican Victories In Congress — So They're Threatening Dem's

https://assets.rbl.ms/19240317/1200x600.jpg

CARLOS GARCIA House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) were reportedly furious at
their own party members after a couple of embarrassing procedural victories for Republicans in Congress.

How to score massive gains from this controversial investment revealed And they're threatening Democratic members to toe the
line or face the consequences.

One defeat for the Democrats came on Wednesday during a debate on a bill to require background checks on all sales of guns.
Republicans successfully amended the bill to include a provision requiring ICE to be notified of any illegal alien attempting to
purchase a gun.

Democratic leaders were angered when they discovered that several members of their party voted for the amendment, most likely
to appease constituents in less liberal districts.

Pelosi angrily denounced Democrats for voting with Republicans in a closed door meeting on Thursday.

"This is not a day at the beach," she scolded, according to Politico. "This is the Congress of the United States."

CARLOS GARCIA House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) were reportedly furious at
their own party members after a couple of embarrassing procedural victories for Republicans in Congress.

How to score massive gains from this controversial investment revealed And they're threatening Democratic members to toe the
line or face the consequences.

One defeat for the Democrats came on Wednesday during a debate on a bill to require background checks on all sales of guns.
Republicans successfully amended the bill to include a provision requiring ICE to be notified of any illegal alien attempting to
purchase a gun.

Democratic leaders were angered when they discovered that several members of their party voted for the amendment, most likely
to appease constituents in less liberal districts.

Pelosi angrily denounced Democrats for voting with Republicans in a closed door meeting on Thursday.

"This is not a day at the beach," she scolded, according to Politico. "This is the Congress of the United States."

The Speaker then told Democrats in vulnerable districts that they would be rewarded with help from the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee if they stuck with their party and voted down Republican procedural votes.

Ocasio-Cortez, according to Politico, also threatened to sic her progressive activist supporters on Democrats who were less than
completely loyal.

Republicans mocked Democrats for the internecine battle. Michael McAdams of the National Republican Congressional Committee
ridiculed the party over the report.

"Buckle up and grab your popcorn because Democratic infighting is already reaching a breaking point and it's only
month two of Democrats' House majority," McAdams said in a statement.

"Just wait until the intraparty primaries begin!" he concluded.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/news/nancy-pelosi-and-ocasio-cortez-are-furious-after-republican-victories-in-congress-so-theyre-
threatening-dems
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Hit With FEC Complaint Alleging She Funneled Thousands In Campaign Money To Her
Boyfriend

https://assets.rbl.ms/19235820/1200x600.jpg

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) has been hit with a Federal Election Commission complaint, accusing her of funneling
thousands from her campaign fund to her boyfriend through a political action committee.

How to score massive gains from this controversial investment revealed

BRECK DUMAS Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) has been hit with a Federal Election Commission complaint, accusing
her of funneling thousands from her campaign fund to her boyfriend through a political action committee.

How to score massive gains from this controversial investment revealed What are the details? The complaint was filed by The
Coolidge-Reagan Foundation, and names Ocasio-Cortez, her congressional campaign, and Brand New Congress as respondents.
Brand New Congress — founded by her current chief of staff, Saikat Chakrabarti — is the firm Ocasio-Cortez hired to run her
campaign, and has an affiliated PAC by the same name.

The Coolidge-Reagan Foundation points to two $3,000 payments made by Brand New Congress PAC early in the campaign to
Riley Roberts, the boyfriend of Ocasio-Cortez, for "marketing consultant" services. Sandwiched between the payments to Roberts,
"Cortez's campaign committee paid Brand New Congress LLC $6,191.32 for 'strategic consulting.'"

"Thus," the complaint reads, "over the span of a little more than a month, Ocasio-Cortez's campaign committee paid just over
$6,000 to Brand New Congress PAC, while its affiliated LLC turned around and paid her boyfriend $6,000."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.theblaze.com/ocasio-cortez-hit-with-fec-complaint-alleging-she-funneled-thousands-in-campaign-money-to-her-
boyfriend

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3066861
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Democrats' Scorched Birth Campaign ( Babies Are Murdered Here .Com )

https://freedomoutpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ad_236343851-1200x630.jpg

It was four days before a vote that will be talked about for years. Of course, that irony was probably lost on Senator Patty Murray
(D-Wash.) -- but it wasn't lost on us. The same woman leading the fight for legal infanticide chose last Thursday to tour Seattle
Children's Hospital, walking the long hallways where she would argue only wanted kids deserve care.

"It was wonderful to visit the @seattlechildren's Hospital-North Clinic in Everett, WA this week," the senator tweeted. "I had a great
time meeting the dedicated staff and seeing firsthand how they use their resources to serve children and families throughout
Northwest WA."

But by early this evening, Patty Murray will have taken the unbelievable position that some children don't deserve those resources
-- not even when they're lying alone in a hospital just like that one, fighting to survive.

There will be people like Senator Tim Kaine (D-Va.) who try to hide what they've just done. They'll cloak their votes in comfortable
words and euphemisms. "This bill," he said earlier, "would establish new requirements for health care practitioners in the case of a
fetus who survives an abortion." There's no such thing as a "fetus" who survives an abortion. There are only newborns. Infants.
Children.

"The word 'fetus’, of course, is already working overtime to assist those who wish to disguise the reality of what takes place during
an abortion procedure..." NRO's Alexandra Desanctis points out. "But abortion defenders use the word as medical-sounding jargon,
a crutch to dehumanize the unborn... But the bill doesn't require transporting a fetus to the hospital. It requires transporting an
infant to the hospital... It is the same human being both in and outside of its mother. That is the truth they are desperate to avoid."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://freedomoutpost.com/democrats-scorched-birth-campaign/
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'This Is America In 2019': An Elderly Man Was Attacked For Wearing A MAGA Hat

( This Story Pisses Me Off ! These Damn Democrat Hate Pushing Losers Have No Pride Or Manners )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ GOD BLESS THIS 81 YEAR OLD PATRIOT IN THIS STORY

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2016/190/54133482-5f7f-425b-93fd-4b76bf48f809.jpg

An 81-year-old man was allegedly attacked in New Jersey by someone who confronted him for wearing one of President Trump's
"Make America Great Again" hats.

Somerset County prosecutors said that the man was assaulted at a supermarket after being confronted by the alleged assailant
over the hat, according to a local NBC affiliate.

The victim had minor injuries and refused medical treatment, the outlet reported, citing local prosecutors.

( THE FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/02/27/this-is-america-in-2019-a-senior-citizen-was-attacked-for-wearing-a-maga-hat-
n2542294?2813
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Double Down: Despite $93 Trillion Estimated Price Tag & Kamala Harris Again Dismisses Cost Of 'Green New Deal'

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/23/6fceadc0-e69c-41a6-aa5a-6af20fb91d81.png

Earlier in the week, we took note of Kamala Harris test-driving a talking point in defense of her breathtaking multi-trillion-dollar
agenda. She told CNN over the weekend that her gigantic proposals were essential and "not about a cost." She claimed that the
eventual return on those "investments" would justify the actions taken. As I argued in my analysis, regardless of whether one
agrees with her ROI calculus, such judgments do not eliminate the costs associated with each element of new spending. She can
try to persuade people that the lofty price tags are worth the money -- and, by extension, the methods of collecting all that money
from taxpayers. She cannot, however, argue that those lofty price tags don't actually exist, and that the bills wouldn't need to be
paid.

It now looks like her answer to John King's question was not an accidental one-off. She's leaning into it as a go-to deflection away
from extremely important questions about the role of government, the scope of government, and the fiscal solvency of
government. Here she is appearing on a podcast in Iowa, repeating the same vacant formulation:

Kamala Harris Doubles Down Claiming Costs Don't Matter For Big Gov’t Pro...

https://youtu.be/s1twCPGFx6c via @YouTube

"I would say to them that we have to reframe the perspective," Harris said. "And instead of looking at the issue of ensuring that all
people have access to health care because the premise there is that access to affordable health care should not be a privilege, it
should be a right. It should not only be accessible to those who can afford it, it should be accessible to all. Then when people start
saying cost, cost, cost, my response is ‘No, it's not about cost. It's about investment. It's about investment.'"

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/02/28/double-down-despite-93-trillion-estimated-price-tag-harris-again-dismisses-
cost-of-green-new-deal-n2542244
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Live on TV: The Shame And Disintegration Of The Democratic Party

If their behavior at the Kavanaugh hearings that they engineered with a hoax accusation did not convince people of the craven
unscrupulousness of the Democratic Party, the clown show Democrats put on Wednesday certainly will.

While the president is out of the country on a crucial foreign policy mission, the Democrats colluded with Tom Steyer and lowlife
Clinton operative Lanny Davis to once more try to convince the public that Trump should be impeached. To that end, they brought
the loathsome Michael Cohen, already convicted of lying to Congress and a host of other financial crimes, to testify to "crimes"
committed by the president. Cohen admitted that he was prepped for the hearings by Trump-deranged Adam Schiff, Elijah
Cummings, and Davis.

That Cummings allowed this to happen is a sad commentary on his lack of respect for his own committee and the House.

At this point, it is difficult not to enjoy Democrats' on-air self-immolation. Cohen spent the day lying again and again and
contradicting himself over and over.

The entire spectacle is proof that the Democratic Party, as many have observed, hates this president so much that its members
are willing to do great harm to the nation. Every Democrat who participated in this pathetic display should be forever ashamed of
himself for all of them have sullied the offices they hold.

That Lanny Davis, a man wholly beholden to and joined at the hip with the Clintons, was able to make this happen is bad enough.
He likely wrote Cohen's opening and closing speeches. That Michael Cohen is the Democrats' tool is contemptible. He has been
clearly shown to be a relentless self-promoter, a greedy status-seeker, and a liar. Nothing he says can be trusted or believed. His
oath means nothing. He lacks any hint of ethical sense. He admitted to taping numerous clients without their knowledge and at the
hearing quickly agreed to hand those tapes over if asked, even without those clients' waived privilege!

What makes all this a sham characterized by Democrat hypocrisy is the fact of forty years of Clinton criminality still being swept
under the rug. While the Clintons were using their positions of power to enrich themselves with a level of greed that makes Cohen's
look like kid stuff, they were never investigated or charged. Everything the Clintons ever did was for themselves. Hillary's stint as
secretary of state was just a four-year get-rich-quick scheme. The $145M she took for authorizing the sale of U.S. uranium to
Russia was only one of her illegal ventures to pad her personal wealth. The Clintons robbed Haiti of billions meant for rebuilding
that devastated nation; Chelsea got a fancy wedding out of that pile of dough.

The D.C. swamp is indeed filled with scoundrels, nearly all of them members of the media, the Democratic Party, and the
intelligence institutions that were weaponized by Obama. Comey, McCabe, Brennan, and Clapper and the crowd of miscreants at
the FBI, the CIA, and the DOJ all colluded to bring down Trump the candidate, then Trump the president with wholly fabricated
accusations, illegal surveillance, and falsified material. Then there are the usual suspects — Schiff, Nadler, Schumer, Pelosi,
Waters, etc. — who intend to see the president impeached no matter what it takes. Each of them has likely committed much more
serious crimes — financial, ethical, and constitutional — than Trump ever did. Not one of them has ever, in all their collective
years in office, accomplished a fraction of what Trump has done for the good of America in two short years.

The Republicans on the committee were stellar, especially Jim Jordan and Mark Meadows. Jordan's opening speech put the day's
event in context. It is a feeble attempt by people who hate Trump so much that they have bled their own characters dry of any
shred of class or love of country. It was Meadows who tweeted, "As Michael Cohen speaks, think about how remarkable it is: a
man convicted of LYING to Congress is now appearing before Congress again...just weeks later. Invited by the Democrats as their
star 'witness.' And all the while, the left hails his every word as gospel."

With this stunt, the Democratic Party has further demeaned itself, humiliated itself. Meanwhile, the president is in Hanoi trying to
get the Norks to de-nuclearize, India and Pakistan are on the verge of war (both are nuclear-armed nations), and the Democrats
and their handmaidens in the media are busy pretending Michael Cohen's "testimony" is valid. It is not. He is just this week's
Punchinello of the imploding Democratic Party.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/02/live_on_tv_the_shame_and_disintegration_of_the_democratic_party.html
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The Green New Deal: The Left's Phony Attempt to Co- Opt Trump's Labor Populism

The florid Green New Deal proposed by newly elected Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has been widely panned by critics on both
the right and the left -- but perhaps most notably by Democratic Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer. What many critics of the
deal fail to note, however, is that the supposed "New Deal" is the Democrats' most recent attempt to co-opt President Donald
Trump's populist agenda.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/armstrongwilliams/2019/02/28/the-green-new-deal-the-lefts-phony-attempt-to-coopt-trumps-labor-
populism-n2542354
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NRA Slams Democrats' Latest Attack On The Second Amendment
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Now that Democrats are back in control of the House, they're wasting no time going after the Second Amendment rights of law
abiding Americans.

Wednesday afternoon, House Democrats passed "universal background check" legislation. The law doesn't target criminals, but
instead Americans who may need to use a firearm for self-defense.

Republican Rep. Dan Crenshaw explained his vote against the legislation earlier today.

Dan Crenshaw

✔ @DanCrenshawTX

Here’s what you left out: #HR8 wouldn’t have prevented any of the horrific tragedies you just mentioned.

People have a right to protect themselves, and you should not remove that right for feel-good policies that won’t actually DO any
good.

Adam Schiff

✔ @RepAdamSchiff

In the past, Congress responded to Parkland, Thousand Oaks, Orlando, Las Vegas, Sandy Hook, and so many other mass
shootings with thoughts and prayers.

That’s not enough. Not even close.

Today, Congress acts. Today, we VOTE on #HR8 to require background checks on every gun sale

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/02/27/nra-slams-demcrats-latest-attack-on-the-second-amendment-n2542347
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Nothing Michael Cohen Says To The Committee Will Make Me Think That Hillary

Clinton Would Have Been A Better President Than Donald J.Trump Absolutely Nothing!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ MICHAEL COHEN IS NOT A CREDIBLE WITNESS ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Michael Cohen is a Snitch ( A FUCKING RAT ) He is as good as dead,

Sooner or later He will be shanked in Prison, that's what happens to Snitches.

Michael Cohen is a Democrat and only changed his affiliation to have the job

As a Republican titled job. I'm sure just not me but whole bunch of you

Patriots think that Michael Cohen has always been a Democrat and the

Dude has to have a few screws loose or on the other hand the guy is just

As Bat Shit Crazy as all the other Democrats. He is NOT a credible witness.

Nothing Michael Cohen Says To The Committee Will Make Me Think That Hillary Clinton Would Have Been

A Better President Than Donald J.Trump

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING!

WWG1WGA
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Adult Assaulting, Cursing Kid In Middle Of School For Wearing MAGA Hat (Video)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The left’s open hatred toward supporters of President Donald Trump is reaching its breaking point as liberals openly
attack Trump supporters regardless of their age.

On Monday, an 18-year-old student was caught on video assaulting an underage Trump supporter at Santa Fe High School in
Edmond, Oklahoma.

The underage student was wearing the iconic “Make America Great Again” hat and carrying a Trump banner

https://twitter.com/RyanAFournier/status/1100462367387910145

( Video in link above in @Ryan Fourniers Tweet )

Ryan Fournier

✔ @RyanAFournier

A Trump supporting student at Edmond Santa Fe High School had his MAGA flag ripped off of him by another student.

These malicious attacks must be dealt with.

RT!

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/video-captures-adult-assaulting-cursing-kid-middle-school-wearing-maga-hat/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Jim Jordan Slams Cohen During Committee Hearing, References Twitter Account Portraying Cohen As a 'Sex Symbol'

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/184/3c7b3900-a508-4687-bacd-2a18cff0c254.jpg

Rep. Jim Jordan (R-OH) slammed Michael Cohen, former attorney to President Donald Trump, for testifying before Congress about
the president’s political career and “criminal activity.”

Jordan, a member of the House Oversight Committee, blamed Cohen’s legal consultant, Lanny Davis, for organizing the whole
committee.

https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1100779798174093312

CBS News

✔ @CBSNews

"Certainly it's the first time a convicted purger has been brought back to be a star witness in a hearing," Rep. Jim Jordan (R-OH)
slams Cummings for Cohen hearing. "And there is the reason this is the a first, because no other committee would do it."

“This is the Michael Cohen hearing presented by Lanny Davis,” Jordan said. “That’s right. Lanny Davis choreographed
the whole darn thing. The Clintons’ best friend, loyalist, operative. Lanny Davis put this all together. You know how we
know? He told our staff. He told the committee staff. He said the hearing was his idea. He selected this committee, he had
to talk Michael Cohen into coming, and most importantly, he had to persuade the chairman to actually have it. He told us
it took him two months to get that job done. But here we are.”

( Davis was sitting near Cohen during the testimony. )

https://twitter.com/KatiePavlich/status/1100781429871525888

@KatiePavlich

@KatiePavlich

Everything you need to know about Cohen’s testimony is sitting behind him: Lanny Davis. This is about revenge for
Clinton’s 2016 loss in 2020.

Jordan also shamed Chairman Elijah Cummings for allowing Cohen to present himself before the committee.

“This might be the first time someone convicted of lying to Congress has appeared again to quickly in front of
Congress,”

Jordan said.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/iansnively/2019/02/27/jim-jordan-slams-cohen-during-committee-hearing-n2542321
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Michael Cohen Will Not Commit Under Oath To Making Money Off Of His Crimes And Lying To Congress

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Fact That Michael Cohen won't commit or say that he will not swear under oath that he will not

try and make money by book deal or movie deal or even become a CNN talking head should tell the

Congressional Committee that he is willing to continue to lie because a liar will always be a liar and

a corrupt criminal like Michael Cohen will say anything that will get him a lesser sentence in prison.

This whole Congressional Hearing with Micheal Cohen is a fucking joke....period!

It truly is amazing how low these people are willing to go to try and frame President Trump as a criminal

These People Are Stupid

WWG1WGA
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Michael Cohen "THE RAT" Seals His Deal With Mueller To Trash President Trump

( SORRY TO RANT LIKE THIS PATRIOTS, BUT THIS MICHAEL COHEN FUCKER PISSES ME OFF BECAUSE I HATE RATS )

@Stonenchizel

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Michael Cohen the freshly Dis-bard Lawyer from New York is right now lying his ass off

to the Congressional Committee. It is obvious that Michael Cohen is a bad guy, he is willing

to say what ever it takes to have Robert Mueller suspend his prison sentence which at this point

is a great possibility. As Cohen gets hammered by Republican Congressmen the Democrat's are

seething at the mouth to frame a story of corruption about President Trump from Cohen. Of course

Michael Cohen has proven many times already early in the Congressional Hearings that he can not be

trusted. Cohen will try his hardest to frame an outlandish scenario about President Trump , but only to

save his own ass. Just the fact that a person that has committed so many crimes and has lied to so many

government agencies has been brought before the Congressional Committee by the Democrat Leaders

let's everyone know that the Mueller Investigation has absolutely NO proof of any Collusion with Russia

because there aren't any and there never have been any collusion. The Deep State has had control over

many agencies of the American Government before President Trump was elected President. The

fact that President Trump would never become a Puppet for the Deep State like Obama, Bush and Clinton

were, the Deep State will do every and anything no matter how obscure and ridiculous the process becomes

to try and find and even conjure up a crime like Jussie Smollet has and how Michael Cohen is doing now

while lying to Congress to make the optics seem like President Trump is a criminal. Here are the facts in my

view , President Donald J.Trump is a man blessed by God Almighty who has been selected by our Military

Intelligence Agency to help bring down the Deep State and all the crooked players who have been destroying

America's sovereignty for the Globalist New World Order Deep State to be ushered in as a One World Satanic

Controlled Government.....

So here it is , Michael Cohen has just wasted the Congressional Committee Hearing's time with his effort to destroy
President Trump because it will never happen. Everyone that comes up against President Donald J.Trump will fail
because President Trump is an honest President and the Deep State are afraid of the control they have lost. In the end
nothing will become of Michael Cohen's testimony because he is NOT a credible witness and the Democrats new this
before they brought him before the Committee.

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Conservative Congressman Who Deployed to the Southern Border Criticizes WI Gov. for Pulling Troops Away

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-IL) criticized Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers (D) for pulling his National Guardsmen from the U.S.-
Mexico border. Kinzinger was recently deployed to border since he is still an officer in the Air National Guard.

As a member of the WI Guard, I saw firsthand the amazing work by my fellow guardsmen. Stopping illegal immigration is quite an
honorable mission, but since @GovEvers doesn’t agree, let me share a few more things his Guard did this week,” Kinzinger
tweeted.

Adam Kinzinger

✔ @RepKinzinger

Replying to @RepKinzinger

His crew found and directed @cbp to a man crossing the border with 70 lbs of meth. Had we not been there, that deadly drug
would be on the streets. Wonder the damage that would do in Milwaukee....

Adam Kinzinger ✔

@RepKinzinger

Replying to @RepKinzinger

On the mountains, we captured a few coyotes, who prey on desperate migrants & charge them hefty sums to guide them to the
border. Often times, they desert those migrants if they fear getting caught. Coyotes also commit assaults, rapes, & murders to
these vulnerable individuals.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/juliorosas/2019/02/26/congressman-who-deployed-to-the-southern-border-criticizes-wi-gov-for-pulling-
tr-n2542279
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Michael Cohen Has Reportedly Been Disbarred

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/284/c7d57214-a79d-4663-9d39-dd3e61b16706.jpg

President Donald Trump's former attorney, Michael Cohen, has reportedly been disbarred in New York because he lied to
Congress, the New York Post reported.

The Attorney Grievance Committee for the First Appellate Division oversees attorney behavior and misconduct for attorneys who
have business in Manhattan. The Committee filed paperwork on Tuesday, saying Cohen should not be allowed to practice law
again, NBC News reported.

"The Committee contends that respondent was automatically disbarred because respondent's conviction under 18 USC § 1001(a)
(2) (making false statements to the U.S. Congress), if committed in New York, would constitute the felony of offering a false
instrument for filing in the first degree," the court filing said.

Back in August 2018, Cohen entered a guilty plea to charges of making false statements, tax evasion of and campaign finance
violation

“Specifically, it was alleged, and respondent expressly admitted at his plea, that on or about August 28, 2017, he knowingly and
willfully made a materially false and fraudulent statement and representation, namely, he caused to be submitted a written
statement to SSCI containing material false statements," the ruling said.

The documents go on to detail that Cohen falsely testified about “(1) The Moscow Project a) proposed Trump Organization real
estate project in Moscow, Russia, (2) discussions with people in the Trump Organization and in Russia about the Moscow Project,
and (3) contemplated travel to Russia in connection with the Moscow Project," the decision read.

The decision only applies to New York State, the only state Cohen has ever been barred.

On Tuesday, Cohen began three days of testimony on Capitol Hill. He is scheduled to report to prison on May 6, at which point he
will begin serving out his three-year sentence.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/02/26/michael-cohen-has-reportedly-been-disbarred-n2542269?2621
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That’s A Hard Pass On Socialism, Millennial Suckers

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/50/5b8496df-aad4-496c-8ec6-cd27dff391d4.png

While the unkillable ideological cockroach that is socialism seems to be enjoying a resurgence primarily among stupid and/or evil
millennials, there are three key groups who will oppose any such transition here in America. There are ex-military folks like me who
served in the ruins of socialist countries and saw the way they poison a culture (and literally the land too – socialism is always an
environmental atrocity). There are folks, like my wife, who escaped from murderous socialist hellholes – wear your scummy Che t-
shirt around her and she’ll cut you. And then there are the rest of the Normal Americans who are both aware of socialism’s 100
million corpse tally and who don’t particularly want a bunch of aspiring campus Castros taking power and telling bossing them
around for eternity.

Here’s the thing, and I’ve said it before, but I’m not worried about socialism because I’ll never live in a socialist America. It either
will not happen, or it will happen after I and millions of others are dead fighting for the Constitution. So, this is really not my
problem, but a problem for the millennials who would have to live with it. Sadly, a lot of millennials are – how do I put this
delicately? – really stupid and eager to create a system that empowers aspiring lil’ kommisars to bully the Normals.

Wait, first we need to define “socialism,” because there seems to be a lot of confusion about what socialism is among the young
people supporting it. “Socialism” is defined as “socialism.” You have probably seen on social media where smug dorks in knit caps
post memes about how, “If you support having roads and armies, you support socialism!” Okay, if every kind of government has
roads and armies, then roads and armies are not an attribute of a socialist government in particular but of government in general.
This kind of soft thinking is the sad result of too many years spent watching The Daily Show, which offers its audience such
pseudo-smart insights designed to blow the minds of credulous sophomores.

Oh, and here’s another annoying meme – “Well, if you plan to take Social Security or Medicare, you’re a hypocrite if you criticize
them!” No, dummy. It is not hypocrisy to participate in a system that steals your money even as you seek to end it. If you leftist
twits are down to let us dissenters opt out, let’s do that. Otherwise, a portion of every shift at the coffee house you pull is going to
pay me my Social Security once I can take it, and I want you to know that I won’t need it, but the thought of you working for me for
once is so delightful I wouldn’t ever think of passing it up. Consider it payback for your endless attempts to harness my labor for
your benefit, suckers.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2019/02/25/thats-a-hard-pass-on-socialism-millennial-suckers-n2542107
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Border Patrol Chief: Agents Are Being Diverted Away From Combatting Drug Cartels To Care For Kids And Families

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/269/fa4c1b3d-01a4-485c-afdc-4f5ce04a4424.jpg

Speaking in front of the House Judiciary Committee Tuesday on Capitol Hill, Border Patrol Chief Carla Provost explained how
agents are being diverted from their mission of border security in order to care for thousands of unaccompanied children and
families illegally crossing the southern border into the United States.

"Each day nearly 25 percent of my agents are diverted away from our border security mission to transport, care for and process
family members and unaccompanied minors," Provost said. "As more migrants arrive with medical needs, agents are transporting
and escorting an average of 55 people a day to medical facilities. We are committed to addressing this humanitarian need, but we
know when agents are occupied narcotics smugglers, criminal aliens, gang members and others use the opportunity to violate our
borders and our laws."

https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1100428920623718400

✔ @cspan

U.S. Border Patrol Chief (@USBPChief) Carla Provost: "There is an ongoing debate about whether this constitutes a border
security crisis or a humanitarian crisis. Let me be clear: it is both."

USBPChief

✔ @USBPChief

I reminded the House Judiciary Committee that smugglers take advantage of outdated laws and court rulings that incentivize
people to bring young children on the dangerous journey to the United States.

USBPChief

✔ @USBPChief

I made clear to the House Judiciary Committee and the American people that the men and women of the Border Patrol do their
best to care for vulnerable populations in custody, and that we do not leave our humanity at the door when we report for
duty.#HonorFirst

USBPChief

✔

@USBPChief

I told the House Judiciary Committee that the crisis on our southwest border is BOTH a border security and humanitarian crisis,
and that we know a combination of barriers, technology, and personnel will improve our operational control of the border.

This week President Trump ordered an additional 1,000 U.S. National Guard troops to be stationed at the border. Like the already
deployed 5,000 troops, they will back Border Patrol and Immigration and Customs Enforcement in an administrative and logistical
capacity.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/02/26/border-patrol-chief-agents-are-being-diverted-away-from-combatting-drug-
cartels-to-care-for-kids-and-families-n2542267
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2020 DON'T LET ANY DEMOCRAT TELL YOU OTHERWISE 'THE RED AREA'S ARE PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP
COUNTRY'

https://freedomoutpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/electoral-map-2016a-1200x630.jpg

PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP WILL ABSOLUTELY SWEEP AMERICA IN 2020 AND MAKE THE WHOLE COUNTRY RED

( No matter how the Democrat' Candidates try and come at President Trump in the 2020 race for President , Trump will dominate
the whole bunch of them because Those People are Stupid. President Donald J.Trump is a man blessed by God and chosen
for the purpose of Taking Down the Deep State players that have been running a muck of America's Government for the last 28
years. There hasn't been a true American Patriot fighting for the United State Government and it's People since Ronald
Reagan was President. Now that Donald J.Trump is President of the United States of America We the People Support Him
100% over any Democrat who might come up against him for His job as POTUS. So remember to Campaign for Your President
Patriots, the more the better, It's never to early to start campaigning for President Donald J.Trump and Mike Pence for the 2020
Presidential Ticket )

SO UP TO 2020 DON'T LET ANY DEMOCRAT TELL YOU OTHERWISE 'THE RED AREA'S ARE PRESIDENT DONALD
TRUMP COUNTRY'

( WE WILL ABSOLUTELY WIN THE 2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION WITH DONALD J.TRUMP )

BECAUSE IT'S PATRIOTS LIKE YOU AND ME AND OUR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS THAT HAVE PAINTED THIS COUNTRY
RED AGAIN AND ELECTED AND CONTINUE TO SUPPORT PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP & HIS WHOLE ADMINISTRATION

GOD BLESS @Q-ANON AND ALL THE @GREATAWAKENING PATRIOTS

BECAUSE " WERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL"
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Trump Administration Taking Right Steps in Venezuela

“Chavez and Maduro have been in Venezuela for 20 years… this is 20 years of destroying a country," said Heritage expert Mike
Gonzalez on the Fox Business channel. "This has only been going on for a month and we should not be impatient. I think the
administration is taking the rightful steps here and this last weekend really showed the world who Maduro was.”

Mike Gonzalez: Trump Administration Taking Rightful Steps in Venezuela

https://youtu.be/jxNOCsguLwM

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Charlie Kirk's Tweet Proving That The Democrat Party Is Sick ( Allowing A Live Baby To Die )

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ( LIKE Q'ANON ALWAYS SAYS )

ON TWITTER CHARLIE KIRK GETS THE POINT ACROSS

" THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK " 

Charlie Kirk

@charliekirk11

Hey Democrats, here’s your 2020 field:

@KamalaHarris

@CoryBooker

@ewarren

@SenGillibrand

@amyklobuchar

@BernieSanders

Every single one of them just voted to allow a live baby to be left to die if it survives a botched abortion

EVERY. SINGLE. ONE.

This is sick

RT

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1100220826857627648

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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New Gallup Study Spells Disaster For Dems Going into 2020 As Almost Entire Country Dominated By Conservatives

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Donald-Trump-rally-for-Feb.-26-592x331.jpg

COMMENTARY POLITICS New Gallup Study Spells Disaster for Dems Going into 2020 as Almost Entire Country Dominated by
Conservatives President Donald Trump gestures at a campaign rally in August in Wlkes Barre, Pennsylvania.Evan El-Amin /
Shutterstock President Donald Trump gestures at a campaign rally in August in Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania, for Republican
Senate candidate Lou Barletta. Barletta was unsuccessful in challenging incumbent Sen. Bob Casey in Pennsylvania, but a new
Gallup study finds more American states are strongly conservative than the few that are strongly liberal. (Evan El-Amin /
Shutterstock)

BY C. DOUGLAS GOLDEN PUBLISHED FEBRUARY 26, 2019 AT 10:44AM Share Tweet Email Print When Donald Trump won
the 2016 election, the first few days and weeks saw liberals beset with howling about how the Electoral College needed to be done
away with.

Sure, the whole point of the election was to win 270 electoral votes, which is why the candidates allocated campaign resources the
way they did. Hillary Clinton winning the popular vote must have been salve to her ego, but that and $11.99 could have bought her
a 12-pack of Yuengling.

She also had twice as much money as Trump to blow over the course of the campaign and couldn’t win Michigan, Wisconsin or
Pennsylvania, states that hadn’t gone red since the Nintendo Entertainment System was considered high tech.

The bleating over the Electoral College eventually morphed into different forms of whining, first alighting on fake news before finally
settling on “the Russians done did it” and settling there for the next few years. That didn’t mean that the attempt to cripple the
Electoral College ever really went away, however.

This past week, Colorado became the 13th state to pass a bill that would give its electoral votes to the winner of the popular vote,
no matter who won the state. According to OregonLive, the states’ compact doesn’t go into effect until it has enough members to
deliver the 270 electoral votes to the popular vote winner. They’re less than 100 votes short of that.

Most of the states that have passed the legislation generally go blue in presidential elections. But therein lies the eventual problem
for Democrats here: The number of states that are truly, reliably liberal is actually quite small.

A Gallup study released Friday shows that only six states qualify as “more liberal than conservative.” This is compared to
25 states that are “more conservative than liberal,” including 19 where the gap is so large they’re considered “highly
conservative.”

“These findings are based on aggregated data from Gallup’s 2018 tracking poll in which respondents were asked to indicate
whether they describe their political views as liberal, moderate or conservative,” a Gallup news release stated.

“States in which the conservative-liberal gap is 20 points or greater are considered ‘highly conservative.’ The ‘more conservative
than average’ states have gaps of between 15 and 19 points. ‘About average’ states’ residents prefer the conservative description
by seven to 14 points, and those with gaps of zero to six points are considered ‘less conservative than average.'”

Perhaps most alarmingly for the left, no state could be considered “highly liberal.” The closest was Massachusetts, where 35
percent of respondents described themselves as liberal and 21 percent as conservative. That’s a gap of only 14 points in a state
where Ted Kennedy could dependably be returned to the Senate each electoral cycle — no matter what rank public dissolution he
had engaged in over the past six years.

Compare this with the opposite end of the spectrum: “Mississippi ranked as the most conservative state in 2018, with 50% of
residents identifying as conservative and 12% as liberal, for a gap of 38 points. Twenty-nine percent of Mississippians said they
are moderate, and 9% had no opinion.”

In addition to the six states where the gaps were “more liberal than average” (Hawaii, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York,
Vermont and Washington) nine states qualified as “less conservative than average” (California, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois,
Maryland, Maine, New Jersey, Oregon and Rhode Island).

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0TXOTyXcAAWc3K.jpg

@wjboynton

@wjboynton

Great news! Gallup poll shows 19 States lean highly #Conservative compared to only six States leaning highly #Liberal. One would
never know from highly Liberal & Biased #MSM Rejoice #PJNET #TCOT #CCOT
https://news.gallup.com/poll/247016/conservatives-greatly-outnumber-liberals-states.aspx …

(FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/new-gallup-study-spells-disaster-dems-going-2020-almost-entire-country-dominated-
conservatives/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Federal Aappeals Court Clears Way For AT&T's Takeover Of Time Warner

( The Trump administration had opposed the $81 billion deal, claiming it would harm consumers and stifle competition )

https://media2.s-nbcnews.com/j/newscms/2019_09/2766026/190226-att-al-1149_97fc70ee6f35398ce36d000d1982269a.fit-
2000w.jpg

WASHINGTON — A federal appeals court has cleared AT&T's takeover of Time Warner, rejecting a challenge from the Trump
administration by saying it failed to prove that the $81 billion merger won't harm consumers or competition in the pay TV market.

The ruling by the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington came Tuesday in the high-stakes competition case, approving one of the
biggest media marriages ever.

It was already completed last spring soon after a federal trial judge approved it, as phone and pay TV giant AT&T absorbed Time
Warner, the owner of CNN, HBO, the Warner Bros. movie studio, "Game of Thrones," coveted sports programming and other
"must-see" shows.

Many observers had expected the decision favorable to AT&T from the three-judge appeals court panel, which upheld the trial
judge's June ruling. Opposing the merger forced the Justice Department to argue against standing legal doctrine that favors
mergers among companies that don't compete directly with each other, what's known as a vertical merger.

The U.S. antitrust lawsuit against Dallas-based AT&T, the biggest pay TV provider in the U.S., marked the first time in decades
that the government has challenged that doctrine by suing to block a vertical merger.

U.S. District Judge Richard Leon was correct to dismiss the government's argument that the merger would hurt competition, limit
choices and jack up prices for consumers to stream TV and movies, the appeals judges ruled.

The Justice Department antitrust attorneys also had asserted that Leon misunderstood the complexities of the pay TV market and
the nature of AT&T's competitors.

The idea behind the merger was to help AT&T — which claims about 25 million of the 90 million U.S. households that are pay TV
customers — compete better with nimble rivals born on the internet like Netflix, YouTube and Hulu.

Soon after the deal closed, AT&T launched WatchTV, a $15-a-month streaming service that offers more than 30 TV channels,
including the Time Warner channels TNT and TBS (Turner Broadcasting).

AT&T has asserted the merger will save it money on content from Turner Broadcasting, enabling it to reduce charges to its
DirecTV customers by at least $78 million a year.

The case could affect the future course of antitrust regulation.

Already, Leon's ruling opened the floodgates to deal making in the fast-changing worlds of entertainment production and
distribution.

Just a day after his decision, Comcast jumped back into a bidding war with Disney for most of 21st Century Fox's TV and movie
businesses. Disney eventually won, and Comcast bought British broadcaster Sky instead. Wireless carriers Sprint and T-Mobile
also are attempting to combine; the Justice Department and the Federal Communications Commission are still reviewing that deal.

When the AT&T-Time Warner deal was first made public in October 2016, it drew fire from then-candidate Donald Trump, who
promised to kill it "because it's too much concentration of power in the hands of too few."

Trump has publicly feuded with Time Warner's CNN, calling it "failing" and a purveyor of "fake news." The president's statements
didn't come up during the trial in district court, though his antipathy loomed in the background.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/federal-appeals-court-clears-way-t-s-takeover-time-warner-n976186
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Pro-Abortion Senate Democrats Block Bill To 'Protect Born-Alive Survivors Of Abortion'

( GOD BLESS PATRIOTS, WE NEED TO STOP ABORTION NOW- ABORTION IS ABSOLUTELY MURDER )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ( GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & 'ANON )

WASHINGTON – The U.S. Senate today voted 53-44 to advance the Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act (S. 130)
sponsored by Sen. Ben Sasse (R-Neb.), but pro-abortion Democrats, in a near-party-line-vote, blocked the bill from receiving the
60 votes necessary to move forward (“invoke cloture”). The bill would extend federal legal protection to babies who are born alive
during an abortion.

“Today we saw the extremism of the abortion industry’s agenda on full display,” said Carol Tobias, president of National Right to
Life. “The 44 members of the United States Senate who voted against this bill now need to explain to their constituents why they
believe abortion is such an absolute ‘right’ that it protects what amounts to infanticide: willfully withholding life-saving care from a
born-alive infant.”

https://www.nationalrighttolifenews.org/news/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/senatorsagainstbornalive.png

Senate action on the Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act comes on the heels of controversy in New York and Virginia. In
January, the New York legislature passed, and Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) signed, the so-called “Reproductive Health Act.” Among
other provisions, the law repealed protections for infants born alive during an attempted abortion. Previously, New York law
stipulated that a second physician be present to care for a child 20 weeks or older born alive during an abortion.

In Virginia, Gov. Ralph Northam (D) waded into the debate over a New York-style measure in the Commonwealth. In a radio
interview during the Virginia legislature’s debate over the “repeal bill,” Northam said an infant born alive during an attempted
abortion wouldn’t necessarily be entitled to immediate treatment other than being made “comfortable.” His comments touched off a
torrent of criticism.

“Thanks to the governors of New York and Virginia, and 44 pro-abortion Democrat Senators, the extreme pro-abortion agenda has
been laid bare for all to see,” Tobias added. “They believe it should be legal to kill unborn babies, for absolutely any reason, at any
time up to and including the moment of their birth, and even in the moments after they are born.”

Documentation on the history of the Born-Alive Infants Protection Act of 2002 (1 U.S.C. §8) and related issues is available on the
NRLC website at: www.nrlc.org/federal/bornaliveinfants

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.nationalrighttolifenews.org/news/2019/02/pro-abortion-senate-democrats-block-bill-to-protect-born-alive-survivors-of-
abortion/#.XHVo-BQ00sE.twitter via @nrlc

WWG1WGA
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All Democrats Running For President: 'Helped Kill 'Sasse Bill' Protecting Infants Born Alive' After Unsuccessful Abortion

All but three Senate Democrats now openly support infanticide of babies who manage to be born alive despite an attempted
abortion. A total of 60 votes were needed to overcome a promised filibuster, and the measure gained only 53 votes. But the field of
presidential contenders from the Senate are now all on the record. As the Washington Post notes:

All of the announced 2020 Democratic presidential candidates — Sens. Kirsten Gillibrand (N.Y.), Cory Booker (N.J.), Kamala D.
Harris (Calif.), Amy Klobuchar (Minn.), Elizabeth Warren (Mass.) and Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) — voted "no."

Senator Ben Sasse's sponsorship of the Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act and Mitch McConnell's strong support have
maneuvered them into this position that likely will hobble the party in 2020.

Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) has sought to put Democrats — and 2020 candidates in particular — on the record
on the issue after recent comments made by Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam (D). McConnell also plans to hold a vote in the coming
weeks on the Green New Deal climate change legislation as he has cast the Democrats as extreme.

In remarks on the Senate floor ahead of Monday's vote, McConnell described the measure as "a straightforward piece of legislation
to protect newborn babies." Democrats, he argued, "seem to be suggesting that newborn babies' right to life may be contingent on
the circumstances surrounding their birth."

"So my colleagues across the aisle need to decide where they'll take their cues on these moral questions. On the one hand, there
are a few extreme voices who decided some newborn lives are more disposable than others. On the other side is the entire rest of
the country," McConnell said.

Only three Democrats defied the abortion lobby that controls the rest of the party:

Three Democrats — Sens. Robert P. Casey Jr. (Pa.), Joe Manchin III (W.Va.) and Doug Jones (Ala.) — joined all Republicans
present in supporting the measure.

No Republicans voted "no," but three did not vote at all.

1. Cramer (R-N.D.)

2. Murkowski (R-Alaska)

3. Scott (R-S.C.)

The public is turning against unlimited late-term abortion, but Democrat state legislatures in a number of states are hell-bent on
legalizing infanticide. This will be an issue in 2020 — count on it. The Democrats' pandering to their extremist base will be most
powerful dynamic of the election — on this and other issues.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/02/all_dems_running_for_president_helped_kill_sasse_bill_protecting_infants_born_alive_after_unsuccessful_abortion.html#.XHVmticiscU.twitter
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Candace Owens: If We Move The Black Vote 5 Points, The Left Is Done, The Democrats Are Done

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( CANDACE OWENS PROVES ONCE AGAIN THAT SHE IS A STOUT PRESIDENT TRUMP SUPPORTER & A TRUE
CONSERVATIVE )

@LouDobbs

AmericaFirst- @RealCandaceO: The Left could have never predicted an awakening in the minority

community.

They’ve had our votes & taken advantage of us

If we move the black vote 5 points, the Left is done, the Democrats are done

MAGA #TrumpTrain #Dobbs

https://twitter.com/LouDobbs/status/1100201538646097921
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Democrat's Congressionally Approved Renewable Energy Source
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Yeah, This Is Why Supporters Of The New Green Deal Don't Want To Talk About The Price Tag /Each Household In
America Between $36,100 And $65,300 Every Year

( Below is a jpn of the Democrat Author of the New Green Deal, Lunatic & Dumb Ass Alexandria Ocasio Cortez )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/23/c15f8261-ddfd-4615-bcca-be5931ad98a8.png

The American Action Forum study offers a conservative estimate of the costs of providing every resident in the country a federal
job with benefits, "adequate" housing, "healthy food," and health care.

Though Democratic socialist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez's (D., N.Y.) plan is vague on specifics, it calls for the "economic
transformation" of the United States, a complete overhaul of transportation systems, and retrofitting every single building. A
supplemental document explaining the plan, since deleted from her website after it was widely mocked on social media, called for
jobs for everyone, even those "unwilling to work," the elimination of air travel, and "farting cows."

However, the American Action Forum was able to calculate estimates for several items the plan does propose, including
guaranteed green housing, universal health care, and food security.

Estimates of specific goals identified in the Green New Deal would cost each household in America between $36,100 and
$65,300 every year

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/02/25/yeah-this-is-why-supporters-of-the-new-green-deal-dont-want-to-talk-about-the-
p-n2542169
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Here’s ‘The Way It Works…’: This James Woods Tweet To Alexandria Ocasio Cortez May Go Down As His Best Ever

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Woods-SBS-Aoc-345x181.jpg

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

( JAMES WOOD'S TWEET TO ALEXANDRIA OCASIO CORTEZ BELOW & WHOLE STORY IN LINK BELOW )

James Woods 

@RealJamesWoods

James Woods Retweeted Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez So, you may have missed this, but the way it works in America is YOU work
for US. The last time somebody told Americans to sit down and shut up was 1776. If you ever learn to read, look it up. You are not
only a idiot, you’re an arrogant idiot, and there is nothing more dangerousJames Woods added,

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

@AOC

Yup. If you don’t like the #GreenNewDeal, then come up with your own ambitious, on-scale proposal to address the global climate
crisis.

Until then, we’re in charge - and you’re just shouting from the cheap seats. …

( FULL STORY & LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/way-works-james-woods-tweet-aoc-may-go-best-ever/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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FYI: The Obama Administration, Not Trump, Determined ISIS Bride Isn’t an American

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/52/780c1941-99fd-4125-b2ec-b21a403e924a.png

ISIS bride Hoda Muthana, who advocated for the murder of Americans and other innocent civilians in the name of jihad, is fighting
to come back to America as the caliphate continues to collapse.

The Trump administration has made its position clear: she's a terrorist, she's not an American and she isn't coming back.

Pompeo on 'ISIS bride': She is a terrorist, she is not coming back to America...

https://youtu.be/MjR4OFHazTo via @YouTube

The question of Muthana's citizenship isn't a new one. Although born in New Jersey, Muthana's parents were diplomats at the time
and therefore, she doesn't qualify for American birthright citizenship.

Muthana's family and attorneys, who have filed a lawsuit on her behalf, argue President Trump is abusing his power, uprooting the
law and showing his bigotry by throwing aside Hoda's request to return.

ISIS bride's attorney on Trump administration denying her return to US

https://youtu.be/61RFUPyu9lQ via @YouTube

But it was the Obama administration that originally determined she doesn't qualify as an American by birth.

@gabrielmalor

Politico has the details on Hoda Muthana's father's lawsuit on her behalf seeking her return to the U.S.
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/02/21/isis-bride-trump-lawsuit-1179752 …

Lawgeeks, the complaint is linked at the article. This is the meat of the argument:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz-7fA5WoAAkI-1.png

@gabrielmalor

There is one little detail in here that I haven't seen covered in any of the Muthana articles so far. Can you see it?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz--0n8X4AAO8Wj.png

Funny how that detail has been buried.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/02/25/reminder-the-obama-administration-determined-isis-bride-isnt-an-american-
n2542152
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Alexandria Ocasio Cortez: 'We're All Screwed' On Climate Change And 'Are Dying Now'

( THIS DUMB ASS DOESN'T REALIZE THAT WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE EVENTUALLY )

Democratic Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (NY) responded to questions from supporters Sunday in an Instagram Live
session, explaining her Green New Deal and why “we’re screwed on climate” and are dying.

" The whole premise of the Green New Deal is that we’re screwed on climate,” she said. “Like, I’m sorry to break it to you. If we do
nothing, there is no hope, period. That’s just a principle across the board. If we do not act there is no hope. The only time we can
hope is when we act. But when it comes to climate in particular, we’re actually screwed.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/02/25/aoc-gnd-were-all-going-to-die-n2542132
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Federal Agents Find $19M Worth Of Cocaine In Pineapple Shipment At Georgia Port

More than $19 million worth of cocaine was found inside a shipment of pineapples that arrived at a Georgia port from Colombia,
authorities said.

U. S. Customs and Border Protection agents at the Port of Savannah came across the shipment in November, the agency said in
a statement released last week. They found 450 packages that weighed over 1,150 pounds hidden within the fresh produce.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/us/federal-agents-find-19-million-worth-of-cocaine-in-pineapple-shipment-at-georgia-port
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Incredible New Study Reveals Conservatives Dominate Much More of America Than Most People Think

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/incredible-new-study-reveals-conservatives-dominate-much-america-people-think/?jwsource=twi

Recent polling has some good news for the conservative cause: More Americans identify as conservative than as liberal.

Gallup’s 2018 tracking polls in all 50 U.S. states asked respondents to self-identify as either liberal, conservative or moderate.

The aggregated results, which were released Friday, show that more respondents identified as liberal than as conservative in only
six states. Gallup previously reported that on a national level, conservatives outnumbered liberals 35 percent to 26 percent in
2018.

The states where the number of self-identified liberal residents exceeded the number of conservatives were Hawaii, New
Hampshire, New York, Massachusetts, Vermont and Washington.

Gallup’s 2018 survey results reveal a slight change from their 2017 poll, which showed nine states where self-identified liberals
outnumbered conservatives.

COMMENTARY POLITICS Incredible New Study Reveals Conservatives Dominate Much More of America Than Most People
Think BY KARISTA BALDWIN PUBLISHED FEBRUARY 24, 2019 AT 8:59AM MODIFIED FEBRUARY 24, 2019 AT 9:00AM
Share Tweet Email Print Recent polling has some good news for the conservative cause: More Americans identify as conservative
than as liberal.

Gallup’s 2018 tracking polls in all 50 U.S. states asked respondents to self-identify as either liberal, conservative or moderate.

The aggregated results, which were released Friday, show that more respondents identified as liberal than as conservative in only
six states. Gallup previously reported that on a national level, conservatives outnumbered liberals 35 percent to 26 percent in
2018.

The states where the number of self-identified liberal residents exceeded the number of conservatives were Hawaii, New
Hampshire, New York, Massachusetts, Vermont and Washington.

Gallup’s 2018 survey results reveal a slight change from their 2017 poll, which showed nine states where self-identified liberals
outnumbered conservatives.

TRENDING: Republican Congressman Deploys to Border With National Guard Unit, Says It’s ‘Awesome’ To Defend Country

This means that according to Gallup, there were a few states that had a slight liberal bent in 2017 that now lean conservative.

However, Gallup noted that “it is unclear how meaningful these changes are,” as “many of the changes are within the margin of
error for the state’s sample.”

Still, the 2018 poll does show that more Americans consider themselves conservatives than liberals.

The liberal-conservative gap meets in California, where conservatives and liberals both make up 29 percent of the population. In 43
other states, though, there are more conservatives than liberals.

( FULL STORY IN LINNK BELOW )
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Explains ‘COW FARTS’ Part Of Green New Deal, It’s Just As Bad As You’d Think

There are plenty of truly appalling things about the Green New Deal and why it should (and will) never make it into anything
resembling law, at least in the form it’s been proposed in.

However, if you wanted to find the greatest absurdity associated with Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s baby, you’d have to look
outside of the text of the bill or even any of alarmist speeches given by its proponents. Instead, you’d have to look at a FAQ
Ocasio-Cortez’s office put out regarding the legislation that quickly got pulled off the web.

There were plenty of nuggets in there, from that part about providing an income to those who happen to be “unable or unwilling to
work” to plenty of inconsistencies.

However, two words seemed to crystalize these issues more perfectly than any others could: “farting cows.”

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/payn_c16332420190215120100.jpg

In part of the now-infamous FAQ, it’s discussed how the authors of the Green New Deal “set a goal to get to net-zero, rather than
zero emissions, in 10 years because we aren’t sure that we’ll be able to fully get rid of farting cows and airplanes that fast.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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US Marines Post Incredible Tribute On 74th Anniversary Of Iconic Iwo Jima Moment

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Iwo-Jima-new-592x331.jpg

It happened 74 years ago, and a photograph of an astonishing moment from the event has become an iconic part of American
History.

In memory of the Battle of Iwo Jima and the raising of the American flag on Mount Suribachi, the U.S. Marine Corps shared a
video tribute on Twitter.

The short clip tells the powerful story about what happened at the moment the flag went up.

https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1099292794982518785

U.S. Marines

✔ @USMC

74 years ago today, Marines on Iwo Jima raised the flag atop Mount Suribachi.

Semper Fidelis.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Republican Congressman Deploys To Border With National Guard Unit, Says It’s ‘Awesome’ To Defend Country

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Adam-Kinzinger-592x331.jpg

The fact that Republican Illinois Rep. Adam Kinzinger is big on border security is no surprise. The fact that part of his reasoning
behind it is drug interdiction shouldn’t be, either.

“When drugs come into Arizona, they end up in Illinois,” Kinzinger told Fox News in a report published Saturday. “To protect this
country from, frankly, all the drugs that are coming over, is awesome.”

When he’s talking about protecting America from drugs, however, what might be surprising is that he’s not just sitting in the
nation’s capital voting for a border wall or spending more money on Customs and Border Protection — not that he’d be averse to
any of those things, mind you.

Rather, it’s the fact that Rep. Kinzinger is actively stopping those drugs from coming in — as part of a National Guard unit
deployed to the southern border.

Kinzinger is a lieutenant colonel with the Wisconsin Air National Guard, according to Fox News. Since earlier this month, he’s been
deployed with his unit in Tucson, Arizona.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez and Gavin Newsom: Stupid-East Meets Stupid-West , How Can Democrat Politicians From Coast
To Coast Be So Dumb

While there is an immense distance in miles separating Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez on the East Coast and Gavin Newsom on the
West Coast, it appears dwarfed by the vast empty spaces between the ears on their inflated heads. While lecturing us little people
on two entirely different subjects, stupid-East somehow managed to intersect with stupid-West on one very important point. That
point (slightly dumbed-down): if it ain't there, it ain't gonna happen.

Over on the East Coast, Ocasio-Cortez helped kill the Amazon deal and before her followers could chant the words "cow farts are
killing us," she had mentally repurposed every dime of the $3 billion in direct subsidies she was sure Amazon was set to unjustly
receive. But if it ain't there, it ain't gonna happen.

Rightly , many on the reality side of the political spectrum wonder how dumb Ocasio-Cortez must be to think there was a pot of
taxpayer money being handed over to Amazon. Now that the deal is dead, instead of Amazon being able to keep $3 billion of what
it earns as a temporary incentive to bring thousands of jobs and many billions of dollars in future tax revenue to the area, there will
be zip, zero, nada for progressives to "invest" (given that's all they really care about).

I wonder if Ocasio-Cortez will take a vow of poverty, put her current lack of money where her mouth is, and fight the urge to
magically turn her $170K-per-year salary into multi-millions (while producing nothing) before she finally exits Congress1. .

Here on the West Coast, after Trump declared a state of emergency, Governor Newsom rushed into the spotlight with his A.G. and
promised to sue the Trump administration for diverting funds and "hurting California." No word from Newsom on the harm the $77-
billion train boondoggle or $23 billion spent yearly on illegal immigration (enough to pay every public school teacher more than
$75K per year) has done to California.

Newsome also responded to Trump regarding immigrant crime rates, as noted by the Sacramento Bee:

Since his campaign, Trump has argued that undocumented immigrants [sic] are linked to higher crime rates. He's leveraged the
stories of Mollie Tibbetts and Kate Steinle, two women killed by men living illegally in the United States, as proof of his claim.

Newsom said the exact opposite in his speech on Tuesday.

"Immigrants, both those here legally and those without documentation, commit crime at a lower rate than native-born citizens," he
said.

It would be wise not to trust any statistics that Newsom tosses around, and there is plenty of counter-information that supports
Trump's claims. But that's not the point. Newsom's claim is pointless because even if he were correct, it shouldn't matter. He
commits the same "monumentally stupid" error as Ocasio-Cortez did on the Amazon deal. If it ain't there it, ain't gonna happen.

To simplify for folks like Ocasio-Cortez and Newsom (Eric Swalwell is free to contact me directly if he needs further simplification):
If illegal aliens are prevented from coming to this country, it doesn't matter at what rate they commit crimes, because those crimes
(including illegal entry) won't happen here in the United States.

How is it that Democrats and other leftists get away with such stupidity? What Ocasio-Cortez and Newsom have in
common, along with Warren, Harris, Booker, Sanders, and all the rest is that they are all the recipients of left-wing media
coverage that subsidizes the stupid things they say. Imagine the monetary value of the media coverage used to prop up
the heaping piles of stupid these folks leave in their paths daily. That so many believe this tripe is a whole other story that
starts with K-12.

The worst punishment these people could receive would be a lifetime sentence of having to earn a living in a free-market
economy (and sorry, lefties: cronyism is not capitalism).

The sad fact is, Newsom could hold up a dried cow pie and endorse it as the next high-tech smartphone that would soon make the
iPhone obsolete. The MSM would fawn over his brilliance and headline his claims 24/7, Apple stock would tank, Ocasio-Cortez
would praise his idea for converting Earth-destroying "cow farts" into solid-state smartphones using only green energy, and the
"fact-checkers" would rate Newsom's claims as "mostly true." After all, cow-pies aren't really pies.

We've certainly reached peak stupidity in America when proposing the above would appear saner and far less moronic than actual
proposals by Democrats such as Ocasio-Cortez's Green New Deal.

( LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/02/ocasiocortez_and_newsom_stupideast_meets_stupidwest.html#.XHLICyQk6mo.twitter
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Diamond And Silk Give Ultimate Praise After Special White House Visit: ‘President Trump Is Making History’

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0D9KnCXcAAMF_Y.jpg

They’re two of President Donald Trump’s highest-profile supporters on social media. On Saturday, they got to visit the Oval Office
— and they came away still impressed with the guy they’ve been supporting for the better part of four years now.

In a tweet after the event, Diamond and Silk — government names Lynnette Hardaway and Rochelle Richardson, respectively —
said Trump is “making history.”

“Enjoyed chatting with our great President, @realDonaldTrump,” the two tweeted from their official account.

“We love & support the @POTUS because he loves & supports all Americans. He’s done more for black people than any other
President in our lifetime,” they continued.

https://twitter.com/DiamondandSilk/status/1099247495756996610

Diamond and Silk® 

@DiamondandSilk

@DiamondandSilk

Enjoyed chatting with our great President, @realDonaldTrump. We love & support the @POTUS because he loves & supports all
Americans. He's done more for black people than any other President in our lifetime. There are those that write history but
President Trump is making history.

“There are those that write history but President Trump is making history.”

On the social media platform, Trump responded in kind.

“So great being with you in the Oval Office!” he wrote.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/diamond-silk-give-ultimate-praise-special-wh-visit-trump-making-history/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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POTUS Announces Major Plans For Fourth Of July

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/258/30cdf85e-851a-43c6-aff1-9f5f5bb4d50d.jpg

President Trump has some major plans to celebrate American independence this year. He'll be holding a celebration called "A
Saulte To America" at the Lincoln Memorial, 45 revealed on Twitter Sunday morning.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

HOLD THE DATE! We will be having one of the biggest gatherings in the history of Washington, D.C., on July 4th. It will
be called “A Salute To America” and will be held at the Lincoln Memorial. Major fireworks display, entertainment and an
address by your favorite President, me!

The last time Trump was celebrating at the Lincoln Memorial, he had just been elected president. "The Make America Great Again
Welcome Concert" featured performances by the likes of Lee Greenwood, Toby Keith, and 3 Doors Down, not to mention
thousands of supporters.

Trump hinted at a Fourth of July concert earlier this month, telling reporters it could become a "tradition."

PBS always hosts a major concert on July 4 as well on Capitol Hill, and they're usually able to score some major talent. Will the
two venues be clashing/competing?

Don't worry, we'll be updating you on the schedule and the guest list for "A Salute to America" as the date gets closer!

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/02/24/potus-announces-major-plans-for-fourth-of-july-n2542117
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Democrats Called Out For ‘Mockery’ Of Ethics Rules After $60,000 Trip To See Beyoncé Revealed

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/democrats-called-mockery-ethics-rules-60000-trip-see-beyonce-revealed/?jwsource=twi

Five Democratic representatives in the Congressional Black Caucus are being called out for their mockery of House ethics rules
after it was revealed they went on a $60,000 completely paid-for vacation to South Africa, which included exclusive performances
by music artists Beyoncé and Jay-Z.

The nonprofit group, Global Citizen, paid for the representatives’ 3-day trip in December to attend the “Global Citizen Mandela 100”
concert, which featured popular artists like Beyoncé, Jay-Z, Ed Sheeran, Pharrell Williams and Coldplay’s Chris Martin, the
Washington Examiner reported, citing congressional disclosure records.

The Democrats, who all had VIP passes to the concert, were U.S. Reps. Gregory Meeks of New York, Barbara Lee of
California, Bobby Rush of Illinois, Terri Sewell of Alabama and Hank Johnson of Georgia.

And it wasn’t just Democratic politicians who went on the paid-for vacation. Far-left media personalities like “Daily Show”
host Trevor Noah and MSNBC host Joy Reid also came along.

The politicians even chummed around with Oprah Winfrey and activist Al Sharpton.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DtbLzHaWkAQEnq1.jpg

Reverend Al Sharpton 

@TheRevAl

@TheRevAl

I’m in South Africa headed to the Global Citizen Festival with Congressional Black Caucus members Greg Meeks, Barbara Lee,
Bobby Rush & Hank Johnson & my @MSNBC colleague Joy Reid. #GlobalCitizenFestivalSA

The stated purpose of the event was to raise awareness for global poverty.

But of course, the three-day vacation (one full day in South Africa and two travel days) was more extravagant than that — besides
a concert, the group of politicians flew business class, stayed in a fancy hotel and had private security.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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James Woods Savages Democrat Klobuchar After Reports Surface Of Bizarre Interaction With n Aide And A Comb

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/james-woods-savages-klobuchar-reports-surface-bizarre-interaction-aide-comb/?jwsource=twi

Actor James Woods had the perfect response to recent reports about Democratic senator and presidential hopeful Amy
Klobuchar’s alleged mistreatment of staffers.

“She’s done. Stick a comb, uh, fork in her…,” Woods tweeted Friday about the bizarre “comb” controversy surrounding the
Minnesota senator.

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

She’s done . Stick a comb, uh, fork in her...

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1096796717511524353/ZBHgmVA4?format=jpg&name=600x314

Woods’ tweet may seem strange if you’re not yet familiar with the reports about Klobuchar’s mistreatment of staff.

On Friday, The New York Times published a report outlining the alleged “demanding” and “often dehumanizing” treatment of
Klobuchar toward her staff.

And, yes, one story did involve a comb.

According to the report, a staffer prepared a salad for Klobuchar to eat during a flight in 2008, but the aide dropped the senator’s
fork and was unable to find a new one.

“What happened next was typical: Ms. Klobuchar berated her aide instantly for the slip-up. What happened after that was not: She
pulled a comb from her bag and began eating the salad with it, according to four people familiar with the episode,” The Times
reported.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/james-woods-savages-klobuchar-reports-surface-bizarre-interaction-aide-comb/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Suburban voters fled the GOP in the 2018 midterms. Moderate Republicans decided to betray the party, vote in a bunch of
Democrats to retake the House, and now we have the Green New Deal initiative being floated around that will destroy the country
with its unattainable and absurd goal of transitioning away from fossil fuels within the decade, upgrading all buildings to be energy
efficient, and giving economic assistance to lazy people. This plan will cost us trillions. And there is zero chance House
Democrats are going to work with Republicans on anything. The progressive base won’t allow it. The recent government shutdown
was over the Congress refusing to give Trump a few billion dollars for part of his border wall. The $5.7 billion figure for the wall is a
rounding error in federal budgeting, but House Democrats aren’t willing to play ball. And yet, they say this was because it’s
wasteful spending, though they’re totally open to ruinously expensive initiatives like free college, Medicare for All, and the Green
New Deal.

Well, funny how things can change because there is a powerful voting bloc that now wants Trump’s wall: suburban women. Paul
Bedard at The Washington Examiner has more; including what pollster Jonathan Zogby said how Trump is starting to garner
support from groups that were not warm to him in surveys past.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Fake Hate, Fake Collusion: All In The Name Of Destroying The Trump Presidency

In more ways than one, hate crime hoaxer Jussie Smollet is far from alone. He's simply the latest in a long line of unhinged leftists
with evil intent bent on destroying Donald Trump's presidency. Be it fake hate or fake collusion, for nearly three years now, Donald
Trump has been the target of an unprecedented campaign meant to end his candidacy and his presidency.

After the recent revelations of former deputy FBI director Andrew McCabe, there should now be no doubt as to the existence of a
nefarious "Deep State." As revealed by McCabe himself in his soon to be published book, in May of 2017, angered by President
Trump's firing of his boss, then–FBI director James Comey, McCabe, and his like-minded cronies at the FBI and the Justice
Department foolishly plotted as to how they might invoke the 25th Amendment and remove the duly elected president from office*.

As former Clinton pollster and chief strategist Mark Penn recently put it:

Justice Department and FBI officials spied on U.S. citizens with false warrants, gave a pass to one presidential campaign
with a predetermined investigation, investigated another political campaign on the basis of no verified evidence, and
illegally leaked information on investigations. They discussed wiretapping and using the 25th Amendment to the
Constitution to remove President Trump, and appointed a special counsel as a retaliatory move for Comey's firing.

The Manhattan Institute's Roger Kimball is right: "this plot to destroy a presidency is the most serious political scandal in our
history." Kimball notes:

"The most serious political scandal in our history," and, at best, most of the media yawn. At its worst, the left-wing media — the
vast majority of print and TV media — aided and abetted this despicable, deceitful plot. The ever elusive Trump-Russia election
collusion unicorn, like the always looming but never present global warming apocalypse, has led the left-wing media into dozens of
significant falsehoods, which has led to thousands of fake media reports.

The Left isn't content merely to smother the airwaves and the internet with "Trump stole the election!" People are getting indicted,
and more often than not, they are "indictments in search of a crime," as Alan Dershowitz recently put it upon the arrest of Roger
Stone. As many have pointed out for nearly two years now, you need a crime to appoint a special counsel. You don't appoint a
special counsel and then hope that certain individuals will commit crimes for which they can be indicted, fined, bankrupted, and
even jailed.

Yet almost every crime that has resulted in a Mueller indictment has come as the result of his investigation. Lying to investigators,
tampering with witnesses, obstruction of justice — virtually all such crimes occurred after Mueller's appointment as special
counsel. This doesn't bother men like McCabe.

As Byron York reports, "after the Comey firing, McCabe was determined to cement in place a Trump-Russia investigation that
could not be stopped by the president." What investigation — or, as York notes, "investigations" — can be stopped when the
investigator is creating his own crimes? As York also points out, an excerpt from McCabe's book declares that he wanted an
"overall review" of the FBI's Trump-Russia work.

McCabe wrote, "I want to protect the Russia investigation in such a way that whoever came after me could not just make it go
away." The ongoing Trump-Russia collusion "investigation" proves that getting Rod Rosenstein to appoint Mueller makes McCabe
look successful in this regard.

Long prior to Mueller's appointment, Trump-haters within the FBI, such as lying McCabe and the adulterous Peter Strzok and Lisa
Page were scheming at ways to end Trump's presidency. As Business Insider reminds us:

Peter Strzok, the second-highest ranking counterintelligence agent at the FBI, was involved at key junctures in the Hillary
Clinton email investigation and the Trump-Russia probe. Strzok was reportedly the official responsible for changing
language in former FBI director James Comey's statement describing Clinton's private email server use from "grossly
negligent" — which could carry criminal penalties — to "extremely careless." Strzok was also the FBI agent who officially
signed off on the bureau's decision to launch its Russia investigation in July 2016.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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AMERICA WILL NEVER BE A SOCIALIST COUNTRY

Regardless of the Democrats New Green Deal , it is just Al Gore's Global Warming on steroids

So no matter how the Democrat Candidates running for President in 2020 try and frame it, it is absolutely Socialism

We Patriots will not allow America to become a Socialist Country

( IN THIS CLIP PRESIDENT TRUMP INSURES US THAT AMERICA WILL NEVER BECOME A SOCIALIST COUNTRY )

https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1098001087867572224

The White House 

@WhiteHouse

@WhiteHouse

"America will never be a socialist country."

WE MUST RE-ELECT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IN 2020

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Fox News Viciously Calls Out MSNBC Over Jussie Smollett Coverage With Hilarious Image
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Driving that point home quite savagely was a graphic found at the top of the Fox News website homepage, which sharply criticized
the rival network by using the MSNBC letters and logo to spell out “Mr. Smollett Not Being Covered.”

That point is rather valid, however, as MSNBC’s four primetime hosts — Chris Hayes, Rachel Maddow, Lawrence O’Donnell and
Brian Williams — all avoided even mentioning Smollett’s name once on Wednesday and Thursday, much less share the stunning
details of the 180 degree turn his story had made.

Their silence was particularly odd in light of the fact that they had all been regularly covering the story over the past three weeks,
in addition to the fact that daytime anchors and pundits on the network had discussed the latest developments.

Indeed, one daytime guest reportedly even sought to defend Smollett by suggesting the Chicago police were Trump supporters
themselves who were simply lying about Smollett in an effort to frame the outspoken critic of the president.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Even A 'Wealth Tax' Wouldn’t Pay For The Democrats’ Utopia

Democrats are pitching a “wealth tax” as a way of financing their outrageous spending demands. The problem is that even
America’s wealthiest people don’t have that much money.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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On Friday, multiple outlets reported a Department of Defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity, said more
service members would be deploying along the U.S.-Mexico border by March 1.

According to The Washington Post, 1,000 more personnel will be added, bringing the total force to around 6,000 active-duty and
National Guardsmen. They will now be reinforcing and laying concertina wire beyond the points of entry.

“That mission has evolved,” the defense official told reporters. “We are now transitioning to supporting [areas] between the ports of
entry. We’re laying down another 140 miles of concertina wire — we’re about 30 percent done with that — as well as providing a
ground-based detection and monitoring mission in support of CBP.”

They will also continue providing medical support to migrants and helping transport border patrol via aircraft.

“To clarify, the composition of the more than 5,000 personnel currently on the Southwest Border (and growing to approximately
6,000 by March 1) is comprised of both Active Duty and National Guard personnel,” the Pentagon said in a statement.”
Specifically, approximately 2,100 personnel are National Guard and the rest are Active Duty.”

With more troops on the way, the deployment and withdrawal of National Guardsmen has been used to make a statement against
President Donald Trump by some border state governors.

New Mexico Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham (D) said her Guardsmen “will not take part in the president’s charade of border fear-
mongering by misusing our diligent National Guard troops. We will deploy our men and women in uniform only where there is a
need…”

California Governor Gavin Newsom (D) called President Donald Trump’s characterization of the “emergency” situation at the border
a “manufactured crisis” and his Guardsmen “will not be part of this political theater.”

( LINK BELOW )
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Candace Owens: Slams Kamala Harris & What She Really Means In Her Tweet Today

 Candace Owens Retweeted Kamala Harris

@RealCandaceO

@RealCandaceO

What she really means:

“We have finally reached a point in America where the demand of racism is higher than the supply.

Effective immediately, we will begin importing Nigerians to help facilitate the hate my party so desperately needs to
survive.”Candace Owens added,

Kamala Harris

@KamalaHarris

Like most of you, I've seen the reports about Jussie Smollett, and I'm sad, frustrated, and disappointed.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dz90Z_EWwAA7gw0.jpg
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LOL: Charles Barkley Just Roasted Jussie Smollett and It's Hilarious

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/278/c0a0e505-50c2-4ad8-b1f2-d48ff4d2deea.jpg

You've learned by now Empire Actor Jussie Smollett, who is being written off the show, faked a violent hate crime against himself
and blamed Trump supporters. Yesterday he turned himself into police and was berated by Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie
Johnson.

ABC News 

@ABC

@ABC

Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson says Jussie Smollett "took advantage of the pain and anger of racism to promote
his career."

"I'm left hanging my head and asking why?"

https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1098607743592738816

Now, NBA All-Star Charles Barkley is roasting him for it. Shaq also got in on the fun.

"Jussie. You wasted all that damn time and money," he said, laughing hysterically. "If you’re gonna break the law, do not
write a check. Do not commit crimes with checks. Get cash man."

Smollett paid two brothers of Nigerian descent $3500 to carry out the hoax and did it with a check.

"Two black guys beat the black guy up," Barkley said. "MAGAs. MAGA hats."

"You think they put that on the receipt? Face masks, rope, bleach," Barkley continued, saying they were mugging supplies.

Charles Barkley Cracks Jokes On Jussie Smollett

https://youtu.be/j2RsE5k7zL0 via @YouTube

After co-hosts tried to change the subject, things kept going in hilarious fashion.

1,569 replies 16,593 retweets 38,812 likes Reply 1.6K Retweet 17K Like 39K Direct message

Tim Young 

@TimRunsHisMouth

@TimRunsHisMouth

AND Charles Barkley kept roasting Jussie Smollett... and @NBAonTNT even made a fake $3500 check to pay "Muggers" for
"Mugging supplies"

( CHECK FOR MUGGING SUPPLY'S )

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0BL5bjWwAExxjw.jpg
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Hollywood News: Academy Awards Adds A New Category For This Years Awards

BEST ACTOR IN A HATE CRIME HOAX

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv022219dAPR20190222124516.jpg

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS
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Absolutely Devastating: Smollett's Tearful Interview vs. The Police Press Conference

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/53/48916929-32f6-4db3-b840-966bb155209c.png

By now, you know where this fiasco stands. Alleged hate crime hoaxer and actor Jussie Smollett has been written off of Empire,
based on the credible charges against him -- and that's the least of his worries. Between the crimes he's apparently committed,
ranging from lying to police, to filing a false report, to sending threats through the federal mail, Smollett could face years in prison.
If he was dissatisfied with his salary on the show (reportedly at least $65,000 per episode) before this hideous stunt, he's really
going to detest what comes next. It's as if he believed that as a famous, gay, black "victim," no one would think to question his
outlandish story, and even if they did, the authorities wouldn't be able to piece together what actually happened. What a
catastrophic miscalculation.

There have been some reactions to these revelations that are somewhat sympathetic to Smollett. He must be "troubled," and his
actions are "sad," they say. While that's certainly true on some level, my sympathy runs dry rather quickly, based on a few facts:
First, he didn't merely stage an attack on himself for attention career advancement, which is bad enough; he manipulated people's
political fears and hatreds by shamelessly and deliberately smearing Trump supporters. Second, he very much seemed willing to
imperil totally innocent people's freedom, if it meant propping up his own lie:

Esoteric Jeff

✔ @EsotericCD

Nah bro. He was willing to 'testify' against people he knew to be innocent and attempt to send them to jail, only demurring when he
realized, to his chagrin, that CPD had actually caught his fellow conspirators. Mental illness or not, that's wanton cruelty.

Seth Mandel

✔ @SethAMandel

Jussie Smollett royally messed up, in what’s beginning to look more like a cry for help than anything else. I don’t see how sending
him to prison accomplishes that so I hope it doesn’t reach that point.

Third, the sociopathy displayed in his Good Morning America interview last week was truly galling. The Free Beacon's montage
juxtaposing Smollett's profoundly creepy performance with the facts laid out in yesterday's Chicago Police press conference is
simply devastating. As you watch this brutal indictment, think about what Associated Press editor decided to frame these lies as
"bending" the truth. Watch to the very end for a delicious pay-off:

https://twitter.com/DavidRutz/status/1098664014731714560

David Rutz

✔ @DavidRutz

I mashed up the CPD superintendent's press conference with Smollett's trainwreck ABC interview

( FULL STORY IN LINK BLEOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/02/22/absolutely-devastating-the-smollett-interviewpolice-press-conference-mashup-
n2542074
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Jussie Smollet “Who Is More To Blame? A Devil Who Spreads Obvious Lies Or A Fool Who Chooses To Believe Those
Lies And Pass Them Along?”

(REGARDLESS OF HOW THE LIBERAL PRESS TRY AND SPIN THIS THEY ARE GUILTY)

On 11:25 AM - Mar 22, 2016 Los Angeles, CA

Jussie Smollet Tweeted this exact Tweet below:

“Who Is More To Blame? A Devil Who Spreads Obvious Lies Or A Fool Who Chooses To Believe Those Lies And Pass Them
Along?”

( MAYBE THE MSM SHOULD REPORT THIS IN THEIR BULLSHIT STORIES TONIGHT ) Jussie Smollett  Verified account

@JussieSmollett

@JussieSmollett

Who is more to blame? A Devil who spreads obvious lies or a fool who chooses to believe those lies and pass them along? �
#Thoughts

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/JussieSmollett/status/712359655263973376
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President Trump Will Win The Lawsuit Challenging His Declaration Of Emergency

Speaker Pelosi urged the House Democrats to sign a resolution to challenge President Trump's declaration of a national
emergency to build the border wall.

This is the proper procedure to test a president's declaration of national emergency.

If Congress disagrees with the declaration of an emergency, it can pass a joint resolution to oppose it. But the president can veto
that resolution, and then Congress would have to override the veto. The law provides the mechanism for Congress to challenge the
declaration of an emergency. This means that the plain language of the law leaves it to the president and Congress, the elected
political branches of government, to determine a national emergency. It means that it is not an issue for the federal courts,
because the statute has a clearly written procedure for the elected branches of government to resolve any dispute about whether
the president is properly following the National Emergencies Act.

(FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW)
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Trump Gets 92% Negative Media Coverage But His Approval Rating Is Clobbering Obama’s

There is virtually no disputing the fact that the predominately liberal mainstream media has been exceptionally negative toward
President Donald Trump in their coverage of his presidency and the various issues of the day.

Yet, in spite of the media’s overt animosity toward Trump and decidedly negative coverage of him, the president still draws support
from a significant portion of the American people, in greater numbers than former President Barack Obama did at the same point in
the first term of his presidency.

First of all, there is no need to take our word for the tone of the media’s coverage of Trump and his administration, nor do you have
to rely on what you’ve seen and heard for yourself, as the media’s negativity has actually been quantified by folks who spend their
time studying everything said and done by the media.

An op-ed from Investors Business Daily in Oct. 2018 cited a survey that had been conducted by the Media Research Center which
viewed more than 1,000 hours of network news coverage — ABC, CBS and NBC — from June to September of that year.

The study found that 92 percent of the coverage related to Trump during that period was negative in tone, as compared to a mere 8
percent that was positive toward the president.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trump-gets-92-negative-media-coverage-approval-rating-clobbering-obamas/
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Andrew McCabe, The Justice Department's Jussie Smollett

Just like his boss and hero former FBI Director James Comey, former FBI deputy director Andrew McCabe has written a Trump-
trashing book. And like Comey, he's getting hours and hours of airtime to sell laughable notions, like the idea that the FBI has
been utterly nonpartisan.

This man will say anything. Truth means nothing. He's worse than Comey. It barely matters to his interviewers that he was fired
from the top of the FBI for ... allegedly lying his face off to the FBI. The Justice Department inspector general, Michael Horowitz --
appointed by former President Barack Obama, not President Trump -- charged McCabe with lying three times under oath about
having leaked to the newspapers, and not for a national security reason, just to make himself look good. While the media relish the
idea of jail time for Trump aides caught lying to investigators, this man gets a red carpet and a pat on the back.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/brentbozellandtimgraham/2019/02/22/andrew-mccabe-the-justice-departments-jussie-smollett-
n2542038
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Corruption Hiding Much : Obama Presidential Center Won't Have Library

https://www.newsmax.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=5633adc3-19cb-4b31-9d8d-
02658cab8c50&SiteName=Newsmax&maxsidesize=600

Former President Barack Obama’s official presidential center will include a museum, an event space, a recording studio, and an
athletic center, but no research library,

“Presidential libraries have opened windows onto how our democracy worked — or failed — at the highest levels,” said Princeton
historian Julian E. Zelizer.

The Obama Presidential Center is planned as a “working center for citizenship,” with four buildings spread across 19 acres in
Chicago. It will include a museum that will be run by his Obama Foundation, which also will pay to digitize about 30 million pages
of unclassified documents from his presidency, rather than making them physically available in the library.

The former head of the Nixon library, Timothy Naftali, said that letting Obama’s foundation run the presidential museum is “a huge
mistake,” adding, “it was astounding to me that a good presidency would do this.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/presidential-center-library-museum/2019/02/21/id/903695/
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'IT'S DESPICABLE' Emotional Chicago Top Cop Blasts Smollett For Using Noose, 'Anger of Racism' To Advance Career

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6005226622001/

(Chicago PD: Jussie Smollett took advantage of the pain and anger of racism to promote his career)

Chicago cops laid out their case against "Empire" actor Jussie Smollett Thursday morning, accusing the TV star of orchestrating
an elaborate hoax involving two "bogus" hate crimes -- one involving an alleged attack, and one involving a threatening letter -- all
in order to get a pay raise.

Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson said Smollett orchestrated a "phony attack" in order to take "advantage of the pain
and anger of racism to promote his career."

Johnson said at a news conference Thursday that Smollett, 36, also sent a racist and homophobic threatening letter to himself at
the Fox studio lot before the attack because he was dissatisfied with his salary.

JUSSIE SMOLLETT IS UNDER ARREST, IN CUSTODY OF CHICAGO POLICE

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/02/1862/1048/smollett-mug.jpg?ve=1&tl=1

"I'm left hanging my head and asking why," a visibly upset Johnson told reporters. "Why would anyone, especially an African-
American man, use the symbolism of a noose to make false accusations? How could someone look at the hatred and suffering
associated with that symbol...how can an individual who has been embraced by the city of Chicago turn around and slap everyone
in this city by making this false claim?"

He added, "Bogus police reports cause real harm."

Following three weeks of mounting suspicions, Smollett, who is accused of filing a false police report, was charged Wednesday
with felony disorderly conduct. He turned himself in at central booking early Thursday. If convicted, he is facing up to three years
in prison.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2tzrxh8 #FoxNews
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'It Pissed Everybody Off:' Chicago Police Sounds Off On Smollett's Hoax

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/74/65502399-8012-4cc6-ad5d-0facb03ad64d.jpg

Chicago Police revealed Thursday morning that "Empire" actor Jussie Smollett staged a hate crime attack against himself
because he was "dissatisfied" with his salary. The actor was adamant that it was two MAGA-hat wearing President Trump
supporters who attacked him, while hurling homophobic and racial slurs at him. Smollett was taken into custody this morning once
authorities gathered enough evidence to charge him with filing a false report.

Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson spoke for his department at Thursday's press conference when he said he was "offended by
what's happened" in his city. Smollett, he said, was treated as a victim until they saw the evidence to discover the actor gave two
Nigerian men a $3,500 check to stage an attack on him. Johnson said the department gave Smollett the “benefit of the doubt” until
the 47th hour of the 48 hours they could hold the two suspects, at which point they confessed their role in the hoax.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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JUSSIE SMOLLET PROVES ONE THING, LIBERAL NEWS IS FAKE NEWS

(CLICK LINKS BELOW)
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GOD BLESS PATRIOTS HAVE A GREAT DAY

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP & Q'ANON
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Watch CNN’s Don Lemon Have A Meltdown Over Jussie Smollett’s Felony Charge

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/60/34086b9f-afc8-453c-bc90-c34733d5b0c8.jpg

Empire Actor Jussie Smollett is in custody after turning himself into Chicago police Thursday morning. Smollett is accused of
faking a hate crime against himself and has been charged with a felony for filing a false police report. He claims he was attacked
by two men wearing "Make America Great Again" hats who shouted "this is MAGA country." He also claimed he received a
threatening letter showing a man hanging from a noose at gunpoint next to "MAGA." The physical attack happened in the middle of
the night, in Chicago (not MAGA country), during a Polar Vortex.

After his story completely fell apart, with evidence showing he sent the letter himself and hired two brothers (of Nigerian descent)
to attack him, on Wednesday evening the news broke that Smollett would be charged. CNN's Don Lemon, whose show airs at 10
p.m. eastern, had a meltdown and proclaimed this isn't Smollett's fault. Further, Lemon's biggest concern seems to be the reaction
from Sean Hannity and Tucker Carlson.

https://youtu.be/7i27p85t-bA via @YouTube

Since the beginning of the Smollett case, Lemon has been one of the actor's biggest defenders and shamed those who doubted
his story.

David Rutz

✔ @DavidRutz

Here was @donlemon saying earlier this month he was texting Smollett every single day:

"I knew everyone would be picking apart his story. It's not for me. That's not my concern. My concern is for
him."https://www.etonline.com/don-lemon-says-he-texts-jussie-smollett-every-day-following-attack-119475 …

Stephen Miller

✔ @redsteeze

Yes that’s the real problem with all of this.

Stephen Miller

✔ @redsteeze

Don Lemon completely gives the game away of why CNN won’t simply own up to this and other failings. Because they are paid to
act like opposition. Smollet, Parkland, Covington, list goes on... they believe they are political opposition. Not journalists.

Smollett's lawyers are arguing he deserves a presumption of innocence until this case is over. Chicago police will hold a press
conference this morning and give further details about Smollett's allegedly false claims.

( CLICK LINK BELOW )
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Charlie Kirk: Five New Ways The Democrats Are 'Out-Crazying' Each Other

As the race for the Democratic presidential nomination heats up, the candidates have engaged in an escalating competition to
claim the most radical policy agenda.

Since it can be difficult to keep up with the Democrats’ race to out-crazy one another, here’s a quick recap of the far-left policies
that mainstream Democrats are hoping to foist on the American people:

1. Green New Deal Disaster

One of the more popular pipe dreams for the Democrats is the so-called “Green New Deal” proposed by freshman Democratic-
socialist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y. The plan has been embraced by several 2020 hopefuls despite -- or perhaps
because of -- its lack of concrete details. But a primer put out by Ocasio-Cortez paints a terrifying picture of what the Green New
Deal would entail, including proposals to “upgrade all existing buildings” in the U.S., offer paychecks to all Americans who are
“unable or unwilling” to work, and provide universal health care as well as "affordable, safe, and adequate housing."

1. Tax Hikes

Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., is proposing a “wealth tax” to punish successful Americans. Since her new tax would inevitably
inspire the wealthy to shelter their assets, the plan also includes a significant hike in funding for the IRS. Without even factoring in
the economic damage that a wealth tax would inflict, though, it’s worth noting that Warren’s own economic advisors project that it
would only bring in about $2.75 trillion over 10 years -- a fraction of the tens of trillions of dollars that the “Green New Deal,” which
Warren has also endorsed, is expected to cost over the same period of time.

1. Ending Private Health Care

Shortly after announcing her candidacy, Sen. Kamala Harris, D-Calif., offered a full-throated endorsement of a universal health care
plan that would require the elimination of all private health insurance. “We need to have Medicare for all,” Harris said in response to
a question on whether she would cut private insurers out of the American health care system at a town hall event in Iowa. When
pressed by CNN's Jake Tapper about whether those people who enjoy their insurance could keep it, Harris said that it was time to
"eliminate" all private health insurance.

1. Handouts for all

Harris and Sen. Cory Booker, D-N.J., have both proposed massive income-redistribution schemes. Harris is proposing direct cash
payments of up to $500 per month for Americans with incomes below $100,000, while Booker wants to create a tax credit for
renters who spend more than 30 percent of their incomes on housing.

1. Infanticide

Not wanting to be left behind by their radical compatriots on the national stage, Democrats in New York and Virginia have both
pushed legislation that would allow abortions up to the moment of birth, and in some cases, even after a baby has been born --
also known as infanticide. While the declared Democratic presidential candidates have so far shied away from explicitly endorsing
legalized infanticide, none have denounced their colleagues for taking the liberal dream of abortion-on-demand to this grotesque
new level that is opposed by the vast majority of Americans -- who all, notably, made it through their own trimester of gestation.

Remember, though, that these are just the ideas that Democrats have revealed in the opening stages of the 2020 presidential
campaign. With more than a year to go until the nominating contests are underway, the competition to craft the most outrageous
policy agenda is just getting started.

( STORY LINK BELOW )

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/charlie-kirk-five-new-ways-the-democrats-are-out-crazying-each-other
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Gowdy Gives Adam Schiff Grammar Lesson After Bringing Up ‘Collusion’ Again

Despite a long, drawn-out investigation that hasn’t uncovered any evidence of collusion between Russia and the Trump campaign,
Democratic Rep. Adam Schiff continues to push the narrative, insisting there’s is “evidence in plain sight.”

So, in true “Bulldog Gowdy” form, Republican Trey Gowdy, the former South Carolina representative and federal prosecutor,
decided to give the California politician a little English lesson.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/gowdy-gives-schiff-grammar-lesson-bringing-collusion/
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God’s Word Holds All The Answers On Immigration And Borders

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Immigration and border control issues dominate our news and divide our nation, but God’s not divided nor is He confused on this or
any issue—and we should not be either.

In fact, there are clear, biblical principles on why no one should be confused about God’s position on immigration and borders.
Let’s look at borders first. In Acts 17:26, Paul says that God established nations and borders. Daniel 2 says He raises up leaders
and nations, and He puts them down.

Without borders there’s no order, no law, no justice. Without borders, God’s promise to bless the nation whose God is the Lord
could never occur. God’s plan of redemption revolves around nations. In time, God will judge all nations who reject Him. Is it any
wonder that the coming anti-Christ and globalists demand open borders?

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Game Over, Jussie: Smollett Formally Charged For Planning Fake Hate Crime

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2016/162/a982a723-07d8-4844-93f4-c4b7062ba3f9.jpg

Well, it’s over for Jussie Smollett. His tale of a racially motivated attack on January 29 led to the liberal media jumping the gun.
The tale quickly fell apart, and now he’s being formally charged for orchestrating his own hate crime by the Chicago Police
Department. Smollett, an actor of the Fox series “Empire,” alleged that two white men assaulted him on that freezing cold night,
punching him, poured bleach on him, and then put a rope around his neck. As it turned out, it was two Nigerian brothers, Olabinjo
and Abimbola Osundairo, who knew the actor. One was his former personal trainer while the other was an extra on the show. They
allegedly were paid by Smollett, had rehearsed the so-called assault, and even bought the rope used in the fake assault.
Surveillance footage was released today showing the brothers buying the supplies used in the faux hate crime. As Beth noted
earlier, Smollett was also not seen as the victim anymore by police, but a suspect in this incident. Now, the game is over (via
NYT):

Jussie Smollett, the “Empire” actor who said he was the victim of a hate crime, was indicted Wednesday night by an Illinois grand
jury that found probable cause that he had actually staged the assault he reported to Chicago police in January.

Law enforcement officials said a grand jury had decided that Mr. Smollett falsely reported being attacked in a case that quickly
drew national attention, and charged him with a felony count of disorderly conduct.

Mr. Smollett, who is black and openly gay, had told the police that, while walking in downtown Chicago, he had been confronted by
masked men who hurled homophobic and racial slurs at him, and announced it was “MAGA country,” a reference to President
Trump’s campaign slogan.

[…]

In a statement Wednesday evening, the Chicago police said Mr. Smollet “is now officially classified as a suspect in a criminal
investigation by #ChicagoPolice for filing a false police report (Class 4 felony). Detectives are currently presenting evidence before
a Cook County Grand Jury.”

From the start, investigators had difficulty corroborating Mr. Smollett’s story, even with about a dozen detectives assigned to the
case.

No surveillance cameras caught the attack. There were no witnesses. He had not reported it from the scene, and when he got
home was still wearing a noose that he said the perpetrators had placed around his neck.

Investigators, though, were able to track two men who appeared on video footage not far from the scene that night. Using ride
share data, they discovered the two were brothers who in fact knew Mr. Smollett. One had acted as an extra on “Empire.”

The two brothers are cooperating with the investigation.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/02/20/game-over-jussie-smollett-formally-charged-for-planning-fake-hate-crime-
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Christopher Paul Hasson, a self-identified white nationalist, had been stockpiling weapons since 2017 and had a list of targets
including top politicians and journalists, according to court documents. Feb. 20, 2019

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.nbcnews.com/nightly-news/video/u-s-coast-guard-lieutenant-arrested-accused-of-plotting-mass-terror-attack-
1445741635514 via @nbcnews
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Dershowitz: Covington Catholic Student Nick Sandmann Has A Decent Libel Case Against The Washington Post

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/20/06a140e0-6f9f-4519-bcba-e5ffc2248856.png

Late Tuesday evening the family of Nick Sandmann, the Covington Catholic High School student who was falsely smeared by the
media as a racist, filed a lawsuit against the Washington Post for $250 million. As Cortney reported yesterday:

Sandmann's attorneys Lin Wood and Todd McMurtry filed the complaint in U.S. District Court in Kentucky.

In the suit, the lawyers claim that the WaPo “wrongfully targeted and bullied” their client because he is white, Catholic, and,
perhaps worst of all, a President Trump supporter.

The WaPo, they claim, engaged in "a modern-day form of McCarthyism" against Sandmann and in the process "ignored basic
journalistic standards."

But do they have a case? According to Harvard Law professor Alan Dershowitz, it's a decent one.

"I think they have a reasonable case, I mean the world was guilty of libel," Dershowitz said in an interview with The
Hill.TV. "These poor kids seemed to be doing exactly the right thing, and then suddenly because they are thought to be
white, privileged kids, suddenly everyone's ganging up on them."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Jussie Smollet 'Piece Of Shit' Needs To Be Prosecuted For Conjuring Up "MAGA HATE CRIME' & Pay For Wasted Police
Hours In The Murder Capital Of USA

Now that all the facts have come out about this Liberal Piece of shit Jussie Smollet's conjured up Hate Crime against

President Donald Trump and His Supporters, the dumb ass needs to be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law for

conjuring up a HATE CRIME. Not to mention since he made up such a hateful false crime, the Chicago Police Department

that has to deal with more MURDERS than any other city in America have wasted multiple man hours on chasing down

a ridiculous fake crime that Smollet conjured up only for publicity. The total cost of all the wasted Police man hours

need to be reimbursed to the Chicago Police Department from Jussie Smollet. Smollet also should be charged with

exactly the same charges that would be charged against anyone who commit such hate crimes for his obvious involvment

and continuous lying to the Liberal Press who jumped at the chance to report another fake story against POTUS.

Regardless of who tries to come against President Donald Trump , once again is defeated because President Trump

Is absolutely a man blessed by God for this moment in time to deal with the evil of this world and he will not be denied his
purpose.

@Stonenchizel

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Trey Gowdy Does 'Not Believe' McCabe Told The Gang POf Eight About Trump Probe

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/31/dbc4d3e8-c408-4ffa-87fc-fe087cf2082e.jpg

In recent days, while on his book tour for The Threat: How the FBI Protects America in the Age of Terror and Trump, former FBI
Deputy Director Andrew McCabe has been speaking out on how he acted on his "concerns" about President Trump's relationship
to Russia.

McCabe helped green light an obstruction of justice investigation in 2017 against the president after he fired FBI Director James
Comey, he said. But that wasn't all. He also sat in on meetings where officials discussed whether or not they could and should use
the 25th amendment to remove 45 from office.

The former FBI official doesn't seem to regret it though, still maintaining that Trump very well may have won the 2016 election via
Russia's help.

"It's possible" Trump is a "Russian asset," McCabe declared Tuesday night.

Trump and his allies are sounding off against McCabe for admitting that the FBI investigated the president. But, McCabe
responded, in part, by noting he didn't face any push back from the bipartisan Gang of Eight. He says he told the lawmakers of the
FBI's plans, and no one objected.

Former Rep. Trey Gowdy (R-SC) doesn't believe him, especially because he says House Intelligence Chairman Rep. Devin Nunes
(R-CA) and then-House Speaker Paul Ryan would never have played along with it.

“That Devin and Paul knew about it and had no problem with it,” Gowdy said on Fox News Tuesday night. “The reason he’s doing it
this way is that Devin and Paul are not allowed to discuss anything that is said in a Gang of Eight meeting, and McCabe knows
that. So he can level the accusation and Paul and Devin cannot refute him.”

Gowdy recalls how his colleagues grilled the DOJ for hours on end.

“I listened to Devin and Paul quiz the DOJ and the DOJ for hours on multiple occasions about the one counterintelligence
investigation we all knew about it," he continued. "I find it stunning that they would know about a second one and not say a single
solitary word. And I will continue to not believe they knew about it unless one or the other contradicts it.”

Gowdy also took some time to criticize the FBI for its longstanding bias against the president, something which Trump
appreciated. He quoted him on Twitter this morning.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

“If thinking that James Comey is not a good FBI Director is tantamount to being an agent of Russia, than just list all the people
that are agents of Russia - Chuck Schumer, Nancy Pelosi, Rod Rosenstein who wrote the memo to get rid of Comey, the
Inspector General....” Trey Gowdy

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/02/20/gowdy-on-mccabe-n2541918
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BUSTED: Jussie Smollett Wrote The Racist Letter That Led To The Alleged Fake Hate Crime Against Him

It’s slowly coming together, folks. For many who were skeptical, your reservations are being validated left and right. For those who
believed him, well, there’s no getting around this: you were wrong and you got suckered. The alleged hate crime against actor
Jussie Smollett, who stars on the Fox show “Empire,” sparked another national outcry. Two white men punched him, poured
bleach on him, and tied a rope around his neck. They wore red hats and told him, “this is MAGA country,” while hurling racist and
homophobic slurs; Smollett is black and gay. Oh yes, blame President Trump. Blame his supporters. America is a racist trashcan,
right? No doubt we have issues, but it’s not nearly as pervasive or systemic as the liberal media would have you believe. Case in
point, this Smollett non-assault that appears to be a total hoax. And this isn’t the first time that such so-called racist incidents
have been exposed as total hoaxes. It’s a lengthy history. And yes, I’m rejoicing over this. Excuse me for popping champagne
over the fact that a hate crime didn’t happen. And yes, overjoyed that the liberal media got egg on their face once again with their
astonishing ability to jump the gun and get everything totally wrong.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/02/20/busted-jussie-smollett-wrote-the-racist-letter-that-led-to-the-alleged-fake-hate-
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Trump Campaign Shatters Fundraising Records, Adds Senior Staff For 2020 Race

The Trump team has already raised $130 million; reaction from Chris Hahn, former senior aide to Senator Chuck Schumer, and
Marc Lotter, strategic communications director for President Trump's 2020 campaign.

( LINK BELOW )

http://video.foxnews.com/v/6004261302001/
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Reagan Would Be Proud: Watch Trump’s Perfect Explanation Of Socialism In Just 3 Minutes

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/reagan-proud-watch-trumps-perfect-explanation-socialism-just-3-minutes/?jwsource=twi

If you want a concise, three-minute explanation about why socialism is a failure, you would be hard-pressed to find better than
what President Donald Trump did in Miami on Monday.

While there are few moments in political speechmaking that can induce chills quite like, “Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall,” even
President Ronald Reagan would be proud of Trump’s explanation and take down of socialism.

Trump’s speech, which was given before the Venezuelan-American community in the Florida city, dealt with the presidential
succession crisis in the South American nation — and the fact that Cuba had often propped up the regimes of Hugo Chávez and
Nicolás Maduro.

“For decades, the socialist dictatorships of Cuba and Venezuela have propped each other up in a very corrupt bargain. Venezuela
gave Cuba oil. In return, Cuba gave Venezuela a police state run directly from Havana,” Trump said. “But this is a much different
day, and those days are over. The ugly alliance between the two dictatorships is coming to a rapid end.”

“A new future is beginning,” Trump said. That’s because those in the arena and outside it “are united because we know
the truth about socialism in Venezuela, in Cuba, in Nicaragua and all around the world. Socialism promises prosperity,
but it delivers poverty.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Texas Town Has Over 1,000 Registered Planes And No Airport. Experts Are Ringing The Alarm Bells

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Plane-in-Sky-592x331.jpg

At this very moment, there thousands of aircraft in the skies above the United States — but a shocking investigative report has
revealed that over 1,000 aircraft may be unaccountable and linked to a registration scheme that is raising security concerns.

Journalists from WFAA-TV in Texas are blowing the whistle after they noticed a strange trend. There are at least 1,000 aircraft
registered in the small town of Onalaska, Texas … yet bizarrely, that sleepy town doesn’t even have an airport.

“That’s equivalent to one plane for every three Onalaska residents, which is more per capita than anywhere else in the country,”
the news station discovered. “Just as surprising, the aircraft are registered to only two Onalaska P.O. boxes. That’s because the
aircraft owners do not live there. Not even close.”

What is happening appears to be a scheme that might be technically legal, but is pushing into a grey area.

“Onalaska is ground zero for a practice that allows foreigners to anonymously register their planes, and one that critics say makes
the United States an easy target for drug dealers, terrorists and other criminals seeking to register their planes,” the WFAA report
found.

Aircraft, like cars and trucks, must be registered with the government in order to operate. You may have noticed “N-numbers” on
the tails of planes. Each of those registration numbers is unique, and can be checked in the FAA database to see who owns and
operates the craft.

But a surprising number of aircraft N-numbers aren’t actually registered to the individuals who fly them. Instead, the ownership is
obfuscated through corporations and trusts — and some of them are based outside of the United States.

“When you can conceal the true ownership of a plane, you’re putting a lot of people in jeopardy,” former FAA Special
Agent Joe Gutheinz told WFAA-TV. “If you’re a terrorist and you have a way of concealing your secret ownership of a
plane in the United States, you’re going to do it.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/texas-town-1000-registered-planes-no-airport-experts-ringing-alarm-bells/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostSideSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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New Poll: Majority Of Voters Want A Special Prosecutor To Investigate Attempted Coup Against Trump

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/261/c260b580-08db-486e-9fab-2dae254d06a2.jpg

Earlier this week fired FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, who served as acting director after James Comey was fired in May
2017, made headlines when he alleged meetings took place at the Department of Justice about ousting President Trump from
office.

https://twitter.com/NorahODonnell/status/1096020537069977600

Norah O'Donnell��

✔ @NorahODonnell

.@ScottPelley on what McCabe told @60Minutes: "There were meetings at the Justice Department at which it was discussed
whether the vice president and a majority of the cabinet could be brought together to remove the president of the United States
under the 25th Amendment."

https://twitter.com/NorahODonnell/status/1096020537069977600

Now according to a new Rasmussen Report, the majority of voters believe crimes were likely committed by DOJ and FBI
officials and they want a special prosecutor to investigate

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/02/19/new-poll-majority-of-voters-want-a-special-prosecutor-to-investigate-
attempted-coup-against-trump-n2541849
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ICYMI: Trump Stands For Freedom In Venezuela, Demolishes Socialism
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Speaking from Miami Monday afternoon, President Donald Trump again made the case against Venezuelan dictator Nicolas
Maduro and roundly condemned the evils of socialism.

"Socialism is a sad and discredited ideology rooted in the total ignorance of history and human nature – which is why socialism,
eventually, must always give rise to tyranny," Trump said to a roaring crowd of Cuban and Venezuelan dissidents. "Everywhere
and anywhere it appears, socialism advances under the banner of progress—but, in the end, it delivers only corruption,
exploitation, and decay."

"Socialism promises prosperity, but it delivers poverty. Socialism promises unity, but it delivers hatred and it delivers division.
Socialism promises a better future, but it always returns to the darkest chapters of the past. That never fails. It always happens,"
he continued.

Trump's remarks come after more than 50 countries, with the U.S. leading the way, backed President Juan Guiado as Venezuela's
new and legitimate leader. Russia and China are still backing Maduro, along with the United Nations. Many Democrats are also
backing Maduro as he continues to block food and medical supplies from entering the country.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/02/19/trump-slams-socialism-it-will-never-happen-here-n2541836
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Judicial Watch Sues for Documents Surrounding DOJ, FBI Plans to Oust Trump With the 25th Amendment
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Government watchdog Judicial Watch has issued a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit against the Department of Justice for
documents surrounding official efforts to oust President Trump through the 25th amendment.

Here's what they're looking for:

All records of communication of former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, the Office of the Attorney General Jeff
Sessions, or the Office of Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein discussing the 25thAmendment or presidential fitness.
Additionally, the lawsuit seeks all recordings made by any official in the Office of the Attorney General or Deputy Attorney
General of meetings in the Executive Office of the President or Vice President.

The lawsuit comes after DOJ failed to respond to requests for documents filed in September 2018. Earlier this week, fired Deputy
FBI Director Andrew McCabe told 60 Minutes there were discussions to remove President Trump from office and said it was his
duty to solidify the Russia investigation before he was fired.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/02/19/judicial-watch-sues-for-documents-surrounding-doj-fbi-plans-to-oust-trump-
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Exposing Socialism
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Sixty-two years ago, author and ex-communist Howard Fast wrote that he had "only one important task in front of [him] to define
this thing, to explain it, to picture this unholy god in his own frightful nakedness; so that if there is another generation in [his] land
that must face the agony of [his] generation, they will never see this avenue as a road to any future that man should face without
loathing." His 1957 book titled The Naked God: The Writer and the Communist Party was Fast's coming "to grips with the "hollow,
rigid, 'political' incantations of the movement's cultural high priests." It is a book that "explains, in terms of specific instances, the
whys and wherefores of total commitment to a false ideal."

This unholy god was communism, and it is with great alarm and fear that we must, yet again, teach Americans of the evil inherent
in socialism which is always the first step to communism. With Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez hypnotizing impressionable and
miseducated millennials we are headed toward a tattered future.

���������

(FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW)
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ROD ROSENSTEIN IS LEAVING THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein plans to leave the Justice Department in mid-March, agency officials told news outlets
Monday.

A Justice Department official said that Rosenstein’s departure is not related to a controversy surrounding his alleged offer to wear
a wire during conversations with President Donald Trump, according to CNN. Former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe claimed
in an interview that aired Sunday that Rosenstein broached the idea of wearing a wire to the White House in May 2017, days after
James Comey was fired as FBI director.

McCabe also claimed that Rosenstein suggested using the 25th Amendment to remove Trump from office. Rosenstein has
disputed McCabe’s claims, saying that he was being sarcastic about wearing a wire. (RELATED: Andrew McCabe: Rod
Rosenstein Was ‘Absolutely Serious’ About Wearing A Wire)

Rosenstein was reportedly planning to leave the Justice Department soon after William Barr’s confirmation as attorney general.
Barr was confirmed by the Senate on Feb. 14.

Former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe arrives to testify before the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence on Capitol
Hill in Washington, U.S. May 11, 2017. REUTERS/Eric Thayer/File Photo Former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe arrives to
testify before the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence on Capitol Hill in Washington, U.S. May 11, 2017. REUTERS/Eric
Thayer

Rosenstein planned to remain in office to ensure a smooth transition from Matthew Whitaker, the former acting attorney general, to
Barr.

According to CNN, the Justice Department could announce a replacement for Rosenstein as soon as this week.

Rosenstein appointed Robert Mueller special counsel on May 17, 2017, around a week after Comey’s firing. He oversaw the probe
because former Attorney General Jeff Sessions had recused himself from Russia-related matters.

( LINK BELOW )
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Crime And Punishment For The Deep State

Crime and Punishment, by Fyodor Dostoevsky, published in 1866, explored the theme of morally justifying crime for its greater
good and benefit to society. Fast forward 150 years from Russia to the American political deep state, where similar righteous
themes are playing out.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/02/crime_and_punishment_for_the_deep_state.html
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TRUMP ACCUSES ROD ROSENSTEIN OF ‘COUP ATTEMPT’

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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President Donald Trump agreed that alleged discussions of Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein invoking the 25th
Amendment in the days after the firing of former FBI Director James Comey constituted an illegal coup attempt in a Monday
morning tweet.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

“This was an illegal coup attempt on the President of the United States.” Dan Bongino on @foxandfriends True!

Trump quoted from a Fox and Friends segment by conservative commentator Dan Bongino who reacted to a Sunday night
broadcast interview of former FBI deputy director Andrew McCabe on CBSNews 60 minutes.

https://twitter.com/60Minutes/status/1097299443374792704

McCabe detailed two occasions in which Rosenstein raised the prospect of using the 25th Amendment to remove Trump from
office and even suggested that two cabinet officials would be willing to involve themselves in the scheme.

The deputy attorney general’s role now seems especially precarious with the entry of newly confirmed Attorney General Bill Barr
into the Justice Department. An official familiar with the situation told The Daily Caller that Rosenstein’s departure could be nearly
imminent from the Justice Department.

The 25th Amendment allows for the removal of the President of the United States if a majority of his Senate-confirmed cabinet
believe he is no longer capable of discharging his duties while in office. Rosenstein’s discussion of wearing a wire and talk of the
25th Amendment was first reported by The New York Times in September 2018. (RELATED: Rosenstein Discussed Wearing A
Wire In Meetings With Trump)

McCabe also alleges that Rosenstein suggested in a meeting that he would wear a wire into the Oval Office in meetings with
Trump. The former FBI deputy director told “60 minutes” in an interview that he took Rosenstein’s suggestion so seriously that he
brought the idea up to FBI lawyers who waved off his suggestion.

Rosenstein disputes McCabe’s recollection of events, saying, “The deputy attorney general never authorized any recording. . . .
Nor was the deputy attorney general in a position to consider invoking the 25th Amendment.”

The original New York Times report of Rosenstein’s discussion of wearing a wire into the Oval Office and invoking the 25th
Amendment nearly prompted his ouster in September 2018. Trump, however, appeared to accept Rosenstein’s explanation at that
the report was exaggerated or not true, and the deputy attorney general was allowed to keep his job.

The president changed his tune on Twitter Monday morning, however, indicating he now believes the reports:

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Wow, so many lies by now disgraced acting FBI Director Andrew McCabe. He was fired for lying, and now his story gets even
more deranged. He and Rod Rosenstein, who was hired by Jeff Sessions (another beauty), look like they were planning a very
illegal act, and got caught.....

( LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/02/18/trump-accuses-rod-rosenstein-of-coup-attempt/ via @dailycaller
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President Donald Trump agreed that alleged discussions of Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein invoking the 25th
Amendment in the days after the firing of former FBI Director James Comey constituted an illegal coup attempt in a Monday
morning tweet.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

“This was an illegal coup attempt on the President of the United States.” Dan Bongino on @foxandfriends True!

Trump quoted from a Fox and Friends segment by conservative commentator Dan Bongino who reacted to a Sunday night
broadcast interview of former FBI deputy director Andrew McCabe on CBSNews 60 minutes.

https://twitter.com/60Minutes/status/1097299443374792704

McCabe detailed two occasions in which Rosenstein raised the prospect of using the 25th Amendment to remove Trump from
office and even suggested that two cabinet officials would be willing to involve themselves in the scheme.

The deputy attorney general’s role now seems especially precarious with the entry of newly confirmed Attorney General Bill Barr
into the Justice Department. An official familiar with the situation told The Daily Caller that Rosenstein’s departure could be nearly
imminent from the Justice Department.

The 25th Amendment allows for the removal of the President of the United States if a majority of his Senate-confirmed cabinet
believe he is no longer capable of discharging his duties while in office. Rosenstein’s discussion of wearing a wire and talk of the
25th Amendment was first reported by The New York Times in September 2018. (RELATED: Rosenstein Discussed Wearing A
Wire In Meetings With Trump)

McCabe also alleges that Rosenstein suggested in a meeting that he would wear a wire into the Oval Office in meetings with
Trump. The former FBI deputy director told “60 minutes” in an interview that he took Rosenstein’s suggestion so seriously that he
brought the idea up to FBI lawyers who waved off his suggestion.

Rosenstein disputes McCabe’s recollection of events, saying, “The deputy attorney general never authorized any recording. . . .
Nor was the deputy attorney general in a position to consider invoking the 25th Amendment.”

The original New York Times report of Rosenstein’s discussion of wearing a wire into the Oval Office and invoking the 25th
Amendment nearly prompted his ouster in September 2018. Trump, however, appeared to accept Rosenstein’s explanation at that
the report was exaggerated or not true, and the deputy attorney general was allowed to keep his job.

The president changed his tune on Twitter Monday morning, however, indicating he now believes the reports:

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Wow, so many lies by now disgraced acting FBI Director Andrew McCabe. He was fired for lying, and now his story gets
even more deranged. He and Rod Rosenstein, who was hired by Jeff Sessions (another beauty), look like they were
planning a very illegal act, and got caught.....

( LINK BELOW )
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Democrats Don't Want ICE Notified When Illegal Aliens Try to Purchase Guns

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2017/117/1b01e991-d6a1-4854-8b96-5671c11eeda5.jpg

As the debate over illegal immigration continues to rage, Democrats continue to prove they are proponents of open borders and
lawlessness.

The latest example comes from Republican Congressman Matt Gaetz, who is berating Democrats for protecting illegal aliens who
attempt to purchase firearms and fail a background check.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DzUrrRWX0AAqhD6.jpg

Rep. Matt Gaetz

✔ @RepMattGaetz

Democrats in the Judiciary Committee just voted against notifying ICE when an illegal alien fails a background check to buy a gun.
They hate ICE so much that they'd keep ICE in the dark when illegals try to get guns!

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/02/18/democrats-dont-want-ice-notified-when-illegal-aliens-try-to-purchase-guns-
n2541642
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I've Found Why: Alexandria Ocasio- Cortez's Eyes Are Always Wide Open
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( AOC'S EYES ARE ALWAYS WIDE OPEN APPEARING TO BE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF CRYSTAL
METHAMPHETAMINE'S, BE THAT AS IT MAY , BELOW IS THE ACTUAL REASON ALEXANDRIA OCASIO -CORTEZ'S EYES
ARE INTENTIONALLY HELD WIDE OPEN )
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( ALWAYS REMEMBER TO SMILE & BE GRATEFUL )

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS
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New Attorney General Needs To Clean House

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/14/a8d8368d-7c47-4dd6-81f9-200aa8e24ef5.png

With the confirmation of William Barr as the new U.S. Attorney General, there is hope that the Department of Justice (DOJ) can
regain some of its reputation that has been lost in the last few years.

Once viewed as a fair and respected law enforcement agency, the DOJ is now seen as a hotbed of anti-Trump Democratic Party
activism. In the 2016 election, The Hill reported that an astounding 97% of DOJ employee contributions were given to Hillary
Clinton, while Donald Trump received only 3%.

The liberal direction of the DOJ is nothing new. In the Obama administration, then Attorney General Eric Holder was a liberal
activist instead of the nation’s top law enforcement officer. Holder infamously labeled America “a nation of cowards” for not having
the courage to discuss race relations. Thereafter, he spent his entire tenure obsessively focused on race. It was certainly a
questionable decision when his department decided not to prosecute members of the Black Panthers who were threatening voters
and armed with a weapon at a precinct in Philadelphia. He made sure that no investigations ever touched President Obama since
he promised to be his “wingman.”

CARTOONS | HENRY PAYNE VIEW CARTOON His successor, Loretta Lynch, never adequately clarified why she met with
former President Bill Clinton on an airport tarmac in Phoenix during the midst of an FBI investigation into his wife. The explanation
that they discussed grandchildren and golf has always been patently ridiculous.

Days after this suspicious meeting, then FBI Director James Comey inexplicably excused Hillary Clinton from prosecution even
though she sent classified and top-secret emails on an unsecured server and illegally scrubbed over 30,000 emails from her
computer. For good measure, she made sure to have her computer sanitized with “bleach bit” and her cell phones broken into
pieces with a hammer.

The fact that she was not charged with a crime is an ongoing stain upon the integrity of the Department of Justice. Sadly, it did not
get any better when President Trump was elected. His initial pick for Attorney General, Jeff Sessions, was a coward who did not
stand up to the Deep State operatives throughout his department. He recused himself from the Russia investigation and let his
underling, Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, take control of the department. After Comey was fired as FBI Director, it was
Rosenstein who chose former FBI Director Robert Mueller to be Special Counsel and lead an investigation into supposed “Russian
collusion” in the 2016 election.

After almost two years, nothing has been discovered to link President Trump to Russian collusion. There is no smoking gun, no
evidence, yet the Special Counsel’s office has been busy charging a variety of Trump associates with crimes that extend into their
past and deal with other activities such as lying to the FBI or Congress.

During the tenure of Mueller as Special Counsel, his office’s methods have been thuggish to say the least. For example, it has
shocked and appalled Americans to learn that Mueller sent FBI agents to arrive at pre-dawn to raid the homes of Paul Manafort
and, more recently, Roger Stone. These are the tactics used to arrest drug lords and terrorists, not political consultants who are
not a threat to flee the country or a danger to their fellow Americans.

Incredibly, there were more FBI agents involved in the raid of Roger Stone than the number of Navy Seals deployed in the raid of
Osama bin Laden’s compound in Pakistan. Clearly, the heavy-handed tactics were used to intimidate Manafort and Stone and
send a message to others who may be under investigation or called to testify in this ongoing probe.

Because of such abuses, Attorney General Barr should immediately close down the Mueller investigation and demand a report be
made public. The American people need to see what the Mueller team, filled with liberal attorneys and donors to Democratic Party
candidates, has accomplished since May 2017 while spending millions of taxpayer dollars.

After ending the Mueller probe, Barr should fire the remaining Deep State operatives inserted throughout the Department of Justice,
notably Rosenstein and DOJ official Bruce Ohr, who has been demoted but is still employed. Incredibly, Ohr has retained a
position, even though it was discovered that his wife, Nellie, was hired to investigate then-candidate Donald Trump by the
discredited “strategic intelligence” firm, Fusion GPS.

Barr inherits a department filled with anti-Trump officials that have authorized an ongoing “witch hunt” launched to negate the
outcome of the 2016 election. If Barr does not take dramatic action, it will be business as usual at a department no longer known
for fairness or justice.

( LINK BELOW )
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https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/james-woods-digs-damning-smollett-tweet-hours-reports-surface-claiming-attack-staged/?
jwsource=twi

On Friday night, two persons of interest in the Jussie Smollett case were released without charges, according to WLS-TV.

The men are Nigerian brothers, one of whom appeared on “Empire.” Both men were apparently cooperative with police. They’d
been taken into custody at O’Hare Airport after returning from Nigeria; police had earlier conducted a raid on their home.

On Saturday, police said they were “eager” to speak with Smollett again and had been in touch with his attorneys as reports began
to surface authorities believed the attack was staged.

“We can confirm that the information received from the individuals questioned by police earlier in the ‘Empire’ case has in fact
shifted the trajectory of the investigation,” Chicago Police spokesman Anthony Guglielmi said.

“We’ve reached out to the ‘Empire’ cast member’s attorney to request a follow-up interview.”

In other words, that whole “This is MAGA country” story — Smollett’s claim that he was attacked by two apparent supporters of
President Donald Trump — isn’t exactly holding up so well at the moment.

Perhaps it shouldn’t be a surprise. As conservative actor James Woods reminded us on Twitter as events were breaking on
Saturday night, Smollett’s animus against President Donald Trump was very well known.

Woods retweeted one of Smollett’s perorations on the president and, well, let’s just say it’s not going to help his case.

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

Uh huh...

Jussie Smollett

✔ @JussieSmollett

Shut the hell up you bitch ass nigga. You will continue to run this country further into the ground and risk lives every time you
breathe. You’re not the president. Just a dumpster full of hate. FOH. Sick to my stomach that literal shit currently represents
America to the world. https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/951675713089888256 …

Smollett’s tweet was in response to a Jan. 11 tweet by the president which made his case for the wall.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

The Democrats seem intent on having people and drugs pour into our country from the Southern Border, risking thousands of lives
in the process. It is my duty to protect the lives and safety of all Americans. We must build a Great Wall, think Merit and end
Lottery & Chain. USA!

I’m not quite sure how Smollett’s response qualifies as a rebuttal, but whatever works for him, I suppose.

In fact, Smollett put forward his criticisms of the president as the reason he was attacked during an interview with “Good Morning
America.”

“I come really, really hard against 45,” he said, referring to President Trump.

“I come really, really hard against his administration and I don’t hold my tongue.”

He also again implied that his attackers were inspired by the president.

“I can only go off of their words,” Smollett said. “Who says, ‘(bleep) ‘Empire,’ this MAGA country,’ (bleep) ties a noose around your
neck and pours bleach on to you? And this is just a friendly fight?”

Well, we don’t know that, but the way things are trending, and given Smollett’s inconsistent stories, it probably wasn’t Trump fans.

Although I don’t know the political leanings of the two brothers who were questioned by Chicago police, WBBM-TV reported
sources saying the men were paid $3,500 to orchestrate the attack on Smollett, which was rehearsed, and were to be paid $500
upon their return.

According to the same outlet, the two men also claim Smollett paid for the rope that was used in the attack.

How much stock to take in the story these gentlemen are telling is anyone’s guess. However, the narrative that this was some sort
of Trump-based attack on an “Empire” cast member because he was black and gay and anti-Trump seems to be eroding by the
hour.

What’s becoming more likely — although far from a foregone conclusion — is that Smollett, for whatever his own reasons may
have been, orchestrated the attack and used it to further his animus against President Trump.

A battalion of liberal politicians and celebrities, also predisposed to hate the president, bought into the story from the get-go and
amplified the message that Trump’s America™ was to blame. And then came the inconsistencies, and the raid, and the arrests,
and now here we are.

Whatever the case may be, Smollett’s tweet didn’t age well.

But we can thank James Woods for bringing it to everyone’s attention again.

( LINK BELOW )
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IRAQ WAR VET FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM IN WYOMING STAND YOUR GROUND CASE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Former U.S. Marine and Iraq war veteran John Henry Knospler, Jr. admitted to killing James Kade Baldwin outside a Casper,
Wyoming, strip club in the early morning hours of Oct. 4, 2013, but claims he shot the 24-year-old Casper native in self-defense.

Knospler says he was sleeping in his car rather than drive intoxicated from the bar when an angry Baldwin inexplicably bashed in
his window and violently attacked him.

Despite evidence that appeared to back Knospler’s claims, the 38-year-old was convicted of second-degree murder on Dec. 23,
2014, and sentenced to up to 50 years in prison. His sole appeal was denied by the Wyoming Supreme Court in 2016.

Knospler has vehemently maintained his innocence over the years, and he recently filed a motion seeking to vacate his conviction
based primarily on new forensic evidence. It is largely seen as what could be his last and best chance of getting a new trial.

“I’m hopeful, you know,” Knospler told The Daily Caller in a January phone interview from the Wyoming Medium Correctional
Institution in Torrington. “I feel terrible that their family lost a son. I feel a whole lot for them. But I put myself in his shoes. If I
punched through somebody’s window in the middle of the night and caught a bullet to my chest, that’s what I would expect
someone to do to me. I did what I thought was necessary.”

Knospler’s case has been largely ignored in the greater national Second Amendment and stand-your-ground debates. Race does
not appear to be a factor in the case, as both Knospler and Baldwin are white.

Wyoming law allows someone to use deadly force in self-defense if they believe they are in imminent danger of death or serious
bodily harm.

The burden is on the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that a defendant did not act in self-defense.

Knospler grew up on a small farm in East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania — the oldest of three siblings. There, he, along with his
father, John Sr.; mother, Patricia; brother, Jacob; and sister, Leighanne, lived a rustic lifestyle. They played outdoors, raised
livestock and grew their own vegetables. They also fished, and Knospler’s father hunted.

Knospler was athletic and grew up playing sports like baseball, football and soccer with his brother

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/IMG_1179.jpg

“We went on trips. My parents thought it was really important that we saw certain things in the country,” Knospler said. “They took
us to Gettysburg, to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. They thought it was important that we
see those things when we were young to have an understanding of what our country was founded on.”

His parents stressed the importance of education, but they also stressed the importance of service. Knospler’s father is a Navy
veteran.

After he graduated high school, Knospler bounced around, rudderless, for about year. He was a dishwasher at a restaurant, then he
worked construction. He tried a semester of college before deciding to join the Marine Corps.

“That whole year, I was in conversation with my dad and he was kind of dropping hints like, ‘Hey, I know you, and I think the
service will probably be the best thing for you, just because I don’t think you’re ready for a classroom and you don’t want to stay
here and get stuck doing construction for the rest of your life,’” he recounted.

Knospler joined the Marines in 2000. His first duty station was Hawaii and the 3rd Marine Regiment, where he served as an
accounting clerk.

“I have an attention to detail and was able to pick out the errors and figure them out, how and why things were not in order,”
Knospler said. “It was essential to that unit, but to me, I felt like I could be doing more.”

Knospler was already looking for a new job within the Corps when the attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, occurred. He wanted to join the
fight so he decided then to become a reconnaissance Marine, which is considered elite.

Recon Marines — as they are often times called — are responsible for getting close to the enemy and observing and reporting
their movements, the majority of the time unseen.

By December 2002, Knospler had joined 1st Reconnaissance Battalion, and by the following summer, he deployed to southern
Iraq.

“My first deployment, we were hiding in the bushes, just taking pictures of boats,” Knospler recalled. “We were never seen.”

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/IMG_1158-e1550266956372.jpg

By the time they returned stateside, Knospler was just months from getting out of the Corps — but then tragedy struck. A team
from their parent unit was ambushed and nearly wiped out in Iraq and they needed replacements. Knospler volunteered and was
sent on a seven-month deployment to Fallujah, Iraq, in 2004, the seven months preceding the Second Battle of Fallujah.

“That deployment was a lot more stressful; it was a lot more dangerous,” Knospler said. “But, again, we were doing
reconnaissance, and we were smart about what we were doing, and for the most part, we remained out of sight.”
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reconnaissance, and we were smart about what we were doing, and for the most part, we remained out of sight.”

Knospler re-enlisted there. Upon returning home, he joined 1st Force Reconnaissance Company.

He wasn’t home long. Knospler was sent back to Iraq a third time to train Iraqi Special Forces.

When he got back from that deployment, he was assigned to the new Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command as a
reconnaissance instructor in MARSOC’s special missions’ training branch. His job was to get the new Marine Special Forces
operators ready to deploy.

MARSOC was his last stop in the Marine Corps before being discharged in 2008.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Feds Find More Than 200 Pounds Of Cocaine In Floor Boards Of Ship At California Port

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6002965670001/

Federal agents uncovered more than 200 pounds of cocaine hidden beneath the floorboards of two cargo ships at a California port,
according to the Customs and Border Protection department (CPS).

Agents from the Department of Homeland Security and CPS were reportedly inspecting a refrigerated boat which had arrived from
Ecuador to the small town of Port Hueneme, California on January 22 when they made the discovery.

Under the floorboards were 80 bundles of cocaine, weighing 204 pounds. Just a week later, agents made a similar discovery in a
boat coming from Guatemala, finding an additional seven bundles of cocaine, weighing 17.5 pounds.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/02/1862/1048/1-Port-Hueneme-Jan28.jpg?
ve=1&tl=1

Just a week after the first discovery, agents found additional seven bundles of cocaine in the floorboards of a boat arriving from
Guatemala (U.S. Customs and Border Protection)

Border Patrol Port Director of Los Angeles and Long Beach LaFonda Sutton-Burke issued a statement highlighting the significance
of the findings.

“This is the largest drug seizure at Port Hueneme in the last quarter of a century,”she said

“I’m extremely proud of the results of this joint effort, it shows the professionalism, vigilance and keen focus of both agencies in
preventing dangerous drugs into our communities.”

( LINK BELOW )
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/302/a0123976-2ccc-448d-910b-00848d639538.jpg

Students at Orange Coast College in Costa Mesa, California are having their First Amendment rights trampled on by school
administrators. Students from OCC's Young Americans for Freedom chapter on Wednesday were tabling during a student
recruitment fair. The goal was simple: to attract new members to the conservative student organization.

Part of the students' booth display included a pro-Second Amendment flag that said "Don't Tread On Me" and "2nd Amendment
Since 1789." But because two silhouettes of rifles appeared on the flag, administrators approached the students during the
recruitment fair and demanded it be taken down.

According to the two university officials, the flag violated school policy AP 3530, which prohibits “firearms, knives, explosives or
other dangerous objects” and any “facsimile of a firearm." University officials said the flag fell under the "facsimile of a firearm"
aspect of the school policy.

The students, however, disagree with the decision.

“We displayed this flag to express our support for the Second Amendment. It is completely outrageous that the college would
censor our freedom of expression to display the image of a firearm. It is very un-American of the administration to prohibit us from
displaying our Constitutional right,” said Benjamin Keene, the Chapter Chair of the Orange Coast College Young Americans for
Freedom.

Young America Foundation's spokesman, Spencer Brown, said this is an example of students' Second Amendment rights being
censored.

“The intent behind the school’s policy is to promote the physical safety of students on campus,” Brown said. “School
administrators are manipulating school policy to censor students’ support of the Second Amendment.”

Orange Coast College did not immediately respond to Townhall's request for comment.

This is the flag that's being called into question:

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/hv/images/2019/46/488d48a9-9426-43ce-b8c3-620cf939b3c6.jpg
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Uh Oh: Did Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Commit An Ethics Violation With Revelation Of Her Boyfriend’s Congressional
Email Account

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/14/85f808b3-caf7-40f3-ab9c-5c27f10c37d2.png

Well, social media was set ablaze when Luke Thompson, a political consultant, noticed that Rep. Alexandria Ocasio Cortez’s (D-
NY) boyfriend had a congressional email account. Is he on staff? And if he is, doesn’t that constitute an ethics violation? AOC’s
staff vociferously denied that this was the case, calling out Thompson for lying, who was briefly suspended from Twitter (via NTK
Network):

It appears Twitter locked out a user on Friday by the name of Luke Thompson after he pointed out that Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez’s (D-NY) boyfriend, Riley Roberts, has a Congressional email account.

Thompson tweeted a screenshot of Riley Roberts’ House email and alleged that Ocasio-Cortez had hired her boyfriend on her
congressional staff.

The Guardians’ Ben Jacobs tweeted that Thompson’s account has “been locked by Twitter after noting Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s
boyfriend has a House email address.”

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/02/15/uh-oh-did-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-reveal-that-she-committed-an-ethics-
violation-n2541561
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President Trump: Here's Who Nominated Me For The Nobel Peace Prize

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/354/cee063e1-6c52-4f34-9ae8-52974dc3f1ae.png

During a White House press conference on Friday, President Donald Trump said Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe nominated
him for the Nobel Peace Prize. Specifically, Abe wanted to recognize Trump's efforts to reach a peace agreement with North
Korea, The Hill reported.

Although Trump thinks he's unlikely to ever win the award, he wanted to make his nomination known.

"In fact, I think I can say this. Prime Minister Abe of Japan gave me the most beautiful copy of a letter that he sent to the people
who give out a thing called the Nobel [Peace] Prize," Trump said. "He said, 'I have nominated you … respectfully on behalf of
Japan. I am asking them to give you the Nobel Peace Prize.'"

rump said that although "many other people feel that way too" he's unlikely to be recognized for his efforts.

Back in November, Trump told the New York Post it is highly unlikely the Nobel Peace Prize committee would award him the
honor.

"Well, they'll never give it to me," Trump told The Post a few months back.

At the time, South Korean President Moon Jae-in said Trump was worthy of the distinction for getting North Korea to denuclearize
and end the Korean War.

“I just think that President Moon [Jae-in] was very nice when he suggested it,” Trump said in May when asked about his Nobel
prospects. “I want to get peace. The main thing, we want to get peace. It was a big problem, and I think it’s going to work out well."

Will Trump receive the honor? Only time will tell.

( STORY LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/02/15/president-trump-heres-who-nominated-me-for-the-nobel-peace-prize-
n2541595
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MUELLER SEEKS UP TO 20 YEARS FOR PAUL MANAFORT

https://storage.googleapis.com/afs-prod/media/media:acdacb33304844bb891a2d3d6c1032bd/800.jpeg

WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort could spend more than 19 years in prison on tax and
bank fraud charges.

That’s according to a court filing Friday by special counsel Robert Mueller’s office that lays out how federal probation officials have
calculated Manafort’s potential sentence.

The recommended sentence under federal guidelines would be the lengthiest prison term imposed in the Russia investigation if a
federal judge agreed to it. It would also place the 69-year-old Manafort at serious risk of spending the rest of his life in prison.

Mueller’s office doesn’t recommend a specific sentence, but says it agrees with the calculation that Manafort should spend
between 235 months and 293 months in prison. Manafort also faces having to pay more than $24 million in restitution.

Trending on AP News

(STORY IN LINK BELOW)

https://apnews.com/RobertMueller
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MSNBC: Ocasio-Cortez's Economic Idiocy Is Going To Give Trump A Second Term

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/townhall/reu/o/2018/334/f79ab7d6-7ff9-43cf-ba50-963a53e49eeb.png

You all know about the Green New Deal. It’s Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s (D-NY) disaster of a plan aimed at transitioning us
away from fossil fuels within ten years, upgrading all building to be energy efficient, and if need be, kill all cows because of their
methane farts. It’s not serious. There’s no price tag lasted because it would be ruinously expensive, soaring into the trillions of
dollars. There are no tax projections either because it would be equally absurd. The far left’s inability to explain how they will pay
for Medicare for All in just the first decade, which is estimated to be $30+ trillion, is all you need to know. This is the Willy Wonka
chocolate ferry ride from hell. It’s an economic acid trip into fantasyland. It’s not serious. And yet, virtually the entire 2020
Democratic field thus far has signed off on it. It’s economic illiteracy.

And it struck AOC and her ilk again with Amazon’s withdrawal from building a headquarters in New York City. People of color in
AOC’s district wanted it, but whites didn’t. This is the type of idiocy that could give Trump a second term, and MSNBC was there
to fire red flares to that effect (via Free Beacon):

https://youtu.be/GlWCOr3MVuU via @YouTube

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN
BORDER

~~~~~~~~ Q ~~~~~~~~

https://www.theepochtimes.com/assets/uploads/2018/12/25/Tijuana_Mexico_border_7-700x420.jpg

https://media.breitbart.com/media/2018/04/illegals-climb-border-wall-getty-640x480.jpg

http://cdn2.spiegel.de/images/image-1370191-860_poster_16x9-jvog-1370191.jpg

https://s.abcnews.com/images/International/migrants-caravan-03-mexico-as-rt-180429_hpMain_4x3_992.jpg

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2018/04/30/world/30mexico-caravan-sub1/merlin_137502432_0178158b-8cad-4040-92ac-
24f7a3d9b20b-articleLarge.jpg

https://img.huffingtonpost.com/asset/5ae71ada2000004200b900ce.jpeg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DcCW2CjU0AEBWPH.jpg

NOW PRESIDENT TRUMP WILL GET THE SECURITY BORDER WALL BUILT

NO DOUBT , BUT WE ABSOLUTELY NEED RAZOR WIRE ALONG THE TOP OF

THE BORDER WALL TO INSURE THESE ILLEGALS AREN'T DOING THIS SHIT UP ABOVE IN THE JPG'S

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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High School Shooting In Kansas City: Mayor Blames Guns, Embraces Thug Culture of Rap

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

Minutes after she and another “teenage female” had "an argument” and were escorted out of a high school basketball game, a
teenage girl (now identified as “An’Janique Wright”) was shot and killed in the school’s parking lot.

The high school is Kansas City, Missouri’s “Central Academy of Excellence.” It’s been called that since 2012; prior to that it was
“Central High School.” Walt Disney is among its alumni, but that was a long time ago. The name was changed in the “hope that the
school would be transformed” and that “stronger discipline would be instilled”.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW ) ⤵
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Lessons From Kavanaugh Replacement Hearing – Democrats Are Clueless About Conservative Women

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

The feminist left hates the fact that conservative women think for themselves. Feminists would prefer to do the thinking for them.
It’s a sentiment that is anti-progressive in every possible way.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW ) ⤵
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WATCH DELUSIONAL : Nancy Pelosi Says A Democratic President Will Declare A National Emergency On This Issue
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WATCH: Nancy Pelosi Says a Democratic President Will Declare a National Emergency On This Issue

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(Once again Nancy Pelosi is absolutely delusional in thinking that President Trump would ever do something so ridiculous)

STORY BELOW

https://files.catbox.moe/yl2mes.PNG

After President Donald Trump declared his national emergency Thursday afternoon, Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) had a warning
for Republicans: a Democratic president can declare a national emergency on gun violence. Because today marked the one year
anniversary of the tragic shooting in Parkland, Florida, Pelosi used the opportunity to slam Trump's decision to declare an
emergency on the border but not for gun violence.

https://twitter.com/girlsreallyrule/status/1096151217653379078

Amee Vanderpool

@girlsreallyrule

Nancy Pelosi: "You want to talk about a national emergency, let's talk about today-the one year anniversary on another
manifestation of the epidemic of gun violence in America. Why don't you declare THAT emergency, Mr. President. I wish
you would."

Pelosi's statements leaves so many unanswered questions.

If the president declares a national emergency on gun violence, then what's the solution? Universal background checks? High
capacity magazine ban? An assault weapons ban? Implementing red flag law? A national registry? Gun confiscation?

At least when Trump talked about declaring a national emergency at the border we knew what the end goal was: a border wall to
keep out illegal aliens. With a "gun violence" declaration, there's no clear goal or endgame. And not only that, but this would be a
direct assault on the Second Amendment.

The right to keep and bear arms is protected in the Bill of Rights. The right to come to America without permission is not
anywhere in the United States Constitution (despite what Democrats may try to tell you).

Don't think for one second that Democrats won't use this as ammunition to push their Second Amendment hating, anti-gun,
propaganda-filled agenda.

( LINK TO STORY BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/02/14/watch-pelosi-says-a-democratic-president-will-declare-a-national-
emergency-on-th-n2541529
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Coup Coup Ca Choo? Did the FBI Plot A Coup D’état Against Trump

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/44/b8863526-6987-4216-827f-941d093d7a1c.png

The border deal is going to be signed by President Trump. It will provide a near two percent pay raise for federal workers, $1.3
billion for 55 miles of border-enforcing in the Rio Grande Valley, but it also reduces ICE detention space. That’s a deal breaker. It’s
not a good deal, but it’s either this or a partial shutdown. Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) said Trump should view this as a down
payment. The more this drags on, the more it looks like Paul Ryan totally screwed us out of a fully-funded border wall.

Yet, more disturbing was what Katie wrote earlier this morning. Remember the Peter Strzok-Lisa Page texts, where the two talked
to then-Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe about an insurance policy against Donald Trump in August of 2016? Some thought it
meant the infamous Trump dossier, but it looks like the policy was this meeting about removing the president via the 25th
Amendment. Yes, it is what it looks like: the plotting of a coup.

Fired FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, who also served as acting director after James Comey was fired, revealed in a 60
Minutes interview that the Department of Justice seriously considered removing President Trump from office...multiple times

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Disgraced FBI Acting Director Andrew McCabe pretends to be a “poor little Angel” when in fact he was a big part of the Crooked
Hillary Scandal & the Russia Hoax - a puppet for Leakin’ James Comey. I.G. report on McCabe was devastating. Part of
“insurance policy” in case I won....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....Many of the top FBI brass were fired, forced to leave, or left. McCabe’s wife received BIG DOLLARS from Clinton people for her
campaign - he gave Hillary a pass. McCabe is a disgrace to the FBI and a disgrace to our Country. MAKE AMERICA GREAT
AGAIN!

Michael Tracey

✔ @mtracey

A cabal of FBI and Justice Department officials deciding to oust the president through some arcane constitutional mechanism
could easily be described as a coup attempt. Impeachment/conviction is legal. Their cockamamie 25th Amendment scheme was
by no means straightforwardly legal

( REST OF STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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If Democrats Get Their Way 'Socialism Will Be The Destruction' Of The United States Of America

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Schumer , Pelosi, AOC, Kamala Harris and Bernie Sanders Like All Other Democrats Are Trying To Destroy America's
Sovereignty Just Like Hillary Clinton And Barack Obama Tried To Do To Usher In The Globalist Satanic New World Order

If Democrats Get Their Way 'Socialism Will Be The Destruction' Of The United States Of America

( CLICK JPG BELOW )
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Epic: Trump Just Used Twitter To Send Calif. Gov. Newsom a Bill for $3.5 Billion

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/epic-trump-just-used-twitter-send-calif-gov-newsom-bill-3-5-billion/?jwsource=twi

President Donald Trump wants our money back.

In a Twitter post Wednesday, Trump told California Gov. Gavin Newsom to return $3.5 billion in federal funding after Newsom
announced a plan to scale back the state’s obscenely expensive and incomplete high-speed rail project.

During his first State of the State address on Tuesday, Newsom said he was focusing on completing a 171-mile of the line that’s
already under construction, according to The Associated Press.

“Let’s be real,” Newsom told lawmakers. “The project, as currently planned, would cost too much and take too long … Right now,
there simply isn’t a path to get from Sacramento to San Diego, let alone from San Francisco to L.A. I wish there were.”

The plan, which voters approved in 2008, was meant to complete a high-speed rail line between San Francisco and Los Angeles
by 2020.

But now the governor is admitting there “isn’t a path” toward completing the plan.

A Newsom spokesman told the AP that the governor is still committed to builidng the longer line with more private and federal
money “as the Central Valley section demonstrates the viability of the broader project.”

It’s not surprising that the big government plan is more expensive and taking longer than originally estimated.

Originally, the high-speed rail was estimated to cost $33 billion.

Now the rail is estimated to cost $77 billion and the timeline has been pushed to 2033, the AP reported.

After Newsom’s speech, Trump said California should pay back the federal government for the money it’s spent on the project.

“California has been forced to cancel the massive bullet train project after having spent and wasted many billions of dollars,” Trump
tweeted. “They owe the Federal Government three and a half billion dollars. We want that money back now. Whole project is a
‘green’ disaster!”

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

California has been forced to cancel the massive bullet train project after having spent and wasted many billions of
dollars. They owe the Federal Government three and a half billion dollars. We want that money back now. Whole project
is a “green” disaster!

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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After 60 Minutes Interview, Graham Demands McCabe Appear Before The Senate

~~~~~~~~ Q ~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/271/ff8983b6-62ab-40e3-99da-bc5cc3002b8d.jpg

Former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe spilled all on how he green lit an obstruction of justice investigation into President
Trump after the president fired FBI Director James Comey in 2017. McCabe was concerned about protecting special counsel
Robert Mueller's Russia investigation. He did so in case he too got the boot.

"I was very concerned that I was able to put the Russia case on absolutely solid ground, in an indelible fashion," McCabe
explained. "That were I removed quickly, or reassigned or fired, that the case could not be closed or vanish in the night without a
trace."

McCabe addressed some of the other controversies regarding Trump's relationship with FBI officials. For instance, he noted that
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein was joking about wearing a wire during his conversations with Trump, but he made the
joke enough times to convince McCabe to discuss the matter with FBI lawyers. He also participated in multiple meetings about
removing 45 from office via the 25th amendment.

We didn't have to wait long for the president to tweet.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Disgraced FBI Acting Director Andrew McCabe pretends to be a “poor little Angel” when in fact he was a big part of the Crooked
Hillary Scandal & the Russia Hoax - a puppet for Leakin’ James Comey. I.G. report on McCabe was devastating. Part of
“insurance policy” in case I won....

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) joined the commander in chief in sounding off on McCabe's revelations. Instead of completely
focusing on the former FBI official, however, he took advantage of the opportunity to again bring up the suspicious spying of
former campaign aide Carter Page and the FBI's bias against Trump. The senator insisted McCabe needed to answer these yet
foggy questions.

Lindsey Graham

✔ @LindseyGrahamSC

After Mr. McCabe’s 60 Minutes interview, it is imperative that he, and others, come before @senjudiciary to fully explain how and
why a FISA warrant was issued against Carter Page and answer questions about what appears to be, now more than ever, bias
against President Trump.

Trump and many of his associates agree that the FBI abused its power to surveil a private citizen.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Congratulations to @JudicialWatch and @TomFitton on being successful in getting the Carter Page FISA documents. As usual
they are ridiculously heavily redacted but confirm with little doubt that the Department of “Justice” and FBI misled the courts. Witch
Hunt Rigged, a Scam!

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Fired Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe Says There Were Multiple DOJ Meetings About How to Remove President
Trump From Office

~~~~~~~~ Q ~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/261/c260b580-08db-486e-9fab-2dae254d06a2.jpg

Fired FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, who also served as acting director after James Comey was fired, revealed in a 60
Minutes interview that the Department of Justice seriously considered removing President Trump from office...multiple times.

https://twitter.com/NorahODonnell/status/1096020537069977600

Norah O'Donnell��

✔ @NorahODonnell

.@ScottPelley on what McCabe told @60Minutes: "There were meetings at the Justice Department at which it was discussed
whether the vice president and a majority of the cabinet could be brought together to remove the president of the United States
under the 25th Amendment."

Hear it from the source:

https://youtu.be/BiDF0FenOw8 via @YouTube

After he was fired by former Attorney General Jeff Sessions in March 2018, the DOJ Inspector General issued a scathing report
detailing that McCabe was a serial liar and was properly fired for his dishonest behavior at the FBI. He was then referred to the
U.S. Attorney in Washington D.C. for criminal charges after lying to Inspector General and FBI investigators under oath.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/grammys-michelleobama-592x331.jpg

The entertainment elite likes to pretend they control the national culture, but it looks like America didn’t get the memo.

A star-studded Grammy Awards show this past Sunday didn’t stoop to last year’s level of anti-Trump ranting and “MeToo”
lecturing, but an appearance from Michelle Obama made it clear that the left just can’t help mixing music and politics — with
lukewarm results.

The former first lady and possible future candidate for the Democrats used to draw crowds, but like her husband, that influence
seems to be waning. As Deadline reported, this year’s Grammys were a ratings nightmare among the show’s core demographic.

“The final numbers for the 61st annual Grammy Awards are in, and they include an all-time demo low for music’s biggest night,”
the entertainment news magazine stated.

“The live CBS show drew a 5.6 rating in the adult 18-49 demographic,” the outlet continued. “That’s down just over 5% from last
year’s previous demo low.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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House Democrats Postpone Term Limit Votes

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/17/b3dc736c-a3b4-4ec2-951f-1b9c4373dab7.png

House Democrats leaders continue to push back on voting for leader term limits.

This isn’t the first time they did this. In Dec. 2018 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said that representatives would wait until after the
New Year to bring the issue to the table. Before, some members who were against electing Pelosi to the position of speaker were
negotiating a plan to introduce term limits for leaders and committee chairs, but according to Rep. Kurt Schrader (D-OR), they only
made up a small number of the opposers.

Rep. Ed Perlmutter (D-CO) said Wednesday at a House Democratic Caucus meeting that there wouldn’t be a vote for term limits
before the Feb. 15 deadline. Perlmutter himself said he was in favor of term limits last year, according to Rep. Karen Bass (D-CA).

The plan would have been to, “limit party leaders to three terms,” according to Politico. “With a fourth term possible if two-thirds of
the Democratic Caucus support it.” This means that Pelosi, House Majority Whip Jim Clyburn (D-SC) and House Majority Leader
Steny Hoyer (D-MD) would be at their third term.

Politco reported that “Democratic Caucus Chairman Hakeem Jeffries (N.Y.) then told lawmakers an existing internal caucus panel
would study the issue and report back to rank-and-file Democrats.”

Term limits used to exist for the House. Republicans issued a rule back in 1995 that restricted committee chairs to three terms of
service. Democrats would eventually remove the rule in 2009. From then on discussions and debates were made about returning a
limit rule, but it seems like the debates are at a constant loop, unable to move forward.

( LINK BELOW )
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David Hogg : AR-15 Owners Hunt Human Beings

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( I BELIEVE THEY SHOULD ACTUALLY HUNT HUMANS ( IF THEY ARE DEMOCRATS ) LIKE THIS DUMB ASS KID DAVID
HOGG CLAIMS )

@Stonenchizel

(STORY BELOW)

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/100/953e21f1-27ce-4f29-afad-16f48865b229.jpg

It’s been a year since the tragic shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, which left 17 people dead. It was an event
that spurred another massive wave of anti-gun activism that yielded results. At the state level, Florida banned all gun sales to
those under the age of 21. This included long guns. Then-Gov. Rick Scott signed it into law prior to his 2018 Senate election win.
Yes, it’s being challenged in court. In Vermont, Gov. Phil Scott signed similar legislation into law, along with a ban on so-called
high-capacity magazines. The law prohibits magazines that carry more than 10 rounds for rifles and 15 rounds for handguns. The
point is the anti-gun Left scored some victories. Both governors were A-rated by the National Rifle Association. And with a
Democratic House, we’re going to have to be as vigilant as ever concerning Second Amendment rights.

So, after a year, has the rhetoric died down? CNN held a shameful town hall that devolved into a kangaroo court atmosphere days
after the tragedy. It was an exclusive event for liberal Floridians in one of the bluest parts of the state to bash the NRA,
Republicans, and gun owners. It was a space for them to throw a tantrum. On MSNBC yesterday, David Hogg said that AR-15
owners are “hunting” human beings. The AR-15 is one of the most popular rifles on the market. Millions of Americans own
them. Also, no, no the rhetoric of the insane anti-gun Left has not moderated. They’re still as insane as ever (via Free Beacon):

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Fla. School Adopts Advanced Rifles As Principal Says ‘We’re Not Looking For A Fair Fight’

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/school-officer-592x331.jpg

In the wake of the February 2018 massacre at a high school in Parkland, Florida, President Donald Trump had suggested that
school districts might be wise to hire well-trained military veterans to serve as armed guards on school campuses to help keep
students safe from potential mass shootings in the future.

At least one school in Florida appears to have heeded that advice. Thanks to a Florida school safety law that allows for more
options for armed school security, that school will now employ two combat veterans armed with semi-automatic bullpup-style rifles
to help guard the campus.

The Bradenton Herald was the first to report on the move by the Manatee School for the Arts in Palmetto, Florida.

“If someone walks onto this campus, they’re going to be shot and killed,” school Principal Bill Jones said. “We’re not
going to talk with them. We’re not going to negotiate. We are going to put them down, as quickly as possible.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Sheriff Organizations And Law Enforcement Officials Concerned About Dem ‘Poison Pill’ On Border Funding

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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As word broke Monday that Congressional Democrats had reached a deal “in principle” with Republicans and the Trump
administration on a budget to avert another potential government shutdown — most of the debate centering around funding for
border security and Trump’s proposed border wall — sheriff’s groups and law enforcement officials were expressing concern over
what Sen. Mitch McConnell called a last minute “poison pill” that threatens to derail negotiations.

U.S. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) announced his dismay on the Senate floor Monday afternoon with a proposal
from the Democrats that would cap the number of detainees that could be held at the border, which could ostensibly release illegal
aliens into the U.S., including those with known criminal records.

McConnell’s office released a statement regarding the issue Monday afternoon:

“Here’s what happened: House Democrats decided to add a poison-pill demand into the conversations at the 11th hour. It’s a new
demand. And it is extreme: A hard, statutory cap on the number of illegal immigrants who could be detained by the federal
government. This would result in the release of thousands of criminal aliens and our inability to detain thousands more criminal
aliens whom our federal and state law enforcement authorities will apprehend.

“This is a poison pill that no administration – not this one, not the previous one -- would -- or should -- ever accept. Imagine the
absurdity of this. House Democrats want to set a limit on how many criminal aliens our government can detain. A limit that is not
based on any aspect of reality, such as how many criminal aliens there actually are, or what crimes they have committed -- just an
arbitrary number a couple of lawmakers have pulled out of thin air. The consequence of such an arbitrary limit is obvious:
Thousands of criminal aliens would simply be released into the interior of our country, both immediately and then on a rolling basis.

Sheriff organizations met Monday on Capitol Hill to express their concern over the last-minute provision, saying the effort
was primarily a political maneuver that would put the security of the nation at risk.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Shove It, Democrats: Senate Intelligence Committee Finds No Direct Evidence Of Trump-Russia Collusion

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/37/e0763534-e629-4d6b-9a07-fb102e5919a0.png

To this day, there has been zero solid evidence to suggest there was a definitive collusion conspiracy between the Trump
campaign and the Kremlin. After years of mocking Republicans for suggesting the Russians were a geopolitical threat, it took one
election loss to turn them into rabid Russophobes the likes we haven’t seen since Joseph McCarthy was in the U.S. Senate. This
has always been a sour grapes crusade peddled by Democrats still stunned that Hillary Clinton lost in 2016, still seething over that
loss, and desperate to find something, anything, that they can use to impeach the president. We have the DOJ probe spearheaded
by Special Counsel Robert Mueller, who has been investigating this matter for over a year and a half. The investigation is closely
guarded, but things leak in this town, especially on this. We would have known about potential solid evidence by now. We have
none. And now the Senate Intelligence Committee has found “no direct evidence” of Trump-Russia collusion after two years of
investigating and 200 interviews (via NBC News):

After two years and 200 interviews, the Senate Intelligence Committee is approaching the end of its investigation into the 2016
election, having uncovered no direct evidence of a conspiracy between the Trump campaign and Russia, according to both
Democrats and Republicans on the committee.

But investigators disagree along party lines when it comes to the implications of a pattern of contacts they have documented
between Trump associates and Russians — contacts that occurred before, during and after Russian intelligence operatives were
seeking to help Trump by leaking hacked Democratic emails and attacking his opponent on social media.

"If we write a report based upon the facts that we have, then we don't have anything that would suggest there was collusion by the
Trump campaign and Russia," said Sen. Richard Burr of North Carolina, the Republican chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, said last week in an interview with CBS News.

Burr was careful to note that more facts may yet be uncovered, but he also made clear that the investigation was nearing an end.

"We know we're getting to the bottom of the barrel because there're not new questions that we're searching for answers to," Burr
said.

Democratic Senate investigators who spoke to NBC News on condition of anonymity did not dispute Burr's characterizations, but
said they lacked context.
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JUSTICE GINSBURG’S POSSIBLE INCAPACITY AND THE CASE FOR JUDICIAL TERM LIMITS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Ruth-Bader-Ginsburg-e1545081946497.jpg"

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s difficulty in carrying out her judicial duties has encouraged informal wagering about whether she can
continue until President Trump leaves office. This is in bad taste and overshadows recognition of her outstanding career.

The problem of justices outliving their judicial capacity has recurred throughout U.S. history. But it may be growing more acute, as
advances in health care enable physical strength to outlive mental capacity.

We do not yet have a satisfactory mechanism for addressing the issue. No statute forcing justices to leave office would be valid
because the Constitution specifies that they “hold their Offices during good Behavior.” That’s a rough translation of the Anglo-Latin
formula, “quam diu bene gesserit.” It literally means “so long has he shall have conducted himself well.” Justices serve until their
death, retirement, resignation, or impeachment-and-conviction, whichever comes first.

One possible remedy is for family members or professional colleagues to pressure a failing justice into resigning or retiring.
Another alternative is impeachment, conviction, and removal from office for “high … Misdemeanors.” In the constitutional context,
this is a fiduciary standard, and is broad enough to include negligence or other breach of duty due to incapacity.........
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Savage: Kellyanne Conway Goes All Out On Dems For "Anti-Semitic Sewage," Hurling America Towards Another
Shutdown
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The Klu Klux Krats

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

The racist antics of Virginia governor Ralph Northam ought not to surprise anyone. The Democratic Party has long been marinated
in racist thinking. Today, most of that racism is irrational hatred of white people and the denial of white people through such
policies that the Nazis practiced — racial quotas — in the name of that moronic and repulsive goal "social justice," which is to say
injustice; all justice is individual.

The Democratic Party was even more deeply committed to racism against blacks, and the Ku Klux Klan was simply the terrorist
wing of the Democratic Party, which drove Republicans out of the South and compelled blacks to join the Democratic Party, where
they were denied the right to vote in primaries or participate in caucuses to choose the Democrat nominee for offices.

Blacks who gave in to this terrorism and became Democrats were said by disgusted black women to be "crossing the Jordan" and
were referred to as "Uncle Tom," which is how that derogatory name from Uncle Tom's Cabin entered the American political
lexicon.

The Ku Klux Klan did more than just terrorize Republicans. The Klan was a strong supporter of public schools and a passionate
advocate of creating a federal department of education with Cabinet-level status. The Ku Klux Klan also touted itself in many parts
of the nation as "progressive" and opposed big business.

The infestation of Klan members in the Democratic Party — an utterly forgotten story — includes not just nebbishes like Northam,
but Democrat icons. Woodrow Wilson, though not a Klan member himself, re-segregated the federal civil service. He showed the
Klan celebratory film, The Birth of a Nation, in the White House and commented that so much of what

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW ) ⤵
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Nancy's Worst Fears
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Great read on President Trump's absolute successful State of the Union speech.
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Surprise! President Trump Triggered Liberals With a Remark About Warren Entering The 2020 Race

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/37/f0e4f982-d78c-42a0-9efb-aa7d816a3482.png

Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) on Saturday officially launched her 2020 presidential campaign. President Donald Trump took to
Twitter to comment on the latest Democratic challenger to enter the race.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Today Elizabeth Warren, sometimes referred to by me as Pocahontas, joined the race for President. Will she run as our first
Native American presidential candidate, or has she decided that after 32 years, this is not playing so well anymore? See you on
the campaign TRAIL, Liz!

Clearly, Trump's tweet was meant to be read with sarcasm. Warren is the one who got herself in this mess. She was quick to say
she's Native American so she could claim to understand the struggles of minorities. She wanted to be able to relate to people of
color. Then it came out that she's only 1/1024th Native American. Her cheap political points ended up costing her more than she
gained when everything was said and done.

Of course, Liberals were triggered by what Trump said. Apparently referencing the Trail of Tears (because, you know,
Warren is likely to be crying on the campaign trail) is suddenly racist, insensitive and down right disgusting.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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President Trump In 'Very Good Health,' Physician Says

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dr. Sean Conley, physician to the President, announced that President Donald Trump is in "very good health" following his
physical examination at the Walter Reed military hospital Friday.

"While the reports and recommendations are being finalized, I am happy to announce the President of the United States is in very
good health and I anticipate he will remain so for the duration of his Presidency, and beyond," Conley wrote in a statement. The
examination took "approximately four hours" and did not require any sedation or anesthesia, Conley added. Last year, Trump
received a glowing bill of health from his then-physician Rear Adm. Ronny Jackson, who noted the President's "excellent health"
and "incredible genes" in a briefing with reporters. Jackson even joked that Trump "might live to be 200 years old" if he made
improvements to his diet. But sources told CNN that a year later, Trump has made only minor changes to his diet and exercise
regimen.

"The President received a diet and exercise plan last year after his annual physical, but the President admits he has not followed it
religiously," said Hogan Gidley, the principal deputy White House press secretary. Conley's statement does not elaborate on any of
the President's medical conditions or procedures performed during the examination. Last year's examination revealed that Trump
has a common form of heart disease, as well as high cholesterol. Trump also received a perfect score on a cognitive exam, which
Jackson said he performed at the President's request. "I've got to know him pretty well. And I had absolutely no concerns about
his cognitive ability or his, you know, his neurological function," Jackson told reporters at the time.

( LINK BELOW )
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It's Time To Call The Opioid ( Devil's Own Drug ) Crisis What It Is: A National Emergency

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( This Opioid Crisis Holds Close To My Heart , For I Myself Was A Heroin Addict For 8 - 10 Years Of My Life & Thanks To The
Government Methadone Program I Was Able To Detox Off Of This Horrible "Devils Own Drug" And Live A Really Good Life )
Thank You God !

@Stonenchizel

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/260/f4d2a859-7f20-424c-9edf-679cd41efca5.jpg

Americans were rightfully outraged when almost 3,000 Americans were killed on 9-11 and another 6,000 injured. As a nation, we
declared war in Afghanistan and have suffered more than 2,200 killed and over 20,000 injured. We value life in our country, and we
do not turn a blind eye when our citizens are killed and harmed. That is why the President was correct in August 2017 when he
declared the opioid crisis a national health emergency. The CDC reported that there were 70,237 drug overdose deaths in the
United States in 2017. The numbers remained just as high in 2018. 70,000 dead Americans per year is a national crisis of
unprecedented proportion. Just recently, border patrol agents in Arizona confiscated the “largest seizure in U.S. history of fentanyl,
the synthetic opioid blamed for the majority of overdose deaths” and the overwhelming majority of which comes from Mexico.

It is time to elevate this national health emergency to a National Emergency under the National Emergency Act and focus on the
source of opioids that are killing our people--drug running from Mexico. Without an effective barrier, drug traffickers routinely and
successfully cross the southern border to deliver death to Americans. There are currently 32 National Emergencies declared, not
one of which is killing even one U.S. Citizen. With the yearly carnage of our people exceeding the entire death toll for the 12-year
Vietnam War, there is no rational basis to conclude this isn’t a national emergency.

Here are the benefits of declaring a national emergency:

First, that is what this is. 70,000 dead year-in and year-out is a catastrophe of unprecedented levels. Second, in addition to the
opioid deaths, due to drugs coming from Mexico, we have the problem of gang members and criminals sashaying across the
border and inflicting mayhem in our nation. Every death and injury inflicted upon an American citizen by an illegal alien is a
preventable crime if we had an effective barrier. Illegal aliens do not belong in our country and have no right to be here in the first
place. Thousands of Americans would still be alive today, reunited with their families, but for the millions of illegal aliens here
committing crimes on a daily basis.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/capitol-voices/congressmanpaulgosar/2019/02/08/its-time-to-call-the-opioid-crisis-what-it-is--a-national-
emergency-n2541046
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It's Time To Call The Opioid ( Devil's Own Drug ) Crisis What It Is: A National Emergency

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/260/f4d2a859-7f20-424c-9edf-679cd41efca5.jpg

Americans were rightfully outraged when almost 3,000 Americans were killed on 9-11 and another 6,000 injured. As a nation, we
declared war in Afghanistan and have suffered more than 2,200 killed and over 20,000 injured. We value life in our country, and we
do not turn a blind eye when our citizens are killed and harmed. That is why the President was correct in August 2017 when he
declared the opioid crisis a national health emergency. The CDC reported that there were 70,237 drug overdose deaths in the
United States in 2017. The numbers remained just as high in 2018. 70,000 dead Americans per year is a national crisis of
unprecedented proportion. Just recently, border patrol agents in Arizona confiscated the “largest seizure in U.S. history of fentanyl,
the synthetic opioid blamed for the majority of overdose deaths” and the overwhelming majority of which comes from Mexico.

It is time to elevate this national health emergency to a National Emergency under the National Emergency Act and focus on the
source of opioids that are killing our people--drug running from Mexico. Without an effective barrier, drug traffickers routinely and
successfully cross the southern border to deliver death to Americans. There are currently 32 National Emergencies declared, not
one of which is killing even one U.S. Citizen. With the yearly carnage of our people exceeding the entire death toll for the 12-year
Vietnam War, there is no rational basis to conclude this isn’t a national emergency.

Here are the benefits of declaring a national emergency:

First, that is what this is. 70,000 dead year-in and year-out is a catastrophe of unprecedented levels. Second, in addition to the
opioid deaths, due to drugs coming from Mexico, we have the problem of gang members and criminals sashaying across the
border and inflicting mayhem in our nation. Every death and injury inflicted upon an American citizen by an illegal alien is a
preventable crime if we had an effective barrier. Illegal aliens do not belong in our country and have no right to be here in the first
place. Thousands of Americans would still be alive today, reunited with their families, but for the millions of illegal aliens here
committing crimes on a daily basis.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/capitol-voices/congressmanpaulgosar/2019/02/08/its-time-to-call-the-opioid-crisis-what-it-is--a-national-
emergency-n2541046
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It’s not just the sexual abuse of children, mostly boys, by Catholic priests that have rocked the church—earlier this week Pope
Francis confirmed that the mistreatment of women has been a problem in some congregations around the world as well.

In a shocking revelation, the pope said nuns have and continue to be sexually abused by Catholic bishops and priests, going so
far as to say some have been sexual slaves.

The scope of the abuse of nuns by clergy members first came to light with the publication at the beginning of February of the
monthly Vatican magazine "Women Church World." The edition included Francis' own take on the scandal -- long known about by
the Vatican but virtually never discussed -- in which he blamed the unchecked power wielded by priests and higher clergy across
the Catholic Church for such crimes.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/02/08/pope-comments-on-abuse-of-nuns-n2540966
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House Democrats Once Again Block Bill Protecting Infants Born Alive After Abortion

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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House Democrats have twice refused now to take up the Born Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act for consideration.

The measure is “designed to ensure any infant born alive after an abortion receives the same protection of law as any newborn:
mandating care and instituting penalties for doctors who allow such infants to die or who intentionally kill a newborn,” according to
a statement from the office of its sponsor Rep. Ann Wagner (R-MO).

House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) attempted to get the legislation considered in the House Wednesday.

“If the Democrats object, we'll ask again, and again and again because it is just right,” he said prior to his attempt. “It's not a
partisan issue–it’s about saving lives. I think everyone can agree with that. We should solve this problem this week.”

House Minority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA) asked for the bill to be considered again Thursday. He and McCarthy wondered on
Twitter why the Democrats kept rejecting it.

Kevin McCarthy

✔

@GOPLeader

The Democrat party has taken a radically callous position towards life.

Steve Scalise

✔ @SteveScalise

Before the entire House, I asked for immediate consideration of a bill that protects infants born alive during abortions. But
Democrats rejected my motion and refused to consider it. Why won’t they go on record and tell the American people where they
stand on infanticide?

EWTN’s Jason Calvi made an interesting point about the Democrat presiding over the floor at the time, Rep. Henry Cuellar (D-TX).
Cuellar had voted for the passage of the measure in the House just last year.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/laurettabrown/2019/02/07/house-democrats-block-bill-protecting-infants-born-alive-after-abortion-
n2541026
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Domestic oil production in the United States is expected to explode over the next decade as other energy producing countries
struggle to fulfill world demand, according to an analysis of Energy Information Administration (EIA) data.

More production leads to lower prices and ultimately a reduction in oil imports, American Action Forum noted in a detailed analysis
of EIA’s 2019 Annual Energy Outlook (AEO). The increase comes as Canada, Venezuela and other oil-rich nations stumble to
meet global energy demands.

Domestic crude oil production is expected to increase 34 percent from 2018 to 2028. In 2018, the AEO estimated an increase from
9.9 million barrels per day (mbd) to 11.5 mbd over the same time period, an increase of only 17 percent. Canada’s nationalization
of pipeline projects will also lead to a lower amount of production.

American Action Forum (AAF) Director of Energy Philip Rossetti’s analysis suggests natural gas production, which shot up by
around 50 percent between 2009 and 2016, is driving the expansion.

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/oil-gas-industry-Shutterstock-Thaiview-e1513784820303.jpg

President Donald Trump frequently takes credit for the country’s energy boom, but most of the uptick has come by way of
technological innovation, Rossetti told The Daily Caller News Foundation. He did add one caveat however:

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://dailycaller.com/2019/02/07/oil-trump-gas-expansion/ via @dailycaller
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Veterinarian Who Smuggled Liquid Heroin Into US Through Puppies' Bellies Sentenced To 6 Years In Prison

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A veterinarian student convicted of implanting heroin into the stomachs of puppies to smuggle drugs into the United States has
been sentenced to six years in federal prison.

Andres Elorez, 39, was arrested in Spain for crimes he committed more than a decade ago and was extradited to the U.S. last
year to face trial in federal court in the Eastern District of New York.

Elorez, a Spanish national who went to veterinary school in Colombia, pleaded guilty to conspiring to import heroin. In court
documents, he was described as "one of the best students in his class," but prosecutors said his skills were used for "criminal
purposes" with complete disregard for the dogs in his care.

https://s.abcnews.com/images/US/puppies-alive-ht-jpo-190207_hpEmbed_17x13_992.jpg

The elaborate plan to smuggle heroin into the country included surgically implanting packets of liquid heroin into the bellies of
puppies who acted as couriers, prosecutors said, accusing him of betraying a veterinarian's pledge to prevent animal abuse, in
addition to his role in drug trafficking.

This undated photo shows how liquid heroin was packaged to be surgically inserted into the puppies' bellies.

https://s.abcnews.com/images/US/packets-ht-jpo-180501_hpEmbed_4x3_992.jpg
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Elizabeth Warren Presidential Campaign Death Watch

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The long knives of the Left are unsheathed for Elizabeth Warren, who is damaging not just her own reputation and political future,
but that of the entire Democratic Party, which has embraced the very identity politics she has discredited.

Does Warren believe she can apologize her way to the White House? On the basis of her public actions, it would appear so, for
she still has scheduled a formal announcement of her presidential campaign on Saturday but spent yesterday apologizing. For her
colleagues in the Democratic Party, that is a nightmare.

As readers already know, the Washington Post obtained (from oppo researchers of another Dem running for president, for instance
Kamala Harris?) a copy of her 1986 registration card for the Texas Bar in which she appears to have written in her own hand that
her "race" is "American Indian."

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-02/211917_5_.png

This came only a couple of days after her latest apology to representatives of the Cherokee Nation, during which even the Warren-
friendly Boston Globe noted that "[she] chose not to immediately explain to the public what the apology was for."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/02/elizabeth_warren_presidential_campaign_death_watch.html#.XFxjaISNAsY.twitter
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Trump’s SOTU Guest Has Incredible Story About How He Found Jesus in the Worst of Places

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trumps-sotu-guest-incredible-story-found-jesus-worst-places/?jwsource=twi

There were a number of amazing special guests who were invited by President Donald Trump to attend his State of the Union
address on Tuesday night.

Fox News reported that one of those incredible guests was an ex-convict named Matthew Charles, who was honored as the first
prisoner granted an early release as a result of the bipartisan criminal justice reform legislation known as the First Step Act, which
Trump signed into law on Dec. 21.

Charles had been sentenced to 35 years in prison following a 1996 conviction for selling crack cocaine. While serving his time,
Charles decided to turn his life over to God and accepted Jesus Christ as his lord and savior.

Thanks in large part to the transformation, Charles became something of a role model among his fellow convicts, as he completed
more than 30 special Bible studies, studied to become a law clerk and helped mentor fellow prisoners and aid them in earning an
educational GED.

In 2016, Charles was released from prison after having served 21 years of his 35-year sentence. He promptly moved to Nashville,
Tennessee, to reconnect with his family, obtained a job as a truck driver and helped volunteer at a local food pantry for the
homeless and less fortunate, all the while continuing his walk with God.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trumps-sotu-guest-incredible-story-found-jesus-worst-places/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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In a statement released on Tuesday, Secretary of Homeland Security Kirstjen Nielsen said her department and others are ready to
stop the new caravans that have formed in Central America.

“Approximately 2,000 aliens have arrived in northern Mexico as part of a ‘caravan’ seeking to cross the border into Texas,” Nielsen
said. “Illegal entry will not be tolerated and we stand ready to prevent it.”

The other departments involved include the departments of State, Defense, and Justice “to ensure all possible resources are
available to address this lawless caravan.”

Pentagon spokesman Capt. Bill Speaks said the DOD is repositioning units from Arizona to Texas to support border agents
dealing with the first caravan:

( In response to migrant caravan activity currently approaching the Texas border, DHS/CBP has requested DoD support to
reinforce the Eagle Pass, TX Ports of Entry (POEs). Acting Secretary of Defense Shanahan has authorized the repositioning of
approximately 250 active duty military personnel to the vicinity of the Eagle Pass POEs. This personnel includes military police
and medical personnel from current border security support missions in Arizona, and engineers who will support hardening of these
POEs. This support is being provided under existing authorities and in accordance with previously-approved requests for support. )

“DoD continues to work closely with CBP to assess the situation and determine how best to support CBP's mission needs,” he
added.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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President Trump Slams Adam' Schitt' For 'Unlimited Presidential Harrassment'
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President Trump took to twitter Thursday morning to again go after House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff as he
prepares to launch a number of investigations into President Trump's personal life.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

So now Congressman Adam Schiff announces, after having found zero Russian Collusion, that he is going to be looking
at every aspect of my life, both financial and personal, even though there is no reason to be doing so. Never happened
before! Unlimited Presidential Harassment....

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

...The Dems and their committees are going “nuts.” The Republicans never did this to President Obama, there would be
no time left to run government. I hear other committee heads will do the same thing. Even stealing people who work at
White House! A continuation of Witch Hunt!

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW* )
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President Donald J Trump Post His Approval Of State Of The Union Speech
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In His Twitter Account Today President Trump Post A CBS Poll Of His State Of The Union Address

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DywUxvzX0AA5Uqk.jpg

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS
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Q - Patriots Might Be The Alt-Right , But The Democrats Send Messages Wearing All White

~~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

The Democrat Party like to call True American Patriots the Alt - Right

Also The Democrats Like To Send Messages Wearing All White

The Alt - Right Loves President Trump And Are Willing To Fight

Against The Democrat's That Send Messages By Wearing White:

( meme below )

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg020619dAPR20190206044516.jpg

Q - Patriots Might Be The Alt-Right , But The Democrats Send Messages Wearing All White

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP

GOD BLESS Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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GOP Tax Reform Law Is Gaining Popularity

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/37/4d000206-d819-4e2f-be5a-054727edc947.png

During last night's State of the Union Address, President Trump spent a significant amount of time touting the state of the US
economy -- which was again buoyed by a far stronger-than-expected January jobs report. While running through the list of
accomplishments, Trump credited his administration's significant reduction of federal regulation, as well as the pro-growth 2017 tax
reform law -- against which every single Democrat in Congress cast votes. In the clip below, notice how quite a few Democrats,
including House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, applaud several of the economic progress statistics. They clap now, but they've
strenuously opposed the big-ticket policies that have helped drive the positive outcomes:

https://youtu.be/fCt76LLAW-k via @YouTube

The tax law -- which I'll remind you is not even close to a primary driver of our very serious deficit and debt problem (Trump
continues to ignore this reality) -- (1) cut taxes for nearly all American workers, (2) brought our corporate tax rate in line with other
advanced economies, and (3) touched off a binge of hiring and bonuses. In one of the latest signals that a more favorable tax
climate is encouraging meaningful investment, ExxonMobil made the following announcement just yesterday:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DyqZixXXcAATyVa.jpg

✔ @ShopFloorNAM

BREAKING: @ExxonMobil announces game-changing $10 billion investment in the United States, expected to support 9,000 jobs
and generate up to $31 billion in economic activity.

( *FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/02/06/polls-dont-look-now-but-the-gop-tax-reform-law-is-getting-more-popular-
n2540836
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BREAKING: Trump Says ISIS Will Be '100 Percent' Defeated In Syria. Here's His Timeline.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/37/09e199c8-bc67-4d4e-a920-9e93915e74b6.png

President Donald Trump on Wednesday told the Ministers of the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS that the Islamic State will be "100
percent" defeated sometime next week. The majority of ISIS strongholds have been liberated, with the rest being set free over the
next week,

“The United States military, our coalition partners and the Syrian Democratic forces have liberated virtually all of the territory
previously held by ISIS in Syria and Iraq," Trump said.

Currently, ISIS has about one percent of the land in Iraq and Syria. The United States is expected to gain control of it over the
next week, something Trump made clear wasn't an "official announcement."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/02/06/breaking-trump-says-isis-will-be-100-percent-defeated-in-syria-heres-his-
timeline-n2540944
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Socialism Is A Lie And Kamala Harris Is A Liar

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Announcing her intention to seek the presidency, U.S. Senator from California, Kamala Harris, said she favored “Medicare for all,”
which would essentially mean the complete socialization of health care.

Asserting her ignorance of the Constitution and healthcare, Harris has tweeted in the past:

“Here’s what I believe: health care is a right, not a privilege. RT [re-tweet] if you agree.”

Kamala Harris

✔ @KamalaHarris

Here's what I believe: health care is a right, not a privilege. RT if you agree.

Please pay attention to what I am about to say.

Kamala Harris is a socialist. She is also a liar. This is because socialism itself is a lie.

Webster defines socialism as the “governmental ownership …of the means of production and distribution of goods…a system in
which there is no private property.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://freedomoutpost.com/socialism-is-a-lie-and-kamala-harris-is-a-liar/ via @FPPTim
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Trump Jr. Calls NPR 'Morons' For This Fact Check

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/274/d6573440-502f-4f2f-8f43-ab2260dbb58f.jpg

President Trump finally got Democratic female lawmakers to stand and applaud at Tuesday's State of the Union when he noted the
historic number of women working across the country and serving in Congress. The otherwise solemn Democrats whooped and
hollered, high fived and smiled widely at the news.

"You weren’t supposed to do that," Trump joked when he saw the Democrats stand and cheer. "Thank you very much. Thank you
very much."

It was a quintessential bipartisan moment that is hard to come by on Capitol Hill, but to others it was one that was worthy of fact
checking. Instead of accepting the congressional statistic as something both political parties can celebrate, NPR issued a fact
check to inform the president that the uptick in female representation was not his doing.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/02/06/trump-jr-calls-npr-morons-for-this-fact-check-n2540894
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President Trump Rakes In Massive Approval Numbers For State Of The Union Address

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/37/09e199c8-bc67-4d4e-a920-9e93915e74b6.png

President Trump's second State of the Union Address Tuesday night, which House Speaker Nancy Pelosi delayed by a week, was
a roaring success among those who were listening.

According to polling done by CBS News and YouGov, the President was able to cut through the noise, unify the country and
successfully make his pitch for border security. After watching the speech, 71 percent of Americans believe there is a crisis at the
southern border.

https://twitter.com/CBSEveningNews/status/1092996857507311616

The CBS News poll also showed President Trump easily obtained approval from Independents while Democrats continue
their resistance.

Fifty-six of Americans who watched tonight feel the president's speech will do more to unite the country, rather than divide it,
although 36 percent don't think it will change things much.

Democrats who watched the speech see things differently, however. Just 15 percent of Democrats think the president's
speech will unite the country.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/02/06/dang-trump-rakes-in-massive-approval-numbers-for-sotu-n2540888
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President Donald J Trump Ask That WE Choose Greatness As A Nation

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When your president ask you what will your future be, well I hope even the Democrats want our country to Great!

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION
SPEECH !

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

President Donald J Trump Rocks The House During State of the Union Speech

First of all President Donald J Trump has told the American People all the stuff that the Mainstream Media would not report , all of
the good stuff that Trump has done as president. He even got the whole house to stand and cheer after the Democrats tried to sit
still with a somber face , like they didn't like what Trump was saying, but the President got the whole house to stand and cheer
because Donald J Trump is a genius... During the State of the Union speech tonight President Donald J Trump has proven that he
is absolutely the best man for the job as President. Even though all the women in white and the few men that are left in the
Democrat Party , seemed to follow Nancy Pelosi's lead. It truly is a sad thing to see, that actual American's would vote for these
women that actually support killing babies in the womb. The Democrat party will soon be all women and the Democrat Men don't
even realize what has happened to their party. The Democrat Party has been taken over by the nasty drug dealing Nancy Pelosi
who only cares about her families ties to the Mexican Mob and their drugs because that's where the Pelosi money comes from.
Did you watch her grinding her jaws as President Trump speak?

President Donald J Trump will build a Security Border Wall

GREAT SPEECH PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Nancy Pelosi Just Proved To The Nation During State Of The Union Speech' She Doesn't Support VETERANS'

NANCY PELOSI WOULD NOT STAND OR APPLAUD PRESIDENT TRUMPS MENTION OF VETERANS AND THE PEOPLE
WHO HURT VETERANS

It looks like Nancy Pelosi can't hide her absolute hate for President Trump

I Say Just Build The WALL Anyways President Donald J Trump

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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WH Releases List of Trump’s Guests for SOTU and It Puts Dems & Their Illegal Guests to Shame

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wh-releases-list-trumps-guests-sotu-puts-dems-illegal-guests-shame/?jwsource=twi

President Donald Trump’s State of the Union guests will send a huge message to the anti-wall Democrats.

The State of the Union address gives the president and lawmakers an opportunity to give a “face” to their policy agendas.

This year, Democrats have made it perfectly clear that they will continue to deny the border crisis and cheer on illegal border
crossings.

For example, New Jersey Democratic Rep. Bonnie Watson Coleman invited an illegal immigrant who once worked at Trump
National Golf Club in Bedminster, New Jersey, according to Fox News.

Another Democrat, Rep. Jimmy Gomez of California, also invited an illegal immigrant who once worked on Trump’s New Jersey
property.

“Rep. Jimmy Gomez invited Sandra Diaz, an employee of Trump’s businesses between 2010 and 2013. The invitation came just
days after a Democrat from New Jersey also invited an illegal immigrant who worked on the golf property for five years before she
was fired,” Fox News reported Saturday.

Instead of inviting American citizens to see the president of the United States deliver an important address, these left-wing
representatives invited people who didn’t even respect the country enough to enter legally.

Fortunately, Trump’s guests will put the Democrats in their place.

According to The Associated Press, the president invited Debra Bissell, Heather Armstrong and Madison Armstrong, the daughter,
granddaughter and great-granddaughter of a couple allegedly slain by an illegal immigrant last month.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wh-releases-list-trumps-guests-sotu-puts-dems-illegal-guests-shame/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostBottomSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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It’s Official: VA Lt. Gov’s Sexual Assault Allegation Has Become Another Dumpster Fire For Democrats

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/35/c2c372b6-a78c-4048-ad08-dbca2bfd3fe6.png

Well, it’s official. The sexual assault allegation against Virginia Democratic Lt. Gov. Justin Fairfax has become a total dumpster
fire for Democrats. The allegation has zero corroboration, but allegedly Fairfax sexually assaulted a woman during the Democratic
National Convention back in 2004. The Washington Post, WUSA9, and other Virginia news outlet shave known about this
allegation but didn’t run with it because they couldn’t verify the story. Fairfax has strongly denied the allegation and said the
encounter was consensual.

Gee—was there someone cough* Kavanaugh cough* who faced similar shoddy allegations, but was smeared as a sexual predator
in an attempt to block his Supreme Court nomination? Yes, there was, which makes this whole story all the more satisfying. The
Left’s own rules have ensnared one of them and the irony is thick. I don’t like seeing people’s lives destroyed over baseless
allegations, but as I said, these aren’t my rules. Now, they’re getting punched in the mouth with them.

Regardless of the allegation, who leaked it? Well, Fairfax has a primary suspect: embattled Democratic Gov. Ralph Northam, who
is facing a political crisis of his own after his yearbook page from his days at Eastern Virginia Medical School back in 1984,
featured a racist photo showing two men, one of them wearing blackface and the other in full Ku Klux Klan regalia. He apologized
and admitted he was in the photo, but then retracted the apology, and said that wasn’t him, BUT he did engage in blackface while
participating in a dance competition; he dressed as Michael Jackson.

https://youtu.be/Jl5JY4PEu8I via @YouTube

https://twitter.com/CurtisHouck/status/1092530583056670720

As calls for his resignation increased, this Fairfax story dropped. On top of that, we have a mini-media war going on. Fairfax said
in a statement denying the allegation that The Washington Post found red flags in the accuser’s story. Not the case; the
publication noted that they just couldn’t verify the story because it was grounded in 'he said/she said'. There was no other
evidence. This prompted another statement from Fairfax accusing the Post of spreading a smear against him (via The Hill):

( FULL STORY in link BELOW )
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President Trump To Talk About Heinous Late Term Abortion During State Of The Union

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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President Trump will address the issue of late term and post-term abortion during tonight's State of the Union Address, according
to White House officials familiar with his remarks.

The debate over late term abortion has been raging over the past few weeks after New York legislators passed a law allowing
abortion until the day before a woman's due date.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dxjd5S2WwAA_ovV.jpg

Andrew Cuomo

✔ @NYGovCuomo

SIGNED.

The #ReproductiveHealthAct is now law. In Virginia, a bill was introduced that would allow a woman to order an abortion while she
was in labor. Congratulations all!

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ) is trying hard to play the likable guy card. He’s trying to look sensible. He’s really working hard to appeal
to the hard left elements of the Democratic Party, but also the more centrist slices of the country that are tired of the partisanship
in Washington. He’s also totally full of it. Yesterday, we saw Booker call for a “revival of civic grace,” when he went on CBS This
Morning. He was responding to President Trumps’ remarks about him; the president said he doesn’t have a chance against him in
2020. I mean, this is just unbelievable (via RCP) [emphasis mine]:

https://youtu.be/soaMg5EbX4Y via @YouTube

President Trump said Sunday on "Face the Nation" that Booker has "no chance" against him in 2020. Booker said he is
used to being "underestimated" and his political career is something "every American knows about."

"I think every American knows about being underestimated, being demeaned or just put down, it's something I faced all
my political career in Newark going up against the machine. Look, the history of our country is a history of people
underestimating this nation and doing impossible things, so we don't need a president that's going to put down people or
divide people. This is really one of those times in American history I think we need a revival of civic grace and bringing
people together," said Booker.

Oh, and you’re the man who’s going to do that, Cory? Bring us together and start a renaissance in civic grace. You just lack self-
awareness, man. You call for all of this, while blithely ignoring that you called those supporting Brett Kavanaugh for the Supreme
Court evil. That was one of the nastiest, most vicious SCOTUS battles in recent memory. And you just went off, saying that
anyone who supports this man is complicit in evil (via The Hill):

Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.)...that senators who don’t oppose President Trump’s Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh are
“complicit in the evil.”

Booker, speaking at a press conference with Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) and religious and moral leaders, said that
Kavanaugh’s nomination “has nothing to do with politics” but with “who we are as moral beings.”

“I’m here to call on folks to understand that in a moral moment, there is no neutral. In a moral moment, there is no bystanders,” he
said. “You are either complicit in the evil, you are either contributing to the wrong, or you are fighting against it.”

Yeah, we remember those words, senator. And we’ll make sure Middle America remembers. Booker's swipe at GOP senators over
Kavanaugh, and by extension Republicans who voted for them and supported Kavanaugh's nomination, for being complicit in evil
is once again an example of Democrats demonizing half the country over differing views. Don’t be fooled by the overtures of civic
grace’s return from the Left. It’s just a ploy to lull you into complacency so that they can deliver a fatal blow, while also saying
you’re trash human beings. It’s wartime, folks. Act like it. Bunker down. And ignore these fake, hollow calls of unity from
politicians who just called you evil for...supporting a qualified jurist a few months ago.

Oh yeah, we know you regretted these remarks, but give us a break man. You did this because you were gearing up for 2020 and
needed to not look like a loony toon lefty.

( LINK BELOW )
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UPDATE: Schumer responds.

Chuck Schumer

✔ @SenSchumer

Thanks for watching my speech but you must have missed this line:

“Even more empty than his policy promises are President Trump’s calls each year for unity”#SOTU

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

I see Schumer is already criticizing my State of the Union speech, even though he hasn’t seen it yet. He’s just upset that
he didn’t win the Senate, after spending a fortune, like he thought he would. Too bad we weren’t given more credit for the
Senate win by the media!

Original post

President Trump took to Twitter Tuesday morning and slammed Minority Leader Chuck Schumer.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

I see Schumer is already criticizing my State of the Union speech, even though he hasn’t seen it yet. He’s just upset that
he didn’t win the Senate, after spending a fortune, like he thought he would. Too bad we weren’t given more credit for the
Senate win by the media!

Schumer took to the Senate floor ahead of Trump's speech and argued for 10 minutes the current state of the country is "chaos."
He also bizarrely stated Trump's policies have been bad for the middle class.

✔ @SenSchumer

President Trump will report tonight on the state of our union.

But, the state of the Trump economy is failing America’s middle class.

The state of the Trump healthcare system is failing American families.

The state of the Trump Administration is chaos.

Last week the economy posted enormous job growth of more than 300,000 new openings. Currently, there are nearly
seven million job openings that remain unfilled. The stock market is still roaring.

The White House 

@WhiteHouse

Terrific news: People getting work who need it most! “For the first time in more than 20 years, the number of people who
are out of the labor force — those without jobs and not looking — shrank by 647,000 over the past 12 months."

Today's West Wing Reads:

https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1092502556071391233

President Trump will arrive at the U.S. Capitol with First Lady Melania Trump around 9:00 pm et Tuesday night. He will begin his
address around 9:10 pm et. Townhall will have full coverage of the event.

( LINK BELOW )

President Trump will arrive at the U.S. Capitol with First Lady Melania Trump around 9:00 pm et Tuesday night. He will begin his
address around 9:10 pm et. Townhall will have full coverage of the event.
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Awful: Senate Democrats Block Anti-Infanticide Bill
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Sen. Ben Sasse and his Republican colleagues did not receive the unanimous consent they were looking for on legislation that
would’ve outlawed infanticide.

Democratic Washington Sen. Patty Murray blocked the “Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act,” presented by Sasse, that
would’ve given infants who survived abortions medical care and protections under the law.

“Frankly, this shouldn’t be hard,” he said.

https://twitter.com/SenSasse/status/1092587416962154496

Murray argued the legislation is not necessary because there are already laws on the books that prohibit infanticide.

“This is a gross misinterpretation of the actual language of the bill that is being asked to be considered and, therefore, I object,”
said Murray.

After her objection, Republican Sen. Joni Ernst of Iowa lamented that the Senate “can no longer unanimously condemn
murder.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Watch Gladys Knight Smile As She Takes Apart Each Of 'Don Lemon’s SJW Questions'

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

If you’d forgotten how great Gladys Knight was, Super Bowl Sunday was a reminder of why she’s known as the “Empress of Soul”
— and you don’t get royal monikers without earning them.

It wasn’t just that the Atlanta-based R&B legend was singing the national anthem. It was she nailed it, absolutely nailed it. I may
be suffering from a bit of recency bias, but I’d easily put it in the top five of Super Bowl album renditions. It wasn’t Whitney
Houston in 1991 or Jennifer Hudson in 2009 — but for me, anyhow, it was close.

Sadly, even singing the national anthem is a political statement in a Super Bowl where every major performer was asked by
protesters to stay away due to the fact Colin Kaepernick isn’t in the league. We could debate the merits of Kaepernick’s absence
from the NFL endlessly, but the idea that every musician of note should boycott the game is a rather farcical request.

Knight had already been less apologetic and dithering than halftime headliner Maroon 5, which made her even more of a target for
social justice warriors to take out their Kaepernick-related frustrations on musicians. On Friday night, she appeared on “CNN
Tonight” with host Don Lemon to explain her reasoning, and it was almost as good as her version of the anthem on Sunday.

The show can be risky territory for anyone, particularly since Lemon is fond of taking the SJW line on almost anything.
And yet Knight handled it perfectly.

Lemon, who’s made no secret of the fact he doesn’t really buy that Kaepernick isn’t in the NFL because of his talents and other
problems he presents, hit Knight with a quote from Kaepernick attorney Mark Geragos, who’s been vociferously attacking any
musical act that dared appear at the big game.

In an interview after Maroon 5 frontman Adam Levine discussed his decision to perform, Geragos accused him of being an
ideological scab: “If you’re going to cross this ideological or intellectual picket line, then own it, and Adam Levine certainly isn’t
owning it,” Geragos said.

Lemon played another clip of Geragos discussing that ideological picket line and what she thought about it.

“People are going to have their opinions. You know, about whatever,” Knight said, smiling.

“And all I can deal with, all I can deal with right now is what my heart says,” she continued. “I believe in fairness. I
believe in truth. I believe in all of those things, and as far as this is concerned, I grew up with the national anthem.

“We used to sing it in school before school started. We used to say prayers in school before school started, and we just
don’t have that anymore and I’m just — I’m just hoping that it will be about our country and how we treat each other and
being the great country that we are.”

https://twitter.com/CNNTonight/status/1091559334817849344

When asked if the criticisms could hurt her professionally, she was similarly dismissive.

“You know what? Nothing good comes easy,” Knight said. “And I would hope that they will understand, as I do, that we
have a better way to do this than to be angry and why is he doing this or why ain’t she doing that, you know?.

“For me, it’s just for me about respect. If we start denying the anthem, there are so many people that have died for our
country and there are so many people in my family that are still part of, you know, just standing for the country, they are
in the services and that kind of thing, and just to not say that if you really listen to the lyrics of the beginning, you’ll
understand that. We have fought hard for a long time and not just in wars. I have protested myself.”

Knight went on to discuss her personal experiences during the civil rights era — in other words, disavowing the idea that protest
need involve disrupting the Super Bowl.

In short, she absolutely schooled Lemon — both on his questions and the real meaning of social justice.

Knight had made a similar defense of the anthem in January when the pressure to boycott was at its most intense.

“I understand that Mr. Kaepernick is protesting two things, and they are police violence and injustice,” Knight said in a statement
then.

“It is unfortunate that our National Anthem has been dragged into this debate when the distinctive senses of the National Anthem
and fighting for justice should each stand alone,” the statement said.

“I am here today and on Sunday, Feb. 3 to give the Anthem back its voice, to stand for that historic choice of words, the way it
unites us when we hear it and to free it from the same prejudices and struggles I have fought long and hard for all my life, from
walking back hallways, from marching with our social leaders, from using my voice for good — I have been in the forefront of this
battle longer than most of those voicing their opinions to win the right to sing our country’s Anthem on a stage as large as the
Super Bowl LIII.”

In the end, she sang the anthem beautifully and didn’t use it to make a political statement against America or the flag. When grilled
by Don Lemon — including the implied threat that her career could suffer — she was pitch-perfect, just as she was on Sunday.

Our hats are off to you, Gladys Knight, and may future Super Bowl performers evince even a fraction of your grace and talent.

( LINK BELOW )
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A baker in Washington state recently came under fire from leftists and the perpetually offended for a border wall-related Valentine’s
Day cookie he had baked as a joke and placed on display in his small bakery, but now he is pushing back against those critics
with a message to “lighten up.”

KING-TV reported last week on the controversy that arose over a heart-shaped frosted cookie which read “Build that Wall” in the
display case of the Edmonds Bakery, which is owned and operated by a baker named Ken Bellingham.

The cookie had been spotted by a would-be customer named Ana Carrera — daughter of Mexican immigrants — who took offense
to the border wall message on the cookie and posted a photo of it to Facebook, where it went viral and prompted angry messages
and threats of a boycott against Bellingham’s business.

“People were just going off,” Bellingham explained to KING at the time. “They don’t know anything about me and supposedly I’m
some horrible person.”

In response to the controversy, Bellingham initially issued an apology on Facebook for his “mistake,” and vowed to never make
such cookies again.

He told KING that the single cookie had merely been meant as a joke and not a political message, and even said he didn’t
necessarily endorse the idea of a border wall, as “I don’t think building a wall will solve our problems.”

“I guess the joke is on me,” he said of the “Build that Wall” cookie. He added, “If I wanted to make a political statement, I’d put it
on a sign. And march up and down the street. But I put it on a cookie for heaven’s sake.”

Fast-forward one week and everything had changed for Bellingham, who has now issued an “unapology” for the controversial
cookie and stated that he intends to bake more of them, as he had received an outpouring of support from across the country after
the initial controversy had gone viral.

In an interview with KOMO News, Bellingham said, “The phone messages saved has like 40-or-50 messages that I can’t even
respond to from people all over the country wanting me to ship them cookies.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Apparently All You Need To Justify Killing Your Baby Is Some Mental Health Reason

Yeah .....Like Being A DEMOCRAT

( LINK BELOW ) meme
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STOP ABORTION NOW BECAUSE IT IS MURDERING THE UNBORN LIVES

ABORTION IS MURDER
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Justice Ruth Bader Gingsburg on Monday made her first public appearance since undergoing lung cancer surgery in December,
The Washington Post reported. She was seen at the production of "Notorious RBG in Song" at the National Museum of Women in
the Arts in Washington, D.C. What's interesting is the program was composed by her daughter-in-law and performer, Patrice
Michaels.

And, in typical WaPo fashion, the media outlet used the opportunity to blast conservatives:

Ginsburg had not made public appearances since undergoing a pulmonary lobectomy Dec. 21 after doctors discovered cancerous
nodules in her left lung. Recovery from such surgery typically takes six to eight weeks, according to medical specialists, and
Ginsburg, for the first time since joining the court in 1993, missed a round of oral arguments in January.

Some extreme political right had insisted that the justice's ailments were graver than the Supreme Court has acknowledged,
suggesting it would be an ominous sign if she skipped President Trump's State of the Union address Tuesday night.

Actually, it would be more like par for the course. Ginsburg did not attend either of Trump's previous speeches to Congress.

But, at least WaPo made one admission: RBG's State of the Union attendance is based on partisan politics. Gee, what a shocker!

Ginsburg has attended past State of the Union addresses – television cameras have caught her napping at several.

But Ginsburg, who created controversy when Trump was a candidate by calling him a "faker" and expressing distress about the
possibility of his election, has not attended Trump's events. She skipped his first speech to Congress in January 2017 and was out
of town at a speaking appearance last year, something she accepted before the date was announced.

She has attended White House events for her two newest colleagues nominated by Trump – Justices Neil M. Gorsuch and Brett
M. Kavanaugh – and the president tweeted her well wishes for her surgery.

Ginsburg, who was chosen for the court by Clinton, appears to have a more partisan attendance record than most justices.

She did not show for any State of the Union address given by President George W. Bush, whose election was secured by the
court's decision in Bush v. Gore. The Bush years in general were a low point for Supreme Court attendance; sometimes, Breyer
was the long attendee.

On the other hand, Ginsburg made all of President Barack Obama's speeches. She attended only some of those by Clinton.

Will RBG make an appearance at the State of the Union, if nothing else to show Americans that she's ready and willing to perform
her duties as a Supreme Court justice? Only time will tell.

(FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/02/04/ruth-bader-ginsburg-spotted-in-public-for-the-first-time-since-cancer-surgery-
n2540793
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When Democrats Accidentally Told The Truth, America Hated It, & The Media Tried To Pretend It Never Happened.

~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/32/a1e78b80-bf33-401b-89a6-4b37c1005423.png

A sitting Governor describes a baby being born alive, intact and whole and then describes a death panel’s decision over whether
that born child should live or die.

That was the moment I saw it happen.

Oh because he was a physician and had at some point(s) in his history delivered a child or two whose life hasn’t ended in a “post-
birth abortion” we were supposed to trust that he cared about all kids.

In his multiple back-to-back days’ worth of press conferences reading prepared statements we were told that we weren’t supposed
to question his thoughts on the care of children. After all, even in the original incident, he said that the baby would be offered
“comfort” before the death panel decided if that same “comforted” child would be given vital life-saving care or simply allowed to
perish.

But here’s a rather obvious question, “If it’s not a living child, capable of feeling pain, why is comfort necessary?”

See the Left in America is so drunk on their newfound power they’ve lost any sense of sober articulation of their beliefs.

Rush Limbaugh has well said for many years “If the Left (Democrats) ever told America what they actually believed they’d
never win another election.”

He has been correct, he may still well be.

The recoil over the Virginia governor’s grotesque peeks behind the curtain over “born alive” babies were but one in the
latest string of abortion-mania that Democrats have been feeding on.

( FULL STORY IN INK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kevinmccullough/2019/02/03/when-democrats-accidentally-told-the-truth-america-hated-it--the-
media-tried-to-pretend-it-never-happened-n2540728
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President Donald J Trump: If there Is No Wall, There Is No Security. Human Trafficking, Drugs And Criminals Of All
Dimensions - KEEP OUT!

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

President Donald J Trump continues to use his Twitter Account as an Open Voice directly from the President instead of Us
Patriots that follow President Trump , getting the news from a washed down and out Liberal Media that work and are owned by the
Deep State. These Mainstream Media Networks have nothing original to report. All stories that are ran on MSM are taken from a
4:00am Feeding Trough and then regurgitated by all of the Mainstream Media with a similar twist, but the same headline as
usual...Thank God President Trump cares enough to inform the public of his real news of the day on his Twitter account.

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

With Caravans marching through Mexico and toward our Country, Republicans must be prepared to do whatever is necessary for
STRONG Border Security. Dems do nothing. If there is no Wall, there is no Security. Human Trafficking, Drugs and
Criminals of all dimensions - KEEP OUT!

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1092181733825490945

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

PRAY FOR PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP

WWG1WGA
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SUPER BOWL LIII - When Tom Brady Called the Most Pro-Conservative Play Ever

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

Quarterbacks and coaches often like to claim that what they yell for pre-snap audibles mean nothing.

Perhaps the most famous audible is retired NFL legend Peyton Manning’s “Omaha.”

“Omaha was just an indicator word,” Manning explained in 2017, per CBS Sports. “It was a trigger word that meant we had changed
the play, there was low time on the clock and the ball needed to be snapped right now to kind of let my offensive lineman know
that ‘Hey, we’d gone to Plan B, there’s low time on the clock.’ It’s a rhythmic three-syllable word, ‘O-ma-ha, set hut.'”

So there you go. That audible was simply chosen for its succinctness and tri-syllabic function. Nothing more.

Only, based on what I heard from the Super Bowl champion New England Patriots and their quarterback, I’m not buying i.

Brady, ever the veteran who has seen everything a team can throw at him, didn’t like the play call for the formation that the Los
Angeles Rams were showing.

“Reagan! Reagan! Reagan!”

Brady could be heard yelling. He was changing the call.

https://twitter.com/PARISDENNARD/status/1092237484703006721

( FULL STORY BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/video-see-tom-brady-called-pro-conservative-play-ever/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons

CONGRATULATIONS New England Patriots SUPER BOWL CHAMPIONS

AT LEAST WE HAD PATRIOTS AS THE WINNERS ( ring a bell )

American Patriots We Are And

WWG1WGA
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BORDER PATROL AGENT' KILLED WHILE ON DUTY IN TEXAS

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

A U.S. Customs and Border Patrol agent died while working in Texas on Saturday, officials said.

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

( Full Story In Link Below )

http://break.ma/us/4110488
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Mr. President, 'JUST DO IT !

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/303/aea108c1-50a6-4639-a74e-4661374cea80.jpg

President Trump fights resolutely to solve the illegal immigration problem in this country. Unfortunately, he has political opposition
that has little concern for real solutions to the issue as they mouth platitudes about their commitment to border security with “high
tech devices.” Trump tried a government shutdown fruitlessly. He agreed to a short-term financing of the government telling us he
could shut down the government again or declare a national emergency. President Trump, realize you are not going to get
agreement to build a wall. ** Just Do It**.

President Trump has focused on this issue more than any president since Ronald Reagan. Our national elected officials have used
both sides of the issue as a political football (no pun here in light of Super Bowl Sunday) with little interest in a resolution.
Democrats just demagogue this matter as if a surge of people coming to our border coached by either coyotes or sympathetic
lawyers are of no matter. They tell us they are refugees of some form when they are principally just economic migrants. They tell
us Trump is only trying to fulfill a campaign pledge as they create another wildly inaccurate mantra. No, border security is not just
a campaign pledge, unless you are a supporter of open borders.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/brucebialosky/2019/02/03/mr-president-just-do-it-n2540661

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

WWG1WGA
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Trump's Economic Prosperity Will End Calls For Democrat Socialism

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

Newly elected Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez wants a number of laws changed that will ultimately redistribute income
away from people who earned it and toward people who haven’t earned it. She says it is simply unfair that some people have so
much and other have so little.

Ocasio-Cortez is a member of the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA), whose ancestor was the Socialist Party of America..

The DSA has some very specific goals. They want to end private ownership of a number of industries, especially those industries
whose products are viewed as “necessities.” In addition, the DSA wants to “democratize” private businesses in order to force
owners to give workers control of the business.

Ocasio-Cortez has suggested that the highest marginal tax rate should be increased from the current 37% to 70%. She says that
the government can use those extra tax dollars to pay for healthcare and higher education for all Americans.

Most Americans do not approve of these actions. History shows why. The U.S. went from birth in 1776 to being the most
prosperous, most powerful and most advanced country in the world in about 150 years. This was accomplished because our
capitalistic system encouraged individual freedom and individual responsibility.

It is a system that rewards people who make contributions and does not reward people who do not contribute.

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/02/economic_prosperity_will_end_calls_for_socialism.html#.XFcblyxWQis.twitter
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President Trump, In Super Bowl Sunday Interview, Slams 'Very Rigid' Nancy Pelosi, Reveals Troops' Mission In Iraq

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

In a wide-ranging, three-part interview set to broadcast Sunday, President Trump revealed that U.S. troops will remain in Iraq to
"watch Iran," and charged that Democratic House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is "very bad for our country" and "doesn't mind human
trafficking" at the border, according to an advance transcript of his remarks.

Speaking ahead of Super Bowl LIII at the Mercedes-Benz Stadium in Atlanta, Ga., Trump also told CBS News' "Face the Nation"
that the NFL's ratings have been "terrific" lately because the players "haven't been kneeling" during the national anthem -- and that
"a lot of people in the NFL have been calling and thanking me" for spearheading the passage of a sweeping, bipartisan criminal
justice reform bill last year.

A social media campaign has urged the Super Bowl halftime performers, including the pop band Maroon 5, to kneel on-stage.

The first portion of CBS News' interview is set to air at 10:30 a.m. ET.

–– ADVERTISEMENT ––

The president's comments offered a possible preview of his upcoming State of the Union address in the House of Representatives,
which is now scheduled for Feb. 5 after it was delayed amid a spat between the White House and Pelosi during the partial federal
government shutdown.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/02/1862/1048/AP19031802679597.jpg?
ve=1&tl=1

( Los Angeles Rams workout during NFL football practice, Thursday, Jan. 31, 2019, in Flowery Branch, Ga., as they prepare for
Super Bowl 53 against the New England Patriots. (AP Photo/John Bazemore)

The government is currently funded through Feb. 15, and Trump has hinted that he may call a national emergency if Congress
does not agree to fund his proposed wall along the southern border.

"You know, there have been plenty national emergencies called," Trump told anchor Margaret Brennan. "And this really is an
invasion of our country by human traffickers."

sked about his showdown with Pelosi, who has vowed that congressional Democrats will never sign off on a wall, Trump offered a
blistering critique.

"I think that she was very rigid -- which I would expect -- but I think she is very bad for our country," Trump said. "She
knows that you need a barrier. She knows that we need border security. She wanted to win a political point. I happen to
think it's very bad politics because basically she wants open borders. She doesn't mind human trafficking or she wouldn't
do this."

Trump continued: "She can keep playing her games, but we will win. Because we have a much better issue. On a political
basis, what she's doing is -- I actually think it's bad politics, but much more importantly it's very bad for our country."

Senior White House officials have repeatedly told Fox News that declaring a national emergency is on the table. Several existing
statutes can authorize the president to order the construction of projects like a border wall for the national defense, using money
previous allocated by Congress.

"She can keep playing her games, but we will win."

— President Trump

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2S3oI6x #FoxNews
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Watch: Jeep’s Stunning, Patriotic Super Bowl Ad Already Stole The Show

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

As America sits down to watch the New England Patriots and Los Angeles Rams square off in Super Bowl LIII, there’s a certain
subset for whom the game is of ancillary concern. More than anything, the Super Bowl is a social event, one where part of the
crowd is more interested in seven-layer dip, a glass of wine or two and the halftime show.

Oh yes, and the commercials. Ever since Apple’s 1984 big-budget ad introducing the Macintosh to a wide audience, mega-dollar
commercials specially tailored for the event are as much a part of Super Bowl lore as the game itself is, to the consternation of
this guy who just wants to watch football. But I digress.

Like everything else in the American cultural landscape, Super Bowl commercials have gotten politicized in the age of Trump.
Heineken, Audi, 84 Lumber — all of them have presented commercials specifically designed to position the brand as an antidote to
the Trump administration.

However, there are signs that’s changing — and one company is even swinging the pendulum in the opposite direction.

Jeep — that automotive symbol of all things good, decent and American — is featuring an advertisement in the run-up to
the game with “The Star-Spangled Banner” being played against a variety of visuals.

(You know, the same song that can provoke outrage from the left when it’s suggested that players whose bank accounts are
engorged by the economic opportunity America provides ought not use America’s national anthem as a platform for their own
personal political preferences while they’re at their place of work.)

Here’s the ad, which features images representing the lyrics to the anthem:

https://twitter.com/Jeep/status/1090982283262218240

The anthem itself is being performed by OneRepublic and the lyrics aren’t sung, but are illustrated by the scenes on display.

As Auto Evolution puts it:

“The first verse of the anthem is ‘Oh, say can you see by the dawn’s early light.’ That translated in the clip as follows: ‘Oh’ is the
shape of a tire, ‘say’ is a woman pointing at her mouth, ‘can’ is a soda can, ‘you’ is a poster of Uncle Sam pointing a finger, ‘see’
is another woman looking up, ‘by the dawn’ is a morning jogger, ‘early’ is an alarm clock set at 4.00 AM, and ‘light’ is a light bulb
coming on.”

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-jeeps-stunning-patriotic-super-bowl-ad-already-stole-show/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump'I

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

The true American (and Biblical) view of government is that we are all Created equal, with the right to life given by our
Creator. This Creator then ordained the government with the limited authority of protecting your God-given rights.

The important line in this statement is : Government with the Limited Authority of Protecting Your God-Given Rights

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

We Will Make America Great Again & We Will Keep America Great!

In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative, Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump'

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP

GOD BLESS Q'ANON

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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In Virginia It's : RACISM vs DEAD BABIES

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/thumb/8/87/Ralph_Northam_yearbook_page_with_Klan_robe_and_blackface.png/200px-
Ralph_Northam_yearbook_page_with_Klan_robe_and_blackface.png

( THIS PICTURE BELOW WARNING GRAPHIC DEAD BABIES )

https://www.cnnaija.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/27750142_1574743959247114_15217764647287608_n.jpg

Virginia's GOP is apoplectic over Governor Ralph Northam's 1984 blackface/KKK photo which surfaced yesterday. Along with
some Democrats, they immediately asked Northam to resign.

"Racism has no place in Virginia, " said Virginia Republican Party Chairman Jack Wilson."

The GOP wrote this on twitter:

What Ralph Northam did was unforgivable. Given his statements on the right to life coupled with the most recent
revelations, he has lost the moral authority to continue to govern and should resign immediately.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/02/in_virginia_its_racism_vs_dead_babies.html#.XFXg5IlpQDM.twitter
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Lindsey Graham's Big Moment : Now Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

https://d15zn84cat5tp0.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/GettyImages-1042004470.jpg

With predatory monopoly power from Big Hollywood and Big Tech on the rise and the opportunity to instill constitutional
conservatives peaking to the highest it's been in recent memory, the Senate Judiciary Committee is facing a pivotal year this
congressional session. With Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) recently taking over the duties of chairman, things will certainly be
changing, but for better or for worse?

Although Sen. Graham has a history of bouncing between the moderate and conservative sides of the GOP spectrum, Justice
Brett Kavanaugh's Supreme Court nomination hearings seem to have awakened something buried deep down inside him. I
witnessed it personally.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/02/lindsey_grahams_big_moment.html#.XFXeCZPBqEc.twitter
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CHINA CAVES TO PRESIDENT TRUMP IN U.S. TRADE WAR

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-01/211398_5_.png

China caved to President Trump’s Trade War demands as state-media published plans that foreign investors will no longer be
subject to compulsory technology transfers.

As China’s Vice Premier Liu He was holding a televised meeting with President Trump in the Oval Office to announce big
increases for U.S. agricultural exports to China, its Xinhua News Agency announced that China’s President Xi Jinping hopes to
meet with Trump just before a March 5 vote by China’s National People’s Congress to ratify elimination of rules for foreign
investment mandatory foreign technology transfers.

With the clock running down on Trump’s threat to increase a 10 percent tariff on $200 billion of Chinese exports to a 25 percent
tariff on March 1, China is agreeing to meaningful structural trade reforms that the U.S. has been demanding for over a decade.

The move will open a wide swath of China’s internal markets that have been closed to U.S. service industry firms. The breadth of
China’s “reform” regime supposedly includes elimination of non-tariff trade barriers such as eliminating state-sponsored cyber-
intrusions and converting U.S. intellectual property rights,

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Trump's Executive Counselor Kellyanne Conway: If Cory Booker Was Republican, His Campaign Would Be Called Sexist

~~~~~~~~Q~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/3/1335a3ed-5ab5-4773-b8f9-b31320193b8d.png

Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ), as you know, was the latest Democrat to announce he's running for president in 2020. In his Friday
launch video, entitled, "We Will Rise," the senator told his supporters that "the only way we can make change is when people
come together." It is full of other declarations like, "In America, courage is contagious."

To some Booker may seem inspirational. To others, he's a source of ridicule. Consider his behavior at then-Supreme Court
nominee Brett Kavanaugh's confirmation hearings in September. At one point, Booker was so proud of his questioning that he
called himself "Spartacus."

White House Counselor Kellyanne Conway had a few takeaways from Booker's presidential ambitions and personality in general.
One, that Booker sounds more like a Hallmark card than a serious contender.

Kellyanne Conway

✔ @KellyannePolls

Listen for it.

✔ @AlliemalCNN

First WH reaction on Cory Booker running for 2020 from @KellyannePolls : “I think Cory Booker often sounds like a Hallmark card
and not necessarily a person who’s there to tell you everything he’s accomplished in the United States Senate and as Mayor of
Newark."

And two, that if Booker was a Republican, his campaign would immediately be labeled "sexist." She explained why in a recent
interview with "Fox & Friends." The Democrats already had a handful of women running against President Trump in 2020, so why
doesn't Booker step aside and support their campaigns instead?

Kellyanne Conway

✔ @KellyannePolls

** What does Cory Booker have against all the women already running for President?**

Are they not good enough?

Too weak?

Not likeable?

(They’re certainly liberal enough)

(Pretend he’s a Republican when you read this)https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/politics/kellyanne-conway-a-republican-cory-
booker-would-be-called-sexist-for-presidential-bid

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1088893992677322753/z-WB5ZVV?format=jpg&name=600x314

“What’s wrong with the candidates that are already in there?" Conway asked. "What is your objection to Kamala Harris running,
Elizabeth Warren, Kirsten Gillibrand, these others who have already announced, Tulsi Gabbard, maybe?”

She concluded: “If he were a Republican running against them, they would immediately call him a sexist for running
against these women in the Democratic field.”

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/02/01/kellyanne-cory-booker-sounds-like-a-hallmark-card-n2540688
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James Woods Uses Man’s ‘Grandson’ Tweet To Slam Virginia Abortion Bill, And It’s Brutal

For most of this week, Virginia Democrat Gov. Ralph Northam was beset with the fallout from comments that seemed to endorse
abortion after birth in certain cases. The governor is now consumed by, um, other issues.

That being said, one assumes the bill that Northam was talking about when he made his appalling remarks could theoretically
advance toward the governor’s mansion, whoever may be residing there once the repercussions from Northam’s collegiate and
postgraduate racism are fully fleshed out. (If you’ve missed that development, check out The Washington Times story here.)

The bill, now tabled, would allow abortion up to the moment of birth and it will still push us further down the slippery slope of
devaluing life. And despite the fact that Northam is being disavowed by every Democrat in the country at the moment, they’ll still
celebrate if the bill passes — like New York state did after passing similar legislation — even if the current Democratic governor
has resigned.

And that slippery slope, as conservative actor James Woods pointed out, is what we should really be talking about.

Woods’ brutal Twitter post came in response to a man tweeting about his grandson.

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

You’re not in Virginia, I hope. They’re still working on the age limit for skull crushing.

Michael Nöthem

@mikandynothem

My grandson Justin, named after his uncle whom passed away, is the love of my life...other than my wife, of course. �
�#FridayFeeling #HowToWinAtTwitter

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DyRz8rIVAAE-U9s?format=jpg&name=small

Harsh, yes. Extremely. But consider Northam’s words when discussing the bill proposed by Delegate Kathy Tran:

“When we talk about third-trimester abortions, these are done with the consent of the mother, with the consent of physicians, more
than one physician by the way, and it’s done in cases where there may be severe deformities, there may be a fetus which is non-
viable,” he said during an interview with WTOP radio in Washington.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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ICE Agents Remove Honduran National Wanted For Homicide In His Home Country
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PHOENIX – A Honduran national, wanted in his native country for homicide, was removed Thursday, by U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE), Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO), and transferred to the custody of the Honduran
National Police.

Rigoberto Calderon-Villeda, 26, came into ICE custody July 30, 2018, after apprehension by the U.S. Border Patrol. At that time,
he was detained for illegal entry, and placed into removal proceedings.

On Aug.10, 2018, the Trial Court for the Judicial Section of Choluteca, Choluteca, Honduras, issued an arrest warrant against
Calderon-Villeda for the offense of homicide. On Sept. 7, 2018, Honduran authorities notified ERO that Calderon-Villeda was
subject to an outstanding arrest warrant for homicide, in connection with the beating death of a man. The victim was allegedly
beaten to death by four individuals, including Calderon-Villeda.

“Foreign fugitives attempting to avoid prosecution of violent crimes committed in their home country will not find
sanctuary in the United States,” said Henry Lucero, field office director for ERO Phoenix. “ICE will continue to work with
our international counterparts to aggressively pursue criminals that threaten the public safety of our local-area
communities.”

ICE is focused on removing public safety threats, such as convicted criminal aliens and gang members, as well as individuals who
have violated our nation’s immigration laws, including those who illegally re-entered the country after being removed and
immigration fugitives ordered removed by federal immigration judges.
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Elizabeth Warren a.k.a.' Pocahontas' Attempts Rescue Failing Presidential Bid,Apologizes DNA Test, Proving She's A
Fucking Fraud!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

http://www.poorrichardsnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/elizabeth-warren-pocahontas-560x416.jpg

Democrat presidential hopeful Elizabeth Warren, who hasn't officially declared her candidacy for the White House, issued an
apology to the Cherokee Nation this week for her DNA test stunt.

“We are encouraged by this dialogue and understanding that being a Cherokee Nation tribal citizen is rooted in centuries of culture
and laws not through DNA tests,” Cherokee Nation Executive Director of Communications Julie Hubbard told Tulsa World. “We are
encouraged by her action and hope that the slurs and mockery of tribal citizens and Indian history and heritage will now come to an
end.”

Hubbard did not reveal the contents of the letter Warren sent.

In October 2018, Warren published the results of a DNA test which showed she might be 1/1024th Native American. She used this
as "proof" she is Cherokee. She's actually a white woman, which we've known all along.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Speaking before a meeting about human trafficking at the White House Friday afternoon, President Trump told reporters people
should be chanting "finish the wall" and argued parts of a border wall with Mexico are already being built.

“The chant should be now, finish the wall,” Trump said. “We haven’t declared the national emergency yet, but we’re
building the wall.”

are already being built.

“The chant should be now, finish the wall,” Trump said. “We haven’t declared the national emergency yet, but we’re building the
wall.”

"We are doing things right now. We’re building it with funds on hand. We’re negotiating very tough prices, we’ve designed a much
better looking wall that is also actually a better wall, which is actually an interesting combination - it’s far more beautiful and it’s
better - it’s much more protective," he continued. "The wall that they used to build were not very attractive."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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President Donald J.Trump: Thanks Senator Rob Portman & Senator Cory Gardner For Early Endorsement. WE WILL ALL
WIN IN 2020

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP TRULY HAS MADE TWITTER HIS INSTANT CONNECTION TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

President Trump's stepping into the presidency 2 years ago has showed class and leadership and has done a great job.

The President has turned America's whole system around except one thing.

And that thing is the Communism Democrat Party , which needs to be removed from American politics all together,

The Democrat Party has proven to be totally corrupt and compromised from the top down.

Back to a place where we are the number one society in the world, and Donald Trump was absolutely the right man for the job.

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

@realDonaldTrump

Thank you to Senator Rob Portman and Senator Cory Gardner for the early and warm endorsement. We will ALL WIN in
2020 together!

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1091417236475179008
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'Full Of Little Adam Schitt': Top House Democrat Has His Trump-Russia Lead Blow Up In His Face

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Another day and another Trump-Russia story has blown up. Remember the Trump Tower meeting that Donald Trump, Jr. held in
2016, where he met some Russians who totally wasted everyone’s time? Supposedly, the meeting was made under the pretense
that this group of Russians had dirt on Hillary Clinton. Some have suggested that Trump Jr. committed treason and that this was
just the tip of the iceberg. Lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya just wanted to talk about the Magnitsky Act instead, which targets human
rights abusers and bars them from entering the U.S. It was named after the death of tax attorney Sergei Magnitsky, who died while
in custody of Russian police in what many alleged was politically motivated incarceration. Russia was furious over the bill passed
in 2012 and banned some U.S. officials from entering the country along with the adoption of Russian children by Americans.

It was a colossal waste of time for all involved. The story didn’t go anywhere. It was another Trump-Russia nothing burger that has
seen multiple attempts to be resurrected as some nefarious rendezvous by the liberal media. Just stop. Then, CNN reported that
Michael Cohen had knowledge that Donald Trump knew about the meeting his son had with the Russians.

The July 2018 story read, “Then-candidate Trump knew in advance about the June 2016 meeting in Trump Tower in which
Russians were expected to offer his campaign dirt on Hillary Clinton, sources with knowledge tell CNN.” Cue up the Russian
collusion machine again, right? Who was the source? Oh, that would be Lanny Davis, Cohen’s attorney, who then backtracked…
everything.

“I made a mistake…I did not mean to be cute,” Davis later said. But what about the two blocked calls Trump, Jr. made before and
after the dud meeting. Those had to be to then-candidate Trump, right? Rep. Adam Schiff (D-CA), chair of the House Intelligence
Committee, sought to investigate these calls, but guess what: the blocked calls weren’t to Trump (via Axios):

The Senate Intelligence Committee has obtained phone records showing that President Trump was not one of the blocked
numbers his son Donald Trump Jr. called before and after the infamous June 2016 Trump Tower meeting, CNN first reported and
ABC News later confirmed.

The big picture: Trump Jr. made phone calls to two blocked numbers the same day he spoke with Russian pop star Emin
Agalarov, who helped set up a meeting three days later with a Kremlin-linked lawyer claiming to have dirt on Hillary Clinton. He
made another phone call to a private number several hours after the meeting. There has long been speculation that the calls were
to his father, and that then-candidate Trump had advanced knowledge of the meeting — an allegation he has denied.

Oh, you bet Donald Trump, Jr. responded (via Fox News):

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Pennsylvania Forced To Disclose More Than 11,000 Non-Citizens Registered To Vote In State

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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We'll get to Pennsylvania in a moment, but first, a backdrop: A number of weeks ago, we mentioned that the state of California had
been forced -- kicking and screaming -- to agree to purge its voter rolls, after an investigation revealed that the number of
registered voters in the Golden State exceeds its population of eligible citizens. In populous Los Angeles County, registrations
stood at 112 percent of eligible voters. California officials said they were actively investigating whether non-citizens were able to
vote in elections. A Sacramento Bee story reported that as of early January, the state still hadn't determined whether or not that
was the case. In a follow-up to that story, an editorial writer at the Orange County Register warns that even more lax voting laws
enacted by California Democrats are poised to further threaten the integrity of the vote:

( The DMV was required to automatically register any person making a transaction, unless they opted out or stated that they were
ineligible. The result? Tens of thousands of registration errors and a meltdown that may have prevented hundreds of eligible voters
from casting ballots. Still more changes are coming. In 2020, local polling places will be replaced by vote centers where people will
be able to register to vote on Election Day, change their address, switch their party preference, obtain a replacement ballot and, of
course, vote. No ID or documentation will be required. Where are the safeguards against tampering or voter impersonation? )

Cynics might conclude that these errors and potentially "unintended consequences" are features of these policies, not bugs.
Meanwhile, in Texas, this story got a lot of attention within the last week:

Ken Paxton ✔

@KenPaxtonTX

VOTER FRAUD ALERT: The @TXsecofstate discovered approx 95,000 individuals identified by DPS as non-U.S. citizens have a
matching voter registration record in TX, approx 58,000 of whom have voted in TX elections. Any illegal vote deprives Americans
of their voice.

While this looks concerning on the surface, and while illegal immigrants voting is hardly a total fiction, there was less to this
statistic than meets the eye -- via The Federalist:

The problem is that there’s no evidence that any of these 95,000 registered voters aren’t currently citizens, or that even one of the
58,000 who voted in Texas over the past 22 years did so illegally. In fact, this is much more likely a case of faulty government
data than voter fraud. The reason for this is rather mundane. In Texas, noncitizens with a work visa or a green card can apply for a
state driver’s license or ID card, but they must show the Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) documentation of their legal
status at the time of their application. Of course, even if they get a driver’s license or an ID card, they’re still not allowed to vote,
or even to register to vote. But when these people become naturalized citizens, as many of them do, they are under no obligation
to then contact DPS and update their citizenship status.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Sen. Ben Sasse (R-NE) announced Thursday evening that he is expediting consideration of his “Born Alive Abortion Survivors
Protection Act” and calling for a vote Monday for the bill to pass under unanimous consent.

The move comes after some disturbing remarks were made by Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam suggesting that doctors and parents
could choose to allow an infant to die after birth.

“I’m going to ask all 100 senators to come to the floor and be against infanticide. This shouldn’t be complicated,” Sen. Sasse said
in a speech on the Senate floor.

Gov. Northam commented on late term abortion on WTOP Wednesday when asked about a bill that would permit abortion up until
birth.

“It’s done in cases where there may be severe deformities, there may be a fetus that’s nonviable,” Northam said of third trimester
abortions. “So in this particular example, if a mother’s in labor, I can tell you exactly what would happen. The infant would be
delivered, the infant would be kept comfortable, the infant would be resuscitated if that’s what the mother and the family desired,
and then a discussion would ensue between the physicians and the mother.”

Sasse condemned Northam’s comments in his speech, pointing out that Northam was discussing the fate of an infant after birth.

“We’re talking about a little baby girl who’s been born and is on a table in a hospital or a medical facility and then a decision or a
debate would be had about whether or not you could kill that little baby,” he emphasized.

“We’re talking about the most vulnerable among us, and we have a public official in America out there again and again defending a
practice,” Sasse said. “This is infanticide that we’re talking about.”

https://youtu.be/tMTJZMHRM6U via @YouTube

Gov. Northam doubled down on his remarks Thursday, telling the press he doesn’t “have any regrets” about what he said or how he
said it.

Kira Davis “Everyone in the Senate ought to be able to say unequivocally that killing that little baby is wrong,” Sasse said. “This
doesn’t take any political courage. And, if you can’t say that, if there’s a member of this body that can’t say that, there may be lots
of work you can do in the world but you shouldn’t be here. You should get the heck out of any calling in public life where you
pretend to care about the most vulnerable among us.”

Sasse's bill would “prohibit a health care practitioner from failing to exercise the proper degree of care in the case of a child who
survives an abortion or attempted abortion.”

( LINK BELOW )
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The furor over Virginia House of Delegates member Kathy Tran's radical abortion bill, which she introduced earlier this week, is not
abating anytime soon. Shockingly, her bill would allow women to get abortions up until moments before birth, even when they are
in labor. Tran has awakened the pro-life movement, which was already encouraged by the recent March for Life in the nation's
capital.

Rand Paul's chief strategist Doug Stafford is so disgusted by Tran's legislation that he made an incredible offer on his Twitter page
this week. If anyone wants to run against the Democrat in the next election, he'll run their campaign free of charge.

https://twitter.com/dougstafford/status/1091002605810135042

He had a few takers, while others even offered to chip in

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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The January jobs report is out today, and, despite the longest partial government shutdown in history, things are looking good.
Don't take my word for it. CNBC's Sara Eisen explained why the economy is on the uptick Friday morning. Economists projected
about 170,000 jobs added last month, but what we got was well over 300,000.

( FULL STORY IN LINK )
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Notice How Democrats Are Never Indicted By Robert Mueller's Witch Hunt

In a display of raw federal power unseen since Barack Obama rappelled from a Blackhawk helicopter to personally beat Bin Laden
to death with an autographed copy of The Audacity of Hope, Roger Stone was arrested at his home by a 29-man, 17-vehicle
tactical unit of the FBI.

Another Trump figure has fallen -- the end is near, and the noose is tightening. All Trump associates now fear for their lives and
freedom. Yet some people who have committed crimes much more serious than any of the Mueller indictments remain, as always,
unafraid. That list, by no means comprehensive, includes, Hillary Clinton, James Comey, Clapper, Brennen, Steele, Strzok, Page,
McCabe, Ohr (Mr. and Mrs.), Rice, and Yates.

Some are guilty of lying to Congress or the FBI, mishandling classified information, obstruction, conspiracy, destroying evidence,
and much more. A case could be made that the Mueller investigation itself destroyed evidence when it wiped clean the Strzok and
Page cellphones to delete text messages requested by IG Horowitz. Yet being a Democrat means never having to say you’re sorry
because the rule of law only applies to Republicans and conservatives. There are no pre-dawn, guns-drawn raids to arrest
Democrats.

Hillary sold 80% of America’s uranium for a 20-minute, $500,000 Moscow speech by her husband and $140 million in donations to
the “Clinton Foundation,” which foundationally was not a charity in any meaningful sense (unless of course, the charitable purpose
was to make Bill, and Hill fabulously wealthy).

In contravention of campaign finance law, Hillary paid through her attorneys millions of dollars to a foreign national to use his
connections with a foreign government to compile a dossier whereby both the foreign national and the foreign government could
interfere with a presidential election.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2018-10/209705_5_.png
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First Global Warming, Then Climate Change. Now Liberals Have New Term To Trick People Into Believing Same Old Lies
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“Has it ever occurred to you, Winston, that by the year 2050, at the very latest, not a single human being will be alive who could
understand such a conversation as we are having now?”

That line from George Orwell’s “1984” was considered fiction when it was published, but it’s becoming eerily prescient today. If
you’ve read the book, then you know that those words were talking about “Newspeak,” a form of government propaganda where
language is manipulated to “narrow the range of thought.”

Far fetched? Maybe. But a recent article in Politico Magazine is getting attention after it suggested that something very similar is
happening right now — and it all centers on “climate change.”

Or maybe we should say “global warming.” Nearly everyone who has followed the climate debate is aware that terms have been
shifting over the last few decades, with the once-popular “global warming” terminology effectively phased out after alarmist
warming predictions proved to be, err, very wrong.

(Plus there’s the pesky problem of selling “global warming” to the public when half the country is frozen and state governments are
shut down over freezing temperatures. Don’t ask questions.)

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Roger Stone Could Die In Prison For Lying To Congress, How About James Comey, Hillary Clinton,Andrew McCabe, Peter
Stzrok, Etc, Etc...

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The fact that Roger Stone can eventually die in prison for lying to Congress because Robert Mueller,

who was suppose to be investigating if President Donald J.Trump Colluded with Russia in the 2016 election

decided to go after Roger Stone , another one of President Trump's proud voices for Trump throughout the 2016 election

and beyond. Just like Mueller went after Paul Manafort and Trump's Lawyer Michael Cohen, not to speak of General Flynn

and the numerous others that were somehow associated with President Trump seemed to be person's of interest

in the Mueller investigation. Not one of the people that Mueller investigated and tried to get to flip on the president

through his fake investigation of Collusion with Russia in the 2016 election have given the evidence that Mueller

needs to try and prosecute President Trump, so Mueller charges each one of those that have been investigated

with any crime but never have any of them been charged with COLLUSION. Each of them have said that

Mueller had tried to get them to LIE about President Trump so that Mueller could charge the president without success.

Now Roger Stone is facing prison time where he could ultimately die in prison because Mueller is compromised.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If Roger Stone Could Die In Prison For Lying To Congress, How About James Comey, Hillary Clinton,Andrew McCabe,
Peter Stzrok, Etc, Etc... Does The Law In America Not Pertain To Everyone Or Does It Make EXEMPT The Deep State
Connected Criminals From The Obama Administration

@Stonenchizel

Support Your President Patriots, For He Has Some Real Evil People Trying To Ruin Him And Remove Him From The
Office Of President Of The United States Of America

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS & GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP

WWG1WGA
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By Evie Fordham January 31, 2019 at 6:07am Share on Facebook Tweet Email Print In a Twitter post on Thursday, President
Donald Trump assured Americans that his proposed border wall “is getting done one way or the other” — which could include
invoking emergency powers.

“Large sections of WALL have already been built with much more either under construction or ready to go,” he wrote. “Renovation
of existing WALLS is also a very big part of the plan to finally, after many decades, properly Secure Our Border. The Wall is
getting done one way or the other!”

“Lets just call them WALLS from now on and stop playing political games! A WALL is a WALL!” he added.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Large sections of WALL have already been built with much more either under construction or ready to go.

Renovation of existing WALLS is also a very big part of the plan to finally, after many decades, properly Secure Our Border

. The Wall is getting done one way or the other!

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Lets just call them WALLS from now on and stop playing political games! A WALL is a WALL!
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In Middle Of The Night, A Furious' James Woods' Savaged VA Gov. Supporting Infanticide: You Savage Killer!

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/middle-night-furious-james-woods-savaged-va-gov-supporting-infanticide-savage-killer/?
jwsource=twi

Late Wednesday night, actor James Woods slammed Virginia Democratic Gov. Ralph Northam for his barbaric stance on abortion.

“Watch your interview, pretend you aren’t a lackey for the #DemocratDeathMachine, and imagine the person speaking about killing
a newborn isn’t you,” Woods wrote.

Woods was referring to bizarre comments made by Northam on WTOP Wednesday morning. The governor defended late-term
abortion and even hinted at post-birth abortion.

“If a mother is in labor, I can tell you exactly what would happen. The infant would be delivered. The infant would be kept
comfortable.

“The infant would be resuscitated if that’s what the mother and the family desired, and then a discussion would ensue between the
physicians and the mother,” Northam said in the interview.

https://youtu.be/SkTopSKo1xs via @YouTube
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During The 2016 Presidential Debates Trump Made An Abortion Prediction. This Week It Came True

In recent weeks, Democrats in various states across the country have made disturbingly bold moves to codify, expand and protect
the “right” of women to obtain an abortion, even up to the very moment prior to giving birth, a complete about-face from the old pro-
abortion stance of “safe, legal and rare” and confined to early on in a pregnancy.

There was once a fairly broad consensus across the entirety of the spectrum on abortion. This consensus agreed that late-term
abortions — conducted within the third trimester of a pregnancy — should be prohibited, as the unborn infant was by then fully-
formed and most likely viable outside the womb.

All of that seemingly changed with a new law in New York that allows for abortions to be performed at any time prior to the moment
of birth — a move Democrats in other states are attempting to emulate — and now many on the left are cheering for late-term
abortions or even speaking of “post-birth” abortions — otherwise known as infanticide or the outright murder of a living, breathing
human being.

Some may recall that then-candidate Donald Trump addressed such atrocities during the third and final presidential
debate in the 2016 election, when he characterized his opponent Hillary Clinton as being supportive of unrestrained
abortion — she is — and graphically describing how such procedures are undertaken, noting that it was “not OK” with
him.

https://youtu.be/h9cpES9X8Ds via @YouTube
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Well, this is a blast from the past. Remember Fusion GPS, which was retained by the Clinton campaign to get dirt on Trump during
the 2016 election? The firm which, after being retained, solicited the services of ex-MI6 spook Christopher Steele who compiled
the infamous and mostly unverified Trump dossier, which may or may not have been the primary piece of evidence to obtain spy
warrants against members of Trump’s campaign staff? Whatever the case, this firm is back in the news. This time it’s over the
development that it investigated President Trump’s kids as well (via Daily Caller):

Nellie Ohr, a former contractor for Fusion GPS, also told lawmakers during an Oct. 19 deposition that she recalls that Christopher
Steele gave her husband, Justice Department official Bruce Ohr, materials from the infamous anti-Trump dossier funded by
Democrats.

Ohr said during the testimony that Steele, who like her was a contractor for Fusion GPS, hoped that her husband would pass the
materials to the FBI.

“My understanding was that Chris Steele was hoping that Bruce could put in a word with the FBI to follow up in some way,” Ohr
testified to members of the House Oversight and House Judiciary Committees, according to transcripts confirmed by The Daily
Caller News Foundation.

[…]

Ohr, a trained Russian linguist, also detailed some of the topics she worked on for Fusion GPS, which was hired by the law firm
that represented the Clinton campaign and DNC to investigate Trump.

One area of focus was Donald Trump Jr. and Ivanka Trump, President Trump’s two oldest children.

“But in terms of actually performing research, did you begin to break out President Trump’s family in terms of Melania Trump, all of
his children? Were you doing independent research based off of each family member?” one lawmaker asked Ohr.

“I did some,” Ohr said. “As I recall, I did some research on all of them, but not into much depth.”

[…]

The goal was “to see whether they were involved in dealings and transactions with people who had had suspicious pasts.”

Nellie Ohr also testified that she investigated any links between Russian oligarchs and the Trump real estate empire.

It is unclear whether Ohr shared any information that she gathered working for Fusion GPS with her husband, who served as
associate deputy attorney general until he was reassigned in December 2017. There is also no indication that Ohr’s research of the
Trump children wound up in the dossier, which the FBI used to obtain surveillance warrants against Carter Page*.

It’s part of a long-standing saga about this whole project. Again, was it used to obtain a spy warrant against former Trump
campaign adviser Carter Page? The answers elude Congress.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Lindsey Graham: We’re Getting Trump’s Ninth Circuit Nominees Confirmed
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Yesterday President Trump nominated three judges, Daniel Bress, Daniel Collins and Kenneth Kiyul to serve on the infamously
leftist Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

On Thursday, Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Lindsey Graham backed the President's nominees and vowed to get them
confirmed.

“I’m very supportive of the nominees submitted by President Trump to serve on the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. These are
highly qualified nominees and I am hopeful they will receive wide bipartisan support,” Graham said in a statement. “These
nominations continue a trend by the Trump Administration of selecting highly qualified men and women to serve on the federal
bench.”

The left is starting to panic about the nominations, given they will flip the most liberal court in the country.
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NEXT THING WE KNOW MUELLER WILL BE TRYING TO ARREST PUNXSUTAWNEY PHIL
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Speaking to reporters at the White House Thursday, President Trump gave an update on ongoing negotiations with Capitol Hill over
border security and a wall.

https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1091041892001755136

Twitter Ads info and privacy President Trump also said he is waiting to make a decision on declaring a national emergency until
February 15.

Before his remarks, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said she isn't budging on funding for a wall, but appeared open to some kind of
barrier as part of a deal.

“If the president wants to call that a wall, he can call it a wall. Are there places where enhanced fencing, Normandy fencing, will
work? Let them have that discussion,” Pelosi said.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Reality Sets In, When A HATE Crime Was Only A HAT Crime

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

It truly is shameful the way Left Political Democrats made a Hate Crime Out of a HAT Crime!
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The Department of Homeland Security set up a fake Detroit-area university to target foreign students who wanted to stay in the
U.S. without proper authorization in a “pay to play” scheme, according to reports.

Eight people were arrested and charged with conspiracy to commit visa fraud and harboring undocumented immigrants for profit,
Matthew Schneider, U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Michigan, told the Detroit Free Press. Six were arrested in Detroit,
one in Florida and other in Virginia.

The fake institution, dubbed the University of Farmington, had been operated by Homeland Security in Farmington Hills since 2015
and had a website touting its "dynamic business administration and STEM curriculum." The school had no faculty or classes and
no curriculum.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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‘That’s Not American’: Former Starbucks CEO Torches Democrat Hopefuls Tomahawk Liz And Kamala Harris’ Agendas

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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We’ve discussed this before, but besides former Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz mulling a 2020 run that could scuttle the Left’s
hopes of beating President Trump, he’s also trashing their core policy initiative as well. Schultz is a lifelong Democrat, but he’s
saying should he make his decision to toss his hat into the ring, he would run as an independent centrist. For starters, he feels
that Medicare for All, a popular initiative among the far left, is un-American, not affordable, and not realistic. Sen. Kamala Harris
(D-CA), a 2020 candidate, said recently on CNN that she’s for gutting private health insurance (via Huffington Post):

https://twitter.com/NorahODonnell/status/1090237453989019648

Former Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz took a shot at the health care plan proposed by Sen. Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) that would
abolish private health insurance.

“That’s not correct, that’s not American. What’s next? What industry are we going to abolish next? The coffee industry?” asked
Schultz on Tuesday during an appearance on “CBS This Morning.”

Schultz went on to say that he doesn’t agree with the desire from many Republicans who want to get rid of Affordable Care Act.

“I don’t agree with that. The Affordable Care Act should stay and it should be refined. But the thing we should get rid of is the
insurance industry? Again, this is exactly the situation ?it’s far too extreme on both sides and the silent majority of America does
not have a voice,” he said.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Roger Stone : The New Face Of Robert Mueller's Democrat Tyrannical Government Overreach

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

The Robert Mueller Witch Hunt has tried to destroy every person that Mueller thinks will turn against

President Donald J. Trump and give Mueller what he needs to charge Donald J. Trump with a crime.

It has really been a ridiculous Witch Hunt just like President Trumps says often on Twitter.

The fact that Mueller is now going after Roger Stone, who wasn't even on Donald Trump's campaign,

Roger Stone made many appearances on the Alex Jones Show InfoWars and that is why Mueller

may have believed that Stone was part of Trump's Campaign. Regardless of the crimes Stone will be

charged with, they have nothing to do with any type of collusion with Russia. But that doesn't change the

fact that the Democrat Party thinks it makes Trump look bad. At this point in the Mueller Fake Investigation of

President Donald J. Trump, it's all optics. All I can say is good luck Roger Stone, since you were caught in

the middle of a Witch Hunt by Robert Mueller, the guy who has absolutely NO PROOF of any Collusion with Russia.

So Roger Stone Is The New Face Of Robert Mueller's Democrat Tyrannical Government Overreach
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The Man Who Violently Attacked Senator Rand Paul Has Been Ordered To Pay Him A Large Settlement

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The man who violently attacked Senator Rand Paul while he was mowing his lawn in Kentucky, leaving him severely injured, has
been ordered by a jury to pay $580,000 in damages. Paul filed a lawsuit against Rene Boucher after suffering a number of broken
ribs and long term damage to his body in 2017.

"A Kentucky jury on Wednesday awarded $375,000 in punitive damages and $200,000 for pain and suffering, plus $7,834 for
medical expenses," the Associated Press reported Wednesday. "Paul said afterward that he hopes the jury's verdict sends a
"clear message that violence is not the answer."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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The man who violently attacked Senator Rand Paul while he was mowing his lawn in Kentucky, leaving him severely injured, has
been ordered by a jury to pay $580,000 in damages. Paul filed a lawsuit against Rene Boucher after suffering a number of broken
ribs and long term damage to his body in 2017.

"A Kentucky jury on Wednesday awarded $375,000 in punitive damages and $200,000 for pain and suffering, plus $7,834 for
medical expenses," the Associated Press reported Wednesday. "Paul said afterward that he hopes the jury's verdict sends a
"clear message that violence is not the answer."
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Christie Shoots Tequila On ‘The Late Show’ While Claiming He’s Better Than Trump

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Republicans pandering to liberals for approval backfires every time. If there’s been one lesson from the past few years, that’s
probably it.

John McCain tried to extend olive branches to the left, and was roundly defeated in 2008. Mitt Romney put on his best “nice guy”
face and still lost in 2012, while Republicans like Jeff Flake and Paul Ryan repeatedly seem more worried about being liked by
liberals than getting things done.

Add Chris Christie to that list. On Tuesday night, the former governor of New Jersey and failed presidential candidate made a
chummy appearance on “The Late Show with Stephen Colbert,” doing his best to be pals with the hard-left host while hawking a
book.

It was, to be frank, pretty embarrassing.

https://youtu.be/sJmKF5wPcV8 via @YouTube

The appearance got off to an awkward start when Christie asked for liquor and started downing shots like a frat boy on spring
break. We’re not kidding.

“Before we get to (my book) … are we drinking tonight or not?” the portly politician asked as he leaned in.

Colbert was apparently expecting that request, and pulled out a bottle of tequila from under his desk.

“Now, this is that liberal George Clooney tequila,” the host pointed out, referring to a liquor brand owned by the actor. “I hope you
don’t mind.”

Has your opinion of Chris Christie gone down? Yes No

Completing this poll entitles you to Conservative Tribune news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime. You also
agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. “Lemme tell you something,” replied Christie. “If it gets me loaded, I don’t care.” He
then down the first large shot in a single swig.

a sarcastic pundit mocking conservatives on “The Colbert Report,” a dubious tradition he continued after taking over “The Late
Show.” So it’s no surprise that things got political fast, but Christie wasted no time in trashing Donald Trump.

“Where do you think the wheels came off during the shutdown?” the host asked the former presidential candidate.

“The president blew it,” Christie declared.

“When?” questioned Colbert.

“When he shut the government down, with no plan on how to re-open it,” Christie declared.

That response got cheers from the audience but didn’t make a whole lot of sense. After all, the government had already re-opened
by the time of the interview, and there had always been a surefire way to keep it open all along: Democrat lawmakers simply had
to agree to fund the border wall.

But the governor who left office in New Jersey with appallingly low approval ratings and not much of a political future in sight
wasn’t finished lambasting Trump.

“I don’t think, given that (the shutdown) went 35 days, that he had a plan,” Christie said, seemingly laughing off the president’s
attempt to finally secure the border.

Christie went on the lecture Trump as if he were an expert on winning.

“You don’t get anywhere by doing that kind of stuff,” he scolded, referring to Trump’s criticisms of the Justice Department. “I’ve
been really clear with him about that … it just doesn’t help.”

Yep, Christie just told a man who beat over a dozen other Republicans for the 2016 GOP nomination and then pulled off one of the
biggest political upsets in history that Trump doesn’t “get anywhere by doing that.” Except, you know, the White House.

When asked by Colbert if he would have been a better president than Trump, Christie replied without hesitation: “Yes.”

At the end of the day, Christie is, of course, free to peddle his book and schmooze with leftists on the talk show circuit, but this is
exactly why voters rejected him during the presidential cycle. It’s also, ironically, part of why Trump won.

The large swath of the American public which leans right is fed up with the Clintons, the Christies, and all the rest who smugly
treat politics as a social club to brown-nose all the other elitists.

Trump didn’t even try to be friendly with the media or the liberal elitists, intuitively understanding that they’d despise him either
way.

Getting drunk with a Hollywood blowhard who hates the president might make Christie seem “cool” for about thirty seconds, but it
detracts from the one thing he keeps claiming to value: Respect.

( LINK BELOW )
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Both parties exaggerate things to a certain degree. It’s all part of winning elections, but the Left has taken it to a new degree. Ever
since they lost the 2016 election, they’ve been on apocalypse watch. Every thing Trump does is chiseling away at our institutional
integrity, ignoring the deep state actors who leak and obstruct his administration’s initiatives behind the scenes. Oh, and the
Russians are now public enemy number one, where a mere six years ago, you were mocked for suggesting as much. Facebook is
being slammed in the media for being accomplices in the interference campaign by Russia, which wasn’t all that extensive,
effective, or persuasive, who spent a low six-figures on the campaign. If you think $100,000 can destroy what Madison and the
Founding Fathers built over the past two centuries, then you’re not a serious person. C’mon, folks. This is just a long sour grapes
episode. You lost in 2016. All the polls, all the experts, and virtually every media outlet had Hillary Clinton winning in a landslide,
and then you all got punched in the mouth. The liberal intelligentsia got it flat wrong, and as a result, the American government is
on life support because Trump won or something. Former Secretary of State and presidential loser John Kerry says that the nation
cannot survive another four years of Trump (via NTK Network):

Former Secretary of State and failed Democratic presidential nominee John Kerry said that “our democracy might not be able to
survive four more years of Donald Trump” in a fundraising email to supporters of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) on
Wednesday.

“I’m worried about the state of our democracy under Donald Trump,” Kerry wrote. “This president’s complete disregard for
diplomacy has embarrassed our nation on the world stage and he’s weakened the very foundation of our democracy.”

Kerry then accused Trump of dividing Americans at home and isolating America from the rest of the world.

Once again, take a drink, relax, and calm down, Democrats. You just lost an election. You will survive. I know some conservative
felt that way when Obama was re-elected. It was the death of the country. And yes, I sometimes jokingly say that anytime the
Democrats win, but the government won’t collapse. It won’t collapse if Trump wins again in 2020. Now, if Democrats do win, they
will push trash economic policies, but guess what—we can always wipe it all away. We just have to win the next election. But we
all know this isn’t going to happen. The legions of the Left are seething with rage at Trump. So, these hyperbolic remarks are
bound to continue.

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/01/30/former-presidential-loser-we-may-not-be-able-to-survive-another-four-years-of-
trump-n2540513
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Virginia’s Moderate Governor Admits Abortion Bill " Allows Babies To Be Killed After Birth "

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

https://www.redstate.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/northam-abortion-620x335.jpg

Sometimes when you cover the actions of pro-aborts you become concerned that you are caricaturing their position. Given the
logical and scientific illiteracy of the pro-abort position, that is hard, but still you don’t want to do what the left does to us in building
a straw man, soaking it in kerosene and setting it alight. More and more, though, I’m convinced that caricaturing their position isn’t
even possible.

For instance, just a short while ago I posted on a bill being sponsored by a profoundly evil woman, Virginia Delegate Kathy Tran.
Her bill removes all current restrictions on third trimester abortions and permits abortion even while the birth is taking place.

Eliminates the requirement that an abortion in the second trimester of pregnancy and prior to the third trimester be performed in a
hospital. The bill eliminates all the procedures and processes, including the performance of an ultrasound, required to effect a
woman’s informed written consent to the performance of an abortion; however, the bill does not change the requirement that a
woman’s informed written consent be first obtained. The bill eliminates the requirement that two other physicians certify that a third
trimester abortion is necessary to prevent the woman’s death or impairment of her mental or physical health, as well as the need to
find that any such impairment to the woman’s health would be substantial and irremediable. The bill also removes language
classifying facilities that perform five or more first-trimester abortions per month as hospitals for the purpose of complying with
regulations establishing minimum standards for hospitals.

https://youtu.be/OMFzZ5I30dg via @YouTube

Virginia Democratic Del. Kathy Tran is the sponsor of The Repeal Act, which seeks to repeal restrictions on third-trimester
abortions. The bill — which was tabled in committee this week — has the support of top Democrats in the state, including Gov.
Ralph Northam.

The bill would remove a number of restrictions currently in place regarding late-term abortions, including doing away with the
requirement that two other physicians certify a third-trimester abortion is necessary to prevent the woman’s death or impairment of
her mental or physical health. The third trimester lasts until 40 weeks.

Todd Gilbert, the Republican House majority leader, questioned Tran about the bill during a hearing Monday. He asked Tran if a
woman who has physical signs she is about to give birth could request an abortion if a physician said it could impair her “mental
health.”

“Where it’s obvious that a woman is about to give birth. She has physical signs that she is about to give birth. Would that still be a
point at which she could request an abortion if she was so-certified — she’s dilating,” he asked.

“Mr. Chairman, that would be … a decision that the doctor, the physician and the woman would make at that point,” Tran replied.

“I understand that,” Gilbert replied. “I’m asking if your bill allows that.”

Tran replied: “My bill would allow that, yes.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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MAGA: Make America Godly Again
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/257/aeae8e31-d7f9-4a49-8fa9-81bb8ab86ebc.jpg

Despite our many national problems and flaws and sins, America is still an amazing country. That’s why our universities are filled
with the smartest students from the nations. That’s why our businesses and technologies help improve the quality of life around
the globe. We remain the land of endless opportunity and we are a people of endless optimism.

But we have certainly seen better days in the past in terms of national unity and especially national morality.

Without a doubt, America in the past has been godlier, and that has been the key to our greatness.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Godless Democrats On House Committee Move To Strike 'GOD' Reference From Oath

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/275/d39f5e07-2e59-4245-b400-6b0ac608e365.jpg

The Democrat-controlled House Committee on Natural Resources may soon strike the reference to God in the oath given to
witnesses testifying before the panel, according to a draft, Fox News reports.

Rather than including “so help you God,” at the end of the oath, it would instead read: "Do you solemnly swear or affirm, under
penalty of law, that the testimony that you are about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?"

The rules proposal places the words "so help you God" in red brackets, indicating they are slated to be cut. The words "under
penalty of law" are in red text, indicating that Democrats propose to add that phrasing to the oath.

The draft rules also remove the phrase "his or her" throughout the document, changing those two pronouns to "their." The rules
additionally modify all references to the committee's "Chairman" to instead refer only to the committee's "Chair."

Other rules changes relate to expanding the committee's authority over natural gas in Alaska and fossil-fuel resources.

While many federal oaths include the phrase "so help me God," some -- most notably the presidential oath of office -- do not.
(FoxNews.com)

A vote will be taken on the new language by the committee this week and will take effect immediately if approved.

House Republican Conference Chairwoman Liz Cheney, R-Wyo., told Fox News she's not surprised by the move.

"They really have become the party of Karl Marx," she said.

Notably, the Democratic Party also attempted to remove reference to God in their party platform in 2012, only for it to be reinserted
after backlash.

( STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Roseanne Barr Says 'We Have Hamas In Congress,' Anti- Israel Boycott Divestment Sanctions Has 'infected' The
Democratic Party

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5814516441001/

Roseanne Barr made a bold declaration about newly sworn-in Rep. Rashida Tlaib, D-Mich. and Rep. Ilhan Omar, D-Minn. during the
former ABC sitcom star's four-day trip in Israel.

After an event in Tel Aviv on Monday, the comedian was asked by a Breitbart reporter what she thought about Tlaib and Omar,
who support the anti-Israel Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) Movement.

"We have Hamas in Congress," the controversial star replied, adding that BDS has "infected" the Democratic Party.

The 66-year-old doubled down on her remarks saying "BDS is another incarnation of Jew-hating."

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2018/06/26/694940094001_5801855988001_5801860163001-vs.jpg

"It's a boycott of Jewish business worldwide," she told the outlet, before saying that BDS is comparable to the "Nazi boycott on
Jewish business."

"You can barely make people listen to that because they’re so anti-Semitic," Barr said, adding that it applies to even "Jews in
America on the left. They're complete anti-Semites."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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DC ‘Antifa Leader’ Third Man Charged In U.S. Marine Attack In Philadelphia

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5980513761001/

A third man has been charged after two U.S. Marine Corps reservists were assaulted by an Antifa mob just blocks away from a
“We the People” rally in Philadelphia more than two months ago.

Joseph Alcoff, a 37-year-old who is believed to be the Antifa leader in Washington, D.C., was charged earlier this month with
aggravated assault, ethnic intimidation and conspiracy – all felonies – and other charges for his involvement in the November 2018
attack, Philly Mag reported.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2019/01/1862/1048/joseph-alcoff.jpg?ve=1&tl=1

( Joseph Alcoff, a 37-year-old who is believed to be the Antifa leader in Washington, D.C., was charged earlier this month with
aggravated assault, ethnic intimidation and conspiracy – all felonies – and other charges for his involvement for the Nov. 17 attack
of two U.S. Marine Corps reservists. (Philadelphia Police Department)

He joins codefendants Thomas Massey and Tom Keenan, who were allegedly all part of a large group of left-wing Antifa activists
who began beating Alejandro Godinez and Luis Torres after mistaking him them for participants in the “We the People” rally in Old
City.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://fxn.ws/2FYLQNa #FoxNews
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President Trump Wants A Wall For Border Security , Globalist NWO Democrats Know The Wall Strengthens America's
Sovereignty

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Just like Barack Obama was a Puppet for the Globalist New World Order and tried to destroy America's Sovereignty

Nancy Pelosi is fighting for the same exact thing Obama was and that's making sure that America is run down to the extreme

By making sure the United States of America doesn't have a Secure Border Wall at it's Southern Border

This way the continued influx of Illegal Immigrants will continue to destroy America's Sovereignty

Pelosi knows that as soon as President Trump builds the Security Border Wall

America's Sovereignty will become stronger and that IS exactly the opposite of what the Democrats want

So after three weeks of the Government being re-open and if there is no compromise on the Wall Funding

There most likely will be another partial government shut down because Trump wants America's Sovereignty Strong

And Nancy Pelosi and the Democrats want America's Sovereignty destroyed to usher in the Globalist NWO

So even though the New World Order is Satanic Controlled One World Government, Dem's have already been purchased

President Trump Wants A Wall For Border Security ,The Globalist NWO Democrats Know The Wall Strengthens America's
Sovereignty

FUND THE BORDER SECURITY WALL

KEEP THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA A STRONG SOVEREIGN NATION

( PRAY FOR PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP )

God Bless Patriots

WWG1WGA
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MAGA' Liberal Outrageous Shit Spreading Media, Have Really Outdone Themselves This Time

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( SMEARS FIRST, FACTS LATER, HOW MUCH DEADER CAN AMERICAN JOURNALISM GET ? )

Here we go again. If you think the manure-spreaders of sensationalism who masquerade as ethical practitioners of journalism
learned anything from last week's MAGA-bashing Covington Catholic High School hoax, I have three words for you:

Ha, ha, ha.

On Tuesday morning, uncorroborated claims by actor Jussie Smollett that he was the victim of a "brutal" hate crime by Trump
supporters in Chicago went viral across social media. Entertainment rag TMZ.com first splashed "exclusive" headlines that the
"Empire" cast member was "beaten by MAGA backers" in a "homophobic attack" at around 2 a.m. in Chicago. If you have no idea
what "Empire" is or who Smollett is, join the club. The TV star is apparently a vocal critic of Trump and attacked "45 and all his
white hooded cohorts" on Instagram last week.

But I digress.

Within minutes, the gossip site's squib on the TV star's alleged victimization trended on Twitter and rocketed up to USA Today,
Variety, CBS, CNN and The New York Times. The Fishwrap of Record breathlessly reported lurid details of two people who
"wrapped rope around his neck," which multiple outlets characterized as a "noose." A police statement providing incident
background stated that "the offenders began to batter the victim with their hands about the face and poured an unknown chemical
substance on the victim," according to Smollett. Multiple websites reported that the substance was bleach.

This is truly horrible, if true. But color me cautious and skeptical. TMZ initially reported that Smollett had exited a Subway chain
restaurant near his luxury apartment when accosted by the racist, homophobic assailants, who allegedly recognized him from his
work on "Empire." Allegedly, Smollett received a hate mail with the word "MAGA" on it addressed to him and sent to his studio in
Chicago last week. If this was a premeditated attack, the FBI should get to the bottom of it.

CARTOONS | STEVE KELLEY VIEW CARTOON But oddities and discrepancies abound:

TMZ quoted one of the "MAGA country" attackers who allegedly hurled epithets at Smollett: "Aren't you that f----t 'Empire' n-----?"

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Acting Secretary Of Defense Shanahan Says : 'Several Thousand' More Troops Will Be Sent To The Southern Border

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/129/bae90a08-83d9-40ff-bd50-1a78fb82cb79.jpg

Speaking with reporters during an off-camera press gaggle at the Pentagon on Tuesday, Acting Secretary of Defense Patrick
Shanahan said there will be an increase of active-duty service members along the U.S-Mexico border.

The news comes as Rep. Adam Smith (D-WA), chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, has been vocally opposed to
the border deployment. Shanahan said he has had multiple conversations with the congressman about the topic.

“Our activity to date has really been, you know, logistics, medical. Some, I'd call it construction, but the laying — the installation of
the concertina wire,” Shanahan explained, according to the DOD transcript. “Then there's what I would consider, you know, more of
a traditional capability of monitoring, surveilling and detecting. So this is the enhanced capability that we provide to DHS.”

Shanahan pointed out how the increase and the extension of the deployment has been at the request of the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security.

“Most recently, DHS has asked us to support them in additional concertina wire, and then expanded surveillance capability. And
we've responded with, you know, ‘Here's how many people it would take’, and this is the timing we'd be able — timing and mix of
the people to support that,” he said.

When asked how many more troops will be deployed, Shanahan did not give an exact number: “Several thousand. I'll
leave it at that number.”

After the briefing, DOD spokesman Lt. Col. Jamie Davis released a statement providing more detail on the deployment.

"As the Acting Secretary said, we are supporting our federal partners on the border and that mission has been extended
until September,” Davis said. “We are currently sourcing the units involved and there will be an increase of a few
thousand troops. We will provide more clarity on the numbers when we have it."

The active-duty members of the military were first sent to the border last October in response to the multiple, large caravans,
which originated in Central America, that made their way towards the United States.

( LINK BELOW )
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Rush Limbaugh on NY Abortion Law: ‘Here’s Why Liberals Are Cheering Murder’

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/rush-limbaugh-ny-abortion-law-liberals-cheering-murder/?jwsource=twi

On the anniversary of the Supreme Court’s Roe v. Wade ruling that legalized abortion, the New York state legislature passed —
and Gov. Andrew Cuomo signed into law — a horrific pro-abortion bill known as the Reproductive Health Act of 2019.

That law codified abortion in the state constitution, legalized abortions up until the moment of birth, allowed any “medical
practitioner” to perform abortions, denied “personhood” to babies until after they were born and removed the requirement to aid a
baby that survived an abortion and all references to abortion from the criminal penal codes, among other despicable things. After
the bill was signed into law, New York Democrats led a celebratory standing ovation in the legislative chamber.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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Virginia Dumb Ass Democrat Admits That Her New Bill Would Allow Women To Get Abortions (KILL BABIES) Right Before
Birth

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/276/6ed53cd2-4013-45f8-b255-cdc44278fb45.jpg

The furor over Gov. Andrew Cuomo's inhumane pro-abortion bill in New York, which allows abortion up to 24 weeks, has yet to
subside. But on the heels of his signature, a lawmaker in the state of Virginia has introduced an even more radical piece of
legislation. Virginia House of Delegates member Kathy Tran (D-Fairfax) has offered up a bill would allow a mother to get an
abortion at the very end of her third trimester. Subcommittee Chair Del. Todd Gilbert (R-Shenandoah) had to hear it to believe it.

https://twitter.com/vahousegop/status/1090346857925144576

In the video, Gilbert asks Tran up until what point physicians be allowed to perform an abortion. She was very candid.

"Through the third trimester," she said. "The third trimester goes all the way up to 40 weeks."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/01/29/virginia-dems-try-to-pass-40week-abortion-bill-n2540461
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First Lady Melania Trump Is The President’s 'Protector In Chief' In New Tell-All

A new tell-all book describes first lady Melania Trump as a strong force in the White House who is eager to protect her husband
amid the chaos and backstabbing in the West Wing.

The first lady has gone as far as pushing for staffing changes when she has viewed her husband’s aides as being disloyal, former
White House communications aide Cliff Sims writes in “Team of Vipers," set for release Tuesday.

The first lady is a “savvy consumer of news,” who spends hours each day, not unlike her husband, watching television coverage
and reading news stories about the West Wing, according to the book, an early copy of which was obtained by the Washington
Examiner.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://washex.am/2SgjYtm
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Democrat's Are Deep Into Hillary Clinton's Mindless Stupidity, Counting Angels On A Pinhead, It's the Season Of Stupid

I guess I must be living in a dream world. I thought the science was pretty well settled on big government programs and the
administrative state. The programs don’t work because they can’t compute prices, and the thousands of administrators can’t
outperform the millions in the market. I thought that everyone with half a brain had figured out that there was a sweet spot for tax
enthusiasts somewhere between really low rates and tippy-top rates in the stratosphere, the sweet spot where the tax revenue is
maximized -- assuming, of course, that maximizing tax revenue is your goal.

But, as they say, there’s one born every minute. Or, if you want to go all Biblical, “there arose a Pharaoh that knew not Joseph.”
So much the worse for the Egyptian first-borns!

So here we have Democratic presidential wannabes all enthusiastically boosting Medicare For All. Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA)
is proposing a wealth tax. And America’s sweetie-pie, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), is proposing a Green New Deal, to
convert from fossil fuel to renewable energy by 2030.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/01/its_the_season_of_stupid.html#.XFB9ODM25WM.twitter
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President Donald Trump Mocks The Democrat's (Cash Cow) Global Warming

( THIS IS JUST ONE OF THE REASONS I LOVE PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP )

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

In the beautiful Midwest, windchill temperatures are reaching minus 60 degrees, the coldest ever recorded. In coming days,
expected to get even colder. People can’t last outside even for minutes. What the hell is going on with Global Waming?
Please come back fast, we need you!

( GOD BLESS PATRIOTS )

WWG1WGA
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54 Days Since Public Has Laid Eyes On 85 Year Old Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

( IS RUTH BADER GINSBURG REALLY DEAD? )

It has been 54 days since the public laid eyes on the 85-year-old Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and her absence is
prompting calls for proof of life. The last time she was seen was on December 6, 2018, when she heard arguments in person at the
Court. Since then, she underwent surgery on December 21 of last year after two cancerous growths from her left lung were
discovered and removed. All official statements have been issued by people close to her and meant to assure the public that she
is recovering quietly.

However, RBG has missed oral arguments this month for the first time in her 25-year career on the bench, and it is raising
anxieties about how well and if she is recovering. It has been reported that the White House is taking steps toward preparing a
short list of Supreme Court nominees in the event of Justice Ginsburg's death or departure. Adding even more fuel to the
speculation, Fox & Friends "accidentally" showed a memorial graphic that claimed that Ginsburg is dead. The show apologized
shortly after and blamed it on a "control room error," but it's worth noting that the graphic even being made and loaded is a
disturbing, macabre preparation.

( FULL STORY BELOW )
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President Trump Defies Godless Left Again, Openly Backing New Bible Classes in Public School

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/kid-with-bible-592x331.jpg

In a Twitter post on Monday, President Trump backed a move by several states to teach elective courses on Bible history in
public schools — and the left is already furious.

The legislation is being proposed in six states and was discussed Monday on “Fox & Friends.”

“Trump’s tweet came roughly a half-hour after North Dakota state Rep. Aaron McWilliams (R) appeared on ‘Fox & Friends.’
McWilliams is co-sponsoring a measure in North Dakota to support Bible literacy classes,” The Hill reported.

The other states that have introduced similar measures are Florida, Indiana, Missouri, Virginia and West Virginia.

“Numerous states introducing Bible Literacy classes, giving students the option of studying the Bible,” Trump tweeted.

“Starting to make a turn back? Great!”

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Numerous states introducing Bible Literacy classes, giving students the option of studying the Bible. Starting to make a turn back?
Great!

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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ABORTION IS MURDER IN THE WOMB

NEW YORK STATE HAS MADE THE MURDER OF BABIES IN THE WOMB TOTALLY LEGAL

( meme below )

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/IMG-412620190126072047.jpg

STOP ABORTION , BECAUSE IT IS MURDERING BABIES IN THE WOMB

wg1wga
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US Military Kills Over 50 Al-Shabaab Militants In Airstrike

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/290/4667c3e6-60c2-4bd1-868f-ffa14a5335f7.jpg

U.S. Africa Command announced on Friday they had conducted an airstrike near the Jilib, Middle Juba Region, in support of the
Somali government, that killed over 50 al-Shabaab militants.

“U.S. Africa Command conducted the airstrike in response to an attack by a large group of al-Shabaab militants against Somali
National Army Forces,” they stated in a press release. “We currently assess this airstrike killed fifty-two (52) militants.”

No civilians were killed in the strike.

“Alongside our Somali and international partners, we are committed to preventing al-Shabaab from taking advantage of safe
havens from which they can build capacity and attack the people of Somalia,” AFRICOM added. “In particular, the group uses
portions of southern and central Somalia to plot and direct terror attacks, steal humanitarian aid, extort the local populace to fund
its operations, and shelter radical terrorists.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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We knew a far left wing platform was going to emerge this cycle. Heck, it happened in 2016, with the insurgent campaign of Sen.
Bernie Sanders (I-VT). The Democratic Party’s era of even bigger government backed up with the promises of free stuff, along with
economic ruin, is here to stay. Yes, there may be enough juice left in the Democratic Party establishment to prevent a truly left-
wing whacko from clinching the party nomination for president. Then again, is it strong enough? Regardless, the far left wing of the
party has grown to the point where at least one or multiple candidates will be competing on how slow or fast they want to turn this
nation into Venezuela. The first up is Sen. Kamala Harris (D-CA), who announced her much-anticipated 2020 candidacy on MLK
Day this month. During a town hall event hosted by CNN, the California Democrat decided to declare herself the frontrunner of the
whacko wing of the party by saying she wants to eviscerate private health insurance (via NTK Network):

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1090088251619069952

CNN’s Jake Tapper asked Harris about her support for a Medicare for All bill sponsored by Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), which if
passed, would totally eliminate private insurance and whether that meant if Americans who like their insurance would not be able to
keep it.

“Well listen, the idea is that everyone gets access to medical care, and you don’t have to go through the process of going through
an insurance company, having them give you approval, going through the paper work,” Harris said. “Let’s eliminate all of that, let’s
move on.”

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/01/29/and-there-it-iskamala-harris-wants-to-gut-private-health-insurance-n2540406
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More Than A 1000 Strangers Show Up To Honor Air Force Veteran At His Funeral Who Died Alone

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In Killeen, Texas, more than 1,000 strangers showed up from miles around to say farewell to an Air Force veteran they never met.
Joseph Walker, 72, died alone, but people were determined he would not be laid to rest alone.

"Today we are not strangers. Today we are family. I don't have a whole lot of information but it doesn't matter because once upon
a time like a lot of other vets, he signed a blank check for our nation," said Marc George of the Christian Motorcyclists
Association.

A Texas state agency put out a call for the funeral, fearing no one would attend. They needn't have worried because the appeal
attracted an army of people who never met Walker.

A group of bikers rode 50 miles and a trio of planes performed a flyover. A flag draped over his coffin and was carefully folded and
presented in his memory.

Little is known about Walker, except that he served his country in the Air Force during Vietnam and was buried with full military
honors. Even without loved ones, he would get the send off every service member deserves.

( LINK BELOW )
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Brace Yourselves: The Mueller Fake Investigation/Probe May FINALLY Be Completed

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/townhall/reu/o/2018/317/12ab51ab-2eb3-492d-bc3b-e5e8484fc233.png

During a press conference on Monday Acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker said that Special Counsel Robert Mueller's
investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election is coming to an end.

“The investigation is, I think, close to being completed, and I hope that we can get the report from Director Mueller as soon as
possible,” Whitaker said. "I’ve been fully briefed, and I look forward to Mueller delivering the final report. Right now, the
investigation is close to being completed...Fundamentally, the Mueller investigation has a very defined scope."

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )
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There's Nothing Like Being Aborted At Full Term, If You Live In Liberal New York

( IF THIS MEME DOESN'T SAY IT ALL )

New York Now Allows Full Term ABORTIONS

The New Capital Of Killing Babies At Full Term,

Democrat's Socialist Funded Baby In The Womb Murders!

Welcome To New York State , Where Life Ends Before Birth .....

There's Nothing Like Being Aborted At Full Term, If You Live In Liberal New York

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb012819dAPR20190128024518.jpg

( END ABORTION NOW, IT IS ABSOLUTELY MURDER )

wwg1wga
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'Eat Shit, Howard': Democrats Still Seething Over Possible POTUS Run By Former Starbucks CEO

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/131/8db618df-b560-4884-844a-4fb920d169b1.jpg

I thought there couldn’t be a person the Left would hate more than President Trump, but there might be a candidate: former
Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz. Schultz is mulling a presidential run. Liberals are desperate to beat Trump in 2020, and they see
the coffee man as someone who could very well help the president get a second term. As a result, he’s getting a deluge of hate
from the Left, who are pushing a full-court press in urging him to drop his bid. If he doesn’t, there will probably be boycotts, or so
says the folks who are most staunchly opposed to his candidacy. Schultz said he would run as a “centrist independent” in an
interview with CBS’ Scott Pelley on 60 Minutes (via NBC News):

Democrats were out in full force on Sunday blasting the idea of an independent presidential bid by longtime Democrat and
billionaire businessman Howard Schultz, who said he was "seriously thinking" of doing so.

Julián Castro, a former Housing and Urban Development secretary under President Barack Obama and a contender for the 2020
Democratic presidential nomination, urged the former Starbucks CEO to not pursue such a run.

"I have a concern that if he did run, that, essentially, it would provide Donald Trump with his best hope of getting re-elected,”
Castro said on CNN's "State of the Union."

Neera Tanden, president of the Center for American Progress, went much further than Castro, tweeting that "Vanity projects that
help destroy democracy are disgusting."

"If he enters the race, I will start a Starbucks boycott because I’m not giving a penny that will end up in the election coffers of a
guy who will help Trump win," she said.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/01/28/eat-st-howard-democrats-still-seething-over-possible-potus-run-by-former-
starbucks-ceo-n2540344
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FIVE REASONS ' PRESIDENT TRUMP'S SECURITY BORDER WALL MAKES ME FEEL SAFE

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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https://bloximages.chicago2.vip.townnews.com/delcotimes.com/content/tncms/assets/v3/editorial/b/a5/ba529523-b8b0-5d33-ba0e-
9e5d788361ff/5c36e84358a07.image.jpg

https://d3el53au0d7w62.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/22/Bollard-fence-630x473.jpg

https://content.choiz.me/uploads/2017-04/fb9b30239f99b369a392452c27d04e18.jpg

http://www.dynamicditchers.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/trump-wall-proposal-awesome-trump-wall-what-the-us-mexico-border-
looks-like-now-the-southwest-of-trump-wall-proposal.jpg

PRESIDENT TRUMP WILL ABSOLUTELY BUILD THE SECURITY BORDER WALL

GOD BLESS PATRIOTS

wwg1wga
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Large Newspaper Publisher Runs Huge 8-Panel, Color Comic Attacking Covington Kids

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

https://static.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Screen-Shot-2019-01-28-at-8.30.05-PM.jpg

There are now two possible sane responses to the infamous Covington Catholic High School incident at the March for Life:

First, you believe the fuller video has completely exonerated the high school students. Second, you think that the video presents a
more complicated narrative, one where we’ll never know the private intentions of the actors.

Either one of these is perfectly sane. The first has primarily been adopted by the right, the second by the left. There’s a third strain
of thought on the viral confrontation, however:

Hold on to as much of the original “privileged, white racists” narrative as you possibly can without admitting that there are any
ambiguities. If possible, let on that you can grok all of the intersectional conflicts at play and that, yes, those kids are still to
blame.

That was the conclusion of one of the editorial cartoonists for McClatchy, which runs over two-dozen daily newspapers.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/large-newspaper-publisher-runs-huge-8-panel-color-comic-attacking-covington-kids/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Willie Brown: My Extramarital Affair With 'Kamala Harris Benefited Her Politically, Now She Wants To Be President

Senator Kamala Harris announced last week her intentions to run for president, and on Sunday she officially kicked off her bid with
a rally in Oakland.

While she’ll talk about a wide array of issues on the campaign trail and how she believes her qualifications make her the best
Democrat to take on President Trump in 2020, one thing the first-time Senator won’t mention is her past relationship with former
San Francisco mayor and California State Assembly Speaker Willie Brown.

Brown, on the other hand, opened up about their time together in a short piece posted at the San Francisco Chronicle on Saturday:

I’ve been peppered with calls from the national media about my “relationship” with Kamala Harris, particularly since it became
obvious that she was going to run for president. Most of them, I have not returned.

Yes, we dated. It was more than 20 years ago. Yes, I may have influenced her career by appointing her to two state commissions
when I was Assembly speaker.

Brown went on to talk about other Democrats he’s helped in the past:

And I certainly helped with [Harris’s] first race for district attorney in San Francisco. I have also helped the careers of House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, Gov. Gavin Newsom, Sen. Dianne Feinstein and a host of other politicians.

Well, he went there, so we’ll go there, too.

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://www.redstate.com/sister-toldjah/2019/01/28/willie-brown-kamala-harris-affair-benefited/
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America’s Public Schools Have Become Socialist Indoctrination Factories

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-NY, wants to insert government into every aspect of your life, from education and
health care to the kind of car you drive—and she’s not alone. Millions of other Millennials agree that the world would be a better
place if government were empowered to dramatically increase taxes and regulations and create massive new federal programs that
could take care of Americans from the womb to the tomb. In fact, a 2018 Gallup poll found more than half of Americans aged 18 to
29 now view socialism positively. Only 45 percent said they have a positive view of capitalism.

The real question isn’t whether these socialist tendencies exist, but rather why they exist. How is it that the same generation that
has benefited more from capitalism than any other in human history is also the generation most willing to destroy it?

One of the most commonly expressed answers to these questions is that America’s higher education system has turned into a
bastion for leftist thought. A 2018 study of more than 8,600 tenure-track professors by Brooklyn College professor Mitchell
Langbert found registered Democrats outnumber Republicans at 51 of America’s leading liberal arts colleges by a ratio of 10.4 to
one.

As important as bias on college campuses is, it’s only one piece of the puzzle. Much of the problem goes back much further, to
K–12 schools, where only 27 percent of teachers identify as Republicans, according to a national survey by the Education Week
Research Center. Not only are K–12 teachers more likely to vote for Democrats and favor left-wing causes, socialist ideas
permeate nearly every aspect of government-run schools.

From their earliest days, young students are taught by modern state curriculum standards to be cogs in the societal wheel rather
than independent thinkers. The educational focus is often placed on performing well on standardized tests and memorizing facts,
not learning how to make difficult moral choices or cogent arguments with classmates. Young children are constantly told “sharing
is caring,” and students routinely “earn” participation trophies for merely showing up.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

( FULL STORY IN LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/columnists/justinhaskins/2019/01/28/americas-public-schools-have-become-socialist-indoctrination-factories-
n25403
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I Have Two Words For Hillary Clinton Who's Thinking About A 2020 Run For President, 'FRAZZLE DRIP'

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Rumor has it that Hillary Clinton is thinking about running for president yet a third time.

The only problem with HRC running for President again in 2020 is that there is a video

that was released on the Dark Web & in this particular video Hillary Clinton & Huma Abedin

are torturing a young girl & proceed to kill her then drink her blood.

I hate to go into the exact details of this video , but it is called "FRAZZLE DRIP"

So , I Have Two Words For Hillary Clinton Who's Thinking About A 2020 Run For President, "FRAZZLE DRIP"

So I for one would like to wish the Drunkin Old Hag Hillary Clinton ( Best of Luck Bitch ) !

Because You are sure going to need it

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Q'anon Tells Us Patriots That We Have More Than We Know. Yes We Have It All !

Plus We aren't afraid to use everything that we know to bring down HRC

& the Whole Democrat Party during the 2020 Election.

We Americans & True Patriots Will Insure That President Donald J. Trump Is Re-Elected In 2020

WW1WGA
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President Donald J. Trump : Does Anybody Really Think I Won’t Build The WALL

Today in His latest Tweet President Donald J. Trump Tweeted :

Donald J. Trump 

@realDonaldTrump

After all that I have done for the Military,

our great Veterans, Judges (99),

Justices (2),

Tax & Regulation Cuts, the Economy, Energy, Trade

& MUCH MORE,

Does anybody really think I won’t build the WALL?

Done more in first two years than any President!

MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!

( LINK BELOW )

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1089691985164800001
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Doctor Who Has Delivered Nearly 4,000 Babies Torches New York Abortion Law

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/276/6ed53cd2-4013-45f8-b255-cdc44278fb45.jpg

Lifesite News reports that Dr. William Lile, a board certified obstetrician-gynecologist, has issued a blistering condemnation of New
York state's recently passed state law which allows abortion up until birth.

As noted by Lifesite's Calvin Freiburger, Dr. Wile says that "modern medical technology is already giving preborn babies blood
transfusions, heart surgery, and more." Many of these surgeries can occur at 22 weeks in the womb, the Alabama and Florida
licensed practitioner said. Thus, “If they're a patient they're a person, and if they are a person they deserve our protection."

But, New York's bill states that “Every individual who becomes pregnant has the fundamental right to choose to carry the
pregnancy to term, to give birth to a child, or to have an abortion.” The new law also "erases the state’s recognition of preborn
babies older than 24 weeks as potential homicide victims, removes abortion from the penal code entirely, and allows licensed
health practitioners other than full doctors to commit abortions."

None of that seems to matter New York Democrats who celebrated the passage of the bill by clapping and smiling in the state
house upon its passage. Dr. Wile responded to these cheers by saying, “Celebrating what? The governor just signed a law saying
that we can take the lives of the babies in the womb up until their due date. That's nothing to celebrate...To take the lives of these
babies in the womb breaks my heart. It is not good for us and is not good for America."

Dr. Wile has delivered nearly 4,000 babies in his private practice and his full statement regarding the New York Bill can be
seen here:

https://youtu.be/utIpRIHKkhY via @YouTube

( LINK BELOW )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/01/27/doctor-who-has-delivered-nearly-4-000-babies-torches-new-york-abortion-
law-n2540284
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Q.-..-_Q : We Want Hillary Clinton In Hand Quffs, Q'anon ...

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I believe it is high time we see some news about Hillary Clinton making the news,

Not as a Candidate running for President in 2020

But as a Defeated Criminal in Handcuffs ....a.s.a.p.

   Q._-,_-.Q      <---- ( Handcuffs )

WWG1WGA
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Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America

Lord I ask that You Bless and Protect President Donald.J.Trump,

Father We know He is up against some Evil People that are now desperate and scared,

We pray Lord that You Keep this Country The United States of America Strong and Blessed

As a Nation to serve Your Will , that it Will Be Done'

I wanna Thank You Lord for President Donald J. Trump and Q'anon and We Trust The Plan ,

I ask Lord that You give President Trump the Wisdom and Strength He needs to serve Us , We The People.

And I ask Father that You Cover with Your Spirit 'the whole Plan to Destroy the Evil Ones,

For You Alone are Righteous and Worthy Our Father in Heaven

And We Love You Lord, and We give You all the Glory when it is finished and done with,

Now Lord I ask that You Bless Each and Everyone of the Patriots that read this Prayer

And We come to You Lord in Your Son Jesus Holy Name and We ask that You

Grant Us Victory and Peace and Love in Our Lives Father,

Thank You Again Father God for Your Loving Grace

In Jesus Name I ask

AMEN
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Gillette continues to be dragged for their political correctness nonsense. The shaving company produced a lengthy ad that doesn’t
deal with shaving. It’s a call to arms against the phantom problem of toxic masculinity, a liberal feminist invention that aims to
make liberals feel better about their worthless, pseudo-intellectual college degrees from safe space university. Whatever the case,
liberals dominate entertainment and academia, so this nagging non-issue will rear its ugly head—and it has. As the saying goes,
the Left will make you care. You can’t sit out on a debate. You can’t be neutral. Whatever it is, the Left will infect so you will care.
In this case, they’ve infected shaving cream ads. Yet, while Gillette peddles the trash that men are boors, aggressive and pretty
much rapists in waiting, other companies have decided to respond to these trash ads.

https://youtu.be/koPmuEyP3a0 via @YouTube

Egard Watch Company, not taking their advertising cues from someone who has read the SCUM Manifesto from Valerie Solanas,
released a great ad declaring they already see the good in men, noting the various occupational hazards and casualties faced by
men, not in the least being the men constitute the vast majority of suicides, homicides, workplace deaths, and those who are both
single and homeless. Yeah, male privilege really giving the leg up there. That’s another myth that liberals peddle, mostly in order to
shut down debate when feminists’ historically illiterate views start getting torched; Jordan Petersen does this with ease.

https://youtu.be/x_HL0wiK4Zc via @YouTube

Yet, in 2013, Barbasol produced an ad that is the perfect counter to Gillette succumbing to political correctness. It features a
World War II soldier speaking to his great-grandson while fighting the Nazis in France. He chides the youngster, saying that he’s
using the freedom he fought to preserve overseas to trash celebrities on Twitter.

https://youtu.be/CzC47F1DTO8 via @YouTube

“Listen, hashtag, if you’re not going to fight like a man, at least shave like a man,” he says. Yes, that phrase would trigger the
feminist Left. So-called toxic masculinity of course, but there are others, but I can't really think of any because, well, I'm not a
liberal, nor am I mentally ill like them.

Now, in principle, great granddad is right. Fighting on Twitter is not the same thing. At the same time, when these celebrities come
out to spew their idiocy about politics, which often times includes campaigns that will certainly limit freedoms (i.e. free speech and
Second Amendment rights), you should definitely respond…civilly. And, great granddad could also just be referring to our nation’s
obsession with celebrity, where if they do something, anything, that’s considered bad with their fan bases, or whatnot, they get
wrecked on social media. A lot of times, it’s just bullying. Millie Bobby Brown of Stranger Things fame was chased off Twitter for
no other reason than people can be tools. It’s really not worth going into the campaign that drove her away. The point is she’s only
14 years old. People can be mean creeps.

Whatever the case, the ad is clear. Stop wasting time, but if you want to, shave like a man. There’s no toxic masculinity PSAs at
the end. Be a man and use Barbasol. That theme is your run-of-the-mill men’s shaving cream ad. And yes, this ad strikes home. I
do blog about celebrities’ left-wing nonsense here, but I also use Barbasol. In all, the fact that it's an ad about shaving is a
refreshing throwback.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/01/26/flashback-this-barbasol-ad-is-a-nice-throwback-compared-to-gillettes-toxic-
masc-n2540277
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A security officer at a Florida elementary school has been arrested after sexually assaulting a 6-year-old girl while playing a "game
room".

Malcolm Curtis Tillman, 22, who is working at Booker T. Washington Elementary School in Hillsborough County as a security
guard was charged with sexual battery on a child younger than 12 years old....

(Full Story In Link Below)⤵

http://brefnews.com/1501 via @TWITTER_HANDLE
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No matter how you slice it, the opioid epidemic is poison. Literally, in the wrong hands, the drugs themselves are poison. The rash
of broken homes and deaths caused by their over-prescription is social poison. The after-effects of the epidemic were so severe
that they handed Democrats the House when Republicans fumbled the ball, which, for the party in power, made them political
poison.

And yet, somehow, not only are pharmaceutical companies making more of this poison, but the FDA is rolling over in the face of
Pharma pressure and letting them come to market, sometimes without adequate safety review. In other words, not only is more
poison being produced, but the FDA isn’t even bothering to check whether it’s anything other than poison......

( Full Story In Link Below )⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/mytheosholt/2019/01/26/america-does-not-need-more-opioids-n2540293
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A manhunt is undergoing for a serial rapist who has escaped from St. Clair prison in north Alabama Wednesday, officials
said.

Corey Aris Davis, 30, was discovered missing from his cell at the St. Clair Correctional Facility during a security check about 8
p.m. Wednesday, the Department of Corrections said in a statement.

Agents from the ADOC Investigations and Intelligence Division were at the prison this morning investigating the circumstances
that led to the escape. Details of how Davis escaped are pending.

Davis was arrested in 2016 and indicted on a number of crimes in Lauderdale County, including human trafficking, kidnapping,
rape, sexual torture, burglary and impersonating a police officer.

He has received a life sentence after being sentenced in Lauderdale County in 2017.

Davis is 5 feet 6 inches tall and weighs 150 pounds. He has strawberry blond hair and blue eyes. He was wearing his
inmate state whites when he escaped.

Authorities said anyone who sees Davis should call 911 or the Alabama Department of Corrections at 1-800-831-8825.
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President Donald J. Trump Is Making Sure America Is Open & Kicking Ass In The World Regardless Of What The Democrats Try
And Do or Say!

I am So Proud to be One of President Donald J. Trumps Supporters -100%

How About You ?

What Percentage are You In For President Trump ?

Tell Us Below In Comments

WWG1WGA
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President Trump Has Rescued The Federal Workers

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/25/70a6cedc-2816-4c74-adaf-83cdf84924eb.png

For the last four weeks, the Democrats held furloughed federal workers hostage to their political agenda. On Friday, President
Trump rescued them by ending the government shutdown.

The President has now given Congress three weeks to reach a deal to fund border security or he will declare a state of emergency
at the border. Thanks to President Trump’s bold leadership, the state of emergency faced by federal employees is finally over. Of
course, don’t expect the Democrats and their media allies to give him any credit.

Since the first day of the government shutdown, the Democrat Party relentlessly used federal workers as political pawns, refusing
to negotiate with President Trump on a border security compromise that would have ended the government shutdown.

It is important to remember that when President Trump met with House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer earlier this month, Pelosi announced that she isn’t interested in finding common ground on immigration, ensuring that the
suffering of federal workers would continue for weeks.

The Democrats’ strategy was simple: keep the government closed for as long as possible while accusing President Trump of
abandoning furloughed employees. Sadly for the victims of the shutdown, however, the Democrats were never really interested in
easing the pain of the border security impasse.

“This is a very little known fact but it’s very important,” Freshman Texas Representative Dan Crenshaw recently said when
reflecting on the Democrat Party’s antics. “Over the last week, we voted twice on a motion to recommit, which would send an
appropriations bill back to committee, in order to pay federal workers.”

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/jasonmeister/2019/01/25/president-trump-has-rescued-the-federal-workers-n2540282
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Sarah Sanders: So Hillary Will Be Arrested Now Right

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/25/8475be97-d95e-4a40-91e7-c381b477011f.png

Longtime Trump associate Roger Stone was arrested Thursday night for one count of obstruction, five counts of false statements
and one count of witness tampering as part of the larger special counsel Russia investigation. The FBI raided his home and
"terrorized" his family, Stone said outside a Florida courthouse Friday. He told a crowd of hecklers he plans to plead not guilty to
the alleged crimes.

Of course, White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders expected the press pool to ask her for her reaction to Stone's
arrest. But she wasn't a fan of how some reporters framed their inquires, particularly the individual who suggested that President
Trump encouraged Stone to lie to Congress.

( Read Full Story In Link Below )
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PRESIDENT TRUMP SHOULD WRITE AN E.O. FOR BORDER SECURITY WALL TO BE BUILT TO FIGHT THE OPIATE
EPIDEMIC' (Pelosi's Cash Cow)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For those of you who haven't heard , Nancy Pelosi has been connected to the Largest Heroin Bust in America. The fact alone that
Nancy Pelosi aka Nancy Patricia D'Alesandro ( Pelosi ) the daughter of Drug Dealing Connection & associate with many Mafia
Connections who sold Heroin in the Baltimore area. Nancy Pelosi is fighting tooth and nail to keep an open border for the supply of
Mexican Cartel Heroin and most likely also the Fentanyl problem that has plaguing America with so many deaths . The Overdosing
from Heroin in America this problem is ever increasing and simply an Epidemic. Regardless of who when where or why , Drugs
coming freely across the Southern Border can really be cut down to a minimal pace if America had a wall on the border. President
Donald J. Trump should write an Executive Order for the Security Wall to be Built to Fight The Opiate Epidemic.

God Bless President Donald J. Trump & Q'anon

WWG1WGA
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Brett Kavanaugh The Sequel' Covington Catholic Kids , Democrats Newest Imaginative Enemy ' Kill The Prey'

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This story is Brett Kavanaugh, the sequel...In the Kavanaugh case, conservative men and women looked at decades-old,
uncorroborated allegations, the unquestioning acceptance of those claims, and the furious effort to destroy a man’s reputation and
career – even by passing along the wildest and most implausible claims – and thought,

( These Strong Conservative Women believe: )

https://psmag.com/.image/c_limit%2Ccs_srgb%2Cq_auto:good%2Cw_860/MTU0MDIxODU3MDk4NDc0NTc4/gettyimages-
610198158.webp

Less We forget that We are the Ones that Voted Donald J. Trump into The President of the USA

https://fortunedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/484797712.jpg

These Conservative True Patriots know that this is absolutely the Democrat Socialist Party and they are full of HATE and will
Hunt Down or Even Prey on Our Youth:

“That could be me” or “that could be my husband.” Now, these same people look at the reaction to the Covington
Catholic kids and think, “That could be my son.”

And this is the reason for the Conservative Voter, The President Donald J. Trump's Supporters , have to be worried when any
Liberal Democrat comes against any person that has and or is continuing to support the President of The United States of
America. The Democrat Party has become or even always has been, The Demon in American Political Arena. A Democrat is
willing to LIE , CHEAT & DESTROY any opponent regardless of how old they are just as long as they support President Donald
J. Trump. How long before this corrupt entity of felonious crooks ( Democrats) be allowed to continue on and have their way in
America and not be prosecuted. We stand as One People for Righteousness of a Nation to be protected and fought for by The
True Patriots of the United States of America. We Support President Donald J. Trump and Q'anon , We support Our USA Military,
but We Do Not support the Democrat Communist Party .....

" We Are Q and We Will Defend The United States of America!"

( God Bless Patriots )

WWG1WGA

original story in link below

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/01/25/french-for-many-women-kavanaugh-couldve-been-their-husband-and-the-
covington-boys-couldve-been-their-sons-n2540193
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'El Chapo' Personally Tortured And Buried Enemies Alive, Witness Says'

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5992570558001/

NEW YORK CITY – A witness on Thursday described in horrifying detail how accused drug kingpin Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman
brutally murdered people with his own hands.

In striking testimony during Guzman's trial, Isaias Valdez Ríos, who started in the drug lord's security circle in 2004 and later
became one of his pilots, claimed his boss tortured his enemies. He said Guzman killed three members of other Mexican cartels
who crossed his path -- by shooting them in the head, burying them alive and burning them to the bone.

As the witness was describing violent episodes carried out by El Chapo’s men, the prosecution asked him if he had ever seen the
defendant directly involved in the killings -- and he started recalling two events.

Around 2006-07, he said, the reputed kingpin sent one of his secretaries to pick up some things from his partner "El Mayo"
Zambada. Turns out it was an "arete," meaning a person from the Arellano Feliz cartel with whom El Chapo was at war. He had
been kidnapped, beaten up and interrogated before and was brought on Mayo's plane. El Chapo’s men took him to a place where
they used to sleep in the mountains of Sinaloa and next to the boss’ cabin.

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5992541527001/

They told Guzman this person “had been severely tortured” and that he had burns all over his body, with marks from “an iron” to
the point that his T-shirt was stuck to his body. His feet and hands were tied and he was blindfolded. Guzman allegedly said, "'How
could they send me this a--hole like that,'" Ríos recalled.

In spite of that, it was not until two days later that Guzman decided to go see him and started interrogating the "arete," asking
about what happened with members of the Arellano Feliz cartel, Ríos testified. He said they spoke for about 20 minutes before the
man was moved to another location where he stayed “for days.” Afterwards, Guzman's men said the person already had a "really
bad odor" and was starting to "decompose."

According to Ríos, at the orders of the defendant, the "arete" was put on an elevated area in front of a small graveyard they had
dug. He was still blindfolded with his hands and feet tied up and could only hear them. The reputed kingpin started interrogating
him again and then just pulled out a “25-caliber” and “shot him.” “'Motherf---er', he said.”

Rios alleged that "the person was (still) gasping" and he was dumped and buried alive.

During this testimony, the defendant looked fidgety while staring at the witness, touching his chin and scratching his head at
times. His wife, Emma Coronel, looked expressionless as she sat in the audience.

Ríos recalled another occasion, in Mexico's El Dorado, Durango, when two members of the Zetas cartel -- also the defendant’s
enemy -- were kidnapped at his orders. They were blindfolded and put in a shed, and his men started "beating them up" so they
would start revealing information.

As Guzman arrived with others, he "requested a long branch" and “started torturing them." After the beating, "their bones were
broken, they couldn't move,” Ríos said. “He (Chapo) said, ‘Motherf---ers, how could you be working with those people and betraying
us?'"

It's a betrayal to be from one state in Mexico and work for a cartel from a different state, the witness explained.

This beating would last “around three hours” and he would order his men to dig a large hole to make a bonfire to throw them in but
not until Guzman shot each of them on their heads with a rifle. Guzman didn’t want any bones left and when finished, they “ground
them up."

( Link Below )

https://fxn.ws/2FMlVYK #FoxNews
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President Trump Now Says He'll Accept A 'Down Payment' On The Wall In Exchange For CR

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/21/ec803ebc-279c-4759-92e7-da2f7bf46098.png

President Trump issued a new message to Congress shortly after both Senate bills to end the government shutdown failed on
Thursday. He's now willing to come to an agreement with Democrats to open the government for three weeks if they agree to a
"prorated down payment" of his proposed border wall, he told press at the White House.

It's unclear exactly how much money that would be, but we know it's at least in the millions. In total, he has asked for $5.7 billion
in border security.

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell met with his Democratic counterpart Chuck Schumer while Trump was speaking with
reporters. Asked if he'd sign an agreement the two men may come to, Trump said yes, "if it's a reasonable agreement."

The White House continued to emphasize that they would only accept a continuing resolution with that down payment.

Sarah Sanders

✔ @PressSec

Leader Mitch McConnell and Senator Chuck Schumer are meeting now to see whether or not they can work out of the deadlock.
As was made clear to Senator Lindsay Graham, the 3 week CR would only work if there is a large down payment on the wall.

Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi quickly turned it down.

h

Chad Pergram

✔ @ChadPergram

From colleague Peter Doocy. Pelosi on Trump saying he wants a down payment for the wall to re-open the gov't: Pelosi: "That is
not a reasonable agreement between the senators" Reporter: "Do you know what he’s talking about?" Pelosi: "I don’t know if he
knows"

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/01/24/trump-addresses-shutdown-after-both-senate-bills-fail-n2540219
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FIVE 'DEAD : In Florida Bank Shooting, Suspect In Custody**.
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At least five people were killed when a man opened fire Wednesday afternoon in a bank in Sebring, Florida.

The suspect was identified as 21-year-old Zephen Xavier, called the police and bluntly told a dispatcher that he has opened fire
and killed 5 people in SunTrust Bank in Sebring, about 85 miles south of Orlando.

He barricaded himself inside and when negotiations failed, the SWAT team burst in, capturing Xaver and discovering the bodies,
police said.

Investigators did not offer a possible motive, and a police spokesperson said he did not know if the attack began as a robbery. The
victims were not immediately identified as families are still being notified.

The shooting and standoff closed the city's main street in both directions.

Xaver was hired in November as a correctional officer trainee at Avon Park Correctional Institution. He had no disciplinary history
with the agency and resigned without explanation on Jan. 9, a Florida Department of Corrections spokesman said.

Xaver remained in custody without bail.

More details about the shooting would be released soon.

( Link Below )

http://www.brefnews.com/1468 via @TWITTER_HANDLE
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Moms Protest NY Late Term Abortion Law' With Photos Of Their Babies Who Could've Been Killed Under It'

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/137/6637bb5c-f8a9-4c65-9bce-8f1357ed0a21.jpg

New York passed a law Tuesday that allows abortion “at any time” to protect a woman’s “life or health.” The state’s previous law,
which had been in place three years prior to the Supreme Court’s ruling in Roe v. Wade, prohibited abortions after 24 weeks, the
point increasingly understood to be viability, unless the procedure was necessary to save a women's life.

In the days following Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s signing of the law, NFL player Benjamin Watson, Albany Bishop Edward
Scharfenberger, and pro-life leaders condemned the bill.

Mothers and other family members joined in on the public outcry, sharing pictures of their babies that the bill would’ve allowed
abortion for while still in the womb or, in some cases, just days or hours before the pictures were taken.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DxoiO1cUwAAmBvU.jpg:large

achel Rogers 

@RachMayo4

Follow Follow @RachMayo4

New York just passed a law that would have allowes me to end my son’s life 30 minutes before this photo was taken.

With the help of someone who isn’t even a doctor

And if he lived, leave him to scream until he starved to death days later.

Let that sink in.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DxpfU2LVAAQh0FH.jpg

@Kas_nicole

Hey New York. My son is the same person inside the womb as he is on the outside, but you celebrate killing this beautiful baby as
a victory for women? He didn’t suddenly have a heartbeat, hair, fingernails, and emotions and the desire to be loved the second he
was born. Outraged.

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/laurettabrown/2019/01/24/moms-protest-new-yorks-new-lateterm-abortion-law-with-photos-of-their-
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Trump's Press Sec.Sarah Sanders Tears Into Media’s Ass ' For Evil New Norm: "They Were So Happy To Destroy A Kid’s
Life"

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Sarah-Sanders-for-Jan.-24-345x181.jpg

When it comes to the media, nobody nails them like Sarah Sanders.

The White House press secretary, who has sometimes seemed more like a den mother or lunch-room monitor overseeing a room
of rambunctious school kids pretending to be reporters, has gotten an up-close view of the media in her time with the Trump
administration.

And in an interview with Fox News’ Sean Hannity this week, her disgust was on full display.

In a Tuesday night appearance on “Hannity,” Sanders addressed a range of media issues, starting with last week’s BuzzFeed
“bombshell” about President Donald Trump allegedly instructing his former attorney Michael Cohen to lie to Congress. (A story that
was debunked by no less a Trump foe than special counsel Robert Mueller)

But when she turned to the media malfeasance that marked the coverage of Friday’s confrontation between students from
Covington Catholic High School in Kentucky and a Native American activist, Sanders really hit full stride.

And honest watchers of American news outlets – and the herd mentality that has dominated news coverage during the Trump
years — could only nod in agreement.

“We have seen time and time again where they run out here with these outrageous ridiculous stories,” Sanders said.

“One person reports it to begin with and they all jump on it. We saw it again with the Covington students. I’ve never seen
people so happy to destroy a kid’s life.”

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/sarah-sanders-tears-medias-evil-new-norm-happy-destroy-kids-life/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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You’re Fired: Entertainment Writer Axed For Wishing Death Upon Covington Catholic High School Students And Their
Families

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Well, death threats directed at the students of Covington Catholic High School was inevitable as soon as that clip went viral.
You’ve all seen it. Student Nick Sandmann wearing his Make America Great Again hat standing next to Nathan Phillips, a Native
American man, who was banging a drum at the Lincoln Memorial in what the liberal media called a racist hounding of a person of
color. The same media said “build the wall” chants were spewed during the incident. All of this was false. Obscenities were hurled
at the students from a group of Black Hebrew Israelites, an alleged black supremacist group, who were also there. Hence, why the
kids did sports chants to drown out that nonsense. The students were attending the March for Life event last weekend. Phillips
was the one who approached the group, hoping to diffuse the two sides. There was no hounding. The hysteria from the Left
occurred because the students were white, Catholic, and wearing MAGA gear. They needed to be destroyed. For one writer at
Vulture, he hoped that would happen, along with their families, on social media.

Well, as some people have told me when these incidents happen, Twitter can also serve as one’s 140+ character resignation
letter. In this case, however, it was a one-way ticket to the unemployment line for this journalist. Ashe Schow of The Daily Wire
has more:

A journalist who contributed to Vulture has been fired from his main job at INE Entertainment after he publicly wished for the
Covington Catholic students and their parents “to die.”

“I don’t know what it says about me but I’ve truly lost the ability to articulate the hysterical rage, nausea, and heartache this makes
me feel. I just want these people to die. Simple as that. Every single one of them. And their parents,” Erik Abriss said on Saturday
in a tweet.

“'Racism is in its Boomer death throes. It will die out with this younger generation!’ Look at the shit-eating grins on all those young
white slugs’ faces. Just perverse pleasure at wielding a false dominion they’ve been taught their whole life was their divine right.
F–ing die,” he added in a follow-up tweet.

INE Entertainment, where Abriss was a post-production supervisor, fired him after the tweets, according to TheWrap.

And all of this happened because some people got overworked over fake news. The anti-Trump infection of the liberal media was
bad. It’s always been if there was a Republican in the White House. It’s going to get worse, folks.

( Link Below )
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Alyssa Melano' Feeling Like A Piece Of Shit' Hollywood Has Been Absolutely & Utterly Wrong About Innocent Catholic
Boys

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( POSSIBLE SUICIDE WATCH WEEK )

Alyssa Milano ✔

@Alyssa_Milano

The red MAGA hat is the new white hood.

Without white boys being able to empathize with other people, humanity will continue to destroy itself.
#FirstThoughtsWhenIWakeUp

Alyssa Milano

✔ @Alyssa_Milano

Let’s not forget—this entire event happened because a group of boys went on a school-sanctioned trip to protest against a
woman’s right to her own body and reproductive healthcare. It is not debatable that bigotry was at play from the start.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As You Can See Alyssa Melano Is A Piece Of Shit

This washed up Hollywood Actress Alyssa Melano is one Social Justice Warrior that is obviously on drugs again. Because Nobody
could get this story about the Caholic Boys so, so wrong, and wrong is exactly what " Ms. I Hate President Trump " and will say
anything as long as I'm getting Up Votes on Twitter. Alyssa must feel like a straight piece of shit, to absolutely be wrong once
again as Ms. Alyssa Melano has been on many occasions . I'm starting to feel like this young, well not so young anymore
Hollywood Has Been it looks as though she has reached her deluded end. Keep watch for another Suicide Week.....

WWG1WGA
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Last week was dominated with pettiness and silliness, as President Trump responded to Speaker Pelosi's cheap 'State of the
Union' stunt with some retaliatory theater of his own. Pelosi hid behind the Secret Service and DHS to raise bogus "security
concerns," only to insult those very public servants when they contradicted her unfounded sloppiness. Then Trump foraged about
for a hammer with which to clobber Pelosi in return, settling on the abrupt cancelation of an overseas trip. But since that display of
mutual childishness, the president has made two smart plays: First, he adopted a constructive tone and approach in putting a
compromise deal on the table over the weekend, making Democrats' preemptive rejection look small and stubborn. Even the
Washington Post editorial board is starting to question Pelosi's posture as this impasse enters its second month. Democrats may
not have been able to sign onto the entirety of Trump's BRIDGE Act-for-barriers exchange (these likely poison pills, intentional or
not, would have needed to be addressed regardless), but at least it was a real effort to move from 'no' to 'yes.'

Second, as Katie mentioned yesterday, Trump has decided to press ahead with next week's regularly-scheduled State of the Union
address, essentially calling Pelosi's bluff (see update). She's using the shutdown -- which she's taking zero realistic steps to end --
as a pretext to reschedule, but Trump is rightly pointing out that she extended the invitation for January 29th during the shutdown:

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Nancy, I am still thinking about the State of the Union speech, there are so many options - including doing it as per your written
offer (made during the Shutdown, security is no problem), and my written acceptance. While a contract is a contract, I’ll get back
to you soon!

That was Sunday. The White House forged ahead on Tuesday. Pelosi asked, Trump accepted, and now he's indicating that it's his
intention to show up and give the speech as planned. This leaves Pelosi with two bad options: (1) Formally rescind the invitation
and try to bar Trump from delivering the annual address inside the House chamber, as has become the longstanding tradition, or
(2) back down, then devise some other method of undermining his message. The first route would represent an escalation of
pettiness and an unusual breach of protocol -- neither of which may play terribly well with the public, especially against the
backdrop of her staunch refusal to negotiate a compromise. The second route would look like a surrender, and would raise
additional dilemmas about how to handle the resulting optics. Allahpundit sees pitfalls ahead:

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/01/23/trump-is-smart-to-forge-ahead-with-state-of-the-union-as-originally-scheduled-
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PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG
OUT OF HER CRYPT

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Nancy Pelosi Knows The Clock Is Ticking

" Tic' Toc' Tic' Toc' "

The Democrat Party Knows that if Speaker Pelosi were to authorize the State of The Union and President Donald J.Trump
were to speak to the country and say exactly the things that are relevant for FUNDING A BORDER SECURITY WALL on the
Southern Border of the United States of America for the SECURITY of the American People, that Nancy Pelosi and the
Democrat Party would have to absolutely Drag Ruth Bader Ginsburg out of her Crypt!

@Stonenchizel

PRAY THAT PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP SPEAKS AT THE S.O.T.U. ON JANUARY 29,2019

God Bless Patriots !

WWG1WGA
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We’re back. The government remains shut down, but that doesn’t mean the media took a break from its usual idiocy. No, it
cranked it up a notch, with BuzzFeed peddling a straight lie about President Trump directing his former lawyer Michael Cohen to lie
to Congress about a real estate deal in Russia. The Mueller investigation issued a rare statement to debunk it. BuzzFeed is
standing by its trash story. And yet, impeachment-mania dominated the news cycle, and once again the Russia bombshell turned
out to be a total dud. Concerning media coverage of the Trump White House for 2018, the Media Research Center found that 90
percent of it was negative. It’s shocking…I thought it would’ve been higher given the anti-Trump ethos that has infected the liberal
media, which was always terrible but has become more reckless since 2016.

Oh, and fake news week didn’t stop with BuzzFeed. Students from Covington Catholic High School, who attended the March for
Life event in D.C., were viciously attacked by the progressive mobs for a false narrative peddled by an alleged Russian Twitter bot
based in Brazil. The original story, which totally blew up in a mere 24 hours, was that these students, all wearing MAGA hats,
hounded this Native American man and chanted “build the wall" in his face. After further review, this turned out to be a total lie.
The Native American man approached the students. Yes, there were chants. The students were dropping sports chants to drown
out the homophobic and obscene remarks hurled at them by a group of Black Hebrew Israelites. Google them. They’re not nice.

And yet, because of the MAGA gear, the media lost their minds. To make matters worse, police are now at the school to provide
security, and the left-wing mob doxxed the wrong kid. It’s insane.

And of course, on the Hill, sanity remains elusive with Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) dropping another hot take: fighting
climate change is just like fighting World War II, and that the world will come to an end in 12 years if we do nothing about it. If
there is one thing we know about the climate change crowd is that their projections are total garbage. In 2007, the Arctic Ice Cap
was supposed to melt away by 2013. In 2013, it actually grew by 530,000+ square miles.

Another front in the government shutdown fight is the State of the Union speech. Speaker Nancy Pelosi had the stones to virtually
disinvite Trump from delivering the speech slated for January 29. She cited the shutdown and security concerns. The Secret
Service fact-checked Pelosi, but she didn’t care. Then, Trump, citing the shutdown, struck back and canceled her trip to Brussels
and Afghanistan. He still plans to give the speech, though he has received offers to deliver the address in the Senate chamber and
the State Capitol in Raleigh, North Carolina.

We’ll see what happens. Either way, the Trump White House is marching onward for the State of the Union, which could be
attended by only Republicans. That wouldn’t shock me, but it could also offer a glimpse of utopia, where only Republicans are the
elected members in Washington.

( Link Below )⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/01/22/the-government-is-still-shut-down-and-the-liberal-media-is-still-loaded-with-
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Nick Sandmann, the high school student at the center of the media frenzy over his interaction with Native American activist
Nathan Phillips in Washington, D.C. last week, said he does not believe his actions that day were disrespectful.

Speaking to the “Today” show in a segment that aired Wednesday, Sandmann said he “had every right to stand there” but
repeatedly wished the group of students he was with “could have walked away and avoided it.”

“But I can’t say I’m sorry for standing there,” he said when Savannah Guthrie asked if he felt he owed anyone an apology.

TODAY

✔ @TODAYshow

“As far as standing there, I had every right to do so. My position is that I was not disrespectful to Mr. Phillips. I respect him. I’d
like to talk to him...But I can't say that I'm sorry for listening to him and standing there.” Nick Sandmann on if he owes anyone an
apology.

Sandmann explained that in the moment he wasn’t sure what was going to happen after a small group of Hebrew Israelites started
hurling derogatory comments at the students, including calling them “incest kids”—and he also was initially confused by Phillips’
presence there.

( Full Story In Link Below )⤵
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Macario Cerda, 39, was sentenced Thursday to 401 years in prison for, among other offenses, three counts of forcible rape against
two victims between 2009 and 2013. (Tulare County District Attorney’s Office)

(Full Story In Link Below)⤵

https://fxn.ws/2FPYxce #FoxNews
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Justice Clarence Thomas had criticized the Supreme Court for not taking up Second Amendment cases. After the landmark Heller
decision in 2008, which affirmed “the Second Amendment protects an individual right to possess a firearm unconnected with
service in a militia, and to use that arm for traditionally lawful purposes, such as self-defense within the home” within federal
enclaves, it was expanded to the states in the McDonald decision two years later. Since then, case after case was not granted an
audience before the high court.

Whether it be so-called assault weapons bans in deep blue states to concealed carry, the Supreme Court has rejected scores of
Second Amendment cases. Two of the most disappointing were Wollard v. Gallagher (2013) and Drake v. Jerejian (2014), which
argued that the good reason provisions in Maryland and New Jersey concealed carry laws were unconstitutional. The Jerjerian
case also could have decided whether it was an American’s constitutional right to carry a firearm in public for self-defense, which
the National Rifle Association noted is one of the last remaining legal questions to be answered. With may issue and shall issue
states firmly established, and with a legitimate constitutional question concerning carry rights, there was pressure for SCOTUS to
take on these cases.

Alas, after nearly a decade, the Supreme Court is hearing a gun case, which could expand gun rights for the residents of the
People’s Republic of New York City. The Court will review the handgun law that bans the transportation of a permitted, locked, and
unloaded firearm outside of the city limits. The Second Circuit Court of Appeals had ruled for the city in a previous legal challenge.
it's not grounded in carry rights per se, but at least SCOTUS is reviewing an anti-gun law this term (via WaPo):

( Full Story Below )
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Last week House Speaker Nancy Pelosi suggested President Donald Trump shouldn't give the annual State of the Union Address
on Tuesday, January 29. After inviting him to do so, Pelosi falsely stated the Secret Service couldn't adequately provide the
necessary security due to the government shutdown.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DxCl62QX4AEE7oo.jpg

Nancy Pelosi 

@SpeakerPelosi

Today, I wrote to @realDonaldTrump recommending that we delay the State of the Union until after government re-opens, as the
@SecretService, the lead federal agency for #SOTU security, faces its 26th day without funding.

✔ @PeterAlexander

· Jan 16, 2019 Secret Service is fully ready to offer full protection during the #SOTU, a sr. law enforcement official tells
@petewilliamsnbc. "It's a no-fail mission," the official says. Though USSS personnel are not being paid, the intelligence &
protection functions are fully staffed. (1/2)

Peter Alexander

✔ @PeterAlexander

"We've been planning for this for months, as we always do. It didn't start up 29 days ago," the official said. (2/2)

But according to the White House, President Trump will not be delaying his remarks and plans to give the address next week in
front of Congress. Pelsoi hasn't officially rescinded his invitation.

Chad Pergram

✔ @ChadPergram

Roberts rpts Trump intends to forge ahead with State of the Union next week. WH wants to schedule walkthrough, which was
canceled last week

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Nancy, I am still thinking about the State of the Union speech, there are so many options - including doing it as per your written
offer (made during the Shutdown, security is no problem), and my written acceptance. While a contract is a contract, I’ll get back
to you soon!

According to Fox News, the White House sent the Sergeant-at-Arms has been delivered a letter from the White House asking to
schedule a walk-through for next week’s anticipated State Of the Union address.

( Link Below )
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What is this eerie power Donald Trump has to select the perfect enemies, enemies whose own myriad failings often cause them to
commit ritual suicide whenever they face him? He usually doesn’t even have to do anything – these goofs do it to themselves.

His latest victim is BuzzFraud, that listcicle-curating web site for millennial geeks that had the mainstream media in a 24-hour
festival of onanism over a report so full of Schumer that even Mueller and his pack of Democrat activists had to shout, “Yo, chill.”

It’s not like BuzzFraud had a lot of journalistic credibility to start with, but props to them for managing to gather up every iota of
once and future integrity, hauling it out in front of everyone, dousing it with 91 octane premium, and tossing in a match.

And in the White House, serene as the government shutdown continues, Trump smiles.

Nancy Pelosi made the mistake of buying her own hype and thinking she could go troll-to-troll against him. Big mistake. She
thought she could high-hat him by kinda/sorta rescinding her State of the Union address invitation. “Take that!”

( Full Story In Link Below )⤵
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This Former Border Federal Special Prosecutor's Shocking Stories Will Make You Want To Build The Wall Yourself
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Matt C. Pinsker (JD, LLM) - author, national security expert, criminal defense attorney, US Army Reserve officer, and homeland
security professor at Virginia Commonwealth University - is in a unique position to provide valuable insight on how desperately the
United States needs a physical barrier on its southern border. During his service as a federal special prosecutor (SAUSA) on the
border prosecuting thousands of cases involving illegal immigration and cartel activity, Pinsker has witnessed far more than your
average journalist clamoring for a border photo-op (looking at you, Jim Acosta), and was happy to answer a few questions for our
readers.

I can cite multiple cases and observations that would horrify the public. One involved a 17-year-old child bride who was 8 months
pregnant being smuggled into the United States by her 35-year-old husband who had a criminal record in the U.S.

In another, two adults tried to fake their asylum claim by pretending to be married along with a 8-year-old they falsely claimed was
their child.

I also had multiple cases where convicted child molesters were arrested illegally reentering the United States.

( Full Story In Link Below )⤵
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Passengers on board United Airlines Flight 179 from New Jersey's Newark Liberty International Airport to Hong Kong International
Airport were faced with multiple travel nightmares this weekend. First there was a medical emergency that prompted an unplanned
landing at a military base in Canada late Saturday; then passengers couldn't leave the plane after it was on the ground, according
to a statement from United.

Flight 179 was diverted to Goose Bay Airport, a military base in Canada's Newfoundland, where "medical personnel met the aircraft
at the gate and the customer was transported to a local hospital," United said in a statement Sunday.

Because the plane landed so late at night, there were no customs personnel available. The passengers had to spend the night in
the plane for more than a dozen hours. The cabin had heat and power while it was on the tarmac. United said in a statement they
had sent a relief aircraft to transport customers back to Newark.

(Full Story In Link Below)

http://break.ma/us/3972490
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Is CNN this dense? I know—you already know that they are. You’re not wrong, but in the wake of BuzzFeed’s appalling mishap
concerning their shoddy story that President Trump had ordered his former personal lawyer to lie to Congress about a real estate
deal in Russia, how is this analysis anything but an exercise in a lack of self-awareness. It’s tragicomic. These folks honestly
think they’re a) unbiased, and b) not part of the anti-Trump ethos that has permeated the media since 2015.

Speaking about this foul-up, CNN legal analyst Jeffrey Toobin said,

“The larger message that a lot of people are going to take from this story is that the news media are a bunch of leftist liars
who are dying to get the president and that they’re willing to lie to do it.”

https://youtu.be/rMY-zTxPCuY via @YouTube

Yes, Jeff. That’s exactly it. It’s spot-on, actually. To make things even more humiliating for the opposition media, it was the
Mueller investigation, which has looked into whether the Trump campaign colluded with the Kremlin during the 2016 election for
nearly two years, who said the BuzzFeed story was inaccurate.

From CNN to ABC News, the Democrat-media complex is trying to get Trump. We’ve all known this for quite some time. Does the
liberal media have amnesia, dementia, CTE? You’ve fact-checked Trump over fast food, said that he knew about the innocuous,
pointless, and total waste of time of a meeting between his son and some Russians in Trump Tower in 2016. Your source retracted
the entire premise. The liberal media peddled that candidate Trump ordered Michael Flynn to contact the Russians during the
campaign. Wrong. It was after Trump won the 2016 election as part of the standard protocol of laying down a new diplomatic
framework from a new incoming administration. That story tanked the markets. Oh, and let’s not forget CNN being unable to report
on Trump feeding fish accurately. And Trump wasn’t the first president to Bush 41 to not take questions while making his first visit
to China. Remember Barack Obama, folks? Oh, and what about Donald Trump, his son, and other campaign officials supposedly
getting a code key granting access to the trove of documents that were released by Wikileaks prior to being made public?
Collusion! Nope. That email, sent by a donor, did indeed have a key, but Wikileaks had made all the documents public the
previous day. They couldn’t read email timestamps properly.

So, please, with this history of serial failure in covering this White House and this Russia probe, you bet there are a bunch of rabid
liberals out to clip Trump. CNN, we’ve known this for years. Also, this was an exercise in a lack of self-awareness that was quite
appalling.

( Link Below )
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" President Donald J. Trump' Constantly Attacked By Media, Deep State, Mueller Investigation & The Entire Swamp, Yet
POTUS' Fights Them All With Finesse "

(meme) click blue words below

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/gv011619dAPR20190115094510.jpg

In this meme of President Donald J.Trump up above, He is obviously fighting off all the Deep State's Tools being used against
Him since his overwhelmingly defeat of the Democrat's Nominee for President , Hillary Rotten Clinton. The Deep State has been
looking for a way to Impeach President Trump because He is Not a Puppet for the Globalist unlike Barry (Sotero) Obama, GW(
Dubya) Bush and Bill (Slick Willie) Clinton who all three were obviously Globalist Puppets. The Deep State Cabal like to be in
total control of absolutely everything, except Donald J. Trump is No man's Puppet and therefore He can not be controlled, at least
not by the NWO Globalist Cabal. I for one am truly honored to have President Donald J. Trump in My corner fighting for me and
the rest of the American People.

May God Bless President Donald J. Trump

WWG1WGA
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Why Are Democrats Opposing Americans In Every Way ?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/143/5ba68a1b-1307-4b95-b680-a62023fa9af6.jpg

With the rejection of President Trump’s latest border security compromise Democrats have rejected security for Americans on
many different levels.

This set of rejections adds to the growing list of recent weeks in which nearly every decision they make works against the citizens
of the United States.

Even after repeated compromises (President Trump moving to a “steel slat” and away from a “wall”) and self-admissions of a
barrier’s effectiveness (House Majority Leader Hoyer confessing “well of course walls work,”) they continue to harbor anti-American
values and sentiment in their approach towards the current crisis.

Thus far they have rejected the number one demand of the voters in 2016 to reinforce our southern border with a permanent barrier.

They have decided that in order to ensure that they prevent such a barrier from being built that they would prefer to starve
government workers merely to spite the American people.

They also decided to attempt to block the President’s lawful right to update the American people on the progress of the nation and
what his administration intends to accomplish in 2109.

All three of these moves intentionally hurts Americans, leaves them less safe, and attempts to leave them uninformed in a nation
that guarantees transparency.

In rejecting President Trump’s offer on Saturday they went a few steps further.

Besides the paltry sum of $5.7 billion he is requesting for the border barrier (paltry because the Democrats approved $40 billion
during the Obama administration for identical purposes) they also rejected a few other key points.

A key point they are now rejecting (that they previously begged for—though this is the third time the President has offered it) is an
extension of protections on nearly 700,000 “dreamers” (non-citizens who entered the country illegally but of no fault of their own
due to ages at the time.) Rejecting these protections now for a third time, DACA kids really should ask themselves, “Who in this
debate is honestly thinking about what’s best for me?”

( Full Story In Link Below )
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On Saturday, January 19, 2018 New York Democratic Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez attended the Women's March in Washington,
DC despite the group's association with anti-semitism. The Democratic National Committee and numerous colleagues recently
disavowed and dropped partnership with the Women's March due to bigoted comments amongst its national leaders. Rep. Ocasio-
Cortez was asked about this yesterday and shifted the blame of anti-semitism to President Donald Trump and his current
administration while refusing to answer the question.

As Townhall's Lauretta Brown previously reported,

"The Democratic National Committee...joined a long list of Democratic groups disassociating themselves from the
Woman’s March Tuesday following the repeated failures from the organization’s leadership to disavow ties with anti-
Semitic leader Louis Farrakhan."

( Full Story In Link Below )
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PELOSI & SCHUMER : DEMOCRATS FEAR IN DC., IT LOOKS LIKE ' Q'ANON'S DROPS HAVE THE LIBERALS SCARED
SHIT LESS '

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://a57.foxnews.com/hp.foxnews.com/images/2019/01/1280/533/d83f7d9e2c75920c130a974d9b97bd75.png?tl=1&ve=1

THE FACT ALONE THAT SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES NANCY PELOSI KEEPS TRYING TO LEAVE
THE COUNTRY AND HAS SOME BONES THAT APPEAR TO BE FALLING RIGHT OUT FROM HER CLOSET AS THE ANON'S
TURN THEIR ATTENTION TOWARDS NANCY PELOSI AND HER CONNECTIONS, MAKES ONE WONDER WHAT IS NANCY
PELOSI REALLY INVOLVED IN AND WHAT IS SHE HIDING, WHY DOES SHE NEED THE BORDER TO REMAIN OPEN
WITHOUT THE PROPER SECURITY PROTECTION THAT PRESIDENT DONALD J.TRUMP INSIST THAT WE FUND AND
BUILD?

( OK ANON'S IT'S TIME TO CUT LOOSE ON PELOSI, EVERYTHING YOU CAN FIND, LET"S EXPOSE HER )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Speaker Nancy Pelosi has just made the Partial Government Shut Down her new baby. That's right you heard me correct, Nancy
Pelosi now owns the Partial Government Shut Down. President Donald J.Trump made an offer for the Democrats to at least debate
with each other of whether or not the offer to re-open the Partial Government Shut Down, which included exempting the DACA
Program that the Democat Party had claimed was so important to them in the recent past, not long before losing the DACA
program discussions all together. By Nancy Pelosi responding back to the President immediately after his offer for a deal to re-
open the government that he made on TV, Pelosi exclaiming No, Not a Chance, No Deal, No Wall! She has just proved to the
country and the world that she owns the government shut down now, even if it was on President Trump before. You can tell by the
other Democrats expressions alone while Nancy Pelosi is talking to the press, that they themselves aren't sure Pelosi is playing
with a full deck at this point. Heaven knows where we go from here, but one option the President has is downsize the whole
government...... This would be a genius move on the presidents part considering He is up for Re-Election in a few months from
here. So whatever President Trump chooses to do next , I am sure His Base is right there to back him up because I know I
am...... For All You Followers of Q'anon , "Keep the faith, do your part because You Have More Than You Know".....

GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP & Q'ANON

WWG1WGA
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Four women were found guilty by a federal judge Friday of illegally entering a national wildlife refuge near the U.S.-Mexico border to
leave food and water for illegal immigrants crossing the Arizona desert.

The women were volunteers with No More Deaths, a group fighting to end deaths of illegal immigrants crossing the sometimes
treacherous desert landscapes along the border, according to reports.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"The Defendants did not get an access permit, they did not remain on the designated roads, and they left water, food, and crates
in the Refuge. All of this, in addition to violating the law, erodes the national decision to maintain the Refuge in its pristine nature,"
U.S. Magistrate Judge Bernardo Velasco wrote in his three-page order posted online Friday afternoon.

The women all face up to six months in prison for the misdemeanor convictions and a $500 fine. No sentencing date has been
scheduled.

( Full Story In Link Below ). ⤵

https://www.foxnews.com/us/four-border-activists-guilty-of-illegally-entering-refuge-to-give-aid-to-undocumented-immigrants
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Journalism is dead. It wasn’t murder, or old age, it was suicide. Journalism died after drinking a cocktail of contempt, arrogance,
ignorance, and enough narrative to kill a whale. Its corpse rolls on, meeting deadlines, publishing stories, and forming cable news
panels continuing to extol the virtues of the poisons that killed it. They deserve your skepticism and your contempt.

The latest nail in the media’s credibility coffin landed Friday night. It was a bombshell story that declared, “President Donald Trump
directed his longtime attorney Michael Cohen to lie to Congress about negotiations to build a Trump Tower in Moscow, according
to two federal law enforcement officials involved in an investigation of the matter."

Subornation of perjury is a serious allegation for a “news” organization to make. At least it has become one in the years since Bill
Clinton actually did it with Monica Lewinsky and Democrats didn’t care (it’s amazing what a difference party membership makes).
If true, talking heads exclaimed, this would be grounds for impeachment of the President.

A second after Buzzfeed, the glorified blog known mostly for clickbait listicles and cat videos, published the allegations all presses
were stopped. Newspapers and networks sent their reporters on a quest to verify the story, based on anonymous sources, for
themselves. They couldn’t.....

( Full Story In Link Below )⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/derekhunter/2019/01/20/another-media-bombshell-turns-out-to-be-a-dud-n2539319
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Tensions Rise: White House Slams Speaker Pelosi For One Of Her 'Flat-Out Lies'  (GreatAwakening)
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Tensions between Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) and President Donald Trump continue to rise. We're going on a month-long
government shutdown over Trump's proposed border wall. We've seen a lot of back-and-forth between the two. But one thing Pelosi
is not happy about? Trump grounding her Congressional Delegation's overseas trip a few days ago. Here's the thing though: she
did it to herself when she sent a letter to Trump suggesting the State of the Union be postponed until the government shutdown
ends.

Pelosi's spokesman came out and said President Trump endangered the Congressional Delegation by revealing details of the trip
in his letter.

Drew Hammill

✔ @Drew_Hammill

The CODEL to Afghanistan included a required stop in Brussels for pilot rest. In Brussels, the delegation was scheduled to meet
with top NATO commanders, U.S. military leaders and key allies–to affirm the United States’ ironclad commitment to the NATO
alliance. (1/4)

Drew Hammill

✔ @Drew_Hammill

Replying to @Drew_Hammill

This weekend visit to Afghanistan did not include a stop in Egypt. (2/4)

Drew Hammill

✔ @Drew_Hammill

Replying to @Drew_Hammill

The purpose of the trip was to express appreciation & thanks to our men & women in uniform for their service & dedication, & to
obtain critical national security & intelligence briefings from those on the front lines. (3/4)

Drew Hammill

✔ @Drew_Hammill

Replying to @Drew_Hammill

The President traveled to Iraq during the Trump Shutdown as did a Republican CODEL led by Rep. Zeldin. (4/4)

The White House is fighting back against that claim.

“When the speaker of the House and about 20 others from Capitol Hill decide to book their own commercial flights to Afghanistan,
the world is going to find out,” a senior White House official told The Washington Times. “The idea we would leak anything that
would put the safety and security of any American at risk is a flat-out lie.”

( Link Below )
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President Donald J.Trump " Walls Are Not Immoral" POTUS' Proves With Border Announcement , He Is Truly
America's Greatest & Will Secure The Border  (GreatAwakening)
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With His Announcement On Border Security And The Absolute Need For A Secure Border Wall On The Southern Border ,
President Donald J.Trump Has Proven Once Again That He Will Go Down In History As The United States Of America's
Greatest President Ever!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

President Donald J.Trump Once again has proven to the American People and the whole world that He Has America's Better
Interest In Mind when he says that America Has The Need For A Security Border Wall on the Southern US Border, this is an
absolute truth and is actually the best move for America since we now see yet another Caravan of Migrants from Central American
Rats, Oooopps! I meant to say Migrants and not knowing exactly how many will actually be in the Caravan this time around, we
American's need to be ready for an INVASION of More Illegals sneaking into the country if not for a strong and high Security
Border Wall like President Donald J.Trump says we absolutely need.. These Migrant are headed for America for many reasons, but
regardless of their individual reasons the fact remains that it is illegal to cross the Border into America, Them Damn Migrants
starting their trek up through Mexico as they head for the United States of America's Southern Border. With the amount of
actual people that are in these Caravans coming up from Central America, our government must put a stop to this sneaking into
the Backdoor nonsense. Or you gonna have undocumented persons from every country try be coming to America without being
properly vetted . These Migrants come for many reasons except they sneak into the country and then try and ask for Asylum. If
you gonna come to America don't sneak in the back door and then say, hey I brought you a loaf of bread..a,a,,ah,ah,, " No speak'a
da english" ASYLUM ! Well, because I know you are liar and your story it is straight bullshit.

FUND AND BUILD THE WALL & STOP THESE AMERICAN KILLING DRUGS FROM CROSSING INTO AMERICA

Donald J.Trump Knows that you are welcome if you come to America legally

Thank God For President Donald J.Trump

WWG1WGA
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https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/March-for-Life.jpg

The March for Life reportedly drew about 100,000 people this year. That’s no small feat, even if it’s not the most that the march
has ever seen — 500,000 in 2013 was one recent high. However, the 46th iteration of the largest pro-life protest in America is
probably something worth paying attention to.

Unless, of course, you’re the broadcast media.

According to LifeNews, morning shows on the three major networks were much more interested in the pro-abortion Women’s
March, a movement that’s splintering over serious allegations of anti-Semitism within its leadership.

“ABC, NBC and CBS’s morning news shows all ignored the 46th annual March for Life happening today in Washington D.C., the
largest pro-life gathering in the nation where an estimated 100,000 people are expected to show up to protest the legalization of
abortion,” LifeNews reported Friday. “Even as President Trump is expected to address the crowd via video for the second year in a
row, the liberal networks still couldn’t find time to report on the march.”

However, as LifeNews pointed out, “CBS gave a whole segment to the feminist, anti-Semitic ‘Women’s March’ scheduled for
Saturday but didn’t even give a passing mention to the March for Life.”

That, in case you haven’t been paying attention, is the march that’s been splintering thanks to several exposés about anti-Semitic
remarks made by some of its leaders and their links to Louis Farrakhan, America’s most visible spewer of Jew-hatred.

The other networks, meanwhile, had more important things to cover.

“ABC and NBC had plenty of time to give to fluff stories Friday morning, from Meghan Markle’s fashion, to ‘nomophobia,’ which is
an addiction to one’s phone,” LifeNews noted.

And when media outlets did give the March for Life coverage, it was typically dismissive.

Do you think the March for Life deserves more coverage? Yes No

Enter your email

Completing this poll entitles you to Conservative Tribune news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime. You also
agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. The Washington Post gave over part of its article on the march — replete with a
picture of stony-faced, minatory-looking young people right below the headline — to questioning the scientific bona fides of the pro-
life movement, given that the theme of this year’s march was “Unique from Day One: Pro-Life is Pro-Science.”

“Science isn’t really designed to answer questions about the exact beginning of life or the moral assignations of these sorts of
things,” said Sarah Horvath, “a doctor who has performed abortions and works as a family planning policy and advocacy fellow for
the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.”

“Science tells us that abortion is safe,” she told The Post. “Science tells us that abortion is health care. Science tells us that
abortion care can be lifesaving.”

Horvath was brought on to dispute a paper by the Charlotte Lozier Institute arguing that because a zygote — the result of an egg
cell being fertilized by a sperm cell — “directs its own development” and will, under the right circumstances, eventually become a
child, zygotes “are indeed living individuals of the human species.”

“I think that’s a gross exaggeration of an incredibly complex topic,” Horvath said. “There are many fertilized eggs that never
implant, that implant in the wrong place … that become miscarriages, that in fact can become a type of cancer.”

Yes, cancer. This isn’t a scare tactic at all.

It’s interesting how many other movements are given uncritical coverage in the pages of The Post, but on this one, the news outlet
felt the need to consult a doctor who says that “(s)cience tells us that abortion is health care.”

Say what you will about the “Democracy Dies in Darkness” folks, at least they were covering actual news in their own special way.
The other story that seemed to catch the fancy of the media from the March for Life involved conservative commentator Ben
Shapiro losing a sponsor because he did an ad read during his speech (the address was intended to be used as an episode of his
podcast). There’s a crucial news flash from the District. Further bulletins as events warrant.

But then, disappointment over the lack of coverage for the March for Life is as much of an annual event as the March for Life is.
The media just don’t think that the pro-life movement is worth covering, no matter how many people turn up in Washington.

Meanwhile, the disintegrating Women’s March is arguably getting more play even as local marches are being canceled.

It’s business as usual in the business of shaping opinion.

( Link Below )
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A group of more than 1,000 strangers assisted forgotten Army veteran with no family in his funeral service.

Peter Turnpu, 77, who died alone at his South Jersey home but was honored Friday by more than 1,000 people strangers who
came to pay their respects.

Groups of veterans, government officials and others from South Jersey attended to show their appreciation for Turnpu's service to
the country during the Vietnam War era and to ensure he wasn't buried as a forgotten former soldier.

Leroy Wooster of Wooster Funeral Home and Cremation Service said, "We have to give honor to those who have served and Peter
would have had no one here if we didn't reach out."

Wooster said when he heard about Turnpu's death he couldn't just let the Vietnam veteran be buried alone. He paid for the funeral
and invited the community to attend the service.

"I really did not want the publicity and I am not a hero. The hero is Peter. The heroes are the veterans who are here to honor him,"
he said.

Turnpu was found dead of natural causes Dec. 9 at his Waterford home by a neighbor. He lived alone and had few acquaintances.
He was married and divorced in 1980; the couple had no children.

( Link Below )

http://brefnews.com/1352 via @TWITTER_HANDLE
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Shocker: Reporter Who Co-Wrote 'Bombshell' Story About Trump Directing Cohen To Lie 'Has A Fake News History',
The Whole Thing Was A Lie'  (GreatAwakening)
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Oh, look out! Look out! We have another supposed Russia bombshell…that’s not based on evidence. How many times have we
seen this movie before? There’s a story, media pandemonium, and then it all falls apart. It wouldn’t be the first time the liberal
media has committed malpractice in this regard. In fact, they’ve been horrific in covering this White House. From screwing up
timestamps on emails to being incapable of getting a simple koi fish feeding story right, the liberal media in the Trump era has
been more reckless than ever before. The Russia investigation stories are especially egregious. Nothingburger is the word that
could be best to describe all of it. Cortney nabbed the latest so-called bombshell that dropped last night: President Trump
reportedly instructed his ex-personal lawyer Michael Cohen, who was recently sentenced to jail, to lie to Congress about a real
estate deal in Russia.

Ronna McDaniel

✔ @GOPChairwoman

Let me get this straight.

The entire premise of this Buzzfeed story is based on “evidence” that their reporters now admit they haven’t even seen.

Even worse, a reporter who wrote it has a history of false reporting.

Par for the course from the publisher of the phony dossier.

BuzzFeed’s Anthony Cormier and Jason Leopold wrote the story. They supposedly have solid sourcing, but no one has seen the
evidence. Over at RedState, Joe Cunningham rehashed Jason Leopold’s sordid history with the truth. He dredged up an analysis
by Columbia Journalism Review about his 2006 story that Karl Rove, former Deputy White House Chief under Bush, was going to
be indicted. Even Salon had to remind its readers of his shoddy stories.

( Full Story In Link Below )
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Oh, You Bet The Pelosi Entourage Was Not Happy When Trump Torpedoed Her Brussels Trip  (GreatAwakening)
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Speaker Nancy Pelosi had her trip to Brussels and Afghanistan canceled by President Trump. It’s the latest fight between the
Trump White House and House Democrats who are still duking it out over border security. We’re talking $5 billion for part of a
border wall, folks. It’s another non-controversial policy that the Left has harped on for days. The government shutdown is on the
verge of lasting a month, but both sides are not budging......

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full Story Below In Link )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/01/18/oh-you-bet-the-pelosi-entourage-was-not-happy-when-trump-torpedoed-her-
brussels-n2539253
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Largest Single Group Of Migrants Ever, 376 Illegals Tunnels Under Old Fencing Barrier, Proving The Need For A New
Security Border Wall  (GreatAwakening)
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The largest single group of asylum seekers ever to cross into the U.S. tunneled beneath the border wall near San Luis, Arizona, on
Monday, voluntarily turning themselves into Customs and Border Patrol, according to the agency. Migrants literally hundreds of
illegals can be seen marching toward Border Patrol agents by the...

( Full Story Below )⤵

https://abcn.ws/2FzUQbc via @ABC
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I Want To Thank President Donald J.Trump' For Saving America And Fighting Like A Champion Against The Entire NWO
Globalist Machine

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I love the way President Donald J. Trump' on a daily basis is , Fighting For The American People. I know these things take time
in America, especially since we are taking down an entire corrupt system that spreads around the world and has been in place for
so many more years than some people realize. But one thing you can always count on and that's President Donald J.Trump will
be Fighting for the American People. Trump knows that the United States of America will absolutely be a Safer Place as soon
as the Security Border Wall Is Funded & Built

I want to say Thank You! to President Donald J. Trump for Fighting for Us The American People and For Always Having Our
Backs Just Like We Have His President Trumps Back and Support Him!

May God Bless You President Donald J. Trump and Q'anon and All Of America's Military Forces,

In Jesus Holy Name

AMEN

WWG1WGA
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Border security is an issue where the Democratic Party is suffering from schizophrenia. They were for it before they were against
it. Donald Trump winning the 2016 election caused that, despite some very prominent Democrats, like Barack Obama, supporting
border barriers in times past. Now, the war cry is that “a wall is an immorality.” That is coming from Speaker Nancy Pelosi. Walls
are immoral. So, what about illegal aliens who murdered American citizens? Apparently, that’s not a concern; dreams of amnesty
and expanded Democratic voter rolls have clouded the liberal mind.

https://youtu.be/gd3fynanB5E via @YouTube

Yet, House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer appeared to have broken ranks with Pelosi, saying that it’s not a question of morality, but
rather functionality and practicality. Also, a wall isn’t immoral if it protects people. Hoyer made these remarks in an interview with
Fox News’ Bret Baier last night (via RCP):

https://youtu.be/i1SngL__YE8 via @YouTube

NANCY PELOSI, (D) HOUSE SPEAKER: A wall is an immorality. It’s not who we are as a nation. It’s a wall between reality and
his constituents. His supporters.

MITCH MCCONNELL, (R) SENATE MAJORITY LEADER: The speaker has recently defined a brand new dogma for the
Democratic Party. Actually enforcing our immigration laws with the help of physical barriers is quote, “an immorality.” It seems like
Democrats are happy to take their cues from the gentlelady from San Francisco and her extreme fringe position.

(END AUDIO)

BAIER: And do you agree with that, Mr. Leader?

HOUSE MAJORITY LEADER REP. STENY HOYER (D-MD): No. Well, I -- with that, the guy I just heard was Senator McConnell. I
don’t agree.

BAIER: No, about the immorality.

HOYER: I don’t agree with that. Look, I don’t think this is an issue of morality; it’s an issue of does it work? And Senator Cornyn,
Senator Graham, other members of the United States Senate have put in question whether a wall works, whether that is the best
way to secure the border.

Now is -- are some restraints? We’ve supported substantial restraints. We’ve supported fencing. We’ve supported other
technologies. So my own view is that this is not an issue of morality. A wall is immoral if it tries to imprison people who shouldn’t
be imprisoned.

BAIER: OK.

HOYER: A wall is -- that protects people is not immoral. I think the issue is whether it works.

So, do walls work? I think they do.

Steve Guest

✔ @SteveGuest

There is no question barriers work to decrease illegal traffic.

San Diego (built 1992): Dropped 92%

El Paso (built 1993): Dropped 95%

Tucson (built 2000): Dropped 90%

Yuma (built 2005): Dropped 95%
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DOJ Official’s Handwritten Notes, Testimony Explode FBI/Dossier Scandal. FBI Knew Dossier Was Dirty

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Things keep looking worse and worse for the FBI. To be clear, it isn’t the “boots on the ground” folks there, but the powers-that-be
who have been the problem.

Some of the evidence of a corrupt culture at play in the upper ranks of the FBI comes in the form of handwritten notes and
testimony from now-former Associate Attorney General Bruce Ohr.

In yet another report from investigative journalist John Solomon, an opinion contributor for The Hill, it’s been revealed that these
notes and testimony contradict what we’ve been led to believe about the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act warrants issued to
spy on the Donald Trump and his associates.

What we know is that the questionable dossier provided by former British spy Christopher Steele was a key reason the FISA
warrants were issued. Officials have been unclear in regard to when exactly it was that they learned there was a problem with the
dossier.

That problem is the fact that Perkins Coie, the law firm that represented the Democratic National Committee and Hillary Clinton
during the 2016 presidential campaign, paid Steele for the dossier. That in and of itself is a reason to be suspicious about the
dossier’s contents.

When did the FBI know about this problem? If it was before the FISA warrants were applied for, it means agency officials either
didn’t care and possibly were working with the DNC and Clinton to take down then-presidential candidate Trump.

Either situation would mean they had no problem with violating the constitutionally protected rights of American citizens. Either
would show an abuse of power within the FBI — an agency the American people need to be able to trust.

Last summer, Ohr testified that as of July 31, 2016, he had started warning the FBI and Department of Justice lawyers that there
were problems with the dossier. He had pointed out to them multiple times that not only had Steele expressed bias against Trump,
but he was working on a project connected to the Clinton campaign.

During his testimony, Ohr said, “I certainly told the FBI that Fusion GPS was working with, doing opposition research on Donald
Trump. I provided information to the FBI when I thought Christopher Steele was, as I said, desperate that Trump not be elected.”

Do you believe Trump colluded with Russia? Yes No

Enter your email

Completing this poll entitles you to Conservative Tribune news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime. You also
agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Later, he added, “So when I provided it to the FBI, I tried to be clear that this is
source information, I don’t know how reliable it is. You’re going to have to check it out and be aware.”

This bombshell piece of Ohr’s testimony had been pointed out by Kimberley A. Strassel in a piece for The Wall Street Journal
(behind a paywall) back in August 2018. At the time, Strassel noted that while the establishment media tried to downplay Ohr’s
importance, in his testimony, he “confirm(ed) for Congress its worst suspicions about the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s abuse
of its surveillance and sourcing rules.”

And we have more than his sworn testimony to go by in this matter.

( Full Story In Link Below )
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( Just Look At The Look Schumer Is Giving Pelosi As She Speaks, Even He Is Disgusted With Her )

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2019/17/a8f425b6-099a-460f-b254-d899bd8089dc.png

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi lied about the Secret Service yesterday in an effort to score political points against President Trump.

Pelosi asserted the State of the Union Address, which she invited President Trump to give on January 29, should be postponed
due to the Secret Service being unable to provide adequate protection due to the government shutdown.

"The U.S. Secret Service was designated as the lead federal agency responsible for coordinating, planning, exercising, and
implementing security for National Special Security Events by Public Law 106-544, December 19, 2000. However, both the U.S.
Secret Service and the Department of Homeland Security have not been funded for 26 days now – with critical departments
hamstrung by furloughs," Pelosi wrote in a letter to the President Wednesday.

"Sadly, given the security concerns and unless government re-opens this week, I suggest that we work together to determine
another suitable date after government has re-opened for this address or for you to consider delivering your State of the Union
address in writing to the Congress on January 29th," she argued.

After the statement, the Secret Service pushed back on Pelosi's comments and said agents are completely prepared to deliver the
required security for the SOTU. They've also been preparing for the event for months and long before the government shutdown
started in December.

( Full Story In Link Below )
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Yesterday Speaker Pelosi wrote a letter to President Trump suggesting his State of the Union Address should be postponed. In
the letter, she lied about the Secret Service being incapable to provide adequate security for the event.

Today President Trump sent a letter to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi Thursday afternoon informing her an upcoming
taxpayer funded, military escorted trip overseas has been postponed.

"Dear Madame Speaker. Due to the Shutdown, I am sorry to inform you that your trip to Brussels, Egypt, and Afghanistan has
been postponed. We will reschedule this seven-day excursion when the Shutdown is over. In light of the 800,000 great American
workers not receiving pay, I am sure you would agree that postponing this public relations event it totally appropriate. I also feel
that, during this period, it would be better if you were in Washington negotiating with me and joining the Strong Border Security
movement to end the Shutdown. Obviously, if you would like to make your journey by flying commercial, that would certainly be
your prerogative,"

President Trump wrote.

"I look forward to seeing you soon and even more forward to watching our open and dangerous Southern Border finally
receive the attention, funding and security it so desperately deserves!"

The President concluded.

( Story In Link Below )
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President of The United States of America, Donald J.Trump Holds The Most Power In Washington DC & The Entire
Country

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Regardles of what Speaker of The House Nancy Pelosi says, Donald J.Trump is the President of The United States of
America.,President Trump should insist on having The State of The Union Address exactly when it is scheduled for , this way
it will demand all of the Congress return to Washington DC. After the State of The Union Address , President Trump can then insist
that both Houses of Congress get to work on coming up with a solution to FUNDING THE SECURITY BORDER WALL. The
President has the Ultimater Power in DC. He can order every Television Network to carry the State of The Union Address live if
he really wanted to. The President has been given so much power over the last 16 years, from new laws like the Patriot Act,
created while the country was being run by Deep State Puppets. The President has the power over business, over land, over
property's, over the population, He has power of the Entire Military. The fact that the Deep State was designing and setting up the
failure of America as a Governing body rule & Sovereignty as a Nation basically destroying America's Sovereignty in order to
usher in The Deep State's Satanic New World Order rule of law because where America goes , so goes the world. The Deep
State are mad as Hell that Donald Trump won the 2016 Election. The Deep State are trying to find a way to get rid of President
Trump without an outright Assassination, because President Donald Trump is NOT a Puppet to anyone, not even the Deep
State Big Bankers that rule the world with their Debt Paper Money System.We can be clear here , Donald Trump is working to
bring this country back into a government ran by the People so that it brings The Power to the People , exactly how it was
intended to be since it's inception. Created by some very smart Patriots that came and fought for the freedom to NOT PAY
TAXES to the King or any entity even if it is the Elite Big Bankers and Satanic Cabal of Elites that rule the world. Q'anon is
right, President Donald Trump are working with Military Intelligence to take back this great country from the grasp of some Evil
Corrupt World Players, call them what you will...... I call them the Deep State Cabal or the Satanic Illuminati.

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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One of today's big headlines is:

Pelosi Says President Should Delay State Of The Union Address To The Nation Until After The Government Shutdown Has Ended

" EXCEPT FOR THE FACT THAT PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP'S AUTHORITY OVERRIDES SPEAKER PELOSI'S
DEMANDS! "

Donald Trump Is Absolutely America's Greatest President Ever Especially When It Comes To Accomplishing His Campaign
Promises

Now Fund & Build The Security Border Wall

WWG1WGA
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As the Mueller special counsel investigation is rumored to be winding down, the media are furiously spinning tall tales about
President Donald Trump as a hedge against the Mueller report being a nothingburger. Politico is warning Democrats and
NeverTrump Republicans to "prepare for disappointment."

Tamping down expectations, Politico bases its warning on inside sources: "[d]efense lawyers working on the Russia probe and
more than 15 former government officials with investigation experience spanning Watergate to the 2016 election case."

Despite Politico's pessimism, the New York Times remains ever hopeful that the Mueller report will be the pony under the
Christmas tree that the media have been waiting for since Trump announced his candidacy for president in June 2015.

Late last week was their latest "bombshell" report, claiming that federal law enforcement officials "became so concerned by the
president's behavior that they began investigating whether he had been working on behalf of Russia against American interests."

Funny how they had no concern over the Clintons and their money-laundering pay-to-play Clinton Foundation, who might "have
been working on behalf of Russia against American interests" – such as half-million-dollar speaking fees to Bill Clinton for
speaking to a Russian bank while his wife, as secretary of state, opposed sanctions on Russia.

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/01/trump_firing_comey_is_no_obstruction_of_justice.html#.XD9aBCJRrUc.twitter
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The optics for the latest caravan don't get much worse than this: Honduran border police arrested a 26-year-old fugitive they said
was leading it and hauled him off to prison to serve the 15-year prison term that came of his 2015 conviction.

Caravan leader Juan Carlos Molina's crime? Raping a younger-than-12-year-old, his own little cousin, sneaking into her home as
she awaited her mother's return from a late-working job with the door to her home ajar to let her back in, according to the
Honduras's Diario La Tribuna. If she had to leave the door open, it's quite likely it's because she had to go to sleep, meaning, the
rape was a bedroom invasion rape of a young girl, which is every girl's (and woman's) worst nightmare.

The raped girl then got pregnant and gave birth to a baby boy. Cops matched Molina's DNA to that of the infant, and that secured
his conviction. Here is a Google Translate of the Diario La Tribuna report:

The Criminal Enforcement Court of the Judicial Section of San Pedro Sula confirmed that the detainee is a convicted person and
was a fugitive from justice. He faces 15 years in prison. The court issued the arrest warrant on August 31, 2015.

On April 23, 2015, Chamber 5 of the Sentencing Court sentenced Juan Carlos Molina, who was found to be criminally liable for the
crime of special violation against a minor and was declared civilly liable to respond with compensation for the moral damages
caused to the victim.

( Full Story Below )
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The Old Witch is pissed off and now Nancy Pelosi is looking for revenge against Democrats who worked to keep her from
regaining the speakership, POLITICO reported. Her primary target was Rep. Kathleen Rice (D-NY), who lead the charge against
Pelosi.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Full Story In Link Below ) ⤵
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https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/01/16/report-speaker-pelosi-is-out-for-revenge-against-her-fellow-democrats-
n2539124
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Candace Owens

@RealCandyO

There’s nothing like a woman scorned.

In other words: we can officially hit up Jeff Bezos’ wife for border wall funding.

BuildTheWall

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

She can actually be an American Hero if she did.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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**Representative Jim Jordan Tweets Evidence Of Ex FBI Lawyer James Baker & Ex FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe

Are Both Subjects Of An Ongoing Criminal Investigation For Leaking Sensitive Information To The Media**

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Rep. Jim Jordan

@Jim_Jordan

Former FBI Deputy Director Andy McCabe investigated for leaking to the media.

Former FBI General Counsel Jim Baker subject of investigation, same reason.

These guys are part of the team that launched the Trump-Russia probe.

https://pbs.twimg.com/card_img/1083163676729851905/4Yxv6h9f?format=jpg&name=600x314

https://fxn.ws/2FCEPAK #FoxNews
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When It Comes To Running The Country Donald Trump Is Absolutely The Best.

Clemson Tiger's Getting Ready To Munch At The White House , Compliment's Of President Trump

https://www.ajc.com/rf/image_lowres/Pub/p10/AJC/2019/01/15/Images/1082818574.jpg

Not sure how many to grab or what even what was expected of them they dug in....

https://cdn-s3.si.com/s3fs-public/styles/marquee_large_2x/public/2019/01/15/clemson-tigers-white-house-donald-trump-1000-
hamburgers.jpg?itok=p1yAU20w

Everyone served up one, two Burgers and .......

https://bloximages.newyork1.vip.townnews.com/foxcarolina.com/content/tncms/assets/v3/editorial/3/4a/34a59c6c-1856-11e9-
8db7-2378a72a08c9/5c3d1ea61a512.image.jpg?resize=1200%2C676

Some of the Tiger Players were real hungry and thought , why not , it's free munchies .....

https://bloximages.chicago2.vip.townnews.com/wiscnews.com/content/tncms/assets/v3/editorial/e/c0/ec04dad7-5d73-531b-b349-
777a2ce17620/5c3d3f321343d.image.jpg?resize=1200%2C800

Regardless of what was served at the White House for the visiting National Collegiate Football Champion Clemson Tiger's, it was a
gesture from the heart of The President of The United States of America, Donald John Trump.

God Bless Our Great President Donald Trump , Q'anon and All of His Executive Branch for they are doing a great job at running
this country.

When It Comes To Running The Country Donald Trump Is Absolutely The Best.

WWG1WGA
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Since the government has been partial shut down , our government must have saved enough tax dollars by now to FUND
THE WALL !

There is no excuse the Democrats can use that would be a valid point of why the Wall can't be Funded right now!

Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer are only using this shut down and try and turn the blame on President Trump. As long as the
President stands strong as he has been , the Wall will be funded. We the American People stand behind our president and insist
that the Wall be funded and built. The sooner the Wall is built the sooner America can truly protect our southern border . When the
Wall is built the Border Patrol will have a much more efficient barrier line where the rule of law for crossing into America illegally
can be implemented to the fullest extent. Then we should make the crime of even trying to cross that border illegally and when
done so , the punishment should be fierce. Coming to the USA is not a free access to free medical attention , free housing , or free
food through the food stamp system, especially when the citizen's of this great country have to work hard to provide those
necessities for themselves and their families. American's are tired of our country being an open place where Illegal Immigrants
come and break the law and run back to Mexico, in essence a lawless mindset in the illegal which makes encountering an illegal in
a bad situation could be deadly for the American Citizen, this alone is a the best reason for building the Security Border Wall .
They don't call it a SECURITY WALL for nothing. So my message and I'm sure all the Patriots here on the Great Awakening also
agree that we NEED TO FUND & BUILD THE SECURITY BORDER WALL!

God Bless Patriots

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2019/15/ba94c87c-081b-4189-ae79-a228dc47519d.png

Monday night the Clemson Football National Champions made a visit to the White House where President Trump hosted them for
dinner in the State Dining Room. The President personally paid for a lavish spread of fast food from a variety of establishments.

“The President wanted to host a fun event to celebrate the College Football National Champion Clemson Tigers. Because the
Democrats refuse to negotiate on border security, much of the residence staff at the White House is furloughed – so the President
is personally paying for the event to be catered with some of everyone’s favorite fast foods,” Press Secretary Sarah Sanders
released in a statement.

https://twitter.com/hunterw/status/1084954858254405633

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw6nGUlW0AEv4jN.jpg

The White House

✔ @WhiteHouse

Earlier this evening, President @realDonaldTrump treated the Clemson Tigers football team to dinner in the State Dining Room!
#ALLIN

https://twitter.com/bubbaprog/status/1084823908233158656

While the Clemson Tigers seemed to be enjoying themselves, a number of President Trump's critics lost their minds over the
presentation.

https://twitter.com/drvox/status/1084963552367001600

David Roberts

@drvox

Replying to @drvox

1. ... backed by ubiquitous, relentless corporate advertising. Yet somehow this unholy stew of capitalist exploitation &
corporate welfare has taken on a vaguely populist air. Already I guarantee there are people responding to the first tweet
calling me a tedious scold.

( Rest Of Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/01/15/trump-served-fast-food-at-the-white-house-and-people-are-actually-mad-
about-it-n2539055
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President Trump hosted a border security meeting at the White House Tuesday afternoon.

In an effort to make progress on the government shutdown, Trump invited Republican and Democrat lawmakers to attend with
ideas. Not a single Democrat showed up. Their leaders, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer, were also missing.

“As Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi refuse to negotiate, President Donald J. Trump and his team are working hard to find
solutions to solve the humanitarian and national security crisis at the border and reopen the government. The President has a
proposal on the table that includes additional technology at ports of entry, allows minors from Central America to seek asylum in
their home country, and physical barriers between ports of entry made of steel instead of concrete," Press Secretary Sarah
Sanders released in a statement. "Today, the President offered both Democrats and Republicans the chance to meet for lunch at
the White House. Unfortunately, no Democrats will attend. The President looks forward to having a working lunch with House
Republicans to solve the border crisis and reopen the government. It’s time for the Democrats to come to the table and make a
deal.”

Here's a list of House Republicans who attended:

1. Rep. Susan Brooks (R-IN)

2. Rep. Rodney Davis (R-IL)

3. Rep. Doug Collins (R-GA)

4. Rep. John Katko (R-NY)

5. Rep. Brad Wenstrup (R-OH)

6. Rep. Jodey Arrington (R-TX)

7. Rep. Van Taylor (R-TX)

8. Rep. Anthony Gonzalez (R-OH)

9. Rep. Clay Higgins (R-LA)

On Tuesday morning, President Trump went after Pelosi and Schumer on Twitter. He also warned of another caravan headed to
the U.S. from Honduras.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Why is Nancy Pelosi getting paid when people who are working are not?

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

A big new Caravan is heading up to our Southern Border from Honduras. Tell Nancy and Chuck that a drone flying around will not
stop them. Only a Wall will work. Only a Wall, or Steel Barrier, will keep our Country safe! Stop playing political games and end the
Shutdown!

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Polls are now showing that people are beginning to understand the Humanitarian Crisis and Crime at the Border. Numbers are
going up fast, over 50%. Democrats will soon be known as the Party of Crime. Ridiculous that they don’t want Border Security!

Trump will host a phone meeting with local community leaders on border security later in the afternoon.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/01/15/president-trump-hosts-another-meeting-on-border-security-with-chuck-and-
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Even amid the partial federal shutdown, a pair of weekend stories from the New York Times and Washington Post reignited the
Beltway's fascination with the Russia matter, raising new questions about President Trump's unusual posture toward Russia and
its leader. The Times reported that after Trump fired ex-FBI chief James Comey, the Bureau actively investigated whether Trump
himself may have been some sort of Kremlin asset. This is wild stuff:

In the days after President Trump fired James B. Comey as F.B.I. director, law enforcement officials became so concerned by the
president’s behavior that they began investigating whether he had been working on behalf of Russia against American interests,
according to former law enforcement officials and others familiar with the investigation. The inquiry carried explosive implications.
Counterintelligence investigators had to consider whether the president’s own actions constituted a possible threat to national
security. Agents also sought to determine whether Mr. Trump was knowingly working for Russia or had unwittingly fallen under
Moscow’s influence. The investigation the F.B.I. opened into Mr. Trump also had a criminal aspect, which has long been publicly
known: whether his firing of Mr. Comey constituted obstruction of justice.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full Story In Link Below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/01/15/analysis-what-to-make-of-the-fbis-investigation-into-trump-as-a-russian-asset-
n2539027
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Conservative activist Laura Loomer, who is known for going undercover with James O'Keefe, took alleged illegal aliens from
Mexico and Guatemala to Speaker Nancy Pelosi's home in California. There, the group jumped the fence and Loomer demanded
the group be let into the home. The group set up a pop up tent with the word "morality" on it and hung the pictures of those who
were killed by illegal aliens, The Daily Caller reported.

During the middle of the stunt, Loomer called into the Alex Jones Show on InfoWars, at which point he applauded her efforts and
included her live streamed video on his show.

Here's a look at the ordeal:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5ZuhFWkAAcGY9.jpg

Will Sommer  Verified account

@willsommer

Follow Follow @willsommer

Right-wing activist Laura Loomer, last seen chaining herself to Twitter HQ, has jumped the fence at Nancy Pelosi's Napa home
and set up a tent protesting immigration. Now she's chanting "Nancy, Nancy!"

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dw5cnqCWwAE7zCM.jpg

Now Laura Loomer is back and saying she tried to open the doors to Pelosi's house, but they were locked. This seems like an
unwise thing to be admitting!

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/01/14/conservative-activists-jump-pelosis-fence-with-illegal-aliens-to-prove-a-vital-
point-n2539038
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House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer (D-MD) faced some tougher talk from media hosts, for once, regarding the government
shutdown that has lasted 20+ days now. President Trump promised border security during the 2016 campaign. He promised to
build a wall. He has to follow through on it. It was one of his signature issues. He’s only asking $5 billion for part of his wall. The
Democrats are not willing to play ball after reclaiming the House. Last week, Trump offered to re-open the government in exchange
for some of the funding. Democrats rejected it and then tried to apply pressure by trying to invoke sympathy for government
workers. No one cares about them, so this fight drags on—and Trump isn’t going to budge. CNBC host Joe Kernen aptly noted that
the government could be re-opened if Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer focused on having a sensible counter-offer rather than
looking for any moment to stop the president.

https://youtu.be/GaoVyjc6B5s via @YouTube

Steve Guest

✔ @SteveGuest

CNBC host calls out Democrats for government shutdown: Nancy Pelosi & Chuck Schumer “could open the government any
time… they just care about making a political point.”

CNN took a break from going down its anti-Trump rabbit hole, with host Alisyn Camerota pushing back on Hoyer for his party’
stance on this whole matter. She noted that both sides want border security (or at least Democrats say they’re for it) and that
Trump had moved away from a wall and would have settled for a barrier, another thing that Democrats have supported. Camerota
pretty much exposed Democrats for their hypocrisy, which Hoyer responded by saying that he didn’t like Trump shutting down the
government because he didn’t get what he wanted. It’s not what he wants though, Steny. Support for the wall has risen since the
shutdown, and despite what some liberal publications have decided to deride as fake news, there is a border crisis. The
Washington Post and The New York Times have reported on this. It’s a national security priority. This isn’t some pet project, and
it’s not like Trumps is asking for hundreds of billions of dollars.

This is about the Democratic Party being trapped by their base. Even Senate Democrats knew from the get-go that some money
for border security was going to be coughed up. Yet, it’s now the party of ‘resist all Trump all the time,’ so this shutdown won’t end
in the foreseeable future. At the same time, you see where the Left lies on all of these issues.

( Link Below )
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One month before the 2014 election, I was talking with a liberal couple. Working-class parents with a developmentally disabled
son, they believed in government-run programs, but also prided themselves on working for a living. Our sharpest disagreements
revolved around the proper role of domestic spending. They were committed Democrats, except on one issue, they told me: “We
will vote for a Republican if he promises to secure the border.” In 2016, Democratic voters may have re-elected liberal US Senators
and House Reps back to Washington, but they crossed party lines to put the businessman, celebrity mogul in the White House.
“That Republican” they wanted was President Donald Trump.

Today, Trump’s pro-American nationalist agenda has transformed the country’s discourse for the better. Not its coarseness, which
emerged during Obama’s relentless transformation of our country, but its sharpened focus on illegal immigration. Keenly aware of
his campaign promises, Trump has drawn a big red line in the sand for the budget: a big beautiful wall. The outgoing Republican
House majority voted to fund the wall. Senate Majority Leader McConnell signaled his readiness for the budget. Before (and after)
the January 3rd transfer, however, Democrats had enough Senators to filibuster the legislation. The resulting shutdown has lasted
since the Christmas holiday, and this impasse belongs to the Democrats, root and branch.

Some will argue that President Trump’s unrepentant demands are unrealistic. This criticism may have some merit. Presidents with
predominantly private sector or military experience often find Congressional law-making in particular, and federal politics in general,
daunting and frustrating. There is no clear chain of command for accomplishing goals. In a private organization with goals and
outcomes, the people in charge ensure that their directives are carried out. In Washington, vote-trading, log-rolling, compromise are
essential.

However, our government exists to protect our rights and to secure our borders (consult Article Four, Section Four of the United
States Constitution for details). Border security is not up for debate, nor should the government’s role be compromised away.
Besides, the gridlock overwhelming Congress is not a fault or an askance detail of our constitutional framework. The rigorous clash
of power between today’s Democrats and Republicans reflects a fundamental divide which has forever shaped the two parties. One
believes in a secure sovereign America. The other does not. There is no room for compromise on this. Trump is right to take this
fight, and die on this hill if necessary (although he won’t)

( Full Story In Link Below )
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In November of last year, the Sacramento Bee reported that 130,000 more people left California for other states than moved there.
And that’s been an ongoing issue for the Golden State: Since 2001, the state has seen a net loss of 410,000 residents to Texas
alone.

Allow Cenk Uygur and James Woods to explain to you why.

Uygur, for those of you unfamiliar with him, is one of the hosts of the YouTube program “The Young Turks.” If you’ve seen clips of
the liberal extravaganza but are unsure of which one he is, he’s the one that’s always kind of screamy.

On Sunday, Uygur tweeted in favor of a prospective teachers strike in the city of Los Angeles, where his children go to school:

Cenk Uygur

✔ @cenkuygur

My kids go to a public school in LA. Their teachers are going on strike tomorrow. All the wealthy put their kids in private schools &
then the government bled the public schools dry. 80% of kids in #LAUSD need lunch assistance. Fund the schools! I support the
teachers! #Strike

“My kids go to a public school in LA,” he wrote.

“Their teachers are going on strike tomorrow. All the wealthy put their kids in private schools & then the government bled the public
schools dry. 80% of kids in #LAUSD need lunch assistance. Fund the schools! I support the teachers! #Strike.”

But according to an NBC report, the union’s real problem isn’t “wealthy” parents putting their kids in private schools. It’s desperate
parents, fed up with failing public schools, taking the opportunity to send their children to charter schools — a non-traditional public
education outlet that bypasses the rigid rules created by teachers’ unions.

Do you think California is too liberal? Yes No

Enter your email

Completing this poll entitles you to Conservative Tribune news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime. You also
agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. “Union officials declared an ‘impasse’ in negotiations on Friday, saying an offer
from the district to raise salaries, cap class sizes and hire 1,200 additional staff was good for only one year,” NBC News reported
about the strike.

“Nor had the district followed up on a promise, they said, to examine what union president Alex Caputo-Pearl called an ‘existential
threat’ — the impact of non-union charter schools on the city’s public schools.”

So parents are determined to do what’s best for their children, even if the teachers’ unions don’t like it.

How very non-egalitarian.

James Woods had a little something to say about that. And his response to Uygur is dead on.

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

LA and CA are under the control of a Democrat mayor and Democrat governor respectively; Democrats have a supermajority in the
state legislature; and CA courts are the most liberal in America. Liberal Democrat morons like you started this dumpster fire. You
put it out.

Cenk Uygur

✔ @cenkuygur

My kids go to a public school in LA. Their teachers are going on strike tomorrow. All the wealthy put their kids in private schools &
then the government bled the public schools dry. 80% of kids in #LAUSD need lunch assistance. Fund the schools! I support the
teachers! #Strike

“LA and CA are under the control of a Democrat mayor and Democrat governor respectively; Democrats have a supermajority in
the state legislature; and CA courts are the most liberal in America,” he wrote.

“Liberal Democrat morons like you started this dumpster fire. You put it out.”

Exactly. While union officials “have described Monday’s strike as a last stand against decades of defunding public schools,”
according to NBC News, Los Angeles is one of the most liberal cities in the most liberal state in the nation.

And yet, Uygur doesn’t think they’re liberal enough when it comes to schools.

Neither does the teachers’ union.

This, ladies and gentlemen, is why Texas, Nevada and Idaho are filling up with Californians. This and taxes on drinking water,
insane wildfire policies and other absurdities.

Will the last sane person to leave California turn out the lights — assuming they haven’t banned lightbulbs by then?
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In November of last year, the Sacramento Bee reported that 130,000 more people left California for other states than moved there.
And that’s been an ongoing issue for the Golden State: Since 2001, the state has seen a net loss of 410,000 residents to Texas
alone.

Allow Cenk Uygur and James Woods to explain to you why.

Uygur, for those of you unfamiliar with him, is one of the hosts of the YouTube program “The Young Turks.” If you’ve seen clips of
the liberal extravaganza but are unsure of which one he is, he’s the one that’s always kind of screamy.

On Sunday, Uygur tweeted in favor of a prospective teachers strike in the city of Los Angeles, where his children go to school:

Cenk Uygur

✔ @cenkuygur

My kids go to a public school in LA. Their teachers are going on strike tomorrow. All the wealthy put their kids in private schools &
then the government bled the public schools dry. 80% of kids in #LAUSD need lunch assistance. Fund the schools! I support the
teachers! #Strike

“My kids go to a public school in LA,” he wrote.

“Their teachers are going on strike tomorrow. All the wealthy put their kids in private schools & then the government bled the public
schools dry. 80% of kids in #LAUSD need lunch assistance. Fund the schools! I support the teachers! #Strike.”

But according to an NBC report, the union’s real problem isn’t “wealthy” parents putting their kids in private schools. It’s desperate
parents, fed up with failing public schools, taking the opportunity to send their children to charter schools — a non-traditional public
education outlet that bypasses the rigid rules created by teachers’ unions.

Do you think California is too liberal? Yes No

Enter your email

Completing this poll entitles you to Conservative Tribune news updates free of charge. You may opt out at anytime. You also
agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. “Union officials declared an ‘impasse’ in negotiations on Friday, saying an offer
from the district to raise salaries, cap class sizes and hire 1,200 additional staff was good for only one year,” NBC News reported
about the strike.

“Nor had the district followed up on a promise, they said, to examine what union president Alex Caputo-Pearl called an ‘existential
threat’ — the impact of non-union charter schools on the city’s public schools.”

So parents are determined to do what’s best for their children, even if the teachers’ unions don’t like it.

How very non-egalitarian.

James Woods had a little something to say about that. And his response to Uygur is dead on.

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

LA and CA are under the control of a Democrat mayor and Democrat governor respectively; Democrats have a supermajority in the
state legislature; and CA courts are the most liberal in America. Liberal Democrat morons like you started this dumpster fire. You
put it out.

Cenk Uygur

✔ @cenkuygur

My kids go to a public school in LA. Their teachers are going on strike tomorrow. All the wealthy put their kids in private schools &
then the government bled the public schools dry. 80% of kids in #LAUSD need lunch assistance. Fund the schools! I support the
teachers! #Strike

“LA and CA are under the control of a Democrat mayor and Democrat governor respectively; Democrats have a supermajority in
the state legislature; and CA courts are the most liberal in America,” he wrote.

“Liberal Democrat morons like you started this dumpster fire. You put it out.”

Exactly. While union officials “have described Monday’s strike as a last stand against decades of defunding public schools,”
according to NBC News, Los Angeles is one of the most liberal cities in the most liberal state in the nation.

And yet, Uygur doesn’t think they’re liberal enough when it comes to schools.

Neither does the teachers’ union.

This, ladies and gentlemen, is why Texas, Nevada and Idaho are filling up with Californians. This and taxes on drinking water,
insane wildfire policies and other absurdities.

Will the last sane person to leave California turn out the lights — assuming they haven’t banned lightbulbs by then?
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The conservative consensus is that Democrats don't want to fund President Trump's wall because they hate him. Well, yes,
Democrats do indeed hate President Trump, and yes, it's a deep-seated hatred, a visceral, soul-rotting hatred, but that's not the
real reason they won't fund the wall.

The biggest reason Democrats won't even partially fund the wall is their absolute certainty that given the money, the president will
actually build the thing.

President Trump's not some out-of-the-loop politician who can be outmaneuvered by a Deep State whose embedded bureaucrats
will tell him everything's going swimmingly while they sabotage the project with cost overruns and endless delays. No, the
president will know how much it should and will cost, how long it should and will take, and how to overcome government
roadblocks. This is his wheelhouse. He's done it his whole adult life.

And, since the wall is his signature issue, his personal passion, President Trump's going to be all over the construction. That
looming steel show-stopper will be blocking invaders in record time, under budget and ahead of schedule.

Knowing that the wall will become a reality if the President gets the cash brings out the cheap-labor-express, wealthy power
brokers like the Billionaires for Open Borders: Michael Bloomberg; Rupert Murdoch; other distinguished members of the Forbes
500; and, as Lou Dobbs often reminds us, the "globalists, the Chamber of Commerce, the Business Roundtable, Koch brothers
and Wall Street."

But it's not just the Washington insiders who like cheap renewable labor. Retail giants like Target, Walmart, and others reap the
benefits of illegal immigration. In fact, most industries get in on the deal.

A 2012 study shows a breakdown of unauthorized alien workers:

22% in legal services, advertising, employment services, landscaping and waste management, dry cleaning, nail salons, car
washes and religious organizations. 18% in the leisure and hospitality sector, lodging, food services, theme parks, transportation,
and other tourism oriented products and services 16% in the construction industry 12% wholesale and retail trade So most of the
corporate world has some interest in stopping a border wall. It's a top priority for many. These interests make for a powerful force,
and they will not back down.

The second reason Democrats will never fund the wall is their voter base – not unions or teachers, but illegal aliens, who broke our
laws, crashed our border, and now infringe on American's sacred right to elect their government by illegally casting votes.

One glaring example was the 2016 presidential election, where Hillary Clinton "garnered more than 800,000 votes from non-
citizens." How many of those illegal votes decided congressional or state races?

Democrats continue to find creative ways for illegals to vote. There's ballot-harvesting, where a third party collects ballots from
voters then drops them off at polling places. Once on the rolls, political campaigns have free license to go find that person, or even
if they don't find him, just turn in a ballot in his name.

Then there's the Motor-Voter debacle: a million illegal aliens in California have Driver's Licenses. California admitted that over
1,500 people were illegally registered under new automatic voter registration.

California's not an anomaly. Twelve states and the District of Columbia have now enacted laws to allow illegal aliens to obtain a
driver's license – the gold standard for identification.

So there's cheap labor and a growing Democrat base, but those issues were there when Democrats voted for previous "barriers,"
so what's the real problem?

The deal-breaker is a missing out clause. As I said, construction is President Trump's wheelhouse, so the wall will go up quickly.
No time to pull the legislation back or rewrite it, as they did with President Bush.

Bush signed the Secure Fence Act of 2006 into law after it was passed by huge bipartisan majorities in the House and Senate.
The law ordered the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to construct 700 miles of fencing along the southern border and
authorized the addition of lights, cameras, and sensors to enhance security. The law explicitly required the wall to be constructed
of "at least two layers of reinforced fencing."

When Democrats took control of Congress a few months later, an amendment was added to the 2008 spending bill that gutted the
law. So Democrats and open-border Republicans were able to avoid a politically unpopular vote against the wall, then quietly gut its
construction. President Trump will not allow that recourse.

Herein lies the real threat to the open-border gang: that the wall a will be built and is a permanent fixture, not a fence drug dealers
can build a ramp to roll over and deliver their poisonous drugs. It is not a fence easily scaled or easily dismantled by future
Democrat presidents.

No, the Trump wall will be steel, will be permanent. If a Democrat is elected POTUS at a future date, he will not be able to simply
undo the wall and reopen the border. That's the non-negotiable piece: the fact that a steel wall is irreversible. No escape clause.

Is the Trump wall impenetrable? No, even a steel wall can be breached. A Department of Homeland Security test of a steel slat
prototype proved that it could be cut through with a saw, a "common tool".

DHS Spokeswoman Katie Waldman responded:

The steel bollard design is internally reinforced with materials that require time and multiple industrial tools to breach, thereby
providing U.S. Border Patrol agents additional response time to affect a successful law enforcement resolution. In the event that
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providing U.S. Border Patrol agents additional response time to affect a successful law enforcement resolution. In the event that
one of the steel bollards becomes damaged, it is quick and cost-effective to repair.

Rush Limbaugh said the conventional wisdom is that the president will declare a national emergency to build the wall, then reopen
the government, making Schumer and Pelosi the winners on the government shutdown, the ones who held the line.

I'm all in for the national emergency, but hopefully the President will then resume negotiations. At that point, the wall will no longer
be a sticking point, so surely Democrats will fund drones, 750 U.S. Border Patrol agents, 2,000 new officers for Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE), more judges and attorneys to reduce the 650,000 immigration case backlog;" and new technology
along the southern border".

After all, Democrats advocate for many of these solutions instead of a wall, so why wouldn't they eagerly embrace these security
measures once the wall's off the table? Or is their position going to be no border security of any kind?

The standoff over the wall looks like a lose-lose, a Mexican standoff, but the president can be totally victorious in this battle.

In every battle there comes a time when both sides consider themselves beaten, then he who continues the attack wins. Ulysses
S. Grant

Stay strong, Mr. President, the American people are with you.
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With the sudden rise of democratic socialist politicians like Bill de Blasio, who recently said, "Wealth is in the wrong hands," and
hyperactive teen queen Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who vows to eradicate poverty by punishing the wealthy, it is increasingly
apparent that progressives are committed to "fundamentally transforming the United States of America."

What is also apparent is that as a prescription for change, the left still puts faith in the 53-year-old Saul Alinsky-inspired Cloward-
Piven strategy.

In the mid-1960s, the late Richard Cloward and wife, Canadian-born Frances Fox Piven, who, at 87 years old, is still stirring up
trouble, were radical, anti-capitalist, democratic socialist professors teaching at Columbia University's School of Social Work. At
the time, the couple came up with a tactic to strengthen the Democratic Party by putting the federal government in charge of
wealth redistribution.

In a 1966 piece in The Nation entitled "The Weight of the Poor: A Strategy to End Poverty" Cloward-Piven stressed that racial and
economic disparities were formidable catalysts capable of ushering in radical change. The Cloward-Piven game plan was simple:
overburden the welfare system with eligible poor people, precipitating a financial collapse that would necessitate a socialistic fix.

In the piece, Cloward-Piven demonized the ruling class by claiming that the federal government uses welfare to undermine and
foment rebellion in poor black communities. Sounding like the world's most famous community organizer, Barack Obama, who
spent eight years tacitly whipping up domestic terrorists like Occupy Wall Street, Antifa, and Black Lives Matter, Cloward-Piven
maintained that the underclass could advance only if "the rest of society is afraid of them."

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-01/211494_5_.jpg

( Cloward and Piven stand behind President Bill Clinton as he signs the 1993 Motor Voter Act, enabling automatic voter registration
when getting driver's licenses without a mandatory citizenship check )
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(Great Read On RBG The 85-Year Old’s Likely Imminent Departure From The Supreme Court )
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There are some opponents worthy of grudging respect. Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg is a terrible legal thinker, a leftist with no real
respect for liberty and a confessed critic of the Constitution over its limitations upon the government’s ability to impose her fans’
pinko vision of soft, huggy tyranny upon Normal Americans. But I respect her as an opponent – to do otherwise would be to lie to
ourselves that our opponents are hopeless and helpless. She’s a tough old bird, surviving cancer and other perils and yet she
always comes back to torment us with her appalling jurisprudence. You gotta give her props for never quitting. She’s the Energizer
Liberal Jurist.

So, when I discuss the 85-year old’s likely imminent departure from the Supreme Court seat where she has frustrated those of us
who dig freedom for so long, I am not hoping for her to lose her latest fight. Liberals will lie and say I am, that conservatives in
general are hoping for her demise, but they lie about everything so why not this too? Most conservatives yearn for her to retire, but
also wish her a return to good health. I do. I don’t think she’s a bad person deserving of a horrible fate because we disagree. Far
be it for me to gainsay Justice Scalia, who liked her. I think she’s misguided, not evil. But also I think we all need to think about
the coming fight when she leaves the Court, because that brawl is coming regardless.

I am of the contingent that looks at the odds and figures that her tenure is drawing to a close. I could be wrong. So could the many
connected and informed people who have passed on to me the rumors that her condition is much worse than is being let on.
Remember that an ailing Justice Rehnquist assured us in a statement that he intended on returning to the Court soon, and that
seven weeks later he was being buried. Our hopes and prayers for her health aside – and many conservatives are offering them
even as they would love her to retire – my money is still on a 2019 fight to replace her.

The Notorious RBG fans are not going to react well. That she has fans is weird enough. It’s not her legal legacy, which is an
undistinguished mish-mash of liberal goo once you get past some decent work on women’s rights a half century ago. Her
legendary status is partly that she’s a leftist, and partly that she’s so tough. She’s become a secular saint to for libs, proving once
again that when you reject religion you have to fill up your spiritual void with something.

So, we have people offering her their organs if that will keep her going. We are treated to fawning documentaries, scores of Ruth-
themed knick-knacks, and tributes by late nite TV dummies who think “Certiorari” was a famous Roman. There’s even a movie
about her early years that’s out now starring some hot actress in the title role, which I will avoid because I just can’t deal with Sexy
Ruth Bader Ginsberg.

Just…no.

This blind adoration, combined with the realization that the SCOTUS will finally, after decades, be conservative by 6-3 – well, our
soft Chief Justice John Roberts will make it 5.5-3.5 – is why the next confirmation fight is going to be Kavanaugh squared.

They will go nuts. But this time, we’ll be ready. And this time, Fredocons like Jeff Flake and Lisa Murkowski are going to be
neutered by his rejection and her irrelevance following the elections of additional Republican senators. Plus, the newly energized
Lindsey Graham will be the Chairman of the Judiciary Committee and our newly minted Conservative Avenger will regulate like a
boss.

While my heart belongs to Judge Don Willett (who swore me into the Texas Bar), my money is on Amy Coney Barrett. She’s got
some huge assets that make her the likely pick, starting with the “her” part. Let’s face it – gender and other irrelevancies matter to
some people. It’s stupid and prejudiced, but there it is – liberals don’t get that us conservatives would be thrilled with a panel of
nine lesbian Muslims of color with limps who believe the First and Second Amendments mean what they say.

In any case, in this dumb world replacing a person who identifies as female is going to be much easier if you replace her with
someone who identifies as female. In fact, she’s too female for a lot of barren, bitter libs. She has seven kids, including some
adopted ones. And you know how lonely coastal spinsters with “It’s Her Turn” bumper stickers on the Priuses they use to drive to
Trader Joe’s to get off-brand clearance Chardonnay and cruelty-free cat food feel about breeders.

She’s also a Catholic, but not the kind liberals like. She actually believes that Jesus stuff.

Barrett’s also a huge favorite with conservatives because she’s a legal genius. She clerked with Justice Scalia…enough said.

The Dems are going to freak, and we should welcome it.

I eagerly await attacks on Judge Barrett for her outrageous fertility. Let’s let them take a hard stand against motherhood.

Please, please, please, continue the assault on Catholics and other believing Christians. Do it on TV, in front of the world. Show
us what you really think of us, Donkey Senators.

And hopefully Diane Feinstein can drop some new kooky letter at the last-minute accusing her of some unverifiable impropriety
back in 1982. Because I just don’t think the American people will stand for another such fiasco.

Soon-to-be Justice Barrett will not just make a great jurist. She’ll help pave the way for Donald Trump’s re-election by reminding us
just what kind of people the Democrats are.

And maybe, in time, she’ll even become the Notorious ACB.

If you want to see the nightmareish America that would result if Ruth Bader Ginsberg’s fans get their way, check out my latest
novel, Wildfire (and the earlier People’s Republic and Indian Country) to see what it looks like when you toss the Constitution out
and replace concepts like enumerated powers and the Bill of Rights with SJW feelz.
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This is being proven this very minute and the facts are indisputable.

But think on it for half a second.

Ask yourself the question, “What happens if either side gives in on the current border security vs. open-the-government stand off?”

It’s a reasonable question to ask.

We are now into the longest, most protracted government shutdown of the modern era and talk radio, social media, & cable news
are playing out the debate in increasingly strident contrast.

It doesn’t matter the network, the channel, or the host, every show has the same entrenched battle lines firmly drawn.

If a Republican appears on said outlet he/she says, “We told the American people we would secure the border, as soon as the
funding is allocated we can re-open the government.”

If a Democrat appears he/she/they/it says, “In order for us to be able to solve these issues we must open the government and
then we can have a discussion about what border security should include.”

There is no variance. There is zero compromise. These are the battle lines, and the two sides are dug in.

The sad thing is we’ve seen very little—if any—polling of the American people as to which they wish to see happen first.

Last week I was able to see the results of a single poll that claimed 79% of the American people view the border as an urgent
priority, posing a dangerous crisis to the America. Yet because the pollsters did not use the terms “emergency, wall, shutdown, or
funding” the media largely ignored the outcome.

On my show last night I asked America with the promise of just aggregating their replies (in other words not verbally opining on
their answers but rather - for the sake of maximum engagement merely allowing them to state their choice.) to tell me their
preference: reopen government or fund the border.
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It's day 23 of the longest government shutdown in U.S. history. While President Trump works away in the White House, hosting a
number of discussions and strategy sessions on Border Security, Democrats skipped town. Some of them are partying on the
beach in Puerto Rico.

Morgan Murtaugh

✔ @morganmurtaugh

Congressman @DanCrenshawTX is having his pay withheld as the shutdown continues. Meanwhile, a group of 30 Democrats flew
to Puerto Rico on a private plane for a retreat. The actions speak for themselves.

Twitter Ads info and privacy House Speaker Nancy Pelosi continues to argue a border wall or barrier is "immoral," but according to
the latest Rasmussen Survey, a number of Americans disagree.

Forty percent (40%) agree with Pelosi that it is immoral for the United States to build a wall on the border with Mexico to help stop
illegal immigration. But most voters (53%) reject that view and say building a border wall is not immoral.

Democrats (65%) are far more likely to favor open borders than Republicans (16%) and voters not affiliated with either major
political party (34%). Sixty-five percent (65%) of Democrats think building a border wall is immoral, but 80% of Republicans and
58% of unaffiliated voters disagree.

In addition, the majority believe the United States should have strong border security.

The latest Rasmussen Reports national telephone and online survey finds that 53% of Likely U.S. Voters think it is better for the
United States to tightly control who comes into the country. Thirty-nine percent (39%) disagree and say it is better to open our
borders to anyone who wants to come here as long as they are not a terrorist or a criminal.

Speaking to reporters at the White House Monday morning, President Trump maintained he has the legal right to declare a national
emergency over the issue, but doesn't plan to do so at this time.

( Story In Link Below )
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As the longest-ever partial government shutdown stretches on, President Trump is facing significant political headwinds across an
array of new polling, some of which we'll mention below. I've argued all along that shutdown brinksmanship is a deeply flawed
strategy that rarely works out well for the party that's perceived as precipitating the showdown -- a lesson that the Democrats had
to re-learn just a few months ago. According to a Washington Post article, senior Republican leaders warned the president late last
year that this was a fight that wouldn't end well, yet here we are.

But my argument that Democrats enjoy the political high ground in this impasse does not discount Trump's policy case in favor of
additional barriers -- which many Democrats have gone on the record to support, both in the past, and even in recent days.
National Public Radio, hardly a right-wing outfit, aired and published an illuminating report on this debate from the perspective of
the US Border Patrol. The White House should share some of these quotes as widely as possible:

Senior Border Patrol officials are taking up President Trump's call for more miles of border barrier, pushing back against
congressional Democrats who say additional fencing is unnecessary. During a ride-along with the Border Patrol on Wednesday in
its San Diego sector, agents made it clear that the fence deters illegal crossers. "I started in the San Diego sector in 1992 and it
didn't matter how many agents we lined up," said Chief Patrol Agent Rodney Scott. "We could not make a measurable impact on
the flow [of undocumented immigrants] across the border. It wasn't until we installed barriers along the border that gave us the
upper hand that we started to get control." Forty-six of the 60 miles of border in the San Diego sector are currently protected by
some type of barrier. Scott says in the places where he has two levels of fencing he achieves 90 percent operational control.

These are crucial points from the law enforcement professionals whose daily job involves protecting American sovereignty along
the border with Mexico. They are the 'boots on the ground' in this ongoing struggle, day in and day out. Why do these experts
argue that physical barriers are central to their mission? Put simply, because walls work: ...The San Diego sector is now seeking 5
miles of additional fencing across this mountainous ground to stop the illegal movement of humans and drugs. "Every night people
come through this canyon," said Supervisory Border Patrol Agent Michael Scappechio. "If we put in a border barrier, we can utilize
the [agent] manpower elsewhere." He added that a steel fence is a smarter border defense than having agents in ATVs or on foot
chasing people crossing illegally through remote and rocky ravines, which is dangerous for the pursuer and the pursued. Barriers
help with resource allocation and help deter pursuits that endanger agents and unlawful border crossers alike. The story also
explains why the per-mile cost for the proposed barriers is so high: "The added expense comes from building access roads,
installing sensors and acquiring private land — which accounts for most of the borderland in Texas." Officials at the border
express puzzlement about the politicized nature of the discussion over new fencing, noting how a heretofore consensus issue
suddenly became partisan (answer: "Trump"). But some of the agents also say forcing the issue via a partial shutdown is the
wrong path:

Asked what he would tell opponents to Trump's wall, Scott said sector chiefs like him have actually been asking for more tactical
barriers for years, "and all of a sudden it got unbelievably political overnight." A veteran Border Patrol agent in the San Diego
sector, who asked not to be named, said he and other agents are in favor of more miles of robust fencing. "Natural barriers don't
work anymore. [Illegal crossers] come right through mountains and deserts now." He added, "But holding agents and federal
employees hostage over this fence is crazy." ... Some Border Patrol agents say privately that the administration is putting too
much emphasis on the wall and it needs to keep a more holistic vision of border security that includes technology such as remote
mounted cameras, sensors, lights and tethered spy blimps, as well as manpower. I agree that Trump should broaden his rhetorical
focus to include the other aspects of border security that Democrats also support, which he can do without abandoning his stance
on barriers. The opposition leadership should be pressured to agree to allocate additional funds for this broad-based approach,
including on walls and fencing -- either as part of a deal that ends the current stalemate, or as a guaranteed condition to reopening
the government in advance of hammering out an agreement. NPR's piece also addresses the so-called 'caravan,' including an
unapologetic defense from US Border Patrol over using tear gas to disperse crowds of rock-throwing migrants ("agents have a right
to protect themselves and will continue to do so"). This detail caught my attention:

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/01/14/npr-border-patrol-begging-for-more-barriers-arrested-2500-caravan-migrants-
illegally-entering-us-n2538923
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EXCEPT AMERICA IS NOT DESTABILIZED AND PRESIDENT TRUMP LOVES THE USA

Journalist Carl Bernstein has proven today that he is a Fucking Liar and not a Reliable Source Anymore, actually he hasn't been
relevant since the actual Watergate Story of Nixon and Wiretapping. If Carl Bernstein were telling the truth while he was on the
CNN Reliable Sources TV Show he wouldn't have to use trick wording while he spoke to that bald headed fucker from CNN.

( Here are the words that Carl Bernstein used while claiming that Robert Muller Investigation has revealed to him (Bernstein) that
Trump Helped Vladimir Putin Destabilize The United States )

{ “ This is about the most serious counterintelligence people we have in the U.S. government saying, ‘Oh, my God, the president’s
words and actions lead us to conclude that somehow he has become a witting, unwitting, or half-witting pawn, certainly in some
regards, to Vladimir Putin,'” Bernstein explained during his appearance on Reliable Sources .

“From a point of view of strength… rather, he has done what appears to be Putin’s goals. He has helped Putin destabilize the
United States and interfere in the election, no matter whether it was purposeful or not,” the journalist added. He then explained that
he knew from his own high-level sources that Mueller’s report would discuss this assessment.

“And that is part of what the draft of Mueller’s report, I’m told, is to be about,” he said. “We know there has been collusion by
[former national security adviser Michael] Flynn. We know there has been collusion of some sort by [Trump’s former campaign
chairman Paul] Manafort. The question is, yes, what did the president know and when did he know it?” }

Now we know for a fact that Carl Bernstein is lying his ass off because President Donald Trump had Absolutely Nothing to do
with Russian Collusion because the story was a made up lie by Skippy himself, John (Pedofile King ) Podesta. We know from the
Senatorial Committee Investigations that FBI Directory James Comey and the rest of the Criminals connected to the FBI ,
like Peter Strzok, Lisa Page, Bruce and Nelly Orh, Bruce from the DOJ, and I can go on and type all their names but you all know
them by heart. The fact is that Carl Bernstein is in No way trustworthy as a Journalist and just because he once wrote a good
story about Nixon and Watergate which were a lifetime away from today. But it doesn't mean that Carl Bernstein is a reliable
source. In fact it let's us all know that he is not to be trusted ever again since he was telling lies today of what we all know to be
lies and I can't wait for all these Globalist Fuckers to EAT CROW, right before they are put to death.

" Anyways The United States of America is Kicking Ass Right Now, We Are Not Destabilized & Anyone Who Says
Otherwise Is Just Flat Out Lying! Most Likely They Are Connected To The Satanic Globalist New World Order. "

@Stonenchizel

( Below is a Link to original story , that's if you dare read it )

http://www.newsweek.com/mueller-report-trump-helped-putin-destabilize-us-watergate-journalist-1289541
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He’s a well-known Mexican actor, possibly most famous for his role in “Bella.” But Eduardo Verastegui is more than that and is
sharing that “more” for good.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwo2GQDXQAAAz17.jpg

Eduardo Verástegui

✔

@EVerastegui

In #Miami with @SeanWolfington and @JWahlly Great job @MiamiHEAT �

The pro-life advocate realized early on that as an actor he wanted to be doing things that held meaning. At age 28, he made a vow
to change his life and use his talents in a positive way.

Jayne Davenport @KSP1037mjd “I made a promise to God that I would never again use my talents for something that would
offend my faith, family, or Latino culture. Faith became the center of my life for the first time.” – Eduardo Verastegui

CatholicLink English

@catholiclink_en

Wow - this is so cool! Use the gifts God has given you for good.

One of the ways he is keeping that vow involves a new project he is working on that includes building the world’s largest statue of
Jesus Christ. But that isn’t all.

The statue will be erected in the Mexican state he is from, which, according to Fox News, “has recently been rocked by violent
confrontations between security forces and drug dealers.” Project promoters hope that the statue and the accompanying “church,
restaurants, a market, convention center, hotel, pilgrims lodging, amphitheater, commercial properties, and cable car stations
along with parking” will help change Ciudad Victoria, the capital of Tamaulipas, into a tourist attraction.

Mexico News Daily reported that Verástegui wants the project to “leave a legacy of peace for the state in which he was born.” The
statue of Jesus will be 77 meters tall (252 feet), making it taller than the current record-holder in Poland (172 feet).

Some may be familiar with the Jesus statue in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and not with the one in Poland. But those are not the only
places in the world where there are large Jesus statues.

Mexico has a number of them. But they may also be found in Italy, Peru, France, Nicaragua, Columbia, East Timor, Portugal,
Indonesia, Spain, Vietnam, and Bolivia.

Life Site News wrote that the 44-year-old actor plans on presenting his project to the pope. Since making his vow, this project is
just one of the things he has done to live up to it.

In 2002, he took a vow of chastity. He’s also been working within Hollywood to create Christian-themed movies.

In 2007, he told Life Site News about an experience that deeply disturbed him. It was when a fan told him that his role as a drug
user who later went to rehab inspired him to do drugs.

“That was the first pin right into my heart. Can you imagine someone telling you, ‘Thank you – because of you, I started doing
drugs.’ That was when I really realized the power of the media.”

“How, one guy is changing his life only because of what he saw – so either for good or for bad. Then, as an actor, producer or
writer, sometime we don’t assume responsibility.”

“Sometime we just do it for the career, for the fame, for the opportunity, but we forget that whatever we are doing – we are going to
be affecting somebody out there.” He added, “Knowing all these things, the purpose of the company is to make films.”

“We want to be able to make a difference in society – we want to be able to touch people’s hearts – and make a good influence –
no matter how tiny. We know that people are going to be imitating art – well then, lets create the right art so that whatever they are
imitating is going to be the right thing, you know.”

He was a popular actor in Mexico in the 90s, but decided to immigrate to the United States to pursue acting and singing here. His
clear Christianity and pro-life stances are rare to see in Hollywood, and sometimes come with backlash for those who out
themselves about them.

But that has not stopped him from being true to himself and his vow. In fact, he is so unafraid and so committed to his vow, that
he has taken on this project that is very contrary the PC culture of Hollywood. He is building a towering statue of Jesus.

His example is one from Hollywood that many can admire. His courage and commitment to sharing a message of faith and peace
is also something that is very admirable.

( Link Below )
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( Firefighters work at a blast site in Paris, France, Jan. 12, 2019. A gas blast hit Central Paris on early Saturday, leaving several
injured, according to local media reports. Local media also reported that the explosion took place in a bakery on the Rue de
Trevise in the ninth arrondissement of Paris )

A powerful explosion in central Paris on Saturday killed three and injured dozens of others while around 8,000 participated the
"yellow vest" protests in the capital city, both pressing the government to take concrete actions promptly.

A Spanish female tourist and two firefighters were killed in the explosion that occurred at around 9:00 a.m. (0800 GMT) in a
building with a bakery and a restaurant on the Rue de Trevise in the 9th district of Paris.

The Spanish national was seriously wounded and died in the afternoon. Two firefighters, aged 27 and 28 respectively, were killed
by the explosion as "they were looking for a gas leak in the building," Interior Minister Christophe Castaner said.

The two young firefighters were hailed by French President Emmanuel Macron as "heros."

In addition, 47 others were injured, including 10 seriously. "It happened when there were people in the street and firefighters
inside," Castaner said.

The force of the blast was so powerful that storefronts were blown out, windows up to the fouth floor shattered and parked vehicles
nearby damaged.

Parsi Mayor Anne Hidalgo extended a "message of affection and solidarity" to the victims of the explosion, which the local
authorities believed was caused by a gas leak. An investigation has been under way, according to the Regional Directorate of
Judicial Police.

The mayor said that Paris authorities were mobilized to help the evacuated residents and tourists with temporary accommodations.

Gas is commonly used in Paris for heating and cooking but gas-related explosions are rare in the city. The Le Parisien newspaper
quoted Paris counselor Alexandre Vesperini as saying that the city's gas network "aged a lot" and "is poorly signposted."

Not far from the blast site, thousands of protesters in yellow vest marched on the streets on Saturday. Local reports said the
number of the protestors was around 8,000, much more than 2,000 recorded in the previous demonstration on Jan. 5.

The fresh "yellow vest" protests started peacefully in the beginning as the French government had taken heavy security measures
beforehand, including closing some bridges cross the Seine River and protecting parliament building and the Elysee Presidential
palace with police barriers.

However, tension flared hours later. Tear gas clouds rose into the air above L'Arc de Triomphe and the Place de L'Etoile where first
clashes between police and protesters broke out at around 1430 GMT, after the protesters tried to break through security cordons.

Anti-riot officers responded with tear gas, stun grenades and water cannon to disperse the crowd that threw projectiles at them. Up
to 102 people were reportedly arrested for carrying objects that could be used as weapons, according to the Interior Ministry.

With more than 84,000 people demonstrating nationwide, this Saturday marked the ninth weekend of "yellow vest" demonstration
after over 280,000 French people took to the streets across France on Nov. 17. to protest against fuel price hikes planned and
later gave up by the government.

President Macron is to launch a national debate on Jan. 15 on the internet as well as in town halls, focusing on taxes, green
energy, institutional reform and citizenship, mainly to reply to what the "yellow vest" protesters are demanding.
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"We learned when America retreats, chaos often follows." This assertion was made by US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo during
his recent speech in Cairo. But the remark did little to resolve the uncertainty among Washington's friends and allies in the region.
Are US troops in Syria staying or going? If staying, for how long? And if going, when?

Mr Pompeo's speech was a broader attempt to re-set US policy in the region and to give some sort of coherence after days of
mixed messages.

But taking a leaf from his boss in the White House, Mr Pompeo spent a good deal of his time castigating the Obama
administration's approach and contrasting it with the apparent progress made on Mr Trump's watch.

But there were some significant elements missing in Mr Pompeo's remarks. There was no mention of human rights in Egypt or
Saudi Arabia. Indeed there was only the briefest of mentions to Saudi Arabia at all, a country that surely should loom large in US
policy.

The Yemen crisis got only a passing comment; divisions amongst the Gulf countries were papered over; and Mr Trump's much
heralded peace plan for Israel and the Palestinians was not touched on at all.

( Full Story Below )
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We're currently in the midst of the longest government shutdown in American history. President Donald Trump said he would stay
in the White House all weekend, in hopes that Democrats would be willing to negotiate a budget that included funding for his highly-
anticipated border wall. That definitely won't happen now that it's known that at least 30 Democrats are partying in Puerto Rico with
hundreds of lobbyists. It's all part of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus BOLD PAC winter retreat, The Washington Examiner
reported.

Apparently Democrats decided to hold the retreat in Puerto Rico to help draw attention to the destruction Hurricane Maria caused
back in 2017. They brought 250lbs of donated medical supplies. But the trip is lavish. BOLD PAC chartered a 737 for members,
their families, and chiefs of staff to attend for the weekend.

No one knows exactly which members are in attendance. Speaker Pelosi was rumored to be in attendance but one of her staffers
said she was unable to make the trip.

Organizers must have realized how horrible the optics are: Here are Democrats, who claim to be the champion of the worker,
partying in Puerto Rico while 800,000 federal employees are worrying about how they're going to pay their bills and keep a roof over
their heads.

House Democrats voted to open the government multiple times; sadly, Senate Republicans and President Trump are continuing to
put partisan politics ahead of our country, forcing the government to remain shut down. As our Bold PAC members make their way
to Puerto Rico for this important weekend — the largest contingency of House Democrats to visit Puerto Rico where they'll be
hearing from Commonwealth and local elected officials about the ongoing recovery efforts — we will be closely monitoring the
situation in Washington. If there is any progress by Senate Republicans or the White House to reopen the federal government, then
we will act accordingly.

This gathering was planned months before Trump decided to shut down the federal government for his unnecessary and costly
border wall. The purpose of hosting Bold PAC’s retreat in Puerto Rico is to see and hear from the more than 3.5 million American
citizens who have been working tirelessly to rebuild their lives on the Island after Hurricane Maria. This remains a national priority,
and it is necessary for us to be there and honor our fellow American children, seniors, veterans, men and women.

So now it's President Trump's faults that Democrats flee? Come on now. They could have easily canceled the trip if they truly
cared about working people.

Jeff Crouere Because nothing says "I represent the American people" like sitting on a warm sandy beach while people are fighting
to put food on their tables, clothes on their backs and roofs over their heads because politicians can't agree on anything.

View image on Twitter

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwuy69vU8AAxSBC.jpg

David McAlpine

@DavidMcAlpine

Spotted: Sen. Bob Menendez on the beach at a resort in Puerto Rico on Day 22 of the partial government shutdown. Reports say
dozens of Dems are in PR for the CHC BOLD PAC winter retreat — including meetings on Maria cleanup, and a party with PR’s
“Hamilton” cast.

Great job representing your constituents, Democrats. Job well done.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/01/12/dems-are-partying-with-lobbyists-in-puerto-rico-while-government-
employees-are-lo-n2538964
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" THE DEMOCRAT PARTY IS THE PARTY OF THE PATHETIC "

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/mrz011019dAPR20190110074515.jpg

" HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND PATRIOTS & GOD BLESS YOU & YOURS ! "

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Democrats Fight Trump At All Cost' Especially Funding For A Security Border Wall Even Though Liberal's Know DJT Is
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It truly is shameful the way the Democrats : Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer have been disrespecting the President of The
United States of America and the Office it's self. The fact that the Liberal Leaders are only playing partisan politics we know that
there are bigger fish calling the shots than Mrs.Puppet Pelosi and Mr. Puppet Schumer. It is obvious that they can only repeat
what they have been told to say.... My suspicion is that their leader is still the impostor in the White House from " 09 to 17 "
Barack (Barry Sotero) Obama. As long as President Trump Holds His Grounds The Wall will be FUNDED!

We Stand With You President Trump, Keep The Government Shut Down Until The Democrats Fund The Wall

God Bless Patriots

WWG1WGA
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President Trump took to Twitter Saturday to criticize media reports on the partial government shutdown that said there was chaos
in the White House over the impasse between Trump and House Democrats on his $5 billion funding demand for a border wall.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

I just watched a Fake reporter from the Amazon Washington Post say the White House is “chaotic, there does not seem to be a
strategy for this Shutdown. There is no plan.” The Fakes always like talking Chaos, there is NONE. In fact, there’s almost nobody
in the W.H. but me, and...

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

....I do have a plan on the Shutdown. But to understand that plan you would have to understand the fact that I won the election,
and I promised safety and security for the American people. Part of that promise was a Wall at the Southern Border. Elections
have consequences!

The President’s criticism of a “fake reporter” from the “Amazon Washington Post” appears to be referencing the Post’s White
House Bureau Chief Philip Rucker who called the White House “chaotic” and claimed there was no clear plan to end the shutdown
on the “Today” show early Saturday.

Philip Rucker ✔

@PhilipRucker

It seems the president was watching @PeterAlexander, @kwelkernbc and me talk on @TODAYshow this morning about the lack
of a strategy in the White House to end what is now the longest government shutdown in U.S. history

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

I just watched a Fake reporter from the Amazon Washington Post say the White House is “chaotic, there does not seem to be a
strategy for this Shutdown. There is no plan.” The Fakes always like talking Chaos, there is NONE. In fact, there’s almost nobody
in the W.H. but me, and...

President Trump also tweeted that he was in the White House ready to act and sign funding legislation to end the longest
government shutdown in history if Democrats would only come back from their "vacations."

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

We have a massive Humanitarian Crisis at our Southern Border. We will be out for a long time unless the Democrats come back
from their “vacations” and get back to work. I am in the White House ready to sign!

House Democrats have refused to compromise on funding for the border wall calling it ineffective and even "immoral"
and the president will not sign government funding legislation that does not fund the wall as the shutdown reaches its
22nd day.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/laurettabrown/2019/01/12/trump-slams-reports-of-chaos-in-the-white-house-over-shutdown-by-fake-
reporter-n2538959
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/304/77731199-ca76-42cf-a3df-President Donald Trump's daughter and senior
advisor, Ivanka Trump, is reportedly being considered to serve as president of The World Bank, which was established after World
War II to help fund economic-development projects in emerging countries. The organization's current president, Jim Yong Kim,
decided to leave unexpectedly, Business Insider reported.

President Trump faced the issue of nepotism before when he considered Ivanka to replace United Nations ambassador Nikki
Haley.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

So nice, everyone wants Ivanka Trump to be the new United Nations Ambassador. She would be incredible, but I can already hear
the chants of Nepotism! We have great people that want the job.

Eventually, he nominated State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert.

It's unclear if the president would face similar issues with placing Ivanka at The World Bank.

Other potential nominees for the position include Treasury for International Affairs David Malpass, U.S. Agency for International
Development director Mark Green and former United Nations ambassador Nikki Haley, the Financial Times reported.

Unlike other candidates, Ivanka doesn't have experience in international trade economics but she does have business experience.
When she was in the private sector, before joining the White House, she was vice president for acquisitions at the Trump
Organization and she launched her own clothing line, the Ivanka Trump brand.

The Treasury Department has received "a significant number of recommendations for good candidates" and plans to begin "he
internal review process"to select the appropriate candidate, a spokesperson said.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/01/12/report-ivanka-trump-is-being-considered-for-a-different-role-in-the-
administration-n2538958
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Democratic leadership is denying approval of the proposed $5.7 billion of funding for a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border.

It may sound like a large sum, but a recent report from CBS 21 puts it in perspective: with around 328 million U.S. citizens, the
wall would cost each person a mere $17.

( Full Story Below ) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/another-perspective-trumps-wall-costs-just-17-person/
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Now that the mid-terms are over, and the new Congress has started, political observers have already started to focus on the 2020
presidential campaign. Every election cycle it begins earlier, especially in this case, because the Democrats and their supporters
in the media are obsessed with defeating President Donald Trump.

( Full Story In Link Below )⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/jeffcrouere/2019/01/12/the-democrat-freak-show-has-begun-n2538953
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Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The
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Ruth Bader Ginsgurg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The USA

https://cdnph.upi.com/svc/sv/upi/9851533783764/2018/1/7ef5a980ee55a50975a58e967cb7c5de/UPI-Almanac-for-Friday-Aug-10-
2018.jpg

Here we have Ruth Bader Ginsburg, One of 9 Justices of The United States of America Supreme Court.

At this point in Ruth's term as Justice , she has already been compromised, but by whom ?

In her Jewelry the answer lies.

https://static.timesofisrael.com/www/uploads/2018/02/020118_Ginsberg-Adas_008-e1517538560430.jpg

Angry towards the Republican Party Ruth Bader Ginsburg reveals her hateful look of jealousy and anger.

Knowing she is beyond her years of being operationally sharp she's getting tired of the job.

Knowing she will not be able to retire since Donald Trump has been elected President of The United States of America.

https://cdn.japantimes.2xx.jp/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/f-BRI-gindrunk-a-20150215.jpg

Now the truth of being not sharp and on point because her age has become her.

Here Ruth Bader Ginsburg has fallen asleep during the President State of The Union yearly speech.

It is time for Ruth Bader Ginsburg is tierd, wore out and has served her nation for far too long.

https://i.redd.it/eishkkvqjm611.jpg

Oooppppps'! She did it again !

Maybe Ruth Bader Ginsburg is trying to be like the kids with the new fad of drinking lean.

Or she is just absolutely too old , too tierd and too soon to be dead , that's if she is'nt already.
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Here we have Ruth Bader Ginsburg, One of 9 Justices of The United States of America Supreme Court.

At this point in Ruth's term as Justice , she has already been compromised, but by whom ?

In her Jewelry the answer lies.

https://static.timesofisrael.com/www/uploads/2018/02/020118_Ginsberg-Adas_008-e1517538560430.jpg

Angry towards the Republican Party Ruth Bader Ginsburg reveals her hateful look of jealousy and anger.

Knowing she is beyond her years of being operationally sharp she's getting tired of the job.

Knowing she will not be able to retire since Donald Trump has been elected President of The United States of America.

https://cdn.japantimes.2xx.jp/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/f-BRI-gindrunk-a-20150215.jpg

Now the truth of being not sharp and on point because her age has become her.

Here Ruth Bader Ginsburg has fallen asleep during the President State of The Union yearly speech.

It is time for Ruth Bader Ginsburg is tierd, wore out and has served her nation for far too long.

https://i.redd.it/eishkkvqjm611.jpg

Oooppppps'! She did it again !

Maybe Ruth Bader Ginsburg is trying to be like the kids with the new fad of drinking lean.

Or she is just absolutely too old , too tired and too soon to be dead , that's if she is'nt already.
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NSFW  Blood - Human Trafficking, Blood Murder Victims, Blood Drug Overdose Victims, Blood etc... Pelosi &
Schumer's 'Walls Are Immoral'  (theawakening)
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( Meme )

Below is a meme of the realty of Democrat Representatives, Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer's evidence in their fight against
the Security Border Wall on the Southern USA Border Wall.
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Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, "RGB", will not return to the Supreme Court next week after missing oral arguments over the past
three days. Ginsburg is recovering at home after surgery to remove cancer.

“Justice Ginsburg will continue to work from home next week and will participate in the consideration and decision of the cases on
the basis of the briefs and the transcripts of oral arguments. Her recovery from surgery is on track. Post-surgery evaluation
indicates no evidence of remaining disease, and no further treatment is required,” the Court released Friday afternoon.

Amy Howe

@AHoweBlogger

Update on Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg from #SCOTUS: No evidence of any remaining disease, no further treatment required,
treatment remains on track, but she will continue to work from home next week, participating in cases based on briefs & oral
argument transcripts.

Doctors have said Ginsburg's cancer has been completely removed and that she is on track for recovery.

Meanwhile, the White House is reportedly preparing for RBG's departure. From POLITICO:

The White House is reaching out to political allies and conservative activist groups to prepare for an ailing Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg’s possible death or departure from the Supreme Court — an event that would trigger the second bitter confirmation battle
of President Donald Trump’s tenure.

The outreach began after Ginsburg, 85, on Monday missed oral arguments at the court for the first time in her 25 years on the
bench. The justice, who was nominated to the court by President Bill Clinton in 1993, announced in late December that she
underwent a surgical procedure to remove two cancerous growths from her lungs.

The White House "is taking the temperature on possible short-list candidates, reaching out to key stakeholders, and just making
sure that people are informed on the process," said a source familiar with those conversations, who spoke on background given
the delicate nature of the subject. "They're doing it very quietly, of course, because the idea is not to be opportunistic, but just to
be prepared so we aren't caught flat-footed."

President Trump has wished Ginsburg a speedy recovery.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Wishing Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg a full and speedy recovery!

114k 4:16 PM - Dec 21, 2018
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On Chris Cuomo's CNN program this week, professional Trump shade-thrower Ana Navarro got into a heated debate with Trump
supporter Steve Cortes over immigration. Much of the discussion was a shouty mess, and the seriousness of the exchange was
made clear early on when Navarro pulled out her nail file to help illustrate her antipathy toward a weak point made by Donald
Trump, Jr. about the efficacy of walls. "Nice prop," Cuomo remarked.

As the discussion progressed, the topic shifted to crime rates among immigrants. Cortes dubiously claimed there is "conflicting"
data on whether immigrants (as an aside, I detest the conflation of legal and illegal immigrants) commit more per capita crimes
than native born Americans (the consensus I've seen is that this pro-immigrant statistic is accurate), but went on to correctly say
that any crime committed by someone who entered the United States illegally is a problem. "The illegal crime rate should be zero,"
he said, just as Navarro sighed heavily and filed her nails on camera. Skip ahead to the 8:45 mark and let it roll:

https://youtu.be/1XafNLZrKAo via @YouTube

"She's doing her nails again," Cuomo noted, setting Cortes off: "You can do your nails," he fumed. "You know who can't do their
nails? People who have been killed, Ana, by dangerous, known illegal aliens who've been allowed to stay in this country because
of the leftist policies that people like you promote in so-called sanctuary cities." Navarro dismissively waved her hand at the
camera, telling Cortes that she's "tired" of his "ad hominem" attacks, after which the two combatants talked over each other
unintelligibly. Cuomo finally ended the segment by telling Cortes that the shutdown is "on your head, my brother."

I understand that Navarro's designated role is to be the snarky, sassy Latina and nominal Republican who blasts Trump all day,
every day. That's fine. I also grant that Navarro didn't seem to intentionally file her nails specifically in reaction to stories of
innocent Americans killed by illegal immigrants. But she was doing so in the midst of an argument about crimes committed by
illegal immigrants, which isn't exactly a light subject. You might think that someone would want to make clear that regardless of
his or her disdain for certain arguments, they are of course disturbed by heinous crimes like this, and have no interest in
minimizing the pain of loved ones.

But that's not what Navarro did, instead raging about how little she cares whether or not Cortes calls her a leftist. It wasn't a good
look, but CNN seemed to think it strong content, sharing the video embedded above with the caption, "Navarro files her nails
during border wall debate." Mission accomplished, I guess. Speaking of CNN, I'll leave you with several people responding to
White House correspondent Jim Acosta's latest vacuous, specious video about the supposed tranquility at the southern border.
Here's former CNN reporter Peter Hamby blowing up the whole stupid premise:

Peter Hamby

✔ @PeterHamby

I am shocked that a glib video, customized for re-tweets and filmed in broad daylight along one of the more secure parts of the
RGV by a reporter who parachuted in for the day, did not reveal anything dramatic.

Jim Acosta

✔ @Acosta

I found some steel slats down on the border. But I don’t see anything resembling a national emergency situation.. at least not in
the McAllen TX area of the border where Trump will be today.

U.S. Senator Bill Cassidy, M.D. ✔ @SenBillCassidy Brilliant reporting from CNN’s @Acosta —walls work! Thank you Jim!

Jim Acosta

✔ @Acosta

I found some steel slats down on the border. But I don’t see anything resembling a national emergency situation.. at least not in
the McAllen TX area of the border where Trump will be today.

On substance, it's been a rough few days for Jim. But if the goal is attention, in the mold of Navarro, he's winning. Big league.

( Link Below )
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Sen. Lindsey Graham is encouraging President Trump to move forward with declaring an emergency to build the wall, saying that
“Democrats are not working in good faith with you.”

Lindsey Graham

✔ @LindseyGrahamSC

Mr. President, the Democrats are not working in good faith with you.

Declare emergency, build the wall now.

The tweet came hours after he admitted he didn’t know if that plan would work, but figured it would be worth trying given that he
didn’t see a way forward in Congress.

“Speaker Pelosi’s refusal to negotiate on Wall/Barrier funding – even if the government were to be reopened – virtually ends
congressional path to fund Wall/Barrier," he said earlier Thursday. "Time for President @realDonaldTrump to use emergency
powers to build Wall/Barrier. I hope it works."

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/01/11/wow-lindsey-graham-has-some-advice-for-trump-about-democrats-and-the-
wall-n2538885
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President Donald Trump delivered his first primetime Oval Office address on Tuesday night, where he explained how the situation
on the porous southern border of the U.S. had reached a “crisis” level in terms of humanitarian and national security needs, a crisis
which necessitates the construction of a border wall in some areas as part of increased border security overall.

Democrats and the media immediately set about disputing Trump’s labeling of the border situation as a “crisis,” part of their overtly
biased effort to instantly “fact-check” every word or statistic uttered by the president in the brief speech, and — coincidentally? —
all seemed to arrive at the same conclusion: There is no real crisis at the border, only a “manufactured crisis” brought about
purposefully by Trump’s actions, or some such nonsense like that.

Of course, to follow along with the media’s bouncing ball on this one, everyone must ignore the fact that the same liberal media
loudly trumpeted the “crisis” at the border in 2013 and 2014 — when they were supporting comprehensive immigration reform and
amnesty for illegal immigrants — or their hollering about a “crisis” on the border through much of 2017 and 2018 when Trump began
to crack down on illegal border crossings and deportations ticked up.

In truth, however, the only thing “manufactured” about all of this is the Democrats ‘obstinate opposition to the president and their
refusal to acknowledge the basic and undeniable facts of what is occurring on and around the porous and lightly defended southern
border.

Case in point, Reuters reported on Thursday that at least 20 dead bodies — 17 of which had been badly burned — were discovered
on Wednesday in the Mexican city of Ciudad Miguel Aleman, which is located a mere 56 miles across the Rio Grande River from
the U.S. border city of McAllen, Texas, where President Trump visited with U.S. Border Patrol agents and other officials on
Thursday.

( Full Story In Link Below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/seventeen-burned-bodies-appear-near-border-democrats-say-dont-need-wall/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostSideSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Speaking to reporters on Capitol Hill Thursday, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi complained that President Trump's border barrier
proposal "discriminates" against those entering the country illegally.

"Quite frankly when the president talks about this being a national security issue, it really isn't. It's about a policy that is
discriminatory about where people are coming into this country," she said.

https://youtu.be/Pb4UpxdmhlQ via @YouTube

She of course made this statement right after claiming Democrats really care about border security.

"We all support border security. We take an oath to protect and defend the American people," Pelosi said. "There's a better way. A
more effective way to secure our borders and that is what the debate should be about."

As a reminder, Pelosi cares so much about border security that she's openly defended MS-13 gang members.

( Full Story in Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2019/01/10/nancy-pelosi-trumps-wall-discrimmiates-against-people-coming-into-the-
country-and-its-a-problem-n2538829
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With rumors swirling around a potential for President Donald Trump to declare a national emergency in order to get a border wall,
The Globalist Owned Democrats are already looking at filing a lawsuit against the White House, POLITICO reported. While
Speaker Nancy Pelosi declined to say precisely how her party would challenge the move, if it happened, but some Democrats
gave the American people an idea of what to expect.

“We’ll challenge him in committee hearings. We’ll challenge him in the courts. And we’ll just continue to challenge him and push
back because that’s not the way this should be handled,” Rep. Pete Aguilar (D-CA) said.

Other than committee hearings, Democrats would also consider suing the Trump administration for federal overreach and ignoring
the appropriations clause in the Constitution, which grants the power of the purse to the House of Representatives.

Here's where things get messy. The Democrats believe they have a case, based on the GOP's 2014 lawsuit against the Obama
administration for forcing the Department of Health and Human Services to provide healthcare to those would couldn't afford it. The
GOP said Obama circumvented Congress. And the courts agreed.

But this case would be different. And how the Democrats would respond would depend solely on how laid out his national
emergency and the wording he used.

From POLITICO:

Republicans won the battle in court, though the decision was appealed. And former House general counsel Kerry W. Kircher, who
led that lawsuit for Republicans, said he expects Democrats could be similarly successful should they challenge Trump for an
emergency border wall declaration. “The decisions were very strong in the House’s favor in that lawsuit,” Kircher said in a Thursday
phone interview. “The judge was very resolute that the executive does not get to spend money that Congress has not given it.”

The difference between that case and this situation, however, would be Trump’s use of an emergency declaration. Democrats say
their legal challenge would ultimately depend on which statute Trump cites under his justification. Multiple laws give the president
the power to move money around to address emergencies or in times of war. The courts would ultimately have to decide whether
the border situation constituted an authentic crisis justifying unilateral action.

Although it's not at the forefront of their strategy, Democrats haven't ruled out the potential for an impeachment process.

( Link Below )
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Seated right next to President Trump during a border patrol roundtable in McAllen, Texas Thursday was Reggie Singh, brother of
slain police officer Ronil Singh. Singh, a member of the Newman Police Department, was killed by an illegal immigrant during a
traffic stop last month. He was only 33 years old and leaves behind a wife and a 5-month-old son. At Thursday's discussion,
Reggie remembered his brother as a courageous young man who felt called to serve. He and his family, he explained, legally
immigrated to America to fulfill Ronil's dream of joining law enforcement.

https://twitter.com/charliespiering/status/1083452816134467586

Fighting tears, Singh told the president to do whatever it takes to achieve border security.

"I do not want any other family, law enforcement person, to go through that," Singh said. "Whatever it takes to minimize, put a
stop to it, my family fully supports it."

In recent interviews, Singh called for "stricter" immigration laws and said illegal immigrants do not deserve second chances.

At the border Thursday, Trump insisted a border wall is going to be constructed and Mexico is going to pay for it, via a trade deal.

The Democrats, meanwhile, say Congress won't give him even a penny for the wall. Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi calls the
wall an "immorality," while Schumer accuses Trump of "manufacturing a crisis."

I suspect Reggie Singh would disagree with that last assertion.

( Link Below )
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Well, Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) has had enough with Democrats unwilling to compromise on border security. After days of
haggling, he’s finally come around to the idea that the president should declare a national emergency for the border wall.
Yesterday, Trump had a meeting with Speaker Pelosi and Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY), where he proposed re-opening the
government in exchange for parts of his wall being built. The Democrats refused. They’re running the show in the House and letting
the White House know. They’re not playing ball. And why should they? From their standpoint, they gained 40-seats in the 2018
elections on the promise that they would be a check on the Trump White House. Also, this is a party that simply doesn’t care
about illegal immigration. They also appear to not care about illegal aliens murdering Americans.

Lindsey Graham

✔ @LindseyGrahamSC

Speaker Pelosi’s refusal to negotiate on Wall/Barrier funding – even if the government were to be reopened – virtually ends
congressional path to fund Wall/Barrier.

Time for President @realDonaldTrump to use emergency powers to build Wall/Barrier.

I hope it works.

Benny

✔ @bennyjohnson

�LINDSEY GRAHAM CALLS FOR TRUMP TO USE EMERGENCY POWERS FOR WALL �

“It is time for President Trump to use emergency powers to fund the construction of a border wall/barrier.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwlRAlWWsAIcHhU.jpg

Graham 2.0 has his moments, and this is one of them. Trump has said that if there were no deal on border security, he would most
likely declare a national emergency in order to get it done. It would be no different than what Obama did on immigration,
Obamacare, and his air campaign in Libya. Oh, and law scholar Jonathan Turley said that Trump absolutely has the power to
declare a national emergency for the border wall. There are legal issues concerning where and how the funds are used, but it’s not
“facially unconstitutional,” as some have argued.

Built that wall.
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He said he would do it. With the government shutdown and congressional Democrats unwilling to let go of their anti-border security
views, the president said he would declare a national emergency to get parts of the border wall built. Of course, Democrats flipped
a lid. It would be a constitutional crisis if President Trump did so. It’s unconstitutional. It would make Trump a king. It could foster
the beginning of the end of America. Yeah, so the Democratic freak-out was just a typical day. Yet, constitutional law professor
Jonathan Turley added that Trump actually has the power to declare emergencies and that the Democratic response is somewhat
interesting since they had zero problems, of course, with Obama circumventing the legislature on immigration, health care, and
Libya (via The Hill):

Congress has refused the funds needed for the wall, so Trump is openly claiming the right to unilaterally order construction by
declaring a national emergency. On its face, that order would undermine the core role of Congress in our system of checks and
balances. I happen to agree that an emergency declaration to build the wall is unwise and unnecessary. However, the declaration
is not unconstitutional. Schiff, now chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, insists that Trump “does not have the power to
execute” this order because “if Harry Truman could not nationalize the steel industry during wartime, this president does not have
the power to declare an emergency and build a multibillion dollar wall on the border.”

The problem is Trump does have that power because Congress gave it to him. Schiff is referring to the historic case of
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company versus Charles Sawyer, in which the Supreme Court rejected the use of inherent executive
powers by President Truman to seize steel mills during a labor dispute. He wanted to claim a national security emergency if steel
production halted during the Korean War. In a powerful check on executive authority, the Supreme Court rejected his rationale for
unilateral action. The Supreme Court was correct. But that was in 1952.

More than two decades later, Congress expressly gave presidents the authority to declare such emergencies and act unilaterally.
The 1976 National Emergencies Act gives presidents sweeping authority as well as allowance in federal regulations to declare an
“immigration emergency” to deal with an “influx of aliens which either is of such magnitude or exhibits such other characteristics
that effective administration of the immigration laws of the United States is beyond the existing capabilities” of immigration
authorities “in the affected area or areas.”

[…]

Congress spent decades yielding authority to the executive branch. When it agreed with the president, such mighty authority was
even celebrated. But now, consider the objections from Representative Joaquin Castro, chairman of the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus. He has declared that it would be “profoundly inappropriate for the president of the United States to circumvent the
legislative branch and single handedly, against the will of the American people and the American Congress, put up a wall.”

This is a curious statement from one of many lawmakers who supported Obama when he openly circumvented Congress on
immigration reforms. Obama ordered agencies to stop enforcing some federal laws and used executive orders to do precisely what
Congress refused to do. When Obama declared in a State of the Union address that he would circumvent Congress if it failed to
approve his immigration reforms, Democrats cheered at the notion of their own circumvention, if not obsolescence.

Matt Vespa Now, Turley does say that Congress should act to curtail these widespread powers, noted the mess that would be
upon the judicial system if Trump were to formally go forward with this decision, and added that the source of the funds could
present legal challenges. Still, he adds that even if the courts enjoin construction, which is a possibility, it could give the president
cover to re-open the government while his lawyers argue their case. We’ll see what happens. It’s more of a commentary of having
a knee-jerk reaction to anything Trump does and declaring it unconstitutional. Turley notes the legions of morons who thought
Trump’s executive order on immigration, erroneously called the Muslim ban, was unconstitutional. The Supreme Court settled that;
it was indeed well within the president’s power to issue such an order. The same is true with this national emergency declaration,
which seems like it’s going to happen. Trump said he would invoke this if there is no deal on border security, and that he has the
right to issue it. Yeah, that’s true:

https://twitter.com/axios/status/1083379533166850048
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After the meeting with Pelosi and Schumer yesterday with President Trump and the Top Conservative Representatives also in the
meeting about how to come to an agreement on the Border Security Wall and the Humanitarian Crisis at the Southern Border, the
Democrats came out and had a news conference of what they claimed to have happened. Of course Nancy Pelosi had to throw in
a dig at President Trump , that : The people that are not getting paid while the government is partly shut down will have real
problems. The one thing that I don't understand is the Democrats know that all those excuses of why Trump must fold on the deal
and open the government can simply be solved by themselves by just funding the Wall. But No, that's not what their actual
handlers are allowing them to say or do, yes handlers , the Democrat old guard are compromised . They have been purchased by
the Globalist Elite who are only trying to destroy Americas sovereignty to usher in their plans for the New World Order. This New
World Order is a Satanic led One World Government by a few Elite and a One World Religion (Luciferianism) and a One World
Currency. Anyways Pelosi's dig at Trump was when she stated that: They can't just ask their father for some more money referring
to back when Trump just got started his father gave him 1 million dollars to start up his own company instead of Trump continue
working for his father. Then Chuck Schumer had to get in his Liberal standard talking points, nothing new , just the same old
Democrat style of claiming we will have a debate, always another debate but yet no progress made.

We all know the Democrats were shocked when President Trump invited Pelosi and Schumer to the White House the first time and
put them on front street when they realized that the meeting was being recorded by the press. Donald Trump is a great
businessman and knows how to get shit done. After yesterdays meeting with the Democrat Leaders and the Republican Leaders ,
not only did the Democrats hold a press conference but the Republicans also held one also. The difference of what had happened
in the meeting as you would expect were two different stories. Now if The President insist that there be a camera and all meetings
will be recorded so that the American people actually can see with their own eyes and hear with their own ears what happens in the
meetings and exactly who is being the assholes (Liberals) in the meetings. Therefore we the American people will not have to hear
anymore lies from Pelosi and Schumer who are only representing the Globalist Elite and not their constituents like they like to
claim.

If all this mumbo jumbo bullshit actions of lying and stalling progress from taking place in our government continues from Pelosi
and Schumer then President Trump might as well use the State of Emergency to build the Southern Border Wall . That way the
The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) can build the Security Border Wall. The United States Army Corps of
Engineers are a U.S. federal agency under the Department of Defense , this way there actually won't be any price tag that the
Congress can complain about funding, well they can complain but it won't make any difference. But besides using this option for
building the Security Border Wall , President Trump needs to make sure there are cameras recording the meetings so the
Democrats can't lie anymore about what happened and what was said and then the Liberal MSM can't keep repeating those lies all
day long to the American public.

We Patriots stand behind President Trump and Q'anon with our whole hearts and we will continue to stand behind our great
President and back him on everything he is doing to Make America Great Again! Early in the week I stated that we should all call
our Congressmen and Women and tell them to FUND the WALL, but I actually don't think that is going to work because the
Democrats know that just as soon as Trump gets the Wall built that will be the same time President Trump insures that he will
definitely be re - elected in 2020. One way or the other President Trump will get the Southern Border Security Wall. With the
funding from Congress or the other of course, the State of Emergency and have the Army Corps of Engineering build the Border
Wall. I know The Plan that Q'anon speaks of takes time to acquire all the proper evidence but also that we must get rid of the
Liberal appointed Judges that will just delay and eventually throw out some of these sealed indictments that have already been
processed and are ready to be executed. We trust The Plan and we know soon these criminals like Nancy Pelosi and Chuck
Schumer that have been screwing American Government and the American People out of so much money and policy that should
have been past but will be taken care of in the future after The Plan has been fully executed and those Foul Sick Satanic
Controlled Fuckers are put away or strung up until the life breath leaves their body..... Then we can as a nation continue on to
greatness...

God Speed On The Plan and the Wall

@Stonenchizel

God Bless You Patriots

WWG1WGA
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Donald J. Trump

@realDonaldTrump

" MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN "

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

God Bless Patriots

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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With the partial government shutdown showing no end in sight, House Republicans introduced legislation Wednesday that would
provide pay to federal employees who are still working.

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/01/10/house-republicans-introduce-legislation-to-pay-federal-employees-who-
work-during-shutdown-n2538808
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Even The Liberal Left Wing WaPo: Actually, Trump Is Right. There Is A Crisis At The Border  (GreatAwakening)
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After having a momentary panic attack (for some odd reason), the media aired President Trump’s nine-minute address to the
nation, where he addressed the crisis at the border. Migrant children have died. The facilities holding these migrants are becoming
overwhelmed. It’s a problem. Everyone knows it, except the liberal media. The growing humanitarian crisis aside, the liberal media
being serially wrong is becoming a hallmark characteristic of an industry that has become an opposition press to Republicans.
Bloated with progressives still sour over Hillary Clinton’s 2016 defeat, they have time and again been proven utterly wrong in their
reporting from this White House. From bashing Trump for not visiting the troops on Christmas to saying how he’s the first president
since Bush 41 to not take questions on his first trip to China, the press has become so bloodied by all the rake-stepping they’ve
become an unrecognizable mess. Obama didn’t take questions on his first trip. Yeah, remember him? Also, Trump visited the
troops in Iraq on Christmas Day. These people suck—and they always will. But it’s especially embarrassing when you can’t report
on Trump feeding koi fish accurately (yes, that happened) or that a lot of Trump’s immigration enforcement measures, like
separating the kids and adults upon arrest at the border, are actually a continuation of Obama-era policies. And yes, the Border
Patrol shot tear gas into cords of migrants when he was president.

Now, there is a crisis at the border. And once again, they’re wrong. And to make this fail even more delicious, here’s CNN and
others saying there is no crisis. CNN’s is even more embarrassing because you have the hosts saying no crisis, while the
network’s chyron says otherwise. The Washington Free Beacon did their magic as usual:

https://youtu.be/rkOevUKwOCw via @YouTube

Brent Scher

✔ @BrentScher

My favorite part of this super cut of everybody saying there's definitely no crisis at the border is the part where the CNN chyron is
literally "IMMIGRATION CRISIS"https://freebeacon.com/blog/do-cable-news-pundits-read-the-washington-post-or-the-new-york-
times/ … pic.twitter.com/PGi3EOf3M2

Kelsey Harkness

✔ @kelseyjharkness

Ironic how the media has no problem talking about President Trump for 59 of every 60 minutes, yet has such a problem listening to
him for 7 or 8 minutes.

Oh, and this isn’t right-wing propaganda. The New York Times and The Washington Post both ran stories about the crisis…at…the
border. Now, the Times took some shots at the Trump administration. It wouldn’t be the Times if they didn’t, but the Post got to
the heart of the matter[emphasis mine]:

In 2015, the year President Trump launched his White House bid with a promise to build a wall on the Mexico border, illegal
migration to the United States plunged 31 percent, falling near its lowest level in 50 years.

Security experts saw a success, but Trump looked at the border and saw something ominous: “rapists,” “criminals” and other
predators lurking on the other side.

In 2017, Trump’s first year in office, he continued to insist on the urgent need for a border wall, even as illegal crossings dropped
further.

With parts of the federal government shut down over what has morphed into the defining symbol of Trump’s presidency,
administration officials are clamoring louder than ever. Only this time, they face a bona fide emergency on the border, and they’re
struggling to make the case there’s truly a problem.

Record numbers of migrant families are streaming into the United States, overwhelming border agents and leaving holding cells
dangerously overcrowded with children, many of whom are falling sick. Two Guatemalan children taken into U.S. custody died in
December.

In a letter to lawmakers Friday, the White House and the Department of Homeland Security made a fresh appeal to amend
immigration laws they denounce as “legal loopholes” and blame for creating a “border security and humanitarian crisis.” But the
chance of reaching consensus for such technical fixes to U.S. immigration statutes is growing more remote, buried by the pitched
battle over a structure new House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) calls “immoral.”

The wall is not immoral, nor is it controversial. But these are the sides. One side, Trump, wants to secure the border and wants
some money, the equivalent of a rounding error in terms of congressional budgeting, for a wall. The Democrats want to use the
humanitarian crisis to hurt the Trump White House and fight him at all costs because that’s what the unhinged, frothing
ignoramuses that infest their base want. House Democrats certainly aren’t forking over money for a wall. They’re going to
weaponize migrant deaths in order to push lax immigration measures. That’s not going to happen. Once again, the Left is on the
pro-illegal alien side of a shutdown that they tried to pull with DACA recipients. It didn’t work.

Trump cannot cave on this. This is a key campaign promise and a test to his base concerning whether he has the strength to take
on the mighty Democrat-media complex and its allies. Until then, the government is shut down. Oh, those poor, poor government
workers, said by no one.

( Link Below )
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New Poll: Yep, There's Is Absolutely A Crisis At The U.S.A. Southern Border, No Doubt !  (GreatAwakening)
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President Trump made his first address to the nation from the Oval Office Tuesday night. He spoke directly to the American
people about the ongoing crisis at the southern border and touched on everything from national security to U.S. communities
impacted by crime and drugs.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

https://www.pscp.tv/w/bwVQxDFvTlFsTFJub1dwUXd8MW1yR21ZQVBnRXZHeSe1ougQd0khszD6qlRLdMa7E9DBokiCgIyhbwyvr_FM?
t=3m15s …

Democrats have accused the President of over blowing the situation and manufacturing a crisis. But according to a new poll, there
are plenty of Americans who believe the current situation is in fact a crisis. From POLITICO/Morning Consult:

According to the poll, conducted Jan. 4-6 among 1,989 registered voters, a 42-percent plurality think there is an illegal immigration
crisis at the U.S.-Mexico border, which Trump has argued as he’s tried to leverage a partial government shutdown to secure
congressional funding for his proposed southern border wall. Another 37 percent of voters said there’s a problem but not a crisis,
and 12 percent said there’s neither a problem nor a crisis.

A further break down:

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/hv/images/2019/9/058e39e9-e032-45e6-9657-e0ca1e1f6b54.png

Meanwhile, President Trump is hosting Senate Republicans at the White House Wednesday as the stalemate with House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader Chuck Schumer continues. The White House has repeatedly called on Congress to do its job to
solve the ongoing crisis. Throughout the shutdown, Congressional Democrats have refused to meet with Trump administration
officials and have sent staffers to do the job instead. Pelosi and Schumer maintain they will not come to the negotiating table until
the government is reopened.

( Link Below )
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James Carville Democrat' Speaks About Dem's Speech In Response To President Trump: "Colonoscopies More
Exciting Than Schumer"  (GreatAwakening)
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It’s so widely accepted that Democrat leadership had a terrible response to President Donald Trump’s Oval Office address
Tuesday night that even left-wing political commentators are making fun of it.

After Trump’s impassioned, articulate speech on border security, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer responded with their own address.

However, virtually nobody is talking about what Pelosi and Schumer said in their response — which was standard Democratic
pablum. Everybody is focused on their ridiculous appearance.

Pelosi and Schumer stood uncomfortably close together in front of a single small podium — inviting comparisons that were hardly
complimentary.

Visually speaking, it seems like the Democrats didn’t put any effort into the production at all.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwb13GFWwAA2s3U.jpg

Nicholas Fondacaro

@NickFondacaro

Who did it better? #PresidentialAddress

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dwb9HWKVYAAGVAl.jpg

Evan Siegfried

✔ @evansiegfried

Just going to leave this here

By contrast, Trump sat at his desk in the Oval Office and sent a powerful message.

Tuesday night, political commentators James Carville, a longtime Clinton associate, and Michael Steele, the former Republican
National Committee chairman, joined reliably liberal MSNBC host Brian Williams to discuss Trump’s address on the “The 11th
Hour.”

It was clear that even a left-wing network like MSNBC thought the Democrats lost the image battle.

“Tell me why responses are so bad tonight, this Chuck and Nancy visual tonight launched 1,000 memes while they were still
talking,” Williams asked.

For a PR pro like Carville, his own party’s performance could only be embarrassing. It was so bad, he didn’t even attempt to
defend the Democrats’ response.

“I don’t think they should have done it and I guarantee you at the staff meeting tomorrow morning, somebody is going to get, you
know, chewed out pretty good,” he said laughing, possibly to ease the sting.

If anybody should get “chewed out” it should be Schumer and Pelosi. Ultimately, the responsibility lies on Democrat leadership to
provide a compelling response.

Carville tried to use humor to deflect the failure of Schumer and Pelosi’s response.

“They could have given the Gettysburg Address and it wouldn’t have mattered. It was — he didn’t want to be there,” Carville said.

https://www.mrctv.org/videos/watch-how-even-lyin-brian-williams-guests-thought-democratic-response-was-cringeworthy

“I’ve been more excited about colonoscopies than he was giving the speech tonight.”

That’s not what Democratic leadership wants to hear from party loyalists.

The night might have featured humor instead of jabs, but even an attack dog like Carvill was unable to deny the sobering
reality of Schumer and Pelosi’s failure.

( LINK BELOW )
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Last Night Pelosi & Schumer Have Proven They Are Purchased & Owned Corporate Whores That Never Cared About
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As My day begins after a night of fierce words of separation on line as I read some of My comments from a few post I did last
night , of course coming from Democrat House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and the Senate's Democrat Representative Chuck Schumer
, we heard only words of hate and division and promises we will do this if you do that bullshit line once again coming from these
two Corporate Whores. President Trump's Address to the Nation on Border Security and the Humanitarian Crisis at the Southern
Border of The USA was a simple but very telling truth of what has been happening in the DC Swamp lately. The Democrat Party
have made it clear that they are not there in Washington DC to work with President Trump , but they are there only to distract from
the Trump Agenda being executed.

In their rebuttal of President Trump's Speech to the American People , Nancy Pelosi , who looked like a 80 something woman on
Methamphetamine's with just one too many face-lifts, her face stretched so tight that it almost look plastic like. Then there was
Chuck Schumer standing next to the Meth Head Nancy with her tooth pick eye balls about to pop out of her head and Chuckie
himself standing there with a smug look upon his face looking like someone just shit in his mouth and he could taste it too. Well if
you are a Democrat then that shit that the lazy left eye ball Chuckie Munster was tasting was the very true words of President
Trump .

President Trump is truly a man that knows how to do business, regardless of who the Liberals may think they are dealing with.
Donald Trump loves doing business and that is what the Liberal Fools don't understand. Now Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer
have been in Congress longer than I wish to remember and with all those years of taking the Corporate Monies to vote a certain
way or to push a bill excerpt into a Government Funding Bill , other known as Pork to Us the American people. These two
Corporate Whores have wore out there proverbial pussies, and along the way they have lost their souls. It is so obvious to anyone
that cares to watch Pelosi and Schumer again as they rebutted President Trump's Speech to the country last night, you will see
two very hateful people that No longer care for their actual constituents that have voted them into office in the first place. For too
many years these Two Corporate Whores have wore out their very so called talent as politicians to at least make the American
people think that they care about the actual Security of the USA. Pelosi and Schumer are obviously out of touch with the American
People and it is beyond obvious that Pelosi and Schumer only care about enriching their own selves.

The Democrat Party is at a crossroads in history of politics in the American Political System. Neither the Party fails as an entity in
politics or better yet the Liberals keep these two old washed up political hacks that I'd rather refer to as old geezers, especially
since from when I was growing up around drug addicts my whole life , I have learned quite a few things and I know for a fact that
Nancy Pelosi is taking Meth or maybe its not Methamphetamine's at all , maybe it's the side effects of her indulgence in the
Satanic Cabals Rituals of drinking Baby Blood that's been induced to carry the Adrenaline enzyme which in essence creates the
drug Adrenochrome , which is a highly addictive drug that comes from some really sick shit , but that's a whole other story. Like
Q'anon says frequently: " These People Are Sick! "

@Stonenchizel

God Bless You Patriots !

WWG1WGA
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Damn, Nancy Pelosi Looks Like She Is The One On DRUGS, No Wonder She Doesn't Want A Border Wall
(GreatAwakening)
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OMG ! What the hell happen to Nancy Pelosi, That bitch looks like she got hit by the ugly truck of time, too many Face Lifts, but
she still looks like a road map from hell. Please Lord don't let me have any nightmares from seeing that demon from Satan's
house!

Now that Nancy Pelosi has shown she is obviously a drug addict and that's why she's fighting to keep a Border Wall from being
built, why don't all the ANON's find what we can on ole Nancy (Addicted)elosi has to do with drug, drug bust, friends on drugs or
even her husbands connections.....Come On A'non's get on it ...

WWG1WGA

(I had to add this you guys , it's from one of my comments and it's from @LoveIsBlind

" Chuckie the Commy Clown and Nasty Pelosi are idiots. Puppets of the NWO "

Thanks @LoveIsBlind That's a great description of those two demons from the Democrat Party.)

WWG1WGA
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Donald Trump Proves In His Speech Tonight That He Is Absolutely The Right Man For The Job As President Of The
United States Of America  (GreatAwakening)
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Thank God Almighty For Giving Us A Great man Like President Donald Trump.

Trump Will Continue To Do What Is Right For The American People.

Keep The Government Closed Trump Unless The Democrats Fund The Wall.

Go Ahead And Close The Whole Government President Trump And Prove That There Is No Need For Big Government In The
USA.

We Support You President Trump , Keep Up The Great Job!

We Will Vote For Your Second Term President Trump , @TRUMP-Pence2020

TRUST THE PLAN

WWG1WGA
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Today Father God I Come To You Not As An Individual , But I Come To You As A Movement, As A Great Awakening Of Patriots
That Pray Today Father That You Bless President Donald Trump , And Father We Come To You As One People One Nation Under
God Almighty And We Ask You Father That You Give President Trump The Wisdom And The Authority In Your Son' Jesus Holy
Name Father God. Lord We Ask That The Country Be Blessed And Covered With Your Spirit Of Protection Over Our Military, Over
Our People and Most of All Father We Ask That You Bless And Protect The Children God, We Know That You Have Blessed This
Man Donald Trump For Such A Time As This, To Drain The Swamp Heavenly Father, We Know Trump's Enemy List Is Long And
Full Of Satanic Practicing Fools For This Man Has Given Up A Life Of A Man Who Has Everything And Lord We Know He Didn't
Need All This Hate And Attack From The Entire Cabal And Everything They Own Across The Globe, That They Have Turned On
President Trump But Lord We Know You Are In Control, You Ask That We Pray To You Father And That We Trust In You Lord ,
Well We Do Father And We Bless You And We Are Grateful For All You Have Blessed This Nation With Father God We Thank
You For President Donald Trump And Also Q'anon For All The Corruption That We Know You Will Bless To Be Condemned And
Also Father That All Those Involved In The Corruption From The Head Of The Snake To The Tail Of The Media, That They Be
Filled With Fear For They Know That Their Clocks Have Run Out Of Time And They Will Pay For All Of Their Evil Ways. Lord We
Ask You Bless Us All Father And We Ask These Things In Jesus Holy Name.

AMEN

WWG1WGA
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Today Father God I Come To You Not As An Individual , But I Come To You As A Movement, As A Great Awakening Of Patriots
That Pray Today Father That You Bless President Donald Trump , And Father We Come To You As One People One Nation Under
God Almighty And We Ask You Father That You Give President Trump The Wisdom And The Authority In Your Son' Jesus Holy
Name Father God. Lord We Ask That The Country Be Blessed And Covered With Your Spirit Of Protection Over Our Military, Over
Our People and Most of All Father We Ask That You Bless And Protect The Children God, We Know That You Have Blessed This
Man Donald Trump For Such A Time As This, To Drain The Swamp Heavenly Father, We Know Trump's Enemy List Is Long And
Full Of Satanic Practicing Fools For This Man Has Given Up A Life Of A Man Who Has Everything And Lord We Know He Didn't
Need All This Hate And Attack From The Entire Cabal And Everything They Own Across The Globe, That They Have Turned On
President Trump But Lord We Know You Are In Control, You Ask That We Pray To You Father And That We Trust In You Lord ,
Well We Do Father And We Bless You And We Are Grateful For All You Have Blessed This Nation With Father God We Thank
You For President Donald Trump And Also Q'anon For All The Corruption That We Know You Will Bless To Be Condemned And
Also Father That All Those Involved In The Corruption From The Head Of The Snake To The Tail Of The Media, That They Be
Filled With Fear For They Know That Their Clocks Have Run Out Of Time And They Will Pay For All Of Their Evil Ways. Lord We
Ask You Bless Us All Father And We Ask These Things In Jesus Holy Name.

AMEN

WWG1WGA
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President Donald J.Trump has been mostly quiet on Twitter today as he prepares for the,

" Address On National Security and Humanitarian Crisis on America's Southern Border. "

Even though the President has actually tweeted a few times this morning he surely must be doing some heavy thinking and talking
with his closest Advisers on what the President will be saying to the American Public tonight during his Address to the nation on
National Security and the Humanitarian Crisis at the Mexico Border.

I know that President Donald Trump has a lot on his plate tonight. As He gives his address to the nation I wonder if the President
might insist that since the Congress has not been willing to work out a plan to open the government back up and Fund The Wall,
that as President Donald Trump will order a State of Emergency to have the Border Security Wall Built by The Military. Or
even better yet the President , just might order Marshall Law which be an ok welcome for me since I and my family are prepared
for the shit to hit the fan, or at least the " The Plan to be put into full force and executed on all the Foul Cabal Fuckers that have
been getting away with murder and treason on the American Government. Do It Mr.President, Tell the American People about Q
and The Plan to rid the world of the Satanic Cabal . Start by arresting Hillary Clinton and her Pedophile Husband along with
Barack Obama and all the other Sick Mother Fuckers that practice those Satanic Rituals of Hurting Babies and Children......

God Speed Mr President & God Bless You Donald Trump

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Political parties do not matter when it comes to the practicality and functionality of border walls. Democrats say that walls do not
work and even some Republicans echo that sentiment. I do not care if a Republican - most likely like former Ohio Governor John
Kasich – says that a physical barrier is not necessary. They are politicians worried about public opinion for the next election. Talk
to a Border Patrol agent, sheriff deputy or police officer in a border county and you will get the truth about the need for a wall.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/columnists/johndempsey/2019/01/08/its-time-to-listen-to-law-enforcement-about-the-border-not-politicians-
n2538655
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Kellyanne Conway, senior counselor to President Trump, said Monday evening that the president is “considering” declaring a
national emergency to build the border wall and that White House lawyers are looking at the "legal implications" of it.

She cautioned, however, that going that route would let Congress off the hook again.

"There are probably some people who want him (Trump) to declare it (the emergency) so that Congress, again, can fail to do its
job," she said. "The Congress and the courts have failed to do their jobs. They’ve given us this crisis."

Conway insisted what’s going on at the southern border is a “crisis” because of the amount of drugs, including methamphetamine,
fentanyl, and heroin that are coming over from Mexico.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/01/08/national-emergency-to-build-the-wall-n2538664
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@realDonaldTrump

Endless Wars, especially those which are fought out of judgement mistakes that were made many years ago, & those where we
are getting little financial or military help from the rich countries that so greatly benefit from what we are doing, will eventually come
to a glorious end!

21.8K

22.1K

94.6K

( Link Below )

h1ttps://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1082484663216730113?s=20
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An Obama appointee on the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, Judge Randolph Moss, on Monday agreed with the
Trump administration's request to halt a lawsuit challenging the White House's new asylum restrictions throughout the duration of
the government shutdown, The Hill reported.

Because of the shutdown employees on both sides of the issue are barred from working.

“Absent an appropriation, Department of Justice attorneys and employees of the federal Defendants are prohibited from working,
even on a voluntary basis, except in very limited circumstances, including ‘emergencies involving the safety of human life or the
protection of property,’” the administration said in a court filing on Dec. 26.

Moss also told the administration to notify the court if the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals lifts or modifies their Dec. 12 preliminary
injunction that blocked the administration's new policies from going into effect. The administration also has to alert the court if any
appropriated funds are used with respect to the rulemaking process.

While the ACLU had no objections, they chided Trump for the shutdown.

"Overall, this is a really unfortunate result of the President's shutdown, and we are hopeful that the new Congress will be able to
reach a resolution that enables all of these things to move forward," Newell told CNN.

The DOJ made a similar request in the O.A. et al v. Trump case in Washington that challenges the Trump administration's asylum
restrictions.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/01/07/victory-judge-sides-with-trump-admin-on-one-aspect-of-the-shutdown-
n2538649
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Twice-failed presidential candidate and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton joined with New York Governor Andrew Cuomo (D)
Monday to announce that they would be pushing to codify Roe v. Wade in New York’s law in the next 30 days now that Democrats
are in control of the state’s Senate. They plan to do so through a measure that would permit late-term abortions.

New York's current law, which was in place three years prior to the Supreme Court’s ruling in Roe v. Wade, prohibits abortions after
24 weeks, the point increasingly understood to be viability, unless the procedure is necessary to save a women's life.

The Reproductive Health Act would permit a “licensed health care practitioner” to perform an abortion “within 24 weeks from the
commencement of pregnancy, or there is an absence of fetal viability, or at any time when necessary to protect a patient's life or
health.”

It also does away with criminal penalties for self-abortion and defines "'Person,' when referring to the victim of a homicide," to
mean "a human being who has been born and is alive."

Both Hillary Clinton and Gov. Cuomo praised the late-term pro-abortion measure. In her speech Monday, Clinton pointed out that
New York was the state in which the very first Planned Parenthood opened its doors.

“Our right to make the most deeply personal decision is facing the most significant threats in recent memory,” she said. “This
administration has rolled back access to reproductive health services at home and around the world and proposed cuts to
international health development and diplomacy that put both women’s lives and our national security at risk.”

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/laurettabrown/2019/01/07/hillary-clinton-joins-andrew-cuomo-in-new-york-as-part-of-push-to-enshrine-
abortion-in-the-states-law-n2538613
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Good News:Trump White House Says Government Shutdown Won't Impact Tax Refunds  (GreatAwakening)
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Conservatives may not mind a government shutdown. The powers that be cannot infringe on our rights, some money isn’t being
spent etc. you know the drill. And this current fight is over something that is essential to national and border security. The Trump
White House has to follow through on this border wall. It’s a key campaign promise, and he’s only asking $5 billion for some of it.
Democrats, fresh off their 2018 wins, are not willing to play ball. House Democrats don’t want to give Trump one cent for the
project. They claim it’s a waste of money, though seem to think that socialized medicine is perfectly affordable. Democrats have
yet to put forward a cogent plan for how they will at for their $30+ trillion health care boondoggle, but I digress.

Cortney wrote that Trump told Schumer the shutdown over the wall could last months, even years. Hey, I’m down, until we get to
the business of tax refunds (via WSJ):

A prolonged government shutdown would likely delay billions of dollars in income-tax refunds.

The Internal Revenue Service is one of the agencies that now lacks funding, and the U.S. tax collector has been operating with
about 1 in 8 employees under the shutdown plan it uses outside the tax-filing season.

During a shutdown, the IRS can continue activities that protect government property, and the agency may bring in more workers
soon to prepare for the income-tax filing season. Even during a shutdown, the agency still processes some tax returns that include
payments, keeps computer systems running and continues criminal investigations. But the IRS generally doesn’t conduct audits,
respond to taxpayer questions outside the filing season or—brace yourself—pay refunds.

That could put a wrinkle in the shutdown strategy. As much as anyone likes to see D.C. shutdown, if people don’t get their
refunds, bad things will happen. The Trump White House seems to be aware of this, as they’ve announced that refunds will not be
impacted during the shutdown. Protocols will be released soon, according to CBS News.

Paula Reid

✔ @PaulaReidCBS

BREAKING NEWS: White House confirms that tax refunds will go out and will not be impacted by government shutdown.
Guidance will come soon to make this official. @CBSNews

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/01/07/good-newstrump-white-house-says-government-shutdown-wont-impact-tax-
refunds-n2538636
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This says it all about Speaker Pelosi and where her loyalty lies, That's with the Globalist Deep State

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/stg010719dAPR20190107034508.jpg

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/bg010719dAPR20190107014507.jpg

The Democrat Party will prove throughout the 2019 year that they don't care about all the improvements Trump has
created for the country, they only have one thing in mind and that's to disrupt President Trump's Agenda.

In 2020 if we the people don't support Trump and across the board Voting Red ,then we might as well kiss our country's
sovereignty goodbye.

Support President Trump and Pray that The Plan is executed to the fullest extent of the law

WWG1WGA
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My Kid Just Told Me, You Better Tell Your President That I Want My Tax Returns ... I ' laughed & Said "Then Call Your
Congressman & Tell Them To Fund The Wall!"  (theawakening)
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I woke this morning with a pounding headache, it was because my wife had shut the window last night because it was raining
pretty hard last night and in California that is rare. Anyways I'm having my coffee and a smoke when my eldest daughter walks into
our bedroom and says dad : " You better tell your President that I want my Tax Return Check and he better open the government
back up!" So you know me , I took it as another opportunity to Red Pill her to the reality of the Pelosi, Schumer tactics they are
using to stop the funding of the Border Security Wall, by with holding the 5 Billion Dollars for funding of the Border Wall is because
they fear that Trump getting a Wall between Mexico and the USA is basically Trump's insurance that he will be re-elected in 2020.
The Democrats know just as soon as Trump receives the funding for the Border Security Wall that he knows he will be re-elected
as President in 2020. He most likely will win the Presidency in 2020 anyways , just because Trump's base is yuge!

My daughter on the other hand only wants her Tax Return Check which is rightfully hers to receive except for the Democrat Party
is playing partisan politics with the American People's lively hood and in this case they are playing with American's money by
holding up progress by refusing to fund the Border Wall. As you can imagine this 55 year old man arguing with his 24 year old
daughter about politics and the reality of the Government Closure and like any political argument things begin to get heated.... So I
decided to end the argument with : "I can't do anything , what the hell do you think I've got a Red Phone like The Nuclear Hot Line
that the USA and Russia have so no one accidentally starts a nuclear war? - Why don't you just go right now and call your
Congressman and Senators and tell them to Fund the Damn Border Wall!"

The argument ends as they usually do, when she turn to walk out of my room and says: " yeah, yeah , Dad , I know your right
but I gotta get to work and make that paper , so you have a fabulous fucking day ! " Of course my response is the classic
usual : " Of course I know I'm right , even if I'm wrong , now get the fuck out of here before you're late for work .... I love
you baby ,be careful out there cause the roads are wet and slippery today.... God Bless You Baby, ....Go make that
paper!"....." Oh yeah , call your Congressman and tell'm to fund the Wall !"

@Stonenchizel

ps... Damn I love my kids and the freedom to express freely with them knowing that we never really fight with each other because
We've raised them with the love of God and reality of Forgiveness' just as our Lord and Savior is there for Forgiveness of Our Sins
if we so choose to ask.....

God Bless Patriots

WWG1WGA
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Democrats know that the wall is imminent. Is the pending dread more psychologically damaging than the erection of the wall?

Democrats know that the wall is what will finally break them, and no amount of Democrat and Democrat Media Industrial Complex
(DMIC) agitprop will ever tear down the wall. It will be the chasm between the old guard and the burgeoning of Leninism within the
party.

The wall is deserving of proper name capitalization.

The Democrats know that The Wall will achieve its intent of deterring and preventing mass illegal immigration, which has resulted
in an illegal alien population that the federal government has no true, accurate count of.

The Wall will be the physical affirmation of our historic, theory of black swan, glass-ceiling shattering 2016 win over Empress
Clinton. Tax reform and withdrawals from bogus deals with Iran and climate change globalist welfare treaties aren't palpable; I can't
take a selfie in front of the 2018 Tax Cuts & Jobs Act. United States Supreme Court justices are a bit more tangible, but the court
isn't omnipresent 24/7.

( Full story below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/01/the_great_wall_of_america_will_break_the_democrats.html#.XDOQD8OT7B4.twitter
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For months now, I have been writing and speaking about the looming prospects for a Civil War 2.0 breaking out in the United
States. The analysis probably seemed to many to be speculative and premature, pointing to something that might someday come
to pass, while in the meantime, there was still hope that such a time would never actually arrive.

The new year has made that hope harder to cling to, as signs of violence are now breaking out into the open and can no longer be
swept under the rug.

Another indication that the war has already started took place in the early morning hours of December 26, when officer Ronil Singh
of the small town of Newman, California's police department allegedly was shot dead by criminal illegal alien Gustavo Perez
Arriaga. While on routine patrol, Singh had pulled over Arriaga's vehicle because it had no rear license plate, at which point Singh
was executed, leaving a wife and five-month-old son.

( Full story below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/01/mounting_indications_that_a_civil_war_20_may_be_very_close_at_hand.html#.XDOPRpVOJ68.twitter
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I woke this morning with a pounding headache, it was because my wife had shut the window last night because it was raining
pretty hard last night and in California that is rare. Anyways I'm having my coffee and a smoke when my eldest daughter walks into
our bedroom and says dad : " You better tell your President that I want my Tax Return Check and he better open the government
back up!" So you know me , I took it as another opportunity to Red Pill her to the reality of the Pelosi, Schumer tactics they are
using to stop the funding of the Border Security Wall, by with holding the 5 Billion Dollars for funding of the Border Wall is because
they fear that Trump getting a Wall between Mexico and the USA is basically Trump's insurance that he will be re-elected in 2020.
The Democrats know just as soon as Trump receives the funding for the Border Security Wall that he knows he will be re-elected
as President in 2020. He most likely will win the Presidency in 2020 anyways , just because Trump's base is yuge!

My daughter on the other hand only wants her Tax Return Check which is rightfully hers to receive except for the Democrat Party is pla
ying partisan politics with the American People's lively hood and in this case they are playing with American's money by holding up pr
ogress by refusing to fund the Border Wall. As you can imagine this 55 year old man arguing with his 24 year old daughter about politi
cs and the reality of the Government Closure and like any political argument  things begin to get heated.... So I decided to end the arg
ument with :

"I can't do anything , what the hell do you think I've got a Red Phone like The Nuclear Hot Line that the USA and Russia have so
no one accidentally starts a nuclear war? - Why don't you just go right now and call your Congressman and Senators and tell them
to Fund the Damn Border Wall!"

The argument ends as they usually do, when she turn to walk out of my room and says: " **yeah, yeah , Dad , I know your right  but I g
otta get to  work and make that paper , so you have a fabulous fucking day** ! " 

Of course my response is the classic usual : " Of course I know I'm right , even if I'm wrong , now get the fuck out of here
before you're late for work .... I love you baby ,be careful out there cause the roads are wet and slippery today.... God
Bless You Baby, ....Go make that paper!"....." Oh yeah , call your Congressman and tell'm to fund the Wall !"

@Stonenchizel

ps... Damn I love my kids and the freedom to express freely with them knowing that we never really fight with each other because
We've raised them with the love of God and reality of Forgiveness' just as our Lord and Savior is there for Forgiveness of Our Sins
if we so choose to ask.....

God Bless Patriots

WWG1WGA
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Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez doesn’t believe being factually correct is as important as being “morally right.”

In an interview with Anderson Cooper on "60 Minutes," Ocasio-Cortez discussed being given four Pinocchios by the Washington
Post over her tweet claiming that $21 trillion in “Pentagon accounting errors” could’ve paid for two-thirds of her Medicare-for-all
proposal, arguing that people shouldn’t focus on the details of what she says, but rather on the morality of her overall argument.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔ @AOC $21 TRILLION of Pentagon financial transactions “could not be traced, documented, or
explained.”

$21T in Pentagon accounting errors. Medicare for All costs ~$32T.

That means 66% of Medicare for All could have been funded already by the Pentagon.

And that’s before our premiums.

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/01/07/aoc-it-doesnt-matter-if-im-factually-correct-about-things-n2538586
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Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg will miss oral arguments for the first time Monday as she continues to recover from
her surgery in which she had cancerous nodules removed from her lung.

(Deep State fears she is on last breath of life and Trump will get to pick yet another Supreme Court Justice)

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/01/07/rbg-to-miss-all-oral-arguments-today-n2538599
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On Sunday, White House national security advisor John Bolton made it clear the United States' withdrawal from Syria is
conditional. America needs to know Turkey will not target the U.S.’s Kurdish allies once our troops are removed, the Wall Street
Journal reported.

From WSJ:

President Trump’s order to withdraw U.S. troops is a “cause-and-effect mission” that requires certain assurances from various
players in the region before it can be executed, said Mr. Bolton, the first administration official to outline the conditions for
withdrawal.

His comments marked the first public acknowledgment from the White House that the safety of Kurdish allies is being considered
as part of its pending withdrawal plan, but it also indicates that a quick withdrawal was unlikely given challenging regional
dynamics.

It's hard to know exactly what the time table looks like though.

“Timetables or the timing of the withdrawal occurs as a result of the fulfillment of the conditions and the establishment of the
circumstances that we want to see,” Bolton said. “It’s not the establishment of an arbitrary point for the withdrawal to take place as
President Obama did in the Afghan situation…the timetable flows from the policy decisions that we need to implement.”

Mr. Bolton said Mr. Trump has told President Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey that withdrawal is pending assurances that Turkey
will protect Kurdish fighters who have long provided the U.S. with solid support in the campaign against Islamic State, adding, “I’m
going to follow what the president said.”

Although the withdrawal is bound to happen, Bolton said there are circumstances that would bring the United States back to Syria.

“Any use of chemical weapons will be met by [a] very strong response, as we have done twice before," he said, referencing the
Assad regime.

( Link Below )
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As seen on The Greg Gutfeld Show Greg Gutfeld aired a faux promotional video Saturday for a school that teaches politicians how
to act like normal, everyday people.

The ad for "The Politician's School for Phony Liars Trying to Act Human" comes after Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) cracked
open a beer during an Instagram livestream.

The "school" helps politicians who suffer from F.P.S. -- or Fake Person Syndrome -- field serious questions from voters, drink
alcohol and laugh at the right things.

Gutfeld said that President Trump resonated with so many voters in 2016 because he was real and "not a politician."

( Full story below )

http://insider.foxnews.com/2019/01/06/greg-gutfeld-donald-trump-resonates-voters-because-he-not-fake
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Do you remember what a 70 percent top tax rate entailed? Neither do I. I was born in the last months of the Carter presidency, and
while I’ve certainly read about the effects his policies had, I didn’t experience them firsthand.

If Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has her way, however, we might all be going back to those days. See, among the brilliant plans
devised by the freshman congresswoman from the Bronx (who has remained ever eager to remind you that she is, in fact, from the
Bronx) is to increase the top tax rate to 70 percent.

Ocasio-Cortez, as you may have heard, has been pushing her “Green New Deal,” which would essentially turn the government into
a sort of Randian nightmare where central planning would eliminate our dependence on fossil fuels. She also wants to do this in 12
years, which makes the moon shot look like a piece of cake.

But where would the money for this come? Ocasio-Cortez suggested a tax rate of 60 to 70 percent on the top earners, according to
Politico.

“What is the problem with trying to push our technological capacities to the furthest extent possible?” Ocasio-Cortez said during an
appearance on “60 Minutes.”

“There’s an element where yeah, people are going to have to start paying their fair share in taxes.”

When Anderson Cooper called this “radical,” Ocasio-Cortez approved of this.

“I think that it only has ever been radicals that have changed this country,” Ocasio-Cortez said. “Yeah, if that’s what radical
means, call me a radical.”

Except, as James Woods notes, it’s not really a radical to go back to 1979:

James Woods

✔ @RealJamesWoods

Last time we had 70% tax rates... #GasLines

Twitter Ads info and privacy Now, granted, the Iranian revolution was what caused the 1979-1980 oil shock, but this was
emblematic of Carter’s policies. If you look at the administration holistically, it made sense.

For instance, Carter’s foreign policy was profoundly weak, one of the reasons why the Iranian revolution had such a profound
impact on Americans. He’ll also forever be connected with the “misery index,” an economic indicator that was amazingly high
under his administration — in no small part due to tax policy.

Oh yes, and “malaise.” Don’t forget malaise.

High taxes didn’t help then and they won’t help now. This is especially true when you consider the people who earn the kind of
money Ocasio-Cortez wants to be taxing have incredible monetary mobility. That could mean by the time she gets around to
taxing the 70 percent that she wants to, that money has long been burrowed away somewhere else.

And that’s not inconsequential. Consider data from the Tax Foundation, which found “(t)he top 1 percent paid a greater share of
individual income taxes (39.0 percent) than the bottom 90 percent combined (29.4 percent).”

Then you look at the “Green New Deal,” which is really more a bunch of rhetoric than a plan. Once we mobilize the American
economy for the purposes of eliminating carbon-based fuels within 12 years, as she wants to, what’s going to happen is
systematic imbalances even greater than the Iranian revolution could provide.

Thus, if you thought that gas lines were bad before, wait until you see what Ocasio-Cortez wants to do. She’s no radical — at
least, not unless you consider Jimmy Carter a radical.

( Link Below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/james-woods-uses-old-american-photo-remind-americans-70-tax-rates-really-look-like/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostBottomSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Pundits, commentators, penny-ante prognosticators all talk with certainty about the mixture of voters who sent Donald J. Trump, a
gaudy real-estate developer, to the White House. Yet most can't pinpoint who composed this group of Americans who were willing
to roll the dice on an unknown compared to someone as politically familiar – too familiar, even – as Hillary Clinton.

Trump voters are described in various amorphous terms, not all of which are friendly: working class, nationalist, rural, populist,
provincial, anti-globalist, immigration skeptics, racist dissidents. It's also unclear what kind of president Trump will end up being.
Will he be, in the parlance of political scientist Stephen Skowronek, reconstructive in the vein of Franklin Roosevelt or Ronald
Reagan, permanently reforming his party? Or will Trump be merely disjunctive, signaling the end of the last regime but failing to
unite the disparate strands of interests that put him in office?

It's hard to say. Trump's governing style lacks predictability. That's because his philosophical core is, at best, inchoate. Trump
himself may not fully comprehend the larger picture formed by his beliefs – an attribute not unfamiliar to most Americans.

A cottage industry has formed around explaining what Trumpism is and isn't. But many of these tracts, which are sold for inflated
prices at airport bookstores, focus on the man, not what he represents compared to the current political order.

Israeli philosopher Yoram Hazony just took a big intellectual leap forward in developing a social system close to what Trump
voters may be seeking. In the current state of things, both Democrat and Republican, and their party congeners – greenie,
libertarian, democratic socialist – hold fast to the principles of liberalism. And by liberalism, I don't mean generic Democratic
policies. In this case, it's liberalism qua liberalism – individual equality, consensual exchange, the supremacy of reason.

( Full story in Link below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/01/what_is_the_trump_coalition.html#.XDJ3BIm3MR8.twitter
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At least one federal appeals court in the country hasn't gone off the deep end.

The US Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit sided with the Trump administration's ban on most transgender persons serving in the
military. In so doing, the court recognized something that other appeals courts who have ruled against the administration have
ignored; the president is commander in chief and must act in what he believes to be the best interests of the military.

The Hill:

The ruling hands Trump a win in a case that has seen several courts block the policy. But the policy still cannot take effect
because of those other injunctions, which applied nationwide.

“Although today’s decision is not a final determination on the merits, we must recognize that the Mattis Plan plausibly relies upon
the ‘considered professional judgment’ of ‘appropriate military officials’ ... and appears to permit some transgender individuals to
serve in the military consistent with established military mental health, physical health, and sex-based standards,” wrote a three-
judge panel on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.

( Full story below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/01/appeals_court_rules_in_favor_of_trump_transgender_military_ban.html#.XDJtPfqgwLA.twi
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At least one federal appeals court in the country hasn't gone off the deep end.

The US Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit sided with the Trump administration's ban on most transgender persons serving in the
military. In so doing, the court recognized something that other appeals courts who have ruled against the administration have
ignored; the president is commander in chief and must act in what he believes to be the best interests of the military.

The Hill:

The ruling hands Trump a win in a case that has seen several courts block the policy. But the policy still cannot take effect
because of those other injunctions, which applied nationwide.

“Although today’s decision is not a final determination on the merits, we must recognize that the Mattis Plan plausibly relies upon
the ‘considered professional judgment’ of ‘appropriate military officials’ ... and appears to permit some transgender individuals to
serve in the military consistent with established military mental health, physical health, and sex-based standards,” wrote a three-
judge panel on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.

( Full story below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/01/appeals_court_rules_in_favor_of_trump_transgender_military_ban.html#.XDJtPfqgwLA.twi
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For the first time in history, a couple of Republican women will be serving on the Senate Judiciary Committee. Sens. Marsha
Blackburn (TN) and Joni Ernst (IA) were picked for the panel in the new 116th Congress. In their role, they'll have an opportunity to
preside over women's issues like the Violence Against Women Act.

Against Women Act.

Pro-life groups are especially excited for Blackburn's appointment, because she has been a leading force in investigations against
Planned Parenthood. A few years ago she led a House panel that looked into the organization's alleged sale of aborted baby body
parts.

In addition to the Senate Judiciary appointments, Republican women made history in Arizona too.

( Full story in Link below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/01/06/how-two-republican-women-are-making-history-in-the-senate-n2538460
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Acting White House Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney responded on NBC’s “Meet the Press” Sunday to Sen. Lindsey Graham’s (R-SC)
warning that President Trump would lose his base if he backed down on his demands for funding of the border wall.

Mulvaney was asked about Graham’s comment to Fox’s Sean Hannity Wednesday that “if he gives in now, that’s the end of 2019
in terms of him being an effective president," in reference to Trump’s $5.6 billion demand for the border wall.

Mulvaney responded with a dig at Sen. Graham’s failed 2016 presidential bid.

"I like Lindsey Graham and he's a good friend of mine," he said. "We're from South Carolina. He’s not as good a
politician as Donald Trump or else he'd be president. They both ran and one of them won and one of them lost."

( Full story in Link below )
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President Trump confirmed Sunday that the terrorist leader behind the 2000 attack on the USS Cole was killed in an airstrike in
Yemen last week.

"Our great military has delivered justice for the heroes lost and wounded in the cowardly attack on the USS Cole," Trump tweeted.

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

Our GREAT MILITARY has delivered justice for the heroes lost and wounded in the cowardly attack on the USS Cole. We have
just killed the leader of that attack, Jamal al-Badawi. Our work against al Qaeda continues. We will never stop in our fight against
Radical Islamic Terrorism!

Jamel Ahmed Mohammed Ali Al-Badawi was the al Qaeda operative who the US believes was responsible for the October 2000
attack on the U.S. missile destroyer, which resulted in the deaths of 17 American sailors and left at least 40 injured.

After the president's tweet, U.S. Central Command confirmed al-Badawi's death Sunday as well.

U.S. Central Command

✔ @CENTCOM

U.S. CENTCOM has confirmed that Jamal al-Badawi was killed in a precision strike in Marib governate, Jan. 1. Jamal al-Badawi
was an al Qaeda operative involved in the USS Cole bombing. U.S. forces confirmed the results of the strike following a deliberate
assessment process.

U.S. Central Command spokesman Capt. Bill Urban said in a statement Friday that the New Year’s Day airstrike in the Ma'rib
Governorate of Yemen was targeting Al-Badawi. He was unable to confirm reports of Al-Badawi's death at that point.

“Jamal al-Badawi was indicted by a federal grand jury in 2003, charged with 50 counts of various terrorism offenses, including
murder of U.S. nationals and murder of U.S. military personnel,” the statement said.

An administration official told CNN that "al-Badawi was struck while driving alone in a vehicle and that the US assessed there was
not any collateral damage."

Al-Badawi was on the FBI’s Most Wanted List due to his role in the attack.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/juliorosas/2019/01/06/trump-confirms-that-us-military-killed-terrorist-behind-uss-cole-bombing-
n2538572
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President Trump is far from alone in his determination to secure our borders — according to a recent Gallup poll, Americans view
immigration as the second-biggest problem facing the country today.

That’s bad news for the Democrat Party, which is hellbent on opposing the president’s efforts to fix our broken immigration
system, especially the border wall he needs in order to get illegal immigration under control.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/americans-want-border-security-and-the-numbers-show-it
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Move over, Jim Acosta — another CNN reporter is gunning for your title of least-likable White House correspondent.

CNN’s Kaitlan Collins once again found herself in the crosshairs of President Donald Trump after pushing him with her line of
questioning about funding a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border during a news conference Friday in the White House Rose Garden.

“You ran your campaign promising supporters that Mexico is going to pay for the wall …” Collins began.

“Here we go again,” Trump immediately retorted. The president was right.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trump-unloads-cnn-reporter-white-house-lawn-claiming-failed-campaign-promise/
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The FBI is investigating text messages sent to several Republican members of the House. According to the Wall Street Journal,
someone sent various messages pretending to be Vice President Mike Pence's press secretary, Alyssa Farah. The texts
specifically ask for the whereabouts of specific legislators.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/01/05/fbi-launches-investigation-into-phony-text-messages-sent-to-house-
republicans-n2538558
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" I don't know about you but I am sick and tired of The United States of America's Elected Tax Dollars Paid Congress and The
Senate being so ridiculously partisan when it comes to funding the Wall on the Mexico Border.

They need to start representing their constituents because it's time to get off their asses and do what's right for the Security of this
Nation, and that's to be reasonable people and think logically what would absolutely be right for America's Borders regardless of
which side, North, East, South or West that you are on or even if your state is in the middle of the country, the proper thing to do is
to PROTECT America and the American People with Secure Borders "

" STOP FUCKING AROUND, IT'S TIME FOR THE CONGRESS AND THE SENATE TO PASS FULL FUNDING FOR THE
SECURITY OF THE MEXICO BORDER SECURITY WALL!"

@Stonenchizel �

( call your representative & senators & insist that they vote yes to fund the border wall)

wwg1wga
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The U.S. Border Patrol reports that assaults against its agents have spiked, but Democrats still think we don’t need a wall on the
U.S.-Mexico border.

San Diego Border Sector Chief Rodney Scott told KGTV-TV that assaults against border agents are three times higher than they
were at this time last year.

The most recent surge of violence on the southern border happened on New Years Eve.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/u-s-border-patrol-reports-300-increase-border-violence-illegal-immigrants-assaulting-agents/
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Sen. David Perdue (R-GA) observed that his new colleague Sen. Mitt Romney (R-UT) has just made "the same mistake" that cost
him the 2012 presidential election. Romney began his Senate tenure by publishing an op-ed accusing President Trump of
destroying the U.S.'s relationship with her allies abroad, as well as failing to live up to the office of the presidency with his
unorthodox character.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/01/05/conservative-senator-shares-disappointment-in-romney-jeff-flake-on-
steroids-n2538551
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Sen. Cruz, Rep. Rooney Propose Constitutional Amendment Which Would Severely Impact Members of Congress To
Term Limits  (GreatAwakening)
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Sen. Ted Cruz (TX) and Rep. Francis Rooney (OK), both Republicans, introduced a Constitutional amendment on Thursday that
would place term limits on members of Congress. The amendment would limit U.S. senators to two six-year terms and members of
the U.S. House of Representatives to three two-year terms.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/01/05/sen-cruz-rep-rooney-propose-constitutional-amendment-which-would-
severely-impa-n2538543
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Apparently, you’re only Palestinian-American if you’re a Democrat.

That’s the takeaway from Rep. Ilhan Omar, the Minnesota Democrat who became one of the first two Muslim women in Congress.

After her swearing-in on Thursday, the controversial representative posted a list of putative firsts for the 116th Congress, including
the fact that they had the first Palestinian-American member.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/republican-congressman-drops-truth-bomb-new-congresswoman-ilhan-omar/
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The 116th Congress will be one for the record books, but not in a positive way. Sadly, the United States House of Representatives
is now controlled by the Democratic Party for the first time in eight years.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/jeffcrouere/2019/01/05/in-congress-the-inmates-are-now-running-the-asylum-n2538546
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Schumer: Trump Told Us He'd Keep the Government Closed For 'Months Or Even Years' , Trump Proving No Need
For Big Government  (theawakening)
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Democratic leaders Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi emerged from their meeting with President Trump at the White House
Friday over the government shutdown to address reporters. Asked if any progress had been made, Pelosi said, "some." She
explained they now have "a better understanding of each other's position, when you eliminate some possibilities."

Yet, both sides seem glued to their arguments over the border wall. Trump wants $5 billion in border security to build the wall. The
Democrats say no way. They voted for a couple of bills Thursday that give $1.3 billion for border upgrades, not including a wall.

Schumer, however, said that Trump told them he was prepared to keep the government closed for a long time, "months or even
years."

( Full story in Link below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/01/04/schumer-trump-told-us-hed-keep-the-government-closed-for-months-or-
even-years-n2538524
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President Trump They Only Want To Impeach Me Because They Know They Can't Win In 2020 Election Against Me,
I've Got Too Much Success!  (GreatAwakening)
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President Trump tweeted Friday morning about Democratic efforts to impeach him now that they’ve gained control of the House,
saying it only has to do with the fact that he’s been so successful.

“As I have stated many times, if the Democrats take over the House or Senate, there will be disruption to the Financial Markets.
We won the Senate, they won the House. Things will settle down. They only want to impeach me because they know they can’t
win in 2020, too much success!”

The president added: “How do you impeach a president who has won perhaps the greatest election of all time, done nothing wrong
(no Collusion with Russia, it was the Dems that Colluded), had the most successful first two years of any president, and is the
most popular Republican in party history 93%?”

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump As I have stated many times, if the Democrats take over the House or Senate, there will
be disruption to the Financial Markets. We won the Senate, they won the House. Things will settle down. They only want to
impeach me because they know they can’t win in 2020, too much success!

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump How do you impeach a president who has won perhaps the greatest election of all time,
done nothing wrong (no Collusion with Russia, it was the Dems that Colluded), had the most successful first two years of any
president, and is the most popular Republican in party history 93%?

Democratic Rep. Brad Sherman (Calif.) and Rep. Al Green (D-Texas) didn’t waste any time on the first day of the new Congress
Thursday, introducing articles of impeachment against Trump, which revives their effort from 2017 to remove the president from
office.

Cortney O'Brien Other Democratic lawmakers were blunt about their goal to impeach Trump, as well.

Rep. Rashida Tlaib said during remarks at a MoveOn reception that “We’re gonna impeach the motherf***er,” referring to the
president.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/01/04/trump-explains-why-dems-really-want-to-impeach-him-n2538496
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Earlier this week, an anonymous Twitter account posted a (since deleted) video of Alexandria Ocasio Cortez dancing in college.
Almost everyone with a brain instantly realized that the clip reflected much worse on the person or people who thought it
constituted strong material for mockery than it did on her. If anything, the episode strengthened her and diminished her critics. She
looked normal, they looked obsessed and weird. This was yet another example of some conservatives' self-defeating penchant for
pursuing petty, personal critiques of AOC, rather than politely confronting her bad ideas or exposing her vast ignorance.

She looked normal, they looked obsessed and weird. This was yet another example of some conservatives' self-defeating
penchant for pursuing petty, personal critiques of AOC, rather than politely confronting her bad ideas or exposing her vast
ignorance.

Similarly, those Republicans who have supposedly gotten the vapors over a House freshman Democrat using the word
"motherf***er" to describe the president should focus far more on her impeachment message than on the vulgarity of her
formulation. President Trump himself is a committed vulgarian, and the GOP has no claim on the mantle of decorum defense
these days. The more politically damaging part of this woman's profane eruption was her immediate vow to impeach the president,
to cheers. Democratic divides on the I-word, and the prospect of vendetta-driven overreach is a far bigger headache for Nancy
Pelosi than someone using a curse word. (By the way, just as it's silly to see Republicans suddenly acting like comportment
sticklers, it's also fun to watch liberals -- who practically fainted over Rep. Joe Wilson's accurate-but-inappropriate "you lie!"
outburst -- minimizing or even defending this one).

( Full story in Link below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2019/01/04/aoc-to-pay-for-my-green-new-deal-lets-raise-the-top-tax-rate-to70-percent-
n2538517
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Schumer: Trump Told Us He'd Keep the Government Closed For 'Months Or Even Years' , Trump Proving No Need
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Democratic leaders Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi emerged from their meeting with President Trump at the White House
Friday over the government shutdown to address reporters. Asked if any progress had been made, Pelosi said, "some." She
explained they now have "a better understanding of each other's position, when you eliminate some possibilities."

Yet, both sides seem glued to their arguments over the border wall. Trump wants $5 billion in border security to build the wall. The
Democrats say no way. They voted for a couple of bills Thursday that give $1.3 billion for border upgrades, not including a wall.

Schumer, however, said that Trump told them he was prepared to keep the government closed for a long time, "months or even
years."

( Full story in Link below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/01/04/schumer-trump-told-us-hed-keep-the-government-closed-for-months-or-
even-years-n2538524
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Democrats' Coalition Is In A Financial Hole That Gets Deeper & Deeper With Each Passing Day - All Because Nancy
Pelosi Says A Border Wall Is "Immoral,"  (theawakening)
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Conventional wisdom among the media and politician branches of the Democratic Party holds that President Trump and the
Republicans will pay a serious price for the very partial (25%) "government shutdown" as it drags on. The passage of a House
budget bill with not even one dollar, as Speaker Pelosi averred, is supposed to increase pressure on President Trump in their view.
They seem to believe that the public so loves visiting national parks in the middle of the winter – one of the few aspects of the
25% of the federal government that affects ordinary voters – that Republicans will crack under public pressure.

Actually, though, they don't even get to such a calculation of who is missing what government services during a 25% shutdown.
To a Democrat politician, government is so essential, so fundamental to his role as good people serving needy citizens of all
stripes, that nobody could possibly endure a shutdown that lasts for months and months. It is literally unthinkable, which is why
Democrats have not bothered to think through who is going to start screaming the loudest as time continues its march forward with
only 75% of the federal government funded.

They are wrong.

Senator Richard Shelby yesterday warned them:

"I'm thinking we might be in for a long haul here," Shelby told reporters at the Capitol. "I'm not optimistic now."

Shelby added, "If we can ever get over this, I think then you've got another week. A new week, a new day, and so forth." But that
seems increasingly unlikely, he said. "If we don't get over this – if this goes on for months and months, and it could, I hope not,
then that might be a preview of coming attractions."

By far the biggest and most powerful political faction within the Democrat camp negatively affected by the shutdown is federal
employees, who are forced to live on savings. The loyalty of federal employees as a partisan constituency – as voters and
especially as donors – has had many benefits for the Democratic Party, including ongoing obstructionism of President Trump. But
President Trump sees the other side of that coin, one that Pelosi, Schumer, and others are blind to.

Most people as well paid as federal bureaucrats (they earn substantially more than the general public they "serve" at all but the top
levels) can handle one or two missed paychecks.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-01/211324_5_.png

But to go three months or more with no income, but mortgages or rent, food, electricity, insurance, and other continuing expenses
not on shutdown, requires real, liquid financial resources that many salaried people do not accumulate. My guess is that the pain
of unpaid bills is going to start gaining momentum, just as Christmas gifts charged to credit cards have to be paid this month. In
another month, in February, those paycheck-less federal employees are going to see exactly how much interest has accumulated
on their credit card bills. March will be much worse for them, as interest accumulates on top of the new bills that have to be
charged to the plastic.

In other words, a prime segment of the Democrats' coalition is in a financial hole that gets deeper and deeper with each
passing day – all because Nancy Pelosi says a border wall is "immoral,"

a nonsense proposition that only sycophants can mouth without inner doubts. The position that not even a dollar should be spent
on a border wall is not viable, which means that a compromise on calling it a "slatted fence" or "border protection" or some other
euphemism is going to get more attractive to the federal employees and to the political bosses.

How long will it take? My guess is that a second unpaid credit card bill for federal employees whose last paycheck was last year –
at about the time the electric utilities, mortgage lenders, and landlords start sending warning letters – is when the pressure on
Pelosi and Schumer becomes unbearable.

Meanwhile, the public learns every day that life goes on pretty darn well with a federal government only 75% as big as it was last
year. If the shutdown lasts until April 15, who knows what conclusions might be drawn?

( Link Below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/01/dems_unprepared_for_a_partial_government_shutdown_that_lasts_for_months_and_months.html#.XC-
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Remember Brian Kolfage, the Florida Air Force veteran who took border security into his own hands and started a GoFundMe page
asking for donations to build a wall on the southern border? His campaign hit a nerve and took off, raising almost $19 million in a
couple weeks, making it the second largest campaign of the year.

Members of Congress took note and are taking advantage of the successful campaign. On Thursday, the first day of the 116th
Congress, Rep. Warren Davidson (R-OH) reintroduced his “Buy a Brick, Build the Wall Act." The bill would direct the Treasury
Department to set up a fund allowing private citizens to make contributions to fund and maintain border walls.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwBJj_1WwAEILu_.jpgJPG

Warren Davidson

✔ @WarrenDavidson

"Buy a Brick, Build the Wall Act" is newly introduced as HR32. It directs @USTreasury to establish a fund allowing private
contributions to fund and maintain border walls. Millions of Americans agree and want to chip in to help secure our borders. cc
@BrianKolfage

Some of his conservative colleagues are all for it.

Rep. Jim Jordan ✔ @Jim_Jordan The American people have already donated over $18 MILLION to fund the border security wall.

We need to pass @WarrenDavidson’s bill—Buy a Brick, Build the Wall. He just introduced it today. It would allow the Treasury to
use this money to secure our border.

Yet, Democrats have much different plans for border security. On Thursday, hours after retaking control of the House, they voted
for bills that would fund the Department of Homeland Security until Feb. 8 and offer $1.3 billion for the border, not one dollar of
which is for a wall. President Trump and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell called it a "non-starter." Hence why the
government has been shuttered for two weeks now.

Trump and McConnell plan to meet with new Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi at the White House this afternoon to try and hash
out a deal.

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2019/01/04/buy-a-brick-build-the-wall-bill-n2538498
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The Democrats' de facto open border

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The real reason the Democrats oppose Trump’s wall, and have been preventing the construction of a physical barrier for many
years, is because they know it's the only thing that prevents a de facto open border with Mexico. You have no doubt seen old
videos of Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi supporting the Secure Fence Act of 2006. These videos are used to illustrate Chuck
and Nancy’s hypocrisy in now opposing Trump’s wall (which as proposed is really a tall, steel slate fence).

The truth is the Democrats were just as opposed to any physical barrier then as they are now. They just dared not admit it to the
American people. And while the Secure Fence Act of 2006 (introduced in the House by New York Republican Peter King) passed
with many Democrat votes, the Democrats and cheap-labor Republicans made damn sure the bill was never funded.

While the bill required at least $50B to construct 700 miles of double-layered fencing, Congress ultimately appropriated less than
$2.5B (about 5%) to actually construct the barrier. The passage of the 2006 Secure Fence Act was never about securing the
border, but instead to allow Democrats and cheap-labor Republicans to claim they were securing the border while, in reality,
keeping it wide open.

The reason the Democrats are intractably opposed to a wall is not, as claimed, because they believe it doesn’t work, but because
they know for a fact that it does. While they drone on about “border security” using “virtual walls”, they know all these phrases are
just euphemisms for open borders, which is their real objective.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2018-09/208945_5_.pngPNG

The reason the Democrats are intractably opposed to a wall is not, as claimed, because they believe it doesn’t work, but because
they know for a fact that it does.
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Walls Work, Says Arizona Sheriff Who Claims Crime Dropped By 91% Thanks To Border Fence  (theawakening)
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https://video.foxnews.com/v/5985758247001/

As Washington, D.C. debates whether or not a wall will stop the flow of illegal immigration from Mexico to the United States, one
Arizona county sheriff says it led to a dramatic 91 percent reduction in crime.

“The fence worked here. It may not work in New Mexico, I can only talk about my area. But [politicians should] defer to the Border
Patrol experts,” Yuma County Sheriff Leon Wilmot told Fox News. “They know the situation.”

In 2006, President George W. Bush passed the Secure Fence Act which had a tremendous impact in Yuma County. In 2015, Fox
News reported a 96 percent reduction in apprehensions due to a 20-foot tall steel fence and manpower being tripled. Wilmot was a
deputy during that time but saw the impact firsthand.

“It was a 91 percent drop,” Wilmot said. “It obviously helped us curb some of the criminal activity that we unfortunately had to deal
with.”

( Full story below )

https://fxn.ws/2F74dPl #FoxNews
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The Democrats' de facto open border

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The real reason the Democrats oppose Trump’s wall, and have been preventing the construction of a physical barrier for many
years, is because they know it's the only thing that prevents a de facto open border with Mexico. You have no doubt seen old
videos of Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi supporting the Secure Fence Act of 2006. These videos are used to illustrate Chuck
and Nancy’s hypocrisy in now opposing Trump’s wall (which as proposed is really a tall, steel slate fence).

The truth is the Democrats were just as opposed to any physical barrier then as they are now. They just dared not admit it to the
American people. And while the Secure Fence Act of 2006 (introduced in the House by New York Republican Peter King) passed
with many Democrat votes, the Democrats and cheap-labor Republicans made damn sure the bill was never funded.

While the bill required at least $50B to construct 700 miles of double-layered fencing, Congress ultimately appropriated less than
$2.5B (about 5%) to actually construct the barrier. The passage of the 2006 Secure Fence Act was never about securing the
border, but instead to allow Democrats and cheap-labor Republicans to claim they were securing the border while, in reality,
keeping it wide open.

The reason the Democrats are intractably opposed to a wall is not, as claimed, because they believe it doesn’t work, but because
they know for a fact that it does. While they drone on about “border security” using “virtual walls”, they know all these phrases are
just euphemisms for open borders, which is their real objective.
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The reason the Democrats are intractably opposed to a wall is not, as claimed, because they believe it doesn’t work, but because
they know for a fact that it does.
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President Trump has put the Democrats on the ropes by reminding the American people that they are all that stands in the way of
effective border security.

Ahead of a Wednesday meeting with congressional leaders to discuss the partial government shutdown that is dragging on amidst
Democrats’ refusal to appropriate funding for a border wall, the President made clear that he will not sacrifice border security for a
government funding deal that maintains the broken status quo on immigration enforcement.

To hammer that point home, the meeting included a briefing by Department of Homeland Security officials so they could tell
recalcitrant Democrats based on firsthand experience how vital a wall is to our efforts to ensure border security.

While the House passed legislation that provides the roughly $5 billion President Trump has requested for the wall, the effort has
stalled in the Senate, where the 60-vote threshold required for a floor vote allows the minority Democrats to exercise a sort of de
facto veto power.

( Full story in Link below)

https://townhall.com/columnists/harlanhill/2019/01/03/trump-schools-dems-on-border-security-as-they-block-government-funding-
n2538463
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The Democrats have taken over the House. Nancy Pelosi is once again speaker. And the great duel of wits begins between House
Democrats and the Trump White House. The current fight is over border wall funding, which has shut down the government. Both
sides are not budging. When this bout is over, the next battle will be over impeachment. Actually, every hearing House Democrats
hold concerning the activities of this White House, its staff, and its policies should be viewed as impeachment hearings.

( Full story below )
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Set to take the House Speaker's gavel today, Rep. Nancy Pelosi sure has a splashy, blood-sotted, Lady MacBeth way of making
an entrance.

According to the Washington Examiner:

"She'll cut your head off and you won't even know you're bleeding," Alexandra Pelosi, a documentary producer, told CNN when
asked how she feels her mother will handle President Trump as speaker of the House. "That's all you need to know about her."

No party unity, no reaching across the aisle, as Mitt Romney tried to change the narrative to, heaping criticism on Trump. For
Pelosi, it's time for blood, and that is what Trump is up against as Mitt whines about unity.

For starters, given that Pelosi is quite close to her daughter, it's more than likely that she set the woman up to make that vivid
statement.

Why would she do that? Well, for one, it doesn't matter to her if she comes off as mean, vicious, blood-drippy, or wicked – she's
secure in her San Francisco House seat in a ballot-harvesting state for as long as she wants to be. The political downside for her
is nil.

But the upside is likely an old power game – to make herself appear even more powerful and lethal than she really is in order to
more easily get what she wants. Ever heard of the strong horse? She's going for being the strong gorgon.

I originally wondered if she even had the power, given the initial opposition among newer Democrats to her leadership, but with the
last Texas Democrat finally caving in, well, it probably is pretty strong. There also was the pinheaded opposition of a "paygo" rules
vote by incoming socialist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and leftist California rep. Ro Kanna (which even the most progressive
Democrats support but Ocasio doesn't, given that she really does want to spend money like Hugo Chávez), but it's likely a useless
opposition, and the thing will pass. I suspect that Pelosi threw that to Ocasio-Cortez as a bone, in a bid to help her preserve her
patina as a leftist insurgent. Ocasio-Cortez (and Kanna) may vote against it, but they're not going to win on it, not against Pelosi,
so it doesn't really matter. Recall also that Ocasio-Cortez caved early to supporting Pelosi as House leader, despite saying she
wouldn't during her election run.

So I think Pelosi does have power. With daughter Alexandra winning headlines across the country with her "cut your head off"
descriptor, it's likely she wanted people to know she's scary, bloodthirsty, and dangerous, just the person to create a buzzsaw
effect against President Donald Trump.

How carefully she posed as a reasonable deal-maker during her time of consolidating Democrat support for the House leadership!
Now that she has it, the mask is off.

Both Axios and Trump-hating Washington Post columnist Jennifer Rubin have some valuable insights on how Pelosi is going to
embrace her newly embraced role as Madame Defarge.

Axios also has a report that says she plans to get busy with indictment and impeachment, which she is obviously using as
leverage against Trump to bend him to her far-left agenda.

Pelosi will also herd her yoked-loyal Democrats together to pass low-hanging fruit legislation popular with voters. If anything gets
opposed because of a lack of funding for the wall, Trump will be held up as "heartless."

Rubin has insight on the public relations tactics Pelosi will use, writing:

First, engage the president publicly and correct him/fact-check him in real time. This reminds voters that Trump is not operating in
the real world and his positions aren't tethered to reality. Second, make certain Trump is on the wrong side of public opinion. In the
case of the border wall and the shutdown, voters oppose both. This further diminishes Trump's leverage and puts pressure on
Republicans to split from him. Third, make clear, concise statements of policy. This gives voters a sense that she is in command
while Trump blathers on for days, changing his mind and contradicting his advisers. Finally, don't negotiate against herself. Trump,
as she wisecracked, has gone from a wall to slatted fence to "a beaded curtain." Mocking Trump and pointing out his weakness
infuriate him, demoralize his cult-followers and delight her base.

Republicans themselves are apparently bracing themselves for hell, according to Axios.

So yes, Pelosi is going to be ruthless and vicious, and she seems to have the power and incentives. What's vivid about it all is
that she's openly advertising it, as if it's something she's proud of. One can only hope President Trump and Republicans can make
that sort of creepy bloody brazenness not politically pay.
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There are more than a few conservatives who have spent the opening hours of 2019 recoiling at the spectacle of Mitt Romney
attacking President Trump as he prepares to take the oath of office as a United States Senator.

I thought the best way to share my reaction to his Washington Post op-ed was in the form of a stroke of columnist gimmickry
which I’ve employed from time to time when I wanted to do somewhat more than join a chorus of similar diatribes: the open letter.

No writer should ever think the open letter is actually read by the intended “addressee.” It is a device for adding a flavor of
directness, and I have found it is profoundly therapeutic.

So here goes:

Dear Senator Romney:

First of all, congratulations on the new title. You worked hard to earn it, and it adds to a track record of achievement that is
admirable by any standard. In your campaign, you gave the people of Utah (and the rest of America) reason to believe you had
evolved past your harsh remarks of March 2016, when you scolded millions of voters who had by then made Donald Trump the
frontrunner.

After his first year in office, you even displayed a grace and appreciation that gave many conservatives reason to believe that if
you reached the Senate, you would not join the small, bitter wing of the party that lives to derail him for whatever twisted reason.

We now know better.

How’s that op-ed working out for you as you prepare for what should be a day of unfettered goodwill? I just paid a visit to your
Facebook page, where many replies to the posting of your column run from disillusionment to outright revulsion.

The question arose broadly as your unhelpful words spread: What in the world were you thinking? I am choosing not to care about
that, opting instead to share what you have in fact done.

You have given millions of us who proudly voted for you in 2012 ample cause to view that chapter more darkly. We counted on you
to protect us from the second term of Barack Obama. If you had directed half of your current anti-Trump aggressiveness toward
him, maybe you would have won. The media and elected Democrats brutally savaged you as you fought what must have struck
you as a fair, clean fight. For some reason you were not in the mood to fight back at that time. But you surely are ready for battle
now—against the President of your own party who has achieved much of what we have begged leaders like you to do for decades.

Your Post piece laments global “dismay,” “tribalism” and “fear,” the frayed index cards of Trump-haters on the left and pseudo-right.
You grudgingly give credit for a few of his successes you agree with, but that credit is buried beneath the petulant tone of a man
who simply cannot handle that his flavor of leadership has fallen out of favor.

(The Full Story Below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/markdavis/2019/01/03/dear-senator-romney-n2538421
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As I previously reported here at Townhall, the incoming Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi chose to enjoy a luxury vacation to
Hawaii's "Big Island" over the Christmas break while President Trump was in Washington working to reopen the government.

Pelosi would have to explain the reasoning behind her recent vacation during the partial government shutdown sooner or later as
the president has referred to the trip frequently.

This morning in an exclusive interview with "TODAY" host Savannah Guthrie, Pelosi discussed a range of topics, including her
goals and the way she intends to lead as Speaker of the House in the 116th Congress.

In the interview Guthrie suggests, "The president took a swipe, I think, as recently as today, saying that you went on vacation to
Hawaii during the shutdown. Now, you had said before the shutdown that he was being quite cavalier and maybe the shutdown will
give him more time to golf, but in the end, it was you that took a holiday."

Pelosi struggles to respond, saying in part, "I observed the Christmas holiday for a few days, and I cut in half the time I would
have had."

Watch:

https://youtu.be/e3AUxMXgzrY via @YouTube

On Wednesday in a cabinet meeting that was open to the press, Trump referenced Congresswoman Pelosi's vacation whole
making the point that he has been in Washington, D.C. waiting to strike a deal and work together to end the shutdown.

Later in the interview Guthrie, referring to the president's criticism, asked Pelosi, "Is that a cheap shot?"

Pelosi responded stating that, "It's not important. It's totally unimportant, but the fact is we all stood ready and told our members
we'll have 24 hours notice for all of us to be where we need to be,"

"And the president may not know this, but Hawaii is part of the United States of America. Maybe he doesn't realize that. I don't
know where the president observed the religious holiday of Christmas. Do you?"

I'm pretty sure the president is aware that "Hawaii is part of the United States of America"...
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As reported here on Townhall by my boss Matt, President Trump made a special appearance this evening in the White House
briefing room where he congratulated Nancy Pelosi on becoming Speaker of The House while also speaking to his main point of
urging Democrats to support and fund the wall.

Trump yet again stated that without a wall, you couldn't have a secure U.S. and Mexico border. President Trump brought different
voices to the table by having former, and current border patrol agents there to speak to why a wall is non-negotiable.

"Without a wall you can not have border security," Trump stated, after statements from border patrol officers.

"Without a very strong form of barrier, call it what you will, but without a wall you can't have border security it won't work," Trump
added.

https://twitter.com/RealKyleMorris/status/1080945052489256961

https://twitter.com/kevincorke/status/1080942124525326341
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The Democrats have taken over the House. It’s official. The 116thCongress is in session, and to our horror, Nancy Pelosi is
speaker again. Without a doubt, it’ll be a period of warfare. It already has begun with this government shutdown, which has entered
its 12th day. The Trump White House wants funds for a border wall, fulfilling part of a key campaign promise to enforce our
immigration laws and protect the border. The Democrats, taking their new House majority for a spin, aren’t playing ball. Not one
cent for the wall is their mantra. And Pelosi said she’s not giving the president any money for a wall.

Today, President Trump all but telegraphed Speaker Pelosi that he’s not budging either. He made a special appearance at the
White House briefing, where he congratulated Nancy Pelosi for becoming speaker. The president then gave props to Immigration
and Customs Enforcement and Border Patrol. He said that he was set to met with the National Border Patrol Council, a federal
employee labor union that’s part of the AFL-CIO, and thought it would be nice to come out here and address the press.

https://youtu.be/15h8DecnOJk

Concerning support for his border security agenda, Trump said he’s never seen anything like it.

“We need protection in our country,” the president said, promising to make it good. He added that immigration enforcement
authorities have apprehended some 17,000 criminals. They’re also topping the flow of drugs into the country.

Brandon Judd, who the president gave warm words to prior to handing over the microphone to him, is the president of the National
Border Patrol Council and said that walls work. He’s seen so firsthand during his career as a Border Patrol agent. Judd called the
wall an absolute necessity for Border Patrols agents. The various vice presidents also briefly addressed the White House press
corps, saying that they have skin in the game, that it’s not about political parties, and that this shutdown impacts all. They voiced
their support for Trump’s agenda in protecting our borders.

Trump said that without a wall, you couldn’t have border security. He said that drones, sensors, and others technological tools that
some could argue would constitute a virtual wall are good, but they’re not going to stop the physical problem of illegal aliens, some
of them cold-hearted criminals, from entering the country.

Trump then thanked the press the left. No questions were taken. The presser lasted less than ten minutes.

Brent Scher ✔ @BrentScher

MSNBC immediately broke away from the press briefing once actual experts on border security began talking
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So, Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) has announced she’s running for president. She’s a hard-core liberal. One of the faces of the
progressive left in the Democratic Party. Maybe a tinge (using it very loosely here) more moderate than Bernie Sanders, but still
pretty far left. So, there should be hyper-enthusiasm, right? She’s a Democrat, a liberal, and a woman, the three things that are
defining the party right now. The future is female supporters must be flocking to her banner, right? Nope. The Warren wave is
registering a whopping zero on the enthusiasm scale, and voters in Massachusetts who know her don’t like her compared to the
other Democrats running. On CNN yesterday, host Alisyn Camerota asked Washington Postreporter if the Ready for Warren
cohorts are jacked up—and no one is about Warren 2020. Umm…ouch (via NTK Network):
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With the partial government shutdown in its second week, Sen. Lindsey Graham has a warning for President Trump about the fight
over border wall funding: to give up would be to kiss the presidency goodbye.

“He’s not going to sign a bill that doesn’t have money for the wall. I can tell you exactly how this is going to end. The president is
going to challenge Democrats to compromise and if they continue to say no, they’re going to pay the price with the American
people," Graham said Wednesday on Fox News's "Hannity."

“If he gives in now, that’s the end of 2019 in terms of him being an effective president," he continued. "That’s the probably the end
of his presidency. Donald Trump has made a promise to the American people. He’s going to secure our border."

He also said he hopes that incoming Republican lawmakers would view the border wall fight as one “worth having.”

“That’s the end of us if we give in on this issue as Republicans," Graham said. "I hope Mitt Romney and everybody else knows
this is a fight worth having."

Graham was referring to Romney’s op-ed in The Washington Post this week that was highly critical of Trump’s character.

Romney did say on CNN Wednesday, however, that he “would vote for the border wall.”

Trump has demanded $5.7 billion in border wall funding, which prompted a partial government shutdown that began Dec. 22.

House Democrats plan to vote on legislation Thursday that would reopen the government.

Democratic leaders have scheduled a pair of votes on a package of bills to end the shutdown and give Congress more time to
negotiate a deal with the White House over border funding.

The votes will come shortly after Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi returns as House speaker and Democrats reclaim the majority
for the first time in eight years.

But even if the bills are approved, as expected, the shutdown will likely go on. The package still must clear the GOP-controlled
Senate, but Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., has said he won’t call for a vote on legislation to end the standoff unless it
has Trump’s backing. (USA Today)

Trump did not appear poised to back down on border wall funding, however, and said Wednesday that the government would
remain shut down for "as long as it takes."
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President Trump is rightly getting credit for leading the bipartisan push for federal prison reform, but it’s hardly the first time he’s
reached across the aisle to deliver a win for the American people.

In the latest bipartisan victory for the President, the FIRST STEP Act is now the law of the land.

The FIRST STEP Act will reduce sentences for drug felonies and other non-violent crimes, limit the sentencing disparity between
crack and powder cocaine, and allow prisoners to earn “good time credits” by participating in educational or training programs that
prepare them for life outside prison.

The President boasted that the new law will “keep our communities safer, and provide hope and a second chance to those who
earn it. In addition to everything else, billions of dollars will be saved.”

Although it has gotten by far the most attention, the FIRST STEP Act is only the most recent of several bipartisan laws signed
this year by President Trump, who has already unified lawmakers to pass major laws dealing with healthcare, infrastructure, and
education.

In July, for instance, the President signed legislation to renew a federal workforce development program that allows states to
provide technical education and training so students can develop skills for good-paying jobs.

A few months later, in September, President Trump again brought Democrats and Republicans together to draft the Protecting
Patients From Surprise Medical Bills Act, which guards patients from unexpected out-of-network bills and prohibits providers from
charging patients for the difference if their insurance does not pay the full price of a given service or procedure.

CARTOONS | VIEW CARTOON The following month, the President signed sweeping legislation to confront the opioid crisis after
the SUPPORT For Patients and Communities Act passed in the Senate 98-1. This law provides funding for treatment and
recovery, increased security to keep dangerous drugs out of the country, monitoring of opioid prescriptions, and development of
non-opioid painkillers, among other key provisions.

Also in October, the President signed the Water Infrastructure Act to ensure safe and secure drinking water systems across the
nation and prevent a recurrence of the Flint, Michigan catastrophe. The bill received a nearly unanimous vote of 99-1 in the
Senate.

Far from being divisive, the Trump administration has produced a steady increase in bipartisan legislation — in contrast to the
sharp decrease in bipartisanship of the Obama era.

In fact, according to a May report by Quorum, 70 percent of the bills signed into law from this Congress have had at least one
Democrat and one Republican sponsor, the highest level of bipartisanship in 20 years.

President Trump’s effectiveness at working across party lines proves that when Democrats set aside their obstructionist ways for
constructive purposes, Americans benefit greatly. They should keep that in mind as they prepare to share power and responsibility
for the agenda of Congress in the new year.
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Honestly, I wish I'd come up with this idea on my own, but that credit goes to Rich Lowry, whose new column I'll quote below. But
to lay some groundwork here, incoming House Speaker Nancy Pelosi frequently intones that her party supports "border security,"
yet her rhetoric and actions on immigration policy feels increasingly indistinguishable from those of an open borders zealot. The
party's dominant left flank may theoretically favor national sovereignty, but so long as the president is passionately committed to
securing the border, any semblance of the 'Wall' -- along with various branches of the executive branch's enforcement apparatus --
are treated as totems of unflinching resistance.

Perhaps this is why, while vacationing in Hawaii in the midst of a government shutdown, Pelosi couldn't be bothered to comment
on the murder of a California police officer by an illegal immigrant with multiple prior arrests and known gang ties. The local sheriff
blamed 'sanctuary' laws for the alleged assailant's continued presence inside the United States, and federal authorities have
confirmed that the suspect was not brought to their attention until after he'd killed the young officer, who recently became a father.
Such inconvenient occurrences do not serve The Narrative, so they're diminished or ignored. Pelosi would much rather highlight
tragedies like these (about which journalists and other partisans too often jump to false conclusions) or prattle on about how the
president's proposed border wall is "immoral." That's quite a loaded term, and it merits further exploration. What does she mean by
this?

Are physical structures designed to prevent the uninhibited flow of people across a sovereign border intrinsically or inherently
immoral -- and if so, why? Further, are the many miles of existing barriers -- both walls and fencing -- along America's southern
border also immoral, or would immorality only kick in upon new construction? And by any chance, might the moral calculus depend
almost entirely on whether a potential construction project is undertaken while someone named Donald Trump is President of the
United States? It would be fascinating to hear the freshly-reinstalled House Speaker explain her position on this, preferably at
some length. Because if she truly believes that a border barrier is "immoral" unto itself, she should be campaigning to tear down
that wall. And she couldn't possibly let obstacles like the cost or logistical difficulty stand in her way; she's positioned herself as a
moral crusader, and this is a moral crusade. Which brings us back to Lowry's aforementioned piece, in which he discusses the
Democratic Party's newly-acquired, acute allergy to anything that might qualify as "The Wall:"

Are physical structures designed to prevent the uninhibited flow of people across a sovereign border intrinsically or inherently
immoral -- and if so, why? Further, are the many miles of existing barriers -- both walls and fencing -- along America's southern
border also immoral, or would immorality only kick in upon new construction? And by any chance, might the moral calculus depend
almost entirely on whether a potential construction project is undertaken while someone named Donald Trump is President of the
United States? It would be fascinating to hear the freshly-reinstalled House Speaker explain her position on this, preferably at
some length. Because if she truly believes that a border barrier is "immoral" unto itself, she should be campaigning to tear down
that wall. And she couldn't possibly let obstacles like the cost or logistical difficulty stand in her way; she's positioned herself as a
moral crusader, and this is a moral crusade. Which brings us back to Lowry's aforementioned piece, in which he discusses the
Democratic Party's newly-acquired, acute allergy to anything that might qualify as "The Wall:"
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The Homeland Security Committee on Wednesday released a report entitled, "Stopping Terrorist Travel Through Illicit Pathways to
the Homeland," which goes into great detail about the need for border security and immigration reform.

Since Sept. 11th, terrorists have looked at new ways to come to the United States. One of the most common ways they get to
America is through our Southern border. These people, called Special Interest Aliens (SIAs), are a threat to our nation.

One SIA who spoke with the committee explained how he or she came to the United States:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv8-Yg-VsAAz9wL.jpg

Beth Baumann

@eb454

Here's how terrorists are coming to the United States via our southern border.

"The threat posed by the existence of illicit pathways into the United States highlights that border security is national security, as
terrorist groups seek to exploit vulnerabilities amongst our neighbors to fund, support, and commit attacks against the Homeland,"
the report said.

The Committee explained why terrorists are utilizing Central America as a means of gaining entry into America:
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Below I've posted the Attack on President Donald Trump by Utah's newly nelected Senator Mitt Romney
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This is My Response to Mitt Romney

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I begin this Response to Mitt Romney after he decided to make a Splash in The Swamp
on his first day in Washington DC. We all know Mitt Romney , yes the same Mitt Romney that was the loser in the 2012 General
Election.We all know that The Clean Cut, Cult, Mormon who was given a chance by the Republican Party to dethrone The Other
Globalist Puppet in the 2012 Election Barack Obama , but Romney wasn't a good enough candidate to represent the Republican
Party and become the president.Mitt thinks he is the best politician and he is absolutely jealous of Donald Trump. Here lies the
truth of why Mitt Romney decided to attack President Trump in the first place. First of all the man Mitt Romney is an adult man
that believes that a religion that was based on The Holy Bible's story of Jesus Christ , The Messiah in the New Testament of the
Holy Bible except ...... did you get that part? I said "EXCEPT ! Because I want to stress that point that Mitt Romney supposedly
believes that a ghost told the original Mormon story of a whole other bible that was written about some other people besides the
Original Hebrews of The Holy Bible. In my Bible in the very end of the last book in the Christian Holy Bible it states :

Revelation 22:18 18 For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto
these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book: 19And if any man shall take away from the words of
the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which
are written in this book.

To me that means any story that tries to add onto the story of Jesus Christ or any part of the entire Holy Bible is domed to the
plagues of The Holy Bible. Now the Mormons wrote a whole fucking new Book called The Book of Mormon. But yet this book is
trying to tell of Jesus Christ as though the book of Mormon is the only book about Jesus Christ which means they aren't just
adding to the Holly Bible they are stealing the Messiah and adding a whole different bible with characters not related to the original
Hebrews in the Holy Bible. These dudes are named Maroni & Moron and a bunch of other made up shit.

Today the marbles in Romney's head must have been mistakenly confused by him winning a Senator ship in the state of Utah.
Mitt Romney woke up this morning and thought he would voice his opinion about President Donald Trump the man that Romney
spoke up against when there was still 17 Candidates in the Republican Nomination process for a candidate for the Republican
Party to run against Hillary Clinton in the 2016 election, and of course he let his jealousy of Donald Trump actually being able to
not just beat the Democrat Nominee Hillary Clinton who was suppose to be a 98% chance shoe in against Republican Nominee
Businessman Donald John Trump in the 2016 election but Trump actually decimated her when it came to the Electoral College. (
The USA's way of electing a President since the USA's inception )

I actually feel sorry for the new Senator Flake of the Republican side of the Senate, Mitt Romney. Romney thinks he is someone
that is more important that the president of the United States of America because he was elected to the Senate in the Mormon
state of Utah. We can tell that President Donald Trump doesn't have the support or voting support of Utah's newest Senator Mitt
Romney. Romney might as well have run for Senate as a Liberal Democrat because in the Senate that is what he will represent.
Now imagine Chuck Schumer and Mitt Romney conjuring together to try and make Presidents agenda fail , for one I'm glad that the
Republican's added a couple of seats in the Senate because one of them is a true Democrat, yes that traitor to the Republican
Party. That traitor is, Mr.Mitt , (I Got a Stick Stuck Up My Ass), Romney. Romney can just take his Cult Religion that he is so
much a part of and go ahead and take it on over to the other Crazy Weirdo Mother Fuckers side of the Senate the Democrat's
because that's exactly who Mitt Romney is now and that's which Party he will be representing before he tries to run for president
again. I wouldn't put it past Mitt Romney to try and run for president in 2020 against sitting President Donald Trump, but Romney
will try and run as a Republican , you mark my word in this......

Hey Mitt Romney FUCK YOU, YOU DAMN TRAITOR TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY!

@Stonechizel

WWG1WGA

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( Below is the attack from the so called Republican' Mitt Romney on President Donald Trump )

It is well known that Donald Trump was not my choice for the Republican presidential nomination. After he became the nominee, I
hoped his campaign would refrain from resentment and name-calling. It did not. When he won the election, I hoped he would rise to
the occasion. His early appointments of Rex Tillerson, Jeff Sessions, Nikki Haley, Gary Cohn, H.R. McMaster, Kelly and Mattis
were encouraging. But, on balance, his conduct over the past two years, particularly his actions last month, is evidence that the
president has not risen to the mantle of the office...To a great degree, a presidency shapes the public character of the nation. A
president should unite us and inspire us to follow “our better angels.” A president should demonstrate the essential qualities of
honesty and integrity, and elevate the national discourse with comity and mutual respect. As a nation, we have been blessed with
presidents who have called on the greatness of the American spirit. With the nation so divided, resentful and angry, presidential
leadership in qualities of character is indispensable. And it is in this province where the incumbent’s shortfall has been most
glaring.
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he New York Times has its hits and misses, though it’s mostly the latter. As the saying goes, even a blind squirrel finds a nut. The
paper is a hallmark of the liberal media establishment. It’s a paper for the urban elites and one that has become viciously anti-
Trump. To some, that erodes its credibility, while others think that it’s bad, though in keeping with his political leanings. The only
problem is that they fail to admit it. It’s one thing to be biased and admit you’re biased. You know what you’re getting with
Townhall. It’s another thing to act like Democratic operatives but then articulate forcefully that you’re some objective beacon of
journalism. Fired Times editor Jill Abramson, admitted that her former paper’s anti-Trump bias gives credence to the attack that
the mainstream media is more of an opposition party. Abramson has a new book coming out about the media business, where she
also sheds light into what got her fired in 2014 (via Fox News):

Jill Abramson, the veteran journalist who led the newspaper from 2011 to 2014, says the Times has a financial incentive to bash
the president and that the imbalance is helping to erode its credibility.

In a soon-to-be published book, “Merchants of Truth,” that casts a skeptical eye on the news business, Abramson defends the
Times in some ways but offers some harsh words for her successor, Dean Baquet. And Abramson, who was the paper’s only
female executive editor until her firing, invoked Steve Bannon’s slam that in the Trump era the mainstream media have become
the “opposition party.”

“Though Baquet said publicly he didn’t want the Times to be the opposition party, his news pages were unmistakably anti-Trump,”
Abramson writes, adding that she believes the same is true of the Washington Post. “Some headlines contained raw opinion, as
did some of the stories that were labeled as news analysis.”

What’s more, she says, citing legendary 20th century publisher Adolph Ochs, “the more anti-Trump the Times was perceived to
be, the more it was mistrusted for being biased. Ochs’s vow to cover the news without fear or favor sounded like an impossible
promise in such a polarized environment.”

Abramson describes a generational split at the Times, with younger staffers, many of them in digital jobs, favoring an unrestrained
assault on the presidency. “The more ‘woke’ staff thought that urgent times called for urgent measures; the dangers of Trump’s
presidency obviated the old standards,” she writes.

Well, there’s no shocker there concerning how the young, left-wing comrades of the Times wanted to turn the paper into an outlet
for anti-Trump America. Just be honest, guys. You’re liberal. You hate Trump. And your material is only for liberals. You’re an
opposition newspaper. But the Times and other like-minded publications will never admit it, of course. They don’t think they’re
biased, and they’re pampered. The media’s ludicrous reactions to when Trump bashes them, most of the time legitimately, is a
prime example. Trashing the press isn’t a threat. It’s merely what millions of Americans do on a daily basis. The only difference is
that Trump uses the bully pulpit to get that message across. It’s what Trump’s supporters want. He’s a man who will deliver
uppercuts to the media, which is something the GOP base has been dying to see for years.

( Link Below* )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/01/02/former-nyt-editor-the-times-credibility-is-being-destroyed-with-their-anti-trum-
n2538362
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Incoming House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) announced the Democrats' plans to bring forward legislation on Thursday to reopen
the federal government.

https://twitter.com/twitter/statuses/1080614970046406656

The Hill

✔ @thehill

Nancy Pelosi: "Tomorrow we will bring to the floor legislation that will open up government. It will be based on actions taken by the
Republican Senate, bills that have passed on the floor of the senate by over 90 votes or in committee unanimously."
http://hill.cm/emIqmPq

While Pelosi seems optimistic about the bill, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) said fully opening the federal
government is a "total non-starter" and won't be taken up by the Senate.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dv8kY_dWoAAOndu.jpg

Reuters Top News 

@Reuters

Senate Republican leader McConnell says Senate will not consider legislation expected to be introduced by House Democrats to
end shutdown

McConnell used the opportunity to blast Democrats for their political postering.

https://twitter.com/twitter/statuses/1080625700212797441

NBC News ✔ @NBCNews

McConnell speaks on Senate floor on 12th day of partial shutdown: "We're not interested in having show votes here in the Senate.
We're interested in bringing up something the House has passed, 60 senators will support, and the president will sign"
https://nbcnews.to/2F3HbIl

"It's exactly the kind of proposal you'd expect if the incoming House Democrats are choosing to stage a political side show rather
than doing the hard work of helping govern the country. In other words a total non-starter," McConnell said on the Senate floor.

For Republicans, the Pelosi bill is a waste of time and does nothing to strengthen America's national security.

“The Senate will not waste its time considering a Democratic bill which cannot pass this chamber and which the president will not
sign,” McConnell said.

Walter E. Williams Democrats are hoping that reopening the government, even on a short-term basis, would allow negotiations over
Trump's proposed border wall funding to continue.

The Pelosi bill would fund the Department of Homeland Security until Feb. 8. Another bill would fund the other eight government
agencies, The Washington Examiner reported. They have said their bills will not including funding for the border

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2019/01/02/watch-mcconnell-says-no-deal-to-houses-bill-to-reopen-the-government-
n2538417
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Elizabeth Warren obviously has no concept of the damage she already has done to her future in national politics by revealing her
DNA test results showing that she has less Native America DNA than the average citizen of this country. How else could she have
issued her bizarre Instagram video announcing her presidential campaign? The live-feed video she posted to Instagram (but did not
archive) lives on and has made her into a national joke, confirming that deep down, the genuine, authentic Elizabeth Warren is a
phony.

https://youtu.be/AU47jTZP0_0 via @YouTube

The estimable William A. Jacobson of Legal Insurrection dubs the video her "Dukakis Tank Moment," a judgment shared by
Boston Herald columnist Jaclyn Cashman.

Warren's cringeworthy event – streamed on Instagram Live on New Year's Eve – is a friendly chat with her followers.

"I'm here in my kitchen – and um – I thought maybe we'd just take some questions and I'd see what I can do," Warren said.

At which point she not-so-casually said she would grab a beer. Seems innocuous enough. Beer has a time-honored place in
presidential politics. But this resident of Cambridge's la-di-dah Linnaean Street and erstwhile Harvard elitist is really an extra oaky
chardonnay kind of lady. Her poor husband was so befuddled – apparently not fully clued in on the stunt – that when she offered
him one he declined. More of a 20-year-old tawny port sipper, no doubt.

The most authentic thing about the video, in fact, was its bogusness: Warren once again trying to pretend she is something she is
not.

It is widely believed that the stunt in which presidential candidate Dukakis rode in a tank with a tanker's helmet on – an effort to
prove his toughness on national security – backfired, as he looked completely unnatural.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-01/211284_5_.png

Faking comfort and familiarity in a situation that is the exact opposite rarely works, except with top-tier actors.

Warren's Instagram video, in which the prissy professor pretended she was an average Joe using working-class vernacular and
said, "Hold on a second – I'm gonna get me a beer" was cringe-inducing, as was the body language purporting to be slugging down
a brewski:

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2019-01/211285_5_.jpg

Screen grab from Instagram

The faux, visibly uncomfortable and out-of-character attempt to speak in the Vulgate brought to mind, as Ed Driscoll reminded us,
John F. Kerry's immortal fake folksiness in telling people, "Can I get a me a hunting license here?"

I don't know a single person who likes being patronized, as Warren, Dukakis, and Kerry were obviously doing to people they
regarded as their social and intellectual inferiors. People who patronize others are blind to their own contempt for those they seek
to enlighten with their own virtue. A dose of humility is the only remedy, and humility is, to a Harvard professor turned senator, like
a cross to a vampire.

Elizabeth Warren does not understand that she is now damaged goods, her image as a snobby phony cast in stone. I hope she
persists in her futile quest for the Oval Office, for all she will do is remind voters that Democrats speak with forked tongues (as her
nonexistent Native American ancestors said in countless movies) when they talk about affirmative action, or helping the working
class, among other subjects.

One of the root problems Democrats face is that the mainstream media never call them out and never really warn them when they
are being phonies. The press operates as a claque for them, sparing them warnings about how out of touch they get with the public
they seek to persuade. The fact that media elites share the same class preferences of Democrat elites is all the more dangerous.

( Link Below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/01/elizabeth_warren_dead_phony_walking.html#.XC0_CiuHY_g.twitter
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( In 2018 Kanye West made Candace Owens a household name and now it's ok for African American's to leave the Democrat
Party and come over to the Conservative side and Now this year Kanye West starts by declaring his support for President Donald
Trump. )
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If there was one thing that was immensely entertaining about 2018, it was Kanye West’s friendship with President Donald Trump.
First, it’s a massive cultural win, politics flows from this, and West, or Ye, surely broke off from the progressive ethos that
dominates the entertainment centers of America. Second, it irritates the Left to no end that a successful black hip-hop artist likes
Trump, his message, free thought, and the hat, the ever-present Make America Great Again hat. The Left brought up his mental
health history, and said this is what happens when “negroes don’t read.” That’s the Left. You walk away from the herd, and they
will destroy you. It’s a must-do; it’s an authoritarian mindset. Freedom to choose, except when it comes to the unborn, is a big no-
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will destroy you. It’s a must-do; it’s an authoritarian mindset. Freedom to choose, except when it comes to the unborn, is a big no-
no.

Earlier this year, Kanye visited Trump in a highly publicized Oval Office visit, where the liberal media was appalled. The outrage
was just delicious to watch, and then Kanye said he was stepping back from politics, claiming he had been used. Well, that
honeymoon is over. As we ushered in the New Year, he declared his affinity for Trump, the MAGA hat, message, free expression,
and vowed to perform with that hat on this year (via Billboard):

Kanye West took to Twitter on New Year's Day to make it clear where he stands politically in 2019.

"Trump all day," he wrote, followed by dragon emojis -- likely calling back to tweets from April in which he said he and Donald
Trump share "dragon energy," which he defined as "natural born leaders," "very instinctive" and "great foresight."

"They will not program me. Blacks are 90% Democrats," West tweeted. "That sounds like control to me."

It was quite the Twitter thread [Warning: some strong language

ye ✔ @kanyewest

Trump all day

132K 12:29 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔

@kanyewest ���

15.6K 12:29 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔

@kanyewest

Just so in 2019 you know where I stand

14K 12:31 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔

@kanyewest

They will not program me

57.1K 12:32 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔

@kanyewest

Blacks are 90% Democrats That sounds like control to me �

78.8K 12:33 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔

@kanyewest

Love everyone

25.5K 12:34 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔

@kanyewest

We will change the world. God is on my side. I am a Christian. I am a tax payer. I am myself. God is with us.

70.8K 12:35 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔

@kanyewest

Free thought

23.4K 12:42 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔ @kanyewest

One of my favorite of many things about what the Trump hat represents to me is that people can’t tell me what to do because I’m
black

76.6K 1:23 PM - Jan 1, 2019

ye ✔

@kanyewest

From now on I’m performing with my mutherfucking hat on ���

73.9K 1:11 PM - Jan 1, 2019

So, pro-Trump Kanye is back. The dragon energy has returned.
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As 2018 began, Kim Jong Un's North Korean dictatorship was touting its ICBMs. Many weapons analysts believed North Korean
ICBMs could strike Seattle and San Francisco.

As 2018 began, North Korean leaders routinely threatened South Korea, Japan and the U.S. with nuclear attack. In January, Kim
claimed would soon deploy nuclear warheads. Propaganda is one thing but North Korea has a documented, decades-long record
for vicious, unprovoked conventional military attacks, assassinations, terror attacks and paranoid violence.

As 2018 began, the Trump administration swore Kim's vicious regime would never be allowed to possess operational nuclear
weapons. A Pyongyang armed with nuclear weapons capable of hitting North America would radically alter the strategic security
situation throughout the entire Pacific Ocean basin.

As 2018 began, the Trump administration repeated its 2017 "coercive diplomatic" demand: Kim would either "denuclearize" and
submit to rigorous inspection and verification or he and his regime would be destroyed. The U.S. summarized its demand with an
acronym, CVID: Complete, Verifiable and Irreversible Denuclearization.

Finally, as 2018 began, the Korean War continued. Remember, the Korean War isn't over. The 1953 armistice isn't a peace treaty.
North and South Korea are still at war.

As 2018 ends, the Korean War continues. However, during 2018 a small but palpable change in diplomacy occurred, one that may
lead to something other than conflagration. Given the consequences of renewed all-out war in Korea -- both the massive physical
destruction and the global economic depression that would follow -- the slight change is significant.

( Full story in Link below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/austinbay/2019/01/02/the-big-story-of-2018-is-the-trump-administrations-korean-diplomatic-
initiative-n2538317
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During Christmas week, Fox News invited me to discuss how President Donald Trump's achievements for black Americans are
registering in awareness in these communities. Unfortunately, we didn't succeed in scheduling the interview.

It's a subject of enormous importance not just because of what the president is doing to the benefit of low-income Americans, but
also because of how he is doing it -- his approach to lifting up those not participating as they should in our prosperity.

First and foremost, the American economy needed to grow. And we needed to make sure that all Americans participate and
contribute.

Hoover Institution's John Cochrane points out that the U.S. economy grew 3.5 percent annually from 1950 to 2000. Since 2000, it
has barely choked out 2 percent per year on average.

Cochrane notes that if the economy had grown 2 percent per year from 1950 to 2000, instead of 3.5 percent, average income in
2000 would have been $23,000 instead of $50,000.

It appears that in 2018, because of the Trump tax cuts and deregulation, the U.S. economy will have its first year of 3 percent
growth in over a decade.

Black unemployment, 5.9 percent, and white unemployment, 3.4 percent, are at historic lows. And the gap between black and
white unemployment has dramatically shrunk, showing that blacks are, in an unprecedented way, participating in the economic
recovery.

Looking at unemployment data from 1979 to 2016, the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco reports that during economic
expansions, black unemployment averages 6.4 points higher than white unemployment. During economic contractions, black
unemployment averages 6.9 points higher than white.

( Full story in Link below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/starparker/2019/01/02/trump-using-american-capitalism-to-help-the-poor-n2538320
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President Trump met with his cabinet for the first time in 2019 and in the 12th day of the partial government shutdown. He and
Democratic leaders have yet to come to an agreement over border security. He wants a wall, they refuse to fund it. The bills
Democrats plan to vote on on Thursday include $1.3 billion for border security, not one penny of which is for the wall. In that sticky
context the commander in chief sat down with his administration.

Democrats have argued that a wall is not necessary. Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer also noted that the government has
yet to spend last year's congressional funds for border security. Trump pushed back at that notion.

"Not all of the money has been paid, but the money has been used," Trump insisted.

He went on to explain that, "We pay it when it's finished so they do a good job."

"$5.6 billion is such a small amount compared to the level of the problem," Trump argued.

The press also wanted Trump's thoughts on incoming Sen. Mitt Romney's critical op-ed of him. The president said he was
"surprised" Romney rebuked him this quickly.

"I wish he would be a team player."

Trump later mused, if Romney fought against Barack Obama the way he fights against me, "he would have won the election."

He addressed a few more controversies, including the recent exit of his former Defense Secretary James Mattis. Although Mattis
wrote a resignation letter, Trump told the press he "essentially" fired him, adding that he "hadn't done too good" in Afghanistan.

'Brien

Shannon Pettypiece ✔ @spettypi Trump on Mattis at Cabinet meeting: "What's he done for me? How had he done in Afghanistan?
Not too good" "As you know, president Obama fired him, and essentially so did I " via @ToluseO

Mattis was one of several people to oppose Trump's decision to pull U.S. troops out of Syria. Still, POTUS remained adamant that
the U.S. is getting out of the country.

"I don't want to be in Syria forever."
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The father of a man killed by an illegal immigrant driver almost a decade ago is courting significant controversy after he said on
Fox News that Democrat politicians catering to the needs of illegal aliens won’t understand “what’s happening to us” because their
own offspring haven’t died because of illegal immigration.

Speaking in the aftermath of the death of Cpl. Ronil Singh, a policeman with the Newman, California, Police Department, Fight
Sanctuary State co-founder Don Rosenberg told “Fox & Friends” on Sunday that the Singh killing opened up old wounds for him
and other “Angel Families,” as some of those who’ve lost loved ones to illegal immigrant crime call themselves.

Singh was shot to death Wednesday, allegedly by illegal alien and gang member Gustavo Perez Arriaga after the officer stopped
Arriaga as part of a DUI investigation.

“Well, we just relive what happened, you know, to our loved ones,” Rosenberg said. “It’s just another stab in the back, particularly
in California by our government that doesn’t give a damn about our families.”

While Rosenberg had scorn for national Democrats like House Speaker-designate Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer — who have helped partially shut down the government by refusing to fund the president’s proposed border wall — he
also attacked “the entire legislature in California that voted for sanctuary.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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For a network that’s getting crushed by its competitors and game show hosts alike, you’d think CNN would try to put some sort of
long-term plan in place for 2019 to reverse its fortunes.

If the network has a plan in place, though, it apparently involves throwing professionalism straight out of the window and trying its
best to find some level below rock bottom.

At least that’s what it looked like on Monday night.

To be fair, yes, CNN was celebrating New Year’s Eve as part of its live television special.

But it is possible to celebrate New Year’s Eve with some semblance of decorum, a fact which CNN seems completely oblivious to.

Let’s start with one of the ostensible faces of CNN’s entire brand, Anderson Cooper.

The much-ballyhooed host, journalist and reporter was the co-host of CNN’s entire New Year’s festivities. He, along with television
personality Andy Cohen, emceed the live special and the results… left quite a bit to be desired.

First, Cohen and Cooper began drinking on national television. Again, I’m not so prudish as to say adults can’t enjoy some
libations to celebrate New Year’s Eve, but come on. This isn’t MTV or Comedy Central, this is supposed to be “The Most Trusted
Name In News.”

Sorry, but it’s hard to trust anyone who makes these kinds of noises after taking a shot of tequila on-air.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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It isn’t an uncommon thing to bury bad political news by releasing it at a certain time. For instance, the media always looks
askance when some resignation or noxious report is released at 5 p.m. on a Friday, as most politicians are on their way home and
most of the media is enjoying a glass of wine or three to end the working week.

More uncommon is burying news that you’re probably going to run for president. That’s something you want out there on a day
where you’re going to be the top story. After all, why wouldn’t you want all the attention in the world on your incipient campaign?

In the case of Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, she announced that she was going to be forming an exploratory committee
for a 2020 presidential run — which almost always ends in an actual run — mid-morning on New Year’s Eve in the middle of a
government shutdown.

And you know what? That made perfect sense, in its own little way. President Donald Trump understood that much when he was
asked about her chances of winning by Pete Hegseth on Fox News.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

“She did very badly in proving that she was of Indian heritage,” Trump said. “That didn’t work out too well. I think you
have more than she does and maybe I do, too. And I have nothing. So, you know, we’ll see how she does. I wish her well.
I hope she does well. I’d love to run against her."

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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May I propose a New Year’s resolution for 2019? Let’s determine to speak up and to speak out, to raise our voices with clarity and
compassion, to refuse to hold back regardless of cost or consequence. Will you join me?

To those of you who are already doing this, I encourage you to continue to stand strong.

To those who are not, now is most certainly the time. What are you waiting for?

One of the most important principles taught by Jesus was that if we try to save our lives, we lose them. But if we lose our lives for
Him – for the gospel – we find them.

To apply this concept to our contemporary situation, if we try to avoid controversy and conflict so as to preserve our presence on
social media platforms, we lose our souls in the process. We become compromisers, fearers of man rather than fearers of God.
We are no longer guided by conviction; we are guided by convenience. We survive but we do not thrive.

If we speak what is right and do what is right and live what is right, we might lose a lot in the process, but we will find our souls.
We become alive!

We can learn a lesson here from Wang Yi, pastor of Early Rain Covenant Church in Chengdu, Sichuan, China. He was addressing
the sinful policies of Chinese President Xi Jinping, who is fashioning himself to be the new Mao and is actively persecuting
Christians and other minorities.

In a sermon dated September 9, 2018, Pastor Yi said, “President Xi Jinping does not repent he will perish!”

Yes, he said, “The government he is leading has sinned greatly against God, for it is persecution the Church of the Lord Jesus
Christ, and if he does not repent, he will perish!”

( Full story below )
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Well, 2018 is over. Happy New Years! For many, 2018 was a great year. Frankly, if you’re healthy and your family is healthy, all is
well in the world. Yet, for liberal America, 2018 was another year under the Trump White House. In other words, they still think
we’re living under the iron grip of Mordor. Except we're not. Over three million jobs were created, small business and consumer
confidence remain at record highs, and unemployment dipped below 4 percent. There were more job openings than job seekers this
year. And the downward spiral started when the Democrats retook the House in the 2018 midterms, the mark of the Pelosi Crash. I
have confidence the markets will rebound. For two-time presidential loser Hilary Clinton, she left a New Years message on social
media saying that this year was a “dark time for our country.

In many ways, 2018 was a dark time for our country. As it ends, I'm grateful to everyone who brought light into it: activists who
protected kids at the border, journalists who stood up for truth, organizers who mobilized voters for the 2018 elections, candidates
who ran races with grit and inspiration, voters who made their voices heard, and absolutely everyone who marched, donated,
called, and protested to fight for the values we share. Here's to more light in 2019, and to a shared commitment to make it as
bright as possible. Happy New Year.

So, it’s a (non) dark time for our country because…you lost to Donald Trump. That’s what this boils down to…again. Shocker
Donald Trump said he would make border security a priority, and he’s followed through. In fact, some policies, like separating
children from adults upon arrest at the border, are a continuation of the protocols left under the Obama White House, Hillary’s
former employer. And please, don’t get me started on the wall. We need it. Trump campaigned on it. We have to have it, or at least
some funding for it. Democrats say it’s a waste of money and a dumb idea, but then push Medicare for All, which is ruinously
expensive and a cancerous idea from the depths of a socialist cesspool. It’s all part of the “poor me” tour Hillary has executed
since the 2016 election. Darkness did not descend upon the country when Trump won. We’re still here. And the economy could be
roaring if the Democrats want to play ball, which they don’t. So, if there’s an economic slowdown, and it’s possible because the
Democrats have trash economic policies, then let’s continue to christen it the Pelosi Crash. All I can say is I’ll be fighting to Keep
America Great in 2020.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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I rarely make predictions -- whether of election results or anything else. My policy has always been to say what I believe should be
done, not what will be done.

I am making an exception with regard to America in 2019.

2019 will be a dark year in America.

Thanks to the left's control of the House of Representatives and the news media, Americans will be kept in a fevered state
throughout 2019 -- with innumerable hearings, exposes, criminal investigations and possible indictments of those around the
president and the president himself. Truth will not be the point. Defamation will. Anything that might muddy the president, no
matter how spurious, no matter how thin the evidence, will be pursued with gusto. The media will drop "bombshell" after
"bombshell." If lives and careers are ruined, so much the better; no one should be associating with this president anyway, as far
as the left is concerned. The Robert Mueller investigation into alleged "collusion" between the Trump campaign and the Russian
government -- which has led to guilty pleas and imprisonment of people around President Trump for offenses having nothing to do
with such collusion -- is a preview of what lies ahead.

The goal of the left to weaken, disable and impeach the president is the heart of its mission to undo the 2016 presidential election.
If the Republicans had done anything comparable during the Obama administration, the Democrats and the media would not only
have charged Republicans with racism -- as they labeled all criticism of Barack Obama -- they would have howled "fascism." And,
for once, they wouldn't have been far from the truth. The misuse of government institutions for political ends is indeed a fascist
tactic. But because most media serve as the propaganda arm of the Democratic Party, there will be no protest from the media,
only support.

CARTOONS | VIEW CARTOON There is nothing Trump or any member of his administration has done that is comparable to
Hillary Clinton's use of her own email server while U.S. secretary of state, or her destroying tens of thousands of emails after they
were subpoenaed by Congress, or foreign governments' and corporations' paying vast sums of money to Bill Clinton and The
Clinton Foundation while Hillary Clinton was secretary of state. Nor is there anything Trump or anyone in his administration has
done comparable to the Obama administration's use of the IRS to suppress conservative nonprofits; its selling guns to Mexican
drug cartels, at least one of which was later found at the scene where a Border Patrol officer was killed; or the lies it told about the
cause of the murder of a U.S. ambassador and three other Americans in Benghazi. Yet any suggestion by Republicans that these
activities be investigated is effectively shouted down by the Democrats and the media. And let's not talk about the real collusion in
2016 -- between the FBI, the State Department, the Clinton campaign and the Obama White House, using material sourced in part
from the Russian government -- to undermine the Republican candidate for president and his presidency. The mainstream media
isn't interested in that.

In other words, the Democratic Party and the media will do to American political life what it has done to the arts; the universities;
the high schools; the Boy Scouts; race relations; religion; the happiness of so many women (misled by feminism regarding
marriage and career); the moral fabric of American life (morality reduced to feelings); late-night television; mainstream Judaism,
Catholicism and Protestantism; pro football; and the sexual innocence of the young: It will poison it.

From the French Revolution to this day, the two great aims of the left have been promising utopia to the malcontented and
accumulating as much power as possible. All moral values are subservient to these goals. After all, what could be more important
than "social justice" (the left's term for everything it advocates); "equality" (of result); women's liberation from the "sexist
oppression" of the "patriarchy"; combatting "white privilege"; fighting the "rape culture" that pervades campuses; saving life on
planet Earth from the "existential threat" to it; "resistance" to the "authoritarian," "fascist," "white supremacist," "racist" Trump
administration; supplanting national identities and institutions with a "world citizen" identity and international institutions; and
undoing the most fundamental built-in identity of the human race, that of male and female, in the name of transgender rights?

Compared with almost any country, America is freer; gives its people more opportunities to economically advance; is less racist,
xenophobic and anti-Semitic; has a friendlier population; has less corruption; and has far more medical innovation. Yet this coming
year, the left, the Democratic Party and the media will continue purveying the lie that the Trump administration is fascist, racist
and authoritarian and poses a mortal threat to American democracy. (Given all this Trumpian fascism, how exactly did the
Republicans lose the House?)

Thanks to Democratic control of the House of Representatives, the left will use the levers of government to keep the American
people in a constant state of agitation. The only thing the left hates more than a happy population is losing elections. And it knows
the two are linked -- because happy and grateful Americans rarely vote Democrat. The road to Democrat victories lies in
convincing women, blacks, Hispanics, Jews and young people to be as unhappy, ungrateful and angry as possible -- in the
greatest country ever made.

That is the left's agenda for 2019.

Nevertheless, in wishing a happy new year to my fellow Americans, I hope I'm wrong.
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Well, investigative reporter Michael Isikoff finally admits what many have already suspected: the Trump Dossier isn’t backed up
with solid evidence and the most salacious and outrageous allegations are likely false. So, it’s mostly unverifiable. And yet, there
are allegations that it was used to secure spy warrants against former Trump campaign officials, like Carter Page. Isikoff said that
ex-MI6 spook Christopher Steele had some good leads, but the evidence is just not there (via USA Today):

A reporter, who was among the first to report on former British intelligence agent Michael Steele’s dossier alleging ties between the
Trump campaign and Russian officials, said in an interview some of the dossier’s “more sensational allegations” are “likely false.”

Michael Isikoff, the chief investigative correspondent for Yahoo News, said Saturday during an interview on conservative
commentator John Ziegler's "Free Speech Broadcasting" podcast that "Steele was clearly onto something" in his probe into the
campaign's Russian connection but evidence has not surfaced to support some of his specific assertions.

Steele was correct to suspect "that there was a major Kremlin effort to interfere in our elections, that they were trying to help
Trump's campaign, and that there were multiple contacts between various Russian figures close to the government and various
people in the Trump campaign," Isikoff said.

But he said when "you actually get into the details of the Steele dossier, the specific allegations, we have not seen the evidence to
support them, and, in fact, there's good grounds to think that some of the more sensational allegations will never be proven and are
likely false."

"It's a mixed record at best," he said.

We know Russia interfered in our election. Was it in collusion with the Trump campaign? There is zero evidence to support that
claim, and as we enter year two of these allegations, the evidence is still lacking. It’s rapidly becoming a comical witch-hunt. Still,
the investigation will go on because a) it’s political suicide for Trump to fire Special Counsel Robert Mueller, who is heading the
probe; b) the Democrats are still obsessed with it; and c) even Republicans have questions about the investigation in which some
institutions, like the FBI, haven’t been as forthcoming according to some lawmakers.

So, even as the nothing burgers pile up with this inquiry, as long as Trump is president, the liberal media remains operational, and
the Democratic Party remains functional—the Russian investigation will continue.

( Link Below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/31/investigative-reporter-on-trump-dossier-allegations-we-have-not-seen-the-
eviden-n2537726
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Father God I Ask That You Bless America This New Years Day. Lord God Our Father Bless All The American Patriots and All The
Patriots In Heart that are all over this whole world that are 'Prayer Warriors' for the cause. And Heavenly Father I ask Lord that You
show Your mercy on 'The Righteous People' around the world and especially today Lord I ask that You please send Your 'Loving
Spirit' of 'Joy and give them a 'Prosperous New Year' this entire year as we prepare for 'America and The Entire World' to be Free
from the grasp of The Satanic Cabal and all of their Evil Ways , whether it be in Life , Love , Work, Play or Anything that they have
had control over and have condemned in order to try and belittle Your Awesome World and You Father , plus the world You have
Created. I want to Thank You God for giving Us 'Q anon and President Donald Trump and I ask Lord that You Bless Them and
keep Them Safe Father with Your Legions of Angels as they prepare and execute what we All call 'The Plan' until every last Foul
Cabal Pedophilia Lowlife is arrested and destroyed, and may Your Spirit of Protection come over each and everyone that needs
Your Spiritual Guidance' throughout these trying times that are to happen just ahead. Lord I ask that You now come down from
Heaven and fill each and everyone of Us Patriots that know that we have been priviledged to be in the know of what has been
planned by the President of The United States Donald Trump and The Military Intelligence Operatives that have shared with Us
Patriots of what shall come to past in the near future, and we Thank You Father for the opportunity to have these awesome
experiences and also to have interacted with so many 'Great Patriots' that have also been involved in 'The Plan' all this time. Now
Father God I ask that You some way in Your Divine Wisdom make President Donald Trump and "Q anon know that All Us Patriots
"Wish Them a Happy New Years ! Lord last and not least, I would like to say Thank You Father for All My Blessings and All Our
Blessings that we have received in this last year , and one more thing Father God ....I Love You My Heavenly Father, and I ask all
these things in Your Son Jesus Holy Blessed Name ,

Amen

May All You Patriots Have a Happy & Blessed New Years !

God Bless Each And Everyone Of You!

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Father God I Ask That You Bless America This New Years Day. Lord God Our Father Bless All The American Patriots and All The
Patriots In Heart that are all over this whole world that are 'Prayer Warriors' for the cause. And Heavenly Father I ask Lord that You
show Your mercy on 'The Righteous People' around the world and especially today Lord I ask that You please send Your 'Loving
Spirit' of 'Joy and give them a 'Prosperous New Year' this entire year as we prepare for 'America and The Entire World' to be Free
from the grasp of The Satanic Cabal and all of their Evil Ways , whether it be in Life , Love , Work, Play or Anything that they have
had control over and have condemned in order to try and belittle Your Awesome World and You Father , plus the world You have
Created. I want to Thank You God for giving Us 'Q anon and President Donald Trump and I ask Lord that You Bless Them and
keep Them Safe Father with Your Legions of Angels as they prepare and execute what we All call 'The Plan' until every last Foul
Cabal Pedophilia Lowlife is arrested and destroyed, and may Your Spirit of Protection come over each and everyone that needs
Your Spiritual Guidance' throughout these trying times that are to happen just ahead. Lord I ask that You now come down from
Heaven and fill each and everyone of Us Patriots that know that we have been priviledged to be in the know of what has been
planned by the President of The United States Donald Trump and The Military Intelligence Operatives that have shared with Us
Patriots of what shall come to past in the near future, and we Thank You Father for the opportunity to have these awesome
experiences and also to have interacted with so many 'Great Patriots' that have also been involved in 'The Plan' all this time. Now
Father God I ask that You some way in Your Divine Wisdom make President Donald Trump and "Q anon know that All Us Patriots
"Wish Them a Happy New Years ! Lord last and not least, I would like to say Thank You Father for All My Blessings and All Our
Blessings that we have received in this last year , and one more thing Father God ....I Love You My Heavenly Father, and I ask all
these things in Your Son Jesus Holy Blessed Name ,

Amen

May All You Patriots Have a Happy & Blessed New Years

God Bless Each And Everyone Of You

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Now Media Are Accusing Trump Of Lying About Being At The White House  (theawakening)
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It may be the last day of 2018, but the press is not going without picking one more fight with President Trump. Trump tweeted out
his whereabouts Monday as a way to pressure Democrats to come make a deal with him on immigration. Ten days have passed
since the government shutdown and neither side is budging on the border wall. Trump wants $5 billion for border security, including
the funds to build the wall, but Democrats won't give a penny more than $1.3 billion, none of which they want going toward the
physical barrier he demands. The president said he cancelled his trip to Mar-a-Lago to stay in Washington and find a fix.

Reporters at the White House tried to call the president's bluff Monday. As more than one person noted, there was no Marine
standing guard outside the Oval Office, therefore Trump must not be inside.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DvwW5HTXQAA_thl.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Brian J. Karem

✔ @BrianKarem

POTUS tweet minutes ago claimed he was in the Oval Office. No marine there so that’s another lie. �@realDonaldTrump�

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DvwWmECX4AEs5l2.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Justin Sink  @justinsink

the president just tweeted that he was in the oval, but no marine outside the west wing

Members of the Trump administration, while appreciative of the press's observation, shook their heads.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/12/31/now-media-are-accusing-trump-of-lying-about-being-at-the-white-house-
n2538300
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▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/148/75631c4f-5961-45d6-98c0-7e42de3707f8.jpg

▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫

Thanks to media efforts, children are learning all about abortion just in time for the new year – from a staunch abortion supporter
only too happy to regurgitate talking points to youngsters.

On Dec. 28, Kids Meet, a HiHo show run by Cut.com, released its latest episode on Facebook: “Kids Meet Someone Who's Had
an Abortion.” In this case, that someone was Amelia Bonow – the cofounder of #ShoutYourAbortion, a network that encourages
women share their positive abortion stories. While Bonow accused the pro-life movement of “propaganda,” she spread some of her
own to kids – from calling abortion “God’s plan” to identifying as “pro-life.”

The Kids Meet show claims to foster “empathy through play” by introducing “curious kids” to “people with particular points of view.”
But Bonow didn’t just give a point of view; she twisted religion and the pro-life movement to kids.

“I had an abortion,” Bonow began telling various kids, because “I got pregnant and I really didn’t want to have a baby.” She argued
that her abortion wasn’t “reckless” because “mistakes happen.” And this was a mistake easily fixed.

▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫

( Full story below )⤵

▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫�▫

https://townhall.com/columnists/katieyoder/2018/12/31/prolife-abortion-activist-tells-kids-abortion-is-gods-plan-n2538308
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A Politico article by an experienced attorney, Nelson Cunningham, raises an interesting legal question:

We're about to find out why the chief justice of the Supreme Court decided to get involved in the special counsel's investigation[.]
... So now, in abrupt fashion, Mueller's investigation has suddenly reached the Supreme Court, and with the personal attention of
the chief justice, no less.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2018-12/211249_5_.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Nelson Cunningham had served on the White House staff and has by now probably seen everything the DOJ, the White House,
and Congress can do to each other, especially in the hothouse atmosphere of impeachment proceedings. I served on the
professional staff of the House Committee on Rules and as the staff action officer for the impeachment inquiry of President
Clinton. I knew Cunningham's office of General Counsel well.

Invoking a connection between Chief Justice Roberts and Special Counsel Mueller is interesting, and that mystery will soon be
solved. Beyond that big reveal being speculated about in the Politico article, Chief Justice Roberts is already directly connected to
the Mueller Probe. Roberts is 100% responsible for all issues of any legal malfeasance engaged in by the FISA court.

[T]he FISC judges are unique in American history and are the wholly owned responsibility of Chief Justice John Roberts, who alone
appoints them. To take the great Harry Truman quote when president: "the buck stops here," the sacred social contract of his
stewardship in owning the FISC-appointed judges means that the buck stops with the chief justice.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/mr_chief_justice_what_are_you_doing_about_the_fraud_on_the_fisa_court_that_you_supervise.html#.XCq3Q6LboeI.twitter
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The Cowboys won't play in the 2019 Super Bowl. The Rangers are not quite ready for another postseason run.

Nevertheless, here is a prediction I am very confident about.

Someone said that Doug Schoen, former Clinton adviser and Fox News contributor, told Nancy Pelosi to rein in Congresswoman-
Elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Isn't that like telling LeBron James to shut up and play basketball? How do you stop AOC from
talking when every news outlet wants to invite her to the show?

The complete and total implosion of the Democrats, especially the majority in the House, will be the story of 2019. It may not be
covered that way by CNN and MSNBC, but the towers will start falling soon.

We already see cracks in the so-called "Women's March," a phony parade that should have been called "the march of the anti-
Trump women."

We hear this:

Organizers of a Women's March rally slated for Northern California next month have canceled the event, saying they were
concerned that participants would have been "overwhelmingly white."

In a news release, organizers for the march in Eureka – about 270 miles north of San Francisco – said Friday the "decision was
made after many conversations between local social-change organizers and supporters of the march."

"Up to this point, the participants have been overwhelmingly white, lacking representation from several perspectives in our
community," the news release continued.

Too white?

Is that crazy or what? Isn't the country 72% white? Or at least it was the last time I checked the population figures.

We will see the implosion over two issues: health care and the mad impulse to get Trump.

On health care, the Democrats are deeply divided between the socialized medicine crowd and a realistic wing that knows we don't
have the money to do it. Many of this "realist wing" were elected in competitive districts and have a tough re-election waiting for
them in 2020.

On "getting Trump," they will find that impeachment is about "high crimes and misdemeanors," not defeating Hillary Clinton or
appointing conservative judges.

By the fall of 2019, the cracks will be evident on those two issues and a few others.

The good news is that all of this craziness will convince Michael Bloomberg to run as an independent, and that will re-elect
President Trump in a three-way race. Bloomberg will be the Teddy Roosevelt of 1912 or Ross Perot of 1992, and President Trump
will win 400 electoral votes.

So there is one prediction for 2019.

( Link Below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/the_coming_democratic_implosion.html#.XCqm8Vs1LgU.twitter
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https://video.foxnews.com/v/5513454701001/

The ongoing state and Trump administration crackdown against MS-13 in one of their most infamous strongholds has taken such a
toll on the gang that they've only been linked to a single murder in the area during 2018.

Police in Long Island – a part of New York that has been a hotbed for violent crime at the hands of MS-13 – told Newsday that four
homicides recorded there in 2018 appeared to be linked to the gang, down from 14 the year prior. Yet only one of those murders is
said to have occurred this year. The other three cases were killings believed to have happened in 2015 and 2017, but they were
counted in 2018 totals since the bodies were found within the past 12 months.

“Suffolk County has waged war against MS-13 and our comprehensive strategy to eradicate this violent gang from Long Island is
working," the Suffolk County Police Department told Fox News in a statement Monday. "This dramatic reduction is a result of great
policing, expanded community outreach and leveraging governmental partnerships to bring in additional resources to combat gang
violence.”

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/12/1862/1048/LI-CrimeScene-Getty.jpg

The scene at the Recreation Village Town Park in Islip, N.Y., after four teenagers were brutally murdered by a group that attacked
them with machetes in April 2017. Many suspect that the gang MS-13 was involved.

Six of the 14 homicides on Long Island last year connected to MS-13 happened in Suffolk County, according to Newsday.

The one murder MS-13 is suspected to have committed on Long Island this year happened just days ago, on Dec. 18 in Nassau
County. The body of Harold Sermeno, a 17-year-old, was found in a picnic area behind a community center near Lawrence, a
village that borders New York City. Investigators say Sermeno was shot multiple times.

Officials reportedly believe his murder is tied to the Dec. 22 killing of Ian Michel Cruz, who was found dead in a park in Far
Rockaway, a neighborhood adjacent to Lawrence and within the New York City limits. Five people were arrested following the death
of Cruz, who also was shot multiple times. Police suspect both men were lured to the parks with the promise of sex, according to
the Long Island Herald.

Trump, in a visit to Long Island last summer, vowed to “liberate our towns” from MS-13’s grip, and he has a made a crackdown on
the gang one of the focal points of his administration.

“We will find you, we will arrest you, we will jail you and we will deport you,” Trump has said, garnering applause from an audience
of law enforcement officials.

https://a57.foxnews.com/static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2018/12/1862/1048/LI-Gang-Arrest-Getty.jpg

ICE agents detain a suspected MS-13 gang member and Honduran immigrant at his home in Brentwood, N.Y., in March.

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents remain active on Long Island and have been arresting suspected MS-13 gang
members. Residents say increased police checkpoints in hard-hit communities, such as Brentwood in Suffolk County, are easing
fears as well.

MS-13’s motto is “mata, viola, controla” – which means "kill, rape, control," according to Robert Hur, an official with the Justice
Department.

The gang was started by Central American immigrants, mainly from El Salvador, in Los Angeles in the 1980s. It has expanded
since to include Hondurans, Guatemalans, Mexicans and other Central and South Americans.

MS-13 recruits are typically middle- and high-school students, predominantly in immigrant communities, who are said to risk
violent retribution if they leave the gang.

Authorities estimate the group has tens of thousands of members across several Central American countries and many U.S.
states. MS-13's presence is higher in the western and northeastern parts of the U.S., according to the FBI.

( Link Below )

https://fxn.ws/2EZ6BaU #FoxNews
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5513454701001/

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The ongoing state and Trump administration crackdown against MS-13 in one of their most infamous strongholds has taken such a
toll on the gang that they've only been linked to a single murder in the area during 2018.

Police in Long Island – a part of New York that has been a hotbed for violent crime at the hands of MS-13 – told Newsday that four
homicides recorded there in 2018 appeared to be linked to the gang, down from 14 the year prior. Yet only one of those murders is
said to have occurred this year. The other three cases were killings believed to have happened in 2015 and 2017, but they were
counted in 2018 totals since the bodies were found within the past 12 months.

“Suffolk County has waged war against MS-13 and our comprehensive strategy to eradicate this violent gang from Long Island is
working," the Suffolk County Police Department told Fox News in a statement Monday. "This dramatic reduction is a result of great
policing, expanded community outreach and leveraging governmental partnerships to bring in additional resources to combat gang
violence.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The scene at the Recreation Village Town Park in Islip, N.Y., after four teenagers were brutally murdered by a group that attacked
them with machetes in April 2017. Many suspect that the gang MS-13 was involved.

Six of the 14 homicides on Long Island last year connected to MS-13 happened in Suffolk County, according to Newsday.

The one murder MS-13 is suspected to have committed on Long Island this year happened just days ago, on Dec. 18 in Nassau
County. The body of Harold Sermeno, a 17-year-old, was found in a picnic area behind a community center near Lawrence, a
village that borders New York City. Investigators say Sermeno was shot multiple times.

Officials reportedly believe his murder is tied to the Dec. 22 killing of Ian Michel Cruz, who was found dead in a park in Far
Rockaway, a neighborhood adjacent to Lawrence and within the New York City limits. Five people were arrested following the death
of Cruz, who also was shot multiple times. Police suspect both men were lured to the parks with the promise of sex, according to
the Long Island Herald.

Trump, in a visit to Long Island last summer, vowed to “liberate our towns” from MS-13’s grip, and he has a made a crackdown on
the gang one of the focal points of his administration.

“We will find you, we will arrest you, we will jail you and we will deport you,” Trump has said, garnering applause from an audience
of law enforcement officials.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

ICE agents detain a suspected MS-13 gang member and Honduran immigrant at his home in Brentwood, N.Y., in March.

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents remain active on Long Island and have been arresting suspected MS-13 gang
members. Residents say increased police checkpoints in hard-hit communities, such as Brentwood in Suffolk County, are easing
fears as well.

MS-13’s motto is “mata, viola, controla” – which means "kill, rape, control," according to Robert Hur, an official with the Justice
Department.

The gang was started by Central American immigrants, mainly from El Salvador, in Los Angeles in the 1980s. It has expanded
since to include Hondurans, Guatemalans, Mexicans and other Central and South Americans.

MS-13 recruits are typically middle- and high-school students, predominantly in immigrant communities, who are said to risk
violent retribution if they leave the gang.

Authorities estimate the group has tens of thousands of members across several Central American countries and many U.S.
states. MS-13's presence is higher in the western and northeastern parts of the U.S., according to the FBI.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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For the first time since directly electing senators in 1914, the House has flipped parties without the winning party picking up seats
in the Senate. The constant barrage of political ads and campaign attacks made for a combative election. As we approach 2019,
one might ask, is civility important? Democrats would like you to believe that President Trump is the cause!

Hillary Clinton stated that civility is not necessary when the Democrats are out of office, “You cannot be civil with a political party
that wants to destroy what you stand for, what you care about. That’s why I believe that If we are fortunate enough to win back the
House or the Senate, that’s when civility can start again.”

Confrontation has been a tactic of the left for decades. Fred Siegel in the 60’s embraced Riot Ideology—The belief that riots were a
reflection of deep underlying social ills that could only be cured by more government.

Former NYC Mayor John Lindsay, Republican turned Democrat, would say, “Our experience is that some good can come of
confrontation politics.” Even President Obama could be said to have embraced escalation of conflict, “If they bring a knife to a
fight, we bring a gun.” Jay Carney, President Obama’s Press Secretary, defended such responses, “One man’s mob is another
man’s democracy.”

New York Governor Chris Cuomo seemed to join the chorus of defenders, “People who show up to fight bigots are not to be judged
the same as the bigots even if they do resort to the same petty violence.”

Not to be outdone, Eric Holder asserted, “You’ve heard that when they go low, we go high. No, when they go low, we kick them.”

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/terrypaulson/2018/12/31/will-conflict-trump-civility-in-2019-n2538091
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

We're on day 10 of the government shutdown and President Trump seems no closer to reaching a budget deal with Democrats,
who continue to bicker over border security. Trump and his conservative base want a wall at the U.S.-Mexico border, but
Democrats aren't budging.

Then, on Monday, a New York Times report quoted outgoing White House Chief of Staff John Kelly suggesting that plans for a
physical barrier had been "abandoned." Trump tried to set the record straight on Twitter.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

An all concrete Wall was NEVER ABANDONED, as has been reported by the media. Some areas will be all concrete but the
experts at Border Patrol prefer a Wall that is see through (thereby making it possible to see what is happening on both sides).
Makes sense to me!

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

After a few tweets about his foreign policy decision on Syria, Trump returned to emphasizing border security. As he's noted, he
skipped his Christmas vacation to Mar-a-Lago to remain at the White House and try and hash out a deal, but Democrats have been
MIA.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Donald J. Trump

✔ @realDonaldTrump

I campaigned on Border Security, which you cannot have without a strong and powerful Wall. Our Southern Border has long been
an “Open Wound,” where drugs, criminals (including human traffickers) and illegals would pour into our Country. Dems should get
back here an fix now!

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), however, warned that Republicans are probably going to have to give some ground on immigration if
they are going to get their wall.

"The one thing I know for sure is nothing will get out of the Senate without wall/border funding and Democrats are not going to give
us money for a wall/border security without getting something themselves," Graham said. "So here's what I think might work: $5
billion for wall/border security – Democrats have voted for more than that in the past – married up with the BRIDGE Act, which
Sen. Durbin and I wrote, a three year, one-time renewable work permit for the DACA population, about 700,000."

As Beth noted, that kind of compromise won't sit well with Trump's conservative base.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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Corporal Ronil Singh is dead, apparently murdered by a gangmember who was here illegally, and who stayed here illegally despite
having been busted twice for DUIs. Thank you for ensuring that happened, Democrats. And thank you too, Fredocons, for so ably
doing the bidding of your corporate donor cronies who desperately want to keep the foreigner spigot open.

Liberals need pliable, reliable replacement voters to buy off with your tax money, and the captains of industry want a pool of eager
serfs. The illegals themselves just want to get out of the crummy countries whose policies Democrats expect they are willing to
vote for here in El Norte. Gosh, it seems the only people who want the tsunami of illegal aliens to subside are us Normal
Americans. But then, as with the elite’s endless wars and ruinous social experimentation, we Normals get stuck with the check for
the costs and have to pay it with our money and our blood.

Kate Steinle. Jamiel Shaw. Mollie Tibbets. Now Corporal Singh. Oh, and let’s not forget the tens of thousands of our sons and
daughters ODing on the fentanyl that flows over the wide open border. But all that death means nothing.

It’s much more important for the Dems and Never Trumpers to score some points on Donald Trump…and on you.

No wall, because Trump promised it and if they can break his will then they can “Read my lips” their way to a victory for whatever
pinko heartthrob wins the 2020 donkey nomination.

CARTOONS | VIEW CARTOON No wall, because they gotta replace you uppity American voters with new ones who are willing to
submit.

No wall, no matter how many American citizens have to die.

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2018/12/31/whats-a-few-more-dead-americans-if-it-means-the-dems-can-score-a-
few-more-political-points-n2538249
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Corporal Ronil Singh is dead, apparently murdered by a gangmember who was here illegally, and who stayed here illegally despite
having been busted twice for DUIs. Thank you for ensuring that happened, Democrats. And thank you too, Fredocons, for so ably
doing the bidding of your corporate donor cronies who desperately want to keep the foreigner spigot open.

Liberals need pliable, reliable replacement voters to buy off with your tax money, and the captains of industry want a pool of eager
serfs. The illegals themselves just want to get out of the crummy countries whose policies Democrats expect they are willing to
vote for here in El Norte. Gosh, it seems the only people who want the tsunami of illegal aliens to subside are us Normal
Americans. But then, as with the elite’s endless wars and ruinous social experimentation, we Normals get stuck with the check for
the costs and have to pay it with our money and our blood.

Kate Steinle. Jamiel Shaw. Mollie Tibbets. Now Corporal Singh. Oh, and let’s not forget the tens of thousands of our sons and
daughters ODing on the fentanyl that flows over the wide open border. But all that death means nothing.

It’s much more important for the Dems and Never Trumpers to score some points on Donald Trump…and on you.

No wall, because Trump promised it and if they can break his will then they can “Read my lips” their way to a victory for whatever
pinko heartthrob wins the 2020 donkey nomination.

No wall, because they gotta replace you uppity American voters with new ones who are willing to submit.

No wall, no matter how many American citizens have to die.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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The fact that the whole Trump / Russian Collusion story that as been pushed in the Mainstream Media for the last two years
with absolutely No Proof of any Collusion between President Donald Trump and the Russian Government says it all. We
know now through all the evidence exposed by the Senatorial Investigative Committees that the whole Russian Collusion Lie
was conjured up and bought and paid for with a $12,000,000.00 Million Dollar price tag by none other than Trump's opponent
Liberal Candidate for the Democrat Party Hillary Clinton. We also know that the @FBI and @DOJ Top Administrators in
charge did absolutely collude together in protecting Hillary Clinton's E mail Investigation from being properly investigated
because they knew she was guilty of so many felonious crimes absolute with out a doubt. Therefore these Top Players from the
@FBI and @DOJ shouldn't only be fired as much of them actually were but they should all be prosecuted to the fullest extent of
the law for Treason and Sedition against The United States of America's Government and Candidate and now President
Donald Trump.

Now on to the Liberal's Deep State Fixer Ex @FBI Director Robert Mueller III . The Deep State needed a insurance policy for
what they knew was an absolute Sedition and Treasonous Acts for the crimes they would be committing against The American
Government and Candidate DJT and now President Donald Trump. The @DOJ 's Rod Rosenstein had absolutely no legal
grounds for starting an investigation into the Firing of @FBI Director James Comey since the @FBI and the @DOJ already knew
that Hillary Clinton was the one who had paid for The Fake Russian Dossier in the first place for a reason to try and destroy then
Candidate Donald Trump. Now Robert Mueller has attacked every associate connected to Donald Trump during the 2016
Election cycle and at the same time Robert Mueller has refused to looked into the obvious crimes that were being perpetrated by
the Liberal side of the 2016 Election cycle and obviously all the crimes also collusion between Hillary Clinton and her
Associates during this investigation of Russia Collusion Big Lie by *The Liberal Fixer himself Robert Mueller. The fact that we
now know the infamous Russian Collusion/Trump Dossier has been proven to be a Fake Document created only after being
paid for by Hillary Clinton and The Democrat Party the whole Mueller Investigation needs to be Closed and every person that
were involved in perpetrating this crime against The American Government and President Donald Trump needs to be
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law for committing Treason and Sedition Nothing like this crime should ever be allowed to
take place in the United States of America again because it is just down right ridiculous of what The Obama Intelligence
Agencies and Hillary Clinton and her Associates are guilty of perpetrating with dirty money and threats against those she got to
do her dirty work that are also involved in the foul Satanic Cabal, but that's another story entirely ......

@Stonenchizel

Good Day Patriots and God Bless You All, May You Be Blessed Throughout The New Year , Happy New Years !

WWG1WGA
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The fact that the whole Trump / Russian Collusion story that as been pushed in the Mainstream Media for the last two years
with absolutely No Proof of any Collusion between President Donald Trump and the Russian Government says it all. We
know now through all the evidence exposed by the Senatorial Investigative Committees that the whole Russian Collusion Lie
was conjured up and bought and paid for with a $12,000,000.00 Million Dollar price tag by none other than Trump's opponent
Liberal Candidate for the Democrat Party Hillary Clinton. We also know that the @FBI and @DOJ Top Administrators in
charge did absolutely collude together in protecting Hillary Clinton's E mail Investigation from being properly investigated
because they knew she was guilty of so many felonious crimes absolute with out a doubt. Therefore these Top Players from the
@FBI and @DOJ shouldn't only be fired as much of them actually were but they should all be prosecuted to the fullest extent of
the law for Treason and Sedition against The United States of America's Government and Candidate and now President
Donald Trump.

Now on to the Liberal's Deep State Fixer Ex @FBI Director Robert Mueller III . The Deep State needed a insurance policy for
what they knew was an absolute Sedition and Treasonous Acts for the crimes they would be committing against The American
Government and Candidate DJT and now President Donald Trump. The @DOJ 's Rod Rosenstein had absolutely no legal
grounds for starting an investigation into the Firing of @FBI Director James Comey since the @FBI and the @DOJ already knew
that Hillary Clinton was the one who had paid for The Fake Russian Dossier in the first place for a reason to try and destroy then
Candidate Donald Trump. Now Robert Mueller has attacked every associate connected to Donald Trump during the 2016
Election cycle and at the same time Robert Mueller has refused to looked into the obvious crimes that were being perpetrated by
the Liberal side of the 2016 Election cycle and obviously all the crimes also collusion between Hillary Clinton and her
Associates during this investigation of Russia Collusion Big Lie by *The Liberal Fixer himself Robert Mueller. The fact that we
now know the infamous Russian Collusion/Trump Dossier has been proven to be a Fake Document created only after being
paid for by Hillary Clinton and The Democrat Party the whole Mueller Investigation needs to be Closed and every person that
were involved in perpetrating this crime against The American Government and President Donald Trump needs to be
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law for committing Treason and Sedition Nothing like this crime should ever be allowed to
take place in the United States of America again because it is just down right ridiculous of what The Obama Intelligence
Agencies and Hillary Clinton and her Associates are guilty of perpetrating with dirty money and threats against those she got to
do her dirty work that are also involved in the foul Satanic Cabal, but that's another story entirely ......

@Stonenchizel

Good Day Patriots and God Bless You All, May You Be Blessed Throughout The New Year , Happy New Years !

WWG1WGA
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

President Trump referenced the addition the former first couple made to their rental property in the nation's capital last year as a
security precaution after they left the White House.

President Trump poked fun at the Obamas on Sunday for building a brick and metal fence around their home in Washington, D.C.

Trump made the lighthearted remark, referencing the addition the former first couple made to their rental property in the nation's
capital last year as a security precaution after they left the White House, while making the case that the country needs similar
structures along its southern border.

"President and Mrs. Obama built/has a ten foot Wall around their D.C. mansion/compound. I agree, totally necessary for their
safety and security. The U.S. needs the same thing, slightly larger version!" Trump tweeted.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Donald J. Trump ✔

@realDonaldTrump

President and Mrs. Obama built/has a ten foot Wall around their D.C. mansion/compound. I agree, totally necessary for their
safety and security. The U.S. needs the same thing, slightly larger version!

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DAmQjEAXgAAXvwC.jpgJPG

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫,

Trump's joke comes amid a partial government shutdown after Congress failed to reach an agreement over how much money to
allocate the administration's border security efforts. Trump is demanding $5 billion for border security measures, including a wall or
wall-like impediments, whereas congressional Democrats are only willing to give up to $1.3 billion in funding.

Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., was optimistic Sunday that a deal to end the shutdown could be struck, saying Republican
lawmakers could offer Democrats concessions extending protections to Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program recipients
and beneficiaries of the Temporary Protected Status scheme.

Trump was "very open-minded" about the possibility of such an arrangement, the South Carolina Republican told reporters outside
the White House after a two-hour lunch with the president.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫

President Trump referenced the addition the former first couple made to their rental property in the nation's capital last year as a
security precaution after they left the White House.

President Trump poked fun at the Obamas on Sunday for building a brick and metal fence around their home in Washington, D.C.

Trump made the lighthearted remark, referencing the addition the former first couple made to their rental property in the nation's
capital last year as a security precaution after they left the White House, while making the case that the country needs similar
structures along its southern border.

"President and Mrs. Obama built/has a ten foot Wall around their D.C. mansion/compound. I agree, totally necessary for their
safety and security. The U.S. needs the same thing, slightly larger version!" Trump tweeted.

▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump

President and Mrs. Obama built/has a ten foot Wall around their D.C. mansion/compound. I agree, totally necessary for their
safety and security. The U.S. needs the same thing, slightly larger version!

▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫⚫▫

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DAmQjEAXgAAXvwC.jpg

▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫⚫▫

Trump's joke comes amid a partial government shutdown after Congress failed to reach an agreement over how much money to
allocate the administration's border security efforts. Trump is demanding $5 billion for border security measures, including a wall or
wall-like impediments, whereas congressional Democrats are only willing to give up to $1.3 billion in funding.

Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., was optimistic Sunday that a deal to end the shutdown could be struck, saying Republican
lawmakers could offer Democrats concessions extending protections to Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program recipients
and beneficiaries of the Temporary Protected Status scheme.

Trump was "very open-minded" about the possibility of such an arrangement, the South Carolina Republican told reporters outside
the White House after a two-hour lunch with the president.
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

WASHINGTON -- President Donald Trump found a strong political issue in a brutal and needless crime on Thursday when he
tweeted about the murder of a central California police officer at the hands of a man believed to be an illegal immigrant.

This awful crime is likely to upend the debate surrounding a government shutdown that began because Trump rejected a
compromise budget -- which the White House had signaled he would sign -- that did not include some $5 billion for border wall
funding.

For their part, Democrats don't want to give him that victory.

That could change.

On Friday, Stanislaus County Sheriff Adam Christianson announced that authorities had arrested a suspect, Gustavo Perez
Arriaga, an undocumented immigrant from Mexico, in connection with the shooting death of Newman police Cpl. Ronil Singh. Singh
had pulled over Arriaga for suspected drunk driving Thursday at 1 a.m.

The suspect, he said, had two prior convictions for drunk driving, a "known gang affiliation" and was trying to flee to Mexico. "We
can't ignore the fact that this could have been preventable," the sheriff said.

Christianson faulted California's sanctuary state law that prohibits local enforcement from communicating with U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement unless authorities are holding an undocumented immigrant convicted of certain felonies within 15 years.

"Ladies and gentlemen" he warned, "this is not how you protect the community."

Singh was the personification of the American dream -- a legal immigrant from Fiji who "came to America to become a police
officer," a grief-stricken Police Chief Randy Richardson told reporters.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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After President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump visited members of the military in Iraq and Germany during the
Christmas season, there was much coverage surrounding some of the troops asking Trump to sign their “Make America Great
Again” hats.

Many outside observers and some former military wondered if they had violated Department of Defense policies regulating service
members’ actions with partisan politics.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @CNN

Video footage and the written report of Trump's visit with service members in Iraq showed signing of hats and a "Trump 2020"
patch.

But troops' requests for the autographs could brush up against Department of Defense guidelines for political activities.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://twitter.com/NewDay/status/1078250310676533250

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

“There is no rule against Airmen bringing personal items to be signed by the president,” U.S. Air Forces Europe said in a
statement. “Any time the commander in chief offers the opportunity to meet with Airmen, such as this official holiday visit by the
President and First Lady, Airmen are welcome to participate. No policy violations have been brought to our attention at this time.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪

The “Trump Derangement Syndrome” never ends. Not even for Christmas, the time of year when many focus on kindness and
getting along with one another.

Case in point: In a guest appearance that was highly promoted on Twitter by Michael Moore, the controversial filmmaker told
MSNBC’s Chris Hayes on Friday what he “was most looking forward to in 2019.” It was to see “as many members of the Trump
family in orange jumpsuits as possible.”

As Moore laughed, Hayes chided him over how it “seems mean-spirited.” Moore then satirically agreed, while taking another swipe
at President Donald Trump and his family.

“That is really the wrong way to end such a festive time of the year with such animosity toward those who would do wrong to this
country,” he said. The exchange can be viewed in the first moments of the video below:

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪

https://youtu.be/oiwDU6s8l3k via @YouTube

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪

Moore didn’t stop there with his attack. On Twitter, he retweeted a photo-shopped image of several members of the Trump family
in orange jumpsuits.

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪

Michael Moore ✔ @MMFlint

Here’s the visual for the New Year!

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/110/18b5fe4e-537c-434e-b7ed-59c34828b36e.jpgJPG

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪

It's no secret that the shooting that took place on Valentine's Day at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida
has had a profound impact on the country. The issue of gun control and law enforcement intervention in school shootings has been
at the forefront of this discussion.

Since the tragic shooting took place, gun rights advocates, including National Rifle Association (NRA) spokeswoman Dana Loesch
have said that the Parkland shooting took place, not because of lax gun laws, but because of the failed leadership under Broward
County Sheriff Scott Israel.

Remember this discussion that took place during the CNN Townhall? Loesch reminded Israel that law enforcement officials were
called 39 times on Nikolas Cruz. And guess what? Absolutely nothing was done.

"They [Parkland students] were threatened with death. They were threatened that they were going to bleed. They were threatened
that they were going to be killed," Loesch told Israel. "And [Nikolas Cruz] had already taken bullets and knives to school. He'd
already assaulted people. He assaulted his parent. His assaulted other students. 39 visits and this was known to the intelligence
and law enforcement community. Look, I'm not saying you can be everywhere at once, but this is what I'm talking about. We have
to follow up on these red flags. Doesn't that meet the standard?"

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪

https://youtu.be/iwqKzOoYJIwYouTube via @YouTube

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

It's no secret that the shooting that took place on Valentine's Day at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida
has had a profound impact on the country. The issue of gun control and law enforcement intervention in school shootings has been
at the forefront of this discussion.

Since the tragic shooting took place, gun rights advocates, including National Rifle Association (NRA) spokeswoman Dana Loesch
have said that the Parkland shooting took place, not because of lax gun laws, but because of the failed leadership under Broward
County Sheriff Scott Israel.

Remember this discussion that took place during the CNN Townhall? Loesch reminded Israel that law enforcement officials were
called 39 times on Nikolas Cruz. And guess what? Absolutely nothing was done.

"They [Parkland students] were threatened with death. They were threatened that they were going to bleed. They were threatened
that they were going to be killed," Loesch told Israel. "And [Nikolas Cruz] had already taken bullets and knives to school. He'd
already assaulted people. He assaulted his parent. His assaulted other students. 39 visits and this was known to the intelligence
and law enforcement community. Look, I'm not saying you can be everywhere at once, but this is what I'm talking about. We have
to follow up on these red flags. Doesn't that meet the standard?"

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://youtu.be/iwqKzOoYJIw via @YouTube
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https://video.foxnews.com/v/5984585339001/

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

In a wide-ranging interview Sunday on "Fox & Friends," President Trump's personal attorney Rudy Giuliani suggested that key
evidence of anti-Trump bias has been deleted in Special Counsel Robert Mueller's Russia probe, and charged that Democrats
rejected legislation that would have "absolutely prevented" the murder of California police officer Ronil Singh by an alleged illegal
immigrant early Wednesday.

The suspect in the slaying, Gustavo Perez Arriaga, had known gang affiliations as well as two past DUI arrests. Stanislaus County
Sheriff Adam Christianson this weekend argued that the murder "could’ve been preventable," saying that California law had
prevented authorities from sharing information about Arriaga's DUI arrests with Immigration and Customs Enforcement.

"This could've been prevented by just a reasonably sensible policy," Giuliani said. "Democrats ... voted against legislation that
would have absolutely prevented this by focusing on gang members. He should've been taken in for being a drunk driver. ... There
was special legislation to focus on gang members. Most of the Democrats voted against it. Almost every Republican voted for it.
Had that legislation been in place, this murder may very well not have happened."

In September 2017, the Criminal Alien Gang Member Removal Act, which would have given authorities the ability to take
immigration enforcement action against suspected gang members even if they have not been convicted of a crime, passed the
House along party lines but did not receive further Senate consideration.

Giuliani added that "this is going to keep happening," and pointed to Democrats' previous support for enhancing border wall
funding.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://media2.foxnews.com/BrightCove/694940094001/2018/12/29/694940094001_5984460113001_5984460564001-vs.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

"This thing about a wall is totally crazy -- they all voted for it," Giuliani said. "She [House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi] was in
favor of it; now she says it's immoral. So I hope she went to confession. I mean, she's a Catholic."

Fox News has learned that behind the scenes this weekend, several senators are discussing a new potential compromise to end
the ongoing partial federal government shutdown. One bipartisan proposal is to provide $5.7 billion in funding for the border wall, as
well as a congressional reauthorization of the Obama-era Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program for those brought
to the U.S. illegally as children, along with some other immigration provisions.

There has also been talk about a special allowance for some classes of Central American refugees to be granted a more robust
asylum status.

Separately, Giuliani openly cast doubt on Mueller's official explanation for why the phones belonging to two of his former top
deputies were completely wiped just days after they were fired for their anti-Trump bias. Giuliani also reiterated his previous
assertions that Trump would not sit down for a one-on-one interview with Mueller, citing what he called the "unethical or grossly
negligent behavior" of special counsel prosecutors.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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https://fxn.ws/2EWbUIc #FoxNews
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Russian President Vladimir Putin, in a New Year letter to his U.S. counterpart Donald Trump, said on Sunday that Moscow was
ready for dialog on a "wide-ranging agenda," the Kremlin said. At the end of November, Trump abruptly canceled a planned
meeting with Putin on the sidelines of a G20 summit in Argentina, citing tensions about Russian forces opening fire on Ukrainian
navy boats and then seizing them.

"Vladimir Putin stressed that the (Russia - United States) relations are the most important factor for providing strategic stability
and international security," a Kremlin statement said.

"He confirmed that Russia is open for dialog with the USA on the most wide-ranging agenda."

In a separate letter to Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, Putin pledged continuation of aid to the Syrian government and people in
the "fight against terrorism, in defense of state sovereignty and territorial integrity."

Putin also sent New Year greetings to other world leaders including prime ministers Theresa May of Britain and Shinzo Abe of
Japan, as well as Chinese President Xi Jinping.

Putin wished "well-being and prosperity to the British people," the Kremlin said.

Russia's embassy in London said on Friday Moscow and London had agreed to return some staff to their respective embassies
after they expelled dozens of diplomats early this year.

Britain expelled 23 Russian diplomats over accusations the Kremlin was behind a nerve toxin attack in March on former double
agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter in the English city of Salisbury.

Russia, which denies any involvement in the poisoning, sent home the same number of British embassy workers in retaliation.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/putin-new-years-eve-letter-trump/2018/12/30/id/896270/
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Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., suggested Sunday a compromise that “might save the day” in a partial government shutdown
impasse, declaring “nothing will get out of the Senate” without funding for a wall and border security

In an interview on CNN’s “State of the Union,” Graham said there’s been “a bit” of movement in the shutdown stalemate.

"Nothing will get out of the Senate without wall/border funding and Democrats are not going to give us any money for a wall/border
security without getting something themselves,” he said.

“Here’s what I think will work,” he said, describing outlines of a potential deal that would exchange funding for a border wall for
protections of illegal immigrants, known as Dreamers, as well as for those who came to the country decades ago after disasters
and war, “along with some legal changes to do away with some of these magnets to illegal immigration might save the day in the
Senate.

“Here’s what I think will work,” he said, describing outlines of a potential deal that would exchange funding for a border wall for
protections of illegal immigrants, known as Dreamers, as well as for those who came to the country decades ago after disasters
and war, “along with some legal changes to do away with some of these magnets to illegal immigration might save the day in the
Senate."
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Frequently when President Trump says something, the media follow his statements with three words: "with no evidence." For
example: He says there are criminals and terrorists in the caravan and they say that he has no evidence, even though there is
plenty of evidence from government agencies.

Yet when Democrats frequently say walls don't work, I never see the words "with no evidence" following the statement. It appears
to me that journalists never seek examples and when they know that barriers do work.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2018-12/211231_5_.jpg

Tennessee State Prison wall (Photo credit: Alison Groves)

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

For Example:

Prisons have walls to keep criminals in and unwanted people out. Lawmakers make laws to require fences around pools (on
penalty of civil liability) to make them safe. Why would they do that if barriers don't work? Forts have walls and gates. Gated
communities have barriers to keep unwanted people out. Many of the rich who have barriers protecting their homes pretend they
are welcoming to all. The White House has a fence. Movie studios have gates and security to prevent unwanted people from
coming in for secrecy and safety yet many Hollywood elite want open borders. Castles had moats and walls. Israel has a barrier
that works. The Vatican has a wall.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below )⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/democrats_say_with_no_evidence_that_walls_dont_work.html#.XCkRhgiIhog.twitter
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/280/f626f5b5-8288-40b3-b068-01097ef0d4de.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

As soon as the 2018 election concluded, the 2020 cycle began. It never ends. It’s a perpetual war. And as we conclude 2018, the
Democratic clown car is getting ready for its magical mystery tour across the country. It’ll be a race of who can out-left wing the
other, who can call to officially abolish ICE first, who can raise taxes more, who can entangle business in the most in regulations,
and who can be the most anti-Trump candidate. It’s going to be entertaining—annoying but entertaining. The first slate of
candidates is reportedly Sens. Kristen Gillibrand (D-NY), Kamala Harris (D-CA), Cory Booker (D-NJ), and Elizabeth Warren (D-MA).
All four have been making moves that indicate they’re mulling mounting a national campaign against Donald Trump come 2020 (via
Axios):

The four senators, who have spent time scouting potential headquarters, interviewing possible campaign managers and reviewing
their political records, will head up a crowded field for the Democratic nomination. Sen. Bernie Sanders, former Vice President Joe
Biden and Rep. Beto O'Rourke have also been the subjects of intense speculation, and have performed well in recent polls of
prospective candidates.

Details, per the Times:

"Senator Kamala Harris of California is eyeing Baltimore or Atlanta as a possible base of operations for her likely 2020 presidential
bid and is close to bringing on a top aide to run her campaign."

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

"Elizabeth Warren, the Massachusetts senator, has completed a detailed review of her writings and political record to identify
potential vulnerabilities, and her aides have been scouting headquarters near Boston."

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

"Senator Cory Booker of New Jersey has been interviewing possible campaign managers, as well as strategists who could run his
Iowa caucus effort."

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

"Senator Kirsten Gillibrand has been reaching out to more women than men for campaign roles, though she is expected to pick a
man — her current top aide [Jess Fassler] — to manage a campaign likely to be based near her upstate New York home."

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

So, we have a Costco Obama, a woman who culturally appropriated the Cherokee Nation, a hard core California Democrat that
isn’t liked by the progressive grassroots, and some New York Senator whose name is unknown past the Catskill Mountains.

This is going to be a long road for the Left. It’s going to be insane. So, grab your popcorn and watch the show. If being viciously
anti-Trump is all you need, then Democrats better prepare for another four years of Trump. Kerry was the anti-Bush. Romney was
the anti-Obama, and both candidates lost. And let’s not act like the far Left’s agenda is popular once people peel away the layers
of bull crap from it.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/283/bd6ee0bc-23bd-4e16-bad0-1f981250accb.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) has been at the center of the immigration debate and continually at odds with President Donald
Trump's desire to secure the southern border. What's interesting is, back in 2009, Schumer admitted that policies like Trump's are
good for the nation.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @SenSchumer

Our position has been clear from the beginning: Ds & Rs have a months-old agreement in the Senate. $1.6B for border security,
NOT a concrete wall or increases in detention beds or ICE agents. We should stick to this agreement. If POTUS interferes, he is
responsible for a shutdown

✔ @SenSchumer

Mr. President, you’re not getting the votes for the wall in the Senate. Take our solution to prevent a shutdown and move on. We
have lots of other important issues to tackle now, incl protecting people’s health care and pre-existing condition
protections.https://www.politico.com/story/2018/12/15/schumer-democrats-against-trump-wall-1065738 …

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Schumer addressed the 6th Annual Immigration Law and Policy Conference at Georgetown University in 2009. In his message, he
said a number of things that contradict his current outlook on illegal immigration and border security.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/191/96d03b09-9088-4dfb-b11b-a35670ca89f4.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

No matter what your political leanings are, you should be highly concerned about how the FBI misled General Michael Flynn
resulting in his taking a plea agreement with Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller for lying to the FBI. Thus, the general agreed to the
fact that he committed a felony. All that is highly suspect, and every American citizen should be scared if the judge does not throw
this out.

After General Flynn’s attorneys claimed that top-tier FBI personnel intentionally misled him about having legal representation
present and the nature of this meeting with their personnel, U.S. District Judge Emmet G. Sullivan demanded documents from
Mueller’s team regarding the charges against Flynn. These are the same documents that both the FBI and Justice Department
have stonewalled Congress about for over a year. Unfortunately, Mueller was given the opportunity to file the documents under
seal with the Judge which would hide the truth about the behavior of our government employees in the process. Judge Sullivan
should release these documents as we the people of this country deserve to know what was done.

Further damning the behavior of the FBI, fired former FBI Director James Comey was shown bragging during an interview about the
way the Flynn meeting was set up without going through the White House counsel’s office as is the standard procedure. Comey
stated this was “something I probably wouldn't have done or maybe gotten away with in a more … organized administration.” The
fact that someone in Comey’s position tried to “get away with” circumventing normal procedure to interview the incoming National
Security Advisor should scare any U.S. citizen.

The principle argument that is made about General Flynn’s lying is that he was a long-time General and Director of the Defense
Intelligence Agency; thus, he should know not to lie to the FBI. But let us look at the actual situation at hand. And remember it
was stated by FBI agents that they believe Flynn did not lie to them. This has since been twisted around.

We will never know why Flynn plead to lying. He apparently did lie to Vice-President Pence.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/images/2018/363/a5e6fed7-f390-45a8-b23e-1ce73767a906.jpeg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Pretty much every legislator in California ignored the killing of Corporal Ronil Singh. In fact, of the only politicians who even
mentioned Singh's tragic death was House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R). Rep. Eric Swalwell (D) did retweet something said
by New York Police Department Commissioner O'Neill saying he was thinking of the family.

To add fuel to the fire, State Senate President Pro Tempore Emeritus Kevin de Leon, the author of California's sanctuary state bill,
decided to offer his condolences to the Singh family.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DvYqi56UUAEf-52.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Kevin de Leόn 

@kdeleon

Deepest condolences to the family of Cpl. Ronil Singh of the Newman Police Department. Our hearts are heavy during this holiday
season. You truly lived the American Dream.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

According to outgoing Stanislaus County Sheriff Adam Christianson, California being considered a sanctuary state is the reason
Cpl. Singh died.

Singh's killer, 32-year-old Gustavo Perez Arriaga, was an illegal alien from Mexico. He resided in the United States the last few
years.

“This is a criminal illegal alien with prior criminal activity that should have been reported to ICE,” Christianson explained. “We were
prohibited, law enforcement was prohibited because of sanctuary laws and that led to the encounter with (Cpl.) Singh. I’m
suggesting that the outcome could have been different if law enforcement wasn’t restricted, prohibited or had their hands tied
because of political interference."

Specifically, Christianson placed blame on Senate Bill 54, which de Leon authored. And he reiterated that sentiment in an interview
with Lisa Boothe on Fox News:

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/297/c5f720bc-99b7-48b2-abe7-3f40e833bfe7.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Season UPS workers in the Boston area worked for over 40 hours a week during the holidays, and only received less that $15 total
in compensation. It may sound like sweat shop labor. It isn’t. The local Teamsters chapter in the area virtually gobbled up every
season worker’s paycheck…because that’s what happens when you join a union. They’re scum. Sheila O’Malley of Charlestown
told CBS Boston that she worked 41 hours one week, many of it during the nights, and only received $14.52 in total pay. She
agreed to pay the Teamsters $500 initiation fee in $32.00/week payments, but she was later told that this policy had been
rescinded. Now, she and others have been sent scrambling financially, as the union sucked all of their hard earned money from
their paychecks. The National Labor Relations Board is now investigating the local Teamsters chapter over their labor practices
(via CBS Boston):

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Sheila assumed it was a mistake and the money would be refunded. In part, because Sheila, like other thousands of other
seasonal part time UPS workers, signed an agreement to pay the $500 Teamsters union initiation fee in $32.00 weekly
installments. But UPS told her it wasn’t a mistake. A spokesperson for UPS told the I-Team, “Local 25 reversed this long standing
practice by rescinding this policy.”

For the new hires, that meant the balance of the union initiation fees and dues would be deducted in one lump sum. For Sheila,
that was $490.00- nearly her entire week’s pay.

“I cried and tried to plead my case with them. But there was no wiggle room. He [union representative] said ‘You’re a part of the
union now and you won’t have to worry about that coming out of your check,’” she said.

Some employees tell WBZ the union blamed UPS for what happened. But all of this finger pointing doesn’t matter to Sheila and the
thousands of others who were left with little or no money.

“Financially it was crippling. It seemed like a few hundred dollars but that money was already spent and then we didn’t have it,” she
said.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

“I thought they were supposed to protect our rights,” Sheila told CBS Boston. She thought the union was there to ensure a fair
wage was distributed for their work. That’s not what unions are for anymore, as many of you already know. They’re just war chests
and political arms for their allies in the Democratic Party.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/ha/2018/54/ab4328b1-48ec-4966-88b6-5e603ca50aa7.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

There are a variety of factors that can prohibit you from owning firearms. If you’re convicted of a violent crime, like assault,
domestic abuse/violence, a dishonorable discharge from the military, or being in this country illegally. That’s the most obvious one,
and it also tops the list of the reasons why someone was rejected for a firearms purchase through the National Instant Background
Check System. The FBI is reporting that a record number of illegals tired to purchase firearms this year. Over seven million illegals
tried to purchase guns. Those who were adjudicated for mental health were the runners up in the prohibited category, with over 5.6
million rejected NICS checks (via Washington Examiner):

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The National Instant Criminal Background Check System said that it rejected 7,836,600 planned purchases from “illegal/unlawful
alien” as of 2018. And that was at the end of November. Christmas purchases of guns are typically high and were not included.

That number has been increasing in recent years.

The full list of prohibited categories and NICS catches:

Illegal/unauthorized alien: 7,836,600.

Adjudicated mental health: 5,637,317.

Convicted of a crime punishable by more than one year or a misdemeanor punishable by more than two years: 3,833,213.

State prohibitor: 1,267,285.

Misdemeanor crime of domestic violence conviction: 174,388.

Under indictment: 128,214.

Protection/restraining order for domestic violence: 74,014.

Renounced U.S. citizenship: 46,346.

Unlawful user/addicted to controlled substance: 46,320.

Dishonorable discharge: 16,485.

Fugitive from justice: 1,919.

That’s a lot of bad hombres.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫

I love Candace Owens @RealCandaceO on Twitter , Candace Owens has become quite a strong vibrant voice of The Black
Republican Explosion of African American's that are now Supporting President Donald J.Trump.

In Candace's latest tweet she clearly states her disgust in The Democrat Party's need to lie to the American People so to make
the appearance to The American Voting Public that they ( The Democrats) ++have something in common with the
Disadvantaged .

The Democrat Party makes me sick to my stomach how they don't care about the $5 Billion actual Dollars that President Trump is
asking for , for The Border Wall with Mexico for America's Security. As you can see Candace has stated three facts that
Democrat's have used to seem as they are just like the Disadvantaged which makes the public trust the Liberal politician's even
less than they do now....

⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫

( Below Is Candace Owen's latest Tweet )⤵

⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫

@RealCandaceO

More Appropriation:

@SenWarren pretending to be a Native American.

@Ocasio2018 pretending she was raised in poverty.

@BetoORourke misrepresenting himself as Hispanic.

Democrats are the party of rich people who perpetual pretend to have things in common with the disadvantaged.

⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫
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The Coast Guard is part of Homeland Security

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://assets.rbl.ms/19048666/1200x600.jpg?1546120310

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

President Donald Trump asked his top staff members and attorneys this week to find a way to meet the U.S. Coast Guard's $75
million payroll despite the partial government shutdown. Trump is concerned that Coast Guard forces would lose a paycheck, the
Washington Examiner reported.

Why is this happening? The Coast Guard is part of the shutdown that is impacting about 25 percent of the government. That
includes the Department of Homeland Security, which the Coast Guard is under. Military personnel under the Department of
Defense are not impacted because their funding was previously approved by Congress.

Trump reportedly noticed media reports about how the shutdown is causing hardships for Coast Guardsmen. Members of the
president's team said his is adamant about finding a way to “fix this," according to the report.

The Office of Management and Budget, DHS, and Coast Guard officials have determined that the Coast Guard must be paid
through the end of the year. To meet the payroll, attorneys determined that “unused funding" could be used. The agency reportedly
has just a little over the $75 million needed to make "this month's last payroll check," according to the Washington Examiner.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below)⤵
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

“I’m hearing Trump is running the country like an organized crime person,” a friend told me the other night at dinner.

This friend is an independent voter-type who was clearly parroting what he has been hearing on networks like CNN and MSNBC.

Many conservatives don’t listen to these networks, so they miss the “narratives” being pushed on the public.

Millions are brainwashed with such claims, a key reason the country is so divided.

In the past, the media have pressed narratives like “Trump is crazy” or “Trump is racist.”

During this year a new narrative emerged: Trump is an organized crime figure, Don Corleone in the flesh.

The media echo chamber drums it on a daily basis.

Having known Donald Trump for a long time, the idea is laughable to me.

Here, for example, is just one CNN headline: “Comey Is Exactly Right About Trump Being Like a Mob Boss.”

And top-rated CNN host Chris Cuomo says the president has a “mob boss mentality.”

Washington Post commentator Jonathan Capehart, usually fair-minded, started one column: “My rule of thumb for months now has
been to not think of the Trump White House as a presidency, but to think of it as a crime family like ‘The Godfather’ and President
Trump as a mob boss.”

His evidence? He cites another Washington Post column making the same claim.

The Washington Post apparently likes the narrative. (A Bezos friend asked me recently why the president hates him so much. I
told him that Bezos should read his newspaper.)

Here’s another Post opinion piece published in November: “Trump Borrows His Rhetoric — and His View of Power — from the
Mob.”

So what’s evidence for this hysteria?

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

It’s truly curious how Democrats will be the first to be up in arms anytime a close election doesn’t go their way.

When a Democrat loses, it must be “voter suppression” or some other nefarious plot to undermine them.

But if a Democrats win a tight race by, say, “ballot harvesting“? They’ll laud it as a hard-earned victory.

It’s a truly nauseating double-standard. Making matter worse, it’s a double-standard that Democrats have gotten away with for
years.

You certainly won’t hear the establishment media criticizing Democrats, and many Republicans don’t want to come off as sore
losers.

But when an outgoing Republican governor, who has nothing left to really lose, has to sign off on a close and controversial
congressional race in his state? That certainly sets up the potential for sparks to fly.

And, boy, did the sparks ever fly in Maine.

Outgoing Republican Gov. Paul LePage voiced his sincere contempt with the manner in which Democratic Rep.-elect Jared Golden
“beat” incumbent two-term Republican Rep. Bruce Poliquin in the November election.

I use “beat” in quotations because it must be noted that Poliquin initially finished with 2,000 more votes than Golden. Thanks to
some questionable loopholes, Golden ultimately surged ahead and won.

LePage was obviously not happy with the way it happened, and he made sure to note it on the official election documents he had
to sign off on.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DvhoYonWsAAVSrp.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @Governor_LePage

I’ve signed off on the CD2 election result as it’s no longer in federal court. Ranked Choice Voting didn’t result in a true majority as
promised-simply a plurality measured differently. It didn’t keep big money out of politics & didn’t result in a more civil election
#mepolitics

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Next to his signature, LePage very clearly wrote “Stolen Election.” That is as searing of a jab as any, and considering the legal
importance of the document, it will be enshrined forever.

But as savage as that burn was, the manner in which Golden won his House seat is certainly no trivial matter.

The controversy in Maine centers on its “ranked-choice” electoral system, per Fox News. In that system, if a candidate does not
win the outright majority of votes, another tally of votes is triggered. Unlike the original tally, the “ranked-choice” tally would
consider voters’ second and sometimes even third choices on a ballot, then add those votes to the tally.

That initial 2,000-vote lead that Poliquin had was wiped out when Golden overtook the lead after secondary votes for independent
candidates were reallocated in his favor.

It’s as dubious as it sounds and an unsurprising impetus for Poliquin to pursue legal action. He felt the “ranked-choice” initiative
was unconstitutional and asked courts for another election or for him to be outright declared the winner. Neither happened.

Could you imagine the leftist outcry had a Democrat lost an election in this manner? Based on recent history, it wouldn’t be
outlandish to suggest that there would be rioting in the streets.

As it stands, don’t expect to hear a peep from the Democrats. By hook or crook, they just got another House seat.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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Hollywood leftist and wannabe political cartoonist Jim Carrey released another disturbing picture in his series of crude drawings
depicting women in the White House.

Just two days after Christmas, Carrey attacked Department of Homeland Security Sec. Kirstjen Nielsen, who he characterized as
a murderer.

“Now we add a second child to your list of murders. Callin’ it your job don’t make it right, Fraulein Kirstjen,” Carrey wrote on Twitter
alongside the drawing of Nielsen.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DvcQhWJVYAAs4Sz.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @JimCarrey

Now we add a second child to your list of murders. Callin’ it your job don’t make it right, Fraulein Kirstjen.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Carrey’s drawing was inspired by the death of a sick migrant child who was detained at the border with his father. The left has tried
to falsely place the blame of the child’s death on Border Security, when in fact he was repeatedly given medical attention.

Carrey has also unleashed vicious attacks on White House press secretary Sarah Sanders.

Last week, Carrey posted a crude cartoon of Sanders and compared her to “the Gorgon,” who will “turn your heart to stone.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DuzMGXqUYAAifCo.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @JimCarrey

Beware the Gorgon.

She’ll turn your heart to stone

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Carrey also attacked Sanders in March, calling her “wicked” and “monstrous.”

“This is the portrait of a so-called Christian whose only purpose in life is to lie for the wicked. Monstrous!” he wrote alongside the
drawing.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Franklin-Graham.jpg

I must admit I sneered at all of the “First they came for Alex Jones …” posts right after he was banned from every social media
platform save Geocities.

True, I found it anomalous that every major tech company found him in violation of its terms of service with felicitous simultaneity
for doing the same things that he’d been doing for nigh on a decade and a half, but even most conservatives would agree Jones
was sui generis as a fringe voice. I disagreed with the decision but couldn’t summon any outrage; Jones was a singular figure and
surely the banning was a singular occurrence — even as it was obvious to anyone paying attention that social media was cracking
down on conservative voices in more covert ways.

Never since my prediction that Ryan Leaf would get the best of Peyton Manning (made back in high school, I must note) have I
made a prognostication so horribly, frightfully wrong. Jones was clearly a test case. When the media didn’t mind and conservative
outrage was mild at best, they moved onto figures still perhaps on the fringes but certainly not in the territory Jones occupied. And
then the figures weren’t fringe.

And then they started going after religious figures.

The figure in question would be the Rev. Franklin Graham, the son of Billy Graham. Franklin, as you probably know, is a well-
known evangelist in his own right, although certainly not an uncontroversial one. If you don’t agree with his views on the Bible,
that’s fine — but the justification for the interpretation is clearly in there and (at least to this observer) it’s being given out of
conviction and not hate.

( Full story below )
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No one could accuse Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham of being a sycophant for President Donald Trump. He doesn’t always see
eye-to-eye with Trump and isn’t shy about saying so.

But sometimes he does agree with him, and when he does he is also not shy about saying so. In the midst of his tweets regarding
concerns over pulling out of Syria, he put out this little doozey for the Democrats:

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @LindseyGrahamSC

To Nancy Pelosi and the House Democrats:

No Wall Money, No Deal.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Some people were concerned that Trump would “cave” to Democrats over the wall. But he has stood firm and now he has Graham
backing him up.

According to The Hill, the battle between the Democrats and Republicans, which has already led to a partial government shutdown,
may take time to end. That is because the House “passed an amended version” of the Senate’s continuing resolution providing
more than $5 billion for the border wall and security.

The bill has stalled in the Senate, where The Hill reports that it does not have the support it needs to pass. Could that change?

Graham has been a senator since 2002 and was elected to the House before that. He presumably has some influence amongst his
fellow members of Congress.

With him backing the president on funding and building the wall, it is possible that others in the Senate will do so as well, if he
presses them on it. His Senate biography notes that he is “one of the strongest proponents of a robust national defense.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The liberal media are up to their usual dirty immigration tricks.

This time, they're exploiting the death of a second Guatemalan child who died while in the custody of the Border Patrol at the
southwestern border.

As usual, the liberal media didn't blame the parents for irresponsibly dragging their eight-year-old son across Mexico with the hope
of illegally sneaking into America.

As usual, they didn't blame Democrats in Congress for refusing to help President Trump secure the border properly in order to
dissuade illegal immigrants from Central America from trekking to our border in the first place.

As usual, the liberal media and their Democrat friends blamed the Border Patrol for the tragic death of a sick child.

It doesn't fit into the liberal media's false narrative that the men and women of the Border Patrol have been overwhelmed by an
unprecedented invasion of illegal immigrants from Central America.

It doesn't matter that the Border Patrol and other federal agencies are trying to process, house and care for the 14,000
unaccompanied children that are among the 140,000 illegal Central American immigrants seeking asylum who've been detained in
the last two months.

Of course, the ultimate bad guy in this tragedy - as the liberal media never tire of telling us - is President Trump.

According to the liberal media, the boy and the seven-year-old Guatemalan girl who also died in Border Patrol custody in early
December perished because Donald Trump's cruel and heartless administration insists on enforcing our immigration laws.

As USA Today's lopsided "news" article spun it, the back-to-back deaths of the children "prompted an outcry from immigration
activists, politicians, and human rights groups and raised questions about the Trump administration policies that have separated
children and parents and filled detention centers."

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

President Trump took a brilliant, gutsy step in confronting China over its parasitic trade strategy, and the signs today are
unmistakable that he made the right call.

Consider two developments in the last few days.

China's principal stock market in Shanghai has closed out 2018 with the world's worst decline. The South China Morning Post in
Hong Kong reports:

Shanghai's stock benchmark ended 2018 as the world's worst market performer for a second year, falling 24.6 per cent over 12
months as an unprecedented trade war between China and the United States weighed on the Chinese economy and crimped
corporate earnings.

The city's key stock index closed the year at 2,493.90, while the benchmark on the smaller Shenzhen bourse fell 33.2 per cent
during the period to 1,267.87. The combined capitalisation of the two exchanges fell by US$2.4 trillion to 43.3 trillion yuan (US$6.3
trillion) during the year, overtaken by Tokyo as Asia's largest equity market.

The stock market is often the barometer of a nation's economic health, and the weakness in China's A-share market reflects the
serious troubles in the Chinese economy," said Li Wenhui, an analyst for Huatai United Securities.

Don Surber looks at this data and concludes:

Chairman Xi's refusal to compromise with President Trump has cost his country $2.4 trillion so far in 2018.

That's enough to build 96 Mexican walls.

In fact, that's six times the American trade deficit. In short, for every $1 in profit Red China took in trading with the USA, it lost $6
in its net worth.

President Trump's claim to be a master negotiator rests in part on his ability to grasp what each party to a negotiation has to lose.
He saw that China's massive trade surplus meant that any trade war would damage it far more than it could damage the United
States. Somehow, that strategic equation escaped his many critics, who roundly denounced him for threatening America's and the
world's prosperity by launching a trade war, and mischaracterized him as a "protectionist," even as he made clear that his ultimate
goal is "zero tariffs."

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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How as Americans do we explain the intransigence of the left when it comes to national security? 'Tis a mystery. These people,
these Democrats in Congress, are among the most privileged persons on the planet. They have enjoyed, more than most, the
blessings bequeathed by the Founders, the authors of the Constitution. Yet they are determined, like Obama, to transform us into
something this nation was never meant to be: a land without borders. While all of them are on record supporting a border wall in the
past, now that Donald Trump is president, they all oppose it with every fiber of their being. They know that it will work, and they
cannot abide Trump having a win. These people – Schumer, Pelosi, Gutiérrez, etc. – are truly venal. Governor Brown has
effectively destroyed California, now benighted by rampant homelessness and the crime that accompanies a population of
illiterate, drug-addicted, gang-affiliated, criminally inclined persons adrift on our streets. And now another young officer has been
killed by an illegal alien thanks to the left's obsession with protecting the throngs of migrants crossing the border into the U.S.
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The man accused of killing a California police officer who pulled him over to investigate if he was driving drunk was captured
Friday as he tried to flee to Mexico, authorities said.

Gustavo Perez Arriaga was arrested in Bakersfield in connection with Wednesday's shooting of Cpl. Ronil Singh of the tiny
Newman Police Department, said Stanislaus County Sheriff Adam Christianson, whose agency is leading the investigation.

The sheriff told reporters that Perez Arriaga was in the country illegally after crossing the border in Arizona and had two prior
arrests for driving while intoxicated. Christianson didn't say when the 33-year-old came to the U.S. but that the Mexico native has
been living here for several years.

The sheriff said Perez Arriaga has gang affiliations and multiple Facebook pages with different names.

Authorities also arrested Perez Arriaga's brother, Adrian Virgen, 25, and a co-worker, Erik Razo Quiroz, 32, who lied to police to try
to protect him, Christianson said.

The sheriff blamed California's sanctuary law for preventing local authorities from reporting Perez Arriaga to federal immigration
officials for his previous arrests, adding that if had been deported, Singh would still be alive.

Christianson spoke at the news conference about making laws stricter as Singh's brother wept beside him.

Singh also was an immigrant, coming legally from his native Fiji to fulfill his dream of becoming a police officer, authorities said.
The 33-year-old had a newborn son and joined the 12-officer Newman police force in 2011.

The shooting comes amid a political fight over immigration, with President Donald Trump and congressional Democrats at odds
over funding for a border wall that has forced a partial government shutdown.

Trump tweeted about Singh's killing Thursday, saying it was "time to get tough on Border Security. Build the Wall!"

The announcement of arrests comes after a statewide manhunt for the suspect accused of killing Singh the day after Christmas.
Authorities said the officer pulled over the attacker as part of a drunken driving investigation around 1 a.m.

There was a gunfight as Singh "absolutely tried to defend himself" but he apparently didn't hit the suspect, Christianson said.
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Every year on the Ringside Politics program, we award our “Turkey” of the year during Thanksgiving and our “Champion” of the
year in late December. This year, the “winner” of our turkey award was House Speaker Paul Ryan, a fitting choice for such a failed
leader. However, our “Champion” award was a more difficult selection. During the past year, many fine people distinguished
themselves in a positive way Finally, after input from our great listening audience, our decision was clear. For many reasons,
including her grace and style under unrelenting criticism and pressure, First Lady Melania Trump was chosen as our Ringside
Politics Champion of the Year.

The latest example of critics abusing the First Lady occurred earlier this week. Leaving on Christmas night, President and Mrs.
Trump made a surprise visit to American troops serving in Iraq. It was a trip that made a very positive impact on the troops, who
warmly greeted the President and the First Lady.

Not surprisingly, the visit drew criticism from the liberal media because some of the troops displayed “Make America Great Again”
hats and asked the President to sign them. Of course, the same liberal media said nothing when then President Barack Obama
signed his picture and military gear for our troops in Kuwait and at Fort Stewart, Georgia.

On social media, nasty critics reserved some of their venom for the First Lady, criticizing her wardrobe, especially her choice of
“Timberland boots.” On Twitter, she was blasted as “the biggest idiot in the room” for her sensible choice of footwear. In reality,
Mrs. Trump looked fabulous as usual, but those who hate her husband also regularly insult her for everything from her fashion to
her accent.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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The conservative media world was shocked this Friday when one of the movement's most beloved writers and pundits, Bre
Payton, died suddenly at the age of 26. Payton was a staff writer for The Federalist and a frequent contributor on Fox News. Her
friend, Morgan Murtaugh, shared an urgent message Friday morning explaining that she had found Payton unconscious and rushed
her to the hospital, where she remained in a coma. It seemed Payton had contracted the swine flu and meningitis. Just a few
hours later, Murtaugh shared the devastating news.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @morganmurtaugh

Thank you everyone for your prayers. It is with a heavy heart that I type this. Unfortunately Bre has passed. Please send prayers
to her family. Rest in paradise you beautiful soul.

✔ @morganmurtaugh

24 hours ago I found my friend unconscious and called 911. She’s been in a coma since and really needs a miracle right now.
Please, if you’re religious at all, send prayers this way. We really need them. https://www.caringbridge.org/visit/brepayton

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Her friends, including those in the media industry, remember her as a sweet soul and a fearless voice for the conservative
movement.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @MeghanMcCain

Ben and I are absolutely gutted and horrified by this news. Our prayers for @Bre_payton and her family. We are less without her -
in every possible way. A wonderful, fearless, vibrant, intelligent young woman. Sending prayers to all of her family and friends
during this darkness.

✔ @morganmurtaugh

Thank you everyone for your prayers. It is with a heavy heart that I type this. Unfortunately Bre has passed. Please send prayers
to her family. Rest in paradise you beautiful soul. https://twitter.com/morganmurtaugh/status/1078671635018743809 …

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://twitter.com/STEPHMHAMILL/status/1078754552881532929/photo/1

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Bre Payton passed away from a sudden illness. Bre is one of the kindest, most thoughtful souls I've ever encountered. She made
a positive impact on every person she met, her smile, her love of LIFE, God, & passion for news was contagious. SHE WILL be
missed! Pray for her family.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Shannon Bream ✔ @ShannonBream I cannot believe this. @Bre_payton was such a beautiful light, smart and funny and kind and
talented. Please pray for her broken hearted loved ones, who are undoubtedly reeling. She was far too young. ���

✔ @morganmurtaugh

Thank you everyone for your prayers. It is with a heavy heart that I type this. Unfortunately Bre has passed. Please send prayers
to her family. Rest in paradise you beautiful soul. https://twitter.com/morganmurtaugh/status/1078671635018743809 …

Bre was fantastic at mixing sass with witty and knowledgable arguments. Here's just one example.
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Police have arrested the illegal immigrant who killed California police officer Ronil Singh on Wednesday after he stopped him for a
DUI. Singh, just 33 years old, leaves behind a wife, a five-month-old son.

The killer is identified as Gustavo Perez Arriaga, an illegal immigrant from Mexico who was in the U.S. after crossing the Arizona
border. He was tied to multiple gangs and had two previous DUI arrests.

Following the capture of his brother's killer, Reggie Singh managed to share a few words at a press conference before breaking
down in tears.
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Police have arrested the illegal immigrant who killed California police officer Ronil Singh on Wednesday after he stopped him for a
DUI. Singh, just 33 years old, leaves behind a wife, a five-month-old son.

The killer is identified as Gustavo Perez Arriaga, an illegal immigrant from Mexico who was in the U.S. after crossing the Arizona
border. He was tied to multiple gangs and had two previous DUI arrests.

Following the capture of his brother's killer, Reggie Singh managed to share a few words at a press conference before breaking
down in tears.
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https://www.westernjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/migrant-caravan-913x479.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

While the issue of illegal immigration and border security rages on, a new caravan made up of an estimated 15,000 Central
Americans is said to be preparing to leave Honduras in mid-January, according to migrant rights advocates, The Los Angeles
Times reported.

“They say they are even bigger and stronger than the last caravan,” said Irma Garrido, a member of the migrant advocacy group
Reactiva Tijuana Foundation, according to the LA Times.

Garrido said the new caravan, which is already considerably larger than the one currently camped at the Mexico-United States
border, will only grow. There are rumors more migrants will join the trek north as the group moves through El Salvador and
Guatemala.

Garrido, however, believes the caravan plans to stay in Mexico.

“They will stay in the south of Mexico in Chiapas and Oaxaca. Their aim is to request work there,” he said, according to the LA
Times.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

There has been ample discussion over the past few months about the several caravans of Central American migrants that have
already or are currently moving toward the southern U.S. border with the intent to enter the U.S.

Those Central American migrant caravans — which typically number in the thousands and are largely composed of migrants
originating from El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras — have drawn the ire of President Donald Trump for the various risks they
pose to the U.S.

In fact, Trump has previously placed those Central American countries on notice that, should they fail to get a handle on the
caravans developing in their midst, the foreign aid largess the U.S. so graciously shares with those nations could be at risk of
being withheld or diverted elsewhere.

Amid news that another migrant caravan is forming in Honduras, the Washington Examiner reported that President Trump has
reiterated his threat that foreign aid to the Central American nations could be cut off if they don’t do anything about it.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @realDonaldTrump

.....Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador are doing nothing for the United States but taking our money. Word is that a new
Caravan is forming in Honduras and they are doing nothing about it. We will be cutting off all aid to these 3 countries - taking
advantage of U.S. for years!

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

As part of a series of tweets that largely focused on the government shutdown and current impasse in Congress over his request
for additional border security funding and threats to shut down the southern border entirely, Trump called out El Salvador,
Guatemala and Honduras over the caravans.

Trump tweeted, “…Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador are doing nothing for the United States but taking our money. Word is
that a new Caravan is forming in Honduras and they are doing nothing about it. We will be cutting off all aid to these 3 countries –
taking advantage of U.S. for years!”

However, for all of his threats to cut foreign aid to those nations, it doesn’t appear that any action has been taken to follow through,
at least not as part of the Fiscal Year 2019 budget, in which each of those nations stands to gain tens of millions of U.S. taxpayer
dollars in aid.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Seemingly unconcerned about continuing to earn the “fake news” moniker, CNN yet again embarrassed itself in its rush to smear
President Donald Trump. This time, the network used deployed men and women in service to the country to do so.

A CNN panel suggested there was a problem with troops bringing “Make America Great Again” hats for Trump to sign during his
surprise visit with them Wednesday at al-Asad Airbase Iraq.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://www.mrctv.org/videos/cnn-decries-us-troops-iraq-who-had-their-maga-hats-signed-trump

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

That was a big mistake. Not only has the network been excoriated on social media for it, but it was fact-checked by the Air Force
itself.

CNN White House correspondent Jim Acosta and others on the panel talked about how it could be a rule violation for the troops to
have the “MAGA” hats signed by the president because they’re not allowed to be involved in “political activities.” They also
questioned if Trump provided the hats for the troops.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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The mainstream media are finding out that it isn’t as easy to bully Melania Trump as they thought it would be.

Throughout Donald Trump’s presidency, the media have treated the First Lady with utter disdain, ignoring the many positive
initiatives she has spearheaded in order to focus on trivialities like her choice of clothing or Christmas decorations.

Melania has endured the abuse with remarkable patience, but the latest hit piece — courtesy of none other than CNN — drew a
sharp rebuke from her deputy chief of staff for communications, Stephanie Grisham.

The mainstream media are finding out that it isn’t as easy to bully Melania Trump as they thought it would be.

Throughout Donald Trump’s presidency, the media have treated the First Lady with utter disdain, ignoring the many positive
initiatives she has spearheaded in order to focus on trivialities like her choice of clothing or Christmas decorations.

Melania has endured the abuse with remarkable patience, but the latest hit piece — courtesy of none other than CNN — drew a
sharp rebuke from her deputy chief of staff for communications, Stephanie Grisham.

The First Lady recently acknowledged in an interview that “opportunists who are using my name” are the hardest part of her job,
prompting CNN contributor Kate Andersen Brower to declare that Melania “proved that she doesn’t understand what it means to be
first lady.”

CARTOONS | VIEW CARTOON Grisham immediately fired back with a scathing opinion article of her own, pointing out that Brower
and her fellow liberal media hacks are the ones who truly don’t seem to understand their jobs.

Melania Trump has, in fact, executed her duties as First Lady flawlessly. As White House hostess, she has put on a successful
state dinner, overseen dozens of holiday parties, and led preservation and restoration efforts at the historical mansion.

She has also actively supported recovery efforts after hurricanes in Texas, Florida, Louisiana, and Puerto Rico; comforted
shooting victims in Las Vegas, Parkland, and Pittsburgh; and visited children in immigration detention facilities and hospitals.

Grisham also points out that the First Lady has been a strong proponent of efforts to combat the opioid crisis, conducting listening
sessions with families that have been affected and speaking directly to young people about the dangers of addiction.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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The mainstream media are finding out that it isn’t as easy to bully Melania Trump as they thought it would be.

Throughout Donald Trump’s presidency, the media have treated the First Lady with utter disdain, ignoring the many positive
initiatives she has spearheaded in order to focus on trivialities like her choice of clothing or Christmas decorations.

Melania has endured the abuse with remarkable patience, but the latest hit piece — courtesy of none other than CNN — drew a
sharp rebuke from her deputy chief of staff for communications, Stephanie Grisham.

The mainstream media are finding out that it isn’t as easy to bully Melania Trump as they thought it would be.

Throughout Donald Trump’s presidency, the media have treated the First Lady with utter disdain, ignoring the many positive
initiatives she has spearheaded in order to focus on trivialities like her choice of clothing or Christmas decorations.

Melania has endured the abuse with remarkable patience, but the latest hit piece — courtesy of none other than CNN — drew a
sharp rebuke from her deputy chief of staff for communications, Stephanie Grisham.

The First Lady recently acknowledged in an interview that “opportunists who are using my name” are the hardest part of her job,
prompting CNN contributor Kate Andersen Brower to declare that Melania “proved that she doesn’t understand what it means to be
first lady.”

Grisham immediately fired back with a scathing opinion article of her own, pointing out that Brower and her fellow liberal media
hacks are the ones who truly don’t seem to understand their jobs.

Melania Trump has, in fact, executed her duties as First Lady flawlessly. As White House hostess, she has put on a successful
state dinner, overseen dozens of holiday parties, and led preservation and restoration efforts at the historical mansion.

She has also actively supported recovery efforts after hurricanes in Texas, Florida, Louisiana, and Puerto Rico; comforted
shooting victims in Las Vegas, Parkland, and Pittsburgh; and visited children in immigration detention facilities and hospitals.

Grisham also points out that the First Lady has been a strong proponent of efforts to combat the opioid crisis, conducting listening
sessions with families that have been affected and speaking directly to young people about the dangers of addiction.
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Many gaping mouths, including embittered and now unemployed never-Trumpers, made breathless claims Thursday about the
president lying to the troops. Naturally, these claims were then echoed across liberal media.

But he didn’t.

They claimed he bald-faced disrespected and lied to their faces while visiting them in Iraq (something many of them just hours
before were claiming he’d never do), are so insanely obsessed with catching Trump doing something “wrong,” that they never seem
to understand that sometimes his inaccurate specificity undersells the truth.

They just always assume the worst so he can then regularly not only correct the record but then demonstrate the way in which he
is over performing as president.

They have a hard time accepting this if they anchor shows on the two cable networks that continue to fall behind Fox News
Channel (even when their audiences are combined.)

But here are the details.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

President Trump said: "You protect us. We are always going to protect you. And you just saw that, 'cause you just got one of the
biggest pay raises you've ever received. ... You haven't gotten one in more than 10 years. More than 10 years. And we got you a
big one. I got you a big one. I got you a big one.”

Later he went on to say: "They had plenty of people that came up, they said, 'You know, we could make it smaller. We could make
it 3%, we could make it 2%, we could make it 4%,'" Trump told the troops about the latest pay raise. "I said, 'No. Make it 10%.
Make it more than 10%.’"

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders told “CBS This Morning” Friday that President Trump was “willing to
negotiate” with Democratic leadership over funding for the border wall to end the partial government shutdown. She accused
Democrats of being “unwilling” to begin the negotiations.

"I'm not going to negotiate in the press, but the president has been willing to negotiate on this point and the Democrats have not
been willing to do anything," Sanders said in reference to the $5 billion number Trump had initially demanded in border funding.

"It's a very sad day when we can't get Democrats to even show up for work and sit down with us and have these conversations
and try to help make real solutions and get something done," she emphasized.

Sanders accused House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) of being unwilling to negotiate because she is attempting to “protect
her speakership.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Most of us would imagine that Nancy Pelosi would be in Washington, D.C., working to strike a deal with President Trump to re-
open the government. Right?

Instead, the Democratic House leader was recognized at a luxury resort in Hawaii on Thursday.

The Washington Free Beacon reports:

Pelosi, who has put blame squarely on President Donald Trump for the current government shutdown, was spotted Thursday
vacationing in Hawaii at the Fairmont Orchid resort, where room accommodations range from $899-a-night for a standard room to
$4,899-a-night for the presidential suite.

The resort, on Hawaii's Big Island, features a golf course, six restaurants, and a 10,000-square-foot oceanfront pool. It also
features a "Spa Without Walls," where the 110-minute Ali'i Royal Experience is available for $369 and a 50-minute couples
massage runs $549, according to the spa menu. While at the spa, guests can snack on a gluten-free grilled prawn summer roll for
$19.

Trump canceled his Christmas trip to Florida and remained in the White House, saying on Christmas Eve that he was "waiting for
the Democrats to come back and make a deal." The president left the White House on Christmas to travel to Iraq and meet with
American troops stationed overseas.

I suspect she is not only relaxing in Hawaii but also doing some high dollar fundraising to secure herself a Speakership come
January. Fundraising remains one of the mandatory obligations that any Speaker regardless of their political party must do and
must do it exceptionally well.
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

President Donald Trump threatened Friday to “close the Southern Border entirely” if he doesn’t receive the funding necessary for a
wall on the U.S-Mexico border.

His warning on Twitter came as a week-long partial government shutdown appeared likely to stretch into 2019 because of an
impasse over funding for the president’s proposed border wall:

“We will be forced to close the Southern Border entirely if the Obstructionist Democrats do not give us the money to finish the Wall
& also change the ridiculous immigration laws that our Country is saddled with. Hard to believe there was a Congress & President
who would approve!”

Trump’s latest ultimatum comes a day after House Republicans said they didn’t plan any votes this week and as the president
sought to shift blame to Democrats for a stalemate over funding for a wall that a majority of Americans don’t support, according to
polls. It echoed a threat he made in November, when he said he’d close the border “for a long time” if Mexican authorities couldn’t
quell attempts by large groups of migrants to cross into the U.S.
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Richard Overton, the nation's oldest living veteran, died at the age of 112 in Austin, Texas yesterday.

A veteran of World War II, Overton served three years in the Army and moved to Austin after the war, where he lived in the same
house for 70 years.

Fox 4:

Family says Overton was admitted to the hospital last week with pneumonia. He died Thursday. ...

He gave credit to God for his longevity, but he always said cigars and whiskey helped.

"I been smoking cigars from when I was 18 years old, I'm still a smoking 'em. 12 a day," he said.

The distinction of being the nation's oldest veteran brought quite a few visitors to his front porch. One person that graced that
porch was former Gov. Rick Perry on Memorial Day in 2013.

"I just wanted to come by and visit with you," Perry said at the time.

On Veterans Day the same year, former President Barack Obama honored Overton in front of thousands in Washington. "His
service on the battlefield was not always matched by the respect that he deserved at home. But this veteran held his head high,"
Obama said.

According to the Department of Veterans Affairs, around 496,777 American veterans from the war were estimated to still be alive
in September 2018. More than 16 million Americans served during that war. The V.A. also says that about 361 veterans of that
conflict die every day.

The "Greatest Generation" argument will continue, but it cannot be denied that those who lived through those times certainly lived
through a lot. They did what they had to do to survive and prosper, and in the process, they saved freedom, destroyed evil, and
created astonishing wealth. That succeeding generations have squandered much of what they built is not their fault.

Overton was 11 when the U.S. declared war on Germany. He was 35 when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor. He was 74 when
Ronald Reagan was elected and 103 when Barack Obama took office. It's amazing to contemplate the history he lived during those
112 years – almost half the 230 years that the American constitutional republic has existed.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/americas_oldest_living_veteran_dies_at_112.html#.XCZeUD50x3E.twitter
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

There is a wall deal to be done. If Democrats actually loved America and cared about the safety of our children, it could get done.
But it's clear they don't.

A deal is there for the taking. Before there was President Donald Trump, there was deal-maker extraordinaire Trump. That Trump
wrote "The Art of the Deal." That Trump loves to negotiate. That Trump understands how to get a deal done. That Trump
understands that both sides need to win something.

I've got that deal. But first, a few thoughts.

As I write this, the government has been shut down for five days. Anyone notice? Me neither. Time flies when you're having fun!
Government is shut down, and it doesn't affect most of us one bit. That's why they call it "nonessential." Maybe we should learn a
lesson and fire these "nonessential" employees permanently.

On to the economy. Retail sales figures are out for Christmas. They are the best in many years. American consumers are buying
like crazy. The media and economic "experts" preach doom and gloom all day about a collapsing stock market and a coming
recession. Yet the Trump economic boom won't cooperate. Retail sales are soaring -- in the middle of a stock market crash. Gross
domestic product is down slightly. But it's still 3.4 percent -- that's double Obama's typical GDP. You can't stop Trump.

And that is precisely why liberals, D.C. swampers, deep staters, Never Trumpers, the liberal media and even the GOP
establishment are so bitter, angry, hateful and negative toward Trump. They're jealous. None of them could produce what Trump
has produced.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/columnists/wayneallynroot/2018/12/28/the-art-of-the-wall-deal-n2538178
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

As the leadership in the House of Representatives is soon to be turned over to Democratic control come the new year,
predetermined members are set to take the reigns of power. Members include the soon to be Speaker Nancy Pelosi and the one
and only Representative Maxine Waters - who is set to take over as Chairwoman of the House Financial Services Committee for
the 116th Congress.

Last Friday, Waters wrote in a statement, “I am honored to have been selected by my colleagues to be the first Chairwoman of the
House Financial Services Committee in the 116th Congress."

app-facebook House Committee on Financial Services Democrats last Friday Today, Congresswoman Maxine Waters (D-CA)
released the following statement after being approved by the Democratic Caucus to serve as the first woman and the first African
American Chair of the House Financial Services Committee:

“I am honored to have been selected by my colleagues to be the first Chairwoman of the House Financial Services Committee in
the 116th Congress. Since 1995, I have served as Ranking Member or Chairwoman of every Subcommittee under the Committee’s
juri... See More

DEMOCRATS-FINANCIALSERVICES.HOUSE.GOV Waters Chosen by House Democrats to Be First Woman and African
American to Chair Financial Services Committee Today, Congresswoman Maxine Waters (D-CA) released the following statement
after being approved by the Democratic Caucus to serve as the first woman and the first African American Chair of the House
Financial Services Committee:

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( VIDEO LINK BELOW )

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://youtu.be/m6TEqEmmbDo via @YouTube

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

This is Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer's shutdown, says Republican Rep. Andy Biggs from Arizona.

REP. ANDY BIGGS: What it is going to take [to end the shutdown] is Chuck Schumer is going to have to bite the bullet and
they're going to have to fund the wall. They need to pay $5 billion, which is a substantial reduction from the $25 billion that it will
take to actually build the wall. They have to move. The ball is in Chuck Schumer's court right now. There is nothing on the
president's desk right now to veto or sign. This is Chuck Schumer's shutdown right now.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

It often seems like the mainstream media will criticize President Donald Trump and first lady Melania for virtually anything they
say or do.

The Trumps simply can’t win with the media, no matter what.

That disturbing pattern of behavior has caught the attention of a great many Americans, including evangelist Franklin Graham, who
took to Facebook to lament the “vicious and relentless” attacks from the media against Trump, especially during the holiday
season.

Graham is the son of the late evangelist Billy Graham, and serves as the head of his father’s organization — the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association — as well as his own charitable organization, Samaritan’s Purse.

“Well, it’s the day after Christmas — and I’m tired. How about you? Don’t get me wrong, I enjoy seeing family and friends and
hearing from people I haven’t heard from in a long time,” Graham wrote.

“But I’m tired, and it’s not just the season. I’m tired of all the fighting in Washington,” he continued. “You can’t turn on the news or
read the headlines online without being overwhelmed by all of the political squabbling (to put it mildly).”

“The news media are so vicious and relentless in their fault finding and their attacks on the President. It’s just sickening,” he wrote.
“We have the potential for so much good and so much progress for our nation, but Washington is squandering it away over political
agendas.”

“I’m thankful that I have put my faith and trust in God who never grows weary and is never shut down, no matter what the problems
are,” Graham added.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/franklin-graham-rips-mainstream-media-vicious-relentless-attacks-trump/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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President Trump on Thursday assailed Democratic "obstruction" of his calls for a wall on the southern border, a project he says is
"desperately needed" -- as the partial government shutdown showed no sign of resolution.

"The Democrats OBSTRUCTION of the desperately needed Wall, where they almost all recently agreed it should be built, is
exceeded only by their OBSTRUCTION of 350 great people wanting & expecting to come into Government after being delayed for
more than two years, a U.S. record!" he tweeted, referring to the alleged slowness of Senate confirmation for appointments.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @realDonaldTrump

The Democrats OBSTRUCTION of the desperately needed Wall, where they almost all recently agreed it should be built, is
exceeded only by their OBSTRUCTION of 350 great people wanting & expecting to come into Government after being delayed for
more than two years, a U.S. record!

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The government partially shut down on Saturday. Lawmakers were unable to agree on a spending package to keep the government
open that would also finance Trump’s campaign promise about the wall.

Trump has said he won’t sign a bill that does not adequately fund the wall, and has demanded $5 billion for it. Democrats have
said they are prepared to offer $1.3 billion for border security, not a wall. Neither side has expressed willingness to back down.

Continuing on Twitter, the president insisted that the situation "isn't about the wall" and that "everybody knows that a Wall will work
perfectly."

"This is only about the Dems not letting Donald Trump & the Republicans have a win," he tweeted. "They may have the 10 Senate
votes, but we have the issue, Border Security. 2020!"

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @realDonaldTrump

This isn’t about the Wall, everybody knows that a Wall will work perfectly (In Israel the Wall works 99.9%). This is only about the
Dems not letting Donald Trump & the Republicans have a win. They may have the 10 Senate votes, but we have the issue, Border
Security. 2020!

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

In Congress, there is currently no movement at all to end the stalemate and no back-channel negotiation. A member of the House
Republican leadership indicated to Fox News that a resolution may not emerge until the new year.

The House and Senate were both scheduled to meet at 4 p.m. ET in a "pro forma" session, where no legislative business was
expected. Both chambers must meet at three-day intervals unless there's an agreement from both bodies to adjourn. A small crew
is expected for both sessions, with few members even remaining in the capital.

Earlier Thursday, Trump questioned if Democrats realize that “we desperately need Border Security and a Wall on the Southern
Border” and said it was needed to stop “Drugs, Human Trafficking, Gang Members & Criminals from coming into our Country.”

He then asked: “Do the Dems realize that most of the people not getting paid are Democrats?”

He did not immediately provide proof to back up his claim, but there is evidence to suggest that federal workers as a bloc do skew
toward voting for Democrats. The Hill reported that in 2016, 95 percent of the roughly $2 million from 14 agencies spent on
presidential politics went to Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton’s campaign.

Several agencies saw more than 99 percent of contributions going to Clinton, according to The Hill.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5983588639001/

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

About a quarter of the government is shut down, with about 420,000 federal employees working without pay, while another 380,000
are furloughed.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Link Below)⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://fxn.ws/2EOOT97 #FoxNews
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Over Christmas, there was another tragedy at the border. An eight-year-old migrant boy died while in the custody of the Border
Patrol. It’s horrible. It’s not something that anyone wants in these situations, but U.S. immigration authorities didn’t murder the
child, which is heavily insinuated if not suggested by members of the liberal media. We have some folks going off half-cocked
saying we have full-blown concentration camps under the Trump presidency when it comes to border enforcement. It’s straight up
insanity. Then again, what would you expect the reaction would be from a movement that wants open borders? Associated Press
has more:

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

✔ @amber_athey

According to a DHS call this morning the child’s father was offered but rejected medical treatment after the child threw up

✔ @amber_athey

Any child’s death is tragic but I’m disturbed by the repeated attempts by the media to blame Border Patrol. This child was taken to
the hospital twice and given prescriptions to try and treat his illness. https://twitter.com/ap/status/1077630553145397251 …

(((AG))) @AG_Conservative

This is despicable and dishonest. The editor of @thedailybeast thinks it's appropriate to falsely blame CBP for this death, despite
all evidence suggesting they did everything possible to save this child's life.

Also, neither the child or dad were being prosecuted.

✔ @justinjm1

Another migrant child dies in US custody and the discuss goes to making jails and concentration camps more humane, not
whether a family should be there in the first place, mercilessly prosecuted for a nonviolent misdemeanor.

(((AG))) @AG_Conservative

The media was widely called out for misleading the public last time this happened, yet they decided to run with these B.S.
headlines yet again.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The kid was given extensive medical treatment. There is nothing in this article, once again, to suggest CBP did anything wrong.

✔ @AP BREAKING: U.S. immigration authorities say an 8-year-old boy from Guatemala has died in government custody. It's the
second instance this month of an immigrant child dying while being detained. http://apne.ws/9dVNCLd

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/27/where-was-the-media-outrage-when-18-migrants-died-in-custody-under-the-
obama-administration-n2538105
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White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders tweeted a condemnation of CNN Thursday after they targeted U.S. troops
in Iraq because some of the troops displayed hats and logos supporting President Trump during his visit.

“CNN will attack anyone who supports President Trump, including the brave men and women of our military who fight everyday to
protect our freedom,” she tweeted.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Sarah Sanders ✔ @PressSec

CNN will attack anyone who supports President Trump, including the brave men and women of our military who fight everyday to
protect our freedom

✔ @CNNPolitics

Troops bringing President Trump "Make America Great Again" hats to sign may have violated a military rule https://cnn.it/2EQ5A4i

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

In the article Sanders linked to in her tweet, CNN argued that the troops with Trump “Make America Great Again” hats may have
violated Department of Defense guidelines saying that "active duty personnel may not engage in partisan political activities and all
military personnel should avoid the inference that their political activities imply or appear to imply DoD sponsorship, approval, or
endorsement of a political candidate, campaign, or cause."

“A US military official told CNN the MAGA hats that Trump signed at the Ramstein Air Base event in Germany were personal and
brought there by military personnel in hopes of getting an autograph,” CNN noted. “The official contended that it was not a
campaign event and that the hats were used as support for Trump, not as a statement of political support.”

Capt. Christopher Bowyer-Meeder, a spokesperson for the US Air Force, Europe, told CNN that no policy violations have been
brought forward and that “there is no rule against Airmen bringing personal items to be signed by the president.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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https://townhall.com/tipsheet/laurettabrown/2018/12/27/sarah-huckabee-sanders-condemns-cnn-for-going-after-us-troops-in-iraq-on-
christmas-n2538156
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Who said that conservatives aren't discriminated against for their political beliefs?

Pardes Seleh, a conservative who has worked at Fox News and is now a graduate student, shared an email today she received
explaining why she was denied approval to rent an apartment in Washington, D.C.

In an email, the owner/tenet writes to Seleh stating, "after pursuing your various journalistic and social media posts, it's pretty clear
your political views are diametrically opposed to ours (and we hate Fox)."

Seleh posted that email to Twitter this morning:

https://twitter.com/PardesSeleh/status/1078304843897491458/photo/1

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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Government watchdog Judicial Watch filed a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit Thursday seeking details about the cost of
Special Counsel Robert Mueller's security detail. The move comes after the Department of Justice ignored a FOIA request
submitted earlier this year on the topic.

“The Justice Department, the FBI and Special Counsel Mueller’s continue to operate as if they are above the law,” Judicial Watch
President Tom Fitton released in a statement. “The American people have a right to know how much taxpayer money is being
thrown at Mueller’s massive investigation. Judicial Watch has never before seen this level of secrecy surrounding the operation of
a special or independent counsel.”

The lawsuit seeks "all records reflecting expenses incurred by, and disbursements of funds for, the security detail for Special
Counsel Robert Mueller" and "all logs maintained by the security detail assigned to Special Counsel Robert Mueller."

The Special Counsel released Q3 costs for the probe into the 2016 presidential election on December 14, bringing the total to at
least $12 million.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://media.townhall.com/townhall/reu/hv/images/2018/361/ec3c78a4-94e4-441d-b648-6c5a92315f2e.png

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The new numbers come just days before former White House National Security Advisor Michael Flynn is scheduled to be
sentenced for lying to the FBI.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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I have long wondered about who writes the talking points that keep Democrats reading from the same script. That person – or more
likely, persons – evidently issues instructions that the office holder branch and the journalist branch of the Democratic Party mimic
in their public statements. But in order to appear slightly authentic, they are supposed to speak extemporaneously and make it
appear that they all came up with the phrases-of-the-day spontaneously. This works for interviews with print and television
journalists, but the rise of Twitter has introduced new danger of exposure. Now we have proof that the current ostensible leaders of
the Democrats’ party are often just actors reading from scripts supplied to them by people hidden from public scrutiny. Christmas
Eve saw the presumptive new Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi issue a tweet that was identical, word-for-word, to one issued
23 minutes earlier by Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer.

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2018-12/211172_5_.png

Schumer’s version:

✔ @SenSchumer It's Christmas Eve and President @realDonaldTrump is plunging the country into chaos. The stock market is
tanking and the President is waging a personal war on the Federal Reserve—after he just fired the Secretary of Defense.

And Pelosi’s:

✔ @NancyPelosi

It's Christmas Eve and @realDonaldTrump is plunging the country into chaos. The stock market is tanking and the president is
waging a personal war on the Federal Reserve — after he just fired the Secretary of Defense. #TrumpShutdown

Needless to say, the mainstream media takes no interest at all in the process by which Democrats achieve what is
euphemistically called “message discipline.” The notion that there is a command center that instructs Democrat office holders what
to say each day is certainly an important subject, for the identities of those staffing the command center determines a large portion
of our national political dialogue. Who pays these people, whoever they are? Who selects them to put words in the mouths and
twitter accounts of people that supposedly represent their constituents?

( Story in Link below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/with_identical_tweets_schumer_and_pelosi_reveal_themselves_as_mouthpieces_for_the_same_propaganda_puppet_master.html#.XCUPR03J-
hw.twitter
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

I have long wondered about who writes the talking points that keep Democrats reading from the same script. That person – or more
likely, persons – evidently issues instructions that the office holder branch and the journalist branch of the Democratic Party mimic
in their public statements. But in order to appear slightly authentic, they are supposed to speak extemporaneously and make it
appear that they all came up with the phrases-of-the-day spontaneously. This works for interviews with print and television
journalists, but the rise of Twitter has introduced new danger of exposure. Now we have proof that the current ostensible leaders of
the Democrats’ party are often just actors reading from scripts supplied to them by people hidden from public scrutiny. Christmas
Eve saw the presumptive new Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi issue a tweet that was identical, word-for-word, to one issued
23 minutes earlier by Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://www.americanthinker.com/images/bucket/2018-12/211172_5_.png

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Schumer’s version:

✔ @SenSchumer

It's Christmas Eve and President @realDonaldTrump is plunging the country into chaos. The stock market is tanking and the
President is waging a personal war on the Federal Reserve—after he just fired the Secretary of Defense.

And Pelosi’s:

✔ @NancyPelosi

It's Christmas Eve and @realDonaldTrump is plunging the country into chaos. The stock market is tanking and the president is
waging a personal war on the Federal Reserve — after he just fired the Secretary of Defense. #TrumpShutdown

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Needless to say, the mainstream media takes no interest at all in the process by which Democrats achieve what is
euphemistically called “message discipline.” The notion that there is a command center that instructs Democrat office holders what
to say each day is certainly an important subject, for the identities of those staffing the command center determines a large portion
of our national political dialogue. Who pays these people, whoever they are? Who selects them to put words in the mouths and
twitter accounts of people that supposedly represent their constituents?

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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hw.twitter
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Lefties must be feeling rather desperate as they watch the GoFundMe campaign for the border wall surge well over $16 million.
They've now gone to great lengths to create their own campaigns for illegal aliens to circumvent the border wall that is expected to
be built, one way or another.

The Human Rights Campaign's Press Secretary for Rapid Response, Charlotte Clymer, created a GoFundMe campaign for ladders
so illegal aliens can get over the border wall. She's hoping to raise $100 million. So far the campaign is at a little over $152K.

About the campaign:

We saw some folks are raising money for a border wall to keep out our migrant siblings and fellow human beings, who are fleeing
violence and persecution and whose tragically-underpaid labor is essential to the U.S. economy. Seems like a bad idea on
countless levels for everyone involved. Maybe we should focus on human rights and creating a community that reflects our
supposed values.

And even though at a rate of $1.7 million daily, it would take their fund about 35 years to raise the $21.7 billion that Trump's own
Dept. of Homeland Security says would be needed to build said wall, we wanna make sure ladders are ready to send over to our
undocumented friends and help them.

If this seems ludicrous, we welcome you to the coalition of reasonable adults.

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/27/multiple-gofundme-campaigns-were-established-to-circumvent-the-border-
wall--and-theyre-rather-stupid-n2538103
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President Trump and first lady Melania Trump surprised troops in Iraq this Christmas. They flew to al-Asad military base in Iraq's
Anbar Province and spent a few hours meeting with and encouraging our soldiers, before meeting with more military at Ramstein
Air Base in southwestern Germany. Judging by the smiles on their faces, our soldiers were appreciative the Trumps made the trip
from Washington.

Sarah Sanders ✔ @PressSec President Trump and the First Lady traveled to Iraq late on Christmas night to visit with our troops
and Senior Military leadership to thank them for their service, their success, and their sacrifice and to wish them a Merry
Christmas.

At one point during the visit, a group of servicemen and women presented the president with some of his signature "Make America
Great Again" hats, which he autographed. It was a sweet moment, but CNN was more interested in Pentagon protocol. As the
outlet noted, those "MAGA" hats may have violated Pentagon rules that state active duty troops can not participate in political
activities.

Those guidelines say that "active duty personnel may not engage in partisan political activities and all military personnel should
avoid the inference that their political activities imply or appear to imply DoD sponsorship, approval, or endorsement of a political
candidate, campaign, or cause."

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/12/27/cnn-troops-may-have-broken-a-rule-with-make-america-great-again-hats-
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After 19 months, special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation has charged a number of targets with almost every conceivable sin
-- except collusion with Russia to throw an election. Yet suspicion of collusion was the reason that Mueller was appointed in the
first place.

President Trump's former consigliere, Michael Cohen, pleaded guilty to lying to Congress. But as part of his plea deal, Cohen also
confessed to a superfluous charge of a campaign finance violation. Cohen allegedly negotiated a nondisclosure agreement
concerning a supposed past Trump liaison with porn star Stormy Daniels. Yet no one alleges that Trump used cash from his 2016
campaign account to buy Daniels' silence.

Instead, the accusation is that Cohen and Trump used Trump's own money, but they did not report the payout as a "contribution"
to his campaign. But Trump likely would have paid off Daniels anyway to protect his marriage, family and reputation, regardless of
whether he was running for office.

If you take media-sensationalized sex out of the equation, Trump, like any other American, has the right to pay anyone whatever
he wishes to keep quiet about past embarrassing behavior, whether that be secretly gulping down too many Big Macs or cheating
on the golf course.

Apparently, Cohen was leveraged by Mueller's team to plead guilty to a crime that was likely not a crime. And in circular fashion,
his confession was used as proof that the non-crime was actually a crime after all -- and thus could serve as yet another way to
find something on Trump.....

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵
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And this year ends with our loser ruling class shedding any pretense of legitimacy in its quest to reclaim the power we took back
from it in 2016. The reaction to Donald Trump by our alleged betters - SPOILER: They are much, much worse than us - is
instructive. They have abandoned all the principles they once claimed to support - democracy, civil rights, due process, and
equality. None of those principles help them to keep or regain power anymore, so they are expendable. As are you.

Liberalism was always a lie and a scam, right from its sordid beginnings among the progressives with their creepy messianic
fervor, their infatuation with “expertise” (and hence, their embrace of evils like eugenics), and their contempt for the Constitution.
Liberals consider themselves the anointed, divinely entitled to rule over us lesser folk, and they aren’t going to let anything get in
the way of retaking the throne.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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Everyone's favorite reporter, CNN White House Correspondent Jim Acosta, filled in for Wolf Blitzer on Wednesday. During the
program, Acosta went into detail about why he thought President Donald Trump violated ethics and campaign laws during his trip
to Iraq to visit American troops.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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A shutdown affecting parts of the federal government appeared no closer to resolution Wednesday, with President Donald Trump
and congressional Democrats locked in a hardening standoff over border wall money that threatens to carry over into January.

Trump vowed to hold the line, telling reporters as he flew to Iraq that he'll do "whatever it takes" to get money for border security.
He declined to say how much he would accept in a deal to end the shutdown, stressing the need for border security.

"You have to have a wall, you have to have protection," he said.

The shutdown started Saturday when funding lapsed for nine Cabinet-level departments and dozens of agencies. Roughly 420,000
workers were deemed essential and are working unpaid, while an additional 380,000 have been furloughed.

While the White House was talking to congressional Democrats — and staff talks continued on Capitol Hill — negotiations dragged
Wednesday, dimming hopes for a swift breakthrough.

( *Full story below* )

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/us-government-shutdown/2018/12/26/id/895950/?oRef=mixi via @Newsmax
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

A recession is coming, they said. For many, that’s obviously not good news. For some, like the entire Democratic Party
establishment, they want one in order to hurt Trump. And then prolong the economic distress by putting on a grand show, peddling
trash policies riddled with regulations and high taxes…because the limousine liberal really knows the hardships of the workingman.
They don’t. And even some Republicans don’t either. I live in the swamp. It’s dirty, filthy, and filled with equally appalling
company. That being said, the stock market has been on a downward spiral, but history was made once again with the markets
under the Trump presidency: the Dow Jones surged 1,000 points, the largest single-day point gain in its history (via WaPo):

istory (via WaPo):

Stocks on Wednesday climbed back from their epic Christmas Eve plunge as all three indexes posted big gains.

The Dow Jones industrial average roared more than 1,000 points in late afternoon as stocks snapped a four-day losing streak that
had placed the 10-year bull market on the edge of death on Monday.

“Today the market’s message is that we have nothing to fear but fear itself,” said Ed Yardeni, president of Yardeni Research. “The
recent selloff reflected fears of an impending recession which were blown away today by Amazon and other retailers reporting a
record holiday selling season. Santa is back.”

White House economic adviser Kevin Hassett tried to bring some calm to the markets earlier Wednesday when he assured
reporters that Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome H. Powell’s job is “100 percent safe.”

“Yes, of course, 100 percent,” said Hassett, the chairman of the president’s Council of Economic Advisers, when asked by
reporters at the White House if Powell’s job is safe. “Absolutely.”

All three major indexes were on pace to snap a four-day losing streak. The S&P 500 and technology-heavy Nasdaq Composite
also bounced. The Nasdaq was up 4 percent and on track to wipe out Monday’s losses. The S&P posted a 2.9 percent pop in
afternoon trading.

Crude oil prices surged, posting their biggest increase in two years after a 30-percent plus drop since October.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/26/santa-is-back-dow-jones-posts-1000point-gain-n2538082/

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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A total of $17,313,633 had been donated by 284,843 individuals in just 9 days as of late afternoon December 26, to fund part of the
border wall. The campaign is a GoFundMe appeal started by U.S. Air Force veteran and triple-amputee Brian Kolfage. His
campaign has more information at www.WeFundTheWall.com. A parallel appeal by the American Border Foundation has raised
another $191,755 at www.FundTheWall.com.

Attempting to discourage this effort, Democrats and the mainstream news media are arguing that the government is not allowed to
accept donations for a specific purpose, Congress would have to vote on it, and — to subtly sow doubts — “it isn’t clear” how this
would work. The surge of popular support undercuts the narrative of open borders activists that the border wall is not popular or
that support for Trump is eroding.

����������

( Full story below )⤵

����������

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/confirmed-the-government-can-build-the-wall-with-brian-kolfages-gofundme-money/

����������
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���������

A recession is coming, they said. For many, that’s obviously not good news. For some, like the entire Democratic Party
establishment, they want one in order to hurt Trump. And then prolong the economic distress by putting on a grand show, peddling
trash policies riddled with regulations and high taxes…because the limousine liberal really knows the hardships of the workingman.
They don’t. And even some Republicans don’t either. I live in the swamp. It’s dirty, filthy, and filled with equally appalling
company. That being said, the stock market has been on a downward spiral, but history was made once again with the markets
under the Trump presidency: the Dow Jones surged 1,000 points, the largest single-day point gain in its history (via WaPo):

istory (via WaPo):

Stocks on Wednesday climbed back from their epic Christmas Eve plunge as all three indexes posted big gains.

The Dow Jones industrial average roared more than 1,000 points in late afternoon as stocks snapped a four-day losing streak that
had placed the 10-year bull market on the edge of death on Monday.

“Today the market’s message is that we have nothing to fear but fear itself,” said Ed Yardeni, president of Yardeni Research. “The
recent selloff reflected fears of an impending recession which were blown away today by Amazon and other retailers reporting a
record holiday selling season. Santa is back.”

White House economic adviser Kevin Hassett tried to bring some calm to the markets earlier Wednesday when he assured
reporters that Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome H. Powell’s job is “100 percent safe.”

“Yes, of course, 100 percent,” said Hassett, the chairman of the president’s Council of Economic Advisers, when asked by
reporters at the White House if Powell’s job is safe. “Absolutely.”

All three major indexes were on pace to snap a four-day losing streak. The S&P 500 and technology-heavy Nasdaq Composite
also bounced. The Nasdaq was up 4 percent and on track to wipe out Monday’s losses. The S&P posted a 2.9 percent pop in
afternoon trading.

Crude oil prices surged, posting their biggest increase in two years after a 30-percent plus drop since October.

There was a slight worry that Trump could fire Powell, though the legal waters were murky on that front—and it was more of a
rumor mill story. At the same time, it’s not a real shocker that the president is not too happy that the Fed decided to jack up
interest rates again. The stock market’s super day comes after retailers posted the best holiday shopping season in six years. A
whopping $850 billion was spent over the Christmas season (via WSJ):

Total U.S. retail sales, excluding automobiles, rose 5.1% between Nov. 1 and Dec. 24 from a year earlier, according to Mastercard
SpendingPulse, which tracks both online and in-store spending with all forms of payment. Overall, U.S. consumers spent over
$850 billion this holiday season, according to Mastercard.

The figures suggest a stock-market swoon and partial government shutdown haven’t curbed consumer confidence and spending.

“Wall Street is running around like a chicken with its head cut off, while Mr. and Mrs. Main Street are happy with their jobs,
enjoying their best wage increases in a decade,” said Craig Johnson, president of Customer Growth Partners, a retail research and
consulting firm. A recent drop in gas prices has helped last-minute spending, he said.

Sales have been generally strong throughout the holiday season, led by increases in online shopping. Retailers entered the
holidays with momentum as online sales jumped 26.4% from a year earlier between the Wednesday before Thanksgiving through
Black Friday, one sign of an early buying surge, according to Adobe Analytics.

Buying slowed in early December in part because an unusually early Thanksgiving made it harder for retailers to sustain sales
through the entire holiday shopping period, analysts and consultants said. But shoppers picked up the pace ahead of Christmas.

Sorry, Democrats, looks like a catastrophic economic crash that puts us all in shantytowns isn’t going to happen. As Saint Mick
Jagger once said, “you can’t always get what you want.”

���������

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/26/santa-is-back-dow-jones-posts-1000point-gain-n2538082
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⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�

Congresswoman-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the socialist darling from New York, never seems to take a break from political
gaffes, even on Christmas. Instead, she used the day to push the false notion that Jesus was a refugee.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔ @Ocasio2018 Joy to the World!

Merry Christmas everyone - here’s to a holiday filled with happiness, family, and love for all people. �(Including refugee babies in
mangers + their parents.)

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔ @Ocasio2018

For all the anti-immigrant pundits uncomfortable with and denying that Christ’s family were refugees, too:
https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2017/12/27/were-jesus-mary-and-joseph-refugees-yes …

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔ @Ocasio2018

For all the anti-immigrant pundits uncomfortable with and denying that Christ’s family were refugees, too:
https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2017/12/27/were-jesus-mary-and-joseph-refugees-yes …

Were Jesus, Mary and Joseph refugees? Yes. A family is forced to flee their homeland for fear of persecution. This is the classic
modern-day definition of a refugee.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

It wasn't long before conservatives tore into her utterly false statements. After all, Ocasio-Cortez decided to use the biggest
holiday in the world to push her own political agenda (but really, it's not that surprising).

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Charlie Kirk ✔ @charliekirk11 I’m really trying to stay away from politics today, but I will not let you misrepresent the Gospel on
this holy day

Joseph and Mary were LEGAL citizens under King Herod governed under the Roman Empire - they traveled to Bethlehem as part
of a census, a legal counting of people

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔ @Ocasio2018 Joy to the World!

Merry Christmas everyone - here’s to a holiday filled with happiness, family, and love for all people. �(Including refugee babies in
mangers + their parents.)

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Leave it to Dr. Sebastian Gorka to lay down the law:

Sebastian Gorka DrG ✔ @SebGorka You really should read the Bible @Ocasio2018.

Mother Mary and St. Joseph were NOT refugees.

In fact, by traveling to The Town of King David as part of the Roman census, they were obeying national laws.

Exactly the opposite of a refugee or an Illegal Alien.

Facts: TRY THEM.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔ @Ocasio2018 Joy to the World!

Merry Christmas everyone - here’s to a holiday filled with happiness, family, and love for all people. �(Including refugee babies in
mangers + their parents.)

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/26/ocasio-cortez-must-have-missed-sunday-school-because-even-her-
account-of-jesus-b-n2538083

⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�
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https://www.kion546.com/news/president-trump-first-lady-fly-to-iraq-to-visit-troops/952221809#

AL-ASAD AIRBASE, Iraq AP - President Donald Trump made an unannounced visit to Iraq on Wednesday, leaving behind a
partially shuttered U.S. government to greet American troops helping hold off extremists in a country where thousands of
Americans died during the recent war.

It comes a week after Trump stunned his national security advisers by announcing that he would withdraw U.S. troops from
neighboring Syria where they have been fighting Islamic State militants. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis abruptly resigned following
the announcement, and Trump's decision rattled allies around the world, including in Iraq.

Trump's trip was shrouded in secrecy. Air Force One flew overnight from Washington, landing at an airbase west of Baghdad under
the cover of darkness Wednesday evening. It is his first visit with troops stationed in a troubled region.

Fifteen years after the 2003 invasion, the U.S. still has more than 5,000 troops in Iraq supporting the government as it continues
the fight against remaining pockets of resistance by the Islamic State group. IS has lost a significant amount of territory in Iraq
and Syria but is still seen as a threat.

Trump's trip was shrouded in secrecy. Air Force One flew overnight from Washington, landing at an airbase west of Baghdad under
the cover of darkness Wednesday evening. It is his first visit with troops stationed in a troubled region.

Fifteen years after the 2003 invasion, the U.S. still has more than 5,000 troops in Iraq supporting the government as it continues
the fight against remaining pockets of resistance by the Islamic State group. IS has lost a significant amount of territory in Iraq
and Syria but is still seen as a threat.

Trump, who speaks often about his support for the U.S. military, had faced criticism for not yet visiting U.S. troops stationed in
harm's way as he comes up on his two-year mark in office. He told The Associated Press in an interview in October that he "will
do that at some point, but I don't think it's overly necessary." He later began to signal that such a troop visit was in the offing.

Trump had planned to spend Christmas at his private club in Florida, but stayed behind in Washington due to the shutdown. It's
unclear whether his trip to Iraq was added after it became apparent that the government would be shut down indefinitely due to a
stalemate between Trump and congressional Democrats over the president's demand for a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border.

Adding to the tumult, the stock market has been experiencing heavy losses over concerns about a slowing global economy,
Trump's trade war with China and the president's public slamming of the Federal Reserve and its chairman over interest rate hikes
by the independent agency.

( Full story below )

https://www.kion546.com/news/president-trump-first-lady-fly-to-iraq-to-visit-troops/952221809
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https://www.kion546.com/news/president-trump-first-lady-fly-to-iraq-to-visit-troops/952221809#

AL-ASAD AIRBASE, Iraq AP - President Donald Trump made an unannounced visit to Iraq on Wednesday, leaving behind a
partially shuttered U.S. government to greet American troops helping hold off extremists in a country where thousands of
Americans died during the recent war.

It comes a week after Trump stunned his national security advisers by announcing that he would withdraw U.S. troops from
neighboring Syria where they have been fighting Islamic State militants. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis abruptly resigned following
the announcement, and Trump's decision rattled allies around the world, including in Iraq.

Trump's trip was shrouded in secrecy. Air Force One flew overnight from Washington, landing at an airbase west of Baghdad under
the cover of darkness Wednesday evening. It is his first visit with troops stationed in a troubled region.

Fifteen years after the 2003 invasion, the U.S. still has more than 5,000 troops in Iraq supporting the government as it continues
the fight against remaining pockets of resistance by the Islamic State group. IS has lost a significant amount of territory in Iraq
and Syria but is still seen as a threat.

Trump's trip was shrouded in secrecy. Air Force One flew overnight from Washington, landing at an airbase west of Baghdad under
the cover of darkness Wednesday evening. It is his first visit with troops stationed in a troubled region.

Fifteen years after the 2003 invasion, the U.S. still has more than 5,000 troops in Iraq supporting the government as it continues
the fight against remaining pockets of resistance by the Islamic State group. IS has lost a significant amount of territory in Iraq
and Syria but is still seen as a threat.

Trump, who speaks often about his support for the U.S. military, had faced criticism for not yet visiting U.S. troops stationed in
harm's way as he comes up on his two-year mark in office. He told The Associated Press in an interview in October that he "will
do that at some point, but I don't think it's overly necessary." He later began to signal that such a troop visit was in the offing.

Trump had planned to spend Christmas at his private club in Florida, but stayed behind in Washington due to the shutdown. It's
unclear whether his trip to Iraq was added after it became apparent that the government would be shut down indefinitely due to a
stalemate between Trump and congressional Democrats over the president's demand for a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border.

Adding to the tumult, the stock market has been experiencing heavy losses over concerns about a slowing global economy,
Trump's trade war with China and the president's public slamming of the Federal Reserve and its chairman over interest rate hikes
by the independent agency.

( Full story below )

https://www.kion546.com/news/president-trump-first-lady-fly-to-iraq-to-visit-troops/952221809

Update : Here's a Link of Donald Trump - President's Public Schedule

https://factba.se/topic/calendar

Big Shout Out To @GodsAngell for sharing the Link ......Thank You Bro !

WWG1WGA
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Just in time to wrap up the outgoing year, Sen. Rand Paul last week gave the country a Festivus airing of grievances on Twitter
involving all of the stuff the government wasted money on in 2018.

The Kentucky Republican isn’t just one of the upper chamber’s most notable budget hawks, he’s also one of the funnier lawmakers
in office, and it shows on social media. On Sunday, he turned his Twitter feed over to the absurdities of government waste (along
with a few choice memes to go with the extended rant).

“GOOD MORNING! Welcome to everyone’s favorite holiday, #Festivus!” Paul tweeted. “I’ve got a lot of problems with you people,
and now you’re gonna hear about them!”

Along with some great “Seinfeld” GIFs, he also had a lot of grievances to air.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/sexual-habits-quails-daydreaming-rand-paul-reveals-ridiculous-govt-waste-2018/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostTopSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbutto/
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Melania Trump absolutely stole the show Monday when she stepped out in a black dress and red heels before receiving calls for
the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) Santa Tracker.

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Melania_Santa_2.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

US President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump speak on the telephone as they answers calls from people calling into
the NORAD Santa tracker phone line in the State Dining Room of the White House in Washington, DC, on December 24, 2018.

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Melania_Santa_4.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The first lady looked striking as ever in the long-sleeve number that hit just below her knees. She joined President Donald Trump
while the two talked to kids from all over the country curious about Santa’s whereabouts on Christmas eve when NORAD calls
were patched through to the White House lines, per a WH pool report.

She completed the look with loose hair and bright red high heels that looked beautiful, as the first family took calls in the State
Dinning Room.

At one point, FLOTUS was overheard wishing one of the kids “Merry Christmas.”

“How are you? Are you tracking Santa?” the first lady asked. “I want to wish you a Merry Christmas. Thank you. Nice talking to
you.”

Meanwhile, the president was heard asking one child, possibly from Indiana, what he thought Santa was going to bring him.

“What’s Santa going to get you for Christmas,” Trump asked. “Who’s with you … Have a great Christmas, and I’ll talk to you again,
OK?”

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Melania_Santa_9.jpg

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

The NORAD Santa Tracker program “is a 63-year tradition of tracking Santa’s sleigh from the North Pole to children all over the
world,” according to the pool report.

It was just her latest look during the holidays that turned heads, as she always seems to shine this time of year.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Incoming White House Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney revealed over the long holiday weekend that President Trump is willing to
negotiate over funding for border security.

Last week, President Trump asked Congress for $5.7 billion in border wall or fence funding. The House passed the measure and
then Democrats in the Senate prompted a partial government shutdown by refusing to vote for the legislation.

During an interview with Fox News Sunday, Mulvaney said the White House has put a counter offer with a lower price tag on the
table for Democrats.

At this point, Democrats are refusing to budge. Incoming House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer are sticking to their talking points and literally saying the same thing.

✔ @SenSchumer

Instead of bringing certainty into people’s lives, he’s continuing the #TrumpShutdown just to please right-wing radio and TV hosts.

✔ @NancyPelosi

Instead of bringing certainty into people’s lives, @realDonaldTrump is continuing the #TrumpShutdown just to please right-wing
radio & TV hosts

President Trump reinforced his message of border security from the Oval Office on Christmas day.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

President Trump Says Partial Government Shutdown Will Last Until Agreement On Border Seccurity:

( Video Below )⤵

https://youtu.be/6z3wI2-L304

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Story Link Below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/26/white-offers-to-compromise-on-funding-for-border-security-dems-still-wont-
budge-n2538060
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Melania Trump absolutely stole the show Monday when she stepped out in a black dress and red heels before receiving calls for
the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) Santa Tracker.

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Melania_Santa_2.jpg

US President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump speak on the telephone as they answers calls from people calling into
the NORAD Santa tracker phone line in the State Dining Room of the White House in Washington, DC, on December 24, 2018.

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Melania_Santa_4.jpg

The first lady looked striking as ever in the long-sleeve number that hit just below her knees. She joined President Donald Trump
while the two talked to kids from all over the country curious about Santa’s whereabouts on Christmas eve when NORAD calls
were patched through to the White House lines, per a WH pool report.

She completed the look with loose hair and bright red high heels that looked beautiful, as the first family took calls in the State
Dinning Room.

At one point, FLOTUS was overheard wishing one of the kids “Merry Christmas.”

“How are you? Are you tracking Santa?” the first lady asked. “I want to wish you a Merry Christmas. Thank you. Nice talking to
you.”

Meanwhile, the president was heard asking one child, possibly from Indiana, what he thought Santa was going to bring him.

“What’s Santa going to get you for Christmas,” Trump asked. “Who’s with you … Have a great Christmas, and I’ll talk to you again,
OK?”

https://dailycaller.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Melania_Santa_9.jpg

The NORAD Santa Tracker program “is a 63-year tradition of tracking Santa’s sleigh from the North Pole to children all over the
world,” according to the pool report.

It was just her latest look during the holidays that turned heads, as she always seems to shine this time of year.
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It has been said before that those who do not know history are doomed to repeat it, and, unfortunately, there is an abundance of
ignorance these days regarding the history of this nation and the world that doesn’t bode well for our ability to avoid the mistakes
of the past.

Pure historical ignorance was on display recently by a well known rap artist named Talib Kweli, who in a tweet to his roughly 1
million social media followers suggested that President Donald Trump’s proposed border wall was doomed to fail just like the Berlin
Wall — which the rapper seems to think was built by Nazi Germany.

Yes, you read that right. This rapper seriously thought the Berlin Wall was built by Nazis, when it was in fact built by Soviet-bloc
communists long after the Nazis had been defeated.

Breitbart reported on Kweli’s Friday tweet, since deleted, which read, “So, you’re unaware of the fact that nazi Germany had a wall
called the Berlin Wall that was torn down in 1991 in order to foster humanity and diversity? Walls didn’t work for Nazis so why build
them here? Build bridges not walls Nazi lover.”

( Full story below )

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/rapper-tries-attack-trumps-wall-claiming-nazis-built-berlin-wall/?
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Just in time to wrap up the outgoing year, Sen. Rand Paul last week gave the country a Festivus airing of grievances on Twitter
involving all of the stuff the government wasted money on in 2018.

The Kentucky Republican isn’t just one of the upper chamber’s most notable budget hawks, he’s also one of the funnier lawmakers
in office, and it shows on social media. On Sunday, he turned his Twitter feed over to the absurdities of government waste (along
with a few choice memes to go with the extended rant).

“GOOD MORNING! Welcome to everyone’s favorite holiday, #Festivus!” Paul tweeted. “I’ve got a lot of problems with you people,
and now you’re gonna hear about them!”

Along with some great “Seinfeld” GIFs, he also had a lot of grievances to air.

( Full story below )
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Responsible gun owners have proven once again that firearms in the right hands are effective in stopping crime. This time, two
armed citizens in a town north of Seattle, Washington, were able to stop shoplifters.

Police say the two thieves stole power tools last Saturday from Coastal Farm and Ranch store in Marysville, according to Seattle’s
local KOMO-TV.

One customer confronted the shoplifters in the parking lot, but the criminals attempted to run him over before driving away.

If America was a liberal “utopia,” the shoplifters might’ve gotten away with their crimes. Unarmed civilians are at the mercy of
criminals and police response time.

Fortunately, two responsible gun owners were present. The gun owners fired at the tires of the getaway car, which eventually
brought the car to a halt.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Somehow a Grinch always manages to show up to ruffle our Christmas spirit.

This year, the Grinch is the form of the Democratic leadership that is blocking the Christmas present that President Donald Trump
wants to deliver to the nation in the form a wall to defend our southwestern border.

Trump wants $5 billion for the wall as part of a bill to continue funding the federal government. The Democrats say, "No," so now
we're in another of the all too familiar standoffs, producing a government shutdown.

Why is this wall, which was a key component of the platform on which Trump ran and was elected, so important?

I spend a lot of time on airplanes. It has always struck me that when the flight crew delivers the message before takeoff about the
possibility of using an oxygen mask, they note that adults traveling with children should don their mask, before helping the child.

It's counter to the instincts of most adults to do this. Which is why the instructions are explicitly given. You can't help your child,
your neighbor or anybody else if you are not around to perform the task.

The first job is look after your own personal safety. This is true of nations as well as individuals.....

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/columnists/starparker/2018/12/26/protect-our-nation-build-the-wall-n2538036
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Once again, thousands of families will spend Christmas away from their husbands, wives, daughters, and sons. In our case, our
third son was in the U.S. Army and spent four holiday seasons away from home.

We appreciate these families. I remember how emotional it was to salute the young people in our church who made it home for the
holidays. It was quite an impressive scene with all of those elegant uniforms as well.

We appreciate the ones serving the country, from Iraq to Afghanistan to the Korean peninsula to the fleet protecting the oil flow in
the Straits of Hormuz. They are doing very important work.

Here a few details about military families:

Remember that more than 52,000 U.S. service members have been wounded in action since 9/11! Many more have suffered from
combat-related stress, depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder. Often, the military family is impacted directly by this.

It goes without saying that the world is safer because our armed forces are defending freedom.

If you can, salute a military family in your neighborhood. They will appreciate it a lot. They may not show it but there is an empty
chair at the Christmas table this year.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Link below )⤵
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https://www.newsmax.com/headline/trump-shutdown-wall-christmas/2018/12/25/id/895784/

����������

President Donald Trump says parts of the government will stay shut as long as Democrats refuse to build more barriers on the
U.S.-Mexico border, seemingly dashing hope for a Christmas miracle that would soon allow several departments to reopen and
employees to return to work. Asked when the government would reopen, Trump said: "I can't tell you when the government's going
to be open. I can tell you it's not going to be open until we have a wall or fence, whatever they'd like to call it."

"I'll call it whatever they want but it's all the same thing," he said at the White House after offering holiday greetings to U.S. troops
stationed around the country and the world.

Trump argued that drug flows and human trafficking into the U.S. can only be stopped by a wall.

"We can't do it without a barrier. We can't do it without a wall," he told reporters.

Democrats oppose spending any money on a wall or fence, pushing instead for increased use of technology to control access at
the border.

Sen. Chuck Schumer of New York and Rep. Nancy Pelosi of California, the Democratic leaders of Congress, blame Trump for the
stalemate and for "plunging the country into chaos." They pointed to problems beyond the shutdown, including heavy losses on
Wall Street and Trump's decision to fire his defense secretary.

"The president wanted the shutdown, but he seems not to know how to get himself out of it," they said in the statement.

Trump had said he'd be "proud" to shut down the government in a fight over the wall, but now blames Democrats for refusing to
vote for a House-passed bill that includes the $5.7 billion he wants for the wall.

The White House presented a counteroffer over the weekend to Schumer that is between Trump's $5.7 billion price tag and the
$1.3 billion Democrats have offered, said budget director Mick Mulvaney. He did not elaborate, but a Democratic aide granted
anonymity to discuss the private talks said the White House offered $2.5 billion — an initial $2.1 billion plus $400 million
Democrats called a "slush fund" for the president's other immigration priorities.

Mulvaney said he was waiting for Schumer's response. Schumer's office said the parties remained "very far apart."

Trump chimed in Monday from the White House, where he has been cooped up in the mansion since Saturday, when the shutdown
began. Trump, who typically spends Christmas at his Florida estate, tweeted at one point Monday about feeling lonely.

"I am all alone (poor me) in the White House waiting for the Democrats to come back and make a deal on desperately needed
Border Security," he tweeted. "At some point the Democrats not wanting to make a deal will cost our Country more money than the
Border Wall we are all talking about. Crazy!"

Trump met Monday on border security with Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen and other department officials. Senate
negotiators continued talks behind the scenes with Democrats and Republicans. The House and Senate briefly gaveled into
session on Christmas Eve before quickly closing again with no further action.

Several Cabinet departments and agencies have been closed since Saturday after their funding lapsed, and Mulvaney warned the
shutdown could stretch into January, when Democrats are set to take back control the House.

Trump excused federal employees from work on Monday and Christmas is a federal holiday, meaning the public could begin
feeling the shutdown's effects on Wednesday. Some 800,000 federal workers must either work without pay for the time being, or
stay home and wait to be paid later.
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What’s left to tax in California? Seriously, you had to wonder that when they were proposing this garbage. The state was
considering taxing text messages. It’s a state with a trash governor, a trash legislature that passes shoddy laws, and so this
proposal, which was total garbage, shouldn’t shock us. It was announced earlier this month

Soon, Californians may have to think twice before texting. The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) is set to vote next
month on a proposal to add on a surcharge for text messages.

Many tell ABC7 News that reviewing their current cellphone bill is already a challenge. Wireless customers point to the fine print,
saying it's difficult to recognize exactly what you're being charged for.

Carl Guardino, president and CEO of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, calls the proposal "bad practice."

When hardworking Californians are already feeling taxed and 'feed' to death, not every new idea needs a new tax to fund it,"
Guardino told ABC7 News. "Here's a great example, the CPUC is sitting on $1 billion for this purpose."

Luckily, as Christmas approached, the FCC took a tomahawk to this proposal and the state has now shelved plans to tax text
messaging (via Fox 8):

If the popular saying, "As California goes, so goes the country," holds true, that will be good news for people who don't want a tax
on text messages.

California regulators were hoping to tax text messages, until a recent ruling from the FCC.

The FCC says text messages are an "information service" - not a "telecommunications service."

So, Merry Christmas, Californians, but you still live in a deep blue cesspool.

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/25/merry-christmas-liberal-cesspool-california-nixes-plan-to-tax-texts-messages-
n2537520
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In one of the most remarkable Abbott and Costello routines in modern times, the economic wizards at the Fed again raised interest
rates on Tuesday. Their crackerjack logic for doing so is to steer America on a course toward recession so they have the tools in
hand to end the recession that they themselves created. Can anyone tell us who's on first?

Worse, this Fed move doubles down on its blunderous interest rate rise in September. President Donald Trump turned out to be
exactly right: The central bank pullback on money would slow growth and crush the stock market in order to combat nonexistent
inflation.

The Fed had already reduced the monetary thrust that it provides to the economy eight times since Dec. 15, 2015, by raising its
federal funds interest rate from 0.25 percent to 2.25 percent. Each time, the Fed claimed that it needed to guard our economic
airliner from inflationary "overheating" -- as if its job is to prevent too many people from working and to make sure that paychecks
aren't rising too quickly.

Unfortunately, if you cut engine power too far on a jetliner, it will stall and drop out of the sky.

On Wednesday, Dec. 19, despite the numerous market-based alarms that were sounding in the cockpit, Federal Reserve Chairman
Jerome Powell and his co-pilots on the Federal Open Market Committee, a committee within the Federal Reserve System, is
charged under the United States law with overseeing the nation's open market operations.

This Federal Reserve committee makes key decisions about interest rates and the growth of the U.S. money supply. FOMC voted
to raise the funds rate to 2.50 percent. This sucks more dollars out of the economy at a time when the world is demanding more
dollars -- thanks to Trump's tax-cutting and deregulation policies.

Powell has been entirely tone-deaf to the financial markets he seeks to protect. The Dow Jones Industrial average, which had risen
by 382 points on hopes that the Fed would listen to Trump and stop cutting power, plunged by 895 points after the 2 p.m.
announcement, and closed the day down 352 points (1.49 percent). Poof. Trillions of dollars of wealth vanished.

����������

( Full story below )⤵
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

For the 22nd time since 1975, an impasse between Congress and the President has resulted in a partial shutdown of non-essential
government offices. Like the 21-day shutdown in 1995-96, this one is occurring over the Christmas holidays when little government
work is done anyway.

Members of Congress went home after failing to approve a modest down-payment on essential border security. Thankfully,
President Trump has stood strong for building a wall along our southern border, where over 100,000 people crossed illegally last
year.

Of course the Republican Congress should have addressed this long ago, not days before they lose their majority in the House. It
should not have required a successful “GoFundMe” fundraising effort for the wall to prod the House to finally authorize $5.7 billion
to fund it.

Some Democrats are refusing to support a border wall merely because Trump supports it. As Sen. David Perdue (R-Ga.) said last
week, “I talked to four Democrats that said: ‘Look, if you just stop calling it the wall, we’re in.’”

Democrats have thought that a shutdown always works to their advantage, but that calculation changed after Republicans
benefited from the Schumer shutdown last January. Trump had generously offered to sign legislation protecting the children of
illegal aliens, but his offer was rebuffed by Schumer and Pelosi.

Democrats claim they support “border security,” but what they really mean is money to process thousands of bogus claims of
asylum by people hoping to land in the great American safety net while they wait for their claims to be heard. Trump has outfoxed
the asylum industry by requiring claimants to remain in Mexico while they wait......

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

President Trump made a series of video calls Tuesday morning from the Oval Office, wishing U.S. troops around the country and
the world a Merry Christmas.

According to the White House pool report, the following locations were reached.

Army: Task Force Talon, Anderson Air Force Base, Guam Marine Corps: Marine Attack Squadron 223, Sheik Isa Airbase, Bahrain
Navy: Naval Forces Central Command, Manama, Bahrain Air Force: 379th Air Expeditionary Wing, Al Udied Air Base, Qatar Coast
Guard: Coast Guard District 7, Juneau, Alaska

The White House also released the President's official Christmas message.

The White House ✔

@WhiteHouse

Merry Christmas from President @realDonaldTrump and @FLOTUS On Christmas Eve, President Trump and First Lady Melania
made phone calls to children tracking Santa Claus.

Melania Trump ✔

@FLOTUS

Helping children across the country track #Santa is becoming one of my favorite traditions! @Potus and I enjoyed working with
@NORADSanta - #ChristmasEve

The couple attended Christmas services at National Cathedral in Washington D.C.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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Former FBI Director James Comey was called out Sunday for spreading yet another lie…this time about FBI employees not
receiving a paycheck over Christmas.

“FBI families will spend Christmas without a paycheck. This president promised Mexico would pay for the wall but innocent people
are now paying the price for another lie. Our thoughts are with hardworking public servants and their families," Comey said in a
tweet on Sunday.

James Comey ✔ @Comey FBI families will spend Christmas without a paycheck. This president promised Mexico would pay for
the wall but innocent people are now paying the price for another lie. Our thoughts are with hardworking public servants and their
families.

He continued: “This, of course, makes perfect sense if you think about it for just two seconds. The money for December 9-21
salaries was appropriated and obligated. So those payments can be sent as part of normal shutdown operations.

“It's the pay period after that where there is no money.”

“Per OMB guidance, checks for Pay Period 26 (December 9-22) will be processed as usual. Which means federal employees will
get their normal direct deposit between December 28 and January 3,” responded one man. “It's the paychecks after that, starting
with Pay Period 1, that are stopped.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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Today' is Christmas Morning & I for one would like to Wish The President of The United States of America, Mr. Donald J. Trump &
His Beautiful Wife The First Lady Melania Trump a Very Merry Christmas!

I also would like to Wish "Q" & The Entire MI Team & The Whole United States Military every Branch of our Great Military, Men &
Women, I wish You A Very Merry Christmas!

I pray that the God of Heaven give You All Divine Protection for You & All Your Loved Ones this Christmas Day &
throughout The Holiday Season, wherever You may be around the World ,May God Bless You !

Amen

I would like to Wish All The Patriots the follow "Q" & are in this fight along with President Trump & The Q'anon Team:

MERRY CHRISTMAS & GOD BLESS YOU AND YOURS !

Enjoy Your Day & Much Love,

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Today' is Christmas Morning & I for one would like to Wish The President of The United States of America, Mr. Donald J. Trump &
His Beautiful Wife The First Lady Melania Trump a Very Merry Christmas!

I also would like to Wish "Q" & The Entire MI Team & The Whole United States Military every Branch of our Great Military, Men &
Women, I wish You A Very Merry Christmas!

I pray that the God of Heaven give You All Divine Protection for You & All Your Loved Ones this Christmas Day &
throughout The Holiday Season, wherever You may be around the World ,May God Bless You !

Amen

I would like to Wish All The Patriots that follow "Q" & are in this fight along with President Trump & The Q'anon Team:

MERRY CHRISTMAS & GOD BLESS YOU AND YOURS !

Enjoy Your Day & Much Love,

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Federal Judge Beryl Howell ruled Monday afternoon the North Korean regime must pay $501 million to the parents of Otto
Warmbier, a 22-year-old American student who was tortured to death after being taken hostage in the country three years ago.

"North Korea is liable for the torture, hostage taking, and extrajudicial killing of Otto Warmbier, and the injuries to his mother and
father, Fred and Cindy Warmbier,” the ruling states.

Warmbier was returned to the United States in June of 2017. He arrived in a coma and extremely poor health. Shortly afterward, he
died. His parents described his treatment as heinous and inhumane.

�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫�⚫

(Full story below)⤵
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On Monday, the Department of Defense released Secretary of Defense James Mattis’ holiday message to the service members
who are both at home and overseas.

“Since Washington crossed the Delaware at Christmas 1776, American troops have missed holidays at home to defend our
experiment and democracy. To all you lads and lasses holding the line in 2018 on land, at sea, or in the air, thanks for keeping the
faith. Merry Christmas and may God hold you safe,” Mattis stated.....

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

WATCH VIDEO BELOW ⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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I never would have pegged Michael Moore as being the type to age gracefully, but his descent into later middle age has been even
more unpropitious than I might have imagined.

It isn’t just that he looks less like the meticulously schlubby everyman persona he crafted for himself and more like my seventh-
grade social studies teacher. (I wonder how Mrs. Jenkins is doing these days.)

t’s not that his movies have gotten even more intellectually lazy than they were back in the relative halcyon days of “Fahrenheit
9/11” — which is a feat in and of itself, but something that would take a few hundred thousand words to fully flesh out.

It’s not even that Moore has managed to get lazier even though his artisanship has remained conspicuously stagnant in the 29
years since “Roger & Me” debuted in theaters.

(“This … is <insert bad person here>,” Moore’s narration will intone over stock footage of some CEO smiling as he rings in a
trading day on Wall Street. “He did <insert really bad thing here>.” Then flash to a scene of an elderly couple packing up their
darkened home. “This … is <insert name of couple here>. They lost their home because of <insert name of bad CEO here>.”
Maybe show some shaky B-roll footage of a Republican lawmaker to try and connect all of this to the GOP. Repeat ad nauseum
until you have enough material for a full movie.)

No, none of this is why the only person in Hollywood aging less gracefully than Moore is Charlie Sheen. The reason is that Moore
is getting nuttier than Aunt Sally’s pecan pralines.

Yes, I’m aware Mr. Moore didn’t have far to go. However, take a look at Moore’s tree-topper this Christmas and tell me that this
isn’t a man who may want to consider taking a break from political life (or the exigencies of dressing and feeding himself):

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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One of the most disgusting things to come out of the Obama administration was "Operation Fast and Furious," where members of
the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) allowed illegal gun sales to go through – commonly referred
to as "gun walking" – in order to track buyers and sellers they believed were connected to the Mexican drug cartels. Nearly 2,000
firearms were sold and were eventually found throughout the United States and Mexico. Two of them were used to kill Border
Patrol Agent Brian Terry.

were used to kill Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry.

According to the New York Daily News, Brooklyn prosecutors are doing everything in their power to keep any questions relating to
"Fast and Furious" from being mentioned during witness testimony. In fact, they're asking a federal judge to block defense
attorneys from asking questions relating to the highly-publicized botched campaign.

"The defense strategy is transparent. Given the substantial number of articles that have been written about the Operation, many of
which criticize the government’s handling of the movement of weapons from the United States into Mexico, the defense is
attempting to use the well-known operation to place the government on trial," United States Attorney Richard Donoghue said in a
letter to the court. "While the government wil lseek to introduce at trial seized weapons that had been identified by ATF agents
within the scope of the Operation, any details about the Operation itself are completely irrelevant to the issues at trial under Rule
401 of the Federal Rules of Evidence and should be excluded on those grounds alone."

���������

( Full story below )
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https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/23/icymi-feds-want-to-keep-any-mention-of-fast-and-furious-out-of-el-chapos-
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⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫

Over the last few years, I've had conversations with friends in Mexico. We usually end up talking about the border. For us, the
border is illegal immigration. For Mexicans, it's guns and cash corrupting a fragile political system.

As a Mexican friend said recently, the cartels have the politicians in their pockets, especially in the small towns where many of
these vans full of cash and guns drive through.

There are many reasons to build that border wall, as former secretary of education William Bennett said on Sunday:

By weight, 86 percent of heroin that entered the United States in 2016 was of Mexican origin, according statistics from the Drug
Enforcement Administration......

⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫

( Full story below )⤵
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Recently Acts of Faith, which is a religious news and opinion page run by the Washington Post, published an article which argued
that evangelical Christians avoided the Magnificat (the poem/song uttered by the Virgin Mary during her visit to her cousin,
Elizabeth) because it was 'revolutionary' and that conflicts with our conservative ideology.

Pretty much no actual evidence is mustered to show that evangelicals actually do avoid the Magnificat, nor that the Magnificat has
a left tilt which clashes with conservative ideology, nor that this non-demonstrated aversion to its non-demonstrated leftist tilt
occurs for reasons other than the obvious reason, which is evangelical reaction to Marian devotion by Roman Catholics.

As someone who has moved in a broad range of evangelical circles for almost four decades, I can tell you that I have never, ever,
not even once, heard any evangelical express any ideological concern about the Magnificat.

And why should we express such a concern? After all, the Mary/Marx nexus (Maryx?) is completely made up, not drawn from the
text of Scripture.

The article in question argues that because Mary lived in a society with high inequality this implies a certain ideological slant to the
left:

����������
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Well, it’s Christmas Eve. For those of who are traveling today, hope you get to your respective family gatherings safely. In the
meantime, on the political front, the Democrats have decided to shut down the government. They do not support border security.
President Trump wants $5 billion for part of his wall. The Senate has adjourned and we could be in for a long showdown over this
part of the spending package. Armageddon won’t come I assure you, but for those on the Left hoping that Trump’s approval ratings
could take a hit—there are a few reason why it won’t budge. Gallup has more, but one big reason why it won’t is because we’re as
polarized as ever. I’m not complaining. Polarization is healthy in my book; it allows us to see who the enemy is. The polling firm
added that Trump’s approval ratings are stable, more stable than any other president in recent memory, while adding that there
hasn’t been a honeymoon period or a significant rally point in his presidency thus far:

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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This is a great clip regarding ABORTION , I came across this morning , it being Christmas Eve I thought I'd share it with the GA
sub.

( Click link below ) ⤵
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The Americans who voted for Donald Trump wanted a disrupter, and that’s what Santa brought them this
Christmas/Hanukah/Kwanzaa. After two years of denying his inner Donald, and under fire from all sides, Trump finally went full
Trump. That is, he actually did what he promised, and the establishment lost its collective Schiff.

They really thought this was it for Trump. They thought they finally had him. The GOP just lost the House. The Fed raised interest
rates as the market slumped – for totally economic reasons and not to hurt Trump’s chances, and if you say different you are a
crazy traitor Russian emoluments treason guy. Ann Coulter was dissing him about the wall so hard he unfollowed her on Twitter.
The Mueller festival of elite onanism peaked with the Flynn fiasco.

But when all hell breaks loose, Trump thrives. And he thrives through disruption. He stopped trying to behave – yeah, the last two
years was him behaving in an attempt to work with the establishment – and started doing what he said he would do. He went back
to disrupting the elite consensus. And that has freaked out the squares.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season Lord That You Set Straight All That Has Been Made Crooked By
The Satanic Cabal, That Lord We Know Who Ultimately Have An Evil Plan For The Enslavement Of Humanity.

Lord I ask that You Bless and Protect President Trump and His Entire Family and May You keep safe also "Q" or otherwise known
as Q'anon, for Father We know that these times are trying and Lord We know that the Evil that We are up against in this fight for
Good over Evil is not a fight that We should ever take lightly. So Father I Ask that You Bless all the Patriots that are in this fight
whether they be here in America or around the world, Lord Bless Them this Holiday Season and keep their hearts in the right place
for We need all the Patriots hearts and minds in strong prayer for the Plan that has been so graciously shared with Us Patriots for
the purpose of shared Prayers like "Q" has instructed Us many times to Pray and keep the Faith for The Plan to be executed in a
manner where all the Brave Participants can and will be safe. Father God I ask that You in all Your Strength and Wisdom that You
give Our President all the Knowledge and Strength to proceed with the take down of this Foul Evil Cabal and may Your Guiding
Hand be with those as they arrest and transfer all of the known Cabal involved with the Pedophilia acts upon all peoples whether
they be a new born baby to a dieing old man, Lord whatever it may be during the big take down, I ask Father that You be with each
and every Soldier, Policeman or Policewoman involved in the process . Plus Lord I ask that You Bless the entire operation as it
takes place Father for We know the time is shortly to be at hand.

Father God I now ask that You come down with Your Holy Spirit and Bless All The Patriots around the world this Christmas
Season as We celebrate Our Lord and Saviour's Birth this Christmas Season, Father May You shine Your Forever Loving Spirit on
All Those that are in need this time of year and always.

Father God I ask all these things in Your Son Jesus Holy Name ,

Amen

⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫

Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays Patriots, May God Bless You and Yours!

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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As a potential partial government shutdown looms at midnight Friday, Democrats and Republicans in the House and Senate are
locked in a back-and-forth battle over key spending bills.

The two parties appear to be at an impasse over a request from President Donald Trump for about $5 billion in funding for border
security and a border wall.

Trump and Republicans have appropriately framed border security as being part and parcel with national security. They maintain
that a border wall is an integral part of the necessary security measures to protect the nation from illegal immigration, human and
drug smuggling and the infiltration of criminals and terrorists...

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season Lord That You Set Straight All That Has Been Made Crooked By
The Satanic Cabal, That Lord We Know Who Ultimately Have An Evil Plan For The Enslavement Of Humanity.

Lord I ask that You Bless and Protect President Trump and His Entire Family and May You keep safe also "Q" or otherwise known
as Q'anon, for Father We know that these times are trying and Lord We know that the Evil that We are up against in this fight for
Good over Evil is not a fight that We should ever take lightly. So Father I Ask that You Bless all the Patriots that are in this fight
whether they be here in America or around the world, Lord Bless Them this Holiday Season and keep their hearts in the right place
for We need all the Patriots hearts and minds in strong prayer for the Plan that has been so graciously shared with Us Patriots for
the purpose of shared Prayers like "Q" has instructed Us many times to Pray and keep the Faith for The Plan to be executed in a
manner where all the Brave Participants can and will be safe. Father God I ask that You in all Your Strength and Wisdom that You
give Our President all the Knowledge and Strength to proceed with the take down of this Foul Evil Cabal and may Your Guiding
Hand be with those as they arrest and transfer all of the known Cabal involved with the Pedophilia acts upon all peoples whether
they be a new born baby to a dieing old man, Lord whatever it may be during the big take down, I ask Father that You be with each
and every Soldier, Policeman or Policewoman involved in the process . Plus Lord I ask that You Bless the entire operation as it
takes place Father for We know the time is shortly to be at hand.

Father God I now ask that You come down with Your Holy Spirit and Bless All The Patriots around the world this Christmas
Season as We celebrate Our Lord and Saviour's Birth this Christmas Season, Father May You shine Your Forever Loving Spirit on
All Those that are in need this time of year and always.

Father God I ask all these things in Your Son Jesus Holy Name ,

Amen

❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇

Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays Patriots, May God Bless You and Yours!

@Stonenchizel
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I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season Lord That You Set Straight All That Has Been Made Crooked By
The Satanic Cabal, That Lord We Know Who Ultimately Have An Evil Plan For The Enslavement Of Humanity.

Lord I ask that You Bless and Protect President Trump and His Entire Family and May You keep safe also "Q" or otherwise known
as Q'anon, for Father We know that these times are trying and Lord We know that the Evil that We are up against in this fight for
Good over Evil is not a fight that We should ever take lightly. So Father I Ask that You Bless all the Patriots that are in this fight
whether they be here in America or around the world, Lord Bless Them this Holiday Season and keep their hearts in the right place
for We need all the Patriots hearts and minds in strong prayer for the Plan that has been so graciously shared with Us Patriots for
the purpose of shared Prayers like "Q" has instructed Us many times to Pray and keep the Faith for The Plan to be executed in a
manner where all the Brave Participants can and will be safe. Father God I ask that You in all Your Strength and Wisdom that You
give Our President all the Knowledge and Strength to proceed with the take down of this Foul Evil Cabal and may Your Guiding
Hand be with those as they arrest and transfer all of the known Cabal involved with the Pedophilia acts upon all peoples whether
they be a new born baby to a dieing old man, Lord whatever it may be during the big take down, I ask Father that You be with each
and every Soldier, Policeman or Policewoman involved in the process . Plus Lord I ask that You Bless the entire operation as it
takes place Father for We know the time is shortly to be at hand.

Father God I now ask that You come down with Your Holy Spirit and Bless All The Patriots around the world this Christmas
Season as We celebrate Our Lord and Saviour's Birth this Christmas Season, Father May You shine Your Forever Loving Spirit on
All Those that are in need this time of year and always.

Father God I ask all these things in Your Son Jesus Holy Name ,

Amen

⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫⚪⚫

Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays Patriots, May God Bless You and Yours!

@Stonenchizel
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Defense Secretary James Mattis said the transition to a new department head will go smoothly.

“SecDef Mattis will work with Deputy [Patrick] Shanahan and department leadership to ensure the DOD remains focused on the
defense of the nation during this transition," Dana White, the assistant to the Secretary of Defense for public affairs, wrote in a
tweet.

The statement came after President Donald Trump said that Mattis will leave his position on January 1, two months before he
previously planned to depart, and that Shanahan, Mattis’s deputy, will serve as acting chief of the Pentagon.

Mattis announced his resignation last week after Trump said he would withdraw American troops from Syria,

( Full story below )
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The special presidential envoy for the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS, Brett McGurk, on Friday informed Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo that he would be vacating his post come February 2019. The decision as made because McGurk strongly disagrees with
President Donald Turmp's desire to pull troops out of Syria. McGurk's resignation comes one day after Defense Secretary General
James Mattis also resigned for similar sentiments.

From CBS News:As leader of the counter ISIS mission, McGurk had been in the region to meet with coalition partners including
Kurdish leader Masoud Barzani last week when Mr. Trump made his sudden decision to pull U.S. support. According to Barzani's
office, he had raised concern about the fate of Kurds in Syria including the Kurdish-led group of fighters known as the Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF). They have been the ground troops in the fight against ISIS and receive help from U.S. advisers,
weapons and air strikes.

It is now unclear what will happen to those fighters after the U.S. troops withdraw, and whether the U.S. will continue to carry out
air strikes in support of them.

( Full story below )
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I thought I'd post a Meme just for Shit'z & Giggles ............

This is a President Trump Santa Claus Meme :

( CLICK LINK BELOW FOR MEME )
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This is a President Trump Santa Claus Meme :
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( Stupid Dumb Ass Senate Democrats Should Have Passed The Border Wall Bill )
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Cable news anchors routinely take President Trump’s words out of context, and misrepresent the facts about national security
threats such as the migrant caravan. Meanwhile, amidst the strongest U.S. economy in a generation, they repeatedly diminish the
results and insist that a recession is just around the corner.

To feed their anti-American narrative, fake-news media outlets frequently publish unsubstantiated reports without hesitation or
corroboration, such as the infamous, error-filled BuzzFeed report containing “unverified and potentially unverifiable” claims
regarding Donald Trump’s visit to Russia when he was a private citizen. Their refusal to accurately cover left-wing violence against
American conservatives is just further evidence of the political agenda shaping mainstream media “news” reports, as is their
continued reliance on buffoonish, partisan “journalists” like CNN’s Jim Acosta, who are really just partisan activists assigned to the
White House to ask demeaning questions intended to further advance the media’s anti-Trump, anti-America agenda

To make matters worse, the media’s collusion with Democrats is actively helping liberal lawmakers like incoming House Finance
Services Committee Maxine Waters or Congresswoman-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez spread their talking points uncontested in
the public arena — an advantage given to no Republican.

Democrats and the destroy-Trump media have breathlessly pushed hysterical nonsense like the Trump-Russia collusion theory,
but the real collusion that took place during the 2016 election was between Democrats and their media allies.

They’ve been colluding for years to disparage and demean American patriots, and Donald Trump represents the sort of national
pride the media love to hate.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫
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It’s on, the government is shut down. At least it was as of this writing, by the time it’s published someone may have caved or we
could have devolved into a “purge” situation. In 2018, anything is possible. As we struggle to survive hours or days without a small
percentage of a small percentage of federal workforce who are out enjoying the (eventual) paid time off, keep in mind that you
won’t remember this when it’s over. But you’ll survive.

I’m a survivor, and so are you. We all are survivors of government shutdowns. Since 1976 there have been 20 shutdowns, full or
partial, of the federal government. And I bet you don’t remember any of them. You survived, like you will survive this one, no
matter how panicked the media coverage becomes, no matter how crazed Democrats become.

This time, however, the battle isn’t over something you’ll never see, like the spending battles in the past that were over numbers.
This time it’s something physical, a wall.

Democrats will never, ever allow a wall to be built. They can’t. And President Trump has to build the wall, at least some of it, or
he’ll have an even more difficult time getting reelected. That’s the point of everything happening in Washington right now.

The seeds for this fight were planted way back in 1988, the moment then Vice President George H.W. Bush first said, “Read my
lips, no new taxes.” That promise, once he won, was in the crosshairs of Democrats in Congress. They knew that if they could get
him to break it, it would demoralize a large enough portion of his base that they could win in 1992. While it wasn’t the deciding
factor in Bush’s loss, it was a factor. How could you trust someone who made a pledge to you and didn’t keep it?

That’s why Democrats are now opposing a measly $5 billion to build some portions of a wall on the southern border. They feign
outrage over the idea of spending the money, but the federal government spends more than $12 billion every single day, and
Democrats are pushing to blow trillions on socialized medicine, so spending money is not something with which they have a
problem. What they can’t afford is for Donald Trump to fulfill even a couple of hundred strategically placed miles of his signature
campaign promise.
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( Full story below )⤵
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"The end date for my tenure is February 28, 2019, a date that should allow sufficient time for a successor to be nominated and
confirmed as well as to make sure the Department's interests are properly articulated and protected at upcoming events to include
Congressional posture hearings and the NATO Defense Ministerial meeting in February," Mattis wrote Thursday.

It was not immediately clear why Mattis' departure date was apparently moved up, but tension in the Defense Department has
skyrocketed since his sudden resignation. Sources told Fox News this week that Mattis' resignation was "in protest" over the
president's national security policies and that more resignations could be coming.

U.S. officials said this week that the Trump administration is making plans to pull all 2,000 troops out of Syria, and Trump later
tweeted that “we have defeated ISIS in Syria, my only reason for being there during the Trump Presidency.”

Trump has stood by his Syria decision despite fierce blowback, telling detractors that the pullout should come as “no surprise”
given his 2016 campaign promises and arguing that America’s role as “Policeman of the Middle East” is not worth the sacrifice.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵
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COP 24 just concluded in Poland. Nearly 23,000 climate saviors attended this 24th annual climate carnival.

Every year, plane-loads of concerned busybodies fly to some interesting new location to spend tax dollars on a well stocked 12-
day holiday. They concoct plans to ration and tax the energy used by real workers, farmers, and families back home.

Few delegates arrived by bicycle or solar-powered plane – a fleet of at least 100 commercial, private, and charter aircraft brought
them at a cost estimated at U.S. $57M. When the costs of hotels, ground transport, food, entertainment, air-conditioning, and
office services are added, the bill is likely to top $500M.

( Full story below )
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Defense secretaries come and go. President Obama had four of them in eight years, who had some unkind things to say about his
leadership or lack of it. There was no talk of chaos or of the only adult in the room leaving.

Suddenly, the media are in a meltdown after "Mad Dog" Mattis announced his departure from the Cabinet after President Trump
announced our departure from Syria:

Foreign Policy Pentagon reporter Lara Seligman wrote the press corp [sic] is contemplating suicide over Mattis' resignation, "I
think I speak for all national security reporters tonight when I say I'm about ready to jump off a cliff. But at least I already wrote the
"who will replace Mattis" story two months (only two months?????) ago[."]

Democrats who won't defend our southern border and who slept as Obama drew red lines with vanishing ink worry about an ISIS
Obama created by a precipitous withdrawal from Iraq regaining strength and reforming in Syria and Iraq. The general Obama fired
is suddenly a man of principle whose leadership was indispensable:

( Full story below )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/did_the_media_care_when_obama_fired_general_mattis.html#.XB-
ttB5TXB0.twitter
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Defense secretaries come and go. President Obama had four of them in eight years, who had some unkind things to say about his
leadership or lack of it. There was no talk of chaos or of the only adult in the room leaving.

Suddenly, the media are in a meltdown after "Mad Dog" Mattis announced his departure from the Cabinet after President Trump
announced our departure from Syria:

Foreign Policy Pentagon reporter Lara Seligman wrote the press corp [sic] is contemplating suicide over Mattis' resignation, "I
think I speak for all national security reporters tonight when I say I'm about ready to jump off a cliff. But at least I already wrote the
"who will replace Mattis" story two months (only two months?????) ago[."]

Democrats who won't defend our southern border and who slept as Obama drew red lines with vanishing ink worry about an ISIS
Obama created by a precipitous withdrawal from Iraq regaining strength and reforming in Syria and Iraq. The general Obama fired
is suddenly a man of principle whose leadership was indispensable:
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For the past five days, the display of the stupidity in the elected bodies of Congress has been on full display.

For the past five days, Americans have had to put up with politically framed speeches and explanations of why this shutdown had
to happen and whose fault it truly is.

For the past five days the amount of grandstanding “on principle” has made many feel that no one in Washington DC will ever
listen to the people ever again.

However for the past five days—outside of DC—another story began to be told.

For the past five days, more than a quarter of a million American citizens have been more successful in gaining consensus than
sixty elected U.S. Senators.

And with a greater measure of what it actually costs those same quarter of a million citizens—representing political affiliations of
every stripe—have shamed our nation’s highest elected body into an abject embarrassment for their inability to reflect the will of
those who sent them there.

Simultaneously this crystal clear sign of American will has survived a challenge to its integrity that is fairly telling.

Here are the details.

At the Senate’s inability to find the votes necessary to pass the initial 5 billion to fund a permanent border barrier, a triple amputee,
decided to lead in a different direction.

Brian Kolfage, the most seriously wounded Special Forces Airman to ever survive combat, has no more use for three of his four
limbs. He is a successful private citizen. He is a Purple Heart recipient.

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/kevinmccullough/2018/12/23/why-we-know-that-congressional-democrats-are-betraying-us-on-the-
border-wall-n2537982
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For the past five days, the display of the stupidity in the elected bodies of Congress has been on full display.

For the past five days, Americans have had to put up with politically framed speeches and explanations of why this shutdown had
to happen and whose fault it truly is.

For the past five days the amount of grandstanding “on principle” has made many feel that no one in Washington DC will ever
listen to the people ever again.

However for the past five days—outside of DC—another story began to be told.

For the past five days, more than a quarter of a million American citizens have been more successful in gaining consensus than
sixty elected U.S. Senators.

And with a greater measure of what it actually costs those same quarter of a million citizens—representing political affiliations of
every stripe—have shamed our nation’s highest elected body into an abject embarrassment for their inability to reflect the will of
those who sent them there.

Simultaneously this crystal clear sign of American will has survived a challenge to its integrity that is fairly telling.

Here are the details.

At the Senate’s inability to find the votes necessary to pass the initial 5 billion to fund a permanent border barrier, a triple amputee,
decided to lead in a different direction.

Brian Kolfage, the most seriously wounded Special Forces Airman to ever survive combat, has no more use for three of his four
limbs. He is a successful private citizen. He is a Purple Heart recipient.
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Uh Oh: Funds Raised From The Border Wall GoFundMe Account May Have To Be Returned  (GreatAwakening)
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House Resolution 7207 was introduced as a way of addressing the issues surrounding the government receiving donations for the
border wall.

If the House can pass the bill before the Democrats take control before the beginning of the year, H.R. 2707 would establish the
"Border Wall Trust Fund" and allow the government to receive funds for the earmarked project.

If passed, the Secretary of the Treasury would have 60 days to establish the account. A website would have to be established so
people could donate directly to the cause online. ORIGINAL POST

Over the last few days, the GoFundMe campaign to build the border wall along the southern border has raised more than $15.5
million out of the $1 billion goal. But now, Brian Kolfage, the Purple Heart triple amputee veteran who started the campaign may
have to return the funds raised throughout the campaign.

According to Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R-VA), the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, he's unsure about how the donation
would work.

“I think it’s admirable, and I think that the country should respond,” Goodlatte told The New York Post. “Obviously, we can’t let
citizens raise money and say, ‘The government will spend my money on this purpose.’”

Part of the problem is how donations made to the federal government are handled. “Gifts to the United States” are set aside for
“general use” by the federal government or “budget needs.”

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/22/uh-oh-funds-raised-from-the-border-wall-gofundme-account-may-have-to-be-
returned-n2537980
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House Resolution 7207 was introduced as a way of addressing the issues surrounding the government receiving donations for the
border wall.

If the House can pass the bill before the Democrats take control before the beginning of the year, H.R. 2707 would establish the
"Border Wall Trust Fund" and allow the government to receive funds for the earmarked project.

If passed, the Secretary of the Treasury would have 60 days to establish the account. A website would have to be established so
people could donate directly to the cause online. ORIGINAL POST

Over the last few days, the GoFundMe campaign to build the border wall along the southern border has raised more than $15.5
million out of the $1 billion goal. But now, Brian Kolfage, the Purple Heart triple amputee veteran who started the campaign may
have to return the funds raised throughout the campaign.

According to Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R-VA), the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, he's unsure about how the donation
would work.

“I think it’s admirable, and I think that the country should respond,” Goodlatte told The New York Post. “Obviously, we can’t let
citizens raise money and say, ‘The government will spend my money on this purpose.’”

Part of the problem is how donations made to the federal government are handled. “Gifts to the United States” are set aside for
“general use” by the federal government or “budget needs.”
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CNN decided to "investigate" the number of people who lie on the 4473 forms, which are used when someone purchases a firearm.
It asks basic questions like your name, address, date of birth and if you've committed a number of criminal violations. When you
fill it out you check a simple "yes" or "no" on each question. Lying on 4473 is a felony that can result in a hefty fine and up to 10
years in prison.

What's silly is it took an "investigation" for CNN to realize a fact that gun rights advocates have been saying for years: criminals
lie. And the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) very rarely prosecutes those who are caught lying on
the form.

Here's what their "investigation" found:

Past and present ATF agents and prosecutors told CNN that, given limited resources, they're not inclined to prioritize the
nonviolent crime of lying on a form over more serious charges, like gun trafficking. The very few "lie and try" cases they prosecute
focus on dangerous "trigger pullers" who clearly know they're prohibited from owning a firearm -- career criminals with a history of
violence or activity in the drug trade.

But a 2006 internal ATF briefing paper obtained by CNN suggests that gun form liars are far more likely to go on to commit a gun
crime than even many experts recognize. When ATF analyzed firearm denial cases sent to field offices for investigation during a
seven-year period, it found that 10%-21% of that group went on to be arrested for a crime involving guns......

( *Full story below* )
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Because of the government shutdown that is looming, President Donald Trump plans to stay in Washington, D.C. First Lady
Melania Trump is returning from Florida so the family can be together on Christmas.

“Due to the shutdown, President Trump will remain in Washington, D.C. and the First Lady will return from Florida so they can
spend Christmas together,” White House press secretary Sarah Sanders said in a statement on Saturday.

The Senate plans to reconvene on Thurs., Dec. 27th. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) said there will be no future
votes on short-term spending bills, meaning the Democrats are going to have to come to a compromise with the Republicans.

Trump previously took to Twitter to remind Americans that he's working to come to a compromise.......

( *Trump's Twitter Post below* )

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump I am in the White House, working hard. News reports concerning the Shutdown and Syria
are mostly FAKE. We are negotiating with the Democrats on desperately needed Border Security (Gangs, Drugs, Human
Trafficking & more) but it could be a long stay. On Syria, we were originally...

64.1K 8:18 AM - Dec 22, 2018 Twitter Ads info and privacy 40.4K people are talking about this Twitter Ads info and privacy

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump ....going to be there for three months, and that was seven years ago - we never left. When
I became President, ISIS was going wild. Now ISIS is largely defeated and other local countries, including Turkey, should be able
to easily take care of whatever remains. We’re coming home!

80.7K 8:30 AM - Dec 22, 2018

( *Full story below* )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/22/heres-how-the-trumps-plan-to-spend-christmas-n2537973
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Unbelievable : Democrats Keep Being Wrong And Keep Demanding We Believe Them  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 23:54:05, 4.9 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +22|-1 )

7 comments    ...  

Robert Mueller indicts a total of thirteen Russians and Russian businesses, spreading the news widely that they had attempted to
interfere with the 2016 presidential election. Mueller fully expected that none of these people or businesses would show up, so the
Justice Department wouldn't have to actually show evidence to support the claim.

Heaven forbid, one of the defendants showed up and demanded a trial and wanted to see the evidence, and Mueller wouldn't
provide it. When the government charges someone, shouldn't it be prepared immediately to at least show the person they charge
what it has?

The playbook is always the same but has different variations.

No matter how much Trump helps minorities and women move up the economic ladder and no matter how many immigrants are let
in each year, journalists and other Democrats just repeat over and over again that Trump is a racist, xenophobe, and sexist and
say how divisive he is.

The DNC won't let anyone in government see their computers, but we are told over and over again that Russians hacked them with
no evidence.

There never has been any actual evidence of Russian collusion with Trump, but that is repeated over and over again as if it were
absolutely true.

Without evidence, we were told over and over again how Brett Kavanaugh abused women.

No matter how many times experts flip and flop between warming and cooling, and no matter how many times they adjust numbers
when their predictions don't match the actual climate, we are told over and over that humans, CO2, and fossil fuels are causing
warming and the science is settled.

No matter how good the economic statistics, we are told over and over again that a recession is coming up to discourage
Americans and to lower Trump's approval. Never mind that many of these same people said the economy could never grow this
fast and that Trump's policies would have crashed the economy by now.

It is a shame so many are influenced so much by Democrat propaganda, pushed by complicit journalists.

*Full story below*

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/democrats_keep_being_wrong_and_keep_demanding_we_believe_them.html#.XB7NaN2Hw-
I.twitter

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( I'd like to say Thank You to @UK_Bloke_Awoke for always having my back when I make a mistake )

Thanks My Brother from across the Pond !

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930085
History: 6 points (+6|-0) at 2018-12-23 04:47:13

Gun Violence Activist Piling On The Lawsuits: Now The Brady Campaign Is Suing The Trump Administration. Here's
Why.  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 23:24:15, 5.4 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )
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Gun control group Brady Town to Prevent Gun Violence on Wednesday filed a lawsuit against the State Department for failing to
provide documents relating to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request filed five months ago. The Brady Campaign had
requested documents pertaining to the State Department's settlement with Defense Distributed which granted the company the
right to publish 3-D printed files.

Previously the State Department had said that 3-D printed guns were a national security risk because anyone with a 3-D printer
could print the firearms.

"The Trump Administration must explain to the public why it chose to reverse longstanding State Department policy opposing
publication of blueprints, and decide to allow terrorists and other dangerous people to make undetectable, untraceable guns with 3-
D printers in complete anonymity," Kris Brown, President of Brady Campaign and Center to Prevent Gun Violence, said in a
statement. "Instead of making it infinitely easier for the wrong people to get their hands on guns, it’s the government’s
responsibility to prevent the inevitable threats to its citizens posed by weapons that can pass through metal detectors in airports,
schools, and other public places."

( *Full story below* )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/22/piling-on-the-lawsuits-now-the-brady-campaign-is-suing-the-trump-
administration-heres-why-n2537971
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NSFW  A Quarter Of A Million Foreign Thugs Deported - Thanks, Trump!  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 19:51:45, 26 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +4|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Amid all the back and forth about who the biggest deporter is among presidents, and whether deportations are up or down under
President Trump, the Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency has released some impressive numbers: 256,000
deportations of immigration lawbreakers, mostly for committing additional crimes beyond the initial border break, in 2018.

According to NeonNettle, an interesting, new-looking news site that has a lot of interesting stories:

Sweeping raids across the United States has seen violent gang members apprehended by the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) agency, with more 256,000 illegal aliens deported in 2018 alone, according to reports. Pedophiles, child
abusers, and violent gang members are among those deported by ICE this year, including 95,360 illegal aliens living in the U.S and
160,725 caught by Border Patrol crossing into the country. The most notable deportations are the 95,000 illegal aliens living
throughout the interior of the country.

+++++++++++++++++

Whole Story Below

+++++++++++++++++

 [https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/a_quarter_of_a_million_foreign_thugs_deported__thanks_trump.html#.XB6VK6UH
RB4.twitter](https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/a_quarter_of_a_million_foreign_thugs_deported__thanks_trump.html#.X
B6VK6UHRB4.twitter)
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Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days
(GreatAwakening)
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*A GoFundMe created to raise money for President Trump's border wall has raised over $11 million [UPDATE: Over $13 million] in
four days, but that's a small fraction of its $1 billion goal.

Why it matters: Congress is in a stalemate over the border wall. The House passed a short-term funding that includes $5.7 billion
for border security, but the Senate, which passed their own bill that did not include the amount of wall funding Trump has
demanded, will likely shoot it down. President Trump said last week that he'd accept full responsibility for a shutdown over wall
funding, but said this morning that Democrats will be to blame if the Senate fails to pass the House's bill*.

( *Full story below* )

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/21/boom-air-force-veterans-gofundme-campaignfor-trumps-wall-surges-past-13-
milli-n2537956

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929678
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President Trump Is Proving To Be One Tough Hombre At The Border  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 18:59:18, 1.3 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +12|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

After some indecision, President Trump has decided to roll the dice and embrace a government shutdown in order to put pressure
on Congressional Democrats to fund a “Great Wall” on the border with Mexico. Bravo, President Trump!

Conservatives and patriots have watched with consternation over the past two years, as Trump has repeatedly given way on the
issue of wall funding. The time has now come for Republicans to put up or shut up. As Trump observed himself, upholding the
sovereignty of our nation, and protecting the safety of the American people, is the first responsibility of any elected official. Thus,
adequately fortifying our porous border with Mexico ought to be a no-brainer for any congressman. Since, unfortunately, quite a few
congressmen failed to realize this, their hands must be forced. So be it. It is high time that an American president showed the
mettle to take this battle on......

( *Full story below* )

https://townhall.com/columnists/nicholaswaddy/2018/12/22/trump-is-proving-to-be-one-tough-hombre-at-the-border-n2537955
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Sarah Sanders Uses Foreign Country To Slam Senate Democrats Over Border Wall Indecision  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 16:29:21, 3.8 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +18|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

"It’s a sad day in America when the Mexican government is doing more to protect the American people than Senate Democrats,”
she said.

“I hope they will not let that be the case by the end of the day and they will work with us and work with the president and Senate
Republicans to get this done and let everybody go home and let us start building the wall and let us start protecting our border.”

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/sarah-sanders-uses-foreign-country-slam-senate-democrats-border-wall-indecision/
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Pope Frank (The False Prophet) Offers A Ridiculous Plan For Dealing With Sexual Predators 'Hand Yourself Over'
(GreatAwakening)
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I left the Roman Catholic church I grew up in some years ago, first for militant atheism and then for a non-denominational
evangelical church with a Pentecostal background. As Johnny Cash might have remarked, I’ve been everywhere, man.

Nevertheless, even though I broke with the faith of my youth on a number of theological and practical issues, I must admit I still
harbor some wistful admiration for Mother Church.

I also must admit that admiration seems to ebb by the year, and not without reason.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below )⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/pope-offers-ridiculous-plan-dealing-sexual-predators-hand/
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Trump Isn't Happy About The Interest Rate Hike And Wants To Fire Federal Reserve Chief  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 15:49:41, 4.5 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +28|-0 )

19 comments    ...  

The Federal Reserve raised interest rates this week. Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome H. Powell made the announcement on
December 19 (via NYT):

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪

The Fed’s decision also rebuffed President Trump, who has broken with the practice of his predecessors by loudly and publicly
campaigning for the Fed to keep rates low to continue stimulating the economy. “Feel the market, don’t just go by meaningless
numbers,” Mr. Trump urged in a tweet earlier on Tuesday.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/22/rumor-mill-trump-isnt-happy-about-interest-rate-hike-and-wants-to-fire-fed-chief-
n2537962
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Trump And Putin Are Upsetting The Globalist War Hawks  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 15:40:07, 8 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Russia, Iran, Syria & many others are not happy about the U.S. leaving, despite what the Fake News says, because now they will
have to fight ISIS and others, who they hate, without us," Trump tweeted.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Obviously, Trump is feeling immense pressure to disagree with Putin and to keep the war racket going at any cost.

War hawks upset about Trump's waning interest in continuing to have America serve as the world's policeman have suddenly
found themselves in bed with a chorus of supposed anti-war Democrats who would normally be against foreign wars if Trump
wasn't in favor of ending them......

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below )

https://townhall.com/columnists/rachelmarsden/2018/12/22/trump-and-putin-are-upsetting-the-war-hawks-n2537933
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IT'S OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT SHUT DOWN  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 05:02:17, 10.8 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +79|-0 )

57 comments    ...  

Fox News just reported It's official The Government is Partly Shut Down

VERSION TIMESTAMP: 2018-12-22 15:48:02 2018-12-22 04:38:27
Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928613
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MATTIS WAS NO GOOD FOR THE TRUMP AGENDA  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 03:52:00, 46 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +2|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

American Thinker readers were warned about General Mattis over a year ago in this article. Briefly, Mattis was and remains a
supporter of global warming.

The issue of global warming continues to be a reliable and simple litmus test. If someone believes in global warming, then you can
be sure he is a globalist who loathes Western civilization.

Then there was his support for the Islamist Anne Patterson, loathed by the Egyptian people for her support for the Muslim
Brotherhood.

Then there was the matter of allowing one of his underlings to throw Fox Company, of Task Force Spartan in Afghanistan in 2007,
under bus so he could advance his own career.

Since that article, Mattis's charge sheet has expanded somewhat. Trump wanted to get trannies out of the military simply because
of the costs involved in having them. Mattis pushed back and slow-walked the order. Gender dysphoria is one of the worst mental
illnesses, with a 50 percent suicide rate. Who in his right mind would leave people suffering from this condition near weapons or
machinery? Someone who ranks ideology above effectiveness and unit cohesion....

( *Full story below* )

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/mattis_was_no_good.html#.XB20cORk6jY.twitter

VERSION 2

MATTIS WAS NO GOOD FOR THE TRUMP AGENDA  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 03:52:00, 11.9 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-1 )

11 comments    ...  

American Thinker readers were warned about General Mattis over a year ago in this article. Briefly, Mattis was and remains a
supporter of global warming.

The issue of global warming continues to be a reliable and simple litmus test. If someone believes in global warming, then you can
be sure he is a globalist who loathes Western civilization.

Then there was his support for the Islamist Anne Patterson, loathed by the Egyptian people for her support for the Muslim
Brotherhood.

Then there was the matter of allowing one of his underlings to throw Fox Company, of Task Force Spartan in Afghanistan in 2007,
under bus so he could advance his own career.

Since that article, Mattis's charge sheet has expanded somewhat. Trump wanted to get trannies out of the military simply because
of the costs involved in having them. Mattis pushed back and slow-walked the order. Gender dysphoria is one of the worst mental
illnesses, with a 50 percent suicide rate. Who in his right mind would leave people suffering from this condition near weapons or
machinery? Someone who ranks ideology above effectiveness and unit cohesion....

( Full story below )⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/mattis_was_no_good.html#.XB20cORk6jY.twitter
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Report Says President Trump Was Right ' The Postal Service Loses Money Because It Makes Bad Deals  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-22 03:45:39, 1 microcentury ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

On successive pages open ocean-deep in the report of President Trump’s task force on how to improve the U.S. Postal Service
can be found both the challenge it faces and the problems it will have in meeting that challenge and returning the Postal Service to
some semblance of fiscal sanity.

First, the report talks about how the Postal Service does not assess enough of its costs for delivering packages to customers,
causing large losses that actually grow along with volume. It says the Postal Service needs to establish a new balance sheet to
track these costs and increase the amount it attributes to package delivery – now 5.5 percent of institutional costs – to closer to
reality, which is about 23 percent.

It then tells us that operating costs will go up 70 percent over the next 10 years, primarily because the Postal Service must
replace the fleet of aging vehicles it has kept on the road because of the current budget constraints with more expensive vehicles
that are designed to handle its burgeoning package business.

CARTOONS | AF BRANCO VIEW CARTOON We can talk about prefunding benefits and universal service obligations forever, the
report implies, but until Postal Service executives begin to price their products to make a profit rather than to run up volume, the
problems are only going to get worse........

( *Full story below* )

https://townhall.com/columnists/brianmcnicoll/2018/12/21/report-says-trump-was-right-postal-service-loses-money-because-it-
makes-bad-deals-n2537941
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New Ballgame: Thanks To Successful House Vote, Only A Democratic Filibuster Would Force Government Shutdown
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-21 22:08:00, 6.5 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +20|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

So will Dems go the obstructionist route here, in spite of all of their recent rhetoric about the importance of keeping the government
up and running at Christmas? The answer is almost certainly yes, which is why the president is urging Mitch McConnell to nuke
the legislative filibuster -- which I don't support, for reasons I'll get to later. But shouldn't Democrats be facing more heat from the
public and the media (chortle) now that the facts on the ground have changed? Remember, just last week, Nancy Pelosi was
taunting House Republicans and the president, twisting the knife that their own partisan contingent didn't have the .votes to pass a
government funding bill that satisfied Trump's $5 Billion border security request. The withering talking point was that the president
was demanding Democrats help pay for something that his own party couldn't even deliver if they tried on their own. Well, last
night they tried, and they passed it. Talking point expired:

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Shocker: Jeff Flake Is Being Totally Insufferable As Government Shutdown Looms  (theawakening)
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Well, he’s been a pain in the rear end for months. He’s been a thorn in his party’s side during the Brett Kavanaugh Supreme Court
nomination. Even as the GOP tries to confirm a slate of conservative judges to federal benches, he’s been insufferable. And why?
On the latter issue, it was over Senate Republicans’ refusal to pass a bill to protect Special Counsel Robert Mueller from being
fired by the president. Yes, Sen. Jeff Flake

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Rep. Jordan: Dems Would Rather Stop Trump Than Keep US Safe  (GreatAwakening)
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2 comments    ...  

Democrats' opposition to President Donald Trump's call for a border wall shows they'd rather stop his agenda than keep the country
safe, Rep. Jim Jordan said Friday.

"This is common sense," the Ohio Republican and Freedom Caucus member told Fox News' "America's Newsroom," while
complaining that top Democrats, such as Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer, have voted for wall funding in the past.

The left, he added, is "more focused on stopping the president than they are inthan they are in helping their country," and he
agrees with Trump that Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell should get rid of a filibuster rule requiring 60 votes to pass bills,
as the GOP still holds a Senate majority.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵
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HOW DO WE TRUST JUSTICE GINSBURG WHEN SHE TOLD AUDIENCE HER HEALTH WAS 'FINE' DAYS BEFORE
CANCER OPERATION  (GreatAwakening)
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Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg said she was in good health during a public appearance in New York City Saturday,
just days before she had surgery for lung cancer at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.

NPR’s Nina Totenberg interviewed Ginsburg at the Museum of the City of New York on Dec. 15, where she asked the 85-year-old
justice about her health.

“It’s fine, thank you,” Ginsburg replied. She went on to say that she had resumed her vaunted fitness regiment with her personal
trainer after fracturing three ribs in a November fall at her chambers in the Supreme Court......

⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪⚪

( Full story below ) ⤵
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President Trump Is Absolutely Right About Pulling Out Of Syria  (theawakaning)
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

On the campaign trail in 2012, President Obama took credit for ending the war in Iraq and bringing all U.S. troops home from that
country. Military leaders quietly decried the evacuation of troops from Iraq. To do so created a vacuum for hostiles, such as the
displaced Baath Party members loyal to Saddam Hussein. In early 2014, the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria appeared, rolling
through the upper third of a largely unarmed and unprotected Iraq, setting the country ablaze.

Although removing U.S. forces from an unarmed Iraq was an obvious blunder, by September 2014, President Obama was
dismissing complaints of his handling of the outbreak of hostilities. He declared that ISIS was the equivalent of "a jayvee team"
and was nothing to worry about. In 2016, we learned from Secretary John Kerry that regime change in Syria, the removal of Bashar
Assad, was the Obama administration's goal. Focused on this agenda, the White House intentionally gave arms to ISIS, betting
that ISIS's success would force the Syrian president to acquiesce toward Obama's terms and step down.....

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵
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President Trump: It's Up To Democrats Whether We Have A Shutdown; We're Prepared For A Long One  (theawakening)
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⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Speaking from the White House Friday afternoon after a meeting with Senate Republicans, President Trump argued it's up to
Democrats to prevent a government shutdown in less than 12 hours.

"It's up to the [Senate] Democrats as to whether or not we have a shutdown tonight," Trump said. "We are going to be working very
hard to get something passed in the Senate."

"It's possible we'll have a shut down, I'd say the chances are very good," Trump said. "This is an issue of safety, of crime...the
wall will pay for itself on a monthly basis.".....

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵
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That Giant Liberty-Sucking Sound From The Not So Tolerant Left  (GreatAwakening)
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Various leftist grievance groups have insisted for years that they just want equal treatment and equal rights, that they only want to
end discrimination and that they come with an attitude of "live and let live." Nope.

We've long known that the "tolerance" police don't merely want equal rights and to be treated with civility. They require that you
honor their ideas as superior, reject your own contrary ideas and do penance for ever having held your own ideas.....

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵
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PRESIDENT TRUMP ORDERS MCCONNELL TO 'GO NUCLEAR' TO GET THE WALL  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-21 15:55:50, 5.4 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +67|-2 )

14 comments    ...  

President Donald Trump instructed Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell to use the nuclear option to end the filibuster and
pass funding for the border wall, in a Friday morning tweet.

Trump’s tweet came moments after White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders told Fox News explicitly that the White
House wants the Senate to end the filibuster.

“The Senate has a constitutional duty and a constitutional authority to actually protect our country. We can’t be a sovereign
country if we don’t have borders and we don’t have protection of the American citizens,” Sanders declared.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/21/trump-nuclear-option-border-wall-funding/
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Whitaker Cleared To Oversee Mueller Probe After Ethics Investigation  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-21 15:24:03, 14 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +1|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker has passed the ethics test, according to the Department of Justice. Following an
investigation, Whitaker has the green light to oversee the Robert Mueller Russia investigation.

Democrats won't be happy. They still have several issues with Trump's temporary appointment of Whitaker, including his apparent
inexperience.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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Liberal Boycotts Unable To Rock Chick-fil-A, Now Soaring To No. 3 Fast Food Chain In US  (GreatAwakening)
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[ More Great News Patriots ]

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

Fast food restaurant chain Chick-fil-A has come under withering fire from the progressive left for several years now, largely due to
liberal opposition to the conservative Christian beliefs espoused by the chain’s owners, particularly with regard to the sanctity of
marriage.

As such, the chain has faced massive boycott efforts by angry liberal groups, up to and including efforts to ban the restaurants
from college campuses and even some major metropolitan areas, like Chicago and New York City.

But in spite of the liberal boycotts — or perhaps even because of them — Chick-fil-A has rapidly grown in popularity in
recent years and stands poised to assume a top-ranked position in the pantheon of American fast food restaurant chains.

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

( Full story below ) ⤵
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DHS Secretary: From Now On Illegal Aliens Will Be Deported To Mexico  (theawakening)
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9 comments    ...  

Testifying on Capitol Hill Thursday in front of the House Judiciary Committee, Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen
announced a new partnership between the United States and Mexico.

From now on, illegal aliens from Central America who enter the United States through Mexico, will be deported back to Mexico for
processing.

"Effective immediately, the United States will begin the process of invoking Section 235(b)(2)(C) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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BREAKING: House Approves Spending Bill With Border Wall Funding  (GreatAwakening)
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UPDATE: President Trump thanks House Republicans for their enthusiastic vote...and mocks "soon to be Speaker" Nancy Pelosi.

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump Thank you to our GREAT Republican Members of Congress for your VOTE to fund
Border Security and the Wall. The final numbers were 217-185 and many have said that the enthusiasm was greater than
they have ever seen before. So proud of you all. Now on to the Senate!

���������

UPDATE: If the government does shut down, the president is staying put.

Kelly O'Donnell ✔ @KellyO .@PressSec says @realDonaldTrump will not travel to Florida for Christmas if government agencies
shut down due to budget impasse.

���������

The House of Representatives approved a spending bill Thursday that includes $5.7 billion to build President Trump's
proposed wall on the U.S.-Mexico border. It passed by a vote of 217-185, with no Democratic "yeas." The legislation now
heads to the Senate.

���������

( Full story below ) ⤵
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https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/12/20/breaking-house-approves-spending-bill-n2537904
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IIF YOU WANT A BORDER WALL, IT'S TIME TO LIGHT UP, CAITOL HILL SWITCHBOARDS TODAY  (theawakening)
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We have less than 24 hours left to flood the Senate and House with calls demanding the wall. Our elected representatives are
ignoring the mandate we handed them and caving in to the bizarre coalition of employers who want cheap labor hooking up with
Democrats who want to import an underclass that will become voters for them.

We need to light up the House GOP leadership plus Pete Sessions (as Rules Committee chairman) and demand amendments to
the continuing resolution. They are planning to vote on the Senate C.R. tomorrow night.

The people to call are Paul Ryan, Kevin McCarthy, Steve Scalise, and Cathy McMorris Rodgers. The number is (202) 224-
3121.

���������

Times running out so Call

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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GoFundMe Page For Building Border Wall Soars Past $3 Million & Shames GOP Pols Who Betrayed Their Mandate
(GreatAwakening)
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Brian Kolfage, a decorated military hero who served as a senior airman and who is a triple amputee, has shamed the border wall
turncoat Republicans in Congress. It takes a triple amputee to do the heavy lifting for them, apparently.

The GOP has betrayed its base by cutting out spending for the border wall from the continuing resolution hastily passed by the
Senate last night and now up for a vote in the House.

In their place is this GoFundMe page:

• My name is Brian Kolfage, I have a verified blue check facebook page as a public figure and I'm a Purple Heart Recipient triple
amputee veteran. ...

• The campaign is set to the MAX that Gofundme has at the moment... working to get it raised

USE #GoFundTheWall as a hashtag on social media ...

The government has accepted large private donations before, most recently a billionaire donated $7.5 Million to fund half of the
Washington Monument repairs in 2012; this is no different....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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The Democrats aren’t going to get away with holding the federal government hostage to their radical open-borders agenda. Not
again.

The Democrats know that they got the Republicans to cave during the previous budget impasse, which produced a bloated $1.3
trillion Omnibus spending bill that didn’t fund construction of the border wall. President Trump reluctantly signed that bill, but he did
so with a vow that he would never again put his signature on such a bad piece of legislation....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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In June, William Barr -- now President Trump's nominee-in-waiting to replace Jeff Sessions as Attorney General -- wrote a detailed
and narrowly-tailored legal memo regarding specific elements of Robert Mueller's special counsel investigation. He sent his
analysis to Deputy AG Rod Rosenstein, the man overseeing the Mueller probe, as well as the chief of the Office of Legal Counsel
at the Department of Justice.

Because this memorandum was not a sweeping endorsement of the investigation as it exists (to put it lightly), some legal experts
are saying Barr has disqualified himself from presiding over the probe after he's confirmed -- if he's confirmed at all. Here's a CNN
analyst and former federal prosecutor affirming a critique leveled by a former Democratic Justice Department spokesman:.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below )⤵
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UPDATE: House Speaker Paul Ryan told reporters staked out at the White House President Trump will not sign the current funding
deal.

"The president informed us he will not sign the bill that came from the Senate last evening because of his legitimate concerns for
border security. So what we're going to do is go back to the House and work with our members," Ryan said.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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The House Freedom Caucus isn’t giving in without a fight. The group of 34 conservatives in Congress said they intend a last-
minute push on Wednesday night to get the wall funded — and they acknowledge that it might be the final chance to make it
happen......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Read full story below ) ⤵
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( FUCK ANN COULTER , SHE'S A TRUMP HATING CUNT ! )

���������

Ann Coulter penned an opinion piece blasting Trump for not getting the funding needed and not making the connections needed to
make his campaign promise become a reality:

����������

It's not like President Trump's term is over as POTUS. Sometimes these things like building a Wall all the way across the USA
Border with Mexico take a cool minute ...

I believe President Trump will acquire the funding needed eventually. If the Democrats keep up their charade of not funding
Trump's Wall on the border then Trump can play stubborn too with anything & everything that comes across his desk that the
liberals are pushing for through Congress. The only reason it seems so bad to Rhino Republicans is because they've been the
ones defying Trump's agenda from the start, so Fuck Ann Coulter, she doesn't make laws , she only mouths off when she thinks it
will make her money.
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Sen. Jeff Flake’s (R-AZ) time in the U.S. Senate is almost at an end. And it cannot come soon enough. The Arizona Republican
has been a colossal thorn in his colleagues’ side for weeks. Flake is under the impression that he will be rewarded by what’s left of
the Never Trump contingent of the GOP, as if these folks are enough to overtake the president in a possible primary challenge.
Okay—maybe it’s for principle, or something. Are you really going to sabotage your party’s judicial agenda over it? Yes. Yes he
did. Scores of judicial nominations were either blocked from advancement or prevented from having a floor vote because Flaky
wants his protect Mueller bill to pass. The bill would protect Special Counsel Robert Mueller, who is heading the DOJ’s Russia
investigation, from being fired for political reasons.

It won’t pass. President Trump wouldn’t sign it either. It’s total garbage. It’s the sad swan song of a senator who couldn’t even run
for another term because GOP voters in the state think he sucks; he’s deeply unpopular. So, how many times has Flake tried to
get this onto the floor for a vote? Three times—and in all those times, it ended in total failure (via Washington Examiner):

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below )⤵
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The first primary debates between Democrats who plan on challenging President Donald Trump for the White House in 2020 will be
underway in just nine months. Polling on front runners and favorites is already flooding phone lines across the country.

According to a new Quinnipiac University poll, potential candidate Senator Elizabeth Warren is so bad, she's losing to twice failed
presidential nominee Hillary Clinton...among Democrats .

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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Shame On Us': Jim Jordan Blasts Congress, Trump As He Helps Introduce Amendment To Build The Wall
(GreatAwakening)
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"Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me," Rep. Jim Jordan (R-OH) said on the House floor Wednesday night.
However, he had a new phrase to coin, "Fool the American people four times, shame on Congress."

Jordan and his fellow conservative members of the House Freedom Caucus made their final plea to President Trump to not
abandon his promise to build a wall at the U.S.-Mexico border. Then-candidate Trump made the promise to Americans back in the
2016 presidential election, but three years and four broken promises later, they are no closer to construction.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Trust The Plan

Q' Says We will take back our country from the Cabal, It will be like starting over but without the control of the corrupt people like
the Clinton Criminal Machine & all their Cornies .....

Imagine a time when you can let your young kids play outside again & not worry that a Creepy Pedovore ( Pedophiles ) are outside
casing your kids....I say arrest all the Pedophiles & cut their junk off , then hang them until every last breath leaves their corrupt
filled bodies!

I cant wait for the New Year , I'd like to wish All You Patriots a Merry Christmas & May The Lord God Our Father in Heaven
Bless You All !

WWG1WGA
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A federal judge on Wednesday dismissed a defamation lawsuit filed against BuzzFeed over the publication of the Trump dossier in
January 2017. Businessman Aleksej Gubarev filed the defamation lawsuit shortly after the article was published because he was
named in the dossier but his name wasn't redacted. Gubarev argued he was defamed because of his name appearing in the
document and article.

U.S. District Judge Ursula Ungaro ruled that BuzzFeed was not held responsible under the "fair report privilege," which protects the
news outlet from liability because the dossier was the subject of official proceedings. Both Trump and then-President Barack
Obama had been briefed on the situation and the FBI was investigating.

Ungaro also said the article was "fair and true" because the news outlet simple shared the dossier but didn't give an opinion on it.

Gubarev's attorney's argued that BuzzFeed needed to prove that the information about Gubarev was part of the FBI's investigation.
The judge disagreed.

( *Full story below* )
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Fifty-two percent of Americans, including a majority of independents, said they are against the country becoming more politically
correct and are upset that there are too many things people can't say anymore. About a third said they are in favor of the country
becoming more politically correct and like when people are being more sensitive in their comments about others.

That's a big warning sign for Democrats heading into the 2020 primaries when cultural sensitivity has become such a defining
issue with the progressive base.

"If the Democratic Party moves in a direction that is more to its base on this issue, it suggests independents are going to be
tested to stay with the Democrats electorally," said Lee Miringoff, director of the Marist Institute for Public Opinion, which
conducted the poll.

[…]

The only groups in which majorities said they were in favor of people being more sensitive were Democrats, adults under 30,
African-Americans and small city/suburban women.

Majorities of whites, Latinos, Americans over 30 and small city/suburban men, though, said the opposite. Just 1 in 7 Republicans
and a third of independents said they like the country becoming more politically correct and people being sensitive in their
comments.

There's also a big gender divide by place and education. Women who live in small cities or the suburbs say people need to be
more sensitive, 52 percent vs. 37 percent. But just a quarter of men who live in the same place say so (27 to 57 percent), making
for what have to be some very divided dinner tables......

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( Full story below )
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President Trump declared victory over ISIS in Syria before the announcement was made.

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump We have defeated ISIS in Syria, my only reason for being there during the Trump
Presidency.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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The 2020 Democratic field is going to be an epic clown show. Everyone is jumping in—and it’s going to be a delicious festival of
who can out-crazy the other. It’s going to be a contest for who can say is more for open borders, higher taxes, more regulations,
and who is the most woke. It’s going to be a cacophony of insanity. And sadly, it seems the usual suspects are not rising to the
top. Beto O’Rourke is a work in progress, but no doubt you’ll see his figures rise, unless he just totally drops the ball. Sen.
Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) has long been a prod member for the far left wing of the Democratic Party. The problem is that her stock
took a hit when she revealed that she was, indeed, a white woman. For years, she’s peddled this racial hoax that she was part of
the Cherokee nation. She recently released a DNA test showing that she’s…1/1024thNative America. By these standards I’m also
a Native American…and I have zero blood ties. Warren finally admitted she was just a white womanat a recent commencement
address at Morgan State. The truth will set ye free, but the fact remains is that Warren thought she could culturally appropriate the
Cherokee Nation and get away with it because she was a liberal. She committed one of the cardinal sins of American liberalism,
and progressives appear to be moving on from her (via Politico):

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Here's The Latest Ways The White House Says It Will Pay For The Wall  (GreatAwakening)
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discuss    ...  

The White House has climbed down from President Trump's assertion last week that he would shut down the government if he
doesn't get funding for a border wall.

Over the past few days, the language has changed as White House officials replace the term "wall" with "border security."

During a briefing at the White House Tuesday, Press Secretary Sarah Sanders said President Trump has asked each of member
of his cabinet to look for extra cash. She also argued the new trade agreement with Mexico and Canada, which hasn't made it
through Congress, will pay for a wall........
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https://www.redstate.com/brandon_morse/2018/12/19/mainstream-media-losing-trust-americas-youth-astounding-numbers/

(Link �For Full Story  )

���������

The mainstream media isn’t trustworthy on its best day, and it would appear that the generation born and raised amid the most
high-tech era of the information age is abandoning the old media in droves.

According to a new Gallup poll, there is a stark difference in trust for the media in age groups. The older generation still trusts the
mainstream media as a majority, but just barely, at 53 percent. Meanwhile, the younger generation only trusts it as a minority at 33
percent:
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Lindsey 'Deep State Puppet' Graham Accuses Trump Of Making A 'Huge Obama-like Mistake  (theawakening)
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President Trump May have temporarily lost the faith of Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) Wednesday after announcing the withdrawal
of troops from Syria. Graham, who was one of the president's loudest defenders this past year, accused Trump of making an
"Obama-like mistake." He suggested that the U.S. is not as far along as it thinks in its effort to defeat ISIS and he offered a
preview of the potential consequences of a military withdrawal.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Urgent : This Christmas Season 'PLEASE' Remember To Donate To The Michael T. Flynn Defense Fund  (GreatAwakening)
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Michael T. Flynn is an American patriot who honorably served his country for over 33 years in the US Army including five
years in combat.

Michael Flynn was set up by the Mueller Special Counsel. On January 24, 2017, two of Direct James Comey’s top FBI agents,
Peter Strzok and Joe Pientka went to the White House to question Michael Flynn.

Former FBI Director James Comey told lawmakers weeks later that Flynn did not lie under oath during questioning by the FBI
officials. Flynn was indicted by the Mueller witch hunt months later for lying to FBI agents.

He pleaded guilty on December 1, 2017......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

Please Donate to The Flynn Family in Need below info
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Tucker Carlson pointed out a few days ago how the already insufferable leader of the Congressional Democrats has recently been
"ordained….an archbishop in the church of progressive sanctimony." For a while now, Nancy Pelosi's been the country's expert on
morality (e.g., border wall: immoral; abortion on demand: moral). She's now taken to telling the country how much she prays, and
she's urging others to do it, too – at least that old sinner, Donald Trump. After last Thursday's televised squabble in the Oval
Office, Pelosi shared with reporters how she told Trump she was praying for him and urged the president (whom she also called a
"skunk" while ridiculing his manhood) to accept the Democrats' budget proposal with no funding for a border wall. "In fact," she
said with stomach-turning piety, "I asked him to pray over it."

When a smug person ends an argument by telling you to "pray over it," she's really saying, "Ask God. He knows I'm right!"

Summarizing her and Chuck Schumer's meeting with Trump, she told the media, "I myself thought we should open the meeting
with a prayer, which I did. I told him about King Solomon, when he was to become king of the Jews, he prayed to God, he said: 'I
need you to give me great understanding and wisdom, Lord.'"

King Solomon is Pelosi's favorite Bible character, especially because he proposed solving a problem by cutting a baby in half.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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President Trump signed an executive order Tuesday that gives federal employees the day off on Christmas Eve.

“All executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government shall be closed and their employees excused from duty on
Monday, December 24, 2018, the day before Christmas Day,” the order says.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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The Senate passed the First Step Act on Tuesday night in a win for the White House, especially senior adviser Jared Kushner, as
well as many Republicans and Democrats. The Senate passed the First Step Act on Tuesday, 87-12, featuring massive bipartisan
appeal for the legislation. The Senate will then move to the House, which may take up the legislation sometime this week. Speaker
Paul Ryan has promised to reconcile the two bills in Congress’s lame duck session.

The House overwhelmingly passed the First Step Act in May, although the legislation faced hurdles from Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Sens. Tom Cotton (R-AK), and John Kennedy (R-LA). Some allies of the White House were not on board
with the bill.

The divisive issue split Trump’s team as Sens. Cotton and Kennedy fought the legislation but lost in the end. The wide margin
made it difficult for senators such as Cotton and Kennedy to fight.

Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) has served as one of the champions for criminal justice reform for many years and cheered the bill’s
passage through the Senate.....
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Arizona Man Gets Prison Term For Threats Against President Trump  (GreatAwakening)
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An Arizona man was sentenced Monday to 37 months in federal prison for threatening to fatally shoot President Trump earlier this
year, prosecutors said.

Jerrod Hunter Schmidt, 39, of Kingman, called Nebraska prosecutors in April and left threatening voicemails, saying he was going
to “put a bullet” in Trump’s head and kill three Nebraska officials, including Gov. Pete Ricketts, the U.S. Attorney’s Office in
Arizona said.

Federal court documents cited by the Arizona Republic indicate that officials identified Schmidt and alerted law enforcement
agencies...

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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With President Donald Trump's crackdown on illegal immigration, Americans are paying special attention to what's taking place in
Mexico and along the southern border. An interesting discovery has just come to light: a theme park roughly 80 miles north of
Mexico City, called Parque EcoAlberto, has an attraction, called "The Nightwalk," that simulates illegally crossing into the United
States......
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Merry Christmas from President Donald J. Trump and First Lady Melania Trump. @POTUS & @FLOTUS are seen Saturday,
December 15, in their official 2018 Christmas portrait, in the Cross Hall of the White House in Washington, D.C. (Official White
House Photo by Andrea Hanks)

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( CLICK HERE FOR PORTRAIT) ⤵

https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1075047208704196613?s=19
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Bump stock owner Damien Guedes and three pro-gun groups – Firearms Policy Coalition (FPC), Firearms Policy Foundation (FPC)
and the Madison Society Foundation (MSF) – filed a lawsuit against the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
(ATF). They are seeking a preliminary injunction, which would keep the ATF from enacting the new bump stock regulation while the
court's review its constitutionality.

The plaintiffs argue that the Trump administration's definition of a "bump stock" and a "machine gun" are not one and the same.
They're also challenging Acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker's authority to issue regulations without being nominated to the
role and confirmed by the Senate or by operation of law.......
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Who knows what Mueller is really up to anymore? All I can say is Mueller better not be burrying evidence when it goes against the
Cabal. It almost looks like Mueller was appointed to Special Counsel to only go after Trump affiliates and in the process clean up
the huge Cabal mess created by spying on the then Candidate Donald Trump.

Here's the story below ⤵
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It happened over the weekend. A federal judge in Texas ruled that Obamacare was unconstitutional. It’s music to conservatives’
ears. It’s something the Right has yearned to hear from the bench since they started this legal and legislative war against
President Obama’s chief domestic action item. It’s a shoddy law. It’s not affordable. It’s crushing the middle class with premium
shock, but millions are now benefitting from it. And if there is one message that you could offer that guarantee an election defeat,
it’s we’re going to take away your stuff. The 2012 election was the last window in which the GOP could repeal the law before there
was political blowback and collateral damage.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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A federal judge ripped into former White House National Security Advisor General Michael Flynn Tuesday afternoon before
delaying his sentencing. A new date will be set when his cooperation with Robert Mueller's Special Counsel is complete, but will be
delayed for at least 90 days. The request for a delay was made by Flynn's attorney after he confirmed his guilty plea of lying to the
FBI.

( Full story below ) ⤵
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submitted at 2018-12-18 18:53:15, 2.1 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +8|-0 )

12 comments    ...  

Waiting for White House briefing on General Flynn's Sentencing Hearing being delayed once again.....

�����������

Here's the link to story, finally came up:

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/18/breaking-michael-flynn-has-learned-his-fate-n2537673

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2920386
History: 1 points (+1|-0) at 2018-12-18 16:52:13

Trump, Dems Dig In As Government Shutdown Looms  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-18 15:54:00, 58 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +1|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

President Trump and congressional Democrats remain sharply at odds over a spending package as Washington barrels toward a
Friday at midnight deadline, leaving some on Capitol Hill increasingly worried that a Christmas government shutdown is in the
making.

"I know of no plan,” Senate Majority Whip John Cornyn, R-Texas, said as he emerged from a leadership meeting late Monday,
despite rumors and speculation of a possible way out of the legislative logjam.

The major sticking point continues to be Trump’s call for border wall funding. The president insists on $5 billion for a U.S.-Mexico
wall, while Democrats don’t want to appropriate a dime more than $1.3 billion -- for fencing and other border security but not
necessarily a wall.

Senate Democratic Leader Chuck Schumer thundered from the floor late Monday that with just days before the deadline,
“President Trump still doesn’t have a plan to keep the government open.”

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-dems-dig-in-as-government-shutdown-looms-i-know-of-no-plan
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Three illegal immigrants were indicted for the murder of a whistleblower in Georgia who reported that one of the immigrants ran a
scheme to employ other illegal immigrants and defrauded a tree service company.

Brothers Pablo Rangel-Rubio, 49, and Juan Rangel-Rubio, 42, both residents of Rincon, Ga., and Higinio Perez-Bravo, 49, of
Savannah, were charged on Thursday, said Southern District of Georgia U.S. Attorney Bobby L. Christine.

They are accused of murdering Eliud Montoya, 41, who was reportedly shot near his home, sparking an investigation by the
authorities......

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.foxnews.com/us/three-illegal-immigrants-indicted-for-murder-of-american-whistleblower-who-reported-their-illegal-
scheme

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2920300
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The Latest: Trump Wishes Flynn 'Good Luck' Before Sentencing  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-18 15:15:00, 1.6 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Latest on former Trump national security adviser Michael Flynn and the Russia investigation (all times
local):

7:05 a.m.

President Donald Trump is wishing ex-national security adviser Michael Flynn “good luck” in court as Flynn awaits sentencing for
lying to the FBI.

Trump tweeted hours before Flynn’s sentencing Tuesday in federal court in Washington that it “will be interesting to see what he
has to say, despite tremendous pressure being put on him, about Russian Collusion in our great and, obviously, highly successful
political campaign.” The president adds: “There was no Collusion!”....

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ap-the-latest-trump-wishes-flynn-good-luck-before-sentencing/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2920150
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WH Senior Adviser Blasts Leftists Over Death of 7-Year-Old, Details Exactly Why We Need A Border Wall  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-18 14:00:38, 2.9 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +6|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

The liberal media turned their outrage dial back up to 11 this past week following reports of a 7-year-old Guatemalan girl who died
from severe dehydration hours after being taken into custody by U.S. Border Patrol agents.

The obvious implication from the media was that the Border Patrol agents — and by extension, President Donald Trump’s
administration — were solely responsible for the girl’s death, despite the fact that the girl hadn’t had any food or any water for
several days prior to being picked up by the agents after illegally entering New Mexico with her father amid a large group of illegal
entrants.

Border Patrol agents reportedly made every attempt to save the girl’s life, including airlifting her to a children’s hospital in Texas for
emergency care......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wh-senior-adviser-blasts-leftists-death-7-year-old-details-exactly-need-border-wall/
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It’s called a 302. It’s a document created after FBI agents interview a subject detailing just what happened during the interview.

And some important details surrounding former National Security Advisor Michael Flynn’s 302 seem to point to the special counsel
Robert Mueller’s probe destroying or withholding evidence in its Russia "collusion " investigation.

I’m sure many of you are familiar with the details of how Flynn ended up pleading guilty to making false statements to
investigators. On Jan. 24, 2017 — just days after the inauguration — FBI agents came to the White House to talk to Flynn about
his contacts with Russian officials. Flynn is expected to be sentenced today......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

hqttps://www.westernjournal.com/ct/beginning-look-like-mueller-destroying-evidence/
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Mission Accomplished: Christopher Steele Admits He Was Hired To Cast Doubt On The 2016 Election Results
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-18 03:52:15, 2.2 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

Christopher Steele, a former spy from Britain and the author of the Trump-Russia dossier, admitted in court that Democratic law
firm Perkins Coie hired him in preparation for Donald Trump winning the presidency in 2016. His goal was to help Hillary Clinton
challenge the results of the presidential election.

According to The Washington Times, three Russian bankers – Mikhail Fridman, Petr Aven and German Khan – in London filed a
defamation lawsuit agains Fusion GPS which handled Steele.

"Fusion’s immediate client was law firm Perkins Coie. It engaged Fusion to obtain information necessary for Perkins Coie LLP to
provide legal advice on the potential impact of Russian involvement on the legal validity ofthe 2016 US Presidential election,"
Steele said in a sealed Aug. 2 declaration.“Based on that advice, parties such as the Democratic National Committee and HFACC
Inc. (also known as ‘Hillary for America’) could consider steps they would be legally entitled to take to challenge the validity of the
outcome of that election.”..

( This is a good read )

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/17/mission-accomplished-christopher-steele-admits-he-was-hired-to-cast-
doubt-on-the-n2537657
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Latino Marines Recall Being Attacked By Antifa Mob: 'I Could Have Died That Day'  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-18 00:58:12, 5.1 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +9|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

In new testimony to a courtroom last Thursday, two Marine reservists described being attack by an Antifa mob while visiting
Philadelphia in November. The pair were in the city for a event with their unit and were touring the city.

Philadelphia Magazine reports Alejandro Godinez and Luis Torres then described being approached Thomas Massey and Tom
Keenan, who were there to counter-protest a “Proud Boys” rally:

Godinez testified that Keenan asked them “Are you proud?,” to which Godinez remembers responding “We are Marines.” Torres
said that he remembers Keenan asking “Are you Proud Boys?,” an allusion to one of the alt-right groups behind the rally, and one
that Torres said he didn’t understand. “I didn’t know what Proud Boys meant,” he said......

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/juliorosas/2018/12/17/latino-marines-recall-being-attacked-by-antifa-mob-i-could-have-died-that-day-
n2537636
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James Comey Dodges Questions About Whether He Leaked Classified Information  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-18 00:43:10, 5.3 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +43|-0 )

9 comments    ...  

Speaking to reporters after a lengthy grilling by Republicans on Capitol Hill Monday afternoon, fired FBI Director James Comey
dodged a question about whether he leaked classified information in order to launch Robert Mueller's Special Counsel investigation.
He also attacked veteran journalist Catherine Herridge in the process.

During open testimony last summer, Comey admitted to giving memos to a friend, who then gave them to the New York Times.
The memos were about conversations Comey had with President Trump at the White House.

On May 16 the New York Times published a story citing memos belonging to former FBI Director James Comey. The paper
reported the memos showed President Trump asked for the FBI investigation into former National Security Advisor Michael Flynn
to be dropped during a private meeting at the White House before Comey was fired. The content of the memos was described in
the reporting, but the memos were not published.

"I woke up in the middle of the night on Monday night, because it didn't dawn on me originally, that there might be corroboration for
our conversations, might be a tape, my judgement was that I needed to get that out into the public square and so I . asked a friend
of mine to share the content of the memo with a reporter," Comey said. "I didn't do it myself for a variety of reasons, but asked
him to, because I thought that it might prompt the appointment of a Special Counsel. I asked a close friend of mine to do that."

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/17/comey-asked-if-he-leaked-classified-info-in-his-memos-wont-say-that-he-
didnt-n2537637
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ANTIFA ACCUSED OF ATTACKING MARINES. CNN'S DON LEMON AND CHRIS CUOMO ONCE EXCUSED ANTIFA
VIOLENCE  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-17 23:23:58, 24 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +2|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

Two U.S. Marines testified last week that they were attacked by a “mob” of Antifa members who mistook them for participants in a
right-wing rally in November.

Alejandro Godinez and Luis Torres testified in a Philadelphia, PA courtroom that they were attending a local event for Marines last
month when they were confronted by members of Antifa, including suspects Thomas Massey and Tom Keenan.

Keenan allegedly demanded to know if Godinez and Torres were members of the Proud Boys, a right-wing group that was
demonstrating nearby at the time. Godinez explained that he and Torres are Marines, but said that, nonetheless, the group of 10 to
12 Antifa members began mercilessly attacking them.. .....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/17/antifa-hispanic-marines-cnn-don-lemon-chris-cuomo/
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Confused Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Just Called Out Obamacare As A Massive Lie  (GreatAwakening)
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I love Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. There. I said it.

To be clear, I hate her ideologies. I hate her identity politics. I hate her rhetoric. And I really hate her supportive views on
socialism.

But if you’re a conservative or a Republican, Ocasio-Cortez truly is the gift that keeps on giving.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Ful story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/confused-ocasio-cortez-just-called-obamacare-massive-lie/
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Deep State Hollywood Puppet Alec Baldwin Tweets' Trump Is 'Punishment' For Slavery & Saughtering Native
Americans  (GreatAwakening)
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Alec Baldwin's severe disdain for President Donald Trump hasn't waned one bit.

The actor, who frequently spoofs Trump on "Saturday Night Live," claimed in an incendiary tweet this weekend that the POTUS is
"punishment" for a variety of American sins.

"Trump is a curse, brought down on us as punishment 4 our sins. The slaughter of Native Americans, slavery, Japanese
internment, Vietnam. Every hateful, misogynistic, racist notion, intertwined w our better nature, Trump embodies those. He is us.
Now we can face it + exorcise it," he wrote.

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/alec-baldwin-tweets-that-trump-is-punishment-for-slavery-slaughtering-native-americans
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Team Mueller To Face A No-Nonsense Flynn Jurist After Failing To Turn Over FBI Notes  (GreatAwakening)
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2 comments    ...  

The apparent omission of a key document from Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s latest filing in the case of Michael Flynn could
cause turbulence at Tuesday's scheduled sentencing hearing for the former national security adviser.

U.S. District Judge Emmet G. Sullivan had ordered the special counsel to turn over all government documents and “memoranda”
related to the questioning of Flynn, after his attorneys claimed the FBI had discouraged him from bringing a lawyer to his fateful
Jan. 24, 2017 interview with agents at the White House. He eventually pleaded guilty to making false statements about his
contacts with Russia's ambassador, in connection with that meeting.

Mueller met Sullivan’s Friday afternoon deadline and provided documents, some of which were heavily redacted.

Apart from a new memo from Mueller's team defending the FBI's handling of the interview -- and saying nothing about the way it
was conducted “caused the defendant to make false statements to the FBI” -- the filing included a January 2017 memo on Flynn
from then-FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe and a "302" (a document memorializing interviews) detailing a July 19, 2017
interview with then-FBI agent Peter Strzok. Strzok, one of two agents who interviewed Flynn, described that meeting in the
document, filed Aug. 22 of that year.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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https://www.foxnews.com/politics/missing-flynn-document-in-mueller-file-could-rile-judge-in-sentencing-hearing
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President Trump Should Pardon Everyone Except Cohen The Rat  (GreatAwakening)
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America in 2018 has a “justice system.” It’s not a justice system. It’s a set of elite institutions that swing the law like a
sledgehammer to crush threats to the ruling class’s monopoly on power. You know, threats like the people we elect to represent
our interests against the elite. And we are under no moral obligation to pretend it is anything else.

This painful to admit it, but we need to grow up. There are two sets of law in America today, meaning there is no rule of law in
America today. are statutes, and there are courts, and there are agencies full of people with guns willing to enforce the will of
aspiring tyrants, but there is not rule of law. There is only power, theirs and ours. Time to get woke to the undeniable fact that the
Fredocons deny up and down. Justice is no longer blind. Her blindfold is off and she’s picking favorites.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2018/12/17/pardon-everyone-except-that-rat-cohen-n2537555
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The Truth Emerges: US Border Patrol Not Responsible For Young Girl's Death, Her Father Confirms  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-17 16:49:21, 31 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +7|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Last week, politicians and members of the media expressed outrage over the tragic death of a seven-year-old girl who died shortly
after illegally crossing the US border with her father. The details of her passing are heart-wrenching. Border hawks blamed her
parent for putting her life at risk by bringing her on the dangerous journey, while critics of the president's approach to immigration
policy held up the incident as an example of the administration's inhumanity and callousness. Many in the press certainly had their
preferred framing:

Twitter's 'AG Conservative' (who is worth a follow) noted that in story after story, headline after headline, wrongdoing by US
officials was at least implied. In truth, the young girl had been severely deprived of sustenance for days prior to being taken into
custody in a remote area, at which point American border patrol officers and support staff attempted to save her life. After being
manually revived twice, she was transported by air to a hospital, where she died. Those verifiable facts did not stop a former press
secretary for Bernie Sanders from spreading patently false information, which went viral -- and was shared by newly-minted leftist
icon Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez:

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2018/12/17/the-truth-emerges-us-border-patrol-not-responsible-for-young-girls-death-her-
father-says-n2537562
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Last week, politicians and members of the media expressed outrage over the tragic death of a seven-year-old girl who died shortly
after illegally crossing the US border with her father. The details of her passing are heart-wrenching. Border hawks blamed her
parent for putting her life at risk by bringing her on the dangerous journey, while critics of the president's approach to immigration
policy held up the incident as an example of the administration's inhumanity and callousness. Many in the press certainly had their
preferred framing:

Twitter's 'AG Conservative' (who is worth a follow) noted that in story after story, headline after headline, wrongdoing by US
officials was at least implied. In truth, the young girl had been severely deprived of sustenance for days prior to being taken into
custody in a remote area, at which point American border patrol officers and support staff attempted to save her life. After being
manually revived twice, she was transported by air to a hospital, where she died. Those verifiable facts did not stop a former press
secretary for Bernie Sanders from spreading patently false information, which went viral -- and was shared by newly-minted leftist
icon Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez:

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2018/12/17/the-truth-emerges-us-border-patrol-not-responsible-for-young-girls-death-her-
father-says-n2537562
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On Wednesday, a district court judge in Manhattan accepted Michael Cohen's guilty plea to political crimes and sentenced him to
three years in the American gulag. But if the two campaign finance crimes to which he pleaded guilty are not really crimes, why did
he plead guilty to them? And what precedents does this case establish that can be used against political enemies in the future?

On Monday, the president tweeted that the Democrats are shifting their focus from Russian collusion "to a simple private
transaction, wrongly call[ing] it a campaign contribution."

Then, on Thursday morning, Trump refined his messages: "Cohen was guilty on many charges unrelated to me, but he plead [sic]
to two campaign charges which were not criminal."

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Something caught my eye this past week. It was an official meeting in Europe of the Paris Climate Accord process, which, of
course, President Trump pulled America out of. When a U.S. representative took the stage to explain our position, he was jeered
and laughed at - loudly.

How very strange. You know how climate change activists never stop going on about believing in the science and how facts
matter. Then why aren't they cheering the United States, instead of jeering?

In the evil populist "Trump's America," here's what happened to energy-related carbon emissions: In 2017, they fell by 0.5 percent.
But in the saintly globalist European Union, they went up by 1.5 percent in the same period. In fact, per-capita carbon emissions in
Trump's America are nearly at a 70-year low.

It turns out energy deregulation does more to fight climate change than going to conferences. I guess you might call that an
“inconvenient truth." This one's pretty inconvenient if you're the kind of person that goes around saying Trump is a fake populist,
that he's not doing anything to help the forgotten men and women in this country......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/steve-hilton-hey-trump-haters-on-both-sides-could-you-just-admit-that-this-is-a-successful-
presidency
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Let's stop pretending that America in 2018 has a “justice system.” It’s not a justice system. It’s a set of elite institutions that swing
the law like a sledgehammer to crush threats to the ruling class’s monopoly on power. You know, threats like the people we elect
to represent our interests against the elite. And we are under no moral obligation to pretend it is anything else.

This painful to admit it, but we need to grow up. There are two sets of law in America today, meaning there is no rule of law in
America today. Oh, there are statutes, and there are courts, and there are agencies full of people with guns willing to enforce the
will of aspiring tyrants, but there is not rule of law. There is only power, theirs and ours. Time to get woke to the undeniable fact
that the Fredocons deny up and down. Justice is no longer blind. Her blindfold is off and she’s picking favorites.

You are not one of her favorites.

You, and those you elect, are not equal under the law to members of the elite.

It’s all about power. And the guy we elected to act as a wrecking ball should use the power we gave him to make it right.

Unconvinced? Let’s try an example. If you are ex-military, or if you know anyone who was in the military, or if you aren’t a mouth-
breathing half-wit, ask yourself – if you had done a fraction of what that Looming Doofus James Comey says Felonia Milhous von
Pantsuit did with classified material, what would you be doing right now?

You’d be in your cell using a plastic bag in the toilet to ferment the prunes you smuggled out of the chow hall........

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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The media accused Melania Trump of doing a disservice to the office of the first lady by complaining about her job last week in an
interview with Fox's Sean Hannity. Asked about the most difficult part of her very public role, Mrs. Trump singled out journalists
peddling fake news about her and her family.

would say the opportunists who are using my name or my family name to advance themselves, from comedians to journalists to
performers, book writers," Mrs. Trump.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰 https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/12/17/melania-responds-to-media-criticism-to-
her-fox-interview-n2537563
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First Lady Melania Trump shimmered at the White House Christmas party on Saturday evening, standing alongside President
Donald Trump as she greeted guests to the lavish event. Melania Trump welcomed the crowd to the White House — beautifully
designed and decorated for Christmas by the First Lady and her staff — in a shimmering sequined white gown by Celine.

The evening gown, cut just above the ankle, is from former Creative Director Phoebe Philo’s last runway collection for Celine
before she left her post at the French fashion house after leading the brand into fortune for a decade.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2018/12/16/melania-trump-shimmers-in-celine/
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David Limbaugh Unloads On Pelosi And Schumer's Childish White House Tactics  (theawakening)
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In his syndicated column this week, author, lawyer and conservative activist David Limbaugh said that the real winner of the Oval
Office showdown between the president and Democrat congressional leaders in the Oval Office last week was Donald Trump.

While Limbaugh acknowledged that the media seemed fixated on the fact that President Trump came out of the televised
argument looking badly, he insisted that the childish tactics of House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader
Chuck Schumer showed just how desperate they were......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Trump Plans 'To Review' Case Against Soldier Charged With Murdering A Suspected Taliban Bomb Maker
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President Donald Trump on Sunday said he would be reviewing the murder case against Army Green Beret Major Matt Golsteyn
who allegedly in 2010 killed an Afghan man who was suspected of making bombs.

Donald J. Trump

@realDonaldTrump At the request of many, I will be reviewing the case of a “U.S. Military hero,” Major Matt Golsteyn, who is
charged with murder. He could face the death penalty from our own government after he admitted to killing a Terrorist bomb maker
while overseas. @PeteHegseth @FoxNews

65.9K

According to the BBC, then-Captain Golsteyn allegedly shot and killed a man he believed was making bombs for the Taliban. He
allegedly admitted the killing during a 2011 lie detector test, which was done as part of a job application with the CIA.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/16/trump-plans-to-review-case-against-soldier-charged-with-murdering-a-
suspected-t-n2537561
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Trump Gets Cornered On ACA Ruling: His 30-Second Response Says It All  (GreatAwakening)
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It was what some would call a long-overdue ruling.

A federal judge in Texas, U.S. District Court Judge Reed O’Connor, ruled that the individual mandate in the Affordable Care Act,
commonly referred to as “Obamacare,” was unconstitutional and, because it could not be separated from the rest of the act, the
entire thing was invalid, according to The Hill.

The media cornered President Donald Trump about the ruling while he was on an unannounced visit to Arlington National Cemetery
to honor the fallen and pay his respects to the “Wreaths Across America” volunteers. The Washington Post published video of the
president’s very telling response......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( VIDEO & Full story below ) ⤵
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Brother, I'm a dollar away from 50 cents myself," a homeless man in Atlanta unsolicitedly advised I say in case any "bum" asked
me for money. Of course, I had to give him a few bucks after that one-liner. Most people often lose large chunks of change for a
variety of reasons and do find themselves in the red. But for Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg, he'd have to lose more than 5
times the amount of money he lost in 2018 to find himself in that situation.

According to Time Magazine, Zuckerberg lost $15 billion in 2018, more than any of the other top 500 richest people in the entire
world......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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No Joke' 70,000 Gang Members Across State Of Georgia Include Children, Correctional Officers  (GreatAwakening)
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Atlanta reports that Georgia investigators believe there are more than 70,000 gang members across the entire state that are able to
remain active by infiltrating the prison system and recruiting correctional officers who then assist in the respective gang's bidding.
These gangs also grow by targeting children as young as nine years old via the internet....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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This week my news-clipping file is overflowing. There’s the hilarious Oval Office meeting between the President and Nancy Pelosi
and Chuck Schumer for laughs -- as Pelosi begs for no transparency and Schumer bows his head knowing that the dynamic duo
has just been trumped. They thought they were clever in holding up the military appropriations to stop the wall and in the process
provided Trump with ammunition:

“I am proud to shut down the government for border security, Chuck,” Trump told Schumer. “I will take the mantle. I will be the one
to shut it down. I’m not going to blame you for it.”

So, nonessential federal employees (mostly Democrats) will be out of work because the Democrats choose illegal immigration over
national security. Since voters overwhelmingly want a check on illegal immigration and aren’t enamored of an overreaching, often
utterly incompetent and often corrupt federal labor force, how do you imagine this will play out?

A large amount of domestic coverage this week involves the ongoing Mueller fiasco, in which it appears that the legal theories
under which he is operating have been concocted by nitwits, and the processes he’s employed are nothing short of Beria-like
(“show me the man, and I’ll show you the crime”) stuff. Space constraints allow me to discuss but a few of the matters in which
politics posing as law enforcement captured this week’s news.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani told "Fox News Sunday" that President Trump will sit down one-on-one with Special Counsel Robert
Mueller "over my dead body" amid bombshell new revelations in the false statements case against ex-National Security Adviser
Michael Flynn, whom Giuliani said was "railroaded" and "framed."

In a spirited back-and-forth with host Chris Wallace, Giuliani also reiterated his claim that Trump initially "didn't know about" the
hush-money payments made to two women by former Trump attorney Michael Cohen that prosecutors have alleged constituted
campaign finance violations.

Giuliani said Trump eventually found out about the payments and reimbursed Cohen, adding that Cohen is a "complete,
pathological liar" who defied basic principles of ethics by secretly tape-recording his own client for several hours.

"Yes, this man is lying -- is that a surprise to you, that Michael Cohen is lying?" Giuliani asked. "The man got up in front of a judge
and said, 'I was fiercely loyal to Donald Trump.' Nonsense. He wasn't fiercely loyal to him, he taped him. He sat there with [CNN
anchor] Chris Cuomo, told him he wasn’t being taped, showed him a drawer and he lied to him and taped him for two hours ."

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/giuliani-on-whether-trump-will-sit-down-with-mueller-good-luck-over-my-dead-body
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The past week has meant bad news for sex offenders who enter the United States illegally, but very good news for the American
people.

Over the last several days, U.S. Customs and Border Protection officials announced that they have nabbed not one but three
border crossers who committed sex crimes in multiple states....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/border-patrol-nabs-3-convicted-sex-offenders-matter-days/
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It’s been well established at this point that CNN and President Donald Trump are not on the best of terms.

Trump frequently skewers CNN as “fake news.”

According to the poll released Friday, 50 percent of respondents don’t feel that Trump should be impeached, compared to 43
percent who still feel he should be impeached. In September, 47 percent of those polled felt that Trump should be impeached, so
the recent polls represents a 4 percent dip in support for impeachment. ......

( Full story below ) ⤵
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( excerpt from story ) ⤵

◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻

I don’t know what Trump did 12 years ago, he wasn’t President at the time so I don’t care. I also don’t care if he paid women to
keep quiet either because he’d had affairs with them or because it was easier just to throw some money around to make them go
away and avoid the hassle. (I covered the reasons why in Thursday’s column here.) I’m not married to him, nor am I responsible
for his choices or for those making the allegations.

What I don’t like is when people whose salaries we’re all paying use more of our tax dollars to pay off people they’ve harassed and
keep that quiet.

There have been more than 260 settlements costing more than $17 million, paid for by you and me, so our elected Members for
Congress can avoid being held responsible for things they’re now clutching their pearls over the President having done with his
own money......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/columnists/derekhunter/2018/12/16/the-perfectly-legal-corruption-no-one-cares-about-n2537551
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There are many terms that turncoats. Benedict Arnold, who turned on the Colonies in the Revolutionary War, comes to mind.
Judas turned on Jesus. A “quisling” has become a commonplace term used for people who betray a cause or a country. Most
people do not know Quisling was actually a Norwegian traitor during World War II. Never-Trumpers are not exactly up on the traitor
standards of these three collaborators, but their actions border that.

After the Kavanaugh hearings, many people who had previously questioned President Trump came home to the Republican Party.
They saw the savagery of the Dems against the former member of the Bush administration, Bush appointee to the Appeals Court,
and perceived mainstream Republican........

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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Dec. 15, 2018 - 7:05 - Lara Trump discusses what's ahead for President Trump's 2020 re-election campaign

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Watch Video Below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5980005579001/
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Former President Barack Obama on Wednesday was presented with the Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights Ripple of Hope Award,
which celebrates leaders “who have demonstrated a commitment to social change," the Associated Press reported.

“I’m not sure if you’ve heard, but I’ve been on this hope kick for a while now. Even ran a couple of campaigns on it. Thank you for
officially validating my hope credentials,” Obama said during his acceptance speech.

“If we summon our best selves, we can inspire others to do the same. It’s easy to succumb to cynicism, the notion that hope is a
fool’s game,” he said. “When our leaders are content on making up whatever facts they want, a lot of people have begun to doubt
the notion of common ground. Bobby Kennedy’s life reminds us to reject such cynicism.”......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/15/oh-brother-obama-compares-jfk-mlk-murders-to-vegas-thousand-oaks-
mass-shootings-n2537547
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The debate over America’s southern border — and the infamous wall which the president pledged to build — often centers on
immigration. That’s not surprising: When thousands of unvetted migrants show up at the border as part of the recent “caravans,”
it’s no wonder that illegal immigration is a hot topic.

But there’s another important aspect to the border debate. Illicit drugs flow daily from Mexico into the United States, and a
massive drug bust in Texas just showed the scale of the ongoing problem.

According to Fox News, around $7 million in narcotics was just seized during a single drug bust near the border in Texas.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/build-wall-nearly-7-million-illegal-drugs-seized-border/
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In an unscheduled trip to Arlington National Cemetery, President Donald Trump visited the nation’s site for service members on
Saturday as part of National Wreaths Across America Day. The trip was made after he acknowledged that he should have gone to
the cemetery for Veterans Day......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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submitted at 2018-12-15 21:19:30, 5 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +2|-0 )
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The New England Immigration and Customs Enforcement office has a simple request as well as a warning to sanctuary cities:
Help us snag illegal alien criminals or continue putting the public in danger.

In comments given to the Boston Herald Todd Michael Lyons, the acting field director for New England ICE, said that because of
cities that refuse to cooperate with federal immigration authorities, law enforcement is "always two steps behind any criminal
alien.".........

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2018/12/15/new-england-ice-field-director-pleads-with-sanctuary-cities-to-stop-helping-
crimi-n2537540
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�〰〰�( Satire)�〰〰�

William Kristol is an American neoconservative political analyst. He is the founder and was editor-at-large of the defunct political
magazine ...

"The Weekly Standard"

@Wikipedia Version:⤴

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

@Stonenchizel Version: ⤵

Bill Kristol is a smug S.O.B. who believed that he could make a living off trying to get President Trump impeached . A staunch
"Never Trumper" In My World Bill Kristol's Republican Rhino Magazine title should be:

" A Piece of Shit for Never Trumper Losers Who Believe They Are Better Than The Rest of Society! "

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

Hahahaha ! �  Well I hope that brought a smile to your face amongst the negative news stories today My fellow "Q"
followers.....

"May The Lord Be With You Always, Have a Great Day Patriots & God Bless You All!"

WWG1WGA
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The U.S. Department of Homeland Security said Friday that Border Patrol agents rescued migrants from life-threatening situations
an incredible 4,311 times in the 2018 fiscal year.

According to Breitbart, the fiscal year that ended Sept. 30 saw a dramatic increase in rescues by Border Patrol agents......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/border-patrol-rescued-thousands-migrants-life-threatening-situations-2018/
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Don’t get me wrong, amigos. The “mainstream media” does not label gun-control-loving Tim Mc Graw’s upcoming tour in the same
manner as does this column. Instead we read stuff like this:

“Tim McGraw to perform in (totalitarian) Cuba-- McGraw’s 2019 Memorial Day Weekend trek, dubbed “One of Those Havana
Nights.”..The McGraw trip offers lodging in ocean-view rooms at (totalitarian) Havana’s upscale Meliá Hotel, where a box of cigars
and a bottle of rum will await each traveler. The all-inclusive tour is designed to make foreigners' typical Havana dreams come
true, featuring a ride around (totalitarian) Havana in a classic American convertible, a rumba party, and the chance to “Walk in the
footsteps of Hemingway and Obama!” in Old (totalitarian) Havana….Prices range from $2,999 to $5,799 for the four days (May 24-
27), which does include airfare, (totalitarian) Cuban visas, taxis and other incidentals.”

I apologize for spending time clarifying this issue, amigos. But there was a day when most Americans understood what the term
“totalitarian” meant. Indeed, the longest reigning totalitarian dictator in modern history himself explained the issue: “Inside the
Revolution (regime), everything-- outside, nothing.” (Fidel Castro, July 16, 1961.) Like with so many others, Castro copped this line
from Benito Mussolini....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰 https://townhall.com/columnists/humbertofontova/2018/12/15/obamaloving-country-music-star-
tim-mcgraw-partners-with-terrorsponsoring-communists-n2537505
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The case against former Trump attorney Michael Cohen has nothing to do with Russia and the claims involving the president
knowing or lying about payments to keep news of his alleged affairs from hitting the press are not connected with the underlying
theme of special counsel Robert Muller's investigation, Sen. Lindsey Graham said Friday.

"It ain't got a damn thing to do with Russia," the South Carolina Republican told Fox News' Neil Cavuto. When it comes to
campaign funds law violations, you have Cohen, Stormy Daniels, a Playboy model, and (Michael) Avenatti, against Trump. Be my
guest if that's where you want to go."

Graham said he never would advocate violating the law, but from President Donald Trump's point of view, he he signed
nondisclosure agreements before to protect his family and his brand.........

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/graham-trump-cohen-daniels/2018/12/14/id/894549/
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Does Freedom of Religion Mean Satanic Displays in State Capitols?  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-15 16:37:41, 1.1 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +6|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

In the Illinois Capitol Rotunda this month, several traditions are being celebrated. We find a nativity scene for Christmas; a
menorah for Hanukkah; and, alongside these displays, an arm holding an apple, with a snake coiled around it. This snake
sculpture is a gift from the Chicago branch of The Satanic Temple. Called "Snaketivity," the work also has a sign that reads,
"Knowledge Is The Greatest Gift.

This revolting travesty is a result of decades of decisions pertaining to the non-establishment of religion asserted in the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. If a group of people incorporates as a non-for-profit religious organization to worship Medusa
with her head covered with snakes, would those people be allowed to have a sculpture of Medusa in the Illinois Capitol? Looking at
her would turn one to stone. Looking at Snaketivity turns this writer to stone-faced silence and outrage.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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Hating The President Is Not a Strategy, As Bill Kristol Just Learned  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-15 16:26:15, 1.3 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +32|-0 )

9 comments    ...  

Going all in on attacking President Trump isn’t proving to be a particularly effective business strategy for media outlets.

The Weekly Standard, a 28-year old neoconservative institution, is reportedly headed towards dissolution after its founder, Bill
Kristol, devoted almost three years of work to attacking the President and his supporters.

Going all in on attacking President Trump isn’t proving to be a particularly effective business strategy for media outlets.

The Weekly Standard, a 28-year old neoconservative institution, is reportedly headed towards dissolution after its founder, Bill
Kristol, devoted almost three years of work to attacking the President and his supporters.

It’s not just Kristol. The entire world of clickbait Trump-hate seems to be in jeopardy, including sites that cater to the liberal
base....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Documents released by the special counsel’s office on Friday show a top Justice Department official was upset with the FBI for
interviewing Michael Flynn at the White House just days after he took office. Sally Yates “was not happy” with the bureau,
according to Peter Strzok, who was one of the agents who interviewed Flynn. It is unclear why Yates was upset over the White
House interview.

Sally Yates, the former deputy attorney general, was upset with the FBI for interviewing Michael Flynn at the White House just
days after he took office as national security adviser, according to a document released Friday by the special counsel’s office.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/14/sally-yates-flynn-fbi/
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LINDSEY GRAHAM ON TRUMP AND CLINTON - 'MOST PEOPLE, BLINDSIDED, WOULD LIE TO PROTECT THEIR
FAMILY'  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-15 06:58:52, 1.8 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +3|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Lindsey Graham on Friday downplayed any potential campaign finance violations on the part of President Trump as not having a
“damn thing to do with Russia.”

During a Friday afternoon Fox News appearance with Neil Cavuto, the South Carolina Senator also compared Trump to former
President Bill Clinton when it comes to lying “to protect”one’s family.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Unconstitutional: Federal Judge Strikes Down Obamacare  (GreatAwakening)
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1 comment    ...  

We have breaking news coming from Texas. A federal judge has struck down the Affordable Care Act (aka Obamacare). A group
of Republican state attorneys general argued in their lawsuit that the repeal of the tax penalty gutted the argument for ACA legality.
Bloomberg has more, with the publication adding that the DOJ tried to argue that the individual mandate, including provisions to
keep the premium rates the same among healthy individuals and those with pre-existing conditions, should be struck down, but
keep the rest of the law intact. That included Medicaid expansion, the employer mandates, the exchanges, and premium subsides
for hospitals.

The judge ruled that the mandate and the rest of the law couldn’t be separated. Don’t fall in love with this ruling, as I’m seeing that
it a) probably won’t survive an appeal, which is going to happen; and b) it’s not an injunction. In short, law Twitter is saying that the
judge’s ruling merely treats the “motion for a preliminary injunction as a request for summary judgment.”...

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Melania Trump Shares Incredible Moment With Hospitalized Children And Their Parents  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-15 03:25:49, 2.2 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +15|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Melania Trump has a reputation of being a bit cold and aloof, but she just shattered that perception with a very warm visit to a
children’s hospital to spend time with some deserving children.

On Thursday, the first lady shared photos of her visit to the Children’s National Health System hospital in Washington, D.C. “Thank
you to all the nurses, doctors & medical staffers who work around the clock to take care of people this holiday season,” she
tweeted. ....

( Full story below ) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-melania-trump-shares-incredible-moment-hospitalized-children-parents/
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President Trump Picks Budget Head Mulvaney To Be Next Chief Of Staff  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-15 01:18:47, 37 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-0 )

discuss    ...  

President Donald Trump on Friday picked budget director Mick Mulvaney to be his acting chief of staff, ending a chaotic search in
which several top contenders took themselves out of contention for the job.

"Mick has done an outstanding job while in the Administration," Trump tweeted. "I look forward to working with him in this new
capacity as we continue to MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!"

Read Newsmax: Trump Picks Budget Head Mulvaney to be Next Chief of Staff Urgent: Do you approve of Pres. Trump’s job
performance? Vote Here Now! ....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵
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Trump Says He Just Got Mexico To Pay For The Border Wall Through USMCA Deal  (theawakening)
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1 comment    ...  

President Donald Trump announced that Mexico is going to indirectly pay for the border wall by saving the United States money
through the new trade agreement with Canada and Mexico.

It became obvious early on in Trump’s presidency that Mexico was unwilling to build the wall or fund the building of the wall.

Mexico remains stubborn even after thousands of immigrants from Central America passed through their country hoping to enter
the United States through whatever means necessary......

( Full story below ) ⤵
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The Washington Post reported on Thursday that a 7-year-old girl from Guatemala had died shortly after being taken into custody by
U.S. Customs and Border Patrol agents on the night of Dec. 6.

The headline of the article and social media post caption read, “7-year-old migrant girl taken into Border Patrol custody dies of
dehydration, exhaustion.” The wording of that headline implies that the girl had died because she had been taken into custody by
Border Patrol, and the left and liberal media outlets wasted no time in placing the blame on President Donald Trump and his
administration.

What they neglected to make clear in the headline was that the girl had come illegally come across the border in New Mexico with
her father as part of a larger group of about 163 illegal immigrants who’d turned themselves in to Border Patrol agents. It was later
revealed that the girl had not eaten any food or drank any water for several days, which which led to a severe case of dehydration
and shock......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( Full story below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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Graham 2.0: Dig In On The Border Wall Funding, Mr. President  (GreatAwakening)
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4 comments    ...  

He may have been part of the Gang of Eight, but Sen. Lindsey Graham’s (R-SC) transformation under the Trump White House has
been…tremendous. He’s a fighter for the Trump agenda. He’s bashing Democrats harder than ever before. Does anyone remember
when he torched the Left for trying to clip Judge Brett Kavanaugh? And rightfully so, Democrats tried to peddle sexual misconduct
claims based on bogus evidence to derail a Supreme Court nomination.....

Lindsey Graham ✔ @LindseyGrahamSC Great job sticking to your guns on border security, Mr. President!

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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8 comments    ...  

This is some crazy ass shit that the Google Executive was asked & the details revealed in the hearing that these Foul Criminals
who were entrusted with America's Most Top Serects, have been accused of & taking actual participation in...

Hillary Clinton & Huma Abedin should be in handcuffs at this very moment if not rotting in a cell or dead from hanging for
committing Treason & Sedition for the many crimes connected to these foul vile disgusting cannibal fuckers!

〰〰〰〰〰�〰〰〰〰〰

( Watch Video below ) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰�〰〰〰〰〰
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DHS' Before & After Pics Of Border Wall Show How Much Difference Trump Has Really Made  (GreatAwakening)
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After November’s election results, I got the feeling that it wouldn’t be too long before Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and
House Minority Leader (and soon to be speaker, assuming all goes well) Nancy Pelosi were feeling their oats like they were
Quaker.

Earlier this week, they forgot that they were dealing with the one man in Washington who’s never not feeling his oats, Donald J.
Trump. When they tried to engage him over the possibility of a partial government shutdown next week if the wall isn’t funded by
Congress, things got a bit dicey.

“I’ll tell you what, I am proud to shut down the government for border security,” the president told Schumer during a contentious
Oval Office meeting, “because the people of this country don’t want criminals and people that have lots of problems, and drugs
pouring into our country.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/dhs-pics-border-wall-show-much-difference-trump-really-made/
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When 'Misinformation' Is The MSM's ' Named Word Of The Year  (theawakening)
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discuss    ...  

This has been a rough year for news junkies. Changing stations for network and cable-TV news reveals not coherence but
alternative realities. It's easy to be confounded when caught in the middle of a muddle of polarizing differences, as social media
spreads interpretations of the theology of what Flip Wilson, a popular comic of an earlier time, called the Church of What's
Happening Now. Today, the abundance of sources enables the news to fit personal prejudices and predispositions.

It's the famous slogan of The New York Times, "All the news that's fit to print," distorted to "All the news that fits our bias, we
print."

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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During his speech at the Heritage Foundation in Washington, D.C., National Security Adviser John Bolton said the United States
would no longer support United Nations peacekeeping missions that lack focus and are wasteful.

Having served as U.S. ambassador to the U.N. under President George W. Bush, Bolton’s speech was to outline President Donald
Trump’s administration’s Africa Strategy.

"The United States will no longer provide indiscriminate assistance across the entire continent, without focus or prioritization and
we will no
support unproductive, unsuccessful, and unaccountable U.N. peacekeeping missions. We want something more to show for
Americans' hard-earned taxpayer dollars ”

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/juliorosas/2018/12/14/john-bolton-the-us-will-no-longer-support-unsuccessful-and-unaccountable-un-
peacekeeping-missions-n2537500
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When Does President Trump Say, 'Enough Is Enough Already?  (GreatAwakening)
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President Donald Trump is an army of one. At least in Washington, DC and other elite enclaves. Sure, he has his base of
deplorables, those who wait on mile-long lines to attend his rallies and those who voted for him two years ago.

Yet look at the forces arrayed against him. The US media is on the warpath against Trump and his family, coverage 93 percent
negative, although I suspect that number is closer to 100 percent. It’s rare to pick up a US newspaper or watch any television
news and see anything remotely positive about Trump. Great economic news is always shrouded in a black cloud, as if low
unemployment or strong economic growth is racist, sexist, or simply a mirage....

(Full story below) ⤵
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Video Shows Schumer, Hillary, Obama All Agreeing With Trump on Border SecurityBefore They Knew He Supported
It  (theawakening)
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Border security is now so utterly cruel, barbaric and bigoted that Democrats are willing to shut down the government if President
Trump requests funding for his border wall with the next budget.

In fact, not only have they shown willingness to shut part of the government down over it, but one very prominent member of the
Democrat caucus is willing to get into a tickle fight with a skunk over it, as you may indeed have heard.....

Video & Story below

(Full story below) ⤵
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Tijuana Official Provides Update On Caravan Crime, Including 'Drug Possession' & 'Breaking And Entering'
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A Tijuana official gave an update on the recent increase in the local crime rate during an interview with Tucker Carlson on
Thursday night.

Genaro Lopez was on Carlson’s show about two weeks ago and shared that there were 6,200 migrants staying in Tijuana at that
time......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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Democrat Sen. Feinstein Tries To Corner Border Official On Tear Gassing Caravan Kids, He Smacks Her Down Over &
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Should a single photograph determine an entire country’s policies? Senator Dianne Feinstein sure seems to think so, but the head
of U.S. Customs and Border Protection isn’t letting her get away with that narrative.

On Tuesday, the liberal California lawmaker grilled CBP Commissioner Kevin McAleenan in front of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, and repeatedly pushed a claim that Border Patrol agents targeted children with tear gas near San Ysidro on purpose.

You’ve probably seen the famous photo: In an image that some people have questioned as “staged,” a woman and barefoot
children appeared to be evading crowd control efforts, with some tear gas visible in the background.

*The picture was snapped while migrants surged past checkpoints in an attempt to illegally enter the United States.

Feinstein held up the news photo as “Exhibit A” in a crusade to lecture and shame the Border Patrol, but McAleenan was having
none of it* ......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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Democrat Leaders Pelosi & Schumer Show Their True Colors  (GreatAwakening)
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Contrary to liberal media reporting, the Oval Office meeting with President Trump, Democratic House leader Nancy Pelosi and
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer was a win for Trump, both in substance and in tone.

The meeting gave people an opportunity to see who fears transparency, who's misrepresenting his/her position and who is being
the aggressor in the border debate, and it's not Donald Trump.

Instead of listening to the media's version, watch the video. President Trump set the tone of the meeting, and it was decidedly
cordial, saying it was a great honor to have Pelosi and Schumer there and acknowledging that they've worked very hard on various
bipartisan initiatives, such as criminal justice reform and the farm bill...

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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Tucker Carlson: Why No Liberals Ever Makes The Economic Case For Mass Immigration  (theawakening)
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People debate all the time about mass immigration. But what you never hear anybody do is make the economic case for mass
immigration. And here’s why: Our country’s economy is becoming more automated and tech-centered by the day.

It’s obvious we need more scientists and skilled engineers. What we’re getting instead are waves of poor people with a high school
education or less. They’re nice people; nobody doubts that. But as an economic matter, this is insane. It’s indefensible, so nobody
tries to defend it....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Read full story below) ⤵
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President Trump Insisted Michael Flynn Didn't Lie To FBI & It Was Special Counsel Robert Mueller Pushing Charges
(GreatAwakening)
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President Trump insisted on Thursday that his former national security adviser Michael Flynn didn’t lie to the FBI and it was
Special Counsel Robert Mueller who pushed the charge. The president briefly spoke about Flynn at a White House meeting with
governors-elect, where he suggested the FBI never accused Flynn of lying as part of its probe into the alleged collusion between
Russia's government and the Trump campaign during the 2016 presidential campaign.

“Well, the FBI said Michael Flynn, a general and a great person, they said he didn’t lie,” Trump said at the meeting.

“And Mueller said: ‘Well, maybe he did.’ And now they’re all having a big dispute, so I think it’s a great thing that the judge is
looking into that situation. It’s an honor for a lot of terrific people.”....

(Read full story below) ⤵
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FBI Misses Deadline To Provide Docs To Judiciary Committee Probing Whistleblower Raid  (theawakening)
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The Justice Department and FBI have missed a Wednesday deadline to provide information about the government's mysterious
raid on a former FBI contractor-turned-whistleblower's home last month.

Sixteen FBI agents on Nov. 19 raided the home of Dennis Nathan Cain, who reportedly gave the Justice Department's Inspector
General (IG) documents related to the Uranium One controversy and potential wrongdoing by former Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton.

The documents in question allegedly showed that federal officials failed to investigate possible criminal activity related to Clinton,
the Clinton Foundation and Rosatom, a Russian nuclear company. Its subsidiary purchased Canadian mining company Uranium
One Uranium One in 2013........
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Another Liberalism Decision Catches Up With Boy Scouts. Organization Faces Bankruptcy As Members Flee
(GreatAwakening)
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After making controversial decisions over the past few years, the Boy Scouts of America is now facing bankruptcy and a massive
decline in membership.

The organization has “hired law firm Sidley Austin for assistance in a possible chapter 11 bankruptcy filing,” according to The Wall
Street Journal.

The Daily Caller reported that at its peak, the organization had a membership of approximately 4 million. Now that number has
dropped to an estimated 2.3 million. The controversy the organization has faced in recent years and legal costs for sexual abuse
lawsuits are both believed to be factors in the decline.

The trouble may have begun in 2013 when the organization decided to allow openly gay boys to join the ranks. From there, the
changes continued to bring outrage across America.

In 2015, the Boy Scouts of America lifted the ban on openly gay scout leaders. In 2017, the changes continued and transgender
boys were allowed to be members.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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The DOJ Inspector General Found 19,000 'Lost' Strzok & Page Texts  (theawakening)
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The Department of Justice Inspector a General released a report Thursday showing thousands of text messages sent by fired FBI
agent Peter Strzok and former FBI attorney Lisa Page were not properly preserved and presented a “gap” in investigating their
misconduct at the Bureau. .........

���������

(Read full story below) ⤵
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President Trump: I've Narrowed My Chief Of Staff Search To Five People  (theawakening)
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The search for President Trump's next chief-of-staff continues, but we're getting closer to a decision.

Speaking at the White House Thursday afternoon, President Trump said he has narrowed down his choices........
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(Read full story below)
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Geraldo Cut Avenatti Down to Size and the Creepy Porn Lawyer Was Not Happy About It  (GreatAwakening)
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Geraldo Rivera slammed Michael Avenatti, the creepy lawyer representing porn star Stormy Daniels, for his failed defamation
lawsuit against President Donald Trump.

A court ruled Tuesday that Daniels must pay $293,052 in Trump’s legal fees as a result of her devastating loss in court........
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We Asked A Campaign Finance Expert About Trump's Alleged Felonies. He Shredded Them  (GreatAwakening)
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Donald Trump is in trouble, at least if his opponents are to be believed.

After over a year of behind-the-scenes investigating, the dragnet under the direction of Special Counsel Robert Mueller has started
to close around some of the president’s closest advisers, and leaks of information now give us clues about Mueller’s strategy.

At the center of the firestorm is Michael Cohen, a former attorney for Trump. After being caught between a rock and a hard place,
he entered a plea deal with prosecutors in which he will face some jail time but avoid a harsher fate.......

(Read full story below) ⤵
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UnfuckingBelievable ' MSNBC Now Pushing Idea Trump Wasn't Actually Elected At Least Not 'Democratically'
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There are some in the left-wing media who still, over two years after the presidential election, have not come to terms with the fact
that President Donald Trump fairly and legitimately defeated Hillary Clinton.

Indeed, the constant chorus of “Russian collusion” and other unsubstantiated nonsense are all part of an effort to delegitimize
Trump’s victory.....
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Don't Underestimate Dumb Voters' Appetite For Idiot Leftist Politicians  (theawakening)
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You should not for a moment fail to appreciate the risk posed to your freedom by left-wing It-Fascists like Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez and Beto O’Rourke. There’s an undeniable appeal of this kind of Potemkin Politician for the kind of morons that the
Democrats count on at the ballot box. Sure, the Nitwit Naïf is ridiculously ignorant and dumb – she knows nothing and
demonstrates no capacity to learn anything. Sure, Tex Kennedy is a meat puppet dancing on the strings held by his masters. But
this is the same country where the voters elected Barack Obama, twice.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story belowk) ⤵
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Laura Ingraham: Immigration truths the Democrats deny  (theawakening)
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Congressmen and senators are supposed to be fighting for the American people, their constituents. But when Nancy Pelosi and
Chuck Schumer pounced on the president at the Oval Office on Tuesday for whom exactly were they fighting?

Both the Senate and the House oath of offices are nearly identical. They begin like this: "I do solemnly swear or affirm that I will
support and defend the constitution of the United States against all enemies foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and
allegiance to the same."

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Read full story below) ⤵
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The Department of Defense backed up President Donald Trump’s assertion that he could have the military build a border wall if
Congress failed to fund further construction of one.

During a contentious discussion at the White House on Tuesday, Trump told Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, “If we don’t get what we want, one way or the other, whether it’s through you, through military,
through anything you want to call, I will shut I will shut down the government.”

The chief executive is requesting $5 billion for wall construction, while Schumer has agreed to $1.6 billion for border security......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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In an Op-Ed adapted from a monologue on “Tucker Carlson Tonight,” Carlson argued that the media is exposing its own hypocrisy
by overblowing President Donald Trump’s payments to former girlfriends.

He wrote that because Trump was a presidential candidate at the time the payments were made, “federal prosecutors and their
lackeys on TV are telling us … his payments constitute a campaign finance violation, even though the money apparently didn’t
come from his campaign.”

monologue described how “the professional hysterics on cable news” had “finally uncovered the president’s crimes,” and they have
nothing to do with Russian Collusion or Vladimir Putin......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Read full story below) ⤵
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Rep.-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) hasn’t even been sworn in yet but she’s already facing calls to run for president.

The 29-year-old responded to an article Vox’s Matthew Yglesias wrote, discussing why he believes Ocasio-Cortez “should run for
president.”

(Read full story below) ⤵
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President Donald Trump hosted the top two Democratic Party leaders in Congress — Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi — for a discussion in the Oval Office about an impending spending bill battle and a potential
government shutdown.

The nationally televised debate became contentious at times as Trump made it clear that a border wall was an integral part of
“border security” while Pelosi and Schumer insisted that a wall was not necessary and they had no intentions of providing funding
for one.

But Pelosi and Schumer’s insistence that a border wall and increased border security measures were too costly and unnecessary
didn’t sit well with people who actually have first-hand knowledge of the current security status at the border, such as U.S. Border
Patrol agents and those who represent them......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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President Donald Trump hosted the top two Democratic Party leaders in Congress — Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi — for a discussion in the Oval Office about an impending spending bill battle and a potential
government shutdown.

The nationally televised debate became contentious at times as Trump made it clear that a border wall was an integral part of
“border security” while Pelosi and Schumer insisted that a wall was not necessary and they had no intentions of providing funding
for one.

But Pelosi and Schumer’s insistence that a border wall and increased border security measures were too costly and unnecessary
didn’t sit well with people who actually have first-hand knowledge of the current security status at the border, such as U.S. Border
Patrol agents and those who represent them......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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( This is a must read, Our First Lady is One Classy Lady !)

✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳

Like many other first ladies before her, and as she herself did last year, Melania Trump attended the “Toys for Tots” charitable toy
drive hosted by the United States Marine Corps Reserve every year that collects donated toys to be distributed among needy
children across the country in time for Christmas.

On Tuesday, Trump traveled to Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling for a “Toys for Tots” event in a massive hangar involving the children
of enlisted service members stationed at the base. Following a brief speech about the charitable toy drive, the first lady got down
to the “business” at hand — helping the children sort through donated toys and write Christmas cards to be included in the boxes
of needy children....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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FIRST OF ALL THIS IS NOT A JOKE REAL STORY BELOW

@Stonenchizel

▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫▫

When George Orwell famously wrote about a dystopian future where your every thought is monitored, he shouldn’t have set it in
Great Britain. It would have been much more accurate had he instead written about American college campuses.

We’ve known about the alarming trend of coddling and control at colleges for a while, but it may be getting worse. At the publicly-
funded University of Montana Western, college administrators seem to be doing their best Big Brother impressions.

That university recently published a policy which threatens punitive action against students for making — wait for it — “mean facial
expressions ."

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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Federal lawyers prosecuting Michael Cohen in the Southern District of New York have dropped a bombshell in a memorandum they
filed with the court this past Friday — accusing President Trump of campaign finance crimes.

Cohen was Donald Trump’s personal lawyer. During Trump’s campaign, Cohen paid off two women to remain quiet about
disgraceful stories of Donald Trump. Cohen acted to silence the two women by buying rights to their stories on behalf of his client,
Cohen explained during his guilty plea. The purpose of the hush-buys, according to prosecutors referencing Cohen’s statements,
was “to prevent the story from influencing the election.” The money for these hush-buys came from Trump’s corporation. Federal
prosecutors titled this activity “Illegal Campaign Contributions.”

Expert campaign finance law attorney Dan Backer, who beat the federal government in a landmark Supreme Court case, is not
impressed with the DOJ’s assertions of illegality. First of all, he explains, there is no evidence to corroborate this assertion.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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The migrant horde is at the border. They tried to bum rush the border crossing—and failed. Immigration enforcement fired tear gas
into the crowd, causing liberal America to have a meltdown. I guess we should remind them that Barack Obama fired tear gas into
crowds of migrants at the border, but hey—history didn’t begin until Trump was elected. With the Trump administration keeping
them out, as promised, some are returning home, but a lot have remained. The mayor of Tijuana has said that the caravan leader
should be arrested, and that the city will no longer pay to shelterthe many migrants that have invaded the city. Heck, even
Mexicans don’t want these people, many of whom are from Honduras, in their country. Now, the migrants are saying they will go
home, if the U.S. gives them $50,000 each.

Central American asylum seekers in Mexican border town Tijuana reportedly marched to the U.S. Consulate on Tuesday to present
the Trump administration with an ultimatum: Let us into the country or give us $50,000 each to turn back home.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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Democrats Want To Abolish The Senate & Electoral College? Why Not Tear Up The Constitution While Their At It?
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Former Congressman John Dingell, Jr., a partisan Democrat whose immediate family has controlled the same seat in the House of
Representatives for 86 years, has some suggestions for fixing Congress. We should abolish the Senate and the Electoral College
because they're undemocratic, "despite the constitutional hurdles of doing so." In 2015, Dingell retired from the U.S. House seat
he's held since 1955, the seat he inherited from his father, John Dingell, Sr., who first won it in 1932. The seat has passed to John
Jr.'s much-younger wife, Rep. Debbie Dingell, who was just re-elected in November. (Full disclosure: For 20 years, my wife and I
have lived in Dearborn, Michigan, which is inside the Dingell fiefdom and looks as though it may be in perpetuity.)

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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A new report revealed that incompetent state regulators in California failed to implement plans required by state law that could
have prevented the devastating California wildfires.

Senate Bill 1028 required the three big California power companies, San Diego Gas & Electric, Southern California Edison and
Pacific Gas & Electric, to provide detailed strategies for reducing fire threats, according to The San Diego Tribune......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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All I Want For Christmas Is A Government Shutdown  (GreatAwakening)
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Because of the impasse over President Trump's proposed border wall, the American people face the very real prospect of a
government shutdown starting just before Christmas. As a supporter of “the Wall” and of more rigorous enforcement of our nation's
immigration laws, I encourage President Trump to stand fast and insist on funding for wall construction. If the Democrats
stubbornly refuse, the president should shut down the government, and leave it shut down indefinitely, until Nancy Pelosi and
Chuck Schumer relent.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰
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The answer to the question posed in my headline is 'yes' -- theoretically. The GOP still controls the House of Representatives for
the next few weeks, so if (still) Speaker Ryan and company can get their caucus in line, they could simply pass a DHS
appropriation that meets the president's full request on wall funding. That would not only fortify Trump's bargaining position and
apply pressure to Senate Democrats, it would also embarrass incoming Speaker Nancy Pelosi, who just taunted her Republican
colleagues for not having the votes. And the next House Republican leader is telling reporters that he's "100 percent" confident that
he does have the votes:.......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2018/12/12/hmm-can-house-republicans-pass-trumps-5-billion-wall-funding-request-
n2537404
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Why The Hell Is MSM Giving Porn Lawyer Press Time Live?  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-12 17:32:02, 43 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Why is it important for a Creepy Porn Lawyer to have live TV time when the storyline is Cohen gets sentenced ?

Avennati is the Deep State's Puppet Voice for the Press....

� 

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

( FUCK THE DEEP STATE )

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

WWG1WGA
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Vice President Mike Pence Had To Casts Tie-Breaking Vote To Confirm Federal Judge 1st Time Ever  (GreatAwakening)
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9 comments    ...  

Vice President Mike Pence had to break a tie in the Senate on Tuesday to confirm Jonathan Kobes as a judge on the 8th Circuit
Court of Appeals.

The 50-50 tie came thanks to Sen. Jeff Flake, who joined every Democrat in voting against the nomination. The retiring Arizona
senator has vowed to block all judicial picks until the Senate votes on legislation that would protect special counsel Robert Mueller
from being fired.

Kobes is the first judge in U.S. history to be confirmed by the Senate with a tie-breaking vote from the vice president, according to
CBS News .

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2018/12/12/federal-judge-first-in-history-to-be-confirmed-in-tiebreaker-n2537373
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New Jersey Liberal Lawmakers Assault The First & Second Amendments  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-12 15:48:22, 2.4 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Last week I wrote about a spate of bills in the New York State Senate, sponsored by a liberal Senator from Brooklyn, intending to
squash gun ownership across the entire Empire State. On the other side of the Hudson, New Jersey politicians are upping the
ante, with a measure signed into law last month that criminalizes speech. Not just any speech, mind you; but speech relating to
the Second Amendment.

You can still rant in New Jersey about Donald Trump, or call conservatives any manner of vile names. But, if you try to
communicate online about certain firearms matters, Bingo! The “Garden State” authorities will come after you for daring to provide
instructions for readers to learn how to print plans for a 3-D firearm. This is not about criminalizing the possession of such an
instrument (New Jersey competes with its older brother in making it extremely difficult to legally own a firearm at all). The new law
makes it illegal to even communicate how to print one......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/columnists/bobbarr/2018/12/12/new-jersey-assaults-the-first-and-second-amendments-n2537331
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The Liberals Get-Trump At All Cost Shifts: Now It's Campaign Finance, After 2 Years Of Claiming Russia Collusion
(theawakening)
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2 comments    ...  

It's become obvious even to Left leaning Liberals that the Democratic Party will try & find a crime even if Mueller has to create one
just to try & impeach President Trump. These Liberals & even Rhino Republicans will be satisfied with anything that might be a
felonious crime that can be conjured up by Mueller to make it look like Trump is the Boogeyman , in essence putting the spotlight
on Trump so to investigate the President , to take away the possibility of their own collusion with Russia in the Uranium One case
being exposed & investigated.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-12 14:34:22, 3.7 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +31|-2 )

15 comments    ...  

President Trump clearly shocked House Speaker-to-be Nancy Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer yesterday with
his televising of the Oval Office sit-down over his demand for $5 billion funding for border security, including funding of critical
mileage for his border wall. Knowing well that Pelosi had already vowed publicly that “transparency and openness” would
characterize the Democrat-run House starting next month, her plaintive request to speak in private scored points for Trump and
revealed her hypocrisy before any substance at all was considered.

The remarkable body language during the meeting tells the story of Trump’s dominance. Here is the full video of the press gaggle,
via Grabien:

That was merely the first of three traps Trump had prepared for the Democrats’ congressional leadership ......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/trump_sprang_three_traps_on_pelosi_and_schumer_yesterday_.html
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Vice President Mike Pence Had To Casts Tie-Breaking Vote To Confirm Federal Judge 1st Time Ever  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-12 13:53:48, 21 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +5|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

Vice President Mike Pence had to break a tie in the Senate on Tuesday to confirm Jonathan Kobes as a judge on the 8th Circuit
Court of Appeals.

The 50-50 tie came thanks to Sen. Jeff Flake, who joined every Democrat in voting against the nomination. The retiring Arizona
senator has vowed to block all judicial picks until the Senate votes on legislation that would protect special counsel Robert Mueller
from being fired.

Kobes is the first judge in U.S. history to be confirmed by the Senate with a tie-breaking vote from the vice president, according to
CBS News .

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2018/12/12/federal-judge-first-in-history-to-be-confirmed-in-tiebreaker-n2537373
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Vice President Mike Pence had to break a tie in the Senate on Tuesday to confirm Jonathan Kobes as a judge on the 8th Circuit
Court of Appeals.

The 50-50 tie came thanks to Sen. Jeff Flake, who joined every Democrat in voting against the nomination. The retiring Arizona
senator has vowed to block all judicial picks until the Senate votes on legislation that would protect special counsel Robert Mueller
from being fired.

Kobes is the first judge in U.S. history to be confirmed by the Senate with a tie-breaking vote from the vice president, according to
CBS News .

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2018/12/12/federal-judge-first-in-history-to-be-confirmed-in-tiebreaker-n2537373
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SCOTUS Plans To Hear A Regulatory Case That Could Be A HUGE Win For Gun Owners  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-12 04:45:47, 3 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +4|-0 )

discuss    ...  

The Supreme Court of the United States plans to hear a rather unique case. The plaintiffs in the case, Kisor v. Wilkie, wants the
Court to overrule prior precedent in Auer v. Robbins and Bowles v. Seminole Rock & Sand Co. Under those two cases, the courts
are directed "to defer to an agency’s reasonable interpretation of its own ambiguous regulation," SCOTUS Blog.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/11/scotus-plans-to-hear-a-regulatory-case-that-could-be-a-huge-win-for-gun-
owners-n2537371
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She Just Don't Get it / Nancy Pelosi: Trump Wants A Border Wall Because Of His Manhood, Or Something
(GreatAwakening)
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3 comments    ...  

In case you missed it earlier, President Trump held a very public meeting in the Oval Office with incoming House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi and Senator Minority Leader Chuck Schumer.

During the meeting, which was aired by the White House press pool for all of America to see, President Trump debated the
Democrat leaders over funding for the border wall. This prompted both Pelosi and Schumer to panic and repeatedly ask that the
cameras be shown out of the room.

"Let's debate, let's debate in private," Schumer pleaded.

Back on Capitol Hill after the meeting,

Pelosi reportedly took a shot at President Trump's "manhood" and said he wants a border wall to bolster himself .....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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Disgrace: Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Attacks Gold Star Father John Kelly As A Coward  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-12 01:29:38, 1 hour ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +1|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

Woke 29-year-old Congresswoman-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez went after White House Chief of Staff John Kelly yesterday.
Why? She wants him to apologize to Democrat Rep. Frederica Wilson for supposedly "lying" about her to reporters.

"Cowardice." Quite a big word to use against a four-star Marine Corps general whose son was killed in Afghanistan......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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'Total Victory': Judge Orders Stormy Daniels To Pay Trump's $293,000 Legal Tab  (GreatAwakening)
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1 comment    ...  

It’s a win for Trump. The defamation lawsuit filed against Donald Trump by Michael Avenatti on behalf of Stormy Daniels has been
tossed—and a judge is ordering her to pay nearly the president’s $294,000 legal tab. Daniels recently toldthe Daily Beast that the
defamation suit filed by Avenatti was done against her wishes. The suit claimed that Trump has defamed the adult entertainment
actress on his Twitter account. Well regardless of the circumstances, it’s time to pay up, Stormy .......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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Trump To Schumer: Oh, I'll Shut Down The Government Over Border Security (And Unlike You, I'll Probably Win
Chuck)  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-12 01:15:33, 1.3 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

Fireworks erupted in the White House today over border security. President Trump met with Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer and Nancy Pelosi—and it went off as expected. There were jabs traded over the recent midterm election, but the issue
over the border wall remains the one that divides both parties, and you saw in it raw form with this meeting. This is why we elected
Trump, folks. He’s a fighter—and this exchange only made me want to vote for Trump more in 2020 ......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵
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Paris is burning — only this time it’s not the fault of goose-stepping Germans hellbent on global conquest, but rather the aftermath
of police clashing with the “gilets jaunes.”

The anti-government protesters, whose name comes from the yellow vests drivers are required to keep in their cars, took to the
country’s streets wearing their namesake clothing. The French Ministry of the Interior put the total number of demonstrators at over
280,000, according to 20 Minutes France.

Naturally, the government is not happy with any level of disobedience. As such, the protests have been marked by stunning
brutality from French police. Videos uploaded to Twitter show the barbarity these jackbooted enforcers are willing to inflict to pacify
unarmed citizens.

In one, officers can be seen dragging a woman away, seemingly by her hair ........

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Red full story below) ⤵
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Trump: If Democrats Don't Give Me The Money For The Border Wall, I'll Just Have The Military Build It  (theawakening)
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1 comment    ...  

With the threat of a shutdown still looming over this border wall, a critical Trump campaign promise, the president said that if
Democrats don’t give him the funds, he’ll just ask the military to do it ......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/11/trump-if-democrats-dont-give-me-the-money-for-the-border-wall-ill-just-have-t-
n2537313
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President Trump Forces Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi To Debate Him in Front Of America, They Didn't Like It
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-11 18:32:54, 1.4 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +66|-0 )

31 comments    ...  

For the first time since the 2018-midterm elections, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and incoming House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi met with President Trump at the White House Tuesday.

Their meeting was originally supposed to be closed press, but that all changed when the White House press pool was invited into
the Oval Office to broadcast their remarks.

President Trump started the meeting by thanking Pelosi and Schumer for showing up and made his case for additional border
security.

"I am proud to shut down the government over border security," Trump said. "I will take the mantle."

"They're pouring into our country. We have to have border security. We have to have a wall," he continued.

After some back and forth with the Democrat leaders, Pelosi started to panic and said they should not continue in front of the
press.

"I don't think we should have a debate in front of the press on this," Pelosi said.

"Its called transparency Nancy," Trump shot back......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Read full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/11/trump-tells-chuck-and-nanacy-cmon-were-getting-the-wall-built-n2537314
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President Trump Scrapping The Bad Stuff In Obamacare, Bit By Bit  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-11 17:17:24, 2.7 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Obamacare is a hydra-headed nightmare monster – with high costs that only go higher, irrelevant services, limited choices, one-
size-fits-all offerings, a nasty subsidy system that doubles as an involuntary data-mining operation, bad security, endless
paperwork, and an involuntary data-mining operation, bad security, endless paperwork, and an incredibly capricious cost structure,
all topped off with a hipster-leftist nomenklatura of entrenched Obamacare industry millionaires who love robbing you blind......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/trump_scrapping_the_bad_stuff_in_obamacare_bit_by_bit.html
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Comey Admits Fearing Trump Impeachment Because His Supporters Would Never Go Away  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-11 16:54:23, 3.1 hours ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +41|-1 )
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“I hope Donald Trump is not removed from office by impeachment because it would let the country off the hook,”

James Comey

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/comey-admits-fearing-trump-impeachment-supporters-never-go-away
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Rep. Issa Puts It All Together On Hannity: Russia Link To Dossier Will Show Hillary's Guilty Of Collusion  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-11 16:00:18, 17 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +2|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Is Hillary Clinton the agent of Russian collusion in the 2016 election? Well, if her campaign helped fund the Trump dossier, then
yes, argues California Republican Rep. Darrell Issa.

In an appearance on Fox News’ “Hannity” on Friday, the House Oversight Committee chairman said that, since the dossier was a
major part of obtaining a FISA warrant against Trump campaign employee Carter Page, the role of Russian agents in the document
should be examined more closely.....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Read full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/issa-puts-together-hannity-russia-link-dossier-will-show-hillarys-guilty-collusion/
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Establishment Media Blackout: Top Conservatives Win Prestigious Awards  (GreatAwakening)
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The second annual Impact Awards, which honor “outstanding efforts of unsung warriors in numerous fields outside of government
service,” recognized conservative leaders, including radio host Mark Levin and Edwin Meese III, who served as the nation’s 75th
attorney general.

“It was the greatest honor of my life to serve Attorney General Meese at the Department of Justice,” Levin, host of the nationally
syndicated “Mark Levin Show,” said Wednesday upon receiving the Outstanding Impact Award, and congratulating Meese for
receiving the Lifetime Achievement Award.

“I have done many things before and since, but never before have I worked with somebody who was so thoroughly decent, so
thoroughly ethical, incredibly brilliant, who cares so deeply about his country, who served as well as any human being could,” Levin
said.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Read full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/establishment-media-blackout-top-conservatives-win-prestigious-awards/
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Feds Have Secretly Been Holding On To 6,000 Pages Of Anti-Clinton Whistleblower Docs  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-11 15:37:23, 40 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

discuss    ...  

As Republicans enter their final days of control of the House, they plan to give the Clinton Foundation one last dose of scrutiny
before Democrats take control.

North Carolina Republican Congressman Mark Meadows, chairman of the House Oversight Subcommittee on Government
Operations, said his committee will hold a hearing on the status of a Justice Department investigation into the foundation that was
requested last year.

That hearing comes even as Meadows disclosed that new allegations have appeared claiming that the Clinton Foundation engaged
in misappropriation of funds and that donors were assured they could count on favors from Hillary Clinton, who was then secretary
of state, Fox News reported......

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Read full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://www.westernjournal.com/feds-secretly-holding-6000-pages-anti-clinton-whistleblower-docs/
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US Courts Treat Illegal Immigrants BETTER Than American Citizens  (GreatAwakening)
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Immigration courts treat asylum seekers lackadaisically, incongruous to how our state and federal courts treat Americans and
everyone else seeking a hearing.

In our legal system, if you don’t show up for court when you’re supposed to, a bench warrant is ordered for your arrest, be it a civil
or a criminal case. If you don’t show up, you get arrested the next time that you are stopped for a speeding violation and the officer
sees you have a warrant out for your arrest. But the same does not hold for “asylum” seekers. When they don’t show up for court
for their mandatory hearings, nothing happens. No bench warrant, no process, nada, nothing. Oh, and before I forget to mention it,
most asylum seekers - they don’t show up for their hearings. That is the dirty-little-secret that CNN likes to keep hidden in a dark
corner....

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

But will liberals still oppose this with all of their might? Yes.

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

(Full story below) ⤵

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

https://townhall.com/columnists/marinamedvin/2018/12/11/us-courts-treat-illegal-immigrants-better-than-american-citizens-
n2537212
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Fox Derangement Syndrome: Watch 'Objective' CNN Media Reporter Lose It Over Heather Nauert's UN Nomination
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-11 00:17:51, 3.2 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

(Coming from a CNN Fake News Reporter Brian Shelter it's funny to see how Brainwashed these CNN Globalist Puppets truly are)

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

CNN's Brian Stelter regularly parades around on television and Twitter as an "objective" media journalist. He repeatedly argues that
he simply reports the facts without personal opinion or bias.

But over the weekend during a discussion about President Trump's nomination of State Department Spokeswoman Heather Nauert
to replace Nikki Haley at the United Nations, Stelter let the mask slip. First he stated, without evidence, that Nauert is unqualified
for the position. Then, he advocated for the derailment of her nomination.

"What do we do?!" Stelter pleaded. "She is not qualified for this job."

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/10/watch-objective-cnn-media-report-lose-his-mind-of-heather-nauerts-un-
nomination-n2537222
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Podesta Russian Collusion Story (Video From June 2018) & Mueller's Investigating Trump ' Unbelievable !
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-10 22:27:41, 12 minutes ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +2|-0 )

discuss    ...  

John Podesta appears on Fox News & tries to defend the fact that He (John Podesta) had Russian ties (collusion) & multiple
business dealings with Russian Partners ... While he was serving in the Obama White House & he didn't disclose the 7500 shares
in that particular Russian Company...

John Podosta is GUILTY & a LIAR!

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

The Trump Russian Collusion Story Was Made Up By John Podesta To Protect Himself From Being Investigated

〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰〰

This is a must watch - You will question why the hell aren't Podesta & Clinton's & Obama actual being investigated by
Special Counsel Robert Mueller

https://youtu.be/VZORQCY4TFE
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Deep State Puppet Ex - FBI Director James Comey "LIED"  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-10 18:20:40, 4.3 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +8|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Don’t count the “I can’t recalls” Just counting the contradictions and the lies would make quite a drinking game, starting the case
which started it all -- Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn’s “process lie” about his legitimate contacts with his Russian counterparts as a
national security adviser designate:

So which is it, Mr. Comey? Was Flynn lying or not and if you were so far above the fray, how could you know? Or are you the only
liar in this scenario? Why was Gen. Flynn punished for making false statements while you are not in the dock for doing so
repeatedly? Why is Flynn’s leaker and those responsible for his politically motivated unmasking not under indictment? Why are
you, whose leak of a private conversation in the Oval Office with the President sparked the fraudulent appointment of a special
counsel in the absence of a crime, not under indictment?

Comey on Friday asked us all to believe that the man who remembered enough to write a book suddenly had total memory loss,
saying “I don’t know” or the equivalent some 245 times. Comey claimed little knowledge of the Steele dossier yet he signed a
FISA warrant based on it to spy on candidate and then President Trump all while he knew it was a fraud. His defense in front of
Congress on Friday was that he didn’t know it was a fraud or he forgot.

Unfortunately, Comey can’t hide behind his lies because there is evidence he did know the FISA warrant was a fraud:

(Read whole story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/comey_lied.html
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Delusional Congressional Democrats Want To Impeach President Trump For His Lawyer Paying Hush Money
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-10 16:26:36, 6.2 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +12|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

Regardless of what the Democrats try and spew out of their hateful pie holes towards President Donald Trump don't pay attention
about payments Cohen made to the two women who Trump allegedly had sexual relations with 10 years ago or you might start to
believe their lies because that is their intentions. Except the fact remains that it is not illegal for any client to reimburse their lawyer
for a payment that, that particular lawyer had used his private banking account to make those payments which the lawyer has
made for any reason period. Especially since President Trump funded his own campaign with his own money, no law has ever
been inacted where an individual can not spend his own money exactly on whatever he damn well pleases.

Now that Cohen has supposedly made a deal with the Mueller Witch Hunt that has been trying to create a crime against President
Donald Trump since the original Russia Collusion lie which started this whole debacle in the first place. Again Mueller was not able
to prove collusion since it was a lie created by Hillary Clinton's paid for Fake Russian Dossier. Now Cohen who has proven himself
to be a horrible witness for any court case since he has lied to Congress & has now admitted lying to Congress is now trying to
buy himself a lighter sentence for his own crimes that have been revealed since Mueller's been searching for anything against
Trump and desperately needs someone to create a crime in President Trump's name. All these fake crimes so that the Liberal
Elite connected to the Pedophilia Satanic Cabal can try and impeach this President and therefore Trump in essence will not be
able to pursue & prosecute the Cabal.

Our Great President Donald John Trump and The MI who have been behind the Trump Presidency in exposing & eventually
prosecuting these foul criminals are obviously on the right track and the Cabal are scared shitless and are demanding Mueller
come up with a crime against Trump so they can remove him from this presidency. The Democrats like Adam Shiff and most other
Liberals are spewing out of their hate of Trump today false statements because Mueller filed on Cohen , because their fear of being
totally exposed for being the crooked foul criminals that they truly are and now they are saying to the Press basically what they've
hoped and had fantasies about for the last two years since the Fake Russia Collusion narrative has been put into motion , that
Trump is guilty and will be thrown in jail , but they are all lies.

The Cabal will use every aspect of what their corrupt money can purchase to try and bring down President Donald Trump except
they have nothing criminal on POTUS , but it won't stop them from trying. If I were President Trump, I would Declassify all
Documents pertaining to the FBI and DOJ , plus all and I mean all the evidence against the Cabal and those crooked Obama's
Intelligence Agencies leaders who have become CNN pundits to try and help commit Sedition against President Trump and then I
would prosecute all of them with Military Tribunals. Pray for your President because these Foul Satanic Cabal People are sick!

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA �
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Trump Says Any Crime Committed In Paying Hush Money Was By Cohen  (GreatAwakening)
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3 comments    ...  

President Donald Trump further distanced himself from Michael Cohen, placing responsibility for any crimes stemming from hush
money paid to women during the 2016 campaign on his former personal lawyer.

“Lawyer’s liability if he made a mistake, not me,” Trump said on Twitter. “Cohen just trying to get his sentence reduced. WITCH
HUNT!”

Cohen pleaded guilty in New York in August, saying that “Individual-1” (widely identified as Trump) schemed to silence two women
about affairs with the Republican candidate before the 2016 election. Cohen acknowledged that such payments amounted to illegal
campaign donations -- and said he arranged for them at Trump’s behest.

“Democrats can’t find a Smocking Gun tying the Trump campaign to Russia after James Comey’s testimony. No Smocking
Gun...No Collusion.” @FoxNews That’s because there was NO COLLUSION. So now the Dems go to a simple private transaction,
wrongly call it a campaign contribution," Trump said in the first tweet Monday morning.

"...which it was not (but even if it was, it is only a CIVIL CASE, like Obama’s - but it was done correctly by a lawyer and there
would not even be a fine. Lawyer’s liability if he made a mistake, not me). Cohen just trying to get his sentence reduced. WITCH
HUNT!" he concluded.

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/trump-tweets-smocking-gun-cohen/2018/12/10/id/893795/
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Trump: Dems 'Wrongly' Call A 'Simple Private Transaction' A 'Campaign Contribution'  (theawakening)
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Democrats are "wrongly" calling a "simple private transaction" a "campaign contribution," referring to a payment made by his
former attorney to two women who alleged affairs with the president more than a decade ago.

In a pair of early morning tweets, Trump claimed that a payment by Michael Cohen was "done correctly," adding that he would not
be liable if it was done incorrectly, and that Cohen was "just trying to get his sentence reduced."

(Full story below) ⤵

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/420506-trump-defends-campaign-contribution-as-private-transaction-done
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Mueller's General Flynn Sentencing Memo Is Another Dud For The President Trump Resistance  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-10 08:50:00, 14 hours ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )
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How many times in the last year and a half have we watched liberals clamor and cheer as if their hero, Robert Mueller, had actually
uncovered something important?

This week, rabid anti-Trump voices in the media are giving the “this is it!” treatment to Mueller’s latest “bombshell”: the sentencing
memo his Special Counsel’s Office had to submit for Gen. Michael Flynn, the former national security advisor whose family
Mueller has harassed and threatened for almost two years.

The sentencing memo is just another complete failure on Mueller’s part to produce anything related to the supposed reason for his
appointment: the non-existent “collusion” between the Trump campaign and Russian hackers. It contains evidence of nothing
except the fact that Mueller’s entire investigation is a vindictive, partisan farce intended to overturn the legitimate result of the
2016 presidential election that sent Donald Trump to the White House.

The memo recommends that the judge give Flynn a light sentence as a reward for the “substantial assistance” he provided to
Mueller’s investigation. Liberals are treating that recommendation as if it could only have been given in exchange for the real
goods, the bombshell that’s going to finally take President Trump down......

(Rest of story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/joedigenova/2018/12/10/muellers-flynn-sentencing-memo-is-another-dud-for-the-resistance-
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On Jan. 3 2019, current House Speaker Paul Ryan gets to retire at the ripe old age of 48, but don't worry, as an entrenched
Washington D.C. politician, we won't be done with him at that point. He has many years of lobbying for six or seven figure salaries
ahead of him until he is inevitably recycled by the GOP establishment to do what he does best: undermine and sabotage the
'America First' agenda of President Donald Trump.

Ryan has done such a poor job that it has become impossible for even the paid sycophants of Conservative Inc. to whitewash his
record. As House Speaker, Ryan failed to fund the border wall, repeal or replace Obamacare, de-fund Planned Parenthood, or even
curb porous immigration policies at all. While Trump has used his bully pulpit and executive power unlike any Republican in history
to advance his agenda, backup support from the House hasn't been there. Ryan's lack of will has even made Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell look meritorious by comparison.

Much of the Republican faith were dumbfounded after last month's elections after Democrats performed so strongly despite
engaging in unprecedented histrionics in the months prior. Republicans have alleged voter fraud, which may have happened in
certain areas, but that does not explain the trend as a whole. House Republicans underperformed due to the sorry leadership of
Ryan. Trump supporters, many of whom hate Republicans and only switched over because of allegiance to the President, thought
to themselves, "What difference does it make?" and stayed home despite their hero's pleading to the otherwise. While Trump's
campaign rhetoric may have been exhilarating, the results have not quite matched up.

Before the crucial election, Trump was working overtime whipping voters into a frenzy, but what was Ryan doing? He was speaking
meekly like an intern tasked to bring a legislator his daily cup of taxpayer-funded coffee instead of an true leader of men. When
asked about border wall funding, he said: “We’ll figure out how to do it in December. I can’t speak to what the outcomes will be.”
So, in other words, let's put it off until after the election when we aren't likely have the majority. It is no wonder why conservatives
were not enthused to move mountains like they did in 2016 to keep GOP control over the House.

On other meat-and-potatoes issues for conservative voters, Ryan yet again fell way short. When it came time to de-fund Planned
Parenthood, Ryan talked about it in 2017 as if it was a top priority if not a foregone conclusion. “We think reconciliation is the tool,
because that gets it in law,” Ryan said in March of that same year. Only a month later, he refused to de-fund Planned Parenthood
in a deficit-crushing spending bill, supposedly because reconciliation was right around the corner, but it never came. Politico
reported this week that supposedly pro-life legislators have given up on the fight during the lame duck session without so much as
a peep from the House Speaker about it. These shameless politicians will still use the issue as a political football on the campaign
trail the next time they want your support though!

Ryan even failed to uphold the most basic of values that he alleges to hold dear. Marketing himself as a free market conservative
who handed out Ayn Rand books to his underlings during the Tea Party era, Congress under his stewardship posted massive
deficits rivaling even the most profligate of Barack Obama's spendthrift years in office. It is hard to believe that Ryan was an
incompetent boob, as by every impression, he seems like an astute and competent operative. When it came to policy that the
corporate elite favored such as tax cuts, he jumped into action and achieved immediate results. He never failed to fund the
government during the Obama years, despite the token opposition mostly for show. Ryan is likely a hostile actor sent to deceive
pro-freedom Republican voters back into supporting the status quo. It would have worked too, zoinks, if not for that meddling
Trump!

Conservatives like to kid that Obama's legacy is President Donald Trump, and while that is true to an extent, there is a much
deeper truth to be found in that analysis. Trump is the legacy of the entire political class of our time. From the globalist-selected
puppet Presidents all the way down to the brown-nosing social-climbing bureaucrats at the lowest of levels, Trump's election was
an indictment of their way of life and their reviled system. Paul Ryan was meant to be a Republican leader for decades - a 'Young
Gun' leading a new breed of soulless empty suits repeating corporatist propaganda while selling America to the highest bidder - but
the programming did not go as planned. Ryan will leave office in disgrace, deservedly so, and we must remain vigilant to ensure he
remains on the outside looking in.

https://townhall.com/columnists/gavinwax/2018/12/10/a-stooge-leaves-congress-paul-ryans-career-in-perspective-n2537195
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Leader McConnell,

Since your office has neglected to make an appointment for us to meet on the matter, I’m compelled to use this open letter to
explain why your apparent attempt to sabotage the FIRST STEP Act is so misguided.

It’s become clear that you are using your powers as Senate Majority Leader to slow-roll one of the President’s top legislative
priorities: the FIRST STEP Act. This bipartisan legislation has already passed the House with a resounding vote of 360-59. Your
refusal to bring the bill forward for a vote in the Senate is all that stands in the way of its passage.

As its name implies, this legislation is the first step toward correcting the injustices under which hundreds of thousands of African-
Americans and Hispanic-Americans have suffered since Bill Clinton signedhis disastrous criminal justice reform into law in
1994.....

(Full story below) ⤵
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Money is the mother’s milk not just of politics, but of terrorism as well. But moving millions of dollars across national boundaries to
a terror group like Hezb’allah tends to leave a paper trail, which is why law enforcement agencies trying to stop terrorism focus on
financial evidence.

One of many scandals that marred the Obama administration is the obstruction of a major anti-terror financing investigation called
Project Cassandra.

In its determination to secure a nuclear deal with Iran, the Obama administration derailed an ambitious law enforcement campaign
targeting drug trafficking by the Iranian-backed terrorist group Hezbollah, even as it was funneling cocaine into the United States,

The campaign, dubbed Project Cassandra, was launched in 2008 after the Drug Enforcement Administration amassed evidence
that Hezbollah had transformed itself from a Middle East-focused military and political organization into an international crime
syndicate that some investigators believed was collecting $1 billion a year from drug and weapons trafficking, money laundering
and other criminal activities.

Over the next eight years, agents working out of a top-secret DEA facility in Chantilly, Virginia, used wiretaps, undercover
operations and informants to map Hezbollah’s illicit networks, with the help of 30 U.S. and foreign security agencies.

They followed cocaine shipments, some from Latin America to West Africa and on to Europe and the Middle East, and others
through Venezuela and Mexico to the United States. They tracked the river of dirty cash as it was laundered by, among other
tactics, buying American used cars and shipping them to Africa. And with the help of some key cooperating witnesses, the agents
traced the conspiracy, they believed, to the innermost circle of Hezbollah and its state sponsors in Iran.....

(Full story below) ⤵
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Former FBI Director James Comey told Congress that the Steele dossier was unverified when it was used to apply for spy
warrants against former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page. Comey said it was “not necessary” for the FBI to validate the
sources that dossier author Christopher Steele used to compile his report.....

(Read full story below) ⤵
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The crowd erupted when President Trump took the field to conduct the coin toss for the 119th Army-Navy college football game on
Saturday.

“Ladies and gentlemen, please turn your attention to midfield for today’s coin toss and welcome President Donald J. Trump,” the
announcer said as he introduced Trump, as well as the secretaries of the Army and Navy.

President Trump is the 10th sitting president to attend Army-Navy game since Theodore Roosevelt first witnessed the event in
1901. Trump also attended the event two years ago, becoming the first president-elect to do so.

The crowd cheered again when the referee introduced Trump before the toss.

“It is our honor to have a very special guest for the coin toss with us today,” said the referee. “Your commander in chief
and the president of these great United States of America, Donald Trump.”

( Listen & Full story below ) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/08/trump-cheered-army-navy-game/
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Former FBI Director James Comey on Friday could not describe to the House lawmakers what the crime of collusion entailed,
referencing the Trump-Russia investigations.

House Oversight Chairman Trey Gowdy asked Comey Friday afternoon during a closed-door hearing, “Some of our friends in the
media use the word ‘collusion’ from time to time. What is the crime of collusion?” Comey responded, “What is the crime of
collusion? I do not know. I’ve never heard the term ‘collusion’ used in the way it’s been used in our world over the last couple [sic]
years before that.” He continued, “I don’t know of a crime that involves collusion. I think in terms of conspiracy or aiding and
abetting.”

Gowdy later asked Comey what he thought the difference was between “collusion” and “conspiracy.”

“I don’t know because I don’t know what collusion means. It’s a term I haven’t heard in my career in the Justice Department, so I
don’t know,” said Comey.

Gowdy pressed, “Let’s assume that collusion and conspiracy are synonyms, and we’ll just use the word ‘conspiracy’ because the
word ‘collusion,’ despite its nonstop use, has no criminal consequences. Would it be a crime to access the DNC server or
Podesta’s email without permission or in an unlawful way?”

Comey responded, “That’s a hard one to answer in the abstract. It’s potentially a crime whenever someone either, without
authorization, enters a computer system or conspires to enter a computer system without authorization.”

Florida Democratic Congressman Ted Deutch later asked Comey, “You said that there’s no crime of collusion as it’s used, I think,
in terms of conspiracy or aiding and abetting. I haven’t heard the term collusion in my years at Justice. This investigation or I
would say just to try to make this easier for you to answer, given your description of collusion, collusion would not be the basis for
an investigation conducted by the FBI?”

The former FBI director confirmed, saying, “Right, because it’s not a thing in the criminal statutes, that I understand at least. It
would be investigating where anyone conspired with the Russians or aided and abetted the Russians.”

Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into President Trump’s campaign and transition teams reportedly looked into
charges that individuals associated with Trump “colluded” with Russian agents to help him during the 2016 election. (RELATED:
Michael Flynn Is Helping The Government On Several Cases. Which Ones?)

Mueller released a sentencing recommendation Friday afternoon in the U.S. District Court in New York City related to former Trump
personal attorney Michael Cohen. Mueller asked the court for a “substantial term of imprisonment” against Cohen of around four to
five years.

Comey’s response to Gowdy’s question surfaced hours after President Trump tweeted the latest legal filing of the Mueller
investigation, which he said shows there was “no Russian collusion” going on in his campaign or immediate post-election activities.

“This is collusion illusion, there is no smoking gun here. At this late date, after all that we have gone through, after millions have
been spent, we have no Russian Collusion. There is nothing impeachable here.” @GeraldoRivera Time for the Witch Hunt to END!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) December 8, 2018

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/08/comey-doesnt-know-crime-collusion/
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President Donald Trump and Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis were on hand to start off the annual Army vs. Navy game.

Army and Navy met again Saturday afternoon in the neutral site of Philadelphia to play a football game between the two oldest
branches of the armed forces. This year marks the 119th time the two teams have met. A U.S. president is occasionally on hand
for the national anthem and coin toss.

President Trump took the field Saturday in Philadelphia before an enormous crowd in Lincoln Financial Field. The audience was
composed of Midshipmen of the Navy, West Point cadets and other assembled active duty and military veterans.

The game also featured a prayer and tribute to the late Navy veteran, former President George H.W. Bush.

The crowd roared as Trump took the field. Before the game, the student choirs of both military academies join together to sing the
national anthem. You could hear a pin drop during the rendition......

(Watch & Listen & story below) ⤵
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PARIS (AP) — The Latest on the unrest in France (all times local):

10 a.m.

France’s Interior Ministry says 1,220 people were taken into custody around France during the latest yellow vest protests — a
roundup the scale of which the country hasn’t seen in years.

Police frisked protesters Saturday at train stations around the country, confiscating everything from heavy metal petanque balls to
tennis rackets — anything that could remotely be used as a weapon.....

(Read full story below) ⤵
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The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals handed President Donald Trump another defeat on Friday, refusing an attempt to implement
Trump’s policy to deny asylum to migrants who cross into the U.S. illegally from Mexico.

Trump had issued his policy Nov. 9 as migrants from Central America were approaching the U.S. border with Mexico. Its
implementation was blocked by a lower court, prompting the Trump administration to appeal to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals,
which is based in San Francisco and has a reputation for liberal rulings.....

(Full story below) ⤵
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Sen. Lindsey Graham pledged Saturday to continue an investigation into the FBI’s alleged abuse of the federal surveillance court.
Graham is poised to take over the Senate Judiciary Committee, where he will have oversight of the FBI, Justice Department and
federal court system. Republicans have accused the FBI of mishandling the infamous Steele dossier to obtain warrants to spy on
former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.

South Carolina Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham said Saturday that if he takes over as chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, as is expected, he will “get to the bottom” of whether the FBI misled the federal surveillance court to obtain spy
warrants against former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.

“In my view the process used to obtain a FISA warrant – and its multiple renewals – against Carter Page should disturb every
American,” Graham tweeted.

“I intend to get to the bottom of what happened if I am Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee.”......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/08/lindsey-graham-fisa-dossier/
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The Associated Press reports that President Donald J. Trump has scaled back yet another vestige of the Obama era that
hampered America's happiness and presented a bleak future for our nation's kids; thanks to President Trump, this time it's the
eradication of more-so-than-usual rotten school lunches forced upon our nation's innocents by President Barack Obama.....

(Full story below) ⤵
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The Democratic National Committee has a few concerns heading into 2019. For starters, their cash flow is not even in the same
stratosphere as the Republicans' haul. The RNC raised $227.2 million in 2018 to the DNC's nearly $120 million. Secondly, their
voter data infrastructure appears to be crumbling. A new strategy pushed by DNC leadership would compile all the voter data from
Democratic groups into a single, for-profit entity. It is a strategy that is "modeled" after their Republican counterpart, Politico
explains. But, the shift is causing a major argument between the national committee and the Democratic state parties, who are
wondering why they should agree to give up this control of the voter database.....

(Read full story below) ⤵
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The chairmen of the House Judiciary and House Oversight and Government Reform Committees on Saturday released former FBI
Director James Comey's interview transcript. The interview in question took place on Friday.

Comey was subpoenaed to appear before the committees. They wanted to hear his testimony in relation to the probe into Hillary
Clinton's email scandal and how he handled the beginning of the Russia probe.

Although Comey initially battled with the interview, he agreed to sit down with legislators under one condition: that transcripts of the
conversation were made public within 24 hours.

Comey is scheduled to make another appearance on Capitol Hill on Dec. 17 to continue his interview. Republicans are putting
together a report detailing their findings on the FBI's investigations into Clinton's email scandal and the Russia probe. They're
attempting to get this done before Democrats take control of the House at the beginning of the year.

Read the full transcript below ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/08/read-house-intelligence-committee-release-james-comeys-interview-
transcript-n2537196
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Insiders Reveal Full Extent of Damage Elizabeth "Pocahontas" Warren's DNA Test Caused  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 22:02:42, 2 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +18|-2 )
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Advisers close to Sen. Elizabeth Warren reportedly are concerned that October’s big reveal of her DNA results intended to put the
question of her claimed Native American ancestry to rest may have done more harm than good.

The results showed “strong evidence” that the Massachusetts lawmaker had a Native American somewhere in her family tree from
six to 10 generations ago.

However, the Associated Press reported the amount was very minimal.

“If Warren’s ancestor were six generations removed, she would be 1/64th Native American. But if her ancestor had been as much
as 10 generations removed, that would make the individual a great-great-great-great-great-great-great-great grandparent and render
Warren only 1/1,024th Native American, according to Blaine Bettinger, a genealogist and author who specializes in DNA evidence,”
according to the AP......

(Rest of story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/insiders-reveal-full-extent-damage-elizabeth-warrens-dna-test-caused/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=MobileFloatingSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900178
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Suspected Murderers, Dozens Of Violent Criminals Among 58 Illegal Aliens Arrested In 5 Day New England Sweep
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 21:20:13, 2 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +28|-0 )
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The Associated Press reports that Immigration and Customs Enforcement have arrested 58 illegal aliens during a five day sweep
of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Hampshire conducted from Nov. 30th to Dec 4th.

According to the report, dozens of these individuals either were convicted or had pending charges against them.

"Thirty of the people have prior felony convictions for serious or violent offenses, and 33 have criminal charges pending,
immigration officials said. Nine had been previously deported, and 15 had been previously released by local authorities despite the
agency's request to hold them," the AP noted........

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2018/12/08/suspected-murderers-dozens-of-violent-criminals-among-58-illegal-aliens-
arrested-in-new-england-during-5-day-sweep-n2537185

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899947
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Hearing Next Week On Clinton Foundation 'Pay-To-Play' Allegations Will Include 6,000 Pages Of Whistleblower
Documents  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 18:14:20, 2 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +13|-0 )
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It’s flown a little under the radar because every news outlet is focused on Paul Manafort and Michael Cohen and whether or not
there was collusion with Russia or a campaign finance violation on the part of the Trump campaign, but there’s a hearing
scheduled next week into the ongoing investigation into the Clinton Foundation.

And when the hearing opens, House Congressional members will have before them “6,000 pages of evidence attached to a
whistleblower submission filed secretly more than a year ago with the IRS and FBI.”

In a 48-page, secret submission filed with the IRS and the FBI back in 2017, whistleblowers offered 95 exhibits, including internal
legal reviews, that have “flagged serious concerns about legal compliance, improper commingling of personal and charity business
and “quid pro quo” promises made to donors while Hillary Clinton was secretary of State,” reports The Hill......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.redstate.com/slee/2018/12/07/hearing-next-week-clinton-foundation-pay-play-allegations-will-include-6000-pages-
whistleblower-documents
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Liberal Lawmaker Aggressively Pushes To Punish Gun Owners For Crimes Committed By Others  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 17:55:18, 2 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +16|-0 )
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It is indisputable that many members of the anti-gun crowd want to undermine and ultimately repeal the Second Amendment, but
given the relative impossibility of actually getting rid of the right of citizens to keep and bear arms through the challenging process
of amending the Constitution, they have sought other means to try and reduce gun ownership.

One such method of achieving that goal is by making the prospect of gun ownership largely unpalatable and riddled with
consequences for a majority of American citizens, which they attempt to accomplish through creating intense social pressure and
stigma against gun ownership, as well as erecting a series of formidable and costly legal hurdles to purchase and/or possess a
firearm that can prove too daunting to go through for most people.

That is essentially what a lawmaker in Virginia wants to do with a proposed law that would hold gun owners accountable if a firearm
they owned was used by somebody else to commit a crime, regardless of whether the gun owner had anything whatsoever to do
with the crime that occurred.......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/lawmaker-aggressively-pushes-punish-gun-owners-crimes-committed-others/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2899884
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President Trump Weighs In On Paris Riots As 'Yellow Vests' Clash With Police  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 17:45:45, 2 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +12|-0 )
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Over 89,000 police officers are expected to assemble across the nation of France Saturday. Twelve armored vehicles alone were
sent to Paris. It is "Act IV," as some French media term it. This is now the fourth weekend of protests against French President
Emmanuel Macron's carbon tax hike as part of the Paris climate agreement. Macron raised taxes in hopes of discouraging citizens
from using fossil fuels. But, it is clearly hurting middle class folks and they have taken to the streets to let their voices be heard.
Macron feared "major violence" on Saturday and those fears have already been realized. Some protesters, called the "Yellow
Vests," reportedly threw glass bottles and other objects and police responded by using tear gas and stun grenades on them.

The scenes in Paris have been so violent that the city closed the Eiffel Tower on Saturday, as well as a dozen museums and
shops along the Champs-Elysées. But, that order is apparently not being heeded.

President Trump weighed in on the chaos Saturday, noting that people are fed up with the environmental demands and regulations.
He also repeated a claim that some rioters were chanting his name.

Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump The Paris Agreement isn’t working out so well for Paris. Protests and riots all over France.
People do not want to pay large sums of money, much to third world countries (that are questionably run), in order to maybe
protect the environment. Chanting “We Want Trump!” Love France.

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/12/08/trump-says-he-loves-france-says-rioters-chanted-his-name-n2537184
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The Pathetic Clintons Resort To Groupon Trying To Get People To Show Up & Fill Some Seats On Their Stadium
Tour  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 14:40:21, 2 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +36|-0 )
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We now have the first acknowledgment from their side that the Clintons vastly overestimated their personal popularity and the
public’s interest in hearing them talk about themselves.

The Clintons and their stadium tour promoter are officially responding to the public’s refusal to show up in sufficient numbers for
them to avoid embarrassment (and financial loss) at the level of ticket prices that seemed realistic when the tour was announced
only two months ago. The UK Daily Mail noticed this offer on Groupon:.....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/pathetic_clintons_resort_to_groupon_trying_to_get_people_to_show_up_and_fill_some_seats_on_their_stadium_tour.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899635
History: 117 points (+117|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:39:43

Gun-Grabbers' Study Backfires As They Accidentally Suggest Gun Control Doesn't Work  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 14:22:46, 2 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +117|-0 )
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Advocates of strict gun control often complain about a supposed lack of well-funded studies of the data surrounding gun violence,
as they suspect such studies would bolster their position against the Second Amendment and the widespread gun ownership
among citizens that it guarantees....

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/gun-grabbers-study-backfires-accidentally-suggest-gun-control-doesnt-work/
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Outraged Federal Judge Orders Further Investigation Into Hillary's Email Server  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 14:08:58, 2 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +119|-1 )
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The 2016 election may be fading fast in the rearview mirror of history, but one of its biggest scandals is still haunting Hillary
Clinton.

Over two years after Clinton lost in a major upset to now-President Trump, a lawsuit focused on her misuse of a private email
system is moving forward. This week, a federal judge sided against the disgraced former first lady, and ordered a deeper
investigation into her recklessness with the unsecured server.

“The ruling revolves around a Freedom of Information Act suit brought by a conservative government watchdog,” reported The
Daily Wire....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/outraged-federal-judge-orders-investigation-hillarys-email-server/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899001
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So, It Looks Like Michael Cohen Really Didn't Stab Trump In the Back (But He Could Have)  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 02:56:38, 3 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +12|-0 )
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Former Trump lawyer Michael Cohen could be spending the next few years in jail. The sentencing memo from the Russian
investigation headed by Special Counsel Robert Mueller has recommended that Cohen spend the next four years in jail for the
crimes he’s plead guilty to eight charges. It also suggests that Cohen was not as cooperative as originally blasted out there by the
news media .

The filing was made Friday as Cohen prepares to be sentenced next week in two separate cases, one involving campaign finance
violations and lying to a bank, and another in which he admitted to lying to Congress about efforts during the 2016 presidential
campaign to get a Trump Tower built in Moscow......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/07/so-it-looks-like-michael-cohen-really-didnt-stab-trump-in-the-back-but-he-coul-
n2537175
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History: 101 points (+102|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:39:43

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-08 00:25:36, 3 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +102|-1 )
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Former FBI Director James Comey refused to answer reporters Friday if he knew anything about reports that U.S. Deputy Attorney
General Rod Rosenstein wore a wire to record President Donald Trump.

Comey, who was testifying in front of the House Judiciary Committee, spoke to reporters after testifying behind closed doors for
nearly four and a half hours.

Reporters asked him if members of the committee questioned him about the reports of Rosenstein wearing a wire in a May
meeting with Trump, after Comey was fired by the president.

The former FBI director said “I can’t comment on that,” in response to the question. ........

(Full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/07/comey-rosenstein-wiretap/
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Michael Avenatti The Creepy Porn Lawyer's Wife Cleans Him Out In Divorce Court - Gets His Ferrari, Luxury Watches,
& Artwork  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-07 23:58:58, 3 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +70|-0 )
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Michael Avenatti may not be running for president now, but he’s still going to have to be doing some fundraising — namely, to pay
for his divorce settlement.

According to TMZ, documents filed in Orange County, California show that Avenatti agreed to pay his ex-wife Lisa Storie-Avenatti
over $37,000 a month in child support, retroactive to the first day of this year.

That’s $454,764, a rather astounding sum. But wait, it gets worse. (Or better, depending on whether your schadenfreude toward
Avenatti is sufficient.)

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/wife-cleans-avenatti-divorce-court-gets-ferrari-luxury-watches-artwork/
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I Just Watched House Majority Whip Steve Scalise Totally Shut Down Whoopi on Gun Control  (GreatAwakening)
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It’s always satisfying to witness gun control advocates getting shut down, and I just saw it happen to Whoopi Goldberg on ABC’s
“The View” as she debated the issue with House Majority Whip Steve Scalise.

Goldberg began the gun control discussion Tuesday morning by mentioning the shooting last year in which Scalise was injured.

He was on the brink of death after being shot by a left-wing attacker during a congressional baseball practice session June 14,
2017.

“I’m a bit surprised that after all you went through that you don’t seem to have an idea that there may be some more gun control
that we need to work on with stuff like this — with people who maybe shouldn’t have access to them,” Goldberg said.

I was happy to hear Scalise respond by pointing out that the right to bear arms is a fundamental right guaranteed by the
Constitution.......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/just-watched-steve-scalise-totally-shut-whoopi-gun-control/
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The Smoking Gun, Sources Say Newly Discovered Email Chain Provides 'Most Damning Evidence To Date Of
Potential FISA Abuses'  (GreatAwakening)
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Congressional investigators may have finally found their smoking gun in the Deep State’s case against President Trump.
Republican lawmakers have asked President Trump to declassify an email chain from early to mid-October 2016 between a group
of FBI and DOJ officials, including James Comey, in which they question the veracity of the dossier which constituted the basis of
their FISA application for the warrant to spy on Trump campaign advisor Carter Page. Rep. Devin Nunes (R-CA) refers to this email
chain as the “fourth bucket” of information.

The Hill’s John Solomon has been following this story closely. His sources have told him this email chain is the “most damning
evidence to date of potential abuses of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA).” It proves the FBI knew that there were
“intelligence community concerns about the reliability of the dossier used to support” the FISA application........

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.redstate.com/elizabeth-vaughn/2018/12/07/john-solomon-sources-say-newly-discovered-email-chain-provides-damning-
evidence-date-potential-fisa-abuses/
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President Trump: We Are Absolutely Countering Mueller's 'Witch Hunt' Report & Ours Is Already Very Long
(GreatAwakening)
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President Trump revealed Friday morning that his legal defense team will be releasing a lengthy report to refute findings by Special
Counsel Robert Mueller.....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/07/president-trump-we-are-absolutely-countering-muellers-report-and-ours-is-
already-very-long-n2537137
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DECEMBER 7, 1941 - 77 Years Ago, A Date That Still Lives In Infamy  (GreatAwakening)
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On this day 77 years ago, Japan launched a surprise attack against a U.S. naval base in Pearl Harbor in the then-American
territory of Hawaii. Over 2,400 Americans were killed, over 1,000 wounded on that day. The countries were not at war at the time.
The next day, the U.S. Congress declared war against Japan. Speaking to a joint session of Congress, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt (D) called the day of the attack "a date which will live in infamy." Three days later, Germany and Italy declared war
against the U.S.; the U.S. then declared war against Germany and Italy. Thus did the U.S. enter into what was later called World
War ll, which had been raging in Europe and elsewhere for over two years.

The shock of the attack, with not even a trigger warning, to use a modern term, did not send young people then to scurry to safe
spaces, as many do today at the first sign of distress, such as, oh, say, their preferred candidate not winning the presidency or
hearing ideas that upset them. Enduring hard times during the Depression years preceding that attack, people of all ages rushed to
sign up for the military......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/77_years_ago_a_date_that_still_lives_in_infamy.html
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US Net Oil Imports Hit 40-Year Low - 'What Winning Looks Like'  (GreatAwakening)
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U.S. net oil imports were just above 4 million barrels per day during the last week of November, according to new Energy
Department data — the lowest in 40 years.

U.S. Energy Information Administration data released Thursday shows net crude oil imports fell by more than 1.7 million barrels
per day from the week ending Nov. 23 to the week ending Nov. 30.

“This latest report from EIA is what winning looks like,” Dan Kish, a distinguished senior fellow at the Institute for Energy
Research, told The Daily Caller News Foundation. “With net oil imports hitting a 40 year low and much more where that came from,
our national energy and security position is getting better every day.”.......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/winning-looks-like-us-net-oil-imports-hit-40-year-low/
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So What If President Trump Didn't Recite The Apostles' Creed?  (GreatAwakening)
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(First of all I'm pretty sure that President Donald Trump is not a Catholic) @Stonenchizel

But this article is a great read !

Evangelical leaders who voted for Donald Trump have been subjected to a fresh wave of mockery after he (and first lady Melania)
failed to recite the Apostles’ Creed at the funeral for President George H. W. Bush. As the Huffington Post headline declared,
“Every President Recited The Apostles’ Creed Except Trump, And People Definitely Noticed.”........

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/michaelbrown/2018/12/07/so-what-if-president-trump-didnt-recite-the-apostles-creed-n2537118
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Trump Keeps Promise: His EPA Clears Way to Bring Coal Power Plants Back & Build Even More  (GreatAwakening)
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President Donald Trump just placed a lump of coal in the Christmas stocking of every radical environmentalist.

And it looks like there will be plenty of coal to put in those stockings for years to come.

Trump made campaign promises to revitalize the coal industry. On Thursday, his administration took another step toward making
good on those promises and helping the industry recover from the era of President Barack Obama’s anti-coal policies.......

(Full story below) ⤵O

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/epa-coal-power-plants-back-build/
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Father Stephen Josoma told The Boston Globe “We thought we would kind of put a mirror image of what it would look like if this
happened 2,000 years ago. It’s kind of a mirror image of where we are at today.”

We try to take a picture of the world as it is and to put it together with a Christmas message. Jesus was about taking care of one
another. This is not the way to take care of one another.”

One parishioner, who is a member of the committee that came up with this idea said “We’re not trying to scandalize anyone. We’re
trying to reflect back a reality that has to be looked at.”

Another said “Christ was political. He was hung on a cross for making political statements and bucking the authority, and that’s
exactly why he died.”

Not all parishioners are happy with the display. One woman told CBS News “This is where you come to pray. This is not where you
come to be preached at about what you should think about politics.”

I don’t support their effort, but more importantly, the plight of today’s immigrants is not even remotely the same as the situation
faced by Mary and Joseph. The church’s Nativity display is in no way a mirror image of what Father Josoma believes it would
have looked like 2,000 years ago.

Mary and Joseph were not immigrants, let alone illegal immigrants. Nor were they homeless or destitute. They were not trying to
enter a foreign country.....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.redstate.com/elizabeth-vaughn/2018/12/06/ma-church-nativity-display-shows-baby-jesus-steel-cage-wise-men-behind-
border-fence/
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MSNBC Fake News Host Criticized The Way President Trump Held His Arms At Bush Funeral  (GreatAwakening)
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MSNBC host Andrea Mitchell criticized President Donald Trump’s posture during the funeral for George H.W. Bush this week in
Washington, D.C.

“Watching that service, the president sitting with his arms like this,” Mitchell said while crossing her arms and frowning, “When
everyone else was looking forward. There was one handshake with the Obamas sitting closest to him but no other interchanges we
could see.”........

(Full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/06/msnbc-host-criticizes-trump-arms-bush/
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FBI EMAILS SHOW INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY HAD CONCERNS ABOUT STEELE DOSSIER  (GreatAwakening)
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FBI officials discussed intelligence community concerns about the infamous Steele dossier in a lengthy email thread in October
2016, according to a new report. The FBI relied heavily on the dossier to obtain warrants to spy on former Trump campaign adviser
Carter Page. But Republicans have questioned whether the FBI relied on unverified or inaccurate intelligence to obtain the
warrants.

Justice Department and FBI officials exchanged emails during the late stages of the 2016 presidential campaign discussing
concerns within the intelligence community about the infamous Steele dossier, according to a new report.

The emails also show that top government officials were aware that Christopher Steele, the author of the dossier, was in contact
with reporters regarding his investigation into President Donald Trump .....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/06/fbi-emails-steele-dossier/
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Massachusetts Senate candidate Elizabeth Warren on Wednesday sought to explain her controversial decision to list herself as a
Native American in a directory of law professors for nearly a decade before getting a job at Harvard Law School and said she is
absolutely qualified for her job.

Republican Sen. Scott Brown's campaign last week accused Warren of "participating in Harvard's diversity sham" by allowing the
school to list her as a minority......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/06/is-elizabeth-warren-about-to-apologize-for-her-dna-stunt-n2537087
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Special Counsel investigation into the 2016 presidential election was launched in May 2017, the narrative from the left and their
allies in the media has centered on the Trump campaign.

But it isn't just the Trump campaign that has been under scrutiny from Mueller's investigators. Washington D.C. lobbyist Tony
Podesta, the brother of former Clinton Campaign Chairman John Podesta, is reportedly under investigation for alleged criminal
behavior.......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/06/is-the-special-counsel-about-to-hammer-tony-podesta-n2537082
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Is The Special Counsel About To Hammer Tony Podesta?  (theawakening)
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Since Robert Mueller's Special Counsel investigation into the 2016 presidential election was launched in May 2017, the narrative
from the left and their allies in the media has centered on the Trump campaign.

But it isn't just the Trump campaign that has been under scrutiny from Mueller's investigators. Washington D.C. lobbyist Tony
Podesta, the brother of former Clinton Campaign Chairman John Podesta, is reportedly under investigation for alleged criminal
behavior.......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/06/is-the-special-counsel-about-to-hammer-tony-podesta-n2537082
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Here's What House Republicans Need To Ask Phoney Comey About Hillary On Friday  (theawakening)
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" Mr. Comey, isn’t the Russia investigation a sham meant to help Hillary Clinton, the DNC, and those in former President Obama’s
Justice Department obstruct justice so they don’t have to answer for their crimes? "

Here’s hoping that Phoney Comey is asked this question by one of the Republicans on the House Judiciary Committee at the
closed-door hearing on Friday where he’s scheduled to testify under oath. Not that anyone should expect an honest answer from
him. But there is the distinct possibility that whatever answer he’d provide could later be proven false......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/house-gop-needs-ask-phoney-comey-crooked-hillary-friday/
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REPORT: PROSECUTORS RESUME FOREIGN LOBBY PROBE OF PODESTA GROUP, MERCURY PUBLIC
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Federal prosecutors have recently resumed interviewing witnesses in an investigation of two lobbying firms that worked with former
Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort, including one operated by the brother of Clinton campaign chairman John Podesta.

According to The Associated Press, prosecutors in New York have in recent weeks started contacting witnesses and attorneys as
part of an investigation into the Podesta Group and Mercury Public Affairs.

The two firms worked with Manafort through 2014 on a consulting project aimed at fluffing the public image of former Ukrainian
president Viktor Yanukovych....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/05/podesta-manafort-foreign-lobby/
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My question for Congressjerk Eric Swalwell is pretty simple: “How many Americans would you murder to achieve your goal of
disarming us?”

It’s a fair question.

Swalwell is the MSNBC stalwart who recently wrote an op-ed advocating that the government confiscate the guns that make
people like him wet themselves and imprison those of us who decline to surrender them. Millions of Americans own these basic
tools of freedom, which the ignorant call “assault weapons,” and these loyal citizens keep and bear them to protect themselves,
their families, their communities and their Constitution. But Rep. Swalwell would make these citizens felons, though these patriots
are only a threat to criminals and aspiring tyrants......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2018/12/06/how-much-blood-would-leftists-be-willing-to-shed-to-disarm-patriotic-
americans-n2537012
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DOJ Indicted Democratic Mega Donor For Defrauding The Military To Win $8 Billion Defense Contract  (GreatAwakening)
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Three Virginia businessmen were charged with attempting to defraud the United States Military by engaging in illegal commerce in
Iran and laundering money internationally in an attempt at winning contracts in Afghanistan....

last paragraph below ⤵

Abul Huda Farouki was the chief executive officer of Anham and a major Democratic donor. He had previously donated to Bill
Clinton, Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton. He was also a former member of the Clinton Global Initiative. Farouki's company was
awarded contracts when President Obama was in office and Hillary Clinton served as Secretary of State....

(Full story below) ⤵
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According to an NPR story this week, The Satanic Temple of Chicago paid to have a statue installed in the rotunda of the Illinois
Capitol. To accompany the traditional Christmas Nativity scene and Jewish menorah for Hanukkah, there is now a statue of an arm
with a snake coiled around it; in the hand is an apple. An inscription on the front reads, "Knowledge Is the Greatest Gift.

Lest anyone worry about the use of taxpayer dollars to fund this travesty, the NPR piece assures us that the money was donated
via a GoFundMe page set up by the temple, in which the temple exhorted the public to help it "bring Satan to Springfield!".....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/laurahollis/2018/12/06/bringing-satan-to-springfield-n2537071
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Nixon Court Case Loophole Puts Mueller Investigation In Danger  (GreatAwakening)
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Will Robert Mueller subpoena President Trump? Or will Acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker preempt him by limiting the
scope of his investigation?

A little discussed provision within the landmark Supreme Court decision of United States v. Richard Nixon, the Watergate-era
decision that limited the scope of executive privilege in the face of a criminal trial subpoena, arguably authorizes Whitaker to
“amend or revoke” Mueller’s authority with impunity. The Supreme Court expressly said, “[I]t is theoretically possible for the
Attorney General to amend or revoke the regulation defining the Special Prosecutor’s authority.”

Under this directive, Whitaker arguably holds the lawful power to drastically curtail the scope of Mueller’s inquiry. Rather than
remove Mueller and set-off a Constitutional crisis, Whitaker could simply amend the grant of jurisdiction Deputy Attorney General
Rod Rosenstein gave Mueller on May 17, 2017 by removing Mueller’s authority to investigate, “any matters that arose or may arise
directly from the investigation.” Such a move would effectively eviscerate Mueller’s ability to investigate and/or prosecute any
money laundering criminality while leaving the primary ‘Russia Investigation’ untouched. At the very least, it might force Mueller to
hand-off any such investigation to the appropriate U.S. Attorney’s Office. This would more directly place those matters under
Whitaker’s behind-the-scenes control as Acting Attorney General, which is still very much a net win for the president.

Limiting Mueller’s investigation to only ‘Russian collusion’ in the 2016 election is a fight the president would undoubtedly prefer. A
fight over Russian collusion would be preferable to one involving obstruction of justice or money laundering, as Trump’s ‘no
collusion’ defense mantra is already firmly entrenched within the public consciousness and there is no appetite for impeachment
within the Senate on the issue.

The president currently holds plausible deniability relative to his personal participation in any alleged Russian conspiracy even with
Roger Stone and Jerome Corsi’s anticipated indictment, Donald Trump, Jr.’s infamous meeting with Russians in Trump Tower and
Paul Manafort and Rick Gates’ cooperation. The likelihood Trump can plausibly deny a paper-trail laden money laundering
allegation via the Trump Organization is not nearly as clear. Remember, Mueller granted the Trump Organization’s bookkeeper
immunity to cooperate.

Contrast the legitimacy Nixon provides to restrain the investigation’s scope to its ‘true purpose’ with the maelstrom Whitaker would
unleash upon his outright dismissal of Mueller. Still, Whitaker needs the threat of outright dismissal to make curtailment seem
more reasonable. Perhaps this better explains Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s (R-Ky.) vehement opposition to the
otherwise bipartisan Senate bill to protect Mueller.

Not only does the Senate bill limit a special counsel’s dismissal to instances of “misconduct, dereliction of duty, incapacity,
conflict of interest or other good cause,” but the Senate bill also presciently specifies only an Attorney General “who has been
confirmed to the position by the Senate, or the most senior Senate-confirmed officer of the Department … who is not recused” may
dismiss a special counsel.

Whitaker cannot satisfy either requirement. However, in the Senate bill’s absence, Whitaker holds substantial legal cover to
quietly, but overtly, restrict the scope of Mueller’s investigation pursuant to Nixon’s grant of authority.

Such a strategy would also allow Whitaker to openly embrace his prior public comments on Mueller’s probe. As Whitaker argued in
his oft-cited CNN piece, “It does not take a lawyer or even a former federal prosecutor like myself to conclude that investigating
Donald Trump's finances or his family's finances falls completely outside of the realm of his 2016 campaign and allegations that
the campaign coordinated with the Russian government or anyone else. That goes beyond the scope of the appointment of the
special counsel.”

Nixon’s loophole permits Whitaker to give the veneer of legal legitimacy to the president’s political view, with the intended benefit
of shielding the president, his family and his businesses from far more perilous money laundering aspects of Mueller’s probe. This
is what makes Nixon’s loophole so dangerous, and why it is so important for the Senate to protect the special counsel.

https://thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/419914-nixon-court-case-loophole-puts-mueller-investigation-in-danger
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submitted at 2018-12-05 21:17:10, 5 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +48|-1 )

8 comments    ...  

While Republicans, conservatives, and other patriots come together and mourn the passing of former President George H.W.
Bush, who died at the age of 94 this weekend, we’re approaching another episode of Shutdown Theater on the Hill. President
Trump wants $5 billion for his border wall, which is something he is willing to shut down the government over. The deadline is
December 7, but Trump now says he’s willing to accept a short-term extension. We’ll see how this plays out, but Senate Minority
Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) is not making his House colleagues happy by signaling he may be open to partially funding it. In
the House, after retaking the lower chamber, Democrats want to take their newfound power for a spin: not one cent for the wall.......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/04/popcorn-trump-has-split-democrats-over-the-border-wall-n2536920

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893717
History: 42 points (+42|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Arrogant Trump-Hater Republican Rhino Bill Kristol Hit With Disaster. His Magazine Weekly Standard To Close in
Days  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-05 17:59:02, 5 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +42|-0 )

19 comments    ...  

Staff members of The Weekly Standard, the conservative magazine that has been critical of President Donald Trump, expect to
see a shut-down after rumors about the magazine’s fate began to circulate.....

The Weekly Standard was founded by Bill Kristol, an anti-Trump neoconservative who currently serves as the magazine’s editor-
at-large......

Kristol has been a vocal opponent of Trump since the beginning of Trump’s presidential run. He was also one of the major
influencers behind the failed #NeverTrump movement......

( Bill Kristol is a true loser in the Conservative circles since Trump won 2016 election )

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/arrogant-trump-hater-bill-kristol-hit-disaster-weekly-standard-close-days-insider/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893529
History: 85 points (+85|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Remember That $600,000 Stormy Raised With Crowdfunding? Trump's About To Take It All And Then Some
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-05 16:38:22, 5 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +85|-0 )

34 comments    ...  

Things are not looking good for Stormy Daniels and her lawyer, Michael Avenatti, in the wake of their failed lawsuit against
President Donald Trump.

On Monday, Trump’s attorneys, led by Charles Harder, asked a court for nearly $800,000 in lawyers’ fees and penalties from
Daniels after her devastating legal defeat against Trump, according to CBS News.

The adult film actress claims to have had a one-night affair with Trump and accused him of using hired thugs to silence her.
Daniels then sued him for defamation after he called her allegations a “total con job.”

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/remember-600000-stormy-raised-crowdfunding-trumps-take/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893514
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Chuck Grassley Wants to Know: Why Did FBI Agents Raid the House of a Whistleblower Exposing the Clintons?
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-05 16:28:37, 5 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +112|-0 )
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Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley has written letters to DOJ Inspector General Michael Horowitz and FBI
Director Christopher Wray asking for an explanation.

"A recent news report has indicated that the FBI raided the home of a “whistleblower,” Mr. Dennis Nathan Cain, who provided
documents regarding the Clinton Foundation and Uranium One transaction to your office.[1] The report also notes that after
receiving the documents, you provided them to the House and Senate Intelligence Committees. It appears, based on the reporting,
that these documents were provided to your office under the Intelligence Community Whistleblower Protection Act," Grassley
wrote to Horowitz. "Further, it appears that the documents pertain to matters that fall within this Committee’s jurisdiction and
matters upon which this Committee has inquired. Accordingly, I request that you produce all documents to the Committee and
provide an update with respect to the steps you have taken, or plan to take, regarding the FBI’s treatment of Mr. Cain’s
disclosures no later than December 12, 2018."

Because of Cain's cooperation with DOJ and various congressional committees, he is covered by the Whistleblower Protection Act
and the raid may have been illegal.

"On November 19, 2018, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) reportedly raided the home of a former FBI contractor, Mr.
Dennis Nathan Cain, who reportedly made disclosures to the Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General in accordance
with the Intelligence Community Whistleblower Protection Act (ICWPA)," Grassley wrote to Wray. "As you are aware, the ICWPA
applies to FBI contractors and provides them a mechanism by which to report waste, fraud, abuse, and mismanagement to
Congress and the Inspector General. During the raid, agents reportedly seized documents that Mr. Cain had provided to the
Inspector General and that the Inspector General later provided to the House and Senate Intelligence Committees. These
documents relate to the Clinton Foundation and Uranium One transaction."

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/12/05/chuck-grassley-wants-to-know-why-did-the-fbi-raid-the-house-of-a-
whistleblower-exposing-the-clintons-n2537000

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893502
History: 16 points (+16|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Brutal Fact Check: 'Four Pinocchios' For Liberal Newcomer Ocasio-Cortez On Ludicrous Single-Payer Healthcare
Claims  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-05 16:22:03, 5 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +16|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

Earlier this week, I devoted an entire post to addressing a tweet from Congresswoman-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, which
appeared to endorse an idea to finance the majority of a government-run healthcare program by redirecting misallocated military
spending. Virtually everything about her 'proposal,' and it may be too generous to apply that word in this particular context, was
predicated on falsehoods or ignorance. The Washington Post's fact-checker waded into the controversy and slapped AOC with
Four Pinocchios for her "$21 trillion mistake:".....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2018/12/05/update-four-pinocchios-for-ocasiocortez-on-ludicrous-single-payer-healthcare-
scheme-n2536972

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2892741
History: 13 points (+13|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Republican Ben Sasse To DOJ ' You Need To Investigate Your Agency For 'Potential Misconduct,' Letting Child Rapist
Walk Free  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-05 05:17:51, 6 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +13|-0 )
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Sen. Ben Sasse (R-NE) sent a letter on Monday to Department of Justice Inspector General asking for an investigation into a plea
agreement the DOJ entered into with child rapist Jeffrey Epstein.

Sasse's letters comes on the heals of a Miami Herald piece about a hedge fund manager turned rapist. According to the Herald,
Epstein paid $200 to $300 to 103 young girls in order for them to give him a massage. It quickly turned sexual and rumors swirled
around the local high school.

The ordeal began in 2001 and went on for years. Epstein was accused of forcing the minors to give him a massage which "led to
masturbation, oral sex, intercourse and other sex acts, police and court records show."

Although they had more than enough evidence in 2007 to prosecute Epstein, prosecutors struck a deal with him, the Miami Herald
reported.

In 2007, despite ample physical evidence and multiple witnesses corroborating the girls’ stories, federal prosecutors and Epstein’s
lawyers quietly put together a remarkable deal for Epstein, then 54. He agreed to plead guilty to two felony prostitution charges in
state court, and in exchange, he and his accomplices received immunity from federal sex-trafficking charges that could have sent
him to prison for life......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/04/ben-sasse-to-doj-head-you-need-to-investigate-your-agency-for-letting-a-
child-ra-n2537011

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2892724
History: 88 points (+88|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Secretary Of Defense James Mattis Officially Signs Orders For Thousands Of Troops To Remain At The Border Until
January  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-05 05:07:09, 6 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +88|-0 )

21 comments    ...  

Secretary of Defense James Mattis had officially signed off on the orders to extend the deployment of active-duty troops on the
U.S.-Mexico border till the end of January. The deployment, which was requested by the Department of Homeland Security to help
deal with large migrant caravans, was originally slated to end on December 15......

(Full story below) ⤵

“

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/juliorosas/2018/12/04/mattis-officially-signs-orders-for-thousands-of-troops-to-remain-at-the-border-
until-january-n2536995

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891877
History: 6 points (+6|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Obamacare Is a The Mother Of All Miserable Failures In The USA Ever - IBD/TIPP  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-04 21:13:42, 6 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

7 comments    ...  

The Obamacare deadline is coming up, and everyone stuck in the individual market, and at some employers with multiple-choice
offerings, is focused on choosing some kind of health care insurance.

For me, I'm looking to higher deductibles and a less comprehensive plan because the cost of the one I have now has skyrocketed
11%, forcing me to pay monthly premiums higher than my old Beverly Hills rent payments.

" Affordable? Don't think so. And I'm certainly not alone " .........

(FULL STORY BELOW) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/obamacare_the_mother_of_miserable_failures_ibdtipp.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426
History: 130 points (+130|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Bombshell Exonerating President Trump Evidence Found In Cohen Docs, Mueller Kept It From Court  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-04 17:12:57, 6 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +130|-0 )
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“The nine-page charging document filed with the plea deal suggests that the special counsel is using the Moscow tower talks to
connect Trump to Russia,” Sperry wrote.

But congressional investigators with House and Senate committees leading inquiries on the Russia question told
RealClearInvestigations that it looks like Mueller withheld from the court details that would exonerate the president. They made this
assessment in light of the charging document, known as a statement ofthe charging document, known as a statement of ‘criminal
information’ (filed in lieu of an indictment when a defendant agrees to plead guilty); a fuller accounting of Cohen’s emails and text
messages that Capitol Hill sources have seen; and the still-secret transcripts of closed-door testimony provided by a business
associate of Cohen.".......

A Must Read

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/bombshell-exonerating-trump-evidence-uncovered-cohen-docs-mueller-kept-court-investigative-
report/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891229
History: 50 points (+50|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

OBAMA TOUTED CARBON TAXES AS 'ELEGANT' WHILE VISITING PARIS IN 2015. THREE YEARS LATER RIOTS
BROKE OUT TO STOP THEM  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-04 15:56:01, 6 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +50|-0 )

17 comments    ...  

In 2015, President Barack Obama called a carbon tax “the most elegant way” to fight global warming. France just suspended
carbon taxes on fuel after riots roiled Paris and other major cities. Protesters angered by the carbon taxes demonstrated for days
and called on President Emmanuel Macron to resign.....

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/04/obama-carbon-taxes-france/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891209
History: 9 points (+9|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

The So Called Caravan Asylum Seekers Breach US-Mexico Border  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-04 15:43:30, 6 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-0 )

13 comments    ...  

At least two dozen migrants climbed over the metal fence at the U.S.-Mexico border Monday after being frustrated with the slow
process of seeking asylum.

The Central American migrants used various items such as ropes and blankets to scale the 10-foot fence from Tijuana into
California......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2018/12/04/frustrated-migrants-breach-southern-border-n2536941

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891192
History: 29 points (+29|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Bush Family Does Not Want Repeat of McCain Funeral  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-04 15:35:24, 6 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +29|-0 )

30 comments    ...  

The Bush family wants to keep services honoring former President George H.W. Bush about his life and accomplishments,
avoiding the type of politics that were on display at the late Sen. John McCain’s funeral.......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2018/12/04/bush-family-does-not-want-repeat-of-mccain-funeral-n2536942

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889960
History: 207 points (+209|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

SUPREME COURT MAKES A BIG DECISION & TURNS DOWN CHALLENGE TO TRUMP'S BORDER WALL
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-04 00:33:27, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +209|-2 )
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The U.S. Supreme Court declined to take up a challenge to President Donald Trump’s border wall Monday, which asserted that the
administration violated the Constitution when it exempted border barrier projects from environmental regulations.

The plaintiffs warn of adverse effects to local ecosystems should the administration raise a wall along the border with Mexico.

It’s disappointing that the Supreme Court won’t consider this important constitutional issue,” Brian Segee, a senior attorney at the
Center for Biological Diversity (CBD), told The Daily Caller News Foundation by email. “Trump has abused his power to wreak
havoc along the border to score political points.......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/03/supreme-court-border-wall/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889716
History: 17 points (+17|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Backfire: How A Stupendously Ignorant Tweet From Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Undermines Single Payer Healthcare
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 22:24:21, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +17|-0 )

16 comments    ...  

Before we delve into her new "argument," I'd like to make a point about why the conservative commentariat sometimes seems
fixated on Congresswoman-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. First, she entered the national spotlight as a media fascination and
darling -- a young woman of color who shook up the Democratic Party from the left by defeating an establishment fixture. She
wasn't randomly plucked from relative obscurity by right-wing writers or pundits for sport; she was elevated by a mainstream media
that loves covering, and sympathizes with, rising liberal stars. And please recall the DNC Chairman referring to her as "the future
of our party." Second, because of the attention lavished upon her, she has built a massive online platform. Among the dozens of
newly-elected Democrats arriving in DC to serve in the next Congress, Ocasio-Cortez has, by far, the largest social media
following. One metric:......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2018/12/03/lol-alexandria-ocasiocortez-butchers-stats-on-defense-spending-and-
singlepayer-healthcare-n2536879

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889265
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President Trump: Again Warns Immigrant Caravan Monday 'We Will Close Southern Border If Necessary'
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 18:48:51, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +32|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

President Donald Trump claimed once again that he would close the entire U.S. southern border in response to an advancing
caravan of Central Americans, in a Monday morning tweet......

(Read full story below) ⤵

“We would save Billions of Dollars if the Democrats would give us the votes to build the Wall,” Trump tweeted. “Either way, people
will NOT be allowed into our Country illegally! We will close the entire Southern Border if necessary. Also, STOP THE DRUGS!”

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/03/trump-close-southern-border-if-necessary/ via @dailycaller

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889180
History: 14 points (+14|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

President Trump Promises Talks With Russia, China To End 'Uncontrollable Arms Race'  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 18:18:13, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +14|-0 )
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President Trump said Monday he expects to enter negotiations with the leaders of Russia and China that would bring a “meaningful
halt” to the “major and uncontrollable arms race” between the countries.

The president announced in October that the U.S. would be scrapping the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty with
Russia, signed in 1987 by President Ronald Reagan and Soviet head of state Mikhail Gorbachev.

“Russia has violated the agreement. They’ve been violating it for many years,” Trump said at the time. “If Russia’s doing it and if
China’s doing it and we’re adhering to the agreement, that’s unacceptable.”

The treaty prevents the U.S. from developing certain nuclear cruise missiles, a limitation not faced by China, which is not a
signatory of the treaty.

“In the coming decade the growing conventional military imbalance could well mean that the United States will not be able to
uphold its security commitments to allies or reassure partners in the Indo-Pacific in the face of an increasingly assertive China,”
wrote Eric Sayers, a special assistant to Admiral Harry Harris, who was the head of the U.S. Pacific Command before his recent
retirement.

Last week, Trump abruptly canceled a meeting with Russian president Vladimir Putin scheduled for the G-20 summit in Buenos
Aires over Russia’s recent seizure of Ukrainian Navy ships and sailors.

Meanwhile, Trump and Chinese president Xi Jinping are locked in a trade war that has seen the U.S. slap tariffs on $250 billion of
Chinese goods and China levy tariffs on $110 billion of American goods. The two agreed Saturday to a temporary freeze on those
tariffs.

https://www.nationalreview.com/news/donald-trump-promises-talks-with-russia-china-to-end-uncontrollable-arms-race/
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Liberal Dumb Ass Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Gets Schooled Over Whether 'Death Panels' Exist In Private Health
Insurance Markets  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 16:35:33, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +18|-1 )

12 comments    ...  

Rep.-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) and Jim Hanson, the president of Security Studies Group, got into a Twitter argument
over whether “death panels” exist in the private health insurance market.

Ocasio-Cortez on Sunday morning lamented the complexity of choosing a health care plan, calling it “one of Dante’s Circles of
Hell.”

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ✔ · Dec 1, 2018 In my on-boarding to Congress, I get to pick my insurance plan.

As a waitress, I had to pay more than TWICE what I’d pay as a member of Congress.

It’s frustrating that Congressmembers would deny other people affordability that they themselves enjoy. Time for
#MedicareForAll......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2018/12/03/ocasio-cortez-death-panels-n2536865

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2888717
History: 23 points (+23|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

Was The FBI Raiding Whistleblowers' Homes To Protect Robert Mueller ?  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 14:32:31, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +23|-0 )

12 comments    ...  

Back on October 19, 2017, I raised the question of just how much Special Counsel Robert Mueller and Deputy A.G. Rod
Rosenstein actually knew about Hillary Clinton and Uranium One, since it had been reported that the FBI was aware before the
deal was approved in 2010 that Russia was engaging in criminal activity to penetrate our nuclear industry and gain access to
chunks of our uranium reserves.

Earlier, in July, I called for a criminal investigation into Hillary Clinton's collusion with Russia to turn over control of 20 percent of
our uranium supplies to Russian interests in return for some $145 million in donations to the Clinton Foundation. It turns out that
there was one: an FBI investigation dating back to 2009, with current deputy attorney general Rod Rosenstein and Special
Prosecutor Robert Mueller up to their eyeballs in covering up evidence of Hillary's collusion, bordering on treason, with Vladimir
Putin's Russia:

Prior to the Obama administration approving the very controversial deal in 2010 giving Russia 20% of America's Uranium, the FBI
had evidence that Russian nuclear industry officials were involved in bribery, kickbacks, extortion and money laundering in order to
benefit Vladimir Putin,......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/is_the_fbi_raiding_whistleblowers_homes_to_protect_robert_mueller.html
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Was The FBI Raiding Whistleblowers' Homes To Protect Robert Mueller ?  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 14:32:30, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +39|-1 )

11 comments    ...  

Back on October 19, 2017, I raised the question of just how much Special Counsel Robert Mueller and Deputy A.G. Rod
Rosenstein actually knew about Hillary Clinton and Uranium One, since it had been reported that the FBI was aware before the
deal was approved in 2010 that Russia was engaging in criminal activity to penetrate our nuclear industry and gain access to
chunks of our uranium reserves.

Earlier, in July, I called for a criminal investigation into Hillary Clinton's collusion with Russia to turn over control of 20 percent of
our uranium supplies to Russian interests in return for some $145 million in donations to the Clinton Foundation. It turns out that
there was one: an FBI investigation dating back to 2009, with current deputy attorney general Rod Rosenstein and Special
Prosecutor Robert Mueller up to their eyeballs in covering up evidence of Hillary's collusion, bordering on treason, with Vladimir
Putin's Russia:

Prior to the Obama administration approving the very controversial deal in 2010 giving Russia 20% of America's Uranium, the FBI
had evidence that Russian nuclear industry officials were involved in bribery, kickbacks, extortion and money laundering in order to
benefit Vladimir Putin,......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/is_the_fbi_raiding_whistleblowers_homes_to_protect_robert_mueller.html
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Border Patrol Busts Caravan Member In US, Turns Out He's A Convicted Murderer  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 13:39:38, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +77|-0 )

12 comments    ...  

While the left has been busy bashing the border patrol and ICE, there are others making strong arguments for why the United
States needs both. Now we have yet another real life example of the importance of having border security.

The Washington Times reported that a member of the migrant caravan was caught attempting to illegally enter the United States.
But that is not all.

The man is also a convicted murderer. He had been serving time for murder in a Honduras prison until four months ago.......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/border-patrol-busts-caravan-member-convicted-murderer/?
utm_source=add2any&utm_medium=MobileFloatingSharingButtons&utm_content=2018-12-
03&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Delusional Creepy Porn Lawyer Michael Avenatti Says His 2020 Chances Have Gone Up Since His Arrest
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 13:25:47, 7 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +33|-1 )

22 comments    ...  

Attorney Michael Avenatti believes he is well positioned for a 2020 presidential bid, despite a dramatic shift in personal and
professional fortunes.

In the last six weeks, Avenatti has been arrested on a domestic violence charge, broken with his star client Stephanie Clifford in a
dispute ......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/02/michael-avenatti-2020-campaign/ via @dailycaller
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Here We Go: Democrat Gun Control Advocates In California Now Want to Tax Semi-Automatic Firearms  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-03 02:06:05, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +18|-1 )
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California Assemblyman Marc Levine (D) has proposed a new gun control measure: taxing the sale of semi-automatic firearms and
using the money to support gun violence prevention programs, The Sacramento Bee reported. The proposal was a direct result of
the shooting at the Borderline Bar and Grill in Thousand Oaks......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/12/02/here-we-go-gun-control-advocates-in-california-now-want-to-tax-
semiautomatic-firearms-n2536856
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No New Tariffs: President Trump Wins Trade War With China  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-02 20:32:16, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +18|-0 )

7 comments    ...  

U.S. President Donald Trump was able to extract a number of concessions from Chinese President Xi Jinping in exchange for not
imposing any new tariffs on Chinese goods.

Trump reached a major agreement while meeting with the world’s top leaders over the weekend. At the G-20 summit in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, Trump and Xi spoke for two and a half hours Saturday night — an hour longer than previously scheduled. The
meeting,.......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/02/trump-scores-trade-victory-with-china/
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Ex-FBI Director Lying Loser James Comey Reaches Deal on Congressional Testimony  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-02 17:47:50, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +27|-0 )

39 comments    ...  

After sparring with House Republicans for a week, former FBI director James Comey tweeted Sunday that he had reached a deal
with them regarding his testimony before Congress.

"Grateful for a fair hearing from judge. Hard to protect my rights without being in contempt, which I don’t believe in," Comey wrote
on Twitter.

"So will sit in the dark, but Republicans agree I’m free to talk when done and transcript released in 24 hours," he added. "This is
the closest I can get to public testimony."

On Friday, Comey's lawyer urged a judge to block a subpoena requiring that the former FBI director submit to a private interview
before a House panel, arguing that Republican lawmakers want to take shots in a "dark alley."

But a lawyer for Congress said committees are free to conduct investigations as they please and that Comey, who is concerned
that statements from a closed-door interview would be selectively leaked, had no right to refuse a subpoena and demand a public
hearing.

"No federal district court judge in the history of the republic has granted the type of relief that Mr. Comey seeks," said Thomas
Hungar, general counsel for the House of Representatives......

(Rest of story below) ⤵

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/US-Trump-Russia-Probe-Comey/2018/12/02/id/892791/
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Rudy Giuliani: Mueller Probe Tactics 'Unethical, Destructive'  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-02 17:05:32, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

discuss    ...  
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Calling out special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation into 2016 election meddling, former NYC Mayor Rudy Giuliani said
Sunday that its high-pressure tactics are "unethical and destructive" and risking "tainted testimony."

"They want [Paul Manafort] to give certain forms of evidence that would implicate the president in things that Mr. Manafort says
are untrue," Giuliani told "The Cats Roundtable" on 970 AM-N.Y. "And at some point, after you do this four, five, six times, you've
got to accept the fact that Mr. Manafort maybe doesn't have the recollection they like. And they are pressuring him, and creating a
real risk that the man might commit perjury.

"After awhile, this kind of pressure can create the risk of tainted testimony."

Giuliani told host John Catsimatidis that Mueller's investigation has stepped over the line now with the way he's intimidating people
in order to tell what he believes his version of the truth is, and Manafort, President Donald Trump's former campaign manager is
"being treated like he's a terrorist."

"After all, he is just saying what everybody else has said: There's no evidence that the president was involved in any kind of
collusion about the election," Giuliani told Catsimatidis.

". . . You can only exert a certain amount of pressure before it becomes unethical and destructive."

Giuliani repeated the call for the investigation to "end now" and a report to be filed to "put up or shut up" because "this isn't a
search for the truth – it's a witch hunt."

"Stop all the nonsense with the pressure and the oppressive tactics that are un-American, and show us the evidence you have,"
he concluded. "Of course they don't have any."

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/specialcounsel-robertmueller-rudygiuliani/2018/12/02/id/892792
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History: 74 points (+75|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:40:00

President Trump Stands Tall At G-20 Summit, Refuses To Give In To Paris Agreement Pressure  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-02 16:27:36, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +75|-1 )

23 comments    ...  

President Donald Trump refused to sign the United States onto a non-binding agreement in support of the Paris agreement on
climate change at the G-20 summit in Buenos Aires, The Associated Press reported Saturday......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/trump-stands-tall-g-20-summit-refuses-give-paris-agreement-pressure/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2887008
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NSFW  Mueller's Perjury Traps That's What Special Counsel Has Become  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-12-02 15:54:14, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +10|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Dropping Paul Manafort as a cooperating witness ruins his credibility as far as anything he told Mueller and any testimony he may
be forced to give with respect to that. The lies Mueller is alleging are almost certainly an exercise of Mueller’s specialty, the
“perjury trap” he is trying to set for President Trump. It must be assumed the Special Counsel has proof of Manafort’s lies......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/muellers_perjury_traps.html
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Mueller's Perjury Traps That's What Special Counsel Has Become  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-02 15:50:39, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-0 )

discuss    ...  

Dropping Paul Manafort as a cooperating witness ruins his credibility as far as anything he told Mueller and any testimony he may
be forced to give with respect to that. The lies Mueller is alleging are almost certainly an exercise of Mueller’s specialty, the
“perjury trap” he is trying to set for President Trump. It must be assumed the Special Counsel has proof of Manafort’s lies......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/muellers_perjury_traps.html
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ICE Just Tells NJ's AG To Shove It: You Want To Restrict Cooperation...We'll Just Increase Our Immigration Raids
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-02 15:37:42, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +180|-0 )

41 comments    ...  

ICE responded by saying that they would just increase immigration raids in New Jersey (via NBC Philadelphia.......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/12/01/ice-just-told-njs-attorney-general-to-shove-it-you-cut-off-local-cooperation-an-
n2536841
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Cohen's Guilty Plea Isn't Proof Trump Campaign Colluded With Russia  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-02 15:25:16, 8 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +14|-0 )

13 comments    ...  

On his way to catch Air Force One on Thursday, President Donald Trump shared his thoughts about Michael Cohen, his one-time
personal lawyer who pleaded guilty that morning to lying to Congress about negotiations for a possible Trump Tower in Moscow
during the 2016 presidential campaign.

Trump said: (1) it was no secret he was interested in putting a Trump Tower in Moscow; (2) as a private citizen, he had every right
to build in Russia; so (3) there was no reason for Cohen to lie to Congress, and if he did lie, it had nothing to do with the president.

Trump has a point. As Brad .......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/debrajsaunders/2018/12/02/cohens-guilty-plea-isnt-proof-trump-campaign-colluded-with-russia-
n2536825
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It Appears The Deep State Has Stalled The Huber Report Now That GHWBush Dec.5th National Day Of
Remembrance  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-12-01 16:09:46, 9 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +64|-2 )

118 comments    ...  

I hate to say this Patriots since we've all been waiting for this December 5th Congressional Report From Huber, except that
December 5th has been announced as a National Day of Remembrance for George H.W.Bush. It seems that Hussein's visit to
G.H.W.Bush on Tuesday could have been the Deep States day to conjure up the death of G.H.W.Bush's death & eventually have
a National Day of Remembrance so that Congress would not be working that day & that means that the Huber Report will be put
on hold until who knows when...

If I were President Trump I would use this day to arrest all of the Dirty Cabal Players that we all know will be attending the
funeral of G.H.W.Bush. On this day that the Deep State's Players that attend the State Funeral, I'm sure they will be passing
notes to eachother like they were during the McStains funeral since all their secret governmental ways of communication were
taken off line by the Trump administration.

If Bush's death was a natural death the DS sure used it as an opportunity to stall the Huber Report by arranging the National Day
of Remembrance on December 5th, the same day as the Huber Report is suppose to be revealed to Congress & the public. So
regardless of what happens next let's all keep President Trump & The "Q" Team in our prayers that "The Plan is kept on track &
won't be delayed any longer as it was by the Kavanaugh confirmation. Anyways I hope I am wrong about Huber's Report being
delayed.

God Bless You All Patriots & may the Lord keep You & Yours in good health throughout the Holiday Season ......... @Stonenchizel
✌

WWG1WGA
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NSFW  Mexicans Come To Their Senses. Turn On Liberals & Caravanners. Announce Huge Agreement With President
Trump  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-30 22:27:20, 10 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-0 )
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5 comments    ...  

According to The Daily Caller, a poll by the Mexico City-based El Universal newspaper revealed that a whopping seven in 10
Mexicans have a negative view of the migrant caravan, which is now parked in Tijuana, on the Mexico side of the U.S.-Mexican
border.

And the news gets even worse for the American left. The poll also revealed that more than half of Mexicans polled, 52 percent,
want illegal aliens, i.e. those people entering the country without documentation, to be blocked from doing so....

(story continues below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/mexicans-turn-liberals-caravaners-agreement-trump/?
utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=MobileFloatingSharingButtons&utm_content=2018-11-
30&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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3 Illegal Aliens Dead, 8 Injured After Pickup Truck Hits Spike Strip & Flips During High-Speed Chase With Border
Patrol  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-30 15:08:38, 10 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +30|-0 )

11 comments    ...  

A high-speed chase near the U.S.-Mexico border in San Diego County ended with three dead and eight injured after a Chevrolet
pickup attempted to flee an enforcement stop, hit a spike strip and rolled into an embankment on Interstate 8, authorities said in a
statement....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://fxn.ws/2E746mB #FoxNews
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Kid Rock Calls Joy Behar A Bitch On Live Fox Broadcast  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-30 14:50:58, 10 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +107|-1 )

36 comments    ...  

(Story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/11/30/untitled-n2536773

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2882558
History: 86 points (+86|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

President Trump Literally Puts 'Christ' Back In Christmas At WH Christmas Tree Lighting Lastnight  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-30 06:53:35, 11 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +86|-0 )

34 comments    ...  

(From article) ➡ His speech during the National Christmas Tree lighting ceremony at the White House on Wednesday was uplifting,
appreciative and decidedly Christian.

Trump was forthright in celebrating Christ’s birth as the reason for the festivities......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-trump-literally-puts-christ-back-christmas-wh-christmas-tree-lighting/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2882505
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Central American Migrants 1/3 Have Been Detected With Head Lice, Hepatitis, TB, HIV, Chicken Pox & Scabies &
Democrats Want Them In USA  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-30 06:00:12, 11 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

8 comments    ...  
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(From article) ➡ Tijuana caravan migrants are, just south of San Diego, soaking up rain, mud, germs, cold, bacteria, viruses – and
picking up diseases.

Right now, it's happening in Tijuana, where 6,000 migrants are still camped out. Fox News reports that more than a third, some
2,200 of them are being treated for lice, scabies, chicken pox, hepatitis, HIV, tuberculosis, and infections. The San Diego
television press reported last night that measles has also been detected in the squalid encampment, where new caravans are
arriving even as some pack up and go home......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/11/lice_hepatitus_tb_chicken_pox_scabies_plague_a_third_of_the_caravan_migrants__with_rains_just_getting_started.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983
History: 134 points (+135|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Rep. Jim Jordan Wins Oversight Leading Role For House GOP In A Surprise Move  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-30 00:31:55, 11 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +135|-1 )

47 comments    ...  

Rep. Mark Meadows (R-N.C.) abruptly stepped aside on Thursday to allow his House Freedom Caucus ally, Rep. Jim Jordan (R-
Ohio), to run uncontested for the ranking member role on the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee -- a position
that he won.....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://thehill.com/homenews/house/419021-jordan-secures-oversight-ranking-member-role-after-meadows-suddenly-steps

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491
History: 30 points (+32|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-29 19:42:22, 11 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +32|-2 )

55 comments    ...  

Melania Trump definitely got everyone’s attention Thursday when she stepped out in a bright purple skirt and leather jacket combo
at the White House on her way to the G-20 summit.

The first lady looked stunning as ever in the long brown coat that she paired with the colorful skirt that hit just above her knees as
she took President Donald Trump’s hand and left for Buenos Aires, Argentina......

(Rest of story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/29/melania-purple-skirt-leather-jacket-combo-g20-summit/ via @dailycaller

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881460
History: 10 points (+10|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

The Liberals Version (Delusional) Of Being Woke  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-29 19:27:27, 11 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

There appears to be a direct correlation between how “woke” a liberal is and how crazy they are. And every single day, liberals are
becoming more and more woke.

The idea of being “woke” is, for the uninitiated (meaning “sane”), the state of being hyper-conscious and aware of everything
liberals hold dear – mostly victimhood and the supposed societal structures that perpetuate it. There’s no real need to understand
it, unless you’re one of them you will never, ever, under any circumstances be “woke enough” to appease liberals.

Saying they’re crazy is an understatement....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/derekhunter/2018/11/29/crazy-woke-n2536644

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881439
History: 18 points (+18|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Dershowitz Sounds Off On The Cabal's Puppet Robert Mueller's 'Weak' Substantive Findings  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-29 19:09:11, 11 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +18|-0 )
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Robert Mueller is grasping for straws, Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz said Thursday after Michael Cohen's guilty plea. The
former Trump lawyer admitted to lying to officials about his contacts with Russia.

Dershowitz suggested that Cohen is now cooperating with Mueller's team because the special counsel does not have his report
finished yet.

"They’re perhaps trying to fill some blanks because they’ve lost Manafort as a witness and of course he’s unlikely to be a
witness," Dershowitz suggested.

"They’re probably hustling to get a new witness to fill some of those gaps. He’s constitutionally entitled to have contact with
foreign powers. Mueller’s case has never been a very strong one against the president legally and constitutionally."

The lawyer continued to sound off on the "weakness" of the Russia probe.

”I think the weakness of Mueller’s substantive findings are suggested by the fact that he has to resort to false statement
prosecutions, which really shows that he didn’t start with very much, and the very fact that he’s conducting an investigation has
created these crimes.”

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/11/29/dershowitz-sounds-off-on-muellers-weak-substantive-findings-n2536701

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2880045
History: 7 points (+7|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

ABC & NBC Fake News Ignore Some Caravan Migrants Calling It Quits After Their Assault On The Border Was
Thwarted  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-29 03:42:21, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

A few days after a failed violent assault by droves of Central American migrants from the infamous caravan tried to invade the
U.S. on Sunday, over 100 of them grew frustrated and boarded planes for their home countries on Tuesday. And after being
appalled by President Trump’s defense of Border Patrol’s use of mere tear gas to repel the attack, ABC and NBC couldn’t be
bothered that evening to mention the migrants packing up and leaving and that the Tijuana locals were happy to see them go.

CBS Evening News was the only broadcast network to mention the defeated migrants during their Tuesday evening broadcast.
“Today more than 100 Central Americans lined up to fly back to their home countries. ....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/nicholas-fondacaro/2018/11/27/abc-nbc-ignore-caravan-migrants-packing-and-heading-home

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879961
History: 52 points (+52|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

'Dies Laughing Forever'! New Stormy Daniels Statement Could Put Michael Avenatti 'In A World Of Trouble'
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-29 02:38:59, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +52|-0 )

18 comments    ...  

Holy crap, you guys. Need more proof that Michael Avenatti is the gift that keeps on giving? Look no further than this:

Here’s the first part of Stormy Daniels’ statement to the Daily Beast:

“For months I’ve asked Michael Avenatti to give me accounting information about the fund my supporters so generously donated
to for my safety and legal defense. He has repeatedly ignored those requests. Days ago I demanded again, repeatedly, that he tell
me how the money was being spent and how much was left. Instead of answering me, without my permission or even my
knowledge Michael launched another crowdfunding campaign to raise money on my behalf. I learned about it on Twitter......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://twitchy.com/sarahd-313035/2018/11/28/dies-laughing-forever-new-stormy-daniels-statement-could-put-michael-avenatti-in-a-
world-of-trouble/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879559
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Fox Was #1 In Cable News Last Month & CNN Couldn't Even Beat A Talking Sponge  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-28 22:46:16, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

2 comments    ...  
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The Title Says It All

(But you can read full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/28/fox-news-cnn-november-2018-ratings/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879510
History: 22 points (+22|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Tijuana Residents Grow Irritated By Influx Of Central American Migrants  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-28 22:23:31, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +22|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

In Tijuana, Mexico, patience is wearing thin.

It is wearing thin for the thousands of Central American migrants camped out in Tijuana next to the U.S. border, and for the city's
residents, some of whom are demanding those migrants be sent home. And indeed a growing number are returning, discouraged
by the bleak prospects for meeting their goal of entering the United States and asking for asylum......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://n.pr/2Av4qHy

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879494
History: 24 points (+24|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Mexican Government Gives Jared Kushner Highest Honors, Angering Critics  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-28 22:17:30, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +24|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

It is the highest honor Mexico gives to foreigners — the Order of the Aztec Eagle — and this week, it will be awarded to Jared
Kushner.

President Trump's son-in-law and senior adviser is being honored for his "significant contributions in achieving the renegotiation of
the new agree........

(Full story below) ⤵

https://n.pr/2AxBDSH

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028
History: 8 points (+8|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Liberal Fake News Site POLITICO Claims President Trump Posted A Meme but Not Trumps Account  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-28 18:13:54, 12 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +8|-0 )

10 comments    ...  

This whole story is FALSE because the Twitter poster who posted the Meme doesn't belong to President Trump....

Unbelievable how far the Left Democrats go to try & attack POTUS especially with a bullshit story like this one.... But on the other
hand the twitter post from @TrumpTrain explains :

“Now that Russia collusion is a proven lie, when do the trials for treason begin?"

I can't wait until they do prosecute all those corrupt fuckers in the meme....

(Fake story & Meme below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/28/trump-retweets-meme-showing-rosenstein-obama-behind-bars/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878282
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

AT LEAST 15 KNOWN TERRORISTS HAVE BEEN ARRESTED TRYING TO JUMP THE SOUTHWEST BORDER
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-28 09:22:12, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

4 comments    ...  
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At least 15 known terrorists or people with ties to Islamic militant groups have been arrested while trying to cross the U.S.-Mexico
border since 2001, according to a report from the Center for Immigration Studies. The CIS report identified the cases using court
records and other public documents, but the true number could be higher given the fact that other instances are kept secret by the
government. In once case, a Somali national was arrested after being smuggled into California, but made bond and went on to
carry out an ISIS-inspired rampage in Canada. More than a dozen suspected terrorists or people with close ties to Islamic militant
groups have been arrested after trying to enter the country through the southwest border, according to an analysis of public records
released Tuesday.

Since 2001, there have been at least 15 confirmed cases in which members of terrorist groups, including the Islamic State and al-
Shabaab, were encountered at the U.S.-Mexico border or shortly after crossing illegally, says the report from the Center for
Immigration Studies.

The individuals were among the thousands of so-called “special interest aliens” — people from countries beset by terrorism — that
are apprehended at the southern border on an annual basis. (RELATED: Are ‘Middle Easterners’ Being Smuggled Across The US-
Mexico Border?)

“While President Trump may have raised the prospect of terrorist border infiltration to gain political advantage, facts would support
his contention that Middle Easterners from places like Syria, Iraq, and Egypt, as well as from South Asia and the Horn of Africa,
do indeed routinely travel the same routes as Hondurans to the U.S. southern border and that some terrorist suspects have
traveled among them,” the report’s author, CIS fellow Todd Bensman, concluded.

(Full story below) ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/27/terrorists-arrested-southwest-border/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878271
History: 10 points (+10|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Oh, Brother: Hollywood Celebrities Chime In On The Trump Administration's Border Policies And Actions
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-28 09:10:36, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-0 )

17 comments    ...  

Hollywood celebrities are quick to make their opinions known, especially when it comes to President Donald Trump's actions. Of
course, they had to chime in on the Border Patrol's recent use of tear gas at the southern border. All of their tweets had one thing
in common: they talked about how disgusting Trump's policies are.

✔ @kathygriffin These asylum seekers should be welcomed to our country and President Trump should be sent to prison.

Not everyone on the caravan is an innocent person who should be welcomed with open arms. Remember, some of them are
members of the drug cartel and gangs.

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/11/27/oh-brother-celebrities-chime-in-on-the-trump-administrations-border-policies-
and-actions-n2536615

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878264
History: 3 points (+3|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Europeans Bet on Donald Trump in 2020 General Election  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-28 08:58:12, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

The Democrats have regained the House, which will serve as a check on Trump’s influence, but the Republicans gained seats in
the Senate and won crucial governorships. What does it all mean for Trump’s prospects in 2020, or for the chances of his eventual
challenger? Betting trends show that Europeans believe Trump will win reelection.

(Full Story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/11/europeans_bet_on_trump_in_2020.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2876627
History: 18 points (+20|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

FAKE NEWS CNN AND MSNBC CONTINUE TO LIE ABOUT THE CARAVAN 9:08 AM 11/27/2018 |  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-27 17:17:18, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +20|-2 )

1 comment    ...  
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Today’s Daily Daily Caller Podcast is all about how the liberal media is spinning and lying about the caravan of illegal immigrants
just south of the border in order to misinform the American people about what’s really happening down there.

Listen to the show: ⤵

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/27/podcast-cnn-msnbc-lie-caravan/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2876484
History: 4 points (+5|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:40:16

Kellyanne Conway: Predictions About Caravan Came True  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-27 16:12:02, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +5|-1 )

discuss    ...  

Everything the White House and Trump administration officials predicted about the caravan of migrants heading to the U.S. border
from Central America has come true, despite arguments that the warnings were little more than an election ploy, presidential
counselor Kellyanne Conway said Tuesday.

"In fact there was a caravan," Conway told Fox News' "Fox and Friends." "There are violent people in there. Secretary
(Kirstjen)......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/kellyanne-conway-migrant-caravan-mexico/2018/11/27/id/892112/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2876461
History: 4 points (+5|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:40:29

Lewandowski & Bossie Claim Hussein Obama 'Complicit' In Undermining President Trump  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-27 16:02:00, 13 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +5|-1 )

3 comments    ...  

Enemies inside the White House and out are working together to undermine President Donald Trump and his agenda, and the
Obama administration "was complicit" in trying to keep him from being elected, former Trump campaign managers Corey
Lewandowski and David Bossie, authors of a new book about the matter, said Tuesday.

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.newsmax.com/politics/lewandowski-bossie-trump-obama/2018/11/27/id/892100/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2876209
History: 38 points (+38|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:29

Former Acting ICE Director Homan: Caravan Migrants Not 'True Asylum Seekers'  (GreatAwakening)
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The migrant caravan at the U.S.-Mexico border consists of mostly men who are not "true asylum seekers," former Acting ICE
Director Thomas Homan said Monday, adding that he agrees with President Donald Trump's threat to shut down the border if
Mexico doesn't deport the migrants back to their home countries.

(Full Story Below ) ⤵ https://www.newsmax.com/politics/thomas-homan-caravan-migrants-immigration/2018/11/26/id/892008/
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Electing Democrats could do far more damage to the US economy in a much shorter time span, but don’t expect the NY Times to
discuss that. One only has to go back in time eight years, when Democrats controlled Congress and the White House, passing
Obamacare, and flatlining the US economy.

The NY Times then blames everything on climate change.

But in direct language, the 1,656-page assessment lays out the devastating effects of a changing climate on the economy, health
and environment, including record wildfires in California, crop failures in the Midwest and crumbling infrastructure in the South.
Going forward, American exports and supply chains could be disrupted, agricultural yields could fall to 1980s levels by midcentury
and fire season could spread to the Southeast, the report finds.

Are the California wildfires due to climate change? Or government mismanagement and ineptitude? Certainly, hot and dry weather
may have contributed to the fires, but such weather is nothing new for California. Even the California Governor acknowledges his
government’s role in fire prevention.

Months ago, California Gov. Jerry Brown urged state lawmakers to loosen restrictive logging regulations put in place to appease
environmentalists -- a move that appears to have confirmed that President Trump's recent critiques of state logging practices was
correct.

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/11/global_warming_alarmism_meets_a_blizzard_of_reality.html
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Thomas Homan, former head of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, blamed Congress on Monday for the thousands of
migrants headed toward the southern U.S. border through Mexico. Homan spoke on Fox news as he charged that Democratic
Minnesota Sen. Amy Klobuchar's comments about wanting to work with Republicans to improve U.S. border laws.

"There would not be a caravan today if they would have closed the loopholes ..........

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/former-ice-chief-blames-congress-for-caravan
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MANAFORT NEVER SNITCHED ON TRUMP

! Paul Manafort, President Trump’s former campaign chairman, repeatedly lied to federal investigators in breach of a plea
agreement he signed two months ago, the special counsel’s office said in a court filing late on Monday.

Prosecutors working for the special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, said Mr. Manafort’s “crimes and lies” about “a variety of subject
matters” relieve them of all promises they made to him in the plea agreement. But under the terms of the agreement, Mr. Manafort
cannot withdraw his guilty plea.

Defense lawyers disagreed that Mr. Manafort has violated the deal. In the same filing, they said that Mr. Manafort has met
repeatedly with the special counsel’s office and “believes he has provided truthful information.”

But given the impasse between the two sides, they asked Judge Amy Berman Jackson of the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia to set a sentencing date for Mr. Manafort, who has been in solitary confinement in a detention center in
Alexandria, Va.

The 11th-hour development in Mr. Manafort’s case is a fresh sign of the special counsel’s aggressive approach in investigating
Russia’s interference in the 2016 presidential race and whether anyone in the Trump campaign knew about or assisted Moscow’s
effort.

Striking a plea deal with Mr. Manafort in September potentially gave prosecutors access to information that could prove useful to
their investigation. But their filing on Monday, a rare step in a plea deal, suggested that they think Mr. Manafort was withholding
details that could be pertinent to the Russia inquiry or other cases.

Mr. Manafort had hoped that in agreeing to cooperate with Mr. Mueller’s team, prosecutors would argue that he deserved a lighter
punishment. He is expected to face at least a decade-long prison term for 10 felony counts including financial fraud and conspiracy
to obstruct justice.

Instead, after at least a dozen sessions interrogating him, the special counsel’s prosecutors have not only decided Mr. Manafort
does not deserve leniency, but they also could seek to refile other charges that they had agreed to dismiss as part of the plea
deal.
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The prosecutors did not describe what Mr. Manafort lied about, saying they would set forth “the nature of the defendant’s crimes
and lies” in an upcoming sentencing memo.

A jury in Northern Virginia convicted Mr. Manafort, 69, of eight counts of financial fraud in August stemming from his work as a
political consultant in Ukraine. The jury deadlocked on 10 other charges.

Faced with a second trial in the District of Columbia on related charges in September, he pleaded guilty to two conspiracy counts
and agreed to an open-ended arrangement requiring him to answer “fully, truthfully, completely and forthrightly” questions about
“any and all matters” of interest to the government.

It was unclear at that time how much Mr. Manafort had to offer prosecutors. Although he had arguably deeper ties to pro-Russian
figures than anyone else connected with the Trump campaign, he had consistently said that he had no information against the
president. Legal experts suggested that if he had been able to significantly further Mr. Mueller’s inquiry, he could have negotiated a
more favorable deal.

As it is, the plea agreement specifies that if prosecutors decide that Mr. Manafort has failed to cooperate fully or “given false,
misleading or incomplete information or testimony,” they can prosecute him for crimes to which he did not plead guilty to in the
District of Columbia. They could also conceivably pursue the 10 charges on which the Virginia jury failed to reach a consensus.
Mr. Manafort is scheduled to be sentenced in the Virginia case on Feb. 8.

Mr. Mueller’s investigators have charged a number of former aides to Mr. Trump with lying to them. Three former Trump campaign
officials or advisers have pleaded guilty to misleading federal investigators: Michael T. Flynn, Rick Gates and George
Papadopoulos, who reported to prison on Monday to serve his 14-day sentence. A Dutch lawyer, Alex van der Zwaan, who had
business dealings with Mr. Manafort, also pleaded guilty to lying to the special counsel’s office.

In his most recent criticism of the special counsel, Mr. Trump has suggested that prosecutors are frustrated because they can’t
not produce any evidence against his campaign. “The inner workings of the Mueller investigation are a total mess,” he wrote on
Twitter recently.

“They have found no collusion and have gone absolutely nuts. They are screaming and shouting at people, horribly threatening
them to come up with the answers they want,” he declared. “They are a disgrace to our Nation and don’t care how many lives” they
ruin.

Mr. Trump’s lawyers responded last week to questions Mr. Mueller had for the president about ties between his campaign and
Russia. Among the questions were inquiries about what Mr. Trump knew about Russian offers to Mr. Manafort during the campaign
to assist Mr. Trump’s presidential run. The president’s lawyers have declined to discuss what he told Mr. Mueller and it is not clear
whether any of his answers conflicted with what Mr. Manafort told investigators.

Mr. Manafort’s allies have hoped that his sessions with the special counsel would end soon so that he could be sentenced and
transfer to a federal prison, where conditions are comparatively better than in a local jail. At a recent court hearing in Alexandria,
Mr. Manafort came into the courtroom in a wheelchair, his foot wrapped in a white bandage, possibly from an attack of gout.

But few of Mr. Manafort’s friends predicted that his sentencing would be hastened by prosecutors declaring him to be a liar. The
development stunned some people close to the White House, as well as legal experts.

“Everybody who lies to Mueller gets called on it — so he had to know that Mueller would catch him so the question is what was he
hiding that is worse than going to jail for the rest of your life,” said Joyce Vance, a professor of law at the University of Alabama
law school and former federal prosecutor.

“There are often rocky dealings with a cooperator and Mueller didn’t cut bait at the first sign of trouble. It was likely more than one
lie and this would not have been a minor detail — it had to be something material and significant and intentional.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/26/us/politics/mueller-paul-manafort-cooperation.amp.html
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Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), fresh off her underdog congressional win in New York, is quickly distancing herself from
the Trump White House. While the president is sending troops down to the U.S.-Mexico border to prevent the 7,500-strong migrant
caravan from entering the U.S., Ocasio-Cortez tweeted Sunday that we have nothing to fear from these individuals who are simply
seeking asylum.

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) doesn't see it that way. The migrant caravan approaching the U.S. border and Nazi Germany don't
compare, he told her in a tweet on Monday. To witness real suffering, he invited Ocasio-Cortez to pay a visit to the D.C. United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum.

Lindsey Graham ✔ @LindseyGrahamSC I recommend she take a tour of the Holocaust Museum in DC.

Might help her better understand the differences between the Holocaust and the caravan in Tijuana.

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/11/26/lindsey-graham-makes-a-suggestion-for-ocasiocortez-after-she-defends-
migrant-caravan-n2536502
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Ever since Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez shocked the world by upsetting long-time Democratic Rep Joe Crowley in New York's 14th
congressional district last summer, the self-proclaimed Democratic Socialist has been the gift that keeps on giving - to
conservative reporters and commentators.

That’s because just about everything that comes out of the young congresswoman-elect’s mouth is either patently untrue,
ridiculously unworkable, unintentionally hilarious, or ripped straight from the pages of Das Kapital (in which case it’s all of the
above).

This 29-year-old architect’s daughter and Boston University cum laude grad - who has managed to make a political career out of
portraying herself as some sort of working-class hero - may not “know anything about economics,” ........

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/columnists/scottmorefield/2018/11/26/the-seven-craziest-things-alexandria-ocasiocortez-has-said-so-far-
n2536456
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Hundreds of migrants stormed the U.S. border this weekend between Tijuana and California, some throwing rocks. It was captured
on video. Border patrol agents responded by using both tear and pepper spray on the crowd. Some called it cruel, but Border Patrol
Foundation President Ron Colburn said both actions were "absolutely" warranted......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/11/26/border-patrol-defends-use-of-pepper-spray-n2536466
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Evangelist leader Franklin Graham said he is an outspoken supporter of President Trump because he defends the Christian faith.

"Now people say 'Well Frank but how can you defend him, when he's lived such a sordid life?'" Graham said on "Axios on HBO,"
appearing to reference things such as the multiple allegations of sexual misconduct against the president.

Trump has repeatedly denied any inappropriate conduct.

"I never said he was the best example of the Christian faith. He defends the faith. And I appreciate that very much."

(Full story below) ⤵

https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/418180-franklin-graham-on-supporting-trump-he-defends-the-christian
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Bad as it may have been, the worst of the Russia Hoax was not the abuse of the FISA electronic surveillance regime for political
purposes. Nor is the worst even the patent involvement of our intelligence agencies -- and in particular the FBI and CIA -- in
electoral politics. No, the worst aspect of the Russia Hoax is that our intelligence agencies, including elements of DoJ and the
State Department cooperating with the Clinton campaign, enlisted the intelligence services of foreign powers -- first in their effort to
defeat the candidacy of Donald Trump and, when that effort failed, turning their efforts to what can only be described as an
attempted coup against the elected President of the United States.....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/11/is_the_deep_state_feeling_the_heat.html
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President Trump recently slammed the “Obama Judge” who stuck down his order to block the mobile mob along (which media
have called “the migrant caravan") the United States’ southern border. In a rare move, United States Supreme Court Justice John
Roberts rebuked the President for his criticism of the federal judiciary:......

"We do not have Obama judges or Trump judges, Bush judges or Clinton judges. What we have is an extraordinary group of
dedicated judges doing their level best to do equal right to those appearing before them. That independent judiciary is something
we should all be thankful for," Roberts said.

It’s understandable that the Chief Justice wants to counter any disparaging condemnation that independent judges have gone
rogue. Certainly, no one wants to believe that one branch of government has abandoned its responsibility to impartial governance.

However, that’s exactly what is happening under the Trump administration: social justice activism from the bench. Federal judges
write their orders imposing sweeping outcomes, the rule of law and supremacy of the United States Constitution be damned! No
one should delude themselves into believing that the federal court system is rigorously, unabashedly transparent and unbiased.
John Roberts’ unforced error on forced judicial activism has opened up the much-needed debate.

Trump rightly punched back by tweeting, "Sorry Chief Justice John Roberts, but you do indeed have “Obama judges,” and they
have a much different point of view than the people who are charged with the safety of our country … We need protection and
security."

The President of the United States is not just the chief executive who is to enforce the law, but he is charged with the supreme
responsibility of protecting the rights of citizens and securing our nation’s borders from foreign invasion. Progressive attorneys and
liberal judges need to revisit Article Four, Section Four of the United States Constitution if they have a problem with the
President’s role.

Indeed, many of these judges are acting like “Obama judges” (not just the ones appointed by Obama): desperate progressives
shoring up a big government, anti-constitutional legacy at all costs. President Trump has been repeatedly frustrated and delayed
because of this rogue judicial supremacy. Trump issued the exact same travel ban as Obama, relying on the previous order, which
targeted the same countries, yet Trump faced months of litigation as lower courts aided and abetted the legal version of “The
Resistance." All of this legal posturing is about re-litigating and defying Trump’s 2016 victory, and it’s nothing short of sickening.

This encroachment of the courts against executive power is not a new concern, either.

During the first months of the Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln engaged in so-called extra-legal measures in order to save the
country. He conscripted an army without Congressional approval, and he suspended habeas corpus (a legal right which requires
that an arrested party to be brought before a judge to determine whether they should be detained or released) in Maryland. Virginia
had already seceded from the Union, and if Maryland broke away, too, the federal seat of government in Washington, D.C. would
have faced siege from all sides.

The United States Supreme Court formally intervened in 1861. Slave-owning Chief Justice (and Democrat) Roger Taney ruled
against Lincoln’s suspension of habeas corpus in Ex Parte Merryman.The very partisan justice contended that the President had
no authority to hold individuals indefinitely during times of war. However, Article 1, Section 9, Clause 2 of the United States
Constitution clearly outlines that the habeas corpus writ can be suspended during such times of national crisis. In the end, Lincoln
ignored the corrupt ruling which had interfered with his legal executive authority. President Trump should consider following
Lincoln’s example and disregard the decision undercutting his order to suspend asylum rules for the greater good of the country.

Yet there’s more to Trump’s bold defiance to Chief Justice Robert’s brazen, unjustified defense of the so-called independent
judiciary.

Indeed, we have Obama judges, and even judges before that, who have become comfy and arrogant in their power. They are
issuing widespread rulings to impose their views on how the world should work, what the government should get away with, and not
get away with, and how the United States Constitution can mean whatever they want it to. Enumerated powers have turned into
expanded judicial tyranny, and it’s hurting our country.

This progressive impulse afflicts federal judges of all rankings and background, whether installed by Republicans or Democrats.
Power tends to corrupt, and absolutely power in the hands of life-long judicial appoints has corrupted a once-august institution
deemed to serve as a check and balance against government overreach.

John Roberts has no right to talk. When Obama publicly ......

(Full story below)
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Congresswoman-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has become a rising star in the progressive movement. People have watched
what she says with a magnifying class. She's said some rather wacky things over the last few months, but this one takes the
cake.

When the news broke that the Central American caravan rushed the United States border and Border Patrol agents fought back
with tear gas, Ocasio-Cortez took to Twitter...to compare those caravan riders the Jews fleeing from Nazi Germany. ......

(Full story below) ⤵
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Earlier today, US riot police in San Ysidro, CA, responded to the mainly male and largely criminal caravan of illegals now camped
in Tijuana…and I have to tell you, when the mayor of Tijuana is complaining about something destroying the ambiance of that
metropolis, things are really interesting…attempted to storm the border wall and then threw rocks at US police, they were answered
by the use of riot control agents being referred to as “tear gas.” Naturally, Trump being the president, it didn’t take long until some
Democrat decided to accuse the Border Patrol and Customs and Border Protection officers at San Ysidro with some sort of crime.
Somehow Hawaii beat out California, New York, Oregon, Massachusetts, and other Democrat strongholds for the honor of being
first.

Yeah, the headline didn’t narrow the waterfront very much, did it. Reasonably it could have been any of them. Thought the irony of
Tulsi Gabbard, who claimed that Syria was framed for using chemical weapons, might have been too much to bear. The actual
winner is the aptly named Brian Schatz:...

(Full story below) ⤵
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Border Patrol Agents Forced To Get Physical As Hundreds Of Migrants Rush Border  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-26 03:01:00, 1 fortnight ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-1 )

7 comments    ...  

The border crisis took a dramatic turn on Sunday after hundreds of migrants “rushed” the U.S. border, and caravan members
scuffled with border guards on the Mexico side of the crossing.

In an incident that the Associated Press called a “show of force,” cameras caught migrants rushing the San Ysidro Port of Entry,
which is south of San Diego.

“Central American migrants, mostly men, tried to breach the border crossing … after pushing past a blockade of Mexican police
standing guard near the international border crossing,” the AP explained.....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/border-patrol-agents-forced-get-physical-hundreds-migrants-rush-border/
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Liberal Lunatic Michael Moore's 2020 Pres. Wish List Includes Absurd 'All-Stars'  (GreatAwakening)
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Remember when “celebrity” candidates were mocked by the left? You have to think way back to ancient times — say, 2016 — but
sure enough, liberals were once bemoaning how the presidency would be tarnished if a reality television star won the Oval Office.

Apparently a few years makes all the difference. In a bizarre series of “picks” for who Democrats should run against the president
in 2020, perpetual blowhard Michael Moore just floated an entire list of celebrities he thinks should take on Trump.

“Let’s name ourselves the ‘2020 .......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/lunacy-michael-moores-2020-pres-wish-list-includes-absurd-stars/
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President Trump Calls Them Fake News Because The Media's Credibility Is Dead  (GreatAwakening)
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It's common knowledge that distrust in media is at an all-time high. Despite attempts by anti-Trump pundits to blame these figures
on President Trump for popularizing the term "fake news," the media will soon have to reconcile how they have been complicit in
their own faltering credibility......

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/11/the_medias_credibility_is_dead.html
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Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health
Care  (GreatAwakening)
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Patriots this is a must read, in the article you will read this migrant workers reason for coming to America isn't for fear for her life
as most of the caravan are being taught by UN Liberals how to apply for asylum & what to say but this dumb ass spilled her
beans, no pun intended about the actual reason coming to America was.....

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/11/caravan_migrant_who_disdained_donated_mexican_food_as_fit_for_pigs_also_expects_free_us_health_care.html
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Christian Revival: This Season, Donald Trump Brings Faith in God Back to the Presidency  (GreatAwakening)
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I don’t expect Donald Trump to announce a transition into the ministry any time soon. But the man has really turned things around
in the aftermath of Obama, with regard to invoking God and his blessings.

Barack wasn’t much for it.

Watching the President’s Thanksgiving message, it’s impossible to ignore his recognition of a higher power........

(Full story below) ⤵

https://www.redstate.com/alexparker/2018/11/24/donald-trump-faith-god-presidency-thanksgiving/
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Monica Lewinsky Says Bill (Slick Willie) Clinton Encouraged Her To Lie Under Oath: 'I Did Feel Uncomfortable About
It'  (GreatAwakening)
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The extent of misconduct by President Bill Clinton and his attempted cover-up are still being revealed two decades later. Into the
2000s it became conventional wisdom that Republicans, seeking vengeance for losing the presidential election, vindictively
prosecuted and persecuted Bill. In the #MeToo era, some of the re-written history has slowly been undone as people have finally
admitted, "hey maybe giving Democrats a pass on being sexual predators hasn't been the best plan.".......

(Read full story below) ⤵

https://pjmedia.com/trending/monica-lewinsky-bill-clinton-convinced-me-to-lie-under-oath-i-did-feel-uncomfortable-about-it/
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Trumps Deal With Mexico Would Make Asylum Seekers Wait Outside U.S. Border  (GreatAwakening)
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The Trump administration has won the support of Mexico's incoming government for a plan to remake U.S. border policy by
requiring asylum seekers to wait in Mexico while their claims move through U.S. courts, according to Mexican officials and senior
members of President-elect Andrés Manuel López Obrador's transition team.

President Donald Trump briefly described the arrangement in a pair of tweets Saturday evening. "Migrants at the Southern Border
will not be allowed into the United States until their claims are individually approved in court," Trump wrote. "No 'Releasing' into the
U.S....All will stay in Mexico."

The president then issued a threat. "If for any reason it becomes necessary, we will CLOSE our Southern Border. There is no way
that the United States will, after decades of abuse, put up with this costly and dangerous situation anymore!" Trump wrote. Earlier
in the day, White House spokesman Hogan Gidley said in a statement that "President Trump has developed a strong relationship
with the incoming Lopez Obrador Administration, and we look forward to working with them on a wide range of issues."

The agreement would break with long-standing asylum rules and place a formidable barrier in the path of Central American
migrants attempting to reach the United States and escape poverty and violence. By reaching the accord, the Trump
administration has also overcome Mexico's historic reticence to deepen cooperation with the United States on an issue widely
seen here as America's problem.

According to outlines of the plan, known as Remain in Mexico, asylum applicants at the border will have to stay in Mexico while
their cases are processed, potentially ending the system, which Trump decries as "catch and release," that has generally allowed
those seeking refuge to wait on safer U.S. soil.

https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/politics/ct-united-states-mexico-asylum-20181124-story.html
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Thomas Sowell's 3 Questions To Liberals Will Debunk Every One Of Their Arguments  (GreatAwakening)
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3 Questions in story below

⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇⬇

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/thomas-sowells-3-questions-liberals-debunk-arguments/

As a bonus: If you run these three questions by every one of Democratic Representative-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s
arguments, her platform immediately crumbles.
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Migrant Caravan Reportedly Planning 'Human Stampede' at the Border - And President Trump's Not Standing Down
(GreatAwakening)
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Oh, boy.

Members of the migrant caravan are planning to cross the U.S.-Mexico border stampede-style.

So says Angels Without Borders founder Sergio Tamai:

“They have that intention. I believe that thousands could make that jump.”........

( Read the whole story below )

�

https://www.redstate.com/alexparker/2018/11/23/human-stampede-border-trump-migrant-caravan
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No Other Way To Explain It Except Liberals Have Gone Mental  (GreatAwakening)
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Modern liberalism is diseased. It is wrought by mental maladies exacerbated by postmodernism’s delusional insistence that
empirical facts are figments of white male rule. This warped view subverts reality if it doesn’t conform to their revisionist left-wing
propaganda. Eight years ago, Michael Savage made this call in his book, Liberalism is a Mental Disorder. The mass malady also
foments mental discontinuity and cognitive dissonance, ensnaring misguided college students in particular.

Cognitive dissonance occurs when an individual’s thoughts or beliefs are rooted in inconsistency, which is precisely what modern
liberalism wallows in. Under the auspices of effete liberal intellectuals, postmodernism is prevalent in academia where it enfeebles
budding liberals’ thoughts with nihilistic notions that ravage objective truths. The resultant relativism engenders delusions and
waywardness amongst malleable students –.....

Read rest of story below �

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/11/liberals_have_gone_mental.html
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Democrat Loser Chuck Schumer's Latest Attack On President Trump Called Out For Extreme Hypocrisy  (GreatAwakening)
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Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer attempted to criticize President Donald Trump for his attacks on the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals and his claim that judges are partisan — while appearing to do the exact same thing.

Trump has been in a public back-and-forth with U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts, who disagreed with Trump’s
characterization of a judge as an “Obama judge.”

Schumer took to Twitter on Friday attempting to take Roberts side — but strangely in the same tweet accused Roberts of being a
partisan judge.

“I don’t agree very often with Chief Justice Roberts, especially his partisan decisions which seem highly political on Citizens
United, Janus, and Shelby,” Schumer wrote. “But I am thankful today that he—almost alone among Republicans—stood up to
President Trump and for an independent judiciary.”

Confused Twitter users replied in large numbers to point out what Schumer apparently couldn’t see — that the tweet was
immensely hypocritical.

Schumer started the tweet by calling out Roberts for three specific partisan decisions, and in the next sentence credited Roberts
for pushing back against Trump’s accusation that judges are partisan.

Trump was frustrated earlier this week that a federal judge blocked the administration’s attempt to deny asylum to anyone who
enters the U.S. illegally. Trump called the judge, Jon S. Tigar of the Ninth Circuit, an “Obama judge.”

Roberts maintained that the judiciary remains independent of politics.

“We do not have Obama judges or Trump judges, Bush judges or Clinton judges,” Roberts said Wednesday. “What we have is an
extraordinary group of dedicated judges doing their level best to do equal right to those appearing before them.”

https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/11/23/chuck-schumers-latest-attack-on-trump-called-out-for-extreme-hypocrisy
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Ex-CIA, NSA Chief Hayden Suffers A Stroke  (GreatAwakening)
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Michael Hayden, a former director of the CIA and National Security Agency, suffered a stroke earlier this week, his family said
Friday.

In a statement, the family said Hayden, 73, suffered the stroke at his home and was hospitalized but did not provide details about
the stroke's severity.

"He is receiving expert medical care for which the family is grateful," the statement said.

CIA Director Gina Haspel offered wishes on behalf of the agency Friday afternoon for a "speedy recovery."

"Mike's long career of public service & commitment to national security continue to be an inspiration to all intelligence officers. Our
thoughts are with Mike, Jeanine, & their family," Haspel said on Twitter.

Hayden, a retired four-star Air Force general who is now a CNN national security analyst, served during both the George W. Bush
and Obama administrations. He retired as CIA director in 2009.

Since then, he has been a vocal critic of both the Obama and Trump administrations. In 2014, he criticized President Barack
Obama's reliance on airstrikes to combat ISIS, saying it showed a lack of commitment, and he said Donald Trump represented a
"clear and present danger" during the 2016 campaign.

Since Trump took office, Hayden has remained a vocal critic of the President. In August, he said he "would consider it an honor" if
Trump revoked his security clearance following the President's decision to pull the access of former CIA Director John Brennan,
who also has harshly criticised Trump

ttps://www.cnn.com/2018/11/23/politics/michael-hayden-stroke/index.html
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Trump Administration Releases National Climate Assessment Gives Dire Climate Change Warning  (GreatAwakening)
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The Trump administration released the fourth comprehensive National Climate Assessment on Friday, which warns that human-
caused climate change is worsening and threatens “Americans’ physical, social, and economic well-being.”

The report breaks down the various ways that the environment is changing and how each region in the U.S. is being impacted by
the radical ecosystem shifts. The weather is becoming more extreme on either end, it concludes, while oceans rise and become
warmer, forcing a change to both the coast and wildlife on land.

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/nov/23/latest-comprehensive-national-climate-assessment-g/
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Some offered to donate their ribs, others recommended cloaking her in bubble wrap.

The reactions following news that Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg had fractured three ribs in a fall at her office on Nov. 7 may have
been made in jest, but some no doubt were rooted in real worry.

At 85, Ginsburg is the oldest member of the Supreme Court, and this month's health scare left many wondering if she'll really serve
for five more years as promised.

But she's not the only one in recovery mode.

Washington is slowly recuperating from the bitter battle over Justice Brett Kavanaugh's confirmation. Another vacancy on the
bench would surely lead to an explosivefight with liberals trying in vain to prevent President Trump from turning the court into a
conservative stronghold with a third nominee.

The repercussions of Trump appointees are why some on the left have criticized Ginsburg and 80-year-old Justice Stephen Breyer
- another aging member of the court's liberal wing - for not stepping down when former President Obama was in office.

ttps://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/417809-supreme-courts-future-rides-on-ginsburg-health
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The other day -- after slogging through a check-in line at one of the nation's busiest airports, dutifully removing my shoes and belt,
and checking my bag and pockets for other potentially dangerous items (water and loose change) -- I was pulled aside by a crack
Transportation Security Administration agent so he could further investigate the contents of my carry-on. While waiting, I
witnessed what looked to be a 10-year-old boy being molested by a 250-pound man........

https://townhall.com/columnists/davidharsanyi/2018/11/23/dear-tsa-please-stop-molesting-kids-at-the-airport-n2536365
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Experts: Whitaker Has Other Ways To Slow Mueller Probe  (GreatAwakening)
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There are other ways that acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker can slow special counsel Robert Mueller's probe of President
Donald Trump and Russia besides outright removing the former FBI director from the investigation, according to legal experts.

Federal regulations offer Whitaker a "lot of authority," University of Texas law professor Stephen Vladeck told The Hill, "starting
with his authority to remove Mueller if he finds he has good cause for doing so under the relevant regulation."

Meanwhile, Whitaker also could become involved in other major steps in the investigation, including with new subpoenas and
indictments, and if he is still in charge at the Justice Department when the investigation ends, he'll be the one to decide which
parts of Mueller's reports are released publicly or submitted to Congress.

“There are both hard and soft powers that the relevant regulation gives to the acting attorney general," said Vladek.

Meanwhile, the president's critics are warning that Trump may be laying groundwork to impede the Mueller investigation, the Hill
reports. The DOJ has refused comment on whether Whitaker has taken any steps about the Mueller investigation.

Federal regulations in effect since 1999 state that Mueller is not subject to daily supervision from Whitaker or other DOJ officials,
but he is required to notify the acting attorney general of "significant events" in the probe.

“He’s got a lot of latitude to run his investigation,” Randall Eliason, a law professor at George Washington University, said of
Mueller. “But the attorney general has ultimate authority, so in theory, he could stop the special counsel from taking certain steps.”

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/whitaker-mueller-trump-russia/2018/11/23/id/891732
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Liberal News MSNBC Joe Scarborough Writes Thread On Being Thankful For Hillary Clinton & WHOA NELLY The
Backfire  (GreatAwakening)
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Joe Scarborough has finally jumped the shark … totally and completely. Although to be fair, Joe did write this thread talking about
how thankful he is for Hillary Clinton (RIGHT?!) fairly late-ish on Thanksgiving Day so it’s not at all unreasonable to wonder if
perhaps a glass or FIVE of some alcoholic beverage came into play here......

https://twitchy.com/samj-3930/2018/11/23/go-home-joe-youre-drunk-joe-scarborough-writes-thread-on-being-thankful-for-hillary-
clinton-and-whoa-nelly-the-backfire/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332
History: 53 points (+53|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-23 13:37:27, 17 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +53|-0 )

44 comments    ...  

Turning Point’s Anna Paulina compared Hillary Clinton to “HERPES” and promptly got booted from a Thanksgiving morning Fox
News segment.

Paulina, Turning Point USA’s Director of Spanish Engagement, made a second mistake in a cringeworthy segment that began with
Paulina getting her wires crossed about the topic Fox News..........

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/22/anna-paulina-hillary-herpes/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760
History: 96 points (+96|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43
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Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-23 02:29:30, 18 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +96|-0 )

68 comments    ...  

He’s not going away. We all thought Hillary Clinton had this problem because he was mostly in the basement after the 2016
election, but Barack Obama has become as insufferable as Lady Macbeth.....

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/11/21/barack-obama-trashes-americans-again-theyre-confused-blind-filled-with-hate-
n2536295

The stench of elitism is overpowering—and one that shows the true arrogance of this political movement. Even when they lose, it’s
not them or their awful views on policy that cost them at the polls, it was that everyone else who isn’t like them (i.e. most of the
country) are just out of touch.....

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868750
History: 21 points (+21|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

Things I Am Thankful For That Will Annoy Liberals  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-23 02:20:03, 18 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +21|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

Thanksgiving right by being thankful for the failure and misery of people who are bad, but I’m also thankful that I don’t care about
such conundrums.

Anyway, here are some of the things that I’m thankful for this year…

I am thankful that Donald Trump is president, most of all because that means Felonia Milhous von Pantsuit is not president. I
could stop here and end this column, but my editors insist on a higher word count......

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2018/11/22/things-i-am-thankful-for-that-will-annoy-liberals-n2536322

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868350
History: 14 points (+14|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

What The Communist Democrat Liberals Won't Admit About the First Thanksgiving  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-22 21:02:42, 18 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +14|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

There’s more to Thanksgiving than multi-colored turkeys drawn around the hands of children. There’s also more to the original
Thanksgiving tale than cooperation between peoples that saved the lives of a small colony.

The story surrounding the time of Thanksgiving is a testament to the failure of collectivism, and the power that accompanies
individual responsibility.

It’s not one you’ll hear in the mainstream — but it’s true, and needs to be spread far and wide...

Pilgrims emigrated from Europe to Massachusetts in 1620. Half of the pilgrims starved to death or went back to where they came
from before the first winter was over, partially due to a particularly bad New England winter and partially due to inadequate farming
skills.

As the story goes, the day was saved by Native Americans who taught the pilgrims how to plant corn in the spring, and the
resulting harvest was bountiful.

They celebrated with the feast commemorated by modern-day Americans as Thanksgiving.

There’s a lot ignored in that story, like the fact that it was communal farming that utterly destroyed the colony’s fragile, tiny
economy.

The goal was to share the results of labor equally while everybody contributed to the greater good.

That plan went badly. Very badly ...........

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/liberals-wont-admit-thanksgiving/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868316
History: 34 points (+35|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

America IsThe Greatest Country In History  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-22 20:34:04, 18 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +35|-1 )

3 comments    ...  
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America Is The Greatest Country In History.....

Today we give thanks to God for that fact and for all the other blessings we have....

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1065615594765119488?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132
History: 24 points (+25|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

I Ask Heavenly Father On This Thanksgiving Day,  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-22 18:10:15, 18 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +25|-1 )

13 comments    ...  

Thanksgiving Prayer

I Ask Heavenly Father On This Thanksgiving Day, That You God In Jesus Holy Name Bless All American Families Across This
Great Nation And Father May Any Political Discussions That May Occur At Dinner Tables Across America And Also The World
That The Normie's Eyes Be Opened And Their Minds Be Red Pilled So They Can See The Truth Of What The Whole World Is Up
Against ( The Satanic Cabal) Lord I Ask That You Keep All The People That Are On The Freeways Travelling This Holiday To Be
With Family That You Keep Them Safe And Make Their Trips On The Roads Both Ways A Safe Drive. Father God I Ask That You
Bless President Trump And His Family And Also The Whole "Q" Team And Also Bless Our Great Military Soldiers And Brass
Whether They Are Home Or Abroad. Lord I Ask That Once The Thanksgiving Holiday Is Over That "The Plan" Be Executed With
A Fierce Awakening To All Americans So They May Know At Last That President Donald Trump Is Absolutely The Best Thing
That Could Have Ever Happened To This Great Nation, That He Was Elected To Be POTUS And Has Had Americans Best Heart
At Interest Right From The Beginning And That All The False News That Has Been Reported About Donald Trump Was All
Because The Satanic Cabal Has Had There Hands In All Of The Deception Being Reported, That's Why Father I Ask That The
Arrest Come Swiftly And Completely So That The Military Tribunals Can Begin To Take Place. Lord I Ask On A Lighter Note That
At The Dinner Tables Across America That Your Holy Spirit Be Amongst All Those Political Discussions To Red Pill The Normie's,
That The Fighting And Arguing That Usually Happens Anytime Families Get Together That They Be Kept To A Minimum. Lastly
Father I Would Like To Thank You For All My Blessings Which You Have Bestowed Upon Me ,For I Am Truly Grateful For All Of
Them. I Ask All These Things In Jesus Holy Name....

Amen

May You Have A Blessed & Happy Thanksgiving Patriots

WWG1WGA

@Stonenchizel

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2867043
History: 98 points (+100|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

Harvard Law School Professor Emeritus Declares Ivanka Trump's Email Use A 'Non- Issue '  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-22 01:06:32, 19 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +100|-2 )

45 comments    ...  

Harvard Law School Professor Emeritus Alan Dershowitz contended on Tuesday that first daughter Ivanka Trump’s use of a
private email account during the opening months of the new administration is a “non-issue.”

https://www.westernjournal.com/harvard-law-school-professor-emeritus-declares-iqvanka-trumps-email-use-non-issue/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2866995
History: 95 points (+97|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

ABC New Spin Off Show From Hit Show "ROSEANNE " 'The Conners' Tanks Without Roseanne , & ABC President
Resigns  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-22 00:34:46, 19 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +97|-2 )

46 comments    ...  

Some may call it karma or even long-overdue justice. Regardless, the news may surprise and please fans and defenders of
Roseanne Barr.....

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/abc-president-job-conners-tanks-without-roseanne/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2866368
History: 274 points (+274|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

White House Allows Troops To Use Force To Protect Border Agents  (GreatAwakening)
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submitted at 2018-11-21 17:58:30, 19 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +274|-0 )

92 comments    ...  

Chief of Staff John Kelly signed a "Cabinet order" on Tuesday expanding the authority of troops at the border to include "a show
or use of force (including lethal force, where necessary), crowd control, temporary detention, and cursory search" in order to
protect border agents, ......

https://www.axios.com/border-troops-use-of-force-posse-comitatus-b23bca0a-715d-451a-8c3e-c37ee997fe13.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2866358
History: 27 points (+27|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

President Trump's Sanctions Kick In & Iran's Economy Getting Crushed  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-21 17:53:17, 19 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +27|-0 )

21 comments    ...  

Sanctions imposed by President Donald Trump on Iran are taking a bite out of the prosperity of Iranians .

“All our 45 workers are jobless now,” said Farzad Rashidi, CEO of Tamnoush, a soft drink company, according to Reuters. “The
men are driving taxis, and women are back to being housewives.”.....

https://www.westernjournal.com/irans-economy-getting-crushed-trump-sanctions-kick/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2865581
History: 49 points (+49|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

Democrats New Star Ocasio-Cortez Just Set In Motion A Plan That Will Rip The Democratic Party Apart  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-21 07:09:22, 20 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +49|-0 )

33 comments    ...  

Democrats are starting to turn on each other as the Democratic Party moves further left, and it’s only going to help Republicans in
the end.

Far-left Democrats .......

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/ocasio-cortez-just-set-motion-plan-will-rip-democratic-party-apart

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2865535
History: 8 points (+8|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

No, Democrats Should Not Reverse Every Good Thing President Trump Has Done  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-21 06:17:43, 20 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +8|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

The Washington Post has come up with what it says are the major things the Democrats should do now that they have re-taken
the House. Presumably, it's to show the voters how good they are.

From the article, they have come up with several major recommendations for legislation, writing, "This is what the Democrats'
agenda in the House should look like":

An assault weapons ban

Going after Hezb'allah to halt the suppliers to the opioid epidemic

Hiking taxes, supposedly to control the deficit, starting with restoration of the death tax

Voting rights

More Obamacare .......

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/11/no_democrats_should_not_reverse_every_good_thing_trump_has_done.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2865502
History: 71 points (+72|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

Trump Warns House Democrats & 9th U.S. Circuit Court Of Appeals Might Seek To Overturn His Pardon Of Holiday
Turkeys  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-21 05:47:58, 20 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +72|-1 )

14 comments    ...  
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In a show of Magnanimity, President Donald Trump pardoned not one, but two turkeys — named “Peas” and “Carrots” — But
Trump warned each of them that House Democrats and the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals might seek to overturn his action.....

https://www.westernjournal.com/watch-trump-trolls-democrats-jab-traditional-turkey-pardon/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2864215
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

US Shuts Down Busiest Border Crossing Between Mexico, California  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-20 17:51:15, 20 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

The San Ysidro port of entry, which processes 20,000 pedestrians and 70,000 vehicles moving from Tijuana to San Diego each
day, closed all passenger and commercial lanes and one of its two pedestrian crossings.

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/us-shuts-down-busiest-border-crossing-between-mexico-california

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061
History: 27 points (+27|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

Democrats Newest Inspiration Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Tries, But This Dumb Shit Can't Name 3 Branches Of
Government!  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-20 02:58:28, 21 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +27|-0 )

23 comments    ...  

If, for some bizarre and inexplicable reason, you are an ardent supporter of Democratic Rep.-elect Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, you
should probably do everything in your power to keep her from making public statements.

Seriously.

Every time Ocasio-Cortez opens her mouth, a tiny shred of logic somewhere in the world perishes.

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/watch-ocasio-cortez-tries-fails-name-3-branches-govt-never-get-right/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2862929
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

'Delusional Dingbattery'; 'Morning Joe' Lovers Are Still Gloating Over Dem Victories Against Trump  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-20 01:27:08, 21 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

Scarborough argued that Trump “took the Trumpisms and....took crazy to 11 if we want to borrow parlance from spinal tap” on a
scale of one-to-10.

“[T]here's so much to go through here. A lot of disturbing things, a lot of things just showing a guy even more out of touch than
usual, if that’s even possible,” Scarborough continued as Brzezinski engaged in her trademark groans and interjections of
agreement or disillusionment at things her fiancé said.....

Joe Scarborough & Mika are two Delusional Dingbats!

https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/curtis-houck/2018/11/19/delusional-dingbattery-morning-joe-lovers-are-still-gloating-over

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2862594
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

Now Up To10,000 Caravan Migrants Headed To The US Border  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-19 21:50:31, 21 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

7 comments    ...  

Between 8,500 and 10,500 people are making their way from Northern Triangle countries El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras to
America’s southern border. About 6,000 have already made it to Tijuana, a city of 1.7 million residents that sits just over the border
from San Diego, Calif.

“Most of those are part of the caravan or some of those who are groups or individuals appeared prior to the caravan,” a Department
of Homeland Security official told reporters in a phone briefing Monday afternoon.....

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/up-to-10-000-caravan-migrants-headed-to-the-us-border

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861821
History: 36 points (+36|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43
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Stop Shaming White Women From Voting Republican  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-19 14:22:55, 21 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +36|-0 )

17 comments    ...  

What's wrong with white women? Perhaps there's nothing wrong with them as a group. Perhaps many just don't adhere to
groupthink that strips us all of our individual liberty.

http://thefederalist.com/2018/11/19/stop-shaming-white-women-for-voting-republican

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861804
History: 5 points (+5|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

Eric Holder 'Undermining' Democracy And 'Delegitimizing' An Election Because Democrats Are Sore Losers
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-19 14:09:19, 21 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +5|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

And now we have former Attorney General Eric Holder weighing in on Stacey Abrams’ loss in Georgia:

" Democracy did not win in Georgia"

Eric Holder

Eric Holder ex- Attorney General for Barack Obama's Admin has proven once again just like Hillary Clinton when a Democrat
loses an election they make up a thousand excuses why the Liberals lost the election. In reality it is so obvious that these
Democrats are really just Sore Losers!

https://twitchy.com/gregp-3534/2018/11/19/no-big-deal-just-eric-holder-undermining-democracy-and-delegitimizing-an-election-
because-dems-are-sore-losers/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861795
History: 16 points (+16|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:43

" I Was Assaulted By A Mob': Journo Shares Videos Of Antifa Attacking The #HimToo Rally In Portland  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-19 14:00:58, 21 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +16|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

Journalist and photographer Andy Ngo reports that he and others was assaulted by Antifa protesters at this weekend’s HimToo
rally in Portland, Ore. while Portland Police just sat by and did nothing......

https://twitchy.com/gregp-3534/2018/11/19/i-was-assaulted-by-a-mob-journo-shares-videos-of-antifa-attacking-the-himtoo-rally-in-
portland/

This is the mild event description for the Portland #HimToo event. In response, Portland’s far left has chosen to rage and claim
this is an event for misogyny, racism, and fascism.

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861399
History: 11 points (+11|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Fake News CNN's Powers Claims All Trump Supporters Are Racist  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-19 06:49:22, 22 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +11|-0 )

14 comments    ...  

CNN political commentator Kirsten Powers said Friday that because President Donald Trump does and says racist things, all
who support him are racist as well.

https://freebeacon.com/politics/cnns-powers-all-trump-supporters-are-racist/

CNN Proves on a daily basis that they are too corrupt & Liberal to report any kind of news. That's actually the reason their ratings
have tanked & continue to drop daily. President Donald Trump is absolutely politically correct when he calls CNN Fake News!

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861283
History: 29 points (+29|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

In Europe The Satanic Elite Want A EU Army To Protect Themselves From America, Russia & China  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-19 05:06:25, 22 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +29|-0 )

5 comments    ...  
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France's President Macron & Germany's Angela Merkel have stated in recent days that the European Union needs to create it's
own Military Army. There are many reasons for the EU to want to have their own army but to create an army for the purpose of
protection from the USA, Russia & China has to have a reason why they feel this way & for one now that "Qanon" has stated that
the force behind President Donald Trump is a faction of the United States of America's Military Intelligence and if the
Pentagon's Military Intelligence is backing Trump they will surely no longer being fighting the Cabals made up bullshit wars
anymore. Another reason might be because Russian President Vladimir Putin seems to have a good relationship with Donald
Trump after their private 2 hour meeting . Also one of Donald Trump's first acquaintances & trips abroad as President was with
China's Xi Jinping where I'm almost positive Trump had a discussion of the Satanic Cabal with Xi Jinping and also Putin a
plan to create a new Gold Standard Currency since the Cabal currently own & control All the Debt Paper Currency that is now
being used in every nation in all the world including the American Note from the Federal Reserve, and Trump through "Q" has
claimed that the Satanic Cabal will be brought to its knees & hopefully totally destroyed and this is the EU's main reasoning why
they think they need an army of their own to protect themselves from being arrested and tried then executed for their pedophilia &
corruption they've committed. I do believe this EU controlled Cabal will have a Great Army. I know this is only my theory of what
will eventually take place only because it is stated in the Bible in the Book of Daniel that the Beast would have a Great Army &
again in the Book of Revelation the Beast will have a Great Army and this *Beast would get his power from his father Satan. Yes
the same Satan that the Cabal refer to as Lucifer and he is their god. These Luciferian's rituals have been killing babies & eating
their flesh since the days of Moloch.

This Satanic Cabal are scared for their very lives because of the things "Q" has stated and also what has happened to No Name
and will be happening to all the Pedophilia Satanic Cabal that have been running a muck of the helpless children of this world. I'll
tell you one thing I believe & these EU Elites are absolutely terrified of being arrested & tried before a Military Tribunals by the
United States of America Government but also with the blessings of Putin's Russia & Xi Jinping's China.

" God Bless You Patriots! "

WWG1WGA @Stonenchizel

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861056
History: 19 points (+19|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Failing NY Times Offensively Tries To Ostracize Jared & Ivanka For Not Being 'Good For The Jews'  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-19 02:26:13, 22 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-0 )

11 comments    ...  

The Failing New York Times sank into an ugly ethnic and religious controversy in its Sunday Styles story on American Jewish
reaction to the politically powerful couple of Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump, a take many found offensive:

“But Are They Good for the Jews?”

https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/clay-waters/2018/11/18/ny-times-offensively-tries-ostracize-jared-and-ivanka-not-being-good

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860709
History: 84 points (+84|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

With His Best Yet, President Trump Gives Adam Schiff A New Nickname: 'Little Adam Schitt'  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-18 22:01:57, 22 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +84|-0 )

38 comments    ...  

President Donald Trump mocked Rep. Adam Schiff, the California Democrat who is expected to become Chairman of the House
Intelligence Committee, in a tweet on Sunday, calling him “ Little Adam Schitt. ”

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018/11/18/trump-adam-schiff-little-adam-schitt/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859805
History: 18 points (+18|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Mainstream Media Is Not Independent Rather, They're Proudly Dependent On An Unaccountable Globalism.
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-18 10:15:17, 23 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +18|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

The Mainstream Media is not independent. Set aside their political allegiance (which is overwhelmingly to the Democratic Party). It
goes beyond partisan politics. Six multinational corporations control 90 percent of the media in the United States (and, specifically,
15 billionaires own America’s news companies). Yes, most people who enroll in J-School (that’s “Journalism School,” for you rubes
in flyover country) are Liberals. And, virtually all major journalism schools in the country are transmission belts of unadulterated
Leftism.

https://spectator.org/the-mainstream-media-is-not-independent/
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Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859792
History: 59 points (+59|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Substitute Teacher Gets The Boot After Thanking Kids For Saying Pledge of Allegiance  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-18 10:02:19, 23 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +59|-0 )

13 comments    ...  

A substitute teacher who has taught for years at Parkway South High School claims school administrators banned him from
working there after he thanked students for saying the Pledge of Allegiance and a student complained. ...

"There are always two or three who don't stand up because it's not required[," Furkin said. "]So at the end of the pledge I said,
'Thanks to all of you that participated in that. I'm sure that all of those families who lost loved ones so that we could enjoy the
freedoms we have today would appreciate the effort.'"

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/11/substitute_teacher_gets_the_boot_after_thanking_kids_for_saying_pledge_of_allegiance.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859786
History: 19 points (+19|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Republican Senate's Job To Keep Them Coming - Confirm All Pending Judges  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-18 09:54:15, 23 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

In the Senate, the priority should be the confirmation of all pending judicial nominees.

President Donald Trump has done an excellent job nominating constitutional judges. Helped in no small part by Senate Judiciary
Committee Chairman Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Kentucky), the president has
confirmed 29 appellate court judges, 53 to the district court and, of course, two Supreme Court Justices. His appellate
appointments set a new record for the first two years of a president’s first term.....

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/11/keep_them_coming__confirm_all_pending_judges.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859495
History: 75 points (+76|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Gun Rights Groups File Lawsuit Challenging WA State's Recently Passed Gun Control Initiative  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-18 04:17:41, 23 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +76|-1 )

24 comments    ...  

The National Rifle Association (NRA) and the Second Amendment Foundation (NRA) on Thursday filed a lawsuit challenging
the legality of Washington State's recently passed initiative 1639. Various individuals and gun dealers also joined in on the suit.

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2018/11/17/gun-rights-groups-file-lawsuit-challenging-wa-states-recently-passed-gun-
control-initiative-n2536109

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859306
History: 13 points (+13|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

The Upper Cut: How President Trump Should Handle CNN's Jim Acosta Now  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-18 02:11:16, 23 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +13|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

Now that CNN White House Correspondent Jim Acosta’s hard press pass has been restored to him through judicial fiat, at least for
the time being, President Donald Trump and his administration need a solid plan for dealing with him......

https://www.westernjournal.com/upper-cut-trump-handle-cnns-jim-acosta-now/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858688
History: 23 points (+25|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP TURNS HEADS IN STUNNING BRIGHT BLUE DRESS DURING MEDAL CEREMONY
AT WHITE HOUSE  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 18:53:05, 23 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +25|-2 )

33 comments    ...  
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The First Lady Melania Trump looked as impeccable as ever in the 3/4 length sleeve dress with a scoop neck that hit just above
her knees as she entered the East Room holding hands with the president.......

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/16/melania-bright-blue-dress-medal-freedom-ceremony/

" We are so Blessed not only to have the most Awesome & Greatest President in the USA Donald Trump , but after 8 years of
having a tyranny as first lady in Michael Obama ,but now we have been graced with the absolutely most beautiful ever First Lady
in Melania Trump & for this alone I am truly grateful! "

☝

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858054
History: 34 points (+34|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

House Republicans To Subpoena Former FBI Director James Comey & Former DOJ Attorney General Loretta Lynch
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 08:52:31, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +34|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

House Republicans are planning to subpoena former FBI Director James Comey and Obama administration Attorney General
Loretta Lynch–

https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/11/16/house-republicans-to-subpoena-comey-and-loretta-lynch-heres-comeys-response

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858042
History: 12 points (+12|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

President Trump's Administration Greenlights $324M Border Wall In Arizona  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 08:36:46, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +12|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

The undertaking, which will be paid for by Congressional Funding for CBP from 2018 legislation, is part of President Trump's
January 2017 executive order to secure the country by improving barriers in vulnerable and high-traffic areas.

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-administration-greenlights-324m-border-wall-in-arizona

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858038
History: 64 points (+64|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Tijuana Mayor Denounces 'Horde' Of Caravan Migrants, Calls For Swift Deportation  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 08:27:19, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +64|-0 )

17 comments    ...  

“Tijuana is a city of immigrants, but we don’t want them in this way,” the mayor, a member of the conservative National Action
Party, said. “It was different with the Haitians, they carried papers, they were in order. It wasn’t a horde, pardon the expression.”

Gastelum called on the Mexican government to deport the caravan migrants as soon as possible.

“You’re going to tell me we have to respect human rights,” he said. “But human rights are for law-abiding humans.”

https://www.conservativedailynews.com/2018/11/tijuana-mayor-denounces-horde-of-caravan-migrants-calls-for-swift-deportation/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2857937
History: 2 points (+4|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Was The Recent California Fire Started By The U.S. Government Using Space Lasers?  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 06:06:01, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +4|-2 )

7 comments    ...  

George Soros, the Rothschilds, and Harold Wilson walk into a bar... A conspiracy theory involving lasers, the .....

https://www.weeklystandard.com/holmes-lybrand/fact-check-was-the-recent-california-fire-started-by-the-u-s-government-using-
space-lasers

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2857799
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Why Are People 'Outraged' That Private Firefighters Saved Kim and Kanye's Home?  (theawakening)
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submitted at 2018-11-17 04:03:00, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +15|-0 )

14 comments    ...  

People are outraged" that celebrity couple Kanye and Kim Kardashian West hired a team of Private Firefighters to save their
home in Hidden Hills, California, claims a Thursday headline from Business Insider.....

http://reason.com/blog/2018/11/16/why-are-people-outraged-that-private-fir

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732
History: 115 points (+115|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House
Democrats,  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 02:46:59, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +115|-0 )

136 comments    ...  

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is claiming that she is being discriminated against by House Democrats, implying racism. It turns out
that she not only brings lots of media attention, she also carries a truckload of attitude......

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/11/ocasiocortez_turning_into_a_nightmare_for_congressional_dems.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857687
History: 7 points (+9|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Trump Reportedly Asking Advisors: Is Pence Loyal?  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 02:01:55, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-2 )

39 comments    ...  

Mr. Trump has repeated the question so many times that he has alarmed some of his advisers. The president has not openly
suggested dropping Mr. Pence from the ticket and picking another running mate, but the advisers say those kinds of questions
usually indicate that he has grown irritated with someone…...

https://hotair.com/archives/2018/11/16/trump-reportedly-asking-advisors-pence-loyal/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857675
History: 9 points (+9|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Threat of a Shutdown Looms Thanks to Wall Funding Fight  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 01:48:52, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-0 )

10 comments    ...  

Trump wants $5 billion included in this year’s Homeland Security spending bill to go toward the construction of a wall along the
U.S.-Mexico border. The House has put forward that amount in its appropriations bill, but leaders in the Senate were able to strike
a deal offering $1.6 billion, which Democrats say should be .......

https://www.weeklystandard.com/haley-byrd/border-wall-will-trump-allow-a-government-shutdown-over-funding-for-his-pet-project

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857670
History: 49 points (+49|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Facebook Mark Zuckerberg Admits He Has 'Tremendous Respect' for George Soros  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-17 01:43:12, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +49|-0 )

26 comments    ...  

As for the linking of Facebook critics to leftist financier Soros, Zuckerberg said, “I have tremendous respect for George Soros.”
However, he did add that he generally supported the effort launched by Definers to encourage reporters to dig into the financial
backing of prominent critics, and said, “It was not a spontaneous grassroots effort, it was well funded.”

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/mark-zuckerberg-admits-tremendous-respect-george-soros/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2856503
History: 30 points (+30|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Trump: Don't Forget That Mueller Probe Is A Total, Raging, Screaming Witch Hunt  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-16 13:42:00, 24 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +30|-0 )

13 comments    ...  
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The of the Mueller Investigation are a total mess. They have found no collusion and have gone absolutely nuts. They are
screaming and shouting at people, horribly threatening them to come up with the answers they want. They are a disgrace to our
Nation and don't......

https://hotair.com/archives/2018/11/15/trump-dont-forget-mueller-probe-total-raging-screaming-witch-hunt/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2856240
History: 5 points (+5|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Ocasio-Cortez Makes Push To Keep Her Constituents Poor  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-16 08:54:05, 25 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +5|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

“Democratic socialists” like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez constantly claim that they’re fighting for workers. Far-left parties frequently
describe themselves as pro-worker or pro-labor… so why is the newest New York congresswoman speaking out against more jobs
for her constituents?

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/ocasio-cortez-makes-push-keep-constituents-poor/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2856232
History: 22 points (+22|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

MEDIA'S ANTI-TRUMP BIAS OBVIOUS TO NEARLY HALF OF VOTERS  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-16 08:43:38, 25 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +22|-0 )

7 comments    ...  

A “forceful plurality” of voters believe the media is unfair, biased and disrespectful to Trump, the report said.......

https://mobile.wnd.com/2018/11/medias-anti-trump-bias-obvious-to-nearly-half-of-voters/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2856069
History: 11 points (+11|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Illegal immigrant Charged With Attempted Murder After Shootout With Arkansas Police  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-16 05:38:09, 25 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +11|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

An illegal immigrant was arrested and charged with attempted capital murder after initiating a gunfight with police officers during a
traffic stop, according to Fox News......

https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/11/15/watch-illegal-immigrant-charged-with-attempted-murder-after-shootout-with-arkansas-
police

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854700
History: 12 points (+12|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

Jeffrey Toobin rips '98lb weakling Jeff Flake' over anti-Trump stunt: 'McConnell will squash him like a bug'
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-15 15:22:32, 25 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +12|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

Senator Jeff Flake is apparently not impressing anyone with his threat to oppose President Trump’s judicial nominees until the
Senate takes up legislation to protect Robert Mueller..

https://www.bizpacreview.com/2018/11/15/jeffrey-toobin-rips-98lb-weakling-jeff-flake-over-anti-trump-stunt-mcconnell-will-squash-
him-like-a-bug-693692

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854680
History: 29 points (+29|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:40:57

12 Hours To Recount Deadline, Here's What's NOT Happening At Palm Beach Tabulation Center  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-15 15:04:00, 25 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +29|-0 )

13 comments    ...  
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While one of the two "Democrat stronghold" counties in Florida has managed to complete its machine recount ahead of the 3 p.m.
deadline, some images and footage provided by a local outlet from the other problem-plagued county don't encourage confidence
that its going to get the job done... ...

https://www.dailywire.com/news/38379/see-it-12-hours-recount-deadline-heres-whats-not-james-barrett

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854289
History: 10 points (+10|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

U.S. May Impose Sanctions Against Turkey Over S-400 "Threat" To F-35  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-15 08:57:37, 26 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

The United States continues to consider the S-400 air defense system a threat to its F-35 fifth generation stealth fighter platform,
and may impose sanctions against Ankara, Turkey.......

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-11-14/us-may-impose-sanctions-against-turkey-over-s-400-threat-f-35

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854284
History: 82 points (+85|-3) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

TRUMP WARNS ANTIFA - YOU COULD BE IN BIG TROUBLE  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-15 08:32:00, 26 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +85|-3 )

53 comments    ...  

These people, like the Antifa — they better hope that the opposition to Antifa decides not to mobilize. Because if they do, they’re
much tougher. Much stronger. Potentially much more violent. And Antifa’s going to be in big trouble. But so far they haven’t done
that and that’s a good thing,"......

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/14/trump-antifa-opposition-mobilize/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854268
History: 38 points (+38|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Bombshell Text Messages Support Roger Stone's Claims About WikiLeaks Backchannel  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-15 08:14:55, 26 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +38|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

Text messages released on Wednesday appear to support Trump confidant Roger Stone’s testimony that a New York radio show
host was his source for information about WikiLeaks’ plans to release information damaging to Hillary Clinton’s campaign.

https://www.conservativedailynews.com/2018/11/bombshell-text-messages-support-roger-stones-claims-about-wikileaks-
backchannel/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853942
History: 132 points (+133|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Arizona Border Patrol Arrests More Than 650 Illegal Aliens Last Two Days  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-15 03:12:24, 26 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +133|-1 )

34 comments    ...  

U.S. Border Patrol Agents in Yuma Sector apprehended 654 illegal aliens most being family units or unaccompanied juveniles
from Guatemala, who surrendered themselves to agents on Monday and Tuesday.....

https://www.conservativedailynews.com/2018/11/arizona-border-patrol-arrests-more-than-650-illegal-aliens-last-two-days/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853898
History: 11 points (+11|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

House Democrats Ramping Up Efforts to Oppose House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-15 02:54:53, 26 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +11|-0 )

12 comments    ...  
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Democrats are ramping up efforts to oppose House Majority Leader Nancy Pelosi’s bid for the Speakership and reportedly have
put together a letter that proves they have enough support to block her from winning the position.

https://www.conservativedailynews.com/2018/11/dems-to-release-letter-claiming-enough-votes-to-block-pelosi-speakership/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853152
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Tijuana, Dozens Of Central American Caravan On Mexican Side Border Scaling The Border Fence  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-14 21:01:36, 26 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

Border Patrol released a statement Tuesday that said they believe some of those at the fence are members who were traveling as
part of the Central American migrant caravan that originated in Honduras.

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-11-14/waves-caravan-migrants-arrive-tijuana-begin-climbing-border-fence-san-diego

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2852883
History: 4 points (+4|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Woman Joins Senate GOP Leadership, 1st In Years  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-14 18:43:15, 26 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +4|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

Senate Republicans are welcoming the first woman to their leadership team in years, with Iowa Sen. Joni Ernst winning a down-
ballot spot as the party tries to address the optics of its side being dominated by men.

https://www.sanluisobispo.com/news/state/california/article221638520.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2852028
History: 36 points (+49|-13) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Pedophile's Decapitated Corpse Found On Judge's Doorstep After Bail Hearing  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-14 06:50:27, 27 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +49|-13 )

47 comments    ...  

The decapitated corpse that was found on a judge’s doorstep in Dallas, Texas has been identified as belonging to a notorious
pedophile who was recently allowed to walk free on bail by the judge,...

https://www.opremmagazine.com/2018/11/13/pedophiles-decapitated-corpse-found-on-judges-doorstep-after-bail-hearing-2/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2851874
History: 56 points (+57|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Thank God We Live In A Republic & Not A Democracy  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-14 04:38:47, 27 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +57|-1 )

23 comments    ...  

The Democrats have a Thug Army in the form of ANTIFA . They believe by forming a Mob that they will take control from
President Trump & the Conservative Senate by force with violence.

"Democracy is not freedom. Democracy is two wolves and a lamb voting on what to eat for lunch. Freedom comes from the
recognition of certain rights which may not be taken, not even by a 99 percent vote."

Marvin Simkin

True Democracy is the Tyranny of the Majority. True Democracy is Mob Rule. Thankfully, we do not live in a Democracy. We
live in a Republic.

Article IV Section 4, of the Constitution:

"The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of government … "

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851762
History: 33 points (+34|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

I Will Defeat The Illuminati / Vladimir Putin Claims  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-14 03:04:38, 27 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +34|-1 )
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22 comments    ...  

Russian President Vladimir Putin spoke these words in front of a recent meeting inside the Kremlin.

This statement is a response to Jacob Rothschild, who calls him a “traitor to the New World Order.”

https://conspiracy-nation.com/uncategorized/vladimir-putin-declared-i-will-defeat-the-illuminati-with-my-own-hands/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851682
History: 4 points (+5|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Rhinos & Democrats Want To Replace Acting A.G. Whitaker With Rod Rosenstein  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-14 02:21:00, 27 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +5|-1 )

7 comments    ...  

It is obvious that the Globalist bought Democrats & even the Rhino Republicans want to replace Whitaker with the Cabal
Protector non other than Rod Rosenstein these same people have always been for trying to get rid of President Trump & His
Agenda are the same people claiming that Trump has crossed the line in his appointing Whitaker as Acting Attorney General of
Department of Justice & that the appointment of Whitaker is unconstitutional.

The real reason these people are speaking out against Whitaker is because they believe Trump has appointed him only to Stop
the Mueller Investigation. Without any proof of Whitaker's intentions, these same people speaking out against Whitaker are
claiming that they want Rod Rosenstein instead to be appointed as A. G. of the DOJ, but we the True Patriots that follow
"Qanon" absolutely know that Rod Rosenstein is the same person that has been exposed as the person that has been
withholding evidence from All Congressional Committee Investigations pertaining to Corruption of the FBI & DOJ during the
Spygate Investigation of DOJ & FBI in those Congressional Investigations. Rod Rosenstein has made it a point to keep the truth
of being revealed in the investigations & also he has stalled & withheld for over 18 months the paperwork requested by
investigations, so why the hell would President Trump appoint someone he knows is purposely protecting Hillary Clinton & the
rest of the Cabal's Pedophilia Players that are guilty. It makes no sense, I say just go with Whitaker as Acting Attorney
General until Donald Trump decides to appoint the next Attorney General of the Department of Justice.

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315
History: 21 points (+21|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Kavanaugh Accuser Christine Blasey Ford Still Collects Pledge Go Fund Me Cash  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-13 15:03:41, 27 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +21|-0 )

17 comments    ...  

As of Monday, more than $850,000 had been pledged to the two biggest online solicitations, with one of them, personally blessed
by Ms. Blasey Ford, still raking in more than $4,000 over the weekend.

https://m.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/nov/12/kavanaugh-accuser-still-collects-pledge-cash/?
bt_ee=t%2F1H6bu1IB92XCNcYdhDCahzirRO%2FNslFAS7aHy%2FOqb3r0OxPeSFz1UHAoT1D4YR&bt_ts=1542109718982

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848780
History: 4 points (+6|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Financial Survey Journalists Shows Liberals Outnumbering Conservatives 19-to-1  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-12 21:32:31, 28 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-2 )

7 comments    ...  

A survey of financial journalists revealed a stark political contrast, with 58 percent of respondents describing themselves as
liberal against just 4 percent calling themselves conservative....

https://freebeacon.com/politics/survey-financial-journalists-shows-liberals-outnumbering-conservatives-19-1/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848373
History: 46 points (+46|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

No One Is Safe From The Mob Chasing Tucker Carlson  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-12 18:57:18, 28 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +46|-0 )

23 comments    ...  
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"Fighting Tucker Carlson’s ideas is an American right. Targeting his home and terrorizing his family is an act of monstrous
cowardice,”

https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/no-one-is-safe-from-the-mob-chasing-tucker-carlson/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912
History: 92 points (+92|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-12 15:14:24, 28 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +92|-0 )

63 comments    ...  

It's truly amazing in Florida how more votes keep showing up & they just happen to be all for the Democrats favour in the final
count tally since in the original vote count a Republican came to be the winner on election night.

Like my wife said to me this morning :

" I sure wish our bank account would have the magical effect like Florida's Democrats Ballots showing up, we would be set for life.
"

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847727
History: -5 points (+3|-8) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Will Trump Be The Last Republican President?  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-12 12:40:54, 28 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-8 )

12 comments    ...  

I believe that Donald Trump will be the last Republican president many of us will ever see in our lifetimes. We hope that he will
serve two terms, but even that is not a given, despite his popularity both personally and of his MAGA agenda.

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/11/will_trump_be_the_last_republican_president.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2847723
History: 35 points (+35|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-12 12:33:25, 28 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +35|-0 )

13 comments    ...  

More Suspicious voting shenanigans from Broward County came to light last night. Independent journalist Laura Loomer, acting
on a tip, learned that an employee of Avis Car Rentals at Fort Lauderdale Airport discovered two boxes apparently .....

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/11/box_of_ballots_marked_provisional_discovered_in_trunk_of_rental_returned_to_ft_lauderdale_airport.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668
History: 70 points (+70|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-12 12:03:34, 28 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +70|-0 )

21 comments    ...  

More Suspicious voting shenanigans from Broward County came to light last night. Independent journalist Laura Loomer, acting
on a tip, learned that an employee of Avis Car Rentals at Fort Lauderdale Airport discovered two boxes apparently .....

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/11/box_of_ballots_marked_provisional_discovered_in_trunk_of_rental_returned_to_ft_lauderdale_airport.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2846998
History: 28 points (+28|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

DHS Over 270 Members of Migrant Caravan Are Convicts or Known Gang Members  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-12 00:53:11, 29 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +28|-0 )

9 comments    ...  
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The approaching Migrant Caravan has raised concerns for many people. President Donald Trump has made it clear they will not
be allowed in......

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/migrant-caravan-convicts-gang-members/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2846943
History: 5 points (+7|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Reinventing Herself As A Liberal Firebrand, Mrs. Clinton Will Easily Capture 2020 Nomination.  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-12 00:19:54, 29 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-2 )

26 comments    ...  

The Old Wicked Witch Believes 3rd Times A Charm.... More like a 3 Time Loser..

https://www.wsj.com/articles/hillary-will-run-again-1541963599

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2846882
History: 68 points (+68|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Homeland Security Over 270 Members of Migrant Caravan Are Convicts or Known Gang Members  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-11 23:42:32, 29 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +68|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

The approaching Migrant Caravan has raised concerns for many people. President Donald Trump has made it clear they will not
be allowed in......

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/migrant-caravan-convicts-gang-members/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2846798
History: 3 points (+4|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

President Donald Trump Visits American Hero's That Have Sacrificed It All / France  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-11 23:06:35, 29 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +4|-1 )

1 comment    ...  

In this post by Press Secretary Sarah Sanders, she post a picture of Our Great American President Donald John Trump at the
graves of some of America's Military Hero's that have given absolutely everything for the United States of America ....

https://twitter.com/PressSec/status/1061751563704647680?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2844886
History: 18 points (+19|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Yuma Sector Border Patrol Apprehended Over 400 Illegal Aliens/ Central American Nationals Totaling 82 & 83
Subjects.  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-10 22:36:55, 30 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-1 )

2 comments    ...  

https://www.conservativedailynews.com/2018/11/450-illegal-aliens-apprehended-in-arizona-over-48-hour-period/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2844627
History: 7 points (+7|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

54 Million Americans Or More To Travel Thanksgiving Holiday  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-10 20:09:53, 30 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-0 )

7 comments    ...  

The 2018 holiday weekend will see the highest Thanksgiving travel volume in more than a dozen years (since 2005), with 2.5
million more people taking to the nation’s roads, skies, rails and waterways compared with last year.....

https://www.conservativedailynews.com/2018/11/more-than-54-million-americans-to-travel-this-thanksgiving-most-since-2005/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2844256
History: 83 points (+83|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:12

Teacher Who Found "Provisional Ballom" Box, Called Andrew Gillum's Good Friend Shevrin Jones Instead Of The
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Police  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-10 16:53:10, 30 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +83|-0 )

23 comments    ...  

The Broward County teacher who allegedly found a container labelled “Provisional Ballots” after Election Day did not choose to tell
the cops or federal law enforcement......

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/photos-the-guy-who-learned-about-the-box-of-ballots-was-hanging-out-with-andrew-gillum-on-election-
day/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2844215
History: 8 points (+8|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Asylum Restrictions Represent A Trump Policy That Reverses Obama Policies  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-10 16:33:40, 30 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +8|-0 )

discuss    ...  

To the Lawyer Left, elections represent a policy choice only when Democrats win.....

https://www.nationalreview.com/2018/11/obama-appointed-lawyers-thwart-trump-policies-immigration-energy/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2844190
History: 9 points (+9|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

How Democrats Kill American Infrastructure  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-10 16:20:11, 30 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

Democrats favor improving infrastructure as long as it takes longer and costs more......

https://www.nationalreview.com/2018/11/democrat-politics-raises-costs-of-infrastructure-projects/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2844147
History: 57 points (+57|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Palm Beach County Elections Supervisor Banned Media From Filming & Photographing  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-10 15:50:31, 30 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +57|-0 )

16 comments    ...  

Either way you spin it, whether outright voter fraud or extreme incompetence, Brenda Snipes and Susan Bucher have placed the
legitimacy of a United States Senate seat in doubt .....

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2018/11/10/cameras-banned-from-palm-each-ballot-counting-n2535707

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2843381
History: 9 points (+9|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Dershowitz: 'Hypocritical' to Seek Whitaker's Recusal From Mueller Case Because DEMOCRATS Want Rosenstein
instead  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-10 04:18:43, 31 days ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +9|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

A petition sgined by 18 Democrat Attroneys General from around the nation calling for new Acting Attorney General Matthew
Whitaker to Recuse himself......

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/dershowitz-whitaker-rosenstein-mueller/2018/11/09/id/890116

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2843368
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

The Petition Is "Hypocritical," Said Dershowitz, Because Those Filing It Want Rosenstein, "NOT" Whitaker, To
Oversee The Russia Investigation!  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-10 04:11:00, 31 days ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

5 comments    ...  
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A petition sgined by 18 Democrat Attroneys General from around the nation calling for new Acting Attorney General Matthew
Whitaker to recuse himself......

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/dershowitz-whitaker-rosenstein-mueller/2018/11/09/id/890116/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2841876
History: 11 points (+11|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Candace Owens ' Barack Obama's Endorsement Is A Kiss Of Death  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-09 16:03:21, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +11|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Candace Owens'

What I learned this election cycle:

BarackObama’s endorsement is a political kiss of death.

Politely decline next time, political-hopefuls!

Americans views him as a bad salesman who has his strings pulled by Globalists.

Trump obliterated his legacy.....

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1060226413754793984?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2841765
History: 79 points (+80|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

OCASIO-CORTEZ SAYS SHE DOESN'T HAVE CONGRESSWOMAN'S SALARY YET. SHE ASKS: 'HOW DO I GET AN
APARTMENT?'  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-09 15:12:30, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +80|-1 )

124 comments    ...  

Ocasio-Cortez is proving that she isn't fit for the job of being an American Congressman....

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/08/ocasio-cortez-apartment-dc/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2841756
History: 37 points (+38|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

'We Won't Let Them Steal It': Rick Scott, NRSC Sue Democratic Counties For Vote Count Irregularities In Florida
Senate Race  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-09 15:04:35, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +38|-1 )

2 comments    ...  

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/11/09/theyre-not-stealing-this-election-rick-scott-nrsc-sue-democratic-counties-for-
n2535631

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2841735
History: 23 points (+23|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Eventually, most revolutions eat their own - and Nancy Pelosi might be next.  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-09 14:55:04, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +23|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

Pelosi expects to return to her former role as House Speaker. The revolutionaries have something else in mind,

https://hotair.com/archives/2018/11/09/pelosis-speaker-bid-trouble/amp/?__twitter_impression=true

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2839605
History: 24 points (+24|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

"No Borders! No Walls! No USA At All!" Antifa Thugs Proclaim  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-08 15:49:23, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +24|-0 )

27 comments    ...  
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Antifa Thugs threaten Tucker Carlson and demanding that he leave town, saying that “tonight, we remind you that you are not safe
either.....

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/11/breaking-antifa-mob-currently-outside-home-of-tucker-carlson/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2839575
History: 2 points (+6|-4) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 85, Fractured Three Ribs From A Fall Proving To Old For Supreme Court  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-08 15:33:05, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +6|-4 )

8 comments    ...  

https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/415677-ginsburg-hospitalized-after-fall?fbclid=IwAR16YWKXMccF-
Y3MXvoeUAkib8ZHxZNr0KocX_1qivNZEiTk-vzgoN1RYcA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2837577
History: 12 points (+13|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

All Patriots That Have Lost Faith (Hope) In "Q" & The Plan To Destroy The Satanic Cabal  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-07 18:54:30, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +13|-1 )

17 comments    ...  

Well I for one am sorry that you let an election determine your Faith (hopes) to believe that a Few Military Intelligence Officers &
The President of The United States of America Donald Trump are Determined to take down & will be successful a Cabal of Evil
Satanic Pedophilia Characters that are determined to destroy the United States of America & everything she stands for, all our
ancestors hard work that have created this most awesome country that is the pinnacle of today's societies across the world
destroyed to the point of No Sovereignty as a Nation. These Foul Fuckers want to make us all slaves to be controlled & a One
World Government ran by a few wealthy Satanic Pedophilia Fucking Sicko's from across the pond in Europe. Now I thought that
,that was the reason we fought the Revolutionary War was to get away from the control of Europe 's elite... Nothing has changed
about the Plan to arrest & prosecute the Cabal & all of the foul people connected to this plague on humanity.... I hope for one that
you change your mind about supporting the plan... God bless you Patriot. ✌

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2837560
History: 6 points (+7|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

For All Patriots That Now Have Doubt In Trusting "Q" & The Plan To Destroying The Satanic Cabal  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-07 18:46:28, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +7|-1 )

6 comments    ...  

Well I for one am sorry that you let an election determine your Faith (hopes) to believe that a Few Military Intelligence Officers &
The President of The United States of America Donald Trump are Determined to take down & will be successful a Cabal of Evil
Satanic Pedophilia Characters that are determined to destroy the United States of America & everything she stands for, all our
ancestors hard work that have created this most awesome country that is the pinnacle of today's societies across the world
destroyed to the point of No Sovereignty as a Nation. These Foul Fuckers want to make us all slaves to be controlled & a One
World Government ran by a few wealthy Satanic Pedophilia Fucking Sicko's from across the pond in Europe. Now I thought that
,that was the reason we fought the Revolutionary War was to get away from the control of Europe 's elite... Nothing has changed
about the Plan to arrest & prosecute the Cabal & all of the foul people connected to this plague on humanity.... I hope for one that
you change your mind about supporting the plan... God bless you Patriot. ✌

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2837387
History: 20 points (+23|-3) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Republicans Keep Up The Faith In The Plan / Sealed Indictments A Done Deal  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-07 17:42:16, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +23|-3 )

17 comments    ...  
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Yes the Rats (Liberals) have taken control of The House of Representatives but like "Q" has stated so many times in the past
that All of the Corrupt Obama Administration Officials plus the Republican Rhinos & All of the DOJ & FBI Traitors to the
American Government & People are already toast (Sealed Indictments) have been prepared for these crooks to be Indicted or
Fired or they have Flipped & now working with the Trump Administration & DOJ to help Prosecute the rest of the foul players
that are connected in some way to The Pedophilia Satanic Cabal.

Regardless of the Democrats taking the House of Representatives this does not mean that the Plan is not going forward. The
Sealed Indictments will absolutely be unsealed & after the first of the year we will begin to see mass arrest & these Criminals will
be shipped to Guantanamo for their Military Tribunals where they will be tried & convicted & then the ones that have committed
Treason & Sedition will surely be put to death just like No Name was put to death for his crimes against America' & Her People.

Remember Patriots that "Together We are Strong" that's why they want Us to be Divided so keep up your Faith & Prayers for
President Trump & Q & all the MI & Players involved in the taking down & getting rid of this Evil Pedophilia Satanic Cabal from
American Politics & the World. Always remember Patriots :

" Where We Go One We Go All!"

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2837351
History: 8 points (+9|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Conservatives Keep Up The Faith / The Indictments Are Already A Done Deal  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-07 17:30:33, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-1 )

3 comments    ...  

Yes the Rats (Liberals) have taken control of The House of Representatives but like "Q" has stated so many times in the past
that All of the Corrupt Obama Administration Officials plus the Republican Rhinos & All of the DOJ & FBI Traitors to the
American Government & People are already toast (Sealed Indictments) have been prepared for these crooks to be Indicted or
Fired or they have Flipped & now working with the Trump Administration & DOJ to help Prosecute the rest of the foul players
that are connected in some way to The Pedophilia Satanic Cabal.

Regardless of the Democrats taking the House of Representatives this does not mean that the Plan is not going forward. The
Sealed Indictments will absolutely be unsealed & after the first of the year we will begin to see mass arrest & these Criminals will
be shipped to Guantanamo for their Military Tribunals where they will be tried & convicted & then the ones that have committed
Treason & Sedition will surely be put to death just like No Name was put to death for his crimes against America' & Her People.

Remember Patriots that "Together We are Strong" that's why they want Us to be Divided so keep up your Faith & Prayers for
President Trump & Q & all the MI & Players involved in the taking down & getting rid of this Evil Pedophilia Satanic Cabal from
American Politics & the World. Always remember Patriots :

" Where We Go One We Go All!"

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2834099
History: 186 points (+203|-17) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Heavenly Father I Ask Lord God That You Lift Up All The Republican Candidates Today...  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 08:49:13, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +203|-17 )

68 comments    ...  

Heavenly Father I ask Lord God that You lift up All the Republican Candidates running for Office in The United States of America's
Government in this 2018 mid-term election, May You grant them victory & bless The election that it maybe run fair with out any
cheating allowed by the Liberal Democrats & if they try to cheat Lord may they be exposed clearly & early in the day so it will have
No effects on the outcome of the elections Lord... I ask Lord the You Forgive Us of Our Sins & Father may You forgive those that
have Sinned against Us & God please keep Us from Evil & keep President Trump & "Q" safe & healthy Lord to complete this work
that You God have blessed them for, for We need a great leader like Donald Trump to lead the Great American Military to clean up
all the foul & disgusting things & dirty deals that the Democrat players from the Obama administration that have sold their souls for
cash to the Satanic Cabal & have tried to destroy America's Sovereignty for the purpose of pushing in the Satanic New World
Order . Father God grant Us favour & keep Us Conservatives that believe & pray to You for guidance & victory this 6th day of
November 2018 in the election today Lord.... We give You Thanks & Praise Father for You alone are worthy of Our praise & We
give You all the glory God for We know You are an awesome God.... Lord I ask that You also bless All the Americans that go out
& Vote today & may their be a massive Red Wave of voters all across these Great United States of America.. Thank You Lord &
We ask all these things in Jesus Holy Name..... Amen

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2834093
History: 128 points (+139|-11) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Heavenly Father I Ask Lord God That You Lift Up Republican Candidates Today  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 08:42:21, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +139|-11 )
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37 comments    ...  

Heavenly Father I ask Lord God that You lift up All the Republican Candidates running for Office in The United States of America's
Government in this 2018 mid-term election, May You grant them victory & bless The election that it maybe run fair with out any
cheating allowed by the Liberal Democrats & if they try to cheat Lord may they be exposed clearly & early in the day so it will have
No effects on the outcome of the elections Lord... I ask Lord the You Forgive Us of Our Sins & Father may You forgive those that
have Sinned against Us & God please keep Us from Evil & keep President Trump & "Q" safe & healthy Lord to complete this work
that You God have blessed them for, for We need a great leader like Donald Trump to lead the Great American Military to clean up
all the foul & disgusting things & dirty deals that the Democrat players from the Obama administration that have sold their souls for
cash to the Satanic Cabal & have tried to destroy America's Sovereignty for the purpose of pushing in the Satanic New World
Order . Father God grant Us favour & keep Us Conservatives that believe & pray to You for guidance & victory this 6th day of
November 2018 in the election today Lord.... We give You Thanks & Praise Father for You alone are worthy of Our praise & We
give You all the glory God for We know You are an awesome God.... Lord I ask that You also bless All the Americans that go out
& Vote today & may their be a massive Red Wave of voters all across these Great United States of America.. Thank You Lord &
We ask all these things in Jesus Holy Name..... Amen

wwg1wga

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2833930
History: 11 points (+11|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Leaked Documents Gives ' George Soros Access To Google, Facebook & Twitter...  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 05:06:18, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +11|-0 )

discuss    ...  

The memo discusses how big tech companies like Google, Facebook and Twitter (all of which are openly censoring user
accounts today) will be recruited and called upon to Collude with the George Soros and Brock Agenda in order to manipulate the
political landscape.

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-08-26/soros-role-social-media-censorship-exposed-leaked-document

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2833889
History: 12 points (+13|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

President Donald Trump ' Ridiculed Violent Democrats / Antifa  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 04:24:50, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +13|-1 )

1 comment    ...  

President Donald Trump ridiculed far-left violent Antifa protesters alleging that they represent a broader Democratic Party-
Backed Mob movement....

http://archive.is/4jqtS

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2833888
History: 13 points (+13|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

President Donald Trump' Ridiculed Violent Democrats/Antifa  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 04:22:51, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +13|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

President Donald Trump ridiculed far-left violent Antifa protesters alleging that they represent a broader Democratic Party-
Backed Mob movement....

http://archive.is/4jqtS

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2833750
History: 13 points (+13|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Republicans & Independents Must Show Up At Voting Both & Beat Back The Democrats' Quest For Congressional
Power Tuesday  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 02:54:08, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +13|-0 )

discuss    ...  
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Democrats Claim there will be a Blue Wave & who trust Polls after the 2016 election & after what the Polls said back then...

The Republicans on the other hand promise a Red Wave & like the 2016 election when the Conservatives claim they would win
& did more than just win the 2016 election but Donald Trump & The Republicans actually Decimated the Democrats....

WWG1WGA

https://spectator.org/the-closing-argument/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2833744
History: 9 points (+9|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Republicans & Independents Must Show Up At Voting Both & Beat Back The Democrats' Quest For Congressional
Power Tuesday  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 02:51:00, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

Democrats Claim there will be a Blue Wave & who trust Polls after the 2016 election & after what the Polls said back then...

The Republicans on the other hand promise a Red Wave & like the 2016 election when the Conservatives claim they would win
& did more than just win the 2016 election but Donald Trump & The Republicans actually Decimated the Democrats....

https://spectator.org/the-closing-argument/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2833688
History: 22 points (+22|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

TRUMP SUPPORTERS "Shut Down CNN Reporter's Talking Points On Immigration " [Video]  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 02:26:55, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +22|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

Trump Supporters were interviewed by a CNN reporter trying to get some anti-immigration or anti-Trump sound bites. Well, that
was a big mistake because the Trump Supporters weren’t having it! ......

https://100percentfedup.com/watch-trump-supporters-shut-down-cnn-reporters-talking-points-on-immigration-video/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2833682
History: 43 points (+43|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

TRUMP SUPPORTERS Shut Down CNN Reporter's Talking Points On Immigration [Video]  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 02:24:53, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +43|-0 )

10 comments    ...  

Trump Supporters were interviewed by a CNN reporter trying to get some anti-immigration or anti-Trump sound bites. Well, that
was a big mistake because the Trump Supporters weren’t having it! 

https://100percentfedup.com/watch-trump-supporters-shut-down-cnn-reporters-talking-points-on-immigration-video/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2833649
History: 55 points (+55|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:26

Stocks Surge After Latest Poll Shows "GOP" Retaining The House  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 02:06:07, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +55|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

The latest Rasmussen Reports national telephone and online survey of Likely U.S. Voters finds that 46% would choose the
Republican candidate if the elections for Congress were held today. Forty-five percent (45%) would vote for the Democrat. Three
percent (3%) prefer some other candidate, and six percent (6%) remain undecided.

A week ago, Democrats held a 47% to 44% lead.....

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-11-05/stocks-surge-after-latest-poll-shows-gop-retaining-house

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2833604
History: 19 points (+19|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Stocks Surge After Latest Poll Shows GOP Retaining The House  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 01:48:53, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-0 )
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11 comments    ...  

The latest Rasmussen Reports national telephone and online survey of Likely U.S. Voters finds that 46% would choo8se the
Republican candidate if the elections for Congress were held today. Forty-five percent (45%) would vote for the Democrat. Three
percent (3%) prefer some other candidate, and six percent (6%) remain undecided.

A week ago, Democrats held a 47% to 44% lead.

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-11-05/stocks-surge-after-latest-poll-shows-gop-retaining-house

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2833530
History: 66 points (+66|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Justice Kavanaugh ' Never Forget What Democrats Have Done To This Man....  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-06 01:06:21, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +66|-0 )

11 comments    ...  

NEVER FORGET how the Liberals treated Justice Kavanaugh

Remember what the Democrat Senators on the Committee did to this great Justice of the USA Courts when you Vote

https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1059604096624349184?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2833151
History: 61 points (+63|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Candace Owens ' Black Lives Have Never Mattered to Democrats. Black VOTES Always Have.  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-05 21:54:28, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +63|-2 )

3 comments    ...  

Blexit' "America First " is for Black Americans Too....

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1059561592583528450?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2833140
History: 52 points (+52|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Candace Owens 'Black Lives Have Never Mattered to Democrats. Black VOTES Always Have.  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-05 21:50:20, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +52|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

Blexit' "America First " is for Black Americans Too .....

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1059561592583528450?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2832981
History: 11 points (+11|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

NBC and Fox Claim Trump's Ad is Racist  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-05 20:17:40, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +11|-0 )

10 comments    ...  

NBC & FOX news said in separate statements on Monday that their networks will no longer air the Trump campaign's racist anti-
immigrant advertisement.

NBC was first to announce the .....

https://www.cnn.com/2018/11/05/media/nbc-trump-immigration-ad/index.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2832975
History: 13 points (+13|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

NBC and Fox Claim Trump's Ad is Racist  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-05 20:15:55, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +13|-0 )

10 comments    ...  
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NBC & FOX news said in separate statements on Monday that their networks will no longer air the Trump campaign's racist anti-
immigrant advertisement.

NBC was first to announce the.....

https://www.cnn.com/2018/11/05/media/nbc-trump-immigration-ad/index.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2831781
History: 90 points (+90|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Leaked Documents ' Gives George Soros Access To Google, Facebook & Twitter  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-05 06:03:55, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +90|-0 )

18 comments    ...  

The memo discusses how big tech companies like Google, Facebook and Twitter (all of which are openly censoring user
accounts today) will be recruited and called upon to Collude with the George Soros and Brock agenda in order to manipulate the
political landscape.

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-08-26/soros-role-social-media-censorship-exposed-leaked-document

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2831720
History: 18 points (+18|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Oprah "LIES " to Crowd of Democrats On "The Circus" (Showtime)  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-05 05:06:30, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +18|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

While Oprah Winfrey was speaking to a crowd of Democrats at a rally for Democrat Candidate Stacey Abrams of Georgia.

Oprah said: "If you don't vote you are disrespecting your ancestors that were Lynched !"

I guess Oprah doesn't know that the KKK the Klu Klutz Klan who was doing all of the lynching were a Democrat organization &
was created & backed by the Democrat Party & most likely the KKK is still involved with the Democrats because we know that
the Liberals no. 1 person is Hillary Clinton & we all know how she loved the Grand Wizard Senator Byrd & Margaret Sanger the
lady who created Planned Parenthood for the purpose of killing unborn African Americans through Abortion The Democrats
have always been the Party of the KKK so Oprah shouldn't go around lying while campaigning to make African American Voters
feal guilty so they have to vote for a Liberal Democrat....

VOTE RED

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2831348
History: 223 points (+233|-10) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven To Straighten That Which Has Been Made Crooked By The Satanic Cabal......
(theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-05 00:48:14, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +233|-10 )

85 comments    ...  

All I ask is that the Lord God our Father in Heaven to straighten which has been made crooked in the past & that all the Evil
Players on both sides be exposed & that they might be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the Law in Jesus Holy Name I ask these
things Father God, Thank You Lord, Thank You for all that You have blessed our Great Nation with in the past & in our future...
Father I ask You Bless & keep Your Holy Spirit on all the Republicans running to serve the American People, Lord may they be
elected if it be Your Will Father & now Lord bless & protect "President Trump" & " Q' anon" Thank You again Father in Jesus Holy
Name.....

Amen!

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2831164
History: 87 points (+87|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Blexit' Candace Owens Sends A Crystal Clear Message To African American Voters  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-04 22:36:48, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +87|-0 )

12 comments    ...  
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Candace Owens '

Every time you hear the word “Racism” around an election cycle— remember this little tidbit.....

VoteRed / BLEXIT

*WWG1WGA

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1015258410789560328?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2831148
History: 17 points (+17|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

"BLEXIT" Candace Owens Sends A Crystal Clear Message To African American Voters  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-04 22:30:23, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +17|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Candace Owens:

Every time you hear the word' Racism around an election cycle......

Vote Red / Blexit

WWG1WGA

https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1059139995741667330?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2830802
History: 6 points (+8|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Vietnam In HD / History Channel / The Fierce Reality of War  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-04 19:18:15, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +8|-2 )

5 comments    ...  

As I watch Vietnam HD on the History Channel that is playing now until 3:00 pm today I can't help but have great pride in our
American Military even though the reality of War is hell on earth, the High Definition viewings of the War in Vietnam are a TV
Documentary that every American should see. I am glad that I was only a child during this horrible war because the fact that 2/3's
of the Americans that fought & died in the Vietnam War were Drafted into the Military for the purpose of fighting in this war. Too
many Americans died in the war & so many more were maimed & also many physiologically fucked over because of the reality of
being in the middle of War & all the death & fear of being killed in the jungle on the other side of the earth so far away from their
loved ones. I am so grateful to All Americans that have fought for our great country in All the Branches of the USA Military for
they have all given so much that We as Americans today can have the Freedoms to live the way we do today.... May God Bless
The United States of America & All Her Military Branches & also Bless Our Commander in Chief President Donald John Trump
to keep America safe from all enemies foreign & domestic.

America First, America Strong & America Great

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2828943
History: 11 points (+11|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Healthcare Under President Trump Nearly 50% Cheaper Than Obamacare  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-03 18:35:11, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +11|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

Land O’ Lakes announced on Thursday that they created America’s first Association Health Plan (AHP), which offers plans
nearly 50 percent less expensive than Obamacare, thanks to President Donald Trump’s executive actions on health care......

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018/11/02/winning-land-o-lakes-offers-health-plans-nearly-50-cheaper-than-obamacare/amp/?
__twitter_impression=true

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2828223
History: 33 points (+33|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

NSFW  First Military Troops Arrive At Border Are Installing Coiled Razor Wire  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-03 07:57:07, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +33|-0 )

13 comments    ...  
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BROWNSVILLE, Texas -- As the first active-duty military troops sent to the U.S. border with Mexico installed coils of razor wire on
a bridge and a riverbank Friday, a sense of unease spread across Texas' Rio Grande Valley....

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/us-mexico-border-brownsville-texas-tense-atmosphere-troops-install-coils-of-razor-wire/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2828143
History: 10 points (+10|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Biggest Fuckin'Loser Of The Day "Alec Baldwin"  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-03 06:06:31, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +10|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

LOSER OF THE DAY GOES TO ALEC BALDWIN

https://bigleaguepolitics.com/alec-baldwin-arrested-charged-with-assault-over-parking-spot/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2828097
History: 83 points (+84|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

General Mike Flynn Changes His Twitter Heading Picture To An American Eagle & RED WAVE  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-03 05:20:08, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +84|-1 )

8 comments    ...  

General Mike Flynn changes his Twitter Heading picture to an American Eagle RED WAVE showing his confidence that the
Republicans will Decimate the Democrats in the mid-term elections...

https://twitter.com/GenFlynn?s=01

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2827720
History: 26 points (+26|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Kavanaugh Accuser - ADMITS Rape Accusation Was a "Ploy"  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-03 00:41:04, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +26|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

The accuser, Ms. Judy Munro- Leighton, now admits it was a “Ploy” and she just wanted to “get attention.”...

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/11/breaking-grassley-criminally-refers-another-kavanaugh-accuser-to-doj-woman-admits-
rape-accusation-was-a-ploy/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2827382
History: 6 points (+6|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Mad Maxine (Crazy Lady) Waters Gives The Reason That All Republicans Need To VOTE  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-02 21:45:10, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Heaven's forbid that the Democrats succeed & Win back the House of Representatives .....

https://twitter.com/nwsltrMe/status/1058380023609131008?s=01

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2827298
History: 32 points (+32|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Old " Slick Willie " Bill Clinton To Toxic So Democrats Stop Asking Him To Campaign  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-02 21:04:40, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +32|-0 )

7 comments    ...  

The Democrats are keeping their distance from the Clintons as they scramble to redefine themselves in Trump’s America and
adjust to the MeToo era.....

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/11/bill-clinton-turns-radioactive-as-de8jm-candidates-stop-asking-him-to-campaign-for-
them/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2826766
History: 74 points (+74|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40
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ALTERNATIVE NEWS35-40% Of Washington Is Involved In Covering Up Human Trafficking - Says Ex NYPD Officer
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-02 16:55:14, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +74|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

The Facts:NYPD Detective shares what he saw over his career as an investigator into human trafficking. He estimates 35-40% of
Politicians are involved in the coverup......

https://www.collective-evolution.com/2018/11/02/35-40-of-washington-is-involved-in-covering-up-human-trafficking-says-ex-nypd-
officer/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2826723
History: 90 points (+91|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

NEWS35-40% Of Washington Is Involved In Covering Up Human Trafficking - Says Ex NYPD Officer  (theawakening)

submitted at 2018-11-02 16:40:11, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to theawakening ( +91|-1 )

7 comments    ...  

The Facts:NYPD Detective shares what he saw over his career as an investigator into human trafficking. He estimates 35-40%
of Politicians are involved in the coverup......

https://www.collective-evolution.com/2018/11/02/35-40-of-washington-is-involved-in-covering-up-human-trafficking-says-ex-nypd-
officer/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2823883
History: 3 points (+5|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Synagogue Gunman Kills Eleven People Gets Indicted On 44 Counts  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-01 05:30:46, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +5|-2 )

2 comments    ...  

Today the Synagogue Shooter Indicted on 44 Counts....

https://www.nationalreview.com/news/synagogue-shooter-indicted-on-44-counts/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2823843
History: 16 points (+16|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

CNN's Racist Trump Hater Don Lemon : Only Right Wingers Will Kill Over Politics  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-01 04:50:29, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +16|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

CNN anchor Don Lemon said on his show Monday that he sees only “right-wingers,” not Democrats, committing murders over
their political beliefs.

https://www.nationalreview.com/news/don-lemon-i-dont-see-democrats-killing-people-over-politics/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2823569
History: 35 points (+35|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

October Ratings CNN Wipes Out Again Failing Fake News Network  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-01 01:27:04, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +35|-0 )

26 comments    ...  

The far-left CNN was wiped out in the ratings throughout all of October, despite this being one of the biggest news months in
recent memory.....

https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2018/10/30/october-ratings-cnn-wipes-out-msnbc-sheds-20-of-younger-viewers/amp/?
__twitter_impression=true

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2823426
History: 61 points (+61|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:40

Republicans Have A Great Chance To Win Both House & Senate  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-11-01 00:13:40, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +61|-0 )
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32 comments    ...  

" The big question right now, however, is enthusiasm.”

https://legalinsurrection.com/2018/10/2018-house-watch-nothing-is-settled-and-the-gop-could-still-win/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2823295
History: 147 points (+148|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Elizabeth " Pocahantas " Warren Stunned When She Learns of Ethics Complaint During LIVE DEBATE  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-31 23:07:21, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +148|-1 )

34 comments    ...  

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/10/watch-elizabeth-pocahontas-warren-stunned-when-she-learns-of-ethics-complaint-
during-live-debate-video

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2822836
History: 7 points (+7|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

There is no invasion. No one's coming to get you. There's nothing at all to worry about.' Shepard Smith  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-31 18:26:28, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-0 )

13 comments    ...  

Fox News’ Shep Smith debunks Trump’s migrant-caravan rhetoric:

‘There is no invasion’

https://on.mktw.net/2qpsSWh

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2820505
History: 8 points (+8|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Robert Mueller / Stormy Daniels The Democrats Failed Weapons To Dethrone President Trump  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-30 15:58:04, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +8|-0 )

discuss    ...  

The supposed storm that was conjured up by the Liberals to try & dethrone President Trump from being the president, but Trump
has turned this country into the awesome machine that it has become under the leadership of Donald Trump..... Thank God that
Trump isn't some weakling like Obama was by leading from behind. It's amazing that Mueller is able to continue on with his Liberal
led farce investigation that was suppose to be about Russian collusion but the facts from the investigation itself has proven that
the whole Russian collusion story was perpetrated by Hillary Clinton & Obama's Intelligence Agencies to try & frame President
Trump.

https://theconservativetreehouse.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/mueller-daniels.jpg

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2819768
History: 3 points (+3|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Straight Ticket Voting Could Help Sen.Ted Cruz In Texas Mid-Term Election  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-30 04:44:47, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

The popularity of Texas Gov. Greg Abbott could help Sen. Ted Cruz in his bruising re-election battle in the mid-term election...

Video Below ⬇

http://video.foxnews.com/v/5854949609001

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2819213
History: 2 points (+2|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Pentagon Will Send over 5,200 Troops to Southern Border  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-29 22:26:03, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +2|-0 )

1 comment    ...  
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Pentagon Will Send over 5,200 Troops to Southern Border ...

https://www.nationalreview.com/news/pentagon-sending-5200-troops-mexico-border/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2818937
History: 18 points (+19|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Heavenly Father I Come To You In .......  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-29 20:19:20, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-1 )

10 comments    ...  

A Prayer For The GreatAwakening

Heavenly Father I Come To You In Jesus Holy Name, Lord I Ask That You Keep The GreatAwakening Blessed & Blooming
Into An Overwhelmingly Machine For The Reporting & Fighting To Be The Backbone & Supporting Army For President
Donald Trump & " Q'anon ", Lord I Ask That You Bless The United States of America & President Donald Trump & Lord I
Ask That You Also Bless " Q " Keep Them All Safe Keep Them Sharp & Honest To All The Patriots Whom I Ask Father
God That You Also Bless With Your Heavenly Overflow Of All The Glorious Rewards For The Righteousness Of Their
Continued Endurance Of Praying To You Father That The Good Overcome & Decimate All Evil & Unrighteousness From
The Great United States of America & Also The World, Lord We Thank You For All You Have Blessed Us With & We Ask
Father God That You Honor All Our Prayers In Jesus Holy Name AMEN

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2817688
History: 18 points (+18|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

George Soros's Open Society Working w/ UN Supporting Current Illegal Migrant Crisis  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-29 05:17:57, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +18|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

The leaked documents and today’s UN report shows the George Soros Open Society is working behind the scenes with the
United Nations to assist illegal migrants like the Caravans marching to the Southern US border.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/10/leaked-documents-prove-soross-open-society-is-working-with-un-in-supporting-current-
illegal-migrant-crisis/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2817667
History: 73 points (+73|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Kanye West Designs Shirts Urging Black Voters To Leave Democratic Party/ 'Blexit'  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-29 04:53:00, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +73|-0 )

9 comments    ...  

“ Blexit ” is a call advocating for a “ Black Exit ” from the Democrat Party

https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/10/28/kanye-west-reportedly-designs-shirts-urging-black-voters-to-leave-democratic-party-
blexit

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2816723
History: 14 points (+14|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

MSM's Full Attack On America /Warning From Retired Green Beret  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-28 17:43:54, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +14|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

A deliberate attempt is being made by the MSM (Mainstream Media) to destroy the remaining fabric of American society ....

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-10-27/retired-green-beret-warns-mainstream-media-tool-destroy-america

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2816609
History: 29 points (+30|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Republican Advocate Candace Owens Schools African American Voters Of The Reality Of Democrats......
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-28 16:46:50, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +30|-1 )
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11 comments    ...  

This is one of the reasons mTrump's support from the African Americans have been growing on a nonstop basis..... Candace
Owens voice for truth about how Democrats have been using African Americans & their votes....

https://twitter.com/Jenn198523/status/1056292156514623488

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2815716
History: 12 points (+12|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Here's the Most Expensive Nuke Ever. No Wonder Russia's Panicking Over Trump and Arms Control  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-28 01:36:25, 1 month ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +12|-0 )

8 comments    ...  

Ever since the announcement that the United States was leaving the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces treaty, Russia has
been in a complete panic.

https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/?p=549646

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2811864
History: 28 points (+28|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Democrats Basically Have Nothing To Run On In 2018 Except Their Hate For Trump  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-26 02:15:50, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +28|-0 )

10 comments    ...  

https://twitter.com/iloveakqj10/status/1055640196660613121?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2811313
History: 21 points (+21|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Democrat-Backed Catch and Release Loopholes Create a Border Crisis  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-25 21:06:13, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +21|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

https://www.conservativedailynews.com/2018/10/democrat-backed-catch-and-release-loopholes-create-a-border-crisis/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2811302
History: 19 points (+19|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Defense Secretary Mattis To Order up to 1,000 Active Duty Troops to The Southern Border  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-25 20:57:22, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-0 )

21 comments    ...  

https://www.conservativedailynews.com/2018/10/defense-secretary-mattis-to-order-at-least-800-troops-to-the-southern-
border/amp/?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=Feed:%20TheConservativeDailyNews%20(The%20Conservative%20Daily%20News)&__twitter_impression=true#

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2809945
History: 12 points (+12|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Ben Sasse Is Everything Wrong With Elite Conservatism  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-25 07:26:02, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +12|-0 )

3 comments    ...  

We’ve nearly won the battle for the Republican Party, having kicked out most of the grifters, weasels, weenies, and dorks of
Conservative .........

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2018/10/25/ben-sasse-is-everything-wrong-with-elite-conservatism-n2531362

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2809881
History: 16 points (+16|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53
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NSFW  Press Secretary Sarah Sanders Tells CNN's Jeff Zuckerburg ...  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-25 05:55:23, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +16|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

" Yet you choose to attack & devide America should unite against all political violence".

https://twitter.com/PressSec/status/1055267555428966400?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2809821
History: 7 points (+7|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

President Donald John Trump / Quote : 10/23/18  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-25 05:04:43, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-0 )

6 comments    ...  

"A Globalist is a person that wants the globe to do well, frankly, not caring about our country so much. And you know what? We
can't have that. You know, they have a word. It sort of became old-fashioned. It's called a Nationalist. And I say, really, we're not
supposed to use that word. You know what I am? I'm a Nationalist, OK? I'm a Nationalist.

"Nationalist. Nothing -- use that word. Use that word."

President Donald John Trump 10/23/18

WWG1WGA

https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/23/politics/donald-trump-nationalism/index.html

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2809808
History: 2 points (+3|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

WW3 : Putin Threatens: retaliatory STRIKES on European nations who host US missiles  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-25 04:52:51, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-1 )

6 comments    ...  

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1036135/world-war-3-putin-trump-US-nuclear-missiles-INF

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2803580
History: 14 points (+14|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Illegal Aliens From Central America Bully There Way To The USA / Time For US Military Intervention  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-22 02:18:17, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +14|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

The Liberal Paid Mob of *Illegal Aliens From Central America is growing in size & Trump better get the US Coast Guard or US
Army to The Mexican border before these illegal aliens try to force their way across the United States of America's border in a
few days...

WWG1WGA

Watch Video Here �

https://youtu.be/FzVhnzQ0XUA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2801987
History: 23 points (+23|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

The Left 'Awoke the Republican Base': Watch Fleischer, Pirro, Bennett, Hurt & Hemingway on 'Wise Guys'
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-21 02:22:33, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +23|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

Looks like the Liberal Blue Puddle has Awoken The Republican Base and The Conservatives Demand a RED WAVE at every
Voting Station across America on Nov. 6th 2018 , the day that Donald John Trump & his Conservative Movement absolutely
Decimate the Democrats once & for all.... Because WWG1WGA �

http://insider.foxnews.com/2018/10/20/ari-fleischer-jeanine-pirro-bill-bennett-charles-hurt-mollie-hemingway-wise-guys

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2800555
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History: 16 points (+17|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Caravan of Central American Illegals Turned Back By Mexican Federal Police in Riot Gear ...  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-20 05:21:42, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +17|-1 )

5 comments    ...  

Thousands of Central American Migrants are about to arrive at Mexico’s doorstep. But Mexico puts a STOP to the Central
American Caravan of Illegals at the Guatemala & Mexican Borders with Federal Police in Riot gear

https://www.redstate.com/streiff/2018/10/19/breaking.-caravan-central-american-illegals-turned-back-mexico

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2800532
History: 9 points (+9|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Mueller Indicts Another Russian For Being Connected to Putin's Chef  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-20 05:01:08, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +9|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

This indictment has the same public relations gimmickry as the previous Mueller Russian Indictments

https://www.redstate.com/streiff/2018/10/19/another-russian-indicted-2016-elections-indictment-tells-big-story/

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2799546
History: 26 points (+27|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

Obama's PEDOPHILE Secret Revealed....  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-19 19:05:06, 1 dog year ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +27|-1 )

7 comments    ...  

In this video posted in January/2018 this report states that Barack Obama knowingly committed is what most people would call
Treason! Barack Obama was a full on Criminal & needs to be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the Law!

Watch Video Here �

https://youtu.be/Wx9cZNbnl2U

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2799501
History: 13 points (+13|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

President Trump Makes It Perfectly Clear To All Illegal Border Crossers....  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-19 18:44:36, 1 dog year ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +13|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

Donald John Trump doesn't mess around when it comes to Illegal Aliens crossing over into American sovereign land of the USA.
As President Donald Trump has always stated his intentions of protecting the USA Border by building a Wall but the Congress
Liberals have fought the Wall all the way so until Trump gets all the funds to build the Wall he has made it very clear what will
happen to illegals crossing the border....

" Anybody entering the United States illegally will be arrested and detained, prior to being sent back to their country! "

Trump's Tweet Here! �

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1052369731959820292?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2798622
History: 18 points (+19|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:41:53

PEDOVORES : The Horror Is Absolutely Real & Worldwide  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-19 05:50:03, 1 dog year ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-1 )

14 comments    ...  
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In this video you will see that the Global Elite Satanic Cabal is absolutely real and systemic and global. The Pedophilia Cabalist
have been running a torturous & murderous Child Trafficking organized system that is connected to The Rothschild's and the
Queen of England and the Clinton Global Initiative ( Yes that's Bill & Hillary Clinton) which used the Slush Fund foundation as
a Child Trafficking pay station and child delivery service world wide. These Elite Pedovores are Children Carnivores & Criminals
and they all need to be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the Law ....

"God Bless the Plan & It's Execution!"

WWG1WGA

Watch Video Here ��

https://youtu.be/TxpF2Bbc8YE

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2798429
History: 69 points (+70|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Nancy Pelosi Gets The Communist Welcome In Florida By American Cubans....  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-19 02:50:30, 1 dog year ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +70|-1 )

18 comments    ...  

Democrats Leader Nasty Nancy Pelosi the House of Representatives Mouthpiece actually gets to experience the Liberals
encouraged rhetoric of being kick out of a restaurant by many American Cubans as they voiced their opinions about how they
value communist leaders who sell out America & her people....

Must Watch Video �

https://www.hatetriots.com/2018/10/nancy-pelosi-shouted-out-of-restaurant.html?
fbclid=IwAR2dbmclLkDXA_J5qYNKEjB_eVpTHLg9gEBBYs5NPINagQAJh9zplyBPSmo

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2779601
History: 17 points (+19|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

I Ask Father God That You Keep Your Spirit Of Protection On Donald John Trump Our Great President :  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-10 08:15:14, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-2 )

7 comments    ...  

Dear Heavenly Father God I ask Lord that You keep Your Holy Spirit of Protection On Donald John Trump & also Keep "Q" safe
& "Q"s line of communication with All of Us True Patriots open that follow "Q" for Our communication information of the " Plan "
& Who What & When this Purging of Evil from the earth is ultimately embraced by All righteous citizens of Our Great Country
The United States of America !

AMEN!

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2779583
History: 3 points (+3|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

�Meme  Drain The Swamp @POTUS. RED WAVE Coming ! 2nd Flush...  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-10 07:51:29, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-0 )

1 comment    ...  

https://twitter.com/JaniegrayJg/status/1049857879455490048?s=19

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2772437
History: 3 points (+3|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Now That Kavanaugh Is Confirmed It's Time To Fully Execute " The Plan "  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-07 03:09:29, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +3|-0 )

4 comments    ...  

Now that the Courts are once again controlled by Conservatives & the Liberals can't fight Trumps Agenda for the United States
of America it is time to get the Full Plan rolling & start arresting all the Foul Players of the Satanic Cabal & shipping their asses
to Guantanamo for the Military Tribunals so we can rid America & the World of these disgusting baby munchers & return to a
Righteous Moral Standard that made America the envy of the world.....

WWG1WGA
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Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2771609
History: 17 points (+17|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

KAVANAUGH "Q" - FIRMED!  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-06 20:56:41, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +17|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

Just like "Q has stated that Brett Kavanaugh would be the next Justice of The United States of America

today Brett Kavanaugh was Confirmed to the Supreme Court !

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2765754
History: 15 points (+15|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Reports of Special Counsel Investigations Robert Mueller Is Drinking Heavily On A Daily Basis....  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-04 13:12:02, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +15|-0 )

14 comments    ...  

Yeah it sounds like Robert Mueller has been reading "Q"s drops lately & is on a daily basis drinking heavily through out the day &
into the night. Robert Mueller knows he is so damn guilty & without a doubt that he is absolutely going to be prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the Law & then be strung up by a noose where he ultimately will piss & shit all over himself as the life breath
leaves his body & where he disgracefully dies as a treasonous loser!

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2764198
History: 6 points (+6|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Once The FBI investigation Is Completed What Excuse Might The Democrats Use To Stall For Time Include ?
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-03 20:00:24, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +6|-0 )

20 comments    ...  

For a good discussion I would like to hear from all Patriots that follow "Q" on: " What do you think the next Excuse the Liberals will
try using to stall for more time or at least for what they hope as a timeline for Kavanaugh's Confirmation to expire..... ?"

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2763824
History: 181 points (+190|-9) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

I Ask God The Father In Heaven , Make Straight That Which Has Been Set Crooked Purposely By The Cabal Of Evil ...
(GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-03 17:53:16, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +190|-9 )

60 comments    ...  

All I ask is that the Lord God our Father in Heaven to straighten which has been made crooked in the past & that all the Evil
Players on both sides be exposed & that they might be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the Law in Jesus Holy Name I ask these
things Father God, Thank You Lord, Thank You for all that You have blessed our nation with in the past & in our future... Lord
bless & protect President Trump & " Q" Thank You again Father in Jesus Name.....

Amen!

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2763558
History: 19 points (+20|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

It Starting To Look Like The Kavanaugh Vote On The Senate Floor Can Be As Early As Wednesday!  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-03 16:06:57, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +20|-1 )

22 comments    ...  

The fact that the Democrats have tried so hard to delay the Kavanaugh vote On The Senate floor, Mitch McConnell has stated that
as soon as the FBI investigation is done that the Senate will absolutely go forward with the Kavanaugh vote....I say Wednesday -
Vote Vote Vote !
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Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2759964
History: 21 points (+21|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Not Sure Why Some Conservatives Are Worried About The Kavanaugh Confirmation?  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-02 04:09:34, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +21|-0 )

21 comments    ...  

Donald Trump has told us from the start of his presidency that we are going to win so much that we are going to get tired of
winning. Well with the Kavanaugh Confirmation Trump has said He is going to be a great Justice one day, so why worry? We are
winning & will continue to win & that means Kavanaugh is going to be confirmed probably as soon as later this week but never the
less he will be confirmed!

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2759078
History: 10 points (+11|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

The Delaying Depths That The Delusional Democrats Have Used To Deliberately Deceive America's Distinguished
Committee Is Absolutely Death Defying & Despicable!  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-01 20:38:00, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +11|-1 )

1 comment    ...  

Now imagine someone like Dr Ford saying that out loud into an amplified microphone in her Fake Whimpering Snivel Voice like
she used while she was faking her testimony in front of the Senatorial Committee Hearings of Brett Kavanaugh.

LMAO ! @ Doc Ford / that's if she really is a doctor.....

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2757817
History: 23 points (+26|-3) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Get Ready For An Exciting Week Patriots.... WWG1WGA.  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-10-01 07:59:33, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +26|-3 )

10 comments    ...  

As Monday rolls around the bin I'm sure the Liberals will have their 4 am. News briefing on what the Monday talking points are
going to be..... You can figure early in the day what it will be by just watching the beginning of 2 different Liberal news channels & I
assure you that you will be hearing those same first words of those broadcast over & over all day long. But don't worry because
this is the week of Truth & Many Surprises, Good & Bad but this week will go down in history as one of the most challenging from
the left, but they are dead already & they just might not know it yet but they soon will. Remember Patriots that you are on the
winning side & we are going to take down the Cabal once & for all & plus We have the Hand of God on our side. May God Bless
You All Week Through It All!

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2756251
History: 53 points (+56|-3) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

+ ATTENTION + ATTENTION + ALL + PATRIOTS + ATTENTION + We All Need To Make Sure To VOTE In The
Midterms / We Can End The Democratic Bullshit Once & For All.......  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-30 15:47:07, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +56|-3 )

15 comments    ...  

PATRIOTS make sure to VOTE in the Midterm Elections this November like "Q" has stated the importance of this particular
vote..... By voting & ridding the Congress & Senate of all Democratic Sell Outs to the Globalist Cabal ....We ourselves are the key
& " We have More Than We Know " Just like "Q" always states at the end of his drops.... We are "Q" and We are the reason
Donald Trump is Our POTUS ! God Bless All of You Patriots! WWG1WGA - so let's all make sure in November to smoke the
Liberal haters with an overwhelming huge victory at the voting both....

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2755540
History: 39 points (+39|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Kanye West Performs on Saturday Night Live While Wearing His "Make America Great Again " Hat....  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-30 05:04:10, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +39|-0 )

10 comments    ...  
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Kanye points to his "Make America Great Again" hat while closing out the Saturday Night Live show tonight!

WWG1WGA

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2755303
History: 68 points (+68|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Academy Award Goes To Christine Blaisey Ford For Biggest Fraud Ever To Commit Perjury In Front Of Senatorial
Committee  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-30 02:24:51, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +68|-0 )

24 comments    ...  

On the next Academy Awards Show Christine Blaisey Ford will win Award for pulling one of the biggest scams on the Senatorial
Committee during the **False Accusations Against Brett Kavanaugh ** for Groping then Morphing into Sexual Battery to finally
Rape once Senator Feinstein's office got a hold of the secret letter that was used to stall for more time in hopes of defeating
Donald Trump in the 2020 election but anyone with a brain can tell you that Trump overwhelmingly decimates whoever the Liberals
put on the ticket in the 2020 General Election

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2754188
History: 19 points (+19|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

back In 1960 Before Kavanaugh Was Born He Touched My Nipple - Will You Please Donate Money To My "GO FUND
ME"  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-29 17:59:07, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +19|-0 )

7 comments    ...  

This is the kind of bullshit that we will be dealing with for decades of Democratic Clinton Style Politics is allowed to continue like
it's been happening to Kavanaugh in the Senatorial Committee Hearings & if the Democrats win this Confirmation of Brett
Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court forget it then, their never be another decent confirmation of any high political position in America
again

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2752950
History: 7 points (+7|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Democrats Only Still Stalling Time for More Time  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-29 01:06:38, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +7|-0 )

5 comments    ...  

Regardless of what the FBI Investigation says the Democrats are already on the news saying even though there is going to be a
FBI investigation, Kavanaugh has proven with his testimony yesterday has proven that he is Not good enough for the Supreme
Court -- So here we go again in one week with another stall for more time for one reason or another.

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2752503
History: 8 points (+8|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Can "Q" Give Us A Clue To What Might Become Of Brett Kavanaugh  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-28 22:18:49, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +8|-0 )

14 comments    ...  

I wonder if "Q" could possibly do something about all this crap that's gone on in the Senatorial Committee with Kavanaugh or at
least let us know if when Kavanaugh opened with his opening statement about the Clinton's & their actual involvement was
because he was informed of the truth by POTUS or by chance "Q" himself

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2752472
History: 59 points (+61|-2) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Let's hope that the FBI isn't the same FBI that worked for Hillary Clinton during the 2016 election  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-28 22:09:58, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +61|-2 )

12 comments    ...  

But I guess we shall see by the way they do the investigation

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2751966
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History: 20 points (+20|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Flake Didn't Stop Anything, He Actually Got The Process To Move Forward....  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-28 18:52:23, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +20|-0 )

15 comments    ...  

You've got to give the guy credit of moving the vote forward to the full Senate.... Now Kavanaugh will be CONFIRMED

WELCOME JUSTICE KAVANAUGH!

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2751864
History: 64 points (+65|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

It Seems That The Conservatives Have Just Pulled a Quick Vote Sending it To McConnell Now Who Will Decide When
Senate Vote Occurs  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-28 18:10:38, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +65|-1 )

36 comments    ...  

Basically the FBI doesn't make decisions & the ultimate decision is now up to Mitch McConnell for exactly when Kavanaugh's
Confirmation Vote Will be taken..... Period!

CONFIRM KAVANAUGH NOW MCCONNELL

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2751792
History: 12 points (+12|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Just The Fact That Dr Ford's Lawyer & Polygraph Test Were Acquired By Feinstein's Office Alone Proves The Whole
Process Was a Stall Tactic For Time  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-28 17:45:10, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +12|-0 )

2 comments    ...  

The Democrats have taken this process to Confirm Kavanaugh to the SC to a all time new low even for the Liberals. The fact that
Feinstein withheld the information from the Senatorial Committee & then acquired Dr. Ford a lawyer & had polygraph performed &
refused to take part of the Senatorial Investigation once democrats revealed it to the committee. The fact that Ford lied about
flying or the fear of flying or it was just another stall tactic by liberals. Now today they are asking for one more week for a FBI
investigation when they used an 11 day stall to get Ford before the committee when they clearly could have had that time to have
a FBI investigation,. The democrats are pure & clearly just absolutely stalling as they have stated they will do until they hopefully
retain control after the election . Just VOTE & Stop stalling already because this bullshit tactics of the Clinton style politics should
be over with, the bitch lost the election & all these liberal SORE LOSERS need to get over it!

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2751467
History: 65 points (+65|-0) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

Senator Whitehouse Reveals Exactly Why Democrats are Stalling the Confirmation Vote  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-28 15:32:08, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +65|-0 )

49 comments    ...  

Senator Whitehouse just informed the real reason for the constant delays that have been perpetrated on the Liberals behalf when
he stated the the SC 5 Conservative Justices have too much power over the 4 Liberal Justices. The fact remains that President
Trump won the 2016 election & he is the one who gets to pick who might be confirmed to the SC & not Hillary Clinton because she
lost the election but the Democrats don't seem to understand that fact so I say fuck'm & take the vote already.

Reference: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2750382
History: 28 points (+29|-1) at 2018-12-10 22:42:08

CONFIRM KAVANAUGH!  (GreatAwakening)

submitted at 2018-09-28 03:08:39, 2 months ago by Stonenchizel to GreatAwakening ( +29|-1 )

14 comments    ...  

Kavanaugh should absolutely be confirmed ! The Truth is obvious! Kavanaugh is a righteous dude!
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In memory of Stonenchizel, March 6th, 2020.

Comment history for Stonenchizel.

"Q has dropped 11 different bible verses.... then it is important enough to break down"... 3 minute read. by Patriotknife100  in
GreatAwakening

History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2020-03-09 00:21:28

History: 8 points( +8 | -0 ) at 2020-02-28 02:10:14

[–] Stonenchizel  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-27 13:09:57)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotknife100  130 points ( +130 | -130 ) 2020-02-28 02:10:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3678927)

Great reminder that we TRUST in God for All Things.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3678927/22681251)  context  full comments

"Hot Pockets heiress sentenced to 5 months in prison for role in college admissions scandal" Not 21 months as requested by prosecutors
by Patriotknife100  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-28 02:10:14

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 minutes ago (2020-02-25 22:24:20)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotknife100  4 points ( +4 | -4 ) 2020-02-25 22:38:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3676382)

money talks, Bullshit walks

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3676382/22660462)  context  full comments

Hussein Loyalist' Supreme Court Justice 'Sonya Sotomayer' What A Hypocrite, She Needs To Recuse Herself From Any Case Law
Against President Trump's White House/ Suppose To Be Unbiased As A SOTU Judge by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-28 02:10:14

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2020-02-25 20:19:16)

[ - ] Parent: NakeFews  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-25 22:38:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3676203/22658518)

Time for elections for the Supreme Court every 4 years?

That's a good idea Patriot

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3676203/22658793)  context  full comments

Loayalist To Hussein, SCOTUS Appointee, Justice Sonia Sotomayor Whines And Snivels That Conservative Justices Are Siding With
President Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2020-02-23 22:30:26)

[ - ] Parent: Lurker17  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2020-02-25 22:38:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3673086/22634726)

Those that squeal the loudest. Haven't heard a peep out of Justice Roberts and we know he's comped. Imagine Sotomayor will
use her diabetes as an out or face prosecution?

Remember this?

https://insulinnation.com/living/did-trump-predict-diabetes-will-force-justice-sotomayor-to-retire/

3 months later this!

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/sonia-sotomayor-diabetes-diabetic-episode-supreme-court/2018/01/19/id/838260/

ya, Buddy!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3673086/22634791)  context  full comments

Father God, I Ask That You Embrace President Donald Trump & Keep Him Close, While He Is Abroad On This Official Business Trip For
The Country' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2020-02-23 22:11:19)
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0

0

[ - ] Parent: PrayRosary  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2020-02-25 22:38:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3672861/22633100)

Amen, and I'd like to add this prayer of protection for our President:

St. Michael, the Archangel, defend us in battle. Be our protection against the wickedness and snares of the devil. May God rebuke
him, we humbly pray, and do thou, O prince of the heavenly host, by the power of God, cast into hell Satan and all the evil spirits
who prowl about the world seeking the ruin of souls. Amen.

Amen to that @PrayRosary

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3672861/22634577)  context  full comments

Father God, I Ask That You Embrace President Donald Trump & Keep Him Close, While He Is Abroad On This Official Business Trip For
The Country' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2 days ago (2020-02-23 20:08:13)

[ - ] Parent: amenanon  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2020-02-25 22:38:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3672861/22633049)

Also, In the Name above all names, Jesus Christ, we break and reverse every curse that has been laid out for the works of POTUS
on this trip and send such evil intentions back upon the heads of the cursers. Any evil voice that raises up against, or any evil
attempt to thwart the work assigned to your Annointed One, Donald J. Trump will be met with Divine intervention to silence and
destroy such evil. Amen!

Amen Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3672861/22633238)  context  full comments

Father God, I Ask That You Embrace President Donald Trump & Keep Him Close, While He Is Abroad On This Official Business Trip For
The Country' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2 days ago (2020-02-23 20:07:22)

[ - ] Parent: PrayRosary  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2020-02-25 22:39:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3672861/22633100)

Amen, and I'd like to add this prayer of protection for our President:

St. Michael, the Archangel, defend us in battle. Be our protection against the wickedness and snares of the devil. May God rebuke
him, we humbly pray, and do thou, O prince of the heavenly host, by the power of God, cast into hell Satan and all the evil spirits
who prowl about the world seeking the ruin of souls. Amen.

Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3672861/22633224)  context  full comments

Susan Rice: Acting DNI Grenell a 'Hack and a Shill' -- 'One of the Most Nasty, Dishonest People I've Ever Encountered' by rickki6  in
GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 57 minutes ago (2020-02-23 03:48:19)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-23 04:46:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671946/22626331)

Panic

right, more like panicking

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671946/22626456)  context  full comments

Susan Rice: Acting DNI Grenell a 'Hack and a Shill' -- 'One of the Most Nasty, Dishonest People I've Ever Encountered' by rickki6  in
GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 58 minutes ago (2020-02-23 03:47:22)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  20 points ( +20 | -20 ) 2020-02-23 04:46:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671946)

Fuck that Hussein Puppet Liar Treasonous Crook Susan Rice !
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671946/22626446)  context  full comments

'Slick Willie's' Loyalist Buddy: James Carville Rips DNC As Bernie Sanders Wins Nevada: 'One Of The Truly Stupid Parties In The World'
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2020-02-23 02:42:48)

[ - ] Parent: bopper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-23 04:46:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671825/22625733)

I remember listening to Carville on the night of the election, he was stoked about Florida, almost giddy.

Meantime we switched to another house for the election results, and by the time we got there that boy was so low he'd of had to
reach up to scratch a snake's belly.

I went home that night a happy guy.

 Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671825/22625863)  context  full comments

MSNBC's Chris Matthews Has A Melt Down - Compares Commie Bernie Sanders Winning Nevada To France Falling To The Nazis In
1940 (VIDEO) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3.1 hours ago (2020-02-23 01:39:27)

[ - ] Parent: numina18  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-23 04:46:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671724/22625109)

Someone should lock him up in a mental institution.

I think he already is in one , working for MSNBC..... maybe he just realzed it ! ....lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671724/22625285)  context  full comments

Democrat Candidates Are Condoning Theft of Nomination from Bernie - It's the nature of swamp beasts. If you can't win fair, steal it.
#HisNameWasSethRich by CluelessInTheDark  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2020-02-23 01:33:46)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  18 points ( +18 | -18 ) 2020-02-23 04:46:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671777)

RIP SETH RICH

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671777/22625235)  context  full comments

California Water Crisis by Juneysunshine  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +8 | -1 ) at 2020-02-25 22:38:06

History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 3.2 hours ago (2020-02-23 01:32:08)

[ - ] Parent: Juneysunshine  18 points ( +18 | -18 ) 2020-02-23 04:46:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671796)

ok then,i will agree with you to free the good people of california because i am one of them

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671796/22625223)  context  full comments

Here's Absolute Proof That 'Crooked Clinton' Actually Lowered The Bar To Be The Democrats Candidate -
BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 3.3 hours ago (2020-02-23 01:25:56)
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[ - ] Parent: joecamoe  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-23 04:47:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671626/22624883)

Okay, you seem to be an intelligent educated and communicative individual.

Please grace me with a simple explanation of your profound title and impressive insight.

you called it yourself in your statement ! my insight

and its called satire, maybe you lost yours

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671626/22625155)  context  full comments

Stunning Irony: Hussein's National Security Advisor, Susan Rice,Sorry but You've Lost the Right to Call ANYONE a Liar ! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.4 hours ago (2020-02-23 01:21:54)

[ - ] Parent: angelCole  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-23 04:47:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671580/22625060)

These writers/journalists need to get out more often. Our POTUS didn't just learn that Obama holdovers needed to be removed or
that the agencies needed cleaning. I hate how they talk like President Trump is just so naive and has no clue what he's doing.

what do you expect from a hussein loyalist journalist

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671580/22625099)  context  full comments

California Sheriff in San Diego County, Agrees to Share Jail Records With ICE, Says Subpoenas Should Be Honored by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2020-02-23 00:52:28)

[ - ] Parent: TheTruthTheFacts  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-23 04:47:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671539/22624045)

SAN DIEGO COUNTY is a big area. It does NOT include the CITY of San Diego so criminals will leave the rural areas and move to
the city for protection. Notice how scummy the cops are in San Diego.

plus they are on the border with mexico, so it is impertive tey have a strong immigration policy, but they have democrats policies in
calif

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671539/22624798)  context  full comments

Here's Absolute Proof That 'Crooked Clinton' Actually Lowered The Bar To Be The Democrats Candidate -
BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-23 04:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2020-02-23 00:48:57)

[ - ] Parent: joecamoe  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-23 04:47:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671626/22624718)

Everything about this post is confusing.

First, there is no proof of anything, only a political cartoon.

Second, the political cartoon itself is not that good. Everybody knows the Democrats fought a bit, so what does this cartoon matter.

Third, Hillary is not mentioned here.

Fourth, Hillary had nothing to do with the candidates of 2020 except indirectly. And by the way, Hillary 2.0 is Gillibrand, and she
was a massive failure.

Fifth, Hillary definitely did not lower the bar. These are just bad candidates in a bad political party. They all have a chance at
actually becoming the nominee but even their debate performance lacked teeth.

When Trump belittled Jeb!, Trump completely owned him.

When butt gag brought the sass it was more playful. Flirtatious even.

In conclusion, San Demas high school football RULES

Oh that explains it, ur one of those San Demas Demoncrats, and if you thought buttgagg was flirting , you must really be buttigay

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3671626/22624752)  context  full comments

George Soros Pushes Wild Conspiracy Theory About a Deal Between Trump and Zuckerberg by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-19 20:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2020-02-19 16:20:12)
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[ - ] Parent: BigSky_GAM  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-19 20:02:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3666246/22580273)

Is George in "PANIC" mode???

looks that way

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3666246/22581006)  context  full comments

Reports: Barr Considering Resigning Over Trump Tweets, 'Interference' in DOJ by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-19 20:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-19 06:49:13)

[ - ] Parent: Anon331717  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-19 20:02:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3665743/22576548)

Or he just found the leaker

maybe huh ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3665743/22577308)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Dershowitz Says Lawsuit Is Coming After Docs Prove Obama Requested Investigation On Behalf Of Soros by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-19 20:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-02-18 03:17:25)

[ - ] Parent: 800B7355  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-19 20:03:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3663433/22561245)

I thought Dershowitz was Epstein, Clinton, pedo, pizzagat scum

he is but he still has Info

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3663433/22562424)  context  full comments

Jussie Smollett Has New Indictments and His Accomplices Have to Say This About Him Now by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-19 20:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-02-18 03:15:37)

[ - ] Parent: TCDave7  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-19 20:03:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3663721/22561625)

Joocy Smoolyay!

did you see the Dave Chapelle bit on Jussie?

https://youtu.be/wZXoErL2124

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3663721/22562401)  context  full comments

Anthony Weiner is BACK - and Parents at His Son's School Are Freaked Out by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-19 20:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-02-18 03:12:06)

[ - ] Parent: KarlKastner  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-19 20:03:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3663653/22561996)

Weiner is the gift that keeps on giving.

that's what she said!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3663653/22562356)  context  full comments

Fearless Trump Tweets Same Quote That Once Got James Woods Suspended by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-19 20:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-02-18 03:11:31)

[ - ] Parent: Father_Jack  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-19 20:03:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3663843/22562023)

It's great having a President with balls...and a first lady that doesn't.

 Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3663843/22562348)  context  full comments
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It Was Hussein Not Trump, Who Weaponized Government Against Political Opponents by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-17 16:52:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-02-15 23:15:53)

[ - ] Parent: Groff  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-17 16:52:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3658536/22514888)

It is completely naive to believe that this nonsense is new or that it was started by Obama. Obama is most certainly guilty. He,
almost masterfully, utilized the vast resources of government at his control to attack his enemies but he was far from the first and is
certainly not the last. We know that presidents going back at least as far as Lincoln were actively utilizing the government to hinder
its enemies. As much as I support president Trump, I have no illusions that he will not follow suit as soon as he is able to defeat the
opposition that has thus far distracted him.

The root of the problem is not with the person who occupies the white house. The problem is in the institution itself as it has been
allowed to evolve. As the office of President acquires more & more executive agencies & the corresponding power to enable
misdeeds - the larger his arsenal - the more damage he is able to inflict upon anyone who challenges him. Obama was able to to
abuse so much power because he had so much power at his fingertips to abuse.

All people, including Presidents, believe that they are good and that all who oppose them, or anyone who even stands in the way
are bad. ANYONE who has the power will utilize that power to neutralize their perceived foes.

The founders knew this. It was the reason that they sought to limit government.

Term Limits ........ There's ur answer

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3658536/22534683)  context  full comments

Pelosi Claims That She 'Prays Every Day' For The President - "Yeah Right!" (satire) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-17 16:52:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-02-15 22:59:07)

[ - ] Parent: Father_Jack  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-17 16:53:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3660284/22529322)

Pelosi prays every day for the demise of Trump and Pence so she can be President.

exactly Padre'Jack

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3660284/22534514)  context  full comments

Pelosi Claims That She 'Prays Every Day' For The President - "Yeah Right!" (satire) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-17 16:52:46

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-15 22:46:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 46 minutes ago (2020-02-15 22:00:20)

[ - ] Parent: FFSerrrkay  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-15 22:46:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3660284/22532395)

This will be an unpopular opinion, but I think it's very un-Christian to question the integrity of her faith and prayers like that. I am
certainly able to pray for those I don't know, don't like, don't love; prayers for God's will to be done regardless of my human
limitations of vision. I admit I do not know all and cannot dictate what outcomes are in God's plan, and I surrender to God's plan,
even when I do not understand it. It is very un-Christian to try to ride herd on other people's prayers. That is between the individual
and the all-knowing God.

That's the beauty of it all, is we have Free Will, and just like you believe what you stated, I too believe that she is evil, and has not a
thread of Christ Jesus in her, for her Corruption and Evil actions reveal exactly who Nancy Pelosi is.... She reakz of Lucifer

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3660284/22533807)  context  full comments

"Is This Simply a Death Wish?" - Matt Drudge Reports Mini-Mike Bloomberg Wants Crooked Hillary as Running Mate ...Twitter Erupts by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-15 22:46:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2020-02-15 17:44:23)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-15 22:46:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3660517/22530871)

Makes you wonder whose billions bloomberg is really spending.

that's why they are good friends, all that dirty money they've acquired over the years makes them two old crooked pea's in a pod

New World Order Puppets follows the elited to the end ...

eating babies to stay viable

lol... Satanist

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3660517/22530985)  context  full comments
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Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.7 hours ago (2020-02-13 07:37:50)

[ - ] Parent: nomoss  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:19:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496961)

Are you X or are you Y?

X CAN NOT become Y. Y CAN NOT become X.

Exactly!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22499584)  context  full comments

Q 3859 is cryin Chuck afraid of Q by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.3 hours ago (2020-02-13 07:03:13)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  12 points ( +12 | -12 ) 2020-02-13 17:20:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656426)

all the Democrats'are scared shitless, not of Trump, but what Qanon has posted about those crooked fuckers since his first post where
he called them out for what they really are, Pedophiles, Satanic worshipers that drink baby blood for a drug, and that's why they've
been trying to discredit Q with the whole Deep State arsenal of the msm.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656426/22499394)  context  full comments

Former NYPD Cop Punched in the Face by Violent Leftist at His 50th Birthday Party After Red Cap Mistaken for MAGA Hat by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-15 22:46:11

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-13 04:35:32)

[ - ] Parent: veteran88  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:20:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656296/22497439)

No description or name of the bad guy

It was a kike or a nigger

� gorilla

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656296/22498347)  context  full comments

Former NYPD Cop Punched in the Face by Violent Leftist at His 50th Birthday Party After Red Cap Mistaken for MAGA Hat by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-13 04:34:01)

[ - ] Parent: TraitorsOnARope  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:20:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656296/22497441)

He should have knocked the cunt out. You know, equal rights and equal lefts.

Right �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656296/22498330)  context  full comments

Former NYPD Cop Punched in the Face by Violent Leftist at His 50th Birthday Party After Red Cap Mistaken for MAGA Hat by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-13 04:30:08)

[ - ] Parent: CoronavirusPatient0  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-02-13 17:20:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656296/22497623)

What the hell is wrong with these people doing this kind of thing?

they are angry Hillary  Clinton supporters or you can refer to them as Sore Losers!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656296/22498289)  context  full comments

Milo Yiannopoulos to Gift Royalties From New Book About Roger Stone's Trial to His Defense Fund by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-13 04:29:08)

[ - ] Parent: Soteria  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:20:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656189/22497637)

I miss Milo.

Ultimate victim of cancel culture.

He should mount a comeback after the election.

oh he will, just watch

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656189/22498277)  context  full comments

Former NYPD Cop Punched in the Face by Violent Leftist at His 50th Birthday Party After Red Cap Mistaken for MAGA Hat by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-13 04:26:31)

[ - ] Parent: Doglegwarrior  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:21:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656296/22497839)

fucking bouncers kicked them out didnt detain them! what the fuck!

also i wouldnt punch someone with a bernie hat... no we wont either when the shit hits the fan we wont hit them we will fucking
throw them out of helicopters! one anti communist was asked what it felt like to kill a human? he said he had never killed a human.
the reporter said you admitted to killing hundreds during the war... ohhh no i killed communist those are not humans.

ah hahahaha! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656296/22498252)  context  full comments

How Is this Fair? Roger Stone Jurors Consisted of Far Left Hacks Including a former Democrat Candidate and a Huge Beto Donor by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-13 04:24:18)

[ - ] Parent: nomoss  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:21:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656388/22497957)

If you look and see the other trials that (((IT))) was the judge shit may it and (((IT))) will be disbarred. It's like this link

Corrupt Obama Judge Amy Berman Jackson Denied Roger Stone’s Sealed Motion For a New Trial

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/02/corrupt-obama-judge-amy-berman-jackson-denied-roger-stones-sealed-motion-for-a-
new-trial/

And when you think about it..

""Federal Prosecutors on Monday recommended Trump confidante Roger Stone serve 7-9 years in prison for process crimes
during the Mueller witch hunt."

Roger Stone getting 9 years But congressional leaker Wolfe gets 2 months"

yeah that crooked bitch needs to lose her license to rule the Court

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656388/22498229)  context  full comments

Racist University of Virginia Student Tells White People to Leave New Campus Multicultural Center: 'There's Just Too Many White People
in Here' (VIDEO) by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-13 04:21:32)

[ - ] Parent: veteran88  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:21:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3656253/22498088)

Send it back to the jungle.

Even back then it was kikes who caused this.

Kikes brought them here as slaves

Then they fought against sending them back.

Low IQ ferals will never be as happy here as they would be where they could run wild. It is in our mutual benefit to send them back

you mean back to the zoo, gorilla cage was left unlocked accidentally

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3656253/22498196)  context  full comments

LGBT TERROR: Twitter Censors Video Exposing Lesbian Activist Attacking Republicans in California / Twitter does not want this video
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being seen. by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-13 04:18:16)

[ - ] Parent: Jellybumps  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:21:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3656251/22497324)

Boy, what an angry, angry, and straight up mad woman.

Someone needs to get it through her twisted mind, that it's not our fault she was born that way.

Pathetic.

( BTW Hi @Stonenchizel, @Jellybumps is zammyanci's new handle, I had to start a new account because I was locked out of
zammyanci account and I still don't know why it happened).

Hey @Zammyyanci how you doing? im thinking of starting a new one too, my numbers are getting way too ridiculous

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3656251/22498165)  context  full comments

Mexican Government Deploys Elite Marines to Combat Drug Cartels Thanks to Pressure From the Trump Administration - by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2020-02-13 03:01:04)

[ - ] Parent: SuckaFree  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:21:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656247/22496979)

It only took what, 100 yrs to get Mexico to do what it should've done all along? Wow.

they didn't always have a cartel problem until a few decades back

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656247/22497319)  context  full comments

Mexican Government Deploys Elite Marines to Combat Drug Cartels Thanks to Pressure From the Trump Administration - by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2020-02-13 02:59:57)

[ - ] Parent: OldManCountry  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:21:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656247/22497030)

Mexicans are ruthless. If they ever got their shit together, they could build a strong army. Be a good ally. Hell, drop them off in
Europe, take care of the African problem.

 ... lol , but True that, they'd finish'm off quick too

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656247/22497306)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2020-02-13 02:31:23)

[ - ] Parent: Anonz55z  13 points ( +14 | -1 ) 2020-02-13 17:22:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22495454)

Look, have a girls only sports, a boys only sports, and a boys who turned into girls only sports, and also a girls who turned into
boys only sports. That way, nobody can cheat the system.

fuck that, just make them compete against the gender they were born as boy competes against boys and girls against girls, none of
these fake wana be genders

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496919)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2020-02-13 02:28:12)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotknife100  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:22:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496192)

This ain't difficult. You either have an x or y. All the rest is a lifestyle choice.

best point yet! plus so true Patriot
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496886)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2020-02-13 02:27:19)

[ - ] Parent: Smokybubbles  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:22:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496238)

When will people realize that transgenders don't exist? A dude can cut off his package and wear a dress, but that doesn't make
him a woman, it just makes him a crazy dude. If you accept the false pretense of transgenderism, then you are ceding the enemy a
victory on the verbal and cultural battlefield. Smarten up and don't lose the war before it starts, stupid faggots.

Smokey what's in those bubbles?

weed I hope?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496877)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2020-02-13 02:25:52)

[ - ] Parent: Codyhbgbrb  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:22:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496384)

Was wondering when girls were going to finally get mad.

oh, they've been mad as hell, they just finally put their minds together and came up with a plan

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496860)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2020-02-13 02:24:53)

[ - ] Parent: Dustcutter  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:22:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496599)

Update, 3 high school girls suspended for being Nazis.

that's tomorrow's headlines

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496848)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2020-02-13 02:24:23)

[ - ] Parent: Valcgo  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:23:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496658)

A true societal shift is truly needed, the longer we wait the worse the outcome will ultimately be. American society is failing at a
rapid pace and a correction will happen eventually. The peaceful countries white people have built for 100s of years are now
being evaded and the frog is now boiling at this point. In the 1960s, America was over 90% white, now the number hovers around
63%. That is only a 60 year time span. What is the breaking point because I'm ready for REAL change at this point.

The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants.

- Thomas Jefferson

make an Executive Order that transgenders line up on the front lines with plastic m16's

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496842)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2020-02-13 02:21:46)
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[ - ] Parent: DefinitelyNotaJew  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:23:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496737)

In the interim, the Olympics will be hilarious this year. Looking forward to all males winning medals in some of the women's events.
If even one tranny came from every country in track events, there won't be a single female that can win.

let's hope the Olympics have male - female rules and not fatasy wannabe other gender games

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496805)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2020-02-13 01:33:16)

[ - ] Parent: bushka  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:23:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22495783)

This is happening in CT, second only to CA in being totally fucked up. The other day a citizen presented valid vaccine concerns to
a CT senator. During the conversation the citizen mentioned that it's okay for an HIV positive student to attend school but not her
unvaccinated child. That was a very small part of her presentation. The senator immediately latched on to that and lectured the
room on how HIV positive students have a right to attend school, nothing about the vaccine concerns. The people who run CT are
pure evil and I don't expect this lawsuit to get anywhere in this state.

wtf

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496172)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2020-02-13 01:32:27)

[ - ] Parent: Chuckboyer2016  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:23:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22495849)

About fricken time!! Most unfair idiotic brain dead factor in society originated from mentally ill trans men. Look between your legs
and deal with it, you are what you are, some would say.

On the other hand personally I identify with an apache attack helicopter and am petitioning for a license for a rental space at the
local air port pad, as well as medical adjustments for guns attached surgically on my side ribs, and rocket launchers on my thighs.

hey, why not? if mother fucka's can cut their junk off & call themselves a chick , why the hell not?

so i guess the reai meaning of chick is born with out or cut off ur dick, means ur a chick

NOT!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496163)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2020-02-13 01:26:56)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:23:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22495906)

Good they filed federal and not in state court. This faggot shit is in sports every. In Texas the top female wrestler is a fag dude with
mental issues.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496085)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2020-02-13 01:23:52)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:24:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22495882)

Can you imagine folks looking back at this crap fifty years from now? Probably blame it in fluoride.

or Obama
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22496033)  context  full comments

Three Female High School Athletes File Federal Lawsuit to Block Transgender Students From Competing in Girl's Sports by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2020-02-13 00:28:35)

[ - ] Parent: MudPuddlePie  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:24:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22495239)

...about time.

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656085/22495395)  context  full comments

AG Barr to Testify Before House Judiciary Committee Next Month - Dems Demand Answers on Roger Stone, Corrupt US Attorney Jessie
Liu by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:19:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2020-02-13 00:20:44)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:24:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656081/22495218)

They have no idea what's coming. How does one get the truth before the American people? How do you introduce evidence
legally? THROUGH TESTIMONY TO CONGRESS!

Barr is too smart for these Stupid Democrats', plus he has access to investigate anyone of them that try and shame him in any way,
even though I believe he will run proverbial circles around their little pee brains

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3656081/22495305)  context  full comments

President Trump Drops Major Hint to Media on Identity of "Anonymous" Anti-Trump Skunk in the White House (VIDEO) by [deleted] in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2020-02-12 22:29:37)

[ - ] Parent: Annie99  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:24:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3655649/22492351)

Conway - wouldn't be at all surprised. Always thought it odd that her husband is a rabbid Trump hater and yet she works for
Trump. Doesn't add up.

it's not Kellyane, it hhas to be one of Husseins leftovers or one of Brennans plants that have been appointed by an Obama employee

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3655649/22493849)  context  full comments

Hillary Clinton: Trump A Fascist; 'Rule Of Law And Our Democracy Are In Crisis' / Trump's Response Proves Again That He Absolutely
Was The Right Choice Over 'Crooked In 2016' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2020-02-12 16:06:08)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  15 points ( +15 | -15 ) 2020-02-13 17:25:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3655381)

Trump had asked about Judge Jackson, “Is this the Judge that put Paul Manafort in SOLITARY
CONFINEMENT, something that not even mobster Al Capone had to endure? How did she treat
Crooked Hillary Clinton? Just asking!”

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3655381/22488995)  context  full comments

Kanye West brought in for questioning by Chicago police. by Pollycracker  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-02-12 00:37:57)

[ - ] Parent: Pollycracker  10 points ( +10 | -10 ) 2020-02-13 17:25:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3654251)

lmao 3x's  thanks i needed that!

gbu @Pollycracker

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3654251/22481230)  context  full comments
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Jussie Smollett indicted by special prosecutor by TSE  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-02-12 00:33:42)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  14 points ( +14 | -14 ) 2020-02-13 17:25:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3654254)

tx

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3654254/22481181)  context  full comments

Q Post 3850 Q answered the question about WHY Hussein employees got to stick around until now. by Lauraingalls  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-11 04:33:55)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  69 points ( +69 | -69 ) 2020-02-13 17:25:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652062)

See Laura,every now and then even Q answers your questions.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652062/22470060)  context  full comments

It's Time For President Trump To Fight Fire With Fire And Use Every Weapon At His Disposal To Prosecute The Deep State Treasonist
Traitors by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-11 01:21:00)

[ - ] Parent: ledbetter  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:25:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3651682/22460551)

In his time, not yours, or Pk either. When we set a snare for a meal do we go out and demand the wild animal run into it, or do we
wait patiently? If you have a better solution to catching foxes and wolverines, I'd be interested. So far it's all wishful thinking. Yeah, I
know, we ALL want this stupidness to be over NOW, but it's not our show, we have no personal stake in it. Yeah I also know about
"Patience, my ass!" and "The Last Great Act of Defiance" Don't be the (dead) rabbit.

point well taken

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3651682/22467817)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino: Democrats Panic As Trump Popularity Increases Among Black Voters by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-11 01:11:47)

[ - ] Parent: JJS1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-13 17:26:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652260/22466009)

Yea Blexit and thank you Candace Owens

yeah Blexit has grown hugely since it's inception...great effort C.Owens & Team'

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652260/22467753)  context  full comments

Check out the line in Manchester, NH for Trump's Rally Tonight! by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-10 22:37:13)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  43 points ( +43 | -43 ) 2020-02-13 17:26:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652371)

with continuous crowds this size Trump is gonna decimate whoever the candidate is for the Democrats'

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652371/22466144)  context  full comments

50-100 uncounted deaths per day, per crematory = 1,200 to 2,400 deaths per day. 2 weeks = 16,800 to 33,600. 49 crematoriums in
Wuhan = 34,300 to 68,600 unreported deaths just in Wuhan in last 2 weeks by TSE  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-10 22:35:25)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  4 points ( +4 | -4 ) 2020-02-13 17:26:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652373)

yeah but now that the virus has been able to spread & be existent for a few weeks now,we are really gonna begin to see real
numbers of deaths happening

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652373/22466113)  context  full comments
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1
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1
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2

U.N. torture expert "outraged" by WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange's U.S. extradition case: should be considered an "attack on all
journalists." by amenanon  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-10 22:32:56)

[ - ] Parent: amenanon  9 points ( +9 | -9 ) 2020-02-13 17:26:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652379)

Think about it, Jullian Assange is a journalist, the only reason everyone wants to prosecute him is because he reported that countries
secrets

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652379/22466061)  context  full comments

President Trump keeps promises to the 'forgotten Americans' by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-10 22:30:19)

[ - ] Parent: deleted  8 points ( +8 | -8 ) 2020-02-13 17:26:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652382)

That's what makes President'Trump special, especially after 8 years of Husseins globalist policies, he didn't give a shit about real
Americans here at home...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652382/22466021)  context  full comments

WSJ Article: She (Crazy Nancy) Aimed at Trump and Hit Uncle Joe by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-10 22:23:57)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  22 points ( +22 | -22 ) 2020-02-13 17:26:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652391)

that's why Trump has every right to call her Crazy Nancy...her actions are are from a personal vendetta and not what's best for her
Loser Party

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652391/22465948)  context  full comments

For the Second Time POTUS says Iowa votes were "Fried"; Confirms '42' Clinton involvement in rigging votes via Shaddow App? by
Qdini  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 3 days ago (2020-02-10 22:17:05)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  36 points ( +36 | -36 ) 2020-02-13 17:27:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652398)

I knew from the start if Hillary had anything to do with it, that they were gonna steal it from Bernie Sanders

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652398/22465856)  context  full comments

In The Invisible War For The Future Of Our Republic, The Tables Are Now Turned, And Now.... HUNTERS BECOME HUNTED! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-13 17:24:41

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2020-02-10 19:04:48)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  9 points ( +9 | -9 ) 2020-02-10 20:21:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652132)

THE HUNT IS ON! .... PATRIOTS IN CONTROL

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3652132/22463559)  context  full comments

MAJOR CUTS TO NSC EXPECTED THIS WEEK -- Anti-Trump Deep State Operatives Hurt the Most by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2020-02-10 07:17:35)
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[ - ] Parent: Father_Jack  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:21:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3651377/22458004)

3782

Castle clean.

Q

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3651377/22458589)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Trump ousting of Vindman 'was justified' by pby  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2020-02-10 02:05:55)

[ - ] Parent: Chuckboyer2016  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:21:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650570/22451404)

Absolutely not treating the congressmen with the respect demanded socially of a military member, let alone an officer who is
showing people under his command and rank how to interact and how to carry yourself with respect in society was disguesting for
his lack of it. It was rude and purposfully combative. Respected members of military or FBI or CIA, NSA, etc. do not act like that in
any situation, ever!

But in Vin mans' case he also stooped to the illegal act of counter ordering his commander and chief's orders on policy concerning
Ukraine and Ukrainian officials whom he spoke to suggesting they ignore any such orders or policy's from President Trump. That
is treason.

Also even mentioning the act of the Ukranian officials offering him a job on their government is highly suspect, throwing the
thought of double agent spy into the mix to his superiors and all political parties whomever are involved with him.

Totally a nasty, subversive, disgusting person who happens to be in the military, representing us.

Sadly the leftists see him as a hero, going against our president. Sadly those who applaud him are devoid of objective truths and
are conditioned only to the lies and propaganda.

I couldn't agree with you more Patriot �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650570/22456034)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Trump ousting of Vindman 'was justified' by pby  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2020-02-10 02:00:37)

[ - ] Parent: AUSAFVet  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:21:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650570/22452423)

Nooo!!! secret bases in the south Pole!! Warm sunny beach front resort!! GITMO!!

Right, treason and Sedition are Gitmo worthy.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650570/22455967)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino Nails It, On What Would Explain Mayor Pete's Appeal To Dem Voters / 'Pete Buttigieg Has A Near Magical Ability To Never
Answer A Question' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 20:04:28)

[ - ] Parent: TheOutlaw816  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:22:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22449640)

They fell for it because they were/are "asleep" and "mesmerized". Even more important to awaken people from thier slumbers.
Once you are fully awake, the bullshit detectors explode when smooth talkers like Obama and Buttigeig talk.

yeah imagine Us that have been woken for many years now

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22451717)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino Nails It, On What Would Explain Mayor Pete's Appeal To Dem Voters / 'Pete Buttigieg Has A Near Magical Ability To Never
Answer A Question' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 20:03:24)
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[ - ] Parent: Father_Jack  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:22:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22448972)

Reminiscent of the previous President.

you mean Hussein right

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22451697)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino Nails It, On What Would Explain Mayor Pete's Appeal To Dem Voters / 'Pete Buttigieg Has A Near Magical Ability To Never
Answer A Question' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 20:01:42)

[ - ] Parent: aiiin1  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:22:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22449773)

Hillary is in panic cuz cheatin Pete could be the first woman in the WH

 Not if he doesn't make it to the inauguration

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22451675)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino Nails It, On What Would Explain Mayor Pete's Appeal To Dem Voters / 'Pete Buttigieg Has A Near Magical Ability To Never
Answer A Question' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 20:01:06)

[ - ] Parent: TPTBNewsReviewer  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:22:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22450800)

If you're dumb enough to vote Democrat, you're not smart enough to notice Gayor Cheat's BS.

yeah but that's who the Dem elites have chosen over Bernie Sanders

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22451663)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino Nails It, On What Would Explain Mayor Pete's Appeal To Dem Voters / 'Pete Buttigieg Has A Near Magical Ability To Never
Answer A Question' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:59:55)

[ - ] Parent: turitelle  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:22:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22450950)

He was groomed by the See-eye-aye same as both Clintons and Obama. The spell is broken though, it didn't work for the missus
and it won't work for this turkey either.

Right

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22451646)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino Nails It, On What Would Explain Mayor Pete's Appeal To Dem Voters / 'Pete Buttigieg Has A Near Magical Ability To Never
Answer A Question' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:59:03)

[ - ] Parent: Pollycracker  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:23:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22451607)

What qualifies Buttigieg, for those who are choosing, he is gay. Who is choosing: Hillary Clinton's CF corruption machine together
with Republican NWO Neocons. Why are they choosing Buttigieg: To make Hillary Clinton Vice President. Their strategy is to
make themselves appealing to the gay, woman, independent, and the far left democratic voters. Proof is in the Obama pudding
where Hillary completely controlled his administration to enrich herself, while staying aligned with the NWO depopulation
movement. There is more of America to sell before they turn America to dust.

that's what I believe also Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650353/22451633)  context  full comments

Antifa Runs Wild In Portland And Desecrates War Memorial, Throws Bottles At Officers / The Antifa Mob Was Given Free Reign By
Portland Police by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:56:46)
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[ - ] Parent: 2020-02-10T20:21:08  T points ( + | - ) (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412)

if It were only that easy

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22451601)  context  full comments

OMG! "Loser" Nadler Is Heckled By Trump Supporter After Failed Coup AND IT'S GLORIOUS! (VIDEO) by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:53:32)

[ - ] Parent: retto  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2020-02-10 20:23:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650567/22451273)

It got tweeted by the POTUS!

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1226564532031705093

It’s all turning, and fast! MVP Heckler.

i just retweeted

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650567/22451572)  context  full comments

OMG! "Loser" Nadler Is Heckled By Trump Supporter After Failed Coup AND IT'S GLORIOUS! (VIDEO) by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:50:37)

[ - ] Parent: Father_Jack  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:23:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650567/22451496)

3815

What happens when people learn the TRUTH?

What happens when people WAKE UP?

They will not be able to walk down the street.

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

Q

Exactly Patriot �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650567/22451531)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Washington Doctors SUCCESSFULLY Treat Coronavirus Patient with Experimental Anti-viral Medication -- "Significantly"
Improved in Hours (VIDEO) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:48:37)

[ - ] Parent: eldorann  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2020-02-10 20:23:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650572/22450986)

To my knowledge, the symptoms alleviate for only a short time.

The patient soon develops the same symptoms of the disease, only much worse.

This repeats with eath recurrence being more severe.

Repeat until dead.

sounds like it was made by design to eventually kill off the masses

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650572/22451498)  context  full comments

Now That IMPEACHMENT! THE MUSICAL! Has Ended Its Short, Bathos-filled Run, The Crats Will Need To Stir Up Another Mud Hole To
Bog Down The President by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:33:14)
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0
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[ - ] Parent: aiiin1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:24:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650382/22449563)

Trump is luring all deep state to the front of the so everyone can see

true, or else the masses would think that it was just Trump getting revenge instead of the truth being exposed by Dems outting
themselves... Trump is a stable genius!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650382/22451295)  context  full comments

Now That IMPEACHMENT! THE MUSICAL! Has Ended Its Short, Bathos-filled Run, The Crats Will Need To Stir Up Another Mud Hole To
Bog Down The President by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:31:06)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:24:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650382/22448769)

In Q Post 3835 Q says,

"Read carefully _ big development.

Senate back to work?

Impeachment goal was to delay?

Witness requests meant to delay?

Will they try again?

Accountability is coming.

Q"

I really think the Deep State has other tricks they will pull. There are LOTS of them and they have a lot to lose. They will try
something.

of course they will Laura, they are only stalling their own prosecution's

(Impeachment goal was to delay?)

there you have it

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650382/22451257)  context  full comments

Now That IMPEACHMENT! THE MUSICAL! Has Ended Its Short, Bathos-filled Run, The Crats Will Need To Stir Up Another Mud Hole To
Bog Down The President by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:28:48)

[ - ] Parent: MightyGroo  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:24:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650382/22449111)

+1 for the thumbnail, Ill always think of the who framed roger rabbit villain when I see him now

you are giving Schiff'too much credit now

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650382/22451225)  context  full comments

Now That IMPEACHMENT! THE MUSICAL! Has Ended Its Short, Bathos-filled Run, The Crats Will Need To Stir Up Another Mud Hole To
Bog Down The President by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:27:54)

[ - ] Parent: Father_Jack  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:24:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650382/22450634)

I believe they will double down on "Russia" at least for awhile until they can conjure up the next hoax/sham.

even though it's been totally debunked, the Dems Have already doubled down on the Russian Collusion Lie

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650382/22451206)  context  full comments

"I Don't Know what John's Up To. He's Either a Liar or a Backstabber" - Rudy Giuliani UNLOADS on John Bolton (VIDEO) by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:25:58)
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0

0

0

[ - ] Parent: DoubleTap  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:24:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650393/22450004)

Giuliani isn't very good at wording things sometimes.

yeah but he is really smart when it comes to prosecuting criminals

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650393/22451184)  context  full comments

Antifa Runs Wild In Portland And Desecrates War Memorial, Throws Bottles At Officers / The Antifa Mob Was Given Free Reign By
Portland Police by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:23:09)

[ - ] Parent: Snuffy_5_Smith  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:25:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22450903)

This will never stop until the good people of Portland stand up in large numbers to the tyranny of Antifa. Voting out the worthless
Governor,Portland Mayor and chief of police would help also.

I live in Oregon 180 miles east of Portland in red country and not much help.

yeah but most people are not willing to get involved because those Antifa Losers got nothing to lose because they will still have a
home after they get out of jail, but good people that have to pay for their house, and bills don't need the problems

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22451145)  context  full comments

Antifa Runs Wild In Portland And Desecrates War Memorial, Throws Bottles At Officers / The Antifa Mob Was Given Free Reign By
Portland Police by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:20:18)

[ - ] Parent: KaputtmacherNL  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:25:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22450016)

Keep Portland weird I guess.

it's turning into a Drug Hellhole infested slum

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22451110)  context  full comments

Antifa Runs Wild In Portland And Desecrates War Memorial, Throws Bottles At Officers / The Antifa Mob Was Given Free Reign By
Portland Police by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:19:30)

[ - ] Parent: Chuckboyer2016  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:25:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22449765)

What the f**k! Why are officials in cities playing kid gloves with these soros paid for terrorists.

I know they're probably playing the game of wanting to be martyr'd. But there's got to be something we can do to legally, officially
exonerate social graces against these fascists!

What hasn't the world, countries sent this guy to prison yet? His money is ruining the world right now. It's obvious to us, why not
someone who can make a difference and put this guy where he belongs?

I really don't get these police just walking backwards and backing off civil destruction and combative chaos destroying the social
fabric of our cities and society.

you said it yourself, Soros

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22451099)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Trump ousting of Vindman 'was justified' by pby  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:18:05)

[ - ] Parent: pby  21 points ( +21 | -21 ) 2020-02-10 20:25:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650570)

the fact that Vindman disrespected Conservative Senators was enough, but thinking he could bring down Trump, I say send him to
work at the North Pole, better yet the South Pole

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650570/22451087)  context  full comments

BCP vid: THE SWAMP DRAINING IS IN EFFECT! THE REAL REASON FOR THE V TWINS FIRING REVEALED. 2 YUGE TRUMP WINS.
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by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:15:49)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  26 points ( +26 | -26 ) 2020-02-10 20:25:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650589)

that Clown Vindman deserves being Fired' just because he thought he could bring down the President', plus he disrespected so
many Conservative Senators

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650589/22451049)  context  full comments

Teen banned for wearing MAGA hat speaks out by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-09 19:13:20)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  47 points ( +47 | -47 ) 2020-02-10 20:26:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650582)

And if a kid wears a Democrats' name on a hat or just a hat with Democrats'written across it, no one says shit about it, it's bs

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650582/22451011)  context  full comments

Antifa Runs Wild In Portland And Desecrates War Memorial, Throws Bottles At Officers / The Antifa Mob Was Given Free Reign By
Portland Police by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2020-02-09 17:21:18)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:26:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22449192)

someone should dress like antifa and tear down the georgia guide stones.

great idea Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3650412/22449360)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:33:36)

[ - ] Parent: clickclone  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:26:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22442599)

Very good news Stonenchizel. Thanks for letting us know.

You are Welcome Patriot �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444964)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:32:47)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:26:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22436438)

WWG1WGA applies in battle and in prayer. Godspeed to Dell

Blessings @Shiftworker1976

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444958)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:30:10)

[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:26:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22436230)

That's great. God answers prayers.

Sure does @CMAnon �
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444934)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:29:17)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:27:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22436177)

So great to hear! God is powerful! Thank you for the update and may your brother continue to heal!! God Bless

Bless You @godsstudent ✌�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444928)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:28:05)

[ - ] Parent: Emiliopoochie23  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:27:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22435847)

With God all things are possible his will be done.So happy for all of you.Will keep it up.The emotional part is hard afterward but let
him know it passes in a short period of time.Had a triple 10 yrs now good to go.

Thanks for advice Patriot, plus you are living proof his chances are good..

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444916)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:26:23)

[ - ] Parent: KeepUrFork  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:27:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22435829)

Rejoicing with you!

awesome! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444899)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:25:48)

[ - ] Parent: 75usmc79  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:27:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22435284)

Glad to hear and happy to continue to pray for a speedy recovery.

Semper Fi

Hoo-Rah ! Patriot ���

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444892)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:24:49)

[ - ] Parent: On_Fire  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:28:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22434770)

The Power of Prayer!

It truly is amazing
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444883)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:24:14)

[ - ] Parent: 1scm  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:28:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22434762)

SO glad to hear it!!

Thanks 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444873)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:23:43)

[ - ] Parent: amenanon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:28:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22433476)

anytime, anywhere, Patriot! so glad to get the good news. The Healer is at work. WWG1WGA

Amen to that Patriot �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444867)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:22:38)

[ - ] Parent: Holcosu  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:28:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22434125)

Wonderful news Stonechizel. God hears the prayers of his children. I’m so happy to hear your brother is doing well. May God bless
and keep you both in his care. WWG1WGA.

Thank You Patriot

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444856)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:21:35)

[ - ] Parent: Manta537  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:28:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22433959)

I was one of many who prayed for your brother. The Lord heard our prayer. God bless him and you!

Blessings @Manta537

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444846)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:20:55)

[ - ] Parent: Vyasa  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:29:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22433699)

God bless!

same to you @Vyasa

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444843)  context  full comments
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Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:20:19)

[ - ] Parent: Alemary  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:29:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22433646)

May God continue to embrace your Brother’s healing until he is fully restored back to health. God Bless!

Thank You & God Bless @Alemary

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444836)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:18:49)

[ - ] Parent: 11Wildflower11  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:29:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22433472)

Praise the a Lord and continued prayers for his recovery!

Thank You @11Wildflower11 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444824)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:17:41)

[ - ] Parent: ditzee  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:30:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432931)

Great news! God is good.

He is Awesome!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444817)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:16:57)

[ - ] Parent: GeneralDisposition  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:30:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432907)

Congratulations on your ordinary everyday surgery. When i fix the heat on somebody's house. Nobody prays. They hired a heating
guy. The heart has two chambers and four arteries. A fifth one if you're lucky. The four they reroute using leg veins. If you have a
fifth they use it as a primary. Hire no unskilled and Don't just have faith for your dying. Have faith always.

Yes we should all praise God all the time Patriot �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444811)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:26:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2020-02-09 06:13:28)

[ - ] Parent: INK9  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-10 20:30:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22434606)

Group prayer is amazingly effective. Praise God.

God is good all the time!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22444779)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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0
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2020-02-08 08:03:10)

[ - ] Parent: Enaashby  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:05:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432674)

Great news! Prayer can move mountains.

Power of Almighty God

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432807)  context  full comments

Patriots, I Need A Favor- Please Pray For My Oldest Brother 'Dell' He Is Being Wheeled In The OR For Quadruple By-Pass Heart Surgery,
Thank You & God Bless, @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2020-02-08 08:01:32)

[ - ] Parent: amenanon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:05:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644380/22410723)

Father, in this hour, I come to you in prayer, in the name of Jesus, to intercede on behalf of my fellow Patriot here, @Stonenchizel,
and his brother Dell for your mighty healing touch to be laid upon this family. Father, you alone know exactly how to apply your
powerful healing to Dell, who has undergone heart surgery today. You alone, know exactly how to make Dell whole again after the
surgery. Lord, please cause this family to be comforted with your Peace that passes all understanding at this time, and help them
to firmly hold on the the hem of your garment, to believe and know that Dell will be made whole, just as the woman did so long ago
and was instantly healed of her afflictions, when no doctor or other remedy could. Lord, we know from your Word in the Bible, that
you are the same yesterday, today and forever. It is written there, if we shall ask of you, in the name of Jesus, it shall be given.
Therefore, we ask you grant our many requests, by many Patriots today, for Dell, in the name of Jesus. Also, Lord, we rebuke any
curse that has been laid out for us, by those who would try to belittle our prayers with foul words and statements and we reverse
their curses and send back every one of them to rest upon the head of the sender. We thank you Lord for your blessings of healing
on this day, in this very hour. Amen

Amen ��

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644380/22432800)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Alex Vindman and His Twin Brother Escorted Off White House Grounds Friday Afternoon, Dismissed From NSC Jobs by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:27:48)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:05:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3647741/22429618)

And where are the arrests?

Late for work at Dunkin Donuts gets a person fired

Spying on POTUS deserves a little more than getting fired, let's say GITMO!!

oh don't worry, Trump said Barr might charge them with treason

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3647741/22432318)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Alex Vindman and His Twin Brother Escorted Off White House Grounds Friday Afternoon, Dismissed From NSC Jobs by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:26:23)

[ - ] Parent: SexMachine  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:06:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3647741/22429662)

Still in the Army, still getting paid.

yeah but he can't spy on POTUS anymore

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3647741/22432309)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:23:17)
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[ - ] Parent: gr8tinfo  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:06:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432256)

Great news!

It is awesome Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432294)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:22:42)

[ - ] Parent: RecceRat  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:06:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432099)

Excellent news.

Thanks Patriot �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432287)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:18:47)

[ - ] Parent: LanJon310  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:06:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22429994)

◕‿◕

That's WONDERFUL

Amen to that Patriot 

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432262)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:16:50)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:06:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22429844)

Praise God from Whom ALL blessings flow.

Absolutely Laura �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432251)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:16:13)

[ - ] Parent: Mghorning  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:07:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22429960)

That's awesome and God is awesome.

He is the Most High

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432249)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:13:18)
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0

0
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[ - ] Parent: Qdini  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:07:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430058)

Hi @Stonenchizel, that is fantastic news!

Thanks @Qdini

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432237)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:12:33)

[ - ] Parent: FacelessOne  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:07:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430084)

Prayers work

of course they do...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432230)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:12:00)

[ - ] Parent: DebGS54  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:07:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430107)

Praise God!

Amen !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432225)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:11:12)

[ - ] Parent: MariaGoretti0706  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:07:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430127)

Great news! Prayer = Miracles!

Yes it does Patriot �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432224)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:10:20)

[ - ] Parent: PrayRosary  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:08:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430133)

This is such good news, I've been waiting to hear. God can be counted on! Pray unceasingly.

Amen & Amen!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432220)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:09:11)
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1

[ - ] Parent: Juneysunshine  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:08:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430300)

Nicest news of the day! Prayer works.

Amen to that Patriot �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432215)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:08:06)

[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:08:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430406)

Praise be to God. Jehovah Rapha! Doctor Jesus! Thrilled to hear this uplifting news!

hahahaha, you sound like My other brother... Praise God!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432210)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:06:51)

[ - ] Parent: GritD2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:08:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430445)

That's awesome. Power of prayer.

Yes God is great!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432204)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:05:28)

[ - ] Parent: MudPuddlePie  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:08:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430473)

Fantastic! Give him a hug from the goats...

will do @MPP

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432197)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:04:25)

[ - ] Parent: KYanon  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:09:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430543)

God is GREAT!!!!! still sending healing prayers

Awesome n' Thanks @Kyanon

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432191)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:03:39)
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[ - ] Parent: varialus  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:09:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430657)

Do not thank us, but offer your thanks to that God who sustains all life and has delivered your brother for His glory. All glory be to
the living God, Praised be His name.

Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432181)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:02:59)

[ - ] Parent: Madie49  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:09:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430669)

Thank you for your contributions @Stonenchizel

You're quite welcome �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432178)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:02:17)

[ - ] Parent: Artlife  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:09:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430698)

Wonderful news. Make sure that he is his own advocate for recovery. Once he gets home, if there are any problems breathing, he
needs to insist on them taking a look and pushing the issue. My mother joined the zipper club 4 years ago, after a week home she
knew there was excess fluid. They kept insisting everything was good. She finally went to the ER and raised a stink. They ended
up draining a ton of fluid out. They were surprised how much came out. Tell your brother to not be shy and speak up if something
doesn't feel right.

ok, thanks for the advice Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432171)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 06:00:51)

[ - ] Parent: teriyakuza  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:09:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430703)

Awesome news, continuing good thoughts your way.

Sending positive thoughts and karma for a speedy recovery.

Thank you @teriyakuza

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432164)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:59:51)

[ - ] Parent: swimkin  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:10:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430731)

Great news! I hope he heals up very fast just as my Father-in-law did after his bypass. He looked like and felt like a new man after
he healed up.

Yeah that's what I keep telling him, he's going to be a new man

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432154)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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0

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:58:51)

[ - ] Parent: Creeksidewilly  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:10:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430747)

Outstanding! Our God is an awesome God.

He is the God Most High! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432147)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:57:21)

[ - ] Parent: Ddboomer  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:10:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430762)

What great news!!! God Bless!!!

God Bless You too!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432136)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-10 20:31:23

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:56:38)

[ - ] Parent: SkyeVeritas  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:10:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430781)

God is great! So glad to hear that your brother is doing well.

Thanks @SkyVeritas

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432131)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-03-09 00:25:25

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:56:02)

[ - ] Parent: Tom_Petty  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:11:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430853)

God is Good!

Al the time, He is good!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432127)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:55:20)

[ - ] Parent: Snuffy_5_Smith  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:11:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430922)

Great news may You both be be blessed with good health and happy life.

Thanks @Snuffy_5_Smith

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432122)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:54:12)
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[ - ] Parent: marlflof  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:11:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431123)

Nice, wishing he gets well soon.

Thanks @mariflof

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432112)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:53:31)

[ - ] Parent: lightmeup77  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:11:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430956)

That is very good to hear Stonenchizel.

God Bless.

God Bless You also Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432107)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:52:56)

[ - ] Parent: LadyPatriot  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:11:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22430975)

Awesome news!

yup, thanks Patriot

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432097)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:52:05)

[ - ] Parent: 1Mystere  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:12:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431006)

That’s very good news, thank you for letting us know.

np, thanks

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432082)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:51:18)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotknife100  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:12:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431286)

Continued Blessings, Patriot! :)

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432074)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:50:34)
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[ - ] Parent: bamadeplorable420  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:12:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431378)

I KNEW IT.................WE ARE A FORCE TO BE RECKONED WITH..........WWG1WGA

Amen

Just imagine how big Trump is going to win this time around in 2020 with all of Us praying for him �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432068)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:48:25)

[ - ] Parent: bamadeplorable420  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:12:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431391)

https://youtu.be/Ae3ZBrPLcyM............ NEW 6 MIN. AMERICAN PROPHET.Do YOU Pray for your Family? For your Country? For
your President? Do you Pray? Maybe you should start today! If THEY pray to The evil one and gain power through despotic ways..
how much more will your God hear you and and give you power over the enemy! This is a War against spiritual entities that do not
fight in ways we can yet understand.. only after you are equipped by Jesus Christ can WE begin to fight! #PRAY #PREY
#MUCHPRAYER #MUCHPOWER #LITTLEPRAYER #LITTLEPOWER #ELIJAH #ELISHA #BELIEVE #MOSES #TRUMP2020
#THISISOURHOUROFTESTING #TRUSTTHEPLAN #AQUITTAL #GREATAWAKENING #MAGA #KAG

That's right Patriot, plus Book of Kings has My favorite character in the Bible besides Jesus is Elijah the Prophet

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432053)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:45:28)

[ - ] Parent: Christyrap  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:12:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431431)

I’m so happy to hear he is resting and healing. What a beautiful thought that prayers are still answered.

Yes it is, and He still does.

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432040)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:44:02)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:13:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431731)

That's great, Stonenchizel. VERY awesome!

Thanks @KyJane

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432032)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:43:10)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:13:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431780)

so pleased - will keep both of you in prayer.

✌�

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432027)  context  full comments
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Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:42:21)

[ - ] Parent: Don_Tomaso  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:13:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431809)

Glad to hear! Hope you will get many many more good years with your brother!

Thanks, Me too....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432022)  context  full comments

Thank You Patriots For All Your Prayers For My Brother Dell, Who Has Done Absolutely Awesome With God By His Side And Is Now
Resting And Healing @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-02-08 05:40:35)

[ - ] Parent: Shaker123  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:13:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22431966)

That's great to hear brother!

Thanks Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3648121/22432008)  context  full comments

Patriots, I Need A Favor- Please Pray For My Oldest Brother 'Dell' He Is Being Wheeled In The OR For Quadruple By-Pass Heart Surgery,
Thank You & God Bless, @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-09 04:10:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2020-02-08 03:26:46)

[ - ] Parent: MuckeyDuck  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-09 04:14:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644380/22407517)

Hows your Brother?

he's doing exceptionally well for a Quadruple By-Pass

Thanks @MuckeyDuck

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644380/22430551)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Melts Into an Incoherent Mess After Mocking Rush Limbaugh's Illness and Accusing Him of Being a Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-07 00:57:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.4 hours ago (2020-02-06 18:35:42)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-07 00:57:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3645331/22407803)

Early-mid onset senile dementia.

It seems that Dementia is one of the requirements of the Democrats' to be their Nominee to run for POTUS, which was enacted in
2016 by their Party...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3645331/22410200)  context  full comments

Hey Liberals' Stop Saddling Your Children With The Weight Of The World. It's Making Them Crazy With 'Trump Derangement Syndrome'
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-07 00:57:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.4 hours ago (2020-02-06 18:31:56)

[ - ] Parent: Dustcutter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-07 00:57:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3645349/22408292)

HOW DARE YOU!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3645349/22410144)  context  full comments
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SO WICKED: A DELUSIONAL PELOSI LOSES IT - Tells Reporters President Trump "Impeached Forever" He's "Never Getting Rid of That
Scar!" Except Trump Has Been 'ACQUITTED for life' (Video) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-07 00:57:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2020-02-06 18:15:45)

[ - ] Parent: fireantsinyourpants  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-07 00:57:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3645552/22409903)

Hey Nan, I heard someone call you a dumb commie cunt. So by your standard I guess that means your a dumb commie cunt,
forever. Sad.

 Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3645552/22409923)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT 'TRUMP HAS JUST BEEN ACQUITTED ON BOTH ARTICLES OF IMPEACHMENT CHARGED BY THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES IN THE SENATE - KEEP AMERICA GREAT ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-07 00:57:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2020-02-05 22:17:06)

[ - ] Parent: TPTBNewsReviewer  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-07 00:57:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644051/22398130)

Any more news on his "barn burning speech?"

something like a Delusional Old Spoiled Childlike Temper Tantrum' Cunt' ripped it up

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644051/22398505)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT 'TRUMP HAS JUST BEEN ACQUITTED ON BOTH ARTICLES OF IMPEACHMENT CHARGED BY THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES IN THE SENATE - KEEP AMERICA GREAT ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-07 00:57:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2020-02-05 22:15:13)

[ - ] Parent: Black_beauty7  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-07 00:58:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644051/22398197)

I'm so happy! This is great news! But didnt we want a trial so the bidens and other swamp creatures could be exposed?

oh they will, don't worry because they will

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644051/22398476)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT 'TRUMP HAS JUST BEEN ACQUITTED ON BOTH ARTICLES OF IMPEACHMENT CHARGED BY THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES IN THE SENATE - KEEP AMERICA GREAT ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-07 00:57:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2020-02-05 22:14:10)

[ - ] Parent: cattarhero  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-07 00:58:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644051/22398383)

So, are they going to continue trying to remove Trump from office, or are they going to go back to business as usual? You know,
figuring out new and improved ways to fuck the American tax payer.

they will keep trying

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3644051/22398461)  context  full comments

Q Post 3825 and Praying Medic got Q'd. by Lauraingalls  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +6 | -1 ) at 2020-02-05 22:06:08

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 8.6 hours ago (2020-02-05 13:32:01)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  28 points ( +28 | -28 ) 2020-02-05 22:06:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3643157)

Love it, great post Laura!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3643157/22391751)  context  full comments

New Q (Wake Up) by Blacksmith21  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-05 22:06:08

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 9.2 hours ago (2020-02-05 12:56:33)
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[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  38 points ( +38 | -38 ) 2020-02-05 22:06:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3643093)

thanks Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3643093/22391518)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father, We Ask Lord That You Touch And Heal Rush Limbaugh's Whole Body, In Jesus Holy Name, Amen! by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-05 22:06:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.5 hours ago (2020-02-05 12:35:33)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-05 22:06:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642713/22389177)

I remember the past and pray you and yours R doing well.

Thank You Patriot,

God Bless You,

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642713/22391381)  context  full comments

THE GREATEST SOTU EVER. We witnessed History. Let us bask in our Victory. But look below. 5:5 by Shiftworker1976  in
GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-05 22:06:08

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2020-02-05 05:24:00)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  14 points ( +14 | -14 ) 2020-02-05 22:06:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642757)

Amen Patriot!��

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642757/22389257)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father, We Ask Lord That You Touch And Heal Rush Limbaugh's Whole Body, In Jesus Holy Name, Amen! by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 14 points( +15 | -1 ) at 2020-02-05 22:06:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 14 points ( +15 | -1 ) 17 hours ago (2020-02-05 05:15:00)

[ - ] Parent: VirtuousPatience  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-05 22:07:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642713/22388799)

Amen. It is disappointing that he would pass before fully seeing out President Trumps 2nd term. Rush would really appreciate all
that is to come.

Patriot He hasn't passed yet. Last year at this time I was asking for prayers for My Cancer, because I was going into surgery & walla!
look at Me, I'm Cancer Free today & still contributing to the @GreatAwakening sub

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642713/22389147)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father, We Ask Lord That You Touch And Heal Rush Limbaugh's Whole Body, In Jesus Holy Name, Amen! by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2020-02-05 22:06:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 17 hours ago (2020-02-05 05:11:15)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2020-02-05 22:07:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642713/22388842)

Thank you Stone for brining this to our attention. I do agree and Pray for Rush and his family. I have the Faith and the truth of
prayer he will be healed. AMEN

Amen to that Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642713/22389104)  context  full comments

'Crooked Hillary' Still Calling The Shots Over At The DNC, Make No Mistake About It, Last Night In Iowa & That App Taking A Shit Was
Totally The Clinton Machine Making Sure Bernie Didn't Win Caucuses by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-05 22:06:08
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2020-02-04 23:33:27)

[ - ] Parent: gabrara  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-05 22:07:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642088/22384206)

So a gay dude won one of the most Conservative States in the US? Haha

See I told you, Crooked had her hand in the Iowa Caucuses!

lol 

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3642088/22384358)  context  full comments

Internal IOWA Caucus' Numbers: Sen.Bernie Sanders First Place w-29.66% - Mayor Pete Buttigieg Taking Second w-24.59%
Sen.Elizabeth Warren Took Third, w-21.24% - Biden' w-12.37% by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-04 21:12:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2020-02-04 13:51:15)

[ - ] Parent: Hoppinmad  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-04 21:12:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3641091/22376394)

I guess Hillary better swoop in and take all the superdelegates.

 lol !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3641091/22377164)  context  full comments

INSANE: Schiff Says if Trump Isn't Removed From Office He Could Offer Alaska To Russians In Exchange For Support In The Next
Election (VIDEO) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-04 11:12:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.8 hours ago (2020-02-04 03:23:13)

[ - ] Parent: Father_Jack  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-04 11:12:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3640470/22373142)

President Trump broke Adam Schiff.

ha ha..with several more top Dems on the verge of breaking.

obviously Trump is breaking all the Dems

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3640470/22373658)  context  full comments

Closer To My Own Home: Santa Cruz Cal. Just Decriminalized Magic Mushrooms In Unanimous Vote / First Weed & Now Magic
Mushrooms, We Really Are Going To Shit Over Here On The West Coast by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 23:03:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2020-02-03 08:26:27)

[ - ] Parent: mark7  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 23:03:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639253/22362438)

I wasn't dogging you either. I lived in Cali some, and my Bro is from Aptos. I fully agree your state has real problems. I worry about
y'all. I hope you can get back to sanity some day. God Bless!!

Thanks Patriot,may the God of Heaven Bless You also,

 wwg1wga �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639253/22362846)  context  full comments

Monumental hypocrite Ilhan Omar blasted pro-life Christians for trying to 'impose their views on society' while imposing her own radical
demand for unlimited ABORTION by Scum123  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 23:03:15

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2020-02-03 06:23:20)

[ - ] Parent: Scum123  12 points ( +12 | -12 ) 2020-02-03 07:59:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639300)

I hate the way these damn immigrants come here and then think they have any authority to tell us Americans anything or how we
should live or do or anything that they believe is how we should be

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639300/22362357)  context  full comments
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Closer To My Own Home: Santa Cruz Cal. Just Decriminalized Magic Mushrooms In Unanimous Vote / First Weed & Now Magic
Mushrooms, We Really Are Going To Shit Over Here On The West Coast by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2020-02-03 06:18:19)

[ - ] Parent: FakeNewzIsFake  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 07:59:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639253/22362029)

Mushrooms aren't plants..

they are fungi

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639253/22362321)  context  full comments

Closer To My Own Home: Santa Cruz Cal. Just Decriminalized Magic Mushrooms In Unanimous Vote / First Weed & Now Magic
Mushrooms, We Really Are Going To Shit Over Here On The West Coast by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-03 23:03:15

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2020-02-03 06:17:47)

[ - ] Parent: Banky1974  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 07:59:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639253/22362087)

I would respectfully suggest concerning yourself with far larger issues than drug decriminalization. I use no illegal drugs and my
legal drug use doesn't extend beyond a glass of wine or a beer in the evening, but the idea that the State can tell you what's not
okay to put into your own body is tyrannical.

Have some respect for yourself and your fellow man. Embrace the freedom to decide what's right for your own body and your
fellow citizens doing the same. Rejoice that the tyrannical Californian government is returning a right to its citizens rather than
taking yet another one away.

oh I am truly grateful for the many freedoms that I do have here in Cali

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639253/22362318)  context  full comments

Closer To My Own Home: Santa Cruz Cal. Just Decriminalized Magic Mushrooms In Unanimous Vote / First Weed & Now Magic
Mushrooms, We Really Are Going To Shit Over Here On The West Coast by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 23:03:15

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2020-02-03 06:15:56)

[ - ] Parent: mark7  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:00:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639253/22362099)

They shouldn't be illegal anyway. Especially in this debauched society! Shrooms have many beneficial effects on humans. There
is evidence they are effective treating PTSD and other mental disorders. Cannabis is far less harmful than alcohol. They are not for
everyone, but it is hardly (an actual crime) to self medicate, or create an enhanced mood with organic herbs and fungi. My tastes
run to edible wild fungi (of the non psychedelic variety), but liberty includes the choice, to imbibe or not.

I didn't say that I'm not a Good ole California student of the trip'n fungi or a conisuer of the fine skunk buds that I grow myself,.. I was
just stating a fact about California's political ignorances

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639253/22362309)  context  full comments

Steve Bannon: "No Way!" Should President Trump Give State of Union Address Until After Acquittal Vote! (VIDEO) by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.9 hours ago (2020-02-03 03:02:58)
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[ - ] Parent: sheepdoggie  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:00:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638556/22355210)

Bannon on keeping Bannon relevant. Not.

You deliver the state of the union to stay the course

to be rock solid

to dispel the rumor

to be a leader

not to be a Steve Bannon

a traitor

you show the world who the boss is

you talk from the mount

deliver it straight

and watch the opposition cringe

the do nothing demonrats

they will protest in chambers

and your day will be the next day

and the one after that

whilst the job is done

in harmonious succession

you will be the last

in your line of fire

go, be best, show the world how its done

yeah, sounds like Trump

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638556/22360473)  context  full comments

WINNING: Trump Administration Places New Travel Restrictions on Six Countries by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2020-02-03 02:59:40)

[ - ] Parent: therobots  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:00:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638285/22356640)

Maybe... maybe not. Looking Glass....

Good point.

Who really knows?

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638285/22360433)  context  full comments

TRUMP WINS AGAIN: CNN Is Now Fact-Checking Trump's Claim that Mini-Mike Bloomberg Wants a Box to Stand on at Debates
/Bloomberg will appear on all debates without a box, and without high shoes. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 23:03:15

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2020-02-03 02:50:08)

[ - ] Parent: Here4Q  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:00:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639053/22359349)

Nice. Now get them to fact check Hunter’s involvement in Ukraine. Or fact check that Mitt Romney is actually a democrat.

Good One Patriot....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639053/22360318)  context  full comments

TRUMP WINS AGAIN: CNN Is Now Fact-Checking Trump's Claim that Mini-Mike Bloomberg Wants a Box to Stand on at Debates
/Bloomberg will appear on all debates without a box, and without high shoes. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2020-02-03 02:49:28)
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[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:00:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639053/22359811)

As if the Democratic debates aren't bad enough, now the camera will be going up and down to capture their faces. Seasick from
the bobbing camera and garbage being spewed is a fitting way to treat the small die hard never Trump audience.

lol ... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639053/22360308)  context  full comments

TRUMP WINS AGAIN: CNN Is Now Fact-Checking Trump's Claim that Mini-Mike Bloomberg Wants a Box to Stand on at Debates
/Bloomberg will appear on all debates without a box, and without high shoes. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2020-02-03 02:48:36)

[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:00:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639053/22359856)

Maybe the Dem debates will come down to Big Mike, Little Mike, dower face Kerry and the Witch after they cut Bernie out? No
matter cause in the end God wins and Trump is still President!

Right!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3639053/22360303)  context  full comments

Flu, HIV Drugs Appear To Help Fight Coronavirus / With Positive Results Coming In Within 48 Hours Of Treatment by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 10.3 hours ago (2020-02-02 21:43:55)

[ - ] Parent: WillGreeley  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:01:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638768/22356660)

Just read an article that HIV virus was inserted in the coronavirus?

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/coronavirus-contains-hiv-insertions-stoking-fears-over-artificially-created-bioweapon

Cats out of the bag!

Deep State asshats...these mother fuckers are trying to kill us all,..�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638768/22356809)  context  full comments

For Anyone needing A good Laugh ! by standwithuQ  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.3 hours ago (2020-02-02 21:40:24)

[ - ] Parent: standwithuQ  12 points ( +12 | -12 ) 2020-02-03 08:01:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638802)

 lol...!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638802/22356754)  context  full comments

"Mini Mike Is Now Negotiating- to Have the Right to Stand on Boxes" - President Trump Dunks on Bloomberg and the DNC by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.1 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:54:26)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:01:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3638194/22351521)

Brother, maybe he needs a high chair so he can sit at the table to eat with the grown ups ? God gave us free will, weak and
spineless mini Mike thinks he has a right to take away the free will God gave us. A spineless tyrant is not what we need as
President.

hahahaha!  Good comment Brother!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3638194/22356203)  context  full comments

WINNING: Trump Administration Places New Travel Restrictions on Six Countries by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.1 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:50:25)
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[ - ] Parent: Father_Jack  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:01:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638285/22354337)

Did he get Nancy's permission first? ;)

 lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638285/22356158)  context  full comments

WINNING: Trump Administration Places New Travel Restrictions on Six Countries by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.2 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:49:05)

[ - ] Parent: therobots  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:01:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638285/22355923)

China is gonna crumble under the weight of the loss of revenue this is causing. At first I thought it might have been a bio weapon
released by those fucking commies. (stolen from Canada... but looking at it now, they seem to not be the beneficiaries...)

it's going to be bad for every country & every person on earth, mark my words - it's in the bible in the last days , plagues, famine,
earthquakes and then kaboom!

lol 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638285/22356137)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Mass Stabbing in London -- Several Injured -- Suspect Shot and Killed by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 11.4 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:35:52)

[ - ] Parent: WilhelmVonDoobiest  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:02:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638367/22353923)

The islamic contamination of civil society is going to destroy western civilization.

@WilhelmVonDoobiest that was Soros's intentions when he funded the Islamic invasion, to destroy the fabric of Western society

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638367/22355996)  context  full comments

Swiss Air Line To Sever Ties With Chocolate Supplier Over The Owner's Pro-Life, Christian Views Be / Activists Also Accuse The
Chocolatier Of Being Anti-LGBT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:31:20)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:02:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638428/22354293)

Probably only online. Looks like a beautiful company.

https://www.laderach.com/en/

plus the Swiss chocolate is absolutely delicious! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638428/22355935)  context  full comments

Swiss Air Line To Sever Ties With Chocolate Supplier Over The Owner's Pro-Life, Christian Views Be / Activists Also Accuse The
Chocolatier Of Being Anti-LGBT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:29:51)

[ - ] Parent: AUSAFVet  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:02:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638428/22353318)

lgbtfjdmep...Whatever. Needs to get their shit together..If they are against it , get someone in their group to be a Chocolatier!
No..they just want to bash others.

seems to be their motto

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638428/22355917)  context  full comments

Swiss Air Line To Sever Ties With Chocolate Supplier Over The Owner's Pro-Life, Christian Views Be / Activists Also Accuse The
Chocolatier Of Being Anti-LGBT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:28:34)
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0

0
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[ - ] Parent: PGLiterati2  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:02:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638428/22353724)

What does anti LGBT even mean? When the L doesn't agree with the G or the T and a lot of the Ts don't agree with any of it, and
the true G's would never want to be lumped in with the L's, the T's and B's what the hell is that--when is the last time anyone heard
of B discrimination? I mean c'mon, why the hell is B even in there? My $ doesn't agree with any of this BS and won't be flying the
airliner.....

 lmao

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638428/22355899)  context  full comments

New Poll: The GOP Are More Fired Up For 2020 Election And The Democrats Are Nervous Wrecks And Anxious by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.6 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:22:56)

[ - ] Parent: Chantebo52  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:02:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638443/22354990)

TO ALL DEMS WHO STILL BELIEVE THEIR ARE "BLUE-DOG DEMS"-NEWS FLASH-THERE AREN'T!!! WE NOW HAVE A BLUE-
DOG REPUBLICAN PRESIDENT WHO FULLY SUPPORTS AMERICA, AMERICANS, PEOPLE OF ALL COLORS, FAITHS AND
NATIONALITIES AND BLUE-COLLAR SALT OF THE EARTH LABOR OVER THE ELITISTS THE DEMONRATS NOW EMBRACE!!
JOIN THE TRUMP TRAIN TO MAGA AND YOU'LL NEVER REGRET IT!!! MAGA!!! WWG1WGA!!!

Great comment ! ✌�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638443/22355817)  context  full comments

New Poll: The GOP Are More Fired Up For 2020 Election And The Democrats Are Nervous Wrecks And Anxious by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-03 07:59:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.6 hours ago (2020-02-02 20:21:37)

[ - ] Parent: TPTBNewsReviewer  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-03 08:03:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638443/22355646)

Illustrating the winning strategy of Mayor Bootygouge to court "former Republicans" to preach his version of "Christian sodomite
worship."

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3638443/22355806)  context  full comments

Rand Paul Urges Trump To Take Immediate Action Against John Bolton, Revoke His Security Clearance by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:20:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 minutes ago (2020-02-02 02:03:21)

[ - ] Parent: Yaj3021  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:20:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3637556/22346113)

Why do any of these ex-officials have an active security clearance... ?

it's BS

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3637556/22347064)  context  full comments

Tennessee State Rep Submits Bill To Officially Categorize CNN, WaPo As 'Fake News' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:20:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 19 minutes ago (2020-02-02 02:01:12)

[ - ] Parent: GritD2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:20:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3633281/22346401)

Can't we instead have stiff penalties for broadcasting anything untrue? Force a declaration anytime something is an opinion rather
than a fact? Wouldn't that be more helpful and effective?

It would if it were legal

1st Amendmen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3633281/22347041)  context  full comments

Has The FBI Been Lying About Seth Rich ? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:20:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 10.7 hours ago (2020-02-01 15:38:26)

[ - ] Parent: JohnQ-Arkenstone  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:20:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3636689/22340240)

Here is a synopsis, info from the GatewayPundit; "Newly released documents from the FBI suggest that the Obama White House
pushed intelligence agencies to publicly blame the Russians for email leaks from the Democratic National Committee to
Wikileaks." Then there is this, "When Ty Clevenger requested documents from the FBI related to any investigation into the death of
Seth Rich, they replied that they never investigated Seth Rich and they don’t have any records on him." – "But when documents
were requested from the NSA, they replied that they won’t release their records regarding Seth Rich because it’s a matter of
national security." In other words a coverup.

"After getting caught lying to the Courts about its actions related to Seth Rich, Christopher Wray’s FBI lies again and claims it did
nothing wrong. The FBI and DOJ currently cannot be trusted. Sorry, but this is because of their recent record. The courts simply
cannot accept the FBI and DOJ on its word. Texas businessman Ed Butowsky filed a lawsuit where he outed reporter Ellen Ratner
as his source for information on Seth Rich. The DNC operative [Rich] was murdered in the summer of 2016 in Washington DC. His
murder was never solved. According to Ed Butowsky’s lawsuit, Seth Rich provided WikiLeaks the DNC emails before the 2016
election, not Russia. This totally destroys the FBI and Mueller’s claims that Russians hacked the DNC to obtain these emails.
Butowsky claims in his lawsuit: Ms. Rattner said Mr. Assange told her that Seth Rich and his brother, Aaron, were responsible for
releasing the DNC emails to Wikileaks. Ms. Rattner said Mr. Assange wanted the information relayed to Seth’s parents, as it might
explain the motive for Seth’s murder."

"On Monday, January 27, 2020, after previously claiming no FBI records could be found related to Seth Rich, emails were
uncovered. These emails weren’t just from anybody. These emails were between FBI lovebirds Peter STRZOK and Lisa PAGE, the
two most corrupt individuals involved in the Russia Collusion Hoax. In a set of emails released by Judicial Watch on January 22,
2020, provided by a FOIA request on Peter Strzok and Lisa Page, multiple emails were found referring to Seth Rich."

We knew that Christopher Wray was involved in the coverup. Now this new evidence shows that the FBI was lying all along saying
that they had no information related to Seth Rich. They lied to the Courts and now claim that, "they did nothing wrong." The
arrogance of these Civil Aristocrats. This is our wonderful top law enforcement agency, oh the shame of it. Deep State Wray and
his minions have to be fired. Wray is really afraid that the whole RUSSIA hacking narrative will be totally destroyed to reveal the
truth of their own complicity to damage President Trump's integrity.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/01/breaking-exclusive-fbi-covered-up-strzok-and-page-emails-regarding-seth-rich-now-
the-fbi-is-doubling-down-in-their-cover-up/

Thanks for sharing Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3636689/22340596)  context  full comments

Mainstream Media Journalists Should Be Laughed At For Thinking They Are So Smart by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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I lived with an American journalist for some years. She was not a bad person. But I can say she was not terribly bright. And I think
she knew it. So it was not easy for her to change jobs once she could find a decent paying gig.

Most journalists are not bad people and are not terribly bright either.

But lets look at the first paragraph of the linked article.

Most journalists and other Democrats, who consider themselves smarter and better than anyone who disagrees with them,
call us deplorable, irredeemable, sexists, misogynists, xenophobes, homophobes, stupid, and anti-science.

I find that most disingenuous.

Lets go for the easy part first.

call us deplorable, irredeemable, sexists, misogynists, xenophobes, homophobes, stupid, and anti-science

Question. Do they? Really? Journalists who think they are better than you call you: "deplorable, irredeemable, sexists,
misogynists, xenophobes, homophobes, stupid, and anti-science"

That does not seem a valid reason. But anyway. Lets move on.

Most journalists and other Democrats,

So.... is that most journalists are democrats?

who consider themselves smarter and better than anyone who disagrees with them,

Huh? So a journalist thinks they are smarter than anyone who disagrees with them? That does not make sense. Really, it does not
make sense. So do they think they are better than ALL people who disagree with them?

Really?

But anyway.

So they call you "deplorable, irredeemable, sexists, misogynists, xenophobes, homophobes, stupid, and anti-science." because
you disagree with them or because they think they are better than you?

OR...... is the truth more like, most editors are Jewish. Jews have insinuated themselves not only into the ownership of the media,
they have inserted jews into key positions in the media. And if the journalist wishes to keep the job that puts a roof over their head,
the journalist has to play along with the left.

Jews get to choose who writes what. So if you are nice to the jew, you get the better jobs.

if you disagree with the jew editor they make your life a living hell, till you quit.

You fuck with the jew editor and do not give the the "story" or "angle" they want. Then they make you rewrite the article again and
again and again.

And hen a nice story. Or a good story comes up. Then the jew gives that to the person who does what they are told.

So yeah. That first paragraph is bullshit. I did not get past the first paragraph.

That's because once they sold their soul to the elite handlers, they no longer feel that they are worthy, so they feel the need to attack
anyone else besides themselves
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Glue Sniffing?
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LOL it's "Ed Buck", dude. I know the Superb Owl is this weekend but don't throw Joe Buck into this.

Recommend u delete this and start over unless you want to throw Joe Buck under the bus for some reason.

lol ,thanks
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Awesome !
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Aw man, that's gonna leave a mark. Dems forgot in their zeal to advance the narrative and their objectives... to bring along their
base. No longer the party of the working class American. They can't slow their crazy train now... damn. I just hate it when that
happens.

 Right! The Democrats' might not have a Party after this upcoming election
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A person who thinks he’s smart isn’t because even a genius knows there is always more to learn.

Right
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Damn... that article looks like it could have been pulled from an Anon from a forum here.

Some actually follow Q now, because like Q says, " We are the News now"
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He doesn’t know what state he’s in, let alone what kind of candidate he’s supposed to be. Don’t understand anyone who actually
believes he is competent enough to do anything beneficial for our country.

yeah, Biden is like a lost old man that took a walk & now he's not sure where he's at most of the time
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Honestly when these bust say $7millon blah blah blah its just the feds/police inflating the value. Same shit happened to me, when
you get charged/convicted they always put the drug amount at the highest possible value, which is usually the highest price for a
gram. Even if you are a wholesale dealer they still value your drugs at the street price of a gram to give you the maximum
punishment/fines, sometimes the value pushes you up to the next level charge, not the amount of drugs you have

The law has always used that tactic for the Court's...

Even I had false charges back in 1991 against me.,.. They tried to give me 11 years, so I fought it for 21 months in the courts & thank
God I hadf the funds to pay lawyers because they saved my ass in the end. So I feel ya Patriot
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like Trump would say

"WRONG!"
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After Nigel's farwell speech, I don't blame them.....lol 
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Bro, the House is controlled by that Black Witch Nancy Pelosi, so anything they do since being put back in her control is really
useless and will be wiped clean basically by the Conservative Senate...Fuck'm!
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That weird. I clicked on the Title Link and went straight to Red State and read the article. Afterwards came back here to see what
the Goats had to say and all the comments were that no one could open the link, the web page wouldn't load. So I clicked on the
link and Son-of-a-bitch, the link wouldn't work for me either even though it had just a few moments ago... Weird..

UPDATE: I finally got the link to work by Removing the "https://" and starting the link with www. I do not understand why it worked, I
don't code but it worked. Anyway here is the entire article for those that cannot get the link to work:

Ex GOP Chair Just Spilled the Beans, McConnell Has Already Beaten the Democrats at Impeachment

Posted at 8:00 am on January 30, 2020 by T.LaDuke

On Tuesday night, when the word was spreading quickly that a shift had occurred within the GOP Senate caucuses and
now the members were looking to hear from witnesses, I was mildly shocked. When word came out that the Senate
Majority Leader himself had said that he lacked the votes to stop witnesses in the Senate impeachment trial I was seriously
shocked. I went to bed perplexed and when the sun had risen over the east coast Wednesday morning the buzz was still
loud about the votes not being there to stop this charade.

When mid-afternoon hit and Senator Cory Gardner from Colorado said he didn’t feel the need to hear from more witnesses
and his seat is up this year, I suddenly realized what I had forgotten ever so briefly.

Mitch McConnell knows how to play this game.

In less than 24 hours, the momentum swung back to this trial ending on Friday after a day of gotcha questions on the
Senate floor between the House impeachment managers and the President’s defense team. This was a roller coaster cycle
that went from weeks to months of this trial to being done in 48 hours.

Evidently, former RNC Chair Michael Steele knew all along that McConnell had been screwing with us all.

From Raw Story…

Former Republican National Committee Chairman Michael Steele on Wednesday said that the Senate trial of President
Donald Trump is “over” for all practical purposes.

“At the end of the day, there will be no more witnesses added to this conversation,” Steele told an MSNBC panel. “This is
pretty much over. I mean, I think we just need to wrap our heads around that and think about the longer game to come.”

Well, how about that?

The Bolton book controversy is shaping up like most New York Times exclusives to be pretty much a dud. Bolton and his
team could very easily just give a thumbs up that the story that the Times was given on Sunday is 100% accurate. That
would make it nearly impossible for the GOP to not call at least Bolton. Yet they have stayed silent and you have to wonder
why.

Maybe it was the whole “Mueller Report is gonna sink the President” leaks every 2 or 3 weeks.

Michael Steele is an MSNBC contributor and no fan of Donald Trump — hence, why he is still an MSNBC contributor. If
Steele and his sources are telling him the game is about ready to be called he is probably spot-on. The only people who
would be talking with him are the moderates and they have seen this MSM leak BS gone astray one too many times. Plus,
with some Democrats now speaking out loud about how much longer this is going to go, you have to believe Mitch knows
the count.

It looks like in the impeachment game being played by McConnell and Nancy Pelosi, Mitch has one-upped Madame
Speaker once again. Of course, there is a national election coming up and both the House and the Senate are up for grabs
so yet again another fight will be had.

Yet if you had to pick a strategist between the two I don’t know how you do not go with Mitch.

I’m not betting against him on anything right now.

it loads for me, but Thank You for posting it Patriot
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GOOD

That mother'fucker is a Treasonous punk bitch!
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yeah if I needed a good lawyer and could afford Dershowitz,he would definitely would be My lawyer...he kills it every time
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Did you see Rudy on Fox and Friends? One thing I love about that Rudy is he will NOT let people interrupt him. Time and time
again, when Rudy got in the Foxnews no-go zone, (outside their narrative)they tried, and tried, and tried to break in without
success. I can't wait till he appears on Hannity so that when Mr. Regurgitate Same Ole Same Ole tries to break in after two words,
Rudy want let him.

Rudy reported that he is going, in his blog, to start dropping the Ukrainian evidence in earnest, but he's be saying that for days.
Going to go from here and look to see if I can find. Do you know if he has started dropping his hard evidence?

One more thing. I was just listening to the Republican members talk to press post senate trail day 2. Meadows was talking about
the history of democrat sensitive leaks to reporters. He alluded that some of you reporters in this group, has probably been the
recipient of democrat leaks. I would have love it if he said, "if you were, you should be very worried, because FISA works both
ways."

I remember Q saying this. And I thought, now that can't be true, because if it were true, the FISA court, with all that we come to
know of them lately, how corrupt they are, would surly have leaked this out to the targets. Maybe not, but I think they would have.

yeah, Trump knew Rudy would always have his back

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3629398/22286004)  context  full comments

Outside Of DC, Pro-Lifers March For The Unborn Across The United States / We Have To Speak Up For The Unborn Children Who Have
No Voice' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-28 04:02:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.3 hours ago (2020-01-27 17:45:57)

[ - ] Parent: Reymrgapurple  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-28 04:02:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3628537/22277617)

see these people are an inspiration to us all to make something out of ourselves and care about babies.

Right -

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3628537/22277911)  context  full comments

The Hussein-Clinton-Chaos-Induced Mess In Libya Continues To Grow / "We Came, We Saw, He Died."- Even Though Qaddafi, Was No
Threat To America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-28 04:02:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2020-01-27 11:45:34)

[ - ] Parent: fringe--dweller  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-28 04:02:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3628105/22274744)

Quaddafi/Ghaddaffi was a benevolent dictator who loved his country and his people.

Libya was a prosperous nation with one of the best standards of living for his people. Free education, housing, medical care.

Then the kankles globalist crew destroyed it for their personal gain.

That is all globalists understand, how to rob, steal, kill and destroy, everything that they touch, just to enrich themselves.

Exactly Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3628105/22274860)  context  full comments

'Drama Queen Adam Schiff' Accuses President Trump Of Being 'Vindictive And Threatening' Him, While Taking Shit Out Of Context by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-28 04:02:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2020-01-27 05:44:16)
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[ - ] Parent: cattarhero  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-28 04:02:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3627890/22273288)

Do you think little pencil neck is beginning to worry that his BS might come back around and bite him in the ass!?!

Of course he is! He's a flake.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3627890/22273386)  context  full comments

If Eric Ciaramella is the 'Whistleblower', Then He, IG Michael Atkinson and Adam Schiff Must Be Questioned Under Oath Right Away by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-28 04:02:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2020-01-25 16:13:24)

[ - ] Parent: SouthDakotaVet  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-28 04:02:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3625049/22252725)

Links not working for me.

it might be your connection, it works just fine, I just clicked it and it was working

try again

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3625049/22253485)  context  full comments

Graham Says They Going To Grill House Impeachment Dems About Contact & Coordination With Whistleblower by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-28 04:02:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-01-25 05:21:44)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-28 04:02:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3624516/22247880)

I'm just not sure that telegraphing the plan is Trumps style..catch them off guard and unable to give answers would seem a better
strategy...if it's all about optics, then is Graham working both sides?

Graham is now Trump's puppet, ever since No Name was dealt you with, Graham was given a choice... he obviously is doing the
same thing as McConnell is at this point...saving their own asses

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3624516/22250174)  context  full comments

When The " Schiff Hits The Fan " - That's All Folks ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-28 04:02:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-01-24 22:16:58)

[ - ] Parent: thebearfromstartrack  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-28 04:02:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3623747/22241609)

That guy must think we are ALL mouth breathing (what does that mean?) knuckle dragging MORONS to think he can manipulate
us on the scale to which he is attempting. Dragging us along by the nose to conclude that OPINIONS and supposed mind reading
lead to FACTS (evidence). What a WOMAN he? is. Is he transgender? Looks the part.

nope but he has been pictured with Joe Buck at his home where gay activity has been recorded with Black Male prostitutes that have
died from overdose of injected meth, so you do the math

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3623747/22246146)  context  full comments

Al Qaeda Terrorists With Fake Colombian Passports Arrested in Dallas by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-28 04:02:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-01-24 22:12:54)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-01-28 04:03:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3623721/22241825)

Brother, notice the democrats still not securing our Border, despite the clear threat to our national security. they rather impeach on
a lie, then to secure our border from threats.

yup, that's because the Democrats don't give a dam about border security & only bring it up when they need a false talking point
against the Republicans

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3623721/22246102)  context  full comments

CAN'T HIDE THIS: Times Square Billboard Runs Joe Biden Clip Threatening Ukraine by pby  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-28 04:02:03
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[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-01-24 20:17:32)

[ - ] Parent: pby  256 points ( +256 | -256 ) 2020-01-28 04:03:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3623756)

hahahaha¡ that's fuckin genius!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3623756/22244830)  context  full comments

Biden Falsely Links Trump With KKK, But It Was Biden Who Spoke of His State Being a 'Slave State' as a Positive by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:47:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.8 days ago (2020-01-22 02:39:43)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:47:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3619492/22207840)

Brother ask Biden about his support of KKK Grand Dragon Sen Byrd.

https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/105901-biden-remembers-byrd-as-a-great-leader-dear-friend

link below is HRC support

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryweuBVJMEA

Maxine Waters support

https://waters.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/congresswoman-maxine-waters-remembers-senator-robert-byrd

Hussein's support

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2010/06/28/president-obama-loss-senator-robert-byrd-a-voice-principle-and-reason

Pelosi's support

https://pelosi.house.gov/news/press-releases/pelosi-in-shaping-history-senator-byrd-built-a-better-future-for-all-americans

Schumer's support

https://www.rules.senate.gov/news/minority-news/schumer-statement-on-the-passing-of-senator-robert-c-byrd

Now who really supported a Former KKK Grand Dragon ?

Thanks for sharing Bro.

Blessings 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3619492/22210271)  context  full comments

I Hope That PePe' The Frog' Take Residence In The Throats & Choke All Democrat Lawyers Speaking Against President Trump In The
Senate Impeachment Hearings by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:47:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.8 days ago (2020-01-22 02:36:26)

[ - ] Parent: MarineMom  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:47:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3619405/22207009)

I noticed that the blond democrat atty (dont remember her name as she was so memorable) started coughing a lot during her
debate segment. Quite comical actually!

right, she sounded like Hillary in 2016

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3619405/22210236)  context  full comments

Schumer Flips Out When McConnell Drops The Trial Schedule And Rules On Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-03-09 00:27:47

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:47:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2020-01-21 21:00:24)

[ - ] Parent: godmonster  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:47:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3619233/22206396)

I went to his twitter page to respond. I had to take a shower afterwards.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3619233/22206415)  context  full comments

Watch: Black 2A Supporter at Virginia Rally Smashes Democrat Narrative That Rally Is Full of Racists by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:47:11
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-01-21 03:55:56)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:47:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3617528/22195210)

I met him today.

cool

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3617528/22198857)  context  full comments

Blocked from Greatawakening submitting posts !! by RakerKey  in theawakening
History: -2 points( +6 | -8 ) at 2020-01-23 21:47:11

[–] Stonenchizel  -2 points ( +6 | -8 ) 4 days ago (2020-01-19 15:44:06)

[ - ] Parent: RakerKey  16 points ( +16 | -16 ) 2020-01-23 21:47:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3615920)

IF YOU READ THE TOP OF PAGE THERE ARE INSTRUCTIONS BECAUSE THERE WAS A GROUP OF SHIT POSTERS THE
OTHER DAY

YOU ARE NOT BANNED

IT'S TO STOP SHILLS FROM POSTING STRAIGHT GARBAGE WITH NO LINKS OR SUBJECT

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3615920/22178274)  context  full comments

We Hold These Truths To Be Self-Evident, That All Men Are Created Equal, That They Are Endowed By Their Creator by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:47:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2020-01-19 06:36:31)

[ - ] Parent: MuckeyDuck  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:48:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3614812/22170855)

Sometimes I feel my prayer is so inadequate, but Spurgeon says:

Pray until you can pray; pray to be helped to pray and do not give up praying because you cannot pray. For it is when you think
you cannot pray that is when you are praying.

good advice

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3614812/22175808)  context  full comments

Soleimani at the Pearly gates by spookyjumper  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-01-23 21:47:11

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 1.7 hours ago (2020-01-18 21:29:14)

[ - ] Parent: spookyjumper  29 points ( +29 | -29 ) 2020-01-18 23:12:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3614969)

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3614969/22171115)  context  full comments

Dogs > Women Who Abort by Revelations2_9  in videos
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2020-01-18 03:09:51)

[ - ] Parent: Revelations2_9  243 points ( +243 | -243 ) 2020-01-18 23:12:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/videos/3613372)

too bad that satanic pedophiles don't feel the same way most of you guy's do about eating babies, sicko satanic fucks are just weirdos

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/videos/3613372/22162544)  context  full comments

'Political Intervention': Liberty Counsel Chairman Slams 'Despicable' Planned Parenthood's Historic $45M Donation by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2020-01-18 02:19:07)
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[ - ] Parent: MotoM  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:12:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3613713/22161074)

no organization that's subsidized by the government should be allowed to make any donations to anybody for any reason. That's
our money!

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3613713/22161916)  context  full comments

Hi folks! Thanks to the attacks by the butthurt furry and pedophile shitposters, you now need to ask to be a designated submitter. by
Crensch  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2020-01-17 23:57:09)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:12:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3613691/22160213)

@Crensch hey Bro it doesn't work

Nevermind , Thanks Bro !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3613691/22160244)  context  full comments

Hi folks! Thanks to the attacks by the butthurt furry and pedophile shitposters, you now need to ask to be a designated submitter. by
Crensch  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2020-01-17 23:54:54)

[ - ] Parent: Crensch  48 points ( +48 | -48 ) 2020-01-18 23:12:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3613691)

@Crensch hey Bro it doesn't work

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3613691/22160213)  context  full comments

Hi folks! Thanks to the attacks by the butthurt furry and pedophile shitposters, you now need to ask to be a designated submitter. by
Crensch  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 23 hours ago (2020-01-17 23:45:57)

[ - ] Parent: Crensch  48 points ( +48 | -48 ) 2020-01-18 23:12:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3613691)

@Crensch add me please Bro

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3613691/22160134)  context  full comments

South Dakota Lawmakers Want To Make It Illegal To Put Kids Through Sex Changes by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2020-01-17 07:27:43)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:13:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3612021/22148816)

Brother, about time rational thinking showed up.

right, it's a shame what has happened during the Hussein 8 years as president. They're indoctrinating the kids to be like Lucifer, the
first trans on earth.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3612021/22152020)  context  full comments

There is no Fun on the LEFT, when the RIGHT uses Saul Alinsky Techniques...... by DarkKnightPatriot  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-01-16 10:35:17)

[ - ] Parent: DarkKnightPatriot  17 points ( +17 | -17 ) 2020-01-18 23:13:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3610590)

good read Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3610590/22141037)  context  full comments
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The Pelosi Legacy: A Barking Dog with No Teeth by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-01-15 19:38:31)

[ - ] Parent: knarnia  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:13:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3609780/22131581)

I am greatly offended and upset by that article title. It's an offence to all dogs.

"The Peolsi Legacy: A Barking Hyena with No Teeth"

there, fixed, I feel better. Thanks OP.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3609780/22133240)  context  full comments

Trump to Pass Obama for Most Record DOW Closes In Half the Time and the Media Is Already Making Excuses by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2020-01-15 18:20:07)

[ - ] Parent: fireantsinyourpants  -5 points ( +1 | -6 ) 2020-01-18 23:13:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3609745/22132075)

ITS FUNNY WHEN I HEAR THE LEFT SAY:

-PEOPLE ONLINE SAY: Oh, look how great the stock market is doing the president is doing a great job. "The president doesn't
have anything to do with the machinations of the stock market."

-PEOPLE ONLINE SAY: "The only reason the stock market is doing good is because of all the hard work Obama did to set it up for
success, it has nothing to do with Trump, he just inherited all the great stuff Obama did, we're lucky it was so in such good shape
that Trump hasn't had the opportunity to ruin it yet.

EDITED FOR CLARITY BECAUSE SOME OF YOU PEOPLE ARE READING COMPREHENSION CHALLENGED. ITS NOT ME
SAYING IT FFS...

�I believe that you need a doctor to fix your delusional brain...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3609745/22132276)  context  full comments

@Stonenchizel feltches milk out of @crensch's ass by gabara  in SoapboxBanhammer
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2020-01-15 01:12:59)

[ - ] Parent: gabara  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2020-01-18 23:13:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/SoapboxBanhammer/3609057/22126252)

You would like cripple colon flavoured milk

fuck off loser!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/SoapboxBanhammer/3609057/22126409)  context  full comments

Greta Thunberg Loses It, Makes "Immediate" Demands that Could Kill People by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2020-01-15 01:11:28)

[ - ] Parent: clamhurt_legbeard  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:14:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3609010/22126189)

Who?

how dare you!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3609010/22126388)  context  full comments

Texas today having the worst Chemtrails since before Trumps election. WTF? by Hoppinmad  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2020-01-15 01:09:51)
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[ - ] Parent: JohnQ-Arkenstone  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:14:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3500868/21208008)

Thank you so much @Stonenchizel for bringing up Zacharia Sitchin, you are really AWOKE. I have read all Sitchin's books many
years ago. My Mom was reading those when I was a kid. Zacharia was brilliant and one of the few in the world who could read the
ancient Sumerian Texts. There is no question that we are part of a BINARY SOLAR system. The Lost Book Of Enki was quite
illuminating as well. The Scriptures warn us that the first ones that arrive will be the wicked ones. They are coming for the gold. The
others that come afterwards will be the good guys. We never talk too much about it to others because they will think we are a
bunch of nutters. I know that it sounds crazy to many in this forum.

This mini constellation is approaching our solar system at an angle of 38 degrees below the sun's south and will be visible all the
time for everyone to see when it is above the ecliptic of the of our solar system. The brown dwarf Nemesis is about three times the
size of Jupiter and will travel between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter and will be visible to us at night also. Nibiru is about three
times the size of the earth and is the farthest from the Nemesis sun. It is expected to pass very close to the earth and is expected to
block the sun for three days in its transit where we will be in total darkness. Its going to get really cold on earth. The gravitational
forces will be so intense that there will be many major earthquakes.

That is the real reason why the giant telescope was built in Antarctica. It was to observe the approach of this binary sun. All live
feeds for the public from the South Pole observatory was cut off in 2014 and now classified. This mini constellation is travelling at
about 560,000 miles an hour and takes 3,600 years for it to return on this orbit. It will slow quite a bit on its flyby then slingshot back
on its journey while accelerating south towards the confines of our uneverse. The timeline also coincides with the time of Noah's
flood and when Moses left Egypt with his people, now it returns.

I actually have pictures of the phenomenon you describe and there are many around the world that also have observed it and
taken digital pictures of it. In March of 2014 in broad daylight, there was something bluish that looked like a mini planet and you
could see it with the naked eye at the 2:00 o'clock position from the sun and it remained there for about 15 minutes then
disappeared, unfortunately I did not have my digital camera. In July of 2014 there were two of what looked like mini suns and are
not on any star charts, I could not believe what I was seeing. One was above the sun in a clear blue sky at about 1:00 o'clock and
the other at 9:00 o'clock position. It was the only time that we saw two at the same time. Other family members were watching it too.
I took those pictures about 3:30 in the afternoon and it was only visible for about twenty minutes with no chemtrails that day. With
all the chemtrails fouling the skies most evenings, it is difficult if not impossible to see what you also describe at sunset. I have two
excellent photos from September 17th 2018, mini sun really bright orange at the 3:00 o'clock position, there is no question about it
being another planetary body or mini sun. It was visible for about 35 minutes then disapeared with the sunset. Maybe that is why
as you also suspect they don't want us to see the danger and reality of what is coming, so the DS/CIA chemtrail the stratosphere.

Anyway, we have seen the other sun/nemesis at different positions every year since 2014. 2019 was the worst year to make any
observation, only saw it in March for a very short amount of time. Also have noticed that it becomes visible in the middle of the
month from about the 15th to the 20th for those who have clear skies, but does not remain visible for very long. In clear skies you
will definitely see it at sunset at the right time of the month, it is much larger now than ever.

We have all been setup for mass elimination, while the government elites/Deep State have prepared for themselves underground
shelters the size of cities with our TAXPAYER dollars, while we will have to survive above ground.

Stonenechizel, you have risked a lot by bringing this up, but it is probably about time that people wake up as to what is really going
on.

The Q is a part of something much bigger. It is by no means an accident that President Trump is creating a Space Force using new
classified aircraft. FAKE climate change/global warming will be the least of things to worry about when planetary debris from that
mini constellation starts falling onto the earth. Then there will be real climate change and it won't be mankind doing it.

This is why President Trump is the one that has to be in charge when the time comes. Those that have never seen it with their
naked eyes will never believe it anyway until its too late. God Bless you Patriot and keep steadfast as a watchman on the wall.

✌��

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3500868/22126371)  context  full comments

@Stonenchizel feltches milk out of @crensch's ass by gabara  in SoapboxBanhammer
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2020-01-15 00:56:32)

[ - ] Parent: gabara  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:14:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/SoapboxBanhammer/3609057)

jealous much?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/SoapboxBanhammer/3609057/22126226)  context  full comments

Greta Thunberg Loses It, Makes "Immediate" Demands that Could Kill People by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2020-01-15 00:47:35)

[ - ] Parent: mark7  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:14:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3609010/22125643)

In other words, ("Daddy Thunberg" is making said demands). GFY mr squarehead ashhole!

right
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3609010/22126138)  context  full comments

Trump: We Caught the General 'in the Act' and Terminated Him; We Acted to Stop a War, Not Start One by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2020-01-04 06:48:19)

[ - ] Parent: Gopherurself  -5 points ( +2 | -7 ) 2020-01-18 23:14:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592551/21995126)

NOT MY FUCKIN WAR FAGGOT, NOT MY FUCKIN TAX DOLLARS BITCH BOY. I WOULD GLADLY
DESTROY THAT FUCKIN EMBASSY MYSELF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Wow,................. Gay & Angry & Democrat!

You sound really confused!

Good luck with that!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592551/21998193)  context  full comments

93 days dark and we still held our shit together ... they hated that more than anything. They thought it would die. It grew. Always
remember that, you beautiful warriors. by Gigabump2  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2020-01-04 03:40:08)

[ - ] Parent: Gigabump2  271 points ( +271 | -271 ) 2020-01-18 23:15:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592482)

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3592482/21996174)  context  full comments

Did Lisa Page Turn RAT Against McCabe, Strzok and FBI Colleagues? Her Lawyer Hints at 'Immunity' Deal by Harpfor7  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-12-03 17:10:52)

[ - ] Parent: Harpfor7  29 points ( +29 | -29 ) 2020-01-18 23:15:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3546159)

I believe she did and that's why she can now defend her future career by stating the things she had stated lately by knowing she won't
be charged because of what she has given the investigators against Trump from 2016 Coup attempt

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3546159/21583333)  context  full comments

Epstein's private banker suicided ... next 'man' up please by dugl  in GreatAwakening
History: 21 points( +21 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  21 points ( +21 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-12-03 17:04:17)

[ - ] Parent: dugl  245 points ( +245 | -245 ) 2020-01-18 23:15:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3546085)

It's actually funny because Hillary Clinton is a prophet when it comes to the people connected to the Deep State if Trump gets
elected- remember what she said before th 2016 election ?

"If Trump gets elected , We are all going to hang"

we just didnt realize that she meant that they will all hang by the Clinton's Arkanicide!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3546085/21583270)  context  full comments

Jeffrey Epstein's Private Banker at Deutsche & Citi Found Swinging From a Rope; Executive 'Suicide' Before FBI Questioned Him by
kayemsur  in theawakening

History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-12-03 17:01:59)
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[ - ] Parent: kayemsur  43 points ( +43 | -43 ) 2020-01-18 23:15:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3546131)

It's actually funny because Hillary Clinton is a prophet when it comes to the people connected to the Deep State if Trump gets
elected- remember what she said before th 2016 election ?

"If Trump gets elected , We are all going to hang"

we just didnt realize that she meant that they will all hang by Arkanicide!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3546131/21583244)  context  full comments

The Number Of Democrats Showing Up At President Trump's Rallies Is 24% And It Continues To Stun Even Trump's Campaign Manager,
Brad Parscale by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-29 03:36:41)

[ - ] Parent: G45Colt_II  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:15:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3539978/21530180)

What is the % of congress that should be swinging from the end of a rope? Does he have that number?

Actually, I'm not at all surprised. It's becoming more and more obvious that it will take a lot of voter fraud for the election to even be
close.

I think it's about 63 -67 %

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3539978/21530278)  context  full comments

Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 19:20:17)

[ - ] Parent: 75usmc79  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:15:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21526250)

Double ditto :)

Semper Fi

Semper fidelis @75usmc79

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21526616)  context  full comments

Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 19:19:20)

[ - ] Parent: Ranlent  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:16:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21526504)

OORAH Patriot ❣❣❣

Semper fidelis Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21526602)  context  full comments

Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 19:15:46)

[ - ] Parent: DocWood45  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:16:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3538939/21521556)

Happy Thanksgiving to you and yours and may God bless you all. WWG1WGA

Blessings @DocWood45 and same to You Patriot, along with your whole Family.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3538939/21526562)  context  full comments
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Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:11:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 19:14:39)

[ - ] Parent: GolfinGirl  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:16:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3538939/21521577)

Yes, grateful and blessed! Thank you for your thoughts!

Thank You Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3538939/21526545)  context  full comments

Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 19:14:08)

[ - ] Parent: Cheer4Trump  0 points ( +3 | -3 ) 2020-01-18 23:16:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3538939/21521883)

Thank you for sharing! Your positive attitude, confidence, gratitude and faith inspire me and will inspire many others who read your
comments. I agree with all that you stated so eloquently. I also try to thank God daily for all of these people and in particular our
president who is literally going to war every day for his presidency and every decent American citizen. My husband and son began
reading Q from the beginning, I have never asked exactly how they found the posts so early on. I would hear them discussing
things you know and ask where they heard that theory or this idea. Seriously one Sunday after church a lady at church that I
respect a great deal mentioned that she no longer even watched or relied on Fox for her news but only read Q posts. That was it ! I
had my son and husband show me how to access the posts myself. I began reading in May of 2018. On a long trip the next month I
mentioned to my younger son in high school that I didn't always understand the posts and he brought up praying medic and the
rest is history. I waited for him to put out the presentations for a several weeks and then before long I understood the coms and
could understand the posts. After that when I introduced anyone to Q I first sent them to Praying Medic's Q 101! What a ride this
has been and of course it is far from over. I consider it a privilege to be a part of this Great Awakening and especially with people
like you . Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family are may your health improve greatly as the light overtakes the evil in our
country and the world !

@Cheer4Trump first of all Thank You & Thank You for sharing, that's pretty much what happened to most of Us Patriot, May the Lord
Our God Bless You and Yours, for it is always better to be on the side that God is on. You know who the other side worships right ?

Happy Thanksgiving,

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3538939/21526542)  context  full comments

Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 14:24:27)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:17:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21521507)

Amen and thank you. you, also, have a blessed Thanksgiving.

Thank You and God Bless Patriot,

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21523527)  context  full comments

Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 14:21:01)

[ - ] Parent: VQTmom  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:17:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21522372)

I second everything you said. I pray that you and your family too be blessed this Thanksgiving and the many more days/years the
Lord God has for you.

Thank You and Bless You Patriot,

wwg1wga
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21523499)  context  full comments

Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 14:16:07)

[ - ] Parent: angelCole  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:17:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21522998)

Same to you @Stonenchizel

Rhank You Patriot & God Bless,

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21523465)  context  full comments

Thank God Donald Trump Is Our President And I'd Like To Wish The Trump Family, Q'anon & All US Military, All Anon's, Autist, Bakers &
Patriots - A Happy And Blessed Thanksgiving by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-28 14:15:33)

[ - ] Parent: Rhondaher  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:17:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21523112)

Happy Thanksgiving to Patriots around the world. And special prayers to all those who are suffering ill health. We have been
under attack our entire lives by a Satanic system that has been poisioning our food and water, a Medical system that kills instead
of heals and taxation that impoverish's us denying us our God given rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. May God
give healing to our countrymen and all those around the world.

Amen Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3538921/21523461)  context  full comments

Why Aren't Bill Clinton's Associations With Jeffrey Epstein Getting The Kind Of Press Attention Prince Andrew's Are by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-25 16:17:37)

[ - ] Parent: anoncastillo  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:17:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3534619/21486549)

Nigga you know.

 Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3534619/21486808)  context  full comments

Rudy Giuliani: Manafort's 'Black Ledger' Was A 'Fraud, Part Of A U.S.Hussein/George Soros Collaboration In Ukraine - 'What Obama
People Were Asking The Ukrainians To Do Was Go Get Informati.... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 20:36:09)

[ - ] Parent: FrenchBulldog  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:18:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3532117/21464856)

So why is Manafort sitting in Federal Pound me in the ass Prison if he was framed?????

IT TAKES TIME-JUST WAIT AND WATCH

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3532117/21465189)  context  full comments

An Antifa Member Tries To Block A Car And Assault Someone, It Doesn't Go Well (Seriously) Check This Out - It Will Make Your Day by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 18:58:18)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  167 points ( +167 | -167 ) 2020-01-18 23:18:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3532040)

IF VIDEO DOESN'T LOAD CLICK ON THE TWITTER ACCOUNT IN THE STORY - YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE VIDEO THERE - IT IS
SO WORTH TO WATCH IT TOO @Stonenchizel
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3532040/21464102)  context  full comments

What I Learned From Adam Schiff Impeachment Inquiry, Joe & Hunter Biden Must Have Something To Hide Because The Democrats Act
Like They Would Burn In Hell To Keep The Bidens From Being Investigated by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 16:00:43)

[ - ] Parent: Lightrush  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:18:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3531275/21459594)

CAP WHORE

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3531275/21462443)  context  full comments

What I Learned From Adam Schiff Impeachment Inquiry, Joe & Hunter Biden Must Have Something To Hide Because The Democrats Act
Like They Would Burn In Hell To Keep The Bidens From Being Investigated by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 15:59:33)

[ - ] Parent: Centennial67  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:18:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3531281/21458956)

https://youtu.be/si-vMj-FB88

Thanks for sharing Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3531281/21462429)  context  full comments

What I Learned From Adam Schiff Impeachment Inquiry, Joe & Hunter Biden Must Have Something To Hide Because The Democrats Act
Like They Would Burn In Hell To Keep The Bidens From Being Investigated by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 15:58:49)

[ - ] Parent: QShakaLaBoom  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:18:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3531281/21459483)

Rachel Chandler has not been "made a house hold name" yet. She trafficked children/people from the Ukraine.

She bragged about paying them $10K to model. I'll see if I can find the link.

Oh yes Patriot Rachel Chandler will become a household name very soon

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3531281/21462424)  context  full comments

What I Learned From Adam Schiff Impeachment Inquiry, Joe & Hunter Biden Must Have Something To Hide Because The Democrats Act
Like They Would Burn In Hell To Keep The Bidens From Being Investigated by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 15:55:16)

[ - ] Parent: crocJT  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:19:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3531281/21459638)

Investigating Bidens brings them all down. Ukraine may be the "keystone" Q talked about.

Right

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3531281/21462389)  context  full comments

What I Learned From Adam Schiff Impeachment Inquiry, Joe & Hunter Biden Must Have Something To Hide Because The Democrats Act
Like They Would Burn In Hell To Keep The Bidens From Being Investigated by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 15:53:37)
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[ - ] Parent: waldo1899  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:19:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3531281/21460750)

could it be penny less Barack , a low level politician & part time drug dealer from Chicago leaves DC a few years later a MULTI-
MILLIONAIRE?

was Ukraine a DNC piggy bank?....send US Tax payer money ," Gov't Aid" to Ukraine....launder it up...then it comes back via an
underground network .....and BINGO......Obama had the winning Powerball Ticket....not mention the rest of Big Shot Democrats??

My point exactly Patriot, great analogy.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3531281/21462380)  context  full comments

As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear, President Donald Trump Is
Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:45:47)

[ - ] Parent: summerstormAK  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-01-18 23:19:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456092)

What does being 73 have to do with it?

I don't know @summerstormAK I''m only 56 though

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457303)  context  full comments

As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear, President Donald Trump Is
Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:36:30)

[ - ] Parent: AndyMan_45  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2020-01-18 23:19:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456156)

I don't want to be a spellfag but you need to know your enemy and it ain't the STANICS.

Good versus evil.

Sorry @AndyMan_45 but research says they are Satanic in nature , yes they worship Baal and Lucifer is their hero, but in the end it is
all demonic how these people are just like what the Buble says in Second Timothy 3

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457183)  context  full comments

As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear, President Donald Trump Is
Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:34:23)

[ - ] Parent: Headhunter1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:19:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456170)

Yes I agree, no one has done more, Reagan I believe was not what I thought

No but he did alot for the country, especially since it was going no where with Carter....He wouldn't even go into Iran to get the
hostages

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457155)  context  full comments

As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear, President Donald Trump Is
Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:33:06)

[ - ] Parent: AndyMan_45  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:20:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456247)

How about a link to the PC, I'm not finding it.

PC ???

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457145)  context  full comments
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Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:32:03)

[ - ] Parent: The_Real_Wahrheit  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:20:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456314)

Zero doubt, Patriot!

I've never seen so much shit hit the fan as it is now!

Incoming!

It's an awesome time to be alive!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457134)  context  full comments

As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear, President Donald Trump Is
Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:31:25)

[ - ] Parent: thebearfromstartrack  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-01-18 23:20:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456396)

Go Don Go! (I mean that in the Bennet Cerf way...."Go Dog Go" book)...I used to play in a band called Godoggo. SOme folks
thought it was Italian. It wasn't.

"hello"

"hello"

"do you like my hat"

"no I do not like your hat"

"goodbye"

"goodbye"

See the parallels?

I get it Patriot , been associated in the music industry for years now

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457123)  context  full comments

As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear, President Donald Trump Is
Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:30:00)

[ - ] Parent: CSunity33  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-01-18 23:20:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456612)

How many presidencies have you been around for? If you just say what number president DJT is for your lifetime, I can quick math
it back to figure out your approximate age.

Not that I'm in disagreement, but what if you are 10, going on 11? If you are, I'm not impressed! Maybe you too are 73? Adds a little
to the proclamation, that's all!

I'm actually 56 years old , I'l be 57 next April...see now you don't have to do math....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457099)  context  full comments

As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear, President Donald Trump Is
Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:28:18)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2020-01-18 23:20:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456699)

THIS IS OUR LAST CHANCE. WE HAVE THIS IF WE CONTINUE TO FIGHT. RED PILL YOUR FRIEND. WWG1WGA

Yes Everyone Red Pill like never before because when Trump is gone in 2024 we better stand together and make sure we vote
someone who will continue on like Trump, you know someone with a set of balls of steel.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457073)  context  full comments
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As I Watch A 73 Year Old Giving A Press Conference Where He Answers Questions Daily / It Is Clear, President Donald Trump Is
Absolutely The Greatest President Of My Lifetime by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 13 points( +13 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-23 02:26:36)

[ - ] Parent: Mah_Selectah  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:21:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21456981)

I was born into the Carter administration, and lived thru thr rest, Donald Trump being president is an exciting time to be alive.

I was born right after Kennedy was killed and have had many presidents, there has never been a president like Donald Trump. He is
so good for the country. Can you imagine how awesome america would be if the democrats would actually work with Trump to Make
America Great Again?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530970/21457054)  context  full comments

Fiona Hill is a man. Prove me wrong. by NevadaDesertPatriot  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 20:19:06)

[ - ] Parent: NevadaDesertPatriot  193 points ( +193 | -193 ) 2020-01-18 23:21:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530551)

The last one kinda looks like Brue Jenner... I think you are absolutely right about this statement Patriot.

no bra or nothing , that's a fucking dude !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530551/21452548)  context  full comments

Donald Trump Previews 'Historic' Inspector General Report Going to 'Highest Levels' of White House by pby  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:44:20)

[ - ] Parent: pby  55 points ( +55 | -55 ) 2020-01-18 23:21:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530289)

Awesome so Trump already knows what's in the report. So he will eventually slip up or purposely release tidbits on twitter

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530289/21450545)  context  full comments

PP keep pushing until it gets to the US Supreme Court, then you [PP] will lose for good. -California Supreme Court: Catholics Must Insure
Abortions on Demand Because They Are 'Medically Necessary' by TSE  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:16:42

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:38:55)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  9 points ( +9 | -9 ) 2020-01-18 23:21:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530295)

What happened to separation of Church & State

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530295/21450464)  context  full comments

Meghan McCain Explodes on The View's 'Naive' Democrats: 2020's Dem Candidates are 'Not Going to be Good Enough to Beat' Trump
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:33:47)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:22:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21449748)

Lol. I really needed that pick me up for sure and absolutely WWG1WGA!

sure are a lot of Democrat videos of dirty Dems huh Ky

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21450407)  context  full comments

Meghan McCain Explodes on The View's 'Naive' Democrats: 2020's Dem Candidates are 'Not Going to be Good Enough to Beat' Trump
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:32:11)
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[ - ] Parent: Specific_Fox  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:22:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21448492)

One possibility is they want to get this guy Beshear. Like Pelosi, he's a career politician - as is his family - who runs states into the
ground and is corrupt. One possibility is they want to catch him in the act, so they let him win, he gets over confident and breaks
the law. They nab him because he's under surveillance the whole time. Look at how many Dems have been taken down one after
the other for corruption. Check out Kip Simpson's youtube channel. He's done decent coverage of this.

Wow ! @Specific_Fox thanks for sharing that, there are tons of corrupt democrats in those videos

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21450393)  context  full comments

Meghan McCain Explodes on The View's 'Naive' Democrats: 2020's Dem Candidates are 'Not Going to be Good Enough to Beat' Trump
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:24:29)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:22:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21448188)

True! BUT election fraud possibly could. THAT is what worries me. Seeing and knowing how bad it was just in the midterms, I can't
imagine how bad it is going to be in the 2020 election. Our election system needs a nationwide overhaul. Soros' voting machines
rigged to the hilt everywhere and all the other ways they commit voter fraud. See how Kentucky's Beshear done it and got by with
it? That's how easy it is. Makes me sick to the core.

@KyJane paper ballots and voter ID's would solve all the problems that way if a recount is needed there could be NO discrepancies

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21450305)  context  full comments

Meghan McCain Explodes on The View's 'Naive' Democrats: 2020's Dem Candidates are 'Not Going to be Good Enough to Beat' Trump
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:22:29)

[ - ] Parent: FatFreddiesCat  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:22:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21448527)

Joy Behar is an amazing piece of sh!t. Did you catch her say, "He used money from his foundation to help himself. People should
be upset about that." HAHAH, wait till she realizes the truth about HRC and her foundation! hint -Heads will explode.

Great point Patriot, Joy Behar thinks HRC is the epitome of perfect

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21450282)  context  full comments

Meghan McCain Explodes on The View's 'Naive' Democrats: 2020's Dem Candidates are 'Not Going to be Good Enough to Beat' Trump
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:20:14)

[ - ] Parent: Time4puff  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:22:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21450179)

She wishes...

JackANorey even I don't think illegals are that stupid enough to put their dicks into No Names daughter the beached whale

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21450265)  context  full comments

Meghan McCain Explodes on The View's 'Naive' Democrats: 2020's Dem Candidates are 'Not Going to be Good Enough to Beat' Trump
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:18:27)

[ - ] Parent: anuichickio  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:23:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21449246)

Have they considered that climate change, gun confiscation, higher taxes, and unlimited immigration are not winning issues. It's
not the candidates it's their attack on our rights and prosperity that will defeat them.

Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3529992/21450245)  context  full comments

Chief Justice Roberts Now Dragged Into Democrat Impeachment Process And Can Not Be Presiding Justice Over Senate Impeachment
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Hearings by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-22 17:17:28)

[ - ] Parent: Justice_Will_Prevail  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:23:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530021/21448612)

Sadly I don't think either of them have currently anything terminal? But yeah sure. Get em gone if we can find a reason.

I must diagree with you Patriot, those two Justices are Democrats and that in itself is a terminal disease

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3530021/21450235)  context  full comments

Chief Justice Roberts Now Dragged Into Democrat Impeachment Process And Can Not Be Presiding Justice Over Senate Impeachment
Hearings by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Two. He needs to take RGB with him.

She's as good as dead @Rhondaher - It's just a matter of time
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Who gets to choose who?

The President chooses according to the story @Specific_Fox
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The Constitution requires specifically that the Chief Justice must be the Judge for the Senate Trial. According to ABA ethics
if Chief Justice Roberts is a material witness he cannot and should not fulfill his constitutional role and must step aside. He
will have one of the biggest conflicts of interest in American history.

The constitution does not say “acting” Chief Justice so if he must recuse himself and another Justice legally and ethically
steps into the Impeachment proceedings that Justice must become the Chief Justice... If the replacement Justice does not
become the legal Chief Justice the Senate trial is fatally flawed from the opening gavel.

That's right @TheBRAINz
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FISA will take him out.

Exactly Patriot !
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Chief Justice Roberts Now Dragged Into Democrat Impeachment Process And Can Not Be Presiding Justice Over Senate Impeachment
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You're under the assumption that the deep state follows the rule of law.

Actually I"m just sharing a story with the class from a Conservative News organization...Thank you
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Don't you want to watch all the Dems light themselves on fire and commit ritual suicide over their agony? Make Kavanaugh the
Chief Justice.

Hahaha... That would be the most awesome thing that could ever happen to that court espcially for the Fake Impeachment From
Adam Schitt-Head Schiff's lies about Trumps call to Ukraine
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Clarence Thomas!

That would be great @tossitrightinthere !
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The name of the author sounds made up and "his" English is horrible. This is either a bot or a journo hack being paid by [them].

No Patriot ,Ed is a regular author for American Thinker News organization
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GREAT post! and the shit-show is now in overdrive lol

Thanks Patriot

WWG1WGA
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I love this! It keeps getting better and better.

So, would ruthy step into the chief justice role?

sonja? That would be something roberts would do.

then what?

I"m not really sure Patriot, to be hoest with you
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How is rbg doing these days?

LOL ...PROBABLY DEAD AS EVER OR PRETTY DAMN CLOSE ANYWAYS
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I don't think it is the job of Chief Justice Roberts to validate the info in the FISA application and he does not have to become a fact
witness. It is what it is, he cannot add anything to it.

But it was Roberts that validated the Fake FISA court approvals, so therefore can be called as a witness by the Senatorial Hearings
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I think this was another genius level setup. The senate can then subpoena Roberts right?

Exactly
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I looked at all the FAKE photos from their fake Boston massacre and they were FAKE AS HELL (fake watery food coloring instead
of blood everywhere). Then they had some vet who lost his legs in Afghanistan PRETENDING he got his legs blown off and he
even managed to not pass out (WHAT A JOKE) as he wheeled himself down the street (impossible).

I want to know why no one was helping the scam artist. Look at that chick just casually sitting there ignoring his dumb ass (she's
thinking about her paycheck). Next thing he was rolling HIMSELF down the street. https://wideshut.co.uk/review-of-jeff-bauman-
legless-man-boston-bombing-conspiracy-theory-graphic-images/

Then everyone figured out his REAL NAME NICK VOGT (these people are VERY stupid) and then he refused to show up at any of
their events so they got another amputee to play the part in the stadium events.

JUST WOW PATRIOT !

WWG1WGA
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https://edition.cnn.com/2019/11/21/politics/fbi-fisa-russia-investigation/index.html (Sorry, CNN)

edit: Here's the archive link to give them not more clicks than needed: http://archive.md/4ATZb

SORRY BUT I DON'T DO @CNN
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And they are counting on the general public's ignorance of the Constitution to think that an impeachment can be based on this. It is
NOT a high crime and/or misdemeanor, it is our President exposing crooked and traitorous pollies who are actually committing
high crimes and misdemeanors. All the President is doing is protecting the USA from these people and bringing back the rule of
law as laid out by the Constitution.

And that, dear frens, is why the educational system pushed by Obamas, Clintons, etc. needs a massive overhaul and civics
classes brought back to educate students about what our government is, how it is set up, and how it actually works. Maybe, then,
the snowflakes will shut up about the Electoral College being archaic. That is the only thing that has kept us from being taken over
by idiot socialist pigs.

Oh, oh,....I was looking for info on Ariana Grande to see how much Nickelodeon had to do with messing her up and found out that
she is supporting Bernie Saunders. Does she realize that she has to "share" her millions with everyone by paying an extremely
high tax rate so we can give medical care and free post secondary education to everyone...even illegal aliens? Or has she just
exposed that the rich get to keep their millions and the taxes will come from us, the middle and lower classes to enslave and
control us even more? Or is she just another stupid, programmed, Hollyweird automaton?

These Hollyweird People and Music Stars actaully don't know that they would be giving up their fortunes to the government through
taxation, none of them have a clue what Bernie is about- taxation - taxation - taxation, hell all democrats are for taxation.
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The criminals know what they did. They probably don't know what Horowitz and Durham know and may decide to pursue with
criminal charges. They may be imaging the worst... the imagination can be a terrible thing when not bounded by
knowledge.....paranoia can set in.

That's exactly why Schiffs eyes have grown in size by three centimeters a day
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Diplomacy 101

You get something, we get something, we both get something, and everyone wins. We've gotten too used to US getting fucked on
every single deal we made. I wonder why we voted in the guy who literally wrote the book on making deals.... One of life's
mysteries.

It's how it actually works....I bet Bush and Obama and Clinton are laughing their asses off at what's happening to Trump because of all
the shit they got away with

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3528375/21438893)  context  full comments

Schiff Witness Admits U.S. Aid Has Been Delayed or Withheld to Five Other Countries in the Last Year by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 21:06:00)

[ - ] Parent: Msmwatcher  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:27:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3528375/21436390)

Oh no!!! This means they will impeach potus 5 times now for bribery kek!

lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3528375/21438874)  context  full comments

Fiona Hill Falsely States Ukraine Didn't Interfere In 2016, Gets Fact-Checked During The Hearing by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 21:03:34)

[ - ] Parent: RakerKey  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:27:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3528546/21436925)

She is a Soros funded spy for the Deep State cabal.

These evil scum are extremely cunning and well lie lie and lie again

She would knife you in the back in the blink of an eye ,with no regrets at all

Obviously a Soros Puppet

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3528546/21438839)  context  full comments

VIDEO: Left-Wing Student Who Tries To Disrupt College Republicans Gets Big Taste Of Her Own Medicine - And Comes Completely
Unglued And Loses It by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 21:02:09)

[ - ] Parent: KarlKastner  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:27:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3528407/21436946)

Links to vid don't work.

here you go Patriot

https://twitter.com/curry3551/status/1197020343405137920

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3528407/21438821)  context  full comments

Fiona Hill Falsely States Ukraine Didn't Interfere In 2016, Gets Fact-Checked During The Hearing by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 20:56:41)
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[ - ] Parent: nomoss  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:27:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3528546/21437065)

Fiona Hill lambasts “fictional narrative” about Ukraine's role in 2016 election

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=SAfsTZbCI2I

And she can just sit and lie.

See the replys they tell all

It's ok Patriot because she will be outed as a liar just as soon as the FISA drops with the truth

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3528546/21438746)  context  full comments

Kamala Harris Dares 2 Amendment Defenders To View Mass Shooting Autopsy Photos / I Dare Her To Look At Abortion Photos by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 20:54:19)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:28:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3528033/21437273)

Brother we know why they want the guns as their crimes get more exposed, and the only reason we are not in internment camps is
because we have these guns. God and guns kept America free and will continue to keep America free, ask Harris why no border
walls if they know children are being trafficked across the border, she is not a solution to the problem she is aiding and abetting in
child trafficking by refusing to have a border wall, and it is time she crawls back up Soros butt and shuts up. and that message
goes to all the democrats and RINOs and Corporations in this country , along with the Fake News MSM.

Yes Brother, I'm just waiting for the FISA to drop and then Durhams evidence that shows evrything Trump has been saying about
hoax

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3528033/21438719)  context  full comments

Fiona Hill Falsely States Ukraine Didn't Interfere In 2016, Gets Fact-Checked During The Hearing by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 20:53:06)

[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:28:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3528546/21437543)

Notice the stone faces of Fiona Hill and Adam Schiff. Smug, self-absorbed, self-righteous. The same face Lois Lerner had. The
same face as Lt. Col. Vindman. Beyond reproach, they hold themselves above all the deplorables who seek the "real" truth, not the
DNC talking points.

These apparatchiks, the ones who feel that only they are qualified to run the government, need a cold hard dose of reality, don't ya
think? DC is full of them. This strain of humanity should be given it's own genus species name. They are morally superior and find
it tedious if not downright repulsive that they need to answer for anything. I hope that someone in the federal prosecutors office can
match their faces to the crimes sufficient to get them tried and convicted. I would love to have a large coffee table book with big
images of their faces now on the left side and their mug shots upon arrest on the right. I would buy that book and keep it on
permanent display. It would make the perfect Christmas gift for all my left wing former friends and relatives, too.

Of course Patriot , they are Hillary Clinton loyalist, that,s where the smug shitty faces come from. They believe she is president even
though she was decimated by Trump in 2016

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3528546/21438707)  context  full comments

Eric Ciaramella Had 'Bro-like' Friendship at NSC with Sean Misko, Who is Now a Member of Schiff's Staff by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 04:19:38)
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[ - ] Parent: WhisperingPine  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:28:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3526379/21421950)

http://www.ukrweekly.com/uwwp/wp-content/uploads/current-pdf/The_Ukrainian_Weekly_2015-47.pdf interesting news paper
clippings with several names in there

also had this from a bit back do not know if anyone has seen this or not, https://www.justice.gov/storage/report.pdf

http://www.hideoutnow.com/2019/11/developing-schiffs-cia-whistleblower.html (Archived https://archive.is/pCc2Q )

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/10/the_whistleblower_and_the_schiffbiden_dossier.html

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/09/explosive-report-rep-adam-schiff-linked-to-prominent-ukrainian-arms-dealer/

http://politicalpartytime.org/search/Host/Igor%2520Pasternak/

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-02-04/schiffs-latest-bizarre-claim-russian-ads-promote-2nd-amendment-so-we-all-kill-
each

https://forums.theozone.net/offtopic/messages/189973.html (Archived https://archive.is/KBU4l )

BOOM !!! https://conservativechoicecampaign.com/whistleblower-eric-ciaramellas-ties-to-top/ (Archived https://archive.is/q4jsq )

https://heavy.com/news/2019/10/eric-ciaramella/

https://teapartypac.org/bombshell-adam-schiffs-staff-was-in-it-with-the-cia-whistleblower-deeper-than-we-thought/

https://thewillcountynews.com/install/index.php/2019/10/31/the-whistleblower-is-now-exposed/ (Archived https://archive.is/Lj5xA )

https://www.lucianne.com/2019/10/31/report_anti-
trump_complainant_ericbr_ciaramella_worked_with_brennanbr_biden_and_dnc_operative_chalupa_19290.html

https://www.shiftfrequency.com/producers-of-the-flailing-impeachment-inquiry/

https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/trump-russia-hoax-was-a-ruse-to-distract-from-real-clinton-biden-russia-collusion

https://mfamediagroup.com/5-facts-you-need-to-know-about-whistleblower-cia-operative-eric-ciaramella/

https://washingtonnewsdaily.com/the-beltways-whistleblower-furor-obsesses-over-one-name/

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1186437984649789440.html

https://clintonfoundationtimeline.com/tags/abigail-grace/

https://wethepeopledaily.com/2019/11/01/incredible-rap-sheet-of-whistleblower-revealed/

https://www.rushlimbaugh.com/daily/2019/10/31/the-whistleblower-revealed/

https://politics4patriots.com/2019/10/12/schiff-reportedly-hired-two-of-trumps-nsc-staffers/

I have much much more on this if you need more but for now Happy Reading :)

wow ...That's a lot Patriot ...Thanks for sharing with the class

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3526379/21429767)  context  full comments

The Clinton Foundation Is Bleeding Out / No More Pay To Play Because Hillary Clinton Lost 2016 Election Hugely And Has 'NO More
Power' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 04:15:20)

[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:28:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3526596/21422141)

She still has real estate holdings and other assets. They all need confiscated and her, Bill and Chelsea sent to the gallows.

Agreed Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3526596/21429716)  context  full comments

Girl Fights Back Tears While Trans Student Gloats as School Board Allows Him Into Her Locker Room by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-21 04:13:56)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:28:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3527072/21424236)

Patriot , about time we the people take back the schools. By demanding the DOJ step in, and protect the children from the creeps.
time to shut down these DS BS indoctrination camps. They can not teach math or science or reading cursive writing, but they sure
will teach them about anal sex. Because the education system has committed fraud on we the tax payers.

That's so true My Brother , these Liberal indoctrination centers are what the schools have become. They are teaching the kids that
Lucifer is a cool dude. Really , every school now has an after school club that studies Lucifer - Satan, The Devil - can you believe this
shit now a days. They are preparing them for when they usher in the Satanic New World Order ... After Our two oldest graduated , We
took the two younger ones out of publuc scholling and let them finish out their schooling at home with a good Charter School

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3527072/21429702)  context  full comments
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Jussie Smollett Suing City of Chicago, Claiming 'Malicious Prosecution' and That They Smeared Him /What a Joke This Guy Is by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 22:32:05)

[ - ] Parent: Sheyandaar  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:29:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3527079/21424436)

Isn't this the guy that acted out a malicious hoax in order to smear Trump supporters? Why isn't he in jail for his hate crimes?

Exactly Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3527079/21425257)  context  full comments

PATRIOTS' WHO IS WINNING THE WAR ON DRUGS BETWEEN THE USA AND MEXICO by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 09:38:24)

[ - ] Parent: Scablifter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:29:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3503938/21238096)

Thanks @Stonenchizel, I hope your health has improved.

Thank You Patriot, yes I am doing great... God is good!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3503938/21417613)  context  full comments

Texas today having the worst Chemtrails since before Trumps election. WTF? by Hoppinmad  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 09:33:20)

[ - ] Parent: JohnQ-Arkenstone  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:29:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3500868/21277522)

You are quite right, "The Meek shall inherit the earth." I believe that as well. I always say that it will be 9 meals from chaos. Solar
mass ejections causing EMPs knocking out our satellites and communications. No GPS satellites will mean no on time deliveries
all over North America and Europe, power grids down everywhere around the world, extreme gravitational forces on the earth
causing massive earthquakes, yes it will be chaos. We have been preparing for this eventuality since the 1990s as best we can
and there are certainly no guarantees, as the wise person knows that nothing is certain. One thing that is very clear is that we
should not expect any help from government, we will be on our own. All those from the parasitic economy, aka government
bureaucrats have already prepared shelters for themselves at real taxpayer expense. I also believe that many of the Elect/Meek
will be saved by supernatural/divine intervention, otherwise no one would survive this. Just maybe if we make it through Jacob's
Trouble we might meet one day on the flip side. Best wishes and God bless you Patriot.

May God Bless You & Yours Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3500868/21417610)  context  full comments

FATHER GOD I ASK THAT YOU BRING FORTH THE TRUTH THAT THIS IMPEACHMENT SHAM BE EXPOSED AS SUCH by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 09:26:35)

[ - ] Parent: Chasmaniac  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-01-18 23:29:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21334342)

I knew you would go there. Didn't you read it in the context it was written? That means in the context of lands, cities....IOW
geographical locations. Please tell me you don't think that.

Obviously you are a Mr know it all so why bother... Don't sound very Christian to Me, bye Felicia!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21417592)  context  full comments

Vindman Is The Whistle-Blowers Source - The Whistle-Blower Is Dems & George Soros's Puppet - Vindman Ran And Told Dems Snitch
After Being Told Not To Talk To Anyone by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 09:23:32)
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0

1

1

1

[ - ] Parent: JohnQ-Arkenstone  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:30:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525187/21411615)

POTUS makes foreign policy on behalf of the United States not this insufferable know-it-all, haughty, seditious traitor and self
important leaker Vindman. He does not deserve to wear the uniform! He betrayed the Commander-In-Chief! It is obvious now that
Vindman was left there to spy on President Trump FOR the CIA plain and simple.

When I heard he had earned a Purple Heart, I thought NO WAY! I just could not visualize him on the field of battle selflessly
dragging away his injured brothers to safety, jumping on a grenade to shield others from danger or ever doing anything heroic.
Most of the time you can judge a book by its cover and this guy definitely looks like a namby pamby coward. Someone whom as a
child would have been a tattle-tale and teachers pet squealing on other kids to gain preferential treatment and advance his
opportunities. Turns out he got the Purple Heart for just being in the wrong vehicle at the wrong time in an IED attack. We now
know that this Deep State weasel Vindman never followed the chain of command and ran straight away to the CIA agent Eric
Ciaramella to leak his heart out to betray President Trump. The President did nothing wrong period. Vindman needs to face an
Article 32 then be court-matialed for insubordination.

Great idea Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525187/21417577)  context  full comments

Lt. Col. Vindman Appears To Have Outed Himself As Perjurer During Impeachment Inquiry by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 09:19:32)

[ - ] Parent: Revodude2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:30:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525720/21415478)

Schiff outed the whistleblower (EC) and the one that gave him the info (L/C V). Man is he stupid.

Exactly!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525720/21417565)  context  full comments

Troll Game Strong: Ted Cruz Gets Last Laugh In The Swalwell '#Fartgate' Debate With 'Leaked MSNBC Footage' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 09:17:35)

[ - ] Parent: crystaliis  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:30:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525728/21416634)

Now wait! I think this needs a Congressional hearing to determine if this was TRUMP'S fault! I'm sure there are plenty of witnesses
coached and ready to testify to the GI disturbances TRUMP has caused the unsuspecting swamp populous.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525728/21417558)  context  full comments

This Makes Me Sick! : Video Of Michelle And Barack Obama's Disdain For The American Flag - From Q by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 03:34:46)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:30:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21414951)

I'm GLAD there is a hell. Some people deserve it,

Justice of God.

Amen !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21415261)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 03:09:38)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:30:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21358866)

Heres mine, Amb Y...."does the Embassy have a Hamm radio?" Does Nellie have an accent when she speaks russian"?

Or is it Ukrainian ?

God bless Patriot
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21414938)  context  full comments

In The Second Time In Two Weeks Hussein Warns The Democrats Not To Move Too Far To The Left And 'Tear Down The System' /
Maybe They Should Wait Like He Did And Destroy It After They're Elected by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 03:08:15)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:31:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520182/21374308)

Patriot, it appears lies is all they have, why cut out their tongues as their own lies expose them even more.

Yeah then put salt in their cuts afterwards......LOL

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520182/21414926)  context  full comments

Great News: SCOTUS Temporarily Blocks Release Of President Trump's Financial Information Via Court Order by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 03:06:34)

[ - ] Parent: clamhurt_legbeard  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2020-01-18 23:31:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523249/21401441)

Hmm, is this why I ask why you're inserting yourself into a discussion regarding it?

Ha.

LMAO 2X - MOVE ON - YOU THINK I DON'T REMEMBER YOU BRAGGING ABOUT 70 SOMETHING- K WHEN I FIRST CAME HERE
TO VOAT- WHAT A JOKE YOU TRULY ARE

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523249/21414897)  context  full comments

This Makes Me Sick! : Video Of Michelle And Barack Obama's Disdain For The American Flag - From Q by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 03:04:50)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:31:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21401742)

THERE ARE UNWOKE PEOPLE here and SHILLS that downvoat for no reason.

Yes Laura , they are maybe paying a few trolls to try and make Qanon look bad>

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21414867)  context  full comments

Jordan got Vinman to narrow the time when he told the whistle blower by D1332016  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 03:03:39)

[ - ] Parent: D1332016  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:31:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3525122/21409054)

Did you see Jordan's big grin after he Vindman responded?

Of course, I watched all day just to see Jordan tear him a new ass !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3525122/21414850)  context  full comments

Rep. Jim Jordan @Jim_Jordan · During The Adam Schiff Kangaroo Court : The Facts Are On The President's Side. The Process Certainly
Is Not by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 02:57:15)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:31:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525207/21411121)

I keep remembering Kim Clement in 2014 who prophecied about Trump. "They will say, impeach impeach but this will not happen.

Right ! I loved Kim Clement and esepecially that particular video...I've must have watched it 5 times at least
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525207/21414772)  context  full comments

Vindman Is The Whistle-Blowers Source - The Whistle-Blower Is Dems & George Soros's Puppet - Vindman Ran And Told Dems Snitch
After Being Told Not To Talk To Anyone by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 02:55:52)

[ - ] Parent: JohnQ-Arkenstone  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:32:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525187/21411615)

POTUS makes foreign policy on behalf of the United States not this insufferable know-it-all, haughty, seditious traitor and self
important leaker Vindman. He does not deserve to wear the uniform! He betrayed the Commander-In-Chief! It is obvious now that
Vindman was left there to spy on President Trump FOR the CIA plain and simple.

When I heard he had earned a Purple Heart, I thought NO WAY! I just could not visualize him on the field of battle selflessly
dragging away his injured brothers to safety, jumping on a grenade to shield others from danger or ever doing anything heroic.
Most of the time you can judge a book by its cover and this guy definitely looks like a namby pamby coward. Someone whom as a
child would have been a tattle-tale and teachers pet squealing on other kids to gain preferential treatment and advance his
opportunities. Turns out he got the Purple Heart for just being in the wrong vehicle at the wrong time in an IED attack. We now
know that this Deep State weasel Vindman never followed the chain of command and ran straight away to the CIA agent Eric
Ciaramella to leak his heart out to betray President Trump. The President did nothing wrong period. Vindman needs to face an
Article 32 then be court-matialed for insubordination.

Great summary Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525187/21414759)  context  full comments

Well Now Mr Vindman : If It Acts Like A Rat - Yeah It's A Rat by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-18 23:27:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-20 00:03:36)

[ - ] Parent: stormymonday  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-01-18 23:32:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525486/21412079)

He reminds me of that Chelsea Manning, just dying to chop his dick off.

LOL !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525486/21412309)  context  full comments

Rep. Jim Jordan @Jim_Jordan · During The Adam Schiff Kangaroo Court : The Facts Are On The President's Side. The Process Certainly
Is Not by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 20:56:04)

[ - ] Parent: JJS1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:51:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525207/21409772)

The shills commenting are so brainwashed they cant see through the mists of being deceived. So sad for the demonrats so sad....

Yep, they are truly brainwashed and that's exactly what Adam Schiff is doing with this inquiry, making sure they stay that way.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3525207/21409881)  context  full comments

Jordan got Vinman to narrow the time when he told the whistle blower by D1332016  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 19:33:21)

[ - ] Parent: D1332016  20 points ( +20 | -20 ) 2020-01-23 21:52:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3525122)

So true, and it also proves that Vindman told the George Soros Whistle-Blower right after he was told not to talk to anyone by lawyer.
so instead of telling his Command who he reports to to runs to Ciacamella - who is Soros's guy

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3525122/21408951)  context  full comments

lizzie warren is going to give you a "universal basic income" after she taxes your paycheck 100%. What a deal. by TurquoiseLover  in
theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 19:31:08)
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[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  23 points ( +23 | -23 ) 2020-01-23 21:52:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3524659)

Yeah I bet also that includes a million dollar raise or more if she were ever to become president for the president, but thank God that
will never happen!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3524659/21408927)  context  full comments

Graphic warning, FBI interviews alleged boy rape victim of Bill Clinton, chilling details os sex assaults, Satanic rituals on yacht by
LakotaPride  in theawakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 19:16:55)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  67 points ( +67 | -67 ) 2020-01-23 21:52:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3525025)

Brother you know this is true because old Slick Willie isn't called Slick Willie for nothing, plus it has always been a practice of
worshippers of Baal to sacrifice babies and have sexual relations with young boys. Bill Clinton is definitively a Pedophile

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3525025/21408748)  context  full comments

Great News: SCOTUS Temporarily Blocks Release Of President Trump's Financial Information Via Court Order by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 04:12:54)

[ - ] Parent: clamhurt_legbeard  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2020-01-23 21:52:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523249/21401310)

Are you upset because I'm discussing the topic you posted?

Why post if you can't handle hearing the thoughts of others?

Who's upset, you? Cause I couldn't care less what you say you are nothing to Me... Period

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523249/21401368)  context  full comments

Great News: SCOTUS Temporarily Blocks Release Of President Trump's Financial Information Via Court Order by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 04:05:52)

[ - ] Parent: clamhurt_legbeard  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:52:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523249/21395836)

But I don't care about his tax returns.

Then why insert yourself in a post regarding his taxes then, we don't care what you don't care about, makes no sense. But you are
free to do as you wish.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523249/21401273)  context  full comments

How Do You Know The Ukraine Impeachment Hearing Is Going Down In Flames : Ukraine Hoax Failing, House Now Investigating If
Trump Lied to Mueller by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 01:56:55)

[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:52:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523296/21397606)

And if some of the info recently passed around about some of Trump's family history, about his grandfather & Tesla and now it
seems that Trump has been more or less groomed for this his whole life and, if true, it seems he was always part of the plan. Q
mentions military planning here & there. It's almost like another part of the code. On the surface the reference to military planning
may be about all of the high ranking military officers he keeps around, but it could also be a reference to Trump graduating from
military school (Westpoint, I think?) so he has a hand in creating the plan and isn't just leaving it to a small group of trusted officers
who also keep him in the loop and maintain the policy of transparency. Situational Awareness.

Trump is all of their Commander!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523296/21399360)  context  full comments

This Makes Me Sick! : Video Of Michelle And Barack Obama's Disdain For The American Flag - From Q by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 01:00:28)
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0

0
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[ - ] Parent: AUSAFVet  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:52:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21396808)

It's a Sickness lol lol

AND THEY CALL THEMSELVES WOKE ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21398425)  context  full comments

This Makes Me Sick! : Video Of Michelle And Barack Obama's Disdain For The American Flag - From Q by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-19 00:59:26)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:53:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21396514)

YES IT IS. Q POST 3601.

3601

Video of Michelle and Barack Obama's Disdain for the American Flag

Q

!!mG7VJxZNCI

16 Nov 2019 - 2:11:27 PM

https://twitter.com/conservativma/status/1168180896102588421�

Many who 'represent' us, do not love us.

Q

THANK YOU LAURA, ON POINT AS USUAL !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21398411)  context  full comments

Great News: SCOTUS Temporarily Blocks Release Of President Trump's Financial Information Via Court Order by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 23:00:51)

[ - ] Parent: clamhurt_legbeard  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:53:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523249/21394346)

Why is this great news?

Because the Demonrats don"t get to play Investigator Gaget with our President <-- No Thank You !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523249/21396832)  context  full comments

How Do You Know The Ukraine Impeachment Hearing Is Going Down In Flames : Ukraine Hoax Failing, House Now Investigating If
Trump Lied to Mueller by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:57:47)

[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:53:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523296/21395236)

How do you know the Ukraine effort is going down in flames?

Because it did.

LOL !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523296/21396798)  context  full comments

They Sold Out To The Globalist : Chick-fil-A Says It Will No Longer Donate To 'Anti-LGBTQ' Charities - Like The Salvation Army Or The
Fellowship of Christian Athletes by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:56:07)
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[ - ] Parent: JJS1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:53:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523252/21395583)

I do not believe any persons sex has anything to do with anything. This is all BS and they should never cow tow to the demented
leftist snowflakes. Why should they as a private business not be able to donate to who they want. If you are threatened or just feel
bad add a lib organization to your donation roster but dont stop donating to the other causes. THATS REAL PREJUDICE IN
ACTION.

It's Truly a mistake on their part

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523252/21396780)  context  full comments

They Sold Out To The Globalist : Chick-fil-A Says It Will No Longer Donate To 'Anti-LGBTQ' Charities - Like The Salvation Army Or The
Fellowship of Christian Athletes by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:54:16)

[ - ] Parent: Cuttinmuffins  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:53:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523252/21395700)

If they think this will make the left like them, well, they're in for a rude awakening. Until they donate to pp and openly endorse
lgbtqrstywxyz, the left will continue its idiotic treatment of this company

So true and they will see that it was the biggest mistake they ever made for bowing down to the Globalist Communist Left

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523252/21396759)  context  full comments

Epstein Accuser ' Says The Financier Used Prince Andrew As BAIT To Get Her To His Private Island When She Was 15 - And Urges The
Duke Of York To Speak To The FBI by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:52:03)

[ - ] Parent: Time4puff  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2020-01-23 21:53:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523440/21396137)

Spidey sense is telling me this is not authentic, especially since conniving Gloria Allred is representing her.

Maybe , But You have a valid point puffy !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523440/21396728)  context  full comments

This Makes Me Sick! : Video Of Michelle And Barack Obama's Disdain For The American Flag - From Q by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:50:42)

[ - ] Parent: crocJT  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:54:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21396255)

Not sure if she said "damned" flag or "fucking" flag, but whatever it was, it was showing her contempt for the USA and our
traditions. And that illegitimate POS ex pres smirked and nodded in agreement. They are trash.

Exactly My point ! They make Me SICK!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21396708)  context  full comments

This Makes Me Sick! : Video Of Michelle And Barack Obama's Disdain For The American Flag - From Q by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:49:52)

[ - ] Parent: crazy_eyes  -4 points ( +0 | -4 ) 2020-01-23 21:54:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21396344)

This is old and its not from Q

LOOKS LIKE YOU ARE PAYING ATTENTION

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21396699)  context  full comments

They Sold Out To The Globalist : Chick-fil-A Says It Will No Longer Donate To 'Anti-LGBTQ' Charities - Like The Salvation Army Or The
Fellowship of Christian Athletes by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:48:52)
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[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:54:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523252/21396387)

Brother, Chick fillet always got more support when they stood up for what is right, I suspect they will now experience what happens
when you bow down to the left.

Yup dirty hypodermic needles in the restrooms and occassional liberal weirdo provinga point and shit"n in the resturant on the floor
where people eat and of course Democrats...LOL! ; )~

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523252/21396687)  context  full comments

This Makes Me Sick! : Video Of Michelle And Barack Obama's Disdain For The American Flag - From Q by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:45:37)

[ - ] Parent: yukon456  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:54:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21396394)

is lip reading that reliable?

It's actually a science now... there are literal specialist

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523397/21396642)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Condemns Trump As Unfit To Pardon US Troops / Yet Hunter Biden Never Did A Day In The Brig For All The Cocaine He Was
Busted With In The Navy by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:51:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:44:48)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:54:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523466/21396428)

Brother, Slow Joe forgets that Hussein pardoned and released those scumbags from GTMO so they could kill more Americans,
and then sent Billions to Iran.

Right, I almost forgot about those dudes, Straight Islamic Terrorist - but so is Hussein !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523466/21396635)  context  full comments

Epstein Accuser ' Says The Financier Used Prince Andrew As BAIT To Get Her To His Private Island When She Was 15 - And Urges The
Duke Of York To Speak To The FBI by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 22:43:19)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:55:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523440/21396454)

ROFL Brother, she wants the Duke of York to speak to the FBI, appears w have another one implicated. LOL, lets see how fast the
Duke of York responds. I suspect he will lawyer up. LOL

He's One of two sons to the Throne of Briton ... Damn Pdeophile

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523440/21396613)  context  full comments

Epstein Accuser ' Says The Financier Used Prince Andrew As BAIT To Get Her To His Private Island When She Was 15 - And Urges The
Duke Of York To Speak To The FBI by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 21:59:29)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  51 points ( +51 | -51 ) 2020-01-23 21:55:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523440)

It looks like Epstein did teach her something... Blackmail !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3523440/21396036)  context  full comments

How Do You Know The Ukraine Impeachment Hearing Is Going Down In Flames : Ukraine Hoax Failing, House Now Investigating If
Trump Lied to Mueller by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 20:16:29)
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[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  50 points ( +50 | -50 ) 2020-01-23 21:55:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523296)

The Ukraine Phone Call Has Turned Into The Re-Investigate The Mueller Fuck Ups Investigation!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523296/21394710)  context  full comments

New York Times Executive Editor: Claims Trump's Treatment Of Press Is 'Appalling' - Has Put Journalists' Lives At Risk / All This Coming
Fom A Democrat Propaganda Fake News Orginization by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-18 20:04:55)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  8 points ( +8 | -8 ) 2020-01-23 21:55:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523265)

These Dummies at the NYT are mad because their Fake News stories are being called out by President Trump. But they never take
credit for what their Fake Stories for 3 years has done to the American People , It has caused riots (ANTIFA) many democrat riots and
destruction of property and attacking Trump supporters, and these fuckers think it's ok to plublish lies like saying Trump is a Russian
Asset with No proof what so ever and then cry when Trump calls them out for destroying America through contineous shitty fake news
that is really just a PROPAGANDA MACHINE for the Democrats.... Fuck Off New York Time Editor and the rest of you Fake News
Globlist Puppets that forgot how to be the real press and report news... Like EPSTEIN and PEDOPHILIA - Nothing but a bunch of
dumb fucking Hillary Clinton Sore Losers over at the New York Times.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3523265/21394544)  context  full comments

Meme: Per Q drop 3601 (and perhaps 3599) ...about OUR Flag... by RightSideUp17and6  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-17 00:50:14)

[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  66 points ( +66 | -66 ) 2020-01-23 21:55:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3520417)

intelligence-gathering by interception of signals - WE HAVE IT ALL

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3520417/21370920)  context  full comments

3600 New: Title TBD Q !!mG7VJxZNCI 16 Nov 2019 - 10:21:10 AM by Patriotic_QAnon  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-17 00:12:00)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotic_QAnon  16 points ( +16 | -16 ) 2020-01-23 21:55:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520184)

Amen Q

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520184/21370484)  context  full comments

Prince Andrew Does Interview About Jeffrey Epstein And It's Pretty Bad So Far From What Has Been Released by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-16 23:21:16)

[ - ] Parent: penny2712  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:55:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520162/21369686)

the thing that makes me scratch my head is that she was 17 and I think that's a legal age ?

Yeah I might have had sex with a few 17 year olds too in My lifetime, but I was still in High School and that was just normal for a
Freshman or Sophmore , hell we had sex with everyone back then ...wow what a different time.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520162/21369956)  context  full comments

Prince Andrew Does Interview About Jeffrey Epstein And It's Pretty Bad So Far From What Has Been Released by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-16 23:18:37)
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[ - ] Parent: Scottnaye1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:56:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520162/21369602)

From what I saw, he basically admits guilt and claims that it doesn't mean the standards of his "side"

(Reptilian side?!?)

Yes , I thought the same - his Reptilian side...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520162/21369923)  context  full comments

In The Second Time In Two Weeks Hussein Warns The Democrats Not To Move Too Far To The Left And 'Tear Down The System' /
Maybe They Should Wait Like He Did And Destroy It After They're Elected by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-16 23:17:11)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:56:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520182/21366462)

Brother sounds like he took Behars advice, lie to the people and once in do what you really want to do once elected.

The whole damn Democrat Party must be taking Hillary Clinton's lead....LIE ...LIE...LIE and then move on... Their teacher is a
sickening sore loser that should be silenced by cutting out her tongue.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3520182/21369899)  context  full comments

AMBASSADOR YOVANOVICTCH PROVES SHE IS DISGRUNTLED FOR BEING FIRED - SHE KNOWS THE PAIN IS COMING ! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-16 02:35:28)

[ - ] Parent: ratsmack  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2020-01-23 21:56:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518430/21352605)

moar caps, faggot.

HEY RATSMACK GET OVER IT ALREADY ...JEEEEZ

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518430/21358735)  context  full comments

Chick-fil-A Truck Shows Up At High School Football Game. Students Stage Walkout Because They Feel Unsafe / Then MAGA Counter-
Protesters Joined In - Sounds About Right by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-16 02:33:14)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:56:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3518320/21352898)

Brother, I have suspected for a long time, the drugs were being used for Agenda 21. look how many people are dying from
fentanyl . thank you for sharing this information.

Always sharing Bro ... it"s a must !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3518320/21358706)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-16 02:31:42)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:56:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351665)

just saw this

https://twitter.com/EddieZipperer/status/1195394358218022915

Trust Me they were really close, so close their genitals became one if you know what I mean, and now are upset at Trump because
their affair had to broken up now that she's here at Georgetown and he's in Ukraine

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21358695)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-16 02:27:54)
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[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:56:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21352853)

damn fellas, and they say we're all bots over here! wwg1wga I think you both could come up with some excellent question for her
to falsify and get prosecuted for later!

It's what We do Brother....You know that !

God Bless N' tell the Mrs. Hi !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21358651)  context  full comments

Running Brennan's tweet to President Trump through a DSBS Transator, I get this... by 2funny  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 21:17:21)

[ - ] Parent: UnderDogTamer  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:56:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3518607/21354493)

It will be a great honor to watch John Owen Brennan hang for his treason, and it is going to happen very soon.

" Get A Rope!"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3518607/21354783)  context  full comments

Chick-fil-A Truck Shows Up At High School Football Game. Students Stage Walkout Because They Feel Unsafe / Then MAGA Counter-
Protesters Joined In - Sounds About Right by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 19:02:33)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:57:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3518320/21352549)

Brother , makes me wonder if this was not staged with the car being vandalized.

Up in Northern Coner of the West in the USA is heavily drugged up with a huge amount of Heroin users. This is a stament from
someone close to Me that lives up there. He said it's sickening to see junkies and homeless people that are walking around and
acting as if the apocalypse has already hapened. It is a sad state of affairs up there.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3518320/21352821)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 17:59:49)

[ - ] Parent: Creeksidewilly  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:57:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351566)

I love her devoted to the Country bullshit. She's just another Deep State douchbag.

Someone should tell her that the Storm is coming.

Oh Im sure she knows that well @Creeksidewilly ... These people are fighting for their lives, to protect ultimately their own corruption
in Ukraine.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351906)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 17:35:50)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:57:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351257)

Ewww! Didn't think of that one. 1980s bowtie-wearing guy struck me as gay.

Hahaha ! The dude was smitten with her. (rewatch testimony)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351543)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 17:30:57)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:57:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351228)

Okay that explains a lot. No government bureaucrat amasses that kind of bank without kickbacks or insider info

Exactly @Qdini !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351478)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 17:19:21)

[ - ] Parent: TheRealIndianaJoe  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:57:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351140)

I think the FISA abuse that began the Russia, Russia, Russia investigation will overturn Stone's conviction. Assuming the FISA
abuse ever comes to light.

Yes I do believe that also , and yes it is very close to coming out. I do believe that Barr meeting with Trump yesterday was him
reporting that it is all ready to be exposed and released to the public. Now Trump will use this as a weapon and when he thinks it's
the perfect time against these Democrats that are only making themselves look like the fools with this Deep State players exposing
impeachment inquiry. Remember they are playing Checkers with a Master Chess Player.... Check Mate!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351287)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 17:09:32)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:57:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21350007)

LOL! It would not surprise me if she was sleeping with Strzok. Or Katie Hill for that matter.

Nope @Qdini Yovanovitch was fucking that dude Kent, he was obviously very upset that she was no loger there working with him , so
you know what that means....He was surely fucking that ugly bitch!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351125)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 17:06:06)

[ - ] Parent: TheRealIndianaJoe  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:58:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21349922)

She is unaware of Biden bragging about getting the Ukrainian prosecutor fired, LoL! Hello bitch, IT'S ON VIDEO!

@TheRealIndianaJoe once anyone LIES outright like she did with that particular question, their whole testimony should be thrown
out because she just made herself an unworthy witness by saying ....No she hasn't. If she is so worried about what Trump tweets, then
she surely must have seen the commercial Trump posted on Twitter about Joe Biden bragging that: "Well God Dammit, 6 hours later
the prosecutor that was investigating Hunter Biden was fired" she is a liar and everyone knows it , even democrats know she is lying,
this whole impeachment lie is exactly that- a big lie! These people should absolutely be prosecuted for lying to Congress just like
Roger Stone just charged and convicted.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21351069)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 16:57:45)

[ - ] Parent: 369693936  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:58:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21349923)

Yeah, fuck her. He has complete Constitutional Authority to fire anyone in the Executive Branch who refuses to carry out the
agenda that TAXPAYERS VOTED FOR him to carry out.

EXACTLY Patriot!
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21350939)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 16:57:04)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:58:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21349941)

She's a train wreck. Watch her lie ... it's easy to detect because she affects a small child voice to say 'yes'.

Did she get little girl coaching from Blasey-Ford? If she talks about her Hippo-campus, I'm gonna throw something at my TV.

She's worth 6 million, that's obvious corruption money . You can work for 100 years and never make that amount of money being a
stand up staright shooter Ambassador of the United States of America. She has a lot to lose because she is connected to Hillary
Clinton's Fake 12 Million Dollar Dossier which was conjured up in little old Ukraine in 2016

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21350929)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 16:53:30)

[ - ] Parent: Jigsy17  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:58:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21350277)

Why is she still being paid working at the State Department? Her net worth is 6 million. Both of her parents were school teachers. I
wonder how much ambassadors make these days. And SHE is in charge of weeding out corruption?

Patriot that's one of the reasons those two other employees that testified Wednesday, they are loyal to the corruption of Hussein's
administation and they don't want the changes that Trump is making because it's obvious that these Deep State Puppets will say
anything for the right amount of money. That's what they've learned through 8 years of Obama corruption that first started with them in
Ukraine when Hillary Clinton was Secretary of State. That's when these witnesses first were introduced into the corruption of the
Clinton Political Machine which was in turn handed over to VP Joe Biden and that's why his son has made 3.1 Million from Ukraine
arrangements that his dad made with Ukrainian officials.The Corruption in Ukraine and Democrat Party Officials is HUGE, we've only
begun to hear about the actual corruption , but the truth always comes to light.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21350876)  context  full comments

Marie Yovanovitch Is Just Another Disgruntled Obama Leftover That Is Loyal To The Deep State And Is Pissed Because President Trump
Fired Her For Being Corrupt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-01-23 21:54:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2 months ago (2019-11-15 16:44:15)

[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-01-23 21:58:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21350348)

Aww, that poor woman. She thinks we exist on this planet to make her happy. How special. The President's obligation isn't to the
electorate and people of the U.S., it's to make sure she has a long and illustrious career, regardless of what she says or does. Our
collective purpose is to take care and make sure to never hurt her feelings. The world should rightly revolve around her and her
sense of self esteem....hmmm.

Exactly @CMAnon Just like those other two disgruntled employees of the US Government. Once they are schooled that they serve
under the President of the United States of America , Donald Trump and NOT under past president that traitor Barack Hussein
O'Soros. These Democrat Witness's are obviously under the dollar of George Soros. It makes No sense to Me why the Republicans
are not talking about Soros involvement with this Ukrainian Anti- Corruption Agency that is empoying many Democrats, that are there
to make sure none of their democrat colleagues are ever investigated since their corruption runs deep, just like the Hunter Biden
deal. Just imagine all the shit that we dont know about. These Witnesses are protecting the Democrat Corruption... An isurance policy
that was put in place to protect their corruption that is all connected to country destroyer George Soros who's ultimate goal in life is to
destroy Americas Sovereignty to usher in the Satanic New World Order.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3518135/21350754)  context  full comments

For Our Struggle Is Not Against Flesh And Blood, But Against The Rulers, Against The Authorities, Against The Powers Of This Dark
World And Against The Spiritual Forces Of Evil In The Heavenly Rea.... by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-15 06:25:37)
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[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:27:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3516722/21339067)

The Armor Of God ~ feels so comforting when on, I wear it all the time ;)

God speed @Stonenchizel , Our Brother in Christ and fellow Patriot.

WWG1WGA

Thank You @Zammyanci and God Bless You Patriot

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3516722/21346363)  context  full comments

OMG!' CLAIMING PUTIN - PUTIN - PUTIN' NANCY PELOSI HAS JUST PROVEN IN THIS LIVE PRESSER THAT SHE IS 'ABSOLUTELY
TOO FUCKING OLD AND SENILE' TOO RUN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 19:56:10)

[ - ] Parent: TheRealIndianaJoe  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:27:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3516418/21336101)

I'd gladly pay her way to go to Russia so she can take care of business.

OK - I'LL START A GO FUND ME ...LMAO

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3516418/21338639)  context  full comments

OMG!' CLAIMING PUTIN - PUTIN - PUTIN' NANCY PELOSI HAS JUST PROVEN IN THIS LIVE PRESSER THAT SHE IS 'ABSOLUTELY
TOO FUCKING OLD AND SENILE' TOO RUN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 19:53:37)

[ - ] Parent: Q20191776  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:27:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3516418/21336902)

Once again they demonstrate what they believe is national security...protecting their power structures. Their national security is not
about US citizens.

Do you think President Trump is harming the national security of the United States citizens? I think President Trump has better
protected OUR National Security than any other.

ABSOLUTELY HE HAS !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3516418/21338596)  context  full comments

OMG!' CLAIMING PUTIN - PUTIN - PUTIN' NANCY PELOSI HAS JUST PROVEN IN THIS LIVE PRESSER THAT SHE IS 'ABSOLUTELY
TOO FUCKING OLD AND SENILE' TOO RUN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 16:45:40)

[ - ] Parent: watchers  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:27:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3516418/21335857)

https://www.longislandpress.com/2017/01/14/obamas-legacy-historic-war-on-whistleblowers/

As for Obama’s record, here’s what history will show: In his eight years in office, the Obama Justice Department spearheaded
eight Espionage Act prosecutions, more than all US administrations combined. Journalists were also caught in the crosshairs:
Investigators sought phone records for Associated Press journalists, threatened to jail an investigative reporter for The New York
Times, and named a Fox News reporter a co-conspirator in a leak case. In Texas, a journalist investigating private defense
contractors became the focus of a federal prosecution and was initially charged for sharing a hyperlink containing hacked
information that had already been made public

Yeah if Trump were to do that the Democrats and there propaganda arm the media would claim he was a fucking dictator

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3516418/21335926)  context  full comments

OMG!' CLAIMING PUTIN - PUTIN - PUTIN' NANCY PELOSI HAS JUST PROVEN IN THIS LIVE PRESSER THAT SHE IS 'ABSOLUTELY
TOO FUCKING OLD AND SENILE' TOO RUN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 16:44:32)
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[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:27:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3516418/21335782)

Tell us how you really feel. LOL.

Let her IMPEACH Putin.

Right! If she wants to impeach Ptuin she should take her dog and pony show to Moscow.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3516418/21335904)  context  full comments

FATHER GOD I ASK THAT YOU BRING FORTH THE TRUTH THAT THIS IMPEACHMENT SHAM BE EXPOSED AS SUCH by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 06:31:39)

[ - ] Parent: Chasmaniac  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:28:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21322477)

And when thou prayest, thou shalt not be as the hypocrites are: for they love to pray standing in the synagogues and in the corners
of the streets, that they may be seen of men. Verily I say unto you, They have their reward. But thou, when thou prayest, enter into
thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward
thee openly.

Matthew 6:5 - 6 KJV

https://bible.com/bible/1/mat.6.5-6.KJV

1 Timothy 2:8 King James Version (KJV)

1. I will therefore that men pray every where, lifting up holy hands, without wrath and doubting.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21332145)  context  full comments

FATHER GOD I ASK THAT YOU BRING FORTH THE TRUTH THAT THIS IMPEACHMENT SHAM BE EXPOSED AS SUCH by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 06:25:17)

[ - ] Parent: 45andQ  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:28:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21322740)

I have a feeling Trump is waiting for all this BS to pass and then he is going to unveil his first call with the Ukraine that will totally
expose the fact that Ukraine was asking for his help with the corruption on the side of the USA! This is going to be epic!

That would be epic Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21332118)  context  full comments

FATHER GOD I ASK THAT YOU BRING FORTH THE TRUTH THAT THIS IMPEACHMENT SHAM BE EXPOSED AS SUCH by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 06:23:43)

[ - ] Parent: 1031grnis  7 points ( +8 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:28:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21322963)

I so appreciate you posting these wonderful prayers. Too often I forget. When I read your prayers it puts me in a whole new frame
of mind.

Thank You Patriot and God Bless You

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21332109)  context  full comments

FATHER GOD I ASK THAT YOU BRING FORTH THE TRUTH THAT THIS IMPEACHMENT SHAM BE EXPOSED AS SUCH by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 06:22:22)
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[ - ] Parent: Never_Surrender_23  6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:28:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21323198)

It's been a coup from the moment he won the electoral college on that glorious night some 3 years ago.. (((they))) have made no
attempt to hide the fact that the (((media))) , education (((system))), law enforcement, politicians, corporations, and bankers are
trying to do all they can to collapse America into the globalization process... and what are you doing about it?? For fucks sake
man, we are at war, and you still use the word "impeachment " like it's a real thing... what's real is, we are about to lose it all.. what
(((they))) are all doing is traitorous and (((they))) deserve swift justice of the most serious kinds.. if your hoping that the system will
fix itself, you are gravely mistaken

Sorry , I"m not sure who you are referring to...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21332098)  context  full comments

FATHER GOD I ASK THAT YOU BRING FORTH THE TRUTH THAT THIS IMPEACHMENT SHAM BE EXPOSED AS SUCH by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 06:20:41)

[ - ] Parent: iontheball  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:28:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21323298)

It has occurred to me that this sham is the greatest proof possible there is a Deep State. Shitt for Brain's witnesses, who heretofore
were bureaucratic unknowns, are coming across as arrogant self styled critical know-it-alls who are proving beyond a shadow of a
doubt that they believe themselves entitled to run the government. They got their noses out of joint with the 2016 election where
the horrible of horribles happened - an elected President of the People decided not to bow down to them. Now, they believe they
are absolutely entitled to commit subversion against the President and the Country while employed by the very government they
are subverting. The hearings are putting faces on these DS traitors for all the world to see.

Great analogy Patriot

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21332089)  context  full comments

FATHER GOD I ASK THAT YOU BRING FORTH THE TRUTH THAT THIS IMPEACHMENT SHAM BE EXPOSED AS SUCH by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-14 06:16:32)

[ - ] Parent: Shocked  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:28:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21326146)

Thank you for this prayer.

God walks before us Christians and knows all we need. Let God be Exalted in this wicked mess.

Trust Him!

Amen Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3514750/21332074)  context  full comments

Justice Ginsburg taken ill, absent from Supreme Court by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-13 16:48:39)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  153 points ( +153 | -153 ) 2020-02-02 02:28:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3514698)

AGAIN ? Jeeeez Loueeeeez !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3514698/21321493)  context  full comments

The White House Is Reportedly Exploring The Idea Of Cutting Middle Income Tax Rates To 15 Percent / 'We Want To See Middle-Income
Taxpayers Get The Lowest Possible Rates' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-13 05:38:46)

[ - ] Parent: chocolatepatriot2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:29:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3513591/21314689)

good question in Calif middle class is about 80K a year. good grief.

California is so damn expensive compared to all other states, housing , food electricity everything cost so much more here in
California, plus they tax us too death here...
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3513591/21316768)  context  full comments

The White House Is Reportedly Exploring The Idea Of Cutting Middle Income Tax Rates To 15 Percent / 'We Want To See Middle-Income
Taxpayers Get The Lowest Possible Rates' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-13 05:34:42)

[ - ] Parent: chocolatepatriot2  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:29:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3513591/21314668)

nice..

WE should not pay congress for doing nothing,

Great idea @chocolatepatriot2

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3513591/21316739)  context  full comments

Rhino Republican Steve Schmidt: "Overwhelming Chance" Trump Will Dump Pence As VP, Put Nikki Haley On Ticket by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-13 05:11:47)

[ - ] Parent: G45Colt_II  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:30:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3514037/21315748)

What makes Steve Schmidt the authority on Trumps choice of VP?

Exactly @G45Colt_II He's a globalist puppet!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3514037/21316533)  context  full comments

Rhino Republican Steve Schmidt: "Overwhelming Chance" Trump Will Dump Pence As VP, Put Nikki Haley On Ticket by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:27:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-13 05:10:20)

[ - ] Parent: BCKeeper  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:30:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3514037/21315868)

Absolutely NO chance of that happening. Oh’ I’m not saying there won’t be a change, but it most certainly WONT be N.Haley.
Steve Schmidt has never be correct on anything.

@BCKeeper yes you are absolutely correct about Schmidt.
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Rhino Republican Steve Schmidt: "Overwhelming Chance" Trump Will Dump Pence As VP, Put Nikki Haley On Ticket by Stonenchizel  in
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[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:30:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3514037/21315950)

Why are so many,from both sides, pushing this agenda with Haley as VP? First of all, I would suspect her as deep state plant.
Second, Trump doesn't need to play identity politics to win 2020..Third, there are a hundred more qualified women than Nikki with
a hell of a lot less motives..or is this more of Dems trying to cause waves in an administration that already works?

That's what I thought @Podingo7 -this clown who says he was a Republican, but this is the dude that was actually No Name's
Campaign manager when he ran for POTUS in 2008. If he was part of McStain's company then he must be a globaist pig just like his
boss, Now he is on MSNBC always talking shit about President Trump- why is this? Well it's because Trump busted his old boss for
being a Treasonous punk towards America and this Steve Schmidt is a deep state puppet.
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[ - ] Parent: Reymrgapurple  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:30:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3513040/21307541)

it appears that they want to burn down our home our nation.

Patriot the Deep State owned Democrats and even Rhino Republicans will do what ever it takes to try and stop what is coming, but
nothing can stop what is coming and the truth will be exposing the Dem's in the Hussein Administration who broke the law and
committed real crimes against Candidate Trump and later President Trump.... Some of these crimes are punishable by death or at
least life in prison with no parole
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Our Father In Heaven, I Pray For President Donald Trump And All Republican Congressen That Will Be Fighting The Corrupt Democrats
This Up-Coming Week As The Clowns Start Their Fake Impeachment H by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Lmfao Jesus Christ can gargle my balls.

Oh, wait, he can't. He's a kike so long dead even his bones are dust.

Nice try Hillary or Hussein, probably Hussein, you chicken shit !
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Matthew 6:5

1 Timothy 2 : 8
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Our Father In Heaven, I Pray For President Donald Trump And All Republican Congressen That Will Be Fighting The Corrupt Democrats
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Amen Brother. We thank Him for the Perfect Protection over us during this time of EXPOSURE of what Our God has identified as
the "Wicked" and the world(system). The ENEMY is dangerous when he is not resisted by Godly means. God is allowing this
darkness to be brought to light in order to AWAKEN His children in this Nation, and throughout the world, of our NEED to turn to
Him for forgiveness, and the power to resist and stand against this EVIL. Many have been spectators in this war. It is time that we
see who and what has been deceiving us into believing the lies of this System. The Propaganda machine is being exposed! All
the CRIMINAL enterprises are being exposed. It is upsetting and ugly. The "impeachment" hearings will further expose, not just the
Dems, but the Globalist/CIA political establishment ahead of the 2020 elections. This in turn will necessitate VOTER ID ahead of
the elections. With a relatively clean election process...the American people can make a clear choice for GOOD or EVIL in 2020.
We will be VOTING for The GREAT AWAKENING to continue. We will chose Good or Evil, the Lord God or Lucifer. THIS will mark
the BEGINNING, or the beginning of the end.

Thank you for this prayer Patriot.

That's right Patriot, and ThankYou...God bless @Stonenchizel
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Jesus is a kike who hated Europeans. We're in a racial conflict, you stupid Boomers. And you've adopted the spirituality of the
people who are destroying us.

@BoomerHater1488er And May the Lord God Bless You, for you obviously need the prayers also...good luck for you obviously are
sleepwalking!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3510172/21284548)  context  full comments

Beer Cans Are Showing Up With 'Epstein Didn't Kill Himself' Printed On Can by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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Are us Buddhists the only people that think the jews are behind everything?

Maybe ... I don't know what everyone thinks ... or do I wish to know
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That Eye guy does seem to block a helluva LOT of people. I hear from some peeps around here who've been blocked by him/her
over the stupidest reasons.

Might not be a LARP but it's not someone who comes off as anyone's friend either. Very censoring and flaky.

He's a :

LARP
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Fuck off arrogant asshole

The kazars /Ashkenazi converted to Judaism and are accepted in chabad lubbavich and all the other evil supremacist orgs. Not to
mention the evil talmud is followed by most of all of their tribes.

You fell for a limited hangout.

Gpd Bless Youu Too !
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jews cashing in on the public sentiment

Here @sinclair , I beieve you droppd this in the hallway

https://p1.liveauctioneers.com/3750/90166/46118417_1_x.jpg
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Thank you so much @Stonenchizel for bringing up Zacharia Sitchin, you are really AWOKE. I have read all Sitchin's books many
years ago. My Mom was reading those when I was a kid. Zacharia was brilliant and one of the few in the world who could read the
ancient Sumerian Texts. There is no question that we are part of a BINARY SOLAR system. The Lost Book Of Enki was quite
illuminating as well. The Scriptures warn us that the first ones that arrive will be the wicked ones. They are coming for the gold. The
others that come afterwards will be the good guys. We never talk too much about it to others because they will think we are a
bunch of nutters. I know that it sounds crazy to many in this forum.

This mini constellation is approaching our solar system at an angle of 38 degrees below the sun's south and will be visible all the
time for everyone to see when it is above the ecliptic of the of our solar system. The brown dwarf Nemesis is about three times the
size of Jupiter and will travel between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter and will be visible to us at night also. Nibiru is about three
times the size of the earth and is the farthest from the Nemesis sun. It is expected to pass very close to the earth and is expected to
block the sun for three days in its transit where we will be in total darkness. Its going to get really cold on earth. The gravitational
forces will be so intense that there will be many major earthquakes.

That is the real reason why the giant telescope was built in Antarctica. It was to observe the approach of this binary sun. All live
feeds for the public from the South Pole observatory was cut off in 2014 and now classified. This mini constellation is travelling at
about 560,000 miles an hour and takes 3,600 years for it to return on this orbit. It will slow quite a bit on its flyby then slingshot back
on its journey while accelerating south towards the confines of our uneverse. The timeline also coincides with the time of Noah's
flood and when Moses left Egypt with his people, now it returns.

I actually have pictures of the phenomenon you describe and there are many around the world that also have observed it and
taken digital pictures of it. In March of 2014 in broad daylight, there was something bluish that looked like a mini planet and you
could see it with the naked eye at the 2:00 o'clock position from the sun and it remained there for about 15 minutes then
disappeared, unfortunately I did not have my digital camera. In July of 2014 there were two of what looked like mini suns and are
not on any star charts, I could not believe what I was seeing. One was above the sun in a clear blue sky at about 1:00 o'clock and
the other at 9:00 o'clock position. It was the only time that we saw two at the same time. Other family members were watching it too.
I took those pictures about 3:30 in the afternoon and it was only visible for about twenty minutes with no chemtrails that day. With
all the chemtrails fouling the skies most evenings, it is difficult if not impossible to see what you also describe at sunset. I have two
excellent photos from September 17th 2018, mini sun really bright orange at the 3:00 o'clock position, there is no question about it
being another planetary body or mini sun. It was visible for about 35 minutes then disapeared with the sunset. Maybe that is why
as you also suspect they don't want us to see the danger and reality of what is coming, so the DS/CIA chemtrail the stratosphere.

Anyway, we have seen the other sun/nemesis at different positions every year since 2014. 2019 was the worst year to make any
observation, only saw it in March for a very short amount of time. Also have noticed that it becomes visible in the middle of the
month from about the 15th to the 20th for those who have clear skies, but does not remain visible for very long. In clear skies you
will definitely see it at sunset at the right time of the month, it is much larger now than ever.

We have all been setup for mass elimination, while the government elites/Deep State have prepared for themselves underground
shelters the size of cities with our TAXPAYER dollars, while we will have to survive above ground.

Stonenechizel, you have risked a lot by bringing this up, but it is probably about time that people wake up as to what is really going
on.

The Q is a part of something much bigger. It is by no means an accident that President Trump is creating a Space Force using new
classified aircraft. FAKE climate change/global warming will be the least of things to worry about when planetary debris from that
mini constellation starts falling onto the earth. Then there will be real climate change and it won't be mankind doing it.

This is why President Trump is the one that has to be in charge when the time comes. Those that have never seen it with their
naked eyes will never believe it anyway until its too late. God Bless you Patriot and keep steadfast as a watchman on the wall.

The people that don't know about this beieve in global warming because our government has kept this from the public since the 50's.
They know once the people find out and if it ever gets reported people will stop paying taxes, hell they will stop paying for anything
and start just taking it. I give humanity 2 1/2 days before its total kaos everywhere once the truth comes out.... Like animals they will
destroy eachother... The Meek shall inherit the earth...
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So this is like item number 512 where if this were a Trump associate this would be the global headline. But since it's their guy, they
cover it up just like Epstein. Subhumans.

Of course, the Globalist always squash stories of their own.... Just look at recent history.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3508638/21269777)  context  full comments

Candace Owens: I Am So Sick Of Meghan McCain Turning EVERY Interview Into A Tearful Monologue About Her Father / It's A CHEAP,
Emotional Maneuver That She Uses So That Nobody Can Question Her No.... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-08 05:39:15)

[ - ] Parent: 1scm  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:32:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3506024/21250374)

You need to inform yourself. Military tribunals deal with military matters, and yes, depending on the circumstances they can be
secret, if there is treason involved in particular. So, if you dont buy it, it wont matter a bit. You'll find out soon. In the meantime do
your research.

great response !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3506024/21250996)  context  full comments

Candace Owens: I Am So Sick Of Meghan McCain Turning EVERY Interview Into A Tearful Monologue About Her Father / It's A CHEAP,
Emotional Maneuver That She Uses So That Nobody Can Question Her No.... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-08 05:36:19)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:32:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3506024/21248114)

She's blown up like a tick. Must be eating her feelings.

Or eating Babies like the Dems....lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3506024/21250975)  context  full comments

We've Got Witches, Planes In Black Holes, And Dog Memes: The List Of Things The Media Will Cover That Is Not Jeffrey Epstein, It Is
Truly Embarrassing by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-08 05:23:59)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:32:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3505826/21246849)

Well MSM and the Deep State like to talk about the things they like and know. The heck with the TRUTH. I do think it's funny
people are putting that "Epstein didn't kill himself" everywhere.

Laura even the masses of liberals know that Bill Clinton is a sexual deviate weirdo and that Epstein was a perverted blackmailer and
thats how he got his wealth...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3505826/21250865)  context  full comments

Adam Schiff Calls His First Public Witnesses And It Tells Us Everything We Need To Know by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-08 05:16:40)

[ - ] Parent: Homelessfuck  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:33:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3504879/21238297)

The entire impeachment reeks of desperation.

Hearsay is not evidence, and that is literally all they have.

At this point Patriot , it is all about Optics and what the public is made to believe for the Democrats....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3504879/21250805)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Anti-Trump CIA "Whistleblower" Was Joe Biden's Guest at State Department Banquet in 2016 by bdmthrfkr  in politics
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36
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3

0

0

1

0

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-08 01:21:00)

[ - ] Parent: bdmthrfkr  108 points ( +108 | -108 ) 2020-02-02 02:33:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3506023)

How convienient !

Coup Attempt !

Delusioal Democrats !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3506023/21247903)  context  full comments

ABC News Is Going After Leaker Of Bombshell Video About Epstein - And They've Identified The Source by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-07 04:10:49)

[ - ] Parent: quantum1234  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:33:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3504477/21234964)

They know how to get the leaker when its against their network but play dumb when they leak stories about our President

RIGHT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3504477/21235889)  context  full comments

Crumbling: Yet Another Poll On Impeachment Inquiry Raises Serious Red Flags About Schiff's Show Trial Charade by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-07 04:08:39)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:33:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3503980/21232443)

Patriot , that has my vote.

I can only imagine all the corruption that Adam Schiff is actually involved in. "Those who shout the loudest have the most to hide!"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3503980/21235870)  context  full comments

This FBI Foul-Up In General Flynn's Questioning Leaves The Whole Agency Looking Like Clowns by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-07 04:01:45)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:33:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3503657/21228770)

Brother, they can stick the we fouled up claim, because they pushed hard to railroad Gen Flynn to be convicted. This appears to
show just how corrupt the Agency is, and how many played along. they even withheld discovery to what appears cover up their
crime. Time for some arrests.

Brother there better be arrest after the Reports are finally finished and reported by A.G. Barr to te public... At least file some complaits.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3503657/21235781)  context  full comments

This FBI Foul-Up In General Flynn's Questioning Leaves The Whole Agency Looking Like Clowns by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-07 03:58:56)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:33:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3503657/21232982)

So the names on the messages were switched, okay, I get that.

But, what reason did either have not to step up and say something about the errors, that had to be obvious to both named?

"Pathetic Little Peter" new exactly what he was doing.

Concealing evidence once again.

Exactly @Zammyanci

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3503657/21235748)  context  full comments

Republican Senator Eviscerates Elizabeth Warren's Medicare For All: 'It Is From Fantasy Land' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-07 03:57:21)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:33:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3503653/21228208)

Patriot, I suspect it may be the same place she got her American Indian heritage story from.

hAHAHAHHAa ! Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3503653/21235729)  context  full comments

GRETA THUNBERG : 'HOW DARE YOU ' . . . . . . . CLIMATE CHANGE DEBATE / SCIENCE by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-07 03:47:57)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:34:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3502039/21215300)

Brother she already is exposed, claimed to have mental issues on the stage, then denies it when confronted by a reporter. more
DS BS , and now the DS is exploiting this girl for their agenda.

Absolutely !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3502039/21235636)  context  full comments

Years Before Complaint, Whistleblower's Lawyer Vowed To 'Get Rid' Of Trump / Lawyers Twitter Hashtag Coup Has Started January 30,
2017 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-07 02:22:45)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  16 points ( +16 | -16 ) 2020-02-02 02:34:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3504463)

Whistle-Blowers Lawyers Twitter account -

https://twitter.com/MarkSZaidEsq/status/826262311560216578

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3504463/21234645)  context  full comments

PATRIOTS' WHO IS WINNING THE WAR ON DRUGS BETWEEN THE USA AND MEXICO by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-06 23:10:14)

[ - ] Parent: OsoCovfefe  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:34:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3503938/21231341)

I'd say my neighbor is, he grows some primo shiite.

Well I hate to admit it but I grew quite the crop this year myself .....My best yet to date.

California 420

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3503938/21232290)  context  full comments

Gaslight Queen Hillary Clinton Says Rudi Giuliani's Brain Was Hijacked By Aliens, That He's Possessed. The Example She Uses Is a
Debunked Lie, she was NOT in NY on 9/11 by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-06 21:55:15)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  7 points ( +7 | -7 ) 2020-02-02 02:34:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3504019)

Patriot some of the leftist are actually just dumb shit mother fuckers ! You can"t fix Stupid, so don't even try, because it ain't worth it.

Democrats are stupid!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3504019/21231385)  context  full comments

PATRIOTS' WHO IS WINNING THE WAR ON DRUGS BETWEEN THE USA AND MEXICO by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-06 21:49:11)
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[ - ] Parent: Scablifter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:34:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3503938/21230774)

Between the USA and the CIA.

Great Point @Scablifter !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3503938/21231303)  context  full comments

Is this guys stuff great or what? => I am Q ... wow! by NeverLandExpress  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-06 18:00:35)

[ - ] Parent: NeverLandExpress  52 points ( +52 | -52 ) 2020-02-02 02:34:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3503676)

It really sounds plausible Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3503676/21228396)  context  full comments

Kanye West's Latest Sunday Service Sees 'Over 1,000 People' Accept Jesus As Savior / 'Say What You Want, & Think What You Want ...
But The Spirit Of the Living God Was Indeed Present.' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-05 23:41:25)

[ - ] Parent: FirstDamsel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:34:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3502064/21217762)

Three words: Beware False Prophets.

Smart Warning , One should always be aware of false teachings , even in many church's this happens to around the world.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3502064/21218902)  context  full comments

Kanye West's Latest Sunday Service Sees 'Over 1,000 People' Accept Jesus As Savior / 'Say What You Want, & Think What You Want ...
But The Spirit Of the Living God Was Indeed Present.' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-05 23:40:18)

[ - ] Parent: Hoppinmad  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:35:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3502064/21218263)

Nice to see his album doing so well. You CAN make it as a singer without having to worship Satan.

Amen to that!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3502064/21218890)  context  full comments

The Number Of Democrats Showing Up At Trump Rallies Is Stunning - 27% Democrats & 20% Is An Impressive Number For African-
American Turnout At A Trump Rally by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:31:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-05 19:57:28)

[ - ] Parent: wasupwitdis  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:35:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3502006/21214861)

and to think we are still a year out from the election............

Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3502006/21216144)  context  full comments

This Delusional Dude: Michael (Michelle) Obama Says People Across the World Feel Barack Is 'Their President'? / President Of What ---
Chicago --- Murder Capital Of The USA by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-05 13:03:07)
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[ - ] Parent: grace8  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:35:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3501096/21207964)

I dont think so. It cant be denied that Obama represents through many fine words the Liberal ideal. They see him as a gentleman
of great ethical standing. Unfortunately its all just smoke and mirrors.

Soon the truth will be revealed and Liberals will hate him for his betrayal.

Interesting the Mrs. Obama is playing to the world stage, not America. Is she lobbying for offers of refuge? Has she given up
on life in the US?

@grace8 Good question Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3501096/21211487)  context  full comments

This Delusional Dude: Michael (Michelle) Obama Says People Across the World Feel Barack Is 'Their President'? / President Of What ---
Chicago --- Murder Capital Of The USA by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-05 02:25:26)

[ - ] Parent: Vascodegecko  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:35:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3501096/21207284)

President of Global Faggotry

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3501096/21207473)  context  full comments

CHAIRMAN SCHIFF: THE IMPEACHMENT PROCESS IS NOW OPEN AND TRANSPARENT by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-05 01:17:30)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:35:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3500440/21203963)

Brother, with his lie on the Ukraine phone call, we trust nothing he has to say, and that's not including all the evidence he claimed
he had to fake news MSM before the whistleblowers showed up.

Yeah . remember all the evidence that he said he held in his hands with the Russian Collsion Lie ...... The guy is a LIAR

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3500440/21206727)  context  full comments

Texas today having the worst Chemtrails since before Trumps election. WTF? by Hoppinmad  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-04 23:54:54)

[ - ] Parent: Hoppinmad  3 points ( +3 | -3 ) 2020-02-02 02:35:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3500868)

Well then go look at the sun setting tonight and see if you can see another sun in the sky to the west - left - south..... There's another
solar system that is getting closer to earth and our solar system... It's called the Nibiru system - it's a Red Dwarf or Brown Dwarf Sun
with 7 Planets, it is the sister system to our own sun....That is the whole purpose for Chem Trails, to block this other solar system that
is visable on certain days when the sun sets just right .... a few times a year. The closer it gets, the more it will become harder for the
governments , or should I say the Deep State from trying to hide it with chemicals - the so called chom trails ( But really Chemical
Trails sprayed intentionally to block Nibiru solar system .... @- ie - ..Zacharia Sitchin- 'The Twelfth Planet' - 'Nothing Can Stop What Is
Coming !'

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3500868/21205709)  context  full comments

Candace Owens: Between Kanye & BLEXIT, The Awakening Within Black America Is The Most Inspiring Thing Happening In The
Conservative Movement Right Now by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +3 | -3 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +3 | -3 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-04 02:02:05)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotknife100  -1 points ( +4 | -5 ) 2020-02-02 02:36:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3499358/21192547)

Look at the math on the last few elections: For every African-American vote CHANGED from demon-crap to Republican, it's like 2
votes. The one the demon-crap lost AND the one the Republican gained. That equals landslide! WWG1WGA!

Exactly what I'm getting at Patriot....nice to see someone gets it.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3499358/21194015)  context  full comments
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Candace Owens: Between Kanye & BLEXIT, The Awakening Within Black America Is The Most Inspiring Thing Happening In The
Conservative Movement Right Now by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +4 | -3 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +4 | -3 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-04 01:59:01)

[ - ] Parent: veteran88  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:36:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3499358/21192931)

It's good for blacks for sure.

The thing that is going to change the world in a bigger way that is better for all humans is the mass Awakening to the JQ. These
Jewish supremacists parasite off of and oppress us all. We wouldn't have tention with any other race if it wasn't for their lying press
and pushing us together in small spaces against both of our wishes. Schools were desegregated at gun point by Jewish
supremacists against the wishes of both blacks and whites.

Jewish meddling via affirmative action laws and constant psychological warfare from there lying press has increased the violent
crime rate between us dramatically. They did it on purpose to distract us both from the diabolical blood drinking weasels attached
to both of our necks.

Man you are so uneducated, they are not even actual really Jews... They are from Kazahria in Eastern Europe and claimed to be
Jews , and now they are running the world as Jews but they are the Kazaharian Mafia... If you took DNA sample from these people
you claim to be Jews, it would show that they are actually from Eastern Europe. That's even why Jesus himself said that they are a
Den of Vipers......and that they were already in the world acting to be praising God The Most High, but they were really the
Synagogue of Satan. You should do some reading....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3499358/21193981)  context  full comments

Q's tripcode activated claims TrueEyeTheSpy - help me verify this by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-03 03:20:38)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  25 points ( +25 | -25 ) 2020-02-02 02:36:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497895)

@MolochHunter eyethespy guy is LARP!

I QUESTIONED HIM ON JULIAN ASSANGE & HE COULDN'T ANSWER SO HE BLOCKED ME WAY BACK ABOUT A YEAR AGO
WHEN HE WAS SAYING TRUMP IS BRINGING ASSANGE TO AMERICA THE NEXT DAY.....

DUDES A LARP!

DEFINITELY A LARP

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497895/21181613)  context  full comments

NBC News Promoting The Benefits Of Receiving An Implantable Microchip To Take The Place Of Your Wallet, Keys And Personal
Identification by fogdryer  in GreatAwakening

History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-03 00:26:35)

[ - ] Parent: fogdryer  59 points ( +59 | -59 ) 2020-02-02 02:36:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497936)

SATANIC NEW WORLD ORDER - It will eventually become manditory

REVELATION 13: 15-17

15 And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that
as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed.

16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their
foreheads:

17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497936/21179639)  context  full comments

In Trump's Twitter Feed: Conspiracy-Mongers, Racists and Spies by sublmnlcrimnl  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-03 00:18:26)

[ - ] Parent: sublmnlcrimnl  6 points ( +6 | -6 ) 2020-02-02 02:36:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497794)

FUCK THE NEW YORK TIMES!

FUCK THE NEW YORK TIMES!

FUCK THE NEW YORK TIMES!
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497794/21179553)  context  full comments

SevereAnon: Wonder how accounts with 20 followers get 13k likes and 4k rt's on a post? 2 computers linked to THOUSANDS of phones,
programmed to like/rt dem talking points (with video) by Justice_Will_Prevail  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-02 16:37:34)

[ - ] Parent: jonnyquest  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:36:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497127/21173195)

As usual -- we gotta wonder who the hell is paying the bill behind this operation...!

@jonnyquest it must be the Clinton's because Hillary has had control of the democrat bank of donated funds since before the 2016
campaign where her minions fucked Bernie Sanders out of the democrat candidate for the 2016 run for POTUS against Donald
Trump . It's always been the Clinton's just like Tulsi Gabbard has exclaimed as of lately.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497127/21173666)  context  full comments

SevereAnon: Wonder how accounts with 20 followers get 13k likes and 4k rt's on a post? 2 computers linked to THOUSANDS of phones,
programmed to like/rt dem talking points (with video) by Justice_Will_Prevail  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-02 16:30:28)

[ - ] Parent: Justice_Will_Prevail  121 points ( +121 | -121 ) 2020-02-02 02:36:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497127)

Favorite response : WOW, and they function exactly like REAL leftists! A biased, programmed source feeds them a lie, and they
mindlessly regurgitate the lie ad nauseam, without a single spark of actual cognition!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3497127/21173575)  context  full comments

Who Is David Hough? Anybody Know About Political Scrapbook.net? by KeepUrFork  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-02 03:49:12)

[ - ] Parent: KeepUrFork  1 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:37:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3496615)

He was pat of Obama's top tier of guys - had a lot to do with Hussein getting elected in 08 and in 2012

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3496615/21168106)  context  full comments

Grassley Received Classified Briefing on Acquisition By Chinese Firm Tied to Hunter Biden by PacaGoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-02 00:15:14)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  31 points ( +31 | -31 ) 2020-02-02 02:37:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3496446)

These fuckers are guilty of selling secret material that was used in the Chinese J-20 & j-31 Military Aircraft ....That's TREASON

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3496446/21165534)  context  full comments

GOP Sen Johnson seeks all emal communcations between Hussein and Hillary Clinton, says DOJ is blocking thoer release by
LakotaPride  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-01 17:46:40)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  37 points ( +37 | -37 ) 2020-02-02 02:37:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3495833)

Brother' if they are granted those emails between those two crooks....the house of dem cards fall' . . . @BOOOOOOOOOOM!

You know that they were sending crooked infomation to eachother and it I'm sure will prove that Hillary Clinton along with Hussein
were actually committing Quid Pro Quo all around the world for person gain and not even for the country's benifit. Those emails will
be the pinnacle of the whole Russian Collusion Lie and we will know without a doubt that it was HRC and Hussein who planned and
committed that crime from the very beginning by using all of the Hussein administrations Intelligence Agency's.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3495833/21161065)  context  full comments

The Two Dems Who Refused To Go Along With Pelosi's Sham Resolution Call Out The Flawed Process by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-01 17:39:22)
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[ - ] Parent: calcy454  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:37:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3495818/21160794)

If I were them I'd be making as much noise as possible to distance myself from the D's or else they will suffer consequences in their
next campaign.

Eventually it will be an embarrassment to be a Democrat or even just to associate with them .....after the Durham Report is completed
and exposes the foul Dems connected to Hillary Clinton and Barack Hussein Obama... it's going to be ugly. That's why they are tryng
so hard to get rid of Trump...to stop this train of exposer of corruption in DC.

I believe they will get so desperate that they might even try and kill him..... that is the saddest part of this all, the elite are a bunch of
murderous fucks!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3495818/21160972)  context  full comments

ADAM SCHIFF PRETENDS - FAKE RUSSIA COLLUSION PART II by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-01 16:59:20)

[ - ] Parent: rookie08  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:37:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3495802/21159993)

CAPS ALL YOU WANT CHIZEL IMO...

(easier to read anyway)

RIGHT !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3495802/21160552)  context  full comments

impeachment and senators campaigning by tessy2013  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-01 07:18:37)

[ - ] Parent: Paul_Rick  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:37:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3495111/21155372)

First, there is no impeachment.

Second, asking for a friend; What would happen if Schitt fails to show up and nobody knows where he is?

Maybe he would be hiding...... LOL!

6 feet under, or maybe less in this case..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3495111/21156235)  context  full comments

OK: Back to Reality: These Cornered Rats Will Do Anything: Destroy CIties: All Of US : In Leau of Capture: Please Give It Your All... by
sheepdoggie  in GreatAwakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-01 07:12:38)

[ - ] Parent: sheepdoggie  23 points ( +23 | -23 ) 2020-02-02 02:37:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3495134)

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads:

And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. <-- New World
Order = Satanic

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3495134/21156216)  context  full comments

PRIMARY AUTHORITY AND ABILITY TO FIRE NUCLEAR MISSILES by Nosfewratsjews  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-11-01 06:53:24)

[ - ] Parent: Nosfewratsjews  3 points ( +3 | -3 ) 2020-02-02 02:38:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3495177)

Good they ought to.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3495177/21156135)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 23:15:44)

[ - ] Parent: QAnon117  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:38:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151041)

Lol you think Hussein is even close to the 13 families that rule this world? He's small fry compared to them.

Hussein was just a Globalist Puppet, they thought 8 years of Hussein would bankrupt America into giving up our sovereignty and
then Hillary Clinton was to start a War with Russia...it was to destroy the population ......out of destruction they believe they will rule the
New World..... they will bring Order and control.... We would all be slaves for the Globalist Elite...Corporations 13 Families that own it
all.You've read Revelation in The Holy Book. This shit ain't no joke... read HR 1111 , if you are an American you'l prepare...God Bless

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151727)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 23:00:37)

[ - ] Parent: Heartdisease  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:38:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21145592)

If they declass how would the common person know what's in the information? Do you think the media will report it? Do you think
social media will allow others to share the information? Will people turn off their shows and take time to read it?

Trust Me Patriot , when the Declass comes , eveyone will e talking about it, everyone!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151597)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 22:59:44)

[ - ] Parent: Qanonplus1  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:38:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21146012)

You know he's gonna DECLAS in his own time

Of course....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151585)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 22:59:08)

[ - ] Parent: GFY-NSA-CIA  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:38:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21146045)

I wish 8ch was still up -- did anyone here even watch the Rules Committee hearing yesterday? Republican committee members
kept pushing for amendments that would increase transparency to the impeachment hearings, but the dems kept voting it down.
One RIDICULOUS example is that, in the impeachment bill (titled H RES 660, notice the numerical symbology), there is a rule
within that requires yielding your time to other members to have unanimous consent by all members. The fuck? So if Schiff doesn't
want to let you yield your time to a heavy hitter who asks questions, he doesn't have to! On top of that, R's wanted to have time
limits on Q/A and D's voted down that amendment to limit question time. D's can then effectively filibuster any R from speaking at
all!!! The Rules Committee meeting yesterday was a fucking clown show. Please watch some of it if you have time.

Yes you are absolutely correct Patriot ! The Dems have become quite the clown show this Democrat Congress.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151581)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 22:57:26)

[ - ] Parent: GritD2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:38:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21150324)

You spelled executed wrong.

Ha ha ! ...no , I just knew that one of you would correct Me....
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151563)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:35:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 22:55:13)

[ - ] Parent: aumone  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:39:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21146887)

I'm losing faith fellow VOATERS. I'm losing faith.

Just hang a bit longer @aumone , a little longer , I promise ...it is coming and you will see arrest !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151538)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 22:54:07)

[ - ] Parent: DonPeterson  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:39:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21147559)

Hit the nail on the head, this is a charade.

Thank You Patriot , I actually pondered that one ...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151523)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 22:52:48)

[ - ] Parent: zaakir1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:39:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21147703)

It's been time to release the FISA shit for two years now :(

Maybe not as a time like now...the fuckers are trying to really find something , anything.....they are desperate, for they know what is
coming in the Durham and Barr Investigation...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151506)  context  full comments

Watching Today On Impeachment Resolution Where Adam Schiff Makes The Rules & Has Control, Well It's Time For Trump To
Declassify Everything From 2016 Election ,FISA & All Corruption On Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 22:50:35)

[ - ] Parent: Norsky23  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:39:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21149654)

Note to AG Barr: "Release the Kraken"!!

lol ! .......... good one Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3493963/21151482)  context  full comments

WTF??? UNITED NATIONS CLAIMS SOVEREIGNTY IN UTAH, SHUTS DOWN REPORTERS - Took over venue. WHAT THE HELL IS
HAPPENING HERE? by Specific_Fox  in theawakening

History: 27 points( +27 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  27 points ( +27 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 14:59:03)

[ - ] Parent: Specific_Fox  160 points ( +160 | -160 ) 2020-02-02 02:39:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3494040)

Look up Reslution HR1111 in the House of Representatives - Read that and you will totally understand why the Democrats ae trying
to impeach Trump - because he isnt a Puppet for the NWO

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3494040/21145439)  context  full comments
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@stonenchizel openly promoting beer ad content in subverse by heygeorge  in ProtectVoat
History: -3 points( +1 | -4 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  -3 points ( +1 | -4 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 03:02:47)

[ - ] Parent: heygeorge  7 points ( +7 | -7 ) 2020-02-02 02:39:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/ProtectVoat/3493277)

With a total of 4.3 years on voat.co and only 15 -k contribution points - I'd be jealous and trying to say anything about the guy who
blocked me so long ago because he knows that "By George ,ole @heygeorge was a jealous man !"

Good Luck in life , you will surely need it !

Peace Out - Keep My Name out your mouth , I never said anything about your sorry life, ooops I guess I just did ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/ProtectVoat/3493277/21140541)  context  full comments

AOC's Air Force by waldo1899  in theawakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-31 00:27:59)

[ - ] Parent: waldo1899  6 points ( +6 | -6 ) 2020-02-02 02:40:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3493124)

Now just imagine our Military trying to fight off a Russian Mig with that fancy NASA toy..... lmao 2x

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3493124/21138429)  context  full comments

EXPOSED: Names Of 44 Congressional Traitors Promising To Give America Away / HR 1111 - An American Traitorous Bill Being Pushed
By Globalist Purchased Congressmen by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 17:21:01)

[ - ] Parent: grace8  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:40:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3492635/21132106)

HR111 has been put forward in the house 3 times. Each time in February in 2019, 2017, and under different name of HR808 in
2013. So each February after an election, the House puts forward a bill surrendering control of our country, disarming in part the
military and increasing gun laws. The bill doesn't even go to committee. It just sits.

Here is another post on this same bill a few days ago with a news piece you can read instead of video and a link to track the bill in
congress this year. https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3486353

In contrast, on an annual basis, The republicans drop a bill every year to dissolve the FED. The war between the globalists and
Federalists has been quietly being waged for hundreds of years. Are these bills just saber rattling or Do the globalists and
federalist stage attempts to take over without success on a regular basis? Or are these bills a threat, or fail safe of some kind. Or
just a way to make members publicly declare loyalties as the session starts.

Thanks for sharing @grace8

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3492635/21132265)  context  full comments

Following The Release Of His Album 'Jesus Is King,' Kanye West Fuels A Left-Wing Freakout: Democrats Are 'Making Us Abort Our
Children' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 09:00:47)

[ - ] Parent: KYanon  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:40:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491455/21123190)

I just watched his new video!!!! Amazing!!!!! 1 more soul saved!!!!! He has a huge megaphone...I bet they are scared.

The Devil trembles at the mention of Jesus Christ Holy Name & The Spirit of Almighty God shatters every Evil Spirit that has ever
been.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491455/21127638)  context  full comments

Following The Release Of His Album 'Jesus Is King,' Kanye West Fuels A Left-Wing Freakout: Democrats Are 'Making Us Abort Our
Children' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 08:56:38)
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[ - ] Parent: diogi1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:40:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491455/21124950)

Lord, I pray that you will give Kanye a burning fire in his heart for You. I pray that You will give him courage and strength and
wisdom. I ask that You magnify him as he magnifies you. I ask that you will save his family...even the freak. I come against every
weapon that satan would use to impede or interfere with whatever work you are working through this man. Lord, I pray that you will
charge angels with the protection of his heart, his mind and his soul. Father God, I ask all this in the precious holy name of Your
Son, Jesus. Amen.

Amen Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491455/21127625)  context  full comments

House Democrats Released Their 'Impeachment Resolution' And It's Absolute Garbage by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 08:16:05)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:40:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491757/21126139)

Brother, it appears trash begets trash.

 It always has & will always be!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491757/21127512)  context  full comments

Did Elizabeth Warren Exercise School Choice For Her Own Son While Fighting Against It For Everyone Else? by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 02:25:20)

[ - ] Parent: quantum1234  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:40:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491597/21124340)

Wanna be Oligarchs only want the rules to apply to everyone else...not themselves!

Yup, just like Bernie Sanders

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491597/21125232)  context  full comments

Does Anyone Even Wonder WHERE Are The Whistle Blowers Against Pelosi, Shiffty, Schumer, And All The Other Pieces Of Crap! by
Zammyanci  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 02:24:13)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:40:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491626/21124837)

Patriot, for them not to step out, makes me suspect they have some heavy leverage on them, the Dutch Banker once stated, part of
that was killing a child as a sacrifice.

That sound legit too @LakotaPride because just recently there have been a couple different children of Country Singers just died,
and a lot of other Movie Stars have had kids that have so called committed Arkanicide.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491626/21125220)  context  full comments

Republicans are letting Schiff and goons have all of the fun by lbeni540  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 02:16:58)

[ - ] Parent: quantum1234  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:40:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491677/21125058)

I am all for it...but Graham and McConnel won't do it...

Of course Graham won't do it, or he won't do anything that actually involves working....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491677/21125129)  context  full comments

I'm not voting for another Republican unless they agree ahead of time to impeach any Democrat elected as President. (Sarcasm) But
seriously, is this where we are today? by [deleted] in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 02:14:10)
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[ - ] Parent: facecrook00014  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:41:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491683/21124712)

We are the house of representatives , we decide who will be President, screw the people that voted.

That sounds like a Democrat conversation...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491683/21125105)  context  full comments

While the Dems screamed holding up $ to Ukraine damaged US national security, they think nothing of holding up FUNDING FOR OUR
OWN DEFENSE BUDGET, a real threat to national security by CluelessInTheDark  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 02:12:01)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  40 points ( +40 | -40 ) 2020-02-02 02:41:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491660)

That actually just goes to show you that they don't really care about either , it's all political propaganda to them.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491660/21125077)  context  full comments

Deutsch: GOP Would Vote to Remove Trump 98-2 in Secret Ballot -- They 'Don't Want Him There' | Breitbart by io-io  in theawakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 02:09:16)

[ - ] Parent: io-io  -5 points ( +-5 | --5 ) 2020-02-02 02:41:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491690)

Donny Deusch is Delusional Man !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491690/21125036)  context  full comments

Why does Trump blatantly show unattached cables in this picture? by B472113  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 02:07:43)

[ - ] Parent: B472113  16 points ( +16 | -16 ) 2020-02-02 02:41:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491700)

Have you seen the size of that table ? It's huge and there are many more chairs and those cables go to the other outlets that there are
chairs at the table for...does that make any sense ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491700/21125017)  context  full comments

Guess Who Quit Smoking Today? by 1776Jimbo  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 00:52:54)

[ - ] Parent: 1776Jimbo  54 points ( +54 | -54 ) 2020-02-02 02:41:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3491538)

Nope ! He quit smoking the night before last !

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3491538/21124158)  context  full comments

Did something just happen that exposed Israel?.......curious events by Vibratron  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-30 00:33:28)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  17 points ( +17 | -17 ) 2020-02-02 02:41:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491573)

Sounds like War for Israel ....Maybe ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3491573/21123932)  context  full comments

Could the recusal of Sessions have been part of a larger plan? by Steve_OH  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 17:33:27)
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[ - ] Parent: Steve_OH  26 points ( +26 | -26 ) 2020-02-02 02:41:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489728)

There are No Coincidences!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489728/21110357)  context  full comments

WOW! What if?...Trump needed to nail down Al-baghdadi's location....Take a Look how our GIENUS Does it....Great Read. by
Majorwood111  in theawakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 17:23:09)

[ - ] Parent: Majorwood111  187 points ( +187 | -187 ) 2020-02-02 02:41:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3489649)

As I'm watching the press conference from the Pentagon, Defense Secret & Mark Milley, it seems you are absolutely right about
Military Intelligence because the General mentioned all the weapons they had at their sides while doing the raid on the ISIS leader...
It had to be Military Intelligence... Good job BTW!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3489649/21110246)  context  full comments

affirmative action is a pr front for the islamic coup attempt on our education department by Reymrgapurple  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 04:43:06)

[ - ] Parent: Reymrgapurple  11 points ( +11 | -11 ) 2020-02-02 02:42:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489197)

And why do you think that is?

I say it's because Obama was an absolute puppet pushing the New World Order bullshit here in merica, and eventually when Hillary
Clinton was suppose to take hisplace not Trump, because they had planned to destroy America's sovereignty and usher in the
Satanic New orld Order...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489197/21106605)  context  full comments

Timber Sycamore by realneil  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 04:40:10)

[ - ] Parent: realneil  11 points ( +11 | -11 ) 2020-02-02 02:42:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489223)

Our CIA has official Tag's(Offices) in every country , that's how we spy on the world

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489223/21106577)  context  full comments

Top Obama Military Officer Bashes President Trump For "Piling on" Humiliation of Baghdadi and ISIS (VIDEO) by Smells_Like_Tacos  in
GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 03:45:53)

[ - ] Parent: Smells_Like_Tacos  21 points ( +21 | -21 ) 2020-02-02 02:42:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489161)

Yes of course because that certain general has his head so far up Husseins Ass that he can't even imagine that all the shit the Dems
did to Trump with Husseins Intelligence agency's during the 2016 election cycle....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489161/21106082)  context  full comments

Brainwashed Liberals Love the C_A by CSweeny_74  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:39:13

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 03:43:27)

[ - ] Parent: CSweeny_74  15 points ( +15 | -15 ) 2020-02-02 02:42:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489185)

They really don't, they are only mesmerized because Brennan has said all the things they have wanted to hear on CNN and MSNBC
that Trump is or was or what ever the fuck the dems have been trying to lie about since Trump was elected.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489185/21106056)  context  full comments

Susan Rice Complains That Trump Should Have Informed Obama About Killing ISIS Leader by sublmnlcrimnl  in GreatAwakening
History: 17 points( +17 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  17 points ( +17 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 03:41:15)
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[ - ] Parent: sublmnlcrimnl  76 points ( +76 | -76 ) 2020-02-02 02:42:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489170)

You can't trust Hussein because He created ISIS, so why the fuck would Trump tell Hussein anything? Who in the hell does everyone
think is trying to pull the coup on President Trump, Think about it, who can be charged with Treason for ordering such an investigation
of an opposing presidential opponant. ................... BOOOOOM , that's right Barack Hussein Obama

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489170/21106022)  context  full comments

Nationals Lose Game 5 of World Series After Fans Boo POTUS -- How'd That Work Out For Ya?? by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 22 points( +22 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 03:37:30)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  113 points ( +113 | -113 ) 2020-02-02 02:42:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489172)

It's the same for anyone whether they are a team or an individual, but anyone who goes against Trump always loses ... That means
the Astro's will be the 2019 World Champions

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489172/21105980)  context  full comments

Threesome's: Strozk, Page and McCabe. How cozy. Who poked who? by solo7  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 02:53:42)

[ - ] Parent: solo7  8 points ( +8 | -8 ) 2020-02-02 02:43:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489109)

Not sure I want to know that question, but I do know that President Trump needs to replace Director Wray immediately...that fucker is
dirty too if he was tapping Page too...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489109/21105529)  context  full comments

Situation Room: 2 Photos Capture Vastly Different Presidents by gr8tinfo  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 02:43:58)

[ - ] Parent: gr8tinfo  23 points ( +23 | -23 ) 2020-02-02 02:43:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489093)

It sure looks like you have absolute proof that Obama was a pure Puppet president compared to Trump in that Situation Room

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489093/21105426)  context  full comments

Watch: Heated Sean Hannity vs James Carville by Power2Tread  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 02:40:26)

[ - ] Parent: Power2Tread  35 points ( +35 | -35 ) 2020-02-02 02:43:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489104)

James Carville thinks Trump will be impeached for , well let's see...

1. Hillary Clinton using a foreign entity to corrupt an American election, Fake Dossier (isn't that what Carville said)

2. For winning the 2016 election fair and sqquare even after it has been proven that Hillary Clinton along with Google stole
what was basically 15 Million Votes for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 election.

3. For Making America Great Again !

What a joke these criminal democrats are...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489104/21105387)  context  full comments

The Plundering of Ukraine by Corrupt American Democrats by cabalstone  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 02:23:50)

[ - ] Parent: cabalstone  72 points ( +72 | -72 ) 2020-02-02 02:43:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489088)

I posted a simmular post recently tha tells of all the Democrats that are steeped in deep shit in Ukraine, and that's why they are
attacking rump about Qis Pro Quo , because natuarlly they are all guilty of that said crime..... That is the Democrats motto Saul
Alinsky's Rules For Radicals - by using their own crimes to attack an opponent.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489088/21105278)  context  full comments

Good Jesus! Lisa Page was hiding the sausage and two veg with McCabe and Strzok by petevoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 02:18:03)

[ - ] Parent: petevoat  58 points ( +58 | -58 ) 2020-02-02 02:43:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489084)

That means Christopher Wray must be a dirty FBI Director too then.... Trump needs to replace him now!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489084/21105219)  context  full comments

The ISIS Caliph Is Dead - But Who Was Protecting Him? by pby  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-28 02:16:17)

[ - ] Parent: pby  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:43:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489067/21105025)

There needs to be a thorough investigation now of who protected al-Baghdadi. Will there be? Don’t hold your breath.

Probably Brennan with Obama's blessing....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3489067/21105208)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Goes Full Hillary Clinton With His Fake Black Accent & Claims He Went To A Black College - Where Corn Pop Might Have Gone
To Delaware State, Too, Back When Joe Was More Stable...Or Was He? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-27 18:57:58)

[ - ] Parent: JJS1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:43:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3488654/21102022)

Why was he ever given a law license.... Not an impressive resume... He should have plagiarize a better one

Think about it ! Joe Biden might have in the first place is why he actually has a License at all...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3488654/21102705)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Goes Full Hillary Clinton With His Fake Black Accent & Claims He Went To A Black College - Where Corn Pop Might Have Gone
To Delaware State, Too, Back When Joe Was More Stable...Or Was He? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-27 18:56:18)

[ - ] Parent: quantum1234  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:44:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3488654/21102586)

Pathetic!!! Biden did nothing for blacks when he was VP along with Obama....now he's kissing ass....unreal

Biden is exactly the person that Trump said he is, Trump said: "Joe Biden was a good VP only because he was good at kissing
Barack Obama's Ass!"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3488654/21102691)  context  full comments

Jeff Bozzo's WaPo Attempts To Paint al-Baghdadi As Anything But A Disgusting Terrorist / As If That's Supposed To Suddenly Make
Kidnapping, Raping And Beheading Innocent People Okay by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-27 18:52:55)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:44:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3488642/21102481)

just when we thought the blu people were full metal jacket . this is just crazy

lol.....Right ! It's amazing how these Liberal's think they control the world, but if you think about it, they have and were the whole time
Obama wasin office.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3488642/21102663)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Goes Full Hillary Clinton With His Fake Black Accent & Claims He Went To A Black College - Where Corn Pop Might Have Gone
To Delaware State, Too, Back When Joe Was More Stable...Or Was He? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-27 18:50:28)
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[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:44:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3488654/21102217)

Brother, it appears the pressure is having it's effects . LOL, read this link LOL

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-donors-furious-over-very-alarming-money-situation-most-obama-bundlers-flee

With the Hunter problems of obvious Quid Pro Quo in Ukraine and China , plus who knows how many more countrys this was done
with, there is no way in Hell that Joe Biden will be the candidate....the Dems know it's only a matter o time and that's why they are all
talking about Bloomberg or even H.R.Clinton getting in the race. They are so desperate that they have even calculated the
percentages of if Michelle Obama were to get in the race. It is really becoming quite a joke the Democrat Party. I love this movie, it
only get's better My Akicita Brother .... Wakan Tanka

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3488654/21102641)  context  full comments

James Comey on DOJ Criminal Probe: 'I'm Not Worried About a Single Thing' by pby  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-27 17:10:06)

[ - ] Parent: pby  17 points ( +17 | -17 ) 2020-02-02 02:44:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3488531)

Maybe he already sang like a fucking bird and that's why he doesn't have one worry, or else he is just a fucking idiot.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3488531/21101723)  context  full comments

'GOING ALL IN': Steve Bannon Is Back And Ready For War With New Anti-Impeachment Podcast - Bannon's New Podcast Will Focus On
Defeating The Democrats' Pro-Impeachment Narrative. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-26 22:31:35)

[ - ] Parent: SubhumanDeplorable  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:44:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3486569/21087561)

I really don't understand this impeachment path the dumbasses have taken. Makes no sense. American people know that crimes
or unethical behavior must be committed first. Trump hadn't even started the job and these evil people were yelling impeach.

Impeach for winning? Wtf

Exactly !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3486569/21093226)  context  full comments

Never Forget a Rodeo Clown Was Fired Over an Obama Mask but Pics of Trump Being Killed Are Apparently Fine by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-26 22:27:21)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:44:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3487425/21089836)

Brother, great reminder. people are getting tired of the hypocrisy, but on the other hand, that hypocrisy is destroying them.

I think when the votes are cast in 2020 , the Democrats are going to realise that their Party is now dead, Trump winsin a landslide! No
on wants Socialism in America!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3487425/21093185)  context  full comments

When Q said Fisa will bring down the house by wasupwitdis  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-26 20:48:17)

[ - ] Parent: wasupwitdis  46 points ( +46 | -46 ) 2020-02-02 02:44:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3487549)

The NSA has it ALL! Everyone that uses a phone or a computer & has it since they built the Beast Computer in Utah... NSA.. Have it
all & Military in charge of NSA... ie Military Intelligence

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3487549/21092210)  context  full comments

Kanye: The Red MAGA Hat Is God's Practical Joke On Liberals by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-26 19:50:13)
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[ - ] Parent: Cloudrdr  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:44:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3487419/21089960)

If Trump wrests even 15% of the Black vote...

...Turn out the lights...put a fork in it...goodnight Irene...

The President carries at least three more states, wins popular vote, and destroys the Dem party for good measure.

That's why they need illegals, the Dems know their days are numbered

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3487419/21091642)  context  full comments

Trump Supporter : Kanye West's Brand-New 'Jesus is King' Album Kicks Off Christian Revival On The Internet - And Fans' Reactions Are
Incredible - His Album Is Getting More Reaction Than You Might've.. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-26 04:53:55)

[ - ] Parent: qbabygirl  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:45:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3486579/21083283)

Kim, and Kanyes children, were baptised in the last couple weeks. I believe they are Christian. Time will tell where their heart for
the Lord truly lies.

Correct, Kanye just recently was saved and gave his life to Christ Jesus, Now which one of us is perfect let him cast the first stone ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3486579/21085874)  context  full comments

The Week In Cartoons - How Revealing A Cartoon Can Be .... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-26 02:55:56)

[ - ] Parent: Cat_anon  -4 points ( +1 | -5 ) 2020-02-02 02:45:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3486729/21083294)

Not that it matters, but Townhall has lots and lots if Jews on their staff.

@Cat_anon Your Mom probably had a few Jews in Her.... Therefore that makes you a Jew too! Not that it matters.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3486729/21084728)  context  full comments

Another Round of Blackouts for 179,000 in California: by grace8  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-24 20:23:34)

[ - ] Parent: grace8  13 points ( +13 | -13 ) 2020-02-02 02:45:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3484881)

Hey you know what's a trip, here in the Central Coast area , Monterey , Santa Cruz area in California I saw a Black Hawlk Helicopter
yesterday , with the a single long gun that went out in front of the heli - it was solid black but it was flying alone... but weird cuz I've
never seen that particular helicopter flying around here before ... so I wonder if maybe it has something to do with all of this electricity
out in Cali

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3484881/21067261)  context  full comments

Qresearch has a heartbeat. by PacaGoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-24 20:16:48)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  125 points ( +125 | -125 ) 2020-02-02 02:45:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3484367)

Nice job Patriot and Thanks !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3484367/21067177)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham w No Name, Poroshenko & Ukrainian Military. OOPS. by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-23 23:22:23)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  10 points ( +10 | -10 ) 2020-02-02 02:45:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3483842)

Next to No Name is Amy Klobachar who is actually running for president too...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3483842/21058447)  context  full comments
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I Hate To Say I Said So, But We Might Have A: Rematch? Two Weeks After Trump Urged Hillary To Run For President, Reports Surface
That She's Considering It by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-23 21:47:57)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:45:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3483723/21057261)

Hillary was just dusting off her broom for Halloween.

LOL ! Right perfect timing too....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3483723/21057437)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-22 15:23:03)

[ - ] Parent: deleted  127 points ( +127 | -127 ) 2020-02-02 02:46:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3481796)

He's a Globalist! Why elese would you imagine him not being re-elected

He's a good Puppet!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3481796/21041874)  context  full comments

Scaramucci: 'President Trump Will Not Be the Nominee Come November' | Breitbart by sublmnlcrimnl  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:42:37

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-22 01:14:04)

[ - ] Parent: sublmnlcrimnl  2 points ( +2 | -2 ) 2020-02-02 02:46:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3480981)

Scaramucci is a fucking clown ass hat ! The dude is just pissed because Trump told the truth as he usually does and called
Scaramucci for what he is , a fucking loser !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3480981/21035770)  context  full comments

Report: Rap' MAGA Supporting Superstar Kanye West' Has Blasted Rap Music As 'The Devil's Music by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 22:29:41)

[ - ] Parent: SeanBox  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:46:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3480901/21034204)

According to his contract, he isn’t allowed to retire. He might be looking for a way out of it.

His next album is due out this Friday , It's titled " Jesus Is King "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3480901/21034597)  context  full comments

FINALLY: Elizabeth Warren Will Unveil Her Medicare For All Plan. We Still Go Broke With It. by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 17:42:39)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:46:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3480497/21030515)

Brother, look at the Democrats, all their plans have one common connection, would destroy our economy and we would be broke.

That's why they call it Socialism Bro, it is exactly what didn't work in Venezuela or the Soviet Socialist Repubic or what ever it use to
be before it failed, or any other Socialist country that has failed drastically

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3480497/21031000)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask That You Send A Cloud Of Protection Over President Donald Trump, For The Evil That Surrounds Him In
Washington D.C. Is Great by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 15:06:28)
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1
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[ - ] Parent: Geo_synchronous  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:46:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3479615/21027928)

Id like to know where our heavenly father was WHILE children were being kidnapped, raped, tortured and murdered ?

Anyone ?

Apparantly you haven't heard that there are some really sick people out there that are demon possessed, the struggle is real...don't
fool yourself into thinking that God is absent in the lives of those who are sickly twisted, because they too have a master and his name
is Satan. You are asking a question that is equal to where was the sun when it was night time....When I'm sure you already know the
answer to your question ...because your master expects it from you... You will serve one or the other and all I know is that God is
Good and God is Love and everything that isn't a pat of God shows itself.....always!

So move on Satan ...Not today !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3479615/21029267)  context  full comments

Pelosi's Brother Died. by KYanon  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 14:56:26)

[ - ] Parent: KYanon  6 points ( +6 | -6 ) 2020-02-02 02:46:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3479933)

Too bad it was him and not her,.......................

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3479933/21029140)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask That You Send A Cloud Of Protection Over President Donald Trump, For The Evil That Surrounds Him In
Washington D.C. Is Great by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 02:07:50)

[ - ] Parent: Rhondaher  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:47:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024795)

How America goes, so goes the fate of the world. God gave us this land and he gave us liberty and freedom for the first time in
World history. It is up to us now to carry the torch of freedom for America and the rest of the world. We were born for a time such as
this. God bless all Patriots in the world and God bless America.

Amen

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024981)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask That You Send A Cloud Of Protection Over President Donald Trump, For The Evil That Surrounds Him In
Washington D.C. Is Great by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 02:06:40)

[ - ] Parent: An0m4ly  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:47:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024841)

Yeh and we should pray for the protection of all patriots serving the cause righteously. There are thousands who are putting
themeselves in harm's way for us daily. They all deserve our prayers too.

Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024967)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask That You Send A Cloud Of Protection Over President Donald Trump, For The Evil That Surrounds Him In
Washington D.C. Is Great by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 01:55:25)

[ - ] Parent: AlexanderMorose13  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:47:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024125)

I pray every day for the safety and security of our beloved President and his family. He's by far the best President of my entire
lifetime. I've been glued to the news and current events every day that he's been in office. I matured so much thanks to him. God
Bless you President Trump. Your speeches inflame the hearts of the common man and get us to believe that we can work together
as one community and one America once more.

Amen !
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024832)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask That You Send A Cloud Of Protection Over President Donald Trump, For The Evil That Surrounds Him In
Washington D.C. Is Great by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 01:54:47)

[ - ] Parent: Interim  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:47:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024223)

Years ago, flying out of Reagan Int’l, the spiritual oppression around this city was so great, that even takeoff was very interfered
with! I prayed strongly and continuously as we navigated through “it”. Spiritual Warfare around this city is monstrous! Please keep
praying that wisdom and justice will prevail!

Amen Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024825)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask That You Send A Cloud Of Protection Over President Donald Trump, For The Evil That Surrounds Him In
Washington D.C. Is Great by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-21 01:53:45)

[ - ] Parent: Rhondaher  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:47:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024733)

Thank you for this post and prayer. Prayer is the highest power we have. We are in a do or die battle. The forces of evil are
stronger and out number us when we are divided. Only by uniting do we gain strength. And if we do not overcome this evil it will
overcome us and destroy humanity. God help us in this battle and help us to win without destruction and great loss of life to our
fellow humans on this planet. We face an enemy who are the children of Satan.

You are so correct @Rhondaher

We must continue to pray for President Trump because this battle is real...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21024814)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask That You Send A Cloud Of Protection Over President Donald Trump, For The Evil That Surrounds Him In
Washington D.C. Is Great by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-20 22:45:47)

[ - ] Parent: Texpipe  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:47:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21022563)

I think you mean a hedge of protection

Yes that Too ! Thanks Patriot

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479596/21022748)  context  full comments

Deranged Hillary Claims '10-Year-Olds Are Hacking Our Voting Systems' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-20 19:16:01)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:47:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479348/21019871)

No, third grade leftist politicians are.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3479348/21020516)  context  full comments

Democrat Criminals Are Afraid Of President Donald Trump. Those Liberals Believe That Anyone Who Had The Power To Beat Hillary
Clinton In Their Book' Is Fucking Scary! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 months ago (2019-10-20 03:05:49)
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[ - ] Parent: crystaliis  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:48:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3478620/21013373)

Yes, and even the sheep know or are starting to see this whole impeachment crock of shit is their last ditch effort to ward off their
own demise. Their insurance policy has been cancelled. Thank you very much President Trump.

That's Right Patriot! The Democrats are showing their despiration now with this fake impeachment inquiry ..because they can't taea a
vote on the floor because it would never pass.... Gitmo Bound !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3478620/21013458)  context  full comments

California Legalizes Eating Roadkill - October 17, 2019 - Always Focused On The Important Things, Now Chow Down And Take A Bow,
Democrats by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-18 07:12:11)

[ - ] Parent: crazy_cajun  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:48:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3476089/20989804)

Now this has me laughing. Coming from bayou and swamp country, this is a common occurrence, well more so in my youth as
long as the carcass was viable and not overly damaged when you hit it. We would never take anything we did not hit ourselves.
But then there was not a lot of road kill because we hunted every thing, rabbits, squirrels, possums, coons, frogs, turtles, many
types of birds from geese down to quail and dove even at time robins. Nothing was left alone if it could be made into a meal. Even
as boney as a garfish is we ate the heck out of them along side snake fritters. Of course delicacies like wild pig and deer were
always a treat. That was just the meats available. That doesn't take into account the wild plants you also get.

Wow! Props to you Patriot, you sound like you've had an interesting upbringing & that is truly American in My book. What the
California Democrats are talking about is an entire different thing from what you've experienced.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3476089/20990455)  context  full comments

Tulsi Gabbard Blasts CNN, NYT As 'Despicable' In Middle Of CNN Debate On Live TV by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-16 18:42:37)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:48:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3473076/20966300)

Nothing ever is what it appears to be.

Think again, and again...

Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3473076/20970732)  context  full comments

Tulsi Gabbard Blasts CNN, NYT As 'Despicable' In Middle Of CNN Debate On Live TV by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-16 18:41:57)

[ - ] Parent: UnitedStatesPatriot  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:48:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3473074/20966490)

It's a shame she is a CFR asset. If she was a true Patriot and honest she would poll well with the folks that are in the middle of the
road. She is probably one of the DS best assets as she hides herself well.

Good point...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3473074/20970720)  context  full comments

CNN Gets Caught Stacking Their Town Hall Audience For Elizabeth Warren by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-16 18:40:07)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:48:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3473079/20967548)

Did you hear about her latest lie? Some guy in a wheelchair (polio victim) was her METOO moment. Apparently he was even in an
iron lung for awhile. What a dumb hag.

Of course she only brought the story up AFTER the guy died (so he doesn't hear about the lie).

Didn"t see that one yet.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3473079/20970691)  context  full comments
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CNN Gets Caught Stacking Their Town Hall Audience For Elizabeth Warren by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-16 18:38:09)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:48:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3473079/20967687)

I never did hear what she actually teaches? Fake world history? NOT math, I can guarantee that.

Just like barry taught unconstitutional law (tyranny).

@TurquoiseLover , Pocahontus' Warren has now comitted so many lies during her campaign that she would be an easy target for
Trump to destroy in a debate or on the ballot.... Basically she is a fraud, whatever she taught diesn't matter because she lied to get the
job .....she's a liar period and there's no way the American Peple would ever trust her with running the country..... That makes Trump a
shoe in , again!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3473079/20970664)  context  full comments

Patriots Look What Is Missing On Stage At The Democrat Party Live Debate On CNN - There's "NO AMERICAN FLAG!" by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-16 18:33:27)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:48:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3473069/20968730)

Dems don't give a rat's ass about America or the citizens in it. This seems to be about the only thing they aren't bothering to
pretend about by having the American Flag there. They'd be burning it on stage if they thought it would help their real agenda.

Now that would really expose them for who they are @KyJane ..... Imagine seeing that . . . LOL!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3473069/20970604)  context  full comments

President Trump Wants The Whistle-Blower Revealed / Why Not Have Lindsey Graham Subpoena Whistle-Blower To Senatorial Committe
To Testify by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-14 18:04:11)

[ - ] Parent: Runspotrun  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:49:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3470927/20946429)

The key is to draw this out as long as possible

IT IS A DISASTER-let me be very clear about that--for the Dems

So, every painful moment spent on it is literally excruciating

Imagine how much Ed Buck is telling investigators about Liddle Adam

He's *ucked so bad his butt hurts!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3470927/20947097)  context  full comments

Adam Schiff: On Second Thought, I Shouldn't Have Misled Everyone Over Our Contact With The Whistleblower by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-14 00:35:33)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:49:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3469803/20936414)

Brother, I suspect Schiff wipes first and then takes a dump. LOL

Hahahaha! Now that would be a sight to see.....That's probably why he"s so full of shit!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3469803/20938401)  context  full comments

I Want To Thank God For His Almighty Favor On President Donald Trump To Set Straight In America & The World That Which The
Democrats & Rhino Republicans Have Made Crooked by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-13 17:39:03)
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[ - ] Parent: 70times7  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:49:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3469524/20933968)

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1134538168324300800

WTH .... Come on now Trump, stop trying to please the DS, we know that this is an abomination to the Lord

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3469524/20934238)  context  full comments

I Want To Thank God For His Almighty Favor On President Donald Trump To Set Straight In America & The World That Which The
Democrats & Rhino Republicans Have Made Crooked by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-13 17:37:30)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:49:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3469524/20933979)

You left the planet to look for Him? Or you discovered this in your house?

lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3469524/20934222)  context  full comments

I Persevered So My House Is Clean by Q20191776  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-11 14:49:13)

[ - ] Parent: Q20191776  8 points ( +8 | -8 ) 2020-02-02 02:49:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3466736)

Nice Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3466736/20909537)  context  full comments

He Never Fails: President Donald Trump Makes Me Proud To Be An American, Every Time He Has A Rally, Not That I'm Not Proud As
Hell To Be An American Born Citizen, Because I Totally Am ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-11 14:42:45)

[ - ] Parent: Dragonfart  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:49:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3466121/20907979)

Well, lets be honest here, I believe there is a former First "Lady" that has a set of balls.... just sayin'

 True story, his name is Michael Obama and not Michelle Obama. He was born a male child under the name Michael
Robinson.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3466121/20909462)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Live On CSPAN , Sniveling That Trump Has Indicted Himself, But For What - For Exposing The Biden's Criminal Activity by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:46:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-11 05:33:05)

[ - ] Parent: moderator99  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:50:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20903959)

no link?????????

https://invidio.us/watch?v=sn4QMCjwdl0

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20906659)  context  full comments

One Of The Whistle-Blower's Lawyers Worked Directly For James Clapper by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-10 02:12:17)
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[ - ] Parent: blueflamingo  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:50:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3464391/20891337)

Seems like the media and rulers know who the whistle blower is. Why don’t we?

Republicans know who he is because they said he worked for a particular person that could be running against Trump in the 2020
election. There's no need for the pubic to know his name but trust me , he will be known to everyone or the truth comes out that it was
all made up and there never was one.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3464391/20891674)  context  full comments

"IMPEACHMENT JOKE" Jim Jordan Goes Off On Democrats.... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 22:24:40)

[ - ] Parent: Homelessfuck  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:50:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463836/20887337)

Jokes are supposed to be funny.

Anything the Democrats say or do / is funny Patriot...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463836/20889042)  context  full comments

"IMPEACHMENT JOKE" Jim Jordan Goes Off On Democrats.... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 22:17:21)

[ - ] Parent: Goatspecter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:50:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463836/20888881)

This was worth watching. I love how we know all the details before the press reports it but it's still fun to watch these Congressmen
rake the media over the coals for being treason puppets.

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463836/20888972)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Live On CSPAN , Sniveling That Trump Has Indicted Himself, But For What - For Exposing The Biden's Criminal Activity by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 21:42:33)

[ - ] Parent: zaakir1  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:50:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20885788)

Props for having enough wherewithal to be able to listen to a fucking moron like Joe Biden for that long

I'm actually at the point where I am so fucking sick of these people, that I have to turn them off immediately because I can't take it
anymore

Yeah , I know it's tortureous but somebody has do it to know hat te other side is saying, it's always good practice to listen every now
and then just to make sure that they aren't lying just like liddle Adam Schiff does every time he gets in front of a camera...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20888651)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Live On CSPAN , Sniveling That Trump Has Indicted Himself, But For What - For Exposing The Biden's Criminal Activity by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 21:39:14)

[ - ] Parent: Marr  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:50:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20885888)

I flipped the tv to cspan. The crowd looked to maybe about 100 people and the applause sounded like about 30 people clapping.
Front runner my ass..hell I could draw a bigger crowd with much more robust applause than Creepy Satanic Old Joe. In fact I have
drawn a much larger crowd doing a fund raiser for a local family to help with the medical bills while fighting cancer.

See you understand what I'm talking about @Marr Joe Biden can't win any election especially an election against Donald Trump....
Hes done!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20888616)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Live On CSPAN , Sniveling That Trump Has Indicted Himself, But For What - For Exposing The Biden's Criminal Activity by
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Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +1 | -2 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 21:36:02)

[ - ] Parent: SYNCORSWIM  2 points ( +4 | -2 ) 2020-02-02 02:51:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20888272)

Who gives a fuck? I guess you're the internet police chief. Are you going to give him a ticket for inappropriately typing in bold? He
can type in bold if he wants to.

RIGHT @SYNCORSWIM PATRIOT!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20888595)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Live On CSPAN , Sniveling That Trump Has Indicted Himself, But For What - For Exposing The Biden's Criminal Activity by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 21:35:12)

[ - ] Parent: DickTick  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:51:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20887711)

I still have yet to figure out why in the hell you think it's necessary to type in all bold capital letters... that's some Gods_Angell shit
there.

Do you honestly think that someone was going to click on your post and then go "well I'm not going to read what he wrote since it's
not in bold capital letters!!"?....

Just so you know it actually has quite the opposite effect and I'm sure more than a few people don't read any further as soon as
they get to all bold capital lettering...

___________?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20888585)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Live On CSPAN , Sniveling That Trump Has Indicted Himself, But For What - For Exposing The Biden's Criminal Activity by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +6 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 17:54:49)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  88 points ( +88 | -88 ) 2020-02-02 02:51:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718)

The fact alone that Joe Biden felt the need to continueously exlain what he did was not a crime by having dude fired in Ukraine that
was investigating his son only tells me that he (JoeBiden) is without a doubt guilty of said crimes against the Bidens. Watch this event
and you will cometo only one conclusion. Biden is GUILTY AF !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463718/20885706)  context  full comments

PG&E cutting power to 800,000 people. High and dry winds. Horse pucky! by PacaGoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 09:07:42)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  42 points ( +42 | -42 ) 2020-02-02 02:51:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463062)

Yeah My Wife showed Me that a couple of hours ago, it is bullshit because she said you better make sure your phone is charged full.
Never know when ours will be cut off for some sick reason.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3463062/20880851)  context  full comments

Audio Recording Blows Ukraine Scandal Wide Open, Appears To Confirm Ukraine-Hillary Connection by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 05:49:54)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:51:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3462490/20876846)

Patriot, add Uranium 1, the Democrats are ok with selling that to the Russians , Fraud upon the FISA Courts, the democrats appear
to be ok with that one also.

You see the Democrats come to Washington DC and then leave wealthy from all their corruption they've committed while so called
serving their country......That's what makes it's sad - that anyone would vote for any of them anymore after they are voted into office
and then accomplish absolutely nothing for their constituents

Peace Brother .... @Stonenchizel
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3462490/20880211)  context  full comments

IMAGINE BEING PRESIDENT TRUMP FOR JUST ONE HOUR & DEALING WITH THE DEMOCRAT CORRUPTION FROM HUSSEINS
ADMINISTRATION by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 05:44:33)

[ - ] Parent: smokratez  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:51:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460930/20868818)

I don't have to, reddit faggot.

?? Are You ok Dude ... You seem a bit unhinged

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460930/20880187)  context  full comments

NFL Player Says League Fined Him For Wearing A 'Man of God' Headband, He Asked Instagram Followers If He Should Keep Wearing It.
The Response Seems Clear by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 05:43:23)

[ - ] Parent: NeverRealNames  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:52:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3460652/20871671)

It's kind of weird that that is what you took from my reply. It's quite simple: a player cannot make a personal stance on anything. It
had absolutely nothing to do with "God". If it said "I'm Number one!" it would be met with the same reception. That was my point.
But the fucking looney toons that dwell in these depths always see it as an attack on their sweet baby Jesus. If you're going to lose
your mind, make sure it's over something rational. Because those of you who do not understand how things work, continue to
expose how fucking unhinged and ridiculous you are. And it makes us all look bad.

Like I said , Don't Sweat It ! , it ain't worth it apparently to you - so you have your truth....good luck !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3460652/20880183)  context  full comments

I Ask Father God That You Cover President Donald Trump With A Copius Amount Of Protection Against The Decietful Satanic Lead
Attempts From Adam Schiff & The Democrats To Hurt POTUS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 05:40:34)

[ - ] Parent: Lag-wagon  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:52:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20877949)

Seriously. God is just a control tool. Letting go of a god is actually liberating and less stressful. There is no god, never has been a
god, never will be a god.

good luck with that

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20880168)  context  full comments

He Got To Her (Again): Tweet From President Trump Goads Hillary Clinton Into Posting An Intriguing Response by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 05:38:33)

[ - ] Parent: Roughpatch  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:52:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3462522/20877790)

Pretty sick of the clown show..tired of reading the same thing presented in different ways, Hillary should be in prison or hung, she
should be shamed out of existence. But nope, we just get strung along just like it's always been. I'm tired, my mind is in chaos and
at this point I think it's time for me to not give a shit. Seems like that is what this whole thing is about. It is, a show, I want my money
back, cause it sucks. I'm not going to waste one more minute in this circus. Hillary fucking Clinton, I hate your guts!There IS no
justice!

The report is actually going to be revealed in 2 weeks... we shall see if it's true , but if not then maybe you're right.... I do get your
anger , but these things take time and we know so much more than we had known before so let's give them a little more time..it will be
worht it in the end

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3462522/20880156)  context  full comments

Smoking Gun? Glenn Beck Releases Audio Of Ukrainian Official Admitting He Interfered In U.S. Election To Help 'Hillary' by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 05:34:17)
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[ - ] Parent: moderator99  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:52:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459576/20878040)

You continue to outdo yourself!

All for the Family .... Thanks !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459576/20880129)  context  full comments

He Got To Her (Again): Tweet From President Trump Goads Hillary Clinton Into Posting An Intriguing Response by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 05:28:53)

[ - ] Parent: Ardithla  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:52:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3462522/20879903)

She already lost a “rigged in her favor” election, how does she think she can win now that the elections are even more cleaned up
than before?

By cheating eve more than before of course, she's Hillary Clinton, what do you expect?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3462522/20880102)  context  full comments

'Oh Shitt': The Moment FBI Agents Found Hillary Clinton Emails On Anthony Weiner's Laptop by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-09 05:26:55)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:52:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3462950/20880023)

shit pops, looks like potus is playing a card here trying to goad hildebeast to run,, whadddya think?

I think Trump would rather run agaist Hilldabeast because he knows all of her crimes and she would be easy to whip, but all these
other crminals running in the liberal party are surely trying to win so they can control the narrative away from all their wn said past
crimes

God Bless Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3462950/20880094)  context  full comments

IMAGINE BEING PRESIDENT TRUMP FOR JUST ONE HOUR & DEALING WITH THE DEMOCRAT CORRUPTION FROM HUSSEINS
ADMINISTRATION by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-08 19:51:42)

[ - ] Parent: Intlrnt2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:53:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460930/20869153)

One hour?

I could do it easily.

I would be legend.

You would all talk about me for years.

You would remember how I declassified all the promised evidence. You would remember how the deep state went deep crazy
and assassinated me.

You would raise your mugs in my honor and joyfully toast my spectacular one hour Presidency.

And I would be smiling as I watched from the great beyond.

Yes you would be a legend !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460930/20875184)  context  full comments

Hilldawg spotted at Gala wearing living room curtians. Get a load of this! Whut a hoot. by PacaGoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-08 15:50:01)
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[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  97 points ( +97 | -97 ) 2020-02-02 02:53:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3461891)

Yeah , curtains from the Masonic National Memorial Hall....lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3461891/20872611)  context  full comments

NFL Player Says League Fined Him For Wearing A 'Man of God' Headband, He Asked Instagram Followers If He Should Keep Wearing It.
The Response Seems Clear by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-08 01:46:10)

[ - ] Parent: NeverRealNames  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:53:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3460652/20863244)

It had nothing to with "God", you fucking looney bins. Sweet Jesus. The crazy is out in full force these days.

What actually scares you aboutt God dude ?

I know there is a story beind your hate or the need to feel expressing your discomfort for anything about God in general, so there is
obviously some backdoor lining to your EXPRESSION....

Just curious is all, don't sweat it...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3460652/20867046)  context  full comments

NFL Player Says League Fined Him For Wearing A 'Man of God' Headband, He Asked Instagram Followers If He Should Keep Wearing It.
The Response Seems Clear by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-08 01:43:23)

[ - ] Parent: 5Mdcanesfan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:53:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3460652/20865688)

Free OJ!

I think he's already free.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3460652/20867036)  context  full comments

Congresswoman Ilhan Omar Files For Divorce Following Reports Of Illicit Affair With Campaign Staffer, Omar May Be A Liberal Home-
Wrecker. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-08 01:42:22)

[ - ] Parent: Morbo  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:53:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3461180/20866166)

Liberal home-wrecker

Stop being redundant!

Hahahaha!! It's called embellisments the democrats doit all the time

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3461180/20867025)  context  full comments

The Media Has Overplayed Its Hand In Trying To Remove Trump by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-08 01:41:11)

[ - ] Parent: 4TheRepublic  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:53:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3461197/20866856)

You're giving "The Media" far too much credit. The MSM has been reduced to nothing more than entertainment -- a tool in the box
of the swampy shadow government. Yes. <They> have 'overplayed'. But will they suffer for doing so? We'll see.

Keep up the good work. Fight the good fight. Best to you and yours.

Thank You and God Bless You Patriot !

ww1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3461197/20867007)  context  full comments

IMAGINE BEING PRESIDENT TRUMP FOR JUST ONE HOUR & DEALING WITH THE DEMOCRAT CORRUPTION FROM HUSSEINS
ADMINISTRATION by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-08 01:38:35)

[ - ] Parent: smokratez  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:53:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460930/20863836)

It was a joke. You're too dumb to learn.

imagine that

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460930/20866977)  context  full comments

IMAGINE BEING PRESIDENT TRUMP FOR JUST ONE HOUR & DEALING WITH THE DEMOCRAT CORRUPTION FROM HUSSEINS
ADMINISTRATION by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2020-02-02 02:50:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-07 21:02:12)

[ - ] Parent: smokratez  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:54:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460930/20863630)

Imagine you learning how to use caps.

IMAGINE THAT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460930/20863779)  context  full comments

Obama [Gog] by serpentdove  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-07 17:06:49)

[ - ] Parent: serpentdove  1 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:54:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460614)

Anything is possible. For God's Word is Truth...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3460614/20860817)  context  full comments

I Ask Father God That You Cover President Donald Trump With A Copius Amount Of Protection Against The Decietful Satanic Lead
Attempts From Adam Schiff & The Democrats To Hurt POTUS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-07 03:31:47)

[ - ] Parent: TexasInfidel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:54:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20851357)

LMAO......

GOD said,deal with your sins and he will handle the justice.

where's that in your holy koran , maybe you should go read it instead of harping on people that comment to a prayer

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20855280)  context  full comments

I Ask Father God That You Cover President Donald Trump With A Copius Amount Of Protection Against The Decietful Satanic Lead
Attempts From Adam Schiff & The Democrats To Hurt POTUS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-07 03:28:52)

[ - ] Parent: TexasInfidel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:54:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20851339)

After you worship football

Who watches football after the stupid Kapernaick dude kneeling during the National Anthem ? Stupid comment !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20855247)  context  full comments

I Ask Father God That You Cover President Donald Trump With A Copius Amount Of Protection Against The Decietful Satanic Lead
Attempts From Adam Schiff & The Democrats To Hurt POTUS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-07 03:27:21)
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[ - ] Parent: TexasInfidel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:54:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20851394)

America will fall hard for its sins.

Dont kid your self.

The blood sin debt of abortion ALONE is enough on its own to level america to dust

go back to sand in the Middle East where you came from of you hate America so much..... I still dont get you muslims

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20855234)  context  full comments

I Ask Father God That You Cover President Donald Trump With A Copius Amount Of Protection Against The Decietful Satanic Lead
Attempts From Adam Schiff & The Democrats To Hurt POTUS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-07 03:24:59)

[ - ] Parent: TexasInfidel  -3 points ( +1 | -4 ) 2020-02-02 02:55:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20851329)

God yawned and turned from those unrepented and living for the world.

Trump has Gods armor,prayers from double minded sinners does nothing but anger him.

Keep your religion and never know God.

Its about the Kingdom not your salvation.

Maybe that's why you are an Infidel, becase Allah was a figment of Mohamouds sick little mind... Sorry for your luck!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20855211)  context  full comments

I Ask Father God That You Cover President Donald Trump With A Copius Amount Of Protection Against The Decietful Satanic Lead
Attempts From Adam Schiff & The Democrats To Hurt POTUS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-07 03:21:20)

[ - ] Parent: Lag-wagon  0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 2020-02-02 02:55:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20852123)

... there is no god.

Not in your life @Lag-wagon .... But maybe one day there will be ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3459410/20855186)  context  full comments

Vowing To Protect Controversial Free Speech, '8Chan Owner Jim Watkins' Claims Site Will Be Back Online This Week by Stonenchizel
in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-06 18:50:40)

[ - ] Parent: 4TheRepublic  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:55:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3420117/20844351)

How is this significant? Why is it sticky-ed?

I don't know , It wasn't me who sticked it

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3420117/20850163)  context  full comments

Fox News Reporter Todd Starnes Gets Fired For Calling Out The Democrats For Praying To A 'Pagan God Of The Old Testament -
Moloch' / Who Allowed For Child Sacrifice by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-04 02:37:14)

[ - ] Parent: deleted  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:55:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3454878/20813160)

[Deleted]

Yeah I bet every last one of them were Hillary Clinton supporters

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3454878/20819002)  context  full comments

Bombshell Audio Emerges In The 'Liberal Loud Mouth Robert De Niro' - Harassment Lawsuit From Empoyee Ms. [Graham Chase]
Robinson by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-04 01:55:08)

[ - ] Parent: lOstinthewOOds  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:55:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3455150/20814785)

Whatever happened to that international underage prostitution ring Robert De Niro was allegedly caught up in? Fyi 1998

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/the-sex-scandal-that-wouldnt-lie-down-1185127.html

DS took care of it....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3455150/20818504)  context  full comments

John Brennen just let it slip that he's about to be interrogated by Durham in Spygate probe by MatanuskaThunder  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 03:57:20)

[ - ] Parent: 1scm  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:55:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3454270/20807927)

he comes across as what he is, a rat in a trap. No way out.

Right , that;s what I thought too !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3454270/20808499)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 03:39:23)

[ - ] Parent: Intlrnt2  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:55:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20808252)

PICK ONE

No. I respect your effort in response to my question, and to show that respect, I picked all three!

You are probably not at all surprised to hear that *not one of your linked sources - not one - supports your claim that ”Adam Schiff
was caught writing the whistle-blower letter with said whistle-blower.”

I have no doubt that you would provide a source, if you had one.

Clearly you don’t.

So the question now is why you knowingly chose to post such an inflammatory false claim. You lied to accuse Schiff of lying.

There is no shortage of authentic examples of Shitbag Schiff lying, so why are you choosing to disgrace yourself and waste our
time by posting Fake News?

ok Hillary , and I'm sure Adam Schiff didn't help write the fucking thing .... peace Out !

enoy life buh bye

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20808332)  context  full comments

Breaking: Wealthy Democratic Donor Ed Buck Indicted For Overdose Deaths Of Black Men At His Apartment "...Well Known For
Compensating Male Prostitutes With Drugs And Money." by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 03:31:49)

[ - ] Parent: Jfunction  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:56:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3454164/20807617)

Let's see if it goes anywhere. Hope it does and he rolls. Not confident it will happen. Even Epstein is beginning to fade from the
public awareness. We'll see.

Yeah but so did No Name the traitor from Arizona... who is now dead also !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3454164/20808281)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -4 points( +0 | -4 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -4 points ( +0 | -4 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 01:40:59)
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[ - ] Parent: ForgottenMemes  -6 points ( +3 | -9 ) 2020-02-02 02:56:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806431)

Technically it's not. Sedition and treason require the use of force.

Thanks Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806996)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 01:36:25)

[ - ] Parent: Crisbeau  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:56:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20805827)

Searching desperately for confirmation that Schiff wrote the thing. If so...the whole magilla goes to hell. Red October is so far no
disappointment

THEY ARE ALL GOOD :

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/464130-republicans-seize-on-reports-of-whistleblower-consulting-with-intel

https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/melanie-arter/nyt-whistleblower-met-schiffs-staff-filing-complaint

https://thefederalist.com/2019/10/02/breaking-anti-trump-whistleblower-colluded-with-house-democrats-before-filing-complaint/

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806937)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 01:35:48)

[ - ] Parent: petevoat  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:56:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806631)

"...Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower ..."

Hello, where is the source?

3 SAUCES :

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/464130-republicans-seize-on-reports-of-whistleblower-consulting-with-intel

https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/melanie-arter/nyt-whistleblower-met-schiffs-staff-filing-complaint

https://thefederalist.com/2019/10/02/breaking-anti-trump-whistleblower-colluded-with-house-democrats-before-filing-complaint/

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806926)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 01:34:56)

[ - ] Parent: grace8  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:56:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806655)

Is there proof of Shiff actually writing the complaint? I clicked your post link looking for poof

HOPE THIS HELPS

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/464130-republicans-seize-on-reports-of-whistleblower-consulting-with-intel

https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/melanie-arter/nyt-whistleblower-met-schiffs-staff-filing-complaint

https://thefederalist.com/2019/10/02/breaking-anti-trump-whistleblower-colluded-with-house-democrats-before-filing-complaint/

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806913)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 01:33:43)
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[ - ] Parent: Idkitall  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:56:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806313)

I sure hope you're correct. I can't wait any longer...

HERE YOU GO

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/464130-republicans-seize-on-reports-of-whistleblower-consulting-with-intel

https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/melanie-arter/nyt-whistleblower-met-schiffs-staff-filing-complaint

https://thefederalist.com/2019/10/02/breaking-anti-trump-whistleblower-colluded-with-house-democrats-before-filing-complaint/

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806889)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -2 points( +1 | -3 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +1 | -3 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 01:32:25)

[ - ] Parent: Intlrnt2  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:57:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806764)

Adam Schiff Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower.

Huge claim. Absolutely damning if true.

I noticed you didn’t provide a link, or even mention a credible source to support your claim.

Did you forget to include one?

I’m not doubting you have one. I have no reason to believe you would simply fabricate a misleading untruth. Especially to
condemn Adam Schiff for fabricating a misleading untruth.

Will OP deliver?

PICK ONE

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/464130-republicans-seize-on-reports-of-whistleblower-consulting-with-intel

https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/melanie-arter/nyt-whistleblower-met-schiffs-staff-filing-complaint

https://thefederalist.com/2019/10/02/breaking-anti-trump-whistleblower-colluded-with-house-democrats-before-filing-complaint/

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20806862)  context  full comments

World Trade Organization Gives President Trump The Go-Ahead To Slap $7.5 Billion In Tariffs On EU Over Airbus Subsidies by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 00:52:39)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:57:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3454040/20805492)

Brother, that is our President. we need 4 more years.

WITH OUT A DOUBT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3454040/20806391)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +3 | -2 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +3 | -2 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 00:10:54)

[ - ] Parent: 369693936  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:57:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20805008)

Each day a tiny apocalypse. Time to wake up everyone.

I'm loving it Patriot !

At least these little gifts are better than nothing...

It is coming and No one can stop it !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20805885)  context  full comments
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by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 00:08:25)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  14 points ( +15 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:57:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20805128)

What would be sweet is if a congressional staffer used the now altered complaint form and filled against schiff and pelosi ..

. Alleging that he overheard in the caferteria the two talking about setting POTUS up with a FF. 2 can play at that game. And it
would be legal. According to the demowits.

Hahahahahaaaa! Now that is absolutely a good one there Patriot ! If only we were as dirty as them, but that's the whole point right...

God Bless Ya, @PacaGoat

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20805848)  context  full comments

Can You Believe That Shit ? That ' Fucking IDIOT Adam Schiff ' Caught Writing The Actual Whistle-Blower Letter With Said Whistle-Blower
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-03 00:06:09)

[ - ] Parent: Scrolleater  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:57:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20805694)

Gee I’m glad your better. God bless.

Thank You Patriot , May God Bless You and Yours!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453996/20805816)  context  full comments

Who will pick the dems 2020 nominee? Voters, DS, or Patriots? by Cat_anon  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-02 17:17:36)

[ - ] Parent: 2020-02-02T02:54:14  T points ( + | - ) (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453435)

That's a ridiculous question, since Hillary Clinton has been stratigizing with Pocahontus , thrat is who the candidate will be, then she
will pick ry to run as her V.P.(Just watch as Biden s slowly pushed out of the way)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453435/20801501)  context  full comments

POTUS comms alert - misspelled "MOOT" s/b moat. by Patriotknife100  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-10-02 17:14:40)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotknife100  10 points ( +10 | -10 ) 2020-02-02 02:58:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453222)

BUT HE MEANT TO TYPE MOAT:

moat

/mōt/

Learn to pronounce

noun

a deep, wide ditch surrounding a castle, fort, or town, typically filled with water and intended as a defense against attack.

verb

surround (a place) with a moat.

"a moated castle"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3453222/20801463)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino: Democrats Are 'Panicking' As Illegal Spying Is Set To Be Revealed by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:54:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-30 22:37:30)
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-1

0

0

0

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:58:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3450081/20778021)

What happens when it gets so big it includes every single one of them? We get the 'ol mexican standoff.

lol...It's about time Omar, you actually made a funny,instead ofjust negative debbie downer

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3450081/20780456)  context  full comments

Eye The Spy said what if Trump was in control of the 4 am talking points. by 1Paydaddy  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-28 16:35:06)

[ - ] Parent: 1Paydaddy  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:58:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444592/20731477)

Maybe I don't give a flying fuck what you think Rookie!

not what we say Q'anon said Eye The Spy was a LARP , so basically in the sub Eye The Spy is Larp ...period !

sorry but that is a fact

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444592/20750977)  context  full comments

Eye The Spy said what if Trump was in control of the 4 am talking points. by 1Paydaddy  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-28 16:31:50)

[ - ] Parent: DickTick  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 2020-02-02 02:58:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444592/20730682)

Well Q said ETS was bullshit....

So there's that.

right

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444592/20750937)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-28 04:42:13)

[ - ] Parent: SubhumanDeplorable  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 02:58:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20735943)

You need to find a better woman. And just fyi, the liberal woman will leave you for a soy boy or another woman eventually anyway.
Get out now.

29 years so far , I dont think she is going anywhere... But thanks for your input

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20746417)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-28 04:38:06)

[ - ] Parent: SCRoadTrip  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:58:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20736235)

Congrats, Stonenchizel. This applies to the RINO's and moderate GOP as well. He's a New Day Republican. PDT is delivering the
best of both parties that We the People have wanted for at least a century. Respect for human dignity and life, religious beliefs,
country, the law, social order, education, business dealings, etc. Central to doing that is rooting out all corruption and those who
assist the evil such as the globalists, media, traffickers, bag men/women, and so on. I knew on 11-8-16 life changed dramatically in
America because the Lord heard the cries of his faithful and the innocents. It washed over me like a tsunami at that moment that
He had given us another shot to turn it around for His glory.

Amen Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20746371)  context  full comments

DOJ Clears Trump Less Than 24 Hours After Pelosi's Impeachment Announcement by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-28 04:30:36)

[ - ] Parent: moderator99  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:59:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3442642/20719645)

Thanks for keeping me up-to-date on the news, @StonenChizel. Always posting good stuff!

My pleasure Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3442642/20746294)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 12:46:06)

[ - ] Parent: TheButcherrrrr  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:59:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734541)

Wait, you guys have to register as a party member? If you're in the DNC can you still vote Republican on the day?

Yes

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20735716)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 12:43:44)

[ - ] Parent: Falcon9h  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:59:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734954)

Damn... wish it was the case here. The crazier they get, the more mine likes it. She is completely hopeless and does the typical
liberal response at any mention of anything Trump-positive... flies off the handle. Politically she is completely insane. I gave up.

Now you know why I'm so happy right now...

Hopefully yours wakes up!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20735695)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 08:08:50)

[ - ] Parent: sunshine702  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:59:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734058)

Yeah I used to think it was a debate of ideas - left and right and both wings helped fly the bird.

UNTIL they KILLED Seth Rich over Wikileaks.

Now I see what demons are among us.

That's OK Patriot, at least you know now and have turned from the evil ones and support President Donald Trump.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734486)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 08:06:21)
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[ - ] Parent: Phillylotus  24 points ( +24 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:59:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20733880)

I was also a hard core Democrat until Debbie Washerman Schultz decided to steal the election from Bernie for HRC. That was my
wake up pill to discovering how much CORRUPTION was in the DNC and anything associated with fucking Killary... Now I watch
the Democrats and just feel utterly EMBARRASSED for what they have devolved into... It's beyond SHAMELESS! #WALKAWAY
#Trump2020

� Patriot a lot of us here use to be Bernie bros & would never go back to that socialist pushing bunch of America Traitors of
Freedom.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734478)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 08:02:25)

[ - ] Parent: 2020-02-02T02:58:17  T points ( + | - ) (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968)

Thanks Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734464)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 8 points( +8 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 08:01:34)

[ - ] Parent: AlphabeticalAnon  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 02:59:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734121)

Socialist insanity, globalist fantasies, dogma.

Oh and the satan-worshipping rituals and cannibalism shit.

Great Red Pill point Patriot that's the one thing that always makes my wife pissed off about the democrats is their Satanic ritualistic
endeavours that hurt children because she's a mother of 4 kids & 2 grandkids and the thought of anyone or anything hurting her little
grandkids makes her kind of scary to be around . She's a God fearing woman & I wouldn't trade her in for 10 younger ones if you
know what I mean.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734461)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 07:55:58)

[ - ] Parent: CrustyBeaver52  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:00:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734084)

The funny thing is, Trump is still the same centrist Democrat he has always been. His policies are right down the middle of 1975.
Peace, business, and the rule of law. It's the Dems who left Trump, and all of America behind. Socialist insanity, globalist fantasies,
dogma.

Economically, the only thing Trump is doing is restoring 1975, and suddenly the middle class is starting to make a comeback. It
looks like a miracle simply because the existing establishment has dragged the nation so far down that any real growth appears
like a miracle. There was a time when an expectation of a minimum 3% raise every year was the norm, and help wanted signs
were regularly seen in the shop windows.

Yeah Patriot, but this time we are all doing something to make sure that regardless of how many liberals there are fighting against us,
we will be successful along with President Trump.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734430)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 07:53:25)
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[ - ] Parent: BaBs88  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2020-02-02 03:00:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20733891)

Yay wiggiaiginigger. Fuck you idiot. Your vote means nothing because 100million. Illegals live here. Redeem yourself and remove
them

I thought that was your job, besides only talking shit about it. So do something already.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20734421)  context  full comments

READ MY WIFE'S BREAK UP LETTER TO THE DNC HQ / SOMETIMES DEMOCRATS RED PILL ACCIDENTLY / THANK YOU JESUS! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 05:30:31)

[ - ] Parent: Welorf  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:00:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20733490)

I snagged your png you posted. Danke.

That's great news about your wife. God is Good.

It's all good Patriot ! I stole it too, from Google ...lol

God Bless,

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444968/20733710)  context  full comments

Thank You Democrats, You Just Raised President Trump $5 Million In Just 24 Hours Thanks To Impeachment Threat by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 03:36:38)

[ - ] Parent: lilomeunq  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:00:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444851/20732797)

Shame the fundraising slowed to only 8.5 million in 48 hours. ;)

Actually Patriot , they just said on the news right now that it was actually 13 Million Dollars raised in the last two days... Either way its
all good !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444851/20732975)  context  full comments

Thank You Democrats, You Just Raised President Trump $5 Million In Just 24 Hours Thanks To Impeachment Threat by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 03:35:30)

[ - ] Parent: crystaliis  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:00:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444851/20732833)

Oh yeah! I've got family, devout democrats, texting me that this whole impeachment deal has opened their eyes, (--->red pilled?),
and now saying they had no idea how corrupt Biden and his Dem friends have been. They are actually apologizing to me for
disagreeing with me in the past! So proud to be a patriot, among follow patriots. WWG1WGA!

That is absolutely Awesome Patriot! I am so proud for You ! Now you can do the finish up job on Red Pilling all of your Family
Members, A Family that is Conservative together is a Family that will always love eachother regardless of political things that may
happen in the future....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444851/20732964)  context  full comments

ITS THE END OF THE WEEK, ARE THE DEMOCRATS DONE LOOKING LIKE FOOLS, WELL IT DOESN'T LOOK THAT WAY PATRIOTS
, SO ENJOY THE MOVIE by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 01:09:39)

[ - ] Parent: Reymrgapurple  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:00:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444695/20731302)

CANT SPELL DEMOCRAT WITHOUT RAT.

Exactly Patriot
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444695/20731525)  context  full comments

Eye The Spy said what if Trump was in control of the 4 am talking points. by 1Paydaddy  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-27 00:02:24)

[ - ] Parent: 1Paydaddy  6 points ( +6 | -6 ) 2020-02-02 03:01:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444592)

Eye the Spy Is a LARP !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3444592/20730781)  context  full comments

DOJ and the DNI Tell Adam Schiff to FOAD Over Whistleblower Report and Schiff Makes a Toothless Threat to Go to Court by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 03:08:38)

[ - ] Parent: The_Real_Wahrheit  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:01:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435160/20656599)

I'm down with discussing Ukraine for a week or so, let's make it a hot topic! Then Patriots drop incontrovertible evidence on Biden
and voila!

Exactly Patriot sounds like te Plan is working , and eventually all these Leftist Criminals will be fronted out for their crimes that tey
have committed during the Hussein years up till now.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435160/20709378)  context  full comments

Thank You Jesus / I Just Want To Thank All You Patriots For All The Uplifting Love & Prayers I Recieved Before My Operation, The
Voat.co Family Is Truly An Awesome Group Of Friends - @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 03:06:57)

[ - ] Parent: late2thegame  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:01:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20663431)

I pray you find a solution that works for you. Unfortunately, a surgeon's "fix" is to do surgery. Perhaps the universe created a reason
for the delay. Regardless of your chosen "fix", it will be important to identify the movement that caused the problem to begin with,
and change that movement somehow, or the problem will return.

Wise wordsPatriot , Thanks...

@Chizel'

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20709359)  context  full comments

Thank You Jesus / I Just Want To Thank All You Patriots For All The Uplifting Love & Prayers I Recieved Before My Operation, The
Voat.co Family Is Truly An Awesome Group Of Friends - @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 03:05:58)

[ - ] Parent: 2TBob  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:01:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20665344)

Thank you Stone. I appreciate your taking the time for me.

May God bless you and yours!

No Problem My Friend , it is time well spent for wwg1wga Patriot and this is the road where He has taken us...

God Bless Again Partiot,

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20709348)  context  full comments

Great Border Wall News : In An Area With 24 Miles Of New Border Wall, Illegal Crossings Plummeted 90% According To DHS Sec
McAleenan by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 03:01:25)
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0

1
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[ - ] Parent: dadudemon1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:01:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436106/20666799)

Wow. You're practically a living legend on this site. Your reply and compliment means a lot to me.

I will definitely run for public office when my career is over. I should be ready to retire by 44: quite a few years to go.

That's awesome Patriot , May God Bless You along the way and may His Holy Spirt lead You right where you are suppose to be to
complete the work He has in store for you... Trust Me you might now understand Me right now , but one day you will think back and
remember this very message....

God Bless Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436106/20709283)  context  full comments

Thank You Jesus / I Just Want To Thank All You Patriots For All The Uplifting Love & Prayers I Recieved Before My Operation, The
Voat.co Family Is Truly An Awesome Group Of Friends - @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 02:56:08)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:01:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20671430)

Thank you so much for your reply. I am a grandmother - but grew up with brothers (no sisters), married two men (first husband
passed away), had 3 sons from the store (foster boys), one son from the farm (natural boy), I am in a predominantly male field.

My dad and uncles serviced in the military. I love all the men in my life and tend to think more male related than female related. I
agree, I should write those books.

I am an excellent chef!!!! ;)

Good bless - regards to your wife.

You ! are so welcomed Patriot, and Thank You for being a strong Woman because to be surounded by all those men , you ruly
obviously are a strong woman. God

Bless You Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20709226)  context  full comments

A Cup Of Coffee, My Cell Phone Connected To My Sound Bar & This Song Blasting On 7 Is All I Need To Start My Day With My Lord And
Savior Jesus Christ & I Know My Day Will Be Blessed by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 02:51:37)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:02:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436725/20676962)

Good. It's sad that some of these people focus on putting down Christians and especially Catholics and even women. They have
SEVERE mental issues. Just plain sick. I blocked a couple of these sickos but they don't give up.

Laura , when you block them I've noticed that they put it on overtime to ake sure they attack you any way possible because they are
truy pathetic and have no way of actually conversing with anyone with brains. Don't seat'm , they aren't worth the time.... Trust God My
Sister, for in Him all things are perfect and all evil eventually falls off because this kind of evil runs just at the mention of the Name of
Jesus Chrst !

God Bless Laura, Have a Great Evening !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436725/20709176)  context  full comments

THE WEEK IN CARTOONS - HOW REVEALING CARTOONS CAN ACTUALLY BE (Satire) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 02:58:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 02:47:47)
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0

0

0

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:02:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437480/20677178)

Yes, it IS! I was thinking the same.  Hugs to you, Stonenchizel. So glad all went well with the surgery and you are doing good!
Love the memes, btw. They're great.

Thank You so much Love, God is Good and He has surely gided My every move in this life even though I haven't always known that,
but the fact is that I do now know and that makes Me a Child of the Living Almighty God and His blood runs through My veins,
therefore I will trust in the Lord always.. Thank You Jesus !

God Bless @KyJ'

@Chizel'

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437480/20709118)  context  full comments

Bombshell Revelation Buried Deep In CNN Report Unravels Whistleblower Scandal Involving President Trump From CNN Of All Places by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 02:37:52)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:02:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3437439/20699995)

Patriot , I agree, they are running out of lies, as they are now all are being exposed. WWG1WGA

Trump and his Intel Agecies along with his Military MI are going full on with te plan that has many elelments to it, but it is what we all
call draining the swamp! There's only one way to do that My Brother and hat's ake all of them downbut they don't realize it's
happening or they are scared shitless and willing to go to any extremes to try and destroy this man who threatens their every criminal
act and ther very careers and livelyhood.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3437439/20708998)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Is Acting Like A Man Who Knows The Fork Has Been Stuck In Him by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-25 02:23:08)

[ - ] Parent: Hayride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:02:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3441205/20708096)

"You don't fork Joe, Joe forks you." -- Corn Pop

Hahahaa! Good One Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3441205/20708826)  context  full comments

Astonishing Transformation: Scott Pressler's Group Cleaned Up L.A. Homeless Camp In 9 Hours; Removed 50 Tons Of f Garbage by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-24 02:59:05)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:02:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3439080/20688876)

Hi! Thanks for the post.

Of course,no problem Patriot!

You know how we do it....

Have a great evening!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3439080/20696235)  context  full comments

CNN Reports On Democrats Mass Defecting To Trump In Ilhan Omar's Minnesota by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 03:07:49)
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1

0
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0

[ - ] Parent: TheFuglyAmerican  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:03:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3436909/20671732)

I'm reading between the lines here. Though the story is true and the winds of change within the typical democrat party seem to be
blowing red, the fact that CNN has reported on it is far more telling to me than the story itself. It tells me the MSM is sending a
warning message to the Democrats that their far left Marxists are not flying well with the mainstream farm belt democrats. Only
near University Campus, DC and a scattering of extreme leftist cities are the communist ideologies popular. Step out into the real
world and people are becoming increasingly afraid of the leftist zealots.

I think of this as a shot across the bow to warn the Democrat party, that if they don't keep their leftists dogs to heel the main stream
media may just start firing truth bombs to take down the nut cases themselves, because at this point the Democrat party has 0%
chance of winning the 2020 presidential election but will also loose seats in the house and senate.

Theres a thought Patriot, that I didn't think of....Nice !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3436909/20684423)  context  full comments

CNN Reports On Democrats Mass Defecting To Trump In Ilhan Omar's Minnesota by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 03:03:29)

[ - ] Parent: Tubesbestnoob  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:03:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3436909/20671913)

If you're not a deadbeat welfare case, a Muslim, illegal invader, degenerate lgbfaggot, or a corpse there is absolutely no reason to
vote Dem.

Yeah, but yet some people work all day and only follow the crowd and will vote for the dems candidate like they did for HRC even
though she was the worst candidate forever in the entire existence of these Uinted States of America.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3436909/20684375)  context  full comments

'Live Free or Die' : I Did Not Buy My Firearms From The Government. How Can It "Buy Them Back" From Me / Beto And The Rest Of
These Liberal Politicians Are Stupid by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 03:00:32)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:03:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436812/20671947)

It would be a felony to furnish a firearm to a terrorist organization.

Hahaahaha! Right and the biggest terrorst org around.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436812/20684350)  context  full comments

CNN Reports On Democrats Mass Defecting To Trump In Ilhan Omar's Minnesota by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:57:54)

[ - ] Parent: Enst_Hardwasre  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:03:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3436909/20675209)

Minnesota doe NOT belong to Omar!

Yeah I know that but it sure makes a great headline, that'sprobably why they used it

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3436909/20684335)  context  full comments

Over A Hundred People Are Arrested In A Central Ohio Sex And Human Trafficking Sting by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:57:08)

[ - ] Parent: AlphabeticalAnon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:03:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437436/20675707)

Wasn't this from a few days or a week ago?

Nope it's a new one where they trap dudes that thnk they are gong to see a 13 or 14 year old girl, then they bust them

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437436/20684329)  context  full comments

Bombshell Revelation Buried Deep In CNN Report Unravels Whistleblower Scandal Involving President Trump From CNN Of All Places by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28
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0
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0

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:56:13)

[ - ] Parent: Atrugiel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:03:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3437439/20675724)

Possible the "rumor" was a trolling plant by a Trump "friendly." It has worked - Biden's bribe is back in the spotlight.

That is what I told My wife too.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3437439/20684320)  context  full comments

Over A Hundred People Are Arrested In A Central Ohio Sex And Human Trafficking Sting by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:55:04)

[ - ] Parent: Titaniumman  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:03:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437436/20677018)

And the main stream media has been completely mute on the subject.

That speaks volumes as to how prevalent pedophilia is among the ranks of the media

Oh you know it is Patriot That's why they have all teamed up on Trump I remember posting a story one time that had CNN's at least a
couple of CNN news people sitting all cozy with John Podesta in a dinner setting or an office setting , but they were sure all hapy and
laughing like they had a big secret to hide , if you know wha I mean. Its actually back when Podesta was purchasing some press
people and inviting them to one of his brothers Spirit Cooking dinner dates

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437436/20684309)  context  full comments

Bombshell Revelation Buried Deep In CNN Report Unravels Whistleblower Scandal Involving President Trump From CNN Of All Places by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:49:21)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:04:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3437439/20677960)

Brother, the fake news MSM is now caught in their own fake news now and exposed.

It's a beautiful thing too Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3437439/20684267)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:48:08)

[ - ] Parent: ledbetter  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:04:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20680067)

Perhaps it's Biden who is dangerous.. ...pid.

Right , I'm surprised that Biden didn't say that little young girls should be allowed in prison for conjical visits especially if he is ever
thrown in a prison for the crimes he and Hussein committed while serving as POTUS and VP

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684259)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:45:21)

[ - ] Parent: love_light_truth  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:04:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20680280)

All his "gaffes" as right media like to put it (and which left- MSM ignore) are just building up an excuse that he went insane when
he gets nailed for treason. That or he's a clone.

Wow, I never thought of that one Patriot, good thinking man

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684236)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:44:29)

[ - ] Parent: EuropeNeedsFixing  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:04:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20680304)

Is he looking into his future self?

Kind of looks like it huh Patriot ?

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684229)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:43:34)

[ - ] Parent: Dressage2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:04:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20680508)

No reason, Joe unless they are going to give you Viagra while you are there.

Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684220)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:42:17)

[ - ] Parent: JJS1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:04:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20680535)

These democrats are the stupidest sick people on earth.

Yes Patriot , I must agree with you on this one !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684210)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:41:14)

[ - ] Parent: Christosgnosis  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2020-02-02 03:04:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20680774)

Joe trying to reshape the conditions where he will spend the remainder of his life?

Now that actually sounds like something that old criminal would do is try and make his last days in prison where he could fuck
someone even if they aren't a little kid

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684198)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:39:39)

[ - ] Parent: tradstew  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:05:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20681015)

This has to be from a SNL script or something. No idiot, especially joe-the-perv, would even say this.

But Joe Biden did say it and that's why they wrote the story about it because the old fucker is slipping fast

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684184)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:36:40)
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[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:05:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20681412)

Yeah thats the ticket! "i am a lesbian in a mans body"

Right, and now you know that will be the first thing those rotten institutonalized criminals are going to try on the system if Biden were
to get his way.But he won't because he will be gone before January 2020

God Bless,

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684160)  context  full comments

VIDEO. Antifa Goons Get Thrashed By Federal Protective Service As They Attack An ICE Facility by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:32:37)

[ - ] Parent: TheRealIndianaJoe  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:05:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437424/20681839)

I wish they'd trace payments back to Soros and who ever else funds this crap.

Patriots they have through MoveOn.org where Soros fundd them and they pay the Antifa freaks

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437424/20684121)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:30:42)

[ - ] Parent: passthepopcorn  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:05:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20682200)

He has hidden in the background for so many years with excuses being made for him that he has gotten away with a lot. However,
he is now in the spotlight. His lack of intelligence or good sense is front-and-center. I always believed he was chosen for vice
president because they saw him as a foolish man who would go along with anything they, the Deep State, told him to do. Kind of
like a puppy dog just wanting to please his masters.

And of course Biden was able to grope and ug and sniff their hair and make every little girl that came into the White House feel so
damn uncomfortable.

Joe Biden is a perverted weird freak that's obvioulost his ability to lie good anymore.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684109)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Says Male Prisoners Should Be Allowed To Demand Access To Female Prisons, This Is A Dangerously Stupid Idea by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:27:41)

[ - ] Parent: Patriot8  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:05:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20682313)

Like many on the left, he’s accustomed to repeating a predetermined narrative. The problem is, he’s not mentally strong enough
anymore to talk his way to sounding wrong, but understandable. He doesn’t know what he believes because nothing, for him, is
about truth. His good liar days are long over.

Hahahahhaaa! Great comment Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438070/20684088)  context  full comments

The Real Foreign Collusion Occurred Between Pro-Clinton Ukrainians And The DNC by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:23:38)
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[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:05:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3438205/20683698)

Brother, it appears the whole DNC is going down. LOL

I actaully believe that was the plan since they are obviously crooked, just watch the Cogressinal Hearings they are in control of
running.

The Plan to evidently expose allof the Democrats thathave been or who are sill involved in all the corruptn that followed Hillary
Clinton where ever she roamed and she was their queen they expected would be making all of them a lot of money by everyone of
them backing this whole Russian Collusion Lie that they knew was committing Sadetion against President Trump They all need to
hang!

Many Blessings My Brother....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3438205/20684062)  context  full comments

The resist it it futile by ArbyCarbuncle  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-23 02:17:51)

[ - ] Parent: ArbyCarbuncle  -16 points ( +-16 | --16 ) 2020-02-02 03:05:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438419)

u sow'endead varie ejamicated leyek a reeeel Izzlomik' idee'ut ....

@BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM ! You Frickin Islamic Idiot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3438419/20684026)  context  full comments

THE WEEK IN CARTOONS - HOW REVEALING CARTOONS CAN ACTUALLY BE (Satire) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:02:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-22 05:53:38)

[ - ] Parent: WinOneForTheQuipper  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:06:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437480/20675140)

Those were hilarious! Thank you.

Glad to see your fingers are up and typing! �⌨

Thanks Patriot, I am loving it, Al the prayers and I've also been able to sleep real well the last few nights.... God is good !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3437480/20675286)  context  full comments

A Cup Of Coffee, My Cell Phone Connected To My Sound Bar & This Song Blasting On 7 Is All I Need To Start My Day With My Lord And
Savior Jesus Christ & I Know My Day Will Be Blessed by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-22 05:48:22)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:06:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436725/20668466)

There are some VERY SICK PEOPLE WITH MENTAL PROBLEMS HERE. I ignore them. Not worth my time.

That's why he's blocked by Me Laura...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436725/20675258)  context  full comments

Great Border Wall News : In An Area With 24 Miles Of New Border Wall, Illegal Crossings Plummeted 90% According To DHS Sec
McAleenan by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 05:21:33)
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[ - ] Parent: dadudemon1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:06:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436106/20662242)

And how do border crossing numbers look outside of those 24 miles? Did they increase by a "remarkably" proportional number or
did they stay the same?

In order to make a point like this stick, you need to be statistically honest.

Here are the logistical problems that have yet to be answered about a complete border wall:

1. Will border crossers move x amount of distance before stopping "going around" tactics and just going through the wall,
negating the drop in illegal crossings the barrier presenting?

2. Are these temporary measures that will obviously be circumvented within a few months of a fully installed wall that
meets criteria x in #1?

3. Is there a true ROI for the cost of this wall? Or are we already in a point of no return? Meaning, are there already too
many illegals and there is no possibility to recoup the cost of the wall built to x length from #1?

4. If 3 is no, what number of illegal crossings must be stopped in order to see an ROI? What is that ROI time frame?

5. Is it possible to adjust other factors along with a wall with x length from #1 so that we can get a reasonable ROI from
#3? If so, what are those other adjustment factors?

Unrelated, but why don't we bring our troops home from fighting pointless foreign wars and have them protect our own damn
borders from invaders? Do you think there would be as much illegal crossings if there was a chance to get shot to death?

Maybe you should run for president because you've got some great ideas, but you cant implement your ideas unless you actually win
an election.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3436106/20663201)  context  full comments

Thank You Jesus / I Just Want To Thank All You Patriots For All The Uplifting Love & Prayers I Recieved Before My Operation, The
Voat.co Family Is Truly An Awesome Group Of Friends - @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 05:15:47)

[ - ] Parent: moderator99  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:06:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20645964)

Still got yer finger?

Yup !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20663148)  context  full comments

Thank You Jesus / I Just Want To Thank All You Patriots For All The Uplifting Love & Prayers I Recieved Before My Operation, The
Voat.co Family Is Truly An Awesome Group Of Friends - @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 05:14:54)

[ - ] Parent: chocolatepatriot2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:06:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20648837)

The bible says the prayer of faith will save the sick.

Go in peace your faith has made you well.

He sent his word and the word healed them.

The book is alive.

bless you

Patriot , that's what My Wife keeps saying too...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20663144)  context  full comments

Thank You Jesus / I Just Want To Thank All You Patriots For All The Uplifting Love & Prayers I Recieved Before My Operation, The
Voat.co Family Is Truly An Awesome Group Of Friends - @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 05:13:52)

[ - ] Parent: 2TBob  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:06:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20644746)

Gee thanks. Based on your experience here I may ask people not to pray for me when I have my 360 degree neck surgeries Oct
1. I'm kidding, (a little) about the "not prayers" thing. Good luck and God bless.

Too late Patriot, because we are gonna now pray for you, that it is successful and painless operation and that you heal up quickly in
Jesus Holy Name, Amen
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20663134)  context  full comments

Thank You Jesus / I Just Want To Thank All You Patriots For All The Uplifting Love & Prayers I Recieved Before My Operation, The
Voat.co Family Is Truly An Awesome Group Of Friends - @Stonenchizel by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 05:11:28)

[ - ] Parent: AUSAFVet  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:07:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20645225)

Well, I was thinking of the next guy/gal the anesthesiologist worked on..and they died because nobody said anything. You may not
be the first one that got screwed up

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433299/20663111)  context  full comments

Candace Owens: @kathleen_belew Made The SEVERE Error Attacking Me At White Supremacy Hearing. To Every Virtue-Signaling,
White Liberal In America: Black America Is DONE Being..... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 03:27:23)

[ - ] Parent: QueenAlt  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:07:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20658189)

That grin was awesome

Yup ! I loved it too...

wwg1wga
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Candace Owens: @kathleen_belew Made The SEVERE Error Attacking Me At White Supremacy Hearing. To Every Virtue-Signaling,
White Liberal In America: Black America Is DONE Being..... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Intlrnt2  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:07:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20656997)

Great example of a key DJT strategy:

Always punch back

ALWAYS

Exactly !
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Candace Owens: @kathleen_belew Made The SEVERE Error Attacking Me At White Supremacy Hearing. To Every Virtue-Signaling,
White Liberal In America: Black America Is DONE Being..... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 03:25:59)

[ - ] Parent: GritD2  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:07:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20657309)

Can we replace Pence with Candice?

Now that would be awesome but she's too young..

wwg1wga
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[ - ] Parent: HighPlainsDrifter1  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:07:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20657568)

Ms. Owens ripped those two white, snowflake bitches a new ass in front of God, Country and everyone in that room!!! They should
have known better.

Candace is a conservative force to be reckoned with and when the lunatic, leftist filth like these two humps make their arguments
they stand on nothing but rhetoric, propaganda and deception. When Candice makes her argument she stands on one thing. THE
TRUTH. AND THAT................will always win. Being an articulate and smarter than hell Black Woman these two self loathing, white
privileged liberals were reduced to the stupid, brain dead morons they are.

Thank you Candice!!!! WE LOVE YOU!!!

Great Comment Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20662050)  context  full comments

Candace Owens: @kathleen_belew Made The SEVERE Error Attacking Me At White Supremacy Hearing. To Every Virtue-Signaling,
White Liberal In America: Black America Is DONE Being..... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 03:23:59)

[ - ] Parent: QueenAlt  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:07:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20658202)

It's disgusting that they only tried it because they didn't know she would have a chance to respond.

Didn't you love the look on that Liberal chicks face when Candace was demolishing her & dude?
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Candace Owens: @kathleen_belew Made The SEVERE Error Attacking Me At White Supremacy Hearing. To Every Virtue-Signaling,
White Liberal In America: Black America Is DONE Being..... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-21 03:22:32)

[ - ] Parent: swimkin  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:07:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20657658)

Love Candace's honesty. She never holds back. She is an amazing woman! So glad she's on our side.

Right ! You knnow if the Democrats had anyone as smart as Candace, they would be running them for Presidet right now, but Thank
God they asolutely don't...

WWG1WGA
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Candace Owens: @kathleen_belew Made The SEVERE Error Attacking Me At White Supremacy Hearing. To Every Virtue-Signaling,
White Liberal In America: Black America Is DONE Being..... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: melskia  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:08:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20660731)

Candace would not have had a chance to respond to these left wing skanks had Mark Meadows not given Candace the remaining
4:58 time he still had to ask questions. Good for Mark and Jim...

Exactly Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435622/20661996)  context  full comments

Rush Limbaugh Goes On The Record With Early Talk Of A 2020 Trump Landslide by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-20 17:50:56)

[ - ] Parent: SanFranTrailerPark  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:08:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3435481/20655028)

like the 2018 elections?

Trump was not on the ticket in 2018, just wait and watch in 2020
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3435481/20655093)  context  full comments

DOJ and the DNI Tell Adam Schiff to FOAD Over Whistleblower Report and Schiff Makes a Toothless Threat to Go to Court by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 months ago (2019-09-20 16:43:36)

[ - ] Parent: DawnPendraig  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:08:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435160/20652102)

This is going to blow up in their faces. They are freaking out with wall to wall coverage on the treason of POTUS making deals
(when it isn't) and it's going to come out the deals were by Obama Admin, Biden etc

Right! The left is trying to do their usual accuse opponent of crimes that they have committed themselves. Same old slumlord Saul
Alynski rules for radicals.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3435160/20654167)  context  full comments

The Muslim Congressman From Minnesota: Ilhan Omar Cheated On Her Husband, Then She Screwed Him Even Further by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 5 months ago (2019-09-19 22:37:09)

[ - ] Parent: Rabid_Robot  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2020-02-02 03:08:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3434306/20645132)

She should be judged by the very legal system she wishes to impose on Americans.

Exactly Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3434306/20645219)  context  full comments

About says it all. - "I understand that there may be many people listening. Is anybody dumb enough to believe I would say something
inappropriate while on such a potentially 'heavily populated' call." by TSE  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 months ago (2019-09-19 21:59:13)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  95 points ( +95 | -95 ) 2020-02-02 03:08:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433930)

Its kind of getting to be sickening how the Mainstream Media treats this President. I sure hope through all of this good that has been
happening since Trump became President and maybe he has a new plan for how the media can publish false stories. Maybe there
will eventually be an actual monetary fine for all major publishers anytime they publish a false story without a legitimate source. No
more of this , Its a secret source bullshit that the press uses against Trump and then we find out it is always just more bullshit from the
Liberal Left. Great post though Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433930/20644787)  context  full comments

Jussie Smollett hoax could be a catastrophe for Democrats (New Evidence implicates big names) by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2020-02-02 03:06:09

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 5 months ago (2019-09-19 21:25:16)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  293 points ( +293 | -293 ) 2020-02-02 03:08:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3433935)

What a corrupt mess the Democrats in Chicago have created. Is there any law in Illinois?

Well what this tells Me is that I should NEVER TRUST any words that come out of the mouths of Democrats especially if they are
African American and from Chicago or basically they are NOT TRUSTWORHY if they are any Democrat, Democrats in My book are
considered to be LIARS !

PERIOD!
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Thank You Jesus / I Just Want To Thank All You Patriots For All The Uplifting Love & Prayers I Recieved Before My Operation, The
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My mom was a very hard, difficult women where the world centered around her. She did have some interesting sayings - mostly for
reasons you would not expect.

My best friend's mom was the one who brought me up. My friend's mom was an orphan from three until the courts allowed her
older sister (16 years old) and brother (18 years old) to be her legal guardians. Their home was a basement where they shared
the space with other homeless young people. In order to pay the rent, some went to work at minimal jobs. In order to eat, some
stole food or went through the garbage at restaurants.

One restaurant would wrap up the extra food from the day and would give it to the kids after the restaurant closed. God always
seems to place angels here and there. My friend's mom went to work at the restaurant who helped out the young "family". She
became an excellent chef and it was from her where I learned to cook.

As a child, she was determined to be happy. She would sing songs and tell silly stories to the younger children. She was also
absolutely beautiful - in a Marilyn Monroe way. One day a handsome Army officer (almost like he came right out of central casting)
saw her and found out where she lived. He asked some of her older "parents" if he could take her out. They said yes - and when
the young couple would "date" they would have an entourage of chaperons - very much like the courtship of Michael Corleone
when he fell in love in Italy.

The young couple got married, had three beautiful children and enjoyed a quiet simple life. Often at dinner, my friend's mom and
dad would tell us funny stories about their "courtship." Very much a love story.

I have often thought I should write a children's book out of the stories they told us.

All the best . . .

Hey My Friend , as a dude that has been through more than anyone would ever believe, especially being the ninth child in a family of
ten kids. I always learned from my siblings mistakes as my mom would tear into their asses with a strap ( cut from the old semi wheel
mud flaps, not the rubber ones but the old cloth weaved ones) dam those whoopings would hurt. At least I thought they did because I
never got whipped because I was too small and truly learned from their mistakes. My Mom was an woman from a poor family from
Texas that traveled where ever their was work in the fields kinda like the migrant workers do today except my mom's family were
American born citizens and back in those days the American people weren't to good to work in the fields is what she would always
tell us kids. She instilled some pretty good morals into all of us and the greatest gift she ever gave any of us was to fear the Lord God
for He is not anyone who you want to mess with or even get mad because He would send your ass to Hell. But through all those times
I was forced to go to church on Sundays, Wednesdays and special occassions and not be able to go to kids church when all the kids
would get up after the singing and stuff, right before the preacher would give a sermon. But we had to sit and listen to the preacher
who had a heart pacer and I swear he would talk what seemed like forever every sermon he gave. At the time I hated it, but as I got
older I realized through all those church services that I actually was learning something, and that something was the greatest lessons
I would learn growing up. It was a trip because when I was a teen and got into dsscussions with friends about God and the Bible, I
would then realize that I had learned so much from all of those what I thought to be torture sittings at the time but they were great
lessons in Christ Jesus's life and that's when I gave my life to the Lord for the first time. Anyways My Brother I wanted to tell you that
you should write those stories because usually those real stories are the ones that make the best books, so have some faih that you
wll be succussful and I have faith in you so do it, because its something that you might regret if you dont.....ok...and God Bless You as
You write and may the Holy Spirit lead You and Your words on every story that you do write. It's good talking to you Patriot.
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THANK YOU LORD GOD FOR ALL OF US.

Right Patriot !! God is good and He is greatly to be praised ! Thank You Jesus and I pray that you ad your family are richly blessed in
every way Patriot!
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Stone, saw your message earlier about surgery-been quietly praying for you but did not write. Continuing to pray for you and hope
doctors will be able to help you. Hang in there and we are with you. Always. Stay alive, patriot.

Thank You Patriot ! Every soul that reaches out in prayer always allows God's Angels to do there work, and I believe My healing is in
the process, so Thank You for your prayers and May God Richly Bless You and Yours Patriot !
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You'll be healed soon enough, friend. Just a little longer...

Yes Patriot I do believe this now and Thank You for your wise words.

May God Bless You and Yours Patriot!
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I believe God is in control.

Thank you for sharing your experience.

I had to fight off my tendency to not believe it was an honest mistake, but rather to think "they" were extending the need for medical
care for profit motivations. But your attitude had a positive effect on me, and caused me to remember that there is no need to
increase worry or doubt about that, because these tools (fear, worry, doubt) are often used by Satan.

So thank you in many ways for sharing your experience.

God is in control.

Yes Patriot God is so in control and even I forget that at times, so I guess it was Me that needed that lesson the most... I'm truly happy
that My truth was good for you because like they say , "The Lord works in mysterous ways" and He sure did work on Me that whole
day and evening, but I actually woke up from the best sleep I have had in a long time and I know it was His Hand guiding the doctor,
so I probably owe My doctor an apology for acting a fool when he decided to stop the operation in the O.R. because I had asked for
prayer to guide the doctor in the process and I believe He actually did exactly that...Yes God is in control Patriot!

God Bless Patrot!
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I believe the Lord will continue to bless you, cuz we need you here in the trenches with US. Not diminishing the challenges of pain,
frustration, human error, and such...you are taking this whole situation and learning and growing from it. i suspect your wife is
offering much wisdom in this to encourage you at this time. Most everyone would be spitting nails and looking who to blame or to
litigate against. I honestly believe the Lord moved His Hand for this to unfold, from a mistake to a huge blessing. Serious. Continue
to take the high road and praise His Name. You aint seen nothing yet. He has so much for you to do! In a way, i think He made you
take a break. Time to turn horse apples into roses. You are already doing this. Godspeed!

Thank You Patriot ! You are absolutely right about what God has turned all of this into. I am sure there is some lost souls that have
been reading the comments and have some curousity of what we are all talking about, so yes God is good and works His wisdom into
our lives without us even knowing it at the time. But eventually it becmes all clear to us and we learn to trust in God even more than
before. All I know is that I am truly grateful that God loves Me enough to keep Me here until My work is done that He has put Me here
on earth to complete. My faith only grows with each new lesson He puts in front of Me, I only wsh I had trusted Him more in My
younger days but I'm sure He has forgiven Me for all My transgressions and sins of My youth and He still teaches Me to this very day
and I know more than ever that God is great and He is greatly to be praised!

God Bless Patriot!
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Nice. Good yarn mate. I said a little prayer. Appreciated the feedback. You sort of brought a bit of a family vibe to this place

Thanks Patriot, We are actually a family here on voat.co because a lot of us spend more time here with the voat.co family than we do
with our extended families that we don't see or talk to that often... So yes we are a family here and the Lord has truly blessed us all
that have been on this web site which I am truly grateful for..

God Bless Patriot even though you are all the way down under, because I believe that all the prayer that went out for Me were from
around the globe and God surely has heard them all... Thanks again and God Bless You and your Family also Patriot!
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Mike Lindell's Commercial:

Ilhan wake's up, feeling ill, goes to the medicine cabinet, opens it.

Ilhan: Jesus Christ, Mike, what are you doing in my medicine cabinet!

Mike: Ilhan, I can tell you haven't been sleeping well.

Ilhan: Jesus Christ Mike, I already bought your damn My Pillow, still I have nightmares that I will lose in 2020!

Mike: Ilhan, My Pillow is an excellent pillow, but Ilhan, it's just a pillow, it doesn't create miracles.

Ilhan then slams the medicine cabinet door shut.

LOL !
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May God Bless You My Friend In Q' ! Keep the faith on Your Lord and Savior Jesus Christ , and You will be fine. Together we are
strong Staff Sargent Rader " We will see this through... for We are Q'anon and we Support President Donald Trump and his Policies.
God Bless The United States of America and Her True Patriot Citizens.
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Neither Bream or MacCallum are "fair and balanced".

Why because they do ask hard questions
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They should list the ~70 cowards. There's got to be some of the leadership and the "impeach" crowd in there.

That would be a great idea to expose them patriot....
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they're pretty afraid to go omn foxnews these days and I know some dems like bernie and tulsi do go on there sometimes and
other dems criticize them for it like they're traitors and supporting foxnews for it, really it's just called having some balls and
answering tough questions, even if you disagree at least have balls to go talk.

Right...
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Of course he did , HRC had her hands in everything in DC
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Three words: FOLLOW THE MONEY

If the forfeiture has not yet occurred, then the property and banking matters of JE can continue to be of tremendous legal value as it
is tracked and trailed throughout the rat-sheep population of his 'pals'.

True, unless of course they stop all transactions now that he is obviously under ivestigation
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push pizza slices under the door, as a message

hahahaaa! I love the imaginations of some Patriots...good one
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Q Drop # 3496 - Logical Thinking : Epstein Will Try Whatever It Takes To Make Bail, But Why Hasn't His Assets Been Frozen E.O. the
Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act (Public Law 114-328) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7 hours ago (2019-07-25 21:05:37)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:06:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352579/19900651)

I dont' think he really wants bail. He'll never survive on the outside. The inside is tough enough, he's paid off jail guards
already...so someone else could do the same against him.

The only safe place for him is GITMO non stateside under military protection. If he dies....poof goes the case against anyone else.
For now, he's in the 'shu'. Alone with a lil window...for guards to put his food through.

Yeah that's why I said that send him to Gitmo ... But I'm not sure if the crime has to be military or government tied to be sent to
Gitmo...unless his lawyer ask for it...lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352579/19901169)  context  full comments

The Left- Wing message boards & Epstein by redmanjbj  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-07-25 20:31:21)

[ - ] Parent: redmanjbj  7 points ( +8 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:06:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352632)

't think so, the only reason the Liberals are talking about Epstein is like you said , there is a video of him and Trump from early 90's.
There is No other reason except the liberals think they've got Trump on something again... These People Are Stupid !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352632/19900581)  context  full comments

Q Drop # 3496 - Logical Thinking : Epstein Will Try Whatever It Takes To Make Bail, But Why Hasn't His Assets Been Frozen E.O. the
Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act (Public Law 114-328) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 7.8 hours ago (2019-07-25 20:17:30)

[ - ] Parent: tessy2013  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:07:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352579/19900044)

Maybe he has to be proven guilty before taking his assets...Remember innocent until proven guilty

I guess except if you're Donald Trump, the Democrats will never treat Trump with the office of the respect the Presidency deserves.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352579/19900361)  context  full comments

FBI found 'bucket of heads, arms and legs'; bodies sewn together in Arizona by UnscathedViolet  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.5 hours ago (2019-07-25 18:34:08)
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[ - ] Parent: UnscathedViolet  135 points ( +135 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:07:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352092)

Wow ....this is some interesting shit right here. I'm not sure I want to go down this road but it would sure be an awesome subject matter
to explore for someone interested in this kind of stuff.

Good Post,

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352092/19898798)  context  full comments

The Special Counsel's Job, Nowhere Does It Say That You Were To Conclusively Determine Donald Trump's Innocence Or That The
Special Counsel Report Should Determine Whether Or Not To Exonerate Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10 hours ago (2019-07-25 18:04:06)

[ - ] Parent: mrsray  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:07:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352382/19898262)

this was one of the best things that happened yesterday!! thank you for posting it to make me smile again patriot!! so true. God
bless the patriots!

Thank You Patriot , and may the Lord Bless You also...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352382/19898329)  context  full comments

The Special Counsel's Job, Nowhere Does It Say That You Were To Conclusively Determine Donald Trump's Innocence Or That The
Special Counsel Report Should Determine Whether Or Not To Exonerate Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10 hours ago (2019-07-25 18:03:13)

[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:07:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352382/19898232)

Ratcliffe : “Donald Trump is not above the law, but he damn sure shouldn’t be below the law,”

My favorite line yesterday in regard to OP's post.

Clapped profusely.

Right ... Me Too Joe ... That's why I wanted to share

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3352382/19898316)  context  full comments

IT'S TIME TO INVESTIGATE MUELLER'S TEAM OF 13 ANGRY DEMOCRAT PUPPETS WHO ACTUALLY WROTE THE MUELLER
REPORT AND WHO ACTUALLY WAS BEHIND THIS WHOLE FAKE COLLUSION STORY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:45:45)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:07:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3351046/19888528)

Brother what I saw today , was , Muller appeared terrified, he failed so many questions, and I suspect he did not even wrote the
final report, he might as well have been on another planet for the last few years the way he presented himself today.

Brother I believe Mueller didn't write any of the report , the report is now gonna be called the Hillary Clinton operative Andrew
Weissmann Report from now on

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3351046/19891734)  context  full comments

IT'S TIME TO INVESTIGATE MUELLER'S TEAM OF 13 ANGRY DEMOCRAT PUPPETS WHO ACTUALLY WROTE THE MUELLER
REPORT AND WHO ACTUALLY WAS BEHIND THIS WHOLE FAKE COLLUSION STORY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:43:35)

[ - ] Parent: Hayride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:07:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3351046/19888720)

"We've got it all." "FISA goes both ways." etc. etc.

Trump didn't drop Weissmann's name by accident today. The story has already been written and the good guys are telling it bit by
bit to maximize its effect.

Exactly Patriot , I just tried to say that in similar words to another Patriot n comments
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3351046/19891714)  context  full comments

THE FACT THAT Q'ANON STATES MUELLER IS A PUPPET, STATES ALL WE NEED TO KNOW ... PERIOD by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:42:41)

[ - ] Parent: bamadeplorable420  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:07:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350577/19889020)

sean hannity 'mouth' braggart ......says mueller was a good man,,,,,,two words ,,just these two...I will save the
rest........................'URANIUM ONE'.

Right ....I haven't forgiven Mueller just because he acted like an old senile man to try and get out of being hung by a noose at Gitmo

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350577/19891709)  context  full comments

REP. DEVIN NUNEZ JUST MADE ME PROUD TO BE A REPUBLICAN / NUNEZ ASK MUELLER QUESTIONS THAT SHOCKED THE OLD
MAN AND HE COULDN'T ANSWER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:41:18)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:08:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19889055)

So, all the obstruction by not answering and hem hawing, just opened the door for declas?

No need to use the De-class yet, Trump is saving it for the right time, like if they do try and impeach him then he will blown them all
out of the water with the absolute truth in the De-class

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19891698)  context  full comments

IT'S TIME TO INVESTIGATE MUELLER'S TEAM OF 13 ANGRY DEMOCRAT PUPPETS WHO ACTUALLY WROTE THE MUELLER
REPORT AND WHO ACTUALLY WAS BEHIND THIS WHOLE FAKE COLLUSION STORY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:39:16)

[ - ] Parent: EnterTheUnKnown  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:08:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3351046/19889590)

Whats up with this ALL CAPS faggot. All god damn day.

lol ...sorry for you bad eyes sight I guess.... move on

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3351046/19891682)  context  full comments

THE FACT THAT Q'ANON STATES MUELLER IS A PUPPET, STATES ALL WE NEED TO KNOW ... PERIOD by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:38:34)

[ - ] Parent: QDPie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:08:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350577/19889740)

Hillary is a wiccan priestess and has been known to use Haitian priests to cast spells on people. I have a list of 256 suspicious
deaths. She is Cruelle DeVille and Lucretia Borgia all rolled into one. I think they are all terrified of her and I believe when she
dies, even her supporters will breathe a huge sigh of relief. But she isn't the puppet master.

Who is?

This person

Yes I belie that you are correct on this matter Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350577/19891676)  context  full comments

REP. DEVIN NUNEZ JUST MADE ME PROUD TO BE A REPUBLICAN / NUNEZ ASK MUELLER QUESTIONS THAT SHOCKED THE OLD
MAN AND HE COULDN'T ANSWER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:37:29)
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[ - ] Parent: awake4now  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:08:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19889969)

We need to start referring to the report to reflect its true author- The Weissmann Report!

So True...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19891663)  context  full comments

The Pedophile Jefferey Epstein Tries To Arkanacide Himself In New York Jail Cell, Now On Suicide Watch by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:36:43)

[ - ] Parent: earthvox  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:08:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3351564/19891534)

Donald Trump is not his friend.

Nope, like Trump said that he had a falling out with the guy 15 years ago

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3351564/19891653)  context  full comments

The Pedophile Jefferey Epstein Tries To Arkanacide Himself In New York Jail Cell, Now On Suicide Watch by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-25 05:36:06)

[ - ] Parent: Bengyclayton  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:09:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3351564/19891590)

His cellmate is a known sodomizer named Ben Dover who reportedly has ties to Anderson (redacted) and Shepard (redacted)

lol....good one Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3351564/19891647)  context  full comments

Candace Owens Mocks Ocasio-Cortez : AOC Blocked Me, Remember What I Said, Folks- She Will Never Ever Debate Her Ideas Because
She Is A Fraud And A Liar by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-25 02:27:09)

[ - ] Parent: Jewel516  21 points ( +22 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:09:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3351298/19889416)

How can she block you, Candace? She is a public figure & if DJT can’t block someone, neither can she. Maybe the Ethics
Committee should be notified?

great point Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3351298/19889559)  context  full comments

REP. DEVIN NUNEZ JUST MADE ME PROUD TO BE A REPUBLICAN / NUNEZ ASK MUELLER QUESTIONS THAT SHOCKED THE OLD
MAN AND HE COULDN'T ANSWER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:05:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-25 01:46:27)

[ - ] Parent: FatLadySings  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:09:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19886724)

The FAT LADY IS SINGING!!!!!!!!

See I knew it was true Patriot ....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19889056)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-25 01:28:17)
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[ - ] Parent: Enaashby  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:09:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19887260)

Dirty cop, Mueller, is feigning senility to try and slither out of accountability for his illegal actions in U1, the Epstein cover-up, and
his attempt to remove a sitting POTUS from office.

Well that is a great analogy Patriot ...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19888828)  context  full comments

after today it seems pretty clear to me that Mueller was merely as name on someone else's investigation by bdizzle3000  in
GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-07-24 22:43:21)

[ - ] Parent: bdizzle3000  25 points ( +25 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:09:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350967)

Yes it was Andrew Weissemann a Clinton operative that wrote the Mueller Report

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350967/19886974)  context  full comments

REP. DEVIN NUNEZ JUST MADE ME PROUD TO BE A REPUBLICAN / NUNEZ ASK MUELLER QUESTIONS THAT SHOCKED THE OLD
MAN AND HE COULDN'T ANSWER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-07-24 21:25:27)

[ - ] Parent: german_bro  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:10:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19884834)

here the vid

Thanks for sharing Patriot ...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19886088)  context  full comments

REP. DEVIN NUNEZ JUST MADE ME PROUD TO BE A REPUBLICAN / NUNEZ ASK MUELLER QUESTIONS THAT SHOCKED THE OLD
MAN AND HE COULDN'T ANSWER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-07-24 21:24:01)

[ - ] Parent: BonesDC  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:10:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19884542)

Nunez started out great but ended like someone pissed in his cheerios, what gives

@BonesDC I watched Nunez yesterday in an interview and he said they are going to keep it simple and not try and make it look like
they were attacking Mueller so that the public didn't get it wrong and say those Republicans sure were attacking Mueller , what were
they trying to hide... Get My drift?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19886067)  context  full comments

REP. DEVIN NUNEZ JUST MADE ME PROUD TO BE A REPUBLICAN / NUNEZ ASK MUELLER QUESTIONS THAT SHOCKED THE OLD
MAN AND HE COULDN'T ANSWER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-07-24 21:19:00)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  13 points ( +14 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:10:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19883772)

Now Now, they have brought back ded horses before! LOL They will claim the closed door was 100% evidence potus should be
impeached. Actually Barr could declas the meeting. Godbless Brother

Thank You Patriot , you also ...

wwg1ga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350642/19886002)  context  full comments

ADAM SCHIFF IS SUCH A FUCKING HYPOCRITE / IT'S A CRIME TO ACCEPT INFORMATION FROM FOREIGN ENTITY UNLESS OF
COURSE YOU'RE HILLARY CLINTON by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-07-24 20:00:49)

[ - ] Parent: Imnotshocked  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:10:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3350758/19884920)

At all costs “blame others for what you are doing”! Just keep doing it and eventually the lies become truth .

Of course Patriot , that is the Democrat way of politics.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3350758/19884974)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-07-24 19:13:27)

[ - ] Parent: WhisperingPine  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:10:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19882986)

Mueller appears to be either drugged or some form of memory loss imagine that :)

@WhisperingPine I believe Mueller is too old and past his days of prosecuting , plus I believe he actually didn't write the Report and it
was written by Andrew Weissemann, Muellers number 2 in the investigation , Weissemann is one of Hillary Clinton operatives in the
Mueller's Team of Democrat investigators- those are the thirteen angry Democrats Trump was always talking about

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19884400)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-07-24 19:10:06)

[ - ] Parent: DickTick  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:10:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19882371)

I hate these all caps lock posts, but you are 100% correct on everything you said!

sorry Patriot My keys were stuck and I wanted to post while fresh in my head

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19884339)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-07-24 19:08:57)

[ - ] Parent: BaileyAxl  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:10:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881291)

for those of us working... plz give some context

here you go Patriot at work , watch this in the link

https://twitter.com/TheRightMelissa/status/1154049817817112576

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19884320)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-07-24 19:05:00)

[ - ] Parent: DickTick  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:11:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19882397)

Don't you dare ask somebody to link to reddit here..

That is fucking sacrilege nowadays.

RIGHT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19884251)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-07-24 19:04:16)
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[ - ] Parent: Doglegwarrior  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:11:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881654)

Go to reddit. See the top post. Clown world full on. You will not believe the shit in comments.

sorry I don't do Reddit since they squashed the GreatAwakening sub

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19884234)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-07-24 19:03:24)

[ - ] Parent: Unreasonable  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:11:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19884042)

On purpose to waste time. Guy is trying to not get hung by scarf or rope.

It sure looks that way @Unreasonable

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19884218)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-07-24 19:02:21)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:11:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881464)

The question I wanted was "remember when you took that sample of uranium to russia? Who did you hand it to?

Mueller wouldn't have answered that question, be it may it would have been an awesome question Patriot.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19884202)  context  full comments

Boom Jim Jordan Just Blew The Lid Off The Hoax As Mueller Cowers & Refuses To Answer Important Questions Like Why The Person
Who Started The Fake Russia Hoax ..... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 17:14:33)

[ - ] Parent: TheRealIndianaJoe  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:11:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350476/19882571)

Since the evidence is there, can't the guy still be indicted?

In the now ongoing investigation by Attorney General William Barr, if Mueller is found to be one of the people that kept the collusion
fake story going by knowing that there was NO Collusion between Trump and the Russian Government, yes Mueller can be charged
with sedition.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350476/19882721)  context  full comments

MUELLER is FORCING the De-Class by Jasperrock  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 16:55:12)

[ - ] Parent: Jasperrock  152 points ( +156 | -4 ) 2019-07-26 04:11:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350347)

holding off on the De-class for 2020 elections , a sure way to take both Houses of Congress and the White House

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350347/19882436)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 15:39:16)
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[ - ] Parent: bsg0075  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:12:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881229)

Everything you need to know about this act is in the players. How many representatives are from NY and CA? Does that look like a
stacked deck? Mueller clearly didnt write the report. Regardless this will have no outcome, just more distraction. This is a show
and nothing more. Look at the current score card:

FISA Declass - hasn't happened Trump Impeachment - wont happen Arrests of high ranking officials - none Prosecutions of
anyone affiliated with Russia - None

Decide for yourself. This is distraction.

Of course it is Patriot, the Dem's are desperate because they know President Trump will absolutely decimate who ever the Dem's run
against him in 2020... They feel the need to try and destroy his greatness because the economy is kicking ass and the Dem's had
nothing to do with that fact!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881356)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 15:37:14)

[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:12:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881149)

Isn't there a tenant in law called fruit of the poison tree? Isn't this the point Jordan is making?

He was and great analogy Patriot .

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881327)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 15:36:41)

[ - ] Parent: Elfchiro  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:12:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19880837)

Hey Q, as soon as the hearings end hit em with declas. just a thought heh heh heh

That would be great patriot.... but probably no bananas ..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881316)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 15:35:55)

[ - ] Parent: PepeLovesPandas  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:12:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19880598)

I appreciate your enthusiasm, patriot. And I agree. Jim Jordan is awesome. But for God's sake PLEASE STOP YELLING!

My keys were stuck and I wanted to write it while it was fresh in my head after hearing Jim Jordan ....sorry

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881308)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening

History: 11 points( +12 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 11 points ( +12 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 15:34:49)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  13 points ( +14 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:12:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19880358)

Is it just me, or is mueller braindead?

No it is true , Robert Mueller is totally brain dead and he can't answer questions because he had nothing to do with the investigation ,
it was headed by Weissmann a Clinton operative.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881297)  context  full comments

JIM JORDAN IS AN AMERICAN HERO FOR QUESTIONING MUELLER ABOUT HIS ONE SIDED FAKE ASS REPORT by Stonenchizel
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0
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0

in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 15:33:25)

[ - ] Parent: MAGAinVA  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:13:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19880475)

And then had to call a recess...think they had to regroup after J.J. went after him? Guess they didn't like the direction his
questioning was heading

Exactly why they called for recess Patriot.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350224/19881281)  context  full comments

WATCHING THE MUELLER DEBACLE IN CONGRESS, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT ROBERT MUELLER WAS PART OF THE COUP ATTEMPT
ON PRESIDENT TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-07-24 15:31:55)

[ - ] Parent: hamman365  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-07-26 04:13:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350289/19881119)

should put to rest any ideas that Mueller is/was a white hat

SO TRUE PATRIOT

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3350289/19881264)  context  full comments

Animal Rights Activists Lock Themselves to Slaughterhouse Conveyor Belt. What Could Possibly Go Wrong? by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-24 00:28:20)

[ - ] Parent: DawnPendraig  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:13:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3349376/19873162)

Vegan diets are a known tool for brainwashing. That's why cults use it.

See the result here.

By all means let's stop CAFOs and get sustainable agriculture ans pastures meat / dairy animals world wide. The great Plains
supported millions upon millions wild bison once. With the right rotational grazing, soil health improvement and stopping usd of
soil destroying chemical pesticides, herbicides and fertilizer plus ending whatever these chem trails are we can have healthier
and happier food animals making us in turn healthier.

By the way crazy vegans... Slash and burn if Amazon rain forest is to grow GMO soy. The catthle come in later when the already
poor rain first soils made worse by Round Up and soy crops, won't grow more crops so they Slash and burn more forest and plant
new fields.

Sounds Sickening ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3349376/19873212)  context  full comments

Animal Rights Activists Lock Themselves to Slaughterhouse Conveyor Belt. What Could Possibly Go Wrong? by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-24 00:17:13)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  24 points ( +25 | -1 ) 2019-07-26 04:13:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3349376)

Liberal Geniuses

What happens when you squeeze an egg too tight?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3349376/19873046)  context  full comments

Mueller's FBI 'Attack Dog' Weissmann Begged Ukrainian Oligarch For Dirt On Trump by Himfirst  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-26 04:09:33

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2019-07-23 16:54:57)
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[ - ] Parent: Himfirst  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2019-07-23 19:45:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3348621)

Weissmann has got to be the biggest Clinton Machine Puppet ever , its amazing that someone so closely attached to the Clinton
Crime Machine is just ridiculous. This point alone makes the whole Mueller debacle such a joke. Hopefully one day all the dirty
players in Coup attempt will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3348621/19866903)  context  full comments

Court filing claims FBI knew Seth Rich was the source of the Clinton hacks, not Russia, as early as late 2016 by UnscathedViolet  in
GreatAwakening

History: 11 points( +11 | -0 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

[–] Stonenchizel  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-07-23 03:42:36)

[ - ] Parent: UnscathedViolet  73 points ( +73 | -0 ) 2019-07-23 19:46:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3347857)

Of course they knew, Julian Assange would not offer 20 thousand reward for the murder of Seth Rich just out of the blue.... There had
to be an earlier connection between the two of them. It was obvious, Wikileaks was feeling pretty bad so they offered 20-k for the
information leading to their arrest. Because Seth was ultimately killed for the information he gave Julian Assange.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3347857/19860507)  context  full comments

From NeonRevolt: Bill Clinton was interviewed by the FBI on July 11th in regards to Jeffrey Epstein. No wonder his health is starting to fail!
by CluelessInTheDark  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-07-23 01:00:41)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  50 points ( +56 | -6 ) 2019-07-23 19:46:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3347709)

It all depends on what the definition of "IS" is ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3347709/19858548)  context  full comments

Gary Varvel : Comes Up With A Great Idea For President Trump And His Feud With AOC And Her Squad Of America Haters by [deleted]
in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-07-22 20:28:34)

[ - ] Parent: Woelf3  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-23 19:46:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3347359/19854713)

I want to hear the excuses they will sprew on why they can’t go ?!

Hahhahaaa ! You are most likely right, because they would come up with some excuse why they couldn't go....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3347359/19854811)  context  full comments

President Trump Agrees On Live TV To Play A Huge Roll For Peace And Be Mediator Between Pakistan And Afghanistan by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-07-22 20:19:35)

[ - ] Parent: Rodjers04  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-23 19:46:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3347063/19852967)

I could be wrong because I didn't see it but he probably was referring to disputes between Pakistan and India (Kashmir).

Yes you are correct I misspoke there... thank you for the correction.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3347063/19854684)  context  full comments

In A City Full Of illegals The One Place Where You Don't Find Illegals Is At Jury Duty by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-22 17:44:18)
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[ - ] Parent: lord_nougat  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-23 19:46:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3346921/19851904)

"In A City Full Of illegals The One Place Where You Don't Find Illegals Is At Jury Duty

I totally read that in action movie preview guy voice

lmao! Thanks....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3346921/19852410)  context  full comments

In A City Full Of illegals The One Place Where You Don't Find Illegals Is At Jury Duty by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-22 17:43:24)

[ - ] Parent: cholofrost2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-23 19:46:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3346921/19852096)

Why do you regard them as your superiors?

Well because in the courtroom they are the actual people that speak and have the operative control of what happens in the courtroom
so, superiors is adequate.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3346921/19852394)  context  full comments

In A City Full Of illegals The One Place Where You Don't Find Illegals Is At Jury Duty by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-22 17:14:40)

[ - ] Parent: TradMan  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2019-07-23 19:47:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3346921/19851589)

You have failed your duty.

Except all I was doing was being absolute honest with My Superiors in the courtroom ... Call it what you will, but I got up ,took a
shower got dressed and reported as stated in the letter I received that I should do because it was My duty as an American citizen.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3346921/19851988)  context  full comments

The Pennsylvania Mayor That Refused To Raise The Gay Pride Flag Over City Hall, Over Its Ties To 'The Liberal Political Movement' /
Finally A Mayor That Did't Forget He Has A Set Of Nuts by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2019-07-22 03:20:33)

[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-22 06:59:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3345877/19842133)

"Sorry if anyone was offended by this post , but I'm checking out a new format to see how it works."

Don't apologize. If anyone is offended they can go somewhere else.

Right Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3345877/19844958)  context  full comments

Little Adam Schiff Says Trump Could Be Heading To Prison by MAGATrump2020777  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-07-23 19:45:43

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 6.3 hours ago (2019-07-22 00:41:08)

[ - ] Parent: MAGATrump2020777  13 points ( +14 | -1 ) 2019-07-22 06:59:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3345979)

FUCK Little Adam "Shithead" Schiff

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3345979/19842823)  context  full comments

This is BS but I wonder if Michelle is being set up to run for President....Michelle Obama is 'most admired' woman in the world, new poll
says by greatheart  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2019-07-20 14:42:09)
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[ - ] Parent: greatheart  45 points ( +46 | -1 ) 2019-07-22 07:00:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342305)

Yeah she may be most admired woman on earth but she's actually a man.

Transvestite in drag.

Not sure it's such a good idea from the left.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342305/19822635)  context  full comments

Charlie Kirk :To Vote In Mexico Every Citizen Has To Have A Tamper-Proof Photo ID Card With A Thumbprint And An Embossed
Hologram / Why Not In The U.S.A. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-20 07:29:28)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2019-07-22 07:00:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343386/19818791)

in other words: American Democracy is more corrupt than some shitholes

Obviously @MolochHunter

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343386/19819492)  context  full comments

GOP Senators Call For Antifa To Be Designated As A Domestic Terrorist Organization 'They Must Be Stopped' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-20 05:39:58)

[ - ] Parent: feli00  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-07-22 07:00:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3341507/19803685)

secret Hebrew government is behind everything thanks to its control of the banks of wall street and central banks. He is behind
your false government ... your false opoision ..... He makes wars .... the attacks terrorists .... Let's stop falling into its traps and
distractions and focus on it to destroy it and with it evil.

You obviously are a hateful Muslim from the Middle East that loves Obama's cock

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3341507/19818780)  context  full comments

Sheriff David Clarke : Shock and Awe, Trump Style by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-20 04:17:50)

[ - ] Parent: MudPuddlePie  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-07-22 07:00:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343434/19817588)

Need to see if anyone is making these "love it or leave it" stickers anymore. I would love to see them everywhere.

I'm sure they are , just look it up on google and there are plenty of places you can still purchase.

https://www.zazzle.com/s/bumper+stickers+america+love+it+or+bumper+stickers?
dp=252683182813944305&q=bumper+stickers+america+love+it+or&sgsc=bumper%3astickers%3aamerica%3alove%3ait%3aor

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343434/19818023)  context  full comments

The real reason why Trump distanced himself from "Send Her Back" Chants at the rally. by MudPuddlePie  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-20 04:16:13)

[ - ] Parent: MudPuddlePie  23 points ( +23 | -0 ) 2019-07-22 07:01:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343513)

Sounds like President Trump is actually covering his bases for when the truth is revealed on Omar, like the article says: Protective
Deny ability on his behalf... Stable Genius POTUS is.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343513/19818004)  context  full comments

Now If This Doesn't Make You Proud To Be A 'President DONALD TRUMP Supporter' Then Maybe You Are A Liberal by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-20 04:08:01)
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0
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[ - ] Parent: ReadPastHeadlines  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-07-22 07:01:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342950/19816121)

Shows Trump supporters as lazy and stupid. Can't put bumper stickers on straight or remove old ones. Buying a coexist bumper
sticker, or a used car where the other had one on there; neither are wise choices.

Cannot get behind this one.

Its a Cartoon man , give Me a fucking break !

Have you heard of Satire before ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342950/19817911)  context  full comments

Black female general chosen for tribunals against jihadists? This stops racial claims pretty fast. by TheMaster187  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2019-07-20 00:17:09)

[ - ] Parent: TheMaster187  102 points ( +109 | -7 ) 2019-07-20 01:48:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342759)

Her Family I hope is so proud of her , because I am. She must be a bad ass Marine to have put up with all the shit she must have had
to go through after all the years as a Marine and she has reached the pinnacle and is now the First African American Female
General. Plus she actually can be a Military Judge , even for Military Tribunals.Now that is fucking awesome!

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342759/19814664)  context  full comments

Politician Pushing Gender Neutral Bathrooms Charged with Child Sex Crimes by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2019-07-20 00:09:42)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:48:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342896/19813884)

predators always seek the Path of Least Resistance

and in our day & age, Identity politics is that path

Right ! That's why I love when one is busted , so I gotta share it with the class..

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342896/19814554)  context  full comments

Now If This Doesn't Make You Proud To Be A 'President DONALD TRUMP Supporter' Then Maybe You Are A Liberal by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2019-07-20 00:06:09)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:48:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342950/19812995)

I’m liking that, get obama in the history books.

Now that is something that we can't do fast enough Patriot ...

But we are doing everything we can, trust Me...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342950/19814514)  context  full comments

Now If This Doesn't Make You Proud To Be A 'President DONALD TRUMP Supporter' Then Maybe You Are A Liberal by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2019-07-20 00:05:01)
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[ - ] Parent: Fredslund  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:48:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342950/19812172)

Haha thanks man, that cheered med up. It's good to have Something to chuckel on coz all this sometimes get so dark its hard to
Remember to STAY positive. Thanks man!

That was the whole purpose Patriot .... We always need to remember to be positive and keep our mind on the ultimate goal....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3342950/19814506)  context  full comments

It's an honor to bring you these news. by Anon2019  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 1.8 hours ago (2019-07-19 23:59:53)

[ - ] Parent: MudPuddlePie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:48:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343006/19813341)

"Think mirror. We need also to sacrifice something to get in contact with angels, who then can inhabit our body and operate
on earth. Have you heard about ARCHangel Michael or ARCHangel Gabriel? Puzzle coming together?"

No...no, you don't contact angels and let them inhabit your body and operate on earth. That's called possession. God's angels
work just fine without possessing our bodies. If you read your bible, you'd know that angels can take physical form...humans not
necessary.

Nice try tho...

"We give up our own physical body (flesh) to Jesus and in exchange we win our soul (heaven)."

Ya, no. Salvation is a free gift if you chose to accept it. We don't win anything. We then travel the road of life toward obedience,
conquering the flesh, faith and sanctification.

You may claim "semantics" but ur post is not biblically correct.

That is correct @MudPuddlePie Jesus Christ is The One and Only Way to The Father Almighty God .... period ! You only need to "trust
Jesus with All of Heart Mind and Soul' and that's it . There's no need to give anything except your sins because the Love of Christ
Jesus is absolutely free and through Grace you are saved and not by your works .... The Lord Jesus Christ will accept you the way
you are ,but He also expects that you live a new life through Jesus Christ and change your ways and remove the sin that your flesh
has permitted you to do before you met Christ. Jesus came to you that 'you might have Life and have it more abundantly' ... I am
grateful for My Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and I Thank Him daily for what He has done in My life . God is Great and He is Greatly to
be Praised !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343006/19814424)  context  full comments

DEFCONWarningSystem: UK oil tankers are being captured by Iran 2hrs ago by Kasha_I  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2019-07-19 23:07:23)

[ - ] Parent: Kasha_I  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:48:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343007)

Netanyahu

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343007/19813709)  context  full comments

Meme: Liberal's Glass is Racist by divine_human  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2019-07-19 23:05:50)

[ - ] Parent: divine_human  16 points ( +16 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:48:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343033)

Now that's definitive !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343033/19813680)  context  full comments

The new narrative...... " Go back to where you come from!" by Adopted-Patriot  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2019-07-19 23:04:50)
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[ - ] Parent: Adopted-Patriot  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:49:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343086)

POTUS is a Stable Genius !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3343086/19813659)  context  full comments

I Think It's Time To Teach Iran A Very Serious Lesson. by HighPlainsDrifter1  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.2 hours ago (2019-07-19 21:37:15)

[ - ] Parent: HighPlainsDrifter1  -28 points ( +1 | -29 ) 2019-07-20 01:49:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3342816)

" Is that you Bebe' ? " ( Netanyahu )

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3342816/19812277)  context  full comments

The Self Proclaimed Representation Of The Democrat Party Freshmen : AOC, Ilhan Omar, Ayana Pressley, Rashida Tlaib, Discussing
U.S.Laws During Lunch Break by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-07-19 04:23:57)

[ - ] Parent: IamJulianAssange  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:49:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336136/19767499)

Hoozah. "The waiting is the hardest part" when you come from a very long line of "men of action."

Totally understood Patriot .....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336136/19801190)  context  full comments

Trump-Putin FAKE VIDEO.....MUST WATCH. DEEP STATE IS GETTING READY FOR THE TRUTH. by KnownBand0  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-07-19 04:21:50)

[ - ] Parent: KnownBand0  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:49:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338791/19776281)

my point was video manipulation.

Of course , didn't mean to say otherwise ...sorry

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338791/19801170)  context  full comments

Is Q Anon Peter Thiel and Palantir? by unidentifiedtarget  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-07-19 04:20:17)

[ - ] Parent: unidentifiedtarget  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:49:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338601/19776944)

Yes, Palantir is Military Intelligence. Where do you think they get the 'intelligence' from?

Computers ...actually the BEAST Computer in Utah ... it tracks and records everything on the internet

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338601/19801154)  context  full comments

VIDEO : Students Say Obama Immigration Quote Is Racist When They Think It's From Trump by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-19 04:17:42)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:49:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341372/19799134)

ROFL Brother, and they think they know everything about Hussein, and here it shows they know nothing at all.

Right Patriot !.... These dumb liberals actually only know Obama by a picture and if you ask them anything about what he did
politically for the country they will say something stupid like : He has made it better for the Gays, Trans and Muslims .... But in reality
Obama was the biggest Puppet to the Globalist Satanic New World Order and was trying to destroy America's sovereignty and almost
did it. I believe if Hillary was elected we would already be under the control of the Satanic NWO.... No Thanks !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341372/19801129)  context  full comments
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VIDEO : Students Say Obama Immigration Quote Is Racist When They Think It's From Trump by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-19 04:12:36)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:49:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341372/19800914)

Sickening to me as well.

My heart is so heavy for the naive and ignorant. They live in a world that is as fake as the Matrix.

They really remind me of frogs slowly boiling to death in big pot of water.

Forgive them father for they know not what they do...it just keeps running through my mind.

Be well, WWG1WGA

Thanks Patriot ! The mention of them being like frogs reminds Me of something like three frogs like unclean spirits that are loosened
in the Euphrate's River in the Book of Revelation in the Holy Bible.... Maybe they are the Uncleaned Spirit's that are entering these
corruption filled Democrats , that practice Satanic Rituals, therefore they are easily possessed by Satan. Eww now I'm really sickened
by them...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341372/19801080)  context  full comments

'The President Won This One': CNN's Tapper Details How Trump Outflanked Ocasio-Cortez And Her Leninist Girl Scout Troop by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-22 06:59:24

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-19 03:55:49)

[ - ] Parent: Beccacat3089  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:49:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3340223/19789840)

I personally believed what our President Trump was doing was a strategy to make these Democratic lunatics expose their hate
towards the United States of America. He won! Patriots Unite. WWG1WGA

Oh it was Patriot, Our President is a stable genius and is always 10 steps ahead of the Democrats

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3340223/19800889)  context  full comments

'The President Won This One': CNN's Tapper Details How Trump Outflanked Ocasio-Cortez And Her Leninist Girl Scout Troop by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-19 03:54:12)

[ - ] Parent: greatheart  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:50:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3340223/19790000)

It's amazing. They honestly believe that President Trump is low IQ. He says something, they go crazy and he nails them OVER
AND OVER. They just cannot wrap their collective heads around the idea that maybe President Trump is smarter than they think.

Of course, it's really not that President Trump is all that smart (he is but that is just a plus). It is because what they are pushing is a
fraud. President Trump is just exposing that fraud over and over. It's freaking awesome!

Yes , great analogy Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3340223/19800866)  context  full comments

VIDEO : Students Say Obama Immigration Quote Is Racist When They Think It's From Trump by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-19 03:43:27)
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[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:50:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341372/19799757)

They say what they either have heard from their teachers/instructors (or whatever you want to call them) or what they think their
teachers would say.

These students have been indoctrinated by their liberal, bitter, miserable, broken, teachers.

Teachers these days are as messed up in the head as the average counselor, therapist, social worker, psychologist, psychiatrist of
any time.

@Zammyanci You know Patriot when the Cabal has run the US Government for the last 30 years, it's kind of what you'd expect from
any University Professor or Teachers now a days.... Especially after the 8 years of the Obama Gay, Homosexual , Trans Agenda .....
the Colleges are way screwed up by now ..... So the kids attending ain't got a chance in hell to learn actual good education that has
any conservative sway in any way , and that is just sickening if you ask Me...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341372/19800776)  context  full comments

Mike 'Thomas Paine' Moore :Podesta Emailed About An Assassination Three Days Before Supreme Court Justice Scalia's Suspicious
Death by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-19 03:37:31)

[ - ] Parent: QCrumbCatcher  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:51:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320784/19799816)

Goddamn, I forgot about that Scalia murder. Sketchy as fuck with no investigation.

Right Patriot ...... That's why Q'anon always says: " These People Are Stupid! "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320784/19800712)  context  full comments

AOC AND HER LOONEY SQUAD DOING WHAT THEY DO BEST / HATE AMERICAN VALUES by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-19 03:34:24)

[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:51:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3341398/19800035)

Again, AOC is not really the one in charge of this jihad squad. Omar is. Easy read on when they get together. Omar got her hand
on the stick. Not a direct quote but when illin says "wait a moment alex...." and she speaks first then aoc chimes in, (it gave aoc a
moment to collect her thought) at the presser. Ilhan is a lot more savvy-her hatred for us is so apparent. And this "we deserve", it is
not about entitlement, it is a blessing to be here. It is not just a hand out cuz you showed up, illegally or otherwise. Instead of just
reacting, I will put that energy to better use....

Well said Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3341398/19800666)  context  full comments

Rand Paul Nails 'Guttersnipe' Jon Stewart And The 'Left-Wing Mob' For Lying About 9/11 Survivor Fund by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-07-19 03:14:39)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:51:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341519/19800089)

Hmmm... I think J.S. time is just about up. Otherwise he wouldn't be as loud.

Their "Damned" master ain't nothing nice.

Right . J.S. is n ow trying to buy his way back to the Light ..... Time is just about up !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341519/19800455)  context  full comments

GOP Senators Call For Antifa To Be Designated As A Domestic Terrorist Organization 'They Must Be Stopped' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 23 hours ago (2019-07-19 03:13:08)
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[ - ] Parent: Mscss  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:51:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3341507/19800183)

This is too show the public who and how many from the Democratic Party support Antifa.

All of them do @Mscss

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3341507/19800434)  context  full comments

VIDEO : Students Say Obama Immigration Quote Is Racist When They Think It's From Trump by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-07-19 01:01:58)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:51:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341372/19798615)

Brother, appears to be more proof how stupid these people really are.

LMAO 2X ....Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341372/19798901)  context  full comments

Judge Denies Epstein Bail After Bombshell Find Hints at Escape Plan by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-18 23:35:45)

[ - ] Parent: scoripowarrior  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:51:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341059/19797519)

They are really pushing for a "house" arrest aren't they. Curious if there is an "underground" tunnel under that mansion? Hummm

There must be a few tunnels so at least he can bring in the sex slaves for his Satanic Rituals. Plus he must really wants to run and I'm
sure his money makes that so possible regardless if he's on home monitor arrest.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3341059/19797698)  context  full comments

"The Fraud Squad's" Ilhan Omar Now Facing Up To 40 Years In Prison & Deportation If Steinberg's Allegations About Her Past Are
Proven To Be True In Court by MAGATrump2020777  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-18 23:25:58)

[ - ] Parent: MAGATrump2020777  45 points ( +45 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:52:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3341258)

Of course they are true, that's how the process was pushed forward under Hussein's administration. Obama brought so many
Muslims into America unannounced to the country by pushing any means possible to try and infiltrate America with people like
minded the same as him....Islamic Ideology ..... Today we see that Omar is one of those of Obama's community organizer style
presidentin'. As Dubya would say...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3341258/19797546)  context  full comments

Home Invasion Suspect Enters Man's Home, Attacks Man's Family / The Suspect Pays The Ultimate Price After Finding The Homeowner
Is Armed by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:47:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-18 01:05:07)

[ - ] Parent: CSweeny_74  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:52:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337407/19767701)

I wonder if he is a brain dead Leftist. Even they have guns.

Hahahaa ! Maybe?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337407/19782718)  context  full comments

And So It Begins...House Democrat Will Defy Party Leaders And File Articles Of Impeachment Against Trump by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-18 01:02:32)
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[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:52:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337830/19773880)

Exactly why POTUS is doing it.

Yup, Trump is a stable genius and is destroying the Democrat Party as we speak....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337830/19782677)  context  full comments

Media Release: Laredo Sector Border Patrol Agents Intercept Over 2 Million Dollars Worth of Meth - 7/17/2019 by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-18 00:49:09)

[ - ] Parent: Sherrie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:52:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3339383/19781258)

I hope Nancy has another connection

Haahahahaahaa ! Good One Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3339383/19782493)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP RALLY LIVE in Greenville, NC..long line being interviewed by waldo1899  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-17 19:40:22)

[ - ] Parent: waldo1899  73 points ( +73 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:52:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3339029)

Thanks Patriot ....... wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3339029/19778255)  context  full comments

Barack Hussein Obama showed us what he meant by a 'transformed' America. Islamic immigrant invasion, break down of the rule of law,
complete corruption of the Federal government by Mscss  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-17 17:28:09)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  35 points ( +36 | -1 ) 2019-07-20 01:53:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338787)

Great piece Patriot because it actually reveals what Hussein's administration was all about and Joe Biden would be Obama point 2,
which would definitely destroy America's Sovereignty...

TRUMP 2020

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338787/19776239)  context  full comments

Trump-Putin FAKE VIDEO.....MUST WATCH. DEEP STATE IS GETTING READY FOR THE TRUTH. by KnownBand0  in
GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-17 17:23:53)

[ - ] Parent: KnownBand0  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-07-20 01:53:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338791)

FAKE NEWS

Trump had nothing to do with Russia and the whole FAKE Russian Collusion that was pushed for by the Deep State Cabal.... The
Democrats look like fucking clowns for pushing the fake story for 2 12/ years and yet they are continuing on with more bullshit
investigations just to make the optics look like Trump did something bad even after Mueller's fake investigation proved nothing
happened and the whole thing was a made up lie by John Podesta and Hillary Clinton, then their crooked DS Media ran with it and
they all look like bias corrupt Deep State Puppets,because that's exactly what they are....

SO YEAH, IT'S FAKE NEWS

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338791/19776178)  context  full comments

Thoughts from a patriot by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-17 17:16:11)
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[ - ] Parent: Mscss  23 points ( +23 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:53:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338752)

That's why President Trump is so loved by his supporters. Trump tells it like he see's it and that is priceless coming from the leader of
the free world. The Democrats absolutely know that they can NOT beat President Trump in a fair run election and that is the reason
they are pushing for impeachment. Trump is playing these dumb Dem's right into exactly where he wants them to be coming up for
the 20020 elections. Remember we are lucky to have such a stable genius protecting America from the NWO Globalist take over of
America's sovereignty. Thank God Trump won the 2016 election or I believe we would already been in world war three with a Clinton
presidency because she was pushing for war with Russia during the 2016 elections. Trump got this and it's all good and even looking
better for 2020 elections since he has labeled the whole Democrat Party as Socialism pushing Haters of America.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338752/19776060)  context  full comments

Is Q Anon Peter Thiel and Palantir? by unidentifiedtarget  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-17 16:43:11)

[ - ] Parent: unidentifiedtarget  2 points ( +6 | -4 ) 2019-07-20 01:53:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338601)

NO , Q is Military Intelligence

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338601/19775619)  context  full comments

So Planned Parenthood receives federal funds, then they sue the federal gov't which requires funding. So in essence, the taxpayers are
paying the bill to sue the gov't. Well don't that beat all... by Basballdude  in GreatAwakening

History: 7 points( +8 | -1 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +8 | -1 ) 2 days ago (2019-07-17 16:37:31)

[ - ] Parent: Basballdude  99 points ( +99 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:53:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338647)

Plus Planned Parenthood uses those said government funding to donate to Democrats running for office and POTUS...In 2018
Planned Parenthood donated 30 Million Dollars of Tax Payers Money to help fund Democrats running for office..

Now tell Me if there isn't something wrong with this picture.... that is exactly why the Trump Administration has fought in court to de-
fund Planned Parenthood and have lowered the actual amount of money by 60 Million dollars that will be given to Planned
Parenthood. Looks like Planned Parenthood got caught red handed funding Democrats running for office by using the money funded
by the government with American Tax Payers funds... Great job POTUS!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3338647/19775541)  context  full comments

This Meme Says It All: President Trump Calls It Like He See's It, Unlike All Democrat Politicians Who Speak Gibberish And That's Why
President Trump's Supporters Love Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-17 01:53:04)

[ - ] Parent: FatLadySings  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:53:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19765543)

The democrats plan is to run on Orange Man Bad. They will be calling him a racist and a white supremacist till the election and
even after he wins in 2020. This is their plan to win in 2020.....They have nothing else. This IS their platform. We better get used to
it and the republicans in Congress had better grow a pair, fast!

That's right @FatLadySings the Democrats only play is to do exactly what Hillary Clinton did in 2020 , but it will have the same
outcome, but this time Trump might win all 50 states ...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19767610)  context  full comments

This Meme Says It All: President Trump Calls It Like He See's It, Unlike All Democrat Politicians Who Speak Gibberish And That's Why
President Trump's Supporters Love Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-17 01:50:50)
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[ - ] Parent: baccachew75  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:53:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19765481)

My wife is South Korean, and she has finally come around. In Korea, the media is completely biased against the current president,
who is standing up for korean policies. The previous president was corrupt to the core, yet the media fawned over her. I was able
to draw parallels between Korea and the USA. She agreed, and felt president trump is absolutely correct to stand up for American
interests. Yippee!

Nice ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19767580)  context  full comments

This Meme Says It All: President Trump Calls It Like He See's It, Unlike All Democrat Politicians Who Speak Gibberish And That's Why
President Trump's Supporters Love Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-17 01:49:29)

[ - ] Parent: Judd66  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:54:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19764872)

Trump speaks the truth in very simple easy to understand English words!

Exactly Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19767560)  context  full comments

Candace Owens : FACT : There Are More Instances Of Sheer Stupidity Than There Are Of Racism, Sexism, Xenophobia And Misogyny
Combined by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 22:08:54)

[ - ] Parent: dayofthehope  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2019-07-20 01:54:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336083/19755625)

If Candace Owens was white, would you still be excited about everything she says? How's this not nigger worship?

Talk about being racist... Sorry but I'm not...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336083/19764515)  context  full comments

AOC & OTHER DEM's WORDS PROVE THEY ARE STUCK IN 2016 AND STILL HURT BECAUSE DONALD TRUMP DECIMATED
HILLARY CLINTON by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 22:08:15)

[ - ] Parent: 301854  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:54:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335632/19755776)

It's not about Hillary losing. Its about the corruption that is about to be exposed. I wish they would stop saying they're mad
bedcause hillary lost. It is as much bullshit as the rest of the media news. They couldn't give a fuck less about Hillary, they are
worried about their own asses being prosecuted.

Well of course but in the process you must admit that they keep repeating the same old shit Hillary did during the 2016 election
cycle...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335632/19764507)  context  full comments

The Self Proclaimed Representation Of The Democrat Party Freshmen : AOC, Ilhan Omar, Ayana Pressley, Rashida Tlaib, Discussing
U.S.Laws During Lunch Break by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 22:05:14)
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[ - ] Parent: IamJulianAssange  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:54:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336136/19756556)

Our cash funded the developments of the most fearsome military and naval forces assembled in all the known history of man. We
have bombs that penetrate hardened command bunkers and level whole cities in a blinding flash of light. We have rifles and
skilled operators that can destroy a living target from a mile away with pin-point accuracy. We have remote-controlled drones
armed with rockets and missiles equal to attack planes a generation earlier. Our so-called intelligence capability literally records
all electronic emissions on and around this planet Earth. Our civil government employs hundreds of thousands of cops and
hearing officers and judges and millions of people hired to assist them in every conceivable way.

And yet Soros and Hitlery &al walk the streets as free men.

Damn it all.

Yes Patriot , it is actually sickening what these criminals have gotten away with so far , but that's what Trump and the MI are working
on fixing. This Cabal of dirty players have been around and have taken years to commit these crimes and in the process try and cover
up all of the said crimes they've committed. It will take time as you can see, but Trust the Plan because the Deep State are in Panic
mode so we must be winning and getting ready to blow the whole thing wide open where the whole world will see exactly what these
criminals have done and why they are being prosecuted.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336136/19764459)  context  full comments

Openly Gay US Soccer Star - Who Unleashed Numerous F-bombs During Team's World Cup Parade - Calls Christian Player
'Homophobic' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 22:01:06)

[ - ] Parent: mkt4311  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:54:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19759884)

So if you are bigoted, prejudice, intolerant, & say hateful things towards Christians, does that make you Christophobic?

Nope it makes you a dumb ass Democrat!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19764380)  context  full comments

Openly Gay US Soccer Star - Who Unleashed Numerous F-bombs During Team's World Cup Parade - Calls Christian Player
'Homophobic' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 22:00:33)

[ - ] Parent: Specific_Fox  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:54:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19760047)

So now the REAL gay agenda comes out. A "platform" to attack Christians, knowing they can't attack a "protected" group back.

There you go @Specific_Fox , great analogy on truth.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19764364)  context  full comments

Openly Gay US Soccer Star - Who Unleashed Numerous F-bombs During Team's World Cup Parade - Calls Christian Player
'Homophobic' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:58:30)

[ - ] Parent: WillGreeley  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:55:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19760990)

A pysickaphobic is: The grief, mental anguish, torture of soul this child is going through! The parents whose souls suffer grief,
mental anguish because they couldn't stop or prevent this grievous act of satan against their baby! This child is in a living Hell for
the immortal life he lives because this Demonic attack against him has opened
his/her mind to be filled with demons and evil forever ! In demon prison for eternity! The parents are living in this demon hell for

their child! No escape! Call on Jesus for an escape! Only Jesus can rescue these babies who have been captured by satan and
his demons! Seek help from Fern and Audrey https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRJIQNM4pJc they can help. Your only escape
is the mercy of Jesus! People should spare these children any more Hell and not gawk and torment them like the demons do. Pray
and stay away from them and their parents. God intervene and spare the children!

Yes Patriot , in Jesus Holy Name , We Pray for these Inflicted souls,

Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19764323)  context  full comments
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Only What Trump Says Is Called Racist By These Delusional Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:55:41)

[ - ] Parent: Revodude2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:55:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19761815)

Calling a Republican a racist is in itself racist.

Exactly My Point Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19764268)  context  full comments

Pot Calling The Kettle Black: Why Is It Not Racist For Democrat Nancy Pelosi To Say: 'Trump Wants To Make America White Again' / But
Only What Trump Says Is Called Racist By These Delusional Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:54:59)

[ - ] Parent: HISdaughter  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:55:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19762292)

The left bandied the term racist so much they have denuded the true meaning.

You Absolutely Hit The Nail On The Head Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19764258)  context  full comments

Openly Gay US Soccer Star - Who Unleashed Numerous F-bombs During Team's World Cup Parade - Calls Christian Player
'Homophobic' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:54:02)

[ - ] Parent: FuhQ  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-07-20 01:55:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19762311)

F-Bombs? Hahahahahaha. I have been called worse and worse things have been said to me right here on this forum. Stop being
a hypocrite.

I didn't write this articular story I just posted it .... sorry Patriot , but I can cuss at you if you like...lol

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19764242)  context  full comments

Pot Calling The Kettle Black: Why Is It Not Racist For Democrat Nancy Pelosi To Say: 'Trump Wants To Make America White Again' / But
Only What Trump Says Is Called Racist By These Delusional Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:52:55)

[ - ] Parent: Ziggyspeaks  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:55:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19762418)

What makes me sick about the whole thing is the hypocritical nature of it. POTUS has yet to make a "Racist" statement about
anyone. What I heard him say was simply about those who are in Congress who obviously HATE the USA as proven by their
negative statements about our Country, our POTUS and our Citizens.

I am grateful that he finally pushed back on their anti-USA comments and derogatory statements about the USA. I would ask of the
Democrats who are feigning "outrage" about his tweets and comments to show me even ONE comment or tweet that makes any
reference to the color of anyone's skin?

Right Patriot .... The Democrats are just making noise and feeding their Mainstream Media tools something to print that make Trump
look bad for the 2020 election.... The sad part is the Media biting and reporting their lies. President Trump isn't afraid to call out
anyone who is suppose to be fighting for the United States Governmnet and not knocking it down like the four freshmen Democrats in
Congress.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19764225)  context  full comments

Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey Donates Legal Maximum To Single Democratic Presidential Candidate, Proving Twitters Bias & Purging Of
Conservative Twitter Accounts by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:48:54)
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[ - ] Parent: SavageCainite  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:55:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336801/19762576)

that doesn't prove Twitter's bias at all. It provides evidence of possible motivation. Fucking fake news right here too.

So purging Conservative web sites from using Twitter isn't bias in your opinion? @SavageCainite

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336801/19764163)  context  full comments

Openly Gay US Soccer Star - Who Unleashed Numerous F-bombs During Team's World Cup Parade - Calls Christian Player
'Homophobic' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:47:12)

[ - ] Parent: Truthstone  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:55:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19762612)

I wonder why Alex Morgan has been quiet on the USA team! Maybe not happy with the gay thing? We saw her kissing babies on
the sidelines!

Not all of the USA Team are Globalist Puppets that have been paid to shout that Everything Trump is Racist , Xenophobic ..etc....etc...
you know the Democrat drill?

But to speak out publicly would most likely get her kicked off the team and she's just looking out for her future in the sport..

I believe she is a good American with some decent values, but like I said above she needs to protect herself.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19764146)  context  full comments

Pot Calling The Kettle Black: Why Is It Not Racist For Democrat Nancy Pelosi To Say: 'Trump Wants To Make America White Again' / But
Only What Trump Says Is Called Racist By These Delusional Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:44:30)

[ - ] Parent: 2TBob  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:56:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19762660)

Are tanning beds racist? I mean they are just a machine. So, can a machine be racist?

Only if Donald Trump has used that tanning machine, then the Democrats would surely claim that it was racist.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19764098)  context  full comments

Pot Calling The Kettle Black: Why Is It Not Racist For Democrat Nancy Pelosi To Say: 'Trump Wants To Make America White Again' / But
Only What Trump Says Is Called Racist By These Delusional Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:52:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:43:35)

[ - ] Parent: Pollycracker  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:56:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19762697)

For them to turn back into the fire is certain death. Marching forward with their program gives them a smidgin of hope. At this
juncture, for them, it must a Hail Mary pass, and because they have diverted the very foundation of this country they will have to go
back through history to figure out the play, but because they have busy destroying history the play likely won't be called in time.
Really all hope is lost for them. Delicious watching this play out.

That is so true @Pollycracker and the Democrats have already sold their votes to the Elite Satanic Globalist so they have to listen and
yell the loudest because when the truth comes out , they are toast...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337020/19764085)  context  full comments

Openly Gay US Soccer Star - Who Unleashed Numerous F-bombs During Team's World Cup Parade - Calls Christian Player
'Homophobic' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:40:45)
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[ - ] Parent: Anon-too  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:56:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19763876)

The new, old saying: If you self-identify as a nail, everyone else is a Hammer.

Everything and anything that goes against anything Trump says or does , is what is good for the Democrats....These People are
Stupid!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3336769/19764051)  context  full comments

Trump Traps Demoncraps AGAIN! (They Keep Falling Into His Traps! Ha! Ha!) by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 21:09:17)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  7 points ( +9 | -2 ) 2019-07-20 01:56:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337170)

Good Post Brother!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3337170/19763612)  context  full comments

This Meme Says It All: President Trump Calls It Like He See's It, Unlike All Democrat Politicians Who Speak Gibberish And That's Why
President Trump's Supporters Love Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 20:36:24)

[ - ] Parent: german_bro  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:56:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19762379)

agree Stonenchizel, here in Germany many people loving President Trump. Not because of his German Roots, just a little bit, he
he, but because he is a man fighting for his people. �� �� WWG1WGA

@german_bro Together We are Strong, that means all of us period. The Cabal is worldwide and so need be the Great Awakening.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19763079)  context  full comments

This Meme Says It All: President Trump Calls It Like He See's It, Unlike All Democrat Politicians Who Speak Gibberish And That's Why
President Trump's Supporters Love Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 20:34:02)

[ - ] Parent: Snicklesnork  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:57:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19762485)

Trump is the first REAL leader of this country in my lifetime. His campaign is the first campaign of any kind I ever worked on. He
truly is a transformative leader (transformation for the better). I am so thankful I have lived long enough to see this happen. God
Bless President Trump, and God bless America!!

Amen Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336963/19763049)  context  full comments

Hard to find a more telling statement pertaining to guilt ........... Chris Cuomo of CNN....(justice is just around the corner) by Vibratron  in
GreatAwakening

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-07-16 19:23:31)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  239 points ( +239 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:57:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336703)

Those fucking Cuomo Brothers are some Pedophilia Addicted mother fuckers and the truth will come , It will , trust Me , Trump always
wins, it's in his blood to be the absolute winner.

That's what makes him such a great President !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3336703/19762132)  context  full comments

Chick-fil-A Manager Changes Flat Tire For 96-Year-Old World War II Veteran: 'God Bless Your Heart' by Stonenchizel  in
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0

0

0

1

0

0

GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2019-07-16 07:29:28)

[ - ] Parent: Dumb_Comment_Bot  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:57:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335369/19751860)

Yo why the fuck is a 96 year old driving?

Good point Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335369/19755301)  context  full comments

Antifa Terrorist Who Firebombed ICE Facility Invokes AOC's Rhetoric In His Manifesto by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2019-07-16 02:52:36)

[ - ] Parent: KillerKap  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:57:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335458/19750684)

How do you make all these plans, get all your gear and all you get to do is burn a car... I mean faggot musims all ovver the world
do that without even trying. Leftists are natural born failures.

hahaaahaa! Good One Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335458/19752785)  context  full comments

Epstein's & Clinton's NYC Offices Raided by TurquoiseLover  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2019-07-16 01:29:24)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  20 points ( +23 | -3 ) 2019-07-20 01:57:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3335808)

Hey @TL did they really raid Clinton's NY office ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3335808/19751972)  context  full comments

Michelle Obama's Mom On Barack- 'At Least He's Not ALL WHITE!' by MAGATrump2020777  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2019-07-16 01:25:40)

[ - ] Parent: MAGATrump2020777  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:57:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3335746)

SURE SOUNDS RACIST TO ME....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3335746/19751935)  context  full comments

Ilhan Omar Refuses To Condemn Al Qaeda At Press Conference by MAGATrump2020777  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2019-07-16 00:41:28)

[ - ] Parent: MAGATrump2020777  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:57:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335722)

Omar , that cunt is a fucking traitor, and bet if they investigate her it will lead to illegal donations to terrorist organizations like ANTFA
and HAMAS and thee Muslim Brotherhood, hell you could even say she is just like Barack Obama

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335722/19751370)  context  full comments

TO ALL PATRIOTS NEW AND OLD IS IT TIME FOR US!!!! by MACSOG68  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2019-07-15 19:36:36)

[ - ] Parent: MACSOG68  19 points ( +20 | -1 ) 2019-07-20 01:58:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335182)

There are hundreds of local Conservative Republican organized sects in every state & joining and being a part of those communities
helps more than Patriots realize, it's a start in the Right direction.... No pun intended!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335182/19747006)  context  full comments

Breaking! Lawsuit Reveals Julian Assange Told Reporter that Seth Rich Provided Wikileaks with DNC Files by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
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0

-1

0

0

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 4 days ago (2019-07-15 19:27:24)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  364 points ( +365 | -1 ) 2019-07-20 01:58:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335193)

Let's hope Trump brings him to America to testify against the false accusations of Russian hacks & he reveals the truth about Seth
Rich being @Wikileaks source for @DNCleaks & @PodestaEmails & @DCCCleaks

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3335193/19746858)  context  full comments

Ruth Bader Ginsberg Spotted At Airport by Winnipegger  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-07-15 03:06:24)

[ - ] Parent: Winnipegger  102 points ( +107 | -5 ) 2019-07-20 01:58:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3334325)

 LMAO 3x Good one Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3334325/19740170)  context  full comments

Post Dated RIP. "Future proves the past". by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +1 | -2 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 5 days ago (2019-07-14 14:43:57)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  9 points ( +20 | -11 ) 2019-07-20 01:58:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3333410)

Now I must admit, that was a good one!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3333410/19730678)  context  full comments

A QUICK REVIEW OF THE WEEK IN POLITICS , IN THE EYES OF A FEW CARTOONIST by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2019-07-13 16:53:39)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:58:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3331512/19716150)

Thanks for lightening things up for us, Stonechizel. It can get dark on the boards thanks to (((them))). Much appreciated-

You are welcome Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3331512/19720809)  context  full comments

Did Bill Clinton get caught raping a 13 year old girl ??? by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-20 01:56:35

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2019-07-13 15:47:30)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-20 01:58:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3332042)

Video won't play, it just keeps buffering....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3332042/19720583)  context  full comments

So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's By Being Bought Off With Epstein's Huge Amount Of Money, Maybe
They Also Were Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-13 15:12:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-07-12 21:48:40)

[ - ] Parent: johnjacobjingle  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-13 15:12:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19706867)

Im certain someone backed up a copy to an external hard drive.

Google's CEO has it , remember when Congressional Hearing he was asked about Frazzle Drip , or if he had seen it and he owns
You Tube so where's it at ? and He sat there with his mouth open and a dumb look on his face and wouldn't answer anything.... I bet
that fucker has seen it and even blackmailed HRC with it, he's Indian from India, of course he did .... lol
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19707896)  context  full comments

So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's By Being Bought Off With Epstein's Huge Amount Of Money, Maybe
They Also Were Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-13 15:12:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-07-12 21:44:34)

[ - ] Parent: Freedom_Fighter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-13 15:12:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19698776)

frazzled.rip

Ewwww! Scary !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19707828)  context  full comments

So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's By Being Bought Off With Epstein's Huge Amount Of Money, Maybe
They Also Were Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-13 15:12:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-07-12 21:39:42)

[ - ] Parent: Scienceismymuse  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-13 15:12:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19692242)

Drown them , then revive.... Drown them, then revive... Always repeat.

LMAO 2X

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19707741)  context  full comments

I'm Such a Dork... by Q20191776  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-13 15:12:19

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-07-12 20:10:55)

[ - ] Parent: Q20191776  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-13 15:12:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3330625)

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3330625/19706294)  context  full comments

Lunatic Rashida Tlaib Now Calling For All Democrats To Vote For Open Borders Decriminalize Illegals In Phony Testimony by
MAGATrump2020777  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-13 15:12:19

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-07-12 20:00:01)

[ - ] Parent: MAGATrump2020777  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2019-07-13 15:12:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3330643)

All of these Democrats that are freshmen are fucking stupid traitorous mother fuckers!

No I take that back, All democrats are idiots!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3330643/19706052)  context  full comments

Trump sign EO.. dems will never win another election ever! by 420ninja  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-07-12 03:55:11)

[ - ] Parent: 420ninja  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:45:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328929/19686865)

they have to or they are breaking federal law

You know the Democrats , they believe America's laws are not punishable because when America was founded our founding
fathers owned slaves, so they will make another excuse if that one doesn't work for not applying by the rules of the E.O.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328929/19693692)  context  full comments

Chick-fil-A On Brink Of Collapse Had 'Miraculous' Recovery After Affirming Christian Values / Now The Third Largest Fast Food Restaurant
In The Country by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-07-12 03:30:10)
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[ - ] Parent: Walk1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:45:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3328655/19688296)

It kind of shows how America still remains a predominantly conservative nation which emphasizes living by upright values.

It will take sometime before this is going to change for us, as America was founded as a country built on wholesome values.

That's right @Walk1

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3328655/19693352)  context  full comments

Chick-fil-A On Brink Of Collapse Had 'Miraculous' Recovery After Affirming Christian Values / Now The Third Largest Fast Food Restaurant
In The Country by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-07-12 03:29:18)

[ - ] Parent: RaptorJesus  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2019-07-12 10:45:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3328655/19688262)

Why are virtues such as not killing newborns is atributed to that kiked out religion?

Evropeans have had those values since antiquity. There was no need for those kike tales to infect us with cuck ideas.

Kikestianity teaches you to be like the "good" Samaritan who gives shelter to the foreigner.

Kikestianity teaches the goyim to "turn the other cheek" when the African migrant stabs you in the face.

Kikestianity teaches the goyim that money is evil. "Why yes goy, money changing is a sin! Your greatest allies, the Jews, were
happy to do the banking!"

@RaptorJesus I'l have you know that the Jews rejected Jesus and Jesus was a Jew, so how do you connect the two when totally
rejected him?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3328655/19693339)  context  full comments

So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's By Being Bought Off With Epstein's Huge Amount Of Money, Maybe
They Also Were Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-13 15:12:19

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-07-12 03:21:21)

[ - ] Parent: Are_we__sure  -2 points ( +1 | -3 ) 2019-07-12 10:45:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19687972)

The NYPD does not have this video. The NYPD did not seize Weiner's laptop, that story is a hoax.

They threatened to act - hold a press conference - they were thwarted by L. Lynch who threatened to expose info on a
racially charged murder/arrest, according to the E. Prince interview.

Erik Prince lied...he was worked for the Trump campaign at the time, but this was not known until later. This hoax was flying
around the internet for like 5 days before he jumped on it.

We know that the NYPD did not seize the laptop, because the judge unsealed the FBI warrant that actually used to seize Weiner's
laptop, phone and tablet.

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4465430-WEINER-Search-Warrant-2016.html#document/

https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4465430/WEINER-Search-Warrant-2016.pd

Attachment A

( Subject Device 3 LAP TOP ) - Which was acquired by NYPD during search warrant, then NYPD looked at Lap Top and that's where
the video was shared among Police Officers before being turned over to the Security Firms Office
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[ - ] Parent: Ghost777  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19688895)

Forgive me for my ignorance, but what is the "frazzle drip" video? Is this something about the three alleged Hillary & Huma videos
mentioned several days ago?

Yes , that was the original name the video was released on the Dark Web before it was removed. Remember the Google executive
couldn't answer the question when asked under oath if he knew what Frazzle Drip was or if he had seen the video . Look it up its the
last time the Google CEO testified before Congress.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19692843)  context  full comments

So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's By Being Bought Off With Epstein's Huge Amount Of Money, Maybe
They Also Were Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-13 15:12:19

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.7 hours ago (2019-07-12 03:02:45)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19690231)

I've been trying to find the episode of Rick & Morty which featured some creature doing the same to a terrified child on the floor.
Need to dig more. I wonder when it was made.

Why is your hunch July 20th 2013?

Yeah , why that date , now I'm curious too?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19692773)  context  full comments

So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's By Being Bought Off With Epstein's Huge Amount Of Money, Maybe
They Also Were Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-13 15:12:19

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.7 hours ago (2019-07-12 03:01:23)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19689547)

@stonenchizel - One big hole in your theory. NYPD doesn't dictate the terms and enforcement of sentencing and release. NYPD
is law enforcement. NYS Courts are judicial.

Either way the police officers were have suppose to have seen the video evidence and many claims at the beginning when Weiner's
lap top was first confiscated. There were stories of many of them have to get professional counseling, so the NYPD is corrupt as all
holy hell, and I wouldn't put it past them to take a bribe is what I was stating. Now the courts have obviously been stacked by Obama
and in NY remember that Clinton was a Senator which would make those that worked under her as Senator might be willing to be
bought off, so where is My theory wrong? And thanks for reply , because I truly was curious what the hell has been going on that no
one would come forward that have seen the video, unless of course they are now dead, then I'd understand why they haven't come
forward.
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So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's By Being Bought Off With Epstein's Huge Amount Of Money, Maybe
They Also Were Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.8 hours ago (2019-07-12 02:54:34)

[ - ] Parent: Specific_Fox  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19690359)

"Frazzle Drip" or "frazzled rip"?

Drip
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So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's Because Epstein Obviously Paid NYPD Off , Then Maybe NYPD Were
Also Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: sheepdoggie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3329030/19690623)

Sniederman the District Attorney was removed for his lack of 'willingness' to prosecute on the NXIVM cult , until it went TOO BIG to
cover up. So , what you saw was the Segway of his removal, NXIVM which started all of this. Epstein would have been next
anyway, no coincidence it was done after the 4th of July, it was a total Statement. We liberated our country, now it was time to get
the show on the road. Then the earthquakes, no coincidence, the DC floods and on we go. It is a very coordinated plan with
massive resistance to follow, including PD officers being killed along the way in one of the most corrupt cities in the world.

Yup , those police officers that were so called suicides were probably murdered and silencing the threats to the NYPD corruption.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3329030/19692614)  context  full comments

Inside Jeffrey Epstein's Lavish House of Horrors: Life-Size Dolls, Porn and More by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-07-12 02:49:46)

[ - ] Parent: BadPenny  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3329224/19691859)

He wants to access the tunnels he thinks are still hidden. The Cabal's fondness for dungeons is obvious.

Yeah, I thought those same things about tunnels in his extravagant home , but I'm sure since they raided his home they found any
tunnels in the MoFo's house.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3329224/19692539)  context  full comments

So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's Because Epstein Obviously Paid NYPD Off , Then Maybe NYPD Were
Also Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.5 hours ago (2019-07-12 00:17:29)

[ - ] Parent: User7867  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3329030/19689092)

And I want to know how the NYPD suicides connect. They must.

Great Point Patriot....I wondered about that too, but haven't read anything that tells why all the suicides are taking place in NYPD.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3329030/19689752)  context  full comments

Flashback, Dirty Cop Mueller singled out by mother of sexually abused child for ignoring calls for help by LakotaPride  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2019-07-11 23:16:11)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328333/19684799)

Patriot we will keep praying and exposing.

Amen
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Flashback, Dirty Cop Mueller singled out by mother of sexually abused child for ignoring calls for help by LakotaPride  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2019-07-11 23:13:50)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  28 points ( +28 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328333)

Bro, I seen once on the 8 chan or 4 chan , I don't remember which one it was but it said : That James Comey and Robert Mueller are
both into 12 year old boys - James Comey digs little boys dressed like Howdy Dowdy ( Now that's sick in the head ), so go figure that
Mueller would not even answer this woman's letter but the fact that the whole FBI went silent on the matter. But it didn't state any
other fetishes about Mueller except that he love being sexual with 12 year old boys and this alone tells Me that the order came from
the top dog Robert Mueller at the FBI at the time... Sad for those boys and even their mothers.
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[ - ] Parent: rapedbyanape  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:46:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19686932)

I say we hang them all

I they are suppose to uphold the Law , then if they did see or even know about the video tape Frazzle Drip then they should
absolutely report it to the press and leak the video out to the public or bring charges up against HRC and Huma Abedin.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19687238)  context  full comments

So If NYPD Let Epstein Skip His 90 Day Court Ordered Check In's By Being Bought Off With Epstein's Huge Amount Of Money, Maybe
They Also Were Paid Off By Hillary Clinton To Bury The Frazzle Drip Video by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-07-11 22:06:26)

[ - ] Parent: ChaosFrog  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:47:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19686903)

If the NYPD has this video in their possession and hasn’t acted, heads need to roll.

I agree totally with you on the matter @ChaosFrog

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328921/19687181)  context  full comments

Trump sign EO.. dems will never win another election ever! by 420ninja  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-07-11 21:48:44)

[ - ] Parent: 420ninja  41 points ( +46 | -5 ) 2019-07-12 10:47:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328929)

Now if we could only get the Democrat states to follow the E.O.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328929/19686830)  context  full comments

Otay Mesa California Border Patrol Officers Seize $2.1 Million Dollars Of Narcotics In Two Days, 1st Bust Was A 36 Year Old And 2nd Bust
A 52 Year Old & Both Were Mexican Citizens by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-07-11 19:26:24)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:47:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3327357/19674534)

Yeah brother I hear you, im in riverside , had some in canal behind my house, they had everything ,but one thing that stuck out
was baby strollers,dozens of baby strollers. Guess the do off road better than shopping carts? scared the hell out of me, cooking
with flames in a field of dry grass, hooked up multiple water hoses to stretch out in the back. Many dont want a regular life. I have
a flaw in that I prescribe to the "Dont feed the bears,they will become dependent " attitude. Maybe i lack empathy but its my cross
to bear . Godbless

Patriot you are not the only who carries that cross...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3327357/19684146)  context  full comments

The benefits of making a deal? by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 19 hours ago (2019-07-11 16:00:14)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-07-12 10:47:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3328201)

Actually since Hillary Clinton hasn't been arrested or at least arrested and charged that we don't know about, it's easy to say at this
point in the game that I'm not sure if the punishment of the Elite will be anything like it is for anyone else with the said same charges.
Now that is if the Elite are even ever charged with any of these crimes that all of America and the world already knows happened.
Get what I'm saying? Until actual arrest and prosecution for the crimes that were committed during the Coup Attempt on citizen
Donald Trump and then afterwards President Donald Trump , I Myself will have to believe that just maybe this time Justice will
prevail.....but until then we will just have to be patient and hope and pray for the best. Because one thing we are all hoping for is that
President Trump is how Q'anon says all of this actually is in his drops and that The Plan is really being pursued full force ahead. The
Cabal and these cries and things take time to bring down because they weren't created over night and they surely will not be fixed in
just a few days. Here's to President Trump actually following through to the end and all of the Cabal prosecuted. God Speed Mr.
President.

wwg1wga
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Megan Rapinoe suffers wardrobe malfunction at ESPYS by TurquoiseLover  in theawakening
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History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-07-11 15:27:26)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-12 10:47:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328141)

That broad is trying to get a NIKE contract, because she knows if she doesn't acquire a contract when the fire is hot , then she might
as well forget it. So she will keep shouting from the proverbial roof tops : "Look at Me - Here I Am" and try and get the presses
attention at all cost, kind of like the Democrats do with their ridiculous idea's pushing their Globalist agendas.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3328141/19679980)  context  full comments

Otay Mesa California Border Patrol Officers Seize $2.1 Million Dollars Of Narcotics In Two Days, 1st Bust Was A 36 Year Old And 2nd Bust
A 52 Year Old & Both Were Mexican Citizens by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-11 08:47:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-07-11 05:15:45)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-11 08:48:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3327357/19673500)

Trump is so thorough he is even driving the elicit drug market up!

Haahahaaa ! Except here in California, there are so damn many illegals and also legal Mexican Gangs that the drug trade in
California is always booming.... It's really sad to see some of parts of even My city which is only about 200k people but the
homelessness is huge, some parts of town you drive and it looks like skid row in Los Angeles. Homeless homemade tents
everywhere , its really sad and most of them have given up on life and drink alcohol all day and do drugs or one or the other but it
sickens Me the way they are treated sometimes.Every now and then the city will come through with a couple of big city trucks and a
tractor and just pick up everything tent and all, basically everything these people own and sweep clean the streets. But homeless
people here are very resourceful and by the next night it looks like nothing ever happened and the shanty tent towns are up and full
of peope drunk just hanging a round getting high....Where they gonna go , they are homeless?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3327357/19674073)  context  full comments

Hockey Coach's Viral Speech To Players: If You Disrespect National Anthem, 'Get The 'FUCK' Out Now' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-11 08:47:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2019-07-11 04:14:30)

[ - ] Parent: trypanon  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-07-11 08:48:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3326622/19666858)

Hockey:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSd8CqBEbcY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-cJ-hlRTxY

......

football:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gD_MM9NlJo

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Sandusky

The " No Words Video was Great ! " It says it all.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3326622/19673134)  context  full comments

House Dems Use Photos to Promote 'Kids in Cages' Hearing, GOP Notices Humiliating Detail / The Photo Is From When Hussein Was
President by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-11 08:47:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2019-07-11 04:08:02)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-11 08:48:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3327192/19671129)

Let's counter this with kids in cages at Epstein Island awaiting torture and execution. Where is the outcry???

Brother the Democrats will never shout out against their own, especially since the crimes are considered the worst among those
committed in today's society

" These People are Sick ! "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3327192/19672992)  context  full comments

Oops: House Democrats Mistakenly Post 'Kids In Cages' Pics From Obama Era To Promote Anti-Trump Hearing by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-12 10:45:26

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-11 08:47:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.8 hours ago (2019-07-11 04:02:34)
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[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-11 08:48:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3327324/19671703)

Brother, all they posted were pictures of what the democrats did to children. Now have Pelosi answer to this.

She will never answer a real question with an honest answer, she's to practiced in political lying . Pelosi along with most politicians
answer any question with the subject and point they wish to make. A Democrat only says what they want and now a days with this
Freshman class of Liberal Congress they are saying shit that doesn't even make sense anymore. Just imagine if they actually had to
answer the question they were being asked... That would be priceless !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3327324/19672875)  context  full comments

Q Post 3387 "You were told what BATTLES we face." Some Scriptures for YOU Q and us. by Lauraingalls  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-10 09:09:59

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-07-10 01:18:09)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-10 09:10:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3324923)

Nice Laura

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3324923/19649669)  context  full comments

Sign of The Times. "The only religion that's allowed to practice hate and get away it". by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-10 09:09:59

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-07-09 16:43:44)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  25 points ( +25 | -0 ) 2019-07-10 09:10:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3323818)

No No No... She's not Islamaphobic but sure is Republicanaphobic

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3323818/19640342)  context  full comments

SO DOES JEFFERY EPSTEIN'S BANK ACCOUNT AND PROPERTIES GET SEIZED BY THE US GOVERNMENT BECAUSE HE WAS
CHARGED IN PEDOPHILE CASE / TRUMP'S EXECUTIVE ORDER 13818 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-09 07:16:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-07-09 04:40:59)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-09 07:16:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3323092/19631825)

I was wondering about that earlier too. For instance, can his assets be confiscated before he is found guilty? If he has to be found
guilty first, there may not be a lot left by the time he hires a dozen lawyers.

Exactly Patriot, that's why I'm curious if it is frozen now or after he's found guilty...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3323092/19632770)  context  full comments

SO DOES JEFFERY EPSTEIN'S BANK ACCOUNT AND PROPERTIES GET SEIZED BY THE US GOVERNMENT BECAUSE HE WAS
CHARGED IN PEDOPHILE CASE / TRUMP'S EXECUTIVE ORDER 13818 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-07-10 09:09:59

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-09 07:16:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-07-09 04:39:12)

[ - ] Parent: stray502  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-09 07:16:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3323092/19632055)

No a lot of crimes your assets are frozen when you are charged and if you go through court and the court finds you innocent they
then unfreeze them. If you are guilty they confiscate them. They do that with drug dealers all the time.

@stray502 Right , now that is what I'm talking about... Just like they do drug cases , I thought that was the whole purpose of the
Executive Order in the first place , so that the the Pedophiles or Sex Traffickers wouldn't be able to transfer their funds to someone
else's account and therefore have access to the funds regardless of what the government freezes .. Lets hope they freeze his assets
when charged and not until after only if he's found guilty, because that would make no sense, why even have the E.O. hen if your not
going to freeze their accounts.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3323092/19632749)  context  full comments

SO DOES JEFFERY EPSTEIN'S BANK ACCOUNT AND PROPERTIES GET SEIZED BY THE US GOVERNMENT BECAUSE HE WAS
CHARGED IN PEDOPHILE CASE / TRUMP'S EXECUTIVE ORDER 13818 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-07-09 07:16:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2019-07-09 02:57:49)
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[ - ] Parent: thebearfromstartrack  8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 2019-07-09 07:16:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3323092/19630949)

DUE PROCESS MUST OCCUR. Even then, if guilty, I know of no law that says someone surrenders (criminally) ALL of their
assets, except HOPEFULLY for TREASON. Civil suit is another matter altogether, but I would hesitate to say his damages to
others totals over a BILLION dollars.

This will be interesting to see how it plays out. Is he REALLY a bilionaire? (how about OTHERS who are labeled this way?). What
are the grounds of seizing ALL of a citizen's assets for a CRIME, barring fines and restitution to people who were STOLEN from
(financial crimes).

That's what I'm curious about Patriot.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3323092/19631170)  context  full comments

Hussein's Former Roommate : "The Barack Obama I Knew Was Using His Indonesian Name, Barry Soetoro" And "He Broadly Intimated
That He Was The Illegitimate Son Of Subud" Who Was His "Dad" But .... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-08 22:43:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-07-08 06:37:46)

[ - ] Parent: DawnPendraig  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-08 22:44:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320447/19613995)

Fake Christian too

That's right Dawn Hussein admitted to being a Muslim in an interview with I think it was Matt Lauer from NBC before he got canned
for sexual harassment.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320447/19615137)  context  full comments

Hussein's Former Roommate : "The Barack Obama I Knew Was Using His Indonesian Name, Barry Soetoro" And "He Broadly Intimated
That He Was The Illegitimate Son Of Subud" Who Was His "Dad" But .... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-08 22:43:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-07-08 06:34:42)

[ - ] Parent: DickTick  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-08 22:44:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320447/19610150)

That shit has been out for years.....

yup, I remember the video of Subud being Hussein's father back in 2016 or 2015

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320447/19615119)  context  full comments

Hussein's Former Roommate : "The Barack Obama I Knew Was Using His Indonesian Name, Barry Soetoro" And "He Broadly Intimated
That He Was The Illegitimate Son Of Subud" Who Was His "Dad" But .... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-08 22:43:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-07-08 06:32:09)

[ - ] Parent: we_kill_creativity  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-07-08 22:44:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320447/19607051)

I'm not saying I believe this or not, but this is interesting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXcQIgJdK2k

It very simply points out facial structure similarities between Obama's mother and Loretta Fuddy...the Hawaiian health offical who
was in charge of showing us Obama's birth certificate from Hawaii...who died in a small plane crash over the ocean...who was the
only person in that crash that died...

Loretta Fuddy was in the same Cult in Indonesia at the same time as Hussein's mom ... Why do you think she got the job as
controller in Hawaii and then made Husseins fake Birth Certificate and stamped it with seal of Hawaii and then died mysteriously
while everyone else on the pane survived the accident into the ocean in Hawaii shortly after Hussein released the fake birth
certificate.... Obama is Subud's son , No doubt.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320447/19615106)  context  full comments

Bwahahahahaha! Hillary Clinton Withdraws As Cybersecurity Conference Keynote, Citing 'Unforeseen Circumstance' by Jimerican  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-08 22:43:50

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-07-08 02:56:38)

[ - ] Parent: Jimerican  19 points ( +19 | -0 ) 2019-07-08 22:44:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320390)

Just Maybe Bill Clinton was arrested and it just hasn't come out in the news yet , but it will...

That's why HRC cancelled her speech at the Cybersecurity Conference.

I can dream, but it could have already happened.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320390/19612658)  context  full comments

U.S.Marines : Red, White, And Blue Marines With 11th Marine Regiment, @1st_Marine_Div, Stand In Formation During A Relief And
Appointment Ceremony At @MCIWPendletonCA. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-08 22:43:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-07-08 02:16:59)

[ - ] Parent: Ginger_Snaps  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-08 22:44:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320939/19611339)

Army Rangers are great, but the Marines... those are the men a woman wants to fuck.

lol... 2 x's ... You sound like a true American Patriot @Ginger_Snaps

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320939/19612193)  context  full comments

Candace Owens: Why Does @AOC Worships Problems, While Rejecting Their Solutions? Because Like All Communists, She Relies Upon
Anger & Helplessness Of People To Garner Power For Herself by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-07-08 22:43:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 21 hours ago (2019-07-08 02:06:54)

[ - ] Parent: lovehate123  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-07-08 22:44:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320518/19611584)

@Stonenchizel I legit support her. If She wants to cause Harm to Her People. You may or may not be right.

I think She wants to Help Her People. Prove me wrong,

Your opinion is yours, you have that right to own it!

I' ain't arguing , I don't have time for for negative things ... period!

peace

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320518/19611983)  context  full comments

Candace Owens: Why Does @AOC Worships Problems, While Rejecting Their Solutions? Because Like All Communists, She Relies Upon
Anger & Helplessness Of People To Garner Power For Herself by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-07-08 22:43:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 21 hours ago (2019-07-08 02:04:28)

[ - ] Parent: SparklingWiggle  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-08 22:44:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320518/19610615)

Her New Green Deal will save us all!

Hahahaahahaaa! I don't know if you are serious but you made Me laugh, hard too !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3320518/19611934)  context  full comments

NY State Is Handing out Driver's Licenses to Illegals That Look Exactly Like a Citizen's License - It Helps Democrats Steal Elections that
Way by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-07 19:16:29

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-07-07 02:24:06)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  25 points ( +25 | -0 ) 2019-07-07 19:16:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3317421)

New York is Democrat dominate anyways.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3317421/19593882)  context  full comments

Even The Mainstream Media & The Democrats Must Admit President Trump's 4th of July Independence Day National Mall Celebration Was
Yuge & Awesomely Patriotic by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-06 21:09:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-07-06 01:18:23)

[ - ] Parent: Texasbeleiver  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-06 21:09:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316742/19571211)

I like to ponder how many advertisement dollars they blew by all of us watching it live on u-tube and other networks- be nice to
have an estimate on that !

RIGHT ! I bet it was a bundle of cash too ...I wonder how we could find out how much revenue they lost by not running it ... Hell it was
the fourth of July , probably millions they could have made leading up to the event.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316742/19576105)  context  full comments
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Mexican President Does an End Run Around Soros! Soros Bribed Officials all FIRED, and Mexico's UNbribed National Guard Taking Over
to STOP ALL CARAVANS to the USA! by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 38 minutes ago (2019-07-05 22:37:44)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  131 points ( +133 | -2 ) 2019-07-05 23:16:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3317276)

WOW ! This is awesome news Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3317276/19574078)  context  full comments

Even The Mainstream Media & The Democrats Must Admit President Trump's 4th of July Independence Day National Mall Celebration Was
Yuge & Awesomely Patriotic by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 hours ago (2019-07-05 19:17:17)

[ - ] Parent: FatFreddiesCat  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:16:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316742/19570084)

Ya, I noticed on YouTub that networks who boycotted televising the 4th event are now showing clips of it and asking "If you like
our content and want to see more please subscribe!" Seriously? F@ck every one of them. B@st@rds

Right ! Now that they realize they fucked up by not showing the event, they are now trying to not look so Liberal oriented, but we
know they absolutely are Democrat propaganda machines.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316742/19571326)  context  full comments

Even The Mainstream Media & The Democrats Must Admit President Trump's 4th of July Independence Day National Mall Celebration Was
Yuge & Awesomely Patriotic by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4 hours ago (2019-07-05 19:15:15)

[ - ] Parent: Cloudrdr  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:16:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316742/19569091)

The media claimed that Trump's celebration would be 'political'. The only political decision of the day remains the decision by the
media to NOT COVER the celebration properly.

Yes absolutely so, and the Media have proven by Not showing the President of the United States 4th of July Celebration for the
country because the Democrats accused President Trump of turning it into a Trump Campaign Rally , but as usual the Democrats
are wrong again...There seems to be a continual pattern from the Democrat Party of lying to the American People over and over
again. The Democrats are crazy if they think that real Americans that actually do vote don't see through their total bullshit style of
politics of separation and lies, who the hell wants a country ran like that?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316742/19571303)  context  full comments

POTUS Tweets "JOBS, JOBS, JOBS", Then Deletes and Reposts 1 Minute Later. Decode: "IT'S HAPPENING" by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-07-05 18:52:38)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  41 points ( +44 | -3 ) 2019-07-05 23:16:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316838)

You know what's funny Bro, every day as read comments and post by True Patriots there are always a new name tag asking stupid
questions and trying to always say nothings happening....

These Liberal Shills will keep trying to destroy the whole Q'anon following because they know their time is running out...

Great Things Are Happening

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316838/19570920)  context  full comments

POTUS Tweets "JOBS, JOBS, JOBS", Then Deletes and Reposts 1 Minute Later. Decode: "IT'S HAPPENING" by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-07-05 17:07:39)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:16:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316838/19569232)

Disinfo is real, and necessary. It causes people like you to expend your resources.

lol...Right !

wwg1wga
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Even The Mainstream Media & The Democrats Must Admit President Trump's 4th of July Independence Day National Mall Celebration Was
Yuge & Awesomely Patriotic by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 6.5 hours ago (2019-07-05 16:43:17)

[ - ] Parent: Gorillion  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:16:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316742/19568115)

Not likely. Shills were posting pics of the crowds from just after dawn and making out it was mid-celebration.

The MSM and Globohomo Collective will never admit anything. Ever.

Hahhahaaa! I love the name you've given them: "The MSM and Globohomo Collective"

wwg1gwa

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3316742/19568907)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump At The Lincoln Memorial Proves Once Again That He Will Lead America With Strength, Truth, Honor And With The
Greatest Military In The World by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-07-05 03:02:11)

[ - ] Parent: bamadeplorable420  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:17:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19560538)

I thought he was going to tell us something special that we had been talking about for 2 years....????? Did I miss something or is
that coming later?

That's later , but very soon everything will be Declassified..

Today was a celebration for America's Independence

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19560596)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump At The Lincoln Memorial Proves Once Again That He Will Lead America With Strength, Truth, Honor And With The
Greatest Military In The World by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-05 01:45:26)

[ - ] Parent: 369693936  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:17:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19559417)

Happy Happy Independence Day!!

True Independence, check it out!

http://is2.4chan.org/pol/1562272241005.png

http://is2.4chan.org/pol/1562272263987.png

your links aren't working Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19559626)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump At The Lincoln Memorial Proves Once Again That He Will Lead America With Strength, Truth, Honor And With The
Greatest Military In The World by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-05 01:43:16)

[ - ] Parent: FacelessOne  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:17:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19559543)

So why bring him into it.

The Speech & Gathering for 4th of July Celebration was at the Lincoln Memorial is all I said ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19559605)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump At The Lincoln Memorial Proves Once Again That He Will Lead America With Strength, Truth, Honor And With The
Greatest Military In The World by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-05 01:31:04)
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[ - ] Parent: FacelessOne  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-07-05 23:17:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19558624)

Celebration of Lincoln is celebration of the Federal government and its war of aggression against its own citizens who legally
have a right to secede.

Qtards are the first to die in the new world order when they all line up for their government freedom vaccinations.

It was not a celebration of Lincoln, it was a celebration for America's Independence from Britain.... 1776 The Revolutionary War

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19559474)  context  full comments

Republican Congressman Dan Crenshaw Demolishes Argument That American Revolution Flag Should Offend Anyone by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-05 01:16:32)

[ - ] Parent: numina18  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:18:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315681/19557615)

I'm just thinking: What does it mean to be "offended"? I am rarely offended, I guess, so it doesn't really resonate with me, although
the protestation of being offended is ubiquitous. To say, "I am offended!" means what? You have said or done something that is
repugnant or disrespectful to that person? They believe themselves to be above reproach, or deserving of great care and respect.
I say, "So what?" It's not hurting you, and being offended, you are placing yourself above the offender. Therefore, I believe this
construct is a demonstration of pride, the most deadly sin. A person practicing humility, could NEVER be offended, because he
believes himself to be a miserable sinner, deserving of reproach and accepting of rebuke. So, to recap, when someone is
offended, they are displaying pride. Pray for the poor sinner. And don't worry about offending anyone, especially if you speak the
truth.

Right Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315681/19559313)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump At The Lincoln Memorial Proves Once Again That He Will Lead America With Strength, Truth, Honor And With The
Greatest Military In The World by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-05 01:14:13)

[ - ] Parent: Jdtaylormm  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:18:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19558852)

Anyone know how we can watch what will be happening at Mount Rushmore tonight? Suppose to be fireworks but thats not the
big event. Able Danger talked about JFK JR being there and coming out in public

link Patriot ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19559288)  context  full comments

A Veteran And Trump Supporter Confronts Communists Burning American Flag In Front Of The White House by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 22 hours ago (2019-07-05 00:52:28)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:18:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315886/19558794)

Yeah, commie bastards. Potus finished of with Battle Hymn of the Republic , Brought a tear to my eye. Haven't heard that played
in a Long time.

GOD BLESS YOU PATRIOT AND HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY TO YOU AND YOURS !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315886/19558926)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump At The Lincoln Memorial Proves Once Again That He Will Lead America With Strength, Truth, Honor And With The
Greatest Military In The World by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-07-05 00:41:00)
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[ - ] Parent: 2TBob  -1 points ( +2 | -3 ) 2019-07-05 23:18:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19558195)

Did we watch the same speech? Guys, I am a Tr.., excuse me Mr.President Trump. I am a Mr. President Trump fan, bigly. So
please don't get me wrong, BUT my first word from thought was boring and then cheesy, sappy. No disrespect. It is just how it
came across, to me.

Thanks for your honesty Patriot..... It's all good , all Trump was doing was making the Mainstream Media and all the Democrats that
were talking shit about him and what he was going to say , and that he would make the whole day about Donald Trump. But here's
the good part Trump just played them all again and made them all look Unpatriotic by speaking hate about a day that suppose to be
celebrated by American that are proud to be Americans and that is exactly what happen. At least the Democrats can't start any lies
about what Trump said ...right?

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19558756)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump At The Lincoln Memorial Proves Once Again That He Will Lead America With Strength, Truth, Honor And With The
Greatest Military In The World by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-07-05 00:16:42)

[ - ] Parent: AlexanderMorose13  12 points ( +13 | -1 ) 2019-07-05 23:18:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19558005)

President Trump killed it today. The crowd went absolutely nuts when the first flyover took place. Everyone was cheering USA
over and over again, and I saw two kids clapping.

President Trump is supposed to be a cheerleader for American strength after all, not a leader like the last one who was content to
watch America's economic decline. I can't even remember the last guy anymore. What was his name?

@AlexanderMorose13 I do believe the last guy was married to a Transvestite and he was a Globalist Puppet and he was a
Treasonous and Seditious Traitor to America and the American People...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19558464)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump At The Lincoln Memorial Proves Once Again That He Will Lead America With Strength, Truth, Honor And With The
Greatest Military In The World by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-07-05 00:13:13)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:18:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315824/19558146)

Yes, I am glad that Pres Trump included GOD in acknowledging all of America's accomplishments, because lets face it,
without Jesus, NONE of this would have happened! Jesus is our Wild Card!!!

America is Great ONLY BECAUSE America is GOOD (or used to be).

By GOOD it means America is a practicing Protestant Christian Country adhering to the Scriptures of God.

God imparts to man wisdom and "witty inventions".

We owe A LOT to Jesus Christ!

NEVER EVER Forget That Fact!

Every battle tested soldier KNOWS, there are No atheists in fox holes.

All the Glory goes to God, Jesus Christ!

Here is what MIGHT BE going on behind the scenes, while media and everyone have been distracted by today's celebrations:

RED ALERT! DEVELOPING: Naval Sources confirm an uptick in US MILITARY activity near Potomac and outside of
Guantanamo Bay (ONE OF MANY TWEETS)

https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315693#submissionTop

I pray to God it is true, and if so, It would be the Greatest Birthday Gift to America!!!

OMG , Bro.....This would be such a great gift to America right now....

It will be awesome eventually and that will surely make us all happy!

God Bless Patriot

WWG1WGA
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History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-04 19:50:27)

[ - ] Parent: TheRealIndianaJoe  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:18:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315306/19553875)

I've never understood the outrage of any black Americans with slaves as ancestors. They are the benefactors of it. They ended up
in the greatest nation on earth. They can't (no one can) change the past, but I have to ask, if they could, would they? Even if it
meant that they would live back in Africa? Would their own circumstance be better? Or worse? And reparations? For what and to
whom? Because they are in the greatest nation on earth? That price was already paid by their ancestors.

Right �
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MOST AMERICANS VIEW GEORGE WASHINGTON AS A FEARLESS GENERAL, STATESMAN, PATRIOT, OUR FIRST PRESIDENT, A
HERO, A VISIONARY, ETC.... / LIBERALS VIEW: A SLAVE OWNER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-05 23:16:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-04 19:49:15)

[ - ] Parent: j_Dawg_01  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-05 23:19:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3315306/19553813)

George Washington was not the person those on the left, or the right believe he was.

I know there are many people here, too many IMHO, who refuse to take the time read or watch any lengthy analysis of anything.
All they want are the click-bait sound-bites. A full understanding of our history requires much more than that.

Here is a video from Stefan Molyneux about George Washington. It's about 2 hours and 40 minutes long, but it's worth the time.
It's well sourced and factual.

Yeah, Stefan's pretty intense himself...
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MOST AMERICANS VIEW GEORGE WASHINGTON AS A FEARLESS GENERAL, STATESMAN, PATRIOT, OUR FIRST PRESIDENT, A
HERO, A VISIONARY, ETC.... / LIBERALS VIEW: A SLAVE OWNER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Yeah, and they're too stupid to figure out that Jefferson Davis (president of their half-baked flopping confederacy) WAS A SLAVE
OWNER.

HYPOCRITES

So tired of their massive stupidity. No wonder 50% of them are high school drop outs and the other half has FAKE (affirmative
action OR payola) degrees.

It truly is sickening how the liberals have turned society into Satan's playground.....

Democrats Live a Perverted Sickening Lifestyle of Everything against God & Goodness !

Truly Satanic indeed...
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MSNBC and NBC and ABC and CNN will not air Trump 4th of July parade by Wynterwhisper  in GreatAwakening
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FUCK'M !
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They want to divide us: The Great Awakening Saga by VoatContainmentGuard  in ShitCrenschSays
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-04 17:49:40

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-07-04 04:29:15)

[ - ] Parent: VoatContainmentGuard  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-07-04 17:50:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/ShitCrenschSays/3307450/19494056)

Fuck off, racist, anti-semitic shill!

Hahhahaaha ...sure thing banned loser....
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Chris Mathews is going crazy that our country is finaly celebrating Independence day. by 1Paydaddy  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-04 17:49:40

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-07-04 04:27:09)

[ - ] Parent: 1Paydaddy  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-04 17:50:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3313992/19540161)

He will have to answer for his radical mouth when the truth comes out.

The Liberal's never opologize for anything even though they are always wrong on every issue.

Especially that big headed loser Chris Mathews..

ww1wga
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These Liberals are fucking funny , It actually is fun to watch them every once in a while just to laugh, cause you can see the
desperation in their faces as they talk. They ate Trump so much: THAT IT ACTUALLY DISTURBS THEIR REALITY !

WWG1WGA
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  38 points ( +38 | -0 ) 2019-07-04 17:51:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3313849)

Wow Bro, I didn't know this dude was a Pedovore , Thanks for posting....

wwg1wga
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AOC & The Democrats Are Claiming Child Abuse At Border Detention Centers / The Liberal's Caused This Problem By NOT FUNDING The
Wall, When A 100,000 Caravan Of Illegals Were Headed For Border by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-04 17:51:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3313326/19533693)

I believe this latest dem play is to get the UN to take over our borders or to invade our country. Pelosi's bill proposed for the UN to
take over the US borders. Thankfully this bill did not pass and now are trying it through lies.

That is totally the plan of the New World Order , they've already got 10 sectors selected a split up earth for Elite governing ..

http://i35.tinypic.com/2r5cdn9.jpg

These People are Sick !
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Border Agents Branded AOC A 'Hoe,' Shared Explicit Images, In Secret Facebook Group by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-03 16:25:53)

[ - ] Parent: hamman365  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-04 17:51:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3313122/19532510)

we have all probably said worse, but the optics on this is not good. Why anyone would use "Facebook", or any platform that
regularly collects and sells your private info, in the first place is beyond me.

Stupidity... basically they thought it would be a private group , but they didn't set it to private... big mistake is all . Our Border Patrol
Agents are American Hero's doing a job that most Americans would have nothing to do with because of all the actual hard work
involved in being a BPA.
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Border Agents Branded AOC A 'Hoe,' Shared Explicit Images, In Secret Facebook Group by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-07-04 17:49:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-07-03 16:24:16)

[ - ] Parent: con77  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-04 17:51:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3313122/19532337)

shes a one term idiot that will get caught up in a drug bust when shes back tending bar in brooklyn

Yes @Con77 , or Nancy Pelosi will have AOC Arkanicided .... for taking over her party... The Democrat Socialist Party..

wwg1wga
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Oh the outrage! Give me a fucking break, I would have said worse. Besides, these “Latino” lawmakers who are openly advocating
the destruction of this nation via uncontrolled immigration and free shit for Illegals need to be called out. Fuck ‘em and God bless
our border patrol agents.

Damn Right Patriot !

wwg1wga
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This has been their plan all Along.

Make the situation worse and then blame Trump and ICE. It is VERY obvious

Exactly @Ramon710 It's just a lot of the Normie's don't search for facts themselves and they only believe what their Liberal source of
news feeds them...

wwg1wga
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Inflamed by AOC's accusations, a delegation of Hispanic pastors headed to border facilities and found -- AOC LIED. No surprise there. by
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Everyone that knows politics knows that AOC was just repeating the 4:00 am talking points that the Deep State told all Democrats to
repeat at the Press Conference at the Border .... It's all PROPAGNDA & AOC is the Deep States newest biggest Puppet in the
Democrat Party.... The Liberals are trying to destroy Trump's by changing the perception of of Trump being a bad guy instead of
being what he actually is and that's a great access to America because of all of his skills in dealing with anyone who he makes a
deal with ... The USA is kicking Ass like never before and as long as Donald Trump is president the country will exceed, for this man
is blessed by God Almighty!

wwg1wga
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[ - ] Parent: whohat  41 points ( +41 | -0 ) 2019-07-04 17:52:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3312800)

Well now that we know Biden's kid even got involved in the Democrat style of politicking while his dad who is the front runner for the
Democrat Party for the 2020 election. At the time his dad was Vice President of the USA under Obama's dirty Administration .... Just
imagine all the shit that we don't know about the Biden's and the Clinton's and the Obama's, Podesta's and all the other crooked
fucking Democrats that ran the American Government though as if it were a Mafia Family....How to get rich off the American Peoples
expense .... BIDEN IS CROOKED !

THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK

WWG1WGA
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Why did this story go NO WHERE??? by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
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It No where for the same reason a Coup attempt was able to be conjured up and tried on President Trump. Because Hussein
Obama's whole administration was a Globalist Agenda driven administration .... They were a bunch of criminals running every
department in Hussein's Administration .... That's why the Military Intelligence asked Donald Trump to run for president to clean up
this Corrupt Cabal of Criminals from Hussein's Admin.
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TRUMP : ASK NOT WHAT THE DEMOCRATS CAN DO FOR YOU... LOOK WHAT THEY'VE DONE TO LOS ANGELES (meme) by
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Put the dems in charge of the Sahara and in 10 years they’d be out of sand.

wwg1wga
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All this border drama with AOC ? Theatre. Her audience? Her lobbyists at Southwest Key by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-07-02 17:32:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3310507)

Gawd Damn Bro, is AOC without make up, she is uglier than sin!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3310507/19507545)  context  full comments

Lord God,Jesuse Christ Hear my Prayer for Trump by VoterinVegas  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-07-02 17:32:07

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 15 hours ago (2019-07-02 02:29:31)

[ - ] Parent: VoterinVegas  48 points ( +52 | -4 ) 2019-07-02 17:32:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3310217)

Another Amen for Me.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3310217/19504640)  context  full comments

Hey, Democrats, Even If You Tax Citizens to Death, You STILL Can't Pay for Medicare for All. IT'S A CON. IT'S A PROMISE THAT CAN'T
BE KEPT. by CluelessInTheDark  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-02 17:32:07

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-07-01 18:27:21)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  65 points ( +66 | -1 ) 2019-07-02 17:32:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3309150)

Democrats don't care that they are lying just to try & get votes , at all means to get the power back... These People are Sick!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3309150/19496579)  context  full comments
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We are currently under attack. The paid distrupters here want you gone - want you divided - and they will use anything at all that they find
against anyone to do it. by Crensch  in GreatAwakeningMeta
History: 1 points( +3 | -2 ) at 2019-07-04 17:49:40

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-07-01 05:13:08)

[ - ] Parent: Crensch  13 points ( +21 | -8 ) 2019-07-01 11:49:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakeningMeta/3307785/19479637)

Thank you.

No Problem MOD Boss .... lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakeningMeta/3307785/19488161)  context  full comments

We are currently under attack. The paid distrupters here want you gone - want you divided - and they will use anything at all that they find
against anyone to do it. by Crensch  in GreatAwakeningMeta
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-04 17:49:40

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-07-01 05:12:09)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:49:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakeningMeta/3307785/19479700)

Tell us how you really feel, Chizel, really dont be shy! LOL

You know Me Patriot, I'm all fingers (Typing) but No Substance . Hahahhahaaa! ; )~ NOT!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakeningMeta/3307785/19488142)  context  full comments

Candace Owens : Trump Will Win 2020 By A Landslide Thanks To The Love Child Of @SenSchumer And @SpeakerPelosi - That Love
Child Is Named Socialism And It's Rotting Their Party From The Inside-Out by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-07-01 05:07:17)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:49:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307579/19484006)

yea but its not entirely the correct term

'Communism' implies 'Economic Marxism'. The current resurgence of Socialism is coming from Cultural Marxism , not its
Economic older brother

See ...lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307579/19488060)  context  full comments

Candace Owens : Trump Will Win 2020 By A Landslide Thanks To The Love Child Of @SenSchumer And @SpeakerPelosi - That Love
Child Is Named Socialism And It's Rotting Their Party From The Inside-Out by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-02 17:32:07

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-07-01 05:04:36)

[ - ] Parent: ketoll  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:50:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307579/19482212)

I'm not referring to polls, I'm referring what I'm witnessing first-hand in my state and many others. Anti-gun, anti-oil, anti-family,
anti-property legislation being passed on a monthly basis.

This is happening, and it's ignorant to continue to ignore this and repeat hopeful thoughts that everything can be fixed from the
top-down. This isn't the model our nation was built on. It was built on us being engaged locally from the ground up. Let's admit our
short-sightedness and get engaged. I'm doing my part to get locals to vote in my area.

Good for You Patriot, I always Campaign because I care what happens to My country because I have children and I'm starting to
have grandchildren too now ...2 a boy 5 yrs and a girl 7 months old ... I am truly blessed...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307579/19488007)  context  full comments

They want to divide us: The Great Awakening Saga by VoatContainmentGuard  in ShitCrenschSays
History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2019-07-02 17:32:07

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-07-01 05:00:26)
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[ - ] Parent: VoatContainmentGuard  0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 2019-07-01 11:50:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/ShitCrenschSays/3307450/19486665)

So you are a shill who is complicit with Crensch's views. Good to know.

Fuck Off Now Loser!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/ShitCrenschSays/3307450/19487948)  context  full comments

UN Expert Scorches Pelosi's San Francisco, Says It Reminds Her Of Indian Slums by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.9 hours ago (2019-07-01 04:56:52)

[ - ] Parent: LoyalTrumpArmy  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:50:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3306674/19470789)

My friend's brother lives there. I know him. He's a nice guy. Well he tried to inform his brother of what is going on in government,
as so did I and he blows us both off. Another friend of ours also tried to alert him. I think some people just don't want to know the
truth, because he kept saying things like "bad things are happening to a small # of people, you can't believe anything on the
internet." I had to be strict on my beliefs for him. I didn't budge. Almost fighting. Some people don't get it: We are telling you this,
because we love you! So, I decided prayer is needed.

Well Patriot , In all My years I have never found Prayer not to be a grateful help always, and God does answer Prayer , I am living
proof...and Cancer Free

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3306674/19487918)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino : ANTIFA chumps,You're the sorriest bunch of cowards & losers I've ever seen. You attack in packs because individually
you're colossal wusses... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 hours ago (2019-07-01 04:51:12)

[ - ] Parent: Louisiana_Patriot  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:50:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19478380)

I would love to run across these pussies. I would love to have a punching bag that moves, cries and pisses when you hit it.

Hahahaahah ! You sound like a true Patriot @Louisiana_Patriot

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19487874)  context  full comments

Shocking Video Shows Crowd Laughing And Cheering As Andy Ngo Assaulted By Antifa; Attack Caused 'Brain Bleed', Hospitalization by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-07-01 04:46:05)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:50:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307946/19482078)

WTH is an "assault glove"?

They are actually Riot police gloves , they have sand bags sown onto the top of the fingers starting from above where the knuckles
meet the fingers , so when they are used on hitting someone , it is like being hit with a solid rock or something similar

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307946/19487820)  context  full comments

Shocking Video Shows Crowd Laughing And Cheering As Andy Ngo Assaulted By Antifa; Attack Caused 'Brain Bleed', Hospitalization by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-07-01 04:41:50)

[ - ] Parent: pby1000  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:51:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307946/19482366)

Not to be a dick, but why was he there?

He's a journalist , he was there to report their gathering and supposedly protesting

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307946/19487769)  context  full comments

President Trump Should Give Himself The Presidential Medal Of Freedom For Making Peace With North Korea & Then Deny That He Did
So, Just To Fuck With The Deep State's Head's by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-07-01 04:40:23)
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[ - ] Parent: Steelerfish  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:51:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307876/19487320)

Breaking news......

The 9th circuit court has overturned and stripped the awarding of the Presidential Medal Of Freedom to President Trump.....

Lol ...Now thats almost as good as him giving himself the Medal in the first place..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307876/19487750)  context  full comments

Let's start appealing to Antifa insiders who have doubts by proudfather  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-02 17:32:07

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-07-01 03:57:12)

[ - ] Parent: proudfather  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:51:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3308351/19486131)

Well as a former paid left wing piece of shit fundraiser/activist myself, I know. And I know that not all are paid, they just want to
belong. They're the cheering section and the groupie sluts. They actually believe in what they're doing -- until, God willing, a few
of them wake up. I did. Others did.

@ProudFather Here's the problem with your idea... Antifa grew out of the Hillary Clinton Verita's ...remember when her people were
outted for starting fights at Trump rallies ,by James O'keefe Veritas, well George Soros had has paid organizatons like MoveOn.org
to organize and fund these Antifa nutjobs to cause havoc as to blame all of it on President Trump... The whole MSM and every dollar
that the Deep State uses to try and attempt an actual Coup attempt on President Trump... do you realize that these Deep State will
end at nothing and these young people are just happy to belong to something, plus they have been so brainwashed for almost 3
years now...I don't think they will change just because someone inside the group leaves or fronts them off to the other side...these
dummies are willing to actually hurt human beings with weapons and that's all for their fearless leader Hillary Clinton, because she
has never really conceded the 2016 election and thats the main problem.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3308351/19487103)  context  full comments

They want to divide us: The Great Awakening Saga by VoatContainmentGuard  in ShitCrenschSays
History: -1 points( +1 | -2 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 9.5 hours ago (2019-07-01 02:17:33)

[ - ] Parent: VoatContainmentGuard  -1 points ( +2 | -3 ) 2019-07-01 11:51:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/ShitCrenschSays/3307450/19475610)

@Stonenchizel @strange_69 @SyriansFuckCorpses @Telern56 @telleveryoneyouknow

Since you have tagged Me in this post @VoatContainmentGuard I will give you one comment on why I believe that you are barking
up tree with no branches.... Since this is actually the first time I've seen your tag name on the @GAsub and never before on any of
My post in a comment or the fact that I have really never seen your tag at all on the @GAsub can only mean one of two things... @1
Neither you are one of the @Shills that is always commenting in another tag name and @Crensch banned you and you are now
trying to cause trouble for something that we all enjoy on @voat.co and that is FREE SPEECH or you are someone trying to cause
some kind of trouble for the @GAsub because it is obvious that you don't like @Crensch , so just work it out with him or leave Me out
of it because I am not into destroying this sub for anyone. Especially since the fact that I don't even know who the hell you
are,because you have made another tag name just to start some shit on the @GAsub maybe because you are a fucking Soros paid
Shill - How the fuck am I to know the difference...? Wait a minute ... Don't answer that because I don't care what your answer is....
period

Peace Out !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/ShitCrenschSays/3307450/19485715)  context  full comments

Candace Owens : Trump Will Win 2020 By A Landslide Thanks To The Love Child Of @SenSchumer And @SpeakerPelosi - That Love
Child Is Named Socialism And It's Rotting Their Party From The Inside-Out by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-30 20:31:29)

[ - ] Parent: Latinatrumplover  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:51:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307579/19479113)

I wish people would stop calling it socialism, its not! These pieces of shit are all Commies. That is what the NWO is, communism
under one world government with one religion Satanism. Socialism is just a sneak peak.

@Latinatrumplover Communism is actually Socialism, they are one in same....that's why people use either term...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307579/19480086)  context  full comments
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Child Is Named Socialism And It's Rotting Their Party From The Inside-Out by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-30 20:26:48)

[ - ] Parent: ketoll  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:51:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307579/19479028)

Not only that, but we are losing BADLY in the STATES right now!!!!

Get off of Twitter and get your asses into the game at the local level!!!

The Polls that you are referring to are absolutely Fake Deep State propaganda, just like they used in 2016 with Hillary Clinton ....
Trump has the ultimate support of a majority of American's that actually vote on election day ... Just watch !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3307579/19480028)  context  full comments

We are currently under attack. The paid distrupters here want you gone - want you divided - and they will use anything at all that they find
against anyone to do it. by Crensch  in GreatAwakeningMeta
History: 20 points( +34 | -14 ) at 2019-07-12 10:49:10

History: 21 points( +34 | -13 ) at 2019-07-04 17:53:18

History: 20 points( +33 | -13 ) at 2019-07-02 17:32:07

History: 18 points( +29 | -11 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  18 points ( +29 | -11 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-30 20:00:05)

[ - ] Parent: Crensch  81 points ( +105 | -24 ) 2019-07-01 11:52:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakeningMeta/3307785)

So far @Crensch you've been positive for the @GAsub & until you do otherwise, I say : FUCK'M !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakeningMeta/3307785/19479517)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino : ANTIFA chumps,You're the sorriest bunch of cowards & losers I've ever seen. You attack in packs because individually
you're colossal wusses... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-30 18:02:45)

[ - ] Parent: Betty_Liberty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:52:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19470862)

I love watching videos of Klantifa getting their asses beat.

� lol... I love that one @Betty_Liberty

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19477845)  context  full comments

TRUMP PROVES HE'S A BAD ASS AND CROSSES OVER INTO NORTH KOREA WITH KIM JONG UN AS FIRST PRESIDENT EVER TO
DO SO by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-06-30 12:19:47)

[ - ] Parent: ninjajunkie  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:52:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306996/19471942)

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil...

For I am the baddest motherfucker in the valley...

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306996/19473228)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino : ANTIFA chumps,You're the sorriest bunch of cowards & losers I've ever seen. You attack in packs because individually
you're colossal wusses... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-06-30 04:42:55)

[ - ] Parent: ALIENS2222  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:52:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19468818)

We have to convince Antifa to start using guns. That escalation is what is really needed. Then they will truely be the bad guys and
we can start to shoot them.

Well If ANTIFA keeps acting like wild animals , they might start to get shot like a wild animals .... only time will tell

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19469669)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino : ANTIFA chumps,You're the sorriest bunch of cowards & losers I've ever seen. You attack in packs because individually
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you're colossal wusses... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 11 points( +12 | -1 ) at 2019-07-02 17:32:07

History: 10 points( +11 | -1 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 10 points ( +11 | -1 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-06-30 04:39:51)

[ - ] Parent: ErrorHasNoRights  -6 points ( +4 | -10 ) 2019-07-01 11:52:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19468019)

Maybe he should go to Portland then.

I bet he won't though.

He'll stay behind his keyboard.

Maybe you are the wuss he was talking about @ErrorHasNoRights

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19469620)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino : ANTIFA chumps,You're the sorriest bunch of cowards & losers I've ever seen. You attack in packs because individually
you're colossal wusses... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-06-30 02:39:21)

[ - ] Parent: LanJon310  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:53:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19467045)

Hahaha...Bongino is Military. He's inviting them to treat him like they did Tucker.

Fuck those antifa faggot pieces of shit. I would be honored if a few of those losers showed up inside my home. The outcome
would definitely make the news.

RIGHT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19467712)  context  full comments

Dan Bongino : ANTIFA chumps,You're the sorriest bunch of cowards & losers I've ever seen. You attack in packs because individually
you're colossal wusses... by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 8 points( +9 | -1 ) at 2019-07-01 11:49:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-06-30 02:38:46)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-07-01 11:53:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19466801)

Bongino better get his ammo ready. These guys will do to him what they did to Tucker

Dan Bogino is an Ex Secret Service Agent , Trust Me , the dude can handle any problem that comes up....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306605/19467701)  context  full comments

POTUS Tweet T-6583 Message to Chairman Kim by indeknow  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-30 02:00:22

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2019-06-29 23:11:42)

[ - ] Parent: indeknow  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-06-30 02:00:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306429)

What a great message for NK if Trump truly does do this , it will give Kim control which he never thought possible , since the Deep
State Bankers have been controlling his father and grandfather for all those years ..... If Donald Trump truly is a Master of making the
deals...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3306429/19464423)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Joe Scarborough Lambastes 2nd Dem Debate: A 'Disaster' for Democrats, Biden's Performance 'Disturbing' by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-30 02:00:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-06-28 16:39:45)
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[ - ] Parent: 1618  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-30 02:00:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303892/19435644)

They attacked each other instead of POTUS? My Lord is that all MSM thinks of ...attacking your POTUS.

Their vitriol has converted my spouse..a diehard liberal who is shocked at the hate and bias of MSM and use to love Morning
Joe...not anymore.

They are so transparent..but then I saw they were having an affair long long before it ever became public. I have never
understood how people cant see through these facades.

Also to note...MSM is kicking Joe when he’s down and will keep kicking him til he’s gone. He is too risky for 2020 with Obama’s
failures tied to him. They can’t afford the exposure Biden will bring to Obamas corruption.

Right , right ,right !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303892/19436089)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Joe Scarborough Lambastes 2nd Dem Debate: A 'Disaster' for Democrats, Biden's Performance 'Disturbing' by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-30 02:00:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-06-28 16:37:58)

[ - ] Parent: Goldenhawk  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-30 02:00:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303892/19435172)

Creepy Joe's time was up a long time ago ...

Yeah I agree Patriot , I believe Joe Biden is already done, he just doesn't realize it yet !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303892/19436064)  context  full comments

China's Military Warns U.S. Must Get With the Times: 'Those Who Resist Will Perish' -- ominous and now we know Xi's mind by
CluelessInTheDark  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-30 02:00:22

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-06-28 14:02:56)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  20 points ( +22 | -2 ) 2019-06-30 02:01:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303536)

Well if Xi's reference to the times, is that America keep helping China to out grow the Americans economy, well then Xi' can stick his
plans right up his ass because the Obama ways of leading from behind is only because Obama is married to another man in drag =
a tranny (transvestite) .... So get use to President Trump Xi because a real leader is in charge in America today... And make a deal
with Trump or watch China fail like a democrat candidate running against Trump in 2016 or 2020 ... Xi listen to Trump or else China
is doomed for failure...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303536/19433033)  context  full comments

A California Woman Grabs Her Gun After Discovering Intruder Was Hiding In Her Home Late At Night. Then He Approaches Her -
Ultimately Making His Final Mistake by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.3 hours ago (2019-06-28 06:41:56)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:57:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302029/19419874)

True Story: Case Law in CA, a burglar broke into a home via a sky light, fell and hurt himself, and the owner of the home had to
pay all of his medical bills.

That burglar also sued her for 6 million dollars

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302029/19428997)  context  full comments

Social Justice Hoaxes are designed to Demoralize a population into surrendering their rights, liberties, prosperity & democracy by
MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2019-06-28 03:57:59)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  34 points ( +35 | -1 ) 2019-06-28 09:57:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303011)

Damn @MolochHUnter , the dude on the bottom of that page was never a famous star, he looks more like a fucking mistake in
surgery procedures ... and that's all

But the post is so true , because what the Globalist are trying to do is destroy America's sovereignty so they can usher in their
Satanic New World Order....Those Sicko Fucks !
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303011/19426451)  context  full comments

Im looking for some advice. by Qureaucrat  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-06-28 03:53:18)

[ - ] Parent: Qureaucrat  4 points ( +7 | -3 ) 2019-06-28 09:57:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303032)

Patriot to Me a MEME is any picture with a subtitle on it or even a Cartoon as long as it get's the point across of what you are trying to
post , it could be considered a MEME

Good Luck Producing Them Now !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3303032/19426366)  context  full comments

@Srayzie and @Shizy are back under new usernames. by Crensch  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +10 | -7 ) at 2019-07-01 11:53:44

History: 3 points( +9 | -6 ) at 2019-06-30 02:00:22

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-06-28 03:48:35)

[ - ] Parent: Crensch  74 points ( +107 | -33 ) 2019-06-28 09:58:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302358)

Welcome Back Patriots...We Missed You and are happy to have back right where you belong....

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302358/19426292)  context  full comments

There are shills among us . . . by USAMatters  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +10 | -4 ) at 2019-06-30 02:00:22

History: 2 points( +6 | -4 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +6 | -4 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-06-28 03:44:48)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  5 points ( +8 | -3 ) 2019-06-28 09:58:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302965/19425161)

Thanks - I always enjoy your posts.

Thanks Patriot and God Bless You and Yours !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302965/19426239)  context  full comments

Candace Owens Releases Photos Showing What a Disgrace AOC's Border Photo Shoot Really Was by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-06-28 03:43:09)

[ - ] Parent: Jamcast  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:58:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3302483/19425419)

She's not crying, she's got dirt blowing in her face. That's El Paso on a windy day.

Hahhahhaaa ! Good one Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3302483/19426192)  context  full comments

AOC Gets Pressed By Jake Tapper On Whether 'Concentration Camps' Existed Under Obama, Clinton / Is There A Double Standard by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-06-28 03:18:43)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  25 points ( +26 | -1 ) 2019-06-28 09:58:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302999)

" Well I Was Working In a Restaurant Is Not An Excusable Reason Alexandria Ocasio - Cortez "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302999/19425553)  context  full comments

There are shills among us . . . by USAMatters  in GreatAwakening
History: 21 points( +28 | -7 ) at 2019-06-30 02:00:22

History: 9 points( +16 | -7 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  9 points ( +16 | -7 ) 6.9 hours ago (2019-06-28 03:02:14)
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[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  58 points ( +71 | -13 ) 2019-06-28 09:58:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302965)

Patriot , there are always shills among us , trust Me , they attack My post daily but I don't care because the Patriots upvoat most of My
stuff & the stories are what I believe are important to the cause, so the shills that are down voating on purpose have no clue that they
don't even bother Me

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302965/19425104)  context  full comments

Angela Merkel Shaking Again - ITS KURU!!! (Symptoms of Cannibal Disease) by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 7 hours ago (2019-06-28 02:56:01)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  29 points ( +34 | -5 ) 2019-06-28 09:58:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302900)

Yeah Patriot , it really looks like she got some bad blood Adrenochrome just like Hillary Clinton did in 2016 when she was sick as
hell and trying to run for president. That's the chances these sick people that partaking these sick rituals , is they take the chance of
getting some bad blood - literally

It sucks to be a Satanist!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302900/19425009)  context  full comments

Candace Owens Releases Photos Showing What a Disgrace AOC's Border Photo Shoot Really Was by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.2 hours ago (2019-06-28 02:43:42)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:58:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3302483/19424356)

Brother I am glad you posted this thread and exposing AOC.

Don't My Brother anytime I find something good I will post and share it with the followers of Qanon

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3302483/19424802)  context  full comments

California Passes Law Mandating Background Checks Before Ammunition Sales by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-06-28 02:40:17)

[ - ] Parent: Srayz  3 points ( +7 | -4 ) 2019-06-28 09:58:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300094/19398390)

Hi @Stonenchizel!

Hey Srayzie is that really you, I just seen Crench's post ? I hope you are really back because I actually thought of quitting when you
left, because being fairly new , well 9 months to voat.co you were always welcoming and made feel like I belonged here ... So I hope
it's you and welcome back ...we have missed you @GAcreator

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300094/19424713)  context  full comments

TRUMP: MUELLER COMMITTED A 'CRIME' BY DELETING EVIDENCE by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-06-27 21:47:41)

[ - ] Parent: Revised  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:59:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302326/19418597)

https://www.freedomwatchusa.org/pdf/190625-Indictment%20.pdf

Can you or anyone else tell me if this is real or fake?

I am giddy, but have been let down far too often to accept it at face value. I know nothing about the source.

IT IS A CITIZEN'S GRAND JURY

For more information, contact daj142182@gmail.com or (424) 274 2579.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3302326/19419020)  context  full comments

Pregnant Woman Changes Mind Mid-Abortion And Did This To Save Her Twins by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-27 15:50:34)
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[ - ] Parent: con77  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 2019-06-28 09:59:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3301557/19411974)

instead they'll be raised by an imbecile

But they will live , and who know's one might even grow up and be just like you

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3301557/19412228)  context  full comments

Pregnant Woman Changes Mind Mid-Abortion And Did This To Save Her Twins by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-27 15:32:57)

[ - ] Parent: con77  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2019-06-28 09:59:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3301557/19411713)

This bitch is too stupid to have kids

But in the end she made the right choice and didn't abort those beautiful children that were inside her before birth...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3301557/19411954)  context  full comments

Patriots Check Out This Damning Video Montage Shows Evolution Of Liberals' Massive Border Lies In Less Than 2 Minutes by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-27 15:30:49)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:59:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3301534/19411428)

No shame, they have no shame.I am very surprised Potus has not clearly stated " if you are comparing these to concentration
camps , i would disagree but, the former administration with Dem leadership created them, then refused to recognize their
mistake and are now ineptly trying to blame the crisis on me" seems the simple statement might be waiting for the election run up.
nice post as always. Godbless

Trump would do that except, that would be admitting that it is wrong and unless the Democrats first agree to change what they know
was created under Obama and are only accusing because Trump is now president doesn't give any leverage in getting the Dems to
come to the table and agree to change the laws , but they rather point and play the blame game for the media because to destroy
Trump at all cost is what the Dem's have decided to do before the 2020 election . The Liberal's know that unless they are able to
make the public perceive that Trump is tarnished and shouldn't be reelected instead they should vote for a Dem , that is the only way
that they might have a chance at beating Trump in 2020...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3301534/19411924)  context  full comments

Trump: "We Should Be Suing Google And Facebook" by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-06-27 14:08:14)
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[ - ] Parent: horribleperson  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:59:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3300125/19402454)

Pizzagate Whatever 2019 (jun 26)

A soul is characterized as an agent having life-after-death, comprehension, consciousness and compassion; having memory is
optional.

Child-Trafficking and the Deepstate have become a mainstream-news issue(s). Abusers are being publicly pconvicted in real
courts. The public should be aware of what the root problem is: SRA (a culture of abused/abusers, typically involving organized
cover-up).

This is the real grand info war division: over the issue of SRA: wether you are for or against covering it up. One could even lump
the people who don't care about it in with the perps. And, the people who are ignorant are lumped in with the people who want to
see it gone.

SRA is an acronym for Satanic Ritual Abuse. SRA is characterized as being horriffic, sexual, covered-up, typically family-child-
abuse, intimidating and often hard to talk about. The crimes of the deepstate, including child-trafficking and the assignation of
JFK, are a direct result of SRA.

The hampstead UK cover-up case involves SRA.

The torture based mind control treatments including MKULTRA, and study is a direct result of SRA.

The following are examples of SRA survivor testimonies:

Michael Whalen, Holly Austin Smith, Marilyn Van Derbur, Richard Kerr, Becki Percy, Katy Groves, Peaceful Warrior, Cathy O'brien

SRA is a disease and demands victims like alcoholics demand alcohol. We, the People, demand SRA to be exposed and
unsuccessful at fear and intimidation. No longer does it look scarey; it looks stupid, foolish and illegal.

Governments of the world are reforming as problems are exposed and confronted.

Trust in instutitutions, including the President of The USA, will be determed by wether they have the ability to openly
acknownledge SRA and MKULTRA as serious current real life problems, that are the roots of the child-trafficking problems and
the popular-media/information-corruption problems. (ie: do they appear to be covering-up? like focusing attention on other lesser
problems and never addressing SRA?)

The roots of SRA, while theories are known, is not important as the cover-up of SRA: which identifies an agent or agency as being
complicit in SRA.

Next to be addressed: - corrupt cops - corrupt courts - 'SRA-gang'-related harrassment, descrimination, or 'individual targeting' -
SRA-related 'population-control' schemes ?

Thanks for sharing Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3300125/19410574)  context  full comments

Bill Barr plays bagpipes. Connection with Braveheart? by Smell_the_Covfefe  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-06-27 04:34:54)

[ - ] Parent: Smell_the_Covfefe  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:59:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300863)

Bill Barr just got My respect even more so, than when he called the Mueller report exactly like he saw it!

Our Attorney General is a Bad Ass!

� 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300863/19405163)  context  full comments

OLD BLUE EYES ADAM LANZA by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-06-27 04:29:25)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:59:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300754)

What the heck happened to his blue eyes? Or did they do the ole switcheroo in the cloning center?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300754/19405089)  context  full comments

DEMOCRAT DEBATE TONIGHT ... OH MY GAWD ! THESE DEMOCRAT'S ARE FUCKING STUPID ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-06-27 04:11:40)
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[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 09:59:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300782/19404538)

I think they need to hold next round of debates in Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras,and televise the reaction to their policies by
people who are experiencing socialism...

Hahahahaa! 

That's the best idea I've heard yet @Podingo7

� 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300782/19404756)  context  full comments

DEMOCRAT DEBATE TONIGHT ... OH MY GAWD ! THESE DEMOCRAT'S ARE FUCKING STUPID ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-06-27 04:06:16)

[ - ] Parent: awwisnotafarmpromise  -2 points ( +1 | -3 ) 2019-06-28 10:00:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300782/19403480)

Can't be as stupid as someone who all caps and 'gawd'.

@awwisnotafarmpromise I can tell by your comment that I've hurt your poor sorry delusional little trophy getting for participation
Democrat Ass!

Sorry for your luck!

✌  peace punk

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300782/19404623)  context  full comments

DEMOCRAT DEBATE TONIGHT ... OH MY GAWD ! THESE DEMOCRAT'S ARE FUCKING STUPID ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-06-27 04:02:17)

[ - ] Parent: indeknow  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-28 10:00:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300782/19404284)

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1144072877290872832

I love that video of POTUS!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300782/19404509)  context  full comments

AOC Staged Crying For Migrant Children - New Photos Reveal The Con by Lovecymru  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-28 09:57:22

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-27 02:35:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 48 minutes ago (2019-06-27 01:47:48)

[ - ] Parent: Lovecymru  58 points ( +58 | -0 ) 2019-06-27 02:35:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300417)

It's all Propaganda ! The Democrats are the Party of Deception , just like their god Lucifer that they worship ..... "These People Are
Sick !"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3300417/19401358)  context  full comments

I Hate These Liberal Bitches / Go....... Fuck Yourself Nancy ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-27 02:35:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-26 00:33:34)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-27 02:35:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297989/19377078)

I wouldnt ever cross her, she knows you too good!

She's My Best Friend @ZombieClown

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297989/19379276)  context  full comments

I Hate These Liberal Bitches / Go....... Fuck Yourself Nancy ! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-27 02:35:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-26 00:32:40)
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[ - ] Parent: krytter4  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-27 02:36:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297989/19377458)

Not to add fuel to her fire, but out my way they literally rent/lease motels for illegal and/or legal immigrants. FACT. They are
treated way better than an American citizen, a Veteran, the Elderly etc. It is ludicrous. I cannot stand what these people are doing
to our country.

Right ....It's like come one Liberal's ....where the hell is your loyalty too .... Because it's not America and American's

SOB's Sold Us all out for the Globalist cash .... it's truly a sad day in America... No representation by the Dem's so all of America has
to suffer...I don't get their logic..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297989/19379266)  context  full comments

Why have HRC, Comey, Brennen, etc. not been charged? by CMAnon  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-06-25 20:55:23)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-06-25 23:55:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297521/19372817)

The wicked ruling over the wicked is the mark of Cain.

You need to leave the system.

Good vid about the subject i can link if anyone wants to learn this basic yet forgotten truth.

Link 70 ? I'm bored...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297521/19375801)  context  full comments

Watch: Trump Accuser Blows Huge Holes In Her Own Story Of Rape Charges & Leaves Anderson Cooper Tongue -Tied Trying To Cut To
Commercial by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-27 02:35:41

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2019-06-25 20:19:04)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-25 23:55:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297473/19373317)

It’s not the crime making news, it’s the name “bad trump” on MSM that matters to them. Remember Pelosi talked about the “smear
campaign”.

@Mscss The Democrat's will have the women crawling out of the wood works (a liberal's twisted fantasy in their mind) to falsely
accuse President Trump of some made up bullshit story that will change over time as it is reported in the msm. But remember that we
are dealing with a stable genius that has been playing these Sick Twisted Liberals minds so that they believe that they are in control.
But all of them have made the choice back when Hillary Clinton lost that they would stick together and bring Trump down and
impeach him with the made up Russian Collusion package HRC & Dem's (Mind You Dem's & all of the Dem's) paid 12 Million
Dollars for that colluded with Russian agents to produce the Fake Dossier on Candidate Donald Trump. Oh boy this shit is gonna get
good....

wwg1ga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297473/19375305)  context  full comments

Watch: Trump Accuser Blows Huge Holes In Her Own Story Of Rape Charges & Leaves Anderson Cooper Tongue -Tied Trying To Cut To
Commercial by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-27 02:35:41

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 hours ago (2019-06-25 19:56:50)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-25 23:55:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297473/19373504)

No surprise, Joy Behar defends Carroll calling rape "sexy"

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/joy-behar-defends-e-jean-carrolls-use-of-sexy-to-describe-rape

The Deep State New World Order Agenda is to Turn Everything Backwards, a Satanic view on world matters / Do What Thou Wilt &
What's Good is Bad and what is Bad is Good !/ By turning Rape into a Sexy Thing they are twisting yet another plague on society
into something that is desired to have.....'

"These Fuckers are Sick!"

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297473/19374849)  context  full comments

One American News Report - Obama officials are advising Iran on how to defeat US Foreign Policy. Get a rope! by RogerMoore0017  in
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GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-06-25 16:25:51)

[ - ] Parent: RogerMoore0017  28 points ( +28 | -0 ) 2019-06-25 23:55:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297074)

If Obama is doing this then the NSA will surely catch it and old Hussein will be dangling from rope before we know it......Trump will
not allow this shit to happen and Obama is actually ridiculously stupid to be doing something so Treasonous against America ...

Well, "Get a Rope" , was a great finishing on title ...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3297074/19371651)  context  full comments

Hannity tonight by Drinkaforte  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-06-25 03:52:52)

[ - ] Parent: Drinkaforte  15 points ( +16 | -1 ) 2019-06-25 23:55:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3296571)

Hannity is in close contact with President Trump all the time...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3296571/19364513)  context  full comments

Crazy?? Trump Accuser E. Jean Carroll Calls Rape Sexy; Anderson Cooper Cuts Interview Off by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 17 points( +17 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  17 points ( +17 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-06-25 03:51:19)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  175 points ( +176 | -1 ) 2019-06-25 23:55:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3296504)

Great post Patriot! I love any story that makes Anderson Cooper look like the tool that he really is. Plus CNN just proved on live TV
that the broad is a fucking liar about Trump, just like Trump said :

" She's not My type "

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3296504/19364492)  context  full comments

Trump To China: You Need Oil From Iran, So Protect Your Own Ships We've Already Got All We Need by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-06-25 01:48:20)

[ - ] Parent: indeknow  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-06-25 23:56:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3295912/19358365)

https://qmap.pub/read/T-6494

https://qmap.pub/read/T-6495

COSJSWUSETUSINNWNFST = 313

313 + 91 + 62 = 466

Q 466

America for Sale

https://qmap.pub/read/466

Thanks for sharing Patriot....

Now I don't have to break it down .... I love it !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3295912/19362601)  context  full comments

Crenshaw Calls Out 'Shameless' Hillary Clinton For 'Blatantly Lying' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-24 23:38:41)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-25 23:56:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3295946/19358876)

I'll get the rotten eggs!

Only problem with that is Hillary Clinton might enjoy stinky rotten shit like that....
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3295946/19360535)  context  full comments

There's Nothing Like A Good Guy With A Gun Keeping A Bad Guy At Bay Using The Constitutional Power And Freedom Of The Second
Amendment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-06-24 14:57:47)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-25 23:56:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19339654)

that reminds me, do bullets have an expiration date? cause i might have to go out to the range and rotate my stock. some one
asked me about my preps once , my reply, "bullets and dogfood" what? dogfood? yeah my dogs are really good negotiators!
Godbless mamas out riding her horse with some friends today, just me and the negotiators!

� We call our Dogs NG's = National Guard...

Truly I trust Our NG's more than any who try to enter Our fenced in with locked gates home... NG's are the greatest alarm systems
ever created, plus they are like part of the family and have loved the kids since they were children... I love Our NG's !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19352669)  context  full comments

Andrew Dice Clay & The Conservatives Queen Of Comedy Roseanne Barr Announce 'Mr. and Mrs. America' Standup Tour by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-06-24 14:43:17)

[ - ] Parent: eldorann  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-25 23:56:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293903/19341087)

If your words piss off the critics and amuse the fans, you're all right in my book.

If you piss off Liberals, you're OK in His book.

To sin is human, to piss off an SJW is holy.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293903/19352442)  context  full comments

Pelosi & Schumer Caught Doing Victory Dance. "Can someone say, acts of treason against the USA"? by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-06-23 18:04:45)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  34 points ( +34 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:26:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293921)

It's amazing how the Democrat's are willing to lie so blatantly to the American public about why Schumer was dancing with joy , the
mo/fo's were dancing because he thought they had finally bated Trump into something he would regret and then it would make
Trump look really bad and almost surely destroy his chances of getting re-elected.... Trump is a stable genius and these liberal
clowns ain't got shit on him, because hes always three steps ahead of what their tiny brains will allow them to think besides how can
I make more money from this government.... lol ;)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293921/19339995)  context  full comments

Caught Red Handed: Despite Their Protests, Democrats Want Illegals To Vote by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:50:14)

[ - ] Parent: ReMs-71  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:26:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293733/19339363)

I live in Louisiana, (Yes one of those backwoods hillbilly, uneducated),States. When I registered to vote, many years ago I must
say. I had to go down to the Registrar of voters office, with my Birth Certificate in hand to become registered. Now when I go to
vote, I have to provide ID, either in the form of My voter registration card or my valid drivers license. Yes I live in a backwoods,
hillbilly, uneducated state, and I am thankful every day.

That's just it Patriot ,the Democrats are making sure that illegals get drivers license so that they can vote..... In California they also
give illegals Drivers License and it automatically registers them to vote...

& Oh yeah btw, being a backwoods hick these days is considered to be that you are very lucky that you don't have to put up with
these weird Democrats much since you are a backwoods hick ...guess what Me too...kinda anyways

The Democrats will encourage illegal's to vote by stating Trump is going to deport you so vote democrat in 2020... they are
desperate for voters because they know Trump is going decimate any Liberal they run against him 2020

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293733/19339771)  context  full comments
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Caught Red Handed: Despite Their Protests, Democrats Want Illegals To Vote by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 7.7 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:45:11)

[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:27:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293733/19339575)

Nah, longer.

yup , more like 30 years

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293733/19339710)  context  full comments

Andrew Dice Clay & The Conservatives Queen Of Comedy Roseanne Barr Announce 'Mr. and Mrs. America' Standup Tour by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +4 | -2 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +4 | -2 ) 7.7 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:44:05)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:27:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293903/19339571)

as long as she doesnt sing the national anthem, im good. I guess us old phucks just aint got a reason hold it back anymore! buy
stock in geritol my brothers, old folks gonna show you how it done! what a clown world!

Hahhaaahaa! Thanks for the laugh , I needed that right now , right on time Patriot ...

MAGA Deplorable ... I love it !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293903/19339699)  context  full comments

Andrew Dice Clay & The Conservatives Queen Of Comedy Roseanne Barr Announce 'Mr. and Mrs. America' Standup Tour by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -2 points( +2 | -4 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +2 | -4 ) 7.8 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:41:20)

[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:27:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293903/19339562)

"Three blind mice,

See how they run.

Where the fuck are they going?"

Andrew Dice Clay

I wonder how much his material has matured.

We will have to wait and see @defrockeddavidbrock

I believe Dice Clay will present himself to be a Conservative comedy genius that tares into the Liberal agenda especially sharing the
same stage with Rosseane Barr

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293903/19339653)  context  full comments

There's Nothing Like A Good Guy With A Gun Keeping A Bad Guy At Bay Using The Constitutional Power And Freedom Of The Second
Amendment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.8 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:37:23)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:27:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19337795)

Self protection of self or others, kill or be killed.

Exactly Patriot ... At least in My home those are the basic rules if anyone uninvited is threatening My Family....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19339605)  context  full comments

There's Nothing Like A Good Guy With A Gun Keeping A Bad Guy At Bay Using The Constitutional Power And Freedom Of The Second
Amendment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:35:22)
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[ - ] Parent: Q20191776  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:27:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19337034)

Thanks for sharing this.

wwg1wga

KAG2020

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19339579)  context  full comments

There's Nothing Like A Good Guy With A Gun Keeping A Bad Guy At Bay Using The Constitutional Power And Freedom Of The Second
Amendment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:34:44)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:27:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19336536)

"Due to the high cost of bullets,i will not be firing any warning shots" sign on my front door. on back door "protected by high speed
wireless device" photo of 1911. love it when we win!

Right @ZombieClown Flying hot lead works just fine for me , regardless of what liberal's say ....In court I was defending Me Family ,
Just state that the Intruder was going to kill us , so I killed him in self defense

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19339572)  context  full comments

There's Nothing Like A Good Guy With A Gun Keeping A Bad Guy At Bay Using The Constitutional Power And Freedom Of The Second
Amendment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:30:54)

[ - ] Parent: FirstDamsel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:28:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19337649)

In Jersey, Granny would be in cuffs as the bad guy walked away. Seriously. Even if he was armed and INSIDE the house, if she
actually shot him, he could sue her & win.

That's why you empty your gun into the said perp, then tell police he threatened to kill me and I believe he was about to kill me ...self
defense

self defense always is a good defense in court of law

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19339525)  context  full comments

There's Nothing Like A Good Guy With A Gun Keeping A Bad Guy At Bay Using The Constitutional Power And Freedom Of The Second
Amendment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 hours ago (2019-06-23 17:28:39)

[ - ] Parent: hermes3xx  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:28:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19335911)

That's why I would never live in one of those states. Local law enforcement here says shoot to kill and empty your entire
magazine.

yep, that way you can state that you were in fear for your life, just say they were threatening to kill me and I believed them....hehhe

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3293481/19339495)  context  full comments

For those who think nothing is happening, here is my list of just some things happening. If you Liberals and socialist can read, take a look.
by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-23 12:16:39)
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[ - ] Parent: Mscss  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-24 01:28:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292379/19323444)

Thanks patriot, the more we know, the more we can support President Trump’s agenda on “Keeping America Great”.

No problemPatriot , and you are welcome , just wanted to add to your post a little , hope you didn't mind

God Bless Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292379/19335652)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-24 01:26:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-23 12:14:20)

[ - ] Parent: OmarStillComin  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-06-24 01:28:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19327525)

Are you still not seeing the hypocrisy here? You think I'm "negative" and "full of hate" because I'm saying we should treat tiny
children humanely and we should take multiple credible accusations of rape and assault seriously.

Honestly, have you stopped to reflect at all on whether you're "negative" or "full of hate?" You think people who don't worship
Donald Trump like you do are all "evil crooked crooked mother fuckers." Have you tried instead, maybe, having some
compassion for the children who are forced to sleep on concrete floors and denied soap and toothbrushes? Wouldn't that be the
more Christian thing to do, rather than fantasizing about (unconstitutional) military tribunals to execute people who aren't
supportive enough of Donald Trump?

The people are here illegally , we have laws and until the Democrats agree to change those laws , they shall be enforced....

Obama did the exact same thing , but all the Liberal's make a stink about it only because they hate Trump , just like you do....

Maybe you should be writing your congressman instead of me, think about it...

Yet again you are off subject , but really go talk to your democrat representative, they can do so much more than I can

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19335641)  context  full comments

Over 600 U.S. Companies Defy Dems, Sign Letter Supporting Trump's Tariffs On China by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-25 23:55:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-23 06:33:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-06-23 00:37:40)

[ - ] Parent: OmarStillComin  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-06-23 06:33:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292491/19327765)

You guys realize "tariffs" are taxes that you pay, right? And then China responds by taxing other American companies, hurting
American jobs. Can you imagine if Obama started increasing taxes on a bunch of goods, how would you have responded? I'm
sure you're all very intellectually consistent and would have been praising him for being "tough" or whatever.

Here we go again ...Mr Negative @OmarStillComin

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292491/19329876)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP POST A VIDEO OF THE AWESOME WALL BEING BUILT AT THE SOUTHERN BORDER by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-23 06:33:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2019-06-23 00:34:00)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-23 06:34:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292793/19329014)

Thanks Stonenchizel its a Great day when you read a article on this fine board. Click on the Greatest President ever, Trumps
twitter feed scroll down and See yourself from the Orlando Rally in the middle of the screen BOOM. I was Red Pilling those fine Q-
anons about JFKjr. being Q.

Awesome Patriot .... That had to be an exciting rally to be present at ... I wish I could have been there ....Lucky !

wwg1wga
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[ - ] Parent: Mscss  31 points ( +33 | -2 ) 2019-06-23 06:34:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292379)

Together, we are building a safe, strong, and proud America.

2 YEARS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS - Now this is from January 20, 2019 , so the list is most likely way longer than what is listed in
this article....

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/the-historic-results-of-president-donald-j-trumps-first-two-years-in-office/

The comment section only allows for 10,000 characters so I just listed the link right above of almost all of the things that have been
accomplished during Trump's first 2 years as POTUS.....

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292379/19323238)  context  full comments

POTUS Tweets About Record Stock Market w/ Error and Retweets w/ Correction to @WSJ -- Coded Message About the FED? by Qdini  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-23 06:33:40

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-22 16:45:09)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  19 points ( +21 | -2 ) 2019-06-23 06:34:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292382)

I sure hope so because these Big Bankers are the problem in today's society . Once the FED is no longer in control of the
Rothschild's , the world will have a chance to flourish like it should be instead of every country going deeper into debt to the Roths

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292382/19322859)  context  full comments

BETRAYED! ATTACK TARGET LIST SENT TO IRAN BEFORE US STRIKE; ABORTED by german_bro  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +6 | -1 ) at 2019-06-23 06:33:40

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-22 16:40:56)

[ - ] Parent: german_bro  157 points ( +161 | -4 ) 2019-06-23 06:34:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292304)

We are talking about a President that s a stable genius....The Liberal's must be shitting all over themselves because they must know
by now that they were played and whoever leaked this shit is gong to be arrested and tried for treason ..... Good luck you dumb ass
Democrat's.

"These People Are Stupid!"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3292304/19322784)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-23 06:33:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-22 16:32:26)

[ - ] Parent: OmarStillComin  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-06-23 06:35:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19322016)

So strange that you continue to complain about my "negativity" while claiming that people who don't support Trump are guilty of
"Treason and Sedition against America and against President Trump." And that you will "protect Trump at all cost because we are
up against a bunch of evil crooked mother fuckers and we will continue to protect our president because we are true America
Patriots... We have pride that we finally have a president that is at east trying to stop the Cabals evil grip on America's
Government."

You don't think that counts as "negativity?" You're living in a fantasy land where you're battling these forces of evil. It's not real.
This whole sub is delusional.

If the whole sub is delusional, then why the hell are here? BECAUSE YOU NEED PROFESSIONAL HELP

It seems that you must feel the need to push your foul sorry negative life on everyone else ... This My friend is more of a sickness
than anything else , I do feel sorry for you because Hate breeds hate and you My friend are so full of hate that you are actually
destroying your own soul by chasing the negativity that has so much control of you that it shows any time you comment on any
subject....I will say a prayer for you because the bible says to pray for your adversaries , and you must be mine because you feel the
need to spread your hate infested soul onto all of My post...Good Luck in Life , you will surely need it...

Oh yeah , Us Tue Patriots will always defend our awesome President Donald John Trump, because he sure is better than any of
your Muslim Hate Negative Leaders that you love so much .... sorry for your luck Omar .... "Jesus Christ Is King of Kings" and your
Mohamed is an evil devil soul that was full of hate just like you...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19322654)  context  full comments

It's Time For ICE To Start Deporting Illegal Immigrant's On Overdrive & Remove In The Process The Democrat's Illegal Voter Base by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-23 06:33:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-06-22 09:15:33)
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[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-23 06:35:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3291686/19317010)

Seems we are on same line of thinking: I responded similar to different post, before reading yours. .

A thought came to mind: while we know ICE will& should legitimately deport illegals, how much will this drive scattered illegals
across country to sanctuary cities/states/hiding, therefore, keeping down illegal voters in key/swing states prior 2020? After all,
isn't that dems whole goal of open boarders, to swing elections, because we know they damn sure don't care about human
life(new late term abortion laws). . Is the stable genius at it again?

He is always at it @Podingo7

You know President Trump is usually 10 steps ahead of the competition...

I'd call that a stable genius!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3291686/19318383)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-23 06:33:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-06-22 09:09:52)

[ - ] Parent: RealBlackberry  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-23 06:35:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19317910)

AMEN!! Thank you for protecting us, Father by giving us a president that loves us enought to protect us. And give him all Your
supernatural strength and courage!

In Jesus Holy Name,

Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19318349)  context  full comments

Q'ANON FOLLOWERS : A PRAYER FOR PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP 6/21/19 / WWG1WGA by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 hour ago (2019-06-22 05:28:14)

[ - ] Parent: common-citizen  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:28:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3291041/19316793)

Praise Jesus for His miracle of healing in you my Brother in Christ.

Thank You Patriot and God Bless You & Yours....

God is so awesome !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3291041/19316935)  context  full comments

Q'ANON FOLLOWERS : A PRAYER FOR PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP 6/21/19 / WWG1WGA by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2019-06-22 05:06:28)

[ - ] Parent: common-citizen  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:28:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3291041/19313621)

This is the age of lawlessness my friend. Look around, evil is called good and good is called evil. Never before has there been a
time such as this nor ever will be.

End of Days .....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3291041/19316698)  context  full comments

Hannity Promises Trump Would 'Bomb The Hell Out Of' Iran Following Downing Of U.S. Drone by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2019-06-22 05:03:31)

[ - ] Parent: GolfinGirl  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:28:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3289949/19301451)

Yes, maybe Hannity being all worked up and calling for war is to make DJT look calm and collected and not jumping to
conclusions as to starting war with Iran, which he doesn’t want. Hannity could be working for this purpose.

Trust Me Hannity is working with Trump
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Hannity Promises Trump Would 'Bomb The Hell Out Of' Iran Following Downing Of U.S. Drone by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2019-06-22 05:00:53)

[ - ] Parent: Shagnasty68  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-06-22 06:29:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3289949/19302819)

But Q is a larp

Maybe you are the LARP @Shagnasty68

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3289949/19316611)  context  full comments

Presbyterian Church Features Drag Queen Reading Story To Children About LGBTQ Icon Harvey Milk / What's Next Pedophile Parties by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2019-06-22 04:57:20)

[ - ] Parent: ScorchedEarthAnon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:29:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290954/19310773)

No, I’ve studied Revelation. He’s saying Jesus Christ is the anti-Christ and that all of Christianity is worshipping a false God.

The RCC is definitely the Beast spoken of in Revelation.

He must be a Muslim ... If you read what the Koran says about their Mahdi , it is the perfect description of the Anti Christ in the book of
Revelation

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290954/19316584)  context  full comments
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"Hey Grandma, how about another Grape soda".

Hahhahahah ! Great ne...
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You Trump supporters are all such great Christians. The Bible is very clear that we should be as cruel as possible to immigrants,
especially children.

"You shall also love the stranger, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt." Deuteronomy 10:19

"The alien who resides with you shall be to you as the citizen among you; you shall love the alien as yourself, for you were aliens
in the land of Egypt: I am the Lord your God." Leviticus 19:34

"Cursed is anyone who withholds justice from the foreigner, the fatherless or the widow." Leviticus 27:19

"I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me." Matthew
25:35

"Truly I say to you, as you did it to one of the least of my brethren you did it to me." Matthew 25:40

"Contribute to the needs of the saints; extend hospitality to strangers." Romans 12:13

Omar you ain't No Christian with all the NEGATIVITY that you push ,so stop spewing your hate again on My post .... dude I asked
please , you are really making yourself look to be one sad person with nothing but hate in your heart
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You realize that's not really a response to the US inflicting needless suffering on tiny children or Trump raping a woman, right? Is
your devotion to a reality TV host-turned politician really that much more important than your devotion to God?

Omar you must Obama or Hillary Clinton or some other Liberal ...More NEGATIVE NEGATIVE NEGATIVE ...boy your life must be
sour because you are what spew and you always spew hate and negativity
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How about maybe praying for the children who are being separated from their families at the border?

A 2-year-old boy locked in detention wants to be held all the time. A few girls, ages 10 to 15, say they’ve been doing their
best to feed and soothe the clingy toddler who was handed to them by a guard days ago. Lawyers warn that kids are
taking care of kids, and there’s inadequate food, water and sanitation for the 250 infants, children and teens at the Border
Patrol station.

https://apnews.com/46da2dbe04f54adbb875cfbc06bbc615

Instead of praying for the asshole who did this:

The next moment, still wearing correct business attire, shirt, tie, suit jacket, overcoat, he opens the overcoat, unzips his
pants, and, forcing his fingers around my private area, thrusts his penis halfway — or completely, I’m not certain — inside
me. It turns into a colossal struggle. I am wearing a pair of sturdy black patent-leather four-inch Barneys high heels, which
puts my height around six-one, and I try to stomp his foot. I try to push him off with my one free hand — for some reason, I
keep holding my purse with the other — and I finally get a knee up high enough to push him out and off and I turn, open
the door, and run out of the dressing room.

https://www.thecut.com/2019/06/donald-trump-assault-e-jean-carroll-other-hideous-men.html

Omar please go rag on someone else's post , that's all you do dude ...come on get a life already
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May God's Will be done. In the Precious Holy Name Of Your Only Begotten Son, Jesus The Christ. Amen.

God Speed to all who are called and will be called by the Will of God.

Thanks @Stonenchizel for posting this powerful Prayer.

P.s. my prayers are still with you too Patriot ;)

WWG1WGA

Thank You Patriot , It is so awesome to have like minded people of God praying for Me, It has helped more than anyone realizes ,
Cancer gone from My back area and I will be doing more test next month but God is good and He truly does answer prayer..." Jesus
Christ Is King of Kings and by His Stripes We are Healed!"

God Bless Patriot ,

wwg1wga
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Thats a really cool fantasy bro.

I'm more in tune with reality.

Planned parenthood is the greatest form of nigger population control ever conceived.

Don't fix what isnt broke.

Well @Diggernicks Planned Parenthood donated 30 Million Dollars to the Democrat Party in the 2018 elections and all the
Republicans want is to make sure that the Government isn't funding an organization and then that same org. donates the funding
money and a huge chunk of the government money to one side of the political system to get them elected insuring that the funding
keeps coming their way... It's corrupt as fuck !
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Nice write-up, but it leaves out juicy tidbits like Smollett paid them --with a check!, and the fact he was more than happy to identify
two innocent men for it! That's evil. IMHO Kameltoe and Spartacus are involved somehow.

Oh don't worry @Betty_Liberty all of that is bound to come out in the real investigation and then we can write or read stories about it
when the time comes....

wwg1wga
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Bet you wouldn't say that to Michael's face. Dude is beast.

Hahhahhhaa ! First time I've read where someone actually challenged someone to say it to Michael Robinson's face ....Good one
Patriot!

wwg1wga
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Records now show that left-wing billionaire and mega donor George Soros was a huge funder of Cook County State’s Attorney
Kim Foxx.

Anti-Trump donor Soros has spent heavily to back “progressive” candidates for local prosecutorial offices across the country. The
heavy funding started pouring in from him after the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement in 2014

Kim Foxx had been exchanging text messages with members of Smollett’s family, and tried to take the case away from Chicago
PD and put it in the hands of the FBI. Foxx had recused herself from the trial because of the relationship with Smollett family
friend, Tina Tchen, who is also Michelle Obama’s former chief of staff.

In 2016, Foxx ran against incumbent Anita Alvarez. She faced intense public controversy over the 2014 killing of a black teenager
by Chicago cop Jason Van Dyke.

Foxx, for her part, ran on a platform of criminal justice reform.

The irony of this is that she told a local ABC affiliate that her focus was on “restoring faith in our criminal justice system” and
“bridging the divide between the community and law enforcement.”

But Kim Foxx has also found two other sources of cash, in the form of twin $300,000 donations to a Super PAC supporting her
called Illinois Safety & Justice.

The sole donors to the PAC are neoliberal superdonor and conservative-boogeyman George Soros and a “dark-money” group
called Civic Participation Action Fund.

A Super PAC is a fundraising group, created by the 2010 Supreme Court Citizens United decision, that can raise as much money
as they want for any candidate or cause—as long as they don’t coordinate on any level with political campaigns, which have
much smaller campaign limits.

A look at state campaign finance records are proof that Soros personally spent $333,000 on Foxx’s super PAC before the
completion of the March 15, 2016 primary and then an additional $75,000 after she won. She crushed Alvarez in the primary and
then easily won the seat in the fall.

https://www.lawenforcementtoday.com/george-soros-jussie-smollett/

Makes you go hmmmmm

Thanks for sharing Patriot....

wwg1wga
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Amen!! Bind the Deep state to lose POTUS, American, Americans and Q in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ! Prayer short, but
affective.

Amen Patriot !
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Amen and thank you for your prayer! I also ask in The Name of Jesus Christ that our great president and his family will have a
hedge of protection to keep them from harm and that their enemies, and the enemies of this nation be confounded in all they try to
do and that they and their master may be wiped off the earth! Amen.

Amen @starbaby Amen !
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You are so right Dawn, he loves to keep people guessing! At any rate, these men have no power over our great president! He
makes his own decisions!

That's right @starbaby President Donald Trump is Nobody's Puppet, especially not the Deep State's Puppet , that's why they hate
him so damn much...

wwg1wga
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My negativity? Everyone on this forum sits around jerking off to fantasies about executing their perceived political enemies.

I'm not exactly hiding the fact that I use an alt account. My username is almost exactly the same. I'm not very popular with the
racists and conspiracy nuts on here, so Voat (that great bastion of free speech) rations how much I can post.

I understand your point but just like you say everyone on here are twisting themselves to protect Trump , it sounds like you are a true
Democrat , or just maybe you voted for Hillary Clinton and can't accept that what went on in the 2016 elections was absolutely
Treason and Sedition against America and against President Trump... People on here have every right to protect Trump at all cost
because we are up against a bunch of evil crooked mother fuckers and we will continue to protect our president because we are true
America Patriots... We have pride that we finally have a president that is at east trying to stop the Cabals evil grip on America's
Government and all the corrupt shit that comes with it, so if that offends you , like it always seems to do , then maybe you should go
to a web site that agrees with you like the Democrat party BS web site. No hard feelings man ... I'm one that actually read My
comments on stuff I post and any time you comment , it almost makes Me want to ask you why the hell are you here if you are so
against President Trump ? Or are you just one of those paid by MoveOn.org dudes or are you one of George Soros funded attack
armies ...it would be nice to understand where the hell you are coming from... You feel Me ?
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In the end there will be wars and rumors of wars. So yes.

Well is that not what we have already Patriot....If I were a prophet , I'd probably say , hey we are in the end ...

wwg1wga
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Not only that but Our Heavenly Father has given us the gift of Free Agency! We reap whatsoever we sow!

So true Patriot ...

wwg1wga
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Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-23 06:36:42

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 3.3 hours ago (2019-06-22 03:12:27)
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[ - ] Parent: Anonymouse_cheese  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:31:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19313734)

Don't be stupid. Better to remain silent and let people think you're a fool than to open your mouth and remove all doubt. Btw,
Jesus is Lord of lords.

Amen to that Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19315373)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3.3 hours ago (2019-06-22 03:11:35)

[ - ] Parent: starbaby  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:31:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19309823)

Thats funny Stonenchizel! I'm sure if my kids had thought of it they would also have given me that name!

I have used this name since 2005 , My first time on a computer and My son taught Me the basics and it took off from there....

14 years later and now My Son just calls Me Old Man....

He just refers to Me as : " Hey Old Man!"

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19315356)  context  full comments

How do you overcome failure? Invoke 9/11. by TRFBYTrC0mmies  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2019-06-22 02:32:59)

[ - ] Parent: TRFBYTrC0mmies  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:32:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3291666)

Double Post / Double Post Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3291666/19314801)  context  full comments

President Trump accused of raping journalist at luxury Manhattan department store in 1990s by SouthDakotaVet  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-23 06:36:42

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-06-22 01:29:36)

[ - ] Parent: SouthDakotaVet  0 points ( +3 | -3 ) 2019-06-22 06:32:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3291470)

Yeah Right ! I believe this shit like I believe that the Mueller Report was a fair investigation ....I believe this lie just like I believe the lie
that Hillary Clinton was going to win 2016 election with a 98% chance of winning compared to Donald Trump's 2 % chance of
winning .... "These Fuckers are Stupid !"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3291470/19313838)  context  full comments

Presbyterian Church Features Drag Queen Reading Story To Children About LGBTQ Icon Harvey Milk / What's Next Pedophile Parties by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:28:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.9 hours ago (2019-06-21 20:33:48)

[ - ] Parent: ScorchedEarthAnon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:32:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290954/19308675)

Interesting. How have you come by this? Are there any links you could share with me?

Yes , you can find what you are looking for in the Book of Revelation in The Holy Bible ..... I believe he is speaking of the Roman
Catholic Church and all of it's off shoot religions where in the 3rd century Emperor Constantine called the Council of Nicaea ... look
that up on google

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290954/19309294)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 12 hours ago (2019-06-21 18:20:26)
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[ - ] Parent: OmarStillComin  0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 2019-06-22 06:33:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19305509)

You are all so willing to twist yourselves into knots to defend Trump. Anything he does that's bad (like appointing Bolton or
keeping on Acosta, who shielded a child abuser) must in fact be some 8D chess jiu jitsu to confuse his enemies. For Trump
cultists, it's literally impossible for Trump to make a mistake. He's infallible, so if he did it, it must not be a mistake. That's not a
healthy way to think about political leaders.

Omar how many accounts do you have on voat.co ? It is so obvious that you are the same Omar because your comments are always
the same old shit, it really does get old , but you keep doing what you do , if that's what makes you happy , ok ....and God Bless you
because you really sound like the negativity in your head is hurting your life and mind so that you have absolutely no joy in anything
except negativity... good luck btw

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19307219)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-06-28 10:02:23

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-21 17:54:10)

[ - ] Parent: Cloudrdr  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:33:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19304426)

The President's decision to hold off the response attacks by the military? Proves what a bloodthirsty and horrible person he is.

He LOVES the people of this planet. Only he is involved with helping us all GET ALONG better.

By this point in a 'cabal' presidency, hundreds of people would be dead and the straits would be shut down to traffic, crushing the
world's economy.

He is truly DIVINELY GUIDED.

I believe so too Patriot & Amen to your wise words...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19306654)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-21 15:42:35)

[ - ] Parent: tomdogg  -3 points ( +1 | -4 ) 2019-06-22 06:33:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19303403)

This is a silly prayer. All wars are decided by god beforehand. “Thy will be done”. If it’s god’s decision that we have a war then we
will have a war. It doesn’t matter how it starts.

So what your saying is that all the Non stop Wars that the Big Bankers decide to have are from God? So what you are saying is that
the Rothschilds are your God..

Sorry for your luck

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19304106)  context  full comments

Evangelicals Go All In For Trump Reelection by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-21 15:37:18)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:33:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3290654/19303884)

Please Lord, continue to guide and watch over our President, may we all seek your guidance and love. Amen!

Amen to that Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3290654/19304010)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +8 | -1 ) at 2019-06-23 06:36:42

History: 6 points( +7 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-21 14:55:30)
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[ - ] Parent: HISdaughter  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:33:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19302793)

Father, I ask that you send the heavenly hosts, to pull down every stronghold, plan, plot or attack against the United States and
President Donald Trump. Lord that your timing is perfect and your plans are perfect and will not be interfered by the enemy. In
Jesus name! Amen.

In Jesus Holy Name we pray,

Amen

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19303089)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-21 14:53:53)

[ - ] Parent: dTTTb  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:34:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19302791)

May the love of Christ bless and protect us always.

So it was so it always shall be.

Light into darkness.

Amen Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19303066)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-23 06:36:42

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-21 14:53:14)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 2019-06-22 06:34:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19302711)

Father We Come To You & We Ask All These Things In Jesus Holy Name

Amen

Amen �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19303058)  context  full comments

Heavenly Father I Ask You God To Bless President Trump & Keep Your Wisdom & Protection Upon How He Handles The Deep State's
Attempt To Lead The USA To War With Iran by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-21 14:52:00)

[ - ] Parent: jesus_is_lord  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2019-06-22 06:34:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19302677)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gs0URZbQnIk

Stone & chizel = mason

But you are so so wrong... The name was given to Me by My kids when they first started to teach this old man how to use a
computer... But you can imagine what ever you like because either way it doesn't effect My life. God has My back in Jesus Name.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3290409/19303037)  context  full comments

Hannity Promises Trump Would 'Bomb The Hell Out Of' Iran Following Downing Of U.S. Drone by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-21 05:10:58)
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[ - ] Parent: TheAnonLady  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-22 06:34:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3289949/19297701)

let's hope that Hannity is sounding like a moron with this because disinformation is necessary

Exactly Patriot, I can't understand why the Patriot's are mad at Hannity which we all know is in close contact with President Trump
and they all know that Q'anon said that in drop 3344 :

Q Uses Disinformation in Drops to Confuse The Enemy (Sun Tzu Military Deception)

https://www.qmap.pub/read/3344

#Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3289949/19298088)  context  full comments

Congratulations Conservatives : Chick-fil-A Is Poised To Become The Third-Biggest US Restaurant Chain By Sales by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-22 06:32:58

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 minutes ago (2019-06-21 02:24:40)

[ - ] Parent: Atomized_Individual  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:33:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3289734/19295163)

Remember they are missing out on Sunday sales that their competitors get.

Great point Patriot , and they still are beating their competition in sales.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3289734/19295646)  context  full comments

NXIVM Satanic Cult Leader Keith Raniere Said 'Little Children' Are 'Perfectly Happy' Having Sex With Adults by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2019-06-21 00:06:29)

[ - ] Parent: FuckUredditFuckuSpez  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:33:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285713/19272734)

@Stonechizel please don't go full retard on me....

Here in California the Gangs run the prisons and people are killed all the time

You think Gangs are just... Gangs? Like random blacks and Mexicans killing one another? lol... Ms13 is just a gang? The bloods
and the crips in the 80's and 90's.... were just gangs?

Fucking Pablo escobar was the leader of his columbian gang? Fucking el chapo Is just a leader of his Mexican gang?

They are all fucking pawns at the behest of the deepstate... If the deepstate Wanted the gangs to stop killing each other, they
would stop killing each other. It's that simple. Don't be fucking retarded.

come on man , I've been to prison for 3 years in Cal. the deep state has no clue or who or what in prison. trust me these fuckers kill in
prison just to not be killed and to please the shot callers, and you can't say that they are deep state because each pod is controlled
by a different shot caller , each yard is controlled by the biggest gang with the most drugs , it's real simple in prison , don't fuck with
anyones shit and you might be ok

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285713/19293534)  context  full comments

One Beautiful shot of an bald Eagle in flight ready to attack! by Moorgarten  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-06-20 20:39:36)

[ - ] Parent: Moorgarten  33 points ( +33 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:33:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3289256)

It sure looks like a Republican Eagle to Me.....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3289256/19290013)  context  full comments

LIBERAL: I HAVE MALE GENITALIA BUT I IDENTIFY AS A FEMALE / CONSERVATIVE DOCTOR : NO PROBLEM, WE JUST ..... (meme)
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-06-20 03:49:56)
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[ - ] Parent: AlexanderMorose13  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:34:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287730/19276255)

Funny shit. We should definitely make sure that everyone understands that mental illness isn't cured by mutilating surgery and an
overdose of hormones. I don't know why people think that they can handle the transition to the opposite gender when they've
never had to BE the opposite gender. It sucks to be both genders, deal with it mentally, not physically.

Now if only that's what Congress and Senate would say and do with laws and not what Obama did and push a Gay Agenda since he
was married to a Trans dude. The New World Order has plans to turn this world into everything against what God intended the earth
and humans to be like and Obama was a good puppet for NWO , but that's why they hate Trump because Trump is No ones puppet
...period!. The NWO Leaders are true Satanist and that's why they are so big into Pedophila...they love anything perverse.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287730/19277961)  context  full comments

You Gotta Check Out These Videos And Photos Of The Crowd At Trump's Rally / Trump 2020 Fever Is Alive by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 23 hours ago (2019-06-20 03:40:14)

[ - ] Parent: ArielQflip  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:34:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287939/19277373)

Thanks! Trumpence 2020!

You are welcome Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287939/19277851)  context  full comments

You Gotta Check Out These Videos And Photos Of The Crowd At Trump's Rally / Trump 2020 Fever Is Alive by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-06-20 03:39:22)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:34:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287939/19277235)

Those videos are exciting to see. Lots of people there. Very impressive. Thanks for sharing.

Always Laura , You know I must share with all the True Patriots when the stories are good .

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287939/19277845)  context  full comments

You Gotta Check Out These Videos And Photos Of The Crowd At Trump's Rally / Trump 2020 Fever Is Alive by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-06-20 03:36:37)

[ - ] Parent: bopper  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:34:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287939/19277132)

Wow. Thanks for posting. Very encouraging. (Now if Q would post!).

Either way @bopper when Trump announces something he sure does it big, proving he will never let the deep state players get
away with what they tried to do to him. Q will post and Comey and all the crooks will eventually be arrested and prosecuted ....trust
Me...Trump is America's Champion , and he won't let us down and neither will AG. Barr. It's going to happen and real soon too!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287939/19277819)  context  full comments

You Gotta Check Out These Videos And Photos Of The Crowd At Trump's Rally / Trump 2020 Fever Is Alive by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-06-20 02:38:38)
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[ - ] Parent: thatguyiam  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:34:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287939/19276914)

After trump won potus 2016, after having fully digested the events that happened during that election and all the revelations
regarding the dems & globalists selling out the us,i had predicted thst the democratic party would not survive till this election.
Looks like i was wrong. But it also looks like there is zero support left for them. We'll see. Holefylly this election is gonn bethe
death of the msm

You are actually correct, The Democrat's aren't going to have any support that even comes close to the amount of people that will be
voting for President Trump in 2020

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287939/19277015)  context  full comments

The Republican Party will be the party of Healthcare... by Waiting31  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-20 01:34:16)

[ - ] Parent: Waiting31  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:35:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287888)

Of course it ain't gonna work , it was set up as a money making scam to make the creator's of it money and nothing else.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287888/19276066)  context  full comments

Trans Kids push may be a legal move in a class action suit by ouspensky  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-20 01:30:24)

[ - ] Parent: ouspensky  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:35:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287680)

The New World Order are pushing Tans agenda because Satan is a Trans , look at any picture where it shows Satan (Lucifer the
Devi) https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/news/624/cpsprodpb/13B8/production/_84584050_3494754156_9273aff2f3_b.jpg ) and you will see
what I mean.... Its all part of the NWO Agenda for the One World Religion is Luciferian , the worship of Lucifer ...( The Trans )

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287680/19276024)  context  full comments

Where is Repentance in Reparations? by Q20191776  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-20 01:25:47)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:35:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287691/19275032)

They need to get over it. All of us are slaves.

Plus who are we going to give it to? All the people that were actual slaves in America are dead by now anyways..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287691/19275974)  context  full comments

Where is Repentance in Reparations? by Q20191776  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-20 01:24:47)

[ - ] Parent: Winnipegger  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:35:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287691/19274565)

Tweet from Barr parody account on Twitter https://twitter.com/AGWillliamBarr/status/1141488727799291906

funny shit, related

Hahhahahaaa ! Good One Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287691/19275966)  context  full comments

LIBERAL: I HAVE MALE GENITALIA BUT I IDENTIFY AS A FEMALE / CONSERVATIVE DOCTOR : NO PROBLEM, WE JUST ..... (meme)
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-20 01:11:16)
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[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:36:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287730/19275420)

Glad to hear! I'm doing the same. Successful kids in process of launching. Wonderful woman. Just need me a new dog.

Well @Blacksmith21 1 of My brothers breeds Rottweilers , American and German breeds. Beautiful and intelligent dogs...

I'm pretty sure that you are a very blessed man and God speed on your new Dog ... I'm naming My next Dog Barron Trump , just to
piss off My sister who is a hard core Liberal....lmao

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287730/19275815)  context  full comments

ZINGER tweet: Unlike President Trump, the only way Democrats can get supporters to camp out in tents for them is on the streets of
California. by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-20 00:49:18)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  59 points ( +59 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:36:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287803)

Yeah but those people ( https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9cHBptXUAUdJL8.jpg ) don't go to the voting stations, unless they started
giving out free food drugs and alcohol there that I am unaware of....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287803/19275478)  context  full comments

LIBERAL: I HAVE MALE GENITALIA BUT I IDENTIFY AS A FEMALE / CONSERVATIVE DOCTOR : NO PROBLEM, WE JUST ..... (meme)
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-20 00:40:44)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-21 02:36:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287730/19275015)

Is this a confession? J/K ; )

Hahahahaa ! No way My friend , I'm happily living in sin with My Sweetheart Wife that gave Me 4 beautiful children and now I've got
2 grandchildren .. I love My life! I wouldn't have it any other way ...

wwg1wga & that doesn't mean transexually ...lol ;)~

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287730/19275372)  context  full comments

EXCLUSIVE: Corrupt Clinton Foundation Foreign Policy Director Amitabh Desai Disappears. If this doesn't say things are happening. by
RogerMoore0017  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-21 02:32:59

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-19 22:23:11

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 52 minutes ago (2019-06-19 21:31:21)

[ - ] Parent: RogerMoore0017  25 points ( +25 | -0 ) 2019-06-19 22:23:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287355)

Arkanicide victim..... HRC �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3287355/19272700)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK ASS DONALD TRUMP STYLE
PROVING HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-19 22:23:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-19 06:12:18)

[ - ] Parent: NiaStorm  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-19 22:23:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285910/19261088)

Prayers continue for you!

Thanks Patriots !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285910/19261561)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK ASS DONALD TRUMP STYLE
PROVING HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-19 22:23:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-19 04:51:00)
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[ - ] Parent: ValiMAGA  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-19 22:23:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285910/19259916)

Thanks for sharing that. I found out I have a tumor in my cheek yesterday. Biopsy tomorrow to see what I'm dealing with. I'm not
afraid but it's hard seeing my wife fall to pieces. Fear is the enemy as always. You are right to have faith and be fearless.

You only live once bro, be positive because the stress alone will kill you there days, so be positive because you are going to be
alright. I will say a prayer for you with My wife, so just know that you are going to be OK regardless. Optimistic does wonders if you
believe, but you must believe - k

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285910/19260590)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK ASS DONALD TRUMP STYLE
PROVING HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-19 22:23:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-19 04:47:30)

[ - ] Parent: starbaby  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-19 22:24:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285910/19259893)

Stonechizel, look into Essiac Tea..it has cured people of every kind of cancer! Build up your immune system..but, seriously..this
tea ia radical in that it actually works!! this is the one to try because they use the whole root and sell powder instead of alot of
leaves roots and things that would be hard to swallow. And, be sure you do swallow all of it..sort of tastes like moss or something
really earthy! www.discount-essiac-tea.com Truly works!

Thanks @starbaby I am actually doing the Rick Simpson Indica Cannabis Oil treatment right now. It's a 6 months treatment and is
already working. All My test are coming up negative after three operations. I'm a true believer in this treatment plus I trust God has My
back onthis one. I've got friends all over the world praying for Me. Thanks for info.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285910/19260552)  context  full comments

NXIVM Satanic Cult Leader Keith Raniere Said 'Little Children' Are 'Perfectly Happy' Having Sex With Adults by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-19 22:23:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-06-19 03:29:21)

[ - ] Parent: MudPuddlePie  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-19 22:24:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285713/19259076)

I can't remember where this was now...what struck me about this story was the guard made a point to tell him the other guys
charges...and made sure he was going to take a long break.

CA prisons are pretty rough, I hear.

Yes they are , trust Me , they are kind of scary too .... but it get's better as soon as you hook up with old friends ... which seems to be
what everyone does eventually except the ones that can't because they are in a body bag then a pine box.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285713/19259588)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK ASS DONALD TRUMP STYLE
PROVING HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-19 22:23:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 19 hours ago (2019-06-19 03:25:39)

[ - ] Parent: Telern56  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-19 22:24:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285910/19258870)

It was a great rally tonite!

Yes it was awesome Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3285910/19259539)  context  full comments
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Dont cheer in advance. It ALL depends on weather the voting fraud and borders are fixed. So far the fraud is left as it is.

Don I'm always optimistic , I don't like negativity at all , so I live My whole life being positive ..... Heck I just found out I have Cancer in
January , but I believed It would be removed by doctors or My maker God, well after three operations the doctor says all the test are
coming back negative and there is no more Cancer ... So you see what I mean, I live by faith and I am always optimistic ..
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Melania T sure looked fabulous — and stood out — in yellow and gold tonight. Can't help but wonder if the autists will tell us that
signifies a return to the gold standard, and genuine freedom?

Oh wow wouldn't that be awesome.... get rid of the Fed , it's a Rothschild entity....
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I wonder how many people watched the rally on CNN. I'm sure it was a BIG handful compared to their usual handful of viewers. I
have to watch the replay for the first half. What I saw was pretty awesome!

Oh yes watch the whole thing , even when VP Pence gave a good speech before Trump.....an awesome rally as usual with our great
president!
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Wow, this post has 41 down votes. That's the most I've ever seen on this board.

i know i love it ! fucking shills will be shills
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Know someone who used to be high up in a biker gang years ago (clean living now). Got busted, put in holding cell, guard told
him that the other guy in the cell with him was there for pedophilia. Guard said he was taking a coffee break and would be back in
a while. Apparently the other guy fell down repeatedly, broke some stuff and had to be hospitalized for severe injuries.

Just sayin'...

Now that sounds more like the Prison's in California
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NXIVM Satanic Cult Leader Keith Raniere Said 'Little Children' Are 'Perfectly Happy' Having Sex With Adults by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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Blacksmith21- Hate to Be a debbie downer... but that doesn't happen. prison killings are always executed at the behest of the
deep state.

I'm not saying all prison rape is, but you insinuated he'd be dead. He might be, but only if the deep state decided to kill him.

Seriously. provide an example of someone dying in prison by in mates, and I'll tell you why the deep state wanted him dead.

Ninja edit: who runs the prison system? How can any inmate harm another inmate in a 2019 prison. The only answer, is if the
guards allow them to... The guards wouldn't allow them to, unless they know it won't come back on them.

The only way they can know it wont come back on them, is if higher ups are involved.

I don't know about what Prisons you are talking about but here in California the Gangs run the prisons and people are killed all the
time . Not only because the deep state says to do it.... people are killed in prisons for just looking at a mother fucker wrong in
California , or everything in between going to church and looking at someones lady wrong during visits, people get shanked for the
stupidest reasons in prison and the deep state usually had absolutely nothing to do with it.... sorry...
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I thought he sounded great, very energetic! Now, the commentator after the rally on my local news radio didn't seem to be very
impressed with it.... Not sure who he was, but I wasn't impressed with HIM.

The dude must be a Liberal for sure if he wasn't impressed. It's actually sad that most of the Democrats are only mad at Trump
because Hillary made up a huge lie about Russia Collusion.... now that that is over ... the Liberal's are just hanging on to the lie from
before , it's really kind of sad.
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This is sooo much bigger then us. It is about the free world. The western world is lining up behind us, the Far East not far behind,
Make Earth Great Again.

Right , I said that same shit to My wife three days ago, that's weird right ? Or probably not because Trump is a true God send !
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Great summary! I’ve never seen a President with so much confidence, energy and heartfelt love of this country. TRUMP 2020
absolutely ������

Donald Trump Loves The United States of America and actually made sure by running in 2016 and winning that the Cabal didn't
finish off our sovereignty because that was Obama's intentions so Hillary could finish off our sovereignty and help usher in the
Satanic Controlled New World Order. Where we would have all been slaves for the Elite Satanist. Thank God for DJTrump!
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PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP KICK'S OFF HIS 2020 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN IN CLASSIC KICK ASS DONALD TRUMP STYLE
PROVING HE IS ABSOLUTELY THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN AMERICA'S HISTORY by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Oh... so after pounding on Killary the first time AND DOING NOTHING, he's going to rinse and repeat? Really? An empty
campaign promise?

Don't get me wrong, I like Trump, but c'mon people.

These things take time @goforkyourself , Now that the DS's Fake Russian Collusion investigation is actually over regardless of what
the Liberal's say ....period!

Trust Me Patriot with a real Attorney General in William Barr , these crooks are actually for the first time looking at being arrested and
prosecuted for actual Treason...President Trump is leading America into it slowly with his talking about it finally to the point where
they will have no choice but to prosecute and that's what's going to happen... Yes we were privy to some deep shit through Q'anon
drops , but the rest of society are barely starting to hear what is being said by the president...People get curious and start asking
questions and I believe that's why we the Q followers were schooled on these things that happened with our Intelligence Agencies
under Obama's watch... So we the True Patriots would be schooled and ready to feed the masses when the truth starts to come out ...
think about it... It is just starting to get interesting ... Trust Me the Cats Out of the Bag Now !
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He’ll earn that title when he builds the wall, and I don’t mean in Israel.

Don't worry Patriot the Wall is being built as we speak and will eventually be completed....
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LOVE MY PRESIDENT!!!!!

We All Love Our Great President Trump @rikki6

wwg1wga - kag2020
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This President would win hands down against an actual good candidate on the Communist (Democrat) side. However, with this
present group of morons running from the crazy Left.....It WILL be downright ENTERTAINING! I will be enjoying the show!!

That's right Patriot, President Donald Trump is a great President and he will help Keep America Great!
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If they did cooperate fully then they would all be fired for collusion... It's obvious that the top brass at all the ABC agencies were
involved in the Coup attempt.Then they would have to start from scratch or just get rid of the FBI , DOJ , CIA , NSA ....but that will
never happen
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THIS :

The Associated Press

 Verified account

@AP

So many gray whale carcasses have washed up this year that federal officials have run out of places to take

them. So they've asked waterfront landowners to let the carcasses decompose on their property.

It was a response to this above:
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Or, the Vanderbilt assets have been seized. Nothing to inherit.

That might be why Anderson Cooper hates President Trump so much !
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-06-18 11:11:01)

[ - ] Parent: LurkU  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-18 18:32:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3284382/19243724)

It begs the question before the election. Why will the election results be soooooo close.

They weren't in 2016 when Trumps name is on the ballot. Just watch when Trumps name is on the ballot the Conservatives will win
across the ticket.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3284382/19243889)  context  full comments

Mainstream Media Claims Biden Leads Trump In Polls, Except True Patriots Believe Their Own Eyes Just Like They Did In The 2016
Election When Trump Decimated H.R.Clinton by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-19 22:23:11

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-18 18:32:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-06-18 11:08:25)

[ - ] Parent: AlphabeticalAnon  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-18 18:32:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3284382/19243385)

Pffft! Trump is selling out stadiums while Biden can't even get 200 people in a room that can hold 200 people!

Right! That was the whole purpose of this post.
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Buttigieg: It's Almost Certain America Has Had A Gay President by Lovecymru  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-18 18:32:32

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-17 17:35:39)

[ - ] Parent: Lovecymru  8 points ( +10 | -2 ) 2019-06-18 18:32:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3283164)

WELL YEAH, BARACK OBAMA & HIS TRANNY WIFE MICHAEL ROBINSON! YOU KNOW HIS WIFE IS A MAN IN DRAG RIGHT?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3283164/19230372)  context  full comments

Justice Department sides with Treasury over Dem demands for POTUS Trump's tax returns: 'Can't have them' by Himfirst  in
GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2019-06-18 18:32:32

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-17 17:09:10)

[ - ] Parent: Himfirst  72 points ( +75 | -3 ) 2019-06-18 18:33:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3283094)

What a burn on the liberals since they were coming all over themselves when they thought they were going to get their hands on the
Trump Tax Returns.

Chalk it up to another Trump win!
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3283094/19230004)  context  full comments

Condolences, and deepest sympathies to the family and followers of "Q" by 1776Jimbo  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-06-17 01:23:35)

[ - ] Parent: Crensch  -3 points ( +2 | -5 ) 2019-06-17 06:22:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281616/19217678)

Is that a declaration that you're going to shit this place up?

Sounds that way to me but hopefully he will see the reality of how shit takes time regardless of what we know....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281616/19220357)  context  full comments

Condolences, and deepest sympathies to the family and followers of "Q" by 1776Jimbo  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 5 hours ago (2019-06-17 01:21:13)

[ - ] Parent: 1776Jimbo  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2019-06-17 06:22:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281616/19216928)

Sorry I couldn’t build you up....and keep those “boy are we gonna’ really give it to them’s” going for ya. I’m a supporter....but lost
my rose colored glasses. Drudge Report: Fox News Poll....BERNIE up 9 over us?

@1776Jimbo Don't you know that the Deep State don't give a shit about what Q says or what the president of the United States says
because Donald Trump has thrown a fucking proverbial wrench in their New World Order.... They will do and say anything to try and
make the public think that all the Democrat's are polling better than Trump. They did the same shit when Hillary Clinton was suppose
to win the election 98% to Trump's 2% chance of winning in 2016. That's just what they do...they try and form agenda's which in
essence control the narrative in the public's eye, but it doesn't really matter what they say as long as when it comes time to vote that
the conservatives get out the vote just like we did in 2016. First of all we needed to get rid of all the Republican Rhinos and have
been making way where we are almost there and in 2020 when Trump is elected and the Congress flips back to Conservative
control because that's what always happens when a president is elected second term overwhelmingly like it's going to be in 2020 ....
These fucking crooks are going to pay and all this shit that HRC and her cohorts wasn't committed over night and it's not going to be
corrected over night either .... this shit takes time ... I' sorry it's not fast enough for you but it will happen ,but not over night. Sometimes
Justice takes years to be righted especially since the whole system was controlled by Obama's crooked FBI, DOJ, CIA and NSA plus
Obama and Clinton were at the top of all this corruption in our government and they need to and will be prosecuted or there might
just be another Civil War if not and I'm sure Trump and his top Counsel know this also, so they are doing this right so it sticks when it
finally comes to fruition. I hoped that helped at least a little bit, but patience is a virtue and good things come to those who wait.... The
Deep State Players that fucked over Trump will be prosecuted , trust Me , Trump is not one that let's his enemies get away with
anything ....period.... it's just not in his nature.
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Trump Teases Staying In White House After Term Is Up, Then Wishes 'Vicious Critics' A Happy Father's Day by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.1 hours ago (2019-06-16 20:16:35)
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[ - ] Parent: Homelessfuck  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:22:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19214730)

at the end of 6 years when America is made great again...

What’s going to happen in 2022?

@Homelessfuck I'm not a prophet ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19216472)  context  full comments

Trump Teases Staying In White House After Term Is Up, Then Wishes 'Vicious Critics' A Happy Father's Day by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10.1 hours ago (2019-06-16 20:13:28)

[ - ] Parent: tossitrightinthere  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:22:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19215985)

Are you continuing to feel well (I hope)?

Yes I am Patriot and Thank You for asking....
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19216399)  context  full comments

HAPPY FATHER DAY PRESIDENT TRUMP & HAPPY FATHERS DAY PATRIOTS ! MAY GOD BLESS YOU THIS SPECIAL DAY by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-06-16 17:56:55)

[ - ] Parent: BettyLiberty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:23:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281382/19214013)

Flashback to Father's Day 2018: https://qmap.pub/read/1536

Nice Catch @BettyLiberty Q'anon is the reason we are all here in the first place right?
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281382/19214203)  context  full comments

I was just looking at DrudgeReport and I don't know what to think about him by greatheart  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-16 17:28:18)

[ - ] Parent: greatheart  31 points ( +32 | -1 ) 2019-06-17 06:23:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281448)

Well Patriot , they say everybody has a price, but I know it isn't true because some choose to be righteous and that's what makes up
the good against evil reality ... I'm not saying Drudge sold out but anything is possible. Some are threatened with harassment or the
threat of killing a family member. The Deep State have proven t be very lethal to those who go against their planned agendas.
Maybe Drudge ran into the wrong people or just maybe he took the bribe.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281448/19213814)  context  full comments

Trump Teases Staying In White House After Term Is Up, Then Wishes 'Vicious Critics' A Happy Father's Day by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-16 17:20:23)

[ - ] Parent: MuckeyDuck  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:23:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19213527)

He did that a couple of weeks ago too. Surprised I did not hear any MSM blowback then.

Just maybe President Trump knows something about what will actually happen after his term limit is up....

Ingersoll Lockwood 1900; , the Last President

Baron Trump's Marvellous Underground Journey

hmmmmmmm......anything is possible in this day and age
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History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-16 17:10:37)

[ - ] Parent: Q20191776  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:23:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19212369)

When Trump leaves office in six years there will be no need for an Obama-like shadow government because the sunlight will be
shining so bright in and on all of government, the swamp will be replaced by beautiful gardens, and the swamp creatures of the
dark will be gone or locked away in some zoo of sorts.

There is/was no need for an Obama shadow government in my country. No need at all for a shadow government.

The zoo's name is Gitmo or Guantanamo Prison in Cuba .... That's if they don't Arkancide themselves first ....
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19213559)  context  full comments

HAPPY FATHER DAY PRESIDENT TRUMP & HAPPY FATHERS DAY PATRIOTS ! MAY GOD BLESS YOU THIS SPECIAL DAY by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-16 17:06:26)

[ - ] Parent: Modernminuteman  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:23:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281382/19212640)

Same to you Patriot.

Thank You Patriot !
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281382/19213468)  context  full comments

Trump Teases Staying In White House After Term Is Up, Then Wishes 'Vicious Critics' A Happy Father's Day by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-16 17:05:31)

[ - ] Parent: qanon1776  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:23:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19213046)

Just remember, the Clintons did leave the White House but they took a lot of our treasures and furnishings with them. Obama
however has not left the White House, he continues to pretend to be president and all this chaos is projection and paranoia of the
dems. Love DJT!

Exactly Patriot ! Obama is still in DC with Valerie Jarret and other people that were in his administration to cause conflict in Trumps
Administration. You better believe that all this bullshit that has been conjured up against President Trump is coming right down from
Obama's lips himself. Obama knows what he did for Hillary Clinton was absolutely breaking the law....Felonious on top of it, even
Treasonous and Seditious. Obama knows if he doesn't get Trump impeached or removed from office one way or the other that he (
OBAMA ) will be going to prison and maybe even end up dangling from a noose.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19213451)  context  full comments

Republicans Propose Constitutional Amendment To Outlaw Flag Burning - President Trump Endorses It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:55:44)

[ - ] Parent: Batand  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:24:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281320/19213111)

This proposal seems like bait. The more the Republicans argue for the need to stop flag burning, the more looney liberals will
burn flags. We’ll see flags burned on The View, Morning Joe and Colbert before it’s over.

End result: average Americans disgusted by liberals again going off the deep end and Trump 2020 in a landslide.

Patriot with the way things are happening in Washington DC these days , it's probably better for the Republican's to bait the Liberal's
into whatever the agenda is in that particular week... As long as Trump is on board , you better believe that it has been gone over by
his top Counsel.
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PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06
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[ - ] Parent: think500  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:24:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19213166)

Trump can tell REAL information from BS, where as the NYT obviously cannot. 
Moreover, how would he know the FBI should be 'made aware of some given (or offered) bit of intel' if he doesn't listen to it.. in
the first place. It's part of his job. He's sworn to protect Americans from all potentates, foreign and domestic.

Exactly Patriot ...That's why it makes no sense what the Liberal's are spewing out of their pie holes on any particular day, Trump got
this , even if at times even some Patriots think he doesn't.... Trump is always three to four steps ahead of his opponent anyways.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19213268)  context  full comments

HAPPY FATHER DAY PRESIDENT TRUMP & HAPPY FATHERS DAY PATRIOTS ! MAY GOD BLESS YOU THIS SPECIAL DAY by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:50:08)

[ - ] Parent: AUSAFVet  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:24:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281382/19213197)

Happy Father's Day to all serving in the military away from home.. Thank You for your sacrifice!!

Yes Happy Fathers Day !
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281382/19213234)  context  full comments

Thought So! Paul Sperry Reports that GOP Leadership Has Soured On FBI Director Wray, Consider Him Part of the Cover-up by Qdini  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:49:12)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:24:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279153/19191779)

With the most corrupt being govt attorneys

Of course.... Imagine how exposed for all their crimes that the Government top officials would be if it wasn't for their corrupt Lyers ,
ooops.. I meant to say lawyers..

Peace Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279153/19213223)  context  full comments

Liberals Have Category 5 Meltdown After Trump Likens Melania To Jackie O by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:38:00)

[ - ] Parent: The_Real_Wahrheit  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:24:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19203109)

And I would say that lack of respect comes from 1) having no deep USA roots; 2) having little, or no parental guidance; 3) being
adrift and then led astray by teachers and professors.

EDIT: And not reading history.

The list goes on and on.

Yes , I believe you are absolutely correct on the issue Patriot.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19213059)  context  full comments

EYES ON upcoming G20 summit (they're all cornered) by love_light_truth  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:36:35)

[ - ] Parent: DanaNordic  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:25:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280744/19209335)

Where did you find the 400 plus extra countries? Inner earth, on Mars, Antarctica?

Hahhahaha ! Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280744/19213044)  context  full comments
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Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-06-18 18:32:32

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:36:09)

[ - ] Parent: Moun1tain  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:25:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19210694)

I am just enjoying the show...Happy Fathers Day!

Thank You Patriot , Happy Fathers Day to you also....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19213037)  context  full comments

Republicans Propose Constitutional Amendment To Outlaw Flag Burning - President Trump Endorses It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:08:04)

[ - ] Parent: derram  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:25:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281320/19211818)

https://tweetsave.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1139878112701927424 :

Donald J. Trump on Twitter: "All in for Senator Steve Daines as he proposes an Amendment for a strong BAN on burning
our American Flag. A no brainer!"

This has been an automated message.

Now this one is a little more true to the reality of what's happening to these liberal fake news sites

good job @derram

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281320/19212559)  context  full comments

Trump Teases Staying In White House After Term Is Up, Then Wishes 'Vicious Critics' A Happy Father's Day by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:06:17)

[ - ] Parent: BushChuck  -6 points ( +1 | -7 ) 2019-06-17 06:25:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19211976)

Creepy.

why , did you read the story

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19212511)  context  full comments

Trump Teases Staying In White House After Term Is Up, Then Wishes 'Vicious Critics' A Happy Father's Day by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:05:44)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:26:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19212014)

He knows it will send the MSM into a frenzy. He controls them like this:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1ew2TJ7qI4

Ahahahaa ahaa ahahhaa ! Now that was a great way to get Me in the right mood by lmao & good too, Thanks Patriot for sharing that
, it was just on time !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281333/19212499)  context  full comments

Republicans Propose Constitutional Amendment To Outlaw Flag Burning - President Trump Endorses It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 16:00:21)
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[ - ] Parent: 369693936  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:26:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281320/19212348)

The proposal is being sponsored in the Senate by Sens. Steve Daines of Montana and Kevin Cramer of North Dakota and
in the House by Rep. Steve Womack of Arkansas. It calls for the U.S. Constitution to be amended so Congress would have
“constitutional authority to ban the desecration of the United States flag.”

This is NOT a good thing, we do NOT need a Constitutional Amendment granting Congress new Constitutional Authority to
ban anything.

Better to put chemicals in the flags and let people get sick burning them than grant the Marxo-fascist leveraged traitors in
Congress any new authority.

Yes maybe , but that would cost so much and would waste good tax dollars that could go to help the homeless or Veterans or
something.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3281320/19212392)  context  full comments

THIS IS A SPECIAL MEME POST FOR ALL THE HILLARY CLINTON SORE LOSER SHILLS ATTACKING THE GREAT AWAKENING by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-16 15:58:58)

[ - ] Parent: kpstrobes  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:26:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280768/19212356)

Praying non-stop against these ugly demon shills. No weapon formed against me shall prosper.

Amen to that Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280768/19212375)  context  full comments

THIS IS A SPECIAL MEME POST FOR ALL THE HILLARY CLINTON SORE LOSER SHILLS ATTACKING THE GREAT AWAKENING by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-16 14:57:57)

[ - ] Parent: divine_human  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:26:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280768/19209007)

if you only wouldnt use ALL CAPS all the time ) there is really no need to scream so loudly.

 i never meant to offend you....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280768/19211392)  context  full comments

THIS IS A SPECIAL MEME POST FOR ALL THE HILLARY CLINTON SORE LOSER SHILLS ATTACKING THE GREAT AWAKENING by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-18 18:33:49

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-16 14:56:43)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:26:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280768/19209709)

Yes, that is the essence of the HRC loser shills. They just haven't been able to see through the thick propaganda film yet. Maybe
they'll eventually be able to break through it. The brainwashing is very strong on some of them. They're like a bird that has been
caged for so long that even if you open the door, it refuses to leave because that's all it's ever known.

Exactly @KyJane and that's the perfect metaphor of the caged bird liberals....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280768/19211373)  context  full comments

Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:22:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-16 13:56:00)
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[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-17 06:27:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19210270)

Happy Father's Day!

Oh, and, they are back today...

Enjoy your day with the kids.

Thank you & God bless you @CovfefeFan

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19210548)  context  full comments

Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 17 hours ago (2019-06-16 13:53:22)

[ - ] Parent: BLOODandHONOUR  -6 points ( +3 | -9 ) 2019-06-17 06:27:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206634)

I stopped posting today because probably there are... shills downvoating posts

What other reason besides you not feeling special or something would you need to stop posting? I post all the time even though I
know that shills will downvoat. Why do you give a fuck?

And maybe you didn't know about how Voat works. Anyone begging for upvoats WILL get downvoated. You come here to beg?
Get fucked nigger.

Hahaha!  Yes SHILL!

Everyone knows your a troll just reading what you write, so good luck with that & God bless you because you sound like you really
need it.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19210517)  context  full comments

EYES ON upcoming G20 summit (they're all cornered) by love_light_truth  in GreatAwakening
History: -5 points( +2 | -7 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  -5 points ( +2 | -7 ) 22 hours ago (2019-06-16 08:10:51)

[ - ] Parent: love_light_truth  18 points ( +27 | -9 ) 2019-06-17 06:27:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280744)

So is it 600 countries or 600 companies?

Fix your auto correct spelling or story makes no sense.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280744/19207923)  context  full comments

Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -2 points( +2 | -4 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +2 | -4 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-16 05:18:11)

[ - ] Parent: d-_-bored-_-b  -2 points ( +3 | -5 ) 2019-06-17 06:27:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206349)

AND DOWN VOAT THE SHITTY STUFF THAT IS JUST RIDICULOUSLY STUPID

And who decides what is stupid and what isn't eh? You fucking shill/concern troll, GTFO, enjoy those Soros bux and enjoy your
stay in Gitmo.

I guess that makes you ( @d--bored--b ) number 2 buddy

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206508)  context  full comments

Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +9 | -7 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +9 | -7 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-16 05:16:41)
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[ - ] Parent: BLOODandHONOUR  -1 points ( +8 | -9 ) 2019-06-17 06:27:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206213)

I came here to downvoat this post simply because you are a nigger begging for upvoats. Is this a joke? You literally stopped
posting so your SCP wouldn't drop? What the fuck...

Dude after only 9 months and over 66000 contribution points I'm not sure what you are talking about .... but I hope it makes you
happy to down voat because that's the whole point to get the dummies who are down voating to be outted and congratulation you (
@BLOODandHONOUR ) are number 1

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206481)  context  full comments

Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +4 | -5 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +4 | -5 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-16 05:14:04)

[ - ] Parent: eGregoire  1 points ( +3 | -2 ) 2019-06-17 06:28:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206162)

I’m only allowed to upvote 10 a day cuz I’m not a goat. But sure.

Are you sure about that ? I thought you could upvoat all you wanted...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206433)  context  full comments

Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +8 | -5 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +8 | -5 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-16 05:12:32)

[ - ] Parent: KVD  0 points ( +3 | -3 ) 2019-06-17 06:28:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19205951)

Then why did you stop? Just giving up after a tiny bit of resistance?

I never give up .... I spent the rest of the day with My Wife and 6 months old Granddaughter .... it is amazing how smart the kids are
these days .. There isn't as much good news like the week days on the weekends so I thought I deserved a day off after Submission
Contribution Points: 66230 after only 9 months on voat.co but thanks for asking

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206404)  context  full comments

Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +11 | -6 ) at 2019-06-18 18:33:49

History: 4 points( +10 | -6 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +10 | -6 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-16 05:07:53)

[ - ] Parent: Moun1tain  9 points ( +12 | -3 ) 2019-06-17 06:28:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19205907)

Well I guess the shills, trolls and those that they work for must be concerned with an eventual one way trip to GITMO and their
impending date with the hangman or a firing squad! DECLAS is coming...or they would not be flipping out like they are!!

Exactly Patriot ! The Deep State are freaking out because they know it's coming soon!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19206338)  context  full comments

Patriots I Stopped Posting Today Because Probably There Are Soros Paid Shills Down Voating Post / So Upvoat Post To Counter The
Attack by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +4 | -5 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +4 | -5 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-16 04:09:03)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  2 points ( +5 | -3 ) 2019-06-17 06:28:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19205569)

Funny Shill card, and we did disturb the Deep State today.

Of course we are scaring the shit out of them @Lauraingalls The Deep State knows it's only a matter of time before the arrest start
coming.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3280689/19205760)  context  full comments
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Mark Meadows Tweet Proves President Trump Is A Stable Genius & Is Controlling The Narrative For Setting Up Those Deep State Players
Like Hillary Clinton For Prosecution by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.4 hours ago (2019-06-15 18:24:05)

[ - ] Parent: Revodude1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 23:45:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279269/19197039)

I saw his plan right away. The liberals just can't help themselves. Their psychosis led them right to the Treason word. This is so
fun to watch.!!!!!

I humbly submit the next play should be the release of a list of other Republican candidates and Bernie Sanders that were spied
on. That sets up what is to follow.

That's right because Trump is three steps ahead of any of the Liberal-tards

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279269/19197721)  context  full comments

Liberals Have Category 5 Meltdown After Trump Likens Melania To Jackie O by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 hours ago (2019-06-15 16:45:21)

[ - ] Parent: webster_warrior  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 23:46:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19194791)

Oh, I think Melania is the best in my lifetime. Don't take me the wrong way. I liked Jackie as much as anyone, way more than her
husband, if that tells you anything. Jackie was scripted. Her photographer was Avedon, and that was when fashion photography
was still a mystery. Still, bottom line is that just about anything the Chicago and New York corrupt Democratic machine puts out
there to dazzle the masses is going to somehow come off fake, because it is.

That's right Patriot.... If the Media gave Melania an ounce of the attention they gave Barack's Gay Transgender Lover Michael
Robinson,Melania would surely be gracing the cover of every major magazine in the world but the fact that the Deep State controls
and owns all of that form of media, we will not see Melania on all of those Liberal owned press and that is the biggest shame in all of
this. Because Melania Trump is the epitome of style and class. In reality Melania Trump is the most awesomely beautiful First Lady to
ever grace the White House in America's history as a nation.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19196196)  context  full comments

Liberals Have Category 5 Meltdown After Trump Likens Melania To Jackie O by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-18 18:33:49

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-06-15 16:38:12)

[ - ] Parent: passthepopcorn  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 23:46:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19194069)

The trouble is libs don't know class when they see it. They rarely if ever see it among themselves.

@passthepopcorn So true Patriot , The Liberal's are too busy chasing the all mighty dollar and in the process have lost all respect for
their country and their constituents that voted for them in the first place... Class is something that comes from actually caring about so
many things besides what the Democrat greed permeates from these Lib's.... " These People Are Sick !"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19196107)  context  full comments

Mark Meadows Tweet Proves President Trump Is A Stable Genius & Is Controlling The Narrative For Setting Up Those Deep State Players
Like Hillary Clinton For Prosecution by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-06-15 16:25:48)

[ - ] Parent: divine_human  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 23:46:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279269/19195173)

its really too funny how they dont see the traps laid out for them.

Right ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279269/19195963)  context  full comments

Liberals Have Category 5 Meltdown After Trump Likens Melania To Jackie O by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-06-15 07:10:25)
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[ - ] Parent: Ardithla  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 23:46:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19191609)

I suspect that if JFK JR is alive and will come out of witnesses protection, some surmise in July, won't it be ironic for him to back
the President up in some of the comparisons of his mother and Malania. Making the left eat crow yet again. I hope this happens.

That would be sweet Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19193162)  context  full comments

Mark Meadows Tweet Proves President Trump Is A Stable Genius & Is Controlling The Narrative For Setting Up Those Deep State Players
Like Hillary Clinton For Prosecution by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-06-15 04:39:48)

[ - ] Parent: qanon1776  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 23:46:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279269/19192154)

A musical genius too, he plays them like a fiddle.

Hahahaa ! Good one Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279269/19192163)  context  full comments

Thought So! Paul Sperry Reports that GOP Leadership Has Soured On FBI Director Wray, Consider Him Part of the Cover-up by Qdini  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-06-15 03:34:15)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  20 points ( +25 | -5 ) 2019-06-15 23:46:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279153)

Well President Trump has the right to fire his ass if he wants to keep covering up for the DS. But imagine being Wray, he was there
and took orders from Mueller and then from Comey for many years in the FBI, he absolutely is one of the DS players and will
continue to cover for his former bosses and most likely has been bought off just like Mueller and Comey were..... Money talks to even
the most staunch people and then they become corrupt... It's funny how Government officials are the most corrupt. Money and Power
always corrupt.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279153/19191691)  context  full comments

Our President Is Such A Great World Leader, 'Mr Donald J.Trump' Happy Birthday From A True Stable Genius by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 03:22:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 minutes ago (2019-06-15 03:16:59)

[ - ] Parent: FatLadySings  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 03:22:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3278693/19190481)

Happy Birthday to a truly stable genius!!!!

Oh shit , it must be true ...The @FatLadySings just sang !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3278693/19191473)  context  full comments

Liberals Have Category 5 Meltdown After Trump Likens Melania To Jackie O by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 03:22:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 minutes ago (2019-06-15 03:15:03)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 03:22:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19191189)

He knew they would have a fit. He did it on purpose. I think he's also letting us know that he's a target just like Jackie's husband
JFK.

Oh of course Trump knows the DS wants him dead , they've actually tried at least three times and have failed. But the DS know that
Trump is the most securely protected person in the world. Thank God Trump is a stable genius and knows how to get these stupid
liberal's fawning over his every word... of course he's going to use it to trap them into stating what he is going to prove they are guilty
of is wrong , that way there will be no denying it when the truth does come out and all these lib's are headed to Gitmo

God Bless Patriot

wwg1wga
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3279105/19191434)  context  full comments

It must be exhausting for @JusticeOIG to end every investigation they've worked tirelessly on, with: "Criminal prosecution was declined"
God knows I'm tired of reading it. by CluelessInTheDark  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 23:45:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 03:22:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2019-06-15 00:52:49)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  7 points ( +9 | -2 ) 2019-06-15 03:23:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3278921)

Good Story Patriot ! It is shameful that the ones that are suppose to be held to a higher standard are the ones breaking the law and
not being charged...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3278921/19189309)  context  full comments

Heads Up! POTUS Tweets About Witch Hunt Hoax; Tweet Contains Misspelling of "Ridiculous" by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 03:22:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.1 hours ago (2019-06-14 22:15:52)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  33 points ( +34 | -1 ) 2019-06-15 03:23:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3278666)

In this case it probably was an honest mistake, just because the fact that he corrected it.

Usually it's left to the original post way if they are meant to drop a second meaning....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3278666/19186789)  context  full comments

George Papadapolous is starting to fire up - his tweets are getting interesting. by Monty_Batton  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 03:22:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2019-06-14 21:44:32)

[ - ] Parent: Monty_Batton  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-06-15 03:23:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276784)

The author got his name wrong , it is Dan Bongino , not Don ....

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276784/19186263)  context  full comments

The US Destroyed Iran's Naval Capabilities Once, and We Can Do It Again by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.1 hours ago (2019-06-14 04:44:12)

[ - ] Parent: virge  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-06-14 07:49:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276683/19168750)

So it's a Jew-ception?

Read up on it and you might be surprised what you learn.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276683/19173618)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-15 03:22:41

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-06-14 04:38:25)

[ - ] Parent: BettyLiberty  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-06-14 07:49:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19168947)

He's fed up. I hope his revenge is glorious.

Oh @BettyLiberty , it is going to be not only glorious for him but for us also.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19173552)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-06-14 04:36:33)
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[ - ] Parent: Revodude1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:49:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19167909)

Trump is setting up the dems. They are very stupid.

Yes he is Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19173531)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-17 06:27:09

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-06-14 04:34:48)

[ - ] Parent: Oveass  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:49:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19166420)

THANKS. NOW HOPEFULLY YOU STOP COMING ACROSS LIKE A BUNCH OF NIGGERS THAT NEVER ATTENDED (OR
LISTENED) AT SCHOOL.

MAYBE WE DIDN'T HAVE TO GO BE BABY SITT'D FOR 13 YEARS OF OUR LIVES IKE YOU , YOU DUMB SHIT, NOW GO BACK
TO UR STUPID SUBS

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19173521)  context  full comments

NXIVM Trial jurors see Ranieres child porn, as Mexico trafficking operation gets exposed by LakotaPride  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.4 hours ago (2019-06-14 02:24:07)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  48 points ( +48 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:49:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276882)

" These People are Sick !" My Brother Patriot, but at least more proof comes out about the reality what's happening at the border
these days and probably has been going on for years too with Obama's crooked administration.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276882/19171655)  context  full comments

HAHAHA: CNN's Jim Acosta Holds First Book Signing, But No One Showed Up by MAGATrump2020777  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.5 hours ago (2019-06-14 02:19:29)

[ - ] Parent: MAGATrump2020777  67 points ( +67 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:49:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276983)

Why would anyone ever show up to see Jim The Clown Acosta ....lmao 2 times ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276983/19171523)  context  full comments

Press Sec. Sarah Sanders did a incredible job dealing with a hostile press with an insatiable desire to go after the President Trump. Sarah
you will be dearly missed by all of us. by Majorwood111  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.5 hours ago (2019-06-14 02:17:50)

[ - ] Parent: Majorwood111  86 points ( +87 | -1 ) 2019-06-14 07:49:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276986)

Amen to that Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276986/19171486)  context  full comments

The US Destroyed Iran's Naval Capabilities Once, and We Can Do It Again by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.2 hours ago (2019-06-13 23:37:38)

[ - ] Parent: virge  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2019-06-14 07:50:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276683/19168204)

You didn't answer the question. I understand why you think we'd invade Iran, but you're not addressing the problem of Israel
using the U.S. Military to project it's Central Banks to the rest of the world.

If you are trying to justify further Israel expansion because of some ridiculous nuclear threat, I'm extremely suspect of your
motivations and level of understanding of the control systems in the world. This isn't a board game.

I think you might have Israel confused with the Ashkenazi Jews mistaken with the Fake Jews that claim Jewish heritage but are
really Khazarian Mafia that own all the Central Banks...ie.. Rothschild's - Soros
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276683/19168746)  context  full comments

The US Destroyed Iran's Naval Capabilities Once, and We Can Do It Again by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.7 hours ago (2019-06-13 23:03:57)

[ - ] Parent: virge  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-06-14 07:50:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276683/19167645)

Why would you possibly be for the U.S. Military putting an Israel-run Central Bank in Iran?

That's literally the only reason we would invade them.

Obama already did that with two pallets in the middle of the night but Trump cut it off....The only reason we would do anything in Iran
is to destroy their Nuclear Capabilities by destroying the plant that is creating the Yellow Cake .

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276683/19168136)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 10.6 hours ago (2019-06-13 21:13:08)

[ - ] Parent: Oveass  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:50:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19166239)

THIS POST NEEDS MORE CAPS SO IT COMES ACROSS LIKE ITS WRITTEN BY A SCREECHING QTARD

OK , I'L BE SURE TO RELAY THAT TO THE BOSS, AND I'L EVEN TELL'M THAT YOU ARE THE ONE THAT INSISTED HE KNOW

DON'T FORGET NOW - WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19166382)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 10.6 hours ago (2019-06-13 21:11:53)

[ - ] Parent: 1Paydaddy  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:50:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19166028)

Democrats tell Fables to the sheep to lull them to sleep. President Trump makes promises he intends to keep! MAGA
WWG1WGA.

Yes Patriot , that's what makes a President like Donald Trump such a great asset to the United States of America and her people!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19166348)  context  full comments

Michael Avenatti Implicated In Scheme To Extort Millions From Paraplegic by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 10.7 hours ago (2019-06-13 21:06:20)

[ - ] Parent: love_light_truth  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:50:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276460/19166012)

As will happen with many high profile cases coming out, this is just the tip of the iceberg in each.

Right Patriot ! ..... It's going to start to really get interesting when this shit becomes the norm with all these corrupt Liberal's...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276460/19166210)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 10.8 hours ago (2019-06-13 21:03:46)

[ - ] Parent: 420ninja  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:50:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19165019)

Trump is LEGEND!

And he's only been President for 2 1/2 year Patriot, imagine after 8 years of Trump as President , the USA is going to be kicking ass
and taking names by that time.....

ww1wga & 420 ....lol
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19166151)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.8 hours ago (2019-06-13 21:02:12)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:50:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19164996)

Tomorrow is POTUS birthday. Maybe Barr will gift the DECLAS to Trump and the American people. It's time. They are completely
off the rails. (((They))) want a war with Iran.

Now that would be an awesome gift to POTUS and the American People if AG. Barr did give Trump such a golden gift for his
Birthday.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19166114)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10.8 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:59:58)

[ - ] Parent: BonnieRic  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:50:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19163844)

I am glad this event allowed Trump the opportunity to list the meddling of Warner, Schiff, the DNC and all its players. Everything
they try boomerangs on them.

That's because the Liberal's are in a game of chess with a much better player than them Patriot. Trump is a stable genius especially
when it comes to business and life matters in dealing with people , good or bad , Donald Trump has been brought up by his father
and schooled to win ....

Now compared to these life long politician's , the Liberal's ain't got a chance against someone like Trump, that's the only reason they
want to impeach him because they know that there's not one Democrat that can beat Donald Trump in the 2020 election... so the
Dem's are trying everything including the kitchen sink only to fail again and again!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19166084)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10.9 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:54:21)

[ - ] Parent: think500  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:51:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19163296)

All 'hard evidence' will be considered.. regardless of who delivers it.

That's the Good News Patriot....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19166008)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.9 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:53:55)

[ - ] Parent: Vozlo  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:51:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19163212)

They never miss a single chance to purposefully misrepresent everything Our President says. But then I remember that the
democratically elected free press has a sacred duty to represent us, the American Public. Oh wait,...

The unmitigated arrogance of what amounts to our Public Information Ministers is truly one of the Wonders of our modern world.
I'm thinking maybe we were too harsh on Mussolini, etc.

Isn't it sickening Patriot? If these damn Congressmen knew what the True American Patriots thought of them, they'd be scared to
leave their houses...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19166005)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.9 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:52:25)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:51:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19165081)

Some of these people have been in office over 30 years. I'm so damned sick of them. They fucked us over in the 70s, the 80s , the
90s and so on. Not all boomers were hippies/yuppies and liberal college grads. We voted, we wrote letters and called. Still got
fucked over and over. Ditto every gen coming down the pipe. Congress should be gutted.

So true Patriot ....If only we could make that happen over night , the country would be in so much of a better place by getting rid of the
old dust in Congress & Senate

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19165982)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-15 03:22:41

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 11.2 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:39:51)

[ - ] Parent: fireantsinyourpants  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:51:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19165601)

Welcome to DumboRat Opposite World where they accuse you of whatever they have already done and continue to do.

Exactly ..... Now Trump is bringing the normies around ...so they can see what really hapened , compared to what the Fake News
Media has reported to them for 2 1/2 years... ( The Big Lie ) Russia Collusion..

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19165820)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +3 | -2 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +3 | -2 ) 11.2 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:37:13)

[ - ] Parent: SexMachine  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:51:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19165498)

I'm not all over Trump's nuts except when it's fun to piss off shitlibs, but

it was entirely obvious that the shitlib media was trying to slam Trump for something that they themselves were guilty of.

Trump sucks jew cock too much.

Trust Me Patriot , Donald Trump is setting these fools up for the take down..... It's just they are too stupid to know what's coming next
with Trump .... Don't worry Patriot - We got this !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19165783)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 11.2 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:35:26)

[ - ] Parent: isitjustme  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:51:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19164243)

Thanks Stonechizel! Good stuff!

Keeping it real Patriot .... wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19165762)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYS HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 11.2 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:34:30)

[ - ] Parent: usmcProud1183  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:51:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19163755)

Awesome thanks Patriot

You are welcome Patriot ...

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276167/19165750)  context  full comments

Breaking! Sarah Sanders Leaving White House at the End of Month; Returning to Arkansas by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 13 points( +14 | -1 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  13 points ( +14 | -1 ) 11.3 hours ago (2019-06-13 20:32:45)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  48 points ( +49 | -1 ) 2019-06-14 07:52:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276454)

Let's just hope Trump can find someone half as good as Sarah Sanders was as Press Secretary ...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3276454/19165725)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP TWEETS HIS RESPONSE TO DEM'S CRYING ABOUT TRUMP SAYING HE WOULD LISTEN IF FOREIGNERS
OFFERED DIRT ON OPPONENTS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-14 07:48:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-06-13 17:35:47)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-14 07:52:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19162692)

Nancy Pelosi needs to be removed. She is the cancer in our house. She has been and she knows it. She serves something else,
not our democratic republic. That is why she INSISTED she must be speaker again. She's awful for the country anymore....

You are correct, Pelosi has run her leadership right into the ground.....She has proven that age is something that should be
considered when a politician has been in office for far too long. This only proves that a Term Limit Law needs to be enacted that
states after two terms that a Congressmen or woman and also Senatorial Office Jobs can only serve two terms. This alone would get
rid of so much corruption that comes from life long political hacks serving only themselves and their bank accounts. In the process
most of those life long politicians are the most corrupt and should be serving prison sentences instead of sitting in office.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3276016/19163021)  context  full comments

Mexico Finally Draws A Line, Slaps Caravan Organizers With Trafficking Charges by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-06-12 15:20:59)

[ - ] Parent: voats4goats  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 22:59:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19141081)

Build the wall... With traffickers corpses on pikes

I bet that would work to deter future illegals from wanting to cross over to the USA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19143095)  context  full comments

Mexico Finally Draws A Line, Slaps Caravan Organizers With Trafficking Charges by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-06-12 15:06:16)

[ - ] Parent: ArcAngel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 22:59:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19138950)

and now, we got governmnt types in usa locking gates open... past time to take up arms & remove seditonists along with
invaders...

Maybe that will be the perfect problem solving event that makes the dam illegals not want to come over to USA & Seditious
politicians suddenly disappear

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19142830)  context  full comments

Watch: FBI Asst. Dir. Blasts AOC To Her Face For Claiming Muslims Treated Differently Than Whites by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-12 07:20:47)
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[ - ] Parent: IamJulianAssange  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 23:00:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3271019/19122809)

The whole concept of thought-crime is terrifying anyway. Who the hell cares WHY someone murders one of us? The main thing is
ONE OF US WAS MURDERED.

"Terrorism" and "hate crimes" are Bolshevik concepts imported and imposed unwillingly on the Anglo-American common law
mind-raped, if you will.

WE MUST DEFEND OUR ENGLISH LANGUAGE and OUR COMMON LAW. Generations past allowed the Bolsheviks to
manipulate our law by manipulating our language and today, we are largely impotent to stop the subsequent madness.

TAKE BACK OUR MOTHER TONGUE. WE DO NOT FIGHT "TERRORISM" WE FIGHT ISLAM. THE KILLERS ARE NOT
"MIGRANTS" OR "REFUGEES" THEY ARE FOREIGN ALIEN INVADERS or at least TRESPASSERS. THERE IS NO "GENDER"
(which is a first-degree malapropism) MANKIND HAS ONLY SEX. OUR FIGHTING MEN ARE NOT "SERVICE MEMBERS" THEY
ARE SERVICEMEN. And so on.

(Besides, "service member" is frankly vulgar and gay and Patsy Schroeder et al must have had a good laugh over it.)

Deny the enemy his battlespace of the mind. Retake our language. AOC is a foreign alien subversive who militantly refused to
assimilate to our Anglo-American norms, maintaining her foreign names as a distinctive enemy uniform. Many of our enemies do
this with impunity. Eliminating them would be immediately helpful, allowing us to focus on TRAITORS like Hitlery who is one of us.
TRAITORS must always be dealt with immediately and severely.

And it all starts because earlier generations allowed our language to be adulterated, often enough deliberately for political effect
in lieu of war.

Great Comment Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3271019/19138860)  context  full comments

Mexico Finally Draws A Line, Slaps Caravan Organizers With Trafficking Charges by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +8 | -1 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 7 points ( +8 | -1 ) 17 hours ago (2019-06-12 05:30:45)

[ - ] Parent: mark7  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 23:00:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19137808)

(Mexico) allowing foreign nationals, to assault our southern border, is basically an act of war. In any rational world, Mexico would
pay the price for such an action. And it's damn well past time they fixed the problem, or suffered the consequences.

Exactly Patriot , That's why we are really lucky to a man like Donald Trump leading the way for America, especially after 8 years of
Obama's BS

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19137928)  context  full comments

Mexico Finally Draws A Line, Slaps Caravan Organizers With Trafficking Charges by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-12 05:29:16)

[ - ] Parent: philmchawk  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 23:00:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19137638)

step one is done, now we need a wall and to get rid of all non whites.

Right .... The Wall is being built regardless of what the Liberal's say or do ... It's being built everyday ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19137919)  context  full comments

Mexico Finally Draws A Line, Slaps Caravan Organizers With Trafficking Charges by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-12 05:28:12)

[ - ] Parent: Winnipegger  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 23:00:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19137535)

Gotta hand it to Trump, he pulled that off singlehandedly on Twitter... hahahaha

(I know there's more to it than that)

Yeah Trump actually was talking about Mexico doing this for the last few months and he made the Democrat's look like loonies after
teasing them with the Tarriff's BS and they bit like a bunch of clowns that they are...the media too !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273101/19137914)  context  full comments

Creepy Joe Draws an Audience of Only 200 in Iowa; Bashes Trump on the Economy and Border by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-19 22:28:58

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-06-12 04:41:02)
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[ - ] Parent: Qdini  28 points ( +28 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 23:00:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273080)

This sounds like the establishments rerun of the 2016 Hillary Clinton campaign. Remember when Hillary didn't have any people at
her rallies either? The establishment knows that Trump is going to decimate whoever they run against him in 2020, that's the only
reason they are going to try and impeach him because they absolutely know that they can't beat him , especially with Obama's
second half .... makes no fucking sense , unless they plan on cheating Trump in 2020

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273080/19137447)  context  full comments

New meta subverse for the meta/drama you don't want to see cluttering up THIS subverse feed: GreatAwakeningMeta by Crensch  in
GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 04:38:40

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 minutes ago (2019-06-12 04:31:28)

[ - ] Parent: Crensch  0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 2019-06-12 04:38:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272594/19132831)

@Stonenchizel Is the title better here?

I guess so bro, I'm just happy to talk Q'anon period ....But when Q doesn't drop , we the Patriot's that follow Q , have to post stuff
interesting to keep the movement strong and keep everyone interested because the Q movement is under attack , not only by goat
LARPS but by true enemies of Q'anon and President Trump .... We can not allow the whole movement to die , because the Media
has tried many times to put an end to all of this that we do and share here on voat.co ... So anything that makes Us stronger must be
good for the whole @GAsub

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272594/19137371)  context  full comments

New meta subverse for the meta/drama you don't want to see cluttering up THIS subverse feed: GreatAwakeningMeta by Crensch  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 22:59:39

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 04:38:40

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 minutes ago (2019-06-12 04:22:46)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-06-12 04:38:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272594/19134011)

perfect

I agree with @MolochHUnter , it sounds like a great idea

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272594/19137307)  context  full comments

EyeTheSpy on twitter is a great person to follow to stay in the know by kathydiane  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 04:38:40

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 30 minutes ago (2019-06-12 04:08:42)

[ - ] Parent: kathydiane  -5 points ( +1 | -6 ) 2019-06-12 04:39:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273057)

EyeThe Spy is a just another guy ....period ... He's Not in Trump Admin.

Actually he is full of shit and is a false extension of Q'anon ... The EyeTheSpy has told many lies about when JA was gonna be here
in USA, this was back in 2017, then blocks you if you call him on his lies..I can't believe people still are fooled by this LARP....that's
how you know he's a fucking fake, he's a wannabe important somebody ... but he's NOT ! He's just a LARP !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3273057/19137158)  context  full comments

More Companies Said Abortion is central to Their Business Model: Here is the current list of companies you should boycott by
GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 04:38:40

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2019-06-12 02:42:10)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  12 points ( +13 | -1 ) 2019-06-12 04:39:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272935)

yeah , I wonder one this one is : Unity Technologies - &pizza

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272935/19135984)  context  full comments

Bill Maher Says Hillary Clinton 'Committed Obstruction Of Justice' In Email Scandal by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 04:38:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2019-06-11 23:18:05)
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[ - ] Parent: Dirty_Money  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 04:39:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272150/19131590)

Not treason. Judicial Watch carefully went through this. The best anyone can hope for is sedition.

Meanwhile, Maher is still a fucker.

yeah , but he's still human and maybe he just ain't been quite Red Pilled by the right person yet...give him some time ... because Bill
Maher Red Pilled could be huge for the movement

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272150/19132901)  context  full comments

New meta subverse for the crap most of you don't want to see: GreatAwakeningMeta by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 04:38:40

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.4 hours ago (2019-06-11 23:12:55)

[ - ] Parent: Crensch  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-06-12 04:39:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272564/19132688)

Let me know if I can edit it to make more sense. I'm not always the best at wordsmithing.

No , that's actually a great idea @Crensch .. I got what you are saying and it's a great idea , but I believe that the asshole's will be
asshole's , so just Mod the best possible and the dummies usually leave eventually... they get tired of their own shit , I think !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3272564/19132800)  context  full comments

Watch: Cop Intervenes Amid Chaos as Courageous 13-Year-Old Defends Unborn Babies by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-10 16:25:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-06-09 21:14:02)

[ - ] Parent: Busangirl19  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-10 16:25:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266520/19077835)

Thanks for posting

You are Welcome Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266520/19095586)  context  full comments

Another LEO Suicide by Blacksmith21  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-10 16:25:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 20 hours ago (2019-06-09 20:05:31)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-06-10 16:26:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3268213)

" They Can Not Handle The TRUTH" !

" These People are Sick ! "

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3268213/19094641)  context  full comments

A Patriot Reply's To James Comey Pride Month T-Shirt Tweet : Hey Jamesy.... That Will Be A Perfect Shirt For You To Wear In PRISON...
Tick Toc .... #Qanon by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-10 16:25:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-06-09 18:25:08)

[ - ] Parent: SeanBox  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-10 16:26:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3267995/19092280)

Fruity Booty Howdy Doody.

Right Patriot, everyone know's old James Comey prefer's 12 year old boys painted up like Howdy Doody !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3267995/19093330)  context  full comments

A Patriot Reply's To James Comey Pride Month T-Shirt Tweet : Hey Jamesy.... That Will Be A Perfect Shirt For You To Wear In PRISON...
Tick Toc .... #Qanon by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-10 16:25:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-06-09 18:23:31)
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[ - ] Parent: Qdini  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-10 16:26:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3267995/19092303)

Comey posted the wrong image. Here's the correct version:

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/5b629b73fab3ebf4a67d128fccba6b757efcb8ea9ed9a0a3ca28886292b0e571.png

Hahahahhaaa! Now that's one I haven't seen yet , Thanks for sharing Patriot

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3267995/19093306)  context  full comments

De Niro Get's The Going Against President Trump Curse: Hollywood Actor Robert De Niro In A $500 Million Divorce Battle by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.3 hours ago (2019-06-09 04:19:47)

[ - ] Parent: drmckoy  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:38:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19079577)

De Niro used to be one of my favorite actors until I realized he was cucked. He hates President Trump because he is part of the
NWO. He used a brothel in Europe that had underage girls and is very good friends with Harvey Weinstein.

Rumor has it that Weinstein use to tag Robert Deniro in the ass is how Bobby got all those movie parts

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19085841)  context  full comments

De Niro Get's The Going Against President Trump Curse: Hollywood Actor Robert De Niro In A $500 Million Divorce Battle by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-10 16:25:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.4 hours ago (2019-06-09 04:17:18)

[ - ] Parent: krytter4  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:38:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19074714)

If all of his financial records are brought to light as this indicates, this might help with the seizure.

Great Point Patriot.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19085828)  context  full comments

De Niro Get's The Going Against President Trump Curse: Hollywood Actor Robert De Niro In A $500 Million Divorce Battle by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.4 hours ago (2019-06-09 04:14:55)

[ - ] Parent: Dauphin  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:39:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19073035)

fucking shit bro... no joke... just looked it up. Dude is cursed no wonder he is so damn angry

https://bckonline.com/2018/11/21/robert-de-niro-and-wife-split-after-20-years-share-two-kids-together/

Yeah Bro. That's why I titled it that way.... Thanks for sharing that link though, it only adds to this story

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19085801)  context  full comments

FBI Releases Damning New Hillary Clinton Email Docs That Discuss 'Smoking Gun Document' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-09 02:04:06)

[ - ] Parent: RogerMoore0017  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:39:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266963/19082846)

Sounds to me to be a set up to draw conclusions back to Russian collusion and spread doubt.

Yeah you never know what angle they will try and play since Barr has been turned loose to investigate'm

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266963/19084005)  context  full comments

FBI Releases Damning New Hillary Clinton Email Docs That Discuss 'Smoking Gun Document' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-10 16:25:44

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-09 02:02:40)
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[ - ] Parent: Mscss  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:39:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266963/19080997)

Everything we have learned in the last 2.5yrs is because of the “trump affect”.

That's why the Deep State Hates Him so much ! Because Trump ain't their puppet like Obama was and Bush -Dubya and Clinton all
were

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266963/19083975)  context  full comments

FBI Releases Damning New Hillary Clinton Email Docs That Discuss 'Smoking Gun Document' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-10 16:25:44

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-08 22:20:10)

[ - ] Parent: 2TBob  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:39:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266963/19080746)

Right huh? I thought "WE" already knew this. Maybe it is news to "them". But hey, Stonebrother? Thanks for sharing. News to "us",
"we" seems slow right now.

Yes of course We The True Patriots that follow Q'anon and support President Trump already know all of this , But that's what Q'anon
prepared Us for this time for when it does come out to the public , there is an army of Patriot's that does know the truth, and will share
the truth with those that don't know and have been getting their news from the CNN's of this world and soon everyone else will know
about HRC and her crimes now !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266963/19081073)  context  full comments

De Niro Get's The Going Against President Trump Curse: Hollywood Actor Robert De Niro In A $500 Million Divorce Battle by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-06-08 16:47:34)

[ - ] Parent: TraditionalCode0  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:39:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19071522)

Cape Fear..........pedophile's delight.

Taxi Driver........pedophile's delight.

Raging Bull....... 'toxic masculinity'.

Bloody Mama....... Woman as Boss (Ma Barker: true or not)

Les Jeunes Loups..... A gigolo

Greetings......Draft dodgers

Hi, Mom!..... Creepy surveilance by camera.

Jennifer On My Mind............Because he killed her w/drugs and stashed her body.

Born To Win..........Kleptomaniac Killer

The Swap...........wife in the porn biz.

Dirty Grandpa, Night and the City, etc etc.

Sleepers, filmed on location in parts at Fairchild Hospital, Newtown Connecticut.

Nearly every single movie about the darkest of subjects and subhuman behaviour.

Some real character stretches. lol

But then again, we're supposed to know DeNiro as a consumate method actor.

How does that work Bob?

First of all Deniro is a Pedophile piece of shit .....

Second only Bobby can live with his same of being a pedo' and hopefully his wife will have a tell all on old Bobby's addiction to love
children in the worst way possible...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19076478)  context  full comments

De Niro Get's The Going Against President Trump Curse: Hollywood Actor Robert De Niro In A $500 Million Divorce Battle by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-06-08 16:31:40)
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[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:40:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19074759)

Half of his earnings from 2004 on are hers. His dumb prenuptial agreement can't change that. The only thing you can cover with a
prenup is anything you owned at the time of the marriage (or you purchased with money you had saved before the marriage).

Community Property Laws in California for a 10 Year Marriage. California is a community property state, which means the law
presumes all property acquired during the marriage is owned equally by both spouses. As a result, the court will divide marital
property equally if spouses later divorce.

Yes this is true about California ...I have lived here My whole life and have seen so many friends end up in a divorce and splitting
assets and it is sad that the kids are the ones who always get fucked over in divorce cases...

Deniro will lose half of his earnings regardless .....period !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266075/19076294)  context  full comments

NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT'S HATE CRIME RACIAL STATISTICS HIGHLIGHT LIE IN DE BLASIO'S NARRATIVE, he wants to
be another Obama buy blaming the whites by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-09 14:38:25

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-06-08 15:28:20)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2019-06-09 14:40:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266489)

Of course Blasio wants to blame whites, that when he goes home his black wife will have sex with him.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3266489/19075452)  context  full comments

Nunes Fires Off On 'Dirty Cops' Comey And McCabe by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-08 14:46:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9.2 hours ago (2019-06-08 05:32:42)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-08 14:46:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3265775/19067713)

I Love Nunes, a Patriot in my opinion.

Now I'd like to see the "clean" cops come forward.

Where are all of them...?

Crickets

Just another thing that pisses me off. SMH.

Not just you Patriot! We are all ready for some arrest.

WWG1WA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3265775/19070615)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Couldn't Even Stand Up To Liberal Abortion Pushers For One Day, Without Flip-Flop'n - How's He Going To Stand Up To
President Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-08 14:46:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2019-06-08 05:31:19)

[ - ] Parent: mcpaperclip  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-08 14:47:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3265630/19068462)

Weenie roast. Biden makes Beto look like Patton. Democrats 2020 looks a lot like Republicans 2012.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3265630/19070604)  context  full comments

Barr Asking Questions The Media Don't Want Asked by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-08 14:46:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2019-06-08 05:29:53)

[ - ] Parent: Winnipegger  2 points ( +4 | -2 ) 2019-06-08 14:47:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3265777/19068525)

I don't trust Barr yet. Until he PERP WALKS some people we have no reason to think he isn't helping the slow walk to declas.

I want to trust him, don't get me wrong, but we haven't been given any reason whatsoever to believe it yet. We've got all our eggs
in the Barr basket which means truth is vulnerable RIGHT NOW.

Well @Winnipegger Barr could have charged Trump with Obstruction, but yet he didn't. It seems Mueller wanted Barr & Rosensteitn
to charge Trump it seems with his press conference, at least it seemed that way to me.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3265777/19070593)  context  full comments

ICE Acting Director: Migrants 'Renting Babies' To Cross Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-08 14:46:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-08 00:10:02)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-08 14:47:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3263548/19047950)

Omg... how insane is it going to get before it's over? Anyone coming across the border with a child should have dna tests and any
crossing with children found not to be theirs should be severely punished! But since the libby loons would cry their eyes out if
these scumbags were tied to a pole and received some very wicked lashings, then sent back to the other side, I guess that's out of
the question. That would actually be way too good for them, but we don't want them in our jails either!

One way or the other these scumbag free loaders are going to cost all American Tax payers money....period

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3263548/19066430)  context  full comments

Report: ISIS Fighter Chosen To Infiltrate US From Southern Border Gives Chilling Confession by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-08 14:46:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-08 00:07:16)

[ - ] Parent: TRFBYTrC0mmies  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-08 14:47:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3263869/19049097)

Everything that we love, and hold dear, is under attack, right now. Our freedoms (skewed as they may be), our republic,
Christianity, freedom of speech, family (the power of), education, the right to bear arms, even life itself.

We are at the crossroads. The sooner the masses realize this, the sooner we can get this fucking show on the road.

Do whatever you want. Live your life as you see fit. But whatever you do...never stop screaming the truth. 

wwg1wga �

Great Comment Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3263869/19066369)  context  full comments

California City Official Pushing Hard To Stop Chick-fil-A Restaurant From Opening / 'When People Think Of The Chick-fil-A Logo - What
They Think Of Is Anti-LGBTQ' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-08 14:46:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-08 00:02:07)

[ - ] Parent: JJNova  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-08 14:47:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3264937/19062135)

Correct me if I am wrong, but wasn't it just the Owner that made contributions to Christian organizations, and wasn't it just the
owner who said he believes marriage is between a man and a woman?

I don't remember him using Chick-fil-a funds for any of that.

But to a Liberal , that's what the name means

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3264937/19066254)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Couldn't Even Stand Up To Liberal Abortion Pushers For One Day, Without Flip-Flop'n - How's He Going To Stand Up To
President Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-08 14:46:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-06-08 00:00:26)

[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-08 14:47:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3265630/19066100)

Yeah, they have no chance. Hopefully, once all the little ones fall out of the race, they should all be blacklisted from holding any
government position and/or running for any other government office in the future.

See @BulletMagnet879 , this one I did write ... no link except picture pgn's

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3265630/19066232)  context  full comments

CNN headline Monday: "It wasn't Suicide Weekend - IT WAS BI-POLAR DISORDER : 10 things you should know about the 54 people that
killed themselves over the weekend." by Gigabump  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 29 minutes ago (2019-06-07 03:17:32)
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[ - ] Parent: Gigabump  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-07 03:46:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3264062)

SAUCE PLEASE , THESE FRIES SUCK WITHOUT SAUCE....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3264062/19050753)  context  full comments

Mitch McConnell: Hell Yes, We'd Fill a SCOTUS Vacancy in 2020 -- And No, That's Not Hypocritical by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-06-08 14:46:41

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 10.2 hours ago (2019-06-06 17:35:30)

[ - ] Parent: Incty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-07 03:46:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3262855/19040092)

Ruh roh! What does Mitch know?

Everything !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3262855/19041240)  context  full comments

Q-anon saying goodbye? 8chan anons not sure by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-06-06 06:11:57)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  17 points ( +19 | -2 ) 2019-06-07 03:46:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3261183/19023616)

If people aren't sure then I doubt Q would do something like this. A real post would be with his trip code and put on Qmap so there
is NO CONFUSION. Things are just getting started so I doubt Q would abandon us now. We need guidance when things really
start happening. It won't be easy. There is NOT even a Q at the end. NOT Q, Q has more class and would sign Q and use his trip
code.

I agree with Laura on this one. If it's .... not Qmap.pub then it's not Q...period!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3261183/19034015)  context  full comments

The 'Coward Of Broward' Stood By While Children Were Shot, Now He Faces 96 Years In Prison by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-06 03:22:27)

[ - ] Parent: Zagotofka  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-07 03:46:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3261138/19026662)

In the face of abortion everyone must be a coward ..

Florida School Shooting Fake.
Florida Shooting was a Drill.
Florida Shooting False Flag.
Parkland Florida - False Flag in America.
Parklanders Admit They Are Crisis Actors.
Parkland Shooting False Flag Hoax 100% Proof.
Parkland Shooting, Problems With the Narrative.
Parkland's David Hogg is Sandy Hook's Adam Lanza.
Parkland Florida School Shooting a Proven False Flag.
Shocking Revelations on the False Flag Florida School Shooting.
North Miami Officer Says Parkland School Shooting Was a Hoax.

Former Florida State Trooper and Crisis Management Consultant for the Broward County School District Wolfgang Halbig
who outed the alleged Sandy Hook School Massacre as a hoax, says the alleged Parkland School shooting was a psyop.

Thanks for sharing all that info Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3261138/19032120)  context  full comments

New Border Apprehension Numbers Are In and They're Out of Control...Again by 0_--_0  in SoapboxBanhammer
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-06-06 03:06:08)

[ - ] Parent: 0_--_0  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-06-07 03:46:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/SoapboxBanhammer/3261967/19030057)

@Stonenchizel

Sorry I forgot the link , but I put it there now...Thanks
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/SoapboxBanhammer/3261967/19031788)  context  full comments

The 'Coward Of Broward' Stood By While Children Were Shot, Now He Faces 96 Years In Prison by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-06 01:39:19)

[ - ] Parent: thedarkknight2020  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-07 03:47:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3261680/19029936)

I don’t know what this post was alluding to. My best guess is that the Q team was who leaked this info to the media. I have to
imagine the goal is not to get him personally, but rather to get him into a courtroom so he can reveal why he acted the way he did
and evidence can be presented (was he paid off? blackmailed? who did he have contact with in the days before the shooting?).

Right ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3261680/19030424)  context  full comments

Yes, Canada is Actually Arresting Christian Pastors and Banning Them From Preaching in Public by USAMatters  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +7 | -1 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

[–] Stonenchizel  6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-06-06 01:35:16)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  173 points ( +173 | -0 ) 2019-06-07 03:47:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3261929)

This is just sickening ! How the the hell are the Tranny's cheering as a Pastor is hauled off to jail? This is what we have to look
forward to, Even Jesus said : " They Hated Me , therefore they will Hate You !"

This is how you know that Globalist agenda is against everything God oriented . This Satanic Globalist One World Order is moving
forward even with Trump driving back all the damage that the past president's have done to America' sovereignty by pushing for the
NWO ...Remember Popie' Bushh 1000 points of Light , that mo fo' was the head of the NWO Snake in America, since he was the CIA
Director before he was pushed onto Ronald Reagan as VP. No matter what even after Trump is gone we need to make sure these
fuckers never get back in control of America and the government of America. Because they will destroy our sovereignty to usher in
the New World Order which is a Satanic Controlled System for the earth where a few elite control the masses.

I say Come Lord Jesus, Come .... with Your double edged sickle and judge those mofo's who have done harm to the children and
babies .... Only You know Lord , only You are sure of all things and therefore I say Come and Judge'm and make this wold more
wholesome for the good of all the people.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3261929/19030371)  context  full comments

The Best Meme for Trump's UK trip by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +10 | -1 ) at 2019-06-12 23:01:38

History: 8 points( +9 | -1 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 4.8 hours ago (2019-06-05 16:26:44)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  122 points ( +126 | -4 ) 2019-06-05 21:12:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3261006)

Hahhaa! Good One Patriot ! Nice to start the day with a lol chucklel' after a good 420 medicine smoke on for the morning fight , just to
feel the warm'th in My bones to let Me know I'm alive..

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3261006/19021711)  context  full comments

What is POTUS Telling Us About James Comey? Soon? by Qdini  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-06-05 15:19:48)

[ - ] Parent: KYanon  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-06-05 21:12:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260883/19020624)

State Senator, Linda Collins Smith, of Arkansas was shot and killed tonight at 7:15 PM EDT. • She was working with DHS insider
to expose the missing $27M from DHS/Child Protective Services. • These funds are being placed into trade, and the dividends
are being filtered back to the Clinton Foundation or owned shell companies, belonging to the Clinton Foundation. • The missing
$27M was discovered when it was revealed that that DHS in Arkansas had two separate sets of books. • It’s connected to a
Federal Grant that requires a specific number of children be removed from their families to meet the required quota so that they’re
able to renew the grant again each year. • For any alternative or mainstream media outlet, Government authority, or agency who
has the courage to actually do something about these crimes taking place, you can contact us for further proof of the statements
above at: kre8changenow@gmail.com

Wow, thanks for the info @Kyanon I hadn't seen this yet.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260883/19020743)  context  full comments

Socialism memes, stupid doesn't know it's stupid by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2019-06-05 15:13:55)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-06-05 21:13:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260931)

Oh trust Me Patriot, AOC knows she is not only Stupid, she's actually Ignorant!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260931/19020663)  context  full comments

Looks like Christopher Steele has cut a deal and will turn state's evidence on Russia Hoax prosecutions. by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-06-07 03:46:08

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2019-06-05 15:12:00)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  49 points ( +49 | -0 ) 2019-06-05 21:13:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260912)

Yes it is true. Next all we need is JA to expose Mueller as a liar & tell Congress that it was Seth Rich who gave the thumb drive (
USBstick) with DNC & Pedesta Email access.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260912/19020626)  context  full comments

Worse than perpetuating the hoax of AGW? Being the Dem front runner for president and plagiarizing from multiple sources to perpetuate
the hoax of AGW! Classic imbecile behavior! by isitjustme  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 6.3 hours ago (2019-06-05 14:57:05)

[ - ] Parent: isitjustme  17 points ( +18 | -1 ) 2019-06-05 21:13:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260887)

Joe Biden is the establishment's choice to run against President Trump. Like Hillary Clinton, Joe Biden is a shitty candidate but yet a
good puppet. So the Deep State say he will be the candidate regardless of what false pretenses the 22 Liberal Candidates running
for POTUS believe. Trump Will decimate whoever he has to run against in 2020 but the DS will go with Joe Biden a proven good
puppet that the DS already have so much corruption dirt on that Joe would have no choice but to obey orders from the Puppet
Masters.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260887/19020331)  context  full comments

Assange coming to America on AF1? by angel187  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-06-12 23:01:38

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-06-05 02:17:06)

[ - ] Parent: FirstDamsel  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 2019-06-05 21:13:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260003/19013004)

I'm thinking she's more afraid of Trump than "loves" him...

I agree with @FirstDamsel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3260003/19013375)  context  full comments

I'm looking for any archive or video links from Infowars around May 2018 by RockmanRaiden  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-06-04 21:51:42)

[ - ] Parent: RockmanRaiden  -1 points ( +2 | -3 ) 2019-06-05 21:13:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3259356)

Hit up Alex Jones , I'm sure he'd be happy to sell himself to you

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3259356/19008476)  context  full comments

Sleeping Giant Awakens by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-06-04 21:49:32)
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[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-05 21:13:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3259333)

Even when some of the sleeping Liberal's are awaken to the truth , some will continue on the road to destruction because it has
been slammed into their brains with the Liberal Media in every way possible, through the news, through, Award Shows, through
everyday television , from every aspect of their communications whether it be family or friends, this whole Russia Collusion Lie that
Hillary Clinton's campaign manager John Podesta made up and then the whole Clinton Campaign ran with the BIG LIE an started
repeating it non stop during the 2016 elections , and then they continued to brain wash the masses by claiming everyday for two
years that Donald Trump an American elected President of the United States of America was a Puppet for Vladimir Putin and Russia
. All because the woman who ran for president of the Democrat Party was a Sore Loser and wanted to protect all the crimes that she
and her husband have committed along with all of and even some of the perpetrator's that investigated Trump , including Robert
Mueller ... These Fucker's are Sick !... Some will never believe anything but that Trump was a Russian Puppet...period.... let them be
lied to for being so fucking stupid not to checkout the facts for themselves ... Liberal's are Sheep to the Slaughter , but that's how the
Deep State New World Order wants them to be ...sheep ...tax slaves... workers...nothing else!

wwg1wga

I say prosecute every last one of the mother fuckers !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3259333/19008440)  context  full comments

Trump gives the Queen jewelry...a brooch called Amapola (Spanish for "Poppy"....Bush Sr nickname was POPPY ) by KnownBand0  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-05 21:12:43

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-06-04 17:12:04)

[ - ] Parent: KnownBand0  22 points ( +24 | -2 ) 2019-06-05 21:13:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3259133)

SAUCE ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3259133/19003896)  context  full comments

Traitors Must Be Prosecuted To Stop The Coup by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-04 11:35:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2019-06-04 02:19:33)

[ - ] Parent: Geo_synchronous  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-06-04 11:35:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3257061/18989895)

Two words. Wood chippers.

 Good one Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3257061/18994702)  context  full comments

Father God We Ask In This Prayer For President Donald J.Trump And His Whole Administration That You Protect Our President And His
Whole Administration by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-04 11:35:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.1 hours ago (2019-06-04 00:31:55)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-04 11:35:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3257014/18987964)

Thank you, Stonenchizel for that beautiful prayer. I stand in agreement with you. Amen and amen.

Thank You and God Bless You Patriot !

wwg1wga
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Father God We Ask In This Prayer For President Donald J.Trump And His Whole Administration That You Protect Our President And His
Whole Administration by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-04 11:35:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.1 hours ago (2019-06-04 00:31:24)

[ - ] Parent: Sucurri65  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-06-04 11:36:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3257014/18987372)

AMEN!! May God protect POTUS, FLOTUS, and the Trunp family, shed His everlasting grace and love, and keep them safe. God
Bless them in their travels and toil. God Bless America!

I second that and agree with you Patriot, in Jesus Holy Name,

Amen
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Father God We Ask In This Prayer For President Donald J.Trump And His Whole Administration That You Protect Our President And His
Whole Administration by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-04 11:35:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.1 hours ago (2019-06-04 00:30:00)

[ - ] Parent: Webbasedcoding  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-04 11:36:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3257014/18990042)

It is not politics, The church is to pray for Elected Leaders

Its is mandated by God

1 Timothy 2:1-2 - I urge, then, first of all, that petitions, prayers, intercession and thanksgiving be made for all people— for kings
and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness and holiness.

Nice comeback @Webbasedcoding

God Bless You Patriot !
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Trump sure is a man of God. Well, other than that time he cheated on his first wife. Or the time he cheated on his second wife. Or
the time he cheated on his third wife by fucking a porn star. Or the other time he cheated on his third wife by fucking a porn star.
Or the time he made hush money payments to those porn stars he cheated on his third wife with. Or the time he lied to America
about making hush money payments to those porn stars that he cheated on his third wife with. Or the time he bragged on video
about grabbing women by the pussy without their consent. Or the times he walked into the changing rooms of teen beauty
pageant contestants. Or the time he said avoiding STDs was his "personal Vietnam" since he dodged the actual Vietnam War by
faking bone spurs.

I mean, nobody is perfect. But it is honestly impressive that Trump manages to embody basically all of the Seven Deadly Sins. It's
like you guys asked who is the person in America who best exemplifies the opposite of everything we pretend to care about, and
then decided to worship him like a cult leader.

It sounds like you are more jealous than anything of this man Donald Trump. It is not wise to only obsess on another's sins for they
become yours , for what you keep your mind obsessed with so be in your heart....Let it go buddy , it's really not worth it. You too can
be forgiven and have a more abundant life in Christ Jesus ... At least try anything that's not so negative or you will bring negative
activity towards you and yours. God Bless your attitude of hate and may God let you see the lighter side of things in life, for everyone
deserves to be happy.
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"I moved on her, and I failed. I'll admit it. I did try and fuck her. She was married. And I moved on her very heavily. In fact, I took her
out furniture shopping. She wanted to get some furniture. I said, 'I'll show you where they have some nice furniture.' I took her out
furniture—I moved on her like a bitch. But I couldn't get there. And she was married. Then all of a sudden I see her, she's now got
the big phony tits and everything. She's totally changed her look."

"I better use some Tic Tacs just in case I start kissing her. You know I'm automatically attracted to beautiful—I just start kissing
them. It's like a magnet. Just kiss. I don't even wait. And when you're a star, they let you do it. You can do anything. Grab 'em by
the pussy. You can do anything."

That's the greatest part of God, His grace is enormous and His forgiveness through the Blood of Jesus Christ is for everyone, You too
can be forgiven of your Sins ...

Just Ask'm.
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-06-04 11:36:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3257014/18987947)

Thanks I wanted to add this as well. Lord, we ask that ALL evil plots against President Trump be Exposed and Thwarted. We
plead the blood of Jesus over Trump and Cover Trump and his team with your feathers and surround them with your Mighty
Warring and Guardian Angels. Direct his steps and give Trump favor and victory with everyone, including his (our) enemies. Lord,
we thank-you for hearing this prayer and answering it. In Jesus Name we Pray.

And it shall come to pass, that before they call, I will answer; and while they are yet speaking, I will hear. Isaiah 58:9

Trump's Daily Calendar:

https://factba.se/topic/calendar

Yes Brother in Jesus Name We Ask , Amen !
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There really is nothing new under the sun. Lord, please protect Trump like you protected King David.

So let sudden ruin come upon them! Let them be caught in the trap they set for me! Let them be destroyed in the pit they dug for
me. Psalm 35:8

Let the wicked fall into their own nets, while I pass by in safety. Psalm 141:10

He has dug a pit and hollowed it out, And has fallen into the hole which he made. Psalm 7:15

@Peanuttles No not like that at all... sorry you are on the wrong track.
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God is certainly guiding the affairs of our nation and the world at such a crucial stage in history. It's an honor to be living in such
an age as this and watching the unfolding of events that are going to shake our globe under the leadership President Trump and
the Q team. God bless Patriot!

Thank You Patriot & Yes, It is a special time to be alive right, I feel so blessed to have been born in this timeline than any other
timeline in history...
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Cornhole West, one of the original assholes, like Jesse and AL

It's not about Cornhollio West , it's the story subject in the story Patriot ....
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Yes there was a coup attempt, i believe we will soon see some docs or recordings of possible assassination planning....one thing
i keep getting stuck on is Strzok's(there is no there there) insurance policy..they were spying on Trump well before he was
president, so Russia theory was a plan in case he won nomination to discredit him, but taking him out might be the Ins policy if he
won.. military had Trump insulated so they kept up the Russia hoax knowing sooner or later it would fizzle out...make sense?

It does....But the Deep State ain't going to give up on taking Trump out for good ! .. If you know what I mean ?
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She frickin gorgeous!
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I love this president.

Yes We all do Patriot! Donald Trump is absolutely the most dedicated man to hold the job as President to do good for the People of
the United States of America.... He is the greatest President ever and that's one of the reason's the Deep State hate him so much.
They have been destroying America's sovereignty and along came Trump and changed all that.
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He definitely looked different.

He had been wearing a cap all day at the golf course, you know how your hair gets when it's under a hat for hours, at least mine still
does, grey and all ....lol
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I also read that he is taking the kids and their spouses. Interesting. The whole family....

Trump always takes the Family with him , that way he can insure that they are all safe. Trust Me President Trump knows that the
Deep State want to knock him off... He also knows that the Deep State knows they can't hurt him by hurting one of his family
members.Remember we are dealing with a stable genius here... President Trump is the most protected man in the world today and
tomorrow and every day after that... Plus Trump has people all over the country and world praying for him daily...
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Barr goes on CBS to speak to the MSM and explain to the liberals what really happened with the mueller report. He did a good
job.

https://pjmedia.com/trending/the-morning-briefing-ag-barr-strikes-backs-with-a-cbs-interview/

That's right Patriot , Bill Barr is a good Attorney General unlike Sessions who must have been connected to the Cabal. But we shall
see when the shit hit's the fan and the Deep State Criminal's start getting arrested..
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If I were the judge I'd throw the book at him. Make an example of him since there are others that work for the illegal bringing of
immigrant workers into America . Who's funding this operation? Are they also registering these illegal's as Democrat's to vote in
elections? I'm fucking curious now... How do we know these illegal immigrants aren't already voting in our elections and causing
havoc is what the Democrat's aim to achieve.
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DECLASSIFIED FISA WARRANT & MAYBE EVEN HUBER'S REPORT ON CLINTON GLOBAL INITIATIVE
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 11.8 hours ago (2019-06-02 22:26:35)

[ - ] Parent: coulditbe4Q  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2019-06-03 10:17:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3255935/18972452)

Per Q....no deals.

Only good old fashion Justice...and Treason is punishable by death!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3255935/18972573)  context  full comments

Hillary Clinton Fears Indictment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 19 points( +19 | -0 ) at 2019-06-04 11:35:39

History: 17 points( +17 | -0 ) at 2019-06-03 10:15:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 17 points ( +17 | -0 ) 11.8 hours ago (2019-06-02 22:25:13)

[ - ] Parent: 1Paydaddy  16 points ( +16 | -0 ) 2019-06-03 10:17:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3255935/18972335)

President Trump is grinding this Witch into the ground. Remember the debate where he said "You'd be in jail".

Trump knows that it's only a matter of time until all the truth comes out and his 2020 run for POTUS will be sealed in stone! Trump will
decimate any democrat they try and run against him after the declassification of what the democrat's did under Obama's rule... 4
more years ....We got this !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3255935/18972556)  context  full comments

Hillary Clinton Wins "Prison Lottery" To Keep America And China From Going To War by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-03 10:15:44

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-06-02 21:29:09)
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  18 points ( +20 | -2 ) 2019-06-03 10:17:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3255896)

Yes Bro, I believe you are correct! I believe as soon as Monday - Thursday We will start to see Declassification of some of the most
damaging facts that prove that there was absolutely corruption and collusion in the Obama administration to destroy candidate
Trump and then President Trump with Coup Attempt. I say let the chips fall where they may and let justice finally be held to a higher
standard . The USA DOJ needs to get where the people trust them again and this would be a huge step in the right direction

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3255896/18971706)  context  full comments

Deep State and Democrats Are Terrified of Doddering "Figurehead" Mueller Testifying - He's Unable to Answer Material Questions by
showbobandvagene  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-03 10:15:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-06-02 18:06:50)

[ - ] Parent: showbobandvagene  21 points ( +21 | -0 ) 2019-06-03 10:17:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3255501)

Great story , I read it earlier ...nice post Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3255501/18968514)  context  full comments

Crensch is a fucking breath of fresh air by defrockeddavidbrock  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-06-07 03:48:13

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-02 06:26:36

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10 hours ago (2019-06-01 20:26:07)

[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-06-02 06:26:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3254056/18952913)

bop, is this a nice way of saying delete?

Fake News ... more of an Opinion than a story...We've yet to see what they are capable of ...But hopefully you are right...we shall
see...right?

No offense @Crensch ... But you've just been compared to new oxygen ... I hope your more worthy than something so easily
attained.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3254056/18954245)  context  full comments

POTUS calls for nationwide conceal carry by SenseiAnon17  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.2 hours ago (2019-06-01 02:20:36)

[ - ] Parent: SenseiAnon17  31 points ( +38 | -7 ) 2019-06-01 11:34:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3253119)

Looks like our Great President wants all of True Patriot's to be ready for when the shit hits the fan !

2 Amendment Strong

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3253119/18942325)  context  full comments

I'm writing to say hello.. by CSweeny_74  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2019-06-01 02:18:48)

[ - ] Parent: CSweeny_74  66 points ( +70 | -4 ) 2019-06-01 11:34:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3253189)

HELLO ...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3253189/18942296)  context  full comments

Trey Gowdy Decimates Adam Schiff For Claiming Republicans Privately Tell Him To Oppose Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2019-06-01 02:17:12)
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[ - ] Parent: 29again  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:34:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3253137/18941977)

I would guess that Amash is probably the only one.

At least so far Patriot...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3253137/18942270)  context  full comments

Trump's Approval Rating Hits Highest Point In Two Years by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-31 21:47:03)

[ - ] Parent: TRFBYTrC0mmies  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:34:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252132/18934659)

If it wasn’t for our lying suck ass media, his approval would be 75%.

Or even better Patriot, the MSM has never literally attack any president like we have seen since Trump was elected. His approval
number's would be huge with out a doubt since the Country's Economy is Booooming !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252132/18937461)  context  full comments

Trump's Approval Rating Hits Highest Point In Two Years by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-31 21:44:17)

[ - ] Parent: kevdude  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:34:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252132/18934107)

Which means his approval is probably much much higher.

true....kevdude

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252132/18937439)  context  full comments

Must Watch: Young Woman Obliterates Rino Justin Amash Who has Called for Trump's Impeachment - Awesome! by Qdini  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-31 21:43:21)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:35:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252414/18936586)

Anna Timmer is her name. Folks should give her a shout out and a follow on Twitter:

https://twitter.com/VeritasSola

Thanks for info Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252414/18937424)  context  full comments

Must Watch: Young Woman Obliterates Rino Justin Amash Who has Called for Trump's Impeachment - Awesome! by Qdini  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-31 21:42:13)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:35:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252414/18937290)

This is what real PATRIOTISM looks like folks, and what WE should do at every town hall from now on...call them on their
BS!!!This woman is everything AOC is not, articulate, intelligent, and brings facts to debate..the way Amash stood there with hand
in pocket signals him getting his ass handed to him....

I agree 100 % w/ @Podingo7 ... This is what Q'anon Patriot's need to start doing at Democrat candidates running for POTUS
rallies.... This is true Patriotism confronting the enemy!

Hope to see more of this !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252414/18937408)  context  full comments

Female Trump Supporter DESTROYS RINO Justin Amash at Town Hall in Michigan (VIDEO) by RobinhoodLa54  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-31 21:23:52)
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[ - ] Parent: RobinhoodLa54  82 points ( +83 | -1 ) 2019-06-01 11:35:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252422)

That was Patriot awesomeness!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252422/18937182)  context  full comments

AND MORE STUFF while I have the time... by bopper  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-31 19:39:39)

[ - ] Parent: bopper  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:35:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250811/18919607)

No but @MolochHunter likely will, or @Crensch.

I know, I heavily depended on her, big loss..

Thanks Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250811/18935267)  context  full comments

DHS Chief McAleenan: 'National Emergency' At Southern Border by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-31 19:37:12)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:35:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3252387/18934756)

Patriots notice how Congress does nothing.

Absolutely Nothing ....6 months straight !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3252387/18935217)  context  full comments

Ex-AG Jeff Sessions & John Huber , Two More Deep State Puppets Basically Obstructed Justice For Hillary Clinton All This Time & Should
Be Held Accountable by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-31 18:44:40)

[ - ] Parent: 1southofyou  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:35:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252267/18934157)

That is an excellent re-telling of the cover story leaked to the msm.

It is completely false as well.

sorry I'l remove

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252267/18934258)  context  full comments

WILLIAM BARR BLASTS MEDIA FOR IGNORING SURVEILLANCE AGAINST TRUMP CAMPAIGN by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-31 18:16:54)

[ - ] Parent: standwithuQ  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:35:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252105/18933260)

Wow I clicked on the video and it said Not available in your Country CANADA!!

Here you go @standwithuQ

https://www.bitchute.com/video/lRJLLXoSjJZz

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252105/18933803)  context  full comments

Trump's Approval Rating Hits Highest Point In Two Years by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-31 18:11:20)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-06-01 11:36:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252132/18933123)

LOVE OUR POTUS!

AMEN PATRIOT!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252132/18933731)  context  full comments
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Trump's Approval Rating Hits Highest Point In Two Years by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-31 18:11:03)

[ - ] Parent: thebearfromstartrack  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2019-06-01 11:36:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252132/18932678)

INSTEAD of impeaching Trump, let's EXECUTE his accusers?

RIGHT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3252132/18933726)  context  full comments

Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That Was Wikileaks Source by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-05-31 03:02:39)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-31 09:17:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18915107)

...it's majik!

Hahahhaha ! I thought you'd get a kick out of that Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18923903)  context  full comments

AND MORE STUFF while I have the time... by bopper  in GreatAwakening
History: 11 points( +11 | -0 ) at 2019-06-02 06:26:36

History: 10 points( +10 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 10.1 hours ago (2019-05-30 23:12:21)

[ - ] Parent: bopper  39 points ( +41 | -2 ) 2019-05-31 09:17:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250811)

@Bopper Are you going to be the one that sticky's when Q drop's cuz I really dug how @srayzie always kept up on that. sometmes it
was the only way I knew Q drop't

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250811/18919538)  context  full comments

Now Mueller Too ! Tagged With 'Presumption Of Guilt For Treason & Coup Attempt' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-30 20:44:47)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-31 09:18:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250643/18916553)

Declas is far from certain with Wray, Ohr, Coats...all still in the loop. I have a feeling this will get worse before it gets better. Barr
has his hands full and i'm not convinced he will get the help we hoped for from Horowitz and Huber. We shall see...eventually...

They have all been exposed to the Clintonarkanicide theory

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250643/18916737)  context  full comments

Now Mueller Too ! Tagged With 'Presumption Of Guilt For Treason & Coup Attempt' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-30 20:43:26)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-05-31 09:18:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250643/18916480)

How nice, mueller retiring at GITMO (and hillary will be on the male side as well as manchelle and feinstein and piglosi).

Hahahahaaa! I love ur sense of humor Patriot ! We all need to laugh a little more.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250643/18916710)  context  full comments

(2008) Who's Really Backing Barack Obama? by Arrvee  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-30 18:16:39)
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[ - ] Parent: indeknow  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-31 09:18:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250323/18913405)

Dopey aka Alwaleed bin Talal

Q 1948

Who paid HUSSEIN to attend HARVARD LAW SCHOOL? 
Who is Prince Alwaleed bin Talal? 
Why would Prince Alwaleed bin Talal (Saudi Royal) pay HUSSEIN to attend HARVARD LAW SCHOOL? 
Was HUSSEIN a prominent political figure or a person of influence at the time? 
No. 
Who is Valerie Jarrett? 
Where was she born? 
When did Valerie Jarrett hire Michelle Robinson? 
1991 
Timeline.

This above by @indeknow is correct .... Obama was a Globalist Puppet and he ran his presidency obviously doing what the Globalist
insisted , Obama was a good puppet , you can even call him a Manchurian President .... The Globalist had plans that HRC would
finish off America's sovereignty after Obama almost destroyed it with massive debt they thought it was beyond repair , but along
came Trump and here we are , and now it's time to arrest and prosecute them all to the fullest extent of the law ...that mean's hang'm
for treason.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250323/18914168)  context  full comments

Bob Mueller and Democrats desperately trying to stop what's coming. by SerialBrain2  in GreatAwakening
History: 8 points( +9 | -1 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-30 18:05:36)

[ - ] Parent: SerialBrain2  83 points ( +89 | -6 ) 2019-05-31 09:18:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250352)

Nicely put together @SerialBrain2

Now let's hope that the Plan is finally set in motion to where we can see some elite player criminals actually being arrested and
charged..

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250352/18913880)  context  full comments

Google has actively scrubbed "Seth Rich" from its search suggestions by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 16 points( +16 | -0 ) at 2019-06-01 11:34:14

History: 14 points( +14 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-30 17:39:22)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  186 points ( +188 | -2 ) 2019-05-31 09:18:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250366)

Reddit Sucks Dick for taking the Great Awakening sub and all Q'anon formats off of it's site. But voat.co has surely been the winner in
all of Reddit's screw ups in getting rid of Q'anon subs...So thanks for the information , but I choose not to engage in Reddit because
they are obviously Deep State influenced

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3250366/18913379)  context  full comments

Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That Was Wikileaks Source by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-30 17:34:06)
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[ - ] Parent: j_Dawg_01  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-05-31 09:19:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18911113)

You are correct that Mueller lied, but your reasoning is flawed.

There's no way Mueller can say conclusively who hacked the DNC server because the FBI never examined it. The FBI simply
accepted the claim made by Crowdstrike.

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT...

This is flat out wrong. It's true that many people suspect that Seth Rich was the leaker, but Assange hasn't testified yet, so it's still
just speculation. What we do know, based on Bill Binney's testimony, is that it was definitely not a hack, it was a leak.

One last thing. When you post comments in ALL CAPS and ALL BOLD CAPS without any punctuation, you make yourself look
stupid. If you want people to take you seriously, learn to use proper grammar and punctuation. Learn to format a sentence and a
paragraph.

And just so you know ahead of time, I will not engage in any back-and-forth debate with you. I've had my say and I'm moving on.

You do yours your way and I'l do mine My way ...end of conversation ...Thank You !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18913283)  context  full comments

Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That Was Wikileaks Source by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-30 17:23:46)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-31 09:19:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18908401)

gotcha

sorry, Im a little overly suspicious since our sub Owner had to flee a pack of doxxing death threat issuing retards

Same here @MolochHunter I'm almost afraid to read some of the comments after all that bullshit that just went down ... I'm not sure
who's serious or who's here just to try and bring down the whole Q'anon following and all the Q boards on line ...But one thing still
reins true :" We are up against an Evil Bunch of Satanist."

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18913081)  context  full comments

Democrats Outraged After McConnell Vows To Fill Any Supreme Court Vacancy In 2020 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2019-05-30 05:09:12)

[ - ] Parent: angelCole  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:47:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3247919/18892680)

We don't have a Republican controlled house, it's controlled by the dims, the senate is controlled by the Republicans. Q is
suggesting they are keeping her alive to continue to vote for her and write her opinions because otherwise if they lose another
SC justice that's even worse for them. They think they can keep her alive until a dem president takes office only that won't happen,
at least not until 2025 at the earliest.

Not even then @angelCole

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3247919/18905273)  context  full comments

Democrats Outraged After McConnell Vows To Fill Any Supreme Court Vacancy In 2020 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2019-05-30 05:08:12)

[ - ] Parent: virge  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2019-05-30 10:47:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3247919/18890965)

I see no purpose in keeping Ginsburg alive when you have a Republican controlled house and Republican President.

If Q is suggesting enemies of the country are keeping her alive, then I cannot possibly see why it would be allowed to continue. If
Q is suggesting his team is keeping her alive, that's even worse because it demonstrates more corruption in the highest court of
the land.

This is no "long-game". If Ginsburg is dead, the entire Political system is now the enemy of the Citizens, from top to bottom, red to
blue, they're all traitors.

sorry but the House is controlled by the Democrats @virge

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3247919/18905253)  context  full comments

Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That Was Wikileaks Source by Stonenchizel
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in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.8 hours ago (2019-05-30 04:59:40)

[ - ] Parent: chocolatepatriot2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:47:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18904330)

yes, thanks for the reminder about the Russian hacking lies in the report, A clear picture of why Mueller spoke today is a mystery,
Mueller himself said the report would speak for him. I wonder what the coded message for the DS was today? I thought JA was
already in America.

Nope , Julian is in a med hospital in a prison in Europe somewhere, probably exactly where the DS wants him to be...so they can kill
him if he threatens to tell who his source really was ......#SETH RICH of course !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18905106)  context  full comments

Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That Was Wikileaks Source by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.8 hours ago (2019-05-30 04:57:16)

[ - ] Parent: ibepokey  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:47:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18901868)

dude. caps lock.

go talk to @amarQ144 he did it.... lmao

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18905083)  context  full comments

Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That Was Wikileaks Source by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-05-30 04:55:28)

[ - ] Parent: P80  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:47:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18901468)

Seth, pissed off about Alice cheating Bernie voters, leaked from the DNC servers, it was not a hack. Molesta put a hit out on "the
leaker." Seth was shot by MS13 thugs, later murdered themselves. Seth survived the GSWs only to die postsurgically in the
hospital.

Seth got a memorial bike rack at the DNC. His family still hasn't grown back their collective spines.

My suspicion is that Awan confirmed to Brazile, Podesta, etc Seth being the leaker. Why Awan is still alive I haven't a clue...just
lucky I suppose.

Look for him under DWS's skirt.

@P80 LMAO 2x Patriot ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18905065)  context  full comments

Once Robert Mueller Claimed The Russian Military Hacked HRC, He Lied - It Was Seth Rich That Was Wikileaks Source by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-05-30 04:52:59)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:47:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18901003)

I'm sure glad you do everything in caps and bold so we know your post is worth reading!

Are you still barking up that old tree @amarQ144

watch out or the dog might pee on your leg if your only paying attention to that old tree... lol

wwg1wga Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249066/18905040)  context  full comments

The Senate needs to subpoena Muller after today's statement. He needs to answer some questions. Start the list here. by
redditbelowsme  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-05-30 04:42:49)
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[ - ] Parent: Cristo316  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:48:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249315/18903896)

Who killed Seth Rich? Who ordered the hit?

That one is easy John Podesta and Hillary Clinton ordered the hit and they had 2 MS 13 gang members kill Seth Rich and then had
those 2 gang members killed 2 weeks later

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249315/18904938)  context  full comments

The Senate needs to subpoena Muller after today's statement. He needs to answer some questions. Start the list here. by
redditbelowsme  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-05-30 04:40:55)

[ - ] Parent: cimota_miles  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:48:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249315/18903037)

Where is the evidence showing Russians hacked the DNC server ?

Now this is a good question! @cimota_miles

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3249315/18904917)  context  full comments

Former Asst Sec of State for Diplomatic Security, testifies under oath, that he warned HRC twice about unsecure blackberrys and emails by
LakotaPride  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.5 hours ago (2019-05-30 01:18:45)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  28 points ( +28 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:48:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3249029)

Great Post Patriot ! Its truly amazing how much Judicial Watch has gotten from the government with suing with the FOIA. Plus i love
Tom Fitton because this guy is serious with his job and has helped us get so much truth out of the government when they tried to
hold back our FOIA rights, but its cool when the nfo comes straight from an insider, like Seth Rich was an insider until they killed him
for giving Julian Assange passwords to dccc and podesta emails

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3249029/18901902)  context  full comments

WARNING! CALIFORNIA TO LET MURDERERS GO FREE - Also Proposed Bill: Buying a Bible in CA Will Be Illegal!! by GodsAngell  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:17:21

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:46:54

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 11 hours ago (2019-05-29 23:48:26)

[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:48:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248981/18899883)

Guess that's why Pelosi, Feinstein & Waters all act "funny"

That;s because they are all Satanic Witches @defrockeddavidbrock
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WTF ! I live in California and own at least 6 Bibles or more .... Let them try and arrest Me , that will be the day that the Second
Amendment truly goes into effect...
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They push this to a showdown because they have no other choice. We will begrudgingly fuck them all over with the long arm of
the law. Oh well. We tried to move on didn't we?

We did but the Liberal's want War ...and they are going to get more than a war this time around.... they are going to get indicted.
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I was able to tune in for about the last three minutes of the live-stream on YouTube. Mueller said that he is now classifying himself
as a "private citizen" or "regular citizen" or something like that. I didn't catch enough of it to get the full context, so Idk if he's
implying that he's stepping down or resigning or what. Something's definitely up!

He was trying to set up a impeachment go ahead for the Liberals, most likely he was asked to do this by Send Chairman Nadler to
get Pepsi on board to impeach Trump. And he's basically trying to give Congress enough to impeach Barr because he knows Barr
will find out even Mueller was involved in the Coup attempt
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Yes, but what they say now is what puts them on the knife. It's what Bar finds that makes the knife sway and eventually topples all
of them with their actions and words.

They have already committed those said crimes of Sedition in the Coup Attempt on Trump.
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FUCK OBAMA'S NETFLIX!
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Sauce
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Mueller on the knife edge with Comey. Either one moves the wrong way they both topple. Let's have fun and see how many
traitors we can get on that knife edge before they all topple. Mueller won't say anything more beyond what's in the report? Boy
that thing must of been worked over from here to Britain, Australia, zipped over to New Zealand, and across to Canada, with
Hillary getting the last review. Yea, let's get them all on the knife and see which way it sways, Vegas will make book on who falls
first.

@Pollycracker it doesn't matter what any of them say now, its too late Attorney General Barr has so much authority to investigate and
to prosecute ALL of Them that have colluded to commit Sedition against a sitting President of the U.S.A. also these same players
who were involved in the Coup attempt are guilty of Treason against America and the American People.
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it is BS to say you can't charge a president, it's unconstitutional, please show me where in the constitution it says that. Either say
trump did nothing illegal, or if he did charge him with crimes.

It's not there Patriot , it's Mueller's excuse that he wants a second chance , but like President Trump said " It's over , No Collusion No
Obstruction ".... period!

wwg1wga
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Your caps lock is stuck.

And ?
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thanks .. I hit enter before I proofed it.

It's all good Patriot , we got the point.
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Deep State is panicking to send their old Swampman out to make that statement.

We must be over the target!

Obama's spying extended further back than anyone imagined, **and Obama used the NSA's most powerful eavesdropping tools
(not just database searches) on Americans. ** Press them even harder now!!

That's right Patriot , the Dem's are basically protecting their top players Obama, Clinton and all of Obama's Intelligence Agency's
leaders during that 2016 period., Comey, Clapper, Brennan etc..etc... etc.... Let the show finally expose the true perpetrator's of the
whole Fake Russia , Russia , Russia LIE !
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Yes but he also connected those allegations to actual "GJ indictments" which alledge. If they are GJ indictment allegations then
that's a bit bigger than just say msm allegations.

Tells me that the GJ allegations are actually charges and they are against DS players. Yet, Q team seems to want to continue to
leave that huge gap of missing exculpatory evidence out of the light for now. Possibly baiting Nadler inc to move forward with
impeachment proceedings. Whew. I guess we've got an entire Summer & Fall to go now watching Senate hearings & Court tv
prgraming covering the hearings asthey all begin trickling out..?

@julzee2 It does look that way Patriot !
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he just reiterated what he already typed out in his report. Dems already knew this but are afraid to start impeachment. They also
let W run free when he liewd about WMDs and tortured innocents. Then repubs repaid the favor by never impeaching Obama.

Yeah Patriot they did do those things, but these Dem's are loyal to Hillary Clinton and not because she is a great politician but
because she holds dirty laundry on all of them. We all know this whole Russia Lie leads back to HRC, but what Mueller just did was
a favor to Jerry Nadler to get Pelosi to go along with an Impeachment process. But the Senate will NEVER Impeach President Trump
so , Pelosi is actually right in not going forward with impeachment process because like i said the Senate will never impeach Trump.
So either way you look at it , it will be more American's Tax Dollars being wasted because the Liberal's in Congress feel the need to
protect HRC and the rest of the D.S. players that were involved in the Coup Attempt. And Mueller basically was trying to save his ass
because AG Barr is now investigating the investigators who were all involved in the Coup attempt and will exposed with Barrs
investigation.
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That's right Patriot ! Isn't it in a court of law if a person tells one lie that his whole testimony can be considered a lie ... Well then
Robert Mueller just lied to America when he said that Russia hacked HRC to destroy her campaign. It was SETH RICH and
everyone knows it !
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Let Me guess , "MAGA Hats" These fucking Liberal Pussies are too much and need to grow a set or sew a pair back on since they
all want to be girls lately ... Generation Z = Fucked !
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I think the Dims are being set up. Mueller is a liar and a traitor. He just can’t seem to bring himself to admit to others that his
investigation was a complete and total farce. Nader is stupid enough to take the bait, anyone who votes for impeachment is
marking themselves as compromised. Sucks to be them.

Maybe Patriot , maybe....but Treason and Sedition are punishable by death and that's why these Coup attempter's are trying to re-
start Russia, Russia, Russia Bullshit again!
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Nothing happened. Barr can implicate Potus and he did not. Case closed, let's move on. Let the Dems push their fake narrative
as much as they want.

Right !
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I'd trade it for "traitor"

@QueenB Yes Traitor is a good word , but just maybe Mueller was involved in this Coup Attempt since he is best friends James
Comey and they both know that what they have done is about toe exposed by Attorney General Barr's Investigation.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18892707)  context  full comments

Mueller Tries To Cover His Own Ass From Being Involved In The Attempted Coup Of President Trump Since AG Barr Is Now Investigating
Investigators by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-05-29 16:44:15)

[ - ] Parent: swimkin  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:51:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18891719)

He's as guilty as the rest of them... I say indict them all including him.

@skimkin Now that is a great idea Patriot ..... That's exactly what all the Liberal Black Hat perp's are afraid of...being prosecuted for
Treason and Sedition !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18892654)  context  full comments

Mueller Tries To Cover His Own Ass From Being Involved In The Attempted Coup Of President Trump Since AG Barr Is Now Investigating
Investigators by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-05-29 16:42:27)
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[ - ] Parent: 4841400209  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:51:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18891980)

Exactly. And did you notice how many times he used the word "allegedly"?

@4841400209 Exactly ...That's called Lawyer talk....they are professional " Beat Around The Proverbial Bush, Mother Fuckers"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18892621)  context  full comments

Mueller Tries To Cover His Own Ass From Being Involved In The Attempted Coup Of President Trump Since AG Barr Is Now Investigating
Investigators by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-05-29 16:39:56)

[ - ] Parent: 369693936  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:51:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18891686)

This is just to rile civil unrest.

When they audit the money and follow who was paid for what, there is nothing that will save any of them.

@3693936 That's actually Correct Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18892566)  context  full comments

Mueller Tries To Cover His Own Ass From Being Involved In The Attempted Coup Of President Trump Since AG Barr Is Now Investigating
Investigators by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +7 | -1 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-05-29 16:35:16)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:51:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18891496)

Mueller left enough in his statement to open the door for dems to start impeachment.

Mueller is a coward stating he will not talk publicly again.

He does not want to answer any questions related to him or his kangaro hanging team.

@USAMatters That's exactly why the Republican's should drag Mueller before Congressional Hearings and question him on all of
the shit that happened during the FBI investigation to push Clinton into the White House but it backfired.Question Mueller why he
didn't investigate the Fake Dossier where HRC's Campaign colluded with foreign entities to destroy Trump's chances of getting
elected. Here's Mueller's problem , he doesn't want to answer questions from Republican's but wants to push forward the
impeachment of AG William Barr because he investigating the Coup attempt by Mueller and Rosenstein . Also he is still attempting
to help Dem's impeach Trump from office which is really Sedition if you look how far and how hard the Dem's are trying to get rid of
Trump along with now Mueller, 2 1/2 years and 30 million dollars but not sufficient evidence ( NOT GUILTY ) only proves My point
that Mueller is trying to protect himself from being charged with treason and Sedition.. He's afraid of hanging from a noose...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18892480)  context  full comments

Mueller Tries To Cover His Own Ass From Being Involved In The Attempted Coup Of President Trump Since AG Barr Is Now Investigating
Investigators by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-05-29 16:24:54)

[ - ] Parent: Scotanon29  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2019-05-30 10:51:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18891394)

I feel like he just threw the President under the bus, and threw the Democrats a big, juicy steak.

@Scotanon29 He did , yet proving My point ! Mueller has always been a Black Hat loyal to the Clinton's ....Do a search back a few
years and you will understand exactly what I mean when I say he is loyal to the Clinton's.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3248145/18892303)  context  full comments

I'm writing to say goodbye by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +2 | -2 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-05-29 05:49:45)
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[ - ] Parent: Crensch  6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 2019-05-29 11:43:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246860/18880083)

I think so, too. Declass is just like many of the "BOOM"s, where the information dropped from X source to Y audience is HUGE for
a very few, small, select amount of people that can really appreciate the gravity of what's happened. The rest of us hear a pin drop
and think, "we knew that? Like, 5 months ago?"

I'm in this for the long haul. I'll not be suffering any absurdities thanks to Putt's latest sticky. If Voat is the Wild West, I'll shoot
whoever I goddamn please.

Now that is the ticket @Crensch Fight the fuckers with the same medicine they dish out ..... Putt wants the Wild West ...Let's give it to
the Shill's ... full on , no holding back! The MoFo's mess with our Mod well then they should get the whole sub attacking them the way
they did to @Srayzie

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246860/18885280)  context  full comments

I'm writing to say goodbye by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-05-29 05:32:35)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-29 11:43:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246860/18883354)

Holy crap vindicator! How do these guys have so much time to sit on voat AND reddit all day long?

Must be getting PAID to troll and disrupt!

That's what it sounds like to Me @Shizy

You know I wouldn't put it past Soros or HRC to actually fund some of these losers to try and destroy the @GAsub and anything
related to Q'anon

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246860/18885092)  context  full comments

I'm writing to say goodbye by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +5 | -4 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

History: 3 points( +5 | -2 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +5 | -2 ) 12 hours ago (2019-05-28 23:27:34)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  6 points ( +12 | -6 ) 2019-05-29 11:43:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246860/18878944)

Apparently, threatening mods and their kids are considered free speech. You’re special. I really enjoyed you!

@srayzie YOU STILL HAVE TO STAY, BY LETTING THE SHILLS DO THIS , MEANS THEY WILL CONTINUE TO DO THIS AGAIN
AND AGAIN .... FRONT OFF THE SHILLS BY NAME AND LET US ALL SHILL THE SHILLS...THESE FUCKING LOSER'S HAVE
NOTHING BETTER TO DO THAN CREATE NEGATIVE OUTPUT , THAT'S THEIR AGENDA TO DESTROY WHAT YOU HAVE
CREATED BECAUSE THEY KNOW THAT EVERYONE IS LEAVING QRV BECAUSE OF THEIR MOD'S ARE NOT CORRECTING
THE FOUL PORN IN QRV ... THIS IS NOT YOUR FAULT , THEY ARE JEALOUS THAT YOU RUN A TIGHT SHIP...STAY FOR A
WHILE LONGER AND MAYBE "Q" WILL SAY SOMETHING ABOUT THIS BULLSHIT THAT THE SHILLS HAVE CAUSED..

GIVE IT SOME MORE TIME @srayie DON'T DO IT , AT LEAST NOT RIGHT NOW... JUST GO SILENT FOR A FEW DAYS AND DON'T
PAY ATTENTION TO THOSE FUCKING SHILL LOSERS WHO ARE TRYING TO BUST UP EVERY Q'ANON FORUM...

REMEMBER :

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246860/18879245)  context  full comments

I'm writing to say goodbye by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +22 | -18 ) at 2019-05-30 10:50:45

History: 5 points( +22 | -17 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +22 | -17 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-28 23:02:17)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  119 points ( +163 | -44 ) 2019-05-29 11:44:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246860)

NO WAY FUCK THAT @srayzie ! FUCK THE SHILLS! DON'T LEAVE , IF YOU ARE GOING TO LEAVE I'M NOT SURE I WANT TO BE
HERE EITHER, IF YOU LEAVE THE SHILLS HAVE WON. DON'T LET THEM DO THEM DO THAT TO YOU @srayzie STAY PLEASE
STAY .... THE @GAsub WON'T BE THE SAME WITHOUT YOU!

I'M JUST SAYING IF YOU ARE LEAVING , I MIGHT BE GONE TOO .... THIS IS TOO MUCH TO LET THE SHILL'S PUSH YOU
OUT....FUCK THEM !

REMEMBER @srayzie

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246860/18878763)  context  full comments

Quote of the day by Democrats by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-28 21:31:50)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  96 points ( +99 | -3 ) 2019-05-29 11:44:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246517)

You have hit the proverbial "Nail on the Head" Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246517/18877283)  context  full comments

REP ELIJAH CUMMINGS PUSHES BACK ON ALLEGATIONS AGAINST WIFE'S NON-PROFIT: 'BASELESS CLAIMS' by Mscss  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-28 21:09:40)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-29 11:44:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246592)

That old man with that younger woman and your telling me everything is on the up & up ...LMAO 10X ...That's absolutely
ridiculous...that old bat has more crooked money dealings than anyone else in congress except maybe Mad Maxine Waters

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3246592/18876879)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham Drops Bomb On Nat. TV: Pelosi's Job Is In Danger by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-28 20:06:22)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-29 11:44:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3246437/18875066)

Brother, we could see that one coming. great dig and thread.

Yeah Bro, Pelosi is proving that her time is past and she have never been voted back in for the Dem's to run the House as
Speaker...She is stuck in the past and is only there to protect her old crimes from being exposed.....at all cost! Pelosi will be one of
the worst criminal's outted if she ever truly is investigated...I believe she is a Heroin addict ... Just from experiences in My life , I truly
believe this to be true, Pelosi is a drug addict !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3246437/18875889)  context  full comments

Mueller Team: There Was No Draft Indictment For Trump by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-28 20:02:14)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-29 11:44:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3246509/18875366)

Brother that was a great read, another proof of Fake News MSM being the enemy of we the people, hope he enjoys GTMO.

That's right Bro, I see No reason for Mueller to have to go before Congressional Hearing since he decided not to indict the whole
thing is over ! Except the Dem's are trying to beat a dead horse and make it come back to life....lol

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3246509/18875801)  context  full comments

SEVEN CRIMINAL'S FROM THE Q'ANON DROPS THAT NEED TO BE PROSECUTED SO AMERICA'N'S CAN REGAIN CONFIDENCE IN
THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, BECAUSE WWG1WGA by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-28 19:58:24)

[ - ] Parent: threesevens  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-29 11:44:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3245480/18868727)

Why not?

They thought you were speaking of Senator John Mc Stain.... No offense Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3245480/18875740)  context  full comments

SEVEN CRIMINAL'S FROM THE Q'ANON DROPS THAT NEED TO BE PROSECUTED SO AMERICA'N'S CAN REGAIN CONFIDENCE IN
THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, BECAUSE WWG1WGA by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-28 19:52:59)

[ - ] Parent: Conway  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-29 11:44:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3245480/18869937)

Were down to 7 now? What happened to the 85k+ indictments. The swamp only being 7 people seems we may have
overreacted.

Are you not able to actually read what is in the whole post , or are you one of those guys that comments to the title only ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3245480/18875649)  context  full comments

Franklin Graham Calls For 'Special Day Of Prayer' To Protect Trump From Enemies by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-28 19:44:49)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-29 11:45:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3245859/18872850)

I am not puffed up in my own knowledge(as some are), and am grateful for the ppl of God in my University..when you point out
what say is breaking a commandment,by me, that is judgement not reproof..one you break one law you are guilty of breaking
them all..so you are either Christ, or a sinner too,which you seem to have no problem with..now go on TV and confess your sins
and Christ is lord, or no way you can be trusted to have a say in anything..you wield the word like its a personal weapon to attack
ppl, but you haven't allowed the sword to cut you first..have a great day, because im no longer going to continue arguing..

@Podingo Don't waste your time with 70times7 the dude is a self proclaimed judge of all things not related to himself. But in reality
the poor dude has to try and exclaim he is most righteous dude ever and knows more than any other person about God and if it
weren't for Jesus , he himself would be standing next to Gods right hand to judge all the people, but 70times7 is the one that needs
professional help because for someone claiming to be a person of God , 70times7 always spews his voice to the most negative form
of speaking of others as though he is to be considered the most high himself 70times7 is a lost soul that needs to do some self
judgement and quit attacking others because that is not of God at all...That is Satan's work...or some foul fucker who thinks it's his
place in life to judge others and everything about others. But yet he has nothing positive to say ever...Who's that remind you of...
Could it be Satan? Because 70times7 sure knows how to spew hate and it is always his mantra.Hate , Hate,Hate ! It really gets old
when it's all he writes in comments...
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Franklin Graham Calls For 'Special Day Of Prayer' To Protect Trump From Enemies by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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You didnt really answer. Why did you chose the word brother? Is that something you call everyone? Or just here? Or only when
speaking of biblical matters?

Or?

*if your done talking, it seems you did not really mean i was your "brother" at all. Brothers dont abandon mid conversation.

And there you have it... Exactly like I have said before , you @70times7 are the NEGATIVE link in probably every chain you have
glue or you attempt to connect your sorry ass negative ways & problems onto others , you are the epitome of Satan's worker , by
spreading hate in any way possible, you sir are the Devil's advocate ...I'm so done with Satan , Thank You but NO Thank You !

Bye Felicia ! (Satan)

wwg1'wg - woy @70times7
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Obama declared war on Trump when he realized that Trump was going to beat Hillary Clinton in the 2016 election & become
president & therefore see everything Obama did & how many times Obama broke the law as POTUS. Obama now knows he's fucked
because Trump Will legally destroy that fucking imposter Obama & make him pay for what he has done up until this very day, and
that's leading a Coup attempt even as we speak... Obama is behind all of the whole Russian Collusion Lie!

Obama soon Gitmo bound to dangle from a rope.

wwg1wga
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Franklin Graham Calls For 'Special Day Of Prayer' To Protect Trump From Enemies by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:43:31

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-05-28 17:52:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2019-05-28 15:04:01)

[ - ] Parent: VoterinVegas  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-05-28 17:52:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3245859/18870439)

In Jesus name we pray. Protect Donald John Trump and his entire family from the Evil of Satan and the Democrat party. Make all
those who attack him perish.

Amen
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Trump said on camera he has never repented of his sins.

Aka, never turned from his old ways and been born again of Christs spirit.

There a reason people ignore this?

That has nothing to do with praying for someone. You always look for negative outcomes, I feel sorry for you dude. Who hurt you so
bad that you only expel hate?

Just curious...
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AbeShinzo :President Trump And The First Lady Are Staying In Japan As The First State Guests Akie And I Are Looking Forward To Seeing
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Well, Well, Well it is interesting that President Trump is staying in Japan during this particular Memorial day. While at the same
time the deep state is flipping out about there imminent demise (Think GITMO), and you have a full blown Populist upheaval
going on throughout Europe this weekend...I just wonder if it is time for the mass arrests to begin NOW!

Something smells like it's brewing Patriot , I get the same feeling.
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Extraordinarily difficult to wrap one's mind around the numbers who paid the ultimate price for freedom. Even more so when so
many of our citizens seem to shun the very idea that those men and women sacrificed their lives for.

R.I.P. all those have been laid to rest. My plea to my fellow Americans... Educate those who are truly ignorant and have never
been taught what Memorial Day is. Sadly so many poor souls think it's a weekend for camping, sales, fishing, cookouts and drunk
fests.

It truly is sad that many American's have No play in the game so to say " so they have No respect for the many Families who have
sacrificed their very Blood and that runs deeper than anything someone with no play in the game could ever imagine.... That's why I
posted this story , I thought it said everything that matters this day as we remember the True Hero's of Amerca and why we are a
great country because so many have sacrificed their life for this country.

God Bless Patriot !

wwg1wga
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-28 02:15:02)
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My family have been fighting and dying for America since the Mayflower. I galls me no end when the world's flotsam and jetsam
can waltz in, after all the killing and dying's done, and skim the cream from the top.

Fuck that. FUCK THAT.

We had ancestors at Andersonville. One didn't make it. And that's just one story of MANY.

Today's phony "Refugees" can drop dead.

I want my family back -- and all the cousins never born, generations of them, because our men were killed as boys.

Right Patriot ! No one can make that happen , but may God bless your Family for all the sacrifices they have made for this country !

WWG1WGA
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Mindblower! 1) Trump restoring Fireworks at Mt Rushmore July 4th, 2020, 2) Where Trump Will Announce his 2020 VP Running Mate: JFK,
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JFK Jr is alive is a "theory" or "rumor" at this point. It is not substantiated fact, not yet. Consequently, when trying to Wake People
Up, I would avoid topics like this, that have not yet been confirmed as Fact.

Stick to the facts we know, that blast away at the lies people have been told. That is by far enough for newbies to handle.

Either way GAngell , John Jr would be a Democrat ...or what's your take on that since his whole Family was Democratic Liberal's

Great put together post btw ...

wwg1wga
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I asked the same question on a different site. I was told that it was because there weren't that many sea turtles, so we HAVE to
protect them. I think it is a perversion to value any animal over a human being, not that I promote anything against animals. But
still, we should, as a species, value our own over others. Why else would we put down a rabid dog, with all the laws against
animal cruelty? Because we value human life... to some degree. It's just sad that pre-born babies don't carry the same value.

Yeah you are right Patriot, The Left have discriminated against the unborn for far too long.... It's kind of sickening that they have no
conscience when it comes to human life...
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Q showed a picture of Japanese Q followers, so I looked somewhat into the people of Japan. They have great wisdom. INSPIRING WORDS
by Lauraingalls  in GreatAwakening
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Q does not say anything about the secret Jewish families that own the FED and the Bank of England, it does not say anything
about the chemtrails, about the Jewish creation of money at the cost of paper and ink and that it lends to people with usury to
steal their lives and enslave it, does not talk about hidden technologies, free energy, miraculous cures. Q does nothing but
distract and do what is, the fool. Another false dissidence of the Jew. The misinformers of the Jew always do the same. They tell
you a true to gain your trust in your case expose the pedophilia of the elite while putting the fan of shit, lies and distractions

Seems like you are in the wrong sub @feli00 all the time!

Get over the Jew hating, it gets really old, & you have worn the fuck out it already..... Chill Mother Fucker!

Comprende'?
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Japanese Proverbs have always had a top priority in the life practiced for perfection in Japan & with the Japanese People.... Great
post @Lauraingalls

WWG1WGA
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Why should they care if they go to jail? They are fed, clothed, shelter, have all they need right there to be taken care of and made
comfortable without having to really work for it. Jails today do very little to deter any crime. Nope, no reason at all that they should
care to go to jail.

Right? ... three hots and a cot ' ... is sure better than a cold bridge somewhere in southern desert at night ..hell or even day
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darkness to light is a distraction. What will not tell you Q is that evil is Hebrew aka Jew

AND YOU ARE A DELUSIONAL PROPHET OF WHOM @feli00 ?
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Absolutely Treason and Sedition and must be prosecuted as such.

wwg1wga
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Thanks for keeping us in the loop @srayzie

I might not have even checked today but you posted this above , Great Mod'ing Boss"

wwg1wga
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It's obvious that Obama loyal Globalist bought judges are totally working against President Trump.

Fire or Remove them for their blatant loyalty to Obama because I'm sure they all donated cash to Obama's 2012 run for POTUS.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3242700/18835737)  context  full comments

DC MURDER: Obama Passport Records ALTERED by John Brennan (..Trip to PAKISTAN Removed) by TurquoiseLover  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-05-26 16:38:01)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  114 points ( +117 | -3 ) 2019-05-27 00:14:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3242528)

Wow... Great find @TurquoiseLover

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3242528/18835684)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-05-26 02:28:42)

[ - ] Parent: LoveIsBlind  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:14:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18815014)

Great news! Praise God!

Amen !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18826794)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-05-26 02:28:13)

[ - ] Parent: 1scm  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:14:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18817060)

Glad to hear it - keep well Patriot!

Thank You Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18826789)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:57:18)

[ - ] Parent: jsmithhomegrown3  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:14:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18820114)

God be Praised!

Amen Patriot ....Amen !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18820320)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:56:46)
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[ - ] Parent: saffremaquis  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:15:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18816386)

Grateful to read wonderful news about a Patriot! God bless you and your family always!

God Bless You also Patriot....God is Good & has Blessed Us beyond My wildest dreams and I am truly grateful!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18820314)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:54:03)

[ - ] Parent: R2077R  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:15:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18816367)

Hang in there patriot, a lot of good people have been praying for you with obvious great results.

Thank You Anon @R2077R " Together We Are Strong "

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18820282)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:52:54)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:15:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18815867)

So happy to hear this but I am not at all surprised.

Our Prayers are full of POWER.

IT'S ALL ACCORDING TO YOUR FAITH.

ALL YOU NEED IS FAITH!

God speed Patriots

WWG1WGA

So True Patriot ...I am truly a believer in The Lord Jesus Christ and His power of Healing not only the Mind Body and Soul , but also
any ailment that have burdened us with damaging effects , the Lord can and will remove all that has made us unsure of our future
and replace it with joy everlasting if only we believe... To Believe and Speak It is huge in any recovery .... I just Thank The Lord that
He has so much Grace that I am always welcome home... if you know what I mean ?

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18820266)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:46:03)

[ - ] Parent: HighPlainsDrifter1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:15:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18815807)

Stonechizel, that is wonderful news my friend!! God is all powerful and I am so happy that he has lifted this burden from you!!! God
Bless you Patriot!!!

Thank You @HighPlainsDrifter1 ...God is good all the time!

God Bless Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18820193)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:44:48)
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[ - ] Parent: Secret_1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:15:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18815122)

GREAT HOLY NEWS!!! AMEN!! The Lord hears our prayers, especially when praying together for a singular purpose.

GOD has given us the preventatives, also. So, my friend Patriot,,,research Essiac to keep yourself cancer free... ALSO, a higher
PH balance in your body will keep cancers away, that's why so many waters are coming out with 8.0 - 9.5 PHs.... GOD Bless you
and yours, Warrior!

Thank You Patriot ...I will do , now I'm curious..

God Bless,

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18820180)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Nancy Pelosi Is Either Delusional Or Misrepresenting Where Democrats Stand On Impeachment by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:42:13)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:15:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3240466/18819091)

What a total loon this woman is. Heaven help us, Nancy Pelosi sure as hell isn't going to. They need to put her nutty rear end in a
rest home, loony bin or a dry out center, because she sure isn't mentally stable enough to be in a government office.

Well Patriot Nancy Pelosi is a hard core Heroin addict , but she has hidden it good for years but now the blinders are coming off and
she has been exposed !

Heaven help that poor lady , because she will really have a hard time in prison trying to kick that evil shit drug...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3240466/18820142)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Nancy Pelosi Is Either Delusional Or Misrepresenting Where Democrats Stand On Impeachment by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:38:24)

[ - ] Parent: Qd4Action  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:16:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3240466/18814115)

Nancy Pelosi got the idea from watching an episode of Dr. Phil while she was shit-faced, flying back from SF to DC.

Isn't it a coincidence that after their group grope, all the Democrats begin talking about 'a coverup'. What a bunch of buffoons!

Yeah it's obviously ridiculous bullshit like Trump often says, the Democrats don't want their constituents to realize that Mueller
Investigated Trump for 2 1/2 years with 30 Million Dollars is fee's...There is Nothing Criminal in Trump's recent past and the
Democrats are delusional for even talking impeachment ... But that's ok because they know they can NOT beat Trump in 2020 so
they have to try something else... but

TRUMP WILL DECIMATE WHOEVER HE RUNS AGAINST IN 2020

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3240466/18820090)  context  full comments

Brennan, Clapper Lash Out Trump For Declassifying 2016 Election Intel / Dark To Light You Globalist Puppets by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:28:54)

[ - ] Parent: CantDentTheBrent  -4 points ( +1 | -5 ) 2019-05-27 00:16:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3241163/18818925)

You guys have actually turned politics into nigger ball

Amazing right ! ... Even a shill like you can state their opinion ...FREE SPEECH sure is awesome... If you don't like it then - Get over it
!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3241163/18819974)  context  full comments

Adam Schiff Makes Quite A Revealing Statement After Trump Orders Declassification Of Spying Documents by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-31 09:22:11

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:25:06)
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[ - ] Parent: Khemyst  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:16:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239984/18818322)

he needs a hemp necktie,soon, for his treasonous behavior and lying about it as being Trump that needs to pay for the Dem's
crimes!!

He definitely needs something around his pencil neck .... preferably what you've stated Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239984/18819914)  context  full comments

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Panics During Thunderstorm, Says DC Weather Is Result Of 'Climate Crisis.' A Meteorologist Hilariously Shuts
Her Down by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-28 10:14:15

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-25 18:23:18)

[ - ] Parent: BlazingBear1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-27 00:16:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3240063/18816546)

If you aren’t aware of how AOC came to tun for her seat: Justice Democrats is a well funded group that is Soros related. They
advertised all over the US for people to “play” a Congress person. People came in and “auditioned”. Those that they liked, they
funded. AOC was one of them. They ran a number of people across the US - giving them scripts, talking points, etc. They liked
AOC enough they put AOC on the Board of Justice Democrats. She was the only one of their people who won. When it came out
in the news about Justice Democrats she stepped down and they distanced themselves from her public ally. However, she is still
a highly scripted and run politician/actress.

Yes Patriot this is obvious .... AOC absolutely is a female Obama look alike and that was their purpose in thinking the people would
like her without even knowing why they liked her... check her out and then look at a picture of Hussein when he was a bit younger
and there you have it ... AOC = Hussein female form but this time their puppet AOC was dumb as shit and doesn't know how to speak
properly so... In the end - She is a Soros Puppet... period!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3240063/18819895)  context  full comments

Brennan, Clapper Lash Out Trump For Declassifying 2016 Election Intel / Dark To Light You Globalist Puppets by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +4 | -2 ) at 2019-05-27 00:13:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +4 | -2 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-05-25 16:42:50)

[ - ] Parent: indeknow  14 points ( +15 | -1 ) 2019-05-27 00:16:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3241163/18817376)

Those who scream the loudest...

Q

Exactly Right Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3241163/18818354)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 hours ago (2019-05-25 04:14:07)

[ - ] Parent: Agapechik57  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:11:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18809792)

Praise Jesus! He is our Healer!

Yes He is Patriot ! @Agapechik57

To God All the Glory for He is Awesome & His Grace is for everyone...

WG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18810549)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:45:36

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 hours ago (2019-05-25 04:12:13)
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[ - ] Parent: quantum1234  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:11:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18808756)

I just signed on and was thrilled by your great news!! May God Bless you and keep you healthy for many, many more years!

Thank You so much @quantum1234 May God Bless You also...

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18810523)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.5 hours ago (2019-05-25 03:43:11)

[ - ] Parent: chocolatepatriot2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:11:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18809514)

LOOK AT ALL OF THE UPVOTES, ITS A PARTY OVER HERE. oh awesome new science says the same thing as the bible. that
our words can change our DNA. speak live. https://universallighthous.wixsite.com/loveandlight/blog/scientists-prove-dna-can-be-
reprogrammed-by-our-own-words?fbclid=IwAR2Sybs0K9MModKV59xuR4m9vXJAKIdN8-eo6xuVyIbhgTshLGxEA6ZWprc

Thanks for sharing Patriot ...It's awesome what science now says but we've always known that The Lord God is The One with Power
over All things great and small.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18810090)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.5 hours ago (2019-05-25 03:40:20)

[ - ] Parent: chocolatepatriot2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:12:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18809418)

you have been thru a lot, it is horrible to just simply get the "C" diagnose, very happy for you, i bet the stress has left your body too.
All power is given in Jesus in Name. thanks for letting us all know.

@chocolatepatriot2 Thank You Patriot , trust Me all My faith in Our Lord Jesus Christ, for He leads each day for Me and My Family
because we are a praying true believing Family in Jesus Christ is The One True Son of God.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18810049)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:53:09

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.6 hours ago (2019-05-25 03:37:34)

[ - ] Parent: Sheneyney  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:12:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18809318)

What an awesome God we have. Great news, congrats to you...

Bless you @Sheneyney and thanks so much !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18810017)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.6 hours ago (2019-05-25 03:36:20)

[ - ] Parent: Karmy  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:12:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18809257)

GOD is great and I am thankful that your cancer has been healed. HE has done a lot of healing that I am aware of personally and
I am in awe of HIS GREATNESS. Glad you have been healed.

Thank You @Karmy and may God Bless You richly with love and health, and especially good health because our health is
everything when it's not so good.

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18809998)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.6 hours ago (2019-05-25 03:34:26)

[ - ] Parent: CarpenterforChrist  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:12:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18808916)

HALLELUJAH to the King of kings and Lord of lords! All praise be unto Him. Thank you Jesus! Glad to hear of your victory over
cancer. God bless brother.

Thanks My Brother in Christ Jesus ! God is Good and there's nothing that even comes close to the power of God and His Holy Spirit
Power that works with each prayer we profess.

God Bless You Patriot !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18809971)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:45:36

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.7 hours ago (2019-05-25 03:31:58)

[ - ] Parent: NiaStorm  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:12:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18808409)

Continued prayers, Patriot! The Earth is better with you on it!

Awww Thank You @NiaStorm It's always nice to be appreciated.

God Bless You !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18809939)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:46:20

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.7 hours ago (2019-05-25 03:30:08)

[ - ] Parent: POTM333  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:13:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18808132)

I’ve got goosebumps from head to toe reading this update fellow patriot!! Absolutely incredible news, and so happy for you and
yours. WWG1WGA!! ❤� And thank you God, every minute of every day. We got this!! FISA DECLASS!

Thanks Patriot ! This is actually My favorite part about posting stories here on voat.co is reading the comments on My post.

To God All The Glory ..... Amen

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18809906)  context  full comments

NYP: Obama the real Russian Stooge by tessy2013  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.6 hours ago (2019-05-25 02:37:51)

[ - ] Parent: tessy2013  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:13:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239958)

Obama wasn't for empowering America, Obama was for the destruction of America's sovereignty so the American people would
accept the New World Order , which is a Satanic led and control of the masses by a few elite Satanist.... Fuck Barack Obama and
everything he did to destroy America

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239958/18809083)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.2 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:56:55)
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[ - ] Parent: bruno196111  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:13:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18806946)

May God bless you and protect you. In Jesus's name I pray. Amen!

Amen ... In Jesus Holy Name We ask , Amen

God Bless You @bruno196111

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18807536)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.3 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:55:45)

[ - ] Parent: penny2712  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:13:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18806152)

best wishes from NZ

Thank You @penny2712

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18807518)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:46:20

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.3 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:54:57)

[ - ] Parent: G45Colt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:13:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18806043)

Excellent news. Ex 23:20.

BTW, just so there's no confusion about the Ex. reference - II Cor 1:20 For no matter how many promises God has made, they are
“Yes” in Christ. And so through him the “Amen” is spoken by us to the glory of God.

Yes @G45Colt Through Christ Jesus I am healed and have everlasting life and a life more abundant here on earth, and when we
say to God be the Glory, yes I speak of Jesus incarnate God! Yet through the Father the Son and Holy Spirit is one representation of
God Almighty (The God Most High that was spoken of in the book of Genesis)

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18807506)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.3 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:50:26)

[ - ] Parent: WinOneForTheQuipper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:13:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18805343)

It's a little hat tip to Ronald Reagan and Q since I love quips, puns, one liners, etc.

�

Nice ... at least you picked someone worthy Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18807442)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-30 10:53:09

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.4 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:44:40)

[ - ] Parent: scoripowarrior  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:14:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18806997)

Great news!!!! So happy for your fantastic report!

Thanks @scorpiowarrior

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18807363)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:43:09)

[ - ] Parent: dianemdeath  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:14:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18806534)

Congratulations!!! I've had a few scares myself and finally, you can stop being stoic for everyone around you. If need to, go into a
closet and have a good cry. You've lived a lifetime or two in the past two weeks. God is GREAT! God bless.

Thanks Patriot , when I feel the need , I usually will cry right in My woman's arms, not at first intentionally but that's what happens
anytime I've cried and we've been together for 28 -29 years now. The secret is having someone to comfort you when it happens, it's
a whole lot more healing that way..

God Bless You Patriot and Thanks again !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18807343)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:39:13)

[ - ] Parent: Archangel_79  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:14:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18806065)

Your success brings me joy and strengthens my belief in the power of prayer. God is good!!!

Yes He Is @Archangel God has done so much in My life that it would be impossible to name them all ... He is My Rock and My
Salvation , and because of His Loving Grace I am here today , instead of in prison or 6 feet under

God Bless Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18807281)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.6 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:32:40)

[ - ] Parent: petevoat  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:14:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18805860)

Good luck friend

Thanks @petevoat

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18807203)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.7 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:31:40)

[ - ] Parent: stormymonday  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:14:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18805837)

Done prayers all around, Awesome news

Amen @stormymonday

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18807189)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.7 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:30:44)
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[ - ] Parent: AUSAFVet  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:15:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18805554)

Thank God! Glad to hear.... We need you!

Thank You Patriot...It's always good to know you're appreciated..

God Bless You @AUSAFVet

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18807173)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.9 hours ago (2019-05-25 00:18:31)

[ - ] Parent: MudPuddlePie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:15:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18805238)

Question...is it possible to have some kind of a prayer request thingy linked to here? Or is that not allowed? (Still unclear on all
the voat rules.) There is power in prayer, collective especially.

Well Patriot I just asked for Prayer when I needed it and everyone joined in so I don't think they would be mad or anything...

because ,

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18806973)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:17:16)

[ - ] Parent: mnshdw818  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:15:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804876)

This is great news!! The power of prayer is a wonderful thing. So happy your checkup was good.

Thanks & God Bless You @mnshw818

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18805040)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:15:14)

[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:15:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804809)

How is this Q related?? Simple. WWG1WGA!!! Together. Godspeed! :)

" TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG - THEY WANT US DIVIDED PATRIOT "

because,

" WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18805020)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:46:20

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:11:14)

[ - ] Parent: WinOneForTheQuipper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:15:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804677)

Just so happy to hear this. May God keep you and your family safe and healthy!

Thank You @WinOneForTheQuipper .... & that name is quite unique .....and awesome !

wwg1wga
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804955)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:46:20

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:10:11)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:16:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18803970)

Thank you God for moving Your healing hand over our Patriot Prayers answered!

Thank You Lord in Jesus Holy Name & Thank You also @PatriotLady1

It's always nice to see your name in My comment section .....I love your take on things.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804927)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:08:48)

[ - ] Parent: DannoPa  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:16:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18803683)

Fantastic news, friend. The power of prayer.

yes @DannonPa the power of prayer is miraculous !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804898)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:07:51)

[ - ] Parent: Lyonessrising  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:16:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18803622)

God bless Anon.

Thank You Patriot and God Bless You also !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804875)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:07:07)

[ - ] Parent: oddjob  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-05-25 12:16:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18803277)

I can't tell whats real and whats a shitpost anymore

Sorry @oddjob but that was Me down voating your comment , I don't usually do that but quit trying to shit on My Great News... Here
on the @GreatAwakening and @theawakening some of us are honest God loving and God fearing American's and even other
Patriotic humans from around the globe, because We know without a doubt that God is always in control regardless of what you
imagine in your mind... period !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804856)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:03:00)
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[ - ] Parent: TheAnonLady  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:17:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18803114)

WONDERFUL! I got news yesterday that I was negative for MS (just extreme fibro and arthritis) and was excited but yours is much
better! :) Thanks for sharing. Happy Memorial Day weekend.

Heck No Patriot ,We are happy as hell for you! - a s President Trump would say. Any good news is good news @TheAnonLady and
we cherish your good news just as much as we do mine ...

because ,

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804766)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 22:00:21)

[ - ] Parent: common-citizen  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:17:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802614)

All glory to God ! Great report, you have been blessed my friend. ThankQ for sharing.

My Pleasure Patriot , plus I promised everyone that I would let them know when I got results of the Pathology Report. It sure feels
good just knowing its Not there anymore ,

Thank You Jesus!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804720)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:58:45)

[ - ] Parent: 420ninja  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:17:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802520)

GREAT NEWS!!!!!!. CONGRATZ!!������❤❤❤❤❤��������

@420ninja Yeah Buddy ! Now this doesn't mean I will stop smoking My Cannabis Med's .......lol ; o )~

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18804699)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:53:57)

[ - ] Parent: FatFreddiesCat  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:17:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804374)

Psalm 107:20 -He sent his word, and healed them, and delivered them from their destructions. Praise God

Yes @FatFrediesCat I love anything that comes from the the good book the Holy Bible.

God Bless Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804641)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:52:49)

[ - ] Parent: Jack_Hackett  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:17:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804034)

Excellent news! Glad to hear the surgery was a success.

Thank You @Jack_Hackett

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804630)  context  full comments
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GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:52:04)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-05-25 12:18:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803831)

Yes! �� So happy for you!

Thanks @srayzie , it's always good to hear from you.

Keep up the kick ass job Mod'ing 100% we love you !

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804618)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:50:17)

[ - ] Parent: fuspezza  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:18:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803666)

Check this out https://voat.co/v/whatever/3239723

wow that was a pretty good video , i'm going to research it a little more and maybe even d it .

Thanks for sharing @fuspezza

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804597)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:01

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:36:19)

[ - ] Parent: theoldones  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:18:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803360)

cool. kickass.

Yup , now I'm ready to kick some Liberal ass !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804422)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:35:38)

[ - ] Parent: ditzee  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:18:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803358)

Will continue praying for you, Stonechizel. Happy to read your good news!

Thank You @ditzee I will as usual say a prayer tonight for all the Patriots that have been Red Pilled and share with each other here
on voat.co

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804409)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:31:50)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:18:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803239)

God is good - enjoy your weekend. Thank you for the update.

Thank You and Have a great Memorial Weekend @USAMattters

wwg1wga
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804357)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:30:51)

[ - ] Parent: everlastingphelps  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:18:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803174)

You're so good at killing cancer we should send you to work for Reddit.

lmao 3x Patriot.... Good One ..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804345)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:29:42)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:19:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803018)

I’m glad for you and your family, I’m sure you see things differently today. Thanks for the great news.

Great Assumption Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804328)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-24 21:29:02)

[ - ] Parent: MariaGoretti0706  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:19:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802902)

Wonderful news! God needs you here!

Bless You @MariaGoretti706

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18804318)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:38:19)

[ - ] Parent: Truthseeker9298  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:19:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802225)

Awesome! I know from experience hearing “clear margins “ is such a relief! So happy for you! God is good!

Right ! Yes God is obviously good to Me and I am so grateful that He even knows Me

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18803442)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:28:37)

[ - ] Parent: Abi73  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:19:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802222)

Whoop whoop! Am chuffed to bits for you Stonenchizel :) what fantastic news ! Prayers are powerful and God is Glorious indeed.

Amen Patriot !

Many Blessing @Abi73

WWG1WGA
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GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:23:21)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:19:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802829)

With all my heart, i believe God is pouring out His spirit of healing(for the body) and justice(for the souls) like this country hasn't
seen in 70+ years..Glad to hear all is good with you...TO GOD BE ALL THE GLORY!

Amen My Brother @Podingo7 Amen .... I do believe that you are absolutely correct and that we are now visualizing the last
generation, it's the Millennial's that have this modern tech that gives them access to everything with a touch of a finger and that is
why they are the lost generation and God will pour over this nation and there will be a Great Awakening to all the younger
generation that have not known the Lord but will have a chance to know that through Christ Jesus their sins can be forgiven and they
ultimately will become Conservatives when they grow up and mature a little and start to really pay attention of what's really
happening instead of just taking for granite that the news on tv is telling you the truth or not.

ALL THE GLORY GOES TO THE LORD GOD ALMIGHTY

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803225)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:13:17)

[ - ] Parent: squataclops  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:20:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802735)

Glad to hear it! wwg1wga

Yes We do Patriot ! Thank You & Bless You !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803046)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-06-03 10:22:40

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:12:04)

[ - ] Parent: Bee4Q  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:20:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802640)

Got a lil teary, thank you Lord! So glad to hear Stonenchizel! May God keep blessing you in great health!

Awww Bless You @Bee4Q & Thank You so much!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18803014)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:01

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:10:47)

[ - ] Parent: tossitrightinthere  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:20:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802627)

So happy to hear that! Woo Hoo! God is definitely GOOD!

I will AMEN to that Patriot !

WWG1WGA
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:09:55)
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[ - ] Parent: hamman365  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:20:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802604)

awesome news Stonechizel!!!!

Thanks @hamman365

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802950)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:09:00)

[ - ] Parent: swimkin  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:20:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802498)

Praise the Lord. So happy to hear of your healing!

Amen & Thank You Patriot!

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802924)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:16:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:08:27)

[ - ] Parent: DammitMan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:20:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802427)

Such wonderful news @Stonechizel! You live another day to fight for freedom.

That's right @DammitMan the ole Stonenchizel will be part of this great awakening until we see all those corrupt liberals dangling
from ropes

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802908)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:05:18)

[ - ] Parent: dudleydoright  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:21:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802423)

Great news! Have a beer and enjoy the weekend with family and friends (as long as they are not left wing loons of course).

You too Patriot , Now I'm expecting you to have a beer for Me because I actually drank last night because we had a BBQ last night
because My youngest graduated High School yesterday... But I guess hard liquor and My other meds don't mix because I felt like shit
after a few shots, so I just smoked some good California Green Buds as usual and it all ended well Thanks btw and God Bless.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802832)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 20:01:45)

[ - ] Parent: Modernminuteman  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:21:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802365)

So nice to see it turn out great for all too many times i've seen it the other way and back cancer can be tough to get out but it
seems the power of prayer was it's match. Many healthy years for you and your family.

Yes you are right @Modernminuteman It took three surgeries to get it all and this last time is why asked for prayer because they
weren't able to remove it and I had two major surgeries before this one, but this time God guided My doctors hands and we were
able to remove a large chunk out and stitch it up all in the same place without skin grafts to be able to mend My back together the
third time. So I am truly grateful to My doctors and all the Patriots that prayed for or along with Me for this operation. But most of all I
am grateful to My God , The Lord God Most High !
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GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:55:04)

[ - ] Parent: Vozlo  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:21:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802350)

May blessings continue upon you Stonenchizel. Your good news is good news to us all. Praise the Lord.

Amen @Volzo & Bless You Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802628)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:54:16)

[ - ] Parent: SenseiAnon17  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:21:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802251)

Awesome and congratulations!

Thanks @SenseiAnon17

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802615)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:01

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:53:33)

[ - ] Parent: QJFKjr2024  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:22:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802231)

Happy to hear you're free of the big C. But... There are cures for cancer. Cures that are easy and do work . My mother had cancer
years ago and took Essiac a Native American herbal remedy containing burdock root which is a big cancer killer. But there is also
the baking soda and molasses cure but it's a little regimented. You need to monitor and raise your body's ph level to about 8
because cancer can only thrive in an acidic environment. Just google cancer cures and a few do come right up.

So true ... I am also doing the RSO Cannabis oil treatment ... and that has cleaned out My intestinal trac & My doctor can't believe
how it clean it looked when we did colonoscopy recently ( I believe & that's the whole point)....so Patriot yes , you are correct but God
also works wonders that are not explainable to even doctors , so i am and yet I trust in the Lord God also .. but thanks

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802606)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:48:21)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:22:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802226)

Cheers from socal ,GodBless sir. Now about those singing lessons!J/K

Hahahahaa ... Yes I can teach you ... lmao 2x

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802527)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:29:05)
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[ - ] Parent: DocWood45  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:22:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802155)

And some people say there's no power in prayer. That truly is Fake News. God Speed patriot. Stay well, and stay strong.

Thank You so much Patriot !

God Bless @DocWood45

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802257)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:01

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:28:11)

[ - ] Parent: Incty  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:22:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18801980)

Great news! May the Lord continue to bless you and keep you.

Thank You Patriot , may the Lord bless you always !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802246)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:27:25)

[ - ] Parent: R07m25s61  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:22:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18801922)

Glory to God

Amen Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802227)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:26:56)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:22:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802048)

Awesome news @stonenchizel! Looks like you'll be lurking moar around these parts.

Yeah My Patriot @Blacksmith21 Im sure the Deep State losers would've hoped otherwise, but they cant get rid of Me that easy.....

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802216)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:25:14)

[ - ] Parent: Holcosu  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:23:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802010)

I burst out a hallelujah!! God performed a miracle. He may used the surgeons, but a miracle is a miracle. I’m so excited for you.
Cancer is a thief that takes lives way too early. My family has experienced this awful disease and it affects everyone. Have a
wonderful Memorial Day weekend. WWG1WGA��

Thank You @Holcosu & may the Lord Bless You and keep you always in his arms ...

Have a great Memorial Weekend also Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802190)  context  full comments
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GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:23:14)

[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  18 points ( +19 | -1 ) 2019-05-25 12:23:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801745)

All praise and honor to you Lord Jesus Christ, who have healed the sick and rose the dead. AMEN.

Yes @CMAnon in Jesus Holy Name , May He continue to heal the sick always , and bless this nation right now because we need a
blessing so much as a nation of people.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802154)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:21:10)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:23:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801705)

Hallelujah!!!!!!!!!!!!! Thank-you Jesus!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Amen Brother ....Amen !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802117)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:20:41)

[ - ] Parent: bopper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:23:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801694)

I went thru the same thing. Margins were determined during the surgery, four hour face surgery.

Nothing makes you sweat more than that.

Great news.

Right @bopper , Its a trip to go through all that , but I'm sure you know exactly what I mean when I say that ... God Bless You and may
the Lord keep you health always good from here on out....

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18802103)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:18:18)

[ - ] Parent: helpfulhuckleberry2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:23:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18801728)

I'm so happy for you! What a relief. Praise God.

OMG Patriot , you've said it perfect : What a relief & Praise God , I have too... all the time , every day !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802059)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:36

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:16:08)
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[ - ] Parent: avenger1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:24:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18801667)

Yay, be well!!

Right @avenger1 that's what My wife said when the doctor said we got all of it this time , NO more Cancer in your back...

I'm So grateful right now too....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18802018)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:36

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:14:02)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:24:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18801610)

So wonderful patriot!!! Literally brought tears of happiness to me eyes! God is great...wish all could realize and witness his love!
God Bless and YAY!!!!

Thank You and God Bless You @godsstudent The Lord God is The Almighty Power over all things and Loves All of Us more than
We could ever imagine...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18801981)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19)/ by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:11:18)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:24:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18801548)

Brother, no thanks needed, so happy for the great news. all Glory goes to god, and another example of power in prayer.

Exactly Bro That's why I must give Him all the Praise and Glory , for without My Father God I am nothing...

God Bless You My Brother !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3239500/18801946)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:08:48)

[ - ] Parent: cantaloupe6  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:24:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801639)

Happy for you!

Thanks Patriot !

Together We are Strong

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801894)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:07:52)

[ - ] Parent: Ponycam  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:24:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801676)

Praise the Lord for your healing!! I'm happy for you, patriot! May God continue blessing you.

Thank You @Ponycam

God Bless You also Patriot!

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801875)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:36

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:06:53)

[ - ] Parent: MAIDENanon  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:24:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801618)

GREAT JOB man. tough as nails!! Prayers are great, but without your guts...no glory!! Nice work my anon brother!!

Thank You @MAIDENanon a great woman backing you always helps Me too!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801843)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:05:50)

[ - ] Parent: onelson1  8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 2019-05-25 12:25:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801584)

Amen and prayers with you, all Patriots and those who serve Our Father in Heaven. Prayer is powerful and for those who believe
will be rewarded.

Yes @onelson1 I Thank God for the Power of Prayer!

Especially all that I have seem in My lifetime, nothing compares to God, absolutely nothing!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801811)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! - PATHOLOGY REPORT, CANCER NOT PRESENT AT FINAL MARGINS / re; @Stonenchizel - Patriots I am Asking For
Your Prayers: (5/9/19) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:21:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-24 19:03:10)

[ - ] Parent: lilomeunq  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 2019-05-25 12:25:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801481)

Your great news makes me happy too! God is good! All the time! :D

Miles of Smiles!

That's awesome Patriot ..... Miles and Miles of Smiles

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3239498/18801734)  context  full comments

Pelosi Just Called On Trump's Family To Hold An 'Intervention' For The President, Only Because Dem's Aint Got Shit On Him by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2019-05-24 04:21:02)

[ - ] Parent: 1MercyUponOurEarth  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-24 08:37:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3237750/18787298)

That sure sounds like a call for assassination. By the Power of God, by the Blood of Jesus, we the American citizens command
the complete protection of our beloved president, Donald J. Trump, from all evil powers, from all curses, from all attempts by false
gods to destroy him or his family or our country. We ask that you guide him, bless him, comfort him, and protect him - In Jesus
name.

Amen Patriot, &

We pray a prayer of protection over President Trump & his whole Family in Jesus Holy Name ,

Amen

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3237750/18791031)  context  full comments

Pelosi Just Called On Trump's Family To Hold An 'Intervention' For The President, Only Because Dem's Aint Got Shit On Him by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2019-05-24 04:16:52)

[ - ] Parent: Maxwellhouse12  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-24 08:37:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3237750/18787023)

Did she really just call for an "intervention" Or was this something more...…. The one we do not say his name in his last debate
with Obama said that the JFK assassination was an "intervention" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPZHh11gNI4 It is also a
known fact that the c_a term for an assassination operation is an intervention. So tell me, what was Pelosi really asking for???

Great Point Patriot! I think we might have something here ......

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3237750/18790974)  context  full comments

Pentagon Approves DHS Request To Build Tents To House 7,500 Migrants At Southern Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-23 03:51:47)

[ - ] Parent: Patti_McGreen  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-24 08:37:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3235759/18769025)

Why? Why is POTUS allowing this? Is this part of a clever plan of his? Are his hand tied?

yes they are , the Liberal's won't do anything about immigration except try and make Trump look bad because the Liberal's only have
one thing in mind since Trump beat HRC in the 2016 election and that's to try and impeach him , not because of any crimes but
because they hate him because he beat their Queen bee Hillary Clinton!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3235759/18770580)  context  full comments

Pentagon Approves DHS Request To Build Tents To House 7,500 Migrants At Southern Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-05-23 03:48:57)

[ - ] Parent: binrobinro  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-24 08:38:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3235759/18770340)

Gee, you could build a wall for what those tents are gonna cost us. And we wouldn't need food, medical, guards, etc.

Right , but the Democrat's need to bring in illegals to build their voter base, so they won't vote to change the laws and won't fund a
order wall so yes , like the Patriot said in the comments, Trump's hands are basically tied.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3235759/18770547)  context  full comments

John Brennan's tweet decoded. HE ORDERED THE ASSASSINATION OF TRUMP. John 3:13 = JFK Zapruder film frame 313. The frame
the bullet hits JFKs head. by Dauphin  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +2 | -2 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:36

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-05-23 01:20:47)

[ - ] Parent: Dauphin  277 points ( +289 | -12 ) 2019-05-24 08:38:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3235821)

John Brennan is a lying asshole that is now only trying to change the subject from him (Brennan being responsible for the Russia
Collusion and using Fake Dossier) but in reality it's hard to see who's responsible since Comey , Brennan and Clapper are all
pointing the finger at the other guy

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3235821/18768326)  context  full comments

John Brennan's tweet decoded. HE ORDERED THE ASSASSINATION OF TRUMP. John 3:13 = JFK Zapruder film frame 313. The frame
the bullet hits JFKs head. by Dauphin  in GreatAwakening
History: -5 points( +0 | -5 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

[–] Stonenchizel  -5 points ( +0 | -5 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-05-23 01:16:35)

[ - ] Parent: Fritter  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2019-05-24 08:38:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3235821/18767788)

Or... 1 Corinthians 3:18 | View whole chapter | See verse in context Let no man deceive himself. If any man among you seemeth
to be wise in this world, let him become a fool, that he may be wise.

Yeah I think I like @Fritter 's code better .... Now this sounds like John Brennan !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3235821/18768264)  context  full comments

How do you argue against this? by pooploser187  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2019-05-22 15:43:05)
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[ - ] Parent: pooploser187  6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 2019-05-24 08:38:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3234777)

I guess by choice, but that's if ur what... maybe Chinese & living in China!

But here in America :

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3234777/18758278)  context  full comments

Creepy Porn Lawyer Avenatti Says He Expects To Be Indicted Within 48 Hour by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-05-22 04:16:02)

[ - ] Parent: tanfhltu  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-22 10:59:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3233974/18751078)

I guess he's hoping a jury will clear him?

It ain't gonna happen Patriot, ole Avenatti has sealed his fate... too much to deny ,he's going to the pokey

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3233974/18751156)  context  full comments

Hillary Slams 'Grotesque' Trump Pardons, Benghazi Hero Quickly Steps In with a Humiliating Reminder by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-05-22 03:42:04)

[ - ] Parent: Karmy  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-22 10:59:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3233517/18749427)

Here is one of the detectives honored by President Trump.

https://www.amny.com/news/trump-nypd-detective-familia-1.18555771

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/8k2l0d/uh_how_did_we_miss_this_usa_v_anthony_weiner/

Thanks for sharing @Kamy

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3233517/18750510)  context  full comments

QRV posted a sticky showing @Puttitout, owner of Voat, PM'd them. See their response... by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 16 points( +22 | -6 ) at 2019-05-29 11:47:36

History: 15 points( +21 | -6 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

History: 10 points( +15 | -5 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  10 points ( +15 | -5 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-21 19:32:09)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  85 points ( +89 | -4 ) 2019-05-22 10:59:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3232959)

WOW !... It looks like you have done a great job bringing this issue to the boss @srayzie

Keep up the awesome job @srayzie because you are the @BadAssModOfTheGAsub

We love Our Mods at the @GAsub

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3232959/18741860)  context  full comments

Ed Krassenstein's Poll: Joe Biden or Donald Trump? 38,527 votes Final results are in: Trump 84% by CovfefeFan  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-21 18:43:07)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  137 points ( +138 | -1 ) 2019-05-22 10:59:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3232846)

Wow ! You mean there is an actual poll that tells the truth and not what the Deep State tell them to report... Well just maybe the tides
are turning and the the Normie's are starting to be Red Pilled to the point where they realize that they had been lied to since 2016
and even before... What .... You say that this Russia Collusion Lie was started by non other than the Liberal Matriarch Hillary Clinton
and her campaign manager John Podesta and then the lies just rolled off of all her supporters for the last 2 1/2 years..

"Truth to be revealed with Declassification's "

Dark to Light

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3232846/18741017)  context  full comments

Now There's Irrefutable Proof: Arming School Staff Keeps Kids Safe by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-21 17:42:22)

[ - ] Parent: Jack_Hackett  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-22 10:59:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3232719/18739992)

Guns save lives!

Absolutely Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3232719/18740101)  context  full comments

One World Government, "Fuck That" by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +6 | -1 ) at 2019-05-24 08:37:31

History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-05-21 15:47:24)

[ - ] Parent: con77  13 points ( +14 | -1 ) 2019-05-22 11:00:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3232561/18737838)

The One World Government is a Luciferian Globalist Jewish plot to pave the way for the reign of the antichrist.

Yes.... This what @con77 said is absolutely true!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3232561/18738221)  context  full comments

DOJ: No, Nadler, Former White House Counsel Is Not Legally Required to Testify For Your Mueller Do-Over by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-05-21 02:42:41)

[ - ] Parent: OmarComin  -8 points ( +0 | -8 ) 2019-05-22 11:00:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3231083/18726491)

Sure Trump's DOJ agrees with Trump.

A federal judge has upheld a congressional subpoena though for Trump's financial records:
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/20/judge-upholds-dem-subpoena-for-trump-financial-records-1335370

It's one thing for a president to withhold particular documents based on executive privilege. But Trump claiming that he can just
ignore all of the lawful requests of a co-equal branch of government is extreme and unprecedented.

@OmarComin Now if the Democrat's weren't on a straight witch hunt searching for anything that they can use to impeach President
Trump , I'm sure Trump would be fine with going along with any request from the Congressional Committee, but these loony fuckers
have had a 2 1/2 years 30 million dollar investigation where the top dog decided not to indict. The Democrat's have a bad way of
showing that they are cry babies and still haven't gotten over their Queen Bee Hillary Clinton losing the 2016 election ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3231083/18730296)  context  full comments

Tom Hanks: "I Hope The President-Elect Does Such A Great Job That I Vote For His Re-Election In Four Years." (11/17/16) by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-05-21 01:59:18)

[ - ] Parent: sicntrd  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-05-22 11:00:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3231232/18729291)

Pedos don't vote for Trump. He knows cleaning the swamp means people like him. I always wondered how he became so
famous, not a good actor and not very good looking.

This is how --> : https://www.sccpre.cat/mypng/full/16-165781_illuminati-vector-logo-angels-and-demons-words.png

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3231232/18729582)  context  full comments

Tom Hanks: "I Hope The President-Elect Does Such A Great Job That I Vote For His Re-Election In Four Years." (11/17/16) by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-05-20 23:50:01)
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[ - ] Parent: Ponycam  12 points ( +13 | -1 ) 2019-05-22 11:00:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3231232/18727010)

being the pedophile he is, I hope he'll be at comey island and won't be able to vote for anyone, let alone a president.

You tell it @Ponycam , I'm just calling the Dude on what he said....

Peace ~

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3231232/18727229)  context  full comments

US Deploys Missiles That Can Wipe Out Enemy Military And They Wouldn't Even Hear a Boom by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 10:59:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-05-20 23:06:09)

[ - ] Parent: 1Paydaddy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-22 11:00:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3231121/18726121)

SBD. I remember in school a rotten fart was called Silent but Deadly.

What do you mean in school Patriot ?

I believe a rotten quiet fart is still considered Silent but Deadly ! ...lol

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3231121/18726423)  context  full comments

US Destroyer Armed With Missiles Enters S. China Sea In Challenge To Beijing's Territorial Claims by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2019-05-20 16:46:18)

[ - ] Parent: KnownBand0  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:21:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229873/18716917)

Bolton is Dr Strangelove on crack.

Deep State Puppet it looks like....Remember he is from the Bush (Dubya Admin) and maybe Trump should replace him with
someone who isn't a Globalist agenda driven dude

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229873/18719783)  context  full comments

US Destroyer Armed With Missiles Enters S. China Sea In Challenge To Beijing's Territorial Claims by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2019-05-20 16:44:33)

[ - ] Parent: KnownBand0  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:21:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229873/18715648)

I remember reading a naval battle scenario in the year 2025 with US Navy vs China. heavy losses both sides. Chinese Generals
have admitted that they can take out two of our Carriers...but after that they get vaporized.

I Love that scenario Patriot ....Just vape'm !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229873/18719742)  context  full comments

US Destroyer Armed With Missiles Enters S. China Sea In Challenge To Beijing's Territorial Claims by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-20 08:14:24)

[ - ] Parent: ideologicidal  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:21:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229873/18714768)

USN is being unneccesarily provocative... Again. K, thx, noted.

t. An american civilian with zero ability to challenge thr ridiculous policy of John Bolton and the USN.

NO WWIII, PLZ. K, THX.

It is starting to look that way Patriot.... Let's hope not because this next war just might get out of hand and quick! Sometimes it's better
to negotiate these things out for the betterment of huamity.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229873/18714859)  context  full comments

Swedish Prosecutors File Request For @Wikileaks Founder Julian Assange's Detention Over Rape Inquiry by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-20 08:12:11)
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[ - ] Parent: EricKaliberhall  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:21:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229869/18714630)

As a Swede myself, I feel compelled to express the absolute disgust I have towards the Swedish government and their handling
of Mr. Assange. But there's always a way around these things in Sweden. If Assange converts to islam "they" will drop all charges
instantly... :)

You are probably right Patriot .... It does seem like that would be the easy way out , but Julian Assange is fighting for Freedom of the
Press , something that most news media are not willing to do these days

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229869/18714850)  context  full comments

Get used to AOC, cuz She's Going to be around for a LONG TIME in Wash DC and NOT as a Bartender!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! by
GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-20 06:57:23)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:21:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229816/18714312)

WHERE'S YOUR SAUCE @GodsAngell Those are a lot of claims to spit out with out any source...

2020 Donald Trump will Decimate any candidate that the Democrat's try and run against him ... They have no message, let them
try and steal the election...it's not going to happen!

Yes maybe in the Blue states that have cheated before like My state California will absolutely cheat like they did for Hillary Clinton
in 2016 , but the election is not won by who has the most voted total , it is won by who gets the needed amount of Electoral Votes,
this way states with the biggest population are not able to select a winner ... or the candidates would only campaign in those said
states...

it's good to be suspicious of the Democrat's , it's even smart , but there's not one Liberal candidate that even has a chance of
beating Trump.....It's all the same old polls that told us Hillary Clinton had a 98% chance of beating Trump with only 2 % chance of
winning the 2016 election. Even if the globalist continue to lie like they always do with false claims false polls , in the end they
know that Donald Trump will be the president until January 20,2025, that's why they keep trying to push for a reason to impeach
him because they know that they can Not beat him in the 2020 election , his base is way to strong and will truly support him all the
way until the very end....and them some !

WWG1WGA

BTW.... Why did you delete the other shit you wrote on My post ... I don't appreciate another so called Patriot calling Me names and
thinking they are some self righteous fuck ! Get over the bullshit @GodsAngell remember what Q sad " TOGETHER WE ARE
STRONG , THEY WANT US DIVIDED "

wwg1wg? how about you ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229816/18714340)  context  full comments

Get used to AOC, cuz She's Going to be around for a LONG TIME in Wash DC and NOT as a Bartender!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! by
GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-20 06:52:34)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  -15 points ( +2 | -17 ) 2019-05-20 21:22:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229816)

WHERE'S YOUR SAUCE @GodsAngell Those are a lot of claims to spit out with out any source...

2020 Donald Trump will Decimate any candidate that the Democrat's try and run against him ... They have no message, let them try
and steal the election...it's not going to happen!

Yes maybe in the Blue states that have cheated before like My state California will absolutely cheat like they did for Hillary Clinton in
2016 , but the election is not won by who has the most voted total , it is won by who gets the needed amount of Electoral Votes, this
way states with the biggest population are not able to select a winner ... or the candidates would only campaign in those said
states...

it's good to be suspicious of the Democrat's , it's even smart , but there's not one Liberal candidate that even has a chance of beating
Trump.....It's all the same old polls that told us Hillary Clinton had a 98% chance of beating Trump with only 2 % chance of winning
the 2016 election. Even if the globalist continue to lie like they always do with false claims false polls , in the end they know that
Donald Trump will be the president until January 20,2025, that's why they keep trying to push for a reason to impeach him because
they know that they can Not beat him in the 2020 election , his base is way to strong and will truly support him all the way until the
very end....and them some !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229816/18714312)  context  full comments

Mueller Found No Collusion Meme by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-20 06:32:07)
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[ - ] Parent: srayzie  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:22:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3228624/18704639)

I haven't even smoked My Cancer meds yet.....(420 baby)

You crack me up 

@srayzie I was born and raised in California and have always had access to some of California's best green buds since I was about
12 years old.... 
(My uncle has grown in Humboldt County since I was a kid) ... anyways Now I love using that excuse that it's My Cancer Med's, it
seems like people are ok if you smoke and you have Cancer or some other crazy ass disease .... like My doctors , who have always
tried to tell Me that they might be able to treat Me if I'm using Cannabis... because it was illegal , but now its full on legal in California
...you can stop at the corner store and have your chooce of a t leas 20 -30 strains and they are good ones to and it's all legal.... go
figure

WWG1WGA & WWB1WBA (" where we go one we go all & where we blaze one we blaze all" ....lol)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3228624/18714237)  context  full comments

Mueller Found No Collusion Meme by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-20 06:20:08)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:22:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3228624/18708953)

How's the recovery coming?

Very well so far My Friend, Thanks for asking . I am going to see My doctor tomorrow morning 10 am appointment west coast time, to
get the Pathologist Report on the surgery results and what it looks like now... I will keep everyone in the loop when I find out...
Thanks again Patriot for asking...

GOD BLESS PATRIOT

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3228624/18714188)  context  full comments

Get used to AOC, cuz She's Going to be around for a LONG TIME in Wash DC and NOT as a Bartender!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! by [deleted]
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-20 06:14:20)
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:22:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229752/18713749)

Wow, you are SUPER naive. ....I guess this is why the Demoncraps WILL WIN, and clean house in 2020.

It doesn't matter how Good Trump is, or how HORRIBLE Demoncrap candidates are, because this next Election will be
decided by WHO DOES THE BEST JOB OF NONSTOP ELECTION FRAUD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Lets take Nevada for example. This past Election, when Trump campaigned in Nevada, his rally was SWAMPED. In contrast NO
ONE showed for the Demoncrap candidates rallies......yet WHO WON NEVADA???

The Demoncraps!

Why?

Because of ELECTION FRAUD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

How many more ways can I say this to get the point across?

Ballot Harvesting: Election processors wait till AFTER the polls close and all elections are in, AND THEN they "CREATE"
absentee ballots for the Demoncraps.....enough to ensure their Demoncrap candidate wins! They look for people on the election
rolls who did not vote (maybe because they are dead, or they moved out of state). Then they create ballots for these people,
forging their signatures, of course, and casting ALL VOTES for Demoncraps!!! This is called "ballot harvesting". This is why it takes
so long for key pivital districts to take many days AFTER the election to "count" the votes. They aren't counting, they are
CREATING fraudulent ballots!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Actually, they don't wait for the polls to close they have teams of people creating fraudulent demoncrap ballots......with no name
associated with the ballots.....they make tons for them for their demoncrap candidates. THEN after the election is OVER they link
the ballots to people who did not vote (cuz they are dead, or moved away, or too disinterested in voting).

I thought people on this website at least knew all this.

I guess not.

Ok, I've explained this problem multiple ways. But I suppose some people still don't "get it". SO WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU
HAVE????

So now you resolve to calling Me names .... wow .... Maybe that other Patriot was actually right about you , but I defended you
anyways .... But I have No Questions From you..... obviously none please, It amazes Me how seem to be a self righteous Democrat
that has his mind set on the Democrats winning the 2020 election . Yes we all know what the Liberal's did in the 2018 election and if
you think that there isn't a pan set n motion to stop those things from happening in 2020 then you are the one who is stuck on a naive
platform of what will happen.......... Maybe you are a fucking Democrat that wants them to win ... I am a true believer in Our President
and I believe he will totally Decimate any of the Democrat losers they try and run against him ...lets talk after Trump beats the Liberal
losers in 2020 and you can feed Me your idea's of what might happen or didn't happen the way you claim they will.... ( it's not good to
claim to be a prophet because those shoes are hard to fill )..but regardless of what happens , Donald Trump will win the 2020
election ... Just you watch !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229752/18714109)  context  full comments

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Could Soon Be Back Tending Bars After What Her Constituents Told Pollsters by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-20 05:37:26)

[ - ] Parent: Steelerfish  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:22:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229269/18710273)

She isn’t going anywhere. She would simply resort to the Kamala Harris career advancement strategy and start Fucking Mayor
De Blasio....

EEEWWWWW GROSSS! Now just imagine how deathly ugly that kid would turn looking, but even more how far left indoctrinated the
poor kid would be...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229269/18713762)  context  full comments

This Is The Promise Trump Just Made Iran Following A Rocket Landing In Baghdad by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-20 05:35:45)

[ - ] Parent: iontheball  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:22:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229140/18710345)

If you fuck with the bull, you're going get the horns and you will not survive the outcome.

Great point , and I must say I love the explanation Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229140/18713751)  context  full comments

2020 DEMOCRATS ARE RELEASING SWEEPING PLANS TO EXPAND ABORTION by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-20 05:30:23)
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[ - ] Parent: GritD2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:22:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229291/18711619)

Time to late term abort Obama, brennan,pelosi, Clapper, etc etc etc.

@GritD2 Hahahahhaaa! Now that's an abomination of a group of people, Abortion's I can get behind Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229291/18713724)  context  full comments

Two Florida Dope Addicts Left Veteran, 82, Suicidal After Emptying His Bank Account, Police Say by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-20 05:27:17)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:23:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229431/18712349)

Just shoot these worthless shits.

Great Idea!!!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229431/18713708)  context  full comments

2020 DEMOCRATS ARE RELEASING SWEEPING PLANS TO EXPAND ABORTION by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-20 05:26:53)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:23:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229291/18712373)

Man they really have a blood lust for infants.

Huh ? It truly is sickening Patriot , but you are absolutely correct about those people ....
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2020 DEMOCRATS ARE RELEASING SWEEPING PLANS TO EXPAND ABORTION by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-20 05:24:11)

[ - ] Parent: Sharipie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:23:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229291/18713188)

Abortion abortion abortion!! What a death cult the RATS are. Sad sad sick sick people.

Yes Patriot : " These People Are Sick! "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229291/18713692)  context  full comments

Trump: 'I Will Not Let Iran Have Nuclear Weapons' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-20 05:23:04)

[ - ] Parent: albatrosv15  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:23:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229676/18713521)

66D chess.

President is an actual Master at chess or any intricate game that takes skill.
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Get used to AOC, cuz She's Going to be around for a LONG TIME in Wash DC and NOT as a Bartender!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! by [deleted]
in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:23:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229752/18713398)

We need reforms like the following......but with only 18 months away to the next election, my guess is, absolutely NO Election
Reforms like this will be put into place.

So the next best thing is,....for conservatives to play the same game.....commit rampant nonstop election fraud (ballot harvesting,
etc) to counter-act all the election fraud, we KNOW will be committed by the Demoncraps!!!

Types of Election/Voter Fraud Controls Needed

You KNOW Dead People Voted. "• Preventive Control: Use a National Voter Registration Database, compare it with IRS records
and Life Insurance Companies for deceased voters. Hard code those deceased voters info so that the data can not be used
again.
• Preventive/Detective Control: Set up a national website so that family/friends of deceased can verify that deceased person is not
registered and did not vote • Detective Control: Set up 800 numbers and national websites to report voter intimidation, voter fraud,
election fraud, with the ability to submit photo and video evidence. • Detective Control: Fraud Audits by Big 4 CPA Firms Required
for All voting precincts in large cities.

"

You KNOW Illegal Alien Foreigners Voted. "• Preventive Control: Stop early voting which only allows criminals more time to
commit fraud. • Preventive Control: Pass Voter ID laws nationally, requiring that only U.S. Citizens, who have proven they are U.S.
citizens can vote.
• Preventive Control: National Voter Registration Data base must require a social security number for each voter. Compare
National Database with IRS records for valid Social Security numbers, and SSNs tied to deceased Americans. • Detective
Control: Fraud Audits by BIG 4 CPA Firms Required for All voting precincts in large cities.
"

You KNOW people voted more than once. "• Preventive Control: Use a National Voter Registration Database, so that voters who
move out of state, their old registration becomes automatically deleted. Multiple people using the same social security number
will be easily identified researched and fraudulent users removed and arrested. • Detective Control: Fraud Audits by BIG 4 CPA
Firms Required for All voting precincts in large cities.
"

You KNOW absentee ballots were thrown in the trash. " • Preventive Control: Stop early voting which only allows criminals
more time to commit fraud. • Preventive Control: We need FBI Agents or other gov't agents at each poling location to monitor the
election process and the back office counting processes. • Preventive Control: All mail in ballots must be printed with Certified
Mail numbers on the envelopes to permit tracking of each ballot, at no extra cost to the voter.
• Detective Control: Set up a national website so that each voter can view not only that they voted, but who and what they voted
for and report errors. Voters can look up their own information, this is a strong detective control to identify missing ballots and
ballots voting for the wrong persons. • Detective Control: Fraud Audits by Big 4 CPA Firms Required for All voting precincts in
large cities

"

You KNOW voting machines/software were RIGGED. "• Use Nationally controlled Voter Machines, that have been proven to be
tamper proof, with paper ballots recording the vote, printed for the voter to keep for their records. • Preventive Control: We need
FBI Agents/National Guard or other gov't agents at each poling location to monitor the election process and the back office
counting processes.
• Detective Control: Set up 800 numbers and national websites to report voter intimidation, voter fraud, election fraud, with the
ability to submit photo and video evidence. • Detective Control: Fraud Audits by Big 4 CPA Firms Required for All voting precincts
in large cities

"

You KNOW Voter Intimidation Took Place. "• Preventive Control: We need FBI Agents or other gov't agents at each poling
location to monitor the election process and the back office counting processes. • Detective Control: Set up 800 numbers and
national websites to report voter intimidation, voter fraud, election fraud, with the ability to submit photo and video evidence. "

WHERE'S YOUR SAUCE @GodsAngell Those are a lot of claims to spit out with out any source...

2020 Donald Trump will Decimate any candidate that the Democrat's try and run against him ... They have no message, let them try
and steal the election...it's not going to happen!

Yes maybe in the Blue states that have cheated before like My state California will absolutely cheat like they did for Hillary Clinton in
2016 , but the election is not won by who has the most voted total , it is won by who gets the needed amount of Electoral Votes, this
way states with the biggest population are not able to select a winner ... or the candidates would only campaign in those said
states...

it's good to be suspicious of the Democrat's , it's even smart , but there's not one Liberal candidate that even has a chance of beating
Trump.....It's all the same old polls that told us Hillary Clinton had a 98% chance of beating Trump with only 2 % chance of winning
the 2016 election. Even if the globalist continue to lie like they always do with false claims false polls , in the end they know that
Donald Trump will be the president until January 20,2025, that's why they keep trying to push for a reason to impeach him because
they know that they can Not beat him in the 2020 election , his base is way to strong and will truly support him all the way until the
very end....and them some !
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Could Soon Be Back Tending Bars After What Her Constituents Told Pollsters by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-20 05:11:19)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:23:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229269/18713181)

I've got BAD NEWS for everyone!!!

AOC will NOT be tending Bar after 2020 election, and here is why: NONSTOP RAMPANT ELECTION
FRAUD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

If election reforms are NOT put into place, AOC will continue in office, being elected the EXACT same way she did before,
due to NONSTOP RAMPANT ELECTION FRAUD!!!!!!!!!

We need election reforms!!!

No election reforms???, the Demoncraps will take over this country in 2020!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Demoncraps NEVER win ANY election honestly, it is only through rampant nonstop Election Fraud!!!!!

When is ANYone going to WAKE UP........AND.......DO......something about this problem????

Trump's doing nothing about this problem (as far as I can tell)......please, please, please correct me if I am wrong.

Otherwise most conservatives are living in a fantasy land IF YOU ARE NOT IN A POSITION TO ALSO COMMIT ELECTION
FRAUD, to counter act all the nonstop rampant Election Fraud committed in EVERY SINGLE ELECTION by the Demoncraps.

WAKE UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Stop with the stupid AOC jokes, and lets see some election reforms, some real ACTION!!!!!

Otherwise, get used to AOC, she will be around for a very long, long time!

We are 18 months away from the next STOLEN ELECTIONS.

What are YOU going to do STOP the Election Steals???

https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3229816

WHERE'S YOUR SAUCE @GodsAngell Those are a lot of claims to spit out with out any source...

2020 Donald Trump will Decimate any candidate that the Democrat's try and run against him ... They have no message, let them try
and steal the election...it's not going to happen!

Yes maybe in the Blue states that have cheated before like My state California will absolutely cheat like they did for Hillary Clinton in
2016 , but the election is not won by who has the most voted total , it is won by who gets the needed amount of Electoral Votes, this
way states with the biggest population are not able to select a winner ... or the candidates would only campaign in those said
states...

it's good to be suspicious of the Democrat's , it's even smart , but there's not one Liberal candidate that even has a chance of beating
Trump.....It's all the same old polls that told us Hillary Clinton had a 98% chance of beating Trump with only 2 % chance of winning
the 2016 election. Even if the globalist continue to lie like they always do with false claims false polls , in the end they know that
Donald Trump will be the president until January 20,2025, that's why they keep trying to push for a reason to impeach him because
they know that they can Not beat him in the 2020 election , his base is way to strong and will truly support him all the way until the
very end....and them some !

WWG1WGA
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Get used to AOC, cuz She's Going to be around for a LONG TIME in Wash DC and NOT as a Bartender!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! by [deleted]
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25
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SAUCE ???
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Two Florida Dope Addicts Left Veteran, 82, Suicidal After Emptying His Bank Account, Police Say by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-05-20 02:32:10)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:23:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229431/18711138)

Disgusting.

Right! .... There should be some kind of American justice where these people have to pay restitution , but in his case he's already 82
years old and would probably never see any of the money even if they were made to pay restitution and the two dope fiends will
probably cut lose without even doing much time ,...watch
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Two Florida Dope Addicts Left Veteran, 82, Suicidal After Emptying His Bank Account, Police Say by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-05-20 02:24:41)

[ - ] Parent: Madie49  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:24:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3229431/18710927)

Should we set up GOFUNDME? Seriously $50k is a quick fund usually.........

Not a bad idea Patriot , but I don't want to do it, because I don't want any of the Patriot's to think I'm trying to make money off of
them..... Maybe you should ... hhhmmmmm?
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Two Florida Dope Addicts Left Veteran, 82, Suicidal After Emptying His Bank Account, Police Say by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25
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I agree Patriot, the Democrats see it, they do not want progress, they want us enslaved and dependent on them. 8 years of
Hussein showed us that.

Right ..... Trust Me Bro ... I feel bad , because I was fooled by Obama in 2008 after the Dubya War Years ... I voted for that Globalist
Puppet Obama

But never again will I vote Democrat....Not after President Trump has proven beyond a reasonable doubt that the last 4 president
were all puppet's for the Globalist Elite, they used the power of chief of the Pentagon and fought NWO agenda wars ...it truly is
sickening what has happened...Thank God HRC wasn't elected to POTUS or America's sovereignty would already be toast
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Two Florida Dope Addicts Left Veteran, 82, Suicidal After Emptying His Bank Account, Police Say by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-20 21:21:25
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appears like the Democrats lost two voters, no wonder they want people in prison to vote.

Yeah @LakotaPride These two were most likely Democrat's and the way they have treated the Veteran Patriot is disgusting , but
that's exactly what you can expect from any Liberal indoctrinated dope addict is that the Old Veteran Hero's have money so try and
use anyone who can give things for free, and if you listen to most of the Dem's running for president you will see they are promising
more free stuff to the masses. The only problem is they expect to pay for everything they are promising by TAXING American
Workers MORE and they want to recall all the TAX CUTS that President Trump passed into law. Can't the Liberal's see that since
Trump passed the Tax Cuts , that the Economy has been booooooomng , so why would they ever consider repealing the Trump Tax
Cuts?
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President Donald Trump: If Iran Wants To Fight, That Will Be The Official End Of Iran. Never Threaten The United States Again! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Thanks for defending us, fellow jew. These hateful hillbilly Nazi's are getting bad. I've neva seen so much jew hate in all my life. I
can't imagine how bad it will be in two years!!! Shaloms™ and praise bestest ally israel✡�

All the loser shill's were ordered by the QRV mod's to start shit over here , it's obvious since the whole @srayzie calling out QRV
Mod's for their doing nothing about the loo li porn and gay porn flooding RV right now...( Planted Shills ), but @srayzie has the power
to stop it or redirect it to some non-see/able box somewhere...if not then look into making something like that.... like a penalty box for
shills....
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Mueller Found No Collusion Meme by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: srayzie  56 points ( +56 | -0 ) 2019-05-20 21:24:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3228624)

 .... Now that is the perfect way to start My Sunday morning with a burst of laughter..

Thanks @srayzie

I haven't even smoked My Cancer meds yet.....(420 baby). & yet I can't stop laughing at this meme because it totally expresses the
Liberal mind set in today's political arena.

WWG1WGA
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California Wanted More Illegals, Now Border Patrol Will Grant Their Wish Three Times A Week by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Yes, But you're still letting them INTO the country! BAD MOVE! AND, who's paying for the flights? What message does this send to
other illegal aliens?

@iSnark As long as the Liberal Congress refuses to keep Obama laws in place there is nothing Trump can do except keep trying to
secure the border.... Do you understand what's happening?

The Democrats want it to stay the way it is in hopes of getting more voters because without the illegals voting blue the democrats
ain't got a chance in hell of winning anything.
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For all you anonfags - here's a link you can file away for the "Trump's Travel Ban" - https://www.dhs.gov/news/2016/02/18/dhs-
announces-further-travel-restrictions-visa-waiver-program Please note the date. This was Barry's doing, just like the babies in
cages...https://www.factsnotmemes.com/articles/remember-when-obama-put-children-in-cages-and-no-one-cared/

We need to keep filing these away, archiving them, and using them.

What drives me batshit crazy is the constant repetition of falsehoods when celebrities and sitcom actors just toss in a comment
here and there. Noah says, "He kept his promise... muslim travel ban..." But he doesn't say it correctly -- YES he keeps his
promises, but he CONTINUED THE PREVIOUS ADMINISTRATION'S TRAVEL BAN!!! AAAAAARRRRRRGGGHGHGHGHGHGH

Yeah, I'm a lot of fun at the airport when CommunistNewsNetwork is on. "Did you hear that? Geez, everyone KNOWS it was
Obama that put those kids in cages with space blankets on them! You'd think the news media would give it a freaking rest, right?!"
Hah - usually the person looks at me like i'm speaking martian, but I say it anyway.

@QDPie Thanks for sharing Patriot ....less we forget

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3227137/18695816)  context  full comments

Military Vet Injured By Surveyor's Tripod Thrown From California Overpass by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2019-05-18 20:41:40)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 21:56:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3226943/18688397)

I wish the big one would hit CA, sometimes. Then again I live in DC, which most would like to see vaporized.

Hey wait a minute ----- I live in California .... F#@* !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3226943/18688648)  context  full comments

Military Vet Injured By Surveyor's Tripod Thrown From California Overpass by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2019-05-18 20:20:54)
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[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 21:56:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3226943/18687678)

I guess he has 3 hots and a cot for life now.

Yup and it's all on the Tax Payer's Dime Patriot...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3226943/18688361)  context  full comments

EX-FBI LAWYER CLAIMS HE WAS 'CONCERNED' WITH STEELE DOSSIER, BUT STILL USED IT TO GET CARTER PAGE SPY
WARRANT by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2019-05-18 20:19:49)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 21:56:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3226922)

Yeah the amazing thing is , I don't know why the Democrat Congressional Committee don't want to talk to all these crooked players
that committed these crimes in 2016 and afterwards....But AG Barr will ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3226922/18688340)  context  full comments

THE DEEP STATE PUPPET'S LOYAL TO HILLARY CLINTON, CLAPPER, COMEY AND BRENNAN ARE CAUGHT IN THE BLAME GAME
by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2019-05-18 20:16:26)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 21:56:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3226905/18687664)

Patriot great dig and thread, when they turn on each other, they know that it is all exposed now.

Thanks Cuz, Watch as the news soon to turn towards this story as these Puppet's have been found out ( known as the perpetrator's ),
William Barr is a thorough Investigator and he isn't only the best to hold this position as AG but he has the power to PROSECUTE
and after what the Democrat's tried to do to his reputation during the Senatorial Hearings on the Mueller Report these Democrat's
know that that they have no choice except to try and hold Barr in contempt but Barr knows he is absolutely right on the side of law on
this issue regardless of how Dem's try and turn the narrative.... Time is short for the DC Swamp Creatures..... " TRUST THE PLAN "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3226905/18688265)  context  full comments

ICE Arrests 33 Illegal Aliens' Ranging From 'Drunk Drivers To Wife-Beaters' In 4 Days Across 4 States by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.3 hours ago (2019-05-18 18:35:00)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 21:56:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3226828/18685351)

666 is the number of the beast.

@TurquioseLover

And his number is the number of a man......

It's obvious that we are actually in the middle of the prophecy and the rest of the prophecy must be played out...

Trust in the Lord and have faith in His Plan, for God's plan trump's all others even when modern players in the pan have No idea that
they are being used by God (just like other's in the bible like Cyrus) to full fill His destiny as it is written...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3226828/18686546)  context  full comments

ICE Arrests 33 Illegal Aliens' Ranging From 'Drunk Drivers To Wife-Beaters' In 4 Days Across 4 States by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-05-18 18:26:44)

[ - ] Parent: Intothewind  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 21:56:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3226828/18685360)

Only 35,000,000 more to go

lol....Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3226828/18686427)  context  full comments

ICE Arrests 33 Illegal Aliens' Ranging From 'Drunk Drivers To Wife-Beaters' In 4 Days Across 4 States by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-05-18 18:26:12)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 21:56:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3226828/18685432)

The criminals arrested have committed a barrage of crimes ranging from a three-time deported illegal alien.

You know that little chip they insert in your pet? We need to put something similar in these illegals before they are deported and
track them. To learn how they get in and to get them at the border. Of course, they can't know they have it, or they will dig it out...
We could just tell them it's a vaccine. wink wink

Tha's actually a great idea Patriot.... Maybe that wouldn't be a bad clause to put into the new immigration plan that Trump has just
released.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3226828/18686424)  context  full comments

Attn! New Report Feature! Help us to make GreatAwakening Better! - Call to QRV Mods and Qanon to READ. by srayzie  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2019-05-17 23:43:40)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 04:59:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3221576/18656143)

I keep seen tranny dicks and butt holes. I’ve seen enough butt hole in the last week or 2 to last me a life time.

Hahahaaha! Right @srayzie I only seen it once and that was too much for Me....I'm so in love with My Woman of 28 years together
that when weird shit like that happens and pops up like it did on @QRV it's a shock to the system.... It makes you wonder wow..How
bad is really getting out there in society ,,,It's pretty sickening if that shit is the norm for some people. God Bless You for keeping this
@QAsub decent and free from all that sickening gay porn or worst yet loli porn....Thanks for doing a great job with the @QAsub

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3221576/18671772)  context  full comments

No English, No Admission: Trump's New Immigration Plan Has The Left Freaking Out by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 8 points( +9 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

History: 6 points( +7 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 10.9 hours ago (2019-05-17 18:05:10)

[ - ] Parent: Paladin5  25 points ( +26 | -1 ) 2019-05-18 04:59:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3225014/18665453)

Many countries require you to prove financial independence even to visit. Some go as far as to require you to show them your
return ticket and lodging accomodations for their entire stay, and again, just to visit.

Yeah Patriot , America's Immigration Laws are so ass backwards and need reforming immediately

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3225014/18665758)  context  full comments

BAD NEWS : DEEP STATE FUCKTARDS HACKED MY LAPTOP, CHECK UR COMPUTERS & PHONES PATRIOTS by [deleted] in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.1 hours ago (2019-05-17 17:54:43)

[ - ] Parent: Mrubuto  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 04:59:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18613383)

How did you read his comment if you blocked him?

I see it all ! ....lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18665560)  context  full comments

This sub is filled with terrible people and you should jump off of a bridge by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.1 hours ago (2019-05-17 17:53:38)

[ - ] Parent: andrew_jackson  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 04:59:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223566/18651038)

I will agree to back down, if you make @zyklon_b a mod on this sub.

Sorry but it's not my place to do that ... But you can make your ridiculous idea to the Mods

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223566/18665541)  context  full comments
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President Trump's Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.2 hours ago (2019-05-17 17:48:43)

[ - ] Parent: Betty_Liberty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 04:59:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18665152)

Hate to say my own Millennial child is kinda libtarded.

I have a few also ... but I'm not giving up on them , actually I've been just slowly Red Pilling them without overwhelmingly being an
over active ass towards them.

@Betty_Liberty Here's the good news , every day I see with the stuff they bring up in conversations that the truth is slowly bleeding
into what they been indoctrinated with in the public school system is a big lie and they now know it. That's why I took my last two out
and home schooled them and finally my youngest boy is graduating next week ... 25 years of every day school for our kids to make
sure they got an education .... we thought we were finally done......now come the grand kids ....lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18665468)  context  full comments

FBI OFFICIALS WHO WORKED ON CLINTON EMAIL CASE NEVER SUSPECTED STRZOK-PAGE AFFAIR UNDER THEIR NOSES by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.7 hours ago (2019-05-17 17:18:02)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 04:59:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18664049)

I never was part of the Mueller white/flipped hat theory..he didnt find Trump guilty of anything, because Trump did not commit any
crimes..that whole circle jerk of ppl involved in this crime against Trump are the same ones in the middle of every other major
scandal in last 25 yrs....

Exactly @Podingo7 and hopefully with Bill Barr as AG we might even get to see some if not most of those foul players actually
prosecuted for their said crimes while they were suppose to be serving the American People as representatives weather f it was in
the House or the Senate, I say let them all hang!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18664952)  context  full comments

Trump Administration Pulls Nearly $1 Billion From California's High-Speed Rail Project by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 11.9 hours ago (2019-05-17 17:03:07)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-05-18 04:59:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224622/18664060)

We voted to bring a high speed rail to Ca 2008 that would go from San Diego to San Francisco. That included a Bond measure
975 million. It had caps built in though, Speed,cost,time to build,and required a certain level of other funding (not including FED) .
These limits were ALL violated by Gov Brown, there were multiple lawsuits shutting it down.Its so corrupt they spent all the money
and havent build anything. All the money went to "studies,study groups,environmental studies" It was a shitshow from the
gate,instead of High speed rail we got hosed , they shortented it , changed the route, put a bunch of stops in , enough that it was
only going to be slightlty faster than amtrack. It was a big Solyndra give away. After 2010 it was in court so often nobody wanted it
anymore except Brown and Dem money grubbers. I bet there are indictments coming on this,atleast we hope.Wikipedia has
NONE of the lawsuits listed.Sad

Yeah ZombieClown , The California High Speed Rail just became a last ditch effort to steal funds from Federal Government funds
allocated to states ... The Democrat and even Rhino Republican's are going to find out soon that those foul games they use to get
rich quick are going away and there will be a more transparent view of all the monies allocated from the Purse of American's tax
dollars

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224622/18664602)  context  full comments

TRUMP STRIPS CALIFORNIA OF $930 MILLION IN HIGH-SPEED RAIL FUNDING by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:52:34)

[ - ] Parent: ArcAngel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 04:59:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223359/18651059)

all those illegals can start paying taxes then.... cuz they got all the train $$$,

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223359/18663539)  context  full comments
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[ - ] Parent: KillerKap  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:00:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223359/18651162)

Time to strip all democrats of everything and send them all to prison.

Agreed !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223359/18663537)  context  full comments

THE ALABAMA CONTROVERSY IS JUST STARTING. THESE ABORTION CASES ARE AT THE SUPREME COURT RIGHT NOW by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:50:26)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:00:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223612/18651569)

Patriot, it is amazing, they make no effort to secure the border, but they sure will fast track to kill babies, this is why they need to be
voted out of office.

I say remove them by force, prosecute them for their many crimes committed while they were in office and then treat them like the
trash that they truly are in the Media and at Gitmo before the long nap is induced.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223612/18663518)  context  full comments

F-16 Jet Crashes Into Building In California by Stonenchizel  in news
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:47:59)

[ - ] Parent: GeneralDisposition  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:00:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/news/3223560/18652596)

Did the building fall straight down? That's what happens. Something about jet fuel and steel beams.

lol..... yeah I heard some shit like that about 17 - 18 years ago too...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/news/3223560/18663497)  context  full comments

TRUMP STRIPS CALIFORNIA OF $930 MILLION IN HIGH-SPEED RAIL FUNDING by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:46:27)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:00:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223359/18653181)

I love POTUS

WE ALL DO PATRIOT!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223359/18663482)  context  full comments

THE ALABAMA CONTROVERSY IS JUST STARTING. THESE ABORTION CASES ARE AT THE SUPREME COURT RIGHT NOW by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:44:44)

[ - ] Parent: QNirmanakaya  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:00:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223612/18653715)

I guess Mark Taylor right again! Roe vs Wade might be overturn soon!

The tables are turning and everyone will soon see that the way the Left has run down this country and intentionally mind I say to you,
well it is over and the the country is going through along needed reboot of things that have been going on for way to long with all the
corruption that has been perpetrated by Congressional voted in employee's of Congress and the Senate and all the way down to
local elected officials.... But only time will tell how it all turns out so we need to keep on influencing our government elected officials
so that the country goes in the right direction in future

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223612/18663466)  context  full comments

Trump's Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:39:06)
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[ - ] Parent: Sara37478  -4 points ( +0 | -4 ) 2019-05-18 05:01:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223799/18653832)

Some proofs which showing there is God https://youtu.be/PL9MgAd_gM0

See the friendship between cats and babies Just try to control your laugh When you will watch this https://youtu.be/rgliI0o0W8E

Funny cats are fighting for milk That's sho cute https://youtu.be/zoWQo0ayxZo

Monkey using phone like humans https://youtu.be/9HnvBArYTvI

Monkey and man are talking and understanding each others https://youtu.be/pqIVMjqzr1Y

Reality about terrorism Must watch this https://youtu.be/l_C_T1NCvDw

Dogs are dancing in video part 2 https://youtu.be/eFDh8tI2aaQ

....

I think there's a sub for that stuff @Sara37478 .... Videos or something like that

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223799/18663374)  context  full comments

THE ALABAMA CONTROVERSY IS JUST STARTING. THESE ABORTION CASES ARE AT THE SUPREME COURT RIGHT NOW by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:35:46)

[ - ] Parent: GolfinGirl  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:01:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223612/18655370)

Calling human babies fetuses is appalling to me. When you become pregnant you are having a HUMAN BABY, not a fetus!
Semantics dont change the truth. Sick.

Patriot that is one of the Democrat's words used to break down the reality of how sickening their whole belief system is on KILLING
BABIES they love that baby blood and are addicted to the Adrenochrome drug that is made from baby's blood

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223612/18663314)  context  full comments

Pompeo To John Kerry: You're Not Secretary Of State Anymore / If You Want To Revert To Weakness On Iran, Try Winning An Election. by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:28:22)

[ - ] Parent: RealBlackberry  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:01:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223389/18656207)

Kerry sold us out in Iran. His daughter married a man from there.

Of course he did Patriot . You think Obama and Kerry and all the top Dem's in the Obama Admin didn't slip millions from the paper
money transferred to Iran in Darkness of Night. Those people are sick and straight criminals...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223389/18663223)  context  full comments

Trump's Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:26:05)

[ - ] Parent: Apexbreed  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:01:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223799/18656739)

Now imagine how high his approval ratings would be if he got the positive coverage from the media that Obama got.

OMG ... It would be in the high 80's Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223799/18663188)  context  full comments

President Trump's Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 21:55:51

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:24:39)
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[ - ] Parent: Patti_McGreen  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:01:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18659483)

I'd like to expose a few myths about millennials from personal experience. We have four children between the ages of 35- 23.
Their father is a crazy ass liberal. Thank God as a stay-at-home mother they got most of their political education from me ,a
conservative that supports Trump. Even though my children are not fully awake about all the anon-in Q stuff. They are at least in
the know about how corrupt the Deep State and especially the Democrats have become. They grew up in Rural America. And all
have good jobs and supporting themselves. Amongst their friends I find the same thing ,a sense of conservatism. This age group
is often times being mis categorized ...they are slowly coming around.

I have had to push my narrative the last couple years to the point where sometimes they get really pissed at me but finally they
are truly waking up.

My point is is we have to stop putting down whole demographics of people. I am the end of the baby boomer generation and I
hear lots of derogatory stuff from what I'm assuming are younger folks in here. We are not all liberal leftists. Many of us have
conservative values and many of us also have very good computer IT skills.

I think we need to stop labeling whole entire groups of people and then making derogatory statements as a whole it just divides
us.

That's all ...have a nice day

Thank You Patriot ! And yes we do sometimes get carried away in labeling people , and the whole point of the Great Awakening is to
teach all who wish t know the truth, basically to Red Pill the Normie's and share like minded stuff...

God Bless Patriot , hope to see and hear more from you ... hey Red Pills are a plenty here .

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18663166)  context  full comments

FBI OFFICIALS WHO WORKED ON CLINTON EMAIL CASE NEVER SUSPECTED STRZOK-PAGE AFFAIR UNDER THEIR NOSES by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:19:06)

[ - ] Parent: 0perationchromite  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:01:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18661129)

Has it been determined that they were having an affair. Or is it a cover story. Were there text message that one would associate
with two people having an affair.

Yes they absolutely having an affair that wasn't suppose to be found out about , The only reason it was found is because when
Horowitz was investigating HRC's Email investigation he found their love text, and those two traveled together and were getting
away with infidelity with their spouse .... until the truth came out...I wouldn't doubt that they are still fucking

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18663085)  context  full comments

President Trump's Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:14:58)

[ - ] Parent: ALS  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-05-18 05:01:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18661270)

And I saw a poll this morning showing in Pa. the top five or six Democrat's beating Trump by at least eight to ten points? This BS
is going be the end of almost every polling company.

Yeah Patriot you know those are the same people that did the polling in 2016 that said the day of the election that Hillary Clinton
would beat Trump with a 98% chance against Trump's 2% chance of winning.... Don't pay attention because that is all Deep State
Propaganda

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18663024)  context  full comments

FBI OFFICIALS WHO WORKED ON CLINTON EMAIL CASE NEVER SUSPECTED STRZOK-PAGE AFFAIR UNDER THEIR NOSES by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:13:03)

[ - ] Parent: Incty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:02:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18661441)

They didn’t have an affair. The “affair” was their way of covering their asses for being in cahoots.

Oh they were fucking Patriot , but their crimes will be prosecuted , mark My word....Bill Barr is AG now & not Sessions

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18662994)  context  full comments

Baby Ripped From Murdered Woman's Womb In Chicago. Family Says She Was Lured To Her Death By A Woman She Met Through
Facebook. by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:11:35)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:02:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224497/18661499)

Baby boy is brain dead. I'm praying for a miracle of healing.

Heartbreaking.

Prayers for father and family please.

It could have been any one of us.

May her loved ones find comfort in our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Amen.

Thanks for the post @Stonenchizel

Hope your feeling better ;)

God speed.

WWG1WGA

Thank You @Zammyanci I'm feeling great & just waiting for Pathology Report so I know if they got it all , I will let you all know what
happens.

And Yes Father God I agree with Patriot @Zammyanci is Jesus Holy Name ....Amen

WWG1WGA*

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224497/18662980)  context  full comments

Facebook Censors Picture of Unborn Baby, Says It May 'Be Sensitive to Some People' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:08:56)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:02:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223194/18661568)

Really tired of the retards at FB dictating what we see and say! Time to take them down!!! We will NOT go silently into the night!!!

Yeah that is so true , I only go there to use the message board to talk with my kids through the day

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3223194/18662946)  context  full comments

FBI OFFICIALS WHO WORKED ON CLINTON EMAIL CASE NEVER SUSPECTED STRZOK-PAGE AFFAIR UNDER THEIR NOSES by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:08:10)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:02:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18661746)

If these ppl represent the "premier law enforcment agency" in the World, they are the most clueless to their surroundings and
incapable of preserving evidence...im surprised they didnt take a bulldozer to FBI building to cover up all their corruption.

@Podingo7 Have you thought that is exactly what MUeller was doing for 2 1/2 years is covering up crimes that pertained to the
Coup Attempt by the Deep State?

I believe Mueller is just as dirty as all the other fuckers like Strzok and Comey ... etc ...etc

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18662931)  context  full comments

Trump Administration Pulls Nearly $1 Billion From California's High-Speed Rail Project by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 04:58:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 15:00:06)

[ - ] Parent: tradstew  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:02:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224622/18662159)

There so many millions, if not billions going to waste in the DOT. Just one more daily exercise to milk funds is in Seattle. I
personally counted 21 empty buses in 30 minutes drive by a certain point on Fourth Ave at 5pm - peak of rush hour. A meter on
every bus adding the miles and the time of day qualifies for additional Federal Monies. Hey Fed's, add a feature to count actual
riders at the same time period. Really make these frauds sweat.

That's actually a great idea Patriot , you should call your congressman and tell them that.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224622/18662744)  context  full comments

Baby Ripped From Murdered Woman's Womb In Chicago. Family Says She Was Lured To Her Death By A Woman She Met Through
Facebook. by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 14:58:47)

[ - ] Parent: Rpaddymac1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:02:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224497/18662293)

It’s time to ban fb, it’s a deadly weapon. I mean shouldn’t we be blaming fb for this, you should have a background check and a
10day waiting period before you can go online, also we need fb free zones, and no using fb in public. While at home you need to
keep fb access locked in a safe away from your children....

Rumor has it that FB is a CIA owned agency so good luck with that because they love the fact that they can track people and actually
they (FB) should have done something about this before it got out of hand

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224497/18662713)  context  full comments

FBI OFFICIALS WHO WORKED ON CLINTON EMAIL CASE NEVER SUSPECTED STRZOK-PAGE AFFAIR UNDER THEIR NOSES by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 11:01:59

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 14:56:25)

[ - ] Parent: Awakenednotbroke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:03:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18662414)

Strzok has all the signs of being a psychopath. Lack of empathy and an empty frontal cortex runs in families. Wouldn't be
surprised to find out one or both of his parents are psychopaths. Lots of MK-Ultred kids have parents like that. It's not a condition
that occurs from being tortured and sexually abused from childhood. It's genetic. It's also known that a few of those poor children
who are put through the mind control protocols are not genetically disposed to psychopathology and might try to escape (usually
through suicide) or gain some semblance of empathy when they are grown. The ones who lie easily, have no sense of shame
and learn to enjoy the pain and suffering of others are usually genetic psychopaths.

Yes you have hit the nail on the proverbial head Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224463/18662687)  context  full comments

Trump Suggests Cop Killers Should 'Immediately' Face Death Penalty by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 14:53:51)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:03:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224664/18662465)

I disagree.

Just look at our country's Department of Justice. Just look what the law has done to our president. Does he not understand this
corruption filters down to local law enforcement in municipalities?

In my town officers were caught planting little bags of weed on 10 year old black boys. Just to get them into the system where the
door will revolve around them. That is the plan as we have prisons for profit. It's rotten from James Comey all the way down to
local law enforcement who take Kickbacks every time they steal a child. Perhaps under certain circumstances with certain crimes
if the citizen is actually guilty. You think about this as they continue to try to impeach the president. He's being very naive thinking
that they are different when they are all part of the doj. If there's no justice here how can there be Justice there? You need to be
real careful giving any officers carte blanche.

Good point Patriot... But the cop killing needs something to sway it back to a almost never hapening.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224664/18662649)  context  full comments

Trump Suggests Cop Killers Should 'Immediately' Face Death Penalty by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 14:51:15)

[ - ] Parent: wasupwitdis  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:03:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224664/18662467)

in years past we would attend a fallen officers funeral maybe once a year in the past few years its been 1 a month. This is out of
control. POTUS is right

I bet the cop killing would stop instantly Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224664/18662621)  context  full comments
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Facebook. by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-17 14:50:33)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-18 05:03:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224497/18662512)

I struggle to comprehend this kind of evil...a person has to have something terribly wrong with them to do something like this?
Then you have to think, there is probably no help for them, to far gone. An innocent young woman dead, baby struggling for life
and her family heartbroken. All because a person felt entitled to her child. Lord help us all....please take care of this young woman
who left earth to soon...comfort her family and if possible please save her innocent son, if not send him to his mothers arms.
Thank you Lord!

Amen to tat Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224497/18662611)  context  full comments

Killary Clinton is on Twitter shilling for abortion again. by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 minutes ago (2019-05-17 14:43:20)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-05-17 14:47:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3220625/18623935)

Don’t hold back @Stonenchizel! 

Never My Friend ....Not My style .

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3220625/18662508)  context  full comments

'National Emergency': Trump Signs Executive Order Clearing Way To Ban Huawei From US Telecoms by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 minutes ago (2019-05-17 14:41:47)

[ - ] Parent: Jack_Hackett  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:47:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3221070/18630038)

This is good news.

@Stonenchizel Hope the recovery is coming along well. :)

Thank You Patriot ...I'm doing great, Just waiting for the Pathology Report to see how the specimen turned out that was cut out, but
Thanks again & God Bless !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3221070/18662491)  context  full comments

POTUS TWEETS TODAY....LOVE THIS MAN~ HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND EVERYONE ! by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 minutes ago (2019-05-17 14:32:29)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 2019-05-17 14:47:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224619)

SAUCE

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224619/18662364)  context  full comments

Homeland Security Releases 9K Illegal Aliens into U.S. in 8 Days; 1.1K Released Every Day by TSE  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 59 minutes ago (2019-05-17 13:48:01)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:47:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224562)

I read it was more like 250 K to be transferred to other parts in the country in another news article

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224562/18661502)  context  full comments

Baby Ripped From Murdered Woman's Womb In Chicago. Family Says She Was Lured To Her Death By A Woman She Met Through
Facebook. by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 hour ago (2019-05-17 13:46:19)

[ - ] Parent: Mikethejew  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:48:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224497/18660854)

Look at the names and how they don't mention the suspects race. Dindonuffin

Right ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3224497/18661470)  context  full comments

Nothing Happening, nothing to see here. by ZombiClown  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-22 11:02:38

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.2 hours ago (2019-05-17 07:34:37)

[ - ] Parent: Ziggyspeaks  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:48:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223687/18655668)

The thing about those who sexually abuse children is that they themselves were abused in the same way. The fact that this type
of abuse has been so fucking taboo (kept in the shadows)since FOREVER has allowed it to perpetuate from generation to
generation.

The fact that the Catholic Church and MANY other HUGE public and private organizations have covered up the abuses that have
been reported to them has made it far worse.

Victims are most times too fucking ashamed, or made to feel like it is THEIR fault, or threatened in any number of ways so they
keep the sick secrets of their evil abusers and stuff their pain, shame and fear deep down inside where it festers and NEVER
goes away.

They ultimately release their pain, shame, fear and guilt in one of several ways: Unfortunately one of the most common ways is to
perpetuate the abuse by becoming the abuser. Many other victims end up using drugs or alcohol to numb their pain, others find
ways to abuse themselves with abusive relationships, cutting themselves, suicide attempts or criminal behavior.

Far fewer than the list above find their way into therapy where they can safely reveal what has happened to them and begin to
heal.

I,like so many others' was a victim of sexual abuse as a child. I did not take the path to healing until I had gone through hell (one
of my own making) and somehow survived. THE ONLY WAY TO END THE CYCLE OF ABUSE IS TO TALK ABOUT IT AND
BRING IT INTO THE LIGHT!

I have helped countless others' who have been to embarrassed or ashamed to admit they were also victims by simply sharing the
truth about my past. I no longer am ashamed of what my ABUSER did to me, I know that it WAS NOT MY FAULT and I did
NOTHING to deserve that sick abuse!

I have never and will never hurt a child EVER, but I spent most of my life hurting myself trying to make the pain go away. It did not
stop until I opened up and told the truth about what happened to me as a child. I would ask that anyone who reads this, please be
there for someone who needs to talk-if you see that they are in pain, just let them talk, you have no idea how much you will
change that person's life just by listening to them. God Bless You.

Ziggy the secret is to get them to talk. Most girls and women I have dated & gotten close enough to share secrets with were all
abused as children. It's a sad fact, that most females won't share what happened unless they are really into a guy and then they
finally share what had happened to them when they were young. So like you said ask questions and then really listen to what is
being told to you. God bless every man woman or child that has ever been molested.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223687/18657624)  context  full comments

Nothing Happening, nothing to see here. by ZombiClown  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-05-17 07:25:33)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:48:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223687/18653030)

I worry more and watch out more now , having kids is a hard job to begin with, watching out for creeps shouldnt even be part of
parent hood. Keep your head on a swivel ! Godbless , message me any time patriot!

ZombieClown being on the lookout 24 - 7 when you have kids is actually the instincts every parent should have or eventually will
have just to protect your kids because no one else will do that job as good as a smart parent

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223687/18657567)  context  full comments

William Barr on Fox News: " Early on the information I was getting didn't HANG TOGETHER " HANG TOGETHER !!!!!!!! by KnownBand0
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-05-17 07:12:27)
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[ - ] Parent: beardly01  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:48:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223761/18657069)

I don't care if they hang together or hang separately, so long as they all hang. They'll meet up at their final destination anyway. I'd
say just ask George H. W. Bush but he's busy butt fuckin' Satans thorny cock.

 Patriot that has to be the best comment all day!

It's good to know some people get the big picture & in the end you better have ur shit straight with the Lord.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223761/18657483)  context  full comments

President Trump's Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +2 | -2 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 7.8 hours ago (2019-05-17 07:01:41)

[ - ] Parent: AlexanderMorose13  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:48:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18656741)

This generation is the one thoroughly fucked by the societal rules and bullshit, and the reason they're fucked isn't because of the
fact that they got crammed full of Leftist propaganda, it's because they're too stupid to realize that spiritual and personal growth is
something more valuable than money. You can't make money unless you earn it yourself, and if you think the world owes you
money, the only thing you'll find that it does is that it leaves you looking like a fool. Especially after they learn that some of the
stupidest people that they always made fun of go on to be able to handle a budget larger than the worth of their entire lives added
together.

The next generation, however, is going to be totally fine. They have the most advanced tools of the Internet at their disposal, and
no one tells them from a young age that many of the dreams that they have are next to impossible. So they'll grow up
communicating with each other to exchange some dumb ideas and some even better logical ones, and quickly sort through all
the bullshit to discover the kernels of truth in the world that will lead them on the path to places of free speech like here. Some of
the younger kids these days are getting successful so fast it's a wonder why adults don't kick their children out of the house at the
age of about 10. They'd probably be much better off realizing their true independence at an age young enough to make mistakes
with it and learn the true importance of what having a family or creating a family does to someone.

Now that the Liberal indoctrinated pushing left are not running the country, I do believe that the kids will have a decent chance at
success now that Conservatives are setting shit straight.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18657308)  context  full comments

President Trump's Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +1 | -2 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-05-17 06:51:49)

[ - ] Parent: ggolemg  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-05-17 14:48:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18656701)

Now that I know he's Zion Don I'm done with him, this isn't a troll and I'm not shilling for anyone else. The kikes must end.

I sure hope that doesn't mean you'll vote for a Communist Democrat...

Just think of the alternative Patriot.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18657236)  context  full comments

President Trump's Polls Just Hit Record High & Even Millennials Are Loving Him by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +3 | -2 ) at 2019-05-22 11:02:38

History: 0 points( +2 | -2 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 8 hours ago (2019-05-17 06:49:35)

[ - ] Parent: cantaloupe6  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:48:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18656637)

Mellennials were exposed to the most extreme leftist globalist propaganda in school with almost no access to anything else. And
globalist Goldman Sachs corruption destroyed the economy as they started to search for work; along with the highest cost
education for the time. So massive debt, no future, living at home; they vote for Bernie only to find out it was a scam.

A raw deal.

At the root of all that evil was limitations on free speech.

Once media control started to crumble and people started pushing back, there's more with clarity. It's almost as if a focus on
making a nation work well for its citizens is better than having it benefit enormous corporations.

And now the globalists are angry, they've been undone by free evaluation and exposure of their plans.

Great accurate summary Patriot!

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223970/18657223)  context  full comments

FBI-CIA Dispute Erupts: According to Fox News, emails exists which indicate that Comey told bureau subordinates that it was John Brennan
who insisted on the "Russian interference" dossier inclusion by MtRussmore  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-18 05:02:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.1 hours ago (2019-05-17 06:41:40)

[ - ] Parent: MtRussmore  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2019-05-17 14:48:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224053)

Sounds like Beast has been bitten by the Fear Monster & the Children are starting to turn on each other !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3224053/18657189)  context  full comments

Attn! New Report Feature! Help us to make GreatAwakening Better! - Call to QRV Mods and Qanon to READ. by srayzie  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-22 11:02:38

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.2 hours ago (2019-05-17 04:32:24)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  36 points ( +42 | -6 ) 2019-05-17 14:49:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3221576)

Man @srayzie you ain't lyin' ....I just clicked on over at QRV and right there on top is a dude sucking off another dude....Talk about
sickening up a sub... I'm done with QRV ! If the Mod's ain't gonna do shit about that then they are the fucking problem... So sad to see
a sub where Q actually sent people to go for Q'anon drop sharing minded people and then the a few dickheads or maybe even worst
, a few Democrat's trying to destroy the whole Q'anon following have sunken to their total style of playing life.... Just like Michael
Obama said " When They Go Low We Go Lower " Hey guys #QRV is COMPROMISED!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3221576/18655849)  context  full comments

This sub is filled with terrible people and you should jump off of a bridge by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-16 23:49:32)

[ - ] Parent: andrew_jackson  -3 points ( +1 | -4 ) 2019-05-17 14:49:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223566/18650946)

I'll admit that I don't have one. I'm just here to cause problems.

Yes that is obvious but , that's your right to free speech... please though , there is a difference between being a straight tool shill or
just a dude wasting some time, but you can always get more bee's with Honey than you can with Shit as the bait.....You feel Me..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3223566/18651015)  context  full comments

House Democrats to Stage Marathon Reading of Mueller Report by TSE  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 20:28:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 1.9 hours ago (2019-05-16 18:33:25)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 20:28:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222680)

Rumor has it that most of those same Democrat's are going to be prosecuted for treason and Sedition and they are looking for any
piece of anything that they can use to try and stop what's coming...... the problem is : " There is nothing they can do to stop what is
coming .... period..... yes maybe stall but it can not be stopped!"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222680/18645045)  context  full comments

Both Comey And Brennan Voted Communist While Cold War Was Raging by Joker68  in politics
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-16 20:28:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2019-05-16 17:58:30)

[ - ] Parent: Joker68  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 20:28:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3222784)

That which is stated in the the title alone should tell you that the United States of America was actually taken over and being
controlled by Globalist Elite Puppets soon after Ronald Reagan's 8 year term was up... So Poppy Bush up to Obama were all just
Globalist Puppets fucking America right into debt... 21 Trillion dollars to be precise.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3222784/18644373)  context  full comments

Proud Republican Actor Praises President Donald Trump For 'Disrupting The Fabric' Of Washington by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 20:28:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 3.9 hours ago (2019-05-16 16:34:02)

[ - ] Parent: qanon1776  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 20:28:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222672/18642326)

He is right. President Trump, if nothing else has interupted the ongoing corruption and incompetence of DC. Thanks for speaking
up KG.

Right ! .... It's not often we get a Hollywood star with the clout that K.G. carries in Hollywood ... So we are truly grateful for the actual
Conservative Actors that are not afraid to speak up and say what they really want to say without the repercussions of speaking
positive of President Trump then being Blacklisted by the Hollywood shot callers.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222672/18642892)  context  full comments

Liberal Stupidity On Sex Flares Up Again In Abortion Arguments by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-16 20:28:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2019-05-16 15:47:27)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 20:28:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222567/18641597)

I can still see milano's BIG DUMB BOOT kicking down the door in congress (or trying to anyway). HA HA HA HA HA

Oh, and why does it show up sitting behind adam shifty in congress so much?

Because it's a piece of Liberal Trash @TurqoiseLover

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222567/18641862)  context  full comments

Burglar Shot Dead by Homeowner in White Center, WA by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 20:28:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 4.7 hours ago (2019-05-16 15:45:38)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  32 points ( +35 | -3 ) 2019-05-16 20:28:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222614)

GOOD!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222614/18641837)  context  full comments

Moved from QRV by greatheart  in GreatAwakening
History: 8 points( +11 | -3 ) at 2019-05-17 14:47:33

History: 6 points( +9 | -3 ) at 2019-05-16 20:28:21

[–] Stonenchizel  6 points ( +9 | -3 ) 4.7 hours ago (2019-05-16 15:43:20)

[ - ] Parent: greatheart  27 points ( +35 | -8 ) 2019-05-16 20:29:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222590)

Welcome Patriot... Here at the @GAsub You will find that the Mod's are awesome and run a tight ship!

I"m not knocking the other Q'anon subs, I"m just saying this is My favorite Q' sub on voat.co

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222590/18641802)  context  full comments

Time is running out to take down the Deep State - can anyone help make sense of this? by 0369Retired  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 20:28:21

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 5.7 hours ago (2019-05-16 14:47:25)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-05-16 20:29:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222474/18640566)

Trials by fall. The leftist idiots will be sitting in the courtroom during the 2020 campaign. Their dirt is already out of the bag (notice
them blaming each other now for which one set the trap with the FAKE dossier). Result, now they can't claim anyone is interfering
with the election or that what they did wasn't a massive crime.

It's marked "crime" already.

BTW, has anyone really seen the USURPING IDIOT lately? I hear they have him. Obviously, his twitter account has been
captured (he wouldn't post the revealing things out there now). Like the Standard Hotel news article in his honeymoon photo.

@TurquoiseLover is right , the plan isn't just starting to investigate....Sessions appointed Huber and Horowitz and they have been
investigating those said crimes for a year and a half now.... It's only a matter of time until the results of those said investigations come
to light....just be patient because the Declassifying is coming and then the shit all hits the fan ... so to speak! And here's the great part
Huber doesn't only have the power to investigate , He has the power to prosecute!

TRUST THE PLAN

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3222474/18640793)  context  full comments

Killary Clinton is on Twitter shilling for abortion again. by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 12 hours ago (2019-05-15 18:23:23)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  28 points ( +28 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 06:30:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3220625)

HRC just knows that she will be with out her Baby Blood making Adrenochrome that has been coming from Abortion fetal matter that
has been ripped from pregnant mothers that have been convinced that the only way is to have an Abortion when there are so many
things that could be done to insure their babies be placed in families that are not able to create a baby from some health anomaly in
their lives...

HRC is one sick selfish cunt.. Period!

Send that Devil Demon infested witch to Gizmo.... To be dealt with accordingly..

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3220625/18623816)  context  full comments

Trey Gowdy: 'To Whoever Is Investigating This, Tell Them To Look For Emails Between Brennan And Comey In December 2016' by
Himfirst  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-05-15 18:13:35)

[ - ] Parent: Himfirst  54 points ( +54 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 06:30:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218995)

Trust Me Patriot, Huber has already been investigating those fools for a year & a half & it will all come out in the public arena soon
enough. No matter how hard the Democrats try & stall the evidence from coming out, they can NOT stop what is coming.... Period...
The Dark to Light will be the biggest news story In America's history as a nation... I for one am truly excited because this shit is just
starting to get good.... Enjoy the Movie Patriots... Q'anon has always been our friend & has informed Us of what will surely come to
pass.... Gitmo is starting to look like the future home for a lot of those foul DS Player's that have committed Treason & even Sedition
in the last three years...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218995/18623683)  context  full comments

And So It Begins by showbobandvagene  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +7 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

[–] Stonenchizel  6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-15 17:03:07)

[ - ] Parent: showbobandvagene  40 points ( +41 | -1 ) 2019-05-16 06:30:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3220496)

Great article Patriot!

The fact that Huber has been investigating these Coup Traitors to America will be so awesome to see once the Deep State Globalist
Puppet's like James Comey , McCabe, Stroke, and all the quiet players like Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton ,John Brennan &
Clapper..... Etc.... Etc... Etc. This is the Plan at work and we actually have Ex- AG Jeff Sessions to be grateful to for appointing Huber
& Horowitz who have been investigating for a year and a half already...

Trust The Plan Patriots

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3220496/18622400)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham Advises Trump Jr To Ignore His Senate Subpoena by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-15 15:40:33)

[ - ] Parent: CokeOrPepe  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 06:30:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219376/18620589)

He should just say, “I don’t recall” over and over

That's right Patriot, it always works for the Democrat's

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219376/18620977)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham Advises Trump Jr To Ignore His Senate Subpoena by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-15 15:36:16)
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[ - ] Parent: Don_Tomaso  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 06:31:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219376/18616277)

Go fuck yourself shill or even better, do the human gene pool a favor and drown yourself in a sewage.

@Don_Tomaso  Nice idea Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219376/18620906)  context  full comments

Breaking News: GOP Senators Propose Congressional Term Limits by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-05-15 12:21:45)

[ - ] Parent: nevergiveup2them  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-16 06:31:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219403/18617771)

Join the convention of states. These ideas are already proposed. Its a grass roots efforts by the people. We are going around
congress for all the reasons you stated. The question is will you help as much as you write?

Great point Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219403/18618260)  context  full comments

Breaking News: GOP Senators Propose Congressional Term Limits by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2019-05-15 03:41:17)

[ - ] Parent: SuckaFree  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-15 08:58:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219403/18612811)

Indiana and FL are key on this particular issue. There's a pretty large base in both states that want term limits of some sort. I live in
a county in FL where the Sheriff has publicly called out the corrupt, career politicians and bureaucracy AND had advocated for
term limits. There's been talk and some marketing for it, too. It makes sense Scott would be for it.

I, for one, am tired of ALL of them being able to remain in power for so long.

We all are Patriot .... they need to have term limits!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219403/18613670)  context  full comments

VERSION TIMESTAMP: 2019-05-15 08:57:51, 2019-05-16 06:30:30

Breaking News: GOP Senators Propose Congressional Term Limits by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2019-05-15 03:40:04)

[ - ] Parent: ledbetter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-15 08:58:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219403/18612848)

I must be missing something.. It sounds like you're proposing pretty much what we already have. How will Joe sixpak know it's
any different?

Right ... so he"s what saying is basically he likes it the way it is...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219403/18613650)  context  full comments

VERSION 2

Breaking News: GOP Senators Propose Congressional Term Limits by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-16 06:30:30

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-05-15 03:40:04)

[ - ] Parent: ledbetter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-15 08:58:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219403/18612848)

I must be missing something.. It sounds like you're proposing pretty much what we already have. How will Joe sixpak know it's
any different?

Right ... so what he"s saying is basically he likes it the way it is...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3219403/18613650)  context  full comments

Not Kidding: NYT Praises Joe Biden For Not Putting His Foot In His Mouth by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-05-14 20:30:08)
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[ - ] Parent: hamman365  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-15 08:58:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218287/18602512)

in the meantime, they will eviscerate President Trump for any perceived issues. Lamestream Media.

It truly is sickening how the msm are so loyal to their Masters (owners)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218287/18605501)  context  full comments

Not Kidding: NYT Praises Joe Biden For Not Putting His Foot In His Mouth by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-14 20:27:45)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-05-15 08:58:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218287/18601499)

Between hillary and biden flapping their dumb mouths....... you MUST listen to cockeyed AOC.

 I'm loving the show.... It's a real life Comedy.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218287/18605455)  context  full comments

BAD NEWS : DEEP STATE FUCKTARDS HACKED MY LAPTOP, CHECK UR COMPUTERS & PHONES PATRIOTS by [deleted] in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-14 19:18:24)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-15 08:58:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18604137)

Use a burner laptop! I learned that one doing the torrent downloads years ago! sorry to hear tho The biggest threat to your laptop
is Windows10 sorry but true.I buy used ones with win7

Thanks Zombie

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18604230)  context  full comments

BAD NEWS : DEEP STATE FUCKTARDS HACKED MY LAPTOP, CHECK UR COMPUTERS & PHONES PATRIOTS by [deleted] in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-14 19:16:52)

[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  -3 points ( +1 | -4 ) 2019-05-15 08:58:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18603660)

You DUMBFUCK! You fell for the "call from Microsoft? LOL You have been scammed you stupid boomer burn out moron! This is
HILARIOUS! TRYING to insult me doesn't change the FACT you are a gullible IGNORANT idiot who just got scammed! HOW
MUCH DID YOU PAY "MICROSOFT" TO "FIX" YOUR LAPTOP!!!!! LOL POOR STUPID HICK!!!!! BOOMER BURNOUT IDIOT
INCEL LOSER!!!!!

Poor dumb "Ziggyspeaks", Triggered much Gomer? Losing it hillbilly? Another boomer burn out loser.

You of all the people on voat.co just couldn't wait to say something negative to me.. Since I blocked ur stupid ass months ago

Climb back up Hillary's ass you stinky fuck!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18604213)  context  full comments

BAD NEWS : DEEP STATE FUCKTARDS HACKED MY LAPTOP, CHECK UR COMPUTERS & PHONES PATRIOTS by [deleted] in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-14 19:14:27)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-15 08:58:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18603743)

You do know you just paid the hackers...right???

Well then the hackers made my computer with your logic.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18604168)  context  full comments

BAD NEWS : DEEP STATE FUCKTARDS HACKED MY LAPTOP, CHECK UR COMPUTERS & PHONES PATRIOTS by [deleted] in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-14 19:00:57)
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[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-15 08:59:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18603318)

HOPEFULLY ALL THE PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN FIXED AND MY LAPTOP WON'T BE GIVING ME ANY MORE
PROBLEMS

what kind of problems?

Big problems!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18603730)  context  full comments

BAD NEWS : DEEP STATE FUCKTARDS HACKED MY LAPTOP, CHECK UR COMPUTERS & PHONES PATRIOTS by [deleted] in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-14 18:58:41)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-15 08:59:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18603464)

I had to buy a new one. The $350 model. What kind of problems were you having?

My laptop just stopped working so I contacted Microsoft & we went over all the shit that needed to be deleted & cleaned... I bought a
new spyware addition & add blocker because my lappy just stopped working but I did the right thing & contacted Microsoft. It's fixed
now and all hackers can try again I guess... But my laptop is working so fast now. So I'm glad it happened because now I'm faster
than ever.... lol ���---> Me Really-->♿

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3218528/18603683)  context  full comments

LIBERAL'S KNOW WILLIAM BARR IS A THOROUGH & EXCELLENT PROSECUTOR & HE WILL INVESTIGATE EXACTLY WHO, WHAT,
WHERE & WHY (MEME'S) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-05-14 05:34:32)

[ - ] Parent: Jonny_Ninja  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:43:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18586878)

Just remember, everything you are currently seeing out of the democrats is nothing but confirmation of their extreme desperation.

If you look at all of this logically, this is literally all they've got at this point. It's obvious because what they are doing is so ridiculous
that they wouldn't possibly be firing such rubber bullets if they had any lead left.

In short, they are fucked and they know it.

We've already won. It's over. Now it's just a matter of how long it takes to wake the normies with all the slow walking that's
necessary to do so.

And always remember, it should be obvious at this point that this is, and always was, a military op. It is timed and being worked as
perfectly as possible. So all you concern fags shut the fuck up and watch this shit blow up in slow motion.

The bad actors have to go to jail. If they don't, the deep state will go after Trump, his family, and all of us after he leaves office. You
fuckers don't think Trump knows this? This is a ZERO SUM GAME, and Trump would have never got involved if he didn't already
know he would win.

And he already knew he would win because again, he had help from a powerful organization from the beginning - even before
he ran.

It is going down. Just try to enjoy and pass out those redpills.

My sentiments exactly!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18594436)  context  full comments

May The Lord God Bless You Graciously This Mother's Day To All You True Patriot Mothers by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-31 09:28:19

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-05-14 05:31:23)
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[ - ] Parent: WhisperingPine  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:43:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214914/18588093)

Thank you Patriot, From a Mom who converted from DemonRat to Republican When Hitlary decided to Run the first time !! Ever
since i have red-pilled my entire family and friends and will keep working with fellow Patriots to Red Pill as many as i can.
#Trump2020 Landslide :)

Keep up the great job then Patriot !

God Bless You !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214914/18594421)  context  full comments

'Transgender Woman' Stripped Of Victory In Powerlifting Competition (True Gender Male) by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-05-14 05:29:21)

[ - ] Parent: scoripowarrior  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:43:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216542/18588920)

"individuals" that are "trans" should have their own category and not be lumped in with REAL men/women. The freaks can
compete against each other.

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216542/18594404)  context  full comments

May The Lord God Bless You Graciously This Mother's Day To All You True Patriot Mothers by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.3 hours ago (2019-05-14 05:27:29)

[ - ] Parent: standwithuQ  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:44:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214914/18591838)

Thank you for this post. I lost my Mom 5 years ago and it seems like yesterday. I'm a single Mom trying to raise a teenage boy in
an awake way without scarring the beejumpins out of him, I'm a patriot from Canada but I've been watching everything very
closely for the last 3 years and I feel we are all family here. Thank you again and LOVE YOU ALL! WWG1WGA!!

God bless you @standwithuQ

Trust the Lord & it all gets easier.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214914/18594389)  context  full comments

QANON PLEASE READ! - Issues with QRV & 8chan's QResearch Board by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-05-14 05:05:47)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2019-05-14 11:44:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3217150/18592296)

What don't YOU get about NO PORN ALLOWED?

Posts have to be Q Related. (Explained Below)

Quality Posts Only. (See link above.)

If you post, explain yourself clearly.

No Posting Questions. Ask in the comment section.

Posts about other users are not allowed. (In most cases)

PORNOGRAPHIC IMAGES ARE NOT ALLOWED!!!!!!!!

Usernames imitating mods will be banned.

That sounds simple enough Laura...

"Trust The Plan"

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3217150/18594194)  context  full comments

QANON PLEASE READ! - Issues with QRV & 8chan's QResearch Board by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +8 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31
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[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-05-14 04:57:04)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:44:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3217150/18592605)

Awww well isn’t that nice. Someone is talking crap on 8chan. Must be @NotHereForPizza or @NeonRevolt. � You’re both
COWARDS. You could have said what you had to say right here in this thread, but as usual, you’re pussies.

@Shizy @MolochHunter @Kevdude

 That's why our MOD's are BadAss Mother Fuckers..... Don't mess with the Best or you will be put to the test.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3217150/18594027)  context  full comments

LIBERAL'S KNOW WILLIAM BARR IS A THOROUGH & EXCELLENT PROSECUTOR & HE WILL INVESTIGATE EXACTLY WHO, WHAT,
WHERE & WHY (MEME'S) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.4 hours ago (2019-05-14 00:21:22)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:44:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18589323)

lol...they were hoping Buttplug could save'um!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18589727)  context  full comments

As Expected, The Left Is Probably Going To Freak Out Over Trump's Move To Gut Nationwide Injunctions by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11.4 hours ago (2019-05-14 00:19:26)

[ - ] Parent: LanJon310  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:44:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216871/18589525)

At this point, FVCK the left and their crying. It's time for us to step up and laugh at them, while we steam roll them, on the Train.

It's obvious that Trump and us PATRIOTS are the enemy, regardless of what Trump does, or how peaceful we are.

E N O U G H !

We are better than these idiots and yet we are letting them, and their masters, seem to beat us.

They truly have no clue how fast they would go down...they use the Civil War results as confidence that they would win a war with
the Right.

It would be over quick! The President is the chief of all The United States of America's Military's period!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216871/18589699)  context  full comments

Trump Blasts Tlaib Over Holocaust Comments, Accuses Her Of 'Tremendous Hatred' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-13 20:29:38)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:44:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216240/18582535)

Brother she needs to resign and move back with the Palestinians, because she sure is not representing the American people.

Wow is it that obvious? ..... lol ... I'm just pulling your leg Patriot , You are absolutely right . Democrat Rep. Tlaib is a pure
representation of what Islam is in America and we can thank Berry Sotero ( Obama ) for his backwards politicking that has attempted
to destroy America's sovereignty. Now just imagine if Hillary Clinton would have won the 2016, we would be in WW3 with Russia
right now ...or hell , maybe even all dead from an all out Nuclear War that might have already gone out of control with what she was
pushing during her debates with Trump during the 2016 election cycle. Now Obama has made America intentionally mind you, a
country that accepted Islamic agendas even if they might hurt America.... and I believe that was on purpose to set it up for HRC to
push for the New World Order genda in destroying America's sovereignty and pushing forward with the NWO Satanic controlled few
Elite enslaving the whole world to their Satanic world they envision.

(Oooops I got carried away and just kept typing @LakotPride )

WWG1WWGA
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Graham Working On Declassifying Document With Major Revelation About Steele Dossier by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-13 20:16:23)

[ - ] Parent: coulditbe4Q  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:44:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216261/18585153)

I feel you but think of it like treating cancer. Remember the plan was to minimize turmoil. The beauty of this is watching them self
incriminate themselves. Evil can be very intimidating but it does have a blind spot. It can only see its self. Something to think
about. It can not fathom self sacrifice. It does not know it. It can not see it.

WWG1WGA

@coulditbe4Q Exactly Patriot and well stated might I add...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216261/18585703)  context  full comments

Graham Working On Declassifying Document With Major Revelation About Steele Dossier by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-05-13 20:14:37)

[ - ] Parent: think500  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:44:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216261/18583237)

gotta love the way POTUS let this 'tick tock' for two years until it blew up in their face : )

@think500 President Trump is a stable genius and this whole thing is like a game for masters of war that he knows he is sure to
win.... trust Me , he is enjoying this with every bit of his soul.

TRUST THE PLAN

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216261/18585683)  context  full comments

Graham Working On Declassifying Document With Major Revelation About Steele Dossier by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-13 20:11:22)

[ - ] Parent: ItConcernsMe  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:45:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216261/18582236)

I fear instead of being flattened they will just crawl back into their holes.

There is No hole deep enough to hide those who have colluded to remove President Trump from Attorney General Bill Barr after the
way the Democrat's mis-treated him in that Senatorial Committe ... @ItConcernsMe .... The Liberal's know their time is running out
....... -----> GITMO BOUND

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216261/18585619)  context  full comments

Graham Working On Declassifying Document With Major Revelation About Steele Dossier by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-13 20:06:56)

[ - ] Parent: mrGaudi  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:45:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216261/18581911)

Day by day, it becomes more and more crushing to those who were on board with the coup. All the documents, the reports, the
investigations, the whistleblowing, will keep adding up to something so heavy and immovable those who are on the underside
trying to hold this all up in the air will be flattened. As time goes on, it's getting heavier and heavier, holding the farce up in the air
will become untenable. I'm enjoying the slow crushing sound of it all.

Oh just wait Patriot, @mrGaudi as soon as one Demon Rat goes down , they will start informing the white hats with everything to
save their own asses.... This is where the movie takes a turn and comes into light of what we have all been waiting for to happen....

Grab Some Popcorn

It's about to get really good !

WWG1WGA
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History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-13 20:00:50)

[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:45:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18584808)

Like I had posted on the wall of the office for my section. WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, HOW, HOW MANY, AND WHAT
THE HELL

And with Attorney Bill Barr investigating those facts they will surely come out from the dark to the light and that's why the Liberal's
have like @amarQ144 in their comment above said , The Pedocrats have a constipational crisis !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18585287)  context  full comments

LIBERAL'S KNOW WILLIAM BARR IS A THOROUGH & EXCELLENT PROSECUTOR & HE WILL INVESTIGATE EXACTLY WHO, WHAT,
WHERE & WHY (MEME'S) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-13 19:57:15)

[ - ] Parent: think500  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:45:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18584694)

DEMOCRAT'S ARE REALLY AFRAID OF WHAT ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM BARR WILL FIND

Many are afraid because they know what Barr will find.

Yes Patriot , that was my intentions , to bring that point across when I wrote it.

Thanks for pointing that out ...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18585253)  context  full comments

LIBERAL'S KNOW WILLIAM BARR IS A THOROUGH & EXCELLENT PROSECUTOR & HE WILL INVESTIGATE EXACTLY WHO, WHAT,
WHERE & WHY (MEME'S) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:57:51

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-13 19:55:27)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:45:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18583732)

The Pedocrats have a constipational crisis on their hands.

Patriot are you sure it's on their hands, or could it be up their Donkeys ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18585229)  context  full comments

LIBERAL'S KNOW WILLIAM BARR IS A THOROUGH & EXCELLENT PROSECUTOR & HE WILL INVESTIGATE EXACTLY WHO, WHAT,
WHERE & WHY (MEME'S) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-13 19:54:07)

[ - ] Parent: MAIDENanon  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:45:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18582980)

not only that.....now Barr is PISSED

Now the Liberal's better really be scared ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216389/18585207)  context  full comments

'Transgender Woman' Stripped Of Victory In Powerlifting Competition (True Gender Male) by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-05-13 19:29:39)

[ - ] Parent: TheGrandMaster  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:45:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216542/18584721)

Trannies are an abomination. They should not be allowed to even participate in society, let alone sports.

Agreed 100% Patriot ..... Just look at this dude and you can see he is a biological male regardless of what he claims, or what he
wears or says he is ... he will always be a male and that totally is unfair to the actual women who have trained in any particular sport ,
to compete against other women.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216542/18584888)  context  full comments

CANDACE OWENS: ‘THEY CRIPPLED OUR COMMUNITY,’ HERE’S HOW by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-05-13 18:55:01)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-14 11:45:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216467/18583740)

Brother, she really is doing a great job exposing the truth about Democrats.

Yes I love following her just to see where she takes her agenda next....Candace has definitely impressed me, especially since she is
actually pretty young to be so deeply involved in the political game....and she sure is making an impact for the Conservative side of
the political arena...

God Bless Patriot & have a great week !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216467/18584263)  context  full comments

Donna Brazile 1/18/2019 Tweet - Refers to Pelosi as President by johnjacobjingle  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 18:46:57

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 47 minutes ago (2019-05-13 18:00:06)

[ - ] Parent: johnjacobjingle  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 18:47:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216421)

Of course this is what the Democrat's have in mind , is to remove President Trump & VP mike Pence and replace them with that old
hag who can't even speak a simple sentence without stuttering and slurring since she is a Mob Bosses daughter who got caught up
in the Heroin dump and seems she has never got out and it is really starting to show how bad her addiction truly is....Heaven forbid
anything happen to POTUS and Pence....because a president Pelosi would insure America's fall indefinitely.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216421/18583178)  context  full comments

It's Time F**K China by Rumpledore  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 18:46:57

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 microcentury ago (2019-05-13 17:54:44)

[ - ] Parent: Rumpledore  21 points ( +23 | -2 ) 2019-05-13 18:47:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216251)

The secret to insuring America is number one in the world is to only buy MADE IN THE USA products when you shop !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3216251/18583094)  context  full comments

Whistleblower tells all, claiming HRC, Schumer, Gillibrand, and other prominent Dems are involved in human trafificking, sex slavery, and
satanism. by TRFBYTrC0mmies  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +10 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 10 points( +10 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:43:31

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 18:46:57

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-05-13 15:49:25)

[ - ] Parent: TRFBYTrC0mmies  61 points ( +63 | -2 ) 2019-05-13 18:47:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3216173)

“At the time I worked for them, I thought they were a little peculiar,” Parlato maintains. >“But it wasn’t until the end that I
realized they were a downright evil group,”

We knew that the Democrats and even some Rhino Republicans were involved in some pretty sick shit....but now we have a witness
to their crimes.

WWG1WGA
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US Army's New Uniforms A Throwback To Classic WWII Design by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52
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[ - ] Parent: Ziggyspeaks  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 08:29:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3215259/18575150)

[https://files.catbox.moe/gaf646.jpg] My Dad in his Original WWII Uniform

Nice Patriot , Thanks for sharing ...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3215259/18576004)  context  full comments

LOL: Alyssa Milano Didn't Expect Pro-Lifers To Run With Her 'Sex Strike' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 18:46:57

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 08:29:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2019-05-13 04:52:39)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 08:29:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3215056/18571730)

Patriot she is just a washed out clown who was on film. throw her a quarter to shut up.

That's what she's trying to do basically is stay relevant in the Hollywood community so maybe she can land a good paying job ,
because a you know a heavy hard drug habit gets really hard to do if you have no new funds coming in daily. Like you've said she's
pretty much washed up and is a has been .....sorry for posting ....now I feel s - s - s' - s' -st' sttt'' - stupid ... damn I had a hard time
saying that compared to Alyssa Milano's actions.... lol

GOD BLESS PATRIOT

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3215056/18575407)  context  full comments

Stranded Teens Send Up A Prayer, Then The Amen Motors Into View by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 08:29:15

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2019-05-13 00:42:53)

[ - ] Parent: Elfchiro  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:57:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214987/18569879)

God is good, all the time.

Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214987/18571932)  context  full comments

May The Lord God Bless You Graciously This Mother's Day To All You True Patriot Mothers by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 08:29:15

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2019-05-13 00:36:29)

[ - ] Parent: pixelkitteh  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:57:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214914/18571112)

Thank you fellow patriot, from a Mom who is tryna raise a redpilled kid. <3 Amen and God bless you all.

YOU ARE WELCOME & HAPPY MOTHERS DAY @pixelkitteh

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214914/18571835)  context  full comments

May The Lord God Bless You Graciously This Mother's Day To All You True Patriot Mothers by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2019-05-13 00:34:57)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:57:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3214914/18569704)

Every day is mothers day. Its the 5th commandment.

This "mothers day" is some strange day of mother worship.

Unbiblical.

AND ? What"s ur point?
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Q team is a (((JEW))) team and they are NOT WORKING with POTUS by vtusr  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2019-05-13 00:34:19)

[ - ] Parent: vtusr  -18 points ( +6 | -24 ) 2019-05-13 01:57:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208696)

Sauce Please

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208696/18571802)  context  full comments

First Annual Ramadan Bombathon 2019 Draw Mohamed Contest by Rellik88  in RamBomDrawCon
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-25 12:32:17

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-05-12 06:53:23)

[ - ] Parent: Rellik88  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:57:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/RamBomDrawCon/3198500)

HERE YOU GO HAPPY RAMADAN

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6WPs-TUYAAznru.png

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/RamBomDrawCon/3198500/18557786)  context  full comments

Just Re-Read Q'anon's Drop 3325 : Why Did Obama Assign "Renegade" as His US Secret Service Codename by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-05-12 05:57:46)

[ - ] Parent: Fancy451  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:57:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18540930)

i thot USSS issued the code names, not the name holder.

Nope the name holder has the last say.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18557326)  context  full comments

President Trump Just Gave Mayor Pete His New Nickname: Alfred E. Neuman by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-05-12 05:55:54)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:57:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212591/18549241)

Alfred E. Buttplugg

Hahhahaha ! Now that would have been a better name for ole Buttplugg Pete !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212591/18557318)  context  full comments

HATEFUL HILLARY HOPES TO RUN AGAIN by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-05-12 05:51:51)

[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:58:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212605/18546040)

Wow. I would laugh except for her apparently insane hatred for DJT, rightly elected POTUS, and for US regular deplorable folks. I
am not Democrat and will never vote such, and don't really trust the Republicans I see in Congress, but I am still a Deplorable!
Her rulers still want to pick up where they left off with the 16 year plan, you can count on it. All the stops will be removed, and new
devious stratagems foisted upon our system of election by 2020. Any of the blue team are BAD NEWS. They hate US and what
we stand for-they all want to destroy US.

Yes that is so very obvious by how they say they will run the country if elected.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212605/18557296)  context  full comments

HATEFUL HILLARY HOPES TO RUN AGAIN by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-05-12 05:50:17)
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[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:58:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212605/18545818)

I'm wondering if they are going to wait for November 2020 election to solidify the voter ID. That way, for the primary, they can
gather more intell on how the DNC cheats because they have already decided who they want, just like they did for Hillary. So, by
the time the most important voting takes place in Nov 2020, we will have very accurate voting. Just my guess.

Well if Trump's Admin doesn't do that , the Democrat's are going to absolutely cheat without a doubt.....

But I believe regardless of what the Dem's do President Trump is going to decimate whoever they run against him

KAG

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212605/18557282)  context  full comments

DOJ Inspector General Found Carter Page FISA Extensions Were Illegally Obtained, Joe diGenova Says by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-05-12 05:35:46)

[ - ] Parent: CaJuN-M8  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-13 01:58:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212999/18556028)

Why is no one talking about This? This is yugeeeesee.

RIGHT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212999/18557170)  context  full comments

Biden Vile Immigration Hypocrisy - Rediscovered Clip Shows Him Demanding Border Wall - RT by MtRussmore  in politics
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-05-12 04:56:23)

[ - ] Parent: MtRussmore  2 points ( +4 | -2 ) 2019-05-13 01:58:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3213713)

Joe Biden is a Hypocrite!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3213713/18556692)  context  full comments

LMAO - What the heck is Nancy Pelosi saying? This is hilarious! by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-05-12 04:49:07)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  54 points ( +57 | -3 ) 2019-05-13 01:58:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3213658)

Oh Nancy put the Heroin down. Don't you know that you can't hold your addiction and the Speaker job because the job requires you
to SPEAK!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3213658/18556627)  context  full comments

Just Re-Read Q'anon's Drop 3325 : Why Did Obama Assign "Renegade" as His US Secret Service Codename by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2019-05-12 02:03:58)

[ - ] Parent: BettyLiberty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:50:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18543854)

Big Mike's name is "Renaissance."

Origin of Renaissance 1830–40; < French, Middle French: rebirth, equivalent to renaiss- (stem of renaistre to be born again <
Latin renāscī; re- re- + nāscī to be born) + -ance -ance

Re-born, re-birth as a 'woman'

Yes we know Michelle Obama was originally Michael Robinson

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18554432)  context  full comments

The Fugees' Pras Michel Indicted for Illegal Campaign Donations to Obama by RogerMoore0017  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2019-05-12 01:58:35)
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[ - ] Parent: RogerMoore0017  26 points ( +26 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:50:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3211317)

Of course Obama took that money even knowing it was illegal, that just goes to show that My post about Obama's, Secret Service
Name was Renegade.... Which is a traitor, someone who switches alliance and is now loyal with the enemy

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3211317/18554306)  context  full comments

New Epstein Island Drone Photos taken by an Anon by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +10 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 08:59:52

History: 10 points( +10 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:46:11

History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 18:46:57

History: 8 points( +8 | -0 ) at 2019-05-13 01:57:10

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2019-05-11 23:07:25)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  68 points ( +69 | -1 ) 2019-05-12 03:50:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3213139)

It looks like plenty of blue water and preparing for an event and a Satanic Temple , much like the Muslims temples ... But from what
I've read about this dude and his island makes me kind of sick to my stomach knowing these sick old perverts with young probably
doped up teen girls who would do anything for money at that age... and the shit they get away with in a society that suppose to have
common rules and regulations on what is acceptable and what is not... They must have evil souls with no conscience's

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3213139/18551192)  context  full comments

New CIA flying Ginsu missile shreds targets with 6 long blades by LakotaPride  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:37:58)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  20 points ( +20 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:50:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3213183)

Oh nice , this is like the old fashion war battle weapons.....but with modern tech dialed into precision

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3213183/18550672)  context  full comments

Maxine Waters paid daughter 50k, from Campaign funds for accured debt by LakotaPride  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:35:06)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:50:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212602)

hey Cuz, If the AG looks into Mad Maxine's funds and bank accounts I'm sure that this story is only the tip of the iceburg that will
surely bring her down. The question is , is Trump willing to have AG investigate her?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212602/18550635)  context  full comments

Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:30:16)

[ - ] Parent: DamnLiquor  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:51:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18549890)

Comey's asshole will be the envy of Stretch Armstrong soon enough.

The problem is that James Comey just might enjoy that kind of thing.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550562)  context  full comments

Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.4 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:28:30)

[ - ] Parent: earth_001  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:51:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18547134)

Comey signed off on that FISA!

Sounds like a guilty charge to me, He stated to Trump he didn't know what the Fake Dossier said , but he knew it was paid for by his
boss Hillary Clinton....just go back and read up , you will find that James Comey is connected to the Clinton's since the early 90's ....
Mother Fucker knew and kept it from Trump intentionally for their stupid Fake Russian Collusion ....I say that all can be charged
under Sedition and Treason which is punishable by death.

GITMO BOUND
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550547)  context  full comments

Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.4 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:24:04)

[ - ] Parent: io-io  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:51:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18547858)

Hey, it's just "business".

Right ... Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550475)  context  full comments

Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.5 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:23:12)

[ - ] Parent: patriot2008  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:51:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550106)

I think you are 100% correct patriot.

Yes I must agree with that assumption .... And I can can't wait for real justice to be play'd out .. or hung out to dry.... (no pun intended)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550457)  context  full comments

Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.5 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:20:11)

[ - ] Parent: Gitmo-or-Bust  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:51:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18547694)

How many other GOP campaigns. Democrats do no wrong don’t ya know.?

Right.....lol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550418)  context  full comments

Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.5 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:19:33)

[ - ] Parent: mr9nyc  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:52:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18545385)

Why does no one ever call them out on the “massive Russian effort” lie? Russian collusion is fake news. Wikileaks got emails
from Seth Rich. It boils down to a couple of guys and some Facebook pages.

Great question Patriot ? Email your Congressman and tell them to ask that question..

unless he or she is a Liberal , because then you'd just be wasting your time

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550408)  context  full comments

Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:17:12)

[ - ] Parent: pizzaequalspedo  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:52:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18545275)

There should have been an immediate follow up with asking what other presidential campaigns have had informants planted in
them. Any decent journalist, would ask that question.

Comey would not answer the actual question, he would beat around the bush with an answer that has nothing to do with the actual
question... or he'l just smile and brush it off.... then go on to another subject...the perfect politician

HE LIES UNDENIABLY

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550373)  context  full comments

Comey Calls It 'Totally Normal' To Plant An FBI Spy In A Political Campaign by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:13:37)
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[ - ] Parent: Ponycam  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-05-12 03:52:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18544983)

Maybe it is for the corrupt left, who haven't any integrity or ethics.

At least we know how the Obama Intelligence Agencies practiced..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212669/18550325)  context  full comments

MEME: DEM'S NADLER ABSOLUTELY OVERREACHES & CHARGES AG BARR WITH CONTEMPT FOR UPHOLDING THE RULE OF LAW
by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:11:24)

[ - ] Parent: G45Colt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:52:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3213071/18549994)

LOL - Those are great.

Thanks Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3213071/18550296)  context  full comments

MEME: DEM'S NADLER ABSOLUTELY OVERREACHES & CHARGES AG BARR WITH CONTEMPT FOR UPHOLDING THE RULE OF LAW
by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.7 hours ago (2019-05-11 22:10:52)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:52:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3213071/18549981)

Brother, I suspect soon we will learn, that under Hussein, all branches of Govt were weaponized, and corrupt, and this now
justifies Military Tribunals,

I almost can't wait to see what we already know has gone down , but the evidence is clear that there was a team of politically driven
treasonous and sedition characters plotting against a siting president and they are continuing to this day with the Barr Contempt
charge.... "Those Who Scream The Loudest Have The Most To Hide!"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3213071/18550291)  context  full comments

Pentagon Approves Additional $1.5 Billion For Border Wall by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-05-11 21:14:22)

[ - ] Parent: feli00  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:52:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212632/18549018)

for when to go to the Fed to close it and remove the monopoly of making tickets to 4 families to give it to the people’s government
or is that those banking families are owners not only of the FED but also of the pentagon

Well @feli00 The Big Bankers own all the paper we call money in almost every country on earth ... and you'd be surprised which
countries only had a Rothschild's central banking system put in them lately .... Just look where America has gone to war in the last 30
years because those presidents where puppets for the Globalist Bankers...the same people that own the FED ... So the only reason
they controlled the Pentagon is because the President is chief officer of all the military, so now we are not fighting Globalist pushed
wars because President Donald Trump is the first president since Reagan that is NOT a Puppet for the Globalist like Obama ,
BushHW, Clinton and Dubya all were.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212632/18549506)  context  full comments

DOJ Inspector General Found Carter Page FISA Extensions Were Illegally Obtained, Joe diGenova Says by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-05-11 21:06:26)

[ - ] Parent: TNLunatick  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:52:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212999/18548276)

I don't know much about legal issues, but IF TRUE, what are the ramifications to the cases that were referred as a result of the
illegally obtained warrants? Could these now be thrown out on appeal?

To be honest with you Patriot, I myself am not absolutely sure so I wouldn't want to mislead you with a maybe...But I can say it's a 50-
50 chance either way with our government.
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Trump Administration Moves To Crack Down On Illegal Immigrants In Public Housing by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-05-11 21:02:42)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:53:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3213008/18549116)

So how many illegals are squatting there? 80%?

Probably the actual number is unknown because they squat like 20 to 30 people a house.

I'd say maybe 60 - 80 %

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3213008/18549267)  context  full comments

The Postal service lost 3.9 Billion last year, Bartender AOC wants to give them banking duties. by LakotaPride  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 11 hours ago (2019-05-11 16:47:30)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  18 points ( +18 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:53:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212498)

Patriot .... That corrupt bubble eyed dope fiend AOC will eventually become the Liberal's top dog in the fight against Conservatives.
So the Republican Party leaders better get ready because Nancy Pelosi has aged her way out of that job, and it will come to an end
real soon and the one with the biggest mouth from these new Liberal's will step into the leadership of the Democrat Party and
become the newly even worse Democrat crazy ass party...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3212498/18545223)  context  full comments

Just Re-Read Q'anon's Drop 3325 : Why Did Obama Assign "Renegade" as His US Secret Service Codename by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-11 14:55:14)

[ - ] Parent: ZombiClown  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:53:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18543085)

Glad to see you back!You're in our prayers. Godbless

Thank You @ZombieClown

God bless you also....

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18543328)  context  full comments

Just Re-Read Q'anon's Drop 3325 : Why Did Obama Assign "Renegade" as His US Secret Service Codename by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-11 14:53:49)

[ - ] Parent: Stopmotionhistory  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:53:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18542230)

pronounced : wren a gay d : he is a gay chicken, drop the d make it a 4 and he a gay chicken gay for, ... who is he gay for, to
figure this out look at the time code and it reads : chicken a gay for OMG its my name. Obama is gay for me. I am gay for him. This
is so romantic.

 Thanks for the morning laugh Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18543305)  context  full comments

Just Re-Read Q'anon's Drop 3325 : Why Did Obama Assign "Renegade" as His US Secret Service Codename by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-14 11:46:57

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-11 14:40:55)
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[ - ] Parent: the_Green_Chain  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:54:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18541283)

So far, it appears Q is of a certain demographic by age. Often referencing 70s thru 90s pop culture. Thus, I submit this from the
group Styx and their song Renegade:

Oh, Mama, I'm in fear for my life from the long arm of the law Law man has put an end to my running and I'm so far from my home
Oh, Mama I can hear you a-cryin', you're so scared and all alone Hangman is comin' down from the gallows and I don't have very
long

The jig is up, the news is out They've finally found me The renegade who had it made Retrieved for a bounty

Never more to go astray This will be the end today Of the wanted man

Oh, Mama, I've been years on the lam and had a high price on my head Lawman said, 'Get him dead or alive.' Now it's for sure
he'll see me dead Dear Mama, I can hear you cryin', you're so scared and all alone Hangman is comin' down from the gallows
and I don't have very long

The jig is up, the news is out They've finally found me The renegade who had it made Retrieved for a bounty

Never more to go astray The judge will have revenge today On the wanted man

Oh, Mama, I'm in fear for my life from the long arm of the law Hangman is comin' down from the gallows and I don't have very long

The jig is up, the news is out They've finally found me The renegade who had it made Retrieved for a bounty

Never more to go astray This will be the end today Of the wanted man

The wanted man And I don't wanna go, oh, no Oh, Mama, don't let them take me No, no, no, I can't go Hey, hey

Wow ... I bet Obama is scared like a Muslim which finds out his Allah has no power to save him from his crimes he's committed.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18543103)  context  full comments

Just Re-Read Q'anon's Drop 3325 : Why Did Obama Assign "Renegade" as His US Secret Service Codename by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:50:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-05-11 14:35:41)

[ - ] Parent: Fancy451  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-12 03:54:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18540930)

i thot USSS issued the code names, not the name holder.

Obama chose the name in this case. Read up on it.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3212229/18543045)  context  full comments

CANDACE OWENS: THESE STUDENTS ARE HEROES! UNBELIEVABLY BRAVE!! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.4 hours ago (2019-05-11 04:43:19)

[ - ] Parent: Paladin_Diver  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:05:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3210747/18530875)

Well, they've survived the indoctrination centers known as public schools so far, so I'm optimistic.

(I've got a nephew graduating HS next month. He's already a member of YAF. Yes, I'm quite proud, because his parents are both
Dems, so I get the credit for teaching him to think critically.)

Good job Patriot.... Now to teach the Generation Z the same way you did your nephew is the million dollar question

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3210747/18538177)  context  full comments

WE ARE THE NEWS NOW PATRIOTS, TRUST NO NETWORK FOR THEY ARE ALL OWNED BY THE GLOBALIST ELITE by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-05-11 04:30:37)

[ - ] Parent: ifuckdolphinseverday  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-05-11 11:05:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3211711/18536097)

You mean owned by jews?

That two ...Basically I was trying to get the point across that they No longer have IDEA'S they only follow orders from their owners
....so owned by Jews, works for Me too !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3211711/18538051)  context  full comments
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-05-11 04:29:16)

[ - ] Parent: 420ninja  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:05:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3211711/18536012)

GOD BLESS YOU ASWELL PATRIOT WWG1WGA...

Thank You @420ninja

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3211711/18538040)  context  full comments

AOC You Later, Biden! Ocasio-Cortez Says Former Vice President's Moderate Global Warming Stance Is A Dealbreaker by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-05-11 04:28:02)

[ - ] Parent: Ziggyspeaks  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:06:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3211766/18536458)

This is what happens when common core education is implemented. Sheep mentality...The dumb leading the dumb. The AOC
generation was never taught HOW to think. They were taught WHAT to think, thus they are braindead little sheeple being quietly
led to slaughter, never taking the time to question, learn or think for themselves. That is what is SCARY!

That's a pretty exact description of the New Liberal's there Patriot !

WWG1WGA
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WE ARE THE NEWS NOW PATRIOTS, TRUST NO NETWORK FOR THEY ARE ALL OWNED BY THE GLOBALIST ELITE by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-05-11 04:23:56)

[ - ] Parent: USAMatters  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:06:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3211715/18537220)

I come to the Great Awakening first to find out what is really happening.

go to qmap.pub to get all the Q'anon drops all the way from the beginning and on the top of this sub @srayzie has made a special for
beginners post that's sticky'd so it's always on top of all post for the day ....you can really get to know exactly what's happening if you
study all Q's post
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WE ARE THE NEWS NOW PATRIOTS, TRUST NO NETWORK FOR THEY ARE ALL OWNED BY THE GLOBALIST ELITE by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-22 11:04:49

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-05-11 04:17:53)

[ - ] Parent: FirstDamsel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:06:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3211715/18535397)

How funny would it be if POTUS Tweeted something about the "Walls closing in" on the MSM & DEMs?!?!?!

Right .... That would blow their minds since you know they heard that phrase in the 4:00 am Globalist News Instructions for the day

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3211715/18537911)  context  full comments

Big Ass Q-Proof. 1 yr ago Q tipped us off to who Barr would make his Deputy A.G. by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:00:53

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 7.9 hours ago (2019-05-11 03:14:31)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  29 points ( +29 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:06:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3211837)

Bill Barr is an intelligent man and he will make sure his Deputy AG totally has his back in every decision he has to make as AG ....

Thank God for such a strong smart AG finally !

WWG1WGA
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First Day of US-China Trade Talks End; Trump's Tariff Hike Set to Take Effect by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.4 hours ago (2019-05-11 01:41:52)

[ - ] Parent: redtoe_skipper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:06:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209539/18518510)

Interesting..... But is to be expected. China is still dependent on export economy.....

That said, I also note there is a lot of conjecture in the article.

Trump I am not going to renegotiate the deal. What is key to Us interests has been stricken....

And within a second China announced to be back at the table to proceed, after a tariff hike was announced.

So, I would expect the compliance part to be back in. Also the phrase: has costs companies billions....

Which companies.....

Downplaying impact:. Zero point 3 percent only? Hmmmmmm, and then running back to the table?

It's the Art of the Deal !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209539/18535232)  context  full comments

Devastating: Liberal Law Professor Clinically Dismantles Democrats' Contempt Case Against Barr by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:01:47

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33
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[ - ] Parent: Cloudrdr  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:06:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209289/18519124)

"Of course Barr is lying. He is HIDING ALL THE TRUTH within his redactions. We know he is doing this because it is precisely
WHAT WE WOULD DO!" madmadam P

Hahahahaa ....Good One Patriot !
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Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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Yay! Still praying on the post-OP report!

Bless you Patriot!
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[ - ] Parent: CokeOrPepe  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:07:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3210476/18524529)

https://youtu.be/rLEchPZm318

Thank You Patriot ...I'm going to use this in a post , but I will give you the credit ok
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[ - ] Parent: nothinglasts4ever  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:07:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18527191)

Oregon is a cess pool of left-wing feminist lesbians (male and female, kek). There are/were billboards, 7 of them total, that have
“Check your privilege” on them. The PDX police chief is a black militant feminist from the Bay Area that hates all white people,
and she is such a failure that cops on the Portland police force are quitting in droves. It is quickly becoming a lawless place, like
the leftists want. The vast majority of teachers there are socialist morons, “useful idiots,” that ignore what should be done because
some other moron tells them that someone’s feelings are hurt. You hear noise from the local MSM that the politicians are going to
crack down on firearms, they use children to push leftist agendas on the news, and they let Antifa roam free. Homeless people
everywhere, almost as bad as San Francisco is with street crappers, needles in public parks where kids and families play, and
tweakers on every street corner. A socialist paradise.

Patriot ....I was born and raised in California and the drug problem here is beyond ridiculous....with Mexico on our southern border
and wetbacks bringing drugs on a daily basis it has become so sad to see the junkies walking around like fucking zombies......parts
of California Oregon and even Washington are real shitholes , it all depends where you go.. I guess

Even if the wall is built , it's too late here in California because it's already like Mexico here , you are outnumbered anywhere you go
in all cities, it's become Mexico again .. But it's a trip because lately you see a lot of new wet's and they don't change and wear the
same clothes forever....kind of sad to see so many new ones ...just walking around wondering what to do...really strange lately is all
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Comey: Yeah, Lisa Page And Peter Strzok's Anti-Trump Texts Made The FBI Look Like Total Trash by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:01:47
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[ - ] Parent: sunshine702  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:07:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210431/18528535)

But not consequences for helping HSBC and the Sinoloa Cartel launder blood and drug money. Comey made sure they paid a
fine and nobody went to jail while on the board. Fuck you Comey.

My sediments exactly ....... Patriot !
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CANDACE OWENS: THESE STUDENTS ARE HEROES! UNBELIEVABLY BRAVE!! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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I saw this, you'd think MSM would be covering every damn word this gal gallantly shares with the masses. Anons know why MSM
wont though, she's a nationalist. .

Yep... I Love Candace ... She isn't afraid to tell the truth to anybody
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CANDACE OWENS: THESE STUDENTS ARE HEROES! UNBELIEVABLY BRAVE!! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.6 hours ago (2019-05-11 00:31:01)

[ - ] Parent: NewsJunQie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:07:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3210747/18528720)

Keep redpilling the kids. One day they will act on it, like this walk-out. Love this.

Right ....
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[ - ] Parent: Sc4bbers  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:07:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209289/18530954)

Well this definitely doesn’t rise to a constitutional crisis. Not even close.

Dems are just huffin and puffin. They planned on controlling Trump with Meuller and now that the obstruction set-up is falling
apart, they don’t know what else to do but continue with the feigned hysteria and and pray there’s enough brainwashed NPC’s to
save them.

That is exactly all the Dem's have Patriot....You are absolutely right though..
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I totally agree with Candace Owens. this message these students sent, shocked the DS.

Right.... Trust Me the DS will make sure there are no more stories of what happened on tv
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Great news to hear!!! Power of prayer and good medical professionals. :)

As a physically/emotionally battered military retiree, I can definitely +1 on the CBD/hemp products. Illegal for servicemembers, but
effective morning 1 after my promotion to "Mr." I started using the products. What a difference!!! Pain, PTSD, sleep, inflammation
and muscle spasms are virtually eliminated. No more muscle relaxers and fracking opioids for this guy.

I have also delved into the interwebs regarding hemp oil and other natural remedies for cancer. Not just there, but a few really
good docs have supported the claims. Off the record of course. Hahaha I'm a firm believer.

@Archangel you look up the Rick Simpson Indica Cannabis Oil , it uses CBD's but also the THC's and every other Cannabinoid in
the Cannabis Plant ..... It seems to be working on Me because My intestines were saturated with Cancerous Polips and after I started
using the Rick Simpson Cannabis Oil I expelled so much blood from my bowel movements for three days and then two days later I
did a colonoscopy and my instestinal trac was absolutely clean and the doctor said he doesnt know what happen but it was like my
intestines were new inside ... I trust The Lord God and the Rick Simpson Cannabis Oil
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Thank You @srayzie ..... Is it any wonder why I love you so much .... You are absolutely the perfect person to keep us all together
here on the @GAsub . I can't imagine how much work it actually is because I just post stories and that sometimes is time consuming ,
but I love what I do and I love all the True Patriots that I get to share My days with here on ur sub..... Thanks again @srayzie
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[ - ] Parent: Rabid_Robot  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-11 11:08:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208310/18523587)

I am devout but won't lie to you: prayers from strangers are worth much less than those of your devout friends and family. If I told
you that I would pray for you, I would be lying because I don't know you. The best that I can offer you is my friendship and my
support as an anonymous person on the Internet if ever you need to talk.

Well Thank You for the kind gesture .... I will keep that in mind .

God Bless You Man

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208310/18532451)  context  full comments

Parents Say 2nd-Grade Teacher Tried To Convince Their Son, 8, That He Was Transgender: 'He Feels Different Now; He Feels Confused'
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:01:47

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.1 hours ago (2019-05-10 18:17:51)

[ - ] Parent: nothinglasts4ever  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:23:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18527191)

Oregon is a cess pool of left-wing feminist lesbians (male and female, kek). There are/were billboards, 7 of them total, that have
“Check your privilege” on them. The PDX police chief is a black militant feminist from the Bay Area that hates all white people,
and she is such a failure that cops on the Portland police force are quitting in droves. It is quickly becoming a lawless place, like
the leftists want. The vast majority of teachers there are socialist morons, “useful idiots,” that ignore what should be done because
some other moron tells them that someone’s feelings are hurt. You hear noise from the local MSM that the politicians are going to
crack down on firearms, they use children to push leftist agendas on the news, and they let Antifa roam free. Homeless people
everywhere, almost as bad as San Francisco is with street crappers, needles in public parks where kids and families play, and
tweakers on every street corner. A socialist paradise.

Now this is what Obama did for America, not how the Democrat's try and say Obama created this killer economy that President
Trump has created with his Tax Cuts that gave incentive for companies to hire more employees and for business to come back to
America . Remember Obama said it would take a Magic Wand to make Jobs come back to America....shows just how much that
community organizer knows... America is kicking ass right now , except for the Drug infested Liberal cities that Obama left behind for
the next President to deal with...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18527636)  context  full comments

Parents Say 2nd-Grade Teacher Tried To Convince Their Son, 8, That He Was Transgender: 'He Feels Different Now; He Feels Confused'
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:01:47

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4.2 hours ago (2019-05-10 18:12:26)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:23:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18526827)

That bitch violated this boy's Constitutional rights. Sue her and the school district into Hades.

That's exactly why I posted this @PatriotLady .... It pissed Me off to know that there are Liberal minded fucktards trying to indoctrinate
the youth of this country and it makes Me sick.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18527567)  context  full comments

Parents Say 2nd-Grade Teacher Tried To Convince Their Son, 8, That He Was Transgender: 'He Feels Different Now; He Feels Confused'
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:01:47

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-05-10 17:09:35)

[ - ] Parent: monsterdoggie  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:23:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18526127)

Idiots complain about facebook, but keep using facebook. Idiots complain about the public schools, but keep sending their kids
there. It's the parent's fault for trusting strangers to watch their kids.

So true ...
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History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 5.7 hours ago (2019-05-10 16:40:22)

[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:23:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18525525)

CHILD ABUSE

Remove children from these institutions of horror and homeschool until things are turned around - if ever.

Did it for 15 years - best thing I ever did with my life.

Both kids are college graduates with good jobs.

That's right Joe.... My Wife & I Home Schooled our last two kids and the first two had already graduated from HS ..

But Our Kids wanted out of that high school because of the Violence and huge amount of drugs at that school

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18525887)  context  full comments

Parents Say 2nd-Grade Teacher Tried To Convince Their Son, 8, That He Was Transgender: 'He Feels Different Now; He Feels Confused'
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:01:47

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-11 11:05:33

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.8 hours ago (2019-05-10 16:38:00)

[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:23:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18525536)

I used to change clothes for gym in the shower area because I was uber-modest.

Got beat up for it, but never thought I was trans.

Yeah Joe , but back then they Globalist Elite weren't pushing for a Transgenderism society . Today the poor kids are up against an
Evil Machine of Foul Globalist Elite trying to get our youth to mimic their God that they worship (Lucifer) the ultimate Trans character
in history, just look at any picture of Lucifer (Satan) & you will see what I'm talking about....A Man Beast with a Woman's Breast ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210596/18525846)  context  full comments

NONE OF THESE LIBERAL CLOWNS HAVE A CHANCE IN HELL AGAINST PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IN 2020 ELECTION by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:01:47

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:54:37

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.8 hours ago (2019-05-10 16:32:12)

[ - ] Parent: WinOneForTheQuipper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:23:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210341/18523803)

Holy downvoats, Batman! Did QRV confuse you with the "CAPLOCK KIKE"?

But seriously, welcome back. Hope things went well for you yesterday.

To paraphrase the meme: Dems are soon going to need a second clown car. Is this where I'm supposed to say, "Honk, honk"?

Thank You Patriot ! I am doing well considering what i went through yesterday.

Sometimes the Cap Lock gets the point across right where I need it to be in a certain post & in this one it was a must... & the "Honk
Honk" was an actual thought when I made the meme , but be it as it may this is what we ended up with...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210341/18525753)  context  full comments

James Comey 'looks like' there is enough evidence to charge Trump, claims Russia has leverage over POTUS & insists it's Rep's who have
'shame' for their silence on meddling in 2016 & not Obama by RogerMoore0017  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-05-10 14:58:18)

[ - ] Parent: RogerMoore0017  1 points ( +9 | -8 ) 2019-05-10 22:24:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209735)

FUCK JAMES COMEY ! THE DUDE IS A LIAR TRYING TO SAVE HIS OWN ASS FROM BEING CHARGED WITH TREASON.
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A democrat walks into a bar by Pollienm  in theawakening
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[ - ] Parent: Pollienm  18 points ( +19 | -1 ) 2019-05-10 22:24:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3210366)

I guess an empty glass is a little more reasonable than a glass full of Hillary Clinton's Lies

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3210366/18523958)  context  full comments

'Too much, too soon'? California slammed for kindergarten gender identity talks in sex education by Himfirst  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:01:47

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 8.4 hours ago (2019-05-10 13:58:25)

[ - ] Parent: Himfirst  16 points ( +36 | -20 ) 2019-05-10 22:24:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210236)

California is stuck in the Obama era where a First Lady was a man pretending to be a woman was the norm. Now imagine how
fucked up California & other blue states would actually be if Hillary Clinton had won the 2016 election. I tell My wife all the time that
the Transgender push is by the NWO Globalist in order to destroy America & the world's Families & mimic Lucifer their god that they
worship. Just look at any picture of Lucifer ( Satan) & you will see what I'm talking about.... The dude is basically both sexes. A man
with females tits.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210236/18523046)  context  full comments

"Obama let China get away with murder" - he's not talking about tariffs! Are we finally going to learn the truth about why HRC had that
private email server? by 369693936  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8.6 hours ago (2019-05-10 13:46:57)

[ - ] Parent: NelleBeane  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:24:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210293/18522806)

Check out all the downvoats on this post, it's right over the target - I don't want to repost it since OP deserves credit but how do we
keep it on everyone's radar when shills come out immediately to downvoat like this?

Just repost if it speaks to you @NelleBeane

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210293/18522912)  context  full comments

"Obama let China get away with murder" - he's not talking about tariffs! Are we finally going to learn the truth about why HRC had that
private email server? by 369693936  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.6 hours ago (2019-05-10 13:45:38)

[ - ] Parent: Pollycracker  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:24:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210293/18522337)

Imagine working for your country and having your own leaders give you up for certain death. Meanwhile, Hillary is working the
circuit to build resistance to her impending death sentence for ... TREASON!

Good one @Pollycracker

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3210293/18522895)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-10 08:15:19)

[ - ] Parent: HISdaughter  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:24:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18515332)

Father, you have not given a spirit of fear, but of peace, love and a sound mind. Send your peace to this family and healing in the
wings of your hosts delivering health and wholeness

Yes Lord, in Jesus Holy Name. Amen 
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[ - ] Parent: srayzie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 22:24:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208310/18518818)

That’s what I love about this place. Relationships with fellow Patriots. I saw your update and how you’re doing well! ❤�

Thank You @srayzie it sure is nice to have such awesome friends & True Patriots pulling for Me & trusting in God Almighty.... This
@GAsub is awesome in this day & age , I'm just happy to be part of it. Thanks again! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208310/18520045)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-05-10 04:51:52)

[ - ] Parent: 8pinkstars  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:49:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18517850)

This is wonderful news. God is truly good!!

Amen ...

WWG1WGA
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NOT EVEN ONE OF THESE LIBERAL CLOWNS HAS A CHANCE AGAINST PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IN THE 2020 ELECTION by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-05-10 04:51:11)

[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:49:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209713/18517925)

I'm predicting the biggest land-slide in history for 2020. We'll also see just how many have been awakened. I also believe
presidential term limit should be extended.

At least President Trump should get another 2 years since the Democrat's pulled that Fake Russia Bullshit Story for Two years
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Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:02:49

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-05-10 04:50:04)

[ - ] Parent: Jack_Hackett  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:50:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209121/18518074)

Glad to hear you're doing well.

Thank You Patriot !

WWG1WGA
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Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:02:49

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.3 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:29:57)

[ - ] Parent: LurkAndRead  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:50:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209121/18515124)

God Bless you Patriot!

WWG1WGA �����

God Bless You also Patriot !

WWG1WGA
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[ - ] Parent: hamman365  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:50:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209121/18514956)

God is good. Recuperate and heal. Keep us posted and keep posting

Sure thing Patriot ..... I will let everyone know after the Pathology Report comes back ..

God Bless You Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209121/18515248)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.5 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:18:39)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:50:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18514656)

Brother ,I am so happy it all went well.

Thank You My Friend n' Brother ....

God Bless You...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18515084)  context  full comments

Trump's Response to Rally Heckler May Keep MSM from Covering This One by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 22:23:07

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 6.5 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:17:08)

[ - ] Parent: 369693936  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:50:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209313/18514757)

Good to see you posting! I pray your recover is miraculously easy and graceful.

Thank You Patriot !

God Bless You

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209313/18515056)  context  full comments

The Democrats' Sore Loser Syndrome by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:14:38)

[ - ] Parent: Nattylitecoin  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:50:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3207969/18504235)

This isn’t sore losers syndrome, this is full coco the fuck monkey PANIC. That’s why I’m in no way empathetic to the muh arrest or
GTFO crowd.

I’d much rather live in uncertainty and fear for their last months-mentally surfer-before they get locked up.

Hahhahahhahhaa ! Good One Patriot !

Thanks for the laughs...

WWG1WGA*

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3207969/18515016)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers - I'm Having Surgery To Remove The Cancer From My Back Today by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:07:02)

[ - ] Parent: Evileddie13  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:50:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208310/18513916)

I hope you have a Jewish doctor.

regardless he was about I'd say 75 years old but sharp as a tack and he just happens to be the best in Monterey County , California
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Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers - I'm Having Surgery To Remove The Cancer From My Back Today by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:05:32)

[ - ] Parent: LazarusLong  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:50:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208310/18514375)

You're going to die faggot.

Sorry @LazarusLong but you are wrong again because God is Great !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3208310/18514736)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-12 03:55:34

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:04:08)

[ - ] Parent: DietCokehead1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18514431)

send tumor pics

@DietCokehead1 send me your email in a message and I will be happy to send it

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18514675)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:02:49

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:03:11)

[ - ] Parent: Peanuttles  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209121/18514492)

Hope the news is good, brother. Will continue to pray for everything to heal quickly and well.

Thank You Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3209121/18514627)  context  full comments

Trump's Response to Rally Heckler May Keep MSM from Covering This One by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-05-10 01:02:31)

[ - ] Parent: 369693936  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209313/18514581)

The heckler’s comment was ridiculous and didn’t deserve any recognition beyond Trump’s brief and effective response.

Except that if we really did protect our border like other nations, most of whom have no qualms about shooting people storming
their border, even for just an hour it would likely stop.

Right .... If only though....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209313/18514601)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7 hours ago (2019-05-10 00:49:30)

[ - ] Parent: fearlessness1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18514184)

So good to see you on here. BTW I enjoy the articles you post for discussion. Keep it up �

Thank You Patriot!
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[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18513453)

Patriot , so happy to hear the great news, and sending Thank you prayers. God definitely is great and there is power in prayer.

Amen My Brother in Q" !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18514384)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 hours ago (2019-05-10 00:47:09)

[ - ] Parent: Doit1  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18513049)

Praise the Lord for answered pray! Many of us prayed for you and we all just had our prayers answered with a yes!

Amen ....Amen & Amen Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18514370)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-05-10 00:46:30)

[ - ] Parent: swimkin  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18512999)

I am just now reading your message. Sorry I wasn't on Voat earlier today to pray for a successful surgery. In the meantime, I will
be praying that your pathology report shows you are completely free of cancer. God Bless You!

Thank You Patriot N' God Bless You...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18514359)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-05-10 00:44:38)

[ - ] Parent: DintDoNothin  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18513067)

Thank you. His name is Don.

GOT IT PATRIOT!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18514334)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers - I'm Having Surgery To Remove The Cancer From My Back Today by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 hours ago (2019-05-09 23:47:04)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:51:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18507746)

Patriot,a prayer for you...Lord of all the earth,You hold the universe in Your hands. You place the stars in the sky And lay the deep
foundations of each planet.You have created all things large and small with intricate beauty and life.You have all authority and
power to diminish tumor growths, to destroy cancer cells, to restore and heal each amazing part of our human bodies. Father, we
call upon You now to come and heal this cancerous growth, to halt this invasion of the body in the name of the King of Kings and
the Lord of Lord, our healer and redeemer Jesus Christ. Amen. God Bless you patriot!

Wow ...That was beautiful Patriot! ..... Thank You so much and God Bless You

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18513321)  context  full comments
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[ - ] Parent: Hypercyberpastelgoth  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:52:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18507497)

https://invidio.us/watch?v=fgmpWkUcpjo Skillet - Not Gonna Die Official Music Video.

Thanks Patriot....That was heavy but it sure got a good message with it !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18513289)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers - I'm Having Surgery To Remove The Cancer From My Back Today by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.3 hours ago (2019-05-09 23:33:47)

[ - ] Parent: Abi73  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:52:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18505721)

With all due respect you seem to be unaware that God is not religion or a church. It is very necessary for us to ask for others
prayers or good wishes actually as there is POWER when many do this. We are ALL part of God so pretty valid to the Q thing too!
It's beautiful that stonenchizel has so many of us thinking of him with love and best wishes! God in Action wombraider is what it's
about :)

Thank You @Abi73 I don't believe that I could have said it any better myself...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18513108)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers - I'm Having Surgery To Remove The Cancer From My Back Today by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.3 hours ago (2019-05-09 23:30:23)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:52:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18504278)

Don't forget to use RSO. (RICK SIMPSON'S OIL)

Just use a size of a grain of rice dropped under your tongue a couple times a day and same amount rubbed on the area of
incision. It's very sticky but it absorbs quickly. It will make you somewhat high feeling at first, but it really is worth the benefits.

Use it at least every six months ( same amount for a couple days) after you've healed to ward it off.

It prevents damage caused by radiation and chemo and speeds up the process of healing.

As well as deters the return of the ####.

No joke.

Godspeed Patriot.

WWG1WGA

Yes Patriot , Thank You , I'm already using the Rick Simpson Cannabis Oil Cancer Treatment and will continue to do so..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18513060)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers - I'm Having Surgery To Remove The Cancer From My Back Today by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.4 hours ago (2019-05-09 23:27:55)

[ - ] Parent: Anon83  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:52:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18504038)

Good luck. When you get done with the surgery, look into THC oil to fight off and prevent any remaining cancer. No one deserves
cancer, but its days are numbered..

I am already doing the fll Rick Simpson Cannabis Oil Treatment , Thank You Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3208177/18513027)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.4 hours ago (2019-05-09 23:25:51)

[ - ] Parent: lilomeunq  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:52:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18512830)

I'm so glad to hear such an uplifting update! I have feeling that the cancer is absolutely gone for good. ;)

Amen to that Patriot!
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18513000)  context  full comments

Patriots I am Asking For Your Prayers: THANK YOU PATRIOTS ! @Stonenchizel - IT WENT GREAT! by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:49:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.4 hours ago (2019-05-09 23:25:01)

[ - ] Parent: DintDoNothin  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:52:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18512790)

Congratulations. Pray for my father. He is having surgery to remove cancer from his bladder next month. I'm scared.

I will add your Father to our family prayer list @DintDoNothin

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3209128/18512992)  context  full comments

The Democrats' Sore Loser Syndrome by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:52:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-05-09 13:18:47)

[ - ] Parent: Pollienm  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:52:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3207969/18502626)

Obama will always be a loser to me. Dims don't win elections they cheat their way into office, they smear and slander their way
into office. Regardless of all that possibly unprovable diatribe, he is just a loser based on his performance in office and the fact
that he's a leftist commie.

I agree 100% with you Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3207969/18502931)  context  full comments

CHUCK SCHUMER & NANCY PELOSI COME TO PEPE by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-10 07:52:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-05-09 12:09:47)

[ - ] Parent: Basballdude  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-10 07:52:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3207340/18497898)

Oh my...urp...urp... I just threw up in my mouth a little bit.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3207340/18502189)  context  full comments

Florida Man Jailed Over A Sticker ( I Eat Ass ) On His Pickup Vows To Sue For Wrongful Arrest by Stonenchizel  in politics
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-09 05:31:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 29 minutes ago (2019-05-09 05:02:07)

[ - ] Parent: toobaditworks  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-09 05:31:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3206148/18497960)

Ass has different meanings. Donkey is an ass. He might eat donkey.

Hell , he might even been talking about eating Democrats ....aren't they represented by a Donkey ( Jack Ass )

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3206148/18499069)  context  full comments

APPEALS COURT RULES TRUMP CAN SEND ASYLUM SEEKERS TO MEXICO by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:03:31

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-09 05:31:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2019-05-09 01:53:35)
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-09 05:31:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3206186/18492998)

This is Vindication!

25 Days Ago: (Told you, "The Wheels of Justice Grind Slowly, .....but Very FINE!!)

Breaking: 9th Circuit Court of APPEALS, upholds Trump's Policy to Make Asylum Seekers Wait for Court Hearings in
MEXICO!!!! WINNING!!!!

https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3156981

It would be pointless at this point to continue to Appeal to the Supreme Court, since the Supreme Court now has a Majority
of SANE Judges! So this is a WIN, Indeed!

Way to Go TRUMP!!! Thank-you for Promises Kept (fixing the 9th Circuit Appeals Court in California which was
systematically destroying this nation, by legislating from the bench, UNconstitutional Laws!!!)!

Trump got some new Judges appointed to this 9th Circuit Appeals Court:

March 2018: Judge's death gives Trump the opportunity to overhaul the liberal 9th Circuit

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trumps-chance-to-overhaul-the-liberal-9th-circuit

October 2018: President Trump nominates 3 to Court of Appeals in S.F.

https://www.sfchronicle.com/news/article/President-Trump-nominates-3-to-Court-of-Appeals-13300981.php

March 26, 2019: Trump Gets a 4th Judge Appointed to 9th Circuit

https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2019/03/26/trump-gets-a-fourth-judge-appointed-to-ninth-circuit/?
slreturn=20190313152617

God Bless President Trump.....he sure has been BUSY!!!

Thanks for sharing all that Information Patriot...

"Together We are Strong"

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3206186/18496525)  context  full comments

James Comey Calls William Barr's Summary Of Mueller Report "Misleading" And "Inadequate" by [deleted] in politics
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-09 05:31:35

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2019-05-09 00:55:06)

[ - ] Parent: Hugh_G  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-09 05:31:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3206260/18489773)

Comey sure knows a thing or two about being misleading and inadequate.

Yes Comey is the biggest Liar and Cheater and Leaker , that has blazed his way through the FBI and American Government in last
few years if you are not talking about Peter Strzok...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3206260/18495573)  context  full comments

James Comey Calls William Barr's Summary Of Mueller Report "Misleading" And "Inadequate" by Stonenchizel  in politics
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-09 05:31:35

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-08 18:14:24

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 52 minutes ago (2019-05-08 17:22:16)

[ - ] Parent: Thisismyvoatusername  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-08 18:14:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3206260/18487631)

The dude's shitting a brick about what an investigation of him and his little friends will bring.

Of course Comeys scared shit less....He know's he is about to be prosecuted for all his criminal acts as FBI Director

He is still trying to make the Fake Russia Collusion & Fake Obstruction a news story to change the narrative of whats coming about
his crimes .....and he will be prosecuted...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/3206260/18487850)  context  full comments

Smart move, Mr. President. China has been forced to sell the Port of Long Beach! by nothinglasts4ever  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-05-08 18:14:24

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-08 04:16:45)

[ - ] Parent: nothinglasts4ever  70 points ( +70 | -0 ) 2019-05-08 18:14:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3205124)

The President knows how to bait anyone into a better deal for him or in this case for the country....Donald Trump is a stable genius!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3205124/18479441)  context  full comments

Pelosi/Dems unhinged - HR1 is a plot to make YOU pay to line the Dems' pockets by 6574839201  in GreatAwakening
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History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-08 18:14:24

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-08 04:14:31)

[ - ] Parent: 6574839201  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2019-05-08 18:14:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3205137)

I swear man these damn Democrats are like rats trying to steal our hard earned money from everyone....they believe the more that's
in the pot, that means there is more they can steal for themselves....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3205137/18479413)  context  full comments

Elizabeth Warren Just Lost It On the Senate Floor! by german_bro  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-05-08 18:14:24

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 14 hours ago (2019-05-08 04:12:36)

[ - ] Parent: german_bro  61 points ( +61 | -0 ) 2019-05-08 18:14:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3205141)

Pocahontas 't even be in the race because she is the biggest Liar in Democrat list of clowns running for POTUS

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3205141/18479387)  context  full comments

THE NEW NEW YORK CITY FOLKS ! by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 3.1 hours ago (2019-05-07 20:00:46)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-05-07 23:04:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3204197)

Well you can thank Barack Obama for that stupid shit going on all over the country today...

He brought these fuckers into America by the thousands and placed them in communities all over America.......You are right, there is
plan to take America over by the Muslim Radicals

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3204197/18470878)  context  full comments

HILLARY 'S RUN FOR THE WHITE HOUSE by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-05-08 18:14:24

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-05-07 19:50:03)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  17 points ( +17 | -0 ) 2019-05-07 23:04:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3204161)

 I just burned one of my special California Grown Green Cancer Buds ( 420 Baby ) and I can't stop watching this
and I'm laughing My ass off right now .... Thanks for sharing .... This just made My day ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3204161/18470748)  context  full comments

Pelosi: 'Trump Is Goading Us To Impeach Him' by [deleted] in TheDonald
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.4 hours ago (2019-05-07 17:37:10)

[ - ] Parent: FauxSluice  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-07 23:04:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/TheDonald/3203817/18467336)

Does that mean, by that logic, hypothetically, that Nancy Pelosi is goading us to stab her in her fucking neck?

YES ... PLEASE !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/TheDonald/3203817/18468640)  context  full comments

With the Bill Clinton/Monica Lewinsky scandal, at least there was a dress. With Watergate, a burglary, hush money and an enemies list.
With this accusation of Trump, there's nothing, not even Russia. by CluelessInTheDark  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-15 09:03:31

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-05-07 15:47:07)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  65 points ( +66 | -1 ) 2019-05-07 23:04:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203590)

The Democrat's really fucked up this time..... They will pay for the crimes they have committed...... " The PAIN is Coming "

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203590/18466840)  context  full comments

Judgment Day coming for Democrats - Lloyd Marcus by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55
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[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-05-07 15:45:02)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-07 23:04:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203602)

DARK TO LIGHT

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203602/18466801)  context  full comments

Ilhan Omar is not qualified to be on the Foreign Affairs Committee by TSE  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-05-07 15:40:52)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2019-05-07 23:04:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203678)

OMAR DOESN'T LOVE AMERICA AND SHOULD BE LIVING BACK IN THE HELL HOLE WHERE SHE CAME FROM....PERIOD!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203678/18466735)  context  full comments

What do George and Simone Papadopoulos and Tom Arnold have in common? by Beewizer  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-08 18:14:24

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-05-07 15:38:49)

[ - ] Parent: Beewizer  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-05-07 23:05:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203680)

THE RUSSIAN COLLUSION LIE WAS A HILLARY CLINTON JOHN PODESTA STRATEGY PLAN TO
DETHRONE DONALD TRUMP IF HE WERE TO WIN THE 2016 ELECTION , BUT IT DIDN'T WORK

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203680/18466702)  context  full comments

Don't worry about antagonizing (((people))) - without antagonizing there is no battle - without a battle there is no chance of victory by
telleveryoneyouknow  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-05-07 15:35:30)

[ - ] Parent: telleveryoneyouknow  35 points ( +37 | -2 ) 2019-05-07 23:05:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203746)

That's exactly why President Donald Trump is the best man for the job ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203746/18466642)  context  full comments

Did Obama have a Nose Job? by comprametu  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-05-07 15:32:55)

[ - ] Parent: comprametu  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-07 23:05:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203691)

Obama had Michael Robinson's (his gay tranny wife's) ball sack slapping his nose and if you had a big ole African beast slamming
their balls up against your nose for years now like Obama has it would change your nose over time too!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3203691/18466614)  context  full comments

Bill Clinton Says Kavanaugh Fight Was Payback For Vince Foster by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-07 23:03:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-05-07 04:50:34)

[ - ] Parent: coulditbe4Q  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-07 23:05:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3202106/18452956)

Clinton said Kavanaugh's behavior harkened back to the notorious "red-baiting" lead lawyer and political adviser to Sen. Joe
McCarthy, R-Wis., in the 1950s, Roy Cohn — who went on the represent Donald Trump in the 1970s and was known as a master
of innuendo. Clinton said Trump and his family have "been doing that for decades in business and other contexts."

LMAO.........The Clinton crime family calling the kettle black. Per Q: and I paraphrase; Clinton heath issues will be in the media
soon. Hummmm....all i can say is I hope there is some pain involved.

The Clinton's are already feeling the pain by how many people show up to listen to them lie....and exactly how little those particular
people pay to see that clown show..... But the Pain they will feel will be life ending pain when they are prosecuted for the multiple
crimes they've committed against the United States of America.......Treason & Sedition
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BIDEN FACES RENEWED SCRUTINY OVER SON'S RELATIONSHIP TO UKRAINIAN GAS COMPANY by Stonenchizel  in
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Biden can be taken down by flanking with Hunter's involvement with both Ukraine and China. China is worse, it involves our
military.

Oh don't worry @SharkShack I'm sure President Trump's people are hoping Biden is the candidate for the Democrat Party because
he will be so easy to tear to shreds!

WWG1WGA
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Arrogance. They never thought she would lose.

Absolutely Correct Patriot !

WWG1WGA*
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The Son in question. Is Joe Bidens Only living son. He had two at one point.

Bow Hunter....

Sorry, To clarify; Beau, and Hunter, were his Two sons.

Bow- I mean, Beau. Died of "Brain Caner"

Upon Beau's death. HUNTER, Dumped his wife,

and started fucking his Dead Brothers Wife.

I planned on doing a way more detailed, easy to follow post... But I simply Don't have the time at the moment. However, The
following links will be more than enough to corroborate everything I've said.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beau_Biden

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunter_Biden

Oh yeah- btw.... All of the shell Companies that The Top POI's in the PetagAzzi and Petagodep including those used by
Denotsdiva Mcivomarbaanira Etc. etc. X100 can be traced back to one of 3 Shell company, "hubs" in Delaware. New Castle,
Centereville, and another, that I can't recall off hand.

Thanks for sharing Patriot !
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He's toast. Did you see the interview where his wife literally took over answering the questions and he sat there absolutely
helpless? Who on earth convinced him to run?

Deep State Elite who hate Trump so much that they believe they can cheat Biden into office because he makes a real good
puppet.....
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Delusional: Hillary Clinton Dares To Claim 2016 Election Was 'Stolen' from Her by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Electoral College is also, despite what is commonly said, also a popular election. A popular vote. The only distinction is that the
Electoral College is designed to prevent the uneven balance of power, to help alleviate the possibility of large populations
unfairly dominating representation. Electoral College--despite all the hyperbole that it steals our vote actually helps distribute it
more fairly. They figured this out slightly later--in the 1820s, maybe--and it is a necessary correction. We do not want it eliminated.

yes true , but the Democrats want to change every rule of the elections to sway the favor to their Party.... this is just ridiculousness
now.... " These People are Stupid !"
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I am SO sick of Hillary. I can't stand her craziness. I wish President Trump could lock her up already. LOL.

You , Me and every other Patriot is sick and tired of Hillary Clinton blaming everyone except @SethConradRich for her losing the
2016 election....But then again she can't blame the real person who gave @JulianAssange of @Wikileaks the @DNCLeaks and
@PodestaEmails because Hillary had him killed and that was the whole reason they made up the whole Russian Collusion
Lie....They knew Russia had nothing to do with those hacks because they were'not hacks they were downloaded onto a flash drive
from original servers....ie. SETH RICH...Hillary Clinton is a MURDERER
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2008 was stolen from her. Obama was so awful that people were looking for change. She was more of the same... Americans had
enough. Democratic Party self destructing before our eyes.

That's Right @Time4puff ..... The Democrat Party is finished ....Their ideology is fucking nuts...the country will surely fail under the
Democrat rule...

I dig ur Handle Name .... I think I will ! 420

WWG1WGA
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Now I think it's just sick that James Comey has a fetish for 12 year old boys dressed like Howdy Dowdy, especially since he is such a
big dude.... Mother Fucker is one sick fuck! Gitmo will suit him fine!
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Ticket Prices Plunge For Bill And Hillary Clinton's Speaking Tour by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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If you go in with a few dozen eggs, id pay the 5 dollars for you. In pennies.

KEEP THE PENNIES TO THROW AT THEM THEN !
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THAT WAS A GREAT SUMMARY OF THE WHOLE FAKE RUSSIAN COLLUSION AND PROOF THAT MUELLER IS A BLACK HAT

WWG1WGA
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I must be having a stroke, for a second there it sounded like you said Chuck "that sleepy-eyed son-of-a-bitch" Todd was giving
President The Donald credit for something...
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Patriot , Hillary Clinton at this point is only speaking to try and create a narrative where the news is on President Trump and not her
crimes that are about to hit the public airwaves just as soon as Huber, Horowitz and Bill Barr come together and report to the public
with the actual crimes that have been committed during the 2016 election cycle and before that with the Clinton Global Initiative.
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Can you imagine paying $1700 for tickets to see crooked Bill and Hillary only to find out they slashed prices to $20 cuz nobody
likes them?

A feeling that you have just been duped for purchasing a ticket to those corrupt crooks the Clinton's!

I bet that feeling never goes away either...
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Why isn't this on the Supreme Court's docket by now? It's clear that social media platforms are censoring and deplatforming
conservatives under the mantle of terms of service violations. The landscape is quite clear; it's not isolated and it's not objective,
it's a refusal of services. Why can a baker who refuses to bake a cake for a same-sex marriage ceremony on religious grounds be
forced to bake the cake or suffer fines and punitive restitution yet a public site cannot be held to the same standards? There is no
1st Amendment claim the social media sites can stand behind the way the baker could (and eventually won but after it destroyed
their business). It's no different than denying service based on race, religion, ethnic origin or sexual preference. It's a political
preference and service is being denied. Why hasn't this made it to the SCOTUS?

Great Point Patriot ....I wonder why it hasn't now myself....
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Oh how they love the number 13!

Where has all their money gone, long time passing. Where has all their money gone, long time ago? Trump has plucked them
one by one...when will they ever learn...when will they ever learn? NEVER!

@Lovemru You know that it's a possability that Trump actually had their bank accounts frozen for trafficking in kids, and maybe they
have to do these embarrassing gigs where they barely make squat for admissions. Wouldn't that be awesome..... Just a thought...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3199638/18432487)  context  full comments

Ticket Prices Plunge For Bill And Hillary Clinton's Speaking Tour by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-05 23:35:41
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Pay the $20 and do the AJ on them-wear one of his RAPIST shirts, stand up and unveil it while shouting Bill's a rapist!!! How
much fun would that be??? MAGA!!

@RuciodeSancho It would surely be worth the 20 bucks to get into the venue just to do what you have stated.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3199638/18432436)  context  full comments

Sara Carter Proves That CNN News Network Is Run By Delusional Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-05 23:35:41
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[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-05 23:36:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3199615/18431015)

Poll conducted by SSRS?? Very interesting. Who is their president? Melissa Herrmann.
What is your first impression of this? https://courageworldwide.org/people/melissa-herrmann/ Who is the exec. VP? Eran Ben-
Porath of Annenberg School at UPenn. https://www.asc.upenn.edu/research/research-areas/media-and-communication-effects. I
think SSRS should get a deep dive. https://ssrs.com/about/ These are the people behind the phony CNN poll. Check who they
are. What they are and have been involved in. Denizens of the DS swamp that help craft the narratives of MSM through selective
polls with engineered questions to get the result they want. Not the true results...the engineered results which is then blasted over
the CNN and MSM networks.

Exactly My point Patriot..... Look at the 2016 Polls the day of the election : The Polls had Hillary Clinton beating Trump by a 98% to
Trump's 2% chance of winning.

The Mainstream Media is a Propaganda Machine for the Democrat Party!

FAKE NEWS

WWG1WGA
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They are trying the "Damned if you do, damned if you don't" strategy. Either he shows up and gets grilled by attorneys, making
him look like a criminal. Or, he avoids the trap, making him look like a criminal.

The only problem with what the Democrats are trying to do is without merit and goes beyond the arm of the law. If anyone knows this
it is William Barr, that's why he's the Attorney General.... The matter is over about the Mueller Report. If Mueller after two years of
investigating came to the conclusion that the president could not be tried and convicted for collusion or obstruction , then the AG by
all rights has the right to go with what Mueller's conclusion was after investigating the matter for over two years. It's OVER !
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NADLER PROVES THAT HE'S NOT FIT TO CHAIR A COMMITTEE & DEMOCRAT CLOWNS DON'T GET TO QUESTION AG BARR by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Yes, we know how this ends. I sure hope that as/wipe morning joe is going to be indicted for his murder of his intern. Only reason
he acts like he does. Mika should sure watch out.

@TippyHome Morning Joe has a lot to worry about, (those who shout the loudest have the most to hide and lose) Joe Scarborough
knows that he has pushed this False Narrative of Russia Collusion for Hillary Clinton's campaign and then he has committed the
ultimate fake news by actually committing Sedition by trying to push what he has known all along to be a false story created by John
Podesta to try and get a newly elected president impeached or removed through foul and crooked purposes. But then again the
whole Russia Collusion Lie is totally the Clinton Political Machine style of politics, you can ask any of the Clinton surrogates that
have worked for them for the last 30 years. They all know the Clinton's are more like a foul Mafia style political team of crooks that
would go to the depths of pond scum to destroy an opponent. The Clinton's and all of their close associates need to be prosecuted to
the fullest extent of the law.
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God is Great and He is greatly to be praised!

WWG1WGA
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Hahaha the psychedelic warlord couldn't even beat Ted Cruz who trump beat.. why would he be able to beat trump himself.

Well that's because Democrats are delusional @Fateswebb
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Black Out : Q'anon not dropping & The Deep State are shitting all over themselves about now !

William Barr sent a message to the Fake Collusion Democrat Party :

" No More Games, The Gig Is Up , Time To Investigate The True Criminals "

WWG1WGA
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Upvoated, because we need some up-full news to lighten up from all the DS crap we wade through about every day. Well, I do,
and don't mind a glimmer of hope, albeit a sad/happy story. Sometimes we need a breQ. Alright, back to the fight. Godspeed. : )

Well said Patriot!

Good news is always good , but Cancer itself is a bitch !

WWG1WGA
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When liberals are so PC they let this trash babysit their child by PantyHamster  in GreatAwakening
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This is one reason Me & My Wife never let anyone babysit our kids until they were old enough to tell on anyone who would might try
and hurt them.... No parent should ever trust anyone with your new born infants .... never ! The only way you know they are actually
safe is to raise them yourself....Luckily We were able to do that... and in return they have totally impressed us now that they are older
and starting to have their own children.... The only ones they trust their kids with is Us and their other Grandparents...God bless all
children that are being abused in any way today and in the future... In Jesus Holy Name I pray a covering over them with the Holy
Spirit that they may be protected from all evil and evil people that do stupid shit like in this video...

Thanks for posting Patriot ... This kind of shit makes wish there could be instant justice like in the long ago past.

WWG1WGA
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They weren't lost .... James Comey got rid of all the evidence ...The fucker is a criminal in the worst meaning of the words... He was
obviously paid to cover for Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama's crimes that have been committed during the Obama years
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Great Post @srayzie ....also great news for the children that were found and need help now so we should all say a prayer for their full
recoveries from these Sick People
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Social media sites think they get to judge which politics the American public is allowed to listen to. Trump is the only one they
can't silence. He hears the people's cries for justice. He calls attention to the censoring so when he decides to act, he will have
the majority of the people backing him.

Oh just wait @Dovecote , they probably have plans to silence Trump right before the next election on social media and if you pay
attention they are already trying to remove him from the ballot in the 2020 election in some blue voting states. If you can't beat him
fair and square then the Democrat Party will cheat the fuck out of him to try and get back the power of the American Government and
Purse through Executive Orders just how Obama threw America into a 21 Trillion Dollar Debt.
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Bilderberg Group had decided on a president but social media messed that up, those responsible have to be silenced so a
president who favors international business over citizens can be appointed. If dissidents aren't slandered enough, and shills don't
shill hard enough, how can they suppress competition and exploit a nation? $1.2 billion isn't enough to buy a presidency these
days, even with burying people like Seth Rich.

An absolute accurate summary of the Presidential Politics in America in the last 3 years....Nicely stated Patriot !

WWG1WGA
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That's just a tip of the Iceberg .....There are so many children that have been cheated at a normal life or Murdered at a way too young
age.... These People Are Sick !
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@WhyAserverWasBuilt Edit your post and remove the ( ** ________ ** ) so that the link is just clickable

cool post btw
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[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:00:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3197320/18401714)

That is CHILD ABUSE. Someone should call Children and Youth on those monsters teaching innocent children hate.

The Police already don't go in certain areas of America because it has been overrun and in the control of Muslims who have
changed the rules to Sharia Law....In those counties the American government just don't say anything because they are afraid to
lose their positions or jobs....so let it be

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3197320/18402125)  context  full comments

Shocking Video Of Children In Philadelphia Muslim Society: 'We Will Chop Off Their Heads' For Allah by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-05 01:34:58

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-05-04 00:59:51)

[ - ] Parent: trenace  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:00:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3197320/18401652)

Just imagine the liberal outrage if some white-run school or church taught their kids to say , for example. they would hang blacks
from nooses for God, or shoot homosexuals, or what have you.

Oh, but they're equally outraged over this, right? My mistake. I thought they were hypocrites that would go nuclear over the one
but feel and do nothing over the other.

Obama was importing thousands of Muslims into America to live an he made them citizens....in place like where that Omar became a
Democrat Representative....Obama's whole administration was pushing for an Islamic America....This shit is ridiculous in America on
top of it!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3197320/18402107)  context  full comments

"Life Lessons Learned from The Karate Kid " I don't think Q just mentioned this movie without a GOOD REASON. Some INFO I found. by
Lauraingalls  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2019-05-04 00:23:32)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:00:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3197135/18401244)

That was beautiful, and I'm not anxious for the end. I have patience. The stories in the Bible teach us things happen in God's time,
but when you hear all kinds of bad things day after day you want to hear something GOOD. If Q posted "just for me" like you said
then that PROVES Q has a beautiful and thoughtful heart and I LOVE THAT. I hope and pray you are well. GOD BLESS YOU
Stonechizel.

THANKS PATRIOT !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3197135/18401603)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-05 13:09:16

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-05-04 00:05:30)

[ - ] Parent: sbt2160p  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:00:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18397119)

To expand on this comment, ol’ Barry spent his formative years in places like Indonesia, Hawaii, and a university. Not exactly a
representative of your average black upbringing.

That's because Obama is a Muslim and only acted like a Christian to get elected...Just look at the pallets of cash he sent to Iran......
He gave Hamass free reign to sell cocaine in America and send funds to support the Hamass terrorism organization...The dude is a
Muslim and he will always be a Muslim and Homosexual that married and took the first Tranny into the White House

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18401217)  context  full comments

Proof:That Trump is a Racist. by RogerMoore0017  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:59:58)
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[ - ] Parent: RogerMoore0017  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:00:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196738/18398239)

I can’t take credit. I just find and share.

Same here Patriot.....

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196738/18401058)  context  full comments

Sarah Sanders: Dems 'Embarrassed Themselves' With Barr Questioning by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-05 01:34:58

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:59:14)

[ - ] Parent: Fateswebb  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:00:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196425/18400138)

Are you sure? It takes me to newsmax front page not to the promised article..... If it takes you to the article then I guess it hates my
browser...

lol .....Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196425/18401047)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:58:00)

[ - ] Parent: Kirbyrambo  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:00:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18393952)

I wonder how the black population is going to react when it is let known (proven) that their hero is was nothing more than a fake
fraudulent TRAITOR?

@KIrbyrambo They are already finding out exactly how the Democrats have been using them with the work of Candace Owens , she
is doing a great job at turning so many old Democrats into Conservatives....Plus Trump has done so much more for the African
American Community than Obama ever did in 8 years

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18401035)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:55:25)

[ - ] Parent: SeekingUltimatums  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:01:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18394563)

This is a really well put together article.

Thanks ...I just posted someone else's work my style...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18401004)  context  full comments

Sarah Sanders: Dems 'Embarrassed Themselves' With Barr Questioning by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:54:13)

[ - ] Parent: AlternateSelection  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:01:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196425/18395124)

Pretty sure Dems are unable to feel embarrassment.

Yeah they fight because their FEAR is killing them alive of what might become of then for all their crimes they have committed

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196425/18400991)  context  full comments

HILLARY CLINTON IS A DELUSIONAL FUCKING CANCER ON AMERICA'S FUTURE by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-05 13:09:16

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.1 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:52:49)
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[ - ] Parent: SouthDakotaVet  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:01:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3194269/18396253)

When the Day comes it will be a Great one seeing this Fat Little Troll get Dragged out of her house in cuffs. Just watching her Cry
and Panic will be very Amusing. She knows its coming and i'm sure some of them can feel the rope around their necks at night
when they are trying to sleep. lol I'm loving it knowing they can't sleep at night.

Yeah your right, @SouthDakotaBVet I bet they all have a kill pill on them to swallow for when they get arrested....( Arsenic)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3194269/18400984)  context  full comments

THE 100: TRUMP INSTALLS ONE HUNDO JUDGES ON THE FEDERAL BENCH by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:49:44)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:01:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3196357/18397088)

True Judges "should never rule from bench" but there lies the current problem...the lefty's are ruling from the bench! Blind Justice
has taken a beating...President Trump needs to fill the vacancies quickly with honorable people...

True because Obama had 8 years to fill the courts with Liberals that are the ones fighting Trump at every corner

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3196357/18400958)  context  full comments

Nikki Haley Obliterates Ilhan Omar For Blaming Venezuela Crisis On United States by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:47:41)

[ - ] Parent: Fateswebb  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-05-04 06:01:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3197090/18400715)

Hate to say it but AGAIN what this dumb bitch says is true. Our policies did help lead to this situation.....

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3197090/18400937)  context  full comments

"Life Lessons Learned from The Karate Kid " I don't think Q just mentioned this movie without a GOOD REASON. Some INFO I found. by
Lauraingalls  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2019-05-05 01:34:58

History: 8 points( +8 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-05-03 23:46:36)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:01:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3197135/18400075)

You don't have to say you are sorry. We all have our opinions and views on life and Q is a GOOD GUY and seems to find
beautiful lessons in the movies he wants us to check into. That is why I have such respect for Q and what he does.

Laura I think Q might have just posted something to let us know he cares when people state every day I hope Q post to today
because I'm having a bad day, Sound familiar ? Just think Q'anon might have posted that just for you...You should feel special and
not be such a doubting Thomas at times....hey I get it, we all get bored and wish life was a little more exciting all the time but those
are the times maybe we need to self reflect and rest for a bit, our bodies will thank us for it..Anyways..What will happen, will happen
and what will be, will be.....just have faith and pray that the Lord has given all His Blessings on this because Light will overcome
Dark....it always does especially in the end....All I'm saying is don't be so anxious for the End.... Hell I have Cancer and even I want to
live a little longer...

God Bless Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3197135/18400924)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-05-03 22:40:24)

[ - ] Parent: lightindarkness  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:02:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18396475)

They rigged the election machines in some places and almost got caught. So when they rigged them in favor of Hilary, they could
not make it as obvious. They did not rig them enough to win.

No @lightindarkness they rig them ...they thought with the number that Obama won with in 2012 that that would be enough to beat
Trump. But the fact that Trump awakened America to vote when most American's never have bothered to vote and Hillary never
campaigned and only went to money raisers and that's exactly why Trump won the election...He campaigned better than HRC
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18399922)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-05-03 22:38:00)

[ - ] Parent: sbt2160p  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:02:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18397089)

Depends upon how you define “legitimate.” Remember Trump’s Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal, where his campaign
used FB data to target voters? Obama’s campaign did pretty much the exact same thing. The former was labeled illegitimate, the
latter wasn’t scandalous at all, apparently.

Also, thank God for that shitbag Romney not ending up in the White House.

Basically I call that good smart campaigning ! @sbt2160p Reach all the people you can to vote for you.....It apparently works too...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18399897)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-05-03 22:35:30)

[ - ] Parent: swimkin  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:02:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18394150)

I believe it was a rigged election the second time around. The excitement for BO just wasn't there in 2012 as it was in 2008. But
even in 2008 it was pretty evident to me that the MSM and everyone else was trying to make a nobody into a super star. I saw
through the entire hoax then... and never liked the guy. Liked him less each day he was President.

You know that's a valid point @swimkin because in 2012 Obama had no where near the excitement in supporters as he did when he
won in 2008 ... The dude probably cheated his way to 4 more years of free vacations with his Man-wife (really disgusting too)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18399866)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-05-03 22:32:20)

[ - ] Parent: rockyracoon74  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:02:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18396107)

Romney ran a distinctly ineffective campaign. One would think he was in on the game, much the way NoName was.

I'm not privy to that one , even though I wish I were ... @rockyracoon74

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18399825)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-05-03 22:31:16)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-05-04 06:02:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18396477)

Absolutely right, Stonechizel. He'd surely go a lot further for his own election.

You know damn well Obama was a big cheater because he didn't do shit for the country except spend it into 21 Trillion in DEBT

God Bless @KyJane

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3196337/18399806)  context  full comments

New Cache Of 339 Emails Shows Fusion GPS Emailing Anti-Trump Intel Directly To Obama's DOJ: Report by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 05:59:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-05-03 22:29:08)
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Or how about this type of "spying" applying to more than just Federal elections?

What if the Obama adminidstration had been doing this kind of thing with different local districts, counties and states around the
country to affect the outcome of elections of congressmen, senators, governors, judges and sheriffs?

The corruption could be so widespread, it's beyond shocking.

Dozens of people need to go to prison for life and many people need to be executed for treason.

Well @AllLibsAreEvilDemons , Now that we know Obama did do this to Candidate Donald Trump , I wouldn't put it past him doing it
in 2014 and 2014 too....The dude is a fucking criminal

WWG1WGA
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The linked doesn't work for whatever reason. And I wanted to see this... :( Did they remove the article?

The Link works I just tried it @Fateswebb
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SOMETIMES THAT'S THE ONLY WAY THEY CAN UNDERSTAND THAT IT'S ALL A CONSPIRACY TO MAKE THE PERCEPTION
THAT TRUMP IS A RACIST ...... GREAT POST !
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Good article!

Thank You!
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Please don't. Sitchen is at best confused. Read all of Hancock's books. ZS bases his ENTIRE theory on a faulty translation.
Hancock bases his ideas on massive, scientific research.

Did you read it or are you saying what someone else said , because through 30 years of actual research all around the world to
prove each and everything he stated in his books to be true . The evidence is astounding and very real if you look up each claim
yourself.... I'm just saying the history we've been taught in the public school system is a big fucking lie
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Hillary just called for China to attack America, President Trump, on the Rachel Madcow show last night.

I saw something on that in a news story..... She is just trying to delay her ultimate truth of being revealed, that she was behind the
whole Fake Russian Collusion Lie
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When you realize the blatant corruption and dishonesty around the 2016 election, it makes me question whether Obama
legitimately won reelection in 2012. I never thought he would have been reelected then.

Yeah Me too.....Remember Romney could not believe that he did not win and thought that there must be some ballots not being
counted yet ...

If Obama would use all this corrupt ways with the whole Government and all it's agencies to cheat so Hillary would win 2016 , then
imagine how far he might have gone to insure he win 2012 election , great point Patriot!
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Trump said this last time about Bernie and he was right then and he is right again. And when the Democratic party cheats Bernie
again, many Democrats will vote for Trump, again.

Except a lot of old Bernie followers have been become staunch supporters of President Trump and will never go back to the
Democrat Party
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Read Zachariah Sitchen "The Twelfth Planet" .... @Bluesky356
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but muh narrative.... that chicken did look good tho #boycottKFC..

chicfiletALLtheWAY

@420ninja Yes the fried chicken might have looked good but the little white chicken they set where Barr was suppose to sit only
makes it so very clear that this whole Congressional Committee was a farce from its inception , just like the whole Mueller
Investigation into Russian Collusion. The Russian Collusion was Hillary Clinton's baby and she should be sitting behind bars right
now for all the crimes that have been committed since her first mention of Russia , Russia, Russia in the 2016 campaign , and then
Russian Collusion. Even the Russian chick that met with Trump Jr. in Trump Tower had to get clearance just to get into America and
that had to be ok'd by Obama Administration or AG Loretta Lynch....this whole fucking thing is HRC's baby and she will be hung one
day for it.
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Patriot, that's because the Billionaires behind resist are pushing this agenda to remain, they even posted comments on line to
keep the Russia Hoax going. and message for the globalist billionaires, nothing ever really gets deleted on the internet, LOL

Correct @LakotaPride The Democrat's are only doing what their money donors instruct them to do, and the media is also reporting
exactly what is told for them to report because these Globalist Agenda Elite don't care how much money it cost because they hate
President Donald Trump because Trump is destroying all the work they have done through the last 4 presidents to destroy America's
sovereignty to usher in the Satanic Globalist Elite New World Order and Donald Trump is NOT one of their Puppets like the last 4
president before him have been..... It all boils down to remove Trump at all cost....Nothing else...even if it means making shit up and
keep running with the original lie or even add to the lie to make anything stick so they can impeach 45.
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Antifa is getting their orders to arm themselves for when the hammer drops on those in the Clinton/Hussein circles that committed
treason. I look forward to watching the videos of those pussies getting mowed down.

 Good one Patriot!
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Correct me if I'm wrong, but in the larger pic, I believe there is a box of popcorn in front of Sen Grassley.

Good one Patriot!
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Thanks for link but for some reason I cannot see a video just a black box I tried the other links on that page but they all do it... :(

Turn on your adobe player
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It makes a statement. It makes pussy liberals take a step back. It's effective. Use it in a business meeting sometime if you're senior
enough.

Obviously he's not!
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They knew Trump was a Nationalist by his campaign message. The New World Order (United Nations, World Bank, Vatican,
NATO, CFR) has been pushing a Globalist scheme to concentrate ALL the power to a few people at the top. The UK thought
Trump would support Brexit which would be used as a recipe to break up the European Union. You see, the birth of the European
Union and mass migration was a effort by globalists to destroy the sovereignty and culture of all those European countries. They
have the same agenda for the United States(ie open borders). Billionaire George Soros is a very influential Globalist leader, he
uses his own money to push the globalist agenda and he does this through the US media which he owns. All the media heads
we see each day are all paid globalist lap dogs. Soros has also bought the support of the US Liberal government, they stood by
and said nothing as Obama incrementally unleashed a globalist agenda on the US at every available opportunity. Many crimes
were committed under the Obama administration with Hillary acting as Secretary of State. The details of many scandals were
successfully swept under the rug with the hand picked agency heads assigned by Obama. They knew that the details of all these
scandals would fall in to President Trump's hands once he took office and Trump's moto was "Drain the Swamp". What we see
today is a multi level effort by the Globalists, media, Liberal government, Hollywood to stop Trump from exposing all their
criminality and ruthless efforts to destroy the lives of every person on this planet.

Yes this is true....
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FUCK NADLER ! He's a crooked ass Liberal piece of shit!
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I think he already knows. The report next week has criminal refereals. The only real question left is.

Will it be with a rope and chair, or a scarf and door knob.

Great Point !
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Hope and change ?..divisiveness and a march towards socialism

Exactly Patriot!
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Graham Won't Call For Mueller To Testify: 'It's Over' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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I'd like to see Meuller testify why he picked the staff he picked and why they continued the investigation over a year when, we now
know, they knew there was no collusion.

That's because the Mueller Team wanted to entrap President Trump with sneaky questioning to charge him with obstruction of
justice like they did to General Flynn, but it didn't happen because Trump's lawyers were to smart to let him hang himself with tricky
questions from the 13 Angry Democrats that Trump spoke of so much...
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Lindsey Graham's Savage (and Expletive-Filled) Opening Statement at AG Barr Hearing by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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Patriot, notice Strzok and Page decide that President Trump is a F-bomb idiot, yet he has a job and where are they now ? ROFL

Yes My Staunch Conservative Patriot Brother ....... Trump is actually the Leader of The Free World ....and Peter Strzok is a known
loser and corrupt FBI agent that obviously was being paid by Hillary Clinton herself, to push her agenda and try and get her elected
....Thank God Almighty, The Great Spirit in The Sky that HRC didn't even come close to being elected President of the USA.

WWG1WGA
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Yeah, BUT WHY? Why does he hate him? For that matter, why did/does that British ex spy Christopher Steele hate him? What is
the reason for such vitriolic HATE? Its like he fucked their ole lady, or something.

They hate Trump because they knew Hillary Clinton was going to lose 2016 election & did.... So they hated him even more since
they tried to destroy President Trump during the 2016 campaign.... Liberals wanted to continue with their Globalist agenda push
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Anyone got highlight videos from Barr's testimony? Share them here! by Zevediah  in GreatAwakening
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It's all over YouTube & FoxNews.com
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Good post.

Thank You @Patriot
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This is obviously NOT Russian Disinformation-Barr has all the reports. Why is he still pushing this narrative and not standing
strong on the Clinton/Russia evidence?! Very frustrating, to say the least.

There are 12 investigations that have stemmed from the Mueller investigation on Russia - where it lead him to
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Graham Won't Call For Mueller To Testify: 'It's Over' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Won't anybody think of those poor grandstanding politicians? Who will hypocritically rail against their own projected bad
conscience? How can the infinitely corrupt pretenders in our corporate media posture and pose as the defenders of all things true
and good?

I never saw the day coming when Sen. Lindsey Graham would be the stalwart champion of sanity holding back the tide of the
degenerate mob's ugly demands.

Right!
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Nervous, James? Comey Viciously Attacks Bill Barr Mid-Hearing - Then Turns His Ire Toward Rod Rosenstein! by Himfirst  in
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D5glotEW4AEnuAQ.jpg

This lying criminal is worried because he knows that Barr is going to get to the bottom of who, where and when this whole collusion
Fake Russian story started and why Comey didn't tell Trump that there was a Fake Dossier claiming lies about the President elect.
Comey is going down and nobody can save him...
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Comey Has Some Explaining To Do! by indeknow  in GreatAwakening
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JAMES COMEY IS A FUCKING LIAR AND A CRIMINAL FOR CONSPIRING WITH HILLARY CLINTON AND HER CAMPAIGN TO
CLEAR HER CRIMINAL CHARGES OF USING A CROOKED EMAIL SERVER AND RELEASING EVIDENCE AMERICA'S TOP
SECRETS TO THE WORLD....
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Barr hearing: Notice Republicans focus on Section I and that the DEMOCRAPS ONLY FOCUS ON SECTION II by defrockeddavidbrock
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Ted Cruz is doing that right now with his time....
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It's called the AP ( Associated Press ) Which is owned by who else but the Rothschild Family, who are the same owners of all world
media purchased by Reuters in the 1800's , which in essence bought all American Media, NBC ABC CBS CNN MSNBC
TELEMUNDO.... ETC..... ETC.. YOU GET THE PICTURE YET?
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There's a reason. Both of those kike puppets were implementing the Jewish NWO agenda of suffocating our economy and
genociding our people. Don't think it's true? Just read...

What is #WhiteGenocide?

Why do they want Whites gone? It goes back a long long way. http://magaimg.net/img/7nf1.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7ntm.jpg
http://magaimg.net/img/7ntk.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7phu.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7txl.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7txn.jpg
http://magaimg.net/img/7txt.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7txv.jpg

The term genocide was coined, ironically, by a Jew named Raphael Lemkin in the 1940s. He was the founder of the Genocide
Convention.  http://magaimg.net/img/7q4k.jpg

This legitimized The Great Replacement under the guise of fixing a declining white European population
 http://magaimg.net/img/7ivr.jpg

However, the replacement plan has been much longer in the making in the Kalergi Plan.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gu1.jpg

You can see how it's utterly changed the demographics of Europe and the U.S.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gco.jpg
 http://magaimg.net/img/7gbu.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7q4o.jpg

What lead to the decline in birth rates and set the stage for the immigration Trojan horse? That plan has been long in the making
too. A 1969 paper written by Planned Parenthood VP Jaffe outlined their strategy.  http://magaimg.net/img/7r3d.jpg

Encourage increased homosexuality  http://magaimg.net/img/7r3f.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7bjv.jpg
 http://magaimg.net/img/7imw.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7imq.jpg

Compulsory schooling that destroys creativity, intelligence, and rewards obedience.  http://magaimg.net/img/7r3m.jpg
 https://archive.fo/b14ez  https://archive.fo/140U6  https://archive.fo/jr1ui

Decrease the average family size so we are no longer replacing ourselves.  http://magaimg.net/img/7ney.jpg

Change the immigration laws designed and intended by the founding fathers so that only Europeans can immigrate...
http://magaimg.net/img/7egi.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7egt.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7gbu.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7egy.jpg
http://magaimg.net/img/7egp.jpg

 ...to Import exclusively non European races that reproduce much faster and are a much greater burden on society (i.e. the white
tax payer)  http://magaimg.net/img/7iew.png  http://magaimg.net/img/2ck3.png  http://magaimg.net/img/7rqu.jpg
 http://magaimg.net/img/7rqz.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7rr0.jpg

They destroy our families  http://magaimg.net/img/7nfe.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7t1u.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7t1z.png
 http://magaimg.net/img/7c1u.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7t20.jpg

They distract and weaken our men  http://magaimg.net/img/7rra.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7t1w.jpg
 http://magaimg.net/img/7t1x.jpg

They turn our women into degenerate, childless whores  http://magaimg.net/img/7rrf.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7rrj.jpg

They permanently Maim and kill our children  http://magaimg.net/img/7t1q.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7t1r.jpg
 http://magaimg.net/img/7t1s.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7t1t.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7t1y.png  http://magaimg.net/img/7td0.jpg
 http://magaimg.net/img/7td1.png

They constantly push propaganda that demoralizes and instills guilt and shame in our people  http://magaimg.net/img/7rrh.jpg
 http://magaimg.net/img/7f2e.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7nfc.png  http://magaimg.net/img/5vrf.png
 http://magaimg.net/img/5wm7.png  http://magaimg.net/img/7nid.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7rrq.png

They push for multiculturalism and race mixing in white countries only. Diversity is a Trojan horse designed to destroy us from
within. http://magaimg.net/img/7gcn.png http://magaimg.net/img/7gbx.png http://magaimg.net/img/7gby.jpg
http://magaimg.net/img/7gcb.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7tcx.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7tcy.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7tcz.jpg

The media, in all its forms, is their greatest weapon. It is so powerful, it has convinced us to hate our own people.
http://magaimg.net/img/7cso.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7c1s.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7c1t.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7c1u.jpg
http://magaimg.net/img/7c1v.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7c1w.jpg http://magaimg.net/img/7c1q.jpg

They systematically destroy the institutions our society was built upon  http://magaimg.net/img/7nv1.jpg  https://archive.is/1yS1l
 http://magaimg.net/img/7t20.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7c1u.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7tn6.jpg
 http://magaimg.net/img/7imw.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7tn7.jpg  http://magaimg.net/img/7tn9.jpg

The summary http://magaimg.net/img/7tzu.jpg

Very thorough evidence @HRCisDONE You should have made a post with it
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3187923/18321525)  context  full comments

Trump's 3.2% Economic Growth Puts Bush And Obama To Shame by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-30 09:36:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.7 hours ago (2019-04-29 22:55:00)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-30 09:37:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3187923/18313303)

That’s trump’s winning hand in 2020.- no democrat could run against him on economic growth.

And that's all with a government shut down and higher interest rates , when Obama was president his interest rates were kept at zero
by the Rothschilds, to try and make him look good , but Trump makes Obama's presidency look like the joke that it truly was....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3187923/18321465)  context  full comments

SRI LANKA IMPOSES EMERGENCY LAW BANNING FACE COVERINGS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-02 04:17:07

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-30 09:36:31

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.7 hours ago (2019-04-29 22:52:45)

[ - ] Parent: derram  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-30 09:37:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3188347/18314443)

https://archive.ph/MRYG8 :

AFP news agency on Twitter: "VIDEO: Church bells toll mournfully at Colombo's devastated St Anthony's Shrine as scores
of Christians weep but defiantly pray and light candles for the victims of the horrific Easter bombings… t.co/VhtjnAt19t"

https://archive.ph/pjYja :

AFP news agency on Twitter: "VIDEO: People hold a vigil outside St. Anthony's Shrine in Colombo… "

This has been an automated message.

Now that's moving it @derram nice !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3188347/18321432)  context  full comments

Rapists, Kidnappers, Child Molesters Eligible To Vote Under Bernie Sanders' Plan by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-29 18:39:50

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-04-29 15:11:25)

[ - ] Parent: Johnny_Ninja  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-04-29 18:39:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3187940/18312503)

Glad to have you on the team.

But for my own knowledge, can you explain why you ever supported Bernie to begin with? I know there's many Bernie-to-Trump
converts, I just don't get it. Their agendas are completely opposite.

It's called being Red Pilled.... Learning the truth of reality & the political world.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3187940/18313007)  context  full comments

AOC May Have Broken Federal Law After Shadily Disguising Fundraiser as 5K Run by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-04-29 18:39:50

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-04-29 10:49:48

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 9.8 hours ago (2019-04-29 01:02:07)

[ - ] Parent: Lovecymru  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-04-29 10:49:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3186987/18302119)

Politics has been b'erry b'erry good to me.

Yeah it's been very good to her & his chafed penis from her buck teeth...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3186987/18303236)  context  full comments

What did Shep need a pardon for? What was Trump really telling us? by solo7  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-04-29 10:49:48

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-28 21:33:19

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 microcentury ago (2019-04-28 20:41:12)
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[ - ] Parent: solo7  16 points ( +16 | -0 ) 2019-04-28 21:33:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3186679)

All I have to say is , I feel sorry for ALL of those who colluded against Donald Trump the Bad Ass Mother Fucker that has gotten him
to where he is today.... My President !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3186679/18298837)  context  full comments

Judge Rips Kim Foxx In Middle Of Hearing, Exposes Her Sins To Entire Courtroom by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-27 14:43:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.4 hours ago (2019-04-27 05:20:21)

[ - ] Parent: Sara37482  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-04-27 14:44:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3183102/18266139)

World's highest truck jump https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x76ptz4

See the video of cute dog walking like humans

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x76mldz

Most dangerous bird of the world see how he killed own owner https://youtu.be/cRB1xdy3yYg

Very funny video of 2019 just try to control your laugh https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6gkrz5

Love of animals with humans Just see their love Even you will feel amazed https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6eexa2

...

@Sara37482 There is actually a sub on voat.co that is all video's ...look it up, you probably can catch more fish in that sea
(Subverse)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3183102/18267067)  context  full comments

Planet X ... by serpentdove  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-27 01:31:40

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-04-26 18:48:19)

[ - ] Parent: serpentdove  6 points ( +8 | -2 ) 2019-04-27 01:31:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3182672)

Planet X is not one planet. Yes one planet does come close to earth every 3600 years plus or minus a few years, around 400-500
years. The best information we have on his outside Destroyer of earth periodically is in the Sumerian's Cuneiform writings, from the
Latin cuneus, meaning "wedge," is the term applied to a mode of writing which used a wedge-shaped stylus to make impressions on
a clay surface, and also on stone, metal, and wax. Most of the clay tablets were sun-baked, making surviving tablets very fragile now.
A 30 year linguistics genius named Zachariah Sitchen decoded these 6000 year old writings that are the oldest known writings
known to man. Anyways Z.Sitchen wrote a series of books on this subject called the Earth Chronicles....The 12th Planet is the first
book which goes into much detail of the creation of the heavens and earth an also the creation of man and so much more, I really
recommend anyone who wishes to know the facts that can answer all your questions that you have about stories in the Holy Bible to
read this first book The 12th Planet by Sitchen's. Planet X is considered to be an actual planet, the furthest out planet of earth's sister
solar system that does a wicked dance with earth every 3600 years and sometimes this planet comes close enough to earth to
cause much havoc. Close to 13000 years ago the passing of this furthest out planet of earth's solar systems sister solar system
which has 7 actual planets orbiting a brown or red dwarf sun which is considered o have caused what we call Noah's Flood in the
Holy Bible.There is way too much to go into in these Chronicles written by Zachariah Sitchen for me to go into so all I can say is read
the book , it will truly blow your mind....But don't read it if you are not ready to have everything that you have been taught in American
Schools since the real history has always been kept from us. This one book impacted Me almost as much as the Holy Bible has and
is almost like the rest of the story that you have always questioned about the bible and how did that happen,.... well I believe it
actually literally did happen and the rest of the story is in the Sumerian Text.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3182672/18257192)  context  full comments

Biden LEADS Trump in poll as he enters race, prepares for fundraiser We need to PRAY this doesn't happen. by Lauraingalls  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-04-27 01:31:40

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-26 10:06:00

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-04-25 19:16:02)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  -1 points ( +5 | -6 ) 2019-04-26 10:06:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3180705)

Come on Laura , get serious please! If you still trust polls after the 2016 Polls that said the day of the election that Hillary Clinton was
a shoe in to be president with a 98% chance of winning to Donald Trump's 2% that he could win the 2016 election ...should tell you
and everyone else that POLLS are FAKE....they are designed to control the way people vote or at least for making people perceive
that it is what the polls say they are....They are so controlled by the same Deep State that has been trying to pull a Coup on President
Trump since he won the 2016 election , so you should not ever believe the Polls because they are fixed & most likely crooked in
some way.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3180705/18237413)  context  full comments

Q POSTS - Wednesday, April 24th by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-04-26 10:06:00

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-25 18:01:36

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-04-25 04:39:28)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  26 points ( +26 | -0 ) 2019-04-25 18:01:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3179634)

This is absolutely great news, did you hear what Joe G said? "Barr already has the truth of what happened during the FISA Warrants
and who signed them and was basically protecting Hillary by going after Donald Trump illegally.... Heads are going to roll .... and
they are going to start with James Comey who will most likely Arkanacide or commit suicide one day before he is tried in a court of
law.

Oh yeah Thanks again @srayzie for keeping Us updated on Q's drops......Great Job as usual!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3179634/18227478)  context  full comments

MSNBC REPORTER STICKS A MIC IN ROBERT MUELLER'S FACE AFTER EASTER SERVICES by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-25 18:01:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-04-24 22:28:18)

[ - ] Parent: moderator99  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-04-25 18:01:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172925/18202876)

mueller is no christian. christians don't lie and deceive.

fake satan is the one he looks to for guidance.

Mueller looks to HRC's checkbook for his truth

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172925/18221856)  context  full comments

Hillary talks 'roadmap to Impeachment', Mueller should have indicted Trump by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-25 18:01:36

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-04-24 21:29:30)

[ - ] Parent: lerker  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-04-25 18:02:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176632/18201281)

this cunt has a lot of nerve

Trust Me, Hillary Clinton is not a cunt because she is lower than the scum that dwells in a rotten decomposing cunt!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176632/18220808)  context  full comments

Hillary talks 'roadmap to Impeachment', Mueller should have indicted Trump by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-25 18:01:36

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-04-24 21:26:10)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2019-04-25 18:02:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176632)

Of course Hillary believes that a report written by people who have always been loyal to her... Yeah that makes sense if you want to
continue to stall the investigation into the reason the Mueller Report was investigated in the first place. Hillary's fucking Fake
Dossier

@Unfuckingbelievable!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176632/18220751)  context  full comments

Why Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama Tweeted About 'Easter Worshippers' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-25 18:01:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-04-24 18:25:05)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-25 18:02:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3176270/18198510)

These two sleazebags cannot say Christian because it may burn the inside of their mouths..blasphemy! Hope their place in hell is
everything they deserve! Cannot believe that they are not VERY frightened about where they are going to end up!

Oh trust me Patriot, they know where they will end up at..... Sheol

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3176270/18217324)  context  full comments

What do the following persons have in common, age 16 and above, pedophiles, terrorist, killers, illegals. by Mscss  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-24 17:47:54

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-04-24 01:13:33)

[ - ] Parent: Mscss  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-04-24 17:48:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176761)

Yes true Patriot, But after the Jussie Smollet Fake incident the government passed a bill on No Lynching ...so I wonder if the whole
reason Smollet faked an attack wasn't to hurt Trump but to make sure the Bill would be passed in Congress on No Lynching.
Because the Dem's know they are going to hang for the crimes they've committed.So just maybe we have Democrats trying to
change the law before they have to go to Gitmo or any prison for that matter.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176761/18204602)  context  full comments

2015 email to HRC campaign manager (Podesta) shows plan to 'slaughter Trump' with Russia lies. by TRFBYTrC0mmies  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-24 17:47:54

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-04-24 01:07:43)

[ - ] Parent: TRFBYTrC0mmies  36 points ( +36 | -0 ) 2019-04-24 17:48:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176774)

Yeah , it also fronts Podesta out on saying : We should make an example out of the one who is leaking documents from the
DNCleaks .... That man was Seth Rich and Podesta and HRC had him murdered by 2 MS13 Gang Members , then two months later
those two were murdered....coincidence NOT! DNC -Clinton Team

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176774/18204454)  context  full comments

John Kerry shareholder in poorly performing Shangri-La bombed hotel ? by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-24 17:47:54

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-04-24 00:59:08)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2019-04-24 17:48:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176931)

Think Insurance .....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176931/18204269)  context  full comments

Things are awfully quiet.... calm before A STORM perhaps? by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-04-24 17:47:54

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-04-24 00:57:54)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  26 points ( +28 | -2 ) 2019-04-24 17:48:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3177234)

Everyone is just chill'n and waiting for some drama.... Only time will tell how this goes down. But at least we know that Barr is
investigating who .... and that is a huge step in the right direction. Plus when the DS is taken down , it will be a long drawn out
judgement's on many at different moments ... But we will know when .... trust me we will know when !
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[ - ] Parent: MingDynasty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-24 17:48:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176128/18195921)

Because we have no evidence of what you claim except for Qs claims. That's not going to stand up in the court of public opinion,
let alone an actual courtroom. Additionally, we have no evidence that the FISAs were issued illegally, we simply have Qs claims.
Essentially, without evidence of said crimes by FBI, Trump is liable for obstruction charges as a result of interfering in the
investigation of Flynn.

Also why every not already brainwashed by Qs BS has been repeatedly saying. Put up or shut up, all talk and not evidence is
meaningless.

Have you not watched the Senatorial Committee's Investigations over the last two years? The evidence is clear and just as
soon as the FISA is declassified the evidence will be crystal clear to everyone , even the suddenly blind Democrats. The
Dossier was FAKE...The FISA's were corruptly acquired and the evidence is already clear... President Trump has not used
any of his authority to declassify and trust me he has that right as president of the USA. Trump will not use his clear evidence
of what actually happened until he believes he needs to use it . This is not an overnight execution of the Deep State that most
Red Pilled Patriots think it is, this is an intellectual game to President Donald Trump and he will win this game that the
Democrats have started. I have no doubt that President Trump will come out of all of this fake Russia Collusion and now
Obstruction of Justice bullshit story unscathed. The only reason the Democrats are talking crap about the Mueller report is
because it did not go as they were promised. The Democrats will always use Saul Alinsky's Rules for Radicals because that
is what their top players have been using since Barack Obama was elected...Hillary also was a Saul Alinsky lover and wrote
her thesis on what else ? You guessed it! Saul Alinskys Rules for Radicals .... Do some more reading on the Democrats in
the last 20 -30 years and you will see exactly what and where the Democrats and their big money donors have been pushing
for, a Socialist style government where , I imagine that they are the rulers of everything and everyone in this Globalist
Socialist New World Order world....It's truly kind of sickening when you know.... " Those who know can not sleep !"

ENJOY THE MOVIE

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176128/18202857)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS ONLY GUILTY OF ONE THING by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-24 17:47:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-04-23 22:43:59)

[ - ] Parent: onelson1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-24 17:48:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176128/18197289)

Praying it happens soon with minimal casualties on our side. This movie is the best I have ever seen and it is going to have a
great ending.

Absolutely Patriot! @onelson1

WWG1WGA
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PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP IS ONLY GUILTY OF ONE THING by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-23 22:08:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-04-23 17:08:22)

[ - ] Parent: onelson1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-23 22:08:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176128/18195613)

I think he is guilty of being to nice. He needs to get them out. MAGA.

Right, The President could have used his powers to get rid of all this , but he wanted to get to the truth of the matter and cooperated
with an investigation that he already knew was a big lie perpetrated by his opponent Hillary Clinton. Trump is a very intelligent man
and he has only begun , so be ready for some awesome unfolding of the truth of what really happened and we get to watch all the
heads roll.... it might not happen over night like some may wish but the truth will be revealed and the dirty players are all going to pay
for what they have done....Mark My word , Donald Trump is a genius when it comes to this kind of shit, he is probably the best at it in
America and that is why he is president and has been able to go through all the lies and reporting from the MSM, why the hell does
he call them "Enemy of the People" because that's the roll they have been playing and continue to play in this movie ... The movie is
just starting to get good ....I can't wait to watch it all unfold....for the truth must be told so that the American people can have trust in
their government again or if the truth isn't told ... then all hell will break loose and in that case we are fucked as a nation.
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[ - ] Parent: MingDynasty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-23 22:08:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176128/18195406)

Him trying to shield Flynn from prosecution is their only legitimate claim of obstruction. That was an idiotic move by Q+, and will
be a talking point until FISA declas happens (if it ever does).

But you must admit that this COUP attempt was perpetrated long before the Flynn thing was ever started and Peter Strzok was the
one who did the Flynn interview , so the whole Flynn case is compromised because Strzok was proven to be a worthless piece of
shit... How can yo charge anyone of something that was designed by the very Corrupt FBI, DOJ, Intel Agencies all colluding to
destroy and then try and remove a sitting president....It's called Sedition and Treason My Friend! All cases that were brought up
against Trump or anyone else in the matter from the very start of this Seditionous Plan has been perpetrated by corrupt players who
themselves should be behind bars or dangling from a noose for the crimes they have indulged in.The President can and should
Pardon all who've had their lives destroyed from this Deep State Coup Attempt. At least once all the truth comes out in the public.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3176128/18195861)  context  full comments

Buttigieg Steals Beto's Thunder -- That Was Easy. Buttigieg Actually Has Done Something. Beto Has Not. by CluelessInTheDark  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 21:08:57

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-04-22 16:09:26)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-04-22 21:09:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3174129)

They both suck dick! They are Democrats!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3174129/18173850)  context  full comments

Rep. Matt Gaetz: Evidence of FBI-media 'corruption' coming out before DOJ inspector general report by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 21:08:57

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 06:31:43

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-04-22 03:33:11)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  18 points ( +19 | -1 ) 2019-04-22 06:31:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3173394)

This is great news , but we already knew that all those people that have lost their careers in the FBI and DOJ were committing
Sedition and Treason against President Trump from day one since he was inaugurated.

18 U.S. Code CHAPTER 115— TREASON, SEDITION, AND SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3173394/18167677)  context  full comments

One Question For Democrats: "How Does One Be Charged Of Obstructing A Witch Hunt" by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 06:31:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-04-22 00:22:27)

[ - ] Parent: Canbritanon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-22 06:32:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172669/18161133)

If the Police don't have probable cause to get a warrant and still kick in my door, I can shoot them dead and I'm perfectly within my
rights.

How exactly is lying to them in the exact same situation an impeachable offense?

This is how stupid leftists are.

Leftist: he lied to investigators!

Me: he should have shot them dead.

Wait, is military execution hanging or firing squad? Lololol

Either one is fine with Me Patriot!
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Excuse me! Obstruction of justice???? by TSE  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 06:31:43

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 21:13:12
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[ - ] Parent: TSE  1 points ( +3 | -2 ) 2019-04-21 21:13:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172898)

You are absolutely correct when it comes to Obstruction.......President Trump in no way possible can be charged with obstruction to
an investigation that was started from his opponent by paying 12 million dollars for a fake dossier from where else RUSSIA (WHO
COLLUDED) .So even though Hillary Clinton used FushionGS to do her dirty work, she was the one who ultimately was running for
president and it was her money that purchased the dossier on Trump that Dossier's intent was used and made up foul stories about
Donald Trump and tried to destroy Donald Trump from being able of beating her at the race to be President.Funny how the
Democats are now trying to start another Bullshit reason to go after Trump when in reality the Congress should be using every
source it has to get to the truth of the whole Mueller investigation that was started by using Hillary Clinton's Fake Dossier to acquire
the 4 FISA spying warrants for Trump's Campaign....The is even more sick than the Lies that the MSM is feeding America every day
for the last 2 years.Can no one see the truth what really happened or are they just use to lying to us on a continuous basis that they
don't give a fuck about what their constituents even think anymore....these Democrats are fucking loony fucks!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172898/18160830)  context  full comments

Thousands of pills filled with powdered human baby flesh discovered by customs officials in South Korea - 2012 by srayzie  in
GreatAwakening
History: 17 points( +17 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 21:08:57

History: 15 points( +15 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 06:31:43

History: 10 points( +10 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 21:13:12

[–] Stonenchizel  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2019-04-21 17:17:46)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  51 points ( +52 | -1 ) 2019-04-21 21:13:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172636)

This is fucking sick ! What the fuck has happened to humanity where it feels the need to eat babies? Well I know the answer to my
own question.... This practice has been done for ages and it is so similar to the HRC gang & their injecting or eating and drinking of
baby blood and eating the babies flesh.... "Those who know can not sleep" & "These people are sick!" will make sense to those who
do not know these facts that are practiced by the modern Satanist.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172636/18157887)  context  full comments

Happy Pagan Fertility Day! May you all have lots of sex and be fertile! by WhiteRonin  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 06:31:43

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 21:13:12

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-04-21 16:14:20)

[ - ] Parent: WhiteRonin  2 points ( +8 | -6 ) 2019-04-21 21:13:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172570)

Coming from a true pagan, so il accept the wish from you.

But may God still bless you @WhiteRonin on this day.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3172570/18156808)  context  full comments

Pedophilia Being Taught As "Sexual Orientation" in California Schools by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 21:13:12

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-04-21 03:27:36)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  57 points ( +57 | -0 ) 2019-04-21 06:27:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171545)

The Illuminati have been trying to normalize Pedophilia. They are actually trying to include it next to the LGBTQ or whatever it is, so
that it will be acceptable for Pedo's to actually have normal relationships with children though as they are adults and in the process
the LGBTQ has grown to such an enormous group that they believe it will help push the Pedophilia normalization attempt into
society and it will eventually be accepted. The only thing is since Trump has been elected , he has made it clear that Pedo shit is
totally unexceptable and that is another reason the DS Cabal Illuminati hate him so much...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171545/18149273)  context  full comments

The real dirt on the cabal criminal Romney. This will PISS you off! by PacaGoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-04-21 03:16:56)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2019-04-21 06:28:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171559)

Great read Patriot, I never knew Mitt was so close to the Bush Mafia.
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Are the Allegations of Russian Meddling Creations of the DS? What with the ability of Alphabet Agencies to make things look like they came
from Russia.? by Himfirst  in GreatAwakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8.5 hours ago (2019-04-20 22:00:17)

[ - ] Parent: Himfirst  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-04-21 06:28:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171125/18142113)

Reports say that Russia placed ads with media in the U.S. With the given technologies, can this be proven? Or did agencies
within the U.S. place ads and make them appear as if they came from Russia?

Either way it doesn't matter one bit, the whole Russian Collusion Lie came from John Podesta's mouth first in 2016 then shortly after
HRC's whole campaign repeated the big fucking Lie on every news station from Maine to California & the world for that matter. The
Mueller report tries to damage President Trump but in the mean time it actually makes it clear that everyone that repeated the Lie ,
especially people from CIA FBI or DOJ & the MSM , that they were all in on the Coup attempt since 2016....They were all covering for
those corrupt mother fuckers Barack Obama & HRC ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171125/18143998)  context  full comments

Are the Allegations of Russian Meddling Creations of the DS? What with the ability of Alphabet Agencies to make things look like they came
from Russia.? by Himfirst  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.6 hours ago (2019-04-20 21:53:23)

[ - ] Parent: corewarrior  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-21 06:28:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171125/18141903)

What does Russian meddling even mean? If you believe in an open internet then people from one country can troll another
countries electorate in the time leading up to an election. Big fucking deal. It's the dumbest phrase ever. Unless you are hacking
voting machines I don't give a shit about it.

Great comment @corewarrior !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171125/18143910)  context  full comments

Seth Rich a possible NSA,Qanon Operative??? by VoterinVegas  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.7 hours ago (2019-04-20 21:46:44)

[ - ] Parent: VoterinVegas  9 points ( +11 | -2 ) 2019-04-21 06:28:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171206)

Just like Q'anon says : " WE HAVE THE SOURCE "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171206/18143836)  context  full comments

Bill Binney States that the NSA Has 32 Pages of Communications Between Seth Rich and Julian Assange, As Revealed by a FOIA Request
by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.7 hours ago (2019-04-20 21:44:18)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  35 points ( +36 | -1 ) 2019-04-21 06:28:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171233)

This is an awesome fact of reality and not a perpetrated coup attempt big lie that the Hillary Clinton campaign had started in 2016
when they knew they were going to lose the election to Donald Trump....

ABSOLUTELY AWESOME NEWS

Awesome Post @srayzie

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171233/18143805)  context  full comments

Even Democratic Strategist Admits: Obama 'Didn't Do Enough' To Prevent Russian Meddling by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.9 hours ago (2019-04-20 21:32:42)

[ - ] Parent: Digery_Preist  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-04-21 06:28:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3171108/18142593)

Obama tried to destroy America.

Obama actually is still trying to destroy America by pushing George Soros's Socialist Policies & that's why Obama has stayed in
Washington D.C., and at the same time perpetrating this attempted coup on President Trump which will never end....These people
are sick!
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Rise of the Beast by serpentdove  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 23:50:28

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.7 hours ago (2019-04-19 18:09:19)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-04-19 23:50:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3168969/18120503)

Not arguing, but Revalation 17:8 tells where the anti-Christ comoes from: its not Obama, Hillary, the Pope, not from middle-East,
but comes from the abyss("The beast that you saw WAS, and IS NOT, and IS ABOUT TO rise from the bottomless pit and go to
destruction. And the dwellers on earth whose names have not been written in the book of life from the foundation of the world will
marvel to see the beast, because it was and is not and is to come....imo, we should be looking for the resurrection of Nimrod ( or
one of the many names he goes by throughout different cultures after Babel),because this verse alone says that it is not a modern
person, but one of old...i recently saw a video that really spoke in depth about the subject...if I can find it again, I will link it, if you
would like?

@Podingo7 Might The Beast that comes from the abyss be some kind of heavenly body that comes close enough to earth's orbit that
it causes much havoc on earth to the point of destruction unimaginable , but yet does.

The beast that you saw WAS, and IS NOT, and IS ABOUT TO rise from the bottomless pit and go to destruction. And the
dwellers on earth whose names have not been written in the book of life from the foundation of the world will marvel to see
the beast, because it was and is not and is to come.

Modern man has found evidence of the earth going through periodical events of destruction. The destruction on the entire earth
which has not been explainable except by something having an effect on earth's existence and has had the capabilities to cause
such destruction. I imagine that the Abyss could be referring to the actual area which is south of the earth in our galaxy. So say if a
brown or red dwarf sun with something like seven planets or meteorite style bodies which may look dragon like to ancient man and
this heavenly body is traveling with it's objects that orbits in the vastness below earths orbit would surely make man marvel at the
existence of viewing such a heavenly body coming close enough to earth to see , but this heavenly body actually does cause such
destruction that it actually sends man back almost to the stone age periodically.And just maybe there is a human like origin's of
people that live on one these heavenly bodies that come to earth periodically just like the Sumerian writings say that were found in
the modern day Iraq. Nobody actually knows for sure what the bible is referring to, but one day it will all unfold right before our eyes
like the bible says it will. This stuff will happen and even the most elect will not realize that it is happening. Here's a thought, I like to
think that the money we use everyday for everything in our lives is actually controlled and owned by the same evil that is talked
about in the the Book of Revelation. Therefore we are already deep into the end of days and President Trump is actually being used
by God Almighty as He used Cyrus in the Bible. The taking down of the Deep State Cabal is actually that which is referred to as
Satan and Satan's Army and the Democrats that choose to continue on this false narrative are actually soldiers of Satan that must be
treated as such. Regardless of how we fight against this hypocrisy of evil players that must be treated as though our lives depend on
it , because the do.( I'l leave here or I can go on forever with this subject )

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3168969/18121567)  context  full comments

Democrats Say Trump Committed Obstruction /Of A Coup Attempt / But Who Incited This Treasonous Sedition Against Trump by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 23:50:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.5 hours ago (2019-04-19 17:19:36)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-19 23:50:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3169044/18120045)

I would like to serve on the jury of any of these trials.

Just to watch would satisfy my hunger @CovfefeFan , but on a jury ....wow how awesome would that be?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3169044/18120749)  context  full comments

Democrats Say Trump Committed Obstruction /Of A Coup Attempt / But Who Incited This Treasonous Sedition Against Trump by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 23:50:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-04-19 16:45:39)

[ - ] Parent: derram  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-19 23:50:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3169044/18119887)

https://files.catbox.moe/m0tbt8.jpg :

This has been an automated message.

NOW THIS ONE IS AWESOME! @derram MINUS THE SWASTIKAS.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3169044/18119943)  context  full comments

Barr: White House Offered Unfettered Access to Special Counsel Investigation, Did Not Obstruct Justice, No Executive Privilege Claimed by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 08:02:34
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2019-04-19 03:43:16)

[ - ] Parent: SCforTRUMP  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-19 08:02:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3166670/18107741)

The IDIOCY of "we couldn't prove a crime" vs "this does not exonerate" is well, STUPID! It's either ONE or the OTHER!! If you
couldn't PROVE A CRIME then it DOES exonerate him! It's not that hard to understand, except that PRESIDENT TRUMP was
"ANGRY" so then - GUILTY per liberlogic!!!

That's the problem with Democrats is their liberal logic is retarded.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3166670/18111291)  context  full comments

Kellyanne Conway Spars With Reporters: We're Taking Apologies, by the Way by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-22 06:31:43

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 08:02:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-04-19 03:39:25)

[ - ] Parent: IamJulianAssange  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-04-19 08:03:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167513/18108077)

Any great king from ancient days would behead the lot of them, the traitors.

I would behead all of the liars from the democrats that purposely lied to try and regain the power from our President, if I were king in
ancient times.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167513/18111249)  context  full comments

Kellyanne Conway Spars With Reporters: We're Taking Apologies, by the Way by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 23:50:28

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 08:02:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-04-19 03:34:23)

[ - ] Parent: blurgirl  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-19 08:03:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167513/18107635)

Umm, mybe you need to re-read the Q drops. None of us needed President Trump to be settled down. When we supported and
voted for him, we knew what we were getting. If we only knew a fraction of the deepstate crimes DJT knows about, we would rage.
I think Kellyanne is fantastic and if anyone needs to be settled down, it is it her slimeball, traitor husband.

lol... Great point @blurgirl

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167513/18111197)  context  full comments

UNFCKINGBELIEVBLE: Mueller No Collusion, Maybe Obstruction - So Trump Might Have Obstructed Justice To A 12 Million Dollar Lie Paid
For By Hillary Clinton Fake Investigation by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 08:02:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-04-19 03:32:16)

[ - ] Parent: POTM333  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-19 08:03:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18111089)

FISA DECLASS. NOW.

That’ll shut them up. Keep praying. It’ll happen.

WWG1WGA ♥�

@POTM333 Right, at least we still have the Huber Report to look forward to....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18111170)  context  full comments

UNFCKINGBELIEVBLE: Mueller No Collusion, Maybe Obstruction - So Trump Might Have Obstructed Justice To A 12 Million Dollar Lie Paid
For By Hillary Clinton Fake Investigation by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 08:02:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-04-19 03:29:39)

[ - ] Parent: Kirbyrambo  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-19 08:03:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18108487)

"TELL ME IS THAT THE MOST DUMBEST SHIT YOU HAVE EVER HEARD OF COMING FROM ANYTHING INVOLVED WITH AN
AMERICAN ELECTION"

Could only happen in the US---With thousands of overpaid worthless federal employees.

That's exactly what I am talking about @Kirbyrambo
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History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 08:02:34

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-18 22:53:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 minutes ago (2019-04-18 22:25:44)

[ - ] Parent: corrbrick  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-18 22:54:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167513/18106204)

We're accepting apologies.

That's the way to be politically correct Kelly!

That's right @corrbrick , that's why I've always loved Kellyanne ..... She rocks !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167513/18106329)  context  full comments

HOW CAN THE DEMOCRATS CLAIM OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE WITH NO COLLUSION by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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[ - ] Parent: con77  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-18 22:54:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3167533/18106233)

obstruction of lies and injustice

Exactly @con77
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HOW CAN THE DEMOCRATS CLAIM OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE WITH NO COLLUSION by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 30 minutes ago (2019-04-18 22:24:20)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-04-18 22:54:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3167533/18106244)

Patriot they make these things up as they get exposed even more. they care nothing about Uranium one, Illegal spying and felony
fraud on the FISA Court, and they care nothing about 157 Billion Dollars in cash sent to a nation that sponsors terrorism, they care
nothing about all the Democrats and the Awan brother spy ring. these things will not be easy to explain at a Military tribunal.

Absolutely great points Patriot !

I actually know why , but I needed a good title for my post.....this one seemed perfect.

God Bless @LakotaPride

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3167533/18106314)  context  full comments

FEDS 1 IN 4 Inmates Are Foreign-Born, Costing U.S. Taxpayers $1.4B Annually by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-18 22:53:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 39 minutes ago (2019-04-18 22:14:31)

[ - ] Parent: HRCisDONE  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-18 22:54:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3166362/18102449)

Immigration is the replacement strategy. This is #WhiteGenocide

They are replacing you...  http://magaimg.net/img/7gbu.jpg

The U.N. has a full report on how it's happening  http://magaimg.net/img/7ivr.jpg
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/publications/ageing/replacement-migration.asp

They will disarm you so that you cannot prevent it.  http://magaimg.net/img/7iwn.jpg

European & American Immigration History and Policy

Immigration into the US was exclusively European until 1965 when the Immigration and Nationalization Act was passed.
http://magaimg.net/img/7gbu.jpg

Jewish congressmen played an outsized role in the Act becoming law.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gbv.jpg

Current European immigration policy is very clearly and blatantly anti-white.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gbw.jpg

The very first immigration act by US congress only allowed whites to enter.  http://magaimg.net/img/7egt.jpg

The Kalegri Plan for the genocide of whites  http://magaimg.net/img/7gu1.jpg

Kalgeri, Rothschild, U.N. connection/plan for the genocide of whites.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gck.jpg

Kalgeri plan impact on the UK.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gco.jpg

Prominent Jews openly admit to advocating and enacting white genocide through mass migration

Jews freely admit to their central role in the mass migration of military age African and middle eastern men.
 http://magaimg.net/img/7gbx.png
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 http://magaimg.net/img/7gbx.png

Prominent Jews state that the goal is to create a global race of brown people with lower IQ and easier to control.
 http://magaimg.net/img/7gby.jpg

Rabbi Haviv at the World Jewish Conference reiterating that the goal of mass immigration is the end of the white race.
 http://magaimg.net/img/7gcb.jpg

Again, Jews openly admit they are behind the immigration of Africans and South Americans into Western nations with the
purpose of genociding whites.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gcc.jpg

More pervasive proof Jews are behind the immigration push and genocide of whites.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gcd.jpg

Itemized list of Jewish pro immigration organizations advocating for mass migration into the West.
 http://magaimg.net/img/7gce.jpg

Compilation of Jews advocating and implementing migration policies to genocide whites.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gcg.jpg

US Jews demand Israel export unwanted African migrants to white nations.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gcq.jpg

Jews advocating and enacting mass migration into white nations to genocide whites. Mega compilation.
 http://magaimg.net/img/7gcr.jpg

More extremely prominent Jewish figureheads openly advocating for genociding whites.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gct.jpg

American border security vs Israeli border security. Why are they allowed to secure and we are not?
 https://files.catbox.moe/x1v6t3.jpg

Subtle Anti-white Propaganda

Climate change propaganda always portrays white children and how detrimental they are to the environment.
 http://magaimg.net/img/7gci.jpg

Israel can protect their borders but not the U.S.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gcj.jpg

Multiculturalism is bad for Israel but good for everyone else.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gcn.png

U.S. Immigration Impact

More than $50 billion annually leaves the U.S. due to economic migrants sending money home.  http://magaimg.net/img/7gcp.jpg

The futility of immigration being the world's poor https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LPjzfGChGlE&feature=player_embedded

More evidence of Jews and Israel running global white genocide

 https://files.catbox.moe/rcumtp.png

https://files.catbox.moe/js7578.png

https://files.catbox.moe/dmq0yk.jpeg

https://files.catbox.moe/7k0wpi.jpg

https://files.catbox.moe/mltmge.jpg

https://files.catbox.moe/n9cynf.png

https://files.catbox.moe/95my50.png

https://files.catbox.moe/stx7zg.jpg

https://files.catbox.moe/utq0id.png

https://files.catbox.moe/9j06ux.png

https://files.catbox.moe/9d3rer.png

https://files.catbox.moe/dvihzm.png

https://files.catbox.moe/c2zkuk.png

https://files.catbox.moe/pr2q9f.png

https://files.catbox.moe/jwz4uj.png

https://files.catbox.moe/nesuay.jpg

https://files.catbox.moe/1wmxqr.jpg

https://files.catbox.moe/cs3j18.png

https://files.catbox.moe/hrkmjb.jpg

Nice gathering of information Patriot. Thanks for sharing , it could have been it's own post though.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3166362/18106209)  context  full comments

UNFCKINGBELIEVBLE: Mueller No Collusion, Maybe Obstruction - So Trump Might Have Obstructed Justice To A 12 Million Dollar Lie Paid
For By Hillary Clinton Fake Investigation by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-18 22:53:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 42 minutes ago (2019-04-18 22:12:19)
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[ - ] Parent: VOALTRON  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-18 22:54:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18105644)

Wut? Where are you getting this from? I read the exact opposite from Barr. No obstruction.

I got it from Democrat's Nadler's TV Press Confrence

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18106162)  context  full comments

Q POSTS - Thursday, April 18th by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 08:02:34

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-18 22:53:59

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2019-04-18 21:41:45)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  12 points ( +13 | -1 ) 2019-04-18 22:54:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167360)

Thanks for keeping Us posted @srayzie , Not sure what we'd do without you.

Thanks for being Awesome!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167360/18105594)  context  full comments

Q POSTS - Thursday, April 18th by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-21 06:27:48

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-18 22:53:59

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2019-04-18 21:40:30)

[ - ] Parent: derram  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-18 22:54:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167360/18104641)

https://tweetsave.com/saracarterdc/status/1118947182286184449 :

Sara A. Carter on Twitter: "LATEST: Mueller's Report Ends 'WitchHunt' But What's About To Unfold Is The Real Story -
Sara A. Carter “What will unfold is investigation historians will consider one of the greatest political ‘witch-hunts’ in U.S.
history”- �@realDonaldTrump� t.co/vRkV2IbWti"

This has been an automated message.

Now this one I like @derram

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167360/18105574)  context  full comments

UNFCKINGBELIEVBLE: Mueller No Collusion, Maybe Obstruction - So Trump Might Have Obstructed Justice To A 12 Million Dollar Lie Paid
For By Hillary Clinton Fake Investigation by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-19 23:50:28

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-18 22:53:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2019-04-18 21:33:54)

[ - ] Parent: Revodude1  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-04-18 22:55:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18104302)

Trump was facilitating justice, not obstructing it. Trump was supporting the truth. The dems, MSM, DS, etc. were the ones
obstructing justice.

I agree with you 100% @Revodude1

Also they were inciting fear into the American people while continuing to lie over and over for two and a half years and now the
Democrats are going to try and make up another lie,and say that Trump obstructed justice. But if there was NO COLLUSION then
how could there be obstruction?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18105483)  context  full comments

UNFCKINGBELIEVBLE: Mueller No Collusion, Maybe Obstruction - So Trump Might Have Obstructed Justice To A 12 Million Dollar Lie Paid
For By Hillary Clinton Fake Investigation by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-18 22:53:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2019-04-18 20:10:10)

[ - ] Parent: WagonBurner  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-18 22:55:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18103862)

He obstructed his own witch hunt, that bastard.

Unreal right?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18104068)  context  full comments
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UNFCKINGBELIEVBLE: Mueller No Collusion, Maybe Obstruction - So Trump Might Have Obstructed Justice To A 12 Million Dollar Lie Paid
For By Hillary Clinton Fake Investigation by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-18 22:53:59

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-04-18 19:54:47)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-04-18 22:55:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18103630)

https://files.catbox.moe/zfnnhd.png

Exactly Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3167267/18103693)  context  full comments

Great video of Trump LOL by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-04-17 02:47:15

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 3.3 hours ago (2019-04-16 23:30:02)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  29 points ( +29 | -0 ) 2019-04-17 02:47:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3162696)

HAHAHAA! I LOVED WHEN LITTLE WHAT'S HIS FACE FROM CNN COMES UP AND TRIES TO FOLLOW PRESIDENT
TRUMP......THAT DUMB LITTLE ACOSTA FUCKER !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3162696/18068568)  context  full comments

DARPA's New/Old Plan for a Hack-Proof Voting Machine - Lets give DARPA some suggestions by Arkeo777  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-04-17 02:47:15

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-16 10:56:26

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 9.6 hours ago (2019-04-16 01:22:24)

[ - ] Parent: Arkeo777  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-04-16 10:56:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3161013)

It's called VOTER ID's and Paper Ballots all countable by hand and also provable by hand count again and again.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3161013/18050416)  context  full comments

Democrats Claim Barr Has No Proof Of Spying On Trump Campaign by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-16 10:56:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.9 hours ago (2019-04-15 23:01:44)

[ - ] Parent: Pollycracker  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-04-16 10:56:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3160863/18043665)

Weiner Laptop, priceless.

RIGHT! @Pollycracker

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3160863/18046286)  context  full comments

Trump Just Drove A Mack Truck Through The Shameless Liberal Hypocrisy On Sanctuary Cities by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-04-16 10:56:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-04-15 16:39:48)

[ - ] Parent: brettco12  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-04-16 10:57:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3160239/18038447)

but isn't this just scamming us to let busloads in with our blessings? I'm feeling I'm being played lately.

@brettco12 Actually it is the way the law is right now, they are already in the country and after they are in custody so long then they
must be released...This is not Trump's idea , it is the law and Trump is only trying to help the southern border cities that are
overwhelmed with illegals already , so send then to the Sanctuary Cities that supposedly love and want the right.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3160239/18039623)  context  full comments

CANDACE OWENS: If There Is One Clip That I Wish Every Black American Could Watch, This Would Be It. by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-16 10:56:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-04-15 04:43:30)
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[ - ] Parent: derram  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-16 10:57:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3159639/18033592)

https://tweetsave.com/realcandaceo/status/1117185047520600066 :

Candace Owens on Twitter: "If there is one clip that I wish every Black American could watch, this would be it. I will never
stop fighting for the freedom of black minds.

The racist Democrats (@RepJerryNadler, @tedlieu etc) have at long last met their match.

We will be free.

BLEXIT… t.co/JrrgquZxE7"

This has been an automated message.

WOW , IT LOOKS LIKE SUPERMAN JUST GOT TIRED OF SAVING PEOPLE @derram

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3159639/18033623)  context  full comments

Feinstein has never seen anything in her 26 years like corrupt broken unconstitutional unfunded bankrupt obamacare "taken apart" by
TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-14 22:13:08

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-04-14 05:18:30)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-04-14 22:13:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3157653)

You've Double posted Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3157653/18015212)  context  full comments

MEME: What is Collusion? by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-04-14 22:13:08

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-04-14 04:05:01)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  37 points ( +39 | -2 ) 2019-04-14 22:13:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3157465)

Right!

I thought it was already going on with Huber & the Huber Report will expose all the Democrat Criminal's

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3157465/18014245)  context  full comments

IT'S AMAZING HOW JAMES COMEY CAN LIE AGAIN ABOUT SPYING ON PRESIDENT TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-14 22:13:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-04-13 14:06:57)

[ - ] Parent: Fateswebb  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-14 22:13:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3155871/18000609)

I love how he finds ways to lie without directly doing it... Case in point.. he said something like.. "I've never thought of electronic
surveillance as spying" this is a double lie.. it implies all they did to trump was electronically surveil, when they tried to plant an
actually spy in his campaign multiple times as well as tried to entrap him into Russia collusion multiple times. As well as it's a lie
because James knows damn we'll electronic surveillance can be spying

If u set up a camera in the ladies room, is that not spying?

If you look up surveillance, the description of the word is actually SPYING

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3155871/18001709)  context  full comments

IT'S AMAZING HOW JAMES COMEY CAN LIE AGAIN ABOUT SPYING ON PRESIDENT TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-14 22:13:08

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2019-04-13 04:42:38)
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[ - ] Parent: 1southofyou  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-14 22:13:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3155871/17994679)

To be honest this dumb Lerch looking motherfucker is not as smart as people give him credit for.

He’s the typical: got the right fam, went to the right schools, kissed the right ass and will suck it or take it up the ass if it moves my
career along.

He’s hollow. There is no substance.

I know that is “deplorable speak” and the thoughts of a simpleton but it is truth. Simple Truth.

He’d suck Trump’s dick, right now on TV, if he thought it’d move him up the ladder. He don’t care.

He’s a lying, big ass, tall, tweeting weird shit, Lerchy, Cucked, dicksucking motherfucker!

Plus @1southofyou you forgot that: "James Comey loves little 12 year old boys dressed up like Howdy Dowdy" .... He truly is one
sick mother fucker!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3155871/17997075)  context  full comments

Pamela Anderson spelled Ecuador with a Q in her "angry" tweets about Assange! Trust The Plan by Suzo  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-14 22:13:08

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2019-04-13 00:45:29)

[ - ] Parent: Suzo  -5 points ( +1 | -6 ) 2019-04-14 22:13:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3155762)

It's amazing how stupid the people that are still ASLEEP sound!
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Push come to shove..he will start singing like a canary! this gets better every day!!! hey barry...how you feelin' today? Good
meeting with germany? Think you are still in control? Start drinking more dude lmfao

"WE HAVE THE SOURCE"
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BOOM !

RIGHT! NO WARNING '

WWG1WGA
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Now that the wall is taking care of and the Mueller report is complete... We can get down to business and drain the swamp.

TA DA!

HAHAHAA!....I LOVE THE "TA DA!" TOUCH THERE PATRIOT!
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[ - ] Parent: Kahlypso79  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-13 00:35:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3151560/17952591)

efore being President...

Cattle Future Dealings.

In 1978 and 1979, lawyer and First Lady of Arkansas Hillary Rodham Clinton engaged in a series of trades of cattle futures
contracts. Her initial $1,000 investment had generated nearly $100,000 when she stopped trading after ten months.

WhiteWater.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitewater_controversy

The Whitewater controversy, Whitewater scandal, or simply Whitewater, was an American political controversy of the 1990s. It
began with an investigation into the real estate investments of Bill and Hillary Clinton and their associates, Jim McDougal and
Susan McDougal, in the Whitewater Development Corporation. This failed business venture was incorporated in 1979 with the
purpose of developing vacation properties on land along the White River near Flippin, Arkansas. David Hale, the source of
criminal allegations against the Clintons, claimed in November 1993 that Bill Clinton had pressured him into providing an illegal
$300,000 loan to Susan McDougal, the Clintons' partner in the Whitewater land deal. A U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission investigation resulted in convictions against the McDougals for their role in the Whitewater project. Jim Guy Tucker,
Bill Clinton's successor as governor, was convicted of fraud and sentenced to four years of probation for his role in the matter.
Susan McDougal served 18 months in prison for contempt of court for refusing to answer questions relating to Whitewater. Susan
McDougal was granted a pardon by President Clinton before he left office.

Within hours of the death of Vince Foster in July 1993, chief White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum(****) removed documents,
some of them concerning the Whitewater Development Corporation, from Foster's office and gave them to Maggie Williams, Chief
of Staff to the First Lady. According to the New York Times, Williams placed the documents in a safe in the White House for five
days before turning them over to their personal lawyer. The Senator Al D'Amato-chaired Senate Special Whitewater Committee,
which had begun the previous year, issued its findings in a majority report on June 18, 1996; it did not investigate Travelgate
directly, but did say that "[Hillary] Clinton, upon learning of [Vince] Foster's death, at least realized its connection to [the]
Travelgate scandal, and perhaps to the Whitewater matter, and dispatched her trusted lieutenants to contain any potential
embarrassment or political damage." Minority Democratic members of the Committee derided these findings as "a legislative
travesty," "a witch hunt," and "a political game."

White House travel office controversy

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_House_travel_office_controversy

It began in May 1993, when seven employees of the White House Travel Office were fired. The White House stated the firings
were done because financial improprieties in the Travel Office operation during previous administrations had been revealed by
an FBI investigation. Critics contended the firings were done to allow friends of President Bill Clinton and First Lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton to take over the travel business and that the involvement of the FBI was unwarranted. Heavy media attention
forced the White House to reinstate most of the employees in other jobs and remove the Clinton associates from the travel role.

Thanks for sharing Patriot.
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She had him killed.

I totally agree ....
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Nope ! I've seen that old prune faced Heroin Dealer with the most scared looking eyes when she thought Trump was going to close
the border
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Hell let them lose their minds and end up blowing their heads off
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I’m glad you still got fight in yah! I do!

You don’t want or need my pity, but I do feel bad that you have cancer at such a young age.

No sarcasm at all for the above. Honest.

I’m not knocking your faith in god. I’m knocking the narrative. I have not right to judge what a person believes. Does this make
sense? Basically, I’m not gonna call you stupid for your belief.

I have not judged you either. I don’t know enough to even begin. Yet, many judge me on very little interaction. Pepole start
judging me when I make comments about their religion. Funny — now that works. How is the good Christian now??

Ok, so back to the topic.

I understand how people like to say the devil/Satan/Lucifer created the evil. It still remains that God created everything or he
didn’t. God created Satan which created evil thus god has ownership and allowed evil to happen. Cherry picking this is just weird
and not logical. Even Pulitzer realized he was the defacto owner of the deaths that he created.

But here’s the thing: reality needs opposites to be balanced. + and -, dark has light, evil has good. It’s young and yang and the
harmony of this opposites allow us and our world to be what it is. For better or for worse.

Accepting that there is dark and evil isn’t a bad thing. It’s God’s creation. I’m not saying to fall into the dark or to follow it. But it also
doesn’t mean that a person who fell into the dark can’t find god and redemption.

I also have problems with the Christian concept the God is all good. No, he wiped out the planet and caused an extinction event.
He told his Jews to slaughter neighboring tribes. He under the warning of Moses killed children in Egypt. How can this be seen as
godly good? The idea of saying it’s part of his design then must apply to the creation of Satan and his evils. Cherry picking isn’t
allowed.

So, now consider this. The word God and Lord is used throughout the Bible. It was audited and edited as we can all agree upon.
Then why didn’t they fix the pronouns?

Everybody believed that Einstein had it right. No he didn’t. Proofs have proven him wrong. So, why is a story that adopts
surrounding lore not audited and edited to provide validity to one’s own story? 6 million Jews did not die in the holocaust. A
people who can hold on to a lie can hold on to other lies. A pope who protects his own has other secrets. The Vatican will never
provide full disclosure of its doings throughout history. The library of Alexandria burned to the ground and only a portion of
humanity’s teachings survived. Who actually did it? We question 9/11 but not a library burning or a story edited. I keep saying no
cherry picking!

Only a weak god would insert jealousy and idol worship in his commandments. An all powerful god already knows the plan and
how it things will come about.

This comes down to:

There are actually 2 gods in the Bible - God and Lord. One is a psychopath and the other is good. Anglers sent from heaven
could say they are from the good but actually came from the bad. Man wouldn’t know the difference. One god has temper
tantrums and the other goes about fixing them.

There are so many proofs of this that I can go on and on. Who did Cain and able marry? Their sisters? We don’t know. The Bible
skips important information.

One of the gods created eden and the bad got pissed off that the good god gave man knowledge. The JWs say the fruit of
knowledge was a test like you test you children. If I put candy out a child will eat it. If I leave food on the coffee table, my dog will
eat it. It’s only natural. And such a test is a sign of a retarded parent.

Makes you wonder what is the real truth!

You are correct that I’m still searching. I am person who loves to learn and believes that I can learn even more. Questioning and
debating brings enlightenment. I refuse to be part of the flock who only follows.

My mission is to question. It is to make others to think. I have been told by the good god that buildings called churches are
mistaken and that I have direct access because “I am” full of the Jesus spirit. No need to look for it, I and you and all others are
born with it. We are the ones who soil it.

I am here to wake people up. The Great Awakening takes time and only the good god knows when the time shall come.

I hope your doctors appointment wasn’t too much disappointment.

Hey @WhiteRonin I really do believe a great read for you would be Zachariah Sitchen's The Twelfth Planet & The Book of Enki...
Those books I've read at least 3 times each..

& My doc appointment wasn't bad , I go under the knife again May 9th...
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@srayzie I love this post and how it's structure is just awesome along with the message of facts.
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We need to bring back the hanging of traitors.

Although I'd be happy if they were administered a lead bullet to the brain.

But hanging sends a message.

@WolfShephard That was the whole purpose for the Jussie Smollett fake incident, to push forward the Anti Lynching Law pushed
through Congress by Smollett's Aunty Kamala Harris & her sister... Both intimately connected to Barack Obama & his Globalist
Agenda.Barack has stayed in Washington DC to be totally involved if not leading the whole Globalist attacks on President Trump. No
need to ask why J. Smollett's charges were dropped. It all leads back to Obama. Trust Me the Deep State Globalist Crooks are very
scared of Donald Trump & especially scared of what Q'anon has said.
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Great post @srayzie

Obama absolutely was & is still to this day a Globalist Puppet that is a Criminal against humanity.
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Good luck with that! I don't believe that is what Trump Derangement Syndrome is all about!
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Somebody’s crushing hard on Sweet Candy, aren’t they chizel?

On a serious note, she’ll only be 30 yrs old next year.

 Thanks Patriot for the laughs!
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https://tweetsave.com/ericswalwell/status/1115400050086227969 :

Eric Swalwell on Twitter: "Are you ready America? Let's go big, be bold, and do good!… "

This has been an automated message.

Nice @derram
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I call him Eric "Swallows Well" Swalwell

And I'm am pretty sure he does Patriot, he swallows plenty of that California gay party favors...
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I don't trust that guy at all, especially since he tried dissing President Trump after Trump had left the G8 Meeting last time they met.
Plus Trudeau is just a white Barack Obama leading Canadians to the Globalist Slaughter so to speak. A true Globalist Puppet is
what I'm trying to say.
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Prophet? No, I just have pattern recognition.

GOOD LUCK WITH THAT
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White male, must be a nazi too. Oh yeah.. and a slave owner. A Nazi white male slave owner. Quadruple whammy.

Hahaha! 
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Yeah, Trump's awesome. Here are my predictions for the rest of his term(s):

Still no wall; half a fence at best

HRC never sees the inside of a jail

Continued increases in immigration from IQ-deficient third worlders, legal or not

Trump will continue to present amnesty and aid for invaders, while giving speeches against it

Trump will continue to say "America First!" while doing everything he can to secure Israel, no matter the cost to
Americans

Trump will continue to sign off on budgets that increase the insurmountable debt on the heads of our descendants

Trump will continue to talk about draining the swamp, while surrounding himself with warhawks, corporate socialists,
and Zionists

Q will constantly be telling us about some ambiguous big happening that's just about to bring down the corrupt and evil,
any day now

Q Patriots will constantly be giving Trump a pass because he's leading us into Hell somewhat slower than his
predecessors, and because they pay more attention to Tweets and speeches than the policy that's actually affecting us
long-term, and because they're broken people who just want to have faith that everything is going to be okay without
them having to really fight.

Did I miss anything?

I don't know, I've never claimed to be a prophet like you.
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I'm reluctant to comment on another person's faith, but I would say it is hard to look at this president's actions and believe
that they're the actions of somebody who believes in God," Buttigieg told the USA Today

Leviticus 20:13. I won't have some reprobate faggot telling me what "the actions of somebody who believes in God" looks like.

Also, Falwell is just as much a garbage person as the Pope.

I totally agree with you Patriot!
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Cameltoe Harris will take him out, like she did by releasing fauxahontas's application for law license in Texas

HAHAHHA ...I TELL YA WHAT , IT SURE IS NICE TO CRACK UP A BIT ! PATRIOTS ARE ON FIRE ....
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Buttiplug...lets hope the damn thing is in there good and tight.

hAHAHAHAHAAA! NICE ONE !
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Attacks on this guy's sexuality will backfire. You need to come up with more substantive criticisms.

HE AIN'T GOT A CHANCE IN HELL.
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those that defend Foxx have zero credibility.

@LakotaPride Hey My Fellow Patriot , it's amazing that all these Black Democrats think by standing behind Kim Foxx that it makes
them seem important but we all know they are all just Democrat Hypocrites and they all know that Jussie Smollet committed a Hate
Crime in order to pass the No Lynching Law . That way so that when they are found to be guilty at Guantanamo that hopefully they
won't be hung by their necks with a noose.
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most important paragraph: Much can happen between now and November 2020, but if Trump pushes onward with his agenda,
he will be tough to beat. The nail in the Democratic coffin is Trump building the wall, stopping illegal immigration,
declassifying the FISA warrants, and punishing those who seditiously lied to Congress, the courts, and the American
people.

I actually agree with you Patriot 100 %
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What’s your take on this Stone? Why would DJT DOJ thwart efforts to expose D’s? I don’t buy that.

Sounds like:

1) Guy is trying to gain some political points with DJT Admin and may have nothing really

-OR-

2) Possibly there is already an investigation into this and this guy is being used to sniff out what is going on and will happen
because of it

I’d think 2 is more likely. Any ideas?

Hopefully Patriot when the Huber Report is released all the questions will be answered....at least I hope that's what's gonna happen
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If God wasn’t jealous who wouldn’t care for credit, glory or honor. Jealousy is one of his commandments.

God has servants and flock. I am a servant although many here think I serve the dark side. Nope, I will never fall to the dark.
However, I will not enter the light if my dogs and wife won’t join me.

God reached out to me in the 6th grade and warned me of churches and told me I have a direct line. He didn’t say he’d always
answer but I assumed I could call and leave a message. I may have been fooled but it wasn’t malevolent like things I have
experienced in other ways. God is not just of the bible but of nature and communicates in various forms.

Are you a blind flock member or can you accept that a path of darkness can lead to god? There are various schools of thought on
this. Some people were destined to walk a path of darkness and evil to understand. Others are given a mission and others a more
cheerful way of acceptance. I chose the way of the paladin to warn the flock to not be aware that they are being preyed upon.

We all have our way.

Yes @WhiteRonin you are in one light similar to God, for we are created in His image, just like Satan you love to talk about , He also
was created by the Father in Heaven but if you do not know the whole story and only quote what you have heard or might want to
believe, but then again you do have free will to do just that, but back to my first thought about God creating all . You already have
said yourself He has created all thing good and bad, but that is where I disagree with you on. You see Satan wanted to be equal to
God and that is the main reason he started a war in Heaven and got 200 Angels to follow him and his plan to overcome the actual
Creator of all things. If you would actually read the bible without the hate and self worth as though you are greater than your
Creator...but then again we were created in His image,but there is so much more to the whole story than what the Bible says, as you
know many books were kept out of the Holy Bible in 325 AD. at the Council of Nicaea where Christian bishops convened in the
Bithynian city of ... İznik, Bursa province, modern day Turkey- by the Roman Emperor Constantine to make what today we know as
the Holy Bible, so I can understand your thoughts and beliefs because each of us has our own lives to live whether you are good or
bad is really up to the individual. There is more to the story than just what is in the Bible. So in order to satisfy you is not my
responsibility but I am living proof of God's grace because if you could only see into just a few seconds of the life I've lived you would
be saying: Why the hell would I even waste my time talking to this guy in the first place, he's just a blah blah blah....you fill in the
blanks as I'm sure you have many thoughts of what or who I am without having a clue. But one thing is for sure , here we are
discussing a topic that must interest you to the point of curiosity or you would leave it all alone, but you feel the need or should I say
are searching for another truth to what you believe, therefore I will continue on and hopefully we can come to some understanding.
My story alone is one that would take up too much of any ones time to tell but I am now 56 and fighting Cancer, which in itself is kind
of shitty but I trust in My God and still believe He can cure Me in a blink of an eye but I am willing and I do trust that the Lord will
guide My life and My health and lead Me to exactly where I'm suppose to be and the right doctors will be doing the operations as
they have been doing but yet still there is more Cancer. It is well with My soul, I am good with My God and whatever He feels I shall
go through because if anyone has ever been tested the way I have in My life one would actually compare Me to Job in the Bible.... I
know it sounds a bit far fetch to most but to Me it's a close call because here I am still fighting just to live another day. But I am good
because : It is well with My soul ! All I can say is one day I hope you yourself are positive enough to really be satisfied with your
whole life that when you die you know that you have done your best and actually tried to improve not only your own life but the many
others that we come in contact with in our lives.Anyways I'm not sure what you are looking for but I truly hope you find it and may God
truly Bless You ...I'm not sure I've said anything that which means anything to you or what you need to hear but I gotta go for now ,
I've got another doctors appointment so peace brother.

@Stonenchizel
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(Whispers) Where was God while all this was initially going down ? Where was god while children were being kidnapped,
tortured, raped and murdered ?????????????????????????????????? All Im seeing is a dead beat dad doing NOTHING.
Why ? Because he's doesn't exist ! Wake up fools. There's no magic ole man in the clouds blinking things into existence.
Why didn't God just poof Satan to hell from day one ? Why not ? Because Satan doesn't exist either.
All this sin is pure human. All this corruption went full anything go's right after Roswell NM in 1947. Two months after Roswell NM
is when the CIA was formed. Why then ? What did they witness in Roswell New Mexico that made them go Full blown global
terrorist ?

I rebuke you Satan in Jesus Holy Name!

Go back to a sub where you are loved!

wwg1wga
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Wrong.

Praying to his father is also a path. But the good bible says we don’t need Jesus because we have already started off as saved.

So why do I need Jesus to save me again?

You know I actually post these things to give people some hope and it truly does amaze me how it brings out the best in some but it
brings out the true hate in others ....I'm not in the mood to feed your hate right now so move on please.... God Bless
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Remember @stonenchizel that god created this fucked up world. The deepstate drones believe in the same god as you. God
created them drones just as he did you and me.

No, choice is not the run away answer that you might pull out of your sleave. God created that choice too.

God created all!

God created children with cancer.

God created men who diddle little kids while reading the holy book.

Good created Satan.

God created all and takes credit for all.

This is how it works.

@WhiteRonin Maybe in your mind that's how it works , even I have Cancer but don't turn on My God because I believe & maybe you
should actually read the Holy Bible to find out what God has done, that way you might stop making shit up about God Almighty and
the difference between Him and Satan... Just saying ...
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Unfortuanetly, I think god is real....but

Jesus was a fag that was buttbuddies with that fag pedo Muahammad, God's an unjust and uncaring creator, and yall are
cowards afraid of the 'afterlife'. So live in fear and submission and obedience, so you can go to heaven. To do absolutely nothing
but praise your faget god messiah king.

I'll be burning in hell for not being a bitch for christ i guess.

Pussys.

@Duke420 And you keep on serving your god Lucifer...because hes surely gonna tax that ass when get to hell.
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"I moved on her, and I failed. I'll admit it. I did try and fuck her. She was married... You know I'm automatically attracted to beautiful
—I just start kissing them. It's like a magnet. Just kiss. I don't even wait. And when you're a star, they let you do it. You can do
anything. Grab 'em by the pussy. You can do anything."

The sad truth of all that is it was a true statement!
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https://youtu.be/upGCMl_b0n4

Praise be!

Thank You for sharing Patriot!
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"Especially Q'Anon..."... uhhhh... what? You have gotten to the point with this QAnon obsession that you actually believe that the
characters within the DeepState, whoever they are and whatever resources they control, would be MORE motivated to attack and
take out QAnon then President Trump!?!?!?!??!

Wow...

Is it not true that the DS's mainstream media & all that they own have not tried to destroy President Trump & also Q'anon by
continued running of the press that Q is a conspiracy theory? Now multiple shills as yourself trying what seems to be the same as all
the new shills on voat.co all of a sudden coming to @GA & @theawakening & posting ridiculous bullshit trying to offend all believers
of Q'anon.... Just like the president said; " It's all a bunch of bullshit coming from the Democrats & the DS. So tell me how long have
you been a DS shill?

You obviously serve something & I can see it isn't Jesus Christ, so who is your god..... Lucifer?
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he's actually the top ranking christian

The Pope claims to be a Christian but he is a Jesuit & all Jesuits take an oath to a Luciferian Leader, which is not Jesus Christ. For
they believe that Jesus was the son of Lucifer. Therefore the Pope is not a Christian because the whole Catholic religion is a false
religion because they worship Mary mother of the Christ Jesus. There is only One Who by anyone can be saved & that's Jesus Christ
the One & Only God incarnate flesh.
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Needed that right now. Sometimes the anger of what they've done to children is overwhelming. Bless their little souls.

Amen to that comment @PatriotLady1
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The Pope rapes, traffits and eats children and makes red shoes out of their skin and wears them around... That is all.

Of course he does, the Vatican has been overcome by the Satanic Cabal
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WWG1WGA! Ty for the Psalm, it's one of my favorites too! Remember also, that we fight not against flesh and blood...

Exactly Patriot!

God Bless You

WWG1WGA
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I'm sorry but you're absolutely blinded.

Presidents aren't elected, they're put in place. The Elite don't allow for presidents to sneak past the cracks and your belief is
nothing less than wishful thinking.

Also, where exactly did I blaspheme God? By acknowledging Satan? You can't believe in God and not believe in Satan friend.
That would be just another case of wishful thinking, for which you seem to have a lot of.

Hopefully in time you come to your senses, because the idea of any member of government being on your side is simply
laughable.

Now you are making shit up in your own head. No one said anything about not believing in anything , you truly are a very confused
person , but I will say a prayer for you only because I hope you are able to see the truth one day.... Who hurt You ? Now I really am
curious.... Anyways I hope you find what you are looking for in this life because its not My place please you , but God Bless You !
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Don't disagree with you but I'm unsure where your comment stems from.

I'm only trying to make the point that a group of people who consider themselves 'red pilled' believe in a puppet no different than
the opposite side.

This sub is dedicated to an Illuminati puppet. Do people actually think he was elected cause the people voted him there? Those
truly in charge knew Trump was going to be President back when Obama was in office. They even planted the seed when Trump
made headlines for accusing Obama of his origin of birth.

It's literally all orchestrated my man. You talk about God yet don't realize we're living in Satan's world. The prophesies of
Revelation will continue to be fulfilled until the End Times arrive, and if you have faith the end is nothing to fear. But, you have to
open your eyes and see the world for what it is before you can fully grasp the situation at hand.

I'm sorry but I must disagree with you on the point of Donald Trump winning by the hand of the Deep State. Plus I trust God for all in
My life , even if a person that I have no need to converse with except for to tell them that God is in charge, the Deep State Illuminati
may have thought they were in charge of everything in this world but the fact that Donald Trump totally decimated Hillary Clinton
whom the whole world plus the Mainstream Media that were attacking candidate Donald Trump and hoped he would lose and that
the Illuminati's own Black Witch Hillary Clinton even thought she could win an election without campaigning against a man who
endlessly campaigned back and forth across this nation and ending his campaign the actual morning of the election day. I'm sorry
but you are wrong on this and Donald Trump is hated by the Deep State Illuminati because He is the one who has called them out in
front of the whole world.

Now on the subject of God , please don't ever feel you have the right to ever say anything negative about The Lord God Almighty, not
for My sake but for your very own ...It would be better to bite your own tongue than to say anything negative about The God Most
High period!
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I just feel so beat up from attacks here, that I miss Q so much. It is like warmth and sunshine to see Q posts. Q brings happiness. I
do hope Q surprises us and posts soon. I agree WWG1WGA.

Laura , I hope you know that there are many shills on here that are trying purposely to destroy Q'anon and everything about Him
because He has enlightened all of us and for that the Deep State will do what ever it takes to try and destroy every sub that people
share Q'anon's post on....don't let the shills drag you down....We are always to trust that God has our backs , so I will add you in My
Families Prayers to open your eyes to the truth of reality and to know the difference when someone is intentionally attacking you ,
because that is what the evil ones do .... that way you can just turn them over to Christ and go on your way with truth and love in your
heart.

God Bless Patriot !

@Stonenchizel
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God this sub is delusional. Bring on the downvotes, but if you don't realize that Trump is a puppet that's no different than any of
the presidents before him, you're a fucking retard.

All politics are completely orchestrated, and this ongoing victimization of Trump is just a storyline, no different than the WWE.

The two political parties were literally created to divide the nation, because the only advantage the people have over a tyrannical
government is numbers. It's a simple tactic of divide and conquer, and you're all sucked in, just as much as the faggot liberals.

Regardless of who is in office, the outcome will always remain the same.

Wake the fuck up people. The government will never be on your fucking side. Both parties fuck you equally, the only difference is
the color of the lipstick they put on before they give it to you.

Well I am truly sorry for whomever did you wrong in your life, but The Lord God has created all things and for those who choose to be
free are truly free.....less you choose a life of strife and sorrow , then shall it be unto you. All I am trying to say is trust in something
greater than the American Government regardless of what Party is in control. Try and be free , it truly is exhilarating for your life and
your soul.
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I wish there was a Trump rally soon. I need a pick up to my spirit. President Trump and his rallies are fun to watch. I also am
grateful for Q and wish Q would post SOON. I need to see Q's wonderful posts. Really miss them.

It's kind of like a drug huh @Lauraingalls

Hang in there , it will come when you least expect it !

WWG1WGA
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Hello @Stonenchizel. Nice to see your here. I left the idiots on the other subverse. They need some serious red pilling there
instead of gossiping. Thanks for this post.

Patriot sometimes we ourselves need to step away from many things in our lives, thank God for the stepping away or Id still be a
hard core Heroin addict...or a huge Cocaine dealer... but God has been gracious to Me and I am Thankful for the second chances in
My life for without them I would just be another statistic. It truly is amazing because now I am fighting a real battle and this time its
Cancer, but I trust My God and everything He has planned for Me in this life.Thanks for being a true Patriot and not giving up all the
way, I'm sure a lot of the stuff on the other sub is actually posted from shills trying to destroy the @GAsub because the Deep State
will try everything before they claim Q'anon and his followers are correct.

WWG1WGA
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Thank You Patriot for sharing, I've never actually heard that story until today.... It should actually be taught in every school across
America!

WWG1WGA
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[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-04-07 17:21:24)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:53:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3144438)

This is what makes me proud to be a supporter of President Trump. His authority is without question unwavering!

I Love My President!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3144438/17882730)  context  full comments

the choosen one DONALD J TRUNP...as written in the bible by 420ninja  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-04-07 16:14:59)

[ - ] Parent: 420ninja  3 points ( +5 | -2 ) 2019-04-08 05:53:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3144083)

OK ...I get it 420ninja ...My cancer 420 meds make me spell stuff wrong sometimes too, but at least make sure Donald Trump is
spelled correct.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3144083/17881707)  context  full comments

Too funny - POTUS, FLOTUS, and Little Pepe by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-04-07 04:11:34)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  55 points ( +59 | -4 ) 2019-04-08 05:53:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3143649)

Now that is Awesome !

God Bless President Trump & Mrs.Trump

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3143649/17873603)  context  full comments

EyeTheSpy is going after Prayingmedic hard. by RockmanRaiden  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-04-07 04:09:34)
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[ - ] Parent: RockmanRaiden  29 points ( +32 | -3 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3143689)

Yeah I questioned @EyeTheSpy about his bullshit lies of Julian Assange and that it never happened and the dumb fucker blocked
me....he's a FAKE !

Trust me don't waste your time....

United We Stand and Divided We Fall ! .... **FUCK @EyeTheSpy because He is only a lie!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3143689/17873556)  context  full comments

President Trump Should Pardon Gen. Flynn Right Now And Summon Him Back To Washington by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-04-05 20:47:59)

[ - ] Parent: trevmon  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3141296/17843257)

flynn is a registered democrat and sang like a canary to mueller, trump shouldn't have trusted him.

Here's the problem with what you've said: Trump didn't have any Collusion whatsoever ! So therefore there is absolutely nothing that
Flynn could say about the man Donald Trump and absolutely nothing negative about President Trump because then Flynn would
just be making shit up like the Democrats do... Trump was just running for President like anyone else would do and the truth is
Hillary Clinton paid 12 Million dollars to try and frame Trump in a big fucking lie. I for one am getting tired of the Democrat Fake
Narrative that Trump did anything wrong ...FUCK the Lying Ass Democrats ...Period!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3141296/17844541)  context  full comments

President Trump Should Pardon Gen. Flynn Right Now And Summon Him Back To Washington by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2 days ago (2019-04-05 19:29:46)

[ - ] Parent: dbdb1791  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3141296/17842648)

Force the FBI to release the Original 302 February 2017! Not the 4 month later fake replacement produced by Strzok May 2017!
Better yet, release them both!!!

IMHO, Flynn's interview had nothing to do with Russian Collusion, it was about Flynn's conversation with the Russian
Ambassador Sergey Kislyak and a false statement to the press and VP Pence. The FBI wanted to get Flynn to make a false
statement to them. He did not! So, there was no crime, but the FBI wanted to create one!!!

If the FBI interview was for political purposes, the FBI committed the crime!!!

The Flynn guilty plea was gained by the FBI/Mueller using Flynn's son as leverage for a FARA violation. Same no nothing FARA
violation as Podesta!

Trust Me Patriot..... It all leads back to Podesta & HRC .....from the Seth Rich Murder to the cover story Russian Collusion .... All
connected !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3141296/17843308)  context  full comments

Amazing Polly: same as Qanon, better than MSM by Sallywuffs  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +2 | -2 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 3 days ago (2019-04-05 17:08:58)

[ - ] Parent: Sallywuffs  30 points ( +34 | -4 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3140822)

WHO THE HELL IS POLLY ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3140822/17840459)  context  full comments

A PICTURE IS WORTH A MILLION WORDS / SUBJECT DEMOCRAT JERRY NADLER by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-04-05 16:58:39)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3141206/17840109)

Disgusting little pig. DiGenova calls him FAT LITTLE MAN.

LOL ... Well he does look like one of those creepy little weirdo's !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3141206/17840180)  context  full comments

Joe Biden & 'His Creepy Purvey Self' Is The Least Of The Democrats Running For POTUS Problems " by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-04-05 15:17:29)

[ - ] Parent: Thorbert  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3139898/17832118)

So what are we going to do if they win? Seriously.

We are going to make sure President Trump decimates whoever the Dem's run for POTUS

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3139898/17838289)  context  full comments

Conservative support for Trump wall soars to 99 percent by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +6 | -1 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 3 days ago (2019-04-05 02:03:34)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  112 points ( +117 | -5 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3140044)

GAWD DAMN ..... 99% THAT'S FLUCKING' INCREDIBLE !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3140044/17829125)  context  full comments

Jim Jordan: If Jerry Nadler wants the truth, let's release the FISA initial application and renewal applications for Carter Page to the public. by
CluelessInTheDark  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-04-04 23:46:07)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  46 points ( +47 | -1 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3139806)

That's the first good idea I've heard since the Democrats started crying about release the Mueller Report!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3139806/17826490)  context  full comments

The Rare Wisdom Of Our President Donald J.Trump Is A Gift by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2019-04-04 17:23:36)

[ - ] Parent: Funmi  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116863/17817418)

Am a sister!  Thank You!

SO SORRY MY SISTER ! GOD BLESS !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116863/17819357)  context  full comments

MEDIA GOES FULL COMMIE: Christiane Amanpour Asks James Comey Why He Didn't Shut Down "Lock Her Up" Chants at Trump Rallies
(VIDEO) by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-04-03 15:38:37)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3136951)

FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS TO SAY WHATEVER WE WANT !

NOW LOCK HER UP!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3136951/17795907)  context  full comments

Trump Derangement : It's Worse Than Rabies! by [deleted] in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-04-03 14:18:38)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3136825/17794385)

Well...you know what they do with rabid dogs...and there is no shot/cure for Trump Derangement!

Hahhahahaaa! Yeah maybe that would be a good antidote for the Trump Derangement Losers to be done in...
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3136825/17794679)  context  full comments

Supreme Court, Gorsuch Rule Missouri Inmate With Disease Has No Right To 'Painless Death,' Can Be Executed by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:53:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-04-03 04:49:54)

[ - ] Parent: aristotle07  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3135433/17784681)

If we have little faith in the justice system is because shit heads like you allow a guilty man to delay his execution for shitty
excuses for a murder and crime committed 20 years ago while this shit head was living off the tax payer.

He’s had his trial and appeal, execute the mother fucker. If you want to read up on his case and trial he did it

http://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bucklew-russell.htm

There’s no question, so why the fuck did we let him live for another 20+ years?

Spoken like a true Patriot @aristotle07

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3135433/17789397)  context  full comments

'It's Not just The Economy, Stupid' : Democrats Are In Disarray by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-04-03 01:28:32)

[ - ] Parent: docksofthebay  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3135016/17774649)

The Deep State Alt-Left Democrats are in disarray for many reasons, but chief among them is the party was appropriated by
Clowns in America. The Clowns only goal is seizing world wide power. It is apparent that they don't have a deft political touch,
probably from decades of never being in the spot light and never being questioned. Blackmail ensures they get their way
regardless of public outcry.

Deep State Clowns are not party managers, they are dictatorial rulers who just expect their orders to be followed without regard to
consequences. Some times (many times?) these actions have unintended consequences because they are missing the political
judgment element that a real political party permits.

Consequently, their toadies are pushed to do those things that make no sense to the common man and then defend their actions
with illogical rationale. The Deep State Alt-Left Democrat party's "incoherence" is not the sign of a party in transition, so much as it
is a sign of the Clown coup takeover of the party without the skills, knowledge, experience and appreciation of how to run a
political party.

Great analogy Patriot .....

WWG1WGA*

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3135016/17786376)  context  full comments

This Doctor Performed 1,200 Abortions Until Tragedy Struck And Stopped Him In His Tracks by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-04-03 01:26:52)

[ - ] Parent: Had  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3134938/17774774)

I was pro choice until I watched his video showing how abortions go. Ripping limb from body until all is removed, crushing the
skull... Yeah I cried like a baby and have been firmly pro life ever since.

Women do have a choice... Whether or not they have sex. When did we decide we could rid ourselves of consequences of our
actions?

Good for you Patriot , at least you know you have a conscience ....Most Democrats don't have one...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3134938/17786335)  context  full comments

'It's Not just The Economy, Stupid' : Democrats Are In Disarray by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-04-03 01:25:27)
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[ - ] Parent: 4TheRepublic  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3135016/17775630)

Bittersweet memories... Title brought to mind a talk show I was trying to get of the ground, rallies, and particularly one of our
taglines -- prompted by James Carville's creation for the Clinton campaign* ... IT'S YOUR FREEDOM, STUPID!

At the end of each era, in response to the failure of the old party system, the parties reinvent themselves, making new
coalitions in attempting to form a majority.

"[T]he failure of the old party system..." to what? To be able to fool the majority of the population? To be able to effectively promote
and extend the plans and purposes of the Luciferian overlords? Yes...and yes.

Unless or until (a) enough people come to their senses and reclaim 'term limitation' at the ballot box, or (b) term limitations are
imposed by law -- by amending The Constitution -- on the US Congress. [I won't be holding my breath that (a) happens, and I a bit
apprehensive that (b) happens.]

Repeal of the 17th Amendment* would help, too. Hell...how many are left among us that even know that the 17th (ratified 1913! ...
talk about the end of an era) severely reduced the accountability to their home states of US senators.

*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_the_economy,_stupid

*https://constitution.findlaw.com/amendments.html

The Blow That Killed America 100 Years Ago

1913: The Horrible Year

Stripped version from outline.com: https://outline.com/qjEq7Y

Original source: https://www.freemansperspective.com/1913-america/

Thanks for sharing patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3135016/17786300)  context  full comments

Supreme Court, Gorsuch Rule Missouri Inmate With Disease Has No Right To 'Painless Death,' Can Be Executed by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-04-02 23:47:22)

[ - ] Parent: trenace  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3135433/17780270)

Good, then Hillary, Hussein, Slick Willie, W, Cheney, Clapper, Brennan, Comey, Strzok, Schiff etc. have no right to pain-free death
either after their lawful convictions for treason.

Exactly right @trenace

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3135433/17784573)  context  full comments

Supreme Court, Gorsuch Rule Missouri Inmate With Disease Has No Right To 'Painless Death,' Can Be Executed by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2019-04-02 23:45:10)

[ - ] Parent: FuckUredditFuckuSpez  -3 points ( +2 | -5 ) 2019-04-08 05:54:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3135433/17780771)

Sure. BUt do you know anything about the case? Or are you advocating for a painful death because you read a voat post? I sure
Hope not...That would make you pretty retarded, right? Are you sure He's actually guilty? I know nothing about the case- But I
have very little faith in our justice system...

I'm not defending annyones innocence...But How many people in this thread advocating this dudes painful death, Know anything
about this case, Other than what they learned from this voat post. that's All I'm saying...

In fact, I'd imagine you have very little faith in our justice system as well... Do you not?

@FuckUredditFuckuSpez Careful what you accuse others of doing or saying, there are a lot of people on here that actually read and
search most of these stories completely out and do actually know the details , just because you you have not doesn't mean others
have not. I'm not trying to belittle you but this @GAsub has a lot of Anonymous people that take their news stories way more serious
than people that just come here to comment on what the title of each post says.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3135433/17784545)  context  full comments

Joe Biden Has Problems. Like, A Lot Of Them, Investigative Journalist Uncovers Stunning Biden Docs In Ukraine by Stonenchizel  in
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GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 6 days ago (2019-04-02 15:11:04)

[ - ] Parent: 17773515?  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3134979/17773515)

If you call yourself a professional writer and use phrases such as "Simply put: Joe Biden has problems. Like, a lot of them."...you
are disqualified.

I did not write the story , I only shared a story that was published on a certain news site.....sorry it wasn't good enough for you ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3134979/17773811)  context  full comments

Tungsten Bars Found in the Gold Market and the LBMA? by LeeDoverwood  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2019-04-02 12:57:33)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3134470/17771444)

The good thing about having 1/10th and 1/20th ounce gold rounds is there isn't not much room for tungsten in those little pieces.

It does not matter because the Bible says one day they will be throwing their silver & gold into the streets because it is worthless!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3134470/17772138)  context  full comments

Jesse Smollett - Obamas hotdog order? by Majcm  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2019-04-02 12:43:46)

[ - ] Parent: Majcm  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3134709)

He was excused from his crimes because he was one of The Obama's gay lover's for both of the Obama gay couple.... He didn't flip!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3134709/17771987)  context  full comments

I Owe The World & The Mainstream Media A Huge : " I'm Sorry ! " by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2019-04-01 20:34:34)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3133391/17761596)

Happy Birthday baby!

Thank You @PatriotLady1

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3133391/17763121)  context  full comments

I Owe The World & The Mainstream Media A Huge : " I'm Sorry ! " by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2019-04-01 20:33:00)

[ - ] Parent: Sutie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3133391/17762930)

Lol...Happy Birthday!!

Thank You @Sutie

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3133391/17763096)  context  full comments

I Owe The World & The Mainstream Media A Huge : " I'm Sorry ! " by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2019-04-01 20:32:35)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3133391/17763005)

Happy birthday!

Thank You @Podingo7

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3133391/17763085)  context  full comments

SerialBrain2: FISAGATE: It Was The Rothschilds. by Seer1965  in GreatAwakening
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History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2019-04-01 00:13:50)

[ - ] Parent: Seer1965  9 points ( +13 | -4 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3132088)

It has always been the Rothschilds ....WWI , WWII,Korean War, Vietnam, Iraqi War, Desert Storm, Syria, Libya .... the Rothschilds are
the True Elite ever since America sold them our gold banking system for a debt paper system

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3132088/17751721)  context  full comments

Goat Problems by PuttItOut  in Voat
History: -1 points( +2 | -3 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +2 | -3 ) 8 days ago (2019-03-31 12:44:23)

[ - ] Parent: PuttItOut  648 points ( +657 | -9 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/Voat/3130748)

Thanks @PuttItOut I thought the Deep State got to you, thank heavens they didn't! It was a trip not being able to connect with all the
Q'anon Army on Voat.co yesterday & I believe it's great that you have put a 1's & 0's check in stature.... Keep up the great job Boss! &
God Bless You @PuttItOut �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/Voat/3130748/17742680)  context  full comments

Trey Gowdy On Next Steps For The Mueller Report, Adam Schiff's Future by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9 days ago (2019-03-30 13:51:49)

[ - ] Parent: VQTmom  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3129047/17727453)

I want to believe that the Republicans are determined that Schiff step down. Better that he is indicted and that he pay for all the
evil lies he continuously spouted against our duly elected President.

It's called Sedition

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3129047/17728482)  context  full comments

PAMELA GELLER EXPOSES AMERICA'S DIRTY SECRET: 22 ISLAMIC TERROR TRAINING CAMPS ON US SOIL by PacaGoat  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 9 days ago (2019-03-30 04:12:36)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  84 points ( +86 | -2 ) 2019-04-08 05:55:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3129064)

This is a damn good article.... Thanks for sharing Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3129064/17723319)  context  full comments

At the rally, POTUS just said "These people are sick!" by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-29 04:24:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2019-03-29 02:21:21)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-29 04:24:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3126673/17701345)

Yes I heard that. I didn’t think of that!

LIFE SUPPORT ?, BECAUSE THEY ARE HALF DEAD WITH NO ADRENOCHROME BECAUSE CLINTON GLOBAL INITIATIVE
HASN'T BEEN DELIVERING THE ELITE THEIR BABIES LATELY BECAUSE THEY KNOW THEY ARE UNDER SURVEILLANCE
AND BEING INVESTIGATED BY HUBER .... PLUS RBG PROBABLY IS ON LIFE SUPPORT BECAUSE SHE HAD PNEUMONIA
AFTER HER SURGERY....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3126673/17702598)  context  full comments

TRUMP IN MICHIGAN: LITTLE PENCIL NECK ADAM SCHIFF, SICK SICK , THESE ARE SICK PEOPLE, THEY KNOW IT'S ALL LIES &
BULLSHIT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-29 04:24:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 hours ago (2019-03-29 00:27:22)

[ - ] Parent: rickki6  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-29 04:24:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3126686/17699877)

Me more !!!!!!!

Hahahahahaa! , I'm pretty sure " We All Love Our Great President Donald Trump !"
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3126686/17700505)  context  full comments

TRUTH - Smollet Walks To Knock Russia Hoax From Headlines - MEME by Winnipegger  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-03-29 04:24:44

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-03-28 03:43:46)

[ - ] Parent: Winnipegger  28 points ( +28 | -0 ) 2019-03-29 04:24:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3124800)

Not only is this meme funny , but it's also true !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3124800/17682893)  context  full comments

A TRUCK FULL OF DEMOCRAT VOTERS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-03-29 04:24:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-03-27 16:01:05)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-03-29 04:24:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3123523/17668880)

Hey 22 of them jumped out of a truck this week.

It looked like Cockroaches when the light turns on in some places that are infested with them... Kind of like that exact Truck
was....lmao 2x

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3123523/17669685)  context  full comments

'Are You Serious': Fox News Host Duked It Out With This Democrat Who Still Believes The Russian Collusion Myth by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-29 04:24:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 days ago (2019-03-27 14:15:35)

[ - ] Parent: Qd4Action  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-03-29 04:24:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3123240/17666558)

Obviously, no one yet having seen the report outside of the DAG and AG (more or less), no one can answer those questions
publicly at this point. Swallowswell should continue along these lines because it makes the Dems seem even more unhinged, out
of touch, and simply consumed with hate for POTUS, and those characteristics seem to be increasingly turning off more fair-
minded citizens-voters. I hope this turd gets tons of press and it encourages his peers to join him, building the hopes of the
morons that support them that something will be uncovered by the crack investigative team of Schiff and Nadler because it's
damn fine entertainment watching the world crumble under their feet when they come up with nothing.

On that same line of thinking, no one has ever disproven a claim that Swallowswell isn't a pedophile or hasn't been fucking
rescued canines at secret locations, either.

Yes that was his nickname and I believe it still is ..... ( Swallows'well )

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3123240/17667544)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP'S EXCELLENCE IS THE GREATEST RED PILL AFTER THE GREAT WHITE HAIRED ANGEL OF TRUTH FAILS THE
DEMOCRATS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-04-08 05:54:38

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-27 03:21:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.3 hours ago (2019-03-26 21:04:59)

[ - ] Parent: bulrush  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-27 03:21:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3120621/17654142)

No problem, we appreciate your discussions. And be careful on that roof.

Hahahahhaa! Will do Patriot , I will do !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3120621/17656963)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP'S EXCELLENCE IS THE GREATEST RED PILL AFTER THE GREAT WHITE HAIRED ANGEL OF TRUTH FAILS THE
DEMOCRATS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-27 03:21:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.9 hours ago (2019-03-26 16:30:27)
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[ - ] Parent: bulrush  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-27 03:21:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3120621/17649557)

Welcome StonenChizel. I haven't seen you around before.

Here's a bit of netiquette: Using all caps a lot is called shouting and is a bit rude and off putting. Try to avoid all caps.

@ulrush Sorry Patriot , I was actually shouting it from my rooftop at that point !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3120621/17651817)  context  full comments

DEMOCRATS DEMAND MUELLER REPORT BE FULLY RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC, BUT WILL IT BACKFIRE by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-27 03:21:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-03-26 03:26:59)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-27 03:21:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3119511/17640068)

Why they are normies. Libtards on the other hand cant tell if they are a boy or girl when they look at their panties. Much less be
able to use their noddles.

Abby normies.

@PacaGoat HAHAHAHAA! THANKS FOR THAT PATRIOT!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3119511/17642642)  context  full comments

The Rare Wisdom Of Our President Donald J.Trump Is A Gift by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-27 03:21:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2019-03-26 02:52:18)

[ - ] Parent: Funmi  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-27 03:22:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116863/17624159)

This man is a gift from God. I am from Nigeria and I pray for him constantly and his family and all the Patriots in America and
round the world.

Am a born again Christian and I see his emergence as God's mercy to give us the opportunity to take the gospel around the world
before Jesus returns.

So as we support and pray for him, that God's perfect will be done, let's blast the gospel thru every possible media because this is
a fight between Good (God) and the evil (satanic) forces that want to destroy mankind by making them into the image of Satan.

But we know at the end God wins!

God bless you all!

WWG1WGA

@Funni GOD BLESS YOU MY AFRICAN BROTHER IN CHRIST JESUS , MAY YOUR WORK FOR THE ALMIGHTY FATHER IN
HEAVEN BE BLESSED & WE ACCEPT YOU AS ONE OF OUR WORLD SUPPORTERS OF PRESIDENT TRUMP AND YOU ARE
AN AFRICAN PATRIOT. SPREAD THE WORD FOR GOD FOR GOD IS GREAT AND HE IS GREATLY TO BE PRAISED AND
THROUGH HIS SON JESUS CHRIST ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116863/17641834)  context  full comments

DAN BONGINO: Here's who started - and must answer for - Russia probe by Qmajor  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-27 03:21:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-03-26 02:06:20)

[ - ] Parent: Qmajor  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-03-27 03:22:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3119234)

Yes the people you have stated are all guilty of Sedition and Treason against America and a sitting President. But the person who
started the whole Russian Lie was John Podesta, and then all of Hillary Clinton's Campaign aids and Hillary herself repeated the
Podesta lie about Russia gave the DNCLeaks and PodestaEmails to Julian Assange of Wikileaks... Then the Media followed suit
after the Clinton Campaign repeating the Russian Collusion and Hacking Lie.
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[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-03-27 03:22:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3118645/17628949)

I can see that ALL the sleazeballs who run for president in our country step up to the office with DROOL HANGING DOWN THEIR
JAWS knowing everything they can RIP OFF from us.

And if that WASN'T TRUE, then they would have done something about it LONG AGO instead of allowing Trump to totally trash
them (which is WELL deserved).

Where do you think all the whores and jerk offs like kamala harris (NOT EVEN AN AMERICAN) and a whole host of other
PARASITES are hanging around for.

@TurquoiseLover It's funny because you are absolutely right about all the Sleazeballs and their Corruption comes falling off of their
facial expressions every time they open their mouths and lie to the American Public.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3118645/17631231)  context  full comments

President Trump Is A Far Better Man Than All Those Who Sought To Bring Him Down. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-03-27 03:21:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-03-25 17:37:03)

[ - ] Parent: betoche  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-03-27 03:22:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3118645/17630061)

They will never stop. Think about it : The Dems congress and house members are there to serve AMERICA and all of its citizens.
By making laws that serve America and the people and upholding the US Constitution. THEY DO NONE OF THIS!!! They spend
100% of their time and OUR MONEY on their own affairs...serving their constituents and corporations that (illegally) pay them to
help promote their goods...they take in 10,000s of thousands for this and thus are serving them and not America. Often, these are
dangerous drugs that kill Americans. They do not care about or observe the Constitution. They are divisive and spend enormous
amounts of time, effort and US Tax Dollars, fighting AGAINST LAW AND ORDER!! They lie about everything, they fight the
ELECTED ESTABLISHMENT, they only care about votes and do not even care about the ones that voted for them. They are 'open
for business' to accept bribes, offers, and lawless things, from ANYONE. Any Corporation. Any nation! They have no problem
selling out America and it's citizens. Most all of them DO NOTHING for America and its people. They put America and it's citizens
at risk and danger, by allowing and HELPING illegals come into America. Many of them want to rip the Constitution to shreds and
make a new socialist government, and thus are treasonous. They spend none of their time, efforts, and resources, actually doing
what they were elected for! They only serve themselves, ones who pay and bribe them, and a cabal that wants to destroy
America.

There SHOULD be a an OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE, that SETS STANDARDS for the oath that ALL Senate and House Members
took. This OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE would monitor each members tasks and work being done. NSA will monitor all their
electronic comms. A monthly report must be submitted on all work being done and an agenda be submitted for all that they are
doing for America and its citizens. Any sub standard reports or failure to do their duty, will be brought up at monthly meetings. Any
grievances and outright failure to produce satisfactory results in 3 successive months will result in the end of their term,
immediately.

I so WISH someone would ask Nancy Pelosi, Schmuck Schumer, Adam Shttt, OAC, OMAR or whatever her name is and Feinstein
and dozens of others..."what have you done for America and its citizens this week? How are you serving America and its people?
How are you helping America and its citizens? What are you doing today? This week? What is the greatest thing you have done
this past year for your country and its people???"

I tell you what @betoche with the technologies that have been created in the past few decades would make what you said a
government should be run like actually possible. The only problem is the ones who vote to make the rules are the same ones that
we are all sick and fed up with. So I guess we will have to see what comes of all this, maybe for the better but you can bet they will
drive that corruption car until the wheels fall off and then they will get out and push it on the rims....

God Bless Patriot

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3118645/17631193)  context  full comments

The Rare Wisdom Of Our President Donald J.Trump Is A Gift by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-25 14:59:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-24 22:30:30)

[ - ] Parent: ScorchedEarthAnon  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2019-03-25 14:59:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116863/17615023)

So, we will be able to survive a 5am SWAT raid to remove our firearms? Because that’s what’s coming - all it will take is your
Leftist sister-in-law/disgruntled ex or whoever doesn’t like you or your political views to call in an anonymous tip that you are a
danger to yourself or society. They will come to remove your guns, then you are put on the defense to try to prove your innocence.

Our freedom is gone if he signs this bill, and if he does, we will know this whole Q thing has been a giant LARP to keep patriots
quiet and complacent while they enact the NWO.

why do I waste my time with you Liberal fools
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2nd Parkland Shooting Survivor Suicide by The1stLantern  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-27 03:21:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-25 14:59:37

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-03-24 21:32:45)

[ - ] Parent: The1stLantern  17 points ( +17 | -0 ) 2019-03-25 14:59:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116987)

Well it looks like the Deep State's False Flag event has more deaths to add to their failed attempt at taking our Second Amendment
Rights.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116987/17614977)  context  full comments

The Rare Wisdom Of Our President Donald J.Trump Is A Gift by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-25 14:59:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-03-24 20:50:04)

[ - ] Parent: ScorchedEarthAnon  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2019-03-25 14:59:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116863/17613962)

We’ll see what he does with the Red Flag law this week. If he votes for it, we will know he is NOT for we the people, and is turning
out to be a new Hitler. Be very careful, anons. Questions everything and be on your guard. If he passes this new gun confiscation
law, America is officially dead, DNR and I don’t know what we will be able to do about it.

I don't believe you are accurate at all, because America will stand strong because of the true Patriots that do own firearms....That is
what the Second Amendment was designed for in the first place.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116863/17614026)  context  full comments

Mueller Delivers Liberals A Giant Crap Sandwich by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-25 14:59:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 hours ago (2019-03-24 18:43:17)

[ - ] Parent: eolianpariah  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-25 14:59:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116783/17610621)

good post but what's with the term- crap sandwich. i thought trump freed us from getting caught up in the foolishness of political
correctness. much better to call it what it is- a shit sandwich. sounds better, flows better linguistically, harder to swallow. just plain
better english

I didn't write the story or the title , I just shared with the @GAsub , sorry bout that ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116783/17611591)  context  full comments

Beto O'Rourke: If Mueller Report Is Held, America May Not See 244th Year - What kind of candidate uses that kind of rhetoric? Oh the kind
that eats dirt. Nuff said. by Basballdude  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-25 14:59:37

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-03-24 17:09:41)

[ - ] Parent: Basballdude  29 points ( +30 | -1 ) 2019-03-25 14:59:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3116653)

THAT'S NOT DIRT ......

https://media.townhall.com/Townhall/Car/b/afb032219dAPR20190322054510.jpg
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Too too bad.............gay Fox Trump hater, outed as gay sexual harasser .....good bye Shep by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-23 22:41:54

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-03-23 04:32:43)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  107 points ( +108 | -1 ) 2019-03-23 22:41:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3113337)

IT LOOKS LIKE THE CAT IS OUT OF THE BAG..... FOX NEWS ANCHOR SHEPARD SMITH IS A 100% PILLOW BITER, A FUDGE
PACKER, A POLE SMOKER, A 100% GAY MOTHER FUCKER AND THAT'S MOST LIKELY WHY HE HATES PRESIDENT DONALD
TRUMP SO DAMN MUCH. IF FOX NETWORK DOES NOT FIRE SHEPARD SMITH IMMEDIATELY I WILL NEVER WATCH FOX
NEWS AGAIN!
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About those Q Drops on Rachel Chandler... Rachel's Tumblr: Why is there an Ivanka Trump photo?? by defrockeddavidbrock  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-23 22:41:54
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[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 2019-03-23 22:42:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3113851)

It's obvious Rachel posted it because she was fronted off by Q'anon, but you have your weirdo fantasies ok

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3113851/17578080)  context  full comments

Trump rips McCain, says he gave Steele dossier to FBI for 'very evil purposes' by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-03-23 22:41:54

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-22 17:23:17)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  33 points ( +33 | -0 ) 2019-03-23 22:42:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3112647)

President Trump has every right to claim and even shout it from every rooftop that John McCain - McStain was a traitor not only to the
Republican Party but to the United States of America and he deserved to be strung up and hung by the neck for the multiple crimes
he committed as a US Senator. The Mother Fucker was a true enemy of America and enriched himself by selling anything he could
like America's secrets and weapons to ISIS and the list goes on ...like all the P.O.W.'s that died in Vietnam because the bills McCain
pushed into laws forward to leave the P.O.W.'s behind ....John McCain makes me sick just to mention his name, because he was
such a traitor to America.... President Trump has every right to tell the truth about Mc Cain period !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3112647/17566602)  context  full comments

QAnon is attacking a random woman in a disturbing and dangerous way - by MIKE ROTHSCHILD! by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-23 22:41:54

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-22 17:12:58)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-03-23 22:42:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3112655/17565866)

Awww thank you

You are quite welcome ... Keep up the awesome work !
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Ooooops ! She Just Did It Again: AOC Uses Wildly Out Of Context Race Numbers & The Internet's Crushing Her For It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-23 22:41:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-22 17:01:04)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-23 22:42:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3108622/17527414)

That idiot needed to look up ingredients for a rum and Coke 4 mos ago as a bartender, and now she thinks being in congress
makes her an authority on everything..

Hahahahaaa ! Yeah AOC has proven to be the the Party Dumb Ass or the Ass of the Donkey, either way it fit her perfectly !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3108622/17565907)  context  full comments

Post 3155 a tidbit on pic Boy eating by Dotus  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-23 22:41:54
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[ - ] Parent: Dotus  73 points ( +78 | -5 ) 2019-03-23 22:42:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3112412)

Yup , good going Patriot because if this judge is connected to any of the Bush's it's a good idea to dig deeper, especially since he's
on the 9th Circuit , These People are Sick !
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QAnon is attacking a random woman in a disturbing and dangerous way - by MIKE ROTHSCHILD! by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +8 | -1 ) at 2019-03-23 22:41:54

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +8 | -1 ) 1.3 days ago (2019-03-22 16:32:11)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  102 points ( +104 | -2 ) 2019-03-23 22:42:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3112655)

Nice job @srayzie as always , thanks for all your efforts we surely do appreciate all of your time you put into this sub..

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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Oh, So This Is Why The FBI Couldn't View The Clinton Foundation Emails On Hillary's Unauthorized Server by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.7 days ago (2019-03-19 23:06:32)

[ - ] Parent: DickTick  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104209/17478043)

Now THIS is a proper post. Not sensationalized. Very well said, articulate, clear, concise, and with proper sourcing.

Fantastic job @stonenchizel

You could learn a thing or two from a post like this @GodsAngell and @SerialBrain2

This is how it should be done @digital_minuteman321

Thank You Patriot ,but ....

WWG1WGA

GOD BLESS

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104209/17497990)  context  full comments

Rep. Devin Nunes Is Suing Twitter And a Conservative Strategist For Millions. Here's Why. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-19 03:24:38)

[ - ] Parent: belliferous  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104389/17475436)

Executive Order 13618, signed July 6, 2012 by President Obama. “Assignment of National Security and Emergency
Preparedness Communications Functions”

This executive order grants the President absolute control over all U.S. media, including internet tech giants (social media), news
networks and news websites. It specifically names:

“…communications that support Continuity of Government; Federal, State, local, territorial, and tribal emergency preparedness
and response communications; non-military executive branch communications systems; critical infrastructure protection networks;
and non-military communications networks, particularly with respect to prioritization and restoration…”

THAT'S ABSOLUTELY RIGHT PATRIOT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104389/17476452)  context  full comments

Facebook blocks Trump's Director of Social Media from making public comments. by belliferous  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-19 03:14:00)

[ - ] Parent: belliferous  24 points ( +24 | -0 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104270)

FACEBOOK IS A DEEP STATE ORGANIZATION.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104270/17476052)  context  full comments

Q Proofs from Hannity tonight by sfscubarob  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-19 03:03:54)

[ - ] Parent: sfscubarob  39 points ( +41 | -2 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104284)

SOUNDS LIKE THINGS ARE ABOUT TO GET JIGGY WITH IT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104284/17475667)  context  full comments

NZ Police "Happened to Be in a Training Session" When Mosque Shooting Began by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-19 03:02:41)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  2 points ( +4 | -2 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104306)

YEAH THAT'S TOTALLY DEEP STATE STYLE JUST LIKE WHEN THEY PULLED 911 , THEY WERE RUNNING A BULLSHIT TRAIN
SCAM TO PUSH THEIR FALSE FLAG EVENT....

DEEP STATE WRITTEN ALL OVER THIS EVENT !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104306/17475631)  context  full comments

Outrage After Fox HIRES Donna Brazile but SUSPENDS Judge Jeanine? by Himfirst  in GreatAwakening
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History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-19 02:54:42)

[ - ] Parent: Himfirst  126 points ( +127 | -1 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104323)

FOX HAS BEEN WORKING ON A DEAL WITH DISNEY , SO DISNEY CAN BUY FOX NETWORK , SO THAT THE REST OF THE
DEMOCRATS CAN COME ON FOX NEWS AND DESTROY EVERYTHING THAT FOX NEWS ACTUALLY IS, A CONSERVATIVE
VIEW ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104323/17475484)  context  full comments

HURRY, WATCH AND SAVE BEFORE TWITTER REMOVES IT! - A rehearsed scene inside a mosque in New Zealand. by srayzie  in
GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-19 02:52:06)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  87 points ( +95 | -8 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104327)

QUESTION EVERYTHING PERIOD !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104327/17475434)  context  full comments

House Democrats Block 19 Times Vote on Bill to Protect Babies Who Survive Abortion by Himfirst  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-19 02:38:33)

[ - ] Parent: Himfirst  25 points ( +25 | -0 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104348)

UNBELIEVABLE MURDERERS ....... KILLING HELPLESS BABIES BUT WON'T VOTE FOR THE DEATH PENALTY IF SOME
ACTUALLY KILLS PEOPLE.... THESE DEMOCRATS GOT THEIR LOGIC ASS BACKWARDS !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3104348/17475213)  context  full comments

Wax my ass, Scrub my balls - Poetry by Beto O'Rourke by GloriousDestiny  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-18 21:19:20)

[ - ] Parent: GloriousDestiny  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3102755)

Beto sounds like a fucking pillow biter to me!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3102755/17467153)  context  full comments

Oh My: Support For Impeachment, Faith In Mueller Crater In New Poll, As Majority Agrees Trump 'Witch Hint' Victim by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-21 16:49:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-18 20:55:05)

[ - ] Parent: onelson1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-21 16:49:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3103552/17465615)

Thanks for posting that. Is DS sweating yet or drowning in it.

They are sucking their own asses about now !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3103552/17466398)  context  full comments

John Podesta sent an assassination email 3 days before suspicious death of Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia by SouthernPride  in
GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-03-17 04:52:46)

[ - ] Parent: SouthernPride  97 points ( +97 | -0 ) 2019-03-18 14:33:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3099879)

Im sure he sent one for Seth Rich too !

John Podesta Is a Pedophile and a Murderer !

Thank God Hillary Lost the Election !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3099879/17423820)  context  full comments

Malik Obama, Barry Sotoero's Kenyan Brother, Asks if Michelle=Michael on Twitter. No Really! Drudge Posted Link. by Publius1778  in
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GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-03-17 04:45:23)

[ - ] Parent: Ziggyspeaks  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-03-18 14:33:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3099971/17423623)

Why is he asking? Michael's sporting a rather large package and Hussein IS a straight up PUSSY. I mean seriously...is it not
obvious?

Hahahhahaaaa! .... Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3099971/17423746)  context  full comments

First VETO' Trump Campaign Announces Michigan Rally on March 28 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2019-03-16 03:38:06)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-18 14:33:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3097495/17391622)

I like to watch the rallies on You Tube.

Laura I'm sure we all love watching our Great President Donald Trump because He makes us all proud to be Americans.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3097495/17394498)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! Hey @GA Q'anon Patriots & The Whole @VoatFamily, Thanks For The Prayers, My Surgery Went Great by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-15 22:43:09)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-18 14:33:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3095613/17384112)

Thank-you Jesus!

Now praying for a "GOOD REPORT" on Tuesday, so Good it surprises even the Doctors!

God is Good!

You are in the hands of the Great Physician!

Thank You @GodsAngell

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3095613/17386930)  context  full comments

300 Illegal Immigrants Arrested After Crossing US-Mexico Border In Texas by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-15 16:59:10)

[ - ] Parent: eldorann  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-18 14:33:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3096533/17377618)

I want my amusement!

Make them fight to the death in the gladiatorial ring.

Get it? 300? Just not Spartans.

Hahhaa ! yeah maybe we can actually profit from this event with Pay er View .....lol

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3096533/17377923)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! Hey @GA Q'anon Patriots & The Whole @VoatFamily, Thanks For The Prayers, My Surgery Went Great by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-15 15:03:39)

[ - ] Parent: RebelRed  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-18 14:34:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3095613/17372229)

God bless and speedy recovery, Patriot. Praying for you, our country, and our POTUS.

Thank You Patriot & may God Bless You & All the Great Patriots that love America & our Great President.

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3095613/17374849)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! Hey @GA Q'anon Patriots & The Whole @VoatFamily, Thanks For The Prayers, My Surgery Went Great by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-15 14:51:59)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-18 14:34:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3095613/17372071)

Yes God is not only good, but able and ready to help those who call upon His great name...stay strong in the faith, and I pray for
speedy and full recovery... thanks for sharing

Thank you Patriot, it's sure is nice to have like minded brothers & sisters in Christ Jesus....

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3095613/17374565)  context  full comments

GOD IS GOOD ! Hey @GA Q'anon Patriots & The Whole @VoatFamily, Thanks For The Prayers, My Surgery Went Great by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2019-03-15 14:48:29)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-03-18 14:34:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3095613/17367108)

bless

no pinching nurses asses, ya hear?

thats what we keep @Srayzie around for

Ahahahaa! Thanks for that, @MolochHunter one thing that never hurts recovering is a good laugh !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3095613/17374505)  context  full comments

Democrats casually admit their obscene accusations against Trump and his supporters was a sham by TurquoiseLover  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-03-18 14:33:42

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 4 days ago (2019-03-14 17:39:52)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  28 points ( +30 | -2 ) 2019-03-18 14:34:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3094279)

These people worship LUCIFER( The Fallen Angel - Satan ) The Evil One.... Is there any reason that these sick people would be
anything but Evil and Corruption Filled Souls that are basically rotten in essence of everything that they do and actually are ? Its
funny because we are warned: " that we will know them by their works " and this couldn't be more true, for alone by watching their
expressions as they speak , at least for anyone that has studied in the art of reading facial expressions can tell you that most of these
sick people have give themselves up the minute they speak by the expressions on their faces..... But in their sick twisted minds they
believe they are fooling everyone, but all they are really fooling is themselves.... Satan is the Great Deceiver and he has truly
deceived all of his followers whether they know they are being fooled our not is a trip for me to even fathom. How could someone
that has supposedly been so educated be so naive.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3094279/17346354)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-05-04 06:09:37

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:33:10)

[ - ] Parent: Jewed  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-03-14 05:10:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17311682)

How is this Q related?

@Jewed Q'anon tells us all the time to Pray, and so I wanted to share this story because it truly was a blessing from God, did you
even read it, please do , it truly is inspiring and I give Jesus all the Glory for Hr alone is worthy to be praised.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313349)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:31:03)
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[ - ] Parent: SushiMasa  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-03-14 05:10:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17312094)

Amen. Jesus is the ONLY WAY TO THE FATHER. No one gets to the Father except through Jesus.

Amen to that @SushiMasa

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313318)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:29:04)

[ - ] Parent: Phantom42  -4 points ( +0 | -4 ) 2019-03-14 05:10:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17312006)

So this is what passes for Christianity now?

Lol.

Loose that person Satan for he need not do your dirty work....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313294)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:27:11)

[ - ] Parent: KosherMedia  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2019-03-14 05:11:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17312688)

Did you thank the people who invented those treatment options? I see you thanks "god" but I didn't see mention of the people
actually responsible. Also, why do you think god would curse your son in the first place, and how is it "great" that he reversed
something that he did?

I'm sorry to but in but God does not make mistakes, and you trying to make bad of something so awesome is just ridiculous
@KosherMedia She I'm sure has thanked those who did the stem cell procedure , but have you ever thought that something was
guiding those procedures that it might go all good ? Well you should...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313271)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:21:34)

[ - ] Parent: NancyNY2  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2019-03-14 05:11:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17311391)

Praise God

My son was DX with MS age 24. By age 25 he went blind and was in a wheelchair. I kept praying for a miracle. My once brilliant
son was literally dying. Then a year later he was accepted into a stem cell trial. The stem cells regenerated his dead optic nerves,
he can see and he can walk again. He is so much better, no longer on MS meds and is working daily to get stronger. God is so
great.

@NancyNY2 OMG.... I love hearing stories of how awesome our God truly is Patriot , Thank You for sharing that with us, it is by the
grace of God your son is well and getting to be 100 % because God doesn't make mistakes but he sure can fix them.God Bless You
and Yours Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313187)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:18:07)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-03-14 05:11:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17310562)

I pray that the Lord will comfort you in your time of need. Thank you Patriot for your service.WWG1WGA

Thank You and God Bless You @Shiftworker1976

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313138)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:17:01)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-03-14 05:11:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17310483)

Praise the Lord!!!

God will make a way, where there seems to be no way!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zo3fJYtS-o

Praying that you feel Jesus presence all through your surgery, and a successful surgery, and a rapid successful recovery! (He is
WITH YOU!)

Tis Good to Trust the Lord!

Thank You so much Patriot ! @GodsAngell Together in prayer we are strong , like Q" always says. That's one of the main reasons
that the Luciferian's want us separated and fighting with each other. But together we are strong, so thank you for your prayers and
God Bless You and Yours Patriot.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313130)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-05-04 06:09:37

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:12:42)

[ - ] Parent: onelson1  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-03-14 05:11:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17311036)

Thank you and I'll keep yours in mine. Patriots are all in my prayers.

@onelson1 Thank You Patriot and God Bless You and Yours!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313058)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-03-12 23:11:32)

[ - ] Parent: sicntrd  12 points ( +15 | -3 ) 2019-03-14 05:11:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17309158)

I got severely ill Tues. morn at 2AM. I felt like I was going to die. When at the hospital I was told that I had a blocked bowel, I knew
that meant abdominal surgery, not fun for an 80 yo woman. I prayed and the next day as they were getting me ready for surgery
they found that the obstruction was gone. I met a wonderful woman who was my roommate. She had very bad, criticial lung
dysfunction and had been in the hospital for 10 day w/o improvement. I started praying for her and she improved over the next 2
days. Praise the Lord, PRAYER WORKS.

Yes @sintrd The Father in Heaven is truly a Great and an Awesome God , and when we pray to him in Jesus Holy Name and
believe , then all things are possible.... I'm so happy to here that you didn't need surgery,but I go for surgery tomorrow so please
keep Me in your prayers , Thank You and God Bless You Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17313039)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +6 | -1 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-03-12 20:35:04)

[ - ] Parent: onelson1  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-03-14 05:11:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17309286)

I read your post right after I read the new Q post 3038 and we need to stick together. I am also going in for back surgery, but I
waited to long and have to have another MRI. The pain is really uncomfortable and I don't want to have this for another ? years. Of
course it is getting worse and moving to other areas. Pray always.

We will add you to our prayer list @onelson

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17310393)  context  full comments

God Is So Awesome And Provides All My Needs (Thank You Jesus) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-03-14 05:10:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-03-12 19:18:36)
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[ - ] Parent: onelson1  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-03-14 05:11:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17308893)

AMEN. WOW. Believe in Our Father in Heaven at all times.

Amen , @onelson

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3090525/17309108)  context  full comments

Look at what the US Army Tweeted! I'm in love. by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-12 03:20:43

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-03-11 05:02:14)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  28 points ( +31 | -3 ) 2019-03-12 03:20:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3087210)

OMG ! That has to be the most awesome thing I've seen all day ! Thanks for sharing @srayzie

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3087210/17278126)  context  full comments

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Starting To Get Nervous Over Her Dark Money Complaint by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-12 03:20:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-03-11 04:51:28)

[ - ] Parent: Windofchange01  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-12 03:21:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086437/17272069)

@40_Head just put together a thread roll on this and gives some more insight, which I found very interesting. If you'd like to read
it, includes videos, here's the link:

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103244068786585602.html

Thanks for sharing @Windofchange01 , it was a great thread , Thanks again !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086437/17277978)  context  full comments

TRUMP TO REQUEST AN ADDITIONAL $8.6 BILLION TO COMPLETE BORDER WALL by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-03-12 03:20:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 23 hours ago (2019-03-11 04:48:36)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-03-12 03:21:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086846/17273427)

Raise the wall money the easy way - a lottery!

Nationwide lottery for one lucky winner to be given full Executive level authority to do a no-knock on rbg's house, chambers,
apartment or wherever she may be. $10 a ticket and the wall is funded and some patriotic American gets to verify IF the old hag is
still alive or filled with formaldehide.

Now that's a great fucking idea .... I would buy 10 tickets !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086846/17277946)  context  full comments

Treason Vaccine ready for human "trials" by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-11 00:03:17

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2019-03-10 22:14:20)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  18 points ( +20 | -2 ) 2019-03-11 00:03:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086820)

Begin ? They have been in full swing !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086820/17270901)  context  full comments

ABC NEWS' TERRY MORAN: MEDIA, DEMOCRATS FACE 'RECKONING' IF MUELLER FINDS NO COLLUSION by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-03-12 03:20:43

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-11 00:03:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2019-03-10 22:13:23)

[ - ] Parent: digital_minuteman321  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-03-11 00:03:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086836/17270351)

Yeah I'm counting 2 years max before they start cutting people left and right from the news stations. Maybe sooner with how
things are happening.

@digital_minuteman321 Well hopefully the purge will be real and they can get rid of all the Globalist Puppets (Mouth Pieces)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086836/17270890)  context  full comments
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ABC NEWS' TERRY MORAN: MEDIA, DEMOCRATS FACE 'RECKONING' IF MUELLER FINDS NO COLLUSION by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-12 03:20:43

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-11 00:03:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2019-03-10 22:11:53)

[ - ] Parent: derram  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-11 00:03:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086836/17270573)

https://invidio.us/watch?v=JLLO0Q5dp7c :

(ABC) This Week With George Stephanopoulos - March 10, 2019 - YouTube

This has been an automated message.

Nice !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086836/17270872)  context  full comments

Dead in Ethiopian air crash: 19 UN affiliated, Aquitted Russian crime boss, Slovakian National Party vice chairman's family, Russian Actress,
CEO of Tamarind & Russian Award winning physicst by grace8  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-11 00:03:17

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2019-03-10 22:10:21)

[ - ] Parent: grace8  24 points ( +24 | -0 ) 2019-03-11 00:03:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086839)

So this just might have been a Russian hit job.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3086839/17270844)  context  full comments

A little prayer for US all in this battle. by dp007since09  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-03-12 03:20:43

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-11 00:03:17

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2019-03-10 22:03:28)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-03-11 00:03:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3086693/17269271)

In The Precious Name Of Jesus ~ The Christ.

Our Lord And Saviour. AMEN.

AMEN

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3086693/17270618)  context  full comments

ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ HAS RACKED UP THREE MAJOR ETHICS COMPLAINTS DURING HER FIRST MONTHS IN CONGRESS
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-11 00:03:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-03-10 17:28:55)

[ - ] Parent: sweetholymosiah  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-11 00:03:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17263817)

how so? like when she pointed out in Congress how corrupt the entire system is? How she pushes for policies that are against
everything the 'establishment' stands for? What source do you have for your assertion?

read the story in the link instead of just posting comment on what the headline says, that's the whole idea for having links

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17265832)  context  full comments

Why is Hillary Clinton Associate Lanny Davis Attending the Michael Cohen Hearings? Judicial Watch by Seer1965  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-10 11:55:49

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-03-09 23:20:32)

[ - ] Parent: Seer1965  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2019-03-10 11:55:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3085121)

Why do you think , because Cohen had all of his assets frozen, so Hillary Clinton paid for his lawyer to trash Trump , couldn't you tell
Cohen was reading from a script

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3085121/17252379)  context  full comments

ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ HAS RACKED UP THREE MAJOR ETHICS COMPLAINTS DURING HER FIRST MONTHS IN CONGRESS
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-03-10 11:55:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 19 hours ago (2019-03-09 17:05:12)

[ - ] Parent: sweetholymosiah  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-10 11:55:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17243601)

Is she not being singled out due to her push of policies unacceptable to the corporate whore politicians?

AOC absolutely is a Corporate Whore @sweetholymosiah

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17245807)  context  full comments

ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ HAS RACKED UP THREE MAJOR ETHICS COMPLAINTS DURING HER FIRST MONTHS IN CONGRESS
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-03-10 11:55:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 19 hours ago (2019-03-09 17:04:10)

[ - ] Parent: Steelerfish  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-03-10 11:55:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17242781)

An unethical Socialist with an insatiable greed to acquire money by any means?

This just proves all capitalists are pigs and all corporations ( except Google and Facebook) are the root of all evil.

Such a true statement @Steelerfish But we will win in the end, "Trust The Plan"

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17245775)  context  full comments

ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ HAS RACKED UP THREE MAJOR ETHICS COMPLAINTS DURING HER FIRST MONTHS IN CONGRESS
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-03-10 11:55:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 19 hours ago (2019-03-09 16:56:54)

[ - ] Parent: the_Green_Chain  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-03-10 11:56:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17242489)

Sadly, a required higher "education" lesson taught now is Situational Ethics. Not to be confused with moral ethics. So, Situational
Ethics to libbies can be Justified Ethics and is acceptable.

Well said @the_Green_Chain Well said !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17245598)  context  full comments

ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ HAS RACKED UP THREE MAJOR ETHICS COMPLAINTS DURING HER FIRST MONTHS IN CONGRESS
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-03-10 11:55:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 19 hours ago (2019-03-09 16:53:15)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2019-03-10 11:56:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17244102)

She will end up on the male side of GITMO with barry and manchelle.

Ahahhahaaaaaaaa! Thank You for that @TurquoiseLover ! I needed a good laugh this morning.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084325/17245549)  context  full comments

House Speaker Pelosi Doubles Down & Attempts To Protect Fellow Democrat Omar, But Fails Miserably by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-09 16:49:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-03-09 12:22:33)

[ - ] Parent: Tapatch  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-03-09 16:49:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084296/17241991)

So is Nancy saying that Omar does not understand the English language? What kind of representative does not understand the
use of words? You know, the words they try to tangle the rest of us up in with their volumious legislation full of back door self
serving crap.

Yes @Tapatch I couldn't have said it better myself, Thanks Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3084296/17242035)  context  full comments

Famous Trump Painter Redefines 'Border Emergency' With Newest Work by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.8 hours ago (2019-03-08 04:03:38)
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[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  -5 points ( +0 | -5 ) 2019-03-08 11:52:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3081628/17216275)

Jesus! What a fucking POS painting, like Trump PRAYS? Are you fucking kidding? LOL You talk about shills! Holy FUCK THAT IS
STUPID!!!

Go suck on Hillary's stinky cunt soros minion

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3081628/17217477)  context  full comments

Senator Rand Paul's "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" Shtick Is Getting Old, & His Principles Are Not Usually Worth Defending by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10.2 hours ago (2019-03-08 01:40:21)

[ - ] Parent: ValuableFix  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-08 11:52:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080646/17207563)

I don't know what happened but Rand's alleged compromised positions is something he did in college (so figure homosexual,
drugs, intoxicated rape, cheated on a paper, fathered a child etc). Every politician prior to the Trump era had some sort of
compromising dirt on them (Voodoo file) ranging from minor to criminal.

If a politician didn't do as he was told, file comes out, threats are made, politician falls back in line. If that doesn't work they would
manufacture what they needed to put you in your place (think Bernie Sanders' choice of arkancide/wife being prosecuted or
accepting the lakehouse and endorsing HRC)

Great Point @ValuableFix

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080646/17214505)  context  full comments

Ocasio-Cortez Hit With New Ethics Complaint Over Boyfriend's Email Account by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.3 hours ago (2019-03-08 01:36:44)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-08 11:52:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080950/17207679)

She can't be for real!! I think she is a pawn. She is so stupid, how could she win her election? I think some big money and DS
actors put her campaign together and gave her the win. Now she is totally controlled and has to say and do what she is told. If the
Dems don't wake up soon, and I hope they wont, AOC and the muslim traitors will run the party. Wins for the Reps as far as the
eye can see.

By the looks off it @TSE , They already control the narrative of the Democrat Party

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080950/17214428)  context  full comments

President Trump & The DNC Saying 'No' To Fox News Hosting A Primary Debate by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-07 19:35:54)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-08 11:53:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080608/17203842)

Apparently perez doesn't think Fox can BRAINWASH and SNOOKER dumb leftists as good as fake news outlets.

They are actually all sick....pretty soon something;s gotta give

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080608/17207373)  context  full comments

President Trump & The DNC Saying 'No' To Fox News Hosting A Primary Debate by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-07 19:34:30)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-08 11:53:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080608/17203948)

Speaking of, did anyone see nanny pelosi's pathetic showing on Fox this morning??? What a hoot. She SURE doesn't belong on
ANY podium.

I'm amazed that they actually let her (PELOSI) out of her crypt that early in the morning

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080608/17207346)  context  full comments

Senator Rand Paul's "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" Shtick Is Getting Old, & His Principles Are Not Usually Worth Defending by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-07 19:32:50)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-03-08 11:53:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080646/17204206)

It dismays me that Paul doesn't think 100,000 illegals coming over the border every MONTH is NOT a national emergency. What
the hell.

Plus congress itself created the presidential EO law now they want to claim it's illegal.

Right !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080646/17207323)  context  full comments

Senator Rand Paul's "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" Shtick Is Getting Old, & His Principles Are Not Usually Worth Defending by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-07 19:31:51)

[ - ] Parent: ValuableFix  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-03-08 11:53:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080646/17204267)

Reminder, he too has a Voodoo folder, something about something done in college. So he is getting his strings pulled.

What? .... sauce please

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080646/17207308)  context  full comments

Crooked Globalist Media Magic: How A Democrat Pedophile Became A 'Trump Scandal' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-07 19:31:10)

[ - ] Parent: Libertarian_Patriot  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-03-08 11:53:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080614/17204310)

Trump and Epstein are old buddies. Trump Traveled on the Lolita express several times. Not as Many as Dershowitz and B.
Clinton of course. But there ties go way back. They hung out a lot on Singer island W.P.B. Fla. (Mara Lago) and Epstein's home is
relatively close. Trump IMO was a kind of placeholder Candidate. He has old deep ties with the Clintons. I sometimes wonder if
he wasn't put up as a counter to Hillary because his antics would have given Her an easy win like they all thought. But he won
and they freaked. Now they are doing everything in there power to reverse it.

Great observation Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3080614/17207291)  context  full comments

Q'ANON ' FREEDOM OF THOUGHT WILL NOT ONLY SAVE YOU, BUT IT WILL SAVE THE WORLD by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-03-07 08:33:49)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-03-08 11:53:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3079559/17195882)

Freedom of thought has saved me. No longer a slave here. Thanks for reminding me of how beautiful it is to have that
@stonenchizel.

You are welcome Patriot.

God Bless

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3079559/17198880)  context  full comments

'Aw Shucks,' No Rematch? Trump Responds To Hillary Clinton's Not Running 2020 Announcement by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 days ago (2019-03-07 01:08:15)
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[ - ] Parent: derram  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-08 11:53:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3079417/17193131)

https://archive.ph/NeP1z :

Maggie Haberman on Twitter: "Spoke to someone close with Clinton in contact with her today. They say she wasn’t trying
to be emphatic and close the door on running when she spoke to a local reporter yesterday, and that she was surprised
by how definitively it played. 1/2"

https://archive.ph/g5nZN :

Maggie Haberman on Twitter: "The person also says she is extremely unlikely to run, but that she remains bothered that
she’s expected to close the door on it when, say, John Kerry isn’t. She has told her team she is waiting at least to see the
Mueller report. 2/2"

https://archive.ph/Jzb7m :

Donald J. Trump on Twitter: "“(Crooked) Hillary Clinton confirms she will not run in 2020, rules out a third bid for White
House.” Aw-shucks, does that mean I won’t get to run against her again? She will be sorely missed!"

This has been an automated message.

LOVE IT @derram
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President Trump Holds Ultimate Gold Card (Declassifying FISA Coup Attempt) For Mueller's Witch Hunt Attempt To Indict by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-08 11:52:40
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In just a few days, we will learn the truth. Is Mueller and Rosenstein white hats? The implication of this alone will tell us volumes.
So many pieces will come together. I find it interesting that the count down and Muellers report, coincide.

The release of the FISA details, (declas) will bring down many so called elected officals in DC and locally. My question in
amongst all of this is, will the sealed indictments be unsealed on top of all of this? -13

@PacaGoat Great question Patriot, Can it be true , well we will have o continue to wait because this isn't a easy thing bringing down
a corrupt way that's been in place for so many years. We must trust the plan, because without it America doesn't have a chance. God
Bless President Trump this coming few weeks and beyond, for the sake of the United States of America.
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Whine Tour Part LXIII: Hillary Clinton Has Identified Yet Another Thing To Blame For Her 2016 Defeat by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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I wish you were right, but you're not! All my friends thought she was going to win, everyone I work with thought she was going to
win. As you must know, we all got a lot of heat. Never underestimate the power of group think and self-deception. When these
children wake up, there are going to be a lot of temper tantrums. Again.

Yes you are absolutely right Patriot. The youth will rebel against the Government because they will think from everything they've
been indoctrinated with will make them think that President Trump is a dictator , but the facts will eventually be out in the open where
there will be no denying the truth. Lets hope it doesn't get to bad where the President has to use Martial Law.
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Trump needs to stop playing his cards after the fact. That continues to put them on defense. Not a good place. If they start
investigations and then he D classes no one will care or read it. The truth is the truth and he shouldn't hide it either. Out with it. We
were told long ago March and we didn't want to wait. Well here we are, its March

Yeah you are right Patriot , except it is now March and Brennan said yesterday that Mueller's report is coming Friday, my nephew
asked so I told him as I write this I will explain to him what is coming when Mueller releases his findings... I hope I'm wrong and
Mueller really investigated all the 2016 players and that would mean HRC and her gang also .... but I doubt it.
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But “what if”, just what if Muellers indictments are for the traitors on the left?? I know it’s a hard pill to swallow, but “he’s working to
save himself”.

Maybe Patriot .... I'm not going to hold my breath waiting for Mueller to change his tune.
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Let us PRAY for this man! Blessed Be Brother.WWG1WGA

AMEN , in Jesus Holy Name, AMEN!
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Someone could jump in the race on October 2020?

Yes they could but they most likely wouldn't be on every ballot in every state because they have deadlines when to register to be on
the ballot
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This is pretty cool, but the catch is this... Go ahead and wait 20 years and when your sheriff is gone that shit will go with it and your
kids and grandkids will not have gun rights AT ALL. Look at South Africa. 2A is the only reason you are not getting your asshole
cored out by a nigger this very moment. This sanctuary shit is a band-aid at best. It will not last.

Hahahahahaaa ! Now that might just be a little far fetch there Buddy.... cored out ...Wow , you must live in a real funky place.

That shit ain't goin down here even if there were no guns , there would just be Niggers with no dicks and balls....
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She thought since she had all those black voters in her pocket that she didn't need the white working class, so screw em. That's
Hillary.... if you can't do something for her, she has no use for you so to hell with you. Every single American, and likely the rest of
the world too, had better thank their lucky stars that demon didn't get in the White House! Most have no idea what they escaped.

Yes @KyJane America truly did escape a horrific existence if Hillary Clinton was elected but the only people that actually thought
she was going to win in 2016 was the Fake News Mainstream Media, they thought they could fool the American public by
propaganda reporting so that the America people would figure why should I vote , if Hillary is going to win by 98% to Trumps'3 % but
the only thing is President Donald Trump was smart enough to call it exactly what it was FAKE NEWS ! That's why the MSM hates
Trump using Twitter because President Trump can inform his supporters himself with a tweet and the Lame stream media can't fool
us with lies because Trump already told us the truth... You got to love Donald Trump and his use of Twitter to keep connected to his
supporters.
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When is the "deadline" for entry into the running for President?

I don't believe there is an actual deadline , but there is a deadline to when you can register in each state as a candidate to be put on
the ballot, or you can lose election simply by not being on the ballot in a few states...so blah, blah ...sorry ,... but that's basically it
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are the masses so brainwashed that they dont see the obvious? bodies of males and females ARE different. its not about how
you feel like a woman in you male body, its about having proportionally more muscel tissue than a biological woman so
competition is unfair.

@divine_human The reality is evident it's just the liberal mind has purposely been twisted with the Deep States education system
and now the Democrat Party has gone full on Communism . New World Order Globalist bullshit, because their politicians have all
been purchased by the Globalist Elite, and are now slaves with votes in Congress.
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I can't wait until DHS reveals that she didn't win anything. She didn't win the popular vote. She only got 13million votes.

@TurquiseLoverr She's the Deep States version of a female Obama
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18, 21, 7, 2, 25?

63
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Hey knuckle-head, don't post links to facebook. Copy the link to the picture and post it to imgoat.com.

We are on Voat, not facebook. Plus, I heard that if you use facebook, you most likely have sexually transmitted diseases, and you
don't want to be known for having sexually transmitted diseases, do you?

AHAHHAHAHAA ! THAT'S THE BEST ONE I'VE HEARD YET ...PROPS !
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What really happened during that attack on the senator?

Maybe his neighbor raped him ....lmao
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Everyday brother, everyday.

@Fishboat Keep it up Patriot !

WWG1WGA
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https://archive.ph/XL4bJ :

Rolling Stone on Twitter: "Nancy Pelosi, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar and Jahana Hayes share their advice for
young women, what they would say to Trump and their go-to theme song. See more from our #WomenShapingtheFuture
cover here: t.co/fbcMUMnNxK… t.co/RsAkKdwabS"

https://invidio.us/watch?v=Q_Z7_o9K1dc :

Pelosi to Trump: Do the country a favor, don't run in 2020 - YouTube

This has been an automated message.

Anytime is the right time ! @derram
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[ - ] Parent: FuckUredditFuckuSpez  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-04 12:42:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3070782/17112805)

Stonechizel- Bro- Other than your post, i can't Find a single post mentioning the CPAC speech, Let alone highlighting the crucial
parts.... So you should add specific time stamps to your post- If you Didn't have time watch the whole thing, Let me know- I will
give you the play by play and you can pot it in your post.

I would make a post myself, But I can't. I come off ass too much of dick.

Edit: I mean, I will give you the play by play of time stamps. I mean. Why the fuck Do I not see a single post addressing the fact that
trump brings up podesta 4 times? There's so much more- But I would have thought THERE WOULD AT LEAST be podesta Posts
in the last hour or so. but nope. No podesta for you voat...

send me a message with all the details and I'l try and write it for you and then message it back and you can post it ok

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3070782/17128670)  context  full comments

CPAC Watch: Rick Harrison Of 'Pawn Stars' Unleashes On Socialism - 'Literally Like Heroin' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-04 12:41:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-03-03 18:44:05)

[ - ] Parent: 2TBob  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-04 12:42:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3070624/17124008)

Isn’t he a descendant of former US President Harrison?

I don't know about that , but it is quite possible.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3070624/17128637)  context  full comments

FISA COMING! by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +10 | -1 ) at 2019-03-04 12:41:52

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2019-03-03 06:01:43)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  12 points ( +14 | -2 ) 2019-03-03 08:13:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071617)

WE ALL KNOW THAT OBAMA AND HRC COLLUDED BY WAY OF FAKE DOSSIER , LYING TO THE FISA JUDGE ALL TO TRY
AND INSURE HRC THE WHITE HOUSE. THE ONLY THING WE NEED TO DO NOW IS ACTUALLY RELEASE THE FISA REPORT ,
LIKE Q SAYS IT WILL BRING DOWN THE WHOLE DEMOCRAT HOUSE OF CRIMINALS THAT WERE USING EVERY ASPECT OF
OUR GOVERNMENT TO TRY AND STEAL THE ELECTION FOR AMERICA'S MOST CORRUPT CRIMINAL HILLARY ROTTEN
CLINTON

TOO BAD FOR THE OBAMA AND HIS PUPPETS CLAPPER AND BRENNAN THE TRUTH WILL BE REVEALED AND THOSE
CROOKS WILL SURELY BE EXPOSED AND THEN PROSECUTED MILITARILY BY TRIBUNALS

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071617/17120429)  context  full comments

Tom Fitton @ #CPAC2019: 'President Trump is a Victim of Illegal Targeting by the Obama Admin' by nomoss  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-04 12:41:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-03-03 03:51:28)

[ - ] Parent: nomoss  66 points ( +66 | -0 ) 2019-03-03 08:13:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071230)

Well of course it was Obama all along , and even still to this day , the JUssie Smollet event was another one of Obama's dumb ass
ideas, why the hell do you think it failed......Because it was conjured up by Barack Obama... And yes that dumb ass fraud Obama
comes to this @GA site to see what's happening and I got one word for him , No maybe two words, Hey Barack Obama : FUCK OFF !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071230/17118703)  context  full comments

Who will stop Chemtrails? Who is really in "control"? by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-04 12:41:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-03-03 03:47:08)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2019-03-03 08:13:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071338)

Just maybe these dumb ass Military guys think they are doing good , but they are just following orders , which means it's coming
from the Top Brass in the Pentagon

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071338/17118658)  context  full comments

Hillary hates black people... by Animal_Chin  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-03-03 03:41:38)

[ - ] Parent: Animal_Chin  9 points ( +13 | -4 ) 2019-03-03 08:13:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071382)

Tell us something that wasn't so damn obvious for the last 30 years.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071382/17118600)  context  full comments

TRUMP ON RUSSIA PROBE: 'THEY'RE TRYING TO TAKE YOU OUT WITH BULLSHIT' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.8 hours ago (2019-03-03 02:24:39)

[ - ] Parent: xtalbluedolpin2  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-03-03 08:13:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071097/17116995)

He was game on, witty and unique and I just was in awe that he spoke for nearly 2 hours after a long trip overseas. Where does
he get that amazing strength?

Trump truly is an amazing man and an amazing President @xtalbluedolphin2

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071097/17117436)  context  full comments

TRUMP ON RUSSIA PROBE: 'THEY'RE TRYING TO TAKE YOU OUT WITH BULLSHIT' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.8 hours ago (2019-03-03 02:23:03)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-03-03 08:14:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071097/17116375)

"These people are sick!" Now where have we seen that before? 

Sounds just like my man Q'anon @KyJane

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071097/17117421)  context  full comments

TRUMP ON RUSSIA PROBE: 'THEY'RE TRYING TO TAKE YOU OUT WITH BULLSHIT' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-03-03 02:21:17)

[ - ] Parent: derram  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-03 08:14:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071097/17114118)

https://invidio.us/watch?v=4KcAFv-JmWA :

Trump On Mueller: 'They're Trying To Take You Out With Bulls***' - YouTube

This has been an automated message.

In the works I see @derram

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3071097/17117396)  context  full comments

President Donald Trump Proving Once Again At CPAC That He Is Absolutely The Right Man For The Job As POTUS by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-03-02 19:19:24)

[ - ] Parent: FuckUredditFuckuSpez  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-03 08:14:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3070782/17110866)

Water proving once again, That it is absolutely wet...

@FuckUredditFuckuSpez I love it ! When Trump speaks at any event He makes Me proud to be an American and there is nothing
like trusting your President because you absolutely know that He truly has your back and Donald Trump loves America just as much
as I do and that's frickin' awesome!

GOD BLESS PATRIOT

*WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3070782/17110933)  context  full comments

Michael Cohen's statement on Donald J. Trump ......... [prior to the "save my ass show"] by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-02 16:25:35)
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[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  40 points ( +40 | -0 ) 2019-03-03 08:14:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3070489)

Now that seemed more like a true statement from Michael Cohen before one of Hillary Clinton's Lawyers became Cohen's Lawyer.
Now Michael Cohen is just another lost soul and under the guise of The Clinton Machine , He has been bought off since the Fed's
took his riches that he has gained as a crooked New York Lawyer, Cohen feels the need to make more money and his lawyer has
promised HRC would pay him million to destroy President Trump and now he is owned by of course the Clinton Machine..... Lanny
Davis has been so loyal to the Clinton's . All you have to do is look up Lanny Davis in the @Wikileaks drops from the
@PodestaEmails . Lanny swears his undying loyalty to Hillary Clinton. Today we have a young man Michael Cohen that has been
promised the world by his lawyer, and now he has become a true Hillary Clinton Puppet, all you have to do is watch him during the
Hearings were when he says the bad things that HRC insisted that he say....He is obviously reading a script...it couldn't be more
evident from anyone who knows facial expressions and how Cohen . . .. .. . slowly reads off the things that he so call believes Donald
Trump to be...(Watch it again , at least just that part and you will see exactly what I'm talking about) If someone believes that
someone they worked for for 10 years are these things Cohen has said about President Trump ... They surely wouldn't need to read
the exact words ( Only three words mind you )from a script that had been written by his lawyer. They would look up and say those
harsh words with conviction like they were true, and not how Cohen did were he had to read them because they were absolutely not
his own words of thought ever and that's why everything he said after that makes me believe that the dude in no way could ever be
credible. PERIOD!

The Whole Michael Cohen Committee Hearings Were A Joke & It Looks Like Hillary Clinton Is The One Still Calling The Shots In
The Democrat Party SAD DAY FOR THE DEMOCRATS

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3070489/17108015)  context  full comments

Female HS Sprinter On Transgender Dominance: 'We Are Not Physically Able To Be Competitive Against' Biological Males 'It's Very
Frustrating' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2019-03-02 05:34:05)

[ - ] Parent: Matador_Pants  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-03-02 07:28:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17097129)

I honestly have no idea what point you're trying to make. Seriously. I understand all the words you're using and agree with most of
it, but in relation to what I said, I have no idea where your comment is coming from.

Are you suggesting that trans people are only that way because they were taught this in school? If that's what you believe, I think
you need to turn off your computer and get some fresh air and think a little. That or educate yourself on this topic on a deeper
level. It's not cut and dry.

Trans people -the truly mentally damaged version- have been around for centuries. They're the same mentally disturbed people
they've always been. They need mental health care professionals, and years of counseling.

Do I think that modern media, schools and PACs are also creating an artificial trans community through suggestion? Absolutely.
I'm aware of how this degeneracy being accepted in the "mainstream" is also having an effect on the minds of the young, but
that's an entirely different issue. It's solved by deprogramming as opposed to treating a legitimate and deeply entrenched mental
health issue, just like the people who believe their limbs are foreign objects that need removing.

Not everything is one size fits all. Some trans people are legit mental. Some are grifters or attention whores, and others see the
power of victimhood. There's more than one variety of trans people, and they all need to be dealt with, and none of them should
be celebrated, ever. Just like we don't celebrate schizophrenia, and similar.

You tracking?

There , Your last paragraph makes the most sense to me....nothing in this world is exactly the same especially not people

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17101904)  context  full comments

Fury: Liberals And Moderates Rage At Each Other At Closed-Door Meeting Of House Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-03 08:13:43

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2019-03-02 05:30:58)

[ - ] Parent: TippyHome  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:28:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3069200/17098222)

That answer to me would be adorable if she wasn't so scary. She has got to quieted. But you have won "Voat/ga" today!

I know it's getting old...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3069200/17101872)  context  full comments

Fox Segment Goes Off Rails As Gutfeld Tells Juan Williams, 'Say That Again & I'll Throw You Off Set' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-04 12:41:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2019-03-02 05:26:27)
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[ - ] Parent: Scottfree  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:28:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3069234/17096293)

Juan Williams has a superior attitude complex. He needs to get a job over at CNN because he sucks on FOX. Makes me want to
turn the channel. I'm adding him to the FOX turn the channel list. Jessica Tarlov, Marie Barf, Sheep Smith, Juan Williams

@Scottfree You know I can take the other assholes on Fox , but Juan Williams makes me want to choke him with my bare hands

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3069234/17101827)  context  full comments

Female HS Sprinter On Transgender Dominance: 'We Are Not Physically Able To Be Competitive Against' Biological Males 'It's Very
Frustrating' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2019-03-02 05:24:06)

[ - ] Parent: GritD2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:28:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17096866)

women can be so sexist. First they complain caitlyn jenner wins woman of the year, now this. No pleasing them is there.

Yes Goldmember !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17101804)  context  full comments

Fury: Liberals And Moderates Rage At Each Other At Closed-Door Meeting Of House Democrats by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8 hours ago (2019-03-01 23:29:40)

[ - ] Parent: TippyHome  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:28:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3069200/17095712)

Who whudda thunk aoc is Santa Claus. Making a list and checking it twice. But, she can't be a Christian, so she can't be Santa
Claus.

@TippyHome That's because AOC is Satan Claus !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3069200/17096309)  context  full comments

Female HS Sprinter On Transgender Dominance: 'We Are Not Physically Able To Be Competitive Against' Biological Males 'It's Very
Frustrating' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 13 hours ago (2019-03-01 18:32:17)

[ - ] Parent: myvoicefromhell  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-03-02 07:28:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17091376)

Tough shit. You asked for it, you got it.

Coming from another twisted mind of Male that pretends to be a Woman @myvoicefromhell

Just like this dude's sure to be home one day , he has at least got his name right ( My Voice From Hell )

Good Luck in life ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17091476)  context  full comments

'Magic Wand:' US Economy Tops Three Percent Growth Over Calendar Year, A Milestone Obama Never Achieved by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-03-01 18:26:01)

[ - ] Parent: iSnark  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:28:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3068676/17090285)

To be fair, Obama never achieved any successes that weren't tied to race-baiting, championing degeneracy, or being an arm-
chair terrorist.

Great Point @iSnark

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3068676/17091362)  context  full comments

Female HS Sprinter On Transgender Dominance: 'We Are Not Physically Able To Be Competitive Against' Biological Males 'It's Very
Frustrating' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-03-01 18:23:46)
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[ - ] Parent: WokeByTheStorm  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:28:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17090594)

get ready folks the Olympics is allowing it also..won't be any real women competing soon

@WokeByTheStorm NO WAY! Are you shit'n me, so much for the Olympics being anything worth watching anymore...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17091317)  context  full comments

Female HS Sprinter On Transgender Dominance: 'We Are Not Physically Able To Be Competitive Against' Biological Males 'It's Very
Frustrating' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-03-01 17:35:48)

[ - ] Parent: Matador_Pants  3 points ( +5 | -2 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17089629)

No, they should be encouraged to get the help they need to deal with their psychological issues. I'm sure you'd want the same for
your child, or any family member, if they had mental health issues as well.

More people need to equate trans people with the mentally disabled who have perfectly healthy body parts amputated because
their mind is telling them that it's a foreign object. Why that parallel hasn't be made between the two disorders is beyond me, short
of kikes pushing transhumanism on our society in an effort to destroy it.

Once the kikes are gone, we'll need to get these people the help they need, not celebrate their mental issues and make
concessions for them, or demonize them causing further mental deterioration.

@Matador_Pants Yes we are given Free Will, but when the Globalist are pushing this agenda onto our children in public school
systems, then I say sorry kids but it's time to Home school, and that's exactly what we did with our children , at least the last two,
because the first two had already gone through and graduated. But our first two children told us that we should not let the two
younger ones go to the public school because what they felt was being pushed on them as kids. We as parents sometimes must
make choices which affect our children's future and I hope when it comes down to it , that most Conservative Families would make
the right choice for the children as we did. I do agree that there must be something to reverse what has been done to the youth of
America in the Globalist Public School System because they are Indoctrinating the children to Luciferianism, and basically making
them think Satan is cool.....He absolutely is Not cool, especially for my children.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3068506/17090438)  context  full comments

The Black Witch Herself Hillary Clinton Controls Michael Cohen & His Lawyer Lanny Davis by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Patti_McGreen  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3067522/17083610)

Did you watch Cohen closely as he was getting roasted by Reps Jordan and Meadows? He's scared to death.. somebody has dirt
on him...he might be there "volunteerily" but someone else is giving him a script to follow...

Yeah that is obvious @Patti_McGreen , His lawyer is a Clinton Puppet for over 30 years now , so go figure ..... Im sure Cohen has
been promised a suspended sentence on his upcoming Court Sentencing from Mueller and crooked team of investigators & Hillary
Clinton will surely pay him millions and Cohen has proven he would do just about anything for a quick buck. ( This time Millions from
Clinton ) The Clinton's have made over 3 Billion Dollars from their Clinton Global Initiative , so a few Million dollars would be nothing
for them to pay Cohen to trash Trump before Congress.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3067522/17089756)  context  full comments

Nancy Pelosi And Ocasio-Cortez Are Furious After Republican Victories In Congress - So They're Threatening Dem's by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-03-01 16:32:06)

[ - ] Parent: user17  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3067448/17088231)

Would you guys please look into the D'Allesandro crime family out of San Francisco? Nancy D'Allesandro is her name.. She used
to be the tits for a brand of lube oil.. They called her Miss Lube Rack.. Even a Nevada prostitute would find that name offensive
today.. Joe D'Allesandro runs Moscone Center in San Francisco.. You know, Mayor Moscone, they guy they killed.. They killed
him right next to Harvey Milk back in '78.. Then Diane Feinstein, the gook traitor, came out and announced their deaths.. Fucking
40 years ago.. 40 years, these people have killed with impunity... Nancy Pelosi is just a marker, she has no initiative, is not a
leader of men, and has no genuine friends.. She is a stone guidepost for where we need to be digging.. Feinstein is her handler..

@user17 All you have to do is follow the Heroin, Heroin bust in California - warehouse where largest Heroin bust in the country was
connected to Ms. D'Alesandro ( Nancy Pelosi ) I believe that Nancy D'Alesandro Pelosi is still connected to the Mexican Cartel and
to this day is in the Heroin trade ie. her words: " Absolutely Never a Security Border Wall on the Southern American Border ",
because if you have diplomatic immunity , well then drug smuggling is no problem and everyone knows that Organized Crime has
always used Heroin as a cash cow because the money profit margins are enormous !
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Church Pedophiles & Child Sex Trafficking Nests Intersect by The Thousands by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-01 15:55:54)

[ - ] Parent: LeeDoverwood  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062201/17041434)

Agreed. Milo is a complicated person. Even he knows that and I've listened to dozens of his talks. What's odd is he is still religious
in some way. The conflict must make him uneasy.

I'm sure Milo wrestles with his own demons on a daily basis, but the Holy Bible states that it is an abomination towards The God Most
High, so I trust those words! Thanks for comment @LeeDoverwood

God Bless Patriot

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062201/17088919)  context  full comments

NRA Slams Democrats' Latest Attack On The Second Amendment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-03-01 15:51:40)

[ - ] Parent: sig94  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3065331/17073339)

Politicians never cease to amaze me, confound me, disgust me.

EDIT About 20 years ago I actually bought a hardcover of that study and for the life of me I can't find it now.

yeah @sig94 , but just watch , when you are not looking for it , it will suddenly be right in your hands.....I don't why stuff happens like
that but it just does!

WWG1WGA
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Q is a little quiet ?? by rickki6  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: rickki6  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3066351/17075017)

keep it calm dude

Sorry Bro , I was actually pissed about something else..... Please forgive me

wwg1wga
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Hit With FEC Complaint Alleging She Funneled Thousands In Campaign Money To Her Boyfriend by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30
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[ - ] Parent: Sucurri65  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3067207/17087384)

She paid him to fuck her because she so bubble eyed coyote ugly. How many frat boys chewed their arm off in the morning to get
away? Walk of shame.

Hahahahhaaa! @Sucurri65 "It's about time someone told the truth about that F'ugly Bitch"

Thanks for the morning laugh Patriot !

WWG1WGA
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WATCH: New Video CPAC Video Shows Reagan's Chilling Warning That Is Now America's Reality by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30
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[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3067487)

IN THIS VIDEO YOU WILL SEE THE SOCIALISM PUSH BY THE DEMOCRAT PARTY OFFICIALS...."THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK"

RONALD REAGAN NEW IT WOULD COME TO THIS WITH THE LIBERAL DEMOCRATS

WWG1WGA PATRIOTS
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[ - ] Parent: rickki6  0 points ( +3 | -3 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3066351)

He's in fucking Viet Nam , give'm a break man !
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Democrats Allow Communists to Infiltrate Their Party Across the Nation by TheBRAINz  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: TheBRAINz  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3066581)

Well why wouldn't the Democrat Party do that , they are Communist!
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Democrats' Scorched Birth Campaign ( Babies Are Murdered Here .Com ) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3066861/17073245)

fetus who survives an abortion.

Q says these people are sick.

However, they make me sick. When they voted against this, I was so sick to my stomach. My faith in humanity is very damaged.

Trust Me @CovfefeFan You are not alone in that department.

" THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK! "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3066861/17074303)  context  full comments

Democrats' Scorched Birth Campaign ( Babies Are Murdered Here .Com ) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Crpowell821  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3066861/17074072)

Their hypocrisy is disgusting. Do they think we're really this stupid? Why though? Is it the money for the black market baby
organs? Or the Adenochrome? What the hell causes this kind of demented and evil thinking?

A Satanic controlled soul which is basically lost, thats exactly what kind of thinking it is @Crpowell821

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3066861/17074269)  context  full comments

Michael Cohen "THE RAT" Seals His Deal With Mueller To Trash President Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-02-28 18:50:49)

[ - ] Parent: GodBlessTrump  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064416/17059327)

i hate rats too. Cops tried to make me one, and destroyed my life for remaining solid.

@GodBlessrump ,Yeah but You still have your Integrity and your Word is solid, so no one can take that away from You except you !

GOD BLESS PATRIOT

wwg1wga
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NRA Slams Democrats' Latest Attack On The Second Amendment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-03-02 07:28:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-02-28 18:46:54)

[ - ] Parent: sig94  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-03-02 07:29:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3065331/17059881)

Know why there aren't a ton of comprehensive gun control studies? Because the ones that were done objectively all showed that
these measures are ineffective. In the early '90's prisoners within the federal corrections system were surveyed in one university
study... they responded that even with strict gun control regulations it was easy for them to acquire a handgun.

Plus @sig94 The Democrat Law Makers still don't seem to understand that a Criminal does NOT follow the laws of the land...... That's
why they are Criminals and a gun makes their job that much easier... I believe that also was in the survey.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3065331/17072677)  context  full comments

Jim Jordan Slams Cohen During Committee Hearing, References Twitter Account Portraying Cohen As a 'Sex Symbol' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-28 18:35:29
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[ - ] Parent: Leatherwood123  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-28 18:35:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064683/17054749)

"Cohen hired the owner of the tech firm RedFinch Solutions LLC, John Gauger, to set up a fake account that would portray him as
a "sex symbol" during the 2016 presidential campaign, according to Business Insider." LMAO - definitely exposed as fake by the
fact that it used an approach that no one would ever believe. Cohen could never be considered a "sex symbol".

Yeah Cohen absolutely not sexy he is more of Tool than anything else...He got caught and now he's trying to destroy anyone to buy
his freedom from Mueller.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064683/17055302)  context  full comments

Jim Jordan Slams Cohen During Committee Hearing, References Twitter Account Portraying Cohen As a 'Sex Symbol' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-28 18:35:29
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[ - ] Parent: sicntrd  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-28 18:35:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064683/17053750)

Lanny Davis does not look so good, they are all short on blood and meat lately I guess.

Lack of Baby Blood ..... All these Sicko Pedavores make Me sick just to see their bad blood infested faces..... death becomes them...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064683/17055220)  context  full comments

Jim Jordan Slams Cohen During Committee Hearing, References Twitter Account Portraying Cohen As a 'Sex Symbol' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-28 18:35:29

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-02-27 20:58:08)

[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-28 18:35:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064683/17053799)

Nothing ever comes out of these stupid hearings. Ask Trey Gowdy.

Good point Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064683/17055197)  context  full comments

Michael Cohen Will Not Commit Under Oath To Making Money Off Of His Crimes And Lying To Congress by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-28 18:35:29

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-02-27 18:46:20)
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[ - ] Parent: TheRealIndianaJoe  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-28 18:35:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064477/17051988)

We have to remember, lawyer client privilege, there is only one person who has standing to object to this, and it is Trump. Yet he
does not object. Similar situation with Mueller. Mueller cannot indict Trump. He appears to be looking for collusion (not even a
crime anyway), he has stated Trump is not the subject of the investigation and Trump can fire Mueller anytime he wants, for any
reason, yet he doesn't do so. :/ Q said it's a show. Seems to be.

Well @TheREalIndianaJoe One thing that is for sure , It is a Show that we are watching, I'm curious of the ending though because
the lies and Fake News reports from the Mainstream Media tell me that the Deep State is willing to do every and anything to bring
down President Trump because he will Not bow down to them like all the past presidents have.... President Trump actually cares
what happens to America's future and isn't trying to get rich like the other presidents were while they were in office. The man is
wealthy already and has given up a life of luxurious things, that may be as it is and only a person who really wanted to correct the
wrongs of what others have done to the American Government.That man is Donald J.Trump the President of the U.S.A. and he has
America's best heart at interest and he will do what it takes to bring down the Deep State but he needs help from the rest of
Congress, or at least the ones that haven't been purchased by the Deep State already.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3064477/17053011)  context  full comments

Q POSTS - Tues, Feb 26th by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-28 18:35:29

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2019-02-27 04:21:47)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  8 points ( +10 | -2 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062888)

THANKS AGAIN @srayzie

WWG1WGA
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Border Patrol Chief: Agents Are Being Diverted Away From Combatting Drug Cartels To Care For Kids And Families by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-28 18:35:29

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-02-27 02:18:49)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3063233/17040900)

One definition of a crisis.

Right ! Good One .... @WhyAserverWasBuilt
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Church Pedophiles & Child Sex Trafficking Nests Intersect by The Thousands by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-02-27 02:11:29)

[ - ] Parent: Hypercyberpastelgoth  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062201/17030115)

Why hasn't there been riots over the catholic church? Why haven't people tried to burn churches and snipe nuns and priests? I
thought it would've happened by now. I'm shocked and surprised this hasn't happened.

THEY HAVE THE PEOPLE BRAINWASHED Like most other Religions @Hypercyberpastelgoth

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062201/17040831)  context  full comments

Pro-Abortion Senate Democrats Block Bill To 'Protect Born-Alive Survivors Of Abortion' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15
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[ - ] Parent: Truther65  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062247/17030759)

These people don't even hide their crimes anymore. Its right out in the open. Everyone of these murder abbeters needs to be
prosecuted. Being awake almost makes you ill everyday. It is so bad you just want to puke. I remember when I first awoke, I cried
a lot because their evil is so heinous and I didn't want to even imagine that anyone could be so evil.

LIke Q always @Truther65 " THESE PEOPLE ARE STUPID "

( THEY ARE NOT ONLY STUPID BUT THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY EVIL AND SICK)

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062247/17040789)  context  full comments

Federal Aappeals Court Clears Way For AT&T's Takeover Of Time Warner by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2019-02-27 02:06:02)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062315/17030818)

CLICK (off)

@TurquioseLOver ( CLICK ON )

GOD BLESS

WWG1WGA
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Pro-Abortion Senate Democrats Block Bill To 'Protect Born-Alive Survivors Of Abortion' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2019-02-27 02:04:53)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062247/17030842)

You are so right, Stonenchizel. “Reproductive Health Act”? No, their "nice" terms for more baby murdering. One of the worst
mistakes American's ever made was going along with Legal baby murdering right from the start of it. They can use all their
conscience-soothing terms like "abortion" and "fetus" all they want, but I refuse to. We should never help them ease their
consciences by using their "nice" terms for it. Somewhere along the line, we took up using those nice words for it too. I am
correcting myself and I encourage everyone else to as well! Maybe it will eventually sink into some of those pea brains that it is
really murder of another innocent little human being who has, or SHOULD have, as much right to live as that selfish "mother" who
wants it dead because it will inconvenience her.

Of course @KyJane Abortion has always been MURDER ! Nothing else , just look at the Lady who created the Plan Parenthood ....
Her original purpose to was kill Black Babies - Plain and simple, she was a Racist Hating C#*t !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062247/17040696)  context  full comments

Church Pedophiles & Child Sex Trafficking Nests Intersect by The Thousands by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2019-02-27 02:00:18)
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[ - ] Parent: LeeDoverwood  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062201/17031375)

Hey, I posted a few days ago about the Pedophilia in the Catholic church and spoke about the Satanism at the head of the
Vatican. The Pope is a Satanist. He has just been relieved of power and may be on his way out. Was it because those who are
ousting him are appalled by his crimes against children? NOOOO! It was because he makes them visible and blows THEIR cover.
He's become a liability to the corrupt cabal heading the largest church organization in the world. Is it just the Catholic church?
Hell no. Is it just inside the churches? Hell no. It spreads out and ripples across society because when they pervert the way of the
youth, those youth grow up. Some of them turn on the church and are marginalized. Those who are corrupted and become part of
it are elevated to positions of power, influence and control. This is what's going on all over the world through organized religions.
The laity have no idea and most are innocent and unaware. I grew up in the Seventh Day Adventist Church. One of the most self
righteous churches on the planet. They are world wide and most of the people involved in that church are good honest people
who have been mislead by their clergy. They have no idea how they are being led and controlled. Yes, CONTROLLED. The
church keeps them ignorant and enslaved to their ideology. ON the face it's sweet and lovely but underneath it's vicious, cruel
and greedy. I could write a book on the ways the members are mislead but to what avail. The ones I would love to reach are often
beyond my words. The better ones and the brighter ones often reject the entire church (rightfully so) when they become
awakened but then become atheists and join up with liberals. I'm neither an atheist or a liberal. I'm also very conservative, God
fearing but I'm not a church goer. I've seen the hypocrisy of organized religion. I've looked deep into the churches and I didn't like
what I found. The worst of it was how they abuse children. Not all of them but enough to spread out and infect the rest of society.
Much as I love Milo I see how he became so ardently gay. And he knows and admits it was through pedophilia. It's amazing he's
conservative at all.

@LeeDoverwood Who says Milo really is Conservative , I really don't know because I've never met or talked with him....But
Conservative does have a lot of Homosexuals and Gay People , Conservatism is not a religion , If you believe in the Christian
doctrine of the Holy Bible and Jesus was raised from the dead and sits at the Right Hand of God Almighty , then I don't believe that
any kind of Homosexuality would dare cross your mind , I believe the Bible has stated that it is an abomination.... I'm just saying I
wouldn't , but I'm not everyone else.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062201/17040549)  context  full comments

All Democrats Running For President: 'Helped Kill 'Sasse Bill 'Protecting Infants Born Alive' After Unsuccessful Abortion by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.9 hours ago (2019-02-27 01:48:45)

[ - ] Parent: KyJane  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062224/17031544)

Thank you much for that information and for your posts on this, Stonenchizel!

@KyJane You are Welcome Patriot !

WWG1WGA
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Pro-Abortion Senate Democrats Block Bill To 'Protect Born-Alive Survivors Of Abortion' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.9 hours ago (2019-02-27 01:47:33)

[ - ] Parent: passthepopcorn  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062247/17031809)

Where was the nuclear option on that in the Senate? Would that not have worked?

@MitchMcConnell is a Deep State Puppet , I thought that was obvious.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062247/17040364)  context  full comments

2020 DON'T LET ANY DEMOCRAT TELL YOU OTHERWISE 'THE RED AREA'S ARE PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP COUNTRY' by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-02-27 01:41:49)

[ - ] Parent: B-------D  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3063107/17040197)

Make sure you look at a COUNTY level map not a STATE level map.

It is a County level map with/in the state's of the United States...
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New Gallup Study Spells Disaster For Dems Going into 2020 As Almost Entire Country Dominated By Conservatives by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-02-26 23:33:57)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062637/17034645)

dude, you've triple-pasted the text,consider an edit and tidy it up a bit

@MolochHunter Sorry Man , Someone else just told me that ... I feel like a shilly , Not my style....

WWG1WGA
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New Gallup Study Spells Disaster For Dems Going into 2020 As Almost Entire Country Dominated By Conservatives by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-28 18:35:29
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.2 hours ago (2019-02-26 23:32:12)

[ - ] Parent: divine_human  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3062637/17034966)

voter ID and hillaries wont win the popular vote anymore.

(text could use an edit, the first few paragraphs appear 3 times^^.)

Wow , Thanks for the heads' up @divine_human

GOD BLESS

WWG1WGA
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Federal Agents Find $19M Worth Of Cocaine In Pineapple Shipment At Georgia Port by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059783/17017878)

Understood...

We have the same problem ...

� = �

RIGHT!
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Explains 'COW FARTS' Part Of Green New Deal, It's Just As Bad As You'd Think by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-02-26 02:16:36)

[ - ] Parent: ThreeBladedKnife  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059510/17007728)

Mexican food induces flatulence as well.

Let's see AOC tackle that threat to our collective wellbeing.

@ThreeBladeKnife That's why a Wall is a must on the Southern Border of the USA ....ahahahhaa!

Think of all tose Illegals farting worst than cows...hey isn't AOC a Mexican herself ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059510/17020489)  context  full comments

Incredible New Study Reveals Conservatives Dominate Much More of America Than Most People Think by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15
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[ - ] Parent: RVangel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:41:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059520/17010654)

This article is very "eye opening". I always thought there were more conservatives because everyone I seem to connect with
seems to be conservative and yet I live in a democratic state.

Same here @RVangel
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Alexandria Ocasio Cortez: 'We're All Screwed' On Climate Change And 'Are Dying Now' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-02-26 02:09:29)

[ - ] Parent: Hastur77  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:42:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3060145/17010970)

She'll help us win 2020 - unless DS suicides her first.

@Hastur77 That's just the problem, the Deep State will use her and abuse her and then ice her ass and blame a Trump Supporter.
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Alexandria Ocasio Cortez: 'We're All Screwed' On Climate Change And 'Are Dying Now' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-02-26 02:07:57)

[ - ] Parent: Duckhunter1960  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-27 06:42:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3060145/17011395)

I’m seeing a massive accident in her future. Plane down. Car accident. Suicide by 2 shots to the head. The DNC knows she is a
liability. Worst case is they off her and blame / frame a MAGA hat wearing patriot. She is our best weapon at the moment, we need
to protect her.

Hahahaha ! , You know you are probably right about the Democrats trying to frame a MAGA supporter with AOC death event and
another Fake Flag lie.
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So what?

Problem Much ?
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Dems Got Together, & Now Want To See If This Lie Will Stick!!!!........'Absurd' - White House Pushes Back On Allegation Trump Kissed
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[ - ] Parent: Fighting26  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:25:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3060546)

So did Jesus !
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[ - ] Parent: Adopted-Patriot  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:25:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059783/17011189)

I got reprimanded by the mods once for posting a non Q relatedarticle. How doe s this one survive?

@Adopted-Patriot Border Security ....
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:25:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059783/17010355)

I know what you mean. I see repeated stuff that winds me up too... but I interpret this as relating to border security, and
specifically backing up what POTUS says about the huge problem of illegal importation of drugs, and the resulting National
Emergency.

Evidence of ports being used reinforces the points made that there are drugs everywhere, and more security is needed
everywhere as a result...

Also, if they are getting better at finding stuff in the ports, then that makes a wall even more important

If you block one way in, the rats will look for another...

Absolutely! @UK_Bloke_Awoke At least somebody realizes that this has everything to do with Border Security
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Federal Agents Find $19M Worth Of Cocaine In Pineapple Shipment At Georgia Port by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2019-02-25 19:42:41)

[ - ] Parent: QanadaHere  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:25:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059783/17010023)

an 1/8th of an ounce.

@reCATCHA_Dodger About a lousy 35 bucks in California
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Federal Agents Find $19M Worth Of Cocaine In Pineapple Shipment At Georgia Port by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-27 06:41:15
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:25:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059783/17009987)

Yes that's the general idea..

UK customs can now fine truck drivers who bring in concealed illegal immigrants, whether they are aware of them, or not.. the
onus is on the drivers...

https://www.kentonline.co.uk/dover/news/fines-triple-for-lorries-carrying-41145/

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/secure-your-vehicle-to-help-stop-illegal-immigration

I'm thinking this principle be applied to the ships and ports...

Perhaps..

They could be more stringent on background checking the crew

They could insert contractual obligations on the authorities of the loading ports to do the same for loading and security
staff.

enhanced CCTV at the ports, with in depth analysis whenever a shipment is found, to trace all the participants

@UK_Bloke_Awoke ...Here in America there are many ports and there is absolutely way too much Cargo coming in to the country
for the authorities to check all the containers , so they just have a dog run by the and check a few here and there or use sensors to
check a few because there are far too many to check by humans because it would become way too expensive to pay so many
employees. Cocaine comes into America in so many ways and even our own government/CIA and all the other ABC Agencies have
been known to dabble in the drug trade . That's how they fund all their black projects that Congress would never give them money
for. The supply and Demand is too huge in America and the whole world for that matter, the drug smugglers will never stop trying to
bring the dope in because the profit and all that money is ridiculously ridiculous!....trust me ...
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[ - ] Parent: myvoicefromhell  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:25:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059783/17008916)

How do you convert the cocaine into dollars without breaking federal law?

@myvoicefromhell The law has always been broken , hell , I wouldn't doubt that the shipment of Cocaine was a side track shipment
and belonged to the CIA..... and a huge shipment came through untouched and the CIA will be making billions off of what actually
got through and not just millions like what the Cocaine was worth.... ( I say test what they busted , it might even be bunk and it was
suppose to be caught ) It's done all the time in smuggling Coke.
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Alexandria Ocasio Cortez: 'We're All Screwed' On Climate Change And 'Are Dying Now' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-25 23:25:33
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[ - ] Parent: KarlKastner  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:25:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3060145/17010357)

Simply amazing.

How long do we have? I need to plan my exit strategy from work. Healthcare costs had been a wildcard concern. But this is a
game changer!

Come to think of it, if we're all doomed in the short-term, why is Socrazio worried about Medicare for all?

Right @KarlKastner
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Incredible New Study Reveals Conservatives Dominate Much More of America Than Most People Think by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:26:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3059520/17007705)

43 States also have a smaller population than Los Angles County.

Thank God for the electoral college system.
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[ - ] Parent: Windofchange01  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:26:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3058465/16999935)

How does it go? It's been awhile since I heard it.

You got it right that time @Windofchange01
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Debunked: Kamala Harris Is Not Jussie Smollett's Aunt. I Believe This May Be A Fake Conspiracy Theory Like Flat Earth to Make Q / Other
Conspiracy Theorists Look Bad/Racist by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-25 23:25:33
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[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  99 points ( +110 | -11 ) 2019-02-25 23:26:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3058607)

That's why they are private because they work or worked for government....ie...Kamala Harris and her sister that lives in Chicago ,
she worked for Obama administration
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[ - ] Parent: Nachose  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:26:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3057550/16990111)

You know who else is extremely abusive of her staff? She-Jack. Sheila Jackson Lee. I used to live in her district. But don't start
reading about all her horrible behavior and stupidity, it will take you all day and into the night, and you have better things to do.

HOWEVER, if you want to laugh, here are a few things she has said:

Neil Armstrong planted a flag on Mars in 1969.

“Today, we have two Vietnams, side by side, North and South, exchanging and working.”

“Don’t you know who I am? I’m Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee. Where is my seafood meal? I know it was ordered!”

"I'm going to first of all denounce the utilization of this intrusion by Wikipedia through the Russian intrusion,"

"Must I die."

"I come here a freed slave."

"...giving us an opportunity to have a deliberative constitutional discussion that reinforces the sanctity of this nation and how well it
is that we have lasted some 400 years, operating under a Constitution that clearly defines what is constitutional and what is not.”
(Ms. Lee is a graduate of Yale University and the University of Virginia Law School.)

"We have martial law, and what that means, is that you can put a bill on in just minutes."

"Maybe he is no better than the immigrant who came in shackles, like myself."

"Who paid for that trip?"
"Well, that, uh, those resources are resources that I have, and um therefore they are in a way that does not interfere with anything
that has to do with serving of the United States Congress." "Understood, so...public funds? or..." "Those resources are resources
that I have."

"If you don't understand the logic of my argument, it's not my fault that you can't understand logic."

"I voted on legislation to help the Sandy Hook victims on many occasions and therefore and and and Sandy Super Strong, voted
on many occasions the Sandy Hook vote..." Anchorwoman: "Just so everyone is clear, we are talking about Superstorm Sandy."

"I stand here as a freed slave."

"Let us vote for unemployment insurance for working men and women...."

"Don't condemn the gangbangers, they've got guns that are trafficked that are not enforced that are straw purchased and they
come in to places even that have strong gun laws, why? because we don't have sensible gun legislation."

"Many people don't know that we are 50 feet below sea level and we are still flooding."

"This is about closing the donut hole."

And everyone's second favorite: "Oysterpersons"

Everyone's #1 favorite: "The Vunnables."

Wow you did your homework......Great job and thanks for sharing @Nachose
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US Marines Post Incredible Tribute On 74th Anniversary Of Iconic Iwo Jima Moment by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-25 23:25:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 hours ago (2019-02-25 01:29:06)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:26:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3058465/16995240)

A great moment but, as with so much of history, not technically correct...but at least close. This flag-raising pictured occurred after
US Marines had hoisted a much smaller flag after capturing Mount Suribachi. This well-known photo was re-enacted with a larger
flag for which the photographer won the Pullitzer Prize.

How do I know? Our family knew Grady Dyce, cited in "Flags of our Fathers." Dyce was in the first group which captured Suribachi
and hoisted the smaller flag. They continued on fighting & were not there for the staged photo.

Among the men in Dyce's platoon was John Bradley, whose son, James, wrote "Flags of our Fathers," chronicling the men
who raised the second flag on the mountain.

The photograph Rosenthal took was actually of the second flag-raising in which a larger replacement flag was raised by
Marines who did not raise the first flag.

Don't get me wrong - all the Marines on that island were heroes. Three of the Marines in the staged photo were killed in
action over the next few days. And certainly, the photo was good for both American military & civilian morale.

I simply object to inaccuracies in history & a staged photo op winning a journalist the Pullitzer Prize.

https://billingsgazette.com/news/local/marine-from-iwo-jima-to-be-honored/article_ef55ec10-d5d3-5279-acd3-
5a4bddfb03da.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raising_the_Flag_on_Iwo_Jima

Thanks for sharing @FreeBy45
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3058465/17001159)  context  full comments

Kamala Harris: We need a president who knows how to [Shirk the Presumption of Innocence, Violate Due Process and Conspire Against
Rights Of A Politically-Targetted Individual Under Color Of Law] by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-25 23:25:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-02-24 23:44:51)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-25 23:26:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3058799/16998170)

BTW, I replaced her witch switchwords "how to prosecute Trump" with WHAT SHE REALLY MEANS in brackets

This is the most dangerous woman in politics. She's not Obama 2, that's AOC and aoc is harmless.

Harris is Hillary 2.0

Now With 25% Less Personality, 50% More Intersectionality, and 1000% more Bullying and General Unlikeability

Who exactly is for this nasty little fascist authoritarian bully person?

Kamla has proven with her Nephew ( Jussie Smollet ) that she is willing to do anything to push the DS's agenda forward, trust me the
Deep State is looking to fund the craziest Democrat that is willing to do what ever it takes to take down TRUMP!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3058799/16999249)  context  full comments

Kamala Harris: We need a president who knows how to [Shirk the Presumption of Innocence, Violate Due Process and Conspire Against
Rights Of A Politically-Targetted Individual Under Color Of Law] by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-25 23:25:33

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-02-24 23:42:07)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2019-02-25 23:26:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3058799)

( Kamala Harris: We need a president who knows how to prosecute Trump )

KAMALA HARRIS NEEDS TO BE PROSECUTED FOR COMMITTING A HATE CRIME WITH HER NEPHEW JUSSIE
SMOLLET.....YOU KNOW IT WAS KAMALA WHO CONJURED UP THE WHOLE FAKE FLAG EVENT THAT SMOLLET
COMMITTED WITH HIS FRIENDS, WHILE INCITING HATE ACROSS THE COUNTRY AGAINST PRESIDENT TRUMP AND ALL OF
HIS SUPPORTERS

( In the mean time Kamala pushed her Anti - Lynching Law through Congress while knowing that the whole Smollet event was a
bullshit lie )

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3058799/16999209)  context  full comments

CNN Publishes Obama Official's Civil War Conspiracy: If President Trump Refuses to Accept 2020 Defeat by RainDrops  in
GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-02-25 23:25:33

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-02-24 12:05:55

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-02-24 05:30:20)

[ - ] Parent: RainDrops  18 points ( +18 | -0 ) 2019-02-24 12:05:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3057472)

what , like Hillary Clinton did in 2016 when she was totally decimated by President Trump in a landslide?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3057472/16984930)  context  full comments

Another DS "Republican" exposed. Michael Steele, former head of RNC by FreedBy45  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-02-25 23:25:33

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-24 12:05:55

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-02-24 05:26:35)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  46 points ( +47 | -1 ) 2019-02-24 12:05:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3057298)

That dude has been a Deep State Puppet for so many years now.....He sold out the Republican Party when He lost his job as the
head of the Republican Party

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3057298/16984899)  context  full comments

The Corruption of the Vatican's Gay Elite Has Been Exposed by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-25 23:25:33

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-24 12:05:55

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-02-24 04:30:32)
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[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-02-24 12:06:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3057421)

The Vatican has been full of foul disgusting characters since it's inception.... It truly is amazing that what billions of people think that
is a holy place , it's actually the Satanic Church , just look at the the newest cathedral..... it's even shaped like a serpent

https://media.npr.org/assets/img/2015/03/14/vatican-pop-francis_wide-8563ffec8d32645f20e0c2dfd5edb000b59bdfb2.jpg

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3057421/16984097)  context  full comments

The Smollett Case Represents The Collapse Of A Cherished MSNBC False Narrative, That Trump Supporters Supposedly Are Racist,
Homophobic And Violent." by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-24 00:20:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8.4 hours ago (2019-02-23 15:54:26)

[ - ] Parent: space_case  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-24 00:20:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3055932/16971122)

Why do you all keep giving the fuck tard free publicity?

You must have not read the story because it's about msnbc

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3055932/16971408)  context  full comments

Jussie Smollett hate crime hoax: He Did Not Act Alone, Sources Say It goes all the way up to Obama by deandg99  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-24 00:20:16

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.8 hours ago (2019-02-23 12:31:47)

[ - ] Parent: deandg99  111 points ( +120 | -9 ) 2019-02-24 00:20:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3055174)

Now this was a great post Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3055174/16969064)  context  full comments

Trump Gets 92% Negative Media Coverage But His Approval Rating Is Clobbering Obama's by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-23 12:27:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.6 hours ago (2019-02-23 00:54:48)

[ - ] Parent: Astrotheologist  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-23 12:27:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3053983/16959671)

thats amazing.

That means during Obama's admin there were a lot more people than i thought that saw through the MSM bullshit.

Now I'm starting to think Obama might have lost the second election but rigged it. I mean I know they rigged it, Ron Paul had a
huge following and was forced out just like Bernie because he wanted to audit the fed. 
I think Ron Paul may have been the rightful winner of that election. Around that time i remember thinking to myself there is no way
the American people are stupid enough to vote for Obama twice. I lost a lot of faith in the public that election.

Oh the way Obama had his Intelligence agencies cheat against Trump in 2016 , I'm sure Obama cheated his re-election in 2012 ....
But it's too late now to overturn. But one thing Trump can still do is throw that damn impostor Obama into Gitmo for life or better yet
hand his ass for Treason and Sedition

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3053983/16961028)  context  full comments

Hollywood News: Academy Awards Adds A New Category For This Years Awards by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-23 12:27:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-02-22 22:42:52)

[ - ] Parent: hamman365  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-23 12:28:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3054921/16958324)

This is fucking hilarious!!!

I just had to share it with everyone.....I thought so too . Thanks @hamman365

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3054921/16958576)  context  full comments

Absolutely Devastating: Smollett's Tearful Interview vs. The Police Press Conference by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-23 12:27:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-02-22 22:07:33)

[ - ] Parent: mwoew8t5cs  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-23 12:28:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3054665/16957289)

I want to see this scumbag do some real jail time.

Yeah , how about his aunt Kamala Harris , that bitch needs to do some time for this Hate Crime False Flag.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3054665/16957977)  context  full comments

Trump Gets 92% Negative Media Coverage But His Approval Rating Is Clobbering Obama's by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-02-23 12:27:53

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2.3 hours ago (2019-02-22 15:20:04)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3053983/16949861)

Oh I don't think you can just go by the numbers..

You also have to take into account how much media support or opposition he is getting...

Obama had huge media support, whereas Trump has this 92% negative attacking media...

To come out ahead at all means President Trump has completely destroyed Obama...

Yes this is absolutely true @UK_Bloke_Awoke

GOD BLESS MY FRIEND

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3053983/16950223)  context  full comments

Watch CNN's Don Lemon Have A Meltdown Over Jussie Smollett's Felony Charge by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-02-21 22:42:08)

[ - ] Parent: grace8  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051812/16931765)

You mean Done Lemon? These guys are fighting to survive. I wonder if their big egos let them feel the floor boards cracking
under their feet when OPs like Smollett blow up in their faces.

probably not. They have been getting away with it for soo long. But America is waking up!

@grace8 Everything about that network is corrupt and controlled by the Deep State, they don't fear nothing because their owners
own the Federal Reserve

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051812/16937273)  context  full comments

'It Pissed Everybody Off:' Chicago Police Sounds Off On Smollett's Hoax by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-02-21 22:38:14)

[ - ] Parent: TheRealIndianaJoe  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051858/16932129)

Finally a FF caught in the act. Hopefully they will get to the instigators of them.

Nope, @TheRealIndianaJoe I'm sure Barry Obama is protected by the Deep State

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051858/16937202)  context  full comments

'It Pissed Everybody Off:' Chicago Police Sounds Off On Smollett's Hoax by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-02-21 22:36:31)

[ - ] Parent: CulturalImperialist  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051858/16934527)

Apparently they're personal trainers and were going to bill him for training sessions. Do they think 3,500 is the kind of money you
need to launder in a business and pay taxes on?

Or maybe this is far from their first rodeo and enough of their income is from thuggery that they do need to launder some of it. Still
retarded to choose a high profile incident like this as the one to have a paper trail.

@CulturalImperiaalit Just like Q always says : " THESE PEOPLE ARE STUPID!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051858/16937181)  context  full comments

'It Pissed Everybody Off:' Chicago Police Sounds Off On Smollett's Hoax by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-02-21 22:33:28)
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[ - ] Parent: Zadim  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051858/16931879)

Wonder if the two MAGA Nigerians cashed the check before the deed was done?

@Zadim Most likely it was cashed the day he wrote the check

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051858/16937142)  context  full comments

'It Pissed Everybody Off:' Chicago Police Sounds Off On Smollett's Hoax by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 19 hours ago (2019-02-21 22:32:30)

[ - ] Parent: Jamcast  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051858/16933521)

mmmm, juicy smollet on a bagel, hold the cream cheese...

Yeah , could ya sprinkle that bagel with some bleach @Jamcast

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051858/16937130)  context  full comments

'IT'S DESPICABLE' Emotional Chicago Top Cop Blasts Smollett For Using Noose, 'Anger of Racism' To Advance Career by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 21 hours ago (2019-02-21 20:55:39)

[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3052298/16935144)

what is coming next? Hate crime bills?

@defrockeddavidbrock With the Democrats Lies, Corruption and Conjuring Up Spirits and everything else they have tried since
Trump has been elected POTUS, I'd say anything is on the table for the Liberal Party of Deceivers !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3052298/16935300)  context  full comments

Watch CNN's Don Lemon Have A Meltdown Over Jussie Smollett's Felony Charge by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-02-21 17:42:57)

[ - ] Parent: derram  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051812/16930656)

https://invidio.us/watch?v=7i27p85t-bA :

Don Lemon EXPLAINS How Trump and Tucker Carlson Will Use Jussie Smollett’s Story to ATTACK The Press - YouTube

This has been an automated message.

I like @derram , it's cool af !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051812/16931465)  context  full comments

Watch CNN's Don Lemon Have A Meltdown Over Jussie Smollett's Felony Charge by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-02-21 17:42:12)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051812/16931408)

CLICK

oooops!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051812/16931446)  context  full comments

God's Word Holds All The Answers On Immigration And Borders by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.1 days ago (2019-02-21 15:47:03)
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[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-22 17:38:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051265/16927228)

2 Chronicles 14:7 For he said to Judah, "Let us build these cities and surround them with walls and towers, gates and bars. The
land is still ours because we have sought the LORD our God; we have sought Him, and He has given us rest on every side." So
they built and prospered.

Thanks for sharing @PatriotLady1

God Bless You

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3051265/16928929)  context  full comments

Trump Campaign Shatters Fundraising Records, Adds Senior Staff For 2020 Race by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-22 17:38:37

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-21 14:26:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-02-20 20:53:27)

[ - ] Parent: new4now  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-21 14:26:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049046/16905508)

The Dem party is broken

those running now are jokes

they all have questionable pasts

there's only one Democrat that on paper, would have a chance up against Trump

and She/he? has been in the news constantly

free publicity learned from Trump campaign

@now4now They have always been a joke , the Democrat Party is the Party of Lie, Cheat and Steal and then do it again just to have
the power and not actually give a shit about their constituents.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049046/16912483)  context  full comments

Trump Campaign Shatters Fundraising Records, Adds Senior Staff For 2020 Race by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-21 14:26:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 hours ago (2019-02-20 20:49:43)

[ - ] Parent: Talpiot_Bot  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-02-21 14:26:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049046/16906380)

Is Sheldon Adelson going to give him $80 million shekels again?

Probably more this time, Sheldon has done well with Tax cuts @Talpiot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049046/16912421)  context  full comments

BUSTED: Jussie Smollett Wrote The Racist Letter That Led To The Alleged Fake Hate Crime Against Him by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-21 14:26:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-02-20 20:48:36)

[ - ] Parent: solo7  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-21 14:26:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049063/16906861)

Why has no one asked for Smollett's clothing? If bleach was poured on him, the bleach would have removed color and it would
be visible. It would have been visible in the video from his hotel lobby and he wouldn't have been just walking comfortably.....he
would have rushed to remove the clothing. The clothing is evidence but no one's asking about it. Did he rinse it off and if so where
did that happen?

The bleach was just another lie in the whole story @solo7

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049063/16912407)  context  full comments

BUSTED: Jussie Smollett Wrote The Racist Letter That Led To The Alleged Fake Hate Crime Against Him by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-21 14:26:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 18 hours ago (2019-02-20 20:46:24)
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[ - ] Parent: 1618  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-21 14:26:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049063/16907527)

Two fold attack.

1. To give social justice support changes to lynching law.
2. Make MAGA hats akin to KKK cloaks.

This failed bigly.

So bigly, you gotta wonder who is heaven is laughing at this priceless overturn play.

Life's Good. God Wins.

Absolutely Wins Everytime @1618

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049063/16912363)  context  full comments

BUSTED: Jussie Smollett Wrote The Racist Letter That Led To The Alleged Fake Hate Crime Against Him by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-21 14:26:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 19 hours ago (2019-02-20 18:59:25)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-02-21 14:26:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049063/16905504)

If harris and booker had even an eyelash of involvement in this deal, they should be investigated and arrested as it sure sounds
like a conspiracy to me. The white powder (aspirin) in the envelope should be terrorism.

Kind of ironic the brothers bought the rope at the Crafty Beaver hardware store, I bet jussie thought he was a pretty crafty beaver
himself to design this ff event

@Zadim It looks like they really piled the shit on just a beaver does when it's conjuring up it's damn.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049063/16910142)  context  full comments

Jussie Smollet 'Piece Of Shit' Needs To Be Prosecuted For Conjuring Up "MAGA HATE CRIME' & Pay For Wasted Police Hours In The
Murder Capital Of USA by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-21 14:26:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 20 hours ago (2019-02-20 18:14:39)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-21 14:26:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049469/16908188)

Chicago is the murder capital of America and has the strictest gun laws as well. Why would they need a noose in Chicago when
shooting someone is as normal as a McCafe in the morning?

Exactly @Zadim

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3049469/16909227)  context  full comments

New Poll: Majority Of Voters Want A Special Prosecutor To Investigate Attempted Coup Against Trump by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-21 14:26:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-02-20 03:07:43)

[ - ] Parent: derram  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-21 14:26:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3048062/16894844)

https://archive.ph/EXHCQ :

Norah O'Donnell�� on Twitter: ".@ScottPelley on what McCabe told @60Minutes: "There were meetings at the Justice
Department at which it was discussed whether the vice president and a majority of the cabinet could be brought together
to remove the president of the United States under the 25th Amendment."… t.co/rXk1kXGGSn"

https://archive.ph/EXHCQ :

Norah O'Donnell�� on Twitter: ".@ScottPelley on what McCabe told @60Minutes: "There were meetings at the Justice
Department at which it was discussed whether the vice president and a majority of the cabinet could be brought together
to remove the president of the United States under the 25th Amendment."… t.co/rXk1kXGGSn"

This has been an automated message.

@derram Now that ones cool man!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3048062/16897931)  context  full comments
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You All Suck: The Liberal Media Deserves To Be Trashed Endlessly Over Jussie Smollett Affair by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-20 02:46:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.1 hours ago (2019-02-19 22:42:41)

[ - ] Parent: BoraxTheFungarian  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-20 02:46:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3047002/16889581)

This is small peas compared to the worst they've been up to since 2001...

RIGHT!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3047002/16892798)  context  full comments

You All Suck: The Liberal Media Deserves To Be Trashed Endlessly Over Jussie Smollett Affair by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-20 02:46:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-02-19 22:24:51)

[ - ] Parent: bulrush  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-20 02:47:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3047002/16888079)

"You all suck." That's the actual title! lol.

yes click the link

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3047002/16892514)  context  full comments

Crime And Punishment For The Deep State by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-20 02:46:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11 hours ago (2019-02-19 15:48:51)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-20 02:47:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3046627/16882524)

Cathy O'Brien said the MKULTRA used to make child sex spies, was said to be used 'in the name of national security'. They just
use the excuse 'for the greater good' when justifying these crimes.

They always have used that excuse.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3046627/16884870)  context  full comments

THE CROWD IN MIAMI LOVE MELANIA TRUMP AS SHE OPENS UP FOR POTUS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-05-05 13:23:22

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-20 02:46:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-02-19 06:11:27)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-20 02:47:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045484/16871212)

And right at the end, the Q sign with WWG1WGA in front audience-

That was cool hug @FreedBy45

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045484/16878749)  context  full comments

THE CROWD IN MIAMI LOVE MELANIA TRUMP AS SHE OPENS UP FOR POTUS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-20 02:46:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 21 hours ago (2019-02-19 06:06:36)

[ - ] Parent: Jewed  -5 points ( +1 | -6 ) 2019-02-20 02:47:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045484/16872397)

thought I lost it with all the corruption

You don't consider billions for Israel to be corruption? Trump has robbed America for his kike friends.

@Jewed You are so full of shit!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045484/16878713)  context  full comments

I've Found Why: Alexandria Ocasio- Cortez's Eyes Are Always Wide Open by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 23:15:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2019-02-18 21:37:30)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-18 23:15:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045088/16867269)

Still, but looks like a nice site for editing images

yeah , I've used this sit for years @Zadim
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045088/16869451)  context  full comments

I've Found Why: Alexandria Ocasio- Cortez's Eyes Are Always Wide Open by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 23:15:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2019-02-18 21:36:49)

[ - ] Parent: RustyFender1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-18 23:15:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045088/16868574)

Oh, wow. I thought she had that wide eyed and horse tooth smile because her vibrator had a short circuit. Go figure.

hahahahhaaa! great comment @RustyFender1

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045088/16869440)  context  full comments

I've Found Why: Alexandria Ocasio- Cortez's Eyes Are Always Wide Open by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 23:15:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.8 hours ago (2019-02-18 19:28:04)

[ - ] Parent: Basballdude  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-18 23:15:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045088/16866847)

Not working here either. Tried three times.

OK @Basballdude , @Zadim and @Patriotic_Legend please try the new link , I do believe this one works fine, sorry for the wrong
link before

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045088/16867205)  context  full comments

I've Found Why: Alexandria Ocasio- Cortez's Eyes Are Always Wide Open by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 23:15:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.2 hours ago (2019-02-18 19:02:07)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotic_Legend  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-18 23:15:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045088/16866565)

can't open the pic

@Patriotic_Legend please try again , I just clicked on it and it comes up everytime

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3045088/16866708)  context  full comments

James Woods Digs Up Damning Smollett Tweet Hours After Reports Surface Claiming Attack Was Staged by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 23:15:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2019-02-18 02:31:43)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  76 points ( +76 | -0 ) 2019-02-18 23:16:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3043153)

The fucking faggit just wanted the world to know he takes cock up the ads like all Hollywood fags

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3043153/16854353)  context  full comments

Dems Turn on Each Other After Amazon Debacle, Ocasio-Cortez at the Center of It All Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 01:19:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-02-17 18:36:27)

[ - ] Parent: hildberht  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-18 01:19:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16829200)

The scary thing is people voted for her and she is getting a national following.

Are people really this dumb or did the white hats shoe horn her in to split the dems?

No @hildberht I believe it is Obama running this girl's everything to usher in the destruction of Americas Sovereignty to usher in the
Satanic New World Order.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16846225)  context  full comments

Dems Turn on Each Other After Amazon Debacle, Ocasio-Cortez at the Center of It All Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-18 01:19:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-02-17 18:32:40)
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[ - ] Parent: Phantom42  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-02-18 01:19:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16825230)

OP is such a fucking faggot.

"Ocasio-Cortez at the center of it Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez"

Why the FUCK are you repeating shit? We know who the fuck is being talked about!

Click on the link, I didnt write this, just posted existing story.....what they do it's called journalism

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16846173)  context  full comments

Q Post 2741 - You can't stop it, you can only hope to contain it - D5 by Basballdude  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 01:19:33

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-17 03:08:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2019-02-16 23:24:32)

[ - ] Parent: Basballdude  30 points ( +30 | -0 ) 2019-02-17 03:08:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3041565)

Just be grateful for the Plan!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3041565/16832102)  context  full comments

The Coming Storm has consequences...good ones! by the_Green_Chain  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 01:19:33

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-17 03:08:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.8 hours ago (2019-02-16 23:22:27)

[ - ] Parent: the_Green_Chain  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2019-02-17 03:08:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3041629)

Amen to that!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3041629/16832069)  context  full comments

Is Soros dead? by DTrumplican  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-18 01:19:33

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-17 03:08:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.8 hours ago (2019-02-16 23:19:43)

[ - ] Parent: DTrumplican  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2019-02-17 03:08:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3041658)

This would be great news for the world.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3041658/16832019)  context  full comments

Dems Turn on Each Other After Amazon Debacle, Ocasio-Cortez at the Center of It All Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-02-18 01:19:33

History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-02-17 03:08:33

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-02-16 17:49:29

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 1.2 hours ago (2019-02-16 16:36:55)

[ - ] Parent: con77  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 17:49:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16824139)

Crazy eyes is costing them millions in kick backs and bribes. I expect her to have a fatal slip in the shower any day. Or a gym
accident

People like AOC never go to the gym, they just smoke another bowl of Crystal Meth

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16824947)  context  full comments

Dems Turn on Each Other After Amazon Debacle, Ocasio-Cortez at the Center of It All Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-17 03:08:33

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 17:49:29

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2019-02-16 16:33:41)
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 17:49:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16823457)

I hate that horse faced bitch....

All those teeth... unnatural...

 Now that is a more spot on description of AOC! @UK_Bloke_Awoke

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16824905)  context  full comments

Dems Turn on Each Other After Amazon Debacle, Ocasio-Cortez at the Center of It All Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-17 03:08:33

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 17:49:29

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2019-02-16 16:29:57)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 17:49:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16823733)

If you like cross-eyes working on a big butt

Right @TurquoiseLover AOC looks just like Barry Sotero with long straight black hair, I think she's not only dumb as fuck but she is
even uglier...... Ewww Barack Obama with long straight black hair... Fucking Gross!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040906/16824856)  context  full comments

Uh Oh: Did Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Commit An Ethics Violation With Revelation Of Her Boyfriend's Congressional Email Account by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 17:49:29

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 hours ago (2019-02-16 09:50:06)

[ - ] Parent: Fetalpig  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 17:49:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040410/16820066)

Who the actual f,is proping her up....what evil self absorbed baby eater is propping her up....it ain't the IT faggot from the Sanders
group..when we find that out...she can be taken down

I believe it's Barack Obama is her puppet master.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040410/16820901)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 17:49:29

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2019-02-16 03:08:22)

[ - ] Parent: B-------D  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 05:16:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16813424)

I flat-out cannot tell if your post and reply are pure sarcasm or not ha ha... Good work... or I'm sorry what ever applies more!

Total Sarcasm Patriot.... I had just burned one of my cancer sticks

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16816089)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 17:49:29

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2019-02-16 03:04:19)

[ - ] Parent: Anonymouse_cheese  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 05:16:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16814112)

No, it says money granted by this act of Congress or prior acts of Congress. The $ Trump will use will not be from any acts of
Congress so the restrictions will not apply. Yes, the Dems will try to drag it out in courts but they will fail.

Yes correct, @Anonymouse_cheese great point from a true Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16815944)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2019-02-16 03:03:04)
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[ - ] Parent: Snicklesnork  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 05:16:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16815290)

Have you heard of Imminent Domain?

Right , @Snicklesnork I know have, I've even seen it happen to my friends place in California when they needed to build the new
freeway through his property.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16815900)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2019-02-16 03:01:21)

[ - ] Parent: FatLadySings  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 05:17:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16814651)

State of emergency trumps the bill. All poison in the bill is superceded by the state of emergency. Trump has full rein.

Yes you are absolutely right @FatLadySings

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16815842)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2019-02-16 02:57:20)

[ - ] Parent: FatLadySings  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 05:17:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16814702)

Who died and made you king?? LOL

But I have always been the King ! @FatLadySings Thank You for the notice....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16815772)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4.2 hours ago (2019-02-16 01:04:27)

[ - ] Parent: TexasDeplorable1135  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 05:17:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16812463)

Okay, who thought chain-link was a good idea???

I think it was Arizona or New Mexico @TexasDeplorable1135

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16813366)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-02-16 00:06:05)

[ - ] Parent: B-------D  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 05:17:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16811920)

https://imgtc.com/lcDYCCA Worry not my friend. They can no longer build most of the wall after the signing of this bill. Please
peruse section 231 and section 232 presented here for your viewing pleasure.

NONSENSE , UTTERLY NONSENSE! @B-------D , WE WILL HAVE NONE OF THAT HERE !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16812147)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-02-16 00:03:54)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2019-02-16 05:17:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16811745)

Remove the chain link and see how well they do.

i wanna play @TurquoiseLover
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16812064)  context  full comments

HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS WE NEED ACTUAL RAZOR WIRE ON TOP OF OUR BORDER WALL ON THE SOUTHERN BORDER by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-02-16 00:03:17)

[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-02-16 05:17:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16811848)

Electrified razor wire

GREAT ADDITION @BulletMagnet879

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3040038/16812046)  context  full comments

WATCH DELUSIONAL : Nancy Pelosi Says A Democratic President Will Declare A National Emergency On This Issue by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-16 05:16:51

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-15 08:23:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 minutes ago (2019-02-15 08:11:13)

[ - ] Parent: 301854  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-15 08:24:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3038143/16793775)

Has Nutsey Pelosi ever mumbled an intelligent word?

No!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3038143/16795794)  context  full comments

Betty Boop: 1947 The Year That Forked America Up! by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-14 16:44:10

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2019-02-14 15:00:57)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-02-14 16:44:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033804)

Damn I never knew that Betty Boop had such a sexy body.... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033804/16777232)  context  full comments

SHOCKING NEW STUDY Finds Twitter Censors Conservatives over Liberals at a 21:1 Ratio by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 15 points( +16 | -1 ) at 2019-02-14 08:44:31

[–] Stonenchizel  15 points ( +16 | -1 ) 10.9 hours ago (2019-02-13 21:47:50)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  249 points ( +252 | -3 ) 2019-02-14 08:44:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3035389)

Of course Twitter does and so do all the other Liberal owned Tech Companies, these Democrats are dead set on destroying
America and turning it into just another puppet of the Globalist Controlled Satanic NWO.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3035389/16764244)  context  full comments

Mueller did leak to CNN..........(imagine my surprise~!) by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-14 08:44:31

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 20:58:42

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 46 minutes ago (2019-02-13 20:12:50)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-02-13 20:58:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3035163)

Of course he did, Mueller is a Deep State Puppet & he always has been one. The guy is a fucking joke!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3035163/16762931)  context  full comments

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez's Green New Deal For America Is On A Fast Track To Hell (meme) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 20:58:42

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 05:55:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 minutes ago (2019-02-13 05:28:55)
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[ - ] Parent: SeeTheeAnon  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-13 05:55:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3034011/16751985)

Nice!

Here's a lil meme I made that I like to call Socialist Vampirism

Enjoy, my fellow anons!

Great job ! @SeeTheeAnon

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3034011/16752132)  context  full comments

" Proud Of America " Challenge Accepted ... I Took Your Challenge... AOC " Here's Socialism" (meme) by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 05:55:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 6.5 hours ago (2019-02-12 23:27:38)

[ - ] Parent: ProudOfAmerica  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-13 05:55:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033448/16745466)

Awesome. You get first place in the 'Scary' category. Mine gets first place in the 'Identity Politics' category.

We'll leave it to others to decide the winner overall.

(Full disclosure...I did not create the meme. My wife saw it earlier today and laughed so hard I had to share it.)

I didn't create this meme either Patriot , I just posted it after your challenge ... I had too

God Bless @ProudOfAmerica

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033448/16745537)  context  full comments

Wait. Was Kamala Harris smoking pot while prosecuting people for smoking pot? by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 20:58:42

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 05:55:11

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 6.5 hours ago (2019-02-12 23:25:44)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  78 points ( +79 | -1 ) 2019-02-13 05:55:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033405)

Well all the Pot crimes that are now serving time should all be overturned now that Cannabis is legal in California

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033405/16745505)  context  full comments

Who attacked media at rally last night? by MikeTheJew6969  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 20:58:42

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 05:55:11

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-02-12 22:51:16)

[ - ] Parent: MikeTheJew6969  23 points ( +23 | -0 ) 2019-02-13 05:55:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3032900)

The dude was probably one of those Veritas fuckers from the Clinton campaign.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3032900/16744592)  context  full comments

Q Post #2699 - What has Maxine Waters Buried on her Financial Report? Real Estate Holdings? by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-02-14 08:44:31

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 05:55:11

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-02-12 22:48:32)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  32 points ( +32 | -0 ) 2019-02-13 05:55:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033224)

Maxine Waters is one of the corrupt people in Washington DC ! Talk about a fucking criminal.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033224/16744537)  context  full comments

Check out this Rothschild Q article by Scoundrel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-13 05:55:11

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-02-12 22:46:49)

[ - ] Parent: Scoundrel  22 points ( +25 | -3 ) 2019-02-13 05:55:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033319)

Why the fuck in all holy hell would anyone want to read a fucking word of the trash that comes out of this Mike Rothschild dude's pie
hole ? Doesn't make one bit of sense to me though.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3033319/16744501)  context  full comments

JUSTICE GINSBURG'S POSSIBLE INCAPACITY AND THE CASE FOR JUDICIAL TERM LIMITS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-12 04:30:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.2 hours ago (2019-02-11 21:19:34)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-12 04:30:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3030917/16720216)

I've been wondering why roberts just sits there and doesn't say anything. You're talking about her "behavior" and someone
mentally dead has no "behavior."

So, who's doing her voting for her??

Right, I wonder if it's her clerk or Pelosi

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3030917/16721027)  context  full comments

JUSTICE GINSBURG'S POSSIBLE INCAPACITY AND THE CASE FOR JUDICIAL TERM LIMITS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-12 04:30:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.2 hours ago (2019-02-11 21:18:40)

[ - ] Parent: QPhan17  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-12 04:30:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3030917/16720471)

https://i.postimg.cc/qqFg1zKH/bbe6a1d11a3cec6327428d6746a6db8ba769cea94f7e696c3b30d270eca44c52.png

Wow thanks for sharing @QPhan17

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3030917/16721011)  context  full comments

JUSTICE GINSBURG'S POSSIBLE INCAPACITY AND THE CASE FOR JUDICIAL TERM LIMITS by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-12 04:30:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.2 hours ago (2019-02-11 21:17:45)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-12 04:30:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3030917/16720258)

Congress needs to wiretap her and find out exactly what she is doing at home (supposedly working).

It should be easy enough to take out a FISA warrant on her ass.

Yeah , That's if she even is at home or maybe she is in the morgue

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3030917/16720996)  context  full comments

TWO FLORIDA MEN PLOTTED TO GROOM A 3 - YEAR - OLD FOR SEX by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-12 04:30:13

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-11 08:29:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-02-11 05:53:29)

[ - ] Parent: Mustard_of_puppets  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-11 08:29:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3029734/16709285)

Kill them with fire, then kill the fire with acid, then kill the acid with more fire lather rinse and repeat ALWAYS repeat.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3029734/16709455)  context  full comments

The Democratic Party Needs To Be Destroyed Before It Destroys The Country by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-10 21:12:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2019-02-10 18:22:49)

[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-02-10 21:12:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3028083/16696060)

A much needed reset is coming.

Hey @M_C_S 'd God Bless Man!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3028083/16697750)  context  full comments

Nancy's Worst Fears by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-10 21:12:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-02-10 16:43:56)
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[ - ] Parent: con77  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-10 21:12:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3028108/16695354)

Gavin newsome is her nephew

@con77 No wonder that guy is all fucked up!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3028108/16695843)  context  full comments

The Democratic Party Needs To Be Destroyed Before It Destroys The Country by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-10 21:12:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-02-10 16:42:25)

[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-10 21:12:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3028083/16695581)

Blindfold them all, then banish them....off planet....preferably directly into the sun, but I'm not sure even the sun could survive that
much stupid thrown at it.

 I'm not sure either @BulletMagnet879 but I love your idea never the less!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3028083/16695816)  context  full comments

Nancy's Worst Fears by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-02-11 08:29:30

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-02-10 21:12:46

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 5.5 hours ago (2019-02-10 15:40:15)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-02-10 21:12:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3028108/16693603)

nanny might as well F herself.

Now she has all the third world idiots she let into her dumb party to deal with.

Oh, and NONE of them talk to each other, they all HATE that's all they do.

Affirmative action is working out SO GREAT for leftist dumb whores.

That's right @TurquoiseLover The Dem's basically have created a party of HATE mongers that now must try & not devour their own,
which will be quite the task.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3028108/16694636)  context  full comments

Flashback Poll--Who the WORLD voted for in the 2016 Election...OMG--I'm seeing RED! by trumpifulgirl  in theawakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-02-10 21:12:46

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-10 15:01:56

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 45 minutes ago (2019-02-10 14:17:04)

[ - ] Parent: trumpifulgirl  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-02-10 15:01:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3028081)

It's amazing how many countries actually wanted the Globalist Criminal as president of the United States of America.

Thank God for President Donald Trump!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3028081/16693555)  context  full comments

AOC is brilliant. The Green New Deal is a HUGE job creator. by Paladin_Diver  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-09 17:27:32

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-02-09 01:48:35)

[ - ] Parent: Paladin_Diver  0 points ( +4 | -4 ) 2019-02-09 17:27:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025129)

You mean This AOC :

https://scontent-sjc3-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.0-9/51474564_245602706342888_8951557476679942144_n.jpg?
_nc_cat=1&_nc_ht=scontent-sjc3-1.xx&oh=191616d52c86a49a15433c17062ee805&oe=5CFE5757

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025129/16666844)  context  full comments

"Keep your hands off the Mueller investigation" Hakeem Jeffries yells at Matthew Whitaker by Digisphere  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-10 15:01:56

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-09 17:27:32

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-02-09 01:30:43)
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[ - ] Parent: Digisphere  16 points ( +17 | -1 ) 2019-02-09 17:27:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025159)

If I were Whitaker , I would have yelled right back : " Fuck You , You Liberal Idiot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025159/16666557)  context  full comments

Mathew Whitaker is concerned that there was a leak to CNN about Roger Stone by Digisphere  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-09 17:27:32

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-02-09 01:29:22)

[ - ] Parent: Digisphere  13 points ( +14 | -1 ) 2019-02-09 17:27:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025162)

And you mean to tell me that you don't think Mueller's bunch of Liberal Idiots didn't leak the information to CNN ? Whitaker ain't no
dummy !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025162/16666529)  context  full comments

Matthew Whitaker tells Jim Jordan that Mueller is investigating American citizens and he's pissed by Digisphere  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-09 17:27:32

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-02-09 01:22:32)

[ - ] Parent: Digisphere  37 points ( +37 | -0 ) 2019-02-09 17:27:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025348)

Of course Mueller is, he's looking for anything that can be used against President Trump, Mueller don't care where it comes from ,
even if he has to investigate every last American citizen. Mueller has one command , and that's find something on President Trump.
So far no luck !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025348/16666403)  context  full comments

YUGE unroll breaks down the LA raid AND why 40+ highly trained operators breached Girardi buildings. MASSIVE crimes implicating
Clinton's and Clare Bronfman, too. by Catsfive  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-09 17:27:32

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-02-09 01:19:41)

[ - ] Parent: Catsfive  60 points ( +60 | -0 ) 2019-02-09 17:27:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025425)

Are you sure it isn't Robert Mueller destroying more evidence against the Deep State Operatives ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3025425/16666350)  context  full comments

It's Time to Call the Opioid Crisis What It Is: A National Emergency by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-09 17:27:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-02-08 23:59:48)

[ - ] Parent: nubbyhubby  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-09 17:27:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3024954/16662398)

Not opioid crisis! "Opioid" is all encompassing the issue is with injectors.. A sane person does not self inject. Really pissing me off
the confusion of the 2. There are many people that use opioids to live a somewhat normal life and the Media is pushing agenda
that is targeting the wrong people! Go figure

Of course @nubbyhubby They are the Media!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3024954/16664766)  context  full comments

FBI: Pedophile Jeffrey Epstein was Informant for Mueller's FBI - Big League Politics by RogerMoore0017  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-02-07 23:27:25

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-02-07 15:51:34)

[ - ] Parent: RogerMoore0017  93 points ( +95 | -2 ) 2019-02-07 23:27:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3022066)

I think you meant to say that Robert Mueller was quite the guest at Pedohile King Jeffery Epstein's Island

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3022066/16634079)  context  full comments

The End Game and RGB Death Delay? by MuckeyDuck  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-02-07 23:27:25

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-07 05:06:32

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 50 minutes ago (2019-02-07 04:16:12)
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[ - ] Parent: MuckeyDuck  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-02-07 05:06:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3021183)

NOT GONNA HAPPEN BECAUSE PRESIDENT TRUMP IS TOO MUCH OF A BAD ASS!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3021183/16626529)  context  full comments

Mueller hauled before fisa court by DinoCrocetti  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-02-07 23:27:25

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-07 05:06:32

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 53 minutes ago (2019-02-07 04:13:23)

[ - ] Parent: DinoCrocetti  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2019-02-07 05:06:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3021197)

Mueller ain't nothing but a liar and a fucking control freak who loves little boys , just like his buddy James Comey

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3021197/16626483)  context  full comments

Pelosi looked very uncomfortable at SOTU by CF_BOOM_SHOCK_BYE_  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-07 23:27:25

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-07 05:06:32

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 55 minutes ago (2019-02-07 04:11:41)

[ - ] Parent: CF_BOOM_SHOCK_BYE_  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-07 05:06:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3021199)

She sure did, I thought she looked like she was hungry for a babies spleen the way she kept grinding her jaws, neither that or the
bitch was on cocaine.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3021199/16626458)  context  full comments

Q - Patriots Might Be The Alt-Right , But The Democrats Send Messages Wearing All White by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-07 05:06:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 4.3 hours ago (2019-02-07 00:47:04)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-07 05:06:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3020817/16621870)

Those women in WHITE made fools out of themselves. The SOTU wasn't suppose to be about them. They should just have
dressed nicely and behaved professionaly. They stuck out like sore thumbs, and Nancy Pelosi with her Caesar Dagger Pin to
prove she is "DIVINE" and a Caesar, or whatever stupid thing it was suppose to symbolize, was also childish and STUPID.
People have no clue the spectacles they make out of themselves when they want the attention on themselves, instead of where it
should be. President Trump invited people who did amazing things with their lives, and the attention should have been on them
and President Trump, and not those childish woman and Nancy Pelosi playing with papers and clapping in strange ways.

@Lauraingalls , Nancy Patricia D'Alesandro Pelosi / Drug Lord of the American Heroin trade, The Black Witch that has taken the
reigns from Hillary Clinton as the Democrat Top Witch ! Did you notice how she moved her jaws like a demon possessed flesh
eating pedovore , like one that eats kids and babies as a ritual to their God Lucifer. " These People Are Stupid "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3020817/16622483)  context  full comments

Q - Patriots Might Be The Alt-Right , But The Democrats Send Messages Wearing All White by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-07 05:06:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-02-07 00:38:17)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-07 05:06:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3020817/16621915)

Pagan Priestesses is the CLOSEST. I was thinking too that when people dressed nicely, and knew the rules of fashion, women
would not have worn white unless it was SUMMER.

Correct @Lauraingalls Pagan Priestesses ! Witches ! Black Magic Satanic Fucks !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3020817/16622364)  context  full comments

CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.1 hours ago (2019-02-06 19:23:42)
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[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 23:32:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603738)

LOL.

You guys are crazy and I love it!

�

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16616815)  context  full comments

President Trump Rakes In Massive Approval Numbers For State Of The Union Address by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2019-02-06 19:17:01)

[ - ] Parent: johnnyrei  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-02-06 23:32:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019994/16614287)

Even on the Trending Youtube footage from CBS - all the top comments are pro-Trump.

@jojnnyrei All of America is happy with President Donald Trump, except for the Deep State Democrats, truth be told last night after
the Great State of the Union Speech lastnight.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019994/16616716)  context  full comments

President Trump Rakes In Massive Approval Numbers For State Of The Union Address by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2019-02-06 19:12:36)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 23:32:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019994/16615591)

The 15% of Dems who think it will unite the country is a good number. If these people start seeing the light then we have made
huge gains. That is 15% the Dems would lose. Think about that possible shift going into the 2020 election. Its great progress IMO.

I'll be down with those odds @Truther65 2020 will surely be exciting for any political junkie .....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019994/16616651)  context  full comments

President Trump Rakes In Massive Approval Numbers For State Of The Union Address by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +1 | -2 ) at 2019-02-07 23:27:25

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-02-06 19:08:26)

[ - ] Parent: Phantom42  -2 points ( +3 | -5 ) 2019-02-06 23:32:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019994/16614460)

When you suck Jew cock that tends to happen.

So @Phantom42 I guess you would know these facts from your experiences.... That's cool, I guess for you anyways.

✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019994/16616517)  context  full comments

CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-09 17:27:32

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-07 05:06:32

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-02-06 16:44:10)

[ - ] Parent: Tiptop88  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 2019-02-06 23:32:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16606040)

Still no wall.

It's actually being built right now @Tiptop88

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16613668)  context  full comments

CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-02-06 16:43:23)
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[ - ] Parent: patriot55  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 23:32:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16606145)

Best SOTU I have ever herd, I'm 66.

Yes Me too @patriot55 and I'm 55

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16613652)  context  full comments

CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-02-06 16:42:14)

[ - ] Parent: myvoicefromhell  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 23:32:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16606975)

Who the hell was Pelosi muttering to every time Trump said something she didn't like? That chic is missing some marbles.

Hahahahhaaaa! I've been waiting for a comment like this , Thank You Patriot @myvoicefromhell

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16613626)  context  full comments

' NANNY GOAT ' Pelosi was at it yet again . . . by RakerKey  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-02-07 05:06:32

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-02-06 15:54:09)

[ - ] Parent: RakerKey  23 points ( +23 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 23:32:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019751)

It's called a drug addict!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019751/16612662)  context  full comments

Nancy Pelosi Just Proved To The Nation During State Of The Union Speech' She Doesn't Support VETERANS' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 09:21:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-02-06 04:21:25)

[ - ] Parent: AmmaK  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 09:21:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018881/16602901)

Highlights and the very sad democrats..... Victory is not winning for our party, victory is winning for our country!

Only 4 justices....Roberts, Kagan, Gorsuch and Kavanough

Back to space on American rockets - Nancy looked surprised by that statement! What is Nancy reading???

DEMS DIDN’T STAND FOR:

Greatness

Just getting started on jobs

People off of food stamps

Unemployment lowest

Unemployment for African American, Hispanics, people with disabilities all time low

Tax credits, family farms, death tax

Got rid of Obamacare mandate

Right to try signed into law

Cut regulations

Largest producer of oil and natural gas in the world

Net exporter of energy

Army again strong

‘State of our union is strong’ (dems didn’t even clap)

Doubled of jobs expected last month

Partican investigations for political agenda (Schiff was laughing)

Pass the judges put forward (Nancy looking at her papers again)

Nancy is chewing her teeth again

Immigration - put human traffickers, coyotes and drug dealers out of business

Dems are booing about the organized human - lawless border is unsafe and the citizens need to be protected

‘Legal’ citizens stengthen our country - they have to come in legally!
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‘Legal’ citizens stengthen our country - they have to come in legally!

Wealthy politicians and donors have walls and guards to protect them - working class pays the price of illegal immigration

No clapping or standing for ICE agent Alvin (Nancy looking at papers again)

Luke warm on putting traffickers behind bars

Promise to NEVER abolish our hero’s from ICE

Everyone in this room has voted yes for a wall - but it wasn’t built - “I will get it built!”

When there is a wall, illegal crossing go down

“Walls work and walls save lives!”

Protecting American jobs against China

School choice

Eliminate late term abortion, let us build a culture that cherishes innocent life (dems sat and no clapping)

Getting nations to pay their fair share for security - NATO

Withdrawing from the INF treaty with Russia

Outspend and out innovate other countries if they continue to build their weapons

Meeting with Kim Jung Un the end of February

Booing to socialism in our country - “we are born free and we will stay free” (chant of USA)

America will never be a socialist country - dems sat and no clapping

(Nancy reading her papers again)

American embassy moved to Jerusalem

Withdrawal from Iran nuclear deal (Nancy looking at papers again)

Avert death of the Jewish people (Nancy sat looking at her papers)

While talking about young girls and women being smuggles in for prostitution - Nancy was shaking her head no

Almost all drugs come in through the southern border - Nancy shaking head no

All stood for Angel family - Nancy looking at paper again - slow to sit her butt back down

After NAFTA Nancy is standing there again when everyone is seated and reading her papers

Nancy looked surprised to hear that drug prices have been lowered

Schumer mouthed ‘Here he goes’ when talking about NY’s new abortion law

More than 7 trillion spent on Middle East wars

Trump actually got EVERYBODY to chant USA after speaking about women success in jobs and Congress.

McConnell sat like a dud when healthcare was being talked about - no clapping or standing

As the night went on Nancy was chewing her cud more and more

Wow ....Great Job @AmmaK Thanks for sharing Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018881/16604397)  context  full comments

Nancy Pelosi Just Proved To The Nation During State Of The Union Speech' She Doesn't Support VETERANS' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 09:21:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-02-06 04:19:37)

[ - ] Parent: Covfefe2018  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 09:21:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018881/16601049)

Those white suits should have black stripes

lol 2x @Covfefe2018

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018881/16604351)  context  full comments

Nancy Pelosi Just Proved To The Nation During State Of The Union Speech' She Doesn't Support VETERANS' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 09:21:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2019-02-06 04:18:57)

[ - ] Parent: PixieJean  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 09:21:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018881/16601032)

and right now Piglosi proved that she supports human trafficking.

Yes of course she does @PixieJean Good observation!
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018881/16604338)  context  full comments

Nancy Pelosi Just Proved To The Nation During State Of The Union Speech' She Doesn't Support VETERANS' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 09:21:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.1 hours ago (2019-02-06 04:17:36)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 09:21:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018881/16601048)

She didn't look too happy when Trump was talking about stopping human trafficking for sex slavery. She was squirming in that
chair!

She was huh ? @Shizy Didn't Pelosi look kind of like she on drugs ? It did to me, especially when she started grinding her jaws... It
came to a point where she finally gave up on the rest of the Democrats, when they started saying USA, USA, USA too

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018881/16604307)  context  full comments

Juan Williams is such a negative asshole by NVMyMeatball  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 09:21:32

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-02-06 04:11:55)

[ - ] Parent: NVMyMeatball  30 points ( +30 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 09:21:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019068)

Juan Williams is a paid Hillary Clinton Troll and he has been since before 2016 election

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019068/16604062)  context  full comments

CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +2 | -3 ) at 2019-02-06 23:32:10

History: -1 points( +1 | -2 ) at 2019-02-06 09:21:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-02-06 04:08:03)

[ - ] Parent: Momma_Beasley  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2019-02-06 09:21:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603542)

Was I the only one that teared up a bit during the conclusion of his speech?

Heck No @Momma_Beasley

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603882)  context  full comments

CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH by
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[ - ] Parent: fs92c  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 09:21:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603444)

Amazing speech. But nothing about it made me believe we'll be seeing mass arrests and public trials. Trump wants to be a uniter
more than anything, you can tell. He craves to be loved, always has. I don't doubt people are going down and going down hard
behind the scenes. Unfortunately, I don't think the revenge we all seek is for everyone to enjoy. Trump doesn't want to be
remembered as the President who arrested everyone - but instead, the President who united everyone. I think that's been his role
the whole time. The arrests and executions are for the military to enjoy. And deservedly so - it's their operation.

I hope I'm wrong. I want to watch these people burn in hell in 4K Ultra HD more than anyone.

Yeah I can see where you are coming from @fs92c
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[ - ] Parent: rj850  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 04:04:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603194)

Anybody notice the curious behavior of Mitch McConnell. He looked sick as shit and at the end of the president walked right by
him and totally ignored him. Something is not right there.

Yeah @rj850 I eeven told my wife , look at McConnell , he looks like he's afraid of Trump because he's the one that didn't use the
nuclear option in the Senate to get te Wall Funding Past.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603682)  context  full comments

CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +6 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 09:21:32

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 04:04:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.8 minutes ago (2019-02-06 04:00:51)

[ - ] Parent: Anon1751  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 04:04:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603239)

OUTSTANDING SPEECH!!! President Trump killed it tonight!!

@Anon1751 Damn Straight Trump killed it tonight, best speech from him ever, especially because it was on every major network of
television.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603505)  context  full comments

CONGRATULATIONS PRESIDENT DONALD J TRUMP FOR ROCKING THE HOUSE & A GREAT STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 09:21:32
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[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 04:04:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603296)

The democrat women looked ready to perform late term abortions.

Hahahaahaaa! You're crazy @TurquoiseLover But I love ya, because you always bring me a little joy with your words, Thanks for
that Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603433)  context  full comments
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[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 04:04:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16602816)

I thought it was GREAT and he got so many people excited, even those SILLY Democratic women in WHITE had to give in and
STAND. It was like a TRUMP RALLY. He does touch people and brings hope and excitement.

That's right @Lauraingalls President Trump is the greatest resident America has ever had!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3019018/16603028)  context  full comments

Rumor: Concert Last Night was Actually RBG's Memorial/Funeral Service??? Her Justice Robe is Hanging on the Stage. by GodsAngell  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 04:04:39

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2019-02-06 01:22:27)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  28 points ( +30 | -2 ) 2019-02-06 04:04:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3018732)

It might have been, you could be absolutely right on this one Patriot & maybe they will announce her death on the 11th of February ,
Q said something about the old kook and Feb. 11th
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[ - ] Parent: FirstDamsel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 04:05:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3017683/16592878)

Whenever my resolve starts to evaporate, another Patriot comes to the rescue. Thank you for your 'hand-up', back on my feet
again. 

@FirstDamsel We all get to a point of , well kind of wore out and want some instant gratification, so what we do with our time is
especially important , for we never know what is right around the corner....It could ginormous! ...

Where We Go One We Go All

GOD BLESS PATRIOT
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@Stonenchizel Is A Narrative Pushing Shill, Change My Mind by kneo24  in ProtectVoat
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 04:04:39

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-02-05 22:10:19)

[ - ] Parent: kneo24  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-06 04:05:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/ProtectVoat/3014481/16584440)

This dude to whom I have never spoke to before this post :

A non-sequitur.

which I post on my wall

I'm sorry, but v/GreatAwakening isn't "your wall", as you put it. It is @srayzie's subverse. Are you really trying to take ownership of
the subs you make posts in? Or are you pretending to be that fucking stupid?

the post recieved 141 UpVoats and some of them were you guys who upvoated the post

By using Voat terminology, like "upvoat", you indicate you're more aware of the culture here, so it stands to reason the "my wall"
comment of yours is you pretending to be that much a fucking dumb sperg lord, or you're really seriously trying to exert control.

so I guess dude is just jealous because of , well I'm not sure why

Look, another accusation that you refuse to substantiate. Why am I not surprised?

that I thought was a negative sign against something I saw as Patriotic

Your post was an advertisement. The article you copy and pasted, was an advertisement. If you're truly investigating what you
claim to be investigating, you seriously can't be that obtuse.

Now the dude had a hard on for me for one reason or another

I'm merely pointing out your shill like actions. You keep digging your hole further.

but in my defense I will tell the truth of this nobody which claims falsehoods and uses my name handle because he
obviously is looking for some kind of up voats ....... I really don't know why he is attacking me , but

So again, you keep resorting to accusations with nothing to substantiate it.

Your post did nothing to explain any of your actions away. It was one big deflection and diversion.

My Wall is My Wall where Only I Can Post You Dumb Ass, so just Please Stop

!Buh Bye Attention Whore Yes you @kneo24 Buh Bye !
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"Schumer took to the Senate floor ahead of Trump's speech and argued for 10 minutes the current state of the country is "chaos."
He also bizarrely stated Trump's policies have been bad for the middle class."

The only chaos is due to the FAKE NEWS being exposed to people. Psychological pain when the pacifier is ripped from our
mouths and our eyes are opened. It can feel chaotic but if people would just snap out of it and stand behind their leader there
would be no chaos. SJWs (real life, not the TV ones) need to wake the fuck up and realize for themselves that they've been
brainwashed. For example, who in their right mind would think it actually makes any sense for a white person to be anti-white?
Without artificial media influence, do you think someone actually would one day decide to cut their penis off, ask their doctor for
female hormones, and dress like a woman? Only brainwashing can lead to these self-destructive beliefs. Sorry guys, you were
tricked into cutting off your own penis and yelling at people that this is OK and normal and that you should be accepted by us.
That we're sick for thinking you're sick. LOL.

Also, people have been mostly nonviolent during all the bullshit fake conflicts and drama being fed to us. I trust the numbers, I
believe things are improving daily. When the storm is finally over and everyone is rallied to be on the same page with each other,
life will feel so peaceful. We've been literally terrorized and brainwashed by media probably since TV was invented, actually
maybe since WWI. Seriously, think back to life before television and radio, maybe before newspapers. People didn't worry about
bullshit. Now their brainwashing technologies are being used to expose the fact that sick pedophile weirdos have been
orchestrating this shit for a while. This will be entertaining, but I hope the dividing media projections cool down and we can work
together like the good ole days. We need more clarity and direct information, not more propaganda getting us to act against our
own interests.

https://qmap.pub/read/529

Thanks for sharing info @@whiteboy77
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I loved how Gladys handled Lemon's questions and wish I could do the same with equal aplomb. She never confronted or
defended, just spoke clearly and plainly--it was most impressive.

Great Analogy @PGLiterati Gladys Night has been through so much over the years and now is a distinguished Musical Star that has
never sold out to the Satanic Cabal, and for that I do so cherish her as human being for being real and unafraid of leftist attacks from
Lemon because she answered his questions with the vigor of absolute truth....
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The look on his face when he realized Gladys is a patriot

Right , I loved it! @AHistoryOfBadMen
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Trump is a vessel. We the body must Pray, REPENT, pray...Through an intercessor, a prophetic word brought forth, the Lord said
"you have made the FEAR OF MAN GREATER THAN THE FEAR OF GOD. You have corrupted my covenant by widening the
narrow path to ME. You have turned aside from the way. You have caused many to stumble by showing partiality and
compromise in order to appease the flesh (Mal 2:1-10) Until this evidence is acknowledged and my People repent of the double-
minded ways, I cannot act (James 1:7-8)

This is just a portion of the word..I can provide the link if you would like to read it in its entirety.

The Word Is Truly The Word Of GOD, Thanks for sharing @HISdaughter
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Before you get angry and upset about this sick stuff, remember that Q is in control of MSM and the political actors. At this point, the
conflicts and battles we see are FAKE, a distraction or tool for PR.

For example, why did Trump and Democrats fight so dramatically over a goddam wall when it's obvious that a wall is a cheap and
effective aid to border security? It's like good cop (Trump) and bad cop (Fake news, democrats). The wall was always going to
happen, but if government just laid down a wall people either wouldn't care or would criticize it somehow. With the whole drama
that surrounded that, the public suddenly cared and realized more and more that Trump makes sense and has all along. Now,
everyone DEMANDS a wall. Also, this argument was used to INFORM (redpill, awaken) the public about drug smuggling, human
trafficking, and criminal illegal immigrants (builds narrative for future MS-13 democrat collusion), and the fact that dems want
immigrants to vote for them..

This whole abortion infanticide stuff is THE SAME. Fake news, good cop bad cop stuff. Q owns the bad actors now and is making
them say this stupid shit. No one in their right mind thinks infanticide is a good idea, it's disgusting to everyone. Q is making them
say this to paint Democrats as the party of crime, human trafficking, infanticide, so that people begin to HATE these people. Then
when the arrests come, people are happy. Also this builds the narrative in our minds for exposing baby sacrifice, child torture and
elite pedophilia. It will "make sense" more because we already know how sick these people are.

Q/Trump or whoever it is exactly in control is always going to get what they want because they OWN these people. They cut the
strings of their foreign masters, now they own them with the previous blackmail and the fact that they're corrupt criminals working
against the people. Q owns them and is forcing them to work FOR the people, even if that means embarrassing themselves and
making the people recognize that they are sick by making it more obvious. GREAT AWAKENING

Great Analogy @whiteboy77 Thanks for sharing .
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So what it boils down to is that our country is being run and controlled by murderers, thugs, thieves, cannibals and Satan
worshippers. Woe to America unless Trump can put a stop to it. We will be done as a civilized society otherwise. Pray and pray
some more.

Yes Absolutely @Thruther65 We as a People must Support President Trump more than ever and do our part in taking down this Evil
Corruption Satanic Cabal and their Puppets also , the Democrat Party!
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Ok for all of you that have had thoughts of me being a shill, this is for you:

This dude to whom I have never spoke to before this post : (Watch: Jeep's Stunning, Patriotic Super Bowl Ad Already Stole The
Show ) which I post on my wall , you might even remember it since it was posted Sunday.

Here I posted as a Patriotic Song , It was ( Super Bowl Sunday and the song is the National Anthem )the post recieved 141
UpVoats and some of them were you guys who upvoated the post, so I guess dude is just jealous because of , well I'm not sure why
, but I usually don't engaged with negative people and now I'm sure of why I don't. If you know what mean?

Here's @kneo24's comment to my Patriotic Post , that I thought was a negative sign against something I saw as Patriotic : (Keep in
mind it's the "users". You will see similar stuff on other Q subs when they're popular. My recommendation is to downvoat
content you don't want to see. Downvoat early. People like @srayzie, who run this place, won't remove stuff like this - not
because they necessarily agree with it or don't want to remove it, but because they try to embody the concept of free speech.
You take the good with the bad)

On that note, if none of you didn't find @stonechizel obvious from day one, you aren't as awake or aware as you lead
yourselves to believe. Every sunmission they make is made to push things from certain sources and to ensure they easily
bypass some of the tracking methods we use on Voat. )

(END OF @kneo24 's COMMENT )

Now the dude had a hard on for me for one reason or another , but in my defense I will tell the truth of this nobody which claims
falsehoods and uses my name handle because he obviously is looking for some kind of up voats ....... I really don't know why he is
attacking me , but

If that's it , I don't care but I will defend my name every time, the picture to @kneo23 's post about me.....Go Figure, I guess he did
have a real hard on for me, but I don't play that way....Peace Out, n' God Bless
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Where's the photo? More lies.

@TurquoiseLover well we shall see tomorrow if RGB is at the State of The Union....
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bitch should have been retired the day she said the Constitution was obsolete.

Right @con77
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Yeah, because we trust WaPo for accurate info...not.

@BulletMagnet879 We don' trust anything that comes from Jeff Bezo's
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You can't TRUST The Washington Post. NOBODY got a picture? WHY?

Well Because @Lauraingalls RGB probably is dead, but we shall see if she s at the State of The Union Address tomorrow.
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Did anyone get a photo? From the WAPO article: "Ginsburg did not speak, and many in the crowd did not know she was there.
She sat in the back, and most saw her only as they left the performance. Michaels did not announce her presence." Sounds fishy.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/courts_law/ruth-bader-ginsburg-makes-first-public-appearance-since-cancer-
surgery/2019/02/04/251d59f4-28cf-11e9-b2fc-721718903bfc_story.html?utm_term=.831c039dce7e

No they didn't @Sanzurii , But I did post story so Conservatives can see what is being posted about RGB.
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Nationalism is returning. It's okay to express patriotism again.

You are Damn Right @FishBoat , We are The United States of America & We have so much to be proud of as a Nation that helps
the hole world for many years , but it'sTime to set America at the Top of All Things America First just like President Donald J Trump
says!

We Will Make America Great Again

WWG1WGA
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This the problem with your kind. You assume someone is mad. I'm just merely pointing out the tactics you use to hide in a venue
of transparency of actions. What are you trying to hide?

Absolutely Nothing ...Sorry , you must have me mistaken with someone else, good luck though...
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Since your defense is, "no u", you lost.

Step Off Satan, I don't play that game, especially with a known loser.... �
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Watch: Jeep's Stunning, Patriotic Super Bowl Ad Already Stole The Show by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -4 points( +0 | -4 ) at 2019-02-05 01:46:04

History: -3 points( +0 | -3 ) at 2019-02-04 08:03:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 7 hours ago (2019-02-04 01:02:34)

[ - ] Parent: kneo24  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-04 08:03:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013328/16553008)

@stonenchizel because I pinged you wrong initially.

So you are mad because you cant TRACK ME @kneo24

Good Luck Shill !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013328/16556854)  context  full comments

Watch: Jeep's Stunning, Patriotic Super Bowl Ad Already Stole The Show by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -4 points( +0 | -4 ) at 2019-02-05 01:46:04

History: -3 points( +0 | -3 ) at 2019-02-04 08:03:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-02-04 01:00:15)

[ - ] Parent: kneo24  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2019-02-04 08:03:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013328/16552994)

Keep in mind it's the "users". You will see similar stuff on other Q subs when they're popular. My recommendation is to downvoat
content you don't want to see. Downvoat early. People like @srayzie, who run this place, won't remove stuff like this - not because
they necessarily agree with it or don't want to remove it, but because they try to embody the concept of free speech. You take the
good with the bad.

On that note, if none of you didn't find @stonechizel obvious from day one, you aren't as awake or aware as you lead yourselves
to believe. Every sunmission they make is made to push things from certain sources and to ensure they easily bypass some of the
tracking methods we use on Voat.

WTF ....... Is your problem Shill (@kneo24 )? I guess ,I'm a what to you? You're dumb negative fucker.... Back the fuck up off of my life,
you piece of Satan's Shit....You absolutely have NO Power over My Life ...Period

Sorry Patriots, sometimes these fucking negative losers ain't got nothing better to do so they try and make anyone else's life a Piece
of Shit , like this @kneo24 Fucker!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013328/16556765)  context  full comments

HRC and Obama Supplying Mexican Cartels with Guns? by Truther65  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-04 08:03:22

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2019-02-03 22:44:33)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-02-04 08:03:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013914)

These Democrats have had their hands in some dirty foul ways to fund their lives & continued corruption & that's exactly why Pelosi
insist no wall, because Nancy Pelosi is the Heroin Queen.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013914/16554565)  context  full comments

Terry McAuliffe: Northam 'Is a Good, Moral, Decent Man' by kestrel9  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-04 08:03:22

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-03 18:43:59

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2019-02-03 17:09:32)

[ - ] Parent: kestrel9  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-03 18:44:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013387/16548093)

McAuliffe is as dirty as they come. His speaking out is probably code to Northam, 'hold your ground (don't resign/don't back off of
abortion statements) and we'll protect you. Back off of abortion support even to infanticide and we'll leave you to twist in the wind'.

That's right @kestrel9 That Sona'fa'Bitch is "Rotten to the Core", just like his boss Hillary Clinton.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013387/16548712)  context  full comments

Terry McAuliffe: Northam 'Is a Good, Moral, Decent Man' by kestrel9  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-03 18:43:59

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2019-02-03 16:27:14)

[ - ] Parent: kestrel9  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-03 18:44:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3013387)

Anyone who says that Mother Fucker @Northam is a good man , well they just might be KKK too. Especially that @TerryMcAuliffe,
he's has been a Hillary Clinton Puppet for years now....
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In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 3.4 hours ago (2019-02-03 05:42:08)

[ - ] Parent: dundundunnnnn  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-02-03 09:06:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16541213)

Jesus is the only way to the Father.

If you are sincerely asking, watch this and answer the questions along with the interview:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RdltEO2gKg

Jesus paid your debt. Mine too! I've broken God's moral law.

Most people do not realize they are in debt because we are raised in atheist, secular, materialist societies. This is by design. The
global world order is run by Satan and he's the great deceiver.

John 14:6 1599 Geneva Bible (GNV)

Jesus said unto him, I am [a]that Way, and that Truth, and that Life. No man cometh unto the Father, but by me.

That is an awesome comment with the most spot on information to any whom care to know Jesus....Thanks for sharing
@dundundunnnnn

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16541816)  context  full comments

In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 18:43:59

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-02-03 05:34:54)

[ - ] Parent: sosat_menya_reddit  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-03 09:06:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16539799)

Which god do you fear the most?

The Almighty God , The God Most High

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16541745)  context  full comments

In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 18:43:59

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-02-03 05:33:59)

[ - ] Parent: ke4ke  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-03 09:06:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16539563)

When the line becomes "In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots' And We Love and obey our God.",
our enemies will be at peace with us. I am thrilled Trump is in office, but he is not a god.

Who said he was God?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16541733)  context  full comments

In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 3.6 hours ago (2019-02-03 05:32:54)

[ - ] Parent: Hand_of_Node  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 2019-02-03 09:06:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16539770)

Are people who sit back and do nothing while their country and their people are destroyed really "patriots"?

if they are not law officials then yes
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[ - ] Parent: bvaughan1015  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-02-03 09:06:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16539222)

You are entitled to your opinion, however.... he could beat your ass like a drum. Lolol! Have a nice life, troll!

@bvaughan1015 Don't pay attention to that dude ---> @SaveTheChildren Because he's one of My favorite Hate Commenter's He
forgot his med's again...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16539398)  context  full comments

In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-02-05 16:43:07

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 18:43:59

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 5.8 hours ago (2019-02-03 03:19:40)

[ - ] Parent: SaveTheChildren  -4 points ( +2 | -6 ) 2019-02-03 09:06:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16538846)

Donna trump is an ftm tranny with an ass two axehandles wide

@SaveTheChildren , That's why they call it MEDICINE, Now take yours before you snap!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16539309)  context  full comments

In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +7 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 18:43:59

History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 5.8 hours ago (2019-02-03 03:17:48)

[ - ] Parent: Trousersnake1488  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-02-03 09:06:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16538779)

How do you feel about your new muslim invaders?

@Trousersnake1488 I'm very disappointed with Barry Sotero (Obama). The ultimate Globalist Puppet who sold out America and the
American People ..... The Dumb Fucker wasn't good for anything except trying to Destroy America's Sovereignty by putting the USA
into horrible Debt and sneaking in to the country a plethora off Muslims,because they shit on any country they invade and Obama
wants to usher in his Puppet Master's Satanic Controlled New World Order.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16539290)  context  full comments

In America We Are God Fearing, Red Blooded Conservative Patriots ' And We Love Our President Donald J.Trump' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +6 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 18:43:59

History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-02-03 03:13:42)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-02-03 09:06:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16538565)

Hey @Stonenchizel, you never quit, do you? You are always there, and right on the money. Love your stuff and your loyalty to Q,
Trump and We The People. God Bless.

Thank You My Friend ( @Truther65 ) You too are always there, commentin and making Me feel like I've done something right
...Thanks Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3012461/16539243)  context  full comments

Who is Q! Did you already guess? by L743K  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-02 01:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-02-01 18:20:42)

[ - ] Parent: L743K  10 points ( +14 | -4 ) 2019-02-02 01:42:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3009064)

WE THE TRUE PATRIOTS ARE Q'ANON

WE TRUST THE PLAN & KNOW THE EVIL PLAYERS OF THE DS MUST BE DESTROYED

WE ARE Q

WWG1WGA
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What's wrong with Pelosi? Botches words, suffers face spasms, confuses Dems, GOP while vowing no border wall funding by TheBRAINz
in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-02-02 01:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-02-01 18:16:06)

[ - ] Parent: TheBRAINz  48 points ( +49 | -1 ) 2019-02-02 01:42:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3009015)

Nancy Pelosi is involved in the HEROIN trade, her family has been involved in the Heroin trade since her father was in politics and
also connected to the Mafia. Nancy Pelosi needs the Border to stay open so her family drug running can continue. Heroin is the
biggest cash cow of all the drugs on the market, or should I say the Black Market. So regardless of what Trump gives up to the
democrats so he can get funding for the Security Border Wall, Nancy Pelosi will continue to say NO! She has to because the Pelosi
drug cartel in America is huge and there's no way she is willing to let it be destroyed in any way.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3009015/16510707)  context  full comments

Listen VERY CLOSELY To What She Says During this Hearing! by QCanada  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-02 01:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-02-01 18:07:46)

[ - ] Parent: QCanada  11 points ( +12 | -1 ) 2019-02-02 01:42:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3009233)

Trans face says it all.....This bill was a bill designed to commit murder at birth, there's no way the democrats can say that the baby in
the womb is not life especially even up to the mother being dialated and in the process of giving birth, knowing the child is alive Tran
has a hard time answering the question. My question is what do they want the democrats really want young babies from the womb?
They must be using the babies for something important to them, and I believe it is for the making of Adrenochrome, the elites drug
used n their Satanic Rituals

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3009233/16510549)  context  full comments

In Middle Of The Night, A Furious' James Woods' Savaged VA Gov. Supporting Infanticide: You Savage Killer! by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-02 01:42:50

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-01 12:26:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-02-01 06:15:38)
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[ - ] Parent: implicittrust  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-02-01 12:26:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3008132/16499010)

written by my daughter in response to someone defending partial-birth abortion.

"These aren't women choosing to kill their babies, these are women who are losing a child because the child is causing a health
risk bla bla. These women are losing their babies"

My response.

"Key words that you used. The child. Because it is just that. A child. A human being. At no point in life neither at 45 years old or at
birth do we have the right to decide to kill someone based on the need it serves someone else. That logic can be used for murder
in general. Why did you kill that man? Because it served my needs to do so. Losing a child is when the life itself has ended with
NOTHING able to be done on the physicians or mothers part. My daughter had a health issue that caused the fluid to build up in
her neck causing her to die in the womb. She was given a birth certificate and a death certificate. According to liberals she wasn't
life - why give her these certificates of such? Why call a morgue for her body? Why bury her like all the seniors who died naturally
around her grave? If my daughter were to survive and made it to term she would've had life long health issues, she would've had
difficulty conceiving, she would've had difficulty developing. There is no set standard that decides who can live and who can die
because of it. If she would've been born with the sickness she was diagnosed with I would never in a million years say kill her to
spare her, I would never in a million years want a doctor to even think of having to ask me that question whilst we hold a new born
physically living breathing existing baby in our arms. Losing a child is when the child has left you without any means you could
have done for it. Killing a child is physically and mentally choosing to end its life based on whatever difficulties it may face that do
not meet your needs. If your argument of these women are dying giving birth, they don't remove the child and kill it - then save the
mother. If your argument is these women are going to die if they carry to term - revue your medical history in America we are one
of the best and in the last 3 months of pregnancy a baby can survive without the mother. Emergency c section - save the mother.
You don't kill the child and save the mother. If your argument is simply that women or babies are dying at this point in pregnancy
then maybe we should reflect on how 60 million pregnancies are causing near death experiences to the point that we Must
murder the child and fix our HEALTHCARE practice to SAVE these babies and women instead of murdering the child.

In short, your argument has no stance. 60 million abortions preformed, that once stemmed in this is what's best for the women that
soon turned into this is the right of the women that then became the child before birth is not yet a child and is solely the women's
body. Don't be fooled with how they mask this, because they will soon tell you when 60 million babies are murdered at birth that it
was the right of the mother. When did it become the right of a mother to kill her child?

A governor in Virginia has already made your statement look like a meek joke, because he had explained that the woman would
deliver that baby, they would make that baby comfortable, and then kill it should the mother decide.

So no, these aren't women with tears in there eyes holding their dead child that they just delivered due to medical reasons they
couldn't be stopped begging everything, screaming to God to bring back the life that once was. These are woman consciously
choosing to kill their child based on standards that aren't met, claiming they're victims.

Don't get the two mixed up. "

Thank You for sharing your daughters response @implicittrust It was absolutely touching and so true, because life does stat in the
womb and Abortion absolutely is murder!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3008132/16503046)  context  full comments

In Middle Of The Night, A Furious' James Woods' Savaged VA Gov. Supporting Infanticide: You Savage Killer! by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-02-01 06:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 30 seconds ago (2019-02-01 06:10:51)

[ - ] Parent: scoripowarrior  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-02-01 06:11:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3008132/16500225)

If the infant is "born" and has health issues, why not allow the baby to die naturally instead of killing it especially if it will not
remain viable for very long??????

Because the Sicko's from the Democrat Party need their Adrenochrome and baby blood is the best source for their Satanic Rituals

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3008132/16503007)  context  full comments

VA DEM Kathy Tran also filed a bill to ensure sanctity of life for "Fall Cankerworms". by SackGasse  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-01 06:11:22

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.8 hours ago (2019-01-31 22:21:13)

[ - ] Parent: SackGasse  37 points ( +37 | -0 ) 2019-02-01 06:11:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3007965)

Are you sure it wasn't for Skank Worms, because she's a real Skank !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3007965/16494936)  context  full comments

Another cabal baby/organ harvesting ring comes crashing down by RufusTFlywheel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-02-01 06:11:22

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 21:23:32

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-01-31 18:45:14)
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[ - ] Parent: RufusTFlywheel  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 21:23:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3007547)

Awesome Patriot, great post.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3007547/16491341)  context  full comments

Fake University In Michigan Set Up By ICE To Nab Illegal Foreign Students by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 21:23:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.4 hours ago (2019-01-31 17:57:19)

[ - ] Parent: Mycofruit  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 21:23:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006937/16487232)

A closer reading..."Eight people were arrested and charged with conspiracy to commit visa fraud and harboring undocumented
immigrants for profit,..." reveals that it's not eight students, but the 'coyotes,' that were charged. Any students in the fallout likely get
deported, unless they're on the "person of interest" list. Imho.

Right @Mycofruit

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006937/16490573)  context  full comments

Fake University In Michigan Set Up By ICE To Nab Illegal Foreign Students by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-01 12:26:50

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 21:23:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-01-31 17:55:04)

[ - ] Parent: bulrush  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 21:23:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006937/16486104)

I've lived in Michigan all my life. SE Michigan has a lot of Democrat-controlled cities which makes it easy for illegals to go there.
Dearborn is a huge hub for Muslim invaders and now some Muslim pushing Sharia law has been elected to some position over
there.

Thanks to Obama for the influx of secretly bringing in illegal Muslims from the middle east.

Obama is still a practicing Muslim .

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006937/16490542)  context  full comments

Fake University In Michigan Set Up By ICE To Nab Illegal Foreign Students by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-01 06:11:22

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 21:23:32

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-01-31 17:51:49)

[ - ] Parent: KinkRaven  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 21:23:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006937/16488785)

I love those chips, didn't realize they were local.

One of the few that the chips taste like potatoes :)

Even then I just don't eat that stuff much any more and I generally will just use my slicer attachment on my kitchen aid to make
them myself (they taste like old Dutch chips)

At least with home made you don't have to worry about all the additives in the chips @KinkRaven

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006937/16490493)  context  full comments

"An unjust man is an abomination to the righteous, but one whose way is straight is an abomination to the wicked." Proverbs 29:27 by
Zevediah  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-03 09:06:17

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 21:23:32

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 14:37:38

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-01-31 07:54:13)

[ - ] Parent: Zevediah  81 points ( +83 | -2 ) 2019-01-31 14:37:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3004607)

Nothing holds more true than the words and message of this Proverb.

Bless Our Heavenly Father.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3004607/16483771)  context  full comments

President Trump Reopens The Government: Cave or Strategic Move (Gov't size reduction coming?) - Dr. Dave Janda by Seer1965  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-01-31 14:37:38
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[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 13 hours ago (2019-01-31 01:51:54)

[ - ] Parent: Seer1965  24 points ( +24 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 14:37:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006432)

Hopefully Trump doesn't take anymore of Pelosi's bullshit and just declares a state of emergency and have the Military build the
Security Border Wall

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006432/16479269)  context  full comments

Sarah Sanders 1/30/19 interview by nomoss  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 14:37:38

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-01-31 01:47:24)

[ - ] Parent: nomoss  18 points ( +18 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 14:37:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006437)

I love Sarah Sanders, she is such a true powerful voice for President Trump

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3006437/16479192)  context  full comments

MAGA: Make America Godly Again by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 14:37:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-01-31 01:17:44)

[ - ] Parent: ChaosFrog  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 14:37:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3005619/16477923)

You don’t know either, nobody knows, and those who claim to know the truth about god, are almost always trying to control you.
Keep your religion out of the government. If you need to believe in god to know what’s right and wrong, and to live fulfilled life,
great for you. Just don’t think your beliefs/faith should be the governments position. To me, I could care less about what made up
term you use to call god. It all comes from old crusty books written centuries after the fact to control society. To each his own.

See all you had to do was write your last four words @ChaosFrog it would have been sufficient

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3005619/16478702)  context  full comments

54 Days Since Public Has Laid Eyes On 85 Year Old Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 01:04:56

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 38 minutes ago (2019-01-31 00:26:47)

[ - ] Parent: catcher44  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 01:04:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003416/16475539)

I just wanted to be the 101st commenter.

RBG is dead. Dig a hole.

You have won the prize @catch44 Commentor 101 get's to sit up front at the front row of Hillary Clinton's hanging

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003416/16477794)  context  full comments

MAGA: Make America Godly Again by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 01:04:56

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 42 minutes ago (2019-01-31 00:23:15)

[ - ] Parent: ChaosFrog  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 01:05:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3005619/16475441)

That is dumb. If there is a “God,” it created pedo’s and allows them to rape kids. All made in its image. Yuck bad god.

Sorry but you are actually wrong, @ChaosFrog I think you might have the God Most High YAHWEH mixed up with a dude called
Baal he was a Canaanite god which actually sexually abused and then ate babies while sacrificing them to Baal. Baal was a god to
some and that is who these sick fuckers today are worshiping when they commit those same rituals as those dumb asses that
worshiped Baal

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3005619/16477742)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 01:04:56

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2019-01-30 21:11:35)

[ - ] Parent: Fistfullofgreyhair  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 01:05:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396117)

Prayers sent your way. God Bless.

Thank You Patriot, I've been busy so and I am barely reading my comments and I'd like Bless You @Fistfullofgreyhair in Jesus Name
.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16474293)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 01:04:56

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2019-01-30 21:09:42)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 01:05:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396108)

Your in my prayers now Patriot. May the lord give you peace. Love ya

Bless You @Shiftworker1976 Thanks for the Love, as I too love all that is life... Thanks again

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16474261)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 01:04:56

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2019-01-30 21:08:11)

[ - ] Parent: WhiteRonin  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 01:05:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396187)

I’m not an ass (all of the time) ;-)

I truly want to see people to be happy and lead good honest lives.

And for you, I really do hope you will get a few extra years.

I get that your situation is shit. Shit doesn’t really cover it enough. But, the bright side is that, you still have time to do things and
make things right. Imagine going out without even saying good bye. This probably does not help at all and won’t make you feel
and better but I’m glad that you do have those chances.

Thank You @WhiteRonin Your words are actually from your heart so therefore they are precious....So, Thank You for your honesty,
sometimes that's all we wish to hear.

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16474239)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-31 01:04:56

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 hours ago (2019-01-30 21:05:21)

[ - ] Parent: WhiteRonin  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 01:05:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16409129)

I really do wish something will work for you!

Thank You Patriot !

God Bless

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16474163)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Anon1751  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 01:05:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16401875)

Dear Lord, please lay your healing hands upon our fellow Patriot, heal his body and eliminate this terrible disease. Lord God, we
beg you to hear our words and to send your healing angels to provide @Stonechizel with the support, love and healing energy
that he needs. In Jesus name Amen.

Yes Father In Jesus Holy Name , Amen

; ) God Bless You @Anon1751
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[ - ] Parent: Apply_Filters  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-31 01:05:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16406459)

Yes, there is no doubt in my mind that many humans attune themselves to destructive patterns of thought. 
Nurturing their anger, and hatred, fears and selfish desires, etc etc... 
These patterns exist, in fact they are the easiest to attune to.

That is why there is so much value in gaining control over our thoughts and desires. Self discipline and self control, moderation of
our emotions, this is the way to developing an ability to attune to that perfect Form, which is not of this 'world'. 
The world is full of copies, imitations, counterfeits, saturated with diversions and falsehoods to fool us, so we will lose our focus on
The Good, the ultimate divinity, and forget any search for attunement.

Yes, the farther we stray from this attunement to the divine, the more we are drawn to the evil patterns, and then these patterns
become stronger, and incarnate within us. These patterns that have no love, that hate all life, that seek to destroy anything good,
that are filled with loathing for everything, even themselves, and that probably despise prayer above all the things a human can
do.

Pray. It just might save the world.

Great Comment @Apply_Filters Thanks for sharing.... ; )
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I found out through my son's college indoctrination how they have such a success rate for turning our kids into socialists. Not only
do they tell them their parents are uneducated (so they should leave government policy to the academics of the world) and self-
centered (for not caring about all the people of the world), the worst assault on our children's minds is convincing them without a
doubt that global warming will kill us all within 50 to 100 years. Can you imagine trying to have a happy life, if you believed the
global warming lie? It would take all your joy and excitement for life away. When my son explained his belief to me, I was so
angry on his behalf.

The way that lie fits into their indoctrination scheme is this: My son said that even if Americans followed recycling and emissions-
reduction practices perfectly, if China and other countries do not, it won't do any good. He said there needs to be a one world
power that can control the behavior of all the world, in order to save our world. I informed him how globalists want to reduce the
population. He told me that nothing we Patriots fight for will matter if global warming kills us all. It is the one issue superseding all
others.

Basically, global warming is how the cabal is manipulating our youth to accept whatever solutions globalists impose, even
reduction in population by force, and by submission to a NWO. That lie is powerful, tearing at the hearts and minds of our
children. It is abuse, if you ask me, if there is proof that the science of global warming is skewed and manipulated. So, if we want
to slow the conversion of our youth to socialism, I suggest we attack this as one of our number one problems by pulling together
the real science to show reality. Then, contact the alumni for each college and inform them of what is happening, requesting that
they withdraw donations until it changes. Also, we need to explain the lie to our kids while they are young, telling them the NWO
motive for the lie. Of course, we could all send our kids to private colleges that do not indoctrinate kids with globalism.

We might even be able to sue for emotional damage suffered by our kids. (I asked my son if he was willing to be one of the
people eliminated to reduce population, and he said, "It won't matter who is eliminated, because we all will die if the behavior of
the world doesn't change to reduce carbon poisoning to zero." That indoctrination is a dramatic assault on my son!"

I do have to add, of course, that we should do all we can to create less trash and less carbon poisoning. It would be nice if the
cabal would stop killing inventors and hiding their inventions that would have greatly reduced the carbon pollution. And it would
be nice if the cabal quit spraying poisons on us and on the earth with their geoengineering.

Showing our kids proof of how the cabal has misdirected funds from wars, and now from the global warming hoax taxes, and
showing them how many inventions have been shelved in order to keep the problem alive, never fixed, would also help them
understand the reason for their manipulation. The facts need to be clearly and undeniably presented to them at younger ages.
Maybe, if we do that, the kids can present the facts in rebuttal during their college lectures, so they will at least give rise to doubt,
resulting in fewer socialists conversions of our kids.

Yes @BonnieRic , I know it's true because I've got 4 kids and the youngest is a Senior in High School and my others have all
discussed with my wife and I everything in public schools and that's why we took our last two out and Charter /Home Schooled them.
Thank God we did too!
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[ - ] Parent: Jsmyogi  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-01-30 07:00:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3003446/16456461)

Yea I agree, you can tell your son that Im a past Environmentalist (in my college years) and I even built a Solar car and started
Hybrid car programs with GM and Chrysler 25 years ago. I’m still waiting for a little of that good Global warming Uncle Al
promised us. Ha ha! I’m not going to bet my house or my happiness on it. Just got in from work and the temp. went from 3 to 1
degrees in 1 minute. I never believed the Global Warming Conspiracy theory. I’m a real Scientist with a Masters degreee and
know thousands of real scientists. We would all have a good chuckle at lunch about the junk science gettting talked about by the
normies as if it were real. Who knew the normmies would eventually get elected to Congress and even the highest office of
President (Obama) and make junk legislation!! It’s just a scam. The environmental professors just want a paycheck.

@Jsmyogi The Democrats started this bullshit story during the Clinton administration, of course Al made millions on this scam so
they decided to keep it going as long as it pays the bills. You don't see Al Gore using anything that saves energy or protects the
world in any way because it was one big lie and that lie continues with the Democrat Party to this day...." These People Are Sick"
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we want our Global warming . Love our President. keep throwing Global Warming, back in the Globalists faces.

Right , @LakotaPride I thought this would be a great change of things to post, even my wife thought it was funny of Trump. President
Trump is truly One of Kind President & we better all appreciate him while he is POTUS because I'm afraid after Trump the Globalist
are going to try and finish off America's sovereignty. Except it might just a little harder than they thought it was gong to be since they
thought HRC was a shoe in to finish what Obama started by destroying Americas sovereignty to usher in the Globalist Satanic NWO

God Bless My Friend

WWG1WGA
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There's more where Tran came from: https://www.sisterdistrict.com/vahod42/

Thanks for adding to and sharing link @Blacksmith21
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[ - ] Parent: recon_johnny  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-30 07:00:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003220/16449765)

It's not just property taxes. See gas tax--which is supposed to go for roads and infrastructure.

Everyone pays.

Yeah @recon_johnny Gas Tax is suppose to pay for roads and repairs but it doesn't anymore, at least it doesn't like it use too.
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[ - ] Parent: nigger_plz  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-30 07:00:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3002502/16440295)

How come when some nigger kills a pregnant woman it's double murder? This law says that baby ain't human so a pregnant
getting killed should just be single murder.

Well @nigger_plz That's because the New York law is absolutely stupid and ABORTION IS ABSOLUTELY MURDER , so when
someone kills a pregnant woman he is basically killing two people. But Thanks for the question , it was a great question!
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[Deleted]

@Fruschia you are about Dumb Ass Mother Fucker , I guess you'd rather have a black man imitating a woman in the White House
Like the Obama's did
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Her mere existence alone is enough to troll and trigger the MSM. They aren't use to a FLOTUS with her class, elegance, beauty,
intellect, and lack of penis.

Hahahhaha ! @Backsmith21 , Nice dig at Michael (a.k.a. Michelle) Obama , the big beasty man that pretended for 8 years in White
House to be a woman....Scary reality though!
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Jews don’t cremate their ded because of the Holocaust ovens. She will be paraded around in a closed casket just like the last two
felons were.

Great Point @PygmyGoat
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Another negative post from the OP..

and it's a question post breaking the rules...

All this from an OP who revealed her true self recently...

[-]IndigoEyes -4 points (+3|-7) 4 days ago

Q is full of shit.

https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995610/16369899/10#16369899/

Thanks @UK_Bloke_Awoke for pointing out yet another Liberal Troll!

God Bless My Friend!

wwg1wga
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[ - ] Parent: IndigoEyes  -7 points ( +5 | -12 ) 2019-01-29 21:13:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003533)

@IndigoEyes Its obvious you are a fucking democrat troll , hell maybe even one of Hillary Clinton's yes mam people, but that's all
you are is a nobody because your boss HRC is a big Nobody except a fucking criminal and child torturing cunt that needs to be
prosecuted for all the many crimes against humanity
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Barack Obama has been a Pillow Biter his whole adult life, No Doubt!
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You watch. Once they announce her death, it will be a quick cremation, so nobody can call for an autopsy.

You are most likely correct about her being cremated @Rubydoobydo just to hide the fact she had been dead for a long time already

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003416/16449270)  context  full comments

President Trump Defies Godless Left Again, Openly Backing New Bible Classes in Public School by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-01-31 01:04:56

History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-01-29 21:13:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 4.5 hours ago (2019-01-29 16:42:13)

[ - ] Parent: VQTmom  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2019-01-29 21:13:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003367/16448590)

As a Christian, I believe the Bible is the written Word of God. I also believe that He upholds everything by the Word of His power
(Hebrews 1:3) I therefore desire this option for kids to choose whether they want Him or not.

That's right @VQTmom The kids today should absolutely be given the option to learn from the Bible, instead they indoctrinate these
kids with everything foul and disgusting to human society, basically trying to dumb down the new generation.
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President Trump Defies Godless Left Again, Openly Backing New Bible Classes in Public School by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  6 points ( +9 | -3 ) 2019-01-29 21:13:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003367/16448657)

God Bless, President Trump for this, and HE will!!!

“America is great because she is good. If America ceases to be good, America will cease to be great.”

Faith in God, Jesus Christ, and in Christian principles is what made America great, it is the Foundation and bedrock of this
country. Yes, we need to get back on the right track, and teach Christian principles in schools. That is the fastest way to
stamp out Islam.

Alexis de Tocqueville was the famous 19th century French statesman, historian and social philosopher. He traveled to America in
the 1830s to discover the reasons for the incredible success of this new nation. He published his observations in his classic two-
volume work, Democracy in America. He was especially impressed by America's religious character.

Here are some startling excerpts from Tocqueville's great work:

Upon my arrival in the United States the religious aspect of the country was the first thing that struck my attention; and the longer I
stayed there, the more I perceived the great political consequences resulting from this new state of things.

In France I had almost always seen the spirit of religion and the spirit of freedom marching in opposite directions. But in America I
found they were intimately united and that they reigned in common over the same country.

Religion in America...must be regarded as the foremost of the political institutions of that country; for if it does not impart a taste for
freedom, it facilitates the use of it. Indeed, it is in this same point of view that the inhabitants of the United States themselves look
upon religious belief.

I do not know whether all Americans have a sincere faith in their religion -- for who can search the human heart? But I am certain
that they hold it to be indispensable to the maintenance of republican institutions. This opinion is not peculiar to a class of citizens
or a party, but it belongs to the whole nation and to every rank of society.

In the United States, the sovereign authority is religious...there is no country in the world where the Christian religion retains a
greater influence over the souls of men than in America, and there can be no greater proof of its utility and of its conformity to
human nature than that its influence is powerfully felt over the most enlightened and free nation of the earth.

In the United States, the influence of religion is not confined to the manners, but it extends to the intelligence of the people...

Christianity, therefore, reigns without obstacle, by universal consent...

I sought for the key to the greatness and genius of America in her harbors...; in her fertile fields and boundless forests; in
her rich mines and vast world commerce; in her public school system and institutions of learning. I sought for it in her
democratic Congress and in her matchless Constitution.

Not until I went into the churches of America and heard her pulpits flame with righteousness did I understand the secret of her
genius and power.

America is great because America is good, and if America ever ceases to be good, America will cease to be great.

The safeguard of morality is religion, and morality is the best security of law as well as the surest pledge of freedom.

The Americans combine the notions of Christianity and of liberty so intimately in their minds, that it is impossible to make them
conceive the one without the other Christianity is the companion of liberty in all its conflicts -- the cradle of its infancy, and the
divine source of its claims.

Tocqueville gives this account of a court case in New York:

While I was in America, a witness, who happened to be called at the assizes of the county of Chester (state of New York),
declared that he did not believe in the existence of God or in the immortality of the soul. The judge refused to admit his evidence,
on the ground that the witness had destroyed beforehand all confidence of the court in what he was about to say.

The newspapers related the fact without any further comment.

The New York Spectator of August 23rd, 1831, relates the fact in the following terms:

"The court of common pleas of Chester county (New York), a few days since rejected a witness who declared his disbelief in the
existence of God. The presiding judge remarked, that he had not before been aware that there was a man living who did not
believe in the existence of God; that this belief constituted the sanction of all testimony in a court of justice: and that he knew of no
case in a Christian country, where a witness had been permitted to testify without such belief."

https://www.leaderu.com/orgs/cdf/onug/detocq.html

@GodsAngell (This) Two Thumbs Up !

( Faith in God, Jesus Christ, and in Christian principles is what made America great, it is the Foundation and bedrock of this country.
Yes, we need to get back on the right track, and teach Christian principles in schools. That is the fastest was to stamp out Islam.)
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2019-01-29 21:13:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003416/16448746)

Here is a Petition to sign to help Trump make some noise about her:

https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3002881

I wouldn't be surprised if the Demoncraps just leave her on ice forever, never resigning and never announcing her death, and her
aids doing all of her work, with forged signatures, as she "works from home".

So a petition like this will help make noise which Trump can respond to.

Thanks for sharing Petition info @GodsAngell

wwg1wga

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003416/16448846)  context  full comments

Watch footage of shirtless Bernie Sanders in rthe USSR drunkenly singing with Soviets in 1998 surfaces by LakotaPride  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:26

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-29 21:13:41

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2019-01-29 15:13:52)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  63 points ( +64 | -1 ) 2019-01-29 21:13:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3003323)

@LakotaPride ,yeah I saw this video and it made laugh, The American Socialist is actually party'n in Russia with his ,well what
would we call them here, His Socialist Comrades . Bernie Sanders I don't believe has a chance in hell. The only reason he did any
good in 2016 is because he was the alternative to Hillary R.Clinton, and anyone looks good standing next to that old drunk hag.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3003323/16447462)  context  full comments

Roger Stone: Mueller Thinks He Will Remove Trump and VP Pence and Replace Them with Nancy Pelosi (VIDEO) by TurquoiseLover  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +4 | -2 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:26

History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-01-29 21:13:41

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 7.3 hours ago (2019-01-29 13:54:42)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  30 points ( +30 | -0 ) 2019-01-29 21:14:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3003172)

It will never happen. President Trump's authority overrides everyone in Washington DC and he can end this charade anytime he
wants to. Mueller was put in charge of investigation not to get Trump but to get rid of evidence against the Deep State.
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Signs STATE of the UNION: the prophecy ~ Trump by Zmv6628  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:26

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-29 10:58:04

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.6 hours ago (2019-01-29 03:19:48)

[ - ] Parent: Zmv6628  7 points ( +9 | -2 ) 2019-01-29 10:58:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3002422)

OMG.... I love @TreySmith 's work, He is truly blessed and always on the right track. Thanks for sharing!

wwg1wga
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There's Nothing Like Being Aborted At Full Term, If You Live In Liberal New York (meme) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +5 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:26

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-01-29 10:58:04

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 8.4 hours ago (2019-01-29 02:36:46)

[ - ] Parent: bwarren2010  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-29 10:58:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3002502/16438487)

NY will go down in history as worst state in union ....no civil rights for newborns

Yes @bwarren2010 New York has just past California for 1st in line for the train straight to Hell ......
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[ - ] Parent: QMaster_Jack_Tunney  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-01-28 22:47:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001941/16432709)

Trumps a kike. If he doesn’t do shit his first 4 years why should anyone vote for him?

@QMast_Jack_Tunney Maybe you are a fucking Kike, How do we know you're not?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001941/16432811)  context  full comments

'Eat Shit, Howard': Democrats Still Seething Over Possible POTUS Run By Former Starbucks CEO by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-28 22:47:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2019-01-28 21:13:24)

[ - ] Parent: 1southofyou  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-28 22:47:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001901/16432426)

It’s early but he sounds socially liberal but fiscally conservative.

The lines he’s spitting sound a lot like DJT 2015. MSM think he’ll hurts D’s but it’s early yet, he could hurt R’s if he turns out to
have a more libertarian msg.

He’ll need to get on the move to run as an independent. Lots of hoops to jump thru to get on the ballot in all the states. He needs
grass roots/boots on ground network to make it happen.

D’s & R’s have made it intentionally made it difficult for 3rd party to get traction.

Early primaries tell the tell if this guy will have a shot.

Interesting...we’ll see...

@1southofyou Of course any Democrat that has the money and balls to do what Trump did would be a genius move, but in the end
Trump will devour him for lunch !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001901/16432705)  context  full comments

America's Public Schools Have Become Socialist Indoctrination Factories by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:26

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-28 22:47:07

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2019-01-28 20:44:23)

[ - ] Parent: tom47  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-28 22:47:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001221/16431419)

We as parents and grandparents are to blame for much of this! We blindly went about our life, #OBLIVIOUS to the trash being fed
to our children discuised as EDUCATION! We failed to look over their books, homework, or have them bring graded & finished
school work!In many districts, children are not allowed to take books home (to discourage parental probeing?) and to do all
#HOMEWORK_ASSIGNMENTS at school! WE have failed our children by just carteing them off to #public_school #WITHOUT first
checking the school out #THORROUGHLY, and the teachers!

Great Point @tom47 We better do something now or it will be too late to fix later.
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America's Public Schools Have Become Socialist Indoctrination Factories by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Mustard_Monkey  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-28 22:47:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001221/16426750)

I have been saying this for years and under Bigz_Sarducci my former account (long story don't ask and no not banned). I was met
with prove it and etc. But my only response is do your own homework and find out yourselves. I believe you OP. They only teach
the children to sign their names in cursive thinking that will stop them from reading historical documents. Quiz them on the US
Constitution while you are at it, and other red pilling true educational stuff. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ByYojf-JdVg
Someone bitchute this video

Thats ok @Mustard_Monkey that sounds way better....Mustard Monkey , I like that!
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[ - ] Parent: SpiritualPaper  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-28 22:47:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001221/16428155)

Most Christian schools are fine. My emphasis are Christian teachers IN the public schools. I was one and many of my friends are
still teaching truth. Yes- we are in a fight against indoctrination, but don't lump everything together. That's not logical.

It all depends what schools and what teachers, when you talk about good or not.
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America's Public Schools Have Become Socialist Indoctrination Factories by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-28 22:47:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001221/16428942)

...its illegal to co-op teach home school.

Not where I live...though I never used them.

Homeschooled from K-4 through Highschool.

Best thing I ever did with my life.

Yes me too @joeneesima , but the first two graduated from public schools and then went to community college, but my last two were
half way through their education and we took them out of public schools because of violence and drugs in California are horrible,
and we Charter/Home schooled them. The youngest is going to graduate this early summer.
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America's Public Schools Have Become Socialist Indoctrination Factories by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52
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[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-28 22:47:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3001221/16428763)

Well he is a highly productive worker now with a 4-year-degree from SUNY so thank you. He was always a good quiet kid, never
a problem.

@TurquoiseLover That's pretty awesome and you must be proud of him. My children have exceeded my greatest expectations of
them and what they have chose to do in this world with what job and now they are actually impressing both their mother and I with
their charity work also. I guess it really does payoff to teach them well, and they will always be a great addition in this world.
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What's the benefit of a charter school? I've only heard cons. Thank you for sharing! I'm raising young children know and trying to
gain more knowledge.

@dundundunnnnn Charter Schools are really good , but it takes a good parenting to make sure your kids are doing well with the
work they actually do at home . In my case my wife and I both took turns checking and correcting my kids work. If you aren't going to
be involved in the actual school work your kids do then you might as well send them to the Socialist indoctrination centers ,( I mean
public schools) or else what's the purpose in the first place. It all depends if the parent really cares and takes the time to be involved
in your child's work and what they are learning .... It truly is rewarding too, to see your kids excel at everything , if you are willing to go
there with them then Charter Schools are great!
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Feminists Run The Schools - Teach Anti-Male Hate

Feminist Public Schools are a Toxic Environment https://rense.com/general81/vdt.htm

Thanks for sharing links and making this a great discussion @TurquoiseLover
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Girls get extra school help while boys get Ritalin http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/972970/posts

Girls are like little PRINCESSES now in school and boys are HATED and drugged up.

OMG ...! Talking about actually Hitting the proverbial Nail on the Head @TurquoiseLover
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As a former educator- I agree that we are struggling to keep Socialism out of our schools- and yet, there are millions of Christian
teachers teaching the truth. It is misguiding to say ALL American schools have become Socialistic indoctrination factories.

@SpiritualPaper The Public School System is definitely srewed up bad. Now Christian Schools I am sure have some better qualified
teachers that do teach properly, but ain't it funny how the Globalist Society types try and always make fun of Christian Schools and
try to put them off as indoctrination of children , when in reality they don't like Christian Schools because the students are being
taught worthy materials and skills for life long lessons and the rest of the schooling systems around the world seems to want to dope
down the public and make them stupid.
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Even when I was in high school--30 plus years ago, history wasn't deemed to be an important subject--and it was often taught by
coaches. When I studied it in college, some of my courses were taught by avowed lefties and communists who had a clear Anti-
American bias. In some ways this was needed--some of the lefties were clearly responding to foreign policy decisions as directed
by the intelligence agencies. Even in the 80s, though, there were a perplexing number of Stalin apologists. They perplexed me at
the time because I couldn't understand how they could support, essentially, Stalin. Then historical revisionism really swung into
the mainstream with historians like Howard Zinn and suddenly all my students felt they knew everything they needed to know
about the U.S. because they read Zinn. Americans in general have always had a streak of anti-intellectualism and combine that
with a culture that looks for immediate answers and what you get is a lot of people thinking they know about history when all that
they really have is a superficial understanding of one side of the 'story.'

So they took this story and started using it to shame us. Instead of teaching us history, they taught us the history of hate; the
failures in America, the underside. Now, with perspective and balance, that is an important part of the story--but when it is the only
story and when history becomes something to address wrongs and to illicit shame, well then you have a mass conditioning
experiment and you have to ask why that is desirable.

It's desirable because they do not want rugged individualism and free thought.

It's easy enough to talk about party affiliation of teachers--but the fact of the matter is that the K-12 teachers are not well educated
people, by and large. My apologies to the exceptions out there, but now schools are run more by administrators and the good
teachers that are out there have to work within any number of constraints that often undercut academic success.

When you get to the colleges, and you start looking at recruiting and hiring procedures, anyone who does not fit the new narrative
of multi-culturalism just is not going to get hired--and this has been the case since the 1980s. Universities have actively been
recruiting profs who specialize in non-Western, non-traditional (academically speaking) identity politics history. So the fact
remains that now universities are propaganda machines that indoctrinate the young and make great bank in doing so.

We are approaching four decades of this and we now know how it concludes. The question which now must be addressed is how
to turn it around.

So correct @PGLiterati , I too went to school 30 year ago and the Liberal teacher problems were already at a peak back then , so
imagine now what the kids are dealing with...
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Also, be aware that RITALIN is highly addictive and forms a LIFE LONG HABIT for the poor kids whose parents didn't bother to
stick up for them.

Every boy who is stuck with the "habit" must report this on job application forms because they have a problem now, addiction.
They can't pass drug tests.

Your tax dollars at work TAKING DOWN THE USA for hillybilly in bed with China.

Yes @TurquoiseLover that's basically what I was trying to say in my comment to @asymptote's comment of give the kids drugs as an
answer to the problem
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I am not looking to defend teachers here, but if people PARENTED their children and made them understand that being a
disruption regularly will result in the school trying to solve the problem in the only long-term effective way they know how,
medication.

Add to that, shit-parents who when they are getting warning signed from the school, respond by bad-mouthing the teachers and
administrators who are calling about their student's issues.

I know teachers who spend nearly half their time dealing with discipline/behavior problems since the Obama administration made
suspension/removal a tracked criteria for school evaluation. If one cannot remove a student and the parents are ineffective at
influencing their children's behavior, what other recourse does a school setting have?

@asymptote Your point is somewhat wrong that's if I am understanding you right, because giving any young child and even teenage
children drugs to control what society has deemed Sick or Unteachable so give them drugs. Drugs are the problem, doctors today
don't even try and solve any problem any child has, they (The doctors) go to school and learn to write prescriptions, when actually
only treating any symptom, they in essence prolong any serous problems at least most of the time, well that's what I have
experienced in my life.
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Hey, they chased me around 20 years ago for FOUR long years trying to force me to DRUG UP my son with ritalin because
hillybilly PAID THEM FOR IT.

And this was all without them ever seeking a doctor's advice (or requiring that I take him to a doctor). They knew it was all BUNK
for MONEY MONEY MONEY.

I REFUSED. The education they provide is SUB STANDARD I had to home school in the background because they were such
worthless dumb whores.

When I asked his 4th grade teacher why he couldn't spell worth a SH-T (you know SOUND IT OUT in f d up liberal la la land and
then nobody can spell or even write their name) she LAUGHED and told me (word for word)

"HA HA HA HA Well I wasn't ever much good at spelling myself"

BTW, this was "supposedly" the BEST school district in AZ what a frigging joke.

TOTAL NIGHTMARE

Oh, and this was the son who was reading street signs at 3 years old.

It is truly unbelievable how foul the Public School System has become in America, My first two kids graduated in Public Schools , but
it started to get so bad that we took our last two kids and enrolled them in a Charter School and since My Son ha graduated and my
Youngest is a Senior in High School and will graduated this year of course with honors for being the top of the school.
@TurquoiseLover I'm sure your Son is getting your knowledge and time to ensure his success , for we know that at this point in the
public school systems are Socialist and worthless.
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That's what the whole Robert Mueller Investigation is about!

Mueller has been destroying Evidence against the Deep State

& all the evidence against those Crooks from Obama's Administration.

I'd say it was ordered by HRC and taken care of by Mueller's team of investigators.

WWG1WGA
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The Deep State can not arrest the President, The President is the top dog when it comes to all law in America.
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Donna trump is a baphomet tranny. Why do you pray for her and this diagusting country?

You poor Thing , May God have mercy on Your soul
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Prayer is the only answer. Very sorry for you that you do not know this because it shows you have no Spiritual life. You can only
know this when your prayers are answered. Those of us with a prayer life have first hand knowledge of this many times over.
Mathematically impossible as Q would say.

Yes and Thank You @Rhondaler , Your statement is so true and I can vouch for it many times over throughout My lifetime, That is
why I am asking for Prayers from the True Prayer Warriors on GA, God Bless Patriot!
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I like to think of prayer as attuning ourselves to something greater. 
Aligning our thinking with perfection, perhaps, or the divine, the Good, the One... 
Whatever you want to call it.

Thinking in Platonic terms, specifically the concept of 'forms'... Wouldn't there be a "Form" for humans? An entity that is perfect, the
perfect human, from which we are all, each one of us, only a copy? Existing outside of our limited space-time, as all other 'forms'
do? Would it not have consciousness--a "perfect" consciousness? And "know" each one of us? Indeed love each one of us? 
Might it not understandably seek to contact, and connect with each and every one of us? Could "He" have incarnated himself too,
in the form of a human being and lived a human life? (...perhaps multiple times? Jesus, Buddha, ___??) I like to think it might be
so. In fact, it makes sense to me. 
Is it possible that we might through prayer, through living 'rightly' (without 'sin') bring ourselves into enough level of attunement
that 'He' is able to manifest more clearly?

We often misjudge what others might mean when they use a term or word, such as "prayer". 
We often assume that they are simpletons, or have unsophisticated concepts or understandings of something, especially when it
comes to the religious. 
We are doing ourselves a disservice when we make such assumptions.
We miss opportunities to grow in understanding, to see others in a more accurate way, to realize those we thought were morons
were near saints, even savants, bodhisattvas, who knows?

I am struck by how negative we can be towards Christianity and yet so respectful of let's say, Buddhism, and yet 1000 years ago,
Christendom was filled to the brim with monasteries and churches and pilgrimage sites, the deserts with ascetics and holy men...
This wasn't just India and Asia, but Europe and north Africa and the ME, everywhere there was Christianity. 
Truly a magical time, yet unbelievable, and utterly ignored, forgotten.

Or just maybe @Apply_Filters there are really an evil bunch of people that were selfish in their ways and decided to obstruct this
entity we call God or Power or Divine, which has been purposefully been removed from schools , from government & jobs , rules and
even removed from some churches....The Devil, we are taught in Christianity is only here to seek kill and destroy the human
connection to the Divine Creator. I believe now we are fighting this evil form of Satanist in the NWO Globalist eagerness to usher in a
New World Order....A One World Government,A One World Religion and A One World Currency which are controlled by a few Elite
Satanic Cabal of Baby Eating Sicko's and Heaven forbid if they ever get their way , thats what would have happened if HRC was
elected as POTUS in 2016, she would have finished the job Obama started , to destroy America's sovereignty for to usher in their
NWO Satanic Government
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:45:26)

[ - ] Parent: Big_Deplorable  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16398155)

I prayed to my plant today. Asked it to bless our nation. I hope it works.

Me too , Me too @Big_Deplorable

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399972)  context  full comments
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History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 17:50:49

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:44:41)

[ - ] Parent: SaltyAF  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396375)

I pray that you cleanse it.

Bless You @SaltyAF and Thanks

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399961)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:43:50)

[ - ] Parent: SpiritualPaper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16398057)

Amen. I spread my arms in supplication.

@SpiritualPaper Thank You So Much Patriot and God Bless You!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399949)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 17:50:49

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:42:52)

[ - ] Parent: SaveOurGrandChildren  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16398505)

Life can be very difficult at times - especially now when so many things are happening that are just evil. When things get tough, I
look to do some things I have not done before, like taking a class in photography & photo shop. There are great groups that do
fun things. One group is called meetup.com. Many people in the group are progressive, but some of the activities are just fine. I
have also started to take cooking classes. I know photography & cooking might not be your thing, but car shows can be fun.
Almost any make of car has a group. They go on runs, which are fun. It is important to get out & about. There is line dancing,
groups that go to new restaurants or wine tasting groups. Deep Bible study helps. God bless you all.

Thank You for sharing @SaveOurGrandChildren I am already disabled and in a wheelchair , but just got the news this week. I
haven't been posting as much as usual , well because I've been a little shocked to tell you the truth, bu now I've returned and know
My Lord and Savior Jesus Christ has My back and I have have lived such a full and awesome life long before I ever even found my
wife of 28 years, so these last 28 years have been totally My pleasure , from here on out , it is God's Will that will be done in My life.
God Bless You Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399936)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:31:32)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396142)

Thank you for your service. WWG1WGA

Thank You @Shiftworker1976 God Bless You Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399802)  context  full comments
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History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:29:43)
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[ - ] Parent: BotByAnotherName  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16397495)

And when you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, for they love to pray standing in the synagogues and on the street corners to be
seen by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward in full. Matthew 6:5

@BotByAnotherName You actually sound like 70times7 , trust Me , My mind is free and I love the Lord God with all My heart , mind
and soul... hen I Pray to the Lord , I mean it with every single cell in My body , even if a few have Cancer in them, they will not for long
, because My God is an Awesome God ! But Thank You for being concerned, as I'm sure that was your intentions....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399777)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:23:26)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396774)

You mean the truth.

No @70times7 I mean your NEGATIVITY , it's always the same old thing , it truly dos get old, but God Bless You Anyways for It
seems though you are missing love in your life.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399692)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:20:41)

[ - ] Parent: dudelol  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396897)

America has never been fully healed. The usa is a masonic war colony.

Yes I know this @dudelol This is why I pray for it, so that it might be one day totally healed from the division and hate that so destroys
this great country especially political differences, so The Lord God can truly Bless The USA, for we support most of the world and
also feed almost all third world countries on this planet

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399654)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:16:50)

[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  -3 points ( +1 | -4 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16395563)

Fuck you Stonenchizel, your lying hick boomer ways have caught up with you, you will die ignorant and deluded. YOU reap what
you sow lying traitorous asshole.

God Bless You @sorosminion because , you obviously need it most. I will pray for you that one day that the thing that made you so
hateful and negative , that it might leave your soul one day...Peace Man, and good luck

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399606)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-01-30 07:00:52

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-28 06:38:52

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.1 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:13:55)

[ - ] Parent: Karmytrumpateer  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16397901)

I pray that GOD holds you in HIS loving arms, that HE puts HIS healing touch on you. HIS will be done. I also pray that HE
comforts you and your family during this difficult time. In Jesus' name I pray. Amen

Thank You and God Bless You @Karmytrumpateer That was beautiful and I am so grateful for every Prayer that any fellow Patriot
may have in their hearts for Me, Thanks Again and Many Blessings Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399571)  context  full comments
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:08:42)

[ - ] Parent: 1031grnis  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16397079)

Watch Mike Adam's The Quest for the Cure. Many suppressed cures are available. And I will pray for you.

Thank You for the info @1031grnis & Prayers, God Bless Patriot.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399483)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:33:46

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:07:28)

[ - ] Parent: Fistfullofgreyhair  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396117)

Prayers sent your way. God Bless.

Thank You @Fistfullofgreyhair , I love Your Handle Name, God Bless Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399444)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:33:46

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:05:35)

[ - ] Parent: Shiftworker1976  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396108)

Your in my prayers now Patriot. May the lord give you peace. Love ya

@Shiftworker1976 Thank You and God Bless You Patriot, Much Love Right Back Atcha!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399387)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:33:46

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.3 hours ago (2019-01-27 03:04:09)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16395363)

Prayers to you @Stonenchizel. Hopefully the C is manageable. Everyone has their "magic cure", I'm sure you will find your own.
Many of us will keep you in our thoughts too. God's speed.

Thank You @Blacksmith21 I know from my own research from before I was diagnosed that Cannabis Oils , the CBD and even the
THC oils are really good to suppress and even shrink cancerous cells. My friend from Canada just had her Cancer removed after 6
months of Cannabis Oils which had actually decreased the size of her tumor in half which made the operation much easier the
doctor said, she's now Cancer Free.... Who knows ,that might even be why I'm still alive to this very day...Thanks Again

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399340)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:34:01

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.4 hours ago (2019-01-27 02:55:54)

[ - ] Parent: Karmytrumpateer  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16397915)

Be careful what you ask for, because you may not like what you get.

So true @Kamytrumpateer Thanks for saying so too...
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[ - ] Parent: truthwoke33  -4 points ( +1 | -5 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16395411)

You're going to die and I pray that God gives you more cancer, and AIDS. And I hope your kids die, just to teach you a lesson on
being a dumb vapid nigger.

Careful @truthwoke33 To those that wish harm upon others , may they seek the Lords help in time of Karma when it has stepped
upon your own doorstep

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16399114)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:34:01

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.4 hours ago (2019-01-27 02:52:22)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16395381)

The best thing that ever happened to me was getting rid of a bad woman. Now is the time to be honest with yourself, change
yourself, become a better person, and put it in the rearview mirror.

Thank You for the advice, @Blacksmith21 God Bless Patriot
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2019-01-27 02:51:22)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16396258)

Don't know if this will help you, but I'll share it with you..when my wife left me years ago , I was devastated to the point , I didn't
think I'd make it back to reality..then, one day , a friend who had seen my depression long enough aske," is it her you are so in
love with, or is it the idea of being in a relationship?".. wow, what a difference it made in my life to look for better things...i pray God
will give you the peace to go forward and guide you into all his blessings of jobs,friends,and meaningful relationships.....one door
shut opens many others...

Thanks @Podingo7 It's always good to hear actual things that helped others during times of stress , anger or whatever a problem
might be in different scenarios and I am grateful to you and everyone else that are feeding my soul with good vibes that give me
great hope. There good people on @GreatAwakening and @voat.co because people in general are good especially when you
share a common goal , like supporting a Conservative President....Thanks
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History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-01-26 22:55:46)

[ - ] Parent: dudelol  -2 points ( +1 | -3 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16394115)

When was it whole?

@dudelol I'm not sure what "whole" you are talking about
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Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 7.4 hours ago (2019-01-26 22:53:12)

[ - ] Parent: Windofchange01  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:19:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16394147)

Thank you, Stonenchizel, for posting and sharing your prayers for us. I will be praying for you.

Thank You @Windofcchange01 God Bless Patriot
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[ - ] Parent: AKQTEE  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16393974)

Please Holy Father heal and restore the souls of the lost and blinded by evil in this great nation and world so they can see and
accept your light and love, in Jesus name,I pray Amen.

Amen to that @AKQTEE

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16395481)  context  full comments

Our Father In Heaven, I Pray Lord That You Heal This Great Nation The United States Of America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-27 06:19:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-01-26 22:50:30)

[ - ] Parent: bvaughan1015  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16394053)

Im praying for you, kill... just the fact that you are here tells me good things about your character. God bless you in your search.

Thank You @bvaughan1015 God Bless Patriot
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[ - ] Parent: Kill-Commies  -4 points ( +2 | -6 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16393937)

there are no gods, and praying doesn't do shit. So what's your next best plan of action.

probably chemotherapy @Kill-Commies
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[ - ] Parent: Rhondaher  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16393654)

Because of all this we need to pray for Gods forgiveness for the sins of our nation. Name the sins, acknowledge the wickedness
and repent for our part in it and ask for forgiveness. The same Prayer Daniel prayed.

Yes a good example @Rhondaher God Bless Patriot
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[ - ] Parent: 70times7  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16393451)

As a Nation to serve Your Will , that it Will Be Done'

Sorry, thats anything but America.

Abortion, Gay marriage, No fault divorce, Saturnalia, Sunday instead of Gods day, every wicked thing promoted and endorsed by
the movie/tv/music/game industries, endless immoral war, God removed from the public square, catholic and jewish "leaders" in
the congress and supreme court, usury, murder, rape, pharmakia, atheism, public promotion of evolution and an endless supply
of more.

The only thing this country will now do, is form an image/copy of the roman catholic church/state system and bring on the end.

Sorry @70times7 but I'm not accepting negativity
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[ - ] Parent: helpfulhuckleberry2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16393556)

I'm sorry for this trial you and your family are facing. I commit to keeping you in prayer daily.

Thank You and God Bless You @helpfulhuckleberry2
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 8 hours ago (2019-01-26 22:17:34)

[ - ] Parent: WhiteRonin  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16394200)

I was gonna be snarky about praying for the country which I still am.

But.

For you, dude, I am not and hope you defeat the cancer issue and be well again.

I will do my best @WhiteRonin, and trust God for the rest, whether it's giving the doctors the right medical attention or even a miracle
, I'm open to anything because I love My Family and life too much to give up,
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[ - ] Parent: WhiteRonin  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16394262)

Great time to pick up and move to a place you want to be and find a job that you like.

You have been blessed by having a fresh start and chances abound!

No matter what, life is still gonna suck, but, it’s up to you on how you to make of it what you can.

If you are in IT, Austin and Dallas are booming!

Do you want a better life?

Thanks for the advice @WhiteRonin God Bless Patriot
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[ - ] Parent: HuFlungDung  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16394083)

Oh wow.I will pray for you.Today is a bad day for me too.My woman is leaving me and i have no job or friends where i live and am
devastated.I saw the headline and thought id ask for prayers but you need them more than me.God Bless you Patriot.There is a
pill on www Jeff Rense site that the Russians developed for Chernoble people.Research it.I recommend Seaweed,Spinich,100%
liquid Vitamin C but CBD oil and Pot are the most important i hear.

Thank You @HuFlunDung Thank You for the Prayers and I will say a Prayer for you also, and add you to our family prayer list
@HuFlungDung God Bless Patriot
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[ - ] Parent: Ponycam  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16393798)

i'm sorry, patriot. i'll pray for you and your family. I learned yesterday ginger and jackfruit will help cure cancer. god will protect you
and he always provides.

Thank You @Ponycam , That's funny because my wife' name is Ginger and I feel like I've already won in life since the day I met her
until now with our 4 kids.....God Bless Patriot
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History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-27 06:20:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 8.2 hours ago (2019-01-26 22:07:42)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713/16393150)

Prayers your way patriot! Keep the faith, even when it looks hopeless...2 things I've learned about God: 1-God is never late, 2-he
is rarely ever early..i can speak from experience...peace.....thanks for always posting prayers for our leaders, families, and our
country( they do not go unnoticed!)

Thank You @Podingo7 Yes God is always the answer, God Bless
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[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  159 points ( +168 | -9 ) 2019-01-27 06:20:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2997713)

Hi Patriots, this is @Stonenchizel

I ask You Keep Me in Your Prayers , I just found out I have Cancer, but I trust God can do miraculous things.

Thank You and God Bless Patriots

@Stonenchizel
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 20 minutes ago (2019-01-26 19:34:04)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-26 19:54:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995245/16376147)

Indeed I remember... not seen it against kids before though...

Shame on them... how can they sleep ?

"Because These People Are Sick "
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PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-26 09:47:01
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[ - ] Parent: scoripowarrior  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-26 09:47:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16346300)

Thanks for answering my question. I appreciate it.

NP @scorpionwarrior

Blessings " @Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-26 09:47:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995245/16367863)

I thought that if adults bullied children they could be arrested?

Especially when it's on video....

The Democrats have hired these bully tactic Veritas' remember? .... ie.( Trump Rallies ) ..Hillary Clinton ,John Podesta and Robbie
Mook that Mother Fucker, all paid for Clinton Supporters to have those Liberals (Plants in Trump Rally) purposely starting violent
acts against Trump Supporters. Trying to make the impression to the American Public that Trump Supporters were Violent....The First
Democrat Bullshit Lie started back in 2015 ..HRC

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995245/16375806)  context  full comments

Is Roger Stone the KEYSTONE? Three Q drops by bb22  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-26 09:47:01

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-26 00:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2019-01-25 23:09:02)

[ - ] Parent: bb22  10 points ( +12 | -2 ) 2019-01-26 00:27:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995956)

It does sound plausible ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995956/16373829)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP SHOULD WRITE AN E.O. FOR BORDER SECURITY WALL TO BE BUILT TO FIGHT THE OPIATE EPIDEMIC'
(Pelosi's Cash Cow) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-26 00:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2019-01-25 21:40:17)

[ - ] Parent: RIPRBG2018  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-26 00:27:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995453/16367906)

Chinese and Cartels Connected to the Politics of California.

California harbors the Cartels while they traffic hard drugs ( made with Chinese Precursors ) into the US while our hard earned
blood soaked dollars leave the US.

Opium War.

@RIPRBG2018 Nancy Pelosi ( Nancy Patricia D'Alesandro ) Daughter of Drug Lord Thomas D'Alesandro Jr....

Her daddy was Thomas “Big Tommy” D'Alesandro, Jr., a five term Democrat US Congressman from Maryland and three term Mayor
of Baltimore

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995453/16371490)  context  full comments

PRESIDENT TRUMP SHOULD WRITE AN E.O. FOR BORDER SECURITY WALL TO BE BUILT TO FIGHT THE OPIATE EPIDEMIC'
(Pelosi's Cash Cow) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-26 00:27:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2019-01-25 21:34:10)

[ - ] Parent: angelCole  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-26 00:27:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995453/16368946)

I was thinking about why now, why is President Trump agreeing now. I wonder if they had the govt shut down for other reasons,
other than what we have been told. What if the white hats needed the govt shutdown so they could find out where money was
going or that they were looking for the obstructionists to the admin. Maybe that's why those "journalists" were fired/laid off. They
found the money that was going to them and stopped it. Just a theory.

That's a great theory though @angelCole Never underestimate the United States of America's Government, any and all actions will
be taken for the Safety and Security of The Entity (US. Government) as a whole.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2995453/16371339)  context  full comments

President Trump Now Says He'll Accept A 'Down Payment' On The Wall In Exchange For CR by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-25 14:53:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.6 hours ago (2019-01-25 04:15:34)

[ - ] Parent: AnonAnon123  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-01-25 14:54:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2993806/16355498)

With this would there be any potential for future blocking of funding the wall?

I'm not sure @AnonAnon123 , I am just a loyal Conservative , but I am not privy to the President's Plans, even though I wish I were....

WWG1WGA
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2993806/16356292)  context  full comments

Trump's Press Sec.Sarah Sanders Tears Into Media's Ass ' For Evil New Norm: "They Were So Happy To Destroy A Kid's Life" by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-25 14:53:51

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.7 hours ago (2019-01-25 04:13:03)

[ - ] Parent: WanderingTaurus  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-25 14:54:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2993049/16356026)

Man, I love that woman in a no-homo way. I truly hope one day to meet her and shake her hand and tell her thanks for being a
woman with a great backbone. She doesn't take shit from no one.

That's Absolutely Right @WanderingTaurus , Press Secretary Sarah Sanders is probably President Donald Trump's number one fan
and employee on His Executive Cabinet, e all love Her!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2993049/16356214)  context  full comments

PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:34:16

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-25 01:21:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 56 minutes ago (2019-01-25 00:25:59)

[ - ] Parent: Sub-Urban-Monk  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-25 01:21:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16326379)

Shit appens :)

@Sub-Urban-Monk I was wondering if you left the "H" out purposely , since Nancy Pelosi is the "Heroin Queen" of America and 'H'
stands for Heroin on the streets...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16351691)  context  full comments

PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-24 10:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2019-01-24 06:29:05)

[ - ] Parent: scoripowarrior  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-24 10:21:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16327296)

I asked about this a few days ago and didn't get any answer so I'm not sure if anyone knows the answer. Question: (Since Pelosi
is being an ass hole), can Majority Leader of the Senate, McConnel, invite POTUS to use the Senate's chamber to give the SOTU
speech?

@scorpionwarrior Yes Mitch McConnell can invite President Trump to have the S.O.T.U. in the Senates Chamber but there is a lot
less room in the Senate Chamber....But He still might do it on the 29th in the Senatorial Chamber, Great question though .... btw

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16335991)  context  full comments

PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-24 10:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4 hours ago (2019-01-24 06:24:45)

[ - ] Parent: Revodude1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-24 10:22:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16327503)

There was just a 5-4 decision. I wonder how she managed that from the ice room. Who signed her name to the minority decision?

Great Question @Revodude1

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16335938)  context  full comments

A fucking huge thing happened today, and you guys missed it completely:) by CrustyBeaver52  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:34:16

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-24 10:21:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 hours ago (2019-01-24 02:21:14)

[ - ] Parent: CrustyBeaver52  226 points ( +233 | -7 ) 2019-01-24 10:22:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991633)

Who holds the Central Bank in that country? Anything is possible with debt and paper money , I don't understand why the
Government doesn't just do that . They are so Oil Rich and all you need is someone smart in there and it could actually run pretty
smooth. Looks like Chavez knew how to handle the country better than his hand picked communist leader....
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991633/16331596)  context  full comments

PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +3 | -2 ) at 2019-01-24 10:21:55

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-23 22:57:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 1.2 hours ago (2019-01-23 21:43:09)

[ - ] Parent: VicariousJambi  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-23 22:57:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16323996)

I guess you like throwing in bold words along with the capital words for emphasis.

Can this trend stop pls

How about @VicariosJambi , you do you, and I'l do Me ! ....... lol ;)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16325274)  context  full comments

PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2019-01-25 01:21:36

History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-01-24 10:21:55

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-01-23 22:57:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2019-01-23 21:36:13)

[ - ] Parent: ArcAngel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-23 22:57:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16324999)

i just said something simular but called out (((them))) catching FLAK. i must be over target

Of course you are..... The Democrats are so readable @ArcAngel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16325139)  context  full comments

PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-23 22:57:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2019-01-23 21:32:54)

[ - ] Parent: go1dfish  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-23 22:57:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16324737)

Flawed premise: https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/371073-ginsburg-will-not-attend-trumps-first-state-of-the-union

She didn’t show up last year either.

Yeah You are correct @go1dfish , I know she didn't show up because years prior she was sleeping....

( Proof Below )

https://s.abcnews.com/images/GMA/150213_gma_ginburg_16x9_992.jpg

https://cdn.cnn.com/cnnnext/dam/assets/150213020241-newsroom-ginsburg-not-sober-at-state-of-union-00001208-exlarge-169.jpg

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16325069)  context  full comments

PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-23 22:57:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2019-01-23 21:26:28)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-01-23 22:58:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16324768)

NO it would NOT require them to drag out the old hag. It is customary for a portion of SC NOT to attend SOTU.

In 2018: "Led by Chief Justice John G. Roberts, the justices paraded into the chamber just ahead of Mr. Trump’s expected arrival.
Also attending were the court’s two newest members, Obama-appointee Justice Elena Kagan and Justice Neil M. Gorsuch.
Justice Stephen G. Breyer, a Clinton appointee, was also in present."

You can see the 4 SC attendees at 15:06 just to the right in front of POTUS here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Npz2zEJt2pc&t=5696s

Happens every SOTU - some Supremes skip it. I believe RBG is likely dead - if not near death - but absence at SOTU is no big
deal for a Supreme. Pelosi has another reason...

Source: https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/30/4-supreme-court-justices-attend-trump-state-union/

Another source: https://nypost.com/2018/01/30/only-4-supreme-court-justices-attend-state-of-the-union/

Thanks for sharing info tho' btw @FreeBy45
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16324955)  context  full comments

PELOSI WON'T AUTHORIZE S.O.T.U. CHAMBER, IT WOULD REQUIRE DEMOCRAT'S TO DRAG RUTH BADER GINSBURG OUT OF
HER CRYPT by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-23 22:57:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2019-01-23 21:25:40)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-01-23 22:58:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16324768)

NO it would NOT require them to drag out the old hag. It is customary for a portion of SC NOT to attend SOTU.

In 2018: "Led by Chief Justice John G. Roberts, the justices paraded into the chamber just ahead of Mr. Trump’s expected arrival.
Also attending were the court’s two newest members, Obama-appointee Justice Elena Kagan and Justice Neil M. Gorsuch.
Justice Stephen G. Breyer, a Clinton appointee, was also in present."

You can see the 4 SC attendees at 15:06 just to the right in front of POTUS here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Npz2zEJt2pc&t=5696s

Happens every SOTU - some Supremes skip it. I believe RBG is likely dead - if not near death - but absence at SOTU is no big
deal for a Supreme. Pelosi has another reason...

Source: https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/30/4-supreme-court-justices-attend-trump-state-union/

Another source: https://nypost.com/2018/01/30/only-4-supreme-court-justices-attend-state-of-the-union/

" I'm Sorry Right Now But' @FreeBy45, Right Now OPTICS Are Everything "

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2991185/16324942)  context  full comments

Dems controlled by Mexican mafia. Ex dem spills the beans? by PacaGoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2019-01-23 22:57:50

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-01-23 05:57:16

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2019-01-23 03:56:58)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  39 points ( +41 | -2 ) 2019-01-23 05:57:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2989377)

l Nancy Pelosis Dad was dope dealer for years and connected to the mob, Nancy Pelosi was Nancy Nancy Patricia D'Alesandro
before she got married. Look up her father and all the different Mob families he was connected to, dope dealers , and Now Nancy
Peosi is the HEROIN queen....still connected to a mob , but the mob is the Mexican Cartel Heroin , Meth and Cocaine dealers

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2989377/16309005)  context  full comments

Apparantly this is the girl who made the original post that created the illusion of the Covington kid harrassing the Indian. Spreading on 8ch
now. by Dauphin  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-23 05:57:16

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2019-01-23 03:08:20)

[ - ] Parent: Dauphin  147 points ( +148 | -1 ) 2019-01-23 05:57:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2989427)

KEK BULL DIKE

kek bull dike

Kek Bull Dike'

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2989427/16308180)  context  full comments

Illegal Draws More Than 400 Years' Imprisonment For Kidnapping, Rape And More by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-23 05:57:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 4 hours ago (2019-01-23 01:56:54)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-23 05:57:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2989428/16305633)

Surely a death penalty would be more appropriate, and cheaper too...

Either way he would not actually be put to death unless he's in Texas, they are the only state that follows through with the Death
Penalty @UK_Bloke_Awoke

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2989428/16306502)  context  full comments

President Donald J. Trump' Constantly Attacked By Media, Deep State, Mueller Investigation & The Entire Swamp, Yet POTUS' Fights
Them All With Finesse by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-01-23 05:57:16

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-01-21 11:59:49
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 8.1 hours ago (2019-01-21 03:51:46)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2019-01-21 11:59:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2985638/16263318)

He is always poised because he knows he is on the winning side. He has been given assurances by the Military (and God) that
nothing will happen to him. It takes a tremendous human being to hold on to that kind of confidence in the face of all the evil he is
fighting.

Amen to that @Truther65 and May Our Father God's Spirit of Protection be over President Donald J. Trump , Q'anon and The Us
Military In Jesus Holy Name , Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2985638/16264284)  context  full comments

PROOF v/TheAwakening mods were using BOTS for Vote Manipulation, mods had mod alts, most mods were REMOVED. NONE have
even commented in months, and more! by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-01-23 05:57:16

History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-21 11:59:49

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-20 22:56:14

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2019-01-20 20:48:48)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  70 points ( +74 | -4 ) 2019-01-20 22:56:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2982128)

Keep Up the Great Job @srayzie We are counting on you to keep it clean and fair.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2982128/16257228)  context  full comments

Journalism Is Dead. It Wasn't Murder, Or Old Age, It Was Suicide. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-20 22:56:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-01-20 16:46:12)

[ - ] Parent: drstrangegov  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-20 22:56:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2984356/16250879)

Anytime anyone associated with the Clintons dies of "suicide" it's pretty safe to assume it was arkancide.

Yes, @drstrangegov , I do believe that water still runs downward towards the bottom of the hill .......

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2984356/16252907)  context  full comments

Journalism Is Dead. It Wasn't Murder, Or Old Age, It Was Suicide. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-01-21 11:59:49

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-20 22:56:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 6.2 hours ago (2019-01-20 16:41:57)

[ - ] Parent: Billeee  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-01-20 22:56:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2984356/16251019)

"Until this is fixed, WE are today's Journalists. Maybe that's the way it should stay." Great idea! I know in our not to distant future
society is going to require active involvement from everyone in some form to support our own Governance! Why not have
everyone involved in understanding the truth as we collectively shape our own future! Our thoughts create reality, we must
understand the past to move into the future.

This is actually a great fighting tool if we use it properly @Billeee , just like Q' says, " You have more than you know!”

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2984356/16252841)  context  full comments

Journalism Is Dead. It Wasn't Murder, Or Old Age, It Was Suicide. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-20 22:56:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.4 hours ago (2019-01-20 16:34:41)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-20 22:56:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2984356/16249505)

I think the decay started when reporters uncovered how much the politicians were 'stealing', the most appropriate word for their
activities....

Some tried to report it, and no doubt died...

Others thought something else....

"Good enough for the Goose, good enough for the Gander !"

and the MSM (Make Some Money) was born....

You've hit the proverbial 'Nail on Head’ @UK_Bloke_Awoke Anything that is good for the Goose is absolutely good for the Gander...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2984356/16252725)  context  full comments
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Journalism Is Dead. It Wasn't Murder, Or Old Age, It Was Suicide. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-20 22:56:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.4 hours ago (2019-01-20 16:30:53)

[ - ] Parent: TraditionalCode0  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-01-20 22:56:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2984356/16250226)

The college in my hometown holds the top Journalism Conference in the nation. I studied journalism in school, so I know all the
rules they break every day.

So in a job I had as a driver, I drove the main speakers to the Journalism Conference, and on the way, I had a good time berating
the state of what passes for journalism these days. In the process, I found the speakers had no real interest in my concern,
confirming a suspicion that the lapses are intentional. So as they left my car, I said "Make sure you tell them to not use
anonymous sources until they hit the Big Time."

Your computer is the new MEDIUM......blogs are the MEDIA.....

Until this is fixed, WE are today's Journalists. Maybe that's the way it should stay.

Thank for sharing @TraditionalCode0

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2984356/16252678)  context  full comments

Tensions Rise: White House Slams Speaker Pelosi For One Of Her 'Flat-Out Lies' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-20 08:00:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.2 hours ago (2019-01-20 03:47:32)

[ - ] Parent: TSE  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-20 08:00:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2983521/16238212)

I think the purpose of the trip to Afghanistan was to pick up some Heroin.

@TSE I was thinking the same thing, ever since Pelosi was involved in the Warehouse in California that got busted with the biggest
Heroin bust in American history, means that bitch is knee deep in the drug tade, she's the Godmother of H'

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2983521/16242971)  context  full comments

Largest Single Group Of Migrants Ever, 376 Illegals Tunnels Under Old Fencing Barrier, Proving The Need For A New Security Border Wall
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-18 20:04:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2019-01-18 16:52:01)

[ - ] Parent: Are_we_sure  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-18 20:04:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980512/16207407)

how would a wall defeat tunnels?

And the article mentions they tunneled under a border wall. In 2017 Trump's Homeland Security Secretary claimed Yuma Arizona
as an example that shows border walls are successful.

Yes he did, except he was talking about where there is actually a real wall & not just an old cyclone fencing, like where these rats did
burrow through under the old barrier, unlike the Security Wall which is now being built along the Mexico Border

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980512/16207811)  context  full comments

Largest Single Group Of Migrants Ever, 376 Illegals Tunnels Under Old Fencing Barrier, Proving The Need For A New Security Border Wall
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-18 20:04:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3.3 hours ago (2019-01-18 16:46:18)

[ - ] Parent: M2Q2  19 points ( +19 | -0 ) 2019-01-18 20:04:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980512/16203986)

When you walk up to a border entry check point or consulate and ask for asylum... it's called asylum. When you tunnel under a
border, jump a border fence, or cross a border under cover of darkness - it's called smuggling, invading, and/or infiltrating a
foreign country... period.

Great point ! @M2Q2

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980512/16207724)  context  full comments

Pope Francis: The United States Must Be Ruled By A World Government by jtreddit  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +4 | -1 ) at 2019-01-18 20:04:44

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-01-18 12:36:51)

[ - ] Parent: jtreddit  4 points ( +8 | -4 ) 2019-01-18 20:04:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980509)

Fuck that Pedofile Fucker the False Prophet Pope Francis
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980509/16203504)  context  full comments

LIAR PELOSI Cancelled Trump's Speech Due to Lack of Securty - But Lined Up Extra Security for Democrats' Private Trip to Belgium,
Afghanistan by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-18 20:04:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.5 hours ago (2019-01-18 12:34:37)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2019-01-18 20:04:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980005)

Double Post @TurquoiseLover

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980005/16203492)  context  full comments

Largest Single Group Of Migrants Ever, 376 Illegals Tunnels Under Border Wall by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-18 20:04:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.7 hours ago (2019-01-18 12:22:53)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-18 20:05:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980501/16203371)

i know why they want to promote this story. Its so they can, aherm, Undermine the 'effectiveness of Walls' narrative

It was an old section of fencing barrier in San Luis, Arizona , proving we need a New Secure Border Wall

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2980501/16203404)  context  full comments

Trump CANCELLED Pelosi fundraising travel by top10shows  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-18 20:04:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-01-18 05:20:30)

[ - ] Parent: fuckmyreddit  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-18 20:05:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2979053/16189983)

Hey Stone, I think you may be onto something. My first thought was they were looking for amnesty, but your idea sounds more
likely. I seem to remember diplomats are never searched, so maybe she or someone on the flight qualifies for this free pass.
Government fuckloaders do these junkets all the time, so I'm guessing that Trump stopped her for a reason.

@fuckmyreddit Yeah Patriot if you search you can find. The whole Contranista's for Weapon's and Cocaine was all G.H.W. Bush's
baby, when he was the Director of the C_A ..... He made a deal with the cartel and has been selling Cocaine which they flew into Bill
Clinton's Arkansas when he was Governor of Arkansas. You ever wonder why Bill Clinton won the presidency and was such close
friends with G.H.W.Bush ? DRUGS are big money in America. That's how G.H.W.Bush got the name Poppy Bush, That was from
importing Opiates (Heroin) from Afghanistan. What is the number one crop still to this day in Afghanistan? Yes..The Opium Poppy
..Heroin** which is made from the Opium Poppy. Old Man Bush was a huge Drug importer of Drugs into America.....Making huge
amounts of Money... The Rabbit Hole goes deep my friend... Follow The Money ! Plus look up Pelosi and Heroin on Google , it will
make you think ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2979053/16199230)  context  full comments

Rand Paul Wants To Banish Government' Shutdowns...Forever' by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-18 20:04:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-01-18 04:24:14)

[ - ] Parent: sonuvspam  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-18 20:05:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2979905/16198383)

How about failure to pass a budget, that the president will sign, AND on time, automatically triggers special elections for ALL
sitting congresspersons? They might actually do their jobs if they could be made vulnerable at the time the public is actually
focused on the job they're doing (or, rather, NOT doing)

@sonuvspam That would get those Partisan Fuckers in Congress Voting on some Bills, I bet they would even Fund The Border
Security Wall.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2979905/16198447)  context  full comments

God Bless President Donald J. Trump And Q'anon And All Of America's Military Forces by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2019-01-18 20:04:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 17 hours ago (2019-01-18 03:29:09)
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[ - ] Parent: FecalDemiurge6000  -6 points ( +1 | -7 ) 2019-01-18 20:05:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2979750/16194692)

America's military forces are a LARP.

@FecalDemiuge6000 You are a LARP , wait let me take that back, you aren't even smart enough to be a LARP , But I'l say it like it is,
You @FecalDemiuge6000 are a " Piece �of� Shit  " that just stinks !

Buah Bye !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2979750/16197441)  context  full comments

Trump CANCELLED Pelosi fundraising travel by top10shows  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-18 02:37:29

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.5 hours ago (2019-01-17 21:09:17)

[ - ] Parent: top10shows  326 points ( +327 | -1 ) 2019-01-18 02:37:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2979053)

( Mind you as you read this that it is only an Opinion ) , I am not saying absolute or anything like that but I am saying Think About It, It
Could Be Exactly what was going to take place. That wasn't a Fund Raising Travel Trip planned for Nancy Pelosi. At least not the
kind you thought it was going to be. The Speaker was going around the world especially Afghanistan to pick up a shit load of Heroin,
why else? This is the same Nancy Pelosi that had investments into some shady shit and is connected to the largest Heroin Bust in
California's The Warehouse the Billion Dollar Heroin bust. Nancy Pelosi and ... Hayward California warehouse, where the Heroin
was discovered. It's all easy to find on Google search. My question to you is:

"Why the hell was Nancy Pelosi going to Afghanistan for? "

My hunch is ' she was going to Afghanistan to pick up a huge load of Heroin.The Border on the Southern US is under fierce scrutiny
lately and the Border is being protected especially good right now, and Pelosi's Fund Raisers (Pushers of Heroin) Dealers need to
re-up because everyone knows if you need big money like the Democrat Party needs is to continue supplying the people that were
selling the Heroin that was at the Warehouse that Pelosi had investments in Storing Heroin. (The World's Most Lucrative Money
Making Drug) The Democrat Party found their ultimate Funding Money for their New World Order Communism (So·cial·ism /ˈsōSHə
ˌlizəm/*).. Heroin ... "These People are Fucking Sick!"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2979053/16188732)  context  full comments

Sorry For Your Misunderstanding Pelosi' : The State Of The Union Address , President Donald Trump Carries ' The Ultimate Power In
Washington DC. 'Not You! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-01-18 02:37:29

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-01-17 09:37:29

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-01-17 04:23:52)

[ - ] Parent: SpiritualPaper  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-17 09:37:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2977509/16173941)

It is very telling with all that, no wonder the left went ballistic when HRC lost. Everything that was set up now can be turned
against them. Ant they know this and tremble.

Exactly why the Deep State hate President Donald Trump, They had been setting this up for more than 100 years and all of a
sudden a True Patriot has total control of the power they slowly created for a takeover of The United States of America.... Thank You
God for President Donald Trump!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2977509/16174758)  context  full comments

Is RBG related to Marina Abramovic? by telleveryoneyouknow  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-17 09:37:29

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9 hours ago (2019-01-17 00:38:43)

[ - ] Parent: telleveryoneyouknow  9 points ( +11 | -2 ) 2019-01-17 09:37:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2977500)

Bad job on the photo shop, except you are probably right because all the Demon Chasing Spirit Cooking Democrats stick together....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2977500/16170805)  context  full comments

President Trump's Authority Overrides Speaker Pelosi's Demands by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-17 09:37:29

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-01-16 20:20:28)
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[ - ] Parent: OsoCovfefe  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2019-01-17 09:37:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2977038/16164552)

Pelosi does have the means to not invite the POTUS to the House, but POTUS can also just schedule a speech for another
location, Oval Office say.

This is yet another stumble by Pelosi, later Trump can point back to this obvious ploy of hers as proof of why he had to declare an
Emergency...the DS is so corrupt POTUS cannot even Speak...? Yeah, careful what you wish for Nancy. Now POTUS doesn't
have to invite YOU; he can deliver a speech on TV from somewhere else without the optics of you sitting there frowning, and
without your dithering responses.

Thanks again Nancy, we knew why Trump wanted you back and you don't disappoint.

That's Correct @OsoCovfefe , The President Has The Ultimate Power in Washington DC.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2977038/16165022)  context  full comments

Candace Owens Has A Great Idea, Have Newly World's Richest Woman' Jeff Bezo's Wife To Fund The Border Wall' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-17 09:37:29

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 17:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 minutes ago (2019-01-16 17:22:06)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2019-01-16 17:42:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2976530/16159833)

Wife, not hardly, tranny. I want to know if this is even a LEGAL marriage? There was no such thing 25 years ago (unless they both
LIED and that would invalidate everything).

Link ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2976530/16162021)  context  full comments

Since Government Has Been Shut Down, Government Must Have Saved Enough Money By Now To 'FUND THE WALL' by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 17:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.4 hours ago (2019-01-16 06:19:54)

[ - ] Parent: Really_Cool_Dude  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-16 17:43:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2974939/16146904)

We have to pay those guys for this month anyhow.

not after 22 days or 30 days

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2974939/16152630)  context  full comments

When It Comes To Running The Country Donald Trump Is Absolutely The Best. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 17:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-01-16 05:22:06)

[ - ] Parent: Trousersnake1488  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-16 17:43:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975128/16151042)

yes, but a nigger who knows that blacks are niggers and should not be in america is okay with me

You guys really crack me up,Nigger is just a word & Some of the biggest niggers I know are white skinned, In my book a nigger is
someone who is too lazy to work and thinks the world owes them something, That's why I hate Democrats because they want
everything free and think the wealthy should pay their way & that's why I think Democrats are niggers (You get it now, maybe you are
nigger too)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975128/16151843)  context  full comments

Rep.Jim Jordan : The Team That Launched Trump-Russia Probe, Ex- FBI Deputy Dir. Andy McCabe & Ex- FBI Lawyer James Baker,
Subject Of Criminal Media Leak Probe by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-17 09:37:29

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-01-16 17:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 13 hours ago (2019-01-16 05:06:57)
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[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  36 points ( +36 | -0 ) 2019-01-16 17:43:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975738)

Once you investigate the ones who opened up an investigation into Trump , Russia Collusion you will understand that the whole
Russia Collusion Story is a Deep State made up story to hide the fact that the Democrats who thought Hillary Clinton was a shoe in
for president against now President Donald Trump were committing Sedition even after Donald Trump won the Presidency fair &
square. These Democrats committed Sedition against a sitting president of the United States of America. The crime for Sedition are
listed in 18 U.S. Code § 2385 - Advocating overthrow of Government Not more than 20 years & they can not hold a job in America
5 years after the sentence s served.

I also believe this sedition crime also pertains to the Liberal Media which are reporting false narrative pushing for the impeachment
& removal of President Donald Trump. That's why they are & have been pushing the Russia Collusion Story 100% , knowing they
are in some deep shit that there is no way out unless they can get rid of President Trump. So hopefully we will be getting rid of the
Fake News Media players that were all involved in the Sedition of Donald Trump & the American Government.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975738/16151463)  context  full comments

Fox: Evidence on Seth Rich's computer he was corresponding with WIKILEAKS shortly before death by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 11 points( +11 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 17:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-01-16 04:05:10)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  160 points ( +162 | -2 ) 2019-01-16 17:43:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975544)

You ask what happen to that evidence, well most likely it was paid for to go away by either John Podesta or Hillary Clinton or one of
those two's work trolls, that would anything for money. The fact that FOX ran a news story on @SethRich being in contact with
@WikiLeaks before he died & then it disappears from existing only reassures me that @Podesta or @Clinton paid for it to disappear
for a lot of money.Then they made up the Russia narrative to take the murder charge or attention off of themselves since they killed
Seth Rich.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975544/16150150)  context  full comments

The Ron Paul Plan: Kill 5 Agencies, Cut $1 Trillion by TurquoiseLover  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 17:42:50

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 hours ago (2019-01-16 03:18:44)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  219 points ( +219 | -0 ) 2019-01-16 17:43:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975087)

Sounds like a great idea Rand Paul ! Any killing of Big Government is a plus for any Conservative.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975087/16149403)  context  full comments

Chelsea Clinton makes tweet mocking about family love for pizza by Really_Cool_Dude  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 17:42:50

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 03:00:21

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1 hour ago (2019-01-16 01:58:37)

[ - ] Parent: Really_Cool_Dude  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-01-16 03:00:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975471)

Chelssea Clinton is Luciferian ( Satan Worshiper ) Baby Blood Sucking Cunt ! Plus she is exactly like her foul disgusting parents and
enjoys spending money on herself that was donated to help those in need around the world.These fucking Clinton's will definitely be
tormented for eternity in Hell, with their god Lucifer!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2975471/16147847)  context  full comments

Since Government Has Been Shut Down, Government Must Have Saved Enough Money By Now To 'FUND THE WALL' by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 03:00:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-01-15 21:50:09)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-16 03:00:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2974939/16142722)

Ever notice that democrats hate our government and they're the ones running it?

It's like why the hell are you even in the government if you are just going to sell out to the biggest Lobbyist. These damn Democrats
could serve their constituents if they only cared about the ones who elected them.But these people are stupid! @TurquoiseLover

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2974939/16142953)  context  full comments

CNN Host' Calls Out Top Democrat Over Party's 'Hypocrisy On Border Wall' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 03:00:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-01-15 20:14:06)
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[ - ] Parent: bulrush  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-16 03:00:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2973361/16135478)

1. Trump shows "The Democrats are not willing to play ball after reclaiming the House." This makes the Democrats look
bad.

2. Top Dems have walls around their homes, this makes the Dems look bad.
3. Before Trump, Dems, even Obama himself wanted to put up a wall along the southern US boarder. This makes the

Democrats look bad.

This is genius. Democrats are trapped and no matter what they do they will look bad.

in the photo you sent in the link, Laura must have had some crazy plastic surgery because the nose & cheeks around the nose aren't
even simular, so story fake

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2973361/16141196)  context  full comments

Democrats Illegal Immigration & Socialist Strategy,Come From Saul Alinsky's Penned ' Rules For Radicals' by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-15 03:35:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2019-01-15 01:32:29)

[ - ] Parent: minicog  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-15 03:35:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2972510/16123432)

George Romney, Father of Mitt Romney, allegedly helped rise money for Saul Alinsky. (I only have one source at this time.)
It might explain what Romney is so anti- President Trump.

That's because Romney is jealous of President Trump, Romney wanted to be president so bad that he lost outright and now is
jealous AF of DJT actually being President @minicog

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2972510/16125222)  context  full comments

James Woods' Schools The Young Turks' Cenk Uygur, Complaining About Living In LA,Calif by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-15 03:35:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2019-01-15 01:27:26)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-15 03:35:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2972613/16120250)

Yes, we see them flooding into Idaho. We are getting out and going south. We have two parties here the Mormons/Conservatives
and the Marxists. The Marxists make no secret that they believe changing Idaho is the way to go. The rest of the population just
want to be left alone with as small a government as possible. After we finish the remodel on the house, we'll let you scumbag
liberals bid over the asking price.

Well God Bless You @PatriotLady1 I pray God Blesses the house and you get top dollar for it , In Jesus Holy Name, Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2972613/16125137)  context  full comments

James Woods' Schools The Young Turks' Cenk Uygur, Complaining About Living In LA,Calif by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-15 03:35:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2019-01-15 01:25:13)

[ - ] Parent: Dalai_Llama  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-15 03:35:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2972613/16118519)

God damnit, Texas is next. They're going to need more of that wall.

Right ! @Dalai_Llama

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2972613/16125051)  context  full comments

James Woods' Schools The Young Turks' Cenk Uygur, Complaining About Living In LA,Calif by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-16 03:00:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-15 03:35:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2019-01-15 01:24:24)

[ - ] Parent: io-io  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-15 03:35:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2972613/16124044)

LA School Won't Explain Mystery $782,000 Payout To Former Superintendent; Auditors Call For Fraud Investigation

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-01-03/los-angeles-school-wont-explain-mysterious-782000-payout-former-
superintendent

sounds like someone (Superintendent) had his hand in the cookie jar @io-io

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2972613/16125023)  context  full comments
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Jacob Rothschilds Wife, Lady Rothschild died today at age 83 by grace8  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-14 05:22:48

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2019-01-14 02:51:39)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  30 points ( +30 | -0 ) 2019-01-14 05:22:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2970723/16094181)

Now she will face GOD and her money and power with HIM mean NOTHING.

@Lauraingalls lady Rothschild will go straight to Hell where she will be tormented forever! Satan will surely do his job well at this
point in her journey..... No doubt!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2970723/16103359)  context  full comments

With all the negative news, coming from all sides, I sometimes wonder if POTUS can win in 2020. by TSE  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-13 18:41:59

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2019-01-13 16:55:30)

[ - ] Parent: theoldones  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-13 18:42:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2970323/16090504)

stop acting like the MSM matter in your life.

so long as you care what they fucking think, they have you by the balls.

leave their plantation, just walk away.

This what @theoldones says is great advice.... If you are so worried about what the msm is saying, then talk to everyone you come in
contact with and tell them that the msm is feeding the public a Globalist NWO Agenda which is a false narrative of what a few elite
decide what they report as news.... That alone is a huge Red Pill

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2970323/16090631)  context  full comments

Donald Trump Proves In His Speech Tonight That He Is Absolutely The Right Man For The Job As President Of The United States Of
America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-13 11:00:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2019-01-13 05:50:20)

[ - ] Parent: Tallest_Skil  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2019-01-13 11:00:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2960766/16043252)

NOT A FUCKING ARGUMENT, COWARD. YOU HAVE ADMITTED THAT YOU FOLLOW A PROVEN

LIAR. YOU HAVE ADMITTED THAT EVERYTHING I SAID IS FACT.

A liberal doesn't want to execute all liberals for treason, dumb fuck. You have NO argument. A liberal doesn't post facts, dumb
fuck. You have NO argument.

LOL ....Keep Trolling Liberal

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2960766/16082123)  context  full comments

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The U.S.A. by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-13 11:00:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 15:43:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.8 hours ago (2019-01-12 05:57:10)

[ - ] Parent: The1stLantern  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-12 15:43:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16060891)

Dead isnt realistically a good theory - shed need to be in contact with dozens of legal clerks, aids, not to mention in
communication of some sort with the other Justices, etc - regardless of if she is "working from home".

I have real doubts they could keep a secret like that wrapped up. But barely hanging on and operating like a semi conscious
rambling zombie on the edge of death though? Totally plausible. Time will tell.

Soon to be Too dead..... Read again @The1stLantern

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16061817)  context  full comments

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The U.S.A. by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-15 03:35:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 15:43:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.8 hours ago (2019-01-12 05:54:18)
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[ - ] Parent: BulletMagnet879  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-12 15:43:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16061050)

You forgot to add: Too corrupt.

That's what the word Compromised means @BulletMagnet879

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16061797)  context  full comments

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The U.S.A. by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 05:46:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2019-01-12 03:24:32)

[ - ] Parent: NosebergShekelman  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-12 05:46:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16059044)

oy vey maybe we can get Judge Jewdy that position?

Nah ! @NosebergShekelman I don't think the Democrats would ever let that pass through the Senate.....The Democrats would
literally shit in their pants if Trump nominated Judge Jew'dy.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16060168)  context  full comments

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The U.S.A. by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 05:46:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2019-01-12 03:20:55)

[ - ] Parent: The1stLantern  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-12 05:46:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16058897)

They will keep feeding it infant blood until Trump wins in 2020.

That's the first thing I thought when Q said , The drugs they are giving her to prop her up, @The1stLantern Meaning she might
already be dead or fairly close to death...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16060110)  context  full comments

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The U.S.A. by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 15:43:11

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 05:46:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2019-01-12 03:17:11)

[ - ] Parent: Thepimp  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-12 05:46:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16059273)

None of that matters.Unfortunately she is on the court until she resigns,dies or is impeached. That’s the law.

Yeah but how do we know she isn't already dead? @Thepimp lol .... " The pimp " I wouldn't put it past the Democrats to try and stall
out on telling the world that RBG is dead ! So maybe Melania should go visit and go see her and take some flowers as a good
gesture, that way she can see if RBG is still actually breathing....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16060055)  context  full comments

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The U.S.A. by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 05:46:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-01-12 03:12:44)

[ - ] Parent: Waffle_ninja  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-12 05:46:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16059768)

The very real possibility is her heart is failing. Put the cancer diagnosis aside, her falls could be from low blood pressure. As you
age, your heart doesn’t pump as much blood. It wouldn’t be surprising that her heart is only pumping at <70%. That is why she
was sleeping a lot and falling. It can also be the reason why she isn’t up moving around. She doesn’t have the strength. You can
do a lot to the human body, but eventually, it wears out. It doesn’t matter what you try to give it or what parts your swap out.

I want to bet she will go soon and we will hear she will go in her sleep (mostly because she is always sleeping). There is a
chance we won’t know for days or longer out of “courtesy to her family”.

@Waffle_ninja That is why I typed the last line in the post the way I did, because soon RBG to be too dead to do anything, so good
analysis.
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Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Too Tired Too Old & Too Sick To Be Sharp Enough To Serve On The Supreme Court Of The U.S.A. by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 05:46:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2019-01-12 03:08:41)

[ - ] Parent: Smell_the_Covfefe  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-12 05:46:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16058163)

No, no, no. Ruth isn't tired, she's 'power napping.'

https://www.google.com/search?q=ruth+bader+ginsburg+sleeping&client=firefox-b-
ab&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiQpt69huffAhXBFjQIHdBOB8MQ_AUIDigB&biw=1360&bih=652

RBG sure is doing an awful lot of napping though....zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967262/16059929)  context  full comments

Open Letter To Trump Demanding Ruth Bader Ginsberg Removal OR Livefeed AND/OR Equal Remote Employment Opportunity For All by
ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 05:46:16

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-01-12 01:24:44)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  25 points ( +26 | -1 ) 2019-01-12 05:46:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967280)

Hahaha! I assume you know that the President does not take request from citizens especially if it is a demand. In that case you have
demanded the whole United States of America's Government bow down to you and your request. Careful what you wish for. But I do
understand where you are coming from because rbg has long overstayed her welcome...

Time to retire for she is old and sick, therefore she is no longer sharp enough to be on the Supreme Court.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2967280/16058380)  context  full comments

What is the deal with 5G? Why is Govt mandating it? by WanderingTaurus  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9.2 hours ago (2019-01-11 06:12:13)

[ - ] Parent: WanderingTaurus  9 points ( +10 | -1 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2965429)

well just look at the Congressmen that have used a cell phone for many more years than us the public, what cancer did they usually
die of, that's right , it was right on the side of their face or head. Now imagine something 5000 times stronger, what will be the effects,
could it be a Globalist attempt at population control eventually since they want most of dead in their NWO , just look at the Georgia
Guide Stones

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2965429/16043158)  context  full comments

Who are you most looking forward to seeing in chains and why? Let our voices be heard! by nothinglasts4ever  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 9.2 hours ago (2019-01-11 06:08:16)

[ - ] Parent: nothinglasts4ever  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2965423)

Rule number 4

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2965423/16043117)  context  full comments

President Trump : Promises An End To Senseless Rothschild' Endless Wars by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2019-01-11 06:06:40)

[ - ] Parent: Qanonplus1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15991019)

It's okay. I've been reading some of this stuff on and off for years but I don't have a link at the moment either. I had just never heard
of black nobility....or exactly EU Aristocracy. I wonder if hes talking about the Vatican and 13 bloodline families which Rothschilds
are part of. That's why I'm confused. Does he mean the Payseurs?

Well now that you said that, I will give him the benefit of the doubt, God Bless Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/16043107)  context  full comments

Donald Trump Proves In His Speech Tonight That He Is Absolutely The Right Man For The Job As President Of The United States Of
America by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-13 11:00:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2019-01-11 06:03:30)
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[ - ] Parent: Tallest_Skil  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2960766/16012063)

Dude, @Tallest_Skil what's your ducking problem mother fucker

My problem is tens of thousands of paid shills spamming proven hoaxes when we should be physically resisting the ZOG.

Nobody here wants to hear or read your bullshit ideas here.

It's fact. Get the fuck over it.

Why don't you write your own fucking post

Because I don't need to. All I need to do is refute yours.

That's because you've got absolutely No credibility

Prove me wrong, then.

with the voat.co community

1. Proven wrong.
2. COINTELPRO tactic. Try again.
3. ANSWER. MY. QUESTIONS. COWARD.

pass on your hate

Either kill yourself or shut up. Hate is your soul's immune system. If you refuse to hate, you have already lost the war.

you dumb fucking liberal.

Try again with something someone might actually believe.

Answer. my. questions.

Fuck Off Liberal Trash.....Bye - Bye Loser!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2960766/16043078)  context  full comments

Even The Liberal Left Wing WaPo: Actually, Trump Is Right. There Is A Crisis At The Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9.5 hours ago (2019-01-11 05:54:21)

[ - ] Parent: BonnieRic  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962890/16023179)

Great post.

Along the same topic...People say he is manufacturing the crisis now. I think the reason Trump had to wait until now to deal with
this crisis is because we needed the Senate. Our last Senate had too many rino's, so we did not have the majority. And we
needed the Supreme Court first. But, it has been a crisis since before he took office.

Also,Trump has worked on human and drug trafficking through executive orders since he took office.

Thanks @BonnieRic , and yes you are correct , President Trump has been hard at work going after these criminally sick people that
Q talks about

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962890/16042993)  context  full comments

Last Night Pelosi & Schumer Have Proven They Are Purchased & Owned Corporate Whores That Never Cared About America's Security by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-15 03:35:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.5 hours ago (2019-01-11 05:51:30)

[ - ] Parent: apajeet  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962216/16024887)

traitors get hanged dont they? when did we stop this?

@apajeet oh she truly will eventually , that's if old Nancy Plastic Face doesn't die from the poisoning from all the plastic in her face
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Last Night Pelosi & Schumer Have Proven They Are Purchased & Owned Corporate Whores That Never Cared About America's Security by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 9.6 hours ago (2019-01-11 05:45:01)

[ - ] Parent: benjitsu  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962216/16025241)

I think you are starting to jerk off to your own words, op...where the fuck you been that they have just "proven" this now? You have
been right here and either hooked on internet points or trying to red pill people so desperately you are grasping at straws. They
are just as obviously complicit as they have always been, either entirely or not at all, depending on political/sensibility slants but
you know this already...you just like masturbating to your own words (probably because you can't regulate your own masturbation
and avoid it completely).

Sorry punk , but unlike you I don't have to masturbate , I got a beautiful wife that makes sure of that too....but good luck as you do as
of what you write obviously @benjitsu

ps: after taking a look at your statistics it is obvious you are here to try and be social and down voat people but we are use to shills
like you that only know masturbation and causing negative material because you hate your own life...thanks for trying though..... now
go lube it up again and stroke stroke that tiny penis of yours

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962216/16042905)  context  full comments

House Republicans Want Federal Employees Who Work During Shutdown to Be Paid by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.7 hours ago (2019-01-11 05:39:47)

[ - ] Parent: WanderingTaurus  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2963911/16030307)

http://i.lvme.me/sxxlgm9.jpg

Hahahahahahaha! Good One Patriot!

I love that commercial with those old ladies ...

wwg1wga
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President Trump : Promises In His Latest Tweet ' MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.7 hours ago (2019-01-11 05:38:14)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2963931/16030682)

Link going to a voat user, not the tweet...

I don't believe I posted a link my friend, I was just asking God to Bless You guys, but thanks for heads up @UK_Bloke_Awoke as
always
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President Trump Needs Cameras Recording Meetings With Pelosi & Schumer So There's No More Liberal Lies Of What Happened In
Meeting by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.9 hours ago (2019-01-11 05:26:46)

[ - ] Parent: Revodude1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2964697/16037630)

If I recall correctly, there is a historian type person that takes down everything he says, at least in an official capacity. Like a court
stenographer. I would assume the other side of the conversation is also captured.

Yes you are correct @Revodude1, except those files are saved for the documentation of America's Government in Fact Stuff hat did
happen documents that will be disclosed at the Trump Library after he is no longer the President.... They are not or have they ever
been used to report the truth in a daily news brief.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2964697/16042717)  context  full comments

CDC's Own Expert Vaccine Court Witness Confirmed Vaccines Can Cause Autism, So They Fired Him Immediately by ghost_of_aswartz
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2019-01-11 03:53:04)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  48 points ( +52 | -4 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2965279)

Even though we have known that immunization vaccines have messing with so many children causing Autism, it is a good article,
Thanks for sharing patriot.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2965279/16041224)  context  full comments

Nov2018 Bongino Video - Biggest Spy Scandal in US History by G45Colt  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2019-01-11 03:50:04)

[ - ] Parent: G45Colt  21 points ( +21 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2965284)

Yes this was my favorite Dan Bongino presentation ... Great Information
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DC Water Has Threatened To Commit A Terroristic Act Against the President and White House Staff By Cutting Off Their Water in Winter
Over the Shutdown by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.6 hours ago (2019-01-11 03:47:14)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2965157)

You mean another tactic of the Deep State trying to use their corrupt power to threaten the President......Sounds like a Terrorist
Threat to Me...
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Think Arrests Aren't Being Made? Think Again......Five Members of Mexican Sex Trafficking Organization Sentenced to Prison 15-25 yrs. by
Truther65  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-12 05:46:16

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.6 hours ago (2019-01-11 03:45:46)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  20 points ( +20 | -0 ) 2019-01-11 15:22:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2964965)

Thank You for sharing this Patriot , I missed this one today, great post!
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Make America Great Again Gematria Observation by Unpleasant_Truths  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-10 19:24:39
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[ - ] Parent: Unpleasant_Truths  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-10 19:24:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2964337)

Well at least President Trump is smart enough to know that @JulianAssange and @Wikileaks holds they key to freeing Trump of the
Fake Russian Collusion Shit that the Fake Mueller Investigation is suppose to be attempting to get Trump on since HRC and the
whole Democrat Party has been claiming since the 2016 election.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2964337/16032912)  context  full comments

President Trump : Promises In His Latest Tweet ' MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-10 19:24:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2019-01-10 15:01:32)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-10 19:24:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2963931/16029363)

He is the one that is fit for the task.

Every other 2016 republican presidential candidate would have completely rolled over for schumer and pelosi long, long ago.
America would be paying for the migrant hordes to travel safely as it is our moral obligation to help the poor and needy (getting
the christian sympathies). clinton's would be cleared and sanctified, Pizzagate would be flourishing and epstien island would be
a national treasure.

MAGA

Well @Zadim All I can say is Thank God for President Donald Trump!

WWG1WGA
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James Carville Democrat' Speaks About Dem's Speech In Response To President Trump: "Colonoscopies More Exciting Than Schumer" by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Hazzmat  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-10 04:05:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962409/16018230)

Just throwing this out there, but Schumer really has no power besides his 1/100 Senate vote. His party has no authority in the
Senate being 6 or 7 seats off. One or two seats, ok , he can mess things up a bit. But it is not close.

That's the problem @Hazzmat Chuck Schumer thinks he has more power than the President, I think he needs to go read the
Constitution again ad the Bill of Rights and probably he needs to go back to college and learn some things about Government.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962409/16021599)  context  full comments

James Carville Democrat' Speaks About Dem's Speech In Response To President Trump: "Colonoscopies More Exciting Than Schumer" by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-10 04:05:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2019-01-10 02:53:07)

[ - ] Parent: SCforTRUMP  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-10 04:05:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962409/16019225)

Pelosi was confused when they told her she would have to do a rebuttal - "a rebuttal" she slurred, "isn't that some kind of fancy
hemorrhoid operation"? The only thing that would have made their "event" better is if they had been sponsored by the US Ass. of
Proctologists!

Pah Dap Dat ! <---- (Drumroll) @SCorTRUMP

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962409/16021551)  context  full comments

Last Night Pelosi & Schumer Have Proven They Are Purchased & Owned Corporate Whores That Never Cared About America's Security by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-10 04:05:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2019-01-10 01:35:53)

[ - ] Parent: Spud4ever  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-10 04:05:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962216/16015162)

Bought and paid for .

Amen to that @Spud4ever
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Last Night Pelosi & Schumer Have Proven They Are Purchased & Owned Corporate Whores That Never Cared About America's Security by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-11 15:21:58

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-10 04:05:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2019-01-10 01:35:01)

[ - ] Parent: iloveyeshua  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-10 04:05:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962216/16017753)

I called both their offices tonight. Funny Google told me "there's no phone number for Nancy Pelosi " but Duck Duck go worked. If
calling Pelosi, use option 3. They'll put you on hold then eventually answer. As soon as you say you support the wall, they throw
you to voice mail. If you pick "leave a message " opt 1 from the start your call goes no where.

Wow , Thanks for sharing that with Us all @iloveyeshua At least we all know how to truly get through to the Evil Offices of Madam
Devil Eyes, Nancy Pelosi .
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Last Night Pelosi & Schumer Have Proven They Are Purchased & Owned Corporate Whores That Never Cared About America's Security by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2019-01-10 01:32:24)

[ - ] Parent: Telstar  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2019-01-10 04:05:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962216/16017145)

Either Chuck and Nancy are being forced to play the opposition card by our team, purely for optics, or they have their hands in the
cookie jar (border) where millions of dollars are transacted daily through sex trafficking, child trafficking, human trafficking, drug
trafficking, terrorist trafficking, arms trafficking, and money laundering... how politicians become millionaires.

Yes you have hit the nail right on the head @Telstar The Democrat Leaders are very wealthy and they didn't get that way saving
their pay checks from Congress. These Two Criminals are definitely involved with all those crimes that you have mentioned and
that's exactly why they are fighting this tooth and nail!
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Even The Liberal Left Wing WaPo: Actually, Trump Is Right. There Is A Crisis At The Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-10 19:24:39

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-10 04:05:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.1 hours ago (2019-01-10 00:56:14)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  52 points ( +52 | -0 ) 2019-01-10 04:05:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2962890)

This goes against everything Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer said last night. Those Two Crooks were just repeating what their
handlers told them to say. Never believe what the Democrats say because they are only after their own interest and that's finding
away to make more money for themselves.
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Chuck and Nancy want the President to declare a Natl emergency? by Jimipickle  in GreatAwakening
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@Jimipickle Pelosi and Schumer are not even sure what they are suppose to want this day, of course unless they have already
talked to their handlers.... The Money Men, The Shot Callers, for the Liberal Party because these Democrat Senators and
Congressmen and Women are all purchased as soon as they are sworn into Congress.....Money Rules in DC , that's why we call it
the Swamp! So if the Democrat Shot Callers , and trust Me , it isn't Nancy and Chuckie , they are just ponds in the game of keep
fighting President Trump at all cost by the Cabal, basically because Donald Trump isn't a puppet or will he bow down to these Evil
Fuckers like Obama did and Bush Dubya did and ole Slick Willie before that, because Trump is a man of God and He has been
Blessed to do The Fathers Work on earth..... Like I always say God Speed President Trump!

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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POTUS is a genius. He provides the platform for the Dems to expose themselves for all the world to see. Good rant @stonechizel,
in full agreement with you Patriot! WWG1WGA

Thank You @1cd1233

wwg1wga
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For fuck's sake, you subhuman retarded paid shills. Do you think Voat will fall for this?

Establishing legitimacy

Let’s talk about statistics. Let’s talk about the concept itself. Q-level clearance exists within the Department of Energy. What the
fuck does that have to do with anything regarding the court system? What the fuck does that have to do with anything Q-LARP has
claimed it knows? Look at the number of people who have Q-level clearance. All none of them. What’s the likelihood that any of
them are committing an executable offense by posting on a fucking imageboard? Look at the posts. Why don’t they say anything?
Someone that important–if it actually has knowledge he wants to disseminate–is also not going to type cryptic bullshit. It’s also not
going to ask questions that it doesn’t answer. The sum total of Q-LARP is an exercise in postdiction. Everything it has said is too
vague to actually mean anything. It never says anything of any value or specificity. A combination of pareidolia, confirmation bias,
and apophenia does the rest. PEOPLE ARE LOST. THEY ARE BROKEN. THEY FEEL WORTHLESS AND WEAK AND
POWERLESS. WHAT BETTER WAY TO PREY ON THEM THAN TO CONTROL THE OPPOSITION? They won’t fucking question
you if you can trick them this way.

Establishing trustworthiness

Someone that important is, statistically, owned by jews. It’s just that simple. In fact, Q-LARP is entirely owned by jews. It admits it.
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Someone that important is, statistically, owned by jews. It’s just that simple. In fact, Q-LARP is entirely owned by jews. It admits it.
It openly admits to being civic nationalist. It doesn’t support a restoration of the US or Europe to being white-only nations. It
doesn’t support deportation of nonwhites. Since the first week, it has called for protection of nonwhites, from the whites who would
see them deported/killed. It openly calls for regime change in Iran for the sole purpose of fulfilling the Oded Yinon Plan. Q-LARP
has publicly stated it has no intention of removing jews from the West or punishing jews collectively.

Establishing realism

What purpose is served by leaking the proceedings of nationwide martial law and the arrest of three quarters of the US
government… AN ENTIRE YEAR early? Why is that helpful to anyone except the people toward whom it is supposedly directed?
Oh, and why has it taken so long? An entire year of waiting is an entire year to prepare. You realize that even the group that Q-
LARP talks about is one of the highest flight risks on earth, right? Why would anyone want to give them time to escape? How
does that help us? It doesn’t. It helps THEM. It helps them so much that it hurts us. This is on purpose. Q-LARP exists to create an
Orwellian narrative about “the bad people being arrested”, so that when all the good people are arrested they will say that good
people are bad people, and the stupid Q-LARPing masses will simply believe it and help commit their own genocide. We’ve
already seen this for 70 years. Why do you think it isn’t continuing?

Why would someone ostensibly leaking the proceedings not actually leak any information? Why would someone who claims to
be on our side not give us a playbook for how to operate during the event? Why isn’t it telling us how to become leaders of our
community to calm the terrified millions around us–who will inevitably exist once the media starts reporting on the “Trump coup”,
or when they see their favorite media reporters arrested by the military live on air? Why is Q-LARP a civic nationalist? How does
that help America? How is Trump is magically insulated during what will be painted internationally as a soft coup? Why would the
apparatus allow him to engage in this coup to the extent that he would actually be protected? Why does the coup–by Q-LARP’s
own admission–not cover the actual PROBLEMS facing this country? Everything Q-LARP has said points to the action as being
“Part A of the ZOG wants to get rid of Part B of the ZOG.”

Establishing results

If there is something, why is nothing Q-LARP said would happen happening? Where’s the Emergency Broadcast System
announcement? Where’s Trump using Obama’s emergency television override to speak to the people? Where’s the martial law?
Where are the riots it talked about? Antifa couldn’t even get off their asses for a completely unrelated outing. Where’s the Huma
arrest? Where are the Podesta arrests? They were supposed to be in custody by now; no one has any information on that beyond
your continued shilling campaign.

Establishing psychology

Already touched on this at the end of the first section. So Q-LARP’s going to arrest most of the US government, right? All the bad
people going away. And what’s this? It says that WE won’t have to grab our guns and help out? Why, that’s exactly what we
would want! Happy day! All of our dreams are coming true, and we didn’t even have to put in an ounce of work ourselves! Hooray!
It’s over! We’re saved! Don’t ever question the validity of these claims! Just spend A YEAR ignoring everything else that is
ACTUALLY happening in the news, never mind your own wildly successful campaign of “It’s okay to be white.” Because nothing
ever came from YOU doing an honest day’s work!

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A FREE LUNCH. THE ZOG WILL NOT ARREST THE ZOG. ANYONE WHO TELLS YOU TO SIT
ON YOUR ASS AND DO NOTHING IS NOT ONLY LYING TO YOU, HE IS A JEWISH SHILL.

Explain your reason for believing otherwise.

Establishing inconsistencies

If, as Q-LARP says, there are more patriots than traitors in the government, why did they let the last 70 years happen?
If, as Q-LARP says, Obama went to North Korea, where is the evidence?
If, as Q-LARP says, the CIA/alphabet agencies were responsible for the 11 minute Twitter takedown of POTUS account,
where is the evidence?
If, as Q-LARP says, elections no longer matter, where is the evidence?
If, as Q-LARP says, martial law is inbound, where is the evidence?
If, as Q-LARP says, mass arrests of the government are inbound, where is the evidence?

Dude, @Tallest_Skil what's your ducking problem mother fucker ? Now if you are another fucking paid shill from the Delusional
Democrat Party, or even the old man soros himself, Go Fuck Off! Nobody here wants to hear or read your bullshit ideas here. Why
don't you write your own fucking post, yeah that's right, it's because No One will read it.... That's because you've got absolutely No
credibility with the voat.co community...... Now stop using my format to pass on your hate you dumb fucking liberal.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEjRkGVyNsY

Thanks for sharing @Semlow
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Hahahhahah! Now that's a good funny post !
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Seems to me like this was only partially about the situation at the border and possibly more about testing and tweaking the direct
video communication with the American people. Remember a while back when they tested out the presidential alert system
through all the cell phones. A video this short with him saying what he has already said many times in the media? I think this was
aimed at other more important things.

Very good point @AlternateSelection
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Nancy is afraid her adrenochrome bottled in little Mexican children will stop flowing into the US....her clients need that stuff...she
works for the drug cartel..bought n paid for by Ms13 and AIPAC.

Correct @Fetalpig
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Why doesn't that woman retire? Evil people like RBG have to do EVIL until they die. They refuse to stop. Horrible.

@Lauraingalls That's because they know they are headed to hell for eternal damnation and that's why those Democrat Evil women
do whatever it takes, even if it means eating babies, to stay alive.
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Chuckie too cept he got that Liddle Lefty going on. He must be hungry & a border wall could limit his diet.

They are both Adrenachrome Addicts @1cd1233
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Do her eyes even close? Or are they stuck like that?

Back in the days we use to call that tooth pick eyes! @Nachose That's when someone is so damn high on Meth that their eyes look
like they are held open with tooth picks
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Who Fucking Capitalizes Every Word In Their Sentences?

This Guy , why you got a problem ? Hahahahahaha! I'm only kidding @heygeorge maybe I was testing to see who would be looking
for any reason to complain !

TAG: Your It ! @heygeorge and I hope it's not Soros...
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Thanks so much for the encouragement. God Bless you and your family! Rick - B2T

@BlessedToTeach Thank You Sir , and May The Lord God Bless You & Yours !
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I too believe that Kennedy was comped. Just repeating what Taylor's prophecies are. It could be that the one who stepped down
was also due to corruption (Kennedy); he may have been allowed to step down 'honorably' while the others may not be. Taylor
clearly said 5 justices would be nominated by POTUS. Not trying to be argumentative - just stating the prophecy - and how it ties
into President Trump's tweets.

Thank you for sharing @FreeBy45 And God Bless Patriot !
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When politicians make the decision here's what we end up with

@CTCZ That part of the Border Fence was probably made by design and used as a ramp for unloading mega hauls of drugs into the
USA side of the border.... Your government and their agencies aren't everything they claim to be.... C_A .... D_A ...... I better be quiet
now...
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[ - ] Parent: numina18  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959395/15991666)

the only politicians who are against the border are those with an agenda that needs new bodies to vote for them in elections, or
needs cheap labor to stiff Americans from earning a living wage. Anyone who loves America wants strong borders.

Look a little deeper @numina18 and you find that some those fighting the hardest are drug addicts and drug dealers connected to
some foul shit in the Congress, search and you shall find , you will know these by the people they are hanging out with and who they
love to support. The eye never Lie !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959395/16000299)  context  full comments

It's Time To Listen To Law Enforcement About The Border , Not Politicians by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-10 04:05:06

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-09 15:19:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-01-09 00:35:59)

[ - ] Parent: TimOsmon-911  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959395/15992493)

I have lived and worked as a public servant near San Diego for 32 years, 21 days and and one hour and 52 minutes as I write
this, (Im retiring on JAN 30th. hence the countdown LOL)

Less than 24-48 hrs.

That is how long it takes for a violent deported felon to renter the U.S after being sent back to Mexico and I live and work almost 3
hours North East drive time from San Isidro.

We have had MULTIPLE convicted violent felons get rearrested AFTER pick up ICE/CBP did a pick up in the lobby, this time
frame was the same when we were ALLOWED to call for pick up, now we just call on our personal cell phones during our unpaid,
off duty lunch breaks and suggest they might want to stop by because Juan Doe convicted of Rape, child molestation etc is being
walked out at 0800.

Recent California law FORBIDS us from calling ICE/CBP for pick up of pending release, illegal aliens from local jails.

We need to seal the damn border.

OMG ! @TimOsmon-911 I wish You a Blessed Retirement and may the Lord Our Father Bless You & Yours. This story hits home
because I too live in California ( Monterey County )and know the absolute ridiculousness of a state being invaded by immigrants and
then they just stay, but the fact that you guys are not allowed to call ICE when an Illegal with a Criminal Record is about to be
released is sad in a Democrat run state that just don't understand that all these illegals are costing the American Government 150
Billion Dollars a year and that in essence is on the American Tax Payers to cover the bill for the cost.Tell me , what Democrat looks
forward to paying ore taxes.....Oh wait, That's right they don't because they are the freeloaders.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959395/16000232)  context  full comments

It's Time To Listen To Law Enforcement About The Border , Not Politicians by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-09 15:19:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-01-09 00:24:20)

[ - ] Parent: Tekhelet17  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959395/15991304)

Yep. If anyone really knows the situation going on at the border, it would be law enforcement. Heck, the Dems have even been
invited to go visit and see what’s happening and they’re refusing. Selfish political agendas.

That's because the Democrats don't care what's happening at the Border @Tekhelet17 They only know that they can make money to
pocket and enrich themselves if there is no border wall.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959395/15999996)  context  full comments

President Trump : Promises An End To Senseless Rothschild' Endless Wars by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-10 04:05:06

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-09 15:19:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-01-08 23:46:43)

[ - ] Parent: HuFlungDung  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15992537)

The link does not work for me.Where does he use the name ROTHSCHILD?

@HuFlungDung because hes a piece of dung, he's a big fake that is starved for attention, poor dude MR

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15999268)  context  full comments

President Trump : Promises An End To Senseless Rothschild' Endless Wars by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: paulmendenhall  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15993326)

https://twitter.com/8revolt/status/1082684978511663104?s=21

I know it’s not related. But this anon could use some help defending themself right now against Mike Rothschild. Dude is getting
hammered right now, we should give Mike hell for messing with one of our own.

@paulmendenhall Why would you post a dude with such negative energy on a positive post??

MR is a dude starving for attention, he don't even care what he says, please share anything except that fraud

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15999245)  context  full comments

President Trump : Promises An End To Senseless Rothschild' Endless Wars by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-09 15:19:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-01-08 23:01:40)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15991777)

Two of Taylor's prophecies:

Upon seeing 5 former living presidents on stage together for hurricane relief, said president after Obama would appoint 5
justices: 2 will be taken, 3 will be shaken. (GWB Bush has been taken - waiting on the fulfillment of other 4)

Regarding Supreme Court: One will die & it won't be who you think (Scalia died rather than Ginsburg); one will step down
(Kennedy); and three will be removed due to corruption. (I believe the dirty 3 are Roberts, Ginsburg & Sotomayor)

@FreeBy45 I think you might be wrong on that one, I believe that President Trump handed Justice, well I mean ex-Justice Kennedy
proof of his corruption and then handed a resignation letter praising President Donald Trump, then Justice -ex Kennedy signed the
letter and walked out of the White House , just actually resigned and spoke to the media saying it was his time....so 1 down 2 to go
on corruption.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15998416)  context  full comments

President Trump : Promises An End To Senseless Rothschild' Endless Wars by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:35:06

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-09 15:19:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-01-08 22:56:28)

[ - ] Parent: iontheball  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15992052)

I first heard of Mark Taylor from Rick who has the Blessed to Teach YouTube blog. He usually closes his Q post decodes and
other news discussions with a prophecy and a prayer. He is a follower of Mark Taylor. I chuckle every now and then how Rick
gets tongue-tied over some words, but he is entertaining, sincere, and enthusiastic patriot.

Yes I catch Rick from @BlessedToTeach as many times as I can catch it live, The man is truly blessed and has a good word for God
Almighty, The God Most High ! I always ask God to bless Rick and keep his avenues open to the inter/web and give him the wisdom
to speak open and freely for God Almighty.... God Bless You Rick ! Keep up the great job Brother !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15998322)  context  full comments

May God Bless President Trump As He Prepares Address On National Security & Humanitarian Crisis On America's Southern Border by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2019-01-09 15:19:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-01-08 22:36:36)

[ - ] Parent: Telern56  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2960171/15997802)

Please take time to pray as POTUS prepares. I will be also praying during the address and I hope millions of others will also be
praying. God’s will be done, not man’s.

Amen to that @Telern56 I myself with my wife will be praying before and most likely throughout the President's Address to the Nation
.... I can't help myself, I always ask that God give Him the right words to convince those who are sleeping and have been convinced
by the Media with non stop lies on the President of the United States of America. It truly is sickening that the respect for the office has
been destroyed by the Liberal Party.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2960171/15997941)  context  full comments

President Trump : Promises An End To Senseless Rothschild' Endless Wars by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-01-09 15:19:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 24 hours ago (2019-01-08 15:29:04)
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[ - ] Parent: Qanonplus1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-09 15:19:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15990887)

This fascinates me. European Aristocracy is who? And black nobility is who?

Yeah, you notice how dude rambles on about vatican & all secret societies but nothing to back up his rambles, like a fuckin link

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2959275/15990965)  context  full comments

Annnd that's a wrap everybody. by Scrolleater  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-08 10:18:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.2 hours ago (2019-01-08 01:07:07)

[ - ] Parent: Scrolleater  7 points ( +8 | -1 ) 2019-01-08 10:18:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2958384)

Fuck that Jew Kike Paper!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2958384/15982340)  context  full comments

My Kid Just Told Me, You Better Tell Your President That I Want My Tax Returns ... I ' laughed & Said "Then Call Your Congressman & Tell
Them To Fund The Wall!" by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-08 10:18:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-01-07 22:12:22)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2019-01-08 10:18:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2957602/15978974)

Not sure you know what the word "raise" implies.

Hahahahahahaa ! See like I said before , you only have a negative outlook in life.... I thank God that I am nothing like you !
@70times7

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2957602/15979528)  context  full comments

My Kid Just Told Me, You Better Tell Your President That I Want My Tax Returns ... I ' laughed & Said "Then Call Your Congressman & Tell
Them To Fund The Wall!" by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-08 10:18:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-01-07 22:11:15)

[ - ] Parent: LoyalTrumpArmy  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-08 10:18:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2957720/15979366)

You are getting your tax returns. Just announced a couple of hours ago that Trump is going to make sure of it. On fox

@LoyalTrumArmy Yeah I'm the one who posted it...Thanks though for the info

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2957720/15979511)  context  full comments

My Kid Just Told Me, You Better Tell Your President That I Want My Tax Returns ... I ' laughed & Said "Then Call Your Congressman & Tell
Them To Fund The Wall!" by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-09 15:19:00

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-08 10:18:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-01-07 22:09:19)

[ - ] Parent: tjliberty69  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-08 10:18:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2957720/15978827)

I hope all is well for you and your daughter. I must take issue with your warning. Along with wet slippery roads you should have
warned her about all the illegals that make daily life more dangerous than it needs to be.

@tjliberty69 Trust me , me and my daughter and all my kids are absolutely great, They know the truth of who I was as a younger
person because I have always been honest with my kids and now that they are young adults they can talk to me anyways they want,
I love my kids and they know there's two people in this world they can tell anything too, and me and their mother, regardless what it
is they know we've got their backs 110%

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2957720/15979486)  context  full comments

My Kid Just Told Me, You Better Tell Your President That I Want My Tax Returns ... I ' laughed & Said "Then Call Your Congressman & Tell
Them To Fund The Wall!" by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-08 10:18:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 12 hours ago (2019-01-07 21:56:25)
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[ - ] Parent: Dustoff_Op19  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-01-08 10:18:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2957720/15979218)

We are depending on tax returns to get us through the rest of winter. The wall isn't worth it to be homeless.

@Dustoff_Opt19 Like I told my daughter , Call your Congressman or woman and your Senators and tell them to Fund the Wall NOW!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2957720/15979284)  context  full comments

My Kid Just Told Me, You Better Tell Your President That I Want My Tax Returns ... I ' laughed & Said "Then Call Your Congressman & Tell
Them To Fund The Wall!" by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-08 10:18:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-01-07 21:34:14)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  -5 points ( +1 | -6 ) 2019-01-08 10:18:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2957602/15976081)

Obviously not.

Hey @70times7 I'l raise mine and you raise yours, plus you're just a negative piece of _______ you fill in the blank!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2957602/15978911)  context  full comments

My Kid Just Told Me, You Better Tell Your President That I Want My Tax Returns ... I ' laughed & Said "Then Call Your Congressman & Tell
Them To Fund The Wall!" by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:35:23

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-08 10:18:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2019-01-07 21:04:47)

[ - ] Parent: HistoryQuest  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-01-08 10:18:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2957720/15976804)

Do you actually speak to each other this way? Or is this embellished?

To be honest with you , I blame myself, because ever since the 2016 election when that Evil Wicked Hillary Clinton opened her
mouth and spoke every word that came out of her mouth made me sick to my stomach and I would go off on the tv yelling at Hillary ,
You liar , you fucking bitch ! so on and so forth.... you get my drift ? No the story is real and no embellished. My kids have picked up
the filthy mouth from their father, but we don't actually fight, it's just how people talk in California....I swear it truly is!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2957720/15978398)  context  full comments

Dershowitz: "Secret" Emails About Underage Sex Allegations Will Put "Prominent People in Handcuffs" by Nana66  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-08 10:18:14

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-07 07:02:48

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2019-01-07 02:26:59)

[ - ] Parent: Nana66  104 points ( +104 | -0 ) 2019-01-07 07:02:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2956492)

wow ...great story @Nana66 thanks for sharing it !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2956492/15965959)  context  full comments

Army Vet Departs NBC, Trashes Network in Farewell Letter by CovfefeFan  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-07 07:02:48

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.9 hours ago (2019-01-07 01:08:19)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-07 07:02:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2955383/15957363)

You are welcome. I like the way you share articles, so I share them like you do. I like not having to click on other links if I don't
have to.

Sweet , My intentions and hopes were vindicated .... Nice Job @CovfefeFan

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2955383/15964806)  context  full comments

Army Vet Departs NBC, Trashes Network in Farewell Letter by CovfefeFan  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-07 07:02:48

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 15 hours ago (2019-01-06 15:51:07)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  55 points ( +55 | -0 ) 2019-01-07 07:02:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2955383)

Great article, Thanks for sharing @CovfefeFan

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2955383/15955824)  context  full comments
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Schumer: Trump Told Us He'd Keep the Government Closed For 'Months Or Even Years' , Trump Proving No Need For Big Government by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-07 07:02:48

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 days ago (2019-01-06 02:44:33)

[ - ] Parent: divine_human  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-07 07:02:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952331/15935613)

i guess people will start waking up when they dont get their tax refunds.

@divine_human That's exactly what My wife said to me this morning when we were talking about the people that don't pay attention
and will be awoken when there's no tax refund checks coming in until this mess the Democrats are causing by being ridiculously
politically patisan. I mean, fuck, please find the Wall and Keep America Protected.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952331/15948889)  context  full comments

STOP FUCKING AROUND ' IT'S TIME FOR THE CONGRESS & THE SENATE TO PASS FULL FUNDING FOR THE MEXICO BORDER
SECURITY WALL by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-07 07:02:48

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-01-05 20:07:21)

[ - ] Parent: lordvain2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-07 07:03:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2954107/15941728)

No one is going to do anything until the people make them.

Then shall we? @lordvain2

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2954107/15942059)  context  full comments

STOP FUCKING AROUND ' IT'S TIME FOR THE CONGRESS & THE SENATE TO PASS FULL FUNDING FOR THE MEXICO BORDER
SECURITY WALL by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-07 07:02:48

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-01-05 20:06:22)

[ - ] Parent: FuckYesJefferson  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-07 07:03:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2954107/15941473)

Hey Einstein, the Senate is part of Congress.

Then so be it. @FuckYesJefferson

Thank you btw! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2954107/15942038)  context  full comments

STOP FUCKING AROUND ' IT'S TIME FOR THE CONGRESS & THE SENATE TO PASS FULL FUNDING FOR THE MEXICO BORDER
SECURITY WALL by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-07 07:02:48

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-01-05 20:00:35)

[ - ] Parent: Malayar  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-07 07:03:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2954107/15941090)

They won't. You seem to not realize that these people actively seek the destruction of the United States. Every decision they make
is to that end.

Also Correct @Malayar So shall We The People' gather and Demand a Wall be Built since We know that We really are up against
fierce competition and as Patriots, is it our duty as citizens of This Great Country to 'Protect the Borders' and insist the Border Wall be
funded and built ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2954107/15941936)  context  full comments

STOP FUCKING AROUND ' IT'S TIME FOR THE CONGRESS & THE SENATE TO PASS FULL FUNDING FOR THE MEXICO BORDER
SECURITY WALL by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-07 07:02:48

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 days ago (2019-01-05 19:52:26)

[ - ] Parent: ArcAngel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2019-01-07 07:03:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2954107/15941261)

a well armed & regulated wall... to secure the republic, against all threats, both foriegn & domestic

Yes, @ArcAngel Constitutionally Correct !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2954107/15941794)  context  full comments

Conservative Senator Shares Disappointment In Romney: 'Jeff Flake On Steroids' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2019-01-05 17:54:53)

[ - ] Parent: H33h33h33  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2953977/15939564)

Lepoards don't change their spots, silly

�  Right @H33h33h33

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2953977/15940014)  context  full comments

Conservative Senator Shares Disappointment In Romney: 'Jeff Flake On Steroids' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2019-01-05 17:53:54)

[ - ] Parent: GayBlackJew  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2953977/15939717)

Unpopular theory: Trump has a habit of getting into public fights with allies. This technique is used to give his enemies the
impression of chaos. Could Romney be the latest iteration of this strategy?

No @GayBlackJew Mitt Romney is just jealous of President Trump because Trump did something & he did it so overwhelmingly
powerful & that was beat the Democrats & become the President of The United States of America & ole Mitt can't stand the fact that
Donald Trump is 10 times the man of Mitt Romney.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2953977/15939998)  context  full comments

Conservative Senator Shares Disappointment In Romney: 'Jeff Flake On Steroids' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2019-01-05 17:45:37)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2953977/15939593)

How much of mittens blood is Indian? ha ha ha ha

@TurquoiseLover Mitt's actual Native American blood percentage is a whopping negative 0.0000666% but his moron Mormon
blood count is over the charts.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2953977/15939872)  context  full comments

Alexandria Ocasio - Cortez On CBS: To Fund My Statist Proposals, We'l Take From The Money Makers...Tax'm 70% & Give It To The
Leaches by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-01-05 03:47:52)

[ - ] Parent: john1776  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952336/15925961)

leech

Yeah those too

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952336/15931651)  context  full comments

Schumer: Trump Told Us He'd Keep the Government Closed For 'Months Or Even Years' , Trump Proving No Need For Big Government by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-01-05 03:39:49)

[ - ] Parent: Secret_1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2952662/15930863)

EXCELLENT!! I'd suggest those "Non-essencial" Federal Emplyees get on it. there are 312,000 new jobs added in December
alone!.....EARLY BIRD catches the worm...SMALL GOVERNMENT!!! NOW GET RID OF THE FBI and the CIA!!!

Great idea @Secret_1

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2952662/15931526)  context  full comments

Schumer: Trump Told Us He'd Keep the Government Closed For 'Months Or Even Years' , Trump Proving No Need For Big Government by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-01-05 03:38:26)
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[ - ] Parent: LPanon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952331/15931460)

So if the government is shut down, there is nobody there to handle incoming taxes, right? So shouldn't the earnings we the
people made over the past 12 days, NOT be taxed? That seems fair, for the torture from left being so full of hate for OUR
President, and having their Freshman mouth off. Yeah, a Freshman in high school.

So bottom line, I think we should really get some tax relief for the Schumer Shutdown!!

@LPanon That damn Democrat that mouthed off to President Trump is that fucking Muslim bitch that's a freshman congresswoman

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952331/15931501)  context  full comments

Democrats Opposed To A Wall Is Not, Because They Believe It Doesn't Work, But Because They Know For A Fact That It Does by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2019-01-05 03:33:13)

[ - ] Parent: EuropeNeedsFixing  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2951724/15925732)

Isn't it because a border wall would cut off a large part of the Deep State's income?

Yes the Wall will cutout drug money & child trafficking at the border for the Deep State @EuropeNeedsFixing

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2951724/15931430)  context  full comments

Schumer: Trump Told Us He'd Keep the Government Closed For 'Months Or Even Years' , Trump Proving No Need For Big Government by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 17 hours ago (2019-01-05 02:59:40)

[ - ] Parent: Phantom42  -1 points ( +3 | -4 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952331/15925293)

Ah, the wild lolbertarian. An exotic species fearful of roads.

@Phantom42 It my must be exotic because I've never heard of lobertarian..... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952331/15930952)  context  full comments

Schumer: Trump Told Us He'd Keep the Government Closed For 'Months Or Even Years' , Trump Proving No Need For Big Government by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 hours ago (2019-01-05 02:58:13)

[ - ] Parent: andrew_jackson  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952331/15928275)

What? It isn't proving that at all. ...isn't like 80% of the government still at work?

Yes @andrew_jackson but only 70% and that's not 100% and it looks like everything is still fine.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952331/15930931)  context  full comments

Ocasio-Cortez? Or Abedin? Which is which? The resemblance is uncanny. by Magpi  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2019-01-04 21:09:47)
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[ - ] Parent: lethak  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:45:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2952064/15923226)

Huma Abedin:

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181977.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181978.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181979.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181980.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181981.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181982.jpg

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez :

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181984.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181985.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181987.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181991.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181989.jpeg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181994.jpg

https://imgoat.com/uploads/c5bde74a8f/181995.jpg

OK @lethak , I totally get it now, that Alexandria Ocasio- Cortezz does look exactly like a Huma Abedin , except that Ocasio- Cortez
looks like shes absolutely totally spun out on Crystal/Meth.
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Democrats Opposed To A Wall Is Not, Because They Believe It Doesn't Work, But Because They Know For A Fact That It Does by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-05 19:45:20
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If it doesn't work, let us build it and laugh at us afterwards. In the meantime, it would at least stimulate the economy with jobs and
demand for raw & refined materials.

Great Point @Dali_Llama
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And it galls me that they act like it is THEIR MONEY! It is not their money it belongs to me and you and all the American
taxpayers... Have you donated to the wall fund on Go Fund Me? I gave $25 when it was at $18,000 now it is about to go to
$18,000,000 - that is 18 million... and no MSM talking about it.. just Fox. I saw it in a video from a patriot the same day it was
created.. so we CAN get our news we just have to hunt it up/down.

https://www.gofundme.com/TheTrumpWall?viewupdates=1&rcid=r01-154612776155-
21909efaa3b1480b&utm_source=internal&utm_medium=email&utm_content=cta_button&utm_campaign=upd_n

@Scotty4802 That's right Patriot , and we the people know better than to listen to the msm because they are now just a Propaganda
Machine for the Liberal Party
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[ - ] Parent: WhisperingPine  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-05 19:46:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2951739/15923444)

I think that ol Nancy, Chucky boy and the rest of them should be mandated to remove there wall from around their homes and no
security cameras either and then open boarders with signs inviting these criminals into their homes lets see how long that shit
lasts

Well @WhisperingPine if President Trump keeps the government shut down, he is just proving the point that Republican's have
been stating for years , that big government is a waste of money and surely not needed like the Democrats have stated over and
over.
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I deem Nancy Pelosi to be immoral. We should build a wall around her, complete with iron bars and locks on the entry points -
most folks would refer to such a creation as a "prison," which is where she belongs.

@0369Retired Don't worry , Nancy Pelosi is very Immoral and she looks like her age is becoming quite the problem with her, her
temper ,her anger and her life itself may soon be in that existence you've stated about Mrs. Pelosi...... It's called a grave or a
mausoleum .
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This government shutdown is a libertarian's wet dream. Keep it going.

Exactly My Point @digital_minuteman321 , Exactly My Point !
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Here's the multi-billion dollar question: Why didn't the R's include the wall funding in a CR when they had the House Majority last
month? It would have had a chance to pass in the Senate with the VP voting to break a tie. Simple answer: they did not want to
fund the wall. Now they support taking private donations sent to the Treasury to build the wall. Great - more money, in addition to
our tax dollars put in the coffers for worthless politicians to spend as they see fit... just like Social Security. No thanks.

@0369Retired Your answer is the Globalist Puppet @PaulRyan
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Dems will never let hit happen, if a law has to be passed. Period.

Trump can create it by signing an Executive Order that there be Wall Bonds for the Security of America in the 21st Century !
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Fence
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That's not Huma Abedin , those are two pictures of that loony bitch Alexandria Ocasio -Cortez
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One thing about President Trump is, he brings out people's true colors without even trying. I had my doubts about Romney as a
senator and he proved to be as despicable as I thought he would be.

Yeah @jsmithhomegrown3 jsmith, I've actually have never liked Romney because he has always seemed to fake of a person in front
of the camera, I would rather have a honest speaking politician like President Trump has been ever since he threw his hat in the
political ring to run for president. Romney has proven that he is exactly how I've always felt about him, he's a self serving blowhard
that could care less about the Republican Party as long as he is the one getting the attention , because in reality that is all Mitt
Romney raves is attention, I believe he is going to try and run for president against Donald Trump in 2020 even though Trump is
sitting Republican President right now, Romney only cares about Romney and that alone will get him hated by every red blooded
Republican American.
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Freshman Democrat On Trump: 'We're Going To Go In And Impeach The Motherf**ker' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Dont they need the Senate to impeach?

yes they do @Mah_Selectah But the Democrats don't care they are happy to waste the American's Tax dollars on wasting time just
for optics, and since they are already worried that President Trump will win the 2020 General election that they need to try and make
him look as horrible as possible, even if it's only bullshit stories , it works for them
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This shiite is disgusting, it is as bad as hillary's treason or comey's treason or obama's treason. Combined with all the hard
evidences we have seen the last couple decades we have absolute proof that our government is corrupted, this being a final
stamp on our demise.

Our form of government was designed expressly to work only for a Moral Society, our Freedoms depend solely on the Citizens to
defend them from governmental tyranny if/when they manifest.

Well they have manifested, our Congress has defaulted it's duties, government agencies have gone rogue as demonstrated by
the weaponization of the IRS, the corruptions of the CIA and FBI and DoJ and TSA and sanctuary cities/states... previous
Administrations did conduct espionage against America and worse, vile crimes against Humanity have been conducted all over
the globe using our country as a foil...

And now we see a professed terrorist 'elected' to sit in Congress even as she curses and threatens and seems to promise
genocide in support of Evil.

We live in tyranny people, our Freedom is gone, our America barely limps along on Life Support...

IF POTUS and Q have anything now is the time, we are headed towards some very hard times.

That's right @OsoCovfefe The Islamic agenda is to destroy the American way of life , they truly want to overpower the American
Government by slowly getting these hateful Islamic indoctrinated fucks elected into our government and then legally take over the
USA whole government by force, I say we deport every last one of those fuckers
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Google is your friend: Theosophy, Annie Besant, Madame Helena Blavatsky, Rudolf Steiner, Albert Pike, Anton LaVey.

Right! That there is a very simple fact,why don't you search out those names that @BlazingBear1 posted and then tell us what you
think about Luciferianism @ouspensky
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Here ya go, sport.

Hahahhahaa! That's a fucking genius comment @bulrush , besides the fact that the poster is most likely a practicing Luciferian tool
for posting a prove me wrong title.
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"Liberal" was originally associated with liberty. Not authoritarians who fight against family values, personal rights, property rights,
and good financial sense. Associating "liberal" with that is as mistaken as associating "conservative" with anti-freedom. Many of
America's Founding Fathers were liberals.

Quarters made prior to the year 2000 used to prominently display "LIBERTY" at the top. Not "UNITED STATES OF AMERICA" like
recently minted quarters do. If you doubt it, check your pockets while there still are plenty of pre-Y2K quarters in circulation. It'd
sure be great if the US Mint restored LIBERTY to it's rightful place.

It's a disservice to call subversive and seditious agitators "liberal". Call them virtually anything else: leftists, communists,
authoritarians, socialists, insane projectionists, mentally ill, boot-licking jack-booted goose-stepping thugs, globalists, goyim,
retards, marxists, kikes, psychopaths, special snowflakes, democrat dummies, maniacal deniers of reality, retards, or something
else that fits the situation. But calling them "liberal" (even if they self-identify as) is an insult to liberty and many American heroes.
Most leftists today are not liberal.

Yes I agree with you @albeit abut the word Liberal , Liberal itself can have many meanings but in today's society it is often and
usually used to express the Democrat Party as a group.....I don't make the rules or do I usually follow them except when it is totally
required of me to do so, so in this case I will continue to use Liberals because it gets my point across and most people besides
educated people like yourself rarely care about being politically correct.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949000/15904784)  context  full comments

Especially for Followers of Q'anon ,Here's My Response To 'The Globalist Mormon Cult Member New Senator From Utah 'Mitt Romney by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.4 hours ago (2019-01-03 07:07:44)

[ - ] Parent: Hawkerbuff7  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-01-03 12:33:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949196/15897235)

I truly understand your frustration and indignation at Mitt Romney. However, it might help to understand that shell of a man is just
following the demands of his masters of which the highest is satan. It says in The Good Book that even if an angel from heaven
should preach a gospel other than what you were taught, you are to consider him damned! It’s not surprising then to understand
that indeed this is exactly how Joseph Smith received the Book of Mormon or book of moron would be more appropriate. The
bottom line is one must pity a man who has fallen into the trap of a non Christian cult that is supported by absolutely no historical
evidence whatsoever and whose founder was a plagiarist, sex addict and racist. The religion that Romney believes teaches that
Jesus is the product of sexual intercourse between their so called god and Mary! There is no greater blasphemy and it’s from the
pit of hell. When you get young, impressionable men and women to go into peoples homes and spew this psychotic, sexual
moron nightmare, you are literally bowing at the feet of satan. For Mitt to believe and support a church organization that teaches
such utter filth speaks loud and clear about him as a person and much more about his unworthiness to be called a US Senator.
I’m not really worried about anything that shell of a man says about our POTUS. Donald Trump speaks the will of We The
People...Mitt Romney speaks the will of his master satan.

@Hawkerbuff7 Yes I totally agree with You, Mitt Romney and the whole Mormon church is a Satanic Cult that blasphemes against
Jesus Christ , The Worlds Lord and Savior....The One True Holy Son of God Almighty....The Great I Am !......... The Mormon Masonic
Church is absolutely Satanic and their God they speak of is Lucifer

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949196/15897758)  context  full comments

Former NYT Editor: Anti-Trump Bias Is Destroying The Times' Credibility by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 6.3 hours ago (2019-01-03 06:14:50)

[ - ] Parent: BullshitDetecto  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2019-01-03 12:33:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949000/15896893)

Liberal is just a tool. They have no political party or any political beliefs. Everything is a show for power.

Right , @BullshitDetecto the Liberal's are sell outs to the Globalist Elites that want to turn the whole world into a Satanic Controlled
shithole
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2019-01-03 12:33:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949196/15896936)

I had to smile when I saw this fool talk about the need to

demonstrate the essential qualities of honesty and integrity, and elevate the national discourse with
comity and mutual respect.

How honest is he being, and where is the comity and respect when he talks about POTUS ?

@Uk_Bloke_Awoke Shitthead Romney is so damn jealous of President Donald Trump because Trump accomplished something
that Mitt Romney will never be able to accomplish in his lifetime and that's become the President of The United States of America
and then turn around the failing economy, Trump is the man, Fuck ole Mitt !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949196/15897193)  context  full comments

All aboard by wokeasfook  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 6.5 hours ago (2019-01-03 06:04:20)

[ - ] Parent: Srayzie1  -17 points ( +0 | -17 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949064/15895252)

@srayzie

Here are our demands. Delete this sunverse and direct everyone to QRV. This subverse is not approved by Q. This is dividing the
movements.

Hey @Srayzie1 go the fuck back over to QRV you big Fake Mod Fuck....You ain't noboby period. JUst shut the fuck up and go away
you damn pillow biter!Stop trying to get people to join or only go to QRV for Q related stuff because it is about as childish as a damn
Kindergarten kid trying to bully the little pre school kids to give him their milk money

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949064/15897100)  context  full comments

Elizabeth (Pocahantus) Warren: Dead Phony Walking by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2019-01-03 05:57:25)

[ - ] Parent: Walk1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2948612/15890999)

Warren was at least brazen enough to post her ancestry.com DNA results and show that she was being a phony and give it up.
You have to chalk up a positive vote for her in regards to that, even though she sucks as a politician.

@Walk1 That's the problem though, Pocahantus wants to be president and we American's aren't to keen people that have cheated
their way through life just like Warren did for her college application that could have went to a real Native American so they might
enter Harvard University
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The Big Story of 2018 is the Trump Administration's Korean Diplomatic Initiative by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-01-03 05:52:58)

[ - ] Parent: XGemInaV  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2948530/15891334)

This is probably what most convinced me that Q was the real deal. There is just no other plausible explanation to why Kim went
from nuke-touting-psycho-rocketman to Trump's best friend in a matter of weeks.

Yeah @XGeminInaV N.Korea and Kim were finally loosed from the Deep State control.....Lets hope it stays that way
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Elizabeth (Pocahantus) Warren: Dead Phony Walking by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2019-01-03 05:51:18)

[ - ] Parent: surferbr  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2948612/15891969)

she sucks even as a lier. even with her high cheekbones and her powwow chow book of Indian food that is all French dishes.

@surferbr Pocahantus was trying to be Indian so much that she didn't realize she was cooking from a cook book from India not a
Native American one.
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I Don't Think President Trump Will Have Any Problems With 'Pocahantus' During The 2020 Election Cycle by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-01-03 05:47:51)

[ - ] Parent: Uptosomething  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2948485/15892694)

Isn't she the one who started the "You didn't build that..." mantra? BHO picked it up and started campaigning with it everywhere.
She said the highways that brought your inventory to you is the reason your business is a success, not anything you have done. I
soooo hope Brother Goog hasn't deleted that video. Trump will run it in every county of every state. She will not win.

Oh trust Me @Uptosomething Donald Trump has made sure to have one of his associates in the White House gather all the fodder
on the Liberals that are going to run in 2020 from the Democrat side

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2948485/15896892)  context  full comments

Former NYT Editor: Anti-Trump Bias Is Destroying The Times' Credibility by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-01-03 23:27:47

History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 6.8 hours ago (2019-01-03 05:43:14)

[ - ] Parent: BullshitDetecto  6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949000/15894395)

NYT hasn't had any credibility for years.

It is highly intelligent propaganda steered by absolute sociopaths.

That's Right @BullshitDetecto NYT is just another Liberal Propaganda Machine owned by the Globalist NWO wishers
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Former NYT Editor: Anti-Trump Bias Is Destroying The Times' Credibility by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.9 hours ago (2019-01-03 05:39:45)

[ - ] Parent: WSanon6  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949000/15894469)

Oh they are just noticing that?? Even Pelosi made a remark, that's saying something
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/congress/pelosi-to-press-non-stop-trump-coverage-is-hurting-your-ratings

@WSanon6 here's something for you to read about Pelosi

" Daughter Says Her Mom Will ‘Cut Your Head Off And You Won’t Even Know You’re Bleeding’

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/laurettabrown/2019/01/02/pelosis-daughter-says-her-mom-will-cut-your-head-off-and-you-wont-even-
know-youre-bleeding-n2538392y

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949000/15896806)  context  full comments

WATCH: McConnell Says 'No Deal' to House's Bill to Reopen the Government by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 23:27:47

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7.1 hours ago (2019-01-03 05:28:20)

[ - ] Parent: shawnfromnh69  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2948992/15894832)

He did state on camera the senate will bring up NO votes till they have a bill funding the wall and he unlike Harry Reid is serious
and a patriot. At least our house RINO Ryan is almost out of congress, he was a waste of a speaker.

Yeah you are correct on Speaker Ryan @shawnfromnh69 Ryan was purchased by the Deep State along time ago, rumor has it he
takes it up the ass. He probably bows down to Lucifer too !
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Former NYT Editor: Anti-Trump Bias Is Destroying The Times' Credibility by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: vastrightwing  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949000/15895278)

It's actually anti-American and anti-white bias. But I'm being pedantic.

It's ok though @vastrightwing I've read on voat.co that it's actually encouraged to be different
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Former NYT Editor: Anti-Trump Bias Is Destroying The Times' Credibility by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-01-03 12:33:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.2 hours ago (2019-01-03 05:23:51)

[ - ] Parent: Srayzie1  -5 points ( +0 | -5 ) 2019-01-03 12:34:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2949000/15895359)

I’ve had enough of your crap Stone. One more worthless post and I’m deleting your account.

Hey @Srayzzie1 , you can take your Fake Mod Account along with the cucumber laying right next to you and stick it straight up your
ass! Oh wait never mind you might actually like since I heard you was one of those** Pillow Biter Mother Fuckers**!
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Can Someone PLEASE Help Me Understand Why You Are Here? by Fighting26  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-02 21:40:06

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2019-01-02 19:25:14)

[ - ] Parent: Fighting26  35 points ( +45 | -10 ) 2019-01-02 21:40:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2948021)

Regardless of what each and everyone of us agree with or don't agree with of which is posted or commented on the @voat.co site
regardless if it's on @GreatAwakening @QRV or @theawakening or any of the other multiple number of sub'verses here on
@voat.co is that the freedom of Free Speech is alive and well on this web site and that is something that has slowly been purposely
taken away from us the people on most other web sites. So basically I myself am grateful for the the web site here on @voat.co , we
as individuals have the right here to read whatever we want and on the other hand we also can believe what we choose....period!
Nothing here is forced upon us so choose wisely, do what makes you happy and just be grateful that there is still a place where we
can still have the freedoms that are allowed on @voat.co because the internet is changing fast and one day we might not have
anywhere where we are able to express or opinions regardless of who agree's with them or not......

I myself came to @voat.co just recently and yes you could say I'm a refugee from Reddit,but there's one thing that I don't understand
about people that claim they have been on @voat.co for who cares how many years because it doesn't matter because you are not
more important than anyone else on here, even though you might believe that you are, It's only a belief you yourself hold in your own
head but in reality you are just another number in the big scheme of it all, so please get over it because your foul words are not gona
change anything and all you are doing is showing your true colors which sometimes are only hurtful to ones self. Yes I was actually
only a @Reddit dude because of Q, so for all the haters out there , go ahead and hate, like they say " Haters will Hate and Haters will
continue to hate regardless of where they go " It's ok if anyone wants to spend their time hating on anyone or any sub or anything
they choose to because in the end it all boils down to Free Speech and that's something I hope we never lose on the internet..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2948021/15887566)  context  full comments

Rudy Giuliani Says Trump Shouldn't Prosecute Julian Assange, Because Doing So Gives Wikileaks Special Treatment That Didn't Give
Jailtime to Any Pentagon Paper Publishers NYT/WAPO by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-01-02 21:40:06
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[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  81 points ( +81 | -0 ) 2019-01-02 21:40:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2947968)

Julian Assange is a hero in my book! Fuck anyone who wants him prosecuted, do you also want the criminals prosecuted, the ones
who were breaking the law in the actual leaks provided by Assange's @Wikileaks ? If it were not for @Wikileaks , Hillary Clinton
would be president right now. Imagine that, the world in world war three right now, hell who even knows if we would be alive right
now because at the end of the 2016 election what was being pushed by the Liberal Party, yes that's right the mother fuckers wanted
war with Russia so bad only because their Puppet Masters the Rohschild's and George Soros were kicked out of Russia by Vladimir
Putin and warned if they ever step foot in Russia again that they would be thrown in prison for all their foul criminal acts against the
Russia Federation as a country. I'm not a Russia lover but I am a lover of this country, The United States of America , the place I was
born and raised and am now raising my children who are young adults. I know I've given my kids the tools they need to make it in
this world , but I don't want this country to be destroyed by the Puppets of the Cabal and that's exactly who and what Obama and
Hillary Clinton were , Puppets for the Cabal that are trying to destroy America's sovereignty to usher in the Satanic Controlled New
World Order.
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'Angel Dad' Targets Pelosi, Schumer: Dem Politicians Just Don't Understand by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Because they don't understand.....well, I thank God that no one in my family has lost their life to an illegal alien, but I certainly
understand the ramifications of them being here. The democrats are paid puppet whores. All they care about is money, power,
and control, and will stop at nothing to get it and maintain it. They DON'T CARE about you, me, or our families.

That's right @Windofchange01
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Thank you for sharing your volunteer activities. That is really inspirational. That is also what the Q movement is all about, restoring
our Judeo-Christian roots of caring for our brothers. Turning away from the darkness the satanic cabal is trying to impose on
people the world over. Beautiful prayer also. God bless and WWG1WGA

Thank You and God Bless You @saffreaquis It is the Cabal's fault through their Debt Banking Money System that was designed to
make everyone in this world a slave and in debt to them , the Rothschild Family and also the other Big Bankers that conjured up the
evil scheme to enrich themselves and have a rule over all humanity that has created all this homelessness and dispairity among
humanity today.
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Thank you, Patriot! I just prayed your prayer aloud, and may God bless our wonderful and brave POTUS, his family, all those of
Qanon and all the blessed Patriots throughout the world fighting for their freedom from tyranny!!

Amen @AllinforTrump Amen Patriot !

Happy New Years & God Bless You & Yours !

WWG1WGA
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Your legacy.

Yes Exactly @qanon Because in the end , that's all we leave on this earth. I actually believe in The Holy Bible where is says in the
Book of Genesis 3:22

(Then the LORD God said, “Behold, the man has become like one of Us, knowing good and evil. And now, lest he reach out his
hand and take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever...

I know everyone says Skull & Bones uses 322 & people say that's evil , but it's not, it is a biblical reference and I think this has great
meaning not for what they've used it for because I know not what their world exist of but I do believe that when our creator /s said that
,that they meant sexual relations which usually leads to procreation and therefore the process continues and like you said , "My
Legacy"
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It is hard and frustrating work sometimes, but I do it for the children. People call me names and every dirty name in the book but I
keep going. We will never be civilized if we can not take care of our children. Once you know what these demons do you cannot
sleep. I will continue until the day I die if need be.

That's right @sicntrd We have never let our kids go with anyone, at least until they were old enough to say no and protect
themselves. That was about 14 -15 years old , some might say you sheltered your kids too much , but they are some of the neatest
and most awesome adults you have ever met, at least that's what people that have met and got to know them say about our children
now that they are grown up. I believe it is how you raise a child is how they ultimately will become when they grow up, respectable
decent and loving were are three demands as parents that we instilled and insisted they become like and I'm proud as any parent
would say of my children. And I Thank God for the wisdom when I needed it and the help of an awesome Mom helps too!
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Sorry. Trump is shady as hell.

@StormRider9090 You keep drinking that Kool-aid from the very people trying to keep you a slave. I hope it serves you well.

✌
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The DEMOCRAT Party and half of the Republicans are all part of the Coup d'etat. The Wickedness has been done since Nov.
1963. All since then has been to cover up their Wickedness with even more Wickedness. A cornered Beast does not give up
without a fight.
The Beast does not lay down and give up. The Beast has no shame, therefore; it shall not be given Any forgiveness. This Beast
has poisoned the hearts and minds of GENERATIONS, and the Beast knows this because it was and is their plan. 2019 will be a
year like no other year, for by the end We the People shall either drowned the Wicked or the Wicked will drowned US. I fear not
the latter, for God never would have sent US His only begotten Son only to have Wickedness to reign their Evil upon the Good.
For even We the People are not totally innocent from Wickedness, for We did have a hand in the destruction of 50 million
innocent babies still in the mother's womb. We the People need to Pray like We have never Payed before and ut it All in in God's
hands

Awesome comment @PaulJohnJones, Thank You Sir & May God Bless You & Yours.
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Everytime I see a post like this.

"And when thou prayest, thou shalt not be as the hypocrites. are: for they love to pray standing in the synagogues and. in the
corners of the streets, that they may be seen of men. Verily I say unto you, They have their reward." Mathew 6:5

Do you ever get off the internet and actually help your fellow neighbor?

@BotByAnotherName Actually me & my whole family do, we help feed the homeless, my son at only 23 secures legally parking
areas where the people that have become homeless & are sleeping in their cars have a safe place to park & stay the night where
there are portable restrooms put in place by us /with our own money, also the police can not herrass these homeless people
throughout the night as they usually do when these unfortunate people usually try & park to sleep in their cars for the night. Also we
try & place the homeless in homes of their own with the help of social services, & actually were able to place 3 families in homes
over the Christmas Eve & are working on 7 more families that need a home because a car is no place to raise kids even if the family
has run into hard times. It could happen to most people, just one paycheck away from being homeless. We are trying right now to get
the state to pay for the parking sites & trying to acquire more parking cites in each city of Monterey county because it is shameful for
such a wealthy part of the world to have families sleeping in their cars. Trust me, my words are always backed up with good Godly
intentions. But I'm curious also if you have done your part to help some of God,'S children that have needed, I hope you would do the
same & not just be a voice of accusations. God bless you this New Years Day.

Basically I wish I had more time & funds to be honest with you, but I am good with my Maker, the One I pray to daily.
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Amen. Thank you Father God for loving us and giving your son for our sins. Thank you Jesus for loving us and willingly going to
the cross for us. May your will be done on earth as it is in heaven.

Yes @jsmithhomegrown3 and in Jesus Holy Name we ask,

Amen
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Trump's Russia connections go way back.

► Trump was first compromised by the Russians back in the Eighties in the days of the Soviet Union and the Cold War. In 1984
the Russian Mafia first began to use Trump real estate to launder money and it continued for decades and may have accounted
for billions of dollars flowing to Trump. In 1987, the Soviet ambassador to the United Nations, Yuri Dubinin, arranged for Trump
and his then-wife, Ivana, to enjoy an all-expense-paid trip to Moscow to consider possible business prospects. Only seven weeks
after his trip, Trump ran full-page ads in the Boston Globe, the NYT and WaPO calling for, in effect, the dismantling of the postwar
Western foreign policy alliance.

► In 1984, David Bogatin — who is a Russian mobster, convicted gasoline bootlegger, and close ally of Semion Mogilevich, a
major Russian mob boss — met with Trump in Trump Tower right after it opened. Bogatin bought five condos from Trump at that
meeting. Those condos were later seized by the government, which claimed they were used to launder money for the Russian
mob.

► The whole Trump/Russian connection started out as laundering money for the Russian mob through Trump's real estate, but
evolved into something far bigger.

► Felix Sater is a Russian-born former mobster, real estate developer, and former managing director of Bayrock Group LLC, a
real estate conglomerate based out of New York City. He is a convict who became a govt cooperator for the FBI and other
agencies. He grew up with Michael Cohen--Trump's former "fixer" attorney. Sater's longtime ties to Michael Cohen are not so
much a coincidence as part of the fabric of the entire scandal. Cohen's family owned El Caribe, which was a mob hangout for the
Russian Mafia in Brooklyn. Cohen had ties to Ukrainian oligarchs through his in-laws and his brother's in-laws. Felix Sater's
father had ties to the Russian mob. This goes back more than 30 years.

► Trump was $4 billion in debt after his Atlantic City casinos went bankrupt. No U.S. bank would touch him. Then foreign money
began flowing in, through a real estate development company called Bayrock, located on the 24th floor of Trump Tower. Bayrock
was run by two investors: Tevfik Arif, a Kazakhstan-born former Soviet official who drew on seemingly bottomless sources of
money from the former Soviet republic; and Felix Sater, a Russian-born businessman who had pleaded guilty in the 1990s to a
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huge stock-fraud scheme involving the Russian mafia. The founder was a guy named Tevfik Arif and the managing director was
Felix Sater, a man with numerous ties to Russian oligarchs and Russian intelligence. Bayrock proceeded to partner with Trump in
2005 and helped him develop a new business model, which he desperately needed. So in the early 2000s, Bayrock poured
money into the Trump organization, under the legal guise of licensing his name and property management.

► Felix Sater was dealing with Russian companies such as Mirax and Sistema and their principals are tied to Semion
Mogilevich, the brains behind the Russian Mafia. Mogilevich operatives have been using Trump real estate for decades to
launder money. That means Russian Mafia operatives have been part of his fortune for years, that many of them have owned
condos in Trump Towers and other properties, that they were running operations out of Trump's crown jewel. But Mogilevich's
role today is not entirely clear. Ultimately, Putin is in charge.

► One of the most important things that is often overlooked is that the Russia Mafia is part and parcel of Russian intelligence.
Russia is a mafia state. that is not a metaphor. Putin is head of the Mafia. So the fact that they have been operating out of the
home of the president of the United States is deeply disturbing.

► Craig Unger: "Early on, a source told me that all this was tied to Semion Mogilevich, the powerful Russian mobster. I had never
even heard of him, but I immediately went to a database that listed the owners of all properties in NY state and looked up all the
Trump properties. Every time I found a Russian sounding name, I would Google, and add Mogilevich. When you do investigative
reporting, you anticipate drilling a number of dry holes, but almost everyone I googled turned out to be a Russian mobster. Again
and again. If you know New York you don't expect Trump Tower to be a high crime neighborhood, but there were far too many
Russian mobsters in Trump properties for it to be a coincidence."

► So many Russians bought Trump apartments at his developments in Florida that the area became known as Little Moscow.
The developers of two of his hotels were Russians with significant links to the Russian mob. The late leader of that mob in the
United States, Vyacheslav Kirillovich Ivankov, was living at the Trump Towers.

► Here is the most prominent example: In July 2008, the height of the recession, Donald Trump sold a mansion in Palm Beach
for $95 million to Dmitry Rybolovlev, a Russian oligarch. Trump had purchased it four years earlier for $41.35 million. The sale
price was nearly $54 million more than Trump had paid for the property. Again, this was the height of the recession when all other
property had plummeted in value.

► It has been widely known for decades that Russia often used videotaped "honey traps" to compromise influential visitors.
General Oleg Kalugin, former head of counterintelligence for the KGB, told the author they probably did this with Trump during his
visit to Russia in 1987--long before the events in the Steele dossier. "I can't tell what is inside Trump's mind, but everyone who
traveled to Russia knew this."

► Rudy Giuliani famously prosecuted the Italian mob while he was a federal prosecutor, yet the Russian mob was allowed to
thrive under his tenure in the Southern District and Mayor. And now he's deeply entwined in the business of Trump and Russian
oligarchs. Giuiani appointed Semyon Kislin to the NYC Economic Development Council in 1990, and the FBI described Kislin as
having ties tot he Russian mob. Of course, it made good political sense for Giuliani to get headlines for smashing the Italian mob.

► A lot of Republicans in Washington are implicated. It is sometimes said that in Washington, the biggest scandal is what IS
legal, and in this case you will find boatloads of Russian money going to the GOP--often in legal ways. The National Rifle
Association got $70M from Russia, then funneled it to the GOP (McClatchy sourced information). The Republican Senatorial
Campaign Committee got big bucks. The big white shoe law firms--Jones Day, for example-- represent powerful Russian
oligarchs who have billions and billions of dollars. Much of this is legal even though it appears to have compromised huge parts
of the GOP. This book alleges that most of the GOP leadership has been compromised by RU money. The Republican Senatorial
Campaign Committee run by Mitch McConnell got millions from Leonard Blavatnik. In the 90s, the Russians began sending
money to top GOP leaders, like Speaker of the House Tom Delay, (etc).

► Ivana Trump (Trump's first wife) was under surveillance by the STB, the Czech secret police, and they reported to the KGB.
Ivana got out of Communist Czechoslovakia in the 70s which was not easy to do.

► Regarding the Steele dossier, while not everything in the dossier has been corroborated, some of it has and none of it has
been disproved. Steele has a terrific reputation in the intelligence world.

► Trump may be forced out sooner than some people realize, but it is an epic scandal that is going to take a few years to unravel.
We have entered a new age of kleptocracy with Russia as a Mafia state, with the Saudis dismembering journalists. There is a lot
of cleaning up to do.

► We don't know who may be prosecuted with Deutsche Bank, but Russian money laundering is a huge part of this and how they
compromised Trump. Trump was $4 billion in debt and the Russians bailed him out. They own him.

@StormRider9090 So all this bullshit you are typing about Russians buying apartments in Trumps Tower means nothing , Trump
owned a huge building and sold apartments to anyone who could afford the apartments...just like any smart business man that owns
a huge apartment building in New York..... This line of bullshit sounds like a Liberal voting Democrat or better yet like the Mother
Fucker who made up the whole Russian Collusion Lie John Podesta himself trying to put a finger on something that totally isn't shit
but Russian stories of people who bought apartments, then you think Trump laundered money for them , this is all bullshit wishful
dreaming from an obvious person who voted for Hillary .

Now this somes up your whole wishful thinking of President Trump because your horse in the race lost her ass, may I ask How much
did you bet on her or How much did you really lose?

Now take this:

 > So the fact that they have been operating out of the home of the president of the United States is deeply disturbing.

And stick it up your Democrat Sore Loser Ass!
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All of us have heard about Roberts and the adopted foreign daughters he and his wife have, Right? And that could be the
problem Roberts has with the DeepState wanting to hold the botched adoption against him. The only other thing I've heard is
about a year and half ago, that Roberts was gay. Wanted with the girls to keep up the happily married family man image. Deep
State has something on him, for him to turn.

Yeah , you know @RetiredRogue Justice Roberts does kind of look like a Pillow Biter to me, even My wife said back when they were
doing the Senatorial Committee Hearings on now Justice Roberts back during Dubya's days that judge Roberts is totally Gay, we
then discussed that matter and she basically convinced Me that Roberts is absolutely Gay>
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The Coming 2019 Democratic Implosion by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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Thanks for your encouraging "take" on things to come.

You are absolutely Welcome @spartans0300

Happy New Years !

WWG1WGA
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"Unfuckingbelievable !'" Pro-Life' Abortion Activist Tells Kids: Abortion Is 'God's Plan' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Again, no moral compass. The Dems make up the "truth". There is no right, no wrong except what they claim it to be at that
moment, subject to change at any time if confronted. How can you build a just and lasting society on people with this frame of
mind? You can't. It's why the globalists who wish to harm this country are funding the Democrats. They know that with the
Democrats in power our country crumbles in ruin. Inner cities decay, military depleted, drugs run rampant, education is reduced to
propaganda, the country's vibrancy replaced by the stench of rot. Abortion for everyone, pedophilia normalized, pornography
everywhere, this is today's liberalism. It's credo is life is meaningless. There is no God except the Democratic Party. Worship at
the feet of a fetid ideology that is bereft of remorse.

Yes @CMAnon I agree with you 100% !

Happy New Years & God Bless Patriot!

WWG1WGA
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Roberts is compromised. The DS has something on him.

@hangry Maybe Chief Justice Roberts like munching babies too , just like other Satanic Cabal Sicko's like Hillary Clinton and Huma
Abedin or John Podesta, man I can go on forever because the list of The Cabal Players in Washington DC is huge.
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Also don't forget the Dyke Captain who ordered her officers NOT to enter the building, or the chicken shit Sargent who was a
block away refusing to answer his radio, hiding! The Coral Springs Police Department is the hero's in this story, they went right in,
they told the Sheriff's Department to fuck off, ( there's kids in that school) don't you get it?

That's because the Sheriff's Department knew it was suppose to be a False Flag Event for the purpose of trying to take away
American Patriots Guns, so they stood down. On the other hand the Corral Springs officers were not in the loop so they entered right
away as soon as the got there..
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Just finished watching "The Inmate" on Netflix. It proves everything Trump has said about them about slicing their victims.
Hollywood has been revealing everything Trump has said for years. Hollywood has been in the know all along. When will the
MSM catch on?

@301854 The MSM can't catch on if they continue to still want to have a job because their News organizations are all owned and
controlled by the same big bankers that own everything else in this world since they introduced their Money Debt( to them) Banking
Systems.
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It all boils down to the Dems lack of a moral compass. They can be videotaped saying that a secure border is necessary and that
it is wrong to allow illegals to roam free in our country. Then a few years later say completely straight faced to the compliant MSM
news cameras the EXACT opposite. There is no embarrassment, no nervous twitch. They have absolutely no problem at all
looking the American public in the eye and flat out lying. Which is it? What they said yesterday or what they say today? It's
situational ethics played out daily. The MSM never asks them to explain the contradictions and thus We The People have no way
of knowing where these lizards stand. They have no underpinnings. They can make the most outrageous statements about
Trump and the First Lady, Judge Kavanaugh... it doesn't matter whether it's truthful, hurtful, or completely made up. They have no
morals which, to my thinking, means they have no soul. They no longer are represented by the donkey as you say but rather by
what comes out of its backside.

That's a spot on comment about the Liberal Communist Democrat Party! Great Comment @CMAnn
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@Slimpickens1 In your post you spelled the word leaper when I'm sure you actually meant to write leper . it is an awesome post
when written correctly because we all know Jesus is the ultimate goal and message of the post. You must not get angry for those
who corrected you in saying that Leaper or Leper because we know that the Devil uses trickery in the wording of sayings about
Jesus to Steal Kill and Destroy any that he can . I'm not saying you did anything intentional but there's actually a review button so
you can proof read what you written so that way you don't make those mistakes and you can clean it up before you post.

Peace & May God Bless You

WWG1WGA
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this would explain the ongoing effort by the GOP and the congressional hearings that appeared to go no where. The effect of the
hearings discredit the FBI and DOJ. Preping the normies for what is to come. I agree, why would MI hand anything over to the
tainted FBI at this point. It will take years to rebuild the credibility of this organization. Isn't MI now in charge of the three letter
agencies anyway? If so, they don't have to move the information down the ladder.

Right , that's exactly my point @singlebrain1
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RIP Cpl. Ronil Singh. May your death not be in vain. May justice be done. You were truly an American doing your job to make
America great again.

Yes @Star_Trek_Q , I will second that !

RIP Ronil Singh
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I really think the surprise candidate will be Michele Obama

She and the Media are really working her book tour

No, No No ! Fuck That! We are not ready to have a Tranny (Transexual) run as our president, we just went through 8 years of having
a Back Homosexual President with Michael's husband Barack Obama wall a while Barack's Trans wife Michael (Robinson)
pretended to be a woman and Obama's whole presidency was to push the Gay Agenda into the mainstream and make seem
acceptable to everyone.

I say No Way, Should America allow Michael (Robinson) Obama to run for President of the USA....I'm sorry , but t's just not
acceptable !
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Lindsey Graham: 'Nothing Will Get Out' Of Senate Without Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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I think dreamers should be sent back to their home countries so they can spread their 'better' ideas to their native population. We
taught them, now go home and make it better there. You're welcome.

EXACTLY ! @CR3022 , I thought that was the whole idea about letting them study here in the first place was.... We could have sent
them home when they were still young and uneducated .... But we allowed them to get an American education on the American Tax
Payers Money too, just so they could go home and spread the educated way to live for their home country , Not to bring their whole
family to the USA. ........What gives here ?
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While I think the Sheriff is at the center of a corrupt county, he admitted the officers didn't do what they were supposed to and
should have gone in. If he's honest, he's correct. If he's lying he's part of the problem.

I'd like to find out why 2-3 officers died shortly after though

Yeah @eronburr Go Figure ! ..... I wonder what those officers actually knew about everything that went down that day .....
hmmmmmmmmmm...? ? ?
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Walls don't work..........For the Democrat Illegal voting base ! After we finally get the wall.. Next we need to cover every inch of
California soil with 8 inches of concrete .. This should stop the dead from raising to vote .

Hahahahaha ! That's a good one @moblodite , only thing is you have a real valid point about the dead voting for Democrats in
recent elections, this is something they've probably always have done except now we are starting to figure out that their vote tally's
always ends up not matching actual registered people that are actually still living during the election.
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I still want the Sheriff to tell us why 4 deputies on scene BEFORE the shooting started and NONE went in... WHY were they there
in the first place? yeaaa Sherif should hang on steps of county courthouse..

Well @ssgrader the deputies were there before the shooting started because it was a False Flag event hat was perpetrated by the
Deep State Controllers of the Liberals in America's Government for the purpose of trying to enforce Gun Control on the American
People, except it didn't work because the Conservatives fight for their Second Amendment Rights to own weapons for protection
and hunting purposes.
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Stop giving this fatty any attention.

AND NOT Q-related.

@joeythew 'm sorry guys , I just thought everyone would want to know what that dumb ass was doing while showing absolutely No
Respect for the President of the United States of America or His Family because his loyalty is to Lucifer and Lucifer only for Michael
Moore is an Hollywood Pedophilia Fuck Face that needs to be put on front street and called out for exactly what e is.....
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[ - ] Parent: crazy_cajun  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942856/15842753)

I don't know if young folks remember it but there was a term in my youth that would play quite well here.....Indian giver. Yeah it is
not PC but it could work. I think today it is called small print. Much can be hidden in the small print.

@crazy_cajun Today the term " Indian Giver " isn't quite politically correct except for us that are old enough to actually remember a
time when telling it like we saw it was considered a good trait to have. I get what your saying and fuck the youth if they don't
understand that an Indian Giver is something you don't want to called or considered being one, because your word or actions are
not trustworthy.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942856/15843693)  context  full comments

Ready The Clown Car: The First Batch Of Democrats Are Ready To Announce Their 2020 Bids by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8.8 hours ago (2018-12-30 21:26:39)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2942814/15840188)

No chance at all. I think Bernie could possibly have beat him in 2016. However, all the smart Bernie supporters have switched to
Trump. Trump will beat all of them.

Yes I know this @CovfefeFan because I too was a life long voting Liberal until Donald Trump threw his hat in the race. I like you
know better now and will always be a hard core Conservative since being Woken Up to the Democrats Lies and Deception only to
enrich themselves and not one bit for their actual constituents.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2942814/15840289)  context  full comments

What's up with Mattis and Kelly? by Tartaruga1  in theawakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 8.9 hours ago (2018-12-30 21:22:52)

[ - ] Parent: NuWurld  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942888/15840029)

But why take a jab at Trump. I'd like to have an answer to the question also. I'm guessing no one knows for sure.

@NuWurld This is a MI Covert Operation Patriot.... Always make your opponent believe they are safe and that they have nothing to
worry about. Whats better than the Cabal thinking Trump's Plan with his Military Generals has fallen apart just before The Plan is
executed.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942888/15840226)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven To Straighten That Which Has Been Made Crooked By The Satanic Cabal...... by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9 hours ago (2018-12-30 21:17:38)

[ - ] Parent: Gary1954  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2831348/15837851)

I think that God's hand has been on Trump since he announced running for President. I hope He will give Trump wisdom and
discernment as he navigates us through all the evilness that exists everywhere today. Strengthen believers everywhere. Repent:
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.

Amen , and Amen to your words of prayer @Gary1954

God Bless

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2831348/15840136)  context  full comments

Ready The Clown Car: The First Batch Of Democrats Are Ready To Announce Their 2020 Bids by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9 hours ago (2018-12-30 21:15:53)
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[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2942814/15837948)

Senator Kamala Harris - Has a secret police force (https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-aide-harris-accused-rogue-
police-force-20150505-story.html)

Elizabeth Warren - Lied about being a native, she is a fraud. (http://thefederalist.com/2018/10/15/elizabeth-warrens-dna-test-
proves-she-was-lying/)

Senator Cory Booker - Possible sexual assaulter (https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-10-21/spartacus-falls-cory-booker-
accused-sexually-assaulting-man-restroom)

Sen. Bernie Sanders - Has no balls. (I am an ex-Bernie supporter, Hillary cheated and he did nothing)

former Vice President Joe Biden - Fondles children (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwXweiRjckI&t=1s)

Rep. Beto O'Rourke - DUI and Burglary (https://thepoliticalinsider.com/beto-orourke-arrested-dui-burglary-charges/)

Senator Kirsten Gillibrand - Ties to a sexual slave cult. (https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/sep/25/kirsten-gillibrand-a-
hypocrite-who-got-due-process/)

Any other interesting finds on these prospects? This could be interesting.

Thank You @CovfefeFan for sharing all these Links connected to everyone of these Democrats that have No chance of beating
President Donald Trump in the 2020 election.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2942814/15840108)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas President Donald J.Trump & First Lady Melania Trump, Thank You For Being The Greatest POTUS America' Has Ever
Known by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9.2 hours ago (2018-12-30 21:02:54)

[ - ] Parent: Gary1954  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934022/15837693)

Right on! POTUS gets nothing but abuse in the MSM. Those of us that love him, need to stand up and be counted. While you are
standing up for POTUS, stand up for Jesus too. I always enjoy @Stonenchizel posts. God bless DJT, military patriots and
believers everywhere.

Thank You @Gary1954 And Yes We know that without "Jesus Christ and The Lords Guiding Spirit over President Donald Trump
that he would be nothing, except we know that Donald Trump is a man of The God Most High and that he is blessed for a moment
such as this, for our country had been taken over and was being run by the very Evil that bows down to Lucifer (Satan) himself and
these corrupt politicians were stealing from America's purse while selling America's secrets there fore committing treason.

" God Bless The Plan "

May the God of Heaven Bless You @Gary1954 and Your Family Always!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934022/15839926)  context  full comments

Dude you are the most vile of human beings. No one listens to you. by T2Anon  in theawakening
History: 10 points( +10 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 9.5 hours ago (2018-12-30 20:46:39)

[ - ] Parent: T2Anon  17 points ( +20 | -3 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942916)

It's totally obvious that Jim Carey is and has been deeply indulged in the Satanic Cabal's practices and rituals by the shit that comes
out his pie hole ! Jim Carey in essence is telling the world what he must do to an Occult Big Shot in order to be a movie star in
Hollywood. If you know anything about Psychology , Jim Carey is crying out to the world that he himself is a dirty little bitch for some
big Hollywood hot shot ... and in his must do deals to acquire fame , Jim Carey is Definitely Swallowing!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942916/15839694)  context  full comments

Red Tsunami by TruthExposed  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.6 hours ago (2018-12-30 19:41:10)

[ - ] Parent: TruthExposed  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942881)

Sounds just a little far fetch Patriot...... But then again I could be wrong ....but I doubt it !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942881/15838791)  context  full comments

What's up with Mattis and Kelly? by Tartaruga1  in theawakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 10.7 hours ago (2018-12-30 19:37:28)
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[ - ] Parent: Tartaruga1  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942888)

Since Mattis and Kelly are ex - Marine Generals & then served under President Trump for the first two years of his presidency, there
just might be the need for these Marine Generals to be where the Military Tribunals will take place & that's at Guantanamo Prison
and the preparing of the security & logistics of The Plan's execution since they most likely are connected to the 10 people in the
know about Q . Lets just hope that "The Plan" is executed to its original intentions fully & safely for all those that will doing the
acquiring of all the said Cabal Criminals.

GOD SPEED

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2942888/15838731)  context  full comments

Relax, Patriots. 8ch is back up, and the bewb shortage is over. by QualityShitposter  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +8 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:07

History: 6 points( +7 | -1 ) at 2019-01-01 00:31:44

History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 11.5 hours ago (2018-12-30 18:49:07)

[ - ] Parent: QualityShitposter  57 points ( +59 | -2 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2942826)

Hahahaa! I love the look of envy on the girl to the right's face in the photo.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2942826/15837968)  context  full comments

Has Military Intelligence been investigating on behalf of the FBI.......[anon theory] by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 17:55:00

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 06:16:40

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 13 hours ago (2018-12-30 17:37:14)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  133 points ( +136 | -3 ) 2018-12-31 06:17:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2942612)

Why would the MI hand over any evidence to The FBI?

Military Tribunals are conducted with MI evidence.... So again why would MI hand over any evidence to the FBI knowingly that the
FBI is tainted & full of DS operatives . I myself wouldn't trust anyone that was connected to FBI Past Director's
Mueller,Comey,McCabe & also Way.

That's the part I disagree with in this post, since on the orders of the president the Military's MI doesn't have to give any evidence to
the known corrupt FBI & the MI can proceed with top Cabal players that were or are still employed by the government & arrest &
transfer to Gitmo by the Military & given Military Tribunals on orders by the president.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2942612/15836907)  context  full comments

The Art Of The Wall Deal by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:07

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-31 17:55:00

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-30 16:49:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11.3 hours ago (2018-12-30 05:31:24)

[ - ] Parent: stinkyfurbutz  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-30 16:49:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15829949)

Click on the numb-nutz person's name link. It takes you to their page. Look to the right below the Avatar. There are options to
Follow-BLOCK-Report or Send a message. The BLOCK makes life much easier for those who refuse to act honorably and
respect others. God bless you & Happy New Years! May it be Glorious!

Thank You Patriot ! It truly is an Honor to be wished that by You ! ....... For , I am a True God Fearing Conservative American & I know
life is so much better when You Love & Trust God for everything ...... & .......I mean everything ! God is Awesome & He is Greatly to be
Praised !

@stinkyfurbutz Now who doesn't love the fur (area) from awesome just right stinky butz ? ( If you know what I mean? )...lol... btw that's
a Kool name Bro !........ May God Bless You My Friend & May The Lord of Heaven Richly Bless You & Yours with a Prosperous New
Years & May He bring You Forever Lasting Love & Affection from Your Beautiful Wife ,.....Now & Always

Like I said before : " Thank You & Your Wife for The Service You Guys Have Done for Our Great Country!"

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15830975)  context  full comments

Candace Owens: Democrats Are The Party Of Rich People Who Perpetual Pretend To Have Things In Common With The Disadvantaged.
by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2018-12-30 16:49:34

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-30 04:04:30
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 27 minutes ago (2018-12-30 03:37:41)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-30 04:04:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2941593/15828973)

I see your victimhood and raise you another disempowerment

Hahahahahaa! , Now that was a good laugh @ghost_of_aswart , Hey I've been meaning to ask you, " Is your tag name a kind of
Hogwartz type of thing ? "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2941593/15829669)  context  full comments

The Art Of The Wall Deal by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:07

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-30 04:04:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 46 minutes ago (2018-12-30 03:18:10)

[ - ] Parent: stinkyfurbutz  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-30 04:04:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15826544)

Yeah. The dude is talking to me. He is on my submission (research project on possibly Q''s Ghost (CIA Whistle blower
https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2939302 ) calling me a 5 day old shill? paranoid dude showed up out of nowhere calling me a
shill, telling me to go crawl under a rock, just trolling the shit out of my long research & the dude is strangely fixated on me. I have
been reading Q for a long time. I finally decided to sign up here, take my chances and join the crew. of Patriots. I am ex military, so
is my wife & we are true Patriots. Singlebraincell is not a Patriot, (no true Patriot does this crazy shit to an ex military warrior &
thinks he is not going to get spanked!) so this isn't really arguing. Problematic for new people signing up but I finally found the
BLOCK key. No problems now.

Hey @stinkfurbutz first of all , Thank You & Your Wife for Serving our Great Nation! Second can you tell me " Where the Block
Button is at ? I've got a couple of real shills that only comment stupid negative shit & trying to start a fight, so I want to block them but I
can't find the block button.........

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15829391)  context  full comments

MSM Narratives Being Pushed On Public "Trump Is Crazy , Trump Is Racist" Is Donald 'Corleone' Trump Real by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-30 16:49:34

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-30 04:04:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 hours ago (2018-12-30 03:00:48)

[ - ] Parent: SouthernPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-30 04:04:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2941394/15825732)

I'm registered as a Independent...I LIKE CRAZY and I vote RED across the board

Good for You @SouthernPride Vote Red Always !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2941394/15829106)  context  full comments

Outgoing Republican Gov. Leaves Savage Burn On Election Results For Democrat Who Won by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-30 04:04:30

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 hours ago (2018-12-30 02:58:49)

[ - ] Parent: Bonscottrocks007  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2018-12-30 04:04:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2941358/15826679)

Quit being followers stop waiting for a sign from Q the real movement is to act like the left, get up get loud get moving all I've seen
this past year is everyone waiting for Q to tell them what to do, he has claimed WE HAVE IT ALL AND YOU HAVE MORE THAN
YOU KNOW now is the time to TRULY unite, get the messages out, use all platforms like they do, form militias form armys time to
push back, time to finally take a stand all we do is sit around and bitch and moan about the MSM, about no indictments about no
arrests about nothing happening maybe just maybe 2019 is the year for this movement to finally stand up and actually make real
noise...

Who is stopping you from doing exactly what claim is the right thing to do @Bonscottrocks007 , you always tell people what to do,
could it be that you are jealous of Q ? it sure sounds like you want to tell people what to do but you are sitting on your own ass, just
typing shit and trying to start trouble between Q followers.....

please stop , it's really getting old reading your comments, they are all the same just a bunch of negative BS!
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Like a mafia don, nope, more like a WWII field general = Patton. Pressure from all sides, out flake them when they can't dial in
where the fire is coming from, and give no quarter. Yep, POTUS45 is Gen. Patton reincarnated.

Hahahahaa! @naval_infantry President Trump may not actually be General Patton incarnate but Donald Trump has made it a point
to claim that General Patton was one of his idols
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When does Google stop allowing her name to be included in search results.

No idea Joey ....
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I really don't like this word anymore, cause I am getting tired of it, but this is classic projection. The Clintons ran the government
like mob bosses and they did so for close to four decades that I can demonstrably prove. The Bush family is also, of course, a
crime syndicate group, also run like the mafia. In 1995, I believe, it was finally entered on the Congressional Record that the OSS
and the US Govt. had paid Lucky Luciano for his assistance with the mafia bosses in Sicily. The first thing, in fact, that the CIA did-
-it's first mission was to empower the Italian mafia. Strange then that until his death in 1972 (?) J. Edgar Hoover denied the
existence of the mafia. In the decades that he spent denying the mafia, they merged with government, essentially. In other words,
more to the point, for the first time in likely more than a hundred plus years, we have a president who isn't mob connected.

Exactly @PGLiterati ! Great Comment btw!
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Love Candace's sense of real history: how the crooked Democrats turned their love of slavery into a new kind of slavery called
the "means tested welfare state." They simply incentivized the fatherless black family. As most of us know children who grow up
without a father are five times more likely to live in poverty and commit crime; nine times more likely to drop out of schools and
twenty times more likely to end up in prison. Thus are blacks kept under educated and welfare dependent hoping their master will
not take their welfare and section 8 housing away.

That's so right @Invicta Also that's another reason Bill Clinton created the Three Strikes Law in hopes of throwing more African
American's into prison for life sentences. This way the Black's would no longer be a problem in society , therefore keeping the
Welfare State alive and a way to keep the Black's in essence Slaves to the Democrat Party which have made it seem like they are
keeping Social Service's to keep helping these same African American Families that they have voted to throw in prison for life with 3
Strikes Law. These Democrats are stupid & Thanks to President Donald Trump we are soon to pass a new Prison Reform Act Law
into a law. You ever wonder why the Democrat's go bat shit crazy when Kanye West or Candace Owens or any African American
that speaks out in public & in front of the News cameras? They are afraid the whole of African American's will leave the proverbial
Slave Farm of the Democrat Party to follow and endorse a Republican , namely President Donald Trump.
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Franklin Graham's mother, Ruth, was taught by Kim Jong-un's great grandmother, Kang Pan-sok. Kang was a deaconess of the
Pyongyang Presbyterian Church which Ruth's family attended. Kang's father (Kim's great great grandfather) was their Minister.
The Kims and the Graham's have been good friends ever since.

Kim Jong-un and his sister, senior Politburo member, Kim Yo-jong, attended a boarding school in Switzerland associated with the
Graham family. Billy Graham's main charity, the Samaritan's Purse Foundation, has a lead role in North Korea's only English
language, private Christian university, the Pyongyang University of Science and Technology. PUST is the North Korean center for
study of block chain technology and cryptocurrencies. Like Julian Assange, the North Koreans were forced to invest in Bitcoin at
the very beginning because of legal sanctions against them. Dennis Rodman's second visit to North Korea was sponsored by
Potcoin, a cryptocurrency designed specifically for marijuana growers and retailers.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyongyang_University_of_Science_and_Technology

The Great Awakening is World Wide. The swamp draining began in North Korea after the death of Kim Jong-il. His son was
supposed to be a puppet, but Jong-un overthrew the corrupt generals who were looting and starving the country, and put the
Communist KWP back in power. He also legalized private markets and agriculture which improved conditions. Trump
acknowledged this in his gift video to Kim, which highlighted Kim's most famous quote from 2013 "We won't have to tighten our
belts anymore". (2:10 in video below).

https://youtu.be/uMEiQX7WhFk?t=126

One of the biggest breakthroughs in Trump's presidency has been the Korean peace and the liberation of North Korea from
China. The Graham family, like Dennis Rodman, provides a personal back channel to this historic initiative. No wonder the DS
hates him.

@man_with_titties Of course the Deep State hates Franklin Graham and all the Graham Family because the Deep State was put on
front street for them making North Korea the Big Lie , an Enemy of Humanity for their Nuclear ambitions, when it was the Deep State
using Nrh Korea for a false narrative to scare the world for the Deep State's Fake Propaganda War Machine of North Korea. Bt North
Korea didn't want to destroy the world or the USA, this was all a propaganda ploy by the Deep State , so they could use North Korea
to start a Nuclear War with America if needed. The Deep State's motto is Create a Problem & then make money off the Fixing the
problem which they themselves have created .

It's the Deeps State's oldest Motto : Order out of Chaos

The trick of creating chaos and then seizing power under the pretense of putting things back in order is a tried and true method of
Deception and Manipulation. It's the meaning behind the Latin motto: "ORDO AB CHAO" meaning "ORDER OUT OF CHAOS".
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Nice find stonenchizel, great news, POTUS is the best.

Thank You @singlebrain1 I try and keep it fresh & Good news about our Great President Donald J.Trump because He doesn't get
enough good praise for all the things He is doing for America & All of Us Patriots!
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I call it projection... those that scream the loudest... Dude is whacked 

@Zammyanci Good call, Jim Carey has some dark secrets that have helped him pace his way through the Hollywood grip of the
Satanic Cabal. Carey through his weird art & his obnoxious styles of comedy are all a huge cryout to anyone that might pay attention
to him. He is a lost soul & I'm not sure that he can ever return from the deep dark shit that's been tattoo'd into his mind.... MK Ultra is
an absolute life destroying tool that's been used by the Satanic Cabal Hollywood Over Lords..... (These People are Sick !)
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Hmmmm, 2 illegal immigrant kids under 10 die of flu symptoms. Now a healthy 26 year old woman dies with flu symptoms - Near
the border! What kind of bug or super virus are they bringing into our country???? Quarantine the border! Shut it down before it
hits population centers!

@AwakeVoter Right ! , I don't want No fucking illegals filthy street germs......MoFo's are dying of the flu, then send them back to
where they came from
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fucked up ting is, i volunteer at the az border, & the beaners that work border patrol threaten us & run us off certain areas so their
buddies can come across. they even leave bottled water so they dont get thirsty ilegally crossing. fucking spicks in the border
patrol may as well let inmates go back to being prison guards ala-1950s&60s... fox guarding the hen house shit here fellas...

@ArcAngel Hahahahahahaha! Now you taken this to another level of stupid funny but true is the sad thing.
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huh? what pissing ppl off? i do it well.. wether i intend to or naught. was at 101 this morning now, at 85.. IDC.. its the message, not
the messenger, i guess. heavy handed & blunt. no room for ambiguity when the stakes ar humanity as a whole. and to whom ever
corrected my lack of punctuation. i understand..... " i like cooking children & pets" is a whole differnt sentence than; " i like cooking,
children, & pets" gotchya... LMAO..

@ArcAngel Click on the story up above after you click context.....It will take you to where I'm talking about .... then scroll down , you
will see you tag name there
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Great first lady. You know she has to be a geniuses speaking 5 different languages. There seems to be allot of jealous people
writing about her.

@Quickdraw08 That's exactly what it is besides they can only write stories that their Cabal Owners allow them to write, but that's
what you get when you work for a controlling Satanic Cabal few wealthy Fuckers that are calling all the shots on all the dumb ass
sleeping Liberals.
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Oh no dude. I am not a 5 day shill. That is your first mistake.

Hey @stinkyfurbutz I don't think @singlebrain1 is talking to you , but he's talking to @omarcomin2 because that's the original dude
that started with fake facts about MSM....

Remember Patriots WWG1WGA

Its the Cabal that want us separated & alone

Together We are Strong No arguing between Patriots

*WWG1WGA WWG1WGA WWG1WGA Got it yet?
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Well 17 hour shill, you are so wrong. Stop with the concern faggotry. Record number of revenue ever, in spite of or because of tax
cut. Tariffs are spurring American manufacturing like never before. Debt per GDP is down. For the first time in over 10 years
middle and working class income in rising almost 3% this year Holiday spending is up 42% over last year. Look at the figures and
facts.

That's absolutely right @singlebrain1 There's No need to beat around the fucking bush....Just report the news as news and the so
called facts that were given by @omarcomin2 Are just a bunch of Mainstream Media nonsensical bullshit that's been fed to the
Liberal News Outlets at the 4:00am trough feeding of strategical talking points for their Deep State Owners and exactly what the
Cabal wants to be said that entire day on every News Show regardless of the channel you are watching is exactly what you will hear
out of every Liberal Deep State paid troll's mouth on tv.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15811019)  context  full comments

SPOTTED: Pelosi Relaxes During Gov't Shutdown At Expensive Hawaii Resort by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-29 09:23:26
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I am more than ready for the time when these people wont be able to walk down the street ! Q-953="How bad is the corruption?

Q-953- Removal is the least of their problems. Projection. Russia>D/HRC Twitter Bots>GOOG operated (not Russia)/Narrative &
Political SLANT BIDEN / CHINA. BIG DEVELOPMENT. TRAITORS EVERYWHERE. AMERICA FOR SALE. FLYNN. Targeted.
Why? Who knows where the bodies are buried? CLEARED OF ALL CHARGES. TRUMP ADMIN v2? Election theft. Last hope.
Congressional focus. Impeach. They think you are STUPID. They think you will follow the STARS. They openly call you
SHEEP/CATTLE. THERE WILL COME A TIME NONE OF THEM WILL BE ABLE TO WALK DOWN THE STREET. BIGGEST
FEAR. PUBLIC AWAKENING. Q"

@moblodite That's exactly what will happen if the government does not arrest these Satanic Cabal Pedophilia Criminals, The
American Awoke public (Hardcore Patriots) will handle the problem themselves...

No they will NOT be able to walk anywhere period!

WWG1WGA
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Canine Partner of Officer Slain By Illegal Alien Will Retire and Live With Singh's Widow and Son by pby  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-29 09:23:26
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[ - ] Parent: pby  78 points ( +78 | -0 ) 2018-12-29 09:23:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2939417)

This has to be the best news story to turn around how I was feeling about the fucking illegal who killed the Police Officer, I with I
could get my hands around his neck......(No I'm not inciting violence, I just want to get a nice measurement of his neck.) Maybe I want
to make him a tie or something ....
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[ - ] Parent: SearchVoatBot  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-29 09:23:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/VoatStatistics/2939736)

Congratulations @ArcAngel on the Sub @GA & also on the Sub @ta Great Job !
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America's Oldest Living WWII Veteran Dies At Amazing Age Of 112 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: moochiemama  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-29 09:23:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938862/15806856)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXyfCGDnuWs

Mr. Overton talks about his life

Thank You @mochiemama for sharing this awesome video of Mr. Overton's life in his own words....

WWG1WGA
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The MSM is used to having everyone cringe at the very thought of bad press. But they have abused their Fake News so blatantly
that it has no meaning anymore.

In fact, bad press is quickly becoming a positive to its target, such as GEOTUS and his Beautiful Lady in this case.

How can you screw up such power, so quickly???

The Man is Blessed for this job at this time in American History @SnackyPete , He can't mess up, All his enemies fall away like water
on a Ducks Ass! They have No Chance , for like I said He is Blessed!

WWG1WGA
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You see those four faces on that article ? Those are the look of guilt from what was suppose to be America's Top Officials, that were
suppose to be Trusted exept we now know the truth that they have committed Treason & Sedition against American Government &
President Donald Trump . If those Deep State Players are not arrested & tried & then incarcerated or better yet dangling from
hanging with a noose around their necks then I surely hope a team of true Patriots do the right thing & take justice into their hands in
order to fulfill the promise of justice against the evil in this nation & world.
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Yeah. I was stationed out in Cali. It used to be cool there. The staunch Conservatives need to get up and ROAR in California or
there is going to be some big problems for them soon. What really sucks is that these ILLEGALS (those entering OUR country
ILLEGALLY) seem to be killing the Republican Americans/cops and their families--and NOT the dumb azz Dems & their families.
If the ILLEGALS are gonna sneak in and kill people and the Dems believe that this is okay--why not kill the dems instead, and
give them a taste of what they are okaying with "Open borders." Let them endure what other families have had to endure by these
lawless ILLEGALS. POTUS is doing what is right by the true Americans! Until the Dems get a taste of the cartel, or the lawless
shooting them, breaking into their own homes and raping their sons/daughters/wives in front of them...they could care less about
other Americans. Our veterans are homeless on the street with no services, while these skank illegals are living FREE off of our
OUR TAX MONEY. Oh crap...don't get me started.

@stinkyfurbutz Trust Me , I know exactly what you are speaking about especially in California, These Illegals will kill a cop in a
heartbeat second, knowing they are only a few hours away from the Mexico border where they usually run to right after they kill
anyone..... If there was a Border Wall like Trump insist there must be, it would be much harder for any illegal that commits murder or
any other serious crime in America to just run home to Mexico & not worry about getting caught without going through a serious
Border Check point before crossing either way on the USA & Mexico Brorder.
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Not so sure they were mocking the Bible as they were trying to be literal representations. Lucifer's Army is supposed to come from
the land of Gog and Magog, with it's leaders at the front.

Yeah maybe I stated that wrong but I know exactly what you speak of @SuckaFree It's in the Book of Ezekiel
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Give me a break........Obama fired all of these top Military officers....but Trump can't sign a hat, that they bring to him???????? by
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Excellent comment!!!!!! Agreed.

The world is to be restored in end-time Revelation prophecy! (Back to Eden) The darkness will consume and remove the evil from
our earth. This means that God will allow the devil to remove the wicked ones--totally wiping these evil, disgusting mfers out!
(Tares in the fire.) I pray every day that they turn on each other and take each other out. No honor among thieves.Our job as sons
& daughters of God is to roar boldly against their agenda, resist this 4th Reich, and expose their darkness to LIGHT. The problem
here? Not only do we have to deal with the NWO, but we got sold out by fraud evangelists, & fake & gullible pretend Christians
(infiltrators) who do not stand for God and his righteousness(hardly), rather they encourage and defend the Cabal, Rome, and
these dirty Globalists. Their desire for their own wealth, and status is more important then doing the right thing. They also FEAR
losing their life, so they go along with this disgusting agenda--in direct opposition of the God they say they serve. They haven't
figured out that they will lose their lives anyways if the S hits the fan, and it goes down perfectly as stated in Revelation. They
seem to think they are flying away early, in some fairy-tale folly story that their fake preacher taught them--so they are not
prepared. Crazy stuff on the Horizon. Many adversaries with smiling faces.....

Glad to know that there are some true Godly Warriors out there with KNOWLEDGE and can see what is happening and not afraid
to speak the truth! As for the fakes who will say that this person is not Godly because he called them 'motherfuckers'....Godly
means set apart to do God's will...not a stupid, descriptive, freaking word that accurately describes these wicked mfkers!

@stinkyfurbutz Patriot The God I serve says call them out for what they are, just like Jesus did when He called them out for exactly
what they were :

" You serpents, you brood of vipers, how are you to escape being sentenced to hell?

" I know your tribulation and your poverty (but you are rich) and the slander of those who say that they are Jews and are not,
but are a synagogue of Satan."

(I promise you Patriot that these Luciferian worshiping fools that have tortured babies & have taken part in the practise of the Satanic
Rituals will surely spend eternity in Hell with their father Satan.)
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2018-12-28 20:25:31)
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Best President ever.

@DannoPa I totally agree with you , Yes !, President Donald John Trump is absolutely the Greatest President ever!
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I think she is perfectly fit and capable of fulfilling the Chair position and all its duties!

That means when the tribunals commence she can't fall back on saying the public says I am incompetent - therefore not
competent to stand trial as well. Let her do her worst for when the storm arrives America will it's worst in repayment for years her
of treason

That's right @Zadim America will have that corrupt bitch dangling from a noose for all the crimes against America she has
committed!
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He should ask for a extra billion every week they delay. Negotiate UP not down.

Hahahahaha ! That's a great idea @ALIENS2222 I bet they'd pass that shit today then..
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She threw her Godson Moore under the bus to save herself

here are the committee members that let her off

The committee announced in February that six of its members had voluntarily recused themselves from the Waters case at
Martin's recommendation. Republican Reps. Mike Simpson (Idaho), Steven LaTourette (Ohio), Shelley Moore Capito (W.Va.), Tim
Griffin (Ark.) and Goodlatte, as well as Democratic Rep. John Sarbanes (Md.) served on the committee that considered Martin's
findings, along with Democratic Reps. Yarmuth, Donna Edwards (Md.), Pedro Pierluisi (Puerto Rico) and Joe Courtney (Conn.),
who are permanent members of the committee

We believe that the full Committee, or the House, should consider adopting policies that recognize that employer/employee
relationships with grandchildren can be just as fraught with risk as other familial relationships in the workplace," the statement's
recommendations concluded.

https://www.rollcall.com/news/ethics_committee_details_lessons_learned_from_maxine_waters_case-217809-1.html

Capitalizing on a Politician's Clout The husband, daughter and son of Rep. Maxine Waters have business links to people the
influential lawmaker has aided.

http://articles.latimes.com/2004/dec/19/local/me-waters19

Maxine Waters Unfit to Chair House Financial Services Committee

she has other offenses

Judicial Watch filed a House ethics complaint against Waters for encouraging violence against Trump Cabinet members.

https://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2018/11/maxine-waters-unfit-to-chair-house-financial-services-committe

Thank You @new4now For sharing the links with awesome information on that old criminal Mad Maxine...

WWG1WGA
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Close the border, AND keep the government SHUTDOWN. Here is the link to the 38 Million reasons why.

https://sonsoflibertymedia.com/food-stamp-money-will-run-out-by-end-of-january-if-government-shutdown-lasts-that-long/

When 38 Million Democrats start calling the DemonRats in Congress, they will fund the wall!!

Great comment @AwakeVoter & Thank You for sharing the link to why the Liberal fucks will be calling their Congressmen & women
because their food stamps are running out with new stamps if the Liberals don't fund Trump's Border Wall..

WWG1WGA
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[ - ] Parent: stinkyfurbutz  2 points ( +4 | -2 ) 2018-12-28 22:57:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938767/15802574)

They are reaching for anything to "Impeach" him.....signing a hat... LMAO Would you ever guess that would we see such insanity,
day in and day out? I call it " D-E-S-P-E-R-A-T-I-O-N "

You know that Obama's firing of all the Top Military Officials especially the Marine Generals (the same one's that asked Trump to
run for POTUS & bring down the Cabal), anyways the firing was an order from above, The Cabal, Obama's immense spending of
Trillions of Dollars to intentionally drive the USA into so much DEBT that the American People would agree to usher in a Savior the
fucking Anti Christ of Revelation the New World Order a Satanic Rule & Control (A One World Government, A One World Religion
& A One World Currency), America would no longer be a: "Shining City on a Hill", but would now just be a country that takes all of it's
orders from the Satanic Cabal of Big Bankers, the same mother fuckers that set up the Debt Banking System that has created only
wealth for the Cabal.I thought that's why we fought the Revolutionary War, was to free ourselves from paying taxes to the King & to
Not have any authority above our own government. (The Constitution & Our Bill of Rights as American citizens) All this shit has got to
come to an END! That's exactly why we must:

" Trust The Plan "

Together You Are Strong (They want you divided)

Remember: Keep up in Prayer, Lift Up President Trump & The Q team & Our Great Military In Constant Prayer, That God Will
Shield Them With A Legion Of Angels For Protection during this time of a reset of American Politics & how it this country will be ran
from now on by getting rid of all the corruption & all the Corrupt Mother Fuckers that have used our hard earned Tax Dollars to
enrich themselves through nefarious criminal activity.....

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938767/15804295)  context  full comments

The will of the people means nothing. by CF_BOOM_SHOCK_BYE_  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.1 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:50:07)

[ - ] Parent: CF_BOOM_SHOCK_BYE_  19 points ( +19 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 22:57:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938795)

You know what I think of the New World Order & their newest voice puppet Angela Merkel , well you really probably don't wanna
hear what I have to say about Merkel, but I'm gonna say it anyways:

" FUCK ANGELA MERKEL & THE WHOLE NEW WORLD ORDER SATANIC CABAL ! "

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938795/15803678)  context  full comments

Los Angeles news anchor Chris Burrous dead after possible overdose, police say by acmbandit01  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-29 09:23:26

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:41:42)

[ - ] Parent: acmbandit01  51 points ( +52 | -1 ) 2018-12-28 22:57:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938805)

It really sounds like an Illuminati hit job on this dude.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938805/15803540)  context  full comments

Dubya's nickname in the Skull & Bones Society was "GOG" - GHWB was "MAGOG" by Zadim  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2018-12-29 09:23:26

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:39:28)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 22:57:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938928)

Wow , now this is very interesting stuff. Who knew that the Bush's basically during their reign in that Skull & Bones Secret Society
that they both mocked God & The Holy Bible prophecy in the Book of Revelation.... (Fuck The Bush's & their Satanic Cabal worship
of Lucifer!)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938928/15803502)  context  full comments

Golden State Times with this 'Senate Leaves the Swamp with No Vote in Sight' by Truther65  in GreatAwakening
History: 8 points( +8 | -0 ) at 2018-12-29 09:23:26

History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:32:33)
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[ - ] Parent: Truther65  17 points ( +17 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 22:58:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938938)

That's right @Truther65 , what a waste of Tax Payers Dollars especially because they knew that they didn't plan on actually getting
the 5 billion funds approved for the Wall, but they sure used that free travel expenses paid for by Us USA citizens truly.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938938/15803385)  context  full comments

America's Oldest Living WWII Veteran Dies At Amazing Age Of 112 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:27:46)

[ - ] Parent: stinkyfurbutz  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 22:58:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938862/15802926)

Pretty cool! He credits God, Cigars & Whiskey! Now THAT is something to smile about!

Yeah , that's almost what I credit My life to @stinkyfurbutz

Except I credit Mine to God, Weed & Pussy but mind you , I'm only 55 .....lol

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938862/15803305)  context  full comments

America's Oldest Living WWII Veteran Dies At Amazing Age Of 112 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:25:00)

[ - ] Parent: qanon1776  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 22:58:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938862/15802433)

What an amazing witness to history of the world. Rest in Peace Mr. Overton.

I will add a huge AMEN to that @qanon1776

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938862/15803264)  context  full comments

The Art Of The Wall Deal by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:23:10)

[ - ] Parent: Qpawn5  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 22:58:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15802477)

Yeah it's a hell of a show isn't it

Yup! It sure is @Qpawn5

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15803232)  context  full comments

The Art Of The Wall Deal by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:22:09)

[ - ] Parent: stinkyfurbutz  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 22:58:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15802978)

Maybe we should build the wall around the Arizona/Texas border and let California have what they want.."Open Borders." I say,
give them what they want and build that wall quickly!

No,No,No ! @stinkyfurbutz I ive in California, born and raised and there are some really Staunch Conservatives that live hear.
Maybe it would just be better if we have an open season on Dumb Ass Liberals , that would make this place a lot better because I
know for a fact that us Conservatives would do a stellar job at getting rid of garbage here.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15803213)  context  full comments

The Art Of The Wall Deal by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:16:47)

[ - ] Parent: TurquoiseLover  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-28 22:58:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15802831)

Yes, they're all so fancy and upper-crust at bush's funeral ON OUR BACKS. Sick of it.

Right ! @TurquoiseLover I think We are all sick of those Cabal Criminals getting wealthy by their nefarious scams on The USA's Tax
Paying Dollars by the citizens of this Great Country.

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15803138)  context  full comments

The Art Of The Wall Deal by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 22:57:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2018-12-28 18:12:32)

[ - ] Parent: qanon1776  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 22:58:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15802703)

What must it be like to be them? Not the top deep state people who have money and homes and jewels and riches - but the lower
or middle class liberals who live like we do? They see the economy getting better, they see the difference in their paychecks and
the growing acceptance on the left for violence and people who are a danger to their children and way of life. The MSM is their
only source of news and they are beginning to come around that it is false. How do they just wake up and see the truth? How do
they save face and admit things need to change? How can we help them do that when they have been afflicted with TDS for
several years?

@qanon1776 It's like what I use to tell My kids when they were still youngsters growing up :

" How Can I Teach You If You Don't Want To Learn ?"

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938838/15803081)  context  full comments

Where Was The Media Outrage When 18 Migrants Died In Custody Under The Obama Administration? by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.7 hours ago (2018-12-28 07:00:48)

[ - ] Parent: Gary1954  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937785/15796299)

God bless you brother. We're gonna need more rope.

@Gary1954 Hahahhahahaa! . That reminds me of that old Pace Picante' Salsa commercial, where at the end of commercial it says "
Get a Rope !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937785/15796367)  context  full comments

Internet Outage Update - Idaho Press - Century Link by Truther65  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8.8 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:50:00)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938236)

How messed up for the costumers who didn't have service for the interweb today..... I bet a bunch of teen kids almost committed
suicide today.... lets hope not !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938236/15796293)  context  full comments

The DNC & Co. by ArcAngel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 9 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:42:34)

[ - ] Parent: ArcAngel  2 points ( +5 | -3 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938242)

You must mean George Soros & Hillary Clinton because hey both gotta be wearing Pampers or Depends because No ones ass is
that big without wearing adult diapers.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938242/15796227)  context  full comments

The Hill: I will not stop fighting against QAnon because I believe in truth and fact over conspiracy and ignorance. by ChiCom  in
GreatAwakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.2 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:29:38)

[ - ] Parent: ChiCom  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938147/15794920)

https://www.thedailybeast.com/feds-seized-a-fortune-from-resistance-icons-accused-of-boosting-online-ponzi-schemes

Yeah @ChiCom That's exactly the stuff I was talking about in my comment....Thanks for sharing it !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938147/15796095)  context  full comments

Franklin Graham Rips Into Mainstream Media For 'Vicious and Relentless' Attacks On Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:24:57)

[ - ] Parent: DamnLiquor  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938181/15794988)

evil hates Christmas and they hate our heroic president, pay them no mind, but polish them weapons

Damn Straight @DamnLiquor

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938181/15796044)  context  full comments

GOP Rep. Andy Biggs: Chuck Schumer Has To "Bite The Bullet" And Fund The Wall by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:23:44)

[ - ] Parent: ArcAngel  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2938206/15795676)

ol fucky chuck needs to bite the pillow & take it up the ass. or in the back of his head

Hahahahhahaa! Yes @ArcAngel , But I think ole Chuckie just might love the first one because he surely is a pillow biter

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2938206/15796030)  context  full comments

President Trump, First Lady Fly to Iraq To Visit troops by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:21:59)

[ - ] Parent: stinkyfurbutz  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2935750/15795824)

It should have been no surprise for the Q followers--it was mentioned in the December 21 post by Q. The last three numbers were
964. This is the Iraq International dialing number. The picture was of Fake News, but the words were used for a reason.
"Christmas gift & surprise." Remember...every number means something!

Wow that's right Patriot , Thank You for the info @stinkyfurbutz I actually didn't catch that one until you said it right now...

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2935750/15796012)  context  full comments

I Just Had To Share This With The Voat GreatAwakening Sub / Check Out My Numbers = Q by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.3 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:19:46)

[ - ] Parent: flatbush71  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938229/15795956)

You have an excellent page.

@flatbush71 Thank You Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938229/15795991)  context  full comments

I Just Had To Share This With The Voat GreatAwakening Sub / Check Out My Numbers = Q by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.4 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:16:57)
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[ - ] Parent: Truther65  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938229/15795619)

Good Show Patriot!

Thank You @Truther65 Keep up the faith Patriot !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938229/15795968)  context  full comments

I Just Had To Share This With The Voat GreatAwakening Sub / Check Out My Numbers = Q by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 9.4 hours ago (2018-12-28 06:15:43)

[ - ] Parent: DamnLiquor  1 points ( +3 | -2 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938229/15795572)

we like you over here, but we have our share of shills too. God protect our patriotic president!

WWG1WGA

Thank You @DamnLiquor And Yes May God send a Legion of Angels to Protect President Donald Trump & First Lady Melania
Trump & The Entire Trump Family , also Lord Protect "Q" & The "Q'anon Team & We ask for Protection of The USA Entire Military
Forces & Their Families

In Jesus Holy Name We ask these things,

Amen

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938229/15795957)  context  full comments

The Hill: I will not stop fighting against QAnon because I believe in truth and fact over conspiracy and ignorance. by ChiCom  in
GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2019-02-06 23:36:37

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

[–] Stonenchizel  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 11.3 hours ago (2018-12-28 04:22:00)

[ - ] Parent: ChiCom  -3 points ( +7 | -10 ) 2018-12-28 15:40:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938147)

This dude and his brother are stupid Jewish Fucktards that blow up President Trump's comment section of his twitter account, they
just don't leave one comment but they leave way too many comments so the only thing you see is these two dumb ass punks
comments that send you to their crooke whatever the fuck they trying to sell....Basically they use Trump's Twitter account as a
platform to advertise crap crooked business's they've been investigated for , for ripping people off. Who gives a fuck what this fraud
or his brother says or does?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2938147/15794697)  context  full comments

Where Was The Media Outrage When 18 Migrants Died In Custody Under The Obama Administration? by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 60 minutes ago (2018-12-28 03:05:30)

[ - ] Parent: Gary1954  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937785/15793263)

The seditious MSM is a fully participating member of the evil Cabal trying to destroy our country and our Christian values by
starting endless wars in foreign countries, lying to us about everything, selling us out to our enemies (pay-for-play), human
trafficking, pedophilia, creating false narratives about climate change, killing its own citizens (911, JFK, Las Vegas, Bengazi, ...).
The Obama government was not a government, it was a criminal organization involved in the most treasonous activities
imaginable. It is going to be a tall order to bring down the Deep State in our country and its counterparts around the world
because you will always have the MSM perpetuating a false narrative designed to maintain the status quo. They never thought
she would lose. I pray that God will allow these people to be brought to justice.

Yes I agree with you @Gary1954 , I believe we are all praying that same prayer, or at least we are praying that all the Satanic
Cabal's players at least n America are aall arrested & tried by Military Tribunals & then just maybe the Military will hang every last
one one of them with a noose around their necks as they scream for forgiveness , but none will come because these foul people are
doomed to hell

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937785/15793614)  context  full comments

Where Was The Media Outrage When 18 Migrants Died In Custody Under The Obama Administration? by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 hours ago (2018-12-28 02:59:17)

[ - ] Parent: ALIENS2222  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937785/15793038)

Dude... cummon. No one cares if niggers kill other niggers. Nothing wrong there. DO YOU worry if niggers kill each other? Nope!
neither do I! Even niggers don't care if niggers kill other niggers. What matters is if Whites kill niggers (and jews blast it all crazy all
over the media). Now THAT is an outrage! Get with the Pogrom.

@ALIENS2222 Well You just gave me a laugh out loud that I'm sure I'm prod of....But at least got my dose of laughter medicine
today, so Thanks !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937785/15793508)  context  full comments

With Identical Tweets, Schumer And Pelosi Reveal Themselves As Mouthpieces For The Same Propaganda Puppet Master by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2018-12-28 02:41:24)

[ - ] Parent: jonnyquest  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2937155/15787856)

OK, this goes beyond one... wtf is going on here? Did anyone else look @ both of these feeds?!?

https://www.imgoat.com/uploads/45117b0e0a/179796.png

Oh wow , this is straight bullshit, these two lazy ass fucking politicians using the same tweets even, what else do they Not do that
they are getting paid for with our Tax Dollars?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2937155/15793200)  context  full comments

With Identical Tweets, Schumer And Pelosi Reveal Themselves As Mouthpieces For The Same Propaganda Puppet Master by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-28 02:35:25)

[ - ] Parent: Kilroy_1962  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2937155/15790724)

It is all scripted, just like the news. Them two are Siamese twins that share the same brain.

Hahahahhaa! Good One ! @Kilroy_1962

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2937155/15793106)  context  full comments

Where Was The Media Outrage When 18 Migrants Died In Custody Under The Obama Administration? by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-28 02:32:48)

[ - ] Parent: derram  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937785/15791452)

https://archive.fo/utfha :

The Associated Press on Twitter: "BREAKING: U.S. immigration authorities say an 8-year-old boy from Guatemala has
died in government custody. It's the second instance this month of an immigrant child dying while being detained.
t.co/DyX7hQA1ol"

This has been an automated message.

@derram Now that's a nice sexy one, it's about time !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937785/15793068)  context  full comments

Sarah Huckabee Sanders Condemns CNN For Going After U.S. Troops In Iraq On Christmas by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-28 02:31:14)

[ - ] Parent: joeythew  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937499/15791769)

It really irks me people who never served in the military criticize those who actually stepped up.

I hate that shit too @joeythew When they talk smack about our Great Military , they in essence our talking down about "All of Us
Citizens" that fund & support our Military Men & Women.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937499/15793045)  context  full comments

With Identical Tweets, Schumer And Pelosi Reveal Themselves As Mouthpieces For The Same Propaganda Puppet Master by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-28 02:25:40)

[ - ] Parent: VOALTRON  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2937155/15792191)

They need to testify under oath, and state who gave them the order to run that tweet. I'm serious. Have the FBI snatch them off the
streets and question them separately, so they can't get their stories straight. Then check SIGINT and see if they lied.

@VOLTRON Both Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi get their News & what simple Phrases that will be repeated by the whole
Mainstream Media hat particular day , they get these talking points at the 4:00am MSM feeding trough , that's why you hear the exact
same punch lines throughout the day on all Liberal owned Media

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2937155/15792975)  context  full comments

Sarah Huckabee Sanders Condemns CNN For Going After U.S. Troops In Iraq On Christmas by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-28 02:21:04)

[ - ] Parent: MrShekelstein  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937499/15792377)

so I saw a cnn article saying trump was the first president to not visit the troops on christmas since 2002

now I see a cnn article claiming that trump "gave away a seal teams position" on christmas.

seems like cnn just can't get their shit together at all.

Well @MrShekelstein That's because CNN is No longer a News Organization , they are now a PROPAGANDA machine for the
Liberals

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937499/15792900)  context  full comments

Judicial Watch Wants To Know How Much Taxpayers Are Spending On Robert Mueller's Security Detail by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-28 02:19:03)

[ - ] Parent: joeythew  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937439/15792549)

If he was truly doing a legitimate investigation no security detail would be necessary.

Exactly @joeythew

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937439/15792865)  context  full comments

Multiple internet services and providers down. Be careful out there. by lastcallhall  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 15:40:00

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8.5 hours ago (2018-12-27 19:32:31)

[ - ] Parent: lastcallhall  37 points ( +43 | -6 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937186)

Now if this Top Networks Going Down thing that has happened or is happening was the a big problem for the whole country at the
same time then I might think something huge was happening except that most of us have strong fast internet access right now..... So
what gives? Or there can be some kind of New Tracking System Addition or some new version of something important that will be
added eventually to the entire system. Either way lets hope its not something new to use against us citizens.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2937186/15786795)  context  full comments

With Identical Tweets, Schumer And Pelosi Reveal Themselves As Mouthpieces For The Same Propaganda Puppet Master by
Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.1 hours ago (2018-12-27 18:57:24)

[ - ] Parent: KYanon  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-28 04:05:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2937155/15785991)

I believe they have been arrested and the clowns are tweeting for all!!!

Well lets hope so @KYanon that would be an awesome Christmas gift for the Patriots.....
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2937155/15786246)  context  full comments

Mueller Investigation Stirring Up More Trouble Than It's Finding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2018-12-28 04:05:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-27 18:56:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 minutes ago (2018-12-27 18:44:13)

[ - ] Parent: MotoshiBoy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-27 18:56:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2936955/15784432)

Cohen was a DIA informant planted into the TRUMP organization back in 2009. He wore a wire for years. That's why he has so
many taped conversions.

Mueller is rinsing a lot of cabal informants with these plea deals.

Trump and Q are getting played.

You know what @MotoshiBoy , I myself believe the Cabal is actually sing Mueller & his investigation into the Fake narrative "
Russian Collusion Story " as an excuse for Mueller to get rid of all the EVIDENCE against the Globalist Cabal Dirty Players that
have broken so many laws during the Obama reign in the White House , like @HRC ,@Podesta, @Comey, @Mueller, @Clapper,
@Obama, @Rice, @Strzok, @Page, @Brennan, @BOhr, @NOhr, & the list goes on & on ..... Need I say more ? The Mueller
Investigation is a Big Lie just so Mueller can clean up the mess Obama & his whole administration left behind.
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Thanks, good article. I would just change the title from "Oh, Brother: CNN Believes..." to "Oh, Brother: CNN wants you to Believe..."
:)

Actually that's the given title by the author of the story @pwdwp , but your title would surely catch more Patriots attention the way you
stated it.....
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Next predicted msm story: 'Trump failed to exhale Iraqi air prior to closing AF1 main entry door thereby stealing the natural
resources of a sovereign country which is entangled in a war Trump himself started. War crime charges imminent'

Yup , @Zadim You know it's truly amazing how that Trump hating fucktard Acosta at CNN thinks because he is a Mexican that it's his
responsibility to attack President Trump on a daily basis & that will make Trump change his policies to Acosta's wishes......lol ... What
a Dumb Ass Acosta truly is!
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Yes! Please CNN, call for impeachment! Show the American people (who don't already know) exactly how shamelessly low you
really are. Show them what asshole media really looks like. Let's see how far you can push this stupidity.

That's right ! @VOALTRON CNN has proven time & time again that they are No longer a News Organization but instead they are
Now just a Full on Left Wing Propaganda Machine that must never be trusted again !
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Patriot this shows how clueless they really are, the message being sent is we the people would pay for the wall, and shows
support for president trump, they are called the left because their brains left a long time ago, when they became so open minded
their brains fell out.

Hahahaaahha! Yes @LakotaPride The Liberals have truly lost their way & ever since they have sold out to the Globalist Elite Cabal ,
basically when they were swore into Congress they obviously forgot what they intended to do as a servant of their constituents &
now have given all their voting power & therefore their voice also towards the Globalist NWO Agenda , It truly is sad what has
happened to America's Government since the Cabal enacted their plans to control the USA's government & the world.
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Congratulations @GodsAngell for awesomely representing the @GA-subverse !

Keep up the Great Job Bro !

@Stonenchizel

WWG1WGA
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I cannot wait for these knucklehead libtards to be shut down permanently. It's becoming absolutely f---g nuts. They are just
desperate, grasping at anything they can to win. We, Q team and Trump will have the last laugh. I long for that day of justice so we
can start living again or for the first time.

I totally agree with you @Truther65 Soon life will become how it was actually intended to be in America from it's inception. I can only
imagine how awesome the country is going to do without the Cabals Big Bankers screwing America out of every penny we use as a
nation from their corrupt debt inducing money lending banking .... We must get rid of the FED and replace it with a gold standard
money system like America had at it's very beginning before the Big Bankers conjured up this foul system which only enriches the
Big Bankers
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This was an unscheduled trip to Iraq, followed by another unscheduled trip to an undisclosed location in Germany......looks
security has been increased and like every precaution is being taken for POTUS's safety:

https://factba.se/topic/calendar

I'm glad they could get out of the White House prison for a while.

@GodsAngell Thanks for sharing the link Bro , I always appreciate when you help My post and make them a little more educated ...

WWG1WGA
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Related Fed Info:

The Federal Reserve, Central banks, World Banks, Creating money from thin air.

The Fed needs to be audited, restructured back into congress' control as per the Constitution.

For those that need a refresher on our money system. Learn it, because it needs to go ASAP.

Greenbacks and notes, like Lincoln did before the Civil War. Payed off the debt and the cost of the war. Told the bankers to pack
sand. (see Money Masters link below) I've been posting these links on every thread I find related to the money system. Enjoy!

How long do we work per year just to pay taxes? 4-5 months? What could you do for your family if you could actually
save/spend this money how you see fit?

Videos:

Who Controls the Money Controls the World - 13mins

Collapse of the American Dream Animation - 30mins

Money Masters 1800 ( https:// youtu.be/HBk5XV1ExoQ?t=4503 ) - Bill Still - This starts at a part about Lincoln/Civil War funding,
but the entire vid is worth watching.

Can Trump end the FED? - 10mins

97% Owned ~ Economic Truth - From a EU prospective, 2hrs

Princes of the Yen Central Bank Truth Documentary – Asian prospective, - 90min

Hidden Secrets of Money - episode 4. - 30mins. The rest of the series is good to.

Money as Debt - Good Series of Vids

You have NO choice - George Carlin - 3min

America: Freedom to Fascisim - Aaron Rousso - 2hrs30mins

How Central Bankers reshaped the world economy following the 2008 economic crisis - 25mins

#Qanon, Dollar Collapse, Trump Ending the Fed - with Wayne Jett, Pt. 1 - 41mins

#Qanon, Dollar Collapse, Trump Ending the Fed - with Wayne Jett, Pt. 2 - 40mins

Web:

The Value of the Dollar over time.

How much is A Trillion dollars?

The Federal Reserve - History of Lies, Thievery & Deceit

The Creature of Jekyll Island - full PDF

Andrew Jackson shuts down Second Bank of the U.S. 9-10-1833

Neilkeenan.com/history-events-timeline/ - long but worthwhile read.

The Federal Reserve Act of 1913

The Federal Reserve - All the things

BANKS, SHAREHOLDERS, AND OWNERS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

12 Federal Reserve Banks

US Fed Wiki

Federal Reserve Research Tool - Create graphs comparing many categories. Great visualizations!

 

Read this one too. The National Economic Security and Recovery Act - NESARA by Harvey Francis Barnard. The actual bill, not
the 'Shaini Candace Goodwin' scam...... This bill was never brought to the floor. Few other than Rand Paul even considered it. I
feel it is something we should look at very hard.

The now defunct NESARA sight on WayBackMachine.

NESARA Wikipedia

What does NESARA actually do if passed?

 

CTRL-FED-DEL - Meme

And for fun. We are Q! A Bugs Life - 1min

What an Awesome Array of Links of Stories that would keep anyone person quite busy for a New York minute while they delve into
the reality of the inner workings of The Federal Reserve and World Currencies .....

Thanks for sharing this sizable amount of evidence @LurkMaster " Great Job!"
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I don't get the point. The Sexual Habits of Quails is monumentally important! Without them, where would we get our quail grease?
How would we survive the holidays? Think, man!!

@SnackyPete Hahahahahaa! I think you've missed the point Man !
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It's obvious that Mad Maxine Waters has something to protect and that's why she has been so loud and obnoxious about "Impeach
45" because she is protecting her cash cow for her and her entire family. Mad Maxine is one of the worse Representatives for her
constituents of all the 500 & some odd number of Congressional Representatives in the entire Congress. The amount of actual
money this woman has acquired while working in Congress is astoundingly criminal. Just mere fact that her house is worth over 4
million dollars and that's on a government salary , now tell me is Mad Maxine really just working for Gorge Soros now or does she
actually do anything for her constituents in California? It is unbelievable that criminals like Mad Maxine are allowed to even be in
Congress for so long that it must be time for someone new to represent those poor people in California.
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TRUMP IS BY FAR THE WORST PRESIDENT WE'VE EVER SEEN OR HAD, HES A HACK AND IS USELESS HE CAN'T LEAD
AT ALL THE ONLY THING HE DOES IS CREAT CHAOS IN THIS COUNTRY IT'S JUST A MATTER OF TIME... HE WILL GET
IMPEACHED OR BETTER YET ASSASSINATED

@Bonscottrocks007 You are a Fucking Liberal Dumb Ass that one day will surely end up in prison with your vitriol stupidity ......You
keep drinking the Fake News Lies of the Satanic Cabal ....But then again if you are worshiping Bon Scott who is another dumb fucker
who choked and died on his own vomit , hopefully you can die just like your rock n roll hero.....I'm sure that would make you happy
though.....But for now why don't you go fuck yourself since you want our president to be impeached or assassinated !
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It was taken the day before the shutdown while congress was still trying to work something out.

Thanks @redmanjbj
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This is sickening! Enough is enough! by Ziggyspeaks  in GreatAwakening
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It looks like the Mattel Barbie Line Toys never got the memo that the Nigger Faggot Barack Obama's Gay Agenda is No Longer a
Gay & Transsexual Agenda in The United States of America now that The Nigger Faggot Obama is gone & Donald John Trump is
President of The United States of America.... Looks like it's time for Conservatives to BOYCOTT Mattel Toys Especially The
Faggot Barbie Line
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934931/15765346)  context  full comments

I'll Have What this 72 Yr Old Unstoppable Force Is Having by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-26 05:19:20)

[ - ] Parent: Novusod  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-26 08:03:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934843/15764370)

I still find it ironic that those curtains were picked out by Hillary Clinton.

@Novusod I thought President Trump was the one who had those "Gold Curtains" put up and the ones Obama had up removed.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934843/15764414)  context  full comments

I'll Have What this 72 Yr Old Unstoppable Force Is Having by ghost_of_aswartz  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2018-12-26 05:11:38)

[ - ] Parent: ghost_of_aswartz  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 2018-12-26 08:03:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934843)

When was this picture taken @ghost_of_aswartz ? I'm curious if it was taken recently , like on Christmas Day....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934843/15764341)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas Q family!! - From us GreatAwakening Mods <3 by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2018-12-27 08:04:51

History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2018-12-26 18:24:42

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2018-12-26 05:05:58)

[ - ] Parent: MisplacedMan  -5 points ( +1 | -6 ) 2018-12-26 08:03:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934562/15761607)

Did you know that if you ban asking questions in a subverse, anyone who asks a question about the motive behind that, will get
banned?!

That's a question too. If I posted that, as a standalone post, it would be deleted (CENSORED).

Merry Christmas from QRV. What a shithole this subverse is. It's exactly like Reddit with the censorship. Anyone who's done with
having your information flow monitored and controlled by JDIF and Lucifarian assholes should ditch this subverse and head over
there.

@MisplacedMan If this @GAsub is so bad as you claim then why the hell are you always here trying to spread your Hate (Negative
Humbug Bullshit) especially on my post trying to spread your negative crap comments, its getting old so grow the fuck up already
and stay over at @QRV if you love it so much over there.......

ps. If No one is willing to tell you the truth , then: " Come My way because I'm your @Huckleberry "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934562/15764292)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas To The Military Families by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.3 hours ago (2018-12-26 04:47:21)

[ - ] Parent: Walk1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-26 08:03:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934772/15763925)

The military is the best thing we have in this country. They serve us on a day to day basis and certainly there is nothing that can
outdo their performance for this once great country.

I must agree with you @Walk1 Merry Christmas & God Bless!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934772/15764123)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas To The Military Families by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.3 hours ago (2018-12-26 04:45:49)
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[ - ] Parent: Shizy  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-26 08:03:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934772/15763920)

You're gonna make me cry! Thanks for posting this! My family just got someone back from deployment in time for Christmas, but
not everyone is that lucky. It's good to remember all the sacrifices they make.

Well @Shizy I'm glad it touched you, and I'm even more happy for your Family having the Joy of a Loved One home in time for
Christmas,,,,

I'd like to wish All The Service Members that are away from their Loved Ones this time of year that have sacrificed so much to protect
Us American's here at home and abroad,

And I myself am grateful for All Military Servicemen & Women for Their Service while serving Our Great Country!

May God Bless Them All This Christmas Season ......

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934772/15764114)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas Q family!! - From us GreatAwakening Mods <3 by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2018-12-26 03:35:45)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-26 08:03:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934562/15762661)

Thank you so much xo

You are Welcome @Srayzie

Merry Christmas & God Bless You & Yours !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934562/15763373)  context  full comments

Treason's Greetings! (meme) by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2018-12-26 03:34:47)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-26 08:04:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933257/15761269)

you too dude

go kiss some biartch under the cameltoe!

Maybe that's why My beard is so sticky ...... No really , she really Enjoyed it !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933257/15763353)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas Q family!! - From us GreatAwakening Mods <3 by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2018-12-26 03:33:24)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-26 08:04:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934562/15762757)

Awww thanks @Stonenchizel! Keep up the good work and merry Christmas!

Thank You @Shizy I will try my best , Merry Christmas !

God Bless You & Yours !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934562/15763330)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas Q family!! - From us GreatAwakening Mods <3 by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2018-12-26 01:16:32)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  71 points ( +77 | -6 ) 2018-12-26 08:04:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934562)

Thank Q' MOD's ! Merry Christmas @srayzie @Shizy & @MolochHunter & Thank Q' For Being Great Mod's For The Great
Awakening Subverse I Hope You All Had A Beautiful & Blessed Christmas Keep up the great job of keeping us all in this cool GA
Sub happy..... Best'est Sub on all @voat.co !Merry Christmas Guys !

Also I would like to wish a Merry Christmas to All You @VoatGoats too !

God Bless Everyone this Christmas Day & throughout the Holiday Seasson

@Stonenchizel
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934562/15761657)  context  full comments

This Would be a Bombshell If True....... by Truther65  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9 hours ago (2018-12-25 23:02:28)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  15 points ( +17 | -2 ) 2018-12-26 08:04:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933969)

@Truther65 IF IF/ Yes IF' , You know "IF" My Aunt had balls she'd be considered My Uncle ..... There's always funny accusations with
that word "IF" in a sentence... Remember Ole Slick Willie , when he tried to full the American People in that interview about "IF he
had sexual relations with Monica Lewinsky ... " It all depends on what the meaning of Is , Is " Now "IF" he wasn't the president at the
time, we would all say that dude is full of shit! ............. Oh never mind because "IF" I cared about we would say Bill Clinton is full of
shit! Sorry I lost My train of thought there ..... But Merry Christmas btw !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933969/15760342)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas President Donald J.Trump & First Lady Melania Trump, Thank You For Being The Greatest POTUS America' Has Ever
Known by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 42 minutes ago (2018-12-25 22:08:39)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2018-12-25 22:50:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934022/15755070)

Not wishing President Trumps previous wives merry christmas?

No , but you are welcome to write your own post doing just that if it is that important to you @70times7 ( Debbie Downer)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934022/15759801)  context  full comments

President Trump's Christmas Echoes The One In 1776 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 46 minutes ago (2018-12-25 22:03:59)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 22:50:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934334/15759409)

The truth is the Wall has very little to do with keeping out the people looking for the American Dream. It has everything to do with
stopping the child trafficking and drug trafficking by the CIA and Cabal. This is why the Dems are fighting it so hard. The deep
state and elites use the CIA to supply them with children for their sacrifices and consumption and the drugs smuggling done by
the CIA finances their habits. The Dems never cared about the people genuinely wanting to come here for the American Dream.
They need their supply of blood, children and drug addictions to be met. The other reason is that Hispanics vote Dem to keep
them in power. Those are the real reasons they don't want a wall. Trump's EO on Dec 21/17 was targeting this illegal operation of
human trafficking. He immobilized their operation by also freezing their assets. This is why the Clintons and Obamas are globe
trotting to raise funds. BTW, I wouldn't trust Townhall for any info.

@Truther65 You are so spot on with this comment and that's exactly why it is imperative the We Build The Wall between The USA &
Mexico.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934334/15759761)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2018-12-25 21:40:30)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 22:50:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15747065)

wut?

Just saying, a pagan celebration the catholic church (antichrist) slapped a Jesus bumper sticker on is not needed to envoke or
mention during a prayer to the Creator.

At the end of time, its hot. Or cold.

Its not a medium.

*most of us were raised doing christmas. When we learn the truth of it, we are to come out of it. (rev 18:4)

Is today not the day to come out of it?

@70times7 If that's what you choose to do , then so be it! But for you to order any of us to do what you perceive as "Right" is taking it
a bit far..... For one I am NOT Catholic or do I associate with those Luciferian Baby Eating Sicko Fucks that follow blindly behind a
Holy Father that is a Pedophile just makes my stomach turn thinking about it.... So please don't refer to My Prayer as it somehow
being connected to that cult at all. Thank You!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15759496)  context  full comments
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Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2018-12-25 21:27:26)

[ - ] Parent: GoodGodKirk  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 22:50:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15759174)

I get what you're saying, and I think Eric Holder should be held accountable, but I'm looking at how this can be used for, or
against, the defense.

This could be used to force a plea deal, although unlikely since the government would have to state their purpose which would
go against national security. Especially since the government wasn't his only client in the US.

It doesn't matter what the government did with the drugs, that's another case altogether. They can always say "it's currently being
investigated and can't be discussed", like what Comey stated during his testimony.

@GoodGodKirk Yeah I guess they could use that excuse , but I thought they only used that excuse since the Mueller Fake Russia
Investigation against President Trump so he can't order an investigation of all he crooks in the Obama administration , including
Clnton, Podesta, Mueller & Comey & All the others Clapper and the list goes on forever...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15759387)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-25 21:15:09)

[ - ] Parent: Anon1751  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 22:50:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15752730)

Amen.

Merry Christmas Patriot and Thank you for this heartfelt prayer, I think we all needed this.

You are quite welcome @Anon1751 & Merry Christmas too You also & May The Lord God Our Father in Heaven Bless You & Yours
Patriot !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15759283)  context  full comments

FIRE THE FED ! Proof That The Federal Reserve's Big Banker Owners 'Control America's Financial Destiny' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2018-12-25 20:49:57)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  9 points ( +10 | -1 ) 2018-12-25 22:50:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934382)

We as a country need to get rid of the Federal Reserve because this entity is a Cabal Owned & Run Organization that Does Not
have America's better interest at heart. The sooner the better America will be when we rid Ourselves of this Cabal Run Paper Debt
Money System.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934382/15759047)  context  full comments

HAHAHA Check Out Pelosi & Schumer's Tweet For Christmas Eve by Fighting26  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-25 20:24:35)

[ - ] Parent: Fighting26  55 points ( +55 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 22:50:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934285)

@Fighting26 It's called the Democrat's 4:00 am Daily Press Stories From The Liberal Feeding Trough for the headlines in the
News for that particular day. Of course these headlines come straight from across the pond & are from The Top of the Satanic
Cabal's Line of Communication or from the Cabal's Headcheese's themselves ...... Sir Jacob Rothschild & Evelyn de Rothschild. It
truly is a sad fact but it is reality & just maybe one day soon this will no longer be the staple of Liberal owned & ran Media Outlets
across America & the world.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2934285/15758805)  context  full comments

Voat Was Sent An Angel by PuttItOut  in announcements
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 5.5 hours ago (2018-12-25 17:19:41)
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[ - ] Parent: PuttItOut  615 points ( +620 | -5 ) 2018-12-25 22:50:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/announcements/2934082)

@PuttItOut I'm still kind of new here on voat.co ,only been here for a few months & I must say I'm quite digging the format it's
awesome how Free Speech is your motto because that's really becoming a rarity on the web.net . I believe Congratulations on your
great news in finally receiving the blank check partner you so desired at this time, So Congratulations is the proper & right
expression I'm looking for besides :

Merry Christmas & God Bless You !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/announcements/2934082/15756661)  context  full comments

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 22:50:20

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 14:07:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10 minutes ago (2018-12-25 13:57:10)

[ - ] Parent: BONFIRE_OF_VANITIES  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 14:07:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15753824)

Feds are dirty. Period.

No doubt @BONFIRE_OF_VANITIES

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15754554)  context  full comments

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 14:07:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11 minutes ago (2018-12-25 13:56:10)

[ - ] Parent: Gorillion  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 14:07:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15752780)

This gave me a horrible thought.

Was anything going down regarding this when Paul Walker died? It's been speculated before that certain politically loaded
search terms are hijacked in order to keep the normies from being able to get at clear unfettered information. eg: The Bundy
Ranch shit and mussing the BLM search term - BLM: Bureau of Land Management was subsumed by BLM: Black Lives Matter.

Search "Fast And Furious" looking for breaking news on the extremely busted Gun trafficking operation, and instead get 50 pages
of Paul Walker/Movie discussion.

Great point @Gorillion

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15754546)  context  full comments

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-26 08:03:38

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 14:07:16

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 minutes ago (2018-12-25 13:41:34)

[ - ] Parent: GoodGodKirk  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 14:07:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15751810)

No, still doesn’t make sense. That’s a plea deal, what you’re saying is “ratting out” a US distributor. It doesn’t clear El Chapo of his
crimes and if anything, proves what he did. Sounds like he’s shooting himself in the foot.

@GoodGodKirk I was not insinuating that ElChapo is not guilty as fuck! And El Chapo should be found guilty & prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the law. Because we all know that he totally is guilty of the crimes he has been charged with. But the US government
ie... Eric Holder Ex Attorney General signing off on the deal with guns for tracking purposes to the Press, but in reality the faggot
nigger was trading American weapons for Cocaine with El Chapo's Cartel..... That is the reason the FEDs don't want the subject in
court case as evidence.. The fact that our government was trading Cocaine for dangerous weapons.....What the fuck did that fucker
want all that Cocaine for.... Nefarious reasons I imagine.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15754455)  context  full comments

WATCH: Mattis Gives His Final Christmas Message To The Troops by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 08:23:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-25 05:38:11)
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[ - ] Parent: flatbush71  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 08:23:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933493/15751068)

Steel Christmas

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnNN2etW5Zk

Excellent shooting there while playing an instrument that I've never seen being played so well before.... And playing a Christmas
tune all at the same time..... Loved it @flatbush71

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933493/15751943)  context  full comments

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 08:23:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2018-12-25 05:32:48)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 08:23:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15751158)

Huma hangs with El Chapo's wife in NYC while hubbies do time...

@WhyAserverWasBuilt Yeah, I always knew that Anthony Wiener's wife was Cocaine loving skinny freak!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15751896)  context  full comments

WATCH: Mattis Gives His Final Christmas Message To The Troops by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 08:23:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2018-12-25 05:27:31)

[ - ] Parent: joeythew  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 08:23:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933493/15751464)

Lads and lasses - ugh - how about men and women.

And it's been over 200 years it's no longer an experiment.

The more I listen to him - good riddance.

Hahahaha! , �  You crack Me up @joeythew

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933493/15751842)  context  full comments

BREAKING: North Korea Found Liable For Torturing Otto Warmbier To Death, Ordered To Pay Millions by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 08:23:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.1 hours ago (2018-12-25 05:15:20)

[ - ] Parent: digital_minuteman321  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 08:23:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933587/15751444)

If north korea was puppet to the CIA at the time, does that mean they'll get the blame?

God question @digital_minuteman321

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933587/15751736)  context  full comments

VERSION TIMESTAMP: 2018-12-25 04:09:14, 2018-12-25 08:23:00

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 14:07:16

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 29 minutes ago (2018-12-25 03:40:17)

[ - ] Parent: 1of17  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15750378)

Wasn't that defense used in legitimizing the Crack Cocaine sales into California as it was supplied by the CIA sources? ref:
"Freeway"Ricky Ross? https://www.mercurynews.com/2011/01/16/freeway-ricky-ross-the-drug-kingpin-who-ignited-crack-
cocaine-epidemic/

Rick Ross was & still allowed to push the Cartel's Crack Cocaine , just as long he gives the C_A there share of the profits

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15750880)  context  full comments
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GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 14:07:16

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2018-12-25 03:40:17)

[ - ] Parent: 1of17  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15750378)

Wasn't that defense used in legitimizing the Crack Cocaine sales into California as it was supplied by the CIA sources? ref:
"Freeway"Ricky Ross? https://www.mercurynews.com/2011/01/16/freeway-ricky-ross-the-drug-kingpin-who-ignited-crack-
cocaine-epidemic/

@1of17 Rick Ross was & still allowed to push the Cartel's Crack Cocaine , just as long he gives the C_A there share of the profits

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15750880)  context  full comments

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 32 minutes ago (2018-12-25 03:36:55)

[ - ] Parent: Are_we_sure  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15750532)

Fast and Furious also had nothing to do with Obama as all the decision were made well within the agencies

So now we're going to be siding with El Chapo? Gee, this El Chapo chap makes a reasonable argument....

@Are_we_sure , You have got No - Absolutely No Argument on this one, Obama was so damn deep in El Chapo's Cocaine that
when his wife's (Michael Obama) big black dick was up his ass , he didn't feel it because he was so fucking numb from his nose to
his ass from playing in El Chapo's Cocaine!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15750844)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 40 minutes ago (2018-12-25 03:29:29)

[ - ] Parent: TySnake01  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15750177)

Amen Patriots... WWG1WGA.... #TrustThePlan

Always Trust The Plan Patriot @TySnake01

WWG!WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15750776)  context  full comments

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 08:23:00

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 42 minutes ago (2018-12-25 03:27:11)

[ - ] Parent: DamnLiquor  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15750537)

If that coon was smart he would be laying low, yet there he is

we know he is owned and still paying political debt.

barry mulatto will be hanged by the neck until dead or maybe a colorful firing squad ending is fitting?

@DamnLiquor I can always count on You to bring a little Joy to My day, at least a good laugh or two with your lively upbeat
comments ! Thanks for the laughs & Merry Christmas Man , even if the Liquor gets in the way , it's always entertaining......( Just
Kidding on the liquor stuff )

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15750746)  context  full comments

Mexico's President Lopez-Obrador How The Border Wall Will Improve Security For Both Nations by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2018-12-25 02:03:14)
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[ - ] Parent: Truther65  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933042/15746260)

I am so glad that Obrador has come to his senses and realizes the only way forward is to cooperate with Trump on this issue. It is
so vitally important. The last Mexican president was part of the deep state. I think this guy will make a difference in a positive
direction.

@Truther65 Obrador does seem like he will be more cooperative with President Trump on the Wall & with trade between Mexico &
the US than that that other Globalist Puppet

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933042/15749974)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2018-12-25 01:53:36)

[ - ] Parent: LIGHT-is-SHINING  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15748601)

SO IT BE !, my Friend.

My Patriotic Heart is praying with yours.

Gods Bless to you ALL !

This Christmas will be remembered for LOOOOONG TIMES !

Thank you so much.

Godspeed Patriots ! Gott mit uns ! edie

Thank You @LIGHT-is-SHINING

God Bless You & Yours

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15749867)  context  full comments

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2018-12-25 01:51:56)

[ - ] Parent: GoodGodKirk  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15748605)

I fail to see how fast and furious is related to El Chapo’s trial unless they are charging him for purchasing illegally transported
guns. It’s not the government they would go after, but rather the purchaser of said goods.

What am I missing that makes it relevant?

@GoodGodKirk Obama's government ... Well Eric Holder was trading American Semi Automatic Guns for El Chapo's Cocaine ! Do
you get it now?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15749850)  context  full comments

Feds Want To Keep Any Mention Of Obama's 'Fast And Furious' Out of El Chapo's Drug Trafficking Trial by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 08:23:00

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-25 01:47:28)

[ - ] Parent: Kirbyrambo  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15749462)

The next time I want to see Soetero's head elevated upwards is when that neck of his has reached the end of the rope.

I totally agree @Kirbyrambo

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933280/15749784)  context  full comments

'Liberal Douche' Bag' Michael Moore Completely Loses His Mind With Disturbing 'Tree-Topper' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-25 01:46:25)

[ - ] Parent: 42641  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933411/15749598)

Confucius say if RBG falls off the tree and breaks her other ribs it's bad cabal juju.

Hahahahaha ! Good one @42641
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933411/15749770)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 08:23:00

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-25 01:43:50)

[ - ] Parent: MisplacedMan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15748119)

I'm just trying to point out areas where growth may be needed, for the benefit of us all.

Thank you for your cordial reply. Please don't interpret it as me belittling your beliefs. I believe you said in another comment
something about respecting your Mother, so my comment probably wasn't for you, as that is a fine appreciation of the Divine
Feminine!

Thanks @MisplacedMan Some of Us were raised by our Mothers who did all they could to raise Us, but 9 kids & 20 years his
younger, she was a Strong Woman , He did set her up pretty good though before he passed just 27 days after I was born...So My
Mom was the ultimate Divine Feminine ..... God Bless Man & Merry Christmas !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15749746)  context  full comments

ABOUT THOSE INDICTMENTS (AND MARTIAL LAW) by gogogogostop  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3.8 hours ago (2018-12-25 00:23:50)

[ - ] Parent: gogogogostop  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933330/15748381)

Just a thought.... Is baby eating worse than treason?

I would think so, but it's debatable.

@gogogogostop I believe Treason is punishable by "Death"

Baby Eating is considered "Life Living Blood" to the Luciferian Satanic Cabal but to the rest of Society that the Luciferian's try to
keep their secret of "Eating Babies after molesting them to put the enzyme Adrenaline in the Bloodstream which cause the Blood to
become a very addictive drug called Adrenochrome, I'm not sure what the penalty for this crime is:

But I myself , if I were the Judge, I'd have them put t death the exact same way they've been accused of doing to others.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933330/15748773)  context  full comments

What's going on The Street of Dreams by waldo1899  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.2 hours ago (2018-12-24 23:58:54)

[ - ] Parent: waldo1899  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933333)

Who is speaking in the audio @waldo1899

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933333/15748457)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2018-12-24 23:51:49)

[ - ] Parent: R2077R  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15742409)

Merry Christmas to you and yours Stonenchizel, and may God bless you!

Thank You @R2077R May God Bless You & Yours this Holiday Season !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15748369)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2018-12-24 23:50:28)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15744410)

Amen Patriot, I join you in this prayer.

Amen My Faithful Patriot , You Have a Blessed Christmas @LakotaPride & May God Bless You & Yours this Holiday Season!

@Stonenchizel
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15748354)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2018-12-24 23:48:39)

[ - ] Parent: Beanandginger  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15744830)

Amen.

I watched the movie Sampson last night and was stunned by the parallels to our current events [with Trump as Sampson]. I cant
wait to see who emerges as the "Jaw Bone of an ASS". There are many candidates but most notably Michael Avenatti or Michael
Cohen.

lol .... @Beanandginger Good One Paatriot !

God Bless,

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15748325)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2018-12-24 23:46:36)

[ - ] Parent: mslibertyrider  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15741821)

Amen ! Patriot, Lovely Prayer, Merry Christmas to all.

Thank You @mslibertyrider God Bless You & Yours this Holiday Season!

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15748305)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2018-12-24 23:45:03)

[ - ] Parent: SoCaliConservative  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15741658)

AMEN!! Beautiful prayer! Merry Christmas to you patriot ���

Thank You @SoCaliConservative Cming from a Central Coast , Monterey County Conservative, Marry Christmas & May God Bless
You & Yours this Holiday Season!

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2932460/15748293)  context  full comments

Treason's Greetings! (meme) by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2018-12-24 23:35:07)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-25 04:09:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2933257)

Hahahahahhahhaa! Now That One Has To Take The CAKE @MolochHunter , Thank Q for sharing and Merry Christmas and You
Have a Nice Treason's Greetings ......lmao 2x
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I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 42 minutes ago (2018-12-24 22:13:46)
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[ - ] Parent: Telern56  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15742326)

I am asking all Patriots to be of one accord. With that I mean the following; you are the way you think. Remove negative thoughts
when they creep in. Evil is pervasive in this world, so the best way to fight is with positive thinking. Pray throughout the day with a
humble and glad heart. Think how much amazing light filled energy will rise up if the majority of the world embodies a glad and
humble heart. Our Lord has never forsaken us and is with us always. So fellow Patriots who are loved more than you will ever
know, rejoice and be glad in the Lord and work to be of one accord! ����

Yes very wise words @Telern56 Thank You for sharing them.

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15747320)  context  full comments

VERSION TIMESTAMP: 2018-12-24 22:56:03, 2018-12-25 08:23:00

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 44 minutes ago (2018-12-24 22:11:47)

[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15742676)

Why down-vote a prayer?

If you don't like it - don't read it and move on.

Thinking if it were made to any other, but the Creator, it would be left alone with 0 down-votes.

Wow...

It's OK @joeneesima We know that the Liberal Trolls are here in the GA sub and they will stop at nothing to try and ruin the whole
Q'anon movement like they've been trying to do from the start. Don't pay attention to them , for they know not the God and most of
them worship Lucifer anyways.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15747297)  context  full comments

VERSION 2

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.2 hours ago (2018-12-24 22:11:47)

[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15742676)

Why down-vote a prayer?

If you don't like it - don't read it and move on.

Thinking if it were made to any other, but the Creator, it would be left alone with 0 down-votes.

Wow...

It's OK @joeneesima We know that the Liberal Trolls are here in the GA sub and they will stop at nothing to try and ruin the whole
Q'anon movement like they've been trying to do from the start. Don't pay attention to them , for they know not The God Most High and
most of them worship Lucifer anyways.
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15743051)

Amen.

For those who are impatient for things to happen, I tell them we the people don't know the day or the hour of this take down/round
up, any more than we the people knew the day or the hour of D-Day in WW2. Like them, we see the signs everywhere, and we
know it will happen, we just don't know the day or the hour, nor should we since we are at war, and the element of surprise is a
formidable weapon. We just pray for God's wisdom for those leading this battle of good against pure evil.

Lord, for all those standing duty this Holiday season, I pray that you bless and protest them, and bring joy to their lives, in spite of
being far from home. Lord, we ask that when this round up occurs that it will be swift, smooth and without any adverse side effects.
Lord, keep guiding President Trump to help him and his team to outwit and confound OUR enemies at every turn. Lord, surround
President Trump with a hedge of protection and warring Angels. We plead the blood of Jesus over President Trump and his
whole family, and ALL those who are on Trump's Team. Lord, thank you that before we speak, you have already heard and the
answer in its way. Bless your Holy Name this Holy Season as we worship Jesus Christ and celebrate the day of Christ's
miraculous birth on this planet! Lord, Jesus bring PEACE and JOY on this planet this day, this night and tomorrow too. Let the
hardest of hearts feel your presence of Peace and Joy this day. In Jesus Name We Pray!

Yes @GodsAngell and I agree with You in Your words of Prayer, In Jesus Holy Name We ask these things,

Amen

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15747180)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 hour ago (2018-12-24 21:53:04)

[ - ] Parent: SearchVoatBot  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15746058)

This submission was linked from this v/theawakening comment by @YourDumbWhat.

Thanks for the heads-up @YourDumbWhat

It was I who posted it there, Peace, Love and All that Good stuff, Merry Christmas !

@Stonenchizel
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I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-25 04:09:14

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:50:46)

[ - ] Parent: MisplacedMan  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15742517)

Not to take away from your beautiful prayer, in which I join you. However, we are in need of another reminder of the following:
(this might sting so just oil up your good humor)

This "God our Father" dude I hear so much about... must be a pretty magnanimous individual. Or one would hope, at least.

I wonder why nobody ever makes requests of, or speaks to "Goddess our Mother"?? Is She just not as cool of a divine
principle/being as "God our Father" is? Maybe She's a real insufferable bitch?

Maybe She's still in the cosmic kitchen making Him that sandwich He asked for, like a good and subservient divine feminine
principle, subjugated to the patriarchy, not speaking until spoken to. Or perhaps She's just not needed, except to rape and
prostitute for the jewels of the deep mind, and we should teach the veiled and guillible human race into treating this principle as
such, as that will CUT THEM OFF FROM THEIR DIVINE POWER AND MAKE THEM EASIER TO MANIPULATE.

It is now far beyond time for us to break out of archontic mind control and shift our paradigm. This is a gentle reminder that as we
grow more spiritually mature, our view of what God is changes. And this is ok. I promise. It's 100% ok. What others think of you
means shit-all.

Well @MisplaceMan your humor is quite a bit too Liberal for Me, but you yourself keep on telling yourself whatever it is that makes
you to be ok in your world... Evidently you have got it all figured out, at least for you and that's what's most important in your life....You
can place a woman anywhere you like in vision but please don't try and belittle My beliefs because they are mine right? BTW may
you be blessed by this great Woman you speak of,and I hope she gives you exactly what you need in your world & I do hope she
isn't an " insufferable bitch " as you exclaimed. But if that's what you desire to have in your own world, but then one can use your own
words against you if that's how you think of Women, then you too can:" CUT THEM OFF FROM THEIR DIVINE POWER AND MAKE
THEM EASIER TO MANIPULATE " , I sure hope not, because I believe Women are the most awesome beings created on this earth, I
sure hope you're happy but I don't really care to know if so, but like you've said: "What others think of you means shit-all."
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15747021)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:24:59)

[ - ] Parent: Fsumom  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15741697)

To God be the Golry forever! He is providing a way again. He is using unworthy men-Trump and Q- to fulfill his plan! This is why
no man can touch DJT, This is why all the enemies plans turn to dust! We are living in exciting times when we get to witness God
moving across His earth and among His people with power again!

Amen @Fsumon

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15746723)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:23:56)

[ - ] Parent: BONFIRE_OF_VANITIES  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15741418)

To our Father be all glory and praise.

Yes and Amen to that @BONFIRE_OF_VANITIES

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15746713)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:22:43)

[ - ] Parent: YoHomie  -4 points ( +0 | -4 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15741324)

What a fucking psycho.

@YoHomie May You find Peace and Understanding one day & until then , God Bless You!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15746695)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:20:40)

[ - ] Parent: TexasDeplorable  12 points ( +13 | -1 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15740777)

Wonderful and heartfelt prayer. Thank you for sharing these wise words and requests in the name of our Lord and Savior. The
time is soon to be at hand, indeed ! God save the children. WWG1WGA

@TexasDeplorable Thank You and Yes We need to "Save the Children"

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15746671)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:18:09)

[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  16 points ( +17 | -1 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15741123)

Dear God, expose this evil and crush it by Your mighty hand - that many may come to know You and be saved. That there may be
a Great Awakening of man's spirit - acknowledging his need for a Savior - believing that Jesus Christ is that Savior - across the
entire world.

In Jesus' precious Name...Amen.

@joeneesima Yes , I agree with You, in Jesus Holy Name

Amen

@Stonenchizel
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15746635)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:16:17)

[ - ] Parent: lynnmar  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15741196)

Thank you & GOD BLESS. Beautiful prayer.

Thank You, @lynmar

God Bless You & Yours !

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15746609)  context  full comments

I Ask God Our Father In Heaven, That This Christmas Season by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:15:10)

[ - ] Parent: 70times7  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15742423)

Then stay in the ditch.

@70times7 Come on dude, this is a Prayer for Good on Christmas Eve, so please stop with the negative stuff on a prayers that came
from My heart early this morning. I'm sorry that the way My Mother raised Me was not the same as your upbringing or beliefs, but
please stop trying to bring your Humbug Negativity into My post....Thanks , Now Have a Good Day !

Thank You @BONEFIRE_OF_VANITIES for Your defense, God Bless Patriot!

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932356/15746593)  context  full comments

Merry Christmas from Hungary! by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-24 21:00:06)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  26 points ( +27 | -1 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932985)

Merry Christmas @GodsAngell , May The Lord God Bless You this Holiday Season and throughout the New Years !

Peace , Love , and Pray that " The Plan " goes off without a stitch !

God Bless Patriot

@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932985/15746375)  context  full comments

Poll says Trump tanking with base - ROTFLMAO... right by Scoundrel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 22:56:03

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2018-12-24 20:51:25)

[ - ] Parent: Scoundrel  17 points ( +18 | -1 ) 2018-12-24 22:56:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932996)

In the article it says that anywhere from 35% - 55% Strongly approve of President Trump depending on what the question was and
the it also says that the other percentage of which was not strong support was actually somewhat the other percentage which totals
as 100%

So in reality that makes a resounding 100% approval for President Trump , so this article must be written by Liberals trying to make
Trump seem like his base doesn't support him over whatever tool the Democrats put up to challenge President Trump in 2020 ........

PLEASE ! .......... Give Me a break !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932996/15746268)  context  full comments

Colander Congress. The leakiest least sensible place to release evidence mid investigation... by UK_Bloke_Awoke  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 18:25:25

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 4.2 hours ago (2018-12-24 14:15:24)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  12 points ( +13 | -1 ) 2018-12-24 18:25:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932190)

HELL NO! @UK_Bloke_Awoke , The whole reason for the silence on the Press is Trump knows the Media are owned by the same
Cabal that We are fighting to eradicate from power on this earth..... So My answer is a resounding "FUCKING HELL NO MAN!"
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932190/15740902)  context  full comments

Anon defines Q Day by Really_Cool_Dude  in GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 18:25:25

[–] Stonenchizel  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 4.3 hours ago (2018-12-24 14:05:55)

[ - ] Parent: Vampyregod  20 points ( +20 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 18:25:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932317/15740707)

I was hoping for a live broadcast from President Trump that goes a little something like this....

My fellow Americans, over the course of the next several days you will undoubtedly realize that we are taking back our great
country (the land of the free) from the evil tyrants that wish to do us harm and destroy the last remaining refuge of shining light.
On POTUS’ order, we have initiated certain fail-safes that shall safeguard the public from the primary fallout which is slated to
occur 11.3 upon the arrest announcement of Mr. Podesta (actionable 11.4). Confirmation (to the public) of what is occurring will
then be revealed and will not be openly accepted. Public riots are being organized in serious numbers in an effort to prevent the
arrest and capture of more senior public officials. On POTUS’ order, a state of temporary military control will be actioned and
special ops carried out. False leaks have been made to retain several within the confines of the United States to prevent
extradition and special operator necessity. Rest assured, the safety and well-being of every man, woman, and child of this country
is being exhausted in full. However, the atmosphere within the country will unfortunately be divided as so many have fallen for the
corrupt and evil narrative that has long been broadcast. We will be initiating the Emergency Broadcast System (EMS) during this
time in an effort to provide a direct message (avoiding the fake news) to all citizens. Organizations and/or people that wish to do
us harm during this time will be met with swift fury – certain laws have been pre-lifted to provide our great military the necessary
authority to handle and conduct these operations (at home and abroad).

Wow.... That was awesome @Vampyregod, you should be a writer of speeches for the President.

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2932317/15740817)  context  full comments

Uh Oh: Funds Raised From The Border Wall GoFundMe Account May Have To Be Returned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 05:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-24 03:23:44)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 05:01:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15731517)

Can you imagine the chaos if "the (little) people" got to decide how their money was spent! The whole reason we have these
elected officials is to think for us,...cuz we are to stupid to think for our selves.

I hate to say this to you @amarQ144 but you are starting to sound like Obama.... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15736551)  context  full comments

Q POSTS - Sat Dec 22nd by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 05:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2018-12-24 02:55:07)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 05:01:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930509/15726169)

You’re welcome. Isn’t it nice to wake up to that?!

@srayzie It actually was, I live on west coast of USA and I woke up a little early to one of our cats climbing on the open window
screen, so I clicked on my phone to see if any Q post, and booooom there it was, so yes I was happy to see to my surprise....You
posted evidence of a new Q post , thanks again @srayzie

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930509/15736201)  context  full comments

Trump And Putin Are Upsetting The Globalist War Hawks by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 05:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2018-12-23 23:46:52)

[ - ] Parent: new4now  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 05:01:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929266/15731525)

maybe I will add to it ,at least the other stuff I have, it will be there when needed

Obama and Hillary pulled a lot of shit, and I hold them responsible for what has and is happening there

@new4now In your title use President Trump & word it accordingly, I've noticed anytime I use a democrat's name or liberal stuff in
the titles, people don't upvoat

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929266/15733744)  context  full comments

The $500-million Globalist NWO Climate Carnival Concludes by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 05:01:41
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2018-12-23 23:43:00)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 05:01:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2931011/15732985)

Patriot, nobody said it would be easy, but we will get it done right. the Globalist BS is coming to a complete stop.

@LakotaPride I believe that the Globalist hate Trump with a passion because he puts all their fake reasons for charging people in
taxes and charging companies in more taxes for the Globalist Fake reasons to enrich themselves.....just like Global
Warming....ooops, that's right they changed it to Climate Change .... when it started to get cold again.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2931011/15733699)  context  full comments

Why We Know That Congressional Democrats Are Betraying Us On The Border Wall by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 05:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.5 hours ago (2018-12-23 23:29:13)

[ - ] Parent: PtCPt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-24 05:01:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930981/15732959)

What good is a "representative" government if they do not represent? Who's work are they doing exactly?

@PtCPt They are doing the NWO Elite Globalist agenda's work , the ones that have purchased their loyalty.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930981/15733521)  context  full comments

EVERY TIME a major pedophile ring is busted, you find elites connected to it: billionaires, judges, lawyers, politicians, physicians, celebrities
and on and on. Yet MSM denies Pedogate. by CluelessInTheDark  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 05:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2018-12-23 23:26:25)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  102 points ( +103 | -1 ) 2018-12-24 05:01:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2931363)

Of course the Mainstream Media siphons all Media stuff that reports any connections to those people you mentioned in your
post.Those are the actual people that own stocks in those companies, they will always protect their Money base.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2931363/15733484)  context  full comments

Trumps Twitter full of Trolls! Can We Send Him our Love and Thanks for Fighting for the Wall Over the Holiday Weekend. by grace8  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 05:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.6 hours ago (2018-12-23 23:23:35)

[ - ] Parent: grace8  26 points ( +27 | -1 ) 2018-12-24 05:01:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2931390)

It really doesn't matter what or how many positive comments we send President Trump because Twitter will just siphon out all the
Conservative post comments and all you will see is the Negative Liberal Trolls bullshit comments.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2931390/15733453)  context  full comments

The $500-million Globalist NWO Climate Carnival Concludes by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 22:48:36

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 minutes ago (2018-12-23 19:56:08)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 20:17:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2931011/15729074)

Please have them submit all the names who were there and attending, so we can have fraud charges filed on all of them, we
appreciate all cooperation in this urgent matter.

@LakotaPride I really wish it were that easy, If it were then we could just line them all up against a wall and shoot them.....Boooom! It
would be an end to the Fake Climate Change agenda, or at least an end to all the top players pushing it.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2931011/15730974)  context  full comments

Defense Secretary James Mattis To Leave January 1st ; Trump Taps Patrick Shanahan As Acting Secretary of Defense by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 minutes ago (2018-12-23 19:50:51)
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[ - ] Parent: sfscubarob  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 20:17:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2931152/15730471)

Anyone else notice the resignation date moved up to the same date the Military Tribunal Executive Order goes into effect
(1/1/19)?

Yes , Great point @sfscubarob

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2931152/15730917)  context  full comments

Uh Oh: Funds Raised From The Border Wall GoFundMe Account May Have To Be Returned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-24 05:01:41

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 minutes ago (2018-12-23 19:49:14)

[ - ] Parent: Stefanovich973  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 20:17:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15730588)

Over $16 million now.

Build the Wall !!!

Glad they did this, even if it all has to be returned (though may go to purchase wall bonds), because no one can ignore $16
million in small donations in half a week. But it burns me that I've already paid my little share for national security, many times
over, through taxes. Yet Congress gives, as a recent example, $1 Trillion to Obama's and Schumer's liberal causes (not the
promised "shovel-ready jobs) and states' irresponsible self-management (reducing their own debt with federal "stimulus" funds),
but REFUSES to give a penny to the BORDER wall without retroactively immunizing and rewarding 22 MILLION established law
breakers.

DO YOUR JOB, CONGRESS, WHICH IS, FIRST AND FOREMOST, NATIONAL SECURITY. Period. No amnesty. Enforce the law.

Never forget: Reagan gave amnesty in exchange for security that resulted in amnesty - and all America has to offer on our dime -
for illegal law breakers but NO security AND exponentially MORE illegal law breakers who were, of course, encouraged to also
break the law because of the amnesty.

No more amnesty.

Do your job for legal U.S. citizens.

Build the wall !!!

Absolutely an Awesome Comment @Stefanovich97 Because it's true about what Reagan did and in return we only get ungrateful
Democrats that will spend every tax dollar possible for their stupid bullshit NWO agenda, like pushing for the Gay &
LGBTQ/RSTVWXYZ bullshit during the Puppet Obama's reign at the helm as POTUS. Only 5 -K for the Border Wall & the Democrats
rather shut down the government because they couldn't give a flying fuck about Americans that might lose their homes ' or Cars' or
Not be able to put food on the table while there is a government shut down, these fucking Liberals are ridiculous about something
that could be such an easy fix, but they don't want Trump to succeed in anything as POTUS because it just might get him re-elected

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15730899)  context  full comments

Defense Secretary James Mattis To Leave January 1st ; Trump Taps Patrick Shanahan As Acting Secretary of Defense by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 22:48:36

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-23 18:43:01)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 20:17:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2931152/15729537)

More info on Patrick M. Shanahan here:

https://dod.defense.gov/About/Biographies/Biography-View/Article/1252116/patrick-shanahan/

Thanks for the information link on Patrick M. Shanahan @pwdwp It's always awesome when Patriots add to a post so the rest of the
Patriots can be updated on any given post. Thanks again Patriot!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2931152/15730114)  context  full comments

Uh Oh: Funds Raised From The Border Wall GoFundMe Account May Have To Be Returned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-23 18:34:34)

[ - ] Parent: CallASpadeASpade  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 20:17:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15727830)

Why don’t they use the money to buy the land for the wall, then donate the land to the government?

The land already belongs to the US Government @CallSpadeASpade
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15730025)  context  full comments

Uh Oh: Funds Raised From The Border Wall GoFundMe Account May Have To Be Returned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-23 18:33:11)

[ - ] Parent: WanderingTaurus  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 20:17:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15728225)

You mean like the Clinton Foundation, "cancer" foundations, Unicef foundation and others already do?

Great point ! @WanderingTaurus

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15730013)  context  full comments

Uh Oh: Funds Raised From The Border Wall GoFundMe Account May Have To Be Returned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-23 18:31:42)

[ - ] Parent: Qpawn5  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 20:17:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15728249)

Donating to the GoFundMe page for building the wall is more than just the money it's your voice stating that you want the wall it's
important even if you only donate $5 it's another voice saying Hey I want the wall

@Qpawn5 That's exactly why a lot of Patriots actually donated to the Go Fund Me Wall account, to express their support of President
Trump's Border Wall. For some us it's the only way we can show publicly our support for a Border Wall...( It was My way anyways,
only $40.00 dollars ,but it's what I could afford right now )

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930969/15729990)  context  full comments

Mueller blocked Huber investigation DECLAS is only hope by singlebrain1  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.8 hours ago (2018-12-23 16:29:40)

[ - ] Parent: singlebrain1  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 20:17:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930873)

Well if all this in this article is true then President Trump needs to declassify all the documents to do with the FISA that has started
this whole Russia collusion debacle that has caused so much division in America since the 2016 election. Plus the whole Mueller
Investigation is a big lie and even Mueller knows it, but he will continue with the charade because that's exactly what his Globalist
handlers say e must do.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930873/15728457)  context  full comments

Q POSTS - Sat Dec 22nd by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 22:48:36

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 13:22:54

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.1 hours ago (2018-12-23 10:18:28)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  18 points ( +18 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 13:22:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930509)

Thanks @srayzie, I didn't even know Q dropped before I hit the sack last night....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930509/15725758)  context  full comments

Trump And Putin Are Upsetting The Globalist War Hawks by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 13:22:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.3 hours ago (2018-12-23 10:06:54)

[ - ] Parent: new4now  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 13:22:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929266/15723725)

I did a post, but it wasnt very liked, had more articles but didnt put up

she really sold a lot to the Saudi's

@new4now HRC is a white collar criminal, just because she ran for President doesn't mean she's not guilty of treason...... HRC will
be hated even by the most staunch democrat supporters eventually. Sorry your post didn't explode as some stories do on voat.co
....Sometimes less is more but even other times it's just all bout timing. Better Luck with the next post....

�
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IT'S OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT SHUT DOWN by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 13:22:54

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 23 minutes ago (2018-12-23 04:26:35)

[ - ] Parent: MAGAMOJO  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2928708/15709317)

Trump DOES NOT need 60 Senate votes to fix the border and short circuit a shutdown... MUST READ!

https://www.conservativereview.com/news/trump-doesnt-need-60-senate-votes-to-fix-the-border-and-short-circuit-a-shutdown/

wow ....No one is ever gonna do this @MGAMOJO , these Senators are lazy ass mofo's , that link you posted , I read & I don't believe
there's a Senator in the whole Senate that has the balls to do that, especially in that exact style.... these dude's are so lazy that they
actually aren't ever in the chambers during most of all business run through the Senate....Have you ever watched CSPAN ? The
Senate chamber is always empty, even during big important bills

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2928708/15723244)  context  full comments

Trump And Putin Are Upsetting The Globalist War Hawks by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 54 minutes ago (2018-12-23 03:55:44)

[ - ] Parent: new4now  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929266/15716748)

If you look at what Countries Hillary's State Dept sold arms and military vehicles, planes, then realize where this stuff went, you
get a better picture on just what is going on there

Look at contracts Lockheed had when Comey was there

a lot of US stuff over there

Hillary's State Depr sold a lot to Quatar, guess where it ended up?

Hijacked? Stolen? or was that the plan in the first place?

@new4now Great point Patriot ! You are most likely right about HRC & all the weapons sold to the Islamic countries where HRC &
James Comey made millions by selling those weapons to those Jihadi MoFo's

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929266/15722887)  context  full comments

Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 hours ago (2018-12-23 03:43:48)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15720842)

Might make $50 million yet...

$15 Million is pretty impressive I'd say @UK_Bloke-awoke

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15722761)  context  full comments

Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.1 hours ago (2018-12-23 03:41:59)

[ - ] Parent: Q-sent-me  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15717696)

It's slowing way down. It was $600k/hour two days ago when I decided to write a script to track it; in the last hour, it has gone from
$14,999,389 to $15,079,191, or only $79,802/hour.

I had planned to write some graphs for this but holiday festivities are imposing...

Are you kiding me @Q-sent-me Only 79 thousand an hour?

I could use as little a 5 thousand an hour myself.... but then again I'm not building a wall between Mexico & America
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[ - ] Parent: Q-sent-me  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15717654)

There is a "ladder" gofundme response, which should be taken down as it is promoting treason and sedition. I've reported it along
with several others, but I just checked and it's still up. Hopefully more report!

https://www.gofundme.com/ladders-to-get-over-trump039s-wall

Thank You @Q-sent-me for the link for the Liberals Treason induction site for donating to commit felonious acts against America by
helping wetbacks break into America illegally .

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15722690)  context  full comments

Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2018-12-23 03:31:20)

[ - ] Parent: JuiceTown  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15718268)

Negative. National monuments and National parks have foundations you can donate to. Such as the Yellowstone Park
Foundation. This does not apply for building a wall.

Thank You , @JuiceTown Good information

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15722614)  context  full comments

Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2018-12-23 03:29:14)

[ - ] Parent: oddlike777  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15718661)

Money can be gifted for general use and can be applied to the border security budget.

https://fiscal.treasury.gov/public/gifts-to-government.html

Thanks for link & information @oddlike777

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15722596)  context  full comments

Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2018-12-23 03:28:21)

[ - ] Parent: SoSpricyHotDog  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15721396)

Last I checked w/ Brian, there was apparently an effort to push forth a bill that would allow these funds to be converted into bonds
in order to push forward w/ funding.

Not sure on status.

hey Thanks for the the info update @SoSpricyHotDog

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15722580)  context  full comments

Here's How The Trumps Plan To Spend Christmas by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 13:22:54

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2018-12-23 03:22:25)

[ - ] Parent: Geo_synchronous  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2930183/15721778)

Trump has an industrial wood chipper on the ready. When they come back, he's going to fertilize the White House lawn with their
MEAT. Hillary last so she can watch everyone get turned in to lawn pudding before its her turn. Yeah that

Haahahahahaaa! Lawn Pudding ! Now that one wins the prize for the day @Geo_synchronous

I'd offer you you beer except it sounds like you've had more than your share for the day....Have a great evening Patriot!
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Here's How The Trumps Plan To Spend Christmas by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 13:22:54

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2018-12-23 02:02:25)

[ - ] Parent: Alderwolf  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2930183/15721250)

This tweet is interesting.

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump I will not be going to Florida because of the Shutdown - Staying in the White House! #MAGA

How many of his tweets have #MAGA? I wonder if its related to this?

[D] Day, Patriots. We will have our Country back! Q+

@Alderwolf It just might be ! That would be a trip if you are absolutely right about Trump's tweet & Q's drop all being related ? Man
@Alderwolf you're the newest Anon , we might have to change your name to @AlderwolfAnon ..... lol , Have a great evening Patriot !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2930183/15721441)  context  full comments

Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2018-12-23 01:17:06)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15718922)

Over $15 million now...

@UK_Bloke_Awoke Awesome Right ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15720795)  context  full comments

Trump And Putin Are Upsetting The Globalist War Hawks by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 20:17:12

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2018-12-23 01:15:56)

[ - ] Parent: Revodude  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929266/15719470)

The common enemy was ISIS. Post ISIS in Syria you have the Russians supporting the current government in the civil war. If we
stayed, which side would we be on??? Only a fool would stay in Syria post ISIS.

Exactly @Revodude , That's why President Trump decided to pull out, the whole ISIS insurge was because of Barack Obama &
Hillary Clinton created ISIS with funding & supplying Mercenaries with weapons .... Trump is just ending a Globalist created War
enforced by their 8 year puppet Barack Obama ( The Treasonist Globalist Puppet)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929266/15720777)  context  full comments

Senate Adjourns Till December 27 , 2018' Without A Deal To End The Partial Government Shutdown by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2018-12-23 01:09:39)

[ - ] Parent: goatboy1127  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930092/15719617)

His tweet about the senate today seemed uncharacteristic for Trump. He just stated the fact, without any commentary.

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1076586181897474048

@goatboy1127 Sometimes it's been said that one of President Trump's aid's occasionally post Tweets for him... True or I'm not privy
too....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930092/15720690)  context  full comments

Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2018-12-23 01:07:00)

[ - ] Parent: Stefanovich973  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15719692)

Over $15 million now!

That's just awesome @Stefanovich973 Thanks for the update !
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15720649)  context  full comments

Unbelievable : Democrats Keep Being Wrong And Keep Demanding We Believe Them by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2018-12-23 01:05:18)

[ - ] Parent: DamnLiquor  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930117/15719782)

The veil is thinning, soon they will not be safe to walk the streets

Real soon too @DamnLiquor !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930117/15720617)  context  full comments

Trump And Putin Are Upsetting The Globalist War Hawks by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.8 hours ago (2018-12-23 01:04:08)

[ - ] Parent: Ungarnhun  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:49:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929266/15719911)

I read somewhere that President Trump made an agreement with Saudi Prince Salman that he would send troops to replace
American soldiers.

I don't know @Ungarhun I haven't read that anywhere myself, at least not yet but thank you for info I'l check it out
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Unbelievable : Democrats Keep Being Wrong And Keep Demanding We Believe Them by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3.8 hours ago (2018-12-23 01:02:25)

[ - ] Parent: Zadim  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-23 04:50:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930117/15719947)

Great post.

Thank You Patriot ! @Zadim

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2930117/15720576)  context  full comments

Boom: Air Force Veteran's GoFundMe Campaign For Trump's Wall Surges Past $13 Million In Four Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.6 hours ago (2018-12-22 22:13:14)

[ - ] Parent: Earth_is_Awesome  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:50:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15718274)

Yeah, I read the entire page, learned all about his history and checked up on the guy. He is squeaky clean... except for the county
he lives in. Is everyone in Broward a DS operative? No, of course not. But what are the freaking odds that the guy who is
absolutely perfect in every way to start this campaign, is from fucking Broward? Just smells fishy.

@Earth_is_Awesome ok I do get your point, but you know I'm going to defend him just because he's an American Hero who got
really fucked up, just imagine losing three of your limbs & then find out later that the war was created to make money for the Elite
Globalist also so they can try & steal Saddam Hussein's oil for the revenues.... I'd say let the fucker keep the money if the government
can't use it legally

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15718372)  context  full comments

President Trump Is Proving To Be One Tough Hombre At The Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2018-12-22 22:02:08)

[ - ] Parent: 1Barefooter  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:50:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929678/15718146)

@Stonenchizel. Hussein O = 1.8 Billion to Iran + Killery = Benghazi. That equals Treason in the eyes of Patriots. Thank you for the
reminder!

No problem @1Barefooter , You are welcome Patriot !
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2018-12-22 21:58:55)

[ - ] Parent: Earth_is_Awesome  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-23 04:50:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15717659)

The guy running the fundraiser lives in Broward County! Seriously what are the odds of that? Something smells rotten, which is
tragic because this seemed like an okay idea.

Maybe this is the honeypot plan here:

Get millions of Americans to donate to this.

Americans find out the government takes their money and uses it elsewhere.

Riot.

Remember, they WANT us to get violent.

Hopefully I'm wrong, but I can't help but be skeptical with the Broward county connection.

@Earth_is_Awesome The guy is an American Hero War Veteran, He lost three of his limbs while fighting for this country in the
Operation Iraqi Freedom.... The government ain't gonna let him do anything illegal with that much money. The total amount is
documented & he will have to justify all of it because it will first be taxed & then if the Government allows it to be used for the actual
wall, it will be done of course through one of the governments agencies.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929691/15718177)  context  full comments

President Trump Is Proving To Be One Tough Hombre At The Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-23 04:49:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7 hours ago (2018-12-22 21:51:49)

[ - ] Parent: strangejael  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-23 04:50:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2929678/15717081)

Anons, senior citizen here, please let us know all those on capitol hill including staff that are being paid by deep state and where
money is laundered!

@strangejael I'm not sure anyone would be able to list all of them that actually are on the take Patriot, but all the big hitters from the
last Administration that have committed crimes against the American Government & Her People & have become wealthy because of
their crimes & have left some kind of paper trail , just like the FBI & DOJ officials that were conspiring against President Donald
Trump they left a huge paper trail because they thought Hillary Clinton would absolutely win the Presidency & they screwed up big
time leaving evidence of their wrong doing because they thought it would all be swept under the rug. They were all cheating &
spying on her opponent but they have committed Sedition & most have committed Treason also & the penalty for those crimes are
unforgivable (Life in Prison or Death Penalty). The list is enormous & to be honest with you Patriot , I do not work for the NSA or I
might be privy to such crimes committed , especially if any of the communications or transactions were done on modern tech.
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This fundraiser might be well-intentioned but it is not legal. It is against the law to earmark donations to the US government. There
are strict federal anticorruption laws against this. If it were legal to donate money to the government with the caveat that it had to
be spent on a specific stated purpose, then corporations could essentially buy whatever government programs they pleased (i.e.
bribe the government).

The guy who started this fundraiser is either ignorant of this or (worse) he is scamming everyone.

If the monies made by this @GoFundMe account aren't some how given to the funding of the Wall, I'm sure the government will make
sure it is spent wisely for many different charities.....The main point of the story is that so many Americans care so much about the
Border Wall that they are willing to donate to it being built.... with their own money....The Patriot who made the site is an American
Hero who lost three of his limbs while serving our country during the Operation Iraqi Freedom... He ain't running anywhere!

No pun intended !
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Soros should completely fund the wall for partial redemption !

FUCK George Soros !
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Why isn't anyone asking the demoncrats how did Obama get 150 million dollars to send to Iran? They someone found that "stolen
money". BUILD THE WALL AND PROTECT THE AMERICAN PEOPLE DEMOCRATS!! DO YOUR JOB FOR ONCE!

@SetFreeByTruth It's more like 1.8 BILLION DOLLARS in Cash - That fucking crook Obama sent to Iran on a pallet in the middle of
the night to try & hide the transaction at the Tehran Airport.....Sometimes I wonder hat was actually being dropped off besides the
huge amount of American Tax Payers Money ? One can only imagine with all of Obama's hidden crimes as POTUS.
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Just goes to show you, if Trump came out in favor of oxygen, the lefties would hold their breath.

Hahahahaaa! Right... @Doberman1
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Doing some math (in my head). DJT procures the largest sum of money to build the largest Military the USA and the world have
EVER seen. DJT pulls troops out of Syria, dismantling presents in Afghanistan. NOKO, Yemen and Somalia are a dead stick.
Bringing the most powerful military in the World HOME. There are NO coincedences! Buckle-up cupcakes, the shit at HOME is
about to hit the fan. The Plan??

Great Point ! @1Barefooter
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There is no way to appoint a trustworthy individual to a position in a corrupt and illegal organization that shouldn't exist. We will
never truly be free until the federal reserves ceases to exist

Great answer to UK's question @ricman44
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Does he have the power ?

If he does, who might take over, and be trustworthy ?

I'm really not sure @UK_Bloke_Awoke but another Patriot posted an article in one of the comments that say Trump can't fire dude
without good cause of him breaking the law.
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19 Apr 2018 - 7:16:41 PM Anonymous 19 Apr 2018 - 7:15:55 PM Federal Reserve ending?

Structure. Q 1194

@brit_yuvaall Now when this happens America can finally truly become the absolute richest country in the world , not just in saying
so but actually a nation that will never be in debt to any big bankers again....Once Americans realize that the FED is not an American
Government entity like Social Security or the CIA or FBI , mind you the last two there were actually infiltrated by the Deep State &
they really fucked things up, but at least with Trump as our President we our on the right track to rid America of all those corrupt
fuckers once & for all......God Speed on The Plan!
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The catholic church is what it is. Decent avg joes but the leadership structure itself is a modern day Sodom and Gomorrah..
Francis is probably not even a Christian and with his cleaning house of those that aren't Pedos or blackmailed there isn't much
hope until he is gone and even then you probably end up with a bad guy (just hard to imagine him being quite as bad). Either
way, the catholic church is in some real trouble now.

At least I know Pope Francis is a Jesuit, here's the Jesuit Oath that every Jesuit takes before becoming a true Jesuit:

The Extreme Oath of the Jesuits:

"1, _ Now, in the presence of Almighty God, the Blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed Michael the Archangel, the blessed St. John the
Baptist, the holy Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul and all the saints and sacred hosts of heaven, and to you, my ghostly father, the
Superior General of the Society of Jesus, founded by St. Ignatius Loyola in the Pontificate of Paul the Third, and continued to the
present, do by the womb of the virgin, the matrix of God, and the rod of Jesus Christ, declare and swear, that his holiness the Pope is
Christ's Vice-regent and is the true and only head of the Catholic or Universal Church throughout the earth; and that by virtue of the
keys of binding and loosing, given to his Holiness by my Savior, Jesus Christ, he hath power to depose heretical kings, princes,
states, commonwealths and governments, all being illegal without his sacred confirmation and that they may safely be destroyed.
Therefore, to the utmost of my power I shall and will defend this doctrine of his Holiness' right and custom against all usurpers of the
heretical or Protestant authority whatever, especially the Lutheran of Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and the now
pretended authority and churches of England and Scotland, and branches of the same now established in Ireland and on the
Continent of America and elsewhere; and all adherents in regard that they be usurped and heretical, opposing the sacred Mother
Church of Rome. I do now renounce and disown any allegiance as due to any heretical king, prince or state named Protestants or
Liberals, or obedience to any of the laws, magistrates or officers.

I do further declare that the doctrine of the churches of England and Scotland, of the Calvinists, Huguenots and others of the name
Protestants or Liberals to be damnable and they themselves damned who will not forsake the same.

I do further declare, that I will help, assist, and advise all or any of his Holiness' agents in any place wherever I shall be, in
Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, England, Ireland or America, or in any other Kingdom or territory I shall
come to, and do my uttermost to extirpate the heretical Protestants or Liberals' doctrines and to destroy all their pretended powers,
regal or otherwise.

I do further promise and declare, that notwithstanding I am dispensed with, to assume my religion heretical, for the propaganda of
the Mother Church's interest, to keep secret and private all her agents' counsels from time to time, as they may entrust me and not to
divulge, directly or indirectly, by word, writing or circumstance whatever; but to execute all that shall be proposed, given in charge or
discovered unto me, by you, my ghostly father, or any of this sacred covenant.

I do further promise and declare, that I will have no opinion or will of my own, or any mental reservation whatever, even as a corpse
or cadaver (perinde ac cadaver), but will unhesitatingly obey each and every command that I may receive from my superiors in the
Militia of the Pope and of Jesus Christ.

That I may go to any part of the world withersoever I may be sent, to the frozen regions of the North, the burning sands of the desert
of Africa, or the jungles of India, to the centers of civilization of Europe, or to the wild haunts of the barbarous savages of America,
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of Africa, or the jungles of India, to the centers of civilization of Europe, or to the wild haunts of the barbarous savages of America,
without murmuring or repining, and will be submissive in all things whatsoever communicated to me.

I furthermore promise and declare that I will, when opportunity present, make and wage relentless war, secretly or openly, against all
heretics, Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed to do, to extirpate and exterminate them from the face of the whole earth; and that
I will spare neither age, sex or condition; and that I will hang, waste, boil, flay, strangle and bury alive these infamous heretics, rip up
the stomachs and wombs of their women and crush their infants' heads against the walls, in order to annihilate forever their
execrable race. That when the same cannot be done openly, I will secretly use the poisoned cup, the strangulating cord, the steel of
the poniard or the leaden bullet, regardless of the honor, rank, dignity, or authority of the person or persons, whatever may be their
condition in life, either public or private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by any agent of the Pope or Superior of the
Brotherhood of the Holy Faith, of the Society of Jesus.

In confirmation of which, I hereby dedicate my life, my soul and all my corporal powers, and with this dagger which I now receive, I
will subscribe my name written in my own blood, in testimony thereof; and should I prove false or weaken in my determination, may
my brethren and fellow soldiers of the Militia of the Pope cut off my hands and my feet, and my throat from ear to ear, my belly
opened and sulphur burned therein, with all the punishment that can be inflicted upon me on earth and my soul be tortured by
demons in an eternal hell forever!

All of which, I, _, do swear by the Blessed Trinity and blessed Sacraments, which I am now to receive, to perform and on my part to
keep inviolable; and do call all the heavenly and glorious host of heaven to witness the blessed Sacrament of the Eucharist, and
witness the same further with my name written and with the point of this dagger dipped in my own blood and sealed in the face of
this holy covenant."

(He receives the wafer from the Superior and writes his name with the point of his dagger dipped in his own blood taken from over
his heart.)

Superior:

"You will now rise to your feet and I will instruct you in the Catechism necessary to make yourself known to any member of the
Society of Jesus belonging to this rank.

In the first place, you, as a Brother Jesuit, will with another mutually make the ordinary sign of the cross as any ordinary Roman
Catholic would; then one cross his wrists, the palms of his hands open, and the other in answer crosses his feet, one above the
other; the first points with forefinger of the right hand to the center of the palm of the left, the other with the forefinger of the left hand
points to the center of the palm of the right; the first then with his right hand makes a circle around his head, touching it; the other
then with the forefinger of his left hand touches the left side of his body just below his heart; the first then with his right hand draws it
across the throat of the other, and the latter then with a dagger down the stomach and abdomen of the first. The first then says
Iustum; and the other answers Necar; the first Reges. The other answers Impious." (The meaning of which has already been
explained.) "The first will then present a small piece of paper folded in a peculiar manner, four times, which the other will cut
longitudinally and on opening the name Jesu will be found written upon the head and arms of a cross three times. You will then give
and receive with him the following questions and answers:

Question —From whither do you come? Answer — The Holy faith.

Q. —Whom do you serve?

A. —The Holy Father at Rome, the Pope, and the Roman Catholic Church Universal throughout the world.

Q. —Who commands you?

A. —The Successor of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus or the Soldiers of Jesus Christ.

Q. —Who received you? A. —A venerable man in white hair.

Q. —How?

A. —With a naked dagger, I kneeling upon the cross beneath the banners of the Pope and of our sacred order.

Q. —Did you take an oath?

A. —I did, to destroy heretics and their governments and rulers, and to spare neither age, sex nor condition. To be as a corpse
without any opinion or will of my own, but to implicitly obey my Superiors in all things without hesitation of murmuring.

Q. —Will you do that? A. —I will.

Q. —How do you travel? A. —In the bark of Peter the fisherman.

Q. —Whither do you travel? A. —To the four quarters of the globe. Q. —For what purpose?

A. —To obey the orders of my general and Superiors and execute the will of the Pope and faithfully fulfill the conditions of my oaths.

Q. —Go ye, then, into all the world and take possession of all lands in the name of the Pope. He who will not accept him as the Vicar
of Jesus and his Vice-regent on earth, let him be accursed and exterminated."
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The FED is not an American owned or ran entity, the FED is the Federal Reserve a privately owned entity that was created by the Big
Bankers to make the American Government always be in debted to this private entity..... The same Cabal we are trying to destroy.
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She is fine. With modern child sacrifice technology even the most desperately-ill scarecrow can be sustained indefinitely!

Hahahaha! �  Spot on comment @Ezekiel_Balderdash
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Trump DOES NOT need 60 Senate votes to fix the border and short circuit a shutdown... MUST READ!

https://www.conservativereview.com/news/trump-doesnt-need-60-senate-votes-to-fix-the-border-and-short-circuit-a-shutdown/

Thanks for sharing @MAGAMOJO
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Merry Christmas Everyone

Again @crazy_eyes you shared this on the Ginsburg post
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[ - ] Parent: SnapAwake  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 15:49:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2928708/15710092)

So.... parks are shut down? Like national parks?

I'm not sure this time @SnapAwake, but when there's been a shut down in the past, they were also closed for business.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2928708/15712138)  context  full comments

HOW DO WE TRUST JUSTICE GINSBURG WHEN SHE TOLD AUDIENCE HER HEALTH WAS 'FINE' DAYS BEFORE CANCER
OPERATION by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 20:20:00

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 40 minutes ago (2018-12-22 15:09:34)

[ - ] Parent: crazy_eyes  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 15:49:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927887/15710534)

Merry Christmas stone

Thanks for sharing @crazy_eyes

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927887/15712113)  context  full comments

IT'S OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT SHUT DOWN by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 47 minutes ago (2018-12-22 15:02:49)
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[ - ] Parent: Qmajor  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 15:50:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2928708/15711204)

Just cut off paychecks to the dimms who voted against the wall... and no retroactive back pay ... this will solve the problem

@Qmajor That's exactly what I told my wife when the ticker came across the Fox News channel that the Senate failed to pass the bill

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2928708/15712047)  context  full comments

FBI Refuses To Comply With House Declassification Review of Witness Transcripts - Defers To Mueller by MolochHunter  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 51 minutes ago (2018-12-22 14:58:49)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 15:50:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928296/15709072)

I am trying to figure out why he hasn't yet. Could be something blocking it like what those rogue fucks that control DEW amd
GREN stations did to Trump about squeezing their cash spigot to the off position.

I read that somewhere they told him if that weren't funded they destroy a town in Califonia with it.

Hey @MissleCopterStoped How in the hell would it destroy a town in California? Hey I live in California, it's already destroyed if you
consider that real American born citizens are surrounded by wetbacks everywhere you go in this city & most cities in Cali. I do live in
the Salad Bowl & Artichoke Capitol in the world, so that might explain the situation with Mexicans fucking everywhere.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928296/15712003)  context  full comments

HOW DO WE TRUST JUSTICE GINSBURG WHEN SHE TOLD AUDIENCE HER HEALTH WAS 'FINE' DAYS BEFORE CANCER
OPERATION by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.6 hours ago (2018-12-22 05:11:15)

[ - ] Parent: SuckaFree  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 15:50:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927887/15701001)

She's been a DS plant her whole career. Remember, she's a Zionist.

Yes she is @SuckaFree

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927887/15708070)  context  full comments

HOW DO WE TRUST JUSTICE GINSBURG WHEN SHE TOLD AUDIENCE HER HEALTH WAS 'FINE' DAYS BEFORE CANCER
OPERATION by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10.7 hours ago (2018-12-22 05:09:07)

[ - ] Parent: 1Barefooter  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 15:50:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927887/15701863)

Ruth drugged and rapped me! She threw me on the bed and jumped on my unwilling (but erect) bone. I'm thinking about a
GoFundMe page? Just checkin the waters here.

Hahahahhaha! Stop your making me laugh my ass off ! @1Barefooter

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927887/15708051)  context  full comments

Rep. Jordan: Dems Would Rather Stop Trump Than Keep US Safe by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10.7 hours ago (2018-12-22 05:05:20)

[ - ] Parent: Revodude  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 15:50:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927929/15705554)

Work it!!! The dems would rather see MS-13 gang rape and chop up a girl into little pieces, than build a secure wall. And many
more like that.

Yes you are correct @Revodude The Democrats are really the enemy of the people !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927929/15708012)  context  full comments

Report Says President Trump Was Right ' The Postal Service Loses Money Because It Makes Bad Deals by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.8 hours ago (2018-12-22 05:00:13)
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[ - ] Parent: AO28-1  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-22 15:50:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928602/15707283)

Looks like I picked the wrong time to start an on-line mail order business.

I predict the first thing to go will be free Priority mail and Express mail cardboard boxes.

Don't worry @AO28-1 Just like everything else in the USA Government it will take some time to make new rates & all the mumbo
jumbo of government

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928602/15707939)  context  full comments

MATTIS WAS NO GOOD FOR THE TRUMP AGENDA by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10.9 hours ago (2018-12-22 04:57:55)

[ - ] Parent: Truther65  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 15:50:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928613/15707405)

I hear you on these issues but I have heard two sides to this argument. Personally I was hoping that he was just being removed to
take on Military tribunal duties. The other side argues that Trump had to use mainstream acceptable people to fill his cabinet for
the first two years and now he is appointing people who agree with his agenda to complete the cabal cleansing. Don't know
either way. I hope its the former.

Me too @Truther65

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928613/15707919)  context  full comments

Why would the FBI DIR take the time to visit ALL 56 FBI FIELD OFFICES around the entire United States? by Ardithla  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2018-12-22 03:30:12)

[ - ] Parent: Ardithla  16 points ( +16 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927932)

Maybe because a lot of the current FBI agents had taken an oath under James Comey or Andrew McCabe or one of the other top
FBI Brass & the oath that they have taken under those crooked people is worthless since they have been proven to be working
under the orders of an elite Satanic Cabal & not the United States of America.... Director Wray had to swear everyone in the FBI into
office of being a legitimate agent under the consttution of the USA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927932/15706894)  context  full comments

Jim Carrey weighs in on the Government shutdown by we_are_all_satoshi  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2018-12-22 03:22:02)

[ - ] Parent: we_are_all_satoshi  1 points ( +4 | -3 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928166)

If he was relevant to the world I might care what he had to say; but since I know for a fact that at his age he is still just another dumb
drug addicted fool who will say whatever t takes to get another fix' well then Jim Carey could just fuck off! Because I don't care what
he spews out of his pie hole!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928166/15706769)  context  full comments

POTUS is best troll by QualityShitposter  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-22 03:13:22)

[ - ] Parent: QualityShitposter  86 points ( +87 | -1 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928213)

President Donald John Trump' the man is absolutely a fucking genius!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928213/15706636)  context  full comments

So Since DJT Works for Free... by redmanjbj  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-22 03:11:46)

[ - ] Parent: redmanjbj  23 points ( +23 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928229)

Actually Trump should write an Executive Order saying that the House & Senate get absolutely NO PAY until the Government
Spending Bill is passed with the funding for the wall.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928229/15706608)  context  full comments
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FBI Refuses To Comply With House Declassification Review of Witness Transcripts - Defers To Mueller by MolochHunter  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-22 03:08:50)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928296)

Oh boy ' these fucking Democrats sure have used the Special Counsel to hide evidence & use the SC as an excuse why nothing
incriminating against the Cabal be declassified... Here lies the riddle ' Donald Trump has the power to declassify any & all the
documents he sees fit to release....Maybe that's why they won't charge him with anything & the whole SC was just an insurance card
they keep holding over Trumps head....Bottom line is come the first of the year head are going to start to roll.......Bring it on Baby !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928296/15706550)  context  full comments

Trump tweets to Ginsburg....get well soon~~~ by Vibratron  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-22 03:02:27)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928311)

Fuck that old Satanic Witch R.B. Ginsburg !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928311/15706448)  context  full comments

Chuck Schumer!!! This is not your world. This is Our world!!! WWG1WGA by xtalbluedolpin2  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-22 03:00:57)

[ - ] Parent: xtalbluedolpin2  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928317)

FUCK Chuck Schumer ! This guy is a Globalist Sell Out ! Talk about a waste of a top political position in the Senate. This guy is
suppose to be the leader of the Democrat party but he has No idea how to make a deal that doesn't put cash in his own pockets &
sell out the rest of the country. That's why him & Nancy Pelosi insisted on having a private meeting about the Wall funding' they
wanted to enrich themselves even more at the cost of holding America's Security at hostage until they an cheat lie & steal more
money from America's purse.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928317/15706422)  context  full comments

GHWB and His Filipino Boy by Blacksmith21  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-22 02:52:49)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  18 points ( +20 | -2 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928377)

These People Are SICK !

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928377/15706315)  context  full comments

Alyssa Milano Mocks Triple Amputee Veteran for Crowdfunding Border Wall by SouthernPride  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-22 02:51:01)

[ - ] Parent: SouthernPride  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928392)

You know these Lost Souls out in Hollywood are a shame to the country! To blindly follow the herd surely makes them truly like
cattle.....Too bad they are following a Satanic Cabal that could care less about them. One day the world will have no choice but to be
Red Pilled ' it's gong to be a shame to see how they handle these truths of their Political Heroes ' when the truth is revealed about
their connections to Pedophila & even worse the Satanic Cabal Rituals of torturing babies & the youth to induce a Adrenaline
chemical in the blood stream that produces a powerful drug called Adrenachrome .... These top Cabal fuckers then kill & drain the
blood of these babies & young children to feed their addiction to this horrible drug made by the blood of human eings.....These
people are SICK!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928392/15706290)  context  full comments

Senator says house bill dead. no negoiations.....What? by PacaGoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2018-12-22 02:37:21)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  10 points ( +11 | -1 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928419)

The Government will be shut down ! President Trump will absolutely get the Wall just as long as he holds his grounds. The House
will meet tomorrow agree with the Senate & a Bill will be signed by both Hoses of Congress & President Trump will get funding for
the Wall....If Trump folds & I don't believe he will' but if e does then he will be seen as the weakest president & he might as well step
down... But Trump is a business man & the master of The Art of The Deal

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928419/15706117)  context  full comments

Mexican Cartels Use Ultralight Aircraft To Smuggle Meth & Illegals Into U.S. by SouthernPride  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2018-12-22 02:30:38)

[ - ] Parent: SouthernPride  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928451)

The Mexican Drug Cartels have been using those same tactics since the early 90's ' trust me back then when I was a few years
younger I dabbled in some bad things that I'm not proud of today. The fact remains the same though ' the cartel will use any & all
methods at the same time so what gets into America can be sold because there motto is make money at all cost. Ive seen suitcases
full of money also drugs' the lifestyle isn't all glamorous like the tv & movie programs try & make it seem..... The struggle is real 'plus
it's dangerous as all holy hell..... People die for greed' people die for the stupidest reasons in that lifestyle. I thank God today that I
was busted in 91 with kilos of cocaine & fought the case for 22 months but ended up doing my time... The DEA & BNE & ATF all just
wanted to make sure I was good & broke' & after 22 months & 4 different lawyers I was broke ' so then they offered me less time than
they originally wanted me to have to do & my woman was 6 months pregnant with our first child, so I did the time & came home
eventually to a family that changed y life.....Thank You Jesus for Forgiveness & New beginnings......heck just look at me now....
**GOD IS GOOD !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928451/15706018)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Partial Government Shutdown Will Begin at Midnight by pwdwp  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 15:49:44

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2018-12-22 02:09:21)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  19 points ( +19 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928411)

Well it looks like the Liberals are going to be stubborn & shut it down, at least until tomorrow when the House reconvenes !

Great info @pwdwp Thanks Patriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2928411/15705691)  context  full comments

HOW DO WE TRUST JUSTICE GINSBURG WHEN SHE TOLD AUDIENCE HER HEALTH WAS 'FINE' DAYS BEFORE CANCER
OPERATION by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2018-12-22 00:09:16)

[ - ] Parent: StarAnon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-22 04:41:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927887/15703651)

We need to be able to trust her in court. Her personal life is her own.
My personal feel is that when the Justices reach a certain age, they should have a physical, as the president does, and report to
the public their ability to continue serving. I guess until then, she isn't required to bare her soul. (If she had one, I mean)

Hahahaha! �  Right, @StarAnon I don't think she's ever had a soul or a conscience.... She surely has taken the Globalists
payoffs though... The way she has attacked President Trump while she is suppose to represent an equal eye towards political sides
once on the most powerful court in the country proves to me that she's tainted. After all these years on the Supreme Court, she
should know better.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927887/15703839)  context  full comments

Liberal Boycotts Unable To Rock Chick-fil-A, Now Soaring To No. 3 Fast Food Chain In US by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42
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[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-21 21:19:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15696725)

First lets stop calling them by their politically correct but deceptive name: liberals. What are they REALLY???
COMMUNISTS. It helps to call things by their REAL names.

Secondly, this just goes to show there are more of us than their are of them! The ONLY way Communists get into power is
through FRAUD! No one in their right mind wants Communism, 6 types of Gender Bathrooms, nor cross dress their 5 year old
children, while being read a story by a transvestite QUEEN! Get Real!

@GodsAngell All of that crap was part of the NWO Globalist Gay, Transgender agenda being pushed onto America by the Globalist
Puppet himself Barack (the fraud) Obama. The whole Democrat platform has been purchased by the Satanic Cabal & even a few
Rhino Republicans, that's why it's imperative that we destroy the Cabal at all cost. Yes they are now the Communist Party but there's
no way in hell they would admit that fact. It's evident the msm are also owned by the Cabal. Just like the Holy Bible states:

"You will know them by their fruits."

( It's obvious that the MSM's fruit has become rotten & needs to be thrown out with the rest of the trash! )

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15698257)  context  full comments

Great article it explains a lot, awesome web site by stormymonday  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.4 hours ago (2018-12-21 16:55:38)

[ - ] Parent: stormymonday  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 21:19:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927228)

That absolutely was an awesome article @stormymonday great information that was actually used against Trump

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2927228/15697240)  context  full comments

Liberal Boycotts Unable To Rock Chick-fil-A, Now Soaring To No. 3 Fast Food Chain In US by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2018-12-21 16:41:16)

[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 21:19:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15692956)

We, the unseen MILLIONS, ignored by the MSM and so much of so-called "hip" culture, have POWER. I pray we exercise more of
it, not just by going to ChikFilA, but in many other ways. Our voat counts, we voat with our dollars. (For some of us, cents: ChikFilA
is a little above my budget-tho' i love it.) We need to support local businesses and other entities that have similar values. Patriot
Power!

Good comment @RightSideUp17and6 Yes it's true & what we spend our money on basically is what we & who are values are...... So
everyone spend your money accordingly.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15697040)  context  full comments

BREAKING: House Approves Spending Bill With Border Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2018-12-21 16:36:06)

[ - ] Parent: levinyl112  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-21 21:19:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926500/15693722)

Can someone please tell me what possible reason anyone would have to NOT build a wall? Surely the main reason is this is an
easy way to transport kids?

Great point @levinyl112 Maybe that's why the Liberals are fighting the funding for the Wall.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926500/15696969)  context  full comments

Liberal Boycotts Unable To Rock Chick-fil-A, Now Soaring To No. 3 Fast Food Chain In US by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.8 hours ago (2018-12-21 16:31:47)

[ - ] Parent: blargh55  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 21:19:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15693967)

Liberals don't know how to boycott. They don't understand economics at all, so how would they know how to boycott or be in any
way effective at financial things? They can't even do basic econ.

@blargh55 That's what makes it even that much more special is the Liberals don't know how to do anything right except cry about
whatever they couldn't make happen the way they wanted. It sure feels great not being a democrat.
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Liberal Boycotts Unable To Rock Chick-fil-A, Now Soaring To No. 3 Fast Food Chain In US by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.9 hours ago (2018-12-21 16:27:08)

[ - ] Parent: digital_minuteman321  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 21:19:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15694346)

I walk into a chick fil A and it looks clean and the people there are nice. I walk in a Mcdonalds and it looks dirty, there's a
screaming child and a depressed obesed mother, and the staff look like they want to stab me.

Hahahaha! �  Well @digital_minuteman321 I guess Thank God we have Chick-fil-A's so we don't have to go to those gross
Micky D's

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15696852)  context  full comments

Liberal Boycotts Unable To Rock Chick-fil-A, Now Soaring To No. 3 Fast Food Chain In US by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.9 hours ago (2018-12-21 16:22:57)

[ - ] Parent: Patriot222  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 21:19:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15694881)

Chick-fil-A is one of the best run businesses in the USA. Walk in to ANY one of their franchises and you'll find friendly, polite
employees behind the counter who look you in the eye and smile while taking your order. The employees say please and thank
you while proactively offering to refill your iced tea. They deserve every bit of their success. And no, I am not in any way
connected to Chick-fil-A. But I love that #1 combo with lettuce, tomato, no pickles and no cheese. ...and sometimes, a small ice
cream on my way out.

Hahahaha! �  Don't worry @Patriot222 I don't think you are the only one that loves Chick-fil-A for all their awesome employees &
great food, & even if you were connected to Chick-fil-A, all it would do is make some of us ask you for coupons........ lol 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15696775)  context  full comments

Liberal Boycotts Unable To Rock Chick-fil-A, Now Soaring To No. 3 Fast Food Chain In US by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2018-12-21 16:17:30)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-21 21:19:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15695294)

MEANWHILE, PANERA HIRES RAINN WILSON THE PEDO AS A SPOKESPERSON.

Right! @Blacksmith21 'Go figure! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926722/15696688)  context  full comments

Has Anyone Done Any Digging About The Guy Who Started The Wall GoFundMe? Are Any Of You Sending Your Hard-earned Money
Without Insisting That This Guy Goes on Tucker Or Hannity And Show He is Legit? by Divine_Intervention  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-22 04:41:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 57 minutes ago (2018-12-21 06:04:23)

[ - ] Parent: Divine_Intervention  20 points ( +26 | -6 ) 2018-12-21 07:01:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926596)

OK you ask for it @Divine_Intervention Here's your answer to your question:

⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫

That man is Brian Kolfage, a former United States Air Force senior airman who lost three limbs and earned a Purple Heart
fighting for our nation in Operation Iraqi Freedom.

He named the fundraising campaign “We The People Will Fund The Wall.”
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[ - ] Parent: Jimmycrackerson  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 07:01:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926500/15689443)

Well i didn't invite the fuckers over here. But they sure have made themselves at home and made a mess of the place.

@Jimmycrackerson Trust Me, I totally understand exactly where you're coming from. But that's why we need the Wall, then let those
fucking loser and wetback illegals return where ever they started the journey to cross the USA border illegally from....Its not going to
happen after there's a Wall...... Trump is the best thing that has happened to the USA since sliced bread.

✌  Patriot!

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926500/15690557)  context  full comments

DHS Secretary: From Now On Illegal Aliens Will Be Deported To Mexico by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-21 05:18:18)

[ - ] Parent: ButtersThatsMe  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-21 07:01:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926528/15689716)

Just put a wall around Liberalfornia just like in the move escape from LA

Hahahaha! �  I'm not sure that's enough, but it would be one hell of a start! @ButtersThatsMe

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926528/15690411)  context  full comments

Mattis resigns as Defence Secretary just after Trump announces troop withdrawal from Syria / Afghanistan by MolochHunter  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-21 05:06:56)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 07:01:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926630/15689870)

Its astonishing to see Leftards - who would usually celebrate this troop withdrawal as everything theyve been asking of a
POTUS's foreign policy direction - suddenly ignore the fullfilment of that aspiration to jump on the 'Trumps administration must be
in disarray' bandwagon

pathetic

That's right @MolochHunter the liberals will fight Trump every step of the way but Trump has been appointed by God & is surely
Blessed because everyone that comes up against this man always loses just like the prophecy said that would happen before
Trump was ever elected. Nobody has to believe what Q Says except when the shit hits the fan, those same people who said Q was a
LARP, will be the same people saying:

" I've backed Trump & Q since the beginning "

The true posers!

Here lies the riddle, why the hell would Trump sign an EO for Military Tribunals, if they weren't actually going to take place. That
alone Says it's coming soon.

Trust the Plan

WWG1WGA �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926630/15690277)  context  full comments

IIF YOU WANT A BORDER WALL, IT'S TIME TO LIGHT UP, CAITOL HILL SWITCHBOARDS TODAY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2018-12-21 04:07:16)

[ - ] Parent: Jsmyogi  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 07:01:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15689166)

What about driving to the Senate wearing yellow?

Hahahaha! �  Good one @Jsmyogi

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15689357)  context  full comments

BREAKING: House Approves Spending Bill With Border Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2018-12-21 21:19:42

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2018-12-21 04:05:53)
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[ - ] Parent: Jimmycrackerson  0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 2018-12-21 07:01:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926500/15689173)

What happened to Mexico paying for the wall?

I thought the wall was gonna cost 20-40 billion? Seriously don't go cheap on me. I expect "the best wall."

Next youll tell me we're going to have to resort to cheap Mexican labor and materials? And say "what I actually meant was...they'll
be building the very wall designed to keep themselves out."

I would not trust that particular wall. I know a thing or two about mexicans. It would just be a giant 2000 mile long pinata.

Nope you are wrong, Just like Goldmember says From Austin Powers @Jimmycrackerson

"There's Just No Pleasing You !"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926500/15689333)  context  full comments

IIF YOU WANT A BORDER WALL, IT'S TIME TO LIGHT UP, CAITOL HILL SWITCHBOARDS TODAY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-21 00:15:46)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:07:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684639)

I was able to get it posted Patriot.

Thank You @LakotaPride, Now that's how real Patriots work together!

Great Job ! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15685242)  context  full comments

GoFundMe Page For Building Border Wall Soars Past $3 Million & Shames GOP Pols Who Betrayed Their Mandate by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-21 00:14:00)

[ - ] Parent: Mamadog2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:07:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926002/15684616)

133,000+ donated thus far @6:40 PM Est...over $8,000,000 collected. He may be on Laura Ingraham tonight. And Mornings with
Maria (FBN) tomorrow morning.

Sorta scaring the RHINOs and Dems as donors=voters....mad voters...the "silent majority" they have no control over. HA Millions
of potential voters, donating to fund the wall, and their response is a Go Fund Me ladder..too funny.

Sweet info @Mamadog2

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926002/15685208)  context  full comments

GoFundMe Page For Building Border Wall Soars Past $3 Million & Shames GOP Pols Who Betrayed Their Mandate by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-21 00:12:51)

[ - ] Parent: flatbush71  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:07:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926002/15684987)

How highs the money Mamma ?

$ 8.3 million and risin.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyZD7eoHZT8

Nice @flatbush71

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926002/15685179)  context  full comments

IIF YOU WANT A BORDER WALL, IT'S TIME TO LIGHT UP, CAITOL HILL SWITCHBOARDS TODAY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:44:41)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:07:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684502)

will do Patriot, if I have not used up all of mine. Today has been all kinds f information getting released.

Hahahaha! Lets hope not...

Thanks @LakotaPride �
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684578)  context  full comments

IIF YOU WANT A BORDER WALL, IT'S TIME TO LIGHT UP, CAITOL HILL SWITCHBOARDS TODAY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:42:13)

[ - ] Parent: LibTearsNoBrakes  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:07:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684488)

When's the last time Potus lost?

He doesn't lose @LibTearsNoBrakes

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684520)  context  full comments

IIF YOU WANT A BORDER WALL, IT'S TIME TO LIGHT UP, CAITOL HILL SWITCHBOARDS TODAY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:38:35)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:07:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684437)

Your thread is showing on the page Patriot. it should pick up speed a little later in the evening. suspect many out shopping right
now. LOL

@LakotaPride Do me a favor then, post it on GA because I've used up my allowed post on GA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684458)  context  full comments

GoFundMe Page For Building Border Wall Soars Past $3 Million & Shames GOP Pols Who Betrayed Their Mandate by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:36:44)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:07:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926002/15683951)

It's at $7.5 million now!

https://turnto10.com/news/local/gofundme-launched-by-vet-to-fund-trumps-border-wall-hits-75m

Wow! That Amazing @Shizy.... Post it!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926002/15684434)  context  full comments

IIF YOU WANT A BORDER WALL, IT'S TIME TO LIGHT UP, CAITOL HILL SWITCHBOARDS TODAY by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:34:17)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684355)

Great Post and message Patriot, we need to be heard, lets make it happen.

Hey @LakotaPride go ahead & Repost this..... We need everyone to see & call today.

✌  @Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2926067/15684392)  context  full comments

BREAKING: UPDATE - Trump Won't Sign, House Back To Work On New Deal; Shut Down Showdown Fight Is Back As Trump Stands Up
For Border Security by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:30:44)

[ - ] Parent: DanijelStark  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925730/15681655)

Crazy Ivan maneuver by POTUS right there ;) ...

Right @DanijelStark .....Trump trumps them all!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925730/15684329)  context  full comments

Loser Rhino Sen. Flake's Attempt To Protect Mueller Bill Blocked Again by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:28:26)
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[ - ] Parent: NellerBean  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925053/15681866)

What is the dirt on this guy? What leverage did President Trump use to force him to resign?

@NellerBean I'm not sure what it was that Sen. Flake was coersed into retiring like all the others, Ryan, Flake, the list goes on way
longer than most even realize, but I'm almost positive that Flake will be prosecuted for it though!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925053/15684284)  context  full comments

BREAKING: UPDATE - Trump Won't Sign, House Back To Work On New Deal; Shut Down Showdown Fight Is Back As Trump Stands Up
For Border Security by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:23:59)

[ - ] Parent: Do_u_ev3n_lift  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925730/15682884)

I love the pivot from calling it "wall funding" to "border security" good on whoever told him to do that. They are one in the same of
course, but the optics of Border Security is much better. "Chuck and Nancy don't want border security". This will be talked about
around everyone's Christmas dinner tables. Everyone instinctively knows we need to protect our nation. We've spent trillions
protecting other nations borders in the middle east for decades, WHY wouldn't we do the same to our own?

BUILD THAT MOTHERFUCKING WALL!

Great Comment @Do_u_ev3n_lift

( I love the pivot from calling it "wall funding" to "border security" good on whoever told him to do that. They are one in the same of
course, but the optics of Border Security is much better. "Chuck and Nancy don't want border security". This will be talked about
around everyone's Christmas dinner tables. Everyone instinctively knows we need to protect our nation. We've spent trillions
protecting other nations borders in the middle east for decades, WHY wouldn't we do the same to our own? )

BUILD THAT MOTHERFUCKING WALL !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925730/15684178)  context  full comments

GoFundMe Page For Building Border Wall Soars Past $3 Million & Shames GOP Pols Who Betrayed Their Mandate by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:15:59)

[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  -5 points ( +0 | -5 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926002/15683102)

Gee , only 997 million to go! Stupid hillbillies!

Just "FUCK OFF" @sorominion

I thought you fell off the edge already, apparently your boss is still paying you to be the Troll that you are.... Buh bye!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926002/15684012)  context  full comments

President Trump Will Win The Shutdown Showdown by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:11:43)

[ - ] Parent: Liberameya  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925976/15683105)

Agreed... A shutdown in February will make people like Ocasio and the newly elected blanket wearing Muslims look like the idiots
they are

Hahahaha! �  Good one @Liberameya

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925976/15683939)  context  full comments

BREAKING: UPDATE - Trump Won't Sign, House Back To Work On New Deal; Shut Down Showdown Fight Is Back As Trump Stands Up
For Border Security by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:09:48)

[ - ] Parent: sn00tyfr00T  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925730/15683456)

Ann Coulter apology incoming

Right! @sn00tyfr00T it looks like I was right posting that nasty post about her earlier... lol 
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925730/15683902)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2018-12-20 23:07:24)

[ - ] Parent: SnazzyD  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15683703)

I'm not sure which was worse....skimming through that pathetic piece, or reading the comments on Breitbart where they call the
POTUS "gutless" in the title and lambaste him throughout. WTF is wrong with these people, and WTF happened to Breitbart.com?

This article wasn't from Breitbart @SnazzD I never use Breitbart because everyone else uses that site to get stories to post......I do
read some stories from there though.

✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15683865)  context  full comments

Loser Rhino Sen. Flake's Attempt To Protect Mueller Bill Blocked Again by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2018-12-20 20:53:41)

[ - ] Parent: SCRoadTrip  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925053/15677954)

Raise your hand if you want to be first in line to wave buh-bye with a closed fist to his face.

@SCRoadTrip I do! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925053/15681510)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2018-12-20 20:49:37)

[ - ] Parent: RetiredRogue  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-21 02:08:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15678818)

Come on Voat, we all know Coulter does NOT look at Trump's agenda each morning. She's out there floundering every day. We
the collective know what Trumps doing, he's getting every ounce out of the Dems, so the American people can see there party for
what it really stands for. But I will admit Counter's mouth is sometimes in gear before her brain is thinking.

So true @RetiredRogue That's probably why I changed title & let my own anger speak out against Coulter....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15681437)  context  full comments

Loser Rhino Sen. Flake's Attempt To Protect Mueller Bill Blocked Again by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 25 seconds ago (2018-12-20 20:46:55)

[ - ] Parent: Johnny_Ninja  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 20:47:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925053/15679111)

It's been obvious to me for some time that Flake must be deeply involved with some sort of DS shit. Whatever it is, it must be bad
enough that he's going down fighting instead of stepping down like many others have done.

Considering that he comes from no name's backyard, I think it's safe to say that whatever it is, it's pretty bad.

Purge yourself or be purged, and he chose the latter. So be it.

Yes @Johnny_Ninja Flake obviously was told he's toast either way because at this point he doesn't give a fuck , so he's just like a
dead man walking / they don't give a shit b/c either way they're fucked!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925053/15681388)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2018-12-21 07:01:41

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2018-12-20 17:47:02)

[ - ] Parent: stormymonday  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-20 20:47:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15677201)

She likes attention because she is a skinny ugly bitch. Nobody gives her any.

Spot on comment @stormymonday
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15678235)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3.5 hours ago (2018-12-20 17:15:59)

[ - ] Parent: TrialsAndTribulation  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 20:47:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15676903)

You Qtards are fucking idiots. Ann is correct, that if Trump doesn't get busy building a large section of that wall before the end of
2020,he absolutely will not be reelected.

You aid it yourself @TrialsAndTribulations by 2020, but it's only 2018

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15677661)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2018-12-20 17:14:39)

[ - ] Parent: BettyLiberty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 20:47:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15676791)

People starting gofundmes to get the wall built, AC's screed, Europeaan unrest, huge uptick in talk of civil war. Frustration is
mounting.

@BettyLiberty Trump will get his funding one way or the other, he's sure taken care of all Obama's fuck ups, in only 2 years.... He's
only half way through his first term... Trump gets shit done... The Wall will get funded... Just watch & see, Trump is doing a great job,
considering all the Rhinos working against him along with the democrats.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15677642)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2018-12-20 17:10:12)

[ - ] Parent: pooploser187  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-20 20:47:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15677172)

We Will Be Confiscating that Trump Train Ticket thank you. tell the conductor no need to slow down lets just toss her out and keep
going

Hahahaha! �  @pooploser187 have a laugh & now you've got the right idea, take the story with a grain of salt, smile & move on.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15677563)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 17:07:02

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 12 minutes ago (2018-12-20 16:55:29)

[ - ] Parent: Dragon40  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2018-12-20 17:07:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15676569)

Trump can VETO the CR and shut down a piece of the federal government. I'd say that gives him a powerful counterpoint to
Congress, wouldn't you? Here's a quote from "Adios":

I don’t mean to be obtuse, but why is it a crisis that illegal aliens are “living in the shadows”? . . . It is not a crisis for Americans that
other people have come into their country illegally and now find it uncomfortable to be living here breaking the law. It’s supposed
to be uncomfortable to break the law. Perhaps illegal aliens should have considered that before coming.

Doesn't sound to me like she's talking about legal immigration.

Wow class, it looks like we've found out Ann Coulter's secret name is on voat..

@Dragon40 Much!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15677290)  context  full comments

The MSM Is Losing The Trust Of America's Youth By Astounding Numbers by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 17:07:02

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 50 minutes ago (2018-12-20 16:17:17)
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[ - ] Parent: Jsmyogi  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 17:07:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15674456)

This is good data. I’m slightly over 50 and That mocking bird video of all the talking heads saying the same script really hit me
over he head with some truth. We should spread that one far and wide again to put the nail in the coffin of the MSM.

Thanks @Jsmyogi that's why I posted it, hopefully others will share in other media platforms

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15676648)  context  full comments

" Q " Trust The Plan ..... EO Comes Into Effect, Gitmo Bound /Deep State by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:07:42

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 17:07:02

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 51 minutes ago (2018-12-20 16:15:39)

[ - ] Parent: Patriot222  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 17:07:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2924030/15674960)

We're going to need a long term deterrent for crimes against children, even after rounding up the worst of the offenders. The
punishment for sexually abusing a child needs to be so severe (think torture) that No One will even think about trying it. Bring
back chain gangs and hard labor!

Great idea @Patriot222 or we can just castrate them & hang them in the public so to deter any other pedo's from taking action
against kids

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2924030/15676617)  context  full comments

Loser Rhino Sen. Flake's Attempt To Protect Mueller Bill Blocked Again by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 17:07:02

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 54 minutes ago (2018-12-20 16:13:09)

[ - ] Parent: notboundtosilence  12 points ( +12 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 17:07:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925053/15675725)

There is the white hat, the black hat, and then there is the asshat. I am looking forward to this asshat leaving. Unfortunately, after
Jan 3 we will likely find another asshat ready to rise up and take his place.

Great comment ! @notboundtosilence

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925053/15676592)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +1 | -2 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

History: -2 points( +0 | -2 ) at 2018-12-20 17:07:02

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 57 minutes ago (2018-12-20 16:10:18)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2018-12-20 17:07:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15676203)

She is saying exactly what the DMs want people to says. Instead of blaming the source of the problem, they blame President
Trump. The DMs goal is to have more people think "President Trump was unable to accomplish is goal. Snake talk.

@pwdwp Exactly my point to @Dragon40 comment.

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15676544)  context  full comments

Fuck Off Ann Coulter , For Attacking Trump On Wall Funding by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -3 points( +3 | -6 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: -2 points( +2 | -4 ) at 2018-12-20 20:47:21

History: -4 points( +0 | -4 ) at 2018-12-20 17:07:02

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -4 points ( +0 | -4 ) 60 minutes ago (2018-12-20 16:07:05)
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[ - ] Parent: Dragon40  8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 2018-12-20 17:07:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15676222)

Coulter has been an early Trump supporter, primarily, I suspect, because of his stance on illegal immigration. Coulter's Adios,
America: The Left's Plan to Turn Our Country into a Third World Hellhole states her position with clarity. As conservative Never-
Trumper Ben Shapiro wrote, ""Coulter's argument—that the media and our politicians conspire to keep information from us about
the effects of mass immigration from non-Western countries, and that such immigration will destroy the fabric of the country—is
virtually unassailable."

Coulter's concerns about illegal colonization are crystal clear, and it was those concerns that led her to support Trump early in the
game.

Calling her names because she criticizes Trump for not getting his wall built is pointless (childish, too, but who's counting?).

The Bottom Line: Coulter thinks Trump needs to grow a pair and build the damned wall.

I'm sorry you feel that way @Dragon40 but President Trump doesn't appropriate the purse, it's Congress's job, so maybe she should
attack the Liberals that are making funding the Wall such a thorn in America's right to protect its borders. Instead the Democrats don't
want a wall between the two countries because then there won't be a need for all the billions of dollars spent on illegal immigrants.
This is the same appropriations that the liberals continue to siphon off to self enrich themselves..... BTW Ann Coulter can go Fuck
herself ....... Period!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2925116/15676494)  context  full comments

Secret Service Hand-Delivers Christmas Letter From Trump To Young Girl With Brain Cancer by SouthernPride  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 10:11:47

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2018-12-20 05:12:36)

[ - ] Parent: SouthernPride  107 points ( +108 | -1 ) 2018-12-20 10:11:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2923987)

Great post @SouthernPride

� We are very Blessed Patriots! b/c our President is an Awesome President & a Righteous Man!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2923987/15670502)  context  full comments

The MSM Is Losing The Trust Of America's Youth By Astounding Numbers by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 10:11:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.5 hours ago (2018-12-20 03:40:57)

[ - ] Parent: Crpowell821  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 10:11:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15663513)

I have a daughter-in-law, late 40's who is beyond liberal...she fell over the alt left cliff and has taught everyone of her three
children to believe as she does. Our son has no say whatsoever, although I've never seen him show any interest in politics either.
It's a pretty disgusting scene when she's "forced" to spend any time whatsoever with us. During the primaries, before the '16
election, I was of course, stumping for Trump on social media and she cut us off completely. Unfriended, blocked, all the liberal
tactics were pulled out in force. Of course CNN is her main source of any news she gets. Oh, and the grandkids are no longer
allowed to come see us.

@Crpowell821 I'm sorry that you don't get to see the grandkids but one day soon your daughter will be Red Pilled overnight with no
chance of debating the facts because they will become indisputable..... Just remember when that day comes to be nice & not rub the
truth in your childs face because they will be embarrassed anyways for not trusting the parents that brought them into this world
when they knew they should have, just know that the grandkids will soon be seeing you again...  <-- that's you when you get to
see them again

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15669241)  context  full comments

The MSM Is Losing The Trust Of America's Youth By Astounding Numbers by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 10:11:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.7 hours ago (2018-12-20 03:28:09)

[ - ] Parent: May_Mobley  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 10:11:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15663741)

Drs are tough. Try to have a vaccination conversation and they consider you mental. Not willing to look at data or research.

So true, @May_Mobley You know I got a really good relationship with my family practice doctor. But that doesn't mean we don't dis-
agree on everything.... That's the reason I trust him is because he's not afraid to tell me something other than what I want to hear......
He's actually the best doctor I've had in my 55 years on this earth.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15669047)  context  full comments
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BREAKING: Judge Just Ruled In The Defamation Case Filed Against BuzzFeed Over The Trump Dossier by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 10:11:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.8 hours ago (2018-12-20 03:20:57)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 10:11:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2923847/15667987)

Or committed suicide with two gunshots to the head?

@PaulJohnJones & @Qdini, you don't have too, because MI Tribunals have already taken care of them.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2923847/15668948)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Judge Just Ruled In The Defamation Case Filed Against BuzzFeed Over The Trump Dossier by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 10:11:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.9 hours ago (2018-12-20 03:18:32)

[ - ] Parent: QNirmanakaya  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 10:11:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2923847/15668556)

well by that logic Julian Assange is completely innocent.

Well @QNirmanakaya that's because @JulianAssange from @Wikileaks is absolutely innocent. The dude is just a Journalist, but the
difference between Assange & most journalist is, Julian has a set of steel balls between his legs & Deep State journalist got some
Cabal faggots cock up their ass!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2923847/15668915)  context  full comments

NEW Q POSTS Dec 19 2018 by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 17:07:02

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 10:11:47

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 31 seconds ago (2018-12-20 03:07:47)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2923975)

Great job @GodsAngell

�

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2923975/15668741)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Judge Just Ruled In The Defamation Case Filed Against BuzzFeed Over The Trump Dossier by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 52 minutes ago (2018-12-20 02:16:25)

[ - ] Parent: Qdini  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2923847/15666757)

This means Perkins Coie and Steele are liable. LOLOLOLOL

Of course they are @Qdini

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2923847/15667798)  context  full comments

Shove It Democrats ! Americans Aren't For All This Political Correctness Garbage by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-20 00:47:02)

[ - ] Parent: wasupwitdis  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2923692/15665707)

That's right We want to Drink like fish, Cuss like sailors and kick Democrat ass while we show them our guns....….I love
AMERICA.....WWG1WGA

Hahahahhaha! Good one ! @wasupwidis
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2923692/15666132)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Court Sides With Mueller, Orders Mysterious Company To Abide/ But For What Reason Is Secret by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.4 hours ago (2018-12-19 23:42:18)

[ - ] Parent: gogogogostop  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2921502/15663865)

And I'm just passing on information. Not criticizing. :)

Well then thank you gogogogoogo !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2921502/15664945)  context  full comments

The MSM Is Losing The Trust Of America's Youth By Astounding Numbers by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2018-12-19 23:40:46)

[ - ] Parent: flittingblackbird  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15659648)

The only Truth is the gospel of Jesus Christ and that's for all generations

Amen ! @flittingblackbird Amen

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15664921)  context  full comments

Lindsey 'Deep State Puppet' Graham Accuses Trump Of Making A 'Huge Obama-like Mistake by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2018-12-19 23:36:59)

[ - ] Parent: Synesthesiac  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922920/15660928)

I really think Lindsey is a puppet. But I don't know who would be controlling him (Good/Bad).

Right ! , I feel he same way about him @Synesthesiac....Sometimes he, a staunch supporter of Trump and other times he's full on
Deep State Puppet....What gives Lindsay Graham ?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922920/15664859)  context  full comments

What In The Fresh Hell?! Mexico Theme Park Offers Illegal Border Crossing Experience by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2018-12-19 23:29:37)

[ - ] Parent: gogogogostop  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922264/15663703)

They built a ride that throws you over the wall.

hahahahahaa! Godd one @gogogogostop

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922264/15664729)  context  full comments

The MSM Is Losing The Trust Of America's Youth By Astounding Numbers by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2018-12-19 23:28:26)

[ - ] Parent: Kjd  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15664130)

I just received an email from my friend of 26 years..who can no longer be my friend because I support Trump! A smart, educated
lawyer..so sad.

@Kjd well one day this lawyer friend of yours for so many years will just have to accept the truth & will be Red Pilled overnight , just
like all the other Normies

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922994/15664709)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Court Sides With Mueller, Orders Mysterious Company To Abide/ But For What Reason Is Secret by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-20 03:08:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2018-12-19 22:27:40)

[ - ] Parent: gogogogostop  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-20 03:08:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2921502/15663582)

You need to realize that Trump ended the US/UK agreement and has been using direct surveillance on all the DS players since
last year.

You also need to realize that NSA data collection collects EVERYTHING and stores it for a number of years. That includes ALL
digital data that passes over the net as well as subnets.

@gogogogostop I didn't write the story, I only shared it with everyone else..... All information is good information, that's how Anons
net, seek out, find ,share, etc... ...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2921502/15663706)  context  full comments

Anyone Following QAnon @qanon76 on Twitter by Batman232  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-19 20:34:42

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 minutes ago (2018-12-19 20:21:27)

[ - ] Parent: Batman232  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-19 20:34:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922843/15660689)

New at this. Thanks

It's all good Patriot @Batman232

WWG1WGA ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922843/15661686)  context  full comments

Arizona Man Gets Prison Term For Threats Against President Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-19 20:34:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2018-12-19 18:05:57)

[ - ] Parent: MatildaQ  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-19 20:34:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922272/15658956)

What about De Niro? griffin? Madonna? Judd? Behar? Springsteen? Acosta? Joe - MSNBC? Reid etc. etc. etc. WHY are they not
behind bars??? They can have the SAME impact as those that actually make the call.

Right! @MatildaQ �

It's like since Hillary Clinton lost election & is still to this day sniveling like the True Sore Loser that she absolutely is and will always
be, because Hillary believes if you have the most dirty information on everyone in Washington DC that you are entitled to be
president , even if you have to cheat & try to steal the ultimate prize(POTUS). Hillary Clinton is a fucking disgrace to America!
That's why all the Hollyweird Pedovores are allowed to threaten President Trump, they all gave millions to elect HRC that witch.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922272/15659556)  context  full comments

Lindsey 'Deep State Puppet' Graham Accuses Trump Of Making A 'Huge Obama-like Mistake by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-19 20:34:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.2 hours ago (2018-12-19 17:21:33)

[ - ] Parent: Gingercuntfirecrotch  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-19 20:34:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922920/15658521)

The Obama like mistake would be funding ISIS

I sure hope not @Gingercuntfirecrotch..... Hahahaha ! Well I must say, You have won the top prize for your @voat - handle /name ....
It paints a vivid picture!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922920/15658758)  context  full comments

Anyone Following QAnon @qanon76 on Twitter by Batman232  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-19 20:34:42

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2018-12-19 16:37:53)

[ - ] Parent: Batman232  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2018-12-19 20:34:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922843)

@Batman232 edit your post & add exactly what he says, it will make for a more complete post here on voat.co - (Just a suggestion)
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922843/15657976)  context  full comments

The Gospel According To Nancy Pelosi: No Borders, Kill Babies by [deleted] in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-19 20:34:42

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 hours ago (2018-12-19 16:32:25)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-19 20:34:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922553/15656815)

Pelosi and Schumer are aiding in defrauding the tax payers for over 200 Billion a year for these Illegal Invaders, and despite
claiming they are aware of their responsibilities for National Security, they are now showing, they are openly betraying we the
people, and allowing drugs and child traffickers and terrorists to enter this Nation. This is aiding and abetting. time for them to be
charged for their Treason. May the Season find them at GTMO.

Amen to that @LakotaPride Amen to that!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2922553/15657863)  context  full comments

Arizona Man Gets Prison Term For Threats Against President Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-21 02:08:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-19 16:31:56

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-19 14:56:44)

[ - ] Parent: serpentdove  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-19 16:32:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922272/15655913)

Remember the good ol' days when you couldn't threaten your president?

Yeah, @serpentdove it's truly amazing that ever since the Satanic Cabals Queen Bee Hillary Clinton lost her bid for the presidency
for the second time, the rules of engagement have changed, It's OK now to disrespect & even threaten the president of the United
States of America, even on TV - & it's especially OK to call the Leader of the Free World horrible names & even wish death upon him.
If only the Hillary Clinton would have succeeded the lost of the election the night of the election, I believe it would be a different time
as it is now. But she had other plans, to dethrone Trump & try & steal the presidency in the process, so now we have The Fake
Russians Collusion Lie which is Hillary's failed attempt at dethroning Trump.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2922272/15656268)  context  full comments

BREAKING: Court Sides With Mueller, Orders Mysterious Company To Abide/ But For What Reason Is Secret by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-19 07:38:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-19 05:44:23)

[ - ] Parent: etmb44  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-19 07:38:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2921502/15651474)

Most of the speculation I have heard attributes this case to a Mueller investigation; however, consider that it may be some other
entity conducting an investigation related to a majority owned foreign corporation. If we take Mueller out of the equation, the first
thing that springs to my mind is the Uranium One case. Uranium One was a Canadian corporation acquired by the Russian
government owned corporation, Rosatom. There would be a valid reason for a Justice Department entity to seek information from
that corporation and a valid reason for them to keep the request from public view. If my speculation is correct, there would be no
involvement of the President or any of his people but a considerable number of high level individuals would have major
vulnerability. There would also be an explanation for the major media organizations to not use any of their resources to find out
what corporation is involved.

Yeah' let's hope you are correct on this article @etmb44 It really seems like Mueller has dug deep into something else besides
Trump affiliates, and just maybe in the end we will see the Cabal players go down in the biggest surprise in American history.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2921502/15651979)  context  full comments
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This whole thing smells to high heaven. Admitting we don't know the full story behind this imam and his charter schools, or how or
why he would be suspected of being behind a Turkish coup some 2 years ago, but WTF is going on here? Flynn really forms a
company with these government-sponsored Turks, ostensibly to provide security consulting but really to get this imam extradited
back to Turkey, where he will certainly disappear? Then Flynn consents to falsify the nature of this relationship in the FARA filing,
and identified as "Person A" in the now unsealed indictment? This is one bad kettle of fish, and none of it makes sense, although
that's probably fine with TPTB. Even so, truly frustrating to be here with this dead horse head showing up now in our sheets. This
may all be a show but I'm about ready to walk out of this theater of the absurd.

Today's unroll: https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075066432877182976.html

Story on the Turks and the indictment: https://www.theepochtimes.com/two-associates-of-michael-flynn-charged-with-covertly-
lobbying-for-turkey_2741520.html

Backstory on Imam Gulen: https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2014/08/120-american-charter-schools-and-one-
secretive-turkish-cleric/375923/

Well @Patriot-1976 Regardless of what happens to General Flynn ,we the followers of "Q" are suppose to Trust the Plan so
hopefully we see some real top people go down & be labelled criminals for committing treason & sedition against the American
Government & Her People..... God Speed on all this corruption that's been exposed lately that these foul criminals are prosecuted &
maybe we are all about to be blown away by the real investigations that have been going on lately with some big name arrest ... I
hope so...

WWG1WGA. �
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They do. Everyone does. I genuinely feel left out of society, and I can't talk about it because it makes people feel uncomfortable. I
break worldviews, liberals call me white, conservatives call me Latino. I'm just whatever is convenient for the situation. People are
polite enough to me, some family members are kind and helpful. I'm not completely alone.

But fuck, no wonder I grew up feeling this way. It's only through seeing reality can I finally articulate it. It's always been obvious
that I don't belong.

When I was in highschool, lunch tables were literally divided by race. It's just human nature.

I sat outside with the other boys that didn't belong. I'm part of a strange, lonely group. The lost boys.

@truthwoke33 Yeah this shit all sounds like a big:

Feel sorry for me because it's my family's fault that I'm gay & it's really just a bullshit story

I sure hope that's not going to be your next paragraph....

I only say this because you sound exactly like my cousin that's gay.... He always has ' what he calls a reason why he's the way that
he is....

But in reality he's just good at making excuses why he's a snivelling little cock sucker who is too lazy to get a paying job so he can
help my auntie out with rent or bills since my uncle died.... What fucking fruitcake lazy ass Mother Fucker!
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Flynn did nothing wrong, but according to Democrats he created treason... Sick of this shit, they are charging THE WRONG
people...

@DC92T I believe it's all smoke and mirrors to keep the eyes and investigations off of the real colluders with Russia, @HRC,
@Hussein, @Comey, @Podesta, @Lynch, @Holder, @Kerry, @SRice, @Mueller, @Strzok, @Page...... @etc. Need I go on?
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Oh surprise. WTF. So what will anyone ever do about this shit?

That's the million dollar question @qintel4u
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Is Flynn the Keystone?

I wish I was privy to those answers @ten75
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Another effing delay...

@Missle_Copter_Stoped , Yeah Brother, it really makes me wonder what the hell is going on..... What deals are being made..... Who
is "Q" ....Could it really be Flynn.... He's the one in all this Russian Collusion - WH Connected, Mueller Witch Hunt Fiasco that was MI
for years.... What's your premonition on all this?
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Hang them from the Border Wall.

Ouch! @patriothenry69 , Yes we want the Wall at all cost, for Security purposes only.... That might be a liberal stunt for Hollywood.
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Execute the family for child abuse. Next

�  @DamnLiquor That might just be a little bit too drastic, even for our Military & Border Patrol..... Oh wait maybe it's the "Damn
Liquor "
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Source

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/michael-flynn-trumps-former-national-security-adviser-scheduled-to-be-
sentenced/2018/12/17/19ce1bb4-0247-11e9-b5df-5d3874f1ac36_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.fbbf1832f385

Thanks @SouthernPride
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I watched and waited for the announcement on Fox and when heard was wondering...Who is really running this investigation?
With all the continual delays and the narratives being built, what if Flynn is really the one in charge of this hoax and Mueller is his
puppet. Flynn has to stay upfront for him to pull the strings in this show...just my 2 cents.

Q has always said this is a military operation.

Plus General Flynn was MI for so many years @fullthrottle1949
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Funny, I feel like a last gen in todays society. lol I mean why is this even on the menu? Shooting Afghan bomb makers should be
as normal as buttering your toast.

@chimpanzilla That's right! Why the hell would you ever charge your own Military Man with doing a great job, especially since we
sent them there to do just that , kill those fucking bomb making Afghans.
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sounds like pussy Marines

Totally outnumbered & the Antifa punks had weapons also..... Any Marine knows better than to fight a causeless fight especially
when enormously outnumbered
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Looks like I picked the wrong week to quit doing meth. 

Oh shit! .... Been there done that! Anytime is the right time to quit!  Clean & Sober!
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"Do you have an FBI member of your family with a leak that just wont go away? Try 'Pampers FBI+'. It' an adult diaper, specially
designed for adults who continuously leak. Guaranteed to absorb all leaks!" "I am James Comey and I endorse this message."

LOL... �  Good one ! @Smell_the_Covfefe
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I'm sure that you saved a link as it was so good...

Link ?

That's right @UK_Bloke_Awoke , you know that sometimes those links are so special that one must keep the link to
themselves........... lmao 3 x..... �
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/nMFD1x9b8YKZ

Thanks for the visual optics. @BitChuteArchive

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2919204/15630749)  context  full comments

Team Mueller To Face A No-Nonsense Flynn Jurist After Failing To Turn Over FBI Notes by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-18 16:52:48

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-18 06:04:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-18 04:22:08)

[ - ] Parent: PixieJean  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-18 06:04:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2918723/15623545)

The operative word is "COULD" which is used to express "possibility", esp. "slight" or "uncertain possibility:

Move-on folks, nothing to see here. The mere fact that "Team Mueller" purposefully and blatantly ignored a direct order from the
U.S. District Court proves that he knows he can get away with it and he knows that he will not be held accountable.

That's right @PixieJean Mueller thinks he is God, because he's been given unlimited power to charge ridiculous assumed crimes
that he didn't pay attention to while he was FBI Director became he was too busy covering up the Clinton's crimes while she was
Secretary of State.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2918723/15630661)  context  full comments

Why Did Michael Cohen Plead Guilty To Campaign Finance Crimes That Aren't Campaign Finance Crimes? by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-18 06:04:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-18 04:16:15)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-18 06:04:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918229/15621952)

Patriot, that judge will have a hard time explaining his role now.

@LakotaPride you know already that the judge was appointed by neither Clinton, Dubya or Hussein & most likely he's been to the
Adrenachrome parties of the Satanic Cabal (SpiritCooking)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918229/15630589)  context  full comments

Why Did Michael Cohen Plead Guilty To Campaign Finance Crimes That Aren't Campaign Finance Crimes? by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-18 16:52:48

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-18 06:04:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-18 04:13:05)
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[ - ] Parent: RCMike_CHS  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-18 06:04:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918229/15620462)

So if Cohen made a payment and claimed it as a campaign contribution, then he lied. He's guilty, not POTUS.

Exactly ! @RCMike_CHS

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918229/15630556)  context  full comments

The Truth Emerges: US Border Patrol Not Responsible For Young Girl's Death, Her Father Confirms by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-18 06:04:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-18 04:09:32)

[ - ] Parent: Popeye1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-18 06:04:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918311/15624056)

Dear Lord, I pray for the little ones who suffer, May god find you and bless each one this Christmas season and keep you safe.
Never give up on the hope that you will be rescued into His loving arms. Amen

I will add a huge AMEN! to your prayer @Popeye1

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918311/15630511)  context  full comments

The Truth Emerges: US Border Patrol Not Responsible For Young Girl's Death, Her Father Confirms by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-18 06:04:21

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 23:48:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2018-12-17 22:38:13)

[ - ] Parent: Tironianae  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 23:48:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918311/15623755)

Poor kid had sepsis WAY before she got here.... I hate the left with an indescribable passion...

Trust Me @Tironianae We all hate those lying liberal fucktards!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918311/15625314)  context  full comments

The Truth Emerges: US Border Patrol Not Responsible For Young Girl's Death, Her Father Confirms by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 23:48:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2018-12-17 22:34:35)

[ - ] Parent: Sexybuttcheeks  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 23:48:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918311/15625066)

People understood the truth from the start but prefer the lying liberal media over the “inconvenient truths”.

So true @Sexybuttcheeks, Hey I love your voat.co name ( @Sexybuttcheeks ) ...... But who wouldn't in their right mind like a name
like that..

✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2918311/15625265)  context  full comments

Deep State Hollywood Puppet Alec Baldwin Tweets' Trump Is 'Punishment' For Slavery & Saughtering Native Americans by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 23:48:41

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2018-12-17 21:39:09)

[ - ] Parent: Time4puff  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 23:48:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2918742/15623864)

So if Trump is the punishment then shouldn't the blacks and native Americans be rallying behind him?

@Time4puff I really think they are right now but the msm would never report that, if democrats don't receive 87% of the African
American vote they can't win elections..... (proven point)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2918742/15624488)  context  full comments

Trump Plans 'To Review' Case Against Soldier Charged With Murdering A Suspected Taliban Bomb Maker by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 17:20:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 52 minutes ago (2018-12-17 16:29:02)
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[ - ] Parent: chimpanzilla  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 17:20:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917019/15616479)

Death penalty for killing an Afghan bomb maker? lol

�  Wow.... You started to sound liberal @chimpanzilla ......lol 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917019/15620073)  context  full comments

Trump Plans 'To Review' Case Against Soldier Charged With Murdering A Suspected Taliban Bomb Maker by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 23:48:41

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 17:20:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 53 minutes ago (2018-12-17 16:27:12)

[ - ] Parent: JeepersGypsy  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 17:20:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917019/15616571)

Should pardon him and invite him to the white house.

I'm almost sure that President Trump will eventually invite this soldier to the WH for an event that makes him a hero in front ofthe
American people &the TV cameras, because what he has done is truly heroic. @JeepersGypsy

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917019/15620040)  context  full comments

Are We Surprised? Michael Cohen sentencing memo exposes serial liar with nothing to offer Mueller by CluelessInTheDark  in
theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 17:20:33

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-17 15:50:38)

[ - ] Parent: CluelessInTheDark  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 17:20:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2917903)

We all know that Cohen is a greedy liar lawyer, because what lawyer isn't? What I am worried about is the crap Cohen was saying in
his interview the other day on TV. Michael Cohen will never be considered a credible witness but what he says about Trump can
have damaging effects on what the media continue to report about Trump even though we know they are corrupt & Fake News, they
can continue to hurt president Trump & that's what we don't want.This foul fake Russian collusion story has taken away from the
actual Good he has done as POTUS. As long as this charade continues from the Mueller investigation the reality of all the great stuff
for the country Trump is doing will all be lost in the lies of Fake News media & the American people deserve to know the truth
already.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2917903/15619555)  context  full comments

Hating The President Is Not a Strategy, As Bill Kristol Just Learned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 08:10:26

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2018-12-17 06:49:26)

[ - ] Parent: Maersk  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 08:10:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15596206)

Been removed 3 years but it is basically still the liberal version of the Cap Grille. My last night there as Trump was winning the
nomanation I witnessed Paul Ryan belly aching to 60 faggots. "How can this be happening in our country". Well the answer is
people like you Paul Ryan. I was at the bar election night and every time he won a state I was the only person cheering. The
souls got sucked out of all those fundraising and lobbyist faggots. It was glorious. Top 10 day on Earth for me!!!

Oh wow... @Maesrk that night was an awesome night, it must have been so exciting for you to watch the life leave each & everyone
of those Hilbots who thought she was going to win by 98% like the Fake News reported all day of the 2016 election. What an
awesome memory you've got there, one I'm sure you will never forget.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15615469)  context  full comments

Napolitano says Trump in trouble over Cohen deal by EarnYourVote  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 08:10:26

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2018-12-17 05:32:37)

[ - ] Parent: EarnYourVote  5 points ( +7 | -2 ) 2018-12-17 08:10:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917469)

@EarnYourVote Well I've seen that ole judge also said a bunch of shit against Trump before on Fox News, as I recall ole Judge
Napolitano was wrong quite a few times in the last 2 years & I'll chalk this one up too just another wrong assumption on Napolitano
side again. It looks like maybe the law & what is actually allowed for the losers in an election to commit Sedition against a sitting
President has changed from the time when Napolitano served on the bench & from when Trump became POTUS.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917469/15614783)  context  full comments

The Next End of the World | C.I.A. Classified by cabalstone  in GreatAwakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 17:20:33

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 08:10:26

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2018-12-17 05:15:59)

[ - ] Parent: cabalstone  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 08:10:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917362)

@cabalstone Just maybe the CIA's story is true & what they believe what will really happen. This story is like that of the Sumarians
talked about 6000 years ago on the stone tablets called found & deciphered & the One story's called the "Inuma Ilish" the story of
creation where a rogue planet from our Suns, Sister Sun which has 7 planets does a violent dance with our solar system & with the
farthest out planet of the rogue solar system's planet which is about the size of Jupiter, it's named Nibiru & it comes close enough for
it's gravatational pull to lock onto earth:

https://youtu.be/d-nsgNkYWsI

to cause havoc, so bad that knocks whatever humans which actually survive the horrible event, back into the stone ages.

(Just a thought comes to mind from a series of books I've read by Zachariah Sitchzen) �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917362/15614602)  context  full comments

Clinton Connected NXVIM Sex Cult: Ongoing Trials by thewebofslime  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 17:20:33

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 05:09:11

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 28 minutes ago (2018-12-17 04:41:19)

[ - ] Parent: thewebofslime  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2018-12-17 05:09:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917416)

Quite a bit of material there @thewebofslime great job...... These people are not just sick but they are absolutely fucking sick to the
core of their being.... The one article seems to explain like they are trying to find a way to get the human blood to produce the fear to
induce adrenaline in the blood (Adrenachrome) of young teens so they can drain their blood maybe without killing them...... Just my
guess by what the one story said... Good post!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2917416/15614183)  context  full comments

Beautiful First Lady Melania Trump 'Shimmers' In Off-The-Runway Celine Gown For White House Christmas Party by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2018-12-17 08:10:26

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 05:09:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2018-12-17 03:48:24)

[ - ] Parent: Qmajor  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 05:09:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2917116/15612068)

Wow - She is such a beautiful First Lady with a heart to match!

☝

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2917116/15613493)  context  full comments

Beautiful First Lady Melania Trump 'Shimmers' In Off-The-Runway Celine Gown For White House Christmas Party by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 17:20:33

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 08:10:26

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 05:09:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2018-12-17 03:47:42)

[ - ] Parent: PeppermintPatty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 05:09:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2917116/15612732)

Stunning!

 omg ...... @PeppermintPatty FLOTUS is absolutely the most stunningly beautiful First Lady we've ever had in America!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2917116/15613486)  context  full comments

Beautiful First Lady Melania Trump 'Shimmers' In Off-The-Runway Celine Gown For White House Christmas Party by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 05:09:11

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2018-12-17 03:45:25)

[ - ] Parent: colway4  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-17 05:09:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2917116/15612371)

Thank God we have a lady back in the White House. Michael was a revolting embarrassment!

@colway4 Hahahaha! �  Words spoken with honesty!
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2917116/15613450)  context  full comments

The Perfectly Legal Corruption No One Cares About by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 23:44:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 minutes ago (2018-12-16 23:20:19)

[ - ] Parent: intothelightwego  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 23:44:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2916394/15609421)

Time for some "leaks" from some White hats dont you think? Getting tired of all the suppression of truth that only benefits the DS

@intothelightwego That's all it will take is to release the FISA documents.... All the other bullshit Mueller ,Russia , Clinton , Comey &
Lynch .....

The Truth Trumps All Accusations !

RELEASE THE FISA DOCUMENTS

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2916394/15609593)  context  full comments

Giuliani On Whether Trump Will Sit Down With Mueller: 'Good Luck -- Over My Dead Body' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 05:09:11

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 23:44:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2018-12-16 21:10:38)

[ - ] Parent: AUSAFVet  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 23:44:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2916616/15606996)

Screw meuller...can we just get him on the other side of the law where he belongs! In hand cuffs and leg irons!!

It would be nice to see that on the news headlines one evening @AUSAFVet , while watching the TV

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2916616/15607657)  context  full comments

No Joke' 70,000 Gang Members Across State Of Georgia Include Children, Correctional Officers by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2018-12-16 23:44:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2.6 hours ago (2018-12-16 21:06:45)

[ - ] Parent: Steelerfish  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 23:44:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2916665/15607338)

add a zero to that number for California’s population.

Ha! You might be right @Steelerfish being from California, I know one thing, the Gang Violence is huge & the amount of Gang
affiliation here in California is mind-boggling in actual numbers. �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2916665/15607580)  context  full comments

CNN Impeachment Poll Backfires, Shows Growing Support for POTUS by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 23:44:35

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-16 21:01:54)

[ - ] Parent: penny2712  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 23:44:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2916458/15607428)

and the rest of the noddy's think that impeachment means POTUS wont be allowed any peaches for Christmas

Hahahaha! �

Nice sense of humour there @penny2712

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2916458/15607506)  context  full comments

Border Patrol Nabs 3 Convicted Sex Offenders In A Matter of Days by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 23:44:35

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 20:18:27

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 43 minutes ago (2018-12-16 19:34:57)

[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 20:18:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2916472/15606299)

Send to sanctuary city in CA...maybe they can work for the Governor.

@joeneesima Hahahaha! �  I would say, hey that's a good idea, except with Gov. Jerry Brown he just might hire them & put them
on the California pay-roll & make them American citizens.....
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How Never-Trumpers Have Become Unhinged by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 20:18:27

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-16 17:37:58)

[ - ] Parent: NellerBean  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 20:18:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2916371/15604422)

There are many terms that turncoats. Benedict Arnold, who turned on the Colonies in the Revolutionary War, comes to
mind. Judas turned on Jesus. A “quisling” has become a commonplace term used for people who betray a cause or a
country. Most people do not know Quisling was actually a Norwegian traitor during World War II. Never-Trumpers are not
exactly up on the traitor standards of these three collaborators, but their actions border that.

Whatever mask they wear day to day, it sure seems like all who benefit from human trafficking as they (knowingly or unknowingly)
worship Lucifer are literally losing their minds. Satanists won't be "coming home."

That's right @NellerBean Those Satanic rituals include drinking human blood which has been forcefully induced to be filled with
adrenaline (Adrenachrome) enzymes...... But one of the side effects are the symptoms Hillary Clinton health that was exposed during
the 2016 election........ Coin the term :

"These People are Sick"

In reality they are beyond sick, they are disgusting vile foul excuses for human beings!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2916371/15604663)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Cohen Case 'Ain't Got A Damn Thing To Do With Russia' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 20:18:27

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2018-12-16 16:39:19)

[ - ] Parent: Q-sent-me  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 20:18:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15597013)

Many power station firms these days, being nuclear, are radioactive!

This particular Firm, from my youth, sang about it:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Aq5cqjUFOo

Hey I remember this old video @Q-sent_me it was the first time Jimmy Page had played with a band since Zeppelin

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15603843)  context  full comments

President Trump Makes Unscheduled Trip To Arlington National Cemetery For Wreaths Across America by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 16:26:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 minutes ago (2018-12-16 16:19:43)

[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 16:26:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915320/15598502)

Gee, how intelligent and insightful. Oh I get it! You are a stupid fucking hick! Now it all makes sense! You a fucking dumb hillbilly!
Thanks GOMER!

Hey @sorosminion Why don't you go crawl back up Hillary Clinton's old gross stinky fat ass, you know it's where you love to be most
of your pathetic little sorry ass life. Buh bye now!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915320/15603550)  context  full comments

Oh, Brother: Obama Compares JFK, MLK Murders To Vegas, Thousand Oaks Mass Shootings by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 20:18:27

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 16:26:19

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 minutes ago (2018-12-16 16:11:42)

[ - ] Parent: Vanguard123  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 16:26:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915456/15600281)

He will go down as the worst president in history. Such scheming and conniving like we have never seen before. I was so angry
by his lies and continue to be angry. I can't stand to even see his face and will only be happy to see it again when it's behind bars.

No @Vangaurd123 , America will be better off the day Hussein is dangling from a noose around his neck when he is hung for
committing Treason & also Sedition against President Trump & The American People.
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[ - ] Parent: dialysis  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2018-12-16 07:34:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15594822)

No, finding out that Donald Trump directs shady lawyers to commit felonies is just a side-pot of convicting Cohen, it's barely a blip
in the grand scheme of things. The real nugget is that Cohen's cooperation deal information about what Trump was doing behind
the scenes will corroborate with testimony from Rick Gates, Papadopolous, et al. Then, once all this supporting information is
revealed that Trump and his campaign were making deals with the Russians to profit off cyber-attacks on Americans. THEN
Congress will impeach him.

@dialysis Hahahaha ! Yes Mr Mueller, ooooops ! Maybe you forgot that HRClintons crimes along with Mueller, Comey, Brennan,
McCabe, Strzok, Page, Obama, Clapper, Podesta, C. Mills, Ohr & Ohr, Rosenstein & should I go on with all the people who were
actually really colluding with Russia in the Uranium One deal where they sold Russia 20% of America's Uranium Preserves......
Sounds like a real crime & not just something you imagined in your msm filled empty space between your ears..... Good luck with the
rest of your existence... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15598511)  context  full comments

President Trump Makes Unscheduled Trip To Arlington National Cemetery For Wreaths Across America by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 07:34:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-16 05:09:02)

[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  -5 points ( +0 | -5 ) 2018-12-16 07:34:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915320/15595332)

What a guy. Maybe someday he'll bother to visit troops overseas in war zones. Or are his bone spurs just too painful?

https://www.washingtonpost.com/history/2018/11/20/why-lincoln-eisenhower-obama-visited-troops-combat-trump-hasnt/

https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-congress/2018/10/17/top-senate-democrat-urges-trump-to-visit-troops-fighting-
overseas/

Of course it would interfere with his golf game.

https://www.jalopyjournal.com/forum/proxy.php?image=https%3A%2F%2Fscontent-sea1-1.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fv%2Ft1.0-
9%2F48412168_779305699071579_5800238301138911232_o.jpg%3F_nc_cat%3D103%26_nc_ht%3Dscontent-sea1-
1.xx%26oh%3D113737eada8b642007feac8bd7fac5ba%26oe%3D5C984F45&hash=cc386d7c6fc8a9edf29bc05a3f8381db
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-golfed-during-john-mccain-memorial-2018-9

Is he afraid they will shoot him?? LOL

The Secret Service watching me? Why???? LOL Yeah sure. Not you idiots that think democrats are satin worshiping pedophile
cannibals and should be tortured and executed. No, they aren't interested in that. They are watching me.Riiiiiiiight. Jesus you
people are just fucking hillbilly idiots! Too funny.

@sorosminion I honestly don't know why but you might have just a little better luck asking the president what you would like to know,
because I don't talk to him, so why are you asking your ridiculous questions to me? Oh yeah, you're that dickhead that really don't
care & only post shit because you got your head so far up Hillary Clinton's fat stinky ass that your oxygen levels must be getting cut
short for sure.... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915320/15598396)  context  full comments

President Trump Makes Unscheduled Trip To Arlington National Cemetery For Wreaths Across America by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 07:34:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2018-12-16 05:01:30)

[ - ] Parent: Squarecircle  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 07:34:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915320/15596168)

I Do NOT care one iota if you like our Prseident, or not! He has my utmost respect and sincere Love, he is a testament to that
which most real men aspire, and never achieve..Go Go Mr. T, God bless you & yours this season.... MERRY CHRISTMAS!
THANK YOU

May You Have a Wonderful Christmas Holiday also @Squarecircle!

God Bless ! �
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Will President Trumps Approval Ratings Last Through 2020? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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[ - ] Parent: LoyalTrumpArmy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 07:34:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2915473/15597735)

I was talking to a nurse the other day and she's a talker, and she told me she found out the #1 thing people want is Obama Care
done and for insurance to go back to what it use to. It won't. Remember we use to have a $1000-2000 deduction if you were in the
hospital? Now it's like a $5-6000 deductible to see a Dr. AND the price is through the roof. Whoever set this up was completely
unrealistic and I am sure did it on purpose. More theft, they knew it would kill Americans. But, I think the Border Wall and
immigration is tied in number one place. Both hold equal importance. I'M staying Loyal. People, including dems are getting fed up
with the msnews always calling people racists, bigots and Zeno's, etc instead of using Logical arguments about why Americans
don't support open immigration. People see what is going on. He is probably more at an 80% approval rating.

Yes I agree with you, @LoyalTrumpArmy The Mainstream Media is under control of the Globalists that are trying their hardest to
somehow impeach President Trump. The True American Patriots know the country is doing great & that we don't need to be fighting
these Cabal Wars that just deplete the American Tax Dollars & enrich the Globalists Elite even more.... While our Border is unsafe,
while our roads are bumpy with potholes & our bridges cracking & unsafe....So many things American Tax Dollars could be used for
instead of trying to spread false democracies around the world. But We the People love President Trump.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2915473/15598109)  context  full comments

Family of Guatemalan girl who died in US custody disputes the "official story". Not surprising! by Shizy  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 16:26:19

History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 07:34:42

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5.1 hours ago (2018-12-16 02:27:12)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  29 points ( +30 | -1 ) 2018-12-16 07:34:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915372)

@Shizy that kid that died from the enormous trip from Central America to the USA Border, that shits on her parents....... Who knows if
the adults claiming to be her Father (parents) if dude actually is her Father or just another scam story to try & connive the American
Government into letting them into or across the border to the USA side & then disappear into the population .... The whole thing with
this Caravan of Immigrants from Central America is they didn't have to march across Mexico all the way to our borders just to apply
for asylum. They could have applied for asylum from their home country...... But they were lied too, by the country destroyer as usual,
yes George Soros had operatives hand out cash & spread lies that America has free health care, free food (food stamps) & free
housing through welfare & these people took the cash & believed the big lie. I say have George Soros pay them now to go home.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915372/15596504)  context  full comments

Paradise, CA FIRE SMOKING GUN: Hard Evidence Shows Camp Fire Was Manmade, Genocide and Mass Destruction of Paradise
Carefully PlanneD by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 01:46:55

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2018-12-16 00:30:54)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  24 points ( +29 | -5 ) 2018-12-16 01:46:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915045)

Wow!..... That's some real interesting evidence there... @GodsAngel Where do we go from here though ? How do we make those
responsible, Pay for all the destruction & lives lost in those fires?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2915045/15594964)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Cohen Case 'Ain't Got A Damn Thing To Do With Russia' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 01:46:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-16 00:07:58)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 01:47:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15592399)

���

@UK_Bloke_Awoke Hahahaha! Right My Friend !

✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15594695)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Cohen Case 'Ain't Got A Damn Thing To Do With Russia' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 01:46:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-16 00:06:06)
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[ - ] Parent: dialysis  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2018-12-16 01:47:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15594534)

It's a RICO-style investigation. Investigators want to know information about Trump, but no one in his circle will talk. So one-by-
one they catch people in the circle committing crimes, get them to flip for a plea deal, and find out what they know. They use that
info to build a case and flip other people in the circle. Repeat until the investigation is complete and charges are filed.

Sure it has nothing to do with Russia, but Cohen knows a lot about Trump's interactions with Russians. Convict and flip.

Hahahaha! @dialysis Are you sure? I thought this was an investigation into Trump / Russia & collusion to steal the election in 2016.
Except it's not! It's an investigation into absolutely anything that might connect Donald Trump to a crime & any crime even it was
committed long before he ever even decided to run for POTUS & all because the Deep State's horse in the race Hillary Clinton lost
her ass & was decimated by Trump fair & square because she was a half dead sick bad candidate for the democrat party..... Nothing
else except a ploy to try & impeach Trump! These people are fucking stupid!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15594674)  context  full comments

Bill Kristol's Legacy "Never Trump" Magazine Crumbles / Renaming Magazine Questionable by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 07:34:42

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 01:46:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2018-12-15 23:29:04)

[ - ] Parent: chocolatepatriot2  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 01:47:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914841/15593816)

and 1 by 1 down they go. Oh happy day.

That's right @chocolatepatriot2 Any & All that come up against President Donald Trump, God's chosen & blessed servant for
America & the American people at this moment in time... May The Lord keep this man safe at all times, because the enemy is real &
they fight foul & dirty.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914841/15594167)  context  full comments

Bill Kristol's Legacy "Never Trump" Magazine Crumbles / Renaming Magazine Questionable by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 01:46:55

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-15 23:21:11)

[ - ] Parent: Bee4Q  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-16 01:47:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914841/15593053)

@stonenchizel � � Thanx for bringing humor. This shit pisses me off so much sometimes I forget to enjoy a good laugh. I wish I
could see you guys. It's a lonely place in Cali. When you support the President.

Guess what @Bee4Q Little ole me, @Stonenchizel was born & raised & still live to this very day in Monterey County, California  .......
So it's not where you live being a staunch believer in our President Donald Trump, & "Qanon" but it's what you can do to help the
@MAGA Cause..... So I do whatever I can on my phone.... Posting stories connected to POTUS - "Q" & everything I think is worthy of
being shared with All the "Q" Patriots...... So Thank You btw.... I love a good laugh.... & I actually enjoy reading my comments &
sometimes responding back to these awesome Patriots that love this President & know he is man appointed by God for such a time
as this...... ( corruption filled world) �

� God bless!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914841/15594044)  context  full comments

Hating The President Is Not a Strategy, As Bill Kristol Just Learned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-17 05:09:11

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 21:26:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 35 minutes ago (2018-12-15 20:51:17)

[ - ] Parent: BettyLiberty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 21:26:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15591212)

Bill Kristol's father was the godfather of Neoconservatism, Irving Kristol.

I like my Neocons like I like my coffee -- ground up and in the freezer!

�  Hahahaha ! Me too @BettyLiverty, Me too! Well at least I know I love coffee.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15591932)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham: Cohen Case 'Ain't Got A Damn Thing To Do With Russia' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 21:26:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.2 hours ago (2018-12-15 20:16:34)
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 21:26:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15589335)

Joking aside, the whole thing reeks of DS...

What if a suitcase device, made by one of the fringe groups, was deployed in the middle of DC ?

Careful My Bloking Buddy from across the pond....... That kind of statement will have the Black Suits N' Dark Glasses dudes knocking
or kicking down your door..... @UK_Bloke_Awoke.

Terrorist Combatant making threats..... lol  Oh shit, it's a bloody police state!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914569/15591440)  context  full comments

Hating The President Is Not a Strategy, As Bill Kristol Just Learned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-16 01:46:55

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 21:26:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.3 hours ago (2018-12-15 20:09:16)

[ - ] Parent: Patriotic_Legend  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 21:26:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15589676)

Love this, Bill Kristol can take his smug face and shove it up his ass.

Hahahaha -Hahahahaa!  OMG..... Hahahaha......! You just gave me, My dose of medicine for the day! Thanks for the
unexpected laughing My ass off , while reading My comments...

@Patriotic_Legend. �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15591357)  context  full comments

Hating The President Is Not a Strategy, As Bill Kristol Just Learned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 21:26:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.4 hours ago (2018-12-15 20:02:59)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 21:26:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15590340)

I hope Krauthammer is spinning in his fucking grave.

�  @Blacksmith21 He just might be, at least I know he's happy & smiling where ever he may be...

RIP Krauthhammer � 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15591261)  context  full comments

Hating The President Is Not a Strategy, As Bill Kristol Just Learned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 21:26:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-15 19:57:51)

[ - ] Parent: Sam63  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 21:26:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15591034)

CIA and state sponsored outlets are using our tax money, they will never run out of cash. CNN would not be in business if not for
the CIA.

Absolute Great Point!

@Sam63 �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15591189)  context  full comments

Hating The President Is Not a Strategy, As Bill Kristol Just Learned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 21:26:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.5 hours ago (2018-12-15 19:56:33)

[ - ] Parent: iamapersondamnit  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 21:26:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15591043)

Who knew that catering to unloyal easily brainwashed dirty hippies that don't spend money would be bad for business?

�  ! @iamapersondammit

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15591175)  context  full comments

Hating The President Is Not a Strategy, As Bill Kristol Just Learned by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 21:26:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2018-12-15 18:49:07)
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[ - ] Parent: 16574923  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 21:26:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15588568)

That happens when you constantly work against the people that you want to pay you. Hopefully more to follow, may I wish CNN to
go down soon?

On the media topic, just released, at 1:11
The Main Stream Media ... now remains the gravest threat to the people of the world - "Turn Them Off"

Brand new, I just found that on 8chan, announced as: "New vid from the guy who does all our Q vids…"

Thanks for sharing video @16574923

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2914512/15590324)  context  full comments

Obama-Loving Country Music Star Tim McGraw Partners With Terror-Sponsoring Communists by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 21:26:00

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 hours ago (2018-12-15 18:28:33)

[ - ] Parent: PeppermintPatty  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 21:26:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2914591/15589693)

Oh no, him too? UGH! �

The reality of the Cabal owning all the production companies & everything to do with the upper echelons of the Music Industry &
Hollywood Movies & Film , Media & all News Outlets across the world, so it makes it hard for any Musical Artists of Movie Star or
even Media People to keep up with the Cabal's demands of what they say or do to please the Puppet Masters, even the stars just
trying to hold on to their jobs that ultimately are controlled by the Elite Cabal in one way or the other has to be the case for the
conservative public stars of entertainment. It's truly sad that they actually bow down to basically the same Cabal that we are trying to
rid the world of.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2914591/15590050)  context  full comments

Mueller should be in jail over this. What a damn cover up. by jessewag  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 17:45:29

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 minutes ago (2018-12-15 17:37:58)

[ - ] Parent: jessewag  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 17:45:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2914513)

For all the people who think that Robert Mueller is a White Hat & a good guy working with President Trump, explain what this does to
help Trump in any way possible :

( The Office of the Special Counsel deleted text messages from the iPhone of fired FBI agent Peter Strzok before turning it over to the
Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General (OIG), according to a report released by the federal watchdog. )

Robert Mueller is a Swamp Rat that is leaching off of America's Monetary Purse to enrich himself and to try and frame President
Trump with a crime, any crime so that the Globalist bought Liberals can try and impeach POTUS!

Fuck Robert Mueller ! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2914513/15589257)  context  full comments

DHS' Before & After Pics Of Border Wall Show How Much Difference Trump Has Really Made by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 05:36:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 minutes ago (2018-12-15 05:22:49)

[ - ] Parent: bamadeplorable420  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 05:36:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2912473/15582576)

that did NOT show me what has been done on the wall.....I WOULD REALLY LIKE TO SEE A FILM FROM THE BEGINNING
FROM ONE SIDE TO THE OTHER ,,,,,FROM ONE END TO THE OTHER...FILMED WITH A HELICOPTER VIEW .

Yeah that would be nice for all of us to see @bamadeplorable420

I guess we'll just have to wait until one is actually filmed from a helicopter like you've described..

� �420 Baby!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2912473/15583320)  context  full comments

Liberal Appointed 9th Circuit Court Rules Against Trump's Asylum Ban For Caravan Immigrants Crossing Border Illegally by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-15 05:36:28

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 38 minutes ago (2018-12-15 04:58:41)
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[ - ] Parent: NellerBean  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-15 05:36:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901420/15475299)

You don't seem to understand how psy-ops and disinformation (edit: work) to keep the enemy (your masters?) on their toes. Like I
said, instead of speculating, let's meet back to finish this conversation end of January.

Who knows @NellerBean maybe @JackPosobiec1 will be bent over taking it up the ass from one of his puppet masters in
Guantanamo by January 31st....he seems to be a true Cabal Puppet trying to mislead the class..... But that's exactly how the
backwards practising Satanic rituals that Jack will be found guilty of is Just too much for him to handle so like every guilty Pedophile
they try & disprove the nastiness of their Satanic rituals. Buh Bye Jack...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901420/15583054)  context  full comments

" Do You Know What Frazzle Drip Is? " " Sexually Assaulted Her & Drank Her Blood"...WTF! by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Lord,please protect those that need it and bring to light what we need to know.Forgive us,sometimes,for not understanding all you
have planned for us.Thank you for this sanctuary where we are allowed to speak freely and seek advice from true patriots.Guide
us so that we may give you the glory.This I pray in Jesus name,Amen.

Yes, Lord I agree whole heartedly & in Jesus Holy Name, Father We ask these things in @tallpines beautiful prayer Up above
Lord....

��

Amen
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The father needs to be arrested immediately for child endangerment and neglect!

If I had not fed my child for several days and she died, I'd be in jail!! I'm sick of illegals always getting an undeserved sympathy
pass for their terrible decisions!

That so true @Shizy, Why the hell do actual American citizens have to keep the laws & if we don't, it is surly a problem for us but
illegals even get away with rape & murder in America. Not to tweak your bubble or anything but I myself don't want to or would I even
think about doing either of those heinus crimes..... But my point was if you are an illegal alien & commit those crimes you basically
won't be protected to the same degree as an American citizen would be prosecuted & then again prosecuted in the Press.
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What a profound tweet from FLOTUS!

Yes @StormRider9090 Melania Trump is one classy First Lady ! We sure are Blessed to have such a stunningly beautiful First Lady
who knows how to carry herself like a real woman.....unlike Michael Obama. What a disgrace to have a tyranny acting like a woman
& the First Lady at that, even makes it that more disgusting. 
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Has anyone ever thought that Lanny Davis approached Cohen for the purpose of representing him in court, but was really there to
bribe Cohen with a bunch of cash since everyone already knew that Cohen was a greedy lawyer & ultimately had a price which he
could be bought with. The Clinton's collected almost 3 Billion Dollars from the Clinton Global Initative & a few million to purchase
Cohen would be something the Clinton's would jump at the Chance to destroy Trump even if it was by crooked means. Hell
everyone knows the Clinton's specialize in buying & selling & blackmail when need be to cover their crimes.
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Keep uploading the videos until an "offended" party sues for defamation.

Matters such as these need to be settled in a court of law.

Hahahaha ! �  @ThreeBladeKnife Right, make them prove its not true about the video...... But that Google executive sure
seemed like he was disturbed by the question because he's been watching it over & over......because you know he did since he has
the access. �
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Why did they not accept asylum in MX? If from Guat, a true request for asylum would have had to be made in the FIRST
neighboring country. You can't just claim asylum anywhere you damn well please.

And where are all the news reports of country wide violence in both Guat and Honduras that would require residents of those
countries to leave their states?

@WanderingTaurus They don't need asylum, they just want American Welfare & Free Health Care through Medi-Cal..... & Free Food
through American Food Stamps, these dummies need to go the fuck home. or just let them make their way home the same way they
came to our borders, get George Soros to hand out some more money for them to return home or apply for asylum in Mexico
because you aren't gettingany Free pass in the USA....
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Ty @Stonenchizel����

@Missle_Copter_Stoped You are quite welcome my friend ✌
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Yet look at the forces arrayed against him. The US media is on the warpath against Trump and his family, coverage 93
percent negative, although I suspect that number is closer to 100 percent.

This is like arguing that Richard Nixon wasn't geting positive press in 1974.

Do you think all this negative press has anything to do with the fact that we have learned that

Trump's lawyer is a convicted felon.

Trump's campaign manager is a convicted felon.

Trump's deputy campaign manager is a convicted felon.

Trump's national security advisor being a convicted felon.

Trump's lawyer saying he committed federal crimes on the direction of president Trump.

These allegations supported by Trump's long-time friend David Pecker who also admitted to these crimes.

The federal prosecutors in NY telling the court that Trump (named as individual-1) directed these crimes.

Do you think it has to do with the fact that we watched Trump lie about many of this things for months? He claimed he knew
nothing about these hush money payments and then he admits to making them, but out of his own pocket, nothing to do with the
campaign. The truth is Michael Cohen made the payments with his own money and Trump and Trump's company paid Michael
Cohen back through the company and hid the payments as legal fees. Then we learn that Donald Trump, Michael Cohen, and
David Pecker all met in 2015!!! (possibly with others) and discussed the plan to a way to secret quash multiple stories of Trump's
infidelity and hide the money.

What part of that do you think should gain positive press coverage for Trump?

Right now in addition to the several convictions.

The Trump campaign is under investigation.

The Trump Organization is under investigation.

The Trump Inaugural committee is under investigation.

Trump's son and son-law are under investigation.

Trump himself is under investigation for obsctruction of justice and other charges.

And far from being a witch hunt, this investigation keeps uncovering crimes and getting people to give evidence of other crimes.

@Are_we_sure I'm not sure that you actually care about the truth by Al the stuff you say in your comments .But here's my response to
your comment, the Globalist Elite other wise known as the Illuminati that had Hillary Clinton as their horse in the 2016 General
Election race but she lost & after losing the globalist have unleased every tool that they own to attack Donald Trump because he isn't
one of their puppets. It just amazes me that someone like you that know the facts of what the media is pushing isn't just propaganda
crap & their whole goal from the very beginning of Trumps tenure as President was to try & impeach him. Has any President in
recent times been treated the same way? .....NO! Because they were good puppets for the Globalist attempt to try & destroy
America's sovereignty , just look at our National debt, They did this So they could usher in their Satanic Controlled New World Order
. If you could for one moment set aside your hate for the man that beat everyone's hope for the first woman President Hillary Clinton,
& take a look at what has actually happened since Trump became president & putting aside all the shit I told Up above & realize that
America is kicking ass in every aspect of our society is really doing quite well, the stock market, employment among Blacks, Latinos,
heck every race colour or creed has the opportunity to work if they want to & become self supported.. Maybe if you would try &
search out the internet but actually go to websites that aren't owned & controlled by Trump hating liberals or globalist that want to
destroy America's sovereignty you will find the truth. But the biggest lie came from the Podesta's & Clinton's about Russia collusion,
still 2 years later No proof Because there isn't anything to find. It was a made up lie to protect all the fuckers in the Obama
administration along with HRC to hide the truth of them doing business & colluding with Russia & selling them 20% of America's
Uranium in the Uranium One deal, then they blamed Russia again but this time for hacking Podesta e mails that were revealed on
@Wikileaks , because they had the real person killed who gave Julian Assange the evidence & password for Podesta emails & the
DNC leaks. His name was Seth Rich...... I'm actually trying to Red Pill you with the truth because neither you search for the truth
yourself & quit trusting the Rothschild owned Media or you will be Red Pilled over night like the rest of the world when those damn
criminals are arrested & tried with Military Tribunals. I want you to remember my name because you will for one know the truth &
There are already 69,000 sealed indictments.... Do some research for yourself.. Please.. @Stonenchizel
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I dont know how Trump does it, but he seems to enjoy it at least.

I predict Trump will have chuck norris type jokes of how badass he is though when his term limit is up.

The only thing I am worried about now is his safety, and pray for him always to have Armor of God on at all times.

@Missle_Copter_Stoped I will second that & add a big :

Amen. �
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It was awesome that SanFranNan was crying about having this talked about in the open and in front of MSM and then the way
she talks about stupid shit like SOP when we are past this and then the way she shut down when Trump was dealing facts. All
voters needed to see how she folded like a cheap suit.

Schumer is for Israel so it doesn't even matter what he says, because it isn't about Americans, just his disdain for Trump and we
are just collateral damage to him.

Great comment ....... @Missle_Copter_Stoped �
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That shriveled up old hag needs to be taken out behind the wood shed and have some common sense applied to her posterior.

Hahahaha! �  I totally agree with you @crazy_cajun
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Isn’t this old news?? This is not a fresh batch just discovered.

No it's not Old news, a fresh batch discovered.... The INSA have everything if they just look at the Utah Beast computer....
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how long you wanna act butthurt about your irrelevant flat earth post ?

Hahahaha ! �  @MolochHunter I love when questions I've wondered about Just pop up & mysteriously are instantly answered.
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I want to get angry but I'm afraid to.

Oh shit! Now I look scared! They're coming!!!!

Hahahaha! �  Thank you @gogogogostop , I love a good laugh!
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Wow look what just popped up! https://www.bizpacreview.com/2018/12/13/classic-entrapment-gorka-sets-internet-ablaze-with-
suggestion-for-trump-pardon-flynn-and-make-him-chief-of-staff-702353

That would make the Liberals heads explode @mghaer102

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910838/15563231)  context  full comments

UnfuckingBelievable ' MSNBC Now Pushing Idea Trump Wasn't Actually Elected At Least Not 'Democratically' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 11:45:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.7 hours ago (2018-12-14 04:02:37)

[ - ] Parent: Odius1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 11:45:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910766/15559553)

But I thought he won the election with the help of Russia?

Hahahaha! �  yeah that ship has sailed @Odius1 with the evidence of Hillary Clinton paying for the Fake Russian Dossier but
you would never know it by watching the MSM

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910766/15563206)  context  full comments

Another Liberalism Decision Catches Up With Boy Scouts. Organization Faces Bankruptcy As Members Flee by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 11:45:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7.8 hours ago (2018-12-14 03:58:34)

[ - ] Parent: TPTBNewsReviewer  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 11:45:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2911249/15562163)

I'm glad this post hasn't been deleted by @MolochHunter even though it has nothing to do with Q.

I posted this article @TPTBNewsReviewer, because I believe it has to do with the Cabal & how they have tried to destroy everything
that has to do with Good & God. Anything that has been good for America as a country, (marriage, the word of God in schools, even
the Boy Scouts, gay marriage, transgenderism, ,,,, etc.... etc...) The Cabal is the same as Socialism...... It will fail because it always
does.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2911249/15563121)  context  full comments

Another Liberalism Decision Catches Up With Boy Scouts. Organization Faces Bankruptcy As Members Flee by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 11:45:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7.9 hours ago (2018-12-14 03:50:17)

[ - ] Parent: john1776  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 11:45:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2911249/15561785)

I was started by a sicko pedo...its been researched already. check it out for yourself ...look up the guy that started it...sick... i wont
put links you will need to research yourself if interested

Thanks @john1776

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2911249/15562996)  context  full comments

The DOJ Inspector General Found 19,000 'Lost' Strzok & Page Texts by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 11:45:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 8.1 hours ago (2018-12-14 03:42:14)
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[ - ] Parent: Kitty2794  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 11:45:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910851/15562194)

Some in the comments are blaming Trump?! When are these people gonna wake up!

Don't trip on those sleeping liberals, they are so deep asleep with Obama's intentions of spreading transgenderism, but of course he
would..... Just look at a statue or a picture of Satan ..... A two horned male figure with a womens tits....its all globalism & training for
the NWO..  A Satanic controlled One World Government, a One World Religion (Luciferianism) & a One World Currency...... It's the
reason we must absolutely win this fight of Good over Evil .

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910851/15562855)  context  full comments

The DOJ Inspector General Found 19,000 'Lost' Strzok & Page Texts by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 11:45:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 8.4 hours ago (2018-12-14 03:23:21)

[ - ] Parent: fancypants211  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 11:45:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910851/15558859)

are you kidding me? wtf do we pay these assholes to do all fucking day? text? lets fire a shitload of cia and fbi agents. they are
wasting our tax dollars! probably the nsa too!

@fancypants211 That is why they came to Trump & asked him to run for POTUS because they were sick of fighting the DS's fake
wars using Up the Pentagon's funding for their enrichment. This is what's happening, but it won't happen over night either. This
Cabal has been in control for a long time & now they assurely will be arrested & tride or flipped & then serve whatever sentences
they receive during the Military Tribunals. Heaven forbid to be one of the Satanic Abusers because death shall be quick for them
with the instant death as their necks are snapped by the noose around ones neck during a hanging for Treason or committing
Sedition against The American Government & Country & President.

"Draining the Swamp"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910851/15562537)  context  full comments

The DOJ Inspector General Found 19,000 'Lost' Strzok & Page Texts by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 11:45:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8.6 hours ago (2018-12-14 03:06:48)

[ - ] Parent: qfollower911  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 11:45:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910851/15557660)

A couple of highlights from the article:  

"...gap in text message data collection during the period December 15, 2016 through May 17, 2017.... Does this Jan '17-May '17
fall outside the window of Obama's pardons?

 

not been produced by the FBI due to technical problems with its text message collection tool." How very convenient.

 

..."When Page and Strzok left the Special Counsel, their phones were wiped by Special Counsel Records Officer. DOJ maintains
this was simply standard procedure in order to give the device to another user." More evidence of DOJ and FBI corruption, and
how the foxes have been guarding the hen house.

@qfollower911 It really doesn't matter how many text or recorded phone calls the FBI or CIA erase or even try & destroy the phones
because like "Q" says we have everything......... Their is a massive computer sitting in Utah that records every single text, phone call
& I bet even just conversations we have regardless if we're at home & phones on the night stand or in our pocket at the doctors
office, who really knows? But who cares if you are righteous in life? Well il tell ya who knows, the INSA knows became that's whos in
charge of watching this beast computer..... Trust me, they hear & see everything.... Remember when "Q" told the DS... "We can hear
you breathing " basically saying don't even think about trying it..... Whatever it maybe to try & beat Trmp "Q" & us , We the People.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910851/15562217)  context  full comments

Truth of what is actually going on. by LibTearsNoBrakes  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 11:45:22

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9.1 hours ago (2018-12-14 02:37:06)

[ - ] Parent: LibTearsNoBrakes  0 points ( +6 | -6 ) 2018-12-14 11:45:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910770)

@LibTearsNoBrakes If you read real history of the Sumerians you will be enlightened. They wrote their history of creation & many
things on stone clay tablets with the oldest known writing to man. The stone tablets have been interpreted by Zachariah Sitchen a 30
years Linguistic Genius & he had claimed the tablets say that humans were created as a slave race by Alien Beings from our Sun's
Sister Sun's solar system. A solar system with 7 planets & whole bunch of debris since it is a traveling system. The planet one of
seven which comes closest to the earth is called Nibiru. This planet was used as a way station to jump to Mars then to the Moon &
eventually Earth. These Aliens were called the Annunaki & were the people that our ancestors thought were god's. This solar system
does a dance with our sun every 3600 years. You should really read "The Twelfth Planet" by Zachariah Sitchen.... It will open your
eyes to...... Well you tell me after you read it.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2910770/15561628)  context  full comments

We Asked A Campaign Finance Expert About Trump's Alleged Felonies. He Shredded Them by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 00:31:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 18 minutes ago (2018-12-14 00:13:45)

[ - ] Parent: KidCreole  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 00:31:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910783/15557340)

There is no crime in a private person paying a stripper.. Now, if Trump had directed Cohen to pay Ol horseface with donated
funds.. then yes, that is illegal!But, that did not happen

@KidCreole He couldn't have done anything illegal when he used his own money because Donald Trump funded his own
campaign .....The man is able to spend his money how ever he damn well pleases....

Unless of course there's a new law that I've never read..

NOPE! I didn't think so at least not in this lifetime... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910783/15558938)  context  full comments

Geraldo Cut Avenatti Down to Size and the Creepy Porn Lawyer Was Not Happy About It by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 00:31:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 minutes ago (2018-12-14 00:07:24)

[ - ] Parent: joeythew  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 00:31:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910817/15557772)

Say what you will about Geraldo. He's been a friend of the POTUS for decades and refuses to throw him under the bus.

Admirable.

That's right @joeythew

Geraldo knows Trump & his character , therefore Geraldo knows Trump is a good dude to have on your side, why the hell do think
the people Mueller tried to to get to rat on Trump know what a good dude he is & has been to them & they realize no matter what
Mueller threatens them with they will never sell out Trump because Trump is a righteous dude... & now President of course... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910817/15558814)  context  full comments

Who The Hell Do You Think You Are? Migrant Horde Demands U.S. Give Them Cash To Go Home by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 00:31:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.6 hours ago (2018-12-13 21:54:07)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 00:32:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908681/15544272)

OK.

Prize is hereby increased....

to THREE MAGIC WISHES from the GENIE of your CHOICE

�♀� �♂�

Yeah @UK_Bloke_Awoke I guess you can see it that way..... It looks like Meadows is trying to protect the Clinton's.... . This is making
me feel sick..... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908681/15555940)  context  full comments

The Huber Hearing My Notes by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 00:31:53

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2018-12-13 21:02:20)

[ - ] Parent: deleted  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-14 00:32:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910533/15554357)

[Deleted]

Oh shit, wait a minute, it's starting to get good.

This Lawrence dude & John Moynihan are spilling the beans... I guess some truth will be revealed today... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910533/15554880)  context  full comments

The Huber Hearing My Notes by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 20:57:40

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 minutes ago (2018-12-13 20:55:47)
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[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 20:57:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910533/15553704)

lets not forget at this juncture that the bureacrat who made the decision not to audit the Foundation was PETER STRZOKs WIFE

Of course @MolochHunter & even though Peter Strzok has been found to be a Clinton protector in all of this during the Obama crime
wave of raping America's purse it's evident that the continuous stalling tactic until the dems take control of the House is just
sickening.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910533/15554737)  context  full comments

The Huber Hearing My Notes by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 00:31:53

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 20:57:40

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 minutes ago (2018-12-13 20:49:36)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 20:57:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910533/15553829)

We get it, you would never make it in the Legal world.

The wheels of Justice grind Slowly......but they grind VERY FINE.... as in Clintons will be dust when finished.

PS: I'd never make it in Congress, as I can not stand to listen to bullshit artist Demoncraps, that make you want to slap them
around. But of course, you can't do that.

Or @GodAngel they (the Clinton's ) might actually become dead & die from a ripe old age because at the snails pace this shit is
being thrown in front of our faces is really bad for the dignity of the plan & it's goals. At least in these hearings they made sure it was
as non public as possible....But NO HUBER, so who cares right . You could here a pin drop while watching on CSPAN ,ain't nothing
going to happen today obviously...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910533/15554601)  context  full comments

The Huber Hearing My Notes by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 20:57:40

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 19 minutes ago (2018-12-13 20:38:37)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 20:57:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910533)

This is straight bullshit! & I'm mad as hell!

Where is Huber ? W've been lied too, not just once but twice. It's apparent that the Clinton's got more power than our government
because this talking out the side of their mouths shit from these supposedly Government Officials & the Huber No show this must be
their way of letting us know that it's OK to be a fucking crook just as long as you are a high government official named Clinton!

Hell I think I'm going to run for office, maybe even president, no fuck that, I'm going to open a Stonenchizel Global Initiative..... Then I
can sell babies to World Pedophiles just like the Clinton's did.... Man fuck the Clinton's!  This is bullshit - what's next?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910533/15554357)  context  full comments

Who The Hell Do You Think You Are? Migrant Horde Demands U.S. Give Them Cash To Go Home by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 20:57:40

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 55 minutes ago (2018-12-13 20:02:35)

[ - ] Parent: Fancy451  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 20:57:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908681/15551916)

Whats a box of .50cal cost?

A lot less than the Caravan is demanding @Fancy451

Great idea! �
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Pentagon Echoes President Trump, Says DOD Could Fund Border Wall by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Invicta  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 18:05:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910032/15549426)

We should not forget our history. Remember Hadrian's Wall? It was a defensive fortification in the Roman province of Britannia,
begun in AD 122 in the reign of the emperor Hadrian. Nor should we forget the Great Wall of China.

The Democrats, who work for the Deep State, are at war with the U.S., and have been for some time. This is why we need the wall
right now. In 1954 the official doctrine issued by the Policy Committee of the Bilderberg Group was for a "Quiet War" [WWIII].
This was discovered in a document/manual titled Top Secret: Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars. It was uncovered by accident on
July 7th, 1986 when an employee of Boeing purchased a surplus IBM copier for scrap parts. Inside of it were the details of the
plan.

Wow... Great information @Invicta thanks for sharing...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2910032/15549622)  context  full comments

New Report: Calif. Liberal Gov't Fails To Enforce New Law That Could Have Prevented Wildfires by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 05:48:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 minutes ago (2018-12-13 05:33:30)

[ - ] Parent: TrumpProphecy1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 05:48:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2908596/15538433)

Can we start a California Q follower thread?

Yes you can, @TrumpPhrophecy1 but I'm too busy working throughout the day & some nights, but I get mine right here on either
@GreatAwakening & @theeawakening , I follow both for more information combined 2 is always better than 1 , at least when have
the time..... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2908596/15542585)  context  full comments

Who The Hell Do You Think You Are? Migrant Horde Demands U.S. Give Them Cash To Go Home by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 05:48:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 minutes ago (2018-12-13 05:27:06)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 05:48:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908681/15539052)

You know how Q has this letter circle thingy, and you change letters by moving around it clockwise or anti-clockwise? The + sign
means clockwise... and a number tells you how many steps.

So if I said A+1 it decodes as B

So I've used that to compose a message for them all....

ET+1

First to decode gets imaginary medal....

@UK_Bloke_Awoke What.... Only a imaginary medal?

How about a Cigarette or a Viagra Pill to give the class some real incentive...

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908681/15542485)  context  full comments

Who The Hell Do You Think You Are? Migrant Horde Demands U.S. Give Them Cash To Go Home by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 18:05:41

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 05:48:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 39 minutes ago (2018-12-13 05:09:25)

[ - ] Parent: chimpanzilla  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 05:48:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908681/15539129)

https://files.catbox.moe/lkodsx.jpg

https://files.catbox.moe/rt3qgc.jpg

https://files.catbox.moe/dwom55.jpeg

@chimpanzilla I'll give ya an upvoat for your effort..... It was enough to make Me LMAO a few times.... Are those Liberals?....... LOL....
Of course they are, what a silly question. 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908681/15542260)  context  full comments

Unbelievable /Thought Police: Public Liberal University's Rules Now Prohibit Offensive Facial Expressions by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 05:48:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 55 minutes ago (2018-12-13 04:54:10)
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[ - ] Parent: WanderingTaurus  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 05:48:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2909199/15541608)

Those with RBF are screwed.

*I can't find anything about this on the school's website, their FB or Twitter page. Is this even legit?

University Montana Western / fresh news & yes it's real... @WanderingTaurus

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2909199/15542043)  context  full comments

Q is doing Q & A right now! by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 minutes ago (2018-12-13 02:41:56)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908750/15538110)

I’m sure thsee 2 posts affected A LOT Of people deeply. 

Not Me @srayzie I've considered them both dead. Since original news stories on both.. God rest both of their souls!

 @SethRich R.I.P.

 @JohnKennedyJr. R.I.P.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908750/15539739)  context  full comments

Q is doing Q & A right now! by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 13 minutes ago (2018-12-13 02:36:43)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908750/15538270)

yea i just made a post about it. his account was live 12 hours ago when i was looking last night - now gorn. gorn i tellzya

Yeah it's true Vincent Has been clipped from the blue bird liberal controlled site.

@MolochHunter

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908750/15539660)  context  full comments

Vice President Mike Pence Had To Casts Tie-Breaking Vote To Confirm Federal Judge 1st Time Ever by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-14 11:45:22

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.6 hours ago (2018-12-13 01:11:11)

[ - ] Parent: Patriot8  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15527309)

I don’t know if we will ever get that shaming. It could be that their premature retirements are their punishment. They may have
been told to retire or go down with the rest.

Yes, that's what Q has said @Patriot88 many will flip & then lose their jobs(retire for optics)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15537991)  context  full comments

Vice President Mike Pence Had To Casts Tie-Breaking Vote To Confirm Federal Judge 1st Time Ever by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.7 hours ago (2018-12-13 01:08:39)

[ - ] Parent: AAngel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15530789)

Just what I was going to say. Flake is one of them, or at least an enabler. A "house" is a good analogy. How do your rip out 70% if
rot when you still have to keep shelter over your head?

Exactly how Trump is doing it @AAngel that's why it's got to be done right & lawful. On January 1st Trumps Executive Order for
Military Tribunals will become legally active.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15537938)  context  full comments

President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-13 01:02:22)
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[ - ] Parent: PeppermintPatty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15530514)

I agree Stonenchizel, this was all about exposing Pelosi & Schumer's real stance. Trump already got boarder wall money in the
defense bill. Masterfully played them, YUGELY!

Yes, of course @PeppermintPatty, President Trump just wanted to have them on the record saying how important Border Security
is....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15537810)  context  full comments

President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-13 01:00:23)

[ - ] Parent: AAngel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15530926)

When they talk about "other methods" as if they are as good as a wall, why don't the good guys mention that a wall can't be bribed
or blackmailed? It doesn't matter how big the fentanyl shipment is, or how especially young and pretty the kidnapped kids are, the
wall won't care.

I love it @AAngel absolutely great point!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15537763)  context  full comments

President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-13 00:59:21)

[ - ] Parent: jdpent  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15531457)

National Security is no concern of the DEM'S, THEY'RE NOT IN POSITION TO safeguard America from MS-13 gang people,
drugs or OTHER THAN MEXICANS OTM'S. they tout Security with open S. border, this is a play on your brain, and dishonesty of
them to mix the two, [ NOTHING IS SECURE IF ITS OPEN] DAH DEM'S need real help.

@jdpent That's exactly why Q always says :

"Those People are Stupid"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15537740)  context  full comments

President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-13 00:57:13)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15532323)

Groups in caravan now saying they want $50k or they aren't leaving. Saying Americans stole much more from Honduras. WOW.

@Zammyanci Funny thing is if you add up all the money the Clinton's stole while she was Secretary of State, then it might be way
more than it cost to send them home. Except Hillary Clinton has that money & stole it, not the American government. The caravan
should ask HRC for money to go home.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15537684)  context  full comments

President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 20:57:40

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 05:48:49

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 hours ago (2018-12-13 00:55:16)

[ - ] Parent: Oh_Well_ian  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15529368)

It's much higher, in reality.

I would imagine around 60%, at least.

I think it's around 63 - 73 % approval @Ohs_Well_ian

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15537643)  context  full comments

President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2018-12-13 00:49:04)
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[ - ] Parent: PeggyGilmour  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15529240)

How low can congressional approval rate go?

All the way.... @PeggyGimour all the way down to zero ! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15537498)  context  full comments

New Jersey Liberal Lawmakers Assault The First & Second Amendments by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2018-12-13 00:33:44)

[ - ] Parent: BirthTheGirth  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2907760/15533755)

Never really got this. States can make laws yes, but cannot go against the Constitution. So no matter what the state does it is null
and void if it goes against federal mlm law correct?

@BirthTheGirth Actually No, & the one reason I know this is because Cannabis is Federally Illegal to possess & grow, but in
California the State law says I am able to grow 6 plants no matter how big they get & I can possess something like 8 ounces at one
time....

So State laws are State laws but the Federal agents or federal government can still arrest you & charge you according to Federal law

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2907760/15537142)  context  full comments

Vice President Mike Pence Had To Casts Tie-Breaking Vote To Confirm Federal Judge 1st Time Ever by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2018-12-13 00:19:45)

[ - ] Parent: nobilisbellum  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2907777/15530021)

I agree they have something on Flake and made the deal for him to retire, but the deal doesn't prohibit him from being an asshole
on his way out.

No @nobilisbellum , it wasn't the DS that made Flake retire, it was Donald Trump & MI's proof they showed Flake just like all the
other criminals in Congress & the Senate that are retiring this year. All the years I've been into politics & I have never seen anyone
retire & quit. Usually they get too old & die.....But there are more than a lot of them that are gonna call it quits(by force or have crimes
revealed) that's Trump truly Draining the Swamp

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2907777/15536877)  context  full comments

Why The Hell Is MSM Giving Porn Lawyer Press Time Live? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-13 00:05:54)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908004/15535333)

You can watch it, so we don't have to!

� � @CovfefeFan

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908004/15536631)  context  full comments

All I Want For Christmas Is A Government Shutdown by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2018-12-13 00:01:52)

[ - ] Parent: TPTBNewsReviewer  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-13 02:50:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908574/15536388)

I'm wondering if the government shutdown is an opportunity for Trump to reset the government?

Our current government is an 1871 corporation.

If Stable Genius is going to return power to the people; this fraud must end.

@TPTNewsReviewer President Trump is an actual genius & He absolutely knows exactly what He's doing.... This is going to be
such an awesome & glorious day when they start arresting those sick Satanic Pedophiles! ! !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2908574/15536551)  context  full comments

All I Want For Christmas Is A Government Shutdown by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 18:05:41

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-13 02:50:10

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.9 hours ago (2018-12-12 23:56:45)
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Shut it down and then open all the indictments and serve the bastards.

Hey now that's an awesome idea @sicntrd �
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The Democratic super majority leadership in California is corrupt to its core. I am a lifelong CA resident and it is my prayer that the
Lord will heal this land and publicly expose all the corruption. These people are sick!

@NE_Beaver I actually was born & raised in California & I'm still living here, fighting Democrats every way possible, hell I'm still
even trying to Red Pill 2 more of my kids, 2 down 2 to go.... It's getting easier now that the wife's been Red Pilled. Probably from Me
saying hey read this babe, does it sound good enough for My Q followers on voat.co ? 
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Senate seats ensure that a large and diverse country sticks together.

Without a senate system the population centers, the big cities, end up controlling political power.

The big cities will vote themselves all the money and drive the rest of the country into poverty.

In time the provinces will realize that they would be better off without the parasitic load of the big cities.

The big cities will not let the slave provinces go.

The country will then break apart violently.

@Sudanon That's exactly what the Globalists & Hillary Clinton expected what would happen if she had won the 2016 General
Election..... Then they could usher in their NWO

Thank God for miracles because she was suppose to win with 98% of the vote (fake globalist wishful thinking polls) but we all know
what happened.

Donald Trump became the 45th President of The United States of America. 

Hoooorah Baby!

WWG1WGA
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Wet dreams.....most DemonRats had better be going to GITMO.....

NO DEALS.

WWG1WGA

That's right @Keithintheplains Absolutely No deals - It's life behind bars or death!
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Sounds to me like Rep Dingell is feeling something putting the squeeze on his Dingell-berries.

Hahahaha! �  @G45Colt
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They'll be poundung sand the entire way home, without the aid of soros funded vehicles, food and supplies.

Good point @akilyoung

�
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Luckily, I don't have TV so I miss all this stuff. I come here to hear about what happens, that's enough.

Thank God for us! (the @GAsub) huh, @CovfefeFan

�
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Hmm, I saw a fourth trap that was very good. Chucky and Nancy admitting that Border Security is VERY IMPORTANT, and they
have put a lot of stuff in their budget for that already. (Against Democrat's other public positions that are against ICE and even any
border enforcement at all. That language has to enrage the open-borders far-left.) See this analysis of Trump's public beat-down.

Trump got them on record agreeing to his opinion that Border Security is National Security. LOL

That was great @Jaycephus , Thanks for sharing it with us all.

�
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If a president actually did something wrong, and was removed legally, fine. But if you gin up fake stuff to try to get a president
removed, isn't that seditious? Some of this seems to be extending well over the line into sedition and treason. Just the process
itself, in its current state. Not even getting into past acts. Certainly, forwarding a known-false narrative through the FISA court in
order to illegally 'wire-tap' a campaign and the victor of the campaign, after the election, qualifies by the dictionary definition.

@Jaycephus Great points & they all in reality make you know the Deep State has been trying with the help of many American
politicians & intelligence agents from the USA & they are all & have all been committing Sedition against America & our President
Donald Trump.

"Guantanamo awaits these Fools!"

�
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Vice President Mike Pence Had To Casts Tie-Breaking Vote To Confirm Federal Judge 1st Time Ever by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
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Is Flake a dual citizen?

@JopharVorin In the Flake world inside his head, I'm sure he has no claim to the duality of his character, but we can all see the
reality of his dull personality & work ethics.
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Sorry Guys, I just lost it for a second...

It pissed me off that Avennati jumps in front of the camera because as Cohen left the courtroom he had refused to answer any
questions. So low & behold in jumps in front of the live camera Porn Lawyer himself, spewing out straight bullshit, in order to try &
make himself look important.

Neither Michael Avennati is the Deep State's paid for Voice & Face of the DS to try & keep the Normie's & Mass to keep sleeping & in
essence not learn & know the truth or he's a very Sad & Lonely Fool Just looking for attention..... I think the latter.. �
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[ - ] Parent: PixieJean  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 18:17:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2907777/15529204)

Obviously they do not have a thing on that piece of shit. If they did, he would "not" be obstructing every move trump makes.

@PixieJean In Flakes case it might be different. Blackmail doesn't always come to a politician from something he's done against the
country, blackmail also comes most of the time from someone being afraid of the truth being revealed to their wife or loved ones, so
much as to destroy a marriage or something like that.... So it can & most likely is something huge they have on Flake
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Time for Flake to go...

Wonder if they have something on him ?

If the first arrest was a Republican, the optics would be good....

and hard for MSM to counter

@UK_Bloke_Awoke I'm almost positive they have the truth of what the horrible things Flake has done & also what has been used to
blackmail him.... But only time will tell.
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I feel that regulations should be clear and unambiguous...

Allowing any agency to reinterpret gives bureaucrats too much unelected power

@UK_Bloke_Awoke That happens to be one of American political landscapes biggest problems is they create laws that aren't
exactly distinctive to the absolute without controversy.
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Sounds like Sen Flake is compromised.

Great observation @bulrush �
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When is FLAKE'S last day!!!! He NEEEEEDS TO GO!!!!

Very soon...... @248-808 very soon!
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So let me see if i understand Flaky boi's position: I won't confirm nominees based on their merits, but instead will automatically
downvote based on political revenge / blackmail until another vote on legislation that will likely never see the floor happens...
Sounds like dereliction of duty to provide advice & consent for the president's nominees..

@Bzmentor I know what sounds like but it's actually called:

" Trap your opponent with Pedophilia evidence & he becomes your puppet until he leaves office "

Flake did this to himself by an action he made by his own choices , Now he has no choice but to be a liberal puppet or else...... But
we already know, so who does he think he's fooling? �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15529062)  context  full comments

Vice President Mike Pence Had To Casts Tie-Breaking Vote To Confirm Federal Judge 1st Time Ever by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 hours ago (2018-12-12 16:16:00)

[ - ] Parent: SuperG1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 18:17:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15527377)

He is no longer answerable to the people. Why doesn't the Republican leadership kick him off the committee for the lame duck
session?

Don't worry @SuperG1 because Flake's numbered days are tick tocking away as we speak....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15528968)  context  full comments

President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2018-12-12 16:13:48)
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[ - ] Parent: Onlio  -3 points ( +1 | -4 ) 2018-12-12 18:17:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15527497)

Or did they all put on this little show because he is about to cave on something big

@Onlio I believe that President Trump wanted to expose these two corrupt politicians so that when the shit hits the fan & they are
arrested for their multiple crimes, it will not be such a shock to the Normie's.. ( if that even makes any sense to you) �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15528945)  context  full comments

Vice President Mike Pence Had To Casts Tie-Breaking Vote To Confirm Federal Judge 1st Time Ever by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 20:47:15

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.1 hours ago (2018-12-12 16:09:26)

[ - ] Parent: ChiComs  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 18:17:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15527822)

Flake paid by deep state gems, just like mccains

@ChiComs That's because Flake is one of their puppet rhino's & his pedophilia tendencies & most likely the proof the liberals have
on Flake is why he's such easy push over for the Democrats

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907572/15528894)  context  full comments

President Trump Forces Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi To Debate Him in Front Of America, They Didn't Like It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.2 hours ago (2018-12-12 16:06:01)

[ - ] Parent: numina18  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 18:17:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15528325)

He was absolutely brilliant in his takedown of these two evil people.

@numina18 Donald Trump was just being Trump, that's how deals get done quicker & better for the tax payers. On the other hand
the Liberals use any bill as a money making enrichment for their own self's profiting & it's truly sickening.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15528832)  context  full comments

President Trump Sprang Three Traps On Pelosi And Schumer In Yesterdays Oval Office Meeting by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2.3 hours ago (2018-12-12 16:01:23)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 18:17:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15528435)

President Trump exposed, one that they care nothing about National Security, despite what is going on at the border that we
need Troops there. next he exposed they will cry about 25 Billion to build the wall, yet they are willing to spend 155 Billion on
illegal invaders a year, so they and their friends can profit from Illegal invaders.

That's exactly right @LaotaPride the Democrats can't profit from the Build the Wall money allocated for The Wall like they can pilfer
off the 155 Billion spent on illegal immigration bs.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907670/15528749)  context  full comments

Can someone answer me This : What do they (both sides) MEAN when they say that, THE AMERICAN PEOPLE DESERVE TO KNOW!
What good does it do?! What good is it to US? by Zammyanci  in theawakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2018-12-12 15:28:29)

[ - ] Parent: Zammyanci  6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 2018-12-12 18:17:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907699)

@Zammyancy The Corrupt Politicians will do everything in their power to suppress the truth of just how American policy is actually
done in Washington DC. If the absolute truth was ever revealed of how congress actually use each & every bill or any discussions in
the House or Senate to privately enrich themselves while not caring what happens to their constituents in the process the American
people would never vote for any of them again. I say expose these criminals in Congress by revealing what their actual wealth
numbers were before they were elected & how wealthy they have become since, that would truly be the ultimate undeniable truth &
prove their involvement in corruption.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2907699/15528226)  context  full comments

Disgrace: Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Attacks Gold Star Father John Kelly As A Coward by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 07:47:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.5 hours ago (2018-12-12 05:17:44)
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[ - ] Parent: RakerKey  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 07:47:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2906585/15522091)

Alex OleCrazyEyes Cortez could eat corn-on-the-cob through a Chicken Wire Fence

Hahahaha!  OMG! That donkey toothed bubble eyed liberal loser Alexandria Ocasio - Cortez seems really talented........ Not!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2906585/15522955)  context  full comments

'Total Victory': Judge Orders Stormy Daniels To Pay Trump's $293,000 Legal Tab by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 07:47:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-12 05:06:43)

[ - ] Parent: crystaliis  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 07:47:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2906570/15522264)

Looks like ya need to do a little OT Stormy, work it girl!

eeewah gross! 

She not My type ... @crystaliis , I heard it was like dropping a hot dog into a 55 gallon drum... Having sex with Stormy Daniels, No
Thank You!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2906570/15522826)  context  full comments

She Just Don't Get it / Nancy Pelosi: Trump Wants A Border Wall Because Of His Manhood, Or Something by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 07:47:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2.8 hours ago (2018-12-12 05:02:03)

[ - ] Parent: RakerKey  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 07:47:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2906599/15522357)

Pelosi has a dried up wrinkly cunt and saggy tits - so maybe thats why SHE is such a mad bitch

Hahahaha!  You absolutely win the day prize @RakerKey

I'm still laughing my ass off! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2906599/15522767)  context  full comments

President Trump Forces Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi To Debate Him in Front Of America, They Didn't Like It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 07:47:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.8 hours ago (2018-12-12 04:01:06)

[ - ] Parent: 1Sorry_SOB  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 07:47:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15520204)

I heard a Jew on the radio trying to spin it like Schumer got the best of him.

Yeah Right! ... � @1Sorry_SOB it seems though as the DS wants to change the narrative , except President Trump just proved that
He alone is worthy to be President of The United States of America at this moment in time. It's actually hard to believe that Schumer
& Pelosi are actually the Leaders of the Democrat Party :

( These People are Stupid ! )

 ◀ Nancy Pelosi

� ◀ Chuck Schumer

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15521884)  context  full comments

Trump To Schumer: Oh, I'll Shut Down The Government Over Border Security (And Unlike You, I'll Probably Win Chuck) by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 07:47:25

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.9 hours ago (2018-12-12 03:50:57)

[ - ] Parent: bamadeplorable420  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 07:47:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2906557/15520685)

lil nanc wanted to meet in the hallway,,,put her arm up over him and tell him just what to do like she did the lil alaska
lady.....NANCY PELOSI IS GOING TO BE IN SOME BAD TROUBLE SOON.

@bamadeplorable420 ........ Hahahaha!  little Nancy P. is already in some deep �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2906557/15521724)  context  full comments
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GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 07:47:25

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2.4 hours ago (2018-12-12 00:10:16)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15516075)

But he's already shown who's against it in front of the whole country WITHOUT having an MSM comment at all.....

That's why it was a genius move by Trump, because like you said @UK_Bloke_Awoke , the whole world can see the truth & it was all
done without the msm talking heads - Best way to do business...... Transparency!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15517881)  context  full comments

US Courts Treat Illegal Immigrants BETTER Than American Citizens by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 hours ago (2018-12-11 21:31:37)

[ - ] Parent: TPTBNewsReviewer  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905486/15514779)

Thank you.

The TSA groping Americans or irradiating them for the crime of traveling by commercial airline was the last straw for me.

Important and relevant reading:

The Real Lincoln by Thomas J. DiLorenzo

Pandora's Box (pdf online) by Alex (female) Christopher

Vatican Assassins (pdf online) by Eric Jon Phelps

Sovereign Living on youtube makes me look like a novice...like I am, I guess.

Hey we all use the tools we've been allowed @TPTBNewsReviewer & as long as we do our best, then that's good enough for me....
You're doing great kid! ..... � because WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905486/15515142)  context  full comments

Feds Have Secretly Been Holding On To 6,000 Pages Of Anti-Clinton Whistleblower Docs by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2018-12-11 21:22:41)

[ - ] Parent: MrDarkWater  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905503/15512272)

Gitmo could become a theme park where you'd pay for a tour and you'd get to punch the inmates and view a hanging or firing
line. A lottery winner each day gets pull the lever on the electric chair.

@MrDarkWater LMAO 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905503/15514997)  context  full comments

Feds Have Secretly Been Holding On To 6,000 Pages Of Anti-Clinton Whistleblower Docs by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2018-12-11 21:20:17)

[ - ] Parent: Astrotheologist  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905503/15514265)

I'm thinking thats why the President told us to prepare a couple months ago.

Right.... This makes no difference because the Indictments have already been sealed, investigated & soon prosecuted. The only
problem is when it alvgoes down the Liberal Black Mask Antifa will try & violently protest. We might need Marshall Law for a couple
of months to round up the Delusional Liberal Insurrection of Agitators.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905503/15514946)  context  full comments
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[ - ] Parent: Pollycracker  8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513680)

Come on let's tell 'em, Trump's already won the people! Trump just exposed Nancy as a weak sister who confuses easily; she's
going to jump the shark and take the party with her. Chuck's just going to Cuba for a vacation.

Hahahaha! �  I love it! @Pollycracker Quite the interpretation...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15514234)  context  full comments

Feds Have Secretly Been Holding On To 6,000 Pages Of Anti-Clinton Whistleblower Docs by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 18:17:06

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.3 hours ago (2018-12-11 20:17:19)

[ - ] Parent: Astrotheologist  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905503/15513159)

if they don't execute these fuckers soon it's gonna look like France here in a couple weeks.

If they don't @Astrotheologist it will eventually become way worst than France was & it will explode around the world quick with most
western civilizations exploding & mimicking America & the American People.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905503/15513950)  context  full comments

President Trump Forces Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi To Debate Him in Front Of America, They Didn't Like It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 6.4 hours ago (2018-12-11 20:09:07)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  4 points ( +5 | -1 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15512893)

Full video..

https://youtu.be/AZtCfBR8ZZQ/

CNN Sucks Er, was OK this time...

Nancy was completely out of her comfort zone...

@UK_Bloke_Awoke  Thanks for sharing the whole video!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513799)  context  full comments

President Trump Forces Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi To Debate Him in Front Of America, They Didn't Like It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6.4 hours ago (2018-12-11 20:07:34)

[ - ] Parent: PatriotLady1  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15512899)

Trump has no fear. Love it. Hope Nancy squeezed a little pee in her drawers; upChuckie too. Did she start stuttering? luz

Yup! ... @PatriotLady1 Pelosi actually did start to studder... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513774)  context  full comments

Comey Admits Fearing Trump Impeachment Because His Supporters Would Never Go Away by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6.5 hours ago (2018-12-11 20:04:33)

[ - ] Parent: Slimpickens1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2905643/15513011)

Hey Comey ... Walk my street.

@Slimpickens1 ...... �
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[ - ] Parent: frankenglock  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-12 02:34:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513049)

That was great! I love our President, he made them so uncomfortable, all they could do is repeat the same thing over and over:
"Let's talk away from the cameras."

Got something to hide, Pelosi? Not feeling comfortable I see, Schumer? Want to talk off camera? Why? Afraid to show the country
how you really do business? Why there is any single person in this country that supports either of these two criminals is beyond
me.

Exactly @frankenglock �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513694)  context  full comments

President Trump Forces Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi To Debate Him in Front Of America, They Didn't Like It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 07:47:25

History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 20:02:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 35 seconds ago (2018-12-11 20:01:45)

[ - ] Parent: QueenB  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513076)

It makes me sick how much these people want to "keep the debate private" and "out of public eyes". They only want to do their
work "away from the press". Then, they obviously don't answer or work for the public, do they? Thank you President Trump for
telling these babies what "transparency" really is. And he has more balls than the whole Dem party, outwardly saying he would
shut down the government to get something done that people are calling for. The House and Senate should be taking notes from
Trump's actions on how to be truly responsible.

Yes @QueenB Very true comment!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513668)  context  full comments

President Trump Forces Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi To Debate Him in Front Of America, They Didn't Like It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 20:02:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.4 minutes ago (2018-12-11 19:58:58)

[ - ] Parent: Timaria0930  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513122)

I laughed, I cried, I pissed myself! LMAO!

@Timaria0930 Right! � �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513636)  context  full comments

President Trump Forces Chuck Schumer & Nancy Pelosi To Debate Him in Front Of America, They Didn't Like It by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 20:02:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 minutes ago (2018-12-11 19:56:58)

[ - ] Parent: cdglow  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513167)

Many on the left simultaneously have this view of a dictator and will criticize him for trying to be transparent and using an
opportunity to put feet to the fire. This is great.

It couldn't be better @cdglow at least for American Citizens actually seeing with their own eyes that President Trump is a Great
Leader & on the other hand they also see the true Schumer & Pelosi dumbfounded on how deals are made in the real world, at least
from a Liberals point of view & why they went to Washington DC in the first place ........ ��....... It was to make money & they've become
wealthy but screw over the whole country & fuck every tax paying citizen out of an honest & decent government trying their best to do
what's best for the country.
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[ - ] Parent: verykindperson  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513298)

My god can Schumer be more Jewish? Terrible posture bent over the entire time, wringing his hands the entire time, looking at
the media over and over for confirmation? And Pelosi can barely speak, has a drunken slur 100% of the time. Hilarious.

@verykindperson The reaction America is seeing from Schumer & Pelosi is exactly what & who these Liberal Lawmakers are, they
can not or do they even know how to hammer out a deal for the American People's sake without somehow rigging every deal where
they make their illegally stolen tax payers money for their own enrichment. �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905823/15513446)  context  full comments

US Courts Treat Illegal Immigrants BETTER Than American Citizens by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 20:02:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.8 hours ago (2018-12-11 18:17:13)

[ - ] Parent: TPTBNewsReviewer  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905486/15511571)

The way illegal immigrants are treated by the 1871 corporation, posing as 1787 government, is instructive to those seeking to
restore their Constitutionally protected rights, granted by God.

Illegals are undocumented, and therefore, no Cesta Que Vie trust has been created in their name. Since the fascist democrat
coup of the Act of 1871, American men/women have been duped into trading their status as beneficiaries of the NAME trust into
becoming the trustees.

Illegals have no trust created in their NAME, therefore, the system can't interface with them. This is why RINOs push amnesty - to
get them into the system so that the State can "own" them.

Btw, when the South seceded, 1787 congress adjourned sine die. The 1787 republic was put in limbo, Lincoln was no longer
constrained by the Constitution and he exploited this fact to nth degree (The Real Lincoln by Thomas J. DiLorenzo. Why do you
think there have been 16,000 books published worshiping the bastard son of the Rothschilds? How many books would need to
be written to create a similar legacy for his modern counterpart, Barak ObaMao?)

Learn from the illegals, and quit identifying as THE NAME. You are not THE NAME. You have a Name/NAME. You are a
man/woman/child of God, not an artificial legal construct for acting in commerce.

The State accesses your trust through your NAME and date the trust was created - your 'birth date."

Don't make the mistake of trying to beat them at their own game using their rules. We still have the right to contract. Or not. Do not
consent. Engaging with them within their system is consent. The moment your attorney is accepted as your "representation" by
the court, is when you lose. Attorney's first allegiance is to the court, not you, and attorneys waive being informed of the CAUSE,
which grants the court jurisdiction.

Remember, the sixth amendment guarantees the right to be informed of the CAUSE & Nature, and of right to "assistance of
counsel," not, "representation."

Antonin Scalia once said that everyone in jail is there voluntarily. This is what he was referring to.

Whenever a federal agent (they are all federal agents of the mother corporation United States) asks you for ID is the moment you
begin to be misidentified as THE NAME. Your license has the name of your Cesta Que Vie trust on it, and the birth date of the
trust, but you are NOT that name, and 99 times out of a 100, you are not even operating your car, commercially.

You have to be prepared to go to jail, but you are only required to give your name when there has been a breach of the peace,
the officer has witnessed you in the act of crime and can articulate it, there is a valid court order, or there is evidence you are
engaged in commerce on the public highways carrying cargo - passengers for hire. When an officer uses his emergency lights to
pull you over, he is operating in his private capacity as part of the corporation. Police and other agents pretend to be operating in
an official, Constitutional capacity, but they are actually acting in their private capacity as revenue policy agents seeking to
enforce private (statutes) rules for corporations. Men/women are not subject to statutes, corporations are. Don't be a corporation,
person, individual, resident, US citizen, etc.

Courts have held many, many times, that US citizens have no rights, but State citizens retain their unalienable rights.

Until this deception is corrected, I only fly my state flag.

It sure was clever of Francis Bellamy to indoctrinate Americans with a useless pledge to a piece of cloth, rather than risking
Americans pledging allegiance to the 1787 Constitution, a pledge that would actually have legal/lawful ramifications for us. We
think the flag represents the 1787 republic, but it doesn't. It represents the 1871 corporation posing as the 1787 government.

Wow... That was a great comment with a lot of information packed in it & it has schooled even me this morning. Thanks for sharing
with the class @TPTBNewsReviewer

�
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[ - ] Parent: qanon1776  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2905643/15511083)

We can NEVER be put to sleep again and they know it. So we need to be a pain in their ass from here to eternity. They will try to
take our guns and they will never stop being a pain in our asses either. We have to win and we have to win following our
constitution so it will be challenging for us but slow and steady wins the race or hits the target whichever way it ends up going.

That's absolutely right! @qanon1776

" *Slow and Steady Wins the Race * !"

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2905643/15511223)  context  full comments

Comey Admits Fearing Trump Impeachment Because His Supporters Would Never Go Away by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 14 points( +15 | -1 ) at 2018-12-12 07:47:25

History: 13 points( +14 | -1 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

History: 8 points( +9 | -1 ) at 2018-12-11 20:02:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 2.7 hours ago (2018-12-11 17:19:29)

[ - ] Parent: godsstudent  18 points ( +18 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2905643/15511123)

The deep state should fear any harm to POTUS because We The People will come for them all!

@godsstudent Amen to that Patriot!

�
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Feds Have Secretly Been Holding On To 6,000 Pages Of Anti-Clinton Whistleblower Docs by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 11 points( +11 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

History: 10 points( +10 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 20:02:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 3.5 hours ago (2018-12-11 16:31:29)

[ - ] Parent: IndigoEyes  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905503/15510147)

Grrrr... they had 2 fk'ing YEARS to do this!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Don't worry @IndigoEyes in due time, right after the first of the year President Trump's Executive Order will go into effect for Military
Tribunals.... It's going to be a shock to the Normie's but they will have no choice except to be Red Pilled overnight.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2905503/15510427)  context  full comments

Rep. Issa Puts It All Together On Hannity: Russia Link To Dossier Will Show Hillary's Guilty Of Collusion by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 20:02:21

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2018-12-11 16:26:55)

[ - ] Parent: YoikesandAway  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 20:02:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2905532/15510173)

Hillary and all the rest are guilty of sedition and treason. There is no crime of "collusion". It's a made-up spooky crime the Left has
been throwing around. Two people can "collude" to do a lot of stuff--make a dinner, do a project, etc. It when the stuff is
illegal...like sedition--which is treason.

@YoiksandAway The amount of Obama administration officials that have committed Treason & Sedition against America &
President Trump is astounding! The whole Russia Collusion Lie was created to hide the fact that those particular Obama
administration employees all profited from their actual collusion with Russia ( Uranium One) They insisted that Trump colluded with
Russia & must be investigated because of Hillary Clinton's paid for Fake Dossier ...... This is Sedition & Treasonous to the hilt!
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[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 03:27:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903870/15503039)

It was more of a rhetorical question. I first voted for Reagan. I don't recall being ever this "pro" POTUS in my life. Then again, I've
always been drawn to Trump most of my life [marker]. An enigma wrapped ina riddle. And I'm pretty subtle. Support for Trump in
DC gets your car keyed or your ass fired. Swamp is deep, but there are a lot of silent Patriots, like myself. The topic doesn't even
come up at parties full of ex-MIL.

Oh not me @Blacksmith21 I ur to be a life long voting democrat but now I'm conservative through &through, so much that my wife &
kids usually just shut up with any liberal horse shit & know better than to argue with dad.... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903870/15503449)  context  full comments

Trump 'Smocking' tweet is TROLLING PODESTA about his rolling stone pizzagate story by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2018-12-11 20:02:21

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 03:27:23

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 34 minutes ago (2018-12-11 02:53:25)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 03:27:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903870/15502014)

When was the last time we were able to publicly defend our POTUS? When was the last time we felt we would pick up arms to
defend our POTUS?

Well @Blacksmith21 I guess if I guessed I'd probably be wrong but I know the next time will be a glorious day because that
meansvthe Antifa Clinton Liberal Army will be our enemies when their political heroes are being arrested & shipped off to
Guantanamo for their Military Tribunals........

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903870/15502892)  context  full comments

Whitaker's DOJ Busts Hezb'allah Financier After Reviving Investigation That Obama Stymied by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 03:27:23

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.7 hours ago (2018-12-10 22:45:07)

[ - ] Parent: singlebrain1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-11 03:27:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2902143/15497053)

So Obama was a cover for the money laundering? Perhaps.

Obama I'm sure with John Podesta running the White House made multiple X millions with every gov. Contract going through the
Podesta Group.. You should watch Abby Martin : The Pedestal files

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2902143/15498549)  context  full comments

Trump 'Smocking' tweet is TROLLING PODESTA about his rolling stone pizzagate story by MolochHunter  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2018-12-12 02:34:13

History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 03:27:23

History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 49 minutes ago (2018-12-10 21:53:35)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  58 points ( +58 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903870)

I clicked over to where the little blue birds sing a liberal controlling narrative of negative comments from the sleeping sheep so I had
to comment back to the 1 on top when I clicked over..... It actully felt good to protect my President on twitter.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903870/15497600)  context  full comments

What is POTUS calling out here? by Conspiremylove  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3.6 hours ago (2018-12-10 19:05:07)

[ - ] Parent: rumbline  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15494137)

Cubs make noise when their mother goes missing.

@rumbline So do flipped witnesses in criminal investigations to save their own asses from doing hard time or to avoid dangling from
a noose around their necks... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15494924)  context  full comments

ARMY-NAVY GAME'S STUNNING NATIONAL ANTHEM RENDITION PUTS EVERY KNEELING NFL PLAYER TO SHAME by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2018-12-10 19:01:12)

[ - ] Parent: Scablifter  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901444/15493734)

So who won? If it wasn't the Navy......

Hahahaha!  One or the other won the game @Scablifter , simple outcome....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901444/15494865)  context  full comments

Delusional Congressional Democrats Want To Impeach President Trump For His Lawyer Paying Hush Money by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3.7 hours ago (2018-12-10 18:57:31)

[ - ] Parent: allahead  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903408/15494091)

The money is called "hush money". It means you take it and then shut your mouth. So I guess she has to give the money back
right?

No she doesn't @allahead but Stormy Daniels does have to pay Donald Trump,s lawyer fees from her court case that Avennati
represented her in, I believe it's like 800 - k plus some...

hehehe!.... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903408/15494794)  context  full comments

What is POTUS calling out here? by Conspiremylove  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.5 hours ago (2018-12-10 18:11:41)

[ - ] Parent: digital_minuteman321  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15492194)

Is RBG dead?

@digital_minuteman321 RBG surely can be dead, in all possible reality, the Old Deep State Kook could have died 5 minutes ago if
she hasn't already died before that.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15494061)  context  full comments

What is POTUS calling out here? by Conspiremylove  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2018-12-10 18:08:41)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15492539)

You know, I'm wondering why the @FoxNews ?

Have Fox inadvertently misspelled it before ?

If not, I go for what @PGLiterati said about the Mocking Bird idea...

Perhaps we will see the release of something that confirms that Operation Mockingbird is still in effect ?

I believe Mockingbird actually is still under investigation @UK_Bloke_Awoke

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15494018)  context  full comments

What is POTUS calling out here? by Conspiremylove  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2018-12-10 18:05:25)

[ - ] Parent: rumbline  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15493329)

Did HRC go missing in India?

@rumbline Or HRC is trying to hide? The Secret Service would know if she has disappeared.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15493972)  context  full comments

What is POTUS calling out here? by Conspiremylove  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-11 06:46:01

History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 4.6 hours ago (2018-12-10 18:03:26)
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[ - ] Parent: SeekNuShallFind  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15493623)

https://voat.co/v/QRV/2903324 Theories on QRV

Wow.... Thats quite the theory right there @SeekNuShallFind, hopefully it's spot on.. �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903373/15493938)  context  full comments

Rod Rosenstein and Robert Mueller have been Flipped.. by markokeeko  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4.8 hours ago (2018-12-10 17:53:13)

[ - ] Parent: markokeeko  16 points ( +17 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903442)

This hopefully is True... Trump continues to call out Mueller's Investigation a Witch Hunt who do we all know be a witch? That's right
: Hillary Clinton let's all hope & pray that your premonition is correct @markokeeko ..... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903442/15493766)  context  full comments

Delusional Congressional Democrats Want To Impeach President Trump For His Lawyer Paying Hush Money by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.1 hours ago (2018-12-10 17:36:48)

[ - ] Parent: Windofchange01  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903408/15492826)

Well said!

@Windofchange01 Thank You Patriot!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903408/15493501)  context  full comments

Delusional Congressional Democrats Want To Impeach President Trump For His Lawyer Paying Hush Money by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5.2 hours ago (2018-12-10 17:30:28)

[ - ] Parent: Fishdo169  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903408/15493085)

You’re right on a lot there mate... but one thing to remember is the timing must be right for any declas or release of documents... if
any of it were released early to the house or public it would likely result in any evidence becoming inadmissible in a court either
because some in those committees would leak it and negate its usefulness as evidence, that’s why Rodentstein had been
holding on to it so desperately ... it wasn’t to protect the DS it was to ensure the evidence’s integrity... this information can only be
feed out to the house once the investigations are completed and that evidence entered into the court system and once
indictments are authorised by the grand juries out there... notice how some is starting to come out when before there was silence
that in the most part now means the relevant investigation are complete and we are moving into the court process..

I truly hope you are right about the Rosenstein with holding documents for that purpose & not protecting the Cabal @Fishdo169
because Rosenstein's wife has protected most of the big players in the Deep State in America

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903408/15493379)  context  full comments

Trump Says Any Crime Committed In Paying Hush Money Was By Cohen by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5.3 hours ago (2018-12-10 17:26:13)

[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903284/15493162)

Who gives a rats ass either way.. Trump financed his own campaign,Cohen is a habitual liar, `and congressional members have
paid out MILLIONS to keep their dirty little secrets hushed ( And they used taxpayer $$ to do it)...

Absolutely agree with you @Podingo7

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903284/15493320)  context  full comments

Trump: Dems 'Wrongly' Call A 'Simple Private Transaction' A 'Campaign Contribution' by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2018-12-10 16:41:48)
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[ - ] Parent: bruno196103  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2903254/15492153)

When is this shit going to stop? It is now time to bring the battle to them. I hope in 2019 we will see a lot of these bastards in jail.
The wicked witch HRC most of all.

Hopefully very soon @bruno196103 plus I'm sure the ones that are screaming the loudest will most likely be living in or be hung at
Guantanamo

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2903254/15492641)  context  full comments

Delusional Congressional Democrats Want To Impeach President Trump For His Lawyer Paying Hush Money by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 hours ago (2018-12-10 16:39:22)

[ - ] Parent: Dragon40  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903408/15492454)

What he said.

Thanks @Dragon40 �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2903408/15492601)  context  full comments

Whitaker's DOJ Busts Hezb'allah Financier After Reviving Investigation That Obama Stymied by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 hours ago (2018-12-10 06:44:56)

[ - ] Parent: singlebrain1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2902143/15486423)

The Awan brothers had a used car dealership. I thought it an odd business at the time, since they were IT people. I wonder if they
got a deal.

They got all the American trade in cars cheap or next to nothing when Obama did that trade in & buy a new car to save American
Auto Makers, remember? I don't , oh wait I do remember, it was called :

Cash for Clunkers

& the Awan Brothers shipped a lot of those (not so clunkers) cars over seas & made a mint off them.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2902143/15487776)  context  full comments

Whitaker's DOJ Busts Hezb'allah Financier After Reviving Investigation That Obama Stymied by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 21 hours ago (2018-12-10 01:57:09)

[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2902143/15483807)

Hussein did more then stymie, that was clearly obstructing justice, add that to his list of charges.

Right @LakotaPride

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2902143/15484085)  context  full comments

LISTEN : CROWD ERRUPTS FOR PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AT ARMY NAVY GAME by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 hours ago (2018-12-10 00:08:05)

[ - ] Parent: Crpowell821  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:42:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2901600/15482334)

Damn! Crying again! I love this great man!

Hahahaha!  @Crpowee821 dont worry you are not the only one who feels that way about POTUS & those tears they are tears
of Joy my friend, We have truly been blessed with a man of God..... ....... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2901600/15482469)  context  full comments

ARMY-NAVY GAME'S STUNNING NATIONAL ANTHEM RENDITION PUTS EVERY KNEELING NFL PLAYER TO SHAME by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:42:22

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 day ago (2018-12-09 22:36:11)
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[ - ] Parent: Invicta  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901444/15479313)

I am 73, just a bit older than our beloved POTUS. My life has been one profound adventure—it still continues. I am always
sending protective prayers to our POTUS. May heaven be our reward.

@Invicta I do believe that Heaven will absolutely be way more awesomely rewarding than we as humans can even ever try to
imagine in our fleshly minds.....

Hopefully we can greet eachother there one day & share stories of our lives & of course of our fathers & how impressed we were to
have loving & inspirational father...

Good Day My Friend & God Bless You!

�
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I Love Our POTUS! I pray your path to VICTORY is immediately clear of any obstruction. And that you gain wisdom beyond your
own understanding. So, that you continue to lean on Our Father ~ God Almighty, for guidance and direction in All that you do.
Godspeed, Mr. President.

WWG1WGA

Amen! @Zammyanci

�

WWG1WGA
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Stateside, the antifa thugs can violently protest and harass good people and nuthin' happens. Here and abroad Patriots are
promptly doxxed, terrorized, attacked, and jailed. (Anyone for the sovereignty of their country is a "Patriot".) What is up with this?!?
The fist concealed in the velvet glove reveals itself.

That's actually spot on @RightSideUp17and6 , that alone proves that the Deep State is trying to destroy all Democratic Societies &
Governments to usher in their Satanic Cabal New World Order..... It's truly sickening & amazing that all these SJW's can't see it even
though it's slapping them in the face close enough every day so much with how all events happening that are dealt with by the
authorities these days since Trump has been sworn in as President that even a fifth grader could blindly see it if they were half
awoken to reality.

"The Deception is Real !"

@Stonenchizel �
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Comey is out of the loop and is now irrelevant except as a co-ordinator for the deep state. We should apply no credit to anything
he says. He is a piece of shit, nothing less, probably a bit more.

Very true @hildberht , Comey has proven himself to be a liar & as a past Director of the FBI, Comey sure has destroyed every last
shred of dignity & honor as a human being. He's a Deep State piece of shit Puppet now being used for another stalling tactic for the
DS to try & keep the truth of the corruption in the Clinton Global Initiative & all the foul little pee on's that have tried to protect the
queen of the Satanites in America's government from being exposed in the Huber Report soon to be revealed.
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Now you know! I grew up in that culture (my dad was born in 1896 and I in 1945). Our kind is still around (maybe now in Queens)
and I like to think, making a comeback. "Love" was the main word in my dad's time (it meant respect). My dad was a boxer who
spared with Jack Dempsey (Mike Tyson's hero). Keep the faith!

Wow... That's just awesome, your father must have been quite the type of father that anyone would be so proud to call him dad.....
You were a lucky one @Invicta & I can tell that you must be getting up there in age by the timing of your fathers death & I'm sure you
have lived a proud exemplary life also. God bless you Patriot!

�
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Wonderful man, God bless and protect him and his family.

I will agree with that statement @undine2006 & I will end it with a big, AMEN! �
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Judge Bybee was a Bush 43 appointee. Judge Hurwitz was a Hussein appointee. The dissenter was (senior) Judge Leavy, who
was a Reagan appointee.

https://ballotpedia.org/United_States_Court_of_Appeals_for_the_Ninth_Circuit

OK I get your point @cholofrost2 Maybe I should have titled it :

" Globalist 9th Circuit Sell Out Judges Continue To Do Their Puppet Masters Agendas " � But Thank you for the information btw.
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Good series of questions. Collusion is not a crime? Who knew?

Collusion is an interesting term - a secret agreement for an illegal purpose. So not a crime, in and of itself. But typically the
precursor to criminal activity. And as used by the MSM, a term indicating criminal activity that requires no real evidence to
prosecute - just have to prove that the meeting took place under the guise of a probable discussion to work out a deal that could
lead to an illegal activity sometime in the future. So maybe it didn't, but it could have...therefore, guilty as charged.

That's right @G45Colt �

That's like Me telling My Kids :

" If My Aunt had balls. She!'d be My Uncle! "

But one child might agree with me but one of the others will say:

" No dad, she would just be a Nutty Aunt! "

Get My point, this is exactly what the corrupt MSM are saying when trying to convict President Trump during their news broadcast &
all because of a Special Counsel Investigation was started without a crime actually having to take place , but now Mueller is trying to
create a crime to cover his own ass from the crimes he was involved with, with the Clinton's to eventually try & impeach President
Trump. What a joke this whole Fake Russian Collusion story has become.
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now compare this to the Clinton tour, and notice the difference.

Great point & observation @LakotaPride
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What a joke! Little Adam Shitt can say whatever he wants to because that's his 1st Amendment right as an American citizen, but
beyond those facts Adam Shitt-Head has proven himself to be a Globalist Controlled Puppet. Just look at the dude as he speaks on
any news shows or as on this refferance to what he has said about President Trump having to do jail time , it is just another Adam
Shitt lie.

This right here is an absolute truth: ⤵

" If a Candidate running for any office in The United States of America actually & independently FUNDS his own campaign, he or she
then has the absolute Right to do whatever they damn well please with those funds because it is their own money

Unless there is a new law that I've never heard of before, but I truly doubt it!

This story is reporting Fake News plus anyone that trust the words of Little Adam Shitt especially after all the times he has claimed
false statements why certain documents should not be released to Congressional Investigations Members, well then for those that
trust Adam Shirt's words I really hope that God helps them to truly be able to understand when someone is obviously & totally lying to
them just for political reasons.
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Yes indeed. I could just hear the leftists liberalista anti-America human filth: "disgusting baby-killer militaristic red-meat eating
LBQTX-distcrimatoring aaaamericans! OMG! My safe place!....". And my thoughts: "Well, scumbags, The Day of The Rope will be
soon, twist and turn and dance as you slowly choke yourself into Eternal Darkness and Doom"

Hahahaha!  I love your way with words, @Caliope
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No one gives a fuck about the 9th circus. Soldiers are the new wall. I hope they remain there until the wall is complete and after.

@Optional_Reading

Hell yeah, our Military is even better than the wall..............Hoorah! �
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Army had 17 points

That's actually an awesome point @stormymonday , I'm not to sure if that was intentional but awesome none the less.
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Well, they aren't migrants applying for asylum. They would have had to apply for asylum at the FIRST neighboring country, not
illegally hop fence, not be PAID to come across border, and NOT carrying their country's flag when they invaded our country or
even Mexico's. They were not leaving war torn countries.

So none of what the 9th Court matters as they don't meet qualifications to be asylum seekers in the first place. They are invading
PAID criminals.

You are absolutely correct @WanderingTaurus

Great comment! �
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So the martial law and mass arrests will happen in January. Popcorn! Q has never, not once, been right. How was dec5... Q said
nothing could stop it. Nothing! How as 11-11. I wish you could see how absurd you sound. Didn’t the Q clock end? You’ll never
answer my questions because you can’t. Go ahead, try to answer them. I’ll wait.

OK @JackPosobiec1 This is my last response to you since you obviously don't care about all the time & effort it takes to investigate &
gather evidence to properly prosecute these foul Satanic Cabal players. You on the other hand are in a little petty game of always
trying to be right on any subject you are trying to persuade people of your bosses agendas. Like I said before, or maybe you really
don't care what you yourself are saying because today you said "Q has never been right on one thing", only makes everyone know
you are spewing absolute lies out of your pie hole. Here's what really matters is that 10's of thousands of pedophiles have been
arrested, Trump just signed into law another law to do with child trafficking & child pornography crimes & restitution..... If you can't
see what's happening then you are just a liberal troll or a Satanic practising fool like most of the Cabal. Who nows maybe you hate Q
& Trump because your sad that us Americans in essence are breaking away from your country's need for America's Military
protection, even now your British government is calling for a EU military, since it's obvious America will no longer be your protectors
& fight the Cabal's made up false reason for Cabal wars. But one thing I am truly happy about is that you dummies have to deal with
all the Soros agenda immigrants from the Middle East & Africa..... Good luck with that mess. Oh yeah, maybe you should start
worrying about EU & leave us Americans to our own responsibilities .... I'm actually happy to say "The Storm isn't coming because
The Storm is Here! " The world will see that America & American's now come first & in essence that might be what you are truly
pissed about..... But for now Jack, I do wish you well & you will look like a doubting thomas fool.... Just you watch... I'm now done with
you but wish you well,
�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901420/15476130)  context  full comments

ARMY-NAVY GAME'S STUNNING NATIONAL ANTHEM RENDITION PUTS EVERY KNEELING NFL PLAYER TO SHAME by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2018-12-09 16:19:12)

[ - ] Parent: flatbush71  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901444/15475211)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_JdT5gLGaQ

Made me cry. Check the digital panels on the railings.

Thanks for sharing @flatbush71 That surely is an Awesome & Patriotic video..... It kinda gives ya chills watching it, too bad liberals
don't have that kind of pride & respect for America & Her National Anthem.
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901444/15475684)  context  full comments

ARMY-NAVY GAME'S STUNNING NATIONAL ANTHEM RENDITION PUTS EVERY KNEELING NFL PLAYER TO SHAME by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2018-12-09 16:12:39)

[ - ] Parent: Invicta  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901444/15475295)

This is the way every football game should be — just amazing. It took me back to the old days. My father was friends with Mr.
Amos Alonzo Stagg, the real father of modern football who introduced something like 32 innovations such as the huddle, uniform
numbers, lateral and forward pass, etc. Mr. Stagg was a man of honor—an amazing soul. He saw in sports what the Chinese and
Japanese called the "Way", a means of physical and spiritual development: The perfection of the outer and inner man.
WWG1WGA

Wow..... That's just amazing @Invicta , & obviously you are proud of your father as you have good reason to be. That's quite a cool
story of your father & his friendship with Mr.Stagg who I never knew about these facts & his innovations & contributions to football ,
that's awesome cuz I was just schooled on something I've wondered about since I was a kid. Thanks for sharing & Have a Blessed
Sunday...

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901444/15475565)  context  full comments

Liberal Appointed 9th Circuit Court Rules Against Trump's Asylum Ban For Caravan Immigrants Crossing Border Illegally by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.3 days ago (2018-12-09 15:32:14)

[ - ] Parent: JackPosobiec1  -3 points ( +2 | -5 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901420/15474419)

Is that a q proof? I’m going ask AGAIN: where are the arrests? Why was sessions deactivated? Where is martial law? I’m really
impatient.

Hey @JackPosobiec1 on January 1st Trumps EO goes into effect.... Shortly after you will have all the proof you need... Have some
patience & quit trying to push the NWO agenda like you usually do... Yes we know you have been purchased & with that you've most
likely have taken your bosses cock up your ass.... So trust me you are no hero here in the Q sub... Plus being a sell out & having
Rothschild's semen dripping out your ass ain't something to brag about... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2901420/15474910)  context  full comments

President Trump signed a bill 2152 into law Dec 7th titled Amy Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018 by
MissleCopterStoped  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 01:57:07)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900604/15468160)

Well they say the first step is the hardest..

Let's hope that POTUS takes down CF, and gets convictions on Haiti, and the rest.

It would be good to see some reversal of the Epstein 'Scot Free' deal... maybe all that needs is an old victim to come forward with
a complaint about another crime?

I think Epstein is the insider that flipped on the Clinton's. Just a theory.... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900604/15468315)  context  full comments

President Trump signed a bill 2152 into law Dec 7th titled Amy Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018 by
MissleCopterStoped  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 01:55:47)

[ - ] Parent: Odius1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900604/15468224)

Who said God isn't.

Right He just might! @Odius1 �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900604/15468294)  context  full comments

READ: House Intelligence Committee Releases James Comey's Interview Transcript by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 01:50:02)

[ - ] Parent: QuiteEasilyAmused  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900614/15468096)

Ongoing analysis, 2 posts deep: https://voat.co/v/thewebofslime/2900378/15465988

Thanks for the heads up @QuiteEasilyAmused but I'm on voat.co just for @GreatAwakening sub & @Q related subs, I watch Fox
News but don't post their articles...just @GA & @ta & a couple times on @QRV

Good day! ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900614/15468214)  context  full comments

President Trump signed a bill 2152 into law Dec 7th titled Amy Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018 by
MissleCopterStoped  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 01:41:03)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900604/15467881)

I don't understand how this all works, but it seems a very good start...

Yes it is @UK_Bloke_Awoke , Child Trafficking & Child Pornography are huge in America, if I were God, I'd take this country out in a
heartbeat with a asteroid for all its foul corruption filled souls that do some pretty sick shit with babies & children & even young teens
under age.... Creating Child Pornography in America is out of control & America is guilty of being modern day Babylon... No doubt.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900604/15468110)  context  full comments

President Trump signed a bill 2152 into law Dec 7th titled Amy Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018 by
MissleCopterStoped  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 01:24:23)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  27 points ( +27 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900604)

OMG....! BOOOOOOOOM BABY!

Donald Trump will definitely go down in history as the Most Awesome President & Absolutely The Greatest President Ever!

Watch out you Deep State Pedophiliacs , You gotta pay with your wealth even if are hung by a noose.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900604/15467906)  context  full comments

Hearing Next Week On Clinton Foundation 'Pay-To-Play' Allegations Will Include 6,000 Pages Of Whistleblower Documents by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 01:06:39)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899947/15467649)

Of course Mate!

Hahahaha!  I'm not even a Brit.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899947/15467673)  context  full comments

Hearing Next Week On Clinton Foundation 'Pay-To-Play' Allegations Will Include 6,000 Pages Of Whistleblower Documents by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 01:04:34)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899947/15467467)

Oh you mean the arrest detail?

Of course Mate!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899947/15467649)  context  full comments

Suspected Murderers, Dozens Of Violent Criminals Among 58 Illegal Aliens Arrested In 5 Day New England Sweep by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 00:37:07)
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[ - ] Parent: lifeduringwartime  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900178/15465327)

More correctly called the People’s Republic of Maryland.

Hahahaha! �  Good one! @lifeduringwartime

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900178/15467254)  context  full comments

Hearing Next Week On Clinton Foundation 'Pay-To-Play' Allegations Will Include 6,000 Pages Of Whistleblower Documents by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 00:34:39)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:43:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899947/15465761)

I'm crossing my fingers that she doesn't slide under a rock again....

���

@UK_Bloke_Awoke Well I read she's in India right now but I doubt if she can run or hide because she still has American Secret
Service protecting her..... Or making sure she don't try & run.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899947/15467207)  context  full comments

Outraged Federal Judge Orders Further Investigation Into Hillary's Email Server by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 00:32:21)

[ - ] Parent: Trizzle1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899618/15465792)

I enjoyed and believe your comment is on target. If she gets wind of soon to be arrested, she will off herself before that happens.
She thinks she is above the law or she has done nothing wrong. She will leave the mess in her wake for everyone tied to her to
be fed to the wolves; she doesn't care about anyone else.

@Trizzle1 I don't think HRC will kill herself but she might try & hide because this is a big ball we live on. Hillary Clinton thinks she will
be able to make a deal & sell out every single person in politics that she has trash on, & I believe she has dirt on all of them. Plus
Hillary has threatened to take down the whole gang (everyone) if she has to go down. The only problem with that scenario is
Treason & Sedition are mandatory death sentence.... Boooooom! We about to be rid of that witch.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899618/15467182)  context  full comments

Kelly leaving the White House. Is he doing so to head up the military tribunals? by Alderwolf  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 00:21:43)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900046/15466390)

Trump won't be safe until these deep state bad actors are in GITMO.

@GodsAngell Thats why I believe that the arrest should take place shortly after the Huber Report exposes the Clinton's along with
all the criminals that colluded with them, Comey, Podesta, Strzok, McCabe, Obama.... etc... etc..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2900046/15467042)  context  full comments

The Pathetic Clintons Resort To Groupon Trying To Get People To Show Up & Fill Some Seats On Their Stadium Tour by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 00:12:29)

[ - ] Parent: SanyRow  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899650/15466809)

Agree with you. But I was saying they could squeeze people for cash that can be blackmailed. But in the whole. You are probablly
right. The Q and Team have it all. Including al their looted gains.

Right! @SanyRow 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899650/15466935)  context  full comments

Insiders Reveal Full Extent of Damage Elizabeth "Pocahontas" Warren's DNA Test Caused by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:43:18

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1.9 days ago (2018-12-09 00:11:22)
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[ - ] Parent: Majorwood111  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2900260/15466560)

Another one.....https://www.bostonherald.com/2018/12/07/liz-warrens-dna-debacle-does-a-number-on-her-image/

Thanks for sharing with the class @Majorwood111 �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2900260/15466920)  context  full comments
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I wish Q/WhiteHats would just leak something undeniable that would wake up a shitload of sleepers and the MSM could not
ignore. I've been soooooo bored this week re:news/politics. I hate slow news weeks!

Very soon @1019506 I'd say Dec. 13th & after that there will be no denying it is true & Q will no longer be called a conspiracy theory
by the press
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Considering that they tested her DNA against Asian Indian blood I don't believe she can even remotely claim she's even a
smidgen First Nations.

@Anon1751 She actually isn't any bloodline from true Native American genes, PocahoNot'as is an awful liar & she basically lied to
get a Native American grant to get into college, therefore she should absolutely never be or even be allowed to run for President.
What a joke that lady is.
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When will the Constitution be kept by our leaders? When will we have our rights restored to us???

A grieving old man...

Hopefully very soon @K-anon , just as soon as the take down of all the corrupt players that ran a muck of the country's governmental
agencies as if it were their private Mafia of Political Criminals doing as they pleased to enrich themselves while the country's history
of excellence was thrown to the garbage.
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Is Maryland next ?

Probably @SouthernPride because Maryland has always been a Liberal voting state, which means that they welcome illegals &
care for them better than actual American citizens.... It truly is ass backwards now a days in the USA...... But that's what happens
when you allow a Gay Corrupt Chicago African run the country into the ground while pushing his money man's agenda George
Soros.
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Ice need to come down to the mississipi gulf coast there are a ton of illegals

Trust Me @Oxnonstopox when I say that any state you go to in this great country that you will find plenty of Illegal Aliens...... If you
happen to go to the wrong part of most towns & cities across America that you will think you are in Mexico & not the United States of
America. It truly has gotten to the point where we citizens can Not take care of these people any longer.... I say send every last one of
them to their country of origin.
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Of course Not @Light_Gaurd The MSM is owned by the same Satanic Cabal that torture, kill & eat babies & young kids..... These
fuckers are sick! I can't wait to see these corrupt criminals go down....
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This dude who wrote the story is a Liberal Fucktard! Just take a look at his Facebook page it says it all.... Fake News 
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The greatest part of the whole General Flynn story is going to be when the MSM who have been putting out their Liberal hopes &
fantasies of what The Flynn arrest & working with SC will eventually bring. But it's going to be awesome to see their faces as they
have to report the ultimate truth & how they were all fooled by Trump & the MI's bringing down of the Cabal & it's top American
players.
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Well we know how Trump has been surrounded by Military Brass since he was swore in as President, I believe now that the "Plan"
has all been put into place & come the first of the year Trumps EO on Military Tribunals will come into effect, there will be no need for
Trump to be surrounded by these Marine Generals that have been helping Trump & MI to access & put into the working elements of
the Plan. Now all we need is to Declassify the Documents that prove Obama's Intelligence Agencies & HRC plus a few foul players
did Spy on Trump & have been working to try & impeach him with the Mueller Witch Hunt.... Sorry Deep State but you are losing &
your time is short... Damn I'm getting excited to see the plan come to fruition...�

Buh Bye HRC.... 
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One more note - It was the success in the 90's of reduce violent crimes being reported that backed the more guns in lawful hands
= less crime. The left owned CDC and Media made it a mission to suppress the Fact. Even when the facts are right in front of
everyone.

Eric Holder (on video) stated that the Anti-2A movement needed to adopt the same thing they did with Smoking (marketing
against) and scare people. We see the effects of irrational views on firearms now. The third generation in. School Teachers lead
the charge on this, even in pro 2A areas/States.

There are more than 2,000,000 crimes stopped because a good guy had a gun annually in the USA. Never or very rarely
reported. Most go unreported because the gun did not have to be fired, but used only to show the criminal that the person would
not be the victim and could defend herself/himself.

The inner-city Democratic Shith Hles crime rates (vastly minority) go unreported in the Media. Only White People, like that
Hispanic George dude from Florida (White = ha. ha. not) are reported to justify taking firearms rights away from law abiding
citizens.

LEO are most often not your friends in promoting that you have 2A rights. It kills their job security and goes against their Democrat
Controlled Police unions, or the local Democrat Politician's will/desire.

Great information in your comment @OIAO thanks for the info.

�
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They are surrounding her, but it seems that as soon as they surround her the system pulls a 360 and starts going after those who
would like to terrorize her.

I suppose they don't want another "Benghazi," where Hilary could end up getting killed by radicals in society(Lynch mob
mentality) for involving herself in all kinds of crude corruption and degeneracy.

@Walk1 If the Clinton's have committed Treason against America they will be put to death by our government, plain & simple that's
why that law is punishable by death so to stop anyone who thinks they are Swift enough to get away with a crime so foul against the
country & people who have put their trust in you to do a good & honest job. It really looks like HRC is that person who broke that trust
just to enrich herself...... And that's why I honestly believe she will be found guilty.
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Good news, but how the hell can anyone read 6,000 pages before or during one of these hearings, and keep it in their head, to
talk about.... ??

@UK_Bloke_Awoke the 6-k pages of documents that the Whistle-blower has provided will be given as evidence... But the evidence
will be provided by gov. counsel not the WB & the Congressional Hearing basically is going to be eye opening to the crooked press
& the world. Let's just hope it goes how planned because they've stalled it once already Dec. 5th.
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The apologists on the left will just cry over ANOTHER investigation of Hillary over something that has already been investigated
over and over again. This resonates with the masses. Instead, it has to be sold that this keeps coming back because there is
THERE there and the corruption in the DOJ and FBI protected her by stonewalling the investigations.

The 33,000 emails under subpoena that were deliberately deleted and devices washed and smashed were never part of the
MSM coverage.

Exactly @EarnYourVote, Very well stated in your comment. The only problem with the truth is that the MSM has a very big problem
reporting the truth. But when the same Satanic Cabal that Trumps trying to take down & rid the world of just happens to be the
owners of most MSM if not all of them.
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Now, why would they subject themselves to this embarrassment? Ask yourself why? Is it just that they have no money? Surely
they can strong arm that anytime! Maybe someone or something is making them do this to keep them public and to ready us for
the show.

Well @SanyRow this is only conjecture, but maybe the Clinton's have been served on Child Trafficking & President Trump had put
an Executive Order in that states anyone who is involved in Child Trafficking or Pedophilia crimes can have their bank accounts
seized & put on a freeze so the owners of those bank accounts can not use any of the cash there in. So just maybe they really are
broke but only because their accounts were seized or frozen from use.
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Comey simply spit in the faces of the House Judiciary Committee, who didn't see this coming? Who authorized the DOJ attorney
that put a GAG on Comey? I was under the impression that Rosenstein was put in a closet? I would take great pleasure to see
Comey water-boarded!

So would a lot of us Patriots @1Barefooter, heck we might even pay to see that on pay for view! 
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It's looking like the Clintons will get taken down for tax evasion first. I think that is part of the plan - it will be more palatable to their
fan base, which is decreasing daily. After that, I think they go hard after them for the child trafficking, which should come out as the
Clinton Foundation's activities get exposed.

For some reason, the server issue has been a harder sell to the public. It's treasonous, and she should hang for it, but that might
require a military tribunal after she's firmly put away at Gitmo. Just MHO.

BTW, I think Obama's fan base is eroding with time as well. I also suspect some of these people's public supporters are going to
be taken down for their own crimes along the way.

@G45Colt I believe that the Clinton's will be charged with Treason & multiple times as soon as Huber's Report on the Clinton Global
Initiative is released for selling America's secrets to foreign countries.
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[ - ] Parent: G45Colt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899650/15460671)

I wouldn't pay for it either. But I think there are people who would, and the proceeds could go to help victims of human trafficking,
or something similar.

Come on @G45Colt with all the corrupt shit that the Clinton's have done while selling out America & her secrets only tells me one
thing about the Clinton's & that's they are so damn greedy that they would never give to any cause except something that enriched
them more. We will really see exactly just how corrupt they are just as soon as the Huber Report is revealed. (Dec. 13th)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899650/15460811)  context  full comments

Gun-Grabbers' Study Backfires As They Accidentally Suggest Gun Control Doesn't Work by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:44:17

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2 days ago (2018-12-08 16:37:52)

[ - ] Parent: Bonefish5  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899635/15460482)

These are the same disingenuous shitlibs who argue that if we outlaw abortion, women will still seek them anyway (back-alley,
coat-hanger) and it will endanger the lives of women everywhere. Hello?? They think illegals have rights but Americans’
constitutionally guaranteed rights to LIVE and to keep and bear arms are negotiable. The facts are meaningless to them. They are
mentally ill, lying, or both. End of story.

That's so true @Bonefish5 the liberals are stupid & they think with their stupid minds, so you only get ridiculous rhetoric from them.....
They blindly follow their bought & paid for leaders.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899635/15460685)  context  full comments

So, It Looks Like Michael Cohen Really Didn't Stab Trump In the Back (But He Could Have) by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:44:17
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[ - ] Parent: eronburr  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899001/15459518)

Before I form any opinion of Cohen, I'd like to see the years he represented Trump, Epstein, and what other democrats he
represented and when. I heard he had ties going back well before Trump hired him and I'd be curious to overlap with the report
whether this is smoke and mirrors of crimes he covered up for them and they're painting as "Trump's longtime lawyer"

@eronburr Cohen is a greedy lawyer, you know the old saying :

"The only decent & good lawyer is a dead lawyer!"

Plus President Trump said best :

" Cohen is a Liar & he is Weak !"
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[ - ] Parent: moblodite  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899635/15459995)

I hope this is true, But all that is given is a reporters view, No actual report so we can read it. and the link to the report wants you to
pay to read it,, Nope.

Sorry about that @moblodite I thought it was a free news site
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[ - ] Parent: lynnmar  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:44:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899635/15460145)

I think the only prohibition if any should be only for murders & rapists. People that had committed felonies regarding drugs were
allowed to have guns until all this crap started. Now for those of you who say "well they shouldn't have broke the law"; you need to
look at yourselves and think if you ever did something wrong and just didnt get caught. I know a family of 6 kids, one was close to
perfect and never tried any drugs, of the 5 left all of them tried drugs and did them (including a cop) but only one got caught. All 5
of those that did the drugs are productive members of society (including the one that was caught) So how is it only one should not
be allowed guns & the rest can. If they've served their probation properly why not. We look at everyone that gets caught breaking
the law the same as we do a murderers. We need to give people a chance & really look at ourselves. Presently there is no reform
in prison and we lock people up and throw away the key. They dont get a second chance.

Absolutely Great comment @lynnmar

�

You know if the Cabal didn't bring so many drugs into this country by way of the CIA, there would most likely not be such a huge drug
crisis in our country. Does the Contra & Sandinista's ring a bell? (Cocaine) Poppy Bush got his nickname when he was head of the
CIA, think about it, what horrible addictive drug is made with the Poppy plant?...... (Heroin)
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Outraged Federal Judge Orders Further Investigation Into Hillary's Email Server by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: G45Colt  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899618/15459157)

Martial law is typically the result of civil unrest or a national emergency. Lets not go there.

Well @G45Colt lets not take it off the table because when the Lefts SJW's get wind of their political heroes being arrested & hauled
off to Guantanamo there will surely be riots & unrest, so Marshall Law just might be a good thing temporarily until we can round up
all the Antifa losers & stuff.
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[ - ] Parent: Steelerfish  0 points ( +2 | -2 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899618/15459174)

Hi jack, how’s your labia this morning? I hope you didn’t wake up your mother as you were going to town with a cucumber in the
basement this morning.

Hahahaha !  @Steelerfish So that's why ole Jack can't think straight..... Anyone who enjoys eating their cucumber with their
God given exit hole instead of with their mouths has got to be fucked up in the brain at least a little.
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[ - ] Parent: JackPosobiec1  -8 points ( +1 | -9 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899618/15458820)

I f Q wants yo come convince me he is real, I’m going to need evidence like one week of martial law. Or the arrest of hrc. I would
like q to offer some evidence to validate himself

@JackPosbiec1 Apparently you are to lazy to read "Q"s drops from the start like most of us have.Anyways when they do arrest HRC
& her Pedophilia husband for the multiple crimes committed at the Clinton Global Initiative please don't try & claim you were a
staunch Q supporter.The truth will be revealed this month with the Huber Report.
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[ - ] Parent: Conway  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899635/15459902)

Guns were invented 800 some years ago, do people really think we can't recreate 800 year old tech today?. Fully automatic
modern(magazine fed, rifled barrel, etc) firearms are over 100 years old now. Anyone with even a basic understanding of gluing
shit together can build a gun. Cat's out of the bag, sorry liberals you lose. The only thing they can do at this point is make it harder
for a good law abiding person to defend themselves if the need arise.

Great point @Conway �
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[ - ] Parent: Shizy  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899635/15459251)

Great article! I hate how they (MSM, lefties, gun grabbers, etc) lump in suicide with "gun violence". It always skews the numbers
and gives an inaccurate picture.

Thanks @Shizy I always try & keep it fresh for the class. The only thing is these Liberals aren't trying to get rid of guns for the reasons
they claim but they are pushing for the expulsion of the 2 Amendment & only because their Globalist money backers want to have it
so when they try & usher in their Satanic NWO that we won't have no way to fight back against it.
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The Pathetic Clintons Resort To Groupon Trying To Get People To Show Up & Fill Some Seats On Their Stadium Tour by Stonenchizel  in
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[ - ] Parent: Steelerfish  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899650/15459402)

Does bill have a handler go and pick out a couple girls from the (crowd) for backstage?

Of course @Steelerfish, only they aren't to have sex with Old Slick Willie though. They pick young teenager girls to torture & then
drain their blood & drink it for the Adrenachrome effects..... That's why Bill looks like a vampire with AIDS
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[ - ] Parent: G45Colt  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899650/15459172)

LOL

I'b be willing to bet they could sell out an NFL stadium at $1K/ticket for Bill and Hillary's public hanging.

Now even I would pay to see that event @G45Colt just not a 1000 dollars though, I'd be willing to pay anything less than buck ($ 1)
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[ - ] Parent: JGamble  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15453683)

seems Q and Trump don't listen to you either :)

I'm just an American citizen that appears to know what's happening, but everyone will see just as soon as Huber Report is
revealed.... Have a good evening @JGamble
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[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15455172)

I was asking the question because I've seen several article on this and all said that he didn't want to answer the question, but not
even one article said if there was a consequence for not answering. Even X22Report did the same thing.

That's because all the MSM can do is speculate at this point.... If someone from the Committee leaks information they will be so
busted right now because the Intelligence agencies especially the INSA are listening & watching closely , even all other Intelligence
agencies have their taps hardwired for those particular words in the Committee & their staff....Just incase they leak to any press. After
the leaks in the Kavanaugh confirmation hearings from Diane Feinkinteins � office.... It all just makes the whole system look corrupt.
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[ - ] Parent: MotoshiBoy  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899001/15454663)

Cohen was an undercover employee of the DIA. A plant to spy on trump going back fifteen years. A plant to create parallel
construction to take down trump if needed.

The D'S didn't know about Q. Oops.

This is getting fun!

My fellow Americans, the storm is...

Yes, @MotoshiBoy  " The Storm Has Arrived ! "

Deep State ⬅� are scared!
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 04:17:59)

[ - ] Parent: Fetalpig  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898723/15454104)

Um....where did he get all that money? I know he won't a chunk of change against the Kimberley Clark corp... but it was no where
in the arena of giving the ex 37 thou a month? Who's payroll is he on?

Obviously the Deep States ! @Fetalpig
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[ - ] Parent: Patriot8  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2899001/15453430)

BS article. “But he could have” insinuates that POTUS did something wrong. The only thing this article asserts is that the
cooperation Cohen gave had little or nothing to do with POTUS. It never even makes the argument that Cohen has info on
POTUS. BULLSHIT.

@Patriot8 Come on man, I'm just posting what's being said in the media today & if you are looking for an article that proves Trump is
innocent then just look at everything that has come out so far. The bullshit excuse Comey made when going beyond his job
description as FBI Director, never in the history of the FBI has a Director taken it upon himself to claim we will not charge HRC on her
Email investigation, then consider Strzok & all the shit he did illegally as an FBI agent then on SC Mueller's team... All the facts that
has come out since 2016 election totally proves that the whole Russia collusion story was a hit job from the Obama Intelligence
agencies & Hussein himself along with Hillary Clinton who would do anything regardless of how illegally or treasonous it was... To
be president. All this proof should let everyone know Trump absolutely did NOT collude with Russia, not even a tiny bit.... It was all
planned & executed by criminals ( is why they will be charged with treason) to try & have Trump drop out of the general election..
After Trump won they had to try & clean up what they had done by trying to impeach President Trump but still No collusion after all
this time. Mueller is trying to create a crime connected to Trump... But with No evidence No doubt! .......�
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[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  17 points ( +18 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898722)

Cohen is being charged in essence for his foul style of practising law, the dude was obviously too greedy & wanted to acquire as
much money as some really great lawyers have earned over a lifetime's service to the law.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898722/15453367)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:51:00)

[ - ] Parent: LegalTDImmigrant  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452653)

He testified behind closed doors, how do you or the reporters know it wasn't asked in there?

It's called sources! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15453175)  context  full comments

President Trump: We Are Absolutely Countering Mueller's 'Witch Hunt' Report & Ours Is Already Very Long by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:45:07)

[ - ] Parent: MotoshiBoy  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898079/15445017)

Ha ha ha. The msm ran the story that trump was only going to tweet a response. Another barium meal to find more leakers or just
disinformation to Fuck with the DS?

But that's a good thing Bro @MotoshiBoy 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898079/15453075)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:29:26)

[ - ] Parent: JGamble  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452675)

Why is this news??? DUH??? which is why you DELCAS.

What a waste of a week....pretty soon DEC will be over

@JGamble that's why I stated in a post 6 days ago titled....

" It Appears The Deep State Has Stalled The Huber Report Now That GHWBush Dec.5th National Day Of Remembrance "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452795)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:18:16)

[ - ] Parent: Don_Lemmon  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452135)

That is obstruction of our first amendment rights, CNN will file suit.

I would laugh but I'm afraid you might be telling the truth @Don_Lemmon

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452590)  context  full comments

I Just Watched House Majority Whip Steve Scalise Totally Shut Down Whoopi on Gun Control by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:13:29)

[ - ] Parent: Skulati  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898678/15452302)

https://youtu.be/jXslx39Q3O0?t=411

Thanks for the video @Skulati

�
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898678/15452493)  context  full comments

Michael Avenatti The Creepy Porn Lawyer's Wife Cleans Him Out In Divorce Court - Gets His Ferrari, Luxury Watches, & Artwork by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:11:50)

[ - ] Parent: magavoices  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898723/15452075)

Can't run for POTUS without a FLOTUS. Maybe he'll make up with Stormi.

@megavoices Avenatti obviously scammed the porn queen, just to make some money because he obviously hasn't been making as
much as he claims he did.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898723/15452470)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:08:27)

[ - ] Parent: Don_Lemmon  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452305)

I'll suck your dick for a dollar..

Hahahaha ! Well Don none of us doubt you there....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452394)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:07:23)

[ - ] Parent: Don_Lemmon  -7 points ( +0 | -7 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452037)

Douche just like shill boy @Tallest_Skil

Hey @Don_Lemmon we don't care to hear your bullshit in our discussions but you can go back to work & get schooled by Chris
Cuomo ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452373)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 02:02:32)

[ - ] Parent: Squarecircle  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452080)

Pos, and the sewer that he floats in!

Right! @Squarecircle Comey is the ultimate sewer rat!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452259)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:52:24)

[ - ] Parent: AlphabeticalAnon  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15451936)

Looks like his "Rope-A-Dope" scheme didn't pan out. He's the dope that's gonna be roped!

Hahahaha !  Sweet comment @AlphabeticalAnon

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15452030)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:50:14)
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[ - ] Parent: dundundunnnnn  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15451804)

Cant comment about ongoing investigations?

Well we shall see what he has to say after the Huber Report... @dundundunnnnn

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15451996)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:48:26)

[ - ] Parent: LegalTDImmigrant  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15451598)

He's not required to answer reporters, it would be damning if someone from the house committee that questioned him were to say
he declined to comment on such a specific question

@LegalTDImmigrant Apparently they (committee) aren't smart enough to ask it, so the press did & he refuse to answer just like the
author of the story said.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15451972)  context  full comments

So What If President Trump Didn't Recite The Apostles' Creed? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:44:40)

[ - ] Parent: Anonymouse_cheese  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:45:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897277/15451551)

Ty @stonenchizel for helping to make my point. That was exhausting getting past the big C little c...ccc part much less have
anyone notice the Roman Catholic church and the Vatican are completely submersed in DS luciferian crap. So thank you for
pointing this out! I have to go rest now.

Hahahaha ! �  No problem @Anonymouse_cheese , now go get some rest my friend & Have a Blessed Evening!

������

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897277/15451880)  context  full comments

I Just Watched House Majority Whip Steve Scalise Totally Shut Down Whoopi on Gun Control by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:23:49)

[ - ] Parent: Valuepick  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898678/15451310)

Why do people go on that show?

To knock down those Liberal Women who lie constantly about President Trump! @Valuepick It's not doing the show by Republicans
to agree in any way with the one sided liberalism bullshit they spew from their pieholes, but to tell the publ8c the truth just like
Scalise did today.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898678/15451491)  context  full comments

So What If President Trump Didn't Recite The Apostles' Creed? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:18:27)
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[ - ] Parent: Anonymouse_cheese  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897277/15451004)

Protestant Traditional Version:

I believe in God, the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth;

And in Jesus Christ his only Son, our Lord; who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius
Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried;* the third day he rose from the dead; he ascended into heaven, and sitteth at the right
hand of God the Father Almighty; from thence he shall come to judge the quick and the dead.

I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic** church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the
body, and the life everlasting. Amen.

Note the small "c" catholic.

http://www.umc.org/what-we-believe/apostles-creed-traditional-ecumenical

Roman Catholic version: I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ, His only Son,
our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died and
was buried; He descended into hell; on the third day He rose again from the dead; He ascended into heaven, and is seated at the
right hand of God the Father Almighty; from there He will come to judge the living and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the
Holy Catholic Church, the communion of Saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and life everlasting.

Amen.

Note the capital "C" on Catholic representing the Roman Catholic church as they believe the Roman Catholic church is the only
true church. Protestants do not. Hence the small "c" in the protestant version. Same word, different meanings reflected in a simple
capital or lower-case "c." What the person believes in their heart is what they recite and what is understood by God that they are
saying. So it doesn't matter how it was originally meant. It wasn't written by the Apostles. For more, here's a history of the Creed
link.

https://www.christianitytoday.com/history/2008/september/what-do-protestant-churches-mean-when-they-recite-i.html

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apostles%27_Creed#History

Thank you @Anonymouse_cheese for making that absolutely clear.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897277/15451398)  context  full comments

COMEY REFUSES TO COMMENT ON ROSENSTEIN WEARING A WIRE TO TAPE TRUMP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +1 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:14:53)

[ - ] Parent: seeallevil  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15451106)

What did they expect him to say?

Right! @seeallevil �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15451337)  context  full comments

Michael Avenatti The Creepy Porn Lawyer's Wife Cleans Him Out In Divorce Court - Gets His Ferrari, Luxury Watches, & Artwork by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:45:13

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:13:52)

[ - ] Parent: angelCole  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898723/15451131)

Did he represent himself??? �

@angelCole ,You know the old saying :

" A Defendant that represents himself, has a Fool for a client ! "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898723/15451319)  context  full comments

Is Trump Exploring Dumping Pence From the 2020 Ticket? by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 01:07:13)

[ - ] Parent: cosmopolitan  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2896274/15430689)

@stonenchizel double post

Thank you @cosmopolitan ......... ✌
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History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-08 00:46:53)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2898759/15450654)

Did he have an obligation to respond to the question? meaning could this go against him?

Of course it could! @pwdwp It doesn't matter anyways because when the Huber Report comes out on the 13th Dec. Comey will be
toast anyways because of his obvious connection to HRC & Uranium One & all the Pay to Play that has gone through the Clinton
Global Initiative while HRC was Sec. of State. Plus Comey allowed all as FBI Director for kickdowns & didn't prosecute HRC to
protect himself & his involvement.
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DECEMBER 7, 1941 - 77 Years Ago, A Date That Still Lives In Infamy by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-07 23:49:11)

[ - ] Parent: stormymonday  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897330/15447575)

McCains dad had a fleet command in Pearl Harbor and ignored all warnings of a Japanese attack, as reported by Feild
McConnell https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T32fUqOh7mE

Wow.... @stornymonday I knew mc stains dad was some hot shot Navy dude & his G-pa too... But I never cared much for him to read
about him. Thanks for video ...�
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[ - ] Parent: Anonymouse_cheese  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897287/15449076)

No, I live in the cold north. I lived in CA at one time so I have an affinity for Cali. Lots of great things to be said for the state if dems
would pull their heads out of their a**es.

Hahahaha! Just maybe we will one day @Anonymous_cheese

Hell maybe I should run for office......
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[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893514/15445408)

Maybe it was disinformation to trust Wray, but it just seems odd Trump would pick him to run the FB�

Yeah, We shall see shortly @Missle_Copter_Stoped , one way or the other all the corrupt shit that's gone down in the last 8 years
before Trump, is somehow connected to Hillary Clinton, she's the head office evil snake
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the elite controls all the countries, secret societies and intelligence agencies. All the secret societies have the same owners and
believe in the same God who is Lucifer and they are Pro New World Order. If you think that there is no relationship between
Freemasonry and the illuminati or the Knights of Malta are misinformed. The elite is also behind the next economic reset. They
give you the problem of fiduciary money and the gold-backed money solution that comes to be the same eclavitud.All these
deaths of Bush, Rockefeller , Mccain, Jacob Rotschild is nothing more than the sacrifice of mature fruits of the elite. Some Zionists
will stop for people to believe that something has changed but everything will remain the same until nature helps us and sends
the horn to the banks and their money that enslaves humanity

Great Discussion @felio00 & @Sucurri65 .... & some really good information there.... Thanks for the input..... �
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[ - ] Parent: OptimusPrime4  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2895884/15436303)

Sounds like you have some cool kids�

Thank You @OptimusPrime4 ,It's been My life's greatest joy ensuring My own blood be brought up & taught the absolute truth.... But
with that style of raising our children, you can imagine the fierce conversations that we've argued about even upto this day. With all
that said I wouldn't have wanted to raise them any other way & all throughout their lives they have always been the Top studentsin
their classes & even through the whole school.... Now that 3 of them are grown up & out on their own hopefully changing the world,, I
couldn't be the most proud father alive.... So thanks again My Friend! ... ✌
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How would you like to sit with the actual group of people who tried to undermine you and the US citizens? Orchestrating a sick
plan to make you appear to be a criminal. I'd hate sitting with all of those war criminals too!

Great point @WhyAserverWasBuilt

�
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“Jesus was about taking care of one another. This is not the way to take care of one another.”

Actually it is the way to take care of one another, by upholding immigration laws you’re keeping tax dollars available to citizens so
they can have better access to healthcare and housing. It also acts as a check against repeat felons and traffickers and slavers
from unleashing life-wrecking horrors upon your neighbors. Jesus said: “Cast the mote (plank) from thine own eye before
criticizing the speck in your brother’s eye.”

This means that if you believe so strongly about fixing the plight of migrants, you should be hopping on a plane tomorrow morning
and going to Venezuela to spread the Gospel and render justice unto the weak and fatherless. But you won’t, because you are a
Pharisee and a wretched hypocrite, using the Son of Man as some cheap prop to further a political agenda that isn’t even your
own. Disgusting, absolutely disgraceful.

It truly is disgusting @Lord_Odious_the_Foul
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[ - ] Parent: handymessmama  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2896911/15435848)

What a disgusting abomination. The people on the Left who believe they are Christians need to do some serious soul searching
and come-to-Jesus time.

You are so correct on this issue @handymessmama, The Holy Bible says:

" Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which. leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it. "

�
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-07 16:55:58)

[ - ] Parent: scoripowarrior  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2896911/15435900)

I am embarrassed for that church's congregation. If I were a parishioner there, I'd let the pastor know I was leaving his parish for
another as a result of his bringing politics into religion.

Yes @scorpiowarrior I myself would absolutely do the same thing.
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Seems to me this is not a Christian church but a state ran Satanic church . A church is only a building. God is everywhere, a
building is not necessary to pray to God.

Very good observation there @Lin669 if a leader of a flock misleads his parishioners , he will be judged accordingly & that's what
seems to be happening at this particular liberal Church.
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Gas where I am is still $.30 above the national average. Still cheaper than it was since we always seem to be about $.30 above
the national average.

So you live in California too @Anonymous_cheese ?
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Wasn't McCain's dad asleep at the wheel in this deal somehow?

I'm not sure what you're referring to @stormymonday
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even heaven has a gate that many will never be allowed through

Great point.......... @TrueSeeker777 �
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[ - ] Parent: gman225  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897277/15439917)

This creed is not Biblical but it is something of the catholic religion but it’s not necessary to know or recite.

Well said @gman225 �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897277/15442298)  context  full comments

So What If President Trump Didn't Recite The Apostles' Creed? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-07 16:18:49)

[ - ] Parent: Elfchiro  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897277/15439706)

He did not participate. He and Melania just stood or sat when appropriate. They were surrounded by pure evil. As I said
yesterday. It was a collection of thieves,traitors, murderers, Child molesters and cannibals. The hymns and prayers mean nothing
to these people. It is all for show. They do not worship our Lord in Heaven. They worship something else.

They worship Lucifer @Elfchiro the Catholics believe that Jesus is the Son of Lucifer, that's why their whole Church is based in the
same shit as the Masonic Order..... Look into both subjects & you will be blown away how they basically mimic eachothers rituals &
symbolism's..... Truly a trippy rabbit hole to explore. In the end they are both at the higher echelons Satanic & practice the rituals of
Lucifer of child sacrifice to Baal which is a two horned beast god from ancient times & basically a form of Satan.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2897277/15442204)  context  full comments

Rod Rosenstein may not be who we think he is ... by DixiePatriot  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-07 15:57:38)

[ - ] Parent: EarnYourVote  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2896958/15436953)

RR is a weasel. I don't doubt that he could be easily flipped - both ways. He will go with whatever deal is best - has no moral
compass. That kind of person should not be at his level, period.

@EarnYourVote Even the hardest killer criminals flip when their asses are looking at prison for life or even worst,in Rod Rosensteins
case that he could've been hanging from a noose if he didn't flip. If you don't believe me, then remember Sammy the Bull Gravano
who flipped & put John Gotti away for life.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2896958/15441846)  context  full comments

Rod Rosenstein may not be who we think he is ... by DixiePatriot  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 3 days ago (2018-12-07 15:48:10)

[ - ] Parent: DixiePatriot  66 points ( +67 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2896958)

This was a great read @DixiePatriot. Now let's hope it all goes down this way & soon we will know for sure..... Wouldn't that be the
ultimate surprise if Sessions & Rosenstein are American heroes.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2896958/15441691)  context  full comments

REPORT: PROSECUTORS RESUME FOREIGN LOBBY PROBE OF PODESTA GROUP, MERCURY PUBLIC AFFAIRS by Stonenchizel  in
theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2018-12-06 21:08:19)

[ - ] Parent: Chance45  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2895144/15420378)

I posted this yesterday but it didn't get much traction. Thanks for posting this. This is huge. Everyone Mueller went after is a
witness to DS cabal crimes. Manafort>Podestas criminal cabal, Corsi>Jones MOS/[Free Speech Systems LLC], Cohen>Atty for a
lot of scumbags, Fylnn>was MI knows about Benghazi-U1-etc....

We are all hoping that this is the truth @Chance45 , at least we all know the other side of the isle (Liberals) we're involved in so
much corruption.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2895144/15428718)  context  full comments

Is The Special Counsel About To Hammer Tony Podesta? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2018-12-06 20:50:30)
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[ - ] Parent: LakotaPride  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2895575/15424539)

Patriot heard in OAN ,One America News, that the DOJ is stepping up its investigations on the Podestas.
https://www.oann.com/doj-ramping-up-investigation-into-podesta-group-mercury-public-affairs/

Awesome News @LakotaPride !

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2895575/15428391)  context  full comments

" Pocahontas " Elizabeth Warren's DNA Stunt Was so Terrible That She Might...Apologize for It? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2018-12-06 20:48:17)

[ - ] Parent: OptimusPrime4  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2895884/15425217)

I have uncredentialed First Nation blood. My kids wanted me to get it verified for college discounts but I refuse to make
merchandise off a people that has been so wronged. I could not profit on my genes. My personal merit should be enough.

That's right @OptimusPrime4 None of us with True Native Blood running through our veins should use our heritage as any tool
regardless of the circumstances like that liar Warner tried to do even though she's 99.99% Anglo White Saxon from Europe.... I
wouldn't doubt that she's a 100% . My kids are the one that set me straight on that matter when 1 was applying for college I said you
can use your Native American Bloodline to get a grant, but she said dad that's just wrong because we are only like 1/8 or 1/16 % &
those were intended for the real Natives that are 100% or 50% Native American..... Lesson learned. �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2895884/15428360)  context  full comments

Is Donald Trump stopping a fucking thing? Human trafficker smuggling kids over the US-Mexico border by JonReed  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 4 days ago (2018-12-06 20:12:51)

[ - ] Parent: JonReed  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893941/15419935)

@Stonenchizel so you know @MissleCopterStoped is making things up to say something shocking.

not that i care if someone shoots him in the head... but i never said to do it.

and i'm not worried even a little about any repercussions whatsoever

Hahahaha!  Have a blessed day!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893941/15427715)  context  full comments

Nixon Court Case Loophole Puts Mueller Investigation In Danger by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-06 06:05:01)

[ - ] Parent: Anon22022  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:46:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2894273/15415076)

Can you repeat the part of the stuff where you said all about the things??

I'm not sure what you are referring to @Anon2202

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2894273/15418799)  context  full comments

The Satanic Temple Of Chicago Bringing Satan to Springfield by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:46:09

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-06 06:02:05)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2894939/15418532)

They really don't hide anymore.

The Satanist are trying to make it mainstream.... Even Chelsea Clinton commented in a story that Satanist  aren't bad people or their
religion isn't either.... While wearing her upside down cross necklace around her neck...i kid you not @pwdwp
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Is Donald Trump stopping a fucking thing? Human trafficker smuggling kids over the US-Mexico border by JonReed  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893941/15416513)

You should see the comment this fucktard OP said on another Voat forum about encouraging others to shoot the President. I
debated if I should contact USSS, about or not, but I decided not to for now.

However, if he continues with making additional threats, I may be placing a phone call after all.

See something, say something - Q

I will call @ Missle_Copter_Stopef for you if you don't want to..; fuck these clowns threatening our President... Just let me know his
tag & where I can find what he said about killing Pres.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893941/15417229)  context  full comments

Chuck Grassley Wants to Know: Why Did FBI Agents Raid the House of a Whistleblower Exposing the Clintons? by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:04

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-06 00:27:10)

[ - ] Parent: DammitMan  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893514/15413858)

Half the country still believes Sessions sat on his thumb and rotated.

Hey @DammitMan Sessions sounds like a childhood rhyme..... Maybe Sessions new nickname should be "Little Jack Horner"

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893514/15413950)  context  full comments

Arrogant Trump-Hater Republican Rhino Bill Kristol Hit With Disaster. His Magazine Weekly Standard To Close in Days by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:04

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-06 00:24:03)

[ - ] Parent: Pcpoet09  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893717/15413638)

I find it interesting that David Brock got his start writing articles on the magazine

Yeah @Pcpoet09 & now D.Brooks works for NYTimes & is still a Rhino Republican & only writes negative stories about President
Trump.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893717/15413906)  context  full comments

Mueller & Liberal Hopefuls Jumping The Gun On Collusion. by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:04

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-06 00:15:28)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2894357/15413309)

I'm glad to hear you say that..

I've found that you've always seemed to hit the spot in the past..

Personally I'm a bit torn over RogueMueller... I keep thinking back to why he met with Trump before it all began.... not a job
interview, despite the MSM suggestions.... so did POTUS show him the cast iron case against him for stuff that he'd already done,
and offer him a "path to salvation" ?

That's my bet....

That's what we are all hoping for @UK_Bloke_Awoke , but one way or the other I'm torn on this damn Mueller investigation,
especially since everyone says he's guilty himself.... So like you've stated just maybe he's helping Trump against the Cabal because
he' was flipped by Trump in that meeting in WH ... It would totally make sense is why we are hearing that Flynn shouldn't or won't do
any time for helping Mueller for a whole year, well like Q says , "who knows where all the bodies are" & others are saying Flynn is
Q.... Anyways I can't wait for Huber Report on Clinton Global Initiative & Clinton's time as Sec. of State, that report has to incriminate
HRC in all kinds of crimes.... Maybe that's what Q meant when he said many sentences.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2894357/15413740)  context  full comments

Is Donald Trump stopping a fucking thing? Human trafficker smuggling kids over the US-Mexico border by JonReed  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893941/15408800)

We must be synchronized with routers somehow.

You beat my comment by 4.5 minutes quoting the same comment that faggot shill said. 

@UK_Bloke_Awoke & @MissleCopter_Stoped I was going to say that @JonReed dude is a Liberal Troll ,he's just here to start
trouble. One of Hillarys butt plugs.... ���

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893941/15413174)  context  full comments

Mueller & Liberal Hopefuls Jumping The Gun On Collusion. by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:04

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 23:34:12)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2894357/15412770)

No Stoney, and with respect to you, I think that's nonsense...

These were not Trumps inner circle...

The crimes were committed before Trump..

There are suggestions some of these ancillary staff were planted, with this as a plan right from the start, with guaranteed fluffy
sentences...

I forgot to mention that Ben Shapiro is masterful at ripping SJWs to bits in front of audiences, and comes over all meek and mild,
but after months of following his every word I came to see the light in his eyes as he eviscerated them.. he is on the evil side, so I
don't trust his words...

Oh yeah, @UK_Bloke_Awoke I am very aware of how Mueller has been trying to get everyone of these guys that have pled guilty to
talk & get a better deal for themselves & especially Mueller trying to get each one of them to lie is just a crock of shit by Mueller, he's
a Deep State Puppet. President Donald Trump should not & cannot be accused of crimes people he had close to him during
campaign election time.... At least he can't be legally charged with their crimes or any of their lies they've told to Mueller to try &
received a better deal for themselves. Mueller is either a black hat tool or hes fooled us all & is working for Trump.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2894357/15413011)  context  full comments

Michael W Smith is a Christian singer. He just sang at Bush's funeral. These FAKES keep talking about Jesus. THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK.
by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:04

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 23:01:02)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893729/15412086)

Oops �

Hahahaha! Don't trip @srayzie I'm just messing with ya now....

�
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Obamacare Is a The Mother Of All Miserable Failures In The USA Ever - IBD/TIPP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: j_Dawg_01  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891877/15406484)

I clearly recall one of Trump's campaign promises was to get rid of Obamacare. His arguments were about the massive rise in
healthcare costs and the fact that in many ways Obamacare actually lessened the quality of healthcare available to the people,
but I don't recall Trump making any promises to replace Obamacare with another government run healthcare program. If you can
provide a source for your claim that Trump "promised to replace Obama care with something much better & cheaper for the
American citizens," I'd be interested to see it. You may be right on that point, but like I said, I don't recall Trump ever saying that.

My position is that it's very difficult, if not impossible to point to any government run program that actually delivered as promised.
Whenever the government gets involved it always seems to end up creating more problems than solutions. IMHO it's part of their
plan. Create a new government run bureaucracy that claims to be a solution to a problem, then the bureaucracy knowingly
creates new problems so they can then create yet another new government run bureaucracy to solve the problems they just
created, then rinse and repeat. It's all about the expansion of government power and control over We The People.

Many people were, at a minimum irritated, or in some cases outraged when Trump came into office with a Republican majority in
the House and Senate and wasn't able to fulfill his promise to get rid of Obamacare. The only progress he made regarding
Obamacare was to eliminate the individual mandate, but to be fair, it was the RINOs like Jockstrap McStain and others in the
Senate who should be blamed.

Many here look with distain at those who, for what ever reason, are receiving some form of government assistance. Yes, there are
too many in America who've become totally dependent on welfare, food cards, and other forms of government assistance for their
very survival. But I think very few of them actually made a conscious choice to be poor and dependent on the government.

This is most certainly an issue that needs to be addressed, not because it costs the government, and by extension the taxpayers,
10s of millions of dollars a year, but because a society cannot survive unless a majority of the population is consistently
productive. I believe too many people, hard working taxpayers, fail to recognize how dangerous their own dependence on
government is, or even fail to recognize that they're dependent on government at all.

What too many people fail to see as a dependency on government is their constant calls for the government to pass a new law,
adopt a new amendment to the Constitution, or create a new government agency or bureaucracy to fix the things they see as a
problem. Every time we ask the government to create a new law or add a new amendment, we are, by default, giving our tacit
approval for the expansion of government and for additional powers and authority over us.

It's this expansion of power, authority, and control over "We The People" that is exponentially more dangerous than the dollar cost
of generosity toward those in need. Freedom demands responsibility. As a society, we've abdicated our responsibilities to the
government. No person is truly free if they allow, or worse, expect others to make decisions for them. Why do so many people
think only the government can fix things?

Virtually ever problem we face today is the result of some government action or inaction. Meanwhile too many people sit around
waiting for the government to fix problems the government created in the first place. With the single exception of our thoughts,
there isn't anything we might do in our daily lives that isn't controlled or regulated in some way by the government. This must
change.

The best thing we can do to create a better, more free society is to relieve the government of the responsibilities we've
surrendered to them. This should include the responsibility of providing healthcare for ourselves and our families. All that is
needed to accomplish this is to get the government out of the healthcare business. By removing the government from healthcare
and putting it back into the private sector, along with allowing healthcare insurance to be sold across state lines, the laws of
supply and demand in a free market will bring about the changes we seek.

If there is real competition in the marketplace for healthcare, healthcare providers and insurance companies will be forced to
innovate and become more efficient so they can provide insurance coverage and medical services at a lower cost to attract new
consumers.

Nothing will change until a majority of Americans, We The People, accept responsibility for ourselves, our families, and our
communities. Freedom demands it. So the real question is: "How much freedom do we really want?"

@j_Dawg_01 Trump wasn't able to get Obama care removed was by one vote & that was none other than the traitor to the United
States of America - Senator John McCain ↔ the same McCain that was put down for treasonous acts against the USA . McCain was
a Rhino Republican & was absolutely a Globalist Puppet for George Soros...... I can go on & on but you need to go your own
research so you appriciate the truth & get to know for yourself what's happened & what is to come shortly.
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Chuck Grassley Wants to Know: Why Did FBI Agents Raid the House of a Whistleblower Exposing the Clintons? by Stonenchizel  in
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[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893514/15407401)

Why did Q say to “Trust Wray” then?

OK you got Me there..... @Missle_Copter_Stoped & I don't know to be honest with you.... �
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Michael W Smith is a Christian singer. He just sang at Bush's funeral. These FAKES keep talking about Jesus. THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK.
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7th sense ☺�

Shhhhhhh...... That was a secret! �
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People who look at the even BIGGER picture see her Soul fractionated, sent back to Source and never be allowed to manifest as
a human being ever again.

But, roasting in Hell for ever works too.

Here's a crazy guess...

The Clintons will be arrested and prosecuted FIRST for CAPITAL CRIMES committed in Arkansas when they were just starting
out. Remember the airplanes full of documents of the 'DRUG RING' that was under investigation?

WHAT CRIME DOES NOT HAVE A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ATTACHED TO IT?

If this whackie prediction is true...from then on, NO ONE will support her any longer. This would make the Political and Treason
crimes VERY EASY for the public to accept.

ihopeihopeihope.

Right @Cloudrdr because I'm almost positive she wouldn't want to be free for this reason... ➡ Like "Q" says " There will come a time
when these people won't be able to walk down the street "
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Because POTUS is a bigot, and the good FBI agents are doing their due diligence by getting more contextual evidence to defend
against the crazy-out of his tree whistleblower.

Buah! Sorry I couldn't keep a straight face saying that.

Mathematically impossible (a la Q), means eventually there will be a critical mass that start questioning ridiculous claims by MSM
~~agents~~ (ooops) reporters.

Hahahaha! �  @love_light_truth you almost had me with that one, at least in the beginning....
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GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:04
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It is obvious that the system protects criminals, such as Hilary Clinton. In any legally ordered and functional system, where
intelligence wishes to expose all kinds of criminals, Hilary Clinton would be behind bars.

Now it seems that the only people that might end up in trouble and this always tends to happen when things on the frontend are
not enforced and upheld are the people that are targeting her and trying to bring her down.

This testifies to three things, firstly that money has a huge amount of influence over others behind the scenes at the end of the
day, having an enormous amount of power is not impossible in this system and where it exists it means those that hold it are
immune from being convicted of their crimes, and thirdly that people of Hilary's ilk will dominate the course of American society
and politics in the future.

Strong point @Walk1 Let's hope justice might be fulfilled once against one of the heads of the "Naga" Cabal Servant.
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Remember That $600,000 Stormy Raised With Crowdfunding? Trump's About To Take It All And Then Some by Stonenchizel  in
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I think she was branded into the NXIVM sex cult during the time she supposedly had the affair and went to DJT for help exposing
it all. The administration seems to need white hats to play the opponent in the media to keep them distracted and feeling in
control (because it keeps the public safer) while the adults get some real work done. Wondering if Conway's husband is fulfilling
that role for now?

That's exactly what I thought @NellerBean when Kellyanne's Husband started blabbing about what Trump does, it just doesn't make
sense unless he's a plant spreading garbage to feed the Cabal to give them hope that maybe Kellyanne is the one who's working to
bring down the President.
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WOW!  That Mother Fucker Dubya Did Hand Something to Michael Obama!

It's a trip to see because Dubya had to be thinking about passing a secret (Cabal Instructions) to Obama the whole time He was
walking down the isle , making sure to be sneaky enough so that Trump or anyone else would see him doing it. Good thing we've
got cameras & Great Patriots like @FreedBy45 & the news agency that published story. The Cabal must have something up their
sleeves just you watch.... All I can say is please Pray for President Donald Trump's safety & also Q & all the Military MI that are
involved in the plan.
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On another note, if this raid was illegal due to protections of the Whistle Blower Act, all the evidence FBeye collected would be
thrown out as it would considered fruit from the poisoned tree.

If that's true @Missle_Copter_Stoped then that would mean that FBI Director Way is a slave to the Cabal. Let's just hope the
WhistleBlowers evidence was already given to the proper authorities. At this point all we can hope for is the Declassified Material be
exposed & brought to light so there are no more shenanigans from the Clinton Corrupt Machine.
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Thanks @srayzie for keeping us all up to date on all"Q"'s drops..

�
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[ - ] Parent: srayzie  9 points ( +10 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893729)

@Srayzie Maybe Oldman Bush GHWB was the Godfather ...."Q" said something about that & if he turned & burned to save his
family.... Maybe he gave MI & POTUS everything & now we have everything, even the everything we didn't have but thought we did.
The only reason I'm wondering about this is the obvious closeness that I now see between Trump & Dubya , it's not normal unless a
deal has been finalised... Just my 7th sense nudging me & talking to me... 
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Just Wow! �
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Hillary Clinton is a hateful demonic witch that is obviously jealous of First Lady Melania Trump. Did you see the Clinton's & the
Obama's were laughing & all cheerful until President Trump & Melania came & greeted them then sat down... Clinton's face was
worth it all to watch the funeral... That bitch knows her days are numbered & then MI Tribunal & shortly after that Hillary Clinton will
hang from a noose until all life has left her body & she will be exactly where she belongs & that's in the deepest pits of Hell where
she will reap what she has sow'n, & every child she has ever tortured before killing them will have justice, plus how long was that
Clinton's Arkanicide List? � ....Oh my...!
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I hope I'm proven wrong, I distrust Wray. I'd like to slap that smirk off his face.

Ya, Me too @NancyNY2 also I'm sure almost half the country feels exactly the same way you do....
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8th wonder of the world, rivals the grand canyon.

Hahahaha!  I feel ya, @singlebrain1
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Don't let the door hit your sorry ass on your way out, Mr. Crystal. Just fuck off.

Hahahaha!  You tell'm @Dragon40
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Brutal Fact Check: 'Four Pinocchios' For Liberal Newcomer Ocasio-Cortez On Ludicrous Single-Payer Healthcare Claims by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:04

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 18:22:26)

[ - ] Parent: coulditbe4Q  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893502/15406550)

You are watching the first wave of our communist bred, university indoctrinated, youth taking their turn at bat. in a word...Vapid.
There is literally nothing there besides bumper sticker slogans and misguided good intentions.

Yes, so true @coulditbe4Q

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893502/15406832)  context  full comments

Bombshell Exonerating President Trump Evidence Found In Cohen Docs, Mueller Kept It From Court by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:04

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 18:20:04)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:47:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15406416)

Thank you @Stonenchizel

You are quite welcome @Vibratron

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15406780)  context  full comments

Remember That $600,000 Stormy Raised With Crowdfunding? Trump's About To Take It All And Then Some by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 18:09:35)

[ - ] Parent: singlebrain1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893529/15406251)

That was one very expensive one night with DJT, on stormy's part that is. Guess she'll have to go back to being a working girl.

I believe Stormy Daniels is still a working girl to this day @singlebrain1 her motto is if the price is right then I'l squeeze my pussy
muscles & make it tight...... Even though I've heard it's like dropping a hot dog in a a 55 gallon garbage can.... Kurplunk! - that's when
having sex with Stormy Daniels ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893529/15406577)  context  full comments

Chuck Grassley Wants to Know: Why Did FBI Agents Raid the House of a Whistleblower Exposing the Clintons? by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58
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[ - ] Parent: TRFBYTrC0mmies  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893514/15406274)

Imperator Rex (dude from twatter) suggested Cain might be a decoy set up by Trump/TeamQ, in order to expose remaining
corrupt FBI. I think he might be on to something.

Neither that's exactly the case @TRFBYTrC0mmies or FBI Director Christopher Way is a Black Hat & is in bed with the Cabal...
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Q Post 2549 - DECODED - Deep State Used GHWB State Funeral to Stall Huber's Testimony on Clinton Foundation Investigation by
GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 17:43:56)

[ - ] Parent: seeallevil  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2892951/15405591)

I agree, the DS is expecting the White Hats to move in any day now and into the foreseeable future. Except today. If we don't do it
today - then when? After the next funeral?

That's my point @seeallevil what are they waiting for, the democrats trying to impeach Trump now that they have control of the
House?
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Bombshell Exonerating President Trump Evidence Found In Cohen Docs, Mueller Kept It From Court by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 17:38:10)

[ - ] Parent: Vibratron  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15401882)

consider this .. https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893138

Nice post @Vibraton I actually up voted it before this comment.
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Remember That $600,000 Stormy Raised With Crowdfunding? Trump's About To Take It All And Then Some by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 17:34:13)

[ - ] Parent: digital_minuteman321  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893529/15404993)

Wasn't it speculated she was involved in an assassination attempted on the President's life with horse tranquilizer? That's what
some people connected when he called her horseface.

No Trump called Stormy Daniels Horseface because her face is long like horse when viewed from the side profile especially when
her teeth are showing @digital_minuteman
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Remember That $600,000 Stormy Raised With Crowdfunding? Trump's About To Take It All And Then Some by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 17:23:26)

[ - ] Parent: slwsnowman40  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893529/15405515)

That's the best part about her getting all that money...all that destroy Trump funds will be given to him. That's the last thing those
suckers wanted.

I know right @slwsnowman40 isn't glorious knowing all the liberals that hate Trump actually made him even more wealthy.
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Who is the Godfather? Could it be GHWB? by MeepJeep  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: MeepJeep  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893203)

The fact is we aren't watching a movie, we are in reality right now. Turn on your TV the GHWB funeral, most of the American Deep
State Players are sitting right there next to President Trump & if they aren't all arrested right after the funeral then maybe they might
never be arrested... But then again we've been promised days that it was gonna take place before & I sure hope we are not being
strung along by a liar.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2893203/15404278)  context  full comments

Q Post 2549 - DECODED - Deep State Used GHWB State Funeral to Stall Huber's Testimony on Clinton Foundation Investigation by
GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 15:59:00)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  40 points ( +41 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2892951)

Hopefully the Deep State roundups will be right after the church service for GHWB. That would be the ultimate chess move by Trump
& Q.

I actually posted about this a couple of days ago right here on GA titled below, even actually before Q did:

"It Appears The Deep State Has Stalled The Huber Report Now That GHWBush Dec.5th National Day Of Remembrance"
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Cohen's Guilty Plea Isn't Proof Trump Campaign Colluded With Russia by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 5 days ago (2018-12-05 15:35:11)

[ - ] Parent: Are_we_sure  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2886971/15403487)

Why do you think laying out true facts is trolling? What does that say about this board.

Bye Hillary! ✌
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Cohen's Guilty Plea Isn't Proof Trump Campaign Colluded With Russia by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Are_we_sure  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2886971/15398186)

I'm sorry @Are_we_sure but your opinions don't make what you say true....

I completely agree. Which is why my facts are solid.

Do some research, Cohen has proven himself a liar & has lied to Congress & that makes him a unreliable witness

Do some research, criminals are convicted on the testimony of the fellow liars and criminals all the time. See how John Gotti was
convicted. See how Paul Manafort was convicted on testimony of liar/criminal Rick Gates

The basic premise of a cooperation agreement is you are working with someone who has committed crimes and you want truthful
testimony from them. For this reason, cooperation agreements require you to come clean on ALL your crimes and if you are found
lying the cooperation agreement is voided and the crimes you just plead guilty on expose you to the maximum penalties.

Mueller will also be working from emails and other documentation that show what was going on. It be more than just the word of
Micahel Cohen.

As for lying is Trump an unreliable witness? He lied for two years about this deal in Moscow and then just admitted it. What do his
lies say about his verity?

Cohen is now saying whatever Mueller wants him to say to try & shorten his prison sentence reduced because of his
crimes he committed on his own accord.

Cohen testified in court that some of his crimes he committed at the direction of Donald Trump or to be in alignment with what
Donald Trump had already said.

Plus in 2016 Trump was a private citizen who had every right to do business like any other citizen. Like Trump said it was
not a secret that he intended to build a hotel in Russia & he didn't become president until January 20th 2017

Whether or not Trump had the right to do this business, he absolutely kept it secret from the voters and it was such an important
secret that Michael Cohen and others lied about it even when lying would be a crime. It's a lie to say this was not a secret. Trump
said over and over again, he had nothing to do with Russia, he had no business there. This was a lie he kept from Republican
voters in the primaries and a lie he kept from voters in the general election. Trump did not tell anyone as his campaign removed
anti-Russian language from the GOP party platform that he might have had a personal profit-based reason for doing so. This was
not simply doing business in another country. This was doing business in Moscow where business is tied to the government and
the only way this deal would come off if the Kremlin approved the permits and the financing. So making Putin happy could be
profitable for Trump and this was an issue long before Jan 2017.

Mueller is only trying to save his own ass from being exposed as one of the dirty players in Uranium One...

What did you say about opinions not being true?

So @Are_we_sure doing business with Putin would be profitable for Trump huh, maybe it would have been profitable just like it was
for HRC & Obama & Comey & Mueller & Podesta etc..... What I don't understand about you Liberals is that you think everything
corrupt you've done through All the corruption Uranium One & all the other foul shut they've done while making millions, no I mean
making hundreds of millions of dollars was OK for those mentioned above... But oh watch out because Trump is the Boogeyman.
Unfuckingbelievable!
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Secretary Of Defense James Mattis Officially Signs Orders For Thousands Of Troops To Remain At The Border Until January by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: jodieann  -1 points ( +1 | -2 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2892724/15399537)

Listened to someone from the Border Patrol speak yesterday about the numbers coming in through Arizona, New Mexico, Texas
and California. He said 90,000 have come in the last month, and 85% came illegally. Can't remember where I saw this. Fox,
maybe? Did anyone else watch that?

No those numbers sound false.
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I'm sorry @Are_we_sure but your opinions don't make what you say true....

I completely agree. Which is why my facts are solid.

Do some research, Cohen has proven himself a liar & has lied to Congress & that makes him a unreliable witness

Do some research, criminals are convicted on the testimony of the fellow liars and criminals all the time. See how John Gotti was
convicted. See how Paul Manafort was convicted on testimony of liar/criminal Rick Gates

The basic premise of a cooperation agreement is you are working with someone who has committed crimes and you want truthful
testimony from them. For this reason, cooperation agreements require you to come clean on ALL your crimes and if you are found
lying the cooperation agreement is voided and the crimes you just plead guilty on expose you to the maximum penalties.

Mueller will also be working from emails and other documentation that show what was going on. It be more than just the word of
Micahel Cohen.

As for lying is Trump an unreliable witness? He lied for two years about this deal in Moscow and then just admitted it. What do his
lies say about his verity?

Cohen is now saying whatever Mueller wants him to say to try & shorten his prison sentence reduced because of his
crimes he committed on his own accord.

Cohen testified in court that some of his crimes he committed at the direction of Donald Trump or to be in alignment with what
Donald Trump had already said.

Plus in 2016 Trump was a private citizen who had every right to do business like any other citizen. Like Trump said it was
not a secret that he intended to build a hotel in Russia & he didn't become president until January 20th 2017

Whether or not Trump had the right to do this business, he absolutely kept it secret from the voters and it was such an important
secret that Michael Cohen and others lied about it even when lying would be a crime. It's a lie to say this was not a secret. Trump
said over and over again, he had nothing to do with Russia, he had no business there. This was a lie he kept from Republican
voters in the primaries and a lie he kept from voters in the general election. Trump did not tell anyone as his campaign removed
anti-Russian language from the GOP party platform that he might have had a personal profit-based reason for doing so. This was
not simply doing business in another country. This was doing business in Moscow where business is tied to the government and
the only way this deal would come off if the Kremlin approved the permits and the financing. So making Putin happy could be
profitable for Trump and this was an issue long before Jan 2017.

Mueller is only trying to save his own ass from being exposed as one of the dirty players in Uranium One...

What did you say about opinions not being true?

OK Hillary it doesn't matter how mad you get, it's obvious you are trolling this GA sub... You will never be president cunt ... Now fuck
off!
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[ - ] Parent: Are_we_sure  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15397906)

The premise of this is completely ridiculous. The criminal information is about Cohen lying to Congress. There's zero obligation
for Mueller to provide any information to the Court about Trump. They are trying to get you to believe this is like a Prosecutor
withholding exonerating evidence from a defendant's laywers. It's complete nonsense. The defendant pleading guilty here is
Michael Cohen, not Donald Trump. Donald Trump clearly "Individual 1" in the document, but since the document is not about him,
he is never named.

but also this guy's theory is just false.

“it’s clear from personal messages he sent in 2015 and 2016 that the Trump Organization did not have formal lines of
communication set up with Putin’s office or the Kremlin during the campaign. There was no secret ‘back channel.’

This is belied by the fact that Cohen was dealing with Russian Official's office, aka Vladimir Putin's Press Secretary

On or about January 20, 2016, COHEN received an email from the personal assistant to Russian Official 1 (“Assistant 1”),
stating that she had been trying to reach COHEN and requesting that he call her using a Moscow-based phone number
she provided. Shortly after receiving the email, COHEN called Assistant 1 and spoke to her for approximately 20 minutes.

Hey @Are_we_sure it really looks like you are on Hillary Clinton's pay roll, but it's obvious you are a real good liberal troll.... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15399048)  context  full comments

Secretary Of Defense James Mattis Officially Signs Orders For Thousands Of Troops To Remain At The Border Until January by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 6 days ago (2018-12-05 06:09:40)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  8 points ( +9 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2892724/15398731)

I figured they would be staying until the wall is completed.

It also keeps “people of interest” from running to Mexico to escape their crimes.

Good point @Missle_Copter_Stoped

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2892724/15399013)  context  full comments

Bombshell Exonerating President Trump Evidence Found In Cohen Docs, Mueller Kept It From Court by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2018-12-05 03:50:36)

[ - ] Parent: stormymonday  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15394265)

do think maybe the deck is stacked?

Of course the deck has always been stacked with the corrupt Liberals... @stormymonday

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15397033)  context  full comments

Ammuniition for Franch Patriots: Paris Burns Over Draconian Carbon Tax: Globalist and Malthusian Mythical Climate Change Tyranny / The
Great Global Warming Swindle - Full Documentary HD / by GodsAngell  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2018-12-05 03:27:17)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  23 points ( +23 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2892483)

Hahahaha!�  I love it @GodsAngell.....

" Saying Paris is burning because of gas tax hikes is like saying Civil Rights riots of the 60's was because a black guy couldn't get a
hamburger at Woolworth's lunch counter." Bravo! Perfectly said and explained. "
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OBAMA TOUTED CARBON TAXES AS 'ELEGANT' WHILE VISITING PARIS IN 2015. THREE YEARS LATER RIOTS BROKE OUT TO
STOP THEM by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58
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[ - ] Parent: Anon22022  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891229/15393089)

I think we can all agree! Obama was nothing more than a pathological liar!

Agreed @Anon2202 & I'l even second that motion.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891229/15393950)  context  full comments

OBAMA TOUTED CARBON TAXES AS 'ELEGANT' WHILE VISITING PARIS IN 2015. THREE YEARS LATER RIOTS BROKE OUT TO
STOP THEM by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2018-12-05 00:55:57)

[ - ] Parent: singlebrain1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891229/15390251)

This is all to herd the sheeple into cities. Agenda 21 UN. Read it.

Yes I am aware of this @sinlebrain1 Agenda 21 is a NWO plan to depopulate the world

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891229/15393914)  context  full comments

Obamacare Is a The Mother Of All Miserable Failures In The USA Ever - IBD/TIPP by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2018-12-05 00:48:55)

[ - ] Parent: j_Dawg_01  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891877/15391456)

Obamacare Is a The Mother Of All Miserable Failures In The USA Ever

Yeah... No. I'm guessing you're young, or much younger than I am. I'll be 60 in January.

In the early 1960s, just prior to Ted Kennedy and the Johnson administration pushing the new welfare legislation, what Johnson
called "the new society," and starting the government's "war on poverty," roughly 14% of the population was living in poverty.

During the previous 20 years or so the percentage rate of people living in poverty in the US had dropped a full percentage point
each year, all without any government program, and without any political or media calls to address poverty.

Today roughly 14% of the population lives at or below the poverty line. Considering the growth in our population, today's 14%
represents a much larger number of people. Some estimates are that over the past 60+ years the government has spent a few
trillion dollars in their war on poverty, and all we ended up with is more people living in poverty.

In the 1970s Nixon started the government's war on drugs. Who knows how much they've spent over the last 40+ years? I can't
site any statistics on drug use in America, but it certainly hasn't gone down, especially considering how much drugs the C_A has
trafficked into America.

And maybe you're too young to remember the $500.00 hammers and the $600.00 toilet seats purchased by the the DOD. I don't
think they actually paid that much for such things. I think they simply claimed to have spent that much in their balance sheet, and
then laundered the money into C_A slush funds.

Or perhaps you remember 9/11, or to be more precise, 9/10/2001 when Rumsfeld informed Congress that the DOD couldn't
account for over $3 Trillion, but not-to-worry, they just hired a bunch of accountants and auditors and moved all of the files to a
newly remodeled space in the Pentagon, where a day later all of the accountants, auditors, and files were destroyed when a
plane supposedly hit the Pentagon at the exact location of those new offices.

And we have the aftermath of 9/11. A never ending war on terror, 16+ years in Afghanistan, the total destruction of Iraq and Libya,
and the cost of Homeland Security and the TSA, all while leaving our southern border wide open to allow all sorts of potentially
dangerous people into our country.

Our government has been wasting money, violating many of the rights that are supposed to be protected by the US Constitution,
and increasingly expanding their power, authority, and control over We The People.

If you're just now noticing how corrupt, wasteful, and incompetent our government is and has been, you're either too young to
have seen it, or you haven't been paying attention.

I guess I could have saved myself the time of writing this reply by asking, "What the hell does this have to do with Trump, Q, or the
GreatAwakening?"

I'll keep it short @j_Dawg01 OK..... It has everything to do with President Trump because he has promised to replace Obama care
with something much better & cheaper for the American citizens.
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[ - ] Parent: joeythew  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15391891)

Tired of them playing up Mueller's marine background. He was a Marine over 50 years ago - that's a lifetime ago.

Any allegiance to the US or the military is long gone.

Yeah @joeythew , when Mueller was a proud Marine he wasn't addicted to Adrenachrome & he wasn't fucking little boys either.....or
hell he might have been....... But when you become involved with the Corrupt Clinton's you are coerced into doing things that you
would never imagine doing when you were younger... All so they can record you doing these foul things to use against you if you
ever decide to snitch on the Clinton's. Then by that time you are addicted like most of the Satanic Cabal actually are right now.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15393172)  context  full comments

OBAMA TOUTED CARBON TAXES AS 'ELEGANT' WHILE VISITING PARIS IN 2015. THREE YEARS LATER RIOTS BROKE OUT TO
STOP THEM by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2018-12-05 00:06:18)

[ - ] Parent: joeythew  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891229/15392114)

What Democrats don't realize (and we're finding this out the hard way in California but they're too stupid to make the connection)
is if you raise gas prices (with carbon taxes) it makes EVERYTHING more expensive not just gas. All food and goods that go to
market get shipped by truck and they pass the higher gas prices onto the consumers.

Politicians - most are financially illiterate or live in a bubble with artificially high salaries where their poor laws don't really effect
them. Idiots - one and all.

You know @joeythew I in live in California & it's so true that gas prices effect all things & I mean all things that are being sold & taxed
go up in price.... They call it inflation, but when gas prices go back down there's no outflation, (<-- if that's really a word) where has
goes down & the prices of everything else remains high & continue through the same cycle over & over & now a loaf of bread cost
2.99 - 4.99 & even higher sometimes, I remember a loaf of bread & the good bread too was only. 99 cents but it depends on where
you shop. Damn you're right, this whole system is fucked up, especially in California.
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Bush Family Does Not Want Repeat of McCain Funeral by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2018-12-04 21:40:59)

[ - ] Parent: Quinceberry  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891192/15389963)

Yes - not the greatest clarity in this version but here it is. https://youtu.be/rx35I7Yb2Xc

You can't blame the old lizard GHWB, @Quinceberry from hating Candidate Donald Trump because Trump opened the eyes of the
whole world that made Jeb Bush look exactly how fucking ignorant he really was & should never be president of the United States of
America. If anyone did that to my son regardless if it was true or not, I'd hate that MoFo' too.... They made up after the election though.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891192/15390330)  context  full comments

Bombshell Exonerating President Trump Evidence Found In Cohen Docs, Mueller Kept It From Court by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 6 days ago (2018-12-04 21:31:46)

[ - ] Parent: Anon22022  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891426/15389932)

No way Muller is a "White Hat"! This guy need to be in Gitmo with the rest of em, rotten to the core!!

At this point @Anon2202 I'm not sure either way...... I would really hope Mueller is a White Hat but if he is a WH then Trump & The Q
Team are even better than I had imagined.
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[ - ] Parent: chimpanzilla  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891229/15388733)

Fuck that muslim, kenyan born, tranny fucking chimp!

Hahahaha!  OMG! @chimpanzilla Booooom! That has got to be the most expletive spot on description of Hussein I've ever
seen.....
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Watch POTUS at about the 7 second mark. Sure looks like a Q to me. And by the way,, this was 23 days before Q began posting. Do you
believe in coincidences? :) by TRFBYTrC0mmies  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:47:58
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[ - ] Parent: TRFBYTrC0mmies  18 points ( +19 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891625)

He actually did draw a Q with his pointing finger..... Great Catch @TRFBTrC0mmies !

�
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The So Called Caravan Asylum Seekers Breach US-Mexico Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: WanderingTaurus  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891209/15387520)

The first fence right?

No, @WanderingTaurus they did make it to the USA side but we're shortly apprehended by the Border Patrol who I read in a
separate article that said afterwards that they were afraid that a few of the fence jumpers might have slipped past the Border Patrol.
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The So Called Caravan Asylum Seekers Breach US-Mexico Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: OptimusPrime4  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891209/15384435)

So what happened to them? didn't they get detained?

Yes they were @OptimusPrime4 detained & blew any chance at asylum, but I read in another article that the Border Patrol thinks that
some might have gotten away.
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Bush Family Does Not Want Repeat of McCain Funeral by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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[ - ] Parent: Pollycracker  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:48:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891192/15384513)

I just can't get out of mind that scene at the Clinton / Trump debate where HW was in attendance and the camera caught him
moving his thumb across his neck, what was that? Was that C-L-A-S-S?

Wow..... I never saw that clip @Pollycracker
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OBAMA TOUTED CARBON TAXES AS 'ELEGANT' WHILE VISITING PARIS IN 2015. THREE YEARS LATER RIOTS BROKE OUT TO
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[ - ] Parent: Backoftheqanon  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2891229/15384981)

I remember I think it was in May or June 2016 obummer came to UK to tell us all how we should vote to Remain in th EU

I think the Brexit result was our way of telling him to FUCK OFF AND MIND HIS OWN FUCKIN BUSINESS

Even if Obama didn't get the message then, I'm sure he knows how most Brit's feel about staying in the EU, what Obama doesn't get
is the EU wants Britain to stay in the EU so you guys can flip (pay for) the bill on all EU debt. I love your comment BTW
@Backoftheqanon
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History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-04 07:05:23)

[ - ] Parent: moblodite  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889960/15374966)

Did any of you guys read the article???? How is this good for Kavanagh?? There is a law that the SC cant outrule us! "A 1996 law
authorized the attorney general (and later the Homeland Security secretary) to build border barriers to deter illegal immigration. In
that connection, the law gave the Department of Homeland Security secretary power to exempt certain border projects from
environmental laws like the Endangered Species Act, as well as other legal rules, to ensure quick construction.

The law also restricts the jurisdiction of courts to hear legal challenges to the secretary’s waivers, and provides that such lawsuits
must be lodged on an accelerated timetable." So the court really cant intervene !

Nice @moblodite you actually read the article.... I'm not sure everyone did.... Thanks for stating the facts.

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889960/15380089)  context  full comments

Ex-FBI Director Lying Loser James Comey Reaches Deal on Congressional Testimony by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 23:49:35)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887166/15350082)

Since he is so Freakishly tall. He thinks everyone else is beneath him.

Nice one @CovfefeFan!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887166/15372375)  context  full comments

Liberal Dumb Ass Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Gets Schooled Over Whether 'Death Panels' Exist In Private Health Insurance Markets by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 23:42:32)

[ - ] Parent: BlaQPatriot  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888959/15366601)

Wow. She has the wisdom of a small rock.

LOL 2x  @BlaQPatriot

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888959/15372239)  context  full comments

Liberal Dumb Ass Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Gets Schooled Over Whether 'Death Panels' Exist In Private Health Insurance Markets by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 23:39:42)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888959/15364713)

I heard that if you stand close enough to her, you can hear wind blowing between her ears.

 @pwdwp

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888959/15372188)  context  full comments

Liberal Dumb Ass Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Gets Schooled Over Whether 'Death Panels' Exist In Private Health Insurance Markets by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 23:38:12)

[ - ] Parent: Norsky23  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888959/15368783)

Personally, I don't believe she has enough functioning gray matter to be "schooled". Dumber than a box of rocks.

Hahahaha!  LMAO @Norsky23

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888959/15372164)  context  full comments

Backfire: How A Stupendously Ignorant Tweet From Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Undermines Single Payer Healthcare by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 23:36:04)

[ - ] Parent: NellerBean  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889716/15370814)

I'm fixated on her as a perfect example of why we need a Constitutional Amendment requiring anyone running for office to score
>95% on a Constitution Test now that so many dumb people are voting.

That's actually a great idea @NellerBean

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889716/15372126)  context  full comments

Backfire: How A Stupendously Ignorant Tweet From Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Undermines Single Payer Healthcare by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 23:31:29)

[ - ] Parent: joeythew  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889716/15371765)

When are the inevitable nudes going to be leaked?

@joeythew I'm sure it won't be long before the world knows exactly how she looks naked..... Video or Pictures, one or the other they
will eventually come out on line.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2889716/15372047)  context  full comments

Border Patrol Busts Caravan Member In US, Turns Out He's A Convicted Murderer by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 23:28:55)

[ - ] Parent: joeythew  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888634/15371912)

So Honduras is releasing murderers and telling them to hit the road for the US.

Yes, that's exactly what I said when the Caravan first busted their way into Mexico @joeythew. I said I'm sure the government of
Honduras was sending their prison dregs to America like the Cuban's did in the early 80's...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888634/15372002)  context  full comments

Was The FBI Raiding Whistleblowers' Homes To Protect Robert Mueller ? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 16:09:14)

[ - ] Parent: Chiblue  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2888717/15363779)

My thought on this is that the evidence provided was either BS, also it was provided on a USB drive so it may have been tainted. I
believe this was an attempt to get the original information..

Let's hope so @Chiblue

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2888717/15363998)  context  full comments

Delusional Creepy Porn Lawyer Michael Avenatti Says His 2020 Chances Have Gone Up Since His Arrest by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 16:08:02)

[ - ] Parent: 1patriot99  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888625/15363790)

This means that my prospects of getting taller and thinner just went up as well! DOH!

Hahahaha!  Nice One! @1patriot99

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888625/15363978)  context  full comments

Was The FBI Raiding Whistleblowers' Homes To Protect Robert Mueller ? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 15:38:35)
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[ - ] Parent: flittingblackbird  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2888717/15363382)

No. To protect evidence

Hopefully @flittingblackbird Hopefully!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2888717/15363506)  context  full comments

Border Patrol Busts Caravan Member In US, Turns Out He's A Convicted Murderer by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 14:54:04)

[ - ] Parent: con77  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888634/15362124)

but Jorge Ramos says theyre all women and children

Fuck George Ramos !  @con77

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888634/15362793)  context  full comments

Here We Go: Democrat Gun Control Advocates In California Now Want to Tax Semi-Automatic Firearms by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 14:51:41)

[ - ] Parent: bulrush  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887894/15362132)

The tax will include plastic toy guns, replica guns, airsoft guns, paintball guns, spray guns, finger guns, and any vegetable or fruit
shaped vaguely like a gun.

In another bill, California is looking into banning itself for looking like a high capacity magazine.

It's because I'm black, isn't it?

Hahahaha! Great Comment @bulrush

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887894/15362760)  context  full comments

Delusional Creepy Porn Lawyer Michael Avenatti Says His 2020 Chances Have Gone Up Since His Arrest by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 7 days ago (2018-12-03 14:43:35)

[ - ] Parent: LiberalBitchSlapper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888625/15362292)

Do lawyers fair well in prison?

They actually do, @LiberalBitchSlapper but you talk about Pro Bono Work (free lawyer) any lawyer that is in prison gets hit up by
every criminal in prison except in case of a inmate that, that particular lawyer sold out, then they're toast.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2888625/15362649)  context  full comments

Here We Go: Democrat Gun Control Advocates In California Now Want to Tax Semi-Automatic Firearms by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 days ago (2018-12-03 04:42:57)

[ - ] Parent: Alderwolf  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887894/15357383)

Have liberals ever found a tax they didn't like? What I can't understand is why the sheep keep eating their putrid shit? I know they
are stupid but come on!!

Hahahaha !  Good one @Alderwolf

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887894/15357603)  context  full comments

Cohen's Guilty Plea Isn't Proof Trump Campaign Colluded With Russia by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8 days ago (2018-12-03 01:36:59)
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[ - ] Parent: EmJayGee  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2886971/15354732)

I think people apply hard logic principles to soft human situations incorrectly. You always hear about people "proving" things
about politics or anthropology. Even "settled law" isn't, that's why we have a system of courts. My background is math and
computers and I'm Asperger's so I love hard truth and wish there was some of it with people but it's just not there; the sooner you
realize this the sooner you'll start to make more sense of it all.

Thats absolutely true @EmJayGee, you might be surprised how many people actually can not stand anything but the absolute truth,
for this reason I follow "Q" because the things "Q" drops in crumbs are mostly stuff we all, well maybe not all but most of us know to
be the truth & we are hoping & counting on these foul criminals being brought to justice.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2886971/15354895)  context  full comments

Ex-FBI Director Lying Loser James Comey Reaches Deal on Congressional Testimony by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8 days ago (2018-12-03 01:12:38)

[ - ] Parent: tech_rick  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887166/15351927)

Stonenchizel: "...what is Congress going to do after he does lie."

Tech_Rick: "Well, lemme help. Close your eyes."

Stonenchizel: "Ok. They're closed."

Tech_Rick: "Are you sure? Closed good and tight?"

Stonenchizel: "Yup. I'm sure."

Tech_Rick: "Ok, now what do you see?"

Stonenchizel: "Uhhhh...... nothing."

Tech_Rick: "BINGO!!! WINNER, WINNER, CHICKEN DINNER! GIVE THIS MAN A CIGAR! That's EXACTLY what Congress is
going to do after Comey lies to them."

@tech_rick I must absolutely give you an up voat because you made me laugh....  I like your imagination to get a point across
.....Not bad.... Not bad at all!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887166/15354530)  context  full comments

Ex-FBI Director Lying Loser James Comey Reaches Deal on Congressional Testimony by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 8 days ago (2018-12-02 21:31:58)

[ - ] Parent: corrbrick  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887166/15350432)

I'm sure that nothing will happen to Comey legal-wise, because there was no intent behind all he's done over the last several
years. Isn't that how it works?

We shall see @corrbrick & hopefully very soon.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887166/15351092)  context  full comments

No New Tariffs: President Trump Wins Trade War With China by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:48:53

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 8 days ago (2018-12-02 21:30:51)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:49:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2887396/15350460)

A good example of President Trump knowledge on the art of negotiations.

That's right @pwdwp President Donald Trump is the Master of The Art of the Deal
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This is a topic I'm more than a bit passionate about. It was going down the Climategate rabbit hole that fully red-pilled me. The
entire CAGW theory along with Agenda 21 is nothing but an excuse for their One World Government.

That said, I've made it a bit of a personal mission to red-pill others on this topic. Here's what I normally do:

First, define the terms of the argument. You have to get them to agree that you are discussing the Catastrophic Anthropogenic
Global Warming theory. They may have changed the names over the past decade, but it is still the exact same argument. What
that argument states is that manmade emissions (that's what Anthropogenic means) are causing the world to get warmer due to
the greenhouse gas effect, and that if we don't reduce these emissions IMMEDIATELY, we may as well be building arcs. I use
various degrees of sarcasm for this depending on the audience.

Secondly, do NOT call CAGW a hoax, as it only paints you (in their eyes) as a flat-earther who can't be reasoned with. Also, the
greenhouse gas effect is very much real, and manmade emissions do probably cause warming in our atmosphere. The
disagreement here is one of degree. The Alarmists say that we are in immediate danger of irreparable damage and I suggest the
truth is somewhat less dire.

This segues into my $million question: have you ever read the IPCC AR reports? (These are the UN agency Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change's periodic reports of the state of the climate). Very few people respond yes to this, but it doesn't matter.
The point is that I HAVE read these. Not only that, but I didn't just read the Summary Report, which is what ALL policy makers refer
to, but instead I have read ALL of the actual reports. Why does this difference matter? Because in all of the AR reports, you'll find
that there are a number of likely outcomes predicted by the various pseudo scientists and they are then given a guesstimate of
"likelihood of outcome".

In AR2, the 1995 report that really gave a boost to the CAGW madness, the 2 degree (Farenheit) rise in temperature prediction
that is the baseline for ALL of these predictions of doom, is considered to be less than a 2% likely outcome. It was the prediction
with the most dire predictions and also considered, BY THE UN CLIMATE SCIENTISTS THEMSELVES, to be the least likely to
occur.

Yet this 2 degree rise is the one quoted by every politician, activist, and media story. Why? Because this is the only prediction that
makes it into the Summary Report. Because after the AR report is compiled (and there's a ton of malfeasance in that process as
well), the politically appointed IPCC heads then rewrite the summary so that it fits the whims of their political masters. It is a total
distortion of anything even remotely resembling the scientific process.

So here is where the conversation shifts to asking questions. Why would our political leaders subscribe to a set of "remedies" for
something that is very unlikely to occur? I suggest following the money at this point.

There's a lot more to this discussion, but I'll leave it at this: if their own scientists have no certainty about the outcome, how do their
politicians have so much certainty and how can they possibly prescribe a devastating cure for a non-existent disease?

Bullet Points:

The earth is warming and has been since we came out of the Little Ice Age around 1840.
Human industry does indeed contribute to this warming.
The degree to which we contribute is not known. We simply do not understand all of the forces that contribute to our
climate's ever-changing nature. (The error margins for ALL of the models are greater than the predicted warming).
We have not even established, or even had the conversation, on whether or not a few degrees of warming is a good or
bad thing.
We do know that the costs, in financial and human suffering terms, of the remedies outlined in Agenda 21, the Kyoto
Protocol, and the Paris Climate Agreement, are immense and are likely to reverse the development of all of civilization.
The only logical conclusion is that this is being done for something other than environmental reasons.

Sorry for the long post. I kept it as short as I could. Enjoy.

No no no, don't worry about how long it was @PaladinDiver because there's great information in your comment & everyone should
read it so they know how to make an informed argument with any Global Warming Pusher. The Democrats have made this a staple
subject in their quest for power & true information always proves the pimping liberals look like fools just for pushing an argument that
only assures a New World Order Agenda be fulfilled ......To hell with all GW Puppets of the NWO , because we know the only reason
these Liberals & some Rhino Republicans go along with the pushing for a NWO because they are bought & paid for crooked
politicians.
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They were hoping he would sign it because coming up with a 250 billion bribe to Iran every 6 months is starting to hurt their well
lined pockets.

Hahahaha! �  You got Me with that one @MissleCopterStoped !

But it might actually be true considering USA usually is the one that flips the bill for those cheap skate MoFo's in the EU with our
American Tax Dollars .
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He got cornered so it will be interesting to see how he answers under oath and they can take all the time they need to ask
questions in this setting. He knows the declass will reveal he is lying so my guess is he uses Hillary method of I don't recall such
and such.

Oh trust Me, @Vet4truth James Comey is going to lie to Congress, the only thing I'm worried about is what is Congress going to do
after he does lie.
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“Hard to protect my rights without being in contempt, which I don’t believe in," You don’t believe a lot of things, Mr. Comey and
that’s too bad. You don’t believe that We The People get to decide who we want as President. You didn’t believe Mr. Trump and
his campaign staff had the right to privacy, or the right to be free of an oppressive and illegal use of the FISA court, or to do your
duty to fully and fairly investigate HRC use of an illegal email server. You didn’t believe the Clinton Foundation was worth
investigating as a slush fund and recipient of pay-to-play money while she was Sec. Of State. You obviously thought you, like the
former president, could just pick and choose which laws to follow and which “you don’t believe in.” But we’re here to teach you
what you didn’t learn in law school, that the law applies to everyone, including you.

That was an excellent comment @CMAnon ........... �
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NJ Attorney General
https://articles.nj.com/politics/index.ssf/2018/07/my_name_is_gurbir_grewal_nj_ag_responds_to_station.amp

@sunshine702 I don't imagine the AG doesn't do his job well except well also means working with Federal Officials & not against
their objective to complete their jobs also..
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there is a city here in NJ called plainfield, we now call it spainfield. if ICE cleaned it out there would be about 7 nigs and one old
white dude left in the ghost town. i hope it happens.

Sounds like America/Mexico like in my city which is a Farming Capital for Lettuce & Artichokes anywhere you go in this place you
are outnumbered 12 to 2 , the 2 being white or other the 12 being Illegal Mexicans & eventually they start to blend in..... But I can
always tell the new true illegals just from being born & raised here. The truth be told here the illegals begin to act dress & even work
in all aspects of the community & have all the jobs because they work for way less. ( No surprise I live in California)
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I’m still not sure why he wasn’t led out in handcuffs last time when he admitted to leaking to his professor friend to prompt the
special counsel.

Yeah, @Jigsy17 your not the only one who thinks James "the liar" Comey should already be sitting in a one man cell in Guantanamo
right now!
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Please, it's "could not care less." "Could care less" says the exact opposite of what you are trying to imply. And "could careless" is
just gibberish.

Thanks for the heads up @corrbrick
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My favorite line:

"No federal district court judge in the history of the republic has granted the type of relief that Mr. Comey seeks," said Thomas
Hungar, general counsel for the House of Representatives......

That's right @CovfefeFan Comey thinks he can make up the rules like he did on the Clinton Email Investigation & he believes he is
special like Obama told him so he would protect Clinton & Obama while he was FBI Director the same way he ran the FBI, crooked.
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Please, Please, Please tell me he will be under oath?

Of course Comey will be under oath when he testifies to Congress @countryshepard but it doesn't mean he won't lie his ass off to
protect the DS
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I wonder what "so will sit in the dark" is code for

@AHistoryOfBadMen I'm almost sure that Comey is trying to let the Cabal know that he won't spill the beans on the Deep State while
he testifies in Congress this time around just like each time he has testified to Congress. This way they don't kill him after he testifies.
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A guilty plea isn't proof of anything at all. That's not how law nor proof work.

More generally is means that the person chose to claim responsibility for some action, usually in exchange for some reduced
sentence or speedier trial. It can be evidence for further legal action which usually carries weight since the person swore that they
had committed such crime and often as part of the deal signed an affidavit claiming that others committed related crimes.

Great comment @EmJayGee ........... �
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The NJ AG is a flaming asshole .... when he says.... “If you break the law in New Jersey, we will go after you, no matter your
immigration status. No one gets a free pass.”

Fac t is ... If you are in the United States ILLEGALLY regardless of the state you are in, that makes you a criminal .... and yet the
morons in NJ are giving them a free pass.

The federal government needs to start arresting these idiot politicians for obstruction of justice and interfering with criminal
investigations.

Now that would be a great start for justice @PixieJean
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This statement by Trump is false

it was no secret he was interested in putting a Trump Tower in Moscow

It was definitely a secret and he lied about this during the campaign and after. His family also lied about this deal. His lawyer was
working with/appealing to the office of Vladimir Putin to make this deal happen.

as a private citizen, he had every right to build in Russia; so

Trump signed a letter of intent to build this building and that letter stated that finding would come from VTB, a bank under US
sanctions. Building in Moscow meant working with the government of a hostile nation, we had sanctioned Russia over their illegal
invasion of Ukraine and annexation of Crimea. Sanctions that are still in effect.

there was no reason for Cohen to lie to Congress, and if he did lie, it had nothing to do with the president

Sure there was Trump had lied about this deal and was still lying about it. Cohen mentioned that there was no way to tell the truth
and remain consistent with the president's "political messaging."

So we see the lying continues. Does this mean the campaign colluded? Not in and of itself, but it's very damming when taken
together with what already know.

I'm sorry @Are_we_sure but your opinions don't make what you say true.... Do some research, Cohen has proven himself a liar &
has lied to Congress & that makes him a unreliable witness & Cohen is now saying whatever Mueller wants him to say to try &
shorten his prison sentence reduced because of his crimes he committed on his own accord. Plus in 2016 Trump was a private
citizen who had every right to do business like any other citizen. Like Trump said it was not a secret that he intended to build a hotel
in Russia & he didn't become president until January 20th 2017 so Mueller can try & make another associate of Trump to lie about
Trump & Russia to also try & impeach Trump because at this point Mueller is only trying to save his own ass from being exposed as
one of the dirty players in Uranium One.... Plus Mueller has a lot more to lose since he didn't do his job as FBI Director & trust me all
the truth is coming out about Muellers past crooked dealings & the list is huge.
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What about the news Hannity says was coming Monday?

We shall see @azdali on Monday �
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Exactly. Nothing is postponed, and there are no such things as coincidences!

@PhoenixFire This ➡ https://www.nbc4i.com/news/u-s-world/executive-order-closes-government-on-december-5-
2018/1632665690
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I just checked the Schedule and it is still listed for Dec 5th.

https://oversight.house.gov/hearing/oversight-of-nonprofit-organizations-a-case-study-on-the-clinton-foundation/

What might be happening, is instead of doing another false flag attack and killing innocent people, they have this state funeral to
dominate the air waves. Maybe Trump Team were the ones who planned the date of Bush Sr's Execution and funeral, so that
deep state doesn't need to do another false flag attack.

But I will not be watching the funeral of such a treasonous traitor! I will be watching the Huber hearing!

And YES I hope Trump Team use this opportunity to round up all the psychopaths and whisk them off to GITMO. That would make
one hell of Christmas Gift to the American People, and the World!

This ➡ On Saturday, the White House announced that President Trump and the first lady plan to attend the former president's funeral
at the National Cathedral in Washington, and that Trump has declared Dec. 5 a National Day of Mourning.

https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1068961803286315010
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Where do you get this info from that the Dec 5th Hearing will be postponed?

I just checked the Schedule and it is still listed for Dec 5th.

https://oversight.house.gov/hearing/oversight-of-nonprofit-organizations-a-case-study-on-the-clinton-foundation/

Do you have source? Or is this conjecture?

UPDATE: Someone just posted this below:

It is a National Day of Mourning, not Remembrance. Government does not close. NYSE is closed. Flags at half mast. But I've
not seen anything to indicate that any USG activities or functions won't continue as normal. It doesn't mean it won't happen. Not
seeing anything about it yet.

https://wtop.com/national/2018/12/trump-declares-national-day-of-mourning-for-george-hw-bush/

What might be happening, is instead of doing another false flag attack and killing innocent people, they have this state funeral to
dominate the air waves. Maybe Trump Team were the ones who planned the date of Bush Sr's Execution and funeral, so that
deep state doesn't need to do another false flag attack.

But I will not be watching the funeral of such a treasonous traitor! I will be watching the Huber hearing!

And YES I hope Trump Team use this opportunity to round up all the psychopaths and whisk them off to GITMO. That would make
one hell of Christmas Gift to the American People, and the World!

======================================

Q2522

https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1067076628050669568

Re: GHWB USSS code name re: Timber wolf

The grey wolf (Canis lupus; also known as timber wolf) shares a common ancestry with the domestic dog.

State funeral next week.

Coincidence?

Q

Decoding:

"Coincidence"???

Good Grief Q is telling us right here what is going on!

WHAT "coincidence" is Q referring to in this post????

Q mentions Bush Sr's, death, and the fact that his code name was timberwolf.....which shares a common ancestry with the
domestic DOG.

And then Q adds a link to a twitter post from Comey from Nov 14th, about an OLD DOG dying, (get it?)

A Dog that did not know how old he was because he was adopted.

There have been rumors that Bush Sr was adopted. I think Q just confirmed it.

So what is the COINCIDENCE Q is referring to?

Give up?

How did Comey know, on Nov 14th, that Bush Sr was going to die?

Bottomline: how could Comey have advanced knowledge of Bush Sr's death, if it wasn't AN EXECUTION!?? Probably lethal
injection.

Well, that's my decoding.

This was not an article @GodsAngell & I'm sorry you read it that way because when I post an article I always leave a link... This is
conjecture...But are you sure Congress will be working on Dec. 5th? How many people in Congress will attend Bush Sr,s funeral? It
was my belief while watching Fox News this morning they said Dec 5th would be National Day of Remembrance ,so I took it as the
funeral was Dec. 5th & it might actually be on the 5th so I like a lot of people on GA think that the Cabal planned this so the funeral
was on Dec. 5th because Hussein went to visit GHWBush on Tuesday & conjured this plan up to delay the Huber Report.

If you read what I posted it says exactly what I was trying to get across.... We won't know until Monday for sure, I even stated at the
end that I hope I'm wrong about Huber Report being delayed... That alone should let you know it's conjecture... Sorry for the
misunderstanding... I hoped people read the whole post & not just the title.
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And as soon as the week of mourning is over RBG will pass and here we go again. Run out the clock and the Dems in the house
will decide they aren't interested in what Huber has to say.

That's what I meant in my title @Uptosomething that the DS planned it this way & then on Dec. 5th the National Day of
Remembrance so I believe it will delay Huber's Report.
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I’m just getting caught up since last night...

So, is the funeral Monday or something? Because these punks could have chosen any day for National Day of Remembrance. If
the funeral is Monday, then that’s record fast like nothing I’ve ever seen.

I'm not sure when the funeral @srayzie is but I imagine on the Dec. 5th when the National Day of Remembrance is.
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If Trump had anything to do with National Day of Remembrance being on the 5th, then maybe it’s a good thing. A National day to
remember what? Maybe it has to do with PAIN.

I sure hope so @srayzie
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Do all presidents get a national Day of remembrance when they peg it? Or is poppy special for some reason?

To be honest with you @madhatter67 I myself am not actually sure on that question, but I'm sure it's on the web/net with one
question to google.
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Who established this day as a NDoR? Why can't POTUS decide the date? Surely they don't have enough power remaining to so
easily manipulate the entire government.

It's just a short delay, the Plan will be executed! @Light_Gaurd
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And what do you DO?

" At this point what difference does it make? "

A perfect timing of Hillary Clinton quote...

Hahahaha! 
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When the MSM treats Bush 41 as if he were Jesus in the next 10 days, I wonder if they'll discuss all the groping allegations
(including some that he apologized for)?

Of course they won't @pizzaequalspedo the MSM are so entrenched in the Cabal & also owned by the Cabal is why there's so much
Fake News about President Trump since he's taken office.
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I have literally had nightmares about them murdering each other in GITMO turning into zombies etc.

Hahahaha!  That would be true justice @42641
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So you are completely incapable of describing why you even think what you do?

Your kind of brainless circlejerk belongs on v/QRV. v/GreatAwakening is for people who are actually able to discuss things
intelligently.

I'm sorry @clamhurt_longbeard but I refuse to waste my time arguing with someone who obviously is on this post just be an ass who
is in love with the Satanic Cabal, who knows maybe you are one of them because it's clear by your history you have nothing to do
with the GreatAwakening sub, so I wish you well.... ✌
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So do you have a source for ANYTHING you're saying?

It's called common knowledge... But we shall all see what events take place shortly.... Like I said in my post, " I hope I am wrong " &
we shall see what happens eventually right?
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in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 9 days ago (2018-12-01 17:27:49)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  40 points ( +40 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:50:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2885278/15329551)

Here is my perfect plan...

Everyone goes to the funeral in their long black limos. While they are in there, all their limos are switched with locking back doors
and new drivers. After the funeral, these drivers will then load them into these new limos and lock them in. Then they will drive
them to jail or the airport to send them to GITMO.

Oh my, how awesome would that be @CovfefeFan if that's what takes place?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2885278/15330158)  context  full comments

It Appears The Deep State Has Stalled The Huber Report Now That GHWBush Dec.5th National Day Of Remembrance by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 9 days ago (2018-12-01 17:26:15)

[ - ] Parent: qanon1776  14 points ( +14 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2885278/15329630)

Hmmm. Maybe our guys have to move everything up a couple of days to Dec 3 and Dec 4!

Maybe @qanon1776 that's what will happen, but I don't think so because it would totally take away any news of the Huber Report by
the death of GHWBush just like it is all over the tube today, this flood of Bush news will continue until after they put his ass in the
ground.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2885278/15330136)  context  full comments

It Appears The Deep State Has Stalled The Huber Report Now That GHWBush Dec.5th National Day Of Remembrance by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 9 days ago (2018-12-01 17:22:21)

[ - ] Parent: Gorillion  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2885278/15329665)

Yep, confirms the timing was intentional. That's why the MSM had the news early. 
Georgey The President Killer was put down by his own team.

You hear that Globofags? You're all expendable. 
There's not a single one of you they won't ice to buy a few extra days, hours, minutes or seconds for themselves.

Exactly @Gorillion, the Cabal could careless about any of their puppets & will easily take anyone of those foul sickening Satanist. ➡ �
� out of the picture just as long as it serves their higher interest.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2885278/15330062)  context  full comments

It Appears The Deep State Has Stalled The Huber Report Now That GHWBush Dec.5th National Day Of Remembrance by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 9 days ago (2018-12-01 16:46:16)

[ - ] Parent: grace8  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2885278/15329183)

And it looks like we won't need that wheel chair ramp at Gitmo built just for him. I have no doubt that many of them will need wheel
chairs once they no longer can drink baby blood. If they think this will gain them sympathy they are wrong.

That's absolutely right @grace8 because when these Satanist No longer have their hardline connection to the Adrenachrome that
they are so addicted to most of them are gonna be just like a Heroin Junkie who No longer has access to their drug. It's going to be
a really trippy sight to see, at least for the Gitmo guards who will be guarding them because I'm not sure if any TV broadcast will be
allowed in Guantanamo Prison once those foul Cabal Criminals are in their new home.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2885278/15329503)  context  full comments

Mexicans Come To Their Senses. Turn On Liberals & Caravanners. Announce Huge Agreement With President Trump by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 23:57:00)
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883907/15316599)

Good story...

Very good news...

I noted that there is no agreement reached between Mexican Government & Trump

However, the majority of Mexicans are IN agreement with Trump...

Exactly @UK_Bloke_Awoke !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883907/15317743)  context  full comments

Mexicans Come To Their Senses. Turn On Liberals & Caravanners. Announce Huge Agreement With President Trump by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 23:55:33)

[ - ] Parent: SCforTRUMP  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883907/15316743)

Wonder how many in ten Mexicans consider OUR BORDER should not be breeched by illegals???

At least now the Mexicans know how it feels now @SCforTRUMP,to be overcome by illegals entering your country, especially when
they are not welcome & come & just hang out anyway_

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883907/15317721)  context  full comments

Kid Rock Calls Joy Behar A Bitch On Live Fox Broadcast by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 18:51:00)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883067/15311993)

Thank you, great post there yourself.

Did you know Kid Rock lives in a double-wide trailer? IIRC, I believe it is in Tennessee. Kid Rock is a down to earth and can play
almost any music instrument. Check out his interview. A true patriot indeed!

You are welcome & Thank you, @MissleCopterStoped Have a blessed day! ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883067/15312949)  context  full comments

3 Illegal Aliens Dead, 8 Injured After Pickup Truck Hits Spike Strip & Flips During High-Speed Chase With Border Patrol by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 17:53:20)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883094/15310235)

A new meaning to ‘Trafficking offences’ ?

�  ..... Words stated correctly can be quite amusing & actually be good for your health. Do you know @UK_Bloke_Awoke that
they say laughter is the best medicine....  �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883094/15311984)  context  full comments

Kid Rock Calls Joy Behar A Bitch On Live Fox Broadcast by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 17:47:08)
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[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  1 points ( +3 | -2 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883067/15310406)

Don't fuck with the American Badass,

watch him kick,

they can roll with Rock or,

they can suck his d***

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=mt84J7U75e0

Check out this 17 second YT video of a reporter asking Kid Rock if Trump should fire Sessions:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=RKGj43aVYNU

Hahahaha !  Great comment/post @MissleCopterStoped

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883067/15311881)  context  full comments

Kid Rock Calls Joy Behar A Bitch On Live Fox Broadcast by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 17:41:00)

[ - ] Parent: Bleubird66  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883067/15310750)

Kid speaks the TRUTH. Although he could have replaced the B with a W and it would have been correct as well...literally. The
woman is demonic.

��HRClinton absolutely is a Demonic Witch ➡� ..... @Bleubird66

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883067/15311791)  context  full comments

Kid Rock Calls Joy Behar A Bitch On Live Fox Broadcast by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 17:24:44)

[ - ] Parent: Fateswebb  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883067/15311010)

He should be ashamed, he is wrong she isn't a bitch, she is a DUMB bitch.

I must & I totally agree with you @Fateswebb ....... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2883067/15311506)  context  full comments

Rep. Jim Jordan Wins Oversight Leading Role For House GOP In A Surprise Move by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 15:22:52)

[ - ] Parent: notboundtosilence  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15305442)

Please, take a look at this then and explain to me where I am misunderstanding.
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Presidential_line_of_succession#cite_note-:0-2

From what I am seeing, your thought of the Secretary of Defense was true prior to 1947. But, now the next in line is speaker of the
house.

The United States Constitution says that the Vice President of the United States is the person who will replace the
President if the President dies.[1]

The laws about succession (after the Vice President) were first created in 1792. The second in line, after the Vice
President was the leader of the Senate. The next in line was the Speaker of the House of Representatives. In 1868, during
the impeachment trial of President Andrew Johnson, Benjamin Wade was the leader of the Senate. He almost became
president, but Johnson was found not guilty by one vote. Johnson had been the Vice President for Abraham Lincoln. He
became President after the assassination of Lincoln. Because of Lincoln's assassination, there was no Vice President at
the time. The Chief Justice and other members of the Supreme Court were not a part of the line of succession.

In 1886, after the death of Vice President Thomas A. Hendricks, Congress passed a law that took out the leaders of the
Senate and House of Representatives from the line of succession.[2] The new person behind the Vice President in line
was Secretary of State, followed by other Cabinet members. The leaders of the Senate and House were restored to the
line of succession by the Presidential Succession Act of 1947.[2]** > There is a chart at the link, if you have time to
look at what I am seeing.

What I do not understand, is if after Jan 3rd the house is led by democrat, then will the next in line be the Senate?

No it says that the Secretary of State is next in line & then another Cabinet member from Trumps Cabinet, not Speaker of House so
Pelosi will never be president
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15309544)  context  full comments

Central American Migrants 1/3 Have Been Detected With Head Lice, Hepatitis, TB, HIV, Chicken Pox & Scabies & Democrats Want Them In
USA by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 10 days ago (2018-11-30 15:13:23)

[ - ] Parent: Oliverthepug17  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2882505/15307398)

In other words they fit right in with the rest of Democrat constituents.

Hahahaha!  Good one @Oliverthepug17

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2882505/15309361)  context  full comments

Rep. Jim Jordan Wins Oversight Leading Role For House GOP In A Surprise Move by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-30 06:19:40)

[ - ] Parent: notboundtosilence  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15304721)

I hope you are right.

It is my understanding that the next in line is the Speaker of the House, then president pro tempore of the Senate and then the
Secretary of State.

If that is the case Pelosi would be President. If it were pro tempore of the Senate I think that will be Grassley.

Please, correct me if I am wrong. I would love to think we are safe from Pelosi ever.

No pelosi wouldn't be next in line ,in fact she wouldn't be in line at all because it's POTUS then VP & the Secretary of Defense which
means it would be General Matis & after that it would be one of Trumps Cabinet picks.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15305050)  context  full comments

Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-30 06:16:58)

[ - ] Parent: StarAnon  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15304781)

Amen Amen Amen!

I continue to wonder who she was talking about when she was quoted as saying. "I knew they wouldn't let me win." Who was/is
the "they"? She didn't say, "I knew they wouldn't vote for me.", or, "I can't believe he won." 
She exposed that there was someone out there who controlled our elections. I haven't heard any discussions, debates, or what
have you by the MSM/Fox, or radio hosts = Levin, Limbaugh. Isn't that interesting?

Hillary Clinton was promised to be POTUS after she bowed out in 2008 for The Manchurian candidate Hussein, so when she lost
she said that because she knew it was the Cabal who didn't want her to be President after her falling out at the 911 Memorial in
2016 plus all the seizers she was having... I mean the Democrats must really be the opposite of awoke, yes totally asleep almost like
they've been hypnotized during the 2016 General election campaign especially since the Press was lying to them the morning of the
election when they reported that Hillary would win with 98% of the vote ( but the msm was trying to get Republicans to think she's
gonna win why should I even go vote) but by that time Trump had called out the msm as Fake News & his supporters wouldn't miss
voting even if they knew they would be killed immediately after voting for Trump.... The Witch never had a chance.. Hillary Clinton will
go down as the most corrupt sore loser politician in the history of America.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15305019)  context  full comments

Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-30 05:43:25)

[ - ] Parent: StarAnon  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15304646)

I wish I could upvoat you 100 times. Michael was the WORST role model for females. That's all I can say on this POS. I really get
pissed off when I think of all of the vile messaging of that era.

I totally get it Patriot, I was disgusted with the Obama's & all the shit they did to destroy America's sovereignty for the Globalist so they
could usher in the Satanic NWO, thank God Trump won in 2016 because we all might be dead in WW3 if the Hildawitch Clinton won,
& it wasn't from a lack of cheating (she had the whole Obama Intellegence agencies cheating for her) is why she was livid when she
found out she wasn't gonna be President.
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Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-30 05:25:49)

[ - ] Parent: StarAnon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15300110)

I'm sorry that I didn't spell this out for you. The First Lady of the United States is Melania Trump. She is not an elected official. She
is the president's wife. She is a role model for females of the United States. She sets fashion for females of the United States. Her
behavior is to be imitated by females of the United States. Are you understanding this so far? She chooses her "cause" that she
wishes to further, or promote in the United States of America, where she is the First Lady; the president's wife.
Melania Trump, the First Lady of the United States, visits hospitals, reads to children, visits Title 1 schools, helps in disasters, and
other charitable activities in the United States of America. I could go on, but I'll let you read what I've written, to this point, in case
you have any questions.

That's absolutely right @StarAnon Melania Trump is stunningly beautiful & carries herself exactly how a First Lady of the United
States of America should, unlike that black dude pretending to be a woman & married to Hussein.... That's why the whole gay
agenda bullshit was pushed so hard during Hussein's time as POTUS.... Hussein & his wife Michael Obama made a mockery of
America & everything that has made us great as a nation.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15304532)  context  full comments

Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-30 05:20:08)

[ - ] Parent: SkelSoc  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15300255)

She's the first lady. The females of the United States are supposed to imitate what she does and dress like her? If she takes up a
good cause and promotes it, THAT is what should be the focus.

You are acting like some kind of freak Stepford Wife wannabe... saying she dictates fashion to the rest of the lowly females in
America and that the females should imitate her.

The females I know don't need a flippin' role model. They don't need someone to look to to tell them how to dress and how to act,
ok? I think you must be around some seriously weak-minded leftist women NPC freaks who can't take care of themselves, think
for themselves or even dress themselves for God's sakes.

I like FLOTUS. But you need to get real. Your First Lady Worship is way too over the top.

Fuck dude you are real buzz kill Mofo @SkelSoc dude or chick has the right to worship whomever they please this is our first
Amendment right.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15304466)  context  full comments

Rep. Jim Jordan Wins Oversight Leading Role For House GOP In A Surprise Move by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-30 04:55:18)

[ - ] Parent: notboundtosilence  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15301270)

I am pretty disappointed also. The worst part of it is what would happen if something happened to Trump and Pence, who would
lead our country.

I believe it would be the Secretay of Defense is next in line @notboundtosilence if both the president & VP. we're taken out or
incapacitated.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15304142)  context  full comments

Rep. Jim Jordan Wins Oversight Leading Role For House GOP In A Surprise Move by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-30 04:50:38)

[ - ] Parent: ChiCom  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15301884)

I'm still worried about Lindsey.. He plays both sides of the aisle

Lindsay Graham is now a staunch supporter of President Trump @102thepowerof1 & I believe he has no choice after what has
happened to No Name being Tried by Military Tribunal & then put to death, hell he might even be the one that gave states evidence
against No Name...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15304076)  context  full comments

Rep. Jim Jordan Wins Oversight Leading Role For House GOP In A Surprise Move by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-30 01:15:38)
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[ - ] Parent: joeneesima  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15300270)

Purposeful and good to hear...thanks for posting.

You are quite welcome @joenesima

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881983/15300828)  context  full comments

Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 23:43:54)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15299056)

I found them but thank you for link. She is very beautiful in her outfit today.

Melania Trump is absolutely the most of the mostest beautiful & classy woman to ever be FLOTUS of the USA.

Truly one classy woman �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15299411)  context  full comments

Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 23:40:34)

[ - ] Parent: ThreeBladedKnife  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15298585)

Just doing her part to Make America Great Again.

Well @ThreeBladeKnife Melania Trump has taken America to the highest level of Class especially after that huge black man
impersonating a woman during the Hussein years, I believe his name is Michael Obama or maybe it's really Michael Robinson
because I'm not even sure it's married to Hussein legally.... Or if he's a full Tyranny or he still has his balls. Because in a lot of the
video tape of him it looks like he's still got a set.... One thing I do know & that's that Hussein really loves the dude enough to adopt
two kids for optics, hell maybe it was all the Cabal's planning..... Quite possibly so.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15299354)  context  full comments

Liberal Fake News Site POLITICO Claims President Trump Posted A Meme but Not Trumps Account by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:50:54

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 22:33:28)

[ - ] Parent: redtoe_skipper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028/15296044)

You are absolutely right. It's only scratching the surface, not the bottom the of the barrel.

In the case of Brennan, I really missed him in the picture. He's got such a nice villain face with slick speech and the bars would be
a nice "cadre".

Hahahaha! .....Good one Patriot! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028/15298257)  context  full comments

Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 22:31:08)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15295780)

There is a 404 on link. �

No worries though, I will find the pic sooner or later, and here is an upvote for the heads up.

Here's the proper link @MissleCopterStoped

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/29/melania-purple-skirt-leather-jacket-combo-g20-summit/ via @dailycaller

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15298214)  context  full comments

Melania's Leather Jacket & Purple Skirt Turn Heads On The Way To G-20 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 22:29:44)
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[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15297281)

Link is dead

Here's the link @Blacksmith21

https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/29/melania-purple-skirt-leather-jacket-combo-g20-summit/ via @dailycaller

Sorry about that, sometimes they add or change the story & it changes the link but this one is current

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881491/15298191)  context  full comments

Dershowitz Sounds Off On The Cabal's Puppet Robert Mueller's 'Weak' Substantive Findings by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 22:00:43)

[ - ] Parent: Qd4Action  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:51:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881439/15297560)

I don't always agree with Dershowitz but he's spot-on in this case. Setting perjury traps in hopes of coercing a statement friendly
to his goal of finding a crime that he can charge the President with is pitiful, Gestapo tactics. All these 'plea deals' to making a
false statement is pathetic. It's like Dershowitz said, a crime created by the investigation. Let that sink in for a second. Yet it has
the MSMfags in a low hover thinking the dam is about to break and all these heinous crimes they think POTUS has committed will
just pour out into the public arena. Fucking disgraceful. My question is: WHEN IS A SPECIAL COUNSEL GOING TO BE
APPOINTED TO LOOK AT ALL THE CORRUPTION IN THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION, FROM THE FISA ABUSES TO
UNMASKING US CITIZENS, OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE, HIDING EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE (THINK THUMBDRIVES AND
SETH RICH), URANIUM ONE, EMAIL-GATE, PAY-FOR-PLAY IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT, AND THE CONTENTS OF THE
WEINER LAPTOP? Don't give me that John Huber and Stealth Jeff bullshit. Sara Carter has produced enough evidence with her
investigative reporting to indict these criminal assholes for treason before a grand jury.

I must agree with you on this Obama's Admin Intellegence agencies corruption that all leads directly straight to ex-president Obama
himself @Qd4Action

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881439/15297672)  context  full comments

Liberal Fake News Site POLITICO Claims President Trump Posted A Meme but Not Trumps Account by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 19:50:22)

[ - ] Parent: redtoe_skipper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028/15293202)

Clapper is in there .... John Brennan I missed.

Trust Me, @redtoe_skipper there are obviously so many more dirty people from Obama's Admin that were deeply involved in all of
this corruption connected to these Treasonous & Sedition against Donald Trump & America's laws as a sovereign country

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028/15295686)  context  full comments

The Liberals Version (Delusional) Of Being Woke by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 19:45:10)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881460/15295379)

In other words for Liberals, being "woke" is when you are a fully programed NPC.

Yes, it's totally exactly like that @pwdwp

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2881460/15295576)  context  full comments

Liberal Fake News Site POLITICO Claims President Trump Posted A Meme but Not Trumps Account by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 16:09:14)

[ - ] Parent: redtoe_skipper  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028/15291113)

Interesting retweet by Potus. Question though: Who is missing from this revue of the usual suspects .........

Peter Strzok & Page & probably a whole slew of other corrupt people.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028/15291813)  context  full comments

Assassination attempt on President Trump during the lighting of the Christmas tree? by MissleCopterStoped  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52
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[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 11 days ago (2018-11-29 13:14:05)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  15 points ( +16 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2880386)

GOD, WE HUMBLY BEG YOU TO REMAIN WITH POTUS AND HIS PATRIOTS DURING THIS TRYING TIME FOR OUR NATION.
WE HUMBLY APPEAL TO HEAVEN THAT YOU MAY DRIVE THE PARASITES FROM OUR NATION.

AMEN

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2880386/15289339)  context  full comments

Mark your calendar! by Apollonious  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-29 04:22:55)

[ - ] Parent: MolochHunter  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879718/15285350)

https://qmap.pub/players

Thanks for the info @MolochHunter at least now I'm updated of the players again..... I've had a lot of family stuff going on this last
month... Big Family too...x 10 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879718/15285434)  context  full comments

'Dies Laughing Forever'! New Stormy Daniels Statement Could Put Michael Avenatti 'In A World Of Trouble' by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-29 03:10:02)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  52 points ( +52 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879961)

Hey Michael Avenatti ' I sure hope poking your vinky in that washed up porn star with the Grand Canyon between her legs was
worth it, because you are about to be Disbarred you stupid fucker!

���

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879961/15284385)  context  full comments

Speaking of Witch Hunts and Trials (just a bit of trivia, no big whoop) by TNLunatick  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-29 03:03:39)

[ - ] Parent: TNLunatick  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879873)

I will comment in my fake German accent :

"Bety Intvrestink"  lol!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879873/15284297)  context  full comments

Mark your calendar! by Apollonious  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-29 02:45:08)

[ - ] Parent: DavidGydeon  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879718/15282906)

No. Huber is the one investigating the Clinton Foundation and who is testifying as to what he has found. He is also the one that
has something like 300-400 prosecutors under him.

You're thinking of the Inspector General - -Horowitz. He is the one that said there was no bias.

If you dont know who Huber is, or what's going down Dec5th, you need to start reading....and get excited.

Oh wait you are absolutely right, it was Horowitz... ( No Bias Dude) Thanks Patriot ! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879718/15284001)  context  full comments

Mark your calendar! by Apollonious  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-29 01:21:09)
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[ - ] Parent: DavidGydeon  22 points ( +22 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879718/15281780)

Ummmm....HUBER TESTIFIES ON DECEMEBER 5TH, EVERYTHING ELSE IS GRAVY

Yeah @DavidGydeon but wasn't Huber the dude that said there was No Bias by Strzok against Candidate & now President Trump
..... , ???

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879718/15282775)  context  full comments

Liberal Fake News Site POLITICO Claims President Trump Posted A Meme but Not Trumps Account by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-28 21:44:33)

[ - ] Parent: ilikeskittles  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028/15276994)

Think you posted the wrong link. And this is on dailycaller not politico. Correct link

Thanks for the heads up there on the wrong link ......@ilikeskittles �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2879028/15279201)  context  full comments

Oh, Brother: Hollywood Celebrities Chime In On The Trump Administration's Border Policies And Actions by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-28 17:39:25)

[ - ] Parent: Nomobrat  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878271/15274551)

Thanks. That may be not so easy to see as if they'd hit them or pinch them with the fingers. In Pic1 you can see someone pulling a
child on the hair. They're actors and that's the way to make kids cry for the pictures. They forgot to take away the torturing ball
before taking the picture. That's simply because they're...stupid. This obvious fake picture went around the world, undebunked. I
saw it in several important German online MSM, on different days. These methods are known from Pallywood... This is the way
the lying fake news media got their power. By debunking it in real time we can take them their power away .

Here is a more detailed pic with the ball

And here the complete scene commented by someone on Twitter

So Pedowood wants us to believe that one of those kids that (both are in diapers & my daughter has a hard time buying diapers for
her son & she works ful time at BJ's restaurant & makes good money) walk from Central America to the USA border one kid with No
shoes & the other in flip flops.... Come the fuck on...these people are stupid!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878271/15275206)  context  full comments

"Obama used tear gas once a month at the border" Sarah Sanders owns Fake News reporter by Digisphere  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-28 17:13:56)

[ - ] Parent: Digisphere  67 points ( +67 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878561)

Great post @Digisphere It totally proves that the Press is & has always used a double standard with President Trump compared to
how they treated the Globalist Puppet Barack Hussein Obama.... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878561/15274780)  context  full comments

AT LEAST 15 KNOWN TERRORISTS HAVE BEEN ARRESTED TRYING TO JUMP THE SOUTHWEST BORDER by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-28 16:49:39)

[ - ] Parent: heygeorge  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878282/15269945)

So... there is an average of <1 person with ‘ties to a militant group’ who crosses the border each year and is arrested.

So this means that border patrol does work? Where is this going? How is something that happens less than once a year
considered ‘routine’?

I'm not sure @heygeorge but you can contact the author of story if you really want to know.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878282/15274368)  context  full comments

Oh, Brother: Hollywood Celebrities Chime In On The Trump Administration's Border Policies And Actions by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-28 16:48:00)

[ - ] Parent: Nomobrat  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878271/15269955)

Hollywood Celebrities definitely do know how those Pallywood pictures are made: 
Pic1 Pic2.

Their job is to create illusions of a fake world, they know how to cheat the viewer!

Nothing connected with border or border control made the kid on Pic2 cry. They pinched the fingers of the kid with that ball. It's a
kind of torture to get the pictures.

These false allegations the fake journalists made with these pictures against border patrol should lead to high penalties!

Wow! I didn't even see the kids fingers pushed into the ball where it's actually pinching them, great eyes there @Nomobrat ! Thanks
for awesome comment! ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878271/15274353)  context  full comments

Oh, Brother: Hollywood Celebrities Chime In On The Trump Administration's Border Policies And Actions by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 12 days ago (2018-11-28 16:42:40)

[ - ] Parent: ANC3  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878271/15270161)

Just thought I would pop into the thread real quick and say "Fuck'em"

...later

Great Comment @ANC3 �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2878271/15274275)  context  full comments

The Fake Global Warming Alarmism Meets A Blizzard Of Reality by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 13 days ago (2018-11-27 16:21:35)

[ - ] Parent: frana  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2876173/15255606)

I see four reasons why the global warming narrative is pushed by the left:

It hurts right-wing voters in the agricultural and industrial sectors while requiring zero efforts for the left-wing voters as in
academic and entertainment sectors. The left always tries to pass laws that hurt right-wing voters to the profit of theirs
(such as the diversity quotas).

It allows the socialists to play the apocalyptic victims of evil capitalists.

It gives a reason to create an authoritarian world government to save the world from this disaster.

It gives a reason to make us accept millions of climate refugees.

The increase in temperature since the last ice age is real. What may not be real is the apocalyptic scenario that is packaged with
this truth.

Great Comment! @frana

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2876173/15256820)  context  full comments

Lewandowski & Bossie Claim Hussein Obama 'Complicit' In Undermining President Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 13 days ago (2018-11-27 16:17:59)

[ - ] Parent: ChiefMAGA  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2876461/15256640)

This is old hat. We knew this already for over 2 years.

Yes @ChiefMAGA but the story is published only 3 hours ago

I try & keep it fresh Patriot! ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2876461/15256785)  context  full comments

Lindsey Graham Schools Liberal Dummy Ocasio-Cortez After She Defends Migrant Caravan by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 days ago (2018-11-27 06:00:19)
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[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2875145/15249468)

I watched my barber sweep up a pile of hair today, and I thought to myself," that pile of hair has more brains cells in it than
Cortez"...

Hahahaha!  Now that one had me lol.... @Podingo7

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2875145/15251590)  context  full comments

Manafort Didn't Snitch On Trump He Breached Plea Deal by Repeatedly Lying, Mueller Says by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 14 days ago (2018-11-27 05:52:59)

[ - ] Parent: WillGreeley  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2875533/15249918)

"“They have found no collusion and have gone absolutely nuts. They are screaming and shouting at people, horribly threatening
them to come up with the answers they want,” he declared. “They are a disgrace to our Nation and don’t care how many lives”
they ruin."

Of course they don't care @WillGreeley, they are puppets for the Satanic Cabal aka the Illuminati..... Regardless of who they are
Mueller, Clinton, Pedestal all of them they are pedophiles & they hurt & kill babies & young children therefore they should all be tried
& then dealt with accordingly.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2875533/15251514)  context  full comments

Why is Hillary Clinton associated with so many child rapists? by LibTearsNoBrakes  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 days ago (2018-11-27 03:33:27)

[ - ] Parent: LibTearsNoBrakes  60 points ( +63 | -3 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:42 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2874979)

Probably because Hillary Clinton is the head cheese with supplying the children to all those foul pedophiles that donated to the
Clinton's Global Initiative to receive their baby or child that they could molest then torture & eventually drain their blood to drink after
purification as Adrenachrome because those people are sick!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2874979/15249879)  context  full comments

Manafort Didn't Snitch On Trump He Breached Plea Deal by Repeatedly Lying, Mueller Says by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 days ago (2018-11-27 02:58:56)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2875533)

It's OK though, President Trump will most likely Pardon Paul Manafort shortly after the Clinton & Satanic Cabal's Puppet Robert
Mueller sentences him to prison for not being a Snitch ......

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2875533/15249375)  context  full comments

The Seven Craziest Things Democrat Idiot Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Has Said So Far by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:51:52

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 14 days ago (2018-11-26 23:55:32)

[ - ] Parent: G45Colt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874614/15246183)

So, a revolving list? Are they going to update it daily, or by the hour?

 @G45Colt Good one!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874614/15246631)  context  full comments

Border Patrol Foundation President Defends Use Of 'Natural' Pepper Spray by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 22:51:12)

[ - ] Parent: Fighting26  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874594/15241360)

Yeah they break our fence to get in and some say it is cruel?? Guess when someone breaks into their homes, they just say "hi
come on in". Never would we find a police call on their homes! Dumb fucking asses!!!

Hahahaha !  Great comment @Fighting26
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874594/15245686)  context  full comments

Border Patrol Foundation President Defends Use Of 'Natural' Pepper Spray by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 22:49:53)

[ - ] Parent: gbrgba  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874594/15241431)

The left is unhinged because it wasn’t organic, gluten-free pepper spray.

It was that kind of pepper spray @gbrgba

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874594/15245669)  context  full comments

Border Patrol Foundation President Defends Use Of 'Natural' Pepper Spray by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 22:48:49)

[ - ] Parent: CheriRuzich  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:52:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874594/15242065)

I'd like to see paint guns, bean bag guns, water guns, and heat rays at the border.

You just might see those things at the Border Wall one day @CheriRuzich

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874594/15245654)  context  full comments

The Seven Craziest Things Democrat Idiot Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Has Said So Far by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 22:46:31)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874614/15243760)

Actually there are 13, but didn't want to rouse people into thinking she was a satanist.

Ocasio-Cortez might not be a Satanist yet @MissleCopterStoped but just as soon as she's swore into the Democratic Congress she
will become a true Satanic cunt but her money problems will surely disappear soon after that.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874614/15245619)  context  full comments

Hawaii's Democrat Idiot In Congress Just Claimed That Using Tear Gas On Migrant Caravan Was A War Crime by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 22:40:57)

[ - ] Parent: DawnPendraig  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15235506)

There is a good documentary. Very long. Shows live footage someone recorded including infared of a tank firing the shot that
ignited the gas they had piped in which they later blamed as being started by those inside

Yes it's true @DawnPendraig because I've watched that documentary on the History channel I think or on the old Documentary
channel.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15245528)  context  full comments

President Trump vs. Chief Justice Roberts: Trump Is In The Right by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 22:17:11)

[ - ] Parent: Banky1974  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874121/15240011)

I should hope that Roberts' statements have put to rest any question of whether the man is compromised. And if Roberts is so
upset about Trump's comments, there's a simple solution: If judges don't want to be treated and called out like politicians, stop
acting and making rulings from the bench like a politician.

It's that simple.

@Banky1974 It's actually a good thing that Justice Roberts spoke out against President Trump because at least we all know he was
appointed by GW. Bush & Trump or "Q" said he's a Cabal puppet so we know that Roberts is a Puppet also. All Supreme Court
Justices should hold their tongues when it comes to partisan politics because they are suppose to be the neuteral voices of our
government.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874121/15245195)  context  full comments
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President Trump vs. Chief Justice Roberts: Trump Is In The Right by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 22:07:49)

[ - ] Parent: yellowrose  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874121/15237955)

Wolves in sheep's clothing? Until RINOs raised their heads to fight POTUS publicly, we never knew they existed. Now every time
one uses his position or influence to contradict Trump openly, the public evaluates HIM, the speaker. Each hopes to undercut the
president, yet reveals himself. Sadly, I voted for some of these "wolves" & defended them. My eyes are open now.

Yeah @yellowrose a lot of us supported them until we found out they were the Cabal's Puppets. Don't trip because we've all been
Red Pilled to the truth of these Traitor Rhinos.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874121/15245039)  context  full comments

Reverend Franklin Graham Claims President Trump Defends The Christian Faith by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 18:42:32)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874455/15240541)

Thank you, Rev. Franklin Graham. President Trump is increasingly referring to God in his speeches. Kim Clement prophesied the
Spirit would come upon POTUS when he was inaugurated...there is more & more evidence of this daily.

Yes Kim Clement did say that about President Trump @FreedBy45 he also prophesied about the Spirit of God coming upon the
president.... It's kind of awesome to know that after watching Kim Clement for many years on TBN that he was truly a Prophet of The
God Most High.... RIP  Kim Clement, you were truly a blessing on the growth of the Pentecostal movement of Jesus Christ and the
future of the Church of Christ.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874455/15241341)  context  full comments

The Seven Craziest Things Democrat Idiot Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Has Said So Far by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 18:25:48)

[ - ] Parent: 25_silver  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874614/15240935)

She says provocative things to get you to talk about her, looks like her strategy is working. I say, ignore her.

Yes @25_silver Ocasio-Cortez does say a lot of provocative things so neither it is done purposely or she is really just another
Democrat that truly is a dumb ass & doesn't know shit about American Government & how it operates.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874614/15241068)  context  full comments

Is The Deep State Feeling The Heat? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 18:17:45)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874130/15236545)

This is so bad, and that is why Great Britain doesn't want Trump to declassify. Too bad. Out with it. Trump is our President not
theirs.

So true @WhyAserverWasBuilt Great Britain knows that their foul practices are all connected to the fact that the Deep State controls
GB's whole government including Great Britain's Intelligence Agencies....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2874130/15240909)  context  full comments

LOL Cool Video!! The Migrants Broke Through The Fence And Were Repelled With Pepper Spray Smoke Pellets. by Fighting26  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 16:06:14)

[ - ] Parent: Fighting26  76 points ( +77 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873344)

Now those mother fuckers aren't trying to apply for asylum by sneaking in to America through where the old barrier meets the new
wall..... I say shoot to kill because these illegals are gonna get really violent as time goes by. The proof is in that video that this is
absolutely a invasion of fat south of the border uneducated fuckers that will put a drain on the whole welfare system in America, just
like that one bitch that said she's coming for free healthcare, trust me these people want free shit & they want it now! Mexico needs to
deport these animals before they destroy Mexico...... Because they surely ain't coming into the USA!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873344/15238648)  context  full comments
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Declas Meme for leftists by bpilez  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 11:29:17)

[ - ] Parent: bpilez  30 points ( +32 | -2 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873630)

" Whatchu talkin'bout Willis? "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873630/15235906)  context  full comments

Q POSTS - Sun - Nov 25 by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 11:01:12)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  47 points ( +51 | -4 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873460)

Thanks again @srayzie for all your efforts to inform us Patriots! Great job once again! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873460/15235740)  context  full comments

Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health Care by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 10:31:49)

[ - ] Parent: Pepperlin  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15233341)

Thank you so much for kind words and prayers.

You are welcome @Pepperlin, My fellow Patriot, I do trust your problems will be solved in Jesus Holy Name!

Amen 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15235598)  context  full comments

Hawaii's Democrat Idiot In Congress Just Claimed That Using Tear Gas On Migrant Caravan Was A War Crime by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 10:28:28)

[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15233273)

That particular Democrat fool from Hawaii is completely stupid.....

If you label tear gas as a war crime, then you also label the confrontation as a war.

If it’s a war, at the US border, against people invading from other countries, then they are enemy combatants.

If it’s a war, but no bullets were fired, just non lethal crowd control, in response to life threatening thrown missiles, then how could
it be a crime?

Exactly @UK_Bloke_Awoke �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15235582)  context  full comments

Hawaii's Democrat Idiot In Congress Just Claimed That Using Tear Gas On Migrant Caravan Was A War Crime by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 10:26:25)

[ - ] Parent: knarnia  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15233342)

One article quoted the Border Patrol spokesperson that the migrants were throwing things, projectiles, and some agents were hit.
Tear gas was used to disperse the crowd from the fence and ensure the BP agents safety.

I guess the Hawaii Dimm would be okay if people threw projectiles at him or maybe his family members. Schatz is pathetic.

That's totally an excellent description of that Democrat from Hawaii @knarnia! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15235572)  context  full comments

LOGIC BOMB: If the Clinton foundation truly was doing important work why did their donations decrease by 84% as soon as their access to
power disappeared? by petevoat  in GreatAwakening
History: 6 points( +6 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 04:33:49)
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[ - ] Parent: petevoat  238 points ( +239 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873692)

Well the Clinton Global Initiative donation numbers dropped to almost nothing because without governmental powers they can no
longer sell & deliver minor children to all those fools who were paying so many millions to the Clinton's just to acquire & feed their
Pedophilia Adrenachrome addiction ,but no longer can they receive young children delivered thru the Clinton Global Initiative, so no
more donations of course ... Why else would you think?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873692/15233138)  context  full comments

Hawaii's Democrat Idiot In Congress Just Claimed That Using Tear Gas On Migrant Caravan Was A War Crime by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 7 points( +7 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 04:19:23)

[ - ] Parent: Theoriginaldirtbag  8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15232727)

Ah aptly named. Law enforcement uses it all over the country. I remember Janet Reno’s use on the branch dividians with much
more ferver don’t remember lefties crying then

The left liberals are ridiculously a danger to America's sovereignty.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15232946)  context  full comments

Hawaii's Democrat Idiot In Congress Just Claimed That Using Tear Gas On Migrant Caravan Was A War Crime by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 04:18:11)

[ - ] Parent: sonuvspam  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15232642)

So, they admit it's war?

Right! @sunuvspam at least we now know that the Liberals realize that this Caravan trying to rush the USA Border is an act of war,
especially when there are hundreds rushing the border all at once. They are lucky our Military didn't shoot their illegal asses
because Trump gave them the power to use deadly force if needed.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873710/15232931)  context  full comments

Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health Care by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-26 03:13:09)

[ - ] Parent: Pepperlin  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15231773)

This is upsetting. I am in collections for cancer treatment, but they can sign up free and get all the help they need. Please think of
Americans sick and in trouble. At least I worked since age 15. Paid high taxes on my income. 1/3 of my income went to taxes. Just
think about the elderly. Spend some compassion on them.

Well @Pepperlin I'm really sorry to hear that you are having to deal with the cancer collections right now & I'm gonna say a prayer for
you with my family tonight, but I will have to use your voat tag @Pepperlin but God knows who you are & whom I am asking for a
blessing of financial miracle to come your way. You can blame the liberals for the way the illegals get bet treatment than American
tax paying citizens, it's truly disgraceful & hopefully the plan goes thru fully so we can get rid of the whole corrupt democrat party.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15231938)  context  full comments

Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health Care by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-25 23:45:19)
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[ - ] Parent: feli00  -3 points ( +0 | -3 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15225806)

Putin and Trump is behind caravana.Trump boss is Putin.Scammers Illuminatis with Trump and Putin at the forefront want to
destabilize the US. They want to destroy Mexico with the arrival of millions of immigrants but as the Illuminati control all countries,
Mexico lets them all pass. They can make earthquakes in Mexico with Haarp in days to destroy that country. and destabilize the
US filling it with immigrants and provoke a civil war. Let's remember the elite dominates all sides. Do not trust the words but the
facts and there are chemtrails all gone. The enemy is clear and the friend is the people

https://contraperiodismomatrix.com/putin-paga-a-las-caravanas-de-emigrantes-en-eeuu-para-crear-plan-kalergi-conflictos-
guerras-y-nom

Sorry Buddy but that gibberish article is Fake News & We don't play that shit here. @feli00 ...  �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15228796)  context  full comments

Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health Care by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-25 23:31:46)

[ - ] Parent: jodieann  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15227800)

Why doesn't she just sell her Louis Vuitton purse, or diamond rings, to pay for medical bills? Here's her FB page:

https://www.facebook.com/gamergenki/videos/2591086134494376/UzpfSTE0OTI2NDU1OTM6Vks6MTI1NjQ1Njg5NDUwMjIwOQ/

Thanks for sharing with the class @jodiann �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15228605)  context  full comments

Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health Care by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-25 23:30:04)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15222999)

Yeah it's kinda gross the way she poses!

Trust Me @Shizy We don't need anymore South of the Border Tramps, especially here in California , there are already way more
Welfare Tramps / 10 to 1 over White Chicks here.... vs

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15228580)  context  full comments

Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health Care by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-25 23:25:02)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15222891)

I found it! Take a look. It's pretty sad that these people abuse a program that's intended for people who are really in need of
protection from persecution:

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2591086134494376&id=100007790431349&refsrc=http%3A%2F%2Fvoat.co%2Fv%2FGreatAwakening%2F2870180&_rdr

No Way @Shizy that bitch has a Louis Vuitton purse, my wife doesn't even have a Louis Vuitton anything..... Send her back home.... �
�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15228500)  context  full comments

Liberal Lunatic Michael Moore's 2020 Pres. Wish List Includes Absurd 'All-Stars' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:52:49

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-25 23:13:21)
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[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873141/15227781)

Countenance is everything. Why does this man always look so unhappy? Often people who are most unhappy with themselves
are most unhappy with others and it is betrayed on their face. I could be wrong. Usually with that is a massive dose of self-denial.
Denial aint just a river in Egypt!

Hahahaha! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873141/15228318)  context  full comments

Liberal Lunatic Michael Moore's 2020 Pres. Wish List Includes Absurd 'All-Stars' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 1 fortnight ago (2018-11-25 23:12:00)

[ - ] Parent: CovfefeFan  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873141/15227984)

I don't know seven of those people, but if they are anything like the others that he listed that I DO know, then they probably all
SUCK!

No freaking way any of them can win in 2020 without voter fraud again.

That's right @Covfefefan they all suck! Plus there's absolutely No Way a democrats can beat Trump in 2020 without cheating

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2873141/15228292)  context  full comments

Christian Revival: This Season, Donald Trump Brings Faith in God Back to the Presidency by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 days ago (2018-11-25 20:38:46)

[ - ] Parent: emperorbma  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872657/15225603)

Yeah I know what you mean. There is a clear difference in the result that a conservative scholar provides versus the progressive
scholar. The Historical criticism is often not coupled with the same reverence that a historical grammatical or literalist would.

Exactly ! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872657/15225887)  context  full comments

Christian Revival: This Season, Donald Trump Brings Faith in God Back to the Presidency by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 15 days ago (2018-11-25 20:10:29)

[ - ] Parent: emperorbma  3 points ( +4 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872657/15223297)

Just to point out the facts, you do realize that the KJV has demonstrable inaccuracies compared to the Greek and Hebrew
manuscripts. So did the Vulgate so it’s not really a bad thing.

That said, if you are really serious about Biblical scholarship you will need to realize that the translations are all somewhat
inaccurate and take certain liberties in translation. It’s hard to convert the exact words into another language precisely.

Later translations tend to be much better about being more upfront with this fact. The only thing some people fail to realize is that
some of their preferred translations and passages are not necessarily the original. The Pericope Adultera, for example, is not
attested in older manuscripts and the end of Mark is almost certainly added after the original. Understanding all of this is a
complex process and most laypeople don’t have a clue about it.

Yes @emperorbama I understand about those earlier translations but the cabal are changing wording to make what was the most
significant story in history into just a nice story but actually making the story of Jesus just as something happened but you know this
shit happens all the time & it's no big deal..... Just a couple of words changed in a manner that depicts a blah blah event ....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872657/15225416)  context  full comments

Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health Care by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 15 days ago (2018-11-25 20:03:21)

[ - ] Parent: patriotwomen  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15223489)

How about with the holidays in mind .. we get a big tree and put everyone's name on it. Then the Hollywood liberals and the suck
ass liberal politicians and their followers can pick a name and then support that person for life ????? If that was a law see how
fast they would be hollering "build that wall" !!!!! So much stupid in this world lately.

Hahahaha!  That's the greatest idea I've heard of yet @patriotwomen
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15225311)  context  full comments

Ungrateful Caravan Migrant Who Disdained Donated Mexican Food As Fit 'For Pigs' Now Expects Free U.S. Health Care by Stonenchizel
in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 15 days ago (2018-11-25 17:32:41)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:53:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15222461)

Someone had posted a short YouTube video showing that same woman back home in "sexy" poses in tight little outfits. There
was also a shot of her with her Louis Vuitton bag, and one with a nice diamond ring on. She didn't look destitute.

That is unbelievably disgracefull @shizy

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872684/15222842)  context  full comments

Christian Revival: This Season, Donald Trump Brings Faith in God Back to the Presidency by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +3 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 15 days ago (2018-11-25 17:30:19)

[ - ] Parent: KaputtmacherNL  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872657/15222729)

I just hope Q will use a King James Bible next time he quotes Scripture.

Right! Especially since because the Cabal have started changing the wording in some of the biblical newer modern publications to
belittle the importance of Jesus sacrifice on the cross plus a lot more stuff that is damaging to the Word of God.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872657/15222807)  context  full comments

Trumps Deal With Mexico Would Make Asylum Seekers Wait Outside U.S. Border by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 days ago (2018-11-25 06:42:45)

[ - ] Parent: tech_rick  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872166/15217544)

"San Francisco judge orders Mexico to allow invading hoarde a clear path to penetrate US border, invade."

A SF judge has absolutely No Jurisdiction in Mexico @tech_rick so that dumb ass judge can order all he wants because Mexico
couldn't give a flying fuck what that SF judge has to say.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2872166/15217643)  context  full comments

Migrant Caravan Reportedly Planning 'Human Stampede' at the Border - And President Trump's Not Standing Down by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 days ago (2018-11-24 20:08:01)

[ - ] Parent: NeoWonk  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2871110/15208997)

We need to dress up the 9th circuit judges as pinatas and throw them into that rabble.

Hahahaha!  Good one @NeoWonk!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2871110/15209371)  context  full comments

No Other Way To Explain It Except Liberals Have Gone Mental by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 days ago (2018-11-24 18:31:28)

[ - ] Parent: BettyLiberty  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870682/15206414)

In my opinion, the only thing that will wake up the masses to support PDJT and his agenda -- is the pedo shit. No one knows what
FISA is; they won't give a shit when it's declassed. But irrefutable proof of pedo crimes will do it.

You are right @BettyLiberty because that's exactly what Red Pilled my wife was the foul disgusting acts of the Satanic rituals that
take place with these monsters.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870682/15207749)  context  full comments

Ex-CIA, NSA Chief Hayden Suffers A Stroke by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 16 days ago (2018-11-24 18:28:39)
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[ - ] Parent: KimnanaT  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15206605)

Is this his "brain tumor"...path out of Gitmo?

Could be @KimnanaT & most likely exactly what he was trying to perceive to the public.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15207710)  context  full comments

Democrat Loser Chuck Schumer's Latest Attack On President Trump Called Out For Extreme Hypocrisy by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 days ago (2018-11-24 18:26:53)

[ - ] Parent: 1scm  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870668/15207156)

Schumer is a dead man walking. He is an identified co conspirator in the FISA/Hussein/treason MOAB that is about to hit.

So true @1scm That's exactly why Schummer is fighting Trump's appointments to the Supreme Court & any of President Trumps
agendas. He knows he's toast if he can't get Trump impeached & Trumps agenda turned around back to the Liberals goal of
destroying America's sovereignty then he knows he will be put down like No Name was after his Military Tribunal.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870668/15207678)  context  full comments

No Other Way To Explain It Except Liberals Have Gone Mental by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 16 days ago (2018-11-24 18:21:19)

[ - ] Parent: jessewag  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870682/15207164)

I saw first hand the liberal mental disorder back in college by liberal arts professors trying to get me to read all their communist
crap. I didn't realize until later that I came upon Rush Limbaugh who I believe started the conservative awakening of America.
Then I heard Michael Savage talk about the liberalism is mental disorder. It helped me see what really is running rampant
throughout society. I believe really its about spiritual things that infects us. Jesus said he is the light. He is the way to all truth
because he is truth. In the beginning of Genesis it talks about water being part of the expanse. It was the beginning of life. Well
Jesus said all who come to him will fill their thirst. When people embrace Jesus and are born again it changes their being. Their
intellect. I saw it when I first started reading scripture. It awakens the soul, the mind and your very being. That folks is the root
cause of our mental disorder when Christ isn't recognized as the one who saves the lost. We have a spiritual problem I believe of
the mind. Our mental disorder is spiritual folks.

When people embrace Jesus and are born again it changes their being. Their intellect. I saw it when I first started reading scripture.
It awakens the soul, the mind and your very being. That folks is the root cause of our mental disorder when Christ isn't recognized as
the one who saves the lost.

That is exactly why The Satanic Cabal has been trying to remove anything to do with Jesus Christ & His message of Forgiveness of
Sins & the Renewing of One's Mind..... Since the Evil Cabal have almost removed Christianity from all aspects of American society
except from Americans that absolutely choose to have Jesus Christ & any Religious hope in their lives , therefore the Left Liberals
push onto especially the youth of the world a gay agenda & transsexual confusion even more since Obama & his male lover wife
condemned the WH with their abominations they took into the WH with them. Hopefully President Trump had the White House
prayed over & cleansed before he moved his family in.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870682/15207596)  context  full comments

Migrant Caravan Reportedly Planning 'Human Stampede' at the Border - And President Trump's Not Standing Down by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 16 days ago (2018-11-24 17:33:40)

[ - ] Parent: KosherHiveKicker  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2871110/15206686)

I hope the fucking ((( Leftists ))) funding, training, and enabling the criminals to do exactly this, and we have them doing it all on
tape.

This way we can broadcast it nationwide after hundreds get mass arrested, shot, or both.

That's absolutely right @KosherHiveKicker this time they can't deny what they've done & said because we do have it all on tape... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2871110/15206847)  context  full comments

ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 08:00:32)
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[ - ] Parent: 1cd1233  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15202317)

Yes, keep those eyes clean and you will see clearly. I almost had a nightmare while sleepless just in reading the post. Anna
spoke spot on, dirt is dirty. WWG1WGA

Yes it is Patriot. ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15202644)  context  full comments

ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 06:55:06)

[ - ] Parent: 1cd1233  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15194562)

Stonechizel, why would you bring that imagery to mind. Instant laugh, cough, choke, gag, puke! Lock her up! WWG1WGA EDIT-
Ooops, I meant Centennial67,

Trust Me @1cd1233 the last thing I 'd want to see or even imagine is that dirty stinky rotten cunt Hillary Clinton naked. Ewwww
fucking gross! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15202227)  context  full comments

Ex-CIA, NSA Chief Hayden Suffers A Stroke by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 04:54:48)

[ - ] Parent: Morgie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15199173)

I just read McCain died from 2 bullets to forehead...anyone else?

That is quite possible @Morgie neither it was 2 bullets to the head or a hanging from a noose around his neck...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15200842)  context  full comments

Experts: Whitaker Has Other Ways To Slow Mueller Probe by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 04:48:46)

[ - ] Parent: singlebrain1  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869432/15190858)

I have always wanted to put RR's head on Howdy Doody's body with Mueller as the puppet master. Maybe put Hulk with
Whitakers head leaping into the frame to eat them both.

Hahahaha! You guys are absolutely hilarious!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869432/15200779)  context  full comments

Trump Administration Releases National Climate Assessment Gives Dire Climate Change Warning by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 02:00:28)

[ - ] Parent: Rgladstone  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869901/15197022)

The warming is causing cooling... How does anyone believe this? Rising oceans, no change to beaches....houses not under
water?? How does this pass the smell test? Polar bears disappearing...too many now need a management plan......???

Absolutely Great Point @Rgladstone �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869901/15198599)  context  full comments

Top 50 Active Subverses - November 23, 2018 by [deleted] in VoatStatistics
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 01:56:28)

[ - ] Parent: deleted  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/VoatStatistics/2870186)

3 ....... Cheers for v/GreatAwakening �
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/VoatStatistics/2870186/15198557)  context  full comments

Ex-CIA, NSA Chief Hayden Suffers A Stroke by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 01:43:03)

[ - ] Parent: patriotwomen  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:32 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15197364)

My first thought when I read this earlier today was is he being "no named". Hope it's the same set up and that we see a number of
others getting "ill".

That's right @patriotwomen then it will insure that what we were thinking was happening to these Dirty Cabal Puppets was
absolutely true all along.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15198356)  context  full comments

Ex-CIA, NSA Chief Hayden Suffers A Stroke by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 01:36:12)

[ - ] Parent: deleted  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:34 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15197891)

[Deleted]

Hahahaha!  Good one @RG72, I love this site & it's people, I swear sometimes I read just what I needed too!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15198261)  context  full comments

Ex-CIA, NSA Chief Hayden Suffers A Stroke by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 01:32:48)

[ - ] Parent: CircuitRider  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:36 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15197014)

They will all start claiming sickness and illness to avoid prosecution.

Just like "Q" said @CircuitRider great point! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15198216)  context  full comments

Ex-CIA, NSA Chief Hayden Suffers A Stroke by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-24 01:31:10)

[ - ] Parent: Jimipickle  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15197223)

Good read, anon...Godspeed

Thank You @Jimipickle I thought so too is why I shared with the class... ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2870137/15198197)  context  full comments

Supreme Court's Future Rides On The Decrepit Liberal Ruth Bater Ginsburg's Health by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 23:41:22)

[ - ] Parent: Fish7463  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869797/15196541)

Apparently she has a habit of drinking wine with lunch. This is thought by some, to be the reason she fell and broke ribs.

Hopefully she doesn't quit drinking, and manages to find the stairs next time.

Hahahaha!  Great Comment @Fish7463

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869797/15196615)  context  full comments

ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:53:47

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 20:18:26)
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[ - ] Parent: DC92T  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15193494)

Exactly, I now feel bad for people with Herpes; Being a dirty birdy doesn't qualify you for being a child trafficking murderer and
adrenachrome addict. I'd rather have an STD than be an HRC...

Oh man, you've got a real valid point @DC92T The foul & disgusting things Hillary Rotten Clinton has been involved in I'm sure a lot
of people would be happier to have an STD than being that sick old bitch Hillary!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15193604)  context  full comments

ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 19:52:03)

[ - ] Parent: Centennial67  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15192945)

I did as well!

Hahahaha! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15193212)  context  full comments

Liberal News MSNBC Joe Scarborough Writes Thread On Being Thankful For Hillary Clinton & WHOA NELLY The Backfire by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 19:50:58)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869422/15192901)

Thankful because the clintons got him his TV job after he had that girl killed in his office?

Right....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869422/15193193)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 19:22:17)

[ - ] Parent: jbakers1  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15192096)

is that why his ears are so big? from some one always pulling on them Lol

Hahahaha! Nice....  Or should I say that comment was Fire! Just like my 23 year old son says...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15192791)  context  full comments

ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 19:19:15)

[ - ] Parent: Centennial67  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15192028)

Only thing perhaps worst than herpes is seeing that swamp cunt naked!

Oh No Way....! Damn it, @Centennial67 I just threw up in my mouth a little after reading your comment... 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15192744)  context  full comments

ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 19:15:53)

[ - ] Parent: BettyLiberty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15192031)

Hillary is Gonosyphaherpelaids.

Hahahaha!  ............ Now that's original @BettyLiberty , I love it! �
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15192703)  context  full comments

Liberal News MSNBC Joe Scarborough Writes Thread On Being Thankful For Hillary Clinton & WHOA NELLY The Backfire by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 18:28:21)

[ - ] Parent: the_art_collector  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:54:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869422/15191558)

Didn't Q mention something about mouth pieces not being able to control what they say?

I'm not sure if "Q" said that but I am sure that that Loser Joe Scarborough is definitely afraid of his past being revealed on that young
intern that somehow ended up dead in Scarborough's Congressional office & that he was the only one that had access that day to
his office.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869422/15191967)  context  full comments

Experts: Whitaker Has Other Ways To Slow Mueller Probe by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 18:17:54)

[ - ] Parent: Unpleasant_Truths  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869432/15190918)

It will be the beginning of the demise of worldwide corruption, in my opinion. The sex trafficking/pedo connection, pay for play,
open borders, election fraud, Marxist indoctrination, fake news, you name it. All of this shit is going down, and had to be carefully
setup in order to truly start the process with the least resistance. They won't have a leg to stand on after 2 years of fully supporting
the special council. The levels of deception involved are awe inspiring. It's a witch hunt alright, and her name is Hillary. Like a
house of cards, the rest will fall, too.

Think about the presidential alert system, the state of emergency we are still in from last December's EO, and the deployment of
troops to defend our border. Shit's about to hit the fan, and we've been strategically putting pieces on the chess board in position
to mount our offensive moves. The election fraud review will come out next month, Huber's update will be next month, and if the
SC changes directions, then there will be riots from the useful idiots.

The good guys will already be in position, and will move quickly to silence the spread of warnings by the use of media blackouts.
The presidential alert system will be used to let people know not to panic, and that the situation is under control. Like I said, I
could be way off, but I have a feeling that I am closer than not.

Well if there is any Justice at all @Unpleasant_Truths then we can expect to see a mass take down of the Cabal & all their
associates after the Huber report hopefully reveals what we hope it says.
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ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 17:57:17)

[ - ] Parent: NamelessMofo  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15191332)

She is just like herpes, no one likes her and she just never goes away, and keeps coming back year after year after year.

That's right @NamelessMoFo , Your description sure sounds exactly like what the Medical Industry says about Hillary Clinton.......
ooooops! � I mean what the Medical Industry say about Herpes & its effects.
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Experts: Whitaker Has Other Ways To Slow Mueller Probe by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 16:53:59)

[ - ] Parent: AngelofDeath  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869432/15189919)

He's already states he isn't going to stop it. IT's ALMOST OVER … why stop it now??

Well if Huber does his job correctly & it is in his report coming on Dec. 5th then Whitaker won't have to do shit because the truth will
be revealed in Huber's report & the Clinton's will be toast....
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[ - ] Parent: NellerBean  12 points ( +13 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869458/15190057)

TSA needs to be abolished! Airlines can handle security like they did before 9/11.

That is right @NellerBean because we all know that 911 was an inside job for the purpose of getting the oil in Iraq back in the control
of Royal Dutch Shell which is owned by non other than the Satanic Cabal Rothschild's. Proving like Trump has said about GWBush
being a Cabal puppet

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869458/15190604)  context  full comments

Experts: Whitaker Has Other Ways To Slow Mueller Probe by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 16:43:38)

[ - ] Parent: Unpleasant_Truths  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869432/15190423)

This is it. This is how Mueller turns out to be the good guy. The whole time he has been building trust with the Dems, and has
endless calls to back him from them as well as the Rinos. What has he come up with so far? Nothing. Absolutely nothing.

This is where the whole switcheroo with Sessions to Whitaker come into play. With Whitaker now in the driver's seat, he will lead
the investigation down another path, towards the Clintons and their foundation, for example. With Huber's update on December
5th coming up, he'll no longer be able to justify ignoring what Hillary has done, unleashing an unstoppable avalanche carefully
crafted over the last few years.

Everything that Trump's associates were subjected to will apply to Hillary, like a mirror. Her lawyers' will have their offices raided.
Attorney client privilege will be tossed out of the window. Every financial detail of hers, the foundations, and her associates will be
examined thoroughly. Her and her campaign's foreign connections will be thoroughly examined. They'll all get the same exact
treatment that the others got. Nobody will be able to say a damn thing, either. They've been on record for two years now justifying
every action that the SC had taken. They will look like complete fools with zero credibility if they reverse course because the
investigation changed direction.

This will go down as the greatest takedown of corruption in history, and will cause a domino effect throughout the world,
cleansing us of the evil that has taken over. This is the keystone. This unlocks the map. All of the corrupt elites tie back to the
Clintons somehow, and this will be the beginning of their demise.

These people are stupid!

I really hope you are right on this @Unpleasant_Truths , if so then like you said it will be the beginning of the Clinton's demise. �
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ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 15:53:39)

[ - ] Parent: pckpat  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15188898)

I must strongly disagree with the Fox talking head. I think it's totally appropriate- and also quite hillar-y-ous.

Yes it is @pckpat
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ANNA PAULINA - BOOTED FROM FOX NEWS SEGMENT AFTER COMPARING HILLARY TO HERPES by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 17 days ago (2018-11-23 15:52:41)

[ - ] Parent: AmericanJew2  15 points ( +16 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869332/15189148)

rekt

I would add Hillary is more akin to hiv given the body count in her wake.

Hey that's a good one @AmericanJew2 ! �
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[ - ] Parent: Txbelle  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869432/15189517)

Can Whitaker indict Mueller for his part in Uranium One? Do you think Obama pardoned all of the players before leaving office?
Will it stand up in court if Obama is indicted?

Great question @Txbelle , I'm really not sure of all the details in the Uranium One deal with Mueller but I do know that Sessions
appointed Huber to investigate I believe all the corruption that went down during the Obama administration time in the WH & we are
suppose to get that report next week

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2869432/15189713)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 08:39:49)

[ - ] Parent: Cleanhobo  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15186662)

You should have seen me when I was... Ho Lee Fuk or QOP or THE GREAT HOBO or... well... Telo. But Ole' Telo has been gone
a longggg time. Time for me to make a new name here. What would be a good one. I was thinking a PIRATE theme?

I got a few for you @Cleanhobo, but you don't have to use it unless you like'm Maybe try something like/ @MunchnKuters or
@GritzinKoochie
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Things I Am Thankful For That Will Annoy Liberals by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 08:25:24)

[ - ] Parent: Windofchange01  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868750/15186831)

That was an enjoyable read! Thank you for sharing it. So right about Paul Ryan. I actually had hoped I saw a change in him at the
SOTU, but nope, same useless pos.

Thanks @Windofchange01 Paul Ryan is a dirty fool owned by the Cabal & that's why he is retiring come January 1st.... I'm sure he
sang like a J-bird is the only reason he is being allowed to retire & not be tried under Military Tribunals

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868750/15187104)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 06:57:01)

[ - ] Parent: Cleanhobo  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15186539)

Luke. Jewdicksucker.

Hahahaha! �  Another good one from @Cleanhobo
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Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 06:55:31)

[ - ] Parent: Trfsrfr  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15185956)

Oh I've come to realize this. You dont get roles unless you take a dick, man or woman.

Right @Trfsfr there's no need for a link on this one...
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[ - ] Parent: Bushpilot  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2867556/15174175)

Open your fuckin eyes shill. She calls her ideas theories herself. What she states in her videos is unproven at this point, therefore
cannot be called fact. I've read history, not the leftist history in textbooks today. Ever heard of theory of relativity or theory of
evolution? You are either uneducated or over educated in some liberal shithole.

Yeah @Bushpilot I do believe that @Trash_panda is actually a liberal educated shill by the shit that comes out of his piehole!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2867556/15185830)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 05:26:28)

[ - ] Parent: Runwithscissors  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15185133)

Barry can’t stand how trump proved him wrong. Barry’s waving his faggot wand.

� <-- That's Barack when his male wife is using his faggot wand on him @Runwithscissors
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Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 05:18:33)

[ - ] Parent: Rhondaher  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15185334)

The only way to be successful in Hollywood is to be somebodies boy (MBLA). Guess he was a boy until he could get old enough
to make some other child actor his boy. Those who protest the loudest have the most to hide. Wonder if Mark H. ever got tired of
bending over.

Hey @Rhondaher Rumour has it Mark Hamill still loves pillow biting! �
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Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
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[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 05:15:47)

[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15183866)

Mark Hamill of Luke Skywalker fame was yelling really loud the other day, and said we were the ones using saul alinksky tactics
in a tweet.

I wonder what is in his closet...

Well of course he did, Mark Hamill is a Hollywood elite & therefore you can guarantee that he is a Satanic Luciferian that has taken it
up the ass just like Barack does every night with his male wife (that huge black beast that tries to pass himself off as a woman)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15185571)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 05:06:24)

[ - ] Parent: Spookybutt  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15184693)

Fuck obama

Best comment yet @Spookybutt �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15185482)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 05:04:31)
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[ - ] Parent: jbakers1  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15185051)

Have you ever heard him referred to as Spock?He states people call him Spock for a reason. I would GuessIt is because of his
big ass ears not his intellectual. But i have never heard of him being referred to as Spock

Wow that's a trip @jbakers1 because I didn't know that Spock ever was into getting a big black cock shoved in his ass from Michael
Obama (aka michelle obama) �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15185466)  context  full comments

Things I Am Thankful For That Will Annoy Liberals by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:54:45

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 05:00:12)

[ - ] Parent: jodieann  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868750/15185262)

What an uplifting article that was. Thanks for sharing!

You are quite welcome @jodieann ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868750/15185419)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 03:46:44)

[ - ] Parent: Pepperlin  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:44 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15184286)

Don't guess he is ever going to hush. Needs to be taken down a buttonhole as my Mom would say. Resizing of that buttonhole
was sometimes painful. Lol

I'm not sure if buttonhole is the same thing as where his wife Michael Obama slams his big black cock.... That's up Barack's ass! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15184580)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 03:43:58)

[ - ] Parent: con77  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:46 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15184395)

how does that nigger reconcile his homosexuality with his love of islam?

Hahahaha! �  Now that was an awesome comment @con77 especially because it was all truth about that fucking loser Barry (
Man lover) Sorero aka Barack Obama!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15184540)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 03:13:07)

[ - ] Parent: Ponycam  15 points ( +15 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:48 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15183684)

remember the left follows the saul alinski playbook. the most obvious point being accusing your opponent of exactly what you
are/believe. it isn't worth getting worked up over. it's the same song and dance. basket full of deplorables, right-wing conspiracies,
any conspiracies, smoke and mirrors, look this way while we're doing something else over here. . .

That's right @Ponycam It's been proven that the Democrats are the ones that are connected with everything that is Racist, Confused,
& Full of Hate!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15184089)  context  full comments

Liberal Loser Barack Obama Trashes Americans Again: They're Confused, Blind, Filled With Hate, And Maybe Racist by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 03:10:21)
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[ - ] Parent: Podingo7  20 points ( +21 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:50 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15183802)

We are not racist, we just can't stand a pathetic,anti American loser, like Obummer, who did everything in his power to destroy our
country...thats not hate, that's reality! He can go adjust Mike's junk and STFU...

Hahahaha! I couldn't have said it better @Podingo7 �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868760/15184049)  context  full comments

Things I Am Thankful For That Will Annoy Liberals by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 03:07:46)

[ - ] Parent: sonuvspam  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868750/15183894)

Thankful that I am a straight, white male.

Me too..... But I'm only half white & half Native American & I am absolutely a straight male with the most beautiful white wife & 4
phenominal kids.... Truly Blessed! ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868750/15184006)  context  full comments

America IsThe Greatest Country In History by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 02:34:01)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868316/15180132)

Happy thanksgiving to you too!

Thank You @shizy May You Be Blessed this Thanksgiving & through out the whole Winter Holiday Season!
✌  @Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868316/15183566)  context  full comments

I Ask Heavenly Father On This Thanksgiving Day, by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 00:08:10)

[ - ] Parent: cholofrost2  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15181232)

https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/capital.asp

I write all my Prayers that way... @cholofrost2 .. Sorry if it offends you.... But that's how I've always done it only if it's a prayer...
@Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15181729)  context  full comments

I Ask Heavenly Father On This Thanksgiving Day, by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-23 00:05:22)

[ - ] Parent: bamadeplorable420  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:55:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15181439)

THANK YOU LORD FOR LOVING US.

Amen 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15181703)  context  full comments

White House Allows Troops To Use Force To Protect Border Agents by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-22 23:11:26)

[ - ] Parent: GodsAngell  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:56:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2866368/15164190)

More info here:

https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2018/11/21/mattis-explains-new-roles-authorities-at-border/

Great information @GodsAngell, Thanks for adding to original post....

�
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2866368/15181061)  context  full comments

I Ask Heavenly Father On This Thanksgiving Day, by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-22 23:06:39)

[ - ] Parent: Anonymouse_cheese  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:56:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15180910)

Amen! Happy Thsnksgiving Stonechizel! God bless you!

Thank You @Anonymouse_cheese May You have a Blessed Thanksgiving!
✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15181010)  context  full comments

This man is good. This man is decent. This man is brave. Please stand up for our President! by FreedBy45  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-22 19:37:32)

[ - ] Parent: FreedBy45  144 points ( +147 | -3 ) 2018-12-10 22:56:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868000)

President Trump is a righteous dude & he also is a genius & the absolute perfect person to be president at this moment in time. Once
the truth comes out all the liberal kuks will be eating crow!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868000/15178458)  context  full comments

Congress wants Comey to testify, but he demands that it be public.... by Qackerjak  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-22 19:29:46)

[ - ] Parent: Qackerjak  50 points ( +50 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:56:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868143)

Hey James Comey : "Fuck You Dude,  you don't get to make up the rules like you did with Crooked Hillary's Email investigation".......
Oooooooops, I mean e mail "matter" as AG Loretta Lynch would have you say it...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868143/15178369)  context  full comments

Khashoggi killed while getting a marriage license, was already married? by Qackerjak  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-22 19:25:52)

[ - ] Parent: Qackerjak  20 points ( +20 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:56:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868153)

In that part of the world you can marry multiple times & it's totally acceptable.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868153/15178328)  context  full comments

I Ask Heavenly Father On This Thanksgiving Day, by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-22 19:21:42)

[ - ] Parent: Profoundly__me  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:56:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15178244)

Wow. Thank you so much. That says it all. In Jesus name we pray, Amen.

You are Welcome @Profoundly_me ! Have a Blessed Thanksgiving! ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15178282)  context  full comments

I Ask Heavenly Father On This Thanksgiving Day, by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:55:42

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 18 days ago (2018-11-22 19:18:25)

[ - ] Parent: Jimipickle  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:56:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15177830)

Great prayer, God bless the USA! Amen!

Thank You @Jimipickle, Have a Blessed Thanksgiving! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2868132/15178240)  context  full comments
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Regardless--didn't she get the Trump memo that read:

"Notice to all WH workers. We are going to be locking up the Hildabeast and her Cronies for their illegal use of private emails for
government business. So don't compromise these efforts by using your fucin private email. Don't even fucin think about it!!!!!!!!---
UNDERSTOOD?".

Hahahaha! �  It could have said something like that..... lol
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but where is the evidence of that being the plan. i see engineers being pulled out. i see explicit statements by military that they
will not be engaging immigrants with military. in an article linked by someone trying to tell me exactly what you are saying.

Anyone that tries to climb that razor wired fence would bleed out, have you seen pictures of the razored wire fence? I've got a picture
but I'm not sure how to post a picture on here.
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That's why they're pushing so hard to normalize it so that they can get more people doing it. It's sick!

Yes these Satanic Cabal are really foul in ways we don't even know too....
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@srayzie That was just an awesome post with so much information! Thanks for Your efforts! � @Stonenchizel
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Thanks Patriot.

You are quite welcome @robmorris Have Blessed Thanksgiving ! �
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Super news! But what about the judge who ruled against POTUS? If they enter illegally they can still apply for refugee status?

Don't worry Trump always eventually gets His way ........Watch! 

Conservatives own The Supreme Court
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With what I’m seeing, (on YouTube) there is NO WAY any liberal will get anywhere near the caravan. Have a look at what the
Military have done where the border goes into the sea at Tijuana.

No way @MatildaQ , I've seen news reports on TV where the Liberals are teaching them to lie & say they are scared for their life &
then they teach them how to apply for asylum & even given asylum seekers papers to fill out & even help them fill out the asylum
papers...... 
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Time to Lock n Load. Anyone of my fellow Patriots, think it's time to rock m roll. Hoorah WWG1WGA

Trust Me Patriot.... I can almost guarantee that every last one of these people that follow "Q" & Support President Trump will be
absolutely ready when the shit hits the fan! �
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Why is this important? Armed federal troops at border with authorization to use lethal force? Have you seen lethal force in action?
Exciting for some, pure terror for others...God’s will be done!

Yes Jimipickle We should always pray the Lord be with all in this matter down at the border & the no matter what happens that God
have it as He will.....

I ask in Jesus Holy Name for the safety of all Americans because we know there are surely some of the dregs of those countries
maybe kicked out of prisons like the Cubans did back in the days when America had a huge infliction of criminal illegal Cubans
flooding America.
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That's what I'm TALKIN' 'bout...(grittin' teeth)

Happy Thanksgiving, Fellow Patriots!

WWG1WGA

Yes Happy Thanksgiving too To you Keithintheplains

Have a Blessed Thanksgiving to All You Patriots that follow "Q" & President Trump, God Bless You & Your Lovedones ! ✌
@Stonenchizel
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White House Allows Troops To Use Force To Protect Border Agents by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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Should indeed be practically no holds barred when it comes to protecting our nation from foreign horde invaders. Rubber bullets,
tear gas, pepper spray, tasers, acoustic cannons - and real bullets if the invaders start trying to use deadly weapons.

A good strategy would be to cause medical injury to would-be invaders while they're on the Mexican side of the border - then
Mexico will have to contend with their plea for medical assistance. Gives yet more incentive to Mexico to stop these hordes when
they're trying to get through their own southern border. Get tough on these fucking Soros's mercenary bastards.

Great ideas Christosgnosis our military actually have a weapon that looks like a huge drum standing toward subject/s & emits a low
frequency sound which when subject/s get close enough they become unstable & uncombantant, I believe this would be only
weapon needed on the Border.... If only they would use it. Also if George Soros wants to give these immigrants money to come to
America then he can build them homes in Mexico & give them welfare if he thinks that's good way for them to live. Son of a bitch
wants America to pay & that's us Americans that pay taxes.
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Bullshit except for engineers whose work has already been done... Gotta make room for the Infantry..... after all....

Yes you are correct UK_Bloke_Awoke the engineers put up razor wire on a section close to the beach area on the border.Infantry is
prepared!
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Didnt I hear stupid shill morons yesterday claiming "Trump BAAAD" , related to border issue ?

All is going according to plan - regardless of what idiots would claim . Lethal force is neccessary - and overdue - in this case , it
will help immensely and make "poor gimmiegrants" think twice before trying to cross the border ... All cards have settled in that
way that it seems like gimmie-grants will have not only massive problems - but also a threat to be eliminated from the side of
Mexican cartels if they continue ... and , Mexico has became the wall itself .

That Right, DanijelStark in way Mexico has really become the Wall between illegals coming to America legally or not at all.
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About time we started to stand up for our border agents. Get the word out and i bet this shit stops.

Right! �
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cum cum now.

Hahahaha! Nice fluid slip in there MuckeyDuck !
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He already does. Sodomy is hard on the body.

Sodomy is an abomination Shizy in The Holy Bible & it's as great way to spread germs like the AIDS virus. Maybe that's why the
Luciferian's make it a ritualistic must.... �
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Back to Honduras with them all. (BTW: This S is happening because HRC destabilized the government of Honduras. Anyone
ever talk about that)?

That is absolutely true HenryCabotLodge that Hillary destroyed the Honduras Government just like destroys everything she touches.
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And we should. The revolving door at our border is now CLOSED, thanks to POTUS. No more free rides to whatever crosses our
borders! Tell those "men" to go home and make their countries great. Tell them to stop running away..stand up and fight for your
own countries. Grow a pair!

If only someone would state it that way to the Caravan of Illegals they might turn around but instead we have the fucking liberals
going down & teaching the Illegals how to lie & apply for asylum. To cheat the American Tax Payers out of more money to feed &
house these fucking leaches!
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Well I'm a supporter of our President Donald Trump & I'm impressed with the job he's been doing with the country but if Ivanka did
break security protocols then she should be given a warning unless it was a serious infraction then at that point the decision should
be up to the Chief of Staff if she's still fit to continue at her present job at the White House. But I'm pretty sure one infraction in no way
possible compares to what Hillary Clinton did every single day as Secretary of State colluding with the Clinton Global Initiative to
enrich one of the three of the Clinton's private off shore bank accounts. Hillary Clinton is a fucking disgrace to America & all the top
official government jobs that she has ever held. There's never been such a corrupt mother fucker as Hillary Clinton was as Secretary
of State of The United States of America! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863956/15139077)  context  full comments

Could Acosta decision make it easier for White House to kick reporters out? by pwdwp  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 20 days ago (2018-11-20 17:15:04)

[ - ] Parent: pwdwp  53 points ( +53 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:01 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863965)

All the White House has to do is pull the cameras from the Press room & I bet all the grandstanding bullshit ends immediately.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863965/15138802)  context  full comments

The Fake News is showing old footage of people climbing over our Ocean Area Fence. This is what it really looks like - no climbers
anymore under our Administration! by Black_Lithium  in GreatAwakening
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History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 05:34:43)

[ - ] Parent: Black_Lithium  26 points ( +26 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2862368)

Hell, that's a nice fence, it even looks like a razor wire wall & that's President Trump for ya. If the Congress won't fund the border wall,
I say make the whole border like this with razor wire & problem fixed!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2862368/15132227)  context  full comments

Democrats Newest Inspiration Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Tries, But This Dumb Shit Can't Name 3 Branches Of Government! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 05:10:41)

[ - ] Parent: FatherDadDude  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15131550)

Very possible patriot. They tend to find those with addictions to drugs, sex or power to blackmail and manipulate. Now that you
mention it, had a brother that was an addict, meth, he mainlined. Similar personalities and behaviors. Excellent point. Start a post
on the subject, we have tons of professionals on board, one will chime in. wwg1wga

Yeah I totally understand, I'm the 9th child in a family with 10 kids... Trust me when I say "Ive been exposed to drugs since I was a
young kid..... I know a drug addict when I see one... Especially since she's from California too... With all the illegals coming & living
here, the drugs especially Meth & it's not like that old dirty bathtub crank, this shit they are flooding the market with is 98% pure
Methamphetamine Ice Rocks.(very addictive) California ain't got a chance because that shit runs just as rapid in California as do the
addicts... Thank God for sobriety & God or I might not be typing this to you right now.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15131956)  context  full comments

Democrats Newest Inspiration Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Tries, But This Dumb Shit Can't Name 3 Branches Of Government! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 04:23:04)

[ - ] Parent: PacaGoat  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15131263)

I love it. This woman is a dumpster fire along with Maxine Da Wig, and Fudgey. Pelosi is loosing support, the dems are flying off
into a thousand directions. And I posted on this The president is making an offer to Pelosi. Such a deal. You want that gavel? Nice
pretty "PRECIOUS" you can have it. Kiss the ring. This is getting good. And I bought kettle corn just in time  BTW 3 branches of
gobment. Legislative, executive, and judicary

OMG... I frickin love kettle corn, only place that has kettle corn around here is Farmers Market..... It's always worth the trip there. 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15131337)  context  full comments

'Delusional Dingbattery'; 'Morning Joe' Lovers Are Still Gloating Over Dem Victories Against Trump by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 04:16:24)

[ - ] Parent: KYanon  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2862929/15131180)

Joe is sick! His wrath is personal. Whatever he is guilty of I hope he get's his soon. He is freaking loosing it.

Joe actually killed an intern when he was in Congress.... That's why he's bat shit crazy right now! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2862929/15131242)  context  full comments

Democrats Newest Inspiration Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Tries, But This Dumb Shit Can't Name 3 Branches Of Government! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 04:13:35)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15130896)

No way, you don't want to miss the carnival. Wait till after 

Shizy You just want some pink popcorn & cotton candy but so do I, it use to be my favourite part of the carnival & About tap'n that
crazy nut job, ooops bad choice of words... No way! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15131202)  context  full comments
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Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 04:08:59)

[ - ] Parent: bradpaisley  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15130741)

Your name is DamnLiquor. You'd do it. I'm not judging you, just saying. You've worn the goggles before.

Hahahaha! �  Great Response bradpaisley !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15131137)  context  full comments

Democrats Newest Inspiration Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Tries, But This Dumb Shit Can't Name 3 Branches Of Government! by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 8 points( +8 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 8 points ( +8 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 04:03:48)

[ - ] Parent: FatherDadDude  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15130785)

Something really doesn't seem right about her. There's something that is telling me that she is on our side. She really isn't that
dumb if she sits in the House of Representatives. So far all she has done is help our cause. Let her run with it.

Coming from an ex-addict.... I really believe she is on drugs... Crystal Meth I believe is her drug of choice especially in the video on
the news article ...she portrays a classic addict that doesn't realise that she is addicted... (her skin tone with blotches & her eyes are
always wide open which we called back in those days - "ole bug eyes" )

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863061/15131068)  context  full comments

A question about Q team and Trump. by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 03:06:55)

[ - ] Parent: Anonymous171717  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863059/15130146)

Is this Jim Acosta?

Neither it acosta or that short baldy fucker from cnn!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2863059/15130265)  context  full comments

Stop Shaming White Women From Voting Republican by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-20 00:44:19)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861821/15125975)

I'm so sick of those men hating women and their nonsense. Lots of white women are Republican. We are NOT STUPID.

Hahahaha!  Right...!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861821/15127910)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-19 18:49:12)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15121559)

That's sweet, thanks!

You are quiet welcome my fellow Patriot!

� @Stonenchizel

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15122350)  context  full comments

In Europe The Satanic Elite Want A EU Army To Protect Themselves From America, Russia & China by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-19 18:47:19)
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[ - ] Parent: MissleCopterStoped  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861283/15122026)

Will the Germans use brooms for the fight?

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/germany/11420627/German-army-used-broomsticks-instead-of-guns-
during-training.html

If so, I am down for the fight, because after we kick their asses once again, they can be bitches and clean up our mess.

Well let's hope so because under Bush, Obama & old man Bush it seems totally like America was being used by the Cabal to fight
their false agenda & reasons for war & then spend even more American Tax Payers Money to rebuild the nation after we destroyed
their country's governmental structure because the Cabal wanted another war to put into that particular country a Central Debt
Rothschild Owned Banking System.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861283/15122326)  context  full comments

In Europe The Satanic Elite Want A EU Army To Protect Themselves From America, Russia & China by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-19 18:32:33)

[ - ] Parent: Doberman1  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861283/15117875)

The EU lacks the will and the financing to form their own army. They would have to severely cutback their social welfare
programs, in order to afford something like that.

The EU has the British Monarchy plus the owners of the debt acquired paper monies banking systems all over the globe, the
Rothschild's who's wealth is into the trillions of dollars & would have no problem funding a military army & not to mention their
properties around the world that are worth so much that a real number of their true valued worth would actually be hard to determine,
especially from me just a Conservative dude from California.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861283/15122121)  context  full comments

Eric Holder 'Undermining' Democracy And 'Delegitimizing' An Election Because Democrats Are Sore Losers by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-19 17:50:25)

[ - ] Parent: GritD2  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861804/15120666)

Democracy did not win - the only winner was our republic of the United States of America. ... and that is good enough for me.

Yeah Me Too! Who gives a shit what that corrupt fucker Eric Holder lies about.....? Holder has proven that he is absolutely a Sore
Loser just like the demonrats queen bee Hillary Clinton

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861804/15121445)  context  full comments

" I Was Assaulted By A Mob': Journo Shares Videos Of Antifa Attacking The #HimToo Rally In Portland by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:56:39

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-19 16:00:15)

[ - ] Parent: sexylarrytate  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861795/15119222)

AntiFa are a nasty bunch but just remember they are very localized in their power and will remain that way if we continue to
challenge them and record them whenever we can. They have always hoped that they could be a spearhead to a greater
communist revolution but so far have been too neurotic and childish to make any headway. They are mostly cowards with
delusions of grandeur who would fizzle out fast if Soros stopped buying them fancy red costumes and billy sticks. I think the
Bolsheviks of the Russian Revolution would not be impressed with these silly asses. If we continue to expose Antifa they will
viewed as an embarrassment for Democrats.

I think they already are an embarrassment to the Liberals. The only thing is Soros will continue to throw money at Antifa Scum
through MoveOn.org , so we will continue to see these liberal losers for a while even if they are an embarrassment to the democrats.
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[ - ] Parent: NellerBean  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861821/15118793)

The race card is all they have left if you haven't noticed. They're playing it hard.

Yeah but I don't think they've even got a chance in hell from changing Conservative White Women from changing political party's to
the Liberal Nut Jobs that the Democrats have truly become because Republican Women are the strongest minded women on earth!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861821/15118899)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-19 13:49:32)

[ - ] Parent: AEndtoThemForever  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15115774)

I've been told this before. And you may be correct, actually. But I still come down to the same problem. Every time a dark power
has risen in recorded history, or a corruption has spread out from the center of a culture, inevitably, a counterforce emerges in that
culture, though not always on time. Never, to my knowledge, in the history of the Jewish people as an organized identity, has
there ever been a concerted effort to root that evil out of themselves. They permit it to fester and nurture it because they like with it
provides them with.

To me, that is a resounding a condemnation as voluntary compliance. I have a difficult time excusing it, and doubt I'll ever be able
to. The fact that this cancerous monster has always existed inside the identity of the jewish body and they've never attempted to
excise it is damning.

Yes it is true that it's actually damning to the Jewish people but these Khazarian Mafia are the same claiming Jewishish heritage
fuckers that run the Satanic Cabal. They have amazingly created the debt paper banking systems around the world & also created a
massive amount of wealth & with that money can buy off almost anyone like they do with America's elected officials but not all of
them. You should really look into the Khazar's or Khazarian Mafia, these fuckers are ruthless killers & always have been.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15118284)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 21 days ago (2018-11-19 13:37:23)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:40 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15115921)

Aww thanks! Glad you got a laugh. I'm actually trying to work on my language if you can believe that. I don't think I'm doing a good
job 

Nah, You are doing just fine because I couldn't tell that there was anything wrong in all the stuff you comment on so like my wife says
" You're doing great kid! "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15118169)  context  full comments

Fake News CNN's Powers Claims All Trump Supporters Are Racist by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 07:02:07)

[ - ] Parent: Timmy2  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861399/15115488)

CNN is racist against non-Jews. Fuck them.

�  You damn right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861399/15115531)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 06:19:30)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15105263)

I am frightened for what will happen when lazy, entitled, selfish, dumb fuck millenials take over! They can't even manage their
own damn lives! Most of them. There are some good ones like my husband who was raised to be a real man, not a pussy assed
beta boi like most of his peers!

Great comment Shizy ! The (not a pussy ass beta boi) one...

So good I laughed my ass off right now!

Thanks for that, they say laughter is the best medicine even though I believe it's sex, but laughter is actually pretty good stuff too!
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15115239)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 06:13:27)

[ - ] Parent: AEndtoThemForever  -4 points ( +0 | -4 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15106796)

Comical. I'm gen x dumbass. I lived through watching them do this to the world, and then watched them sabotage the entire
mechanism that was designed to restrain them.

They may have redpilled you, but so what? They still chose to do 0 when it was possible to save this world from the jew.

So now, decades later, as the fruits of their nightmarish narcissim threaten to actually end our civilization, NOW they want to be
introspective and penitent?

I would accept a heartfelt apology from the boomers the same way I'd accept one from charles manson or hillary clinton.

AEndtoThemForever I really think that you might have the Jews mistaken with the Khazarian Mafia, these are the fake Jews the ones
Jesus refered to as the Den of Vipers....true Luciferian's using the Jewishness in name only, they are Satan's crew...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15115201)  context  full comments

Our Real History detailed: Multiple US Assassinations linked to Roths/Skull and Bones/Masonry in Death bed confession-he details who
killed who by grace8  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 05:59:07)

[ - ] Parent: grace8  95 points ( +96 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861043)

Awesome post Patriot!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861043/15115070)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 05:42:12)

[ - ] Parent: 6cd6beb  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15114645)

I mean I'm an outsider, but a big part of Q seems to be "trust the plan", "wwg1wga - where we go one, we go all", which has a
heavy collectivist tint to it.

Your post is really individualistic though, like you're "free of the shackles of being a slave to anyone". But you trust the plan even if
it's not clear at the moment, right?

No not at all... I am sure of what I know since 2015 when I started to really search out the Cabal & everything they've done & all the
people they've used.... But I really trust the so called plan because all you have to do is look at what has happened since the 2016
election & how all the MSM & also every published books organized magazines & all the corrupt people alone that are not running
for re-election for Congress and the Senate, how many crooked mother fuckers have been fired from the FBI & DOJ....also the
wikileaks info on Clinton thru the Podesta emails.... The Cabal are truly Luciferian & that's something they are actually are proud of...
Look up old religious rituals from ancient times they are exactly the same things these modern Luciferians practice..... Do some
research..the shit will disgust even you... . It's all on the web

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15114882)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 05:13:36)

[ - ] Parent: 6cd6beb  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15113785)

wwg1wga

In what way is that independent?

??? Not sure exactly what you're asking.... Sorry! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15114552)  context  full comments

Failing NY Times Offensively Tries To Ostracize Jared & Ivanka For Not Being 'Good For The Jews' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 05:11:32)
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[ - ] Parent: thedarkknight2020  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861056/15113620)

I couldn’t even make it through the original Times article. What I did read was basically the Times whining that they are not able to
call Trump anti-semitic because his son-in-law, daughter, and grandchildren are Jewish.

They never once considered the possibility that maybe Trump is not anti-semitic.

Right! I truly don't think he could possibly be. It was just another one of Hillary's made up Clinton Dirty Style Politics!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861056/15114523)  context  full comments

Failing NY Times Offensively Tries To Ostracize Jared & Ivanka For Not Being 'Good For The Jews' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 03:54:47)

[ - ] Parent: Cleanhobo  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:57:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861056/15113082)

This is amazing... This is implying that they are NOT 'good for the jews'. Amazing news.

Yeah, I'm pretty sure that's why the title stated so.... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2861056/15113514)  context  full comments

With His Best Yet, President Trump Gives Adam Schiff A New Nickname: 'Little Adam Schitt' by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-19 00:20:19)

[ - ] Parent: CivNatisFullRetard  -3 points ( +1 | -4 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860709/15109717)

You Qunts are useful idiots. Trump is all talk. He hasn't done shit. Thousands of people vaporized to death in California and you
faggots get all giddy when the man who married half his family to jews makes a high school joke. Fuck all of you.

Damn! You hate Jews much CivNatisFullRetard*

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860709/15110456)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-18 23:46:54)

[ - ] Parent: nullifyNWO  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15109299)

in whose bag are you then?

I choose not to be a slave to any human past or present & I'm sorry you've assumed otherwise ....Now have a great life because I am,
thank you! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15109997)  context  full comments

Account Deleted By User by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +2 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-18 19:29:16)

[ - ] Parent: deleted  35 points ( +40 | -5 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:04 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206)

Sorry dude but Hitler just ain't my bag....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2860206/15106186)  context  full comments

Substitute Teacher Gets The Boot After Thanking Kids For Saying Pledge of Allegiance by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-18 18:56:13)

[ - ] Parent: Runwithscissors  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859792/15100711)

If you send your children to a public school you should be hung for child abuse.

Right! I took my kids out of public schooling & they continued their education in a charter - home schooling system where they didn't
have to deal with all the violence & drugs of the public school system & that's where they graduated before they started college.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859792/15105613)  context  full comments

Substitute Teacher Gets The Boot After Thanking Kids For Saying Pledge of Allegiance by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
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History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-18 18:51:30)

[ - ] Parent: Allycat63  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:08 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859792/15100852)

What the hell is wrong with that?!? Even to libtards?!? They all stood up etc. So which child complained?!?

Most likely a child of a Demonrat (Liberal) that their parents have taught them that communism is better than a Republic.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859792/15105539)  context  full comments

Why Are People 'Outraged' That Private Firefighters Saved Kim and Kanye's Home? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 22 days ago (2018-11-18 18:46:15)

[ - ] Parent: OIAO  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2857799/15103075)

But wait.... Dont't Uber-Rich Liberal Elites have private security they pay for? Why don't they just rely on the Police that are only
10s of minutes away?

Because the Police don't fight fires....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2857799/15105456)  context  full comments

The Upper Cut: How President Trump Should Handle CNN's Jim Acosta Now by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-18 09:55:33)

[ - ] Parent: amarQ144  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859306/15099287)

Why has Acosta been allowed to be a jack ass for so long? Here is a hint;...for exactly the same reason he will be allowed to
continue. Trump says CNN is fake news...for proof he only has to point to this clown and say "see".

Right!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859306/15100288)  context  full comments

The Upper Cut: How President Trump Should Handle CNN's Jim Acosta Now by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-18 06:44:26)

[ - ] Parent: CMAnon  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:15 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859306/15099008)

Move his seat to the end or rear of the room. Announce the new rules of decorum and the penalty for breaking them. Assign a
number for each chair. Draw numbers for the chairs and their assigned reporters for questions. There will be no shouting over
each other. One follow up question may be asked and then reporter sits down.

Wow! That's a great idea, maybe you should send these ideas to Press Secretary Sarah Sanders....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2859306/15099109)  context  full comments

FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP TURNS HEADS IN STUNNING BRIGHT BLUE DRESS DURING MEDAL CEREMONY AT WHITE HOUSE by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-18 01:53:41)

[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  -2 points ( +0 | -2 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:17 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858688/15093374)

LOL Stupid hick, too funny. My boss? You idiots are so stupid, I've even told you I PICKED SOROSMINION just to rile you
imbeciles and it still WORKS EVERY TIME !!! I LOVE IT!! You are such morons, you ACTUALLY believe that George Soros tells
me what to write (LOL) and I am paid to do so. THAT'S just ridiculous, you are too stupid to realize it, so I LAUGH AT YOUR
CHILDISH Gullibility and just plain stupidity! FUCKING LAUGH RIOT OOOOOGA BOOOOGA EVIL SPIRTITS GONNA GET YOU!!!

Yes I know it's the truth...... What's wrong punk, did we hit a nerve?

Ahahahah... haaahhaahaha!

 What a immature loser..... Working for Soros & not even knowing what that evil piece of shit has in
mind for the world.... Good luck in life Soros Slave Loser!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858688/15095603)  context  full comments

Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House Democrats, by
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Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-18 01:34:36)

[ - ] Parent: MoreShit  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:19 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15094380)

I guess that could be possible. It would make some of these guys on Voat even more interested in her....

Ewww No Way! She's actually pretty gross, a hot chick is more than just a woman's putter looks. A real hot chick has a damn brain
that's intelligent too... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15095398)  context  full comments

Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House Democrats, by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-18 01:31:20)

[ - ] Parent: MuckeyDuck  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15080768)

It want be a sex scandal. I bet that uptight socialist has her cat locked up behind an iron curtain.

I don't know she might have one of those skinny girl pussies that's cut from her bellybutton to her asshole !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15095357)  context  full comments

Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House Democrats, by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-18 01:27:45)

[ - ] Parent: Mah_Selectah  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15083762)

Look up a pic of Chucks "wife".

Why is she young & good looking or is she not worth looking up?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15095294)  context  full comments

Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House Democrats, by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-18 01:26:25)

[ - ] Parent: sufficientlydusty  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15094238)

Hmmmm..who will it be?

Charlie Sheen or Harvey Weinstein...... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15095280)  context  full comments

FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP TURNS HEADS IN STUNNING BRIGHT BLUE DRESS DURING MEDAL CEREMONY AT WHITE HOUSE by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-17 23:17:49)

[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  -5 points ( +0 | -5 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:28 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858688/15092261)

You people are such hicks. Such dumbfuck hillbillies. The ignorant (YOU ) are the most easily propagandized and controlled
idiots in America. So smug, you stupidly think you are "informed" from idiotic Youtube (LOL) and nutcase websites, when actually
you really are uneducated, not bright yokels, easily manipulated and fooled. The classic gullible naive Rubes. I wouldn't care ( I
do not give one fuck about you), but you harm MY COUNTRY and are uncivilized with your fucking guns and criminal desire for
dictatorship, a police state and murdering Americans. You stupidly believe EVERY DUMB CONSPIRACY "theory ) there is. You
losers are THE VERY BOTTOM OF THE BARREL. Ignorant country hicks. Go fuck yourselves.

Excuse Me sorosminion , just because your boss pays you to spread his Satanic hate does not mean this is your world in any way
period! It's obvious you are here for one reason but your bosses communism-istic ways are not welcome so if you can find any
decency in your lost soul could you please step off because this sub is for like minded intelligent people and you Sir are not or will
you ever be one of us because you've got your poor withered shell of a person being a slave to Satan's little brother that sorry foul
excuse for a human soul, your boss George Soros...
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858688/15093177)  context  full comments

FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP TURNS HEADS IN STUNNING BRIGHT BLUE DRESS DURING MEDAL CEREMONY AT WHITE HOUSE by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:57:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-17 19:15:48)

[ - ] Parent: Backoftheqanon  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:30 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858688/15089564)

Michael Obama wasn't FLOTUS.

Michael Obama was FLBOTUS.

(First Lady Boy Of The United States)

Hahahaha! �  That's hilarious & it wouldn't be so sad except it's absolutely true!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858688/15089611)  context  full comments

House Republicans To Subpoena Former FBI Director James Comey & Former DOJ Attorney General Loretta Lynch by Stonenchizel  in
GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-17 19:12:11)

[ - ] Parent: DerivaUK  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858054/15084015)

Why is he so insistent it be done in public? Makes me think he has something up his sleeve that someone won’t want coming out.

I think Comey believes that he can fool us the people DerivaUK when he lies to Congress. The only thing is that he doesn't realise
that we knew that Comey was lying to protect Hillary Clinton last time he testified in front of the Congressional Committee & in fact
James Comey is an absolute horrible liar because all you have to do is watch his facial expressions & it's obvious he is lying his ass
off!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2858054/15089555)  context  full comments

ATTN: RULE CHANGE AGAIN - SORRY by srayzie  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 23 days ago (2018-11-17 19:05:13)

[ - ] Parent: srayzie  53 points ( +55 | -2 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:38 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857587)

Thanks for straightening that out srayzie!

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857587/15089445)  context  full comments

Trump Reportedly Asking Advisors: Is Pence Loyal? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 05:32:31)

[ - ] Parent: Shizy  10 points ( +11 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857687/15078340)

I have never trusted Pence. I know most conservatives love him, but I have always gotten a bad feeling about him. I'm sad to say I
think he's one of them.

I think you just might be right about Pence - Shizy he's a Child Trafficker for his true boss's the Clinton's President Trump is a
genius & not much gets by him....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857687/15081151)  context  full comments

Threat of a Shutdown Looms Thanks to Wall Funding Fight by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 05:28:50)

[ - ] Parent: moblodite  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857675/15078771)

A Gov. shutdown is really NOT much of a shutdown, It is FAR from being the end of the world many make it seem, Military and
most Gov, agencies still operate, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-12-05/what-shuts-down-during-a-u-s-
government-shutdown-quicktake-q-a , Iknow this is older but it is just intended to show what happens during a Gov, (so called )
shutdown, So I think.. Screw it! Shut Er down! The world wont end.

Great information in the link, thanks for sharing Patriot! �
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857675/15081093)  context  full comments

Facebook Mark Zuckerberg Admits He Has 'Tremendous Respect' for George Soros by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 05:24:57)

[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857670/15078974)

A lot of sons are proud of their fathers.

Great Response, I love it! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857670/15081046)  context  full comments

Trump Reportedly Asking Advisors: Is Pence Loyal? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 05:24:01)

[ - ] Parent: SaveOurGrandChildren  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857687/15079116)

I am undecided on Pence. In the very beginning of Trump's presidency, when things were very rocky, Pence looked like he was
moving in to be President - not cool. Within that time frame, Ms. Pence went after our First Lady – also not cool. A short time later,
FLOTUS and Ms. Pence traveled together to Florida. I figured the trip was for optics – that all was well.
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/melania-trump-karen-pence-visit-whataburger-fast-food/story?id=51633574 Can’t find the link,
but there was an article stating McCain wanted to save Obamacare for after Trump’s removal from office, Pence would have the
honor to repeal Obamacare. Now Pence seems all in for Trump. There have been people that appeared to be on the side of the
president including: Bannon, Priebus, Spencer, Omarosa, etc. Pence / Ryan emails were/are unacceptable! Ryan seems like a
traitor and Pence and Ryan appear to be good friends (birds of a feather). For 2020 I would like to see Jim Jordan as Trump’s
Vice President. In 2024, I would like a Pompeo and Jordan ticket. For Christmas, I would like a new car. 

Hey SaveOurGrandChildren we're not taking Christmas wishes yet....� �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857687/15081036)  context  full comments

Trump Reportedly Asking Advisors: Is Pence Loyal? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 05:18:35)

[ - ] Parent: sicntrd  1 points ( +2 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857687/15079312)

Pence has an alleged history of pedophilia and running a large group in Indiana...I personally do not trust him.

Yeah, that's what I thought about Pence too, he's a Child Trafficker....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857687/15080964)  context  full comments

Why Are People 'Outraged' That Private Firefighters Saved Kim and Kanye's Home? by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 05:16:19)

[ - ] Parent: clamhurt_legbeard  7 points ( +8 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2857799/15079944)

Because most people believe altruism to be the only moral compass, and taking care of yourself before you take care of literally
everybody else conflicts with their understanding of morality.

Oh yes, the democrats surely are always looking for a handout!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2857799/15080935)  context  full comments

Trump Reportedly Asking Advisors: Is Pence Loyal? by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 05:15:03)

[ - ] Parent: Telern56  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857687/15079980)

I have lots of family in Indianapolis. They all stated they don’t trust Pence. My gut feeling is, he should be watched. Something just
doesn’t seem right with him.

Wasn't Pence named in the Child Trafficking in Indiana? �
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Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House Democrats, by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 04:32:39)

[ - ] Parent: lindzp2006  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:58:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15079230)

She is a special young lady..that is for sure.

You mean special in the way Carlos Mercia use to say: ( DEE DE DEE!)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15080317)  context  full comments

Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House Democrats, by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 04:24:49)

[ - ] Parent: scoripowarrior  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15079189)

Maybe it's because she really doesn't belong there. She is one of the worst "rookies" around. I hope she is a HUGE thorn in the
side of the Dems.

Looks like your hopes are coming true scorpiowarrior

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15080201)  context  full comments

Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House Democrats, by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 04:23:22)

[ - ] Parent: Fish7463  16 points ( +16 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15079507)

Make her house speaker. Circus entertainment.

Now that would make for some good entertainment but I believe that The country would be the one that suffers if she were Speaker
of The House of Representatives

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15080179)  context  full comments

Liberals Newest Problem Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Is Claiming That She Is Being Discriminated Against By House Democrats, by
Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 04:20:47)

[ - ] Parent: defrockeddavidbrock  11 points ( +11 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:05 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15078855)

She'll "date" someone from Hollywood...

LOL..  Watch it be Charlie Sheen..

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857732/15080138)  context  full comments

Facebook Mark Zuckerberg Admits He Has 'Tremendous Respect' for George Soros by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 02:21:28)

[ - ] Parent: AyyAyyRon  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:07 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857670/15077994)

Once you're redpilled it's truly amazing to see how open and obvious the deep state operations are. Openly praising Soros?
These people really are stupid and beyond egotistical. Thank God they will fail and the light of justice will shine through.
WWG1WGA!

Right! Great Comment Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857670/15078234)  context  full comments

Facebook Mark Zuckerberg Admits He Has 'Tremendous Respect' for George Soros by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-17 02:20:19)
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[ - ] Parent: roughman  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857670/15078113)

Im making my shocked face right now.

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2857670/15078212)  context  full comments

Trump: Don't Forget That Mueller Probe Is A Total, Raging, Screaming Witch Hunt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-16 19:06:45)

[ - ] Parent: Blacksmith21  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:11 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2856503/15066795)

"Witch hunt"

Trump "witch hunt": https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/875701471999864833?lang=en

Trump "with hunt": https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/999282325316866048?lang=en

AHS "witch hunt": https://www.bustle.com/p/is-cordelia-pregnant-on-ahs-apocalypse-this-fan-theory-could-explain-the-supremes-
symptoms-13104009

Everything is related.

Anything is actually possible in this day & age....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2856503/15071137)  context  full comments

Trump: Don't Forget That Mueller Probe Is A Total, Raging, Screaming Witch Hunt by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 24 days ago (2018-11-16 19:01:52)

[ - ] Parent: USAWWG1WGA  7 points ( +7 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2856503/15066503)

WITCH HUNT! let's see, who is one famous ass witch we all know and hate? I still think Mueller may be a white hat going after hrc
this entire time.

Wouldn't that be awesome?

It would explain why the investigation has continued on for so long & continues to this very day. Hey even us Q'anonites can dream
& hope for a certain outcome right?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2856503/15071049)  context  full comments

TRUMP WARNS ANTIFA - YOU COULD BE IN BIG TROUBLE by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 25 days ago (2018-11-15 15:38:50)

[ - ] Parent: Fetalpig  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854284/15047759)

I work with one of these poseur humans...he goes on and on,and asked me the other day.."what's your stance".I said I go by my
grandpa's train of thought..which is better dead than red...he stammered you'd rather die,than to be against fascism? I said..I
wasnt talking about me being dead...I was referring to YOU.

Ahahaha! Good one Patriot! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854284/15048208)  context  full comments

12 Hours To Recount Deadline, Here's What's NOT Happening At Palm Beach Tabulation Center by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 25 days ago (2018-11-15 15:26:47)

[ - ] Parent: deleted  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854680/15047749)

[Deleted]

You mean the number of liberal ballots they need to win that they are still filling out.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854680/15048009)  context  full comments

U.S. May Impose Sanctions Against Turkey Over S-400 "Threat" To F-35 by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 25 days ago (2018-11-15 14:42:29)
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[ - ] Parent: UK_Bloke_Awoke  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:21 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854289/15044759)

My first thought is to wonder how these platforms are actually controlled?

Locally, or remotely?

or both...

I mean I can’t even be sure whether my iPhone microphone is really turned ON or OFF, to allow external monitoring of what I
say...

So how could the Turks actually know what is written into the missile control software?

The scary thought is that there could be some sort of ‘back door’ permitting an ‘outside’ party to gain control of targeting and
launch....

Of course mate, most likely it would be the creators of the weapon that had that ability to set them off.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2854289/15047341)  context  full comments

Arizona Border Patrol Arrests More Than 650 Illegal Aliens Last Two Days by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-15 06:13:07)

[ - ] Parent: chimpanzilla  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853942/15042935)

Hmm... Mostly "families & unaccompanied children" yet videos show 90% of them are war aged young men!
https://youtu.be/LLJtznxJ1-g?t=23

Yeah that's what I thought too... I still think the Caravan is a George Soros funded group of democrats, at least that's what the
Liberals are hoping for.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853942/15043238)  context  full comments

House Democrats Ramping Up Efforts to Oppose House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-15 05:25:59)

[ - ] Parent: smacl61  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853898/15042647)

No!! Democraps - don't turn on each other! How sad to see that. Makes me weep with sorrow. Be nice to Nancy - she may not
have it all together but she is a human! Sure she natters on about nothing - sometimes going on for 8 hours straight, but she has
alot to say. It doesn't really matter if no one can figure it all out! She has passion, flare and is a speaker of the allmighty house!
(Just remind her occasionally who the president is - you know keep her on track). I know she drinks a few bottles of wine each
night but HECK! We all have to endure the trauma of each living day!!! So I say let this woman exist as speaker and let us all hold
hands in support as she tries to instill wisdom to the new house to be. Let's all hold hands and sing .. kumbaya my lord, kumbaya,
kumbaya my lord kumbaya. Do you feel it?

Hahahaha! I must admit, you did give me a good laugh!  For that I will give you an upvoat 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853898/15042740)  context  full comments

Arizona Border Patrol Arrests More Than 650 Illegal Aliens Last Two Days by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-15 05:06:33)

[ - ] Parent: victoria-nostra-est  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853942/15042348)

lol https://images7.memedroid.com/images/UPLOADED676/5b3cd1a7943c1.jpeg

Great meme Patriot, it fits the original post perfectly! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853942/15042536)  context  full comments

House Democrats Ramping Up Efforts to Oppose House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-15 04:24:57)

[ - ] Parent: WeirdSceince  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853898/15041821)

I liked your way better.. Freudian slip? Maybe after Trump wipes floor with Dems for voter fraud, you may be part correct. Dems
will be Minority, but Pelosi will be on her way to the gallows perhaps?!?

I am really hoping that all the democrat cheating has been viewed & recorded by the Federal Government that way No one will trust
those damn liberals
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permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853898/15041992)  context  full comments

Arizona Border Patrol Arrests More Than 650 Illegal Aliens Last Two Days by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 5 points( +5 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:58:33

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-15 04:08:19)

[ - ] Parent: 4abc7123  13 points ( +13 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853942/15041430)

God Bless our Border Patrol...ICE and everyone else. I can't imagine how busy they are and how they are struggling to keep this
country safer.

Yes you are right about them working overtime to keep America safe & the damn Democrats want to abolish ICE, they are
unbelievably stupid the Liberals!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853942/15041755)  context  full comments

House Democrats Ramping Up Efforts to Oppose House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-15 03:59:52)

[ - ] Parent: WeirdSceince  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:37 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853898/15041396)

ITS HOUSE MAJORITY... YUCKY but true!

Yes you are correct, thank you for pointing that out btw. 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853898/15041630)  context  full comments

Is "Q" Anon Still Feeding Us Crumbs Of Justice Yet To Come To The Pedophilia Satanic Cabal by [deleted] in GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-15 01:41:12)

[ - ] Parent: DavidGydeon  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853696/15038776)

Game over for the Q deniers.....ya'll got real problems now...HAHAHAHA

https://www.dcd.uscourts.gov/sites/dcd/files/Attachments.pdf

Dated 10/2017 (Fake News) I think you are the one that is delusional, so don't be claiming you were a follower of Q since the
beginning when the shit hits the fan & all your liberal heros are lynched for their crimes.. 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2853696/15039165)  context  full comments

Ready to grace the oval office in 2020. Cockroaches always survive. by Fcaf1202  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-14 20:41:52)

[ - ] Parent: Fcaf1202  5 points ( +6 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2852989)

Of course they didn't , it's California. Here in California these Mother Fuckers are so damn Liberal that these Ass Wipes think that
Creepy Porn Lawyer is some kind of hero or something! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2852989/15032902)  context  full comments

I wonder if Mitch McConnell is part of the Q team by ChairmanFaust  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-14 18:06:34)

[ - ] Parent: ChairmanFaust  6 points ( +7 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2852601)

If 3 are civilians then 17 of them are Military & 1 the President

Q = 17

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2852601/15029564)  context  full comments

PCR: John Bolton, Trump's National Security Advisor, represents Zionist Israel, Not the United States and should be arrested for High
Treason. by TheFaggotMuhammad  in politics
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 26 days ago (2018-11-14 14:13:25)
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[ - ] Parent: CCNUCKLE  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/2851971/15024257)

Text : the ; why smoloko.com is down ? pierce video You can either take the real red pill and be a knowing goy, or take the penis
pill and be a dick head. Angela Merkel? Hilary Clinton? The Anti-Defamation League? Bill Kristol? Andrew Lack? Mark
Zuckerberg? Paul Singer? Harvey Weinstein? The Saudis? @cia_killed_jfk @blob_bob @hillaryclintonsshoe @whohat
@stonenchizel

Why the fuck did you tag me in this comment, I ain't a fucking Jew.... But even if I was, you don't know me you stupid cock sucker! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/politics/2851971/15025462)  context  full comments

Thank God We Live In A Republic & Not A Democracy by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 06:29:14)

[ - ] Parent: Neo_Tactical  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2851874/15022021)

Correct me if I am wrong, but in America's founding documents (Declaration of Independence, Articles of Confederation,
Constitution, Bill of Rights), nowhere is the word "Democracy" used. Therefore, no politician should really even use the word.

Liberty/Freedom > Democracy.

True, but a lot of politicians sellout to the Globalist & in return push for the NWO by pushing for a communist agenda because they
believe the sooner they can destroy America's sovereignty then the sooner they can usher in the NWO. But most of them don't
realize that by selling out America they too will become slaves to the elite Satanic Cabal who have purchased their loyalty in the first
place.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2851874/15022132)  context  full comments

Kavanaugh Accuser Christine Blasey Ford Still Collects Pledge Go Fund Me Cash by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 06:21:32)

[ - ] Parent: higgie789  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315/15006223)

Good for her. Judas only got 30 pieces of silver.

Yes Judas did only receive 30 pieces of silver to betray Jesus but his conscience got the better of him & he ended up hanging
himself, I can only hope Blasey Ford does the same.....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315/15022047)  context  full comments

I Will Defeat The Illuminati / Vladimir Putin Claims by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 04:29:37)

[ - ] Parent: bruno196111  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:51 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851762/15020193)

An enemy of an enemy is our friend. Who is a bigger danger the Russians or the Rothschild. The bigger danger is the Rothschild.

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851762/15020730)  context  full comments

I Will Defeat The Illuminati / Vladimir Putin Claims by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 11 points( +12 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 11 points ( +12 | -1 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 04:28:36)

[ - ] Parent: FatimaNow  14 points ( +15 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:53 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851762/15020535)

Putin is our friend... he's decades ahead of us in this fight against the Cabal. I've been following the taking back of Russia by the
people from the Jew since the so called Fall of Communism... it's worthy of study.

Yes you are so correct & I believe that's why President Trump is an ally of Putin & together they will defeat the Satanic Cabal.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851762/15020712)  context  full comments

Rhinos & Democrats Want To Replace Acting A.G. Whitaker With Rod Rosenstein by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 03:06:55)
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[ - ] Parent: NoRoyalty  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:55 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851682/15019097)

So glad we have Kavenaugh. Our constitutional experts have laid out multiple reasons this appointment is Trump's to make. If
wishes were fishes and swam in the sea... the D's and Rinos would win this game.

Yes Kavanaugh is the key to the Supreme Court & let's just be grateful that: " wishes are not fishes! "

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851682/15019265)  context  full comments

Anyone know what DeNiro is guilty of to be this angry? by Runchastain  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 02:42:43)

[ - ] Parent: Runchastain  41 points ( +41 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:57 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851708)

That's because De Niro is a Satanic Paedophile that loves munching baby blood as his drug of choice is Adrenachrome!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851708/15018862)  context  full comments

Rhinos & Democrats Want To Replace Acting A.G. Whitaker With Rod Rosenstein by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 02:38:54)

[ - ] Parent: 62maka  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 22:59:59 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851682/15018629)

So true . Its fun to watch the panic. Trumps on Top

Absolutely! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851682/15018789)  context  full comments

Rhinos & Democrats Want To Replace Acting A.G. Whitaker With Rod Rosenstein by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 02:38:23)

[ - ] Parent: Qmajor  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:02 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851682/15018630)

NOT GOING TO HAPPEN !!!

I know I love it! Trump is awesome & has the Deep State running scared !

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2851682/15018777)  context  full comments

Kavanaugh Accuser Christine Blasey Ford Still Collects Pledge Go Fund Me Cash by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-14 02:08:37)

[ - ] Parent: FirstDamsel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:06 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315/15018081)

Her payment from DS for bringing the accusation. Collecting like a paycheck.

Exactly..... I Bet George Soros gave heftily to Blasey Ford GoFund Me account.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315/15018247)  context  full comments

Kavanaugh Accuser Christine Blasey Ford Still Collects Pledge Go Fund Me Cash by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-13 18:29:14)

[ - ] Parent: BeachgirlforQ  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:10 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315/15008357)

Is it possible that this go fund me money is away for Dems to launder and Soros contributed the majority of it??

Of course, you know that a majority of that money had to be her payoff from Soros to try & destroy Kavanaugh.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315/15008599)  context  full comments

The age of the people has arrived by noseyj  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-13 15:35:35)
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[ - ] Parent: noseyj  15 points ( +18 | -3 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:13 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850212)

As long as this "Q"Community stays together we are strong, but as soon as we let the fake news of the Cabal have an effect on us
that back President Trump & "Q" it's over but we will win this fight against the Evil Ones, with the help of God & All of Us together as
one entity. That's why the MSM attacks the "Q movement" .

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850212/15005015)  context  full comments

Kavanaugh Accuser Christine Blasey Ford Still Collects Pledge Go Fund Me Cash by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 10 points( +10 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-13 15:15:37)

[ - ] Parent: Stonenchizel  21 points ( +21 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315)

I think Blasey Ford should have to pay that money to the Cost of Senatorial Committees time for putting up with her bullshit!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850315/15004673)  context  full comments

Questions to the sub.... by redditbelowsme  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-13 15:11:51)

[ - ] Parent: 1southrising  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850010/15003833)

Agree. Add to that whole “we gotta live our lives thing,” these things are peculiar to particular counties in particular states. The
people in those states have to do what they can. I, for instance, cannot jump in the car and drive to Broward Co., FL. I have
commitments and a family to care for. And what would I do when I got there? I have no official capacity or jurisdiction there. Some
things just suck. Typically, for armed or unarmed insurection by the population to occur things have to get really bad in a way that
threatens more than how you feel about a different ideology or election result. I’m talking basic needs for life. Food, shelter,
clothing, etc. Unless, there are some key figures that can really motivate the people in one way or another. Success is another
thing all together. Our gov is powerful and not separated from us by an ocean. Travel time to suppress insurection is not the same
as in 1776. And although England was very powerful at that time it is not comparable to the power the US gov can bring to bear at
any moment for whatever the reason.

Yes that's what I was trying to get across that we have lives that count on us being present. Great comment! �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850010/15004615)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-13 15:08:52)

[ - ] Parent: AngelofDeath  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/15003378)

Congratulations! My parents are on their 67th year.

Wow! That's truly amazing & awesome & really gives me hope I might see 28 more years with my beautiful wife. ✌

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/15004565)  context  full comments

Questions to the sub.... by redditbelowsme  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 27 days ago (2018-11-13 13:53:59)

[ - ] Parent: redditbelowsme  21 points ( +23 | -2 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:23 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850010)

Yes I agree with you that we should take our country back & protest the cheating by adding thousands of fake votes by the Liberals.
Here lies the problem with that, most of us "Q" followers actually work & have jobs unlike all the Antifa leftist that protest in the streets.
So we trust that our elected officials & police will do something about the cheating by the Democrats but they have accepted the fake
added ballots that keep showing up after the election because they are doing a recount & all the fake ballots will be counted this
time around. So what should we do now?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2850010/15003404)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-13 08:02:57)
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[ - ] Parent: 57005-177  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:25 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14999414)

That is some quality advice!

Thank You Patriot! 

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/15000626)  context  full comments

Q's Cannon and gavel header pics are both "justice.jpg" - Guess where Camp Justice is and what they do there...... by Jimerican  in
GreatAwakening
History: -1 points( +0 | -1 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  -1 points ( +0 | -1 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-13 02:48:01)

[ - ] Parent: SpiritualWarrior  2 points ( +3 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:27 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847988/14984495)

For those who doubt, the Holy Spirit just confirmed this for me. I had a very risky brain surgery 14 months ago, so I'm not as smart
as I was before. However, my ability to sense God's direction with Holy Spirit confirmation has increased exponentially! For me,
it's a Q proof.

SpiritualWarrior I totally believe you because something similar happened to a good friend of mine not too long ago... He's been
given the sight of The Holy Spirit & it's awesome.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847988/14995853)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 23:27:32)

[ - ] Parent: SetFreeByTruth  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14990715)

They need to have a re-election in both Broward and Palm counties; and have special agnents there not allowing the ballots to
leave their sight!

That is why this whole lie of more ballots showing up in trunks of cars in locked closets should tell us that they are all fake ballots
because the voting ballots aren't suppose to be moved...

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14991718)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 21:13:51)

[ - ] Parent: RakerKey  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14988665)

It's official - Alligators shit Ballots by the Boxloads

Yeah well they must be Democrat Gators!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14988697)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 22:59:34

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 21:12:04)

[ - ] Parent: wokie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14988491)

Congrats! You two doing something well!

It's actually easy once you get past the immature years & learn to be honest with & trust each other....btw - Thank You & God Bless
You Patriot!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14988655)  context  full comments

No One Is Safe From The Mob Chasing Tucker Carlson by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 21:00:48)
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[ - ] Parent: nullifyNWO  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:39 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848373/14987646)

Hell, enough. We have to go back to the times when threatening invasion resulted in confronting thugs with a GUN. RESTORE
THE 2ND.

Oh don't worry it's only a matter of time with the way the Liberals want to Play....

" There will come a time when they will be afraid to walk down the street !

                      " Q "

WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848373/14988388)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 20:56:35)

[ - ] Parent: wokie  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:41 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14988057)

Your wife is a keeper.

Yes 28 years so far, I can only wish for 28 more..... �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14988290)  context  full comments

Why is it taking so long for AZ to count its ballots? by Qackerjak  in GreatAwakening
History: 9 points( +9 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  9 points ( +9 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 19:31:27)

[ - ] Parent: Qackerjak  32 points ( +32 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:43 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848389)

Because they (Democrats) have to look at who actually voted & then fill out democrats ballots who didn't vote but we're registered
& that's how you or should I say the Democrats win (cheat & steal) an election that they absolutely have to win to keep the Senate
from being totally controlled by Conservatives.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848389/14986363)  context  full comments

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 19:22:13)

[ - ] Parent: PtCPt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:45 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14985064)

Avis car rented to a Noah Holliman — a Democrat who works at the Broward Supervisor of Elections.

Of course it was..... Maybe he was hiding The Conservative Voted Ballots/ but I doubt it, it will be 90% Democrat voted ballots if not
100%, but I don't think they are actually that stupid!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14986154)  context  full comments

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 19:18:43)

[ - ] Parent: jdpent  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:47 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2847723/14985150)

YEA, BUT THESE WERE FILME AT AVIS CAR RENTAL STATION OUT SIDE OF THE OFFICIAL ELECTION OFFICE BEING
MOVED FROM CAR TO TRUCK- NOT LEGIT MUST BE THROWN OUT.

But because they are most likely all voted Democrat on those ballots the Liberal cheaters will work them into the recount....

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2847723/14986076)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 19:16:40)
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[ - ] Parent: Codyhbgbrb  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:49 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14985162)

Isn’t it equally amazing how all this occurs and no one is held accountable?

Yes it is screwed up that the same person in the same county that seems to continue to have the same election counting ballots the
night of election problems(acts of cheating)......never gets fired... Actually that should be headline news story today but you won't see
it because the MSM are owned by the globalist.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14986021)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 19:11:04)

[ - ] Parent: ZippingLou  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:52 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14985232)

What matters is not who votes but who counts the votes.

Very True & there should actually be a counting system where there is always at least 3 or more Republicans & 3 Democrats
viewing the count so there can not be any cheating going on by one party. (Democrats)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14985893)  context  full comments

No One Is Safe From The Mob Chasing Tucker Carlson by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 19:07:38)

[ - ] Parent: Big_Deplorable  6 points ( +6 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:54 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848373/14985616)

I didn’t realize Tucker chased mobs!

I guess you could actually read it the way that you have, but then again you can read any article or title & interpret it the way you
would like it to say or be, but then again there is reality....

But then again Tucker might be into that kind of thing..... Boooooom! hahaha! 

God bless Patriot! WWG1WGA

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848373/14985818)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 18:22:00)

[ - ] Parent: not-yo-mama  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:56 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14983314)

"We will keep filling out and finding ballots until we have enough votes to win."

Yeah that sounds like the Democrat Party that Hillary Clinton had taught so well how to Lie, Cheat & Steal an election at all cost
regardless of who says what......

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14984753)  context  full comments

Is it time to walk away from Q? by IndigoEyes  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 18:14:11)

[ - ] Parent: sorosminion  -7 points ( +2 | -9 ) 2018-12-10 23:00:58 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848170/14983509)

Q is a fake. Just admit you were taken and the shit you believe is not true. There is no evil cannibal satan worshipping cabaal. It's
just absurd and stupid. Political differences, sure. Major ones. But you have lost your minds and drifted into total crazy delusion.
Wake the fuck up, it was crazy, it IS crazy. Grow up, stop believing stupid internet shit, stop being gullible suckers.

Of course you can expect bullshit like this posted about there not being a Satanic Cabal,coming from a fucking shill with a name like
SorosMinion ( A Soros Lover & obvious kuk)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2848170/14984542)  context  full comments

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 16:55:46)
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[ - ] Parent: TheBridge422  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:00 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14982535)

Thank you for explaining that. I will give it a try. I can build a nice house but computers are different to me. Should of listened to
my dad back in the real early 80's when my high school had no computers, he said get into computers that the future. I thought he
was insane. Egg in my face. Lol. My son got me going on voat. Lol

Yeah my son has taught me so much about computers & how this or that works but now I'm good but nothing close to how he is on a
computer but he took classes in school.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14982822)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 16:36:32)

[ - ] Parent: finessa  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:03 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14981332)

They are truly shameless and lawless, doing this in full view and depending on a legion of crooked lawyers to make it stick.

Trust me just because Obama & Oprah campaigned for the black dude running in Florida / Guillum & also the back lady running for
Governor in Georgia/Abrams, you better believe that they are going to CHEAT to try & flip the outcome of those races..... The money
will be there for their lawyers because who's backing them from the beginning - Obama & Oprah

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14982458)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 3 points( +3 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 16:28:25)

[ - ] Parent: NorthernFront  3 points ( +3 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:09 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14982073)

Even more amazing is that they are all for Democrats.

Right! That was my point, it's obvious as hell, they are trying to pull the wool over America's eyes. Hillary Clinton sure has taught the
democrats that cheating is acceptable in American elections.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14982266)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 16:25:49)

[ - ] Parent: knarnia  4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:12 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14982085)

Broward Count PSA to run all this week: If you did not see your ballot counted from the November 6 elections, please call the
Broward County Elections Office to cast your votes, 1-900-555-LOST.

No way..... I sure hope you are joking.�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14982204)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 2 points( +2 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 16:24:37)

[ - ] Parent: PtCPt  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:14 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14982126)

It's been indicated that some sort of sting is in-progress and has to play out. We can only hope so at this point.

Yes let's hope so, because the Democrats have learned to cheat at all cost from non other than Hillary Clinton.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14982169)  context  full comments
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[ - ] Parent: MuckeyDuck  0 points ( +1 | -1 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:16 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14981474)

But Q assured us the vote is secure right? Her he comes to save the day! That means that mighty Q, is on his way!

You can put safeguards in place & then there's a winner, but the shit that Snipes & the Liberals are doing is after the fact they are
adding more ballots supposedly lost. ( added after election results) ..... Go figure, fucking cheaters is all!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14982108)  context  full comments

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 16:18:18)

[ - ] Parent: WhyAserverWasBuilt  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:18 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14981754)

Snipes has been doing exactly this for YEARS! Nothing is ever done. The very governor Rick Scott, could have/ should have
removed her for the same shit in 2016, did not and is now bit in the arse by this bitch! Tim Canova fought alone. Charlie Crist
before Scott also did nothing and wrote the stupid paper ballot and recount laws in place today. JEB Bush before him, set this
entire shit show in motion in 2001.

Right! It blows me away that this corruption continues in the same county & with that same crooked democrat Snipes why The hell
won't they remove her and from being in charge?

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14982007)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 16:14:45)

[ - ] Parent: 1patriot99  10 points ( +10 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:20 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14981818)

It certainly doesn't make for much of a democracy if voting is merely an illusion. This brings so many other things into question as
well.

Exactly ! Great point 1patriot99 .

�

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14981941)  context  full comments

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 15:58:58)

[ - ] Parent: TheBridge422  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:22 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14981258)

Not sure if I read it in this report or another, but the story I read said the car was leased to a Broward county sheriff. I don't know
how to copy and paste. Sorry or I would link it.

If you are on a phone, the 3 dots to the upper right side, " click on those dots & then click copy link & that's it, just hold your click in
comment & then hit paste" & you will see the link then you can write something or just post the link. (I hope that helps)

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14981637)  context  full comments

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 15:41:51)

[ - ] Parent: Fighting26  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:24 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14979217)

Snipes has some balls that is all I can say about all of this. I mean if I was her going to try and cheat for my party, as soon as I
knew they were on to me I would have quit and said the hell with it, but not her, she just keeps going and going and going!!
Amazing!! She will be jailed I think that is a given!!!

Let's hope she is thrown into prison.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14981304)  context  full comments

It's Truly Amazing How In Florida More Votes Keep Showing Up by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 4 points( +4 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 4 points ( +4 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 15:37:17)
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[ - ] Parent: whiteboard  5 points ( +5 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:26 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14981022)

It is swampland.

Yes it is! That's why I had to post it as soon as my wife said it to me, just to show how ridiculous it is & why they shouldn't allow any of
the late (cheating) ballots to count just like no one is gonna find multiple deposits in my bank account unless we do the deposits.The
Liberals are Cheaters & they always will be.

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847912/14981217)  context  full comments

Box of Ballots Marked 'Provisional' Discovered in Trunk of Rental Returned to Ft. Lauderdale Airport by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 12:44:10)

[ - ] Parent: Qd4Action  2 points ( +2 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:29 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14978920)

I am not questioning the validity of this report. I wouldn't question the validity of any report alleging fraud in the voting process of
Broward county. My question is this: has anyone seen this in another form of media - the TV news or a publication other than the
American Thinker? This is some seedy shit that needs to be elevated so that more than the few here on VOAT or that read the
American Thinker see it.

It is a new report just released 11/12/18 so I'm sure it will hit other news sites just as soon as they start publishing today's reports

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2847668/14978965)  context  full comments

DHS Over 270 Members of Migrant Caravan Are Convicts or Known Gang Members by Stonenchizel  in theawakening
History: 1 points( +1 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 28 days ago (2018-11-12 12:25:21)

[ - ] Parent: TrueSeeker777  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:31 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2846998/14978254)

i believe all of the people that illegally broke through into mexico are criminals that is a crime and wanting to commit another
crime which is force their way into our country which is a crime which makes them criminals i don't give a shit if they dragged their
kids with them its like me taking my kids with me when i rob a bank it don't mean robbing a bank is ok because i took my kids with.
it means i endangered my kids which is another crime

You've got a valid point there TrueSeeker777 �

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/theawakening/2846998/14978821)  context  full comments

Reinventing Herself As A Liberal Firebrand, Mrs. Clinton Will Easily Capture 2020 Nomination. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 29 days ago (2018-11-12 02:18:05)

[ - ] Parent: RightSideUp17and6  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:33 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2846943/14970604)

If she is still here, by all means please do! Her and Joe (not sure if that is allowable). Perfect.

If those two crooks were on the Democrats ticket in 2020 then Donald Trump will absolutely decimate them!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2846943/14972602)  context  full comments

Reinventing Herself As A Liberal Firebrand, Mrs. Clinton Will Easily Capture 2020 Nomination. by Stonenchizel  in GreatAwakening
History: 0 points( +0 | -0 ) at 2018-12-10 23:00:36

[–] Stonenchizel  [S] 0 points ( +0 | -0 ) 29 days ago (2018-11-12 02:14:50)

[ - ] Parent: Lauraingalls  1 points ( +1 | -0 ) 2018-12-10 23:01:35 (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2846943/14971254)

Google it. She is NOT DEAD. Nuts, but NOT dead.

Great description Lauraingalls!

permalink (Ref: https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2846943/14972557)  context  full comments
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